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Supplement to Gleanings for January 1, 1910

Index to Gleanings in Bee Culture
Volume XXXVII

In usiner this index the reader should not fail to note that it is divided into five departments, namely, Gen-
eral Correspondence, Editorials, A. I. Root's Writings, Contributors, and Illustrations. The whole index has
been prepared with great care. Sometimes two and even three catch-headings will be found, referring to the
same general subject. The purpose of this cross-indexing is to facilitate reference. If the reader does not find
the subject he desires under one head, let him think of some other catch-heading and try that, and so on. If

not found in the General Correspondence try Editorials or Illustrations. Subjects are never indexed under the
words A, An, Tlie. How, etc. Look for some important catch-word that comprehends the thought or discussion.

Editorials are indexed separately, as they relate to prices, current items, announcements, and the general
scope of current discussion.

The index of illustrations will be found especially valuable from the fact that most of the important arti-

cles have cuts. By looking for the cut under this index one will be able to locate the subject he seeks.
Owing to the fact that our index this year is very complete we have been compelled to run the headings

in. While this is not quite as handy as the line-for-line scheme, we are compelled to adopt it for lack of room.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
Absorbent cushions must be ventilated 675

;

.\bsorl)ent cushions v. sealed covers 06, 129, 190,
1^12. 22.^, 245, 206, 360, 577, 64H. 724 ; Absorbent
material, dampness of 786 ; Absorbing cushions,
oilcloth preferred to 745; Acid, amount to pre-
vent candying 656. 658 ; Adulterated honey 285 ;

Adulterated honey in Canada 102 ; Adulteration
of Canadian honey 264 ; Advertising recom-
mended 494 : Advertising honey, best plan for
4:>5, 626 ; Africa, bee-keeping in 101 ; After-
swarms, to prevent 670 ; After-swarming, Doolit-
tle on 458 ; Alcohol a cure for stings 711 ; Alex-
ander plan for foul brood modified oy Dr. Mil-
ler 760 ; Alexander plan for weak colonies in-

dorsed 63 ; Alexander's plan for increase 412

;

.Vllalfa districts in Colorado 77 ; Alfalfa inocu-
lation 332 ; Alfalfa grown in rows 298 ; Alfalfa
good for years on irrigated land 193 ; Alfalfa
territory in Colorado 76 ; Alfalfa, bees on at
Marengo 422 ; Alfalfa, second growth did not
yield nectar 520 ; Alfalfa-growing, Winkler on
28; .\lley trap for restraining swarms 413;
Alsace-Lorain, statistics from 193 ; AiSiKe and
red clover not hurt by drouth 60 ; Alsike clover,
symposium on 429 ; Alsike clover valuaWe for
bees 268 ; Alsike clover good for hay and honey
198 ; Alsike clover, second crop from 20 ; AlsiKe
hay less per acre than red clover 390 ; Alsike
clover seed 212 ; Alsike poisoning, Byer on 369,
5;>0 : -vlsike poisoning. Smith on 532 ; Aisike
poisoning caused by ergot 612 ; Alsike poison-
ing caused by weeds 598, 694 ; Alsike poisoning
caused by milkweed 612 ; Alsike poisoning caused
l>.v jiggpfs 745 ; Alsike not poisonous in Wis-
consin 531 ; Alsike not poisonous in South 758 ;

-Msike not to be sown alone 498 : Alsike here to
stay 532 ; Alsike first urged by S. Wagner 205 ;

A istralian irrigation 265 ; America, is it ahead
in bee-keeping? 594; American methods adopted
in Europe 331 ; American foul brood, Alexander
p'an not safe for 700 : Animal parasites cause of
dysentery 665 ; Ant-proof building in Hawaii 133 ;

.\nts in Mexico 38 ; Ants repelled rrom hive by
tanglefoot 3so : Apiary, laying out hives in 123,
154. 297. 727, 754 : Apiaries forbidden in certain
districts in Spain 76; Apiaries, distance of irom
road in France 22 ; Apiaries, proper distance
apart 559 ; Apiaries, unfenced, in Texas 297

;

Apiary, plea for larger 492 ; Apiary, where to
locate, Townsend on 111 : Apicultural investiga-
tions, more money for 18; Apicultaral station
in Ontario 238 ; Artichokes for bees 276 ; Arti-
ficial bee-pasturage 267 ; Aster and other fall

flowers 598 ; Aster honey unsafe for winter
stores 251 ; Atwater's wax-press 136 ; Austrian
brood-frames 411.' 422, 454 : Australia, bee-keep-
ing In 675 ; Australian bush fires 273 ; Automo-
lilies for bee-keepers, Kirsch on 82 ; Automobiles
lor bee-keepers, Scholl on 757.

Baby nuclei, forming 667 ; Baby nuclei,
plea for 275 ; Bags for candied honey
062 ; Bait sections, where to put them
139, 154, 378, 407, 475, 526, 611, 758,
7'^"

; Bartletfs winter cases 563 ; Basswood
planting in Canada 332 : Basswood pollen, 592 ;

Basswood. American v. ?]uropean 442, 476, 787 ;

Bean, .honey from 645 ; Bee bungalow 144 ; Bee

culture, experiment stations do little for 754

;

Bee-disease laws, Phillips on 782 ; Bee-dress for
women 373 ; Bee-escapes not used by Holtermann
525 ; Bee-escape used by Doolittle 527 ; Bee
jouruals, Doolittle's plan to read 659 ; Bee-keep-
ing alone, is it profitable? 138; Bee-keeping,
amount of work in 394 ; Bee-keeping for women
109, 428 ; Bee-keeping in England explained 507 ;

Bee-keeping with other pursuits 191 ; Bee-pas-
turage, changes in u-'^iS ; Bee-pasturage, improving
267 ; Bees adapting themselves to circumstances
572 ; Bees around feeding-trough 379 ; Bees
cheap in Germany 690 ; Bees close t.o street not
a nuisance 84 ; Bees desert hives in winter 253 ;

Bees forbidden in certain parts of Spain 76

;

Bees flying backward 380, 454, 490, 745 ; Bees
from strong colonies dying 598 ; Bees, improve-
ment in by Swiss 697 ; Bees in a grain-elevator
381 ; Bees olijected to by neighbor 475 ; Bees in
possession of barn 378 ; Bees kept permanently
in house 179; Bees, length of flight 708, 710;
Bees moved 600 miles by rail in winter 348

;

Bees, moving, to give new life 18 ; Beos newly
hived swarming 610 ; Bees, non-swarming. Mil-
ler on 269 ; Bees not a nuisance 296 ; Bees
moved in cattle-car 445 ; Bees of strong colony
leave hive in winter 411 ; Bees sent in half-
pound packages 74 ; Bees, small, reared in old
combs 625, 656, 757 ; Bees sold by the pound
227 ; Bees, strange lot of in August 744 ; Bees,
to improve 19 ; Bees, value of, Dr. Phillips on
1S9, 224 ; Bees visit same spot day after daj
295 ; Bees, weight of 454 ; Bees, young and old,

are .fielders 344 ; Bee territory, control of 309

;

Belts, extractor, to prevent slipping 473, 566

;

Benzoate of soda, why bad in foods 124 ; Ben-
zoate of soda to be barred 76, 101 ; Beet siitrar

in Sweden 39 ; Bitter honey 412, 413 ; Bitter
honey from holly-trees 514 ; Bisulphide, see car-
bon ; Blackberry, Himalaya 670 ; Black brood,
how fought by Dr. Miller 728 ; Black brood, bef s

do not carry out diseased larvae 558 ; Blacks,
is there non-swarming roll of? 335; Blasting,
does it disturb bees? 412; Boardman wheel-cart
247; Bokhara clover seed 212; Botany of honey-
flowers asked for 79 ; Bottling honey for ex-
hibits at fairs 597 ; Bottling honey, Gilstrap oti

112 ; Bottling, Fowls' plan for 787 ; Bottom-bars,
split 091 ; Bottom-bars, comb built under 457,
590 ; Bottom-bars, deep space under provided by
wedges 457 ; Bottom-bars, deep space under ad-
board with double entrance 229 ; Bottom-boards,
giving 3-inch space under combs 330 ; Bottom-
board with double entrance 229 ; Bottom-boards,
deep 53, 223 ; Bottom-boards, shallow or deep
cleats for entrance 53 ; Bottom-boards, Todd's
plan to make 641 ; Bottom-rack to prevent comb-
building under frame 413; Bottom-rack to pre-
vent comb-building below frame 390 ; Bottom
starters make straighter combs 390; Bottom
starters, time needed for putting on 390 ; Bot-
tom starters, depth of 98, 300, 455 ; Box hive,
fancy honey from 00, 74 ; Box hives, conditions
in 35 ; Brazilian method of doubling up colony
590 ; Breeding to improve the strain 19 ; Breed-
ing stronger queens by grafting larva twice 763 ;

Breeding from best queens and drones to im-
prove stock 624 ; Breeding, a plea for systematic

X.
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methods 630 ; Brood capped in December 113

;

Brood carried out before it hatches 513 ; Brood
dying from laclc of pollen 50S : Brood from weak
colonies 411 ; Brood often in honey when ex-
cluders are not used 763 ; Brood-chambei-s not
crowded with honey 75S ; Brood-rearing too
early in season 741 ; Brood-rearing in cellar and
outdoors 262 ; Brood-rearing stimulated by
pounding on hive 744 ; Brushing vs. shaking in
case of foul brood o.jS, 710 ; Buckwheat a valu-
able crop 29, 26S ; Buckwheat as early summer
crop 317 ; Buckwheat pancakes of buttermilk
377 ; Buckwheat cakes, Secor on 20S ; Buckwheat,
time of yielding 676 ; Buckwheat, Japanese and
silverhull 286 ; Buckwheat, questions answered
347 ; Buckwheat, Harrington on 246 ; Buckwheat,
small amount reached by Alexander's bees 64

;

Bulk comb honey v. section honey 320 ; Bulk
comb honey, how packed 544 ; Butter-dishes un-
safe for feeding 644 ; Buying bees 302.

Caiibage-palmetto honey sours quickly 39

;

Cage, mailing, to fill 671 ; California legis-
lation discussed 107 ; California, later reports
from 283; California, rains in 112; Canadian
honey, quality of 525 ; Canadian national ex-
hibition 658 ; Candied honey as food 786

;

Candied honey, marketing in Australia 707 ;

Candied honey removed from combs bv water
114, 786 ; Candied honey in hives 22, 263

;

Candied comb honey, to liquify 306 ; Candied
honey, bags for 662 : Candy consumed in a
year, 18 ; Candying, amount of acia to prevent
656, 658 ; Candying of comb honey, to prevent
98 ; Candying of comb honey, necessitates re-

garding 305 ; Candying, new plan to prevent 496 ;

Cans in poor eases 52 ; Cans not strong enough
77 ; Cans, second-hand, expensive 297 ; Cans,
second-hand, not recommended 29, 192 ; Cans,
second-hand, v. new 250 ; Cans, should producer
be paid for? 52, 254; Cans, washing 129, 264,
413 ; Capping-melter, the George 666 ; Capping-
melter used in transferring 497; Capping-melt-
ers, honey and wax separators for 399 ; Capping-
melters darken honey 530 ; Capping-melters in-

dorsed 52 ; Capping-melters, Beuhne on 315

;

Capping-melters, Townsend on 23 ; Capping-melt-
ers, danger of smoky honey 284 ; Cappings,
honey oozing through 644 ; Cappings, honey lost
in 525 ; Cappings, pressing honey from 40 ; Car-
bon bisulphide used by Dr. Miller 558 ; Carbon
bisulphide injures honey 145 ; Carbon bisulphide,
cheap 762 ; Carbon bisulphide v. sulphur 692

:

Carpentry for bee-keepers 232, 277, 314, 371.
409, 439, 541, 575, 607, 641, 672 ; Carpentry,
tools for 314 ; Carr, W. B., life of 401 ; Cars,
to load with honey 455 ; Cascara sagrada as a
honey-plant 677 ; Cases of corrugated paper, see
Taper Shipping-cases ; Cases for honey-cans not
substantial 52 ; Catalpa in Oklahoma 206 ; Ca-
talpa as a honey-tree 18 ; Catclaw honey dis-
cussed 359 ; Caucasians average better than Ital-
ians 125 ; Caucasians, kind of pollen gathered
by 227 ; Caves, bees in 381 ; Cellar built in side
hill 607 ; Cellar for bees with 2 ft. of water
787 ; Cellar, high temperature all right if air
is pure 122, 164, 190 ; Cellar, keeping bees in
too long 285 ; Cellar, bees flying in 694 ; Cellar,
Dr. Miller's bees taken from 262 ; Cellar, Dr.
Miller's, dead bees in 223 ; Cellar, Dr. Miller's
bees in Nov. 18, 754 ; Cellar, when to remove
bees from 111, 262, 358 ; Cellar, removing bees
from in cold weather 252 ; Cellar, upward venti-
lation in, not necessary 645 ; Cellars, light in
18 ; Cellars, pure air for 98, 643 ; Cellaring bees
early 18, 754 ; Cells not built in colonies with
caged queens 284 ; Cells started by colony with
laying queen ()75 ; Cells, size of in old combs
558, 757 ; Cell-building with caged queen 545

;

Cell-cappings outSi^.e of the hive 425 ; Cement
the coming material for hive-stands 754 ; Cen-
sus for 1910, effects on honey statistics 757 ;

Cheap tools and hives 264; Chicago convention
754 ; Chicks, how they get out of the shell 724 ;

Chilled bees revive on first warm day 320;
Chilled bees reviving after 72 hours 302

;

Chloroform, effect of on bees 476 ; Cider, honey
22 ; City, bees in center of 468 ; Cleaning honey-
cans 129, 264, 413 ; Cleoma plentiful 525 ; Clip-
ping queen on only one side 357 ; Closing hives

during the winter 231 ; Clover alsike, see alsike
clover; Clover not much damaged 20; Clover
prospects in Canada 332 ; Clover prospects in
Iowa 40 : Clover prospects in Marengo 18. 276

;

Clover, effect of drouth on 67, 90, 105, 113, 115,
146, 182, 204, 251, 424, 492 ; Clover, two-year-
old plants furnish crop 98 ; Clover, young plants
killed 115: Clover, Crane on 296; Clover, Doo-
little on 75, 99 ; Clover, Boltermann on 85

;

Clover, Weaver on 86 ; Clover, Hershiser on 196 ;

Clover, Weaver's article on, criticised 98, 99

;

Clover, white, a perennial 50 ; Clover, abund
ance in sight for 1910 758 ; Clover-honey crop
failure with first bloom 122 ; Cluster, Hurley-
Root controversy on 724 ; Cocoa, what bees work
on it 155 ; Cocoons, number of in old combs 6::5,

757 ; Codling-moth, where its eggs are laid 295 ;

Colonies grouped close for winter 65 ; Colony
leaves hive and brood 612 ; Colony, strong, ab-
sorbs bees from weak one 710 ; Color sense of
the bee 543 ; Colorado convention 725 ; Colorado
honey crop in doubt 144 ; Colorado interstate
fair 263 ; Colorado, slow honey flows in 26

;

Colorado, wintering in 21 ; Colors objectionable
to bees 547 ; Comb honey in glass 26, 70, 762 ;

Comb honey in glass, caution about 296 ; Comb
honey kept in cellar 98 ; Comb breaking in ex-
tractor, to prevent 577 ; Comb v. extrated honey,
Aikin on 24, 61, 74; Comb honey water-soaked
after standing 644, 738 ; Comb honey, breakage
of in shipment 392 ; Comb honey, old, deterior-
ated 21 ; Comb honey, old, of good flavor 181 ;

Comb honey, time to remove 527 ; Comb, old,
makes dwarf bees 625, 656, 757 ; Combs cut
down to midrib 477, 645 ; Combs should he built
only in super 745 ; Combs spaced wide for winter
35 ; Combs, boiled to loosen from the frames
711 ; Combs, permanent opening through, pre-
ferred 181, 264, 661 ; Combs, should they be
reversed more than once? 395; Combs, to get
them built to bottom-bar 490 ; Combs, strong-
tasting 1S2 ; Comb-breakage, to prevent 690

;

Comb-building from starters, Townsend on 472 ;

Comb-building, full sheets necessary 594 ; Comb-
honey cutter 26, 77 ; Commission on comb honey
98 ; Commission for selling honey, Case's figures
on 234, 234, 295 ; Commission for selling honey,
cost of 98, 190, 784 ; Concrete alighting-board
252 ; Concrete hive 710 ; Concrete honey-house,
d.y 253; Contra Costa Co., Cal., for bees SO;
I o-operatiou needed in fixing prices on honey
209 ; Copyright law, Williamson on 304 ; Cork,
ground, for packing 599 ; Corn syrup made from
corn ]5.o; Corrugated paper for shipping-cases,
see paper ; Cotton as a honey-plant 676 ; Cover
of hive not liked as a seat 691 ; Cover, direc-
tions for making 608 ; Covers, leaky, in Colorado
333 ; Covers, material for in Colorado 657

;

Covers, sealed, see absorbing cushions ; Cow pea
as a honey-plant 413, 579 ; Crossing different
strains 595 ; Crossness of bees depends on source
of nectar 501 ; Cuba, cattle detroying pasture in

542; Cuba, managing large apiaries in 737;
Cuba, poor conditions in 101, 140 ; Culls sold
as chunk honey 591 ; Cushions v. sealed covers,
see absorbing cushions.

Dampening sections to prevent breaking 85,

365, 391 ; Damage suit averted 764 ; Dandelion,
botanist on 724 ; Dauzenbaker hive, making air-

space around combs in 744 ; Dealer's profit on
honey 65, ,74, 98. 190, 234, 295, 784 ; Decapper.
Miller's ai'tomatic 235 ; Demonstrations at fairs

271 ; Disease laws, I'hillips on 782 ; Disease of

mature bees, new 664 ; Disease not transmitted
by bees sent by the pound 227 ; Disease, danger
of from imported honey 127 ; Disease, new, in

Canada 457; Diseases in Europe 596; Diseases,
why thev should be studied 297 ; Distance bees
fly "191, 285, 545, 577, 642, 708, 710; Dividing by
using upi)er entrance 734 ; Doolittle non-swarm-
ing plan without increase 398 ; Double-tier ship-
ping-cases. See Shipping-cases ; Drone comb,
bees not inclined to store in 91 ; Drone comb a
nuisance 100 ; Drone comb in extracting-supers
358 ; Drone comb in sections 674, 690 ; Drone
comb, amount in brood-chamber 674 ; Drone
foundation in sections 690 ; Drones reared above
perforated zinc 577 ; Drones of different color
from same queen 477, 513 ; Drones, comb for
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340 ; Drones. large number in hive 781 ; Drouth,
effects on clover, see Clover ; Duty on beeswax
7S ; Dwarf bees from old combs 625, 656, 757;
Dysentery, parasites the catise of 664.

Effss carried through excluder 701 ; Eggs trans-
ferred by bees 477 ; Electrical conditions, effect
of on lioney-llow 5i!5 ; Energ.v of natural swarms
524. 502; England, honey plants in 106; En-
trance at both ends of bottom-board 229 ; En-
trance conditions indicating strength of colony
:W2 : Entrances of different sizes. Scholl on 53;
Entrance, double, in winter 122 ; Entrance, two-
inch, preferred by Dr. Miller 558 ; Entrances
closed in winter 111 ; Entrances enlarged by
wedges 457 ; lOntrances. bearing of on swarm
control 504; ICnti-ances, to prevent from clog-
ging SO ; Entrances, various positions of for
winter 51 ; Entrances, uirper 181, 190. 734

;

Entrance-blocks. Todd on G41 ; Entrance-protec-
tor to prevent robbing 1519 ; Equipment at State
fair 597, 624 ; Escape, how to use and keep
honey warm 565 ; Escape, use of compared to
brushing 525 ; Escape-boards, correct method.,of
putting on 605; Europe, relative niuuber "*of
frame and box hives in 661 ; European v. Ameri-
can methods 594 ; European foul brood, Dr.
Miller on 760: Evergreen trees for clustering-
place 37 ; Excluders cause more honey in brood-
nest 173. 223; Excluders, less honey 'under 223,
412. 422; Excluders, should they be used? 579;
Exhibit of comb honey in glass cases 762 ; Ex-
hibit erf sound fruit in observation hive 103

;

Exhiiiition-cases for comb honey 21 ; Exhibit of
liouse made of cans of honey 132 ; Experiment
stations doing little for apiculture 754 ; Ex-
tensive honey production, Gibson on 395 ; Ex-
tracted honey kept indefinitely 74 ; Extracted
honey on Doolittle's plan 379; Extracted not
good name for liquid honey 263 ; Extracting
from brood-nest and feeding syrup 547 ; Ex-
tracting in Cuba on large scale 737; Extracting,
and feeding back 180 ; Extractor with removable
comb-pockets 349 ; Extractors, how to clean 785 ;

Extractors, large cans wanted for 180 ; Extrac-
tor-brake, home-made 474 ; Extracting-combs re-
moved in a wholesale way 426 ; Extracting-
combs, how Greiner cleans 762 ; Extracting-
house on wagon 273 ; Extracting-supers given
first to comb-honey colonies 129 ; Eyes, do they
aid bees in tinding hive? 454.

Eacing comb honey 263 ; Fall flow in Marengo
600; En 11 honey -flow, building up colonies for
233 ; Fall uniting, Doolittle on 598 ; Fall unit-
ing. Dr. Miller on 624; Farmers' Institute lec-
tures 21 ; Farming and bee-keeping 180 ; Fasten-
ing foundation with melted wax 366, 390 ; Feath-
ers for bee-lirushes ISO ; Feeding syrup after
extracting from brood-nest 547 ; Feeding in
spring not advised 233 ; Feeding in fail or
spring Clace on 566 ; Feeding for winter stores,
Doolittle on 561 ; Feeu.ng followed by fighting
744^ Feeding thick and thin syrup, JBruennich
on 742 : Feeding syrup in spring to force new
lioDey into supers 475 ; Feeding under the clust-
er in winter 59, 74 ; Feeding slowly recommend-
ed by Iloltermann 658 ; Feeding, Crane's figures
on 295 ; Feeding, time for modified by locality
444; Feeder, box, in super 711; Feeders, filling
when robbers are about 611 ; Feeders, leakv,
Doolittle 38; Feeders, Todd on 641; Fence as 'a
protection to apiary 112, 190: Fence-boards,
tight, bad for protection 424 ; Fertilization of
lilossoms 123; Fertilization of queens, station
to insure 74 ; Field meet of Massachusetts bee-
keepers 600 ; Fighting bees in winter 145; Fight-
ing after feeding 744 ; Fires, are lumber-cutters
to Itlame for? 145; Flax-plant in Xew Zealand
226 : Flight of liees, see distance ; Florida,
glimpses from 4:57; Flour method of introducing
579; Flour method, see Introducing; Flower,
more than one kind visited on same trip 180,
425, 547 ; Flowers, do bees of one colony work
on only cue kind? 180; Flowers, why a bee-
keeper should study them 750 ; Folding sections,
Townsend on 365 ; Folding sections, Foster on
591 ; Folding .sections without breaking 301 ;

Foot-power honey-extractor 133; Foreign and
American methods compared ... 4 ; Formalin for
fumigating comos 114; Foul and black brood

compared 340; Foul brood at Marengo 524. 728;
Foul brood not from foundation 690 ; ri'oul brood
carried by swarms 7S5 ; Foul brood cured by
shaking in the evening 782 ; Foul brood in On-
tario 20; Foul brood in New .Jersey 115; Foul
brood cured during the production of honev 136;
Foul brood located by smell 332 ; Foul brood,
fine illustration of 192; Foul brood, American,
Alexander plan not safe for 760 ; Foul brood,
does it affect mature bees? 590; Foul brood, how
shown by Morley Pettit 690 ; Foul brood, Euro-
pean, increasing in Canada 726 ; Foul brood, is
it found in bee-trees? 677; Foul brood. Crane's
comment on Atwater method 360 ; Foul brood,
European methods to cure 596 ; Foul brood, can
it be carried by swarms? 7S7 ; Foul-brood appro-
priation in Texas 298 ; Foul-brood law in Iowa
115. 245; Foul-brood law failed in New" Jersey
366 ; Foul-brood inspection in Canada 392 ; Foui-
brood laws, Phillips on 782 ; Foul-brood legisla-
tion in Connecticut 546 ; Foul-brood treatment
originated in Canada 726 ; Foul-broody colonies,
can they be treated in winter? 113; Foul-broody
hives, is honey from them good to eat? 444*;

Foul-broody combs, how to burn 782 ; Foundation
in brood-frames, to fasten 443 ; Foundation sag-
ging 128, 154 ; Foundation, full sheets defended
by Hand 730 ; Foundation, full sheets not ad-
vised 50, 761 ; Foundation, full sheets economical
223, 594 ; Foundation, Crane on full sheets in
foundation 758 ; Foundation, Scholl on different
amounts in sections 102 ; Foundation, Town-
send's plan to fasten 365 ; Foundation, flat-bot-
tom 6715 ; Foundation, no disease in 690 ; Founaa-
tion, too much used in sections, Greiner on
528, 761 ; Foundation, size to use with splints
454 ; Foundation, to prevent from sticking to
rolls 786 ; Foundation, to put in frames 281 ;

Foundation, how it affects grading 333; Foun-
dation, split bottom-bars to hold 691; Founda-
tion-mill lubricated with dextrine 223 ; Founda-
tion-press makes drone comb 39o ; Foundation-
press, stone, not a success 320 ; Frames. Dan-
zenbaker, to use for extracting 785 ; Frames,
standard, in Austria 98 ; Frames, to get combs
from without injury 711 ; Freezing does not
kill bees 573 ; Freezing and thawing kills clover,
see Clover ; French bee-.iournal, new 226 ; FrenchABC appreciated in Europe 754 ; Fruit pre-
vented from spoiling by bees 225 ; Fruit and
honey packing 333 ; Fruit, how bees help to
resist frost 754 ; Fruit, sound, bees do not in-
jure 55, 103 ; Fruit-blossoms, spraying 598.

Galvanized iron taints honey 40 ; Garret for
keeping comb honey 100 ; Garrets, bees kept in
786 ; Gasoline power v. hand power 396 ; Gaso-
line portable extracting-outflt 273 ; Gaston Bon-
nier 226 ; German Bee Journal 330 ; German
bee-sheds 377 ; Germany, bee-keeping in 373, 691 :

Glass not needed in shipping-cases 526, 560

;

(ijass hives, comb-building in IS ; Glucose trust
has competitor 331 ; Glucose, boiler-plate matter
to assist sale of 444 ; Goldenrod and other fall
flowers 598 ; Goldens flying in cold weather 113 ;

Government aid for bee-keepers 101 ; Grading
comb honey 77 ; Grading for exhibition 529

;

firading honey, scales needed for 591 ; Grading,
importance of careful 560 ; Grading-rules ex-
plained 64 ; Grading. Foster on 725 ; Grading-
rules difficult to introduce in Colorado 455 ;

firafting larva twice to get strong queens 763 ;

(jrain-car, bees in 445 ; Granulation prevented
by sunshine 693 ; Grass around entrances kept
down liy boards 361 ; Greasy cappings caused by
lack of ventilation 362, 391, 539, 574, 635

;

(Jreasy sections, Whitney on 362 ; Greenhouse
to winter bees in 730 ; Grocer, how to interest
in increase of sales 191 ; Grocer's profit on
honey 393, 784 ; Guadaloupe, bees in 155.
Hammers, how to use 400 ; Handling combs

without breaking 7.39 ; Harness-dressing 155

;

Hatch wax-press used in hot-water plan 310

;

Hatching, difference in time of 454 ; Hearing of
bees 177, 19(1. 264 ; Heat applied to bees in win-
ter 730 ; Heather, moving bees to in England
12.".: lleddon frame preferred 180; Hickory
honey 711 : Hive to adopt 211 ; Hive lifting and
shifting device 506 ; Hive to select, Todd on
439 ; Hive sides of two pieces 333, 359 ; Hive
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and system, Latham's let-alone plan 626 ; Hive,
S vs. 10 frame 134. 318 ; Hives, Doolittle on
334 ; Hives, Hand on. 660, 695 ; Hives, to lo-

cate 123, 154, 207, 727, 754 ; Hives, need of

disinfecting 500 ; Hives, size of. discussed at

National convention 123; Hive-cart, Boardman's
306 : Hive-cart, pneumatic tired 207 ; Hive-stand,
Todd's 641, 656 ; Hive-numliers 606 ; Hive-stands,
cement coming materia! for 754 ; Hive-stands.
Doolittle on 727 ; Hive-stool 699 ; Hive-tool,

how to use in manipulating frames 632 ; Hive-
tool with rounded ends 691 ; Hiving swarm auto-"

matlcallv 336, 758 ; Hoffman frames, to asseml)le

280 ; Holtermann's honey crop 658 ; Holland,
bee-keeping in 368 ; Holly, bitter honey from
514 ; Holy Land bees, good qualities of 298

;

Honey, adulteration of 192, 264, 285 ; Honey and
its Substitutes, liook on 54 ; Honey better than
butter for children 759 ; Honey botany for bee-

keepers 299 ; Honey crop in Canada 437 ; Honey
darkened by capping- melter 530 ; Honey due in-

stead of honey-dew 579 ; Honey eighteen years
old 36 ; Honey" from Egyptian tombs 101 ; Honey
from isolated bee-keepers must be sold near
home 591 ; Honey from same plant varies in

color 787 ; Honey from field-bees not stored in

cells by young bees 762 ; Honey gathered by one
bee 694 ; Honey oozing through cappings 644,
738; Honey prices, what makes them low? 209;
Honey injured by being melted with wax 611 ;

Honey low compared with other foods 494 ;

lioney olive-green in color 786; Honey ranks
fourth as food 424 ; Honey salesmen, Foster on
591; Honey scarce in Marengo 590; Honey
sealed earlier in shallow supers 423 ; Honey sell-

ing at 3 cts. above market 431 ; Honey sold on
commission. Case on 234, 295 ; Honey sold at a
reduction in other states 154 ; Honey v. cane
sugar 427 ; Honey yield by states 508 ; Honey,
age of, affecting quality 156 ; Honey, amount
consumed in the United States 330 ; Honey,
amount gathered by one bee 694, 724 ; Honey,
caring for as it comes from the extractor 441 ;

Honey, dealer's profit on 65, 74 ; Honey, extra
amount in the fall 18 ; Honey, how to take from
the hive 565 ; Honey, how farmers buy it 592 ;

Money, imported, disease from 127 ; Honey, im-
portations 125, 127, 253, 263, 2s4 ; Honey, old,

better than new 100 ; Honey, prices of in the
West 725 ; Honey, profit on 393, 784 ; Honey,
urging use of for daily food 140; Honey, weep-
ing 64-1, 738 ; Honey-board to prevent travel-
stain IS; Honey-book 156; Honey-cans, why
fhey should be washed 120: Honey-dew a secre-
tion and not excretion 763 ; Honey-dew on plum
leaves 457 ; Honey-dew and light honey in the
same comb 644 ; Honey-dew in sections, disposal
of 477 ; Honey-dew of animal origin 784

;

Honey-dew, origin of black color 764 ; Honey-
dew, soui ce of 743 ; Honey-dew. law on, Selser
on 629 ; Honey-dew, granulation of in combs
645 ; Honey-dew, does it candy ? 547 ; Honey-
dew, to make lighter in color 674 ; Honey-dew,
Selser on 540, 629 ; Honey-dew, relation of law
to 629, 729 ; Honey-dew, variation of 656

;

Honey-extractors, experience with various kinds
363 ; Honey-gate, home-made apparatus for clos-
ing 610 ; Honey-plant list and bee-keepers' calen-
dar 207 ; Honey-plants of California 660 ; Honey-
plants most valuable in a locality 126, 154

;

Honey-plants, botany of 156 ; Honey-plants, why
important to the bee-keeper 759 ; Honey-produc-
ers' League in France 193 ; Honey-strainer, cone-
shaped 466 ; Hopper plan for feeding poultry
301 ; Hornets' nest 538 ; Horses, to prevent from
being stung 567 ; House-apiarles, more about
252 ; Humming of colony in cellar 66.

Ice cream and honey 677 ; Illinois, no foul-
brood law in 122; Imbedding wires 282; Im-
perial Vallev, Cal. 37, 101, 255 ; Imported honey
in transit for Europe 125, 253, 263, 284 ; In-
crease l)y Alexander plan 380 ; Increase by shak-
ing 411; Increase by swarming 390; Increase in
connection with honey production 334 ; India,
i)ee-keepin.g in 7.''.2

; Indiana State fair 645, 677 ;

Inspecting bees imported into Hawaii 182 ; In-
troducing with damp smoke 513; Introducing
liy spraving bees with water 540 ; Introducing
with tlonr 231. 570, (>._', 711. 732, 745; Intro-

ducing in nuclei 477; Introducing, .difficulty in

64, 377 ; Introducing, direct methods for 673

;

Introducing, sure plan for 701 ; Introducing,
Miller on 270 ; Iowa to have a foul-brood law
245 ; Irrigation not profitable to the bee-keeper
for years 77 ; Irrigation in Kansas 22 ; Irriga-

tion in Colorado 331 ; Irrigation for Imperial
Valley 101; Irrigation in Wyoming 640; Irri-

gation work attacked 54 ; Irrigation projects
290 ; Irrigation that would help bee-keepei-s 77,
124 ; Isolated bee-keepers must sell crops near
home 501 ; Italianizing an apiary of 50 colonies
578 ; Italians, testing purity of 477.

Japanese clematis 30 ; Judging honey 696.
Jving, A. J., history of 705 ; Knives, see Un-

capping ; Kuehl, Dr. F., death of 724.
Labels for outside of split sections 676 ; La-

bels, are they necessary? 578; Larva?, choice
of for queens 364 ; Law in Canada requires car-

bolic acid in spraying solutions 611 ; Law in

Illinois, none 122 ; Law in Iowa 245 ; Laws on
bee diseases, Phillips on 782 ; Laws of Europe
and America compared 506 ; Laws for l)ee-keepers
in California 107 ; Laying workers, getting rid

of 675, 781 ; Laying workers not found in hive
with many drones 781 ; Lebanon Bee-keepers' As-
sociation 01 ; Let-alone hive, Latham's 626 ; Le-
vulose in honey 76 ; Lippia as a honey-plant
674 ; Lippia, praise for 670 : Liquefying, Fowls'
plan for 787 ; Liquefying large quantities of
honey 112 ; Loading honey in cars 455 ; Loafers,
to take caie of 244 ; Locating out-apiaries 550 ;

Location, sheltered 360; Location, tilings to con-
sider when choosing 126, 154 ; Locusts as honey
yielders 265 ; London, Canada, convention 332.

Mail, putting up queens for 671 ; Maine, bee-
keeping in 264, 443 ; Manitoba, bee-keeping in

676 ; Manufactured comb honey, origin of stories
about 628 ; Maple sugar bought by glucose trust
265 ; Maritime Bee-keepers' Association 78

;

Market injured by inferior honey 284 ; Maryland
bee-keepers 360 Maryland bee-keepers, first meet
of 131 ; Massachusetts Society of Bee-keepers 91 ;

Massachusetts field meeting 736 ; Massachusetts,
bees on let-alone plan 343 ; Mating queens,
Beuhne's method 237 ; Mating, how far apart to

have apiaries 627 ; Mating impossible to control
624 ; Mating-boxes, best shape for 607 ; Mating-
stations, isolated, in the United States 697 ; Mc-
Evo.v receives a purse 726; Meat and honey
657; Meat, honey on 657, 724; Midrib, strip in

old combs 757 ; Milkweed not hard on bees 710 ;

Milk-bottles for honey 203 ; Mittens, cloth, a
protection from stings 711 ; Mouth of tlie honey-
bee 57 ; Gloving bees in carlots «i8 ; Moving in

August without losing many bees 224 ; Moving
for stimulating 18, 125. 227 ; Moving short dis-

tances, no loss from 348, 610 ; Moving short
distances in warm weather 63, 91, 146, 246,
206, 302; Moving short distances on warm days
in winter 212 ; Moving, new kind for 227. •

Nailing section holders by use of forms 253 ;

Nailing hives 280 ; National Association Invited
to Canada 726 ; Nectar from red clover 660

;

Nectar, does it contain ferment? 357; Nectar,
evaporation of water from 709 ; Nectar, not
sugar, evaporates 601 ; New England, informa-
tion wanted concerning 115; New Jersey bee-

keepers' call to fight foul brood 115 ; New Lands
exposition 298 ; New Mexico, Lathrop on 661 ;

New York importations mostly for Europe 125,
253. 284 ; New Zealand, Bee-keeping in 87, 642,
7:30 ; Newspaper editor's experience with bees
1.34 ; North Carolina, Bee-keeping in 22 ; Novice
extractor, good record of 531 ; Nuclei wintered
in cellar 612; Nucleus hive, best shape of 606;
Nucleus, small liive not needed for 724 ; Nuc-
leus-forming without queen-hunting 391 ; Num-
bering hives 272.

Okra as a honey-plant 155 ; Oklahoma, condi-
tions in 39 ; Oklahoma, conditions in good for bees
115, 145, 282, 283, 663; Old bees aid in brood-
rearing 205: Onions in Texas 390; Ontario
convention 726 ; Ontario .apicultural station 20 ;

Ontario association, meeting of 658 ; Orange a
good honey-yielder 709 ; Orange-blossom honey
638 ; Orange-trees 236 ; Oregon, wintering in 40 :

(tverstocking not likelv 04; Overstocking, Doo-
little on 194 ; Overstocking, Pettit on 873.
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Packages for honey, better ones wanted 102,
360; Tainted canvass for wrapping hives 91:
Painting hives, 15(i, 281'; Paiuliug hives. Poster
on (ir>7 ; Painting hives, Todd on G72 ; Pancake
recijie wanted 40 ; Pancake recipes 208, 377 ;

Paper bottles for liquid honey 203; Paper ship-
ping-cases. Crane on 23!) ; I'aper shipping-case
does not show honey 202 ; Paper shipping-cases
stiffer than wooden ones 202, 62G ; I'aper ship-
ping-cases, honey not faced in 2;)5 ; Paper ship-
ping-case, anoflier style 307 ; Paper shipping-
cases, new style not as good as the Crane 330 ;

Paper shipping-cases, glass not needed in 5G0

;

Paper wrapped around hives 076; I'apers, Doo-
little"s plan for reading 650 ; I'arade in Cali-
fornia, bees in 201 ; Paralline not good for fur-

niture polish 223 ; I'aralysis 412 ; I'aralysis,

should the queen in infected colony be bred
from? 357; I'arasites on bees 381; I'arcels post
32, 74, 122, 124, 331 ; Parent colony left with-
out queen or cell 514 ; I'asturage, artiticial 424 ;

I'awlonia imperialis 736 ; I'eacUes, sound, not in-

jured by bees 477 ; Pecos Valley, Lathrop on
661 ; Peddling honey 360 ; I'eddling honey from
vegetable-wagons 74 : I'ennsylvania convention
609 ; Philadelphia Field meeting 31 ; Photo-
graphic hints for bee-keepers 141 ; Planes, Todd
on 371 ; Plural-queen system in Europe 193

;

I'oisonous huney 476 ; Pollen and honey gathered
on same trip 330, 400 ; Pollen from basswood
600 ; I'ollen from basswood 502 ; I'oison from
spray on fruit-trees 514 ; Pollen needed before
brood was reared 443 ; Pollen on Thanksgiving
day 410 ; Pollen dropped at entrance of hive
38"; I'ollen taken from combs over excluder 690 ;

Pollen, artiticial, not needed after natural 205 ;

Pollen, artiticial. in chicken-coop 413 ; Pollen,
old, to get rid of 38, 255 ; Pollen, but one kind
gathered on a trip luo ; Pollen, more of when
bees visit flowers 670 ; Pollen, effect on brood-
rearing 'i~(^ ; I'ollen, substitute for 225, 375

;

Pollen, lack of, causes death of biood 598 ;

Pollen-carriers indicate queenrlght colony 332

;

I'oUen-clogged combs for sale 492 ; l'ouder"s new
supply-house 344 ; Poultry and bees 109. 268

;

I'ower equipment at each extracting-yard 395 ;

Power extractors, advantages of 426, 473 ; Prac-
tical instructions for beginners 160, 211, 249,
280, 302, 345, 365, 407, 472 ; Pratt, E. L.,

memoriam of 242 ; Premium jar, objections to

333 ; Price of honey during shortage 624 ; Price
of honey, to raise. SchoU on 625 ; Prices of
honey in the West 725 ; I'rices of honey in Ari-
zona 319 ; Prices, holding for, not advised 393 ;

Profit on honey, dealer's 65, 74, 393, 784 ; Profit
in comb honey 393 ; Profits from bees 317 ; Pro-
polis from Cottonwood 657 ; Propolis in wax
from combs 626 ;»l'ropolis in wax from powerful
press 393 ; I'ropolis in supers 526 ; I'ropolis

from balm of (lilead 114 ; Propolis, is it made
or found? 122; Propolis-proof hive 316; Funics
bad for watery combs 524 ; Funics travel-stain
comb badly 513 ; Pure food, Wiley's comments
on 462 ; Pure food in Prance 155 ; I'ure-food
law protects purchasers 754 ; Pure-food exposi-
tion 125 ; Pure-food law, national 729.

Queen flying when hive is opened 546 ;
Queen

goes to another hive 64 ; Queen just hatched
easy to introduce 558 ; Queen reared under bad
conditions *>~o ; Queens die in cells because of
poor food 424 ; Queens failing 264 ; Queens fly-

ing when hives are opened 645 ; Queens go above
if drone comb is in the sections 690; Queens
Injured by shaking 424 ; Queens killed in cages
when introducing 224 ; Queens- purely mated
where hybrid drones abound 579 ; Queens reared
in swarming time 558 ; Queens wintered over,
why high in price 75'i

;
Queen, best time to in-

troduce new one 611 ; Queen grafting larva twice
763 ; Queen, superannuated 237 ; Queen, Miller
on finding 3.30; Queen, to detect in failing 492;
Queens, black, to find 445 ; Queens, buying v.

breeding 677 ; Queens, difference in time of
hatching 50, 693; Queens, do workers kill? 318;
Queens, Doolittle on finding 30n

; Queens, how
raised by blacks and Italians 759 ; Queens, how
long shall they be kept? 690; Queens, many
superseded in August 492 ; Queens, old, dull col-

or of 52 ;
Queens, putting them in cages 671 ;

Queens, Sibbald on improvements in 720
;
Queens,

surplus of. wintered in cellar 612 ; Queens, Swiss
system for registering 696 ; Queens. Todd's ques-
tion on 460 ; Queens, to avoid loss in house
apiary 296 ; Queens, to introduce directly 673

;

Queens, to keep tnrough winter 787 ;
Queens,

when to remove when getting cells started 590 :

(^ueen-breeders disposing of inferior queens 578 :

Queen-cages, size of holes in 476, 609; Queen-
cells containing the only brood in the hive 378 ;

Queen-cells built over larvie 490 ;
Queen-cells,

pre-constructed v. post-constructed 754 ; Queen-
cells, proper condition of colony which starts
them 390 ; Queen-cells, new plan for getting
224 ; Queen-cells, physical heat not sufficient for
223 ; Queen-clipping, Doolittle on 266 ; Queen-
excluders, are they honey-excluders? 491, 592.
631. 632, 762 ; Queen-excluders, size of perfor-
ations 624 ; Queen-rearing not advised before
cover bloom 190

;
Queen-rearing questions for

ljV. Miller 87 ; Queen-rearing, Alley plan for
234 ; Queen-rtfJTriug, tricks of the trade 667 ;

Queen-rearing, Doolittle's plan to insure pure
mating 627 ; Queen-registering In Switzerland
454 ; Queenless bees building worker comb 264.
295, o32 ; t^ueenless bees, do they bring in pol-
len like queenrlght bees? 358; Queenless colony,
odor of 332 ; Queen's body guard 205 ; Quota-
tions from San Francisco too high 67.

Uauchfuss, Herman 125 ; Itains in Texas 359 ;

Uaiu, why bees are cross before 531 ; Uats, to
destroy 298; Recipes using honey 208, 377, 427;
Record-keeping 606 ; Red clover, nectar from 660 ;

Requeening in the spring 424 ; Requeenlng with-
out killing the old queen 476 ; Requeening, Sio-
bald on 726 ; Respiration of honey-bee 499

;

Reversible hive, Hurst's 210 ; Rheumatism, can
it be cured by bee stings? 784; Rinsing 60-lb.
cans 251 ; Rinsing cans not advised 254 ; Ripe
cells sent by mail 546 ; Ripening buckwheat 4lu ;

Ripening honey, Bruenuich on 393 ; Robber bees,
are they ever of further use? 524; Roboer-cages
3.j, 569 ; Robbing cured by flour on alighting-
board 223 ; Robbing prevented by kicking the
hive 227, 424 ; Robbing stopped by mud at en-
trance 300 ; Robbing stopped by turning hive
around 3o6 ; Robbing prevented with wet hay_
31 ; Robbing, directions misquoted in German'
journals 422 ; Robbing, Townsend on its preven-
tion 346 ; Robbing, to avoid when using tent
223 ; Roof of woodshed for apiary 203 ; Roofing-
paper for hive-cloth 146 ; Roses, bees on 490

:

Rosin, does it taint honey? 578; Rosin taste in
honey 785 ; Rubber-roofing covers for winter 578 ;

Russell, Wm., death of 360 ; Russian uee-journal,
new 228.

Saccharine used in pickle-factories 101 ; Sages,
nomenclature of 670 ; Sagging of foundation, to
prevent 281 ; Salesmen, Poster's requirements for
y, 1 ; Saw-palmetto honey 39; Scofleld, life of
146 ; Scout bees, are they in advance of the
swarm? 357; Sealed covers v. cushions, see ab-
sorbing cushions ; Season, few flight days in
358 ; Season prospects in Colorado 393 ; Season's
prospects In Canada 392 ; Second swarms. Dr.
.Miller's plan to prevent 422 ; Section, which side
should be up? 263, 413; Sections emptied by
bees 690 ; Sections darkened because brood was
too close 422 ; Sections in T supers become badly
propolized 358 ; Sections, Foster's plan to fold
591 ; Sectional hive adopted 139 ; Selling early
advised 303 ; Selling honey in city markets 61V :

Selling honey near home 100 ; Selling honey at
factories 532 ; Selling honey, proflt in 784 ; Seii-

ing price of honey low 66 ; Selling honey, cost of
commission, etc. OS, x.)0, 225, 234, 295, 784;
Selling honey, Iloltermann on 592 ; Selling-
honey, SchoU on 025 ; Separating honey and wax
36(», 399 ; Shade detrimental 36, 135 ; Shaker
bees, Walker's explanation 374 ; Shaking or
changing 207 ; Shaking for stimulation at Alex-
ander yard 106 ; Shaking beneficial only when
there is a change of conditions 494 ; Shaking as
a stimulus to bees, Williams on 195, 313 ; Shak-
ing as a stimulus to bees 50, 53, 74, 102. 156,
157. 190, 196, 222, 225, 227, 262, 2S5, 375. 390.
492, .595, 693, 781 ; Shaking swarms for comb
or extracted honey 444 ; Shaking energy Into
bees not natural 442 ; Shaking not recommended
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592; Shallow frames need no wire 156; Shallow
frames for comb honey 610 ; Shallow supers pre-

ferred 39 ; Shallow-frame supers, more honey
from 674 ; Shaptal clover 54, 265 ; Shed of bark
for bees 277 ; Sheds for hives 202 ; Sheds, labor-

saving 784 ; Shipping 600 colonies in hot weather
540 ; Shipping a few colonies a long distance
475 ; Shipping bees by the carload 411, 574

;

Shipping honey with bill of lading attached 109 ;

Shipping honey in carlots, symposium on 459

;

Shipping honey, to load the cars 455 ; Shipping
honey, loss by breakage in 100 ; Shipping-cases
without glass 526 ; Shipping-cases of corrugated
paper, see Paper shipping-cases ; Shipping-cases,
double-tier. Dr. Miller on 20S ; Shipping-cases of

wood have weak covers 758 ; Shipping-cases
double-tier 100, 122, 191, 224, 295 ; Shipping-
cases, glass for, not necessary 467 ; Show-cases,
small, not recommended 191 ; Sight of bees 454 ;

Simpson or spider plant 286 ; Skunk cabbage
200 ; Smell, sense of in drones 74 ; Smoke re-

placed bv chemical fumes 476 ; Smoker with
handle 379 ; Smoker, how to hold 690 ; Smokers,
how to handle to avoid being stung 249 ; Smok-
ing not necessary for new swarms 244 ; Smother-
ing of swarms 390 ; Sneezing when working with
bees 413 ; Solar extractors, difference in wax
from 6'96 ; Soola clover 265 ; Sorghum for feed-

ing 412, 7S7 ; Souring of honey 128 ; Souring
of a part of a lot of honey 744 ; Spacing wide
in winter 181 ; Spraying blossoms, carbolic acid
used in mixture 611 ; Specializing in bees 733 ;

Spider plant 91 ; Spain, bee flora of 456 ; Splints

coated with shellac to prevent gnawing 729

;

Splints boiled an hour 690 ; Splints made of

chair-seat cane 524 ; Splints made of oane poles

710 ; Splints ta support light foundation 295

;

Splints in grooved top and bottom-bars 18

;

Splints badly gnawed 320 ; Splints all right if

used right 411 ; Splints v. wires IS'O, 612, 624,

674 ; Splints 5 in. long better than full length
4z6 ; Splints, short, not satisfactory 590 ; Splints,

short, used by Green 562 ; Splints, to improve,

Green on 562 ; Splints, made from can,e poles

710 ; Splints all right in upper story 445

;

Splints V. wires to prevent breakage 612, 624 ;

Splints, short, not satisfactory 656 ; Splints,

waxing foundation to bottom-bar when using
490 ; Splints, size of foundation to use with 454 ;

Splints, short, satisfactory 745 ; Splints, why
bees gnaw them 628, 629 ; Splints, why they
failed in one case 330 ; Splints, reasons for using
624 ; Split sections, extra-thin foundation used
in 730 ; Split sections, labels for 676 ; Spring
late in Vermont 360 ; Spring protection from
winds 111 ; Spring manipulation not necessary
227 ; Spring management, Doolittle on 266

;

Spring, early manipulating not necessary 125,

227 ; Springs, cold, retard progress 227 ; Start-

ers of comb instead of foundation 738 ; Starters
V. full sheets for comb honey 604 ; Station to

insure fertilization of queens 74 ; Stimulating
bees, see Shaking for stimulus ; Stinging of stock

255, 286 ; Stinging not always fatal to queens
454 ; Stinging, to avoid 249 ; Stingless bees 22 ;

Stings will not cure rheumatism 784 ; Stomach
of' bee 534 ; Stores, for winter, an indication of

52 ; Stores, plenty needed till honey-flow 334,
345 ; Storm-doors not profitable 255, 320 ; Strain-

er, modified Alexander 39 ; Strainer, Pettifs 143,

252, 530 ; Sugar consumed in the United States
50, 157 ; Sugar syrup, to remove from estract-

ing-combs 378 ; Sugar from beets, favorable tes-

timony for 39, 157 ; Sugar, production of beet
equals that of cane 50 ; Sumac and other fall

flowers 598 ; Sunflowers for bees 299 ; Sun keeps
honey liquid 496, 693 ; Sunflowers for bees and
chickens 54 ; Super, every part of worked at
once 139 ; Super, proper place for comb-building
745 ; Super, T, too short 223 ; Supers, shallow,
used in the North 625 ; Supers, to free from
bees 657 ; Supers, empty, where to place 364,
490, 558, 579, 592, 625 ; Supers, artificial heat
in 731 ; Supers, Foster's plan to remove 'bees

from 657 ; Supers, Miller on arrangement of 364 ;

Supers, to tell when full without tearing hive
apart 600 ; Supers, to clean in winter 725

;

Supers, when to put on 98, 100, 407 ; Supersed-
ing left with bees 122 ; Superseding in Texas

424 ; Superseding in Europe, how developed 595 ;

Superseding queens, Doolittle on 361 ; Supersed-
ing, difference between blacks and Italians 759 ;

Superseding, Crane's bees slow at 100 ; Super-
sedure, when advised 50 ; Supersedure, natural.
Hand on 26 ; Supplies, kind to adopt 211 ; Sup-
lies, ordering early 102 ; Swarm automatically
hived 336, 339, 758 ; Swarm control in Cali-
fornia 280 ; Swarm control, Dr. Miller's system
301 ; Swarm issues long before cells are sealed
711 ; Swarm not following scouts 477 ; Swarm,
part of, returning to old hive 425 ; Swarm, to
remove from inaccessible place 476 ; Swarm,
newly hived, leaves in spite of precaution 498

;

Swarm, niethod of introducing 644 ; Swarm,
many dead bees in front of hive 380 ; Swarm, to
change position of cluster 295 ; Swarms carry-
ing foul brood 785 ; Swarms scarce at Dr. Mil-
ler's 656, 690 ; Swarms, bees of, killing each
other 475; Swarms, can they carry foul brood?
787 ; Swarms, natural, energy of 490, 524, 592 ;

Swarms, first of season before cells are ripe
547 ; Swarms, to make stay hived 656 ; Swarms,
how to make stay hived 590, 656 ; Swarms, more
than one clustered together 408 ; Swarms, to re-

move without climbing trees 337 ; Swarms, none
from colony 45 years old 380 ; Swarms, to take
care of so as to avoid increase 514; Swa;ias,
two uniting 443 ; Swarms, Todd's questions on
469 ; Swarming controlled by Swift 697 ; Swarm-
ing controlled by shaking 195 ; Swarming dis-
couraged by empty super below brood 89

;

Swarming, is there a non-swarming race? 335;
Swarming fever, to prevent 443 ; Swarming less-

ened by drawn combs in extracting-supers 490

;

Swarming without increase 318 ; Swarming con-
trolled by climatic conditions 335 ; Swarming
prevented by extra ventilation 53, 229, 638,
691, 693 ; Swarming with virgins leaves colony
queenless 182 ; Swarm-catcher, home-made 445 ;

Swarm-hiving, Towui^end on 407 ; Sweet clover
where nothing else will grow 381 ; Sweet clover
looks good for another year 657 ; Sweet clover
valuable for bees 268 ; Sweet clover among corn
445 ; Sweet clover to flavor other honey 135

;

Sweet clover, Coverdale on growing 312 ; Sweet
clover, amount to sow per acre 145 ; Sweet
clover, yield per acre 691 ; Sweet clover, number
of bees on, counted 644 ; Sweet clover, white,
earlier than yellow 422 ; Swiss non-swarming
bees 269 ; Sjrup not sufladent for brood-rearing
376 ; Syrup fed in cold weather under cluster
59, 74 ; Syrup, Brunnich on thick and thin 742 ;

Syrup, Crane on proper density of 758 ; Syrup,
thick v. thin for fall feeding, Crane on 230

;

Syrup, thick v. thin 590, 742 ; Syrup, very thick,
not practicable 690 ; Syrup, three parts sugar to
one of water too thick 724 ; Syrup, acid to pre-
vent candying 656, 658.

Taking off honey quickly to avoid robbers 411 ;

Tanglefoot honey kills bees 349 ; Tanzy for
stopping robbing 612 ; Tariff on unrefined sugar
76 ; Tariff on honey and wax 127 ; Tariff on
honey and wax not favored 65 ; Tartaric acid,
amount to prevent candying 656, 658 ; Telephone
wires killing bees 577 ; Telescope cover 78

;

Temperature, high, all right if air is pure 122.
164, 190 ; Territorial fair, Lossing's exhibit at
503 ; Testing honey 696 ; Texas convention 733 ;

Texas convention program 423 ; Texas fair 559,
597, 692 ; Texas, prospects for next season 53,
29 1, 491; Texas, spring crop 359; Texas, bees
in good condition in 102 ; Thieves, to get rid of
645 ; Tiering supers 455 ; Tobacco harmful to
bees 787 ; Transferring at night by electric light
251 ; Transferring without cutting combs

—

Townsend on 497 ; Transferring, old plan for
230 ; Transferring, interesting time during 253 ;

Travel-stain, Crane's honey-board to prevent IS,

428 ; Travel-stain in supers over Punic colony
513 ; Trees, comb-building in 182 ; Trees, death-
rate in. greater than in hives 182 ; Trees, is

foul brood found in? 677; Turkey, sectional
hives in 611.

Uncapped sections in the fall, to prevent many
of 493 ; Uncapping not like cutting meat 531 ;

Uncapping with up and down stroke 180; Un-
capping with butcher-knife, down stroke 423

;

Uncapping downward 35, 36, 53, 102 ; Uncapping
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upward 154 ; Uncappiiiir a whole frame at one
stroke 130 ; I'ncappin.if-liox, position of 128

:

Uncapplug-knife witli stiaiglit lianille preferred
ISO, 350; Uucappin^-knifo willi two handles 154;
rncappinii-kuife. strai^lit, preferred 359 ; Uncap-
piiifl-knife, Imtclier 351); Incapiiinji-knife, cold,
preferred 1S((, 525 ; rncappinjj-knife, corrugated
(J45 ; I'ncapping-knife. Hyer on 530; Uncappiug-
knives, thick N!t ; rncappiug-kuives, thin 89

;

I'ncappiug-knives, l)oth hot and cold used 426

;

Incapping-knives, hot or colil 3(), 37, 128, 146,
253, 426; ^ncapping-knive^^. straiglit preferred
130; rncapping-niaciiiues, ("rane not interested
in 492 ; rncapping-macliine, Bayless 165 ; Un-
oaiipiiig-uiachine, is it a practical tiling? 319;
I ncapping-niachine. Miller's 190. 235; Uncap-
ping-machiiu'. Sinuuins' 223 ; Uncapping-niachine.
Ferguson's 4(ti.' ; Inaerstocking. danger of 21;
Inlinislied sections, market for 225; Unfinished
sections, to prevent 693; Fniting weak colonies
in tlie cellar in spring 1S2 ; I'niting and saving
(pioens 787; Tnitiug in the fall,- Crane on 758;
liiiting in fall. Dr. .Miller on 624; Uniting in
tlie fall to conserve heat 4(i ; Uniting bees in
fall. Doolittle's plan for 59:> ; Uniting when put-
ting colonies in cellar 100; Uniting weak col-
onies, Doolittle on 228 ; Uniting workers of two
colonies .3S1 ; Uniting with newspaper between
two colonies 390; Uniting, success followed by
failure 745; Upper entrances not used by bees
59(1; Upper entrances o3o, 590; Upper entrances,
Walker on 532.

Vacuum honey-extractor 463, 559 ; Vegetable
wax 299 ; \'eil, Alexander, supported on the
head 114 ; Ventilation to make white ca.ppings
;;62. :>91. 635 ; \"entilation at top of hive in
winter 51, ISl ; Ventilation to prevent swarm-
ing tiUl, 693 : Ventilation by upper entrances
530, 590. 734 ; Ventilation through bottom-board
unnecessary 645 ; Ventilation by tin tube for
chaff-packed colony 745 ; Ventilation, upward, in
cellar unnecessary 645 ; Ventilation, extra, at
bottom of hive 53, S^U ; Ventilation, extra, to
prevent swarming 525. 638 ; Ventilation, diffi-

cult to increase with bottoms nailed fast 492

;

N'entilatiou, upward, v. sealed covers 677; Ven-
tilation in cellar, caution about 254 ; Ventila-
tion from two lower entrances 229 ; Ventilator
at top of hive not used by bees 590 ; Vinegar
made from Iioney 590 ; Virgin, sale of 74 ; Vir-
gins destroyed if young brood is present 690.

Walioo-tree 477 ; Walls of bm.uings, bees in
.'..".9

; Washington, conditions in 89 ; Wasps dam-
age comb honey 110 ; Water evaporated from
nectar 7u9 ; Water elected by uees during flight
547 ; Water-soaked and white cappings from
same colony 539 ; Watering bees 467 ; W'ater-
ing-places, cork chips better for 390 ; Watering-
l)laces for bees, using blocks or corks 357 ;

Watery cappings due to lack of ventilation 362,
.191. 539, 574, 635 ; Watery cappings, is queen
rcsponsil)le for'? 539 ; Watery combs, I'unics bad
for 524 ; Wax goes to waste 361 ; Wax in plants
155; Wax produced by confined bees 731; W^ax
secretion, effect on amount of honey 102 ; Wax

secretion not involuntary 594 ; Wax secretion,
voluntary or involuntary 102, 154, 223, 225;
Wax, involuntary secretion of 25, 50; Wax,
amount of in old combs 52 ; Wax, amount of
used at Medina 724 ; Wax. tariff on not favored
127; Wax, color of when new 422, 531; Wax,
reason for color of 626 ; Wax-moth, lesser 560

;

Wax-reiulering in a wholesale way 248 ; Wax
production in Cuba 73"; Wax-press, Hatch, used
on hot-water plan 310; Wax-rendering, Atwat-
er's method for i:{6 ; W^eak colony placed under
strong colony instead of over 251 ; W'eak golden
colony, to build up 349 ; Weak colonies united
in the fall 786; \teak colonies, Byer's plan to
build up .!70 ; Weak colonies, I'ratt plan to build
up in spring 244 ; Weak colonies, Doolittle plan
foi- uniting 228; Weak colonies, to save 383;
Weber, life of 104 ; Weeping honey 644, 738

;

Wet lauds, reclaiming 265 ; Weight of bees and
larvii^ 454 ; Weighing doubtful sections in grad
ing 591 ; Weighing-apparatus 105 ; Weighing-de-
vice, simple 105, 360 ; White clover, see Clover ;

Wiley, stand for 192, 193 ; Winter cases made
like tireless cooker 570 ; Winter cases, double-
story 590 ; Winter cases, new way of using 735 ;

Winter cases, Bartlett's 563 ; Winter cases,
Smitli's 599 ; Winter consumption of stores In
Switzerland 330 ; Winter flights scarce in Can-
ada 192 ; Winter mild in Marengo 98 ; Winter
losses in Colorado 191 ; Winter "nests, Hurley-
Koot controversy on 724 ; Winter passageways
through combs 181. 264. 661 ; Winter severe for
bees in Colorado 263 ; Winter stores largely con-
sumed in Canada 264 ; Winter stores, plenty of
in small apiary 758 ; Winter stores, qualit.v of,

important 264 ; W'inter work in the shop 725

;

Winters mild in most localities north of the
Ohio 122 ; Winter, colonies grouped close to-

gether for 05 ; Wintering outdoors, colonies fur-
ther advanced 357 ; Wintering with outer en-
trances closed 110; Wintering in shed over hole
in ground 18 ; Wintering in warm room 98, 100,
123, 212, 575, 730 ; Wintering prospects good in
Canada 123 ; Wintering in cellar with 2 ft. of
water 787 ; Wintering, close grouping of hives
under one paper cover 676 ; Winter-killing of
c over, see clover ; Winter-killing of clover, Doo-
Kttle on 75; Winter-killing of clover, Holter-
niann on 85 ; Wire cloth, why sections are filled

more rapidly 223 ; Wire excluders preferred 534 :

Wire queen-excluders report on 320, 534 ; Wires
in foundation 658 ; Wires should be in upper
part of frame 492 ; Wires, taut v. loose 754 ;

Wire-cloth separators 205 ; Wire-cloth separators,
good report of 349 ; Wire-cloth separators not a
success 445 ; Wiring vertically makes top-bars
sag 128, 154 ; Wiring, convenient plan for 254.
281 ; Women, dress for in apiary 373, 390

:

Worker comb by weak queenless colony 122

;

Worker comb, straight, from starter 693

;

Worker comlis built by colony Without queen
113; Worker combs, to get straight ones from
starters 472.

Yellow alfalfa 422 ; Yellow sweet clover in

Marengo 390; Yields of 200 lbs. per hive 393.

EDITO
A B C of Bee Culture 588; Absorbent vs.

sealed covers 654 ; Absorbent vs. sealed covers.
See Sealed covers ; Acid, amount to be used in
syrnp 622 ; Alexander apiary, remarkable 260

;

.VIexauder book ready for delivery 2.il ; Alexan-
der's writings in book form 49; Alfalfa bulletin;
I'. S. Government 47 ; .\lfalfa honey, color of
723; Alfalfa, early or late cut 723; Alligator,
Hunt's big catch 260 ; Alsike and buckwheat
sowing vs. feeding 555 ; Alsike and buckwheat
bee pasturage 1S7 ; Alsike booklet 260; Apiaries,
large not numerous 260 ; .\piary, shade for 653;
.\picultural building, permanent at the Michigan
State Fair 451 ; Apiculture taught in public

schools 687; Apiculture, development of, 1908
17 ; Apiculture, statistics of in the United States
188 ; Artificial pasturage that pa.vs 187 ; Arti-
cles, surplus of 152; Atwater, K. F., correspond-
ent 151 ; Automatic uncapping machine 222

;

Automobiles for out-apiary service 355 ; Auto-

RIAL

mobiles, high-wheeled or pneumatic tired 523

;

Avocation of bees 119.

r.aldridge plan oi treating foul brood 451,
488 ; lialied queen, is she stung? 355 ; Balled
queen, scheme for releasing 621 ; Basswood cut-
ting 721 ; Bee culture, statistics of in the United
St.ates 188 ; Bee culture taught in public schools
687 ; Bee diseases, bulletin on 187 ; Bee diseases.
none in Hawaii 294 ; Bee disease, combatting
292 ; Bee disease, new in Europe 654 • Bee flight,

length of 388, 587 ; Bee pasturage that pays
187 ; Bee range controlled, Hawaii 291 ; Bee
rights 293 ; Bees forming winter-nest 688 ; Bees
more inclined to sting some times than others
420 ; Bees pollinating fruit trees 087 ; Bees and
neighbors 221, 259 ; Bees by carload, how to

ship 260 ; Bees flying out and chilling 95 ; Bees
killed by telephone wires 328 ; Bees chilled witli

snow and revived 95 ; Bees in corners of supers
622 ; Bees wintering well 219 ; Bees moved in

cold weather 17 ; Bees uneasy In cellar 97 ; Bees.
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how to buy 292 ; Bees, shipping by the pound
and half pound 120 ; Bees, shutting in the
hives while in cellar 220 ; Beei5, when to take
out of cellar 151 : Bee-cellar, why a failure 721 ;

Bee-keeping in Hawaii 293 ; Bee-keeping a pro-
fession or avocation 119; Beeswax, exports and
imports 189 ; Beginners, instructions for 15^ ;

Blacks less inclined to swarm than Italians 389 ;

Blood poisoning from sting 421 ; Bottling honey ;

good time for 47 ; Brood, pickled more prevalent
this year 420 ; Brood starved vs. pickled brood
420 : Brood-rearing forced in the cellar 221 ;

Brood-rearing in March 119 ; Buckwheat and
alsike for bee pasturage 187 ; Bulletin by Dr.
I'hilllps and Dr. White 187 ; Burt's bees cross
421 ; Butcher knife for uncapping 356 ; Buying
bees 292.

California crop, one-half 329 ; California half
crop 356 ; California honey crop larger than ex-
pected 4S7 ; California prospects good 119 ; Cali-
fornia rains 71 ; Canaa.an Bee Journal's implied
charge 522 ; Capping-melters, this year 119 ; Car-
bolic acid to keep bees away from spraying li-

quids 587: Carload shipments of honey i2;
Carloads of bees, how to ship 200 ; Carr, W.
Broughton, death of 151 ; Carriers, comb-honey
too strong 722 ; Catclaw honey in A B C 355 ;

Cellar for bees, why a failure 721 ; Cellar ven-
tilation 97 ; Cellar vs. outdoor wintering 97

;

Ce.Iar wintered colonies not so far along as
outdoor 291 ; Cellar, bees uneasy in 97 ; Cellar,

bees shut in, disastrous 220 ; Cellar, brood-rear-
ing forced 221 ; Cellar, when to take bees out of
151: Cellars, how not to build 722; Cellars,
ventilation of 72 ; Clover prospects for 19io
622, 721 ; Clover, winter killing 327 ; Clovers
killed by fall drouth 47 ; Clovers killed by
drouth 96 ; Clovers in good condition 219

;

Clovers not all killed 119; Clubbing offers 7oi ;

Cluster of bees in winter 9-5
; Cold wave 753

;

Cold weather moving 17 : Comb and extracted
honey, cost of 17 ; Comb honey in double or
single tier shipping-cases 120 ; Comb honey,
soiled and dirty, how to avoid 522 ; Comb-honey
carriers too strong 722 ; Combs, spacing wider
in winter 47 : Commission men in New York in-

terviewed 327 ; CommissioUj or selling for cash
489 ; Convention of National Bee-Keepers 623

:

Corrugated paper in shipping-cases 120 ; Cost of

comb and extracted honey 17 ; Coveyou's method
of liquefying 47 ; Crane's new shipping-case 222 ;

Cross bees 420.
Dagos with stillettos 291 ; Disease, new Euro-

pean 654 ; Disinfection of hives in England 754 ;

Disinfecting hives for, McEvoy treatment 452

;

Doolittle's book on non-swarming 49 ; Drouth and
its effects on clovers 152 ; Drouth and clover
653; Drouth killing clovers 47, 95: Drouth kill-

ing clover crop 96 : Drouth affecting clovers
753 ; Drouth as affecting honey flow 71 ; Drouths
not hurtful to clovers 151: Drouth, and its re-

lation to the clover crop 487.

Entrances, storm doors over 96 ; European
foul brood spreading more rapidly than American
451 ; Euro ean bee disease, new . . . ; Extracting
combs, cleaning out granulated honey 388 ; Ex-
tracting-combs, tiering of hives 653.

Feed, how late can one 588 ; Feeding thick or

thin syrup 556 : Feeding vs. aitiflcial pasturage
555 ; Feeding back at Medina 555 ; Feeding hot
syrup 6S9 : Feeding, Ilutchinson on 689 ; Feed-
ing, late fall 688: Fire, forest destruction 17:
Flight of bees, length of 388, 587 ; Foul brood
treated by the Baldridge plan 451, 488; Foul
brood, American and European 188; Foul brood,
European in California 389; Foul. brood, disin-

fecting hives of 452, 589 ; Foul brood, European,
extent of in the United States 451 ; Foul brood,
sending samples to Bureau of Entomology 292 ;

Foul brood, disinfecting hives for 452, 522

;

Foul-brood laws in some states poor 587 ; Foul-
brood bulletin by Dr. White 187; Foul-brood dis-

ease. Uncle Sam helping 202 ; Foul-brood in-

spectors for Indiana 291 ; Foul-brood law for

Indiana 151 ; Foul-brood legislation in Illinois

452 ; Foul-brood laws in Texas ISO ; Foul-brood
specimens to be sent to Washington 419 ; Foul-
brood law in Indiana and Iowa 327 ; Foul-
brood law In Iowa 292 ; Foul-brood laws, Dr.

Phillips on 753 ; Foundation splints 557

;

Foundation, full sheets vs. starters 721 ; Forest-
fire destruction 17 ; Foster, on shipping-cases
120; Fowls Chalon, on clover killing 96;
Freezing bees 95 : Frisbee joke 250 ; Fruit bloom,
remarkable flow from 329 ; Fruit trees pollinated
by bees 687 ; Fruit-growers and bee-keepers 261.

Gloves for cross bees 421 ; Gloves, to make
sting proof 421 ; Glucose syrup 291 ; Glucose vs.
honey as a food 291 ; Grading, honest 328

;

Grading rules criticised 723 ; Grading mixed,
fo.ly of 555 ; Grading, carloads 73 ; Granulated
honey, cutting out of extracting combs 388

;

Greiner's method of clearing extracting-combs
653 ; Greasy sections 522.

Hawaii, "bee range controlled 291 ; Hawaiian
bee-keeping 293 ; Hershiser plan of wintering not
a success 220 ; Hildreth & Segelken interview
327 ; Hildreth & Segelken on new shipping-case
356 : Hive paint 260 ; Hive, how to select 389 ;

Hive, disinfecting for foul brood 452, 589

;

li.ves disinfected by scorching 754 ; Hives in-
fected with foul brood necessary to disinfect
522 ; Hives, winter tenement 555 ; Flives, disin-
fecting or no 452 : Home of the Honey Bees.
growth of 654 : Honey basswood diminishing
721 ; Honey on commission or outright sale 489 ;

Honey on commission 328 ; Honey in car lots 72 ;

Honey soda-water 521 ; Honey storage 328 ;

Honey soap 721 ; Honey and wax, statistics 188,
189 ; Honey merchants condemned 219 ; Honey
crop conditions 190<3 488 ; Honey on the market
early 521 ; Honey crop conditions for 1909 453.
555, 588 : Honey, prospects for 1909 152, 419

;

Honey, catclaw 355 ; Honey, dark not salable
329 ; Honey, getting out of extracting-combs in
tiered hives 653 ; Honey, shipping before getting
prices 489 ; Honey, not to ship without writing
329 ; Honey, when distinguished from honey-dew
587 ; Honey, to liquefy 47 ; Honey, white scarce
58S ; Honey-crop conditions 621 ; Honey-dew.
source of 623 ; Honey-dew not sold for honey
419 : Honey-dew as a winter food 588. 621 ;

Honey-dew, when distinguished from honey 587 ;

Iloney-dew, dark, what to do with it 487 ; Honey-
dew, what to do with it 453 ; Honey-pump ; an
innovation 119 ; Hutchinson's method of making
pyrup 689.

Ideas, few new 754 ; Ideas, new, prematurely
advanced 220 ; Illinois foul brood legislation
452 ; Imports and exports of beeswax 189 ; In-
diana foul brood law 151 : Introducing two
queens in the same cage 622 ; Introducing by
the shake-out method 556, 621 ; Introducing vir-
gin queens 120 : Introducing, a trick in 389

:

io>va foul brood law 292.
Jobliers, who advertise to buy honey 219.
Knife, steam heated 119.
Laws for foul brood poor 587 ; Leister. Adam.

on clovers 96 ; Lewis factory burned 388 ; Lo-
cality and Its relation to, discussed 220 ; Lo-
cality an over-worked word 151 ; Localit.v and
its relation to hives 389 ; Locality and its rela-

tion to bee flight 388 ; Long-tongued bees 556

;

Lyon's Dr. loss, 151.
Michigan State Fair bee biulding 451 ; Miller

feeder for late fall feeding 688; .Miller's honey.
Dr. C. C. 328 ; Miller's uncapping machine, auto-
matic 222 ; Misbranding and the penalties for
219.

National election 754 ; National Bee-Keepers"
Convention 623 ; National Convention at Sioux
City 521 : Nitrogenous food for bees 221 : Non-
swarming races of bees in Switzerland 389.

Outdoor wintering of bees : what kills 97

:

Outdoor-wintering cases 655 ; Out-yards reached
by automobiles 523.

Paint for hives 260 ; Pasturage vs. feeding
555 ; Phillips. Dr. E. F., experiments in freezing
bees 95 ; Pickled brood, how to recognize 420

:

Pollen, artificial for bees 259; Pollen artificial,

bees after 221 : Pollinating fruit trees 687 ; Pol-
lination of bees to flowers 187, 188 ; Pound pack-
ages of bees 120: Pratt, E. L.. death of 187:
Prices for 1909, 327, 489 ; Printing department,
our 152: Pritchard's record in queen-rearing
621 : Prognosticating crop of honey 96 ; Prog-
nosticating the honey flow 71, 152 ; Public
schools, bee culture taught in 667.
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Queens stung in a ball 355 ; Queens, to Intro-
duce successfully (j'22

; Queens, Red Clover 556;
Queens, ;iOU() from one yard 021 ;

Queens, a
pointer ou l)uyius 73 ; Queeu-cells, greatly en-
larired 451 ; Quoen-rearins: not profitable for ex-

tensive producers 753
;
Quieting by shaking 556,

580.
Kats, to get rid of 755;. Red Clover and long-

tongued bees 556 ; Reports encouraging 219 ; Re-
view ; prospects 47 ; Rheumatism and bee-stings
754 : Robber-traps in bee yards 4SS ; Root Com-
pany's Manufacturing plant, growth of 054.

Sealed covers vs. absorbent 71, 654 ; Segelken
intervie\\ed 327 ; Sections greasy 522 ; Sections,
plain vs. beeway 722 ; Sections, poorly graded
555 ; Selecting a hive 389 ; Selling for cash or
on commission 480 ; Shade detrimental to bees
653 ; Shade, morning detrimental to bees 022

;

Shake-out method of introducing 550; Shaking
to make bees quiet 589 ; Shaking to increase
workiui^ force 48 ; Shipping-case, new corrugated
breaking clown '.^M ; bhipping-case, new corru-
gated paper 419 ; Shipping-cases, single or
double, discussed 120; Shipping-cases, new, cor-

rugated paper 555 ; Shippin,g-cascs, corrugated
paper 723 ; Shipping-cases with corrugated paper
120; Shipping-case, new. Crane 222; Sight-draft,
Oill-of-lading manner of doing business 73 ; Sim-
niins uncapping-niachine 219 ; Soap, honey 721 ;

Spacing frames wider in winter 47 ; Spraying of
fruit trees while in bloom destructive to bee
life 327 ; Splints for staying foundation 557 ;

Spraying fluids 261 ; Spraying liquids, carbolic
acid " for 587 ; Spraying season 261 ; Spring
dwindling reported 291 ; Starvation in mild win-
ter 119; Starved brood and pickled brood 420;
Statis..cs on bee culture 188 ; Steam-heated un-
capping-knife 119, 222; Steam-heated uncapping-
knives 755 ; Sting, a bad 421; Sting, bees more
inclined some times than others 420 ; Stings,
how to avoid 219 ; Siorm doors over entrances
96 ; Strawboard shipping-cases, see shipping-

cases, corrugated ; Strawboard shipping-cases,
new, corrugated 328 ; Surface Prof., on honev-
(iew 623 ; Swarm control, by Dr. Miller 292

;

Swarming, none in Switzerland 389 ; Sweet
clover not an enemy to the farmer 487 ; Syrup,
feeding thick or thin 556 ; Syrup, hot 589, 689 ;

Syrup, Hutchinson's method of making 689;
Syrup, how late can one give 588 ; Syrup, pro-
portion of sugar and water 689 ; Syrup, propor-
i.on of acid for 022; Syrup, thick or thin 556.

Tariff useless on lumber 152 ; Tartaric acid in
syrup 622 ; Tarred felt for winter-cases 655

;

Telegraph and telephone wires kill bees 328

;

Tenement hive 555 ; Towusend, series of articles
for beginners 327 ; Trapping robbers 488

;

Trickey, interview with 722.
I'ncapping, butcher-knife for 356; Uncapping-

knives, hot or coiu 521 ; IJncapping-knlfe kept
liot with steam '222 ; tlncappiug-knife, steam
heated 119 ; Uncapping-knives heated by steam
755; I'ncajiping-knives, straight or offset blade
521: ("ncapp ng-machine not needed 753; Un-
capping-macbine, automatic 222 ; ijncapping-ma-
chino, Simmins 219.

Ventilation of bee cellars 72, 97, 721 ; Ventila-
tion upward. See sealed covers ; Virgin queens
by mail 120.

Warehouse, new, at Home of the Honey-bees
753 ; Wax in Hawaii 294 ; Weaver, prognosti-
caang honev flow 71 ; Weaver's prognostications
486, 487; Weber, C. H. W., death of 48; White's
Inilletin on bee diseases 187 ; Wiley, Dr., cham-
jiioned by strong men 356 ; Wiley's scalp, after
71 ; Winter-cases of paper 655 ; Winter losses in

Colorado 120 ; Winter work 687 ; Winter of
1908-9. 219 ; Winter-nest, do bees make 688

;

Wintering in cellar vs. outdoors 97 ; Wintering
outdoors in paper cases 655 ; Wintering outdoors ;

what kills bees 97 ; Wintering outdoors or in

cellar 17 ; Wintering in a warm room T2 ; Winter-
ing outdoors good 119 ; Wood splints 557 ; Woos-
ter school teachers in Frisbee's catalog 259.

A. I. ROOT'S DEPARTMENT
Advertising, extravagant 652 ; Advertisements,

fraudulent 218; Affinities, Marshall on 42; Air,

fresh, for chickens and people 650 ; Alfalfa cut
before blooming 186 ; Alfalfa in drills 186

;

Automobiles for doctors 554; Automobile for bee-
keepers 83.

Barber in Atlanta 08 ; Basswoods, planting in

fall 70 ; Backward, Turn Backward, author of
481, 550; Beef juice 290; Bee-keepers and tem-
perance 43 ; Bee-keeping in Florida 94 ; Boy,
punishing a bad to cure him 382 ; Bradentown,
Florida 714; Brakeman recovers speech 117;
Brimstone, each carries his own 686 ; Brooder,
the Curtiss 048 ; Brooder, iug 449 ; Brooders,
tireless 648; Brooders, tireless 448, 718; Buck-
wheat for bee-keepers 450 ; Burbank as ori.ginator
of woDderberry (il9 ; Burbank reviewed by Cleve-
land Press 619; Butter, churnless 150; Butter-
cup chickens 585.

Catalpas for profit 718 ; Celery in Florida 69

;

Cigar, indicatiou of in pictures 714 ; Cigars pre-
vent admission to naval academy 720 ; Chicago,
saloons in 214 ; Chick, how it opens the egg
715; Chicks, Buttercup, hatched in fall 683, 684;
Chicks, day-old 648 ; Chicks, feeding, deep-litter
217 ; Chicks, many to a hen 92 ; Chickens in

Florida, our 386 ; Chickens, dosing with drugs
94 ; Chicken-house for 50 cents 518 ; Chickens,
peculiarities of 580 ; Chiggers 150 ; China, condi-
tion of 350 ; Clover, crimson, for chickens 718 ;

Clover, sweet, growing in favor 752 ; Coffee,
stimulation of 748 ; Cold water for deafness 748 ;

Corn is king 324 ; Coward shoes 116 ; Coward,
letter from 117.

Harkey and the pig 44 ; Dead, condition of the
478; Deafness cured bv bathing 748; Dis-
eases, venereal 613 ; Divorce question 42 ; Di-
vorce. Hutchinson on 047 ; Ducks, Indian Runner
185. 414.

Far-drums 518 ; Eggs cooling 551 ; Eggs
started under hens for incubator 92 ; Eggs or
feathers 789 ; Eggs. 300 a year from one hen
585; Eggs, animated 417; Eggs, animated 554;
Eggs, chilled 92; Eggs, labeling 215; Eggs,
nothing to do but gather 09, 148, 21.5, 257, 353 ;

E.gMS, sorting out fertile 216, 790; Eggs, testing
385, 450 ; Eggs, testhig by Mrs. White's method
147 ; Egg-farm, White Leghorn 552 ; Egg-tester,
Magic 354 ; Egg-tester, Root's cheap 384 ; Elec-
tricity v. horse 487 ; Escape for chickens 218

;

Escape for chickens 717 ; Escape for chickens
70 ; lOscape for chickens 354 ; Escape for chick-
ens, Roofs 483 ; Experience pool 712.

I'amilies, large 646; B'eed, 8 cts. per bushel
218 ; Flea-salve, Conkey's 149 ; Fletcherism 290 ;

Florida, editor's home in May 351, 788 ; Flying-
machines 554 ; Frauds, medical 712 ; Frauds,
poultry 147.

(iambling at home 257 ; Gardening in Manatee
Co., Florida 325 ; Gaulfs eg.g-record 70 ; Genesis
of laying strain 791 ; Girl, to keep on farm 184 ;

Government and liquor-trafflc 386.
Hawks, skunks, etc., as enemies 751; Hen

adopting young chicks 20 ; Hen laying when
ei.gtit years old 752 ; Hen, the dollar 551 ; Hen,
proudest in Alabama 018 ; Hens, sorting 617

;

hen's nest made of rock 618 ; Hens, sitting 519 ;

Hens, sorting 449; Hens, sorting out 20 (ad.)

20 ; Hens, to make them lay 215 ; Honey not
granulating 620 ; Hovers 650 ; Huckleberry, gar-
den 584, 792 ; Huckleberry, garden, Mary E.
Martin on 620 ; Humanity, caring for 582.

Incubation, discoveries in 651 : Incubator v.

hen 616 ; Incubator, the natural-hen 586 ; Incu-
bator, the Novice 750 ; Incubator, Root's home-
made 681 ; Incubator, the Root 383 ; Incubators
518.
Kudzu vine 583.
Law, enforcement of 382 ; Legislation, direct

447 : Lemons for indigestion 620.
Miller's letter to Katharine Root 481 ; Miller's

triumphs amid tribulation 680; Miller's first

visit to Medina 42 ; Mites on cii.ckens, to kill

217; Mites on chickens 147; Mothers, our 256.

Newspapers falsifying 185.
Oats without sprouting for hens 717; Oats,

sprouted 052 ; Oats, sprouted, for hens 92, 94.

Partridges, tame 185: Poultry in Florida 710;
Poultry in South Dakota 586 ; Poultry Journal,

square 148 ; Poultry secret, the Curtiss 648

;
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Poultry secret 1000 years old 618 ; Poultry se-

crets 418: Poultry secrets 648; Poultry secrets

481 ; Poultry, the Miller system 718 ; Poultry,
starting with 684 ; Poultry-book, the Hastings
551 ; Poultry-house, the dollar 684 ; Propolis for

shoe-polish 186 ; Punishment, everlasting 290.
Radium 517 ; Rats and mice, cost of 418

;

Rural New-Yorker v. Country Gentleman 321.
Saciline for green food 92 ; Schoolboys and

cigarettes .323 ; Secret for telling good eggs 257 ;

Shoes, what to wear 183 ; Sin punishes itself

.

550 ; Secrets, poultry 553 ; Secrets, selling 147 ;

Secrets, selling 3o4 ; Secrets, selling 92, 93

;

Skunks, weasels, etc. 553; Skunks, hawks, etc.,

485 ; Social evil. Dr. Moody on 680 : Solomon,
character of 548 ; Solanum nigrum 585 ; Spin-

thariscoipe 517 ; Spirit, life of, Hess on 686

;

Storms and tornados in Florida 714 ; Sweet
clover in Southern Ohio 619 ; Sweet clover as
inoculator for alfalfa 685 ; Sweet clover, Long-
master's report on 68u.

Temperance, does it damage a town? 473;
Temperance work, liquor paper on 719 ; Terry's

daily menu 117 ; Thieves in apiary 94; Tobacco
Column, our old 186; Toledo Blade and whisky
ad"s 213 : Toothache cured by walking in snow
'( .9 ; Turnips, etc., sown among corn 484 ; Ty-
phoid fever, Terry on 118.

Voles 485.
Weeds killed with chemicals 150 ; Whisky for

the sick 352 ; Whisky advertised in papers 213 ;

Whisky advertisements refused 118 ; Whisky-
bottles, manufacture of stopped 287 ; White
plague among chickens 685 ; White plague among
chickens 417 ; White-slave traffic 740 ; Woman
closes a saloon 720 ; Wonderberry and garden
huckleberries 619 ; Wonderberry good for pies
584 ; Wonderberry, adverse report on 619 ; Won-
derberry, high praise for 719 ; Wonderberry,
Nydegger on 583 ; Wonderberry, or nightshade
582 ; Wonderberry, Burbank's 518 ; Wonderberry,
Daniel on 585; Word of God defined 686;
Wriguts refuse prizes 118 ; Wright, Wilbur,
breaks record 44.

Yellow sweet clover in Kansas 619 ; Yellow
sweet clover blooms first year 4x8.

CONTRIBUTORS
Ackerman, A. W. 477 ; Adams, C. E. 336, 635 ;

Aikenbead, .1. 430 ; ^ikin, R. C. 24, 61 ;
Alfonsus,

Alois 665 ; Allan, James 707 ; Allen, C. B. 34-9 ;

Allinger, G. C. 645 ; American Grocer 285 ; An-
derson. Swan 320 ; Andrews, Mary S. 413 ; Archi-
bald, T. 612. 745 ; Arnold, W. H. 476 ; Atkinson,
J. C. 445 ; Atkinson, W. 0. 477 ; Atwater, B. F.

110, 186 ; Benj. C. Auten 710 ; Avant, L. W.
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i68 ; Stewart, Wm. E. 80 ; Stomach of the bee

535, 536, 537 ; Stores, determining amount for

winter 699 ; Storm-door 571 ; Strainer, modified

Alexander 39 ; Strainer. Bailey's cone-shaped
466 ; Strainer, Pettit 143 ; Super covers 701 :

Supers, to examine without removing from hives

602, 603, 604, 005; Swarm specialists, Dutch
368*; Swarm in evergreen-tree 338 ; Swarm hiv-

ing without climbing trees 337 ; Swarms, self-

hived 339 ; Swarm-catcher, home-made 445

;

Swarm-hiving device 337 ; Swarming controlled

by size of entrance 504. 505 ; Swarming pre-

vented by hives raised from bottom-board 038.

Tank for melriug old combs 248 ; Texas bee-

keepers at College Station 733 ; Tongues of bees

50 ; Tool-box and hive-seat 699 ; Transferring
Iirood-combs from bee-trees 343.

Uncapping-knives 359; Uncapping-machine,
Ferguson's 403, 404, 405 ; Uncapping-machine,
Miller 235 ; Uncapping-machine, i>ayless 165.

Vacuum honey-extractor, Avani s 463, 464,

465 ; Veil, Alexander, supported on top of head
114; Ventilation at bottom-board prevents

swarming 638 ; Ventilation, theory of 163.

Wasp damages comb honey 110; Watering-

place- for bees, made of brick 467; Wax-moths,
lesser, the work of 342 ; Wax-press, Atwater
136; Wax-press, Brown's 248; Wax-press. Hatch
31(t, 311, 312; Weber, C. II. W. 104; Weighing
hives 105 ; Winter cases that may be taken apart

for the summer 570, 571 ; Winter cases, Bart-

lett's, for holding four colonies 563, bo-t ; Win-
ter cases. Keek's method of using 735 ; Winter
cases. Smith's 599 ; Winter stores, determining
amount of 699 ; Wire-cloth separators 205 ; Wir-

ing frames 281 ; Wiring frames, form for 254 ;

Work-bench. Todd's 279 ; Work-shop, Turner's

640.
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A YEAR'S WORK
IN AN OUT-APIARY

. . OR . .

An average of 114/^ pounds of honey
per colony, in a poor season,

and how it was done.

First tdithn, Dec, IQOS, 1000 ctpiit.

Stctnd idition, Jan., JOOQ, 30OO cofiii.

By G. M. DOOLITTLE
Author of "Scientific Queen Rearing."

Mention has already been made of this book in our reading-columns; but there is such
an unusual interest in it that we call attention to it once more.

To understand the scope of the work better, please notice that it contains the following
chapters

:

Chapter I. An average of l\A}i pounds of section honey per colony in a poor season, and bow it was done.
U. Same, continued.

[ HI. Bloom time.

IV. How to control sWarms when running for comb honey.
V. A simple and reliable plan for making increase.

VI. How to save annecessary lifting in talcing off filled supers of honey.
VII. Taking off the surplus; what to do with the unfinished sections, preparation for the buckwheat flow

VIH. Progress in the supers.

IX. A simple way to put on escapes without lifting.

X. Taking off the Honey and storing it at the outyard.

XI. Same, continued.
XII. Closing words; further suggestions to the plans given in the preceding chapters.

The author says in the preface:
While the book is intended for the specialist, it is none the less desirable for the plain, every-day bee-keeper, with his

one home apiary, or for the amateur with his five to ten colonies; and because this book is for the specialist in bee-keeping
I have not gone into first principles or the A B C of oat pursuit, as the specialist has passed these rudimentary things long
ago. There are plenty of good books before one, and all who are desirous of learning of the foundation stractare, there-
fore, have no need of repeating here. The amateur should certainly procure, read, and digest one or more of these
books Upon entering the ranks of apiculture.

What Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of The Bee-keepers' Re'vieiu, says: The
, A. I.

" A Year's Work in an Out-apiary " is packed full of the most valuable information that has ever been X Root
given to bee-keepers. Like a few other books, it is a difficult one to review. It is so boiled down and ^ Co.,
condensed that there is very little that can be left out. I am going to do the best I can at it, but I'll say / Medina,
right here that every bee-keeper would do much better to buy the book and read it in its entirety. / Ohloi
While the book is really a' record of one year's work (12 visits) in an out-apiary. In which, during a

poor season (1905), 114^2 pounds of section honey per colony were secured, it is descriptive of a X For the en-
plan that was perfected during some ten or fiftten years of previous experimenting. To put the / closed remit-
whole thing in a nut-shell, it tells bow to manage an ont-apiary for the most profitable pro- X tance
duction of comb honey, and, at the same time, prevent all swarming. / please send G/<an-

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D1:
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, one year (new or renewal subscriptions), $1 .00
Ono copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY .50

Total $1.50

OUR PRICE for the above

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D2:
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, six month's trial

Ono copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARf

ings (1 yr. or

mos.) to

$1.00

Send Doolittle's book, my address

below:
Total .

BOTH for SO cents
If Vou are already a subscriber to Gleanings, and your subscription is

paid, and you want to get the book, take advantage of offer No. D2
by oroering the book for yourself and a six month's trial to Gleanings
lor someone of your bee-keeping friends who is not now a subscriber.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O. U Gltanlnei is to be sent t§ same forty as btiok,

sign only in tati two blanl; tints.
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Beginner's Outfit No. 3.

There is both pleasure and profit in keeping bees, even in a small way. Most
hobbies do not make any profit at all; on the contrary, one is continually out of pocket
by them. The work of attending bees is not laborious or dirty, neither do they re-

quire constant attendance. On the contrary, they will work for several weeks with-

out attention, and one may work among them without fear of soiling clothing orhands.

As to profits, very few agricultural pursuits come up to it; in fact, it is not un-
common for a beginner to mi.ke back the first year all that his outfit cost him.

But that is not all. A man with a few bees gets an insight into the mysteries of

insect life which is invaluable to him. Experience of this kind has a high education-
al value, and many of our ablest educators and scientific men keep bees just for the
intellectual pleasure it affords them. No amount of reading will give this knowledge.

One must actually keep bees and handle them to acquire it. You will find bee-keep-
ing a delightful outdoor avocation, the essentials of which are easily learned by any
intelligent person.

Bees may be kept almost anywhere. The capital is small and the running ex-
penses almost nothing. If you are looking for a hobby or an occupation that is really
delightful, try bee-keeping.

Each item of the following list has been carefully selected, and we doubt the
wisdom of leaving any article out, but the purchaser may do so without altering the
prices on the other items:

Outfit No. 3.

A Junior Root smoker . $ .65
A pair of bee-gloves ^small, 'medium, or large) . . . .50
A bee-veil .35
One full colony of bees in Danzen baker hive, complete, with tested Italian queen I 3 50

«no/>inl Off«»r f Delivered at any express office in U. S. East f__ « , « f^f^apeciai urrer
, ^j Mississippi River and North of Alabama. '""^ * ' O-""

We quote the Danzenbaker hive because this is the one we recommend for the
production of comb honey, and we are sure you will be pleased with it. All the
above items are strictly first class in every particular. The bees are the best Italian

stock on straight worker combs, and we guarantee them to be satisfactory. If the
above outfit is not just what you want, write us and we will offer other suggestions.

We call your attention to the following unsolicited letter from a satisfied custom-
er, which shows that our claim for profits in bee-keeping is not at all exaggerated.

Olivet, Mich., Feb. l, 1909.

I am a beginner in bee-keeping. I began in May, 1907, with about 17 colonies, and as that was a very
bad vpar I did not have very good luck with them. I did, however, learn something, at last, about han-
d'ingthem. Last summer I did better. I sold nearly $100 worth of comb honey, and I have 37 good stands
in my cellar now, waiting for the spring to begin another summer's work. I love my bees and am anx-
ious ror the fray to begin. I am a lone woman, and do most of the work myself. I read Gleanings with
delight when I can borrow one, but think I will begin taking it for myself. Enclosed please find trial
order. Let the January 15th number be the beginning. Respectfully, E. J. Snelgrove.

r Medina, Ohio.

Tf-fF A J DHHT CD I New York City, 603 Evening Post Bldg.inc. /i. 1. nuui <-<-'•
1 Philadelphia, Pa., 10 Vine St.

1, Chicago. 111., 213 231 Institute Place.
Send your order to the nearest office.

Enclosed find draft for $15.00, for which please send me Outfit No. 3, as listed

above. I understand that you guarantee safe arrival and prepay all charges, if North of
A labama and East of Mississippi River.

Name

Town

County State
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Practcal BEE-BOOKS ''"P""'^
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ALEXANDE^SWRITINGS
on^PRACTiCAL
BEE CULTURE

$1.00 With GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00

The writings of the late E. W. Alexander, who needs no
introduction to the readers of GLEANINGS, have recently

been collected in book form. A glance at the table of con-

tents will show the scope of the book.

Table of Contents of ttie Alexander Book

Alexander Plan for Weak Colonies.
Bee-keeping as a Business.
Brood-rearing in Spring.
Comb V. Extracted Honey,
Diseases of Bees. _
Disposing of the Honey Crop.
Extracting Uncapped Honey.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Foul Brood, European and American.
Hive-covers.
Hives, etc., to Adopt if Starting Anew.
Honey per Colony.
Honey-production

.

Honey-tanks.
Increase, Making v. Buying Colonies.
Italians, Yellow v. Leather-colored.
Locality, What Constitutes a Good One.
Nuclei for Rearing Queens.
Organizing for Better Prices.

Profits in Bee-keeping.
Queens and Queen-rearing.
Queens for Early Increase.
Queens, Several in One Hive.

Queens to be Reared from Best Stock.
Spring Dwindling.
Spring Feeding.
Spring Management.
Sugar, Loaf, for Feeding.
Superseding Old Queens.
Swarms, New, to Dispose of.

Things Not to Do.
Transferring Bees.
Ventilation of Bee-cellars.

Wintering.
Wintering in Cellar.

Th« A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio.

For the enclosed remitance of $1.00
please send Gleanings to

Send the Alexander book to

Name"

Address

// Gleanings is to be sent to same party
as book, sign only in last two blank lines.

C| WITH GLEANINGS ONE YEAR
^^ Canadian postage, 30 cents extra $1
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

Those who live in the Southern States, or

where the bees can fly oflt and on during winter,

will need to look out for starvation.

1908 DEVELOPMENTS IN APICULTURE.

The year 1908 may be said to have proven be-

yond any doubt the value of the gasoline motor
for driving honey-extractors. Many power out-

fits were sold last year. The year also proved

that cappings can be melted as f.^st as they fall

from the honey-knife, without injuring either the

flavor of the honey or the color or quality of the

wax. These two improvements reduce the cost

of producing extracted honey not a little.

THE RATIO OF COST IN THE PRODUCTION OF
COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.

The reader's attention is drawn to a very in-

teresting article by Mr. R. C. Aikin, in this is-

sue, on the relative cost of the production of

comb and extracted honey. Other practical men
have before claimed that bees secrete wax at times

involuntarily; that the ratio of cost between comb
and extracted honey is not so great as was for-

merly stated. Our columns are open for this

very interesting matter. If comb honey can be
produced at approximarely the cost of extracted,

there will probably be more of it sold.

after DR. WILEY S SCALP.

It looks now as if Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, the

consistent and faithful champion of pure food,

might get out of favor with the powers that be.

Dr. Wiley 's position—at least so some of the best

pure-food men in the United States tell us—is

right, and certain whisky-dealers and large man-
ufacturers are after Wiley's scalp because he is

making them toe the mark. The President and
Secretary Wilson should not, and we hope will

not, allow the greed of corporations to degrade
such a man. It will be a sorry day for pure food
if Dr. Wiley is ousted, or his situation made so

unbearable that he will have to resign. The ad-

ministration had better by far be too strict in its

interpretation of what are poisonous preservatives

than to be too slack.

MOVING BEES IN COLD WEATHER.

We are getting frequent inquiries as to whether
bees can be shipped in a box car with household
goods in the winter. It all depends. If it is pro-

posed to move the bees from a cold to a warm cli-

mate, we think no serious results will follow

—

possibly not if shipped from one cold locality to

another. But it will be our opinion that the gen-
eral stir-up in transit will cause the bees to expand
their cluster, consume their stores heavily, result-

ing in dysentery. If the bees can not have a
cleansing flight at the end of the journey the re-

sult might be disastrous.

During cold weather, probably en trance- screens
would afford sufficient ventilation. But if the

bees are to arrive in a warm climate, some more
adecjuate provision for air should be provided.
In that case, entrance and top screens should be
furnished, the former covered with the regular
hive-lids when passing through the cold part of

the journey.

OUTDOOR OR CELLAR WINTERING;.

The question is continually coming up, "Shall
we winter indoors or out.? " In latitude 40 or 41,
outdoor wintering can usually be practiced suc-
cessfully, providing a double- walled hive or win-
ter case be used. As a rule, we may say that the

average beginner will succeed far better by the

outdoor plan, latitude 41. Where the winters are

very cold, the mercury playing around 10 above
zero for weeks at a time we would advise cellar

wintering as being more economical of stores,

and more likely to bring the bees through in bet-

ter condition in spring. Cellars should be dark
and dry; and if the temperature goes above 45 at

intervals, it should be ventilated. The more the

variation of temperature, and the higher it goes,

the more ventilation should be provided.

FOREST-FIRE DESTRUCTION, AND WHAT IT MEANS
TO THE HONEY BUSINESS.

Last fall, forest fires wrought fearful havoc in

Northern Michigan, Northern Wisconsin, and
Minnesota. Millions of dollars' worth of stand-

ing timber was destroyed, and much other prop-

erty besides. To bee-keepers the principal loss

has been the honey-bearing flora of the devastat-

ed area. A vast acreage of raspberry vines was
swept away, on which many bee-keepers had ob-
tained a livelihood from the honey alone. This
will not be renewed for two or three years. The
fires came too late in the year to allow the famous
willowherb or fireweed to grow in time to pro-

duce a crop of nectar for 1909. It will probably
cover the whole area in 1910, however, and, to

some extent, save the situation Some bee-keep-
ers, however, lost their apiaries as well as the

flora.

It is galling to know that these tremendously
destructive fires can be largely prevented with a

little more care on the part of the lumber-cutters.

The two illustrations which we present to our
readers in this issue will serve to show better than
words can describe the terrors of a forest fire.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Miller

D. C. Leach asks about catalpa as a honey-

tree. I never heard of any one getting catalpa

honey. I doubt if it is of any value.

Financial statement of Ontario B. K. A.

(Canadian Bee Journal, 454) shows a cash grant

from the government of .$450. Good for the

Kanucks.

O. A. Keene wants to know what that honey

reported, page 1303, was gathered from. Mostly

white clover. I can hardly tell what the other

was from. Perhaps a little heartsease, a little

red clover, and fall flowers.

J. D Archbold testified, December 7, that the

Standard Oil Co. in 1907 had produced as one of

the by-products of petroleum 204,992,478 lbs. of

wax. If bees could use that sort of " wax " there

would be a drop in the price of foundation.

Oliver Foster tells in Bee-keepers' Re'vie'w,y.

336, about wintering bees not in but over a pit.

For ten colonies a pit 10 feet deep, 3 feet in di-

ameter at the bottom, and 5X7 feet square at the

top. A skeleton platform supports the hives,

and a cheap building covers all.

Louis Scholl, I am beginning to weaken a

little as to moving bees to give them new life.

A writer in Re--viei.v is very sanguine that he in-

creases his honey crop by thoroughly shaking his

bees. If enough of you agree about it I may
conclude that I don't know all about bees.

The bees are unhampered, says Dr. Bigelow,

in a glass hive which allows them to build as

shown, p. 1495. I wonder now if the bees would

feel any more hampered by Hoffman frames

around their combs than by those sticks ^vithin

their combs.

Dr. Bigelow, you are quite right that it is not

true that all the bees of the hive work at one time

upon one kind of flower, page 1498. There are

also exceptions to the rule " that the honey-bee

gathers only one kind for each load." At any

rate, I've seen a bee flying back and forth from

one kind of flower to another on the same trip.

Candy-factories of the United States turned

out 667,000,000 lbs. of candy in a year, or about

iyi lbs. per capita. Suppose we could get people

to see that it would be better to have that much

honey eaten. Then in a town of 2000, with

another 1000 of surrounding population, there

would be consumed 25,000 lbs. of honey. That

would help the honey market, wouldn't it?

"The extra honey is money on big interest,"

page 1505. Right you are, friend Mendleson.

The common question seems to be, "How little

honey can I have in my hives in the fall so as not

to have them starve.?" It ought to be, "How
much honey can be crammed into the hive in the

fall without crowding the queen for room the

following spring?

"

J. E. Crane, your philosophy about travel-

stain, p, 1506, seems sound. Neither is it only a

fancy " that with thicker and wider top-bars

whiter surplus could be produced." I count no

little on the effect of my top-bars 1 yi X y&. One

thing you didn't tell us: Doesn't your honey-
board make more even work in the sections, in-

stead of having the central sections finished so

long before the outer ones?

By way of emphasizing what Bro. Doolittle

says, p. 1492, I may say that I would rather put

bees in cellar three weeks too early than one
week too late. One of the most uncomfortable
feelings a bee-keeper can have is to feel that his

bees ought to have another flight before going
into the cellar, and with no certainty that a day
warm enough will come before spring.

I WISH our billion-dollar Congress, in deciding

as to its appropriations of millions here and there,

would take it into its head to add a bit to the

pittance allowed for apicultural investigation.

With a man possessing such splendid ability as

Dr. E. F Phillips at the head of affairs, I am
sure that a larger sum could be used for the ben-

efit of bee-keepers in particular and the nation in

general.

In WINTER, especially early winter, there is

probably not as much danger from light in bee-

cellars as generally supposed. If it doesn't low-

er the temperature too much, and you can't oth-

erwise get in a big lot of pure air, don't be afraid

to open up doors or windows, ev^n if a little light

does get in. Bees stand full light outdoors, and
why shouldn't they in cellar if conditions are

right?

J. E. Crane, replying to your query, p. 1491,

I think this territory is pretty well occupied with

bees; but if you think of changing location I

might consent to be crowded a little. Seriously,

I have never counted this a first-class location for

bees. With clover as the main dependence,

when that fails the bottom is apt to drop out, and
I have always thought that, if I were locating

anew, it would not be at Marengo. Only one
previous season came up to 1908. We do a lot

of hard work fighting swarming, and that helps

to bring up the yield per colony.

A. A. E. Wilbur asks whether it would be a

good plan to have top and bottom bars grooved,

and then use foundation splints long enough to

be received into these grooves so as to make sure

that the foundation shall not swing to one side

at the bottom. It would be exceedingly trouble-

some to put in such splints. At least one end of

the splint should be free to be put in with any
degree of rapidity. If the splint were held in

place at the bottom, that would keep the founda-

tion from swinging out of true, even if the foun-

dation were fastened in no other way. But that

wouldn't be so well as to have foundation fasten-

ed at the bottom by a divided bottom-bar or by
waxing; for if nothing but splints held the foun-

dation in place the bees would be sure to have a

passage between tlie foundation and the bottom-

bar. I never yet had a splint held by top or bot-

tom-bar, and never did a foundation swing out of

true. But the foundation is fastened at top and
bottom independently of the splints.

P. S.—Looking again at p. 755, Gleanings,
1908, I'm not so sure that B. F. Averill's plan of

putting the ends of splints into grooves in top

and bottom bars may not be as easy as or easier

than mine. But it still leaves the necessity for

providing against the bees gnawing a passage be-

tween foundation and bottom-bars.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

DIFFERENCES IN COLONIES.

" Mr. Doolittle, I believe 1 have the poorest

strain of bees in the world, and I want you to

tell me how to get rid of them and to get some
that are first class. Can you do this.'"

" Certainly. Kill those you have and purchase

such as you would like."
" But that is not just the answer I wanted. I

know that such a course would be all right; but

is there no way of changing from the poor strain

to one which is first class without killing those

I now have.'

"

" Ves. But why do you say you have the

poorest strain of bees in the world.' Have you
tried all the different strains which now exist.'

Have you tried all that exist in the United States,

even.'
"

" No, I have tried none but those I now have,

which came from a colony I purchased at an auc-

tion three years ago. Perhaps I was rash in my
expression; but the larger part of my colonies do
very little, while one, especially, has given me
good returns the past two years. Now, if I could

only have all my colonies equal to this good one

I should feel quite proud."
" But the good one must have come from the

original colony you purchased at the auction,

and this shows that th2re is a marked difference

in bees as to their working qualities. But it

seems to me that your trouble is a case of selec-

tion rather than the adoption of an entirely dif-

ferent strain of bees."
" But why should this colony show such a

marked difference from the other four.' I have

only five colonies in all, and this one gave me a

greater surplus than the other four combined."
"The difference in the industry of certain col-

onies of bees has often been a surprise to their

owners; but during a careful investigation for

years, certain facts came to light which have en-

abled the careful and practical apiarist to over-

come this matter to a great extent."
" Now you are getting at just what I want to

know. How can this difference be overcome?"
"One of many great things having a bearing

on this matter is breeding. The importance of

breeding from our very best colonies is great,

and is becoming better understood as the years

go by; and the bee-keepers of America stand in

the foremost ranks of the world on this particular

ijuestion."

"Yes; but how is it done.' Take my case with

one good colony and the four poor ones for an

illustration."
" Next year you should rear all your queens

from the one which heads that best colony, and,

as opportunity offers, have every colony you pos-

sess headed by (jueens reared from her."

"But do you think this colony as good as there

is in the world.'"
" It should not be, if your first talk about your

bees had even a grain of truth in it. The one
colony in two years' time, with no attention paid

to breeding matters, could not be as good as some
colonies headed by queens from those who have
spent five, ten, fifteen, and twenty years in bring-

ing their best colonies up and up till they stand

at the very head of the list in the United States,

or as nearly up to perfection as seems possible at

the present time. There are a score or two of

breeders in the United States to-day, who, in all

probability, have bees as much ahead of those

you have as yours are ahead of those found in

their native haunts, where the uplifting touch of

man has had nothing to do with them."
" Then why do 1 not kill all of mine off, as

you at first suggested, and start anew.'"
" Because it would be an unnecessary waste.

Buy a queen, or a colony of bees, from some one

of the breeders you have confidence in, and from

such a purchased queen rear queens next season

until you have one to head each of the colonies

you may have in the fall of 1909. Or, perhaps,

it might extend your vision and prove a benefit

to you to keep the queen in your best colony, rear-

ing one or two queens from her as well, and see

how they will compare with those reared from

your purchased queen."
" I begin to see now, and I thank you very

much. But you spoke of certain facts which

had to do with this matter as though breeding

had not the whole to do with it. What are some
of the others.'"

"A beginner, like yourself, is often impatient

for increase, and much increase means little hon-

ey, except, perhaps, from some first or prime

swarm, or from some colony which is made just

right, and at the right time in the season. All

of the others are crippled on account of a lack of

bees, or a lack of the proper number of bees in

just the right time to take advantage of the flow

of nectar which gives a surplus in your locality.

In such a case, the beginner, with the best bees

in the world (or even a man who has kept bees

for years, but paid no attention to these things),

would find himself in almost the same condition

you have been describing to me about your two

years' experience
"

"I begin to understand; for the colony which

has done so well for me was a prime or first swarni,

as I call them, a year ago last summer", and this

summer it did not swarm at all.

"

" Then in wet seasons bees generally get just

enough nectar to stimulate breeding, which gives

large numbers of bees, with hives crowded with

brood and very little if any honey in the sections,

except, perhaps, with some colony which comes

up to the harvest in just the right condition so it

does not incline to swarm, when, with only two

or three days of a good nectar-flow, such a colo-

ny or such colonies will give a surplus, while

those that incline to swarm will give none. Re-

sults in such cases devolve more largely on the

management of the apiarist than upon the strain

or quality of the bees. I admit that there are

poor bees, but I know that quite a few of our

most practical apiculturists of the present time

believe that there are lazy bees, or those which

have been bred so closely for color or some oth-

er desired point that their usefulness is very large-

ly crippled. However, we can show that the

fault is not altogether with the bees, when fifty

to five hundred colonies accoqiplish little or

nothing during any season, for close study will

tell us that the season is a poor one; that our lo-

cality is overstocked, or that we as apiarists are

not bringing every colony to the point where it

is ready to take advantage of one or more flows

of nectar when they come."
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. HOLTERMANN.

CLOVER FOR 1909.

Before the editorial appeared, page 1365, I

made a good many inquiries as to the condition
of clover. I expected to find it much damaged.
Alsike clover over a very large area in Ontario
and in this vicinity is not damaged; but there

appears to be some doubt about white clover.

The hazy and smoky condition of the atmos-
phere preventing strong rays from the sun, and
the heavy dews at night, no doubt were advan-
tageous.

*
ALSIKE CLOVER.

In Stray Straws for Nov. 15 Dr. Miller git-es

his experience with alsike clover. In Ontario,

alsike clover rarely has a second crop. With
abundance of rain, alsike sown in the spring

sometimes comes into bloom the same season;

but the bees rarely do much on it. Conditions

which give vigor to a plant tend to abundant
honey production, and these conditions do not

appear to prevail at that time. This is the only

solution I can offer.

ONTARIO S APICULTURAL STATION.

Ontario is at last to have a proper apicultural

station, which is to be established at Jordon, a

place on the shores of Lake Ontario, between
Hamilton and Niagara Falls. There is already

situated there a fruit experiment station, and it is

upon a farm donated by S. D. Rittenhouse, now
a Chicago multi-millionaire whose boyhood
home was at Jordon. Mr. Rittenhouse has also

given to the neighborhood a beautiful school,

hall, and library, besides making other public

improvements in the neighborhood.
The object of the apicultural station is to con-

duct experiments in the fertilization of blossoms
by bees, to carry on apicultural investigations,

and to provide a place where those of either sex

can take a course of study in apiculture, and
learn the practical management of bees. In On-
tario it will be headquarters, under the govern-

ment, for bee-keeping. The one in charge of

the station will lecture to the classes at the On-
tario Agricultural College, and possibly before

the MacDonald Hall students who desire to

learn bee-keeping.

The government realizes that Ontario is well

adapted to the production of honey, and that the

industry deserves encouragement on account of

the honey and because of the benefit bees are to

various lines of agriculture in the vicinity of the

apiary. It is therefore the expressed desire to

foster the bee-keeping industry in every reason-

able manner; and from what I knovv the under-

taking is to be carried out in a manner to reflect

credit upon the enterprise and intelligence of the

banner province of the Dominion.
When this station and the one contemplated at

the MacDonald. College, St. Anne de Bellevue,

Quebec, get in full working order, let the United
States look out. A friendly spirit of rivalry be-

tween the two countries in the direction of doing
good work should result in much good to the

bee-keeping ranks.

The department desires to secure the services

of a young man who has a scientific training to en-

able him to deal with the various problems which
may arise from time to time in such work, and
who has sufficient practical experience to enable
him not only to manage bees successfully but to

conduct apicultural experiments. It is not easy
to secure such a combination, but it is to be
hoped that the good work decided upon will not
lag for want of a suitable man. Bee-keepers who
will look after the business can certainly congrat-
ulate themselves on the future outlook of the in-

dustry in Ontario.

FOUL BROOD.

The fruit-growers, on account of the San Jose
scale and other diseases, are reasoning something
like this: For the specialist who will properly
combat disease the outlook is better than ever,

because he can keep under disease, and the one
who has in the past grown fruit without paying
much attention to its culture will be unable to do
so on account of the prevalence of disease which,
unless checked, will lead to the extermination of

orchards. Convention after convention in Cana-
da and in the United States would almost lead

one to wonder if the same conclusions will be
applicable to bee-keeping. Will it be only those

constantly on the alert who will succeed in keep-
ing their bees free from disease.? I for one be-

lieve we can stamp out disease; but it must be
done by means of thorough inspection and the

hearty co-operation of bee-keepers who have been
aroused to this co-operation by having pointed

out to them the danger of neglect and inaction,

and the certainty of a better condition by aiding

the inspectors to know that they have bees, and
helping them by letter and word of mouth to lo-

cate every colony in the district.

At the recent convention of the Ontario Bee-
keepers' Association the various inspectors report-

ed. East of Northumberland Co. several cases

were found. Almost all, if not all, the inspectors

stated that they had found more disease than

they had expected. One inspector had found 41

per cent of the apiaries he visited this year dis-

eased. Another inspector, J. L. Byers, had
found European foul brood in his district. The
tract of country affected was something like

twelve miles square. It had proved to be very

virulent.

No colonies should be left uninspected. At
present there are many who keep bees who rarely

examine the brood-chambers. Some colonies,

owing to crooked combs, can not well be exam-
ined. It was pointed out that colonies so kept

rarely paid the owner; and, as the vice-president

said, they are often a menace to other bee-keep-

ers. There was a desire manifested at the con-

vention to help such bee-keepers to better-paying

methods—and to help them, with the co-opera-

tion of the Department of Agriculture, to keep

bees in a paying way. There was a feeling that

it was to the interest of almost every one to have
the carelessly kept bees out of the way.
The writer is compiling these notes on a trip

to Amherst, Nova Scotia, to judge honey and
give an address on bee-keeping at the Maritime
Breeders' Association exhibition of stock, fruit,

and honey.
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.
By Wesley Foster.

Every one just now is preparing for a merry

Christmas and a new year of happiness. What
we prepare for we get, especially if we prepare it

for another's benefit, and so millions of us will

find this holiday season the richest of the year.

The only trouble is we think of the new year as

being only one day instead of 365. Let's plan

for a happy new year clear up to December 31,

1909, and by that time we shall have acquired

the habit of happiness and helpfulne s which
will qualify us for A. L Root's Century Club.

THE ST.ATE CONVENTION.

The convention of the State Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation provided a rich harvest for the many who
attended, and the friendship of the craft was once

more in evidence. I shall have a little to say of

some of the discussions in later issues as well as

in this paper.

WINTERING CONDITIONS.

Northern Colorado apiaries are going to re-

cord considerable loss this winter, caused by the

poor quality of the stores in the hives The pro-

longed cold weather has also made it hard for the

bees to hold up.

The snowfall in the mountains has been plenti-

ful, and water for the coming season is practical-

ly assured.
*

OVERSTOCKING OR UNDERSTOCKING.

At the State convention Mr. W. C. Dyer said

that he believed there was as much danger from
understocking a location as from overstocking.

He claims that, if the nectar remains in the flow-

er, and is not gathered by the bees or other in-

sects, it will dry down to a hard scale, and so

stop further secretion in the blossom; but if there

are sufficient bees, the flower secretes nectar for

several days.

Mr. Frank Rauchfuss corroborated Mr. Dyer
by saying that the fuchsia, when kept in the

house, will show the scales of the dried-up nec-

tar. The trouble from overstocking in the West
seems to be more a lack of pollen than of nectar;

and in many localities it is a very serious prob-

lem; so, after all, we can not cover the earth with

bees as some of us would like.

A GOOD DISPLAY-CASE FOR COMB-HONEY.

A grocer who buys honey in double-tier cases

showed me a glass front or glass back which he

puts on each one of his cases of comb honey.
Instead of removing the top he takes off the back
and tacks his glass door on in its place. This
door is fitted with two spring hinges at the bot-

tom so that it will close itself when let go.

There are three very great advantages in this dis-

play-case. First, by placing the case in the

show-window the original face shows on the out-

side, while the new face or rear displays the honey
to the customers in the store. Second, every

grocer who is doing a good business has need of

all available space; and in half of the stores I vis-

it, some other goods, usually jars of extracted

honey, are piled on the lid of the case of comb
honey. This glass door on the back leaves the

top unmolested. Third, the door closes itself,

and so keeps out all dust and dirt. The idea was
copied from the glass face which is used on

boxes of crackers.
«

AGE DETERIORATES HONEY.

Mr. Frank Rauchfuss showed some comb
honey at the bee convention, which was three

years old. It had candied and liquefied several

times, and the comb was but slightly cracked.

The honey was liquid, but it had lost all of its

original honey flavor, and was thick like taffy.

Mr. Rauchfuss said that it could no longer be

considered as honey. All the water, apparently,

had left the honey, and nothing but a sticky

syrup was left. A brick of candied honey also

was shown which had shrunk considerably, but

was still in the candied form.

The editor says the honey illustrated on page

1437, Dec. 1, Gleanings, is in a remarkable state

of preservation. The wax may still be as pretty

as ever, but the honey, if twelve years old, cer-

tainly would never be recognized as honey if it

could be tasted separately from the comb. Do
you know for sure, Bro. Root, that the honey
possesses the qualities of a fresh well-ripened

article.?

A year ago I experimented somewhat with

liquefying candied comb honey. I used the

warming oven of the kitchen-range, and I not on-

ly liquefied the comb honey without melting the

comb, but in addition 1 got the honey rather

thick and sticky. More of the water was driven

off than was good for the honey. The prolonged

heat does this, and for this reason the liquefying

of candied comb honey will never be a very great

success. Evaporated or condensed honey in

comb is what you will get.

[Honey would evaporate more in a Colorado

climate than in the East, generally. The pre-

sumption is that a twelve- year-old Colorado

honey would be very different from an Eastern

twelve-year-old honey. With regard to the hon-

ey spoken of on p. 1437, we know no more than

is there stated.

—

Ed.]

FARMERS'-INSTITUTE LECTURES.

Mr. W. P. Collins, in his lecture on " Bees

for Profit," takes up and covers briefly all the

points in scientific bee culture, such as, hive to

use, best breeds of bees, location of apiaries, bee-

diseases, production of comb and extracted honey,

packing and grading honey, selling and market-

ing honey, the value of co-operation in buying
supplies and selling honey.

Mr. Collins lectures at the following institutes

conducted by the Agricultural College. Any
one within hearing distance will profit by listen-

ing to Brother Collins and talking with him per-

sonally:

Rifle and Coburn, Dec. 14-19; Delta and

Hotchkiss, Jan. 4-9; Montrose and Oloathe,

Jan. 11-16; Grand Junction and New Castle,

Jan. 25-30; Rocky Ford and Canon City, Feb.

1-6.
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES
By W. K. Morrison

HONEY GRANULATING ON THE HIVE.

Dr. Miller evidently does not care for the idea

that comb honey on the hive should be removed
to keep it from granulating. That depends on

circumstances. Keeping comb honey on a sin-

gle-walled hive in late fall is poor business in my
opinion: on a double-walled hive with a chaff

cushion on top of it would be a different propo-

sition. In the ordinary single-walled hives the

bees desert the supers during the chilly nights,

and go down into the brood- cluster. The alter-

nate chilling and heating hastens granulation,

and nothing whatever is gained by keeping it on
the hive in any case. It is much better to take

it off, put it into moth-proof shipping-cases, and
store it where the temperature runs between 80

and 90°. That's the safe way.

MORE HONEY FROM KANSAS.

At Garden City the United States Reclamation
Service has put into successful operation an irri-

gation system which depends entirely on steam-

pumps which obtain water from wells This has

proved a great success But it is proposed to con-

struct a much more unique system of irrigation

near the same place. In this case it is proposed

to use electric pumps, the current to be furnished

by dynamos situated 367 miles distant at Canon
City, Col. Dams will be constructed in Colo-
rado, and the water piped to Canon City where
the power-house will be. In addition it is pro-

posed to equip an electric railway, and also to

furnish current to the settlers for lighting and
power. It is needless to say that alfalfa and
sweet clover will soon appear in large patches

around Garden City, Kansas.

DISTANCE OF APIARIES FROM HIGHWAYS.

The agitation in France over the distance api-

aries must be from the highway, which was al-

luded to in a former article, has induced the Pa-
risian Gleanings (VApiculture Nou'velle) to pub-
lish the rules established in the various depart-

ments of France where regulations have been pro-

vided by law.

In a few cases no rule has been legally es-

tablished. In some the distance is set at 6 feet

6 inches, while in other instances it is fifty me-
ters (162 feet). The department of the Rhone
and the Ile-et-Vilaine have established the longer
distance. In some instances there is also a pro-

vision for a close fence, usually about six feet.

The table of distances is very interesting as show-
ing the wide variation in regard to a law which
ought to be the same in all cases. I can not un-
derstand why the distance is set at 25 meters in

the Upper Pyrennes, while in the Lower Pyrennes
it is only 10 meters. Does the nature of the hon-
ey-bee vary that much in a few miles.''

HONEY CIDER.

Mr. Crane objects to the use of the word "ci-

der" in connection with the production of honey

vinegar; but I can not find a word which suits

the case better. We speak of apple cider, peach
cider, pear cider, quince cider, etc., and why not

honey cider.' A good many bee-keepers would
be glad, probably, to make honey vinegar, and
the word "cider" gives them the cue. The
Orange Judd Co. publish a book on the subject

of cider; and if the bee-keeper will bear in mind
that, to produce a good quality of vinegar, he

has to imitate apple cider, the subject will be
greatly simplified. All they have to do is to add
honey to water until it reaches the same saccha-

rine content as cider. This may be found out

by means of a saccharometer. The subsequent
treatment is the same as for cider vinegar. As a

matter of fact, the honey cider or vinegar is the

better of the two. It is not a substitute.

BEE-KEEPING IN THE OLD NORTH STATF.

The North Carolina Department of Agricul-

ture has recently issued a bulletin on bee- keeping
which deserves more than a passing mention.

There is probably an impression abroad that

North Carolina is a poor country for bees, but
such is not the case. In some parts the State

offers excellent opportunities for the up-to-date

bee-keeper, and the report on the honey-produc-
ing flora in this bulletin shows it. The climatic

conditions are all right, and in recent years large

manufacturing towns have arisen which supply

good markets. Some of the nectar-producing

trees are extra fine. Sourwood is equal if not su-

perior to basswood, both in quantity and quality;

and in some localities it is common. Gallberry
and blackgum rank high, and are also common
in some sections. The tulip-tree is a heavy y ield-

er, and comes at a good time. Persimmon is

good. Basswoood ranks seventh among the North
Carolina honey-plants. Ironwood is a good y ield-

er in the mountain districts, and there are many
others.

«
THE HONEY OF STINCLESS BEES.

The Associated Press recently gave wide pub-
licity to the following:

STINGLESS BHES' HONEY POOR; PRODUCT OF HARMLESS
ONES NOT SO GOOD AS OTHERS.

New York, Nov. 18.—There is no way to tell the "stingless"

bee from the sting variety, according to G. P. Engelhardt, who
has just returned to New York after collecting specimens from
Guatemala, unless the investigator feels the bee. This is a sure

but rather unpleasant method, adds the expert.

In an address at the Museum of Natural History before the En-
tomological Society last night, Mr. Englehardt told of his research

work and disclosed the interesting fact that the bee without

stinging power produced an inferior quality of honey.

Mr. Englehardt brought a number of specimens home, but the

"stingless bees" nearly all died en routt.

It all depends. I have seen honey from sting-

less bees that was simply vile—little better than

sewage. On the other hand, some of it is fine,

sweet, aromatic, and clear. It depends on the

species you select, the kind of flowers the bees

visit, the time of the year, and the degree of ripe-

ness. We have only four or five true or good

species of Apis, whereas there can not be less than

fifty species of Melipona, to say nothing of Tr;'-

gona^ hence there is a wide difference in the

h0ney collected. In the wet season tropical

honey is too thin; but in the dry it is much bet-

ter. It will be a long time yet before we know
what we ought to know about stingless bees.
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General
Correspondence

CAPPING-MELTERS.

The Plan Advisable if the Honey is Not
Injured by the Heat; a Glass Indicator

on the Separator Pail; Experience with
the Beuhne Gapping-melter

BY E. D. TOWN SEND.

tin expUnition we will say that we made some dirferent

foims of capping-mellers.and sent them to several large producers

to try. The one sent to our correspondent was made after the

Beuhne pattern, as this report shows. Our experience was much
the same, viz., that the capacity of the Beuhne melter is far too

limited, and that it is a more expensive and complicated appa-

ratus than a device of the kind need be.

—

Ed.]

A successful capping-melting device seems to

be an assured thing; for when such practical men
as Mr. Fowls and Mr. Lathrop say that it is

a success it has great weight. There has never

been any question in my mind but that a device

could be made that would melt the cappings all

right; but the question was, " Could the cappings

be melted into wax without destroying the flavor

of the honey? " This was a grave question; for,

since 20 per cent of our honey goes through the

uncapping-box I could not afi^ord to have so large

a portion of our surplus hurt by overheating.

And now Mr. Fowls and Mr. Lathrop, in the

Nov. 15th Gleanings, say that, with the latest

device for melting the capping, the flavor of the

honey is not hurt in the least during the process

of melting the wax.

Mr. E. E. Coveyou, of Petoskey, Mich., ad-

vocates the heating of honey to 120 or 130° at

extractingtime, and putting it into 60-lb. cans

at this temperature. This process of heating

throws out the air-bubbles; and honey thus treat-

ed is slow to candy, so it ought to reach the bot-

tler in the liciuid state. The bottler, receiving

the honey not candied, would not have to heat

his honey so long nor to so high a degree of tem-
perature as would be necessary were the honey
candied solid, as is usually the case. This is cer-

tainly better; since two heatings at a low temper-

ature are less harmful to the flavor of the honey
than one heating to a perhaps higher temperature

when the honey is candied solid.

The bearing this has on the subject is, if a

whole crop of honey can be profitably handled in

the above-mentioned way, surely the 10 or 20

per cent of the crop going through the capping-

melter, and probably not heated much if any
more than Mr. Coveyou heats his, it would not

have a noticeable effect on the whole crop.

I think, Mr. Editor, you are on the right track

when you advocate a capping-melter with the

idea of mel/im; the cappings only. The cappings
and honey should leave the hot meliing-device as

soon as melted, and the separating of the honey
and wax be done in a separate utensil. In this

way the honey and wax are heated as little as pos-

sible, and, as both may be harmed by too much
heat, the plan is to be recommended.

In Fig. 6, page l.'^79, Nov. 15, under the gate

of the capping-melter is shown what seems to be
a 16 quart galvanized pail, with a gate at the

bottom. This gate is for the purpose of draw-
ing off the honey from the bottom, leaving the

wax in the pail until the end of the day, or until

there is so much accumulation of wax that it is

advisable to empty the whole contents, consist-

ing of honey and wax, into an ordinary pail, for

the wax to cool before separating.

The writer has had some experience in drawing
honey from under wax, and has often wished for

a glass indicator in the separator—a piece of glass

half an inch wide and three or four inches long,

extending up from the gate, the tin being cut

away and the glass put in its stead, so that one
might see when to stop drawing honey before any
wax begins to go through the gate. With such

an arrangement the honey could be drawn out
nearly to the wax. This glass indicator would
probably become coated over with wax to some
extent; but if this should happen, a stick could
be worked up and down on the glass from the in-

side, and the hot honey ought to melt off any ac-

cumulation of wax that might adhere.

Less heat would be required to melt the cap-

pings were the space at the top, between the two
cans of the capping-melter, covered, except a

small opening at some convenient place, this

opening to be built wider for convenience in fill-

ing and emptying, also for heating uncapping-
knives when one thinks it pays to heat.

THE BEUHNE CAPPING-MELTER.

After using the Beuhne capping melter during
the extracting of our fall honey (about 3000 lbs.)

it would seem as if the machine should have about
four times the capacity to do the work in an or-

dinary honey-extracting when the combs are

nearly all capped over. With nearly all sealed

combs of honey spaced wide, then uncapped deep,

as we do, a capping-melter would be needed of

quite large capacity.

To operate the machine, a two-burner low-

down gasoline stove was procured. Although
the instructions that came with the machine call-

ed for a one-burner stove, the local hardware man
had none of that size, so I took a two-burner.

The instructions also advised filling the tank of

the melter with hot water; but as all of our bees

are in outyards, with no provisions made for

heating water, the tank of the melter was filled

with co/J water. I was glad that our stove had
the extra burner, for both were ignited, and
the capping-melter set on the stove cornerwise.

The two burners did not take long to heat the

water in the tank, so the melter was ready by the

time we were ready to do uncapping. When
hot, one burner did the work.

Before beginning to uncap in the melter, two
sticks, "s inch square, and the proper length,

were crowded in under the pan that catches the

honey and wax, which raised the pan as high as

it would go, and kept it from getting too hot.

This pan is simply to keep the wax and honey
hot until they separate, and there is no need of a

great heat. This extra heat might have done no

harm had the honey and wax been allowed to run

out as fast as melted; but in the Beuhne machine,

the separator arrangement being in this pan, the

honey and wax are held for some time, and the

heat should be no greater than is necessary.

The lower outlet of the heated separating-pan,

the one that the honey runs through, has an el-

bow arranged so that it may be turned around;
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that is, when the elbow is turned with the open-
ing down, the whole contents of the receiving-pan

will be emptied. If the elbow is turned up, noth-

ing can run out from that outlet. Two-thirds
the way up toward the top of this pan, and a lit-

tle to one side, is an open tube. This is the

wax-outlet. Near the top of the pan, and still

further to one side, is a second wax-tube. To
use the top tube the lower one is corked; but we
used the lower one. Two pails are placed under
these tubes, one for the honey, the other for the

wax.
To operate, when the water in the tank is near

the boiling-point the cappings are allowed to fall

from the uncapping-knife on the heated tubes, to

melt. From these the melted wax and honey run
down into the aforesaid pan below, to separate,

the wax going to the top and the honey to the bot-

tom. The elbow to the lower outlet is now
turned up so that nothing can run out of the sep-

a'ating-pan until it fills up to the level of the first

or lower open tube. Probably 90 per cent of the

mass that enters this pan is honey, and there

would be but a thin scum of wax at first; so when
the first sign of wax is seen running out of the

wax tube, showing that the pan is full, the honey
(or lower) tube is turned down, and the honey
drawn from the bottom of the pan, but turned up
again before the wax begins to run out. This
process of drawing off honey is repeated four or

five times, or until there is an accumulation of

an inch or so of wax floating on top of the honey.
When this condition has arrived, the pan is al-

lowed to fill up until the wax is all run off the

top of the honey, or until there are signs of hon-
ey coming through the wax-tube. Then the

honey is drawn out as before, until another ac-

cumulation of wax is obtained. This honey be-

ing of the dark kind, I could not say whether the

flavor was hurt in the process of melting the cap-

pings or not. The wax was not hurt in the least,

although it was not in condition for the market.
Nothing has been said of the main advantage

of the capping-melter as I see it. The honey
that usually goes to waste in the cappings, as

usually handled, is saved. We use the Mclntyre
uncapping-box principally, and at best we leave

at least three or four hundred pounds of honey
in cappings each year, because we can not get

it all out. This loss was saved this year on
that part of the crop put through the melting-de-
vice.

Remus, Mich., Dec. 12.

[We are very glad to get this report from anoth-
er extensive producer of honey. We always hes-

itate to recommend a device advocated only by
those who keep bees on a small scale or who are

in the business principally for pleasure. Our
largest producers are beginning to favor the cap-
ping-melter, and this leads us to think more and
more that the plan is very economical in more
ways than one.

In regard to the strip of glass near the bottom
of the separating-pail, we would say that the plan

would undoubtedly be a success, although it

would be quite expensive to insert such glass in

the side of an iron pail, for it would have to be
made tight enough to prevent leakage. So far,

we have not felt the need of an indicator to show
the amouit of honey left in the pail, for the rea-

son that we never draw off all the honey. We
simply draw enough off so that there is never
danger of the pail running over, and it is probable
that at least two inches of honey remains in the

pail all the time. Another reason why we have
not felt the need of an indicator is that the mass
of honey and wax is not at a high temperature
when it leaves the capping-melter, and the wax
very quickly becomes congealed enough so that

there is no great danger of drawing off the melt-
ed wax at the bottom of the pail. If a very few
particles of solid wax run out with the honey it

does no great harm, as the honey should be strain-

ed any way with the rest that did not go through
the capping-melter.

The illustration, p. 1379, Nov. 15, should show
a wooden box covering the top of the capping-
melter. The bottom of this box slopes down to-

ward the center, where there is a large hole
through which the cappings may slide into the

melter. This box serves to confine the heat to

quite an extent, so that a smaller flame is suffi-

cient to give the degree of heat necessary.

The point mentioned by our correspondent in

regard to the saving of the honey is a good one.

It is impossible to get all the honey out of dry
cappings; for, although such cappings stand for

months to drain, there is considerable honey left;

and, even though pressure is applied, there is en-

tirely too much waste.

—

Ed.]

COMB VS. EXTRACTED HONEY.

Amount of Honey Consumed by the Bees
in Building New Combs not Absolutely
Essential in the Solution of the Ques-
tion; Wax Secreted Involuntarily.

BY R. C. AIKIN.

I have read Dr. Miller's note and the editor's

reply, page 867 of the July 15th issue, and I con-
sider the subject of the relative value of comb
and extracted honey important, and one which
is not generally understood. It is now over

thirty years that I have been handling bees with

my own hands, and during the past twenty years

I have never had less than from two hundred to

seven hundred colonies, with an average, per-

haps of two hundred and fifty, at a safe estimate.

During all of this time, excepting the first two
years, I have been producing both comb and
extracted honey; most of the time certain yards

were run for comb honey, and others for ex-

tracted, and there have been few seasons when I

have not produced holh kinds in one or several

yards. I have found that there has often been a

fairly general average between the various yards,

the proportion of one kind of honey to the other

sometimes being about equal, although there is

often more of either kind than of the other. I

am speaking now of the yield as a whole and
not of the yield per colony, as I will come to

that later.

Dr. Miller says it takes from four to five

pounds of comb to hold 100 lbs. of honey, and 1

think he is about right. New combs, and those

not enlarged by burr-combs or bulges, will not

yield more than two or three pounds of wax to

the eight-frame hive; but old combs that have
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been bulged, or that have burr-combs attached,

yield a little more to the hive. I have several

times melted a given amount of comb honey and
then weighed the wax and honey afterward, and
estimated that about four pounds of wax was
needed to hold one hundred pounds of honey.

Following this is a discussion of the number
of pounds of honey consumed in the production

of a given number of pounds of wax. Dr. Mil-

ler says, "If it takes ten pounds of honey to maice

one of wax, it takes fifty of honey to make that

five pounds of wax. " From this he thinks that

when combs are supplied so that none have to be

built, there will result much surplus honey, per-

haps a gain of 25 to 50 per cent. Now, I am not

able to tell how much honey is consumed in the

production of wax, for this is a problem that is

exceedingly difficult of solution because of our

inability to control all of the factors entering into

it. We can feed bees and have them build combs,

but we never know how much they obtain from
the fields, nor how much of the feed they use for

brood-rearing, etc. ; and, besides this, we must re-

member that there is more or less loss or varia-

tion due to the several abnormalities that must of

necessity enter into such experiments. It would
take most thorough and painstaking experiments

under the keenest of oversight to get any reliable

data on this question of the amount of honey
used in making wax. I have long desired to

make a study of this, but have always put it off

because of the seemingly insurmountable obsta-

cles in the way. But while we may not settle

the number of pounds of wax obtainable from a

given consumption of honey, we may find the

approximate proportion of comb honey obtain-

able compared with extracted honey produced

under the same conditions. I have long been

convinced that the popular estimates of this pro-

portion have been much in error, and that there

is no such great variation as is generally believ-

ed. I want to say right here that I think the

question does not depend upon the number of

pounds of honey taken to produce one pound of

wax, for I have found that there seems to be a

great amount of wax secreted, whether there is

need for it or not; and I will give a few instances

to support my belief, and I suspect that the great

majority of those who read this can recall many
similar instances proving that bees do secrete

wax whether they have actual need of it or not.

INVOLUNTARY SECRETION OF WAX.

Some years ago I received some bees in a wire

cage that had been sent to me by express, and
were several days on the road. These bees had
been supplied with water and honey for the trip,

and, when brought from the express office, they

were fairly loaded with wax scales, and had built

comb and stuck bits of wax all about the cage,

so that, when put into a hive, they were ready

at once for comb- building. These bees were not

gathering honey, and had no need of comb, and
yet they built it. I said they were not gathering

honey; but the excitement and jostling caused
them to keep their honey-sacs full most of the

time during six days, and they secreted wax in

great abundance without having made one visit

to a blossom. I think that this points toward an
involuntry secretion of wax.
We will take another illustration. Only yes-

terday I was working in an outyard, and I found

one nucleus the bees of which had secreted wax
beyond their needs, and had plastered it on the

top-bars of the frames and on the cover, and they
had used it also in lengthening cells unnecessari-
ly. The instant I lifted the cover I noted the

surplus of wax before moving the frames. The
hive was about half full of combs and about one-
fourth full of bees, so that there was empty comb
in abundance, and not the slightest reason for

wax secretion This nucleus was one that had
been made at least twelve days, and possibly

about twenty-five days, before. I was looking
to see whether the queen had been successfully

mated, but I found that she had been lost; and
as all the brood was hatching, there was none to

feed. A light honey-flow had prevailed for three

weeks when a hailstorm stopped it, and my ex-

amination was made about thirty-six hours after-

ward. The bees seemed to have been arranging
the stores in the brood-nest because I had put

combs of honey in such a position that they had
to move some of it to get the nest in the proper

shape. Now, under these conditions if the wax
secretion was not involuntary, what was it.^

This same thing was shown by many colonies

in the yard—both those that had queens and
those that had not. Colonies having supers in

all stages of completion had a surplus of wax
which was more or less manifest throughout.
This would be but natural in the event of the

sudden stoppage of a flow; but this flow was very

limited, resulting in a gain in supers of not over

ten pounds to the colony during the whole month;
and had it not been for the free use of bait-combs
there would not have been five pounds gain. The
bees used the bait-combs first, full sheets of foun-

dation next, and the starters were almost entirely

let alone. In the brood-nests of the weak colo-

nies and stronger nuclei where starters had been
given in the brood-frames there was some comb-
building on these starters which, under a fair

flow, would have been drawn out into full combs.
However, during even this slow honey-flow there

was plenty of wax secretion.

In several hives where there was an abundance
of empty storage and brood-combs the bees had
gone out of their way to build comb, in one or

two instances passing .directly over a dry comb,
next to the brood, and building all new comb
from starters and from edges of broken combs.
The queens showed a preference for the newly
built comb, also going out of their way to lay in

it. Many of these colonies had built burr-combs
and put braces between the top-bars, all built of

nice white wax. I am sure that bees do like to

build comb, for many times I have noticed them
using old wax and building comb when there was
apparently no call for it whatever, except their

desire to build it—this, even when conditions

were not favorable for wax secretion. Now, if

bees so desire to build comb that they build it

when it is not needed, what about the comb-
building tendency when all conditions favor and
call for it?

When bees are forced, or when their honey-sacs

are continually full, they secrete wax apparently

without intelligence as to its need. When stor-

ing from the fields, or when they are stirred up
within the hive, for two or three days at most
they will secrete quantities of wax even though
not an ounce of comb is constructed.
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RAPID AND SLOW FLOWS.

In Colorado in general, and I think in practical-

ly all alfalfa districts where this plant is the source
of honey, the flows are, as a rule, slow. Think
of a flow lasting sixty days with an average daily

gain of 2% lbs. per colony! This, when ripened,

amounts to 50 lbs., 25 of it being stored in the

brood chamber and the rest in the super, making
about one super of surplus per colony. Suppose
we double this flow so that there is a five-pound
daily gain for sixty days. This would give a

surplus of fifty or sixty pounds. More than 25
lbs. would be stored in the brood-chamber, and
some would be used for brood-rearing. For
nearly thirty years I have kept a colony on the

scales throughout the gathering season, and the

man would be dull indeed who could not get at

least a few points during that time with daily

weighings.

In flows where the average daily gain of raw
nectar is five pounds (there may be a gain of three

pounds one day and six or more the next, just so

it does not go over seven or eight pounds for

more than two days in succession), the wax se-

cretion will be sufficient for building all the comb
necessary to hold it. All my observations lead

me to the conclusion that, during an average daily

gain of about five pounds, the bees of the colony
will not only involuntarily secrete enough wax
to hold all that is stored, but they will elaborate

it into comb as well.

A hundred-pound surplus gathered in thirty

days means at the very least a total gathering of

300 lbs of nectar, resulting in a daily gain of 10

lbs. Now, if this flow comes on suddenly and
fills all the empty combs of the hive before comb-
building could get under way there would be a

decided loss. But few bee-keepers ever have such
a flow, and even those few do not have it often in

a lifetime; and such an experience is altogther an
exception.

Admitting all the foregoing, that is, admitting
that the wax secretion is sufficient in all ordinary

flows so that, if not used, it would go to waste,

and that it will be elaborated into comb, we have
not yet settled the matter. Any practical apiarist

knows that, when the honey-flow is slow, it is

hard to get the bees to work in the sections. This
is not because of a lack of wax, but on account
of a lack of honey, and because the bees are not

crowded from the brood-chamber into the su-

pers. With light daily gains the honey is more
apt to be crowded into the brood-combs, from
which young bees are hatching, thereby lessen-

ing the amount of brood and aggravating the

swarming impulse Nor is this all. The curtail-

ing of the brood lessens the number of bees com-
ing on for a later flow. Let me illustrate this

point.

My locality has practically two flows—the first

coming in the last half of June and the early part

of July, and the second from August 1st to the

20th. Sometimes there is a more or less steady

gain throughout the entire time from June 15 to

Augu-st 20, but often there is a complete cessa-

tion between times, and much variation in the

dates and duration of the flows. Nevertheless

we look for the two flows Now suppose the

first flow is late. The bees will not go into the

supers, but will fill the brood-combs as fast as

the bees hatch therefrom, and the eggs which the

queen would otherwise lay in early July to get a
host of workers for August are cut off. I esti-

mate that, under such conditions, where my
yield amounts to 50 lbs. of surplus, if those
queens could be kept laying there would be add-
ed to the total yield an additional super, making
three instead of two.
These last points have a bearing on the ques-

tion, which will be explained more fully before
I finish this discussion.

Loveland, Col.
To be continued.

NATURAL SUPERSEDURE.

This Plan of Requeening Not Suitable for
Modern Methods of Bee-keeping.

BY J. E. HAND.

On page 927, Aug. 1, the Straw man takes me
to task for intimating that natural supersedure
results in deterioration. He seems to think that,

if this were true, bees in their wild state would
long ago have become extinct. Did you ever

stop to think, friend Miller, that an all-wise

Providence has provided a remedy for this evil in

the survival of the fittest only, and that fully

half of the bees in a wild state are deteriorated

out of existence every year, thus weeding out the

weaklings and leaving only the strong and hardy
to breed a hardy strain of bees.-" While nature's

plan of supersedure is well nigh perfect when ap-

plied to bees in their natural state, it is quite dif-

ferent when used in connection with modern
methods of bee-keeping, since by supplying
foundation, and by judicious feeding, the weak-
lings are saved to breed more weaklings; and the

result is a weakened and inferior strain of bees.

On the other hand, by systematic requeening
and rearing the queens from our choicest stock

we are constantly improving our bees, and are

really much nearer to nature's plan of supersed-

ure than are those who oppose systematic re-

queening, and are laboring under the delusion

that they are following nature's plan.

Mr. Editor, in your footnotes to Dr. Miller's

remarks you say, " We find supersedure cells

quite equal to those reared under the swarming
impulse. I agree with you. It is not that such
cells are not liberally supplied with royal jelly;

for if the larva- are removed, and others from a

vigorous queen substituted, such cells will pro-

duce the best of queens. The laws of heredity

are as fixed and immutable as the universe; and
so long as the constitutional defects of the parent

are transmitted to the offspring just so long must
natural supersedure result in deterioration when
used in connection with modern methods of bee-

keeping; for natural supersedure is prima-facia
evidence of a weakened condition of the queen.

As the farmer is compelled to meet the prob-

lem of keeping up the fertility of the soil by a

judicious crop rotation, so the bee-keeper must
face the problem of keeping up the productive-

ness of his apiary by systematic requeening or

suffer the consequences.

Birmingham, Ohio, Nov. 2.
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young's honey-cutter in use. PATENTED DEC. 11, 1906.

A COMB-HONEY CUTTER.

BY W. J. Y'OUNC.

Every bee-keeper knows that bees, if given
plenty of room, are more contented, and more
likely to confine their efforts to the production of

honey rather than to swarming. I use a little

machine for cutting round pieces of comb honey
out ot combs and placing the same in glass jars

so that I can produce comb honey without the

expense of comb-honey supers and sections. This
places the honey immediately in a package where
it is non-perishable and almost non breakable,

and where it shows off to the very best advantage.

As will be seen from the illustration, the device

works very much on the plan of an ordinary cake
or biscuit cutter.

In order to cut the honey it is necessary only
to lay the comb on a clean board or a tray made

PLACING THE CAKES OF CUT HONEY IN THE JAR.
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A FILLED JAR OF CUT HONEY.

for the purpose; press the cutter through the
comb, then pull it out again, when it will be
found that the cake of honey is retained in the
cutter. By pushing on the handle the cake of
honey may be quickly placed inside the can or
jar, which should be Ys to X '"ch larger in di-
ameter than the cutter. The jars shown in the
illustrations are 2^ inches inside diameter, 5)4
inches in height, and they will hold from four to
five cakes cut from combs of ordinary thickness.
The weight of the comb honey runs from 15 to
17 ounces; and after pouring in sufficient liquid
honey to fill the jar the entire weight is found to
be about 23 or 24 ounces. The comb shows
plainly through the glass and honey, and, when
held before thelight, is beautiful beyond descrip-
tion.

Tin cans may be used and covered with a suit-
able label, although glass jars provide a more
handsome package. There is a little difficulty in
getting jars and cans with large openings that
will not leak, but I think this objection can be

very easily overcome. It is impor-
tant that the opening into the jar

should be as large in diameter as the
jar itself.

Arecibo, P. R.

[This is on the principle of a
cooky-cutter. We have no doubt
that it works very nicely, for we
have tried something similar. It

should be immersed in hot water
just before cutting, to get the best
results. In localities where chunk
or bulk comb honey is in demand,
as in Texas, something of this kind
could be used to very good advan-
tage.

—

Ed.]
« •#•»»•• »

ALFALFA-GROWING.
Some Experiments to Show
the Proper Time to Sow;
Buckwheat a Valuable

Crop.

BY CHAS. W. WINKLER.

After experimenting with the

growing of alfalfa, sowing it both in

spring and fall, we find that the lat-

ter gives us the better results. We
do not lose the use of the ground
for a season, and we are not troubled
with weeds, which sometimes choke
out the young spring-sown alfalfa

plants, nectssitating mowing several

times. To ascertain the best time
for fall sowing we sowed several

pieces as follows: One field of ten

acres, July 25; one field of ten

acres, August 1; one field of ten

acres, August 10; one field of twen-
ty acres, August 12; one field of ten

acres, September 1. All of these

fields yielded well. The weeds made
quite a growth on that sown July
25, the alfalfa being up a foot.

That sown August 1 was freer of

weeds. The fields sown August 10,

August 12, and September 1, were entirely free

from weeds. In the fields sown August 1 to 12

the alfalfa was up eight inches, and the young
plants were well established. In that sown Sep-

tember 1, the plants, while thrifty, were quite

small, and apparently not well enough established

to withstand our winters. We therefore prefer

sowing from August 1 to 12.

We use ground that has previously grown win-

ter wheat or oats. We remove the crop, plow
the ground and harrow it, and with a Cahoon
seeder we sow broadcast 15 pounds of native al-

falfa seed per acre, harrowing once to cover the

seed nicely. We grow our own seed. One
should obtain good native seed, free from dodder
and thistle. This is very important. I know of

a forty-acre tract that was a total loss just because

there was a saving (.') of 50 cts. per bushel for seed.

The seed was sown (25 lbs. per acre), and yet

there was only half a stand; the rest winter-killed.

Five pounds per acre of good seed, evenly dis-

tributed, would be ample, with perfect conditions,
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for a good stand. I liave seen splendid results

with 10 lbs. per acre; but we prefer to sow 15 lbs.

Most people sow 20 to 25 lbs., and there are a

few yet who persist in sowing 30 lbs. of seed per

acre.

One grower here demonstrated that buckwheat
pays. He disposed of his crop, grown on 40

acres, for $2000. The enclosed photograph

shows a field of Japanese buckwheat which we
put in with a press-drill on plowed wheat stubble

July 29. It was photographed August 21, aver-

age height 34 inches.

After cutting the buckwheat and removing it

from the ground we sowed the ground to winter

wheat again, using a press-drill. This wheat

now looks exceptionally well.

Hastings, Neb., Oct. 1.

SECOND-HAND CANS VS. NEW.

From the Standpoint of one of our Lead-
ing Commission Men.

BY R. A. BURNETT.

The letter of D. Everett Lyon, on page 1245,

Oct. 15, and your editorial thereon, have been

read with much interest. So far as Mr. Lyon's
complaint is concerned, it would have no stand-

ing, shall we say, in a court of equity, for the

reason that the package nowadays is included

with the sale of the contents. The practice of

charging for packages that would be used again

for the same purpose has become practically ob-

solete. F"or instance, the tub or package contain-

ing butter from the dairy used to be returned to

the dairy after the contents had been used, or else

the dairy received a compensation for it; but now
when the package is emptied of its contents the

owner may use it for some other purpose, or offer

it for sale to some one else who may be able

to use it for some other purpose than butter.

Sometimes it is again used for butter, as, since

the introduction of paraffined paper, the butter

does not soak into the package as formerly, and
there is, therefore, a less tendency to rancidity.

However, as a general thing we may conclude
that the re-use of packages for the same purpose

as first used for is the exception and not the rule.

Then, again, honey is a delicate commodity,
the flavor of which is easily removed by injudi-

cious and careless manipulation; and, pray, what
is honey without its honey flavor.? In my judg-

ment it would be simply a neutral sweet, which
we often find to be the case where honey has

been taken from the comb before it was ripened,

or before it had injected into it what a witty

friend of ours called " the bouquet." It is true

that there are a few kinds of honey that have very

little aroma, and as a consequence they sell for a

lower price than honey with flavor, although in

every other respect it is of high grade.

Tin cans should not be used a second time for

marketing purposes, for the following reasons:

Water should never reach the inside of a tin pack-

age that is to contain honey, especially one that

is provided with a screw top or other small open-

ing, for there is danger of the water not being

thoroughly removed by heat. To put the cans

on a stove, or where they can have dry heat, may
melt the solder and the can will then open at the

seams. A can should be simply shaken, and any

matter that may be loose in that way may be re-

moved, and then the honey put in without any

water having touched the can, inside or out.

After the cover has been securely fastened on,

the honey may be removed from the outside of

the can by water, after which the surface should

be dried with a cloth and exposed to dry air long

enough to evaporate that which the cloth had not

taken up before being cased. Then if the can,

after being emptied of its honey, has the top or

cover put back on so that no dust or other defil-

ing matter may get in, it can be used for honey

again—that is, providing the honey that is again

to fill the can is of the came color, for there will

remain a small quantity of the first filling, despite

the most careful effort to remove all.

Some years ago a large bakery had several hun-

dred cases of the square tin cans that they wanted

to dispose of, and sought our help in so doing.

At first blush we thought these cans ought to be

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT THIRTY-FOUR INCHES HIGH IN A LITTLE OVER THREE WEEKS FROM THE
TIME THE SEED WAS SOWN.
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fit for use the second time; but on further inves-

tigation we found that, after they had been emp-
tied, there was some hot water put into them to

rinse out what honey remained, which was put

into a large vessel, and we were informed this

was used to help make gingersnaps, as that form
of cake, because of its color, will absorb a good
many things without observable detriment; there-

fore on cutting open some of the cans we found
that they had rusted on the inside, while free

from it on the outside; and we do not know of

any thing that injures honey more quickly than

rust.

We have always discouraged the use of cans

the second time, and have never offered them for

sale, although we get a good many of them sent

to us that have been used the second and perhaps

more times. People who sell second-hand cans

to producers of honey avoid buying honey in

those cans themselves, giving as a reason for it

that they are afraid the cans are rusted on the in-

side; and another reason is, they can't sell them
so well when they have been used more than once.

From our experience of more than thirty years

as honey-dealers we are ready to assert that the

producer who buys second-hand honey-cans to

put good honey into is losing money thereby, for

his honey will not bring as much, as a rule, in

old cans as it will in new. Even if the honey is

of choice quality, the best buyers are afraid that

it may be injured.

Chicago, 111.

[Mr. Burnett is one of the largest dealers of

honey in the United States, and his statements

should have considerable weight. On the other

hand, we should be glad to hear from the other

fellow—the producer.

—

Ed.]

JAPANESE CLEMATIS.

Preventing Robbing by the Use of Wet
Hay Over the Entrances.

BY W. C. FURNAS.

I am sending you an enlarged photograph of a

bee on the flowers of the Japanese clematis—
Paniculata I believe it is called. 1 have never
seen this vine mentioned as a honey-producer;
but when in bloom here, from about Aug. 15 to

Sept. 1 it is fairly alive with bees from nine
o'clock until noon. The bees get from it a
greenish pollen, and nectar also, I suppose. They
were so thick over the vine that I frequently had
two or three at one time in the field of an eight-

inch lens two feet distant, and several of my ex-

posures show two or more bees; but they woik
in such nervous, frantic haste that it is difficult to

get a proper focus. I also send a photo showing
the vine where the pictures were taken.

This beautiful vine is much used in my locali-

ty for shade and decorative purposes, and is said

to be perfectly hardy everywhere. I have no
means of knowing how much honey it really

yields. There are perhaps some hundreds of

vines within reach of my bees, but I do not sup-

pose there is enough bloom in any locality to

make any considerable difference in a honey crop.

I consider it of interest as one source which
might help tide over times when there is general-

ly a dearth of nectar, and it must be interesting

to any bee-keeper to see the way the bees work
on the blossoms.
The last view is a fair illustration of the meth-

od so often described and advocated by Dr. Mil-
ler and others, of stopping robbing by closing

THE JAPANESE CLEMATIS AS SHADE FOR A PORCH.
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the entrance

with straw or

hay, which is

then well
sprinkled with
water. I have
had but a lim-

ited ex pe r i-

ence with rob-

bing^,but have
found this
method effec-

tive so far as

I have tried it.

I usually leave

a small open-
ing at the cor-

ner, so that

bees belong-
ing in the be-

sieged hive
can pass in
out and in.

Louisville,

Ky., Oct. 16.

[Our cor-

respondent
did not men-
this plan of

stopping rob-

bing by means
of wet hay or grass strewn over the entrance, with
the idea of bringing something new before the

readers of Gleanings, for he knew that the plan

had been before mentioned in these columns, and
in several editions of our A B C of Bee Culture.

Indeed, it is given the preference in that work
over all others, for the treatment of robbing at

the entrance of a hive where the bees are making
a poor defense. His idea was to give added em-
phasis to this very practical way of overcoming
a common difficulty, and we are glad to give

space for the very clear illustration, which will,

we are sure, make the matter plain.

—

Ed.]

CLOSE VIEW OF THE JAPANESE CLEMATIS

A FIELD MEETING
PHIA.

IN PHILADEL-

BY W. J. ROBINSON.

LNTING ROBBING BY COVERING THE ENTRANCE WITH WET HAY.

I am sending you a few prints and a descrip-

tion of our bee-keepers' meeting held Sept. 19, at

George School, Pa. If you consider the prints

of sufficient interest, you may use them in Glean-
ings.

Germantown, Pa.

[In the newspaper clipping which accompanied
the above letter, a full account of the meeting

was given. The affair

was in reality a field

meeting, and a very in-

teresting one too, judg-

ingfrom the illustrations.

After many practical
demonstrations an indoor
meeting was held in one
of the large halls con-

nected with the school.

Field meetings are val-

uable in any line of busi-

ness; but they are espe-

cially valuable in the bee-

keeping line. A subject

can often be explained

much more satisfactorily

if the different operations

being described are ac-

tually carried out. A
number of bee-keepers'

associations all over the

country are adapting this

plan to make the meet-

ings more interesting,

and, in many cases, to
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FIELD MEETING OF THE PHILADELPHIA BEE-KEEPERS ASSOCIATION.

save the time ordinarily taken by long expla-

nations. We wish to commend the idea as being
worthy of the consideration of all societies.

—

Ed.]

PARCELS POST.

The Objections Found to be Groundless
by a Study of Conditions in Other

Countries.

BY THOMAS WM. COWAN,
Editor British Bee Journal.

For some years I have watched the controver-

sy respecting parcels post, and have been sur-

prised at the objections put forward— objections
that have proved to be groundless considering
the very satisfactory manner in which parcels

post works in Europe. When I was in Califor-

nia I supplied a friend who was President of the

Postal Progress League, with statistics which
showed what an inestimable boon parcels post

has been to all classes, and how, instead of being
a hindrance, it is a stimulus to trade

I see in Gleanings, page 1309, an extract from
The Shoe and Leather Gazette, in which an en-

deavor is made to show that parcels post would
be an advantage to the large mail-order houses,
and an injury to the smaller local merchants.
This is not true, for we have found it has been
just the reverse. Small shopkeepers who could
not keep a large stock of goods formerly lost or-

ders because they could not compete with larger

firms who, with their larger capital, could afford

to keep a large stock. Since the introduction of

parcels post all this is changed, and these small
shopkeepers have been able to get a living, as

they do not need to have a large stock on hand,
samples of the different goods being sufficient.

Customers select from these samples, and the

goods are delivered at their doors in from one to

three, days, at the same:prices as would be charged
at the large houses. The customer does not pay

more, but the tradesman gets his legitimate

profit.

It does not appear that the wholesale houses
have suffered in any way, and there is no doubt
that the small dealers have been benefited, and the

benefit has extended to the purchasing public, for

it has brought shopping facilities of the city with-

in reach of every one in the country. No doubt
your express companies will suffer; but is it not

an anomaly that it costs more to send a parcel

from New York to San Francisco by express than
it does from London to, say, China by parcels

post.^ Even parcels from London to different

points in the United States cost less for postage
than the express charges in the country. If the

express companies can make a profit on English

parcels after deducting cost of freight by steamer
across the Atlantic, they are surely charging too

much for carriage of parcels in the country. It

is surprising to us that a practical people should
have so long kept out of parcels post, and sub-

mitted to exorbitant express charges. No one in

Europe would for one moment advocate doing
away with the advantages we now derive from
parcels post. I hope you may also soon share

the same benefits with us.

Taunton, Eng. , Nov. 30.

THE ADVANTAGE OF A CAGE FOR
PREVENTING ROBBING.

BY E. M. GRAVES.

I wonder how many readers of Gleanings use

a cage when working their bees. I have been
using one several years, and would hardly know
how to get along without it, for I consider it one
of the most useful fixtures about an apiary.

With a cage to set over a hive one can work in

comparative comfort all day long, and seldom
get stung. Bees are very sensitive creatures, and
they do not like robbers about their homes. If

we open one of the hives, and a hungry lot of
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robbers commence to steal

from them, how mad they will

get! and we are almost sure

to get stung. We can do any
kind of work with them when
using a cage, but it must be

so tight that the robbers have

to stay outside; and, no mat-
ter how much of a roar they

make outside, all will be i]uiet

inside, even when very little

smoke is used. \'ery often,

with no smoke at all, we can

do all the work we wantto,
and as leisurely as desired.

The cage is very handy in

queen - rearing, both in han-

dling the old stocks and going
through the nuclei and mating
boxes. I set the cage central-

ly in the mating-yard, pick up
the boxes one after another,

take them inside the cage, and,

after closing the door, I am
alone with the little colony
without any robbers to make
me or the bees nervous.

The cage I use is made very

much like the one shown on p. 1261, Oct.^15,

only it is somewhat larger. I made mine in

four panels. The two for ends are 3)4 f^et

wide and 5 feet 8 inches high. Each panel has

two posts, and two girts sit two inches from the

ends of the posts. Then there are two sides 5

feet 6 inches wide, and the same height as the

ends with girts at top and bottom, the same as the

ends. All are held together with ten-penny fin-

ishing nails, one at each joint or four to each
panel. There is a door that takes up half of one
side, made in the same manner, only the girts or

cross-pieces at top and bottom are set close to

the ends of the side pieces of the door. There
is a middle post which the door swings on.

Two-inch butts allow the door to swing, and a

small hook fastens it shut so it will stay shut and

HENRY M. TWINING DEMONSTRATING BEFORE THE PHILADEL-
PHIA bee-keepers'. ASSOCIATION.

not be swinging when we step inside. I take

hold of the two] small bars that run along the

sides, and carry the cage easily about the yard.

A top part is made in much the same manner,
and all is covered with wire cloth; but 1 do not
use it very much, as I find it is not needed in

general work; if one were transferring, cutting

out combs, or cleaning up an old neglected

swarm then it would be all right to put it on, and
be sure all is tight around the bottom.

I used J^-inch boards ripped up 1>^ wide, and
the four panels are bolted together at the corners

with rV"''^- bolts, so I can take it apart and house
it when the season is over.

The whole thing is easy to make, and is inex-

pensive; and that is not all. It is not heavy to

handle, and it is just as light to work, in as it is

without it.

This cage will

not blow over
as easily as one
made of cloth

netting, and is

much more du-
rable,

loamosa, Cal.

[We use large

cages as well as

small ones at

allof ourqueen-
rearing yards.

Indeed, we re-

gard them as

i ndispensable
during the rob-
bing season.

For the pro-

duction of hon-
ey they are not
so necessary.
Most bee-keep-
ers do without.
—Ed.]AN INTERESTING MOMENT IN PRACTICAL DEMONSTRAl
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A STUDY OF THE CONDITIONS IN
A BOX HIVE.

Would Not Wider Spacing of Combs Pro-
vide a More Natural Clustering-

space for Winter?

BY J. A. CRANE.

I have seen the question discussed as to why
bees often winter better in a box hive than in a

good chatf-paciced hive. 1 have thought often

on the subject, and had accepted the theory ad-

vanced that the frame hive allows cold drafts

around and over the frames. I still think that is

one of the main causes; but how often do we find

straight combs in a box hive or bee-tree.? I think

it is safe to say that crooked combs are the rule;

also that the crooks and turns and also the pop-

holes are so arranged by the bees, either by ac-

cident or intention, as to prevent almost en-

tirely any draft in the hive except such as the

bees themselves set up for ventilation or evapo-

rating honey. I have examined carefully all the

box hives I have transferred for the last two or

more years, and have found this to be the case in

every instance, although I think I have seen one
or two cases where the combs were about as true

as foundation-built combs; but in no case do I

recollect their being built straight away from the

entrances, as in our hives.

Another thing which seems to bear on this the-

ory is that, no matter how few bees there may
be in the box colony, so far as my experience

goes, there is never any candied honey. This
spring, after severe losses I purchased a lot of box
hives which were a caution to look at. Two
had no covers whatever—only some sticks laid

across the tops. There were from four to six

mouse-holes in the sides, and the hives were so

rotten that I had to wrap them up in sacks to keep
the bees in to take them home; and I rode in fear

of the load collapsing before I got home. How-
ever, when it came to transferring I found that I

could have rolled the hives down hill and not got
the combs apart. They were built in angles and
circles, and fastened together in all shapes; and,
strange to say, there was not one cell of candied
honey, even away in the corners of the hive, where
the combs were two or more inches thick, while
in my chaff hives with straight combs the honey
is candied clear to the cluster. I transferred these

bees during cherry bloom, and, without trying

to save any but good pieces of brood, I filled

from four to fi e jamho frames with brood, and
they soon became the best colonies in my yard.

I have also noticed that many of the combs are

a great deal further apart than our regulation

spaces allow—from \)4 to 2}^ inches. This per-

mits the building of combs fat with honey at the

top and sides, and thinner for the brood lower
down, thus providing an ideal clustering-place

for the bees. These bees wintered with a loss of

only 6 per c^-nt, without even a tree for protec-

tion, and with a mouse-nest as large as a quart
measure, with two full-grown mice ruining
through the combs after I had drawn them seven
miles, while my loss was nearer sixty per cent in

first-class well-packed hives.

I know we do not want such conditions in our
hives; but I believe if we could get nearer to

them through wider spacing, thus giving thick

combs of honey around the cluster, and wide
spaces between combs for the cluster, with an en-

trance in one corner, we could pass a bad winter

with less loss than at present.

I am not advocating any new system on these

lines; but do not these facts go to show that the

bees are not in a state of nature in modern hives

which need so much protection, while they win-

tered perfectly in a box little better than a potato-

crate when allowed to build this home after their

own blue prints and specification.?

Marion, N. Y.

UNCAPPING.

The Angle and Speed of Blade Important;
the Advantages of Cutting Down

Instead of Up.

5V F. B. CAVANAUGH.

I wish to add to what has been said in favor of

the cold uncapping-knife versus the heated, and

in addition to cite some good reasons for cutting

downward. I wish also to show why it is prefer-

able from the standpoint of dollars and cents to

dispense with the hot-water device entirely.

To keep the knife sharp is good practice; but

a proper inclination and speed of the cutting edge

are of more importance. A comparatively dull

knife will do clean work if a quick slanting cut

is made. Notice the principle of the scythe, the

angle of the cutting blade. Note that, even with

a dull blade, speed will greatly enhance the cut-

ting efficiency.

Our circular saws require a certain speed for

highest efficiency. Why not ascertain the prop-

er speed for the uncapping-knife also, and then

approach it as nearly as possible.?

In uncapping I invariably cut doivn'n.vard with

the knife-point inclined upward about 45 degrees.

I catch the upper nearest corner of comb surface

with a forward thrust, then bring the knife forci-

bly downward at a similiar angle, completing

the cut at the bottom end by bringing the blade

into a horizontal position. If a small strip is

left I catch it coming upward.
This method requires wrist power, speed, and

a little skill derived from pactice. I have found

no advantage in very deep cutting, although the

beginner who aspirts to become a rapid uncapper

must expect to cut deep sometimes, and to run

the knife out occasionally, but perhaps no more

so than by other methods, however. Time saved

is money earned, and the downwaid uncappers

are muih the speediest.

Now notice for a moment the mechanical ad-

vantages of cutting downward over cutting up-

ward. First comes the weight of hand, knife,

and capping assisting in the foimer method, im-

peding in the latter; second, the pressure in the

downward cut holds the comb solid on its sup-

port. The upward cut tends to unseat it. Third

is safety in the employment of speed while the

upward cutter is likely to cut the left hand if

much speed or force isexerted. Fourth, incutting

downward the cappings are thrown directly

downward into the receptacle instead of catching

on the unsealed surface of the comb. Fifth, the

easy and natural position of hand and wrist, and

downward pressure, causes much less strain r>n
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all muscles employed than does the upward
stroke. These items become important in a

hard day's work when the operator is taxed to

the limit.

The use of hot water on the knife, and the
" sawing motion," are both peculiar to the opera-

tor who cuts upward, and who necessarily em-
ploys little speed. I have not mentioned the

waste of honey in hot water, the oil used in heat-

ing the knife, nor the extra time wasted in

changing knives. All are items worth consider-

ing, but not of as much importance as others I

have mentioned.
I find that beginners invariably cut upward

when uncapping if left to themselves.

I suppose it seems more natural this way, be-

cause they can see the cutting edge of the knife.

I always insist on my method being adopted for

the first two days, and have yet to find one who
would go back to the old up-cutting method
afterward.

Some may think that the cold knife will not
work in thick honey. Perhaps it may wrinkle
and break the cappings somewhat, which does not
signify much. The underlying surface of the

cells will still be found in good shape if proper
speed is used. Where honey becomes too thick

to be uncapped with a cold knife it is also too

thick to be extracted without heat.

I have viewed this question purely from the

point of economy of oil, honey, time, and ener-

gy, and backed by years of experience in both
methods of uncapping.
Any one who will lay aside present methods,

and persist in uncapping downward for a few
days will be convinced that the method is correct,

both in theory and practice.

Springport, Mich., Nov. 16.

[This is the kind of testimony we like to get

hold of, because it smacks of experience direct

from the field.

We dare say that 99 out of a hundred of those

who produce extracted honey use the upward
stroke in uncapping. It does not always follow

that the majority is right. We should like to

have this subject thoroughly discussed.

—

Ed.]

PROPER SHAPE FOR UNCAPPING-
KNIVES.

A Valuable Article.

BY ELIAS FOX.

Referring to Dr. Miller's Straw, Nov. 1, I

should like to ask why it is necessary to use a

straight-handled tool in plain work, and one with

offset handle or straight handle and curved blade

to reach the depressions. The Bingham knife,

with the offset shank as now made, successfully

uncaps the entire comb with ease, no matter

whether straight, curved, bulged, depressed, or

full of holes. For straight smooth combs, the

entire length of the blade comes in play; and for

depressions, large or small, holes and zigzag cor-

ners, the rounded point perfectly fits them all.

So, continue to give us the old reliable Bingham.

HONEY EIGHTEEN YEARS OLD.

In reply to the Straw on the same page, regard-

ing the keeping qualities of honey, I should like

to ask what the age limit is. Two years ago I

had occasion to liquefy some buckwheat honey
that had been kept in an open-top six-gallon stone
jar for 18 years. So far as the appearance and fla-

vor were concerned, I could detect nothing wrong.
The honey seemed to have undergone no change
since the day I put it in the jar, although it had
been used down until there was only 15 lbs. left,

and it was as dry as sugar.

COLONIES DO BEST IF THEY HAVE NO SHADE.

In regard to the article by J. C. Davis, page
1315, Nov. 1, I will say I have one yard inclosed

by a seven-foot board fence, and the hives are ar-

ranged around the entire space close to the fence.

A part of them, therefore, get practically no sun
during the forenoon, and others none during the
afternoon, except what little comes through the
cracks. The space inside is filled with hives fac-

ing south, in rows running east and west. A
few are partially shaded by two apple-trees, but
the most of them have no shade whatever. There
is no difference in the yield, other conditions be-

ing equal. My best colony in this home yard
faces southwest, and during the honey-flow it has
not a particle of shade before 6 p. m. Since I

wrote the letter which was published in the Sept.

15th issue, page 1140, I have extracted 25 lbs.

mere from this hive, or a totil of 450 lbs., and
the bees have plenty for winter. For my part I

don't want any shade, and I would not give a
snap for even a shade-board.

COLONIES IN TREES HAVE PLENTY OF WINTER
STORES.

I cut twelve bee-trees this fall, and saved the

bees, but I put two swarms together, thus mak-
ing six of the twelve. This brings my bee-tree

yard up to 21. The trees cut this fall, with one
exception, had plenty of honey—one 60 lbs.; two
75 lbs. each; one 100 lbs. The rest ran mostly
from 25 to 40 lbs. I did not care especially to

save the bees, but I can not take the honey and
leave them in the woods to starve. I sa^ed all

the brood by piecing it into empty frames, and
several frames were filled with honey by piecing

in the same way, and supported by tying com-
mon twine around them. In two days the pieces

are nicely fastened together, and the frames and
strings removed.

I have never had any experience in handling
bees before an audience; but in removing bees

from the hollow log after securing the honey I

reach in and take them out handful after hand-
ful, and very rarely get a sting. If I do, it is al-

ways my own fault.

Hillsboro, Wis.

[This matter of shade is something that de-

pends on locality. In your climate it is con-

ceivable that shade or sunshine would not make
much difference as to the yield of honey. In

other localities, reports seem to show that where
there is too much shade colonies do not do as

well, and, of course, furnish less honey than those

colonies that are more out in the open. On the

other hand, in hot climates shade is absolutely

necessary.

—

Ed.]

HOT UNCAPPING- KNIVES PREFERRED; CUTTING
DOWN EASIER THAN CUTTING UP.

I noticed an article on page 1126, Sept. 15, on
the use of uncapping-knives. I have uncapped
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with both hot and cold knives, and have worked
in New York and California, and I say, gi-ve me
a hot knife. A cold knife works in New York
satisfactorily; but when I came to uncap sage

honey I wanted a hot knife, for a hot knife cuts

the cappings a great deal easier than a cold one.

I always have a whetstone on the uncapping-

table, and sharpen my knife every morning, and
several times during the day.

I never could make a success of uncapping by
drawing my knife up. I always shove it do-ivn,

making a clean smooth cut. The cappings will

not stick to the comb back of the knife, but will

roll into the uncapping-box without holding the

frame leaning to one side. Always hold the

frame perfectly straight up and down; and when
you draw your knife back, cut off the patches of

cappings not reached on the down stroke.

San Diego, Cal, Oct. 5. F. G. Bolling.

[So this question of a hot or cold knife is de-

pendent on the kind of honey. Is that true.'

—

Ed.]

HOT OR COLD KNIVES FOR UNCAPPING.

By all means use a hot knife for rapid work.
We use three at a time—two heating while un-

capping with the third one.

El Toro, Cal. G. W. Bercaw.

[This is a good report, and the kind we want.

Let us hear from others. "In the multitude of

counselors there is wisdom."

—

Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING IN THE IMPERIAL
VALLEY OF CALIFORNIA.

An Effort to Establish Priority Rights in
Regard to the Bee Territory; a Scheme
to Prevent Overcrowding.

BY J. \V. GEORGE.

You will find inclosed a bulletin gotten out by
the Imperial Valley Bee-keepers' Association,

which is self-explanatory. This association

meets on the last Tuesday of each month for the

purpose of placing the honey of the members on
the market, fixing the price, and for the transac-

tion of any other business that may come up per-

taining to the bee-keeping interests of its mem-
bers.

I think Dr. Miller stands for protecting prior

acquisition of territory. If so he will stand up
and listen to a custom that the bee-men of Im-
perial Valley propose to follow. At the regular

meeting in September the inclosed bulletin was
ordered sent out by an almost unanimous vote.

At the regular October meeting a motion was
carried that the five last named on the informa-
tion committee be made into an adjustment com-
mittee. Then there was a resolution adopted,
and incorporated in the minutes of the associa-

tion as follows:

RtithtJ, Thit the adjostment committee be instructed to ac-
cept all bees offered to them, and to use said bees in any manner,
and at long as they are deemed necessary for the purpose of dis-

couraEing any perM>n from placing o' maintaining an apiary at

any place where, in their judgment, said apiary might be detri-

mental to the interest of any bee-man who, by right of prior loca-
tion, had the best right tj said location.

After the adoption of the above resolution, on
roll-call every memberjpresent except two offered

10 per cent of his bees for the purpose of carry-

ing out the resolution. It looks very much as if

any one coming into the valley and undertaking
to override the custom here would get just what
he deserves.

We want it distinctly understood that we will

welcome and assist any who may come and re-

spect our custom. There will be in time many
good locations, but some will have to wait for

them to become profit-producing.

El Centro, Cal., Oct. 29.

[Although it is not stated in so many words, it

is inferred that the ten-per-cent contribution from
the members is to be put in one or more lots, and
that said lots are to be located right next to a
yard of bees that is trespassing on another's terri-

tory, until the trespasser would be forced out
and compelled to put his bees on territory not
belonging to some one else. This would accom-
plish the result sought, and all would have to be
good. The bulletin referred to Is given below.
—Ed.]
To whom it may interest:

This article is written to meet the demands for facts and figures

and reliable information about bee-keeping in Imperial Valley,
which are being made in person and by letter to the Imperial

Valley Bee-keepers' Association and its members.
The association has found it necessary to appoint a committee

of six prominent bee-keepers, whose names and addresses appear

below, for the purpose of giving information to non-residents who
contemplate engaging in bee-keeping in Imperial Valley.

The committee has authorized the publication of this bulletin

for the purpose of calling attention to a few facts which are well
worth consider.ition.

1. The average yield per colony of extracted honey for 1908
has been about 100 pounds, or about half as much as the two pre-

ceding years.

2. During the fall and winter of 1907, 5000 stands of bees

were shipped into Imperial Valley, and now with those previous-

ly located comprise about thirty apiaries ranging in size from 50
to 300 stands, and located all the way from one to three miles

apart.

3. The sevOnd statement goes a long way toward explaining

the first; for, while the shortage has been in part accounted for in

various ways, the difference in the amount of honey obtained
from different valley apiaries is easy traceable to the number of

colonies kept in their respective neighborhoods.

4. The distance apart which apiaries may be run with profit

in an alfalfa country depends altogether on the amount of alfalfa

grown in proximity to the apiaries and the size of the apiaries.

In Imperial Valley two to three miles is considered close enough.

5. The dairy or stock farmer is the valley bee-keeper's poor-

est neighbor, and the hay farmer his best.

6. The committee strongly advises all non-residents who con-

template engaging in bee-keeping in Imperial Valley to come
first and see. Do not take any one's word for it. Come and see

for yourself.

7. The information committee is composed of six of the

leading bee-men of the valley, and represent different sections.

Their duties are as follows:

To impart accurate information regarding the bee business, by
letter or interview, to all who ask; to tell and show prospective

locators where apiaries are now located, also of unoccupied loca-

tions, if there are any, in their neighborhood; to inform prospec-

tive locators of the rule or custom adopted unanimously by the

stockholders of the Imperial Valley Bee-keepers' Association in

open meeting, September 29, 1908, and which is as follows:

That in the future it shall be the rule or custom among bee-

men of Imperial Valley not to locate apiaries closer together

than two or three miles (according to pasturage and size of apia-

ries), and that all stockholders of the association shall observe

this custom and give their moral support to remedy cases of viola-

tion.

7. All prospective locators should call on or correspond with

any or all of the committee.

J. W. George, Imperial, Cal.

J. B. Whitaker, El Centro, Cal.

Thos. Phillips, Silsbee, Cal.

L. Davis, Brawley. Cal.

A. Bland, Holtville, Cal.

H. Perkins, Calexico, Cal.
Committee.

Imperial, Cal., Oct. 29.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

POLLEN DROPPED AT HIVE ENTRANCE; LEAKY
DOOLITTLE FEEDERS.

I should like to have you explain vvhat makes

the bees drop little loaves of bee-bread, at the

front of the hive, to a seemingly wasteful extent.

The bees in one of my hives do that, and they

make a queer noise when out on the front of the

hive—a icind of click-clack.

I bought some of the Doolittle division-board

feeders, but can not make them hold the syrup.

If you can tell me how to fix them I shall be

very grateful. Mrs. C. M. Clark.

Hayward, Cal., Nov. 17.

[More or less of pollen is dropped at the en-

trance when bees are flying, more especially in

the spring. The amount lost in this way is com-

paratively small. If you look in your hives at

such times you will see that there is no lack of

pollen in the combs. If any thing, there will be

too much of it.

Doolittle feeders, if kept in a dry place, are

likely to leak by reason of shrinkage. The
trouble can be corrected by pouring about a gill

of hot paraffine or wax iEto the feeder and roll-

ing it around in such a way that the hot liquid

will spread over the cracks; but in doing this,

don't spread it all over, for then the bees can't

climb out.

—

Ed.]

ANTS AND OTHER " VERMIN " IN OLD MEXICO.

I find this is one of the greatest bee-fields.

I see numbers of the natives have as many as

100 boxes, or hives. The hives as they con-

struct them are boxes 3 feet long, both ends

open, lying on a frame. The ants are so de-

structive that they master the bees even when
the hives stand in water-basins. My object in

writing this is to address Mr. A. I. Root. I

have been reading after you for some time; and

as this climate is very similar to that of your

Florida home, the various pests are probablv the

same. The greatest plague here is the ant. They
are very numerous. They are laying claims to

the banana, the pineapple, potatoes, yuccas, and

almost every thing else. Now, Mr. Root, can

you advise me what to do to check this work of

destruction in my truck-patch? The next pest is

the gopher. If I could master these two pests I

think I could succeed. My home is on the great

Tamiahua Lake— no apiary closer than four

miles Please advise me as to a remedy for the

above, and also as to using your system of hives

in place of the native system here.

Tamiahua, Mexico. J. A. Campbell.

[My good friend, we had the same trouble on

the island; but when Mr. Shumard had about

200 laying hens right in the dooryard and all

around the apiary, not an ant troubled his hives.

Little chickens and big went for the ants just

as soon as the nest was stirred up anywhere in the

garden or apiar^, until the ants decided that that

was not a healthy locality for them. Finally the

women-folks complained so much about having

so many chickens around that Mr. Shumard

fenced them off to another part of the island, and
then the trouble with the ants began. He placed

all his hives on benches with the legs standing in

basins of water, as you suggest. But this was a

good deal of trouble, for leaves and trash would
get into the water, and the ants would get across.

By putting some kerosene on the water it pre-

vented the evaporation and repelled the ants bet-

ter than pure water alone; but so long as he kept

the chicicens away, there was a constant warfare.

Every little while the ants would find a hive un-
protected, and sometimes they would almost ruin

a good strong colony just over night. I do not

know of any thing that succeeds so well as a lot

of chickens.

I can not answer your question about gophers;

but my impression is that a continual warfare

with traps and guns, such as we have to wage on
skunks, coons, rats, and mice, is the only rem-

edy. A good dog trained to the business will

take care of the most of such pests.—A. I. R.]

COMBS CONTAINING OLD POLLEN; HOW TO CLEAN
UP OLD COMBS.

Will you kindly answer the following ques-

tions for me, which 1 could not locate in the in-

dex of the A B C book.?

1. Is a comb pretty well filled with pollen a hin-

drance or a detriment to the brood chamber.?

Sometimes we find such combs, and it appears

that they are avoided, and the pollen is never

cleaned out of them. What would you advise

doing with such combs.?

2. Combs that have dead larva; in them (larva;

sealed and otherwise, that were suffocated through
an error), how would you have them cleaned up.?

Will combs with decaying brood like these, when
introduced into other colonies, be likely to bring

about any disease.?

3. Will bees clean up combs, or, rather, clean

bees out of them, in which it appears they starv-

ed while wintering.?

Elizabeth, N. J., July 15. T. E. Diener.

[1. It depends somewhat upon conditions

whether a comb of pollen is detrimental in the

brood-chamber. Usually a comb containing a

little pollen should be placed there, if it is not

there already, in order to get the bees to storing

it in the cells in the brood-nest rather than in the

supers. Since the pollen is used so rapidly in

brood-rearing, it should be as near the brood as

possible. In the case of old combs, where the

pollen has become too old, probably the best

way is to mutilate the combs considerably by
scratching the cells with some sharp-pointed tool.

The cells should be scratched nearly down to the

mid-rib; and when such a comb is given back to

the bees they will clean out the pollen and patch

it up so that it looks to be as good as any other

comb.
2. If you were sure that the larva? had not died

of some disease it would be safe enough to give

the combs to some other colony, one at a time, to

clean out; but we do not think this advice is safe

enough to send out broadcast without a word of

caution, for sometimes there might be disease ex-

isting, although there were practically no indica-

tions of it. We would advise you to be very

careful, therefore; and before you distribute all

the combs, if you are not absolutely sure, it
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might be well to gi\e one comb to one colony
and see if there were any bad effects. Meanwhile
keep all of the other combs, etc , away from any
robbing bees.

3 If you do not give too many combs to one
colony the bees will clean them out, even though
there were dead bees in the cells.

—

Ed.]

A MODIFIED ALEXANDER STRAINER.

The illustration shows the honey-strainer that

I have used for 3 years. A rack should be made
of two sticks long enough to reach across the top

of the honey tank or can. Cut notches in these

sticks near each end, then nail two sticks between
them the right distance apart so the strainer will

tit in between, as shown.

-^-i^f^i ^'-i 5t^._: ~-:::^ -

To clean the strainer, put a bee-escape board
with the escape left out over a colony; then put
on an empty hive-body and set the strainer over
night. It will be cleaned in fine shape by morn-
ing.

In lighting a smoker some are bothered by the

match going out dropped in the cup. I take
enough soft wood to cover the grate and then
drop in a lighted match. I then add some hard
wood, leaving the cover open while I adjust my
veil. With this plan, the bellows should not be
touched. I can't remember having it fail. I

can see that greasy waste should light quick, but
I have never tried it, as, in the country, wood is

easier to get. Irving Kenyon.
Camillus, N. Y., Sept. 28.

SHALLOW SUPERS PREFERRED.

I notice in your editorial, page 1244, Oct 15,

that you are trying and recommending the shal-

low extracting-supers. After using thousands of

the deep supers in extracting in Southern and
Central California I think I can get better results

from the shallow super. I use a plain frame 5^
deep.

I start my comb-honey hives, in the spring,

with a shallow extracting-super, as we have a
light How before the main honey-flow in this part

of California. I can also grade my honey better,

for I believe in ripe honey.
Paicines, Cal., Nov. 3. G. W. Moore.

[The shallow extracting-supers are very handy
for getting bees into the habit of going above
with their surplus; then after the seasoi is well

on, comb-honey supers can be
substituted. This plan gives

us both comb and extracted

honey.

—

Ed.]

CABBAGE PALMETTO YIELDS
HONEY THAT SOURS QUICK-
LY; SAW PALMETTO HONEY
EXCELLENT.

Cabbage- palmetto honey,
s;a'ed and unsealed, will foam
as though fermentation were
in progress ; that taken from'

the combs unsealed will ftr-

ment enough to deprive it of

all honey flavor, but the sealed

only foams. Thin and acrid,

and amber in color, it will

flow bubbling from the cells

behind the knife, and it is not

a rare thing to see gas bubbles
under the cappings of the scal-

ed cells. Whether the colo-

nies are strong or weak, it is

always the same, when the bees work on the cab-
bage trees, as the common palm tree of Florida is

called. The name comes from the fact that the

bud in the head at the top of the tree is eaten in

lieu of cabbage.
The saw-palmetto bloom is decidedly different

in the nectar it yields. Saw-palmetto honey,
even unsealed, may be called a good honey; and
it is, too. When ripened it is a honey that makes
a name for itself when enough care is taken by
the producer to have it unmixed with other nec-
tars.

I write from personal experience on the east

coast of Florida, on the 28th paralell of latitude.

L. K. Smith.

BEET SUGAR FOR FEEDING BEES IN SWEDEN.

Referring to Dr. Miller's request about sugar,
I will say that here in Sweden beet sugar is pro-
duced to meet the needs of the country, and lit-

tle or no cane sugar is imported. We have thus
no sugar to feed our bees but beet, and the bees
do well on this. I feed every autumn about
1000 pounds to 60 or 70 colonies. I pay about
8 cents a pound for sugar, and get about 17 cents
for extracted honey. J. Enclund.

Kulla, Hjelstaby, Sweden, Nov. 13.

CONDITIONS IN OKLAHOMA.

I have read nearly every thing in the ABC
book, and have seen several copies of your journal;

and in all of this reading I have not seen the word
Oklahoma in print—not even in the advertising

columns. This, together with the fact that my
neighbors tell me that honey bees can not be
raised here, is very discouraging to a beginner.

They tell me that bees have been tried repeatedly

here; and in Harper Co., Kan., just north of us,

every trial was a failure. It is said that the high
winds blow the bees so that they can't get back;
that the open winters induce the bees to fly al-
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most every day, and that the sudden changes
catch them away from home and freeze them.

Over against these discouraging reports I may
say I have just put the third super on a new hive,

having two partly capped. I have taken out 15
sections of fine honey, all capped over.

Nashville, Okla., Sept. 2"). G. E. Lemon.

[We should be glad to hear from any of our
readers in Oklahoma who can tell whether the

above conditions are serious. The trouble may
have been with those who kept the bees.

—

Ed.]

WINTER CONDITIONS NEAR PORTLAND, OREGON.

In the back yard of a neighbor I saw to-day
a bunch of sweet clover blooming as freely as

could be expected in the summer. We have had
a very mild winter here, however. Our coldest
weather so far has been 29 degrees. It is a pecul-
iar fact that here in the Willamette Valley ten-

der plants may often freeze stiff; and yet if they
thaw out slowly under clouds and in a damp at-

mosphere, they are seldom injured. Only when
they thaw with a severe east wind or warm sun-
shine are they killed. Roses, carnations, and
some other plants and shrubs are still blooming.

DOUBLING UP COLONIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF
CONSERVING THE HEAT FOR WINTER.

I thought I saw great things in this for suc-
cessfully wintering bees here. I argued that two
persons can generate more heat than one, and
therefore require less covering than one. So I

argued that two colonies would keep warmer
doubled up than single, and that brood-rearing
would begin much earlier in the spring than oth-
erwise, and so the colonies would come out
strong much earlier than otherwise. So in

November I doubled up six single colonies with
a queen-excluder between them, and left them so
until the last of December, when on examination
I found that in two of these double colonies the
bees in the lower colony had gone above and left

their queen below to die, supposedly, for we did
not find her, though we did not examine the up-
per colony to see if she might have squeezed
through the excluder. Concluding that it was
unsafe to leave the two other colonies together I

hastily separated them so as not to lose another
queen. Some one in California wrote recently
that he had splendid success wintering in this

way. It seems strange that I had failure.

Portland, Ore., Jan. 29. P. J. Green.

IS HONEY TAINTED BY GALVANIZED IRON?

Will galvanized iron taint or injure the flavor
of honey? I can buy a new galvanized-iron tank
cheap to put honey in to hold it until prices get
better. Dan A. Keller.

Hallendale, Fla., Oct. 29.

[Where there is a relatively large amount of

galvanized iron to the honey (like a little in the
bottom of an extractor), the honey will take on a
bad brackish flavor if allowed to stand for a
month. Such honey would be slightly poison-
ous, and, of course, unfit for use. It might
cause sickness if eaten. But if the tank has
a capacity of 30 gallons or more, and is kept
full of honey, no harm results. In California it

is the universal custom to store honey in large
galvanized-iron tanks, and we never hear of any
trouble or tainting of the flavor. Some of these
big tanks hold 30 to 40 barrels, but even from
these big tanks an inch or so of honey should
not be allowed to stand for any length of time.
It should be drawn off at once.

—

Ed.]

PRESSING HONEY FROM CAPPINGS.

After uncapping the combs in a box with a
screen bottom 1 allow thecappings to drain until

I am ready to press. When time suits me I lift

out the cappings in balls pressed as tight as I can
conveniently roll them.
The press is a simple one, of home manufac-

ture. It suits my purpose very well, and costs

but little. To make such a press, build rim
of 1^-inch pine, 12 inches square and 7 deep,
inside measurements, and bind it on the outside
with hoop iron. Rib the sides on the inside

with y^ in. strips placed fs in. apart vertically.

Then make a bottom and top of Ys. X 1-inch strips

placed on edge ^ inch apart, and run a ^-inch
iron rod through the ends and middle to hold
them from turning over. This ribbing allows
the honey to run out all around as it is pressed.

There should be a sheet of tin underneath to

convey the honey to the pail

Now place the rim over the bottom and put
in the cappings wrapped in cheese-cloth, with
a X-inch-mesh screen above and below. Now
place the whole thing on a board foundation.
Put board followers on top, small enough to fit

inside the rim. Put two pieces of 2X6 hard
wood, one above and one below, with a carpen-
ter's iron bench-screw at each end. By tight-

ening the screws at intervals the honey is squeez-
ed out.

The tin underneath should project out far

enough in front to clear the bench, and the whole
press should be tilted forward so that the honey
will run freely.

After the pressing I remove the cake from the

press and place it in a sun extractor, or on a flat

shallow dish in a moderately warm oven in such
a manner that whatever honey is left will run off

with wax when melted. John Bailly.
Bracebridge, Ont.

WHITE CLOVER IN IOWA.

The outlook for white clover in Iowa is a little

below the average. We had a dry fall and cattle

gnawed things close. White clover being an
annual, the seed that starts this fall and gets a

good root is what gives us the honey. We have
about 6 inches of snow now, which is favorable
for the protection of plants.

Marshalltown, Iowa. E. C. Wheeler.

RECIPE FOR PANCAKES WANTED.

Out here in Iowa we can now buy native buck-
wheat flour, but no one knows how to make
cakes as the downeasters do, and no cook- book
gives the formula. Can't you get some good
Ohio farmer's wife to tell you, and you print in

full in Gleanings? B. H. Barnes.
Des Moines, la., Dec. 4.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

Blessed are the meek, for tbey shall inherit the earth.

—

Matt.
5:5.

Honor thy father and thy mother, as the Lord thy God hath

commanded thee; that thy days may be prolonged, and that it

may eo well with thee in the land which the Lord thy God giveth

thee.— Uf.ut. 5 : 16.

He that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to

him will I give power over the nations.

—

Rkv. 2 : 26.

We are just breaking away from the rum pow-
er. The whole wide world is going through the

process of emancipation. Not only are the sa-

loons being put out of commission, but men who
drink, and hold important public offices, are be-

ing relegated back to the ranks of the common
people. Now comes the question, " \\'/io is go-

ing to rule.'" Our first text says the meek shall

inherit ihe earth; and the last one says those who
overcome self and selfish appetites and other evils

shall have power over the nations; and our middle
text says that those who obey their father and
mother shall live longer than those who do not.

I think a little observation will enable those who
have lived long enough to decide that the clean,

honest. God-fearing, and law-abiding citizen does
live longer, and that he has a better chance to be
a ruler over nations; but because of a bondage
that has been a sort of environment around good
men in times past, we have not yet emerged clear

out of the darkness and into the light. As an
illustration, we have not yet secured parcels post

here in the United States, nor postal savings

banks, and several other good things, just because
of some men like Uncle Joe Cannon and other

public officers who are under the dominion of

the great express companies or insurance com-
panies. The good people who have lived long,

and whom God intended to rule over the nations

and bless the earth, have remained at home and
kept in the background. But a new order of

things is being instituted. As I write, the papers

tell us that the notorious grafter of San Francisco
has just been pronounced guilty; and if he gets

the penalty that fits his crime it will be fifteen

years in the penitentiary.

There is a great amount of work to be done in

this revolution that is now going on in the Unit-
ed States. We have had a sample of it during
the last two weeks in our crusade to make Medi-
na Co. dry. Ernest has been so busily occupied,
and so much called for in every part of our coun-
ty, that he declared his department of our busi-

ness would have to stand over until election day.

There are times and things that come to pass in

these lives of ours that are far more important
than business—things that can not be managed
by proxy will have to stand still and ou^ht to

stand still. It makes me glad to thinkand know
that the meek shall inherit the earth instead of

the grafters and such like. And, by the way, it

just begins to be made manifest, perhaps to a

good many people, that those who lead simple
lives and practice simple habits such as Mr. Ter-
ry has been teaching, and such as I have been
trying to teach, will live and do live to see a gen-
eration born, and pass away, while we are per-

mitted to live and be happy. Every few days
my attention is called to people who are all gone

—whole families. I can remember when certain

ones were born; and I have watched them more
or less while they lived through the average span
of human life. Some of them seem worn out by
hard toil; others die prematurely from the effects

of drink, and some seem to rust out because they
sitstill and do nothing. When I mention to my
friends, one after another, that Terry and I have
started out for a hundred years, most of them
reply, "Well, I do not want to live a hundred
years." And I often think one reason why they
look up and give honest expression to such a

speech is because they have not had a taste of

what God has in store tor those who overcome all

temptations to selfishness and excess. "To him
that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in

my throne." He who sits beside the great Fa-
ther, and watches the unfolding of the great won-
ders that are going on in the universe, and be-
gins to comprehend and catch on to God's great
plan, can not help being happy. While wireless

telegraphy, flying-machines, and things of that

sort are being exploited, who would not like to

live a little longer and get a little part of a glimpse
of the great future that is unfolding.? We should
not desire to live, just out of idle curiosity. God
wants us to help bring along the great work.
He wants us to spread the glad tidings, to help
lift humanity out of folly into light. I know
you will not think I am boasting or bragging
about what / have done, when I give place to a
letter as follows:

It is now some 25 years since I noticed in a copy of Glean-
ings that Mr. Root oflered the gift of a smoker free to any one
who would quit smoking tobacco. I availed myself of that ofJer,

and in due course of mail I got the smoker. At that time I had
been a tobacco-smoker for 25 years, and no ordinary smoker at

that. 1 used frequently to smoke in bed. I then and there gave
up smoking, and never since have practiced the habit. I am now
75 years old, and have never regretted the pipe. People say they
can not give up tobacco or whisky, which is all nonsense. It is not

can't but won't. I did not break my pipe and throw away my to-

bacco to save myself the temptation, but placed them upon the

chimney-piece, nice and handy. It was not long after 1 quit the

habit that 1 realized the intense selfishness of the habit.

I mention the above as it may be pleasant for Mr. Root. His
good work in the anti-tobacco warfare was not all a failure after

all these years. A. W. Thornton. Md.
Ferndale, Wash., March 19.

You will notice from the above that it was a
physician who was encouraged to give up his to-

bacco—an example for others. Would it be a

stretch of the imagination to think he has not
only lived more years in consequence, but per-

haps helped others to live and be happy.? Besides
urging the friends who read Gleanings to give

up tobacco it has been my pleasant task to help
fight thegreat white plague. See what this friend

says:

Please send me two copies of the A B C of Getting Well and
Keeping Well. We should be pleased to hear that Mrs. Gard-
ner is still improving. Mrs. Zimmerman is a great deal stronger,

and feels better than she has for a year or more. She has slept

on an east porch with only a canvas for protection in stormy
weather. Josiah Zimmerman.

Greenspring, Ohio, Nov. 7.

From the above you see that a dear wife has
probably been given a longer lease of life, and,
more than that, she rather enjoys " taking her

medicine." Since the question has been asked,

I take pleasure in submittin,qr the last postal card
from the dear sister whom the doctors considered
almost hopeless more than a year ago.

Brother A. I.:— Pyrrha and I are doing our own work this

week to allow our maid to have a much-needed rest, so you see I

am doing very well toward getting strong.

Manistee, Mich., Nov, 25, Sarah Gardner.
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What makes people die before their time? what
stands in the way of their living to be a hundred
jears old? Mr. Terry and others suggest that it

is thinking too much about what we eat, and
spending a great part of our lives in collecting

together a ^^r<'<3/ z'flr/V^^' of things to eat. May
God help us in this kind of overcoming The
Sunday School Times hits emphatically on one of the

things that make people die early. Let me quote:

Every fit of temper controlled, every?orderly habit learned,
every patient bit of work held to and carried out, strengthens the
mind, he declares; and every passion yield d to, every careless-

ness and disorderly trait indulged, is a real mental danger. We
can hsip to build up our own minds, or we can help to break
them down.

I think there is no question that the above is

right. A quarrel with your neighbor, especially

a long-standing quarrel, shortens the lives of both
parties. Overcoming a temper that has not been
properly controlled is one of the things that are

needed to enable us to live to a good old age.

There is another evil that sends people down
to their graves prematurely. It is fostered and
fed by intemperance. Some of you may smile
when I suggest that going to theaters and circuses
tends to shorten one's life aside from the evils of

being up late nights and wasting money. Let me
give you a clipping from the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, from a sermon by Gypsy Smith, who has
just closed a series of meetings in Cleveland:

I have been asked what my views are on the whisky question.
Why, any fool ought to know where I stand. I would choke the
devil with the last bottle. When the saloon-keepers go to the
poorhouse, the others now there will get out.

I have been asked about divorce. You know what I think.
The sooner you Americans remedy your divorce laws the sooner
your nation will be secure among the great nations of the earth.

My views are just as sound on the theater question. The Lord
would not have sat and giggled at a woman in tights. Would
you like to see your sister or daughter in tights? Then don't pay
to see another man's child.

The divorce business, without question, short-

ens lives, not only of the father and mother who
are concerned in it, but of the poor children who
are thus deprived of one or both of the parents.

But it is the last paragraph in the extract from
Gypsy Smith to which I wish to call your atten-
tion. I fear that there are thousands of other-
wise good people, perhaps many of them church-
members and heads of families, who do not real-

ize that cultivating or encouraging a disposition

to want to " see a woman in tights " shortens
one's life. May God bless Gypsy Smith, and
help him to teach and preach throughout a good
long life.

Here is something else in the same line that I

clip from the Woman s National Daily-.

WOULD HANG "AFFINITIES."

The man who leaves his wife for an " affinity " might be hang-
ed if the Rev. James T. Marshall, pastor of the Second Presby-
terian Church in Oak Park, III., had his way. " The common
murderer would make a good Christian Endeavor president in

comparison with the men who suddenly discover affinities in

wives of other men and put their discoveries in practice," he de-
clared in a sermon on " The Seventh Commandment." " For
the wretch who in hunger steals, for him whain anger strikes a

blow, for him who falls under the temptation to drink, let us

have charity. But for the low, libidinous leper who deserts his

wife and seeks to cover up his nastiness with such adulterous sen-
timentality, let us keep nothing but vitriolic phials of wrath.
They are the worst enemies of decency and order, and should be
lashed to the uttermost limits of the law. It is to be hoped that
our judges will realize their privileges."

Dr. Beaumont, who recently addressed an au-
dience under the auspices of the Medina Y. M.
C. A., asked the question in his speech why our
penitentiaries need constant enlarging, and that,

to \ to take in boys between 16 and 25. Said
he, " What means this terrible and great accession
to the ranks of boys from 16 to 25 who must be
accommodated in our penitentiaries?" Then he
gave us the figures to show that these boys came
from the cities, where there are many open sa-

loons. Then he added that a startling propor-
tion of them are children of divorced parents

—

children of the men and women whom Satan has
persuaded have not found their " affinity. " Amen
to what Dr. Marshall has told us.

Education is a great thing—yes, it is a grand
thing; but some of the great benefactors of the
race have not had a chance to get an education

—

at least they had but a limited chance in child-

hood; but let not any of us be discouraged be-
cause our environments in early life seem to have
been unfortunate. Here is what the Sunday
School Times has to say in regard to it:

A half-witted child of God sharing a cup of cold water knows
more of real happiness in that instant than a brilliant-minded
" grafter " or cynic or atheist knows in a life-time. The will to

do, not the brains to know, is the secret that is within the reach
of all.

Now, then, friends, are you not ready to en-
list under the banner mapped out from the three

texts I have given you? " Not by might nor by
power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord." Let
us hold on to the promise that it is God's plan
still that the meek shall inherit the earth; and
then, engraven on a slab of stone that Moses, that

great warrior, carried, were the words, " Honor
thy father and thy mother, that thy days may be
long on the land which the Lord thy God giveth
thee;" and surely there will be no divorces, nei-

ther shall there be any accession from the ranks
of young men on the way to the penitentiary.

And, finally, it will be the true, steady, temper-
ate men—those who have " oi'ercome " all selfish

and evil habits, that shall be delegated, by over-

coming evil, to have power and to I'ule over the

nations.

DR. MILLER TELLS US SOMETHING MORE ABOUT HIS FIRST
VISIT TO MEDINA, O., IN 1871.

Dear old Friind:—After the lapse of so much time it is not easy
to recall every thing in clear sequence; but as nearly as I can re-

member I'll tell you a little about it.

My first visit to Medina was not in 1874, but in the summer of

1871—see A. B. Journal, Vol. VI., 1871, page 74, column 2. 1

think it was in the after part of the day, and I stopped at the ho-

tel and then went to call on you. You insisted on my stopping
with you, went to the hotel with me and got my grip, and I was
with you until I left the next day.

You mention Gleanings as being started. Was it not start-

ed a year or two later?

You are right. The first issue of Gleanings
was sent out in January, 1873.

You give more or less the impression that I went to your place

deliberately planning to influence you toward things of righteous-

ness. 1 am not sure that I had any other thought in going there

than to learn something about bees. Incidentally there came
the opportunity to say something to you, and, according to my
habit, I embraced the opportunity, although I think that perhaps

I did talk to you with more plainness and earnestness tnan usual,

for I thought there was unusually good soil for sowing the seed.

Now it seems an ungrateful thing to do, to make you trouble

to revise your memory, but I know you'd rather have things

right.

Besides the above. Dr. Miller corrects some of

the statements I made in my write-up of our first

acquaintance that happened so long ago:

old Friend:—And that " old " doesn't refer to the number of

years you have lived, but to the number of years I've counted
you as a friend. Let's see— 1871 from 1908 leaves 37—thirty-

seven years " since first we were acquaint," more than an aver-
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ane lifetime. Well, old friend, we're neither of us yet living in

the past, there's so much to look forward to in the future, and
there's such a glorious present—the best period in the history of

the world— but it's worth while now and then to stop just a min-
ute and look back over the way through which we've been led.

That first visit to Medina was an event—at least with me. At
that time you didn't know me, but 1 knew you. Among the

writers for Tht Amtrii.in Bte Journjl at that time was one who
wrote over a nom Jr tlumr. " Novice," whose writings attracted

me more than any other. There was an infectious enthusiasm
about them. Successes and failures were recorded with equal

fullness. So when I learned that the real name of " Novice "

was A. 1. Root, and that he lived at Medina, Ohio, I made sure

to take in Medina the first time 1 was in that part of Ohio. It

was somewhat out of the way, and the only way I could get there

was by stage. Think of it! with the fine railroad facilities there

are there now.
Although 1 had kept bees some four years longer than you,

you had far outstripped me in making a brilliant success of it,

but I think I was your match in enthusiasm: and, didn't we talk!

Not a few times since then we have been bedfellows at conven-
tions, and it so happened, on account of a visiting relative, that

there was a shortage of bed room that night, and we occupied
the same bed. The last thing I remember before dropping to

sleep was your detailing a scheme for running the sap from maple
trees directly into the hives. Whether you intended to have a

hive under each tree, or. anticipating John D. Rockefeller, have
a system of pipe-lines, I do not now remember. Your scheme of

having a hive planted in a hotbed was not on the carpet just at

that time. I wonder just how much of romance and wild schem-
ing there must be in a man's make-up to make him a real success

in any particular line. Carried too far, it makes a man a mere
visionary, who never gets anywhere, but it's doubtful that there

ever was a really successful bee-keeper who did not more or less

indulge in day-dreams. He'll make a lot of blunders and go
wild in many things, but he'll have a lot of fun while doing it,

and he'll finally get there. And you got there.

I didn't make an inventory of the things I learned while there,

bot I may remind you of one thing you learned from me. 1

showed you my way of smoking bees. Think of it! Giving in-

struction in smoking bees to a man who has sown bee-smokers
by the thousand all over the world! I'm not sure, but previously

your plan was, perhaps, to have a burning brand to be held in

the hand. I can not imagine your using tobacco—the usual

practice at that time. Well, my improvement was to have a

pan of burning coals on which the smoking brands could lie.

You seemed quite pleased with the acquisition, bnt within a day
or so your burning pan set fire to the sawdust you had piled in

front of a hive, and you came pretty near burning up the whole
business. 1 wonder if that started you in having such an interest

in smokers. Probably you would have made smokers all the

same if you had never used an old tin pan, but your true enthusi-

ast is always tickled over the slightest improvement, for it's al-

most stretching the use of the word " improvement" to apply it

to the pan as compared with holding the brand in the hand,
blowing with the breath in either case.

It has always been a pleasure tome to remember that I did not
fail to speak an earnest word, when the opportunity offered, that

might help at least a little in starting in the way of righteous-
ness one who has since done so much to guide others. " A word
in due season, bow good is it!"

First and last I've written a good bit about bees in my time,
and I wonder if you know that you gave me my first real start at

it. When comb foundation was first mentioned I was somewhat
eager to learn about it. I thought I'd like to know how the
thing was made, and wrote to you for particulars. But I looked
in vain for information in succeeding numbers of the American
Bit Jtumal, for, of course, it was not possible for you to tell me
how to make foundation without any thing in the way of a ma-
chine. All the same I tried my hand at it. I don't know that I

had any idea that foundation should be embossed. I poured hot
wax into a pail of water, and it cooled into a sheet, but it was
not a very thin sheet. The bees used it, however—after a fash-
ion. Then I dipped a sheet of paper in hot wax, and the bees
did not such bad work with the coated paper,

Ernest suggested that Dr. Miller did have
some failures, and some of them not very long
ago. In answer to the question, he replies as
follows:

The years 1901 and 1906 were failures. Formerly poor years
outnumbered the good. The proportion has been reversed, good
years now being the rule.

In the upper corner of a brood-frame, where the bees never
used it for brood, was a piece of coated paper that had writing on
it, and for years I could hold it up to the light and see the writ-
ing. Possibly it is in existence yet, but I don't know where.

Well, that was not what started me to writing for t>ublication,
bat it was writing to you at another time that did. Sections
made their appearance, and I didn't make satisfactory work
fastening foandation in them. That was before the day of foan-
datioD-fasteners, and the only sections were four-piece, the top-
bar having in it a saw-kerf in which the foundation was held,

the top-bar being split partly open to receive the foundation.
You had by that time started a little publication in which you
answered questions—although it had the same name it differed

no little from Gleanings of to-day—and in tnat you agreed to

answer any questions sent to you. So I wrote, asking how to

put foundation in sections. In order that you might fully under-
stand the case, I described in detail just how I had been doing,
even making a little diagram. Imagine my mixed feeling of

surprise, disappointment, and gratification, upon finding my letter

printed in next Gleanings, word for word, diagram and all,

with never a word of reply, and you paid me for it! I thought if

it was worth while to write about things I couldn't do, it might
be worth while to write about things I thought I could do, and
I've written for Gleanings several times since.

You've been wondering whether, when I've had such fine

crops of honey, I've said, " Praise God, from whom all bless-

ings flow." 1 don't think 1 ever did. I used a more direct form.
If some earthly friend should give me so much nice honey, the
least I could do would be to say, " I thank you;" and as I have
taken super after super of nice sections from the hive, I've always
had the feeling that each one was handed to me by the loving
heavenly Father, and many and many a time I've said aloud,
with no one but God and the bees to hear me, " O God! I thank
thee!" What a comfort it is to know just who it is that gives us

such nice things, and to be able to thank a real person for them,
instead of having a general vague feeling of thankfulness without
anybody in particularto thank!
While I think it may be good policy for some to renew their

queens frequently, I'm in hearty sympathy with you in thinking
that many a queen would have the best of her life cut out if not
allowed to live beyond a certain date. Some of these days I be-
lieve more attention will be paid to longevity than it now re-

ceives, and it's rather poor encouragement toward that sort of

thing if a queen is told that if she makes any attempt toward a

long life the punishment for that sort of ambition will be a

violent death.

Well, well! what a lot of changes in bee-keeping as well as

in other things have taken place " since first we were acquaint!"
and I don't see that we're nearer the end than we were at the
beginning. Just as many new problems are coming up as ever.

I'd like to see what new ones bee-keepers will be struggling

with twenty years from now. Yes, I zvould like to live to be a

hundred, if for nothing else than to tag along after you and Terry
to see how you make it. And no doubt a live interest in bees,
poultry, potatoes, or whatever, will help to make one live longer.

Possibly, however, it isn't best to live too long. Five minutes
taste of the next life may make us wish we hadn't stayed so

long here. Each year of this life seems better than the last, and
I'm sure the life ahead will be better than this.

C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., Nov. 24, 1908.

TEMPERANCE.
BEE-KEEPERS AS TEMPERANCE REFORMERS.

On p. 1332, Nov. 1, 1 said that brother York's
address would probably be found in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal; but as I do not see it there we
hai.e concluded to give it in Gleanings. It was
delivered at the Detroit meeting of the National
Bee-keepers' Association, among some other
"toasts" given at the second evening session.

Mr, Toastmaster—Ladies and Gentlemen:—The pathway of the

reformer is usually strewn, not with flowers, but with hardships
and some stings. It is not unlike that of the bee-keeper, at least

so far as it relates to stings, only the bee-keeper's stings are of a

different character and source.

I think it was the poet Whittier who advised young men to al-

ly themselves with some unpopular righteous cause, and then pusn
ro make it win. The day was when the temperance cause could

be classed with the unpopular causes, but not so to-day. It is

rapidly getting to be very popular these days to be on the side of

temperance and prohibition of the liquor traffic, and against the

open legalized American saloon.

But are bee-keepers temperance reformers? My experience
with them for nearly a quarter of a century has very clearly shown
that practically all bee-keepers are on the side of temperance and
prohibition, and the rest are coming fast. Bee-keeping and in-

temperance don't go well together. It is a combination that

would be likely to result in more stings^ and may be some "snake-
bites " as well. Surely the beo-keeper who indulges in strong

drink is stung and bitten in more ways than one.
" I have such an indulgent husband," said a good lady. Where-

upon her friend, Mrs. Spiteful, said, "Yes. so John says. Some-
times indulges a little too much, doesn't he? " How thankful is

Mrs. Beekeeper that her husband is among the right kind of in-

dulgent ones!
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It is a fact that practically all of our leading bee-keepers are

temperance men, and, 1 dare say, put their principles into prac-

tice and full eflect at the ballot-box whenever an opportunity
arises so to do. Now, there is the " Grand Old Man " of bee-
dom, Dr. Miller, of the IVeit. He stands four-square on temper-
ance and prohibition. And so does that other Grand Old Man of

the East, Mr. Dooliltlr, who does so much. And then there is A.

I. Root. He's been " Rooting " around for a good many years,

and I have always thought from his sermonettes that he would not
be caught running a saloon should he ever quit running a bee-
supply business and raising " garden-sass. " 1 think all will con-
cede that A. I. R. isn't rilled with "hot-air " when it comes
to the temperance question and a few other moral subjects.

I might go on and name a glorious company of bee-keepers
from all over this and other lands— even over in Canada — who
are temperance reformers, and who would do their utmost to help
wipe the saloon curse off the earth. But there are so many that
it would be impossible for me to name or count them. The
proper place to count taose in the United States will be at the
polls on Nov. .Id, when, no doubt, they'll be just " Chain " to

roll up a big vote for the great reform which all mankind should
want to see win.
Now for a little personal experience with bee-keepers on this

drink question. As a good many know, 1 have not failed to at-

tend a single National bee-keepers' convention, and some others
not national, during the pist fifteen years. And I am most happy
to say that on only one occasion have I ever been asked to take a
drink. That was in Canada, I regret to say. Of course, that
particular Canuck wanted to treat me right while I was enjoying
existence under the flag of Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, at that
time— 1895. But I never blamed the rest of my good Canadian
brethren for the mistaken kindness of that one of their goodly
number; for he was much in the condition of a man whose good
wife said to him, " Now, Jim, when you're full, instead of ask-
ing for more beer why don't you ask for sarsaparil/a? "

" Well, by Jove," he said, " when I'm so full as that, I can't
say sar-sap-a-ril-la! "

All who have made a practice of attending these gatherings of
bee-keepers know how seldom we see one of our crowd smok-
ing, and (now) never drinking. When the convention was held
here about 25 years ago we had to pay $40 rent for the hall in the
third story of a building. The owner of the building kept a sa-

loon in the basement, and, oh how bitterly he talked when he
was paid his rent! He said, " If I had known what kind of a set
of fellows you were you would never have got that hall for that
money. Not one of you has been in my saloon!"

At the hotel opposite, where most of the convention members
stopped at that convention, the boy at the cigar-counter was heard
to say, "Queer crowd this. Do you know I have sold them just
three cigars? " (And / should say that was just three cigars too
many.) The fact is, the name " bee-keeper " is almost synony-
mous with "temperance," and I rejoice in it. We can all help
to hasten the dawning of that blessed day when there shall not
be a saloon or drunken man on the face of this beautiful earth of

ours.

Temperance and prohibition have made such rapid advances
during the past few years that to-day some forty million people of
the United States live under a " stainless flag " so far as the open
saloon is concerned. And I truly believe that, before another
ten years shall have passed, there will not be a legally open sa-
loon beneath fair Columbia's flag of freedom.

But we shall have to settle this great liquor question among
ourselves. And this reminds me of a story I once heard. It oc-
curred in Alabama. A colored man had a little pig he wanted to
sell. A white man came along in the morning in his wagon and
bought the pig for $3.00. He drove away, but somehow the lit-

tle squealer managed to get out, and ran back home to its little

pen. About the time it arrived, another white man came along
who also wanted to buy a pig. He bought it, and paid the col-
ored man $3.00 for it. He had not gone far when he met the
nian who^rjr bought the pig, and was asked where he got that
pig. " Why, 1 just bought it from the colored man up the road."

" Well, that pig is mine," said the man who bought it in the
morning. " I was driving along, and somehow it got out and
must have returned home. Let's go back and see that nigger,
and find out why he treats us in that way."

Arrived at the negro's cabin, the first man asked, " Didn't you
sell me that pig this morning for $3.00.'

"

" Yes, sah, ah did," said the darkey.
" And didn't you sell the same pig for $3.00 to this man a lit-

tle later.'

"

"I did, sah," was the answer.
" Well, what kind of treatment is that.'

"

Whereupon he gave the following reply in a self-satisfied man-
ner: " Well, now, gen'men, can't you go way by yourselves and
settle dat little question.' "

It is up to us all to settle among ourselves the question of the
liquor business. We can't shift responsibility as the colored
man in Alabama tried to do.

Referring again to the tobacco question among bee-keepers,
which is really the temperance question in another direction, I

am reminded of an incident that occurred in Chicago when New-
man & Son were in the bee-supply business and I was in their
employ. A bee-keeper called to get some supplies, and after

buying several things Mr. Newman, Junior, said, "And now
wouldn't you like a smoker.'" meaning, of course, a Bingham
bee-smoker in those days. Very promptly came the reply from
the bee-keeper, " No, thank you, / don't smoke! "

I think it was in Philadelphia that a bee-keeper of the tem-
perate kind was employed. As he was about to change to anoth-
er position he asked for a recommendation from his old employer.
He was granted his request, the testimonial reading, " The bear-
er, Mr. Beeman.is industrious, hard working, faithful, an^ joA^r,"
etc. Afer reading it over, Mr. Beeman asked his former employ-
er if he would please make it a little stronger. Why, of course,
he said he would if only he knew how Mr. Beeman would like
to have it. Whereupon the bee-man said, " Put it this way:

" Mr. Beeman is industrious, hard-working, faithful, and often

fober." He thought " often sober" was better than plain sober.

Of course, he was an exception, and probably came from the
Emerald Isle.

But I must not continue longer. I wish only to say that I am
proud to be one of such a royal, temperate company as are the
bee-kepeers of this and other lands. But ive must not fold our
hands and sit idly by while our fellow-men are pushing the bat-
tle against the open saloon. We must do our part to raise the na-
tion's manhood. We must let our light shine, we must use our
influence—yes, and our ballots— whenever an opportunity is pre-

sented to strike the demon Drink a killing blow.

How long, how long this degradation.
To blight the manhood of the nation;
How long fair woman's name dishonor.
Heaping shame and grief upon her
Whose gentle voice so long hath plead,

Whose feet so long have sunward led

—

Little voices vainly crying,

Joy of childhood crushed and dying.'

Defend the home! Protect the school!
Blow, blow a ringing bugle note!

For mahhood strike! for manood vote!

Till manhood rules from sea to sea.

Magnificent in victory;

Till mountain-peak and prairie sing;

Till our broad land, redeemed, shall ring:

Manhood is king!

Geo. W. York.

That Story about the darkey and the pig is a

magnificent illustration of the way things have
been done in times past. From the celebrated
" nullification act " when they tried to put out
the canteen, we have had evasion, shirking of re-

sponsibility, and no end of subterfuges and ex-

cuses, not only among common people but among
those who are away up high in sacred and impor-
tant offices. Yes, we have been obliged to put
up ivith miserable and shameful evasions and ex-

cuses as a reason for not enforcing our laws and
closing up the saloons, gambling-houses, and
places of ill fame connected with the drink traffic.

Bro. York did not go on with his story and tell

us whether the two men who bought and paid

for the same pig submitted to that sort of phi-

losophy. Well, ~Lve have submitted and put up
with it, and let it go for many long tedious years

in times past. But, may the Lord be praised, we
are now in the midst of an awakening; and com-
mon sense and some sort of show of justice is

taking the place of such ridiculous philosophy.

WILBUR WRIGHT STILL BREAKING RECORDS.

On the 18th of Dec, Wilbur Wright (so the

Plaiti Dealer tells us) "smashed two world's air

records." He stayed up in the air almost two
hours, went over 60 miles, and ascended higher

than he had done on previous flights. He also

encountered a gust of wind that made his machine
back up and plunge like a restive young colt, but

he pulled it back into shape while the (at first)

"terrified spectators" cheered him with loud

shouts. How about his pupils.? Can any of

them yet run the machine alone.'
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

It is a good time now to bottle honey for the

local trade. There is a large amount of literature

bearing on this question; and if the reader has

any extracted honey that drags on his hands, let

him try bottling, supplying his local groceries

with the product.

Owing to a considerable amount of advertis-

ing matter coming in at the last moment we were
compelled to leave out two pages of editorial

matter from our last issue. Our readers will have
noticed that, with the exception of editorials, all

the department writers are confined to one page.

This was necessary in order to increase our ques-

tions and answers in the Heads of Grain depart-

ment.

HOW TO LIQUEFY CANDIED HONEY WITHOUT
IMPAIRING ITS FLAVOR OR COLOR.

Mr. E. E. Coveyou, of Petosky, Mich., the

man who does such an extensive business in bot-

tling honey, says that it is very important, in

liquefying honey, to draw off the melted portion

as fast as it melts, if the liquefied product is

kept under heat until all the solid portion of the

honey has become dissolved, it will lose some of

its delicate flavor and darken somewhat in color.

The same suggestion has come from other

sources; and we may say in addition that Mr.
Coveyou's experience has been quite in line with
our own. It is a fine art to liquefy honey, and
do it right, without impairing the flavor or color.

Right in this connection we discovered in our
experiments with the capping-melter that it was
important to allow the free honey to run off as

fast as the cappings melt. The conditions in a

capping-melter are much the same as those that

are present in a tank that is melting up candied
honey.

SPACINC; THE COMBS WIDER APART FOR WI.NTER.

The suggestion has been made by a recent

correspondent that, for outdoor wintering at

least, the combs should he spaced wider apart

than the summer spacing in order to give the bees
more clustering room. Having tried it with
good results he wished to know why the plan

was not more generally practiced. Years ago
we, in common with others, did this to a consid-
erable extent. We also tested some colonies
with regular spacing and others with wider spac-

ing side by side, but could see no difference.

During the last twenty years, during which we
have used Hoffman frames spared IH fioni cen-

ter to center, we have left the combs in winter
spaced just as they were in summer; and any one
who has followed our wintering knows that we
have been generally quite successful.

THE bee-keeper's REVIEW PROSPERING.

The Bee-keeper's Re'vieiv is now in a new and
larger home of its own. Mr. Hutchinson and
his son-in-law bought out a printing-plant for-

merly owned by the Michigan Paint Co. This
has been renovated and requipped with about
$1000 worth of new machinery, and the editor is

now looking forward to the day when he can

carry out some of his ideas toward making a bet-

ter Re'vieiv. It has always been a good paper,

both typographically and for the real helpful

subject-matter which it contained. Mr. Hutch-
inson has a very pleasing way of injecting his

own personality in all of his writings; and there

is no reason why his journal will not grow better

and better. Gleanings extends its congratula-

tions and best wishes.

alfalfa.

A NEW bulletin from the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, Farmers' Bulletin No.
339, entitled "Alfalfa," has just been issued.

This is a very comprehensive treatise, taking up
the general subject of alfalfa and its cultivation,

both in the Eastern and Western States. Any
one who has any thing to do with the growing
of this important forage-plant will do well to se-

cure a copy of this bulletin. It is free.

On page 30 we note that "it is the practice in-

the West to cut alfalfa hay for sheep just as it

commences to bloom, instead of when one-tenth

in bloom, as is customary for dairy cattle, or

when one-half to two-thirds in bloom for horses.

"

On the subject of alfalfa for bees we find this:

The development of the honey-producing industry in the Wesl
has been practically coincident with the extension of alfalfa cul-

ture. Statistics indicate that the heaviest yields of honey per

stand of bees ate secured in the sections showing the gieatest

acreage of alfalfa. That the honey is of good quality is evi-

denced by its standing in exhibitions of this class of products.

The number of times that the alfalfa-fields come into blossom

during the season makes possible the gathering of siiccessive

crops of honey.

THE FALL DROUTH, AND DID IT KILL THE CLO-
VERS?

In response to our request on page 1426 of our

Dec. 1st issue for information as to whether the

severe drouth last fall had killed clovers so that

there would be a light crop of clover honey next

season, we have received a large number of re-

ports. In the main they go to confirm the state-

ment made by our farmer friend on p. 1365, and
again on 1426, that the clovers are in good con-

dition, and that a fall drouth has not killed them
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provided winter snows and spring rains follow in

proper succession.

There are some among the number who say
that, where the drouth began in August and con-
tinued up till cold weather, the probabilities are

that the old clovers have been killed.

One writer goes so far as to say that the drouth
has been so severe in his locality that he predicts

there will be no yield of clover next season, and
he has, therefore, moved his bees to pastures new.

All agree that the young clovers, if the old
ones are icilled, would, with a proper spring and
summer, spring up, but that tney would not
yield much honey. Their time for furnishing
nectar would not be due until the season follow-
ing.

On the subject of winter-killing, as to what it

means, it is explained that a rainy winter, follow-
ed by alternate freezing and thawing, during
which the soil assumes the appearance of a hon-
ey-comb, will destroy the clovers, because the

action of the expanding and contracting of the

soil results in separating the top from the roots,

and the fine roots from the main ones. The gen-
eral effect of this is to injure or kill the plant
outright.

Thus far the winter throughout has been dry
in most of the Northern States. Needed rains

and snows have fallen pretty generally; and there

has been, therefore, but little of the destructive

honey-combing of the soil by which the clovers

are dismembered. If deep snows should now
come on, there would probably be no serious

damage to the clovers.

! As nearly as we can glean from the various re-

ports published in this issue, it is apparent in

some localities that some of the clovers have been
killed, so that there will not be much honey from

' clover next year. In most places the plants have
not been destroyed. It is our opinion, based on
the majority of reports, that there will be a fair

crop of clover honey next year in the country
generally, although in some sections, of course,

there will be practically none.

DEATH OF MR. C. H. W. WEBER.

It is with much regret that we record the death
of Mr. Charles H. W. Weber, of Cincinnati, on
New Year's day. Those who attended the De-
troit convention will remember seeing him at

that meeting; but, unfortunately, he was not
well, as he said that he was afraid he would have
to get under the care of the doctor as soon as he
could get home. Shortly after that, we learned
that he had undergone a serious surgical opera-
tion, but he apparently recovered from that.

When in Cincinnati some weeks ago we called

to see him at the hospital, and found him doing
quite well, and anxious to get home. As we had
had some hospital experience of our own we cau-
tioned him to make haste slowly. We left him
with the belief that his recovery would be com-
plete. Some weeks afterward we received news
from his family, to the effect that his condition
had taken a sudden turn for the worse, and it was
feared that he would not be able to recover; he
apparently rallied somewhat from this, but it was
for only a short time, and just as the new year
dawned he passed away.

Mr. Weber was born in Lemfoerde, Germany,
April 1, 1844. In May, 1899, he bought out C.

F. Muth & Son. Although well advanced in

years at the time, he took up the general subject
of bee-keeping with an enthusiasm seldom shown
by one of his years. He began the selling of

supplies, and of bees and queens., He had quite
an apiary on the roof of his building. His busi-
ness continued to grow, and In the mean time he
had good help in the persons of his son and
daughters. Mr. C. W. Weber, a son, has had
practical charge of the business for the last six or
seven years. He is an energetic young business
man, having sold honey extensively all over the
country ; and it goes without saying, that the
business in the future will go on as before.

In the line of bottling honey the Webers have
a very complete plant. When I called there last,

Charley showed me a special invention of his own
for bottling honey in a wholesale way. So ex-

tensive is his bottling business that he used a ro-

tary pump for pumping honey from one tank to

another. Indeed, he is in position to do and
does do a large business.

We are sure that the sympathy of all our read-

ers will go out to the surviving members of the

Weber family, especially to his son Charles, up-
on whom the responsibility and management of

the business has fallen. The junior Weber is no
novice in the business, having grown up in it as

the practical manager of both the supply and
honey departments.

INCREASING THE WORKING ENERGY OF BEES BY
SHAKING; IS THE PLAN A JOKE .''

In the Bee-keeper's Re-uieiv for December ap-

pears an article by Mr. G. W. Williams on the

subject as above. In this the writer says he be-

lieves that new life can be shaken into bees when-
ever they show a tendency to loaf. From some
experiments that he has conducted in a small

way he is inclined to think there are big things

for the future in scientific jarring.

He bought six colonies of bees of a neighbor
which he desired to hive about fifty feet away
on his own premises. To prevent their going
back he shook all the bees in front of their re-

spective entrances after the hives had been moved.
Nearly every bee stayed. When it came time to

put on supers he shook the bees in front of their

entrances again. It became apparent that those

that had been shaken were in advance of his oth-

er colonies not so treated. One colony in pa'-

ticular that had not received the "quakes" was
sulking; but after it had been "dumped" he said

it started immediately to work. At other times

when he found a colony hanging out he would
rap on the hives to induce the bees to fill them-
selves. Then he would shake the bees off the

frames and out of the supers, when, presto! new
energy seemed to be imparted
He goes on to tell how he shook his bees in

the spring; how he shook them to stimulate

them; shook them to make them go into the

sections; shook them when they loafed; shook
them when he introduced queens; in short, he

shook them on i^eneral principles.

At first Editor Hutchinson was inclined to be-

lieve that this jolting business was a fancy or

a joke; but on further reflection he believes there

may be something in it.

Those who attended the Detroit convention
will remember that the editor of Gleanings gave
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a talk on this subject, explaining how the most

vicious bees could, by proper shaking, be made
as lame as kittens. We also stated at that time

that, in our opinion, the shaking might be used

in a practical way in the production of honey;

for introducing queens; in fact, for a great vari-

ety of purposes.

In the various lectures that we have given be-

fore the bee-keeping public, during which we
have given live-bee demonstrations, we have

learned that it is possible to do a large number
of hair-raising stunts after the bees have been

subdued by the shaking process. They are

shaken otT the combs into a large dish pan, when
the pan is shaken a good deal like a corn-popper.

The bees roll over in a confused mass; and after

about a minute of rolling and tumbling they can

be picked up with bare hands with perlect impu-
nity providing they are not pinched. We are,

therefore, inclined to believe that there is more
in this shaking, for the accomplishment of prac-

tical results, than many persons are inclined to

believe.

The "shook-swarm" method that was discuss-

ed so much two or three years ago gave excellent

results, both in the matter of controlling swarms
ard in the production of honey. The method
advocated by Mr. Williams is precisely the same,
only he goes much further. He does nothing
more nor less than to put the bees in ihe condi-

tion of a swarm As every one knows, a swarm
is always more energetic than an ordinarily nor-

mal colony.

We shall be glad to get reports from those

who have had an opportunity to try this scheme
of earthquakes on a small scale. No doubt it is

quite possible to go to extremes.

Later.— Since writing the foregoing we have
read what one of our Department Editors, Mr.
Louis Scholl, has to say on this subject. See

page 53.

dooliptle's book on non-swarming.
This work is going ofT like hot cakes. So

great has been the demand for it that the first edi-

tion was exhausted inside of thirty days. We
have now gotten out an entirely new reprint and
a much larger edition.

There are many of our readers whose subscrip-
tions are about to expire; and in order not to lose

a single number we are making an exceptionally
low combination offer— namely, Gleanings one
year and Doolittle's book, 50 cents, for the price

of the paper alone—$1.00. Even if you read the
series of articles in Gleanings you will surely
want the whole set in one cover to facilitate ready
reference.

Besides the one important subject of the pre-

vention of swarms when running for comb honey
at out-apiaries, Mr. Doolittle has discussed in his

characteristic and forcible manner many others
almost as important, particularly those relating

to the production of fancy comb honey, and how
to secure a crop when every one else meets a fail-

ure. Indeed, the author has condensed his f irty

years of experience into this one volume, and no
reader of these pages should fail to get it. The
book can not now be had except in connection
with subscription to Glfanivgs (our former sale

price of 50 cents being withdrawn). If you have
alieady renewed for 1909, send your renewal for

1910 at $1.00, or order the journal for a friend,

and we will send you a copy of Doolittle's hook
for your trouble. As an evidence of what can
be done with the Doolittle system we introduce

a letter here from Mr. C. H. Root, which speaks

for itself.

doolittle's plan for PKKVENTING SWARMINf; EN-
DORSED.

I have tried Mr. Doolittle's plan for swarm prevention, as Hrst

described in Gleanings, for two years. The first year, with
five colonies, I had a loss of two swarms (my fault). This year,

with about forty colonies, I did not lose a swarm, and I had a

larger yield of honey than I ever had before.

Red Bank, N. J., Nov. 19. C. H. Root.

This is a sample of many that we have been re-

ceiving; and what others have done you can do.

Remember, you can not get this book except in

connection with a subscription to Gleanings.

Alexander's writings in book form.

Perhaps no series of articles ever evoked more
general interest and discussion than those written

by the late E. W. Alexander, of Delanson, N.

Y. He was one of the contemporaries of Quin-
by, Langstroth, Hetherington, Grimm, and Hoff-

man, besides many other great lights in the early

days of apiculture. He survived them all, and it

is only within the last three months that death

claimed him also; but, like many another, his

works live after him.
Mr. Alexander had a very remarkable bee-keep-

ing experience. For many years he was one of

the most extensive producers of honey in the

United States. But the thing that, perhaps, more
than any thing else brought him celebrity,

aside from his very interesting and helpful writ-

ings, was the fact that he managed for a number
of years an apiary of from JOO to yoo colonies all

ill one location. He had a locaHty that was quite

remarkable, and brains that knew how to use it.

Well, in this series of articles Mr. Alexander
describes many of the secrets of his great success.

Scarcely a bee-keeper at the time of his death had
had more experience in keeping bees; and yet al-

most up to the last moment his enthusiasm for

his chosen pursuit was as keen as that of a begin-

ner passing through the various stages of bee-

fever. He was a genius, and as such he propound-
ed some theories and advanced some practices

which to some seemed unorthodox, and his arti-

cles, as a consequence, drew forth not a little com-
ment and criticism. But he always came back
with that same gentle rejoinder that characterized

the sweetness of the man's entire life. Nor was
he unable to give a reason for the faith that was
in him.
This work, now in the press, will be clubbed

with Gleanings for the price of the paper alone
—$1.00. The regular price of the book is 50

cents; but it will not be sent separately except in

connection with a subscription to Gleaning^,
and all arrearages, if any, paid. If a reader has

already renewed his subscription for 1909 we
will accept his subscription for 1910at $1.00, and
send on the book as soon as it leaves the printer's

hands. We hope to have it ready for distribution

in about two weeks
There may be some who desire both Alexan-

der's and Doolittle's books. Send us $2.00 and
we will send Gleanings two years and both books,

or for one new subscription at $1.00 and your
own renewal at $1.00 we will send you the two.

books.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Miller

J. W. George, here's my hat ofF to you and
your Imperial crowd, p. 37.

"White clover being an annual," page 40.

Isn't that a mistake.? In this locality it's a per-

ennial. [Yes, everywhere Thanks for calling

our attention to the uncorrected error.

—

Ed.]

T. B. Terry, in Practical Farmer, wonders
why I don't continue eating wheat. Friend Ter-
ry, in college I was my own cook. I'm married

now. But my wife swears by Terry; and if you
say I ought to be eating wheat, no doubt I'll be

at it again.

Not so long ago I wrote a honey leaflet in

which I gave 60 lbs. of sugar as the average con-

sumption in the United States. The increase

since then has been enormous; latest United States

reports say 82.6 lbs. for each man, woman, and
child, of continental United States.

The Emperor of Gervany has sworn off

drinking. President-elect Taft has done the same
thing. Ohio has a new county going dry every

few days. Oh! we are living in glorious times.

[If more of our big men will take this stand it

will help still more to further the cause of tem-
perance.

—

Ed.]

Friend Hand, I'm with you for improvement
in breeding, p. 26, and I believe supersedure is

bad with bad stock; but I believe it's good with

good stock. I know that, in nature, there's sur-

vival of the fittest; but did it never occur to you
that every fittest queen that survives ends her ca-

reer by supersedure .?

George W. Williams asks me what I think

of shaking up bees as a stimulus to honey-get-
ting. Fiiend Williams, it looks to me like rank
nonsense; but when two such men as you and
SchoU get after me it shakes me. Your testimo-

ny is strong; but it will be stronger if, next

year, you shake and then report difference. [See

editorial in this issue, page 48, on this subject.

—

Ed.]

R. C. AiKiN, in addition to what you say, p.

25, I've seen bees plaster white wax on a feeder.

I wonder if it may not really be that all secretion

of wax is an involuntary result of gorging with
honey, which gorging may be voluntary or in-

voluntary. If so, we might say that secretion is

generally voluntary, but sometimes involuntary.

[Mr. A. has something to offer in this issue on
the subject. See page 61.

—

Ed.]

Government reports say that in 1907, for

the first time, the production of beet sugar ex-

ceeded that of cane—967,000,000 lbs. of beet

against 544,000,000 of cane. [I think what you
say applies to the world's production of sugar—
about 5,000,000 tons of beet and the same of

cane. The United States alone consumes about
3,000,000 tons as follows: Cuba (1909), 1,500,000;"

Porto Rico, 250,000; Hawaii, 400,000; Louisi-

ana, 250,000; beet, 400,000, and the West Indies

and Java for the rest. The per capita consump-
tion for the United States is 82 lbs., and Great
Britain 95 lbs. (mostly beet sugar).—W. K. M.]

Harry Griffin wants me to tell why I think
" it is honest as well as profitable to use full

sheets of foundation in sections." What can
there be dishonest about it.? Foundation is pure
wax, and I don't notice any difference in eating

it. If it were dishonest to fill the section, would
it be honest to use a starter.? It is profitable be-

cause bees do faster work, fill the section more
evenly and securely, making all worker comb,
which makes a better-looking section, and does
not tempt the queen to go up as drone comb
does. [Quite fight you are.

—

Ed.]

A. I. Root, if you can get people to use that

Coward shoe, p. 1514, or even if you can do any
thing to get them to wear shoes half way com-
fortable for their feet, you will accomplish a feat.

It isn't altogether that the present shoe differs in

shape from the foot. The greater trouble is the

insisting that a No. 6 foot shall go into a No. 5

shoe. Personally, although I'd rather have a

shoe the shape of my foot, I get on fairly well with

the ordinary shoe. Never a corn to my name—
or to my foot. But I've always insisted that,

whatever the shape of the shoe, there must be
room in it for my foot. After you get everybody
to wearing Coward shoes, there's another thing

for you to tackle. That's the stoutness of the

shoe. Take a man and a woman of equal

strength, with feet of the same size, and the wo-
man will insist that she can not wear a shoe as

heavy as the man's. Now please tell me why.

|oHN Silver, Irish Bee Journal, page 74, says:
" Concerning the remarks of Editor Root and
Dr. C. C Miller, in Gleanings, on my statement

in Augu t issue of Irish Bee Journal on queen-
rearing, permit me to suggest to Dr. Miller that

it is not the heat of the hive nor the strength of

the colony which accounts for the difference in

the time of a queen's hatching. For example, I

have had three cells sealed during the same
morning. One would hatch in six or seven days
after beeing sealed, another eight days, while the

third might take nine or ten days. I have fur-

ther observed that some of the best-developed

queens are those which take nine days to hatch

after being sealed; consequently I can not agree

with Dr. Miller that it is the heat of the hive, be-

cause different times occur in the same hive, or

that a queen is any the worse for taking 17 or 18

days to hatch." Thanks, friend Silver, for ad-

ditional facts. Every fact helps. If I under-

stand you aright, in the same hive there was a

difference of about three days in the time occu-

pied by two royal larvae from sealing to emerg-
ence. But we are to conclude from this that

there was a difference of three days in the length

of time from the laying of the egg to the emerg-
ence of the queen.? Might it not be that there

was a difference of three days in the ages of the

two larvje at the time of sealing.? I do know
this: That I have been very much surprised in a

few cases, upon opening a sealed cell, to find the

larva quite small. It looks a little as if the bees

said to themselves, " Here's a larva in this cell

that's pretty young yet; but there's more food in

the cell than it can possibly use, and we may as

well seal it up and done with it." At any rate,

if my observation is worth any thing vou may
take it as a fact that at times a very much smaller

larva is sealed than at other times.

I
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

VARIOUS POSITIONS OF THE ENTRANCES IN WIN-
TER; UPWARD VENTILATION.

" Mr. Doolittle, you can remember how they

used to winter bees before the movable-frame
hi^e came into use, can you not.'"

" Yes. Our bees were first kept in the Weeks
patent hive, which had a bottom-board attached
to the hive with wire hooks, which were so ar-

ranged tliat, by turning a button, the bottom-
board would hang down from the hive an inch

below the bottom all around during winter or
during hot spells in the summer months. By
pushing this bottom-board forward, and turning
the button another way, it would come up tight

against the hi^e, and project in front two inches

for an alighting-board. The entrance was cut
from the bottom of the hive, so that, by turning
the button, all could be closed secure except the

entrance, which was enlarged and contracted at

will by the sliding door, which was simply a

strip ot tin free to move in a groove. The front

of this bottom-board was some three inches low-
er than the back, so that any dirt, cappings of

brood, moldy pollen, larva? of the wax-moth,
which the bees might release from the combs
above, and particularly all dead bees which died
during winter, would roll down and out of the

hive, thus keeping the hive fiee from moths and
dead bees during the whole season. I can almost
see that Weeks salesman now as he rolled off in

the smoothest terms the i^rent value the Weeks
hive had above all others, especially for winter."

" What were his claims for the lowered bottom
during winter?

"

"Lower ventilation, claiming that such was
the best thing then in sight for safe wintering of

bees. Things went on all right ifor several

years, as our home then was what would now be
called a clearing in the woods; but a few years

later, after the woods had been cut off more,
father had poor success in wintering bees, while
a neighbor wintered his successfully with the hive

tight at the bottom and a t^o-inch auger-hole at

the top. Seeing how successfully bees wintered
for our neighbor, father bored holes in the top

of part of our hives, and left the button turned,

thus closing the entrances to such hives, while
the rest viere left as before Those having the

hole at the top with the closed bottoms wintered
so much better, and proved themselves so much
better in e\ery way, that the bottom-boards were
left fastened to the hives during winter with all

of the colonies, the bees being allowed to go in

and out from the holes at the top. After this

we had very little trouble in wintering "

"Do you use holes at the top of the hi\es

now-
"

" No. After a few years father lost all of his

bees by that dread disease, foul brood, and no
more were kept in the family till I purchased
again in 1869. At that time there were plenty of

bees kept near me in box hives, many of which
were set on blocks, raising the hive from the bot-

tom-board from one-half to one inch, as recom-
mended for wintering on the lower-ventilation

plan."

"Did you raise your hives in this way?"

" No. I adopted the upward-ventilation theo-
ry (it was considered by nearly all only theory
then), but not a direct current of air through the
hive. After a series of severe winters, myself
and three or four others had about 300 colonies
of bees which wintered with upward ventilation
every year, while not one of the box-hive or low-
er-ventilation men had a single colony."

" Were you still using the holes at the top of
the hives.''"

" No. About this time I began hunting bees
in trees by going through the woods on the first

warm days in early spring while the snow was on
the ground in the woods, when, by the dead bees
dropped on the snow during their first house-
cleaning time, the tree containing the colony
could be easily found. These trees were cut
later, the bees and combs transferred into mova-
ble comb hives, this giving me an additional start

in bees. By looking at these natural homes of
the bees in these hollow trees 1 could find that
the hollow in most cases was composed of par-
tially decayed wood, especially from one to ttiree

feet above the combs. This seemed better to me
than holes at the top of the hive, for in winter the
moisture from the bees passed into this decayed
wood which surrounded them, while, later on, it

would be expelled each summer by the heat. In
this we had something pointing toward the ad-
visability of a porous covering for our bees for
winter, from which idea originated cotton-pad-
ded comfortables, supers filled with forest leaves,

sawdust, and ground-cork cushions, chaff hives,
etc., all of which have had their advocates."

" What about the entrances where such were
used.?

"

" Some closed the entrances entirely, believing
that the bees could get all the needed air through
the porous covering above, while others left the
entrances wide open. I made a rim of Ji inch
stuff, l'/< inches deep, putting this under each
hive so that the dead bees and dirt could drop
down into it and away from the combs and bees
above. Then leaving an entrance in the top of
this rim ^ inch deep by 2)4 inches long, I lean-
ed a wide board up in front of the hive and this

entrance. This allowed the bottom of this board
to stand out and away from the hive and entrance
some four to six inches, when, in this way, I had
nearly the same thing we had with the Weeks
hive, without any of the disadvantages that hive
contained during the winter."

" I see. That board kept the wind from blow-
ing into the entrance, while at the same time the
bees were allowed to fly during suitable weather
by coming out around the ends of the board."

" Yes; and the chaff and sawdust cushions, di-
rectly over the combs, absorbed all the moisture
so that the bees were kept dry and nice."

' Do you recommend wintering in that way?"
" Yes, where bees are wintered out of doors.

But for our long, extremely cold winters here in

Central New York, I would recommend cellar

wintering in preference to any plan in which the
colonies are left out. Central New York is now
a very different place from what it was fifty to

seventy-five years ago, when four-fifths of the
land was covered with forest. Now nine-tenths
of the land is nude and bare, except during the
summer months, when the regular crop- are
growing on it."
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane

TELLING AGE OF QUEENS.

On page 1304, Nov. 1, Dr. Miller tries to tell

the difference in the looks of an old and young
queen, and has succeeded pretty well. You
wouldn't have thought it, but I believe he has

missed just the best word for this purpose; and
that is the word " dull," for describing color.

Whether the queen is black or yellow or chestnut

when young, the colors are bright; but when old

they have a dull faded look.

WHEN A COLONY HAS STORES FOR WINTER.

Page 1363, Nov. 15, Dr. Miller quotes Quinby
as saying that " a colony which has stored in su-

pers may be expected to have plenty of stores for

winter. " He then gives, as a reason why it is not

true to-day, that it is because he said it before

the days of extracted honey. Well, it is true a

super in those days meant a box for storing comb
honey in, and not for extracting; but it is also

true that it was in the days of box hives with a

few small holes from the hive into the super; also

when the hive he used was 12 inches deep; and
perhaps the best reason of all 'was because he liv-

ed in a buckwheat section where bees could usu-

ally gather honey till frost. See.''

*
CAPPING-MELTERS.

On page 1375 we find an article by H. H. Root
on capping- melters, nicely illustrated. The ar-

ticle is written in such a frank, candid way, and
the conclusions are so straightforward and sen-

sible, that it must commend itself to all. My
son said to me the past summer that we must
have a capping-melter another year. I replied,
" Yes, perliaps;" but I meant no, for those I had
seen illustrated seemed quite too complicated or

expensive to be worth while; but this article places

the whole subject in a new light, and we feel as

though we must fall into line or be left behind.

By the way, the side lights thrown upon Mr.
Fowls, his family, and business, are fine, and I

feel as if I had made them a visit—at least I feel

better acquainted with them.

WAX FROM OLD COMBS.

I do not think, Mr. Editor, you emphasize the

value of old combs for melting quite enough, p.

1366, Nov. 15. I believe of late years we average
not far from 3 lbs. of wax from each 8 old combs
melted, and we find our medium foundation to

run about 7 sheets to the pound, thus giving some
20 sheets of foundation for the eight old combs;
and the 12 extra sheets of foundation more than

pay for the work. But we do not, as a rule, find

new sheets of foundation as valuable as drawn
combs, and especially those of some age, for some
purposes. Bees will spread their brood or store

honey during the cool spring weather much fast-

er in old than in new white combs—at least they
much prefer the old dark combs until hot weath-
er comes. [See editorial, p. 1425, Dec. 1, and
Dr. Miller's comment, p. 1488, Dec. 15.

—

Ed.]

SHOULD THE PRODUCER BE PAID FOR THE CANS
IN WHICH THE HONEY IS SOLD.?

Page 1245, Oct. 15, Dr. Lyon thinks a gross

injustice is being done the bee-keeper for not al-

lowing him at least half the cost of his tin cans
containing extracted honey. Dr. Miller, page
1303, Nov. 1, thinks if the producer gets half a

cent more for honey in cans than barrels he is

amply repaid. I think Dr. Miller is right. I

believe any one who has dug granulated honey
from large barrels in winter would rather pay the

half-cent extra for the tin cans.

But there is another side to this question. If

the buyer had to pay the producer half the cost

of his cans, why should he not pay half the cost

of the barrels and half the cost of the cases comb
honey is shipped to market in? Let's see. The
producer of extracted honey buys a case of two
cans for 50 cents; fills them with honey, and sells

the whole for $10.00, his containers costing him
five per cent of what he gets. The comb-honey
producer, for 18 cts. , buys his shipping-cases that

hold 20 lbs. of honey, and gets, say, $3.00 for

each case, so his containers cost him six per cent

of the whole. This is a larger percentage than

that of the man who sells extracted honey in new
tin cans.

But Dr. Lyon may say the cases in which comb
honey is sent to market are of no value except

for kindling after being used, while the honey-
bottler turns around and sells his cans for what
he can get. This seems to gall Mr. Lyon more
than any thing else; but, after all, it seems to me
this is not half so bad as in some other branches
of trade. Take the apple-producer who has to

pay 35 cts. for his barrels, and gets $1.75 for his

barrel after being filled with his choicest fruit.

The barrel goes with the fruit; and yet when
empty it is worth nearly as much as when new.
The apple-producer pays 20 per cent of what he

gets, while the producer of extracted honey pays

but 5 per cent.

It is almost universal custom in this country to

sell packages with the goods they contain. The
only exceptions I think of now are egg-crates and
crates for shipping small fruits, both of which
are returned to the pro.ducer.

We have sold a good many five-gallon cans

the past year. As we sold cheap, it saved those

who bought about as much as we saved by sell-

ing. In some cases we have bought back the

same cans filled with new honey, none the worse
for the exchange. J

CASFS FOR CANS. I
Cases in which tin cans are shipped are *

not always as substantial as they should be. We
get them split and broken badly, and in some
cases they are entirely gone. There is also less

care taken in nailing them up than there should

be, for some cans (I will not say many, although
I feel like it) have nail-holes in them. In some
other cases the caps are not screwed down tight,

and the loss from this source would surprise those

who ship honey could they see it.

It does not seem to stimulate the Christian vir-

tues, in emptying a five-gallon can, to find that,

owing to a little nail-hole in a lower corner that

has been overlooked, the honey has mostly run

out of the can, and its place taken by water from
the melting-tank. My brethren, these things

ought not so to be.
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl

It is a good time now to have all your neces-

sary hives, supeis, and other supplies on hand to

put up these wintry days when very little else can

be done. That's the way to have "the tub

ready when honey comes pouring down." It

pays. Order early, save the discount, avoid the

hurry and worry, and be ready for the honey and
—money.

PROSPECTS FOR NEXT SEASON IN TEXAS.

There will be lots of swarming next spring in

these parts of Texas if the season is favorable.

The hives are chock full of good fall honey.

Late breeding made the colonies strong, and
preparations for controlling swarming should be

made as early in the spring as possible. Give
plenty of room, prevent a crowded brood-nest,

give ventilation at the entrance, and keep the

bees too busy and contented to swarm.

UP OR DOWN STROKE IN UNCAPPING.

That's a fine picture on page 1378, showing a

man uncapping a comb over the new capping-

melter; but what interests me is the fact that he

uses the upward stroke in uncapping, drawing
his knife from the bottom or lower end of the

comb upward to the upper end. I have tried

both the up and the down stroke in uncapping
tons and tons of honey, using many different

knives, and I often wonder why the upward
stroke is used. I have tried it often, especially to

find the better «ay, and I have come to the con-

clusion that downward shaving is what I prefer.

It seems easier to me; the knife can be handled
better; the comb need not be tilted so far, and
the cappings fall over and oH readily instead of

hanging to the knife

That butcher-knife that we have used for sev-

eral years for uncapping has been improved from
year to year; that is to say, a better one (in our
estimation) has been adopted. Our first knife

was a straight pointed one. The next had a

somewhat larger and rounding point to get into

the "low places" more easily. That was an ad-

vantage. But it was often difficult to shave off

the cappings with the straight cutting edge when
the top-bars were wide, and the cappings did not

extend beyond the edges of these top bars. This
difficulty was overcome by using a knife this sea-

son with a slightly curved blade, so that the cut-

ting edge, bemg moie or less rounding, would
reach down into the comb, and thus get the cap-

pings off with ease.

#
"shaking" energy INTO BEES.

That bees can be stirred up to greater activity

by certain manipulation^ seems to be an entirely

new subject to some of our bee-keepers. Editor
Hutchinson, in the December Kex'itiv, in refer-

ring to an article on that subject by Geo. W.
Williams, on page 367, of the same issue, says it

reads like a fairy tale; but he adds that he has
stopped laughing at new inventions or ideas that

appear too ridiculous to be true, and he urges

that the plan be given a trial. There is much of
truth in this idea, and we have made use of it for

several years. The discovery (?) was already
made by me in my first bee-keeping years, more
than a dozen years ago, and ever since that time
it has been practiced in our apiaries. Many
times I have claimed that this was the secret of

being able to "squeeze" just a little more honey
out of the same localities where other bee-keepers

were doing only fairly well.

Several times I have called attention to this

matter under the subject of moving bees just be-

fore a honey-flow. Besides my article on this

subject on page 1494, last year, reference to the

same matter is made on page 388, March, 1907.

Besides these, mention has been made of the val-

ue of manipulating the bees to stir them up into

"energy " several times when writing about the

use of the divisible-brood-chamber hive, etc.

This plan is a valuable one that has been over-

looked. Try it the coming season.

SHALLOW OR DEEP ENTRANCE CLEATS ON BOT-
TOM-BOARDS.

In making several hundred hive- bottom boards,

cleats for only ^-inch-entrance room are provid-

ed this year. We have tried different depths of

entrances, and find y& best for winter; but this

must be enlarged to at least ^4 inch during the

working season. We tiad trouble with ?4^-inch

spaces running clear back under the frames, be-

cause the bees are inclined to build " ladders " up
to the bottom-bars of the frames, and it is often

impossible to loosen them from these. With the

space diminishing to y& inch at the rear, this is

obviated. For several years, narrow strips from
shingles were used on the side cleats during the

working season. These were removed in the

late fall. We do not like permanent cl<*ats }{

inch thick in front and Ys in the rear, as the en-

arances can not be lowered when desired. Nei-
ther do we favor reversible bottom-boards— too

much fuss. Instead of all these we now place

under the middle of the front end of the hive a

small stone or any thing else we can find that is

about ^4 inch thick. This gives not only a large

entrance, but more ventilation, as the opening
extends part way along the sides of the hive.

The bees do not bother one's feet or legs, as they

are driven away from the sides by the few puffs

of smoke always given at the entrance. By in-

serting the hive-tool in the entrance it is an easy

matter to pick up something and place it under
the hive in only a few moments. The objects

are removed in the same way. They cost noth-

ing, save time and labor, and serve better for the

purpose than any other contrivance that has come
to our notice.

We make all our bottom-boards now out of

rough yellow-pine lumber, which lasts longer

than white pine. Besides, they are made strong-

er. Two six-inch boards and one four-inch, 22

inches long, are nailed on a two-inch cleat at

each end, with nails long enough to be clinched.

The narrow H-'nch side and back cleats are

made out of box lumber. [Dr. Miller advises

extra ventilation at the bottom of hives contain-

ing strong colonies, and in some cases he even

goes so far as to place blocks urder all four cor-

ners.

—

Ed 1
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES
By W. K. Morrison

SHAFTAL (a NEW CLOVEB).

Secretary Wilson, of the Department of Agri-
culture, in his annual report for last year makes
the very interesting announcement that Prof. N.
E. Hansen, one of his plant-explorers, has discov-

ered in the valleys of the Himalayas a promising
new species of clover which, it is hoped, will form
a crop rotation for cotton. The department has

under consideration other promising new species

of clovers from Siberia and Central Asia, adapt-

ed to the climatic conditions of the Northwest.

Among them are two new species of alfalfa.

*
VERY INTERESriNG.

According to reports in the daily newspapers a

case of peonage has been discovered at Argo, 111.

It is said that over one thousand men were held

as quasi prisoners while at work there inclosed by
a fence 15 ft. high. One man was shot while es-

caping from the stockade ; six, however, effected

their escape and reported to the United States

District Attorney. An investigation will be

made by the grand jury. Argo is fifteen miles

Irom Chicago, and is said to be the property of

the Corn Products Refining Co., who manufac-
ture glucose on a vast scale.

*
SUNFLOWERS FOR BEES AND CHICKENS.

It is true, as Mr. Crane states, sunflowers are

heavy pullers on the fertility of the land on which
they are grown. But many poultrymen are so

situated they can secure very easily great quanti-

ties of manure, as they are near cities or towns.

Sunflower seeds should not be compared in value

with corn, oats, wheat, and other common grains.

They take the place of beef scraps, and are safer

to use; and, besides, they cost less The reason

why our turkeys "run out" is due very largely,

I think, to the want of the very rich diet which
they get in a wild state. The wild turkeys nat-

urally get a large amount of insects and rich

oily nut food.

They require food such as sunflower seed, and
also hempseed, to make good the loss of their

natural food when they are kept in a domestic

state. Of course, in summer time they get many
insects in roaming over a farm; but they still lack

the rich nuts of their native woods in fall and
winter, and it is here where the sunflower comes
in. For chickens I would rather feed sunflower

seed than meat meal.

THE RECLAMATION SERVICE ATTACKED

That wonderfully able and excellent agricultu-

ral periodical. The Country Gentleman, of Albany,
N. Y., has allowed itself the luxury of a tirade

against the irrigation work now being executed

by the United States government. It makes the

grievous error of stating that the irrigation works
are built at government expense, when it is a fact

that the settlers bear all the expense, binding
themselves to repay the cost in ten years. Fur-

thermore, the funds which are being used as

floating capital are obtained by the sale of public

1 mds, so that the government is not out a cenr.

In addition, the farmers who reside on these irri-

gation projects live under almost ideal condi-
tions, both as regards remuneration for their

work and also socially If the New York farm-
ers could devise a similar plan for making them-
selves comfortable, doubtless Uncle Sam would
be glad to step in and do the work in the same
thorough manner he has thus far executed his ir-

rigation works in the West. The Country Gentle-

man asks for ihe repeal of the irrigation law;
but that would hardly do the Eastern farmer any
good.
The object of President Roosevelt's "uplift"

commission is to devise some plan for improving
the farmer's condition, and it is quite possible a

way may be found. Possibly the Eastern farm-
er would find a cheap supply of electricity on the

farm a great benefit. If so, currents could be
distributed in the same way water is supplied in

the West. It is easy to see that several motors
could be very usefully employed on a farm of

ordinary size.

*
A BOOK ABOUT HONEY.

Mr. T. W. Cowan has supplied us with a book
on the subject of beeswax. Now Dr. Alfred
Hasterlik, of Munich, has undertaken to supply
us with one on honey and its substitutes. Un-
fortunately it is written in the German language,

and, though many Americans know that tongue
fairly well, the most of us would prefer it in

English. The title of the new book is Der Bie-

nenhonig und seine Ersatzmittel (Honey and its

Substitutes), and it goes quite extensively into

the whole subject of honey and its adulteration.

It is published by A. Hartleben, of Vienna and
Leipsic, who has issued quite a number of other

books of a technical nature, many on chemistry,

and, true to that mission, the present book is

very strong on the chemical analysis of nectar

and honey.
It also discusses the extraction of honey, and

gives illustrations of the very latest designs in

honey-extractors and honey-packages. The author

has not hesitated to draw on the best American
authorities, and shows illustrations of power-

driven automatic honey-extractors. He also

delves into the subjects of aroma, ripening, fla-

vor, density, and other matters of importance
where fine honey is desired. Adulteration is a

leading subject, and the author seems to be well

acquainted with all the tricks of the adulterator.

There are a great many honey recipes, and he

quotes freely from the pharmacopoeias of the

leading European nations. Any one in quest of

information relative to foreign drinks, vinegar,

honey-bread and honey-cakes, will find this book
a very good guide. Books of this kind deserve

high praise, for the information given in them is

not easily collated; but the author of this, being

a doctor of chemistry, and a bee-keeper at the

same time, we have the opportunity of profiting

by his researches at very little expense.

The price of the book is 3 marks, in Germa-
ny, which is equivalent to 75 cents in our mon-
ey and 3 shillings in English currency. For a

book of 232 pages, packed with technical infor-

mation, this is a very reasonable charge, and we
hope the publisher will be liberally encouraged
with orders.
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APRICOTS DAMAGED BY BIRDS; FRLITS THUS INJURED ARE SUCKED DRY BY BEES, WHICH STORE
THE JUICE AS HONEY.

BEES VS. FRUIT.

The Birds and Not the Bees are to Blame;
the Latter Clean up what the

Former Destroy.

BY W. A. PRYAL.

The question, " Do bees destroy fruit?" has

been pretty well answered in the negative long
before this; still, there are some persons who to

this day insist that bees are the guilty marauders.
I have lived among fruits of various kinds all my
life, and I must throw the weight of my testimony
in favor of the bee.

The past season 1 watched with more than

usual interest the destruction of the fruit of some
Royal apricots that grew at one side of my apia-

ry. Some of these trees furnished shade for many
of the colonies. 1 found bees working on the

fruit from morning until night. When fully

ripe this fruit is luscious. There is, to my mind,
no finer fruit than a fully ripe apricot, for it

comes very near being as rich as the best grade
of well-ripened honey, and the best ©f it is you
can eat more of them than you can of honey.

In all my watching I was not able to find a

single case where the damage to ripe fruit was
started by the honey-gatherers. Many linnets

were about, and they are a sore pest to the fruit-

grower. In May they begin on cherries, which
they slaughter badly at times, and they run
through the gamut of tender-skinned fruits well
into the fall. They usually choose the ripest

and finest fruit for their prey. They seldom
make more than half a meal of a poor or under-
ripe fruit, but they simply dive head first, as it

were, into the dead-ripe 'cots.

A fruit once opened by the birds is later set

upon by the bees, and they keep up their toil un-
til nothing is left but the skin and pit. And the
bees might as well have such fruit, for once it is

damaged by the birds it is useless for marketing.
If it is not picked at once it begins to decay; and
if not removed from an adjoining sound fruit,

which it may happen to touch, the neighboring
one will rot too. Thus it is seen that in such a
case the bees are a benefit to the orchardist. And
here let me mention that the birds do not feast on
a fruit more than a single day. They seem to

want fresh fruit every time they begin a meal.
From this it is evident that a large quantity of

apricots is ruined.

Pears, peaches, figs, and a number of other
fruits whose juices are sweet, are cleaned up by
the bees when first punctured by birds. Some
varieties of plums are liked by these insects, es-

pecially the French prunes. Juice of fruit of the

plum kind soon ferments, and I have been told

by Mr. W. E. Stewart, of Danville, Cal., that

he has seen thousands of bees at a time as tipsy

as lords from quaffing of alcoholic plum or prune
juice. This, no doubt, was a case where they
were too "full of prunes." The gentleman I

mentioned also stated that he and others noticed
some years that, where bees filled up on the juice

mentioned, they died, possibly of chronic alco-

holism—poor things! He said several years his

hives became much depopulated through this

means. In my apiary I never noticed bees un-
der the influence of the "drink habit," possibly
for the reason they had no chance to become full

of prune juice, as we have but a single tree of the

French prune, though we have many varieties of

plums.

Bees are fond of grape juice. I never heard of
their getting drunk on it. It is possible that this

fruit does not ferment as rapidly as the more
slightly acid fruits. Bees clean up grapes rapid-

ly when they are injured by birds or when they
rot or crack after early and unexpected rains.

The half-tone here shown is from a photograph
I made in August, when flowers were scarce.

The fruit had just been pecked by birds, and it

is from such fruit that the bees lose no time in

harvesting the nectar-like sweets.

Twelve years ago when on a visit to a com-
mission house in San Francisco I was given a

sample of a rich jelly-like article from a five-gal-
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Fig. 2.—Transverse section of the mouth pins at the height of the lirst third of the lip-fee'er;

tr, trachea; r, tod; m. mantle; /'/. m, blade of maxilla; ho. m, body of maxilla; W. /. /,

blade of lip-feeler; /'o. I. /, body of lip-feeler.

Ion can. I was asked to taste it, and state how
I liked it and what I thought it was. I remark-
ed that it resembled apricot jam with a slight hon-
ey-rtavor. I was then told that it was apricot

"honey;" that it was gathered by bees up the

Sacramento River, where apricots were being
dried. I should think the bees got the best of

those 'cots. In such a case it behooves the api-

arist to take his bees far off, or else for the or-

chardist to ''kiln-dry" his fruit instead of sun-

drying it, that bees might not swarm upon it and
do too much damage by carrying off the juicp.

But seldom do we hear of any great injury of

this sort.

Oakland, Cal.

THE MOUTH OF THE HONEY-BEE.

A Comparison Between the Correspond-
ing Parts of the Qu^en, Drone, and

Worker.

BY DR. BRUNNICH.

Every bee-keeper will be interested in a study
of the mouth of the honey-bee; and without go-
ing much into detail I wish to show the differ-

ences in the parts of the mouth of the worker,
queen, and drone. Vot clearly demonstrating
those variations I magnified, by microphotogra-
phy, the three different organs in the same pro-

portion. Everybody can see that the develop-
ment of the mouth of the worker is by far the

most advanced. It will be well to explain brief-

ly the more simple mouth parts of the worker;
for to give an extensive explanation of the com-
plicated parts would re(]uire the space of about
two numbers of this journal, and would undoubt-
ly annoy and tire most of the readers.

In the middle we see the slender tongue, which,
on account of the great number of minute parts,

is very flexible, as we all have observed when
watching a bee licking a drop of honey. The
tongue of the bee is not a simple tube, but an in-

tricate structure, as we see in a section through
the tongue, lip-feeler, and maxilla (Fig. 2). In
the midst of the tongue there is the elastic roJ,

giving the necessary firmness. Enveloping the
rod is the mantle, whose free ends touch each

other, thus forming two
channels on the sides of

the rod. This mantle
can be unfolded by the

bee at will. The small
spoon at the point of the

tongue (Figs. 3 and 4)

serves probably for t^jjt-

///^, and has certainly or-

gans of taste.

On the under side of

the tongue proper are the

Up-"feelers,'' which have
feeling - bristles on the

ends; on the upper side

of the tongue are the

ma.xiltfc. The tongue,
lip-feelers, and maxilht
may be shut like the

blade of a knife, and are

then imbedded in a ci>r-

respnnding cavity on the

under fide of the head. There is a wonderful
snapping mechanism like that on a knife, but
this is very complicated, and diffcult to explain.

There are in the base of the tongue two springs,

fixing the bent or stretched position of the three

mouth-parts, (^ne circumstance which compli-
cates the mechanisn is this: The tongue, when it

is bent (Fig. 4), is folded together on its base.

By this the tongue is shortened considerably, so

that in the folded-up condition the ends of the

tongue, lip-feelers, and maxillae are exactly the

same height. Thus the length of the tongue does
not hinder other work of the bee (building, chew-
ing, etc.). It is, indeed, a wonderful mechanism.

Formerly, when a

queen or worker
was fed by another
worker, I often ask-

ed myself whether
the act were a pas-

sive or an active

one. That is to

say, does the queen
get the feed by hav-

ing it
" poured in,"

or must she suck
the feed herself. I

now know that the

latter is the case.

The feeding bee

bends down its

tongue and opens
its throat, pressing

out a drop of honey
or chyle, and at the

same time the
queen sucks the
drop with the
stretched tongue.

Comparing the
corresponding parts

of the mouth of

the three kinds of

bees, we are struck

by the poor devel-

opment of the
tongue of the queen
and drone, as com-
pared with that of

Fig. ?.—End of tongue of worker,
magnified 70 times.
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the worker. The free portion of the

tongue of the worker is 2.75 mm; of the

drone, L6 mm, and of the queen only 1

mm. Also the lip-feelers and maxillas of

the worker are considerably longer than

those of the queen and drone— about
double the length of those of the queen.

Summing up we can say that the parts

of the mouth of the worker are much more
highly developed than those of the queen
and drone, forming a strange contrast to

the difference in the size and strength of

the breast, legs, and wings of the three

kinds of bees. However, we must admit
that the perfection of the worker mouth is

in full harmony with its function. We
know that the bee is enabled, by the

length of its tongue, to reach the necta-

ries of certain flowers, while neither the

queen nor drone ever gathers honey, being
nourished by the workers or else from the

full cells in the hive.

Let us still compare the upper jaw (man-
dible) of the three bees. Here the differ-

^^^

ences are still more distinct, especially as

to the form of those parts. We admire
the powerful upper jaw of the queen (Fig. 5, A),

which resembles the form of the strong sawed
mandible of the wasp or hornet, and which is

not to be despised as a weapon. Both upper jaws
form together a good pair of scissors, well adapt-

ed to the work of cutting the strong cocoon of

their cells— a work which the worker-bees are

generally unable to perform. With the point

she penetrates the cocoon and continues with
both upper jaws to shear it; I have often watched
a queen at this work, and wondered, when I saw
how quickly and neatly the young thing made
its circular cut, turning itself about meanwhile.
The cutting is so sharp that one must look very
closely to discover it. I remember an experience

I had years ago. A friend who had had an after-

swarm gave me a number of queen-cells, each in

4.—TONGUE AND LIP-FEELER BENT TOGETHER;
MAGNIFIED 30 TIMES.

a match-box; and when I reached home I was
astonished to see that some of the cells contained
no queen, though the top of the cell was well

cut circularly. It was quite an enigma for me,
because I did not yet know that the little cover
often shuts itself after the queen has gone out.

On the base of the upper jaw we see a smooth
round projection; this is the spherical condyle,
which moves in a corresponding cavity in the

head, thus forming a joint which allows move-
ments of the upper jaw in different directions.

The upper jaw of the drone (Fig. 5, B) differs

somewhat from that of the tjueen. It is not

shorter, but slighter, and therefore a less power-
ful weapon. However, according to Pratt's ob-
servations it seems that rival drones often combat
each other grimly enough. Like the queen, the

FIG. 5.—UPPER jaw: (mandible) of QUEEN, DRONE, AND WORKER, MAGNIFIED 51.7 TIMES.
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drone uses its upper jaws as scissors

in making a circular cut at the top

of its cocoon (which is not quite as

tough as the queen's). Every bee-

keeper, early in the morning in May
and June, has seen on the flight-

board a number of those round little

cappings when many drones have

slipped out the night before. The
hairs on the upper jaw of the drone

are longer and lighter than those on
the queen and worker.

The upper jaw of the worker (Fig.

5, C, and Fig. (i) is so different that

one would think that it belongs to

another insect. It is a tool shaped
like a shovp|, not of much use as a

weapon, but constructed for various

purposes. For instance, the upper
jaws are used for comb-building,
for removing pollen from cells, and
perhaps for packing it in, as well,

and for gnawing, etc. By means of

them the worker opens its cocoon,
not by shearing it, but by slowly

fearing it to pieces. The jaws take

the place of hands, for with them
the bees carry out of the hi\e pieces

of wax, crystals of sugar, dead bees,

wax-worms, and all foreign parti-

cles; and with them the workers
seize robbers, pull at the wings of

strange queens, and battle with the

defenseless drones.

Considering the organs of the

mouth of the three kinds of bees,

we may admit that the tongue and accessories,

as well as the upper jaws of the drone and queen,
belong to a lower stage of development; and it

is most interesting to see that those parts of the

worker-bee have been improving, while the same
parts have been stable in the drone and queen.
Only the worker needs re- fined tools, and there-

fore only the worker has them. Evidently the

mouth parts of the queen and drone are prim-
itive forms, and those of the worker have im-
proved from age to age

The contrary takes place with the wings of the

ants. Doubtless the workers also possessed wings
at one time; but after a while the wing became
superfluous, and even hindered, so that they
finally disappeared.

Ottenbach, Switzerland.

FIG. 6.—

H

FEEDING SYRUP IN COLD WEATH-
ER UNDER THE CLUSTER.

Bees Carrying Honey
Story.

into the Upper

BY FRANK C. PELLETT.

The proper time to feed is in the fall, before
the weather gets cold; but it sometimes happens
that one must feed colonies purchased late in or-

der to save them, or for other reasons. I prefer

an empty super with a pan of syrup covered over
with a light cloth to any of the feeders on the
market for use at any season of the year, for, when
placed over the bees, there is less danger from

EAD OF WORKER, SHOWING UPPER JAWS OR MAN-
DIBLES, MAGNIFIED 22 TIMES.

robbing than from an entrance-feeder. For cold-

weather feeding we simply reverse the thing and
set the empty super, in which is placed the pan

of syrup, under the hive. With this plan the

hive maybe covered with the usual tar-paper cov-

ering. Of course, this plan or any other, for

that matter, will not work in extremely cold

weather; but in this latitude we get warm days
occasionally throughout the winter, in which the

bees may be fed if the syrup is ready, so that

they need not be lost for want of stores. The
advantage of this plan over the overhead method
is that the cluster will form over the pan and the

bees will hang right down to the cloth cover and
take the syrup when it is much too cold for them
to break the cluster and go upstairs after it. I

have had the bees take syrup in this manner when
it was too cold for them to fly. I think that

much less heat is lost by lifting the hive off the

bottom-board and placing over a super as above
described than from any other way. The lifting

of the cover in winter is especially bad, as the

heat naturally rises to the top.

Perhaps a little unusual experience that we had
in uniting this fall may be of interest. We had a

swarm that was rather light, so we decided to

strengthen it by adding more bees. A neighbor

offered us his bees, from which he wished to take

the honey, if we would take the job. His bees

were in a chaff hive in which we wished to winter

them, so we took an ordinary eight-frame hive full

of empty combs in which to drive the others. We
paid no attention to the queen, as there was no
difference in the two so far as we knew, so we
left the choice to] the bees. On bringing them
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home we placed them over the hive in which we
wished them to winter, as we had always done

before, expecting, of course, that they would

unite with the colony below on the combs of

sealed stores. All our experience indicated that

they would go down, and all we have read of

uniting by this method has been to the point that

the two colonies will unite in the lower hive. In

this case there seemed to be nothing else to do, as

the lower hive contained the honey while this

contained empty combs. I looked at them fre-

quently, expecting to find the upper hive desert-

ed and remove it; but, not finding it so, I decid-

ed to look below, and, to my surprise, I found

that the bees had carried all the honey above, and

the two colonies had united in the upper hive,

leaving the lower one empty. As it was too late

to transfer the frame we must now winter in the

single-walled hive.

Perhaps such experiences are not uncommon,
although I had not noticed such an occurrence

before. I should like to know whether or not it

does frequently happen that the colonies unite

above, especially when the honey is below, as in

this case. It seems to me that the stronger queen

must have been present in the upper hive, and

this must have been the determining factor in the

case.

Atlantic, Iowa, Dec. 15.

[As a general rule, when two colonies of equal

strength are put one on top of the other, the two

forces will unite in the upper hive on account of

the greater warmth ; but if the lower hive has a

lot of brood, and the upper one none, the bees

will probably all occupy the bottom section.

We may lay it down as another rule, that,

where two colonies, one a weak one and the other

a strong one, are put together, one on top of the

other, the weak one will go with the strong,

whether it be above or below. In the case you
have cited, the colony in the lower hive was

weaker than the other; and the fact that, other

things being equal, a lower lot of bees will unite

with the upper one, would easily explain why
both forces occupied the upper hive.

The tin pan and the piece of wet cheese-cloth

make a most excellent feeder; but the cloth should

be large enough to spread clear down over the

edges of the pan, reaching to the brood-frames to

afford a sort of ladderway to and from the feeder.

If the cloth is just large enough to cover the sur-

face of the syrup, the bees will have some diffi-

culty in climbing up a sloping surface of the pan,

although they will do it after a fashion.

—

Ed.]

FANCY HONEY FROM BOX HIVES.

Four Swarms Clustered Together.

BY J. W. SPICKLER.

About the 20th of May an extra-large swarm
issued from one of my hives and clustered in a

cherry-tree in the yard. Before the bees were
fairly settled a swarm came out of another hive

and clustered with the first one. Then a third

and fourth came out and all went together, mak-
ing one mammoth cluster. I did not care to sep-

arate them, and so I dumped them into a dry-

goods box. Later I took them out of the box
and put them in a smaller one, 24 inches long, 23

inches wide and 5 inches deep. I used 15 pieces

of lath instead of frames, with a quarter-inch

starter of foundation on each one. Right after

this I put on a super containing 55 sections, and

these were filled, as shown in the engraving, in

about thirty days. I put on another super con-

taining 40 sections, but only 21 of these were

filled when the honey-flow ceased.

This big colony in a box is in good shape for

winter at the present time. I did not kill any of

the queens when I hived the bees. There is

from eighty to one hundred pounds of honey in

the hive now for winter stores.

Columbiana, Ohio.

COMB HONEY PRODUCED BY A COLONY IN A BOX
HIVE.
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COMB HONEY VS. EXTRACTED.

Amount of Honey Consumed by the Bees
in Building New Combs not Important
in the Discussion; Wax Secreted Invol-
untarily; Extracted Honey More Prof-
itable for Slow Flows; Wax Produced
for Market.

BY R. C. AIKIN.

Continurd from last issue, f'Rf •?/

Almost every one knows that, durint;; slow

Hows especially, if a few sections are put into a

super as baits it is a great inducement tor a small

cluster of bees to gather on them; and the bees in

that cluster soon deposit some nectar in the emp-
ty drawn combs of such sections, and after this

the greater force of the bees below follow, so that

work in the super is started in earnest if there is

any honey-rtow to justify it. It is, therefore, un-

questionably true that extracting-combs have the

advantage in getting work started more promptly.

This is a problem that taxes the skill of the

apiarist. If the colonies are weak, or if the flow

is light, the bees will not promptly enter comb-
honey supers. A brood-nest clogged with hon-
ey will not only curtail the amount of brood, but
will encourage swarming, sulking, and loafing.

Many plans have been proposed in order to force

the bees into the supers, the chief one being to

have the colonies so populous that the workers
must go into the supers or else get outside the

hive; and if they loaf or cluster in the supers they

are almost certain to work there if stores are be-

ing gathered.

Now, suppose the apiarist knows his business

well enough to get the bees staited in the comb-
honey supers as promptly as in extracted-honey
supers; why should there be any more extracted

honey produced than comb honey, granting that

the wax secretion and comb-building principles,

mentioned in the first article, are true? With or-

dinary skill and management there will hes. small
gain in favor of the extracted honey. On the

other hand, if the apiarist allows swarming, or if

he divides too much, or allows weak colonies to

be run for surplus, there will be a more marked
difference in favor of the extracted honey. In

other words, if the man handling the bees is not
their master— if he runs them on the hit-or-miss

plan, and allows them practically to manage
themselves while he simply puts on and takes off

8ui>€rs, then by all means he should aim to pro-

duce either extracted or bulk comb honey.

THE COMPARATIVE RESULTS IN HONEY.

When plenty of storage-combs are placed

above a colony, and the storing in them is once
started, it often happens that almost all the honey
goes into these combs. A small brood-chamber,
a strong laying queen, or both together, will most
surely result in the honey being placed above and
all the brood below. This is an ideal condition
if a late flow follows; but if practically all the

honey comes from one flow, and a dearth follows,

•hen, when there is such a mass of brood below
and the honey above taken off and sold, feeding
must be resorted to or the bees will starve before
the next spring. We may say in general, there-

fore, that, where the amount of extracted honey

produced is much in excess of the possible amount
of comb honey, the foregoing is the result. I

have destroyed hundreds of colonies in just this

way, and in the end was the loser because I paid
most dearly for the extra number of pounds of
honey sold.

Divide an apiary into two parts as nearly alike
as possible, and run them side by side—one for
extracted and the other for comb, giving each the
same care in every respect throughout the year.

Keep strict account of the number of pounds of
surplus, and then invoice at the end of the full

year—that is, just before the beginning of the
next honey-flow; or at the close of the honey-har-
vest weigh the surplus from each and the amount
of stores remaining. It will be found that the
extracted-honey colonies are the lighter in stores

and the heavier in brood. This extra amount of

brood without a later honey-flow will mean that

the queens will be worn out, and the colonies will

not winter well unless fed.

If the apiarist desires to obtain the most sur-

plus with the least expenditure for skill and care
he had better run his bees for extracted or bulk
comb honey. Furthermore, during the seasons
when the honey-flow is very light the extracted
honey can be obtained when it would be impos-
sible to obtain a surplus of comb honey, and if

any at all were obtained it would be of an off

grade unless the greatest care were exercised. My
judgment is that, all things considered, there can
be but little more extracted honey produced than
comb when the bees are left with sufficient stores,

and the proportion between the two becomes more
nearly equal as the skill of the apiarist increases.

The first and main thing to be considered is

the relative cost of production; for when we have
the cost price we can tell for ourselves which kind
we ought to produceby comparing this cost price

with our selling prices. Then it is well for every
bee-keeper to experiment with both, for it is true

that one person may fail producing one kind of

honey while the next fails in producing the other
kind. It is also true that local conditions make
a decided difference. Let me Illustrate this point
by mentioning some of the conditions as I have
found them.

HOW LOCAL CONDITIONS AFFECT THE PROBLEM.
When I first came to this locality, eighteen or

twenty years ago, we obtained almost the whole
product of both surplus and winter stores from
one alfalfa-honey flow beginning about June 15th
and lasting from four to six and sometimes even
eight weeks. Under these conditions we had to

make a strenuous effort to get all the colonies in

the very best shape possible for this flow, and
then the bees had the rest of the summer to get
themselves ready for winter. In those days, if I

could start the bees to working promptly in the
supers, and keep them from sulking, there was
but little difference in the results in the compara-
tive yields in colonies run for either comb or ex-

tracted honey, although this difference, such as it

was, was in favor of the extracted-honey colonies.

This, however, is now changed. In the good
old days alfalfa hay was cheap, and many of the

fields were allowed to stand in full bloom for two
or three weeks. There were but few bees in the

country to work on it, and large yields were ob-
tained. Now the farmer watches his alfalfa, and
usually cuts it when the first bloom appears, and
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this greatly reduces the season of bloom. In ad-

dition to this there are many more bees in the

country. While these changes have been talcing

place, a demand for a finer honey has sprung up.

Sweet clover has also increased, practically chang-

ing the season of flow from June and July to Ju-

ly and August. The alfalfa rarely fails to give

some honey in June and July, perhaps just filling

the brood-chamber, making possible, sometimes,

work in the supers, but usually the flow during

June and July is slow and of such a nature that

the brood-chambers become badly clogged with

honey, and it takes the utmost care with strong

colonies to get any satisfactory work in comb-
honey supers, and at the same time the rearing of

brood is curtailed that should give the proper

force of bees for the sweet-clover flow, which is

the greatest from August 1st to the 20th. We
therefore have to scheme and strain every nerve

to get the supers finished which were started, per-

haps, in June and not completed before August.
When the flows are so slow and intermittent, the

apiarist has to be an expert to make a success of

comb-honey production under conditions when
the total yield does not average over two supers

per colony in the whole two months. Then with

all the other troubles the swarming problem has

to be met in comb-honey production.

I like to produce comb honey for various rea-

sons, especially because it is quickly marketed,

and the quicker the honey is marketed the better;

but with these long slow flows, and after weeks

and weeks of vigilance and care, it is rather dis-

couraging to find great piles of sections either

not used at all or only partly filled. There seems

to be at all times sufficient wax secretion, and
bees enough to do the building of all the comb
necessary to receive the honey gathered. Under
these conditions I have for several years contem-

plated producing extracted honey; and not only

that, but to let each colony build new comb each

year, save one or two bait-combs to entice the

bees into the supers, and then make wax of all

surplus combs.

THE COMPARATIVE COST OF COMB AND EXTRACT-
ED HONEY.

It requires as a first outlay a little larger in-

vestment for the extracted-honey equipment; but

this equipment is permanent, and does not have

to be renewed every year. In comb-honey pro-

duction the work piles up all at once, and can

not be neglected. An extracting-super may be

left on the hive indefinitely, and it may be only

partially filled or clear full, while the comb-hon-
ey supers, on the other hand, must be carefully

looked after or there will be a great many unfin-

ished sections to melt in making the expensive

strained honey.

I believe there is but little difference in remov-

ing the two kinds of honey. It costs about as

much to scrape and case comb honey as to ren-

der, extract, and pack extracted honey. The ex-

tracting-supers themselves are perhaps a little less

expensive than comb-honey supers; but both are

permanent investments, and nearly balance.

However, when I count the sections to be bought
for each crop as well as the foundation, etc.,

there is a cost of at least one cent a pound on

comb honey that does not have to be figured on
extracted honey. Final packages for each ap-

proximate about the same value.

There is more than this to consider, however.
Extracted honey should never be produced unless

it is largely capped, and the wax from the cap-

pings will just about pay for the expense of ex-

tracting. Several years ago I had some estimates

on this point, but have forgotten the details, as I

have so little to extract of late. Any way, the

amount of wax obtained varies, dependii-ig on
how much the combs are bulged and on the

amount of burr-combs. It must be remembered
that beeswax runs into money fast, and needs no
expensive packages, and is not nearly so perish-

able as honey.
Now, suppose we melt three out of four ex-

tracting- combs, retaining the fourth for a bait-

comb. On the basis of 4 lbs. of wax to hold
100 lbs of honey, and with wax at 25 cts. per

lb., we have the proportion of 75 cents' worth of

wax to the 100 lbs. of honey. I think that ex-

tracted honey, and the cost of labor of producing,
and packages up to the time it is ready for ship-

ment, costs fully 2 cts. per lb. less than comb
honey. In addition to the cost, the management
necessary for extracted honey is easier, and less

skill is needed, and the honey when gathered is

less likely to be injured, can be kept indefinitely,

and may be shipped more safely. If so desired,

the extracting may be left to any convenient time
after the harvest is over.

I have mentioned the fact that the first equip-

ment for extracted honey is greater than for comb,
but it is serviceable for years. With comb-hon-
ey production one must put money into sections

and foundation every year without knowing
whether there will be any use for them; but with
extracted-honey production there is no need of

spending a cent for cans, etc., until the honey is

actually in sight. Furthermore, because of the

greater ease in controlling swarming, and the less

amountof attention given to the details of manage-
ment during the season, one can handle a greater

number of extracted-honey colonies, and thereby
materially augment his gross earnings, at least in

the number of pounds produced. In localities

where honey does not candy rapidly, it is not nec-

essary to extract until some time during the late

fall or winter, thus giving the whole time to pro-

ducing through the summer, and leaving profit-

able work for the winter.

I wish to call attention again to the fact that

wax is very valuable, and that much of it can be
produced when colonies are run for extracted

honey. Great quantities of wax are lost each sea-

son if the bees are not allowed to use it in build-

ing comb. The bees use it for other purposes if

there is no comb to build. When scraping sec-

tions I save the scrapings, which appear to be al-

most entirely propolis; but when melted they

yield considerable wax. Then I have many
times seen nice white wax used to fill cracks about
comb-honey supers; and when there are full sets

of combs already built to hold every drop of hon-
ey to be stored, I have found workers loaded
with wax scales, cracks stopped with wax, burr-

combs put hereand there without stint, and, when
not needed, bits of wax built against the quilts

over the top-bars, sometimes amounting to a

quarter or even half a pound—all this apparently

done just to get rid of the surplus wax by using

it where propolis would ordinarily be used. If

the colony clusters outside the hive the bees will
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put liitle knots of wax even on the hi\e-walls. So
far I have said nothing about wax scales that may
be dropped. We can not see these, because the

bees of a strong colony will not leave any sort of

chip of wax or any thing else where we are likely

to see it. I think that burr and brace combs are

the richest in wax of any thing we get wax from,
and they are evidently built, at least partly, to

get rid of the surplus.

I know that I am going contrary to popular
opinion, but I have simply told the results of my
experience and observation. Ready made combs,
during a rush of honey which comes on sudden-
ly, are valuable, but otherwise they should be
uspd only as baits.

In producing extracted honey I should use a

brood chamber of ten or twelve frames instead of

an eight-frame brood-chamber when running for

comb honey, in order to prevent robbing of the

stores.

Loveland, Col.

[Our correspondent has struck on a very im-
portant topic, and one that should merit not only
careful thought but extended discussion. It in-

volves the problem of the production of wax for

market. It has been generally assumed that the

bee-keeper outside of the tropics can not afford to

produce wax in place of honey; but as editor of

Gleanings we see in our general correspondence a

tendency toward the feasibility of producing wax
for market instead of honey alone. It is one of

those questions that will not down; and //"wax is

produced involuntarily, and if in the production
of comb honey a large amount of natural wax is

lost, then producers should stop and think.

Vou will notice in the foregoing that we have
put the two //} in italics, for we would not at this

time go so far as to make the positive statement
that wax is produced involuntarily, whether it be
used in comb-building or not; but we are anx-
ious to get hold of additional data that may have
some bearing on this question.

If we mistake not, the Apicultural Expert, Dr.
E. F. Phillips, in the Division of Entomology,
Washington, D. C, has been giving this matter
some attention If so, some bulletin will doubt-
less have some important data that will mean
much to bee keepers.

—

Ed.]

MOVING BEES SHORT DISTANCES.

Does it Pay to Move Colonies Two or
Three Miles and then Back Again to

a Desired Location?

BY CAREY W. REES.

It is necessary for me to move an apiary about
40 rods; and as we are not likely to have cold
weather here to keep the bees in the hives more
than a few days at a time, I have been at a loss

to know just how to proceed.
Some time ago it was so cold that the bees were

not flying, and I moved ten hives. The next day
was cold, and only a few bees flew; but some that
did fly returned to the old location, and after a
short time entered hives near by without loss by
fighting. The weather continued like this for
three days, and then came a warm day, and the
bees flew as in summer time More bees return-

ed than before, and entered o'her hives; but as I

did not think those were much loss, or not enough
to warrant me in moving the bees two or three
miles, and allowing them to stay for two or three

weeks, and then move them to where I want
them, I concluded to try the plan again, which
I did when the weather was warm and many bees
were flying; but I don't \\ ink that any more bees
came back than before, and nearly all returned
that did come within a few hours, as nearly as I

could tell.

To-day I moved ten more hives, and let the

bees remain shut in until noon, then opened and
left them fly; but I smoked these last ones well

a number of times. I do not know whether any
of these returned. If so, it was only a few. This
was a very warm day, and the bees were flying
as in summer time and carrying in pollen. I do
not know if they are getting any honey or not;
but a neighbor told me a few days ago that his

bees were getting a little honey. He said that
he caught some of them and found sweet nectar
in their honey-sacs.

How can any one tell to a certainty that fewer
bees are lost when moved two or three miles than
when moved a quarter of a mile, as the ones that

are lost in the field are not seen.? What means
have we of knowing.? Since they must be famil-
iar with all the territory within a radius of two
or three miles, isn't it reasonable that they could
as easily return that distance as a quarter of a
mile.?

Lytle, Texas, Dec. 15.

[Hives of bees can be moved at any time of the

year; but where they are moved less than half a
mile there is sure to be more or less returning of
the old bees. In the fall, after cold weather has
set in, there will be much less of this returning
than during the early part of autumn when the

weather is warm. In your case, or in any local-

ty where it is likely to turn warm every few days,
we would advise putting the bees to be moved
down cellar during the coldest part of the winter,
and keeping them there about six weeks. They
can then be placed in any spot desired.

You ask how it can be known that bees will

return when moved a short distance, more than
when moved a long one. Very easily by weigh-
ing up the colony. As bees do not ordinarily
fly more than one and a half or two miles, if they
be put in an entirely new location they will re-

mark their new home by taking note of every
thing in the vicinity. If we move baby nuclei,

containing only five or six hundred bees, two
miles or more they will hold their strength after

being moved; but if they be carried only a short
distance, these little boxes will be more than
likely to be pretty well deserted in twenty-four
hours unless these little clusters are formed of
several lots of bees mixed together.

As a general thing, bees are not familiar with
territory more than a mile and a half distant at

the most. Probably a mile will cover 95 per
cent of their range of flight.—En.l

THE ALEXANDER PLAN INDORSED (N ENGLAND.
I have found that Alexander's method of

strengthening weak colonies by placing them
over strong ones answers very well.

Bedford, Eng., June 3. F. W. MooRE.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

COMB-HONEY GRADING-BULES; A CRITICISM.

I wish to take exceptions to the editor's note

on page 1316, Nov. 1, in reply to the article by

J. C. Davis on grading comb honey.

We have been trying to educate our brother bee-

keepers so we might improve our grades in comb
honey. The illustration is marked " properly

graded honey." In the first place,no illustration

should ever be published showing as much un-

sealed honey in any grade.

In the second place, I fail to see where the il-

lustrations fit even the Eastern grading-rules,

and I claim that such cuts are misleading to

amateur bee-keepers.

For several years 1 have had trouble with bee-

keepers who have shipped honey with me iq car

lots, who tried to grade their honey by the rules

published in Gleanings. We western bee-keep-

ers believe that the fewer grades we have the bet-

ter, as long as all the honey is covered properly.

As the editor says, we get so small a precentage

of so-called "fancy" honey that we have no use

for the fancy grade. At the last annual meeting

of the Colorado State Bee-keepers' Association we
revised our grading-rules, and included another

grade called No. 1, light amber. Our rules in re-

gard to this require the same weight, proper cap-

ings, etc., as is required in No 1 white. In fact,

it is No. 1 honey in every way except that it is

slightly off color. We believe that no honey
should be placed in the regular grades that has, be-

sides the outside row, more than 25 unsealed cells.

N. L. Henthorne,
Sec. Colorado State Bee-keepers' Association.

Platteville, Colo., Nov. 23.

[If the reader will turn to the Colorado grad-

ing-rules published occasionally at the head of

our Honey Column elsewhere he will understand

better the arguments of our correspondent.

—

Ed.]

ALEXANDER'S BEES DO NOT REACH ALL THE
BUCKWHEAT IN THE LOCALITY; THE MATTER
OF OVERSTOCKING IN A BUCKWHEAT COU.NTRY.

I think Mr. Orton's ideas, page 1504, Dec. 15,

are entirely correct in regard to the amount of

buckwheat reached by Mr. Alexander's bees be-

ing greatly overestimated I'm something of a

walker, and during my spare time in the two
seasons I worked for Mr. E. W. Alexander I

traveled the roads in every direction around De-

lanson. I think not a tenth of the land in reach

of his bees was ever sowed to buckwheat in one
season, and most of this was of the poorer Japan-

ese sort.

I believe that the number of colonies that can

be kept in one locality has been greatly underes-

timated. I now have about 150 colonies here;

and around me within a four-mile circle are more
than 1200 colonies belonging to my neighbors.

In spite of this, I got more honey per colony

than did any of my neighbors that I know of,

and some of them had twice the amount of buck-
wheat and not a quarter of the bees. I even beat

the Alexanders a little, though their big yard ten

m les away by road was second.

Mr Oiton was wrong about the Alexander
honey-tanks, as each tank holds only t-ivo tons

or about eight tons in all. They are hardly
large enough, as it takes a two-ton tank to ripen

the honey properly from 150 extracting-supers in

a good honey-flow. R. V. Cox.
Sloansville, N. Y., Dec. 21.

[When we visited Mr. Alexander, some years

ago, he said he had found some of his bees, which
he traced by the line of flight back home, in

buckwheat-fields three and even five miles away
from his home. Ordinarily bees do not fly that

far; but he said that, in a hilly country such as

he had, they would fly further across valleys than
over level country or through woods and under-
brush. It was not difficult for us to understand
Tv/iy /50 colonies could be supported in one api-

ary, when Mr. Alexander offered this explana-

tion.

We remember also how Mr. Alexander point-

ed out fields that were some three miles away,
and some even five miles. As his apiary was lo-

cated on a hill, the bees, if they have long dis-

tance vision (and he thought they had), could see

these white patches, and naturally go to them as

fast as the nectar supply in nearby fields was
taken up.

Then another fact that he gave us was that his

bees undoubtedly gathered a very large part of

the honey from asters, which were in bloom
about the same time.

—

Ed ]

HOW DID THE QUEEN GET IN THE OTHER HIVE.'

Wishing to add more rapidly to my small api-

ary I bought two colonies of bees June 18th.

One of them did not incie.ise, and upon examin-
ation I found that the bees had four combs drawn
out, but no signs of queen or brood. I waited

two days and went through the hive again very

carefully, but could find no signs of a queen; but
there was a capped queen-cell on one of the

combs; and, being curious to see the inside, I

clipped the end of the cell off but there was no
larva inside. The queen-cell was surrounded by
about fifteen drone-cells containing larv^, which
I would think indicated a laying worker, although
there were no eggs nor larva? in any of the work-
er-cells.

I cut out these cells and introduced a queen in

the usual way, leaving her in the cage three days
before releasing her. The minute she crawled
among them they balled her. I put her back in

the cage and tacked a thin piece of pasteboard

over the hole in the cage, but at the end of two
days they had released her and killed her.

I gave them a fiame of brood from another

hive, but they refused to raise a queen. I then

gave them»three capped cjueen-cells from another

hive, but they immediately cut them out.

In August I had a very large swarm come off

another hive, and after hiving it I placed it by
the side of the queenless hive that had been tear-

ing down the cells, intending to unite them in a
few days. Three days after, I proceded to unite

the two colonies; but when I opened the queen-
less hive I was surprised to find just a small hand-
ful of bees with a queen, also a number of the

brood-cells containing eggs.

I immediately closed the hive and carefully

went through the swarm that had been placed
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next to it, but could not find the queen. I tlien

took the brood-frames out of the hive containing

the queen and handful of bees and placed them
with the swarm, and you never saw a more con-

tented lot of bees, not one of them offering to

fight.

L Why did the queenless colony accept the

queen from the swarm when she crossed over

(which she evidently did)?

2. Why did she go to that hive? Was it to

use the brood-frames drawn out by the queen-
less colony?

3. Why did the bees in the queenless colony

go to the new swarm except the handful that

stayed with the queen? Willis N. Zeitler.
Punxsutaney, Pa , Dec. 4.

IThe probabilities are that the first hive to

which you refer contained laying workers; at all

events, the behavior of the bees toward the queen
and queen-cells that you gave them is quite in

line with what such a colony might do, although
as a rule it will accept cells. The swarm that

you put beside the laying-worker colony was
probably much stronger numerically; and such
being the case it would absorb the bees from the

weaker colony. When two colonies are set side

by side, it generally happens that the stronger

will draw from the weaker. The former will

make the bigger demonstration in front of the

entrance. The mass of bees in the air has a ten-

dency to go to the colony where there is the

strongest Hying. In the case under consideration

it is not at all strange that the laying-worker col-

ony became weaker and weaker.

It is not easy to account for the fact that the

queen of the swarm should desert her old colony
and go into the other. It may have happened
somewhat in this way: The swarm, after you
placed it beside the other, came out unknown to

you, and returned. But the queen, by mistake,

went into the wrong hive, that is, went with the

laying workers. If their hive at the time was
very largely depleted in force, the remaining bees

would probably accept any thing in the shape of

a queen; for it is much easier to introduce to a

weak stock than to a strong one. Again, it is

true that a colony will sometimes refuse to ac-

cept a caged queen, but will take one that goes
into the hive by mistake. Why this is so, we
can not explain. Colonies are like persons.

Some of them have queer freaks, and will at times
do any thing contrary to all rules and precedents.

Your questions we have already answered in

our general statement.

—

Ed.]

NO OANGIR IN GROUPIVG COLONIES CLOSE TO-
C.ETHER FOR WINTER.

On page 1427, Dec. 1, a correspondent of Mr.
Doolittle proposes to winter a number of colonies
together, with the hives set so close tiiat they
touch each other, except the entrance part, which
will face outward, packing underneath, on top,

and all around the whole with chaff or carpet, so
that the heat of the whole will keep all warm and
at an even temperature.

This is an economical way to get all the ad-
vantages of double hives, as I assume, from the
entrances facing outward, that they are to be left

open for the winter. The heat from adjoining
colonies would hardly affect any seriously, as I

have placed my hand under the top cushions of
several hives in freezing weather, and found it

hard to locate the cluster by the warmth; and
even if a colony gave out much heat, the experi-

ments of Mr. Cieo. W. Phillips, which appeared
in Gle.'\nings some time ago, would show that a

colony can be entiiely surrounded by a tempera-
ture of 70° and winter successfully, when the en-

trance is open, thus giving good ventilation.

A windbreak would be a necessity, though, on
all sides but the south, in this locality. By plac-

ing the hives in two rows a few feet from the

south side of some building, one row facing the

north, back to back with one facing the. south,

the use of windbreaks might be avoided. It

might be a good plan to place a half-story or su-

per with chaff or cushion in it on each hive, then

place the next tier. The confusion of the bees

when their location is changed in fall and spring

is the greatest difficulty to be overcome and deter-

mine as to whether the plan is practicable or not.

Elyria, O., Dec. 19. W. J. Miller.

[The greatest objection to this grouping plan

is the confusion when the hives are placpd on
their summer stands. In spite of this there are

some prominent bee-keepers who winter this way.
The heat of the cluster in cold weather is not

very pronounced.

—

Ed.]

HOW MUCH DOES A DEALER MAKE ON HONEY?

I should be pleased to have you give me some
idea of how much a merchant generally makes
on a section of honey. If a section is retailed at

20 or 25 cts. , what would be a fair price for a
bee-keeper to receive? There is so small an
amount of honey raised here that we know little

about it at home. The honey shipped in is not

liked because of the condition it arrives in, and
there is not much shipped in any way. I always
get a good price for my honey, but have taken
different prices, as some merchants, before know-
ing the quality of the honey, pay less than others.

Farris, Wash. Miss Anita A. Byers.

[Some years ago it was figured out at a conven-
tion that honey sent to the city on commission,
and selling at 15 cts. per lb., would net the pro-

ducer only 10 cts. The 5 cts. was supposed to

cover freight, drayage, leakage, and commission
at 10 per cent. If the dealer or the one who sells

to the consumer pays 15 cts. he will sell that

same honey for not less than 18 cts., and he may
get 25. Much will depend on the market, and
whether the dealer has a fancy trade or an ordi-

nary country trade.

Where a producer can sell locally we advise

hini not to send honey to the city, but take it

around to his own grocers. From these people

he can get 15 cts., if he can get any thing, pro-

viding the honey is No. 1 or fancy. If it is a

country store, such honey will sell to the con-
sumer for 18 or 20 cents.

—

Ed.]

A TARIFl ON HONEY AND WAX NOT FAVORED.

I am sorry that the Detroit convention recom-
mended a higher tariff without a general discus-

sion of the question, because there is at present a

tendency to recede rather than to advance from
the extreme stand generally held in this country.

Judging from effects in general, the almost cer-
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tain advance to consumers of wax and honey and
products of which they are a pait, the adjustment

to new conditions which the change in rates im-

plies, and the doubtful utility of the tariff itself

to accomplish the desired results, I would most
respectfully record my vote against any raise in

rates.

Those who advocate a higher tariff ostensibly

for the purpose of excluding diseased honey and
wax are open to suspicion, inasmuch as theexclu-

sion of unwholesome and dangerous substances

may easily be controlled in our imports without

a tariff; and, like beneficiaries of tarif? in general,

they wish to conceal their intentions under the

cloak of public welfare. They keep our eyes on

the dangerous germs of foul brood while they qui-

etly abstract from the public 5 cts. on wax and 2

on honey, and this, too, while we are trying to

get the people to consider our honey a desirable,

cheap, and wholesome food.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Dec. 3. E. G. Mann.

MEETING OF THE CHICAGO NORTHWESTERN BEE-

KEEPERS* ASSOCIATION.

An exceedingly interesting meeting of the

Northwestern Bee-keepers' Association was held

at the Briggs House parlors, Chicago, Dec 2 and
3. '1 his association represents territory in Indi-

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Iowa. It was
largely attended by the bee-keepers of Cook
Co., of which there are upward of a thousand in

the county and three hundred inside the city lim-

its of Chicago.
On the subject of the control of the price of

honey, many deprecated the practice of selling

the crops at whatever price might be offered.

One man told of the sale to a Wisconsin grocer

of a large amount of the finest kind of white-

clover honey for 10 cts. a pound. The plan of

communities of bee-keepers organizing to con-

trol prices in their vicinity was advocated. One
bee-keeper told how he and two others had made
and kept an understanding as to prices, and how
each, year after year, had disposed of the crops

without any undue sacrifice. Another member
told of the sale of 50,000 lbs. of honey in one
town. There had been a distribution of not less

than 2 lbs. per capita at fair prices.

Mr. Whitney, of Evanston, said that there

never would be any great improvement in this

matter until the bee-keepers of the country are

brought into the associations, induced to attend

the meetings, and constantly take and read a

bee-paper, so that they may be enlightened as to

profit-making in the industry. Ignorance was
thought to be at the very root of such matters,

and this ignorance must be cleared away by the

work of the men and women who are woiking
members of associations and readers of bee liter-

ature. The crying need is to get the apiarists,

or, rather, men and women who are bungling
the business, to get into the bee-keepers' fold.

The meeting voted, through a resolution, to

ask the legislature of Illinois to pass a law to

govern the conduct of apiaries to the end that

dreaded disease may be prevented, cured, or en

tirely wiped out.

The care of colonies in winter was discussed.

Some of the men who have built commodious
houses in the suburbs, and have an abundance
of basement room heated by furnaces, are mak-

ing use of such wintering places, the temperature
being closely regulated. Many of the old bee-
men are still keeping their bees outside, making
use of leaves in one of the supers, and leaves to

bank up to keep the bees warm and dry. Some
of the city bee-keepers are already making use

of cement for hive-stands. Cement blocks set

flat and solid on the ground are now in use.

Ravenswood, 111. J L. Graff.

WHAT WAS THE CAUSE OF THE LOUD HUMMING
OF ONE COLONY IN THE CELLAR.'

A few days ago I went down cellar to see how
the bees were getting along, and, to my surprise,

I heard a loud humming in one of the hives.

The entrance was covered with wire cloth so the

bees could not get out. I carried the hive out of

the cellar so that the other bees, which were very

quiet, would not be disturbed, and placed it in an
out-building, and there it stands, with the bees
still trying to get out.

The colony is about as heavy as when I car-

ried it down cellar, and I think the hive contains

plenty of honey. The whole thing weighs some-
thing like 45 lbs. Every thing is nice and dry
about the hive, and I surely don't know what's
the matter.

The cellar is very dry, and the temperature is

about 50 or 55. O. E. Sundry.
Zumbrota, Minn., Dec. 26.

[Some colonies will bear being shut in a bee-

cellar with wire cloth over the entrance, and
others will not. In the average cellar it is our
opinion that it is far better to leave the entrances

open just as they are used during summer. If

you had removeH the wire cloth from the colony
that made the loud humming the bees would have
subsided, probably. Under the circumstances

we would advise you to remove it at once, no
matter where you keep the bees.

—

Ed.]

SEALED COVERS VS. ABSORBENT CUSHIONS.

Why do you recommend sealed wooden cov-

ers over the frames, with packing above, for win-
tering, while Mr. C. P. Dadant holds exactly

the opposite view, viz , that absorbing cushions

should be used .' See his article in last issue of

the American Bee Journal. W. F. Cox.
Garden City, Mo., Dec. 12.

[We recommend sealed covers to the average

bee-keeper because such persons will secure

better results than with absorbing cushions.

While Mr. Dadant may be able to do better

without the sealed covers, it is our opinion that

bee-keepers as a rule will do better by having the

t-^p of the hive sealed, and covered with warm
packing We have worked both schemes at our
yard here at Medina; and while some years the

absorbing cushions gave the better results, yet

year in and year out the sealed cover comes out
ahead.

—

Ed.]

ALSIKE AND RED CLOVER NOT KILLED BY
DROUTH, BUT WHITE MAY BE AFFECTED.

We had a bad season after the first of July,
for there was no rain from the first of July until

the middle of October—about one hundred days.

We are having some rain, but the ground is

wet only six or eight inches deep. I thought
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the alsike clover was dead, but it is ojreening up
somewhat. Red clover is all right; but 1 am
afraid the white is dead.

My bees were run down in numbers, and short

of honey; but I doubled up and prepared 16

stands for winter. I tried the paper plan in unit-

ing automatically, and found it works well. I

moved colonies from anywhere in the yard, and
never lost a bee. This was during the first of

October, when it was very warm.
R*LFiGH Thompson.

Underwood, Ind., Dec. 7.

[We think you will find the white as much
alive as the other clovers next spring.

—

Ed.]

SUMMER DROUTH, NOT FALL, KILLING CLOVER;
"not much ROOM TO COMPLAIN."

I notice in your Christmas issue that you de-

sire to get more reports as to whether drouth in

the tall kills clover. Mr. J. B. Hall, of Wood-
stock, Ont. (who, I am sorry to learn, has suffer-

ed a paralytic stroke, and may not be able to re-

ply to your request), has always been looked up-

on as one of our best Canadian authorities on

bees or any thing pertaining thereto, and I heard

him state at a convention that " it is in August
that clover is killed through drouth." The last

rain that we had of any account was during Au-
gust (I mean in Stratford district). We had a

terribly dry fall, but the clover looked fresh and
green, although very short. As to my own judg-

ment, I dont think that white clover will either

winter or spring kill; but both alsike and red will

spring-kill if the ground is bare and the weather

sunny with frosty nights. In the day time the

sun melts the frozen ground, and it falls lower

in the roots of the clover; the frost at night

hardens it up again, and, swelling as it freezes, it

takes a Iresh litt at the clover and holds it there.

Next day and following night the process is re-

peated, and so on until finally it is sticking up
beyond hope. In the absence of snow this danger
could be prevented by a slight sprinkling of straw.

A JOKE ON A. I. R

That's a good picture of the Detroit conven-
tion, but your father reminds me of a man who
was riding in a street-car, when two very fleshy

women came in and planted themselves, one on
either side of him. Presently the conductorcame
along, and, happening to know the gentleman in

question, queried, " Hello, Jack! how are you
getting along.'" Jack glanced to the one side,

then to the other, and finally replied, "Well, I

haven't much room to complain."
Poole, Ont., Dec. 31. David Chalmer.

DROUTHS KILL GRASSES, ETC., THAT TEND TO
CHOKE WHITE CLOVER.

White clover grows in old pastures and fence-

corners in competition with red-top, June grass,

and the like, and its prosperity depends on what
helps or hinders it in getting ahead of these oth-

er plants. If a great fall drouth like the present

killed a large per cent of both kinds of plants and
prevented the grasses from starting from seed in

the autumn, they would start anew in their rivalry

in the spring. But every one knows that the do-
ers have the grasses " skinned a mile "when it

comes to sprouting and growing in the spring

from seed. In a field of ours I think I can no-

tice a decided gain of the grass, due to the two
successive wet falls in the past; while dry weath-
er late in the season, some years before, tended
to help the clover.

The white clover I find under the snow to-day

seems as mucK alive as one could expect it to be;

and I do not believe it could be whipped out ex-

cept by a great midsummer drouth followed by
heavy rains in September, giving the grass a

chance to sprout and pre-empt the ground in the

fall. Ben P. Edgerton.
Hicksville, Ohio, Dec. 4.

freezing and THAWING LIFTS CLOVER OUT BY
THE ROOTS.

We had a drouth this fall, but it will not hurt

the clover as much as wet ground would, com-
bined with no snow and cold. The freezing and
thawing is what lifts the clover out by the roots.

During a dry spell the freezing does not hurt the

plants so much I am looking for a good clover

crop in the spring. The alsike clover looks very

well now. I am farming 140 acres.

Middletown, Pa. D. J. Eshleman.

CLOVER FOR NEXT YEAR DOUBTFUL.

It has been real dry here. The new seedingjs

pretty slim. I was talking with a neighbor a

few days ago, and he said he paid out over $150

for seed last spring, and he would not risk it for

a hay crop. He said he would mow his old

meadow for hay next year.

Norman McLeod.
Ionia, Mich., Dec. 7,1908.

what is MEANT BY WINTER - KILLING OF CLO-
VER.

On page 1488, Dec. 15, a question is asked in

regard to the winter-killing of clover. If we have

much freezing and thawing during the winter, it

heaves the clover up, yes, sometimes pulls it clear

on top of the ground. This is very hurtful to

clover. And then sometimes a drouth in April

or May does much damage to clover when it is

pulled up during winter. Harry Lipp.

Defiance, O., Dec. 28.

DROUTH KILLED WHITE CLOVER.

The drouth has killed our prospects of white-

clover honey for next year. I expect to ship'my
bees to mountains about 40 miles away.

Corbin, Ky., Dec. 10. O. R. Weaver.

SAN FRANCISCO QUOTATIONS TOO HIGH.

I noticed in an article on page 1426, Dec. 1,

you ask for opinions of California bee-keepers

on the San Francisco quotations. In reply I

will say that they are too high. I have just re-

turned from Stockton, which is 80 miles from
San Francisco, and connected by a waterway,

thereby having cheap transportation; and while

there I saw large quantities of choice comb honey
retailing at 3 sections for 25 cents. I have sold

about 600 lbs. here at the same price, and that is

about the average price to the producer, instead

of 17 cts , as you have quoted.

Orosi, Cal., Dec. 8. Roy Stevens.
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By a. I. Root

Brethren, if any of yoo do err from the truth, and one convert
him; let him know, that he which converteth the sinner from
the error of his way shall save a soul from death, and shall hide a
multitude of sins.

—

Jamks 5 : 19, 20.

Jesus saith unto them. My meat is to do the will of him. that
sent me, and to finish his work.

—

John 4:34.

On our way down to Florida we reached At-
lanta, Ga. , about 3 p.m., and were told that our
next train would not leave until 9: 13 that night.

What should we do with the six or seven hours
that lay before us in that great and growing city.?

I went first into the grocery stores to see if I

could find the address of any bee-keepers on the
honey offered for sale, but didn't find any near
by. Had we known of this stop-over 1 would
have provided a list of our subscribers. A po-
liceman told us we should visit Lake Park, two
miles out on the trolley line, and we passed an
hour or two viewing the fine collection in their
zoological grounds; also the wonderful cyclorama
of the civil war in that vicinity. I talked with
the car conductor about prohibition irt their beau-
tiful city, and he assured us the " lid " was kept
"on " pretty faithfully.

A lady passenger informed us that a mild beer
was sold to some extent, but not very much.
•Old topers objected to it because it took so
much of it to "do any good," and the authori-
ties were discussing shutting down on that aho,
because it seemed to keep alive the old appetite
in others. Mrs. Root suggested we go in and
sample it; but the places that had the " near
beer" signs out were hardly fit for a lady to go
into; and, besides, there was a general air about
such places of "nothing doing." I still think
Mrs. Root's point was a good one. Christian
parents should make it a point to go into all places
where their children are likely to go, and they
should also sample the thing the children are like-
ly to sample. With this idea in view we visited

a mo\ing-picture show. A scene from the Ara-
bian Nights was most wonderful in its get-up;
but we should have admired it more if some of
the nude (or almost nude) dancing girls had been
left out.

After supper Mrs. Root sat down to await our
train in the beautiful new depot; but I went out
on the street, and I must confess almost with a
dissatisfied feeling with the selfish way I had
been so far using the bright new day. I think I

had just breathed something like the little prayer
I have been telling you about of late, " Lord,
help me to learn the lessons thou art striving to

teach me," when I looked into the plate-glass
windows of one of the largest and finest barbering
establishments I ever came across. I decided to

go in and get slicked up before I met my Florida
friends I passed perhaps a dozen chairs before
I found a vacant place.

Let me digress a little here. While it is true
that some people " talk too much," especially on
trivial or unimportant matters, it is also true that
we who are "hungering and thirsting" after

righteousness mmt talk and get acquainted or we
can not do the Master's work. As I sat down in

that barber's chair I really had no thought of
lending a helping hand to any one in such a place

with such surroundings; therefore I was almost
startled when the young man said, abruptly:

" I have to-day broken off on tobacco. I have
given it up for good."
Had I been among a lot of bee-keepers I should

have suspected some one was putting off a joke
on me; but as I glanced into the face of the
speaker he looked so honest and sincere that I be-
came convinced the dear Sa\ ior had heard my
little prayer, and this was a part of the answer
Said I:

"My good friend, it would seem, then, that
you have some good reason for not waiting until

New Year's day. Do you mind telling me •xt/y

you have given up tobacco for good.?"
"Well, for one thing it makes me nervous;

and for the trade I am just learning, one wants
all his nerves."

It occurs to me just now that a barber also
wants a clean s-veet breath, if anybody does, be-
fore he comes so near the face of his customer.

" Will you mind telling me of the other rea-

sons why you are so determined to break off.?"

"Well, I have a boy thirteen years old who
has never used it; and how can I caution him
while I use it myself.?"

I wanted to jump out of that chair and take
him by the hand at this; but I was not quite
ready yet. Listen:

" My boy has been swearing, and his mother
said she feared she would have to punish him for

it; but I said, ' No, no! don't punish him. I am
afraid he has heard me swear. I will stop it for
his sake, if for no other, and we will both make
an agreement to break off.'

"

May God be praised for this simple honest tes-

timony. Some of you have laughed at me be-
cause I urge you to get married and have some
boys and girls; but can you not see from the

above how a wife and a boy brace a man up to

be a man created in God's own image.? May
God bless and strengthen that boy, and all other
boys like him, to do the work that none but a boy
can do. This new-found friend told me further
that he had once before given up tobacco ior four
years, and then went back. He said, too, he used
to drink somewhat, but the Atlanta wave of re-

form had helped him to give it up. No, he was
not going to church, but he had gone several

times to Sunday-school with that same thirteen-

year-old boy.

Why, that boy is a messenger of righteousness,

and doesn't know it.

By this time workmen from other chairs were
listening. A man near by, who was waiting for

a customer, edged up to us while I exhorted my
friend to ask the Lord Jesus Christ to take the

tobacco, swearing, strong drink, and all the rest,

and make a full and complete job of it. He
partly gave me a promise, and thien for the first

time Satan got in a finger and suggested that

these people were all "laughing in their sleeves"
to see an old man make himself ridiculous in

such a public place as a fine up-to-date "tonsorial

parlor." I am not sure I have got the name
right, but it was something like it.

I went over to the fine depot, and told Mrs.
Root about it, and then added:

"Sue, I have not yet had my afternoon nap,

and 1 really must have a little sleep or I can not
hold out until after nine o'clock

"
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We fixed my overcoat and luggage so I could

curl down pretty comfortably ; but just as 1 was

dozing off I caught a glimpse of a face that seem-

ed familiar. It was the man I had been talking

to. He and his friend from the next chair, know-

ing I did not leave until nine, had come over for

a little motf counsel — that is, if I did not mind
giving them a little more of my time; and I was

fearing I had been laughed at. Vou all know
what the Master said to Peter — " O thou of

little faith! wherefore didst thou doubt?"
Both were married; each had a boy; and be-

fore I finished both had given me their hands

with a pledtje to accept the Savior I had held up

to them. They also promised to go to the pastor

of their respective churches and tell him what

they had promised me. Tney said thtirwi\es

would be more than ready to go with them. In

fact, one wife was already a member. Both are

going to write me and report progress.

Dear friends, it is a good thing to get people

interested in gardening, bees, or poultry; but

when you start the inmates of a home, as God in

his great mercy permitted me to start these two
young men, every thing else falls into insignifi-

cance. Our first tpxt tells the story. It is not

only "saving a soul from death," but— go back
and read that story about the "whisky-jug."
Think of the wreck and ruin it caused. Now
view the contrast, "shall hide a multitude of

sins "
I want to see a report from one or both

of these men on these pages; and who knows but

we may, sooner or later, hear from that thirteen-

year-old boy.' One of these men lives near Geo.

E. Boggs, somewhere in North Carolina. If I

remember, friend Boggs is a Christian man, be-

sides being a \ery successful bee keeper. Will
not he give a little push on this ball I have start-

ed rolling.' Right here something makes me feel

that my good friend Geo. E. Hilton might have a

word to offer in regard to what I have been tell-

ing you. After these friends were gone Mrs.

Root asked if I had better not take my nap. To
my great surprise I did not feel sleepy at all, and
then I remembered that, after the Master had
talked with the woman at the well, his disciples

urged him to partake of the food they had
brought. Our second text tells us what he said

— " My meat is to do the will of him that sent

me, and finish his work."

HIGH-PRESSURE GARDENING.

The letter below should have been given last

spring, but it was crowded out; but as it con-

tains facts of much interest to many of our read-

ers we give it place here:

HUiH-PRRSSlTRB GARDENING IN FLORIDA.
Mr. A. I. Riti:—As you are so much interested in gardenine I

think Tou should not fail to come up and visit the "Celery- City."
Biadentown and vicinity is a tame affair compared with this

place. I surely believe it would be time well spent for you, and
a pleasant surprise. I hid heard considerable about the celery

here, but had no idea it was grown on the scale it is. I think

tkere are more than 1000 acres here, and now is the height of the

harvest. If you wait fifteen days before coming, much of the

crop will be cut.

One acre is yielding about 1000 crates, and sells at $2.25 per

crate. Celery land cleared, and ready to go to work on, is sell-

ing at from $1000 to $2000 per acre. W. W. Grim.
Saoford, Fla . March 2.

In fact, in a few days I hope to be able to give

a report in regard to celery-growing in Florida,

ri^ht up to date.

Poultry
Department

" NOTHING TO DO BUT TO GATHER THE EGGS," ETC.

My seventy laying hens all seemed glad to see

me, as Mr. Rood suggested they would be; but

I found very soon there XL'rt.f something to do be-

sides" just gathering the eggs." Mr. Rood is so

busy just now gathering his strawberries that he

delegated the chickens to one of his helpers, a

very good man indeed, but not particularly a

chicken man. I found four hens sitting on china

nest eggs. One hen was laying in the incubator-

cellar, so near the edge of the shelf that several

eggs rolled off; but they didn't strike the cement
floor and break, for the tile drain had got stop-

ped, and they dropped into the /oo/ of ivater that

covered the floor. In a nail-keg under the porch

were 14 eggs, but evidently not "strictly fresh."

Under the Touse a lot of eggshells indicated « here

the skunks had dined " sumptuously. " My flock

of nearly 100 had been decimated by owls that

took them out of the pine-trees by night. These
owls kill their prey by striking their sharp claws

through the head of the chicken. Mr. Rood
frightened the owl away with his gun one night,

and had the chicken for breakfast. The day of

my arrival (Dec. 18) I got three eggs {xom the 70;

the next day four, and the third day five. I ex-

pressed my $5.00 male bird and a buff Orpington

pullet from Medina to this place at a cost of

$2.70. Both stood their three-days' trip in fine

shape, and the third day the pullet commenced
laying again.

Last winter I told you of Mr. Rood's big crop

of lettuce when lettuce happened to be such a

drug on the market that I fed great wheelbarrow

loads of it to my chickens. Now listen. When
we left in April a fine crop of Irish potatoes had
taken the place of the lettuce. After the potatoes

were dug and sold he took from the same ground

a crop of hay (beggarweed, I think), and to-d ly

great stools of strawberries laden with green and

ripe berries are on that --very groutid. I confess I

can't understand it. He says the berry-plants

were set out in September, and now they are full

of fruit. This ground is not only heavily fertil-

ized, but it is expensively tiled, and under sub-

irrigation.

I have told you about the wonderful mulber-

ries that grow in this region. Well, last winter

I bought of Reasoner Bros. (Oneca) half a dozen

little trees. I don't think they were over three

feet tall; but to-day their branches extend up 15

to 20 feet, and the trunks are as big as my arm.

They are on a strip of ground near an open ditch

in the poultry-yard, where I grew " sprouted oats
"

all last winter. Mr Rood says they will likely

bear fruit before we leave in April. If they do,

there will be some wonderful berries, you may
be sure. Oh, yes! one of the four " sitting hens "

was iTiy "fighting mother" of two years ago. I

suspected it when I went to shut her up, and her

leg-band told the story; and on account of "old

scores"! took pity on her and " scraped up"
fifteen eggs and—let her sit. I didn't give her

the eggs that rolled off the shelf into water (as

fast as the hen hid them) either.
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A BEE-ESCAPE FOR CHICKENS.

I take the following from the Farm and Home
for Feb. 1, H08:

I find it very convenient to arrange a gate that the henj can

open for themselves going one way, but through which they can

not return. In most farm poultry-yards hens escape frequently

one way and another, but are soon glad to get back with the oth-

ers if there is a chance to le-enter the coop. A small gate is set

inside of a large one, as shown in the cut. The slats may be

made either of heavy wire or of wooden rods fastened between
two strips of board at the top, and hinged on a piece of wire.

When the hens are inside tie gate they can not get out unless
the large gate is open; but when they are outside they can enter

by pushing their heads between the slats of the small gate,

which rises, allowing them to pass through, and then falls back.
The hens learn very quickly to push their heads between the

slats to get back into the yard.— I. A. Fiske.

I have been holding the above now for nearly a

year in order to make some experiments in the

matter before putting it in print, and I have gone
far enough to decide there is very great need of

some simple apparatus— something that can be
sent by mail, if possible—that will enable chick-

ens to get into the yard but not to get out of it.

I have made several arrangements that worked
fairly well, except that the chickens, sooner or

later, contrive in some way to get out through
the escape as well as get in. They are wonder-
fully sharp and ingenious; in fact, I have some-
times thought one might almost teach a chicken
to read and write if he were to exercise patience

and pains enough. Now, I wish some of our
bright inventors would set to work and get up a

successful device that could be furnished for a

few cents, and sent by mail. I will advertise any
such successful arrangement free of charge. As
mentioned in ihe clipping, chickens will get out
of almost any yard now and then; and it is also

true that they are very glad to get back inside

again if there can be openings at hand; but this

opening must not let others get out while the

others are getting in. A gate that can be opened
and closed again by pulling a long string does
the business nicely, but we want something that

is automatic. Whatever it is, it should be lo-

cated in some corner where you can drive the

chickens where they will see it readily. We are

selling, year after year, hundreds of dollars'

worth of bee-escapes that permit the bees to pass

out but not in. Why should we not have a sim-

ilar arrangement for chickens?

And, by the way, there ought to be not only
different sizes for different breeds of chickens, but
I feel sure many times it would be convenient

to have something of the sort for quite small

chickens; and these small ones could surely be
sent by mail.

SIX EGGS A DAY WITH ONLY SIX HENS; ONLY 25 TO 40 WITH
100 HENS; ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT PARTRIDGES

AND QUAILS.

Dear Mr. Root:—Some time ago when you gave your experi-
ence in keeping a " hennery " I wis sorely tempted to write you
of my success, but did not; but now since you have invited cor-

respondence in reference to pheasants (rufled grouse) I will

give you some of my experience with both.

Last fall, when we were about to leave for Florida we had
about 100 chickens—possibly 90 nens and 10 roosters. We were
getting from 25 to 40 eggs per day, and thought we were doing
fairly well. We sold off all but six pullets, which we left in the
care of my nephew. When we came home in April we got our

pullets. I purposed getting a male bird, but neglected it. But
meantime the six pullets gave us just six eggs per day, and sel-

dom during the past month have they failed to give us the half

dozen. I make no comments. I didn't get a male bird after all.

As to the partridges, I have had a good deal to do with thesi

ever since a boy. In my younger days they were very plentiful.

1 was an expert with a rifle, and many a " topknot " I cut off

while the birds were " budding " in the spring. I considered a

roast partridge about the choicest dish in all the menu. I have
tried to domesticate them, but never succeeded in raising one till

it was half gown. I put the eggs under a hen; but as soon as

they were hatched the little birds would skulk off into the grass

and die. Not so with quails. I have had them run with a hen
till they were grown, and would seem as tame as the common
chickens; but in the following spring they usually would mate
and go off to the fields, no more to return.

I think it has been beneficial to me having spent the cold

weather in the South. W. C. Gault.
Savannah, Ohio, Aug. 6.

Your report corroborates the princip-l point

in rhe Philo system. Six hens kept by them-
selves will lay ever so many more eggs in pro-

portion than 60 or 100; but so far as my expe-

rience goes your plant will cost ever so much
more to have a little house, to say nothing of a

dooryard for every six hens; and after getting it,

it is a big lot of work to manipulate the doors,

stairways, etc.

PLANTING BASSWOODS IN THE FALL; SOMETHING
ABOUT BASSWOODS AND RABBITS.

Dear Sirs:—A year ago this fall I got some basswood-trees of

you. They nearly all grew well this year; but my difficulty is

during the winter. The rabbits gnaw off the buds. Do you

know of any preventive—something not injurious that could be
brushed on? Piotecting a large number of small trees by means
of paper, etc., is rather laborious and expensive. I have carbolin-

eum, and I notice it is applied to trunks of trees to keep away
mice; but 1 should be afraid of injury if applied to buds or upper

parts of small trees. J. R. Coleman.
Birr, Ont., Nov. 4.

Friend C, we are very glad to know that you
succeeded so well with fall planting. We had
trouble with rabbits just one spring. They ate

off all the buds as high as they could reach, and
even stood on their hind feet to get the highest

ones. I know of no remedy except putting a

two-foot fence around your nursery, made of the

cheapest kind of wire netting. I did this in

Florida, and the rabbits never got over it. By
setting a steel trap close to the fence on the out-

side we got quite a number that ran clear around
the inclosure trying to get in. I can not tell

you whether the carbolineum would hurt the

young bees or not. Can some of our experiment

stations inform us?

A. I. BOOT IN HIS FLORIDA HOME.

Please, friends, do not send orders for goods to me here in Flor-

ida. I have nothing here whatever to jf//. Of course, I can send

your letter on to Medina, but that makes delay and possible con

fusion. The only thing 1 have to " give away " is advice, and

that is always freely and gladly given if you inclose an addressed

postal. The mtst of you can write your address so your own post-

master can read it. I am very busy down here, but I can always

stop long enough to grasp a pencil and fill a postal card providing

I don't have any worry about getting the address correct; and you

know 1 am now husbanding my energies so as to hold out for that

one hundred years.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

ENCOURAGING RAINS IN CALIFORNIA.

During the latter pr;rtof the season, conditions

were any thing but favorable for honey in Cali-

fornia. There has been unprecedentedly cold

weather and drouths. While the former, perhaps,

would not have made very much difference with

the yield from the sages, the latter would. We
just received word from Mr. M. H. Mendleson,
at N'entura, dated Jan. 11, to the effect that con-

ditions in his vicinity have greatly improved on
acconnt of splendid rains, and these rains had
continued clear up to the time of his writing.

Already it has done, he says, a lot of good, and
bees are breeding up fast.

UE LOVE HIM FOR THE ENEMIES HE HAS MADE."

The big corporate interests are still after Dr.

Wiley's scalp. The fact is, that gentleman can
not be coerced, scared, nor bought. For years

he has been a thorn in the flesh of some of those

food concerns that have been putting out cheap
whiskies, and adulterations, or poisonous pre-

servatives in foods to keep them from spoiling.

This servant of the people, according to their

program, must be disgraced and put out of of-

fice. Tiie crowd that has been using benzoate
of soda, a poison which they use to preserve cer-

tain foods that are not up to the standard, are

particularly bitter in their attack. If Wiley
wins out it will mean the loss of thousands of

dollars to them, but a probable saving of the

lives of thousands of innocent children as well as

some adults. Every one should write to the

Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,
and to the President of the United States, asking
that Dr. Wiley be retained. While we have no
idea that he will lose his position or standing
with the powers that be, it is proper that the Sec-
retary of Agriculture and the President should
know that the best people of this country are

back of him—and of them too, for that matter.

Dr. Wiley's opposition appears to be backed
by organization and millions of capital, and, as

a matter of course, they are leaving no stone un-
turned to accomplish his undoing. Fortunately,
we have some of the great journals like The
American Grocer, The I.outsiana Planter and Su-
i^ar Manufacturer, and The Ne-xv York Times
stand ng up for him; but the people should make
thfmsel-i.es heard also.

We note with pleasure that the New York
State Wholesale Grocers' Association, that met
on the 12th of last month in New York city.

adopted some ringing resglutions indorsing him
as a " man of unassailable honesty," and " one of

the chief champions of pure food."

OUTDOOR-WINTERED COLONIES UNDER SEALED
GLASS COVERS; SEALED COVERS VS.

ABSORBENTS.
We are again making a series of observations

relative to the condition of colonies in chaff

hives, said hives having a large sheet of glass set

in putty over the tops of the frames, thus making
an hermetic sealing. It will be remembered we
made some observations of this kind about ten

years ago when sealed covers were up.

The arrangement makes it very easy to note
the position, size, and condition of the cluster of

bees on different days by simply removing the

telescope cap, together with the tray containing
packing material which rests down on the glass.

The colonies under glass are doing nicely, and
the clusters are healthy so far as can be seen.

As heretofore, we find the clusters mainly near

the front of the hive over the entrance. Nine
times out of ten this will be the position of the

bees during the fore part of winter, and they re-

main there until the stores are consumed, neces-

sitating a change to the center or rear of the hive.

The glass covers show just how the moisture
is disposed. Near the outside edges and around
the corners moisture in the form of sweat will be
found; and as it collects in the form of drops it

trickles down the sides of the hive; and as all

hives slant toward the front, the water will run

out at the entrance. When we have absorbing
cushions this same moisture goes up into them
making them damp. In this condition during
extremely cold weather the cushions freeze. A
damp cushion or one frozen is a bad thing next

to and on top of the bees.

PROGNOSTICATING A HONEY FLOW.

The article by Mr. Virgil Weaver, in this is-

sue, on how to prognosticate a flow of honey
from white clover, contains much food for

thought. We shall be glad to have our readers

go over it carefully, and see if the theory put

forth by our correspondent tallies with the facts

in their localities. If Mr. Weaver is right* it

may be necessary for some bee-keepers next sum-
mer to adopt migratory bee-keeping—that is, find

pastures new. Some of our most successful bee-

men have done that and are still doing it. For
example, Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, of the Bee-

keepers' Revieav, finds that not all the raspberry

bushes in Northern Michigan have been burned.

* It will be noted that Mr. G. M. Doolittle, who is known as

a close and accurate observer, in his article in this issue appar-

ently does not agree with Mr. Weaver.
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Near two of their yirds there are some patches
that probably will give them their usual crop.

In localities where the berries have been burned
he will move to the alsike regions. Then, as he
properly remarks, no one knov^s what the willow-
herb will do two or three years hence.

It is important that every producer study his

locality, and, if possible, ascertain whether he
will have a crop auother season. It is Mr. W.
L. Coggshall, of Groton, N. Y , who Mr. S. A.
Niver reported used to shin up basswood-trees
early in the season to study the condition of the

buds in order to gain from them some idea as to

whether there would be a crop from basswood or
not.

BEE-CELLARS; WHFN A LARGE AMOUNT OF VEN-
TILATION IS REQUIRED.

This year we have only 14 colonies in the cel-

lar, where formerly we had as many as 200 to 250.
The temperature runs considerably above tO, and
yet the bees are wintering finely. When we had
a large number of colonies in this same cellar, the

bees became very uneasy until we put in a tin

pipe connecting the outdoor air with this inner
cellar. There was so great a difference in tem-
perature that there was a good circulation, and
so long as fresh air kept pouring into the bee-
room they would keep quiet, providing the tem-
perature did not go too high.

It is true that one can winter bees in a reposi-

tory with but little ventilation— that is to say,

with the cellar closed up tight; but such winter-
ing is possible only when the temperature is kept
uniformly at 45, or at least not varying more
than one or two degrees. In such condition the

bees go into a state of semi-hibernation, when
respiration is very low. When the temperature
goes higher than 50 or 60, there must be an abun-
dance of fresh air.

Just as we have been learning that air from
outdoors will cure consumptives, and make sick

people well, we are also learning that fresh air

for the healthy makes them more vigorous in

mind and body. What is good for man is also

good for bees; and why not.? Even in the poul-
try world it has been discovered that fresh air is

a very important factor for the chick as well
as the mature hen. So, then, if the temperature
of your winter repository is variable see that ihere

is suitable ventilation.

WINTERING BEES IN A WARM ROOM.

On page 1489, Dec. 15, we referred to the fact

that we had a colony of bees in one of our offices,

stationed up in front of the window, having an
entrance channelway from the hive to the sill on
the outside. It will be remembered that Mr. G.
W. Phillips, one of our former employees, win-
tered successfully two years in succession, a col-

ony of bees in this way in his college study
room, where a fairly uniform living temperature
was maintained throughout the winter. He
found that the bees not only wintered well, but
reared brood, and actually increased in strength.

The results of the experiment thus far in our
office are highly satisfactory. The colony is

raising a lot of good brood, and fresh-laid eggs
are found in some frames. Young bees are

hatching out, and the colony seems to be pros-

pering very much as any colony should in May

or June, notwithstanding it is too cold for the
bees to fly. Every two or three weeks there has
been at least one good day when the bees could
get an airing. The temperature in the office is

kept at about 68, and does not vary very much
throughout the winter.

If this colony should continue to do as well,

we shall seriously consider putting up a house-
apiary, the same kept warm by steam. Each
colony will have an entrance outdoors, and the
covers will be sealed down. " But, hold on,"
some of our readers will say; "A. I. Root tried

that over thirty years ago, and it proved to be a
failure." Yes, we admit that; but he had noth-
ing but a common kerosene-stove in order that

he might have a uniform temperature. Over the

tops of the frames he had nothing but quilts

loosely placed. It is presumable that the air in

the room was fouled by the lamp, causing un-
easiness on the part of the bees. But where steam
heat is used, the air will not be affected, and, be-

sides, every colony will be shut in, deriving its

supply of air from outdoors.

Just suppose that this plan should prove to be
a success. One could have tremendously strong
colonies early in the spring. While brood-rear-
ing would necessarily consume the stores, yet

the trade of syrup or honey for young bees would
be a good one.

There really seems to be no reason why a col-

ony or colonies having entrances leading out-

doors, with the hives inside kept at a temperature
of 70 degrees, should not give good results. One
would naturally suppose that the warm air sur-

rounding the hive during mid-winter would force

the bees out; but, strangely enough, the bees
from our indoor hive never fly out except when
the bees in the chaff hives in the large apiary

come out.

The sides of the hives in the office are of glass,

and it is a pleasure to see those healthy bees ly-

ing almost dormant, but spread out over the

frames as if it were summer.
This is an experiment that any one can try,

and we suggest that our readers try it and report

results.

SHIPPING HONEY IN CARLOADS ON SIGHT DRAFT
WITH BILL OF LADING ATTACHED; SOME OF
THE TROUBLES OF THE SHIPPER AND CON-
SIGNIE.

Through the various correspondence that has

been going on through this office for the last five

or six years, it is increasingly apparent that the

plan of sending a carload of honey, freight, c. o.

d., is far from satisfactory. Time and time again

we are called on to arbitrate differences between
shipper and consignee. It happens in most cases

that the former is not the producer, but a middle-
man who has bought up various lots of honey—
enough to make up a carload, and then puts it on
the market. The honey is sold at a stipulated

price, freight c. o. d., that is, the bill of lading
with sight draft attached is sent to some bank in

the town of the consignee for collection The
latter is allowed the privilege of examining the

car before unloading; and if it is not satisfactory

he may refuse it.

So far the deal looks simple and fair to both
parties; but, unfortunately, it does not workout so

beautifully in practice in many cases. If the con-
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signee lives in a city,the opportunity for inspection

is very limited. He may not have the car side-

tracked, possibly, for several days. He can not

very well get at it except in a big freight-yard,

vrhere there are hundreds of other cars closely set

in together; and even when he gets into the car

there is but very little opportunity for him to

look over the contents. The fact of the matter

is, even in large or small towns the honey can

not very well be looked over without removing

the entire shipment; and that, of course, means
acceptance; and even when removed, he finds the

front cases of comb honey sometimes faced with

the best goods, leaving the inferior out of sight.

Such examination as the consignee may make in

a car fails to a great extent to give an idea of the

contents of the entire shipment, and right here is

where the jangle comes. The shipper retorts to

the complaint of the consignee something in this

way: "The honey was shipped to you with the

privilege of examination before paying the draft.

The fact that you accepted it and paid the draft en-

titles you to no consideration. If it is not up to

specification you should not have accepted it."

The consignee has very little redress in law if

the shipper is not disposed to arbitrate. He has

the whip hand and the law'^ on his side, and he

can do just as he pleases about making any al-

lowance for short weight, for improper grading,

or badly filled or off-colored sections.

The great trouble with this sight-draft bill-of-

lading manner of doing business is that it begets

carelessness, not to say dishonesty, on the part of

the middleman who makes up the shipment, be-

cause he knows that the consignee will have very

little chance to examine the goods. If, further,

he puts the poorest down in the bottom or in the

back end of the car, and the best goods near the

door, he has the consignee at a great disadvan-

tage, for the latter may assume that the first run

will hold up clear through the car, accept the

shipment, and pay the draft. The result is a

nice little row; threats to show up the other fel-

low through the journals; lawsuits, etc.

We know of no reason why carloads of honey
could not be shipped to a responsible house, and
paid for in ten days, like all other goods. This
puts a check on the shipper; and if the house is

responsible, and has a reputation for fair dealing,

a producer or middleman who collects the ship-

ment runs very little risk in getting his pay. He
will see to it that the noney is up to representa-

tion clear through the car. If it is not, the con-

signee can well afford to pay the expense of the

shipper to come and examine the goods and the

two appoint a referee to settle the difference.

It may be said, however, on this kind of deal,

that some of the commission houses that are not

honest would take advantage of the fellow

at the other end of the line. Perhaps; but a lit-

tle inquiry will usually reveal who can be trust-

ed. Shippers would do better to deal only with
known and responsible houses rather than to be
attracted by glittering high prices from an un-
known concern.

It would seem to us that a possible solution of

the whole difficulty, f)erhaps, would be, in the

case of unknown firms, to ship the honey freight

• We showed thii to ocr atlorney since the above was written;

and he sayi if the consignee can ihoiv that the shipper misrepre-
sented the erading or weights he can recover, even thoagh he did

accept the car.

c. o. d., but instruct the bank that the goods are

to be unloaded and examined thoroughly before

the draft is paid. It might take a week's time to

go through the shipment. In case the honey is

not accepted, the shipper should be notified by
wire, and either be asked to come on and take

charge of the goods or instruct some other house
to take them.
There are two other objections to the general

plan in vogue of sight draft with the privilege of

inspection. If consignee rejects the car, the

shipper must immediately find another buyer.

Perhaps he can do it at once, but more often he

can not, in which case demurrage will be charged
up to him. Suppose it is cold weather; then the

honey in the mean time suffers irreparable dam-
ages. Suppose the car is bumped into by anoth-
er car and the honey broken. The railroad com-
pany is responsible; but it is not an easy matter

to prove and collect for damages. On the other

hand, if the consignee is allowed to unload the

car, the points of difference between the parties

to the sale can be settled while the honey is in

safety.

The real seat of the whole trouble, after all, is

carelessness in grading, or, perhaps, we had bet-

ter say, in some cases dishonest grading. If the

goods are carefully packed, and up to standard

as to weight and for each grade, there will be no
trouble, even on the present basis. Such a policy

is bound to be a winner in the end; for more cars

can be sold at the same place, and probably at

higher figures, than the other fellows who are

known to fall below the grades called for.

We have had so many complaints in the last

few years of these carload shipments that we feel

tempted at times to give all the facts, with the

names of the parties to the deals, and let the bee-

keeping public judge for itself. A little airing

is a good thing sometimes, and we may be oblig-

ed, for the good of the fraternity at large, to open
things up. But we much prefer not to do so if

matters can be adjusted between the parties.

A POINTER TO THOSE BUYING QUEENS.

We have been having some correspondence

with Mr. G. C. Greiner, one of the writers of

Gleanings, regarding queens for next year. We
sent him one lot of queens from a choice breeder

which proved to be satisfactory; but the second

lot did not come up to the first by considerable.

After some little investigation it developed that

the latter were from another breeder. We then

stated that the breeder of the first lot had died,

but that we had a few of her tested daughters

which we would sell for $5.00 apiece. But he

replied by saying he would much prefer to pay

$30.00, the amount he has appropriated, for 30

untested queens from an extra-choice breeder

than for six extra-select queens from that same
breeder at $5.00 each. His argument was this:

That out of the 30 untested he could himself se-

lect at least five or six queens that would be the

equal of our $5.00 queens; and, besides, have all

the others, two dozen, ranging in valuation from
$2.00 to $3.00. No, it did not pay him to buy
high-priced queens; but he thinks it is a good
practice to lay in a good stock of choice untested

queens from a fine breeder, and Mr. Greiner i-S

right.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Miller

CariyW. Rees, p. 63, ought to try shaking

the bees in front of the hive after moving that

short distance. I have considerable faith in shalc-

ing for that purpose. [Good suggestion, and it

will work too.

—

Ed.]

A. I. Root used to have honey peddled from
a vegetable-wagon. Joseph Tinsley, Irish Bee

Journal, p. 76, gets a milk-seller to sell honey.

The milk-wagon has the advantage that it goes

every day in the year. [Good suggestion!

—

Ed.]

Fhank C. Pellet, you're all right about feed-

ing below in winter when the cluster is down
enough. Y^Q done some feeding that way, but I

used comb honey. But are you not a little off

in your second sentence, page 5^.? You prefer a

pan of syrup on top to any of the feeders on the

market, because " there is less danger from rob-

bing than from an entrance feeder. " Are all the

feeders on the market entrance feeders? Can a

pan of syrup on top be any safer from robbers

than a Miller feeder?

R. C. Aikin's articles are thought-provoking,

and that one on page 61 is no exception. I think

there is more money in comb honey than extract-

ed _/br me, else 1 would extract. But I seriously

question that under general conditions as much
comb as extracted can be obtained. I 'm not sure

but I'll say under any conditions. If as much
comb can be obtained, please give us an instance

of a single case where, other things being equal,

25 or 50 colonies gave as much comb as an equal

number, side by side, gave of extracted.

Don't go crazv in too much of a hurry about
shaking bees. That it makes them tame as kit-

tens is valuable; also that it makes them stay

put when moved. But neither of these things

proves that shaken bees store more honey. I

don't say they don't, but satisfactory proof is yet

lacking. [No, we would not get "crazy;" but
somebody must have enough enthusiasm to try

out the thing, whether there is any thing in it or

not. We positively know that it is a great

help in bringing about the safe introduction of

queens.

—

Ed.]

R. GoELDi, Sc/i-Tveiz. Bztg., 176, reports this:

Drones were hatched out in a super over an ex-

cluder, and, of course, had never flown. One
evening he took the super back of the apiary and
took off the cover. Promptly the drones sailed

out, circled about, and went straight to the hive

from which they had been taken. He counts
this proof of the sharp sense of smell of the drones.

A skeptic at my elbow suggests that from the su-

per also flew workers which knew their old loca-

tion, went to it, and started a call at the entrance,

and the drones followed them. [Quite right.

—

Ed.]

Don't any of you beginners look at that pic-

ture on page 60 and conclude you'll go to using
box hives for fancy comb honey. If Mr. Spick-

ler had used a movable-frame hive he would have
gotten just as many and as good sections, and his

bees would be in better shape for the future.

Neither should you decide to hive four swarms
together. To get 76 sections from each of those

early swarms, if hived separately, would be noth-

ing remarkable. [Beginners are not likely to be
misled by the picture. It is interesting to show,
however, what even poor conditions can produce.

—Ed ]

Here's what we need: One or more stations

where all the stock is such that pure fertilization

is certain; also parcels post. Then you can send

a virgin in a fertilizing-cage with % lb. of bees

and yi lb. or more of candy, and have her return-

ed a laying queen. Visionary? Well, that's

just what they have in Switzerland. [Half-

pound packages of bees will be sold extensively

next year. Any thing under 3 lbs. will go as

cheaply as by mail from California to Maine.
Half-pound and one-pound packages of bees weigh
respectively 214. and 3 lbs. It follows, then, that

the express charges from Medina to San Francis-

co, for instance, on a half-pound or a pound
package of bees will be only 68 cts., and that Is

figuring the express on bees at 1>^ times the or-

dinary rates. The express for 300 miles would
be correspondingly less, or about 50 cts. Ap-
parently, then, we do not have to wait for parcels

post.

—

Ed.]

HoNiY sold at 15 cents costs 5 cents for dray-

age, freight, leakage, and commission, p. 65. I

should like to see a concrete itemized statement

for that. I think that 5 cents ought to be cut in

two unless the amount sent be very small or the

distance very great. [At a meeting of the North-
western Association, held at Chicago some fif-

teen years ago, a certain man named Dr. C. C.

Miller was present, and also ye editor. The
question was asked, if comb honey sold in the

open market at 15 cents what would be the net

price the producer ought to get on an average?

As nearly as we remember, the figures stood 10

cents to the producer if the honey brought 15

cents. It is up to you, doctor, to show the fig-

ures, for you are the fellow who helped make
them. Let us examine some of the items: There
is freight, commission, cartage, leakage, storage,

shortage, and, on large amounts, insurance; and
in the case of some commission houses, dishon-

esty.

—

Ed.]

Extracted honey "can be kept indefinitely,"

says R. C. Aikin, p. 62. That's orthodox; we
all say it; but there may be no harm in sticking

a question-mark after it. See what Wesley Fos-

ter says, p. 21. Now if honey deteriorates like

that, so as to lose all of its honey flavor, and be-

come only a sticky syrup when kept in a comb,
is there not sojne deterioration when kept in a

can? [Mr. Aikin's statement is a little strong.

While honey will keep a number of years, and
still retain its character, if not overheated, yet

there is apt to be a slight deterioration, both in

flavor and color after the sixth or seventh year.

Just the other day we found a sample of moun-
tain-sage honey that was put up by A. I. Root in

1885. It was laid aside and was not discovered

until a few days ago. The honey was not can-

died in the least; but it had turned to the color

of ordinary buckwheat. We did not test it for

its flavor, for the amount was small, and we knew
that the Bureau of Chemistry would be glad to

get it providing it had not been tampered with

by any human tongue to change its character.

—

Ed ]
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE
ABOUT THE CLOVERS.

" Mr. Doolittle, will you please tell what you
know of the drouth and winter-killing of the clo-

vers? I see so many different opinions expressed

in Gleanings that 1 do not feel it should be left

there; for in the part of York State in which I

live we are almost entirely dependent on the clo-

ver for our crop of honey. As you live on about
the same degree of latitude th.it I do, your knowl-
edge in this matter would be of help to me. If

the drouth has killed the clover, then my honey
crop must be a failure till the clover gets a foot-

hold again.

"

On page 1487, Dr. Miller says, " No rain fell

from August 11 till Sept. 27— 47 days," and he
further adds that an examination of his pasture
revealed an "abundance of young clover," even
after such a prolonged drouth. VVe hardly had
rain enough to lay the dust in our public high-
ways from Aug. 1 to Nov. 1, or for 102 days,
and yet our clover, where not killed by too short

pasturage, seemed as lively as ever when winter
set in. I have never, in all my experience, known
of clover being killed by drouth. The roots go
to a depth of from a foot to twenty inches in the

soil, so are able to stand all the drouth we ever

have in this section of the country. I was quite

sure of this before this fall; but when some of

our most noted agriculturists went into print with
the statement that we had all better hold on to

all the old hay we had, because the drouth was
killing, or likely to kill, all of our meadows, I

took especial pains to watch the results. Even
the timothy and June grasses are mostly alive, so

that a favorable spring will bring us out in good
shape. Therefore I think the questioner need
have no fears for his crop of honey from clover,

if the season from now to blooming time is as

good as the average, unless the farmers of his sec-

tion are so careless of their best interests as to

"pasture their land to death." Dr. Miller found
the conditions in his horse-pasture much the same
as we find them here, where horses, young stock,

and especially sheep, are kept too near the starv-

ing-point on pastures and meadows during the

latter part of the drouth.
Dr. Miller seems to question the statement, p.

1426, that " what kills the clovers \s r\oX drouth
but too much water in the ground, and hard
freezing, resulting in what we farmers generally
call -Lintcr-tilling,^' and well may he question
such an assertion. But the doctor is nearly as far

out of the way, since he thinks that "it isn't so
much freezing that hurts as thawing " But he
gets very close to the matter in the next few words
where he puts the blame on rapid freezing and
thawing. But under certain conditions, rapid
freezing and thawing have no bad effect on clo-

ver, as will be explained further on.

I have been a close observer regarding this mat-
ter for forty years, or ever since I began keeping
bees, and every observation showed the same
cause for the winterkilling of the clovers. They
heave out Now, what is meant by "heaving
out ".' With the ground full of water it becomes
very soft, and thu " puddles" itself close around
the crown and upper part of the tap root of the

clover-plant. Now it begins to freeze, and in
doing so the crown and top of the root are grip-
ped by the expansion of this puddle until they
are held as in an iron grasp. As the freezing also
lifts the soil by its expansion, the clover root is

stretched as the process goes on; but as there is

a little elasticity to the roots, this first freezing
does no harm, even if the continued cold causes
the ground to be frozen one, two, three, or four
feet deep, as is sometimes the case on some of
our exposed land. Whenever there comes a thaw
after this first freezing, no harm comes to the clo-
ver by its freezing again afterward, no matter
how often, so long as there remains an inch or
more offrozen ground underneath; but if the thaw
is continued until all the frost goes out of the
ground, when it comes to freeze again the crown
and root are again gripped at the top; and as the
stretch has already been taken out of the roots by
the first freeze (the soil about them having be-
come loosened through this freezing), they are
now lifted by the upper expansion of the soil,

and thus the whole plant is materially injured by
being lifted upward. Another thaw comes; the
puddled soil settles; again it freezes, with anoth-
er grip about the top of the root, and again the
plant is lifted. If this continues long enough,
either during winter or early spring, the plants
are lifted little by little during each change of
the temperature that goes below the freezing-
point, till the whole of the plant, roots and all,

lies prone on top of the ground. Whole fields

are then winter-killed, if all of these fields have
soil of like heaving nature. All clay, clay loam,
muck loam, and such like soils, are called "heav-
ing" soils, because, when they become saturated
with water, they incline more or less to become
soft and run together like thin cream; and as

each freezing and thawing tends to fine the soil,

the more freezing and thawing there is, the tight-

er the grip of each succeeding freeze, and the

greater the lift each time. Sandy or porous soils

do not tend to puddle any more than any soil

would when dry, and the clovers are little injured
on porous soils during winter, or on any soil

which is dry, or where the frost, after having en-
tered the soil, holds sway until the final thawing
in the spring. It is the continued freezing and
thawing, at any time of the year, after the first

hard frost has gone out of the ground^ that win-
ter-kills the clovers on heavy land.

If the roots are raised only very slightly

—

from one -fourth inch to one -fourth their

length—then they are injured to a certain extent,

but not so much but that they will nearly or
quite recover, if there is a wet spring, so the

drawn roots can catch hold of the soil again.

But with a dry spring, following a heaving win-
ter, the most of the clovers on heavy land are

winter-killed, whether drawn quite out of thesoil

or not.

I hope that this discussion may give a little

help to those who have not understood the win-
ter-killing of clover

Alfalfa roots so deeply that it is a very rare

thing that frost ever enters the ground deep
enough to disturb the lower part of the roots;

and the root, being so strong that it rarely breaks
off through the pulling process, is able to stand

and thrive on soils where the other clovers can
not survive except during a very favorable winter.
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES
By W. K. Morrison

MORE PREJUDICE.

The Gaceta Apicola de Espana is quite angry,

and with good reason, for the chief of the rural

police at Castellon de la Plana has just promul-

gated a decree forbidding the keeping of apiaries

within the territory under his jurisdiction. Our
Spanish contemporary does not mince his words,

and characterizes the decree as stupid. He says

it excites his compassion on account of the supine

ignorance displayed by one who ought to know
better; but he is also indignant at the slur cast

on bee-keeping as an industry, more particularly

as bees are recognized elsewhere as very benefi-

cial in agriculture.

#

LEVULOSE IN HONEY.

A correspondent in the republic of San Do-
mingo asks me the question, " How shall we get

the levulose out of honey? " The easiest way
known to me is to store the honey in a cool

chamber to granulate. Then slowly warm it in

a can having a perforated bottom. When it be-

gins to melt, the levulose runs first, leaving the

mass of honey sugar behind in the can. It ap-

peals to me very strongly, however, that tropical

bee-keepers can dispose of their honey to better

advantage. Honey-bread is very salable; and as

half of it by weight is honey, quite a lot can.be

disposed of in this way. I think most of it is

made by means of ammonia and not by yeast.

Honey-bread is very healthful, and good for per-

sons suffering from indigestion. It has the merit

of keeping sweet and palatable for months with-

out any special protection. It ought to sell any-

where. In New York it is sold at 25 cents a loaf,

and it is worth that.

BENZOATE OF SODA TO BE BARRED; THE EFFECT
OF THIS DECISION ON SYRUPS AND GLUCOSE.

On reliable advices it is stated the United States

Department or Agriculture will shortly issue a

ruling absolutely prohibiting the use of benzoate

of soda as a preservative of food. Of course, this

applies only to interstate commerce; but the prob-

abilities are that all the States having pure-food

laws will follow suit soon afterward. This will

have the effect of stopping the sale of a lot of in-

ferior preparations of catsup, fruit-butters, jellies,

jams, and syrups. It will injure the sale of glu-

cose, as the latter is much used in connection

with these manufactures.

Such a decision will greatly encourage legiti-

mate manufacturers who produce a line of such

goods in which only first-class materials are

used—that is to say, good ripe fruit and granu-

lated sugar. To say the least, this decision will

ha\e far-reaching effects. It will probably be

signed by all the members of Roosevelt's board

of experts, who, from independent experiments

made by themselves, have decided to support Dr.

Wiley in every particular so far as relates to ben-

zoate of soda in food.

MORE ALFALFA HONEY; MORE ALFALFA TERRI-
TORY.

The Colorado people are determined on sup-

plying us with more alfalfa honey. By an over-

whelming vote of 74,052 to 30, the settlers living

under ditch on the proposed Uncompahgre pro-

ject, which contains the famous Gunnison tun-

nel, have decided to tax themselves an additional

$10.00 per acre so as to furnish money to com-
plete the tunnel (now two-thirds built). The
original estimate of the cost of the whole project

was set down by the government engineers at

$25.00 an acre; but this estimate has proved too

low. The increased cost of material and labor,

together with the extraordinary difficulties in-

volved in constructing a large tunnel six miles

long through a spur of the Rockies has caused

this change. The tunnel will be concreted on

all sides, yet it will cost only $3,500,000. It

takes clear grit and great common sense to vote

like that. On these great United States projects

there will be no landlordism. No renting of

farms will be permitted. These enterprises are

the glory of our age.

LOWERING THE TARIFF ON UNREFINED SUGAR.

At the present moment a desperate struggle is

going on between opposing factions in the su-

gar industry. The sugar trust is fighting for

a low tariff, more particularly on unrefined sugar.

The reason is not far to seek, for the trust men
own or control immense plantations in Cuba and

Porto Rico. The present tariff was framed to

suit their wants, and a 20-per-cent rebate was al-

lowed on Cuban sugar, practically all of which

was clear profit for the sugar combine. They
do this by controlling all the refineries; and as

the tariff is high on refined and loiv on unrefined,

they absolutely control the sale of all foreign su-

gar coming into this country.

The United States consumes 3,000,000 tons of

sugar a year. Of this, 1,250,000 will come from

Cuba, 250,000 from Porto Rico, 400,000 from
Hawaii, and probably 300,000 from the Philip-

pines. The rest will come from the beet-sugar

districts in the West, and in Louisiana and Texas,

where cane is grown. With a little encourage-

ment ive can grotv all our otvn sugar ivith con-

suj?imate ease. Southwest Texas can produce,

without trouble, 1,000,000 tons of cane sugar per

annum, and Louisiana and Florida probably an

equal amount. The beet-sugar States can take

care of the rest. No increase in the price of su-

gar is necessary; but the tariff must be levied to

suit the sugar-planter, not the sugar trust. What-
ever influence bee-keepers possess will naturally

be placed with the men who gron.v the sugar, and

it may be very good policy for bee-keepers to line

up and help their fellows in Louisiana and the

West. The growing of beets in the West has

been a great factor in building up the coun-

try, but the industry is merely in its infancy.

It can be made a giant. Cuba can readily make
good the loss of the sugar trade by growing ba-

nanas, pineapples, avocados, mangoes, and simi-

lar crops, which give much larger returns than

sugar, and build up a superior civilization.

When it comes to levying a duty on honey
and beeswax the bee-keepers will be glad to have

the assistance of the sugar-oroducers.
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster.

COMB HONEY IN GLASS.

The method of putting up bulk comb honey

in glass, shown on page 28, Jan. 1, should never

be practiced where honey granulates at all easily.

One preserving company in Denver has been

bottling honey with a piece of comb inserted,

and it was very pretty when first put out, but is

now nearly all candied solid. On the bottles is

this label: "Should this honey granulate, place

bottle in hot water till liquid." The piece of

comb of course will melt, and form a mass of

wax on the top of the honey whenever this is

done, and will likely cause both grocer and con-

sumer to feel as if they had been sold a gold brick.

SORTING COMB HONEY.

If not already done, now is the time to re-sort

all unsold comb honey. One is almost certain

to find some which is candied, and this should be
taken out, as well as any that shows any signs of

granulation whatever. The combs that are can-

died solid can be cut out and rendered, and all

the partly candied sold for just what they are.

The best place to do this sorting is before a

good-sized window, so the combs can be held up
to let the light shine through if it will. The
edges of the comb next to the wood usually show
the first signs of candying.

Dec. 26 I went over sixty cases of comb honey
and found five of them candied or partly candied.

When selling honey to the home grocer it pays
to go over his stock occasionally and exchange
any which is canditd. There is often a great

loss of trade resulting from selling a good cus-

tomer a section of candied honey. The grocer
should know how to detect any slightly candied
section honey.

#
SIXTY-POUND CANS NOT STRONG ENOUGH.

Mr. Scholl is right, page 1493, Dec. 15. The
60-lb. honey-cansare too light. They should be
made of heavier tin. I have seen a can burst
when the case was dropped only a few inches,

and in handling two or three hundred cases weigh-
ing 135 lbs. each, one is apt to work with the

least effort possible, and often let a case bump
the ground too hard. Cans made of heavier ma-
terial can be secured, but they cost ten or fifteen

per cent more.
Second-hand cans should not be used for ship-

ping long distances, as they burst much easier

than new cans.

The cases also, in many instances, are too light,

and are made of very poor material. A case
should weigh fifteen pounds, and have a center
partition-board between the two cans. The
great percentage of broken cases is due to the
splitting of the end board, allowing the sides to

spread. I have had an end split while the case
was in my arms, and the cans fall out of the case
before I could set it down.

Freight-handlers use hooks in moving pieces,
and they strike these hooks into the hand-hole,
often breaking through the thin wood wall and

piercing the can itself. The hand-hole should
be done away with, and a cleat, say an inch thick

and two inches wide, nailed at the top, and also

one at the bottom at each end of the case. The
cover should extend over the cleats and be nailed

to them. These four cleats would save the ends
from splitting, and would make it even possible

for the end boards to be made of two pieces.

The two cleats at the top would also give a far

better grip for the hands than the hand-holes.

«
IRRIGATION, ALFALFA, AND HONEY.

I have read from time to time the reports of

new irrigation projects in the west by Mr. W.
K. Moirison. There are several points relative

to irrigation and bee culture in the West and
Rocky Mountain region which he has not brought
out—if he is familiar with the facts. On page 22,

Jan. 1, Mr. Morrison refers to the Garden City
pumping project of Kansas. Kansas raises alfal-

fa, some with irrigation and some without; but
alfalfa honey in paying quantities has never be-
come common. The same thing is true of Ne-
braska. From North Platte to Kearney are great

fields of alfalfa, but bees do very little there.

Alfalfa raised by means of irrigation, and lack-

ing the soil and climatic conditions, does not fur-

nish nectar. The mountain valleys and slopes,

both east and west of the continental divide, yield

the most continuously. When more than one
hundred milesawayfrom the mountains the crops
are very risky.

Another thing, a new irrigation district is not
profitable to the bee-keeper for several years.

The first year after water is to be had, alfalfa is

not sown. The next year there may be some,
but it does not bloom, and the third year is the

earliest to expect any nectar from that source,

and then it will be small. Five to ten years more
will be required for sweet clover to get in and
line the ditch banks and waste places, thus put-

ting on the finishing touches to a location.

In this connection there is one other point which
is of vital interest to Rocky Mountain bee-keep-
ers. There are alfalfa districts such as that sur-

rounding Ft. Morgan, Colo., where good yields

of honey were the rule ten years ago and now,
though alfalfa is still grown, the bees do not
make the surplus that they did in former years,

and most of the bees are for sale. The lower
part of the Arkansas Valley in Colorado is anoth-
er district where this is the case. A good many
things enter in to bring about this effect. First,

the plowing of the land for sugar beets, though
alfalfa is still grown very plentifully, and is the

best soil-renewer. Second, the farmers may cut

the alfalfa sooner than formerly. Third, insect

pests increase where the opportunity for life is

greater. The yellow butterfly, or one almost
yellow, works on the alfalfa, and undoubtedly
gets considerable nectar. Then the mite, which
causes the onion blight, is credited with getting

into the alfalfa bloom and making the nectar-

fountains dry up. The fourth element entering

in is the loss by the soil of the elements which
aid the plant to secrete nectar. The luxurious
growth and heavy nectar secretion seem to go
together, and alfalfa is not now making the rank
growth in several sections of Colorado that it did

ten or fifteen years ago, and the yields of honey
are not equal to those of former times.
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. HOLTERMANN.

That telescope excelsior cover, page 57, pleases

me. I use a telescope cover, and like it.

DUTY ON BEESWAX.

If bee-keepers used more wax than they pro-

duce, more than they produce at a profit, then

higher duties would injure them. If the manu-
facturers use a large quantity of beeswax which
the bee-keeper supplies, then a duty should
benefit the bee-keeper financially. My private

opinion for years, based in part on feeding, has

been that the cost of producing wax is greatly

overestimated. A bee brought up to the condi-

tion of wax secretion, and then kept at it under
proper conditions as to temperature, etc., could
be made to produce wax at a good profit with

wax at 30 cts. per lb.

Bee-keepers would also gain much by a more
frequent change of the combs in the brood-cham-
ber.

Where disease is likely to occur, a more fre-

quent change of combs should help much to

combat these conditions; and on that ground
alone, to encourage this added protection would
be well worth considering.

MOVING BEES.

On page 18 Dr. Miller refers to various state-

ments that have been made to the effect that bees

gain by being moved. There are probably few
if any men on this continent who have made
more moves with bees than I have. Last season

alone, as nearly as I can figure it, I moved four

car loads, four boat loads, and nearly fifty team
loads of bees. My experience convinces me that,

if bees are moved carefully, and extreme excite-

ment is prevented by ventilation and watering,

they benefit by a move, because they uncap
stores; but this can be accomplished with much
les? trouble and expense right at home. If bees

are not very carefully prepared and treated when
moving they may get excited, become thirsty,

and utilize the food which has been given to the

larvas, thus destroying them. This, of course, is

a very serious setback to a colony. When the

tongues of the bees are pushed through the

screen, and moved about in an excited way

—

gi'-ve

them n.vater.

MOVING BEES IN WINTER.

The above subject, page 17, Jan. 1, has exer-

cised many, and I feel particularly interested in

the subject at the present time. My first experi-

ence in moving bees in cold weather was in the

late autumn of 1901. I then bought a lot of

bees in New York, and had them moved about
two miles to the station by means of teams. The
car, during winter weather, was two days on the

way, and upon arrival in Brantford it was winter

weather with snow. The bees were hauled on
sleighs about a mile, placed without a flight in

winter quarters, in a first-class cellar. They
came through in excellent order with the exception

of one which starved, and there was no sign of

dysentery. The bees had clover honey for stores,

and some of them were on pretty close rations.

In another instance I bought 35 colonies, which
were hauled by wagon over 20 miles to the bee-
cellar here (this cellar is illustrated in the ABC
and X Y Z of Bee Culture). They reached the

cellar in the evening, and, not wishing to disturb
unnecessarily 483 colonies already in the cellar, I

left the 35 outside until next morning, when they
were taken down. I will report how they win-
ter. They were brought here Dec. 31, and at

this date, Jan. 11, after careful examination with
a candle, in no respect can I see any difference

between these and the other bees. The bees of

the one lot were as tightly clustered, and as ob-
livious to candle light, as those of the other.

THE MARITIME BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION

The Maritime Bee-keepers' Association, the

leading officers of which are portrayed on anoth-

er page, is an organization which is making a de-

termined effort to place bee-keeping on a better

footing in these provinces. It wishes to encour-

age in any one a desire to engage in the industry

if the person is so situated that he is likely to suc-

ceed. All the officers are men of weight and in-

fluence, and they come in contact with the public

in connection with the offices which they hold.

All the members of the association get Glean-
ings, and for the benefit of these and others it

might be well to point out that frequently the

bees store honey, in the fall of the year, from as-

ter, and, so far as I can judge from statements I

have heard made in Michigan, Pennsylvania,

New York, and Ontario, the bees are liable to

winter badly on such stores. Under such cir-

cumstances it is advisable either to put into the

brood-chamber combs of sugar syrup previously

fed, or to give the bees a 15 to 20 lb. feed of syr-

up made in the proportion of 2>^ parts of gran-

ulated sugar to 1 of water. Feed after a frost has

come to destroy practically all blossoms. Bad
wintering appears to be a common experience

with Maritime bee-keepers.

The quality of the honey exhibited at the an-

nual fair was the best I have seen there during

my three years' experience as judge and lecturer.

Mr. Baker, the secretary, had a particularly

fine display of honey, including very choice

comb. Others had extracted honey which would
pass in Ontario as of first-class quality.

The exhibitors were: B. W. Baker; Craig Bros.,

W. B. Wallace, Miss Julia A. Corbett, and Chas.

Pierce.

At this show Mr. Wallace had some comb
honey. It was not white, neither was it amber,

but rather a very light ocher color. He describ-

ed a plant, which we decided was hanihack, as

the source. After taking a section home and
cutting it I detected the hardhack aroma. Two
other members of the family, independently, did

the same. This honey has an excellent body, a

fair color, and is more aromatic than any other

Canadian honey I ever tasted. In fact, I would
have put it down as a tropical honey.

Rev. A. E. Burke, Alberton, P. E. Island, has

been of material assistance in helping bee-keepers

in organization. At the evening address on
" Bees, Their Modern Management and the Val-

ue of Honey as a Food," there were over 2000

people present. The Halifax papers estimated

the audience at 3000.
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OFFICERS OF THE MARITIME BEE-KEEPERS ASSOCIATION, N. S. , CANADA.
See " Notes from Canada " in this issue.

A BOTANY OF HONEY FLOWERS.

BY GRANT STANLEY.

One of the foremost questions a beginner is liice-

ly to ask is, "When shall I put on supers?" and
he is generally told to do so when he sees the first

white-clover bloom. I hardly think this is al-

ways a definite reply to the question. The be-

ginner may not have any white clover in his lo-

cality, or his bees may possibly need the supers

somewhat in advance of the white-clover bloom.
We also notice inquiries as to the source of cer-

tain pollen or honey the bees are gathering. We
see so many questions asked along similar lines

that I have often wondered why some one has not

undertaken the task of writing a book on the sub-

ject of flowers which are visited by the honey-
bees. We have many books devoted to bees and
honey production, but not a single volume has

come to my notice on honey flowers. A book
devoted to such flowers, and properly arranged,

would be of fully as much value to the bee-keep-

er as one treating on bees and honey. In fact,

the two belong together. Such a work would
certainly be indispensable to the beginner. He
could find out just what flowers to look for in his

locality; tell when they bloom, and whether they

yield honey or pollen. He could also ascertain

what kind of soil the various plants prefer, and
whether to look for them along the roadside, or

in field or forest. He could also find the nr.me of

a flower from the illustration shown in the hook,
and any other information that would likely be
of interest to bee-keepers.

Such a work would be of great value to the

bee-keeper desiring to move into a new locality

or another Stale, as he could find out in advance
just what plants abound in the new locality. The
book should contain every possible known honey
ey and pollen producing plant in America. It

•hould be durably bound, and of convenient size

to carry in the pocket.

THE EFFECT OF THE NATIONAL PURE-FOOD LAW
ON PRICES OF HONEY.

Just about the time of the passage of the pure-
food law, the editors of the various bee-journals
were extolling the merits of such a law so strong-

ly that I thought if only a portion of what was
being mentioned should turn out a reality, it

would certainly be a great boon for bee-keepers
everywhere. The editor of Gleanings seemed
to be in the lead in making reference to the value
of such a law. Scarcely an issue of the journal

came out without more or less reference being
made as to what we could expect or hope for

should the bill pass After watching the result

since the passage of this bill, I must confess that

it has done even more than was predicted. It

has worked wonders for bee-keepers, and will do
a great deal more. There is no doubt whatever
that it is the greatest law in the history of this

country, enacted in the interest of bee-keeping.

Since the passage of this bill, honey has been
steadily advancing in price, and the demand for

it the past season was greater than I have ever

seen it before. I notice that the merchants are

eager to buy in almost any quantity, and they do
not hesitate to pay an advanced price over that of

former years. They seem to have much more
confidence in honey than formerly, and upon in-

quiry as to whether the consumer had any suspi-

cion as to adulteration since the passage of the

law one merchant remarked that this had nearly

disappeared. I was also told there was an increas-

ing demand for honey since the passage of the

law. The passage of this bill has done more to

remove the suspicion of adulteration in honey
than years of advertising. Since the law became
effective we scarcely hear any thing mentioned
relative to adulteration. The passage of the law
has been the means of placing honey in the very
top notch of food luxuries. It has a market all

its own, and has no competition, and this is just

as it should be.

Now that we have such a law, it is the duty of
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Mr. Stewart is a frtsn-air advocate; he sleeps beneath an apricot-tree, opposite

his office and study.

every hee-keeper to see that the honey he offeis

for sale shall be of the very highest quality. All
the legislation in the world will not help our
hasiness if we are thoughtless and careless about
the quality of our product. We must make it

"food fit for the gods." See to the quality first,

then dress it neatly and attractively. It is the

quality of an article that increases the sales, and
not attractiveness or neatness. Attractiveness
without quality is a deception and fraud. So let

iis see that we allow our honey to remain on the

hives unt 1 it is fully sealed over and ripened be-

fore offering it for sale.

Nisbet, Penn.

CONTRA COSTA COUN-
TY, CALIFORNIA.

1 he Conditions Favorable to
Bee-keeping and Fruit-

groNving.

BY W. A. PRYAL.

Contra Costa Co. lies east and
north of Alameda Co. , and it has
the distinction of having a large

part of its boundary washed by
three bays— San Francisco, San
Pablo, and Suisun. It is a moun-
tainous county; and yet, withal, it

has some of the best and most fer-

tile valleys that we can boast of,

though none of them are to be
compared in size to the big valleys

of the State. For climate these

valleys are the equal of any in Cal-
ifornia. Being sheltered by high
hills and mountains, they are sel-

dom visited by fogs; winds are

rare, and frosts are seldom known.
For this reason all kinds of fruit

flourish to a wonderful degree.

In some places one kind of fruit

will do better than another, owing,
mainly, to the nature of the soil.

About Lafayette, Harriett pears

and apples reach perfection; in San
Ramon Valley the finest English
walnuts one could wish to see may

be found. (Walnut Creek, the most important
town in the valley, takes its name from the fact

that the native California walnut was found
growing there.) In the same valley cherries do
so well that they bear the palm along with those

of Alameda and Santa Clara counties. Then
Alhambra, Amador, and other valleys have their

peculiarities. Some grow grapes, some prunes,

others grains and vegetables. Even grizzly old

Mt. Diablo sports some fine orchards, vineyards,

farms, and apiaries upon its sun-kissed slopes.

1 promised to visit a bee-keeper by the name
of William E. Stewart, nearly one year ago,

but circumstances prevented my doing so until

A portion of Mt. Stewart's apiary in Contra Costa County. Cal. A hay-field in front and an orchard on the opposite side of the
creek. The extractine-house is behind the white honey-tank.
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MR. MONROE S HOME.
The rear portion was made of timber cut by Mr. Monroe in what was then the redwood forest across the hills from Oakland, thir-

ty miles away, and hauled by the chopper in one load over a primitive road fifty-six years ago. Some of the old clapboards are yet

on the house, and are plainly visible in the picture. The hand-split and shaved redwood shingles, which lasted forty years and
more, were succeeded by sawn ones of the same wood.

this fall. I found him very busy winding up
the season's work, the main portion at the time
of my call being drying prunes and husking al-

monds.
He is thoroughly posted in all things progres-

sive in farming and orchard lines. He took up
the study and care of bees some six years ago,

commencing in a small way; but he soon bought
out an apiary across the valley. After this he

purchased colonies and swarms wherever he could
get them within twenty miles. To-day he has

an apiary of over 100 colonies, many of which
are in hives of divers shapes and makes. He has

chosen the regular Langstroth frame, and many
of his hives are of the eight-frame dovetailed pat-

tern; but he believes it would be better if he had
all his beei in ten-frame hives. Although the

past two years have not been good ones for hon-
ey, still his crop was sufficiently heavy to pay
him for the trouble bestowed upon the bees, and
more. So pleased is he with the result that he is

seriously considering discontinuing that portion
of his horticultural work that comes during the

honey season. This accounts for his working
over a portion of the peaches, plums, and apri-

cots in the orchard to prunes and almonds, as

the latter do not come in with a rush; and, be-
sides, they can be harvested long after the honey
crop has been attended to. He has produced
both comb and extracted honey, but he believes
extracted honey will pay the better, except in

years when the bees work on flowers that yield

dark-colored nectar. Speaking of the honey re-

sources of the valley and hills about, he considers

them poor, owing to the valleys being cropped
with non-honey-secreting plants (except fruit-

trees which bloom too early to be of any great

use to the apiarist, as the colonies have not suf-

ficiently built up to put a sufficient nectar-col-

lecting force into the orchards. Of course, this

nectar stimulates brood-rearing, and is valuable

on that account). The hills, which are of a black

adobe nature, are not covered with tree and plant

growth such as one sees in most other portions of

California, especially on the east and north side

of the hills and mountains Nearer Mt. Diablo

there are better ranges. There is a variety of

soils, and, possibly, more moisture.

While Mr. Stewart has some Italian bees he

seems to prefer the blacks. He has some Cau-
casians which he likes fairly well; but he be-

lieves that, if he were to give his attention to

selecting and breeding blacks he could perfect a

strain that would be the equal of any bees in the

world for hardiness and "workability." He
says these bees have been more than half a cen-

tury in California, and they may be said to form

a class and race all by themselves. I shared this

view with hitn, and I have committed myself to

it in writing on a previous occasion. Who knows
but the California " native " or brown bee will

be bred for export the world over.? Such a thing
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Mr. F. E. Monroe, the venerable bee-keeper of erizzled old
Mt. Diablo, pointing out to Mr. W. E. Stewart holes made in a
redwood frame by wax-moths. Mr. Stewart holds a pine frame
in his left hand.

is possible, though some may now look upon the
prophet as visionary.

I found the apiary well equipped with bee-ap-
pliances, the most notable of which was a big
six-frame reversible honey-extractor. Mr. Stew-
art has a large honey-tank in the yard, which
may be noticed in accompanying half-tone. The
apiary is not compact; it is strung out along the
creek, and the hives are far apart. This is con-
sidered a good plan, as it reduces robbing to a
minimum. He is going to lay a track and install
a hand-car so the iioney can be run into the ex-
tracting-room. He contemplates building soon
a model honey-house with work and extracting
room attached.

I must not fail to mention that this enterpris-
ing young gentleman is an active worker in the
church he belongs to, and takes much interest in
civic matters. I'm sorry there are not more like
him, as it is common repute that the affairs of
his county sadly need a moral uplift. His views
on the liquor-traffic are pronounced, too, and I

believe with him that we would have better gov-
ernment if the saloon could be eliminated from
the politics of the dominant parties. The bosses'
offices and homes, too often, are amid the fumes
of bad beer and worse whisky. But the saloon's
going, thank God!

Mr. Stewart drove me to visit an elderly apia-
rist on Mt. Diablo, some four miles from the

former's home, and I found this one of the most
pleasant rides I ever took.

We called on Mr. Francis E. Monroe, a vete-

ran apiarist, on the Livermore side of Mt. Diablo.
We found him one of the pioneer ranchers of

California. One would wonder why a man
could come to such a place over half a century
ago when the surrounding country was little bet-

ter than a wild woods, and when near the then

young civilization were to be found fully as good
soils at a price that was almost as cheap as gov-
ernment land. But he picked out this place be-

cause he considered it one of the most ideal spots

he had seen in his travels over the United States.

Although Mr. Monroe has been sixty and
more years in California he still retains many of

the characteristics of the far-east Yankee, even to

the manner of speech. He told me some of his

life-history. He was born among the rugged
hills of Vermont, over ninety years ago, and but
for a slight cold which afflicted him at the time
of my visit, he was hale and hearty, although, ac-

cording to his statement, " not nare so spry as I

y uster be. " I got him interested in the subject of

relative merits of redwood and white-pine frames.

He was shown that the former are flimsy, and,
when the moth begins depredations in a hive, the

redwood frames are eaten to pieces very quickly.
He was pointing out to Mr. Stewart some of the

doings of moths when my camera's eye caught
him in the position shown in the accompanying
half-tone.

I noticed a multitude of bees at work about
the trunk of a beautiful live-oak that ornamented
a portion of the front garden. Investigation re-

vealed the fact that Mr. Monroe was practicing

open-air feeding, and the bees were just having
the time of their lives. Poor things! too many
of them were paying dearly for the feast, many
being drowned in the sweet liquid, Others were
so bedaubed that they crawled away through the

dust and dirt, few of them ever reaching the

hives. The reason of the feeding in the fall was
not that the bees needed food, but because there

was some unsalable honey on hand, and to let

the bees have it was about the easiest though not
the best way to get rid of it.

I was surprised at the excellence of the honey
gathered upon this mountain. It was light in

color, heavy in body, and of as fine flavor as any
white-sage honey I ever tasted. The yield most
years is good. Seldom is there a failure.

Oakland, Cal.

THE AUTOMOBILE FOR THE BEE-
KEEPER.

BY A. KIRSCH.

Very little is mentioned in the different period-
icals in regard to the use of an automobile in the

apiary. Probably it would interest the readers to

hear a little about it. The writer of this article

was in need of some conveyance to transport his

family to and from church on Sundays, and he
was thinking of buying a horse and surrey; but
the largest rig would not quite hold his family,
and two trips he would not make. He finally

decided to get an automobile; and in looking
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AN AUTOMOBILE FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.

through the daily papers noticed a single-cylin-

der machine advertised for $100. On exami-
nation it proved to be in good condition, and
was bought. After a season's use it was found
to be satisfactory and economical. It is a light

touring-car and can go 15 to 20 miles an hour.

Every Sunday it is used for going to church, and
it takes entire charge of carrying to any place the

writer's family, which consists of nine in all. It

makes 12 to 15 miles per hour with this load, and
beats any farmer's team of trotters with half the

load.

Now as for the use that an automobile can be
put to in an apiary. The second picture shows
how the machine can be arranged to saw firewood
and make hives and fixtures. The car is raised

in the rear, and a four-inch belt is put directly

on the tire of one of the wheels, and the other

wheel is prevented from turning by blocking it

or fastening it with a rope. The speed is just

right for an 18-inch saw. Quite a thick log can
b« cut. The cylinder-cooling system has to be
connected by means of a hose with a larger tank
or barrel filled with water, for, bv standing still,

the air current can not cool the cylinder sufficient-

ly. The writer sawed his firewood in this man-
ner, and found it very satisfactory. To run the

extractor, all the bee-keeper has to do is to pro-
ject a shaft through the honey-house, with a
small pulley, to produce a slower speed.

If one wishes to pump a large amount of water
he can procure a belt pump, connect it up, and then
he has a gasoline pumping-outfit In case of out-
apiaries the bee-keeper can take off the body of
the machine in a short while and put a home-

made platform in its place to hold hives, cans,

barrels, and other paraphernalia, and he can get

there in a hurry.

In the writer's opinion one of the single-cylin-

der machines is the handiest one for all-around

purposes. The price should be no objection.

They can be bought from $100 up, second-hand.

In regard to running it, there is no more trou-

ble about it than in running an ordinary gaso-

line-engine used on farms. If any one studies

carefully the functions of the different parts, and
is careful in handling the machine, it should last

a good many years. The running expenses are

very low. We drove nearly 600 miles within

the last 6 months, and the expense for mainte-

nance was $9.00. If the amount were twice as

much it would not equal the expense of a horse

and wagon.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

[We know of quite a number of bee-keepers

who use an automobile in their business, and

find it a practical machine. We think that the

price paid by our correspondent was unusually

low, however. Second-hand runabouts can often

be purchased for $100; but a second-hand light

touring-car like the one shown would ordinarily

cost from three to four hundred dollars.

It is entirely practicable to use the machine for

power; but a belt should be put on each rear

wheel; for when one wheel is held in the manner
described, while the other does the work, a very

severe strain is put on the differential gears, which

would very soon wear them out, and it would
mean a big expense to renew them.

—

Ed.]
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been compelled to move apiaiies from sections

where the land was of a clay nature to sandy

sections, because scarcely any clover had survi\ ed

in the clay, and there was still a goodly quantity

in the latter.

If freezing takes place, and the ground and
plants are well protected with snow, the frost may
not penetrate the soil at all. If it was frozen,

and if it remains frozen until the season of growth,

one freeze does practically no harm.

It is well known that, in sections of country
where the snow falls early in the winter, and re-

mains until the season of growth, covering it es-

pecially during March, when the sun is strong

during the day, and it freezes hard at night, thaw-

ing out the ground, especially on southerly ex-

posures during the day, and again freezing it at

night, the winter-killing of clover is practically

unknown.
The clover-plant has main roots, smaller roots,

and fibrous roots. The smaller roots contain

what might be called the mouths through which
moisture and food are taken from the soil and
transmitted through channels to the various por-

tions of the plant.

Let us now suppose that the soil freezes to the

depth of three inches. This three inches of soil,

through freezing, expands; and the greater the

percentage of moisture, the greater the expansion.

Owing to the solid nature of the soil under-
neath, and owing to the fact that there is little if

any room for lateral expansion, the frozen mass of

soil must move upward. The effort at lateral ex-

pansion also tightens the hold of the soil on the

clover roots; and as it is forced upward it draws
the plant with it. The stronger roots below are

likely to be drawn upward also. But those not

having sufficient powers of adhesion to resist the
hold the soil has on them, like the sting of the

bee remain in their place and are broken away
from the remainder of the plant. The first roots

to break off are, of course, the fibrous ones which
take up the material needed to sustain and build
up the plant. As soon as the soil thaws it falls

apart and loses its power to draw the plant back
to its former position. At the next freezing the

operation is repeated, and the plant gets another
heave upward, and so on. I have frequently seen

in a field the clover-plants with the roots sticking

several inches above the ground. Rains are of

some assistance in compacting the soil. The in-

telligent farmer also attempts t® save the field by
running a roller over it as soon as the ground
will permit. In part he forces the plants back
into the soil in this way. The main benefit from
the rain, however, is to keep the injured plant

from drying out. The plant generally has some
feeder-roots left, and in a moist condition throws
out others and recuperates. If, however, drying
winds prevail, many more die, and we say the

clover has been winter-killed. The more vigor-

ous the growth, and the more favorable the con-
dition for plant vigor, the greater the yield of

honey; and such a condition is not likely to ob-
tain with so many roots broken.
Where the soil is fro:zen, and owing to the

snow thawing, or rain, water lies on the surface

in depressions, and the water freezes, the clover-

plant is liable to smother if this condition con-
tinues for any considerable length of time. Some
say the sun shines through the bright ice and the

plant is burned or scalded; but this latter theory
is not very generaWy accepted.

Brantford, Can.

JACOB Wagner's apiary, amana. iowa.
Altboosb this apiary adjoins the street, there has never been a complaint aeainst the bees.
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A COLONY THAT ECILT COMBS IS THE OPES AIR.

SOME CONDITIONS THAT AFFECT
THE CLOVER-HONEY CROP.

Clover Does Not Yield Much Honey the
First Year of Its GroA^th: a Dr\- Fall

Kills the Old and Not the Young Plants;
No Clover-honey Crop During a Year
Following a Drouth.

BY VIRGIL WEAVER.

[in oar Sept. 15th issne, p. 1198, 1907, Mr. Weaver bad an ar-

ticle in wbicii he took the groond that a severe droath woald kill

the old clovers; that yoong clovers from seed woald spring op in

the meantime, as they woald not be choked by the old clover:

btit as the plant does not yield much honey the first year of its

growth there will, consequently, be little or no honey that year.

He farther claimed that, on the second year, there woald be a

yield of honey from it.

This article, alihocgh poblished in September, was written

May 5, 1907. He then made the prediction that there woald be
no honey in 1907, north of the Ohio River, bat a " hamper crop"

in 1908 — a ptedictioc that was almost literally fulfilled.

In the present article he has given additional data along the

same lines. He has. apparently, given the subject not a little at-

tention and stndy, bat Mr. Doolittle, another close stcdent of

nature, apparently does not agree with him. See his article in

this issoe.

We shoold like to have this subject thorooghly discussed. In

short, is Mr. Weaver correct in his claims; Do the facts in yonr
locality bear them oot r

—

Ed.]

I want e^ery reader of this article who lives in

the drouth-3tricken area to mark my words; that

is, that during this coming year there will not be
ten per cent of a white-clover crop east of the

Mississippi River. There are, of course, sections

here and there where the rainfall has been suffi-

cient to make a clover crop for 1909. I have
been trying to hammer this very thing into the

heads of bee-keepers for the last five years— that

is, that there is no honey-flow following a dry

year. I have studied this white-clover question
cloier than any thing else, as I deem it the most
important question connected with bee-keeping.
I have not missed a white-clover crop in seven
years, although there were two complete failures

in Central Kentucky during this period. I will

explain: I had a good crop in 1902, averaging
10«J pounds per colony, and again in 1903. The
fall of 1903 in Central Kentucky was very dry,

killing out the white clover wherever I saw it, so

I shipped my bees to Iowa for the season of 1904.

Inexperience in shipping bees long distances by
freight cost me several colonies and weakened the

rest; but laboring under these dirr.culties 1 se-

cured an average yield of 75 pounds per colony.
The year 19t'>4 was dry again in Central Ken-
tucky, and there was an average rainfall where
my bees were in Iowa, so I remained where I was
for another season, and my 1905 crop in Iowa
was 60 pounds per colony. The season of 1905
in Central Kentucky gave an excess of 1.25 inch-

es rain, and I knew what this meant, so I shipped
my bees back there. Out of 130 colonies shipped
I landed and wintered 115, and sold, in 1906,

12,000 lbs. of white-clover honey, and increased

to 240 colonies. From these in 1907 I sold

30,000 lbs. of honey. For the season of 1908 the

drouth cut us short, and our crop does not exceed
15,000 lbs. Where my bees were located in Iowa
the season of 1906 was a complete failure; 1907
and 1908 were little better. Most of the honey
gathered there for the three seasons mentioned
was from other sources than white clover; but
in that very locality, Washington County, Iowa,
the prospects are good for a white-clover crop in

1909. Here in Central Kentucky there will be
nothing doing in the white-clover line for next
year, and I shall ship my bees to the mountains
of Eastern Kentucky for the season of 1909,

where there is basswood, poplar, chestnut, and
sourwood galore.

HOW DROUTH AFFECTS THE CLOVER-PLAN'TS.

I want to tell that farmer, page 1425, Dec. 1,

something about white clover. In one way he is

right, in another he is wrong. He is wrong so

far as honey is concerned for 1909. Take a

young clover-plant that started last May, for il-

lustration. With a normal rainfall and plenty

of room, room that nothing but a drouth can
give, by the first of November, in my locality,

this plant covers the ground with roots and run-

ners in a circle that varies from 6 inches in poor
soil to 2 feet in the best soil—an average of about
a foot to the plant; and with a normal amount of

rain the next May and June it makes a hundred
blossoms or more. Now, if the rain stops, say,

the first of July, this plant covers but one-third

of the space it would have covered had the rain

continued, and sets but one-third as many blos-

soms to bloom the following June. The honey
from these young plants, therefore, is cut two-
thirds. On this point the farmer was right. If

all our plants were started from the seed in 1908
we could count on at least one-third of a crop
this year; but this is not the case. During the

second year of the life of this young plant, with

a normal rainfall it continues to grow, and sets

new roots and runners, also embryo blossoms,

and by Nov. 1 of the second year it covers a

larger space and is ready to set almost as many
blossoms as it did the first year of bloom. How-
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ever, this first year of bloom of a clover-plant is

the best year for honey, as the blossoming period

lasts longer. The old plants seem to mature
their bloom in a shorter period, therefore short-

ening the honey-flow in proportion.

One thing I have not mentioned is that the

growth made by a white-clover plant this year

blossoms next year and then dies out. That is,

if a plant covers a space a foot in diameter the

first year, this growth blossoms the second year,

and by July 1, in my locality, stops blooming
and starts a new growth of runners and roots that

will produce blossoms the third year. Now, if

there is no rain after July 1 of the second year,

there will be no blossoms for the season follow-

ing, and the part of the plant that produced the

bloom during that second year will die out the

winter following, just as the stalk of a raspberry-

plant that bears the fruit this season is dead by
the next spring and a new one takes its place.

This new growth, under normal conditions, will

keep spreading until, as Dr. Miller says, it might
cover a whole acre; but as soon as the first dry
year comes it dies out the winter following.

This is one instance when clover winter-kills.

Another instance of winter-killing is when it

rains for several years in succession and the

ground becomes so thickly set in clover that it

starves itself out, just as corn planted too thickly

literally starves, so that the crop is destroyed.

Where the ground is covered with this growth
of old clover there will be very few new plants

started, as the old clover starves the young plants

to death. That is just what happened last sea-

son. The old clover covered the ground so thor-

oughly that there was no place for new plants,

and, besides, there was no rain to enable the old

plants to make a new growth for this coming sea-

son. There has been some rain lately, and there

will be a few blossoms here and there, and some
of these old plants will hold enough life through
the winter to begin to grow next spring; and,
aided by the millions of young plants that start

next spring, will make a large growth this next
season provided the rains come, and in 1910 the

fields will be white again.

THE EFFECT OS HONEY CROPS.

These drouths are a blessing in disguise.

First, they keep down increase, as bees winter
badly after one of these dry years, thereby keep-
ing the country from becoming overstocked.
Second, our bumper crops come from the first

year's bloom of plants started from the seed the

year before. The year 1901 in the North Cen-
tral States was very dry, while 1902 was very
wet. The year 1903 gave the largest crop from
white clover on record. Take another instance:
The year 1406 was dry at Dr. Millers, in North-
em lUinois; 1907 normal, and 190S gave the doc-
a bumper crop. Here at home, the year 1900
was dry; 1901 wet, and in 1902 the yield was 100
lbs. per colony; 1902 was wet again, and the
yield in 1903 was 100 lbs. per colony. The fall

of 1903 was very dry, and there was no honey
in 1904; 1904 was dry again, therefore no honey
in 1905; 1905 was normal, and we had a good
crop in 1906; 1906 was normal, and there was a
good crop in 1907. The fall of 1908 was the
driest in 37 years, the rainfall from June 10th to
Nov. 1st being less than 6 inches. On this ac-
count I am looking for no honev from white clo-

ver during 1909. To prove my faith in what I

say, I will take, as my share, 10 lbs. per colony
of white-clover honey gathered by my bees in

1909 to any man who wants to run them on
shares.

PROSPECTS FOR NEXT YEAR.

This white-clover question is the most impor-
tant theme for discussion in the whole white-clo-
ver belt. I know positively that there will be no
honey from white clover this year, so I need no
supplies, and I do not need to rush my bees in

the spring to prepare for a flow that will not
come. I shall ship them off to the mountains,
where there is a chance for a light flow at least.

In case the rainfall is normal next spring, and a

good crop of white clover starts, instead of hav-
ing the blues and letting my bees die out I shall

increase them and prepare for 1910. Or during
1909, if the rainfall is normal until the 1st of

July, we can stand a dry spell, as the clover has
made a new growth that has never bloomed, and
will produce a honey-flow in 1910. Again, it

may be dry until the 1st of July, and the clover-

flow for 1910 will still be assured if there is a
large amount of rain from July 1 to Nov. 2 I

am talking from actual experience, and I have no
theories to advance. That farmer who wants
more bees this year has something yet to learn

about clover.

White clover in a normal condition Dec. 1 is,

nine times out of ten, still in a normal condition
April 1st; whether the winter is wet or dry, or a

hot or cold one, the result is just about the same.
It is almost impossible to kill clover in winter
when it is in a normal condition. In wet soils

that heave things out of the ground by freezing

and thawing, white clover will manage to have
enough roots sticking in the ground to maintain
life. Tramping clover while frozen will kill it.

A dry fall will not ruin )ou?tg white-clover plants;

but it is death to the oU ones. There will be a

bitter wail from bee-keepers in the white-clover
belt next spring, as 90 per cent of the clover is

already dead that would produce honey in 1909.

Valley View, Ky., Jan. 5, 1909.

BEE-KEEPING IN NEW ZEALAND.

Some Questions for Dr Miller on Queen-
rearing.

BY H. B.ARTLETT-MILLER.

1. In Dr. Miller's description of queen-raising
in his " Forty Years Among the Bees," would it

not do to brush the bees simply from the comb
of the queenright hive into the cell-building hive

instead of doing that, and changing the hives as

well.' What is the object of changing over the

hives: Dr. Miller does not explain that, and for

women it is heavy work.
2. Will you ascertain from him whether or not

the good results of the foundation plan, that

proved an exception during 1902, was repeated

in succeeding years, as Dr. M. himself expressed it.-

3. Regarding hustlers capping honey greasy or

watery, would you call this queen good enough
to breed from, for Italianizing my apiary? Dec.
5, 1907, being then in her second year, she

swarmed, with bees to cover only four Jumbo
frames The honey season had just then com-
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menced, and for eleven weeks we had little or

no rain, and the season was so foreshortened as

to be almost a failure—any way a poor one. Jan.

19, 1908, 1 placed her with two frames of brood
only (no honey to speak of, as she laid up to 19

cells wide beneath the top-bar, and 14 wide
against the bottom-bar on a splinted frame) inad-

vertently on the old stand, and had removed five

frames of brood (hive is ten-frame). At the end
of the season, i. e. , on March 15, the hive con-

tained nine of the frames literally full of honey
from top to bottom bar, and end to end. The
tenth frame had about half brood on both sides,

and a little honey or pollen. All the honey was
capped dark-looking, and quite unpleasant, to

my liking There are few Italian colonies here

(I have only five), and I am inclined to call such

a queen a good one; but how does she compare
with your experience.? The eight frames in the

hive at the time of taking her brood away con-

tained wired sheets ot foundation, full sheets.

The queen was imported from Australia.

This spring, on August 2 (corresponding to

Feb. 2 in your climate) she had three frames about
three-quarters— perhaps slightly more — full of

brood, and now, at the beginning of September,

I am putting her in a nucleus to obtain breeding

comb and lengthen her life. Is this correct.?

Her bees would shortly have swarmed had I not

removed her, as we have had a spring drier and
sunnier than I have ever known before.

White clover is our main honey crop, and this

is a dairying district. I dare say other plants as-

sist considerably, as dandelion is very common
in pastures; and in a dry season that weed-pest,

pennyroyal, flourishes over 24 inches high, even

on the dryest land, and has had to be included in

our schedule of weeds in the noxious-weeds act.

Pennyroyal honey has a slightly unpleasant

taste, but not unbearable. It yields in dry sea-

sons enormously, judging by the bees and other

insects upon it.

I should add that half of my black colonies

last autumn had to be fed, though this was partly

due to too much humbugging in a season that

turned out a poor one. But the Italian colony

referred to had some manipulation also.

4. On page 799, July 1, Stray Straws says,
" Smoking not allowed during office hours, etc.,"

which you endorse; but can you not put it in

again to read during any hours.?

5. I*not our New Zealand bottoiii-board su-

perior to the Danzenbaker.? It is simply a flat

board two feet long by the width of the hive,

having in the front a V ^ inch deep, cut from
the full hive width in front to the apex of the V,

4 inches back, so that, to regulate the width of

the entrance or shut the hive right up, it is only

necessaryto slide the body to or from the front edge.

In hot weather the body overlaps the alighting-

board, which is sloping, and attached or not, as de-

sired, to the cleats beneath the bottom. With the

Danzenbaker one must have a block of wood to

close the entrance, I having used a frame; and to

do so during a case of robbing, the bees actually

moved the frame end away so as to get past it.

This could not occur with our V-shaped bottom
and hive drawn right to the back edge of the bot-

tom-board. I have ten Danzenbaker bottoms in

use, and am doing away with them gradually, as

our climate does not warrant their use. We

have no show, and frosts are gone by 10 a.m. in

the depth of winter. Every frosty night means
a gloriously warm day, and bees fly whenever it

is not wet.

Kihikihi, N. Z.

[Dr. Miller, to whom this was referred, re-

plies:]

1. The object of the whole proceeding is to

have all the bees except the field force in the

queenless hive while leaving the brood with the

queen, and it seems the quickest way to do it is

to exchange hives. We thus have in the cell-

rearing hive not only all the very young bees,

but a younger lot of field bees as compared with
those of the other hive. If we "simply brush
the bees from the combs of the queenright hive
into the cell-building hive," we have in the cell-

building hive only the very youngest bees and
the older part of the field-bees; whereas by the

changing indicated we leave in the cell-building

hive all the bees of the two hives except these

older field-bees. One can hardly think of a bet-

ter assortment of bees to start and complete
queen-cells.

If it be too heavy work to lift the hives, the

change can be made by merely changing frames.

The whole thing looks fussy on paper, and be-

tween you and me it is fussy. Moreover, there

is no need of any such fussing. I had supposed
it necessary to have in the cell-building hive no
brood except the one frame for cell-building. I

have found since that no such necessity exists.

If a frame partly filled with comb freshly built be
put in the center of the hive, the bees have such

a strong preference for it that no cells to speak of

are built on the old combs. So, instead of all

the fuss detailed one merely needs to change the

queen from one hive to the other, which is sim-

ple enough. In actual practice, all I do now is

to put the freshly built comb in the center of any
colony made queenless, and I get cells of best

quality. It is very, very simple.

2. It works well in many cases, but can not be
put down as reliable in all cases.

3. A queen whose workers cap honey watery
is out of the question for comb honey, but may
be all right for extracted. That aside, I should
say that the question whether a queen is good
enough to breed from should not be settled

merely by the record of her performance. The
question is not merely, " How well has she done.?"

but " Has she outstripped others.? " If she is the

best you have or can get, then she is good enough
to breed from. What you report of the perform-

ance of that queen was likely excellent, consid-

ering the poor season.

Once a queen has her reputation thoroughly
established, your plan of keeping her in a nucleus

is excellent.

But we do have early swarming here— not, of

course, up here in the North, but remember that

some of our Southern States are nearer the equa-
tor than you are.

4. Your amendment with regard to smoking is

good, and is adopted in some cases. As civiliza-

tion advances it will be more general.

5. Hardly worth while discussing which is bet-

ter when we have something that is better than

either— a plain shallow box two inches deep,

with an open-work rack to put in during the time
when bees would build down.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

SUPER BELOW BROOD TO DISCOURAGE SWARMING;
A LARGE ENTRANCE MEANS BROOD IN SUPERS.

On page 1384, Nov. 15, Joseph Tinsley tells of

putting a super under the main hive to prevent

swarming. While I believe this would be a pre-

ventive, would it not tend to a decrease in the

working force above the hive-body and thus re-

sult in unfinished sections.? and would it not in-

crease the danger of a queen laying in an upper
super to have a very large entrance to hive? In
regard to this last question I have tried almost all

sizes of entrances, and always found that, when I

got above a medium, there would be brood in

the super. Perhaps my case is an exception.

Enid, Pa., Dec. 14. John R. Lockard.

[This was referred to Dr. Miller, who replies:]

It is the Simmins plan, giving room below the

brood-nest for the bees to build in, and, as fast

as they get well started, putting above the brood-
nest what they have started, and giving fresh

room below. The claim is that bees will not
swarm so long as they have room for fresh build-

ing below the brood-nest. For some reason the

plan has never taken much hold in this country.
It hardly seems that it should interfere with

work above the brood-chamber as you fear. A
common practice is to put an empty super under
the first as soon as the first is about half filled.

Instead of this, if the empty super be put under
the brood-chamber it ought not to interfere with
work in the other supers more than if the empty
super were put directly under the other supers

—

possibly not so much.
You seem to imply that putting an empty su-

per under the brood-chamber would enlarge the

entrance. Why should it make awy difference in

the size of the entrance.'' I'm not sure what you
call a large or medium entrance; but I use what
I think would generally be called a large entrance
—two inches by the width of the hive—and I

never discovered that it had any tendency toward
brood in supers.

THICK UNCAPPING-KNIVES PREFERRED; CONDI-
TIONS IN WASHINGTON.

On page 1250, Oct. 15, Louis Scholl advises a
common long butcher-knife, well sharpened and
kept free from the gumming of honey by fre-

quentlv washing in cold water. When I was in

California in 1897 I worked in Mr. W. T. Rich-
ardson's apiaries of 900 colonies as foreman, and
we had six honey-knives, all made with straight

handles, but with guards like a bowie knife. The
blades were 13 inches long, sharp on both edges,
and beveled on both sides the same as the Bing-
ham is on the lower side, but were made of

thicker metal than a common corn-knife. Like
Mr. Scholl we always uncapped with a downward
stroke, but kept our knives in hot water, each
person using two knives, one in the hand and one
in the water, changing as occasion required. Mr.
Richardson used hives 14X20, 12 inches deep,
and supers the same, with the frames put in the
short way in two of his apiaries; the other was

the old Langstroth portico pattern. I like the
straight knife with the downward stroke.

I took 45 gallons of as fine clover honey this
year as I ever saw, from eight stands, spring
count, and had only one swarm; but after the
honey-flow was over I increased to 17, and have
all in winter quarters.

While Northwestern Washington is not much
of a bee country, yet if one takes proper care
of the bees they will pay their board and make
the keeper something besides. It does not get
very cold here, but it rains from November till

May. It is raining now almost continuously.
I use both deep and shallow frame supers, and

like both.
J. C. Balch.

Ferndale, Wash., Nov. 18.

[This question of the size and shape of the un-
capping-knife is getting to be interesting. We
should like to hear from others who have used the
straight knife. Then is there an advantage ii>

having the blade heavier in order to hold the heat
longer.? Let us hear from others.

—

Ed.]

A THIN UNCAPPING-KNIFE OF GOOD STEEL PRE-
FERRED.

1 have seen the controversy about uncapping-
knives, whether they should be used hot or cold,

etc. I should like to give my opinion on this

subject. If the Bingham knife were made about
half its present thickness, and as good material
put into them as there is or ^was in the Novice
knife, it would help matters considerably. A
thick knife will tear combs that a thin knife will

cut easily.

About grinding or keeping the knife sharp, the
frame used is a great factor. Use a frame per-

fectly free from nails, wires, staples, tin offsets,

etc., and you solve the problem to a great extent.

The next frames I order will be made so the nails

can be countersunk out of the way.
C. F. HOCHSTEIN.

Mangas, Pinar del Rio, Cuba.

PREVENTING THE ENTRANCES FROM CLOGGING.

During severe weather in winter I have noticed
little pools of water gather in the entrances of the
hives, which sometimes runs out, but just as often

it freezes when it strikes the cold air, thereby
clogging the entrance. Last winter I placed a
hive with the back end about an inch lower than
the front end, and at no time during the winter
did I find a particle of ice or any dead bees clog-
ging the entrance, although it was only 4 X fs.

This colony was the strongest one in the yard
last spring. By placing the back end of the

hive lowest, the moisture from the cluster of bees
runs to the back end of the bottom-board and
freezes so far from the entrance, leaving it open
all winter. I am using an entrance 3X^'s this

winter, and believe this is the best way to keep
them from being clogged. A storm-door should
be placed over the front of the hive to prevent
the snow from falling on these entrances. Of
course, when spring comes, or the rainy season

commences, the hives should be tilted back until

the front end is the lower. Bert Smith.
Marathon, Iowa.

[We have our hive-bottoms slanting toward
the front, and we seldom or never have any ice

accumulate and clog the entrance. We believe
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it is a mistake to let the water run toward the

bacic end and freeze. A layer of ice just under

the cluster of bees can not do any good, and may
do harm.

Better slant your bottoms toward the front and

keep the entrance open by raking out the dead

bees occasionally. If you keep them out of the

way, ice should not block the entrance as you
speak of.

—

Ed.]

THE EFFECT OF DROUTH ON THE VARIOUS CLO-

VERS GREATER IN SPRING AND SUMMER THAN
IN FALL.

In regard to the drouth killing clover, I would

say that, in my experience, it depends very much
on the kind of clover. I never saw a fall drouth

kill common red, and have seen the Dutch or

white clover entirely ruined thereby for the fol-

lowing season. Of course, any land where white

clover has once seeded will send up a crop from

the seed remaining in the land the next spring.

I have witnessed this twice; but from some cause

the young growth failed to furnish any honey

worth mentioning.

A spring or summer drouth is what hurts

common red clover, catching it before the roots

have struck very deep into the soil. I should not

be much surprised if Dr. Miller's, that seems

nearly dead, would come out all right if it does

not put oiT raining too long.

I find it useless to sow red clover on spouty

land, as any unusual wet weather will cause it to

be unhealthy, even if it should live over winter.

It doesn't seem to suffer so much from heaving

—

the natural expansion of the soil from freezing

—

as from a kind of spewing, which is very notice-

able on roadsides during a itreeze just after a rain.

The ground seems to give up the water, which

just keeps rising and freezing until it forms ice

on the order of honey-comb, one or two inches

thick. Now, if this spewing takes place around

a clover-plant the ice first freezes about the

crown; and as it keeps forming beneath, the

crown has to come off or the plant pulls off, with

about the same result in either case. The thor-

ough filling of the soil with the fibrous roots of

white clover or blue grass seems to act as a pro-

tection from spewing, as it is notably absent in

such places.

Odin, Mo., Dec. 24. D. B. Thomas.

A SUMMER AND FALL DROUTH DESTRUCTIVE TO
THE CLOVERS.

Your old farmer friend is quite right when he

said that a drouth in the fall does not kill white

clover. That is in accordance with our experi-

ence here. The white clover will stand a pretty

severe drouth in the fall; but when we have a con-

tinued drouth through July and August the bee-

keepers here know for a certainty that there will

be no clover honey the next summer, which is

just our case in Northern and Central Kentucky.
We have not had any rain to speak of since the

5th of June, and our ponds and cisterns are still

dry; so we are not counting on any clover honey
next summer; but we have never failed to get a

good crop of surplus honey, and plenty left for

the bees from the aster, for more than 20 years

until this fall, which is the first failure we have

met. It is also fine honey for table use. Almost
every one here likes it better than white-clover

honey. I have always lived on a large farm, and
have been a large producer of extracted honey
for over 20 years, and I have always watched the

clover crop with great interest, and several times

I have known a drouth through July and August
to kill the clover. Your farmer friend is right

again when he said that, when the rains come in

the spring, the white clover will spring up thick.

That is all true if we have rain next spring.

There will be a fine crop of white clover come
up from the seed; but the clover that comes from
the seed in the spring does not produce any hon-

ey until the next year. This is not theory or

guesswork, for I am writing from practical ex-

perience; but soil and climate might make some
difference. Our soil here is limestone soil, with

clay subsoil and no sand.

Boyd, Ky., Dec. 26 H. C. Clemons

CLOVER FREEZES WORSE IN WET GROUND.

I have noted that clover freezes out most in

wet ground. I should think that a dry fall and
winter would be favorable to clover except

that it would not be as strong and luxuriant. It

certainly would not freeze out as badly in a dry

winter as in a wet one.

The winter-killing of clover is due to what is

called freezing out. The frost in the ground
pulls the clover out of root. A wet, freezing,

and thawing winter is very hard on clover, and
you will find in the spring that the frost has pull-

ed the clover stalks or roots out of the ground
four, five, or six inches. The water on the

ground freezes in a comby form, and not in a

solid cake as on a pond, and these combs will rise

up in a single night one or two inches; and as

they rise up they pull the clover-stalk out with

them. This occurs particularly in low wet
ground, but will occur on any ground that is wet

from rains or melting snow.

Butler, Ind., Dec. 26. L. H. Higley.

A GOOD clover FLOW FOLLOWS A WET FALL.

I have been a farmer and bee-keeper all my
life, and I have seen exposed hills that were a

mass of white clover dry out so that there was

not a live plant left when winter came, although

the bluegrass stood it all right; and I have notic-

ed that, when we have a dry fall, we have weak
clover in the spring, and when we have a wet fall

we havelotsof young clover, and generally a good
honey crop the next year unless it is too wet and

cold when it blooms.
The only time I ever saw wet hurt the clover

was one winter years ago when the ground was

frozen and it rained and froze as soon as it struck,

until there was an inch or more of transparent ice

on the ground which stayed for a week or more
and smothered the clover. I think the clover is

in good condition here this winter because we
had a very wet spring, and more grass than the

stock could eat, which protected the clover dur-

ing the drouth. J. W. Schlenker.
Ankeny, la., Dec. 21.

CLOVERS ALIVE.

I have examined clover closely this fall, and

find it green and alive wTiere other grasses seem

dead. I have examined it on both clay and grav-

el soil with the same result.

East Trumbull, O. W. C. Eastmav.
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HIVES WRAPPED WITH PAINTED CANVAS; TALL
HIVE-STANDS USED ON ACCOUNT OF DEEP

SNOWS.

To prepare my hives for winter I wrap them

with burlap and then cover this with a square

piece of painted canvas or tar paper folded down
so as to shed the water. I formerly covered the

hive with a drygoods-box, but I do not like that

plan, as the inside of the hive seems to get too

warm. The method of wrapping the hives pro-

vides a covering that is wind and water proof.

We have very deep snows, and I keep all my
hives on high stands on this account. I lower

them, however, to stands only eight inches high

in the spring, keeping each colony in its previous

location. C. A. Mangus.
Altoona, Pa.

[Vou do not say any thing about any method
for holding the folds of painted canvas or tarred

paper tightly down around the hives; but we sup-

pose you use, of course, either a stiing or strips

of wood tacked on the sides and ends of the hive.

As you say, a tight water- proof cover of paint-

ed canvas or tarred paper is better than a dry-

goods-box. Unless said box has some sort of

roof to keep snow or rain from leaking through,

it is worse than nothing.

—

Ed.]

MOVING BEES.

I shall move my bees about 100 yards this win-

ter and would like to have your advice.

Wofford, S. C, Dec. 12 S Cheatham.

[It is difficult to move bees a short distance in

a warm climate like yours, for we assume that

the bees can fly nearly every day in winter; but
it can be done in this way: Move the whole api-

ary to a point some two miles away from their

present location and keep it there about a month;
two or three months would be better. Then
move them back to the spot where you desire

them. This would be the only practical way to

move them 100 yards. By taking the bees away
two miles or more and keeping them, say, for at

least a month or two months, you would cause
them to 1( se their sense of the old location; and
when you put them back they will go to their

new stands, although probably a few m'ght re-

turn to the old location, but we think not many.
—Ed.]

bees DISINCLINED TO STORE IN DRONE COMBS.

On page 1425, Dec. 1, you ask for information
regarding the use of drone comb for extracted
honey. I have had considerable experiencealong
this line, and my conclusions are against drone
comb as a rule. I have several times underesti-

mated the amount of foundation needed, and had
to start swarms on starters. Result, a lot of drone
combs which I placed above excluders in extract-

ing-supers As a general thing, bees store in the
worker-cells, leaving the drone-cells clean and
polished, ready for the queen to lay in if she can
get at them. If they are crowded they will store
in them; and, indeed, they generally start to fill

them about as soon as they start capping the work-
er-cells. The only exception to this rule, I have
noticed, is in the case of a freshly hived swarm,
which will store in drone comb freely. I fancy

I may be missing the point in this letter. Per-

haps it is intended that all extracting-combs
should be drone only. Probably in that case

bees would store all right. Drone comb does
certainly extract a little cleaner than worker.

Wm. L. Couper.
Cannington Manor, Sask. , Dec. 17.

THE LEBANON BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Our association was organized two years ago
with eleven members, and now has a membership
of 46. They control 1350 colonies which pro-

duced, in the season of 1908, 20 tons of nice comb
and extracted honey which finds ready sale in our
local markets. The ruling price is 20 cents.

The following officers were elected to serve for

the year 1909: President, H. K. Beard; Vice-pres-

ident, Wayne D. Shilling; Secretary-treasurer, E.

L. Brown; Directors, J. H. Miller, A. M. SchaflE-

ner, and W. H. Marks.
Lebanon, Pa. E. L. Brown, Sec.

MEETING OF MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY OF BEE-

KEEPERS.

The third regular meeting of the Massachu-
setts Society of Bee-keepers was held in Ford
Building, Jan. 2, with a large number present.

President Reed introduced Mr. W. R. Brooks,
of the Amherst experiment station, who spoke on
certain crops with reference to their value to bee-

keepers. Among others he spoke of the high

value of the clovers from two standpoints—one

as a honey crop, and the other as a crop by which
old worn-out land might be renewed. He gave

a very detailed account of the fertilizers to be

used and those not to be used, and spoke of the

different kinds of clover for various purposes.

Lists of wild flowers were given—early spring

ones for pollen, and others for pollen and honey.

After Mr. Brooks" lecture some time was occu-

pied in discussion of a proposed law for the ex-

termination of bee diseases.

The next meeting will be on the evening of

February 6, Ford Building, Ashburton Place,

Boston. X. A. Reed.

questions CONCERNING THE SPIDER PLANT.

On page 1262, Oct. 15, 1 notice reference to the

spider plant for honey. I am interested in that

plant, and wish to grow it. What ails the plant.?

Why do not more bee-men grow it for honey.''

Is there any thing about it that will hurt the

bees.' Theo. Rvckman.
Ithaca, Mich., Dec. 15.

[The spider plant is a beautiful ornamental as

well as a honey plant. It requires good soil, and
in most localities it will not grow spontaneously.

It must be cultivated, and the weeds must be

kept away until the plant has attained a fair

growth. Its near relative, the Rocky Mountain
bee-plant, grows wild in a mountainous country.

You can grow the regular spider plant in Ohio
or in most of the Northern States; but you will

not be able to grow large fields of it and make
the venture pay from a honey or a money point

of view either. We tried it some 25 years ago
on our honey-farm, but it did not pay in dollars

and cents.

—

Ed.]
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Poultry
Department
Conducted by A. I. Root.

STARTING EGGS UNDER HENS BEFORE PUTTING THEM IN

AN INCUBATOR, ETC.

When I started I bought what 1 thought was a good incubator,

but it was a very poor machine. I tried putting them ten days

under hens and then taking all into the incubator and setting the

hens again. I found there was no trouble in finishing the eggs

when they were half hatched. I tried starting them in the incu-

bator, and then putting them under the hen, but that was very

little better than doing it all with the machine. I used that ma-

chine for some years in connection with hens. 1 could double

the capacity of the hens. I would set about ten at once.

About this time I conceived rhe idea of doing without a lire in

the brooder in May. I made a fireless brooder and put a batch

of chicks in it. I raised about all of them, as I remember now.

I made another one and put the next lot in it. The weather was
sunny and warm when I put the first lot out. When the second

lot was ready it was a rainy spell, and cold. These all died. I

see now it was too poorly made. That was enough of the fireless

brooders for me. I have used fire ever since.

CHILLED eggs; SEE PAGE 648, MAY 15.

I have had considerable experience with chilled eggs in the 24

years I have been in the business. Sometimes they will live,

and at other times all will die when you wish very much they

would all live. I went away one March day, and a hen came
off the nest after dinner. I came home at six o'clock and put

her on, but the chicks were dead. I had paid $5.00 for the eggs.

My friend, who lives near, took several settings of eggs out to

test. He forgotandleftone, and found itthenextmorning. A lit-

tle skim of ice formed that night The egg hatched two days late.

This egg was well on the way. In August a hen had hidden

her nest under a bush and in the way of the surplus water. Dur-

ing a thundershower in the afternoon the eggs were washed down
the waterway some distance. We found them the next after-

noon. They hatched well. I have at difJerent times left a tray

of eggs out all night in the cellar when the temperature was be-

tween 50 and 60. But few will be killed if it is in the last half

of the hatch. In the first four or five days the eggs will stand but

little abuse.

MANY CHICKS TO A HEN; SEE PAGE 238, FEB. 15.

I wonder how many will try putting many chicks with a hen

because A. I. did so well. Don't fo-get that he had one of the

best-bred hens as a mother that you can breed. A Leghorn is a

good mother, and a game better yet. You have light weight, so

none are hurt because of the tramping, and you have the good

care that comes with the game and Leghorn. I should like to

have A. I. try ten hens and see if about two-thirds of the brood

would not go bad. It takes a good mother to care properly for

many children of any kind.

My father and I have feed tons of alfalia, cow peas, and some
soy-bean hay, and our experience says that there fs no hay or feed

equal, as a milk-maker, to soy hay. This is not saying alfalfa is

not a grand feed, but we do know that when we stopped feeding

the soy hay we had to add grain to keep the cows in the same
production. I do not keep cows, but my father does or did, and
has been a careful feeder, and likes to try all the new feeds. We
raised some vetch hay also.

I use saciline for green food part of the time now. It is a per-

manent plant, and grows 7 feet high. May 21 it is from 4 to 5

feet high. It is as sure as taxes. The hens eat it readily. The
^eedmen pushed it some 12 years ago. Mine is that old, and
is getting stronger every year. I like it for shade and for the

chicks too. W. W. Kulp.
Pottstown, Pa.

Friend K.
,
your plan of starting eggs under a

hen before putting them into an incubator is

what is described as the"bifold method," in

friend Grundy's little book entitled " The Grun-
dy Method." No doubt many Icinds of incuba-

tors would give a better hatch if the hens give the

eggs a start. But the principal difficulty, as it

now occurs to me, is in getting a sufficient num-
ber of sitting hens started at one time to keep

even a small-sized incubator running. If you
take eggs away from the hen after the first five or

ten days, and give her a fresh lot, that might help

the matter somewhat—at least after you get ago-

ing. But let us look at it this way:
In this book, the Grundy Method, he has made

another discovery or invention; and this discovery

is that an ordinary hen can take care of 30 or 40
chickens, to say nothing of the 70 chickens that

I gave to one hen; and Grundy recommends giv-

ing a hen a large number of chickens, and thes

calls it a " fireless brooder;" and I must confess

that a sitting hen might be quite an important

adjunct to any sort of fireless brooder—that is, if

you give her 30 or 40 chicks, or double that

amount, as I did.

Just one point more, and then we are ready for

our summing-up. Somebody else made the great

discovery that you can start eggs with an incuba-

tor and then give them to sitting hens to finish.

Now, if it is a great benefit to let the hen sta)-t in-

cubation, and another great benefit to let them do
\.he fijiishing of the incubation, and a third great

benefit to give a sitting hen chickens after they

hatch, why not adopt the old way from beginning
to end, and give one hen all the chickens that

two or even three hens or more hatch out, as the

farmers" wives are doing and ha'-ve been doing for

ages past.'

In regard to the plant called saciline, I was one
of the first (I regret to say) to help boom this

great forage plant, and it has been growing on
our grounds more or less every season for perhaps

a dozen years; but although we have it in what
we call a rich place it never has made a remark-

able growth, and, worst of all, we have never

found a domestic animal that would eat it or pay

any attention to it. The hens 7nay have been

helping themselves to it, but I have not noticed

them doing so. I will try to keep watch next

season. It is certainly very important just now
to hunt up the very best forage-plant for poultry

that the world affords; but so far I have never

found any thing to come anywhere near lettuce,

especially the head lettuce grown in Florida.

While I am about it, this Grundy book con-

tains another great secret. A method has been

advertised in the papers for chicken feed, for only 8

cents a bushel; and this book tells us it is shred-

ded alfalfa. In order to get chickens to take it

to advantage, boiling water is poured over it in a

tub the night before. The next morning it is

mixed with corn-meal middlings and bran. This
feed during the winter time gives the fowls a rea-

sonable amount of green food. But I do not see

what there is new about it. Alfalfa has been

used for years in just this way.

SELLING SECRETS; " SPROUTED OATS;" CHICKEN
FEED FOR "only 8 CTS. A BUSHEL," ETC.

While there are some things that seem to be

wrong and unfair about advertising secrets, there

is one feature in connection with it that promises

great good to the poultry-keeping fraternity.

Most of the men who have secrets to sell have de-

voted considerable time and care to their experi-

ments. The principal fault I have to find with

them is that they do not furnish a nicely gotten-

up and decent-sized book for the 50 cents, $1.00,

or $5.00 they ask. And then by all means let

the purchaser of the book show it to his neighbor

in just the way people are in the habit of showing
their periodicals, books, and every thing else to

their neighbors in a neighborly way. As an il-

lustration, I saw advertised in some of the poul-

try-journals "The Angell System of Securing
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Fertile Eggs. " The price was 50 cents. Well,

I sent the money without signing any agreement

not to divulge, etc. The answer came back that

the book would not be furnished until I signed

the secrecy document. But I wrote back, and

told them to return the money, under the cir-

cumstances, and I begged to be excused for not

signing such a pledge. I thought I had failed

for once in getting a secret; but this morning I

found on my table a little book of four and a

half small pages. You see it is a pretty hard

matter to return 50 cents instead of sending a

book that costs less than a nickel. Now, this

Angell system is something new—to me, at least

—and I am fully satisfied it is valuable. You
want a yard big enough to hold, say, a dozen

hens. This yard is divided into two parts. Have
the nest-boxes in the partition between the two
parts. Every morning the twelve hens are put in

one apartment, and the male bird in the other

one. Every hen that lays an egg or goes into the

trap-nest goes out into the apartment with the

male and is promptly served. When night comes,

the laying hens are with the male bird. Those
that do not lay can be removed, and the next day
put in the twelve you have good reason to think

iire choice laying hens. In this way I can read-

ily believe that every egg, or almost every one,

will prove fertile. Every morning the male is

alone in the yard by himself; and the author says

he should not be allowed to serve more than

twelve hens, in order to have every egg fertile.

The book does not tell us about hens that lay

every other day or every third day. In fact, there

are a lot of points connected with this method
that are not discussed or made plain. There is a

diagram of two pens with nest-boxes between
them; but I can not fully understand it, to save

my life. There should be plain pictures and a

record of experiments Perhaps the author will

get out a bigger book further on.

There are some bad misprints in this little book,
which muddle the reader. For instance, in one
place where he means to speak of nest-boxes the

printer has made it next box. I was obliged to

spend quite a little time before I found out that

the writer meant nest-box. And this kind of

cheap work has been true with nearly all the se-

crets I have purchased.
I am glad to say that this Angell system is the

most valuable secret I have yet gotten hold of in

this way. Even if it is imperfect, it suggests a
new field for experiments, and I do not know but
the 50 cents is pretty well invested in this brief

little book.
Now, I want to say a word more about this ad-

vertisement that is in all the poultry-journals, of

feed at 10 cts. a bushel. Since that came out,

another advertisement reads "Only 8 cents a

bushel " The advertisement says this is not
sprouted oats nor beet pulp, but a real food. On
sending for the" Free Booklet for Facts " we read:

I invented the cheapest eovd poultry food known, and it costs

only 8 to 15 cents a bushel. .And it is not sprouted oats nor beet
pulp, but a rrjl fold.

In another place we read also:

We have increased the weight of hundreds of fowls two to

ihree pounds in ten to fifteen days, and often doubled their mar-
ket value.

When I first read that, I thought it must be a
mistake in the print; but after I received the $2.00

book I found the same thing stated in a way that

can not be misunderstood. The author claims
that from two to three pounds may be gained on
each bird in fifteen days, at a cost of only from
6 to 12 cts. each. This wonderful feed that costs

only 8 cts. a bushel, which the author claims he
discovered, is scalded clover hav mixed with corn-
meal middlings and bran sprinkled over it. The
clover or alfalfa is cut into lengths of % inch.

It may be that our friend Fred Grundy did dis-

cover it; but I can well remember my father

feeding his horses on just the same thing fully

sixty years ago; and chopped clover has been
scalded and fed to fowls in winter time as a sub-
stitute for green food as long as I can remember.
The price of this book, "The Famous Grundy
Method," is $2.00.

I hardly think there is a patent on what is call-

ed the alfalfa meal; but such a patent would be
as sensible as the one the " ten-cents-a-bushel "

man claims to have on his sprouted oats.

SELLING SECRETS MORE ABOUT IT.

We clip the following from the Rural Neiv-
Yorker:

Not a day passes that we do not receive a question about one
of the many " poultry systems " so widely advertised. Some se-

cret connected with one or the other of these " systems " is offer-

ed at from one dollar to $10. The buyer is to sign a pledge not

to reveal this great " secret " after he gets it. In one case a read-

er wrote for the " secret " and was informed that $5 would buy a

book giving the whole story. Now, the truth appears to be that

all these "systems" contain more or less sensible information

and suggestion. Most of it is old, and probably 90 per cent of it

has been printed in The Rural. For example, great stress is laid

on a cheap feed that can be made for a few cents a bushel. Aft-

er you pay your money you find that this is sprouted oats. The
oats are soaked in warm water, and then kept in a warm place

until they start sprouts several inches long. Of course, a few
quarts of oats sprouted in this way would make a bushel in bulk!

We have told this over and over—and it is about all you will get

as your great feeding " secret." Many a poultry-keeper who
reads this will think of the good dollars of wtiich he relieved his

financial system with hopes that were like sprouted oats.

In regard to the above, some sort of book is

certainly better than charging a dollar or more
for the simple matter that could be put on a pos-

tal card; and I am glad to know that the secret-

venders are giving us a book that contains more
or less valuable matter. But this signing a pledge
" not to divulge" is, it seems to me, a ridiculous

piece of business. It is behind the times, and
those who go into it ought to be ashamed of

themselves. I have never signed any such paper,

and yet I have always got all the books and se-

crets. When these chaps once get the money
into their clutches they do not let it get away.
There is another thing that is not quite straight.

Most of these systems claim they have a patent

right on the arrangement. For instance, the "nat-

ural-hen incubator " man has been taking money
for years for a " right" to use the idea of having

a little dooryard hitched to the box that contains

a sitting hen; and other venders of these books
claim they have still another patent on the same
arrangement; and yet our poultry-books and
agricultural journals have for years past describ-

ed the same thing over and over again. Their
patent, or " patents applied for," are about as sen-

sible as the patent on the churnless butter. When
I read it to Mrs. Root she said she remembered
seeing her mother make butter when she herself

was a child, in exactly the same ivay, and my
stenographer who is taking down these words says

he made butter, when he was a boy, in almost no
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time simply by the use of a little paddle. And
while it is true that, whenever every thing hap-

pens to be just right, you can sometimes get but-

ter in one minute, it is also true that it may take

-

two hours when every thing is not just right.

THE "sprouted OATS" MAN.

There is finally at least one poultry-journal in

the United States that has turned in with Glean-
ings and ihe Rural Nen.v-'i'orker, and given the

"feed for ten cents per bushel" some free adver-

tising. It is the Petaluna Cal., Poultry Jour-

nal. Here is part of what they say:

You purchase a bushel of oats, sprout them, and you have two
bushels of fei d. A merchant might as well advertise "How a

family can get a vegetable food at half price" by paying $5 for a

book, and then tell the sucker who purchased the book that

"beaub" could be soaked and boiled to double their original ca-

pacity, and would do to " fill up on," and thus be a great saving

to families.

There is one mistake in the above. Instead

of a bushel of oats making ?tco bushels, Edgar
Briggs says in his $5.00 book that a bushel of

oats will makeyb?<r bushels of the very best kind

of chicken feed.

DOSING CHICKENS WITH POWERFUL DRUGS.

Every time I pick up a poultry-journal and
read about dosing with this, that, and the other

vegetable or mineral poison, it makes me sick.

The world is emerging from the silly notions

people have about taking poisonous substances to

make them ivell; but it would almost seem as if

it were just getting to be the fashion to dose

chickens in a like manner. While having this in

mind it rejoices my heart to see that at least one
poultry-journal is making arevolt, even if it does

run the risk of losing some advertising. That
one poultry-journal is one of the handsomest and
best that comes to us in the way of an exchange.

This publication is called Poultry, and is pub-
lished by Miller Purvis, Peotone, 111. Here is

what they say in their issue for December:

If the poultry of this country were given proper care, a good
many of those who advertise poultry remedies would be compel-
led to go out of business, and the poultry-press would lose a con-

siderable portion of the income it derives from its advertising

pages.

"thou SHALT NOT STEAL."
Mr. Root:—Will you spare a moment or so of your time to tell

us what to do when local thieves steal honey from the hives at

night, as they have done here lately: That you may better

judge, I will say that it is not because of ill will toward myself,

but is undoubtedly done by idle young men, perhaps aided by
older ones. What way is best to proceed to secure evidence and
to prevent future depredations: They stole a 32-lb. superful from

a poor woman here who has only two colonies.

In conclusion I would say that I appreciate your department
very much—perhaps more than any other in your journal. It is a

real pleasure and joy to every one trying to do right to know that

we have such men as edit Gleanings and the Rural New-
Yorker to fight the Lord's battles and ours.

Pentz, Pa., Oct. 28. J. Hollopeter.

After thanking you for the high compliment
you pay me by presenting this matter to the

readers of Gleanings, I give it as my opinion
that your people should all go to work and raise

the moral tone of your neighborhood. First and
foremost, take up a subscription for the poor wo-
man who has only two colonies. Make good
her loss; and if you give her a little more it will

do no harm. Everybody who helps to lift this

burden from one who is helpless will be more

interested in ferreting out the depredators. Sec-

ond, I would advise your people to get to work
in your State exactly as the good people are now
working in Ohio to banish the saloons. The
wretches who would rob a poor woman in this

way are certainly a saloon product. Put the

matter in the bands of your marshal or mayor;
and, if necessary, have a lot of citizens sign a pe-

tition, and perhaps subscribe some money to pay
the expenses of hunting up the perpetrators. Or-
ganize a law-and-order league. If you think

proper, offer a reward for the one who meddled
with the hives. In some States there is a very

severe penalty for robbing bee-hives or poultry-

houses. Ask somebody competent to give you
the law in your State. This matter should meet
with prompt attention all over our land — not

only to protect bee-keepers but to raise the stan-

dard of morals. Perhaps you remember what I

said about our neighborhood in Manatee Co.,

Florida. Chickens roost in open houses adjoin-

ing the open highway; and while a third of the

population is colored, my neighbor Rood has

never lost a chicken by theft in the whole eight

years he has lived there. Let us get to work till

each and every neighborhood can present as good
a record as that. May God help us in our ef-

forts to make a place here on earth, where
" thieves do not break through nor steal."

FLORIDA BEE-KEEPING; HOW TO KEEP EXTRACT-
ED HONEY LIQUID.

Right near the honey-house do6r, on the south

side of the building, Mr. Rood has a shallow box
covered with a glass sash, the box and sash being

tipped so as to incline toward the sun. In this

box are glass jars of honey, I think about all the

year round, and this honey stays there in the hot

Florida sun until it is used to fill orders. I have

just been handling the jars; and although it is be-

tween 8 and 9 p.m. the jars are still almost hot.

He says that, in the afternoon, they are often too

hot to handle, but not so hot as to impair the fla-

vor of the honey. This high temperature, with,

perhaps, some other influence from the strong

glaring sunlight, is almost a sure preventive

against candying, even when these jars of honey
stand for days and weeks on the shelves of the re-

tailer; and the longer the honey stays in this

"sterilizer" the better it becomes, because it is

thoroughly ripened. I do not know how common
this idea is for ripening extracted honey, but it

seems to me every bee-keeper should use this
" hot-bed " feature. The same apparatus can, of

course, be used for a solar wax-extractor. The
sash should be hinged so as to turn back against

the wall of the building; and to save lifting, a

cord and pulley should be attached so the sash

can easily be swung up with one hand.

TOLERATING DRONE COMB IN THE APIARY.

Mr. Rood says few bee-keepers realize what it

costs to let drone-combs (or even frames of comb
containing a few drone-cells) remain in the hive

year after year. He declares it is bad policy to

keep such combs for the extractingsupers, espe-

cially for out-apiaries that are visited only occa-

sionally, for the reason that such drone comb en-

courages undesirable swarming and probable

loss of swarms.—A. I. R.]
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

Particular attention is drawn to the article

by G. M. Doolittle, on p. 99 of this issue, dis-

cussing the proposition whether thedrouth of last

fall has so far killed out the clovers that there

will be no clover honey east of the Mississippi

for 1909.

DO THE OUTDOOR-WINTERED BEES THAT FLY OUT
ON WARM DAYS, AND LODGE ON THE GROUND

IN A CHILLED CONDITION, FAIL TO
RETURN ?

A YEAR or more ago there was considerable

discussion over the problem of preventing out-

door-wintered bees from flying out on a day
when there was a bright sun, and the atmosphere
just warm enough to suggest the possibility of a

good cleansing flight. On such days it is often

too cold for bees to be out long, and they often

stay out longer than is good for them. They
will alight on various objects in the yard and on
the ground, and stay there, unable to take wing
again. If they lodge in the snow they immedi-
ately chill. Most of our readers who winter
outdoors, and who peruse these pages, will re-

member how these little patches of bees will be
scattered all over the yard to an extent that looks
frightful; because if there are other days accom-
panied by the same results, it would mean the

practical decimation of every colony in the yard
before spring. Nor is this winter dwindling a

mere fear. At times it is something real. At
other times these thousands and thousands of

chilled bees out on the ground, apparently life-

less, and chilled beyond recovery, will actually

go back into the hives should there be a warm
fly day following the one in which they came out.

We had a practical demonstration of this a

few days ago. The air was very warm, the sun
shining brightly, and the temperature about 70.

The bees were having a gala time, and the spot-

ting on the ground and on the hives indicated
that they were having a very satisfactory cleans-

ing flight. But a cool wind started up about two
o'clock; the sun began to be hazy, and the tem-
perature dropped. About four o'clock we went
out into the yard, and saw thousands of bees
scattered over ihe ground between the hives.

What was more distressing was the fact that

these ^ere young bees, not the old superannuated
kind that their respective colonies might well
spare. These beautiful bright bees would aggre-
gate enough, if gathered together, to make sev-

eral good colonies. If these losses, we argued,
could be confined to a dozen or so hives, even if

it meant a total loss in each case, it would be se-

rious enough; but to take half a pint or a pint

from each colony of the youngest and best blood,
if continued in the same ratio on other days,
would mean disaster to the whole yard before
spring. But, very fortunately, this warm day,
as is generally the case in our locality, was fol-

lowed by another one. The bees that had al-

ready had a cleansing flight did not come out;

but the apparently lifeless and chilled ones on
the ground warmed up, and every one of them,
so our Mr. Bain reports, went back into the

hives. This was followed by another warm day,
but very few bees came out.

The day on which so many bees came out and
lodged on the ground was preceded by about a

week of severe cold, part of the time the mercury
going down below zero. After, say, ten days of

such weather we are likely to have a warm fly

day; and it is then that the bees come out in

countless thousands for a cleansing flight.

CAN BEES BE CHILLED STIrF FOR SEVERAL DAYS
WITHOUT KILLING THEM .?

But an interesting question comes up right

here regarding those bees that were chilled, and
which were apparently lifeless over night, and
yet which on the following day "came to life (.'')"

again. As some of our older readers will remem-
ber, we conducted some experiments some years

ago under the direction of Dr. E. F. Phillips,

now of the Bureau of Entomology, Washington,
D. C. We put a cage of bees on a cake of ice

in a refrigerator. In some cases the bees were
put between two cakes. This was done during
the summer. In every case the bees were chilled

in about four or five minutes, and would be ap-

parently lifeless. Wonderful to relate, these bees

would remain in this condition for a week, and
when brought into a warm room they would re-

vive and be as lively as before. In a few cases

we subjected queens to this chilling process, hop-
ing thereby to make drone-layers of them, for

that was precisely what Dr. Phillips desired for

some experiments he had in mind; but after this

week of freezing they were introduced, and be-

gan laying the same as before, apparently but
little the worse for their experience, although in

all probability such queens would be shorter-

lived, and, before the season was up, be super-

seded by the bees. On this point, however, we
have no data.

These experiments show that nature has pro-

vided that bees may be chilled; for it is well

known that a wall of bees surrounding a cluster

of bees in outdoor-wintered hives will be prac-

tically lifeless, owing to the cold. If a spell of

warm weather comes on, these bees will "come
to life,"(.>) join their comrades, and then when
another cold spell comes on—well, we do not

know whether they form the aforesaid wall or
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not—possibly and probably not. There may be
a sort of "understanding" by which the others
will take up the duty of the outdoor wall. In
the same way bees chilled outdoors can be warm-
ed by sunshine and return to their hives.

STORM-DOORS OVER THE ENTRANCES.

The various contrivances that have been de-

vised, and which have been illustrated in these

pages, do, unquestionably, restrain to some ex-

tent the flight of the bees; but the trouble is,

they work both ways. If they prevent the bees
to a certain extent from coming out they also im-
pede and confuse the returning of the bees into

the hive. Our Mr. Bain, who watched these

very carefully last spring, came to the conclusion
that they really did more harm than good. We
have about come to the same conclusion. We
observed that hundreds of bees in their return
flight would come to their respective hives, and,
being slightly chilled, fail to work through these

devious passageways designed to obstruct the
light and air currents, remain outside and chill.

For this reason, therefore, during the past winter
we have left all of these devices off, leaving the
entrance f^ by 8 wide.

It is also becoming increasingly apparent that

each of the entrances should have a running-
board reaching clear down to the ground. Many
bees will be too much chilled to strike the en-
trance-board if it be elevated above the ground,
as the bees falling short will fall outside. As
previously pointed out, if it warms up they will

return on the following day or the one after that;

but if that warm day fails to come they chill to

death, never to return. We should be pleased
to get hold of reports from others who have used
these storm-doors, or what we may noiv proper-
ly call entrance-obstructers.

PROGNOSTICATING A CROP OF HONEY FROM
WHITE CLOVER; CLOVERS NOT A' L KILLED.
On pages 1365 and 1425 of Gleanings for

last year we quoted a statement of one of our
farmer friends, Mr. Adam Leister, of Medina,
one of the most up-to-date and progressive farm-
ers that we have in this State, to the effect that

the drouth of last summer and fall had not killed

out the clovers, but, on the contrary, he was find-

ing in fields adjoining his farm a great abun-
dance of them. After reading Mr. Weaver's ar-

ticle on page 86 of our last issue he called us up
over the phone, stating that he would like to

have us come down and see the actual conditions
for ourself. He explained that he had been all

over the farm recently, and was convinced more
than ever that the drouth had done no harm.
Nay, more, he found the clovers—white, red,

and alsike—were not only uninjured by the
drouth, but were very much in evidence every-
where over the fields. We accordingly boarded
the next car, taking along the junior A. I. Root,
just four years old that day, Feb. 5. As we are
using the editorial 'vue, we simply remark that
A. 1. R. second was a very important part of
that day's clover hunt. He thinks so anyhow.
Mr. Leister met us at the car-stop, and with

him we went over the farm. It is unnecessary
to go over all the details; but suffice it to say he
gave us unlimited proof that, in his locality at

least, the white-clover plants on the hilltops,

where the drouth was the most severe, were not

only very numerous but very vigorous. By un-
covering some of the dead grasses or leaves we
could find great masses of white-clover branches
intertwined among themselves, and these branches
were of such size and general appearance that
there could be no mistaking the fact that they
were old stalks. True, the drouth had killed

out many of the grasses; but that was what gave
white clover a chance, and it certainly availed it-

self of the free soil.

But a casual observer might fail to see these in-

tertwining stalks unless he should reach with the
fingers down into the dead grasses and pull up
the loose soil ; and there, sure enough, the twin-
ing and creeping white clover with its tiny leaves
could be found. We next went over the fields of

alsike and red clover, and were gratified to see

that they more than held their own.
Mr. Leister gave it as his opinion based on ex-

perience that the drouth of last fall, unusually se-

vere though it was, and the mild winter thus far,

was decidedly favorable to the growth of clover.

"And," said he, "there has been no winter-
killing, and I guarantee there will be none. The
rains and the snows that we have had have gone
down into the soil, which is moist but not wet.

To be very much of winter-killing the ground
must be soaked with water. 'J'his winter, as you
will notice, we are able to walk all over the soft

ground without any danger of pulling off our
rubbers. While the soil is properly moist, it is

not soggy as it is some winters. It is the win-
ter-killing, not fall drouths, that kill clover."

Then he went on to explain how it was impos-
sible to have winter-killing under the conditions
afforded by the present winter. Even if there

should be heavy rains from now on, the soil

would take it all, and not become soaked to the

extent that a frost would heave the clovers out of

the ground. " No, sir," he continued, " I never

saw better prospects for a good crop of clover

honey next season than we find right here. If

we do not get a drouth in the spring or early

summer (and that is altogether unlikely, because
one drouth is not likely to follow another) we
shall have an immense crop of honey from clover.

"

Since writing the foregoing we have had a visit

from Chalon Fowls, of Oberlin, who lives about
twenty miles northwest of the Leister farm. In

talking about the clovers he said he was fearful

lest the white clovers in his locality were killed

out. The land in and about Oberlin is quite

level, and the soil peculiar. The drouth had
been very severe — so much so that the earth left

great cracks. One place a crack was wide
enough so that a brick could be let down flat-

wise. This crack extended down into the soil

for two feet.

These cracks show that the drouth must have
been more severe than Medina, or else, what is

more probably true, the soil is such that it is

more easily affected by drouth. We have found
no such conditions in land that is rolling in oth-

er parts of the State.

Most places east of the Mississippi we should
expect to be more like the Leister farm and the

locality described by Mr. Dootlittle on page 99
of this issue. Therefore we do not share the pes-

simism of Mr. Weaver for the territory east of

the Mississippi.
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WHY BEES BECOME UNEASY IN A CELLAR; DEAD
BEES ON THE CELLAR BOTTOM

At this time of year the bees in the cellar, with

a temperature above 30, during warm spells are

liable to become very uneasy. If there are a

hundred or so colonies in a repository there may
be an inch or more of dead bees on the floor if

they have not been swept out. While this might
look as if all the bees in the cellar were dying, it

does not necessarily indicate poor wintering, al-

though the conditions can not be considered ideal

when so many bees are on the cellar floor.

As the winter beging to wane, and spring is in

sight, it is very important to have sufficient ven-

tilation in all cellars where the temperature goes
above 50, especially where it goes from one ex-

treme to the other. Good wintering must not be
expected in a cellar with poor ventilation if the

temperature goes down to freezing and stays there

for a week at a time. Bees outdoors can stand

a temperature far below freezing without injury,

but bees in a cellar can not. The diflierence

is explainable partly on the ground of ventila-

tion — that is to say, the quality of the air the

bees have to breathe. Then the outdoor bees

may have an opportunity for a cleansing flight;

and this has much to do with keeping bees quiet

afterward. If they become very uneasy in the

cellar, and the weather should be warm enough
outdoors so they can fly, we would advise taking

every colony out, and giving them a flight, after

which putting them back. It is wonderful how
such a flight will quiet them. If, on the other

hand, the temperature be kept fairly uniform at

45, or if it ranges from 40 to 50, and there be
plenty of ventilation, there should be no uneasi-

ness and no occasion for a cleansing flight.

Let the beginner fairly understand this, that

very little ventilation is required if a uniform
temperature in the cellar can be maintained.

But when that is not possible there must be a

large amount of fresh air given, at least every

night, but it would be better to supply it con-

tinuously throughout the 24 hours. In giving
air, care must be taken not to let in the light.

Again, he should understand that it may be an
easy trick to winter a dozen colonies in a given
cellar; but it is quite another trick to bring
through 100 or more in the same place. The
problem is one of ventilation and regulation of

temperature. The more bees the greater the body
heat and the higher the cellar temperature; the

more bees, too, the fouler the air. With few
bees comparatively, both propositions are simple.

WINTERING BEES OUrDOORS; CONDITIONS FAVOR-
ABLE AND UNFAVORABLE; WHAT KILLS

OUTDOOR-WINTERED COLONIES.

The winter thus far in our locality, at least,

has been very favorable for outdoor wintering,

especially those colonies provided with plenty of

stores in double-walled hives or single hives with
suitable winter cases over them. The kind of

winter that is hard on bees is one that has pro-

tracted cold spells, the mercury playing around
the zero-mark for two or three weeks at a time
without a letup.

Bees seldom freeze to death outdoors, in our
judgment; but they do starve after a protracted

cold spell. Let us open up a hive when the

temperature is about 10 above zto. What do
we find.? We look down between the frames,
and every thing seems to be as still as death, with
no bees in sight. A more careful search, how-
ever, reveals that what appeared to be a fair-siz-

ed colony in the fall is now compressed down to

a small bunch of bees, not much larger than a

good sized snowball, located some two or three

inches from the top of the frames and toward the

front of the hive. We find them apparently
frozen st ff, save a few bees right in the center of

the cluster. The crust of bees on the outside are

apparently dead. If the cold spell lasts three

weeks or more this cluster will be unable to un-
fold; and the individual bees will not freeze to

death, but actually starve. During the follow-

ing spring we go back to that hive and find no
response. The stronger colonies that had larger

clusters during the winter will be showing life at

the entrances; but those with smaller or weaker
clusters show no life. We open up the ball of

one of them and find all the bees dead, beyond
doubt, for the atmosphere is warm enough for

them to unfold if they were alive. Within two
inches of the cluster we find all the stores gone.

It was too small to hold up the bodily heat; ami
not being able to break the cluster it was unable

to get at the stores, and starvation was the result.

If, on the other hand, the cold spell had not last-

ed more than ten days, and there came on warm
weather, the cluster would have unfolded, moved
over where there were fresh stores; and when the

cold spell came on they would have formed a

new cluster. It might be ever so cold; it might
go 10 below zero; but if the cold wave did not

last more than a week, and it warmed up so the

cluster could unfold, those bees would be as live-

ly as ever.

It follows, then, that, for successful outdoor

wintering, the average winter of the locality must
be such that there will not be a protracted cold

spell of two or three weeks or more. But, even

then, very strong colonies will be able to stand

such cold while the weak ones will not. No one

should attempt to winter outdoors unless the

winters have warm days every two or three weeks
— or rather, we should say, the temperature

should rise so that the cluster can unfold. It is

not necessary to have fly days; but it is important

to have a sufficient warming-up so the clusters

can move, so to speak, to pastures new.

WHEN TO WINTER OUTDOORS, AND WHEN IS

CELLARS.

If the climate is very cold, and that cold con-

tinues, the colonies must either be very strong or

they should be wintered indoors. As a general

practice we would say, always winter indoors

when the temperature runs for weeks at a time

not warmer than 10 above zero. On the other

hand, in a climate where the temperature warms
up to 70, outside, every two or three weeks, so

the bees can fly, with no colder weather than ze-

ro, and generally not very much below frceziiig,

the outdoor plan will be much more sure of giv-

ing the better results. While the bees on their

summer stands will consume more stores they

will have more brood and more young blood in

the spring and early summer than stocks takei\

from the cellar.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Miller

Mr. Editor, just right you are to urge pure

air and lots of it for bee-cellars, p. 72.

Fie! fie! Bro. Morrison, with your honey ci-

der, p. 22. We say apple cider, pear cider, etc.,

because cider is the juice of a fruit. But honey

isn't a fruit.

Sections of honey, some unsealed, down cel-

lar beside the furnace, are keeping beautifully.

Instead of candying or getting watery, the honey

is growing thick and very stringy.

Section honey, treated as A. I. Root tells

about treating extracted, p. 94, care being taken

not to melt the comb, ought to be proof against

candying, and keep over until next year.

Bottom starters should not be so deep as 15

millimeters—only 12, says L'Apiculture Nowvelle,

385. Friend Bondonneau, I've used successfully

many thousands of bottom starters 15.8 mm; but

I used thin super foundation. With extra thin

they should not be so deep.

This winter would do well for outdoor win-

tering here—not so much because mild, but be-

cause there have been at least three chances for

winter flights—Dec. 29, Jan. 4, and Jan. 22. The
last time there was a warm spell of several days,

a heavy thunderstorm, and a temperature of 60

degrees.

I've always thought that in clover regions a

good rule for putting on supers was when the

first clover-bloom appeared. It's certainly right

for this locality; but Grant Stanley, p. 79, makes
me think it may be wrong elsewhere. What
crop comes in before white clover.? Dandelion
and fruit-blcom here, but they don't need supers.

KisDi iNG for the kitchen fire that we like much
is made thus: Fill a 10-lb. lard-pail or other ves-

sel with ashes, and stir in kerosene till fairly

moist. [You will have to be careful or you may
have spontaneous combustion; perhaps not of the

ashes but of the oil. If there is any unburned
coal in the ashes there would be more danger.

You'd better consult your insurance agent or put

the pail out doors when not in use.

—

Ed ]

Ai srRiA^ bee-keepers have settled on a standard

frame, to be called " Oesterreichische Breitwabe,"
16.94 by 10.14 inches (that's about 10 square

inches larger than the Langstroth); extracting-

frame, 4.96 in. deep. [It is a great pity that they

did not adopt the exact Langstroth dimensions,
seeing that they were so near to them. Nothing
but stupid clannishness would permit them to be
so near and yet so far. As many supplies neces-

sarily have to come from America, if our Austri-

an bee-keepers had adopted our standard it would
save them many dollars.

—

Ed.]

Harry Lathrop, endorsed hy Bee-keepers' Re-

'vieiv, p. 15, says it is the two-year old white-clo-

ver plants that furnish the crop, those younger or

older being of little value. If that means that

the only plants of value are those two years /row
the seed, then I question. Doesn't white clover

spread and take root just like strawberry-plants.''

Strawberry-plants go on year after year with never

a seed sown; why not white clover.? [Yes, indeed,

white clover spreads and takes root just like straw-

berry-plants. Right here some of our correspon-

dents are mixed up. One kind of clover will

propaga'e from seed only, while another from
seed and branch both. In thesame way a branch

of a grapevine buried in the ground will take

root. The white clover does this right along

—

Ed.]

That colony in window of warm room, p.

72, may be all right when "every two or three

weeks there has been at least one day when the

bees could get an airing." That proves nothing

as to a five-months' confinement. [That is true;

but probably three-fourths of the localities north

of the Ohio River have winters duiing which the

bees can have flights e ery two or three weeks.

If warm-room wintering is feasible at all. if it in-

creases the brood, if it makes a stronger colony
in the spring, it will mean that three-fourths of

those bee-keepers located in the cold latitudes

will be able to avail themselves of these advan-

tages.— Ed.]

Fifteen years ago I also attended that Chica-

go convention you mention, p. 74, Mr. Editor.

There's an idea rattling around in my memory-
box that 2 cts. was talked of to be deducted for

freight, etc At any rate, I think I ought to be

a little better authority than that fellow you quote
who was 15 years younger than I am. [We hope
to locate the exact figures in the report. The
writer was the reporter for that convention and
remembers distinctly, or at least he thinks he does,

tak ng these figures. The reason he remembers
was that the cost of selling equaled one third of

the wholesale price. He was surprised that the

ratio should be so large.

—

Ed.]

Virgil Weaver has an interesting article, p.

86; but some things will hardly bear close inspec-

tion. The normal thing seems to be to have " an

average of about a foot to a plant," that is, a

square foot to each clover-seed. But " if the rain

stops, say, the first of July, this plant covers but

one-third of the space, and the honey from these

young plants, therefore, is cut two-thirds." But
that's assuming that there will be only one seed

_

for each square foot. If there be three seeds to

each foot, that would fill the ground, even with

each seed filling only "one-third of the space,"

and would not that give as much honey as if one
seed filled the ground.? If any seed start at all,

is there any likelihood there will be less than

three to the foot.?

"Another instance of winter-killing is when it

rains for several years in succession, and the

ground becomes so thickly set in clover that it

starves itself out, just as corn set too thickly liter-

ally starves, so that the crop is destroyed. " Now,
if thick setting kills out the plants, it doesn't

need several years, for dozens or hundreds of seeds

to the foot are commonly present, and the crop
ought to he thus destroyed nearly every year.

We are also told that " the old clover starves the

young plants to death." But a little earlier we
are told that " the growth made by a white-clover

plant this year blossoms next year and then dies

out " How can it die out and at the same time

crowd out the vigorous young plants.? But for

all that, his main contention may be correct.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

OUR 1909 CLOVER-HONEY CROP.
" There will be a bitter wail from the bee-

keepers in the white-clover belt next spring, as 90
per cent of the clover is already dead that would
produce honey in 1909."

That is the last sentence in Virgil Weaver's ar-

ticle, page 87, February 1. As most of us here

are held by our environments right in the clover-

belt, it may be a comfort to us to diagnose this

clover matter for our own locality. I do not say
that what is here written is correct for Valley
View, Ky., as I was never there; but I do claim
that it is applica'^le to Central New York.
Mr. Weaver says, "In wet soils that heave things

out of the ground by freezing and thawing, white
clover will manage to have enough roots stick-

ing in the ground to maintain life;" but I have
seen hundreds of acres where the roots of white
and other clovers were drawn completely out of

the soil, and many other hundreds of acres where
the plants died when half or two-thirds drawn,
from the effects of a dry spring following a win-
ter with but little snow and much freezing and
thawing. Some seem to think that, because the

white-clover stalks creep along the ground and
root at many or all of the leaf-joints, it does not
heave out like the other clovers with their one

tap-root. But as these joint-roots are only tap-

roots they are drawn from the soil in the way I

tried to explain in the Feb. 1st issue; but as they
are smaller and shorter it takes a less number of

changes from thawing to freezing to injure or

kill them than than it does the longer and strong-

er rooted red and alsike varieties.

All of Mr. Weaver's article leads me to be-
lieve that he has a sandy or sandy loam soil, one
in which timothy and other grasses, aside from
clover, do not thrive; for, outside of gardens and
a few waste places, I never saw a white-clover
plant that covered a foot in diameter, to say
nothing of two feet; and yet with the ground
free from the other grasses, as in gardens, it

spreads itself just as he says. But the bloom is

not in accord with his views as I understand
him. The little seedling which comes up the
last half of April or during May has to contend
with the other grasses which come up with it, if

it is in a newly seeded piece, or with grasses

already established, as in a pasture, and at best
it is August before there are any signs of bloom
upon it, and this is after the honey season is past

for clover. This shows that such a thing as

honey from white-clover seedlings, the first year,

is a fallacy. Now comes the spring of the sec-

ond year, when the clover-plant is one year old.

During the fall before, it will have formed a

head, or crown, and perhaps some few stem
creepers, though the most of these last are in em-
bryo. As the growth commences, these stem
creepers push out; and if the season is wet they
root at the leaf-joints, as Dr. Miller and Mr.
\Veaver tell us. But if the spring is dry, these
creepers simply run out for a few joints along the
ground, the same as the alsike and red clovers
grow out their stems in an upright position
While these creepers are growing, the embryo
blossoms are beginning to gro^ in the crown;

and as the cr'epeis advance, the embryo blos-
soms at each leaf-joint on the creepers to push
out, and thus we have, as a rule, the first clover
bloom from the crown of the plant, and that
later on from the joints of the creepers.

Even the novice, must know that the blossoms
come out one after another on the stalk stems of
the red and alsike clovers, at the base of the low-
er leaves first, and so on at each leaf-joint, thus
prolonging the blooming season till the end of
the growth is reached, or the farmers mowing-
machine puts a stop to the whole thing. Now
the white-clover stem-creepers put forth blossoms
in just the same way, only the stalk-stems creep
along the ground instead of standing erect, and
keep on blooming until the growth stops, which
is earlier in a dry season, when no leaf-stem roots
are made, and longer during a wet season where
many roots are made. If roots are made, then
we have a new plant at each root, a crown form-
ing thereon in the fall, much the same way as a

strawberry-runner forms new plants; but it dry,
so no roots form, then these stem-creepers die
back to the original crown as Mr. Weaver says.

A dry fall does not have so much to do with the
blooming of the clover as the spring and early
summer does, so long as the clovers are not killed

by the fall drouth, as they were not by last fall's

dry weather, which was as severe as any I ever
knew. To be sure, the crowns at the top of the
clover roots are not as large now as they would
have been if August, September, and October
had been wet; buf if the clovers are not drawn
out by a heaving winter, and the spring proves
propitious, so as to make many stem-creepers, we
may have a greater bloom than with a wet fall

and a very dry spring up to July 1st. So I do
not see that I have any occasion to provide a less

number of supers or supplies for the coming sea-

than is my usual custom.

Mr. Weaver makes no allowance for the at-

mospheric conditions, nor the temperature or
winds, at the time of the diver bloom. He
seems to base his whole structure on what the

rainfall was after July 1, 190^, and uses Dr.
Miller's bumper crop of last year to substantiate
his position. Have I forgotten, or did Dr. M.
tell us during some of his "off" years about
fields white with clover, but little if any secre-

tion of nectar.? Well, be that as it may, some
of the years having the most profuse white clo-

ver bloom I have ever witnessed passed on and
out without enough nectar secretion to give us a
pound of clover honey. Why.!" Simply because
the conditions of the season were not right for

the secretion of nectar during the abundant clo-

ver-bloom. Again, with apparently not half a
bloom, owing to its being a poor season for the

stem-creepers to grow, nectar has poured in to

"beat the band," and caught many with their

"porridge-dish" wrong side up, because, like Mr.
VVeaver, they had taken their bees off to the

mountains; or, more properly speaking, they
thought there would be little or no crop, and for

this reason had failed to provide the needed sup-
plies till the down-pour was on them

If the season proves to be right during the

summer of 1909, I see no reason why we should
not have a good crop of honey, even though the

extreme drouth of last fall may cause the crowns
of the white clover to be somewhat dwarfed.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane

I am much interested in the editor's experiment

of wintering bees in a warm room, page 1489,

Dec. 15. 1 hope we may get some new facts on

the philosophy of wintering.

Mr. Scholl is quite right in calling attention to

the care needed in shipping honey. We may
all be sure that the loss from breakage eventually

comes out of the bee-keeper's pocket.

4?-

Mr. Morrison gives us a short and interesting

article on sweet clover, p. 1430. I wonder if it

wouldn't be a good thing for bee-keepers all over

the country to get the local papers to copy it.

Mr. Waggoner's hints on selling honey, page

1486, near home, are well worth our attention.

The value of a neat nairow showcase to set in a

window or on a counter is worth our attention.

It is much better, to my mind, than a large ship-

ping-case.
4>-

I believe Mr. Louis H. Scholl beats the record

in takirg off super honey, p. 1493. This is one

of the best arguments I liave heard in favor of

shallow super-frames; but isn't it often very in-

convenient not to iiave the super and brood-

frames of the same size.?

On p. 1424, Dec. 1, the editor says it is a good
time to unite when putting colonies in a cellar.

Any time in the fall after the weather is cold

enough so the bees cluster close together, I have

found that they may be united without difficulty

by simply shaking them together.

Prof. Bigelow calls attention, among other

things, to the fact that bees gather but one kind

of pollen on a foraging expedition, p. 1497, Dec.

15. This is true as a rule, but, I believe, not al-

ways. I have actually seen a bee fly from the

flower of one species of plant to another of an en-

tirely different species.

^
I do not often call attention to the Home de-

partment of A. I. Root; but it seems to me that

any one who reads this in the Dec. 1st number,
and his pulse is not quickened, and his aspirations

for a nobler life strengthened, is greatly to be
pitied. The news in the temperance column is

well worth a year's subscription to Gleanings.
These are great times in which we are living.

4>-

On p. 1423, Dec. 1, Dr. Miller says: " In ac-

tual practice I let a queen live as long as she does
good work. Not often do my bees allow a queen
to live after that." Good bees! Mine are not so

skillful in superseding. Last spring I had a good
many colonies that were among my best and
strongest in bees and brood. Early in May their

queens began to fail; and before new queens
were laying they were so reduced that they gave
me one less super of honey than other colonies

whose queens retained their vitality.

Dr. Miller objects, p. 1488, Dec. 15, to drone
comb in supers, and he is right. The less drone
comb in a hive, above or below, the better. My
experience is that it is a nuisance everywhere ex-

cept a very little in the brood-nest, and for mak-
ing beeswax. It is better for this last purpose

than worker comb by far.

Mention is made, p. 1488, Dec. 15, of old hon-

ey being better than new, but it was kept up in

the garret. A garret, or some other dry room,
is the place to keep honey; and if it is left under
some low roof, all the better. Under a loof is

best. One of my neighbors, when prices were
low, kept a large crop of honey over until the

next year, and sold it at a much better price.

His honey-room was under a roof where it was
very hot through the summer.

On p. 1514 A. I. Root has seemed to get down
to pretty near the bottom of things that a live

bee-keeper is interested in. It would take a good
deal of room to tell all I have suffered from
cramped feet in the years gone by. But within

a few years I have been able to buy shoes that

give me perfect freedom, and I can not tell how
much pleasure they have given me. I would not

go back to the old style for any amount^of mon-
ey, it seems to me.

How TO PUT ON SUPERS.

Commencing on page 1441 is an artida by Dr.

Miller on putting comb-honey supers on hives,

and it would be well for all bee-keepers to study
it careful'y. A great amount of honey is lost in

not giving enough room early in the season. I

have found of late years that a strong colony,

when honey is abundant, will fill two supers al-

most as soon as one. The old theory, that the

first super should be two-thirds full and partly

sealed before a second one is given, is exploded.

Doolittle's advice to get as many sections as pos-

sible started early in the season.is sour.d.

4p-

double-tier shipping-cases.

Wesley Foster makes some rather novel state-

ments, page 1312, Nov. 1, in regard to the value

of double-tier shipping-cases. I supposed that

subject was setiled long ago in favor of single-

tier cases; but he informs us that several carloads

of honey did not sell readily because in single-tier

cases. How little we downeasters know about
the great big world out west! He says the only
objection to double-tier cases is that broken hon-

ey will leak on the section below, and proceeds

to brush away this objection by saying that
" broken or leaky honey should not be cased for

shipment, anyway." I wonder if friend Foster

thinks those who oppose double-tier cases are in

the habit of putting up leaky and broken honey.

I wonder if he has ever heard of any comb honey
broken on its way to market. I heard of several

tons the other day. I will admit, however, that

such is not usually the case. I believe that, as a

rule, it reaches the wholesale dealer in fairly good
shape; but when he ships again to the retail deal-

er, unless special care is taken it is quite likely to

get broken, and then it is a mess. I had no idea,

until within a few years, how much is broken
before it reaches the consumer.
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES
By W. K. Morrison

The Cuban bee-keepers have seen rather poor

times for the past two or three years. Now it

looks as if their condition would be somewhat
worse for some time ahead.

The Australians can not secure a fair bid for

their eucalyptus honey in England. If they

would make their own biscuits, using their own
honey, perhaps they would be glad to keep it.

There is nothing like independence.

The Agricultural Experiment Station of Ari-

zona has just issued an excellent free bulletin en-

titled "Citrus Culture in the Arid Southwest,"

which may interest a number of Gleanings
readers. It does not mention the value of citrus

bloom to bee-keepers, but that is understood.

-^

OLD HONLY.

Stand up, doctor, and take your medicine.

Honey has been taken from Pompeii and Hercu-

laneum on several occasions, and, so far as I am
aware, it was eatable. Honey in a fair state of

preservation was taken from the tomb of one of

the Pharaohs (Amenhotep II.). Is that old ?

-*-

At Norwich, England, the town council, ac-

cording to the British Bee Journal, has placed an

order for 14,500 shade-trees. These will proba-

bly be of two species—lindens and oriental planes

—both of exceptional value to bee-keepers, and
very handsome shade-trees. The first is the Eu-
ropean linden, or basswood; but the latter is not

so well known here, though it may be frequent-

ly seen in the parks and avenues of our eastern

cities.

SPURIOUS SWKETS AND POISONOUS PRESERVATIVES.

A correspondent who resides in Texas writes

me that pickle-factories use saccharine in their

business of putting up pickles. They do, un-

fortunately. I think they are not quite so bad
as the soda-water manufacturers who use both

benzoate of soda and saccharine. These are in-

sidious poisons, and ought to be barred from all

human food and drinks. It is the opinion of

eminent authorities on poisons that saccharine

ought not to be sold at all except for laboratory

use. In Germany only one factory now makes
it, and that is under strict supervision by the im-

perial government. I note that Indiana has suc-

ceeded in barring out benzoate of soda in food.

That knocks out a lot of syrups, jellies, etc., and
makes a wider market for honey. Bee keepers

owe it to themselves to give the facts the widest

publicity.
<?>

BEE-KEEPING IN NORTH AFRICA.

Fischer, the German ethnologist, has this to

say of the Berbers of Morocco, a statement which
also applies to the whole of North Africa: "Bee
culture is carried on by them with especial zeal,

and wax is, therefore, one of the exports of

Southern Morocco." Some time ago a French

bee-journal rather sarcastically criticised me for

attributing the fine physique of these North Af-

rica folk to the honey and other excellent natu-

ral foods they use; but Professor Fischer's arti-

cle (Smithsonian Report, 1907) rather bears me
out. At first he notes they are great producers

of apricots, figs, dates, and similar crops. Fur-

ther he states: " The Berbers physically are an

extraordinarily powerful and sturdy race— slen-

der, muscular, somewhat about the average in

height, but with no tendency toward fat, which
is considered becoming only among the young
girls of a few tribes. Their endurance of bodily

exertion and privation is wonderful; but above
all they excel in walking and running. " It looks

as if my French critic would have to swallow

this German pill, as it is backed up by Ameri-
can observation.

r.OVERNMENT AID TO BEE-KEEPERS.

Dr. Miller hints that it would do no harm if

the federal government would devote a little

more of its money toward the encouragement of

the bee-keeping industry. I will add a little

more to that. We are avasiing hundreds of mil-

lions on preparation for wars that will never

come. Certainly no European power has the re-

motest idea of declaring war on us, and we could

not make war on any one of them. The war
business has a great resemblance to the liquor

business, and we still have to combat it just as

the temperance people have done with the alco-

hol trade. It is a vast evil. Just think, doctor.

We waste enough money in a year to build a

double-track electric railway from New York to

San Francisco. Not only that, we set a bad ex-

ample, for Brazil and Argentina are now arrang-

ing to have large navies. Let's have that appro-

priation of $100,000 for bees.

MORE IRRIGATION FOR IMPERIAL VALLEY.

The prospects are very favorable for a govern-

ment reclamation project in the famous Imperial

Valley, in California, which will reclaim 200,000

acres of very rich land. Water will be taken

from l.aguna dam (which is now building), at an

elevation of 145 feet. This was sufficiently high

to send the water from the extreme south end of

the valley northward to the Southern Pacific

track at Imperial Junction. It ought to be not-

ed that the Colorado River runs south, while the

flow of the canal is northward. This new sys-

tem will irrigate lands higher than the present ir-

rigated areas, some of which are below sea-level.

A vote is being taken, and it is not expected

there will be any opposition to the project, for

Uncle Sam will do the work in his usual satisfac-

tory manner. Previous irrigation work in the

valley has been done by private enterprise.

There is a probability that vast areas will be re-

claimed in and around Imperial Valley; in fact,

it looks now as if Imperial Valley would become
the banner producing section of the Golden
State; but it will require government supervision

and assistance to accomplish it, as the engineer-

ing work must be of a stupendous and enduring
character, which can not be left to private initia-

tive.
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST
By Louis Scholl

Learn to cut doivn when uncapping, instead of

using that unhandy upward stroke.

The bees were never in better condition at this

time of the year in the Lone Star State than they

are this spring.
4>-

Better packages for our next honey crop should

be considered by every bee-keeper who ships hon-

ey. We do not care to have the railroads raise

the freight rates.

If one has not ordered his supplies for the com-
ing season he should do so at once, and during

his spare time get them put together so as to be

ready for the honey-flow when it comes.

they averaged from 20 to 25 lbs of honey, while
those with only third and half sheets averaged
only about 10 to 15 lbs. This taught us a les-

son; and hereafter we shall use full sheets under
all conditions.

It costs about 20 cents per super for full sheets;

and by putting in half-sheets, we saved 10 cents

per super. In six days' time the difference be-

tween the two in honey stored was fully ten

pounds in favor of the full-sheet supers. This
was comb honey, and averaged 12 cents per pound,
making $1.20 per super, or a loss of $1.10 above
the 10 cents saved on foundation. The colonies

that fell behind on this account remained behind
the rest of the season. The test was a very con-

clusive one, as the two yards were among the

best we had, the colonies unusually even in

strength and ability, and the flow an extra good
one of long duration. With a poorer flow the

results might have been worse. The supers were
hastily put on at random, just as taken from the

wagon, without paying attention to which had
full sheets or only starters.

WAX SECRETION, AND ITS EFFECT ON THE AMOUNT
OF HONEY STORED.

There are times when the bees secrete more

wax than at others—during a good honey-flow,

for instance, or in the case of booming colonies

in the spring that have their hives full of honey

from the previous year and are required to handle

it, making room for the queen, etc. At such

times I have found comb-building cheaper than

otherwise, and have often taken advantage of

that fact in making the bees draw out combs for

future use.

At the very beginning of the honey-flow, or

even before, every colony in our yards is suppli-

ed with a shallow super of drawn combs to catch

the first honey that comes in scatteringly, and in

too small quantities to cause comb-building to

any great extent. If we did not do this we should

lose some honey at this time. A little later a

comb-honey super with full sheets of foundation

is added under the one containing the drawn

combs. By this time the bees are secreting wax
plentifully, which is shown by the whitening of

the combs in the first super, and comb-building

is begun on this foundation at a rapid rate, wax
secretion being on the increase as the flow ad-

vances.

For years we supplied all supers given after the

first two just mentioned, with only half-sheets of

foundation, because we thought that the addition-

al foundation was not needed, since the bees were

secreting wax involuntarily, and that the extra

wax used in full sheets would, therefore, be a

loss. Last year, however, we had an experience

that seemed to upset these conclusions. We were

putting on supers with full sheets of foundation

all the way through, mainly because we had it;

but, on account of delay in a shipment, we ran

short, and only half-sheets of foundation were put

in 50 supers or more. As there was a good hon-

ey-flow still on, and the bees were working well

in their third supers, secreting wax at a rapid rate,

we thought it would not make any diflterence.

But it did make a difference; for in six days' time

all the supers with full sheets of foundation were

fully drawn out, and, upon careful estimation,

HOW WE "shake ENERGY INTO BEES."

There are several ways of " shaking energy "

into bees. One is by going through all colonies

some time previous to the honey-flow and scrap-

ing all the frames of burr-combs and propolis,

taking out all drone comb and replacing it with

worker comb or foundation, and doing a dozen

other things for the welfare of the queen and the

colony. Do this during a spell of warm weather

when the bees are booming, and watch the results

from then on.

Bees can also be brought into the same condi-

tion if moved from one place to another.

In using the divisible-brood-chamber hive the

same condition is obtained by "cutting" up the

colony at various times to accomplish certain ef-

fects desired. To stimulate breeding, the upper

and lower stories of the brood-chamber may be

exchanged. This tears up the colony, and the

brood nest is rearranged by the bees, which has

a stimulating effect on them. Late the two shal-

low stories are exchanged again, and one with

empty combs is slipped in between them to "knock
swarming in the head." Just before the honey-

flow they are torn up again, as the two lower

stories (there are three now for the brood-cham-
ber) are exchanged again. The top story, which
is now partially filled with honey, so that the

bees are crowding out the brood, is raised up,

and a new super with foundation placed under

it. This makes still another shaking; and, how
those bees do work!
The first shaking occurs when the spring ex-

amination is made, and it stirs up the bees be-

cause the cluster is torn open, and burr-combs,

etc., broken, when the cover and the upper and

lower stoies are separated or tilted back. Then
the scraping of the frames, etc., as enumerated,

follows in rotation. Except for the scraping of

the frames, these are never handled again in any

of the other shakings, preceding or following.

Several of the same kind of shakings take place

during the honey-flow when putting on or remov-

ing a super; and I must say our hive is the best

adapted to shaking energy into bees with the

least labor.
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ONE OF THE EXHIBITS OF BEES AT THE GRANGE FAIR IN WILMING-
TON, DELAWARE, HELD IN SEPTEMBER, 1908.

X card in the hive read, "Bees do not injare sound fruit."

BEES DO NOT INJURE SOUND FRUIT.

An Interesting Exhibit at a Fair, Consist-
ing of Ripe Fruit in a Glass Hive Con-

taining Bees.

BV JOEL GILFILLAN.

At the Grangers' fair, held this year in Wil-
mington, Del., I had charge again of the bee de-

partment. Besides the exhibit of honey (comb
and extracted) and wax, I had a series of observa-

tory hives exhibiting the various conditions and
workings of the bees from the time a swarm was
first hived until the harvest of honey was taken

off. These were similar to the ones of the pre-
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ceding year, the illustra-

tions of which were pub-
lished in the Nov. 1st

issue, 1907. There was
one hive of a different

character, which created

something of a sensation.

This one is shown by the

accompanying engrav-
ing. It was a three-story

glass hive, the upper sto-

ry containing ripe fruit, a

bunch of grapes, a pear,

and a peach. At the time
the picture was taken it

was a little cold, and the

bees were clustering on
the combs; but nearly all

the time during the four

days of the fair the bees

were freely moving about
among and over the fruit.

There was a card on the

hive, upon which was
written, "Bees do not in-

jure sound fruit." On
the second day of the fair

one of the grapes on the

bunch burst open, and
the bees set to work and
soon cleaned it up, and
that empty grape skin

hung there among the

sound grapes during the

remaining days of the

fair, speaking louder
than any voice. Men
would stop before this

exhibit and ponder a

long time, and then turn

away with the remark,

"Well, that settles the

question." Sometimes a

few would rush past with-

out taking time to read

the card, and say as they

passed, "There, that

shows how the bees get

honey from fruit." One
very wise fellow, who
was leading a company
around, and who was
quick to read the cards

on the hives, and who
tried to be very wise, be-

gan describing this one

before he reached it, saying, " Now here we
have a clear demonstration of how the bees make
honey from fruit." By this time he had read

the card, and he merely said, "Oh!" and con-

cluded it was time to pass on to other depart-

ments of the fair.

Mr. Danzenbaker, inventor of the hive and

smoker of that name, spent considerable time

with me during the fair, and gave me very valu-

able assistance. Many people were anxious to

see the queen, and it required some one nearly

all the time, and sometimes several to point out

a queen in some one of the hives. And then

there were many questions to be answered, and

Mr. Danzenbaker did excellent service in that
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line. He also helped me with the demonstrations

in the large wire cage where I had a full colony
with a super full of honey. I used this year a

sectional hive for the demonstrations.

I had an experience this summer which has

puzzled me somewhat. My home apiary is un-

der the grape-arbor. I have some seven varieties

of choice grapes, and from the first ripe grapes of

the season until frost v\e have a constant supply

of grapes. So far the bees have never worked
among these grapes. Last year, 1907, was the

first bearing year, and I did not take particular

notice of the fact that the bees were not working
among the grapes. But this year I made it a

point to watch carefully, and on not a single va-

riety of the grapes did I ever see a bee. When
the first variety was ripe I thought may be the

bees were still busy in the fields with the nectar

of some of the summer flowers; but when the sea-

son advanced, and still they seemed to pass right

by the grapes, I concluded that this was an ex-

ceptional year, and that there must be a contin-

uous flow of nectar. I was soon informed differ-

ently, however, for people around here were com-
plaining that the bees were destroying their

grapes, some declaring that the bees were so de-

structive that they had scarcely enough left for

table use. Then it was that 1 tried to conjecture

why my grapes had escaped the destructive

agencies which I knew to be birds, insects, and
natural decay, for there was no evidence of decay
in my grapes. I could not persuade the others

that the bees were only secondary offenders, and
touched the grapes only when they had already

been injured. Now, I have thought over this a

good deal, and I have some conjectures. 1. It

may have been that my grapes were well fertilized

by the nearness to the bees, and, consequently,
the fruit was perfect. 2 The myriads of bees in

and about the grapes, coming and going, and
flying about, kept the birds and insects from the

grapes.

I have not fully decided which of the above
suppositions is correct, although I am inclined

to believe it is a combination of both.

Newark, Del.

LYour exhibit of bees and fruit is certainly a

\ery interesting one, and one that should be imi-

tated by bee-keepers all over the country, espe-

cially in fruit sections. It would, perhaps, be
well to go one step further and put in fruit that

has bpen punctured by needle-points along with
the sound fruit. A placard should show which
has been injured and which are sound, in order
that the general public may have a practical ob-
ject-lesson — one that will exonerate the bees, at

least of the charge of being the prime movers in

the mischief. Of course, it will be shown that

bees do help to spoil fruit already injured. This
can always be met by the statement that such
fruit is of no commercial value; and when it is

further shown that the bees do far more good in

pollinating the blossoms, making good fruitage
possible, the public ought to welcome them ev-
erywhere.

It is possible and even probable that the prox-
imity of your grapes to your bees resulted in

more perfect fruit, and perfect fruit is never
touched by bees. On the other hand, it is quite
possible that your own grapes were located at a
point where little birds would not visit them.

It has been found in most cases where bees are

said to be eating grapes that a bird called the

Cape May warbler iDeiidroica tigrina) has visited

the fruit early in the morning before any one
was around, run his beak into the berries, leav-

ing a needle-like hole. The bees later, on dis-

covering these punctures, visit the fruit when ev-

ery one is up; and as these punctures are so small
as not to be noticeable, the bees are accused, nat-

urally enough, of doing all the mischief. It fol-

lows, then, that where grapes are close to the

house, or where people are likely to pass often,

these little birds, which are very shy, do not visit

them, and, of course, the bees do not go near
them.
Another bird that punctures fruit is the Balti-

more oriole. In some cases the common Eng-
lish sparrow is the culprit, and still another ene-
my is the wasp. In any or all cases where the

skin of the fruit is broken, the bees during a
dearth of honey will complete the work of de-
struction.—Ed.]

IN MEMORIAM.

Something Concerning the Life of
Mr. C. H. W. Weber.

BY HENRY REDDERT.

Mr. C. H. W. Weber, the late treasurer of the

Southwestern Ohio and Hamilton Co. Bee-keep-
ers' Association, was a very conspicuous figure

among bee-keepers in this part of the State. His
activities made him a person much sought for

on account of his sound advice and careful ob-
servations. He was a man in whose presence

MR. C. H. W. WEBER.
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every bee-keeper felt assured of a warm welcome.
His place will be difficult to fill. Being a mem-
ber of ihe National Bee-keepers' Association he

was able to give, in our quarterly meetings, the

new knowledge in beedom collected by the vari-

ous prominent bee-keepers of the entire country,

which he always did with great zest.

Mr. Weber had four apiaries—one in North
Fairmount, one in South Fairmount, one in Cum-
minsville, and one on his roof. In each of these

he had a different race, which kept him and one
helper busy the entire season. In season one
could very seldom find him at home; from early

dawn to evening his attention was given to his

bees.

Cincinnati, O., Jan. 10.

CLOVER AS A DROUTH-RESISTER.

Nitrates from Fertilizer Needed.

BY J. H. NELLIS.

No one will claim that drouth improves the

vitality of clover (my experience has been with
medium red, alsike, and alfalfa); but when crops
are properly rotated, land in good tilth, and grass

vigorous, few plants can endure as much drouth
as the clovers, for the long roots find moisture
when other vegetation dies.

In Central New York we fall-plowed land and
seeded medium red clover and timothy with oats

or barley in spring. In Northern New Jersey,
timothy is sown with rye in autumn, after seed-

ing, and during winter we top-dress liberally with
stable manure. '1 hen in early spring seed is

sown. This plan always produces a vigorous
stand.

Whenever land properly worked and enriched
fails to produce a stand of clover a little soil

should be procured from land that maintains the

kind of clover desired, and scattered over the

now productive field. The bacteria that live in

the nodules found on clover roots supply nitro-

gen to nourish the clover-plants. Soil taken from
flourishing clover-fields is inoculated with these

bacteria, and they spread rapidly to the barren
soil.

Although four-fifths of the air we breathe is ni-

trogen, yet plants, except the legumes (clovers,

peas, beans, etc. ), can not take this necessary and
expensive element directly from the air, but must
gather it through their roots from nitrates appro-
priated from stable manure or from commercial
fertilizers.

The importance of including clovers in our ro-

tations is thus very evident, for in no other way
can we procure this all-important element so
cheaply. The long roots of the clovers tend also
to bring to the surface mineral elements needed
in plant-formation, while the mechanical condi-
tion of the soil is greatly improved.

Paterson, N. J., Jan. 6.

Preventing the spread of foul brood should be
the object of every person interested in the bee-
keeping industry; and each one can do some par-
ticular thing that will help. What will you do.'

New Braunfels, Tex. Louis Scholl.

AN tASY METHOD OF WEIGHING HIVES OF BEES.

A HIVE LIFTING AND WEIGHING
DEVICE.

BV G. H. SHI» K.

To a novice at bee-keeping the knowledge as

to whether or not a colony of bees has sufficient

stores to pack for winter is an important iiem.

He lacks that mature judgment that comes only

through years of experience.

Hefting hives and even an examination leaves

him still in doubt as to whether the number of

pounds of honey as recommended by experienc ed

bee-keepers is on hand. He longs for the ad-

vice of an expert in the business, or a pair ut

scales. The former is not to be found in t;.c

neighborhood; the latter—ah! he rigs one up.

This experience prompted the construction of

the weighing device here illustrated. It is a very
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A TEN-ACRE BUCKWHEAT-FIELD IN ENGLAND.

simple machine, light and easy to handle; adapts

itself to eight and ten frame dovetailed hives

and equally well to any hive having side hand-
holes or cleats. It raises and lowers the hive

with such an imperceptible motion as not to

alarm the bees, and, with the stop adjustment,
will hold the hive suspended while repairs or oth-

er work may be done to the stand or bottom-
board. As a substitute for lifting hives to and
from a platform scales with the jarring incidental

thereto, to say nothing of the evil effects this

method has upon the spinal column, it has proven
a marked success.

Hanover, Pa.
«»»««

HONEY-PLANTS IN ENGLAND.
BuckAvheat and Bokhara Clover; Grow-

ing Buckwheat to take the Place of
Fall Feeding.

BY JOSEPH TINSLEY.

Although it is not in every bee-keeper's power
to assist in planting large areas for the supply of

nectar at a time when the ordinary pasturage fails

to produce any surplus, yet bee-keepers can, by
using tact and ingenuity, persuade local land-
owners and farmers to assist, and, at the same
time, effect considerable advantages to both. Par-
ticularly was this noticeable at Mr. E. H. Tay-
lor's bee-farm, Welwyn. While on a visit to

the London exhibition I journeyed to this bee-
farmer's home, and, after an inspection of the api-
ary and the machinery, I was shown his own par-

ticular pasturages. Every variety of nectar-pro-
ducing plants was here displayed; but the treat of
the day was ten acres of buckwheat situated about
half a mile from Mr. Taylor's apiary. It was a
wonderful sight, and I endeavored to photograph
it. Being the last week in July the white clover
had long ceased to bloom, and the hum on this

mammoth field

of nectar was
delightful. 1

1

is needless to

say that by this

means no au-
tumn feeding
is necessary, so

that one can
easily account
for these rous-

ing colonies in

early spring.

According to

A. I. Root this

plant is consid-
ered one of the

most important
honey-yieid-
ers, and it is ex-

tensivelygrown
here. In his
A B C of Bee
Culture he de-

votes several

pages to this

excellent plant

which are well

worth reading.

The honeypro-
duced from this source is of a purple tint, and
has a particularly good flavor; but notwithstand-
ing this the cappings of comb are pearly white in

appearance. One peculiar feature, however, is

that the bees work on the flower only up to noon.
Mr. Taylor had also experimented in another

direction with Bokhara clover. This plant also

yields an exceptional quality and quantity of hon-
ey, and can be recommended to growers on a

small scale. It reaches a height of 10 feet, and
is most profusive in sending forth blooms, spread-

ing its branches in all directions, each particular

shoot sending forth blossoms in turn. Waste
parts of the apiary can be profitably sown with
it, as it flourishes in the most barren places. At
the time of writing, Nov. 30, the Bokhara clover

is still in bloom, although 16 degrees of frost has

been registered. During the very mild weather
in October the bees worked on the plant wonder-
fully well. When we consider that this particu-

lar kind of clover will blossom practically all the

year round, the other species of clover are left in

the shade, and I think all bee-keepers will do
well to give it a trial.

Chebbery, Eccleshall, England.

[We have tried repeatedly to photograph a field

of buckwheat; but in our locality, at least, there

is almost sure to be, during daylight hours, a
light breeze. This sets the heads of the plants to

waving, with the result that we see a blurr in the

photo as in that here reproduced. It is impos-
sible to take an instantaneous photo, and yet have
ihe whole of the field in focus. It then becomes
necessary to stop down the lens and take what is

known as a "time view." Mr. W. Z. Hutchin-
son, of the Bee-keepers' /frxwic, succeeded once,

and that view has been shown to the bee-keeping
public. In the photo above shown it is evident

that there was a light breeze at^the time the ex-

posure*was made.

—

Ed.]
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MORE LAWS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Shall the Mailing of Queens be Prohibit-
ed from California?

BY W. A. PRYAL.

Of laws 'lis said ihe country has enough;
But let bee-keepers have some wise and tough.

The machinery has been started in California

to give the apicultural industry some legislation

that will set the old don't-care-a-rap fellows to

thinking. The present foul-brood statute is to

be amended, provided the work Mr. Ralph Ben-
ton, of the State University, has been formulat-
ing succeeds in meeting the approval of theSolons
now assembled at Sacramento. Mr. Benton is

aiming to place the inspection of infested apiaries

more under the control of the authorities of the

State University, at the same time allowing the

appointment of county foul-brood inspectors to

remain in the hands of the supervisors of the sev-

eral counties as at present. It will be more bind-
ing on the supervisors to make appointments
when petitioned to do so. The University In-

spector of Foul Brood will have co-extensive au-
thority with the county officer, and he will have
power to appoint dep-
uties to assist in the work.
This will allow of scien-

tific investigation; at

present it is said some of

the inspectors are igno-

rant of what a genuine
case of foul brood is like,

as is so often the case

when politics has a hand
in the filling of scientific

positions. The amend-
ed law will weed out
poor or had inspectors.

There is one thing
about the amended stat-

ute, as drafted by Mr.
Benton, I do not think
should be put in force for

some years to come, and
that is the provision mak-
ing it compulsory for ail

quetns and their attend-

ant bees passing inspec-

tion by the foul-brood
inspector; in fact, they
must be accompanied
with a certificate of in-

spection, as are consign-
ments of trees and plants,

before they can enter this

State; and if not so certi-

fied they must be placed
in a hive for sixty days,
and be subject at the ex-

piration of that period to

final inspection by the
officer. If no sign of foul

brood or other disease in-

imical to the best inter-

ests of California bee-
keepers has manifested it-

self, then the bees ^ and
queens will be admitted.

My objection to this is that, owing to the fact

that as many Eastern States have no properly con-
stituted officer who could give a queen-breeder a

clean bill of health for his bees and queens, it

would be a hardship on a reputable breeder to

hold his bees up on that score. Then I believe

it would be an injury to a bee-keeper and the ex-

porter as well to have bees held up at the post-

office or express office until some far-away inspec-

tor could be brought upon the scene to poke the

poor bees in the ribs and look down their throats

to see what they had for breakfast, or to find how
theiralimentary system was. Mr. Benton agreed

with me that, while the provision would ultimate-

ly be beneficial to our bee-keepers, it was better

to wait a few years until a like law was enacted
in the Eastern States where bee-keepers raise

queens, before this provision should be in full

force and effect. So I believe he will have the

proposed law so changed.
Then he makes provision for an annual meet-

ing of foul-brood inspectors. This is good; but
I am afraid the interest will die out in a few years.

By making such meeting a part of the annual
meeting of the State Bee-keepers' Association it

will provoke more interest and be far more bene-

ficial. In fact, I believe it will bring about a

BOKHARA CLOVER GROWING TEN FEET HIGH.
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BEE-KEEPING GOES WELL WITH POULTRY-RAISING.

greater attendance at such meetings. The new
law, if passed, will allow for the printing of the

report of proceedings of inspectors' conventions
—a good thing in itself, but it would also be
good, and perhaps better, as I suggested at the

Monterey meeting, if the State would make pro-

vision for the printing of the proceedings of the

State Bee-keepers' Association. Such aid is al-

ready given the horticulturists, viticulturists,

mining interests, I believe, and the horse-racing

outfit—the latter a useless waste of the people's

money.
In order to carry on the work to be placed in

the hands of the University pathologist, an appro-

priation of $2500 is asked. This sum is modest
compared with some appropriations that are de-

manded from the public treasury; but, taken in

connection with the salaries of the various county
inspectors, the amount to be paid for stamping

out foul brood
will be consid-

erable. Yet as

the honey in-

dustry is no
small one in

this State, and
materially adds
to our prosper-

ity, we can well

afford all that

it costs There
are thousands
of leaks that,

if stopped,
would allow
beneficial en-

actments to be
made for many
purposes. I

mention this
for the reason

that I have al-

ways been op-

posed to piling

new laws into our statutes and making needless

appropriations for this, that, and the other thing,

to bu'den a long-suffering tax-burdened people.

But the bee-keepers have never asked much; they

now seek an intelligent means of overcoming an
evil that has long embarrassed them. The pro-

posed law is worth trying. May it be passed;

and should it prove ineffectual it can be changed.
Oakland, Cal.

[Unfortunately we have not a copy of the pro-

posed amendments; but from the general article

above, the reader may infer something of their im-
poit If the section relating to the sending of

queen bees through the mails from other States

into California be stricken out, we S'e no rea-

son why the amendments should not receive

the unanimous support of all the bee-keepers. In

offering this suggestion, perhaps some may feel

HIVES ON LONG BENCHES TO KEEP THE ANTS FROM BOTHERING THE BEES.

The legs of the benches stand in cans'filled with pine tar or carbolineum.
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THE KENNEDY SISTERS,

AN APIA

that we are inspired by
selHsli motives from the

fact thit we sell queen-

bees; hut as California is

so far from us, our trade

with that State practic-

ally amounts to nothing

as other ijueen-breeders

are niuch nearer; so that

whatever action the legis-

lature may see fit to take

would not affect us. Hut
if the law should require

all queen-bees from oth-

er States, by mail, to be
inspected before they are

turned over to the con-

signee, the result would
be the actual prohibition

of the traffic in queens.

This would mean hard-

ship to the bee-keepers

of California, making it

practically impossible for

them to introduce any
new blood from other

Stales.

As a matter of fact, we do not see how the in-

spector, no matter how competent he may be,

can determine whether a queen with her atten-

dants in a cage has disease germs in her alimen-
tary canal. Nothing but dissection would show
this, and this, of course, means the killing of the

queen. Even if the inspector were disposed to

allow the passage of such queens, the delay in

the postofhce until such inspection could be made
would very probably result in the death of the

queens especially in the inaccessible mountain
districts.

Some years ago we conducted a series of ex-

periments, taking queens from foul-broody colo-

nies and putting them in healthy ones. In no
single instance was foul brood transmitted in that

manner. We seriously question whether it is

possible to carry disease through a queen, espe-

cially after she has been placed in a new environ-
ment on new food for a period of several days.

Indeed, the McEvoy treatment itself, which is

now recognized as a standard cure, applies no
treatment to either bees or queens other than to

remove them from their honey and combs and
give them new food. That is precisely what the

queen-breeder does when he picks up a queen
and a few attendants and puts her in a mailing-
cage. Hence it follows that, if the queen should
be taken out of a diseased colony, and sent
through the mails, such queen could not carry
the disease. In any event, no reputable queen-
breeder would think of taking a ([ueen from an
infected colony and sending her to a customer.
We see no good reason, therefore, why queen-

bees and their attendants in an ordinary mailing-
cage should be inspected before delivery to the
consignee.

—

Ed.]

Thi A. I. Runt Co.:— 1 am not keeping any bees, but, like Mr.
Thatcher, of New Jersey, I greatly enjoy reading Mr. Root's
Home talks, and hope he will continue them for years to come.

Reading, Pa., Nov. y. H. B. SHOLLBNBERciER.

WITH THEIR BROTHER, WHO HAVE MANAGED
RY FOR THE LAST SIXTEEN YEARS.

BEES, POULTRY, AND A FARM.

A Sure Way to Keep Ants out of Hives.

BY BERT H. MASTERS.

I have my colonies on stands or benches. My
idea in placing them on stands is to keep the

ants away. I put ashes under the stands to pre-

vent the grass from growing. Under each leg of

the stands I place small lids, filled with pine tar,

which need replenishing about twice during the

summer. This is the best remedy I have ever

tried.

The poultry business works very nicely with
bee-keeping. I have about 400 chickens, which
have been averging from 12 to 14 dozen eggs per

day. I arrange my work so that neither the bees

nor poultry interfere with farming; and as I give

these side lines only my spare moments I get value

received for my labor.

Edison, O., Dec. 29.

BEE-KEEPING FOR WOMEN.

A Good Record from an Apiary Man-
aged by Two Ladies.

BY LOUISA C. KENNEDY.

After our father was taken from us, sixteen

years ago, my sister and 1 carried on the apiary.

That was the spring when everybody lost nearly

all his bees. We lost all but eighteen queens

with a mere handful of bees for each—perhaps

not more than a pint of bees to the queen. We
fed and built them up and then divided them un-

til we had 35 good colonies. That would have

been a pretty good honey year if we had only

had the bees to gather it. As it was, we sold

about $102 worth of honey. Since then we have

had some pretty good honey years, and a good
many very poor ones. The poorest year we sold

only $31 worth of honey; the best, $578 worth.
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?1L£ Ul i,£CTlU.Ni DAMAGED BY THE N ESTb OF A CERTAIN KIND UE W AiP.

These insects construct cellular nests on the comb foundation.

The greatest number of colonies we ever had

at any one time was 93; the fewest, 18. During
the sixteen years we have received for honey sold,

.$3496.99. During this time our expense for the

apiary has been $576.66. Upon the whole I

tiiinlc that is not so bad for two women, pretty

well along in years, to do. During the last few
years we have had our brother to help us with the

heaviest of the woric, such as taking off honey
(we have always worked for comb honey), fixing

up the bees for the winter, etc.

This present year the fore part of the season

was so wet and cold the bees could not work.

When it did become dry and warm they tried to

make up for lost time. We got about 3000 sec-

tions of honey and about 600 more this fall. We
had 60 colonies, spring count, and we now have

72 good strong ones in winter quarters.

Curran, Illinois.

COMB HONEY DAMAGED BY WASPS.

BY E. F. ATWATER.

The accompanying illustration shows how
some of our honey is damaged by the nests of a

kind of wasp. These insects will hunt over piles

of supers stacked up in shops at the yards; and if

they find somewhere a small opening they enter

and construct cellular nests of mud, almost al-

ways selecting the sheet of foundation upon which
to begin work. If the supers are not carefully

inspected when put on the hives, we have results

as shown. However, with a little care probably
only 50 to 100 sections will be damaged in this

vvay, out of a crop of 15,000 to 20,000 sections.

So, certainly this wasp is not a very serious enemy
of the comb-honey producer.

Meridian, Ida., Dec. 16.

[This is indeed an interesting exhibit. Prob-
ably not many of our subscribers are troubled
with any thing of this kind.

—

Ed.]

OUTDOOR WINTERING.

Is it Practical to Close the Outside En-
trance to the Hive.^

BY E. N. WOODWARD.

As a learner in the field of bee culture I have
been questioning the truth of the oft-repeated

statement that bees, when packed or wintered in

outdoor cases, will consume more honey than

when placed in the cellar or in bee-repositories.

My contention is that they will not, if the out-

door cases are properly constructed and the bees

packed in the right condition.

To determine this question to my own satisfac-

tion I am experimenting with a method which I

put into operation a year ago, and which I am
trying again this present winter. One of the im-

portant features of this method is, that the out-

side entrance to the hive is closed entirely.

In this latitude (Southern Michigan) and all

through the zero belt, it is useless to try to win-

ter bees without ample protection. For this rea-

son I construct my winter boxes large enough for

about three inches of packing all around, with

six inches on top. I also use old newspapers

quite freely.
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In front of each hive is a square entrance or in-

set, or we might call it a vestibule, on the outside

of which is placed an adjustable storm-door, as

illustrated on page 1327, Nov. 1, last year.

Now, to carry out my plan and to determine
whether or not my theory is correct, I close this

outside entrance by sliding the door down, thus

making it tight and perfectly dark, with no play-

ground for the bees except this enclosed vestibule.

When I close this outside entrance, about the

middle of December, not a bee can fly until it is

opened in the spring, from the first to the middle
of March.

I am aware that this will not agree with the

theory that bees require a large amount of venti-

lation, and some one will exclaim, " You will

smother your bees, sure." Not a bit of it; you
can never fence the air out from that enclosed air-

chamber. It will penetrate from every direction,

and through every crack and crevice exposed to

the weather; and the bees, when thus confined in

total darkness with a somewhat even temperature,

will lapse into a half-unconscious state, and s'eep

their time away through the long winter months.
It is a well-known fact that hives of bees plac-

ed in a narrow trench, buried beneath the surface,

and covered with straw, leaves, and earth, with
perhaps two feet of snow, and with no visible

ventilation, will winter in good shape, and not a

large amount of honey will be consumed. When
I have closed up my bees for winter they have
been in as good a condition as when wintered in a

trench, with no direct ventilation in either case.

It must be understood when we pack our bees

that no frost can enter, and that moisture will not

condense but pass away by the process of absorp-

tion and evaporation It should also be under-

stood that the temperature surrounding the hives

is very much lower than when they are placed in

the cellar at a temperature of 45 degrees; and in-

stead of that " contented hum " so often spoken
of in good cellar wintering, every thing is silent.

The bees, secluded as they are, have passed in-

to a quiescent state and reman somewhat dor-

mant, bordering upon a state of hibernation. I

have opened some of my hives from the top at

different times during the winter, and find them
closely clustered and quiet, and I say to them,
"Sleep on," so cosy do they seem to be in their

little bed; and I am sure they are not consuming
any more honey (it may be not so much) than
when more active in a warm cellar. To test this

method I am willing to sacrifice a few colonies,

if need be. The result is what we are after.

Hillsdale, Mich
, Jan. 15.

[While this looks good, we advise our readers

to go very slow about shutting their outdoor bees

in the hives. We tried it one winter on some
two hundred colonies and lost nearly all of them,
while all the other colonies, not so shut in, in the

same yards came through in good order. Others
have liad the same experience.

The plan works very well during the fore part

of winter; but it is toward spring when trouble
comes. Our corresponHent, if we mistake not,

will be a sadder but wiser man next spring. Yes,
he will save his stores but may not have any bees
to use them.
Wintering bees under ground in trenches

should not be taken as a parallel case. In the

first place, mother Earth helps to keep up a uni-
form temperature; and if the soil be sandy, fair

results may be expected. But here again the be-
ginner should go slow, for trench wintering will
work only in certain localities. The climate
must be cold and the soil sandy.

—

Ed.]

PROTECTING COLONIES FROM THE
COLD WINDS IN EARLY SPRING.

How to Provide Natural Shelter for the
Apiary in Order to Avoid Spring

Dwindling.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

There seems to be quite a diversity of opinion
as to the proper time for setting the bees out of
the cellar in the spring. Here in Northern Mich-
igan, April seems to be the month; and there are
no cases that I know of where bees are taken out
later than this. During very unfavorable spring
weather it is probable that bees are better off in

the cellar during the most of April; but the cel-

lar must be a good one, and one that is properly
ventilated, or the bees will become uneasy.
Even in unfavorable weather it would be better
to have the bees out of doors in the spring rather
than to have them get uneasy in a poorly venti-
lated cellar. In this northern location bees go
into winter quarters early in November; and in

order to have them in such condition that they
can stand the confinement up to the latter part of
April they need the very best winter food and the
best conditions that can be obtained in the way
of a cellar.

We will suppose that for some reason the bees
are not wintering as they should, so that they
appear uneasy. This uneasiness keeps the tem-
perature high, and brood-rearing commences.
Under these circumstances the admission of fresh

air does not seem to quiet the bees entirely, and
nothing but a good flight satisfies them. It is

best, therefore, to take them out of the cellar and
place them on the summer stands as soon as there
is a possibility of their having a chance to fly.

Experienced bee-keepers often have their bees in

such condition during the winter that it is neces-
sary to remove them for a flight as early in the
spring as the weather permits; and if this is so,

what can be expected from the inexperienced
bee-keepers.? Probably the only way is to set

the bees out of the cellar on the first favorable
day in the spring, and then manage, if possible,

to get them through the cold bad weather of
April and May to be ready for the honey-flow
in June. It is my purpose here to tell how this

may be done.

SELECTING A SHELTERED LOCATION.

The ideal location for an apiary is a clearing
of about two acres in the midst of woods. I like

to have the timber surrounding this apiary of
second growth, for the second growth is denser
than the first, and affords a better protection
against the prevailing winds in the spring. Then
if I could have this timber to my liking it would
be about fifty feet high.

Two acres of clearing is twice as much land as

one is likely to need for the hives. Some might
ask why it is necessary to clear off so much when
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one acre would be sufficient, and also why it

would not be better to have tiie timber as tall as

possible so that better protection would be pro-

vided by the tall timber around the smaller en-

closure. Such a condition, however, is just what
we do not want, for howling winds might be

blowing overhead that would chill every bee

that ventured above; and, at the same time, if

the sun were shining the temperature inside the

enclosure would, perhaps, be such that the bees

would venture out and be lost. It can be seen

that, with twice as much of a clearing, and with

the timber only 50 ft. high, there is some circula-

tion of cool air in the yard, which will hold the

flying forces back whenever the general weather

conditions outside are unfavorable. The fortu-

nate man is the one who has just enough outside

protection and no more. With no outside pro-

tection at all, as in cases where the hives stand

exposed to the full force of the wind, during

breeding time in the spring it is very difficult for

colonies to build up to the proper strength for

the early honey-flow in June. A high board
fence is of but little avail for this outside protec-

tion, for it protects the hives only enough to en-

tice the bees out of doors when it is too cold for

them to fly, so that they are caught in the cold

wind and lost.

Remus, Michigan.

PEDDLING HONEY.

Making Collections; How to Liquefy Large
Quantities of Honey.

BY W. A. H. Gil STRAP.

For some years I sold about all my honey by
wholesale, and might have never seriously con-
templated a better plan had not a poor honey year
nearly forced me to peddle much of my crop.

Just how I did it might not be the best plan, but
some of my ideas may be worth telling.

Most of my sales were made from a spring

wagon on the cover of which my advertisement

was plainly lettered. The wagon-cover was
white, and on either side of the wagon was the

word " Honey," large enough to be read across

the street, while my name and address were of

smaller lettering, all made of daik paint. On
the back part of the wagon-cover the word " Hon-
ey " was lettered so it could be read over a block
away. Most of my town sales were made in

Modesto, a town of perhaps 3500 people. I be-

gan at the east side of town, and made a house-
to-house canvass, up one street and down the

next, shuttle fashion, till the west side was reach-

ed. When peddling on Fourteenth Street,

all houses facing between Fourteenth and Thir-
teenth were visited, and so on. The bulk of my
sales were made at the homes. Frequently a

lady would take the honey and request me to

call on her husband at the shop or store for the

pay, and it would take only a few minutes in the

evening to make collections for the day. Often
a lady would not want the honey at the time,

but would want it, say, two or three weeks later,

and 1 made it a point to supply the honey on
time. If a person really wanted the honey, and
did not have the money on hand at the time, 1

would reply something like this: " You know

your business better than I do. If you want the

honey, take it and leave the money at Maze's
drugstore when you get it. Maze is a square fel-

low, and I shall get the money all right."

Many, both in country and town, would take

the honey on those terms, and the loss by bad
accounts was very small. Mr. Maze really liked

to do free collecting for me, as it brought pro-

spective customers to his store.

One of the leading grocers said it increased his

honey sales when the town and surrounding
country became interested in honey by my ef-

forts. When a prospective customer on my beat

had already inferior honey, adultereated or oth-

erwise, it was a part of my business to trade for

it, for very few will buy honey when they have
any kind of honey on hand. Occasionally a per-

son would think my honey was adulterated, and
it sometimes took a quarter of an hour to con-
vince such a doubter, but it had to be done be-

fore I left.

Granulation of our honey is one of the most
troublesome things in the peddler's way. The
best solution I have tried is a boiler, over 7 feet

long and nearly 2 feet wide by 20 inches deep,

inside measure. The sides and ends are made of

1/^-inch redwood boards well bolted together.

The heavy galvanized-iron bottom extends 4

inches past the body of the tank at each end (to

the end of the side-boards), up a little at each
side and up a foot in front as insurance against

fire that may flash up from the furnace. The
sheet-iron bottom was fastened to the wood by
screws through white lead. The lid (which
should not be turned down when melting honey)
is of matched Oregon pine fastened on with strap

hinges. The brick furnace is deep enough to

make room for weeds, brush, or vines for fuel;

and I regret that I used six-inch pipe instead of

eight-inch; for when using weeds it sometimes
smokes the ^oom. A slatted bottom keeps the

iron from sagging. By using two slatted trajs,

one longer than the other, and held in place by
brick, 1 can melt honey in five-gallon cans, and
in one and two quart jars at the same time. Hon-
ey in Mason jars must be melted well, while in

the cans it is not necessary to melt it for sale.

This boiler is also fine for melting combs for the

wax-press.

Owing to change of farming plans it is not
likely I shall peddle much more— only fill local

orders. But it is delightful to hear the boys say

to their mothers, " Here comes the honey-man I"

It is also interesting to hear the ladies say, " I am
so glad to see you come."
Each person talked to must be provided with

one of Dr. Miller's circulars, "The Food Value
of Honey.

"

Ceres, Cal., Dec. 4.

ENCOURAGING RAINS IN CALIFORNIA.

The following, just received from G. F. Mer-
riam Sc Son, will explain itself:

San Diego Co. has had over three inches of rainfall wiihin two
days, or over lour within a week, and all Southern California has
had a good soaking. G. F. Merriam & Son.
San Marcos, Cal.. Jan. 22.

We do not know whether enough rain has
fallen yet to insure a crop; but if it iceeps on at

this rate California bee-lceepers will be wearing
smiles on their faces.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

STRAIGHT WORKER COMB BUILT BY A COLONY
WITHOUT A QUEEN.

Oa page 932, Aug. 1, R. F. Holtermann says

the building of worker-cells naturally is a sure

sign of the presence of a queen. I have found an

exception, if that is the rule. While out in the

country I transferred a colony of bees that had
been in a box hive about a month. When I

opened the old box I found that the bees had
eight or nine nice sheets of comb, about 9 inches

long by 12 wide. They had about a pound and
a half of honey, and the comb was as clean and
white as any I ever saw. It had never had brood
in it, with the exception of a very little drone
brood scattered about in three or four corabs,

which showed that there had been laying work-
ers or possibly a queen that had never mated.

There were no eggs at the time. If a queen had
been in the hive, there would have been many
cells of drone brood; but there were not over 75

if that many. There were fifteen or twenty queen-
cells started all over the middle of the combs,
which shows the bees were trying without success

to raise a queen. L. S. Dickson'.

Kuttawa, Ky.

LFhe'e is no absolute proof to show that there

might not have been a queen in the box at the

time the comb of which you speak was built In

a box hive you can't be sure of any 'hing. In
any event we are inc'ined to think Mr. Holter-

mann, in the quotation, put it a little strong.

Worker comb will sometimes be bu^lt where there

is no fertile queen in the hive.

—

Ed.]

CAPPED BROOD IN DECEMBER.

In October, when examining my 40 colonies I

found that over half of them did not have stores

sufficient to last them through the winter. I

bought 500 lbs. of granulated sugar, got a tin can
which held 30 lbs. of water and sugar, and put
into it 15 lbs. of water. Then I set the can on
the stove until the water began to simmer, when
I took it off the stove and stirred in 15 lbs. of

sugar which made a syrup of one-half sugar
and half water. I commenced feeding Oct 1,

and fed a quart of syrup to each colony for 24
days On the 24th of October I examined the col-

onies again, and found that they had plenty of

stores, and the brood-combs full of young brood
capped over. I didn't examine the bees again
until Dec. 7, which was a warm day, and I look-
ed through all of the hives again that I had fed,

and found young brood capped over at that date,

and in good shape. 1 believe that fall feeding is

a great advantage Ja.mes W. Bell.
Bedford, Ky., Jan. 5

[After feeding the bees as you did, it is not at

all surprising that you found brood in the hives,

even as late as January, considering your climate,
which, of course, is milder than what we have
here. Very often late feeding and brood- rearing
will use up nearly all the stores. One should be
careful to see that a sufficient supply is left after

brood-reaiing ceases.

—

Ed. ]

WHY DO THE GOLDENS KEEP LEAVING THE
HIVES.?

I have two colonies of bees—one a leather- col-

ored Italian, the other golden. They are outside
on their summer stands, protected by a shed.

The golden Italians are always trying to get out
in this cold weather, and, naturally, they get
lost. I gave them a two-inch opening, therv

changed to five inches. The front is darkened
with boards. Then, again, I bring a bag over
the whole, and yet they press out. What do
you think is the reason.' Is it too warm.? The
other colony does not act that way.

Detroit, Mich., Dec. 24. F. G. Walter.

[We can not understand why your goldens
should fly out when the other bees failed to do
so. The fact is, in our locality they do not win-
ter as well as the ordinary leather colored bees
that have not been tampered with so much in

breeding to produce color. Nearly every spring

we have noticed that the colonies of goldens wiU
have abnormal quantities of dead bees out in

front of the entrance, while the darker strains

will have comparatively few.

Our experience with goldens in winter has
been decidedly unsatisfactory, although we do
not deny that some strains of them may winter

well.

—

Ed.]

CLOVER NOT KILLED; GOLDEN ITALIANS.

So far as I can learn, the clover is not killed in

this vicinity. There is a very heavy growth here.

I have eight colonies of golden Italian bees.

Do you think they are as good as or better than

other Italians.? Would they stand the winters as

well in this climate.? They are very quiet, and
nice to handle. Frank Rovve.

Pleasant Hill, Mo.

[See answer to Walter, just preceding.

—

Ed.]

can FOUL-BROODY COLONIES BE TREATED DUR-
ING WINTER?

I am having my first experience with foul

brood. It developed late this fall. I did not

discover it until the middle of this month. Win~
teis are mild here. We winter on summer stands.

Bees fly more or less every few days. Can they

be treated any way to advantage during winter,

having no extra combs of clean honey ? I moved
to this locality last spring, and found I got into

a hotbed of foul brood. There are some old

mossbacks here who keep their bees in old gums.
P. S.—How would it do to confine all hives

with wire netting, then go through them and cut

out the dead brood of diseased hives, and remove
such hives to a cellar for the rest of the winter.?

Canon City, Colo. W. G. Wright.

[There is not much you can do in mid-winter;

but all empty combs should be melted up and
the wax converted into foundation. Combs that

contain some honey should be extracted and then

rendered up. The empty hives should be scorch-

ed out as per direciions in our booklet, "Diseases
of Bees." Next spring we would advise shaking
every colony on to foundation as soon as the

warm weather begins, and before very much
brood is reared. 1 he combs should be extracted

first and then rendered into wax. No other pro-

cedure, if foul brood has got well started in your
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yard, will give you relief from the disease. Treat-

ing here and there a colony is only partially ef-

fective, for the probabilities are that the disease

will continue to break out here and there and
everywhere, causing you no end of trouble.

Referring to your postscript, you could take

the bees down cellar, remove the diseased combs,
allowing the bees to cluster on those that appear

to have no dead matter in them. This will in-

volve considerable work and loss of bees; but we
would not undertake to do any thing until next

spring. The old mossbacks with their gums
should be referred to your foul-brood inspector.

He can compel them to transfer and treat the col-

onies.

—

Ed.]

PROPOLIS— FROM WHAT GATHERED? GETTING
CANDIED HONEY OUT OF COMBS; THE

FORMALIN TREATMENT.
I have sent you a few buds from a balm-of-

Gilead tree. You can see that some substance

is oozing out of the buds now. 1 think this is

what the bees gather and convert into propolis.

My two-frame automatic extractor worked to

perfection. There was some candied honey left

in the combs. This I intend to dissolve with

water, then while the combs are still moist I

should like to treat them with formalin. Do you
think it would be more effective then? Please

send me directions for using this treatment.

After cleaning and treating these combs I in-

tend to use them above an excluder, for extract-

ing purposes only. W. C. Sorter.
Wickliffe, O., Dec. 24.

[No doubt bees gather some gum from the buds
of the balm-of-Gilead. As a matter of fact, it is

probable that propolis is gathered from several

sources. Any thing of a gummy nature bees

will at times appropriate; and it has been assumed
on the part of bee-keepers that they make out of

these various gums their bee-glue, or propolis.

The very fact that this glue varies in color ac-

cording to the locality would seem to argue that

the character of it is modified by such gums as

the bees are able to gather in the vicinity of their

hives.

As to the honey candied in your combs, the

general plan is to soak them in warm water for

a time, put them in an extractor and throw out

that portion which has been dissolved, as you
propose. Another soaking may remove it all.

Still another plan is to give the combs after their

warm-water bath to the bees in an upper story;

but, all things considered, it is better to use the

extractor; and if the extractings are not all dis-

solved, warm them up until they are, and feed

them back to the bees, as it will be too thin to

bottle without souring.

We would advise you to let the bees clean the

combs up perfectly, then treat them with forma-
lin if you desire. The plan usually advocated is

to use the fumes of the gas made by melting the

solid substance over a slow fire or wetting cloths

in the formalin liquid that is sold by druggists,

and placing these in the compartment to be fu-

migated. The objection to the formalin treatment

is that the average bee-keeper does not appreciate

the importance of making a hermetic sealing for

a room or box in which the combs are placed,

and where they are subjected to the fumes of the

gas. Unless the combs are put into an absolute-

ly tight box or compartment while being treated,

little or no good may be accomplished. If the

combs have been taken from diseased colonies

we would by all means advise melting them up
and converting the melted wax into foundation.
Experiments show that, if one uses the wax-press

properly, there will be enough wax secured to

pay for the foundation and leave a little some-
thing besides.

—

Ed.]

AN ALEXANDER VEIL SUPPORTED ON THE TOP
OF THE HEAD.

For two years I have used a bee-hat of my own
design that suits me much better than any thing

else I have ever seen. The hat is practically the

same as the Alexander veil, but is improved by
a rim projecting beyond the wire cloth to shade
the eyes.

To build the hat I make two wire hoops of

telephone wire, one to form the top of the wire

cloth, 10 inches in diameter, and one 17 inches

in diameter, over which cloth is stretched and
sewed firmly. A piece of the same material 10

inches wider is sewed over on the back of the

wire-cloth cylinder for a protection to the back
of the neck. I want a skirt sufficiently large to

come down over the shoulders, and I use a piece

of cloth 50 inches long and 18 wide, hemmed at

the bottom and gathered at the top, and fastened

to the bottom of the wire cloth. I would have
the wire-cloth cylinder only 9 inches deep.

Another improvement is a skeleton crown in

the upper part. It is made by tying a shoestring

around the head as you would measure for a hat,

and with this for the " hat-band " extend projec-

tions to the wire cloth outside of the walls in all

directions, and make them fast. This raises the

hat off the shoulders, makes a circulation of air
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(and bees too if they chance to get inside) above

the head, and causes the arrangement to fit and

hold its position like an ordinary hat. For solid

comfort on a hot day in the boiling sun I have

yet to find perfection; but this arrangement, for

me, comes the nearest to it of any thing I have

ever seen. Henry S ' ewart.
Prophetstown, 111.

[This looks like a very good arrangement, and
doubtless is all that our correspondent claims for

it.

—

Ed.]

YOUNG WHITE CLOVER KILLED; PROSPEC I S GOOD
FOR ALSIKE-HONEY FLOW.

I find that the white clover is hurt badly, as

its roots are only superficial. All the young clo-

ver that came from seed this year is dead, and
about three-fourths of the runners are dead; but

there is enough left to make a moderate stand

late in the season. The ground is absolutely full

of seed, hovrever, and that may give a full crop,

but not likely, as white clover rarely blooms the

first year.

I find about one-fourth of the alsike dead, or

stunted badly; and even at that, if it does not get

killed by frost there is such an abundance of it

that it will make a bumper crop any way. The
red clover is practically unhurt.

The danger to alsike and especially white clo-

ver lies in the fact that, having lain dormant so

long, they are likely to take an unseasonable
growth if there should be any warm weather this

winter, and get pinched by freezing. It did this

two years ago in the spring, and we had a com-
plete failure. Alsike is our main dependence
here now. It is a great honey-plant.

Redkey, Ind , Dec. 8. G. W. Williams.

FOUL BROOD IN NEW JERSEY; THE SUPPORT OF
ALL BEE-KEEPERS IN THAT STATE ASKED

FOR IN ORDER TO SECURE A FOUL-
BROOD LAW.

Mr. Editor:—Feeling that you would be glad
to aid the New Jersey Bee-keepers' Association
by publishing their appeal I append a copy be-
low :

Foul brood is rampant in many parts of New Jersey. In some
localities it has swept out entire apiaries. This has been partic-

ularly true in Hunterdoo Co. It seems to be on the increase in

some of the southern counties of the State. In one instance it

was found scattered throughout a large apiary, and the owner was
obliged to apply wholesale treatment to the whole yard Ijst sum-
mer. Then there are scattered throughout the whole State the

small careless bee-keepers with th ee or four to a dozen colonies,

and many of these are in old box hives. The disease continual-
ly lingers among this class of bee-keepers. They do not attend
bee-keepers' conventions nor read bee-papers, nor do they believe
they have the disease. They are in all localities, and the up-to-

date bee-keeper finds it impossible to keep his bees free from
disease under such circumstances.
Taking all these conditions into consideration it is imperative

thu something be done to stop the ravages of foul brood in our
State.

The New Jersey Bee-keepers' Association, through its execu-
tive committee, has prepared a draft of a foul-brood law, and will

have it presented to the legislature at its present session. And
now comes our appeal:
The executive committee wants and must have the support of

every interested and progressive bee-keeper in New Jersey; and
that support it must have at once, that we may get our law passed
at the present session of the legislature, and in operation the
coming season.

The present members of the association are a unit in support of
the law; hut the m»mbership is small compared with whit it

should be. Twelve counties do not at present have a single
member. We want to present a solid front from Sussex to Cape
May, and from the Delaware to the Atlantic. " In union there
it strength."

What whould the executive committee say, when we go before

the legislatuie, if asked, as we probably would be, how united

tae support of the bee-keepers is, to have to reply that only eight

courties have members, and twelve counties are without a single

member r

Then there are other reasons why we wish to increase the

membership. The more members, the more funds in the treasu-

rer's hands, and that means more practical and more interesting

programs. We are planning to hold a field meeting next June,

and a two-days' annual meeting next winter. Then if our mem-
bership increases, and includes every county, we shall be able o
get an appropriation from the State, as we are a branch of the

State Board of Agriculture. The present secretary of that Board
is in hearty accord with us. Further, we are planning to make
our association more educative, and more helpful in marketing
our honey. We have at our fingers' ends both New York and
Philadelphia, two of the most extensive honey markets in the

United States, besides numerous smaller residential towns, as

markets for our honey. We must take more advantage of these.

We end with an appeal to every reader of Gleanings in New
Jersey to join at once. Dues but 50 cents per year. Remit by
postal order or check to the secretary. Act at once. Also write

a few lines, stating your exper ence with foul brood, and if you
are surrounded by the careless bee-keeper wiih box hives.

Yours f r a foul-brood law in 1909, and for the advancement of

the New Jersey Bee-keepers' Association.

Executive Committee:
W. W. Case, President.

J. H. M. Cook, A. G. Hann. E. G. Carr. Vice-presidents.

A. G. Hann, Secretary and Treasurer, Pittston, Pa.

[This is a good move. Let the New Jersey

bee-keepers take notice.

—

Ed.]

FOUL-BROOD LAW NEEDED IN IOWA.

Iowa ought to have a foul-brood law, for I am
informed that the disease is getting quite a start

in this fetate. I believe that every State adjoin

ing Iowa has a foul brood law.

Our representative from this county is a bee-

keeper, and will do all he can to get a foul-brood

law passed. Would it not be a good plan for the

bee-keepers of Iowa to meet, and organize an

Iowa State bee-keepers' association.? We should

then be in condition to get a law passed. I am
willing to do all that I can.

Silver City, Iowa. T. L. Shawler.

[Gleanings will be glad to help in any way
possible. The first important thing to do is

to organize a State bee-keepe's' association.

—Ed.]

conditions in oklahoma good for b es.

Mr. Lemon states that he has been told that

bees could not be kept here. I think that is a

mistake, as there are several small apiaries near

my place, and several quite large ones in Eastern

and Central Oklahoma. Of course I could not

say as to Mr. Lemon's locality. With what lit-

tle experience I have had I find that what Mr.
Lemon says in regard to the winters is about
right; but the bees could be put in a cellar if the

losses were too heavy. J. W. Jackson.
Curtis, Oklahoma, Jan. 11, 1909.

CONDITIONS IN NEW ENGLAND.

Might I suggest you have some articles on
bee-keeping in New England .'' Wherever I go
in this section I find only empty hives, discour-

aged failures, and a general idea that bees can

do nothing here. J. E. Smith.
Newton Center, Mass.

[One of our department editors, J. E. Crane,

of Middlebury, Vt. , represents New England.

Perhaps he can explain the conditions above
mentioned.

—

Ed. ]
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whososevet believetb in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life.

—

John 3 : 16.

HAPPY SURPRISES.

Some years ago I told you of my many " hap-

py surprises " that at that time met me almost
every day, and I think I told you that if we were
leading humble, honest lives, we had a right to

expect happy surprises. Well, they are coming
yet, and 1 want to tell you of some of them. I

am glad to tell you that some of them, at least,

have to do with spiritual things as well as the

things of this world.

When I wrote about that " common-sense shoe"
in the Christmas issue I had not the remotest idea

that Mr. Coward was a Christian worker; but I

felt safe in giving his business the strong words
of praise I used, for I felt he was doing mission-
ary work for tired feet and tired bodies, whoever
he might be. You can imagine, therefore, the

surprise and pleasure the following letter gave
me. Let me explain first, that this letter comes
from Mr. F. J. Root (a brother of our good friend

W. P. Root). He is connected with the Ameri-
can Grocer, No. 90 West Broadway, New York.
Here is the part of his letter referring to James S.

Coward:

Mr. Coward is a strong Methodist, and runs a noon-day prayer-
Bieeting on Greenwich St. I have bought a large part of my shoes
there since I have been in New York—25 years. He is an old
friend of Mr. Barrett, publisher of the Grocer, and they have an

• enormous trade. I was talking with one of the men the other
day in the repair department. He says he takes in on an average
ISO pairs of old shoes every day to be repaired. They keep 24
men busy selling shoes on one side of the store, and about as

many women. Coward has built all this up from the humblest
beginnings. There are lots of different styles of shoes, but he
advertises these homely things most. He owns a shoe-factory in

Massachusetts, and Barrett says he is probably making $100,000
a year. His son is with him. It is a great shop. It is only
around the corner from us.

When I read the above I said, " May God be
praised that we have at least a few rich men who
are not only glorifying God in their daily voca-
tion, but are not ashamed to strive to combine
business and religion."

Well, a little latter I had another " happy sur-

prise " from the same source. I got a letter from
Mr. Coward in regard to some shoes 1 had order-

ed, and in the letter was a little book. I should
call it a pretty little testament, only it contained
only the book of John. Well, I was almost
startled to read on the first outside cover these

words:
" j" : /6—God's greatest gift to A . I. Root.

"

It was all in print except my name, and that

was so neatly written in that it almost seemed as

if it was the work of the printer too.*

When I opened the book, on the very front

page I saw something that startled me still more.
Friends, what I saw there was evidently intended
for myself alone; but knowing me as you do I

am sure you will excuse me for giving it here in

print. This is what I saw, in large plain type:

""The little St. John testament mentioned, I find is published
by the American Bible Society: but somel>ody (I presume friend

Coward) has pasted in an extra leaf over the title-page. This
extra leaf is put in so neatly (rounded corners like the rest of the

book) that one never suspects it was not printed in. This leaf

contains the words I have quoted.

FOR GOD so LOVKD
A. I. ROOT

THAT HH GAVE HIS ONLY BEGOTTEN SON
THAT HE, BELIEVING IN HIM, SHOULD
NOT PERISH, BUT HAVE

EVERLASTING LIFE.

John 3:15-16.

Now please notice the delicate compliment
conveyed to any friend you may wish to send
such a book to. The book is printed in such a

manner that all you have to do is to fill in the

name. Such a present then means to the one to

whom you send it that jow not only love that

friend, but you want to tell him that God also

loves him. To get the matter before you clear-

ly, let me explain that this little book is almost
the only recogni'ion 1 have had frem Mr. Cow-
ard in regard to the wrire-up I gave his lifework.

Instead of writing me a nice letter, as most peo-

ple would do, he simply says to me in this way,
"God loves you," implying by that, that what
I said was out of love to God and humanity, and
not because I wanted to do Aim a favor, for he
was and is an utter stranger to me.

Now, thij is not all. The head of ourshipping
department (Mr. Jacob Borger) came to me just

before I left home with a little book in his hand.

There was a comical look on Jacob's face that I

knew from past experience meant something.
Can't I stop long enough here to say that Jacob
has been with me toward thirty years.-' He was
one of the very first that God in his loving kind-

ness permitted me to bring to the feet of that

"only begotten S>n. " Some of you may re-

member the story of the barefooted boy I found
in that first mission Sunday-school, at Abbeyville.
Well, what Jacob had in his hand that winter

morning was a little testament such as I have
been describing. As he handed it to me he said:

" The B. & O Railroad Co. send you this lit-

tle book.

"

Supposing it was something about directions

for routing cars of bee-hives, I took it; but when
I saw it was a little testament, the book of John,
I said:

" Why, Jacob! do you really mean that the

Baltimore Sc Ohio Railroad Co has gone into

the business of distributing testaments to their pa-

trons?"

Had I sent them a testament the world might
understand it; but the idea of a great railroad

company stopping its enormous traffic, say for

just a minute, and then to go to handing out
testaments—the whole thing was too ridiculous.

Jacob gravely enjoyed my surprise for a moment,
and then burst out in a regular schoolboy laugh;

and, if I remember correctly, several of the other

hands joined in with him. A little later, when
he explained that it was the Y. M. C. A. branch
of the B. & O. who were permitted to do this

work in the name of the B. & O., I understood

it better; but may God be praised for the fact

that the testaments are going out, and that it is

the B. & O.'s money that pays for them. Once
more, may God be praised for the great work the

Y. M. C. A. is now doing all over the world. I

am going to close this Home paper with an ex-

tract from the 34th Annual Review of their work,
entitled " Association Men." See if you do not

agree with me that it is a wonderful " boiled-

down " sermon:
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Heb. 3:1-6, V. 3

—

GtJ's Queiiion.—Here is a question which

you can't answer, which I can't answer, which the angels can't

answer, which the Devil can't answer, which God himself does

not answer. " How shall we escape if we neglect so great salva-

tionf" If 1 neglect my health, how shall I escape sicknessf If

I neglect to exercise, how shall I escape weakness? If I neglect

my mind, how shall 1 escape imbecility; 11 1 neglect my pray-

ers and my Bible and gatherings of godly people, how shall I es-

cape atheism; If the train is coming down the track 60 miles an

hiHir, and I am on the track, and neglect to move, how shall I es-

cape being tun over? If I neglect salvation, how shall I escape

hell? You may know some way—the Bible does not mention

any. Remember: " There is none other name under heaven,

given among men, whereby we must be saved."

As a further glimpse of this godly shoemaker,

I give below the closing part of a business letter:

I am always pleased to know of men who, in the rush and
crush of this world, take an active part in the Sunday-school, as

so few have the time and inclination to do so. I wish you could

see mine, over six hundred, and our orchestra of twelve pieces of

music; and we know well how to sing " Jesus, lover of my soul,"

and I, on the 26th year, its superintendent. Do not think I am
bringing it in as an advertising card — far from it! I am only a

poor shoemaker, saved by his grace.

New 'i'ork, Jan. 23. Jambs S. Coward.

Health Notes
T. B. terry's duly MENU; JUST WHAT AND

WHEN AVD HOW HE TAKFS HIS DAILY POOD.

Judging from the large amount of correspond-

ence that I am getting on the subject I am sure

that many people will read the following, from
a recent issue of the Practical Farmer, with great

interest.

\VH.\T TO EAT.

From a very kind letter we extract the following: " Will you
not for the benefit of new readers give in detail a bill of fare that

suffices for you and Mrs. Terry, say for one week? It will be a

favor gratefully received. I know what it is to be broken down
in health. A doctor once said I might live a week. But since
finding out that health comes from fresh air, proper water, diet,

«tc., I have been quite well."
First, it should be said that Mrs. T. and myself face diiJerent

conditions. She, from choice, is an active, busy woman, on her
feet, working about during the 6 or 7 hours a day when I am
sitting down doing head work. I need to be rather more particu-

lar about diet than she does, although I take plenty of exercise.

Now, please understand, good people, that we are not specially

urging you to take up with our diet. No, you may live quite

differently and still enjoy good health. My sole desire in again
telling you what we eat is to call your attention to how little

and what simple food one really needs; to the small amount of

cooking that is necessary, and to the splendid health and cutting-

down of household work that ii the result. In this line I am al-

ways ready to write and talk. You will remember that wife
has the same pure air to breathe that I do, and the same cold air

winter nights. And she is a good breather, rather better than I.

She drinks as much of the same clean rain water as I do, or more.
She sleeps rather more. She is in the tame light in the home,
and sunshine. Of exercise she gets plenty, and does not ever
need to overdo. We each weigh about 160 You will look far

before you find a more healthy woman than Mrs. Terry.

FULL DETAILS OF OUR TWO MEALS.

My usual breakfast for years has been two ounces, more or
lets, of dry flaked wheat, eaten with butter, and much fruit,

freth when possible, or dried and soaked up in pure water.
Nothing but just this. Once in a while, if bread looks tempting
ID me, I eat a slice of that, at least two days old, instead of the
wheat. For a few minutes at the close of the meal I may be
decidedly hungry for more food. But this feeling soon passes of?

and am never hungry again until the time for night meal. And
my head is far more clear, and I can stick to writing longer and
not get tired, than I ever remember being able to do before. In
fact, I hardly know what tired is now; but I used to. I rarely
eat any flaked wheat at night. There are two reasons: It does
not leem to give quite as good results. Some others have report-

ed the same, but not all. Then 1 want to keep in touch with
cooked food, partially so it will not be so much of a change
when I go away from home. My usual supper has been a few
California walnuts, say 6 to 10 ground fine; bread and butter, or
potato, white or sweet, or bread and potato (they go well togeth-
er) and fruit. Occasionally we may have rice instead of potato.
And for a meal or two we may have beam or cheese or peanut
butter to take the place of walnuts. But I eat but one protein-

furnishing food at a meal, and very little of that. Once in a
while I may eat a very little dried beef in place of nuts, biit I

eat practically no meat when at home. I do not like to be
troublesome when visiting. Wife's usual breakfast is white
bread and butter, percolator coffee, and fruit. Her supper is in-

dicated above, except that she eats a little meat now and then

—

not much. We have both learned not to overeat of protein, thus

bringing on old-age troubles. It is not uncommon for us to set

on cold boiled potatoes, bread and butter and fruit, and make a

delicious supper. I never enjoyed meals more than I do now.
We eat home-made graham and white bread.

T. B. Terry.

WHERE THERE IS A WILL THERE IS A WA'N—
ESPECIALLY WHEN ONE IS TRUSTING IN GOD.

My dear Brother A. I. Root:—Twenty-six years ago,while em-
ployed as brakeman on the Panhandle Railway, and while in

the act of coupling cars, I stepped on a round stone which turned

with me, and I lost my balance. I started to fall face forward.

In falling forward I was caught between the bumpers of the cars,

and had my entire lower jaw and tongue crashed off. I was tak-

en to the hospital, and was told there that I had only a very few
hours to live. This was not very encouraging, but I made up my
mind that " what could not be cured must be endured," and that

I might as well make the best of the situation and try to be as

cheerful as possible. This seemed to have a good effect. The
first 48 hours the doctor thought several times that I was gone,

and I had given up all hope, closed my eyes, and was just wait-

ing for the last summons. After lying in this stupor for about six

hours I commenced to revive and get better. I improved day by
day, and, being in excellent health before my injury, my wound
soon healed up, and in five weeks I was permitted to leave the

hospital and go home.
During the time I was in the hospital I could not speak a word

nor utter a sound. I wrote on my tablet, asking the chief sur-

geon who had charge of me if I would ever be able to talk

again. He looked down at me very pitifully and said, "No, my
boy, you will never be able to speak again, as you have nothing

to talk with, as e-ery organ of speech is gone." This was a sad

blow. It seemed too hard to be compelled to go through the

world maimed and crippled the way I was, then not ever be able

to speak again. I felt like giving up in despair, when the old

adage of " where there is a will there is a way " came to me. I

thought, " I have the will; will the way be provided?" The
Lord heard my faint plea for help, and came to my aid. After

leaving the hospital I went home io my mother to let her take

care of me. Then I made up my mind that if there was any way
of talking I was going to have it. At first I could not even utter

a sound—not even grunt; but I would not give up. I only work-

ed that much harder. Finally I got so 1 could make a sound. It

was only a faint grunt; but that gave me courage, and I worked
still harder. I did not limit myself to a ten or a twelve hour day,

but kept at work every minute I was awake, even though it was
the dead hour of midnight or the small wee hours of morning.

Perseverance gained its reward. I learned to talk, and have en-

joyed fie great blessing of being able to talk for the past 25

years. This I consider is one of God's special blessings. When
the surgeons and doctors all told me that I would never be able

to speak again, suppose I had folded my hands and made no effort

to try to talk. I would now be going round through the world

making all my wants and wishes known by the use of pencil and
paper; but my accepting that old adage, " where there is a will

there is a way," was the means of my being able to enjoy the

great blessing of speech for the past 25 years. The Lord will

pour out great blessings on us if we will only let him.

Now in regard to eating. At first I could not eat any solid

food at all. I had to live on liquid nourishment altogether.

Finally I got so I could eat solid food by having it prepared

especially for me. This I kept up for several years by watching
very closely, and cutting out all foods that did not agree with

me, or that hurt the stomach. For the past two years I have not

been able to eat much but bread from the whole-wheat flour (a

special flour I get from Chicago); butter and extracted honey,
with a cup of cocoa; but for the past eight weeks I have not even
been able to take that. I had to live on raw eggs and milk,

chicken broth, beef tea, etc. Some days I could not even take

that. I got so weak that I could hardly walk across the room;

yet I would not call in a doctor. Previous to this I had taken

treatment from quite a number of doctors, but could not get any
relief or benefit. I got to studying the matter over in my own
mind, and came to the conclusion that, as 1 can not chew any of

my food, but have to swallow it without being masticated, my
stomach had to masticate and digest too. thus causing the stomach

to do double work all the time, which it has been doing for the

past 25 years. What man can stand it to work day and night

right straight along? He can stand it for perhaps one or two days

and nights, then he must have rest. I felt that, if I could live on

a liquid nourishment for a few weeks, and let the stomach rest,

it would do me more good than any thing else This I have been

doing, and am now feeling better, and trust that I shall soon be

able to take my brown bread and honey again.

I take great pleasure in working with my bees. They have

been a great help to me in the way of health. When 1 felt so
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<listressed, and hardly able to drag one foot after the other, I

would go out to the bees and sit down and watch them; and in

watching the little fellows tumble over each other in their haste

to get into the hive, it seems to drive away the blues and makes
me feel better, and I get much pleasure in working with them.
I trust that 1 may be able to meet you some time, as I feel that

we are old friends. John T. Elliott.
Colliers, W. Va., Sept. 26.

Friend E. , we are exceedingly obliged to you
for this little story, for it contains a wonderful
truth, and one that may help, nobody knows how
many other fellow-travelers. It is this: That
where one sets to work, resolutely with a faith in

himself, in humanity, and in God, wonderful
things may be done. First, your life was doubt-
less saved, at the time of that accident,by a cheer-

ful resignation to the will of God. You did not

get frightened or rattled, even if the doctor did

tell you that you could live only a few hours. I

once had a similar experience. Something got

into my windpipe and stopped my breath. My
fright because I thought I was going to die very

much aggravated the trouble When, however,
I faced the dark valley, and said mentally,
" Thy will, not mine, be done," I quieted down
and the distress let up. My good wife's encour-

aging words also helped me greatly. I feel quite

sure that many people lose their lives through
fright, when, if they would make an effort to

keep cool, and trust in God, they would come out

all right. And you unfold to us another won-
derful truth—namely, that even where the or-

gans of speech are damaged or gone, nature will,

in time, supply something that can be used as a

substitute; and I do not know but many dumb
people might even now learn to talk enough to

make their wishes known, if they tried as hard
and perseveringly as you did. May God bless

you in your efforts to learn what further lessons

the great Father above is striving to teich you.

T. B. Terry, Cornaro, and perhaps thousands of

others have regained their health in just the way
you learned to talk; and I am firmly persuaded-

that God has placed the means within our reach

to get over and climb out of almost any trouble

in the way of disease and sickness, if we can on-

ly put our hands in his and make use of all the

means that lie within our reach.

T. B. TERRY, IN THE PRACTICAL FARMER, ON TY-
PHOID FEVER.

Not long ago a young woman from Iowa was visiting us. On
her way here she stopped in a city for a week. When she got

here she was pretty well used up. A bowel trouble set in which
became quite serious. One morning she did not get up, as she

had been bad off during the night. She thought it would be best

to send for a doctor, and was evidently quite worried. Of course,

there was grave danger that typhoid fever would be the result.

At this point I quietly told the lady th^t I understood exactly

what the trouble was and how to get rid of it; that if she would
eat absolutely nothing, and drink water freely, four glasses dur-

ing the first hour, and lie still, that she would be comfortable
soon. She did as directed, and hot things were placed at her feet

and about bowels to keep her very warm. The water given was
our pure filtered rain water. The result was that she was dressed

and downstairs in a few hours, and fairly well the next day.

The trouble was she didn't have strength to digest the food eaten,

and it decayed in the intestines, and nature was rushing it out to

prevent further poisoning of system and dangerous inflammation.

No more food for a time, and pure water, and rest, was all that

was needed. In the old way with typhoid fever there was a long

tedious illness, and about one in four died. In the new way, the

natural common-sense way, 1211 cases of typhoid have been
treated and quickly cured by some great doctors in Boston, with-

out a single loss of life, it is stated. I have just been reading

about it. How marvelously it backs up what we have been try-

ing for several years to impress on our readers. The teachings of

these " Hints " can no longer be called radical, as they were at

first. The greatest physicians and authorities in the whole world

are fast coming out in full accord with simple, natural ways of

preventing disease and curing it.

I wonder how many of our doctors will in-

dorse the above—at least that part of it to the ef-

fect that four glasses of water, taken inside of an
hour, keeping still, and eating absolutely noth-
ing, will ward off an attack of fever. And then
this other one that, on the average, about one in

four die with the ordinary treatment; that in over

a thousand, treated in " the common-sense way,"
every one recovered. In our locality at the pres-

ent time there are very few deaths from typhoid
fever in the course of a year—perhaps one in ten,

or perhaps not more than one in twenty-five. We
have had some experience with it in our own
family, but it was mostly years ago. Since we
have been careful about our drinking-water there

has been none of it, and only a little in our neigh-

borhood and locality. If the above statements

are all true, it is not only a startling fact but a

terrible arraignment of our methods in the past.

A GREAT CITY DAILY THAT DOES NOT ACCEPT
WHISKY ADVERTISEMENTS.

Mr. Root:—You speak in the last issue of Gleanings about
wishing there were a large newspaper that would not accept

liquor advertisements. There is one in Worcester, Mass., the

Worcester Telegram, which has the largest circulation of any
newspaper in Massachusetts (outside of the Boston papers) that

will not take an advertisement for even a cider-mill.

Worcester has gone " no license " two years in succession,

for the first time in its history. I am sending you a copy of this

morning's paper. Worcester going no m^ans " no " for almost
every town around it. There were only two adjacent towns
that went " yes " last year, and it is said that, very strongly,

they have had enough and will go dry next year.

Our town, I am sorry to say, is a strong license town normal-
ly, but it went dry last spring, largely on account of Worcester
going "no." We hope to carry it again next year. I wish we
could vote on the question here by counties as you seem to in

Ohio. One town dry and the next one wet amounts to about the

same thing as both going wet.

I want to express my appreciation of Gleanings in all its

departments; and should I give up my bees, as long as 1 have a

dollar to spare I will be a subscriber if you keep up its present

standard. E. C. Putnam.
Millbury, Mass., Dec. 9.

Our friend is right about it. The sample copy
of the Worcester Telegram he sends is a larger

daily, if any thing, than any paper we have in

Cleveland. It has been published 23 years, and
yet there is not a whisky advertisement in it from
beginning to end. In fact, the copy he sends is

full of the temperance war from start to finish.

May God be praised for at least one great daily

that will " dare to be a Daniel."

BIG SUM OFFERS ARB SPURNED BY WRIGHTS.

Pau, France, Jan. 19.—All the money which the Wright
brothers have gained by taking prizes offered for aviation is in-

significant compared with the sum they could earn by accepting

the offers made by many local authorities, and the owners of cer-

tain fashionable resorts, as well as by the officials of French

railways, to induce them to carry on their experiments in differ-

ent neighborhoods. The town has gone mad on the subject of

flying. Street musicians are singing impromptu melodies with

words glorifying the American brothers. A number of French

painters have arrived, with the view of committing to canvas

their fiist impressions of a real fiying-machine, and exhibiting

them at this year's saloon. A legion of photographers is also in

sight, while scores of dainty damsels belonging to French high

society may be seen to-day going toward the aviation ground,

with cameras under their arms, in the hope that they may be able

to get a snapshot of Wilbur Wright, who slept last night with his

two workmen beside his precious machine. Mr. Wright tells

the correspondent of the Chicago Daily News that he did not ex-

pect to compete at the forthcoming race from Monte Carlo to Cap
Martin and back, since the distance and other conditions will

not be sufl^ciently interesting. He added, however, that he

might go over there " by the side entrance " with his machine to

see how his colleagues are getting along.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

There is a possibility and even a probability

that vre shall have a late spring, owing to the

mildness of the winter.

The honey-pump is an innovation that is now
being introduced by bottlers and large extracted-

honey producers. It is connected to a small

electric motor or to the gasoline-engine that

drives the extractor. With such a pump one can
locate his extractor on a level with the yard, and
deliver the honey to any reasonable elevation or

distance.

CLOVERS not ALL DEAD.
Reports continue to show that white clover

has not been killed to any great extent by the

drouth of last fall. There are some sections, of

course, where it has been killed entirely; but we
are of the opinion that, in the great majority of

cases, the plants will be found in great profusion.

The heavy storms that have been raging over
the country during the last few days will start

these clovers with a rush.

prospects good for CALIFORNIA.
Reports from California still indicate bounti-

ful rains, and prospects in that State were never
better for a good crop of honey. While it is

true that there must be spring rains, it is also

true that winter rains are likely to be followed
up by such spring rains. It is about time now
that California had a fair crop of honey, and
conditions are exceedingly favorable at this writ-

ing, Feb. 20.

BEE-KEEPING AS A PROFESSION OR AVOCATION.
The reader will doubtless be much interested

in the general discussion in this issue of the sub-
ject of bee-keeping as a business or a profession.

Over and over again the question is asked by
some one outside of the bee-keeping ranks, " Do
bees pay? " Let the reader go over carefully what
is said on page 138, for we have attempted to

give only a conservative, accurate, and honest
estimate of the true status of the industry as we
find it in the United States.

CAPPING-MELTERS FOR THIS YEAR.
A CAPPiNG-MELTER will be placed on the mar-

ket this season. This will enable one to have all

his cappings while extracting melted up into nice
marketable cakes of wax at the end of the day's
work, while the honey will be in find condition
to bottle. Careful experiment shows that, if one

works right, neither the quality of the honey nor
of the wax will be affected in the least by the op-
eration.

By the old plan, one is likely to have a lot of

cappings thrown around in sundry boxes or bar-
rels for months at a time. Sometimes the moth-
worms will get into them. At other times the
honey sours and the cappings mildew. It is al-

ways advisable, when possible, to convert a com-
modity like cappings into a merchantable product
as soon as possible. The capping-melter enables
one to do this very easily.

GOOD WINTERING OF OUTDOOR BEES.

Reports from all over the country indicate ex-

cellent wintering on the part of outdoor bees.

The winter has been comparatively mild, with
every now and then a breakup in the weather, a

cold spell being followed by a warm one, giving
the bees a good chance to have a cleansing flight.

It is probably true that, for this winter at lea-t,

many bees that are housed in cellars will not be
in as good condition as formerly, owing to the

warmer winter. Unless a cellar is well ventilat-

ed, bees will probably become uneasy by this

time. In all such cases we advise carrying them
out of the cellar.

DANGER OF STARVATION.

The mildness of the winter thus far will sug-
gest the importance of looking over some colo-

nies that were short of stores last winter, to dis-

cover if they have sufficient to carry them through
till spring. Brood-rearing in most cases will

have already started, and will continue on through
this month to a greater or less extent. This will

mean that the stores will go pretty fast. When
one finds a colony that is short, and doeo not
wish to break up the cluster, he can lay a frame
of sealed honey flatwise on the top of the other

frames. If he has no sealed stores he might feed

sugar syrup; but as this is too stimulative at this

time of the year, we would advise giving bee-

candy instead. This is made by making pow-
dered sugar and honey into a stifle dough. It

should then be placed in shallow wooden pie-

dishes; for after the moisture of the bees gets on
it, it may melt and run all over the frames. We
say -vooden pie-dishes because metal or porcelain

is too cold to put right over the cluster.

UNCAPPING with a STEAM-HFATED UNCAPPING-
KNIFE.

In Europe some bee-keepers have for several

years back been using a steam-heated uncapping-
knife. This is nothing more nor less than a reg-

ular knife, the blade of which is hollow. A
small rubber tube carries a little jet of steam
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from a miniature boiler to the aforesaid hollow
blade. As this blade can be kept hot continu-
ously while uncapping it does not require scrap-

ing or cleaning, because the cappings and honey
will run off almost immediately. We shall soon
have some illustrations showing the outfit.

CORRUGATED PAPER IN SHIPPING-CASES.

This year will see a large use of corrugated
paper in comb-honey shipping-cases. The bee-

keeper who neglects to use it, will be left in the

race. We verily believe that the no-drip cleats

have seen their day.

In double-tier cases, there should be a sheet of

corrugated paper put not only in the bottom of

the case but between the two tiers of sections.

WINTER losses IN COLORADO.

Some of our subscribers in Colorado have re-

ported severe winter losses. Mr. Frank Rauch-
fuss, Manager of the Colorado Honey-producers'
Association, writes as follows:

The bees in this section of the State are wintering only fairly

well, which is partly due to the poor quality of honey that was
gathered in the latter part of the season. Near Denver very
heavy losses have so far occurred, and some of these can hardly

be laid to poor stores or lack of sufficient bees; and I think that,

in such cases, it must be attributed to the injurious effects of the

smelter fumes. One apiary which my brother had, seven miles
from the city, was afflicted in this way the latter part of August,
and is by this time almost entirely wiped out.

Denver, Col., Jan. 21. F. Rauchfuss.

We should be glad to get reports from Colo-
rado bee-keepers as to how far smelter fumes
may be doing damage, not only in the matter of

wintering, but to the general business of honey
production; for it appears that these fumes de-

stroy the plants that would yield the nectar.

SENDING BEES BY THE POUND AND HALF-POUND,
BY EXPRESS.

Some years ago we sent packages of bees by ex-

press without brood or comb. These consisted

of a light skeleton framework surrounded by wire-

cloth with compartments for holding queen-cage
candy, and a pound of bees. The bees were
shaken into these cages through a large funnel.

The cage (funnel and all) was put on the scales;

and whenever a pound or half-pound was shaken
off, depending on the amount required, the fun-
nel was removed and the cover put in its place.

But we gave up the business of shipping bees

in this way, because so many died en route; but
in the years that have intervened we have learned

some of the causes that contributed toward these

losses, and hence we propose to try some experi-

ments this coming season. If they prove to be
successful it means that bees can go at the same
rate as merchandise postage plus one-half; for ex-

press matter under 4 lbs. goes at the same rate as

postage to get the business.

The packages containing half a pound of bees

will weigh about Xyi lbs.; a pound package about
2 lbs. ; so it can be seen that the weights are well

under 4 lbs.

If the experiment proves to be a success it should

displace the scheme of sending bees on combs of

brood or honey, or both. Besides effecting a

great saving in express charges, it will eliminate

the possibility of sending foul or black brood
from one portion of the country to the other.

SENDING VIRGIN QUEENS BY MAIL; HOW TO IN-

TRODUCE THEM SUCCESSFULLY.

Some years ago virgin queens were sent through
the mails; but owing to the difficulty of intro-

ducing them to strong colonies the practice seems
to have been all but given up; but in these latter

years we have learned that a virgin queen more
than two days old should be introduced, not to a
strong colony or one of medium strength, but to

a very weak nucleus of not more than two or
three hundred bees. She will usually be accept-
ed by such aggregations, and when once laying
she may thereafter be introduced to any strong
colony.

To make up these little two or three hundred-
bee nuclei, take a couple of unfinished sections

containing honey; make or produce a small box,
just large enough to receive them. This box
should have a cover and an entrance not larger

than a quarter-inch hole.

Go to any hive when the bees are flying the

heaviest, and dump in about a cupful of bees.

In about 12 hours one may introduce a virgin

with perfect safety, because the old flying bees

will have gone back to the parent colony from
which they were taken. The young bees will,

of course, accept any thing. They will afford

their young princess a safe home until she is

mated, after which she may be readily introduc-

ed anywhere.
Another way to introduce virgins is to put

them on hatching brood. The young bees

will, of course, receive them kindly.

It is true that five and six day-old virgin queens
may be introduced at times to strong colonies;

but three times out of five they will receive either

rough treatment or be killed outright. Very of-

ten these old virgins, if they escape being killed,

will have torn wings or missing legs. Such
treatment incapacitates them from doing full

duty afterward.

SINGLE or double TIER SHIPPING-CASES; A GEN-
ERAL REVIEW OF THE MERITS OF EACH; SHALL
WE DISCARD THE SINGLE-TIER 24-LB. CASE?

In Stray Straws, this issue, Dr. Miller draws
attention to the arguments made by Wesley Fos-

ter, in his department of " Bee-keeping Among
the Rockies," page 1312, Nov. 1st, in favor of

the double-tier shipping-case as against the single-

tier. At the time these were published, the edi-

tor was busy in a county local-option temperance
fight. As there was much in that issue he did

not read, he is now obliged to confess that he did

not see Mr. Foster's objections to the single-tier

case until Dr. Miller called his attention to them.

In order that the reader may get the matter fully

before him we are reproducing several arguments
put forward by Mr. Foster. They are as follows:

First, in handling a carload of honey in single-tier cases one
will feel twice as tired as after handling the same amount in the

double-tier. One can not get the hand-hold as close to the edge

as with the double-tier, and there is less room for the fingers.

Second, if a case is picked up by the corners it will often twist

enough in carrying to break or crack some of the honey. This is

almost sure to occur if one carries two cases at a time and does

not grip them just right.

Third, the top of the sections is flush with the top of the side?

of most of the single-tier cases, making breakage almost sure. In

shipping, expressmen and freight-handlers drop the end of one
case in the middle of another case on the pile; and if they do

this at all roughly the breaking of comh is certain. Cases are

often stepped on: and a single-tier case simply will pot stan(i
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this usage, while a double-tier case with half the surface is safe,

provided there is an eizhth-inch space between the cover and the

top of the section.

Fourth, from the grocer's standpoint the glass in a case is for

showing the goods; and the more goods there are shown, the bet-

ter the impression, and the more honey sold. Furthermore, it is

a guarantee that at least a fourth of the honey is all right if a

double-tier case is used.

Fifth, a single-tier case takes up twice as much room on the

counter, showcase, shelf, or floor; and since one can not put any
thing on top of it and still get boner out of it, the saving of half

the floor space by the use of the double-tier places it far in the

lead.

The objection brought against the double-tier is that broken
honey will leak on to the section below. Leaky and broken
honey should not be cased for shipment any way, and experience
shows that this objection is not worth considering.

We can not quite see the force of the argument
in No. 1. In other words, we do not understand
why the hand-hold can not be as conveniently lo-

cated in one as in the other.

There may be something in No. 2; but why
should any one try to pick up a shipping-case by
the comer or corners.? If handled properly there

would be nothing in the argument.
As to No. 3, there is no reason why the sec-

tions should be flush with the tops of the sides of

the single tier more than the double tier. The
objection, if any at all, can easily be remedied.
But there is something in the fact that the large

surface of the single-tier case presents a larger ex-

posure to the tops of the sections; but we know
of no reason why a single-tier case should be
stepped on more than a double-tier. A careful

commission man or honey-buyer (to say nothing
of the honey-producer, who ought to know bet-

ter) would not allow his men to do any thing of

this kind. But there are careless people, and it

is conceivable, therefore, that if one steps on the

single-tier case his weight would do more damage
to the sections in such case than to those in a
double tier of the same capacity.

We do not see very much in No. 4. The
double-tier case shows a half more honey surface
than the single-tier of the same capacity. If the

honey were all fancy, then we will admit that the

double-tier would show it off to better advantage,
because it would show more of it; but if the hon-
ey were below No. 1, then the less it showed,
the less unfavorable would be the appearance.
But if this be true it is a plain admission

that the double-tier case will show more truly

the nature of the honey, because to the extent
that the shii^le-tier co-uers up defects^ to that ex-

tent it dccei--ves the purchaser. From this point
ot view, argument No. 4 may be a good one, only
it stems to be stated somewhat backward. In-

stead of giving a " better impression," the single-

tier would have the advantage, providing the
goods were not all No. 1 and fancy. To restate

the argument we would say that a double-tier
case is more of a barrier against deception than
the single-tier.

It is true, referring to No. 5, that a double-tier
case takes less room on the counter. On the
other hand, it puts more weight on a small space
on top of a glass showcase. In other words, a

single-case of 24 sections would be less liable to

break a glass than adoubleoneof the same weight;
and, again, the single-tier can be piled up with
less danger of toppling over than a double-tier.
Honey is very often hauled on drays and ex-

press wagons. Two or three single-tier cases can
be piled on top of each other, and take up very

little room in the wagon, while the double-tier

would have to be put in the bottom of the wag-
on; and if heavy goods were piled on top of mis-

cellaneous shapes and sizes, more damage would
be received.

The one objection against the double case as

given in the last paragraph quoted is hardly met.

Even if first-class sections are put in the case, and
nothing but such goods are shipped, we know, as

Mr. J. E. Crane points out, that they are likely

to receive rough usage in transit, either on the

dray or in loading on the cars. Many nice combs
are broken on trucks, so it follows that the one
great objection to the double-tier case still holds

except as it may be overcome by the use of cor-

rugated paper. Reference to this will be made
later.

There is another serious objection to the dou-
ble-tier case. As it approaches more nearly the

shape of a cube, careless freight-handlers have a

tendency to lay it on its back or face. If the

honey arrives in that condition it is almost sure

to be broken. The single-tier 24-lb. case can

hardly be set down in any but the right way.
But there is one objection to the single-tier case

that Mr. Foster has only indirectly touched on;

and that is, that a shalloiv flat box can not be
quite as strong, made of the same thickness of

lumber, as one of the same capacity that is more
nearly cubical in shape; or, to put it in other

words, other things being equal, the more nearly

a box approaches a cube, the stronger it is. It

would follow, then, that a single-tier case of the

same strength as a double-tier of the same capacity

would have to be made of thicker lumber, top

and bottom, and heavier nails would have to be

used. This would increase the cost both to the

manufacturer and the consumer.

From the standpoint of the manufacturer it

would be cheaper to discard the 24-lb. single-Hex

and adopt in its stead the double-tier of the same
weight. Such a case would use up smaller pieces,

making it possible to use a single board for a

cover in many cases where the single-tier would
require two or three boards. It is, therefore, our

opinion that the supply manufacturer should ca-

ter more to the double-tier case when capacities

reach 20 or 24 pounds. Of course, no one would
think of making a double-tier 12-lb. case. It

follows, then, that the great bulk of shipping-

cases could be reduced down to the 12-lb. single-

tier or 24-lb. double-tier. If the trade could be

educated to these two sizes the manufacturer

would have to make only one cover and bottom
for both sizes; and, what is more, he could get

his lumber cut up to much better advantage.

But the objection that the upper sections in the

double-tier cases would drip on the lower ones

may be urged. Corrugated paper is now coming
to be used very largely in shipping-cases. A
sheet of this should be put in the bottom as well

as between the upper and lower sections, The
upper sheet would catch all the drip, and at the

same time provide an excellent cushion between

the two tiers of sections, eliminating to a great

extent the possibility of breakage. Taking it all

in all, we feel almost inclined to favor the double-

tier case, because, with the adoption of corrugat-

ed paper, the main objection against such case

(breaicage and leakage) can be very nicely over-

come.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Miller

QuEENLESS BEES Will build worker comb if

weak enough.

Bees make propolis out of various gums, page

114. Do they make it or find it ready made?

T. L. Shavvler, sorry to say you are mistaken,

page 115. Illinois, which adjoins Iowa, has no

foul-brood law.

Instead of a single central hive-entrance in

winter, F. Brequin has two smaller entrances, one

at each side of the center. He thinks this pre-

vents moldy combs.

—

L'Apiculteiir.

G. H. Shirk's weighing device, page 105, is

much like mine, only better. It might be an

improvement to have that clamp work ice-tong

fashion. But, say—as a lifting-machine doesn't

that take the lead?

After soaking candied honey in combs, ex-

tract, feed the honey to bees, and give the combs
to the bees to clean, p. 114. Why is that better

than the simpler way of giving the whole thing

to the bees in the first place?

Not a bit, friend Doolittle, have you forgot-

ten about that clover-crop business, p 99. The
failure here of the clover harvest occurs oftener

with bloom than without it. I'm never very

much concerned to know whether there is a good
growth of clover, but much concerned to know
whether the bees will get any thing from the

blossoms that occur.

The other day my bee-cellar went up fo 60

degrees, and the bees scarcely minded it. But
the air was about as pure as outdoors. If the

cellar had been close, there probably would have

been a high old time. [This only emphasizes

what we have been trying to teach, that cellared

bees can stand considerable high temperatuie pro-

viding they have sufficient ventilation. We have

had something like 75 colonies in our cellar in

March that were very quiet when the temperature

was up to 65, and had been for days; but, mark
you, there was a large amount of fresh air.

—

Ed.1

Been watching to see whether any one would
answer Wesley Foster's advocacy of double-tier

shipping-cases, p. 1312. Either his arguments
should be answered or the catalogs should be

changed, which practically say double-tiersshould

never be used J. E. Crane, p. 100, is the first

to dare to tackle W. F. ; and as the matter now
stands, J. E. C. seems ahead, at least on that one
point. But why will not the non-drip paper dish

do just as well for the upper as for the lower tier?

I insist the catalogs should answer Mr. Foster or

change their advice. [See editorial notes else-

where in this issue.

—

Ed.]

Slowly I'm learning that what's best for me
may not be best for the other fellow. Last year

a good many of J. E. Crane's best queens failed

in May. Very, very rarely does that happen
here. I don't know whether it's locality or the

bees. But I think it's true that my queens are

nearly always superseded at least a little before

there is any noticeable failure. So the best thing

for me is to leave the superseding of all good
queens entirely to the bees, alt^1ough it may not

be best for the other fellow. [We do not quite

see how locality could affect this proposition.

We should be inclined to think the difference in

results was owing to the difference in strains.

Possibly methods of management may have
something to do with it.

—

Ed.]

[wMr. Editor, as to sending virgins to a fertil-

ization station, you say, p. 74, that we can send
from California to Maine 3 lbs. for 68 cts , and
" so we do not have to wait for parcels post."

Well, I don't know that we do. We might af-

ford to pay 68 cts. to have a virgin properly fer-

tilized. But we ought not to be satisfied until

we have parcels post at as low rates as they have
across ihe water Certainly we ought to have as

good rates for sending to any point in this coun-
try as we now ha^e for sending to Germany.
Parcels post to Germany costs 12 cts. per lb , so

you can send a yz-lh. package of bees to Ger-
many for 30 cts., or less than half of 68 cts. Be-

sides, we can send by express only where there

are express offices; and we ought to have a chance
wherever there's a postoffice. [While parcel*

post would certainly be a great advantage to the

people, and we wish we had it, yet so far as send-

ing virgin queens and bees is concerned we can
send them from Maine to California by express

for a comparatively small figure providing we get

the weight of the package and all so that the

mails can compete.

—

Ed.]

"Probably three-fourths of the localities north

of the Ohio River have winters during which the

bees can have flights every two or three weeks."
That remark of jours, Mr. Editor, p. 98, startled

me. Then I got the map, and I found that the

mouth of the Ohio River is as far south as lati-

tude 37°, so that you might include every thing

north of that. Even then it astounds me, it's so

utterly different from the situation here at Ma-
rengo. I never knew a winter when bees could

have a flight every two or three weeks, and ne\er

expect to. This winter comps closer to it than

ever before. The periods so far without weather
for flights have been 32 days, 6 days, and 18 day.
The present period may be much longer. But
for every winter like this there will be three that

confine the bees three to five months at a sfretch

I'm not saying you're wrong—only why should
this locality be so exceptional? [The statement

that three-fourths of the localities north of the

Ohio River afford bees a flight every two or three

weeks may seem a little strong; but when we re-

member that many of the coast localities in New
York and New England have a comparatively

mild temperature, and when we remember further

that there a-e vast areas of country south of Clev e-

land, Toledo, and Chicago that are very much
milder than that of Marengo, the statement will

rot seem so very far out of the way, after all;

and especially so if we take into consideration all

the country on the Pacific coast on a line run-

ning through the mouth of the Ohio River. We
had in mind these localities. Probably three-

fourths of the bees north of the Ohio River are

wintered outdoors. Certainly all of them south

of that river are.

It is probably not far from the truth when we
say that three-fourths of the bees north of the

great lakes are wintered indoors, for the very good
reason that in most of those localities there are no
flight-days to speak of during the winter.

—

Ed]
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

OUTSIDE WINTERING.

In this locality bees had a splendid fly Jan. 24.

The ground was free from snow, the wind balmy,
and the temperature 59 in the shade This flight

practically means successful wintering for colo-

nies properly put up. To my surprise, Mr. By-
er said that his bees had no flight. One hundred
miles sometimes makes a great diff^erence.

•*-

BEES WINTERING WELL.

Jan. 29 I had a visit from J. L. Byer, Mark-
ham, Ontario. We went to the bee- cellar. He
thought the conditions there indicated very fa-

vorable wintering. Mr. S. T. Pettit, Aylmer
West, Ont. , who is in his eightieth year, was al-

so here. Mr. Pettit, who has a remarkable rec-

ord in wintering bees, thought the bees were in

excellent condition. Owing to the great changes
of temperature I think it has been a rather un-
favorable winter for bees in the cellar.

THE FERTILIZATION OF BLOSSOMS.

It is Stated in the Algerian bee-journal, Nahla,
that on the island of Guadaloupe (Lesser Antilles)

bees are held to be of the greatest importance for

the purpose of the cocoa and coffee trees. Before
the introduction of bees, although the plants blos-

somed profusely, they yielded little or no fruit.

Now the returns are not only regular, but they
have more than doubled. We ought to send a

few of the agriculturists who live among us to

the above country to be convinced.

WINTERING BEES IN A WARM ROOM.

On page 72 you refer to a colony of bees in the

window of one of your offices. I also noticed a

previous reference to this colony. At that time

I felt like writing and giving it as my opinion

that, unless the bees could get a cleansing flight

within a reasonable time, trouble would begin.

In my estimation your statement, " Every two or

three weeks there has been at least one good day
when the bees could get an airing," is largely an
explanation of your success. Where bees can

not get this liberty I am afraid there will be
trouble. This is an exceptional winter.

OUTDOOR-WINTERED COLONIES UNDER SEALED
GLASS COVERS.

Your editorial report, page 71, as to the condi-

tion of those colonies interests me much. As we
would expect, the moisture condenses in the cool-

est part of the hive and drops down. In a mild

winter this may be all right (c-o-m-p-a-r-a-t-i-v-e-

1-y speaking); but with long-continued cold, this

moisture is likely to condense on stores not cov-

ered by bees, and injure them. The dampness
on walls and bottom-board must be about as

healthful for the bees as damp walls, etc., in a

living-room. During prolonged cold the mois-

ture at the entrance will freeze if reports in this

part of the country are correct. I would much
sooner have the moisturepassoff at the top through

packing. If the gables of the cover have a ven-
tilator, and an empty space be allowed between
the roof and the top of the packing, the moisture,
soon passes away.

SIZE OF HIVES.

As it has been stated in the apicultural press
that the eight-frame Langstroth hive won the de-
bate at the Detroit convention it might be well
to quote the jury decision as given on page 90 of
the National Bee-keepers' Association Report:
"The report of the committee is that, according
to the weight of evidence, in the majority of cases
the large hive had the preference; but under cer-
tain circumstances, different methods, and differ-

ent men, the small hive was the best." That
means the large hive won, but the jury slightly
exceeded their duty by letting the 8-frame hive
down as easy as possible.

HEATHER BEE-KEEPERS.

J. C. A., Grangemouth, \n British Bee Journal,
page 33, gives an interesting account of taking
bees tQ heather. He states: "It was now about
time to get ready for the moors. This job was
begun on the evening of Aug. 11, and all was
ready for our annual drive of 24 miles in time to

reach the moors by 3 : 30 next morning. " He se-

cured an average of 50 lbs. per stock, of comb
honey. Again, he makes the statement, " I would
not miss the pleasure of my annual trip to the
heather for a good deal. . . . Out of a fam-
ily of seven sons I am the only one who would
care to touch a hive of bees with a 20-foot-pole;
yet they, like myself, had all to do their share of

watching swarms, etc., when they were young."
Bee-keeping does not always run in the blood, al-

though I have a good many times had people ask
me what I thought about their engaging in bee-
keeping, giving as a probable reason for success
that some relative kept bees.

HOW SHALL HIVES FACE.?

During the next sixty days many will be set-

ting bees on summer stands. When we remem-
ber that bees have frequently been known to work
on basswood, honey-dew, and other forage short-

ly after the dawn of day, and long before sunrise,

and that they work on days when the sun does
not appear at all, and that when nectar is abun-
dant the bees will work until dark, we may be
pardoned for not having much faith in the state-

ment that bees do better when the hives face the

east, because the sun draws them out earlier in

the morning; or when they face the west, because
they work later at night. In the Rucher Beige M.
A. Foure gives the results of five years' test by
weighing the amount annually produced by hives

turned north, south, east, and west.

Those facingnorth produced 55.8 kilos honey;
those west produced 54.8 kilos; those east, 50.2;

and those south, 49 kilos. The apiary was well

sheltered on the north by means of a hedge. The
result was attributed to the fact that the bees in

the hives facing the north were sheltered from
wind, and therefore not drawn from the hives by
the sun when conditions for flying were unfavor-

able, as were those in the hives facing east or south.

In my estimation this is sound reasoning.
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES
By W. K. Morrison

THE COUNTRY LIFE COMMISSION.

The report of President Roosevelt's Country
Life Commission has been handed to Congress.

It emphasizes the need of a parcels post, good
roads, agricultural local schools, co-operation,

etc. Bee-keepers will have no fault to find with

the report of the commission; on the contrary, I

think they will be a unit in indorsing it.

PARCELS POST.

Senator T. C. Piatt, the head center of all the

express companies, is down and out

—

for good.

Now parcels post will get a chance, as Senator

Piatt had the power to block all parcels-post leg-

islation. In his place we shall have Elihu Root,

who is strongly in favor of parcels post. He
told the New York legislators who elected him
that he was in favor of it, and asked them for an

expression of their opinion in regard to it. It

was the first thing he did after being elected.

<^

INFORMATION ON NEW IRRIGATION PROJECTS.

Mr. Wesley Foster seems to think that more
definite particulars ought to be given in connec-

tion with irrigation projects managed by Uncle
Sam in person. What he says is true of projects

in Colorado, but not of the others. In fact, each

project is different. For example, the two in

Arizona, one at Yuma and the the other at Phoe-

nix, will be valuable to bee-keepers almost as

soon as opened. In fact, there is a honey-pro-
ducing flora there already. On the two projects

in the Pecos Valley, alfalfa had been grown be-

fore, so there was no need to wait. At Garden
City sweet clover was already well planted, so

that, too, was available at once. The projects in

Idaho and Wyoming are particularly desirable

for bee-keepers; and even if they have to wait,

the opportunity is worth waiting for. In a jour-

nal like this there is hardly room for any extend-

ed description of these projects; besides, a wise

man will go and look around before locating his

future home. One thing is fairly certain—bee-

keeping will be a feature on all these projects.

"the MENACE OF THE ARID LAND."

The DeLaval Separator Co. has kindly sent me
a copy of an interesting paper by Mr. Luther
Tucker, editor of the Country Gentleman. It

was read at the Farmers' National Congress. Of
course, it was sent by way of reply to what was
said on this page (Jan. 15) relative to the Country
Gentleman's statement in regard to reclaiming the

arid lands. Mr. Tucker thinks the govern-
ment is pursuing a ruinous policy toward Eastern
farmers, who, he claims, can not compete with
men who get land for nothing.
Well, take the matter of honey. Eastern bee-

keepers have not been ruined by the alfalfa honey
of the West, though it would be easy to get up
a scare about it. Glucose and other vile imita-

tions of honey have done far more harm; in fact,

if it were not for imitation and adulteration hon-

ey would command its full value in the open
market. What has hurt the poultry business,

but cheap preserved eggs which hardly deserve

the name of food products? It is the same in re-

gard to butter. The market has been depressed

by oleo, and " filled " cheese killed the trade in

cheese. It is the same in regard to fruit preserves,

jams, jellies, and butters; the farmer is deprived

of his market by inferior imitations.

Another thing, the Eastern farmer has been

slow to reach the full measure of his opportuni-

ties. Solid train-loads of Western apples go
thundering through the State after a trip of 3000
miles. Train-loads of Illinois butter produced
on high-priced land are poured into New York
city, and yet the farmers complain of no market.

It is the out-of-date farmer who squeals. The
New York farmer has great opportunities.

WHY BENZOATE OF SODA SHOULD NOT BE PUT IN

FOOD PRODUCTS; DR. WILEy'S FIGHT
FOR THE PEOPLE.

A fierce controversy has arisen relative to the

use of benzoate of soda as a preservative of cer-

tain food products. This has aiisen over the de-

cision of President Roosevelt's Referee Board,
composed of distinguished chemists who have ap-

parently decided against Dr. Wiley. The differ-

ence is more fancied than real, as the board found
that benzoate of soda had some " very peculiar

physiological effects " on the human system which
it was unable to account for. Dr. Wiley went
further and found there was a " serious disturbance

of the metabolic functions." The difference in

the results may be due to the fact that Dr. Wiley
administered the benzoate of soda in capsules,

whereas the board used it mixed with the food.

Dr. Wiley, however, opposes benzoate of soda
on even better grounds than its deleterious effects

on the human system. He holds that it is used

only when the fruits used are unsound or actually

bad, and glucose is used instead of good sugar,

or the conditions of manufacturing are unsani-

tary. He says (and it is true) good fruits put up
with gooA granulated sugar require no benzoate

of soda. He takes the ground that the public

should be protected, and that the use of benzoate
of soda is in the nature of an adulteration, and
the man who puts up good wholesome preserves

is entitled to the trade. The best manufacturers

agree with Dr. Wiley. Such great firms as

Heinze, of Pittsburg; the Franco-American Food
Co., and the Beech-Nut Canning Co., uphold
Dr. Wiley. Because they use only good materi-

als in clean, well-handled establishments, they

have no desire to use benzoate of soda.

It looks as if Dr. Wiley were fighting the battle

of the people singly; but the forces of good are

steadily lining up behind him. He has practi-

cally the whole medical profession at his back.

The canned-goods men are vigorously supporting

him, and even the wholesale grocers.

DR. WILEY SUSTAINED.

In passing the appropriation bill of the De-
partment of Agriculture, the House of Repre-

sentatives added a rider, to the effect that in fu-

ture there must be no interference with the work
of Dr. H. W. Wiley, the pure-food expert. It

is a great pity the House did not take this action

sooner.
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.
By Wesley Foster.

IMPORTATION OF HONEY (tHOMAS' WEEKLY RE-
VIEW').

From Dec. 17 to Jan. 21 honey came in at New
York to the extent of 2520 barrels, 236 casks,

and 290 tierces, amounting in all to over 1,500,000

pounds in seven weeks—an average of over a car-

load a day. This honey came from Cuba, Porto

Rico, and Mexico. Such importations certainly

affect the sale of honey from the Southern States

very much, and, to a considerable degree, the

honey market of the whole country.

STIMULATION BY MOVING.

I believe that bees are stimulated to work with

more energy, and raise more bees by being mov-
ed in the spring, for I have observed it in several

cases.

In May, 1908, my' brother and I moved 103

colonies of bees about ten miles; and although
these particular bees were not above the others

in strength or stores they made almost twice the

surplus (which was not much) that our other yards

did. They got into the supers before the others

had commenced to cap any honey in the brood-

chambers.

PURE-FOOD EXPOSITION.

The Denver Retail Grocers' Association is en-

gineering a pure-food exposition to be held in

the Auditorium, the largest hall under roof in

the West. There are over one hundred exhibit-

ors, and great success is assured. The fair opens

Feb. 22, and continues for two weeks. There
are liberal rates on all the railroads.

The Colorado Honey-producers' Association

has one of the best booths to be had; and if any
one wants to see honey given the advertising it

deserves, he'd better come and see what bee-keep-

ers can do in the way of an exhibit.

A remark was made by Mr. Dyer, at the Col-
orada State bee convention that the work of the

Colorado Honey-producers' Association comes
out wherever bee-keepers get together. There is

not a doubt that the business done by the associ-

ation touches the bee-keepers more vitally, wheth-
er members or not, than any bee organization in

• the West. The association now has members
and customers in every western State where hon-

ey is produced. Five people are employed at the

store and office. Any one coming to Denver to

see the food show and exposition should drop in

and see them.

HERMAN RAUCHFUSS.

Herman Rauchfuss and I ate at the Manhattan
restaurant last night. Herman is my senior by
25 years, but for the sake of space and friendship

I will call him Herman. I want to show a little

of his personality, and also give some of his views

and experience along the bee-line. " Genial " is

the word that fits him best. He is a good friend

in that he likes to hear what you have to say, and
he is not holding his sleeves for fear some secret

will slip out.

EARLY SPRING MANIPULATION NOT NECESSARY.

Herman says a good hive of bees with plenty
of stores does not need to be looked at till the
first of June. That, if correct, would eliminate
artificial stimulation of brood in ihe spring, any
way. It has been his experience, within the last

few years, that a nucleus with a vigorous queen
is more valuable on the first of June than a hive
full of bees and honey. The surplus is gathered
here between July 10 and August 20, and for this
flow the nucleus will be in better condition than
the full colony which has filled up with honey in-
stead of bees.

CAUCASIANS AVERAGE BETTER THAN THE ITAL-
IANS.

He says that the Caucasian bee, without the
benefits of scientific culture and breeding, is su-
perior to any known race of bees, the Italians
not excepted. He has kept them since 1900, and
their record is a delight to hear. The first queens
that he received from Mr. Frank Benton were
not the equal of the Italians; but a little later he
got some more from him which have made good
records. These are the ones he now has. In the
spring of 1907 the bees were starving in several of
his yards, and he was feeding sugar. When he
came to the Caucasians, however, he found that
they were sealing honey in the brood-chambers.
The honey was of a reddish color—a honey he
had never seen before—and the source he does
not know. The Caucasians were storing this
honey in four yards where the other bees requir-
ed feed.

The vitality of the bees and queens is remark-
able. Shipping through the mail, or confinement
in an observatory hive, seems to affect them very
little. An observatory hive was kept at the State
fair for two weeks, and not a dozen bees were
lost. He has kept virgin queens in mating-cages
for three weeks, and then had them fertilized.

This can be partly explained by the fact that
they are not excitable, and are very quiet on the
combs. During manipulation they will not run
over the combs or out of the hive, and the loss
of honey from opening bees on a good honey day
is not noticeable with the Caucasians.
The objection has been made that they collect

so much propolis. This is true; but the propolis
is not sticky, but more like putty, and is easily
scraped out of the way. In color it is a grayish
green.

For winter these bees build an ingenious storm-
door of propolis. It is like a drift, shutting the
entrance and slopes back two or three inches
toward the center of the hive, extending up above
the ends of the frames. Through this drift are
small round holes for entrances. This scheme
keeps out mice and wind and snow.

Caucasians do not soil the comb cappingswith
propolis, although they do use old comb in their
new work somewhat. These Caucasians are the
ones whose tongues Prof. Gillette measured, and
found longer than any he had ever before seen.

In 1907 the Caucasians gave Herman an average
of seven supers of comb honey to the hive while
his others averaged only half as much.

[Our experience with Caucasians, as has been
reported ift these columns, has not been very sat-

isfactory.

—

Ed.]
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE
CHOOSING A LOCATION.

" Mr. Doolittle, if you were to choose a loca-

tion, what kind would you select ?
"

"If I were at liberty to choose a location

where I desired, and could find such a one, it

would be in a place where the land slopes gently

to the southeast, because such a slope brings on

the earliest vegetation, and consequently the ear-

liest brood, and from this the earliest force of

bees. In other words, in a district where white

and alsike clover abound, such a slope will often

yield a good harvest of honey, while a slope

toward the west or north might give but little."

" But I should suppose that a southwest slope

would be the warmest, as that would allow the

afternoon sun to shine squarely on the land."
" This would be right were it not that our pre-

vailing winds are from the southwest—something

I have noted in nearly all parts of the country in

which I have been, from the fact that the tops of

all trees growing out in the open were inclined

over to the northeast. Now, while the afternoon

sun is undoubtedly the warmest, on an average,

during the day, yet it is more than offset by these

prevailing winds which are so strenuous that

they keep vegetation backward, and the bees as

well, unless there is a strong windbreak of some
kind. But this is not all there is in a southeast

exposure. The bees get the benefit of the morn-
ing sun, especially if the entrances to the hives

face in this direction."
" What about pasturage.?

"

" I should like some willows, the pussy, white,

and golden, to stimulate early brood-rearing.

The pussy willow gives about the earliest pollen

from which the bees can get a sufficient supply

to stimulate brood- rearing. The white willow,

or the kind which is set for fencing in many
localities, gives the first honey of any account.

The golden willow commences to produce nec-

tar a little before the white is out of bloom, and
yields to that extent that the nectar can be seen

sparkling in the tags with the first rays of morn-
ing sunshine, and it continues till darkness drives

the bees home for the night. Now, while there

is rarely a surplus from this source, yet I have
known from five to fifteen pounds of honey t j be

stored in the hives from the two last-named wil-

lows in a good year. And under such circum-
stances this is a mighty leverage toward a large

force of bees in time for the white clover. But
don't lose sight of the pussies, for the first pollen

paves the way by setting all the energies of the

hive in operation. " After the willows I should

want sugar (hard) maples in plenty, for they are

always rich in pollen; and as they come on the

heels of the willow nectar, the activity started is

still more accelerated, and especially if the at-

mosphere is right, so that some nectar is secret-

ed to use with the pollen, as is quite often the

case where the weather is warm, and the atmos-

phere charged with electricity. After the maples

I should want many apple-orchards, as these give

us plenty of honey from apple to white clover,

which, with alsike, should also be abundant."
"Why do you want all of that nectar yield

before the clover bloom? I should think the

honey would crowd out the brood."

" Brood-rearing, when at its height, as it should
be during maple bloom and that from the apple,

requires a whole lot of nectar if it is to go on to

the best advantage; and as there are usually from
16 to 24 days from the blooming of the apple to

where the bees secure nectar from the clovers, 25

to 30 lbs. to the colony at the close of apple

bloom makes the bees feel so rich that they just

boom ahead with their brood, no matter if noth-

ing but pollen is obtained from the fields."
" But I should think there would be little

room for brood at the close of apple bloom."
"That depends upon the size of hive you are

using. If a hive has 15 inches in the clear,

so that ten Langstroth frames can be used advan-
tageously for brood-rearing, said 30 pounds of

honey will be stored in little more than four of

the combs, and six Langstroth frames full of brood
is a pretty good showing as early in the season

as apple bloom. But with all strong colonies, if

the apple bloom is yielding nectar freely it is bet-

ter to put a queen-excluder on these colonies,

and over this a hive full of empty combs, as is

given in A Year's Work in an Out-apiary, when
the bees have ample room to spread themselves

in both brood and honey. The clovers should

be abundant. There should be hundreds of acres

within the range of the bees' flight. Some seem
to think that a few acres of any nectar- producing
plants is all that is required. When mother's

front yard, consisting of less than one-eighth acre

of land, had a continuous bloom of some of the

many kinds of flowers she cultivated, tens if not

scores of people would say to me, ' No wonder
your bees do well, as they have access to the

flowers your mother has in bloom continually in

her flower-garden! " A single colony would have

starved to death if there were no other bloom.
Then after the clovers I should want plenty of

basswood, and that not only in a valley, but on

a hillside or mountain. Tiie bloom at the top

would not be open until that in the valley was
past and gone. In this way we could get a con-

tinuous bloom, as it were; for after that in the

valley opened, more would continue to open up
the hillside, day by day, till the top of the moun-
tain would be reached; and as this last would
open after that in the valley has all gone out of

bloom, we should still have as long a yield of

nectar before us as we had at the opening of the

first, had there been no basswood-trees save in

the valley. In other words, instead of a yield of

basswood nectar continuing from ten days to two
weeks, with the same confined to the valley, we
should have a yield of from 20 to 28 days where
the basswood beginning in the valley continued

on up to the mountain top. The first ten days

of any bloom only fairly gels things nicely

started; and if it stops there we have only a lim-

ited yield; but with every added day of nectar

secretion comes a storage of a still greater accel-

eration, so that the days beyond the twenties will

give twice the results which those did prior to

the ten; and even with less than half the yield,

the completing of the thousands of sections not

yet quite marketable makes the days above the

twentieth of double value. After the basswood
I would have a locality where much buckwheat
is raised. And if we could have plenty of fall

flowers we should have an ideal location. This is

all on the supposition that I could find what I

wanted."
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General
Correspondence

THE TARIFF ON HONEY AND WAX.
Is there Danger from the Disease Brought

in by Foreign Honey? the Tariff
on Wax Not Favored.

BY J. L. EVER.

In Gleanings for Nov. 15 you ask, Mr. Edi-
tor, for opinions on the tariff resolution presented

at the recent N. B. K. A. convention held in De-
troit. Not being an American citizen, it would
be presumption on my part to say any thing on
the question if it were not for the fact of there

having been t-xvo resolutions passed. As a mem-
ber of the resolution committee I might say that

these matters were discussed by the committee
quite fully, and it was thought that, as it was
such an important subject, perhaps it would re-

ceive a fuller discussion if it were brought before
the meeting without any reference to its having
been considered by the resolution committee.
Accordingly the two resolutions—one concerning
the United States and the other one Canada, were
drafted and handed to Mr. France, with the re-

quest tliat he present them to the meeting. This
was done, but, unfortunately, as is often the case

in the closing hours of a convention, there was no
time for any discussion, and the matter went
through with a single expression of opinion,
if I remember correctly. Not being so familiar

with conditions as they are in the United States,

my remarks will necessarily apply only to Cana-
da; but in many respects, no doubt, so far as the

honey market is concerned, the conditions are

much the same in both countries. If correct,

the duty is 20 cents a gallon on honey coming
into the United States, while in Canada it is 3

cents a pound; from the colonies and Britain,

under the preferential clause, honey comes in at

2 cents a pound. It will thus be seen that bee-
keepers in Canada are protected more than our
friends over the line.

While there is a great diversity of opinion as
to how the tariff should be arranged relative to

many kinds of products, 1 have yet to meet the
first Canadian bee-keeper who would be in favor
of abolishing the duty on honey coming into

Canada. Not so many years ago it was quite
common to hear the opinion expressed that for-

eign honey would never come into serious com-
petition with our Canadian product; but very
few are now laboring under such erroneous ideas.

I am personally acquainted with the manager
of one of the largest baking concerns in Canada,
and only a few years ago he thought that clover
honey was the only kind they could use in the
business; but he now finds that logwood honey
will answer the purpose, although he much pre-
fers the Canadian product to such an extent that
he will pay a cent a pound more for the clover
than for the logwood. This is probably the case
with many more manufacturers, and the trouble
is that this West India product can be laid down
in Canada so cheap—even after paying the 2 cents
a pound duty, that producers of clover honey can

not compete with it. No doubt many bee-keep-
ers would be surprised if they knew what an
enormous amount of honey is used annually by
the manufacturers; and, while I can not give the
figures, from what I have learned by inquiry I

would hazard the guess that half of the honey
consumed in Canada is used in that way.
During the past few years many thousands of

the darker grades of foreign honey have been im-
ported into Canada, as well as the comparatively
light-colored logwood honey already mentioned.
Much of this dark honey has come in under very
suspicious circumstances, and it was the subject
of considerable discussion at the recent conven-
tion of the Ontario Association held in Toronto.
Great quantities of this honey have been shipped
from England, and in some cases laid down here
as low as 5 cents a pound As Great Britain
produces no honey for export— particularly at

that price, it is only fair to assume that this hon-
ey was first sent into a free port of entry and then
reshipped as a British product in order to get the
benefit of the preferential tariff. That this honey
can be hauled half way around the world, and
then sold so cheaply, simply emphasizes the fact
that northern producers can not compete with
this southern product if it is allowed to come in

duty free. You speak, Mr. Editor, of the reso-
lution calling for an increase in the tariff; but if

my memory serves me correctly, it simply asked
that the present duty be maintained.* So far as
Canada is concerned, negotiations are constantly
going on with the British West Indies, seeking
to arrange for reciprocity in certain lines of prod-
ucts, and there is great danger that honey might
at any time be put on this list. If this were
done, it requires no argument to say what it

would mean to the Canadian producer. I am
well aware that there are many who claim that
the golden rule is not being observed when we
advocate protection; and this may be true in a
certain sense. I am at heart a universal free-

trader; yet I realize plainly that this ideal is not
possible at present, and I must content myself
with advocating what I believe to be the best
thing under existing conditions.

Dr. Phillips advocated increased protection on
foreign honey, on the ground of there being great
danger of introducing foul brood, it being gen-
erally understood that the countries from which
most of the foreign honey is imported have a
great deal of this disease among their bees.
While there may be something in this contention,
I do not see that there is so much danger
along this line, as it is a very well-known fact

that in the United States and Canada con-
siderable foul-i)roody honey finds its way to

manufacturers every year. That there is a cer-

tain amount of danger in the handling of foul-
broody honey, no one will dispute; bnt the point
I wish to make clear is that there is no more
danger in the foreign than there is in our own,
i. e. , speaking in a general way.
As to a duty on beeswax, I am not so sure as

to the benefits that would accrue from the same.
As has been pointed out, it would raise the price

"The language of the resolution reads that the " present tariff

of 20 cents per gallon on honey be retained, and, if possible, that

it be increased " The same language was used in the resolu

tions for Canada, except that the amount (20 cents) was left out.

—Ed.)
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of foundation in proportion to the increased duty,

and this would hit the comb honey producer

who gets but little wax. While the extracted-

honey producer would get more for his wax, it is

doubtful if the difference would more than offset

the increased expenditure of the comb-honey
man. Again, the use of bee. wax is increasing

by leaps and bounds, and there is just a danger

that any great advance in price at the present

time would have a tendency to drive the manu-
facturers and other users of beeswax to find a sub-

stitute to take its place.

So far as beeswax is concerned, judging from
the increased demand for this article, duty or no

duty, the price is bound to be firm, and probably

higher in the future than it has been in the past.

Hardly a week goes past without a letter asking

for quotations on pure beeswax, with generally

something added like this— "we find the need

of this article more every year in our business.

"

Only a few days ago a firm of foundrj men asked

me for quotations on a thousand pounds of bees-

wax—an order I could not begin to fill.

1 am well aware that this matter of the tariff

on honey has been touched on in only a super-

ficial manner; but if it is the means of helping to

bring out a full discussion on this important sub-

ject, my object will have been accomplished. I

have been wondering why it is that, with the ex-

ception of a single non-committal hint by Dr.

Miller, not a reference has been made by any
correspondent of the different bee journals to the

matter of the tariff resolution under discussion.

It certainly is an important question, and worthy
of careful consideration. Like all other ques-

tions it has two sides, and perhaps with the writer

it may be a case of "fools rushing in where an-

gels fear to tread;" but we will cheerfully accept

the reward of our folly if we succeed in goading
some one to apply the lash.

Mount Joy, Ont., Can.

[While we should like to see this question dis-

cussed, and invited such discussion, our position

is such that we think best to refrain from taking

any sides. It is, indeed, an important subject,

and, like yourself, we are surprised that no one,

until you did, really argued the matter. Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING IN CALIFORNIA.

BY M. H. MENDLESON.

POSITION OF THE UNCAPPlNG-BOX.

In the Nov. 15th issue, p. 1376, I noticed the

view of an extracting-room where the uncapping-

box stood at the left of the extractor. In this

part of the country we have our uncapping-boxes

at the right, for the reason that a comb of honey
to be uncapped is generally in the left hand, so

that the knife may be held in the right hand; and
when the comb is uncapped it is then close to the

extractor, so that it is not necessary to change it

into the right hand.

WIRING OF FRAMES.

I can not quite understand why any one should

prefer vertical wiring. Whenever I wire frames

vertically, the top and bottom bars sag; but
when I wire horizontally, and the foundation is

imbedded by electricity, I have no bad sagging,
and in most frames there is no sagging at all.

One should be careful to fasten the foundation to

the top-bar, and imbed the wires to the center of

the septum. I have found that Imbedding by
electricity is the only satisfactory method, as the

cell walls are sure to melt, and then close behind
the wire, leaving the wire permanently imbedded
in the septum. I always have perfect combs in

this way. The first and main cost is learning to

do the work, which means, of course, the loss of

a few sheets of foundation. Some say that the

expense consists in the furnishing of a proper bat-

tery, but I believe that this can be overcome.

HOT vs. COLD KNIVES.

There are various conditions to consider when
discussing the uncapping of honey; for instance,

the temperature and body of the honey, the knife,

and the operator. During my first experience in

extracting, many of the combs had a rolling, un-
even surface. I prefer to cut straight and even,

however, so that the combs will be in good con-
dition the next time. It does not pay to follow

the bumps and hollows by "skinning" the cap-

pings, as it takes too much time and labor.

There is a good deal of difference between un-

capping thick honey and thin or unripe honey.

A hot knife will run through heavy-bodied hon-

ey almost as easily as through that which is only
medium in body. I prefer to have my honey
thick and ripe, and a cold knife would make
slow and laborious work, and would mutilate the

comb, wasting the wax and making extra work
for the bees in fixing up the combs again. If the

combs are left smooth and even, they will still

be in that condition at the next extracting. The
hot knife enables a good uncapper to cut off a

whole slab of cappings at one sweep, saving the

bother of slicing them off in small pieces. I can

uncap over double the amount with a hot knife.

I have proven this many times. With our pe-

culiar flows of honey, a cold knife would be a

loss to me, and 1 should not be able to keep up
with the bees.

At the last extracting in each season I cut the

combs down to brood thickness, so that a part of

them may be used in the brood-chambers the

following spring. I allow the queens free access

in the supers, too, at first, in order to get a big

force of bees for those good flows of honey; but

in the second or third extracting I confine the

queens to the first story by the use of queen-ex-

cluders.

SOURING OF HONEY.

I agree with Mr. T. P. Robinson, page 1374,

Nov. 15, in regard to the souring of honey.

Near the ocean I have seen honey ferment in

hives containing strong colonies, and with only

one super; but such instances have been shortly

after the bean-flow and during a long penetrating

foggy spell. The honey is ripe when capped

over, but it draws the dampness from the air. I

have noticed that bean honey seems to absorb

water rather more easily than the sage. I have

taken bean comb honey back to mountain apia-

ries to thicken, and then have brought back the

thick, ropy, bean and sage honey to my custom-

ers on the coast, and the bean honey would in-

variably ferment sooner than the sage, when not

hermetically sealed.
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In good seasons, and away from the coast,

sage honey, if of good body when taken from
the hives, will remain in the liquid state for

years; but if it is not thick at first it will candy.

Even bean honey, if heavy in body, will remain

in the liquid state for months; but if it is thin at

first it will candy in a few weeks.

ABSORBENT CUSHIONS.

Here in California absorbents would be of

benefit; for if a cover or cloth is lifted during
December the under surface will be covered with
great drops of water, and the combs will be wet.

1 have many times found combs affected by this

dampness; and as I have five chaff hives on hand
I intend to test the effect of proper absorbents
and will report the results later. A limited up-
ward ventilation leaves colonies in rather better

condition here.

EXTRACTING -SUPERS GIVEN FIRST TO COMB-
HONEY COLONIES.

Dr. Miller is right in what he says on p. 1441,

Dec. 1. Several years ago he asked in Glean-
ings why it would not be well to put extracting-

supers on comb-honey colonies at first to get the

bees started above, and then, when the bees were
well at work in them, to remove them and put on
the sections. I wrote him at the time that this

had been my practice for years. By this plan

my light-amber honey is put into the extracted

form, and the colonies are left in the proper con-
dition for comb-honey supers, because the good
forces of bees spread out more evenly over all the

sections for the white-honey flow. Furthermore,
by putting on all these extracting-supers of work-
er comb, the queen fills a part of these combs
with brood, and this means that in the lower
story the combs are filled with brood to the

top-bars, so that the colonies are in much better

condition to occupy the sections.

I often replace these extracting-supers with
two 32-section Danzenbaker supers, and the

bees occupy the whole, so that in three to five

days I can add a third Danzenbaker super, put-
ting it on next to the brood-chamber. I can con-
tinue this tiering-up as the colony requires the
room, always putting the empty one next to the
brood. In this way the sections are much more
evenly filled out through the whole super. I put
on the extra supers when the last ones given are

about one-fourth to one-third drawn out, in order
to avoid crowding the queen too much.

I have experimented extensively by raising the

extracting-super first put on, placing the comb-
honey super underneath; but I found this an ex-

pensive plan because it resulted in a loss of part

of the crop. The trouble is that the bees cluster

only in this extracting-super; and on this account
I now remove the extracting-super entirely, and
I give the extra brood which it contains to weak-
er colonies that are run for extracted honey.
There is another advantage in this plan of tier-

ing before mentioned, and that is that the lower
super of sections is never capped next to the
brood; and this, of course, results in whiter cap-
pings. The last super taken off must, of course,
be capped next to the brood; but by this time
the brood is crowded down so that the combs
may contain sufficient stores for winter.

I do not allow bees to cluster out during the
honey-flow except during times of excessive heat.

as this idleness causes too much of a loss of sur-
plus honey.
To get the most out of an apiary, the producer

must know the condition of each individual col-
ony. One can not always judge by outside ap-
pearances as to the strength; many times I have
found a colony inactive, and with but few bees
at the entrance; but the raising of the cover
showed the hive boiling over with bees that were
crowding out with honey. Such- apparently in-

active colonies are the ones that do the work too.

Our honey-flows require my constant attention
to see that all colonies ace properly supered. I

could double my crops if I could attend person-
ally to every individual colony in all my apiaries.

Ventura, Cal.
««»

WHY NEW HONEY-CANS SHOULD
BE WASHED.

How to Dry the Inside of a Five -gallon
Can; a Reply to R. A. Burnett.

BY ALLEN LATHAM.

On page 29 the assertion is made by Mr. R.
A. Burnett that " Water should never reach the
inside of a tin package that is to contain honey
. . . A can should be simply shaken, and any
matter that may be loose in that way may be re-

moved, and then the honey put in." May I ask
Mr. Burnett how the dirt which is not loose is

gotten rid of? Is tin plate so immaculately
clean that it never needs washing? The men
who make the tin cans may not be Immaculately
clean.

With all due respect for the judgment of Mr.
Burnett in other matters, I think he is in serious
error here. Let him or any one else who doubts
me try this simple experiment: Select a new can
which has never been washed. Pour boiling wa-
ter into it and thoroughly rinse it. Pour this

water out and note its turbidity. Try to make
a suds in this water. Note its hardness. Mr.
Burnett may like to eat honey from such a can,
but not I.

These cans are made by men the vast majority
of whom chew tobacco. These cans have all

their seams wiped with a vile brush wet with a
solution of zinc chloride (a poisonous salt). They
are all made from tin which, though for the most
part largely handled by machinery, is frequently
touched by men with grimy hands— hands be-
fouled'with dirt distasteful to eye and taste.

With all justice to these workers, does Mr. Bur-
nett think that one of them would wash off the
spot if he by chance spat tobacco juice upon the
inner surface of a tin can, when that inner sur-
face was only the side of a sheet of tin?

It is all nonsense, this idea that a tin can is not
safely washed. Even if it were not dried, and
were immediately filled with honey, no harm
could come. If the honey were well ripened it

would take care of a teaspoonful of clean water
left in the can. But it is a simple matter to dry
such a can.

Some seven years ago I moved from Massa-
chusetts, and left some bees on the old place. I

also left 14 five-gallon cans there to take care of
the honey produced. The tenants complained
about the bees, and 1 removed the same, leaving
the cans till I should need them. These earn?
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were second-hand. I washed each thoroughly

and left the caps off, storing the cans in an attic.

I ast year, six years after leaving the cans, 1 sent

for the same. Each can was still as sweet and

bright as a new can.
. , . i- „»^,

New cans should be rinsed with boiling water

(I mean water that is actually boiling, bubbling

with steam) at least twice. They should then be

drained and left in a dry place with the caps oft

They will be perfectly dry, without any rust, in

a few hours. Or if they must be filled with hon-

ey immediately, most of the water can be shaken

out and much expelled by drumming on the hot

can What little is left will be absorbed by the

honey, or can be removed from within the outlet

as it lies on top of the risen honey. Every can

should be completely filled—not have 60 pounds

put into it, but be filled till no air is left in the

can It is not good practice to leave an air-space

above the honey in a can. If the honey is not

sold before the next summer, that honey will be

injured. v i,«

Mr Burnett speaks of rusty cans from a bake-

ry Now, those cans had never been washed

out They may have been rinsed once, but they

were left with thin honey in them. Thin honey

is far worse than water in a can, and even thick

honey will injure a can if there in small amounts.

The reason is plain. The honey is hydroscopic,

and attracts the moisture which is in the air with-

in the can. Every drop of honey is thus helping

to rust the tin about the edge of the drop. Only

this late fall I had occasion to open up several

cans which had been left for three or four years

without washing. These cans were nearly ruin-

ed About half a pound of honey was in each,

and that honey had caused the rusting of pretty

much the entire interior of those cans, in sharp

contrast with these cans was one or perhaps two

which had been well rinsed.

I may have expressed myself rather strongly in

what I have said, but the case seems to demand

it. Do not, I pray every reader of Gleanings,

adopt the advice of Mr. Burnett. I should not

like my honey served to me froin an unwashed

can, and I have found it an excellent plan in all

my honey-selling to treat my customers as 1

should like to be treated.

Norwich, Conn.

[Sometimes honey will absorb water and some-

times not. Much depends upon the climate or

room where the surface of the honey is exposed.

In a furnace- heated house, if there be no w_ater-

pan used in the furnace, honey will become thick-

er—that is, evaporate. In a climate near a large

body of water or elsewhere during a long rainy

spell, honey will absorb water. In Mr. Latham s

climate (next to the ocean) it would do precisely

that; hence his advice to wash honey smearings

off in his locality is sound.

But in most inland towns a coating of honey

on the inside of a tin honey-extractor, for exam-

ple will do no harm. Indeed, we once heard

Dr. Miller say he would rather have the honey

. on than off, as it would prevent rust.

In the matter of washing out new cans, we be-

lieve Mr. Latham is right. We are not sure that

second-hand cans that had contained good honey

would need washing if the caps were put back

after emptying. We should be glad to hear

from others, including Mr. Burnett.—Ed. J

UNCAPPING A WHOLE FRAME AT
ONE STROKE.

\ Strong Plea for a Sharp Knife Without
'

an Offset Handle.

BY W. A. CHRYSLER.

I think that any practical bee-keeper who has

properly built extracting-combs and knife should

be able to remove from his extracting-supers the

combs of all sealed honey, uncap them, and set

them to one side ready for extracting, at the rate

of from 100 to 150 combs per hour; and, if done

properly, there will be no need of even wiping off

the knife during that time But some may say,

"
If you had honey as thick as mine you couldn t

do it." I might say that I believe I have as

thick honey as the most of us; even the thick

waxy alsike honey. I will admit that newly

built combs, the first season, are slower and not

so easily uncapped; but, even so, if the knife is

properly constructed, and used in a certain way,

there is no need of using a hot one.

One who has ever cut belt lacing with a jack-

knife knows that some one must hold the end of

the lacing tight, as well as the piece that is being

cut. It would be utterly useless to try to cut it

without holding the end of the lacing tight.

In the first place, according to my ideas a hon-

ey-knife should be long enough to take cappings

from the whole of one side of the frame at one

stroke The blade of the knife should not be

over Xyi inches wide at most, and I prefer a blade

about one inch wide with but one cutting edge

sharpened straight from back to edge. Both

sides of the blade should be made as smooth as

possible, and the edge should be jArtr/^. One

cutting edge to a honey-knife is all that is suffi-

cient unless for the convenience of both right and

left handed operators. The deflection in the

handles of honey-knives of many that are on the

market is overdone. If we are to uncap conibs

with one stroke of the knife on each side (and 1

think it is the proper way of uncapping) there is

no need of a deflection of the handle. To un-

cap set the bottom end on a point or swivel;

leai^ the top end past the perpendicular; begin to

uncap the overhanging side, and from the bottom

end of the comb, drawing upward with a seesaw

motion. As you proceed upward it cuts easier;

and probably when about half way up you will

find it unnecessary (owing to the weight of the

overhanging capping) to seesaw; but just draw

the knife straight up and the capping will drop

in one sheet. Treat the other side of the comb

in the same manner. The weight of the capping,

pulling straight down, draws the capping from

the toP of the knife, and keeps the edge free to

cut similar to some one holding the belt lacing

tieht, as referred to. Wide-bladed, rusty, and

bluntly ground knives, with deflected handles,

only rend to teach the bee-keeper to uncap from

the top side of the comb, and to educate him to

be a putterer all his days, especially at that worm.

Chatham, Ont., Dec. 28.

[Mr Chrysler has made a good argument for

a straight, sharp, cold blade. This is getting to

be interesting, as it begins to appear \haX perhaps

we have been working in old ruts. This is an

important subject. Let's hear from others.—Ld.J
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FIRST MFEriNG OF THE MARYLAND STATE BEE-KEEPERS ASSOCIATION.

FIRST MEETING OF THE MARY-
LAND BEE-KEEPERS.

BY THOMAS B. SYMONS,
State Entomologist.

About one hundred enthusiastic bee-keepers

assembled in the Fifth Regiment Armory, Balti-

more, Dec. 3, 1908, in response to a call of the

State Entomologist, to form a State bee-keepers'

association. Dr. J. Aikenhead, of Easton, Md.,
was elected temporary chairman, and Prof. T. B.

Symons, of College Park, Md., acted as tempo-
rary secretary. The program, which had been
P'eviously arranged, was then carried out.

A representative from each of the thirteen coun-
ties represented at the meeting was appointed

on the Committee on Permanent Organization.

This committee met and considered the constitu-

tion and bylaws, which was presented and adopt-

ed by the general meeting in the afternoon.

Thus a permanent organization was effected to

promote scientific and practical bee culture in

Maryland.
The permanent officers for the ensuing year

were elected: President, Dr. J. Aikenhead, East-

on, Md.; Vice-president, H. S. Krumbine, Gil-

p'n; Secretarv-treasurer, Prof. T. B. Symons,
College Park,' Md.
The following vice-presidents from the counties

were elected: .Allegany, H. S. Krumbine; Anne
Arundel, Miss Marry A. Hildreth; Baltimore, VV.

B Atkinson; Calvert, C. Orville Drury; Caro-
line, D. I. Patchett; Carroll, W. C. McCardell;
Cecil, M. C. Reeder; Charles, Wm. R. Clark;

Dorchester, John Thompson; Frederick, C. Bear;

Garrett, J. E. Conneway; Haiford, W. H. Raw-
houser; Howard, Chas. Lemmon: Kent, E. H.
Strong; Montgomery, N. H. Saunders; Prince
(leorge, D. H. Hopkins; Queen Anne, Mrs. W.
Irving Walker; Somerset, A. B. Twining; Tal-

bot, Dr.
J. Aikenhead; Washington, Chas. E.

Virts; Wicomico, Ernest A. Hearn; Worcester,

John H. Gibbs.
The meeting was a success from every stand-

point. The members present took part in the

discussion of the subjects on the program.
The need of a bee-keepers' association in Mary-

land was emphasized by Prof. T. B. Symons,
State Entomologist.

In his remarks he draw attention to the great

need of co-operation among bee-keepers in the

work throughout the State in order that the in-

dustry may be promoted. He said that no State

presents more favorable conditions for bee-keep-

ing than Maryland, but that organization is nec-

essary in order to secure legislation for the pro-

motion of this neglected industry in the State.

Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the Bureau of Entomol-
ogy, U. S. Department of Agriculture, discussed

the present status of apiculture in the United
States. This very able paper is published in full

in a bulletin of the Department of Agriculture,

which can be had for the asking.

The discussions of the various questions on the

program occupied the remaining time of the

morning session. A large number of the bee-

keepers present took part in the discussions, which
brought many points of interest to all present.

At the afternoon session. Dr. G. F. White
made an interesting and instructive address on
" How to Detect and Control Bee Diseases." He
fully explained the methods of detecting Ameri-
can and European foul brood, also pickle brood,

and stated the best means of control known.
Mr. E. R. Root, not being able to be present,

was represented by Mr. Wm. A. Selser, of Phil-

adelphia, who made a very practical address on
"Tiie Handling of Bees."

After a full discussion of the questions on the

program for the afternoon the meeting adjourned.
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w. redfield's house made of honey for f.xhibitiov purposes.

All cans, etc., used in this exhibit weie filled, except those used to make the loof.

All the bee-keepers attending expressed them-
selves as being much pleased with the meeting,
and offered their support to the organization.

A fine exhibit of honey was made in connec-
tion with the meeting, consisting of comb honey,
extracted honey, live bees, and bee-keepeis' ap-

paratus.

A REAL HONEY-HOUSE.

An Attractive Exhibit for a Fair.

BY F. W. REDFIELD.

At our last fair we had an exhibit showing a

house made of honey. All packages used were
full of honey except those composing the roof,

where empty cans were used on account of the

weight. The construction of the walls is appar-
ent from a glance at the picture. The frame-
work rested on the top comb-honey cases of each
wall, no support whatever being used inside the

house to hold it in place. It was held firmly in

place by cross-pieces bracing the roof from one
side to the other. The roof consisted first of

three pieces of 2X4, 12 feet long, one being used
at the top of the gable, and one each at the lower
slope of the roof, the bracing being done by cross-

pieces between the latter two. Strips one inch

square were used to hold the cans in place, ex-

tending from the top to the bottom of each slope,

33 being required on each slope of the roof. Tlie
sides of the house were prevented from sliding

apart by the roof, it being constructed in such a

manner as to hold them firmly in place.

While the crop this year was not quite as good
as was expected, still it turned out fairly well.

The local market had been in a very firm condi-
tion for several months prior to the new crop of

honey, and ruling prices were such that the pro-

ducers of this locality, Weber Co. in particular,

realized top prices for their 1908 crop, the demand
being very steady. There are always, however,
a few bee-keepers who are determined to undersell

their competitors, hoping by so doing to close

out their own crops of honey much more speedi-

ly than otherwise. If they would stop only a

moment to consider what they are doing, and the

effect it has on their own local market, they would
very likely market their honey along with that of

their fellow bee-keepers at existing general prices.

Not only would they realize more out of their

190rf crop, but they would be in position to re-

ceive a good figure for their 1909 crop also, on
account of the established prices of the season of

1908. There is no necessity whatever for the

cutting of prices by a few bee-keepers, for in so

doing they slaughter the condition of their mar-
ket and pave the way for lower prices the follow-
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ing year. If honey must be sold at a reduction,

then why not to outside States to the large deal-

ers, rather than to the leading merchants of the

home town.'

Ogden, Utah, Dec. 26.

AN ANT PROOF BUILDING IN HA-
WAII.

BY D. L. VAN DINE.

I send herewith a photograph of a house we
have at the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion for insect-breeding work—an insectary, as it

is called. It occurred to me that this might be
of interest to the readers of Gleanings—at least

to those in the tropics— in connection vvith the

article on " Keeping Ants out of Honey-houses in

Warm Localities," on p. 1444. The liouse (Fig.

1) rests on sewer-pipe imbedded in cement in or-

dinary earthern washbowls, the bowls in turn be-

ing imbedded in concrete. The bowls are, of

course, icept filled with water. The steps to the

house are detached, and at a distance away of

about six inches. The structure is wholly ant-

proof. The remaining precaution taken is to

keep the grass cut beneath and around the build-

ing. The small view at the left shows detailed

construction of the posts.

Honolulu, Hawaii, Dec. 15.

FOOT-POWER HONEY-EXTRACTOR
WANTED.

BY R. H. YEARNSHAW.

I extract alone, uncapping and running the ex-

tractor at the same time, and I can keep the ex-

tractor spinning while uncapping, if I have it

well oiled and adjusted; but I should like to get

an arrangement to run it by foot-power. For in-

stance, I would have a treadle hinged at one end
to the floor, and a rope or chain at the other end,
running over a ratchet arrangement on the shaft

of the extractor.

Uncapping-knives should be made with a long-

er bevel so they can be sharpened more easily.

The last knife I bought took me two or three

hours of hard grinding to get in shape—as much
as a new knife is worth in labor. The handle
should be larger, and oval, or oblong with round
corners. I nailed a small piece on the handle of

the last knife I bought, to give me a good grip.

SAN FRANCISCO MARKET REPORTS TOO HIGH.

I do not send any honey to San Francisco any
more, having a good home market; but I never
was able to get the prices quoted in the market
reports when I did send honey there. The whole-
salers, in their market report to the retailers, quote
fancy Nevada honey at 15 cts. , and it is fine hon-
ey too. They are not in the business for their

health, of course, so the producer does not get

that much. They used to pay me 3 to 4 cts. per

lb. less than the price they quoted to the retailer,

five years or so ago. I think it is part of a plan

to help "boost" the reconstruction of San Fran-

cisco to quote high prices on produce, so more
will be shipped there, and they will regain the

trade lost immediately after the quake and fire.

Every bee-keeper I have talked with has voiced

similar sentiments.

Stonyford, Cal.

IWe are not so sure but you have struck on an
idea that is worth developing. While there is no
doubt that a suitable foot-power could drive a

two-frame honey-extractor, the difficulty, appar-

ently, lies in the fact that one must have the use

of his feet to get at the combs in the different su-

pers for the purpose of uncapping and extracting.

A boy, however, might bring the frames; and
while the operator is pedaling he might do the

A RUlLDINt; lUR INSECT BRKIDlNf. WORK IHAT IS ANT-I'KUOl, IN HONOLULU.
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SUMMER HOME OF A CHICAGO NEWSPAPER MAN, BUILT NEAR HIS BEE-

YARD.

uncapping. But if one is to do all his own woric,

we do not see how it would be possible for him
to do very much foot-power work unless he can
devise some scheme by which the combs would
come to him without having to arise from a sit-

ting position. It is true he could have a ratchet

and a single foot-lever, and stand up; but just

imagine one trying to uncap a comb while stand-

ing on one leg and pedaling with the other!

We have many ingenious mechanics among
our force of readers, and we should be glad to re-

ceive photos of devices from any one who has

worlced out any scheme of this sort.

—

Ed.]

A NEWSPAPER EDITORS
ENCE.

EXPERI-

Bees Cheaper than Doctors; Eight versus
Ten Frame Hives.

BY FRED HAXTON.

Bee-keeping is a tonic for tired nerves— better

than all the doctors in Christendom. This I

have proved by one summer's work in the apiary.

By the way, gentle reader, have you noticed what
a tremendous grip bee culture takes on its devo-
tees.^ It might almost be said, " Once a bee-
keeper, always a bee-keeper," as it is now pro-
claimed, " Once a telegrapher, always a tele-

grapher," and "once an editor, never any thing
else," by members of those crafts. A newspaper
man and an apiarist I am, and such 1 will re-

main.
In boyhood days I took joy in fourteen colo-

nies of cross hybrids, and they appeared to take
equal pleasure in the encounter. College and
city life took me from my pets, and it was nine
years before I could return 1 1 them. Then work
as telegraph editor of an evening paper was shat-

tering nerves, and life in a flat had become unen-
durable to a country-h'ed man, so I set about
searching for a place to keep bees. One that met
the requirements was hard to find, as it must be
close enough to Chicago to have good transpor-
tation facilities, and still be in good pasturage.
At last an ideal location was secured sixteen miles
out, in the midst of an abundance of white clover

and basswood, and with

a good fall flow from as-

ters and goldenrod.
An acre of land was

secured, and ten-frame

Dovetailed hives obtain-

ed, as a test of these with
eight-frame hives side by
side had shown that the

colonies in the former
produced more honey,
wintered better, and nev-

er needed feeding. Ar-
rangements were made
with a man five miles

away to fill the hives at

swarming time with pure

Italians.

As another side re-

mark, a common interest

in apiculture promoes
friendships more quickly

than brotherhood in lodges.

The year 1907 was extremely bad in this vicin-

ity, both clover and linden failing, and the

swarms coming extremely late. They wintered

poorly too; but now I have 26 colonies in prime
condition, tucked away in packing-cases. All

were moved to my lot in the spring of 1908, and
then 1 built a cottage so as to be with them.
There, from May 1 to Oct. 1, I fairly lived with

the bees, and was happy every moment. Nearly
all the combs were built from full sheets of foun-
dation, in Hoffman metal-spaced frames, and it

was a pleasure to handle them. Half a dozen
hives had the ordinary Hoffman frames, and
nothing could induce me to give up the improve-
ment.

I'he apiary was reached at 4 o'clock every aft-

ernoon, and then the " fussing with bees " (for an
extensive apiarist could call it nothing else) be-

gan. There were queens to raise, increase to be
made, sections and supers to be prepared, and
honey to be taken off, furnishing amusement and
work for the entire season. As an example of

what can be done with increase in a favorable

year, each frame of a ten-frame hive that had
swarmed was made a nucleus, with a (]ueen-cell

for each The mother was one of the best in the

yard, and the frames were chock full of brood.

All ten built up quickly, without assistance oth-

er than the frames of empty comb for each, and
two of them in September were tilling second
stories. Seven of the queens became purely

mated, although black bees abound in the neigh-

borhood.
The honey crop.'— well, it was not as good as

Dr. Miller's, but the best colony brought in $22,

with honey at 20 cents a section. All the sur-

plus was sold, with little solicitation, among the

150 employees of the newspaper, many of whom
had been "joshing" the "bee-farmer." One
man bought 35 pounds; but as his family con-
sists of only his wife, I can't figure out what he
did with it.

The work among the bees and in a garden had
added eighteen pounds to my weight, kept me as

happy as a lark, made the work at the office

much easier, and had increased the distaste for

life in a flat. The venture was something of an
experiment, but was so successful that next sum-
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HIVE-STANDS MADE OF RAILS.

nier the flat will hs abandoned, not to be seen

again until October.
Bee-keeping as a tonic has cost me $1500, but

it is worth it. The bulic of this (SlOOO) went for

the lot, $273 for the cottage, and the rest for bees
and appliances. As the interest on the investment
would be about $7.50 a month, it is cheaper than
doctors" bills.

Chicago, 111.

[The great majority of those who keep bees
take up the business as an avocation, as our cor-

respondent has done. While they are not all

newspaper men, of course, they are made up of

our best class of professional men and farmers.

See page 138.

We hope Mr. Haxton will use the opportunity
that he has (if he has not already done so) to cor-

rect the general impression that comb honey is

manufactured. This old canard bobs up every
now and then, and our bee-keepers among the

newspaper men can do much to restore confidence
in our product

—

Ed.]

ELEVEN YEARS' PROFITABLE EXPE-
RIENCE WITH BEES.

Shade vs. No Shade.

BY WALTER GARABRANT.

Though I had bees before, my books show
that I have been keeping account with them for

eleven years, or since liS^>8. So far as I can re-

call, they have always balanced the account on
the profit side, though the margin was rather

small several times. Since they are a side issue

with me, and I was away at normal, and teaching
for five years, there might be some excuse for a
deficit.

I had 1200 lbs. of honey one season. Proba-
bly the average has been 500. This season I had
thirteen or fourteen colonies, spring count.

Counting every thing, I have had over 875 lbs.

of honey, about 300 of which was extracted. I

have increased to 21 from my own colonies, be-
sides losing two swarms that I knew of. and pos-

sibly more. The gross returns were $166 from
the 850 lbs. sold. As somewhat of a drawback
I have been combating foul brood the last two
years.

I have a retail trade for the bulk of my crop,

though I could sell much more, both whole-
sale and retail. In fact, I have sold 14 cases be-

longing to one of my friends.

SWEET CLOVER TO FLAVOR OTHER WHITE HONEY.
I am near the central part of Morris Co. I

think there must be something in the white-hon-
ey-flow here different from that of some sections.

A number of my customers who travel to some
extent have told me that the quality and flavor

were better than they could obtain elsewhere.

The only thing that I know to account for it is

the abundant flow of sumac that we generally

have to finish the clover I like the blend better

than any thing else, and it agrees with an article

I read in Gleanings last year. It may be the

absence of basswood, as I know of none of any
account within reach. The yellow sweet clover

is spreading, and I do not know what effect it

will have on the flavor, though I know it length-

ens the flow and the flavor is good. I think I

had more aster honey (surplus) this fall than in

all my past seasons put together.

I have read with interest the many opinions

about shade for hives. My experience here is

that there is more profit in the long run with no

shade. I don't dispute the fact that a shade-board

for the front of the hive on a hot day is good, nor

that, if we could have a portable tree or some
shrubbery to roll into place for a few hours, it

would be of advantage for the time. Chance has

always made it so that I have generally had a hive

or two in the shade, more or less, andji do not

recall ever making any profit fromthem.
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The illustration shows my apiary as it was last

summer, or part of it. Some were in another
place. A building protects it on the north and
also on the east. The colonies are not in the or-

der I should like, owing to the tree, uneven
ground, etc.

I have found the stands shown very practical.

They are made of any odds and ends. Good
stout rails make serviceable supports, but they
must be well braced.

Chester, N. J., Jan. 4.

[You say that yellow sweet clover is becoming
quite plentiful in your locality. It is this, prob-
ably, that gives your white clover that quality
that is so much prized by your customers. A
little sweet clover in any white honey gives it a
flavor that is delicious. We doubt if sumac would
do this.

—

Ed.]

CURING FOUL BROOD AND PRODUC-
ING HONEY AT THE SAME TIME.

Atwater's Method of Rendering Wax from
Foul-broody Hives in a Home-

made Steam-press.

BY E. F. ATWATER.

As foul brood and wax-rendering have been so

closely related in our work for some years past, I

will consider them together. It will be my aim
to write of the actual methods which we have
found profitable and expeditious.

Last April, in inspecting our McDonald yard
of 140 colonies, we found perhaps half of them af-

fected with foul brood. With a view to circum-

vent robbers while working with the bees, we at

once constructed a tent to use in our work at this

yard. When the flow arrived, early in June, with
three helpers I went to this yard, and in about
twelve hours we shook almost every colony into

a clean hive, supplied with wired frames and full

sheets of foundation, and clipped every queen to

prevent absconding. About 25 of the weaker
colonies were taken a few rods away, to the north
part of the yard, all their queens caged, and the

brood from the shaken colonies was piled up on
them to hatch, and all entrances well contracted.

When shaking, all combs with little or no brood
were put in hive-bodies, and stacked up bee-tight
in the shop. Then in ten days to three weeks, as

we had time, we shook the stacked-up colonies

at the north end of the yard.

The hives of old combs made several wagon-
loads, which, during the night, were hauled home
and carefully piled up, and made bee and mouse
tight in the shop. The wagonbed was then

washed out with a strong carbolic-acid solution,

so as to avoid any chance of the bees at home, or

at any of the other yards, getting a taste of hon-
ey that might be diseased.

As some colonies were weak at the time of

shaking, we made only 100 good colonies from
the original 140. As we wished honey rather

than bees from this yard, we preferred to make
our increase at other yards which are free from
disease. When fall came, the bees were again
inspected and all found clean except seven colo-

nies, which, as bees are cheap here, were sulphur-

ed and hauled home. The 93 colonies gave as

large a crop per colony as was taken from yards

not diseased.

AlVVAlERS HOME-MADE STEAM WAX-PRESS.
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In October we col-

lected our comb-waste
from all the yards, and
prepared for wax-ren-

dering. First, our small

one-horse-power steam-

boiler was moved to

within ten feet of the

shop. A half-inch pipe

was run from the boiler

into the shop, where it

met another half-inch

pipe, perhaps 12 feet

long. Leading down-
ward from this long

pipe, at intervals of per-

haps 3 to 5 feet, were
short pieces of the same
size of pipe, each suppli-

ed with a good valve.

From two of these a

short piece of steam-

hose led to another

piece of the same size of

pipe, perhaps four feet

long. We would take

8 to 12 or more combs,
thrust a pointed rod

through them at the

lower corners, and sus-

pend them in a barrel,

covering with a piece of

heavy cloth. One of the

pipes with steam-hose
connection was put into

the barrel, and steam
turned on. When these

combs were melting,

another barrel was being
loaded in the same way.
The number of barrels

that can be kept run-

ning depends only on
the amount of steam
that is available.

From the other pipes,

short pieces of steam-
hose led to the L pipes

which heated the presses, as shown in the cut.

As some details of these presses are different

from those that have been described, I will

briefly specify, so that any one may construct
similar presses.

Cross-beams at top and bottom, hard wood,
4X6, on edge; screws, 1 ^4 -inch jack-screws; up-
right irons, %-inch, steel rods; brace-irons, VsX
\U\ steel bands, bolted to 4X4's at front and
rear, and flattened where passing over the 4X6 at

top, with
i
g-inch holes through which pass upper

ends of the "s-inch rods, with heavy nuts on top.

The foundations are simply high hive-stands
built to hold two hives. The box is of 1 !4^-inch

lumber, put together with halved joints, with gal-

vanized-iron bottom, all joints put together with
white lead. In the illustration of the single press,

the slatted rack may be seen in the bottom of the
box. To tne sides are nailed strips :^iX HX9,
Is inch apart.

In the view of the two presses, one follower is

shown, standing on the box. It is composed of
a 16X 16X2-inch plank, hard wood, cross-cleated

INTERIOR OF ATW.ATEK S STEAM-PRESS.

with the same material, 2X8X16, bolted with.y^^

bolts, and a handle of j% rod provided as shown.

The other side of this follower is shown in the

lower part of the view of the single press. At the

rear of each box or pan is an L-shaped pipe which

enters at the middle of the lower back side. This

has a short piece of hose for attaching to the steam-

pipes. The slotted rack in the bottom of the

box is notched on its lower side so as to permit

the steam to circulate freely.

Now.we can return to our barrels of melting

comb. We find that most of the comb has dis-

appeared from the frames, or has settled in the

lower corners of the frames. We shake it loose

from each frame, scrape a little with an old case-

knife, and replace the frame in the hive. You
see that the wires are not broken or cut, only a

little stretched, so after another scalding they are

ready for filling with foundation again. When
a barrel is half full of melted comb we prepare to

fill the presses. We put a piece of burlap, per-

haps 4 feet square, into the press, turn on the

steam to heat the press, and after a moment we
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dip up 4 gallons of the melted comb, and put it

into the press, fold over the burlap, put on the

follower, turn off most of the steam, and apply

the pressure; then fill the other press, gradually

increasing the pressure, giving plenty of time, as

we are melting combs all the time, and the steam

is keeping the "cheese" hot. We iceep just

enough steam going into the presses to keep all

h'jr, and the wax "on the move" from the outlet

in the front of the press. From this outlet it

passes through an Aikin separating pail, shown
on p. 1314, Nov. 1 (kept hot on a small oil-stove,

or with steam), which runs all the wax into pails

at one side, and the water into other pails

on the other side. You may note that one of the

presses has an outlet near the top of the box.

This upper opening was used in our tests of the

hot-water method of pressing. As we got little

if any more wax by the use of the hot water, we
are now using the steam alone.

We get about 75 pounds of wax from 25 eight-

frame hives, so we think that we get about all

the wax that we can afford to get, at present prices

of fuel and labor. We find that the plan of run-

ning steam into the press is quite a help; then if

you wish to use these presses as hot-water presses

you can loosen the screw, turn on the steam,

which shakes up the cheese of slumgum in a very

effective manner, causing it to absorb a maximum
of really hot water. Then when pressure is

again applied, the wax is again washed out, as

described by Gary so many years ago The
plan of using two presses is very much better

than to use but one, as two can be worked about
as easily as one, and there is less need to hurry
the work. As fast as we got 50 hives free from
comb, they were taken out and scalded in boil-

ing lye-water, when they were again ready for

use.

Meridian, Idaho, Jan. 4.

[If you had not said that you got little if any
more wax when you used the hot-water plan we
should have thought at once that you could do
cleaner work by closing the outlet at the bottom
of your press-boxes, thus allowing the refuse to

be surrounded by
hot water. Howev-
er, we assume that

you took out the

screw and follower

after one pressing,

thoroughly mixed
up the contents of

the burlap, and
pressed again. In

any system of ren-

dering wax we be-

lieve that it is gen-
erally conceded to

be a fact that no
amount of pressure

will force out all

the wax at one time.

The refuse must be
heated or soaked up
again, and the pres-

sure applied the sec-

ond, or, in some
cases, even the third

time.

We have lately been using the Hatch press on
the plan advocated by Mr. W. J. Manley, page
1313, November 1, 1908; and at this time it seems
likely that somewhat cleaner work can be done
than by the regular plan of allowing the wax and
water to run out and away from the refuse as

fast as possible. The principal advantage of the

Manley plan, so far as we can see, is that it does
away with the necessity of lifting out the cheese
and shaking it up before pressing it the second
time; for by merely releasing the pressure the

water that is still hot thoroughly soaks up the

cheese. We have demonstrated, to our own sat-

isfaction at least, that it does not pay when us-

ing this plan to p ess more than one cheese at a

time. In the Hershiser press, on the other hand,
where the water can be kept constantly near the

boiling-point for two or three hours, more than

one lot of refuse can be pressed out at a time,

since the alternate pressing and soaking can go
on indefinitely until no more wax will come out.

You say that you get little if any more wax
when using the hot water. In our experience it

takes no longer to close the lower outlet and al-

low the water to accumulate in the boxes so that

it surrounds the refuse than to allow the wax to

run off below; and so if even a small percentage

more of wax were seemed by that plan it would
seem that it would be wise to follow it.

—

Ed.]

IS BEE-KEEPING ALONE PROFITA-
BLE AS A BUSINESS?

BY GEO. W. YONT.

CRATE TOR SHIPITnG FOWLS; LIGHT, STRONG, t

COMFORTABLE.
Made by our apiarist, Mr. Bain. See Poultry Department.

In the American Bee Journal for October, 1908,

p. 310, in an article entitled "Specialty vs. Am-
ateur Bee-keeping," copied from the American
Bee-keeper, I notice the following statement:

It has been my pleasure to be associated wlih some of the

most extensive producers of honey, and to have the management
of some of the largest apiaries in the United States, numbering
their colonies by thousands, and to note by experience the con-

ditions and possibilities on all sides of the United States from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, and from Canada to Cuba, during all of

which time I have been intensely interested in apiculture as a

pursuit. During that period I have not met a dozen men who
have amassed a compe-
tency through the culture

of bees alone. Therefore,

as a last word to those who
contemplate embarking in

bee-keeping as a money-
making venture, I desirf

to goon record as advising

against it.

I desire to ask,
" Is bee-keeping a

precarious and un-
reliable pursuit? Is

it possible for only

a very few, and
those only persons

peculiarly situated

in favorable locali-

ties, to earn a live-

lihood at it.? How
does it compare in

profits, followed as

aspecialty with oth-

er rural pursuits.?"

I have been led to

believe from past

reading that a good
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living and something over might be expected by
a progressive bee-keeper.

In " Quinby's New Bee-keeping " I find this

statement: "A comparison of bee-keeping with
other avocations (farming, for instance) will, I

think, show a balance of profit in favor of the
former."
Why is bee-keeping called an avocation? Is

it not a pursuit of sufficient reliability to give it

the rank of a vocation? it appears to me that, if

bee-keeping is nothing more than an amateur
pursuit, few men who have a living to earn, or
who wish to secure a competence, would care to
follow it. And, again, that being the case it

seems strange that agricultural institutions. State

and Federal, and experiment stations, devote so
much attention to it.

Dairymen claim that the margin of profit in

their business, or, in other words, the balance of
profit of loss in their business, lies along a nar-
row ledge. Will not bee-keeping compare fa-

vorably with dairying, with less capital involved
and less hard labor?

Osterburg, Pa., Jan. 15.

[ There is much of truth in what is stated in

the quotation from the American Bee-keeper; but
just as it stands it needs material qualification.

We do not believe that we are boasting or
misstating the facts when we say that we have
traveled more miles over the United States in vis-

iting bee-keepers than any other person. One
trip alone aggregated 7000 miles. On these va-
rious long and short trips we have seen almost
every impor'ant honey-producing section in the

country. There are some portions remote from
railroad lines that we have not seen.

After having gone over this country in this

manner we are prepared to say that it is not true

that there are but comparatively few persons who
have amassed a competency in bees alone. The
correspondent of the American Bee-keeper could
not have gone over the country very extensively

or he would not have left us to infer that the num-
ber of those who have amassed a competency in

the business could be comprised within a dozen.
He does not say this exactly, but he leads us to

believe that he has traveled all over the country,
and in all this travel he has "not met a dozen "

who have made a living from bees. We venture
to say we can point out over a hundred, some of

whom produce honey by the carload.

But, on the other hand, it is emphatically true

that the number who make bee-keeping a busi-

ness or profession is very, very small in compar-
ison with those who take up bees as an avocation.
The ratio might almost stand as one to five thou-
sand. By "avocation" we mean just what the

term implies—one who takes up bee-keeping as a

side issue for either business or pleasure, in con-
nection with his regular occupation or vocation.

But bee-keeping is not unlike the keeping of

chickens. The number who depend on poultry
as a sole means of livelihood, in comparison with
the number who produce a few eggs, is very
small indeed. The great majority of people are
not so situated as to keep chickens on a large
scale even if they were competent to do so.

Practically the same thing may be said of bees.

It is no disparagement to either industry to say
that there are few professionals, comparatively, in

the ranks.

So far as bee-keeping is concerned, most local-
ities will not support more than a comparatively
few colonies— say forty or fifty. Where clover
is the sole means of dependence we usually ad-
vise one not to depend on bees as a sole means of
livelihood. But, notwithstanding, there are some
who make a good living in such localities; but
these people run an elaborate system of out-api-
aries. While they work hard during the rush of
the season they have mu^h leisure at other times
of the year for other business or for the develop-
ment of the mind and body.
Many localities are extraordinarily good some

yeais and very poor in others. One who has all

his eggs in one basket (bee-keeping alone) is like-
ly to have hard work in tiding over the poor
years.

But bee-keeping in a small way, we say with-
out fear of successful contradiction, is one of the
most profitable side lines that one can engage in.

Just the other day a farmer told us that, for the
time and money invested, no other department
in his farmwork paid anywhere near as well as
the bees. When we suggested that he keep
niore, he stated that more could not be kept on
his farm; therefore he was content to practice
mixed farming and bee-keeping, and he was mak-
ing a nice business. There are something like
half a million of that class of bee-keepers in the
United States alone; aid they give character to
the industry as a whole, especially if they belong
to the professional class, the men who take up
law, the ministry, teaching, book-keeping, or
other office work.

It is emphatically not true that bee-keeping is

a mere amateur pursuit. While amateurs may
keep bees, the great majority of them do so be-
cause there is money as well as pleasure in them.
The bee-keeping industry is becoming so im-

portant throughout the United States that more
and more the agricultural stations are putting in

a department of bee-keeping; and the fact that
our dear old Uncle Sam has a corps of trained
bee-keeping specialists at his apicultural work
and investigation is only another index of the
high standing our profession has with the people.
—Ed.]

FORCED TO ADOPT THE SECTION-
AL HIVE.

Every Part of a Super Worked on Uni-
formly; Where to Put the

Bait Sections.

BY C. B. PALMER.

On page 1443, Dec. 1, you ask if any one has
observed the same conditions as Dr. Miller, in

regard to sections all being started at once. I for

one have, and I heartily agree with him when he
says it is the prettiest sight in a super he has ever
seen The glistening, sparkling, even construc-
tion is a sight never to be forgotten. The first

time I ever saw it was about six years ago; but it

was not caused by putting an empty super under
one partly completed. I had five or six colonies
in deep-frame hives similar to Langstroth in size.

I had been bothered to get the bees into the su-

pers, as they seemed to have too much room to
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fill below, and started their surplus in the ends

and in the upper parts of the brood-frames. Had
a man told me then that I was going to make a

change from a deep to a shallow frame (less than

six inches deep) I should have told him that all

the argument he could bring to bear would never

cause me to change.

I felt that, if I were to break up this mass of

brood and honey, I must break the hive into sec-

tions. I had never seen a sectional hive, but I at

once began to look for one, and I ordered five

sectional hives, rather against my will. I had

just put one together when I was told a swarm

was out I grabbed one section with eight frames

and dumped the bees into it. While I was mak-

ing them all comfortable, another swarm gather-

ed on a limb in the same tree, and I put them in

the other section of eight frames. Just then a

small swarm came from somewhere, and soon

the air seemed to be getting thick with bees

—

more bees than I had ever seen out at one time.

They finally settled, and filled this shallow six-

inch shell full, covered the top and sides, and

spread out on the ground till the hive was out of

sight.

Well, I put the two six-inch bodies together,

and a super on top; but it took the bees four days

to get inside. On the second day I found a dead

queen in front of the hive. On the fifth day I

looked under the cover and saw the sight which

Dr. Miller refers to as the prettiest sight ever seen

in a super—27 sections, every one sparkling vvith

honey, and every one the same shape and size.

Five days later I slipped a super under this, and

they gave me 54 sections of beautiful honey from

this August swarm.
For the last few seasons I have been raising the

supers and putting empties below and enjoying

the pleasure of seeing those lower supers nearly

all evenly started; but there must be a large force

of bees first. In fact, you must have a surplus

of a surplus of bees.

Dr. Miller, will you please tell us in what part

of the super to put the bait sections when we do

not use an excluder.''

Bradshaw, Neb.
.-•-••••*-'

CUBA

Not Desirable as a Place of Residence for

American Citizens.

BY FRANK REIMAN.

Receiving many inquiries concerning Cuba I

would say that one who can make a living in the

United States is better off there; and those who
can't will surely starve here. The $500 that had

been promised me for about $1500 damages by
revolutionists was cut down to $17.50. I had

the check for nearly a year, fighting the govern-

ment for the $500, but could do no better, and

got the check for $17.50 cashed to help pay about

$50.00 expenses.

It should be remembered that only Spanish is

spoken in Cuba, and one who can not speak that

language can not get along except in Havana,

where there are about 5000 Americans. Outside

of this city I don't think there are 300 in Cuba
who can speak English.

Cuba is all right to visit in the winter time;

but in summer one can not get through the mud.
There are no roads.

WHY THE HONEY BUSINESS HAS GONE TO SMASH.

I don't think there is a place now in the north-

ern provinces where one can keep bees without
feeding. Fire is fast doing away with the hon-

ey plants and trees. Every man, woman, and
child smokes and throws the cigar-stumps any-
where, resulting in millions of dollars' loss year-

ly from such carelessness.

The honey crop is about half of that of last

year. There was too much drouth in the sum-
mer.

Manzanillo, Cuba.

IMPORTANCE OF URGING THE USE
OF HONEY AS A DAILY FOOD.

BY J. H. BURKHOLDER.

I have been a constant reader of Gleanings for

about twenty-five years. My father used to keep

a number of colonies in box hives, but I had
them transferred to movable-frame hives as soon

as I could handle the bees, and a part of my
work on the farm was to look after them. In

those days we had the common black bees, as

fierce as hornets and as bold as lions. Whenever
I heard some one call from the house that the

bees were swarming I would get my armor on

and prepare for war. This armor ordinarily con-

sisted of a heavy coat, buttoned tight at the neck,

with a veil tucked inside; strings were tied around
my wrists and ankles, and I always wore a thick

pair of mits. How I used to sweat! It makes
me shudder when I think of the stings of those

times.

The hive I now use is entirely different from
regular hives, for it is nearly cubical in shape;

and if space would permit I would give some
good reasons why I prefer this style of hive.

To one who is just starting out in the bee busi-

ness, or to one who keeps just enough bees to get

honey for home use, I would say, " Get busy,

and increase the bees." There is money in bees

if they are given the right care. The only armor
necessary is a good smoker^and, in some cases, a

veil. If bees are handled quietly they will be

more gentle.

In this part of Ontario our honey-flow is over

in two to four weeks During the rest of the

season the bees bring in only enough for their

own use. We get most of the surplus honey
from clover and basswood.

I sell most of my honey in one, three, and five

pound glass jars. The three and five pound sizes

are the ordinary one and two quart fruit-jars.

These make good packages, for people do not ob-

ject to paying for jars that they can use after the

honey is gone. I use the straight screw-top jel-

ly-jars for the one-pound size. On my label I

urge the use of honey as a daily food, and I find

that, where I used to sell a few pounds to be used

as a luxury, I now sell, to the same parties, fifty

to one hundred pounds for the year's supply.

The winter's supply of apples, potatoes, etc., is

ordered at one time, and why shouldn't honey be

bought in the same way.'

Binbrook, Ont., Canada.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC HINTS FOR BEE-
KEEPERS.

The Art of Disposing of the Lights and
Shadows.

BY F. DUN DAS TODD.

[Mr. Todd was formerly editor of the Photo Beacon, of Chicaeo,

and while the health of his family made it necessary for him to

sever his connections with that journal, and go west, he strll is

regarded as an authority on the art of picture-taking, even though

he is now engaged in other business. Inasmuch as many bee-

keepers are taking pictures to illustrate phases of apiculture in

this journal, his instructions on that fascinating art may be read

with interest and profit.— Eu.]

Picture-writing preceded word-writing in point

of time. The former was in use many thousands

of years before the latter. As a matter of fact,

it has been conclusively proved that word-writ-

ing gradually evolved from picture-writing. The
crude drawings in course of time gradually be-

came abbreviated in form, lost their original sig-

nificance, became merely arbitrary signs for syl-

lables, and ultimately with still further curtail-

ment evolved into the letters of our present day.

Words undoubtedly convey abstract ideas just

as well as picture-writing would do, or perhaps

better; but when it comes to the elucidation of a

concrete fact a picture is far ahead of the printed

word.
Bee-keepers as a class are very decidedly con-

cerned with things; and, what is greatly to their

credit in this individualistic age, they are anxious

to help their competitors by describing for their

benefit such new appliances as they have found

to be advantageous in the pursuit of their calling.

It is not business in the strict sense of the word;

it is the outcome of the ethical instinct which
seems to be more highly developed among bee-

keepers than the followers of any other calling

with which I am acquainted, with the possible ex-

ception of the medical profession. Possibly it is

the result of practical acquaintance with the in-

ner workings of a very advanced form of a com-
munistic form of society in which each provides

according to ability and receives according to

needs, where the life of the community is admit-

tedly of greater importance than that of the indi-

vidual.

Following this instinct we find the bee-keeper

anxious to describe to his fellows some new ap-

pliance that he has developed and finds to work
well; further, he often accompanies the descrip-

tion with a photograph, realizing that the picture

will or should be more effective than the descrip-

tion. We all feel grateful for such kindly con-

sideration, but have often wished the accompany-
ing photograph was of better quality—that, in

the words of the average individual, it was a great

deal dearer, so that we could follow the details.

Let me illustrate this point.

When Mr. Hands articles appeared in Glean-
ings I was decidely interested in them; and hav-

'"K) a year ago, considerable leisure I decided to

build a model just to see how it looked. Now,
thephotographsthat were reproduced were in many
ways above the average, but they failed to show
some of the finer points of construction.

Again, there is that Nestor of bee-keeping, Dr.

Miller, whose " Forty Years Among the Bees"
is in my hands every day from March to Septem-
ber, for the very simple reason it comes nearer

being specific in the details I want to know than
any other book on bee-keeping. I bear the rep-

utation of being able to get into a scrap (verbal)

easier than the next hundred men one can meet,
but " Forty Years " has been of such great help
to me that, if it would give Dr. Miller any pleas-

ure to pitch into me, I would take my medicine
like a man and try to smile as sweetly as the doc-
tor himself. To make his meaning clear, Dr.
Miller has made many photographs; but, unfor-
tunately, their quality lags far behind his good
intentions just because he did not know enough.
One purpose of thisarticle is to add a little to the
knowledge of Dr. Miller, and I sincerely hope I

shall be able to repay some of my indebtedness
to him before I close, and also prevent other con-
tributors to bee literature falling into the same
errors.

As I write, there lie before me two books

—

" Forty Years Among the Bees," and " A B C
and X Y Z;" and I would ask my readers to fol-

low my example so that they can refer to the il-

lustrations as I discuss them, and so understand
the principles I wish to inculcate.

First, let me point out that nearly all the ap-
pliances we use in bee-keeping are solids with
three very definite dimensions—length, width,
and height; and in photographing them we ought
always to show these three dimensions. Look
under the caption of "Hives," in the ABC
book, and you will find that the artists who drew
the illustrations knew the importance of this

principle, for in practically every instance the

drawing shows two sides and the top of the hive.

The photographer who made the illustrations of

the Hand hives seemingly understood what he
was doing, as he has carefully followed the same
lines. Now compare the illustrations on pages
381, 382, and 407, where only two sides of the

hive are shown, and one can see at once how they
lack in effectiveness and pictorial quality. Those
who possess Dr. Miller's book can compare the

hive seat on page 63 with the section-case on page
285, or the hives on page 213 with those on page
43. The same principle holds good, of course,

when making a general view; for instance, the

Macklin apiary, No. 17 in the A B C, gains much
of its effectiveness from the fact that, with one
exception, every hive shows the three dimensions.

No 15, it will be noticed, is faulty in the center

of the field of view. There are other principles

concerned that will be dealt with later on.

It is possible to show the three dimensions, and
yet be at fault pictorially. Here is where Dr.

Miller is an especial sinner. When he has a

small bit of apparatus to photograph he sets it up
and points the lens at the center of it. Typical
examples you will see on pages 17 and 19 of his

book, but you will find the right way on pages

129 and 183.

Everybody knows that it is light that does the

drawing in photography; but very few realize

how important it is for the light to fall upon the

object in a particular way, no matter whether we
are trying to get pictorial results or merely show
details in a bit of apparatus. Once in a while

one meets with an example of the ordinary ama-
teur who thinks he knows it all and sums up the

whole matter by stating that the sun should al-

ways be behind one at the moment of exposure.

For an example of this kind of lighting look at
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illustration No. 7 at the end of the ABC. The
shadow of the photographer on the gound tells

us the sun was assuredly behind him, and this

fact accounts for the flatness of the picture. I

wish I could point to a hrst-class example of light-

ing, but can not find such in the book—at least

not of an apiary. Let me state the principle first,

and then we can look for examples. It takes

both light and shade to indicate solidity on a flat

surface like a sheet of paper. Broadly speaking,

one of the sides of a solid object ought to be in

sunlight and the other in shadow if we want to

get the best effect of solidity. Once more, look

under the heading of Hives, in the A B C, on p.

245, and note how the artist has made one of the

sides darker than the other; and it is also worth
while to observe that he prefers the front to be
lighter than the side. This is the whole problem
in a nutshell. When you want to photograph a

hive or an apiary, something you can not move
about to get the lighting you want, you must
wait until the sun comes round to a favorable

angle, and then make the exposure. Any old

time will not do if you want a first-class picture;

and I can say further you will have only about
half an hour's leeway if you want the best pos-

sible. Now turn to pages 238 and 239, and you
will see a bunch of photographs by a man who
knew what he was about, for in every one he has

the unimportant side of the hive in shadow. Then
turn to the end of the volume, just to see how
many good intentions were ruined by an ignorance
of this one principle.

Lighting. I am afraid, never entered into Dr.

Miller's calculations; but several times he blun-
ders on to rather good effects. For instance, on
page 71 of his book the light and shade on the

band is very fine. Again, on page 91 the basket
is beautifully rendered, simply because the end
is in shadow. Note how effective is the illustra-

tion of the row of hives on page 107 due once
again to the strong sunlight falling on the fronts

of the hives, while the sides are in shade. But
our learned friend shows some awful examples be-

cause he did not know. Thus on page 123 we
see the shadow of his shoulders squared away as

he points the camera at the hive-stand on the

ground. Two pages further on the lens is point-
ing almost into the sun, and so all detail is lost

in the feeder. Yet on page 129 the feeder is plac-

ed right and lit right.

The proper lighting of a small appliance is very
important, as the details must be brought out so

that one can see them. I like the doctor's book
just because he goes so thoroughly into the details

of his practice, and in many ways I am endeavor-
ing to follow him. He is the only writer who
goes minutely into hive-construction, so far as I

know, and I want to say that this past season I

would have been in a pretty fix if I had not had
his "Forty Years Among the Bees," as I am so

far from supplies, and was compelled to make my
own hives. It can, therefore, be readily under-
stood how much I had to rely upon books
As a good example of detail lighting turn to

page 39 of this book and note how the shadows
pick out the details of the bottom-board. Then
turn to pages 117 and 119 and realize how much
F puzzled over the hive-covers. I notice our ed-
itor wisely depends upon drawings for such small
detail work; but if the original photographs were

carefully taken there would be no necessity for

their being redrawn.
When a small object is to be photographed it

should be set at a convenient height so that the

camera will not need to be tilted downward to

include all of it. Then it should be adjusted in

its relationship to the sun's rays until the upward-
projecting pieces are in shadow; but this shadow
must be confined to themselves—that is, the shad-
ow must not spread on the parts that are flat,

because with such a condition there would be no
definite line of demarcation between the upright
and horizontal parts. Once the lighting is right,

choose a point of view that will show the dimen-
sions of height, length, and width. If preferred,

the photograph may be taken indoors near a win-
dow; in fact, I should prefer such a place, as the

lighting would then be under control, and on a

dull day one could secure the contrasts of light

and shade that are not possible out of doors.

Gentle reader, did you ever see a photograph
of a house that suggested that it had been on an
awful spree and could not possibly stand up
straight.' If you look through the volumes I

have been discussing you will find quite a few
awful examples. The fault lies with the pho-
tographer. No, he was not drunk, but his camera
was out of plumb, that was all. With every ex-

posure the plate ought to be absolutely perpen-

dicular, and its bottom edge perfectly hoiizon-

tal; but the ordinary person can not see any thing

wrong with the average landscape, even when
this rule has been neglected. I can, and it jars

on me just as much as my singing would on the

nerves of Dr. Miller if I were audacious enough
to tune my vocal cotds in hie hearing, which I

am not. But the defect is very readily noticeable

in the case of a building. Many hand cameras

these days have a level on them, and when mak-
ing an exposure on a building, a hive, or some
detail work, one ought to pay as much attention

to this level as to the fnder. When no level is

with the camera, then use a pocket level on top

of the instrument, leveling it both ways.

Do not underexpose. Take care to give enough
time; and if you have any doubts, just double

what you thought would be right; and if you
still feel doubtful just double again. Very few

photographs are flat from overexposure. The
truth is, they are so from flat lighting, as I think

you have now learned from the examples that

have been under consideration.

The printing process is worthy of a great deal

of study. Most amateurs are delighted with the

gaslight papers, such as Velox. They are assur-

edly a great convenience; but, like most things

in life, they have their drawbacks. In the first

place, they are short-scale papers. Let me ex-

plain what that means. From intense s.unlight

to deep shadow there is a decided range, as every-

body knows We can on paper show this grada-

tion and adjust a scale to mea5ure it by. For

convenience in one popular system, the range of

gradation from fleecy clouds to black velvet has

been divided into 32 degrees. Now, if we take

a npeative graduated according to this scale we'

shall find that mon brands of gaslight papers can

not render more than half the tints on the scale;

and, of cou'se, if they can not do that they can

not print all the delicate gradations in a fine neg-

ative. When the blacks are nicely rendered you
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will find a woeful lack of gradation in the high

lights; and when the latter are first rate, the shad-

ows are merely black smudges. Now, these ef-

fects are often very pleasant pictorially; but (and

a big but, Mr. Editor, because you are interested

here) from such prints are made very poor repro-

ductions for magazine use. When you send a

photograph to the editor for reproduction, not

onlyTOu but that gentleman and his readers want

it to be good; and it is up to you to send him a

print that is worth while. The engraver prefers

lo work from a glossy print on priming out pa-

per such as "solio." and he likes a little red left

in the shadows. So if you are going to send a

pSotograph to the editor for reproduction, please

make it on solio; and if you are too lazy to tone

it in ihe single bath, just invest in a bottle of fix-

ing and toning solution and let the print lie in it

until all the red is gone excepting from the shad-

ows.

A solemn word of warning in conclusion.

The lighting principles that have been advanced

are not intended for portraiture; though, alas! the

beginning amateur tackles them first, rushing in

where masters fear to tread.

X'ictoria, B. C.

A NEW HONEY-STRAINER.

BY S. T. PETTIT.

I believe that there is nothing better than
I heese-cloth for straining honey; for when the

c^oth becomes clogged with cappings, etc., so

that the honey runs through too slowly it may
be hung over the

sideof a pail to drain,

and a fresh piece of

cloth used without
loss of time. To
cit-aa a piece of

cheese-cloth, hold it

by two corners and
dip it in lukewarm
or even cold water,

lifting it up and
down. It should not

be rubbed, for this

woiks the wax into

the cloth.

For several years

we have been usinga
strainer that pleases

us very much. It is

shown in the ac-

companying illus-

tration. The out-

side can is about 16

inches in diameter
and 9 inches high
In the center of the

bottom is a tube 2
in. long and 2 in. in diameter. Inside of the tin

can is a wire-cloth basket of about half-inch

me-^h, 15 inches in diameter, and 8 inches high.
This is supported half an inch above the bottom
of the tin can; and since it is smaller in diameter
there is at least a half-inch space between the sides

of this basket and the side of the can. It can be
seen that this wire-cloth basket is used to keep
the cheese cloth (which is tucked down into it)

away from the sides of the can so as to provide

the largest straining surface possible.

As can be seen, this strainer is set directly over

the barrel if desired, although it may be used, of

course, over any honey-can.

The chief advantage of this strainer is that a

large straining surface is provided in a very small

space, and there is no fine wire cloth to get clog-

ged with cappings, etc. Furthermore, it strains

and delivers the honey in a closed-up cleanly

way, protecting it from insects, dust, and dirt.

Aylmer, Ont., Can.

[In our opinion this strainer has exceptional

merit. When all is said and done, there is prob-

ably no better material for a honey-strainer than

cheese-cloth when the thoroughness of straining

is taken into consideration as well as the case of

cleaning. The great trouble with cheese-cloth

as ordinarily used, tied over the top of a can, is

the relatively small amount of straining surface

afforded, and the time required for replacing the

clogged-up cloth. In the Pettit strainer we be-

lieve that these objections have been fully over-

come. It is a well-known fact that a vertical

straining surface is not as easily clogged as a hor-

izontal one; and since there is a large amount of

vertical surface in this strainer the cloth will not

quickly become clogged; but when it does, it

may be drawn over to one side, the corners

brought together and tied so that they will not

slide down into the can, and in this way the

work is not delayed. As soon as most of the

honey is drained out of the clogged cloth it may
be taken out and rinsed later. Our authority

on this statement is Mr. Morley Pettit, who

BOTTOM or STRAINER TO
SHOW SUPPORTS FOR
WIRE BASKET.

THE PETTIT HONEY-STRAINER.

A handy can adapted for holdioe cheese-cloth without the use of strings or wires, in sach a way
the Ereatest possible amount of surface is secured in a small space.

has used this strainer for several years with the

greatest satisfaction

For the largest apiaries possibly a somewhat larg-

er can would be necessary; but even if this were
the case it would still be more compact than al-

most any other strainer of equal capacity. Mr.
Pettit also devised a frame-work for the inside to

increase the straining surface, but it seems to us

that this would hardlv be needed

—

Ed ]
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

NEARLY HALF OF AN APIARY OF SIXTY COLO-
NIES DEAD; WHAT WAS THE CAUSE.?

About the 15th of October we prepared our six-

ty hives of bees in the usual way. Each hive con-

tained about six frames of stores, and the colonies

seemed to be of the usual strength. Some of the

hives were of the dovetailed pattern, and some
Wisconsin, all of them being single-walled. A
few of the colonies had two hive-bodies, one on
top of another, and a very few had one or two
supers of sections containing a little honey for

the bees to clean out. Some of the hives faced

east and some south, and all were set up from the

ground on stakes or hive-stands.

On top of the frames we put a few crooked
sticks in order to make a space for the bees to

cross over above the top-bars; and over these we
put boxes having burlap bottoms, containing lYz
to 4 inches of chaff.

The summer of 1908 was very dry; but we
averaged one case of honey to the colony, besides

a lot of partly filled sections for the house. Dur-
ing the last of November we had a little snow;
but during the first of December hard weather
came, and from then until Jan. 5 the bees had
hardly a flight. Some of the days were rather

nice, but still not quite warm enough for the bees

to fly. Oh the 5th of January I looked at the

colonies and was surprised to find nearly half of

them dead. I had one double-walled chaff-pack-

ed box hive; but the result in this seemed to be
no diflterent, and I was unable to find that the

method of packing, whether two stories were pro-

vided, etc., aflfected in any way the results. The
size of the entrance also seemed to have made no
difference. One colony had been robbed; but
all the rest of the hives were heavy with stores.

A number of the colonies seemed to have had
dysentery. The frames were somewhat damp
and mildewed, and the honey almost all candied.
Bees in the clusters were dead, and there were
also many dead bees on the floors of the hives.

We have wintered bees in this way for a num-
ber of years, and we should like to know where
we made our mistake this time. Last winter we
had about 55 colonies, and we had no loss.

If we should have another long spell when the

bees can not fly, would it be better if we put the
hives in a shed, barn, or vegetable-cellar to save
the bees.? What can we do with the frames of

candied honey.? There are enough dead colo-
nies so that we could give every one that is left a
second story of full combs if necessary.
We had an unusually small number of swarms

last season, there being in all probably not over
five or six. The honey did not candy any worse
this year than it has done in other years. I re-

member at least one fall when there was candied
honey in the middle frames even before cold
weather came. Wm. Lansdown.

Fort Lupton, Colo.

[We have heard other reports from Colorado,
showing a rather heavier loss in bees in wintering
than usual. Mr. Frank Rauchfuss, of Denver,
believes that the fumes from the big smelters are

responsible for this loss in some cases; but in the
the case of the few colonies it would be our opin-
ion that our correspondent has too much useless

room over his brood-nests. If he had taken off the

upper stories, placed a non-porous cover over the

frames that the bees could seal down, and then
over this put some warm packing which is kept
dry, he will have much better results. When we
were in Colorado one winter we observed that the

bees generally were confined to a single story

with a telescoping cover having burlap or carpet-

ing under it.

As to the colonies not given too much room,"
the cause of bad wintering might be the stores.

Possibly this was the case for all the colonies.

We would not advise moving the bees, putting
them in a shed at this time of the year.

—

Ed.]

"polygonum incarnatum" (knot-weed).

I have been reading with considerable interest,

p. 1313, Nov. 1, about the Manley method of ex-

tracting wax from the combs out of hives in which
colonies had died in the winter because of the

aster honey. I am sure that rendering wax from
old combs is a long way short of taking off hon-
ey.

Our place is close to the Licking Reservoir, a

body of water covering some 7000 acres, built

years ago to feed the canal. For miles all around
it there grows a weed. Polygonum incarnatum, or

knot-weed, which blooms in September, and
yields an abundance of fine wholesome honey.

The flowers are large spikes of pink blossoms
that present a beautiful sight when in full bloom.
It grows mostly in low places like old ponds, and
in cornfields where the corn is drowned out. It

flourishes most in a wet season. I have had ex-

perience with it for three years. The first two
were wet, and it grew profusely. Last season,

on account of the drouth there was not so much
of it; but what there was, yielded honey. All

the unfinished sections that I left on from June
were filled, and extracting was the order until

frost came, when I took the covers off to put on
cushions for winter. The hives looked as if they

were tenantless. The bees were clustered down
close to the bottom-bars. All the combs were
full. Bees here are all in fine shape up to date,

and were flying yesterday. I am looking for-

ward to a prosperous season, and am preparing

accordingly. Frank McGlade.
Hebron, O., Jan. 5.

A BEE bungalow.

The engraving on the front cover of this issue

represents the apiary of Henry W. Britton, of

Stoughton, Mass., which consists of a bee-bun
galow 14X 20 ft. , and a shel ter for the bees 8X 25

ft. The walls and roof of the bungalow are

shingled, and left unstained. There are ample
windows and doors in the building to admit

plenty of light, for here Mr. Britton, in his spare

moments, works on his bee-hives, putting them
together, etc. At the west end is a chimney 7

ft. wide, brick-lined, made of stones. A large

fireplace of brick, with a Murdock damper and
crane, with extensions, heats the bungalow; but
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in colder weather a fire maybe lighted in a small

stove.

This building is not plastered, but is finished

in the natural wood. At the front door is the

original doorstone, taken from the Isaac Stearns

home, the first one built in Stoughton, in 1716.

On all the doors are hinges and latches, forged

by hand over one hundred years ago. Inside the

bungalow is a carpenter's bench and supplies

which go to make up a first-class apiary.

The bee-shelter runs north and south, with a

passageway two feet wide between the two rows

of hives, which face east and west. The south is

left open, while the north end is boarded up with

a door in the center to pass into the bungalow.
Mr. Britton had board shutters made to fasten on
the sides in winter. The bees in this shelter fly

out into the light and disturb the operator very

little.

The bees are all in double-wall hives, except

one, which is in the stump of an apple-tree, which
was made larger inside to give them more room.
A barrel with both heads out was then put over

the stump, with packing between for a winter

cover. Mr. Britton enjoys the bees very much,
and they give him all the honey he wants, of dif-

ferent kinds, and some to sell. Next season he

intends to have a hive at each front window in

the bungalow, raising the window a little, and
using the sill for the alighting-board. During
the past season he has had three colonies in the

tower of his house, and one in his work-room on
the second floor, and they produced a fine lot of

honey. The writer superintended the building
of this bungalow, which was completed in No-
vember. E. C. Britton.

Canton, Mass., Dec. 7.

ARE LUMBER-CUTTERS TO BLAME FOR FOREST
FIRES.?

I have noted what you say, page 17, Jan. 1, re-

garding forest fires. You are certainly wrong in

general as to the source of the fires. In our town
there are nine mills which have been in operation
over 25 years, and in that time there has not been
a single fire started by a mill or gang of laborers.

All the fires in this county for several years have
been set on purpose, or else they came from
campers, hunters, or fishermen. Not a single

fire broke out till the hunting season opened.
Bleecker, N. Y. John M. Peters.

[It is true the lumbering interests do not direct-

ly cause the forest fires. It would certainly be
against their interests to do so; but they have a

careless way of leaving the brush scattered over
the ground; and this brush drying becomes very
inflammable. If they were compelled by law to

clean up all this loose rubbish, leaving the ground
clean, there would not be these forest fires, for
the reason that no fire could start in the first place.

—Ed.]

carbon bisulphide injured THE FLAVOR OF
HONEY.

Some time ago I had occasion to fumigate
some comb honey with carbon bisulphide. The
lard-cans in which I put the sections were per-
fectly free from all odor of any kind. The hon-
ey was of very fine quality, and delicate in fla-

vor. We aired it well after. We placed the bi-

sulphide in a small vial, about an ounce to each
50-lb. can, and allowed it to remain, possibly,

a week. The first time I tasted the honey, after

this, I said it had the after-taste one gets from
evaporated apples that have been "sulphured,"
and that the delicate flavor of the honey was de-
stroyed. After several days of airing, the un-
pleasant flavor diminished, but the delicate flavor

was gone forever, leaving only an ordinary honey
instead of a fine quality. We had the same re-

sult last year.

It seems impossible to keep the wax-moth lar-

vae out of the honey when stored. In the above
case I had taken the supers from the hives and
packed the sections in the cans and covered with
the tin covers. In about a month I found the

small larvae in the sections.

Rugby, Tenn. Nellie Schenk, M. D.

[We have done quite a good deal of fumigating
with carbon bisulphide, but have never noticed
any diflrerence in the flavor of the honey after-

ward. Possibly the long time which your honey
was subjected to the gas accounts for the loss of

flavor.

We should be glad to hear from any who have
had experience in the use of this chemical, with
regard to the quality of the honey afterward.

—

Ed.]

more about the conditions in oklahoma.

In regard to the high winds here in Oklahoma
I would say that they are not so bad as to pre-

vent the bees from getting back to their hives.

Once in a great while we have a hard wind-
storm, and I have watched the bees enough to

know that, when they are out at work, and such
a storm comes up, they flock to the hives by the

thousands. In windy weather the bees work
just the same as when there is no wind— that is,

if there is plenty of honey in the fields; and al-

though the wind bothers them considerably they

always " get there.

"

As to the sudden changes keeping the bees

away from the hives and freezing them, I have

found that the bees begin to come back in great

numbers just as soon as there is a slight change
in the temperature. It rains rather too much
here in the spring; but otherwise this is a good
country for bees. During the year 1905 we had
about 25 lbs. of surplus honey to the colony. In

1906 we got no surplus honey; but in 1907 we
had about 50 lbs. to the colony. In 1908 we av-

eraged 25 lbs. among the strong colonies. The
weaker ones got enough to build up in good
shape for winter.

I do not spend enough time with the bees to

make a business of the work, as I keep them
merely for pleasure, and for the honey that we
can use at home. J. H. Flippo.

Chickasha, Oklahoma, Jan. 12.

AMOUNT of sweet -CLOVER SEED TO SOW TO
THE ACRE.

Mr. Root:—I believe you are advising wrongly
when you suggest sowing 4 lbs. of hulled or 8 to

10 of unhulled sweet-clover seed per acre, for the

reason that, at any time of the year you may sow
it, there is only a part of it that will germinate
the same season it is sown, the rest not starting

till the next season, I have sown at least 25 or
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30 acres, and put on not less than 8 to 10 lbs. of

unhulied seed and sowed it early in the spring

too, and I have never been able to get a good
stand the same spring, and the next spring the

rest of the seed would come up, and for another

year I would still have only a partial stand, so

you see that leaves me until the third year before

I can have a perfect stand, as the seeding the sec-

ond year seeds itself.

I believe we should sow not less than 20 lbs. of

unhulied seed, or 12 to 15 of the hulled per acre;

then you may rest assured you will get a stand.

I have sown several thousand acres of alfalfa,

and the ones that are successful in getting a stand

are those that are not afraid to put on at least 15

to 20 lbs. per acre, and then your ground needs

to be in perfect order. I sowed about three acres

last spring, and put on about 20 lbs. of the un-
hulied seed, and I got a fine stand. Enough
will come up from the seed again this spring to

give me a good stand next spring.

Augusta, Kan., Feb. 9. R. L. Snodgrass.

BEES FIGHTING IN THE WINTER.

My bees have been killing each other ever

since the working season was over. When it is

warm enough for them to fly they are slaughter-

ing each other just the same as they do sometimes
when we unite them. Please tell me what is the

cause of this, and what I can do.

Townline, Pa., Jan. 5. John M. Huffman.

[It looks as though your bees, on these warm
days that you refer to, were inclined to rob. The
fighting at the entrances could hardly be account-

ed for in any other way. We believe that, if

you contract the entrances to the weak colonies

so that not more than one or two bees can pass in

or out at a time, the trouble will be pretty well

overcome.

—

Ed.]

ROOFING-PAPER FOR HIVE-CLOTH; ITS CHEAP-
NESS, AND HOW IT PROTECTS A COLONY

AGAINST A LEAKY COVER.

I read with interest what Mr. Muth-Rasmus-
sen had to say about hive-cloths, p. 936, Aug. 1.

I have tried gunny-sacks, enamel cloth, hay,

building-paper, etc., for hive-cloths or mats; but

I have never found any thing nearly so good as

one-half or one ply composition roofing, flint

koat, and also mathoid roofing. If there is a

leaky hive-cover it will not allow the water to

run through on the frames at all, as the bees will

soon glue the edges fast to the hive-sides. Then,
too, it is cheap, and makes but little trouble.

The roofing comes in rolls of one and two
squares,— that is, 100 square feet, and one
ply costs only about $1.80 per roll or square. It

is 3 ft. wide, and cuts with little or no waste.

Lake City, Fla. J. O. Bates.

I. L. SCOFIELD.

One more of the veteran bee-keepers has gone.

I. L. Scofield died Nov. 15 at his home six miles

from Binghamton, Chenango Bridge, N. Y.,

where he started to keep bees in 1869. Mr. Sco-

field loved his vocation, and branched out in

bees until he had 400 colonies, all in chaff hives.

He was a splendid bee-keeper, very particular,

always bought the best strains of Italians and of

other races; but he tested them thoroughly, and
if they did not come up to the standard he dis-

carded them. His apiaries were nicely located
and tastefully arranged with every thing in order.

Mr. Scofield was unassuming in his ways,
pleasant to meet, a man of good judgment, and
willing to give his honest opinion to his brother
bee-keeper. He left a wife to mourn his loss.

Groton, N. Y. W. L. Coggshall.

THE CLOVERS NOT KILLED BY THE FALL DROUTH;
A CLOVER-HONEY CROP FOR NEXT

SEASON IN PROSPECT.
The prospects for a prosperous season the com-

ing year are bright to me. It is natural for the

bee-keeper to keep an eye on the condition of

things as it is produced by the weather, climatic

changes, etc., and so far everything seems good.
The clover is not killed, it is naturally fond of

dry weather, and you will see it coming on when
the time comes. The months of March and
April are the ones that try it, freezing and thaw-
ing, excessive rains, cold east winds, etc. A long
cold rainy spell in the spring seems to create a

kind of rust on clover which saps its vitality as a

nectar-producer. A few days of drouth in May
often does more harm than months of dry weath-
er at other seasons of the year. Of course, no
one can tell exactly what the harvest will be; but
I am laying in unusual supplies for next year on
the Strength of my belief that I shall need them;
and my advice would be, " Get ready;" there

will be something doing.

Hebron, O., Dec. 24. Frank McGlade.

COLD KNIFE PREFERRED IF KEPT SHARP AND
BRIGHT.

I used to use a hot knife at all times, bother

with oil-stoves, fire, and hot water, even when
the thermometer showed 112° in the shade. But
since learning how to use a cold knife I would
use no other only in extreme cases. To use a

cold knife, keep it almost like a razor, sharp and
bright. We sharpen and polish our knives every

day, and use four knives now instead of two as

we used to do. One might just as well try to

plow in the black prairie soil in IlliHois with a

rusty plow as to try to make a success with using

a rusty cold knife.

Use plenty of water, and do not keep using the

water until it gets thick enough to use for vine-

gar, for you lose one dollar's worth of time to

make ten cents' worth of vinegar. Have a spe-

cial pan of water for your hands, and keep hands

and knife-handle clean. P. H. Bales.

Hanford, Cal, Dec. 30.

MOVING BEES SHORT DISTANCES IN THE SUMMER.

Having occasion to move five colonies 1 thought

I would report results. I placed a board in front

of each hive as recommended, and it worked all

right, with the exception of one hive, where the

board was blown down by wind directly after

moving. A great. many of the bees in this hive

returned to the old stand, and were lost. At the

present time, however (Sept. 24), this one colony

has nearly made up for the loss. There is no

trouble about moving bees in summer if the prop-

er precautions are taken. James H. French.
Stoughton, Mass., Sept. 24.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

In lecret hive 1 done nothing.

—

John 18; 20.

Much of the time for years past I have felt that

I was protesting almost single-handed against the

"secret" business; but the Rural Nexv -Yorker

and several other agricultural papers have come
out strong and clear on the subject occasionally;

and now that persistent and pushing little Farm
Journal has hit the nail on the head by giving

the world a beautiful little poultry-book entitled
" Poultry Secrets." When 1 first saw their page
advertisement in our January issue 1 said, " May
the Lord be praised for putting the idea into their

heads of stopping this whole business, by putting

all the secrets into a low-priced book." The
book of 53 pages is now in my hands; and al-

though it contains many "dollars" worth of se-

crets, the price is only 25 cts. ; and if you send

$1.00 for Farm Journal ior fi-z-e years the book is

included. I don't see how any farmer or poul-

try-keeper can afford to be without the Farm
Journal at this insignificant price.

Well, while I rejoice at the secrets they have
exposed I feel sorry they did not include many I

have purchased and given here in years past, not

because of their value, but to show how people

take money for things as old as the hills, and for

things that do not do the work when you get

them. There are something like fifty or sixty

poultry-journals now published in our land; but
until recently, scarcely one of these has lent a

helping hand; on the contrary, the greater part

of them have accepted, without stint, all this sort

of advertisements. Why didn't some of these

fifty or sixty take up the work the Farm Jour-

nal has started?

I am pleased to see that the Poultry Record

(Carey, O.), isn't afraid; and to get the whole
matter before us I give below some extracts from
their January issue, written by L. E. Keyser:

The world is full of fakirs who prey on the unsuspecting pub-
lic, and the poultry business is not free from them. They go on
the supposition that a sucker is born every minute, and taat they
never quit sucking. They believe that the bigger the story they
tell the more suckers they will catch. While there are fakirism

and dishonest practices among fanciers they are not so prevalent

ai the fellows who are lying for the beginner. These fellows

have some wonderful secret to sell that is sure to pave the poul-

in-keeper's way to wealth. One man advertises that every hen
U a 200-egg hen by his method, which is only 50 cents.* An-
other will furnish you a formula to make feed at 10 to IS cts. per

boshel, which will save $25,00 per year on every hundred hens.

This wonderful secret he calls " processed oats," which is noth-

ing more nor less than sprouted oats. The formula for preparing

oats in this manner was published in the agricultural and poultry

papers twenty years ago. A bushel of oats when sprouted will

swell and make four bushels: so if oats are worth 40 cts. a bush-

el, the feed will cost 10 a bushel; and at the present price of oats

(about 60 cts.), the feed costs 15 cents. There is one thing that

ii not explained, and that Is that the sprouting of oats does not

increase their nutritive value: it simply increases their bulk.

Anoilier cheap feed is advertised at 8 cts. a bushel, which is not

sprouted oats nor beet pulp. I do not know what this feed is, nor

would I give a dollar to find out.

A method of telling the fenile from the unfertile eggs before

placing them in the incubator is advertised by a Missouri woman.
This secret is for sale at SI.00, and is on a par with telling the
•ex of the chick by the shape of the egg.

I have mentioned only a very few of the secret processes which
show on their very face that they are fakes, or at least very de-

ceptive. You will find them advertised in many of the poultry-

joomals, some of which claim to protect their readers against loss

from dishonest advenisers. The publisher does not consider

• If evef7 hen could be made a 200-efr»; ben It wnuUl j)ay u»
all to Invest In this secret, for 1000 guch hens would make a
poor man rich In a very Bhurt time.

these advertisers dishonest, because they send what they adver

tise, and the fact that it is worthless does not disturb the

publisher.

All secret processes are not fakes; but most things that are new
and give promise of being good are tried out at the experiment
stations, published in bulletins, in the poultry press, or in books
that pass through the regular channels of trade. When a man
advertises to sell you plans for a brooder, hen-house, trap-nest,

feed-hopper, or something of that nature, you know that he will

send you what he advertises; but whether it will be practical for

your use or not can be determined only when it arrives.

The above makes reference to a secret offered

by a "Missouri woman." We find her adver-

tisement in the Northavest Poultry Journal iSahm,
Oregon). Here it is:

Save useless work, also money, by testing your eggs before set-

ting. Method, $1.00. Tester, prepaid, 50 cents. If you raise

chicks by hand, you need my 25-cent booklet containing plans

and information for making heatless brooders at literally no ex-

pense. Used with safety in zero weather. Twenty years' ex-

perience. Mrs. L. L. White, Montrose, Mo.

Now will the editor of the Poultry Record (and

perhaps some other editors) excuse me if I offer

some suggestions.'' Why not send to the woman
and get her secret before condemning it.? If it

does what she says, it ought to be worth a /lun-

dred dollars to the editor of any wideawake poul-

try-journal. Even if she aoes want $1.00 for the

secret, and 50 cts. more for the tester, I sent her

the money the minute I got my eye on it. If I

have my usual good luck we will all have it in

due time. In this same Northavest journal I find

the following /;/ the reading-columns -.

MORE ABOUT MITES.
I should like to tell your readers my way of getting rid of

mites. On coming to my present location I found hens dying

from mites. The hen-houses were certainly alive with them,

and the whole ranch infected. 1 gave the houses and perches a

thorough cleaning with Avenarius catbolineum; but the hens

kept getting infected outside. I began giving my remedy with

their feed, and in a very short time could safely ofler five cents

each for mites. They simply can not live on a hen fed this rem-

edy. It is cheap and simple and perfectly harmless, and will rid

a place of these pests quicker than any other way I have yet dis-

covered— is equal to a fire.

—

Geo. A. Spragitk.
[Mr. Sprague is advertising his remedy in our miscellaneous

advertisements. It will pay you to get his recipe.

—

Ed.]

After reading the above we turn over to " mis-

cellaneous ad's," and find the following:

will you give $1.00 for formula to mix with feed, guaranteed

to kill every mite that bites your hens.' Costs only 25 cents to

fill. Sent by George A. Sprague. Gaston, Oregon.

As the above is a fair sample of what we find

in many poultry journals, let us stop and consid-

er it a moment. First, the editor gives the man
Sprague a place in the reading-columns; he lets

him say "I should like to give (.?) your readers

my way of getting rid of mites." No doubt

—

at

a dollar apiece; and then the editor adds, "It-

will pay you to get his recipe."

If this is the way we are to do business, what
are poultry -journals for.? Are they not to give in-

formation, and tell subscribers how to do things?

And how about our poultry-^oo^j.'' This idea

oi feeding something to kill the mites reminds me
of boring an auger-hole in a fruit-tree and put-

ting in some "medicine" that will kill every in-

sect on the tree now and forevermore. I suppose

fakirs are still going round getting money for

this absurd swindle if they can find a locality

where the folks don't take the farm papers. I

have also sent Mr. Sprague his dollar, and we
will all see what it is. What have our experi-

ment stations to say in regard to this kind of

work? Is it possible to banish the "mites "by
putting something into the feed?

Here is one more from the Poultry Herald (St.

Paul, Minn.):
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Set more fenile eggs; 15 to 30 per cent better hatches from
store or farmers' eggs by using ny grading method. Easy to
learn. Eggs graded in three grades. Grade No. 1 hatches over
30 per cent better than grade No. 3. Send 10-cent piece securely
wrapped for full particulars. Money back if not satisfied.

Stamps not accepted. Joseph Ruel, Withrow, Minn., Route No.
1. Box No. 18.

As the amount asked for in the above is so
small, it is not particularly objectionable; yet
how does it come that no poultry journal has ever
gotten hold of it.? If it is true that you can pick
out eggs as outlined above, it should be careful-

ly tested by some experiment station, and a neat
little bulletin published giving full particulars.

Of course I have sent the dime.
Years ago there were many secrets advertised

about bee-keeping. When Gleanings was start-

ed I decided it should give the bee-keepers of the
world not only all the news in regard to the in-

dustry, but all the secrets. When some one de-
clared he had invented a way to fertilize queens
in a wire-cloth cage I prepared to make him a vis-

it, even if it did take about all the cash I could
scrape up at that early day. Before I got start-

ed, however, he was kind enough to inform me
he feared he was mistaken, even if he had already
announced his discovery in print. (Since then
we have invested quite a little money in the same
arrangement, but it " don't seem to go," even
yet.) We have literally "ransacked the earth

"

for any thing that might prove new and valuable
to honey-producers, and we have our reward.
Now, brethren of the press, you who are edi-

'tors of the fifty or sixty poultry-papers, why not
hunt up and purchase with honest money these
secrets and give them to your readers.? Say, as
do the Farm Journal folks, " We will pay $10.00
for any secret " " that is both good and new.

"

Oue of the worst features of the " secret" busi-
ness is that it takes the hard-earned dollars, usu-
ally, from poor hard-working people, often from
sick people—those who are ignorant and do not
keep posted. I know about this, for letters are
coming to me almost daily, asking if I would
advise investing, etc. Giving some sort of book
for the money is not quite as bad; but I do feel

that it is almost an outrage to take $2.00 for a
cheap paper primer of less than 100 pages. If

you have something to tell, get it up in a nice
attractive book like "Poultry Secrets," and sell

it for 25 cts. and make everybody happy who
buys it. "Seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness, and all things else shall be
added unto you."
As I have not very much time to read «// the

poultry-journals, there may be quite a number
that do not deserve my criticisms, and of these I

beg pardon. I will close with a very kind letter

from one of their editors.

Mr. A. L. Boydtn:—Your publication is a most meritorious
one, but I can not help regretting the criticisms Mr. A. 1. Root is

prone to make. For instance, on p. 1533, Dec. 15, he refers to
Poultry and the Petaluma Poultry Journal as the only two poultry
papers he has found which are willing to lose some of their ad-
vertising by cutting out swindlers and frauds. Perhaps it would
interest yourself, or even Mr. Root, to know that Poultry Hus-
bandry is not bought and sold by its advertisers. There are poul-
try-breeders using space in other poultry-journals that can not buy
space in Poultry Husbandry. I am sure that, if your Mr Root
would look for the good instead of being somewhat pessimistic,
he would find a great deal of good. For instance, take in your
own city of Toledo, the Toledo Blade, which does not accept
brewery or whisky advertising, and editorially supported the non-
partisan Senator Sylvester Lamb in the late campaign. This
was a great deal for the old conservative Blade to do, as it is a

strong Republican paper. It supported Sylvester Lamb because
he more than any one else was responsible for getting the local-

option bill through the Ohio legislature. Again, this was a great
deal for the daily Blade to do, because the weekly Blade has a
circulation of 175,000 copies, and the breweries and whisky re-

tailers cut the weekly off their list.

As hard up as this little publication is, we are trying to play
the square game. Frank L. Platt, Editor.

Waterville, N. Y., Dec. 26. 1908.

Many thanks, dear brother, for your very kind
criticism; and may the Lord be praised to know
that the Toledo Blade has turned down the beer
and whisky advertising.

Poultry
Department
Conducted by A. I. Root.

" NOTHING TO DO BUT GATHER THE EGGS," ETC.

On p. 69, Jan. 15, I told you I got three eggs,

the day of my arrival, from my flock of 70.

Well, by diligent care I increased the daily num-
ber gradually until I had from 35 to 40 eggs per

day. When I was a boy, "keeping chickens,"
I figured out I was doing very well when I could
average an egg a day from every two hens. With
the Philo system, only six hens in a pen, we can
do much better, of course; but it not only costs

a lot of money to install such a plant, but it is a

lot of work to look after so many little houses.

Well, if there is any place where every thing
favors "nothing to do but gather the eggs,"
Florida is the place. When the chickens are all

in one flock, and " run loose," no fencing is need-

ed; and when they roost in the trees, as my 70

do (all in one little pine-tree), there is no partic-

ular need of any house or structure of any kind
—some boxes or barrels for nests, that is all. In

order to save time, hotvever, in gathering the

eggs as well as to save time in feeding, I had a

cheap structure made, covered with cloth except

a shingle roof over one end where the grain is

stored. The cloth roof over the nest apart-

ment answered very well for one season; but here

in this damp warm climate the cloth on the roof

got so full of holes from mildew that I have just

made a shingle roof over the whole structure.

Stout canvas, such as is used for tents, would, of

course, last longer; but 1 am afraid any kind of

cloth poultry-house in this region would prove

rather expensive in the end.

Well, something else has come to pass that re-

minds us the "chicken business" is not exactly
" the thing " for a lazy man, even down here in

Florida. I have so far boasted that I have never

seen any "vermin" on my chickens. On p. 69

I mentioned the Orpington pullet I expressed

here with my male bird. The way I came to

send her was this: I prepared a shipping-crate

such as you see on page 138. It was made to

hold three White Leghorn males—the $5 GO chap
("select tested") and two of his young "sons."
As they had been running together all summer I

supposed they would, of course, be "agreeable;"

but while I was eating breakfast his "lordship"
would have killed the two cockerels had they not

thrust their heads out of his way between the

slats. I " yanked " them out of the cage in dis-

gust. Just then this handsome pullet came along;

and as he had always been particularly " sweet
"
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on her I grabbed her up and put her in for a sort

of " helpmeet " and companion en route. By the

way, everybody seems to admire these Buff Or-

pington pullets. Although they cost only 10

cts. each when they were " day-old-chicks," I was

offered a dollar apiece for them when four months
old. This one was laying at four and a half

months, and at five months she was just determin-

ed to sit. Unlike the Leghorns, she was always

so docile I could pick her up any time and any-

where. When I
"' chucked " her in with that

$5 00 rooster I said, " Look here, my lady, I'll

take you down to Florida; and if you want to sit

down there I'll let you run in opposition to my
Cyphers incubator." She is so big and heavy,

and has such a great mass of downy feathers all

over her, that I thought she could cover a big nest

full of eggs. Well, she has been laying ever since

we came, until to-day, Jan. 29, when I found her

on the nest and not disposed to be deposed.
" How many eggs did you give her.?" asked

Mrs. Root.
"Twenty-five."
" Tn.venty-fi--ve'. why, who ever heard of giving

a hen t-iventy-Ji-x'e eggsf"'

"Well, you know one of my Leghorns hatch-

ed eighteen chickens out of twenty-one eggs; and
why shouldn't this great fluffy pullet manage
twentv-five.?"

"Well, you'll see."
" And you will see too.

"

Now a word about that crate for shipping, of

which I have given a view on p. 138. 1 have had
valuable chickens several times from poultry es-

tablishments that advertise big; but so far none
ever came in what I call a decent shipping-coop.

One man sent a $25.00 trio in a great heavy rough
box that, from its useless weight, largely increas-

ed the express charge, and one pullet got her head
between the slats and was killed besides. He re-

placed her, but used another great awkward un-
gainly box. Our case, as you will notice, is

made both light and strong, with cloth netting

(one-inch mesh), and thin basswood slats. The
sides are frames of /s light pine; all the rest is

thin slats and netting. One of the upright end
slats is fastened at the top with a screw. This
gives an opening to put in the fowls and take

them out. We put cloth part way up, as you
see, inside the netting to prevent ruffing their

plumage against the wires. As a result they made
their long trip, and came through looking about
as well as when they started. The floor is coarse

burlap, supported by thin strips of wood. This
burlap, or sacking, is much better than a wood
floor, because the fowls don't slip about on it;

and when covered with chaff it absorbs the drop-
pings. Their feed was corn and wheat scattered

in the chaff. For water, a wide-mouthed jar was
securely wired in one corner. They were about
four days on the way.

Well, after this long preamble I am ready for

the point of my story about " nothing to do but
gather the eggs."
The Leghorns are so wild ( or, rather, ^tvere so

wild) I didn't get very near any of them; but
this Orpington I picked up and petted every lit-

tle while. One day I thought she looked queer
about the eyes, and, sure enough, there ivas
something the matter. Some little black insects

were clustered on her comb and wattles, as close

as beads on a cushion, and some of them were
shining like beads, with a suspicious ruddy look.

They wouldn't rub off, and couldn't be pulled

off. I turned in alarm to my Leghorns. There
were a few on them, but not nearly as many.
This one Orpington the enemy recognized as a

"tenderfoot," and accordingly all pounced upon
her. Do you remember what I said about the
" red bugs " a year ago? While they trouble old

residents comparatively little, they are surpris

ingly ready to pounce upon a new comer. About
this time Mrs. Root found every Monday, after

hanging out her wash, that she was pestered by a

queer kind of flea. He couldn't be pulled off or

squeezed with the thumb and finger so but that

he could hop as lively as any flea; but he had to

be mashed with the thumb nail to make him "go
dead." I went for Crenshaw's catalog (Tampa,
Fla. ), and found the following advertisement:

conkey's flea-salve.

For stick-tights that fasten themselves on the comb and wattles

of the birds, multiply rapidly, and frequently cause bird to starve,

as they shut out eyesight.

As soon as I found them I recalled that grease

or oil is death to any sort of insect pest, and my
pet pullet was soon cured; but how about the 70

up in that pine-tree.? I rushed for my sitting hen

(see p. 69) and found her head fully as badly "in-

fested" as the Orpington. Let me stop to remark

here that she later hatched sixteen nice chickens

from her 15 eggs, and they are all alive now.

(Some other hen squeezed into her nest and laid

an egg or two.)

Well, as soon as these 16 were a few days old

their little heads were literally " peppered " with

these same "stick-tight fleas." I have " anoint-

ed " their poor little heads twice, and now they

are practically free. At first I thought I would
have to climb that pine-tree and catch every one

of the 70 after dark; but my old (and tried) friend

Shumard helped me out. If he was that sort of

man he might write a five-cent book and charge

a dollar or more for the secret of his wonderful

invention. Here it is for you all: Teach your

fowls to drink out of some kind of tub, not too

high up. When they get used to it, and all

drink at this one place, nail short pieces of lath

clear around the tub, put far enough apart so they

can get their heads through. Put a cover over

the top so they must all push their heads between

the pickets, and then wait a little until they all

are used to getting their drink in that way. Now
put your salve on the lath and on the edge of the

tub. This latter is especially important, for a

favorite place for the flea is under the chin. May
be you never knew chickens had "chins;" but

they do. Very likely plain vaseline will do about

as well as any of the salves advertised. Fred

Grundy, in his new book, recommends carbolat-

ed vaseline. This would surely do the business.

I believe these fleas are what is called " chiggers"

around here; and 1 wish some one would tell me
if they are the same thing as the " sand fleas " of

California. Most people around here say chick-

ens must be yarded some distance from the house,

and we have been obliged to fence ours off from
our dooryard. Mr. Rood has about as many as

we have; but his dooryard and all about his place

is covered with a dense growth of Bermuda grass.

As our place was all recently dug over in grad-

ing, there is much loose sand all around the
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house, and these fleas seem to abound in sandy

places. We are getting in the Bermuda as fast

as we can. I wrote to the Florida Experiment
Station, and below is what Prof. Rolfs has to

say about them:

UN'IVERSITY OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA.
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION,

Gainesville. Jan. 25, 1909.

Mr. Rod:— I note what you say in regard to the "chiggers," or

chicken-flea. The remedy which you have used in connection

with the fowls is about the best, from a practical standpoint. In

my own experience, which extends over more than fifteen years

in Florida, 1 have found no great difficulty in ridding our prem-

ises of these fleas. Sometimes they are extremely annoying and

severe. At one time we moved into a house that had not been
very carefully attended to ; and after cleaning up thoroughly we
found the sand under the h juse swarming with these little pests.

The sand looked fairly alive with them. Of course, the pesis

bred under the old matting that had been left in the house for

years. We also found at one time that out chicken-runs were
pretty badly infested. We promptly moved the poultry to a new
run. Of course, we treated the fowls before moving them. We
have had as many as 300 head of chickens on the place at once.

Now as to the way in which we treated them. As soon as we
found that the pest was present in laige numbers we had the

poultry-runs carefully raked over so as to get rid of all trash and
rubbish, which was burned. Then by means of a spraying-

machine we treated the part of the yard that seemed to be most
severely infested. The house was treated in practically the

same way. The old matting in our dwelling was, of course,

taken up and burned, the floors thoroughly scrubbed, and the

ground under the house treated with a spraying solution. For

this spraying solution we have I'sed both kerosene and carboline-

um. The latter is much more expensive ; but the former is, ob-
viously, not safe to be used under a house. After using the kero-

sene the coops were thoroughly dusted with tobacco dust, getting

it into the nests and cracks as completely as possible. The
chickens do not seem to mind the tobacco dust; but the young
fleas evidently don't relish it.

The above is, in brief, an outline of the way in which we get

rid of fleas — both the chigger and the dog-fleas. I do not recall

at present whether these are the same as the California sand-

fleas ornot. 1 should have to look up the literature on this sub

ject to find out. P. H. Rolfs, Director.

If any of the friends can send me, or put me on
track of any printed literature on the subject, I

shall be very glad to get it. The Department at

Washington, D. C, surely ought to have a bul-

letin covering the whole ground. Many people
are deterred from coming to Florida, as I know
by my correspondence, from fear of these insect

pests. I feel sure there is an easy way to be rid

of them, and we should all be fully posted on the

best way.

DESTROYING NOXIOUS WEEDS BY THE USE OF
CHEIWICALS; SOMETHING PROM THE OHIO

EXPERIMENT STATION.

Last spring we received quite a little advertis-

ing matter highly recommending various chemi-
cals for killing weeds. The claims of some of

these that were offered for sale seemed rather ex-

travagant, and therefore I submitted the adver-

tising matter to our Ohio Experiment Station,

and below is what our botanist. Prof. A. D.
Selby, says about it:

Mr. A. I. Root;—Your recent letter, addressed to Prof. Green,
contains a reference to claims made by the Reade Manufacturing
Co., Hoboken, N. J., for their weed-exterminator called " herbi-

cide." Several claims are made for this herbicide, which is to

be sprayed upon the plant. Among others " it is the preparation

which actually kills weeds of all sorts for two whole years, no
matter how deep the roots may be—poison ivy, Johnson grass,

Canada thistle, Bermuda grass, etc., on economical and scientif-

ic principles." This preparation is, of course, sold or offered

for sale to the public.

A good deal has been done in the last five years in the matter
of sprays applied for the destruction of weeds, especially for the

destruction of mustard weeds in fields of wheat and oats. The
successful sprays for this purpose have been tested somewhat
thoroughly in recent years by Prof. H. L. Bolley, of the North
Dakota Agricultural College and Experiment Station. Fargo.

These results are published in bulletin 80, recently issued by
the Experiment Station of North Dakota. In addition to salt and
some other common remedies for weeds, good results are reported

from the use of solutions of blue vitriol, copperas, and arsenite of

soda. The latter is somewhat more injurious to grain than the

two former. The recommendations are, to use 75 to 100 pounds

of copperas in each 52 gallons of water; 12 to 15 pounds of blue

vitriol for each 52 gallons of water, and I'A pounds of sodium
arsenite to each 52 gallons of water. In summing up the results

of his experiments. Prof. Bolley gives two lists—one of weeds
which may be controlled by means of chemical sprays, and one
of weeds upon which field-spraying methods as now in use are

not efJective.

LIST OF WEEDS WHICH MAYBE CONTROLLED BY MEANS OF
CHEMICAL SPRAYS

—

(bOLLBy).

" The following weeds may be eradicated or largely subdued
in cereal-grain fields through the use of chemical sprays: False

flax, worm-seed mustard, tumbling mustard, common wild mus-

tard, shepherd's-purse, pepper-grass, ball mustard, corn cockle,

chickweed, dandelion, Canada thistle, bindweed, plantain,

rough pigweed. King-head (giant ragweed), Red River weed,
ragweed, cocklebur.

"

LIST OF WEEDS UPON WHICH FIELD-SPRAYING METHODS
AS NOW IN USE ARE NOT EFFECTIVE

—

(bOLLEV).

" The following weeds are some which are not effectively

controlled by chemical sprays as now used: Hare's-ear mustard,

French weed (penny-cress); pink cockle, perennial sow-thistle,

lamb's-quarters, pigeon-grass (foxtail), wild oats, chess, quack

grass, sweet or holy grass, and wild barley."

It will be seen from these that the mustard-plants, with the

exception of hare's-ear mustard and penny-cress, or French weed,
may be controlled by means of chemical sprays; also that practi-

cally no perennial grass upon which experimentation has been
made will be exterminated by the chemical sprays. These chem-
ical sprays are useful, but have their limitations. Persons propos-

ing to spray for the control of weeds will probably be better satis-

fied with their results when they use chemical sprays of known com-
position, according to the recommendations of tnose who have

tested Ihem. The directions for spraying are, apply the spray

usually before the plant has opened bloom. The principle is to

kill off the leaves of the plant, and in time to starve out the

roots, even of perennial plants. It will be seen that much
stronger solutions of copperas are required than those of blue

vitrol, so that the actual cost of the sprays is not much different

with these two well-known chemicals. A. D. Selby,
Botanist.

You will notice from the above that Prof. Sel-

by recommends using chemicals instead of some
secret manufactured composition, and I feel sure

this is the better way. I made some experijnents

in the matter, and it is really astonishing to note

the way in which copperas will kill dandelions

without harming the grass and other plants

growing close to it. Mrs. Root kills grass and
weeds, that come up between the stones on the

pavement, with boiling water, and it seems
quicker and easier than the chemicals; but, of

course, this can not be used where you want to

kill only the noxious weeds without harming the

other vegetation.

CHURNLESS BUTTER."

I was considerably amused by the churnless-butter secret. It

is certainly old, probably in all essentials as old as butter itself.

Butter is still made that way by a few of the smaller farmers in

Devonshire, England, though it is considered about as much oot

of date as the scythe for cutting hay. The milk should be stood

in a rather deep pan, and brought very nearly to the boiling-point.

It needs rather careful watching, as, for the best results, it should

not be removed from the fire till the cream begins to rise. If left

after that it will boil. I have watched the process of making
butter with this cream scores of times. It was as described, ex-

cept that the hands were used to beat the cream instead of a pad-

dle. I do not remember how long the butter took to come, hot

it was certainly longer than " a minute." 1 should think it was
from five to ten minutes. Though the custom of scalding cream
prevails over all this part of England, it is made up in churns, ex-

cept in a few of the most behindhand farms. A great deal of

this " Devonshire cream" is sold in the cream state, and it is de-

servedly popular. To eat with fruit it is far superior to ordinary

cream, and it is so thick that it may be spread on bread and eaten

like butter. It is often recommended by doctors for patients who
require to put on flesh. Wm. L. Couper.

Cannington Manor, Sask., Canada, Dec. 17.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

Dr. D. E. Lvov, of Monroe, N. Y., one of

our field editors, has had three visitations of

death in his family in the short space of ten days,

ronsisting of mother, son, and an invalid friend.

We extend our sincere sympathy in his great be-

reavement. Were it not for " the grace of God,"
he says, he would not be able to bear it.

"locality" an overworked word.

Mr. E. N. Miles, in a recent letter, referring

to the clover discussion in Gleanings, says, "I
have been greatly impressed by the influence of

locality on this matter. It is well known that

locality is a very hard word in a bee-keepers' dis-

cussion, and that many a fine theory is wrecked
thereon " Very true.

DEATH OF MR. W. BROUGHTON CARR.

We are very sorry to announce the death, on
Feb. 11, of Mr. W. Broughton Carr, for many
years an editor of the British Bee Journal. He
was the inventor of the" W. B. C." hive so much
used in England. He also invented the well-

known English "metal ends" for frames. Long
ago he advocated shallow frames for surplus hon-
ey, and lived to see them come into quite com-
mon use. For a number of years he was sole ed-

itor of the Bee-keeptrs' Rcconi, and otherwise did

much to advance the cause of scientific bee-keep-

ing in his own country.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEGINNIRS.

We desire to call attention to the series of ar-

tiiles beginning in this issue, on "Practical In-

structions for Beginners," by E. D. Townsend.
The details of the business will be given in these

articles, and we are sure that much of the matter
vsill be interesting, not only to the beginner, but
to the expert as well. Mr. Townsend gives full

particulars on starting with bees, selection of

equipment, transferiing, etc., and since he has

made a success in bee-keeping himself, he is en-

tirely capable of pointing out the way to others.

From a practical standpoint, we believe that these

articles will fill a long-felt want in giving a de-

tailed account of what at least one successful bee-

keeper did.

fall DROUTHS USUALLY NOT HURTFUL TO
CLOVERS.

The reader will be interested in the general
summary made from letters that have been sent
us during the last few weeks, as to whether the
drouth of last fall had so killed out the clovers
that there will be no clover honey this summer.

We know of no question that is more important
or of more absorbing interest than this one. If

the clovers should all be killed out, for all time.
Gleanings and all the other bee-papers would
have to suspend publication and the bee-supply
factories would have to shut up shijp. Therefore
it will be of some comfort to our readers to feel

that the conditions thus far have not been unfa-
vorable (at least in most localities) for a flow of

clover honey.

A FOUL-BROOD" law for INDIANA AT LAST.

The following, just received from Walter S.

Pouder, will explain itself:

Fritnd Ernest:—Just tJiis minute I have a phone message from
our State Entomologist notifying me that our foul-brood measure
has become a law. I think Indiana bee-keepers now have much
reason to rejoice. I have worked hard for the measure, but felt

uneasy about it because some of our law-makers have done some
very strange things, and no one could predict whatwould happen.
Much of the credit belongs to Mr. M. J. Niblack, of Vincennes;
Mr. Douglass, and yourself. Your letters had an important bear-

ing. Walter S. Poudkr.'U
Indianapolis, March 5.

In addition to the names mentioned, Mr. Pou-
der did some very efficient work. Indeed, it is

not too much to say that he began the agitation

and kept it up until victory was secured. As for

ourselves, we only did our duty, and what we
are doing for all States that are trying to secure

bee-disease laws. We are glad to write letters

to committees and to law-makers alike. As edi-

tor of this journal we know the facts and the

needs.

OUR NORTHWEST CORRESPONDENT.

A FEW days ago we had a visit from one of our

western correspondents, Mr. E. F. Atwater, of

Meridian, Idaho. He is a young man, scarcely

thirty, rather under stature, and not blessed, as

we would say, with a strong and robust constitu-

tion, but we believe that our readers will agree

with us he is one of the best writers we have.

He is now working about 750 colonies of bees.

He is a close and careful student, and an enthu-

siast in all he undertakes. We are frank to con-

fess that we gathered not a few valuable pointers

from him while he was here. He has a fine

camera, and is prepared to give us glimpses, not

only into his workshop, but out in the field, where
he finds pleasure and profit from his bees.

BEES RE»DV TO TAKE OUT OF THE CELLAR.

In most localities bees should come out of

their indoor winter quarters by this time, espe-

cially if they are uneasy. If, however, they ap-

pear to be wintering well, and are quiet, we
advise holding them in for at least two weeks

more. Dr. Miller's rule, to keep the bees in un-

til the soft maples furnish pollen, is a good one

for most localities; but if the bees fly out of the
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entrances in the cellar, or appear to be covering

the bottom of the cellar to a considerable extent,

or if all of them are more or less uneasy, or begin

to " roar," we would not keep them in the cellar

one day longer, although we would try to hold

off until there is a possibility for the bees to fly.

A GREAT SURPLUS OF ARTICLFS FOR PUBLICATION.

Never before in all our experience have we
had so much good matter awaiting its turn for

publica'ion. We have almost enough on hand
at present to keep the journal running for six

months, even if we didn't get any more. As
will be observed, we are enlarging our journal;

but even this extra space will piobably not en-

able us to get in all the good matter on time

—

that is, so it wMl be seasonable. As it is, some
of it will have to wait till next yext or be left out
altogether.

We would request our correspondents to make
their communications as brief as possible, and
omit all preliminaries or explanations. Get right

down to the kernel of the matter. We are

obliged to trim or cut down much of what we
do publish.

OUR Pi»INTIVG DEPARTMENT RUSHED

OuK printing department has been rushed away
beyond its capacity. Certain of our booklets are

now out of print. The series of Alexander arti-

cles, which we hoped to put in book form, are

not yet out, and probably will not be for a

month yet. Those of our readers who have
placed orders for these bjoks and booklets will

bear with us a little longer. We are ordering
special machinery by telegraph to increase our
output. Our presses are now running overtime,
but we hope to be caught up inside of about six

weeks.
The 1907 edition of the A B C and X Y Z of

Bee Culture, of 15,000 copies, that was taken off

the press a little over a year ago, is going at a

rapid rate, and probably will not hold out until

the next edition is ready for delivery. We felt

that, when we put up our large and magnificent
forty-thousand-dollar printing-plant with its new
equipment and machinery, we should be able to

take care of any demand that might be made on
US; but already it is taxed beyond its capacity.

Later.—We just placed an order for nearly $3000
worth of new printing machinery, consisting of

two automatic press feeders. These will not
only increase our output but effect a great saving
in the cost of feeding and in the loss of spoiled
sheets.

USELESS TARIFF ON LUMBER; DANGER THAT IT

WILL BE RETAINED.

The lumber interests of the country are mak-
ing a desperate effort for the retention of the duty
of $2.50 to $3.00 on their product. It is said

that it has the largest lobby in Washington of

any of the great interests in the country. We
are also told that those interests have already en-
tertained 150 members of Congress at a big din-

ner; of sumptuous banquets given to scores of

other national officials, and that they are even
now boasting that they have enough men "won
over" so that the present tariff will be retained.

If the American people allow a tariff on a com-

modity that is becoming more and more scarce,

without a protest, they will have only themselves
to blame. We urgently request every one of

our readers to write to their Representative and
their Senators, asking them to use their influence,

both in committees and on the floor of the House
and Senate, for the repeal of the tariff on lumber.
Do it noijo ere it is too late. While you are about
it, write to the Hon. Sereno E Payne, chairman
of the Ways and Means Committee, to the same
effect.

It has been well said that, if there is a single

industry in the United States that does not now
require protection, and should not have it, it is

lumber. It can have no other effect ihan to pr( -

tect the feiv and compel the masses to pay more
for every thing made of wood. The availal le

supply in the United Statts is limited to very

small areas. There is no reason why the big

output in Canada should not come to the United

States free of duty.

HO EY PROSPECTS NIXT YEAR AND PRI ES; WILL
IT BE SAFE TO HOLD OVER CLOVER EXTRACT-

ED FOR BETTER PRICES.?

As reports begin to come in from different

parts of the country we find there are scattering

localities where white clover has been killed out

entirely by the drouth of last fall; but, so far as

we can ascertain, in the great majority of places

this valuable plant is coming up smiling, and
doubtless will be ready to give us a big crop this

season. Unless weather conditions change ma-
terially, the bee-keeper who is holding over his

white-clover honey, thinking there will be a

scarcity for the next season, is making a mistake.

While we do not anticipate by any means a large

clover yield, such as we had last year, yet we be-

lieve tliat such honey will be very much in evi-

dence in most markets during the coming sum-
mer. And even if it should be much scarcer

than usual, the prospects for a big crop from
California were never better. Colorado had a

rather indifferent season during 1908, but she

will prohably more than make up the deficit of

last year with a crop this season. The condi-

ti^ns in Texas are exceedingly favorable, so that,

taking conditions as they appear, any one who is

holding back his extracted honey hoping for a

new and better market during the coming sum-
mer is taking chances, although a first tjuality

of strictly pure clover, without any other flavor,

will always have a good market, and at fair prices.

Of course, the white clover that has not been

killed out in our north-central States may yet

get a setback. There may be a drouth at just

the wrong time of the year. But this is hardly

possible in view of the severity of the drouth last

summer and fall. Nature is not likely to give

us two drouths so near together.

DID THE DROUTH OF LAST FALL KILL THE CLO-

VERS.? AN INTERESTING COLLECTION OF FACTS

FROM MANY SOURCES TO SHOW THAT IT D D

NOT.

In response to requests for information on this

subject we leceived a large number of letteis and

articles. We only regret that we have not the

necessary space to publish them all, as some of

them are very interesting and valuable. About
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all we can do is to give a summary of the con-

clusions made by a few of them.

It is remarkable with what unanimity nearly

all of them agree; and it is no less remarkable

how they support the statement made by our
neighboring farmer, Mr. Adam Leister, whose
views were reported on pages 48 and 96, to the

effect that the clovers had not been killed by the

drouth.

As we glean from this pile of letters, we find

that there are two kinds of winter-killing. One
is known as the " heaving-out " process, by which
the alternate freezing and thawing of a water-

soaked soil breaks the roots of the clovers, dis-

membering them until there seems but little of

them left The other kind of winter killing is

from what might be called the dry process. In

this the ground is frozen to a great depth, freez-

ing the roots and plants solid While it may
thaw and freeze somewhat, it is claimed that" the

severe cold wind blowing over the surface when
the ground is not protected, if it continues for

any length of time, will kill almost any clover."

But on the other hand it is claimed that white

clover sutlers less from winter-killing than any of

the clovers. Unlike the common red, peavine,

and alsike, it has no great tap-ioot. It is essen-

tially a vine like the strawberry, having shallow

roots at frequent intervals shooting down into the

ground for short distances. During the heaving

process of winter-killing, the white clovers a e

lifted up and down, and apparently are but little

harmed by the process except in cases where there

is very severe cold without snow that attacks root

and branch alike.

Referring to the effect of drouth, one writer in

particular draws attention to the fact that, the dri-

er it is in the fall, up to a certain limit, and the

more prolonged, the more the root system is

strengthened and the more it grows. If this

drouth is followed by winter or spring rains, such

as we have been having this year, the plants will

grow amazingly.
As to being able to prognosticate a flow of

honey from white clover, nearly all the writers

scout the very idea. Conditions, they say, may
be ideal in the fall, and in the succeeding winter

and spring; but if they are not ideal at the time

the clover is in bloom, even though the fields may
be white with it, there will be little or no clover

honey. Nearly all the writers agree that clover

has freaks of yielding enormously some years and
failing almost entirely in others. Most of them
assert that a drouth in the fall is not hurtful, but

beneficial, providing other conditions that folloTu

are favorable. All acknovvledge that a drouth

may be so severe that the clover may be killed

and is killed; but the reports from various sections

of the country show that the drouth of last fall

killed the clovers in only limited areas.

The majority assert that in most localities the

conditions last fall were not unfavorable, and
ihat the conditions during the past winter and so

far in March have been very favorable; but they

are not equally positive that we shall have a clo-

ver-How—that no man knows what Dame Nature
will do at that season of the year when the plant

is required to give up its precious sweets to the

world.

Attention is railed to the fact that some years

ago a prominent writer made the positive predic-

tion that we could depend on a crop of honey
from clover if we only have deep snows in winter.

Referring to this, one correspondent says, in the

winter of 1907 they had comparatix ely litile snow,
and yet there was a bumper crop in the summer
of 1908; and then he adds, " As an actual fact,

the amount of clover honey is not measured by
the quantity of bloom; for I have seen the fields

white with an abundance of bloom, but only a

fair crop. I can remember one year when we
had a great scarcity of bloom, and yet we had a

good crop of clover honey. I have also seen, as

Mr. Doolittle and Dr. Miller have said, fields

white with clover, but no honey. " He then goes

on to say that he has seen the clover parched by
drouth in June—not a blossom in sight, and at

the very time of year when there should be bloom
if ever. Then a series of soaking rains came on,

and, presto! bloom and a crop of honey. This
same man makes a further statement that is

worth recording here. He winds up by saying,

"In the fall and latter part of the summer of 1897

or '8 we had a very dry time—not as dry as last

fall, but dry enough—so dry that it was spoken
of as being remarkably so. . . I had a bump-
er crop the following summer." This man is

George Shiber, of Randolph, N. Y. ; and if we
had the space we would use the whole article.

Another writer, Mr. John McLauchlan, of

London, Canada, confirming the quotation just

made, says:

The f^U of 1899 or 1900, I forget which, was exceptionally

dry in this district right through from August 15 until winter set

in. This was followed by a very dry spring with very little grass

of any kind until the later part of May, when a series of warm
rains commenced which continued almost daily until about the

20th of June. The effect was marvelous. By the end of June

the fields and roadsides were one beautiful mass of white clover

and alsike, and the honey crop was the best my memory can re-

call. John McLauchlan.
London, Canada, Feb. 22.

Mr. E. Lamont, of New Dover, Ohio, says:

" Late summer and fall drouths, as a rule, harm
clovers but little ... 1 doubt if, in the

long run, the conditions brought about by last

year's dry spell are a damage to the bee-keepers

of the white-clover districts;" and then, implying

that a wet fall is too much of a good thing, he

adds: "I am satisfied that a rank growth of clo-

ver at any time, except white clover, does not

yield the nectar that it otherwise would. This
is proven conclusively in the case of red and al-

sike clovers that are cut for seed, as there is never

so much seed on the low ground, where the

growth is rankest." And then he concludes by
saying that he believes it is an advantage, in point

of nectar secretion, that clovers should have an

occasional setback by drouth.

Taking it all in all, the weight of testimony is

to the effect that bee-keepers who depend on clo-

ver for their honey have not so much to fear from

a drouth in thefall as from.winter-killing or drouth

during June; but even then white clover, nine

years out of ten, will stand a heaving of the soil

that would kill red and alsike.

Another writer makes the point that damage
done by a severe drouth will usually be repaired

providing we get in time some good soaking

rains. If the spring rains are all followed by a

severe drouth, clovers will be killed outright.

We have endeavored to give here the essential

facts of all this mass of testimony. It speaks lor

itself.
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Stray Straws
Dr. C. C. Millep, Marengo, III.

Uncapping with an upward stroke has been
getting out ot style lately; but W. A. Chrysler,

p. 130, makes It look all right when done his

way.

Some day there will be an uncapping-knife
made with two handles like a drawing-knife.
[We doubt whether such a knife will ever be
practicable.

—

:Ed.]

Ulrich Kramer, the indefatigable Swiss bee-

master, has been titled " Ehrendoktor " by the

University of Bern. Congratulations, Herr Prae-
sident Dr. Kramer!

C. B. Palmer, page 140, asks in what part of

the super to put bait sections when we do not use

an excluder. Frankly, I don't know. I gener-
ally put one in the center of the first super. If

plenty are on hand it might be better to put one
at each corner.

F. DuNDAS Todd, p. 141, has put a blight up-
on my young life which I may never outgrow.
To think that, without a word of warning, he
would let me go on and do all those dreadful
things, and then hold me up as an " awful ex-

ample " afteward! I have my opinion of such a

man.

G. M. DooLiTTLE, you've made a good lay-
out for the bees, page 126. But why omit soft

maple.!' Coming so much earlier, isn't it worth
three times as much as hard maple.? Then I

should want dandelion—worth moie than apple-
bloom here, and we have lots of apple-bloom
too. You say basswood after the clovers. Here
basswood, what little there is of it, comes in clo-

ver-blrom.

R. F. HoLTERMANN, we mustn't always draw
general conclusions fiom a single datum. What
is true for M. A. Foure, p. 123, does not settle

all. There is no disputing that the flight of bees
is affected by the position of the sun. I've often
noticed that, in rather cool air, bees in the sun
would be flying, and those in the shade still. En-
ticing them to fly may be a good thing— it may
be a bad thing—depends on circumstances.

F. W. Redpield, p. 133, says, " If honey must
be sold at a reduction, then why not to outside
States to the large dealers, rather than to the lead-
ing merchants of the home town?" That's all

right if your honey nets you more by shipping to

the other State. But that " If honey must be
sold at a reduction " sounds as if he would send
to an outside State, even at a loss. But how
about the other fellow? If he follows the same
rule and ships into your State at a loss, where are

you?

M. H. Mendleson, you're right, p. 128, that

top-bars sag with vertical wiring. Before hori-

zontal wiring was known 1 had hundreds of
frames wired vertically, and some top-bars sagged
badly. But the foundation didn't sag; and with
horizontal wiring I think foundation stretches at

the top more than is generally noticed—although
the queen notices it and doesn't use it. Better
avoid both errors and use vertical splints. [We
shall be glad to get reports from those who have

used the splints. Thousands of them were made
and sold last season and the year before. Frank-
ly, we have been afraid the bees would gnaw
around them, as was shown in the Atwater frame
shown on page 1127, Sept. 15ih issue of last year.

—Ed.]
Wax production, is it involuntary? Cer-

tainly, I think, in some cases. Stufi^ a bee with
honey, and make it stay stuff^ed, and likely you
are as sure of wax as you are of milk when you
stuff a cow with pumpkins But under ordinary
conditions, if the bee doesn't want wax she dis-

gorges the honey, and the cow doesn't disgorge
the pumpkins. Take two strong swarms, side

by side, in a bumper season, equal in every re-

spect. Give to the one fully drawn combs for

brood-chamber and supers, and give to the other

not even a foundation starter. The one without
combs may fill supers enough so that, if all the

combs are melted up, there will be, say, 10 lbs. of

wax. If wax production is entirely voluntary,

the other colony also produces 10 lbs. Where is

it? R. C. Aikin accounts for it, p. ^2, by saying
it is made into burr-combs, filled into cracks, etc.

Do you really believe they use 10 lbs. of it in that

way?
Let X represent the number of pounds of wax

obtainable from the combs given to the first col-

ony if they had been melted at the time of giv-

ing. Let J represent the wax obtained from all

the combs of the second colony at the close of

the season. At the close of the season, also ren-

der all the combs of the first colony. If the se-

cretion of wax is the same in each case, the total

wax from the first colony must be.v+>'- 'n

other words, from the first colony you will get

as much wax as from the other, plus the wax that

was originally in the combs given. Has that

ever been achieved? [You admit that bees would
secrete wax involuntarily if compelled to retain the

honey. In the time of a honey-flow, especially

basswood, is it not generally considered that the

bees consume very largely of their product? If

you feed bees for stimulation, and measure up
the amount fed by the amount stored, there is a

loss. Has it not been pretty well proven that the

amount of honey that the bees actually store is by
no means as large as the amount they actually

gather? Of course, we know there is a vast shrink-

age by the evaporation of water in the nectar as

well as a loss of that used for brood-rearing, but
even leaving that out of the account, there is a loss.

Well, this loss must be accounted for by the fact

that the bees consume it. If they grow fat on it,

why should they not involuntarily secrete wax
scales? But you ask what becomes of the wax.

It is dropped in the form of scales which (the bees

being too busy to gather up) is left there and wast-

ed. Has it not been proven that there are large

numbers of wax scales in the dirt on the bottom-
board during and immediately after a honey-flow?
We are not supporting the theory that bees se-

crete wax involuntarily under all conditions. We
believe there are enough data already to make us

believe that, under many conditions at least, wax
is secreted involuntarily, and, if not used in comb-
building, it is actually wasted. We hope some
experiment station will test this matter by a series

of careful experiments. The dirt from the bot-

tom-board should be carefully examined and an-

alyzed.

—

Ed.]
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES

By W. K. Morrison, Mf ina, O.

Several European bee-journals have made men-

tion of the death of Mr E. W. Alexander. They
take great pleasure in chronicling the " fact " that

he had an apiary of 1200 colonies of bees. Mr.

A. never claimed to have more than 750.

OKKA AS A HONIY-PLANT.

There is a prospect that this excellent southern

vegetable, so dear to the heart of soup-makery,

will be far more extensively planted than former-

ly. It has been found to be excellent for paper-

making, as the stalks are very fibrous It is a

very fair honey-plant; and should it be grown
on an extensive scale it will be a valuable asset to

bee-keepers. The okra grows fairly well at Me-
dina — that is, the improved kinds grown for

their pods.
-^

PURE FOOD IV FRANCE.

In September last there was held at Geneva,

Switzerland, an international congress for the

suppression of food frauds. One of the measures

decided on was an international system of uni-

form names or definitions lor food products.

The man asked to define honeys, honey-brtad,

sugars, glucoses, etc., is M. bilz, expert chemist

to the French Court of Appeals. As Dr. Wiley
was honorary president of that congress, doubt-

less he will soon inform us what is the definition

of the word " honey." B^uropean bee-keepers

are just as well pleased with the new pure-food

laws as Americans are.

THE BEST HARNJSS-DHES-ING.

Three ounces of turpentine and two ounces of

refined beeswax are dissolved together over a slow

fire. Then add one ounce of ivory black and a

dram of indigo, well pulverized and mixed to-

gether. When the wax and turpentine are dis-

solved, add the ivory black and indigo, and stir

till cold. Apply very thin. Wash afterward,

and you will have a beautiful polish. This
blacking keeps the leather soft. It is excellent

for buggy-tops and harness. In England a large

amount of beeswax is used by the makers of har-

ness-dressing. The above is the usual recipe.

BEES IN GUADALOUPE; DO THEY WORK ON CO-

COA AND COFFEE.?

Mr. Holtermann refers to the fertilizing power
of bees on cocoa and coffee in Guadaloupe— see

page 123. This statement has been repeated for

many years, and the Dutch government hired Mr.
Frank Benton to take some bees out to Java for

that very purpose, thinking, no doubt, that what
was feasible in Guadaloupe would work out faiily

well in the East Indies. The worst of it is, that

there are very few " honey bees " in Guadaloupe,
and not so very long ago I was there and found
none. Moreover, our bees seldom notice cocoa-
blossoms. I have watched cocoa for years, and
never saw them on it; but others have told me

they did visit it, and possibly in some places they

do. There are quite a good many stingless bees

in Guadaloupe, and they visit cocoa somewhat.

As to coffee, bees go fairly wild over its beauti-

ful snow-like blossoms; but it blooms only 24 to

48 hours, hence they can not get a crop from it.

This refers to Arabian coffee. Liberian blossoms

longer.

The trouble, I believe, is that Guadaloupe is

not a good place to grow cocoa. It is too windy,

and much of the soil is not fit for it By the

way, cocoa is habitually mis'ipelled. The proper

way is cacao, pronou ced kak-cow.

RFAL CORN SYRUP.

An effort is being made by Prof. F. L. Ste-a't,

of Murrysville, Pa., to intere t the commercial

world in the manufacture of sugar from the ordi-

nary Indian corn. By preventing the stalk from

forming ears, the plant becomes a sugar producer

almost equal to sugar-cane. He says the sugar

content is about 13 per cent, equivalent to 200

lbs. of sugar per ton, which is about the same as

the proportions in sugar cane. The " corn syrup
"

sold in most grocery stores is not made from

corn, but from starch, and any starch will answer

the purpose. Syrup from corn would compe-e

with honey, but such a competitor would be just

and fair.

W*.\' IN PLANTS.

Allusion has been made on a former occasion

to the abundance of wax in the sugar-cane plant

Lo^g ago a New Orleans apothecary pioved it

was closely alhed to beeswax in composition.

Later studies show wax is quite common in the

^egetable world Mr. Edward Step, in his new
book, "The Living Plant," has this to say of it:

" Wax is another frequent vegetable production,

especially in the torrid zone, where many of the

wax-bearing plants supply the natives with lig' t.

This substance gives the bloom to the plum cher-

ry, and grape; and 'the raindrops lie on the waxy

surface of the cabbage-leaf like balls of diamond,

from the total reflection of the light at their point

of contact' Wax is secreted in the cuticle for

the purpose of getting rid as rapidly as pos ible

of the water which is deposited on the furfare of

the leaves, or to prevent excessive loss of water

by transpiration. " Evidently wax cut" a big fig-

ure in this old world of ouis. Further on the

same author says: "The delicate waxen blo< m
of many plants presents some curious forms u -

der the microscope. The bloom on the rye,

familiarized in a popular song, consists cf dense

agglomerations ot rods or net dies of wax, and is

a most interesting object for examination. So,

too, is the wax coating of the leaves of the bana-

na (Mw.f«), which conss s of little rods whii h

stand erect on the cuticle like so many Lillipu-

tian posts, while the "frosting" of the leaves of

many lilies is made up of tiny granules of wax."

I am decidedly of the opinion that beeswax will

play a far larger part in the industries ot the fu-

ture than it has hitherto. What we want is a

"square deal." Something will have to be done

with such sub titutes as paraffine and ozokerite

before the production of beeswax will stand on a

sound basis. Let us have the provisions of the

pure food laws applied to all " jh'ddy " gocds.
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tix.

"Spring cleaning" should be more in vogue
among bee-keepers. Now is the time for it.

Those who clean up the apiary, honey-house, and
every thing else before the busy.season, and have
every thing in apple-pie order, will have a smooth
path to travel the rest of the season; the others, a
rough one.

That book about honey, p. 54, is of much in-

terest to me. It will be remembered that my de-

sire was to see a book about honey published
like that on beeswax by Mr. Cowan. Now we
have one, but in German. But, say, to whom
must I send my 75 cents.'' [Send to the publish-

er, A. Hartleben, Leipzig, Germany.— Ed.]

4^

A PLEA FOR SHALLOW FRAMES

Say, Mr. Crane, come down and we'll take off

honey together, p. 100. Several have been here

who doubted my record (.?), but, fortunately for

me, went away. Yes, the shallow-frame supers

have many advantages if used rightly. But there

are many who do not agree with me. It is not
inconvenient to have the shallow supers over reg-

ular Langstroth-frame brood-chambers; but why
not have the same thing throughout—shallow-
frame bodies for brood-chambers, section-supers,

extracting-supers, and all, as we do.''

SHALIOVV FRAMES DON 'T NEED WIRING.

A tedious job is that of having to string your
frames with wire. It's not only a waste of time,
but an extra expense. The only way we over-

come this is by the use of shallow frames and a
divisible hive. No wire is needed in these frames,
which are only 5^ inches deep; and not only is

the wire saved, but lighter grades of foundation
can be used, which means a great saving in that

respect. Thin super foundation is used for full

sheets, and extra-thin can be used for starters.

As proof of this we shall have over 25,000 of these

frames in use this season. We are nailing up
several shipments of such frames now, and find all

the end bars pierced with holes for wires, and
wire and small nails included, making only an
extra expense, which can be saved.

PAINTING HIVES.

Since such fellows as Dr. Miller and others
have caused several (perhaps many) bee-men not
to waste time and money in painting their hives
I have thought it worth while to experiment, and
two seasons' use of unpainted hives is enough
for me. Of course, the southern conditions may
have a lot to do with it. All kinds of lumber
not protected by paint will twist, warp, check,
and split. This can not be to'erated in a bee-
hive. A little extra expense and time will not
only keep the hives neat in appearance, but hold
them together. It is much more agreeable to

work with the painted ones. Dr. Miller would
rather throw his unpainted hives away when mak-

ing a cliange to some other style, since the old

ones would be too much worn out any way. I

would keep them from wearing out by painting,

and then sell them for more than enough to pay
for the paint.

<$>

"shaking BEES," AGAIN.

Yes, don't go " crazy " about shaking bees, p.

74. 1 differ with Geo. W. Williams in this re-

spect. He shakes the bees hdter skelter off the

combs and out of the hives—shakes them all to

pieces in front of the hives, and lets them crawl
in again; and they are only too glad to get back
and restore things to rights. He gets the effect,

but he goes too far. First, it seems cruel to me
to treat them so severely, and then say, "Now,
go to work, be gads, or I'll shake ye again." Be-
sides, it takes lots oif time, and could hardly be
practiced with a thousand colonies. I know that

frequent " shakings " of a colony will make them
work better; but instead of going to the extreme
I make use of this stirring-up at various times of

the season when we are manipulating the hives

for certain reasons. A few of these aie mention-
ed, p. ,102. This kind of "shaking" pays.

-^

a BOOK ON HONEV-PLANTS.

A " botany of honey-flowers " would be a great

thing for us bee-keepers, page 79; but have you
thought what size such a volume would make,
Grant Stanley.? You say the book should contain
every possible known honey and pollen producing
plant in America. It should be durably bound,
and of (onvenient size to carry in the pocket."
But why have a pocket size.? If one considers

how many large volumes are needed for the bot-

any of different parts of the United States alone,

and the great number of plants, etc. , which would
fall under the above list of honey-flowers, it is at

once apparent that a botany of the honey-plants
of America would make a very large volume in-

deed. My preliminary list of Texas honey-plants
alone, as published by the Texas Experiment Sta-

tion, is very brief, and contains only a part of

the honey-plants here, yet it numbers 31 ptages

the size of Gleanings.

the effect of the age of honey on the
QUALITY.

That honey will keep forever has been a gen-
eral bflief by most of us, and I have often re-

peated the statement that, the older honey gets,

the better it is. I have heard of " a barrel of hon-
ey twenty years old, and better than when first

stored away. " Now, it appears thajLppinions dif-

fer on this subject. About two d(Sfen bottles of

honey that were put up at different temperatures

in a honey-heatingexperiment at A. and M. Col-
lege several years ago I find have changed very

materially in every case. It was some of my best

honey, put up after being heated at temperatures
varying from 128° to 180° Fahr. There were
several of each temperature, all labeled and tight-

ly sealed; and the most remarkable part of it is

that there is a great difference in the contents of

bottles of the same temperature. None of it re-

sembles the good quality of honey bottled, and
the levulose and dextrose have separated in each.

All is very dark.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

Those who fail to read the Home department
of Gleanings for Jan. 1 will miss some of the

best things between the covers.

Dr. Miller, p. 50, gives 82.6 as the per capita

consumption of sugar in the United States. Now
will he give us the per capita consumption of

honey.''

Mr. Holtermann, page 20, Jan. 1, says that,

with abundance of rain, alsike sown in spring
sometimes comes into bloom the same season,

but rarely yields much honey. Same here.

The testimony of J. Enclund, p. 39, Jan. 1, is

the first positive statement I have seen on feeding
beet sugar where it was positively known that

the sugar was from beets. Not so bad, after all.

Mr. Holtermann, p. 1428, recommends cotton
batting for stopping up leaks in hives, especially

when moving. His head is level. There is noth-
ing better. I have used it for the last twenty
years when needed.

^
On page 50, Dr. Miller suggests wisely that

there may be a difference in the time of sealing

up queen-cells. I believe he is right, and that

bees often seal queen larva? before they are near-

ly grown.

Mr. Morrison, on page 22, Jan. 1, refers to the

advice of some one as to keeping surplus honey on
hives late in the season, and he says it will gran-

ulate, etc. He might have added that it will

condense the moisture rising from the brood-nest,

and the condensation on the surplus combs will

be absorbed by the honey, thereby injuring its

quality.

Page 48, Jan. 15, ye editor asks if the plan of

shaking to increase the working energy of bees
is a joke. I think not; or if it is, the joke is on
the bees, for I have found, as a rule, it increases

their efficiency. It is no uncommon thing to

find that such colonies, after robbing them of

their brood-combs, giving them empty ones in-

stead, store more than those by their side undis-

turbed. ^
HONEY VS. CANDY CONSUMPTION.

Dr. Miller informs us, p. IS, Jan. 1, that if the

people of this country only ate honey as they do
candy, then a population of 3000 would consume
25,000 lbs. of honey. Well, doctor, I will tell

you what will go a long way toward doing it.

When bee-keepers and honey-dealers put up their

honey in as small and attractive packages as the

confectioners do, it will help more than the most
of us are accustomed to think. We sell hun-
dreds (I think I might say thousands) of pounds
of honey that retails for 40 cts. a pound, and it

is no better than other honey we sell for 12 '2 cts.,

simply because it is in small attractive packages.

Page 18, Jan. 1, Dr. Miller inquires, " Doesn't
your honey-board make more even wo-k in sec-
tions, etc.? " Yes, sir. I have noticed it; but as
a rule I have put the honey-board on too late to
receive th-j full benefit in this direction. Since
that article appeared illustrating my honey-board
I have been informed that Mr. Harbison, of Cal-
ifornia, used just such a board for the express
pupose of getting his sections filled more even-
ly, and that it was a complete success for that
purpose.

Will the drouth affect the clover for next sea-
son? Yes and no. In some sections where the
drouth was very severe, and especially on clay
soil, the white clover is practically all dead. But
where there were some showers there seemed at
the beginning of winter considerable clover. [See
editorial discussion elsewhere.

—

Ed.] Alsike clo-
ver will stand more drouth and freezing in winter
or spring than white clover. But there appears
to be some compensation. Such severe drouths
as last year seem to bring up to the surface, or
within the reach of plants, elements of fertility

that are not usually within reach; and flowers,
what there are, may yield honey more abundant-
ly as a result of the drouth.

E. D. Townsend tells us, p. 24, that the main
advantage of a capp'ng-melter, as he sees it, is the
saving of honey that usually goes to waste, and
represents his loss as three or four hundred pounds
annually. I do not believe so much waste is

necessary. It is an easy matter to melt cappings
in a double boiler and then separate the honey
from wax without harm to either. Or they can
be melted up with water, and the diluted honey
fed back to the bees. [It is true that cappings
may be melted in a double boiler, and the hon-
ey and wax separated; but if there are barrels of
cappings the time required is considerable. It

would be cheaper to arrange the double boiler so
that the cappings will fall into it direct from the
knife so that they will not need to be handled
again —Ed.]

On page 22 Mr. Morrison objects to my objec-
tion to calling honey, diluted with water, honey
cider. I will tell you why. Cider has been used
to such an extent here in New England for tip-

pling purposes that it is no credit to honey to be
confounded with that word. Besides, the diction-
ary limits the use of the word cider to the juice of
fruits, principally of apples. Hesays," We speak
of apple cider, peach cider, pear cider, quince
cider, etc. Why not honey cider.?" I answer,
because honey and water mixed is not the juice

of fruits; and, further, because, if we could say
honey cider, then a mixture of sugar or molasses
and water would be sugar cider or molasses cider.

How do you like it.? My mother used to make
vinegar out of these mixtures. Honey and wa-
ter will make quite as good vinegar without call-

ing the mixture cider as it will to give it that

name. It is quite different with vinegar which
is derived from various sources, and so we have
the terms cider vinegar, malt vinegar, wine vine-

gar, beet-root vinegar, beer vinegar, honey vine-

gar, etc.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York

UNDERSTANDING OUR LOCALIIY.
" Mr. Doolittle, not long ago you told how

your bees gathered pollen and honey from certain

trees and plants, and I came over this morning to

ask you how you know that these things give

the honey. How can you tell that the bees are

not stealing the honey from the hives of other

bees or from some grocer's sugar-barrel.?"

"Well, Mr. Stevens, allow me to ask you how
you know that the English sparrows eat wheat "

"That is easy enough! I have seen them eat

wheat with my chickens."
" Yes. And I have seen the bees gathering

pollen and nectar from all of the plants and trees

about which I have written, and I am just as

confident about the matter as you are that the

English sparrows eat wheat."
" Do you think it necessary for a man to know

about the sources from which his bees obtain

their pollen and nectar.?"
" I certainly do. One of the most important

factors of successful bee-keeping is a thorough
knowledge of the locality. Many bee-keepers

do not seem to realize the importance of this, as

their actions show; for if they did we should not

hear so often of those who delayed making hives

and sections till the surplus season was on, or of

those who delayed putting on the supers till the

best part of the honey season was over, or of

those equally unwise who add the surplus room
so early in the season that their colonies are

greatly injured by the great amount of room
when there are but few bees in the hives below."
"Then you think such things should be stud-

ied into by the beginner.?"
" I think all work with the bees, if successful-

ly done, should be done with an eye open to the

probable time of the blossoming of the main nec-

tar-producing plants and trees in the locality.

Of course, the pollen part is not so necessary to

know about, except when some tree or plant is

likely to give an excess of pollen as the hard ma-
ple does in this part of York State. Then it is

well to open the hives at the close and remove
frames solid with pollen to give to colonies de-

ficient in the same when a scarcity comes later."
" But how do you prepare for any known crop

of nectar so as to help matters any.?

"

" All bee-keepers worthy of the name know
that the queen is the mother bee, and lays all the

eggs from which the bees eventually come. Aft-
er the egg is deposited in the cell, it takes ap-

proximately three days for it to incubate, when a

larva hatches from the egg. As soon as hatched,
this larva is fed by the nurse bees for approxi-

mately six days, when it has grown so as nearly

to fill the cell. At this time the cell is capped
over, and this larva undergoes the changes neces-

sary for it to emerge from the cell a perfect bee,

which it does in about twelve days from the time
the cell was sealed over, or approximately twen-
ty-one days from the time the queen laid the egg
in the cell."

" Yes; but bees are hatching at all times of the

year, except winter; so what has that got to do
with the matter.?

"

"Take, for ins ance, the blossoming of white
clover, which we will suppose is our main nectii-

producing plant in our locality. To get the bees

in good condition for it, we must commence op-

erations with them at least six weeks previous to

its blossoming, for it takes at least six weeks to

build up a colony so it will be able to do the

best work on a given field of blossoms. Hence,
as white clover blossoms in this locality about
June 16 we must commence to secure our bees

for this harvest as early as the first of May."
"But I thought you said that it took only

twenty-one days from the time the egg was laid

till the perfect bee emerges from the ceil."
" So 1 did. But this perfect bee takes six da) s

to straighten up to where it is ready for a flight

from the hive, when a colony is in a normal con-
dition, and ten days more of inside work before

it has grown to a full-fledged field worker, while

the greatest number of field workers is not ob-

tained for a we k to ten davs longer."

"But all do not have white clover."

I know they do not. Suppose the yield came
from basswood, which opens from July 10 to 15,

there being no more clover than is needed to keep
up brood-rearing; then commencing to stimulate

the bees for this harvest as early as May 1 would
be labor and stores thrown away, as the useless

expenditure of honey needed in producing bees

to loaf around waiting for the basswood harvest

would detract just so much from the success we
desire to attain. If we have a field of grain to

cut, requiring the labor of twenty men to harvest

it, we would not hire these men two to three

weeks before the grain is ripe, feeding and pay-
ing them during the time; and we should learn

to use common sense in regard to the bees the

same as we do in other things. When we are

told to commence to feed and stimulate the bees

as early as possible in the spring, it is well to

know what tliese bees can secure from such stim-

ulation; and if nothing is ready for them to har-

vest, let us leave the stimulation alone till the re-

sulting bees can work to advantage in the har-

vest. Again, if we do not get the bees ready for

the harvest till after it is over, it would be like

hiring the twenty men after the grain had become
ripe and had spoiled on the ground. We should
have to pay them and feed them when there was
nothing for them to do. So the man who brings

the greatest number of bees on the stage of action

at any period of honey dearth wastes all the stores

necessary for their production, as they become
merely consumers instead of producers. They
are worse than useless."

" But we must have a lot of bees in the colony
at all tiines of the year, must we not.'"

"If by this 'lot' you mean enough to insure

the rapid building-up of the colony in time to

take advantage of any honey-flow I would say

yes. But if you mean that the colony should be

up to its maximum strength at all times without

regard to the one, two, or three seasons of sur-

plus from kno^Lvn sources, then I say we shall be
feeding a promiscuous multitude with no definite

end in view. It seems plain to me that, to be
the most successful as apiarists, we must have a

full force of bees at just the right time to take

advantage of the harvest; and in order to do this

we must study our locality and know the bloom-
ing time of the flowers which give us our surplus.

"
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BY THERON BROWN.

I suck the dews of May and June

When blossom-time is young
;

All summer long you hear my tune

In spicy gardens sung
;

September days I swim amid

The buckwheat's milky foam,

But—never lost and never hid

—

I know the bee-line home.

Sometimes where plum or peach begins

To blush I love to stay,

Or pasture-mint or thistle wins

My flight a mile away.

A thousand circles I describe,

Vet never where I roam

Forget my master and my tribe,

Nor miss the bee-line home.

Praise pinks and milkweeds to the bee.

Wild rose and goldenrod,

Or call the fragrant basswood-tree

The honey-maker's god.

But banks of bloom could ne'er delay

The call that bids me come,

Nor tempt the hive-born heart astray

That knows the bee-line home.

There brim the crystal nectar-cups,

The pollen-cakes are clean.

There, soothed with tender music, sups

The brown-eyed castle queen.

What wonder that I longing seek

My walls of flowery comb

And quit the balmiest posy's cheek

To wing the bee-line home ?

Ye bees that walk on human feet.

You hurry everywhere,

But straight for you a shining street

Leads homeward through the air.

To find it in your evening flight,

Unlost amid the gloam,

Have you the light that burns at night,

And shows the bee-line home.?

— Courtrty Chriitian Endeavor H'$rld,
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General
Correspondence

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR
BEGINNEKS.

How I Became a Successful Manager of
Bees on a Large Scale.

BY E. D. TOWN SEND.

One day in June, 1876, my younger brother

and sister coming from school saw a swarm of

bees fly overhead. I can remember it as well as

though it were yesterday, how 1 found fault with

them for not telling meiintil after the swarm was

out of sight. Probably fifteen or twenty minutes

had elapsed after the bees had pass' d over the

road; and since colonies in movable-frame hives

were worth $10.00 in those days, and since I had

had the bee fever for some two years, 1 made up
my mind to locate that swarm. I was shown
where it c ossed the road and the direction it took.

Before 1 had gone into the woods ten rods I heard

the bees entering a tree, and I soon saw them, for

many were still on the outside, while others were

circling around making a great noise. They en-

tered a limb well up toward the top of a large

elm
That night I asked a bee-keeper when it would

be best to transfer the bees from the tree to a

frame hive, and he told me that I could do no
better than to do it immediately, for the reason

that, if the tree were fell'^d before the bees had

time to build any comb they could be hived like

a natural swarm, without the inconvenience of

transferring sticky combs, etc. A third of a cen-

tury has elapsed since this took place; and if I

were asked to day how to manage in such a case

I would give the same answer that this bee-keep-

er gave me Well, the tree was cut while the

bees wereflyingduring the next day; and although

their entrance had been 60 ft from the ground
not a bee was lost; for as soon as those in the tree

started into the new hive, all of the bees heard

the "homing hum " and entered the new hive

with the rest.

As soon as the tree was down, and before the

bees got over being demoralized, the bee-keeper

who was helping me ran toward the top of the

tree; and as soon as he could locate the entrance

he smoked the bees so that they could be handled

without fear of stings. By sawing in on each

side of the entrance, and splitting off a portion of

the limb, we opened the cavity where the bees

were. The hive was then placed with the entrance

as near as possible to the part where most of the

bees were, and with a tin dipper the greater part

of them were dipped up and emptied at the hive

entrance. By the time we had most of the bees

dipped out of the tree in front of the new hive

there was this loud " homing " call as the bees

commenced running in. At this point of the

procedure the few bees that were left in the tree

were smoked until they took wing, and then we
stepped back so as to be out of the way. All of

the flying bees, attracted by the loud hum, soon

entered the new hive, which was moved home
that night when all flying was over for the day.

It occurs to me to mention here the fact that

any beginner noticing a swarm issuing should
not rush oflf to a neighbor for a hive, leaving the

swarm clustered, for, as likely as not, the bees
will be gone on his return. The better way is to

hive them in a soap-box or any thing else, for

that matter, that can be used temporarily, and,
when hived, the box should be set on the stand
where it is to remain until the new hive can be
brought. Then, as soon as the new hive is ob-
tained, he should go to the swarm in the box and
blow some smoke in at the entrance in order to

avoid stings. (A beginner should wear a veil

until he is thoroughly acquainted with the bees,

simply so that he will not be nervous.)

As soon as the new hive is ready the box should
be removed from the stand and the empty hive

set in its place, with a board slanting up from the

ground to the entrance. Now the swarm may be
hived just as though it still hung on the tree or

limb where it clustered at first. By carefully

lifting the box off^ the bottom-board, and carry-

ing it to the new hive, most of the bees can be
shaken out on to the alighting-board with a quick
jerk, and they will run in just as though they had
been shaken from a limb.

To return to my swarm taken out of the tree,

I will simply say that it was divided that season,

both colonies gathering sufficient honey to win-
ter well. My next step after getting the bees
home was to subscribe for Gleanings. It began
coming in July, and has been coming regularly

ever since.

TOOLS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

An indispensable tool in the apiary is a good
smoker. After using all of the different sizes of

smokers made I recommend the larger sizes as

being far superior to the smaller ones. A smok-
er of the 3)4 or 4 inch size is the proper one to

buy. They cost a trifle more than the smaller

ones, but this extra cost is offset many times, for

they burn longer and give off a more dense smoke;
in fact, there is no argument that can be advanc-
ed in fivor of the small smoker. A common
mistake that most beginners make is to buy small

or cheap tools and hives. I believe that the main
reason why the eight-frame hive is more univer-

sally used than the ten-frame is becau e the first

cost is less, and those who start with the eight-

frame hesitate to make the change.

HOW MANY COLONIES TO START WITH.

The first things to decide upon are the number
of colonies to buy, the size of hives, and the sea-

son of the year when the start should be made.
When I began bee-keeping, many of the colonies

around me were in hives of a size and style not

to my liking; in fact, there was no standard frame
in use then as there is now, and the beginner

simply followed some one of the leading honey-
producers, adopting his hive and frame. All

these things are now changed, and the beginner
will have no trouble in finding bees in hives con-

taining regular Langstroth frames. 1 h's frame
has more points in its favor than any other at the

present time, and I would advise the beginner to

adopt it.

There is a great diversity of opinion as to the

proper number of frames to use in a hive. The
majority use eight frames; but quite a number
use ten frames to the hive, and a few think that
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twtlve frames are none too many for the best re-

sults. It is not the intention ot this article to go
into the discussion of tlie hi e question; but if

the beginner will take my advice he will adopt
the ten-frame hi^e for the production of comb
honey, but especially for extracted honey.

After deciding on the size of hive it is impor-
tant to get the right number of colonies to start

with. Beg nners should understand from the

first that there is much to learn, and that the first

few years will be largely experimental, so that,

not much money will be made at first. '1 he ex-

perience can be acquired about as well with a few
colonies as with a large number, and the expense

is much less. When starting on a small scale,

the increase of bees and experience go toget^^er.

It is noticeable that those wno have gone into

the bee business on a large scale from the very

first, without making an effort to get the neces-

sary experience, have usually turned their atten-

tion to something else in a few years, usually go-

ing back to what they did before. This is the

natural thing; for since they knew nothing about
the I'roducing of a paying crop of honey the ven-

ture proves a failure.

1 would recommend at the start from two to

four colonies, whether the beginner has much
capital or not. I do not think that one without
experience can go into this business and depend
upon hired expeiienced help to do the work, for

he must know the details himself before he can
manage others in such a way as to make a finan-

cial success of his plans.

HOW TO BUY BEFS.

In looking for colonies to buy it is well to se-

lect them from yards in the vicinity of the place

where we expect to establish an apiary, if such
ran be found, for in this way no more bees are

brought into the locality. This is a strictly

business proposition, and the amount that one
can atford to pay extra for colonies that are al-

ready within perhaps a mile of the proposed api-

ary is a little hard to tell The number of colo-

nies a location will support, and the number al-

ready there, aie determining factors. If the be-

ginner has any doubts as to whether the location
will warrant its bringing in new colonies, he
should buy them near home, even if the price is

twice what it would be at a more distant point.

During my early experience in bee-keeping
there were a good many small apiaries around
me, isolated from other yards, so that the bees
had unlimited pasturage; and these few colonies
in a place always gathered more surplus honey
than those in the main yards where perhaps a
hundred colonies were kept. The fewer bees in

a given locat on, the larger the crop of honey,
other things being equal.

WHEN TO START.

An experienced bee-keeper need not hesitate to

buy bees any season of the year. Some of the
best bargains are found in the tall, for it is then
much eas'er to buy bees than in May, when the
prospect of a honey crop is near at hand. How-
cer, for one without experience, May is the best
month to purchase bees, for he will be sure of
having them through one surplus season at least

before he has the wintering problem to contend
with, and this much experience will help him in

the solving of the winteiing problem.

NOT NECESSARY TO BUY OLD HIVES.

When buying bees, see that the combs are in

good modern frames of Langstroth size. The
hive is of secondary importance; for if the combs
are of the worker size, and straight and true, they
can be transferred to frames in new hives. This
is the way most of our buying is done; for after

the bees are transferred the old hives are returned,
for we do not want them If the beginner were
to buy three or four old hives, and use them in

connection with new ones, they would never be
satisfactory. It usually happens that bees can
be bought enough cheaper without the hives to

make it more economical all around to buy new
hives outright.

In my next article I will tell how we select the
bees, move them home, and I will also have
something to say concerning supplies necessary
to work with, etc.

Remus, Mich.

IRRIGATED DISTRICTS FOR BEE-
KEEPERS.

BY I. A. GREEN.

[The following came from our old friend and correspondent, J.
A. Green, who at the time of writing was in New York, about to
engage passage for England. We hope to hear from him on his
European tour.

—

Ed]

Wesley Foster's warning to those who expect a
newly opened irrigated district to be valuable to

bee-keepers at once was well put. He might
have gone further and told how, in some cases,

irrigated d stricts cease to be of value to bee-
keepers in the course of time. This is the case
in parts of Mesa County already. The land has
become so valuable for fruit-growing that alfalta

is no longer raised, and sweet clover and similar
plants are not alloAed to occupy much ground
Land that is worth anywhere from $500 to $2500
per acre is too valuable to be allowed to produce
much in the way of honey-yielding plants. Of
course, the fruit-trees yield their nectar in season;
but, though there are hundreds of acres of solid

bloom, there are not bees enough at that season
to get more than a small part of it, and later there

is almost nothing for them to gafher.

An irrigating project that has rot been men-
'ioned is the" High Line Canal "at Grand Junc-
tion, which the government has practically de-
cided to build. This will open up a large tract

of land to the irrigator, but most of it will be so

quickly planted to fruit that there is not much
encouragement for bee keepers in the project.

BEtT AND CANE SUGAR.

W. K. Morrison, in speaking of the produc-
tion of beet sugar some time ago, mentioned the

beet sugar factories of Colorado and adjoining
States, and said that all the sugar they produced
was uesd at home. I am away from home as I

wti'e this, and can not give the exact figures of

Colorado's sugar production, but his statement
is certainly far out of the way. I doubt if even
one fourth of the product of Colorado's sugar-
factories is consumed within the State, or even
the adjoining S'ates.

A feature of this matter that has, perhaps, es-

caped his attention, and that is very interesting

to me, is the large amount of cane sugar that is
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used in the beet-sugar-producing districts. We
have a large beet-sugar factory at Grand Junc-
tion, jet cane sugar is shipped here in large

quantities. I have not been able to get exact

figures; but averaging the estimates of the lead-

ing grocers indicates that at least fifteen carloads

of cane sugar are shipped in annually, nearly all

being retailed within half a mile of the beet-su-

gar factory. There are, perhaps, several reasons

wny this is so. Some people say they do not like

tne beet sugar; some say it does not keep fruit as

well. Probably the majority of those who ob-

ject to it do so because of the large amount of

blueing in it, used to make it look white. Just

why the sugar- manufacturers should be permit-

ted to blue their sugar, apparently in plain viola-

tion of the pure-food laws, is a question I have

not seen answered. Another reason that I think

influences a great many is exasperation at the

hoggish action of the sugar trust in compelling
those who live within sight of the sugar-factory,

and who, by their poorly paid labor at raising

the beets, make the success of sugar production

possible, to pay a higher price for sugar than the

consumer a thousand miles away pays for the

same article. On this account they will not use

beet sugar at all, as a matter of principle. Un-
fortunately they are deluding themselves in this,

as the amalgamation of the beet and cane sugar

interests, only suspected before, is now an open-

ly acknowledged fact, so that they must pay their

tribute to the trust, whichever kind they use.

CLOTH COVtRS FOR BROOD-CHAMBERS.
Doubtless the most satisfactory all-around cov-

er to go next to the super or brood-chamber is a

board held by the sides of the hive a bee-space

above the frames or sections. In fact, nothing
else ought to be used above the sections unless

the tops of the sections are protected in some
way. But in our dry climate, covers have such

a habit of warping that it is difficult to find one
that will close the top of the hive tight without
the aid of the bees, who will seal such cracks

with propolis if they are given the opportunity.

But if this sealing at the top of the hive has been
disturbed after the time when the bees can gather

and work propolis, these cracks remain open.

Besides, the cover that was tight in the fall may
have warped so as to leave wide cracks in the

spring, so that there is great loss of heat at a time

when it is highly important that all the heat of

the hive be preserved, so that brood rearing will

not be retarded by this loss of heat, and, conse-

quently, of vitality. On account of this I prefer

to use cloth covers during the winter and spring.

"Quilts "some people call them; though why
they should be given this name is more than I

can tell. If these cloths are put over the hive at

a time when propolis is not being deposited free-

ly, the bees are apt to gnaw holes in them. In

order to prevent this I prefer to give them a coat-

ing that will make them more satisfactory to the

bees. The best way I have found to do this is

to take a pound of beeswax, a pound of rosin,

and half a pound of tallow, and melt them to-

gether. While still melted (not boiling hot) take

the vessel containing it out of doors a safe dis-

tance from any fire, and, while stirring it vigor-

ously, pour into it a gallon of gasoline. Lay
your cloths on a board or sheet of tin, and paint

them with this mixture, then hang them up to

dry, which will take only a short time. Thin
the mixture with more gasoline, if it needs it.

Articles of clothing, tents, wagon-covers, etc.,

may be water-proofed in the same way very sa'-

isfactorily.

THEORY OF CELLAR VENTILATION.
Various Methods Scientifically Discussed.

BY E. S. MILLER.

[ rue following article treat;, of the science of ventilation in a

masterly manner. Everyone who winters indoors, or who ex-

pects to build a bee-cellar next fall, should read this carefully.

It is not difficult to understand; and if the principles here set

forth are mastered, hundreds of colonies will be saved.

—

Ed.]

The problem of cellar ventilation is to the

bee-keeper an important one; but, judging by
the construction of most bee-cellars, the princi-

ples are apparently not well understood. In con-

sidering this question the following facts should

be kept in mind:
1. That warm air, volume for volume, is light-

er than cold air, and will rise to the top of the

cellar.

2. That moist air is lighter than dry air, and
will rise.

3. That, while the moisture is more apparent

at the bottom, owing to condensation, there is

really more water vapor at the top because of

higher temperature, and the consequently greater

capacity of the air for moisture.

4. If cold air is admitted at the top it will pass

downward, cooling and condensing the moisture,

especially that within the hives, while the warm
air escapes.

5. If there is a considerable number of colo-

nies in the cellar, the temperature within will al-

ways be several degrees higher than that of the

earth, no matter what may be the temperatuie
outside; hence the air within will tend to move
upward and out. It follows that, in order to

ventilate a cellar properly, it must, with the ex-

ception of ventilating-flues, be practically air-

tight.

It is generally conceded that, in order to insure

the best results, the cellar must not only be kept

reasonably dry, but also that there should be
maintained a nearly constant temperature with a

minimum of about 45° F., and a maximum of

about 50°. A temperature below 45° will terd

to condense moisture; while if much above 50°,

the bees will be likely to become restless. Fur-

thermore, there should be some means of removing
any noxious gases or foul odors, and of constant-

ly supplying pure air at the proper temperature.

In general there are two ways of securing the

above conditions; fiist, by taking advantage of

the differences between the nearly constant tem-
perature of the earth and that of the air within

and without the cellar; and, secondly, by the

use of artificial means—for example, the burning
of fuel in stoves or furnaces.

Let us suppose a cellar extending eight feet un-

der ground, frost-proof at the top, and, with the

exception of flues, made practically air-tight by
being plastered within, and with door and win-
dows tight. Let us suppose, also, there are two
or more underground pipes of six or eight inch

tile extending 25 feet or more at a depth of five

to eight feet. With the cellar upon or near a
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hillside, the problem is comparatively simple;

for let A, B, C, D, Fig. 1, represent a vertical

section of the cellar, and M A the surface of the

ground. Then in cold weather, the outdoor air

entering the pipe P will be warmed; and, being

A
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trance should be provided with some means of

varying the size of the opening. The opening
ought to be considerably smaller than the tile.

Tnis will cause the current to pass more slowly,

the tile acting as a chamber in which the temper-

ature of the air is modified before entering the

cellar. The pipes should extend several rods un-

der ground on both sides, and should be placed

well below the frost-line.

It is well known that, in the construction of

many bee-cellars, the foregoing facts and princi-

ples have not been considered, and yet the bees

have often passed through winter in a fairly good
condition. This, I believe, is in spite of im-

proper ventilation and not because of it. The
fact that they do not always winter in prime

condition is sufficient to warrant us in giving the

subject of cellar construction and ventilation a

more thorough and scientirtc ftudy; for under

proper conditions, and with sufficient stores, the

successful wintering of every colon? is practical-

ly a certainty. Another advantage to be no'ed

is that, if the bees have a supply of pure but cool

air, they may be kept quiet in ihe cellar consid-

erably later in the spring, thus avoiding much of

th loss due to bad weather.

Valparaiso, Ind.

ALSIKE CLOVER IN GOOD CONDI-
TION IN CANADA.

Winter-killing a Misnomer.

BY J. L. BYER.

Drouth in the fall is not injurious to the clover,

as this plant will stand a longer period of dry

weather, without being injured, than almost any
o-her kind of vegetation that I am familiar with.

By this statement I mean, of course, plants that

are native to our latitude and which thrive in it.

During the past fall and late summer one of the

most prolonged drouths in the history of our

country visited this section; but for all that, the

many acres of alsike around us never went into

winter in better condition. If the alsike sown in

the spring happens to be a poor " catch," and the

season unfavorable for the plants to develop well,

before the grain which has been used as cover

crop is cut I have known the young plants to be

killed, especially if a very hot dry spell had oc-

curred immediately after the grain had been cut.

If on the other hand, as was the case this year,

the "catch " is good, and the weather favorable

for the plants to develop their root growth, any
amount of drouth in the fall will not affect the

plants.

As to the term " winter-killing," as applied to

clover in the great majority of cases, it is a mis-

nomer— at least so far as oar experience goes in

the matter; and I might say that, previous to the

last five years, for twenty-five consecutive seasons

the writer was on a farm where the raising of

clover for its seed was one of the main crops. In

all that time I can recall only one year when the

clover was killed in the avinter. That season,

during the last week in January, a warm spell of

weather melted away all the snow; heavy rains

followed, and then it suddenly turned very cold,

the therm imeter standing at from 10 to 20 below
zero for about three weeks in succession; in fac,
it was the lo.igest cold spell on recoid for our
part of the country. Whether it was on account
of so much ice on top of the ground, or of the

intense cold on the unprotected plants, I can not
say; but it is a fact that that year the clover was
"winter-killed." However, more than once we
have had goods fields of clover ruined during the

months ot March and April. During the latter

part of March and early part of April, we oft.-n

(in fact, generallj) get days in which the sun
shines brightly, and thaws out the soil to ihe

depth of three or four inches; then at niglit it

freezes hard, and the result is that the clover is,

by this continuous thawing and freezing, literal-

ly " heaved " out of the ground. I have seen

fields of clover, particularly the common red va-

riety, in which nearly every plant was right out

of the ground, and this notwithstanding the fact

the roots of the plants were quite long; by actual

measurement some of them were ten inchfs in

length Of course, this length of root is an ex-

ception, and it is given only to show what rea Iv

unfavorable spring weather will do to clover. As
hinted at already, the ahike as well as the w'^ite

clover is not as liable to injury as the red vaiiety

;

but if the kind of weather conditions as describ-

ed last long enough it will hurt them too. Some
soils are moie apt to heave than are others. Un-
derdraining helps to remedy the evil, no matter
what the nature of the soil.

While what I have said has been more in con-
nection with the raising of alsike, we also -culti-

vated the common white or white Dutch, as it is

called by the seedsmen, for a number of years,

and so far as its wintering qualities are concerned,

there is very little difference between it and the

alsike. If any one takes the trouble to look at

an old pasture-field, in which white clover was
quite plentiful the previous summer, he will find,

after a spell of this alternate freezing and thaw-
ing, that many of the plants will be standing on
their toes, showing that, as with the alsike and
red varieties, it is the spring and not the winter

that does the damage.

50° TOO HIGH A TEMPERATURE FOR A BEE-CEL-
LAR.

The winter here has been quite moderate so

far, and I believe that the bees are wintering all

right. All of my bees are outdoors except 40 at

one yard that are in a cellar. The thermometer
in the cellar has never been higher than 48 nor

lower than 42, and the bees are much quieter at

the lower figure than at the other. There is a

furnace in the cellar, but the bees are separated

from the furnace-room by a partition of one inch

boards. The windows are open a good part of

the time in the other parts of the cellar, so that,

while the room where the bees are is quite dark,

yet there is plenty of fresh air at all times avail-

able for them. I can not understand how some
can keep the bees quiet at the high temperatures

often mentioned. Certainly the bees in this cel-

lar simply roar when it goes up to over 50, as was
the case last winter a few times.

Mount Joy, Ont.

[See editorial on the subject of drouth and

winter killing clovers, elsewhere in this issue.

—

Ed.]
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THE BAYLESS UNCAP

-

PING-MACHINE.

A Device for Cutting Cappings
from Both Sides of a Comb

at One Operation.

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN.

For many years bee-keepers en-

gaged in the production of extract-

ed honey liave desired something
more suitable for uncapping the

combs than the present honey-knife.

For my own part I have done very

little uncapping, as I have always
felt that my services were more
needed in the apiary. There is

mucii difference in the degree of

success that different operators have
id uncapping combs with the ordi-

nary knife. Some readily become
experts, while others never do.

Various uncapping-machines have
been suggested—two rollers, for in-

stance, with projecting pins to re-

move the cappings as they revolve

at high speed. I understand that a
machine of this nature has already
been used, but it does not appear to

have made much headway.
An u nc a p p 1 n g-machine that

would meet the requirements of

practical bee-keeping has been my
desire for some years; but after a good deal of

deliberation I had almost concluded to give the

subject no more thought, for the task seemed al-

most hopeless. However, so far as I can judge,
the Bayless uncapping-machine is likely to meet
the requirements of the apiarist, and others who

FIG. 2.

—

bayless' uncapping-machine.
In this model, the comb, beginning at the upper end-bar, is uncapped down to

the lower end-bar as the frame is pulled up.

have seen the machine work share this opinion
with me.

Mr. Wm. Bayless, of Brantford, Ontario, Can-
ada, has a mechanical turn of mind, his experi-

ence as a bee-keeper and his employment with a
firm which for years made bee-keepers' supplies,

giving him an
excellent o p-

portunity for

designing an
article of this

kind. His ma-
chine, which
is herewith il-

lustrated,
works well

;

and from the

simplicity of

its construc-
tion I judge
that the price

will bring it

within the
range of even
comparatively
small bee-
keepers. It

may be very
rapidly operat-

ed by hand,
or a device for

power can be
attached. Both
sides of the

combs are un-
capped simul-
taneously; the

machine may

FIG. 1.

—

bayless' uncapping-machine.
In ihis model, the comb, beginning at the bottom-bar, is uncapped down to the top-bar by the sliding

knife, a* the frame it pulled upward.
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WM. BAYLESS, BRANTFORD, ONT., CAN.

be built to hold the comb as in Fig. 1, with
the top-bar down; or as in Fig. 2, with the end-
bar down.
The lateral movement of the knives can be

confined to the space inside ihe frames, so that if

the end-bars in Fig. 1, or the top or bottom bars
in Fig. 2, should project beyond the combs they
need not interfere with the knives in the least. In
Fig. 1 the knives are arranged to uncap down to

the top-bar, but no further, so that a staple or
other spacing- device may be attached to the

side of the top-bar if desired. The knives when
running inside the frame can be set to cut the

comb down to any desired thickness; in fact, the

comb could be cut down to mere foundation if

necessary.

With the present tendency on the part of bee-

keepers to produce more wax, and on account of

the view that is now pretty generally accepted,
that it takes less honey to produce a pound of

wax than at one time supposed, there is, in my
estimation, considerable ground for uncapping
deep. The honey can be strained from the cap-
pings, and the latter rendered into wax by the

usual method. A uniform cut across the combs
makes straight regular combs— a desirable at-

tainment under all conditions. The question
may fairly be asked, " How will the machine
work in case the comb is of uneven thickness.'"

To answer this I will state that, in any system of

uncapping, only combs with a uniform base,

such as that secured by comb foundation, should
be used. Furthermore, if the combs bulge in

certain places such projections should be removed
any way, in order to make the comb more uni-

form for the next extracting. When there are
depressions, the depth to which the knives cut
can be quickly adjusted by means of a lever.

By this I mean that, while the machine is in mo-

tion, the depth of the cut can be adjusted to fit

he case. If the operator does not care to cut
deeper, or if there should be a spot where the

comb is so shallow that the knife does not touch
the surface, as might be the case with exception-
ally uneven combs, the remaining cappings could
be removed by means of a knife in the ordinary
way.

In Fig. 2, A is the handle of the clutch that

allows the comb held in the metal frame to pass
to the bottom of the machine when it is ready to

be uncapped. The uncapping is done while the

comb is pulled upward, for in this way the cap-
pings fall away from the knives by their own
weight as they are cut off. B is the hand lever

which throws the knives in position, and regu-
lates the depth to which they cut. C holds the

top-bar, now at the left side of the comb. It

may be very quickly adjusted to suit any varia-

tion in the size. D holds the bottom-bar firmly
in place. E is a device that allows the knife to

be adjusted to cut any depth, still retaining the

proper angle. G and H are the parts that hold
the knife, and that give to it the lateral motion
as it cuts.

A frame may be put into the machine, both
sides uncapped, and removed again in half a min-
ute. My preference is for the machine shown in

Fig. 1; but this is, perhaps, because I do not use
a wide end-bar, but have a staple for spacing in

the side of the top-bar.

Brantford, Ont. , Can.

[This machine is identical in principle with
the one brought out by Mr. Arthur C. Miller, of

Providence, R. I., in 1902. Indeed, a patent was
granted to him Oct. 14 of that year, covering ev-

ery feature of the Bayless machine. Of course,

the American patent would not interfere with the

use of this machine in Canada unless Mr. Miller
had the same thing patented there.

Some six or eight years ago Mr. Miller sent us
one of his machines, that embodied the general
principles shown in the Bayless. As we were
not then in position to give it a thorough test we
sent it to Mr. R. C. Aikin, of Loveland, Col.,
with the request that he not only try it but that

he get others to do so if it proved to be a success
in his hands.

Some time afterward he reported that he had
tested the machine, but that he could work more
rapidly and more satisfactorily by the ordinary
hand uncapping method. Mr. Miller himself,

we believe, gave the principle a test—how extend-
ed we do not know; but the fact that he after-

ward applied for a patent on an entirely different

principle for uncapping combs would seem to in-

dicate that his original machine, in his judgment,
was not a success; for on June 23, 1903, another
patent was granted to him covering the use of a

series of spring-actuated knives, each independent
of the other, and having its cutting edge at an
angle to the plane in which the knife moves.
We are not informed as to the ultimate fate of

this machine. We tested it in a small way, but
did not arrive at any satisfactory results.

Whether Mr. Bayless is able to do more and
better work with his machine than the average
man can accomplish with the uncapping-knife, we
can not say. It is possible that the original or

first Miller was prematurely abandoned, or it is
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schilling's bee-shed roofed with separate pieces of galvanized iron.

possible that Mr. Bayless has made some slight

improvement by which he overcomes the defects

of the Miller machine. But the action of the

Bayless knives, and the angle of them toward the

combs, are precisely the same as those in the Mil-

ler machine. While the Providence man used a

cam movement, Mr. Bayless employs the princi-

ple of the crank. We should be glad to get re-

ports from those who have tested the Bayless ma-
chine.

In this connection we may mention that Mr.
Samuel Simmins, of Sussex, England, has invent-

ed an entirely different machine from any thing

that has yet been mentioned. It consists of a

series of stationary sharp-edged knives or \'-

shaped trowels mounted vertically, and so spaced

that the cutting edge of one knife would extend

beyond that of the other. If the Miller patent of

1903 had not been limited to the use of knives

actuated by springs it is clear to us that his patent

would have covered the Simmins invention also.

Our English inventor claims that his device is

an unqualified success. Indeed, he feels abso-

lutely sure that it will supersede nearly all hand
uncapping for frames without projections or

spacers. It is cheap in construction, and could
probably be put on the market, if it fits Ameri-
can conditions, at a comparatively moderate
price.

In the mean time there is another uncapping-
machine in Chicago, concerning which some
claims have been made. For the present, at

least, the public will doubtless be conservative,
believing that, inasmuch as machine uncapping
has proved a failure in the past, it will continue
to do so. We shall see —En.J

A BEE SHED WITH AN
RLE ROOF.

BY G. F. SCHILLING.

ADJUSTA-

The hives shown in the shed face the south

except a long row to the left which faces the

east. These sheds are convenient in many ways.

The roof is of 1 V-'nch corrugated galvanized

iron sheets, 26 in. wide by 4 feet long, and each

piece is movable so that it may be raised to any de-

sired height. After the fourth super is put on it

raises the iron beyond the framework so that

the one piece must be held down by a stone.

There is a wire running parallel with the front

of the sheds, just high enough to let the roofing-

sheets slip under when there are not too many
supers on. It is supported by two cleats of wood
nailed to the outside ends of shed and drawn tight

by an eye- bolt with long threads. Bricks placed

on the rear ends of the sheets usually hold them
down without another wire. Some of the best

colonies are in the sheds facing the east, not in

the view, one colony filling seven complete supers

and another six. Also two others side by side

with six each, one of them a new swarm, hived

in June.
The old colonies are usually wintered in the

sheds, and are packed with plenty of newspapers

around and over them, between the oilcloth and

covers, and straw or hay between and over the

hives. The entrance is closed to one or two

inches. They usually winter very well this

way, and come out in the spring strong and

healthy. The new swarms and lighter colonies

are usuallv taken in the cellar for the winter.

State Center, Iowa.
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FIG. I.—w. c. sorter's house-apiary.
The different-colored rags are used to enable the bees to mark their own entrances more easily.

HOUSE APIARIES.

Some of the Advantages of Keeping Colo-
nies in Permanent Sheds.

BY H. H. ROOT.

The house-apiary has been in use almost as

long as any thing else in connection with bee-

keeping. In portions of Europe especially, it is

seen on every hand. The subject is one that has

been discussed pro and con in the bee-journals

for years; and lest some might feel that we were
reviving an old threadbare topic it might be well

to explain that the purpose of this article is not

to urge the use of the house-apiary on bee-keep-

ers in general, but simply to show how it is be-

ing used in some instances to-day, and to men-
tion briefly a few of the advantages. Many who
formerly used house-apiaries do not use them
now; but, on the other hand, there are some who
never thought of even trying them who are suc-

FIG. 2.—OUTDOOR COLONIES SHELTERED ON THE NORTH BY THE HOUSE-APIARY AND ON THE WEST
BY A HIGH BOARD FENCE.
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FIG. 3.—INTERIOR OF SORTER'S HOUSE-APIARY.

The colonies are arranged along the south wall on the left. The rest of the building is used for empty supers, supplies, etc.

ceedingwith them. Although the general opin-

ion is that house-apiaries cost more in the long
run than the plan of keeping the hives on sepa-

rate stands, and that they are less convenient, still

we believe that there is a place for them in modern
bee-iceeping, as the history of the industry has

shown.
A great many who have not studied the sub-

ject deeply are carried away, so to speak, by the

thought of putting up a cheap building to shelter

the hives, thinking that by so doing the hives

may be constructed of thin cheap material, and
that the colonies can be easily protected in the

winter w;ith but little expense. There are many
things to take into consideration, however, as the

following letter shows:

I have a boase-apiary 12 ft. square. It is provided with a dou-
ble floor with paper between the boards. The walls are covered
oo the outside with patent clapboards, and are sheathed up on the
inside, the space between being filled with fine hay chaff. I

have wintered colonies in this building for three years, and 1 find

that they consume about the same amount of stores as those win-
tered omside in the yard. They do about as well, so far as mak-
int surplus honey is concerned, as those outside.

During the three years that I have had bees in this building I

have lott forty-three queens as against only two lost from the
same number of colonies in the yard. I would not advise any
one to build a house-apiary, for a good one costs about one hun-
dred dollars, and the colonies do no belter than those outside on
ieparaie stands. Minott C. Young.

Rutland, Vi.

The above letter shows pretty conclusively one
of the greatest disadvjinf.ages of the house-apiary;

that is, the fact that many young queens are lost

by getting into the wrong entrances when return-

ing from the mating-flights. However, this loss

can be overcome to a considerable extent by
painting around the entrances with different colors,

or by changing the appearance in some way so

that the bees may more easily mark their own en-

trances.

Mr. W. C. Sorter, of Wickliffe, Ohio, felt

that he was obliged to erect some sort of shelter

for his apiary; and since he needed a building al-

so, for supplies, storage room, etc., he decided

to construct one that could be used for the bees

as well. He therefore put up a building about

30 ft. long, facing the south, the wall on the

south side near the ground being left open to ac-

commodate a row of hives. The other side of

the building was used for a storage-room; and

the wall on that side, instead of being solid, was

made so that it could be opened up on hot days

in the summer in order to prevent too high a tem-

perature. To provide the proper amount of

open ing, the ventilators at the back were construct-

ed 18 inches wide by 14 ft. long. After a trial

of this building Mr. Sorter was so well pleased

with it that he extended it to a length of 60 ft.

The illustrations show the front (south) side of

this house-apiary. As the building now stands,

there are three 14-ft. ventilators on the back

(north) side, which, with the windows, give all
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TWO OF IRVING LONG's BEE-SHEDS

It will be noted that a windbreak can be let down over the fronts of the hives when necessary.

the light necessary for manipulating the hives,

etc. Fig. 3 shows the inside of the building with
the ventilators closed. The row of hives at the

left are those that contain the bees, and those on
the right (north) side are empty supers which
stand in front of the ventilators, so that these can
not be seen.

In the spring, especially on cold days, the sun
shining on the low roof warms the building so

that it is often 20 degrees warmer than the out-

side. During the cold weather of winter, how-
ever, there is a difference of only 3 or 4 degrees

between the temperature inside the building and
that outside. In very hot weather in the sum-
mer, as mentioned before, the ventilators are

swung open so that the inside of the building is

really cooler than the air outside.

Since the building faces the south the sun shines

into the hive-entrances in the winter. But as the

sun shines more perpendicularly in the summer
the hives are entirely in the shade. Mr. Sorter

says he has not found that the bees fly out while
the sun is shining in the winter without being
able to get back, for he has seen them fly out in

the sunshine, even at a temperature of 32 degrees,

and still be able to get back to the hives. At
other times, however, when the sun was not shin-

ing, in damp cloudy weather, he has noticed that

the bees seem unable to get back, even when the

temperature is close to 60 degrees; for at such
times they collect in protected places on buildings,

etc., and finally die. On account of these obser-

vations he thinks that there is less loss from bees
being unable to get back into the hives on sun-
shiny days than on damp cloudy days, even though
the temperature is warmer. The sunshine seems
to give them life.

The front of the building, as can be seen from
the illustrations, is constructed in such a way
that weather-boards may be placed over the fronts

of the'hives, thus sheltering them from the cold
winds in the winter. These weatiier-boards may
be seen at the^^further end of the building already

in position, arranged so that they will just fit in

between the 2X4 studding of the wall, leaving
only enough room at the bottom for theentr.ince.

The water-table prevents the water from drip-

ping down and possibly freezing in the entrances.

This feature, in connection with the boards be-
fore mentioned, protects the entrances admirably.

Mr. Sorter formerly put packing material

around the hives inside the building, but has

lately found this unnecessary, as the building it-

self is enough of a protection during the winter.

In the summer the building also acts as a protec-

tion from the heat; for when the ventilators are

opened the temperature inside is such that the

bees rarely cluster out on the fronts of the hives.

In order to overcome the mixing-up of the

bees, and also the loss of queens, various colored

cloths were hung on the front of the building
with the idea of permitting the bees to mark their

entrances more easily. It has been found that

the plan worked well, for there has been very lit-

tle loss in this respect.

Mr Sorter sees quite a number of advantages
in such a building. For instance, since some
kind of building is a necessity any way, it costs

but little more to build it long and narrow to ac-

commodate a row of hives Then when this is

done, the supplies, extra supers, etc., can be ar-

ranged close to the hives where they are wanted.

It is not necessary to stop working with the bees

in case a rain comes up. Furthermore, during
robbing time the work can go right on with no
trouble whatever. The bees fly inside the build-

ing so little that visitors can be shown every ma-
nipulation without wearing veils.

Mr. Sorter has found that he gets about the

same results in surplus honey from the colonies

inside the house-apiary as from those outside,

other things being equal. About the same
number of colonies are kept outside on separate

stands, so that an excellent opportunity is pro-

vided for studying the two plans side by side.

The principal point to be careful about is to pre-
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vent the mixing-up of the bees and queens, and

to arrange the inside so that plenty of light, ven-

tilation, etc., may be provided when necessary.

One of the greatest advantages of the whole plan

is that single-walled hives may be used with

cheaper covers, bottom-boards, etc., since all

these expensive parts are not exposed to the

weather. Furthermore, hives, supers, etc , do
not need to be painted, necessarily, with the ex-

ception of the fronts. The building itself dete-

riorates, as any building will; but if kept painted

it should last almost a lifetime.

Ihere is another distinct advantage in favor of

the house-apiary; and that is, that cross bees are

much more easily handled when housed in a

building than when outdoors. If ihey tly out

inside they ne\er offer attack.

The article by Irving Long, that follows, shows
that colonies in house-apiaries do not swarm as

much as those outside on separate stands.

HOUSE-APIARIES.

Swarming Largely Prevented by Keeping
Hives in Permanent Sheds.

BY IRVING LONG.

For some yeats I have had five house-apiaries

from which I take from one to three tons of hon-

ey a year, which is all that I can sell here around

home. These houses or sheds are 16 ft. long, 6
ft. wide, and 4 ft. high at the eaves, the height
in the middle, of course, being sufficient for a

man to stand easily. Each shed holds only
eight colonies, for I have found that this number
gives the best results in wintering. In the spring
one colony at each end is moved out a little at a

time and set on a separate stand under a tree, for

with eight colonies in the shed during summer
the hives must stand so close that many (]ueens are

lost. Even with only six colonies in each shed I

paint the hive fronts different colors, no two col-

ors being side by side. I have found that when-
ever there // any mixing it is always between
hives painted the same color. All the hives in

the sheds stand on 2X4'8 so that it is very easy
to space them a little wider when the two hives

have been removed.

The illustration shows two of my houses, the

one in the background having the storm-door
swung down over the fronts of the hives, the way
I leave it the most of the winter. The storm-
door, however, may be raised whenever it is de-

sirable to allow the bees to have a cleansing
flight, and during the summer it is, of course, left

up.

In very hot weather in summer the hives are

raised Yz inch from the bottom-boards in front;

and if this is not sufficient I sometimes pry the

super covers back to give ventilation at the top

until all clustering on the outside of the hives is

IN PLRIOR VIEW OF IRVING LONGS BEE-SHLD.
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with another communication. Dr. Brunnich sent us the above photograph of this bee-house at his residence, Arzt, Ottecbach, can-

ton Zurich, Switzerland. Notice the painted designs, etc., to enable the bees to mark their own entrances more easily.

prevented. Very few colonies swarm when I fol-

low this plan, while every colony outdoors
swarmed this year, even though they were pro-

vided with empty combs. If my colonies out-

side stood in tlie sun I should not expect to get

an average of 75 pounds to the colony; but I av-

erage twice that amount from the colonies inside

the sheds, and several of the hives gave me 300
lbs. each.

The other illustration shows the interior of one
of the sheds. I can not begin to tell how much
nicer it is to work with the bees inside these

buildings. It is true that it is harder to find

queens, but still I almost always locate them
without much trouble.

During the winter a feeding-board of my own
make is put over each colony, and over this a

gunny sack is spread. The telescope caps are

filled solid with leaves or straw. I have not lost

a colony in the winter during the last twenty
years; but I aim to leave from 40 to 60 pounds
of honey for each one; and if there is not this

much in the hives I feed until there is.

I use queen-excluders, and take all the honey
off, when finished, with bee-escapes.

I began keeping bees in these bee-houses or

house-apiaries thirty years ago, and have tried all

kinds of buildings; but the ones shown suit me
better than any of the others.

Marceline, Mo.

[The storm-door arrangement shown, p. 170, is

excellent providing it does not prevent the flight

of bees during winter. It should, in our judg-

ment, be let down early in the fall in order that

the bees may get used to it.

You are exactly right in saying that it is much
nicer to work with bees inside. We suppose
you mean by this they are much quieter to han-
dle, for they never offer attack on the operator in

the building, and the troubles incident to rob-

bers stealing loads while the hives are open are

entirely overcome.

—

Ed.]

HOUSE - APIARIES EXTENSIVELY
USED IN GERMANY.

The Problem of Wintering Close to the
Alps.

BY J. A. HEBERLY.

I have traveled hundreds of miles and seen hun-
dreds of house-apiaries in Southern Germany,
but did not see a single apiary where the hives

were set out in the open air, as I see in pictures

of almost every number of Gleanings. I have
reasons to believe that, in Northern Germany,
the house-apiary is also the rule. Losses in win-
ter by the experienced bee-keeper, unless through
neglect, are rare—perhaps through the loss of a

queen or two. The man who just owns or holds

bees has numerous losses—yes, often in one or

two unfavorable seasons he may lose the last one.

I think the losses due directly to the cold are

very rare; bees can stand much cold; but if the

stores are not in the proper place it happens fre-

quently that the bees have used all the stores in
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reach, and, owing to the cold weather, can not
get to the food that may be at the further end of

the hive. Prolonged cold weather has caused
losses indirectly, though in this case the bees were
really starved.

The difficult task in this vicinity is not the
wintering, but to have strong colonies by the be-
ginning of the main honey-tiow, which begins in

this neighborhood with the dandelion. May 12
to 15, and lasts about two weeks. By July 5 the
honey-riow is over so far as surplus is concerned,
and we are content if the colonies gather from
that date what they need for maintenance and
the next winter. What makes the task difficult

is that we are about 2500 ft. above sea-level, and
quite close to the Alps; consequently we have,
late in the spring, very inclement weather; cold
nins, and even snowfalls at the time when the
dandelion is in bloom, are not uncommon. I do
not desire extra- populous colonies, as the surplus
from such strong colonies falls very often short
of expectation. Medium colonies with a good
proportion of field-workers are what I prefer.

Bijtween the middle of May and 1st of June I

ofien reduce the number of frames allowed the
queen for brood-rearing. This would probably
be quite wrong iip your country; but with me it

I as been satisfactory. The intelligent bee-keep-
er must adapt his practice to the flora of his lo-

cality—to the sources of nectar in reach of his

bees.

Stoetten, Bavaria, Jan. 13.

OUEEN-EXCLUDERS.

Wire vs. Zinc; What Can be Expected of
Wire Excluders?

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

For the last few years, in a part of our yards
we have been using zinc excluders to quite an ex-
tent in the production of extracted honey, and
we would use them on all of our extracted-honey
colonies were it not for the fact that a season of
excessive swarming comes about one year in

three, so that at our outyards, where no one is

present to hive the swarms, there is considerable
loss, even when as large a hive as a ten-frame
Langstroth is used for a brood-nest. The loss

merely of the swarms is not the total loss by any
means, for bees when preparing to swarm do not
work with the same vigor as do those colonies
that do not acquire the swarming fever during
the honey-flow, but keep on piling in the stores.

These years of excessive ssvarming have caused us
to work out a system of manipulating our upper
stories so as to get along without excluders, and
still have but little brood in the upper story at

extracting time. This system, however, has been
described in previous issues so it will not be nec-
essary to go over the same ground again.
We do not think there is much difference in

the amount of honey stored, whether an excluder
is used or not, with the exception, as I mention-
ed before, of the years when there is excessive
swarming. It is true that there will be a little

more honey in the upper stories where no exclud-
er is used; but, on the other hand, there will be
more honey in the brood-nest when the excluder
is used. This extra amount of honey in the

brood-nest is the principal cause of the swarming
fever, because the queen is crowded This is

especially true if the bees are three-banded. Hy-
brids carry their stores above more freely than
the pure Italians.

The zinc queen-excluder really amounts to a
horizontal division-board; and, although the
workers may move back and forth from one
"story to the other at will, still there is a division
between the two parts. As every one knows,
when a queen-excluder separates two stories the
bees will build queen-cells and develop a laying
queen in the upper story if there is brood present
and a fly-hole provided so the young queen can
take her mating flight; and if the bees are let

alone, two normal colonies will be the result,

both of which use the one common entrance.

This proves to me that the bets regard an ex-
cluder as" the top of the hive; but when they get
their hive full of honey and brood they will
crowd above and store honey in the upper pan,
just as they would store honey in combs hung i i

a portico; and as long as the honey keeps coming
in they might store nearly as much in a portico
in front as in the story above. The fact that
more honey is stored in the brood nest under an
excluder convinces me that, if we put enough ob
structions between the brood nest and the surplus
receptacle, swarming will be the result in every
instance. At any rate, about every third year,
as I said before, we have as many as taventy per
cent of the colonies swarm where excluders of the
zinc type are used, even though there are plenty
of drawn combs above.

The new wood wire excluder has a little more
opening than the zinc, but it is a question in my
mind whether there are enough more openings to

make any difference in the amount of honey
ScOred above or in the number of swarms that
issue.

As I mentioned at the first, it seems to me that

we do not realize the full value of a wire excluder
in the drone-trap entrance-guard, or even in the
wood-wire excluder. I think we should use an
all-~vire excluder. With such a honey-board we
should expect to find no congestion of the brood-
nest caused by the reluctance of the bets in work-
ing through the excluder, for it looks to me a"»

though there would be so very little obstruction
that the results would be the same as if theie

were no excluder at all between the hive and up-
per story. A woven-wire construction, so to

speak, the bees would not notice, and it would
be so open that they would cluster over it as if

there were nothing there, and there would be no
cells built above it either, even though there were
young brood in the upper story. To my mind
this would indicate that the colony was in a nor-
mal condition as a whole; in other words, that it

would be the same as though no excluder were
used. Under these conditions I think there

would be no more swarming with the wire-ex-
cluder than without if the proper size of brood-
nest were used.

Remus, Michigan.

[The wire excluder not only gives more open-
ing, but, what is of still greater importance, it

has no sharp burr-edges like a punched metal. It

is these sharp edges in the old excluders that ob-
struct the bees to some extent.

—

Ed.]
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SEALED COVERS VS. ABSORBENTS.

A Strong Plea for Absorbents.

BY \V. L. COGGSHALL.

Mr. Root:—I promised you I would give you
a scrap on sealed covers. First, a sealed cover
holds all the breath or moisture the bees give off

in the hive. The moisture goes to the top, or

ceiling; and if it is zero cold it forms ice. I have
seen ice one incK thick in the corners of the hives,

and yi inch thicic all over the ceiling except 6

in. around right over the cluster, the sides cover-

ed with frost also. Strong colonies can stand
this or a cold damp place lor a while; but it will

weaken them it it holds on long.

How well I remember the winter of 1880! I

lost half of my bees; three-fourths of them died
in New York outdoors. The thermometer was
at zero and even 20 below for three weeks con-
tinuouslly in January. '1 he bees I had packed
with dry sawdust four to six inches deep on top
with burlap or carpet, 1 saved. A great propor-
tion of box-hive men lost nearly all except when
they had a fly-hole half way up the hive; or when
a hive was split clear from top to bottom they
lived, as the moisture passed out

Brother bee-men, try both ways. Try sealed

covers and carpets with dry sawdust ; or forest

leaves are fine—nothing better. You can get in

any large city, at junk-dealers' stores, old brussels

carpet for $2.00 to $2.50; 100 lbs. will cover 200
hives easily, and last eight or ten years if you
keep your covers from leaking. I do not want
ice inside of my hives, and it is sure to be there

with sealed covers in zero weather.

Groton, N. Y.

[Perhaps this question of sealed covers and ab-
sorbents over the top of the hives during winter
is one of locality. Indeed, we are quite prepar-

ed to admit that, possibly, where the winter
temperature is likely to go below zero, and
stay there for weeks at a time, absorbents may
give better results one year with another; but in

our locality it is quite to the contrary. We have
tested this thing year after year, putting absorb-
ing cushions with burlap directly over the clus-

ter of bees on half the colonies, and a thin board,
which the bees must seal down, with an absorb-
ing cushion on top of the other half. Once in a
great while we will have a winter where the two
sets of colonies will run almost neck and neck;
but generally those with the sealed covers come
out dryer, cleaner, and fresher than those where
the packing material comes directly in contact
with the brood-nest itself. In the latter case the

cushions become damp along in January and
February, sometimes freezing. These damp cush-
ions have a decidedly damaging effect on the col-

ony beneath.
Then, moreover, where the moisture can pass

upward through the packing the heat can escape
in the same way. Under sealed covers this heat
is retained. The carbonic-acid gas being heavier

than air settles to the bottom of the hive, passes

out at the entrance, and fresh air takes its place.

The moisture precipitates and runs down the

hive sides and out at the entrance also.

During the past few days (Feb. 22 to 26) we
have had Mr. E. F. Atwater, of Meridian, Ida-

ho, with us. We took him out into our yard,
and showed him the difference between colonies
having sealed covers and those where the moisture
could pass upward through the absorbing mate-
rial. He agreed with us that the hermetic seal-

ing of the cover over the colonies he examined
showed a better state of wintering. We looked
over the whole yard; and where there seemed to

be more dead bees at tiie entrance than the average
we opened up the hive. In almost every case
showing dead bees in abnormal numbers at the
front, it was found that the cover was not sealed,

and that the packing material was damp and
frosty. Where there were few or no dead bees in

front, the cover was sealed tight. A few we
broke open, only to find that the clusters were in

prime condition.

We have some four or five colonies covered
with a large sheet of glass, hermetically sealed

with putty. Over this is placed a tray of planer

shavings, about five inches deep. We showed
Mr. Atwater how, under these glass sheets, the

bees were prospering, and how moisture in the

form of drip was collected at the extreme corners.

This moisture was remote from the cluster, and
on warm days one could see the bees drinking it

up. But this precipitation would appear, of

course, in far greater quantity under glass than
under a board, because glass is a good conductor
of heat and cold. We lifted the wood-sealed
covers in a few instances, and could find no drops
of water except in one case, when we did notice
at one corner a slight amount of dampness.

It is conceivable that moisture might form un-
der a sealed cover, so that, during a very long
zero spell, it would freeze; that more moisture
would collect and form ice, and then we would
perhaps have a condition more like that reported

by Mr. Coggshall. But if that amount of mois-
ture must pass up through the sawdust, or ab-
sorbent, why should it not, while it is c/i route,

freeze there, forming a mass of ice and sawdust?
Such a condition, unless the moisture could pass

off more freely than it does with us, is not favor-

able to good wintering; but among the hills of

York State it is possible that the air is dryer, so

that this dampness would pass off more readily

than here.

Later.—Since writing the foregoing we had a

call from Mr. A. J. Halter, of Akron, about 20

miles east of us. He is quite an extensive bee-

keeper, and a close, careful observer. On refer-

ring this question of sealed covers versus absorb-

ents, he unhesitatingly said he preferred the

former. He wanted no damp, wet, or frosty

packing for him.

—

Ed.]

DRONE COMB IN SECTIONS.

Pieces of it Recommended in Place
Foundation; Many Queens Lost.

of

BY H. E. HARRINGTON.

On page 1487, Dec. 15, drone comb is referred

to for use in supers. I have kept bees for 25

years, and the last 20 years I have used no foun-

dation in sections. I use pieces of drone comb
for starters. With a hot knife I cut the comb in

pieces an inch square or larger. I heat one side
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of the section over a stove, and place the comb in

place (riijht side up), and lay the section aside for

the wax to cool. I then ifold the section.

This starter is very much more attractive to

bees than comb foundation, as some honey will

be placed in the cell before any new comb is add-

ed to it. I use no zinc, and have but little trouble

because of queens laying in the drone-cells.

When this does occur it is generally in sections

from the previous year, nearly filled with comb,
and put on early for " baits. " Not more than

one queen in twenty enters the sections and lays

eggs. There is no " fishbone " in the sections;

and as the drone comb is naturally built thicker

1 think I can get straighter combs without sepa-

rators than if the cells were worker size. Further-

more, if the walls of all cells are of equal thick-

ness, there is one-third or more wax in worker
than in drone comb of the same thickness, and I

think the honey looks much nicer, as the large

cells show through the cappings more than the

smaller. I can tell my customers that I have the

natural comb honey with no "fishbone" in it.

Some might ask how I get this drone comb.
Kor years I have bought but little comb founda-
tion, using it only for starters in brood-frames.

I hive my swarms on five or less frames with only
starters, and in two or three days or when there

are, say, five combs from one-half to two-thirds

built, I put on sections with drone-comb starters,

and the bees go at them with a rush. When the

five combs are built I add two more frames at the

center with starters. Thisspreadingcan becarried

on indefinitely. The drone comb the bees build

in the frames I cut out and place at the entrance

so the bees can empty it of any honey that might
have been placed in the cells. I then lay them
a^ay to be used in ths sections. I prefer comb
built from a drawn starter to that from founda-
tion, wired or not, and I think I can get fully as

much comb from the starter as I could frtom

loundation. If there is a fairly good flow, an

average colony will fill a frame in a day, or five

frames in five days.

In cutting out drone comb, care must be used
to cut back as far as the cells are expanded, and
the bees will generally fill with worker comb, al-

though it is hard to keep the bees from building
some drone comb the second time. However,
such combs should be placed at the side, where
they will be used for storing honey. In the spring

the drone comb can be cut out, and a piece of

worker comb fitted in.

St. Johns, Ore., Dec. 25.

SOME EXPERIENCE WITH DIFFER-
ENT BEE-APPLIANCES.

Hot Uncapping-knives Preferred; Shallow^
vs. Deep Supers.

BY THE NEW MEXICO CHAP.

The Bingham uncapping-knife is excellent for

uncapping any kind or shape of comb except

comb-honey sections. For these I made a di-

minutive Bingham knife with about the same
drop from the tine of the handle to the tine of the

blade as the regular size, but short enough for

the whole blade to fit down into the section. I

find such knives indispensable, and should think

they might well be put on the market. We en-
dorse the hot-knife plan.

This fall we extracted honey so stiff that we
found it necessary to let an eight-frame power ex-

tractor hum for thirty minutes on each set of

combs—fifteen minutes to each side.

Fancy uncapping //r<:i/ honey with a cold knife!

Knives from boiling water had to be given time
to melt their way through, and an unusually
strong man at the uncapping-box complained of

his wrist. The bees make a little honey here at

times, which can be uncapped with cold knives

without much injury to the combs; but if there

is a good lively " machine »Tian " at an eight-

frame power-driven extractor, and not more than
two men at the uncapping-can, they must use hot
knives to keep him in honey and not ruin combs.
It is fair to say that these conclusions are drawn
from actual experience, for we uncapped about
sixty tons of honey last summer.
We like the Rauchfuss combined section-form-

er and foundation-fastener. We mounted twenty
thousand sections with one last spring, and it

gave entire satisfaction.

I have known instances where bees secreted so

much more wax than they needed that it scaled

off their bodies and fell in little yellow or silvery

flakes on the floor of the hive, w^here it lay almost
thick enough to cover the bottom. I note this

more often in nuclei than any other place; in

fact, I am not certain I ever saw it in a full-sized

colony. One nucleus in which I noticed a spe-

cially large amount of these discarded wax scales

was a strong nucleus (about three frames), with
a poor queen which was missing a little later on

Late this season we got on to a method of

brushing which was such an improvement on our
old style plan that I want to tell others abo t it.

Take an empty comb-honey super; set it down
by the hive; take off the extracting-super, set

it on the empty comb-honey super, and put
both back (on the hive). If the super contains

8 frames (it should contain only 7 for best re-

sults), take out one or two with the fewest bees and
lean these up against the hive. Prepare a brush
by tying together a bundle of soft green weeds
about as large as the wrist, and two feet long.

Thrust this down in the place where the frames
were taken out, and sweep it back and forth

quickly a few times, and no more bees will be
seen there. Then pull the next frame toward
you and get the brush into the opening it leaves

beyond, and so on until the bees are all below.
We run for extracted honey mostly, with full-

depth frames; but we have three or four hundred
sets of shallow frames, and we find that, as a gen-

eral rule, a man can take off honey much faster

in full-depth frames, and the uncappers can un-
cap more pounds in full-depth frames, while the

man at the extractor bewails his fate when he sees

one end of the extracting-tent stacked full of

shallow-frame supers. I found these shallow
frames useful, however, to precede a comb-honey
super.

EXTRACTING-TENTS.

We do all our extracting in a tent, and we
move it from one to another of our seven yards,

in which we now have 1700 colonies. The tent

is a 12X16, with a 6-ft. wall. Near the back
end I took out one width of canvas on each side,

and put in window-screen, down to within a foot
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of tt e ground Thee are two advantages in

this—first, it gives ventilation; second, robbers

hang around the screens and d') not bother so

much at the door. If they get very bad at the

door it is tied up tight, and any one wishing to

get in or out raises up one side of the tent and
lets it fall behind him.
Our sympathies are with the Imperial Valley

bee-keepers who wish to- protect themselves from
the intrusion of more bee-keepers than the range

will maintain, for this valley is about overstocked
n"w; and si( ce my partners and I have about
$10,000 invested in bees here, we and others now
here would hate to be crowded so as to make our

project a failure in the end, both for us and the

ones who crowded us.

Mesilla Park, N. M., Jan. 14.

THE QUESTION OF LOCALITY.

Why the Bees Gnawed the Splints.

BY LESLIE BURR.

Why did the bees gnaw the splints on page

1127, Sept. 15? The editor suggests that locality

was the cause. The locality idea is all right in

a way, as certain conditions are more likely to

occur in some localities than others, but to solve

the problem fully it is necessary to know what
ail the conditions were. In support of my idea

that it was mere conditions, and not because the

bees happened to be located at some certain part

of the world, I will state that I have worked
bees in the canyons of California, along the coast

of the Caribbean Sea, among the mountains of

Cuba, and the hillsides of New York, along the

base of the Rocky Mountains, on the coast of the

Gulf of Mexico, and on the Illinois prairies; and
my observations have been that bees, under Ike
conditions, produce like results, no matter where
located.

I judge that the reasons why "a third of the

combs looked like Fig. 2 and 3 " are, first, there

was not a heavy honey-flow; or if there was, the

nights must have been very cool; and, second, the

b<-es were given more frames than was necessary

under the conditions that existed. Had the bees

I een given only as many frames as they could
work upon, and the rest ot the frames added only
vshen necessary, I feel certain that fewer bad
Ci mbs would have resulted. That "Satan finds

some mischief still for idle hands to do" applies

to bees as well as boys.

BEES DESERTING THE HIVE.

While in the West 1 heard what then seemed a

strange story. It was to the effect that a Colora-

do bee-keeper who had business interests in Mon-
tana decided to go into the bee business there;

but on making inquiries about bees he found it

was not an uncommon occurrence for them to

dtsert the hive and disappear, leaving scarcely a

bee with the honey and brood.

The person in question decided that, if bees

acted that way, he had no desire to own bees in

Montana.
I could never account for the bees acting this

way until a few days ago when I was visiting

Claude Hill, of Chagrin Falls, Ohio, one of my
old Cuban friends. In the course of our conver-

sation about Cuba he remarked, " Say, did you
ever know that down on the south coast of Cuba
at times the bees have been known to desert the

hive, leaving it full of honey and brood?" He
gave as a reason that the bees had become crazy
from thirst, there being no fresh water that they
could get.

ENTRANCE- BOARDS.

The editor, in his remarks about that photo of

T. -C. Ebrito's apiary, in the Sept. 15th issue,

says, "The arrangement of the hive-stands, also,

is very simple, and has the furtheradvantage that

it permits the apiarist to push his toes or insteps

clear under the hives. This allows him to get

near his work." This is all true; but let me add
that there should be a board that reaches from
the entrance to the ground; for if you do not (and
this is especially true in the North) a large num-
ber of loaded bees will become lost. I remem-
ber one day during the buckwheat flow in New
York this fall I chanced upon a hive about six

inches from the ground. The small board that

leaned against the entrance had fallen, and, as a

result, there was about a pint of bees crawling
around near the hive. They had missed the en-

trance; and as there was no convenient way for

them to crawl up, and they were too exhausted
to take wing, they were unable to enter the hive.

Valparaiso, Ind.

DO BEES HEAR.?

Some Evidence to Show that Bees
tice Sounds by Feehng the Jar.

BV I. W. BECKWTTH.

No-

This is a question that will not stay down, and
I will offer some observations that I have made
in regard to it.

The " do-hear " par ty saj s, " We notice that a

sharp clap of thunder sends home in a hurry the

bees that are out foraging. Did they hear that

thunder? Wnen hiving a swarm, those near the

entrance commence humming and marching in;

then the others take up the hum and march.
When a colony is preparing to swaim, the old

ijueen and the unhatched one quahk at each oth-

er. Of what u-e is that quahk if the other queen
d jes not hear it?

"

H. v. Buitel-Reepen, Ph. D. , says, in his arti-

cle, "Are Bees Reflex Machines?" that he has

not the least doubt that bees have an excellent

sense of hearing, since observations ) ield hun-
dreds of proofs; but admits that no organ of hear-

ing has been discovered.

But there are observations and observations.

1 have seen many things, however, that go to

show that the bees do not hear as we do, alihough

they are sensible to sound. I have often noticed.

v\hen hiving a swarm, if there should be a gap of

two or three inches between those bees that are

humming and going into the hive, and those

further away, they do not seem to hear that hum
across the gap, esiec ally if there is a little wind
toward the hi»e; } et I can hear it several steps

away. 1 hose tees did not have a very " excel-

lent sense of hearing."

I set up a screen ot tissue paper about six im h-

es from the front of a hi\e, and shook some bees

from a comb on to a siuet between the hive and
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screen, and also sliook some bees on to the slieet

bajk of ilie sceen The bees inside commenced
humming, and marclied into the hi^e; but those

outside did not seem to hear the noise, though
there was but tlie tiiickness of paper between. 1

lifted the screen an inch or two, and those bees

immediately commenced to hum. I closed the

opening and they stopped This I repeated sev-

eral times with uniform result. I then removed
the screen and replaced it witii one of mosquito-

bar, and the bees heard (?) through that all right.

Tlie bees did not hear the iiumming in either

case; they simply felt the motion of the air the

same as I do when a bee alights on my face and
hums. The above experiment is very easily

tried, and the ttuth of what I have said verified.

"But did not the bees hear that thunder?"

No. They only felt the jar, the same as a deaf

person does, or as I do if I chance to have my
hand on ihe table.

" If bees do not hear, of what use is the quahk-
ing?" I am something of a Yankee, and will

answer accordingly. If bees ./o l\ear, of what
use is the quahking?

Lander, Wyoming.

A HARD WINTER FOR BEES IN
CELLARS.

Colonies in Winter Repositories in Dan-
ger^

BY R. F. HOLTFRMANN.

During my twenty-six years of expeiience with

bee-keeping there has never been such danger for

the bees wintered in the cellar as there is this

winter. The changes of temperature have been
very rapid. For instance, on Jan. 4 the bees of

a colony that I was wintering outside had a

flight; on the 5th the temperature was 20 above
zero, and on the 6th 20 degrees below. Within
another 24 hours it was 26 degrees above zero.

With such rapid changes it is a very difficult

matter to keep an even temperature in a cellar,

and even more difficult to make a change of air

practical. I do not know whether it is correct;

but a recent statement was made in one of the

papers that this was the mildest winter in New
York and Pennsylvania within the memory of

roaH Under these circumstances bees wintered
inside, unless they have the greatest possible care,

will suffer materially, and I already have evi-

dence that this is the case.

The editorial, page 72, Feb. 1, was very op-
portune, and I fully indorse it. It is now sev-

eral years since I stated in Gleanings that bees,

being animals, require air, and the longer I keep
bees the more I am convinced that they require

and use to advantage even more air than I then
thought. This winter, even when the tempera-
ture in the cellar was kept down to 43 degrees, I

had two twelve-inch sub-earth ducts, the intake
pipe running under the ground a distance of

about 90 feet, and entering at the middle of the
cellar floor. I also had four six-inch sub-earth
pipes, but these were much shorter, and were in

pairs, each pair coming through the cellar floor

half way between the two twelve-inch pipes and
the ends of the cellar. All these were to bring
in fresh air. A large chimney, with two eight-

inch stovepipe holes, carried the foul air from
the cellar floor, and 1 had two fourteen-inch
shafts for the same purpose leading from the

ceiling. These latter were to be used during
warm weather only. In spiie of this I found
that these provisions for ventilation were entirely

inadequate. From the bee-yard to the bee-cellar

there is a stairway five feet wide, which can be
closed at the top and bottom by double doors
meeting in the center. In the fall or early win-
ter, after putting the bees in I began leaving
these doors entirely open. About a week before

Christmas, during decidedly cold weather the

doors were partially closed; but until this date
(Feb. 9) they have never been entirely closed.

We shut out the light as much as we can, and
we have darkened the windows of the room up-
stairs and kept the trap-door open more or less,

which leads down into the cellar.

The bees nearest the fresh air in the entire

front row, which is at right angles to the outside

stairway, and which consists of five rows of hives

2.5 feet long, placed one above the other, appear
to be in perfect condition. 1 here are very few
dead bees on the ground under this row. The
next two rows are of the same dimensions, and
face each other with only room enough to walk
between them. The hives in these two rows
have very few dead bees, but still there are more
than in the first row, and there is a little spot-

ting, though not much. The hives in these two
rows are almost unspotted. Beyond these are

two more rows in the end of the cellar, the last

row having the backs of the hives against the

end wall. There are more dead bees under these

last two rows, and two of the colonies at this

date show decided signs of spotting the hives.

The bees are also more easily disturbed, and the

temperature is always several degrees higher than
that more toward the center of the cellar. This
can be accounted for only by defective circula-

tion. One twelve-frame (Tamiolan colony hav-

ing over it only a thin cloth, and a corner of that

folded back, had a bunch of bees the size of my
two hands hanging out on the front of the hive.

There were no distended bees, nor was there any
spotting. The temperature at this time was 50°.

The other end of the cellar was much the

same. Some weeks ago I cut an opening about
14 inches square through the cellar into the room
above, over the center of the end row, and yes-

terday I cut two more holes, building a sort of

chimney over each opening in the floor of the

room above by means of half a dozen empty
twelve-frame supers. I find that these openings
are giving excellent satisfaction; and if I could
follow Mr. Aspinwall's advice, and make the en-

tire ceiling of the cellar of slats with straw on
top, I have no doubt I should have an ideal ar-

rangement.
As long as the air is fresh, very few bees fly

from the entrance of the hives, even when the

temperature is 50 degrees; but as the temperature

rises the bees become more active, and they re-

quire more oxygen, as at such times the bees un-

der ordinary conditions are likely to get the least

ventilation, for the reason that the inside and
outside temperatures are more nearly.

Those having difficulty in ventilating cellars

should aim to have a maximum of fresh air, even

at the sacrifice of uniformity of temperature; but
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at the same time the direct light should be cov-

ered so that the least amount of it will reach the

bees. When increasing the ventilation it would
be better to manage so that increased light will

not be given at the same time. It would be bet-

ter to do this at night, so that, when the morning
light comes, little by little, it will not have so

much effect on the bees.

Brantford, Ontario, Canada.

[A few years ago the statement went out, and
scarcely any one came forward to controvert it,

that bee-cellars required little or no ventilation;

that sub-earth ventilators and all others were

worse than useless. Such mischievous doctrine

had a serious result on the industry, for many
beginners, as well as veterans, attempting to fol-

io jv such advice, came to grief.

Now, in cases where the temperature is vari-

able it is beginning to be conceded that fresh air

ii large volumes is an essential factor for indoor

wintering.

In a state of semi-hibernation, when the cellar

temperature is uniformly 45° P., during which
respiration is low, not much air is needed; but
when that condition is changed to activity and
restlessness, then there must be copious ventila-

tion or there will be trouble.

—

Ed ]

REOUEENIVG BY SUPERSEDING
THE OLD QUEEN IN A NAT-

URAL WAY.
BY J. E. CHAMBERS.

Having received quite a number of inquiries

about my requeening device, mentioned on page

1089, Aug. 15, 1907, 1 would say this device con-

sists of a thin board, with a large part of the cen-

ter cut out, and covered on both sides with wire

cloth. At each side there is a slot cut out almost

the length of the board. One of these slots is

covered with zinc, the other with a tin slide that

can be pulled out when necessary, leaving the

slot entirely open. The board is cleated like a

bottom-board, but it has a small hole cut through
the back cleat for the purpose of allowing the

young queen to fly out and mate. When I want
to requeen a colony that has a failing queen I

put a few empty combs into a hive-body, and
also a comb of all sealed brood; set the above-
.described board over the hive to be requeened,

and put the body containing the combs on it.

Then I run in a young virgin just hatched, or

give a mature cell in a good cell protector, leav-

ing the flight-hole in the rear of the board open.

On the seventh day I pull out the tin slide that

covers the open hole, and thus allow the young
queen to go below. She slips down very quiet-

ly; the bees pay no attention to her, for she has

been among them for several days, and has ac-

quired their colony odor. Even the old queen
does not become alarmed until the young queen
is struggling with her in mortal combat. Since

a worn-out queen is no match for a young vig-

orous one, not yet heavy with eggs, the old queen
is killed and the young one reigns.

It is unnecessary, of course, to explain to the

intelligent bee-keeper why this result will aim' st

invariably occur. The failing condition of the

old queen is an important factor, but by no
means the most important one. The youn^
queen acquiring the scent of the colony, and
mating from the hive containing a part of the

colony, is the main factor. It does not matter

if the old queen below is not yet played out—al-

most exact superseding conditions are brought
about, and the bees do not reason.

Perhaps some will ask why they can not put

a mature cell into a protector and then insert it

right among the bees. This will not work ex-

cept when the bees are already making prepara-

tions to do the superseding themselves. One
main reason is, that the queen just hatched is no

match for the old one. But after she has had time

to acquire her full strength, it is different. Fur-

thermore, the bees pay no attention to the new
queen, and thus do not hamper her actions in the

least.

QUEENS WITH STINGS CLIPPED.

In this connection I wish to mention an ex-

periment I had the good fortune to witness the

past summer at Uvalde. I was visiting Mr. E.

L. Bussey, and he was experimenting with intro-

ducing a plurality of queens into several colo-

nies. He showed me a colony in which were

two queens with stings clipped. They had been

there several days, and when the hive was opened

the bees were paying not the least attention tu

the queens. But the queens were biting and

pulling at each other in a savage manner, in ev-

ery case, Mr. Bussey afterward informed me, one

queen was found missing after a few days. How-
ever, the value of the experiment was partly lost

through his failure to mark the queens in such a

way as to enable him to know whether it was in-

variably the old one that was killed.

San Angelo, Tex.

[This requeening-board, taking advantage of

the supersedure impulse, is, we believe, a good
thing. The whole theory of its working is

sound.

—

Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING IN LOWER CALIFOR-
NIA.

" Enough Honey Produced to Float the
United States Navy;" Many Bees and

Few Bee-keepers.

BY JAMES H. LYONS.

This is one of the greatest bee countries in the

world—a territory from 50 to 150 miles wide, and

800 miles long, having only one apiary, and that

one conducted in a very rudimentary manner.

There is not one movable-frame hive on the pen-

insula of Lower California.
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Last March I starteil with 40 colonies of mixed
bees, mostly hybrids, in ditfeient l.inds of hives

or boxes, cracker-boxes, health-food boxes, soap-

boxes, corn and tomato boxes, fruit-crates, and
coal-oil cases; I have increased to 104 colonies,

captured four or hve colonies of wild bees that

came along, and lost by absconding between 25

and 30 colonies. The bees commenced swarm-
ing about March 1, and kept it up until after

July 15. This country is full of wild bees. I

found 5 colonies in rocks in half a day without
lining or tracing, simply running on to them. I

will take their honey and wax in a few days, as

the best of the season is over with now (July 13).

There are wild bees all over, and the people

here say there is enough honey made each j ear

on this peninsula to float the United States navy.

A native said he knew of 100 swarms in one
mile, in t^e walls and rocks of a canyon. It is

usually safe to believe nothing we hear, and only

half what we see down here. I am sure there are

hundreds of thousands of colonies of wild bees

on this peninsula.

Natives say this is a poor season for bees; nev-

ertheless, from my 40 colonies last spring and
their increase I have taken 1200 lbs. of comb
honey, which sells for 20 cents, Mexican money,
per lb., equal to 10 cts. in United States curren-

cy. Beeswax here at Ensenada is worth one dol-

lar, Mexican, per kilo. A kilo equals 2', lbs.

Bees here usually make some honey all the

year round, as the temperature ("they say")
ranges from 50 to 75 degrees; anyhow, it was
somewhere between those two points from Feb. 1

to July 13, 1908.

The main honey-plants are blue and white

sage, and two very abundant plants with yellow

flowers from which a fine-flavored thick amber-
colored honey is made (better than sage honey);

then here are ice-plant and cacti, eucalyptus and
orange blossoms, and a thousand other flowers.

The Indians (my only competitors), bring in

considerable strained honey from the wild bees,

of dubious quality and cleanliness, which they

sell for one dollar, Mexican, per gallon in five-

gallon coal-oil cans, or 25 cents per bottle in

heer-bottles. I shall sulphur 40 colonies about
Aug. 1, and try to get the rest into Langstroth
hives. The only natural enemies of bees is the bee-

martin. I set small No. traps on the top of

posts ne.ir the hives, and have caught the most of

them. Bee moths are here also; they have not

bothered much yet, but I suppose they will later,

and I should like some of your contributors to

tell of the best way to control them.

Ensenada, Lower Cal., July 13.

IThis is indeed :i bee paradise. We should
be pleased to hear from others who reside in this

wonderful bee country. Possibly and probably
our correspondent has heard only of the rosy

side. Is there a dark side.' Let's hear from oth-

ers.

—

Ed.]
. m itx

WINTERING IN A WARM ROOM.

be of use to my brother bee-keepers to state what
I know about it. That the plan can be carried

out, there is no doubt. Set the hive in a good
comfortable living-room, with the temperature
65 to 70, and as long as the entrance communi-
cates outdoors they will be quiet, and winter
nicely.

I made my first experiments about fifteen years

ago, and in our Northern New York climate I

was happily surprised in March to find three or

four frames of brood all nearly ready for the har-

vest in April. I soon learned something else.

The hives were soon crowded with willing work-
ers, but there was nothing for them to do but
eat. That was not all. The queens seemed to

have laid their rush of eggs, and were ready to

retrench somewhat, just as we wish them to do be-

fore the honey-flow. There are times when an
oversupply of bees is a detriment instead of a
benefit. One of those times is a few weeks be-
fore the honey-flow, and another after it has gone.
The colonies that store the most honey are the

ones that reach the strongest point just as the flow

begins. Under these conditions every thing is at

its best, and something is doing.

I have no doubt that a small proportion of our
bees could advantageously be used to give a
frame of this hatching brood to the weaker colo-

nies; but here is another caution: The frames in

the warm room will be filled from end to end;
and to insert this frame in a weak colony would
mean that some of the brood would be beyond
the cluster; but it could be used in the strongest

colonies in place of combs not so well filled,

which could be used in weak colonies to good
advantage.
Could we remove our bees from their winter

repositories to the warm room early in April we
could bring them up about right; but the colony

^uintered in the luarm room tuill be too far in ad-
vance of the season to be profitable.

Some ten years ago I placed two hives in an
outer case in such a way that a kerosene-lamp
kept the temperature from 70 to 80 nearly all

through April. The result was phenomenal,
while subsequent experiments proved failures. I

presume the smell of the oil had something to do
with the failures.

To sum up, I will say that large opportunities

await the bee-keeper who can successfully use ar-

tificial heat during April. I think the house-api-

ary will give the proper opportunity by using a

stove in zero weather to take off t'e chill, and to

give a high temperature beginning about April

10.

Oswego, N. Y., Feb. 22.

The Plan a Success, but it Causes the Bees
to Breed up too Early for the Harvest.

BY F. H. CYRENIUS.

Having had a number of years' experience with
the warm-room plan of wintering I think it may

TEN COLONIES KEPT IN A HOUSE PERMANENTLY.

I have had one colony on my third floor for

three years, and it did so well that I put nine

more in the house last summer, all in observation

hives. They winter much better than those out-

doors, and, no matter how warm it is in the

house, the bees will not fly out more than those

outside. If I had room I would not hesitate one
minute to put fifty or sixty colonies in the house.

Bees gathered pollen Feb. 16, 1909, and on ev-

erv day since then wheti warm enough.
Reading, Penn.- John Ru k.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

BEE-KEEPING AND FARMING; A GOOD SHOWING.

White clover is about all dead here, but about

three-fourths of the alsike is alive I don't ex-

pect much honey next season.

I have been keeping bees since I was nine

years old; am 64 now. I have four yards of

bees strung out for twelve miles. I tend them

myself, and oversee the farm. I sold $1530

worth of honey last year. Henry Hastings.

Kenton, O
, Jan. 12.

DO BtES OF ONE COLONY ALWAYS WORK ON ONE
KIVD OF FLOWER.?

If it is not always true that all the bees of the

hive work at one time upon one kind of flower,

p. 18, Jan. 1, it certainly is true sometimes, for I

have many times noticed and wondered at the

difference in the surplus honey from different

hives standing perhaps side by side. One may
have dark honey or honey with a strong tarweed

flavor, while the other has fine light-colored hon-

ey with a superb flavor. J. P. R. Hall.
Bostonia, Cal., Jan. 13.

SPLINTS AND WIRE FOR SUPPORTING FOUNDA-
TION; THE ALEXANDER METHOD OF EXTRACP-
ING AND FEEDING BACK INDORSED.

My experience with Dr. Miller's idea of wood-
en splints for supporting foundation has shown
me that the splints are all right when used with

wire; but when used alone there seems to be too

much warping. If splints are too long they are

not satisfactory; and if used out of season for

comb-building, say in July, they are eaten off at

the bottom and some in the middle. If the hon-

ey-flow is good, the splints and wire together

make an ideal support.

I was well pleased with the Alexander method
of extracting honey from combs in the spring,

and feeding it back. I extracted three combs
from each hive, and fed it back with some sugar

syrup, and my colonies were just booming by ap-

ple-blossom time. I intend to try it again next

spring. Geo. A. Mathews.
Bedford Station, N. Y.

UNCAPPING WITH BOTH AN UPWARD AND DOWN-
WARD STROKE; THE COLD KNIFE PREFERRED;
THE HEDDON CLOSED-END FRAME FOR EXTRACT-
ING.

The first eight years of my experience I used a

heated knife; but I found I could do just as good
work with the cold knife, and did not have the

bother of heating water, and saved the cost of fuel

in heating it. I think I can do more rapid work
with the cold knife, as 1 do not have to place the

knife in the water, and I also save the honey that

adheres to the knife.

I use both the upward and downward stroke in

uncapping. The first stroke downward takes

about two-thirds of the capping clear to the end-

bar. The upward stroke finishes the work to the

other end-bar. I thus get the use of both edges

of the uncapping-knife, and have a sharp knife

longer than I would if I used only one edge in

cutting all one way. I can say that I prefer the

cold knife to the hot one. I have used the cod
knife nine years.

I have three kinds of extracting-ffames—the

regular Hoffman, full size; the half depth Hoff-
man, and the Heddon frame. The Heddon beats

them all for easy uncapping, and is my pr> ference
for an extracting-frame. D. I. Wagar.

Flat Rock, Mich.

A STRAIGHT-HANDLED KNIFE PREFERRED.

According to my experience, Dr. Miller is

right when he says in his fourth Straw, p. 1303,

Nov. 1, "Are not those places depressions, and
would they not be better reached with a straight

handle and a curved blade.? " I have always us* d
a straight-handled knife with practically a straight

edge, except about a quarter of its length, which
tapers with a long curve toward the point. I a^k
for nothing better.

The main features of a serviceable uncapping-
knife are a thin blade, but not one too flexible,

faultlessly bright, and an almost razor edge; and.

I emphasize, the more scrupulously bright and
sharp, the more and better work it will do. I

have never found it necessary to warm or heat an

uncapping-knife, and consider all arrangements
for this purpose a waste of time and labor.

It is also necessary that the blade reach clear

across the frame, with a little to spare, although
I hardly ever find combs as wide as the Jumbo,
which I use, that can be uncapped with one
stroke. There are generally a few depressions

toward the bottom-bar that have to be touched
with the curve. With frames five or six inches

wide, one stroke will do the business in most
cases; and I feel somewhat like Mr. Hutchinson,
of the Re'vie-Tv. I should like to race it with an
uncapping-machine.

FEATHERS FOR BEE-BRUSHIS.

It has been claimed by otherwise good author-

ity that the use of feathers for brushing bees has

a tendency to make them cross. This is not so,

if we accept the experience of many years as con-
clusive evidence. I know from close watching,
having used different kinds of brushes, that there

is nothing about a feather that will irritate bees

any more than any other material that may be

used as a brush. During extracting-time I do a

great d^al of brushing, using a feather, of course,

and I very seldom use a veil. I always keep a

number of feathers scattered all through the bee-

yard. They are placed between cover and cleat,

where they are held in horizontal position in

plain sight and easy reach from any place where
I may happen to need them. But generally,

when I expect the steady use of a feather, I carry

one in my hip-pocket. G. C. (iREIser.

La Salle, N. Y.

A SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT IN EXTRACTORS.

I have often thought that, if the cans for four-

frame extractors were made as large as those

for the six-frame, it would be a great improve-
ment. It would also be a help if there were a

funnel-shaped guide at the top of the comb-bas-
kets in order to lessen the time needed for plac-

ing the combs in the baskets. When there is

only half an inch of room to spare we often

waste time in getting the combs in.

Mangas, Cuba. C. F. Hochstein.
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On p'ge 157 of the ABC book you advocate

a plurality of hive entrances. How is it to be
arranged in the ordinary Dovetailed hive?
Windom, Pa. Enos H. Hess.

[The usual method of making entrances in the

extra stories is to bore a '4 -inch hole through
ihe hi\e end near the top This should be capa-

ble of being closed by means of a wooden button
whenever desired. Where there are only two
stories it is sometimes customary to lift up the

cover in the rear by about '4 or '2 inch, depend-
ing upon the size of the colony. If you me'ely
desire to try it for experimental purposes, pry

apart the rear of contiguous stories by about '4

inch. This wide opening should be reduced by
putting in wedge-shaped strips on the side, and
short cleats at the ends. While the bees will

build a surplus of burr-combs made by this in-

creased gap at the back end, it will do no harm,
and yet enable you to determine whether the

plan is a success with you or not.

—

Ed.]

PROVIIMNG PERMANENT MEANS FOR COMMUNI-
CATION THROUGH THE CENTER OF COMBS.

The article on page 1381, Nov. 15, on outdoor
wintering, is one that I wish to indorse, for I have
followed for a great many years the plan recom-
mended, and have always been entirely success-

ful. However, I am not satisfied with a mere
hole cut in the comb, for I go a step further and
insert in every comb a round wooden plug with
a half-inch hole bored in the center. In this way
a permanent passage is afforded, and I do not
have to repeat the cutting every fall, as Mr. Flu-
harty does, for the bees do not till up this hole in

the spring.

The engraving represents a frame of wired
foundation with the plug inserted in the center.

The diameter of the plug is one inch, and it is

one inch thick. To make these plugs I put a
mop-handle in a vise and bore a half-inch hole
through it lengthwise for four or five inches, and

then cut it up as far as the hole extends, in pieces
an inch long. When 1 first used this plan 1 tried

a larger hole, but the bees generally filled it up
with comb in the spring; and since I adopted the
half-inch size I have met with entire success, and
have never found one closed up.

Some may say that the bees will gnaw these
plugs and try to tear them out. This is true in

some instances; but if the hole that is cut in the
foundation or in the comb, as the case may be,
to receive the plug, is just the right size, and then
if the edges of the comb close to the plug are

painted with melted wax, the comb will be per-

fectly attacht d 'O the plug all around, during
comb-building time. I would not advise any
one to try putting in plugs at any other time.

This method comes very near providing the

easy access from comb to comb that is found in

the old box hives. Those who are familiar with
the uniformly good results from box hives realize

that they provide conditions that are the very
best for bees during the winter. With this plan,

brood will often be found in almost every comb
if the queen is prolific; and for early spring breed-
ing such a passageway from comb to comb is just

what the queen requires to enable her to pass

freely from one comb to another without leaving
the cluster. Wm. J. Hayes.
New York.

VENTILATION NEEDED AT THE TOP OF HIVES IN

WINTER; WIDE SPACING.

On p. 35, Jan. 1, Mr. Crane, in his first para-

graph, seems to think that straight combs are the

cause of bad wintering. I don't think so, for

bees winter in our modern hives just as well as in

old boxes or logs if the proper ventilation is pro-

vided. Moistuie rises with the air; and if there

\i a place for it to get out the cluster is always
dry. Diy bees and dry combs are sure to winter
well. In almost every tree there is more or less

decayed wood above the cluster, and the ants

make holes to the outside, through which the

moistuie escapes. Give the bees less ventilation

at the entrance, and a litt'e above, and they will

winter better Put on an escape-board early in

the fall so the bees can have time to seal it down.
Leave out the escape and put the roof on loose-

ly, and see how much better the bees winter. If

packing is u ed on top, put some wire cloth over
the hole in the board.

Our frames are spaced too close, as Mr. Crane
says They ought to be 1/i from center to cen-

ter. Bees can not cluster thick enough between
closely spaced combs, and that means that they
must spread out. In such a condition it takes

more honey 10 keep up the heat; and the more
honey they use in the winter, the shorter-lived

they are in the spring. My bees wintered out-
doors last winter, and the greatest loss in stores

was 8 lbs. , and the least was 4^ lbs. This was
from Dec. 1 to April 1, and my hives were just

boiling with bees when alsike bloomed. May 20.

Raleigh Thompso''.
Underwood, Ind.

IThere is no doubt that upward ventilation

through dry absorbents furnishes an ideal condi-
tion for outdoor winterine; but the difficulty lies

in the fact that it is almost impossible to keep
these absorbents from becoming very damp, and
freezing in winter. Ex( erience shows that, in

the average case, it is better to have the top of the

hive sealed tight, with a generous amount of

packing o\er and around the hive. It goes with-

out saying, that this packing must be kept dry
by a storm-proof covering.

—

Ed.]

COMB HONEY TWENTY YEARS OLD IV GOOD CON-
DITION AND OF GOOD FLAVOR.

In the Dec. 1st issue, page 1437, you give cuts

of comb htmey said to be twelve years old. Some
twenty years ago I concluded to see how long I
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could keep comb honey. I took twelve secions
each, of basswood and white clover, putting them
in a twenty-four section case, storing them in a

closetadjoiningour dining-room. It neverfreezes

in this room. For two or three years following

I took out a few sections, replacing them with

that year's product. In the last two or three

years we have been giving the honey a trial to

see what it was like. Some of the combs were
somewhat granulated, others not in the least. I

have just looked to see what is left. I find one
section dated 1889, one 1890, two 1891, one 1892,

and one 1893. 'i he color is that of any white
two years old. The flavor is very fine, consis-

tency thick and ropy, as it will string out a foot

or more without breaking. Taking color, flavor,

and consistency, I think the clover is a little ahead
of the basswood. J. W. Caldwell, M. D.
Steamboat Rock, Iowa.

[This is interesting as well as remarkable. We
never had the record before of any honey in the

comb as old as this—certainly not if we take in-

to consideration condition and quality. Can
any one go one better?

—

Ed.]

A PLAN PROPOSED FOR THE INSPECTION OF BEES
IMPORTED INTO HAWAII.

That importation of queens into Hawaii reads

funny, p. 1490, Dec 1. Let us imagine they did

not consult a practical bee-keeper before framing
the law. If the island is going to have a law for

the protection of disease, why not have a quaran-
tine station five or six miles from any other colo-

ny of bees, and let the importer bring nuclei to

the station, and have the queen introduced on ar-

rival? then the brood could be inspected once or

twiceaweek for one month; and if nothing broke
out in that time, give the importer a clear bill of

health for his queens. Isaac Balmer.
Burlington, Ont. , Can.

SWARMS WITH VIRGINS LEAVE PARENT COLONY
HOPELESSLY QUEENLESS.

Referring to Dr. Miller's Straw, page 988, Aug.
15, I would say that, while I lived in Iowa, I

thought I could depend upon a colony not to

swarm with a virgin queen and leave the parent

hive hopelessly queenless; but here, with the

same strain of bees, it has been of rather frequent

occurrence. I have known swarms to issue re-

peatedly and return, the young queen failing to

go with them until at last she would "yield to

popular opinion " and swarm too. It was evi-

dently no "bridal party," but a bona-fide leaving

for parts unknown (to me). The usual amount
of bees would always remain in the old hive.

Leslie, Ga , Aug. 21. T. W. Livingston.

COMB-BUILDING IN TREES; DEATH-RATE OF COL-
ONIES IN TREES GREATER THAN IN

MODERN HIVES.

Bees follow no rigid methods in sheeting their

combs in box hives or in trees. The central

combs in all box hives or trees are invariably

straight and methodically spaced, showing a pref-

erence for uniformity, but the rest of the work is

quite crooked. At the beginning of work in any
hive all operations are influenced by the queen's
persistence in laying eggs; and thus it is that the

central combs are always true and flat; but as

soon as the queen, according to her prolificness

and the flow of nectar, has plenty of brood space,

the crookedness of work materializes.

The form of the hive influences comb-construc-
tion more than any other thing; but the impres-

sion that bees in a Langstroth hive are working
under abnormal conditions or following unnatu-
ral impulses is, in my opinion, radically wrong.
It seems to me that any effort on our part to guide
normal colonies to finish all operations in nature's

symmetry is a step forward. As to wintering

—

well, combs built in Langstroth hives with Hoff-

man frames are just as favorable to ideal results

as cofnbs built any old way, J A. Crane, p. 35,

Jan. 1, notwithstanding. The death-rate of bees

in trees far surpasses that of those in L. hives, and
to find the real cause necessitates rigid search else-

where than in comb construction.

Great Meadows, N. J. Ralph P. Fisher.

STRONG-TASTING COMB.

I have one super which was well filled with
nice white honey except three sections in the

center, which were a dark-brown color. I gave
one to a neighbor. They did not like the taste

of it. We used one ourselves. It is the comb
that is strong and does not taste good. When
you take the honey out of the comb and com-
pare it with the white comb honey you can not

see any difference in color or taste. The comb
has the appearance of being made of propolis,

and the comb is thicker than the white comb.
Now if you can explain this I should be glad to

hear from you. Columbus Mills
Gas City, Ind. , Dec. 8.

lA comb in the process of building partakes

somewhat of its surroundings. If it is next to

old dark combs it takes on somewhat their char-

acter and color.

—

Ed.]

very little WHITE CLOVER LIVING; JOINING
NAUONAL BfE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

I have found very little white clover living, but

there is an abundant crop of seed. There is very

little red clover.

I just started to keep bees only fhis last sum-
mer, and would thank you very much if you
could tell me how I could join the National Bee-

keepers' Association. Wm. Hosier, Jr.

Terre Haute, Ind., Jan. 11.

[Write to N. E. France, Platteville, Wis., en-

closing $1 00 for membership.—Ed ]

WOULD it be A GOOD PLAN TO UNITE WEAK
COLONIES FROM THE CELLAR IN THE SPRING.?

I have read about uniting weak colonies of

bees in the fall when putting them in the cellar.

How will it work, when taking them out in the

spring, to unite light or weak colonies and let

them mix while taking their cleansing flight.?

Would you put any thing between the two
hives when they are united.? Chas. Doan.

Hull, Iowa, Jan. 7.

[The plan is perfectly feasible, and, indeed, is

practical to a considerable extent.

—

Ed ]
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

That thjr days may be Ions upon the land which the Lord thy

God giveththee.—Ex. 20:12.

Before considering the text I have chosen, I

wish to take up another matter briefly. The fol-

lowing letter from a reader of Gleanings will

introduce it:

Mr. A. I. Ro»t:—GLEANINGS is growing better and larger

(rem year to year. This surely must be encouraging to all Root-

ville and especially to its founder, our dear old " Uncle Amos."
1 wonder whether the management finds it easy to keep the ball

rolling, ard whether they would take it amiss if a reader would
pot bis shoulder to the wheel and give it a little impetus, or at

least help them with a little suggestion.

My attention was called to an inconsistency existing between
the heading of the Home papers and the subject matter, or be-

tween the text and the sermon. This matter was brought up
some years ago, in a small gathering of ministers, several of whom
were bee-keepers. 1 was reminded of this wht n I read the beau-

tiful text, Isa. 52:7 in the Christmat number, expecting to read

a genuine Christmas sermon full of the peace and love of God, as

was that first Christmas sermon delivered by the angel to the

shepherds: " Fear not, for behold, 1 bring you good tidings of

great joy which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this

day in the city of David a Savior, which is Christ the Lord."
Instead of this I found an article on shoes and ftel, which would
have looked well under the heading of Health Notes; but under
Ibis beautiiul text from holy Scripture it looks— to me at least

—

ridiculous. Ves, it seems to me as if the holy name or word of

the Lord is taken in »ain. Where the appropriateness of the

text comes in 1 utterly fail to see. It is true, the word " feet "

appears in the text, the word being used in a flowery way to ex-
press as much as the " coming of," the same as if we say, " It

makes me glad to see the approaching carriage of my friend." It

ii the friend, not the carriage, that gladdens me. Well, I am
not a preacher, and may be the meaning of a text is immaterial
in these days of which the Lord speaks—Matt. 24. We may be
glad if we are permitted at least to hear the Bible text read in

some of our churches; but it always comei up in my mind again,
" Have these preachers never come across the passage where Jesus
said, ' But in vain they worship me, teaching for doctrines the

commandments of men'.'"

Yours for improvement all around,

Mrs. I. B. G.

My good friend Mrs. I. B. G., while I thank
you for your kind criticism, and while I plead

guilty, at least to a certain extent, I want to of-

fer a little defense. You were disappointed be-
cause I, a poor humble layman, did not give you
such a Chr stmas sermon as you hear from al-

most every pulpit year after year as this sacred
holiday comes along. I know, and have known
for years, that the message God gives me to pre-

sent in my own way does not always fit very
well with the precious words I select as well as I

can to place at the head of my talk. May I con-
fide to you all right here that for years past I

have at times felt as if it was, as you put it, "ri-

diculous" to ihink of putting such poor efforts

in print.' But there was no time even to try to

write something better; neither had I at the time
the brains and energy to get up something else

quick. All I could do was to ask God to send
his Holy Spirit along with it so that it might be
understood and bear fruit. When a host of kind
words came from far and near in regard to that

very Home i)aper I began to conclude it was Sa-
lan that tried to persuade me I was off my base
•just as he did when I was in that great barber-
shop in Atlanta), and I can now think of only
two Home papers that ever went into the waste-
basket in over thirty years.

Now, my dear Christian friend, may I not
make a brief defense of that paper about " beau-
tiful feet "

.' Is there any thing we can do to

make our feet beautiful in the sight of both God

and man like what the text brings out so clearly

—keeping them busy in " bringing good tidings"
and "publishing peace," and, best of all, "pub-
lishing sal-x'ation "

r'

Can you imagine any " good tidings " of

more moment to the world than that " eman-
cipation " which the missionaries have, by their

"busy feet," brought about in China.'' Let me
repeat it, millions of --wotnen, crippled for life for

more than a thousand years past, and this thing

going on and on!

Let me digress a little. A few months ago, at

a conference of ministers they were discussing

county local option. When 1 found I was the

only layman present I apologized, and was about
to withdraw, when one of them who knew of

these Home papers said:
" Friends, some of us here may in time get to

be great preachers; but there is little hope or

prospect that we shall ever speak to as great an
audience as our friend here talks to twice every

month."
How does it come that I have such an audience,

and have held on to it for years } Because
sometimes " God hath chosen the foolish things

of the world to confound the wise," etc., and be-

cause I have called attention to great evils like

the crippling of the poor Chinese women's feet.

To come back to our own country, is not this

man who advertises the common-sense shoe, and
ignores fashion, " publishing peace " to a silly

and sinful world that would destroy both feet

and spirituality rather than be out of fashion >

Few of the Home talks have brought more le-

sponses and kind words than the one about shots

and feet; and I am sure it has helped push along

a needed reform, even if it was, in some respects,

perhaps, a little off from the usual interpretation

of that beautiful text.

Now for the text I have chosen for my talk to-

day. I feel sorry about it, but I fear it is open

to the same objection as the one we have been
discussing. I have taken it from the command-
ment about honoring the father and mother, and
yet I propose to discuss mainly long li'ving. 1

do this because I have not found any thing in

the Bible that hits so exactly what I want. My
talk has been planned mostly for old folks like

Mrs. Root and myself. Our fathers and mothers

are dead and gone. They did their duty by us,

and have ceased from their labors, but I feel

sure they are looking down from their home in

heaven in a loving way as of old, watching anx-

iously, perhaps, to see what progress we are mak-
ing out of the darkness and into the light that

the Heavenly Father has all these years been

holding out before us.

Now, then, what shall we do that o«r"days
may be long on the land," etc.? After having

been loyal and filial to our parents and all out

relatives we aie to take care of these bodies of

ours. Much of my correspondence of late has

been from elderly people who have been consid-

ering coming to Florida to avoid the rigid win-

ters of the North. After having passed five or six

winters in a southern clime I do think many old

people will live longer and happier by getting

where they can be more in the open air, and at

the same time avoid being "bundled up " as we
must be in a cold climate. From the fact that

so many old people drop off during the winter
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time, I am convinced that large numbers might
live perhaps several years could the winters be
bridged over. Old people get chilled, and I

know by experience it is often quiie a task to get

thoroughly "warmed up." When away from
home I sometimes wake up in the night cold,

and at such times it seems almost impossible to

get warm, no matter how much clothing I pile

on. This often happens when I have been out
and gotten pretty well chilled during the day.

Well, this winter Mrs. Root and I have dis-

covered a beautiful remeJy. Of course, it is "as
old as the hills," almost; but it is new to us I

told you about our fireplace that we scarcely

used last winttr. Well, this winter we have used
it and enjoyed it Our testimony is now em-
phatic, that, of all the inventions for keeping
people warm (especially old people), there is

nothing to compare with the open fireplace.

Ours is large enough so we can bring in a " back-
log," almost as long and as big around as my-
self, and then with a very little small fuel we can
keep the heat just right. The radiated heat and
the abundant ventilation are, one or both, an in-

spiration for work or sleep, or any thing else.

My old father's remedy for a cold was to "toast
the feet" before an open fireplace When your
feet are well toasted you are pretty sure ti be
toasted also, pre'ty well all over, and after this

"thorough vsarming-ur" you can lie down un-
der the warm blankets before the open window,
right in almost any kind of drafts, and "sleep the
sleep of the just," and not take cold a particle

I have been here now nearly three months, and
have had nothing that could be called a cold, or,

for that matter, any other trouble. Of course, I

am careful of my diet—no sugar to speak of, and
very little meat. Mrs. Root and I are both us
ing the Battle Creek health foods, and greatly
enjoy them. The saving in housework is im-
mense, and "dinner" is always ready. I was
much pleased to find in the last Practical Farmer,
in Terry's department, the following, especially
as the individual is the father of our Mr, J. T.
Calvert:

NOT TOO OLD TO GET WELL.
A Vermont reader asks: " Is there any hope that a man 60

years old can cure himself of asthma of 30 years' standing by right
livingf My mother suffers from rheumatism and heart trouble.
Do you think she is too old to be benefited by a change of livint,

or would it be apt to be injurious?" An extract from a letter

which came in the same mail, from John Calvert, Reaboro, Ont.,
a farmer and bee-keeper, will answer these questions best.

" 1 have sufiered greatly for years from rheumatism in shoulders
and back, and my eyes have foubled me. For four months 1

have been following Health Hints, and 1 am happy to report that
I am free from those pains now, and my eyesight is all right. I

used to suffer so I could not sleep nights. Now I have better
health than I ever Bad before — am able to do a good day's work
in the bush, chopping and sawing logs, although I am past 76.
God bless the Practical Farmrr for teaching people how they can
have comfort while on earth, .ind st^y many years longer than
they otherwise would." Friend Calvert lives much as we do at

our home, and as )ou have often been advised to. Asthma can
be cured and prevented, the same as rheumatism, and so can
heart trouble, or any other ill, if one hasn't gone so far as to

commit the really unpardonable sin against nature, which is al-

most never the case. But change in habits of living should be
gradual. I should prefer myself to change and live in "comfort"
for 30 or 40 years yet, rather than to sutler for 5 or 10 years and
then pass away. There are causes for every disease in one's way
of living, and the consequent condition of blood. Remove these
causes, give the stream of life proper air, water, food, rest, etc.,

and natu e will go right to work to cure. Failure will practical-

ly always come from your not doing your full part. Nature is all-

powerful.

Some may object to the open fireplace on ac-

count of the waste of fuel; and as good stovewood

is worth here $7.00 a cord this might well be
considered. I am glad to tell >ou, however, that

in dealing up a place for our " cottage in the

woods " we dug out stumps and palmetto roots

enough for fuel for sez'eral 'Airwtvs. With the
beautiful light in our home, mentioned in anoth-
er column, and the open fireplace, it is about the

most comfoi table and inspiring home that can
be imagined

HOW TO KEEP THE GIRL ON THE FARM, ETC.

Mr. A. I.'Reoi:— I have always .been deeply interested in the
fascinating subject of bee-keeping, though I have never owned
any bees. I am also interested in the question of how the farm
girl can earn her own spending money at home. Farm-press
writers and faim papers devote a great deal of attention to the
subject of " how to keep the boy on the farm " The faiher is ad-

I'ised to give the boy a calf, colt, pig, etc., or a share in the ciop,

to induce him to stay. But the ooy's sister! Well, she general-
ly " takes a business course," then goes to the city, and — only
the guardian angel knows the sequel

Now, why can't she be furnished with an incubator and brood-

er, a canning-machine, and a stand of bees.' Then the can start

her own bank account, take " a course in business " right on the
farm, and stay with her mother.

" We learn to do by doing;" and any average farm-girl could

acquire a practical business training right at home, provided she

has any money of her own to handle.
I already own two hundred-egg incubators and two huudred-

chick brooders, earned with my pen. 1 also own a No. I mod-
ern canner, and both are money-makers.

After readii'g that cow peas are the thing for bee-pasture I am
eager to add bees to my present combination, poultry and can-

ning, because I live in a section where cow peas are grown very

largely, I raise them for my poultry.

Until I read the inclosed article it had never occurred to me
that their blossoms could be utilized for bee-pasture. But I

shall lose no time in " passing on " this suggestion to farm and
t>oultry papers that circulate where cow peas are grown. By so

doing 1 hope to induce scores—yes, hundreds—of farm-girls to try

bee-keeping. I am now 39 years old.

Fowler, Mo., Jan. 27. Annie Hoffarth.

The following is the quotation alluded to,

from the Practical farmer:

Our principal money crop for the coming season will be, per-

haps, unlike any the majority of Experience Pool readers have in

mind. As in the past, the production of comb honey will be our

specialty, and other crops will be planted chiefly for their bloom.
Of these the cow pea will rank 6rst. While many think that

crops planted for the bees can not be made profitable, we find it

decidedly otherwise. If the bees winter as well as usual, we ex-

pect to have something over 100 colonies another season, which
ought to give us no less than 15,000 lbs. of marketable honey.
Although prices may not hold up as during the pa-.t year, enough
colonies will be run to make up the difference. Many localities

are not suitable for exclusive bee-keeping, and the men who are

able to make a successful vocation of the business are still fewer.

Hence we would advise any one contemplating the field, with

that object in view, to move cautiously. We did not enter the

business on an extensive scale, nor with any flourishes, but with

a few colonies only. As each year demonstrated that no other

part of our fa'ming was paying so well as the bees, we gradually

made the production of honey our principal business.

Ft. Smitn, Ark. I.EO E. Gatklbv.

There are two things in the above letter that

commend themselves to me particularly—first,

keeping the (;irl on the farm. Why, her letter

makes me feel like paying her a visit. I want to

see her incubators and that canning outfit; and
I also want to rase my—" fur cap" to the lady

who has the courage to come right out in print,

sav she is almost AO years old, just as honestly

and frankly as I can say "Friends, /am almost

.le-z'eniy.^' 1 presume she, as well as myself, will

be able to surprise many people who grow old

before their time. A letter just under my hand

closes with th^se words: "W th best wishes that

your Century Club may not lose you before the

prescribe 1 time," e'c. Dear friends, it is a. "cen-

tury club" we are enlisting in, a d not an "An-
anias club."
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Poultry
Department
CONDLCTED BY A. 1. RoOT.

INniAN RUNNER DUCKS.

The original home of these was in India: but they are now ex-

tensively grown in England, and were introduced into the Unit-
ed States about fifteen years ago, where they have won for them-
selves a high position in the Eastern markets. These birds are

very quick-motioned, and it is poisible for ihem to move very

rapidly. Their legs are very strong, and ate set well back, so

that the carriage is nearly erect. There is no suggestion of the
awkward waddle of the common duck, hence iheii name, " Indi-

an Runner."
In color they are gray and white, and fawn and white. The

drake has darker cheek-markings, presenting a most attractive

appearance. Their standard weights are, drake, 4j4 lbs.; duck,
< lbs. These weights ate not as great as those of the Pekins;
but by good feeding they can be made to weigh 9 and 8 lbs.

The question is asked, "Will ducks disturb bees?" My
ducks do not have free access to the hives; but the ducks are in

the white-clover lots where the bees are ihick, and I have never
noticed any damage done to the ducks nor to the bee.
The Indian runners mature very rapidly, reaching market size

io nine weeks. They require no swimming-water, but plenty
for drinking purposes. They are great foragers, and find no
small part of their food in the form of grubs and worms, which
they delight in hunting in the grass and weeds.

As Mr. Root mentioned in his short article last year, the Indi-
an Runners are very interesting liitle creatures to watch grow
from the time taat they are hatched until they are matured.

.\It. Gilead, O. Kent Jknninos.

In regard to bees and ducks, while ours were
raised almost rifjht in our apiary, the ducics never
meddled with the bees nor the bees with the
ducks; but others have c^mphinpd that (like

chickens) they sometimes accjuire the ha'' it of
"gobbling up" bees loaded wi h honey, and, if

I am correct, we have had rt ports of bees sting-
ing voung dut ks that got too inquisitive. I do
not know that I ever got much more enjoymenf
out of a like investment than that setting of eggs
gave me. While they were young the "neigh-
boys" all liked to see them come around; but
when grown up they made themselves so much
"at home" everywhere we were obliged to dis-

pose of them. They do not seem to bear con-
finement very well.

1 ha e just learned from Mr. Jennings that he
expects to issue soon a leaflet on the breeding,
feeding, and raising of Indian Runner ducks

PARTRIDOES IN DOMESTICATION, ETC.

I am so crippled up with rheumatism that I can only roll around
on a little three-wheeled wagon; and in the fall of 1906, in order
to get out in the open air more, and to diversify my rather monot-
onous life, I took a notion to see what I could do toward feeding
and gentling a bunch or two of partridges that were ranging in a
lot a few hundred yards from the house. I got some hominy and
lorghum seed, and scattered a few handfuls in the brush where the
partridges were ranging, and in a few days the bunch of blue
"top-knots " (there were just 20 in the bunch) found the feed,
and from that time on through the winter until late in the spring
the birds were always close around and ready for their feed. I

had been feeding them but a short time when several bunches of
" Bob White " partridges took to the feed also; so I went to feed-
ing ihem in two places about 200 yards apart, so as not to have
too many in one place; and all winter until late in the spring
there were about 100 partridges feeding at the two places, and in
a »hon time they all got so gentle that they would come up and
eat while I was scanning out the feed. I always whistled like
the Bob White panridge when I got near the feeding-places, and
they soon caught on to the whistle and would come as fast as
they coold run from four or five different directions a? soon as they
heard the whistle, and some of them would fly and come if they
were quite a way off when they heard the whistle.
Now, Mr. Root, you see you don't have to find partridge nests

and then rob them of their eggs and then hatch them in your in-
cubator to go into the partridge business, when it is so much bet-
ter and easier to control them with feed; and, besides, whenever
TOO fo to robbing their nesls and holding tlie young birds in con-

finement, right then one is violating the game law in this pan
of the world, and is subject to a fine.

Before I close this letter let me tell you what became of the
birds, Well, 1 thought too much of my pet birds to let any one
shoot them, and it is against the law to trap them at any time; so
ill the spring the bunches broke up into pairs and scattered off to

build their nests to rear their young. The following fall six of

the blue top-knot birds failed to raise any young, and came back
for feed. Of course, 1 fed them some, and they were around the
lots and feed-pens all winter. The top-knot variety finally all

drifted off to the low hills; but at the present writing there are
hundreds of the Bob Whites close around, and their center of at-

traction is a ten-acre sorghum-patch that has gone to seed, which
never fails to hold them around.

Mr. Root, you ought to get some eggs of the tingneck English
pheasant, and get them started aiound your " cabin in the woods."
They are surely a pretty bird. The males have all the colors of

the rainbow, and many more besides. I tried them here at my
ranch several years ago, but none of them would locate in this

part of the country. I believe they would locate in your section of

the country. I set the eggs under a medium-sized hen, and let

her raise them. The little birds soon get tame, and will mn
after any one who feeds them, and will eat out of their hands.
I got my eggs from J. A. Durrell, of Pleasant Ridge, Ohio. He
used to raise them by the hundreds in wire-netting inclosures.

The young of the pheasant are great insect-eaters; and my expe-
rience is that they will nearly all die if kept in an inclo'ure
where they can not get plenty of insects to eat.

D'Hanis, Texas. Dan Polk.

Friend P., I am very glad to know that some-
body has succeeded so well in keeping partridges
in domestication; but I am surprised to hear you
speak of " Bob White " as if it were a variety of
partridges. We have them here and also in Flor-

ida. 1 prtsume it is the same bird that calls out
before a rain, " More wet, more wet. " We have
also quails in Florida, but they are rather smaller
than those here in Ohio; but the partridges of

Northern Michigan are a much larger bird than
those here. In fact, one of the males when he
comes strutting around their drinking-place comes
pretty near being as large as a Brown Leghorn
hen, especially when he makes his feathers stand

up and shows fight if you do not go away. A
neighbor near our home here in Medina had a

flock of quail that he fed all one winter; but it

kept him busy putting up notices warning hunt-
ers that those quail.were his property just as much
as the chickens around his barn. In fact, the

quails came up and ate with the chickens all win-
ter long when there were no strangers around to

drive them away.

THE CHARACTER OF THE ENEMY WE ARE FIGHT-
ING.

A few days ago a daily paper in the neighbor-
ing city of Akron, O., gave a clipping purport-

ing to come from the Birmingham, Ala., Daily
Nenus. It told about the awful suffering that

had been caused by wiping out the saloons. The
statement was so astounding that one of our peo-

ple sent the clipping to the Birmingham paper,

asking for an explanation. A reply came at once
from the editor, declaring that no such thing had
ever appeared in his paper—that it was a string of

falsehoods from beginning to end. When this

report was presented to the Akron editor he very

coolly replied that he kne^v it was a lie when he
published it; but he said he was paid for putting

it in just as it appears. It was an advertisement,
even though it did appear in the reading-columns.
Now, I do not know how many such editors there

are in this land of ours; but may God speed the

day when they shall be wiped off the face of the

earth by another wave of public indignation like

the wave that is just now drivingout the saloons.
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HIGH-PRESSURE
GARDENING

By A. I. Root

Dear Sirs:—My attention was called to an article on page

1310, about alfalfa, in which you state " This knocks the bottom

out of the argument that alfalfa should be cut before it blooms."

Of course, we bee-keepers like to have alfalfa left to bloom; and

the prevailing belief is that alfalfa should be allowed to bloom
before being cut for hay. Now, the fact is, the first crop should

be cut just before it blooms. This hay would be of higher

feeding value then than if allowed to bloom. The alfalfa-plant

would a'so start the new growth quicker. We cut the second

crop, also, just before it comes to bloom, allowing the third cro")

to come in full bloom for the bees and seed. The alfalfa straw

is fed to horses, cattle, and sheep. An acre of third crop to seed

produces five gallons of extracted water-white alfalfa honey,

extra fine. The seed yields from one to six bushels per acre.

On other fields, hay only, we obtain four to five crops. All are

cut just before the plant comes in bloom.
As I stated before, for the bee-keepers it is best to have alfalfa

bloom for bee-pasture; but for hay value and the good of the al-

falfa-plant, cut it just before it blooms. I know by experience.

I should judge by your article you were " playing " for the

bee-keeper. Am I right, friend Root?

Thrashed buckwheat yielded 33 bushels per acre, and sold at

1M cts. I shall have about 100 acres of it next year. It is a

good honey-plant, but I prefer alfalfa.

The writer has had all kinds of experience in cleaning up and

getting in shape a run-down, weed-covered, and neglected farm

of 300 acres, bought six years ago, at from $20 to $45 per acre.

You can about form an idea of the condition that it is now in

when I tell you that $60,000 was refused, without buildings, not

even a fence-post on the place, as level as the floor. A part of

this year's crop was 500 tons alfalfa hay, worth $11.50 per ton;

3089 bushels seed wheat at $1.00 to $1.25 per bushel; buckwheat
seed at 2^ cts. per lb.; alfalfa seed at $11.00 per bushel of 60

lbs.; vegetables and seeds, oats, honey, etc.

Hastings, Neb., Nov. 5. Chas. Winkler.

Many thanks, friend W., not only for your
criticism, but for the report of your success. If

you will look again on page 1310 you will find

that our authority for the statement we made
was based on statements made by Joseph E.

Wing, who, without doubt, is the most success-

ful grower of alfalfa in Ohio, and I think that

perhaps a difference in locality may have had

much to do with it. Since you mention it, I re-

member that T. B. Terry has always taught that

timothy and clover, to be of most value to horses

and cattle, should be cut much earlier than

usual; and to prove his theory he fed a team of

big work-horses for months and years on his

"wilted grass," as his neighbors called it, with-

out any grain whatever. Very likely this is true

of alfalfa, although there seem to be extremes

both ways. Mr. Wing seems to think (and he

certainly ought to know) that alfalfa should not

be cut too early, even for horses. Yes, we are

bee-keepers, and we are interested in having al-

falfa, buckwheat, and every other crop, man-
aged in such a way as to favor the bees, not for-

getting the interest and well-being of those who
do not keep bees at all. I do not think you can

consistently accuse the editors of Gleanings of

being selfish as a rule in trying to teach improved

agriculture in all its different lines.

alfalfa in drills ; EXPERIENCE FROM A WYO-
MING FARM.

Inasmuch as alfalfa is now being extensively

grown over almost all of our land, from Maine
to Florida, we think the following will be read

(and I hope put in practice in the spring) with

much interest:

I have read W. H. Jenkins' article on alfalfa in drills. 1 had

previously read an article by him, in Gleanings in Bee Cul-
ture, on the same subject, and have tried it on the so-called

arid land of Wyoming. The land was plowed and harrowed for

the first time this spring. I raked over a plot about 30 by 50 ft.,

and made drills some three inches deep in which I sowed the al-

falfa seed, covering with a common garden-rake, and walking
over the part sown to firm the ground. The seed sprouted and
came up finely, and is now in bloom. The rows are 28 inches

apart, and free from weeds. I had previously sown some broad-

cast alone, and some with oats, and hariowed it in. I have sown
it broadcast and raked it in, and it has grown well every way;
but I think the plan of drilling it in is a great improvement. 1

have sown it in drills running north and south, and in drills run-

ning east and west, and it seems to me the latter is the better

way. D. M.
Arapahoe, Wyoming.

Replying to the above, the editor of the Rural
adds:

Has anyone noticed any difference '. We drilled alfalfa, Aug.

17, on well-prepared soil at the top of a hill. The drills weie
made about 18 inches apart. The alfalfa came up in three days,

and looks well at this time.

A KIND WORD IN REGARD TO THE TOBACCO COL-
UMN OF YEARS AGO.

If I were to undertake to put in print all the

words that were received, especially those from
the old veterans, at the recent National conven-

tion, it would take more space than we can spare

just now. But there is one that certainly de-

serves mention. A very nice old gentleman took

me by the hand and said he had been owing me
a debt of gratitude and thanks for a great

service I rendered him tn.venty-eight years ago.

What do you suppose it was.-' Why, he said

that through my talk and exhortations in our

journal he was induced, twenty-eight years ago,

to give up tobacco. His health improved right

away. He felt that he was growing younger in-

stead of older, and from that day to this he has

felt that he owed me a debt of gratitude because

of my earnest talks about o-i-'ercoming—especially

overcoming things that we ktioiu are bad habits.

Not only has it given him a new lease of life, but

he has been able to set a better example before

his boys, but to encourage, perhaps, many oth-

ers to give up a habit that always leads in the

downward path instead of the upward one that

leads from earth to heaven. I tell you there are

some very good people away over there in Cana-

da in the king's domains. I feel an especial in-

terest in that locality because it was the home of

our business manager, Mr. J. T. Calvert, before

he came to the United States and married one of

the " Root girls."

PROPOLIS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SHOE-POL-

ISH, FURNITURE-POLISH, ETC.

Arthur M. Peck, Sand Lake, N. Y., informs

me that a cousin of his some years ago made a

preparation, mostly ffom propolis, that had won-
derful "staying" properties for shining up shoes,

harness, and other leather work, but that, like

many inventors, he got after something else and

dropped it. As most of you have had more or

less experience in regard to the way propolis

"holds on," I think you will agl^ with me that

it ought to be collected and utilized. Quite a

little has been said about the " beeswax finish
"

for houses. Well, will some one make a test

and see if propolis added to the wax and turpen-

tine will not make a harder or more lasting arti-

cle for finishing up woodwork.? How about a

"furniture polish " containing propolis.'
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

DEATH OF E. L. PRATT.

Just as our last form was going to press for the

last issue we were able to squeeze in a short an-
nouncement of the death of E. L. Pratt, general-

ly known as " Swarthmore," which tooic place
on March 11. We have no particulars relative

to his death, except that he died of pneumonia,
and his illness was very brief. We intended to

get a biographical sketch in this issue, and had
written for certain facts in his life, but they have
so far failed to come in.

Mr. Pratt was a genius at queen-rearing. He
devised and improved many a method, both in

Europe and America. More anon.

ARTIFICIAL PASTURAGE THAT PAYS; ALSIKE AND
BUCKWHEAT.

Elsewhere in this issue, pages 198 and 199, we
refer to our practice of furnishing alsike-clover
seed to the farmers within the vicinity of our bee-
yards. Where the seed is to be sown within one-
fourth of a mile, say, of a yard, we furnish it

free ; but for all distances from that to one mile
we furnish it at half price. Any thing over a
mile we charge full price.

If a farmer proposes to sow a field within one-
fourth mile of a bee-yard, and there is a piece of
woods intervening, we charge him half price.

While the bees will fly over the woods, we esti-

mate that its very presence increases the distance
so that the bees will not visit the field in question
nearly as much as if the obstruction were not in

the way.
We consider this distribution of alsike-clover

seed as one of the most important things that a
modern apiarist can do to improve his locality
for honey. Alsike comes on earlier (and very
often lasts longer) than white clover; and even if

the field in which the seed is sown is plowed up
in two years, the very fact that it is self-sowing
makes it more or less perpetual.
Mr. Wm. McEvoy, of Canada, a year or two

ago called attention to the importance of furnish-
ing the seed free or at half price, as he found it

very materially increased the honey-flow. We
are of the opinion that one can increase his sur-
plus possibly 50 per cent in some cases. Suppose
one docs give away $50.00 worth of seed; 10 lbs.
extra of comb honey for 100 colonies will twice
cover the cost. By giving away seed in this way
for three or four years the farmers will be willing
after that to pay full price; and in the mean time

the soil will be permeated with alsike that will

keep on self-sowing in a way that means a con-
stant dividend for many years to come.

In a like manner one can put out buckwheat
providing he has a locality where buckwheat will

furnish honey. A field of ten acres near a yard
will make a very strong showing. While it will

not add much to the surplus it starts brood-rear-
ing afresh and brings on new and younger blood
for the winter; and if there be more fields they
will materially diminish the necessity of feeding.

We expect this summer to furnish seed for 40
acres near one of our y2irAi free. The farmer will

make a good thing; so will we.

the relation of etiology (cause) of bee dis-

eases TO the treatment.

Elsewhere we refer to a bulletin by Dr. Phil-

lips, from the Bureau of Entomology, giving the

general statistics and facts regarding the status of

apiculture in the United States. Another bulle-

tin, 75, part 4, has been sent out by the Bureau,
entitled " The Relation of Etiology of Bee Dis-

eases to the Treatment," by Dr. G. F. White,
Expert in Bacteriology, under Dr. E. F. Phillips.

Dr. White for a number of years has been givisg
his full time to the general subject of bee diseases.

His bulletin, so far from being an abstract scien-

tific paper, is written in popular form so that any
one can understand it.

He very properly says that, in order to under-

stand the nature of bee diseases, we must study
and know the causes—that is, their etiology.

After speaking of the predisposing causes such as

are induced by age, sex, heredity, race, climate,

etc., of diseases in general, he goes on to describe

the "exciting causes," such as food and micro-

organisms. Under the latter he refers to bacteria.

He says " it is unfortunate that it is necessary to

use the word bacteria, because too many at once
think that they are not able to understand any
thing about bacteria. This is a mistaken idea.

It is not difficult to understand the facts about
them." Quoting him directly he says:

Bacteria (often called germs, microbes, and parasites) are very

small plants— so small, indeed, that 12,000 placed end to end
measure but one inch. They increase in nnmber with marvel-

ous rapidity. Under favorable conditions each bacterium in

twenty minutes becomes two. At this rate countless milliens

are formed in twenty four hoars. As the soil becomea exhatisted

in which they are growing, many species form spores which are

in a way comparable to the seeds of higher plants. These
spores are very difficnlt to destroy by heat and other disinfec-

tants. It is well to remember, concerning the distribution of

bacteria, that they are found in very large numbers everywhere
aboat us, but that most of them are as hamless as the vegetables

we eat. But should there be introduced Into an apiary, for ex-

ample, the species of bacteria which causes American foul

brood, then the brood becoimes exposed to the disease and will

probably conuact it

Having determined these things about bacteria, we are inter-

ested in finding out what they are capable of doing. We learn
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that some do good, as, for example, in bringing to decay the re-

mains of dead animals and plants, while other species do harm
by their ability to produce disease or death in the animals in

which they are able to gain entrance. The disease American
foul brood, which causes the greatest loss to the bee-keeping in-

dustry, has been demonstrated to be caused by bacteria. Above
all, you should understand that the death of the brood is due to

one species of bacteria growing in the larvs.

Under micro-organisms the author mentions
protozoa and fungi; but as neither of these has so

far been found to be the exciting cause of any
bee disease he passes on to the infectious and non-
infectious diseases. Under the first mentioned
may be included American and European foul

brood.
Befoie a disease can be treated rationally, says

Dr. White, diagnosis must be m.ade to determine
what disease is prevalent. "Too many believe

the treatment of bee diseases consists in the con-
trol or eradication of a disease after it has found
its way into an apiary. This is only the minor
part of treatment. The treatment which is of

major importance is a preventive treatment. . .

To prevent disease in the apiary is to keep it out.

To keep it out is to keep out the exciting cause.

"

In referring to American foul brood—that is,

the old-fashioned foul brood that is most com-
monly known, the exciting cause of which has
been found, he says:

In American foul brood the exciting cause. Bacillus larva, is

found in immense numbers in the bodies of diseased and dead
larvje. These dead larvae, for the most part, are allowed by the

bees to remain in the brood cell as a scale. The honey also has
been demonstrated to contain the bacteria which produce this

disease. The pollen may be contaminated with the spores of

this disease-producing organism. The combs from an apiary af-

fected with American foul brood are a fruitful source of infection.

The inside of the hives which have contained colonies suffering

with American foul brood may be contaminated with the germs
which cause the disease. Honey-extractors, honey-tanks, and
wax-extractors which have been used in infected apiaries are

also a fruitful source of infection. Therefore if you are to keep
the disease-producing bacteria out of your apiary, and thereby
keep out disease, you must not feed honey unless you are posi-

tive that it did not come from an infected apiary or that it has
been thoroughly boiled. Neither must you use old combs unless
you are positive that they have not been in an infected apiary.

Use no bee-supplies from an infected apiary unless they are

thoroughly disinfected.

In separating the disease-producing germs from the colony all

the combs are removed. This removes the principal sources
from which the brood is infected — foul-brood larvje and honey.
It is always safer to allow the bees to go into a new hive or a

hive which has been thoroughly disinfected. The greatest care
should be exercised in protecting all infectious material which
has been removed, that it may not be robbed by the bees.

In the last paragraph quoted we draw attention

to the fact that he says it is always safer to allow
the bees to go into a new hive or a hive which
has been thoroughly disinfected. Too much
emphasis can not be placed on this point. While
we know our friend McEvoy, in Canada, claims
that the disinfection of a hive is unnecessary, our
own experience has demonstrated that foul brood
could be (and has been) communicated by the
hive alone. We have had reports from Canada,
also, as well as elsewhere, showing the reappear-
ance of the disease when the hive itself was not
disinfected. While, 99 times out of 100, merely
shaking on to foundation is perhaps sufficient,

yet if there is one casein a hundred where disease

is transmitted through the hive (and we have am-
ple proof that there is), all hives should be disin-

fected. We are glad to note that our government
officials stand out square and clear on this propo-
sition. So much for digression.

Referring to Bacillus lawa, the cause of Amer-
ican (or old-fashioned) foul brood, Dr. White
says the spores of this bacillus are very resistant

of heat and other disinfections. They resist the

temperature of boiling water for fifteen minutes;
a five-per-cent solution of carbolic acid for two
months; the action of mercuric chloride (corrosi\ e

sublimate, 1:1000) for the same length of time.

With regard to the use of drugs in general, he
says the results do not indicate that they have the
vaJue claimed by some of our English writers.

That has been our experience, and, in fact, the

experience of practically all foul-brood inspectors

in this country.
Of the European foul brood (black brood),

Cheshire and Cheyne found Bacillus al-uei to be
the exciting cause. Dr. White, in his early in-

vestigations, found this species, not in the ordi-

nary foul brood, but in black brood. After yeais

of work, during which he proved his way time
and time again, he found the Bacillus lawa was
the exciting cause of foul brood, and Bacillus al-

Hjei present in black brood. But during the past

year he found something else which may possibly

be the real exciting cause; but like a true scien-

tist he is looking for more proof. Regarding
this disease known as European foul brood (black
brood) he says:

A number of organisms have been found in the larva; dead
from this disease, and some of them have been described. One
species has been encountered in our investigations of the disease
which is of special interest. The individuals of this species are

quite small, apparently non-spore-producing, and have so far

failed to grow when sown on out artificial media. Until we
know more about this species it will be referred to as Bacillus

"F." Since the cause is not positively known, the amount of

heat and chemical disinfectants to destroy the virus has not been
demonstrated. If, later, Bacillus " Y" is demonstrated to be the
cause, we shall expect very much less heat will be sufficient to

kill it than is necessary to kill Bacillus larva, the cause of

American foul brood. Likewise we shall expect that chemical
disinfectants will be much more readily effective. Until we
know more about ihe etiology of European foul brood we can do
no better than to suggest the application of the same principles
which are found advisable in American foul brood.

Some of our European bacteriologists may be
inclined to discredit the work of Dr. White; but
they should lemember that, while they have
made investigations covering only short periods

of time in reference to bee diseases, he has been
giving his whole time to such diseases in particu-

lar, paying special attention to American and
European foul brood. We have every reason to

believe that time will vindicate him in the special

work he is doing.

Referring to pickled brood and paralysis he says
very little is known about either. These will

doubtless receive his attention as soon as he can
prove his way as to the cause of European foul

brood.

Copies of this bulletin can be obtained by send-
ing five cents to the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing-office, Washington, D. C.
Always remember that stamps will not be accept-

ed. Inclose the coin in a small envelope or piece

of cardboard.

THE STATUS OF APICULTURE IN THE UNITED
STATES;" AN INTERESTING ARRAY OF FACTS

AND FIGURES.

For years there has been an urgent call for

some book or pamphlet giving the statistics re-

lating to apiculture in the United States; but un-
til recently no complete set of figures has been
prepared; but, thanks to the Department of Ag--
riculture, Washington, D. C.,we have now Bul-
letin 75, part 6, by Dr. E. F. Phillips, that con-
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tains an interesting array of facts and figures

showing not only the magnitude but the impor-
tance and possibilities of bee-keeping in this

country. A large amount of data has been gath-

ered from the Government reports, and these are

all put in convenient form for ready reference.

In speaking of the magnitude and importance of

the pursuit, Dr. Phillips, in his introductory re-

marks, says:

Few persons realize tke magnitude, importance, and possibili-

tiei o( the present bee-keeping industry in the United States.

Those who are conversant with the purtuit, and even those who
re extensively engaged in it, generally fail to comprehend what
an important factor in the agriculture of the country apiculture is

as a whole, or how much the honey-bee, by collecting nectar

and storing it to produce a commercial product, ii instrumental

in saving our resources. Although the total value of bee prod-

ucts ii small ai compared with the value of the products of many
other branchei of agriculture, it nevertheless has an importance
which should not be overlooked. . . . Few rural pursuit!

have made greater progress during the past half-century than has
thii one.
According to the census of 1900 the average number of colonies

on farms reporting them was 5.8106, valued at $14.40 — a very

small investment. In some recent work of this Bureau It has been
foQod that in the State of Massachusetts the average number of

colonies reported was 5.5 per bee-keeper. This last figure

shoald not be taken as an index to the condition in the whole
country, for as one goes farther west the holdings are found to be
larger. In California, for example, while there are some small
apiaries, the majority are quite large, and the average is several

times that ot Massachusetts. The number taken from the census
ran »carcely be accepted as correct.

The number of men who rely solely on the production of hon-
ey and wax for a livelihood is rather small, and most of the exten-
sive producers of the West carr>- on some other business, at least

for the part of the year when the bees are less active. The rea-

son for this is found in the nature of the industry. Any location

is limited as to the number of colonies of bees which it will sup-

port, and in consequence a bee-keeper must either carry on some
other business or establish numerous out-apiaries to enable him to

keep bees enough to make it an occupation whicb will support
him. Since the establishment of out-apiaries is attended with
certain disadvantages, it usually follows that bee-keeping be-
comes a minor part of a man's occupation or even a side line.

Then, too, bee-keeping is taken up by many as a recreation or

a subject of nature study. Such persons do not wish to make it

their sole or main occupation. Many farmers also keep a few
colonies of bees and add to their income to some extent in that
way. It is obvious that bee-keeping must continue to be an av-

ocation in the majority of cases.

THE SCOPE OF THE INDUSTRY.

Dr. Phillips estimates that the annual produc-
tion of honey in the United States is somewhere
about $20,000,000 in value, and wax about
$2,000,000. He very properly says that, "since
the harvest depends so completely on various
high-life conditions, there is an enormous varia-

tion in the annual yield " Of the number of

bee-keepers in the United States, he places the
figures at something like 700,000. In comparing
these figures with the United States census report
he says, " It is very obvious that the census fig-

ures are entirely too small, and are far from do-
ing justice to the industry."

IMPORTS OF HONEY INTO THE UNITED STATES.

A very interesting set of tables is prepared,
made up from various custom-house returns,

showing the amount of honey annually imported
into the United States. This, in round numbers,
is something like 2,500,000 lbs. annually. Of
this amount, Cuba sends nearly 50 percent; Mex-
ico, between 20 and 33 per cent; San Domingo
from 1 to 10 per cent; Haiti, 1 to 5 per cent; all

other countries, 3 to 4 per cent. Of beeswax an-
nually imported into the United States, the
amount aggregates something like 700,000
pounds. Of this amount Cuba furnishes the
most; next comes Mexico, then San Domingo,
the propor'ions ranging very closely with the per-

centages of honey from those countries respec-

tively.

Of the imports and exports of honey, it is in-

teresting to note that the imports exceed the ex-

ports many times over; but it is a remarkable fact

that, away back from 1855 to 1860, there was
twice as much honey imported into the United
States as during the period from 1901 to 1908,
showing the domestic product has served to keep
the foreign article out. From 1878 to 1900 the

imports ran from 1,000,000 to 1,900,000 lbs. per
annum; but from 1901 to 1908, with 1903, the

big year, the importations annually increased
these figures by 1,000,000 lbs. This is probably
due to the fact that the large baking concerns
are substituting foreign honeys for the domestic
product.

The imports and exports of beeswax show a
rather different ratio. Since 1890 there has been
a gradual increase in imports, while the exports

from 1851 to 1908 have very markedly fallen off.

The exports in 1851 amounted to 415,000 lbs.,

while in 1907 they show only 117,000. On the

other hand, the imports for the first three decades
since 1850 was practically nothing, while in 1908
they reached nearly 700,000 lbs.

Next Dr. Phillips introduces data showing the

value of the bee as a pollinating agent. On this

question he winds up by saying, " It is safe to

say that the indirect benefit of the bee-keeping
industry annually adds to the resources of the

country considerably more than the amount receiv-

ed frotn the sale of honey and --wax. " Italics ours.

SOURCES OF LOSS TO THE BEE-KEEPER; WHAT
BEE DISEASES COST IN THE UNITED STATES

ANNUALLY.

In speaking of the sources of loss to the bee-

keeper he mentions swarming, winter losses,

waste of wax, enemies, and last, but not least,

disease. As an example of the annual loss from
the last item he introduces some figures from Mr.
Chas. H. Stewart, who is foul-brood inspector of

a certain number of counties in New York.
Previous to 1899 the disease cost the State in

these counties over $39,000. This was reduced

to $25,000 in 1897; 20,t/00 in 1900; $10,000 in

1901; $5000 in 1902, until it was less than $2000
in 1905, making a grand total in the counties

mentioned of $110,000. Dr. Phillips says if a

loss of $25,000 is possible through the ravages

of bee diseases in a few counties in one State,

and if there are many areas much larger where
the disease is equally epidemic, the loss from foul

and black brood may well be estimated at

S2,ooo,ooo annually. These figures are some-
what staggering, but they are probably not far

from the truth. Right in this connection it is

interesting to note that, through the work of Mr.
Stewart, the annual loss from bee diseases was
reduced from nearly $40,000 a year to less than

$2000. This speaks well of Mr. btewart.

Eighteen States now have foul-brood laws,

and one other State has since been added (since

the bulletin was published) making 19 in all.

This bulletin as a whole is very interesting,

and should prove to be an important addition to

any bee-keeper's library. It can be had by ap-

plying to the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, inclosing 5 cents.

Stamps will not be accepted.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

Uncapping-machines are in the air. Arthur
C. Miller is out anew with a "decapper.

"

Enos H. Hess, p. 181, try my icind of upper

entrances. Simply slide each story forward or

backward enough to maice the opening.

R. F. HoLTERMANN, p. 177, thinics plenty of

fresh air for bees in winter of more importance

than temperature, and ye editor seems to agree

with him. Shake.

J. L. Byer, you say, page 164, that your bees

roar when it goes above 50, although there is

plenty of fresh air. I bet there isn't enough. [We
agree with you.

—

Ed.]

Replying to Rev. W. W. Howard, in this lo-

cality I doubt the advisability of making a start

at queen-rearing before clover bloom unless it be
in a strong flow of dandelion.

I. W. Beckwith, I don't believe bees care a

whit for the noise of thunder, nor for its jar ei-

ther, p. 177. It's the clouding up; and the bees

will scurry home all the same if there's no thun-
der at all. [Right you are.

—

Ed.]

J. E. Chambers says, p. 178, "the queen just

hatched is no match for the old one." But did

you ever know a queen just hatched to get into a

scrap with an old one.? She is just a baby then,

and neither queen nor workers pay any attention

to her. When she gets older, and puts on airs

as a queen, then the trouble begins.

With interest I have read Louis Scholl's last

item, page 102. But see here, Louis, you make
changes, and then say that the shaking which the

bees get in the making of those changes puts the

energy into them. Are you sure it's not the

changes rather than the shaking? Shake one col-

ony

—

hard—without any changes; then make the

changes in another with the least shaking possible;

then see which gets the energy.

E. D. TowNSEND says, page 112, that a high-

board fence "protects the hives only enough to

entice the bees out of doors when it is too cold
for them to fly, so that they are caught in the

cold wind and lost." Some will take it from
that that Mr. Townsend thinks such a fence

worse than useless. I doubt if he holds that

view. While the fence may do more harm than
good on a day warm enough to entice the bees
out to be chilled in the colder air above, for every
such day there will be 20 when it will be too
cold for the bees to think of coming out at all,

and then the fence will do a lot of good by keep-
ing the hives warmer.

That scrap with Coggshall, p. 174. Aren't
you two talking about two different things, Mr.
Editor.' You're talking about sealed covers ivith

packing over them. I'm not certain that he is;

at least, he says nothing about packing over the

sealed cover. Makes all the difference in the

world. [No; as we take it, Mr. Coggshall and
ourselves were talking about the same thing.

Some time ago, after seeing our editorial, favor-

ing sealed covers with packin,^ material on top,

,he wrote us that he differed with us on the prop-

osition, and would shortly send in a communi-
cation defining more explicitly his views. They
are given on page 174. While perhaps he did

not specifically mention that the sealed covers

under discussion did have packing material on
top, that is implied. It not, he will kindly cor-

rect us.

—

Ed.]

When bees "begin to 'roar,' we would not

keep them in the cellar one day longer," p. 152.

Some beginner will take that literally, and take

his bees out when they can't fly, and lose a lot

more than if he had left them in the cellar. Open
up the cellar nights, and keep dark daytimes, and
wait for a day when they can fly, even if it's a

month. [Referring to page 152, we do not see

how the beginner can misunderstand if he reads

the rest of the sentence from which you quote.

For, observe that we added "although we would
try to hold off until there is a possibility for the

bees to fly." This is quite in line with your ad-

vice, except there is an intimation that, under
some conditions, the beginner might better take

the bees out any way, but we did not so mean
it.

—

Ed.]

R. B. Ross, Jr., has my thanks for suggesting

that reference to Gleanings, 1896, p. 112, would
settle a muddle between you and me, Mr. Editor.

On page 65, 5 cents was deducted for commis-
sion, etc., on honey sold at 15. I said, p. 74, I

thought that that 5 cents should be cut in two.

You replied that I helped make that figure at a

Chicago convention. So I did; but please re-

member those were the figures of the convention,

not mine, and I wouldn't endorse them. Here
are the figures. Gleanings, 1906, p. 112:

Selling price of honey per lb. .140

Freight 004

Commission at 10 per cent 014

Cartage 002

Loss in leakage 007

Shipping-cases 010
Total expense .037

Net cash to the purchaser .103

That was for 14-cent honey. The greater

commission on 15-cent honey would make total

expense .038—nearly 4 cents, but not 5. But
there are two items there that I don't think be-

long there—loss in leakage, and shipping-cases.

I've shipped a good bit of honey, one time and
another, and I don't remember ever to have had
any "loss in leakage," much less an average loss

of 15 cents on each 24-section case. Possibly

you may say that, if I didn't endorse the figures,

at least I didn't object to them. Please remem-
ber that, as presiding officer, I merely put down
on the board the figures given me.

Deducting that .017 from the .037 leaves just

2 cents as total expense on 14-cent honey, and
2.1 cents on 15-cent honey. I was wrong, p. 98,

in thinking that 2 cents was talked of at the con-

vention. I was mixed up with the fact that for

years 2 cents has been my own view. [So you
acknowledge, after all, that you had something
to do with making the figures. While it is true

you did not make them, if we mistake not you
accepted them at the time as being approximate-

ly right; but, allee samee, we can not help feel-

ing that 4 cents is rather large; and we rather

agree with you that it ought not to cost more
than 2% cents to sell a fourteen or fifteen cent

honey.

—

Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

PUSHING honey.

An effective way to increase the sales of honey
is to get the grocer interested. If he likes the
honey he will push it. One of my customers in-

structed his clerks to show a jar of honey to ev-
ery person coming into the store, with the result

that several dozen jars were cleaned out in one
day—all the stock he had on hand.

^
WINTER LOSSES.

A report comes from Fort Collins, Colo., of a
forty-per-cent loss in bees. This is due to the
large amount of honeydcw gathered there last

season. Smelter smoke has practically destroyed
several yards near Denver.
The loss of bees in Boulder Co. will not be as

high as at Fort Collins, but a ten-per-cent loss is

a low estimate, I think.

BEE-KEEPING WITH OTHER LINES OF BUSINESS.

A man broadens his view and gets more out of
living by not confining all his energies to one
business There may be some lines of work
that require all one's thought; but bee-keeping,
I think, goes well with other things. The best
bee-keepers in the West are farmers, fruii-grow-
ers, business men, etc. They have other inter-

ests, especially land investments. The man is a
dead one who is not taking advantage of the rise

in land values which he himself helps to create.

Personally I like to keep bees, sell honey,
write for Gleanings, and make my savings earn
something through investment in land or bees.

UNPROFITABLE METHODS.

An illustration appeared on p. 143/, last year,
of several display-cases for comb honey. These
cases were gotten up very neatly, but held only
three sections each. I do not think such methods
are much credit to the industry. It looks too
small. If a grecer can not handle a 24-lb. case
of comb he would better not handle any, and let

the man handle it who can give it a creditable
showing. I refuse to sell less than 12 sections to

any grocer; and if the matter is presented to them
right they will see it as we do or as we should.
This smallness in our business methods eliminat-
ed, there will be less questioning, "Does bee-
keeping pay.'"

Another thing that looks bad, and prevents us
from going on to more important work, is tak-
ing back from the consumer or retailer honey-
glasses, jars, cases, etc. I have even had people
bring the sections back to me. These methods
are out of date, and a man who wastes his time in

such ways will not makea very good living at bees.
[What our correspondent says is true, but Mr.

Waggoner, the originator of the case mentioned,
advised the use of the small size more especially
as a sample case for exhibition purposes, his idea
being that the stock could then be kept in regu-
lar shipping-cases, behind or under the counter.
—Ed ]

SHIPPING-CASES, AGAIN.
I gather from Mr. Crane's remarks on p. 100,

Feb. 15, that he assumes it an impossibility to
ship comb honey without breakage — at least,

much of it is broken before it reaches the retail-

er. From this he reasons that because honey will
be broken it is likely to be a cleaner mess in a
single-tier than a double tier case. I do not agree
with this; for with the use of a paper tray be-
tween tiers the leakage is kept off the lower sec-
tions. Further, it is the rule for honey to reach
the retailer in good shape in double-tier cases—
more so than with single-tier. Perhaps Mr.
Crane is of the opinion that all western honey is

put up in double-tier cases. This is not the case.

Much of it is put in single-tier, and we have a
chance to size up the merits from experience.
Thank you. Dr. Miller, for saying the catalogs

should answer my objections or change their ad-
vice. They will eventually change their advice,
for now we have the corrugated paper which is

going to be used in cases this year— two pieces
for the double-tier case. The drip paper has
been used between tiers right along.
What I meant in No. 1 objection, page 1312,

Nov. 1, was that the hand-hole in a single-tier

case is further from the body of the person car-
rying it than that of a double-tier case, and so the
single case is more difficult to carry. This will
not be noticed unless a good many are handled.
My second and third objections are practically

admitted by Mr. Root when he says that a cu-
bical box is stronger than a flat one, weight be-
ing the same. The cubical double-tier shipping-
case will not twist, and it will stand much more
stepping on. No! folks should not step on nor
sit on comb-honey cases; but we do not have
control of all the people who handle our honey,
and the strongest box for the same money is the
one to have.

My fourth objection to the single-tier case I

consider one of the strongest, for it is the little

points upon which a sale hinges. A grocer will

take the double-tier glass-front case every time

—

the big showing of honey looks good to him.
Speaking of the weight of a case on a glass

show-case, I do see a good deal of this in stores.

I have seen cash-registers on top of glass show-
cases. The grocer is careless who allows any
thing of this kind, however. Editor Root says
that, as the case approaches more nearly the
shape of a cube, careless freight-handlers have a
tendency to lay it on its back or face. This
does happen, but seldom, with the single-tier,

though it is so easy to wedge into narrow places
on edge, and it is done very frequently— more
often, I should say, than a double-tier case is laid
on its back or face. In the main, I consider
Bro. Root's remarks on this serious question in

my favor. We are to have the corrugated paper
this year for both tiers of sections, and this makes
it the ideal case.

The box is more rigid. It is easier to carry.

It shows off more honey, and to better advan-
tage. Takes less space on the counter. Protects
from dust one-half of the case while the top half
is being sold. Will stand stepping on without
danger of breakage. [The introduction of cor-
rugated paper has modified this whole proposi-
tion. We are frank to admit the double-tier case
has much in its favor.

—

Ed.]
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

After reading all the valuable articles written

by Canadian bee-keepers in the March 1st num-
ber of Gleanings I do not know in which to

feel the greater pride—the Canadian bee-keepers

or Gleanings I believe W. A. Chrysler's ar-

ticle on honey-knives is valuable. S. T. Pettit's

honey-strainer also seems much ahead of ordina-

ry methods.
-^

SECOND-HAND CANS.

R. A. Burnett's article, page 29, I can fully

indorse. Second-hand cans rarely pay for the

extra work. I sometimes use them for dark grades

of honey, but nothing could induce me to bring

cans, first used by some one else, to my apiary.

I am too desperately afraid of foul brood to run

any such risk.

FOUL BROOD ILLUSTRATED.

At the Norfolk meeting it was also decided to

ask the Ontario Bee-keepers' Association to se-

cure copies of a very fine lithograph plate, which
illustrates in natural colors a brood comb with

the cells affected with foul brood. This litho-

graph has been distributed in Germany, and
would have great educational advantages. The
government might supply them to the inspectors

of apiaries, and any other interested parties ap-

plying for them. It has been decided that the

Department of Agriculture will next season in-

crease the number of foul-brood inspectors from
seven to fourteen.

ADULTERATED HONEY.

In the last annual report of the Department of

Inland Revenue, which has just been issued,

honey offered for sale in Canada, imported or

otherwise, makes a very poor showing. Out of

253 samples collected by the Department, 116

were found to be adulterated. At the last meet-

ing of the Norfolk Bee-keepers' Association,

Morley Pettit brought in a resolution which was
passed, requesting that the Ontario Bee-keepers'

Association appoint a committee which shall see

that parties which have made themselves liable

are prosecuted. Something along this line is

needed to punish those who adulterate honey and
other goods.

STAND BY DR. WILEY.

Referring to your editorial, stating that "the
big corporate interests are still after Dr. Wiley's
scalp," let me say that the bee-keepers—yes, and
the consumers of foods, the producers and export-
ers of pure food—should actively stand by Dr.
Wiley. He has done more than any other man
I know of to give pure food to the people of the
United States, and he has also given confidence
in foreign countries to the consumers of United
States foods—a confidence which was beginning
to be much needed. The man who is an active

agent in securing needed reforms is bound to

make a target of himself, especially if he commits
the crime of succeeding in what he undertakes.
If what has been advocated is of public interest.

and if he is not actively suppoited and sustained

when persecuted by the enemy it is but small en-

couragement to others to sacrifice themselves for

the public interest. By all honorable means
strengthen Dr. Wiley's hands noav.

-^

GOOD STORES.

The following letter will be instructive and
of interest. It comes from J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy,
Ont., dated March 8.

The March 1st number of Gleanings has just arrived, and
what you say as to our bees not having had a flieht up to Jan. 24

prompts me to tell you that they have not had a flight >></—March
d. One day a few of the colonies had a partial flight, but only a

comparatively few bees of any one colony have been out. On
Jan. 24 every thing was foggy here, and, as you say, 100 miles
often makes a great difference. This year 20 miles made all the

difference, as all bees west of Toronto had a flight, I believe.

You will remember my claims to the idea that, if the bees have
really good stores in abundance, and are properly protected, they

do not need a flight for four months or even longer, and 1 really

believe that they are better off without too many flights, and es-

pecially so under certain conditions which I have not time to

enumerate. Well, although our bees have not had a flight since

Nov. 25, yet they aie in excellent condition. 1 have just re-

turned from the Altona yard, where 1 found all colonies clustered

quietly. The day was quite warm; and as I gently lifted the

corners of the packing for a look in many colonies, the bees were
observed to be all over the hives, and as quiet as though it were
in Novembe'. Although the sun w.s shining brightly, and no
boards we'e up in front of the hives, yet hardly a bee was flying,

showing plainly that they were in no distress; for if such was
the case, as warm as it was to-day thousands of bees would
have been out.

Mr. F. J. Miller, last year president of the

Ontario Bee-keepers' Association, has kindly
sent to the writer, for use in Gleanings, the fol-

lowing method for quickly finding queens.

He also writes in a separate letter, " 1 ask that

you send it forward without cawing, as a slight

change in detail will surely affect results." By
quoting Mr. Miller, the reader can be warned
against changing in any way the method recom-
mended, as a "slight change in detail will surely

affect results."

MV QUICK AND SURE METHOD OF FINDING QUEENS FOR
CLIPPING IN ALL STRONG COLONIES WHILE UNPACKING.
Smoke the bees as little as possible while removing from the

cases. As soon as a group of four is unpacked, smoke one of the

strongest colonies well, and wait about one minute, or possibly

one and a half when using a frame as deep as the Langstroth.

Now again smoke gently; and, immediately following the second
smoking, listen attentively to the roar of the bees, and fix in the

mind the key in which it is being sounded. In a few moments
this will change with a sudden drop to a lower note. By again

carefully fixing the sound, a second decided drop will be noticed

(the time lapsing between the changes in sound being greater

with an old queen). Now lift the cover as quickly and quietly

as possible, and on the under side will be found the queen. In

case of a queenless colony there it no decided drop in the sound,

but a prolonged roar with a gradual dying-away.
London, Canada. F. J. Miller.

[There is a bee-space on the under side of Mr.
Miller's covers.—R. F. H. ]

CLOVER KILLED BY DROUTH; WILD-MUSTARD
HONEY DOES NOT GRANULATE.

In regard to white clover for 1909, it looks to

me like a poor prospect. A very little green

white clover is to be seen now. The blue grass

has grown up green since the drouth of last sum-
mer
We have a new plant about three feet high,

called wild mustard, with yellow bloom. It

produces a fine-flavored honey, amber in color,

and very thick. It does not granulate.

Boonville, Ind., Jan. 25. L. Eckstein.
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES.

By W. K. Morrison, Medina, O.

In connection with the international exposition

for the east of France, which will be held at

Nancy, from May to October, there will be an
apicultural congress from August 21 to 24.

-*-

The reason why Mr. Scholl's honey did not
keep is simple. It was kept in too cold a place.

The fact that thelevulose separated from the dex-

trose shows it. A temperature of 90° is none too

high for honey.

At the census of 1873, Alsace and Lorraine
had 80,694 hives, of which 17,165 were modern
movable-frame devices. By the census of 1907
the number was 86,579, of which 60,000 were sup-
plied with movable-comb frames. The bee-

keepers' association has a membership of 6000.

Mr. Alin Caillas, author of a memoir on the

adulteration of honey and wax, has been "deco-
rated " or " crowned " by the Agricultural Socie-

ty of France as a recognition of the work he has

done for bee-keepers. He recently discovered
that honey shows radio-activity, at least some
kinds of it.

PLURAL QUEENS IN I UROPE.

A writer in Praktischer Wegiveiser, who hails

from Brunswick, says that in the winter of 1903
he successfully wintered three queens in one col-

ony. In 1904 he tried six, and one of these died
early in 1905. In the winter of 1905 he again
tried six in one colony, but this time three died;

but the three left were all right. This present
winter he has five queens in an extra-strong

colony.

A FRENCH HONEY-PRODUCERs' LEAGUE.

Some ten years ago an effort was made to

found a honey-producers' league by certain bee-
keepers in France, but without much success.

They now propose to organize themselves thor-

oughly, and for this purpose they publish in the

February number of L'Apiculteur the proposed
constitution and by-laws Mr. H. Josepff is the

provisional secretary and manager. Their head-
quarters are the rooms of the Central Society of

Apiculture, 28 rue Serpente, Paris.

There is a story going the rounds of the news-
paper press regarding the number of bees in Eu-
rope. It is misleading, though taken from a
German trade paper, Hnudels Miisrum. For in-

stance, it credits " brave little Holland " with
240,000, and Russia the same. I suspect that
one single Russian province contains that many,
for Russia is a great honey-producing country,
and always was. It has six or seven good bee-
journals, and is forging ahead fast. Russian
Poland is a great bee country, and has been for
many yea s.

As to iriigation projects engineered by Uncle
Sam, it should be clearly understood that on
nearly all of them alfalfa will be king for some
years to come. Of course, there are exceptions,

but very few. They are mentioned in Glean-
ings because the homesteads on them are given
away gratis. On a number of them there is still

room for more settlers. Even on new private
projects near Denver, alfalfa will be king, and I

know of land not twenty miles from Denver
which gave good crops of honey 25 years ago,
and it is still productive.

Referring to Mr. J. A. Green's observations en
beet sugar, I quite agree with what he says ex-
cept as regards the distance beet sugar is sent. A
year ago the Gem State Rural, of Idaho, in speak-
ing of the same subject, said that the house-keep-
ers in that State preferred cane sugar, and actual-
ly paid 25 cts. per 100 lbs. more for it, though
the beet sugar was produced right at home, and
the cane came from the Atlantic or Pacific sea-
board. The beet-sugar men were evidently in-

censed at this. As to the bluing in beet sugar,
it is claimed that the sugar-men maintain an ex-
pensive lobby at Washington to fight Dr. Wiley.
The latter wants to suppress bluing in beet sugar
and sulphur in cane. He will ultimately succeed.

If you wish to plant a climber that is particu-
larly grateful to bees, try Antignon leptopus,

sometimes spoken of as Coralita. It covers a ve-
randa or porch with great rapidity, and 1*^8 rose-
pink blossoms are beautiful. The bees work on
these unceasingly. As it is a native of Mexico,
it can not stand a freeze; but if carefully treated
it will spring from the root the following spring.
Various seedsmen supply the seed.

Among bulbs nothing will surpass the Ber-
muda buttercup oxalis for bees. It bears a pro-
fusion of yellow blossoms which remain for quite
awhile. The bulbs are cheap, and easily pro-
cured. It is a fine pot-plant. It might be nat-
uralized in California with good results.

Even so conservative a paper as the Pacific Rural
Press is throwing mud on Dr. Wiley from all di-

rections. This is because he takes the ground
that sulphuring dried fruits is contrary to the pro-
visions of the national pure-food law. The Cali-
fornians interested have raised funds to " protect

"

their " interests," but the consumers in the effete

East do nothing. It was always thus.

If these " interests " would do as bee-keepers
are doing, turn out a faultless product, they would
not do this. Formerly it was thought sulphur
was excellent for the human constitution; but
medical men now think differently. Even salt is

not recommended except in very limited quanti-
ties. Not long ago it was considered a promoter
of long life and happiness.

Honey-men should make a long handle of the
fact that their precious sweet does not require
salt, sulphur, benzoate of soda, nor any other
mineral preservative. The whole thing is digest-
ible, even by a baby, and it is all digested—no
waste. The American consumer is being rapid-
ly educated on the subject of the healthfulness of
certain foods which were formerly considered ex-
cellent for human consumption.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

OVERSTOCKING; HOW FAR DO BEES FLY?

" Mr. Doolittle, I have not forgotten what we
were talking about last month, and I have been

inquiring of every man whom I tliought would
know any thing about the matter for a location

for bees similar to the one you described."
" Well, what have you found, Mr. Smith?"
" Very nearly what you hinted at in the last

thing you told me before I left—that it would be
impossible to find all the necessary plants and
irees in any one locality to give me the very best

location. But I did hear of one place nicely

sheltered by a piece of woodland, where there

are willows in plenty, hard maple and fruit bloom
to a fairly good extent, white and alsike clover

by the hundreds of acres, and a few basswood-
trees in some gullies, and scattered up a hillside

two miles away. The farmers make quite a busi-

ness of raising buckwheat, many of them sowing
from ten to twenty-five acres; but there are no
fall flowers save a little goldenrod about the road-

side, fence-corners, and other rough places. Do
you think I can do better than this?"

" It is very doubtful; and I should be inclined

to think that you might find a good baS)Wood
yield, for the majority of people do not think

that the trees in gullies and out in the open are

of any consequence, because they are of little

value for lumber; but as a rule such trees give

very much more nectar than the straight tall ones

which grow in a thick forest. Rough crooked

trees not only have twice the twigs and branches,

but they seem to give more nectar to each How-
ret than do those growing in the sheltered wood-
land."

" That is encouraging, and I think that is the

place I shall settle upon. Then this is the only

place I have heard of where there are no bees kept

within three miles. At other places which seem-

ed equally good there were from one to three

apiaries with from twenty to one hundred colo-

nies. You would not think it advisable to go
where there were apiaries already established,

would you?"
" No; and I am glad to know that you are so

conscientious that you would not think of locat-

ing in territory already occupied by some one
else. To do this would not only be an injury to

the one already keeping bees in such a locality,

but it would lessen your chances of success as

w<:ll."
" From what I have told you of this place, how

many colonies do you think I can eventuaUy
keep with the best results?"

" My views on overstocking may not be con-

sidered quite orthodox by all; yet I think I can

give facts to prove my position. If I had a lo-

cation such as you describe I should not fear

overstocking it if I had three or even five hundred
colonies. When we consider that bees fly, from
choice, from two to four milea from home, and
are led on by receding bloom to five, six, and
seven miles, as up a hill or mountain si.le, this

ma'ter of overstocking is not so much to be fear-

ed as many suppose."

" But I have been told by several that bees do
not go more than one and a half miles from
home."
"I have been told the same; but from much

experience during the past I am sure that such
statements are fallacious."

" What has been your experience, or what
proof can you bring to prove your seven-mile

theory?"
"In my early years of bee-keeping we had

nothing but the common or black bees in this

part ot the world. After a while a bee-keeper

living three miles distant procured the Italians,

increasing them to about twenty colonies the

first year by artificial means, so that no swarms
ran away. The next spring, before I had any
Italians, I was watching the bees at work on ap-

ple-blossoms, and presently I saw an Italian bee
collecting honey or nectar. This led to a care-

ful examination by way of a count which show-
ed that an average of one bee in five was an Ital-

ian, and this with apple-blossoms in profusion
everywhere. That same season, when cutting a
field of red clover one mile further oflt from these

Italian bees, or four miles in a straight line, I

was attracted to beesat work on the clover bloom.
Having read how the Italians worked on the red

clover while the common bees did not, I jumped
off the mowing-machine, and, to my surprise,

counted five Italians to two blacks, as the average
of several countings, with fields red with clover

everywhere."
" But you do not claim that bees can work

profitably thus far from home, do you?"
" This question shows me that you are acquaint-

ed with the objections of the past—that it is not

profitable for bees to fly so far. Let me tell you
of some of the things I know in this matter. To
the southeast of where we are now talking the

land rises more or less gradually for six miles,

or to the highest point in this county, where it is

from 850 to 900 feet higher than where we are

sitting. Unless interrupted by a long rain the

bees follow the receding basswood bloom till the

top is reached, and I can see no slacking of work
in the sections as long as the bloom is plentiful

on the hilltop. The bees, also, nearly all work
in that direction."

" What has the rain to do with the matter?"

"Just this: If it rains so long that a strip of

bloom, say half a mile wide, has gone during
this rain, the bees, when the weather is clear

again, go where they last found nectar, and, not
finding any, they seem to think that the bloom
must all be gone, so return without looking
further, and thus the mile or more of bloom be-

yond is of no use to me."
"Well, I hope you are right; but I had the

one and a half miles so thoroughly fixed in my
mind that it is hard to get away from it."

" If proof could be given that this short dis-

tance was really the range of flight of the bee,

then I should say that your proposed locality

might he overstocked with from 150 to 200 colo-

nies But Mr. Alexander's 700 colonies, profit-

ably kept in one place, should convince any one
of the fallacy of the one-and-one-half-mile-flight

theory. Keep your colonies strong, and espe-

cially so when your clover, basswood, and buck-
wheat bloom is at its height, and you will have
no cause to complain, I am sure."
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General
Correspondence

THE WILLIAMS SYSTEM OF MAN-
AGEMENT.

More Concerning the Plan of Shaking
Bees at Various Times to Give them the
Energy of a Newly Hived Swarm.

BY GEO. \V. WILLIAMS.

[On page 48, Jan. 15, we commented on the article by Mr.
Williams in the December issue of Tht Bte-ketpers' Rrview. In

the followineaiticle the same writer gives some additional points

on this very interesting subjectof shaking energy into bees.

—

Ed.]

I have been experimenting for years, looking
forward to perfecting a system adapted to the

management of a series of outyards for comb
honey, so that 1 could keep enough colonies to

make a specialty of the business, and to allow me
to use ordinary unskilled help.

We meet, in practice, some moods and con-
trary notions in the bees that must be overcome
before we can obtain a good crop of honey; but
we sometimes find, on the other hand, a mental
condition that overcomes all these, and would
insure a full crop if we could continue it through-
out the season. I have reference to the condition
of intense and energetic activity shown by nor-

mal colonies at the sudden opening of a heavy
flow, and also shown by a newly hived natural
swarm.
Immediately after a natural swarm enters the

hive, work begins in all departments with great
vigor. Combs are built, eggs deposited, and
honey gathered as if life depended on the issue.

This mad scramble to "do things" lasts quite a
while, usually, but abates with the progress of

the work accomplished. If this desirable mental
condition which induces this strenuous work
were permanent, bee-keeping would be a sinecure;

but we know it does not; and in the degree that

it fails, in that degree do we miss the possible
profits.

Now, the question naturally arises,

WHY DO BEES WORK SO DILIGENTLY AFTER THE
ACT OF SWARMING.'

Is it a psychological condition that is caused
by the desire for natural increase, or is it a pure-
ly physical condition capable of being reproduc-
ed by mechanical means.- Most if not all writers
I have followed attribute the intense activity of
this period to the maternal instinct; but 1 have
believed for years that, while the act of swarming
itself is, of course, due to the desire for the per-
petuation of the species, the resulting activity is

the result of the physical conditions attendent on
the act, and 1 have found that these desirable
conditions may be reproduced at the will of the
operator, and last summer's work has shown to
me the pecuniary possibilities of the idea.

The one factor upon which the effectiveness of
a system built around the idea of "' shaking " de-
pends is the nearness which a " shook " swarm
coriies to resembling a natural one in the intense
activity and other desirable (jual ities. That they

are practically identical is, 1 believe, accepted by
most of our observers, and I have demonstrated
it to my own satisfaction by hiving natural and
"shook" swarms alternately and noting results.

I find in my experiments that the psychological
results are nearly alike in each, and vary in de-

gree only as the shaking is more or less thorough.
And the principal value of this idea lies in the

fact that this " shook " condition can be so easily

and quickly produced by skilled or unskilled la-

bor.

SHAKING FOR STIMULATIVE PURPOSES.

It was while experimenting with "shook"
swarming, and noting the resulting conditions,

that this idea suggested itself to me. Why not
apply this simple process to induce the bees to

go to work in the sections—accept a new queen
—stimulate brood-rearing, quit loafing, or, in

short, induce them to do any of the many things

that a newly hived swarm will do as a matter of

course. The idea was so simple and obvious
that I supposed surely some one had advanced it

before; but I have never found where it has been
advocated.
Then I went to work and built up a system

around this idea, and tested it last season, in a

small way to be sure, but thoroughly and prac-

tically. I find that I can care for more bees with
less help with this system than with any other.

It seems to be adapted to long-range work, and
especially to outyards. The weak point so far

observable is that it stimulates brood-raising, and
promotes swarming to some extent.

Take, for instance, stimulative feeding. We
have had many different plans offered; viz., out-

door feeding, in-the-hive feeding, uncapping the

honey, and others, all requiring time and uten-

sils, and endangering robbing. Now, by my
system, at the proper date, I " dump " the bees

in the proper manner, and the thing is done. Five
minutes finishes the job, or less if I am in a hur-

ry. It is not necessary for me to explain the

philosophy of the proceedings. The bees are put
in the condition of a swarm, and therefore " stim-

ulated " in the best possible manner. Of course,

this contemplates a sufficient store of honey for

their use, otherwise the feeding required is not
"stimulative" but "life-preserving." A proper
" stimulating " means, in a good season, a bump-
er crop, and in any season an increase.

I am aware that beekeepers usually "go
through " their hives about this time, and thereby
stir up the bees more or less thoroughly, and usual-

ly " spread the brood " or something else equally

silly, and attribute the results to the wrong cause.

I have found by actual experience that the colony
that is simply stirred up really does better than

the one that has the brood spread and fully as

much as the one that is fed to stimulate it.

This season I worked six colonies on this plan,

and I found it increased their efficiency about
38 per cent over colonies worked differently.

I wished to increase this yard as much as pos-

sible, and worked to that end and made honey a

side issue, although I secured a good crop. I

did not feed any, and the results are entirely the

results of their own efforts. In summing up this

fall, I put 21 fine colonies into winter quarters,

each with 30 or more pounds of winter stores,

and secured 1368 sections of honey, besides about
80 extra combs and 100 lbs. of chunk honey. 1
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used only inch starters in the brood-frames, and

the average amount of honey was (estimated) 220

lbs. of surplus per colony. The best I could do

with my other bees handled differently, but with

the same chance, was 125 lbs. of surplus per col-

ony, spring count, and doubled my increase.

I feel assured that there is a future for a system

built around this idea, especially for comb-hon-

ey production in out-apiaries. I see so much
promise in it that I expect to establish soon a

system of out-apiaries a mile or so apart, none of

them very large, and make this idea the dominant

one in my system of management.
Redlcey, Ind.

[We have already given our testimony to the

effect that we believed, from numerous experi-

ments of our own, that there was something in

this scheme of shaking bees. How far it may
prove successful in increasing the amount of hon-

ey we can not say.

We should like to know particularly whether

a "shook" swarm is to all intents and purposes

the same as a natural swarm. Many have prac-

ticed "shook " swarming, and, as a matter of

course, there ought to be quite a number who
could give testimony on this point.

In the mean time it is interesting to note that

the late E, W. Alexander practiced shaking to

induce new energy in a lazy colony. The fol-

lowing, from Mr. Cox, will be read with interest

at this time.

—

Ed.]

PROSPECTS FOR THE WHITE-CLO-
VER HONEY CROP.

A Drouth in May and June Hurts Clover
More than Any Amount of Dry

Weather in the Fall.

SHAKING ENERGY INTO BEES AS PRACTICED AT
THE ALEXANDER YARD.

I see in Gleanings, page 48, Jan. 15, an in-

quiry about shaking energy into bees. As Mr.
E. W. Alexander is dead, and his writing for

ever done, I may be allowed to say that shaking
was practiced on the lazy colonies in his big yard
at Delanson.
The first time I saw it tried was during the

buckwheat-honey flow of 1906. There was one
very strong colony that would not work. They
were so strong that the hive looked black on warm
evenings, and there would often be several quarts

of bees in the grass around it; yet it gave no hon-
ey when we came to extract.

Just after the second trip over the yard, when
there was still no honey from that hive, Mr. Alex-
ander called me to help him, and we took every
comb and frame of brood away and shook them
and gave in their place frames of foundation
above and below. I remember Mr. Alexander's
remarking, " That is the way to fix colonies that

will not work;" and as I let the queen run into

the entrance he added, " It would not have been
a very bad accident if we had dropped that queen
and stepped on her.

"

One very hot Sunday afternoon, some ten days
later, I saw honey running out at the entrance of
that hive. Investigation showed the worst case
of broken-down combs I ever saw. That colony
had gone to work; in fact, with the help of the
hot day they had overdone the matter.

Sloansville, N. Y., Feb. 1. R. V. Cox.

[It is remarkable how many tricks of the trade
Mr. Alexander knew and practiced —Ed.]

BY OREL L. HERSHISER.

There may be isolated localities east of the

Mississippi River where 90 per cent of the clover

that would have produced honey is dead, and
the failure of the crop is an admitted fact; but I

believe there are vast areas in that same drouth-

stricken region where the clover, down to the pres-

ent time, is practically unharmed. I believe

we shall have a white-clover honey crop if the

weather conditions in April, May, and June are

propitious.

The normal amount of rainfall and generous
growth of clover does not necessarily insure a

good honey crop. It may be too cold, or the

winds may be so drying as to counteract what
would otherwise be an abundance of precipitation;

and these or other causes militate against the se-

cretion of nectar. On the other hand, much less

than the normal precipitation does not necessari-

ly mean the destruction of the clover or the dry-

ing-up of nectar secretion. Sometimes the air is

humid when there is little actual precipitation,

and the ground is said to dry slowly. It is the

hot, humid, sunshiny days that promote the

abundant secretion of nectar.

The summer and fall may be very dry without
killing the clover. In this immediate locality

the weather was very dry from August 18 to Oct.

31, a ppriod of 74 days, during which time the

precipitation amounted to but 2.04 inches, where-

as the mean precipitation for that period is about
8 inches. Although the drouth was severe in

some respects, drying up wells and creeks, and
causing numerous forest fires, the clover and
grass at all times looked green and vigorous, al-

though not rank, and did not appear to suffer.

The soil contained enough moisture to promote
a slow and steady growth; and my impression is

that there was more than ordinary root develop-

ment. There was little or no destruction of ihe

plants that will, underfavorable conditions, bloom
next season. Right here let me mention that it

is my experience that seedlings of last season are

the plants that will attain to greatest vigor and
bloom with the greater luxuriance next season,

after which, if they do not die the following fall,

will be so far exhausted as to be feeble bloomers
the third year; and especially is this true of alsike

clover. If alsike clover is cut for seed when dead
ripe during a continuous dry spell the plants will

surely die. This fact is familiar to the alsike-

seed growers. But, to return to the weather con-

ditions of last fall, there were but few windy
days during the dry period; and when the forest

fires were raging there was so much smoke as at

times to obscure the sun before 8 a.m. and after

5 p. M. ; and he was much bedimmed during mid-
day. Thus did the smoke screen the sun's rays,

shorten the period of daily sunshine, retard evap-

oration from the soil, lessen the burning effect,

and surround the clover with the best conditions

to withstand the drouth. The burning of Min-
nesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Canadian for-
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ests, and the destruction of countless acres of

honey-yielding raspberry-ranges may not be an
unmitigated loss. The pall of smoke has un-

doubtedly saved to the husbandman, over a vast

area to the east and south of the fires, his hay and
pasture ranges for the forthcoming season that

else might have been destroyed. There has thus

been abundant and far-reaching compensation.

The conditions that not only carried the clover

safely through the drouth, but, in addition, pro-

moted its growth, also gave it greater powers of

resistance against adverse winter conditions. The
long warm fall and dry earth was favorable for

deep rooting, it being necessary for the vigorous

MONTHLY AND ANNUAL PRECIPITATION.

Year.
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seemed to I e as wide spread as was the drouth

The summer of 1899 being unusually dry, and
followed by ihe still dryer season of 1900, up to

ihe end of July, and peihaps into August, the

conditions were not favorable to the growih of

white-clover seedlings that would yield honey in

abundance the fol'owing season; but from August
to the end of the season the conditions were very

favorable. It may, therefore, be assumed that,

after the two protracted dry seasTns, the bulk of

the clover that gave the crop of 1901 started after

the middle of the summer. I believe New York
and Ontario bee-keepers generally will bear me
out in the statement that the season of 1901 gave

us a bumper yield of white-cl .\er honey. In

and adjacent to Buffalo it was as good a season as

any of which I have recollection. This was a

bumper season clear through, and it will be no-

ticed that it was a year of nearly the normal pre-

cipitation during the spring and summer months,
except June, which shows less than half the nor-

mal precipitation. However, it is to be remem-
bered that there were light drizzling warm rains

and very humid conditions nearly every day in

May—just the conditions to promote the best

growth of clover, and the plants thus got a start

that enabled them to pass through a short drouth
in flourishing condition. It will be noticed that

the temperature of the spring and summer months
of this season is considerably above the mean, ex-

cept May, which was almost constantly cloudy,
notwithstanding which it lacks but .4 degree of

the normal.
Following the season of 1901, and up to and

including the season of 1905, the precipitation

and temperature for thespringand summermonths
were comparatively normal, and we had continu-
ously good honey seasons; and it will be noticed

that the precipitation of the summer of 1905
shows it to be favorable to the setting of clover.

There was an unusually rank growth of the

yearling clover that bloomed, which may have
counteracted the apparently favorable conditions
and smothered many of the seedlings and young
plants. Fairly well saturated soil and an open
winter following the summer of 1905 caused an
unusual amount of heaving, and the result was
that but little of alsike, white, or sweet clover

survived the winter and spring; and what came
through produced a growth so feeble that it can
hardly be accounted for by the comparatively
dry spring months with a precipitation of a little

less than -
;, the mean. Query: Does an unusu-

ally thick and rank growth of clover impoverish
the soil tempoiaiily of the elements best suited
for clover, so that the soil needs a rest or change.''

The above combination of conditions caused a
failure of the clover-honey crop in this locality in

1906, following the best clover growth (in 1905)
that I have ever seen.

Again, the season from July to the end of the
summer and fall of 1906 was favorable to the
growth of white clover, and our hopes rose ac-
cordingly. The record of precipitation for 1907
would indicate that we ought to have had a pret-

ty fair clover season, but it was nearly a failure.

VVe all remember the spring of 1907, how " Win-
ter lingered in the lap of Spring." The temper-
ature of April was 3.4 degree?; May, 6.3 degrees;
and June, 2.8 degrees below their respective

monthly means, and the spring and summer sea-

son was from three to four weeks late. Apple-
trees that usually bloom here from the 12th to

the 15th of May did not bloom until June; and
basswood, that usually blooms about the 4th of

July, did not open until near the close of the

month. No wonder tha^, with a nearly normal
precipitation, enough to produce a fair honey
crop ordinarily, we were again met by failure of

the white-clover honey crop. But white clover
grew, and thus was laid the foundation of the

very satisfactory clover honey crop of 1908. Last

June and July we had numerous local heavy
showers, which make the table of precipitation

look favorable; but in many localities the clover

crop was cut short by dry weather late in June
and early July.

Conditions in this locality have been propitious

for a white-clover honey crop up to the present

time, and I believe these conditions prevail

throughout most of the region north of the Ohio
River and east of the Mississippi. I doubt not
that the conditions with Mr. Weaver are such as

to cause him to reflect a gloomy view upon our
prospects for a clover- honey crop; but viewing
the matter from another point, and with past ex-

perience as my guide for the future, I would say
to the bee-keepers east of the Mississippi general-

ly that there is no present need to make prepara-

tions to "ship to the mountains." I believe that,

in this locality, we have possibilities for as good
a crop of white-clover honey as we have had at

any time within my apicultural experience, and
that the same will hold good for all similarly cir-

cumstanced. Go tight on preparing for the out-

pouring of clover honey. The chances are more
than even that you will not be disappointed.

Kenmore, N. Y., Feb. 24.

ALSIKE CLOVER.

SoAvn with Timothy and Red Clover it

Greatly Improves the Hay, and Furnishes
Additional Pasturage for Bees; How Poor
Bee-ranges May be Made Good Ones.

BY BARRET PJERSON.

I have noticed your efforis for several years to

have bee-keepers encourage the growing of alsike

clover; but as no one has told of its most profit-

able culture I write you the methods used here.

For several years the agricultural press has ad-

vocated the sowing of more clover upon the farms

of this country, showing that the clovers remove
free nitrogen (the most expensive element of fer-

tilizers) from the air and leave part of it in the

soil, and also furnish protein (the highest-pric-

ed element of food) in the cheapest form, so that

it will be unnecessary to enter into that discus-

sion here.

Pound for pound, alsike-clover hay is worth

as much for feed for cattle and sheep as either of

the red clovers, and very much more for horses,

because it is free from the fuzz on the stalks which
makes so much dust; but as alsike clover does

not grow as large as either the common red or

the mammoth clover it is rarely as valuable for

forage when grown by itself, though sometimes
when grown by itself as a seed crop the money
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retuiiieJ per acre will exceed ihat o1 any other

crop.

Twelve or fifteen years ago, in this immediate
vicinity a few farmers began adding one quart of

alsike-clover seed, for each acre to be sown, to

the mixture of red-clover and timothy seed. This
practice proved so satisfactory that it has been
adopted by all the farmers throughout this sec-

tion of Michigan, where hay is one of the most
important crops.

The practice usually followed is to take four

quarts each of red-clover and timothy seed, and
one cjuart of alsike-clover seed; mix them togeth-

er, and sow with a nurse crop of wheat, rye, oats,

or barley, in the spring; then run a smoothing-
harrow over the ground.
The quart of alsike-clover seed thus sown to

the acre with the red clover and timothy will

show with the red clover; and in wet places,

where the red clover will not live, it will grow if

the ground is not covered with water for several

weeks at a time. After the first year the timothy
makes tlie crop which is cut for two or more suc-

ceeding years, and the alsike clover will grow all

this time, filling the bottom and improving the

quality of the hay.

This amount does not impair the selling value

of timothy hay, as it is not dusty or black, like

the ordinary red clover Timothy hay, which
would pass as No. 1 without it, will pass as No.
1 with it if no larger quantities of seed than I

have stated are sown to the acre.

One year taken with another, this is the most
profitable plan for growing alsike clover. By
sowing this amount of seed the average yield of

hay per acie will be increased at least 25 per cent,

as it will grow in low and wet places, and where
the timothy is thin. It will last in the ground
as long las the timothy, improving the value of

the hay as feed, and furnish pasture for the bees,

thus increasing the amount of money returned

by the crop, and improving the mechanical con-
dition of the soil.

Those who are trying to encourage its culture

in their neighborhood should recommend this

plan, especially if they are furnishing the seed,

and they will be justified in recommending it, be-

cause it is not the theory or experience of only
one man, but the practice of thousands of practi-

cal farmers One experiment will convince any
good farmer of its value, and the future crops

will be taken care of by them after that.

Where alsike clover is generally grown, its

value to bee-keepers can hardly be overestimated.

It blooms fully one week earlier than the white
clover, and lasts as long. Being grown upon
cultivated soil it yields more nectar than the

white clover grown by the roadsides and in the

pastures; and in years of severe drouth, like 1908,

where the white clover is undoubtedly injured to

an extent that it will not produce a crop of hon-
ey the following year, the alsike clover in the old

meadows will come through in good condition
and produce its usual crop.

Flint, Michigan.

[We have been and are making it a practice to

furnish alsike-clover seed free where it is to be
sown in cultivated soil within '^ mile of our
apiaries. For all distances more remote, and
within one mile, we furnish it at half the market
price. By pursuing this policy we have greatly

increased the acreage of this valuable forage-plant
for bees; and as the years go on this acieage on
cultivated land will be increased by the self-sow-

ing that is bound to take place along the roads
and fences.

We find that there are fields in our locality

where there has been no sowing of alsike for the
last ten years; yet the plants from constant self-

sowing are scattered all over. It comes up in

timothy fields and pastures, and it is this self-

sowing that justifies the policy of furnishing seed
free and at half price for a few years until alsike

is as abundant as white clover.

A comparatively poor locality can in this way
be made a very good one. The local farmers
come to see the value of the plant from their own
standpoint; and in time, without encouragement,
put it in with their timothy.

If we can get farmers educated to doing this,

our location east of the Mississippi will become
immensely more profitable and certain; for it is a

well-known fact that some seasons, when white
clover fails, alsike makes up for the deficiency.

When both alsike and white clover yield, the

season is called a "hummer."

—

Ed.]

SHIPPING HONEY SIGHT DRAFT
WITH BILL OF LADING AT-

TACHED.

BY LOUIS SCHOLL.

An interesting editorial that, on p. 72. While
sending honey in carloads, c. o. d , may be far

from satisfactory, it should not discourage the

shipper who sends out his honey in small lots

from doing so. F"rom an experience of many
years in shipping honey in less than carload lots

we have made it a custom to make all shipments
sight draft, bill of lading attached, subject to ex-

amination. We have found that this is the ofi/y

absolutely safe way for us. Consequently we
have made it our m/e from this season on to do
business in this and no other way, with very few
exceptions. We have had to do this because we
have been disappointed a few times, not so much
by people whom we did not know, but by several

whom we trusted as old-time friends. In the

last two seasons' shipments we lost only two ac-

counts for honey, and both from old friends and
bee-keepers, just because we trusted them with
open shipments.

It is an easy matter to guard yourself against

the loss of your honey shipments by the c. o. d.

way. We write out all of our bills of lading

and sight drafts, ship our honey, sign the bills,

and bring them to the bank. If the honey is re-

fused for some reason, which is seldom, the bills

are returned by the banks; and using the bills of

lading leturned, the refused honey is reshipped

to another point, generally near the place where
it wns refused. This saves having the honey re-

turned, and we do not lose ownership of it until

the honey has been paid for at the bank, which
must ibe donelbefore the shipper's order bill of

lading can be obtained.

New Braunfels, Texas.

[For small shipments the C. O D. plan is all

rjght.

—

Ed.]
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From "The Living Plant.

^

THE SKUNK CABBAGE.
This plant is valuable in many lo:alities as a source of very early pollen.

THE SKUNK CABBAGE.

Its Value as a Source of Early Pollen.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Almost the first if not the very first thing in

vegetation to appear above ground in early spring
is the skunic cabbage, and I want to tell the read-

ers of Gleanings something about this plant
which always has been very interesting to me, es-

pecially because it is the source of the earliest

pollen. If the younger people of the Gleanings
family, who live in sections of the country where
the skunk cabbage has gained a foothold will take
the pains to go out in early spring into any low
or marshy lands, which are the places in which
the skunk cabbage thrives, they can readily find

it, as these "fairy houses" stand about two to

three inches high, point up, the same being much
variegated in color. The main color of these
hoods is a purple ranging from very light to very
dark, with stripes of yellowish brown mixed in,

these colors being arranged in stripes and
"splotches," very much like the skin of the
Northern Spy apple. The hood is very
hard and tough, as well as unyielding to pres-
sure, until enough force is given to break it,

and no one, not knowing what it was, would
ever mistrust that the thing had life in it, and
much less believe it was the" posy-bed " of the
skunk cabbage until the house was broken open,
when the secret would at once be out, for the
perfume of the broken house is three times as
strong as that from the bruised leaves which,
later on, come up around this house, and so forc-

ibly remind us of the animal from which it de-

rives its name. The opening is a sort of slit in

the tough hood covering the flowrets, some of

these "doors" being so nearly closed that the

bees can not get in. I have seen two and three

bees making a desperate struggle to squeeze in

through this opening through which they could
see and smell the pollen, while the aperture would
not admit of their entering. However, the most
of these hoods or coverings are fairly well open,

so that they admit the bees freely.

Around nearly all of these plants is generally

a mossy substance, although those which grow
on higher land do not have it so plentifully. Un-
derneath, snuggled down, and mixed with this

mossy substance, is often found several somewhat
elongated, pea-like-looking things, of a dark-

brown color. These are the little bulbs for pro-

ducing more skunk-cabbage plants; and in early

spring, or during a thaw in winter, after the ac-

tion of tlie frost has loosened them from their

beds, and the thawing about them made them
easily movable, they are carried off and scattered

about by any and every freshet, and thus the

plants are propagated from these bulbs, very much
as are the wild turnips of our woodlands. Each
flowret ball which is inside of every hood has

from twenty to thirty little knobs on its surface.

This ball is about as big as a fair-sized marble,
and at each of these little knobs a little spikelet

comes out, which is about three-sixteenths of an
inch long, on the top or outer extremity of which
the pollen-bearing flower grows. These little

flowers are not over one-sixteenth of an inch in

diameter, and of a lemon color, while the spike-

lets which hold them up and out from the little
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ball are scarcely larger in diameter than a hair.

To obtain the pollen the bee must go in through

the door and then run or crawl about the spike-

lets, and between them and the hood, which, as

a rule, gives hardly space enough between, so

that the bee comes out pretty well covered over

with the pollen, which is carried into the hive

more largely on the back than in the pollen-bas-

kets. The bees must get the pollen into their

pollen-baskets without taking wing, in very

much the same way that they manipulate pro-

polis gathered from an old hive standing in the

sun. I have seen as many as seven bees in one
ot these little houses, all kicking and rolling about
till they looked more like small caterp'llars in a

flour-barrel than they did like bees.

The great value of the skunk cabbage is that

it comes so early, for the very first warm days

bring it above tfe ground, and the flowers in

blossom. Then the hoods being of such a dark

color, and right down in the moss on the ground,
with only just the one little "door," makes it so

comfortable for the bees inside that they are not

chilled on cool or partially cloudy days, as they

often are when working on the alders and willows

later on, so they can go and return in safety at

times when thousands are chilled and lost later

on in the season, with the same degree of tem-
perature. I have known bees to work on skunk
cabbage with the mercury standing at 42 degrees

in the shade, while a regular business would be
made of pollen-gathering from this source at 45°.

Immediately, as soon as this pollen comes in, the

queen begins to "spread herself" at egg-laying,

and the prosperity of all reasonably good colo-

nies is assured. For this reason I value the skunk
cabbage more highly than any other pollen-yield-

ing plant or tree.

I never could find any trace of honey from
skunk cabbage. So good authority as our pio-

neer in bee-keeping, Moses Quinby, in his " Mys-
teries of Bee-keeping" (p. 78), says, speaking of

skunk cabbage with other pollen-producing flow-

ers, " These afford only pollen," and I have found
Mr. Quinby more nearly correct than the most
of our writers on apiculture. The time of blos-

soming of this plant in this locality is from March
2(1 to April 15, according to the season, the
bloom lasting from tiiree days to a week, just in

accord with the weather, and there is nothing
with which I am acc]uainted that is so eagerly
sought by the bees, and nothing in the pollen line

which so greatly stimulates brood-production.
Borodino, N. Y.

•-•••--*-

THE ORANGE COUNTY PARADE OF
PRODUCTS.

Bee-keeping Represented in a California
CarnivaL

BY ROY K. BISHOP.

Instead of a fair. Orange Co., California, cele-

brates by a street carnival known as the "car-
nival of products," or parade of products. In

this parade, which takes place in the county-seat

(Santa Ana), each industry is represented by a
float—for instance, oranges, lemons, peanuts, cel-

ery, and many more. The engraving represents^

the bee industry of our country, which is of con-
siderable importance. The object was to show as-

much of the work of the apiary as possible.

John Oderlin, who has been engaged in bee-

keeping here for 30 years, is the driver— in fact,

was the master of ceremonies. The one with

the veil, Mr. Ellis, is taking off the honey, while-

R. K. Bishop is running the extractor. Frank
Maag is folding sections.

In this county there are about 5000 colonies.

The chief sources of honey are the black and
white sage. We have some honey from the fol-

lowing, though not enough togivebigextractings,

except oranges: Phacelia, fillaree, alfalfa, mus-
tard, sunflower, sumac, eucalypts, and oranges.

In the mountains there are various shrubs that

yield some honey that is utilized to build up on.

In the valley where my bees are located we have

now a very good flow from Eucalyptus globulus,

and the bees are storing quite a bit more than

they need for brood-rearing. Oranges begin to

bloom the first of March.
Orange, Cal.

"float" representing bee-keeping in the orange county industrial parade, CALIFORNIA.
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SHEDS FOR APIARIES.

A Low Permanent Structure to Protect
the Hives in Winter.

BY MILTON F. SMITH.

I have been interested in the keeping: of bees
for the past forty years, and have tried all manner
of ways of iceeping colonies over the winter in
the most successful way, for our winters are some-
times very severe. At last I found a way that is

quite successful. It is shown by the engraving.
The shed is substantially built, and is stationary.
It is long enough to pack comfortably about 25
or 30 hives. It is built high enough to hold two
tiers of hives, but this has not proved successful;
for during warm days of winter, when the bees
are flying, they too often become confused, and
do not find the proper hive, and are lost.

In packing them for the cold weather of winter
I use any thing that is dry and warm, usually
coarse sawdust, and planings—that is, fine shav-
ings that I get from a cigar-box factory next
door. I put this all around both sides, top and
back, even packing down the front, for I have
movable doors for the front of the shed. I have
also arranged that on warm days (that often come
in the middle of winter) I can easily remove the
lower board of the front and allow the bees free-

dom. In this way I have kept my bees over very
severe winters without the loss of a single colony.
La5t fall I had a number of very weak colonies.
I fed them sugar syrup early in the fall, and pack-
ed them for winter in due season This spring
every one came out good and strong.

When I have more colonies than the shed will
hold I put them in a movable shed that I have
made for this purpose. It is so arranged that I
can put it away in the summer, out of the way of
other things. Each side, roof, etc., is made to
pack away flat—a sort of take-down arrangement.
It is put together in a moment by means of hooks.
The main shed is so arranged that the back part
can be taken of? in the summer, and this gives
the bees perfect freedom and air; but I usually
move the hives out a few feet in front of the shed,
as shown in the cut, to give me more freedom for
handling them.

Bees may be packed for winter in different
ways; but it has been my experience that it is

more important to have the hives kept dry than
warm. One winter I had a lot of com fodder,
and put enough around to keep out all wind and
cold; but the snow and rain fell upon this pile of
fodder and made it damp and wet, and the result
was any thing but encouraging. This is the
fault with a cellar. Most cellars are warm enough,
but they are too damp.
Red Lion, Pa.

smith's permanent shed.
The hives are set forwaid in the spring so that the shed is not in the way.
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APIARY ON THE ROOF OF A WOOD-SHED.
From four colonies, 300 lbs. of honey was taken.

BEES ON THE ROOF OF A WOOD-
SHED.

300 Pounds of Honey from a Space 7 Feet
Square.

BY PERCY C. SHERMAN.

For some time I have owned a couple of colo-

nies of bees, but have done very little with them.
We have no ground space for them, and, besides,

we live in a double house with a neighboring
house within 20 feet of us. Though such con-
ditions are unfavorable for bee-keeping the

thought of putting the bees on the roof of a wood-
shed occurred to me; and, though the idea was
laughed at, I built some framework and placed

upon it my two hives ^^ith two additional.

Though the bees were just over the door, as

shown in the picture, the only time they give us

any trouble was after I had robbed them. Then
they would be "numerous" for a short time.

I reached the hive by way of an apple-tree

close by, or t'lrough the window above, in which
the screen shown was hung o.t a hinge.
From this roof I took about 300 pounds of

honey from four hives ((juite good returns from
a roof 7 feet square, ordinarily considered useless

for producing any thing )

.Adrian, Michigan.

[Bee-keep'ng, unlike poultry-keeping and a

garden, is adaptable to almost any circumstances.

There are many small apiaries in our larger towns
and cities located on roofs of the buildings or in

the small back yards. In almost all cases of this

kind fair returns are secured. The experience

as above given is no exception.

—

Ed. ] J^

PAPER BOTTLES FOR
HONEY.

EXTRACTED

Can Paper Milk-bottles be Used for Hold-
ing and Shipping Honey?

BY J. E. CRANE.

For years I have been looking for a practical

package, costing not over a cent, that would held

a pound of honey. I have recently found such
a package, but it holds more than a pound, and
can be had for half a cent. I refer to the pa-

per bottles used now for milk. It seems to me
that these will answer as well as tin, and they can
be sealed more quickly and safely than almost
any glass container tliat I am ac(]uainted with.

Think of a I)ox containing two dozen packages
for honey in a re shipping-case, for 25 cents ! I

believe that these packages would answer where
tin is now used. They are used very extensive-
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DIFFERENT FORMS OF PAPER MILK-BOTTLES WHICH MIGHT BE IMPROVED SO AS TO BE USED FOR HONEY.

ly in the milk business, and, of course, are given

away with the milk. I believe they could be
used for honey just as well.

The bottles are made of strong spruce paper,

glued and paraffined. They would be especially

useful in retailing honey from house to house, or

for holding candied honey, as it could be run

into these bottles before it is hard. The cover

could be left so as to be easily removed, so that

the honey might be tested if desired. The illus-

tration shows several forms of these packages.

While these bottles might not be very valuable

for shipping honey, I feel sure that they could

be improved so as to be practical. Posiibly
they would have to be made thicker for honey
than for milk. The ends should be put togeth-

er with glue, and only the inside paraffined,

while the outside should be covered with a nice-

ly printed label. In the end the cost might
amount to a cent each; but even this would be
much cheaper than tin.

Middlebury, Vt.

[We believe this paper milk-package is a good
thing. There is no reason why it should not be
used very largely by those who do a retail busi-

ness in extracted honey. It is by far the cheap-
est self-sealing package on the market; and,
what is more, it can be obtained almost any-
where. Apply to your milk-dealer.

—

Ed.]

CLOVER -HONEY PROSPECTS
NORTHERN OHIO FOR 1909.

OF

BY J. E. HAND.

White clover is practically a surface feeder ex-

cept the original plant, which dies after it blos-

soms the second year. The runners do not have
tap-roots, and are, therefore, unable to survive a
very severe drouth. On the other hand, red clo-

ver, after it once gets firmly rooted, is seldom
killed except by heaving out of the ground by

the action of frost, which is chiefly confined to

low ground and heavy clay soil. However, new
seedings of all the clovers are frequently killed

by a severe drouth early in the season before the

roots have become thoroughly established. While
the drouth was very severe in this section, and
continued well into November, it did not begin
in earnest until August.

I have just been over our nine-acre field of new
alsike and red-clover seeding for the second
time since these articles began to appear. We
have a fine stand of clover, with the exception of

a few of the highest places. That white clover
is severely injured in pastures and high places is

very evident. However, in meadows, along
roadsides, and in out-of-the way places, where
the plants vsere protected by overlapping foliage,

there is enough white clover in sight in my loca-

tion, with the splendid outlook for alsike and red

clover, to give us an average crop in 1909, espe-

cially if we get a lift from basswood, as we gen-
erally do.

The prediction that there will be no clover
honey east of the Mississippi has no foundation
for its support, and reminds one of some weather
prophets who foretell the weather a year in ad-

vance. There were local showers here and there,

all over the country, and it is quite possible that

many bee-keepers may by moving their apiaries

a short distance secure a good crop of honey.
Birmingham, Ohio.

[Many who have written us seem to feel that

white clover, even though it has no tap-root, will

stand more drouth than those clovers that have a

tap-root and a bunch of rootlets in one spot. The
white clovers branch and rebranch, and at every
intersection have a bunch of roots. The fact

that one plant may have so many sets of roots in

different spots is regarded as a protection that the

other clovers with only one root or set of roots do
not have. For instance. The A. I. Root Co.'s
plant is strong because it has so many branches
and rootlets. These latter, you know, feed the

old plant with constant new life.

—

Ed.]
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WIRE-CLOTH SEPARATORS.

Another Bee-keeper Who Believes
that this Form of Separator has
too Many Advantages to be
Neglected.

BY H. H. ROOT.

Mr. W. C. Sorter, of Wickliffe, O.,

has been experimenting for several years

with wire-cloth separators. He has

found that they are cjuite expensive,

but, at the same time, he believes that

they have a great many advantages. Fig.

1 shows different forms of separators

that Mr. Sorter has tried in the effort to

produce a separator that would hold its

shape and yet not cost too much. He
believes that, if the manufacturers of

wire cloih could be induced to incorpo-

rate a stiff wire on both sides of a strip

just wide enough to make separators,

the problem might be solved. He
thought that possibly something in the

nature of a heavy wire combined with

a selvage edge might be obtained at no
great expense.

The principal advantage of the wire-cloth sep-

arator, as Mr. Sorter looks at it, is that the sec-

tions may be filled more rapidly, and that each
section is filled fuller than those between any
other kind of separators, so that it contains an
ounce or two more honey than the same size of

section used with the average separator. It has

been found that the bees bring the cappings of

the comb closer to a wire-cloth separator than to

either the solid or slatted form. To prove this

Mr. Sorter showed us several sections filled be-

tween combination wooden-slat and wire-cloth

separators. Fig. 2 shows two of these sections,

also the particular style of separator just beneath
that was used. It will be noted that these are

4X5 sections, and, of course, in the supers they
stand on the ends rather than on the sides, as

t

r

r

•^.-'vf

FIG. 2.—CO.VIB HONKV PRODUCED BETWEEN WIRE SEPARATORS.
It will be noticed that the central part of the comb, which was covered only by wire, was

considerably thicker than that near the top and bottom covered by the wooden slat. This
(hows that sections tilled between the wire separators will contain more honey than those be-
tween ordinary separators.

\.—DIFFERENT FORMS OF WIRE SEPARATORS USED BV
W. C. SORTER, WICKLIFFE, O.

shown in the engraving. The combs were bulg-
ed slightly in the middle, which part was covered
only by the wire cloth. That part of the comb
nearest the tops and bottoms of the sections was
not built out nearly as close to the edge of the

section. The same results were secured in all su-

pers where wire-cloth separators were used; that

is, the sections were filled fuller, so that they
weighed an ounce or two more. The combs were
not bulged enough to go beyond the edge of the

section, but were built out a little fuller than
those in sections divided by the regular slatted

separators or fences. With sepaiators made whol-
ly of the wire cloth, the whole comb is uniform-
ly thicker.

Some objection has been made heretofore be-

cause the bees attached combs to the wire cloth;,

but Mr. Sorter says that,

although once in a while
he has noticed combs at-

tached to the wooden
slats, he has never seen

them attached to the wire
cloth, and he thinks that

any trouble from this

source would be very

slight.

Of course, the wire-cloth

principle as applied to sep-

arators is not new. It

was made the subject of a

patent by N. N. Betsinger,

in the early 80's, and in

later years has been used

with much satisfaction by
S. D. House, of Camillus,

N. Y. Mr. House reports

that sections are better,

plumper, and more evenly

filled behind wire-cloth

separators than behind any
others — exactly corres-

ponding with Mr. Sorter's,

experience.
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sorter's plan for helping the gro-
cer ADVERTISE HIS HONEY.

On the under side of the covers of the shipping-cases paper is

pasted containing the words as shown.

The reason that they are not more generally

used is the expense.

In this connection it may be well to call at-

tention to an ingenious scheme which Mr. Sor-

ter has for advertising. On the underside of the

covers of his shipping-cases, he pastes a large white

paper on which is printed the words " New White-
clover Honey," in large black letters. When
the grocer removes the covers from the shipping-

cases he turns them over and has a very neat dis-

play card, so to speak, in order to attract the at-

tention of his customers.
It is interesting to note, also, in Fig. 3, the dif-

ferent color of the honey shown back of the glass.

The two darker sections were filled with golden-
rod honey, and were left on the hives longer than

necessary until thecappings became quite yellow.

The photograph exaggerates this difference in

color somewhat, but nevertheless the two shades
are far from being alike. There is as much dif-

ference between travel-stained and white comb
honey as there is between shop-worn and fresh

goods of any kind. The strain of bees, the

source of the honey, the type of separator used,

and the length of time that the honey is on the

hives, are all factors that control the color of the

cappings.

CATALPAS IN OKLAHOMA.

BY N. FRED GARDINER.

The photos which accompany this article apt-
ly illustrate some of the possibilities of our new
State. There is scarcely a line of business activ-
ity to which Oklahoma has not Fome unusual at-

traction to offer. When trees like the ones in the
picture can be grown in such a short time, it is

evident the land-owners can do much to postpone
the impending lumber famine if they can be
aroused to the occasion. It also indicates that
soil that will produce such growth will grow nec-
tar-producing plants, so that bee-keeping can not
be altogether a failure.

The trees shown are catalpa, and are four years
old from seed. The individual tree is over 15
feet high, and more than 4 inches in diameter a
foot above ground. This is about an average
specimen of the 75 frees surrounding my grounds.
The first season's growth was about a foot. They
were then set where they now stand, and many

CATALPA-TkEES in OKLAHOMA, FOUR \EARS OLD
FROM SEED.

Courtesy Oklahoma Farm Journal.

were over 8 feet high at the end of the second

year's growth.
The wind do?s not cause these trees to incline

from the perpendicular as it does many other va-

rietier, but they grow perfectly straight. They
are being grown to build a permanent fence, and
they can soon be utilized for this purpose. Clean
culture has been practiced at all times, and the

dust mulch maintained.

Geary, Okla.

A
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deadman's concrete runway leading down into the bee-cellar.
Ordinarily this ranway is kept covered with a light roof made in two sections so as to be easily removed.

A PNEUMATIC-TIRED HIVE-CART.

BY G. A. DFADMAX.

The cart here shown is especially adapted for

taking colonies to and from the cellar, although
it is very handy for many other purposes as well.

I have had it in use for two seasons, and I find it

very valuable; for with it I can carry the bees
from the cellar alone with a great saving of time,

and I am always less tired than I used to be when
carrying out the colonies in the ordinary way
with a helper.

As to the construction of this cart, I will say
that it is simply a framework 5 feet long, clamp-
ed to parts of two old bicycles, as shown. This
framework is wide enough so that, when the

hives are placed on it, they will not project so as

to interfere with the hinged sides which fold up
to prevent the hives from sliding off. End pieces

are also hinged to the framework in the same
way. Both the sides and ends are held up by
means of hooks and staples.

The floor of the framework— that is, the part

on which the hives rest— is made of two j^-inch
boards about 5 inches wide, padded on the top.

These can be easily removed should the cart be
needed for some other purpose.

The forks of two old bicycles are firmly
clamped to the framework with ^s-inch bolts.

These forks of bicycle frames can be bought for

about the price of old iron, since it is only nec-
essary that they hold the wheel firmly.

This construction is very simple and inexpen-
sive, especially if one has two bicycles, for then
it is not necessary to buy old front wheels for the

cart since those on the bicycle can be used, the

change being made in a minute or so. The sea-

son for bicycle-riding is usually about over when
the bees are placed in the cellar, and has not yet

begun when they are taken out in the spring; but
the change can be made so cjuickly that, in case
the cart is used during the summer, very little

time is needed to take the wheels from the by-
cycles and attach them to the cart.

If quick detachable tires are used they can
be iiuickly repaired in case of a puncture. The

wheels are, of course, ball bearing, and therefore

turn very easily. I can carry three hives at a

time with very little exertion.

If the apiary is far from the cellar, a hive-cart

might be advantageously used, even if it could

not be taken into the cellar. As I keep fruit and
vegetables also, in one part of the cellar, I con-

structed a concrete runway leading down into the

cellar so that I can run the cart up or down.
This runway is easily built, and costs but little

more than ordinary steps. The roof or cover for

this runway is in two sections, for convenience

in handling, and is made of light material, cov-

ered with paroid roofing paper. The cellar is

about 4 feet below the ground, and the length of

the runway 18 feet.

I have found my hive-cart also valuable when
unloading colonies at an out-apiary, when I do
not dare to drive a team close to it.

With several out-apiaries there could be a

deadman s hive-cart made of the front
forks and wheels of two old

bicycles.
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framework at each yard so that the same set of

wheels would do for all of them.

Brussels, Ontario, Can.

DOUBLE-TIER SHIPPING-CASES.

More Arguments in Their Favor; Why
the Double-tier Cases are Easier

to Handle.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

On page 120, Mr. Editor, you have evidently

tried to discuss the matter of double vs. single

tier cases in a spirit of fairness; but the last word
has not been said, and it is so important to de-

cide just what we do want that it is worth while
to take up more space with the discussion.

You don't "quite see the force of the argument
in No. 1." If Mr. Foster will pardon me for

butting in, I'll try to "show" you. The hand-
hole may be just as near the top in one case as in

the other. In the shallow case it is in the center

(measuring from top to bottom), hence at the

center of gravity. So in handling the cases rap-

idly there must always be more or less effort on
the part of the fingers to retain the case in a hori-

zontal position, and that constant effort tires. In
the double-tier the hand-hold is above the center
of gravity, hence no trouble. That, however, is

not the most important thing.

You can lift a much heavier weight close up
to you than you can at arm's length, can't you.?

And it's much harder to lift the same weight at

arm's length than close up. The further off the
weight, the harder the lift. Very well. Don't
you see that the hand-hold of the shallow super
is further from you than that of the deep one.'

So it is possible that Mr. Foster is right in say-
ing you will be twice as tired handling a carload
of shallow cases as you will handling a carload
of deep ones.

No. 2. " Why should any one try to pick up a
shipping-case by the corners.?" Well, why should
they lay a double-tier case on its side, as you
say they may.? But " there's a reason " for the
corner handling. It's easier, especially if two
are carried at a time. Try it and see. Then,
again, in loading a car it often happens that A
hands the cases to B. If A lifts the case by the
hand-holds, did you ever see B take hold the
same way.?

No. 5. A single-tier case on a show-case "would
be less liable to break a glass than a double one
of the same weight. " Why under the sun should
you pile any thing of that sort on the glass of a
show-case.? That glass is meant to be seen
through, and not to be covered up. I never be-
fore heard of piling honey on the glass of a show-
case.

" The single-tier can be piled up with less dan-
ger of toppling over than a double-tier." Is

there any danger of either toppling over.? I've
piled dozens or hundreds of piles as high as I

could reach, and there never seemed any danger.
That dray business. I don't see why one kind

should be put on the bottom more than the oth-
er; "and if heavy goods of miscellaneous shapes
and sizes were piled on top, more damage would
be received " by the single than by the double

tier, I am sure; for the same reason that you say
" that if one steps on the single-tier case his

weight would do more damage to the sections in

such a case than to those in a double-tier of the
same capacity."

" Careless freight-handlers have a tendency to

lay the double-tier on its face." I can't think
of any answer to that that is entirely satisfactory.

To be sure, the fool that would lay a case on its

face would chink in single-tier cases face down
if there happened to be a narrow place for them;
but he wouldn't be likely to put a whole load of

single-tiers face down. And that very thing hap-
pened to a load of double-tiers for me once. But
the railroad paid for them, so I was nothing out.

Say, come to think of ir, that's an argument,
after all, in favor of double-tiers. Ship all hon-
ey in them; let them be loaded face down, if

need be; then collect. Make good honey that

much scarcer, and stiffen the price. Great scheme.
A strong argument in favor of the double-tier

has not been directly mentioned, although you,
Mr. Editor, refer to it indirectly. It is that it

will cost less to case a ton of honey in double-
tiers than in single-tiers.

But the strongest of all arguments in favor of

double-tiers has not been given, although I think
Mr Foster had it in mind in No. 4. It is the

greater beauty of a pile of honey if in double-
tiers. You've got to see it to appreciate it; but
if you had a pile of single-tiers side by side with
a pile of double-tiers, a single glance would set-

tle it. I can't show it to you in words, but I

may give you a little idea of the difference. You
see, in the double-tier cases there is a middle bar
of wood an inch wide. In place of that will be
in the other pile the wood at the lower part of

one case and the wood at the upper part of the

case below it

—

2^4. inches of wood in one case

against one inch of wood in the other—more
wood showing in the single-tier pile, more glass

in the other. I wish, Mr. Editor, you could see

the two piles side by side, and see how much
more woody the pile of single-tiers looks.

Marengo, 111.

BUCKWHEAT CAKES LIKE MOTHER
USED TO MAKE.

BY EUGENE SECOR.

On page 40, Jan. 1, Mr. Barnes wants a recipe

for making buckwheat pancakes. I am glad he

acknowledges that the pure-food law in Iowa
means somthing, in that it enables him to get

unadulterated flour. I have evidence of that fact

also. We are using, this winter, buckwheat
flour which is just as good as we used to have
back in York State. It has not always been
thus here in the West. I may be permitted to

say, parenthetically, that there is not so much
stuff on the market here called honey as there used

to be, either.

When I read Mr. Barnes' query I inquired of

the women I board with how they prepared the

batter for pancakes. This is what they said:

To start the batter for a family of four we use

about a pint of sweet milk to two cups of flour,

and warm water enough to make the batter thin,

and about one-fourth of a yeast cake. Mix the

day before needed, and keep in a gallon jar be-
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hind the stove, to sour. In the morning, when
pancaices are wanted, pour out most of the batter

into a shallow pan, but always leave enough in

the jar for a starter for next time. Thin the bat-

ter before using, if necessary, with warm water.

Milk is better to mix with over night, because
the pancakes brown nicer if milk is used. Use
half ateaspoonfulof sodaeach morning, orenough
to sweeten the batter sufficiently, stirring rapidly.

Mix batter in the jar over night, always using
milk if possible; and it may be well to set the jar

in a pan or something to catch the overflow, for

if the batter rises as it ought to it may climb
over the sides before morning. When it does
that you may be sure it is all right.

The pancakes may not be just to the taste the

first time, as it takes a day or two to get the

growth of the proper bacteria. When the batter

in the store jar gets just right it ought to remain
so all winter, with perhaps a little yeast added
occasionally, if the batter doesn't rise nicely.

It isn't necessary to keep it behind the stove all

the time after the culture is started and is satis-

factory.

One may use all buckwheat, or part wheat
flour if he wants to make the buckwheat flour go
further. You know what the song says:

Make the batter runny;
Cook 'em quick, and bring along

Lots of cream and honey.

Did you ever try cream and honey on pancakes
instead of butter and honey.'' If not, suppose you
try it. Of course, this is assuming that you live

in the country where real cream grows, and not
in town where it always seemed to me that milk
is so homesick it has the blues.

We eat honey at our house. Whether it is be-
cause we have something good to eat it on, or
because it doesn't cost any thing, we somehow
get away with about a pound of comb honey a

day the year round in a family of four. And
then with two families of grandchildren, and
some other friends who have appetites for Nature's
most delicious sweet, we do our part toward re-

lieving a glutted market by eating a lot of our
own product and by creating a taste for honey in

others.

Buckwheat cakes and honey! How they make
me forget the discomforts of winter, the biting
cold, black diamonds, steaming furnaces, fur

coats, and mufflers! They feast my imagination
with the sight of opening orchards of pink and
white—resurrected in beauty out of the once dead
cold earth. They carry me back to the fields

fragrant with clover-blossoms and musical with
the hum of bees. I hear the songs of nesting
birdsand the patient croppingof contented cows.
They suggest the pendent creamy cups of flower-
ing lindens, inviting nectar-loving Miss Mel-
lifera to share the proffered hydromel while the
sun of opportunity shines. They open the door
of memory, and show me whitened landscapes of

blooming buckwheat that fill the air with sweet-
ness and the heart with hope of a coming harvest.

Ah, buckwheat cakes and honey! Not only
does the sissing griddle sing of the poetry of
country life, but they twain (buckwheat cakes
and honey) give pleasure to the palate, health
and strength to the body, and sweetness to the
spirit.

Forest City, Iowa, Jan. 12.

[Hon. Eugene Secor was once the efficient Gen-
eral Manager of the National Bee-keepers' Union,
and later called the National Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation, as it is to-day. He has also written va-

rious poems on bees and other matters, some of

which have been set to music and sung at our
National conventions. We are especially glad
to hear from him again.

Here is another recipe that our women folks

say is a good one, and we reproduce it here.

—

Ed.]

raised buckwheat cakes.

Take a small crock or large earthen pitcher;

put into it a quart of warm water or half water
and milk; one heaping teaspoonful of salt. Then
stir in as much buckwheat flour as will thicken

it to a rather stiff batter. Lastly, add half a cup
of yeast. Make it smooth; cover it up warm to

rise over night. In the morning add a small lev-

el teaspoonful of soda dissolved in a little warm
water. This will remove the sour taste, if any,
and increase the lightness. If allowed to stand

until it bubbles there will be no use of putting

the yeast in the batter.

Jesse W. Thornton.
North Yakima, Wash.

HONEY PRICES.

The Lack of Intelligent Co-operation is

to Blame for Low Prices.

BY SEBASTIAN ISELIN.

I have read with great interest the remarks of

Mr. Roy Stevens in regard to the San Francisco

quotations on page 67, Jan. 15, for I am the man
who put that honey on the market, which was re-

tailed at 3 sections for 25 cents. Oakland and
San Francisco commission firms refused to offer

as much as 6 cts. per comb for this honey, and
so I sold some 1100 lbs. to a local retailer at 6

cts. The term " choice comb honey " is, how-
ever, somewhat misleading, since these 1100 lbs.

comprised all the light weight and candied sec-

tions of a lot left over from 1907, the shipping-

cases being returned to me. Although I know
that it does not pay to raise comb honey at such
low prices I was well satisfied with the deal.

As to the San Francisco quotations, I must say

that of late they have taken a tumble, and now
seem to be nearer the actual market prices than

ever before

Since New Year the market is flooded with

white and light amber Nevada comb, which is

quoted at 8 to 14 cents. I am of the opinion

that, if the bee-keepers of Nevada were organiz-

ed, and knew the conditions of the market, they

could have obtained from 12 to 15 cents for this

honey.
But it is not only in Nevada that organization

and co-operation of the bee-keepers are needed.

Those in the vicinity in which I live failed to

put in an appearance at a meeting called for the

purpose of organization some time last month,
notwithstanding the fact that, as a rule, they are

badly misinformed as to the prices prevailing.

For instance, last summer at one time honey was
so scarce here that I could easily obtain 13 cents
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for the best of my dark comb, and was told to

bring all 1 possibly could take from the bees, at

that price. When I appeared on the scene again,

somebody had just brought in a very fancy arti-

cle of white comb honey and offered it at 10 cts.

per comb, and I could not expect the retailers to

pay me any thing like 13 for my much darker

honey any longer.

Had the o;her party known the

condition of the honey market he

could have asked from 15 to 17

cts. for his grade of honey and could
have sold lots of it at that piice.

Later in the season a bee-keeping
farmer of my locality traded some
honey for 8 cents (took its value in

groceries), where I had obtained 10

cents in cash for a similar grade of

honey, varying only in so far as mine
was clean of propolis and dirt, and
the other man's was not.

And, again, as I accosted the buy-
er of a grocery firm which has han-
dled my honey on and off during a

good many years, he said, " I am
sorry, but your price is too high,"
showing me the price list of a city

jobber, a firm which quoted: "Ne-
vada comb, water-white, 12^; ditto,

light amber, 8;" whereas I had asked
10 cts. for the best of my dark comb.
Thus I find the lack of co-opera-

ation among the producers of nature's

noblest article of food apparent on
every hand. When will the bee-
keepers wake up and attend to the

quoting of the markets themselves,

instead of letting somebody else make
the prices for them.?

I regard it as highly desirable that

we pay some attention to questions
of this kind before we break our
necks in trying to obtain larger crops from year
to year, while honey, our product, is going a

begging the country over.

Stockton, California, Feb. 11.

behind the hooks, and the frames are securely lock-

ed for reversing. The bottom-board needs no de-

scription except that it is on hinges at the back,

and the front can be moved up and down to give

any desired depth of entrance, and held in place

by button and thumb-screw in front of the board.

Buffalo, N. Y.

^///////////-:;/
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A NEW REVERSIBLE HIVE.

BY CHAS. HURST.

The illustration shows my reversible hive, to

be used in connection with a comb-honey super.

I think this hive is the easiest manipulated rever-

sible hive now made, as the reversing can be done
by lifting off the cover and reversing the body,
frames and all, with one operation; and it is not
necessary to reverse the hive back again in order
to take out the frames. The reversing is done
without disturbing any of the inside fixtures, and
all is done so quickly that the bees hardly know
it. I believe that a larger crop of honey can be
secured by reversing at the right time.
The frames have two pins at a certain distance

from top and bottom. In putting these frames
in the hive the pins at the bottom of the frame
rest on the holder D; then to lock the frames in

one end of the frame-holder, D fits under the an-
gle C; the hook A slips over the other end of the
frame holder D, and the piece of wood B slides

'FRONT OFBOTTOM Bd. SLOTTFD BUTTON.

hurst's reversible hive—PATENT APPLIED FOR.

A, small metal hook; two in the two corners of hive on one side. C, metal
angle; two in each corner on opposite side. D, wood strips forming supports

for frames.

[From 1882 on till 1885 the whole bee-keeping
world (on this side of the Atlantic at least) was
very much stirred up at the big possibilities that

might accrue from reversible frames or reversible

hives. All sorts of extravagant claims were made;
and while there are advantages in having & frame
reversible, there is but very little gained in hav-

ing the hive made so. The chief advantage in

reversing is to get the comb built clear down to

the bottom-bar. When it is reversed so that the

bottom-bar is up, the bees will fill in the gap by
building the comb up to what is now the top-

bar. After that it may be put back to normal
position. There is another incidental advantage
in that bees will sometimes, when the comb is

reversed, carry the honey out of what is now the

bottom, and deposit it in the supers; for it is

against bee nature to store honey next to the bot-

tom or entrance. We say so?netimes, for they

will not al-Tvays carry it up. The hive above
shown is similar in principle to the Danzenbaker
in that it employs a pin support, and to that ex-

tent wonld be an infringement of the Danzenba-
ker patents. Instead, however,;of using a double
set of pins the Danzenbaker hive uses a single

set. In another way the hive is like the re-

versible hive brought out by J. M. Shuck and
patented by him in 1885. But of late years we
have heard nothing of that hive nor of reversible
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hives in general, although reversible frames are

used quite extensively. We do not like to throw

cold water on a correspondent's idea; but if his-

tory repeats itself, and it generally does, he will

find that the slight advantage he will gain in a

reversible hive will be more than offset by the

expense of the equipment. There is so little real

advantage in the reversible feature that it hardly

pays to construct a whole hive with that end in

view.

—

Ed.]

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR
BEGINNERS.

The Selection of the Necessary Equip-
ment.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

I would recommend that the beginner com-
mence his bee-keeping career with the production

of comb honey, and that all increase be made by
natural swarms. Gradually the production of

extracted honey can be taken up. I know it is

generally considered that extracted-honey pro-

duction is more easily learned than comb-honey
production; and I admit that, if the beginner

were to commence the season with half of his

colonies worked for comb honey and half for ex-

tracted, the half worked for extracted honey
would probably be the more profitable that sea-

son; but there are many pitfalls in the production

of extracted honey not found in the production

of comb, and the beginner might be the loser in

the end if he produced extracted honey from the

start. A part of the danger lies in the fact that,

in producing extracted honey, much of the in-

crease has to be made artificially. Besides this,

one not entirely familiar with the business might
allow more extracted-honey colonies to starve

than he would comb-honey colonies, for the lat-

ter will have a good stock of the early or better

quality of honey for winter stores. In the case

of colonies run for extracted honey, on the other

hand, the early and better honey is more likely

to be placed in the upper story, which usually

contains an abundance of comb room. It is true

that sugar syrup could be fed to make up this

deficit; but this would only add another burden,
which the beginner had better avoid at the start.

All artificial-swarming methods should be
avoided for the first few years until the beginner
has more experience, and until some of the known
principles are learned. After this, these other

principles of bee-keeping can be taken up.

WHAT HIVE TO ADOIT.

If more comb honey than extracted is to be
produced the first season, it will be necessary to

buy rather more supplies. I assume that either

the eight or ten frame hive will be adopted, con-
taining frames of Langstroth dimensions. 1

again urge the adoption of the ten-frame hive,

knowing that it has every advantage of the eight-

frame and some additional good points besides.

The hive that we would order is the regular

Dovetailed hive for comb-honey production, hav-

ing a reversible bottom board made of %-inch
material. These botiom-boards are much supe-
rior to some that have been on the market in for-

mer years. We have used very similar ones for

the past twelve years, and know that they are

good. The super of this hive should contain

4>( X4XXl>4-inch plain sections and fence-sep-

arators. In my opinion, there is no better sec-

tion on the market to-day than the 4X-inch
square plain section.

If four good colonies of bees are bought the

first season, and these colonies and the increase

are to be put into new hives, about ten hives will

be needed. There should be ten hive-bodies,

ten covers^ ten bottom-boards, and twenty supers;

and all the inside furnishings should be included.

The frames should be pierced, and the wire
should be sent for wiring them.

If the supers are used as we use ours, extract-

ing-frames will replace the outside section-hold-

ers in each super. These frames are made the

same size as the section-holders, but they have a
top bar. Both top and bottom-bars are }i inch
wide, the top-bar being y% inch thick, and pro-

vided with a beveled groove and wedge for fas-

tening the foundation. These extracting-frames

should be pierced for two wires, and full sheets

of thin super foundation should be used in them.
As the supers, as ordered, do not include sec-

tions, 1000 4XX4XXl>^-inch plain sections

should be ordered. One would probably not
use a thousand the first year; but during a good
year more than 500 would be necessary, and it

is well to order sections in full packages.

For supplying these sections with full sheets

of foundation, about eight pounds of the extra-

thin super foundation will be needed.
Brood-frames should all be pierced for wiring.

The p'ercing and the wire for wiring the frames
costs about ten cents extra per hundred frames.

Full sheets of medium brood foundation should
be used, and it will take thirteen or fourteen

pounds to fill one hundred frames. The use of

starters in brood-frames is very poor economy.
I have tried both starters and full sheets.

There is no better uncapping-knife than the

Improved Bingham. We order them made one
inch longer than the regular size, but very good
work can be done with the knives of ordinary
length. A Coggshall brush is very essential for

freeing the combs of bees when extracting or at

any other time.

It might be well to have two or three extra

stories the same as the hive-bodies, for there are

sometimes combs that are undesirable for use in

the brood-nest, but which would be all right for

extracting-frames. In this way, even if no par-

ticular pains are taken for producing extracted

honey, some may be secured the first season.

The second season, all extra combs from dead or

queenless colonies could be used for extracting-

combs. Then if shallow extracting-combs are

used in the comb-honey supers, as I have recom-
mended, by the second year, at least, quite an
amount of extracted honey may be produced. In
this way the beginner may be gradually drawn
into the production of both comb and extracted

honey until, before long, half of the yard may
be worked for each. The amount of extracted

honey can be regulated, however, for if more
empty combs accumulate than are needed for ex-

tracted honey the swarms could be hived on
them.
Remus, Michigan.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

SEALED COVERS AND DRY CUSHIO\S PREFERABLE
TO ABSORBING CUSHIONS.

I have noticed the article by W. F. Cox, page

66, Jan. 15, and also the one by Mr. Doolittle,

p. 51, same issue, about absorbing cushions. I

hesitate to differ with such authorities as Mr. Da-
dant, for instance; but I have had cushions over

my colonies for ten years, and I have never found

any moisture on the frames when the clusters were

up next to the cushions. 1 use a water-proof

cloth between the frames and the cushion, and I

provide only a small entrance, and a cushion of

sufficient thickness to keep the heat from escap-

ing upward. The bees naturally get next to the

cushion because it is the warmest place in the

hive, and not because the cushion absorbs

moisture. If a colony is in good condition

the bees sleep almost all the time, and there

is scarcely any moisture condensed, because

they do not breathe much. Colonies cared for

as stated above never suffer for a flight in the

winter, and never spot the hives, even when they

do not take flights after long cold spells.

I could give much more evidence, if necessary,

but I am sure that, whenever a bee-keeper gives

the above plan a fair test, he surely will agree

with me when I say that cushions do not absorb

the moisture. If they did they would become
cakes of ice, and the cluster would get down next

to the entrance to keep out the cold. I keep the

cushions on the year round, with the entrance

contracted in the spring to protect the brood, and
there is a good deal of advantage in this plan in

the production of comb honey. B. D. Hall.
Royal, 111.

[Where one uses water- proof cloth between the

cushion and the bees he has a sealed cover. Over
such, with a good roof, the cushion is bound to

keep dry.

—

Ed.]

MOVING BEES SHORT DISTANCES ON WARM DAYS
DURING THE WINTER.

Dr. Miller, on p. 74, Feb. 1, says that I ought
to try shaking the bees in front of the hive after

moving them that short distance (40 rods), and he

adds that he has considerable faith in shaking for

that purpose. Then the editor, in the footnote,

says, "Good suggestion, and it will work too."
Very likely it would work, but it would take

longer, and would be more work. Then it

would not be a good plan to break the sealed

cover loose in winter, for we have some cold

weather here. The last colonies I moved I

smoked several times when I Opened the hives,

and very few, if any, came back.

After I wrote that letter which was published
on p. 63, Jan. 15, I moved some more colonies

on different days when there were many bees fly-

ing. One day I moved about 15 hives, and on
another 35. Part of these hives were closed for

half a day, and part opened as soon as set on the

stand, and smoked immediately, then smoked
twice more, allowing about 20 minutes between
the smoking; and as there were no more bees at

the old place I could tell that scarcely any bees

returned. Has any one tried smoking bees a
number of times every 20 minutes to keep them
from returning to the place they were taken from.?

Lytle, Texas. Carey W. Rees.

BEES MOVED SUCCESSFULLY FOR SHORT DIS-

TANCES ON WARM DAYS IN THE WINTER.

On p. 91, Feb. 1, the editor informs S. Cheat-
ham, of South Carolina, that it is not practical

to move bees short distances in a climate warm
enough for them to fly nearly every day during
winter. Now, I know it would be folly to at-

tempt such a thing in the summer when they are

working regularly every day; but we have re-

peatedly moved single colonies, also entire apia-

ries, short distances during the winter in South
Texas, and with no apparent loss

On Jan. 1, l907, we moved an entire apiary of

75 colonies a distance of 50 rods The next day
was warm, and I noticed a good many bees fly-

ing about their old locations. In a short time,

however, every thing quieted down, and, return-

ing to the new yard, I noticed several hives bring-

ing in pollen. Later in the evening I examined
the old location, and there were no bees on the

ground or shrubbery, as there would have been
had they not found their way back to their hive.

We also moved an entire apiary of 80 colonies

about ten rods in the winter of 1907, with good
results, not a bee being lost so far as we could
tell.

The first lot was moved on a wagon without
springs, and, of course, were jolted considerably;

but the last lot was moved by hand, and, conse-

quently, did not receive much of a shaking-up.

This was in Brazoria Co., where bees fly every

few days during winter; in fact, they gather some
pollen every month in the year. If a hive is left

near the old stand a good many bees will return

to it; but otherwise I think there will be no
trouble. J. D. Yancey.

Bridgeport, Wash., Feb. 18.

WINTERING IN A WARM ROOM.

In the last three numbers of Glfanings there

have been articles regarding wintering bees in a

warm room, and I notice a request for any expe-

riences regarding the matter On p. 118, April,

1908, American Bee JournaU in Dr Miller's

question-box, under the head of " Either Chunk
or Section Honey— Interesting Experiment,"
you will find my experience with a small colony.

I will add that it came out in the spring much
stronger than in the fall, in June I introduced

a new queen, and it was doing well until the

drouth struck us, when it was robbed out
Chas. M. Musgrove.

Pittsfield, Mass., March 9.

Please tell me where I can get Bokhara clover

and alsike seed. Which do you prefer.!"

Newark, O. Leonard Essman.

[You will want both. The alsike seed can be
sold to nearby farmers at a low price. See else-

where in this issue how to handle alsike. Bok-
hara clover (sweet clover) has been advertised in

Gleanings the last two or three issues. Sow in

waste places, along railway tracks and roads.

Requires no cultivation to do well —Ed]
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Our Homes
By a. L Root

As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord.

—

Josh. 24:15.

Woe un'o him that civeth his neighbor drink; that puttest thy

bottle to him, and makest him drunken also.

—

Had. 2: 15.

Dear friends of Gleanings and friends of tem-
perance, I am praying that the great Father will

send his Holy Spirit along with this Home paper

in such a way that it shall do a great work; and
this great work rests on the shoulders of you who
have been reading my Home talks as much as or

more than my own. This talk is mainly to the

editors of the periodicals that go into the homes
of our land daily, weekly, and monthly; and I

am depending on you to get it before them, ei-

ther by a personal call or by cutting it out and
mailing it to them, if the same editor or pub-
lisher should have his attention called to it more
than once, all the better. Now may God speed

you in your part of the crusade to redeem the

press of our land from the thralldom of the rum
traffic. The following kind letter will open up
the matter:

Drar Brclher Root:— 1 am a bee-keeper in a small way; and in

the twelve or tifteen years that I have been a regular reader of

Gleanings I have received much benefit therefrom, and in no
department have I received more than from Our Homes, edited by
yourself. May God bless you, and give you wisdom to fight the

evils you have attacked all along the line.

In the March 1st issue I 6nd a letter written to you by Frank
L. Piatt in which he states that " the brewers and whisky retail-

ers have cut the Toledo Blade (weekly) off their list because the

said paper does not accept brewery or whisky advertising." Now,
I should be much pleased if Mr. Piatt's assertion were literally

true; but I know he is mistaken or misinformed. My wife has

taken the Blade a number of years, and it (with two or three oth-

ers out of the dozen or so we take, including one daily) still ca-

ters to the brewery and whisky trade.

I send you a copy of the weekly Blade, dated March 4, in

which you will find no less than tour advertisements in the line

referred to. As to the political part of the paper, I will make no
statement, as the paper will show for itself. I am truly glad to

know that Editor Piatt is " trying to play the square game," and
would to God there many more such editors.

Greenville. 111., .March 9. J. T. Buchanan.

With the above letter came a copy of the Blade,

and, sure enough, there are /our whisky adver-

tisements. I give below an extract from one of

the four as a sample:

TAELVE-BOTTLE CASE FINEST WHISKY FOR ONLY
$5.00—EXPRESS PREPAID.

Send lis $5.00 and we will send you a case of extra special dis-

tillation whisky in 12 large full 16-onnce bottles, all charges pre-

paid to your nearest express station without marks to betray the

contents.

By the way, does not the closing sentence of

the above furnish a sufficient reason why any re-

spectable home paper should reject such an ad-
vertisement? " Without marks to betray," sure

enough! To betray what? The hellishness of

their business. I confess I am surprised to find

such things in the Blade. It has for years had the

reputation of being not only "keen and sharp,"
but of "hewing to the line," not only regardless

of party, but for righteousness and truth. I don't
like to take back what I said about the "Lord
being praised." Can't the management of the

Blade help us out? Are not such advertisements
" putting the bottle to our neighbor's lips "? Is

it too much to exppct that the Blade may turn

over a new leaf, and stand out, like Joshua, and
say, "As for me and my house," etc.? How
many besides myself will undertake to write
to the Blade in rega'd to the matter? Clip

this whole aiticle from your journal and mail it

to them, telling them respectfully your views
about whisky advertisements. It doesn't take
many such letters to bring about an innjestigation

(if nothing more), as I know full well.

I s'.opped a Cleveland daily a while ago, and
told our newsdealer I wanted a daily that would
not advertise Duffy's malt whisky. About the

third issue, there it was, right before my face and
eyes again. If the Duffy people with their big
pictures of aged people, whom they claim lived

so long because of the daily drinking of Duffy
whisky are not putting the bottle to their neigh-
bor's lips then I don't know who are.

A few weeks ago the National Superintendent
of the Anti-saloon League came down here to

Southern Florida and made an address at St. Pe-
tersburg. He told us how Lincoln protested

when he gave his consent to the tax on liquor.

Said he, "Gentlemen, this thing you propose
may prove a worse curse to our nation than the

war that is now upon us;" but the financiers of

the nation urged, and he finally consented, with
the understanding it was only as a temporary ex-

pedient at that terrible crisis, and had the faiiest

assurance that it should be stopped promptly
when the war was over. When the war was over,

Lincoln had died by the hand of an assassin, and
the whisky men and brewers were getting so rich

it was put off and put off, until this present time.

Are there not good men and women enough liv-

ing now to demand that the sacred promise given

our beloved president be, even at this late day, re-

membered and religiously kept?

Mr. Baker, during his talk, asked if any one
could tell exactly who started the present tremen-

dous wave of reform. Then he told us of the

temperance literature and text-books the W. C.

T. U. women put into our schools years ago.

Said he, "The seed sown by these godly women
has just now commenced to bear fruit by giving

our nation a new generation of men and women
who learned the truth in childhood from their

schoolbooks. " I wanted to add, "In spite of

what we read about Duffy's malt whisky in the

daily papers." He closed his address by saying

that, right in that audience, sat a man who years

ago had faith in Howard H. Russell and the An-
ti-saloon League. He then asked the man to

stand up so the great audience could take a look

at him. When I came to that very pretty little

Florida city that night I felt like a stranger in a

strange land; but before the audience had all left

the church I felt almost as I do at the close of a

bee-keepers' convention.

Florida has 46 counties, and 37 of them are all

dry. There are saloons in only 15 towns and
cities in the whole State. A map of the wet and
dry portions can be had of the Florida Anti-sa-

loon League. Jacksonville, Fla. , since the map
was made, and one town at least (Carrabelle),

have gone dry. As a recent summing-up of

what has been done in Ohio and Indiana, I give

below a letter from Ernest and a portion of one

from Wayne B. Wheeler.

Dear Father:— I inclose you the annual report from Wheeler.

I think you will be glad to read it through on account of the fact

that you are one of the officers of the State League, and, further,

for the good news which it contains. This report, as you will

remember, was written in January. The legislature has all but

adjourned, and, as you will see, Wheeler's predictions that out

county-option law would not be repealed have been made good.
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I do not think there is any danger now of our losing any temper-

ance laws we already have on the statute-books.

You doubtless noticed that counties are going dry in Indiana in

lots of fives and tens. The legislature is disposed to repeal the

county-option law of that State, and the House has already voted

to do so. 1 can hardly think that they will attempt to repeat the

action in the Senate; and if they do, it will be a big overturning

of political leaders in Indiana two years hence. E. R. R.

Later.—The Senate refused to concur, so that the Indiana

county-option law stands, and will stand, as the liquor people

will never be aole to muster up strength enough to defeat it aft-

er three-fourths of the counties go dry. E. R. R.

Mr. Root:—Permit me to submit herewith the annual report for

the Ohio Anti-saloon League. The year 1908 was one of the

most rffective, inspiring, and successful in the League's history.

It started with the great legislative contest for the enactment of

the county-option law. The liquor interests, realizing the inju-

ry whiih such a measure would bring to their traffic, fought it

with the energy of despair; but the legislature listened to the

people rather than to the brewers' lobby, and enacted the law.

Four other measures were enacted at this same session of the

General Assembly: 1. The bill preventing C. O. D. sales of

liquor in dry territory, and the operation of clubs in dry territory

where liquor was kept in private lockers; 2. A measure which

prohibits any person under sixteen years of age from working in

a brewery, distillery, saloon, or other place where intoxicating

liquor is sold for beverage purposes; 3. The law known as the

" Nuisance Act." It provides that, upon a second conviction, a

p'ace where liquor is sold shall be abated as a nuisance; 4. A
law to prevent dairy milch cows from being fed from distillery

slops and starch waste. It was of especial interest to Cincinnati.

PREPARATION FOR THE CONFLICT.

Following the adjournment of the legislature until Sept. 1,

when the county-option law went into effect, every effort was
put forth to organize the counties for the vote. The first elec-

tions were held Sept. 26 in Meigs and Warren counties. They
voted dry by substantial majorities. Since then elections have

been held in rapid succession until we now have 57 dry under

the county-option law and 5 under other laws, making a total of

62 dry counties. We consider this the best " Christmas present"

which the League could present to the people of Ohio.

Over hal f of the territory in the 26 counties that have not voted,

or failed to vote dry under the county-option law, is dry under the

municipil, township, or residence-district option law. Adding

together all of the dry territory under these four laws we now
have over 85 per cent of the geographical territory of the State

without saloons, and over 60 per cent of the population.

FINANCIAL REPORT.

A great financial burden was placed upon the League by these

local-option, legislative, and legal contests. The crisis was
upon us, and we had to meet it, even though it was necessary at

times to draw on the future. We believed that the people

would respond if we did our part. The results show that we did

what any sane leader ought to have done under the circum-

stances.

The amount raised for the League up to Dec. 1 was over

$80,000. The expense is within this limit. This is a substan-

tial gain. In addition to this the tmpetance people have raised

several thousand dollars for local work in these county cam-
paigns. The public accountants will make their report on the

books the first of the year, and we will mail a copy of the same.*

NEEDS FOR THE COMINf; YEAR.

Each year the needs of the League have grown with the prog-

ress of the work. We need two or three more m^n in the field

at once— one more attorney and at least one more campaign
speaker. During these contests we had to call to our aid men
from other States, at considerable cost and inconvenience to the

work. We are now coming to the countif s witb the large cities.

That means we must have more workers, mote literature, and a

longer campaign of education. The same hard work that has

won the elections in these 62 counties will win it in others; but

we must have literature that can be read by foreigners, who thus

far have not been reached by our present methods. With the

experience which we have had, we believe a goodly percentage

of this class of peonle can be educated to see the advantages of a

no-saloon policy; but we must have the men, the literature, and
the organization with which to do it. This means more money
to carry on the work. We ought to have $100,000 this next
year for the aggressive campaign that has been mapped out. It

is essential if we measure up to the possibilities before us. Your
contribution made possible many of these victories, and we trust

you will continue your partnership in and support of the work
which it so rapidly redeeming Ohio from the curse of the liquor-

traffic. W. B. Wheeler,
Superintendent and Attorney.

* This has now been done, and the audited accounts are now
in print, and available to any one.

THE GREAT CITY OF CHICAGO HAS EIGHT SA-

LOONS TO EVERY FIVE GROCERIES.

We clip the following from the Sunday School

Times:

The annual national " drink-bill " of the United States can
not be accurately calculated, even on the financial side. Chica-
go alone spends about a hundred millions in the retail trade, and
has eight saloons to five groceries. The total number of gallons

of distilled spirits, wines, and malt liquors consumed in the
United States in 1906 was over two billion forty-eight million.

The total consumption per capita has risen from 17.12 gallons in

1896 to 22 27 gallons in 1905. The brutality, disease, degrada-
tion, misery, and death which are traceable to liquor do not ad-

mit of quantitative statement.

The brewers are primarily responsible for saloon conditions.

Saloon-keepers are usually under such material obligations to

them that their dependence amounts to vassalage. They have
steadily glutted the market with malt liquors, the number of gal-

lons per capita having jumped from 8.65 gallons in 1881 to 20.21

gallons in 1906, while that of wine and spirits has remained al-

most at a standstill. Again, the hidden hand of the brewers is

felt in political action, not only indirectly through the power of

the corner saloon in ward politics, but also directly in bringing

to bear great accumulations of capital upon State legislation.

High license and local option, in one form or another, are the
prevalent methods of control, a combination of the two systems
being usually employed. The working of county-option laws
has recently tended toward complete prohibition in several

States. The notable anti-liquor movement in the Souih and oth-

er sections of the country is rapidly increasing the prohibitive

area.

Just a word in closing in regard to the respon-

sibility resting on editors:

Turn to page 185, Gleanings for March 15,

and read.

Now, then, are we going to continue to help a

periodical that " giveth his neighbor drink," or

shall we indorse and encourage the one that

stands with that old warrior and hero, Joshua.'

While reading the Dec. 1st, 1908, issue I came to the temper-
ance department, and, by the way, I never miss that nor the
Home papers. I read personal liberty, etc, page 1451. Now,
don't you feel sorry for friend F.? I do. He surely is running in

a narrow groove. Personal liberty, indeed! Let all such prove
their liberty by abstaining from an occasional glass. They will

soon see that they have no liberty in the matter. But we do not
deny such as he the right to their occasional glass. But we do
deny that they have the right to make drunkards of our boys and
prostitutes of our daughters, for that is what the open saloons
stand for, besides the corruption of politics. Then a look in the

wake of the saloons. Do yousee liberty? Maybe; but not such
liberty as the fathers of the Revolution fought for.

When I had read friend F.'s letter I hustled for the Dec. 15th

issue. Turning to " Temperance " I read, " Jug of whisky for a

Christmas gift."

O how sad! for it brought to me a scene that comes within the

circle of kinship— a man and his family, if tbat were all. The
man believed in an occasional glass, however rare, hardly once
a month. But whisky will have its own, whether once a month
or once a day, and thii case proved no exception. They had
been to town, that happy family. The man took that one glass.

It made him careless and sharp with the horses. The team was
high-lifed, and resented his treatment of them. They ran off,

throwing the driver and all out. The man struck a tree and was
instantly killed. The mother, in her excitement and grief,

clisped her babe tightly to her bosom as she gathered up her oth-

er children, who were not hurt, and bent over the lifeless father.

Sympathizing friends, who soon gathered, asked her what was
the matter wiifi her dress, the front of which was covered with
blood. When they looked the babe was dead. Its throat was
torn clear across. The mother fell senseless to 'he ground. She
remained in a dazed state for a long time. She never fully re-

covered from that heavy blow. Years after, when I was a small

boy, I would see her. Her old bent form, her white hair, and
her sad face, are still fresh in my memory.

Friend A. I. R., my wish for you is that you may have length

of years and strength of mind to fight in the front ranks of this

great and glorious cause. My wish for myself is that I might
some time meet you, to clasp your hand and look in your face.

The " Rootlets," as you call them, must be proud to have you
for their father and grandfather. The Temperance and Home
departments should never be dropped out of Gleanings.
New Dover, O., Feb. 16. E. E. Larcomb.

GOOD FOR INDIANA.

We had our county election Jan. 26. It was voted dry by
1600 maj )rity. The three other counties that had the election

th" <;ame d^y went d-y by a big m.jori'v. C. E. We^TuN.
Letts, Ind.
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HNLISTKD FOR LIFE UNDEK TUB BANNER OF THE CROSS.

IQ closios let me say a few words of appreciation of the grand

work Mr. A. 1. Root has done and is doing in his department of

Gleanings. His writings influenced me to be a Christian. I

think it was that sermonette on that picture entitled " Despised

and Rejected of Men," Jan. 1, 1907, that led me to the Savior.

I am trying to earn enough money by working for a magazine
subscription agency (mail-order work) during my spare time to

buy my books (I am preparing to enter the ministry). All my
work and study is done in my own little bedroom, as my father

opposes all that speaks of God or his work. I should like you to

send this to A. I. Roof, but please do not publish my name if you

use any of this in Gleanings. I am a boy 17 years old. Thank-
ing you for past favors, 1 remain C. M.

Poultry
Department
Conducted by A. I. Root.

" nothing to do but gather the eggs,"
AND AN automobile TO DO IT WITH

AND CARRY THEM TO MARKET.
" Nice things," friends, as I have outlined it

in the above, is it not.' Well, it is just what I

have been doing the past winter, and I agree that

it u lots of fun, especially taking the eggs to

market with the auto. You may say, "Oh, yes !

when one has plenty of money," etc. But just

hold on a little. The auto I use has been in

use five years. When thinking of getting anew
one I could get an offer of only $100.00 for it.

I decided it was worth more than that to me,
and had it shipped down here at an expense of

about $50, so you see I have not much capital

invested. A colored man we keep about the

place takes care of it nicely, and, under my di-

rections, has so far been very successful in mak-
ing about all repairs needed. Gasoline here, by
the drum, costs only 11>2 cts. per gallon; so our
rig, that affords Mrs. Root and myself a great

amount of enjoyment, costs us much less than a

decent horse and buggy. A neat little house for

it cost only about $75.00, and this makes a very
handy and much needed workshop besides.

What about running an auto in the Florida sand.'

Well, I had some trouble before I had learned

by experience how to manage; but now we have
but very little trouble, even if our Oldsmobile
runabout isonly 4/^ horsepower. Onegreatdraw-
back is that it tracks 56 inches, and all the vehicles

about here are 60 inches. In spite of this, when
I can manage so as to have the wheels on one
side or the other run over out of the road on grass

or other hard ground I get along very well.

When all four ef the rubber tires are in soft

dry sand you may get in a fix. It is not a seri-

ous job even then, for you have only to scoop
the soft sand out of the way until you can get

out on firm ground. After a rain you are O. K.
anywhere, and nice roads are now being pushed
forward more or less all over Florida.

Now about the eggs in an automobile. Un-
less they are well packed you will have to go
slow; and my auto path through the woods over
a rustic bridge of my own make (materials cost

30 cts.) is not the very best road in the world for

carrying eggs to market. I managed by purchas-
ing in Chicago some very pretty pasteboard
boxes holding a dozen eggs each, for only $5.00

per 1000.*—These boxes I carry around to the

nests (always washing my fingers first), and place

each newly laid egg in its little receptacle.

Each box of one dozen then has a gummed label

pasted on that reads as follows:

FRESH EGGS
FROM A. I. ROOT'S SINGLE-COMB WHITE-LEGHORN
POULTRY-RANCH, ONE MILK SOUTH OF BRADEN-

TOWN, MANATEE COUNTY, FLORIDA.

If these labels are unbroken the purchaser can rest

assured that the eggs in this package were laid on the

day that the rubber stamp below indicates. We
gather our eggs not only every day but usually several

times a day. A. I. ROOT.

MAR. 4 , 1969

We usually gather our eggs every day about
4 p. M., and before 5 they are on the counters of

one of our best grocery stores.

For some time past we have had from 45 to 50

eggs per day from our 70 hens, and I consider

this a very fair yield for 70 all in one yard. A
dozen eggs pays for the cost of the grain for the

70, and at 25 cts. per dozen there is a margin of

about 75 cts. a day for your labor. Yes, there is

a trifling amount of labor to be done with 70
" chickens," besides gathering the eggs—at least

we have found it so on our "ranch."
I have had such "good luck," almost invari-

ably, in setting hens that I think I must have

been getting over-confident. Do you want to

know how the Buff Orpington made out with her

25 eggs .' Well, she was so clumsy and awkward
that she broke one or more eggs every day until

she had only 15 left. I washed the whole setting

repeatedly until 1 was not only "tired" of Or-

pingtons, but I came pretty near being tired of

setting hens altogether After 24 days and not

even one chick from the remaining 15 eggs, I

broke her up and only two eggs contained chicks

in any stage. Because other hens wanted to lay

in her nest I had her shut in with wire screen,

lifting her out toward night, and letting her go

back herself. I should be inclined to think this

not exactly " nature's way " were it not that the

Leghorn hen that hatched 16 chickens from 15

eggs was managed in this way exactly. Shall I

tell you more about those same 16 .? Well, when
old enough to wean the mother hen went up in-

to the pine-tree with the other 70, and the 16

huddled up behind the barrel in the laying-house.

Mrs Root repeatedly urged me to protect them
with wire screen, but I "didn't get round to it"

until one morning when I iounA fi've missing,

and their remains scattered about near where they

roosted. I housed the remaining 11 and tried

to trap the "varmint" with the dead chicks.

Twice he got in my trap and pulled out; then I

went for a good steel trap; but both hardware

stores were " sold out. " I finally got a second-

hand one, but haven't caught him yet, although

I am "on the war-path." Yes, I know I can

fence out all such animals with poultry-netting;

but the fowls of my largest yard seem to enjoy

so much roaming over the common (we have no

near neighbors), I leave a hole in the fence for

them to go out and in; and it is at this entrance,

out and in, where I am planning to trap the

enemy, 'possum or polecat.

*I find a label on these boxes reading, " Mfd. by Central Egg

Carriers Co., McGraw.N. Y."
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My first trial with the incubator gave me 35

chicks from 70 eggs, which I think is pretty fair.

They were put at once in a Mandy Lee fireless

brooder, and just now, at four weeks old, they

have certainly dene better than those of the same
age with a hen. In this region there is surely no
need of artificial heat of any kind for brooding
chickens. 1 had no mishap of any kind except

that two got out of the cluster one night over to

the opposite end of the brooder, and finally died.

Had I looked in, the evening before, this would
have been avo ded; and had the brooder con-
tained 50 or more, instead of 35, I think there

would have been no " cold corner." It is exact-

ly the same as with bees—if a part of the cluster

get off by themselves during a cold spell they
may chill or starve, or both. With the experi-

ence I have had with fireless brooders I feel sure

there is no need of paying any one for a patent.

Any sort of box or barrel that will keep out in-

truders and give ventilation is all that is needed.
For a hover over the chicks, just tack strips of

soft woollen cloth on the under side of a board,
and suspend this just above the backs of the

chicks. There should be some simp'e arrange-
ment to raise this hover as the chicks grow older.

While I was away one cool day they ail clustered

in a corner outside; and as Mrs. Root could not
well get them to go in, she spread a soft empty
burlap sack over them. When I got home about
dark they were as quiet, warm, and comfortable
under this sack as they could be in the very best

brooder. All that was required further was pro-

tection from rain and outside intruders. Below
is a sample of the reports that are coming from
those even away up north who have used the
" fireless.

"

Mr. A.I. Root:—Last spring we got the bee fever. We sent
for some sample copies and read tliem from cover to cover, and
had the fever more than ever. We were most impressed with
Gleanings, and subscribed at once. Now having read it for

nearly a year we have such a good opinion of it that we intend
to get it as long as its present standard is kept up, bees or no
bees.

We read about the Philo system and sent to Mr. Philo and got
his book. We made some brooders and they worked finely. No
more artificially heated ones for us.

Let me tell you the chicks are as lively as crickets. When
the first lot hatched it was about 10 above zero. As this was to
be a little experiment, we also had some with a clutch about five

days older. At the present writing, any one seeing them would
say the ones in the brooder are the oldest by far. With the
heated brooders it was necessary to sleep with one eye open all

the time, making chick-raising a drudgery. We once nearly lost

a whole brooderful by fire. Passing the house accidentally we
saw it and saved the ckicks and building. Like you, at first

we were worried about their getting too cold at night. One
night in particular we well remember going out to the house
and putting our hands in the opening, only to find it warm and
cozy. While it has been said t.iat " seeing is believing," it is

also true that trying is convincing. After they were one week
oU we even had to take off some of the covering for fear they
would sweat and then catch cold. Our friends and neighbor!
come and look at them now and then, and are surprised to find
them still alive and scratching. We intend to raise between
600 and 800 the coming season, all with fireless brooders.

I say, off with your hat to Mr. Philo, for he deserves it.

Lititz, Pa., Feb. 26. Snavelv Bros.

HOW TO MAKE HENS LAY.

Let US go back to the "egg business." Four
dozen eggs a day from six dozen hens, if it could
be kept up the year round, would be something
like 240 eggs per hen, per year, from the whole
rtock. This, of course, would be impossible.
Mr. Rood tells me the winter months are the
great months for eggs here in Florida; but even
if it is, I think few get as many as we do.

In order to get this result, I give them corn.

wheat, and oats, all they will eat, and they have
sprouted oats, soaked oats, and dry grain all the
time It would almost seem as if the sprouted
oats they dig out of the ground would be enough
green feed; but for almost two months they have
been having a wheelbarrowful of lettuce every
day from Mr. Rood's lettuce- fields. Heads that

burst, or for any reason are unfit to ship, are
given the chickens. Besides the above, they
have fresh oyster shells, pounded up every day.
We have excellent oysters here, right out of the
shells, almost every day all winter. Besides this,

mica crystal grit is always in a feed-hopper for

them. At first they did not notice it; but now
I buy it for them by the 100 lbs. You might
think this enough; but I wanted to test Mandy
Lee's egg-maker, and I have fed half a $2.00
pail of it since Jan. L As I gave it to the whole
flock, I don't see how I can tell how much good
it did under the circumstances. I know this

—

they don't seem to like it as well as they do the

wheat bran wet up alone, and I have to g ve them
only a very little in the bran, or they won't eat
it at all. Because Fred Grundy made such great

claims for alfalfa meal, I got a bag of it; but my
Florida hens won't eat it at all. They go for

the green home-grown alfalfa, but all say "no"
to the stuff in bags, even when scalded and mixed
with bran. Crenshaw Bros, inform me that they
at present know of no successful alfalfa-growing

in the State.

TESTING OUT THE FERTILE EGGS BEFORE PUTTING
THtM IN THE INCUBATOR; SEE P. 147.

In due time I received for my 50 cts. a poorly
made egg-tester, exactly such as Cyphers and
others sell for 25 cs. , but no secret. I was in-

formed that I could not have it until I signed a
pledge "not to divulge," etc. As nothing was
said in the advertisement (see p. 147, Mar. 1), I

begged to be excused, and asked for my money
back, both for tester and for secret; but the fol-

lowing did come—no date nor name signed to it:

METHOD OF TESTING EGGS.

Place the tester on lamp, the testing-tube next to the burner.

Don't turn the blaze too high, else you might beat eggs too hot
while testing.

Take the egg in the finger-tips and thumb of the left band;
steady it with finger and thumb of right hand; place before and
agaitist the opening in the tube. It is always best to hold the

egg big end up. If infertile it will be a clear milky color with
never a sign of yolk to it.

You can never make a mistake between an infertile and a

fertile egg. A fertile one will show the golden yolk, and will

be of a rich golden hue. If the ihell be reasonably thin you
can see the outlines of yolk, with a heavy color at the germ cen-

ter. The germ, if strong, imparts the color to the egg. It is

hardest to learn the weak-germed ones—they will show a slight

yolk and color, but it is always a pale sickly lemon hue. Never
give an egg the benefit of the doubt unless extremely high-priced:

then you might risk it.

Don't mix the eggs after testing, then blame the method if

any fail to hatch.

Don't think you are proficient after once testing.

Don't use too strong light, such as an electric lamp.

As I was just starting my incubator I went
over 75 eggs very carefully, and selected 10 with

scarcely a sign of a yolk visible. I put a pencil-

mark around these, and tested them daily. In
about three days six of the ten showed strongly

fertile. Out of the whole 75 I found fourteen

unfertile; ten more, besides the four marked ones.

As fourteen is very nearly 20 per cent of the 75,

according to the rule of chances I should have
found two bad ones out of the ten instead of the

four. Will some of our trained experiment-sta-
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tion workers take this up and tell us if it really

is possible to tell any thing about the fertility of

an egg just laid? There is no ina.'e>itio/t here,

and nothing neiL-; for hundreds of people for

years past have examined eggs with a tester at all

stages of incubation. Later I received the fol-

lowing:

U you will set but lich yellow or oraoee-colored eggs you will
batch a fine per ceai all riKbt. Mrs. L. L. White.
Montrose, Mo., Feb. 25.

KILLING VERMIN ON FOWLS BY PUTTING SOME-
THING IN THEIR FOOD.

Please turn back to p. 147, March 1. Well,
here is what I got formy dollar—no name signed,
and no date.

KILL MITE.

1 lb. hyposulphite of soda; 2 oz. Epsom salts; 1 oz. nux-
vomica powder.

Dose: One tablespoonful to 25 fowls daily for three days; skip
three days, and repeat.

For quick work, clean premises with carbolineum so they will
not become reinfected.

Please put on your "thinking-caps," all of
you, and listen. How did this man Sprague, or
any other man, disco-fer that the above drugs,
in just the above i roportions, fed to fowls, would
banish insects } Was there any discovery at all .'

We have recently been told here in these pages
that carbinoleum will do the work. Is that other
stuff just a blind, or an excuse for taking the
dollar for less than a dozen lines on a little scrap
of paper .'

1 haven't yet heard from the last party in re-

gard to the ten-cent deal, but I will look after it.

If there is a way of filling an incubator with fer-

tile eggs on the start, I am willing to invest more
money on it, since I have got started.

I think I have said before that our incubator
catalogs given away every season are often worth
more to any one thirsting for real knowledge than
all the secrets and many of the books that cost
dollars. Well, the most valuable article I have
found anywhere along in the line of "nothing to
do but gather the eggs," is in Cypher's catalog.
Suppose, for instance, you should see something
like the following in some of the poultry jour-
nals :

"a wonderful new discovery that will revolution-
ize POULTRY-KEEPING."

A " system " whereby you need not feed, nor clean out the
pens oftener than once a month, and yet the results will be far
beyond any other method. On/j am dollar far thigriat stcret.

Wouldn't the above make a sensation—that is,

if people would continue to invest as they have
been doing? Well, the closing chapter in Cy-
pher's catalog contains information that pretty
nearly fills the bill. Here are some extracts from
that chapter. It refers to two test pens of sixty
chicks each.

CYPHER'S " DEEP-LITTBR " METHOD OF FEEDING.
The deep-litter-fed chicks were larger-framed birds, but not

ai fat. No green food was supplied the deep-litter-fed chicks,
except that shoit-cut and shredded alfalfa were uied as litter, and
portions of this material were scratched into the drinking-pans,
and the chicks quite often were seen eating this with apparent
relish. Water was supplied in all cases by the drip system.

Deei>-litter feeding enabled the attendants to take care of fully
one hundred per cent more chicks than was the case with the
hand-led chicks; and the deep-litter, icratch-or-go-hangry method
produced healthier and more rigorous chicks by a large per-
ceatage.

Any time the attendant looks in on deep-litter-fed chicks he
will find holes dug in the litter to the depth of several inches,
and in some cases the chicks will be entirely out of sight in the
holes ihey have dog, searching for chick food or grain, and work-
ing like little beavers for their daily ration.

The deep-litter method is indeed a great labor-saver. The at-
tendant does iiof have to carry with him an alarm clock in order
to get back from other poultry work to feed four or five times a
day; once a fortnight or even once a month is all that is neces-
sary. Compare ihe woik of feeding chicks in deep litter once a
week, or once every two weeks, or even once a month, with
feeding them three to five times daily, and compute for yourself
the big saving in labor. Furthermore, by the new method less

food will produce more pounds of flesh, bone, and feathers, also
larger-framed and more vigorous chicks.

One naturally would suppose that, if a brooding-pen were not
cleaned oftener than once a month, the stench would become
unbearable. Such has not been found to be the case in the ex-
periments here described. Time and again the same litter has
been used on Cyphers Company poultry-farm during twelve
weeks' experimenting, and no odor was noticeable. In eight
to ten inches of litter the moisture of the droppings was quickly
absorbed; and the chicks, by scattering the litter about, assist in
disposing of whatever odor is present.

In eight cases of deep-litter feeding, compared with eight cases
of the hand-feeding method— in which tests the chicks were
hatched for two brooders at one time in order to obtain the same
hatching benefits— the deep-litter-fed chicks, in six out of the
eight tests, came into laying before the hand-fed chicks, and
their plumage and general condition were noticeably better.

I will tell you why I have so muih faith in the
above. When I was about a dozen years old I

had a poultry-house on a side hill below my
father's horse-stables ; and by my request the

horse-droppings were shoveled down to the 40 or
50 laying hens for them to scratch over. This
fined-up and comparatively dry manure was then
banked up around the walls, and thrown over
my nest-boxes that were down on the sheltered

gravel soil. The slowly fermenting manure kept
the eggs from freezing; the drinking-water like-

wise (drip system); and as the fowls roosted on
low roosts they did not suffer from severe weath-
er. I not only had eggs all winter long, when
nobody else had any, but received the then un-
heard-of price, for a short time, of two cents for

each egg. I remember delivering some to the
rich man of the town when it was so cold they
froze in my little basket. I was almost ready to

cry about it when the good man said, " Never
mind, bub; as we are going to use them right

away they are exactly as good as if not frozen,"
and then I trudged back to my biddies, happy to

think I got my /tco cents after all. This rude
poultry-house that gave such good results was
one of the " open-air " kind, I think, for I don't
believe I had money enough at that time to pur-

chase any kind of glass or sashes. I kept grain

all the time in the litter, and they scratched it

out all winter long; and, so far as I can remem-
ber, the house was never cleaned out until we
hauled the manure away in the spring, and yet

there was no bad odor at any time. I bargained
with father to put my "compound fertilizer"

under the hills on half of his cornfield, for the

excess crop of my half over his half that didn't

have the "treatment." I think I also did some
extra work on my side of the field. Of course,

he agreed to this, and I had almost enough the

most corn to carry my poultry through the next
winter.

I have been finding so much fault lately with
poultry journals and poultry advertisers that I

rather enjoy saying some words of commendation.
On p. 148, March 1, I copied an advertisement
from the Poultry Herald. I found, on receiving

the process, that Mr. Ruel is a bee-keeper, and, of

course, a f^ood man. His directions for making a

better egg-tester than any in the market (at least

he thinks so), and his way of using it, are well

worth the "silver dime," but it should be re-
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membered he claims to be able only to pick out
the fresh eggs from a mixed lot. If I am correct

it is essentially what is called "candling" eggs
in the great city markets. If one undertakes

to fill an incubator with eggs from the store, or

picked up from his neighbors, this would, of

course, be a great advantage; but the process has

nothing to do with deciding about the fertility

of an egg the day it is laid. Since Mrs. White
started it, I notice several are making similar

claims. Is this thing to have a run like the

"sprouted oats" business.?

I have once or twice suggested that the poultry

journals were backward about exposing frauds,

because they might thereby lose some profitable

advertising. I am, therefore, glad to see several

coming out clear and plain, no matter if it does
cost them something. See the following from
that neat and spicy Fancier's Monthly, San Jose,

Cal.:

These advertisements are read by innocent people who take it

for eranted that they can, by parchasine the book for $1.00, learn

how to make a small fortane from poultry in an altOEetber new
way. Nine out of ten of those who try it will give it up in dis-

gust; for while the system may be all right the glowing adver-

tisements are purposely worded to catch suckers, and they get
them all right. We also do not hesitate to say that the 18 so-

called " secrets " are only secrets to those who have never read a

poultry journal for any length of time, or whose memory is so

faulty that they have forgotten what they did read. The secrets

have all been published, not once but dozens of times. They
are well wortfl reading again; but it is the impression given by
all such advertisements that a wonderful value for the money is

given beginners, that we object to, tht inferenct beine that there

lies a short way to fortune from poultry culture, while the sober
truth is that, like learning, there is no royal road to it.

And all this reminds us of a much neater scheme to get rich

quick by poultry. We are indebted to H. R. Noack, one of our
subscribers, for it. We feel somewhat ashamed that we have not
before this discovered such a way to wealth and told all of our

readers about it. And it doesn't cost a dollar, either^—just ten
cents if you buy the Monthly at a news-stand, less than a nickel
if you take it by the year. Feed at 15 cents a bushel; bow to

tell the hen that lays two eggs a day from the one that lays twice
a year; how to distinguish roosters from hens when reaching for

them in the dark, and various other beautiful bargains in poultry

literature, pale into insignificance before tne effulgent light of

this.

Now, friends, if any of you want friend

"Noack's" great "goack," send for the March
issue of the Fancier^ s Monthly.

I am rejoiced, also, to find in Farm Poultry,

Boston, Mass., a very full expose of "The 'new
system ' of selecting laying hens. " It is the first

time, if I am correct, that any poultry journal has
published in full the Hogan $10.00 secret, or the

Potter dollar secret of "Don't kill the laying
hen." This expose, however, is copied from the
Journal of Agriculture, Victoria, Australia. Why
should our poultry journals go away off to Aus-
tralia to get something that was published on
these pages more than a year ago } A couple of

clippings from the "Questions and Answers"
column of The Poultry Keeper (Quincy, 111.) may
help to explain the matter. Here are the clip-

pings from the March issue :

FEED AT EIGHT CENTS PER BUSHEL.
I read in the Poultry Keeper where there is a party who sells

poultry feed for eight cents per bushel. What kind of feei Is it,

and will it pay to buy some of it for chicken feed i F. M. A.
Grand View, Wis.
We think you most be mistaken about any one offering to tell

poultry feed at eight cents per bushel. Mr. F. Grundy, Morrison-
ville. 111., advenises a system by which you can make yotu own
poultry feed for eight cents per bushel, but he does not advertise
to sell the feed. You should write him for particulars.

WANTS TO MAKE FIFTBBN-CBKT CRICKEN FEED.
Please state in your next itsae how to mak* feed tor cbickeni

at fifteen cents a bushel. J. W. E.
Sao Jose, Cal.

We assume that you refer to sprouting oats. When the oats
sprout they increase in bulk about four times. Thus if you pay
60 cents for a bushel of oats you can sprout them and have four

bushels. The process was published in this department some
time ago. At present there are several advertisers selling this

process, and it would not be fair to them to accept their money
for advertising and publish the method.

When I was a boy I belonged to a society for

"giving and receiving knowledge;" but doesn't
it look now as if some of the poultry journals
belonged to a " society " for ^withholding knowl-
edge .>

My answer to the above queries would have
been. The feed at 8 cts. per bushel is alfalfa

mixed with bran, corn meal, etc. If you write
the advertiser you will find it will cost $2.00 to

get a small paper book of 79 pages containing
this and other " discoveries. " The book is valu-

able, I admit, bat its author should give a big-
ger and better " book " or make the price

lower.

To the second query I would say. As long
as we take money for advertising secrets (that we
know are no secrets at all), we can not consistent-

ly keep our readers posted. You will have to go
to the bee journals or—off to Australia.

A BEE-ESCAPE FOR CHICKENS.

Since our picture and comments on p. 70, Jan.

15, a number of devices have been submitted,
and several more think they have solved the

problem, but haven't tried it. It has only re-

cently occurred to me that our " trap-nest " in-

ventors are already on the same track; for the de-

vice that permits the hen to go into the nest, but
not out again, would also permit her to go
through a fence and not come back. The great

trouble is to make the door or opening so that

the fowl will not be afraid of it. A door to

swing sidewise, like the cover to the keyhole in

a padlock, is about what we want. Have it stand

part way open, so a little squeezing will let the

chicken through, but so made that this door will

lock when pushed from the other side of the

fence. The device can be made of light wood,
so as to go cheaply by mail, I am sure. There
is no particular need of sending it to me. Make
it yourself and advertise it in the poultry journals.

If you get something good and cheap we will

give it a free notice.

Now just one thing more that is needed in

order that we may have " Nothing to do but
gather the eggs "—some sort of automatic water-

ing-device. Why, it makes me " fidgety " to

read about "fresh water three times a day," and
"scalding the drinking-vessels," etc. Give the

chickens " running water " every day in the year.

If you can't do any better, have "drip water"
always dropping. Put a clam-shell under a

leaky rain-barrel, as we did down on the island

at Osprey. Now, here is another field for you
who are of inventive turn. On p. 22, Mar. 1, a

post-auger is advertised that will dig wells. Have
a well in your poultry-yard. Drop in drain tile

to keep it from caving in. Then we want some
one to invent a little windmill to pump "drip
water " for the chickens. On our place here we
get nice soft water anywhere by going down only
about five or six feet. A " baby windmill " to

pull up enough water for the chickens oaght to

be furnished for $5.00, may be half as much.
Who will put it on the market.?
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

A new foul-brood law has just been enacted in

South Daicota. This makes the twentieth State

to enact a law against bee diseases. Let the good
work go on.

The instructions on how to avoid stings, by
E. D. Townsend, in this issue, page 249, should

be read by every reader of this journal. While
most old bee-keepers may feel fhat they don't

need them, yet we think they will get some hints

that will be useful. X'eterans can always learn

from each other by comparing notes. So in this

case.

REPORTS VtRY ENCGURAGING.
Reports from California, as to the probable

honey crop this year, are unusually encourag-
ing; in fact those from all over the country seem
to be exceedingly good But yet—but yet

—

" there's many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip."

Heretofore we have had seasons that were just as

promising, and yet just as we were on the eve of

laying our hands on the coveted prize (the honey
crop) we found it was not there.

THE S(MM(NS UNCAPPING-MACHINE ON THE
ENGLISH MARKET.

The Simmins uncapping-machine that uses

vertical V-shaped knives is now on the market
to take the British frame. Mr. Simmins is

working to get out models that will take the

Hoffman-Langstroth frames and the unspaced
Langstroth. He expected to send us a model
before this; but owing to some mechanical diffi-

culties, which he expects to overcome soon, he

was not able to deliver his machine as soon as ex-

l
ected. We shall have a full set of illustrations

showing his new sysiem of uncapping

GOOD WINTERING AND GOOD CLOVER PROSPECTS.
Universally good wintering is reported. Re-

ports from all over the United States show that

bees have wintered remarkably well so far, ex-

cept in one locality in Wisconsin, where F. Wil-
cox, of Mauston, reports that bees are not in good
condition. He ihinks the trouble was so much
honey-dew last fall. The winter has been so

open all over the country that there has been a

large amount of brood-rearing, and the only
thing we have to fear is starvation.

Reports have recently come in, showing that

the clovers generally are in splendid condi'ion

—

never better. One of our neighbor bee-keepers
who says he has tramped over our vicinity con-
siderably says he has never seen more clovers at

this time of the year.

SOME JOBBERS WOULD NOT BUY HONEY AT
FAIR PRICES."

In the Bee-keepers' Re--vieiv for April, page 120,

appears an editorial with the above caption. We
can do no better than to copy the whole editorial,

as it takes up the matter very fairly to all parties:

Mf. E. S. Miles, of Dunlap, la., complains quite bitterly of the

methods of some of the jobbers who advertise in the bee-journals
that they desire to buy honey. He says that they advertise sinn-

ply to get in touch with " suckers," and don't expect nor trv to

buy of any one well enouga posted to get a fair piice for his hon-
ey. He says thit one firm that carries a full-page advertisement
the year round in a leading journal replied very slightingly, al-

most insultingly, when he wrote in regard to selling them honey.
Other buyers, who advertise all of the time that they wish to buy
honey, replied that they did not care to buy at that time, or else

olfered prices below what might be realized if sold on commis-
sion. Mr. Miles is inclined to class some of these offers to buy
honey as he would the patent-medicine advertisements or the

mining schemes. He says that his experience in trying to sell to

jobbers is very similar to that of Harry Lathrop's, and he thinks it

is time that the editors of journals who print the advertisements
of these men should know of their methods of doing business. He
says that the Review has always shown a willingness to show up
all sides of a question, hence he has written to me.

Naturally my sympathy is with the producer of honey. I wish
him to get a good price for his product—all that it is worth; but I

can not blame a dealer for buying honey just as cheaply as he
can, providing he does not misrepresent, and does it honestly. A
dealer in any kind of product is expected to buy it at as low a

price as he can, and sell it at as high a price as he can get. I

think it wrong to take advantage of a man's ignorance or of his

necessities; but when a man writes to a dealer and asks him how
much he will pay for his honey, I feel that the dealer has a per-

fect right to make him any kind of offer that he sees fit. If the

price is too low, then the producer ought not to sell. It is possi-

ble that I have not clearly caught the spirit of Bro. Miles' com-
plaint; but if I have, then I don't blame the jobber for offering a

low price. Instead, I blame the producer for accepting it.

The trouble is, some of our friends do not see

that, if they were in the other fellow's shoes, they

would do just exactly as he does— buy as cheap

as possible. While they would not, perhaps,

misrepresent in order to catch " suckers," it is

only natural that every man, within reason and
common honesty, should look to his own inter-

est. If a producer, he will sell at the highest

price he can get. If he is a buyer he will make
general inquiry, secure samples here and there,

and then give his order to the producer quoting

lowest figure for a certain kind and grade of honey.

Having said this much it is probably true that

some buyers use methods that are reprehensible.

We are always glad to investigate all cases of dis-

satisfaction arising with our advertisers. If the

advertiser above referred to uses our pages we
shall be glad to look into the matter if we can

have his name.

MISBRANDING; THE PENALTY FOR SELLING UN-

DERWEIGHT PACKAGES OF FOOD STUFFS.

The following Judgment, No. 38, of Food and

Drugs Act, under date of March 10, has been re-

ceived; and inasmuch as it applies to honey and

to all other food products we give it right here:

In accordance with the provisions of section 4 of the food and

drugs act of June .^0, 1906, and of regulation 6 of the rules and
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regulations for the enforcement of the act, notice is given that on
the 12th day of October, 1908, in the District Court of the Unit-

ed States for the District of Utah, in a proceeding of libel for

seizure ana condemnation of 1240 cases of canned corn, each
case labeled and branded " 2 Doz. 2 lbs. Sweet Corn, Audubon
Canning Co., Audubon, Iowa," wherein the United States was
libelant and Fred J. Kiesel Company, a corporation, was con-

signee and claimant, the said claimant having elected not to ans-

wer, and the case having come on for a hearing, the court ad-

judged the goods misbranded, and ordered that they be redeliv-

ered to the claimant upon the filing by it of a good and sufficient

bond in accordance with the provisions of section 10 of the act.

The goods were misbranded when received by the Fred J.

Kiesel Company in interstate commerce, in violation of section

8 of the aforesaid act, for that the brand on each case represented

the contents thereof to be 2 dozen 2-pound cans of corn, whereas
in fact the cans contained less than 2 pounds.

The facts in the case were as follows:

On or about September 19, 1908, an inspector of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture located in the possession of the Fred J. Kie-

sel Company, a corporation, Ogden, Utah, 960 cases, each con-
taining 24 cans of coin, which were a part of 1240 cases con-

signed to it by the Audubon Canning Company, of Audubon,
Iowa, and received by it on or about the 15lh day of August,

1908. The said 960 cases of corn were marked and branded " 2

Doz. 2 lbs. Sweet Corn, Audubon Canning Co.. Audubon, la."

An examination of a number of the cans of corn made by the in-

spector showed the combined weight of can and contents to be
not over 24 ounces avoirdupois. On September 22, 1908, the

facts were reported by the Secretary of Agriculture to the United
States attorney for the district of Utah, and libel for seizure and
condemnation was duly filed with the result hereinbefore stated.

H. W. Wiley,
f. l. dunlap,
Geo. p. McCabe,

Board of Food and Drug Inspection.

It is not necessary to state the exact weight of

a package of honey; but if such weight is men-
tioned on the label or blown in the glass, the

vender of the article will be likely to get into

trouble with Uncle Sam if the contents do not
come up to the weights specified.

SHUTTING BEES IN THE HIVE WHILE IN THE CEL-
LAR; THE HIRSHISER PRINCIPLE TESTED AT

\v. z. hutchinso.n's.

Up to a few years ago it has been good ortho-

dox teaching to say that bees while in the cellar

must not be confined in the hives. Three or four

years ago Mr. O. L. Hershiser brought out a spe-

cial bottom-board having a rim some four or five

inches deep, wtih wire screen at the sides. This
special bottom was so made that when applied to

the hives the bees could be shut in, at the option

of the user, either for moving on a wagon to out-

yards or for wintering in a cellar. When we
first examined the principle it seemed to us as if

this might work since so much space was left un-
der the frames; so two > ears ago we put our whole
150 colonies on rims embodying this principle

with side ventilation, feeling sure that it was all

right, and that any laees that might fly out and
die would be confined within the hives, leaving
the cellar itself, especially the floor, free of any
of the dead carcases from the hive

Our older readers will remember that the ex-

periment was disastrous—that we lost a large per-

centage of the colonies; and those that did survive,

when set out on their summer stands were so weak
that they either died outright or were practically

worthless for the entire season. See Gleanings,
page 556, Apiil 15, 1907.

It appears that Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, of the

Bee-keepers' Kenjieiv, some time ago criticised the

Hershiser bottom-board as a " harmless inven-
tion," but the deep space under the frames with
copious ventilation apparently did appeal to him
as good for moving bees. At all events, he had

occasion to move some bees quite a distance be-
fore he could put them in a cellar; and to prevent
them from flying out while being hauled, a half-

depth body was put under each hive, having a
wire-cloth screen tacked on the bottom, thus em-
bodying in a measure the Hershiser principle.

In the mean time it turned warm, and the bees
became uneasy. However, the noisy bees were
put in the cellar just the same, where they con-
tinued to "roar" until the weather turned cold.

Mr. Hutchinson thought this would do no harm;
but Mr. J. L. Byer, in the American Bee Journal,
in commenting on this procedure, expressed the

conviction that something serious might follow.

The sequel showed that the bees did not winter
well.

Mr Hutchinson, as the winter wore on, found
that, if hedid notput those roaringbees out early,

he would lose practically all of them. Fortunate-
ly afier being set out the weather was not cold,

and the bets recovced to a great extent, so the

loss was only about 25 per cent; but he thinks

that if the bees had been left in the cellar, say
until the first of April, very few of the colonies

would have remained alive.

While the losses did not prove to be very seri-

ous, it was sufficient to make Mr. Hutchinson
feel cautious in the future in regard to the advis-

ability of fastening bees in the hive. Whether
the disturbance incident to putting the bees in

the cellar in the first place was directly or indi-

rectly responsible for the result, Mr. Hutchinson
does not say, but he does say, "While I do not

know it to be a fact, I believe that, if the bees

had not been fastened in, the uneasy bees would
have left the hive and died on the cellar bottom,
and the colonies free from this disturbing element
would have become comparatively quiet. " That
would be our opinion based on our experience at

Medina.
Apparently Mr. Hershiser is or was getting

good results from his indoor wintering, using

this shut-in principle. Indeed, we visited his cel-

lar some two or three winters ago, and found the

bees in fine condition, with scarcely a dead bee

on the hive bottoms. But he had ideal condi-

tions—a good circulation of air, and a bone-dry
cellar with cement bottom. The furnace drew
the air from the cellar, carried it up through t^e

house, then on being cooled drew it back to the

cellar. This necessarily modified the tempera-

ture, and at the same time gave a good circula-

tion, and good air; for the upstairs rooms were be-

ing ventilated often.

SHALL WE exploit "NLY THE TRUE AND TRIED
OR GIVE SOME NEW IDEAS A CHANCE.? THE

BEARING OF LOCALITY.

We understand that at the late Philadelphia

convention the bee-papers (Gleanings among
the rest) received some criticism because they

published some swarming methods that have not

been thoroughly tested out. While we publish

some methods that we know are a proved success

when the environments and the man who makes
the experiment are taken into consideration, we
also publish some other methods on which we do
not place our indorsement, but which we give

for the purpose of drawing out discussion. Over
and over again we have spread before the bee-
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keeping world what seemed to some but little

better than heresy; but time showed that the so-

called heresy was really one of the most practic-

able systems or methods ever given to the public.

It is true some things should be killed as soon as

they are born, vvhile others should be given a

chance in life.

Again, what is heresy in one locality is good
sound gospel teaching for another. What is a

failure with one man may be a success with an-

other. We can scarcely judge a method or sys-

tem a failure unless we test it out under the pre-

cise same conditions and environment of the

locality of its author.

For example, some things that the late E. W.
Alexander advocated would work splendidly in

a bucks\heat country after a moderate white-hon-

ey harvest, but would give very indifferent re-

sults where there is nothing but white honey in

June and July. Aagin, a non-swarming method
that will work splendidly in Texas may be a

failure in Michigan or Pennsylvania. A system

of queen-rearing that would give good results in

New Jersey would not do at all in Northern
Wisconsin. While "locality" is an overworked
word, and while it is made to cover a multitude

of sins, it does, nevertheless, exert a very impor-
tant influence on manipulation.

MAKING COLONIES REAR BROOD IN THE CELLAR
SO THAT WHEN PUT OUT THEY WILL BE

AS STRONG AS OUTDOOR COLONIES.

Our Mr. Pritchard, who has charge of our
north yard, and to whom reference is made else-

where in another column, has been conducting
some experiments in a small way in cellar win-
tering. Thinking that mid-winter flights might
possibly stimulate brood-rearing on the part of

the cellared bees he set a fe^v of his indoor colo-

nies out in January on the first favorable day,
and returned them. This he did every few weeks
until he set them out finally. He reports that

he noticed that brood-rearing commenced imme-
diately, and, contrary to his former experience,

his cellared bees were much stronger in young
bees and brood than they had been other winters

in the same cellar. His experiments were con-
ducted on a very small scale, and were, therefore,

by no means conclusive.

At our home yard we tried the same experi-

ment, and apparently it did increase the brood-
rearing, but not to the extent it did in the Pritch-

ard cellar. Our Mr. Bain, who has charge of

the home-yard bees, tried feeding in the cellar,

using ordinary thin syrup. Brood-rearing was
immediately started up, and continued so long as

he kept up the feeding. When the hives were
pretty well filled he stopped feeding, and imme-
diately the brood-rearing ceased, and all eggs and
unsealed larv:t- disappeared.

Both of our yard men have recognized the fact

that cellared bees, at the time of taking out, will

usually not have as much brood in the hive as

the bees that have been in double-walled hives

outdoors all winter. Mr. Pritchard believed that
it was the occasional flights which started up
brood-rearing in the outdoor hives. He reason-
ed, therefore, that if his cellared bees could have
just as many flights they ought to have just as

much brood—more, in fact; because, while in

the cellar, after the flight the brood-nest would
be in a warmer atmosphere, where the clusters

could expand, and cover and take care of more
brood.
Next fall we should like to have this question

discussed. We have simply given the results of

our experiment thus far with the view of having
it tested out more thoroughly next winter. In

the mean time we shall have to give our attention

to the subject of honey- production and swarm-
ing.

BEES AND NEIGHBORS; A PECULIAR CASE.

This spring we have had a peculiar kind of

complaint from two of our neighbors, one adjoin-

ing an outyard and the other at the home yard.

Some two or three days ago, after it had warmed
up about the 4th of April, one of our town peo-

ple telephoned down and said our bees had taken

possession of his chicken-coop, and he wished we
would come down and get them. We shortly

made an examination, and, sure enough, we found
the bees inside the coop; but it looked very much
as if there had been robbing going on, as there

were a lot of bees on the window, buzzing up and
down on the glass, and others were scattered

over the building. We asked the chicken man as

to whether he had any sweets around the build-

ing. He was very sure he had none, and we could
find no evidence of any thing of the sort. We
left, somevshat nonplused.

The next day we received a complaint from
one of our good farmer friends located about a

quarter of a mile from our north yard, saying

that the bees had taken possession of his barn,

stung his cattle, and he wished we would send

a man down to call off the bees. When our api-

arist arrived, toward evening, the bees had Itft,

although scores of them were scattered around in

the stalls of the cow- stables. Our Mr. Pritchard,

who has charge of the north yard, made a very

careful survey of the premises, but he could find

no sweet of any kind, although the indications

pointed very strongly to the fact that the bees

were after something. In pulling over the loose

straw in one of the stalls he discovered a great

deal of rye meal, for that was what the cattle were
being feed; and then he was sure that they were
after artificial pollen.

The month of March throughout had been very

cool and even chilly. There had been no natural

pollen of any sort; but the weather had warmed
up on April 5th so the temperature was about the

same as that of midsummer. Brood-rearing had
started, and the bees had got to have something.
In their quest for nitrogenous food it is probable
that one or more of them had found some of this

meal do^vn in the unoccupied part of that barn.

"News "of this "find" was communicated to

other bees, of course, and very shortly an uproar
started

It is evident they had no malicious intent.

They were after baby-bee food, and when they

could find no more in the feed-troughs they nat-

urally delved down in the bedding straw in the

stalls. As soon as the bees appeared, the cattle

began to switch their tails, without doubt. When
milking time came, there was a general excite-

ment on the part of man and beast alike.

.Mr Pritchard told our neighbor that he did

not think the trouble would appear again, as there
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would soon be natural pollen; but the trouble did
come again the next day. Just as soon as the

April showers let up enough to let the bees out,

they came in very large numbers.
Now, our neighbor was a kindly disposed man

—one who was willing to put up with a reason-

able amount of annoyance. Had it been other-

wise we might have had trouble.

We sent Mr. Pritchard down the second time
with a quantity of ground feed, with instructions

to scatter it around in the apiary so the bees would
not have to go over to this good neighbor's barn
to help themselves to artificial pollen. He was
also instructed to fumigate the stalls by sprink-

ling some of Lee's lice-killer that is said to be very
repulsive to insects of all sorts. Pritchard says
it is the best stuff he ever saw to drive away rob-

bers.

We never had a complaint like this before; and
we do not remember seeing any thing like it in

all of our correspondence. The conditions of

this long-deferred warm weather were probably
just right to make the bees crazy for nitrogenous
food, so they siezed on any thing they could find.

Of course, it is now clear to us why the bees
went into our neighbor's hen-coop near our home
yard. Leaves, loose straw, etc., were strewn
over the floor of that coop. The bees probably
found just enough nitrogenous food from the

scattered chicken feed to make them wild, and
hence their visitation. If any one else has run up
against this same kind of proposition we should
be pleased to have him tell us about it.

THE GOOD THINGS IN THIS ISSUE; THE NEW
CRANE SHIPPING-CASE, ETC.

We regard this issue of the journal as an ex-

ceptionally good one, and we are proud of its

contents The new shipping-case by J. E.

Crane, on page 239 we believe introduces a new
era in the shipment of comb honey, providing, of

course, such case can be made cheap enough to

compete with those made of wood.
It will be the means also, perhaps, of greatly

increasing the sale of comb honey. Many large

would-be buyers will not take on comb honey
because past experience has shown them that

much of it is broken, resulting in explanations
and trouble in making adjustment with the pro-

ducer. If those same buyers can now be assur-

ed that their comb honey will come through in

good order without breakage they may be in-

duced to take up the business again. There is

no knowing what this new shipping-case is going
to do in the way of helping bee-keepers in the

way of seeking a larger and better market.
The new decapper offers possibilities that may

be very attractive to some of our readers. We
have not seen the machine, nor have we seen any
testimonials of what can be accomplished.

In the mean time Mr. Samuel Simmins, of

Heathfield, Sussex, England, still believes that

his machine without gears or cranks is better than
any thing else that has ever been put on the mar-
ket. He feels that it has passed the experimental
stage, and now is an assured success. His machine
uses stationary V-shaped knives which he claims
are far more effective than the oscillating knives,

which he discarded long ago.

The article on wax-rendering in a large way,

by Mr. Edward G. Brown, p. 248, is something
that will bear careful reading

E. D. Townsend's article, for beginners, on
how to avoid stings, is worth a whole year's sub-
scription to Gleanings. Then the Conversa-
tion with Doolittle, and the questions and ans-

wers in Heads of Grain department, are always
helpful.

The Home talks, and hints on poultry, by A.
I. Root, are always read with interest. Indeed,
many take Gleanings for these alone.

an uncapping-knife kept continuously hot
by steam from a ten-cent tea-kettle.

Very shortly we hope to show something in

the way of keeping an uncapping-knife hot con-

tinuously by means of steam from a ten- cent tea-

kettle. This knife is self- cleaning. It does not
require to be scraped off every ten seconds on
some wooden edge, because the accumulations
slide off the hot surface as fast as they lodge.

something new in the way OF CUT COMB
HONEY FOR PULLMAN-CAR TRADE.

We also expect to show something new in the

way of cut comb honey in cartons for the Pull-

man dining car trade and for fancy restaurants in

our big cities. The Pullman Car Company,
through the efforts of the publishers of this jour

nal, are now furnishing for its trade thousands of

pounds of comb honey. The next time you are

on a diner, speeding along at forty miles an hour,
ask for some comb honey. Come to think of it,

you might ask for the honey when the car is go-
ing at only a thirty-mile pace.

Right here we can not forbear making an ex-

tract from a private letter from one of the secre-

taries of The American Sunday-school Union,
Mr. W. A. Hillis:

My dear Mr. Root (and all the young Rooters, even to the sons-

in-law and daughters-in-law):

Imagine my surprise, when coming across the mountains the

other day, while in the dining-car, on the bill of fare I found
comb honey. I ate enough in the days gone by, but I took the

good advice to eat honey, and 1 said bread and butter and some
good honey with a glass of milk is good enough for a king; and
when I opened the neat little package there greeted me a card

from The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio. 1 slipped it into my
vest pocket. It felt good to have it there. I even wrote a letter

home and told the wife how the honey made me feel good, and
the card made me feel better.

Chicago.

AUTOMATIC UNCAPPING-MACHINES WITH OSCIL-

LATING KNIVES; THE EARLY HISTORY OF
SUCH MACHINES.

Elsfwhere in this issue is a cut and descrip-

tion of an uncapping-machine or what its inven-

tor, Mr. A. C. Miller, prefers to call it, a "de-
capper." While we have not seen the machine,
the illustration conveys the impression to any
one familiar with machinery that the machine is

well designed, and it looks as if it would work.
After the matter on page 235 was made up in

page form it occurred to us that, some-Tv/iere about
the time we first took up the editorial work on
this journal, in 1885, we had seen a cut and de-

scription of an uncapping-machine embodying
the principle of a pair of oscillating knives oper-

ated by foot power. Sure enough, in looking
through the British Bee Journal for April 8, 1886,

we found quite an elaborate cut and description

from Samuel Simmins, then of Rottingdean,
E:^gland. In that issue the first sentence of the

description reads as follows:
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The first principle of this machine consists in its having two

oscillating knives, which, being driven by foot power, have a re-

verse motion, while the comb is passed down between them by

the operator, and the^cappings are removed from both sides at

once, in the quickest manner possible. These drop into the up-

per can. which has a strainer at bottom, through which the honey
drains into the lower vessel, where it can be drawn off by a trea-

cle valve.

We do not introduce this reference to antedate

in any way the claims in the Miller patent on
the machine shown elsewhere in this issue, but to

show how others have been working at the same
problem.

But Mr. Miller has doubtless worked out this

more thoroughly than any of his predecessors.

While the illustration showing the Simmins ma-
chine in the April issue of the 5/vV///z Bee Journal
for 1886 clearly shows an uncapping-machine
with oscillating knives operated by a crank
movement, yet the principle, if we may judge by
the cut, appears to have been very crudely work-
ed out, and very possibly was not a success.

We hope to have a zinc etching, copied from
the original Simmins decapping-machine, togeth-

er wirh a full description that goes with it, in our
rext issue. In the mean time we have recollec-

tions also of a similar machine in one of the Ger-
man publications printed about the same time.

Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Millep, Marengo, III.

Lubricant for foundation-machines: 1 lb. of

dextrine in 3 qts of ro/</ water.

—

Bienen-VaterjlSi.

When setting a bee-tent, if there is the least

breeze set the door toward the wind. Robbers
will not trouble that side so much.

Easy to believe that, with wire-cloth separators,

sections will be filled fuller, page 205, but why
" more rapidly ".'' tWe do not know. Perhaps
Mr. Sorter can tell us —Ed.]

Which tree is meant, p. 155—the big cocoa
that pro3uces cocoanuts, or the little cacao that

produces Baker's cocoa.? or does neither of them
yield nectar? [T/ieobroma cacao. Cocoanut-trees
are fine for bees —W. K. M ]

Two OR THBEE have suggested wire cloth with
coarse mesh for bottom-rack in deep bottom-
boards Better for ventilation, but more expen-
sive, and on cold mornings might be uncomfort-
able for the bees' footsie tootsies.

Cowan says, "Wax Craft," p. 48. "Wax can
not be produced at all times, but its secretion is

voluntary." [Mr. Cowan is pretty good author-
ity; and until some one will produce facts to con-
trovert this statement it will stand.

—

Ed.]

The T SUPER is objected to because too short
to cover well a dovetailed hive. That's an ad-
vantage. Part of the time I want an open space
at the back end for ventilation. When not need-
ed it is very easy to close it by tacking on a cleat.

[The T super is not too short when it is cleated
top and bottom at both ends

—

Ed.]

E. D. TowNSEND says, p. 173, "there will be
more honey in the brood-nest when the excluder
is used " That's new to me. I supposed the
excluder, holding the queen down, would make
more brood in the brood-nest, hence less honey.

[We should like to have reports from others on
this proposition.

—

Ed.]

My BEES were cellared Nov. 27, 1908. Dead
bees swept up Jan. 26, Feb. 24, March 20, 1909.

Amount of dead bees that fell on the floor dur-
ing the three different periods, expressed in frac-

tions of a hodful, per day, were as follows:

First period, .0183; second period, .0580; third

period, .0625. Usually I think there is a greater

difference in the last two periods.

Kramer says physical heat is not sufficient for

sealed queen-cells. The intimate contact of the

bees with the cell has its effect on the character
of the future queen, and the larger the cluster

about it the better. So if a cell is caged at all it

should be the shortest time possible before the

queen emerges. Up to that time a cell had better

be in a strong colony.

Robbing is said to be cured, Schiveiz. Bztg.,

381, by putting flour on the alighting-board.

The robbers give it up because of so much trou-

ble in cleaning themselves. [A correspondent
recommends flour sprinkled on bees as a quick
way for introducing, see page 231 of this issue.

If it serves a good purpose at such times it may
be useful during robbing. It is very easy te try,

any way.

—

Ed.]

The editor of Gleanings is in doubt as to

what we meant (page 62) by "white wax," and
proposes to try our recipe, using paraffine for the

white wax. He will not succeed. Over here,

"white wax " is beeswax bleached by exposure
to sun and air With that in our recipe he will

be able to see his good-natured face in his polish-

ed furniture.

—

Iris/i B. J., 97. [We accept the

correction.

—

Ed.]

"Shaking energy into bees," p. 196. When
Mr. Alexander said, " That is the way to fix col-

onies that will not work," did he mean shaking
them or giving foundation in place of full combs.''

[By reference to page 196 it is apparent to us that

Mr. Alexander included both the foundation and
the shaking. Perhaps his son, who is still operatng
his father's large apiary, can enlighten us.

—

Ed.]

Louis Scholl reports, American Bee Journal,

91, that last year at a time when bees were secret-

ing wax so freely that some would consider it a

waste to give them foundation, he gave full sheets

of foundation in supers to part of his bees, and to

others only yi and ^ sheets. He says the result

was a great surprise. He found that in the last

lot he " had saved an average of 10 cts. in foun-

dation per super, but lost $1.20 of honey for it."

Simmins' uncapper is the latest, Irish Bee Jour-

nal, 100. Looks like two mowing-machine sick-

le-bars, one on each side of the comb. Must
cost, but may be good. [In our opinion this

machine will not be so very expensive, as it has

no moving parts. We hope to have illustrations

of it in these columns as soon as we can have

some engravings made. We have some doubts
as to whether the machine will fit American con-

ditions.

—

Ed.]

Speaking of deep bottom-boards, the "eke"
of the " W. B. C. " hive (see British B. K. Guide,
46) is practically a three-inch-deep bottom-board
in winter, and in connection with a shallow-frame

box may be used, in an emergency, as a tempo-
rary brood-chamber. Mr. Cowan writes that he
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has been using this " eice " for years, which is no
small recommendation. It may also be " invert-

ed and used above in spring, for tucking in wraps
and making all snug and comfortable."

Air, water, food. Can't live five minutes
without air; not very long without water; much
longer without food. Air and water cost noth-

ing; food comes high; yet most of us suffer for

lack of air and water, and eat twice as much food

as is good for us. Funny, isn't it.^ [It is funny.

The whole science of healih depends upon the

right proportions of each of these items Our
journals and newspapers should warn their read-

ers, and while they are about it they should have
something to say about patent medicines. Some
of them do.

—

Ed ]

Emmet B. Kippe refers to a Straw, page 1487,

Dec. 15, 1908, and says last summer 3 out of 9

(|ueens were found dead in their cages after hav-

ing been left over frames 3 da) s. That suggests

caution, but it surprises me. The Abbott plan

is to put the caged queen in the hive, leave her

there 2 days, and then remove the old queen and
let the bees at the candy. What killed Mr. Kib-
he's queens.' The bees could not get at them to

kill them, and with candy they could not starve

Were there escort bees in the cage, and did they

make the trouble.''

Wesley Foster, vou concede entirely too

much when you say, " There may be some lines

of work that require all one's thought." No
matter what the vocation, the man who gives it

his whole thought, day in and day out, is mak-
ing a bee-line for the dotty- house. The man
who wants to get the most out of his bees, to say
nothing of getting the most out of life, should
have something else to engage his mind, whether
it be fighting saloons or potato-bugs cultivating

children or chickens—something to relieve his

mind from the one steady strain, and all the bet-

ter if it be something to make the world brighter

and better.

A new way of getting queen-cells in quantity
is given by Hans Pechaczek, Biene?:- Valer, 247.

Let the best queen fill a frame with eggs. When
the oldest larvx are a day old, cut the cells into

strips somewhat Alley fashion, only don't cut
through the septum. With a narrow chisel scrape

away between the strips, making sure to leave no
eggs or larv;t. Destroy eggs or larva in every
alternate cell in each strip. Put this frame flat-

wise over a strong colony having no queen or

open brood Let it be raised just enough above
the top-bars so that there shall be room to build
down queen-cells, not allowing the bees to get at

the upper side of comb.

Knapp says, Leipz. Bztg., 14, that if a colony
is moved before or after Augus.t, many field bees
return to the old stand—in August, almost none.
I wonder how much is in that. [This seems
reasonable to us; for the inference is that, during
ihe month of August, the field-bees are worn out
and are conspicuous by their absence. Either
before or after that month they would be very
much in evidence, and, of course, if the colony
were moved it is these fielders who would go
back to the old location; but if, on the other
hand, as suggested, they are worn out by their

season's toil, and were no longer present, then it

is conceivable that a colony in which they had

previously been active factors could be moved
anywhere, because it would consist largely of

young blood. This, however, is a matter that

would vary according to locality.

—

Ed.]

The drink habit is shortening the lives of

thousands. The lack of the drink habit is short-

ening the lives of a much greater number. All
depends on the kind of drink. Very few bee-
keepers drink intoxicating liquors; but not one
in ten drinks all the water he ought. If you
would like to live a good while, get into the habit
of drinking, not merely coffee or other hot or

sweetened drinks, if, indeed, it is wise to drink
any of these, but cold water—lots of it. The
habit, mind. [Although you do not say so, we
are of the opinion that the drinking of water
should take place an hour after or half an hour
before meals rather than at meal times. We un-
derstand that the taking of a small quantity of

liquid at meal time is not particularly harmful,
but that the swallowing of three or four cups of

coffee, or an equal amount of water, while eating,

interferes very materially with digestion. Many
people drink only at meal times. It shouhl,

rather, be the other way. Are we not right, doc-
tor.?—Ed. ]

The average value of a colony of bees in the

United States, according to Dr. Phillips' figures,

p. 189, is $2.48. As we know that thousands of

colonies are sold at two to four times that price,

in large portions of the country a colony must
be valued at much below $2.48—perhaps h ilf

that. That seems astounding. It must be that

the real value is not appreciated. Possibly there

is error in the figures. If so, no doubt the c- n-

sus is at fault, and not Dr. Phillips. [It is prob-
able that the United States statistics relating to

the honey business are not altogether accurate

—

at least in some of their details. Indeed, Dr.

Phillips himself, in referring to the honey and
wax crop of the United States, in the bulletin

from which we gleaned these facts, says: " In the

light of evidence previously given, it is obvious
that the census figures are entirely too small, and
are far from doing justice to the industry." If

the honey and wax figures are too small, t e val-

uation per colony may be likewise low.

—

Ed]
" The double-tier case has much in its favor,"

p. 191. Thanks, Mr. Editor. Please tell us the

comparative cost of the single and double tier

24-section case. I think I'll use the double-tier

case hereafter, if it doesn't cost too much more
for the single-tier. [We do not find the double-

tier cases listed in some of the bee supply cata-

logs; but in talking with our Mr. Calvert he says

the cost of the single and double tier cases of the

same capacity and for the same sections will be
about the same. The double- tier takes more
glass, and the single-tier slightly more lumber.
One would just about offset the other.

But it appears to us that it is not a question of

single versus double tier, but it is a question of

wooden versus corrugated-paper cases. If the

latter will almost if not entirely eliminate all

breakage, and can be sold at approximately the

same price, it is apparent that the old-style pack-

ages will, in a few years, be conspicuous by their

absence from the market. Apparently it is much
more feasible to make a single tier case out of

corrugated paper than a double-tier.— Ep.]
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

That pile of honey, p. 60, Jan. 15, looks large,

but it represents the cream of four colonies,

which would be but 19 lbs. per colony.

Two cents a pound usually meets all expense
for freight, cartage, commission, insurance, etc.,

here in the East where honey is sent to the large

cities—page 65, Jan. 15.

^
W. A. Pryal, p. 55, Jan 15, gives us some very

important facts that bees not only do not destroy

fruit but keep it from spoiling by cleaning up
such as the birds have broken into. That has

been my experience. But when he talks of bees

getting drunk from the alcohol of decaying fruits

I don't believe all I hear.

SHAKING A FAD.

It's amusing how many fads bee-keepers have
had in bee-keeping— hives without number,
frames in many forms; now this and now that;

and now it is shaking bees; and there is no doubt
that shaking at the right time and condition has

its advantages; but unwise shaking is almost sure

to result in harm; and unless one has had some
experience it is not certain what the result will be.

-^

WAX SECRETION.

Mr. Aikin's articles in Jan. 15th and Feb. 1st

numbers of Gleanings give a good deal of food
for thought. I believe we are apt to overestimate

the amount of extracted honey a colony produces,
for, in my experience, such will usually be found
in September much lighter in stores than those

that have section-supers. There is also a great

difference in different colonies in the amount of

wax they produce in storing the same amount of

honey. Some build very thin combs, using the

least possible amount of wax, while others build
much thicker combs with any number of braces,

and then stuff the wax in all sorts of places to

get it out of their way.

That automobile, page 83, Feb 1, looks prom-
ising. I believe the automobile has a great fu-

ture in our business. What we want is a car

that will carry at least a ton, and travel ten or

twelve miles an hour. It will bring outyards
much nearer, in time at least, and enable a bee-
keeper and assistant to accomplish much more
than is possible with horses, and more conven-
iently, as we may drive right into a yard without
fear of stings, loading and unloading at our lei-

sure. [Yes, there is a crying need for machines
of large capacity of moderate speed. Twenty-
fi^e miles maximum, with an average of fifteen

miles, is fast enough for even pleasure automo-
biles. For farm uses, slower speeds and lower
powers would be better and cheaper yet.

—

Ed.]

4!-

A MARKET FOR UNFINISHED SECTIONS.

I don't agree with Mr. Henthorpe, p. 64, Jan.
15, where he says that he believes " no honey
should be placed in regular grades that has, be-

sides outside row, more than 25 unsealed cells."

There is here in the East in some cities quite a

large trade in unfinished sections. Those three-

fourths full, if half sealed, pass very well, and
sell for about two cents less a pound.
A grocer buys one case of perfect combs for 18

cts.,another for 16cts. per pound of those weighing
three-fourths pound, and a workingman comes
along. " How much for that fine honey.?

"

"Twenty-one cents," says the grocer. Mr.
'Workingman looks sad; and the grocer, observing
it, says," We have some here not very well fill-

ed, but otherwise just as good, which we are

selling for fifteen."

The workingman remembers the leanness of

his pocket and the difficulty of getting work, and
takes the lean section, and his chlidren are happy
when they sit at their evening meal, and the gro-

cer has made even more on his investment than

if he had sold the heavy section, and the buyer
has as much or more for his money as if he had
bought the full section. But for all this 1 doubt
if it will pay the Colorado bee-keepers to send
such honey east. We eastern bee-keepers can
supply the demand.

ABSORBENT CUSHIONS INSTEAD OF SEALED COV-
ERS.

I don't agree with you, Mr. Editor, page 71,

Feb. 1, on sealed covers. It is true that, where
the cover is porous, the packing is often damp in

winter; but I much prefer to have the dampness
in the packing than on the sides of the hive and
combs. The packing dries out in early spring,

and is all right, and the packing directly over the

bees is rarely or never damp on the under side

next to the bees.

Later.—I have just been out examining some
hives with porous covers, and find some moisture

around the edges of the packing; but the brood-

chambers are as dry and clean as in May or Oc-
tober. If a horse comes in wet in January we
do not cover him with an oilcloth and then a

blanket, but, rather, a nice warm woolen blanket

that will retain the heat and let the moisture es-

cape. The sooner we can get rid of the mois-

ture of a brood-chamber in winter the better.

[See what G. C. Griener says on sealed covers.

In this locality sealed covers give us better colo-

nies.

—

Ed.]
However, I am interested in that hive hermeti-

cally sealed, and should like to watch it myself;

also that hive in your office. Mr. Arthur C.

Miller, of Providence, told me some two years

ago he had wintered nuclei perfectly in this way.

RYE MEAL AS A SUBSriTUFE FOR POLLEN.

I have supplied my bees with finely ground
rye, and they are busy carrying it in when the

weather is warm enough. I put it in shallow

boxes some little distance from the hives, and
have practiced this since I have kept bees. I

have not witnessed any bad effect from feeding

it. As soon as the bees will take syrup I supply

them with two quarts to the hive. I find that

the rye flour and syrup (made of granulated su-

gar) is of much benefit in the early spring.

Kendallville, Ind. Chas W. Kriwitz.
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES

By W. K. Morrison, Me' ina, O.

Those who desire to keep well informed in re-

gard to irrigated lands in the West can hardly

do better than subscribe for Ranch and Range,

Denver, Col.

A new bee-journal has made its appearance at

Kiev, Russia. It is entitled The Bee-Ueper of the

Ukraine. Kiev is Mr Titoff's headquarters, and
doubtless his presence had something to do with it.

The Federal Independent Bee-keeper, in its Jan-
uary issue, mentions the New Zealand flax-plant

as a great yielder of honey. I hope to see the

day when this valuable plant will be successful-

ly introduced into the United States.

Many Gleanings readers reside in fopical

countries where literature in regard to farming is

scarce. For them we can recommend the Jour-

nal d 'Agriculture Tropicale, 164 Jeanne-d'Arc
prolonged, Paris, France. It talces in a wide
sweep of the agricultural horizon It gives very

accurate accounts of the beeswax and honey mar-
kets in Europe. It has fine reviews of books on
tropical agriculture.

In L'Apiculteur for March, Mr. Alin Caillas

has an excellent article on the radio-activity of

honey. He is the official chemist of the French
bee-keepers' association, and ought to know what
he is writing about. He says that Madame Cu-
rie has stated that honey examined by her was
radio-active; and as radium has already proved
itself very potent in the treatment of lupus and
cancer, Mr. Caillas thinks this will increase the

consumption of honey.

A NEW BEE-JOURNAL.

With the title of Revue Francaise d' Apiculture

a new bee journal has recently made its appear-

ance at Marseilles, France, it is a monthly, and
is published by the beekeepers' association, tak-

ing in the territory around the mouth of the

Rhone. As it is published in a fine bee coun-
try, and under good auspices, it ought to succeed
in carving a niche in the temple of fame. France
has something like thirty bee journals at present.

4^
PROFESSOR GASTON BONNIER.

By the death of Monsieur. Giard, the presiden-

cy of the French bee-keepers' association became
vacant a short time ago. Luckily the French had
some big timber handy, so they elected the fa-

mous Sorbonne professor, Gaston Bonnier, to the

president's chair. Undoubtedly he is the best-

known writer on bees now living; besides, he is

well known in the botanical and zoological world
by his books on these studies. He is the profes-

sor-in-chief of the natural-history department of

the normal school attached to the Sorbonne (Uni-
versity of Paris).

With his uncle George de Layens, also a pro-

fessor at the same university, he wrote the com-

prehensive bee book, " Cours complet d'Apicul-

ture" (A Complete Course in Bee-keeping), a

standard French work which has had a large sale,

and has been translated into other languages—
notably the Spanish, Italian, and Russian.

Either by himself or in conjunction with his

uncle (now dead) he has published a number of

other books. A complete botany of France is a

joint work. A feature of it is, that all bee-flow-

ers are marked. By himself he got up the "New
Flora," which contains 2028 photos of plants to

aid in identification. He has another on the
" Nectaries," which describes in a brilliant man-
ner the nectar-secreting organs of plants. This
originally appt-a^ed as a paper inserted in the An-
nals of the Academy of Sciences, Paris, 1879, but is

now published in book form.

Mr. Bonnier's strong points are physiological

botany and evolution One might readily judge
this by the titles of some of his book". One, for

example, is the '^ Enchainment of the Organisms^
One of his recent essays, which wa? at once cop-

ied into several languages, is "Organized An-
archy among Bees. " Mr. Rudyard Kipling tried

to comt^at the effects ot this article by one of his

own; but as Mr. Kipling knows naught about
bees, little attention was paid to it. Mr. Bon-
nier, on the other hand, has prubably done more
to discover how bees divide up their work t^>an

any living man. Moreover, he has a fine apiary

of his own at the bee-keepers' school, and also

an apicultural laboratory in connection therewith.

He also has a laboratory of physiological botany.

The former is at Louye, and the latter at Fon-
tainebleau.

In the course of his investigations he has made
many journeys through Norway and Sweden,
the Tyrolean Alps, the Carpathian Mountains,
and the Pyrennes. In this work his name is as-

sociated with that of Mangm and Van Tieghem,
sauants with an international reputation. The
former is the author of a splendid work on the

deserts of the world. Their object is to gather

up facts relating to rare phenomena everywhere.

Mr. Bonnier was early initiated into the myste-

ries of bee-keeping by his uncle, already referred

to. At the age of fifteen he engaged in the usu-

al routine work of the apiary, and for many suc-

cessive seasons continued to help his relative,

who was an extensive bee-keeper. He made fre-

quent visits to the apiary of the famous Hame%
founder (in 1856) of LApiculteur, and author of a

well-known work on bees.

He commenced to write for publication in

1877, and in 1879 he published his "Nectaries,"

which was sufficient to stamp him as a man of

science. His contributions on practical bee-keep-

ing have generally appeared in L'Apiculteur or in

Rucher du Sud-Ouest. The "Cours Complet
sur Abeilles," first appeared in 1895, and there

have been several editions since. Usually it is

considered a high honor to be elected to so im-

portant an office as president of a large society of

bee-keepers covering the whole of France; but in

this case it is the society which is honored bv his

acceptance of the office. Briefly, Professor Bon-
nier is an excellent sample of the modern man of

science.

Most of the facts herein stated appear in the

March number of L'Apiculteur, from which I

take the liberty of drawing them.
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST .

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tfx.

The proper time for moving bees used to be in

the winter; but not so now. Too man)- have

discovered that it has a wonderful effect on them
to move them to a new place just long enough
before the honey-How to cause the move to stim-

ulate the colonies toward rearing a great lot of

bees of the right age to roll in the honey; and,

my! how they do it too!

" Shaking " bees is all right so long as the right

conditions prevail and you know how to do it

and what to do it for. It should be remembered
that, by using this term "shaking," it is not al-

ways meant that the bees are shaken off the combs,
etc. We apply the term to all kinds of manipu-
lations with the beps that have a tendency to

S'imulate them. We are making much use of

this in various ways again this season.

UH.AT KIND OF PROPOLIS DO THE CAUCASIANS
GATHER.?

Caucasians collect much propolis, but it is not
sticky—more like putty, of a grayish-green color,

and easily scraped off— p. 125, March 1. Does
this mean that they will collect this kind when
other bees are collecting that sticky stuff, or do
they get the putty kind when other bees do not

bring any propolis at all. It would seem from
the above that they gathered only a certain kind,

different from that brought in by other bees at

any time.

THE EFFECT OF THE COLD SPELLS.

Several late cold snaps, not cold enough to do
serious haim, have retarded the bees and plant

growth just enough to give all a sudden start at

the proper time. Even- thing was rather in ad-

vance of that time of the year until the recent

cold spells. Had it not been for these, bees

would have been swarming in a wholesale way,
especially since they wintered splendidly on ac-

count of the great amount of stores from the

late fall flow. Although the vegetation would
have been early it would also have been less

thrifty on account of being too early in the sea-

son. The bees, therefore, would have suffered

much. We are trying to keep up w ith our colo-

nies and discourage the swarming fever until the

mesquite flow, which we expect early this month.
After that opens the bees will resort to storing

honey, and drop swarming operations.

A NEW TRICK ON THE ROBBERS; GIVING IT TO
THEM " IN THE NECK."

A unique way for dispelling robbers that are

trying to prey on a colony was shown me recent-

ly by my assistant. Instead of going to the

trouble of smoking the bees, contracting the en-

trances, etc., he simply gives the hive con-
taining the colony being robbed a vigorous kick
or two. This results in stirring up the bees,and
they come out with a rush, and pounce on every
thing in sight. The " robbers " are the ones that

get it " in the neck," and a vigorous fight is

then kept up against them. It is the easiest way
I have seen, and can be accomplished in less

than no time while oi-.e is busy at something else.

A great mistake, and one I have often seen bee-

keepers make, is to pour volumes of smoke into

a colony when robbers are trying to enter. This
pacifies only the inmates and makes them the

more helpless.

BEES BY THE POUND; D SEASES.

Speaking of sending bees by the pound, etc.,

in cages, p 120, Mr Editor, you say, "Besides
effecting a great saving in express charges, it will

eliminate the possibility of sending foul or black
brood from one portion of the country to the

other." It seems that this would make it less

dangerous, but I am doubtful as to whether "it

will eliminate the possibility " entirely or abso-

lutely. It seems as though there would still bs a

chance for some of the spores, if not the germs,
to find their way along on the trip to the destina-

tion, unless the recipient is very careful and
knows what to do It is to be understood, of

course, that the bees came from an infected

apiary, and then the packages would be very

much like a queen-cage with bees and queen.
We have known of cases where disease has been
spread by such. I may be all wrong about the

above, however.
4?-

A NEW KINK IN MOVING BEES.

We have been moving bees considerably this

season, and ha^e learned several new kinks. One
of these is from M. E. Van Every, one of our
extensive bee-keepers who claims that, when
bees are to be moved a long distance, it is better

to load them on the previous evening, haul them
several miles after dark, and then leave them
standing on the wagon until next morning.
I'hey are then moved any distance, and will be
much more quiet, and haul better, than if kept

moving without the stop immediately after load-

ing For this reason, when Mr. Van Every has

bees to move frrm his home yards he loads them
in the evening, hauls them to the far end of his

pasture, and returns to hitch up again the follow-

ing morning to move them to their final dest na-

tion. Has anybody else ever tried it.?

^^

IS EARLY SPRING WORK NECESSARY.?

Early spring manipulation, says Mr. Rauch-
fuss, p. 125, March 1, is not necessary, because
the bees in a full hive, with plenty of stores, do
not have to be looked at till the first of June.

This depends upon locality; and while it may
hold good in Colorado it does not pay to leave

your colonies so much alone here. The time of

the honey-flow has much to do with it also, and
in this respect he may be right. For an eailier

flow it would be better to shake up the colony
early in the spring. Especially is this true with

a colony well filled with stores, as it often hap-

pens that the queen is hampered in her egg-lay-

ing by combs clogged with honey. The bees

often clog the combs next to the brood with

pollen to such an extent that the queen is kept

from spreading out. These and other obstacles

should be looked after early, and the colony
shaken up.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York

UNITING WEAK COLONIES; WHEN TO DO IT.

" It looks to me as if I had quite a num-
ber of wealc colonies on hand. Some of them

were wealc in bees last fall, but I concluded to

winter them. Can I unite them to advantage.?"

"Yes. Have you tried the Alexander way of

building them up by setting the weak ones over

the strong ones, and, later on, when both are

strong, setting the upper colony cff on a separate

stand.?"
" Yes, I tried that last year, and the queen

which was in the weak colony was killed every

time, and in some of the trials the bees and all

were killed, so that a total loss was made. Do
you recommend that plan.?"

"Hardly; for my experience and that of my
partner, Mr. Clark, has been somewhat similar to

yours. Years ago the books and papers used to

tell us that the time to unite was when it was dis-

covered that any two colonies were too weak to be

of use alone, which generally hjippened in Aptil;

but after practicing this for a few years I became
convinced that colonies thus formed are no bet-

ter at the end of two or three weeks than each

one would have been if left separate. I have put

as many as seven remnants of colonies together

in April, the seven making a good large colony

at the time, and in a month all were dead."
" Not very profitable, I should say."
" No; but, of course, all might have died, even

had they been left separate.

"

"But how did you work to make the uniting

profitable.?"

"After coming to the c.nclusion that I could

not unite bees with profit in the early spring I

adopted the following plan, which has proved

successful for more than a score of years: On
some cool morning, about the middle of April, I

look over all of my bees by removing the cover

and chaff packing to such hives as aie fixed this

way, when the quilt or covering immediately

over the bees is rolled up along its edges, so I

can see how strong in bees the colonies are, and

all that do not occupy four spaces between the

combs are marked."
"But my bees have their covers sealed down

by propolis; hence I would have to break things

apart to look at them."
" Glad you spoke of this. In that case the hive

is raised from the bottom-board, when a glance

up between the combs will tell you regarding

matters the same as looking down from the top."

"All right. Now what am I to do with the

colonies which occupy less than four spaces be-

tween the combs.?"

"The first warm day they are to be confined

with a division-board on as many combs as they

have brood in, together with one full frame of

honey placed next to the side of the hive. The
rest of the combs are stored away in the honey-

house till they are needed later, when the colo-

nies are stronger. The entrance of these colonies

is now made at the side of the hive, opposite the

frame of honey, and in this way we have no trou-

ble from having these little colonies robbed out."

" How large an entrance should be given.?"
" Not over one-half inch for the smaller ones,

and not to exceed an inch in length for the btst

ones, ^et the colonies alone for about two to

three weeks, according to the weather, unless we
find by their not flying that some have died, in

which case we take care of the hives so robbing
will not get started on the honey they had. At
the end of three weeks the best will have their

frames full of brood clear down to the bottom of

the combs, except the one which had the honey
in, and that will probably have some brood in it.

When we find the colonies in this position, we
move the division-board along; insert the frame
having some honey and some brood in the center

of those filled with brood, and put in a full frame
of honey next to the side of the hive, as the suc-

cess of these little colonies depends quite largely

on having all the stores their wants call for, as

they will not have field bees enough to help them
along this line very much. In about a week
more the comb set in between the brood will be
filled as full of brood as the others. I go over

them in this way once a week till I have five

frames of brood in the strongest, when I take a

frame of brood just emerging from the colonies

having five full fiames, and give it to the next

strongest, say one that has four frames, putting a

frame partially full of honey from those stored

away when we commenced, where the frame of

brood came from. I keep on till all of those fix-

ed with division-boards contain five frames of

brood and one of honey."
"About what time of the year is it when all

are likely to be full.?"

" From the 10th to the 20'h of June, according
to the season. I now go to No. 1 and open it,

looking the frames over till 1 find the one the

queen is on, when it is set outside, and the four
remaining frames and all of the adhering bees a'e

taken to No. 2. I now spread the five frames of

brood in No. 2 apart, so as to set the four framt-s

brought fiom No. 1 in each alternate space made
by spreading the frames in No. 2 This com-
pletely fills out the hive of No. 2, as it now has
nine frames full of brood and one of honey.
The hive is now closed, when in a few days it

will be ready for the sections, which is generally

right in time for the harvest from white clover;

and, according to my experience, fully as good
work will be done by this colony as by those
considered the best at the time we put in the di-

vision-boards in April."

"Good! But what becomes of No. 1.?"

"As there were only four frames taken from
this, there is still left the one of honey next to

the side of the hive, and the frame of brood, bees,

and queen standing outside. I now place the

frame of brood back and put a frame partly filled

with honey between it and the one of honey, ad-
justing the division-board, when the hive is clos-

ed. I now have a nice nucleus from which to

get a queen to use, if one is needed for any pvir-

pose; and if not, this little colony can be built

up to a good one, often storing quite a surplus
from buckwheat."

" Then, by this process of uniting, my numbers
would not be diminished so far as I can see."

" No, not in the least, unless some of the colo-

nies were too weak in the spring to survive, or

you used the nucleus for queens during the season
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Genkral
Correspondence

VENTILATION OF HIVES
SUMMER.

DURING

Thf Value of a Deep Space Under the
Frames with an Entrance at Both Ends

of the Hive.

BY J P. BLUNK.

[We wish that we were able to give our readers the whole of

Uncle Joe Blunk's letter, as it is a very interfsting one: but on
account of a lack of space we have been obliged to condense it

in order to use the main points. We can not refrain, however,
from giving the last sentence or two from the letter. " As 1 jog

along in the evening of life I am having more fun than a mon-
key-show with my bees. They are fine for an old man."

Dr. Miller uses a special deep bottom-board that provides a

full two-inch space under the frames during winter, for he win-
ters in the cellar. During summer he uses a dummy of suitable

dimensions which he shoves under the frames to provide an or-

dinary bee-space. Having this in mind the reader will under-

stand the discussion which follows.— Ei> ]

A year or so ago Dr. Miller described his slat-

ted form or dummy which he uses in the deep
space under his frames to prevent the bees from
building burr-combs, etc., and he said it troubled
him because he could not leave the entire two
inches of space under the frames for the comfort
of his bees during the hot weather. I believe

that there is a way to prevent burr-combs with-

out the use of these dummies, for my hives stand

on deep bot'om- boards during hot weather and I

have had no trouble. My bees do not cluster

out on the fronts of the hives, and they have not
been obliged to fan at the entrance for want of

proper ventilaiion.

Has any one ever seen burr-comb built in a

deep bottom close to the two inch entrance.' Is

it not always found at the rear of the bottom-
board, where it is needed.' I prevent these burr-

combs at the rear by leaving an entrance at the

back of the board also. To do this 1 take off

the rear cleat of the bottom-board.
.Many have made an effort to provide better

circulation by giving an upper entrance in some
of the supers; but we all kno^v that cold air in

the supers means unfinished sections. If the

draft of air can be carried across the bottom-
board instead of up through the hive, there are

fewer unfinished sections, and the bees can easily

attend to the ventilation needed. There is much
friction to overcome in ventilating a strong col-

ony of bees, especially when there is but one en-

trance All prai tical miners wonder how bees

manage to live in a hive where there is but one
opening through which the air must pass in and
out

I am like Dr. Miller in thinking it quite a task

to go through the apiary and turn the bottom-
boards upside down in order to give a deep en-

trance when hot weather comes; but I always had
to do this, as I did not approve of a deep bottom-
board in the spring. When putting together
the bottoms I do not nail on the cleat at the rear

of the board, and I can, therefore, remove it when
I wish, thus providing a rear entrance. When a

colony becomes strong, and shows signs of hang-
ing out, this rear piece is removed, and then later

on I take four pieces of lath, half the length of
the hive. I raise one end of the hive Irom the
bottom and place one of these pieces on each side
rail, and then go to the other end and do the
same. If the hive stands in the shade, this one
set of blocks is usually sufficient to keep the bees
comfortable; but if it stands out in the sun and
in a hot place, 1 keep adding these blocks until
the bees are satisfied with the conditions. Some-
times I have over two inches of space under the
frames, and yet have no burr-combs. I account
for it by the fact that there is too much cold air

for comb-building. With these two entrances
the bees have no trouble in getting air through the
top ot the supers when needed, and yet there is

no cold air in the supers to stop the work there.

If the weather turns cold, the bees choke one of
the entrances and govern the circulation to suit
themselves. When all work in the supe's is over
I remove the strips and let the hive back on the
bottom, and when the hot weather is over I close
the rear entrance by putting back the cleat.

Dr. Miller is the only bee-keeper I know of
who does his part in trying to give his bees all

the fresh air they need, in overcrowded hives
the bees use up the air very fast when the circu-
lation is bad, and eventually they will cluster
outside in "nature's big hospital" to recover
their health. The double entrance overcomes a'l

such troubles. I have found that bees will not
build comb out in the open if thev can find a
sheltered place; and by making a draft of air

across the bottom-board they do not build comb
below the bottom bars.

Mooreland, Iowa.

[This letter was sent to Dr. Miller, whose re-

ply follows.

—

Ed.]

This is interesting If Uncle Joe has estab-
lished that, with the bottom- board open at both
ends, there will be no building down, we owe
him a vote of thanks. There can be no question
that there is a better chance for ventilaiion with
an opening clear through. But will not the bees
build down in so deep a space, even if it is prac-
tically outdoors.? In the old days of box hives,

when bees were crowded out, it was not such an
unusual thing for them to build comb outside.

Sometimes a sw.-^rm hanging on a tree is delayed
by stress of weather, and remains permanently,
building its combs out in the open.
On the other hand, some years ago I had blocks

sawed to put under each corner of a hive, raising
it an inch. That inch, added to the two inches
of the bottom boird, made three inches under
bottom-bars, but I don't remember that there
was any building down.
Why should the bees go so far out of their

way to build outside the box hive, and yet not
build in the more convenient three-inch space
under bottom-bars.' Well, they were crowded
in the box hive, no room at all there, and it was
outside of nowhere. In my hives there was an
abundance of room in supers, which they pre-

ferred to the more exposed space at bottom— an
argument, by the way, for lots and lots of super
room

" Why didn't I continue the plan,' " For two
reasons. One was that it was a good bit of work
to draw the staples and raise the hives in the sum-
mer, and then to fasten them down again in the
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falL Another reason was that it made trouble to

have free opening for the bees all around. They
would come out at the side and attack my legs

when I sat at work beside a hive. When a swarm
issues it's much easier to watch for a queen com-
ing out at the entrance than to watch for her at

all four sides. Then, the hives being close to-

gether, in groups of four, the bees of a swarm
would get into the adjoining hive at the side or

at the back end. A queen would sometimes be

lost that way.
Where hives are not placed back to back, Un-

cle Joe's plan ought to work nicely. But instead

of having to raise the hive to put something un-

der the sides, why not merely leave out the back
end.? Then, when desired, a block could close

the back end. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

THICK VS. THIN SYRUP FOR FALL
FEEDING.

Some Experiments to Show that Bees
Need to Consume Considerable Honey
in Order to Evaporate the Excess of
Moisture from Thin Syrup.

BY I. E. CRANE.

Some of the readers of Gleanings may remem-
ber I reported quite a loss of bees in the winter of

1907 from starvation because I fed thin sugar syrup
instead of the thick syrup that I had been in the

habit of feeding in previous years. The trouble
was that the bees consumed a large quantity of

the feed I gave them in reducing it to the consis-

tency of honey. During the summer, therefore,

I determined to make some experiments to find

out, if possible, how much honey, or sugar syrup
of the consistency of honey, it required to evap-
orate the water from thin syrup fed to bees. I

also wished to know the possible loss resulting

from feeding syrup cold instead of warm.
In order to carry out the experiments planned

above I weighed three groups of colonies, five in

each group. To the five colonies in one group
I fed 75 pounds of sugar mixed with 37)4 pounds
of water, making a syrup of two parts of sugar to

one of water. To another group I fed 75 pounds
of sugar mixed with 75 pounds of water, making
a syrup of equal parts of each. This was fed
warm. To the last group I fed the same amount
as to the second; that is, 75 pounds of sugar and
75 pounds of water, but the syrup was fed cold.

The weather was warm and favorable; and aft-

er two weeks I again weighed the colonies and
found that the colonies of the first group—those
fed with the two-to-one syrup^had gained 74
pounds. Those of the second group, which had
been fed the warm thin syrup, had gained only
65 pounds. The last group, which had been fed
cold thin syrup, had gained but 64^ pounds.
Now, the difference in the gain of the first and
second groups shows the amount of honey, or su-
gar syrup the consistency of honey, which the
bees were obliged to consume in evaporating the

extra amount of water given to the colonies of
the second group. In other words, it required 9
pounds of honey to evaporate the extra 37>^
pounds of water fed to the second group. We

see further that, if the syrup is fed cold, it re-

quires 944 pounds to do the evaporating.

If we were to take 75 pounds of sugar and mix
it with 15 pounds of water the syrup would be
of about the same consistency as honey. If there

were no loss, therefore, the increase in weight
would be 75 plus 15, or 90 pounds.
We have found that it required 9 pounds of

honey to evaporate 37 ^z pounds of water; or, in

other words, 1 pound of honey to evaporate 4^-

pounds of water. We can see, also, that the col-

onies of the first group were obliged to evaporate

just 22/^ pounds of water in order to bring the

syrup fed to the consistency of honey (Il2j4—90
=22)4). This means that the bees used just 5'i

pounds of honey in evaporating it (22^-i 4J=
5^). The colonies in the second group, which
had been fed the thin syrup, were obliged to evap-

orate 60 pounds of water (150—90=b0). This
means that these colonies in this second group
were obliged to consume 14? pounds of honey to

do the evaporating of this 60 pounds of water
(60 .45=14?. These results show us that, while
74 lbs. of thick syrup, of the consistency of well-

ripened honey, can be secured by feeding 75 lbs.

of sugar in a thick syrup (two of sugar to one of

water), we get but 65 lbs. when fed as a thin syr-

up (equal parts sugar and water), or J/s as much,
thus losing yi when fed thin, almost exact

There is another thing that we may learn from
these experiments. In addition to that which
the bees required to reduce the syrup to the con-
sistency of honey, it would seem that they con-

sumed 10-, pounds; thus, 74 lbs. stored -j-
5'i lost

in reducing -f- 10;-,=90 lbs., or approximately 2

lbs. 2 oz. to the colony. This does not seem a

large amount for the two weeks' time, consider-

ing the increased activity of the bees, causing, of

course, a greater consumption of stores. I regret

that I did not select five colonies that were not

fed at all, and weigh them to find exactly the loss

due to the extra activity during the time when
the feed was being given. Doubtless a part of

the less was also caused by the bees changing. the
sugar syrup into wax.

As I said before, the above experiments were
made for the purpose of finding out to my own
satisfaction the cost of evaporating the excess of

water; or, in other words, reducing the syrup to the

consistency of honey. Perhaps I should add that,

in this experiment, I assumed that no brood was
reared. I did not examine any hives to see; but
I have found it rare indeed that any brood is rear-

ed at the season the experiment was made, Sept.

15, unless in a colony that has recently supersed-

ed its queen. I also assumed that no honey was
coming in. There may have been a very little,

but I think not enough to affect the result materi-

ally. It is reasonable to suppose that, although
the hives were filled with comb, yet that some
wax was elaborated or produced for capping tf e

syrup, and perhaps for building out to some ex-

tent the combs, or lengthening out the cells in

which it was stored. I might say further, that,

while the amount fed to each group was accurate-

ly weighed, that to each hive was not accurately

weighed; but by the use of feeders of a given size

I could tell quite closely the amount given to each
colony, and I found some variation in the amount
required for reducing the syrup in different hives

of the same group. This is as we should expect.
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and it was for this reason that I used five hives in

each group rather than one or two, to get an ave-

rage.

It seems probable that a strong colony will re-

duce syrup with less loss than a weaker colony;
also that there would be less loss in warm weath-
er than when the weather is cool with frosty

nights.

1 used scales with ,!^-lb. notches, which might
make a possible error. It will be noticed that in

these figures I have used the results between
warm thick and warm thin syrup. The difference

between warm thick syrup and cold thin syrup
as usually fed is even greater.

As it requires 5,4 times as much heat to reduce
water to vapor as to raise the same amount of wa-
ter from 32° to 212°, we can see the bees have
not been wasteful of their fuel.

I have had a suspicion that the loss of 2 lbs. 2

oz. to the hive may have been due in part to the

labor of cairying the honey down into the hive,

but have no way of proving it.

Middlebury, Vt.

QUEEN INTRODUCTION.

Queens Introduced and Laying Within
the Hour, and Never a Failure.

BV JOSEPH GRAY,
Fxfrrt in AfUulture, and County Council Lecturer.

Simmins' direct-introduction plan, though suc-
cessful, does not make headway, because it can
be used only toward evening, and is, therefore,

unsuitable for all-day manipulation.
Dr. Miller's drowning plan of introducing

looks risky; and to daub a queen with honey
from the stock to which she is to be introduced
is not nice, and is attended with some risk. Like
Mr. Holtermann, I have sighed for some quick
method of introducing queens, and success has
now rewarded me, and I submit what I believe
will become the most popular method of queen
introduction— viz., Gray's flour method. I can
take a queen from a nucleus, remove the old
queen, and have the young queen all right and
laying within the hour. A traveled queen or a
virgin can be as easily and safely introduced,
even though the bees are all alert to seize a leg or
wing of the first robber that dares intrude.

To follow this plan of intrx)ducing I open the
hive, find the comb with the queen on, and re-

move her. I then lay the comb flat so that both
hands are free, dust the bees on the upper side of

the comb with flour from a flour-sifter, open the
large door of the cage, shake out the queen on to

the comb, and dust her with flour. If a flighty

queen, I take the precaution to dust her with
flour before I open the cage.

If the queen has been removed the day previdus,
there is no need of removing a frame. I take off

ihe cover, lay the cage on the frames, door up-
ward, and soon a crowd of bees collects around
the cage. I dust the lot with flour, swing open
the door, when—out steps Her Majesty and at-

tendants, ea.'ery one of xvhich ivill he accepted—

a

sure proof of the reliability of the method, for
v\ith ordinary plans all attendants are usually de-
stroyed.

I use Pott's queen-cages, which can also be
used as cell-protectors or nurseries. The differ-

ences between these and the regular Benton cages
are:

1. The candy- hole is made from the end, us-

ing only a half-inch bit.

2. A half-inch hole is made through the side

into the center compartment.
3. The top and side covers are of perforated

metal, and cut so that they do not catch the

clothing.

4. These covers are put on with a screw, which
serves as a hinge, and can be tightened with on-
turn of the screwdriver, so that the imprisoned
bees can not force open the door and escape, which
I have seen them do when laid down temporarily.

The convenience and advantage of these cages
will be readily seen in the following operationp:

Go to your nucleus colony and pick up the

comb with queen; grasp it with the left hand, al-

so hold your queen-cage with the same hand,
your thumb over the opened side door. Now
with the right hand pick oflr your queen and she

will easily pass through the half- inch door. A
three-eighths or quarter inch is not nearly so con-
venient. You can cage as many bees as you
wish, with seldom a sting. The covers are so

cut that they will not catch the clothing and pull

open on the way to the out-apiary.

Long Eaton, England, Oct. 20.

CLOSING HIVES FOR THE WINTER
A SUCCESS.

BY E. N. WOODWARD.

Referring to the article, "Outdoor Wintering,"
page 110, I will say that the plan as described has
proved a success so far as I am able to judge.

My bees were closed up in December, and
were undisturbed until the first of March, when
I carefully removed the packing from the top,

and found them, as I expected, nicely clustered

between the frames, apparently healthy and
strong, and with plenty of honey. To be doubly
sure, 1 opened the entrance to the air-chamber
in front; and, finding them quiet, with only a

few dead bees scattered here and there, I closed

them again, and they will remain closed until

the time comes for them to do their houseclean-
ing and spring work.
My prime object has been to save winter stores,

as compared with the common method of out-

door wintering.

Now, this is no problem with me. It is a set-

tled fact. I have wintered bees with this closed-

up-air-chaniber combination two different sea-

sons, and with uniform success. The reason is

plain when we stop to think that a bee is not a,
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fowl nor a human being, but simply a bee, sub-
jt-ct to the laws of insect life, it is the colony
that forms the unit, and we must treat them and
provide for their wants as a colony, and this

closed-up air-chamber serves as an outside ^.vorld

to this individual colony. They are not con-

fined, but are free to pass out of their hives and
in, but in total darkness, and right here lies the

secret. This dark air-chamber outside of the

hive-entrance cuts a big figure. Without it

failure would be the result; with it, the bees are

comfortable, satisfied, and contented. This gives

them all the walking-room they ask for, and all

the change of air they need. It is automatic in

its operation.

One satisfactory feature of this plan is that a

colony of bees kept in this warm secluded con-
dition does not consume as much honey as when
packed in the ordinarv way—an item of dollars

and cents which is well worth considering.

This enclosed air-chamber is 4x4X4 inches

with the entrance to the hive closed except this 4

inches which opens info this encl"sure. The
outside entrance is not closed until about the

middle of December. I only wish to say that

this is no fieak or wild theory but a practical

method of wintering our bees with a large sav-

ing of winter stores.

If this plan, as I have outlined it, has been
tried before and proved disastrous, 1 should like

to know when, where, and by whom.
Hillsdale, Mich., March 24.

[In our footnote in reply to Mr. Woodward's
former article, wherein he described his method
of shutting bees in during winter, we spoke
somewhat disparagingly of any method that did

not permit the bees to pass from the hives during
winter whenever the weather permitted. We
drew attention to the fact that we had had some
disastrous experience when we tried shutting bees

in with straw piled loosely over the entrance to

shut off flight and daylight, and yet permit air

to pass back and forth to the hive, and of how
others had failed.

In some private correspondence that has been
passing between Mr. Wood«ard and ourselves

our correspondent claims that his method of con-
fining the bees is very different from that which
we had tried—that he has a large closed ante-

room in front of his entrances. See his descrip-

tion in his last paragraph. Jf Mr. W. has solved

the problem o* shutting bees in during mid-win-
ter we shall be onlv too glad to recognize it.

We hope he will continue his experiments and
keep us posted. In the mean time the average

bee-keeper should try it on a small scale only.

—

Ed.]
««»»

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

A New Land with New^ Conditions.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD.

When I started out in May, 1908, to go in for

bee-keeping on a larger scale than formerly I had
all the advantages and disadvantages that accom-
pany a clean start. I wa? in a strange land ot
the very outposts of civilization, having planted

myself and family at the southern end of Van-
couver Island, within a very few miles of the

vast primeval fore?t that practically holds com-
plete possession of this not insignificant part of

the last Great Wes', but which, to the great mass
of humanity, is little more than a name.
Round about various small arms of the sea that

now fill up the hollows that ages ago were scrap-

ed out of solid rock by huge glaciers there has
grown up in a slow sleepy fashion the city of

Vcctoria; but little more has b en reclaimed from
the forest than was absolutely necessary to pro
vide standing room for the city, and a few small
farms that do not begin to provide the food sup-
ply of the inhabitants.

It is a beautiful spot, not excelled in natural

picturesqueness by any site on earth with whch
I am familiar; but the architecture and general
layout of the improvements often make me won-
der if the residents begin to appreciate how great-

ly they are favored by nature

My old friend and rival, Mr. Russell, had pre-

ceded me by a few months, and so on my advent
i found him in possession of almost a score ot

bee hives which he had scraped together by
dint of much perseverance. A more heterogene-
ous conglomeration, it seemed to me, could
scarcely be gathered together, for i' looked as if

every kind of hive that is referred to in the

ABC and X Y Z was to be found represented

there I wanted to know if he was starting a

museum of bee-keeping appliances, but he grin

ned complacently as he assured me he had had
the pick of the region, and all that was left lor

me were the ones he had iei<^cted. When after

much searching I did get started I found myself
the owner of nine colonies which were housed in

six different styles and sizes of chambers, and 1

feel certain that not another hive was for sale in

the locality. I need not give further details, but
I felt I had struck trouble "all of a heap."

My plan of campaign was to increase as rapid-

ly as possible and to ignore surplus Bees and
honey are practically interchangeable terms, for

the one can be converted into the other, and 1

knew, of course, that, if I worked for bees, sur-

plus honey was not to be expected.

My first step was to decide upon the style of

hive to adopt. On questioning the local market
I found that section honey wholesaled 30 per cent

higher than extracted, and I therefore decided the

latter would be more profitable and the easier to

handle, as a one-man proposition, with the occa-

sional help of my son. Then since I had turned

the half-century mark, and had for almost all my
life been an indoor worker, whose heaviest tool

had been a pen or pencil, I felt it would be fool-

ish to handle hives of much weight, and so my
choice fell upon the divisible with shallow ex-

tracting-frames. Simplicity always appeals very

strongly to me, and I therefore favored a sys em
that is apparently interchangeable to the utmost
extent. Again, this is a region of moderate tem-
peratures. Even through June, the month of our
honey-flow, the thermometer rarely reaches the

70-degree mark, while in July and August it is

uncommon for it to go above 80°. The snow-
clad mountains all around rapidly cool the atmos-
phere at night, and the thermometer will drop,

even in the summer time, to 52° before morning.
It therefore seemed to me that a shallow super

would be preferable to one of standard type, as it

would be more easily kept warm at night.
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It is easy to tell the decision arrived at, but I

must confess it took many days of close question-

ing to get at the information I most desired.

Bee-keeping here is in its infancy. No one
seems to have given it serious thought, as is best

illustrated by the fact that I had to find out for

myself the actual source of the honey-fiow. It

was assumed to be clover, but it was not. But
more of this later.

The supplies I wanted were not available in

the local market, and so an order was placed in

Medina. But the season was advancing rapidly,

and it was evident the hives could not reach me
until too late (as a matter of fact it was July 8

before they came into my possession), so it be-

hooved me to turn carpenter if I was to make any
start at all. Luckily for me I had, about eight

years before, amused myself one winter working
wiih tools trying to get the fun I missed as a boy,
and therefore I was able to mrke a fairly preten-

tious attempt at hive-making in an amateur way.
In the hope that my experiences may be educative
to others I will set them forth in detail

It has been my good fortune to inspect many
workshops and large factories, and I always took
considerable interest inwhataretechnicallyknown
as "jigs." A jig is any contrivance that will

facilitate the making of an article, and is partic-

ularly applied to any arrangement for holding
the article while some operation is being per-

formed upon it. For example, when you receive

from Medina a lot of frames in the flat, there is

included in the case a small bit of wood with a

slot cut in it, whose use is to make it easy to get

the spacing-staples into the proper position, and
to hold them firm while they are being driven

into the bars. This is an example of a very sim-
ple jig. So while I was making hives I made
several jigs; but I want to disclaim any credit

for inventing them, as I found most of them scat-

tered throughout the literature of bee-keeping.

But in these articles they will be gathered togeth-

er for convenience. May be I will also refer to

some that were highly recommended, that looked
well on paper, but, alas! would not work, at least

in my hands.

\'ictoria, B. C, Canada.
To br continued.

EXTRACTED-HONEY PRODUCTION.

Advantage of a Practical System; Annual
Change of Queens to Secure Bees

for the Harvest; the Value of
Young Queens.

BY F. H. CYRENIUS.

Spring management throughout the white-

clover belt is about the same; viz., get the bees
for the harvest as early as possible. During my
forty years' experience in trying all plans of

stimulation, I believe, all things considered,
abundant stores of sealed honey or syrup give the

best results.

I will say right here, no doubt we can increase

their activity by daily feeding; but after all it is

an activity in the wrong direction. The bees
are induced to fly in unfavorable weather, and
large numbers are lost. I should prefer a plan

to keep them at home during the early breeding

season rather than encourage them to fly except
for business.

In 1878 the season was considered very unfa-
vorable, as the bees had only about one fly in a
week; but at that time mine had plenty of honey,
which was rapidly changed into brood, tt

proved to be a very favorable season for early
breeding.

The bees that remained at home reared brood,
and were not induced to fly out and die. Right
in this connection allow me to ca'l attention to
old box hives unstimulated, undisturbed, but
with a good queen and plenty of stores—they
outstrip our stimulated colonies every time.
Their ambition at this time is to convert as
much honey into brood as possible; and any
man who thinks he can help them at that time of
year by spreading their brood, etc., is making a
great mistake.

But now to prepare for our fall honey. In
this we must be governed by our locality, and
work out our own system. I will speak only for
Northprn New York, where my white honey
fails July 15, and fall honey (buckwheat, gold-
enrod, aster) yields from Aug. 15 to Sept. 20.

This is my principal crop, and I use every effort

to get my young queens to laying July 1, to

build up for this harvest. I also keep my old
queens laying until Aug. 15 to 20, when they
are superseded or killed.

Right here I wish to digress a little and out-
line the season's work. After the bees have a fiy

in the spring, an examination is made to know
whether they have a good supply of honey, etc..

Any weak colonies needing help are united
with the strongest that can take care of them, as
it is poor policy to unite two weak ones at this

time of year.

They will now take care of themselves until
fruit bloom, at which time they may be equal-
ized up a little, and from any colonies strong
enough to anticipate preparations for swarming
I draw half to two-thirds their brood, placing it

in an upper story, and filling out both stories

with empty comb or foundation, with excluder
between and queen below. This gives so much
room for the queen and for honey that swarming
is not thought of if done in time. However, if

the brood be placed in upper chamber in a cold
spell, or in a scarcity of honey, some of the very
young lirva; and eggs may be destroyed by the
bees themselves.

The raising of brood is one of my hobbies
that I much enjoy. I will call attention to s->me
advantages. If I have queens to introduce I

plan to have these upper chambers well filled

with brood from one to two weeks ahead of
their arrival. I now set this chamber of brood
on a new stand and introduce the queens.
There are no queens to look for—they are be-

low. The old bees that would refuse the queen
return to the old stand. We also have the ad-
vantage of a ten or twelve frame hive.

The plans for the rest of the season are as fol-

lows:

—

June 1.— Fill at least ten per cent of the cham-
bers of all colonies with brood, as before de-
scribed. ,

June 5 to 6.—Remove nearly all the brood
from the breeders, and fill their place with empty
combs in which to procure eggs for starting
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queen-cells. Three or four days later these eggs
will be just right. Place these prepared cham-
beis on the lower stand after removing the lower
hive to one side. This will give rousing colo-

nies in those hopelessly queenless hives.

Now cut out strips of eggs on the Henry
Alley plan, and place them in the prepared hives,

which should give us all the cells we need, and
good ones too. When they are ripe, make a

nucleus beside each old hive, and give a cell

which should give us a laying queen July 1.

Each of these nuclei may be built up or set

back, on an excluder over the old hive. With
the coming of the fall crop the old queen is

killed, and the new one takes her place by ex-

changing chambers, as before mentioned.
My bees have nothing to do from July 15 to

Aug. 15, so far as gathering honey is concerned;
but I keep up breeding by giving combs of

honey from last year's fall honey
I have said nothing about extracting, as it

will be the same as any other plan. Should in-

crease be desired, more nuclei may be formed,
or the old queen mav be carried over; but I am
convinced that, when young queens can be sup-

plied so easily as above, it will pay to supersede
every year.

I believe, also, that young active queens stim-

ulate the whole swarm to active work as old

queens do not.

Oswego, N. Y., March 30.

SELLING HONEY ON COMMISSION.

Some Actual Figures to ShoAv the Cost.

BY WM. W. CASE.'

In reference to the controversy as to prices net

and gross for honey shipped and sold on commis-
sion, why not publish a few figures, and thus

show exactly the net returns that are obtained
and should be expected from such sales.? In hon-
est packing of honey and honest sales by com-
mission men, there should be no loss of one third,

as stated by some, nor of one-fourth or one-fifth

either, as stated by others. The loss should nev-

er exceed 10 per cent of gross sales, and ought to

average below 8 per cent. I have always made
it a practice to sell outright, having shipped but
two lots for sale on commission, the result of one
of which, of 40 cases, is appended to this article.

This shipment was received in New York, Dec.

2, 19ii7, just when the panic was at its worst, and
it included all odds and ends left at the close of

the selling season, and sold as follows:

16 cases, fancy white (23 lbs. average), at $3.50, $56.00
12 " No. 1 " (23 " " ). at 3.00, 36.00

9 " "2 and bkt (22^ lbs. "
) at 2.75, 24.75

3 " "3 (18 " " ) at 1.60, 4.80

Net wt., 902 lbs.

Freight, $2.57

Cartage, .80

Com., 5 per cent, 6.08

Gross sales, $121.55

9.45

$112.10
Average whole lot per cwt. net $12.43

Reduced to grades prices were as follows:

16 cases (368 lbs.) at $3.50 $56.00
Freight $1.03

Cartage 32

Commission. .. .2.80 4.15

Net $51.85

Net average cwt $14.09

12 cases (276 lbs.) at $3.00 $35.0)
Freight, $ .77

Cartage, 24

Commission. .. 1.80 2.81

Net $33.19
Net average cwt .$12.02

9 cases (204 lbs.) at $2.75 $24.75
Freight $ .58

Cartage 18

Commission.. .1.24 2.00

Net $22.75
Net average cwt $11.16
3 cases (54 lbs.) (culls) at $1.60 $4.80
Freight $ .19

Cartage 06
Commission... .24 .49

Net $4.31
Net average cwt $8 . 00

Now, while the above is somewhat less, prob-
ably 2 to 3 cts. per lb., all around than I receiv-

ed on honey, same grades same season sold out-

right, it is but fair to the parties receiving it, and
also to the trade in gene-al, to state that had I

shipped the honey when I should have done so,

about Oct. 25, instead of Dec. 1, and got in

ahead of the panic, which is still seriously felt in

the honey market, they would easily have been
able to sell each grade at approximately 2 cts. per

lb. higher, when the net prices would have been
respectively 16, 14, 13, and 10 cents—figures

which I-think would represent a full normal price

on honey properly graded and packed, shipped

early in the season, and when a panic does not
cover the whole country like a pall.

If a few more will volunteer to publish their

private business (which is really yione of the pub-
lic's business) I think we shall be able to get

much needed light on the commission business.

Frenchtown, N. J., Feb. 25.

BEE-KEEPERS INSTITUTES IN NEW YORK.

The series of bee-keepers' institutes that were
held in the State of New York from March 12

to 17 inclusive, at various points, are reported ro

have been unusually successful There was a

good attendance, and the papers and addresses

were interesting and valuable. We possibly m3y
be able to give one or more of them at a later

time.

These institutes were held at Utica, March 12;

Glen Falls, March 13; Albany, March 15;

Gouverneur, March 16 to 17. Speakers from
outside the State were employed by the Agricul-

tural Department, as well as local bee keepers

from within.

Probably in no State of the Union are foul

and black brood diseases handled more success-

fully than in New York. At one lime, black

brood (known as European foul brood) threaten-

ed to wipe out the industry entirely. Black

brood has cost the State enormously; but owing
to the splendid work of the several inspectors the

disease is well under control, and tht losses, com-
pared with past years, are very light.

The Agricultural Department of New York
takes a lively interest in the beetkeeping indus-

try, and well it may, for the annual production

of honey and wax is not excelled in any other

State east ot the Mississippi if it is equalled.
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MILLERS AUTOMATIC DECAPPER.

BY ARTHUR C. MILLER.

The machin<» for decapping honey-combs, il-

lustrated herewith, is the result of over ten years'

effort and experiment. Begun as an amusement,
and continued from pique at being balked by a

so seemingly simple problem, one step led to

another until tinally success was attained.

To strip the surface from a fat comb was easy;

but to cut the whole surface when within the

edges of the frame, and yet not hit the frame,

was not so easy. And to devise a machine which
would take any style of frame in common use,

regardless of the width of the end-bars or length

or width of top-bar extensions, or standing or

rivet-supported frames, presented a complex prob-

lem. When the different lengths and depths of

frames were considered, added troubles arose.

Then the depth of the cut must be readily con-

trolled.

Many a time the partly developed machine
was pushed under the bench and left for weeks or

months until some puzzle could be approached
from a fresh view-point. Then often the adop-

tion of a plan for accomplishing one thing would

miller's automatic decapher.

necessitate radical changes in another place, and
so it went until the mere thought of the machine
began to be painful. But following what is said

to be Mr. Carnegie's version of an old saw, "All
things come to him who waits if he hustles while
he waits," the puzzles were solved.

The machine as it now stands takes frames of

any size between ten and nineteen inches long,

and of any depth up to twenty inches. Depth
makes no difference in operation and change of

machine, for length is accomplished by loosening

two bolts and sliding the adjustable end to the

right place. Few bee-keepers have more than

one length of frame, and even then seldom in the

same apiary.

The cutters are not fastened into the machine,
but hang free, and may be lifted out for cleaning

or sharpening. They saw back and forth across

the two surfaces of the comb as the latter descends

between them. By means of a lever at one end
of the machine, the depth of the cut is regulated.

The pushing of the lever is all that is required to

send the cutters to the midrib of the comb or to

throw them out of action entirely. When set,

all combs are cut alike until the operator changes

the set.

Frames are dropped into the machine just as

they are into a hive. As the

bottom-bar approaches the cut-

ters, the latter open until the

bar is by, and at once return to

the depth set and cut until the

top-bar is reached, when out

they go again. It is all auto-

matic, and calls for no attention

from the operator. When the

comb is finished it drops out

into the framework below the

cutters. In the illustration this

is shown away down as when
delivering a frame; but when at

rest it is up where it catches the

comb without a jolt

The combs feed through the

machine in ratio to the speed ot

the cutters, so that it is impossi-

ble to crowd the combs on to

the cutters. Owing to the speed

at which the cutters move they

do not clog or gum up as does

a hand knite; and on account of

the relative shortness of the

stroke they do not throw the

capping?, the latter merely drop-

ping off. Any sort of recep-

tacle may be used to catch

them, a metal-lined wooden box
being light, durable, and cheap.

Capping-melters may be attach-

ed, but the writer believes in

specializing the work; and to

combine wax-relining with hon-

ey-harvesting does not appfal to

him as either expeditious or

economical.
The machine is devised to

permit the attachment of a rack

to hold ten or more combs at

the top, whence they will feed

in one after the other, but the

one-at-a-time way is considered
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best. Combs in Hoffman L. frames liave been

decapped on both sides in six seconds, counting

from the time the fingers let go the frame until

it was delivered below. Such speed is not likely

to be kept up for long periods any more than is

lightning work with a hand knife.

The machine is designed to be driven by hand,

but any other power may be used.

The machines are all of metal, hence there is

nothing to shrink, swell, or twist. Accumula-
tion of propolis does not hinder the operation of

the machine nor does the accidental dropping of

a broken comb into it, as ample clearance is pro-

vided wherever needed As far as possible every

contingency has been provided for.

[Along with this came a private note explain-

ing the name " decapper " which we use here.

—

Ed.]

I use the term " decapper," which I believe

fits the case better than uncapping-machine. The
i/^capper literally cuts off the caps, while to ««cap
means getting them off in any old way—literally

what the hand knife is usually made to do. But
merely as a matter of euphony I prefer "decap-

per.
"

Providence, R. I., March 27.

[See editorial reference elsewhere —Ed.]

ORANGE-TREES.

Their Introduction into this Country;
Their Nectar-bearing Value.

BY W. A. PRYAL.

The orange is probably the most attractive as

well as the most interesting nectar-secreting tree

grown in the United States. It calls forth admi-
ration on account of its remarkable growth—load-

ed with fruit in various stages of development,
and in bud and blossom all at the same time. Its

blossom, though comparatively small, is pretty,

and wonderfully fragrant, and, like the lily, it

may be said to be a symbol of purity, and per-

haps for this reason more than any other it is the

favorite flower of young brides. The fruit, of

ORANGE-BLOSSOMS.

late years, owing to improved varieties, is much
sought, and, on account of its peculiar salts and
medicinal properties, is very healthful. The con-
sumption of this fruit in the United States has

progressed ama/ingly. Thirty years ago our
supply came from foreign countries, while to-day
it is almost all home-grown.
There are three well-defined orange regions in

this country; namely, Florida, the Mississippi-

delta region, and California. Arizona and Texas
may be regarded as another region if they can
not be classed with California.

It is said this fruit was one of the first brought
to this country by the very early settlers, Florida

being its first home. Indians, no doubt, scat-

tered the seed, so that orange-groves were com-
mon in Florida for a century or more before 1865.

It was not until after the close of the civil war
that attention was attracted to the fruit commer-
cially. The advent of the navel variety, which
was introduced from Brazil by the Agricultural

Department, in 18/0, marked the beginning of

the growth of a great industry in Florida and
California. It was in the '80's that the planting

spread like wild fire. It had risen to a high
point in Florida when it met a stunning blow by
the big frost of 1894-5. I believe it has now re-

covered from that shock.

In California the introduction of the orange
dates from the coming of the missionary padres

—the progenitors of religion, civilization, and
horticulture in the golden West. The first vari-

eties were of inferior sorts. The citrus belt of

California extends from the southernmost point

well toward the north, a distance of some seven

hundred miles, and from the ocean to the foot-

hills of the Sierra Nevadas. The oranges of Cal-

ifornia, especially the foothill regions, are more
hardy than chose of Florida, and can stand a

freeze that would put the fruit-trees of the southern

State out of commission. And, strange as it may
seem, these oranges are not only sweeter but ear-

lier than those from the more evenly temperate
climate.

Owing to the large acreage of oranges and
lemons grown in California, and owing, also, to

their richness in nectar, they are an excellent

forage for the

bees. If it were
not for the fact

that this fruit

blooms almost
entirely during
the winter there

would be large

crops of this

honey placed

upon the mar-
ket. As it is,

most of the

honey so gath-

ered is used for

the bees in
brood - rearing.

Where the pe-

riod of inflor-

escence is pro-

longed into
spring, and the

colonies have
built up strong
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FKLIT-BLOOMING TIME IN THE APIARY OF R. BEUHNE, TOOBORAC, VICT., AUSTRALIA.

in bees early, then there is a surplus that can be
harvested. I am told by those who have taken

considerable of this honey that it is of fine body
and excellent quality. While we have the trees

growing on our place, and they are to be found
in the surrounding gardens, still there are not

enough of them to make any perceptible show-
ing in the increase of our honey-supply.
The half-tone here shown was made from a

photograph of flowers grown on our place. The
variety is of an ornamental sort, but it is a rich

nectar-yielding kind, and blooms in mid-winter.

The bee-keeper who has an apiary located near

an orange-grove is to be considered fortunate.

He is well in line to have strong colonies for the

main harvest, even if he does not harvest a good-
ly quantity of " orange-blossom honey," a title

the fruit-canners conjured with a quarter of a cen-

tury ago when they placed a doubtful quality of

honey upon the market.
Oakland, Cal.

[While the orange-tree is not a prolific source
of nectar, it furnishes in some sections a very fine

honey. As a general thing it is hard to get a

strictly all-orange-blossom honey.

—

Ed.]

SUPERANNUATED QUEENS.

BY R. BEUHNE.

In a Straw, October 15, last year. Dr. Miller
asks whether I meant that an old queen is more
readily accepted than a younger one. Yes, I did
mean it; but I am not sure now that I had suffi-

cient reasons. I have introduced these three-

year-old (jueens into colonies and nuclei within
a few hours of removing another cjueen, and al-

ways successfully. But when I corne to think of

it, I have lost only one laying ([ueen in introduc-
ing in three years, and that was when anotlier

young laying iiueen was in the hive and I was
not aware of it; so it might not be due to old age
that they are readily accepted, but to the temper
of the bees. I don't think that suffering two
queens in a hive is due to any thing in the strain

of bees, for I have done exactly the same with
nonedescript bees which I bought, and after re-

moving their own queens and giving them three-

year olds, and a queen-cell next, I had two queens
in them before any of the worker bees of my
queens had hatched.

Dr. Miller is not sure, page 1205, Oct. 1, 1908,

whether I practice mating queens from full colo-

nies with old queens only or from nuclei as well.

Well, I do both. Up to a certain time in spring

any queen, almost, lays as many eggs as the bees

can raise. A little further on the workers could
raise more brood than the capacity of some of

the old queens will allow if she were not shifted

to a nucleus when or before that point is reached.

As I replace queens continually, regardless of

age if they are not up to standard, only the best

ever reach the age of three or over, and quite a

large percentage of these three-year-old queens
are as good as any queens in the apiary. These
I leave in full colonies, giving a cell and remov-
ing a young laying queen whenever possible, or

letting their colonies do the cell-raising. Those
which show signs of decreasing prolificness I

shift into nuclei after the young queen from a

cell given is laying. I had quite a number of

two-queen colonies this season, and a few with

three. Lately I have shifted nearly all the old

queens from these hives into nuclei from which
the (jueens had been removed to fill orders, and
could not be replaced by cells, owing to condi-

tions being unfavorable to queen-raising for a

time in consequence of a dearth of pollen. In

former years I used to have trouble with queen-
less nuclei getting robbed and virgin queens ball-

ed when hatching or being introduced about
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that time. Now with an old queen permanently
in the nucleus the bees do not become demoral-

ized by the removal of the young laying queen,

and the nucleus remains fresh, as Dr. Miller

calls it; in fact, I am occasionally obliged to re-

move a comb of brood to prevent its getting too

crowded.
In regard to Dr. Miller's case of No. 42 hive,

page 120o, I had several similar cases some years

ago, where a colony would raise a cell and kill

the young queen (or did the old queen do it?)

and then immediately afterward they would raise

another cell, and the young queen would again

disappear. Twice I found the virgin queen dead
in front of the hive, and the mauled appearance

suggested that it was the work of the bees and
not of the queen; but it may have been bees from
other hives which entered the wrong hive return-

ing from the fields, and, having a young laying

queen in their own rightful home, objected to a

virgin. I am sure that bees mix far more than

many bee-keepers think.

One strain of golden Italians which I had years

ago were particularly bad locaters, and I could
find some of them in almost every hive in the

apiary, while there were very few of the other bees
among the goldens. When I raised queens of

this strain I always had trouble with virgins re-

turning to the wrong hive, and I went to some
trouble to mark their hives conspicuously. Some
of these virgins entering the wrong hive were ac-

cepted with the loss of the former queen. Since
going out of this strain I have had almost no
straying of virgins; and as I do not now mark the

hives, the loss in mating-flights, for several sea-

sons, is not more than three out of a hundred.
This spring I found the first case of young and

old queen going through the winter together, al-

though I had one case of two old ones wintering
on the same combs before.

Tooborac, Vict., Australia.

ONTARIO PROGRESSING APICUL-
TURALLY.

The Jordan Harbor Apicuitural Station
to Be Established at Once.

BY R. F. HOLTERMANN.

The Ontario Apicuitural Station, which was
foreshadowed in Gleanings some time ago, is to
be a reality at once. Mr. Morley Pettit, Nixon,
Ontario, well known to the bee-keeping fraterni-
ty, has been appointed. He will be Provincial
Apiarist, having charge of the experimental
apiary at Jordan Harbor, and he will be the lec-
turer at the Ontario Agricultural College, Gu-
elph, and inspector of apiaries in the counties
given below.

Mr. Pettit is the youngest son of S. T. Pettit,

formerly of Belmont, now living retired at Ayl-
mer West, Ont. Mr. S. T. Pettit's apicuitural
activities were mostly carried on from Belmont,
Ont., and he will be best remembered in connec-
tion with that address. Morley Pettit will prob-
ably hold the record as to a season's profits from
an apiary, having cleared some $1200 from 69
colonies in one year. He has, therefore, had
good apicuitural training in his boyhood. He

MORLEY PETTIT, AVLMER, ONT., CAN.

Mr. Pettit has recently been appointed to the position of Pro-

vincial Apiarist at the Ontario Agricultural Station.

has a first-class certificate as a schoolteacher, and
an extensive experience as a bee-keeper him-
self, all of which, focused upon the work in which
he is now to engage, should bring to the apicui-

tural world something worth knowing. It is to

be hoped (and I believe it will be the case) that

the Ontario government will not be slack or slow
in supplying needed equipment.
The Hon. Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Duff,

represents Simcoe Co. in the Legislature. This
is a county of great apicuitural activity, having
in it men of progressive ideas. In our gratitude
to Mr. Duff, and in hopefully looking forward to

the future, it will do no one an injustice to state

that the decision to establish the Jordan Apicui-
tural Station was one of the last acts of the Hon.
Nelson Monteith, and bee-keepers will not be
likely to forget that in this act, in the providing
of lecturers at county meetings, and in an increase
from $600 to $2500 for the stamping-out of foul

brood, Mr Monteith has broken away from a
rut into which Ontario apiculture had fallen.

The inspectors for Ontario are as follows. Tl e

grant for the year is $2500.

DISTRICTS.

1. J. S. Schranic, Port Elgin, Ont.; counties ot Bruce and
Huron.

2. D. Chalmers, Pool, Ont.; Perth and Waterloo.
.1. W. A. Chrysler. Chatham, Ont.; Lambton, Kent, Essex.
4. John Newton, Thameslord, Ont.; Middlesex, Elgin.
5. James Arnistrone, Cheapside; North and South Norfolk,

North and South Oxford.
6. Jacob Alpaugh, Eden, Ont.; Wellington, Grey. "

7. H. G. Sibbald, Claude, Ont.; Simcoe, Dufferin, Peel.
8. Morley Pettit, Nixon, Ont.; Brant, .Wentworth, Halton,

Haldemand, Lincoln, Welland.
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9. J. L. Byer, Mt. Joy, Ont.; Ontirio, York, Victoria, Dur-

ham.
10. Warrineton Scott. Wooler, Ont.; Peterboro, Northumber-

land, Hastines, Prince Edward.

11. A. A. Kerrier, Renfrew, Ont.; Renfrew, Lanark, Carleton.

12. D. L. McNaughton, St. Raphael, West, Ont.; Russel,

Prescott, Glengarry.

1?. M. B. Holmes, .Athens, Ont.; Lenox, .\ddineton, Fron-

lenac, Leeds.

14. Himer Burke, Highland Creek, Ont.; Grenville, Dund.ts,

Cornwall.

SHIPPING-CASES OF CORRUGATED
PAPER.

A Lighter, Stronger, Cheaper Case than
One Made of Wood; How to Avoid

all Loss of Comb Honey by
Breakage.

BY J. E. CRANE.

Some three or four years ago we began selling

honey direct to retail dealers and consumers.
One of the first things that we learned was the

necessity of getting our goods to our customers
without breakage— especially comb honey ship-

ped in small wooden cases. To be sure, we
could pack tv\o or three or more of these cases in a

larger box protected by straw or excelsior; but
this increased the cost of packing as well as the

freight - bills,

to say nothing
of the large
amount of ex-

tra work—un-
necessary work
it seemed to

us. If some
sort o f case

could be made,
not too expen-
sive, thatwould
carry comb
honey with
comparative
safety, it seem-
ed to me it

would be a de-

cided improve-
ment.

For several

years I had no-

ticed that cor-

rugated paper

was somewhat
elastic, and we
began using it

in the bottom

crane's corrugated-paper SHIPPING-CASES.

A rectangular frame is completely covered by the telescoping top and bottom
fhich meet in the middle. The inside is divided by cross-pieces as shown below.

INSIDE_OF CRANE S CORRUGATED-PAPER SHIPPING-CASE.

It has been found that comb honey can be shipped in these cases, practically

rithoat breakage.

NO AMOUNT OF POUNDING ON
THE FLAT SIDE INJURES

THE HONEY.

of our wooden cases, and later, to

some extent, with cellular-paper

partitions. These were illustrated

and described in Gleanings for

December 15, 1905; but they did

not satisfy me, as I had a strong

desire for something with sufficient

resiliency to carry comb honey as

sifely as when packed in extra cases

with hay or straw, for I had found
a wooden case quite too rigid, even

when lined with cellular paper, to

say nothing of the extra expense.

A fesv months later, when in Bos-

ton I found that Blake, Scott &
Lee were shipping out single cases

of honey packed in a crate of hay
to prevent breakage, and for this the

purchasers were paying 10 cts. ex-

tra I found later, when in New
York, that extra cases were being

used for the same purpose also.

Altera good deal of study I made
up my mind that nothing was like-

ly to prove more satisfactory than a

complete case of cellular paper pro-

vided one could be made strong

enough to stand up under the

weight of honey it would have to

carry and the rough,usage it would
get. After studying over the sub-
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ject for several
months I had what
seemed to me a very

satisfactory case, at

least in theory.
Whether it would
be practical could
be told only by try-

ing it on a some-
what extensive scale.

We ordered some
500 of these cases

made for shipping a

part of our honey
crop for 1906.

I may as well say

right here that the

case consists of a

rectangular frame of

cellular board with
corrugated straw-

board partitions.

These are covered
with a top and bot-

tom, both having
telescoping sides
and ends that fit

over the rectangular

frame, and that near-

ly or quite meet in

the middle. A sheet

of single-faced cel-

lular board, to lay
on the bottom to

catch any drip from
the sections above,
and to cushion them, completes the case.

I confess I had a good many misgivings when
I came to use them. Many things are beautiful

in theory but they fail in practice. My misgiv-

ings were somewhat allayed when, at the begin-

ing of the packing season, one of our men let a

case drop from a table, nearly three feet high, to

the floor, without injury to a single comb.
There were some other things that still bother-

ed me. The sides of the cover and bottom stuck
out somewhat so that the case did not look as

trim as the wooden cases. I soon found, how-
ever, that these were an advantage, as they acted

as springs or buffers, breaking any blows that

might come against them. I was also afraid and
troubled, lest, being of paper, they could not be
piled one on top of another ten or twelve deep as

we tier up wooden cases; but I found that in this

I was also mistaken, for an empty case would
hold up a heavy man, even if he let his weight
come on to the toes of one foot, which indicates

that the whole case would hold up one or two
tons if the weight were evenly distributed over
the surface of the top of the case. The top rests

on the partitions; and while they support the top

they also brace the ends and sides, making the

case very secure. These partitions come '2 inch

or more above the sections, thus protecting the

top of the sections perfectly.

Another thing that I was not at first satisfied

with was that each case had to be tied up with
twine or cord, but I found this was an advantage
also, as, when piled one on top of another in a

car, they do not slip and slide over each other,

and will stay where they are put much better

IT IS MUCH EASIER TO CARRY THE NEW-STYLE SHIPPING-CASES THAN THE OLD.

than wooden cases, as it is difficult for one twine
to pass another. I have found ordinary binding-
twine strong enough for this purj^ose, and not
expensive.

It will be seen from the above description that

each comb is well cushioned by partitions on
both sides and ends, and on the bottom with an
extra board, and the sides and ends of the case

with the strong and somewhat flaring flanges of

the top and bottom.
It might be said further, as to these compart-

ments or cells for each comb, that if a man falls

to the ground he may get hurt; but if he should
have three or four men on his back as heavy
as himself the chances of his getting hurt

would be largely increased, it is also easy to

see that each partition and compartment helps to

break the force of a blow or the effects of a jar.

I have spoken of how one of these cases pro-

tects the combs contained in it during a fall of

nearly three feet. Later in the season a ivooden

case filled with combs was dropped some eight-

een inches, and every comb but two was broken.

How our experiment with 500 paper cases with-

out a square inch of wood in the whole lot came
out is best told by those who received them.

Early in the season we shipped ten of these pa-

per cases, with a lot of -Tvoodeii ones, to H. B.

Phillips, Auburn, Maine. This was over a route

where they would have to be transferred one or

more times from one car to another. Mr. Phil-

lips wrote, soon after receiving them, that he

found one or more broken combs in every wood-
en case, but not a single broken comb in any of

the ten paper cases. We quote the following
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from a letter received from him a little later in

the season:

I am glad to know you intend to use the corrugateil strawboarii

cases (or comb honey next season, for, as I wrote you some time

ago, the honey that you sent me in these cases came through all

O. K., wiile that in wooden cases was more or less damaged.
These corrugated-strawboard cases (or comb honey are (ar dit?er-

ent from any thing I ever saw, heard, or read of in all my twenty
years' experience with bees and honey. They are surely quite

unique, and I venture to predict they will work a revolution in

shipping-packages for this most fr.igile and delicate of sweets

—

comb honey.

The following is from a jobber, Mr. G. M.
Perkins, of Lowell, Mass., where we have found
it almost impossible to ship single wooden cases

without breakage, and have been compelled to

use heavy carriers. He says:

I think the strawboard honey-case far ahead of the old wooden
case. I should say it did away with 10 per cent of the breakage.

The latter part of the summer we shipped to

the Holbrook-Marshall Co., of Nashua, N. H.,
if I remember rightly, 100 cases of corrugated-
paper honey. Later they ordered 100 cases more,
and we filled the order with honey packed in

•ifo'jJf/i cases. Both lots were shipped over a

road where it had to be transferred from one car

to another t/i route. Later we received the follow-

ing letter:

J. E. Crjnr Sr Son:—When you ship us the next lot of honey
we hope you will be able to put the comb in pasteboard carriers

instead of wood. We introduced this style of package to our cus-

tomers, and they were pleased with it. What we have shipped

from the last lot received from you has arrived at destination in

bad order, and we have had numerous complaints and claims for

breakage from parties who received it.

Tub Holbrook-Marshall Co.
Nashua, N. H., Oct. .10, 1906.

We wrote them at once, saying that we would
be unable to ship them any more honey packed
in paper cases, but could supply them with hon-
ey in the ordinary wooden shipping-cases. Later
we received the following:

J. E. Crane Sf Son:— In explenation of our letter of Nov. 2 to

you we would say that the meaning we wished to convey was as

follows: That we note in your letter of Oct. 31 to us that you
will be unable to ship comb honey in corrugated-paper carriers.

We are all the time receiving complaints from our customers
when we ship them comb honey packed in wooden carriers. As
we shall be unable to ship comb honey out of town we are

obliged to ask you to change our order for comb honey to twenty-
five packages. The Holbrook-Marshall Co.

Nashua. N. H., Nov. 5, 1906.

Again we wrote this company expressing our
surprise that they should cut down their order to

25 cases just because our honey was in wooden
cases, such as we had used for a score of years,

and received a long letter from them from which
we quote the following:

Undoubtedly you fail to realize the fact that the honey we
ship out from our warehouse is damaged in transit, and claims are

made by receivers. Doubtless you noted what .Mr. F. E. Poore,

of Manchester, wrote us. You could not expect us to buy your

comb honey and ship it out and stand the claims; for if we paid

all these claims the comb-honey business would net us a loss.

As we wrote you before, the strawboard cases were very satisfac-

tory, and no claims for breakage were made; and the only rea-

son why we asked you to change our order to twenty- five cases is

that we shall be unable to ship out of the city comb honey
packed in the cases you are now shipping out, and could not han-
dle 100 cases of comb honey here in the city.

They were too "foxy." They would not buy
a large lot of honey in wooden cases after having
once used the corrugated- paper cases

Here is what Mr. F. H. Poore says:

Geniltmtn:—We are sorry to report twelve packages of comb
honey broken out in the lot of five cases. Do 1 have to stand
that, or do you charge it back to Messrs. J. E. Crane & Son >. I

should claim a discount of only 10 cents each, as I can get some-
thing for them. F. H. Poore.

Manchester, N. H., Oct. 29, 1906.

Mr. Poore's honey was in wooden cases.

Here is a letter from another grocery firm who
received their honey in paper cases that is all

sunshine and sweetness:

./. E. Crane if Son:—We have used your honey for several
years, and have never in our thirteen years' experience seen any
to surpass it in excellence of flavor. We have always, however,
had more or less trouble from the combs getting broken in trans-

it. Last year some thirty in our five-case lot were broken. This
year, however, out of a ten-case lot we have not found a broken
section. The only way the writer can account for the excellent
shape in which it was received is the cellular package in which
it was shipped. The package was a new idea to me, and yet so
simple I wonder some one had not thought of it before. It sure-

ly is the common-sense package for honey.
Bellows Falls, Vt., Dec. 4, 1906. E. C. Fairbanks.

No wonder Mr. Fairbanks thought our honey
of surpassing flavor after receiving it without a
single broken comb.
About this time we came to the conclusion

that our experiment was a success, and that paper
cases were not only as good as wooden ones, but
on many accounts very much to be preferred.

Not only does it carry honey very much more
safely but cheaper. They weigh only half as

much as wooden cases, thus saving freight. If

we use special carriers and wooden cases the ex-

tra cost with extra freight and labor of packing
nearly doubles the cost of shipping the honey;
and, even when shipped in special carriers, when
sent out by the wholesale dealers it is likely to

be sent out in small lots, and the carrier is of no
value for this purpose. Honey in paper cases is

likely to sell for better prices than in wooden
cases. We shall not hesitate to ask five or ten

cents a case more another year for honey put up
in paper cases, and have no fear but that we can
get it as soon as dealers become acquainted with
it. If put up in paper cases it is in greater de-
mand, and higher prices may be expected after a
while.

The above was written two years ago, think-

ing we might want to place the cases on the mar-
ket at once. We have delayed doing so, and
during this time have made the most exhaustive

tests with a view to making any possible im-
provements. The longer we use them the firmer

becomes our belief that they are as near perfect

as it is possible to get them. The only change
we have in view is the substitution of paper tape

of stickers for sealing the cases instead of t^ing
them with twine.

We have now shipped some 1300 cases, con-
taining approximately 30,000 pounds of honey.
During the last two years we have made a charge
of 5 cts. extra where packed in this style of case.

Not only are the jobbers willing to pay this ex-

tra charge, but they have demanded far more
honey than we were able to supply. Honey we
have bought in wooden cases has, as a rule, been
shipped in them, although in some instances we
have been obliged to transfer the honey to the

paper cases. Where we did not transfer it we
found it necessary to use extra boxes with excel-

sior packing. As soon as the merits of these

cases become known, there is reason to believe

that honey shipped in them will bring from a
half to one cent per pound more than in wooden
cases. One jobber has, during the past season,

positively refused to handle comb honey in any
but the paper cases. Recently we received a let-

ter from a Boston wholesaler in which he speaks
of the cases as follows:
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We have no words but praise in speaking of it. I'he honey
reached us in perfect condition. Examination failed to reveal a

single comb that was broken. As you know, we ship this honey
over all New England, and wherever it has gone we find the

same words of praise for the package, and that it accomplishes all

it claims. To show you how strongly some people feel about it,

one of our customers would not make a purchase of honey after

we exhausted the supply unless we would give it in that particu-

lar form of package, which we were unable to do. This refusal

was entirely due to the package, as he did not hesitate to pur-

chase before, and he dwelt entirely on the fact that, whereas
previous shipments had invariably reached him in bad condition,

this particular crate had reached him in perfect order. We can

not say any thing stronger than this.

From the enclosed photos the great strength of

these cases can be seen. The partitions meeting
the sides, ends, top, and bottom, and the double
thicic ends, sides, and bottom, with a space be-

tween the sections and top, makes breakage al-

most impossible, by twisting, stepping on them,
or even dropping them.

To assist in introducing them we have applied

for a patent, which we have reason to believe will

soon be allowed.

Middlebury, Vt., March 15.

[We are frank to state that, in our opinion, we
have something here that may supplant the wood-
en shipping-case entirely. Natural conservatism

on the part of bee-keepers will prevent many
from trying the strawboard case until they hear

how it works with others.

We have samples of this new case in our ortice,

and it is very evident to us that honey can be
shipped in them much more safely than in the
ordinary wooden cases, although these latter,

with corrugated bottoms in the single tier, and
corrugated bottoms in the double tier, and a sheet
between the upper and lower sections, will re-

duce the breakage to a considerable extent. We
shall see, because we have a whole season before
us.

—

Ed.]

IN MEMORIAM OF E. L. PRATT.

His Life, and Contribution to Bee-keep-
ing.

BY W. K. MORRISON.

The subject of this sketch was born at Middle-
boto, Mass., March 14, 1864, so that he was just

forty-five years of age when he died. His father

was a versatile editor and journalist in the old
Bay State, and his son inheiited some of his tal-

ent; for up to the day of his death he published a

weekly local paper at Swarthmore, Pa., where he
resided for the past sixteen years.

Mr. Pratt's father took some interest in natural

history, and gave his boys considerable instruc-

J. H. HOOKER AND E. L. PRAl T TALKING BEES.

[They were sitting in a shady nook in the Pratt queen-rearing yard, where the camera caught them. Mr. Hooker, who has since

died, was a prominent English writer, an intimate friend of such men as Thomas William Cowan and Frank Cheshire, and himself

an authority on bees. It was he who told me, after many interviews with Mr. Pratt, that he (Pratt) knew bee nature as few men
did, and that he regarded him as possibly the most expert queen-breeder in the world.

Mr. Hooker, at the time, was residing in Philadelphia with a relative. He used to take the trolley every now and then for

Swarthmore, and call on Mr. Pratt. The scene here shown was a very familiar one. It is a pity that we can not reproduce some of

those " conversations," for they related to some interesting things about bees and queens.—E. R. Root.
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lion therein, so that, when he came under the

personal instruction of Mr. Henry Alley, the

veteran bee-master, he at once became a loyal

disciple and an enthusiast in all that pertained to

bee culture.

To show his high appreciation of his teacher,

when he recently advanced the theory that a por-

tion of the abdomen of the bee secretes a fluid

which emits an odor to attract other bees to the

entrance of the hive and to aid them in finding
their home and in swarming time, he termed this

organ " Beverly," in honor of Mr. Alley's home
town.

Mr. Pratt soon learned all the details of the

Alley system of queen-rearing, and, naturally

enough, tried to improve on it, though his teach-

er would not always admit the inventive genius
of his pupil. In this instance the schoolmaster
wa? rather jealous of the ability of his scholar,

though in after years he was glad to admit the

brilliancy of his disciple.

He did not rest content with following blindly

the system of his teacher, but early evinced a ten-

dency to improve on it. This he continued dur-
ing the whole of his career as a bee-keoper, and
hardly a season passed without his discovery of

some new idea or plan for the improvement of his

system of queen breeding.

Some of his plans were held by many to be
impractical and visionary, but he could make
them work readily enough. In fact, Mr. Pratt

was such a past master in the art of rearing queens
that what was easy for him was difficult for others

to do. His critics did not sufficiently allow for

this. He was no amateur.
The eastern coast of Massachusetts is not the

very best place in the world for a queen-breeder,
and some sixteen years ago he moved his apiary

to Swarthmore, Pa., a suburb of Philadelphia,

where he continued to the end. Here he devel-

oped and rounded out his system of queen culture.

One of his signal achievements was the inven-

tion of "baby nuclei," for which he was much
criticised. His idea was to render the work of

queen fertilization much cheaper by using a tea-

cupful of bees instead of a two-frame nucleus
He undoubtedly succeeded. This was due to his

consummate knowledge of bee life and habits.

He seldom allowed for the fact that other breed-
ers with a limited experience were not so advanc-
ed in bee knowledge, and consequently they dub-
bed his " baby nuclei " a failure, whereas these

succeeded admirably in his own yard.

On nearly all of Mr. Alley's inventions he
made improvements or alterations calculated to

advance the art of queen-breeding. For example,
take the portable swarm-box, a sort of up-to-date

twentieth-century invention. Here is his descrip-

tion of it:

Build a neat light hive-body to bold just live frames; cover the
bottom of your box with wire netting nailed on firmly with cleats

all round. Now provide a lid of thin staflf that will just fit the

top of the swarm-box; cleat it well and provide means for fasten-

ing this cover. Bore an inch hole at one end of the box, low
down, for an entrance, and provide a cork or a button of section
stuff for the purpose of speed in opening and closing the entrance.

This box may then be used on the same plan as outlined above,
and you will have something that can be conveniently carried on
street or steam cars—just like a suit-case.

Shake your bees in the morning, and at evening run in the
nueen. After dark throw a strap or cord around the box; board a
car with it and set it out one mile iway. Draw the cork from
the Aigbl-hole and catch the next car home.
When yoa take out another boxful, bring home the one form-

ed a few days before, and so on. In this manner two boxes will
keep you going with all the increase you can take care of.

The foregoing is an excellent sample of Mr.
Pratt's style and his methods—short, quick, and
concise. Of course, he supposed his readeis
-would be well informed on the subject of bees;
but in many cases this was far from being so.

To him every thing he described was easy. He
believed in short cuts. He could not very well
help this, for he was born not very far from Cape
Cod, where the genuine Yankees originate. His
head was a seething mass of new ideas that were
continually finding concrete expression in some
sort of invention.

His wooden cell-cups are Yankee enough, but
he went beyond that and made the queen lay in

them—in spite of herself. Queens lay in queen-
cells only when the colony is possessed of the
swarming fever, and when the welfare of the bees
is at the highest pitch. But he went further, and
by a stroke of New England economical genius
used the same cells over and over again. A Cal-
ifornian who despises copper cents can't under-
stand this sort of economy. But it requires gen-
ius to do it.

Here he showed his schooling under Mr. Al-
ley, for the latter never practiced " grafting," for
two reasons; first, the cost and bother of making
wax cups; and, second, the undoubted fact that
the little larva never suffers for a moment for
want of pap if natural ceils are used, whereas they
do when "grafting" is done. No matter what
critics may say, it was certainly a great achieve-
ment when Mr. Pratt invented his plan for mak-
ing queens lay in cell-cups, and these easily re-

movable, one at a time. It marked another mile
in the progress of queen-breeding. Coming gen-
erations will appreciate it more than we do. There
are great possibilities in it.

To acquaint the bee-keeping world with his

work, Mr. Pratt, under the 7iom de plume of
"Swarthmore," issued a number of short mono-
graphs on various subjects connected with queen-
rearing. The principal ones are " Baby Nuclei,"
"Increase," "Cell Getting." and "Forcing the
Breeding Queen to Lay in Cell Cups." Gradu-
ally his work became known in foreign lands,
and these works were translated into various
European languages, more particularly French,
German, Scandinavian, Dutch, Italian, and Rus-
sian.

If imitation is flattery, then he was well flatter-

ed by our foreign brethren of the craft, and there
arose in consequence a new interest in Europe in

all that pertained to bee-breeding.
The climax came when the bee-keepers' Cen-

tralverein of Austria invited him to go to Vienna
(with all expenses paid), to be their guest of hon-
or at a great meeting held in connection with the
diamond jubilee of the Emperor Francis Joseph.
Mr. Pratt went in response to this invitation,

where he was feted and dined by the enthusiastic

bee-keepers of Austria. He was introduced by
Mr. Alois Alfonsus, the editor of the leading bee
journal of Austria, and author of a handsome
work on bees and bee-keeping. He entertained
them with practical demonstrations of his work,
and showed them his beautiful golden-all-over
Italian bees, with which they were delighted.

On February 14th the Centralverein of Auslria
unanimously elected him an honorary member

—
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the only American so honored. That crowned
his career—at its close.

He left a mourning widow and daughter who
have the sympathy of Gleanings readers. His

death was unexpected, as he was in the prime of

life. He was caught with a sudden chill on the

street, and was carried to the hospital, where the

doctors said he had a complication of pleurisy

and the grip. This developed into pneumonia,
and he expired in less than a week from the time

he was taken ill.

His demise is a loss to American bee-keeping.

USEFUL HINTS IN BEE MANAGE-
MENT.

BY E. L. PRATT.

[shortly before Mr. Pratt's death he had prepared some short

notes on management. He had furnished two or three install-

ments, and had expected to furnish more. We present the first

at this time. The " hint" on how to cure a case of spring

dwindling will be very timely just now. It looks as if it might
work —Ed.]

To stop spring dwindling, and to save a colo-

ny in its last stages, proceed as follows: Capture
the queen and introduce her, as explained in my
book called "Increase," to a fair shake of fresh

bees taken from one or more strong and healthy

colonies. If the weather is yet quite cool, re-

move the swarm-box to the house, where it is

comfortable. The queen may be safely run into

the box after an hour or two of confinement.

After two or three days' more confinement, ei-

ther put the little swarm into the old hive, if

clean, or set the box on the old stand and shake

any remaining bees into the box. If one comb
of mainly sealed brood is given to such colonies

it will help them wonderfully in strength and
vigor just at the time they most need the assist-

ance. With a divis'on-board, crowd them down
to the number of combs they can fairly well

cover.

If a colony is found in weak condition after

the winter's siege is really over, it is a very sim-

ple matter to change stands with some overpopu-

lous stock near by, and thus bring the weak colo-

ny at once up to working strength. At this sea-

son of the year strange bees are admitted to a

weak colony, and there is very little danger of

the queen being balled by the aliens.

Good rules to follow at all times are these:

Don't place your bees in positions that would be
intolerable to yourself. Too much disturbance

to one's colonies is ruinous to their future pros-

pects. If a colony is doing well, let it alone.

Bees are almost human in many things. They
have the same tendency to pilfer, just as apt to
" do " a neighbor, eager for stores, etc.

Shape your daily work in the apiary so that,

when you quit for the season, your bees will be
ready for winter.

A new swarm is totally inoffensive for several

days after hiving. To smoke such a colony dur-

ing wax secretion is cruel. To manipulate ex-

tensively a new swarm is the height of foUy.

At one of our apiaries the bees work on what
is called the " yellow flower," which grows in

profusion some five miles away. This flower

yields heavily, and after a few days the bees

establish a bee-line. This line is laid in a cer-

tain direction each year every day during the

flow, and people living on the line of flight fre-

quently call my attention to the roar the bees
make over their houses in going and coming to

this field. The bees fly quite high during pleas-

ant days; but if the day turns hazy they lower
their line so that one can distinctly observe them
in their mad flight. On such days there is a

strong scent left in the trail, much akin to the

scent from the flower they are at work upon.
This scent, I believe, acts as a guide to the very
young bees, which pile out like mad, and seem
to work as vigorously as the old field bees as soon
as the bee-line has become established from api-

ary to field This would indicate that a colony
will at times send out its entire flying force to

help gather in the sweets which have been previ-

ously located by the older workers. I have notic-

ed that, if the day turns a little cool, or if clouds
threaten, the young bees cease flying, while the

old field bees carry on the work.
In early spring, while cool winds yet prevail,

the bees of an apiary will frequently establish a

line of flight to the fields along the sheltered sides

of fences, hedges, woods, and side hills. At such
time they naturally fly low. Their trips are

shorter and more frequent than in warmer weath-
er. It is interesting to discover the line of flight

of an apiary and watch the bees maneuver. It is

a key to what is doing in the entire yard.

HOW TO TREAT A COLONY OF LOAFERS.
How to treat profitably a hanging-out loafing

colony has always puzzled bee-keepers. A sulky

colony is of no real value so long as the bees con-
tinue to sulk. They frequently wind up the sea-

son with empty combs, and are, therefore, an ex-

pense rather than a profit to the yard. I will

briefly outline a treatment for loafing colonies,

which I have practiced with profit for a number
of years: First make sure that your colony is re-

ally sulking—that is, healthy yet not at work,
while all the others are piling in and out with

honey and pollen. When assured on this point,

set a hive containing empty combs down close

beside the hangers-out in such a way that the

bees will cluster and hang over on the new hive

directly over and into the entrance. After a few
days, thus cage a young and vigorous laying

queen, with attendants, and place this cage down
between the combs of the new hive at a point

where the bees from the loafing colony have taken

loafing quarters. If warm, the cage may be
shoved into the entrance. After a day or two,

give the loafers access to the candy plug in the

cage, and in due time they will release the con-

fined queen. Watch the colony from the out-

side; and when you see that the bees have started

off to field to a noticeable extent, make examina-
tion of the new colony and note condition. If

brood or even eggs are found in a small patch in

any of the new combs, all will be well; if found
short of honey, give a comb containing sealed

honey or feed and close. Let the bees work on
for a few days, then gradually move the old

colony away so as to force more bees to enter the

new hive.

If you desire increase of colonies, change the

queen in the old hive at your leisure. If you do
not desire increase, dispose of the old queen; and
after a day or two of queenlessness set the old

hive on top of the new one, omitting a zinc hon-
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ey-board, in order that the young queen may en-

ter the chamber and destroy the queen-cells which

may have been started. Replace the honey-board

later,, and confine the queen to the lower cham-
ber as usual; then, as trte brood hatches from the

super, honey will take its place. It may be well

for me to say that this plan may be used to secure

gradual increase without manipulation. I need

not point out the saving in labor over some of the

plans of increase advocated. It is slow, to be

sure, but quite satisfactory in results.

Swarthmore, Pa.

SEALED COVERS PREFERRED.

Faulty Packing the Cause of Ice Under
Mr. Coggshall's Sealed Covers.

BY G. C. GREINER.

Mr. Coggshall's description of the quantities

of ice he found in his hives was at first a great

surprise to me; but since 1 have looked the mat-

ter over a little closer it all seems very plain.

I do not wish to dispute Mr. C.'s statement in

any way. I simply wish to give my experience

in that line, and tell what I have seen and what I

have not seen

For about ten years I have wintered my bees

on their summer stands. They are packed in

what might be called tenement winter cases, or

sheds, holding five colonies each, with three

inches of chaff on the sides, and six inches above
their sealed covers. The cases are all made of

matched lumber, and in workmanlike style. Al-
though made in sections and hooked together

they are practically air-tight. The roof slants

back at one-quarter pitch, and is covered with

roofing-paper well painted with tar paint, making
it positively water-proof.

Hives protected in 'his way are, in my opinion,

not only water-proof from without but they are

also frost and ice proof within—at least I have
never seen the first sign of either. To be sure,

I very seldom disturb the sealed covers of any of

my bees for the purpose of investigating the ice

question; but during the winter I frequently raise

the roof, which can be done without the least

jarring, and run my hand through the chaff un-

til I reach the covers; and these I find invariably,

in spite of all the zero or below zero weather we
have in this locality, quite warm This could
not be so if any ice had formed on the under side

of them.
In my mind the solution of Mr. C's ice trou-

ble is simply this: His hives were not properly

protected against the rigor of our winters. I have

DO fear of moisture undersealed covers with prop-

er protection above them. Any excess of mois-

ture inside of a hive that is sufficiently protected

to prevent the formation of frost or ice, will grad-

ually decrease by entrance ventilation It will,

to a certain degree, equalize itself with the dryer

outside atmosphere, the same as temperature. If

it is warmer outside, the inside temperature will

rise; and if colder, the inside will get colder also.

This change may be very gradual, but it will

certainly take place, and this is one reason, if not

the only reason, why these long-continued winters

with low temperature prove generally so disastrous

to our bees. There is no let-up to this equaliz-

ing process until our poor bees are frozen out,

starved out, or drowned out. No mattter what
we call it, all three go hand in hand.

Mr. Coggshall cites back nearly thirty yeats

He tells how his bees with sealed covers died

while those with absorbents next to them lived.

Not knowing the exact circumstances we can not
give a reliable explanation, but we can form some
idea. There might have been other factors, not

noticed by Mr. C., that caused that difference.

We must remember that bee-keeping was at that

time in its infancy. We had not had quite as

much experience then as we have now, and, con-

sequently, could not give our bees the up-to-date

care we do now.
Could it not be possible that, if Mr. C. at that

time had given his bees from four to six inches

of chaff or dry sawdust above their sealed covers,

to prevent the formation of frost and ice, his bees

might have li.ed the same as those he did protect

in the way he stated.?

I do not claim that blankets with absorbents

next to the bees are not good for wintering them
On the contrary, under certain conditions it may
be preferable. 1 have a number of single perma-

nent chaff hives, and some of a different outside

pattern. All of these I winter with absorbents

next to the bees, and they generally winter all

right But take it one year with another, I think

my sealed-cover colonies do fully as well; and,

besides, it saves me a little time and labor in

packing, handling blankets, mats, etc., when
preparing my bees for win'er.

The fact that moisture rises to the top, and is

absorbed by the packing which Mr. C. claims

as an advantage, I consider a bad feature Wet
packing will form into cakes of ice during severe-

ly cold weather, and bees are more liable to suf-

fer from ice above them than they are under well-

protected sealed covers.

La Salle, N. Y.

[Mr. Greiner echoes our experience exactly.

—

Ed ]

A GOOD PROSPECT FOR A FOUL-
BROOD LAW IN IOWA.

Next National Convention at Sioux City,
Iowa.

!V EDWARD G. BROWM.

On p. 115, Feb. 15, I notice an item by T. L.

Shawler in regard to a foul-br>^od law for Iowa.

There has been need of such a law in this Sta'e

for some time; and last January, at the annual

convention of the Western Honey producers'

Association, there were two bills drafted — one

for South Dakota, which I understand has been

passed, and one for Iowa, which is at present be-

fore the Iowa legislature.

N. E. France was with us at Sioux City, and

had an active part in the drafting of these laws,

so we feel that they ought to be in good form,

and ought to cover the ground in good shape.

The Iowa bill is at present under the care of the

Hon. Mr. Stoddard (a bee-keeper). State Repre-

sentative from Mills Co. ; and the thing most need-

ed now is the active support of the bee-keepers of

Iowa. We would gladly welcome any support

that Gleanings might be able to give us.
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We have received word from Mr. France that

the National convention is to be held at Sioux

City next fall (a fact due to the support of our

association and the efforts of Mr. France); and I

believe we can guarantee a strong local atten-

dance.

Sergeant's Bluff, Iowa.

MOVING BEES SHORT DISTANCES
IN WARM WEATHER.

The Plan Works Well so Long as No
Honey is Coming in.

BY THE NEW-MEXICO CHAP.

On page 91, Feb. 1, the editor describes " the

only practical way to move bees 100 yards." If

the colonies have to be moved duiing a honey-
flow I think the advice is right; but if they have
found no honey for two weeks I think they could
be moved directly to the new stand. Our bees

fly freely every day in the year except, perhaps,

three or four days in a month during the coldest

weather, and I have just moved some 25 colonies

a distance of 25 or 30 yards without any trouble.

A year ago last fall my partner and I moved 300
colonies a distance of three or four hundred yards
without any appreciable loss. Later that same
fall, but after cold weather had set in, I moved
200 colonies about 300 yards without loss. I

know of one other party who moved her bees 100
yards a year or two ago, and there was no trou-

ble. In moving the 25 colonies a few days ago
I noted carefully, and sa^v that a few of them
went back and flew around the old stand for an
hour or two; but I think most of them had some-
what located the new stand, for they seemed to

go back to it; others seemed to beg their way
successfully into other hives near wheie their old

hive had been, and a dozen or two I saw that had
tried to enter other hives near the old stand and
had been killed.

I would suggest that Mr. Cheatham move
one or two stands to the new location late some
evening, lean a board up in front of the entrance,

and the next day carefully watch the result. If

there is no honey-flow on I think it will work.
If there is a honey-flow on, I know it will not
work, for a neighbor of mine tried to compel
me to move some 200 stands off his land last

summer during the honey season, and after try-

ing in vain to convince him it would not do, we
tried it by moving about 25 stands one night over
on to the next neighbor's land, some 20 yards
away. The first neighbor happened around those

parts about noon the next day, where I was hav-
ing a rather " hot time," and he decided that it

would be better for us both for the bees to stay

where they were until the end of the season. The
confusion resulted in one great whorl of bees
over the old stands, and many clusters here and
there on the bushes. These clusters of bees re-

sembled natural swarms except that some of them
were large enough for two or three swarms; and
if any one else ever gets into a similar confusion
I would advise him to be well veiled before at-

tempting to hive one of these clusters. I never
wear gloves, and often take a dozen stings in a

minute without much complaint; but if I had
had a pair of gloves that day 1 would have been

thankful. I never saw bees fight so. This hap-
pened at one of our outyards, and I had few ex-

tra hives there, and could not have used them if

I had had plenty. I hurried to a neighboring
farmhouse and got all the gunny sacks I could
and went back. As fast as the bees settled I

sacked the clusters and tied the sacks and laid

them in the shade. A few minutes later I saw
by a few escaping bees that the bees were getting

too hot in some of the larger sacks. I then threw
a little water on the sacks, and after the bees had
quit settling I loaded the sacked bees in the spa-

cious buggy which I always drive from yard to

yard in, and after wetting the sacks again I made
for our nearest yard, a mile and a half away,
where there were many new nuclei; and when 1

got there I opened the mouth of the sacks and
let the bees crawl into the nuclei, which 'hey

seemed very willing to do, and where they s* em-
ed to do no damage but a lot of good.

Mesilla Park, N. M., Feb. 13.

BUCKWHEAT ONE OF THE MOST
PROFITABLE OF FARM CROPS.

How to Grow it; how^ to Turn it into
Money.

iY H. B. HARRINGTON.

[Our neighbor, Mr. H. B. Hariinglon, has had a large expeii

ence in the growing of buckwheat, both from the standpoint of

honey production and as a profitable farm crop. He has secured

some very Hoe standi of it near one of our outyards. The plants

grew so thrifty, and the bees worked so well on it, that we a=keJ

him to prepare an article on how to grow it. It should be re-

membered that neighbor H. is an old experienced bee-keeper as

well as farmer.—Eu.]

Having been requested to give in Gleanings
our experience in raising and handling buckwheat
we will give the actual tests, ranging over a peii-

od of more than forty years.

Buckwheat is the best, and, in fact, the only

artificial honey-pasture that a bee-keeper can sup-

ply himself with at a profit, from the middle ot

July, when basswood and clover are past, up
to the middle of September, when the fall

bloom of wild flowers commences. There are

no arbitrary rules that can belaid down as t)

its culture, because buckwheat, probably more
than any other grain, will adapt iiself to seasons

and conditions. Very hot weather will some-
times blight it if you sow too early, and early

frosts destroy if you sow too late in the season;

so you see you have a seed time from the 20th of

June to Aui'ust 1; and we once harvested over

40 bushels of very fine buckwheat per acre from
a crop drilled on the 4th of August; but we used

over 300 pounds of first-class blood-and-bone
phosphate per acre.

It is a strong point in favor of buckwheat th t

it is a quick grower, and can succeed . another

crop. That crop was on the ground but 51 days
from the time it was sown until the day it was
thrashed; and the next day we drilled the same
field to wheat without even the use of a dray and
but very little extra fertilizer. The buckwheat
left the land so mellow that it was the finest kind
of summer fallow. We always raise our largest

crops of wheat when we sow after buckwheat.
It is easy to see where the profit comes in from

two crops where you have only to plow and fit
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TRUN/K
ON UNDER SIDE

or Hive CI £ATS

the land once.

If the buck ' heat

comes otf too
late for wheat,
sow the field to

rye.

In this sec-

tion rye Is the

surest crop that

can be raised.

Never sow rye

before the mid-
dle of October;
and if you get

ihe crop in by the first or even the 10th of No-
vember you run no great risk. Rye ground fine

is the cheapest feed that we ever fatted hogs with.

Small potatoes cooked and mixed in were used.

It is still better to let the rye meal soak in water
at least two days before feeding.

Now to bee-keepers who want the crop for

honey. Plant the crop at three different times to

prolong the honey-flow, and you will be sure .o

hit the lucky time for a good field of grain.

Buckwheat, on an average, will occupy the land

about sixty days. It will commence to yield

honey in fifteen or twenty days from the time it

is planted, and take about ten days to mature
after the honey-flow ceases

Sow the first crop on the 20th of June; the sec-

cond crop on the 4th of July, and the third on
the 18ih of July. We pick the 18th because the

best crop we ever raised was sown on that day.

Now, what is the grain worth.? The best

home-grown feed for dairy cows that we ever

tried, and we have fed lots of this, is one-third

buckwheat, one-third corn, and one-third oats.

Rye is a good substitute for the corn in this mix-
ture. Thirty-two bushels of buckwheat is equal
in value to fifty bushels of oats, and it is just as

good feed for a horse as it is for a cow.
Buckwheat is the greatest weed exterminator

that a farmer can use. Plow in June and till

well, and two crops will exterminate and clear

any field of Canada thistles.

Now one word to potato-raisers. Plow under
your best crop of clover about the first of July.
Sow the land to buckwheat and to rye in the fall.

The following June turn under the rye and y u
have the best conditions for potatoes that we ever

tried.

Buckwheat will thrive on any kind of land,

and pays well for the good phosphate that may
be used. Don't be afraid to use a roller on the

newly plowed land. Make a fine se- d-bed. On

fORMEft LOCATIOIS
or M/\/e.

heavy clay soil sow three or four days before a
rain if you can. If a heavy rain crusts the soil

before the plaint conies up, it is apt t) weaken it.

Medina, Ohio.

IMPROVEMENTS ON THE BOARD-
. MAN WHEEL-CART.

A Simple and Serviceable Hive-lifter.

BV H. R. BOARDMAN.

I have added a very simple arrangement to my
wheel-cart that I use for moving hives, rraking it

a practical hive-lifter. The illustrations show
the idea. A weight is placed between the han-
dles of the cart in such a way that it may he
easily removed to and from the axle. The ob-
ject of this weight is to counterbalance the weight
of the hi\e. When lifting a hive I slide the ends

uncovereo for inspection

boardman's hive-lifting wheel-cart
Mr. Boardman recently improved this by adding a sliding weight to counterbalance the hive-

liiler. By marking the framework, the weight of a colony can be quite accurately determined
by noting the position of the weight-box when a good balance is secured.

of the framework under the hive cleats in the

usual way and then move the weight back far

enough so that it will hold the hive suspended.
In this way the upper stories can be removed and
held to one side while the frames in the lower
story are examined; or the lower story may be
removed entirely, if necessary, or replaced by
another one.

For a weight I use an ordinary hive-body in

which I put whatever heavy material I desire.

The illustration shows the trunk-rollers on the

under side of the cleats, so that the weight may
be slid back and forth

without much exertion.

With this arrangement
I can weigh hives as well

as move them. With my
regular scales I weighed
different hives and marked
the position of the weight
on the framework when a

good balance was secured.

In this way I can get the

weights of different hives

accurately enough for gen-

eral purposes.

Collins, Ohio.

[The ground on which
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Mr. Boardman's apiary is located is as level as a

floor; but even on a rougher spot a cart of this

kind could be used very nicely, providing the

hive-rows were far enough apart.

To a certain extent it can be used as a hi\e or

super lifter. We are not sure but that it is about
as good as any thing we have shown.

—

Ed.]

250 to 375 lbs. of wax to the thousand combs.
In a day we can usually render from 800 to 1000
combs, the number depending, of course, upon
the condition of the combs, etc. When I buy

WHOLESALE WAX-RENDERING.

Steam Used for Melting the Combs and
for Heating the Press During Pressing.

BY EDWARD G. BROWN.

The wax-rendering apparatus which I use is

somewhat beyond the reach of many bee-keepers;

but it gets the wax, and I think a little nearer all

of it, than most of the various outfits in use. I

will give the figures of the wax rendered^ and lat-

er describe the apparatus.

The best results which we have secured were
from a lot of combs, many of which were 25

years old. There were 400 of these combs in the

lot, and we obtained 164 lbs. of wax, or a little

over 4 lbs. to every 10 combs. There were two
working at the job, and the total time for render-

ing, including firing up the boiler, etc., was a lit-

tle less than five hours. We have made a few
full-day runs on combs varying in age from one
to twenty-five years, and the results average about

sr£-A

BROWN S WAX-RENDERl.NG APPARATUS.

old combs 1 usaally figu'C on aboi t 2^2 lbs. of

wax to the hive of ten combs, Langstroth si7e.

In the last two years we have rendered some
8000 or 9000 combs on account of foul brood,
and I believe that this is the only way to eradi-

cate the disease completely from a yard when it

once gets a start. There is just one other wav;
and that is, to build a bonfire and burn up all

the supplies, etc., in connection with the yard.

Incidentally the latter plan is

somewhat expensive, for it leaves

the apiaiist at the foot of the

ladder, ready for a new start.

The figures given above may
seem a little large to some; but
the apparatus is of fair size, and
requires two to work it at full

speed, and a pait of the time
there were three of us. Our
work shop is an old cheese fac-

tory which I aho use for stor-

age room; and the heat for the

wax-rendering is furnished by a

big boiler from which I also get

the power for running my buzz-

saws, as I make all my own
hivts and hea- ier supplies.

1 he engraving shows the va-

rious parts of the tank, which is

2 ft. wide, 7 ft long, 16 inches

deep. It is divided into two
paits, as shown, both parts b^'-

ing 1 ned with talvanized iron,

a'ld fit:ed with a cover of the

same matetial. Each part is

about half filled with water; and
steam for boiling the water is

introduced by means of a ^-
inch pipe, on the under sides of

which holes are drilled so that,

when the steam is turned on, the

contents of the tank are kept in

motion. Each division of the

tank has a separate pipe con-
trolled by a valve so that heat

can be applied when wanted, and
as hard as desired. The press
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as shown in the second engraving is made from
an old cheese-press. The construction is sufH-

ciently clear, hence no detailed description is

necessary. A pipe is arranged under the press in

such a way that steam may be forced between

the cleats of the bottom of the press, thus keep-

ing the slumgum hot.

Two pieces of heavy burlap are used for hold-

ing the slumgum, the outer one being about 30

> 30 inches, and the inner one about 20X20
These aie laid over a form 10 inches square and
4 inches deep, which will hold about two gallons

ot the melted combs. After the comb is dipped

in the sides, the cloths are folded together, then

tne lorm is removed, the upper block placed in

position, and the pressure applied. Unless these

sacks are of extra good quality they do not last

longer than eight or nine times, and even the best

ones usually burst after fifteen or twenty pr«ss-

ings. A short-handled pitchfork, a wire strain-

er, and a number of 50 pound honey-cans with

the top cut out, to be used as molds, complete
the apparatus.

When rendering, the tanks are filled about
half full of water brought to a boil by the steam.

The largercompartment is then filled with combs
still in the frames. About 50 frames of combs
can be put in at once. The cover is then shut

down and the steam turned on. From three to

five minutes is required to do the work, and v\hen

the contents are boiling thoroughly the cover is

raised and the steam partly turned off, so that the

frames may be swished about in the water and
finally picked out with the pitchfork. The steam

is then shut off, and the slumgum skimmed by
means of the strainer into the small division of

the tank, when a new batch of frames containing

combs may be put into the first or larger com-
partment.

While one man works at melting up the combs
and tending the fire under the boiler, the other is

kept busy working the press. The room is so

hot and full of steam that the operators can wear

but few clothes, and even then it is rather hot

work.
The slumgum which is kept boiling is dipped

from the small compartment of the tank into the

burlap in the press, and the wax is run directly

into square cans or molds. The frames as they

come from the tank are washed cleaner than they

(ould be scraped with a knife, and from experi-

ments which I have made they are entirely free

from any disease. We have not been able to

make it pay to rerender the refuse from the press;

but with what wax and propolis are left in the

cheeses they make good fuel and furnish nearly

enough fire to keep up steam. The cheeses are

dumped directly into the boiler-room, and are

burned as fast as pressed.

During the year 1907 we rendered about 1500

lbs. of wax, and in 1908 neaily 1100 lbs., so we
think we have had (juite an opportunity for test-

ing the apparatus thoroughly.
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa.

[When wax is rendered on a large scale it pays

to have every thing arranged conveniently so that

there will be no time lost. Many a good plan

fails because of too hasty an arrangement of de-

tails. F"our pounds of wax for every ten combs
is a good record, but we understand that this was

a little above the average. It would undoubted-
ly be a loss of nme to lun the refuse through the

press a second time, but still it would be interest-

ing to know the amount of wax left after the first

pressing. We have believed that, for wholesale
woik, the hot-water press was the more economi-
cal one to use, since in the same length of time
it gets a somewhat greater percentage of wax
from the refuse.

A large amount of wax is wasted every year

because the combs are pressed before they are

boiled long enough. It was F. A. Salisbury who
first called our attention to the fact that the combs
must be not only melted but thoroughly heated.

Heating the water that contains the comb, by
means of steam introduced at the bottom, is very

satisfactory, for the steam also keeps the contents

of the tank constantly in motion.

—

Ed.]

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR
BEGINNERS.

How to Handle Bees Without Being Stung;
the Use of Smokers; Transferring.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

[The subjoined instructions on how to avoid stings, the use and
misuse of smoke, are about the best we have seen for a long
time. While they are particularly valuable to the beginner, they
should be read by many veterans in the business. It is surprising,

the careless (not to say the needless) way some bee-keepers have
of stirring their bees up to fury. When in that condition one can
not begin to do as much actual work, to say nothing of the dis-

comfort and the loss of bees. Such carelessness is likely to cause
damage-suits, restrictive ordinances (if in town), and no end of

bad feeling among neighbors.

—

Ed.]

The beginner is likely to use too much smoke
or else not enough, for the different dispositions

of colonies are often confusing, and the amount of

smoke needed to subdue one colony will often

drive a more sensitive lot of bees out of the hive.

More smoke is necessary during a honey-dearth
than during a bountiful flow; but this additional

amount of smoke must be given in smaller though
more frequent doses. After removing the cover
from the hive, and smoking the bees so that most
of them run down between the combs, the first

frame may stick in the hive so that it is finally

lifted out with a snap or jerk, causing some of

the bees to fly at the hands as if they would sting.

In this case a more experienced bee-keeper would
have noticed that the bees were ready to sting be-

fore any of them had taken wing, and he would
havegi\en them just a little smoke. The smoke
should never be blown clear down into the hive,

causing the whole colony to stampede, for it is

then much more inconvenient to do the necessary

work. There should be just enough smoke to

drive down those bees that are on the tops of the

frames; then at any time when a bee is seen about
ready to take wing, as if to sting, a very little

smoke is needed again. In time one learns to use

the smoker just before there are any bees in the

air.

The careless handling of bees causes many
stings. There is rarely aseason but that we have
some inexperienced help in our yards; and the

first advice that we give a beginner is that, if

there should bean accident, such as the dropping
of a frame of bees, or if in any way the bees get

the best of the situation, he should retreat until
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they are quieted down. Then with a smoker
well going he is to go to the hive and subdue
them. In such cases, where there has been an
accident, and bees killed or combs broken, the

work becomes more complicated, for many of

the bees are likely to take wing when smoked,
and be in a stinging mood while in the air. Un-
der these circumstances we alternate between
smoking the bees in the air and those in the hive

until most of the flying ones have settled down;
then the work proceeds where it left off. It is a

little humiliating to run from a colony of bees
that one is handling; but beginners often have
trouble, so that I am obliged to tell them to go
into the honey-house until the colony becomes
quiet.

One of the most serious accidents that ever oc-
curred in our yards was when honey was being
removed. Our new helper, not having had much
experience, did not make sure that the frames in

the lower story were cut loose from those in the

super, so when he attempted to lift off this super
two of the lower frames were lifted up with it.

Not knowing what was the trouble, the super
was lowered on the hive and a second attempt
made to lift it off without giving any more smoke.
By this time many beei had been killed, and
the e is nothing that will so enrage bees as this.

We noticed the predicament and ordered a re-

treat, otherwise there would have been a case of
hard stinging. An experienced bee-keeper, after

lowering the super back on the hive, would have
smoked the bees well and then have made sure
that the two sets of frames were entirely separate
before a second attempt was made.
A bee- keeper who does not know how to use

smoke, or who does not take the precaution to

work carefully, will always have cross bees. I

have been in yards where the bees were so cross
that it was almost impossible to stay there a min-
ute without having protection for the head and
hands. In other yards of bees of the same strain,

and under the same circumstances, one could
work all day with no protection whatever, and
still receive no stings. The difference is all in

the intelligent use of smoke and in the careful
handling of the bees.

HOW TO TRANSFER.
In a former article I told of buying four colo-

nies of bees in Metcalfe hives. Ordinary Jumbo
frames would be similar to those in these Met-
calfe hives if they stood on end. In other words,
the top-bars were shorter than the end-bars. The
combs were fairly straight in the frames so that
they were much easier to transfer than if they
had been built in box hives, or criss-cross, as
they sometimes are in frame hives if no starters
are provided at the top of the frames for guides.
When ready to transfer a table should be secur-
ed, preferably in a honey-house away from rob-
ber bees. A bottom-board should be in readi-
ness also to lay the combs on that are to be trans-
ferred to new frames. Blow a little smoke into
the entrance of the hive to be transferred, and re-
move the cover, giving a little smoke also over
the tops of the frames. As the work progresses,
there is apt to be more or less jarring of the hive,
and more smoke will be needed, so the smoker
should be kept in good condition and in a con-
venient place where it can be had at a moment's
notice.

As it is a frame hive that is being transferred,

pry the frames apart so that the first comb may
be easily removed, and then shake most of the

bees from it in front of the hive, brushing off,

with a Coggshall bee-brush, the few that remain.
In the case of box hives it is usually necessary
to pry off one side of the hive and then cut out
the combs to be transferred. Since the combs
are not usually attached to the bottom of a box
hive it is well to turn it upside down and remove
the bottom-board. Then with a long knife cut
the combs loose from one side of the hive and re-

move that side. When the combs are buih in

cornetwise I remove two sides of the box so that

they can be taken out easily.

When the combs are free from bees, place them,
one at a time, on the board in the honey-house
and lay the new frame on top of it in order to get

the exact size. A thin case-knife is the best tool

for trimming the combs. They should be cut
just a little larger than the inside of the frames so

that they can be crowded in. The frame con-
taining the comb may then be turned on edge by
tilting up the board (frame and all) to keep the

comb from falling out until the frame is vertical.

Then wrap comb and f'ame with fine wire; and
when the bees have the comb well fastened in the

frame, some time afterv^ard, this wire may be cut
along the top-bar and pulled out without remov-
ing any of the frames.

As soon as one new frame is filled with old comb
it is placed in the new hive, which should now
stand where the old one did, the old hi\e being
moved a rod or so to one side. From this time
on, all of the bees should be brushed into the

new hi\e; and when all the combs are transferred,

the bees that are left in the old hive can be dump-
ed before the entrance of the new one. One will

usually get from four to six worker combs from
an old hive, and the rest of the space in the new
hive should be filled with frames containing full

sheets of foundation. It would not do to use
frames with starters only, for the bees would
build drone comb, as will be explained in a fur-

ther article.

The above plan was the orthodox method of

transferiing at the time I began bee-keeping.

Since then we have used other and better methods.
Later on I will describe our up-to-date plan for

transferring as it is done during the honey season.

Remus, Mich.

[If every reader of Gleanings could make a

visit to one of Mr. To>^nsend's yards he would
more clearly see the wisdom of the advice given

abo' e Though nearly all the bees are hybrids,

they seem more like gentle Italians—simply be-

cause of the care used in handling them. Mr.
Townsend moves slowly, but he accomplishes a

great deal. W( en a man is bending o\er a hive,
" haste makes waste. "

—

Ed.]

SECOND-HAND CANS VS. NEW; USE NEW CANS
ONLY.

Our experience is, never use second-hand cans,

excepting in cases when they are sent to a local

market, and a person knows the cans. Cans left

over from one season to another, having had hon-
ey in, 19 times out of 20 will rust. Use nothing
but nenu cans is what we advise.

El Toro, Cal. Aliso Apiary.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

HONEY LARGELY FROM ASTER SHOULD NOT BE

USED FOR WINTER SToRES.

Some years ago I lived in a place where the

principal honey-tlow was from goldenrod and as-

ter. We usually had a little honey from fruit-

bloom, and a little later from an unknown
source; and about once in ten years we had a

flow from white clover. No one knew why the

white clover did not yield every year, for the

ground was often white with it.

By extracting at the beginning of the aster

flow, and again at ils close, about Sept. 10, I was
able to get the pure aster honey. It is very

white, and has a mild Hivor It granulates solid

with a fine grain. Goldenrod honey granulates

with a very coarse grain; and, if pure, there is

much of it that does not solidify, but remains
liquid. Aster honey in any considerable quan-
tity is not fit to winter bees on, but I find that

goldenrod is fairly good. The only' way for me
to do was to set aside enough sealed goldeniod
honey for winter stores and extract the rest,

sometimes feeding sugar if there was not enough
for a winter supply.

I averaged 35 or 40 pounds of this goldenrod
and aster honey per colony. This was not a

very large yield; but considering the short days
and the cool nights it shows that these flowers

contained a good deal of nectar. I believe that

many others could get fall honey if they worked
for it.

Aster comb honey should be sold as soon as

possible, so that it may be used before it granu-
lates. It should not be sent to distant cities, for

it would then be held in stock by dealers.

Plainfield, N. J. B. C. Whitney.

RINSING 60-L8. CANS; ALLEN IATHAM's ADVICE
INDORSED.

In Gleanings for March 1, p. 129, I read an
article by Mr. Allen Latham, which I enjoyed
because he has very ably and properly brought
me to task on the question of cleanliness, and I

now wish to say what I would have said in my
former article had I been sure that all honey-
producers would be as careful as Mr. Latham in

the preparation of the vessels that were to con-
tain their honey— wash them out; but I was of
the opinion then, and am now, that many of the

apiarists would not follow the method indicated
by him. I now think this will be sufficient to

pacify our friend; but yet I do not depart from
what I formerly said, that " where the water can
not be thoroughly dried out of the can it should
not be introduced." But I wish that all who
have honey that they wish to put in tin cans
would follow Mr. Latham's directions.

Chicago, 111., March 6. R. A. Burnett.

A NOVEL METHOD OF USING ELECTRIC LIGHTS
TO COAX BEES.

About New Year's day a friend told us of a
bee-tree which he discovered in the fall. It was
an old hemlock on the side of a mountain. About

Jan. 10 he called at our place and said that, in

passing along the road at the foot of the moun-
tain, he missed the old tree. We climbed about
a quarter of a mile over shingle rock and boul-
ders to the foot of the cliff wall, and there was
the old hemlock. It had broken off from the

weight of snow and the wind, and fallen about
fifty feet and lodged against some stunted trees.

We sawed it off above and below the bees, put
the section in a big bag, and took it home. We
certainly could not do any thing outdoors, as the

temperature was close to zero; so after working
our heads a while we tried the following plan:

Our friend who owned the bees has a big stove
in his garage, and the room is lighted by eler-

tricity. We left the bees in the bag, still in their

native stump, till dark. We built a rousing fire,

and when the room was warm we placed a hive
on the floor, rigged two electiic lights on long
wires so as to be portab'e; put one inside of the

empty super on the hive, and placed the other
light close to the mouth of the hive outside.

Then with an ax we split up the stump and shook
the bees all out on the floor. The building was
hot and dark except for the one light at the hive

entrance, and in ten minutes we had a peck of

bees gathered around that light. We then turn-

ed that one out, and the bees could see a faint

light where the one inside of the super shone
down between the frames, and in ten minutes
more every bee was inside on the combs, in which
there was plenty for them to eat. They are now
in a dark cellar doing nicely, with some brood in

the hive. Bristol & Parkin.
Meriden, Ct.

PLENTY OF CLOVER WHERE THERE WAS SUP-

POSED TO BE none.

Our prospect for white clover seems good
here. In places the ground seems to be carpeted

with the vines that recent rains have brought to

life. I was at neighbor Mitchell's two days ago,

and asked him if he had any in his yard. He
thought not. Between two bricks was a mass
grown up and tramped down, and it looked like

dead grass. On closer inspection we found it to

be white-clover vines, and they were putting out
tiny leaves all over. He had stepped on them on
the bricks hundreds of times without hurting

them. P. E. Cromer.
Springfield, Ohio.

PLACING THE WEAK COLONY UNDER THE STRONG
ONE INSTEAD OF OVER IT.

A bee-keeper in England, p. 63, Jan. 15, says

that he has found the method of strengthening
weak colonies by placing them over strong ones
answers very well. But has he tried my plan of

placing the strong colonies over the weak ones?

If not, it may be good policy to do so. He may
be surprised to find this by far the better plan.

I have practiced both plans for several years, so

I know from experience. There are several good
reasons for placing the weak colony under the

strong one, and I know of no objections. If any
one can point out any objections to my plan I

should be glad to hear from such. I regard my
method as being as far ahead of the other as my
plan of treating foul brood is ahead of the shak-
ing plan. I say this notwithstanding Dr. Phil-
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lips is of the belief that " the shaking treatment
is the only treatment worthy of consideration

"

in curing foul brood. See what he and friend

Taylor say on that topic on pages 72 and 74 of

the last report of the National Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation. M. M. Baldridge.

St. Charles, 111., Jan. 25.

A CONCRETE ALIGHTING-BOARD AND HIVE-FOUN-
DATION.

For some time I have been using an alighting-

board made of concrete, the shape and size of

which are shown in the engraving. In order to

make these boards I use a 16-foot plank, 12

inches wide, and arrange on this the framework
for a form. This framework is 1 inch wide at

the back, yi inch wide in front, and the cross-

pieces taper down from 1 inch at the bark to ^
inch in front. These cross-pieces should be 12

inches apart for an eight-frame hive, or 14 inches

apart for a ten-frame hive. The whole frame-
work should be made solid, so that it can be
raised up from the plank after the concrete has

set for a few hours.

inches instead of 2 inches, as given in Glean-
ings. The wire-cloth basket should not be as

high as the tin cans, for the upper edge ot the
basket would be in the way when pouring in a

pail of honey. The proper dimensions are as

follows: Height of wire-cloth basket, lYz inches;
space under the basket, "/i inch The dimen-
sions for the tin can are all right as given in the

March l?t issue; that is, height of can 9 inches,

and diameter 16 inches. S. T. Pettit.
Aylmer, Ont. , Can.

After the framework is removed, and when
the concrete is of the right consistency, I smooth
off the surface of the edges with a trowel. I let

the blocks remain on the plank until the next
morning, and then sprinkle them and leave them
in the shade for a day or two.

I use one part of cement and five or six parts

of sand. The blocks 2 inches square used under
the back of the hive are also made of the same
mixture. I find that this arrangement is very
cheap, and yet it keeps the weeds away from the

front of the hive and prevents all rotting of the

bottom-board due to the contact with the damp
soil. MiLo Smith.
Des Moines, Iowa.

MORE ABOUT HOUSE-APIARIES.

Those who have time, money, and interest to

study bees should certainly have a small house-
apiary, in addition to the regular apiary, consist-

ing of hives on separate stands after the fashion

now so common in America. As a whole,
house-apiaiies are not suitable for extensive pro-

ducers.

About sixteen years ago I erected a building
for holding 36 hives, placing three rows one
above the other. The room was warmed with a

stove which I could regulate almost to perfec-

tion; and, although it might
be freezing outdoors, the

inside temperature was like

that in a church. In the mid-
dle of the winter the plan was
satisfactory; but conditions
were not so good in early

spring. By means of the ar-

tificial heat I was able to get

a large number of young
bees very early; but more ot

them were lost from the hives

in the house-apiary than from
those out of doors where there

was no artificial heat. I have
had three houses made in dif-

ferent ways, but my colonies

on separate stands out of

doois always make more
honey than those in the

building. I believe that there

should never be three rows
of hives one above the other,

as two are enough. Further-

more, the hives should never be placed on
two or three sides of the building. They should

be on only one side—with us, the south. If

the building is large enough, one row of hives

is best. R. Strimpl.
Networitz, Bohemia.

A CHANGE IN THE DIMENS'ONS OF THE PETTIT
HONEY-STRAINER.

On further reflection I see no use in having an
outlet on my strainer longer than 1^ inches, for

any length over this is only in the way. The
diameter, however of the outlet shQuld be 2>^

TAKING BEES FROM THE CELLAR IN COLD RATH-
ER THAN IN WARM WEATHER.

It has been and is now the practice to take bees

from the cellar in nice warm weather, or to set

them out at night when the next day would prom-
ise a good fly. With me this is all changed. I

much prefer to choose a time when the thermom-
eter is below the freezing-point rather than above,

for they are so much more easily handled then

than in warm weather. The bottom-boards I

use for the cellar have a wiie screen one inch wide
and the length of the hive, and the bees are con-

fined both in setting in and taking out of the cel-

lar. I have practiced the above plan for two
years; and if I may be forgiven for taking them
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out in warm weather during the past 35 years I

don't believe I will ever be caught doing it again.

Try it and see how nicely they will ijuiet down,
and wait until the weather is propitious for a

good riy. F. H. C^RENius.
Oswego, N. Y. , March 3.

[We think it is the general practice to take

bees out of the cellar when the temperature is at

or near the freezing-point, rather than when it is

warm enough for the bees to Hy We find a

cool atmosphere much better.— Li).]

MUCH OK THE HONIV AND WAX COMING IN TO
NEW YORK IS IN ROUTE FOR EUROt^E.

Mr. Root:—In your March 1st issue, page 125,

there is an extract, presumably from Thomas'
H'eelly Re-'vif-iv, showing the arriva's of foreign

honey at New York fiom Dec. 17, 1908, to Jan.

21, 1909. The article gives the arrivals as fol-

lows:

2520 barrels, 236 casks, 290 tierces, or 3046
pkgs. in all.

The writer of the article assumes that the en-

tire quantity was entered for consumption in the

United States, which, however, is not so; and as

I have for yeais kept an accurate record of all ar-

livals of honey and beeswax at New York I am
in position to give you reliable information as to

the exact arrivals and their ultimate destination.

From Dec. 17 to Jan. 21, the exact arrivals at

New York were 2492 barrels and 212 tierces, or

2704 pkgs. in all. Of this, 2090 barrels and 212
tierces were in transit for hurope, so that only
402 barrels remained for consumption in the

United States; and of this quantity, <he greater

part was taken by one concern. 1 hese figures

are absolutely correct.

At least three-fourths, if not more, of the hon-
ey entered at New York is in transit for Europe,
and it would no doubt surprise your correspon-
dent to know how little of the foreign honey ac-

tually remains in this country.

As to beeswax, more than half the arrivals at

Ne"^ York are in transit for Europe.
New York, March 11. D. Stfengrafe.

AN INTERESTING TIME DURING TRANSFERRING.

I undertook to transfer a colony from a sugar-
bucket to a hive last July. It was very interest-

ing until I proi ured a veil and smoker; and even
then it was rather interesting, and it remained
interesting for several days; but I got them trans-

ft-rred. As the hive was rather close to our well

we had to borrow water for a week. I got used
to being stung, and didn't mind it at all after a

lime; but when a noisy bee gets in one's hair it's

quite annoying, especially to a rather high-strung
sort of fellow. Matt. W. Baldwin.

bioux City, Iowa.

WILL NEVER USE COLD KNIVES AGAIN.

For years my neighbor and I used cold knives
for uncapping honey. The past season we tried

the hot knives, and we wish to say that we like

them so well that we never want to use the cold
knives again. It is surprising to see how easily

a hot knife will g'ide over the combs, especially
when the honev is thick and well ripened.

I.a Ciescent, Minn. (i. A. I'.JiRBiSH.

A FORM FOR NAILING SECTION-HOLDERS.

For three years I have used a form for nailing

up my section-holders, and 1 would not be with-
out one now. The engraving shows the con-
struction that I prefer. 1 use the 1/^-inch plain

section; and, being handy with tools, and famil-

iar with wood-working machinery, I make my
oin supers and section-holders.

The block that I use for the forms is the same
length, width, and thickness as four 4ji(-inch

sections; that is, it is 17 inches long, \% wide,
and 1 '2 thick. The two cleats at each end of

this block are arranged in such a way, as shown
by the engraving, that the different pieces of the

section-holder are always held just right, so that,

when they are nailed together, the finished hold-

er must always be exactly the same size.

Rathbone, N. Y. Leroy Lloyd.

SecC/o/i J^/o/c/er:

[This form is essentially what we are using at

Medina. Something of this kind is almost a ne-

cessity to insure accuracy as well as speed in

nailing.—En.]

WOULD A CONCRETE HONEY-HOUSE BE TOO DAMP.'

I am planning to build a honey-house; and if

it is practicable I should like to make it of con-

crete. A concrete building would be more near-

ly fireproof than a wooden building. It would
be durable, and I don't think the cost would be
excessive.

On the other hand, I am afraid it will be too

damp if it is made with solid walls. Lumber is

becoming scarce, and concrete is coming into

general use for many kinds of buildings.

McNabb, 111. Edwin O. Gunn.

[Some of our factory buildings are made of

solid concrete, floors and all. The only fault

we find is that they are too dry. If the building

you propose building can be ventilated, or (bet-

ter still) have artificial heat occasionally, you will

have no trouble about dampness.

—

Ed.]

A COLONY THAT DE'^ERTED THE HIVE IN WIN-
TER.

On the 24th of January one of my colonies de-

serted the hive for good. The hive was in good
condition, and I should like to know why the

bees went away. There were both honey and
brood in the combs. R\y Popts.

Dor, Ark.

[Impending starvation is the most common
cause of driving a colony out of its hive in win-

ter. As you say the "hive was in good condi-

tion," we assume there were sufficient stores. In

that case field mice might have taken up their

abode there; and as the house wasn't big enough
for two families, one of them deserted.

—

Ed.]
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CHANGING FROM LANGSIROTH TO JUMBO HIVES.

Please ask the editor to let " Mexicano " know
the best way to change the brood-nest from ten-

frame Langstroth to the ten-frame Jumbo, in the

next issue of Gleanings. I have made a begin-

ing by hiving all swa'ms in Jumbos, but I have
40 L. brood-nests that I want to make into Jum-
bos. That is the only hive for the tropics.

Jas. Maunder.
Sanborn, Vera Cruz, Mexico, March 24.

[As to changing a ten-frame Langstroth over
to a Jumbo hive, you'd better not do it. Those
Langstroth bodies will prove to be very useful if

you propose adopting the Jumbo system. You
had best get new hives Jumbo depth as well as

frames, then use the old Langstroth bodies and
frames for surplus extracted honey, or for tiering

up generally. It would cost too much, and be
impracticable to make the change by adding a

lim to the bottom of the body, and then you
would have to throw away the Langstroth frames.

While Langstroth combs could be put into Jum-
bo frames, and the bees would fill out the space,

the operation would cost considerable time, and
be too much of a sacrifice of good material.

We worked one yard with Jumbo hives and
ten-frame Langstroth bodies. The two go to-

gether very nicely, because they both take the

same cover and bottom-board. The Langstroth
frame is far handier to uncap and extract than a

Jumbo. For your part of the country you will

find what you have of Langstroth dimensions
good property.

—

Ed ]

One of the blocks holding the spool of wire
is fastened solid with two nails; the other, with
one nail, thus making it movable for inserting

the spool. •

J. F. Ulmer.
Gallon, O., Feb. 4.

a caution about cellar ventilation.

Thousands of bees have been lost because of a
lack of ventilation in bee-cellars. When the

temperature stays at 45 degrees there is no need
of extra ventilation; but it becomes very necessa-

ry when it goes above 50 degrees. There should
never be a draft through the cellar, however.
I put coarse burlap over all the openings, which
lets in the fresh air but prevents a strong draft.

We have 272 colonies in our cellar, and we have
had no trouble this winter in spite of the variable

temperature. When the outside temperature
goes below zero the cold air rushes down into

the cellar so rapidly that it is necessary to close

the ventilators for a time until conditions change
again. Geo. B. Hovvt.

Black River, N. Y.

[We sometimes use an electric fan in forcing
air^direct from outdoors down between the hives

in our cellar. If the bees become uneasy this

enforced draft of fresh air seems to quiet them.
Of course, if the air outdoors is down to zero it

might be too much of a good thing. Perhaps
this is what our correspondent refers to as being
bad. Otherwise our experience would not coin-

cide with his.

—

Ed.]

a convenient form for wiring frames.

I am sending a diagram of a device I use in

threading wire into Hoffman frames. It entire-

ly overcomes the coiling and kinking of the wire.

The board is 35 inches in length, and 10 in width.

On this I place a Hoffman frame, as shown, a
casing-nail being driven through the end staples

to keep the frame in position while threading.

Next the three pulleys are located in the prop-
er position. No. 2 is where the spool of wire is

fastened. The blocks are constructed in such a

way that the wire can not uncoil over the end of

the spool and kink. The pulleys are just large

enough to draw the wire from one hole and feed
it right into the other.

Having every thing in place we are ready for

threading. Draw the wire in at 3, then around
the first pulley and into 4, and so on, ending at

5, then catching the wire at 3, lifting it from the

pulley last used; draw up the slack, and so on till

the slack is all out.

should the buyer of honey pay the pro-
ducer FOR THE CANS.? RINSING NOT ADVISED.

On page 1245, October 15, you print a letter

from D Everett Lyon, and use a full page in an-

swering it; but in my opinion you do not touch
the point brought out by Mr. Lyon; i.e , we pay
from 85 to 95 cts. per case for bright new cans

(and they are the only kind it pays to handle for

honey), and in selling we are forced not only to

get nothing for our cans, but
must accept a tare of 18 lbs.,

the actual weight of case and
cans. Then the wholesaler ad-
vertises our cases and cans for

sale, which he has never al-

lov\ed us a copper for, and has
received a tare of 18 lbs. so he

may not pay for the case and
the cans.

On page 1268 you ask as to

the practice of rinsing tietv

cans. They are generally used
as they are, for all soldering is

done on the outside, and it is

very difficult to dry them after rinsing. We
have used cans for 28 years, and do not follow
rinsing. H. S. Philbrook.

Oxnard, Cal , Oct. 25.

[The above communication was sent to Mr.
R. A. Burnett for answer. His reply follows.

—

Ed]

Mr. Lyon says, "We pay from 85 to 95 cts.

per case for new cans, and in selling we are forc-

ed not only to get nothing for our cans, but must
accept a tare of 18 lbs., the actual weight of case

and cans. Then the wholesaler advertises our
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cases and cans for sale, which he never allowed

us a copper for, and has received a tare of 1 8 lbs.

,

so he may not pay for the case and cans.

"

Yes, the weight of cases in cans is deducted

when the honey is sold. One reason for this is

that the cases vary in weight (as do the cans to

some degree). We have cases that look quite

similar, but they vary from 9 to 13 lbs. in weight,

resulting from being of a different kind of wood,
and different thickness, and because of center

boards and non-center boaids. The final pur-

chaser who empties the cases and cans finds that

there is a possibility of their getting something
for them; and while he as a rule does not want
them refilled with honey, he does not want
to lose the opportunity of getting what he can

out of them to help cheapen the cost of the hon-

ey. Now, were it not for the cupidity of the

honey-producer he would not be able to sell them,

as there is but little other use that the can suit-

able for honey can be put to.

Some people who would not like to have their

names mentioned make a practice of buying these

old cans and cases, and using them for honey,
and selling them at a profit to their fellow honey-
producers. R. A. Burnett.
Chicago, 111.

IMPERIAL VALLEY BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
AND ITS NEW WAREHOUSE FOR THE
STORACE OF HONEY AND SUPPLIES

The Imperial Valley bee-keepers held their

monthly meeting March 27. Directors' meeting
was held at 10 a. m. J. B. Whittaker, of El

Centro, was chosen for secretary and general

manager for this year.- Stockholders' meeting
was held at 2 p. m., same day. livery one ex-

pressed himself as being well pleased with the

new warehouse, which was just finished, all but
painting and the placing of scales. The ware-

house is owned by the association, and is all

paid for, and will be used exclusively for storing

honey and bee-supplies. There was not a ware-

house in the valley where we could store honey
last year. Had it been an off year for prices we
would have been badly handicapped. However,
this year we shall be in position so that we shall

not be obliged to sell at any old price.

Foul brood Inspector A B. Bland reported

four colonies affected with foul brood which he

treated a la McEvoy out of 1500 inspected. We
are determined not to allow it a foothold here.

All bees coming in will be inspected on arrival.

J. W. George.
Imperial, Cal., March 29.

TROUBLE WITH BEES STINGING STOCK.

I have kept bees for years. I have 70 colonies

in a yard that joins near a corner of a man's
field, but is not near any house or any one else's

land. Now, this man who owns the lot that cor-

ners on my bee-yard says that I must not put my
bees there this year. Now, can he stop me.?

Two or three of the bees stung his men when
they were nt work last summer. You must know
whether I have a right to put them there or not.

Troy, N. Y. Geo. H. Pollock.

[We would advise you, under the circum-
stances, to put your bees in some other location

—especially if you can do this conveniently. It

sometimes happens that, when a bee-yard is lo-

cated close to a pasture, stock will get near the

line fence or next to the bees, and right in their

flight. If this occurs when the bees are a little

cross, or when there is a heavy flight to the fields

for honey, the stock are likely to get stung. In

one case in particular of this character a bee-keep-

er was sued for heavy damages, and the jury

awarded a verdict against him in the sum of sev-

en or eight hundred dollars. While you have a

right to put your bees on your own property, yet

when that property of yours interferes with the

property of another, the aggrieved party may be-

gin an action for damages.
We take it that you could, just as well as not,

move your bees further away from the line fence.

If you could put them some three or four hun-
dred feet away, or, better still, if you could place

them behind a hedge fence or clump of bushes so

that the bees would have to rise in their flight

some twelve cr fifteen feet above ground when
leaving the immediate vicinity of the hive, and
thus be out of the direct range of any stock close

to the ground, you would avoid trouble to a great

extent.

As a general thing, bees can be located near a

line fence year in and year out without any diffi-

culty. Any neighbor kindly disposed will be
willing to put up with a little inconvenience at

certain seasons of the year, especially if he is

" sweetened up " with some nice honey every now
and then. We have one large yard located near

a line fence and right next to a meadow. A team
of horses pulling a mowing-machine was stung a

number of times; but our neighbor was a reason-

able and a kindly man, and we told him that,

whenever he had to do any mowing again in that

field, if he would let us know we would send our
own man and team down and assume our own
risk in the mowing.

—

Ed.]

to GET rid of pollen-clogged COMBS.

On page 38, Jan. 1, T. E. Diener, asks what
to do with combs packed with pollen. As my
bees for a while after the white-clover harvest stop

breeding almost entirely they soon have these

brood-combs packed with pollen. I take out

one or two combs, generally the two outside ones,

and then take two out of the center, and put them
on the outside and put in the center two frames

with full sheets of foundation. The bees soon

draw out this foundation into nice white comb,
and the queen takes possession of these at once.

While rearing the brood in these combs the bets

use up considerable of the pollen in the adjoining

combs, which gives more room for the queen to

lay. By the time the honey harvest in the fall

begins, the hive is again filled with young bees

ready for work, and combs full of brood. The
pollen-packed combs 1 give to nuclei with young
queens that are not occupying a full set of combs.
'Lhey use up the pollen in these combs.
Augusta, Mo. H. Stock.

STORM-DOORS DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD.

In regard to storm-doors over the entrances,

page 96, Feb. 15, I have tried these doois for six

years at intervals, and find they do more harm
than good, as a rule. Gienwood Beard.

Magnetic Springs, Ohio, Match 4.

[This has been our experience.

—

Ed.]
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy days may be long

upon the' land which the Lord thy God giveth thee.—Ex. 20:12.

It is particularly the mother of the home, rath-

er than the father, that 1 wish to talk about to-

day. I am strongly of the opinion that the moth-

ers of the world are more tasked and overworked
than any other inmate of the home. The moth-
er who bears the children has more love for them
than the father or any one else, and God calls on
her to toil and make sacrifice as he calls on no
one else. I have seen careless giddy girls who
let their mothers work early and late (almost ob-
livious of how much trouble and worry they

made her), and yet when they got married and had
children to train they turned about and did
much as their mother did. Some of these same
"giddy girls" may read this Home paper— at

least I hope they will—and, may be, " turn over a
new leaf " before they become mothers also, and
before that patient and toiling mother lies cold
in death.

The home is the mother's domain. All her

hopes and joys and all her pride are centered
there. It is the mother who wants her home to

look tidy. She is the one most interested in

having the house painted, the front fence fixed

up, the dooryard and lawn slicked up, the flower-

beds made to bloom and blossom, and all things

visible to passersby made to look respectable and
in keeping with the rest of the street and neigh-
borhood. "What is home without a moiher?"
Now, then, my friend, while it is "spring-

time" what are you doing to "honor" that

mother, as in the language of our text? As it

may help by way of suggestion, if nothing else,

I wish CO tell you what I have been doing around
our Florida home for the past few days. Mrs.
Root said, first, she must have a green lawn in

front of the house, no matter where it was, in

Ohio or in Florida, and we have the Bermuda
grass started very nicely all over the front yard.

There is never any mud here— at least nothing
like our Ohio mud. Our little auto never gets
" spattered," and dust doesn't cling to it as the
Ohio dust does; but you can almost keep it look-
ing "spick-span new" by wiping the varnished
work with your handkerchief. Now, after tell-

ing you this it seems a little funny to say that a
sort of black sand is blown by the wind into the
houses, over porches, and almost everywhere.
This black sand, when the wind blows hard, will

cover the surface of your milk and other food, al-

most in spite of you. Of course, it brushes off

easily when it is dry; but if you spill some water
on it you will have about t^^e worst-looking floors

and porches imaginable. Nothing but scrub-
bing will take it off. Our very heavy dews set-

tle all over the porches, and this dew does no
harm unless you walk over it when wet; but if you
forget and do so the black sand and dew make
the floor look as if you had walked in ink and
then across the porch. In the early morning, or
just after a rain, your shoes will need a very
thorough scraping and rubbing on the mat be-
fore you go inside or you will make untold work
and worry for that sensitive and patient "little

mother."

I can imagine right here that a hundred (may
be a thousand) " mothers " all over our land break
out with:

" O Mr. Root! It is not only Florida but almost
everywhere that you men folks could save us un-
told trouble if you only nvould practice what you
are now preaching."
Well, I for one am practicing what I preach.

By ti^e way, some time ago our Medina church
was given a very thorough overhauling. It was
painted all over, the floor varnished, new carpets

or rugs, etc. After it was all done I went to the

pastor and to the Sunday-school superintendent

and told them I wanted to talk to our people, es-

pecially the Sunday-school scholars, about being
sure they all had very clean feet before coming
into the new clean church and Sunday-school
rooms. To add emphasis to my proposed
talk I went and bought some doormats and foot-

sciapers to hold up before the audience. What
do you think.? Our good pastor and the Sunday-
school superintendent (my own son-in-law) both
said there was so much important business on hand
there wasn't any time for my talk. The moth-
ers of the church didn't know any thing about
it, or I think there would have been an "open-
ing " somewhere.
Look here, my friend; when I come around

your way if you want me to talk to your people

about doormats and footscrapers I will always be
ready. Perhaps some of you may have guessed
already where I got my enthusiasm. Yes, it is

true I was once a savage and a heathen; but God
in his loving kindness sent Mrs. Root— no, that

is wrong— he sent me to live with Mrs. Root.

For that one act I shall praise his holy name with
my latest breath. Listen!

The other evening I got home late with a

"flat tire." As I wanted the machine early next

morning I told "Sue" I must fix it; but as my
colored helper lived a long way off I feared I

should have trouble. I told her she was not

strong enough to pull up the heavy tire so I could
remove the inner tube; but she had faith, and we
two made an excellent repair. Her advice and
suggestions counted for more than her strength.*

Now, don't scold, any of you-, if I confess

right here in print that the touch of her fingers

thrilled me while we two pulled on that rubber
outer casing just as much as they did Tf/Zy j'f«;v

ago when I used to go over across the river to her

father's home when we first became acquainted
Where God rules, and the dear Savior's love fills

the heart, the joys of courtship go clear on to

seventy years, and I don't know yet how much
longer.

Well, as soon as that pretty and handy auto

house was built Mrs. Root said we wanted a ce-

ment walk to it from the house. There had to

be several curves; but with some planed stuff 1 X
3 inches I bent them so as to make a very pretty

two foot walk. As it cost $4.00 for eight iiour's

work for a mason, after seeing him work I built

some more walks myself with my colored help.

I just finished the last one yesterday, and I suc-

ceeded so well it makes me feel happy every time

*That " Best light " lamp I have mentioned elsewhere helped

us greatly in working after dark. It can be carried safely in

quite a strong wind when wanted out of doors. By the way,
Mrs. Root says she believes now she would rather have our little

light-running auto, for tur usr, than any one of the great big ex-

pensive affairs, and I rather agree with her.
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I look at it. These walks were all made in or-

der that the work of " keeping house" might be

lightened, and I have my reward in seeing Mrs.
Root well and happy, with no more care and
work than she cares for.*

Perhaps 1 should explain that, after the pine

strifs, 1X3, were staked on edge just two feet

apart we pounded broken stone between them
within about an inch of the top On this we put

concrete made of about one part cement to six

coarse sand to fill the spaces between the broken
stone, and, lastly, about an inch or less of one of

cement to two parts sand for the top. The top

is finished a little crowning so rain water will not

stand on it. Two sacks of cement (60 cts. per

sack) and a barrel of sand made a wa'k 30 feet

long. In the North, where there is freezing and
thawing, a deeper and more expensive foundation
is needed. Good roads, good walks, not only
on the streets but around the houses, hard-wood
and hard-finished floors, with movable rugs, are

(think God) now doing much toward giving the

mothers neat and tidy homes and lessening the

labor of keeping them so.

Now, my friend, can you not think of some
mother whose cares you can lighten and whose
face you can brighten by helping to make her

burdens easier' and, please don't forget that, ///

so doing, God's holy word declares " thy days
may be long in the land."

GAMBLING IN HOMES.

We are all aware, or at least ought to be, that

new short cuts and inventions are coming up
daily, to rob and defraud, as well as to do good
and benefit mankind; and what troubles me just

now is that so many of our good people are care-

less and indifferent in regard to the matter. They
ought to learn, however, by sad experience; and it

is the province of our home journals to protect

hard-working honest people by holding up a

warning. As an illustration, it is a splendid
thing to encourage young people, especially

young married people, in making a home of their

own, to put their money into a little lot, and,
later on, building a house. But even in so good
an undertaking as this the greedy schemers— I

would say grafters, only I do not like the word

—

have been getting in their work. Read the fol-

lowing, which I clip from the Woman's Home
Companion:

A party of teachers from a city college started one Saturday on
a botanizine trip. They found themselves aboard a ferry boat
with an excursion party and a band, all bound for a newly plot-

led suburb. Street cars decked with bunting awaited the party.

The professors forgot their interest in botany, and, actuated solely

by curiosity, they followed the crowd to the scene of real-estate

operations.

On the ground owned by the promotion company surveyors

were dashing around with interesting-looking blue prints in

their hands. Half a hundred Italian laborers were grading streets

and planting young trees. At the real-estate office, a pretty bun-
galow affair, smiling waiters dispensed light drinks and sand-

wiches. The band played, the crowd gathered around, and the

aactioneer got busy. Lots started of? right merrily at four hun-
dred dollars. When they dropped to one hundred dollars each
the professors became interested. They put their heads together
and decided that here was a chance to start a suburban colony for

their own kind. They would buy the lots and sell them at an
advance to associates who had missed this wonderful excursion.

It was pretty bard work for a man of almost seventy, and it

made me sweat more than I have for a long time; but, like
" Nell Beverly," I felt all the better after I got a little used to it.

In spite of the fact that these men were presumably posted on
current events, they did not know a fake real-estate auction when
they saw it.

From the above you will notice there was a
group of college professors — men who are em-
ployed to teach humanity, and, we might sup-

pose, warn them against the very things that the

whole crowd dropped into. I wish to call par-

ticular attention to the paragraph that says they

would " buy the lots and sell them at an ad-

vance," etc. Without knowing it, these teach-

ers, good honest men, have been duped into a

gambling scheme. They had got a litile of the

craze for getting something for nothing in the

way of speculation.

The Sunday School Times has recently been
giving us some excellent editorials in regard to

the difference between "investment" and specu-

lation. I wish everybody might read them.

Poultry
Department
Conducted by A. I. Root.

NOTHING to do BITT GATHER THE EGGS.

Any short cut in managing poultry, or even in

hatching chickens, that saves time and expense,

helps us toward that ideal poultry establishment
where the owner has " nothing to do but gather

the eggs." Since I have been turning my atten-

tion to the matter of selecting the fertile eggs
when starting an incubator, or selecting eggs
that will be mostly fertile, I have been scanning
the poultry journals for every thing I could find

on the subject.

Several poultry journals have seen fit to give

place to the following advertisement:

Poultry Sbcret—With my system you are able to detect in

a minute a fertilized or non-fertilized egg before putting in the

incubato'. After a little practice you recognize at a glance a

strong or weakly fertilized egg. A non-fertilized egg has so dis-

tinctive points that you can not make mistakes. Price $1.00,

with your written promise to reveal it to nobody else. A. Hofl-

bauer, Hornell, N. Y.

Just as soon as I saw it, oflfwent the dollar, but
I explained that I had several reasons for object-

ing to putting my name to any promise not to

reveal any thing I have gotten hold of that may
be of benefit to my neighbors. I told the adver-

tiser if he could not send the secret without the

promise not to reveal, he was to return the mon-
ey Of course I got the secret promptly, as 1 al-

ways have done.

As the secret is somewhat lengthy, and the

owner of it has used illustrations, I need nt t copy
it. He directs using a tester like that of Mrs.
White, and says you can see the germs in a new-
ly laid egg, which is true; for in testing Mrs.
White's secret I maiked a dozen eggs with a pen-

cil, all of which showed the germ very plainly.

Some of these eggs produced chickens, and a few
of them did not. The proportions were jcst

about the same as the number of fertile ones in

my whole 70. Therefore the presence of visible

germs proves nothing. But this Hoffbaner claims

he has made the discover*' that there is a peculiar

mark, something like an X, on the ou'side of the
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shell of every fertile egg, right over the germ.
Right here things seem a little mixed, for, ac-

cording to my understanding, this germ floats

around. He claims that the male sperm is intro-

duced into the egg just before the shell hardens,
that it leaves a mark where it gets through, and
with a little practice one can find this marie on
every fertile egg. As I have scanned carefully

quite a number of eggs, and found nothing of

the kind, I shall have to pronounce it a failure

unless he or somebody else explains things bet-

ter. He sent me quite a pretty little thermom-
eter. I did not order this, and he did not
advertise it; but it occurred to me that his con-
science might have troubled him for taking a
dollar and not making any return of any value
whatever.

Perhaps you may care to read the letter he
sends along with the secret:

Mr. Root:— I am in receipt of your favor of the 18lh with $1.00,
for which we extend our thanks. We enclose our booklet " To
Select Fertilized Eggs," and send with the same mail a brooder
thermometer prepaid. We have no doubt that you will be as

successful with our mefiod as are these big commercial poultry-

raisers. If you have trouble in finding so many dead chicks in

the shells, we might advise you not to handle the eggs your-
self. Get a boy or giil. Some people are so full of animal mag-
netism streamingi from their hands that they kill the embryo or

germ by touching the egg. This is our dearly paid-for experi-
ence. Wishing you success in raising a lot of youngsters this

season we beg to remain Yours respectfully,

Hornell, N. Y., March 23. A. Hoffbauer & Co.

"Animal magnetism streaming from their

hands !

" What do you think of that.? If this

man is given to superstition he may be honest,
after all, and imagines he can find some marlc
somewhere on the egg that indicates fertility. In
the same inclosure with the secret is a remedy
for white diarrhea. Perhaps I had better give it:

The only remedy is to wipe off all eggs, before putting in ma-
chine, with alcohol-whisky. This will kill the germ without
hurting the eggs. Used incubators and brooders should be clean-
ed with formalin.

"Alcohol-whisky! " I shall have to confess
I do not know of any such thing; and I hope our
poultry-keepers can give us some germicide that

will do the business without the use of alcohol or

whisky either. What is the matter of the for-

malin ?

Now, in regard to this whole matter of select-

ing the fertile eggs when putting them in an in-

cubator, 1 submitted what I have written in the

past few numbers to the Cyphers Incubator Co ,

Buffalo, N. Y. They have a bureau of informa-
tion, you know. Here is what they say:

1 have no knowledge of any method that has been discovered
to detect fertility or non-fertility of eggs the day they are laid or

at any time before partial incubation, and 1 have been in the
business many years as breeder, publisher, and manufacturer.
An article is being advertised by a Buffalo firm which, it is

stated, will detect fertility of eggs before incubation. I have
not tried it. It is bised upon the weight of the egg, I think. I

can hardly believe that fertility or non-fertility could be distin-

guished by weight or floating properties. It is a fact that, if a

single person possesses such a secret, his fortune would be made,
and the fact that nobody has become rich by divulging such a

method is proof enough to me that none exists.

Buffalo, N. Y. RoBT. H. Essex.

Since the above was put in type I have secured
the Magic eeg-tester. It is advertised in a num-
ber of poultry-journals. Permit me to make
some extracts from it:

A NEW DISCOVERY WHICH WJLL POSITIVELY DETERMINE
THE FERTILE EGG BEFORE INCUBATION.

" XX " means fertility. Every good egg registers at some point

on the scale of the " The Breeders' Magic Egg-tester," accord-

ing to its condition, and this wonderful little instrument tells in-

stantly whether an egg is fertile or not BEFORE incubation.
The scale reads likela thermometer, and so easy that any 10-year
old child can test eggs. The fertile eggs register at " XX," and
the tester never fails to tell whether fertility is strong, weak, or
absent. Magic Egg-tkster Works,

Department B. Buffalo, N. Y.

This wonderful instrument is a machine for
getting the specific gravity of an egg. It will

certainly be a good thing to tell a fresh egg; but
the company sends out five considerable booklets
to tell their customers that a fertile egg is «o/ nec-
essarily an impregnated one. They claim that

most eggs are fertilized (more or less) unless there
are altogether too many hens together for one
male. Well, by selecting out the eggs that have
the greatest specific gravity they claim you will

not only get chickens, but chickens with greater
vitality.

Once more, let me say this is something that

our experiment stations should take up and test.

I have urged long that our stations should decide
which is a fraud and which is an honest invention,
and it seems strange we do not get a report from
some one of them. I am not sure they have a

poultry-yard at our Ohio station. When I fill

my incubator again I shall most assuredly give
their claim a careful test. The price of the ma-
chine is $2.00. See Essex's letter.

Now, out of a dozen eggs taken from a nest of

White Leghorns, two were found so low on the

scale that I would not use them for the incubator
or hens; and one more that registered almost up
to the unfertile egg makes three out of twelve
that the machine throws out.

NAVIGATING THE AIR— THE WRIGHT BROTHERS
UP TO DATF.

So little has been going on during the winter
I have not thought best to keep a record; but
just now I give you a glimpse of what is coming
soon by the following clippings from that excel-

lent magazine. Aeronautics, for March:

FRANCE.
The Wrights stillhold the eyes of the world. Despite all that

is being done in Europe, it has to be admitted that it is Wilbur
Wright alone who is showing the real conquest of the air. Oth-

ers are flying, but with a difference. Wright has shown that he

can do almost as he pleases in the air. The month, however,

has been principally spent, since the first flight at Pan with the

new made-in-France Wright engine, on Feb. 3, in teaching his

pupils, the Conte de Lambert and Paul Tissandier, and in receiv-

ing distinguished visitors. Except on a few days, when snow
was falling and the cold was intense, Wilbur has flown every

day two or three times. It has been noticed that he flies with

ever increasing enjoyment. His obvious relish of his half-hour

trips through the air has excited the greatest French enthusiasm.

ALFONSO LONGS TO FLY.

The next visitor was of still greater distinction. This was
Alfonso XIII., the young king of Spain, who turned up at nine

o'clock in the morning on Saturday, Feb. 20, and became wildly

enthusiastic. He took off his coat and got into the machine, and

afterward was so excitedly delighted that he insisted on remain-

ing in his shirtsleeves. He was received by Hart O. Berg and

the mayor of Pau, and. after shaking hands very heartily with

the two Wrights and Miss Wright, asked every conceivable

question, and made Orville tell him all about the accident at

Fort Myer. Wilbur made a brilliant display for half an hour,

doing every possible maneuver. After his return, and mote

questions had been answered, the king asked whether Wilbur
would mind making another flight for him, taking one of his stu-

dents with him. Count de Lambert was chosen, and, after a

twelve-minute flight, the machine was brought back almost to

the king's feet. The young monarch admitted that it was the

temptation of his life to make a flight, and he could hardly tear

himself away.
MISS WRIGHT'S first PLIGHT.

Another interesting feature of the month was that Miss Wright
made her first flight. This event took place on the 15th, and she

Continued on advertising page 2g
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

THE INSIDE PAGES OF GLEANINGS COMING LOOSE.

We have had a few complaints to the ei?ect that

the inside illustrated pages tear out from the wire

stitching. Possibly our readers have not noticed

that the form containing the half-tone cuts is

printed on a different kind of paper, known as

enameled book. It is made with the special view
of bringing out all the detail in the half-tone en-

gravings. While it gives beautiful effects because
its surface is enameled with a special coating, this

very fact makes the body that supports it weak.
We believe our readers would prefer to have an
insert sheet tear out occasionally, and secure finer

effects from the engravings, rather than have a

poorer quality of printing on a cheaper grade of

paper that would not pull loose from the stitches.

We are working to remedy the trouble, and hope
we may be able to do so later on.

THE LACK OF NATURAL POLLEN AND THE NEED
OF AN ARTIFICIAL SUBSTITUTE SOME SPRINGS.

The following letter, written by H. G. Quirin,

the queen-man, at Bellevue, O. , will explain itself:

Mr. E. R. Root:—We notice your experience with the bees on
account of their eagerness for pollen, on p. 221. This is the first

spring since we kept bees when any of our yards really suffered

for pollen, and our experience extends over more than 20 years.

As soon as the weather warmed up we visited all our yards, and
found that three of them were getting sufficient pollen for their

immediate needs, as these three are favorably located as to shel-

ter and forage; but our home yard, and another one just a mile
north, had scarcely a visible cell of pollen. We examined
twelve colonies at the yard a mile from home, and not a single

cell did we find in that number, yet there was lots of unsealed
brood. We noticed the bees were removing the honey from the

bottom parts of the combs and storing it wherever they found

room. We take it for granted that they were after the few cells

of pollen which they found there.

We find colonies which were shaken the previous season are

leanest in pollen. At our home yard the bees took possession of

some old machinery, and went to digging of? the hardened oil

from the bearings. They also tried to clean out a spring wagon
which had coal dust in the bottom. They worked on the dust for

three or four days.

For the past eight or ten years we have paid no attention to the

supplying of artificial pollen, as it occurred to us that the bees al-

ways store sufficient in the fall, and are able to get natural pol-

len in the spring in time, and in sufficient quantities, for all their

needs; but it does seem that in a spring like this, where the fall

was dry and the spring flowers late, there will be some yards

which require an artificial substitute for the natural pollen, or the

bees will sulTer, in a measure, as we have noticed that the lack

of pollen prevents the expanding of the brood-nest.

All our bees wintered well.

There is only about one year in eight or ten

when the bees seem to suffer for the want of an
artificial substitute for pollen, and the present

year is one of them It may be wise to have a

little rye meal scattered out every spring just be-

fore natural pollen comes into bloom to provide
against a possible dearth from natural sources.

But the trouble is, this artificial stuff is a very

poor substitute; and if too much is fed, the bees
will be quite inclined to get too much of it

packed in the cells, which they can not remove.
We have seen combs so full of it that the only
thing to be done was to soak them in water for

two or three days, them throw out the pollen

with an extractor. In feeding this meal or other

substitute one must be careful not to give the

bees too much—certainly none after natural pol-

len comes in.

CREDIT TO WHOM CREDIT IS DUE.

Our attention is drawn to a booklet published

by the Frisbee Honey Co., of Denver, Colo.,

using the matter from our honey-leaflet by Dr.

Miller. We gave them permission to use this,

providing they gave proper credit. This they

have hardly done—at least, no credit to The A.
I. Root Co.
On the 18th page occurs a reproduction of a

photograph which we took at our Medina apiary,

showing Dr. E. F. Bigelow and his big class of

schoolteachers, each holding a frame of live bees.

They had come to Medina from the Wooster
summer school, in this State, 150 strong, to study
apiculture with Dr. Bigelow. This picture shows
a remarkable exhibit of a lot of men and women
who had Jicver before seen the inside of a bee-hi^e,

handling bees in an apiary where there were 400
colonies. In the background were the tall ever-

greens that surround the Root apiary, and at one
corner the edge of one of the Root factory build-

ings. We had not the slightest objection to the

use of this picture, but imagine our surprise to

find under it this title: "Group of students of

bee culture at the apiaries of the Frisbee Honey
Co." We immediately wrote, asking for an ex-

planation. The Frisbees replied, saying that

they were sorry, but it was an "error," and it

would be corrected in the next edition. Very re-

markable accident, this, that such a combination
of letters and words should get under this cut

purporting that the photo was taken "at the api-

aries of the Frisbee Honey Co." instead of at Me-
dina!

By the way, one of our correspondents wants

to know where the " Frisbee apiaries " are, in

Colorado or elsewhere; he says he has not been

able to see or hear of them. We have no doubt
that the Frisbees can enlighten him unless this

also is an " error " or—a joke.

That the Frisbees do an extensive bottling busi-

ness in Denver, and that they help bee-keepers to

dispose of a large amount of honey of good grade

and quality, is not denied; but they should see to

it that these " errors " or jokes do not occur in

the next edition of their booklet. And while

they are about it we would appreciate it if they

will leave out an old letter of ours, from which
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the date is omitted, written some years ago, and
referring to a different set of conditions. While
we do not question the purity of their honey, to

use an old letter, as if it were something recent,

is hardly fair to the writer—at least without his

consent.

OUR ALSIKE BOOKLET.

Despite the fact that alsike clover has been
grown in this country for many years, it is prac-

tically impossible to get any thing in books re-

lating to its culture; yet it is well known that in

our cities the highest-priced hay is a combina-
tion of alsike and timothy. It is surpassed by
no plant as a yielder of fine honey, except, pos-

sibly, white clover, which it much resembles.

In view of this we have just published a book-
let which consists of excerpts from the farm jour-

nals relating to the culture of alsike for hay or

for seed. These are all written by able and suc-

cessful men, so that the subject-matter is abso-

lutely reliable. To our subscribers the booklet
is free for the asking.

HOW TO SHIP CARLOADS OF BEES SO THAT THEY
WILL ARRIVE IN GOOD CONDITION.

The following telegram was duly received:

Am shipping car of bees to Idaho. Would you use refrigera-

tor.' If so, would you use ice? Answer fully at my expense.
Longmont, Colo. M. A. Gill.

We wired back as follows:

Common box car- Important for man to accompany. Pile

ives so he can spray each wire screen with water when bees get

hot.

This telegram was followed upby a letter which
we give here also:

Should, for any reason, the shipment be delayed, we should

like to explain that it is very important to spray the tops of the

wire screens when bees get to clustering on the wire cloth too

closely, and that the hives should be piled far enough apart to

provide a free circulation of air. There should be an aisle clear

through the car, so that a man can get at each individual hive. If

any one particular colony gets too warm, and clusters too closely

on the wire cloth, it can be sprayed. If the car is to pass through

a hot country there ought to be wire cloth at top and bottom; but

wire cloth for the top only will be sufficient for the journey you
are to take. When the car goes over the mountains there will

be no danger of the bees getting too warm; but the constant jar-

ring may stir them up and get some individual colonies excited.

Those should be cooled off with water. A little hand force pump,
with several square cans containing water, ought to be taken
along. A common watering-pot may answer in place of a force

pump.
We sent two carloads of bees to Cuba some years ago, and did

not lose a colony, and scarcely any bees; but had we not used

the water spray we would have lost over half the bees. It is

wonderful how the water will give the bees relief.

A refrigerator car is not necessary, and we would not advise

taking along ice, since it may be too cool in the car. Water
will answer better. E. R. R.

As Others may be expecting to move a carload

of bees, the suggestions here given may prove
helpful. If any one of our subscribers who has

had considerable experience in shipping bees has

any thing to offer on the subject, we should be
pleased to hear from him.

PURE LEAD AND OIL AS A PAINT FOR HIVES.

Elsewhere in this issue Mr. E. D. Townsend
emphasizes the importance of using pure lead and
oil as a paint for hives. In more recent years

many of the mixed-paint companies have advo-
cated putting small percentages of zinc in with
the lead. But zinc makes too hard a coating,

and in our locality it cracks off, while a pure
lead and oil leaves the wood in fine condition

for another coat of hf^ s nie material if a part

lead and part zinc pain sje used, there is almost
sure to be flaking in a few years; and this paint

will come off in large or small patches, giving
the surface a very uneven smallpox-like effect.

Bee-keepers should be very careful of whom
they buy their paint. The national pure food
and drug law does not assess any penalty for sell-

ing an adulterated paint. Tlie average dealer

will tell you, of course, that what he has to sell

is the best paint there is in the market. Ask any
good painter, and he will tell you what brands
are reliable.

A bee-keepers' big CATCH.

Mr. M. H. Hunt, of Lansing, Mich. , has been
spending the winter in Florida. He told us once
that he had the ambition to catch a large alliga-

tor, and accordingly in April he and his brother
caught one big fellow 13 feet long with hook
and line. He writes that they had " an awful
fight to bag him," but now they have him in a

good big strong cage. There are a good many
alligators; but such large ones as this are very un-
usual, and therefore the Hunts are very proud
of their big catch. They do not propose to kill

him; and if they can not dispose of him to some
park or museum they will liberate him
At one time M. H. Hunt kept bees quite ex-

tensively, and later on he and Iriis son went into

the bee-keepers' supply business at Bell Branch,
near Detroit, Mich. The senior Hunt is well

known throughout all Michigan, and used to be
quite a prominent figurehead at the conventions,
both National and State.

In later years the mantle has fallen on his son
Elmer, who is the junior member of the firm of

M. H. Hunt & Son, of Lansing, Mich. During
winter, the senior member is "turned out to

grass" in Florida, like our own Mr. A. I. Root.
Long may they both live.

ARE there MANY APIARIES IN THE UNITED
STATES WHERE 700 COLONIES CAN BE KEPT

IN ONE SPOT.?

Mr. Isaac F, Tillinghast, on page 267, this

issue, has an excellent article on improving our
bee pasturage. But he makes one statement

which we fear may be misleading. In referring

to the remarkable locality at Delanson, N. Y.,

where the late E. W. Alexander kept some 700
colonies with an average yield of 100 lbs. per

colony, our correspondent makes the statement

that he does not believe that this surprising yield

was due to locality or to any special environ-

ments; that a careful study of the surroundings
shows nothing unusual or different from thou-

sands of other localities.

Some three or four years ago we spent some
two or three days at the home of Mr. Alexander,

during which time we were convinced that he

not only had a remarkable locality, but that he

was an extraordinarily good bee-keeper as well.

In other words, we do not believe that if he

were alive to-day he could run 700 colonies in

95 per cent of the localities of the United States,

either north or south. The vicinity around De-
lanson starts off with ordinary fruit-bloom; this

is followed by the whitp-honey flow from bass-

wood and clover; and next comes the main or
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heavy flow from buckwheat, the golden rods, and
asters. The furious way in which the Alexander
bees poured into the hives during the height of

bucicwheat bloom was something wonderful.
We never saw the like of it in any apiary in the

United States, and we believe we have traveled

more miles visiting bee-keepers than any other
man in the country. Outside of California,

Texas, and Cuba, we do not believe that there

is another State in the Union that can furnish

such conditions, and there are only a few spots

in New York State. In saying this we do not
mean in any way to lessen the glory that is due
to Mr. Alexander for his skill and success in pro-

ducing as high as 75,000 lbs. from a single yard
in one season. Such a big yield from so many
colonies all in one spot is very extraordinary;

and the average reader should not get the im-
pression that he can achieve the same results in

other localities providing he has the requisite

skill, and knowledge of the business.

THE SPRAYING SEASON; THE ATTITUDE OF UP-
TO-DATE FRUIT-GROWERS.

For most localities we have arrived at vshat is

known as the "spraying season." Every pro-

gressive fruit-grower and bee-keeper, at least,

knows that fruit-blossoms should not be sprayed
while they are in full bloom. The spraying
mixture should first be applied when the leaves

are unfolding; then after the trees come into

bloom there should be no more spraying until

about a week after the petals fall. To spray
during bloom means the destruction or injury to

the blossoms themselves, and a serious injuty to

the bee keeping industry, for there is no denying
the fact that many bees are destroyed every year
by a few ignorant f uit growers who do not un-
derstand the first principles of spraying, and,
what is more, they are too shiftless or too much
prejudiced to find out.

So far as we know, all the experiment stations

and all progressiue fruit-growers over the country
generally tell us not to spray while the trees are

in bloom. Carefully conducted experiments at

the various stations have shown that many of the

spraying-fluids destroy or injure the delicate parts

of the blossom. From the standpoint of his own
interest, even if he has no interest in bees, the

up-to-date fruit-grower will refrain from the prac-

tice. Yes, and he knows that the bees are his

best friends. Even if the blossoms would not be
injured, he would not for a moment think of do-
ing those same little friends an injury.

Some spraying-fluids are not poisonous. Take,
for example, the lime-sulphur washes, the kero-
sene, and other emulsions of crude oil; but even
these should not be sprayed when the trees are in

bloom. Hellebore, or any of the Bordeaux mix-
tures, especially if they contain Paris green or
any of the arsenites, will be poisonous, of course;
such fluids are too strong for the delicate pistils

and stamens of the flower.

Spraying is pract ced to kill the fungi and
injurious insects. The codling moth that is

responsible in the main for wormy apples lays
its egg in the bark of the trees. As soon as the
larva hatches, it seeks out the blossoms about the
time the petals fall and begins to burrow into
them. If they have a coating of poison it dies

before it can do any mischief. Otherwise it

makes its temporary home in the maturing fruit.

The average manufacturer of spraying-outfits
usually gives directions for making the spraying-
liquids; and so far as we know there is only one
who advocates spraying whfn the trees are in

bloom. We respectfully suggest that our sub-
scribers investigate the catalogs very carefully,
and be suie that they do not buy from parties

who give such advice. We do not usually ad-
vocate the boycot, but we do think in this case
that it is entirely proper to— buy of the other
man.

UNCAPPING - MACHINES USING OSCILLATING
KNIVES.

In our last issue we promised to give the orig-
inal cut and the description of the ISimmins' ma-
chine that appeared in the British Bee Journal for
April 8, 1886, and here it is:

SIMMINS' UNCAPPING-MACHINB.
The first principle of this machine consists in its having two

oscillating knives, which, driven by foot power, have a reverse
motion, while the comb is passed down between them by the op-
erator, and the cappings are removed from both sides at once, in

the quickest manner possible. These drop into the upper can,
which has a strainer at bottom, through which the honey drains
into the lower vessel, where it can be drawn oflf by a treacle

valve. An invaluable feature in connection with the knives is

that, at the recommendation of the manufacturer, Mr. Meadows,
of Syston, the edg^s are serrated, thus making them absolutely
perfect for this particular purpose. Between the knives, at either
end, are guides arranged to take the end rails of the frame, keep-
ing such in position while passed through by the operator.

The lower and upper cans are readily parted for the purpose of

cleaning; and all the parts can be renewed if necessary. The
knives shou'd be returned to the manufacturer for sharpening when
needed, though this will be seldom, as their peculiar construction

enables them to stand a large amount of work.
It is not intended that the machine may be of use for odd combs

from the stock chamber. I do without such unnecessary disturb-

ance, but where any number of colonies are run for extracted

honey, the upper combs should all be finished between dividers,

and then they may be rapidly passed through the uncapper before

going into the extractor; and even where the uncapping-knife

will still be used, the rapidity of manipulation will amply repay

any extra cost in furnishing upper stories with dividers.— S. SiM-

MINS, Rottingdran.

Whether this will antedate the Miller patent

for a similar machine we are not prepared to say.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

That picture of J. E. Crane standing on a

paper shipping-case looked just a bit faky. But
after I got one I found I could do the stunt my-
self without any cane. J. E. is O. K. [Yes, it

is a fact that these paper cases will sustain more
vertical pressure than the wooden ones. It is

largely because of the inside corrugated partitions

that are higher than the sections. It is the parti-

tions that support the weight, and not the sec-

tions.

—

Ed.]

That shaking up in early spring is getting

me all tangled up. When the brood-nest is clog-

ged with honey or pollen, shake to gee the bees

to move it out of the queen's way. Then when
there's all the brood the bees can cover (pretty

much always the case here), shake to get up ex-

tra heat to enlarge the brood-nest. Then when
the extra heat from that shaking cools off, shake
again lest the cooling chill the increased brood.

Now, in such a case how many shakings in 24
hours would be about the right thing?

Bees were taken from the cellar April 5; had a

fine flight; temperature 75. April 10 was bright
and still. At 9 a.m. a bee here and there was
flying, with thermometer at 32 in the shade! At
33° there was a very little flying at 18 out of 84
hives facing east, and at 3 out of 70 facing west.

At 36° (11 : 10 A.M.) there was a litde stir at 26,

east entrances, and at one west entrance (I count-
ed just as I walked along; if I had gone more
slowly the count would have been greater). At
39° (12:45) bees were out at 24 east entrances

and 13 west. At 40° (2 p. m. ) bees were out at 20
east entrances and 35 west.

"Cellared bees, at the time of taking out,

will usually not have as much brood in the hive

as the bees that have been in double-walled hives

outdoors all winter," p. 221. Isn't that putting
it pretty mildly? Cellared bees don't start brood
much before taking out. Outdoor bees will start

brood in February, sometimes in January, wheth-
er in double-walled hives or single. Some say
that the reason for the difference is that there is

greater heat in the brood-nest outdoors than in

cellar. The colder the weather, the greater the

heat must be in \.\iG center io keep the temperature
of the whole above the danger point. [We are

not sure that your explanation is correct. As to

the ratio of the amount of brood between cellar-

ed and outdoor bees, perhaps we did put it a lit-

tle mildly. Much, however, will depend on the

kind of cellar, its temperature during winter, and
whether or not the bees have been given an op-
portunity for flight during midwinter.

—

Ed.]

That Crane shipping-case of paper—doesn't
look so pretty as the old case. You can't make
as fine a show with such cases piled up as you
can with wood-and-glass cases. In making a big
pile, or loading a car, it is not quite so easily

handled, and won't pack quite so smoothly; will

take more time to fill sections into the little com-
partments. After a case is filled it will take long-
er to tie up than to tack on a wooden cover.

Those are the objections that seem possible. No
other objection occurs. On the other hand, we

have "a lighter, stronger, cheaper case." Then
the item of safety. That is a big item; for those
who have not been able to ship without much
breakage, an immense item. A single case or

any number of cases may be shipped without fas-

tening in a car, and without the heavy expense of

carriers. Some may pack a carload of the old
kind so as to travel in safety. Even then, it must
be handled in smaller lots when it comes into the

hands of t^ie jobber, and then the greater safety

of the paper comes into play. [You have present-

ed really only one argument that will have much
weight with the bee-keeping public; and that is,

that the new corrugated strawboard shipping-cases

do not look nearly as well as the wood-glass con-
tainers, and, of course, do not show off the honey
as well. The retailer can, if he prefers, have the

wooden cases for display purposes, and order all

his comb honey shipped in corrugated-paper

cases. Comb honey would have a much larger

sale if it were not for the annoyance and breakages
during shipment, and on express and dray wagons.
—Ed.]
Conflict between F. H. Cyrenius and the

editor, page 253. One says it is the general prac-

tice to take bees from the cellar " in nice warm
weather;" the other, " When the temperature is

at or near the freezing-point." In this locality

it must be warm enough for bees to fly—never

otherwise. I wouldn't say offhand that freezing

weather might not be better; but there are some
things to think about before deciding. Bees stir-

red up at 32° might fly out and a lot be killed.

If taken out when freezing weather they might
hold at that or cooler for ten days or more, and
that would do a big lot of harm. That chance
would always be. Might work all right for two
years, and work disastrously the next time. Id
like the comfort of taking bees out when they

will not fly, but would first like to know how
generally it has been successful with others.

[There is no conflict between the editor and F.

H. Cyrenius as to our belief regarding the best

practice; but there is a difference of opinion,

however, as to what is the practice of others.

The real conflict is between F. H. Cyrenius
and ourselves on one side and your practice on
the other. Something will depend on whether
there are some bees already in the yard when the

second batch is set out. The first lot are quite

likely to rob the others if they are put out when
all the bees can fly. All things considered, we
much prefer a cool atmosphere. Carrying bees

out of the cellar disturbs them more or less. If

it is too cool for them to fly, they will quiet

down; and then when they do come out after the

weather has warmed up, there will be less of con-

fusion. The late E. W. Alexander advocated

taking all the bees out toward night, when it is

a little cool. He found, by dearly bought expe-

rience, when he set the bees out in two or three

different lots that those first set out were almost

sure to rob those that came later. To set the

bees out on a warm day causes general confusion;

the strong are apt to draw from the weak. If

there happens to be a heavy wind it is liable to

force the great bulk of the flying bees toward the

leeward side—that is to say, the colonies on that

side would get a larger quota of bees. Mr. E.

D. Townsend has had some experience of this

sort.

—

Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

A SEVERE winter FOR BEES.

No winter for the past ten years has been so

hard on bees as the past one. One thing is as-

sured, however, and that is, plenty of water for

irrigation. As I look up at the snow-capped
range each morning I imagine that whiteness
transformed next August into snow-white cap-
pings on thousands and perhaps millions of sec-

tions of comb honey.

CANDIED HONEY IN THE HIVES.

It is now generally acknowledged that sweet-
clover honey candies much sooner than alfalfa.

A large proportion of the honey gathered last sea-

son was sweet-clover honey, and there is much
candied honey in the hives as well as on the mar-
ket. Many colonies have starved with this can-
died honey in the hive, the winter being so severe

that no water could be secured to work it over with.

HONEY IMPORTATIONS.

Are those figures correct as to importations of

honey, page 189, April 1.^ I have been watching
Thomas' Weekly Re'vie^v, which gives the receipts

of honey at New York harbor only. The reports

come each week, and the lowest figures I have
seen for one week were 281 bbls. , 60 tierces, and
9 crates. For the week ending March 22 there

were 468 bbls., 63 tierces, and 25 pipes. At the
least figuring that would be 180,000 lbs. for one
week and 250,000 for the other. At this rate

New York would receive from 8 to 12 million
lbs. a year as against Dr. Phillips' figures of 2)4
million for the receipts of all the custom ports of
the country. [The honey imported 3.\. New York
is mostly exported to Europe, mainly going to

Hamburg. In this case the duty is refunded.
See elsewhere what Mr. Steengrafe says.

—

Ed.]
•*-

EXTRACTED HONEY OR HONEY IN GLASS.

Many a customer, unless you take time to ex-

plain, has a hazy idea of what extracted honey is.

It is classed with extracts, mixtures, blends, etc.

A grocer told me he supposed extracted honey
was sugar syrup or glucose flavored with extract
of honey, whatever that meant to him. When
one can explain to the customer, it is all right;

but honey is handled by people who are not fa-

miliar with the methods of production, and they
are situated where we can not reach them all.

" Honey in glass " seems to be the best name for

bottled honey, and carries the idea without bring-
ing in that disreputable word " extract. " " Strain-

ed honey " is the term in most common use; and
while it is not technically correct unless applied
to " strained honey " only, it is better, so far as the
mental conception goes, than "extracted honey. "

FACING COMB HONEY.

A good many bee-keepers turn the sections in

the face of the case upside down from the way
they were built, to get a more pleasing and even
appearance. The turning over of the facers hides

the travel-stain and more uneven filling of the
bottom of the sections to a greater extent than if

right side up. The reason for this is that nearly
all the cases we look at are below the level of the
eyes, and so we see the honey along the lower
half of the glass. There is one way of getting a
still more even finish; and that is, by turning the
facers down on their sides. This hides the
sides of the sections which are more poorly filled

than the top and bottom. The objection to ei-
ther of these practices is that the honey leaks out
of the open cells on the edges, and streaks the
comb and often the glass. For this reason it is

best not to do it unless the honey is thoroughly
ripened and will not run from the open cells.

INTER-STATE FAIR.

We should all be proud of our work as bee-
keepers, and no one thing brings us more pleasure
than to have our efforts appreciated. The reason
that our product often meets with no commenda-
tion is mainly because we do not put it where it

can be seen. Those who are proud of their work
are preparing to make exhibits at the Colorado
Inter-State Fair to be held in Denver, Sept. 12
18, 1909. Thousands attend these fairs, and a
good gatejfee is charged, so all have their eyes
open, and appreciate what they see.

The management of this fair offer very liberal
premiums, and the apiarian department had the
choicest location in the Horticultural Building
last year; and the probability is that the same
space will be secured this year. Send to Mr. W.
L. Porter. Sup't Apiarian Department, 3522 Al-
cott St., Denver, Colo., for premium list and en-
try-blank.

WHICH IS THE TOP OF A SECTION.?

No word can I find in the supply catalogs on
the proper way to place the section in the super
for the bees to fill. I have always placed the
joint up and will now give the reasons why I

think it the proper way to place in the super.
1. The joint is in sight; and when removing from
the super the danger of the section pulling apart
can be seen and guarded against. When the
joint is down, the projecting ends of the dove-
tails will catch on the section next to it and pull
out. The propolis also holds very secjrely at
times.

2. When the joint is up, the bees can get at
the joint and fill up with propolis, if a quarter-
inch space is over the sections as it should be.
The joint is the weakest place in the section, and
should be where any breakage can be guarded
against.

The reasons that some bee-keepers have for
placing the joint down are these: 1. The two
corners for the top should be alike; and the joint
being unsightly it is placed at the bottom; 2.

When lifting from the super the joint is strained
severely—more so than if at the bottom. This
is not the case if my experience is like that of
most bee-keepers; 3. When placing only one
starter in a section the section has to be turned
over (after being folded) for the placing of the
starter on the joint side. This has reference to
the Rauchfuss section press and foundation-fas-
tener. I should like to have the opinion of oth-
ers on this.
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

HOW BEES HEAR.

Some argue that bees do not hear, but that they

have means of recording the jar of the atmosphere.

In what other way do ^we hear?

Say, Dr. Miller, I will confess that your state-

ment on page 122, March 1, surprises me—that
" queenless bees will build worker comb if iveak

enough." I should like a little more detail in

regard to this.

J. L. Byer, page 92 of the March issue of the

American Bee Journal, writes: " No matter how
important the nature of the repository for winter-

ing may be, the quality of the stores is still more

important." Mr. Byer is certainly correct; but
the quantity of the stores is important too.

AN UNUSUAL AMOUNT OF STORES CONSUMED.

Our bees have used during the winter an unu-
sual amount of stores; in fact, some fifteen colo-

nies starved. I attribute this to the great varia-

tion of temperature due to our very changeable
winter. At this date, April 5, all but five of my
colonies are on the summer stands.

TWO CORRECTIONS.

The press misrepresented when they said there

were found 116 samples of Canadian honey, as I

reported in the April 1st issue. It should have
read 16. I wrote the Department of Inland Rev-
enue, and they gave me the above information.

The record as to returns from an apiary was not
that of Morley Pettit, but his father, 8. T. Pettit.

4>-

PROVIDING PERMANENT MEANS FOR COMMUNICA-
TION THROUGH THE CENTER OF COMBS.

Why use a whole inch of space for a central

opening in a comb, page 181, March 15, when a

much smaller space would be required if a tin

tube were used having the same size of opening.?

Mr. Hayes makes an exceedingly valuable sug-
gestion. Box hives, so far as free communica-
tion is concerned between all the combs, have a

great advantage over our modern straight combs.
Mr. S. T. Pettit always opened such passages in

combs. Many years ago he had an opening in

the side of the hive, through which an iron was
passed, which, when pushed in, cut a hole in the

same place through every comb.

CHEAP TOOLS AND CHEAP HIVES.

E. D. Townsend, page 160, March 15, says
that a common mistake that most beginners make
is to buy small or cheap tools and hives. Yes, a

beginner, because of his inexperience, is very
likely to choose a small cheap smoker because he
has but a small number of colonies. Again,
many are contented with any old hive and frame,
only to learn afterward that in so doing they were
penny wise and pound foolish.

Mr. Townsend further says that he thinks the
main reason why the eight-frame hive is more
universally used than the ten-frame is that the

first cost is less, and then those who start with the

eight-frame hesitate to make a change. I should
say that the first reason for the extensive use of

this size of hive in the past has been that it was
generally advocated. The second reason I would
give is that it costs less. The third is that many
do not yet know of any thing better. I once
heard a bee-keeper, who had the eight-frame
hive, ask what he should do with those hives

when he changed over to larger ones. The re-

ply was, "Sell them to greenhorns."
The note of warning, cautioning all beginners

to start on a small scale, is good. I have had
quite a number of opportunities to sell a large

number of colonies to beginners; but my advice

has always been, " Don't begin with more than

two or three.

"

CLEANING HONEY-CANS.

Allen Latham, page 130, March 1, suggests

the use of boiling water for cleaning honey-cans.

This is a good suggestion, for the heat soon dries

the tin. After a can has had a judicious shaking
there is no more water left in it than will evapo-
rate in a very short time, if the cans stand in the

hot sun with the openings at the top.

Mr. Latham advises filling the cans complete-
ly with honey. This advice, however, may lead

to trouble in liquefying, as tliere is considerable

expansion when the honey is heated, and much
of it will flow over the top and be lost.

A thin coat of honey on tin, if left for some
time, will often give a dark color to the water
used in washing it, and I have attributed this to

the action on the tin of the acid in the honey, in

conjunction with the air. It may be, however,
that this occurs only when the iron is not perfect-

ly covered by the tin.

FAILING QUEENS.

Dr. Miller, on page 122, March 1, writes:
" Last year a good many of J. E. Crane's best

queens failed in May." The doctor then says

that his own queens are superseded before there

is any noticeable failure, and he asks whether it

is a question of locality. The editor can not see

what locality has to do with the matter, and sug-
gests that the difference is caused by the differ-

ence in the strains of bees. However, for years

I have believed that locality has had something
to do with the superseding of queens. The first

time that I saw bees in a buckwheat territory at

C. W. Post's, Trenton, he showed me in Septem-
ber eight colonies where the old and young queens
were laying at the same time. Observation and
experience have led me to think that, where there

is a good fall flow, supersedure is more likely to

take place. I am inclined to think that, when a

queen fails in May, without being superseded,

either the colony has not wintered well, and the

queen has suffered with the other bees, or the

stores are bad.

INFORMATION WANTED CONCERNING BEE-KEEP-
ING IN MAINE.

For several months I have read with interest

the articles published, but I find nothing in re-

gard to bee-keeping in Maine.
Phillips, Maine. C. M. Hoyt.
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES.

By W. K. Morrison, Medina, O.

SOOLA CLOVER.

That splendid publication, The Ne<iv Zealand
Farmer Stock and Station Journal, in its March
number gives two fine illustrations of soola clo-

ver. One is taken from a stem which grew two
feet in two weeks. For the South this is an ex-

ceedingly valuable plant, producing a crop of the

very best fodder—something our Southern States

are much in need of. It grows in England, but
would hardly succeed in Ohio or West Virginia.

It is cut twice a season, and will give about ten

or twelve tons to the acre if well cared for.

-^

ALSIKE CLOVER.

One of the most difficult problems in connec-
tion with agriculture is the introduction of new
plants. Farmers as a rule are very conservative
and doubtful about a new thing. In this con-
nection it ought to be known that Samuel Wag-
ner, of the American Bee Journal, was the first

man in America to press the claims of alsike clo-

ver. He kept up his agitation for years, and it

is only of late years that the bee-keepers have
begun to get the reward. It will stand a good
deal more advertising, and it is the bee-keepers
who should do it. It will grow over a wide ex-

tent of country, north, south, east, and west.

One of the best reports we have ever seen on al-

sike was from Tonnar, Mississippi.

THAT NEW CLOVER.

Already we have a report of the new clover
known as shaptal. It is by Albert F. Etter, of

California, in the Pacific Rural Press. Here is a
part of what he says:

Like that of most clovers, the seed is a quick germinator. The
young seedlloes endure the (rests of winter here, but do not grow
much until the warm days of spring arrive. When sown in the
spring it develops rapidly and attains a height of ab' ut three feet.

I believe, tho'gh, that under more favorable conditions it would
grow somewhat taller, tor it is a rank grower. The size of the
stems would astonish one by their apparent coarseness; but they
are, nevertheless, tender and succulent, like a peavine, even
though they be nearly half an inch in diameter.

In this shaptal clover 1 believe we have a promising thicg for

California. The plant is very nutritious if desired for feeding,
and the texture of the plant should make it desirable for a green-
manure plant; bat, what is a question of still more importance is.

Would it make its growth early enough in the season for orchard
purposes? On farming lands where it could be left to make a
more mature growth it might be valuable. If it will thrive well,
the ease with which the seed could be grown and harvested
woald make it a popular plant.

BUYING FLAVOR BY THE CARLOAD.

One of the features of the past maple-sugar
season was the heavy purchases by the glucose
trust. The syrup thus bought is to be used in

giving flavor to glucose, which has no flavor of
its own. It is said that the amount bought in

the Western Reserve of Ohio alone for this pur-
pose alone was .^5 carloads.

At first sight this would seem to be a good
thing for the maple-syrup men, but they do not
so regard it. They say pressure is applied to
keep the price down to the lowest figure, thus
discouraging the growers. Standard Oil meth-

I

ods are used in bearing the market, hence a good
deal of discontent. But, what is worse, the val-

ue of the product is largely lost in flavoring glu-

cose ten times greater in quantity than the ma-
ple syrup. That is to say, the maple syrup
bought in the Western Reserve alone will proba-
bly be used to flavor 350 carloads of tasteless

glucose.

AUSTRALIAN IRRIGATION-WORKS.

The Australians are not slow to copy Ameri-
can ideas. Under the leadership of Mr. Elwood
Mead, who used to be chief of the United States
Reclamation Service, they are doing great things.
They have one immense project now under con-
struction, known as the Barren Jack Dam, which
will reclaim 1,500,000 acres of fertile soil under
a sub-tropic sun. This will offer great opportu-
nities for bee-keepers. Mr. Mead has been
teaching the farmers the American way of han-
dling alfalfa. They say they will keep him in
Australia.

LOCUSTS AS HONEY-YIELDERS.

A bee-keepers' association in Belgium has pur-
chased about fifty acres of land which will soon
be planted in acacia-trees (black locust). Their
intention is to discover the actual honey-yielding
value of the locust by a decisive test lasting for
years. Acacia, as it is called in Europe, is very
highly appreciated as a honey-yielder, and the
quality is considered to be of the highest. It
has been so extensively planted in some parts of
Europe that its honey is common in the local
market, where it commands a relatively high
price. There is some chance that the black lo-

cust will again come into prominence as a forest

tree in the United States, its native country.
The early settlers of Ohio, Indiana, and Ken-
tucky ruthlessly slaughtered these trees for fenc-
ing, so that it was the first tree to go. It has
been proved, however, that it will pay well to

grow them for timber right in Ohio, where land
is dear. The only obstacle is the locust-borer;
but, luckily, this pest is not serious in some lo-

calities.

RECLAIMING THE WET LANDS,

Gleanings has had a good deal to say anent
the policy of reclaiming the arid land by means
of irrigation-works designed and constructed by
the engineers of the federal government, while
but little or nothing has been said about the re-

verse of this policy, namely, the reclamation of
the swamp lands by means of drainage.

Steady progress is being made, however, in re-

claiming our overflowed lands, more particularly
in Florida, where powerful dredges are cutting
canals or openings to let the surplus water run
out of the glades into the ocean. It is intended
to open a number of such watercourses from
Lake Okeechobee to the salt water, and in time
to reclaim a territory as large as Connecticut,
and much more valuable from an agricultural
point of view. It is so far south that even man-
goes, pineapples, avocadoes, limes, soursops, ba-
nanas, and similar fruits do well. The work is

being paid for by the State government; but Un-
cle Sam ought to help as he does in the West.
It will help bee keeping.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

AMONG THE BEES IN SPRING.

" Mr. Doolittle, will you not tell us something
of the way you manage your bees in the spring?

Remember that there are a whole lot of novices

among the Gleanings readers every year, and
they want to know something of the details of

things; so tell us about this in such simple lan-

guage that we can all understand.

"

So writes a subscriber.

After the bees are set from the cellar, or those

wintered outdoors have had their cleansing flight,

the first thing to do is to get each hive in as good
condition as possible for the comfoit and pros-

perity of its occupants. I begin at one side of

the apiary, which should always be at the first

hive on the first row having the entrance facing

away from the main apiary. If the hhei face

south, which, in my opinion, is the best way, and
if there are ten rows of hives running east and
west, then the first hive to examine is No. 1 on
row one, which will be the hive on the southeast

corner of the yard. The bees of all colonies, no
matter how peaceable, are very likely to resent

any moving object in front of the hive within an
hour after their home has been "broken open;"
and if we should commence at the northeast hive,

instead of the one spoken of, we should be more
or less within the range of the flight of the bees

from this hive when we left it to work with the

next and succeeding hives. Nothing so annoys
the bees and delays their work as some moving
living thing right in front of their hive and in

line of their expected flight. Fully one-third of

those interested in bees who come to visit my
apiary place themselves right in front of the hives,

and stand there till the discomfiture of the bees

on the wing gathered behind them compels me
to request them to move.
We are now at hive one on row one, and about

to open it. We first send in a very little smoke
at the entrance, to " throw the sentinels off their

guard," when we carefully take the cover off and
blow a little smoke over the tops of the frames,

keeping our eyes on the bees, and using only
enough smoke to keep them from becoming vi-

cious. Some colonies require very little, while
others need smoking quite often; but we never
smoke their little eyes full when they are as peace-

able as kittens, nor, on the other hand, do we al-

low some colony to drive us from the apiary be-

cause we are afraid of hurting their feelings by
using sufficient smoke to keep them subdued
Having the hive open, first see to the amount

of honey in the combs. At this time of the year

there should be not less than ten pounds, and
twenty pounds would be better. Then look and
see if there is brood, thus showing the presence

of a queen; however, if the colonies have but just

been set from the cellar they may not have start-

ed brood- rearing yet. Next see that there is not
a lot of dead bees on the bottom-board to decom-
pose there, much against the health of the colo-

ny. Lastly, close the hive, making the top and
all about it as snug and tight as possible, so as to

help the cluster to keep dry and warm till the

willows and hard maples bloom. Go over each
hive in this way, and as you ascertain the strength

of the colonies adjust the entrances to each hive
to suit each one, allowing three-eighths of an
inch in length of entrance for the weakest, and
three inches for the strongest, varying the length
as needed.

Now, after forty years of bee-keeping, during
which time I have tried nearly every thing put
before the public for stimulating brood-rearing,

from the feeding of a thin sv\eet, every day, to

the spreading of the brood, I wish to say that, if

colonies are in the condition noted above, I do
not believe that one can do any better than to let

them entirely alone till pollen becomes plentiful

from the soft maples and elms (and I doubt the

wisdom of touciiing them further till honey
comes in from the willows), and honey and pol-

len from the hard maples, the vshite and golden
willows blossoming only two to four days before

the maples. When the blossoms on these trees

open, it is time to commence active operations

with the bees, which, in brief, is as follows:

Go over the apiary again, commencing with
the first hive on row one as before. This time
look for the queen to see if her wings are clipped.

If she is found not clipped, take out a jack-knife,

the little blade of which has been made as sharp

as a razor for this purpose, and, holding the frame
upon which the queen is found with the right

hand, pick the queen up carefully with the thumb
and fore finger of the left hand, by taking hold
of her wings Set the frame down and place the

sharp edge of the knife-blade on the queen's
wings held between the thumb and fore finger.

Both hands are now to be lowered to within an
inch of the tops of the frames in the hive, when
the knife is carefully drawn a little, and the queen
falls wingless on the frames, between which she

runs down as if nothing had happened. Having
the queen's wings clipped, the brood is inspected;

and if it is found regular and compact, we know
that she is a good one; but if scattered in several

combs, with many cells mixed in containing no
brood, then we may mark that hive as having a

failing queen, and, as soon as possible, we pro-

cure another for it by killing the old queen and
uniting a weak colony having a good queen with

the queenless colony, or by sending away for a

queen to take her place. If the Ijrood is all

found to be in one end of the combs, it is well to

change ends with a part of those combs, thus

providing conditions for a profitable colony later

on. I have also thought it paid at this time of

the year to "jump the brood," i. e., place the

outside frames of the brood-nest in the center and
the center frames at the outside, so that those

frames having the most sealed brood in them are

on the outside, and those having the least on the

inside. This causes the queen to fill immediate-
ly these empty cells, while at the same time a

larger amount of eggs is laid in the two frames
outside of those having the most brood in them,

thus making a gain in bees just in time to take ad-

vantage of the harvest from white clover when it

comes. Then, after seeing that there is plenty of

honey in the hive, so no retrenching of brood is

likely to occur, the hive is closed, snugly and
warmly, as at the other time. Thus we proceed
over the whole apiary again, which accomplishes

all thit can pro )erly be called spring work.
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General
Correspondence
IMPROVING OUR BEE-PASTURES.

May we Profitably Increase the Produc-
tion of Honey by Aiding Nature, or by
Making Artificial Bee Pasturage? the
Great Value of Sweet Clover for this

Purpose.

BY ISAAC F. TILLINGHAST.

A homely old adage says, "There are two
sides to every plank; " yet from my observations

I am convinced that very many bee-keepers are

so near-sighted that they see but the upper surface

of the foundation upon which their living de-

pends.

A question which I have not seen much dis-

cussed in the bee-journals, yet which I think
worthy of much thought and study, is whether
the ordinary number of bees kept in most locali-

ties, or, to make it more personally interesting,

whether the number of colonies kept in your
neighborhood gather and save from loss or waste
all the nectar which is naturally supplied; and
eten if decided that they do not, yet could not
more bees be profitably kept, and more honey
produced by aiding nature, by supplementing or
increasing the pasturage artificially?

For nearly fifty years I have been a bee-keep-
er, and have studied the business in all its phases
in my own locality. Recently I have traveled

quite extensively, visiting many honey-producers
in several States, in order to make a study of lo-

cations, and after comparing methods and results

in different localities I am persuaded that, while
there are very few who have colonies enough to

lave from waste what nature already supplies,

there are still fewer who could not profitably in-

crease their pasturage to such an extent that they
might correspondingly increase their harvest
whether they increase their number of colonies
or not.

Probably there are thousands of bee-keepers
scattered over this country who keep perhaps
from ten to fifty colonies each, and which give
them annually but 25 or 30 pounds of surplus,

who think that their bees are giving them about
all that is to be obtained within their range, and
that no more could be stored, either by increas-

ing the number of colonies or by making use of

improved methods in handling those they already
hare.

To show the fallacy of this thought I need only
cite the case of Mr. Alexander, who by his up-to-
date methods has for several years kept from 700
to 800 colonies in one yard, and caused them to

produce an average of nearly 100 pounds per col-

ony each season; yet he told the writer but a
short time before his death that he believed a
large amount of nectar annually went to waste
within the reach of his bees.

In one of his best seasons an aggregate of

73,800 pounds, or nearly 37 tons, of honey was
harvested within a radius of distance covered by
the flight of a bee, whatever that may be. That
this surprising yield was due to locality, or to any

special environments, outside advantages, or aids
to nature, I do not believe, for a careful study of

liis surroundings shows nothing unusual or dif-

ferent from thousands of other locations in which
little or nothing is saved. If it is due entirely to

the man and his management, then many of us
must admit that we are not living up to our op-
portunities, and at first it would seem to show
that our " plank " really has but one side, and
that nature is already abundantly supplying the

nectar for all the bees that we may desire to keep.

But now let us look for the other side. On a
visit to Mr. Salisbury, who resides right in the

city of Syracuse, N. Y., he showed me two hives

from which he has taken 532 pounds of surplus
the past season, and surely his location would
naturally be much poorer than almost any spot

outside of a city. But looking over the ground
there, what do we find? Vacant lots and parks
all around that city are covered with a rank
growth of sweet clover which commences to

bloom in June, and keeps at it until frost.

Whether this came about by accident or design

I can not say; but certain it is that it is an envi-

able position for any bee-keeper, and one which
might easily be imitated; for when once started

this plant readily seeds itself and spreads with
great rapidity, and we can scarcely imagine a lo-

cality where there are not many vacant strips and
corners which might as well be growing sweet
clover as other weeds which are not honey-pro-
ducers.

But does nature produce an abundant and con-

stant supply, even in the most favored localities?

She surely does not, and this is the point we wish
to bring to light. This is the other side of our
plank. While it is true that there are times when
800 colonies can not save all the nectar which is

formed within their reach, it is equally true that

there are other times, between these flows, when
not enough can be found to keep even one colo-

ny busy, and then is the time that it surely would
prove profitable to supplement the natural sup-

ply; for does not the laborer who works full time

bring home a fatter pay-envelope than he who is

laid off four days in each week? The foundation

idea in working for the greatest success in bee-

keeping is this demonstrated fact, that honey-
flows are much more abundant, but of much
shorter duration, than most people suppose. It

is a glaring case of fleeting opportunity, and can

be taken advantage of only by maintaining the

strongest possible colonies, teeming with almost
millions of willing workers, and seeing that they

are fully supplied with empty storage combs at

the very moment that they are needed; for if the

bees must stop to build combs to-day, while per-

haps the supply of nectar is unlimited, by to-mor-

row it may all have evaporated, passed away,
only to return at intervals, and that opportunity

is gone forever.

All cases of opportunity are confined to the

present moment, and must be acted upon nonxj,

so we should never wait for the next one to ap-

pear, but see if an important one may not already

be passing.

Starting now with an idea of taking advantage

of the knowledge above imparted, our first care

must be to see that our bees are properly winter-

ed and kept in condition to start early spring

breeding in time to produce workers for the first
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spring fruit-blooms. Their ability to do this

will depend largely upon the quality of their

queen, and close study is necessary in order to

determine her comparative value, as some vrill

forge ahead with remarkable rapidity in brood-

rearing, while others will apparently make little

or no advancement.

So the successful bee-keeper should also under-

stand queen-raising, as he should reproduce or

procure superior individuals of the most improv-

ed stock. He must also study his field, and know
from whence and at what time his principal flows

are to come, and adopt a system of management
which will enable him, or his bees, to gather and
store it at the very moment that it is to be had.

Then comes the interesting question of being
able to improve the natural capacity of his field

by filling up the intervals of scarcity or dearth;

for while it is true that, as above stated, there are

certain times when, in nearly all localities, there

are honey-flows far greater than can be saved by
all the bees in the largest apiaries, it is also equal-
ly true that between these spasmodic flows there

are often long intervals when, without aiding na-

ture, there is little or no production whatever.

Now, assuming that this represents the condi-
tion of affairs in most localities, the question
arises, " What can be done by the average bee-

keeper to improve the situation or remedy the de-

fects of nature.'"

Buckwheat and alsike clover are in many
places profitable farm crops, aside from their hon-
ey-producing qualities, and may not only be
sown by the bee-keeper himself, but often a little

argument or influence brought to bear upon
neighbors may induce them to give these crops a
trial, with the result that they will discover more
advantages in them than they even suspected.

Indeed, I have known of farmers becoming ar-

dent admirers of alsike clover, and large produ-
cers of it, who would perhaps never have known
its value but for an interested neighboring bee-
keeper supplying a small quantity of seed and re-

questing him to give it a trial.

Of plants to be sown in waste places wholly on
account of their honey producing capacity, I

know of none more valuable or more easily and
cheaply produced than sweet clover. I do not
think it advisable to try to get this by sowing on
cultivated land with some grain crop, as you
would other kinds of clover; for under such cir-

cumstances I have almost invariably failed to get
a stand; but if we just follow nature, and scatter

a few seeds along the highways and railroad em-
bankments, and on the thousand and one vacant
strips and corners which may be found in almost
any neighborhood, at any time from September
to April, they will germinate, and not only take
care of themselves but rapidly spread from self-

sown seeds, and no other plant that I know will
afford more lioney or for a longer period.
As valuable as is buckwheat for honey, it has

serious defects. Not only is its season short in

duration, but it usually produces honey only
during the earlier iiours of each day. In the aft-

ernoon there is usually nothing doing. Not so
with sweet clover. In season it lasts for months,
completely filling up the intervals of dearth be-
tween other supplies, and seemingly furnishing
an abundance of nectar from earliest dawn until
dark each day; and, as in many other things of

life, it is constancy fhit t. I's in the end. And to

the credit of sweet ti. \.r, I want to say it is far

from valueless for other purposes, as some seem
to think. As a soil improver or renovator it will

be hard to find its equal. It will readily grow
upon the poorest sand and gravel, where scarcely

any other plant will start or thrive, and it not
only has the povser, like other clovers, of enrich-

ing this soil by gathering nitrogen from the air,

but its deep-running roots bring up plant food
from great depths below, and the crop has only
to die down and decay for a few years when the

surface will be found in condition to grow almost
any thing.

Indeed, so great is my faith in sweet clover

that I am preparing to sow our poorest ten-acre

field in early spring with a mixture of it together
with alsike clover, and I shall let them remain
unmolested for several years for the combined
benefit of the land and the bees.

Factory ville, Pa., Dec. 15.

BEES AND POULTRY.

The Value of the American Hen as a Pro-
ducer of Wealth.

BY J. E. HAND.

The question that often confronts the bee-

keeper is, "What occupation shall we follow in

connection with bee-keeping to give us something
to do during winter as well as during our spare

time during the busy season.?" While, doubt-
less, there are a few who would prefer to follow the

advice of W. Z. Hutchinson, and keep more bees,

yet the majority of the bee keepers of the country
prefer to have some other business in connection
with bee-keeping, for various good reasons. To
such as these I wish to say I know of no branch
of rural industry that is so well suited to this

purpose as poultry- keeping, especially where the

bee-keeper has a few acres of land, and can raise

the feed for his poultry. Poultry, like bees, re-

quires but little room, and the business brings

quick and perhaps better returns for the capital

invested, than any other branch of rural industry.

The branch of the poultry business that appeals

the strongest to the honey-producer is the produc-
tion of winter eggs; and, of course, summer eggs
will be plentiful. This will give the honey-pro-
ducer a winter occupation that will be both pleas-

ant and profitable if rightly managed, and will

help to tide the bee-keeper over the poor seasons,

which occur with painful frequency.

To give the reader something of an idea of the

magnitude of the poultry industry of the United
States let me give you a few figures.

The dairy products of the United States for

one year amounted to $254,000,000. We are in

the habit of lookingat this branch of rural indus-

try as one of considerable extent, and yet we find

that the poultry products for the same year

amounted to the snug little sum of $560,000,000,
or more than twice as much as the dairy business.

In view of these stupendous figures it is pretty

safe to say that no other department of the farm
will yield such generous returns for labor and
capital invested as poultry, except, perhaps, bee-

keeping. Egg-farming, like every other calling,

in order to be a success, demands experience, and
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bee-keeping is no exception to this rule. The
novice does not realize this. He makes his in-

vestment and then enters the school of experience,

and very soon comes to grief. The following
little incident will show about how the average
novice looks at the poultry business as well as

the bee business.

It was on the Atlantic coast, and a well-known
lecturer on poultry had impressed upon his hear-

ers the vast importance of the poultry industry,

when a young man in the audience questioned
him thus:

" I am anxious to invest $500 in a business un-
dertaking. Would you advise me to engage in

the poultry business.^""

" Do you know any thing about the poultry
business.''" inquired the lecturer.

"No, sir," was the reply.

"Oh !
" said the lecturer, "do you know any

thing about the drug business.?"

"Why, no, sir," was the reply.

"Well, then, my friend," said Mr. G., "I would
advise you to tackle the drug business first."

It will be readily seen that the drug business

was chosen as an example of a profession requir-

ing knowledge, experience, and care; and it was
a good illustration that equal experience, knowl-
edge, and skill are essential to success in the poul-
try business, and, I may add, the bee business
likewise.

This young man who could not tell a cock
from a cockerel nor a Leghorn from a Brahma
was willing to invest his all in the poultry busi-

ness, of which he knew practically nothing. This
is why so many fail in the bee and poultry busi-

ness. It requires years of study and experience
to master any business, and the bee and poultry
business is no exception to this rule. While I

would advise every one who owns or controls a

few rods of ground to keep at least bees enough
to supply his own table with that most delicious

of all sweets, honey, and poultry enough to sup-
ply his table with fresh eggs, and while I would
recommend the keeping of poultry for egg-pro-
duction as a valuable adjunct to bee-keeping, yet
I would caution the beginner against investing a
great amount of hard-earned cash in either. Bet-
ter begin small and let your capital inctease with
your experience.

The qualifications necessary to successful bee-
keeping should enable the successful bee-keeper
to master the poultry business, and I would not
expect one who had made a failure of the poultry
business to be a howling success as a bee-keeper.

It is a common practice for those who make a

failure of any branch of business to condemn the

business when, in reality, the fault was in their

own mismanagement. The hen is a machine,
and has no will power over the matter of egg-
production; and with proper care and suitable

food she must lay eggs in spite of any will power,
even if she had it. I have found the poultry
business in connection with bee-keeping to be
both pleasant and profitable; and our 350 Leg-
horn pullets have been laying constantly since
September, and we get paid spot cash for every
ounce of food they consume, with 200 per cent
added for profit. All honor to the American
hen and the honey-bee as models of industry and
thrift.

Birmingham, Ohio.

NON-SWARMING BEES.

Further Particulars on what has been Done
in Switzerland Toward the Elimina-
tion of the Sw^arming Tendency

by Breeding.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

In Gleanings for Dec. 15, 1907, p. 1554, Edi-
tor Kramer, of the S-iviss Bee Journal, was quot-
ed in a Straw as saying that the swarming prob-
lem was solved in Switzerland by weeding out
swarmy stock. Although it was not specially

mentioned there, the bee particularly favored in

Switzerland is the native black (or brown) bee.

In a footnote Editor Root said: " Possibly Editor
Kramer lives in a locality where there are no pre-

liminary flows, but one heavy one, so there will

be very little tendency on the part of the bees to

swarm; therefore a little effort to breed out the

swarming tendency might make quite a showing.

"

Moreover he felt quite sure those same Swiss
black bees would swarm the same as other bees
if brought to this country, at least in the white-
clover regions of the Northern States.

Editor Kramer made quite an instructive reply

to this in the March number of his journal, page
97. By the time I got around to it I was too

crowded to give it attention, but am glad to do
so now, as the information is just as valuable to-

day as it was then.

Herr Kramer says: "It goes without saying,

that the tendency to swarm is materially further-

ed by conditions of the harvest, especially by a

favorable fore-harvest, as well as by a sheltered

location. But Herr Root is deceived if he thinks

that the main harvest sets in at the beginning of

the season. Just the contrary. From the end of

April to the end of May, the orchards offer a fore-

harvest, not very heavy as a rule, but stimulating

toward brood-rearing and swarming. Not till

the last of May or in June does the main flow be-

gin in the valleys. So we have here present the

climatic and floral conditions that favor swarm-
ing, which is also proven by the former general

complaint as to the swarming of hybrids."

That looks as if there ought to be the same in-

ducement to swarm in Switzerland as in Northern
Illinois, as the flows seem about the same.

But Mr. Kramer says the tendency to swarm
is in the blood just as much as in the air, and is

an inherited trait. It is not merely an individual

predisposition, but a race characteristic, and, as

such, is deeply rooted.

According to Mr. Kramer we have not obtain-

ed so satisfactory results as the Swiss in the mat-
ter of swarming, because our favorite bee is the

hot-blooded Italian, while theirs is the cold-

blooded native or brown bee. That's why the

cjuestion of prevention of swarming is a settled

question with them. They started with the most
peaceful, the best hustlers to be found in the land.

Since the distribution of these bees, hundreds can

testify that at one stroke the matter has been
simplified. Just one instance: In Unterseen, H.
(irossmann, for long years migrating with his

bees to Muerren, with its altitude of 1600 meters,

had constant failures formerly when Italians were

in favor in that region. Just so soon as honey
began to shine in the supers, out would come a
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swarm, ruining his harvest. Since he has culti-

vated the natives, swarms in the same place are

a rarity. He no longer troubles himself about

them.

Not for the past eleven years has the question

of prevention of swarming been up for discussion

in Swiss conventions.

Of course there are differences in this respect.

There are yards of the brown race where a few

swarms annually are welcomed; and cells from
these being utilized, the moderate swarm-lust is

perpetuated. Yet the majority of Swiss bee-

keepers have, so to say, renounced swarming en-

tirely, since the use of right methods has brought
such remarkably satisfactory results with artifi-

cial increase.

With not a swarm last year, and only one this

year, in an apiary of 70 colonies, as reported

by Mr. Wuersten, in Bern, likely the limit of

possibility has been reached.

According to the reports of 1907, out of 40
breeders 16 had stimulated their extra hustlers

toward swarming; in spite of this, 10 had no re-

sults; and of 1544 colonies, only 90 swarmed, or

6 per cent. In 11 apiaries, with 280 colonies,

not one swarm issued.

Mr. Kramer does not contend that their best

types agree to limit themselves under all circum-
stances to a fixed number of swarms, as weather
conditions and stimulation have their influence.

Among their colonies on scales at the observa-

tion-stations they have also types of fixed char-

acter, as Flora in Zuerich, and Mrs. Keller's

Turba (they have names for their queens). For
ten years these have had never a Festbummel.
(I don't know what a Festbummel is; but likely

enough it's the racket Swiss bees make when they

swarm.)
It must be mentioned, however, Mr. Kramer

says, that there are some cases of harking back,
occasional colonies swarming two or three times

in the same year. That is nothing strange.

Leaving these out of the count, the remainder
give only a small per cent of swarms. "And
that," says he, "fully satisfies us."

That would hardly fully satisfy a large num-
ber of American bee-keepers, who would not like

the loss of this small percent in out-apiaries with
no one to watch. Likely it is different in Swit-
zerland, if each bee-keeper generally has only the

one apiary, and is on hand to see any swarm is-

suing.
" In ten years," says Mr. Kramer, " from about

a dozen colonies I have had only one swarm.
Early in June, 1907, I gave to my strongest col-

ony a queen-cell just hatching. The colony was
in the fullest state of development, and swarm-
ing would naturally have been expected; but in-

stead of that there was quiet superseding."
He feels certain that Americans may reach a

strain of bees giving only two or three per cent
of swarms, but not with hot-blooded bees. With
colonies out in the open in America, the chance
is better than in Switzerland, where bees are

housed, or in the shelter of buildings, and with
brown bees Americans ought to be able to reach

a strain of bees that might fairly be called non-
swarming.

All of this sets one to thinking, and raises

some questions. However much better we have
found Italians than black or brown bees it seems

hardly worth while to dispute that the reverse is

the case in Switzerland. Is it not just possible

that blacks over there are materially different

from the ones we have here.-" Might it not be
worth while to try their blacks here?

Supposing we should try some of their best

stock, and find them fall so far behind our Ital-

ians as honey-gatherers that we would rather

stand the extra swarming of the hot-blooded yel-

low bees, there still remains the fact that by per-

sistent breeding they have secured what closely

approaches non-swarming bees. If they can do
that with black bees, why can it not be done with

yellow bees.? Admit that there is more " swarm"
to a yellow bee, it is only a matter of more time
and more effort. In that connection the lesson

we are to learn from Swiss bee-keepers is that they

have gained their goal by a united effort. What
law is there to prevent all the leading bee-keepers

of our land from working as a unit tor a strain of

Italians at least somewhat approaching non-
swarmers.'

In trying to take heart from the example of our
Swiss brethren, it is only fair to note one feature

that detracts quite a little bit. Those of our
ranks who are perhaps most especially interested

in having bees little given to swarming are pro-

ducers of comb honey. If I am not mistalcen,

extracted honey has pretty much the whole field

in Switzerland, and the prevention of swarming
with bees run for comb honey might be found
there quite a different problem. Even so, the

game is worth the candle.

Please bear in mind that the effort for such bees

is not merely to get rid of the swarming trouble.

If personal reference may be pardoned, I may
say that for years the colonies that have given

me my best yields and the colonies least given

to swarming have been practically identical.

Moreover, I am sure that by continuous breed-

ing from colonies least inclined to swarm I have

made quite a little progress in the long journey

to No-swarm-land. If one man alone can do
even a little, what might not be done by all

working together.?

Marengo, 111.

[Our Swiss brethren, as we understand it, pro-

duce extracted honey almost exclusively, and
they use very large hives or "chests," as they

call them. Under these conditions it is no won-
der they have very little swarming. The Dadants,

of Hamilton, 111., run for extracted honey, using

large hives and pure Italian bees; yet theirswarm-
ing, ranging over a period of many years, has not

been much over two per cent. Practically the

same may be said of all the Dadants' following

in Europe. What strain of Italians Mr. Gross-

mann had been trying when he had so much
swarming is not stated; but we have no trouble in

this country when leather-colored Italians are

used in large hives run for extracted honey. We
are unwilling to believe that the gentle yellow bees

of Northern Italy are any worse about swarm-
ing than a strain of black bees in Switzerland.

Still, we are open to conviction. The black bees

of the Swiss bee-keepers may be very different

from the German or black bees in this country.

It is generally conceded that the Carniolans, na-

tive of a country that is practically a geographic-
al part of Switzerland, are much more inclined

to swarm than the ordinary Italians.

—

Ed. J
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BEE DEMONSTRATIONS
FAIRS.

AT

Crcwds Attracted by a Boy Cov-
ered with Bees, Wearing a

Bathing-suit Only.

BY CHAS. MONDENG.

The Minnesota btate F"air Society
spends about $1000 for premiums on
bee and honey exhibits. Last year,

1908, was the first time that the society
offered premiums on live-hee demon-
Btrations. First prize was $40; second
one, $20
We had a Urge cage outside of the

bee and honey exhibit building. About
twelve feet from the cage we had two
big swarms of bees—one colony of

leather-colored Italian bees and one
colony of golden Adel bees.

As soon as we were ready for the dem-
onstraiion we took a colony into the
cage; and before we were ready with
the smoker there was an army of spec-
tators. 1 showed the audience how
they could handle bees if they used a
little smoke. Slowly and carefully I

blew smoke into the hive-entrance, and
then, lifting the cover, smoked in the

top. There came an "oh!" from the
crowd when the little fellow brought
out a frame full of bees. " Won't they
sting?" or "They got all the stings
pulled out," was heard from all sides.

While 1 was filling my hat, inside

and out, with bees, the boy found the
queen and showed it to the audience.
There was a rush and a scramble to

see the queen. Next I showed my hat.

It was covered with bees, inside and

CHARLES MONDENG AND HIS SON NORMAN DEMONSTRAT-
ING ADEL BEES AT THE MINNESOTA STATE FAIR. ^ij

Mr. Mondeng and his son were awarded first prize for bee demonstration;
first prize on golden Italian bees; first prize on leather-colored Italian bees, j

out. I ran my fin-

g-r around the in-

s de rim, and wore
my hat filled with
bees. The boy cov-
ered his hat with
bees, and followed
me while I was lec-

turingon que-rs and
bees in general. I

showed thii queen-
breeders could not
get along nowadays
without grafting.
"And nuhal happens
to the drones'f'''^

Again came an
" oh!" and " We are

lucky, after all."

All the different sup-
ples were shown,
and how to use them.
I could hear them
say, " It is wonder-
ful."

In the meantime
my son picked up
half a dozen dronesNorman Mondf nf is only eluen years old, yet he handles bees without (ear. His entire clothing

was a bathing suit. and placed them iin
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his mouth. I heard a man say, " That b&ats any

thing I have ever seen." Next I filled a paper

cone with bees. My son tamed toward me and

I dumped the full contents of the cone on his

bare back. Then he turned around and loaded

his hands with bees I heard one of the crowd

say, "That is enough, I wouldn't have the boy's

job for a thousind dollars." We shook all the

bees off in front of the hive. My bee-brush was

not just right, and in brushing off the boy's

back, one bee hung with its sting to his back.

In a low tone the boy said, " One is tickling me.

"

We took the colony back to its place, opened
the top of the cage, and in a few minutes every

bee was in the hive. The whole audience made
for the inside, where the honey exhibit was.

There was Mrs. Mondeng with the rest of the

bees and observatory hives. The inquiry was,
" Say, lady, can you tell us what the man and

boy got on their hides.''" The answer was,
" Nothing. " " But they must rub something.on;

it would be impossible otherwise." There was
no end to such inquiries.

Minneapolis, Minn.

[When bees are properly handled there is little

or no danger of getting stung while in the cage.

Our Mr. E. R. Root has made something over

fifty demonstrations of this sort before public

audiences. While he does not do more than to

bare his arms, head, and neck, he finds that he

can throw the bees all over his head, but he must
not handle them roughly. A double handful is

picked out of the mass, then they are gently de-

posited on top of the head; then the hands are

shaken very gently, leaving the bees on the head
and free from the hands.

The boy as here shown ordinarily would be
perfectly safe; but in putting the bees on his back
we would not advise dumping them on, for then

there would be a chance for a sting. The atten-

dant had better pick them up and put them on
his back in the manner we have explained when
the bees are put on the head.

Such demonstrations as these, accompanied by
some good honey salesman, will do much to help

the honey trade. The people generally know
practically nothing about bees or the bee busi-

ness. These public demonstrations and lectures

help to remove a great deal of prejudice, and
to stimulate the demand for honey. They do
not make bee keepers, but they do make honey-
eaters. Let the good work go on.

—

Ed.]

NUMBERING HIVES.

BY J. A. GREEN.

Some method of numbering the hives of an
apiary is undoubtedly desirable. Although some
with large apiaries employ methods that seem to

make records of any kind unnecessary, and some
with small apiaries are able to remember the con-
dition of each colony and the work done on it so

perfectly that they are not in need of any mem-
orandum, most bee-keepers find, or should find,

that some kind of record is desirable, even if it is

nothing more than a record of the age of the

queen. This can hardly be dispensed with in

successful bee-keeping. For the practical bee-

keeper to keep any record of his hives, some

method of numbering must be adopted; though
I have heard of some who have named the hives

and even the queens.

The usual way of doing this is by painting the

number on the hive. The confusion that this re-

sults in in an apiary of any size, where hives are

moved about to any extent, makes it very diffi-

cult, or at least very wasteful of time, to find any
desired number.

It is something of an improvement over this

plan to use numbered tags or other movable num-
bers, since they can, at least occasionally, be cor-

rected as to position in the apiary by changing
the numbers around.
Some use the plan of changing the numbers at

the time the hive is moved. If this is faithfully

attended to, it prevents confusion; but it entails

considerable labor and watchfulness at a time
when the busy bee-keeper can ill afford it. In
fact, numbering the hives by any system of

fixed or movable numbers on the hives themselves
is so complicated and troublesome that I long ago
discarded it for a system by which I can almost
instantly tell the number of any hive, or as quick-
ly the position in the yard of a hive of any par-

ticular number, though no number or tags are

used on either hive or position for this purpose.

To do this I make use of a principle similar to

that used in modern systems of house-numbering
in cities. I subjoin a diagram showing the num-

11
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HESStL-HAl L ^ APIARV I.V NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA, OR WHAT WAS LEFT OF IT AFI ER

IT WAS DESTROYED BY A " BUSH " FIRE.

wish, along rojv No. \. This will make it eas-

ier for you to locate the rows or streets quickly.
While this plan is better suited than any other to

an apiary where tha hives are in a more or less

compact body, it also works well where the hives

are in a double row, as when shade-sheds are

used.

Grand Junction, Colo.

Furthermore, many of our best honey-trees do
not flower every year.

Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.

[The same is true here to a great extent of both
trees and plants.

—

Ed.]

GASOLINE-ENGINE EXTRACT-
ING OUTFIT ON WHEELS.

HONEY-PLANTS IN AUSTRALIA DE-
STROYED BY BUSH FIRES.

A Fully Equipped Portable Outfit.

BY VIRGIL SIRES.

BY HARRY STEPHENS.

I am sending a photograph of the apiary of

Mr. W. Hessel-Hal), .\I. A., at Lapstone, near
Sydney, New South Wales. This photo shows
the devastation wrought by a bush fire which
swept over his property about New Year's day.
We find Gleanings of engrossing interest,

althougli half the year it deals with conditions
quite foreign to us in a land where there is very
little frost and no ice or snow. Our honey is

almost entirely the product of bush blossoms;
and while we have no winter, as you understand
it, we have our own difficulties in the way of a
diminished honey-flow through drouth, and the

destruction of blossoming timber by bush fires.

I am sending some views of our apiary located
on the Yakima Indian reservation. These show
our extracting-house on wheels, which we used
last season extracting about 20 tons of honey.
This outfit has not proven entirely satisfactory,
and we are yet undecided which is the better
method with our yards, scattered as they are, to
have a permanent extracting-house and a wagon
rigged to haul the combs of honey from the dif-

ferent yards to th's central location to be extract-
ed, or to do as we did last season—go from yard
tojard with the outfit mounted on wheels, as
shown in the engraving. This season we prob-
ably shall do as we did last year—make some im-
provements in the outfit, and give the plan a more
thorough trial.
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Instead of placing the tank to receive the hon-

ey as it runs from the extractor outside on the

ground, it will be made to occupy the space un-

der the floor. It will hold enough for at least

half a day's extracting. The operators will not

be bothered filling cans as fast as it is extracted,

etc. It can be drawn from the large tank at spare

time in the evening, or early morning before ex-

tracting can begin, oi at the noon hour.

The open tank placed outside, covered with
cloth, as shown, was very unsatisfactory. It re-

quired a lot of time to place it and make it bee-

tight; also time is wasted digging a place under
the gate to put the five-gallon cans to be filled.

With a tank placed under the floor with gates

in the side or end it will always be ready for op-

eration. There will be two compartments in the

tank for the purpose of receiving the two grades
of honey should there beany. The combs show-
ing a dark grade of honey can be extracted sepa-

rately, and run from the extractor into a separate

compartment in the tank.

The house on the wagon is fitted with double
doors in the back end, which swing both ways.
A plank is placed on a level with the floor at one
end, the other on the ground. A wheelbarrow
loaded with supers of honey is run up the plank,

the load pushed against the door, which swings
in and closes as soon as the man is in, this giving
but little chance for robbers to enter. As soon
as the load is off the wheelbarrow the operator

backs out, pushing the door outward, which closes

the same as before.

There are no screen-doors. The screen is plac-

ed on the sides the whole length of the house as

shown in the pictures. This makes a cool and
comfortable place to work, even in the hottest

weather, when no air is stirring, as the motion of

the extractor causes a current through the house.

Curtains are hung outside that may be dropped
(or rolled up) to cover the screen if necessary to

keep out wind or dust.

The outfit is equipped wiih a six-frame auto-

matic extractor run by a gasoline-engine; also a

capping-melter similar to the one described and
recommended in Gleamngs. This year we will

make a new one, changed somewhat, which we
think will be much better but more expensive.

We will try to solve (by experiments) this sea-

son several questions that remain (for us) unsolv-

ed in connection with operating a series of out-

yards on a large scale.

Why can we not have more articles from the

large honey-producers, describing the equipment
used in operating and handling bees and honey
on a large scale, such as honey- houses, extracting-

houses, wagons, storage-tanks, etc. ?

North Yakima, Wash.

[We are very glad to receive articles from ex-

tensive honey-producers, especially those who use
power-driven extracting-outfits. There must be
something like three dozen of these located in va-

rious parts of the United States; and there are

some hundreds of other bee-keepers who are con-
templating putting in power to drive big extrac-

tors, and they want to know, of course, whether
it pays to have a portable extracting-house of the

type here shown, or whether it is more economi-
cal to have a permanent extracting-house located

at home and haul the combs to and fro from the

outyards, as is practiced by Mr. Chalon Fowls,
whose extracting-outfit we illustrated on page
1375, Nov. 15, 1908. In Gleanings for Jan. 1,

1904, page 26, we showed a portable extracting-
house that made use of a shallow tank under the
house, the extractor being run by hand power.
Perhaps the reader can get some suggestions
from this article.

The advantage of hauling the combs is that
the honey will be stored in safety at the home
yard, where there can be plenty of room and ev-
ery convenience. If the honey were extracted at
the outyard it could doubtless be hauled home
with a tank under the portable building; but if

there is very much hill country or rough roads no
ordinary team of horses would be able to pull
the load. The question of hauling the power
extracting-outfit and the honey after it is extract-

ed, or drawing the combs home to be extracted,
will depend to a considerable extent on the char-
acter of the roads and the lay of the land.

This is a very important question for the exten-
sive producers of extracted honey, and our col-
umns are open for its further discussion.

—

Ed.]

A PLEA FOR BABY NUCLEI.

BY THE LATE E. L. PRATT

Of late I have noted some criticism of small
nuclei (baby mating-boxes if you please) from
certain quarters, to the effect that these small
mating nuclei are being given up by many as too
much trouble to look alter, and that strong three
and five frame nuclei colonies are preferred.

The criticism of this economical small-niating-
box plan of queen fertilization, you have perhaps
noted, comes mainly from large honey-producers
—from men who own from 300 to 500 colonies of
bees. For such large producers the strong nuclei
may be more sitisfactory. but look at the num-
ber of bees and the quantity of extra bee material
required! Simply out of the question with the
one owning perhaps but twenty colonies.

The large producer will think nothing of break-
ing twenty- five colonies into full framed nuclei,
both for increase and queen-rearing—but what is

the little fellow with a queen trade to do.'' Can
he afford to sacrifice even ten of his full colonies
in this fashion.? No, he must economize; he
must not use so many bees in his mating nuclei
or he will not have strong colonies enough left

to supply him with queen-cells, drones, and ex-
tra bees for his queen-raising operations.
Those who have most sweepingly condemned

small mating nuclei overlook the fact that there
are thousands of bee-keepers who do not own
twenty-five full colonies each in all, yet have a
desire to rear a few queens for their own use and
have a few to sell. To such, it must be admit-
ted, the small baby-nuclei plan is a boon— it is

economical, efficient, satisfactory, and possible to

the small producer.

Small mating nuclei are not so much bother
after all when expense is considered. All that is

required is regular feeding of thin sugar syrup
once a week or so, when honey is not coming in

—that is all.

The twin mating-boxes are provided with con-
venient feeders, and the task of giving each box
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ARTICHOKE FLOWER AND TWO OPENING BUDS.

a cupful of syrup orce a week is not a great one
— is it, now?

Svrarthmore, Pa., Feb. 23.

buds, the open flower was just
"swarming" with bees, but they
must have been scared oi? on seeing
the camera.
As to the merits of this flower as a

honey- yielder, I icnow but little;

still, I am confident if there were big
patches of it near an apiary it would
be something worth while for the

bees and the apiarist. It seldom
self-seeds itself, though I saw a pas-
ture some years ago in Contra Costa
County, just above the northern line

of Berkeley, where there were acres

of artichokes growing wild, for they
seemed to thrive like thistles. The
plants had been growing in a garden
that was abandoned in the sixties,

and by self-seeding the adjoining
fields were covered with them. It

is probable that they furnish rich

forage for somebody's bees. It

seemed evident they were good for

nothing else, unless cattle would
browse on the large juicy leaves.

The common Jerusalem artichoke

(Helianthus tubfrojus) is also a good
honey-plant. The flowers resemble
those of the sunflower, to which
family it is a member. It is a good
tuber to plant for those who wish
to raise plenty of hog-feed without
much labor or expense. Put the

cut tubers in any sort of soil and let

them grow; the hogs will do the

harvesting. Still, it is a tuber that

some persons greatly relish—as much
so as they do potatoes.

Oakland, Cal.

t«»i

WHITE CLOVER.

ARTICHOKES FOR BEES.

What One of Uncle Sam's Men Says about
it; Does it Remain Vigorous Indefi-

nitely from the Same Root?

BY W. A. PRYAL.
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

The illustration here shown is of a flower that

is a rather rare sight in the United States, except
in portions of the South and in California. This
is not al ogeiher because it can not be raised in

cold places, but mostly for the fact that Ameri-
cans ha\e not come to like the plant for food or

ornament. It is the globe ariichoke (Cyiiara

scolymiis), of v\hiih some twenty varieties are
grown in European gardens. In this country,
seldom is more than a single sort seen.

As long as I can remember, I have seen this

plant here; in fact, it has become quite common
as a garden-plant, even in places where it is not
kept for edible use. The largest growers are the

Italians, and, I believe, the French, who are par-

tial to it. It is a perennial, of very easy culture,

thriving best in good deep garden soil. As a

plant was growing in one of the vegetable-beds
near my apiary, and the flowers were being eager-

ly rifled by bees in cjuest of nec'ar, I was so much
pleased with the picture it presented that I photo-
graphed it. At the time I started to shift for a

position to get a good view of the flower and

Unusual interest has been shown lately regard-

ing white clover, and the different ideas concern-

ing it show that more light would not be unwel-

come. So I appealed for lijjht to the United
States Department of Agriculture, and received

the follov^ing interesting reply:

The questions which you ask in regard to white clover, 1 am
afraid we can not answer in as much detail as you might wish,

and in some instances not quite definitely.

At our experimental stations we have found that white clover

seeded in the spring will bloom the same season. The extent

to which it blooms, however, depends largely on the climate,

and I could not say definitely whether you would get a heavy

crop of bloom in your locality or not. At Pullman, Washington,

last season the white clover seeded in tne spring produced a heavy

crop of bloom by July 15lh, and the heads later were pretty well

filled with sefd. It is the general opinion, however, that the

first season's bloom does not appear in as great abundance as it

does the following season.

You ask whether white clover that has not been allowed to

mature seed remains vigorous from year to year. The best ex-

ample I can give you in this is a case of white clover growing in

a lawn. It certainly remains vigorous for an indefinite period.

It is doubtful, however, whether it can be clipped or grazed suf-

ficiently close to prevent some seed forming. White clover is

considered a very hardy perennial plant, and without doubt will

remain vigorous indefinitely from the same toot.
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AN ORNAMENTAL SHED FOR BEES, MADE OF CEDAR SLABS.

As to whether wet ground will heave more than dry ground,
thus injuring or killing the clover, I will say that perfectly dry

soil is not nearly so apt to heave as wet soil, and in general win-
ter-killing from any reason is not so apt to occur where the ground
is dry as where it is wet. The extent to which soils heave de-

pends largely on their nature. On this point I can give you but
very little definite information. R. A. Oakley,
Washington, D. C. Assistjnt Agrostologist.

Strange that none of us happened to think of

our yards or lawns, where the clover grows lux-

uriantly from year to year and never dies out.

Observation in this direction ought to allay any
great fear as to overcrowding. Certainly on a

well-kept lawn that has been in existence for sev-

eral years there ought to be crowding if crowd-
ing is to be found anywhere. It would be hard
to say positively just how clover when thus

crowded on a lawn compares with clover in an
ordinary pasture-field as to the nectar yielded;

but from the number of bees to be seen on such
a lawn it can hardly be inferior.

It seems also a mistake to hold that clover pro-

duces nectar only in the second year of its exist-

ence. Even in the first year, at least in some
localities, it blooms and produces seed, and it

would hardly have seed without nectar.

Prof. Oakley says, "While clover ....
will remain vigorous indefinitely from the same
root." So long as it remains " vigorous," can
there be doubt about its producing bloom and
nectar? Yet in view of the more or less general

opinion that a plant is not valuable for nectar
after the second year, one can but wish for more
definite knowledge. That knowledge can be ob-
tained easily, if time enough is taken. Take an
isolated plant, or chcose a spot in a lawn, allow-
ing seed to mature, but clipping the seed before
it falls, and see what the result is in the third and
subsequent years.

Even if Prof. Oakley has not told us all we'd
like to know, he deserves our thanks for giving
us something with some degree of definiieness on
a subject of so much importance, and concerning
which we have rather divergent views.

.Marengo, 111.

[We are glad to get this from one who is evi-

dently an authority on the subject of clovers.

The professor's statement is fully borne out by
evidence in our locality.

—

Ed. I

A PERMANENT SHED FOR BEES.

5Y J. M. LEVVJS.

Although well advanced in life I am an ama-
teur with the bees, and keep them only for plea-

sure and to supply our own table with honey.
The picture shows my apiary, the shed being

made of cedar slabs on a frame of round poles.

The hives are in their winter casings. These
casings are made of half-inch cedar-boards, two
inches larger than the hives, and the space be-

tween is filled with ground cork.

The apiary fronts toward the south, and there-

fore the hives get the sun a part of every pleasant

day during the winter. In the summer it is

well shaded by the house, which is on the east,

and a large tree which stands directly in front.

It seems to be an ideal place Up to the present

time the bee; have done unusually well, and I

hope they will go through the spring without
loss. My first attempt was a failure. I put my
colonies in a small building with very little light

and no special protection, and lost them all.

Last year I began again and built this shed.

North Westport, Mass., Feb. 15.

CARPENTRY tOR BEE-KEEPERS,

How to Make a Work-bench.

BY F. DUN DAS TODD.

A work-bench is not exactly a jig, but it is a

necessity to a bee-keeper, and a great comfort to

every man who can spare the room for it. I have
made three in my life, and I like my last one
best of all, especially because of one noticeable
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feature—the well in the center. Th's is the style

of.bench that is in general use here, and at first I

rather hesitated about adopting it; but now that

I have had experience I have no further use for

the old-fashioned flat-topped type. In my case

the well is 1^4 inches deep and A]4. wide. It

never interferes with ordinary work in the least,

but rather helps, as one can sweep into it with

one shove of the hand any tools that happen to

be in the way. Again, I usually have lying in

it a few of each size of nail in use, and can, there-

fore, get one at once without taking from the

wall one of the cigar-boxes recommended by Dr.

Miller. Then think of its convenience when one
wants to shorten by sawing an already short piece

of wood. Lay it flat on the bench and it will

wriggle worse than an eel; but place it in the well,

and it can be pressed firmly against the side, or,

if necessary, readily wedged in position. Last of

all, it is the firm foundation for most of my other

jigs, as each is dropped into the well and jammed
tight by strips of wood of suitable thickness.

My bench is made of fir, the cost of the lum-
ber here being $2 00. The iron screw for the

clamp cost 75 cts. ; the piping and caps for the

handle cost 15 cts. Total cost, $2.90. The wood
handle supplied with the screw breaks, as a rule,

the first day, so do not bother with it for even

an instant.

My bench is 23>^ inches wide, 72 inches long,

and 3L^4 inches in height. This is, I think,

standard height: but as I am close on to six feet

in length I think possibly an inch higher would
suit me better.

Here are the lumber specifications:

Top, 2 pieces, 1 Y^x^Yzxl^
Top, 1 piece, Kx5>4x72
Sides, 2 pieces, Kx 11 54x72
Back, 1 piece. % x754 x72
Legs, 4 pieces, l-%x3fix3054
Crosspieces for leg;, 2 pieces.

Kx 11^2X22
Clamp, 1 piece, I'j x 8x30
Clamp-guide, 1 piece, '4 x 3 xl8
Tool-rack, 1 piece, '4 x 1^4 x 60

Tool-rack, 1 piece, ^x'/sx 60

Lumber is dressed on four sides.

Start by making a half-check on the end of

each leg as shown at A. This is to be '2 inch

deep and half the width ' f the lumber—that is,

J4 inch wide. The projecting pieces are to be
sunk into the top, for, unless this is done, the

bench will be racked to p eces the moment the

clamp is used.

Now lay a pairof the legs parallel on the floor,

on the narrow edge, with the projections inside.

Lay on one of the cross-pieces, adjusting the

edges to those of the legs and making the upper

edge in line with the lower edge of the check.

That is, the half-inch projection must be above
the cross-pifce, as it is to be sunk into the too.

Nail, or use, as I did, 1 "s-lnch screws. Do the

same with the other pair of legs.

Next take the boards for the sides, and, 9 inches

from each end, draw pencil-lines at right angles

to show where the legs are to come. Place each

pair of legs on edge, about 4 feet apart, and nail

on the front board, making the outer edge of the

leg coincide with the pencil-mark, and the upper
edge of the board in line with ihe lower edge of

the check. Then turn over and nail on the oth-

er sideboard.

You will now have an oblong frame on which
the top is to rest. Place the thick pieces in posi-

tion, taking care that the edges and ends are true

with the frame. Then duck under, and with a

pencil outline the projections so as to know where
you must dig the holes with a chisel.

When the holes are made, place the pieces in

position; then slip the S'j-inch board that forms
the bottom of the well into place. Mark its po-
sition on the cross-boards. Asit is |4^ inch thick,

there must be cut out a piece that deep from the
cross-pieces. Mark the outline of the cut with a
pencil; saw down to the horizontal line, not only
at the ends, but also in the middle. Knock out
the pieces with a chisel, and smooth off with the
same tool or a knife.

You may now proceed to finish the top of your
bench, first putting the thin piece in place, then
the heavy ones. Then locate the position of the
legs by careful measurement, and drawing the
outline of each on the bench. Then in the very
center of each drive a screw at least 4 inches long.
I had to drill holes in the fir; and even with pine
such drilling will be necessary. Along the edges,
nails at least 3 '2 inches long should be used, and
the same kind will be needed to fasten the inner
edges to the cross-pieces. 1 he bottom-board of

the well is fastened to the heavy parts of the top.

To do this the bench will have to be turned up-
side down. Nail every two feet; for if you do
not you will be annoyed by small nails and such
working their way into the crack.

So far the work has been easy, and should not
take over two hours to do; but making and fit-

ting the clamp is much more ticklish, and may
take the rest of a working-day. I iiave made
two recently; and even with experience the sec-

ond one, with the fitting, occupied me over four
hours.

The piece for the clamp is intentionally order-

ed a trifle longer than is necessary so as to ensure

accuracy at the final fitting. Begin by locating
on the edge of the front board of the bench a

point exactly opposite the center of the leg, then
bring the center of the top of the clamp in touch
with it. Get the clamp exactly perpendicular,

then with a pencil mark on the front board the

location of its edges so as to get a guide in future

operations. Now place the clamp on top of the

bench and mark off the outline of the shape to

which it is to he trimmed. Start by drawing
lines parallel to the two edges at a distance oi \%
in. from them. Then from the top measure off

a distance of 11 inches, putting the mark on the

edge of the block, and at a distance of 1 '2 inches

further on, but on the pencil-lines, make another
mark. Connect each pair by a straight line, and
you will have the outline of the parts that are to

he cut from the lower end. Make the cross-cuts

first, then rip off the strips. With the plane

round off the sharp edges, working them down to

a thickness of about 1
'4 in., and inward about

1 '2. To work tht; angle into a curve is more
ticklish; but a spokeshave does the rough work
readily; then the rasp, followed by a half-round

wood file, will give a presentable appearance.

Now comes the most ticklish part of the work
—the fitting of the clamp to the bench. Till

now the tools us^d have been such as are sure

to be found in the possession of every man
who pretends ever to handle them. But we now
need an extension-bit, and that, too, of the larger

size. I borrowed one from a carpenter friend,

and would advise that my example be followed.

Probably he will prefer to make the holes himself;

and if he does, take him at his word, as one has

to learn how to handle this useful tool.
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The eye end of the screw-bar for the clamp
has a rounded part nearly two inches in diameter,
which must be countersunk into the clamp; then

the bar itself is 1 '4 inches thick; and for its ac-

commodation a hole must be bored through
clamp, front board, and leg. Begin by measur-
ing 8 inches from the top end of the clamp, and
find the center of the board. Then place the

clamp in position, taking care that the edges co-

incide with the pencil-marks, and (this is impor-
tant) that the top of the clamp project Yz inch
above the top of the bench. Take a '/s-inch drill

and bore through the clamp into the front board,
and thus make sure of true centering later on.

If you are accustomed to an extension bit you
need no further advice about getting the width
of the cut; if you are not familiar, get help from
some one who is.

Once the holes are drilled, and the fitments of

the screw all fastened in place, screw the clamp
up tight, taking care that the edges again meet
the lines as before; then with a pencil draw a line

flush with the top of the bench. You may also

prepare for the clamp-guide, which is fastened to

the lower end of the clamp. As this piece of

wood is ^4X3 inches, and needs a little room for

play, the hole in the clamp ought to be J4X4
inches. Before boring the holes you will find it

pays to insert between the clamp and the leg of

the bench a bit of wood ^ inch thick so that

every thing will be firm when you are boring.
With a ^-inch bit, drill two holes whose centers

are 3 inches apart, going right through the leg

without stopping, if your tool will permit.
Now remove the clamp, and enlarge the holes

by using the chisel. Also saw the spare wood off

the top of the clamp, preferably at an angle so

that the topof the clamp shall be on a slight bevel.

The clamp-guide needs a little work in the

form of holes to hold the top-bar. I like a bar
of iron at least half an inch thick for a pin, and
the holes in mine are, of courie, made for that

size. They are arranged alternately, in two rows,
a little over an inch apart, and with two inches
between holes in each row. The guide itself is

fastened to the clamp by means of a ^-inch spike
six inches long driven from one side.

Put the clamp back into place and your bench
is almost finished, all but the back and tool-rack.

To make the latter, cut the ViX^s lumber into
•hort lengths, say \}4 inches long, about 30 in

all. Nail these crosswise of the 1^4 stuff at dis-

tances of about one inch. ^Through each end
one, and through every fourth one, drill a hole
for a screw, then fasten the rack in place, about
an inch below the top of the back. Last of all,

nail the back in place.

If you ever expect to plane the edges of long
boards I would advise the boring of a series oi'^s-

inch holes, as shown in the front board, and the
making of a pin like the one (B) shown in the
drawing.

To hold flat lumber in place while planing, you
will need a bench-stop. I have tried several, but
have found nothing better than a couple of l%-
in. strong screws set about 1>4 in. apart, about two
inches from and parallel to the end of the bench.
They can be driven below the level of the surface
if necessary. To prevent thin and light pieces
moving backward when the plane is drawn back,
get a bit of the blade of a steel table-knife, not
more than two inches long, and by a tap of the
hammer you can sink the sharp edge into the
bench just enough to hold the wood tight against
the screws. I think you will find this bench a
great comfort.

Victoria, B. C, Canada.

SOME POINTS ON INTRODUCING.

Introducing by Way of the Entrance.

3Y DR. C. C. MILLER.

A correspondent, Luther P. Fairbank, wants
me to answer in Gleanings questions upon some
points in " Forty Years Among the Bees."

If at any time a queen is caged with her own
colony, the cage may be put in the center of the

brood-nest between two combs, down among the

brood at the center of the combs. To do this

nicely, one end of a fine wire is tied around the

cage, the other end being left eight or ten inches

long. The combs being pried apart, the cage is

let down between them; and while one hand
holds the end of the wire the other crowds the

frames together. Then when it is desired to take

out the queen, it is easy to see by the end of the

wire on top of the top-bars just where the cage is.

It is so little trouble to provision the cage that it

is generally provisioned, although her own bees
would be sure to feed the queen.

When a laying young queen of the current

year's rearing is given to a colony that has been
treated for swarming, she may be thus put in her

cage between the combs. Generally, however, in

such a case (as well as in the introduction of any
queen) I merely put the cage in the entrance of

the hive, up against the bottom-bars. She is put
in " fast," that is, the bees can not get at the can-

dy. In two or three days the bees are let at the

candy. You will see that having the cage at the

entrance makes it easy to lake out the cage with-

out opening the hive; and at any hour afterward

I can in a minute look to see whether the queen
is out of the cage. Another point in favor of

this entrance introduction is that G. M. Doolit-

tle, a high authority on any question about
queens, says that a queen near the entrance more
quickly and surely makes the acquaintance of the

colony.
Of course, entrance introduction will not do

for a nucleus or a weak colony, nor in a very
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cold spell. But in hot weather the bees of a

strong colony will never allow a cjueen to be
chilled at the entrance.

Marengo, 111.

CONTROLLING SWARMS IN CALI-
FORNIA.

Providing Plenty of Comb Room Before
the Bees get tlie Swarming Fever.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Mr. Root:—I have been reading Doolittle's

Book, "A Year's Work in the Oat-apiary," and
I should like to ask some questions Here in

California our surplus-honey flow usually comes
in June. Now, some of my bees already have
brood in five fiames. There is, of course, some
honey coming in all the time from eucalyptus
and some other flowers, so they would commence
swarming about the middle of March. If I shake
them tl ey will still have time to build up and
swarm before the first of June, so what would
you do? I have hived swarms on foundation and
combs, and even then they usually build up and
swarm again; in fact, swarming, I could almost
say, is the chief end of apiculture; but if, on the
other hand, I hive on starters the combs are usu-
ally built very uneven, and mostly drone comb.

Bostonia, Cal, Feb. 17. J. P. R. Hall.

[This was referred to Mr. Doolittle, who re-

plies as follows:

—

Ed.]

I think that Mr. Hall fails to "catch on " to

the main idea regarding the non-swarming matter
as given in the book, " A Year's Work in an
Out-apiary," which is the giving of plenty of
extra comb room before the bees take the swarm-
ing fever.

Under date of February 17 he tells us that his
bees have brood in five frames; but if the condi-
tions are with him as with us when we have a col-
ony with brood in five frames in the latter part
of April, the amount of brood in those five

frames would not be more than two and a half
frames /«// of brood, were it all compacted to-

gether. Now, under ordinary conditions I am
free to admit that such a colony might build
up to swarm a month later, or by the middle
of March, as he puts it; but if, on the 5th of
March, he puts on an upper story of ten Lang-
stroth frames of comb, he will discourage that
swarming impulse for from three weeks to a
month, so that the bees will work with a vim in
storing eucalyptus honey, which is slowly com-
ing in, instead of swarming; and when the time
arrives for shaking the bees they will, after shak-
ing, carry what has been stored up into the sec-
tions, as given in the book.
But suppose that this one upper story will not

be sufficient to control the swarming fever until
the time is " ripe " for shaking; then just before
there was a likelihood of the fever being contract-
ed I would takeoff the upper hiveand the queen-
excluder, and put on a hive of empty combs.
On top of this I would put the excluder, and the
hive which was the top hive before, at the top
again. Thus a hive of empty comb would be
added in shape so the queen and bees could not

only spread themselves to their hearts' content as
to storing honey, but as to brood-rearing also,

and the top hive still be in good condition for
the "shook swarming" when the time for doing
this arrived. Surely three ten-frame Langstroth
hives will keep any colony from swarming, view-
ing things from the standpoint of New York
State; and if it did not in California, or any oth-
er place in the world, then I would, a little later,

raise the upper hive of combs and honey, putting
another ten-frame hive of empty combs under it.

With my experience, not one colony in 500
would swarm which had forty L. combs to occu-

py, half with brood and half with honey. Of
course, this will make more labor than will be
needed in most localities; but it will accomplish
the object we are seeking. When shaking-time
comes, use only the upper hive for the Ijrood-

chamber as given in my book; but as many more
bees will be the result, a large amount of section
room should be given at the time of shaking.
Then there will be twice the amount of beeless

brood to be cared for by weaker colonies. Of
course, one shaking could be made in March,
where using only two hives to each strong colo-
ny, as given in the book, and then shake again
in June before the June or second swarming sea-

son comes; but I think more section honey could
be obtained, with less labor, by the plan first out-
lined above.

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR
BEGINNERS.

Preparing for the Honey-flow.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

Some time previous to the surplus-honey flow,

hives and supers should be nailed and painted,

sections folded, filled with foundation, and ar-

ranged in the supers ready to be put on the hives

when the time comes. Every thing should be in

readiness, as a little delay in giving room, when
it is needed, may be the means of cutting the

surplus-honey crop in two.

NAILING HIVES.

Hives and supers, as they come from the fac-

tory, are provided with nails, etc. , and in putting

them together the onlyrtools required are a ham-
mer and a square. A
carpenter would prob-
ably have a wooden
mallet to use in driv-

ing the dovetailed

corners together, but
a hammer can be used
for this purpose, al-

though the planed
surface of the wood
should never be
struck, as it would be
marred. A piece of tough wood should be se-

cured that will not split easily, and this placed on
the corner to take the blow from the hammer.
Before nailing the hives they should be squared;
for if they are not made square before nailing,

they will never keep so afterward.

HOW TO ASSEMBLE HOFFMAN FRAMES.
While instructions usually go with each ship-

ment of hives, many do not understand putting
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together Hoffman frames. The beginner should

take particular notice of the directions that go
with each crate of frames, and see that the V edge

and the square edge of the end-bars are on oppo-
site sides. As the frame is held up, as one would
hold it when looking for a queen, the square edge
should be at the right end of the frame and the

V edge at the left. Frames so assembled will go
into the hives either way; in fact, they can not be
put in wrong.
Two years ago I bought a lot of colonies in

hives in which the frames were nailed wrong; that

is, many of the frames had the V edges of the

end-bars on the same side. This meant that the
V edges would come together in the hives and
the end-bars would often slip by each other,

making the space too narrow between those two
particular frames.

WIRING FRAMES.

After the brood or extracting frames are nailed,

they are ready to wire. We always order our
frames pierced and the wire included. We wind
this wire on a board three indies longer than half

the length of wire that we want to use. The
wire is then tied in about four places with a good
stout string and cut at one end of the board with
a pair of tinner's snips. Each piece of wire will

then he about six inches longer than necessary
for the frame, the extra length being for conven-
ience in handling. The strings keep the wire
from snarling, and yet allow one wire to be
drawn out without disturbing the others.

To wire the frame, we drive in the end-bar two
of the little ;58-inch nails that come with the

frames, one near the upper hole and the other
near the lower one. These are driven only half

way in. One end of the wire should now be run
through the second hole from the top of the frame
across the frame to the corresponding hole in the
opposite end-bar, then up to the upper hole in

that end-bar, and back to the upper hole in the
first end-bar. This end of the wire is now wound
around the nail, and the nail driven home. This
completes the wiring of the upper half of the

frame The other end of the wire should now
be threaded through the lower sets of holes in

the same way; but before the end is finally fas-

ened the slack should be taken out of the wire.

For many years we threaded the wire into the

frame right from the spool, carrying one end
through all of the holes in the frame, but the

method given above is much the better of the two
ways.

HORIZONTAL WIRING DOES NOT PREVENT FOUN-
DATION FROM SAGGING.

After wiring thousands of frames horizontally,

some with the wires drawn tight and some loose,

we have found that the foundation sags about so

much any way; and if no provision is made for

1^

this sagging it "buckles," making the irregular

combs that all are familiar with who use full

sheets of foundation. The heavier the founda-

tion, the less sagging; so that I now use the me-
dium brood in brood-frames, although the light

brood is all right in extracting-frames. As the

weight of the foundation must be relied upon to

prevent sagging, our frames are now wired loose-

ly in order to hold the foundation in the center

of the frame without the buckling that is more
likely to be found in tightly wired frames.

Pt/TTING FOUNDATION INTO THE FRAMES.

This work should always be done in a warm
room or where the temperature is high enough so

that the foundation will be pliable and not easily

broken in handling. Our brood-frames are all

ordered with the double groove and wedge for

securing the foundation in the top-bar. The full

sheet of foundation should be laid on the wires,

worked into the center groove, and then the wedge
inserted in the other groove. Right here is where

so many fail, for they do not crowd this wedge
in far enough. This is quite important, for a

little carelessness in doing this will mean that the
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foundation will fall out of the frames and make
a complete failure of one of the best means of se-

curing it ever devised.

IMBEDDING WIRES INTO FOUNDATION.

We use a smooth planed board, ]/% inch thick,

and the size of the inside of the brood-frames.
We lay this board on the foundation now in the

frame, and turn the frame (board and all) the

other side up. The wires will then be on top of

the foundation, and the board on the under side.

We have never tried any thing that equals the

Easterday imbedder. It is not quite as rapid as

the spur-wheel imbedder, but, unlike the latter

tool, it leaves the foundation smooth, instead of
creasing it and making a weak place. After the
wire has been crowded down into the foundation
a few drops of wax near the ends will help to keep
it in place.

The lower edge of the foundation should be
trimmed off in order to leave about a half-inch
space just above the bottom-bar of the frame.
We take a narrow board the length of the inside
of the frame and % inch thick. We use this

board as a guide for trimming off this lower edge
of the foundation. We stand it on edge next to

the bottom-bar, and with a thin sharp knife cut
off that portion of the foundation by means of the
straight edge thus afforded. If the space between
the foundation and the bottom-bar is much less

than half an inch the foundation is likely to sag;
and when this happens it tips over to one side
(buckles), and makes one of the most undesirable
combs imaginable.

PAINTING HIVES AND SUPERS.

In the spring, after most of the freezing weath-
er is over, we do our painting. We have had a
long experience with lead and oil, and also with
prepared paint; but we use only the prepared
paint now. A new hand can do good work by
using prepared paint, while the mixing of lead
and oil is a trade in itself. Even the prepared
paint, however, should be thoroughly stirred be-
fore it is used. We use nothing but white paint
on our hives and supers, and we make sure that
the paint contains nothing but pure lead and oil,

although some of ours has a little zinc added

also, to be used as a last coat to give a hard glos-

sy finish. We buy the paint in one-gallon pails,

and then use an extra two-gallon pail besides.

The paint is well stirred, and poured from one
pail to the other until it is thoroughly mixed.
For the priming coat two or more quarts of oil

can be added to the gallon of paint, before stir-

ring, to thin it. Buy paint marked for outside

use, and thin the first coat with raw oil.

There is a knack in applying the paint, for it

should be rubbed well into the wood. Apply
several thin coats rather than fewer thick ones.

The same amount of paint is much better applied
in three thin coats than in two thicker ones. For
the second and third coat not much oil will be
required in thinning the paint usually found on
the market; but if it appears rather heavy a little

oil should be used, especially when the pail be-
comes nearly empty. Each coat should be al-

lowed to get thoroughly dry, of course, before

another is applied.

Remus, Mich.

CONDITIONS ALL RIGHT IN OKLA-
HOMA.

BY F. W. VAN DE MARK.

On page 39 I see a letter from Mr. G. E.

Lemon, of this State, in which he complains of

finding nothing in Gleanings from Oklahoma.
If he will look on the front page of the Oct. I5th

issue he will see a nice view of an apiary be-

longing to Mr. J. T. Hairston, of the eastern

part of the State. He need pay no attention to

what is told about the wind, as the bees know
how to take advantage, and, except a few days
in the spring, I have never found that they did
not do all right Around Garden City, Kan.,
and all the western part of the State where alfal-

fa is grown, it is very windy; but, as in Eastern
Colorado, their bees do well.

The worst trouble we have to contend with in

Oklahoma is star-uation caused often by too

much honey being taken away; for as we are all

beginners, a tendency to take too much honey is

hard to overcome; however, our open weather
during December allows us to remedy this by
feeding. Our most critical time here is from
April 20 to May 15. Bees commence raising

brood during February. The first half of

March, being nearly always very warm, brood-
raising is in full blast, caused by pollen-gather-

ing from the soft maple and elm, fruit-bloom
coming on also; then, about the 20th, the cold
or extra windy weather sets in, so the bees gain

very little from the fruit or black-locust bloom.
If the weather stays warm, swarming often be-
gins the first week in April. This is all right if

the good weather continues. Often, however, it

turns cold, and these new swarms can't get out
to work; and the others, being full of bees, and
their stores all used up, starving sets in the last of

April and first of May. Often the first indica-

tion the owner sees is the young brood being
dragged out by the hundreds. This weakens
the colony so that they hardly recover in time to

store any surplus. This can also be overcome
by feeding if these weather conditions prevail.

I have found, after fifteen years, that the only
safe way is to see that the colonies have sufficient
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stores in the fall, protection from the north and
west winds from Jan. 1 to March 1, only one
swarm allowed to the colony, and we are assured

of from 30 to 100 lbs. of fine honey per season

per colony.

Stillwater, Okla., Jan. 10.

ANOTHER WHO REGARDS THE
CONDITIONS IN OKLAHOMA

FAVORABLE TO BEES.

BY N. FRED GARDINER.

In reply to Mr. G. E. Lemon, on page 39,

Jan. 1, I will volunteer a little of my experience

and opinion in regard to bee-keeping in Okla-

homa. As I have neither bees nor supplies to

sell I believe my statements may be accepted as

unbiased. I have been told all the things by
neighbors that Mr. Lemon has, and many more,

and have proven them all fallacies. I have kept

bees on a small scale at this place, at Guthrie,

Okla., and in Sumner Co., Kansas, for a number
of years, and have never yet lost a colony on ac-

count of weather conditions, and there has never

been a season with me when I did not get at

least a little surplus. I think Mr. Lemon was
showing those neighbors a few things when he

was taking off those sections and putting on the

third super.

I have never been able to approach what is

considered a large yield; but as I can readily get

20 cts. per pound here for my honey it helps to

balance things somewhat. This past season,

from six colonies, spring count, I took 330 pounds
of honey; comb and extracted about equally di-

vided, and sold one swarm when it issued.

As to the high wind, I usually reply that, when
it is too windy for the bees to be out at work, it

is too windy for a man. This may not be liter-

^ ally true; but it does not miss it so far, for bees

will work in a pretty strong wind if the hive is

so arranged that they can come in with their

loads safely. As our prevailing winds are from
the south I always have my hives face the north.

Then the loaded bee drops down on the sheltered

side of the hive instead of being beaten back
from the entrance many times by the wind before

gaining a foothold. If you have never given

this a trial the difference will astonish you. Of
course, it is necessary to watch that the occasional

snow or sleet does not choke the entrance and
smother them during the winter; but there are so

few of these in this State that it is not much of a

task.

The open winters do entice the bees to fly a

great many days; but there is no'hing to cause

them to fly very far, and the changes would have

to be quicker than the ones for which Oklahoma
is noted to catch many of them away. I believe,

though, that the open winters do draw heavily

on the stores on account of the bees being active

so much of the time, and I am always particular

to see that the hives are at least as well shaded in

the winter as in summer, thus keeping them as

cool as possible.

In my opinion the spring requires the most at-

tention, as bees often make quite a start in brood-

rearing, etc., during fruit-bloom, and use up prac-

tically all the honey left from the winter, only to

be confronted with two or three or even ten days

of weather when they can not leave the hive and
all the brood to feed. Last season I had a swarm
on the 21st of April. They were hived on full

sheets of foundation which was all drawn out be-

fore this kind of weather came, and had to be
fed, as they had gathered but little honey. I do
not doubt that, to make any success with bees

here at present, requires a little more attention

than in some other States; but I know they are

not a failure by any means, and conditions are

getting better every year. I trust this will be of

some encouragement to my neighbor if he is still

in need of it.

Geary, Okla., Jan. 20.

A LATER REPORT OF THE CONDI-
TIONS IN CALIFORNIA.

BY M. H. MENDLESON.

If favorable weather conditions follow the wet
winter that we have had, we may have some sage

honey again after waiting four years for it; but
this spring has been unusually cold and back-
ward, and the bees are six weeks or more behind.

We usually have swarms in March; but this sea-

son we had none, and the colonies are now of

only moderate strength. Unless we have fair

weather soon, in many apiaries large numbers of

colonies will be lost from starvation, as, so far,

there is not enough new honey coming in to keep

pace with the consumption of the old stores.

Here is where those colonies are ahead that are

provided with the extra amount of stores. I have

never seen this plan fail to be profitable.

IMPORTANCE OF HAVING ALL THE HONEY OF
THE BEST QUALITY, AND THEN GRADING IT

CAREFULLY.
If we are successful this year in producing

honey, would it not be well for us to consider

thorough ripening of the honey so that it will be

thick and ropy beyond criticism. Well-ripened

California honey has no equal as to keeping qual-

ities or flavor; but it must be mellow and thick.

We can not afford to take any further chance on
the good reputation of our honey. I do hope

our large producers will take this advice into

serious consideration, for the future sales and
prices will depend on quality. Thin souring

honey will lessen our sales, while the well-ripened

article, free from specks, will increase the amount
consumed and advance prices.

Some of our large buyers came to me recently,

requesting me to mention the importance of

skimming all honey thoroughly before drawing
it off into cans, and saying that it should not be

drawn too close, as ihis results in many of the

"specks" getting into the cans.

The producer who regards the quality can

command prices, and will always find ready

sales;while one who pays little attention to qual-

ity, and is indifferent in regard to the grading-

rules, may find much of his honey rejected by
the carload.

We should be careful also to grade our honey.

Each extracting and each tankful from each api-

ary should be lettered and numbered. I have

my apiaries lettered, and each extracting of uni-

form grade numbered. For instance, my home
apiary is lettered E; the initial letter of the apia-

ry, and the first extracting is, therefore. El; the
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second, E2, etc. All of the shipping-cases are

lettered and numbered on the lid. In this way
there is but little chance of mixing the grades.

Cases of extracted honey should never be piled

more than three tiers higii in a car, and I prefer

but two tiers. If there are more than three tiers

the danger is greater on account of the rough

switching.

Ventura, Cal.

Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

MOST OF THE SHIPMENTS OF BEESWAX AND
HONEY ARRIVING IN NEW YORK ARE IN

TRANSIT FOR EUROPE.

I take this opportunity to inform you of the

arrival in New York of shipments of beeswax

and honey for the year 1908, which, by the way,

shows the largest imports for many years back.

The increase, however, is not in the amount for

consumption in the United States, but in goods

that are in transit for Europe.
Beejivax.—The total arrivals at New York

for 1908 were 6636 packages, which, at an av-

erage weight of 200 lbs. per package, equals

1,327,200 lbs. Of this quantity, 4144 packages,

or about 828,800 lbs., were in transit for Europe,

leaving only 2492 packages, or about 498,400

lbs. for consumption in the United States.

Honey.—The total arrivals at New York for

1908 were 16,427 packages, which, at an average

of about 60 gallons per package, equals 985,620

gallons. Of this quantity, 11,880 packages, or

about 712,800 gallons, were in transit for Eu-

rope, leaving only 4547 packages, or about

272,820 gallons, for consumption in the United

States.

The number of pounds and gallons given

above are only estimated, as it would be difficult

to state accurately the quantities arriving. Bees-

wax comes to this market packed from small

cases of about 50 lbs. to large cases and hogs-

heads containing from 500 to 1000 lbs. each,

while honey comes in half-barrels, from 30 to 35

gallons, to large tierces of about 100 to 110 gal-

lons. However, you will note from these figures

that comparatively little foreign beeswax and
honey comes to this market when the consump-
tion of these articles in the United States is con-

sidered. D. Steengrafe.
New York, March 26.

HOW THE HONEY MARKET IS INJURED BYTHE BOT-
TLING OF INFERIOR HONEY; A CAUTION IN

REGARD TO THE USE OF SMOKE.

The injury to the honey market by the bot-

tling of inferior grades of honey, and the spoil-

ing of good honeys by the blending therewith of

the inferior grades, is something that should have
attention. This truth has been forced upon me
by the fact that many grocers can sell so little

bottled extracted honey that they think it not

worth handling; while on the other hand I have

many private family customers that use from 25

to over 100 lbs. annually. We have one custom-
er who is very fond of our dark natural blend of

buckwheat, goldenrod, and aster, and will, at the

present rate, use up over 250 lbs. during the year.

Does not this show that, if the people had con-
fidence in what the grocers handle, and were not
so often fooled with inferior honey, not to say

adulterations, there would be a consumption of

honey that would make the selling of it a more
remunerative and attractive business by the dis-

tributors.?

One point about capping- melters has not been
touched upon. I refer to the care that should be
exercised in the smoking of bees. Much good
honey has been ruined with smoke. Well-cap-
ped honey does not contain a smoky flavor, be-

cause the cappingswith the smoky surface are re-

moved. If you melt those badly smoked cap-

pings and turn the honey into the tank with the

extracted and unsmoked honey, you have injured

the flavor. Take cappings that have been drain-

ed. The first drainings are not badly smoked,
but the last tailings are unfit for table use. The
remedy is to use the bee-escape with as little

smoke as possible. The small amount of smoke,
together with the leaving of the super on the hive

several hours after the smoking, will add greatly

to the lessening of the odor.

Orel L. Hershiser.
Kenmore, New York, Feb. 15.

BEES REFUSING TO BUILD CELLS IN COLONIES
WITH CAGED QUEENS.

I had two colonies built up from nuclei, hav-

ing first bought the queens. I wanted to increase

them as far as possible by dividing. Some writ-

er in Gleanings said, "Cage the queens three

days in their own hives, then put them back sev-

en days, I think; and at the end of that time

divide up, giving two or three frames to each nu-

cleus, leaving the old queen on the home stand,

and being sure each nucleus had queen-cells,"

etc. I did this, but the bees refused to start

queen-cells at all, so in the next issue Dr. Miller

said, " Better way, take the queens away from
the hive three days," which I did, and the cells

were started all right; but he failed to tell what
to do with the queens; so, not knowing any bet-

ter, I caged them and put them with several at-

tendants above a strong colony with wire screen

above and below, thinking they could not be
hurt there; but, to my surprise, the second day
found them all in the cage, killed by little black

ants. The ants had not before nor have they

since bothered the colony where I put them.
Greenville, 111. J. F. Buchanan.

[Unless it were warm weather, and the bees

were flying to the fields, the bees would not be

inclined to build cells, and some strains would
build none as long as the queen was caged with-

in the hive. As a rule, the average colony will

do so during the working season. Dr. Miller's

suggestion, to take the queens away entirely, was
the only thing for you to do under the circum-

stances; but now you want to know what to do
with the queens that are removed. They can be

caged just as you did, and put on top of other

colonies that already have queens, and left there

for three or four days, or longer if deemed neces-

sary. Be sure to put the cage in in such a way
that the wire cloth will be face downward. The
younger bees of the strange colony will feed the
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queens while so confined. To provide against

absolute starvation, be sure that the cages con-

tain a soft bee candy. In your case tiie little

black ants got at the queens and killed them. If

you are troubled with that pest we would advise

you to set the hives up on short legs, and put the

legs in sauce-dishes of water or oil.

—

Ed.]

A HEAVY PENALTY.

In Judge Pierson's court at McPherson, Kan.,
the other day, M. W. Kibyand R. Lackey, from
Nebraska, were fined $25 each and sent to jail for

fifteen days for selling a manufactured imitation

honey for a pure honey, which had only three

pounds of pure honey to fifty pounds of the fin-

ished product, being composed of glucose, citric

acid, soap bark ground, coal-tar honey flavor, and
colored to look like honey. The inspector says

it is one of the best imitations he ever saw. The
stuff which the two men were selling cost them
about 4 cents a pound to make, and they were
charging 15 cents a pound, or two pounds for a

quarter for the stuff.

—

American Grocer.

[This, of course, does not refer to comb honey
but to a decoction in liquid form. The words
" manufactured imitation honey " are misleading
in that they give the impression that comb honey
is meant. It is such loose ways of writing that

give rise to the comb-honey lies.

—

Ed.]

CAN ONE KEEP HIS BEES IN THE CELLAR TOO
LONG.? FEEDING BEES IN THE SPRING; DIS-

POSING OF CROOKED COMBS.

Will you kindly answer the following ques-
tions by return mail.' Am I right in keeping my
bees in a cellar while I can hold the temperature
down to at least 48, and bees very quiet.' If I

can hold these conditions, would it not be well
to keep them in until the 15th?

Would you feed bees in spring that have suf-

ficient stores, simply to stimulate the rearing of

brood early

-

I have several colonies that have crooked, tan-

gled brood-combs, that it is impossible to take
up for examination. Would you transfer to

hives arranged with full-sized frame of comb
foundation.' If so, what time would you select.'

Manawa, Wis., April 4. E. E. Cohen.

[We would advise you to keep your bees in

the cellar as long as they are quiet and seem to

be doing well, and so long as there is a liability

of bad boisterous weather coming on the outside.

In your locality we would not advise you to keep
the bees in later, probably, than about the 20th
of April, certainly not later than May 1st. Should
the bees become uneasy, and disposed to fly out
on the cellar bottom, or should you have difficul-

ty in maintaining the temperature to the proper
point, we would recommend taking the bees out
along in .March; but if possible, give them winter
cases or some sort of protection over the hives.

As a general thing, we do not advise feeding
bees in the spring that have sufficient stores.

Stimulative feeding has a tendency to force the
bees out in unfavorable weather, and most of our
best bee-keepers now advise against spring feed-
ing, but giving the bees copious supplies of s'ores
in the fall—enough so that they wil haveno lack

until the honey harvest is on. Of course, cir-

cumstances alter cases.

The crooked or otherwise imperfect combs,
especially those that contain an excess of drone
comb, should be melted up. If one works right,

he will be able to secure enough wax by the ope-
ration to pay for the foundation that he puts in

his frames. It is very wasteful to have drone
combs and crooked combs in the yard. It pays,
and pays well, to have all combs as nearly perfect

as possible, and all worker.

—

Ed.]

SHOULD SHAKING BE PRACTICED TO CURE SULK-
ING.'

Just now we hear much about shaking bees to

cure laziness. Now, come to think of it, who
among experienced, thoughtful bee-keepers is

there that believes there is such a thing as a lazy

honey-bee.' Whenever a colony of bees is found
apparently sulking, there is something the matter
with that hive which the person in charge should
discover and remedy before making the charge
of laziness, or making the cruel statement regard-
ing a queen that has filled the hive so full of bees
that they hang out for comfort, that " it would
not have been a very bad accident if we had drop-
ped that queen and stepped on her." Could that

colony of bees have been transferred to the new
condition, without the slightest shaking, they
would have exhibited just as much vigor as though
shaken however severely. It seems they went to

work with such energy that, with the hot day,
they quite overdid the matter. Perhaps they
were shaken " jist a leetle tu much." It's a won-
der that the hot day and the breaking-down of

the comb were not charged to their account.
Oh, my! How much the poor bees and queens

have to suffer because of the ignorance or the

lack of careful obser\ation of the bee-keeper!

How often an incident is taken for a cause—as

though the noise behind the projectile fired from
a gun is ihe cause instead of an incident!

Evanston, 111. Wm. M. Whitney.

[While doubting the efficacy of shaking, our
correspondent (and he is a good bee-keeper) does
not say what he would do to cure sulking or lazi-

ness. Perhaps he infers that every one already

knows; but there will be some, like the man from
Missouri, that will " want to be shown."

—

Ed.]

DO BEES FLY FROM CHOICE FROM TWO TO FOUR
MILES FROM HOME.' FURMSHING ALSIKE TO

FARMERS.

It is not often the Root Co. make a serious

mistake in their business; but I think they are

making one in the way they supply the farmers
in their vicinity with alsike seed. You supply it

free within a quarter of a mile of your apiary,

and half price further away. Now, as bees "fly

from choice from two to four miles " (see Doo-
little, page 194, April 1, would it not be better

to supply alsike seed free to be sown from two
to four miles from your apiary.' This would
give you a belt around your apiary two miles

wide by twelve miles long; and as farmers use a

three-year rotation, one-third of this, or 5000
acres, would be in clover; and as the seed would
be free, most of it would be in alsike. Within
this two-by-four-mile belt, and between the two-
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by-four-mile-belt and the seven-mile limit you
should charge half price for seed. Of course, there

might be some apiaries within the two-by-four-

mile belt; but as they " fly from choice from two
to four miles " they would fly beyond the fields

on which your bees were working.
It is fifty years since I owned my first colony

of bees, and this talk of bees flying two to four

miles from choice, or seven miles from the hive,

is all folderol. Thos. W. Odle.
Ridgeville, Ind., April 9.

[Your last paragraph shows that you are not

poking fun so much at The A. I. Root Co. as

you are at our old friend Doolittle. The real

question at issue, then, is not whether it pays to

furnish alsike seed free or at half price; but as to

whether bees from choice fly from two to four

miles from home. This is a matter that depends
very much on locality and the honey flora. In
our locality (and we have no hills to speak of)

bees do not generally go over 1/i miles from
home, and most of the nectar is carried a much
less distance than that. We have tested this,

time and again, by tracing the flight of our bees

to outyards, and in every case but few bees went
beyond a mile and a half, and most of them
would go under a mile.

But in a hill country, bees will fly much fur-

ther, particularly if there is a broad expanse of val-

ley between two big hills. We believe bees have
a sort of telescopic vision; and if, for example,
they can see a white patch of buckwheat two or
three miles away, and there is no pasturage near-

er, they will go to the distant field. We saw
that demonstrated at the apiary of the late

E. W. Alexander. We could easily trace the

bee-line flight to distant buckwheat-fields some
two, three, and even five miles away. Mr. Alex-
ander told us that he had driven over to some of

these distant fields just to satisfy himself, and he
found his bees making a bee-line to his apiary.

This explains why he could keep so many bees,

700 colonies in one yard. Mr. Doolittle lives

in a country very much like what we find at

Alexander's.

Another thing, the aroma of a buckwheat-field
when in full bloom will, we believe, travel fur-

ther than that from any other honey-plant The
scent of bees is very acute. Where buckwheat
grows they would go further than at Medina,
where we have very little; yet when we take this

all into consideration it seems a little strong to

say that hees/rom choice will fly four miles. We
should like to hear from some of our subscribers.

—Ed.]

IS THERE DANGER OF THE BEES STINGING
HORSES.?

I am living on a rented lot. The man who is

carrying on the surrounding farm has notified

me that my bees must not sting his horses. He
is trying to make me trouble because he has been
reported to the humane officer for abusing his

horses, and he thinks me the culprit. There are

only a few days in the year when they work in

the meadow, and there has been only one day
when my bees troubled the men or horses that I

know of. I have had them three seasons. They
are Italians that I bought.
Can I place my bees anywhere on this lot and

keep within the limits of the law? This man will

probably be here only till November, and we'd
rather not move if we can keep out of trouble
here. I have only four colonies. I shall be
very much obliged to you if you will advise me.

Miss Genevieve C. Horsford.
Charlotte, Vt., April 7.

[As a general principle we may say that you
have a right to put your bees anywhere on your
own premises so long as they do not interfere

with the rights of others. In the case you have
given, the complainant, as we understand it, has
sustained no serious damage; he only ajjumes
that his horses may be stung. He has no legit-

imate ground of complaint, and he can not
force you to move them—at least until he sustains

an actual damage. We would suggest putting
the bees in the garden about half way between
the barn and the highway. If you are careful to

allow no robbing among your bees, no one will

ever have a real ground for complaint. Your
neighbor can not force you to move the bees un-
der the conditions that now exist.

—

Ed.]

JAPANESE OR SILVERHULL BUCKWHEAT.

Can you inform me as to the kind of buckwheat
that is best for bees.? I saw an article in Glean-
ings about a man who raised it over by the Hud-
son River We have the Japanese and the silver-

gray. I should like to know of the man who
has some of the new kind to sell.

Groton, N. Y., April 5. C. W. Pierce.

[Some of the bee-keepers in Eastern New York
are beginning to abandon Japanese buckwheat,
and are using instead the old silverhull and gray
buckwheat, thinking they get actually more
weight of seed; and from the standpoint of bee-

keepers the statement has been made that more
honey is secured from these latter than from this

mammoth variety of the Japanese. We are not
prepared to give a definite opinion based on our
own experience, but we suggest that you try

either the silverhull or gray this year, and, if pos-

sible, another field of Japanese side by side. We
should appreciate it much if you could give us a

report of what you find, which report we should
like to publish in Gleanings. In the mean time
we should be glad to get the experience of others.

—Ed.]

SIMPSON and spider PLANT.

I notice in the ABC book a plant called the

Simpson and spider plants Would you advise

a new hand at the bee business to plant either of

these plants? I OJvn a small farm here, and am
trying to get started in the bee business.

Princeton, Iowa. Cyrus Bridges.

[While the Simpson and spider plants, spoken
of in the A B C of Bee Culture, are remarkable
for the amount of honey they will furnish, we do
not advise setting them out for just the nectar

that one would be able to secure from them. As
a general rule we may say that artificial pasturage

does not pay unless it yields some valuable prod-
uct aside from the honey. Alsike, buckwheat,
and, in fact, any of the clovers, are profitable

honey-plants because they yield seed, hay, or

both, as well as nectar.

—

Ed.]
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Our Homes
• By a. I. Root

My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me.'—Mark 15:34.

Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right;

—

Gbn. 18:35.

Be still, and know that I am God.

—

Psalm 46:10.

Dear friends, since I last talked to you I have
been down in "the valley of the shadow of death.

"

Excuse, please, a little preliminary introduction.

There had been a little discussion as to whether
we had better undertake to get away from Florida

and go back to our home in Ohio as early as the

first of April; but there were so many things I

was anxious to get hold of in my old home that

we finally decided it would be safe, especially as

we did the same thing a year ago. We had a

very pleasant trip until within a short distance of

our home. Down near the middle of this State

a couple of cars got oflf the track, and that neces-

sitated a delay of several hours in a little manu-
facturing town. Of course, I was disappointed
to be so near home, and yet compelled to wait
there with nothing to do; but I remembered what
I have often said to you about inquiring what
new lesson the Lord has to teach us whenever our
plans are interrupted. So I decided to run
around the town a little and look it over. It is

hardly more than a railroad crossing, and the

beer-saloons in almost every direction indicated

that it was, at least so far, a wet town. As there

was a cold March wind that day, we went to a

hotel, got a comfortable room with a fire in it,

and ordered dinner. I soon found there were
murmurs of dissatisfaction all over the town be-

cause the glass-factory that gave employment to

the principal part of the inhabitants had shut
down. I wandered over to that factory, a great

big structure, to see what I could learn. It was
a bott/e-fzctory. The fierce temperance wave in

Ohio had indeed broken up an industry that em-
ployed great numbers of men, and perhaps some
women and children. Our State of Ohio, es-

pecially the central part of it, is great on glass-

factories, and I should not wonder if our State

makes more ivhisky-bottles than any other State

in the Union. In fact, I do not know but Ohio
originated the little flattened pocket-flask. We
used to call it the hip-pocket whisky-flask; and I

do not know but these very hip-pocktts were in-

vented to carry the bottle of whisky. These
whisky-flasks are scattered all around over Ohio;
and not only that, but possibly over all the earth,

or pretty nearly so. We see them where they
have been thrown out of car-windows, and we
see them scattered around pleasure-resorts from
Florida to California, and everywhere else.

^^'^here nature has something wonderful to offer

that ought to raise better thoughts to God we
find ivhisky-bottles thrown around. Sometimes
they are thrown against the rocks, where there is

beautiful natural scenery, and God"s domain is

disfigured by broken glass and the smell of whis-
ky. Thank God, this is not as bad of late years

as it used to be; but the time was when one
could not go near a fairground without seeing

whisky-bottles lying in the road. During our
county fairs people used to crosi our garden in

going over to the fairground; and after every fair

a great lot of whisky-bottles were found scatter-

ed around. ' During our Ohio State Fair several

years ago I saw almost a earful of boys in their

teens, each one supplied with a bottle of whisky.
Thank God, such scenes are nearly past and
gone. Adjoining the big glass-factory there

was a great heap of damaged and broken bottles

—scrap to be worked over whenever the factory
should start up again if it ever does. Well, there

was much complaint over all that little town
about the cessation of their business. I learned
that some of the expert glass-blowers made from
six to seven dollars a day when the factory was
running The population was mostly foreign,

and they could not quite understand why their

particular industry was not as praiseworthy as

any other, nor why the Anti-saloon League had
not done them a terrible ivrong in killing out the

very life of their little town.
I arrived home feeling pretty well, and rather

enjoyed picking up the odds and ends of things
I had dropped the fall before. Among other
things I soon got down into the apple-cellar to

see what shape the apples were in. For several

weeks before, we had had no apples, and I was
hungry for some. I ate only a few the first

evening after getting home You remember
what I have said about apples being the "best
medicine in the world." Two or three days
later I made a pretty good meal of apples, eating

about all I wanted, shortly before going to bed,

as I have done for years past. They were not of

a very good quality, however, for they were most-
ly Ben Davis and Rail's Janet. They were rath-

er wilted besides, and not as digestible as apples

would be in better condition. I had caught a

little cold before I ate the apples. In fact, I was
thinking about calling our family physician to

ask him if he could do any thing to ward oflt my
getting the grip by coming home so early. At
the time of his call I was sopping my nose with

my handkerchief. In fact, my handkerchief
soon became so unpleasant to handle that I want-

ed a clean one every two or three hours. I said,

" Doctor, are you of the medical profession able

to do any thing to ward off a cold like this, say

in a short time.^"

Perhaps I should remark that, while I wiped
my nose, there were various aches and pains in

different parts of my body. He replied:
" Yes, I can stop that dripping from your nose,

and these pains, in just a few minutes "

By the way, during all my life I have never

had much faith in any remedy for a cold. The
doctor smilingly gave me some tablets, saying,
" Here, take one of them, and in just a few min-
utes you can put away your handkerchief."

Sure enough, in fifteen or twenty minutes the

pain had abated and I could put my handker-

chief in my pocket. I said then and say now,
" May God be praised for the advance that medi-

cine has made, since I can remember, in reliev-

ing human suffering!" Just think of a little tab-

let producing such effects! Before he went away
he said something like this:

"You have the grip. It is not >'f/ grip fever,

and we hope we can get along without the fever."

Perhaps I may remark here that I did not ex-

* Yellowstone Park is almost the only place where I have

found no whisky-bottles. Severe police regulations forbid drop-

ping any bottle or tin can anywhere; but for all that, I saw, God
knows, enough whisky drank cut af bottles.
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actly obey the doctor's orders. He expressed his

opinion in regard to a certain matter, but left it

subject to my judgment. I supposed I had
about gotten over the grip, and started to do some
work. When he came again he said, " Well,
sir, you have gripy^-x^^r this time, sure."

" Do you mean, doctor, that I have got to have
a run of fever? Does grip have to have its run
like other fevers.'"

" It generally has a run of ten or twelve days,
but we will try to evade it if we can."
But we did not "evade it." If some one

would offer me a thousand dollars to go through
again what I did during those ten or twelve days,
I would refuse it. If, however, by so doing I

might guard or warn somebody else from falling

into the same pitfalls, then I might undertake it.

Booker Washington tells us in his book that he
finally came to a point where he could thank
God that he was born black, because now he
could do work for his people that he never could
have done otherwise; and I hope God will give
me grace to be willing to bear affliction when it

may be the means of helping some other poor
soul to escape. Now, there is a question right
here that the doctor did not decide, and that I

can not decide. Was it the lot of corky apples
that I ate when I was not used to them, that gave
me the grip, or was it the grip that prevented the
apples from digesting and getting out of the way
as they usually do.? Perhaps both together. It

was a bad combination. I really did not feel

chilly when I was running about after I arrived
home; but I think now I was not sufficiently
careful to be bundled up with overcoat, fur cap,
and thick overshoes, etc., until I became better
acclimated. My wife urged heavier undercloth-
ing; but as it was then quite warm, I felt sure I

did not need it. When the grip fever got its

"grip'' on me, every thing was at a standstill.

My digestion stopped, my appetite was gone.
Let me say briefly, I did not get entirely rid of
those undigested apples for nearly two weeks.
I have been watching my digestive apparatus
closely for years, so I knew what progress things
were making; and it was not until that decayed
"apple pomace " (for that is what it looked like)
was gotten out of the way that I began to get
better. Gradually nature began to reject every
tiling in the shape of food or nourishment. I

tried a baked apple, but it gave me such distress
for hours in trying to vomit it up (but couldn't)
that I made no more experiments of that kind.
I tried a little juice of grape fruit, with perhaps
the same result. Nature rejected any thing and
every thing. Beef-tea extract, that has always
bpen agreeable to me, was simply nauseating.
D ly after day passed without a bit of food. The
doctor finally said we would have \o force a little

nourishment down in some way.* I told him it

was no use.

Let me give you a little illustration. I took a
little bit of dry toast in my mouth, and chewed

' Years ago, while in Portland, Ore., I had a relapse of mala-
rial fever. I sent for the best doctor in the city, and he said I

must not attempt to take a particle of solid food. I could not di-
gest it—take nothins; but milk. I said I could not bear the sight
of it. "Then take nothinK at all until you really feel hungry
for milk. Nature will let you know when it will do good." At
the end of about two days the milk tasted good, and 1 came out
all right. With (his i'r/> fe»er there is an objection to milk be-
cause of an almost continuous raising of mucus that seems aggra-
vated by milk.

it up \ery fine, thinking nature would certainly
furnish a little saliva to start digestion; but the
bread seemed like just so much pulverized sand.
There was no taste to it. It stayed in my mouth,
and would have been an annoyance and trouble
if I had not washed it out with water. The
stomach seemed to be gone, the gastric juice
seemed to be gone. I could not sleep. The
minute I shut my eyes the delirium and fever set

me almost crazy. I did not even know my own
name; and, to add to my troubles, somebody was
continually telling me to get out of the way.
"They were going to tear the house down to build
a railroad there, or something else, and we had
to "get out." I tried to maintain it was my
own house; but my tormentors laughed in de-
rision. Just one little circumstance: Of course,
in my mind wanderings I thought of chickens;
and when these fellows told me I must begin to

get out of the way I called to a bright-looking
little girl and said, " Please help me catch the
chickens, will you, and put them into the basket
carefully.?" And then I chased off after some in

another direction. Pretty soon I heard that girl

say, " ' Put them into the basket carefully !' this is

just the way /do it;" and as she caught one after

another she hit it a blow with her fist that crush-
ed its little life out. And before I could stop
her I heard shriek after shriek of the dying
agonies of my little pets. Things like this were
being enacted constantly, to provoke my wrath
Burglars and highway robbers seemed prowling
about everywhere. I looked over the side of my
bed, and saw them crawling around in my room.
When it was night I counted the minutes before
it would be daylight; and when daylight came I

longed for the night again. At that time the

doctor said, "This mental anguish and torture

is the outcome of a lack of food. We must give

you nourishment in some way to stop it."

All this time there was such a nausea in my
stomach that I could not bear the thought or
sight of food. Said he, " We will make you
some beef juice, and you must get it down in

some way." They did so; and, oh what joy I

felt as nature took hold of the beef juice and be-
gan to appropriate it ! Last winter I greatly en-

joyed watching the growth of the embryo chicks
in the incubator. I saw the blood-vessels push
out 80 rapidly that there was quite a change in

even a few hours. And then I have seen the em-
bryo chick grow until it nearly filled the shell.

Well, it seemed to me as if this beif juice took
hold and spread off into my blood, and gave me
strength and life, just as the chick grew in the

shell. They gave me only a few spoonfuls; in

an hour or two a little more, and so on as I could
bear it. A little later some finely ground broil-

ed beef. Of course, this is just the Salisbury

treatment of years ago. How memory brought
back the time when it was my great privilege to

be most intimately acquainted with Dr. Salis-

bury, who gave the world the results of his ex-

periments and great success in feeding sick peo-

ple beef and beef juice!* The beef gave me
strength, and speedily raised my hope and spirits;

and although several days have passed, as I write.

* If any of the exponents of vegetable diet can furnish any
thing to take the place of beef juice, in cases like this. I shall

be glad to bear of it. I have lor years past tested a great lot of

the most-lauded invalid foods.
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I enjoy my nie.ils, prepared almost wholly of

ground beefsteak, more than any food I ever en-

joyed f efore in my life. Nature seems to call

for \t just no-iv, and for nothing else. May God
be praised for that noble animal that converts
the grass of the fields into wholesome food for a
world of people, especially for invalids ! It was
nearly forty years ago when I was so enthusiastic

in regard to the Salisbury treatment and the beef-

steak diet. I have wandered away from it many
times during the years that are past; but I have
generally come back to it sooner or later. May
God forgive me if I ever again lose faith in good
lean meat as food for mankind, especially ailim^

mankind. During all this siege, of course I had
plenty of pure air The doctor directed having
tlie windows opened and kept open day and
night. At the same time I drank great quanti-
ties of pure soft waier. This cleanses the system
and washes out the poison. This grip fever is

certainly a contagious disease. I had a most em-
phatic illustration of it that I can not well men-
tion here. The patient should be put in a room
by himself. May God be praised that our State

of Ohio is not only making great progress in

fighting the great white plague, but also in fight-

ing fevers of every kind. A great emancipation
is coming to the world in the way of a-uoiding
sickness, pains, and untimely deaths.

I am now ready to give you some of my spirit-

ual experiences during this fever. I kept asking
myself what lesson it was that God was striving

to teach me. I have told you several times that

my little prayer, "Lord, help," has never failed.

Either the help has come, or grace to bear it; and
the answers to my prayers for the past few months
in this way have been simply wonderful. Dur-
ing the torture of this grip fever, especially at the
first, I did more praying than ever before, or at

least for a long while back. But my prayers did
not seem to be answered. My spirituality seemed
to be dead. I called to mind God's precious
promises all through the scriptures, and I came
to him claiming those promises; but there did
not seem to be any answer So much of my
mind was occupied with delirium that I hardly
knew I had any existence at all, and I somehow
seemed to lose faith. I remembered thinking
once that I had not prayed at all for the past two
days, and I went over my past life. I thought
of these Home papers, of the hopeful and en-
couraging words I have given you, of the scrip-

ture texts I have quoted, of the instances in which
(Jod has lifted his children out of the Slough of

Despond, and in the agony of despair the words
came into my mind, "My God, my God, why
hast thou forsaken me.?" Then I thought of the
dear Savior; that it seemed to " please God " to

let him pass down through the valley of the
shadow of death. Then I thought of Job when
his wife said to him, "Curse God and die."
What did she mean by that? Could death help
matters.? While I was trying to take courage in

things such as Job expressed, I had an experience
that seemed to carry a moril with it. T felt as
if I had indeed gone down into the depths of
Hades; and not only that, but when God refused
to hear or answer, it seemed to me that Satan
took it on himself to answer. First let me illus-

trate how slowly and painfully the hours and
minutes seemed to drag along.

By my bedside is an electric clock th;it I have
told you about. The three little batteries were
supposed to run it a year. When I went away
last fall the year was up, and I provided some
new batteries, but told them to let the old ones
remain as long as they kept the clock going.
Well, those three little batteries are running the
clock still. The clock has not run down nor
been touched for over one year and eight months.
A little electric light was fixed to shine on the

face of the clock so I could see how the time
passed. I looked up one night, and it was a
quarter past three. The hands of the clock were
together. I watched for quite a little while, but
they did not seem to separate. Said I, "Well,
that faithful little clock has stopped at last," and
I turned my face away. I looked back again a
little later, thinking I might have been mistaken
after all; but the hands had not separated I

turned away again with a kind of disappointed
feeling, thinking that, as those little batteries

had finally failed, so I was failing. Imagine my
surprise, a little later on, to see the hands ^were

moving after all. It really seemed as if the ma-
chinery of the whole universe was dragging—that

every minute so filled with torture and torment
was being spun out into a quarter of an hour. I

kept thinking of the wretched man who begged
that Lazarus might dip his finger in water and
cool his tongue, "for," as he says, "I am tor-

mented in this flame." I did not care, perhaps,

so much for the drop of ^water; but, oh how I

did long for one of neighbor Rood's Excelsior

strawberries, so tart and delicious, that we have
been enjoying more or less every day all the past

winter !

Well, while I was thinking of this parable of

the rich man and his suffering, Satan came to

give me some consolation. He said, " Mr. Root,
you have had but a little taste of suffering. Now,
you Christian people teach that this is to go on
forever, and that 'here is no respite. You saw
how one minute could be spun out until it seem-
ed to you like an hour; and yet you say a man
has no right to cut off his life Listen ! There
are- thousands and thousands who wish they had
never been born; and it would have been better

for them that they never had been born. What
is this existence worth, anyhow.? What is hu-
man life worth.? If all that these people teach

about everlasting punishment is true, there could

be no greater boon to humanity than some in-

vention whereby annihilation could be quickly

and easily secured. You used to have faith in

Bible promises; you have quoted them all your
life; but thousands, like yourself, have found
that they do not amount to any thing after all.

God's promises have gone into the scrap-heap,"

and he waved his hand toward a heap of broken
and twisted irons that I had not noticed before.
" These were once God's promises, such as you
teach your Sunday-school children. The few
people that no-v keep saying them over know
they are lies while the words are on their lips,

only fit for that old 'scrap pile.' " As he point-

ed his thumb toward it I went up and gave the

"scrap pile" a more careful scrutiny, and, "lo
and behold," it was a pile of -chishy- bottles, and
not a heap of God's promises at all. While I

was looking for something to rebuke and con-

tradict him with, my eye caught on to one
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promise among the rusty irons that was not tar-

nished at all, which shone like gold, and it read,

"Shall not the Judge of all the earth do
RIGHT?" And then the pains and aches began
to fade away, and I began to get a clear vision

of God's loving mercy; of the wonderful progress

that has been made in science and medicine; of

the wonderful things that are constantly unfold-

ing. And then came another thought, this other

text I have used—" Be still, and know that I am
God;" and then I fell into a sound and refreshing

natural sleep; and when I awoke God was near

to me once more, and, I hope, nearer and dearer

than enjer before.

Last night, before I went to sleep, with weak
and feeble knees I bowed before my bed, and
prayed that God would give me the rest I needed
so much to fit me to dictate the Home papers on
the morrow. The prayer was graciously answer-
ed. I awoke this morning from the most re-

freshing sleep that I have had since my illness;

and before I had begun my work I thanked him
again for having so graciously answered my
prayer.

Now just a closing thought. Our State of

Ohio is doing a most noble work in stamping
out typhoid fever. I saw our physician take a

tiny speck of blood from the tip of the finger of

a grip-fever patient. This little speck of blood
was sent to Columbus, Ohio, where the State

would ascertain, free of charge, whether the

patient has typhoid fever or typhoid symptoms.
Any physician in the State can have this State

aid absolutely free of charge in order to detect

and stamp out typhoid before it gets a start.* In
a like manner our State looks after the drinkirag-

water of our people, and it has been doing a

magnificent work in furnishing good and whole-
some milk to our children and babies. May
God be praised for this beneficent work. Now
let me change the subject a little. I can remem-
ber when rows of whisky-bottles were in the

windows of the saloons in almost every little

town in Ohio, and in other States as well. If I

remember correctly, at one time an enterprising

newsdealer in the Columbus Union Depot had a

long row of little pocket whisky-flasks, which he
offered at only ten cents each; and every school-
boy who had a dime could get one. I do not
know how long this thing continued. Our great

doctors did not seem to think it worthy of their

attention. The W. C. T. U. (God bless them!)
made the first break and protest. Later the

Anti-saloon League commenced to wage war;
but the obstacles were so great, and we were so
few in numbers, that the enemy pretty nearly
overwhelmed us. I wonder if there is a saloon
now in Ohio that dares put out a row of whisky-
flasks visible from the street. I hardly think
there is; and may God be praised for the progress
we are making. But yet with all this progress,

the President of the United States may, in his

message, speak of typhoid fever, and urge pure
drinking-water and good milk, yet, if I am right

about it, he is even noiv so manacled by the rum

power that he dare not even mention the pocket
whisky-flasks made on purpose for our American
schoolboys. Typhoid fever is a terrible thing.

It is a disgrace to any neighborhood, and almost
a disgrace to have it break out in any family.
The fevers are all terrible things. I know a lit-

tle more about it to-day than I ever did before;

but, great heavens ! what does typhoid fever
amount to compared with the fever that comes
from the pocket whisky-flask.? God hasten the

day when the flag of our nation shallht a ^'stain-

less flag.

"

beef juice.

It has occurred to me that perhaps a good
many may want to know what I mean by " beef

juice." I asked the nurse how she made it, and
she said take any good round beefsteak, and cut

it into strips about the size of your little finger.

These are then broiled until the juice begins to

show just a little. The meat is not by any
means cooked. When it is broiled or heated up
it is put into a little press, such as may be found
in hardware stores. These presses are generally

used for squeezing the juice from fruit; but any
sort of press will answer to squeeze out the juice

from the lean beef. When a patient is able to

swallow finely ground beefsteak, of course it is

not necessary to go to the trouble of expressing

the juice in the way I have described. But this

beef juice will be taken by the stomach, and ap-

propriated, when the patient is too weak or too

much nauseated to take any other food known.
I think physicians will bear me out in this.

FLETCHERISM.

*I have just clipped the followiag from the Plain Dealer of

April 21:

Laboratories are being established over all the State for the
examination of suspected casesof diphtheria, tuberculosis, typhoid
fever, and rabies. It is the intention of the board to establish
stations for the distribution of anti-toxin in every county in the

State.

I suppose you have heard or seen something
about it in the various periodicals. If you
haven't, you want to get hold of any number of

the Christian Endeavor World. Fletcherism is

not particularly different from what Terry and
some others have been teaching. It is a simple

diet. Get rid of all your various side dishes;

eat only one thing at a time, and not only chew
it well but chew it "everlastingly." Eat either

raw or cooked food, as nature or a natural ap-

petite calls for; but be sure not to eat too much.
In this way you will not only save half the ex-

pense that it has been costing you for food,

ijut you will get more life and better life than

you ever had before. May God be praised that

such men as " Father Endeavorer Clark " and a

host of other great and good men have come out
in a mighty protest against the extravagant waste

of food and loss of health and life that come
from overeating. All hail Fletcherism, and any
other "ism" that helps us to live as God intend-

ed we should live.

EVERLASTING PUNISHMENT.

While I was dictating the part of the Home paper touching on

man's future life, by some queer circumstance or design a tract

was put in my hand entitled " Satan's First Lie; or, Man in

Death." It is a poem of 30 pages; and whether you accept the

doctrine of the good woman who gave us this poem or not, it

will pay you to read it. The footnotes at the bottom of each

page are quotations from the Bible, and these quotations all bear

on the matter of eternal life or eternal death. This little book

presents and holds out almost every thing the Bible has to say in

regard to the matter. It is published by the Pacific Press Pub-

lishing Co., Mountain View, Cal., at the ridiculously low price

of 2 cents. It belongs to lae Bible Student's Library.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

Our cellar-wintered colonies were set out the

last part of April. They are not so far advanced
as the outdoor bees of the same strength last fall.

They reared but very little brood, while the out-

door bees reared considerable. In most of our
hives the force is made up largely of young bees

hatched during the last few days.

SOME SPRING DWINDLING REPORTED.

The late spring, with its cold backward weath-
er clear up into May, has held the bees back
somewhat in some sections. At Medina we find

ours in fine condition; but a week or ten days
ago we were fearful that if this chilly weather
continued there might be heavy losses; but the

nice weather has come just in the nick of time,

and bees are booming on fruit bloom.

CONTROLLING BEE RANGE IN HAWAII.

Elsewhere we give a report from a government
bulletin showing how the bee-keepers of Hawaii
control their bee-ranges. This question has been
discussed pro and con, but it seems to be difficult

in this country to control the nectar within the

range of one's bees so that no one else can occu-

py the same territory. But in Hawaii it is an ac-

complished fact; but conditions there are pecul-

iar, in that it is possible for a bee-owner to buy
his range.

FOUL-BROOD INSPECTORS FOR INDIANA.

Mr. Geo. S. DeMuth, of Peru, Ind., has been
appointed by the State Entomologist, Douglass,
as deputy inspector for bee diseases under the new
law. Mr. DeMuth has charge of the work in

Biology at the Peru High School. He has had
quite an extensive experience in bee culture, and
last year from two hundred colonies he secured
five tons of honey. He is certainly well equipped
for the work, and the Indiana bee-keepers are to

be congratulated on having such men as Douglass
and DeMuth to look after foul brood in their

State. We may rest assured that the work will

be well done.

ALEXANDER S BOOK NOW READY FOR DELIVERY.

We are now filling all back orders. The reg-

ular ])rice of the book is .50 cents; but it will not
be sold except in connection with a subscription
to Gleanings. One dollar in advance, from

either new or old subscribers, will entitle one to

a year's subscription and the Alexander book,
provided he asks for it; but in the case of old
subscribers all arrearages, if any, must be paid,
plus $1. 00 in advance for the next year's subscrip-
tion. The book contains 100 pages the size of
this. It gives the secrets of Mr. Alexander's
great success as a bee-keeper. Every subscriber
should have it for handy reference.

CHEAP GLUCOSE SYRUP.

The following editorial in the last issue of the
Rural Neiv-Torker, edited by H W. CoUing-
wood, contains so much truth that we are glad to

place it before our readers:

We often see farmers buying cans of cheap syrup at the stores.

Much of this is glucose — a poor sweet, dull and heavy in taste.

It costs more than it is worth, and is not to be compared with
honey. A few colonies of bees on the farm would, if cared for,

provide an abundance of honey with some, surplus to sell. It

seems like a shame to buy this cheap and expensive glucose
when the country is alive with flowers only waiting for the bees
to come and gather honey. The honey crop is about the only
one which takes no plant-food away from the farm. There is no
more wholesome sweet for children. If there is any argument
against bee-keeping except the fear of being stung, we do not
know what it is.

Strange it is that farmers who have plenty of

bee- range on their farms will go to the stores and
buy some of this glucose when they could just

as well raise some of the finest sweet that the

world affords, at comparatively little expense.

The children and women-folks could easily han-
dle half a dozen colonies, and, what is more, have
a world of pleasure and a little profit besides.

those dagos with stilettos.

Some of the letters we get through the mails
from some people, unsophisticated in the mys-
teries of the hive, are exceedingly interesting, not
to say funny. Recently we received a letter

from an old friend, a cousin, who has got into

trouble, and would appreciate some good advice.

His letter is too good to keep from the public,

and so we give it here without the "advice."

Friend Ernest;—I have recently become the unwilling owner
of four colonies of bees— orphan bees — heartlessly deserted by
their owner, a former tenant of my new country home. These
bees occupy a commanding position near the barn, and it will be
absolutely necessary for me to visit the barn within a few days
without waiting until after dark. From what I can see of the

bees through an opera-glass, they seem to be well housed, but,

from the large numbers on the outside, somewhat discontented.

I do not know what nationality they are; but from their industri-

ous habits, and the fact that they all carry a stiletto about their

person, I take them to be Dagos. Thinking that they might be
thirsty, I gave them a pail of water last midnight, but they do
not seem to care much for it.

I remember that, when I was a boy in Medina, bees used to

feed on dandelions, clover, and my mother's preserves; but as

these are all out of the market at present I tried them on a bale

oflhay and a pan of oats; but they do not seem to be satisfied.
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Can you advise me what to do to make them more contented

so I can take possession of my place in peace? Elizabeth has

been reading back numbers of Gleanings, and says that if 1

get her a coat of mail and one of your automatic self-cocking

smoke-guns she will be willing to tackle them some dark night.

I do not know what I shall do with them; but if 1 do not succeed

in apprehending the owner soon, 1 think I will build a sun par-

lor over them and open a sanitarium for the cure of rheumatism.

My family have an idea that in some way we might rob them of

a piece of honey now and then without endangering our lives.

If this is possible, please give me particulars. Any information

or advice you can give me as to how to keep or get rid of these

bees will be thankfully received. I should also be pleased to

have you give me the name of the best antidote for bee-stings

providing you live in a dry neighborhood. L. S. Smith.
Cleveland, Ohio.

TWO NOTABLE ARTICLES IN THIS ISSUE; SWARM
CONTROL AND HOW TO DIAGNOSE THE CON-
DITION OF A COLONY AT THE ENTRANCE.

Beginners should not fail to read the article

by Dr. C. C. Miller on the control of swarming,
and the one by E. D. Townsend on buying bees.

The former goes into minute details showing how
Dr. Miller has been able to keep swarming down,
and at the same time produce such an enormous
crop of honey as he did last year; for it must be

remembered that his yield in 1908 was something
remarkable. We believe that even some of the

veterans will do well to sit at the feet of this

Gamaliel occasionally.

The article by Mr. Townsend touches on the

very important matter of honx) to buy bees. He
shows how it is possible to determine from the

entrance, to a great extent, whether the colony is

queenless, whether it is strong, whether, in fact,

it is such a colony one can afford to buy at the

price asked. To be able to diagnose the internal

condition of a colony by surface or entrance in-

dications is a very important trick of the trade.

While such diagnoses are not always reliable,

they help one tremendously when the time is

short at an outyard, to relieve distress of colonies

most in need of help, without the necessity of

opening up all the hives in a yard. Then when
one has more leisure he can go through the hives

to make such changes as the entrance diagnosis

at an earlier time did not show the need of.

more help from uncle SAM IN COMBATING
bee DISEASES.

The Bureau of Entomology of the United

States Department of Agriculture expects, dur-

ing the present season, to enlarge the work on

bee diseases somewhat, and the main work this

season will be to determine the distribution of

the two contagious bee diseases in the United

States. The information thus gained will be

used in helping to combat the diseases by the

dissemination of literature giving the symptoms
and treatment. At present, disease is found in

many localities unknown to even fairly progress-

ive bee-keepers, and it is the desire of the Bureau
of Entomology to help the bee-keepers to find out

about these diseases. The chief value of this

work is that the information so gained may be

given to State legislatures that have foul-brood

bills up for consideration. If a list of the local-

ities where diseases occur can be given to the

men fathering the bill it will be the strongest ar-

gument which can be presented. State legisla-

tures have a right to know how great is the need

for such laws; and if statements of this kind

from the United States Department of Agriculture

can be given them it will aid greatly in showing
the legislators the vital need of legislation to the

bee industry. The fact that all of these samples
are subjected to a careful bacteriological examin-
ation adds greatly to the weight of the evidence,
for it will not be based on hearsay but on uncon-
trovertible facts.

We learn from the Bureau that the results of

these examinations will be sent promptly to the

persons sending the samples, and the Bureau will

not publish the names of those sending in sam-
ples. This plan is to be followed because many
persons consider it something of a disgrace to

have foul brood in their yards. The Bureau
will, however, give the information out by coun-
ties when it will help the cause of bee-keeping,
and by townships if especially requested to do so.

Several hundred samples have been examined
by the Bureau daring the past two years since

work on this subject was begun, and now the

Bureau is ready to examine samples from all over
the country. The results will be sent out
promptly; but it will probably take several days
to make the bacteriological examination. Per-

haps many will think that this can be done by a

microscopic examination; but, as Dr. White has
pointed ont in several of his papers, microscopic
examination is of little value, and it is necessary

to make cultures to be sure as to what bacteria

are present.

Of course a bee-keeper who has had experience

with American foul brood can tell it as soon as

he sees it; but in the case of European foul

brood this is frequently not the case, and a

bacteriological examination is necessary. At
any rate you can send your samples to the Bureau
of Entomology, Washington, D C.,and be sure

as to what the trouble is, provided the sample is

of either of the two contagious diseases.

In this connection we would warn our readers

that it is not wise to send samples through the

mails in pasteboard boxes. We get samples al-

most every week that are broken and partially

unwrapped. This is dangerous, because the mail

may be exposed where bees can get at it. We
do not care to endanger our own bees by receiv-

ing such samples, and no doubt the Bureau of

Entomology is also as anxious to keep out dis-

ease. Send your samples in a strong tin or

wooden box, carefully wrapped. Under no cir-

cumstances should honey he sent in any such combs,
as it is almost sure to leak, and is of no value in

the examination.
Dr. Phillips writes that the Bureau will send a

strong box on application, and also a frank, so

that the sample will require no postage. We
hope that bee-keepers all over the country will

co-operate with the Bureau of Entomology in

this work, and simply flood them with samples.

The Bureau of Entomology has recently is-

sued a list of publications on bee-keeping which
are available; and if any of our readers do not

know what the Bureau is doing we suggest that

they send for this list. ,

AN EXCELLENT KOUL-BROOD LAW FOR IOWA.

It is very gratifying to learn that Iowa is the

twenty-first State to fall into line by the enact-

ment of an excellent foul-brood law. A State

inspector will be appointed S3D i.
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Mr. Kdward G Brown, Secretary of the West-
ern Honey Producers, with headquarters at Sioux
City, Iowa, writes that the Iowa bee-keepeis are

greatly indebted to Mr. N. E. France, General
Manager of the National Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion, and Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the Bureau of

Entomology, for assistance in securing the pas-

sage of this bill. He also desires to thank the

editors the America/i Bee Journal and Gleanings
in securing the co-operation of the Iowa bee-

keepers.

The Iowa law is a model of brevity and effect-

iveness. As it IS so short we take pleasure in giv-

ing the full text of it here.

Section 1. The Governor is hereby authorized to appoint a

competent man as inspector of bees, who shall hold his office (or

a term of two years, or until his successor is appointed and quali-

fied; and said inspector shall have the power to appoint deputies.

Sec. 2. It shall be the duly ot such inspector, when notified in

writing, by at least three bee-keepers of any locality, of the ex-

istence, or supposed existence, of the disease known as " foul

brood " among the apiaries of such locality, to examine at once
thoroughly such apiaries as are reported to be diseased, and all

other apiaries in the same locality, and thus ascertain whether
such disease exists.

If the bees In any apiary are in such place or condition as to

prevent a thorough examination by the inspector, he may order
the same to be put into proper place or condition for such exam-
ination. If such order is not complied with, and the inspector

has reason to believe such bees are diseased, he may cause them
to be destroyed. If upon examination the inspector is satisfied

of such disease, he shall give the owner or person in charge of

such apiary full instructions as ta the manner of treating the
same. Within reasonable time after such examination the in-

spector shall, without other notice, make further examination of

su.h apiaries; and if the condition of any of them is such as, in

his judgment, renders it necessary, he may burn, or cause to be
burned, all the infected colonies of bees in any apiary, together
with all the combs and hives in order to prevent the further

spread of the disease.

Sec. J. The inspector shall make a yearly report to the Gov-
ernor, stating the number of apiaries visited, the number of those
diseased and treated, and the number of colonies of bees de-

stroyed. Such report shall also show the expenses incurred by
the inspector while in the discharge of his duties under the pro-

visions of this act.

Sec. 4. Any one who knowingly sells, barters, or gives away,
moves, or allows to be moved, a diseased colony or colonies of

bees, be they queen or workers, or infected appliances, or who
exposes any infected honey to the bees without the consent of

the inspector, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be
liable on conviction before any justice of the county to a fine of

not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars or to

imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding thirty days, or

both fine and imprisonment.
Sec. 5. Any person whose bees have been destroyed or treated

for " fool brood," who sells or offers for sale any bees, hives, or

appurtenances, after such destruction or treatment, without being
authorized by the inspector to do so, or expose in his apiary or

elsewhere any infected honey or other infected thing, or conceal
the fact that said disease exists, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be liable to a fine of

not less than twentv-five nor more than fifty dollars, or imprison-
ment in the county jail not exceeding thirty days.

Sbc. 6. Any owner or possessor of bees who disobeys the di-

rections of the inspector, offers resistance, or obstructs said in-

spector in the performance of his duties, shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, andnpen conviction thereof before any justice

of the peace of the county shall be fined not exceeding the sum
of fifty dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail not exceed-
ing thirty days.

Sec. 7. Such inspector shall receive as compensation the sum
of three dollars per day for each day actually and necessarily em-
ployed in the discharge of the duties as herein provided, together
with his expenses actiully incurred while so employed, provided
that the amount paid on account of such expenses shall in no
event exceed the sum of one thousand dollars for any one year,
including salary and expenses of deputies.

BEE-KEEPING IN HAWAII; HOW THE BEE-KEEP-
ERS THERE CONTROL THEIR BEE-RANGFS.

We have before stated editorially that bee-keep-
ing in that group of islands in the Pacific is

a very important industry, and hoped to have
some interesting facts later to present to our read-

ers. Dr E. F. Phillips, of the Bureau of Ento-
mology, in charge of apiculture, Washington, D.
C, made a trip to the islands something over a
year ago. Since returning he has prepared a bul-
letin. No. 75, part 5, entitled "A Brief Survey of

Hawaiian Bee-keeping.* This is an exceedingly
interesting contribution, and the facts are so new
and valuable that we can do no better than make
some extended extracts After going on to state

that bee-keeping on the islands is one of the mi-
nor industries which is conducted with a profit,

and the further fact that this business can never
become a leading industry there, he goes on to

tell how the business is carried on.

At the present time bee-keeping is largely in the hands of four

corporations, they owning and operating at least four-fifths of all

the bees on the island. These companies are all managed by
American citizens, but there are a number of smaller apiaries,

some of which are owned by Japanese. The last-named apiaries

are usually not so well kept nor are they so productive. The
total number of colonies at present is probably about 20,000, and
the annual output of honey, which is mostly shipped to the main-
land or to Europe, is probably about 600 tons. The keeping of

bees by corporations, as opposed to individual ownership, is

something which is rarely observed elsewhere. As they are

located a considerable distance from the market, and as the ex-
pense of supplies and shipping is high, it has seemed desirable to

the bee-keepers to organize companies so that they may make
large shipments. There is also en the Hawaiian Islands a ten-

dency, to a marked degree, to incorporate all industries, and
doubtless the prevalence of this method of conducting business

has induced the bee-keepers to adopt it also. With this system
it is possible for one skilled manager to oversee the manipula-
tion of several thousand colonies, the actual manipulation being
done in most cases by the Japanese helpers; in this way the cost

of maintenance of the apiaries is reduced very considerably.

Since the price obtained for Hawaiian honey is still rather low, it

is of course necessary to reduce expense in every way possible.

" BEE RIGHTS."

The buying of " bee rights," as it is practiced in Hawaii, is

something practically unheard of elsewhere, and would certainly

appear to a mainland bee-keeper as a new and strange procedure.

The nearest approach to it is the renting of locations forcutyards,

which can not usually insure no competition. This practice

would not be possible were it not for the fact that most of the

available agricultural land on the islands is held in large tracts,

mostly as sugar-cane plantations and ranches. Arrangements
are made with the manager of a plantation lor locations for apia-

ries, and the bee-keeper agrees to pay a certain amount for the

use of the land and for the honey removed from these apiaries.

Frequently this is in the form of an agreement to pay a certain

sum for each ton of honey removed from the plantation, but at

times it is a fixed sum for the year, the bee-keeper assuming what
small risk there is of not getting a crop. The plantation man-
agement in turn agrees to allow no other bee-keepers to keep
bees in its territory. There are frequently small holdings within

the boundaries of the plantation over which the plantation com-
pany has no control, and some other bee-keeper may lease these

with the idea of allowing his bees to range over the entire plan-

tation. If, for example, he puts 200 colonies on such a holding,

the immediate placing of say 500 colonies just across the line

has a discouraging effect on this poaching, and it can end in only

one way, since the bee-keeper who has a right there has the ad-

vantage. The same thing happens when an outside bee-keeper
gets too close to the boi'ndary line.

Naturally, when land is divided into smaller holdings, as is

the case almost everywhere on the mainland, such an arrange-

ment is not possible and a bee-keeper must run the risk of com-
petition. There is no way of telling what amount of honey is

taken from any given area when the tracts are small. The moral
right of priority claim, which so many bee-keepers advocate, has

small place in the manipulations of territory in Hawaii, where
the bee-keeping companies pay for what they get and insist on
getting it. One of the large companies gains its exclusive tight

by reason of the fact that it owns and leases a tract of over 100,-

000 acres for ranch purposes.

EXTENT OF THE INDUSTRY.

At the present time there are on the islands probably about

20,000 colonies of bees, most of which are, as above stated,

owned by four companies. From the custom-house statistics it

is shown that the annual shipments of honey amount to about
1000 tons. The island of Kauai now supports about 3000 colo-

nies, and, after traveling over almost the entire cultivated por-

tion of the island, the author is of the opinion that the island is

just about half stocked. The island of Oahu seems to be well

*This can be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents
on the payment of 15 cents. Stamps will not be taken.
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covered from an apicu'.tural standpoint. Molokai is not a cane-

producine island, but the algirroba forest is nearly stocked, and

the only place for heavy expansion seems to be in the mountains,

where several forest trees are nectar-bearing. The island of

Maui could not be examined as carefully as the others on ac-

count of inclement weather, but from reports received it is ob-

viously not stocked to the extent that it should be. The island

of Hawaii, the largest of the group, is relatively the least devel-

oped of any of the islands. There are only a few apiaries on this

area, which is almost equal in extent to Connecticut, and there

are great possibilities. On the south coast there are vast areas

of cane, and the same is true of the Hamakua coast on the north.

The Kona coast would probably support some bees in the coflee

plantations. One such apiary was seen by the author. On the

interior of the island there are vast areas which are entirely un-

developed from an apicultural standpoint, and the island can

doubtless support thousands of colonies of bees at a profit.

The total area n»w actually stocked with apiaries would not

nearly equal in size one-half the State of Rhode Island, while

the honey crop is probably 20 times as great as in that State.

According to the census report for Rhode Island it would be 40

times as great, but we can not use this figure on account of its

obvious unreliability. This comparison will show the honey-
producing capabilities of the islands as compared with our more
northern countries, and will also ehow how thoroughly the areas

are stocked where the industry has been taken up. A small part

of Oahu is doubtless overstocked, due to crowding into a given

area by competitive companies. There was no evidence of such

overstocking elsewhere.
Overstocking an area with bees is a subject much discussed

among bee-men, and the situation in Hawaii illustrates very

beautifully the fact that a theoretical discussion of how many
colonies may be kept in one place is of no value whatever. Each
location must be judged on its own merits, and a given area which
will support only 20 colonies in one region may support 1000

elsewhere. It is also obvious that seasons vary to a marked
degree. In many parts of the mainland it is deemed advisable

to keep not more than 100 colonies in one apiary, and to allow
each apiary a radius of 1 5^ to 3 miles. On the basis of these

figures, from 50 to 200 acres are necessary to support a single

colony of bees. Without discussing the merits of these figures,

it is enough to say that this is the common mainland practice,

particularly in the more densely populated areas. In contrast to

this, an examination of the methods in Hawaii is extremely
significant. One area of cane on the island of Oahu contains a

little over 20,000 acres. As will be discussed later, this is not

all equally productive from a bee-keeping standpoint. Near this

is some algarroba forest, but not enough to influence the crop

very much. This area supports nearly 5000 colonies, some of

which yield exceptionally large crops. In certain parts of this

area competition is too strong to yield proper results, but some
apiaries yield over 200 pounds to the colony. In some other cane
areas this record can be almost equaled. Algarroba will not

produce so much per acre, but this is partly due to the fact that it

blooms for less than six months, while cane-fields furnish honey-
dew every day in the year. One strip of algarroba forest on
Molokai supports nearly 2000 colonies. It will not average

more than one-half mile in width, and about 30 miles of it is

used for bees.

SOURCES OF HONEY.

The amount of floral honey produced on the islands annually
is about 200 tons. Formerly the only source of honey on the

islands which was widely enough distributed to make bee-keep-
ing commercially important was algarroba. native " keawe."
This tree was introduced into the islands by Father Bachelot,
founder of the Roman Catholic mission, in 1837, and the original

tree still stands on Fort Street, in Honolulu. It has been carried

to all the islands, and is one of the most valuable plants ever

brought into the group. It furnishes not only an excellent honey,
but the pods afford excellent fodder, and the wood is the main
source of fuel.

The honey from algarroba is " water white" in color, and
granulates very soon after it is stored by the bees in spite of the

warm climate of the islands. This characteristic makes frequent

extractions necessary to prevent the combs from being clogged.
In regions where algarroba is practically the only source of

honey, at the close of the flow an amount of honey sufficient to

keep up the colony until the next flow is left in the hive. This,
of course, soon granulates. When the- honey-flow diminishes,
the brood-chamber is reduced and considerable honey is stored

in the space formerly occupied by brood. When the next flow
comes on, a good deal of this granulated honey remains in the
combs; and since this can not be extracted, these combs are re-

moved and replaced either by empty combs or by foundation, to

give the queen more room. These combs containing granulated
honey are then placed in huge solar extractors, the largest that

the author had ever seen. With 200 or more colonies in an
apiary, there is often need for a solar extractor which will hold
several hundred combs at a time, and practically every apiary

visited by the author had such a piece of apparatus as part of the

equipment. The sun's heat liquefies the honey and melts most
of the wax, and the wax from the " slumgum " is then extract-

ed by the usual methods. The honey from these solar extractors

is not darkened, as one would expect.

The algarroba-ttet (Prosopis julifiora) is either the same species
as or very closely related to the mesquite of the Southwest. On
the islands it grows to the size of a tree, as is also the case in

Mexico. In Texas it is generally very much smaller. In 1908
the tree came into bloom about the first of March, the time vary-
ing considerably in different localities on the islands. It usual-
ly blooms until August, and this very long blooming period adds
greatly to its value to the bee-keepers.

OTHER SOURCES OF HONEY.

Insect honiy-diw.—Hawaii is peculiar in thatmostof the honey
produced is from some source other than flowers. Two-thirds of

the honey shipped annually from the islands is largely or entire-

ly honey-dew honey. By far the greater part of this comes from
the exudations of the sugar-cane leaf-hopper (Pfr;(inji>//ajaci:Aar(-

cida Kirk.), and possibly some of it from the sugar-cane aphis
(Aphis sacchari Zehnt.), although while on the islands the au-

thor observed none of the latter species. Of course, in a tropical

country there are ma«y other insects producing more or less

honey-dew. The young " plant cane " is most abundantly cover-

ed with leaf-hoppers.

Honey-dew from the sugar-cane leaf-hopper is very dark amber
in color and slightly ropy. In flavor it very strongly resembles
molasses from the cane juice. Since the color and flavor are so

marked, a small amount of this when mixed with the mild,
light-colored algarroba honey imparts the color and flavor of

honey-dew to the entire amount. Most honey-dew honeys on the

mainland granulate very rapidly, but this type does not granulate

at all. Samples several years old are as clear as when first ex-

tracted.

The chemical composition of Hawaiian honey-dew honey is

quite unlike that of floral honey, and this fact has led to the

charge of adulteration by buyers on the mainland and in foreign

markets. Since nowhere else, so far as the author is aware, is

honey-dew honey produced in such large quantities, it is not

strange that cursory examinations were misleading. The author

saw enough while on the islands to convince him that, however
unlike floral honey this product may be, i» is a natural sweet
product collected and stored by the bee,and is then extracted and
shipped with no additions of other sugars.

When the food and drugs act of 1906 went into effect the Ha-
waiian Bee keepers' Association sent a representative to Wash-
ington to find out under what name they could market their crop,

since it does not conform to the standard of the Association of

Official Agricultural Chemists. They were informed that it

could be sold on the mainland market provided it were labeled

just what it is. This the Hawaiian bee-keepers have done, and
it is now sold as "honey-dew honey." The bee-keepers of Ha-
waii fully realize the peculiar honey with which they have to

deal, and are not attempting to market honey-dew honey in com-
petition with floral honey for table use. It goes to the baking
trade, and for such use is reported to be satisfactory, at any rate,

the price received is equal to that received for algarroba honey.
In view of the fact that honey-dew honey has the taste and color

of common molasses, it has been suggested that probably this prod-

uct is gathered by the bees from the sugar-mills which are so

numerous on the islands. The writer visited several such mills

located near apiaries, on days when bees were actively flying.

No bees were to be seen anywhere around the mill. If bees

actually did come to the mill after sweets, they would become a

serious nuisance to the workmen. Why they do not is some-
thing of a mystery to the writer, but he can vouch for the fact

that he saw no mills screened to keep bees out, nor did he see

any bees at work in the mill or even on the pile of sweet refuse

(" mud cake") outside.

It may not be known that a very superior qual-

ity of wax is produced in Hawaii. It is light in

color, and answers in all respects to the United
States standard. On account of the cheapness of

the Hawaiian honey, there seems to be a possi-

bility that the business of wax production—that

is, converting cheap honey into a product that

has a good maricet and good prices—will come to

be quite a side line among the bee-men on the

island. Some experiments are now being con-

ducted to see if it can not be put on a commer-
cial basis.

There are no bee diseases on the island, and
the bee-keepers there are, of course, very anxious

that none be imported. On Sept. 12, 1908, the

Board of Commissioners of Agriculture and For-

estry of the Territory of Hawaii passed regula-

tions to restrict the importation of honey-bees

and honey. They may be imported, but must
be inspected before they are delivered to the bee-

keepers of the island.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

Mr. Crane's shipping-case has the advantage
that no tricky bee-keeper will be tempted to ve-

neer when packing.

R. F. HoLTERMANN, the only further detail I

can give you, p. 264, is that I have had very
weak queenless nuclei build worker comb.
Try it.

Feed no meal " after natural pollen comes in,"

p. 259. Right. I've fed bushels of meal, and
my bees would never take it after the coming of

natural pollen.

Gaston Bonnier dusted with talc the bees on
a narrow strip of buckwheat for a rod in length.

Next day, and days following, the white bees
were found on that rod and nowhere else.

An old bee, I've been taught to believe, con-
tinues to go afield till it dies. Gaston Bonnier
says that, when too old to go afield, it remains in

the hive as a brooder, just to keep up heat in the
brood-nest.

"The codling-moth lays its eggs in the bark
of the trees," p. 261. In Journal of Economic
Entomology, p. 136, it is said, "Observation
has shown that the eggs are laid on all parts of
the foliage." I think that word "foliage " com-
prehends also the young fruits.

E. D TowNSEVD uses medium brood founda-
tion, as the light brood sags with horizontal
wiring, p. 281. It might be greater economy to

use light brood with foundation splints. Also
that would allow the foundation to go clear

down to the bottom-bars.

J. E. Crane's figures, p. 230, are interesting.

The moral is, to feed in hot weather. If you
must feed late, feed hot; also make feed thick.

But then comes the question whether thick syrup
will be chemically changed by the bees so as to

make good winter stores.

" I THINK I'll use the' double-tier case hereaft-
er, if it doesn't cost too much more for the single
tier," page 224. Please change that " for " to
" than," and it'll give what I meant to say. But
may be both single and double tier cases of wood
are to be knocked out.

When a swarm settles in an inconvenient spot,
Franz Ebster (Deutsche Imkei; 184), takes a sponge
or rag saturated with carbolic acid on the end of
a pole, puts it close to the swarm, and they
leave to settle elsewhere. If a swarm is sparsely
scattered along a limb, the carbolic held at one
side will drive the stragglers into a compact
cluster.

The question has been asked, " If by shak-
ing or disagreeable odor you dislodge or drive a
swarm from its place, will not the swarms some-
times take French leave?" I think not. In its

then demoralized condition the swarm is in no
mood to start on a journey, but must settle again
in a compact cluster before it will start off, even
if you keep driving it around all day—at least

that's what I think, but I don't know that I'm
right. How is it.-

Just now it is sickening to see how each dif-

ferent interest is beseeching Congress to revise

the tariff upward whenever itself is concerned,
and downward when it concerns the other fellow.

Fact is, the people, headed by Taft, desire honest
downward revision, and I don't believe bee-
keepers as a class want to join the howlers for
especial favors. Moreover, no amount of howl-
ing will do a particle of good unless some bee-
keeper has a pull with Aldrich.

Quite right you 'are, Mr. Editor, page 224.
The best time to drink is between meals, and not
at meals. If you chew, chew, chew, long enough
you'll not need to drink so much at meals to
choke down your food. By the way, there's

nothing so very new about this matter of thor-
ough mastication. But Horace Fletcher deserves
great credit for arousing attention to it. [Many
have known these things a good while; hut it is

one of the things they know but do not practice.

If they did they would live as long as Gladstone
or even longer. If the simple directions in your
short paragraph could be practiced by every one
through life, how much suffering and interruption
to business, and how much grief for lost ones,
might be saved!

—

Ed.]

"During the season of laying, a body-guard
attends the queen, lavishing their cares upon her,

and this guard never leaves her." Thus a pro-
fessor of entomology in one of his lectures, as re-

ported in a foreign journal. I think it is the
commonly accepted belief. The idea that the
same group of bees accompanies the queen con-
tinuously is utterly wrong. I don't see how any
one could believe it if he should watch a queen
for 15 minutes in the busy season. Here's the

way my bees act: If at any time a worker recog-
nizes that the queen is near, she turns her head
toward the queen. If the queen remains long
enough in one place, a group of admirers gathers
about her. But that same group of bees will

never surround her again as long as she lives.

At least you don't see the group accompanying
her when she moves from the place; but another
group will form about her on her next stop.

Next time you see a queen scooting across a
comb, watch if you can see any bunch keeping
pace with her.

Wm. W. Case's figures, p. 234, show that on
fancy white, at 16 cts. , the deduction for com-
mission, etc., was 1.128 cts. per lb. But com-
mission was 5 per cent. At the usual ten per
cent on that quantity, the deduction would be
1.89 cts., or practically 2 cts. per lb. Of course,
distance makes a difference in freight. General-
ly it is safe to advise, " If you can get within 2
cts. of what the commission house can sell at,

better sell at home. But when there is a shortage
in your locality, so that honey is shipped from
the city to your home market, then you should
sell at home for more than your honey would
bring in the city." [We wish to say amen to

your last sentence. The fact is, bee-keepers very
often ship their product to a distant market, and
then that market will ship other honey to the

town of that same producer. Every bee-keeper
ought to have pride enough to keep foreign prod-
ucts from coming into his locality, providing,
of course, he has enough honey to supply the lo-

cal demand.

—

Ed.]
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

On page 76, Feb. 1, Mr. Morrison speaks of

honey bread selling in New York for 25 cents a

loaf. Will he tell us how it is made? [See

Gleanings from our Exchanges, elsewhere.

—

Ed.]

Wesley Foster, page 77, Feb. 1, gives a timely
caution about putting comb honey in glass.

Some markets expect it; but it's a poor way un-
less it can be sold very soon.

Mr. Foster also caJls attention to the use of

very light tin cans for extracted honey. I won-
der more of them are not broken. As it is,

many of them are jammed out of shape, so that

they are worthless for further use.

Bert Smith, page 89, Feb. 1, objects to having
the water in winter run out at entrances, as it

freezes and clogs the opening—a good reason for

not using sealed covers. Where the winters are

comparatively mild, there may be but little ice;

but here in the extreme North, where it may be
from one to three months before a thaw, there is

great danger of the entrance getting clogged.

Mr. Editor, on page 91, Feb. 1, you advise, in

moving colonies 100 yards, first to move them
two miles away and then back to their new loca-

tion. This seems like the captain who "march-
ed his soldiers up a hill and then he marched
them down again." A few years ago I had to

move a hundred-colony yard some twenty rods

after they had been flying for a month. I did so

at once by setting some obstruction in front of

each hive having bees, and I met with no serious

loss. A few bees went back, alighting on stones

or sticks where their hives had stood, but at night
they seemed to return to their own hives.

On p. 86, Feb. 1, Virgil Weaver gives us some
fine theories about prospective clover crops; but
after watching the clover for fifty years I do not
feel half so sure in advance as he does as to future

crops. Jf his theories were all true I should not
know how to account for my failure the past

year. There appeared to be clover enough, but,
alas! a dry season, or perhaps I should say a
drouth, set in, cutting short my crop, while my
neighbors only a few miles from me, where they
had more rain, secured good crops. He seems
to carry the idea that one year the clover comes
from the seed and the next it produces a crop of

flowers and honey, and later dies, either from old
age or because it is too thick. The winters have
little to do with it. Well, hereabouts we have
more or less new plants every year, and some
one and some two year-old plants; and when our
summers are favorable we have flowers providing
they have not been winter-killed; but we do not
always have honey in abundance, by any means.
He says, page 87, that " white clover in a normal
condition Dec. 1 is, nine times out of ten, still in

a normal condition April 1, whether the winter
has been wet or dry or a hot or cold one, the re-

sult is just about the same. How about the
tenth time? We might guess that it was when

there was an unusual amount of freezing and
thawing, with cold dry winds that killed a
large share of it. Some weeks ago I wrote an ar-

ticle on this subject; but after reading all that

has been written it seems to me the subject has
been very fully covered, especially by Mr. Doo-
little, in the Feb. Island Feb. 15th numbers. It

seems probable that differences in soil and climate
make quite a difference. Thus Mr. Weaver, in

Kentucky, finds the cause of clover dying to be
drouth or old age, or because too thick. I no-
tice winter grain is more generally grow a south
than in the extreme north, doubtless because it

winters better. Mr. Doolittle finds it dies from
winter-killing, and that he has never known it to

be killed by drouth. My own experience is that

severe drouth will kill clover, white clover es-

pecially, on dry, sandy, or gravelly or very com-
pact clay soils. Dry winds in spring add to the

injury done by freezing during the winter. The
past winter in this section has been very favor-

able to clover, and we hope for a moderate crop
of honey, even if only a small stand remains aft-

er the severe drouth of last autumn.

BEES NOT A NUISANi E EITHER IN OR OUT OF
VILLAGE OR TOWN LIMITS.

Is it against the law of Ohio to keep bees, espe-

cially in the country, outside of the city limits?

Can they be pronounced a nuisance? I have a
few colonies, and a neighbor of mine told me
Saturday that my bees were bothe-ing his water-
ing-trough. G. N. Beiter.

Massillon, O., April 5.

[There is no law against keeping bees either

outside or inside of a village or town limits. In-

deed, there are a large number of precedents that

go to show that no ordinance inside the limits

can be passed, requiring the removal of any bees
in any city or in any town in the United States,

without being unconstitutional. This question

has been tested out a number of times in the vari-

ous courts of different States, and each time a

verdict has been awarded in favor of the bee-

keeper and the bees.

If you will sprinkle a little weak carbolic acid

along the edge of the trough which the bees are

in the habit of visiting, you will keep them away.
In addition to this, set out somewhere in the yard

a large earthen vessel containing water slightly

salted. On the surface of the water should be
blocks of wood on which the bees may alight.

It is because the bees can not get water near at

hand that they will very often visit neighboring
watering-troughs. In order to get the bees start-

ed visiting your water-jars it may be necessary to

sweeten the water at the first time; then, after-

ward, slightly salt it, as the bees seem to prefer

it that way.

—

Ed.]

HOW to AVOID the LOSS OF QUEENS FROM COL-
ONIES IN HOUSE-APIARIES.

If Minot C. Young, page 169, March 15, will

place a wide board up against the alighting-board

at queen-mating time, he will not lose one queen
in fifty. I always do, and I never lose queens to

amount to any thing f:om colonies in my sheds.

Marceline, Mo. Irving Long.
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

Bv Louis ScHOLL, New Braunfels, Tex.

"He who pursues two rabbits will succeed in

catching neither" applies well in bee-keeping.

And in this time of specialism is it not wise for

the bee-keeper to specialize likewise.-' and is it

not the only way to attain the very highest suc-

cess possible in any line.-' We think so, for we
have found it that way.

Second-hand cans are dear at any price. It

does not pay to spend the extra labor on them in

cleaning them up. They are to be dreaded as

possible spreaders of foul brood, and, after all,

many of them will not stand shipping honey in

again, especially such long distances as we have
here in the South and West. The risk is too

great. Buy new ones.

^
It is high time that more of the bee-keepers

study the bee diseases, especially foul biood It

is amazing to find how little the majority of the

bee-keepers in the South know about it, just be-

cause they have never been troubled with it.

\'ery few read any of the printed matter on this

subject. But the time is coming when one must
know as much about bee diseases as how to pro-

duce honey.

While the bees in Southwest Texas, south and
west of San Antonio, have been rolling in surplus

honey, their cousins in other parts of the State

have had little if any thing to work on. It has

been very dry, as a whole, all over the State, ex-

cept in a very few localities, and prospects just

now are any thing but flattering. In the mes-
quite territories outside of Southwest Texas, the

early April bloom did not appear; hence there

was no spring crop. It is hoped that a large crop
will be harvested from the July mesquite bloom,
which is generally good after a failure of the

April bloom. The bees are mostly in good con-
dition considering the long drouthy period that

has prevailed.

" SHAKING " OR " CHANGING "

There, now. Dr. Miller, p. 190, April 1, you
got things mixed up by not mixing them up
enough; /. e., when I refer to shaking up a colo-

ny and getting energy into it I mean any kind of

mnipulation that will stir up the bees. I con-
lider the shaking they get when making the

changes worth a good deal. Simply shaking the

bees out of the hive and leaving every thing ab-
solutely intact (a feat that would be rather diffi-

cult) will not work as well as tearing the colony
ail to pieces and giving the bees a thorough shak-
ing-up while doing thi«. Neither will simply
making the changes, without shaking the bees,

give the desired effect. In other words, shaking
without changing is about the same as changing
without shaking. Each is better than doing
nothing at all to the colonies, as it stimulates
them ju'it so much more; but to get the mojt
energy into the bees, try shaking <u;ith changing

In moving bees to a new location, from ten to

twenty miles or more, the bees are stirred up to

greater activity in every instance. In this case
no changing is done inside the hive. The same
results can be obtained right in the yard, how-
ever, by shaking them up thoroughly. The en-
ergy of the bees can be increased to a greater ex-

tent, however, by giving them a good shaking
every time their hives are manipulated, for some
reason.

PROPER ARRANGEMENT OF HIVES.

From the numerous photographs of apiaries we
notice that the hives are generally painted alike,

and arranged in straight rows. From several sea-

sons' experience I found it is no wonder that so

many bee-keepers have great losses from queen-
less colonies. One of my apiaries was arranged
by another party, and there were four rows ten

feet apart, and the hives were four feet apart in

the rows In this yard there was no end of

queenless colonies. It was what I expected, and
I was opposed to that sort of arrangement of

hives. Neither did the trouble end until we re-

located the yard in a more suitable location

where we could arrange the hives in groups of

fives. Such a plan furnishes an ideal arrange-

ment. It will be shown by pictures a little later.

4y

A BFE-KEEPER's CALENDER AND HONEY-PLANT
LIST.

The Oklahoma Experiment Station has issued

a bulletin, by W. R. Wright, which should be
helpful as an aid to the bee-keepers of that new
State. Other States should also issue bulletins

more frequently on apiarian information. The
main aim of this bulletin is to assist in selecting

the most profitable time for stimulative feeding,

which is deemed necessary five to six weeks be-

fore the main honey-flow, to secure the greatest

honey harvest. With this in view, a list of the

honey-plants and dates of blooming is given. In-

side feeding of sugar syrup (half and half) is ad-

vised instead of outside feeding.

Sweet clover, sumac, wood-sage, smartweed
(heartsease), apple, cherry, chittem wood, rasp-

berry, blackberry, locust, white clover, alfalfa,

and cotton follow in the order named as the main
honey-producers.

FENCELESS APIARIES.

A large number of apiaries in Southwest Texas
have no fence around them to ward off stock and
cattle, although they are mostly located in cattle-

ranges. As the land is cheap and ranges large,

the pastures are not stocked so heavily with cat-

tle that dangerous results might be feared from
their depredations in the apiaries. On the other

hand, the bee-keeper welcomes the few cattle

that stray into his apiaries and keep do An weeds
and grass, saving him this labor.

Fences make the danger greater. First, if

made of the much-used barbed wire, stock and
cattle may become injured by running into it.

Secondly, where the apiary is fenced, the grass

will grow up in it, attract the stock, and cause

trouble, while such would not be the case if 'h^
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grass is kept down by them. We fence all our
apiaries with smooth wire, and then keep down
the weeds and grass.

TRAITS OF THE HOLY LANDS.

W. H. Laws says this of the Holy Land bees:

"This race of bees has some superior qualities.

They are great breeders, fine honey- gatherers,

not given to swarming, as many suppose, and
build the straightest and nicest sheets of all-

worker combs of any bees that I know. On the

other hand, to offset their good traits they are a

little irritable, and their comb honey is capped
to show a watery appearance; but they are lead-

ers where honey is to be had." Exactly as we
have found them. The question with us was
whether the extra stings that had to be borne,
and the undesirable cappings, would be over-

balanced by their good traits enough to justify

keeping them. Our inclination has been against

them for these reasons; yet we certainly like their

fine comb-building, honey-gathering, and other

get-up-and-get qualities.

THE TEXAS FOUL-BROOD APPROPRIATION.

This is hanging fire in the Legislature at this

writing, April 16, and the bee-keepers are anxious-
ly waiting for the results. It was lost in the

House, but it was found by the members of the

Legislative Committee of the Texas Bee-keepers'

Association that there was one more chance to

get it in the Senate appropriation bill, which has
not yet come up for consideration. With hard
work it is hoped that the Senate will include it,

and that the House will pass favorably on it when
it goes back to it.

This appropriation is needed most urgently,

and it would be a pity if it should be lost now,
at the very last moment. The writer has spent

months of labor on it, assisted at times by F. L.

Aten and T. P. Robinson, who, with the writer,

compose the legislative committee of the State

Bee-keepers' Association. W. O. Victor is also

assisting in the work at present, and many others

have aided by speaking or writing to different

members of the legislature.

The appropriation is asked for by Prof. G. W.
Herrick, State Entomologist at A. and M. Col-
lege, in whose control the Texas foul-brood law
rests. He asks, in addition to the appropiiations

for his department, $5000 for two years, or $2500
a year, to be used for the salary of a chief inspec-

tor and other expenses. "1 his is inadequate, but
it was deemed best not to ask too much and get

nothing. As the territory in Texas is so great it

requires a good deal more money than in other

States

Later —The Senate Finance Committee has

passed favorably upon the appropriation, allow-
ing the sum of $3000 for the first and $2000 for

the second year, to be used for the suppression of

foul brood. The House committee has promis-
ed to pa'.s favorably upon it as presented by the

former, and we are now quite certain about get-

ting the money so badly needed. It becomes
available on Sept. 1. Some inspection work is

being done at present out of funds set aside for

this purpose at A. and M. College, and it is hoped
that this work (an be kept up until the regular

approp iation can be used.

GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES

By W. K. Morrison, Mefina, O.

ALFALFA IN ROWS.

Growing alfalfa in rows is nothing new. As
long ago as 1795, in a work published in Wil-
mington, Del., a Mr. John Spurrier advocated
growing it in rows. The Spaniards often plant
it so with good results. They also plant grass
in that manner, and immediately after cutting it

they hoe in between the rows. The effect is ex-

cellent, and they get great crops of grass such as

are seldom or never seen on an American farm.

^
In answer to Mr. J. E. Crane, I would say

there are many recipes for making honey bread.
That sold in New York is probably " raised "

by means of ammonia. Making honey bread in

Europe is a trade. All the bakers seem to prefer

buckwheat honey, though with us sage and tu-

pelo would be even better. In this country
baking-powder would probably answer the re-

quirements. Honey bread is very light, and is

considered excellent for invalids and persons of

weak digestion. The new ABC has a recipe.

4?-

RATS VS. BEES.

In some places rats are very troublesome to

bee-keepers. A friend of mine recently lost $500
worth of bee-supplies by rats gnawing into the

crates. They destroyed all his extra hive-bodies,

sections, frames, and fences. They like honey
and gnaw at beeswax. In the West Indies they
are held in check by the mongoose, which is a

kind of ferret. Some have proclaimed the mon-
goose a nuisance, but the editor of the Journal of

the Agricultural Society of Jamaica comes to its

defense in this wise:

Mongoose.—We have often written that there is no plague
of mongoose and never has been. It isauseful animal, and keeps
rats in check; but it has been without reason blamed for almost
every evil in Jamaica. If hens' eggs are scarce, it is the mon-
goose to blame; if pigeons are scarce, through a bad breeding
season or over-shooting, it is the mongoose; because quails have
been shot out for lack of preserving, it is the mongoose that is

blamed. As a matter of fact, we are just as scarce of flying birds

which seldom venture on the ground as we are of ground birds;

and wherever lands have been shut up and no shooting allowed,
there are plenty of quails and pigeons. Great Britain swarms
with game, even though it is thickly peopled, and weasels and
stoats abound—at any rate, are just as plentiful as mongoose are

here. The estates here that boast of trapping hundreds of mon-
goose a year will, within a short time, require to fight plagues of

rats, use poisons by the hundredweight, traps by the score, and
spend several hundred dollars a year.

Really the mongoose is a friend of the birds

because it can not climb the smallest tree, but it

does kill rats that climb the tallest trees and
wage incessant war on the birds by eating their

eggs and young. Rats are dreaded by pineapple-

growers and cacao-planters. They propagate
with great rapidity in some tropical countries.

They carry the virus of the bubonic plague so

that the mongoose is a public benefactor.

<?!-

NEW LANDS EXPOSITION.

The Chicago Tribune will have charge of an
exposition devoted to the subject of our ne-v

lands, the intrntion being to s ow what crops

a'C raisvd on them. Tnis will be an eye-opener
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for many home seekers. The enterprise is back-

ed by a number of railways— the Burlington,

Great Northern, Union Pacific, St. Paul, Flori-

da East Coast, Northern Pacific, Santa Fe, and

the Rock Island. Mr. Edmund T. Perkins, Engi-

neer in Charge ofU. S. Reclamation Service, is on

the advisory committee, so that Uncle Sam will

be represented. The exposition will be held in

Chicago, November 27 to December 4, this yea'.

The secretary is Robert P. Cross, 407 Commer-
cial National Bank Building, Chicago, who will

furnish details. It will be a big affair.

-^

SUNFLOWERS FOR BKES.

The Ontario Agricultural College has made
some very interesting experiments with sunflow-

ers, that are worthy of emulation elsewhere.

Ttie average annual yield of Russian Mammoth,
for a period of ten years, was 76.1 bushels; for

White Beauty, 75.9; and for Black Giant, 69.1

per acre. For silage the average yield over a

period of 13 years was, Black Giant, 6.0 tons of

heads and 20 b tons for the whole crop; Mam-
moth Russian, 5.7 tons of heads and 16.8 tons

for whole crop; White Beauty, 5.8 tons of heads

and 13.4 tons lor whole crop. This report is cer-

tainly very encouraging to bee-keepers and poul-

try men, as there are many States just as well suit-

ed to sunrtowets as is Ontario. Farmer bee-keep-

ers ought to think over this report. For bees the

blossoms of sunflowers come at an opportune

time. Any way, we feel quite grateful to the

Ontario College for its report.

^
THE BEE FLORA OF AMERICA.

The writer is inclined to agree with Mr. Grant
Stanley in the matter of publishing a work on

the honey flora of North America It need not

be so large as to preclude any one from carrying

it around in his pocket. The revised edition of

Gray's Flora of the United States is not so very

large, and there is an edition in limp leather suit-

able for the pocket. A book on the honey Jlora

would not be a third as large.

I have the complete flora of France, which slips

into one's inside coat pocket easily. The honey-

plants are marked in three degrees—fair, good,

excellent. The honey flora of Spain, of which I

have a copy, is excellent, and that, too, fits the

pocket nicely. Mr. School speaks of the honey-

plants of Texas; but does not the Lone Star State

have all the climates between sub-tropical and

north temperate.^ The writer remembers very dis-

tinctly being in the panhandle of Texas when
the thermometer registered 26 degrees below ze-

ro, Fahrenheit; at least we were told by the ob-

server at Amarillo that it was so at one point.

That gives an extensive flora, possibly half of

that of the United States.

Here the United States Department of Agricul-

ture could do good service, as the undertaking is

too much for private effort. Every important

European country has a honey "flora." Russia,

probably, has the best.

WAX FROM CANDELILLA WEED.

More particulars are now available regarding

this wonderful discovery. If all the reports are

true, beeswax will have a very serious competitor

ere long. It is said the quality is high, and there

seems to be plenty of it. At any rate, the plant,

I'tiiilatithus pa-uones, is common in the states of

Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, Chihuahua Durango,
Zacatecas, Sonora, Sinaloa, Baja California, Ja-
lisco, Pueblo, and San Luis Potosi. There is

some of it this side of the Rio Grande, in Texas,
and in New Mexico and Arizona.

The plant is described as growing to a height

of 3 to 5 feet in the form of stalks without leaves.

These are from % X-O Yz inch in diameter. An
acre will yield from one-half to two tons of weed
per annum. The amount of wax is from 3)^ to

5 per cent.

The color of the wax is light, and it may be
bleached white. It has a high melting-point,

placing it ahead of all other vegetable waxes. It

makes fine candles, and gives a beautiful light.

It makes good varnish, and is fine for shoe-polish;

in fact, it gives more luster than Carnauba wax.

It is considered excellent for phonograph records,

and it answers well for the insulation of electric

wires. It has a higher melting-point than bees-

wax, hence it could be used by druggists; but
that will largely lie with the pure-food authori-

ties at Washington.
It certainly looks as though the new wax would

prove a serious rival to beeswax. All substitutes

for beeswax ought to pay a duty of 10 cts. per

lb. I would be satisfied to let beeswax in free,

provided substitutes paid a duty.

IRRIGATION PROJECTS.

The lands on the Sun River, Montana, project

are being rapidly taken up.

The Truckee-Carson project is 90 per cent

completed. Owing to heavy falls of snow in the

mountains there will be plenty of water available.

There are over 16,000 acres in cultivation un-

der the Leasburg diversion dam in New Mexico.

It is believed the supply of water will be ample,

but there is no storage.

On the Carlsbad, New Mexico, project, water

was turned on March 15. Many acres are being

planted in alfalfa and orchards.

On the Strawberry Valley project in Utah an

additional force of men is being employed to

complete the tunnel, which will be three miles in

length.

The sum of $100,000 has been alloted for the

Flathead project in Montana. This will con-

struct the Jocko unit (6000 acres); the Mission

unit (6000 acres), and the Poison unit (3000 acres).

The woik will be done mainly by Indians.

At the Yuma, Arizona, project 7500 acres are

under cultivation.

On April 1, 50 per cent of the pumping sys-

tem of the Minidoka project in Idaho was com-
pleted

On the Gunnison tunnel, near Montrose, Col-

orado, only 1739 feet of the six-mile tunnel now
remains to be completed. In March, 595 feet

advance was made.
On the North Platte project the Pathfinder

dam is now 194 feet above the foundation.

Private companies expect to add 500,000 acres

to the irrigated lands around Denver. It would
seem from this that the government irrigation-

works encourage rather than hinder private en-

terprise.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York

HOW TO FIND A QUEEN, ETC.

" I came over to-day to have a little talk with

you about queens. Do they often die at this

season of the year.-'"

" I should not liice to say that queens die more
frequently in the spring than during the summer;
but when they do die at this time of the year it

is absolutely necessary that the bee-keeper know
it, else that colony will perish; for the bees which
have been wintered over, rapidly die off from the

work which now devolves upon them.
"Can I tell by going in front of the hives which

have good queens and which have not?"
" Outside diagnosis allows us to guess at the

matter of queenlessness somewhat by seeing the

bees listless about the entrance of such colonies

as have no queen; but to know for certain that

any colony is queenless, and much more to know
whether the queen in any colony is good or poor,

it is necessary to open the hive and look the

combs over. If, after pollen has been brought
in for a week or so, no eggs are found in the cells

of one or more combs, you may rest assured that

such a colony has no queen; or at least no queen
which is good for any thing."

" But if I find eggs, how am I to know wheth-
er the queen is a good prolific one or not.'"

" A good prolific queen lays her eggs in a com-
pact form, so that there will be brood in ninety-

five per cent of the cells in that space occupied
by the brood, so that we find each frame, which
has any brood in it, with the cells in the brood-
circle mainly filled with brood in some stage;

while a poor or failing queen scatters her brood
all about in the cell, so that, with a very poor
queen, half of them may have no brood at all,

and this scattered all about among the cells con-
taining brood. To be absolutely sure that any
colony has no queen, or is what we call queenless,

take a frame of comb having eggs and some lar-

va? in it, and put it ii the center of the suppos-
ed queenless colony, leaving it for three days.

If queenless, queen-cells will be formed over
some of the little larva?, while if no such cells are

started you can rest assured that the bees of that

colony have something which they are respecting

and keeping as a queen, and which must be found
and destroyed before a good one can be introduc-

ed. Many a bee-keeper has rushed his order off

to some queen-breeder for a queen for his queen-
less (?) colony, because he found no eggs in the

cells, only to lose his purchased queen because
he did not test the matter with some brood to

know of a surety by cells being, built that they

would accept a queen."
" How can I find a queen.? I hunted half a

diy to find a queen in one of my colonies, and
did not find her then. You old bee-keepers tell

us to find a queen for this, that, and the other

purpose, as if it were as easy to find a queen among
forty thousand other bees as it would be to find

a black bean among a lot of white ones."
" Well, in the first place don't use so much

smoke as to get the bees out of their normal con-
dition tlirouah the great excitemenf a lot of smoke

gives. If you go carefully in opening the hive,

and use smoke only as it is necessary, even the

worst black bees can be handled without be-
coming demoralized. To the accustomed eye of

the practical apiarist, a prolific queen is almost
as easily found as the black bean you speak of,

especially if the bees are of the Italian race; but a
virgin queen, or any queen not good enough to

lay much or any, is often hard to find by the
expert. I will admit that much."
"An old bee keeper told me that there was a

difference in the time of day when I looked. Is

there any thing in that.?"

"The best time is when the bees are flying the

most freely, and this is generally about ten o'clock
on some bright warm morning when the most of

the old bees are in the field for honey or pollen.

Then you will want a light box with you the size

of the hive, or another hive-body, to secure the

best results."
" Will it be any better to set the frames in such

when looking them over than to set them on the

ground as I did.?"

"It will give you an advantage if you do not
find the queen the first time over the combs, and
is a great help at times when the bees are dispos-

ed to be poking around after honey that they
may steal. Open the hive carefully, smoking
just enough to keep the bees from flying and
stinging. Now sit on your stool, box, or an old
hive, with your bad- to the sun, so that the sun
will be shining down into the hive, as soon as one
or two frames are taken out. Take out the first

frame slowly, making sure that you do not hit it

against the hive or any thing else, so as to make
the bees nervous, thereby setting them to running
and stinging. When you have the first frame
out, look it over carefully; and if you do not see

the queen, set it in the box at the side furthest

from you. Now you are so you can see down
into the hive. On taking out another frame,
glance down the side of the next one in the hive,

when, if the queen is there, she will be easily seen

in the sunshine, and especially if she starts to go
around to the opposite or dark side of the comb,
which an unprolific or virgin queen is almost
sure to do. In thus running the sun shows the

sides of herabdomen, to the eyes looking oblique-
ly down, to much better advantage than could be
if the eyes were looking directly upon her back.
If you do not see her after looking two or three

seconds, look on the opposite side of the comb
you are holding in your hands, turning it to the

sun and looking obliquely as before; for nineteen
times out of t^renty she will be on one of these

dark sides of the comb. In this way keep on till

she is found or all the frames are taken from the

hive."
" Suppose I have not found her."

"Look the bees over that still adhere to the

sides of the hive; and if she is not with them,
which she is not likely to be if the bees have rot
been stampeded, begin to set the frames back
from ihe box, working and looking as you set

them back, in the same way you did in setting

out, and your chance is jast as good as when set-

ting from the hive, if the bees hare remained
quiet, as they will if you have worked rightly. I

find 29 queens out of 30 the first time over, often

on the second or third frame, and the 30th one
before the combs are back in the hive."
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General
Correspondence

SWARM CONTROL.

Dr. Miller's Present System of Comb hon-
ey Production; a Valuable Article.

BY »R. C. C. MILLER.

I have the following:

Please cive in Glhaninc.s Dr. Miller's present system of

swarm control. Is the method he used in l'*08 described in his

book?

I followed in 1908 the plans given in "Forty
Years Among the Bees." I say "plans," for

there is no one plan that is always followed. I

will give here a short statement of what was
done. Let me say in advance, however, that if

any one is expecting " a sure and easy method by
which one may be certain of having no swarm-
ing at all," he may as well stop right here. For
more than 45 years I've been studying the swarm-
ing problem, and experimenting upon it, but
havent fully got there yet. Do my best, I still

have two to five natural swarms every year. If

you want to know how I manage to do no worse
than that, read on.

I clip my queens' wings. That doesn't hinder

swarming; but if a colony does swarm it can't

go off.

As a help toward limiting the amount of

swarming, I rear young queens from stock that

ihows little or no inclination to swarm. You
say, "Why, I thought you reared from colonies

giving the biggest yields." Well, that's pretty

much the same thing. The colony that gives

the biggest yield is about certain to have fooled

away no time making preparations for swarming;
and a colony that never starts queen-cells is pret-

ty sure to give a bumper yield.

1 use bottom boards that leave a space of two
inches under bottom-bars. That leaves good
chance for ventilation. Just before storing be-

gins I put in a bottom-rack, which prevents the

bees building down without interfering much
with ventilation. I try to let the bees have, at

all times when they are storing, more surplus

room than they need. They should never for a

minute feel that they are crowded for room. A
bait section in the first super starts them to stor-

ing there before they are cronvded into the sec-

tions. When the first super is half filled— per-

haps quite a bit sooner if a big flow is on — an
empty super is put under. When this is half fill-

ed or more, another is given, and still another is

constantly put under as fast as the last one is half

filled. Not only this, but an empty super is gen-
erally put on top of all. The bees may not need
it; but if they happen to, it's there. Next round
it can be put under.

So much by way of breeding and giving plen-

ty of ventilation and room. Now let us come
to the swarming time. Last summer the very

fint white-clover bloom was seen May 25. June
3 the bees appeared to make a beginning at stor-

ing, and we began to look through the hives for

qneen-cells. In most of them no cells were
found. It no cells were found in a colony we

left it till the next round, ten days later (that ten

days might b2 a day or two sooner or a day or

two !ater,according to the weatherand our conven-

ience); and so long as we found no cells at each

round we did nothing but thank our stars that

that colony was putting in all its energy at stor-

ing honey.

But suppose at the first, or some succeeding

round, we found queen-cells. We destroyed

them. At the next round we might find one of

three things: We might find no cells started, in

which case there was nothing to do; we might
find eggs or very young larvae in queen-cells, in

which case we destroyed them and left the colo-

ny for another ten days; we might find biglarvse

or sealed cells, in which case it was time for

something to be doing.

That " something " was to give the bees in

some way a vacation from brood-rearing. It

might be by taking away all the brood— that

is, shaking a swarm. But that is equivalent to

stopping the laying of the queen for 21 days,

and it would interfere less with the harvest if we
did not reduce the force of the colony so severe-

ly. So we shook no swarm last season.

In some cases we used the "foundation plan."

We killed all cells, put a lower story under the

full one, an excluder between the two stories,

and put in the lower story the queen and two or

three frames of foundation. Ten days later we
destroyed any cells found, took away the lower

story and the excluder, and restored the queen to

her old place. The frames from below were

used in nuclei or wherever needed. Very little

was generally found done in them— nothing be-

yond very young brood, and perhaps only a small

amount of eggs. The queen appeared to have

sulked. That colony might go the rest of the

season without thinking of swarming again; but

we couldn't feel sure of that. So we had to

watch it every ten days; and if it again persisted

in starting cells it had to be treated again.

Instead of putting foundation in the lower

story, perhaps we put from the upper story the

frame with least brood in it, and added two emp-

ty frames, not even starters in them. The little

comb built in these could be melted up into wax.

In many cases, after killing the cells we
took away the queen with two frames of brood

and adhering bees, and put them in an empty
hive. Perhaps we "put up " the queen. That
is, we put the hive over the colony, on top of su-

pers and all, of course having no communication

with the colony below. Ten days later, after

killing cells we returned the queen and her two

frames. If in need of a nucleus, instead of "put-

ting up " the hive we put it on a new stand. Ten
days later we returned the queen with one frame

of brood, and had a nice nucleus left, with bees

having no inclination to return to the old stand.

I might remark that, whether we put up the hive

or put it on a new stand, we shook in some extra

bees to allow for some that would return to the

old hive. But when the queen is taken with

them, not so many will desert for the old hive.

In any case, where a queen was not above the

average in quality, or if for any reason we did

not care to keep her, when her colony needed

treatment we killed her, killed the cells, ten days

later killed the cells again, and introduced a

young queen that had been laying but a few
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days. Then in the record of that colony was

written the magic word, " Pass," and that colo-

ny was considered safe without any further at-

tention for the rest of the season. Yet two or

three of the colonies having these young queens

afterward swarmed. I don't think such a thing

ever happened before. The like may never hap-

pen again, for 1908, for some reason, was perhaps

the worst season for swarming I ever knew.

If I bad my life to live over again I think I'd

try harder to breed out the swarming impulse,

but I'd stick to pure Italian blood, and I would
watch for good temper.

Marengo, 111.

[See editorial reference elsewhere.

—

Ed.]

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS
BEGINNERS.

FOR

Buying Bees; How to Select the Strong-
est and Best Colonies in a Yard; How to
Determine the Condition of a Colony by
a Glance at the Flying Bees at the En-
trance.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

In May of my second j ear with bees four more
colonies were bought, which, with my two taken

from the tree, made six at the beginning of the

second season. These were increased to eighteen

during that summer, though but very little hon-

ey was secured. If I were to chronicle all the

mistakes I made that season I would fill Glean-
ings several times.

In the first place, when I had but the two col-

onies, a party was found who had bees for sale in

Metcalf hives, and, by returning the hives after

the bees were transferred, the four colonies were

bought for $20.00—about twice what they would
cost now. These were transferred to Gallup
hives immediately after moving them home,
which was during fruit bloom in May, 1877.

A beginner, after finding bees for sale, would
do well to have some experienced bee-keeper go
with him to select the colonies. This may not

be convenient, and in many cases, perhaps, he

will have to depend on his own judgment. It

seems a natural thing for an inexperienced person

to look for colonies heavy with honey, selecting

them usually by lifting the hives or looking down
between the combs. This, in connection with a

good cluster of bees, would be the proper thing

to look for if one were buying bees in the fall,

when a long winter is ahead necessitating 25 or 30

pounds of honey to carry the bees over until the

next honey-flow in June. However, in the spring,

during fruit-bloom, when the main honey-flow is

only three or four weeks away, it is not honey
that one should look for, but large clusters of

bees, and combs at least two-thirds full of brood.

There should be, of course, about ten pounds of

honey to last the bees until the opening of the

main honey-flow the next month.
In a yard containing as many as 25 colonies

one maj find them in all conditions, from a mere
handful of bees to those very strong. These lat-

ter are the ones that will do the work in the su-

pers, the smaller ones doing nothing, perhaps,

but building up in shape to winter again by the

next fall. Then there are queenless colonies that

no one wants at any pri c. H w to select these

rousing colonies instead ol I'le small ones is worth
considering. Experienced bee keepers can tell

by the indications at the entrance which colonies

are strong, which medium, and which are weak.

HOW TO SELECT GOOD COLONIES WHEN BUYING
FROM EXAMINATION AT THE ENTRANCE.

To select the colonies, go into the yard during

a good day for the bees to fly, and walk down
past the hives, noting the flight of the bees. Dur-
ing fruit-bloom is a good time to buy, for the

strong colonies will then have a good flj ing force,

and the bottom-boards will be free from obstruc-

tions, showing that the hive contains a large

number of strong workers that are through house-

cleaning for the spring.

One of the very best indications of a good
thrifty colony at this season is the amount of pol-

len the bees are carrying in. This is carried on

the legs of the workers, and can be readily seen

as they enter the hive. I have talked with people

who believed this pollen to be the wax that the

bees use in building comb, and that they had
gathered it somewhere for this purpose. Pollen

is the dust, or fertilizing agency, produced by the

flowers. It is mixed with honey by the bees,

making a doughy substance called bee-bread,

which is used for feeding young bees still in the

cells; and with the hive full of only young bees

to feed, much pollen is needed It goes without

saying, that the hives into which bees are carry-

ing lots of pollen contain colonies strong in bees

and heavy with brood.

Queenless colonies can be told by their lack of

energy at the entrance. The bees have no brood
to feed, and no pollen to speak of is needed; and
although an occasional bee will be seen loaded

with pollen, it will be noticed that something is

wrong, for they all lack the energy of the bees

belonging to colonics in a normal condition.

Fortunately there are but few queenless colonies

in this condition at this season of the year. They
usually die earlier in the season.

After deciding from the entrance indications

which are the desirable colonies to buy, the combs
should be examined to see that they are straight

in the frames, and that there is a good percentage

of worker cells At this time, also, one can

make sure that the colonies are strong in brood

and bees, for it will not do to depend entirely up-

on the entrance indications, although in this way
one can save the time taken in looking through a

great lot of weak colonies before finding the more
desirable ones.

Many bee-keepers, nowadays, hive their swarms
upon full sheets of foundation; and if any can be

found having combs built in this way, it would
be a good plan to buy all such; for, by so doing,

good straight worker combs can be secured.

Those who profess to be bee-keepers at all, use

at least a strip of foundation in the top of the

brood-frame to start the bees building the combs
true in each frame. If starters are used in the

frames of the hanging type, the combs contain-

ing a large percentage of drone- cells can be taken

out and replaced with new frames containing full

sheets of foundation.

MOVING BEES HOME.

After buying the bees they will have to be

moved home; and if the moving is done with a
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team, bolster springs should be used in the wag-

on; but if these can not be had, some straw in

the bottom of the regular wagon-box will do to

set the hives on, this straw to take off some of

the jar caused by the wheels moving over stones

or rough places. Last summer we moved 160

colonies without springs or straw, and we crossed

two railroads where the road was very rough, but

not a comb was broken. If colonies have been

in the hives two or three years, so that the combs
are old and tough, such combs will stand a great

amount of hard usage without breaking. After

one has moved colonies by rail, and learned how
much knocking the combs stand without break-

ing, he will not be so worried about breaking

them when moving with a team.

To prepare strong colonies for moving, nail

wire cloth over the entire top of the hive; fasten

the screen on with pieces of lath; nail a strip of

laih also over the entrance, as the bees will have

all the ventilation they need through the top for

so short a haul. If the hive has a loose bottom-

board, this should be nailed securely. We go

early enough in the afternoon to the yard to be

moved to nail on bottoms and screens while the

bees are still flying. Then toward night, after

the flying is over for the day, a piece of lath is

nailed over the entrance. The hives are then

loaded on ihe wagon and drawn home in the

night. After placing them on the stands that

they are to occupy permanently, the entrance-

blocks are removed immedia'ely. Never keep

bees confined in the hives a minute longer than

is really necessary. There are many reasons for

this that can not be given here.

Remus, Mich.

[See editorial reference elsewhere.

—

Ed.]

< * •f >• t
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CHILLED BEES RETURNING TO THE
HIVE AFTER 72 HOURS.

A Very Interesting Set of Experiments.

BY H. R. BOARDMAN.

[Our readers will remember our having put cages of bees on
cakes of ice in a refrigerator, and left them there for a week, and
how those befs, although chilled stiff and hard, would revive at

the end of that time when subjected to a warm temperature, and

be as lively as ever. It will be recalled that on page 261 for

Feb. 15, this year, we reported how large numbers of bees had

fliwn out on one balmy day in February; how the weather

changed; how they became chilled, and were scattered all over

the groand, and on the hive-coveis by the thousands; of how it

warmed up the next day, and how those same bees, notwith-

standing the temperature the night before went down to freezing,

onder the influence of the warm and inviting sunshine went
back to their hives.

But our friend H. R. Boardman (the man who is an expert on

wintering beesi has gone us one better. His bees, instead of

being chilled or frozen over for one night, were soaked in the

tain, and then subjected to a chilling and freezint temperature for

72 hours, and yet revived and went back when the conditions

and weather permitted.

If out experiments in the refrigerator are any criterion, it is

barely possible that bees that have flown out in this way mieht
remain in a chilled condition for a whole weei, and still return

if the sun should come out and warm up the atmosphere.

We have much to learn about bees yet. Heretofore we have

commonly supposed that bees that flew cut and became chilled

on the ground never returned. But we have now proven that

tbii is a mistake providing a warming atmosphere is not too long

deferred.— Et>.]

April 2 I had decided to set out my bees on
their summer stands if the weather should be
favorable. Why on that particular day? It was
my 75th birthday, and I tould think of no better

way c f celebrating it. The morning was all that

could be desired—the weather warm and pleasant.

By 10 o'clock 1 had set out 50 colonies, and the

bees were flying freely; then the wind changed
into a cold quarter, and the bright outlook was
chilled. The bees stopped flying, and I called a

halt. Many of the bees that had stayed too long

on the wing fell chilled, unable to reach their

hives.

At noon I went out to inspect my morning'i

work. My pleasure was chilled into disappoint-

ment. All through the yard and about the

house and garden the ground was strewn with

chilled bees. Many had crawled into little

groups. These chilled bees were apparently

dead, their bodies curled up, their wings extended.

Mrs. B. expressed much surprise that these

dead bees came to life again on being brought
into a warm room. "Yes," I said, "if it would
come warm again during the afternoon many
would, no doubt, revive and be able to return to

their hives."

But it remained cold, and it rained most of the

following night, and some of the time a heavy

downpour. The next morning the mercury
was uncomfortably near the freezing-point.

I went out into the bee-yard. Little groups

of chilled bees met my eyes like haunting ghosts

on e^ery side. I stooped and picked up a few of

those little water-soaked mummies and placed

them caefully in my hand—for what, I hardly

knew. I took them into the house and put them
between two tin cups and put them on the warm-
ing-oven of the kitchen stove. Fifteen minutes

afterward I opened this little tin box, and out

rushed the bees, restored to life and ready for

business. Some of them flew away to the win-

dow. In all of my many years of experience

with bees, no greater surprise has come to mt
than this. I became intensely interested to learn

how long this suspended animation would con-

tinue. I experimented during the day in reyiv-

ing my chilled pets with most gratifying success.

Thirty hours had now elapsed, during which

they had been apparently perfectly lifeless. The
next morning was a heavy frost, and ice formed

on the water. " They are dead enough now," I

thought, as I walked out into the bee-yard. No
bee could survive two such nights as the two

past have been, out in the open air, with no pro-

tection from the weather; but I was interested,

and proceeded with the experiment as before.

I picked up one in a place, twelve specimens

in all, put them in the little box, and placed it

on the warming-oven as before. Eleven of the

twelve rushed out on opening the box, running

over my hand quite lively, ready to take flight

for home after 42 hours of suspended life.

I continued these experiments at frequent in-

tervals throughout the day, with the same inter-

esting results. The following night was milder,

and the next day warmed so that the bees flew

from the hives freely in the yard. Many of the

chilled bees that I had been watching with so

much interest recovered and crawled about the

yard with considerable activity. Many of them,

undoubtedly, were able to return to their hives

after three full days of this severe test. I felt

vsell paid for what I at first lamented as a serious

loss in the valuable information these experiences

had brought to me, although I had not been abl«
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to determine how long these bees might have

liTtd. I finished setting out the bees. I winter-

td 100 colonies in the bee-house, and 14 outside,

all wintering perfectly and without loss.

Collins, Ohio, April 15.

THE SCOPE OF THE NATIONAL
COPYRIGHT LAW AND ITS RELA-

TION TO HONEY LABELS.

Can the Word " Alfalfa " be Copyrighted
•o a« to Become the Exclusive Property
of Any One Person or Company?

BY CHARLES J. WILLIAMSON.

[Some little time ago the Colorado Honey-producers' Associa-

tion, of Denver, of which Mr. Frank Rauchfuss is manager, was
notiied by the Frisbee Honey Co., of the same city, to discon-

tinue the use of the word " alfalfa," on the ground that they (the

Frisbees) had used the word longer than any one else, and were,
therefore, entitled to a copyright. Our opinion has been sought,

as to whether a common word like " alfalfa " could be copyright-

ed and thus become the exclusive property of one company or

perion. We placed the correspondence relating to the matter in

the hands of our patent attorney, Mr. Chas. J. Williamson, of

Washington, and asked him to prepare an opinion for us to pub-
lish. The following, just at hand, would seem to indicate be-
yond a question or doubt that the word " alfalfa " may be used
on honey-labels by any one, on several grounds.

—

Ed.]

The A. I. Root Co.:—In accordance with your
request I have given consideration to the questions
which have arisen in regard to the use of the

word "alfalfa" as applied to honey, in connec-
tion with the claim of the Frisbee Honey Co.,
thftt it has the exclusive right to the use of that

Dame for honey, and I beg leave to advise you as

follows:

In my judgment, based upon the facts and the

law applicable thereto, no one has the exclusive
right to use the word " alfalfa " as a trade name
or mark for the designation of honey, whether
that right be claimed on the ground that the word
is a trade-mark without reference to the national
or federal trade-mark law, or whether in respect
to a provision of that law which gives a right by
registration to trade names or marks that are not
cases of strict or pure trade-mark. Said provision
of the law is, that one who has had the exclusive
use of such a name or mark for more than ten

years prior to the passage of the Act of Feb. 20,
1905, shall have the right to register it in the
United States Patent Office.

I will consider, first, whether or not the word
"alfalfa" is appropriable on the ground that it is

a strict or technical trade-mark; and, second,
whether or not it is the case of a name or mark to

which exclusive rights can be acquired under the
ten-year proviso of the Trade-mark Act of Feb.
20, 1905.

1. It is elementary in the law of trade-marks
that no name or word or mark can be appropri-
ated exclusively by any one which is descriptive
of the nature or quality or properties of the in-

gredients composing the article to which the name
or mark is applied. Thus, the Supreme Court
of the United States, our highest tribunal, and
the court of last resort in this country, in the case
of Bronjon Chemical Co. ^s. Mever, 139 U. S., 542,
makes this statement:

The general proposition is well established that words which
ate merely descriptive of the character, qualities, or composition
of ai article, or of the place where it is manufactured or produc-
ed, can not be monopolized as a trade-mark

The word " alfalfa," applied to honey, of course
means honey obtained from alfalfa clover. As
it is well to be fortified with authorities wherever
it is possible, I quote in this connection from A
B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture, under the title

"Alfalfa, or Lucerne," at page 6, as follows:

Alfalfa has, during late years, come to be one of the most im-
portant honey-plants of the great West. . . Of all the honey
I have ever tasted, 1 know of nothing, not even clover (which has

formerly held the first rank), that can equal it. . . 1 have al-

ready spoken of the superb quality of alfalfa honey. If everyone
takes a liking for it as I have done, he will be almost spoiled for

eating any other honey.

The name "alfalfa," therefore, applied to hon-
ey, is descriptive of the " composition " of the

honey, for it means honey that is obtained from
alfalfa clover, and in a sense it is also descriptive

of the "character" or "qualities" of the honey.
Being thus a descriptive term, and, indeed, the

only term that can be employed to explain or an-

nounce that the honey made therefrom is made
from alfalfa, no argument is needed to show that

every producer and seller of honey that has been
made from alfalfa has an absolute right to use the

word to describe or designate his honey; and it,

therefore, can not be a trade-mark to which any
one user, such as the Frisbee Honey Co., can
claim or assert a right to as his own peculiar, ex-

clusive property.

2. Can the Frisbee Honey Co., on the ground
that it used the name "alfalfa," as applied to

honey, for more than ten years prior to the pas-

sage of the Trade-mark Act of Feb. 20, 1905,

have or acquire any right to register the word un-
der the ten-year proviso of that Act.? The sec-

tion of that Act in question reads as follows:

Sec. 5. That nothing herein shall prevent the registration of

any mark used by the applicant or his predecessors, or by those

from whom title to the mark is derived, in commerce with foreign

nations or among the several States, or with Indian tribes, which
was in actual and exclusive use as a trade-mark of the applicant

or his predecessors from whom he derived title for ten years next
preceding the passage of this act.

The purpose of the above- quoted provision of

the statute is to afford protection in those cases

where names or marks have been used, which are

not strictly trade marks, or, as they are sometimes
termed, " technical " trade-marks, but which, by
reason of having been long in use—for at least

the ten years mentioned—are deserving of protec-

tion. An essential condition imposed by the

statute, however, is that the one claiming the

benefits of the provision of Section 5 shall have
had "exclusive " use of the mark in question.

Thus, though as I have herein before pointed

out, the word " alfalfa " can not be appropriated

by any one as a trade-mark to the exclusion of

its use by others, yet if the Frisbee Honey Co.
could show that it had had the exc/usife use of

that word applied to honey for more than ten

years prior to the passage of the Act of Feb. 20,

1905, said company would have the right to reg-

ister the word " alfalfa " in the Patent Office and
obtain the advantages which come from registra-

tion. It appears from the facts laid before me,
that you yourselves have made use of the word
"alfalfa" to designate a certain kind of Western
honey since 1880, and that others, for example
Mr. W. L. Porter, of Colorado, has used the

word " alfalfa " to designate alfalfa honey for

perhaps twenty-five years. It follows, therefore,

that the Frisbee Honey Co. has not had, and
could not have had, "exclusive use" of the word
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" alfalfa," and therefore an essential prerequisite

or condition to registration under the ten-year

proviso is lacicing in the case of the Frisbee Hon-
ey Co., and it can have no legal or valid claim
to the word " alfalfa" as a trade-mark for honey
through or by virtue of registration under the

ten-year provision of the Trade-maric Act. That
this view is correct, is to be seen by reference to

the decision of the Court of Appeals for the Dis-
trict of Columbia in Worcester Brenving Co. njs.

Riuter o Co., 133 O. G. 1190, which court is the

only one thus far that has passed upon the ques-
tion, and which in the case just mentioned said:

There is but one way left in which appellee is entitled to have
its application for registration considered in this case, and that is

under the proviso to section 5 of the act of Congress of Febraary
20, 1905. which is as follows:

" That nothing herein shall prevent the registration of any
mark used by the applicant or his predecessors, or by those from
whom title to the mark is derived, in commerce with foreign na-
tions, oramong the several States, or with the Indian tribes, which
was in actual and exclusive use as a trade-mark, of the applicant,

or his predecessors from whom he derived title, for ten years next
preceding the passage of this act."

The record discloses an actual and continuous use by appellee
of the word ' Sterling " as a trade-mark for ale for more than ten

years next preceding the passage of the act of Congress. If it

appears, therefore, that this use has been exclusive, even thougk
the word is descriptive and not susceptible of registration as a

technical trade-mark, appellee would still, by reason of its actual

and exclusive use for ten years next preceding the passage of the

act, be entitled to the right to register it. In the case of in re

Cahn, Belt Sf Co. (27 App. D. C. 177), this court said:
" The last proviso of section 5, as amended and passed, was

not intended to provide for the registration of technical trade-

marks; for such marks had been cared for elsewhere in this act.

The proviso admitted the registration of marks, not in either of

the clauses prohibited by this section, if such marks were in ac-

tual and exclusive use as a trade-mark for ten years next preced-

ing the passage of the act. In respect to technical trade-marks,
this proviso is absolutely useless. It was intended to save the
right of registration to the marks described in the proviso. . .

The last proviso of section 5 was intended to refer only to marks
owned by the applicants, and in their actual and exclusive use of

ten years."

It is clear that appellee, during the ten-year period, would have
had no right to exclude appellant from the use of the word " Ster-

ling " on the ground of its being a valid technical trade-mark.
Not possessing this rigJt, it is difficult to understand upon what
theory its use can be said to be exclusive.

We think that the Commissioner of Patents erred in holding
that the word " exclusive," as used in the proviso of section 5,

means " the right to exclude." It has no reference to any right

possessed by the user. Since the word did not constitute a tech-

nical trade-mark, no right to exclude could be asserted. Inas-

much as the word is used in the statute in connection with the
words " actual use," and both expressions are used to quilify the
special right conferred by this ptovision of the act, we hold that
an actual use must be shown to have been possessed and enjoyed
by the applicant to the sole exclusion of all others. The use
could not be exclusive if, during the period, it appears that anoth-
er was using the same word as a trade-mark upon the same char-

acter of goods. It is not denied that, during five years of this

period prior to the act of 1905, appellant used continuously the

word " Sterling " as a mark on the same kind of goods on which
it was used by appellee. We are of the opinion that this is suf-

ficient to prevent appellee from claiming such an exclusive use
as would entitle it to register the word " Sterling " as a trade-

mark.

The f aregoing case is especially pertinent, be-

cause in that case the word sought to be register-

ed was the word " Sterling," which, the court
pointed out, being descriptive, as is the word
"alfalfa," could not be appropriated as a techni-

cal trade-marlc.

You will, therefore, see that in no possible

view of the matter, under the law and the facts as

I have above set them forth, can the Frisbee Honey
Co., or anybody else, validly or legally claim
any right ti monopolize the use of the word " al-

falfa" as a name for honey.
Under the National pure-food law it is neces-

sary, when a label is applied to a food, that, in

order to avoid the offense of misbranding, it must

truthfully state the name of the substance or
product. The law, therefore, makes it not only
a right, but a duty, when a label is used, for the
correct name of the article to be stated on the
label. In the case of honey, it would doubtless
be a sufficient compliance with the law simply to
use the name " honey;" but undoubtedly any de-
scriptive term or name that truthfully designates
the honey may also be used, such as the word
" alfalfa," providing, of course, it be not a word
or name to which some one may have the exclu-
sive right under section 5 of the Trade-mark Act
of Feb. 20, 1905; and, of course, no name or term
that constitutes a strict or technical trade-mark,
which is the exclusive property of another person,
can be used on the label. By the designation
"strict or technical trade-mark " I mean some
name or symbol of purely arbitrary character
that is not employed to describe the character or
qualities or composition, or the place of produc-
tion of the article. Instances of such a trade-
mark are the picture of a bear, your device of a
three-leaf clover with the initials "A. I. R. " on
the leaves, the word " Kodak," and the word
" Uneeda. " In such cases as these the national
pure-food law can be complied with by using the
known or accepted name of the product; and any
construction ot, or any supposed provision of that
law, which would appear to give a right to others
to use a trade-mark belonging exclusively to one
user would not only be unsound or invalid, but
it would be inconsistent with the purpose of the
law, which is to prevent the consu-ner being
misled or deceived in purchasing food articles;

and confusion or deception would result if what
has become the distinctive trade-mark or name
of one producer could be used by another.
Washington, D. C.

[We sought this opinion, not alone because of
any legal ques'ion that might be involved between
the parties in Denver, but because we desired to

get information on the general question of what
might be the legitimate subject of a copyright

—

a matter that is of far more importance to the
average user of honey-labels than the issue between
the parties in Denver. In view of the citations

as above given it is doubtful if the matter will
ever be brought before the courts.

—

Ed.]

THE CANDYING OF COMB HONEY.

Frequent Re-sorting of Old Honey to Sep-
arate the Candied Sections.

BY FRANK RAUCHFUSS.

It seems to me that it would interest honey-
producers to hear from honey-dealers and com-
mission merchants throughout the country as to

the manner in which lots of comb honey that

have started to granulate are handled by them.
I find that our commission firms here on the

street are selling the honey just as received from
the producers, no matter how long they may
have had it on their hands. As a consequence,
one grocer may receive a case that is in beautiful
condition, while the next one receives one that is

half granulated. If this man keeps his case and
unloads on the consumer there will be a lot of

people who will be disgusted with buying comb
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honey, and who will be ready to declare that the

b«e-keeper was feeding sugar.

I think it is quite important that this practice

of selling honey late in the season, without care-

ful inspecting and re-sorting should be stopped,

and that the jobber as well as the retailer should

receive some instruction on the proper keeping

and handling of comb honey. There is surely

a need of it.

We re-sort all comb honey as soon as we see

signs of granulation, never sorting over more at

one time than we expect to sell within the next

two weeks. The granulated is again subdivided

into three classes. That which shows only a

few cells is called "slightly candied;" that which
is from one-fourth to one-half candied is called
" part candied," any thing further along is called

"candied." It has been found by experience

that the first two grades can readily be sold for

what it is at a lower price to firms that cater to a

less particular trade.

If the honey is not sorted by the jobber, con-

sumption will be reduced to such a point that a

lower price is made to move the stock, and the

producer who shipped choice stock which has not

candied is the loser thereby.

Denver, Colo.

[This trouble of what to do with candied hon-

ey in late winter or early spring is indeed a seri-

ous one. It is made somewhat more serious in

Colorado and other alfalfa-producing districts be-

cause of the tendency of alfalfa to granulate early.

Mr. Rauchfuss' plan of re-sorting and regrad-

ing, and then selling according to the degree of

granulation, is the only sensible way, and, we
may say, the only fair and honest way. Any
dealer or producer who attempts to palm off his

candied product at the price of otherwise fancy

and No. 1 comb honey will only be a loser in

the end. If it could only end there, no very

great harm would be done; but such selling of

granula ed honey affects the whole trade and the

demand for good comb honey in general. It

ought to be just as unlawful to sell granulated

comb honey for comb honey that is not candied

as it is to misbrand any food product or drug;
indeed, we are not sure but that, on a strict con-

struction of the national pure-food law, one who
sells granulated comb honey as though it were
first quality, could be held responsible. Yes,

we should like to have a test case made of it. If

any one knows of such a person we will take

pains to bring the matter before the federal au-
thorities.

For the relief of Mr. Rauchfuss and others

who are likely to find on their hands candied
comb honey, we may say that we are conducting
some quite elaborate experiments to see if such
honey in the combs can not be reliquefied with-

out in any way affecting the cappings or combs
themselves.

A year or so ago some experiments in a small

way led us to believe that candied comb honey
could be restored to practically the same condi-

tion as when it was on the hive. Indeed, we did

succeed in taking a dozen sections that were
candied solid and bringing the horey in the

combs back to a liquid state without affecting

the combs. This was done in a large incubator.

Since we published the experiments we have

been informed that an extensive buyer has tried

out this method of liquefying comb honey in a
large way, with gratifying results.

We recently constructed a room where we put
about 3500 pounds of comb honey, in various
stages of granulation. We have been operating
this room for about a month back; but owing to

our inability to maintain a perfect control of

temperature, between 102 and 103 Fahr. , the re-

sults have been somewhat indifferent. We have
proved this, that we can arrest granulation in a
hot room.

In view of our experiments in a large incuba-
tor we feel reasonably sure that honey in sections

that has granulated can be brought back to a
liquid state, without injury to the comb pro'vid-

ing the temperature can be maintained uniform-
ly at 103 degrees. Aye, there's the rub. Our
experiments with room where the 3500 pounds of

honey is stored has shown us the difficulty of

maintaining a temperature uniformly at 103.

We have emplojed a couple of automatic regu-
lators and an electric bell operated by an electric

thermostat to give notice when the temperature
went too high; but in spite of us we found it very
difficult to hold it at the required point. Should
it run up to 106 or 107 the combs themselves
will begin to sag.

Will it pay to attempt to liquefy granulated
comb honey when we take into account the ex-

pense.? We will just suppose that ungranulated
comb honey would retail at 15 cts. On the same
basis, perhaps, the extracted would retail for 8

cts. As the average section of honey weighing
a pound contains about half an ounce of wax,
that would give us approximately, when melted
up and separated, one cent's worth of wax, and
probably 7 cents' worth of honey, calling the

honey worth 8 cts. a pound. If it cost one cent

to melt and separate, that would make a net of

only 7 cts. for the honey and the wax Accord-
ing to these figures, if we could liquefy the honey
in the comb w ithout injuring it, and comb honey
not granulated is worth 15 cts., we should have
8 cts to pay us for the trouble of liquefying the

honey in the comb, provided we could do the

work as successfully on a large scale as a small
one. We are not certain as yet that we shall

succeed. At present it looks doubtful, but it is

worth the trial. In the test now under way we
would save $280 on the 3500 lbs. now in our hot
room, over what we could realize if we were to

melt up both the honey and wax, and sell both
at their market value.

—

Ed.]

THE BOARDMAN HIVE-CART IN THE HIVE ROWS.

I note what you say in regard to the cart in-

terfering with hives in adjoining rows. Where
a hive cart is used the rows should be arranged
so that the hives will come opposite the spaces in

the adjoining rows, thus:

a D D D D
D D a D

D D D D D
a D D D-

Collins, O. H. R. Boardman.
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ANOTHER STYLE
OF CORRUGATED-
PAPER SHIPPING
CASE.

Something that Can be
Put in the Flat or
Knockdown Without
the Use of any Paste

or Stickers.

BY E. R. ROOT.

In our issue for April 15,

page 23S, we showed a style

of corrugated-paper ship-

ping case devised by Mr.

J. E. Crane. We sent a

sample of one of these to a

paper- box manufacturer to

get prices, and received from
them another style made on

a different principle, which,

it was suggested, might be

FIG. 2. ShIPPl^G-CAbu READY TO SHIP.

bet:er and stronger than the Crane model. We
took some photos, which we now present to our
readers.

By referring to the various illustrations one will

see that this case is probably stronger than the

Crane. It makes use of a double top and a dou-
ble bottom; and an extra inside lining makes a

double thickness on all six sides. By referring

to Fig. 4 dissected, it will be seen that the sides

and ends project

in the form of

flaps at the top

and bottom, fold-

ingoverand meet-

ing in the middle,

thus making a

double cover and
double bottom.

The effect of this

double - thickness

construction is to

stiffen the rase

very materially.

We havecaiefully

tested the strength

of the two styles

of cases, and found

the difference to

FIG. 1. ANOTHER STYLE OF CORRUGATED-PAPtR SHIPPING-CASE.

be in favor of the one here

shown.
To strengthen it further, an

extra inside rim with its cross-

partitions slips down into the

case, so that, when the whole
thing is folded up and tied, as

shown in Fig. 2, we have some-
thing extra strong.

Still another point in favor of

this construction is that the case

can be put in more compact
form in the flat or knockdown
than the other style of case.

This would make it possible

for the consignee of honey to

return the empties in the flat to

the producer at very small ex-

3.—CORRUGATED SHIPPING-CASE
PARTITION

WITH THE INSIDE RIM AND THE CROSS-

S REMOVED.
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pense. There is no reason why they could not

be used over again in a separate shipment of

honey. If this is possible it would affect a

very material saving in cost. Fig. 5 shows
how the separate parts can be laid one on top

of the other, thus putting them in very compact
form. Indeed, 50 or 100 of them could be put

in a very small bundle.

Still another feature is the fact that the bee-

keeper who receives this case in the flat will

net be compelled to use any paste or stickers.

It is pasted together at only two points, and

this pasting

can be done in

the flat at the

factory. When
the several
parts are un-
folded and put

tagether, n o
paste or stick-

ers have to be
used.

So far we
have stated the

advantages of

this form of

construe tion

over that
adopted by
Mr. Crane.
Let us now
look at the
other side—the

disadvantages.

First, we have a slightly increased cost— a serious

objection. There are some other objectionable

features which may be more or less valid. We
sent Mr. J. E. Crane, of Middlebury, Vt. ,aset
of these pictures, and asked for his criticisms.

In reply he says:

1. It is very inconvenient to get honey in and out.

2. It would not be so convenient to set on a counter as a box
with a cover.

3. The most seiious objection, to my mind, is that, when
tiered up one above another, they would be liable to topple over,

the top and bottom not being flat, the center of the top and
bottom springing up and dawn. Perhaps if tiered up they might
seem different. J. E. Ckane.

Middlebury, Vt., April 23.

With regard to Mr. Crane's first objection, if

the reader will refer to Fig. 1 he will see that the

case can be opened up in such a way as to show
all the sections; but it will take longer to do it.

In the Crane case, all that will be necessary is to

lift the cover. In the style shown in Fig. 1, one
will be required to pull back four flaps. So we

\

FIG. 4.—SHIPPING-CASE DISSECTED WITH ALL THE FLAPS OPENED UP.

shall have to admit that Mr. Crane's objection

No. 1 IS va'id.

Regarding No. 2 we really do not see why one
could not be set on the counter as well as the

other.

As to No 3, there is no reason why the new
cas3 should not be as flat on top as the Crane
when tied with a string. It would be hardly safe

to ship either without such tying. See Fig. 2.

Mr. Ciane's application for patent, we under-

stand, covers both terms of cases. In any event

the Crane style is already on the market at a price

ten per cent in advance of the price of wooden
cases ^v'tihout glass. As the new cases do not use

glass it will be seen that they can be supplied at

approximately the same cost. The style here

shown would cost 20 per cent more than the

wooden cases without glass.

In view t f the obvious advantage of these corru-

gated-paper cases over the wooden ones, it would
seem as if they

-^'^ffT

FIG. 5.—CORRUC-VTED-PAPER SHIPPING-CASE IN THE FLAT

would in time be
in universal use.

If so, the problem
of shipping comb
honey in large or

small lots with lit-

tle or no breakage
or leakage will be
solved. This
means a greatly

increased market
for comb honey
where it has hith-

erto been denied.
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THE CONTROL OF BEE TERRITORY.

Has a Bee-keeper a Moral Right to
Bee- pasturage?

BY J. L. BYER.

his

It is so seldom that our good friend Dr. Miller

says any thing that we can disagree with, that,

when we do get a chance, we never like to let the

opportunity pass by. For some time I have been
prompted to take issue with him on the question
of a bee-keeper having legal control of a given
territory, and that Straw on page 1423, Dec. 1,

1908, brought the matter to a climax. Before pro-

ceding further, let me say that with him I fully

agree with friend Hutchinson when the latter

says, "The man who will crowd in upon the ter-

ritory of another should be looked upon as little

better than a thief. " Having said so much, it

now rests upon me to explain my seemingly par-

adoxical views. So far as sparsely settled com-
munities are concerned, i. e. , sections which, on
account of the nature of the land, forbid any
chance of ever being intensively farmed, there

may be room for argument. Among these lo-

calities might be mentioned some parts of Aus-
tralia; and on our own continent, the mountain-
ous sections of the country where bee-keeping is

carried on, such as the sage districts of Califor-

nia. Possibly the sandy lands of Michigan and
other places where the raspberry grows in profu-

sion might come under this list as well, as I un-
derstand much of this land will never be fit for

farming. While I have my doubts as to any one
having a moral right, to say nothing of a legal

right, to determine who shall or who shall not
keep bees in a territory, even under conditions as

outlined, I shall not argue that point, but, rath-

er, confine my remarks to the question as it af-

fects Dr. Miller, myself, and a great host of bee-

keepers who keep bees which pasture upon for-

age raised in the main by the farmers around us.

As I am more familiar with conditions as they
affect myself, I shall use such conditions to illus-

trate the reasons that cause me to take views on
the question different from those entertained by
Dr. Miller.

My apiaries are all situated in rich farming
communities, where one of the main crops is the

raising of alsike clover for seed. This alsike is

our main source of honey; in fact, if there were
no alsike raised we would have to move our bees

if we wished to continue in the business, as not

more than one year in ten do we get surplus from
any other source. As an exception to this state-

ment I would say that in the past four years we
have had a little surplus from the buckwheat;
but as this crop yields nectar very sparingly on
our strong soils, it is of little account to the bee-
keeper.

Now, no one can dispute the point that the

farmers who raise the clover have the first right

to the nectar the clover produces, and it quite

often happens that some of these farmers take a

notion to keep bees so as to secure some of this

honey for their own profit. Naturally they are

not likely to consult .\Ir. Specialist Bee-keeper,
who lives on a lot near them, even if his bees
have had the exclusive use (not rights) of their

clover-fields. These things have happened and
are happening all the time, and I know of cases

where some of these same farmers have become
successful bee-keepers and have large apiaries
right near specialist bee-keepers.

Suppose a law were in force giving me control
of a territory five miles or more square, and some
of my neighbor farmers who are raising the clo-
ver should take a notion to keep bees to secure
the honey from this clover (raised on their own
property), wouldn't I cut a nice figure if I tried

to enforce that law.? Honestly, doctor, do you
think that I would have a moral right to do so,

to say nothing of a legal right.? No doubt Dr.
Miller has more in mind, the thought of one
specialist moving into the territory already occu-
pied by another specialist; and, as already inti-

mated, I agree that there is a moral wrong in

such an action; but where are we to draw the
line when it comes to having legislation on the
matter.? Any such legislation would be sure to

be abused, and be the cause of any amount of
friction and hard feelings.

As to the action of one bee-keeper moving into
an already stocked locality for the sole purpose
of keeping bees, that party is a fool as well as a
rogue; for if he is the means of overstocking a
locality it spells financial failure to himself as

well as to his neighbor. Fortunately, examples
of this kind are quite rare—at least in " our local-

ity," and there seems to be an unwritten law or
code of honor (call it what you wish) among bee-
keepers that forbids the practice becoming com-
mon.

Right here comes in the thought as to what
constitutes overstocking; and I have known bee-
keepers to complain of being encroached upon,
when other bee-keepers, disinterested parties,

claimed that there was no overstocking by the
second party coming on the scene. However, it

is wise on the part of a bee-keeper seeking a new
location to err on the safe side when deciding on
a matter of this kind, and not give any possible

cause for complaint.
The late Mr. Alexander held the view that the

bee-keeping of the future would be almost ex-

clusively in the hands of specialists; and if this

is the case the matter of having control of terri-

tory would be somewhat simplified. However,
that view is, in my estimation, extremely vision-

ary, as I believe that professional men and others

will continue to keep bees for recreation, if for

no other reason; and there is no question that

large numbers of farmers and others will, in the

future, as in the past, continue to keep a few bees
to provide enough honey for their own table.

Would the advocates of legal control of bee- pas-
turage stop all these men trom keeping bees en-
tirely, or would they limit them to half a dozen
colonies.? If the latter course were decided upon,
some day when the bees got to swarming freely

our amateur bee-keepers would find themselves
open to prosecution before they knew where they
were at.

In conclusion, the question of legal control of

territory for a bee-keeper in thickly settled com-
munities is, in my estimation, an idea that a

democratic people would never countenance.
While I am open to conviction on the matter,

yet I frankly admit that to my mind the question
is surrounded with insurmountable difficulties,

and I do not believe that the bee-keepers will ex-

ercise such arbitrary powers in my time. As the
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question appeals to me, I would say further that

I have no desire that such a law shall ever be

passed; and this leads me to say that Dr. Miller

must have some good reasons for taking the po-

sition that he does that he has not yet made pub-

lic. I say "good reasons," for anybody know-
ing Dr. Miller is always assured of the fact that

any arguments advanced by him on any ques-

tions are unbiased, and free of any sinister mo-
tives or methods.

Mt. Joy, Ont.

[In localities where the specialist furnished

large quantities of alsike seed at half price to the

local and near-by farmers, he would have a moral

right to all the nectar that the farmers might

raise from such alsike. Even the farmer himself

would have no right to that nectar by keeping

bees. Of course, this is a peculiar case.

—

Ed.]

THE HATCH WAX-PRESS USED ON
THE HOT-WATER PLAN.

The Hot-water Plan No More Rapid or
Thorough, but More Convenient.

BY H. H. ROOT.

In our November 1st issue for last year, page

1313, as our readers will recall, was an article by
E. D. Townsend on the subject of wax-render-

ing, in which a letter from Mr. W. J. Manley
was given, advising the use of hot water in an

itnheated press for rendering wax on an extensive

scale. Mr. Townsend mentioned using the

Hatch wax-press in this way; that is, he simply

kept a plug in the outlet at the bottom of the

press-can, confining the hot water so that he was
able to press the wax somewhat longer without

danger of chilling. We have just rendered six or

seven barrels of comb in this way; and while no

more wax was secured than by the old way of

allowing the wax and water to run out as scon as

pressed from the comb, and although the work
was no more rapidly done, yet it was rather

more convenient, and there was less danger of

chilling.

In rendering these combs we pressed them
four or five times, raising the screw between each

pressing in order to allow the refuse to become
saturated again with hot water. However, even

with this number of pressings we found that not

all the wax could be secured by any means; and
we feel, therefore, that it pays, in most cases at

least, to boil the refuse again and give it the sec-

ond treatment. It takes but little over half as

long to run the refuse through the second time,

since rather more can be pressed at once.

With the former method of using the Hatch
press the outlet tube at the bottom was left open
so that the wax and water ran out immediately.

With this plan we found it was quite necessary

to raise the screw, take out the plunger, and
shake up the contents of the burlap, and then

press again. After these two pressings we found
that the amount of wax still remaining varied

from eight to ten per cent. With the hot-water

method— that is, by leaving a plug in the outlet

tube, so that hot water surrounds the refuse, we
found that it was not necessary to draw off the

FIG. 1. THE HATCH WAX-PRESS WITH THE PARTS
BELOW TO SHOW THE CONSTRUCTION.

water and shake up the refuse, as by releasing the

pressure and allowing the contents of the burlap

to become saturated again with water at least

twice after the first pressing, about the same re-

sults could be secured. About as much time is

required as to work the press on the first plan;

but since it is not necessary to shake up the

refuse we find it rather more convenient to use

this hot-water plan.

We tried this hot water plan in connection

with the Hatch press several years ago, but we
did not find it entirely satisfactory at that time,

since the wax would chill on the surface of the

water in the press can before the refuse was thor-

oughly pressed. Two plain wooden covers,

however, as shown, stop this chilling entirely,

and the wax remains in the liquid state because

the cold air is kept away. Many who use the

Hatch press may be interested in this method,

and we will give the plan of working in full.

To begin, pour about two pailfuls of water

into the boiler and set it on the stove. As this

comes to a boil, keep adding old comb, stirring

frequently. As much as half a barrel may be

melted in one boiler at a time, or even more if

necessary; but it is best not to have too much
comb in proportion to the water used, since this

plan it essentially a washing-out process, and

good results, therefore, can not be secured when
there is not enough water. Keep stirring the

contents of the boiler until it has all been heated

through thoroughly and has boiled until the wax
has been reduced and the melted comb is of the

consistency of mush. Then push the boiler to

the edge of the stove, where it will keep hot, but
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where the wax will not burn or become discolor-

ed from too high a temperature. Next put the

wooden plug in the spout or tube at the bottom
of the wax-press can; and after putting the fold-

ed-up burlap and follower in the can, fill it with

hot water. This is done to heat thoroughly the

press and all the parts that would come in con-
tact with the cheese, in order to prevent unnec-
essary chilling. Then remove the wooden plug
and draw oti the water and pour it into the sec-

ond boiler on the stove, which, as before explain-

ed, should be used for melting up the second lot

of comb in case it is necessary to do rapid work.
Slide the can forward on the platform, as shown
in Fig. 2, and spread the piece of burlap over it.

Dip about one gallon of melted comb and water
into the press and fold the burlap neatly over it.

The wooden plug must be kept in the outlet tube
in order that the water and wax may not run out.

In dipping in the melted comb, do not use a

strainer or dipper with a wire-cloth bottom, for

the idea is to transfer plenty of water with the

comb in order to keep the wax from chilling,

and also to aid in washing it out. Use an ordi-

nary dipper, then, of pretty good size. The
square piece of burlap should be of such a size

that there will be plenty of room on top to keep
the slumgum from washing out; but, on the oth-

er hand, there should not be so much as to make
a great roll of useless cloth that will only be in

the way. A foot on each side to fold over is

enough. If this burlap be folded over as one
would fold paper in tying up a package, there is

no need of nails for keeping the edges together.

Place the cleated follower on top of the burlap
package of comb with the cleats running toward
the spout, then push the can back under the

screw. Apply the pressure slowly, turning the

screw down more and more as the wax and water

FIG. 2. READY FOR THE .MELTED CO.VII

FIG. 3. WOODEN COVERS IN POSITION TO KEEP
THE WAX ON TOP OF THE HOT WATER

FROM CHILLING.

are pressed out of the comb. Enough water
should usually be transferred with the comb so
that the cast-iron follower will be completely
covered, when the screw is turned down about
half way. If not enough water has been dipped
into the can, more should be added; but usu-
ally enough water can be dipped in with the

combs so that no more will need to be put in.

Next, place the wooden covers in position over the

can. These will warp with the steam, but they
can be reversed occasionally in order to make a

good fit. These covers are used to kee^ away
the cold air and thus prevent the wax from chill-

ing. Keep turning the screw down slowly until

it has reached the limit. This should take about
two minutes. Then raise the screw about two
inches, and with a piece of bent wire pull up en
the rope handle of the wooden plunger until it

floats to the top, so that the hot water may again
saturate the contents of the burlap. In about
one minute's time apply the pressure again slow-

ly, until the limit has again been reached. Then
release the pressure as before, and, after this, turn

the screw down again for the last time. This
whole process of pressing will take about ten min-
utes in all. While the pressure is still on the

comb, remove the wooden covers from the can
and tip up the press, as shown in Fig. 4, so that

all the water and wax may run out into a small
tub or large pail on the floor under it. Leave the

press turned over for a few moments until all of

the water and wax drain out, and then tip it back
to its regular position. An old sack or piece of

carpet should be thrown across the top of the
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GROWING SWEET CLOVER.

How to Get a Good Stand.

FIG. 4 THE PRESS TIPPED UP ON THE HINGES TO
POUR OUT ALL THE WATER AND WAX.

small tub to keep the wax from chilling until it

is emptied into the large can, as explained later.

The screw should now be raised, the follower
lifted out, and the burlap shaken into a box near
by. If the piece of burlap is rubbed quickly
with the hands, most of the refuse can be shaken
out. Now place this burlap over the press-can

again, and repeat the process with another gallon
of comb just as soon as possible. There should
be no time wasted between one pressing and
another, for the can, follower, etc., are liable to

become cold.

When the screw is turned down the first time
on the next batch of melted combs, empty the
hot water and wax in the shallow tub into the
large can near by ready for it. For convenience
this can should have a faucet or gate at the bot-
tom so that the hot water may be drawn off when
it gets too full, this hot waterto be used over again
in the next boiler of comb. It does not matter,
even if it is quite black and thick, for experience
has shown that this dark-colored water does not
discolor the wax. A piece of carpet should be
kept over the top of this large can in order that
the wax may not become chilled. At the end of
the day, or whenever the work is over, the hot
water may be drawn out until the wax begins to
come, and then thrown away. The wax may
then be run out into suitable molds, which, if

made of metal, should be soaped on the inside
with soapsuds to prevent the wax from sticking.

The department of Questions and Answers, in

the American Bee Journal, by Dr. C. C. Miller,

is a strong and valuable feature of that journal.

It is especially helpful to beginners.

BY FRANK COVERDALE.

[Mr. Coverdale has had several years of experience in growing
sweet clover for feed, and he is in position to know its value al-

so tor stock and for bees. See the Feb. 15th issue for 1908, page
220. His statements here, in regard to the growing of this clo-

ver, are'of especialiinterest because of his long experience.

—

Ed .]

If one wishes to grow sweet clover for the seed
alone he will find that it is not profitable, for this

plant must be grown for all there is in it. Sweet
clover differs from all other clovers, and requires

entirely different handling. A good stand for

seed can not be secured on poor land in this lo-

cality; and even if it could, one would miss every
other year, as this plant is a sure biennial. Fur-
thermore, supposing it were possible to get a

good stand, and the field were run for seed only
for ten years, there would be only half a stand
each year, as the old crop, if it were sufficiently

thick, would smother the young plants and make
the field very spotted. With fairly rich land
there should be little if any trouble in getting a

stand; but to grow sweet clover profitably, the

field must be grazed during the early part of the

season, until July 1st at least. After the stock
is taken off, the clover will grow very rapidly, so

that a fine crop of seed may be harvested. When
the seed is sufficiently ripe, the field should be
mown 12 to 14 inches from the ground, so there

will be a heavy fall feed for stock after cutting.

This is not true of either the red or alsike clovers.

Stock thrive on sweet clover better than on any
other legume that I have tried, and I have now
had six years' experience.

The worst drawback is the difficulty in getting

a good stand, as it takes two or three years before

a field reaches its best, and during this time it

seems like pulling teeth to plow it under, because
it is worth too much to plow. However, in

managing a field as outlined above, a crop of

seed averaging two bushels to the acre can be se-

cured each year, which, with the very excellent

pasturage one gets, pays to an extent fully equal

to a crop of corn, and there is much less labor.

At the Iowa Experiment Station, last year, five

acres were sown to sweet clover in May, and a

good stand was secured. The field was mown
five inches above the ground, and it yielded 1%
tons of hay per acre. After this, sheep were pas-

tured on it until winter set in.

This clover should be sown with timothy with-

out a nurse crop. Cattle should be pastured on
the field all summer, but not too heavily. The
white sweet clover is apt to come up well, and
then later get yellow or sick-looking in places.

Perhaps one patch ten feet wide will do well,

while another a short distance away gets sick,

making the field look spotted. If one does not

care to keep cattle of his own, stock belonging to

some one else might be taken in. If no seed is

wanted, the cattle can be allowed to run over it

the whole season; and if bees are kept, a honey
harvest will begin July 5th and continue until

frost. The bees work on the field like one great

swarm from early morning until late at night,

and every one who gets a taste of the sweet-clo-

ver honey wants more of it.
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The white sweet clover should be cut for seed

while the stalk is still green; and after the crop

is run through the huUer the hay will be superior

to the best timothy. It is best to work with the

crop when it is a little damp, to avoid shelling;

and when hauling, spread a canvas over the rack,

and occasionally empty this canvas over the mid-
dle of the stack.

I am beginning to see that white sweet clover

will thrive well anywhere after the bacteria be-

come fixed in the soil, and it will bring up old

wornout land very quickly when once a stand is

secured, as it produces a great amount of humus,
and gathers an immense amount of nitrogen into

the soil. In 1907 my sweet clover produced
three bushels of seed per acre where the cattle

were taken off in the middle of July. There
would have been a better yield, perhaps, if they

had been taken off earlier; but by so doing the

young plants are sacrificed that are to grow the

seed for tlie next season.

Maquoketa, Iowa.

SHAKING AS A STIMULUS TO BEES.

Some Questions Answered and Other
Points Explained; Is a Shaken Swarm
Equal to a Natural Swarm?

BY GEO. W. WILLIAMS.

[while Mr. W. M. Whitney and some others may feel that the
discussion relative to shaking to induce energy into a sulking or

lazy colony is a waste of printer's ink and paper, yet we can not
help thinking that there is something in it. In the article which
follows, Mr. Williams expresses a strong conviction that a shaken
colony behaves to all intents and purposes like a natural swarm,
and can be treated in the same manner. Whether this is true or

not, we can not say, but if it is true, er if there is a possibility
of it. we can not afford to pass the subject lightly.

There is no denying the fact that a natural swarm is much su-

perior to an ordinary colony for honey production. Now, if we
can induce this same superiority into our bees at any time artifi-

cially we may well discuss the means for bringing it about.
We snggest that our subscribers test it carefully, and report re-

sults. Mr. Williams seems quite able to hold up his end of the
argument, and we now let him speak for himself.

—

Ed.'

When Bro. Hutchinson asked me to give to

the journals some of the things I told him about
when we were together at the Detroit convention,
I had no idea it would "stir up" the fraternity

and have them buzzing around with so much
energy or I would have hesitated a little. But I

am glad that universal interest is being mani-
fested, as I feel sure that we shall speedily get
at the root of the matter.

I have received many letters of inquiry, and
some of corroboration and also of criticism, and
should be pleased to answer them all; but I am
a busy man, and as I have no ax to grind, further
than to call the attention of bee-keepers to the
matter, I can not spare the time to answer each
one personally, but will do so in a general way.

Dr. Miller's advice, p. 74, Feb. 1, is sound, as

it usually is. He advises us not "to go crazy
about shaking." I trust none of us are quite
ready to go bughouse yet; and there is no writer
on the face of the earth whose opinion I value
higher than the doctor's. But, "cross your
heart," are you not something of a shaker your-
self, doctor? Let us see.

In giving us your system, p. 42, February Re-
'vie-iL,; by which you secured such a splendid crop,
I find you "dug into" each of your colonies no

less than six times, aad in some of them many
more than that. Now, I am asking in all earnest-

ness, have you any means of determining from
your rich experience whether this constant " shak-

ing " every ten days throughout the season had
any part in giving them the energy to store your
splendid crop.?

Lewis H SchoU testifies that he has observed
and used the stimulating effects of the " shaking "

incident to moving bees early in the season for

many years. In fact, he claims to have noticed

it the first year he kept bees, when he was only
twelve years old. I will admit that he has the

advantage of me in that respect, for the "stimu-
lating to energy " during my first year was most-
ly the other way, and I was too busy dodging to

note any particular effect on the bees.

The question most frequently asked is, " How
and why does the shaking increase the honey-
yield?" To give proof of this fully would re-

quire too much space, and I will give only state-

ments of facts which I have found to be general-

ly accepted by advanced students.

We must bear in mind this proposition: Bees
are creatures of instinct and not of reason; and,

being such, respond to external or physical stim-

ulus only, and not to an internal initiative, as do
beings influenced by reason. In short, all their

mental conditions are reflections of outside in-

fluences. This outside influence may be a small

boy with a stick, or it may be any of the many
other things that stimulate them to action. But
the kind of action we want is the honey-gather-

ing kind. This is the sort we find in perfection

in a newly hived swarm. We can arouse this

kind of action

—

sometimes—by drumming on the

hive, by smoking them, opening the hive for any
purpose, or, as C. P. Dadant points out, by mov-
ing bees in the spring. I have found that this

activity is aroused in a greater or less degree ev-

ery time the bees are disturbed in any manner
sufficiently to cause them to set up the peculiar

hum that A. I. Root calls "a home found" In

hiving a swarm.
It follows that, a greater activity being stimu-

lated by any of these means, more work will be

done and more honey gathered, more brood
raised, and more comb built.

Another pertinent question frequently asked is,

"What results can be attained, and what manip-
ulations discarded, in a system of shaking?"

I can answer this in a word. You can obtain

all the results, and discard all the manipulations

with a "shaken " colony that you would with a

prime swarm. In all my experiments I have not

found a single trait ordinarily found in a prime

swarm which is not found in a shaken colony or

swarm.
One objection urged against " shaking " is that

it is cruel to the bees. It may be so; but it is

not so cruel as a thorough smoking, nor any
more so than a general overhauling of the bees

for any other purpose; and who of us will be the

first to dispense with his smoker or quit using

moving frames because the bees object to them?

I scarcely ever kill a bee in shaking; and as it is

quickly over I use a minimum of smoke.

I have been asked to give my system in detail-

but I do not care to do so at this time. It is

over the minute thinjs that bee-keepers quarrel

and lose sight of the general principles. My de-
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tails suit me, and might not suit anybody else; sary tools. I give two lists— first, those I think
and if we agree on the general principles the de- absolutely necessary; second, those I find it very
tails will care of themselves. But, as I stated in handy to have. Personally I possess a few more;
the January Ke'-uie^v, I had one general rule that but quite a few of them are used so seldom that
I find to be simple, sure, and safe. " Whenever, I could get along without them,
in going among my bees, I find a colony that essential tools.
for one cause or other fails to come up to this One lo-inch back-saw $.68
standard (i e. , the condition of a newly hived One cross-cut saw i.40

swarm), I shake it." This brings it up to the
one 14-inch wood jack-plane, 2-in. cutter 90,.,',.. = ^ One nail-hammer, 1 lb 60

desired condition, Ohe upholsterer's hammer 30

A promiscuous shaking will not bring you a one lo-in. half-round woid rasp 28

pound of honey unless the conditions warrant it;
One fouiiold 2-ft. rule 15

r ^ -r . J ,u u 1 J 1 •! One 6-in. try-square 25
but It you study the above rale and apply it one combination emery oil-stone, two grits 20
whenever the bees need it, I am sure you will be One 3'2-in. pocket level 25

pleased with the results; and this summer I want "777

you all to select the worst old loafer you can find;
'

, , , . 1 1 r •! 1 1 1 • OCCASIONAL TOOLS HANDY TO HAVE.
and when every thing else has failed, shake It out ^ x, , . „ . ,„-'.'=,

. ,
'

, . One brace and drill set $1.78
on empty frames, With two-inch starters, leaving One K-inch wood-working chisel 40
a frame or two of eggs and young brood to keep One J4 " " " 40

the queen below; and if the results are not en- One lo-mch file 15

,
. , ' y

,
One screwdriver 35

tirely satisfactory 1 am no prophet. One side-cmting pliers, 6 in 45

Redkey, Ind. One 8-inch draw-knile 42

^
One spoke-shave 20
One 6-inch carpenter's pincers 15

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS. Total s^o

Necessary Tools; "iW to Saw a Board. .^^.^ prices quoted are taken from the catalog
or a large mail-order house.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD. Many a father would gladly spend the seven
dollars necessary for a bench and the first lot of

In the bench that was described in the previous tools, or the eleven for the complete outfit; and
article, space was allowed in the tool-rack for let me assure him it would be as fine a moral in-

about thirty tools; but that number is not all vestment as he ever indulged in. I have three

necessary for the man who proposes to make his boys, and the last thing I bother about is to talk

own hives, or who must do the necessary repair- morals to them; but I do keep them busy doing
ing about an apiary, or make some of the "con- the things they like 10 do, and it is wonderful
traptions" recommended by some experimental- how little trouble they are.

ist. It is really wonderful, the amount of play Now for material to practice on, let me sug-
one can get out of some of the contrivances we gest that you talk to a carpenter who is building
find described in the bee-journals. When start- a house near you, and arrange for a load of left-

ing in to make them I am often reminded of an over scraps of all kinds, thicknesses, widths, and
old friend of mine who took a keen interest in lengths. For a couple of dollars I got enough
my early efforts at flower-growing. I was in a lumber to keep myself and boys busy a whole
hurry to know all about the various kinds of winter—longer, I think. Mr. Officeman, who is

blossoms, so I sowed every seed that was to be also a bee-keeper, let me tell you that one of the

found listed in the catalogs of three of the big- pleasantest winters I ever spent was in carpenter
gest florists in the States. I remember in my work in my basement after I had turned the for-

third year I had no less than 147 different kinds tieth year of my life. My wife never needed to

of seeds in my cold-frames. Well, one fine day worry as to where I was, for she knew, and may
in early March this friend dropped into my office be that was a comfort to her. Who knows.'' I

to find large packages of seeds lying on my desk, had to learn how to use tools, and I will try to

and I told him what I was going to do. We impart some of my knowledge to you.
talked flowers for quite awhile and then he said, About the first thing you will have to learn is

" Do you know I think there is more fun going to saw. Sawing looks easy, but it is not so easy
through the catalogs in the winter evenings, an- to cut a piece of wood so that the end will be at

ticipating the floral beauties of summer, than a true right angle. Somehow or other one leans

there is in seeing the actual blossoms? The flo- the saw a little over; and when we examine the

rists can enthuse about a new variety until one cut, it is out of square. This sawing job has

thinks it must be a wonder; but the reality is caused me more worry than any thing else in

usually commonplace; but then we have had our carpentry; but I can not say I can do the trick

fun." That is howl feel about most things. right the first time, even with years of practice.

The great art is to have something that one is deep- This, however, I have learned: That it is impor-
ly interested in. So I like to make most of the tant to place the piece of wood at a convenient
notions that are described, just to see what they height so that one can look down squarely at the

look like, and I know there are lots of folks just work in hand. I find a box about the height of

like me; but they think that carpentry is some- a chair suits me very well; but a different height
thing out of their line, and very expensive. may be better for another. Also much depends
The editor grants permission, and so I will for upon where one looks when sawing. If I watch

a while cater to the man who would like to do a the side of the saw next to me I know the cut

little carpentry if he only knew how. I have will slope in that direction. One friend advises

told how to make a really good bench at little that it is best to fix the eye on the off side of the

expense. The next thing is to name the neces- saw, and this is certainly better; but with me
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the surest way is to get my head right over the

saw and look at both sides of it. For very exact

work I use a miter-box, and even with that I too

often get imperfect work.
When sawing, never press on the tool, but let

it cut by its own weight. 1 find it hard to get

my boys to understand this; but by insisting

that they push the saw with the lower part of the

hand they do better.

A great deal lies in the slope of the tool. If

held too nearly perpendicular it will be more dif-

ficult to follow a straight line, and, of course, the

wood will grip the hl:ide. On the other hand,
by holding it nearly level the tool will clear bet-

ter; but tlie cut is more of a wobbly nature.

Try to find the happy medium.
To start the cut, place the edge of the saw on

the mark, steadying, if necessary, by grasping
the edge of the lumber with the fingers of the

left hand, and holding the left thumb-nail
against the blade; then give a swift upward
stroke, which will make a groove in which the

blade will run on the downward motion. Avoid
short niggling strokes; make long steady sweeps,
using no bearing-down pressure to deepen the

cut. Any saw that will not work without pres-

sure needs to be sharpened or set, perhaps both.

The cross-cut saw is used for most ordinary
work; the back-saw for small pieces, and especial-

ly if they are of hard wood and a fine edge is

wanted, as it is hard to plane across the grain of

the wood. Besides, a tool for end planing is not
included in the list that has been given.

Some may wonder why I have not included a

rip-saw; but, though I have one, it is seldom
used, for, as a matter of fact, I find it is easier to

rough-trim with a hatchet than to rip. Once
you know how, trimming is easy. First draw
your pencil-line, then set the bit of wood on end
and start a narrow cut near the edge so as to find

out how the grain runs. Of course, we want it

to run out. If all right, go ahead; if not, turn

the other end up. With a sharp hatchet one can
trim pretty close and yet avoid the line.

Victoria, B. C , Canada.
To be continued.

CAPPING-MELTERS.

Why the Beuhne Outfit Does Not Work
as Well in this Country.

BY R. BEUHNE.

Mr. E. D. Townsends article, page 23, Jan.

1, has at last given me the information I have
wanted for many months; namely, why the

Beuhne capping-melter does not work so satis-

factorily in America as in Australia.

From correspondence received, and from what
I have seen in CjLEanincs, it appears that there

were three distinct troubles with the machine in

America which do not occur here when the ma-
chine is worked as it should be. First, there

was clogging of the spaces between the tubes.

The space should be exactly !s inch; and if the

machine is worked at the right temperature there

will be no trouble unless pieces of very old hard
comb go in with the cappings. Next, there was
failure to separate honey and wax. This is due
either to insufficient heat or to swamping the

heating surface with an excessive bulk of cap-
pings.

Last, but not least, there is the darkening of

the honey through being kept too long at a high
temperature in the pan of the melter.

Now as to the difference in conditions be-
tween America and Australia. The temperatu'e
of the northern and eastern part of the United
States is, on the average, lower than that of Aus-
tralia, so that we are so many degrees nearer the

melting point here. Then our honey is much
denser, making both uncapping and extracting

slower, thus delivering less bulk into the melter
in a given time. During cool spells we do not
extract; or when we do, uncapping and extract-

ing are much slower still; and although the cap-
pings ate colder, the slow delivery into the melt-
er gives the latter plenty of time to deal with
them.
When The A. I. Root Co., in their experi-

ments, found that the machine could not separate

the large bulk delivered into it they turned the

elbow tube upright to retain the partly melted
mass in the pan to give it time to melt and
gravitate into separate layers, drawing off the

honey at intervals by lowering the tube. Evi-
dently, instructions to this effect were sent to

Mr. Townsend, with the machine; and as he
followed these instructions the honey darkened,
and the overflowing wax was not clean, whereas
if the elbow tube had been raised only a little,

so that the honey is flowing off constantly, and
only a little in the pan, which is continually re-

placed, no overheating would have taken place;

and when, after working for an hour or more,
the wax overflowed, it would have been perfectly

clean.

Of course, as slumgum accumulates in the re-

ceiving-pan the tube has to be raised a little more.
If the melter fails to separate with your faster un-

capping, a larger tube surface is necessary. We
do not expect five-horse-power work of a one-

horse-power engine, nor a two-comb extractor to

do the work of a four or six comb.
Mr. Townsend is quite right, that the honey

should get out of the hot pan as quickly as possi-

ble; and the proper inclination of the elbow tube

does that. What is the correct adjustment de-

pends upon the speed of uncapping and the na-

ture of the material in the pan, and, like balanc-

ing yourself on a bicycle, it is acquired by ex-

perience.

Victoria, Australia.

[Our correspondent has very fairly shown the

difference in conditions between bee-keeping in

Australia and the northeast part of the United
States. This, to a great extent, accounts for the

Beuhne uncapping-melter proving to be less suc-

cessful here than in Australia.

While Mr. Townsend and others in this coun-
try who tested the Beuhne machine were given

general directions how to operate, they were also

advised to test the machine very carefully, and
to modify the method of manipulation, provid-

ing the conditions would seem to warrant, They
were told this was a new machine, and we wished

to test it carefully, to determine the fact whether

we would dare to put it on the market in the

form described by the inventor. The tests showed
that it did not meet our conditions, and it was
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therefore necessary to adopt an entirely differ-

ent construction.

Mr. Beuhne is entirely correct in saying that

we can not expect a five-horse-power work out

of a one-horse-power engine. While it is true

the Beuhne uncapping-meiter could be manufac-
tured with a much larger heating surface, this

would necessarily maice it so expensive as to ren-

der its cost prohibitive. It was much more prac-

ticable to adopt a different construction that

would provide the necessary capacity at a mod-
erate cost. To that end tiiere was built a ma-
chine on the double-boiler principle, or the prin-

ciple of the common farina-kettle, making it large

enough to take care of a two or three thousand
pound extracting in a day during the time the

honey was gathered, or some weeks after.

We may say that a large proportion of our
honey-producers in this country extract after the

season is over, and at a time when the honey is

cold. The Beuhne apparatus would not meet
this condition except to make it very large.

—

Ed.]

A PROPOLIS-PROOF HIVE.

A New Idea for Frames.

BY A. W. FOREMAN.

I am sure there are many bee-keepers who are

looking for a device by means of which a frame
can be kept free from propolis so that it may be
instantly remored independently of any of the

others. The drawing illustrates the frame and

GROOVE

hive that I have used two years with excellent re-

sults. I have never found two frames stuck to-

gether, nor any frame stuck in the hive. Fur-
thermore, the most careless person could scarcely

kill a bee in inserting or removing a frame.

In fitting the hive for this frame I prefer to use
a regular ten-frame dovetailed hive, lining it as

shown, thus reducing it to a nine-frame hive.

This gives, at the same time, a double-walled
brood-chamber, which, with heavy building-pa-
per between the two walls of the hive, makes a
perfectly satisfactory arrangement for wintering
on the summer stands, and adds but little to the

cost of the hive. These linings are ji inch thick.

It will be noticed that there are two screw-eyes
in the ends of each frame—one near the top-bar
and the other near the bottom bar. These screw-

eyes fit into a round groove in the lining at the

ends of the hives, and a small nail at the proper
height near the top of each groove prevents the

frames from sliding down too far. The lower
screw-eye is turned vertical while the upper one
is horizontal. In this way the lower screw-eye
slips past the nail down into the groove, and the

upper one rests on it. To reverse the frame, give

each of the four screw-eyes a quarter-turn.

By putting the small nail at the lower end of

the round groove, and allowing the lower screw-
eye to rest on it, a somewhat more simple arrange-

ment would be afforded, as then the faames could
be reversed without change. However, there

might be a little more danger of killing the bees.

If this were done, all four screw-eyes would be
turned horizontally.

I am aware that this frame will not satisfy

those who think there is an advantage in remov-
ing twe or more combs at a time, but I believe

the majority prefer to remove only one at a time.

Indeed, I often think that all the arguments I

have seen offered in favor of removing a group
of frames together rather than one a time are but
unconscious attempts to make oneself satisfied

with what he does not know how to improve.
With chaff hives an additional inner lining

would not be necessary, as the round groove
could be kept in the regular inner wall of the

hive proper. In this way, full-length frames
could be used. We make hives that use frames
just 16 inches long, inside measurement.

Whitehall, 111.

[There are two serious objections to this meth-
od of spacing frames. 1. It requires either a

change of dimensions of the hive or of the frames
themselves. Odd-sized hives are a nuisance, and
always entail an added first cost. 2. Our corre-

spondent does not anticipate the most serious ob-
jection to this form of spacing—namely, that it

will not allow of moving the frames laterally back
and forth inside of the hive. If it is desirable to

split the brood-nest, and shove the two halves

apart, it would require the handling in the case

of a hive above shown, of every imii-'vidualframe,
and then putting it down into its desired position

one by one. This would entail an enormous
waste of time.

This scheme of spacing devices in the hive has

been invented over and over again—has been

made the subject of numerous patents, both in

Europe and in this country ; but so far as we know
there are very few who use it, and most of these

give it up sooner or later. If our correspondent

wants frames that can not be propolized together

he should use staples or nail spacers, or some gen-

eral form of metal spacer that is made part and
parcel of the frame itself. Any spacing arrange-
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ment that requires grooves, notched rabbets, or

some spacing arrangement /// the hiue itself, is a
serious mistake, and any beginner should go slow
before he adopts any thing of that sort The
fact that it has been so generally abandoned where
it has been tried should discourage any advocate
of the principle from going into it extensively.

—

Ed.]
»»»««

PROFITS FROM BEES.

ped, the knife goes practically to the same depth,
BO that only the new wax is cut off, leaving the
stout old comb in the middle untouched.

Vigo, Texas.

52 Colonies Supported a Family of Six
Children.

BY M. E. PRUITT.

We have a hundred colonies, and run them
for both extracted and comb honey. We have
the three-banded Italians and Carniolans. We
like the Carniolans a little better, as they seem
to be gentler.

1 notice that some have inquired whether bees
pay. Well, I should say they do pay! Last
year, with the profits from our bees we bought a

$75.00 buggy, a $^5.00 Singer sewing machine, a

$27.00 bicycle, and we supported and clothed
ourselves and six children. Besides this, we paid
two or three outstanding debts. All this was
done with the profits from only 52 colonies.

This is a splendid locality for bees. Our hon-
ey-flow lasts from March to October almost con-
tinuously. We have catclaw, mesquite, castor
bean, live oak, and sumac. There are a few oth-

er plants, which do not seem to amount to very
much so far as surplus honey is concerned, such
as the wild plum, the cactus, the elm, and others.

Our colonies winter on their summer stands.

We aim to contract the widest entrances, al-

though we sometimes neglect to do it. So far

this spring we have found no queenless colonies,

and only one that is rather weak out of 108 col-

onies that went into winter quarters. We do no
feeding.

UNCAPPINC-KNIVES.

I have been very much interested in the discus-

sion of uncapping, and should like to give my
experience, notwithstanding the fact that I have
had but two years' experience. 1 first began
with the upward stroke, but this year tried cut-
ting down, and would not go back to the old
way for anv thing. After a little practice I found
that I could hold the frames steadier, and tiiat I

had more power in my wrist, since the weight of

the knife is a help in cutting downward, rather

than a hindrar.ce, as is the case when the upward
stroke is used. Then with the do-vnwaid stroke
the cappings roll off free from the uncapped sur-

face of the comb.
I want a two-edged knife, ard I always have

it hot and sharp. The knife should be neither
too hot nor lukewarm; the former leaves a thin

scum of wax over the cells, and the lattf-r un-
doubtedly is worse than a col J knife 1 have
had no experience with a thin knife; but I think
1 should prefer the thick one because it is heav-
ier, and requires les? force to push it down under
the cappings.

I like to cut detp— that is, level with the top-
bar. I pet more of the wax, which is quite an
item St the end of the sess n, and no honey is

saciificed. The next t nie ihe combs are uncap-

BUCKWHEAT AS AN EARLY SUM-
MER CROP.

How it May be Plowed Under to Advan-
tage; Growing Alsike with Buckwheat.

BY H. B. HARRINGTON.

Many of our bee-keepers are farmers with me-
dium or small-sized farms. It is the owners of
these we are trying to show that buckwheat
is a good paying crop besides giving a nice lot of
honey at just the time when wild flowers are
lacking. We have reckoned the price of the
seed at the price of chicken or cow feed, because
we never see buckwheat quoted in the market re-

ports. Buckwheat flour is always high—far out
of proportion to the price paid or offered by the
millers or grain-buyers, and the point is, feed it

to the stock before we allow the millers to beat
us out of half of its actual value.

As to the land to sow to buckwheat this year.

We have always raised our very best crops when
we turned under wheat stubble. One can set his

wheat in rows, and commence to plow as soon as
the wheat is cut; then finish up where the wheat
stood, as soon as it is dry enough to draw.

Last fall was a bad time to put in wheat. Much
of it looks bad now, and the grass seeding is al-

most worthless. We do not need to lose the use
of our land, but raise a big crop of buckwheat
and honey, both of which will be extra and a
clear gain.

When we drill our buckwheat in July we sow
about five pounds of alsike clover per acre, v\hen
we are booked for a fine crop of clover honey for
next year. Drill the wheat or rye right on the
buckwheat stubble wi'hout fitting; buckwheat
leaves the ground so mellow that it is in the best
possible condition that it can be for the fall crop.

In drilling the wheat some of the alsike clover
may be killed; but if it rains soon there will bs
very little lost, and with a fi^e-pound seeding
there will be enough left any way.

In this section the season is late, and many
fields that farmers intended for oats this spring
are not sown.
Now, ins eid of raising a poor crop of late oats

why not raise a much-better paying crop of buck-
wheat.? The oats will leave the land hard and
soggy, and in poorcondition for fall wheat, while
the buckwheat lea-es the land light and mellow,
and in the best possible summ r fallow.

About the 15th of May, as soon as we can es-

cape the frost we drill in buckwheat with a Utile

fertilizer to make it boom. In t'omg tf is we
stand a show of getting quite a little honey from
this first crop; but the main object is to get the
very best coat of natural fertilizer; then in July
we plow this crop under and sow a second cr p
to harvest for the grain.

Try this on a thin worn-out piece of land, t' en
take a good laugh to see how you have helped
nature reclaim the waste places. Seed rather

heavilv for a cri p to plow under.

Mfdina, Ohio.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

DO THE WORKERS KILL QUEENS, OR DO THE
QUEENS KILL EACH OTHER? TWO QUEENS TO
THE HIVE BY CLIPPING THEIR STINGS AND ONE
OF THEIR MANDIBLES; SOME INTERESTING
EXPERIMENTS.

For several seasons I have experimented with

queens to try to find the exact relation that exists

between the queens and the workers, in order to

get some light on the disputed question as to the

control of the hive, or brood-nest at least.

My interest was aroused at one time when I

found two young queens that were mated and
laying peaceably in one hive. From some of

their larvs I reared some young queens, thinic-

ing possibly I might be able to produce some
queens that would not be hostile to each other.

This was not the case, however, for the virgins

fought until but one was left.

On the next batch of young queens I caged the

cells, and then later clipped the stings of the vir-

gins, placing a number of these stingless virgins

in one hive. I soon found that they kept nib-

bling at each other's wings close to the thorax in

a vain attempt to sting.

On the next lot of queens I clipped the stings

and also the horny end of one mandible of each

queen, and then placed them together. Such
quarreling and fighting I never saw. They wore
each other's thorax shiny in their attempts at

fighting, and it made the bees of the colony very

cross also. However, I succeeded in getting sev-

eral of these successfully mated; and when they

commenced laying they took no further notice

of each other, and went along about their work
very contentedly. The bees, also, in the colo-

nies became quieter. I had four colonies, each

of which had from two to five queens with clip-

ped mandibles and stings. The laying of these

queens resembled thatof laying workers, although
there were no eggs in the queen-cells.

When the harvest was over, and drones were
being killed, all surplus queens shared the fate of

the drones. The surplus queens were taken to

be as useless as drones. The hives were left well

stocked with honey too. Under certain condi-

tions, therefore, I believe that Dr. Schroeder is

right. See page 987, August 15, 1908.

Oxnard, Cal. H. S. Philbrook.

[Such experiments as are here recorded are

interesting and valuable. The results show that

at the start the queen seeks to accomplish the

"eliminating"— the stronger, or the one that

gets the " best hold," killing the other. It is

also shown that, after the harvest, the bees will

reduce the queen force down to one. We had
any amount of proof given on this point last sea-

son.

—

Ed.]

UGHT-FRAME hives LARGE ENOUGH IF THEY
ARE TIERED UP.

I beg to differ with Dr. Miller, in Stray Straws
for Dec. 15, where he says an eight-frame hive is

too small for extracted honey. I think it de-

pends on the management, to a great extent. I

find the ten-frame hive too heavy to handle, and

prefer the eight-frame on that account, if for no
other. I do not give my bees very close atten-
tion, and my crop this year was 4350 lbs., which
is not a bad average for 28 colonies. I have
taken 1150 lbs. from six colonies in eight-frame
hives without giving them very close attention.
Of course, I tier up and give plenty of room in

that way, and seem to get as good results as I

could possibly get with ten-frame hives, espe-
cially as we have some good bee-keepers in this

county with ten-frame hives who do no better
than I do with my small hives. Of course, I

never recommend the ten-frame hive to the av-
erage farmer bee-keeper, because of the fact that

they seldom tier up, and so do not give the bees
room enough. J. T. Shackleford.

Napton, Mo , Dec. 20.

[There is no doubt that extracted honey can
be produced very satisfactorily in an eight-frame
hive. In fact, the man who objects to lifting,

and especially the women-folks who can not or
ought not to lift, had better adopt the eight-

frame rather than the ten-frame size of hive.

Indeed, it is a question whether such people
should not go further and adopt a shallower
brood-nest like the Danzenbaker, or one shal-

lower still, of the divisible-brood-chamber type.

That extracted honey can be produced in divisi-

ble-brood-chamber hives economically has been
proved time and again.

—

Ed.]

how TO LET the BEES SATISFY THEIR DESIRE TO
SWARM WITHOUT MAKING INCREASE.

Wouldn't it be nice if we could so manage our
bees as to allow them to satisfy their desire to

swarm, and yet have no new combs drawn out or

built, or have a lot of surplus combs left on hand
at the close of the season, as is the case with
"shaken" swarms, or the colony divided, as

happens where natural swarming is practiced.'' In
either case much time and labor are lost on the

part of the bees, and that, too, at a time when
we can least ai?ord it during the whole season.

The building of these new combs, and all other
work related to it, is done at the expense of the

honey crop. The amount of surplus honey se-

cured during the season depends largely on the

way the colonies are handled at this time
I have a plan I have practiced with good re-

sults for many years, and one that does away
with extra hives, frames, foundation, etc , but
some one must be on hand when they swarm.
This however, is also true of natural swarming;
and where the colonies are shaken the bee-keep-

er must be on hand several days before the swarm
issues

Secure a few clean boxes, large enough to hold

about a bushel. Now take the bottom out and
make an entrance in one end for bees. Pour a

little melted wax along the inside of the cover.

Provide a bottom-board as large as or a little

larger than the box. When the colony swarms,
hive it in one of these boxes prepart d in advance,

and place the swarm right close alongside of the

old colony, facing the same direction. The bees

will stait to build combs from the wax along
the cover, and will not be likely to swarm out.

Do nothing more to the swarm or the old colony
for 48 hours, after which time cut every queen-
cell out of the old colony and shake the swarm
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in front of the entrance, and let the bees run in.

There should be plenty of storing room provided,

as well as ample ventilation. This permits the

colony to satisfy its desire to swarm, and as a re-

sult the bees will go to work, after being return-

ed, with wonderful energy. The plan is not
new, but has worked well for me. I have not
had a colony offer to swarm when thus treated,

and yet it is probable that the plan might prove
an entire failure in some localities. The advan-
tages of the plan are that the colony is kept to-

gether; is storing surplus honey instead of build-
ing frames of comb; no extra hives, frames,
foundation, etc , needed to take care of the

swarms, and a great deal more honey per colony.
Do not allow more than mere starters in the box-
es, as we do not want the queen to do any laying
while the swarm occupies them. When the bees
draw the staiters out into comb, such combs
should be cut out. Grant Stanley.

NisbPt, Pa.

[The method described looks as if it would
work

—

Ed 1

them in place so that the wind can not blow
them away. H. J. Blickensderfer.

Shanesville, Ohio.

ENTRANCE-PROTECrCR TO PREVENT ROBBING.

Last summer I made some entrance-attach-

ments to prevent robbing, and so far they have
worked very well. When I find robbing going
on I try to find out which colony or colonies are

the robbjrs by the use of fiour. Toward even-
ing I shut the robbed colonies and also those that

did the robbing, in a cool cellar where it is dark.

I keep them there for two or three days and then
take them out and put these devices, as shown in

the engranng, over the entrances. I arrange
these so that all openings into ihe hives are closed

except the space between the two halves of the at-

tachment. I leave them in this way for two or
three days; and when every thing is quiet again,
I gradually draw apart the two halves of the at-

tachment. In the case of the weak colonies that

were being robbed, I leave the opening narrow
until they are strong again.

When I found that this device was working so
well I put them on all of my colonies in order to

pre\ent all robbing. During the summer and
fall I occasionally saw robber bees inside the
boards, but they were quickly chased out. j

I also use these as protectors fmm the snow
«nd ice during winter. I use springs to keep

IS THE PRICE OF HONEY TOO HIGH IN ARIZONA?
On page 101 of the American Bee Journal a

subscriber from Arizona says that honey is sold
at too high a price, and he believes also that
many bee-keepers feed their colonies sugar, and
swindle the people with their sugar-fed honey.
Now, I live in Arizona, and I have never yet
been paid too much for my honey. I believe
that, as bee-keepers, we ought to try to keep the
price of honey up.

In regard to sugar-fed honey, I will say that I

am quite sure this party must must have seen
some bee-keeper feeding sugar syrup for stimu-
lative purposes in the spring, and supposed that
he was feeding for honey. I do not take much
stock in this statement. The honey from cat-
claw in this State candies very quickly, and it is

possible that this is what gave the impression.
From actual experience in feeding sugar for the
purpose of getting the bees to make comb honey,
it has been found that $7.50 worth of sugar pro-
duced only $2 50 worth of honey.

In this locality the bees fly nearly every day
in the year. For honey-plants we have catclaw,
paloverde, mesquite, alfilaria, and many other
plants, the names of which I do not know.
The spring honey-flow is water-white until July,
and then the honey is light amber. In the fall,

when we get fall rains, there is a small yellow
flower which is our largest yielder. It produces
dark amber honey of good flavor. This honey
was never known to candy.
Tucson, Ariz. Gus Marvin.

[We doubt if there is much sugar-fed honey
on the market. We know of parties who have
tried it, but have given it up because it did not
pay. If this is true there will not be much of

this kind of comb honey on the market

—

Ed.]

AUTOMATIC UNCAPPING-MACHINES; WILL THEIR
USE SAVE LABOR.?

Uncapping-machines, or decappers, if you
choose to call them so, seem to be trying to strug-

gle into recognition. But, as shown by the state-

ments in the editorials, machines for uncapping
are not new. Almost as far back as the practice

of extracting honey goes, it is found that the idea
of making a machine to uncap existed.

Knowing the above facts the question natural-

ly arises, " Why has not a machine been invent-

ed.'" Surely the problem is not difficult. The
world had to wait until a man was produced who
had a mind great enough to invent a machine
that was capable of setting type; but the mere
problem of inventing a machine to slice the cap-

pings of a frame of honey is one that any ma-
chinist, who is worthy of the name, should be
able to make in a week or so

The problem is not the difficulty in producing
the machine; but would such be of any practical

use to bee-keepers.?

There are some kinds of work in this world
that time and experience have shown can be best

done by hand, such as husking corn in the field,

picking cotton, and milking cows. In Washing-
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ton there are hundreds of models and drawings of

machines of this nature, and the machines are in

many cases capable of doing the work for which
they are intended, and fulfill the inventors' ex-

pectations; but the trouble is, the task which they

perform is one where a machine is not necessary.

And now perhaps it would be well to examine
the subject of uncapping honey, and see if it be-

longs to the above class. It will not be necessary

to bring in the question as to whether a machine
could be invented that would adapt itself to all

the styles of frames and kinds of combs—one that

could uncap combs that are thin, fat, uneven, or

damaged—but take it for granted that it will do
all of this. In examining the proposition we
find, first, that there will have to be a man to

take care of the machine, for it is plain that the

machine would be unable to pick frames out of

the super, uncap them, and deliver them into the

baskets of the extractor, so that the only advan-
tage in it would be that it would cut thecappings;

and as the average person can, with a little prac-

tice, learn to uncap combs as fast as an extractor

will handle them, what would be gained by hav-

ing the machine.? Leslie Burr.
Valparaiso, Ind.

BULK COMB HONEV MORE PROFITABLE THAN SEC-

TION HONEY; A REPORT ON THE NEW
WIRE QUEEN-EXCLUDERS.

I have learned how to produce a crop of honey
and get a surplus of 100 lbs. per colony as easily

as I formerly got 20. Last year my best colony
made about 175 lbs. in a ten-frame dovetailed

hive. This hive, in my estimation, is better than

either the eight-frame dovetailed or the Danzen-
baker. I produce chunk honey in shallow Dan-
zenbaker frames, as these frames are warmer than

the shallow Hoffman frames, and this is quite an
advantage, especially where the supers are put on
early. I also produce some comb honey in Dan-
zenbaker sections, but there is about as much de-

mand for the chunk honey as for the comb honey
in sections, and, besides, this chunk honey (bulk

comb honey) can be produced with much less

swarming, and I think I can get more honey too.

I use a good many of the wood-wire honey-
boards, and I think they are excellent. I no
longer use the zinc excluders, and never did use
them to any great exten:; but as soon as I saw
the wire excluders I thought they would be just

what I wanted. I do not see how they could in-

jure the wings of bees, and yet only the under-
sized queens can get through them.

Mt. Sterling, Ky. J. Smith Hurt.

CHILLED BEFS RtVIVE ON FIRST WARM DAY;
ST0RM-D00I»S an OBSTRUCTION.

My bees, o".e colony only, as I started in last

summer, were wintered on the summer stand.

The hive is protected with a home-made case of

inch rough boards, and packed tight with hay.

The entrance is protected with the A. J. Halter
" storm-door. " Saturday, March 27, was a warm
day, with little wind but bright sunshine, and
the bees were enjoying a flight. Some 50 that

had dropped down on some ice near the hive, and
were apparently lifeless, I picked up one by one
and put on top of the case. All but three of

these revived, carefully groomed themselves and
each ot-'er, and returned to the hive.

I noticed that soma of the bees, as they attempt-
ed to go in through the storm-door, where the
openings were crowded, dropped down into the

grass and apparently died.

Sunday was a cool day, with snow and rain

until 2 P.M., and no sun until 5 p.m. Monday
was bright and sunny, with a cold strong wind.
The bees which dropped on Saturday were re-

viving, and all had come to life, and gone in,

with the exception of a dozen or two.
I think the storm door was a hindrance to the

bees getting in and out; and at this time ofyear,
by breaking up the air currents it may make the
hives damp. The dead bees, which I raked out
during the cold weather, showed no signs of

dampness, but^those I raked out about a week
ago were not only damp but in some cases moldy.

P. W. Richards.
Mast Yard, N. H., March 29.

SPLINTS BADLY GNAWED; FOUNDATION PRESS
MADE OF ARTIFICIAL STONE NOT A SUCCESS.

In a previous number you ask for reports on
splints. I used about 2000 last summer during
the best white-clover flow I ever had, and they
were an entire failure I did not use them with
split bottom-bars, as Dr. Miller does, but I drill-

ed six holes in the bottom-bar and stuck them
through clear up to the top-bar while hot from
the wax, so they imbedded nicely. The founda-
tion came within an inch of the bottom-bar. Al-
most every splint, half up from the bottom-bar,
was chewed up and removed, so no more splints

for me. Wires are perfectly satisfactory.

Two years ago there was advertised in the bee
journals a foundation-press made of artificial

stone. Having foul brood around here I thought
it would be a fine thing to have, so I sent for one
a year ago. Each face of the press had a seam
running lengthwise, very rough, and I worked
hard a week, but never managed to remove a
whole sheet. It would stick on one of the seams,
and tear. At the corners of each side where the
hinges were, the foundation had to be 's inch
thick if it got the imprint from the faces of the

press.

Well, I managed to piece together enough for

20 frames in a week's work, and hived a couple
of swarms en them; and, imagine my surprise,

when inspected a month later, the nicest slabs of

drone comb imaginable, and 1 had to cut out
half of the combs. Swan Avdersov.

Chesterton, Ind.

[We have written to our advertiser to ascer-

tain the cause of the failure of his press made of

artificial stone or cement. Presses were made
years ago of plaster of Paris. One or two claim-

ed to work them successfully; but in the hands
of the average person they were a failure.

—

Ed ]

STORM-DOORS TRIED AND DISCARDED.

I have tried the so-called storm-doors for en-

trances. 1 watched the bees when they were out,

and never saw one go in again; so I took away the

boards, closed the entrance to a small space, and
left the boards in front of the rest to shed the

lain, as it always comes from the south here.

laurel, Oie. Mrs Samah Parr.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

And Abram said unto Lot, Let there be no strife, I pray thee,

between me and thee, and between my herdman and thy herd-

man, for WB BE BRBTHRBN.— (Jen. 13:8.

When I vras ten years old I was in the habit

of making frequent trips on foot fiom my boy-
hood home to the home of my grandfather, on
my mother's side. Grandfather's place was two
miles and a half from our home, and so it was
quite a walk for a ten-year-old boy. But there

were many attractions at grandfather's farm. For
one thing he was a great lover of fruit of all

kinds; and when he first made a settlement in

the wilderness he planted apples, pears, peaches,

plums, cherries, and almost every kind of fruit

that could be had at that early day, so that, by
the time I was ten years old, there was always
an abundance of fri'it. He had a whole peach-
orchard on the summit of a great hill on the

farm, and other fruit-trees scattered here and
there all over the premises. As there was a good
market in the neighboring town of Akron, Sum-
mit Co., O., which was then, as now, a growing
place, he did well with his fruit, besides furnish-

ing a great lot of his grandchildren all they

could consume, and carry home, for that matter.

Well, on one of these visits I remember distinctly

picking up a new agricultural paper just started.

It was Moore's Rural Neiv-Yorker. At that time
there were not many periodicals that would at-

tract the attention of a ten-year-old boy. But I

took a great fancy to that new agricultural pe-

riodical. There were bright pictures and viva-

cious stories in it about farming, and in a little

time it began to be understood that those papers

were to be saved for my regular visits, if not as

often as once a week, then once in two or three

weeks. That was almost sixty years ago; but I

have kept track of Moore's Rural N^^cv -Yorker,

and have read it more or less ever since. Very
likely there are other agricultural papers just as

good; but it was, perhaps, owing very largely

to the above circumstance that I have urged
everybody who loves gardening and agriculture

to take the Rural.

My natural tendency toward agriculture, es-

pecially gardening on small areas, has induced
me to keep in touch more or less with all of our
agricultural periodicals. I have seen many of

them start, and have been delighted to watch
their growth, especially when it was a good
natural healthy growth; and I have rejoiced to

know that but very few of them that have been
started with a good man or men back of them
have died from lack of patronage. Just now I

have space to speak of only one other agricultural

paper, the Country Gentltman. I can not remem-
ber when I first got hold of it, but its title attract-

ed me at once. All along in years past there has
been a tendency on the part of a certain class of

town or city people to look down on the farming
community. I remember once hearing the fore-

man of a machine-shop, while scoring some men
for a blunder they had made, say something like

this:

" You are only a lot of farmers, any
way.

"

The blank was filled out with an oath. I felt

the sting, and 1 feel if yet when I hear any thing
of that kind. It is true there are some pec pie

who follow farming who are stupid, dull, and
ignorant; but, thank God, there are thousands of

others who are not only bright and capable, but
manly and honest, and they will save the world
in spite of the iniquity in our great cities if they
will only arise in their might and use their privi-

leges. With this in mind, you may be sure I

fell in love with the title of this other, the Coun-
try Gentleman. I do not know how many years
I have been reading that periodical. I do know,
however, that I was so much taken up with it

that I sent for their "Complete Library of Rural
Affairs " It is a library of beautiful bound books
that can well grace tie home of any farmer or any-
body else It contains an accumulation of val-

uable facts and illustrations taken from the Coun-
try Gentleman for about fifty years. This
journal is rather high toned, and is sometimes
inclined to be a little aristocratic; but, taking it

all together, I love and prize it I have said it

before, and I say it again, may God be praised
that we have at least one Country Gentleman.
That paper and the Rural Ne^w -Yorker cznhz
found almost any time lying side by side on my
open secretary. But I have been pained for some
time back to note the jarring between these two
periodicals, and I thought of writing a protest to

the two editors; but before I got around to it I

was shocked and greatly pained by finding the

following in a recent Rural:

December 18 I subscribed for tie Rural }^ew-Yorker \\xxisa%\i

the Country Gentleman, as has been my custom for some time.

I don't know whether I am entitled to the boolc, " Nell Beverly,
Farmer," or not. John D.'Vwes.

The above was written last Christmas. We have been trying

ever since to get the remittance for Mr. Dawes, but so far have
failed. It is only a repetition of the experience we are having
tight along; and because of this petty and deliberate annoyance
to our subscribers, we must again announce that the Country

Gentleman and its agents have no authority te represent the Rural
Netr- Yorker, or to accept money for it, an4 hereby forbid them to

do so. No further subscriptions will be accepted from them un-

der any circumstances.

One reason why I felt troubled when reading

the above was because I felt pretty sure the Coun-
try Gentleman would reply; and, judging from
past experience, I expected the reply would be
still more uncouiteous and ungentlemanly than

the one in the Rural. Here it is:

More Lying.—The mendacious Rural New-Yorker \% again

snarling at the heels of the Country Gentleman and in a manner
more contemptible, if possible, than its persistent shrieking last

year of the falsehood that we had defended the Dawley cattle

transactions. It says that we took a subscription for that paper

and appropriated the money instead of remitting it, and that they

have been trying in vain since Christmas to collect it! It may
be worth while to add, in view of the same paper's recent attack

on the Buffalo Fertilizer Company, that, before making it, Mr.
Collingwood or bis associates strained every nerve to secure the

advertising of that company, by circulars, signed letters, and
personal visits—but unsuccessfully.

I suppose the- greater part of our readers will

look at this without any bias toward either pe-

riodical. They will feel as I do, that it is a sad

thing for these two great home papers, especially

papers that go into the farm home, to permit

such an example to go out before the world. Let

us now go back to our text.

Abram and Lot were prospering, and each had
quite a lot of followers, and there was some
trouble about the pasture for their cattle. We
do not know very much about Lot; but Abram,
the old patriarch (perhaps not so very old just

then, God bless his memory) was wise enough
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and big-hearted enough to see and comprehend.

There was a trifling difficulty between the herd-

men, but there was no excuse at all for a quarrel

between relatives. He says, "Let there be no

strife," and then he gives as a reason that glorious

text that I hope has already settled many a diffi-

culty
—"For we be brethren."

Now, dear brethren of the Rural and of the

Country Gentleman, I am sure you will excuse

me for having taken the liberty of taking up this

matter in this way. In your great work of ele-

vating and educating and protecting your rural

readers, you surely ought to recognize the great

importanceof feeling toward each other as Abram
expressed it

—"We be brethren." Even if you
are not related by ties of flesh and blood, does

not your calling make you in one sense brethren

before the people.? Think of the example you
set, particularly before the rising generation.

As I understand it, the trouble started because

the Country Gentleman was somewhat slow or

backward about reporting subscriptions they had
received for the Rural. Now, in publishing our

own periodical we have had similar trials, and T

will tell you what I have done. When I was
satisfied that some innocent party^had given his

subscription money to somebody who did not or

would not send it forward, I have sent the jour-

nal along and borne the loss myself; and if we ad-

vertised to furnish a book or something of that

sort to those who paid up all arrears I have also

sent the book. I would send to John Dawes his

book, Nell Beverly, and take my chances on
getting the money. Surely such a great period-

ical would get around to it and hand it over soon-

er or later. Let us consider the matter a little.

Every successful journal nowadays does lots of

advertising in order to get new subscribers.

They sometimes make almost reckless offers in

order to get a new subscriber started. In view
of this, solely from a money point of view if for

no other, I would see that every man has his

journal, at least from one of you, if he pays his

money for it. We have lost a little by so doing,

but not much. Another thing, dear editor of

the Rural, it does rrot pay to have a quarrel on
our hands with anybody, much less with some-
body who has influence. The Country Gentle-

fnan has friends, and those who will side with it,

even if it is wrong, just as every other periodical

and almost every person has his particular friends

who will stand by him, right or wrong.
Now, if my good friend Collingwood will ex-

cuse me for the above I wish to say a word to

friend Tucker, of the Country Gentleman. Dear
brother, did you consider, when you permitted

that word to get into your periodical, that the

word "lie" is rather harsh language.? I often

think that, if people would go to the dictionary

and see what it says about lying, they would be
more careful about using such an " ugly word "

as President Roosevelt called it. Your reply

would indicate that there has been some previous

trouble back of it. But has not that been settled

and ended.? Surely no one who knows Mr. Col-
lingwood, or who has read the Rural, would be-

lieve for an instant that he is guilty of falsifying,

or that he is guilty of any thing unfair or un-
gentlemanly, unless, indeed, it was in writing

that editorial I have copied, to go into the Rural.

Of course, this is not the first time that periodi-

cals of great circulation have come out before the

world with their difl^erences, and called each oth-

er names; and, if I am correct, it is more the

fashion nowadays than it was a few years ago to

be courteous and gentlemanly, especially toward
those who occupy prominent positions such as

teachers, preachers, and editors. You can fight

evil without fighting the persons who are, per-

haps, making a mistake. My mother used to

say that we should love the sinner while we hate

the sins of which he may be guilty; and that

same old mother taught me a nursery rhyme
which I can remember her saying to me over and
over again very slowly until I could remember
the hard words. Now, do not laugh and call me
old-fashioned if I put in that little nursery rhyme
here. I can remember how slowly and patiently

she said the words over, one line at a time, until

I could repeat the whole. If my memory serves

me right it goes this way:
Let dogs delight to bark and bite,

For God hath made them so;

Let bears and lions growl and fight,

For 'tis their nature too.

But, children, you should never let

Your angry passions rise;

Your little hands were never made
To tear each other's eyes.

Bless the memory of good old Dr. Watts!
Somebody has said we are all children of a larger

growth; and I wonder if it would not be a good
thing for all of us to go back occasionally to the

time when we sat at our mother's knee listening

to her wise counsel adapted to our infantile com-
prehension God bless the mothers.

Now, I do not mean to say that there is no
occasion for downright fighting and warfare.

God forbid, however, that war should break out

between friends and neighbors, or those who are

leaders of the people. I will tell you where I be-

lieve in ^ivar, and I should like to see it come
right now, and I would be glad to help it along.

If the remnant of my poor life will count in this

war I am ready to die as a martyr. I mean war
on the whisky-bottle—especially those planned

for schoolboys, and war on the cigarette business.

If anybody really deserves imprisonment for life

it is the man who will push the cigarette traffic

just for the boys' nickels, without any regard to

the wrecks and ruin that ensue. I can not be-

lieve that more wars are necessary between great

nations; and I can not think it right that hard-

working people should be taxed in order that

more millions may be invested in men-of-war.

The Cleveland Plain Dealer of April 30 has the

following piece of sarcasm in regard to the mat-

ter:

The idea of compelling the world to be peaceful by threaten-

ing to shoot it full of holes if it offers objections to the beneficent

program, is, perhaps, not exactly new.

And here is another in about the same line:

Let the public be not beguiled into supporting an organization

whose slogan is, " Keep the commandments or we will break

them over your head."

Rutledge, the great temperance orator, told a

little story to illustrate the folly of a clash be-

tween the Prohibitionists and the Anti-saloon

VN'orkers. Even if I have told it before, it will

bear repeating.

A gentleman who loves fine poultry, but who
did not believe in cock-fighting, had two very

handsome game cocks. His colored man was so

sure they could whip every thing in that region
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that he kept begging permission to take them to

a cock-fight. The owner finally consented, with
the understanding that his man did it entirely on
his own responsibility. In the course of time
the colored man returned, very much chopfallen.

The two beautiful game birds were covered with
blood. They were alive, but that was just about
all. The owner asked:
"Why, 'Rastus, were you so foolish as to go

and put those two roosters in the same box.'"

'Rastus, with his eyes full of tears, admitted
he did, and blubbered out: " Why, who'd 'a

supposed dem two fool chickens would go to

fightin' each odder when dey's bofe on our side.?"

Now forgive me if my illustration is a poor
one; but does not the great outside world, the

readers of both kinds of periodicals under con-
sideration, feel within themselves, even if they
do not feel like saying so out loud, "Who
would have supposed that these two great agri-

cultural papers which are fighting, and have been
for years past, the wolves and thieves who are

constantly preying on the farmer and his best

interests—that these two great periodicals which
are both on one side—should so far forget them-
selves as to get to giving murderous clips at each
other?" Now excuse me in closing for a little

paraphrase from the words of Paul:
"The editor and publisher of a great home

paper should not behave himself unseemly; he
should not seek his own, nor be easily provoked,
nor think evil; he should rejoice not in iniquity,

but rejoice in the truth; he should bear all things,

believe all things, hope all things, and endure all

things."

OUR SCHOOLBOYS AND THE CIGARETTE BUSINESS.

After I finished my Home paper in the last

issue I was thanking God that the little bottles

of whisky were no longer paraded in sight of

our innocent boys as they were less than twenty
years ago; yet there is one other terrible thing
now going on in our State of Ohio and in other
States. I refer to the permitting of certain hu-
man wretches to go about our land distributing

cigarettes or making it possible for our boys to

get hold of them. The testimony from our
doctors, teachers, ministers of the gospel, and
good men and women everywhere, is universally

and entirely against the cigarette. Why, then,

should this thing be permitted to continue?
Simply because these devils in human form want
the nickels that our small boys may happen to

have. There is no other motive in the world.
They want the money, and they do not care

where it comes from. If they would only ask
grown men, able to judge the cigarette itself, it

would not be so bad.

Just a few days ago I was greatly enjoying
seeing a well-digger put down Mr. Rood's ar-

tesian well. One day the boy who had been
running the engine, and acting as general helper
in handling the tools, could not come. In his

place was a nice bright-looking spindling little

fellow, perhaps sixteen or seventeen years old.

When I first caught sight of him I felt that he
was entirely too young and slender to handle the

great heavy tools. He was just at the a^e where
a boy is generally making rapid growth. But
he had lots of energy, and seemed anxious to let

folks know that, even if he was not a man in size

and strength, he was almost one. By the way,
did you ever see somebody trying to make a
young colt carry a bigger load than it ought to

carry? When I see any thing of that kind it

makes my blood boil. It is a shame to overload
or overtask a colt or any other young animal;
but, dear me ! what is a colt, or all the colts in

the world, for that matter, compared to one boy
with an immortal soul? When I saw that bright
young boyish face, and that boyish form lifting

a heavy sand-pump as it came out of the well, I

felt like making a protest, but he said he did not
mind it. Now, while this boy was doing work
beyond his strength, and, I fear, doing some-
thing that might hinder his physical growth, I

saw him, when he got a little respite, smoking a
cigarette. I do not know n.vhere he got them
nor hoiv he got them; but yet it is true that in

that dry county. Manatee, where there have nev-
er been saloons, there is somebody who sells or
gives away cigarettes. May God hasten the day
when our good men and women shall arise in

their might, and do as they have done with the
whisky business, and say as Paul said to the
sorcerer, " O full of all subtlety and all mis-
chief ! thou child of the devil, thou enemy of all

righteousness ! wilt thou not cease to pervert the
right ways of the Lord?" Well, friends, how
does it come, while most people are against it,

that this cigarette traffic still keeps on? It comes
about because these cowardly enemies of all that

is good have succeeded in getting somebody in-

to office who will protect them in their hellish

traffic.

Just now the principal leader in the anti cigar-

ette war is one little woman, I will introduce
you to her by giving a brief little letter which
she sent me. I will give you the heading of the

letter as well as the letter itself:

headquarters of the
National and Chicago Anti-cigarette

Leagues.
119 Woman's Temple, Chicago, III.

Mr. A. I. Root:—A great anti-tobacco man like you must be in

line with our million movement. When you fill out the card

would you like to send your ten-dollar fee instead of the dime
asked.' We are pressing the fight in a number of State legisla-

tures. The situation in Ohio is most encouraging. The work I

did last year helped to get things in fine shape. Several States

will carry the day this year.

I have just written Mr. Coward, of New York, suggesting that

he enlist his great Sunc^y-school in our One Million Club. I

got his name from Gleanings.
Why not tell your readers about this effort ! Bee-keepers are

the salt of the earth, and ought to be with us in force.

Chicago, March 5. Lucy Page Gaston,
SuperinUndent.

Now, brother bee-keepers, what do you think
of her closing remarks— that bee-keepers are
" the salt of the earth"? May God help us to

make it true.

Now to wind up with something encouraging,
permit me to give you the closing sentence of a

recently enacted Ohio law:

Section 4. Any person or persons, firm, or any officer of any
corporation, who, directly or indirectly, after April 15, 1909, so-

licits orders for intoxicating liquor in any county or territory

where the sale of such liquor as a beverage is prohibited shall be
subject to a fine of not less than one hundred and fifty dollars nor

more than four hundred dollars for the first otTense, and for the

second offense not less than four hundred dollars nor more than

eight hundred dollars.

Does it not look as if the way of the transgress-

or really promises to become rather hard in the

future?

Now, friends, when we get a similar law in
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regard to the cigarette business, we shall have
done something worth while. May God help

us.

Perhaps I might say I sent Miss Gaston the

ten dollars which she asked for. If you wish to

send her another ten I will guarantee that it be
wisely and carefully used.

THE INIQUITY OF THE CIGARETTE BUSINESS.

Below is a clipping I have taken from the

bnion Signal of April 29. It is taktn from a

letter from one of our missionaries in China,
Catherine L. Stevenson. If it does not make
your blood boil after reading it you can not well

boast of belonging to

—

The land of the free and the home of the brave.

Here is the extract:

The cigarette is the most immediate and deadly foe of the

youth of China to-day. It is being imported in vast quantities,

and is also being manufactured to a greater oi less extent in the

empire. 1 have seen tiny little fellows, apparently not more
than three or four years old, walking on the streets puffing cigar-

ettes. Saddest of all, the habit is growing alarmingly among
women and girls. The tactics of the American Tobacco Co. in

China are such as should call forth the denuni-iation of every
right-minded American citizen. They enter new tenitoiy over
all the empire, even the smallest villages, and give away to

every man, woman, and child whom they meet a package of ci-

garettes. They have boasted that the Chinese people simply
must learn to smoke cigarettes; that they have taken the matter
in hand so thoronghly that the people can not escape the habit.

The citizens of one small city resented these methods and pub-
licly destroyed the cigarettes. The company appealed promptly
to the authorities, and the citizens were punished. Not dis-

couraged, they adopted another method of warfare. They had
posters printed setting forth the deleterious effects of the cigar-

ette, saying that they were poisonous, giving, indeed, some of

the scientific facts which we give at home, and these posters

were placed in conspicuous places about the city. The Ameri-
can Tobacco Co. promptly appealed to the consul for the protec-

tion of their sacred vested rights. The consul was weak enough
to yield, and a protest was made to the taotai, or local governor.

He in turn yielded, and the placards were ordered taken down.
Is it not a shame and a disgrace that a company coming from a

Western Christian nation will not allow a Chinese city to pro-

tect itself ? 1 do not know what methods can be taken at home;
but I am earnestly hopicg and praying that something may be
done to check this arrogant corporation before it shall have total-

ly ruined the Chinese of this generation.

Will somebody please tell me what this Ameri-
can Tobacco Co. is .? where located ? how can it

be reached.? We can thank God that the Chi-
nese goverment has concluded to cut off the opi-

um traffic; and if the people of the United States

do not rise up in protest against the diabolical

work pictured in the above letter we should be
heartily ashamed of ourselves if nothing more.
Tust think of having this tobacco company fol-

low along in the wake of our foreign missiona-
ries who are trying to spread the gospel!

Health Notes
CORN KING.

While recovering from my fever, nature seem-
ed to call for the ground meat regularly three

times a day. Fletcher says, you may remember,
eat, if possible, what nature seems to indicate

—

just that and nothing else. Well, I should have
been quite well satisfied with this ground meat
and a little bread and butter, or some kind of ce-

real; but with such a heavy lean-meat diet there

is always trouble from constipation.* As my di-

gestion seemed hardly strong enough for raw
wheat I used it cooked, chewing it very thorough-
ly. The craving for meat began gradually to

let up; and in looking for something to take its

place I got hold of what we call "hulled corn."
It seemed to hit the spot, and I ate it with won-
derful relish, meal after meal; and, for that mat-
ter, I am doing it now—a big dishful. Since
Patten's gambling on wheat the price has gone
up so much that corn is really cheaper; and I be-
gin to feel that it would be just as well for us as

a people, perhaps, to use more corn and less wheat,
aside from the matter of economy.
As you may not all understand exactly what I

mean by " hulled " corn I will explain. We get
it at the groceries, a good-sized can for ten cents.

If you take a dozen cans you may get them a lit-

tle cheaper. The label on the can reads, " Van
Camp's Hulled Corn—the kind our grandmothers
used to make."

I can remember when our family of seven used
to tease mother to give us some hulled corn. We
went out to the corncrib and selected some of the

very nicest ears.* It was then boiled in a kettle,

with a bag of ashes. I think they said hickory
or maple ashes were the best. This bag of ashes

was necessary to make the hulls slip off when the

corn had been boiled sufficiently. To remove
the hulls, and at the same time the taste of pot-

ash from the ashes, the corn was washed thorough-
ly in several waters. NotwiThstanding this wash-
ing, however, enough of the lye remained in the

corn to give ita potash flavor; and this flavor was
always agreeable to me, and is even yet. The
alkali seems to correct any tendency toward acid-

ity in the stomach. This corn put up in cans

retains the same alkaline flavor.

The finest beefsteak to be had in the market is

what is called " corn-fed " beef; and after having
had a good opportunity to judge, I am leady to

declare that there is no beef in the world equal to

the corn-fed beef. Now, if corn is so good to

make beef, why is it not also a good food to make
big strong boys and girls, and men and women?
This hulled corn is very easily prepared for the

table. Just warm it up with a little milk (cream

is still better), and put on a little butier, with salt

and pepper to season it, and you have a dish fit

to set before a king. In fact, corn is king over

a great part of our land. May God be praised

for the luscious, strength-giving, beautiful yel-

low corn.

Perhaps I might mention that I have found no
difficulty in getting this same hulled corn in our

Florida home, and away down there it sells at the

same price as here—ten cents a can.

Please do not think from what I said that I

* As neither the corn nor wheat, nor both together, seemed to

overcome the tendency to constipation after my fever, I took

another trip down into the apple cellar, and discovered about half

a bushel of the Paradise Sweet apple. Perhaps you may recall

that I mentioned this beautiful apple before. Where they can

be kept until April or May I believe I should call them the most

delicious apple in the world. These were not at all wilted, but

were juicy and tender. I ate four or five of tnem before going to

bed, and they straightened me out without the necessity of dras-

tic drugs or even castor oil; so I think 1 can go back to my old

decision, that not only are nice ripe apples the " best medicine

in the world," but they are at the same time God's medicine

provided on purpose for the children he loves.

* Please consider that, although getting the corn right from the

corn-crib is considerably more work for the good wife, it is, how-
ever, cutting out all the profit of the middleman, and it also ob-

viates the necessity of paying for a tin can that is of no value

after you use up the contents. This is not only true »f hulled

corn but of a great variety of breakfast foods and cereals. There
is a tremendous saving by making a short cut from the corncrib

or granary direct to the dinner-table.
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have any spite toward our vegetarian friends. If

you can live and be strong and well on a purely

vegetable diet, by all means do so. Mrs. Root
and I ate but very little meat while in Florida;

but we had beautiful fresh fish right at our door

once a week or oftener, and, of course, eggs ga-

lore.

Later.— It is now May 6, and my craving for

lean meat seems to have let up; and my shredded

biscuit or puffed wheat, graham bread, Battle

Creek graham crackers, or even Terry's raw

wheat, seems to be what nature demands. May
be you will think I change my mind a good deal;

but just now a vegetarian diet seems to be what
nature calls for— just about what it has been for

several years past. Where one can get along and

feel well on a diet of grain and fruit, I do think

it is preferable in a good many ways. But make
the choice as nearly as you can (as we have it

in Fletcherism)for what nature seems to call for,

and chew it well, and do not eat too much.
With the emphasis that is now being put on the

matter of chewing food a long while, I think the

world is going to come up to a higher plane, not

only in the way of health, but in the way of en-

joying our meals and the " daily bread " right

from God's own hand.

HIGH-PRESSURE
GARDENING

By A. I. Root

HIGH-PRESSURE GARDENING IN MANATEE CO.,

FLORIDA.

In Gleanings for May 1, 1908, I gave you
some pictures of celery-growing in Florida, and
I told you also, on page 160, Feb. 1, 1*^08, of the

thirty acres equipped with the Skinner sprinkling

system. During the past season, fine crops, per-

haps finer than were ever grown before, were har-

vested in Manatee Co., and throughout that re-

gion, and shipped north. Owing to a rather se-

vere freeze in the northern part of the State,

much better prices were realized by the success-

ful gardeners in our own locality. Lettuce, cel-

ery,-peppers, beans, cabbage, and almost every

thing else, sold at figures that made the growers

happy. See the clipping below, from the March
issue of the Manatee River Journal, of Braden-

town, Florida:

CELKRV SELLING LIKE HOT CAKES.

The celery-erowers are just now the happiest men in all Flori-

da. Their bank accounts are growing by leaps and bounds.

The present crop is one of the best ever grown in this section,

and the prices are equally good. $2.00 per crate f. o. b. being the

standard, with an occasional $2.25 for all fancy stock.

The Jturnal rejoices over the good fortune of these people,

who deserve all that is coming to them now, as celery-growing

is by no means child's play, but a business which requires work,

and lots of it, with the exercise of judgment and common sense

in its culture.

Not only were the white people successful,

but quite a good many colored men who have
small gardens received prices for their shipments

that almost took away their breath; and they did

not go and get drunk over it either, for Manatee
Co. is a dry one, and always has been; and, God
helping us, it always will be.

In my own little home, where we have just

one acre of ground, there was no frost or freeze

to injure the most tender vegetables. Our pota-

toes were not even touched. There was 3i freeze,

however, that did more or less damage to tender

stuff in several localities, some of them not more
than a quarter of a mile from my own home.
Frost and freezes in Southern Florida seem to

touch occasionally in spots here and there. I pre-

sume air drainage, protection of trees, etc., have
much to do with it. My place is on a piece of

sloping ground that runs down to the water, and
both air and water have a good chance to run
down hill. Besides that, all along the north side

there is a heavy wild undergrowth quite thickly

interspersed with pine-trees. This not only af-

fords protection, but seems to have quite an in-

fluence in warding off frost.

Before you get crazy about going to Florida

to raise garden-stuff, I want to tell you that there

are perhaps a dozen failures to one real success,

and I do Hot know but there are a thousand acres

of land, yielding absolutely nothing, unless it is

a little pasture, to where there is one acre that is

giving a paying crop. There are lots of people

who have excellent land and good opportunities,

but their gardening is done in such a feeble way
that it amounts to nothing, or almost that.

Then there are others who come from the North,

who, instead of going around among their neigh-

bors, and finding out how the successful men
work, just stay at home and try to raise stuff the

way they did when they lived in Ohio, perhaps,

in their boyhood.
Now, while I tell you what I am going to tell,

just keep the above in mind. Before going any
further, however, I wish to say a word about the

sprinkling system to keep off frost. The men
who control the Skinner patent have much to say

about the efficiency of this artificial rain, or spray-

ing, to protect from frost; and I supposed until

last winter that it was really a success in that

line. A neighbor of mine had ten acres under
the Skinner overhead sprinkling system. He had
a fine crop of peppers, and made a few shipments,

getting high prices for his peppers, as his were al-

most the only ones in the market. Well, we did

not have a frost—it was, rather, a freeze. There
was a high wind, and I think we had cloudy
weather. To protect the peppers he kept his en-

gine running all night, keeping the ground and
the plants drenched with water and the air full of

spray. Finally it began to get so cold that ice

formed on the leaves of the plants, and pretty soon

they were bent down under their load of ice. I

think the spraying was continued until it warmed
up the next day, when the ice melted off. But the

plants that were not reached by the sprinklers at

all stood the frost very much better. If I remem-
ber correctly, some of the plants that were loaded
down with ice recovered so as to give part of a

crop; but I think the crop was not of much value.

I visited a tomato-field under the sprinkling-sys-

tem at St. Petersburg, Fla. , where the report was
just about the same. Some of the tomatoes were

ripe, and almost ready to gather. They kept

them drenched with water until the load of ice

pulled them down to the ground; but the toma-
to-plants that were outside of the reach of the

sprinklers were harmed very much less. In both

cases, had they not relied on sprinklers to protect

from frost they could have gathered quite a valu-

able lot of peppers and tomatoes also.
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Now, I am not prepared to say positively that

the sprinkling will not ward off an ordinary

frost during a clear night; but during a freeze

such as I have described, without any real frost,

the sprinkling was a positive damage rather than

a benefit.

About fourteen years ago I called on one of

the first men to start celery-growing in Florida.

He had a little piece of black muck swamp down
close to the Manatee River, where a little spring

came out of the side of a hill. It was almost

right in town, and this bog or swampy place had

always been an eyesore to the town. He grub-

bed out the bushes, put in some tiles, and went

to growing some celery. When I called on him
he was almost too busy getting his little crop off

by express to take time to talk. I wrote it up at

the time In Gleanings, and predicted wonderful

possibilities in that direction. Well, a few days

ago I met this same man again. He has one of

the finest celery-gardens, or farms, perhaps, in

Florida. He has been growing celery ever since,

and is now one of the most successful celery-

growers in that State. He showed me where he

had just taken 1000 boxes from a single acre, and

the average price received was, I think, a net

price of $2.00 a box— $2000 from a single acre!

If I am correct he told me he thought the total

expense of growing that acre did not very much
exceed $100. But he was right there on hand ev-

ery minute to look after things. As an illustra-

tion, many of the celery gardens or swamps, as I

think we may call them, in Florida, are so near

the level of the ocean that during excessive rains

it is a problem to get the rain water out of the

way. Hundreds of people have been swamped
by these excessive rains, and have thereby lost

their crops. Now, Mr. Gates is not that sort of

man. This very acre I have been telling you
about would have been lost at one time had he

not devised a home-made outfit to get water out

of his crop. He rigged up something that looked

like an overshot waterwheel—awheel with buck-

ets all around it. Then he arranged this so that

it could be made to revolve by means of an or-

dinary horse-power. By the help of two stout

horses he lifted that rain water enough so that it

could run away, and he got it off soon enough

to save his crop. There you have a sample of the

enterprise and energy of S. C. Gates, Manatee,

I believe the celery seed is generally sown in

August or September. It is grown in plant-beds

and then transplanted. Well, our good friend

Lattimer, whom I wrote up last May, was foolish

enough to put his plant-beds so low down that he

had not drainage enough, and so his first lot of

plants were drowned out by a heavy rain. Down
in Florida, once in a while they have a shower.

Up north we think an inch of rainfall in 24 hours

is a rather large dose; but, if I am correct, last

fall in some places in Florida they had four inch-

es in one night; so you see the gardener who ex-

pects to make a success must not only be sure to

have water at hand when it is needed, but he

must be equally sure of facilities either to let the

water out of the way or to get it out of the way.

One of the wonderful things about a great part

of Florida is that artesian wells can be had any-

where by boring deep enough. Just before I

left, my neighbor Rood put down a well 490

feet deep on the highest spot on his land. This

well, at the time I left, was throwing out a stream
of water from a six-inch iron pipe at the rate of

something over 100 gallons a minute. Just im-
agine a stream of water rolling up out of an iron

pipe at the rate of something over 100 gallons a
minute, the pipe being almost as large as a stove-

pipe, and the stream spreading out like an um-
brella, as clear as crystal, and then running off

into the ditches. When I spoke of shutting off

the water so as not to have it waste, they inform-
ed me that a well is seriously injured by check-
ing the flow. In order to have it keep up and do
its best it must be permitted to run full head, and
yet the supply never gives out. No matter how
many wells you may put down, and not much
difference how near together, one well does not
seem to have any influence over the surrounding
ones. Artesian water is all right for celery; and
my opinion is just now, that running water
through the furrows gives rather better results

than the overhead sprinkling. I have been told

that the artesian water is not suitable for the

sprinkling system, inasmuch as it fills up and
clogs the pipes with something like asbestos.

This may not be true in all localities. The
sprinkling system I have mentioned got its sup-

ply of water by pumping with a gasoline-engine

from shallow wells. The artesian water is pretty

strongly impregnated with sulphur, especially

when it first comes to the surface; and I believe

it is considered objectionable for some crops un-
less it is run in tiles under the ground by sub-ir-

rigation. On Teraceia Island they are success-

fully making tiles of cement to carry water un-
der ground. Cement pipes are made right in the

ditches. In this way there are no overhead pipes

nor any thing else in the way of cultivation.

In closing^I think I may safely say this: There
arewonderful opportunities in Southwest Florida

in the way of high-pressure gardening. Men
who have the necessary push and judgment to

manage things become well-to-do in a short time.

A man with little capital, who really loves the

work, and who will study the conditions in Flor-

ida, can make a living and lay up something for

a rainy day. But while this is all true, there are

many people who do not do it. The hot weath-
er that we have occasionally sometimes for several

days in succession is somewhat enervating, I

must admit; but I think we all feel better when
we get to work than if we sit down in the shade
and get lazy. So far as health is concerned, I

believe I have seen fewer sick people in Florida

than almost anywhere else, and at the same time
great numbers of people go to Florida on account
of their health, as I have said before; and it need

cost one but very little if any more to live in

Florida than in the North, especially if he adopts

the simple diet that is now becoming so popular

(at least I hope it is) everywhere.

May God be praised for a land like ours that

offers such priviliges— especially the privilege of

going to a region like Florida when one is get-

ting old, or is ailing, during the severe winters

that we have here in the Northern States.

Another near neighbor of mine received just

about $1000 for his lettuce on two acres. I do
not know how much the "refuse" lettuce is

worth for feeding to poultry; but where you
have fowls enough to consume it all I would es-

timate that it is worth at least $10.00 per acre.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

THE EDITOR OF THE REVIEW RECOVERING FROM
AN OPERATION.

We are very sorry to learn that Mr. W. Z.

Hutchinson, the editor of the Bee-hcepers' Renjieiv,

had to undergo a rather serious operation at the

Hurley hospital in his own city. A card re-

ceived from his wife informs us that he has been
doing well, and was expected home soon. The
Re--vi£-iv, in consequence, will be somewhat late.

WINTER KILLING OF CLOVER.

Our neighbor, Mr. Adam Leister, who report-

ed last winter such an abundance of clover on his

own and adjoining farms in spite of the drouth
of last fall, now reports that much of it "seems
to begone." He says it is impossible that the

drouth could be responsible for this, but that it

is, rather, due to winter-killing as a result of the

exposure during the bad weather with very little

protecting snow. Another neighbor, Vernon
Burt, about three miles west, reports that he never
saw clovers more abundant nor better prospects
for a heavy cloTcr flow.

WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH ILLINOIS.?

Indiana and Iowa have recently enacted foul-
brood laws. Michigan has long had one on the
statute-books, and some two or three years ago
amended it to make it more effective. Illinois

has had a law for a number of years, but it is

practically a dead letter Efforts have been made
in the State to amend the law, time and again;
but there are always some three or four bee-keep-
ers who use their influence to defeat it. If these

men have any good reason for opposing legisla-

tion urgently needed by bee-keepers of their

State, we shall be glad to give them space for a
general statement of their views in our columns;
but we shall reserve the right to let some friend
of the measure reply.

THE TOWNSEND SERIES OF ARTICLES FOR BE-
GINNERS.

It is seldom that we run across a series of ar-

ticles that contain more valuable information
than those now running in these columns from
the pen of E. D. Townsend. If any of our read-
ers have failed to read the first of the series, de-
signed especially for beginners, whether veteran
or not, he will do well to go back to the first

one and read them consecutirely until the pres-
ent. The first article was published in our isjue

for March 15th, page 160 The article in the
present number is especially seasonable and val-

uable. While much in it is not new to the vet-

eran, yet there is a large amount of corroborative
experience that will do that same veteran a lot
of good.

A THREE-HUNDRED-COLONY APIARY NEARLY DE-
STROYED BY SPRAYING FRUIT TREES IN

FULL BLOOM.
We have just received a letter from O. B. Met-

calf, Mesilla Park, N. M., who says he fears he
will lose nearly his whole apiary of 300 colonies
simply because his fruit-growing neighbors spray-
ed arsenate of lead on their trees, presumably
while they were in full bloom. His bees, he
says, are dying by the thousand. He wishes to

know whether the combs containing the fruit-

bloom honey from which his bees have died can
be given to normal colonies.

We have written him that he had better have
some of that honey analyzed to determine the

amount of poison, if any, there is in it and ren-

der us a report. There is an abundant need of

"educating" the fruit-grower in many localities

yet. Many of them are practicing spraying
while the trees are in bloom.

AN INTERVIEW WITH A PROMINENT COMMISSION
MAN OF NEW YORK CITY; HOW HONEY-PBO-
DUCERS MAY BETTER PROTECT THEIR OWN
MARKET; DR. MILLER's HONEY IN NEW YORK.

We recently made a hurried business trip to

New York city; and while there we took occa-

sion to interview Mr. Segelken, of the firm of

Hildreth & Segelken, the well-known honey mer-
chants of that city. Fortunately we happened
to find Mr. Segelken quite at leisure, standing in

front of his place of business, on the corner of

Murray and Greenwich streets.

"Is this Mr. Segelken.'"

"It is."

"This is E. R. Root, of Medina."
"Come in, Mr. Root."
In less time than it takes to tell it we fell to

discussing the honey business in general.
" How is the market.?" we asked.

"A little slow."
" How do you think it is going to compare

this season with last year.?"

" We do not expect prices to be quite as good.

"

"Why.?"
" Because there was a big crop last year, and a

lot of it will be leftover; and prospects for anoth-

er big crop are very favorable. Unfortunately,

also, bee-keepers dumped their odds and ends on

the market after the selling season was over, and
we find it in a bad way as a consequence. " Look
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here," he said, pointing to a lot of discolored and

broken comb honey dripping and leaking. " The
shipper of those goods sent them without any

notice whatsoever; the market was glutted, with

no demand for such stuff hardly at any time; and

the producer expects us, of course, to give him
quick returns at good prices at this ort^ season.

t)f course, we will do the best we can. Now,"
he continued, directing our attention in another

direction, " look at these goods over here.

These will sell. They are first class. Do you
recognize the product.?"

" Why, no," we replied.

With a look of satisfaction he said, "That is

Dr. C. C. Miller's honey. While he shipped to us

a little late, it will sell, while this other stuff,"

pointing to the first-mentioned lot, " will drag

and drag and drag, and we shall have a dissatis-

fied customer. It is too bad that there are not

more bee-keepers like Dr. Miller who know hoix

to grade and do it honestly. Let's take a look

at his honey."
So saying he opened up two or three cases, re-

marking, "These sections are all clean, well

scraped, and you can pick out a box anywhere in

the center of the crate, and it will look just as nice

as that immediately in front of the glass. That is

what I call square dealing. I like to do business

with men like that. Why, that fellow," point-

ing to the lot of bad honey—" well, I feel sorry

for him. Say, Mr. Root, don't you know there

are a good many more just like him.? They will

wait till the selling season is over, dump all their

odds and ends on us, without first writing to see

if we can handle them to advantage, and then com-
plain because we can not make an immediate re-

turn. Why, some of this stuff is candying now.

Sell it.? Yes, of course, we can get sot?ie price;

but that would not please the producer, and he

would be likely to write to the editor of Glean-
ings, complaining of the unfairness of Hildreth

;v Segelken."
As he said this his eyes traveled backward

toward the Dr. Miller honey, remarking,
" What a contrast !

"

We then strolled over to his desk, where Mr.
Segelken explained some of the deals he had been
having with the bee keeping public, telling some
of the difficulties of the business, where a com-
mission man was unjustly censured for conditions

that were beyond his control; or where, again, he

was simply pursuing ordinary business methods.

For example, he .referred to a case where a pro-

ducer had shipped him a large amount of honey;
and as it arrived out of the selling season he had
to store it till the market opened up again, As
his own warehouse was filled up he had to put it

outside. Well, in the course of a few months
he made his final returns, charging storage and
insurance. Mr. Honeynian was very much dis-

satisfied. He had given Mr. Segelken no author-

ity to charge storage and insurance.

"Now," said Mr. Segelken, "what could I

do.? I could not put the goods in our own ware-
house, as we simply had not room for them.
Somebody had to pay storage; and as Mr. Hon-
eyman took the liberty of sending his honey at

the wrong season of the year, it had to be held

until the market rose. Suppose there had been
a fire—wouldn't there have been a howl from
Mr. Honeyman because I did not look after his

interests by insuring the goods.? But there was
no fire, and Mr. Honeyman was very much put
out because he had to pay a small insurance.
This is the kind of thanks we get sometimes for
trying to protect our clients' interests."

Mr Segelken mentioned a good many cases of

a similar nature. He had no complaint to make
of bee-keepars in general, except that many of
them are unbusineslike, because of their unfamili-
arity with business methods, often pursuing poli-

cies that tend to break down their own market.
He told how a producer would divide his ship-
ment of honey between two or three different

merchants in the same city, and how all three of

those merchants would, as a matter of course,
put those same goods up in competition with
themselves; whereas if the bee-keeper had con-
signed all to one reliable house the best price

possible would have been secured.

Hildreth c^' Segelken no doubt do the largest

honey bu.siness in New York and perhaps in the

whole East. While there have been occasional
complaints, and while it is possibly true that they
have erred at times in the matter of adjustment,
yet when we take into consideration the immense
volume of their business, their record is good.
Indeed, we do not know how any house, how-
ever honest it may be, can fail to run against

some of these unbusinesslike methods, and, as a

natural result, have some complaints filed against

them.

THE NEW CORRUGATED STRAWBOARD SHIPPING-
CASES.

We asked Mr. Segelken if he had had any ex-

perience in receiving or shipping comb honey in

the new corrugated strawboard shipping-cases

that have recently been figured in the columns
of Gleanings. He said he had not; but he saw
no reason, from the general construction of them,
why they would not very materially reduce the

breakage and leakage of combs in transit.

He explained that comb honey in ordinary
wooden shipping-cases should be put up in car-

riers; that it is very risky to ship such cases in

single lots, either by freight or express. We
went on to explain to him that these new corru-

gated paper cases would cost only a trifle more
than the wooden cases, and how, from some
tests that have been made, honey would go
through in them to destination, without breakage
or leakage. He seemed to be very much inter-

ested; and the result of our interview was that

we agreed to ship him a 24-lb. case of comb
honey in one of these new corrugated shipping-

cases by express. As soon as the goods are re-

ceived he is to examine them, put them back in

the case, if not damaged, and express back to us.

Our readers will get the result of the test later.

BEKS KILLED BY TELEPHONE WIRES.

Just as the honey-flow comes on from fruit-

bloom we observe again as we did last season,

and for almost every season before when the bees

were flying heavily, that numerous bees are dead
and dying on the sidewalks in front of our fac-

tory buildings. In some cases the abdomen is

separated from the thorax of the bee, for, in the

death-struggle, the sufferer crowds at the rear por-

tion of its body until it dismembers itself.

Our readers will remember that, a year or so

ago, we were at a loss to account for so many
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dead and dying bees, when Mr. L. A. Aspin-
wall, of Jackson, Mich., the man who got up
the non-swarming hive, asked if there were not a

good many telephone or telegraph wires in the

direct line of the bee flight. This is exactly

what we do have directly oyer our sidewalks.

While we have not seen the bees strike the wires

and then drop down, the fact that the dead and
the dying are seen only under these wires, and
nowhere else, would seem to prove that Mr. As-
pinwall has hit on the true solution of the trou-

ble.

A REMARKABLE FLOW FROM FRUIT-BLOOM.

In this locality, at least, this is proving to be
a remarkable fruit-bloom season. The weather
has been very warm, and fruit-trees of all sorts

are now out in all their glory. The bees have
been roaring on the trees just about as they do
during a basswood flow. Moreover, the dande-
lions are showing up strong everywhere. From
these, bees are gathering both honey and pollen.

All the hives are being filled with honey, and
many colonies are showing swarming-cells. It

will be strange if we do not have at some of our
outyards some runaway swarms.
That this condition prevails in other northern

and central States is probably true if we can
judge from the correspondence coming into our
office. If this is true it will put bees in fine con-
dition for the clover and basswood flow.

Reports are somewhat conflicting as to wheth-
er there will be much clover in blossom this sea-

son or not. The conditions of weather have
certainly been ideal this spring, as there has been
a large amount of rain and warm weather. If

this is not followed later by a drouth and cold
weather we shall probably get a flow of honey.

DO NOT SHIP DARK HONEY WITHOUT FIRST

WRITING.

The following, just received from Mr. F. W.
Muth, of Cincinnati, a buyer of honey at that

point, will explain itself:

We received last week a shipment of five carriers of comb
honey from Georgia. The quality of this honey is any thing but
what pleases a buyer. Most of it is as dark as the darkest buck-
wheat, with a strong flavor. It is nicely packed in no-drip ship-

ping caies, and also came through in tirst-class condition.
Why a producer of honey will laise dark comb honey and send

it to a higtily developed market like Cincinnati, and expect any
kind of price, is beyond comprehension. Comb honey that a

developed market will take must be fancy, or at least a No. 1

trade: and any other grade than that is a detriment to business
in the comb-hooey line.

This shipper will be sadly disappointed, for we wrote him to

•end OS shipping instructions and moner for the amount we ad-

vanced in freight, so that we can ship it further, as this market
will not take it any price, neither would we. We would not
dare thus to endanger our trade.

It might be well in your position to warn bee-keepers at this

lime of the season not to ship dark comb hooey to any market,
as it is only a detriment to the business in general.

Cincinnati, May 5. Frbd W. Muth.

There are some markets that will accept dark
honey. Albany and New York will take almost
any quantity of buckwheat; but it would be fol-

ly to ship buckwheat or any other dark honey to

Cleveland or Cincinnati, or any ci^y further
west, without first writing to see what the mar-
ket ca*^. take, and at what price. We take it that

the honey referred to above was shipped without
previous notice or inquiry as to whether Mr.
Muth could accept it; and while we are about it

we believe it is always bad policy to ship any
kind of honey, light or dark, to any market with-

out first making general inquiries.

If the party above mentioned had shipped his

honey to Albany or New York he would have
obtained a better market; but even then the

freight would have been excessive, and he prob-

ably would have been very much disappointed

with the returns. As a general thing the dark
honey in the western and southern portions of

the country should not be allowed to go into

sections. There is no market for it in such
shape.

CONDITIONS IN CALIFORNIA INDICATE NOT MORE
THAN HALF A CROP.

The following letter from J W. George, and
the reports from the various bee-keepers in Cali-

fornia, indicate that, unless good weather comes
very soon, that State can not expect much more
than half a crop, and possibly not that. It is to

be hoped that the bright days may come before

it is too late.

Mr. Root:—You will find enclosed a number
of crop reports from bee-keepers of Southern Cal-

ifornia. I consider the aggregate of these a fair

and representative report of their section. These
reports are not from 2X3 bee-keepers, but men
of large interests and long experience in their

several sections. I did not ask for these reports

for publication; but as they are all so nearly

unanimous I feel that the facts had better be
known. Prevailing winds are injuring us quite

a good deal now in this valley.

Imperial, Cal. J. W. George.

J. W. George:—Yours of the 2d is at hand. Prospects for a
crop here are not very good. There will not be any extracting

before the 15th or 20th of this month, and then only about half

of my apiaries will be ready. Bees are very weak, and build-

ing up slowly. With even favorable weather the crop will be
very light here, and still worse nearer the coast. I know a lot of

apiaries that have dwindled down to less than half what they

were last year. L. E. Mercer.
Ventura, Cal., May 4.

Friend George:—Yours was received to-day. I hardly know
what to advise you. It is cool, and oranges are blooming and
giving some honey, although nothing big. If we get half such a

crop as we had four years ago, I think we shall be more than sat-

isfied. Of course, if we get some good rains this month we
might make half a crop over the country. We intend to hold for

six cents for white honey. L. D. Andrews.
Corona, Cal., May 4.

Mr, George:—You have asked me just what I want to know
myself; and if conditions are the same elsewhere as here, and

stay this way all summer, honey will be scarce, as it is fog in

the morning, fog for dinner, and sometimes for supper; and bees

must make honey and eat it up at night, for it is cold unless one
is at work faster than I can move. The report from my bees is,

lots of bees in the hives, and big swarms, but only just begun to

take in any surplus, and since then it is cold again, which
means, I think, that we shall have a hot summer and hot winds
and no honey; but I have not heard a conjecture from any bee-

man since the rains quit. Bert.
Pasadena, Cal., May 5.

Bees are no stronger now than two months ago. I do not

count on over half a crop—too cold, and hardly any swarms. If

it does not soon get warmer we shall not have over one-fourth to

one-third of a crop; but to-day is better than we have had for

the season, which is too far advanced, and bees are not strong

enough to get a goo* crop. We ought to get a good price— 5^
to 6 cents. M. H. Mbndleson.

Piru, Cal., May 5.

J. ir. George:—My bees are doing well. 1 had about 150

stands, and have 50 new swarms; have taken about 1500 lbs. of

honey. Perhaps 600 lbs. is old honey. I did not get a pound of

surplus last year, so the bees came through with plenty. I have

extracted only a part of them. 1 hope to go over them in a few

days more. I think I shall get a fair crop this year. The
weather is good now. W. E. Little.

Perris, Cal., May 9.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

German bee journals number 27. With
only three in this country we manage to get

along nicely, thanlc yDU.

Those flaps flipping about on ihe new pa-

per cases will be in the way on the counter— or

elsewhere. As the new kind costs 9 per cent

more than the Crane, the Crane is likely to win
out. Still, there's that stickerless business. A
woman says, too, that the side of the latter case

looks neater.

The British Bee Journal, 99, says of the Silver

bottom-board with its " 3-in. air space for winter-
ing or for giving extra ventilation in hot weather
to prevent swarming," that "a queen-excluder
below the brood-nest in summer will prevent
comb-building." If an excluder will do it, a

much cheaper rack ought to do it as well. Mind
you, there's a three-inch space.

My opinion— I think the common opinion

—

has been that, on the same journey, a bee gathers
both pollen and nectar. So high an authority
as Gaston Bonnier says that the same bee gathers
only pollen or only rectar or only water or only
propolis. [Our bees are busily working on dan-
delions. We can see the pollen in little lumps
hanging to their legs, while their abdomens are

very much podded out, indicating that they have
gathered considerable honey at the same time.

If both honey and pollen are present in the same
blossom it would seem very strange if the bees
ignore the honey and take only pollen.

—

Ed.]

J. E. Crane, I've been trying to get the ans-
wer to your question about per-capita consump-
tion of honey in the United States. Dr. E. F.

Phillips estimates production of comb honey at

60,000,000 to 75,000,000 pounds, aud of extract-

ed at three or four times as much—say 67,500,000
comb and 3>2 times as much extracted, ard we
have a total of 303,750,000 pounds. Divide that

among 80,000,000 people, and each one gets
3.797 pounds. If he consumes the modest
amount of 2 oz. at a meal he will eat honey 30>i
times in a year, or once every 12 da\s. Correc-
tions must be made, however, for exports, im-
ports, honey used in manufactures, etc. hxports
and imports nearly balance (in the last eight
years imports were 15 per cent more than exports
in 'value) ; but manufacturess, etc. , may cut down
the allowance considerably below the 3.797
pounds.

Swan And'rson, thanks for reporting failure
with splints, page 320, and especially for telling
why you failed. You left one-inch space be-
tween foundation and bottom-bar, and, of course,
the bees would gnaw those barelegged splints be-
low the foundation, and, having started, they
kept on half way to the top-bar. Please try let-

ting foundation come clear to the bottom-bar.
I hope that others who have had failures will re-

port them, and ^ivhy. [It would be interesting
and valuable if we could get reports from others
who have used Dr. Miller's splints to stay up foun-
dation. Havt they or have they not been satis-

factory.? Thousands and thousands of these

splints have been sold. T* •' resuni^bic i at,

where they have given sai u tion, the user of

them has not thought it neces ary to make a re-

port. But when one is dissatisfied with them it

would be natural for him to say so in the bee-
journals. Let us hear from both crowds.

—

Ed.]

The Sch'-weizerische Bztg. ,58, gives an inter-

esting page of winter consumption at the 34
Swiss stations. For ten years the average annual
consumption per colony for November was 1.56

Ibi. ; December, 1.51; Januarv, 2.1; February,
2.84; March, 4.54. Total, 12.5 lbs. for 5 months.
Note how consumption increases after Novem-
ber, being 43 per cent more in the last two
months than in the first three months; March
just three times as much as December. At the

different stations, the five months' consumption
of honey varied from 6 to 21.5 lbs. But 13.35
of that last 21.5 was in March alone, caused by
stimulative feeding. [These figures ate indeed
valuable, and, so far as we can remember, they
conform in the main to the lecorded experiments
made in this country.

—

Ed.]

Let me add a little to the excellent instruc-

tions of Bro. Doolittle for finding a queen, page
300. If you don't find the queen on the second
time going over the frames, it sometimes hap-

pens that you'll not find her if you keep on for

half an hour. I don't know whethei she is hid-

den in a cell, or what is the matter; but at any
rate you can't get a sight of her. Just close up
the hive for half an hour, or until another day,
and you may find her the first thing. But some-
times it happens that, for some reason, you just

must have that queen before any thing else is

done. In that case put the frames in pairs. Put
a pair of frames close together in the empty hive-

body beside your hive, the pair crowded close

together, but an inch or two away from the hive-

wall. Then, leaving a space of an inch or two,
put in another pair. Arrange the combs in the

hive also in pairs the same way. Now you've
only half the ground to look over, for it's mor-
ally certain that the queen will be in the middle
of one of the pairs. Lift out the frame nearest

you of each pair. As you do so, glance over the

nearest side of the frame left in the hive, and
then quickly search the further side of the frame
in your hands. Another thing, if your pairs are

well apart, and you let them stand long enough,
the bees will remain quiet on the pair where the

queen is; the others will be uneasy. You may
also sift the bees through an excluder set over a

hive containing one or more frames of brood.

Put a hive-body over the excluder, and brush the

bees into it. They will go down, leaving the

queen above the excluder. I ' your queen is clip-

ped, brush all the bees on to a sheet or into a

hive some distance away. Smoke a little, and
the bees will fly back to their home, the clipped

queen remaining. [We have tried the scheme
here outlined by Dr. Miller, time and time
again, and it works just as he says. There are

many of these little kinks of the trade that are

not in any of the standard text-books. We hope
to have in the next edition of the A B C book many
of these kinks incorporated; indeed,we have mark-
ed this very subject to go in the next edition.

Say! it won't do any harm to have the subject

discussed now. Let's compare notes. We will

gladly grant space for them.

—

Ed.]
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES.

By W. K. Morrison, Medina, O.

Some time ago the United States Reclamation
Service decided to irrigate 100,000 acres near

Grand Junction, Colo., by means of a high-line

canal. Now a private concern announces it will

undertake to supply water for 250,000 acres

more. If this means any thing it indicates more
alfalfa honey for the effete East. But the Colo-
radoans are—for selling it. They should eat it.

President Taft, on hii western tour, will have
the pleasure, if all goes well, of turning on the

water at the Gunnison tunnel, near Montrose,
Colorado. Such works mark a new era in the

history of Western agriculture, and, incidental-

ly, of bee culture.

This is not buncombe, for the Reclamation
Service has already constructed 16,000 miles of

concrete-lined canals, many of very large ca-

pacity.

Some time ago Gleanings alluded to the fact

that the glucose trust would soon have to deal

with a very active competitor. This is now an
accomplished fact. A company has been formed
with a capitalization of $7,000,000, and several

factories have been engaged. The Royal Bak-
ing Powder Co. is behind this move. The
headquarters will probably be at Roby, Indiana.

Had Dr. Wiley been allowed to hare his way
this enterprise would, in all probability, have
never been started. Look out for " Honey-
Drips," etc.

THE WAR SCARE IN AUSTRALIA.

T/ie FeJeral Independent Bee-keeper has imbib-
ed the war microbe, and is devoting space to a

consideration of Australian defense from imag-
inary enemies. Our friends may take heart of

grace when they hear the United States nation
has never yet been attacked. In all our wars
we were the aggressors. Even if our navy were
one-fourth its present size we bee-keepers would
lose no sleep over the fact. The Dreadnought
scare looks ridiculous to us at this distance.

In our case, at least, it would pay better to

spend our money on internal improvements, ag-

riculture, postal service, and other business needs
than on warships.

-sfc-

.ATTACK THE PURE FOOD LAW.
The Corn Products Company, of Chicaeo, attacked the con-

stitutionality of the pure-food law ia an answer filed on Saturday
last in the United States District Court in Cincinnati to the al-

legations of United States District Attorney McPberson, who a
few days a|o caused the United States Marshal to seize 46

packages and bags of sugar manufactured by the Corn Products
Company and found on the premises of the Gerke Brewing
Company in that city. The government alleged the sugar was
labeled "pure sugar," whereas it was adulterated.

The Corn Products Company admits the label, but denies
the sugar was adulterated. As a defense the company declares
the seizure was illegal because the pure-food law is unconstitu-
tional lor the reason that " the Congress of the United States has
no power under the constitution of the United States to enact
the puie food and drugs act."

The company att.icks the constitutionality of section 10 of the

pure food and drugs act on the ground that " the section contains
provisions thai are tinreascnable, and the section provides for

unduly oppressive measures, and deprives citizens of their prop-

erty by hatih and unusmil means.

—

American (itoctr.

No comment is necessary.

SPEAKER CANNON AND PARCELS POST.

James L Cowles, secretary of the Postal Prog-
ress League, has this to say:

I had an interview with the Speaker, and found him in a vig-

orous state of mind, opposed to all our reforms. The salary of

the average rural tree-delivery carrier last year was $865. His

average earning for the government was $132, leaving a deficit,

when we merely consider the cost and the return, of $733 a

route, or of $29,000,000 for the entire country. Our proposition

for an amendment of the postal laws so as to permit him to carry

parcels up to one cubic foot in size, increasing his earning power
and making a source of revenue to the government, had no at-

tractions for the Speaker. Whatever is done in increasing the

efficiency of the parcels-post service must be done over the oppo-
sition of Mr. Cannon.

THE PATHFINDER DAM; A FINE TERRITORY FOR
BEES.

The Reclamation Servic«of the federal govern-

ment recently accepted from the contractors tht

Pathfinder dam in Wyoming, which foreshadows
an early completion of the North Platte irriga-

tion project. The dam will store one million

acre-feet every season, and irrigate a splendid

country for general crops, particularly alfalfa.

These lands lie alongside the old overland

trail for a distance of 250 miles. From the res-

ervoir to the lowermost end of the irrigated tract

is a distance of 500 miles. The dam was
named in honor of Capt. John C. Fremont, the

pathfinder. It is situated 50 miles southwest of

Caspar, Wyoming. It is not the highest dam,
but it is 215 feet in height. Homesteads are

available in areas of 80 acres each. The charge

for the water is $45, payable in ten annual in-

stallments without interest.

THE AMERICAN SYSTEM IN EUROPE.

The Austrians seem to be breaking away from
the German system of bee-keeping. Recently

they adopted as the standard frame of the coun-

try a modification of the Langstroth, known as

the Dadant-Blatt. This puts Austria in line

with France, Belgium. Nederland, Switzerland,

Italy, and Spain, where this frame is the recog-

nized standard.

There is also a tendency to copy American
methods At the bee-keepers' congress held at

Vienna-Neustadt, Mr. Alfonsus, the very able

apicultural editor, of Vienna, took up the cudg-

els in behalf of Pratt's system of queen-breeding,

of which he is a partisan. The Germans present

seemed to think the American system too com-
plicated, and that for the average bee-keeper,

getting a few queens during the swarming sea-

son, was good enough for them yet awhile.

It is with considerable pleasure I note that in

the Scandinavian countries of Denmark, Nor-
way, Sweden, and Finland the bee-journals rec-

ommend American methods. It is the same in

Russia, where there are several excellent bee-

journals. They do not seem to favor German
ideals at all; on the contrary, they delight in

favoring our methods. They have caught on to

Mr. Hand's system in Russia, and the factories

make and sell his hive.
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

clover prospects in canada good.

So far as I can learn, white and alsike clover

have come through the winter in excellent condi-

tion, and, although late, promise well. In my
experience a cold and wet spring is likely to be
followed by a dry summer; but for the last eight

months it has not been safe to foretell weather.

LOCUST AND BASSWOOD PLANTING IN CANADA.

W. K. Morrison, p. 265, refers to the locusts

as honey-yielders. Mr. E. J. Zavitz, who has

charge of forestry work in Ontario, has the locust

and the basswood tree on his list for planting.

As many thousands of acres are to be planted un-

der the Ontario government, Prof. Zavitz" • de-

cision will be of interest to bee-keepers.

4^
INOCULATION FOR ALFALFA.

Before me lies a circular sent out by the Mich-
igan State Agricultural College. The subject is

"Inoculation with Nodule-forming Bacteria."

The difference between the plants treated and not

treated with the bacteria is simply astonishing.

Can it be that the failure of alfalfa to yield hon-

ey in Ontario is due to the lack of inoculation?

This has already been suggested as the cause.

Why could not our provincial government con-

duct some experiments in this direction?

QUEENLESS COLONIES AND WORKER COMBS.

Doctor Miller, I am inclined to believe you
are correct when you say " queenless bees will

build worker comb if weak enough. '' I see now
in L'Apiculture Ntwvelle" Paris, France, that

the editor says that I am too positive. I can
not say that I have a great desire to have ex-

perience with queenless colonies, but I do re-

member initancei where I decided a colony was
queenless, shook the bees from the combs, and
left them in the hive. These bees built worker
comb, and I decided there must have been a mis-

take. I can even remember hunting for queens
which I was unable to find. Thanks for this in-

formation. I am glad to be corrected.

IS A HIVE THAT CARRIES IN NO POLLEN QUEEN-
LESS?

There is another statement made in this con-
nection, and that is that a queenless colony does
not gather pollen. If so, how can we tell that a

colony is queenless for any length of time by the

pollen-clogged combs? [You can't. The state-

ment, as we remember it, has to do with pollen-

carrying bees, and not with pollen in the combs.
If, for example, here is a hive where the return-

ing bees are not carrying in pollen while the oth-

er bees are, it is claimed that such hive is queen-
lets. We should like to inquire how generally

true this is.

—

Ed.]

THE LONDON CONVENTION IN CANADA; OUT-
DOOR-WINTERED COLONIES FURTHER ALONG.

The Middlesex Bee-keepers' convention at

London, May 1, was a great success for a coun-
ty conrentioB. At least forty were in atten-

dance, with the president, Geo. Kimball Reeve,
of London township, in the chair. The winter
losses were only between 5 and 10 per cent, prob-
ably not exceeding the former figure. Those
bees that had been wintered outside and packed
had in some instances increased in strength dur-
ing the winter, but they had also consumed an
unusual amount of stores. The members pretty

well agreed that, owing to the cold, wet, and
backward spring, there was an unusually small
quantity of brood in the hive. Those who had
packed their bees and wintered outside were the

more fortunate.
4rr

THE SENSE OF SMELL IN LOCATING FOUL BROOD
IN A HIVE.

W. A. Chrysler, Chatham, Out., one of the

foul brood inspectors, stated in a conversation

with me that to him the sense of smell is a won-
derful help in detecting the disease. He remark-
ed that he had been very successful in diagnosing
the disease in this way. Most of those who have
any thing to do with foul brood know the pe-

culiar odor emanating from the putrid matter re-

sulting from the action of the foul-brood germ
upon the larva; of the bees, and Mr. Chrysler re-

ferred to this, stating that, when once the bee-

keeper became acquainted with the smell, it is

unmistakable. He had tried to detect the odor
by removing the quilt; but unless in advanced
cases he had not succeeded in detecting the dis-

ease by this method. He had, however, been
successful with only five diseased cells in the

hive by the following plan: He went to the hive,

and, without disturbing or smoking the bees, and
with a veil on his face, he put his nose to the en-

trance of the hive, and through his nose drew in

a long breath, and in this way he had been able

to detect the disease with only five or six cells

diseased in the hive. [We have detected foul

brood in the same way. We located a colony
once in this manner when we could find only one
diseased cell; but we have never found that en-

trance diagnosis was reliable. It is, however, a

great aid in locating affected colonies.

—

Ed.]

THE ODOR OF A QUEENLESS COLONY.

Mr. Chrysler also stated that he could detect

by odor a colony which has been queenless for

some time. He said that the colony which has

uncapped worker brood has an odor which a col-

ony without such brood does not have. It had
taken a good deal of practice to make this meth-

od a success, but he had finally succeeded. Mr.
Chrysler gave as a parallel a nest of puppies.

One with experience can tell without seeing or

hearing, but by odor, that the nest is here or

there. So worker brood has its distinct odor.

It is now some years since, in Gleanings, I

advanced the theory that bees single out cjueen-

less stocks and rob them, not because the bees in

queenless colonies have less courage, but because

the odor is not the same. Mr. Chrysler surely

endorses that theory, and has made practical use

of it. At the close of the conver3ation Mr.
Chrysler stated, " I would not care to get up in

public and make these statements, for I should

expect to be attacked; but they are, nevertheless,

true." I think that this information is too val-

uable to remain hidden.
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

HIVE-SIDES OF TWO PIECES.

I notice the business manager says that, in fu-

ture, hive-sides will be of two pieces to get clear

lumber. With the sun as it shines out here, I

am wondering what the effect will be. It is im-
possible to keep two boards true with each other,

no matter what the joint. A few knots would be
preferable to two-piecesides, I should think. We
will wait and see.

4?-

COVERS.

Seldom do I see a wood cover that will keep

the sections absolutely dry. A new Colorado
cover with inner cover will do it, but two or three

seasons will loosen things so a driving storm will

force enough water through to wet the sections.

The honey-board or inner cover with the Colo-

rado cover does well; but the only safe cover for

comb-honey producers is the tin cover with inner

cover. Many times I see berries in mildewed
boxes, but I never like to buy them. I am al-

ways looking for molded berries in these boxes,

and sometimes they are found. A mildewed sec-

tion or one badly stained is just as bad, and
should never be found in the No. 1 grades.

The grading of our comb-honey crop begins

when we fold and starter the sections, and con-

tinues through every operation, from piling in

the stack of supers, hauling to the bee-yards,

down to nailing on the cover of the finished case

of comb honey.

To insure proper filling, a starter running clear

across the top and bottom should be used. The
bottom starter should not be over half an inch

wide, so as not to bend over. Have the top start-

er as wide as can he afforded, and see that the

ridge of wax runs along the whole length of the

joint of the foundation with the wood. This is

the only sure way of knowing that the starter is

fastened.

S.AVING WEAK COLONIES.

Dandelions are helping out in the way of pol-

len very plentifully this year, and we never have

too much pollen in this country.

Old bees have been all our hives afforded, and
the cold l:ite spring has retarded brood-rearing so

that a high percentage of the bees are yery weak.

The lack of a fall flow prevented the bees from
breeding late in 1908, and that caused some of

the trouble.

Mr. Harry Crawford, of Broomfield, has suc-

ceeded in building up these weak colonies, even

when there were but a few hundred bees, by tak-

ing frames ef bees from a strong colony and shak-

ing at the entrance of the weak one. The young
bees run in and are accepted, and do not kill the

queen while the old bcs return to their hive. If

this is done on a cold or cloudy day the old bees

are likely to enter and kill the queen Fifty or

more hives were so treated and saved from com-

plete loss, and Mr. Crawford considers it a very
profitable move. This would not work if the
queen were inferior; but conditions this spring
are not the fault of the queens.

For the last five years very little honey has
been stored from the first bloom of alfalfa. Be-
fore that it was common to have the flow begin
June 1 to 10. Now it begins from June 15 to
July 1. For several seasons our springs have
been very backward, and then the alfalfa is not
making such a luxuriant growth, and is cut soon-
er. If some comb honey can be taken off July 4
we are glad. This spring has been very back-
ward, and an early surplus is hardly to be expect-
ed.

THE PREMIUM JAR.

The objection to the Mason jar for honey is

that the cap will not hold the honey. When the
jar is tipped, some of the honey follows the thread
downward and comes out where the cap and rub-
ber press against the jar. No matter how tightly
the cap is screwed on, the honey will leak out.
The Premium jar doubtless remedies this fault.

There are some objections to it, however. First,
the cost is from 75 to 100 per cent higher than
the Mason jar. Tke pint Mason jars cost here
from 40 to 60 cts. p»r dozen, while the Premium
jar (pint) costs 80 cts. per doxen, or 72 in gross
lots. Tke glass cap is oot the best thing for
shipping, though with a well-made case it would
ship safely.

Another objection is, the jar looks smaller be-
cause of the diameter being great and the height
small. I do like the straight sides of the jar; and
if it were tall and thinner it would sell better
with honey in, but would not be so serviceable
for fruit.

PACKING FRUIT AND HONEY.

Observation of the latest methods of packing
fruit will convince one of the benefit of packing
honey in the same careful way. Apples are put
in boxes lined with paper, and many are wrapped
with paper, packed in tiers, and counted. This
tiering and counting makes it necessary to sort
very carefully as to the size and shape of each
apple. This does away with all facing, and is

the only just way of packing for the trade.

Fruit-dealers are the largest handlers of honey,
and the honey producer who grades and packs
with equal care will not be forgotten when hon-
ey is wanted. We will get around to wrapping
our comb honey before long, I believe; and by
having a definite lim-t to the weight, color, and
filling of each comb in a grade we shall get an
even pack and put out a product so that the re-

tailer can feel assured of a profit. The piling in-

to a barrel of all sizes of apples, ill-shaped ones
with fine smooth ones, is bound to go, and the
same is true of ihe packing of comb honey.
There should not be over ten per cent variation
in the combs (color, weight, and filling consid-
ered) in a given shipping grade.

If you buy second-hand cases for comb honey,
you should sandpaper them thoroughly, and even
then they should not be used for No. 1 grades.
A second-iiand case of honey looks as if it had
been packed a long time, and does not invite the
buyer.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

ARTIFICIAL INCREASE.

"What have you there in that box, M r. Doo
little? Ah! I see—combs of honey.

"

" Yei. Some of the weaker colonies are short

of stores during the period of scarcity we always

have in this locality between apple-bloom and

white clover, so I am looking after these and set-

ting in frames of honey where I find those in

need.

"

" But I should think that colony had enough.

It has as much as five or six pounds, I should

say.

"

" Probably it has; but for its best prosperity it

should have twice that, so I will set in this frame,

which has about six pounds in it."

" But that will give the colony from twelve to

fourteen pounds, I should say. Isn't that too

much? Is there no danger of keeping the queen

restricted when there is so much honey in the

hive?

"

" Not at this time of the year. It will be fully

two weeks before clover will give any nectar,

and there is no other nectar-producing flora here

unless the few trees of black' locust should give

the bees a living ten days from now. If you
will come over again two weeks hence you will

see that the bees in this hive will have all but

three or four pounds of that honey turned into

brood, and that, together with what they have

now, will make a good colony for the clover har-

vest; while, did they not have more than the six

pounds they had before I gave this frame, they

would be slow at brood-rearing for fear of starv-

ation, and thus the chance from such a colony

would not be the best for a good yield of clover

honey. Allow me to say that the turning of

honey into bees at this season of the year pays

the best of any thing I know of."

"I presume you are right. But what I wish

to talk about is this: I want a moderate increase

of bees this year, and at the same time obtain as

much section honey as possible. Now, how
would you make swarms, or the desired increase,

if your business were such that you could not be

at home during the hours in which bees natural-

ly issue or swarm?

"

"I suppose you have your hives and sections

all ready to use?

"

" No. I thought it would be time enough to

make them when I knew how many I wanted."

"Then the first thing for you to do is to get

these ready. I do this work during tke winter.

"

" But how do you know you will want any
supplies that early?"

" I expect to keep bees year after year, and so

I prepare during the leisure of winter; and if any
thing should happen so that I do not come out in

spring with as many colonies as I expected, the

prepared supplies will be ready when I do need

them."
" Well, I will go at mine as soon as I get home.

But what would you do for increase if you were

in my place?"
" The way I would do is this: About the time

natural swarms may be expected to issue, a- d the

hives have become full of btes and brood, a hive
is filled with frames of empty combs and placed
on the stand of one of the populous colonies we
desire to make swarm, and all of the sections are

taken off the colony to be so treated and placed
on the new hive; then all the bees are shaken and
brushed off their combs of brood and honey, in

front of this prepared hive, into which they will

run as fast as they are shaken and brushed off.

"

" But suppose you had no frames of comb ?

"

"Then I would use frames filled with comb
foundation."
"Would not frames having a'starter of foun-

dation work just as well?"
"No; for in this case too much drone comb

would be built, on account of the bees not being
prepared for comb-building; and by the time
they became fully prepared, the queen, not hav-
ing any place for depositing her eggs, would have
stopped laying pretty much or entirely, and so

comb-bu'lding would go on too rapidly for the

queen to catch up, and in such cases mostly drone
comb ia built."

" I see. But how long have you done this ?

"

" Thirty-five years or such a matter, and it has
always been a success. You will note that this

colony is ready for business as soon as the honey
harvest comes, as they have the queen, all of the

bees (not a part, as in natural swarming), and the

partly filled sections, all in readiness for work."
"That looks good. But what becomes of the

beeless combs of brood? "

" Previous to this, nuclei have been formed so
that I have plenty of laying queens to use as I

need them, so I now take all the combs of brood,
except one, arranging them in the hive the bees
were shaken out of, and carry them to the stand
of another colony which is ready to manipulate
at this time. I next take the frame of brood
which was left out and go to one of the nuclei,

taking out the frame having the laying queen
upon it, and put the frame of brood in its place.

I now take the frame I have removed from the

nucleus, bees, queen, and all, and set it in the

place left vacant for it when arranging the combs
of brood, which is better next to one side of the

hive. Now I put on the sections, and, having
all complete, I move the colony to a new stand a
rod or two away, and set the prepared hive in its

place. Thus I have a young laying queen and
enough of the bees to protect her, together with
a hive filled with combs of brood, and the most
of the field bees from the removed colony. In a

very few days these colonies will enter the sec-

tions, during the very best work at producing
section honey."
"But I have no nuclei prepared. Would a

frame with bees and queen from a weak colony
do as well?

" Exactly, for I have used them thus when I

desired more than I had provided nuclei for.

You will note that the loss of field bees from the

removed colony stops the swarming impulse. In

about a week this colony will have so regained

its loss that the bees are ready to work in the sec-

tions again. You will see that, by using this

plan, the colonics are all kept as strong in num-
bers as is possible, and yet keep down the swarm-
ing fever; and that is just what we wish if we
w )uld succeed in producing section honey to the

best advantage.

"
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General
Correspondence

IS THERE A NON-SWARMING RACE
OF BLACK BEES?

The Climatic Conditions of Europe, and
ho>v they Affect the Swarming Prob-
lem; the Influence of Large Hives.

BY C. P. DADANT.

[The Didants, of Hamilton, HI., have (or many years been ad-

vocates of large hives. They adopted the Langstroth frame,
Qoinby size, IS^ixU^i inches, ten frames to the hive. They
have for many years back run almost exclusively for extracted
honey, and us the Quinby frame is a little large to extract from,

they nse a shallow exttacting-frame of the same length as the
brood-frame, but only 6ii inches deep. With this hive and
their system of management they have been reducing swarm-
ing down to approximately two per cent a year, and apparently
have no difficulty in accomplishing this result with any strain of

bees.

Many years ago the late Charles Dadant began writing a se-

ries of articles for the European journals, in which he advocated
the Dadant-Quinby hive above described. He met with consid-
erable opposition from the old-fashioned bee keepers, who still

stuck to immovable combs, or what we would cull, in this coun-
try, box hives or straw skeps. In the mean time Dadant's Lang-
stroth's revised work in English, French, and Russian, has been
spreading the gospel of large hives over all Europe. So successful

were the Dadants in the advocacy of a large hive and system that

it came into very extensive use among modern bee-keepers.
Out of this has since grown throughout Europe the use of large

hives.

In the discussion that occurred in our May 1st issue, page 269,

VIr. Kramer held that the bee-keepers of Switzerland were able
to control swarming Decauie they had a non-swarming strain of

bees. In our footnote we somewhat questioned whether this con-
trol of swarming was not rather due to the fact that the Swiss
were using large hives or " chests," and running for extracted
honey. We appealed to Mr. C. P. Dadant, of the well-known
firm of Dadant & Son, and the reviser of the above-mentioned
work, for further paiticulars, and here is his reply.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor:— I have your letter asking me for

an opinion on the above question as discussed in

the article in the May 1st number of Gleanings,
p. 269, by Dr. C. C. Miller and by Mr. Kramer
and otheis in Switzerland as to the breeds of bees
that s.varm least.

I am very tree to say that I do not believe there

has been any special characteristic bred into any
race of bees by artificial selection thus far. Practi-

cal bee culture by the late advanced methods is too
new to have secured such results. In the breed-
ing of domestic animals we usually control both
parents. In the breeding of bees we have only a

very limited control of the male. Changes and
improvements are, therefore, slower than in other
stock. A few years ago it was thought by many
that a race of bees had been bred with longer
tongues, but it was readily ascertained that no
positive progress had yet been made. 1 do not
wish to imply that no progress Ttv// he made, for

I believe in evolution, and also that the cultiva-

tion of tendencies by human help is bound, soon-
er or later, to cause changes in any desired direc-

tion in animals as well as in plants. But we
must not be too sanguine, and think that we can
work a sudden reform in conditions that have
taken centuries to form.

1 do not believe that there is a marked differ-

ence between the common bee and the Italian in

the propensity to swarm. We have bred both
races, as well as the hybrids, and find very little

difference if any.

It is well to say, however, that experiences dif-

fer as to the comparative qualities of the twQ
races, and it is quite possible that those differ-

ences are due to the character of the bees that are
native in the countries where the test is made.
Our Swiss friends, Mr. Ed. Bertrand in the lead,
have often asserted that the Italian bees were in-

ferior to their common bees, and have advanced
the theory that each country has the bee which is

best suited to its climate and flora. This is in

the line of the Darwinian idea of " natural selec-

tion " and the "survival of the fittest." These
things were called theories once; but the older
we get, the more evidences we see to prove that
they are cold facts.

America did not have the honey-bee. The
Indians called it "the white man's fly." There-
fore we were in good position to make a selection
from different sources, and the results have been
different in different locations. Might it not be
that we have simply struck different conditions,
and that one race is better in some States and
another in others.?

The Swiss and the French are succeeding in

preventing swarming. They are following the
Dadant ideas, and are succeeding even better than
the Dadants. This is a positive fact. I have on
my desk, with a view of writing a criticism of it,

an article which has appeared in several French
publications, in which the writer speaks of
the absence of swarms as a very general
occurrence in the use of the large movable-
frame hive, and laments it as a defect, under
the plea that the apiaries will diminish in size.

So it would appear to be quite common to see

several summers without a swarm. I ascribe this

absence of swarms to three causes, but do not ac-
cept as a cause the special breed of bees. To
my mind the absence of swarming in modern
European methods is due, first, to the large hives;

second, to the production of extracted honey;
third, to the milder climate of Europe.

1. The large hives are quite uniformly adopt-
ed in Switzerland, France, Italy, Belgium, etc.

A very lively fight was made in the bee-journals
of those countries some forty years ago by my
father, as your readers already know, in favor of

the movable-frame hives as against the straw skep
and the eke hives, which were all of very dimin-
utive sizes. When the fight was won, as it was
sure to be, in favor of the new methods and the
movable frames, many took the large hives. As
it happened, the DeLayens hive, brought forward
at the same time or shortly afterward, was also a
very large hive. So the majority of practical

bee-keepers in those countries use very large
hives.

2. The production of extracted honey has not
met the same difficulties in Europe that it has
found in America. The old-time bee-keepers
were producers of strained honey, rendered in

such a way as not to alter its capacity to granu-
late. So the Europeans do not have to make a
fight in order to sell granulated honey. If there

is a demand for it at all, over there, it is accept-
able without melting it. Here, thousands of our
producers have taken it for granted that they can
not educate the consuni' rs, and they go to a great
deal of trouble to melt their honey before put*
ting it on the market. The result is a discourag-
ing prospect for the producer of extracted honey

j
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while across the Atlantic, extracted honey sells

for about the same price as comb honey, if it sells

at all. So, of course, extracted-honey produc-

tion is the rule. You would be astonished if you
could read the many testimonials I have received

to the great advantages of the large hives and
honey-extractor, from bee-keepers of the Old
World.

3. The climate of Central Europe has none of

the extremes of heat and cold of our United

States. Swarming is for that reason much more
readily prevented. Neither do they have the ex-

cesses of swarming that I have seen here, in nat-

ural circumstances, for that same reason, even

with hives of reduced size.

I do not believe that it is desirable to produce

races without propensity for swarming. In a

natural condition this is the only method by
which nature can propagate the race. The aim

of our producers should be to place their bees in

the conditions that will make life most endurable

to the bees of the hives, and they will thus have

the minimum of swarms. But with small hives

and the production of comb honey in small sec-

tions, there is sure to be a large percentage of

swarming.
It has lately been said by several writers that

the difference between extracted honey and comb
honey in number of pounds produced has former-

ly been overestimated. They forget that they

used to produce comb honey with but very nar-

now strips of foundation, or none at all, while

nowadays nearly every one uses full sheets.

This is bound to make a difference in results.

But the more foundation you use, the nearer you
get to the conditions that make extracted honey

profitable.

Hamilton, 111.

HOW TO HIVE A SWARM AUTO-
MATICALLY.

BY CHAS. E. ADAMS.

Last sprine, about the middle of May, one of

my colonies prepared to swarm. It was not

coi^venient for me to be at home to attend to it,

so my wits were set to work to devise a way to

make the bees hive themselves. First I clipped

both wings of the queen off quite short so that

s'ne could only crawl. Next I set the hive con-

taining the colony on a stand about 18 inches

high. Then I got an empty hire with frames of

foui dation and set the same beside the old hive

as closely as possible, but directly on the ground,

and arranged a slanting board to make it very

easy for the queen to crawl up into the empty
hive. Then I went away to hiy work, with

bright hopes for the success of the plan, and I

was not disappointed; for on arriving home the

following night I found this queen and her com-
munity safely hived.

Now, if this method can be successfully work-
ed in a fair percentage of trials it suggests some
desirable possibilities; for instance, if it were de-

seed ;j get more bees with the swarm the new
hive could be raised to a level with the old at

noonrime, when many bees were afield, and the

old hive be turned around or taken away. In

my case the old colony was taken to a new
stand, and the new swarm put in its place. I got
a yield of honey from both colonies.

STOPPING ROBBING BY TURNING THE HIVE OF
ROBBERS AROUND.

A case of robbing was stopped by a plan I have
never seen mentioned, although I got the idea

from the plan given in Gleanings, of changing
places of the robbers with the robbed. This
plan seemed to me to be a little too much, fear-

ing it might result in both colonies becoming
robbers, so I did what I could to protect the

robbed colony and then turned the hive of the

robbers completely around. In a very short

time all was peaceful again.

In connection with this robber case an odd in-

cident took place. Of course the bees of the

robber colony were confused by having the en-

trance turned about, so I was watching to see

how they behaved. There was an old box
standing on end within a few inches of the en-

trance to the hive in its reversed position — the

box containing rags that had been U8«d for win-
ter packing. There was quite a wide crack in

the box next to the hive, and I noticed that bees
would go in at this crack and run out again. I

could not tell where they came from, as I could
not trace them to any hive, but concluded that

the robbers were having their turn at being rob-

bed. The nearest I can come to describing the

actions of these bees is to say that they danced
in and out of the box like a lot of delighted chil-

dren. The next day a little swarm of beea very
accommodatingly alighted on a small elm in the

yard near this box, and the mystery was explain-

ed.

Exeter, N. H.

[These experiments are interesting as well as

valuable. It would be quite feasible to hive a
swarm on the plan here described; and the beauty
of it is, it requires no special machinery, tools,

and other appliances.

The scheme of thwarting robbers is also good;
but perhaps some of the readers do not know how
to go about it to determine iv/iic/i colony or col-

onies are doing the robbing. Take a little com-
mon white flour and spray it on the bees that are

coming out of the robbed hive; then quickly
rush around to the other hives in the yard and
see where the floured bees are going in. The
plan will work a little better if some one will

sprinkle the flour at the entrance of the robbed
colony while another person is taking a quick
gla.'ce at the entrances of n/l the hives. Asa
general thing, one colony, if robbing has just

started, will be responsible for all the mischief.

If robbing once gits ivell under nvay, and the

colony is overpowered, there will in all probabil-

ity be more than one colony involved in the

stealing business. Sometimes the whole apiary

will get into a bad way. See answer to E. D.
Townsend in this issue.

—

Ed.]

Our Caucasians are a little ahead in brood.

Indeed, our black races did not seem to neglect

their brood when chilly or bad weather comes on,

like the Italians.
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GUMBERT S APPARATUS FOR HIVING SWARMS WITHOUT CLIMBING TRtES.

HIVING SWARMS.

How to Avoid Climbing Trees.

BY M. GUMBERT.

If I am on hand when a swarm issues I place a

queen-trap on the hive and catch the queen; re-

move the parent colony and place an empty hive
in place of the old one, and put the trap with the

queen on front of the empty HiTe. The bees
miss the queen and return to the old stand, and
the work is done. I can leave the swarm there

or move it to another location. If it is a prime
swarm, I always put a drone-guard over the en-

trance to the hive to keep the beei from abscond-
ing, leaving it on three or four days, or until

they start to work. If I fail to catch the queen,
and the swarm settles on a tree, I hive the bees
with what I call a bee-ladder. This ladder it 18

feet high. It rests on a plank 8 feet long, and is

firmly braced by a pole with wire loop at the

lower end, through which to drive a stake. In-

side this ladder are grooves, and a frame is made
to slide up and down easily. A rope fastened to

this fram« goes up over a pullty at the top, and
down again where it is fastened to the ladder be-

low. When a swarm settles I set the ladder up
just beneath it; place a hivt on the frame, and
draw it up to the swarm and fasten it there. I

shake a few bees off in front of the hive with a
pole so that they start going in and keep on, then
shaking them off until they are all off the limb.
I then let the hive down slowly by means of the

rope, and drive all the bees in.

This ladder is very easily Ut down and moved
to anothtr location. Sometimes when I see

where a swarm is going to settle I get the ladder

there in place, and every thing ready before the

bees are all clustered. Sometimes another swarm
will come and settle in the tame place before the

first ones are all in the hive. I then carry it

away, when I am ready for the next one. I have
used this plan for fifteen or twenty years.

In hiving after- swarms I always give a comb of

unsealed brood instead of a drone-guard. This
plan will be of little benefit to experienced bee-
keepers, but it is very convenient for beginners
and for any persons keeping a few bees.

Ohl, Pa., March 17.

[It is desirable to have an apiary located where
there are low trees or plenty of shrubbery.
Where this is the case a swarm can usually be
taken without any ladder-climbing.

—

Ed.]

EVERGREEN TREES PLANTED TO
AFFORD A CLUSTERING-PLACE

FOR SWARMS.
How to Catch Virgin Queens by Means

of Perforated Zinc.

BY E. L. KIMBALL.

The enclosed views were taken at J. Kimball's
apiary—Ozonic Ridge apiary, as we call it—lo-

cated five miles from Duluth, Minn. Fig. 1

shows a swarm in a small spruce-tree, and the

hive prepared to receive it. Fig. 2 is a view of

the same taken immediately after the swarm had
been shaken from the tree. The tree is the larg-

est of ten small evergreens—balsam, spruce, and
pine— that my father planted within a few rods

of the apiarj for the express purpose of affording
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an attractive clustering-place for issuing swarms.

Perhaps nine-tenths of all our swarms that have

formed a cluster have clustered in these ten ever-

greens. This particular tree is a favorite with

the bees, while, with the exception of one after-

swarm, no swarm has ever clustered on a willow

or on two mountain-ash trees near by.

The drone-guard at the entrance and the queen-

excluder on top of the hive were used on this oc-

casion for two reasons: First, we were hiving the

swarm in supers filled with empty extracting-

frames. Second, we had discovered that the col-

ony's three-year-old mother-queen was dead, and

that there were several virgin queens with the

swarm. These we desired to save, for the colony

had not swarmed once during the life of its

mother-queen, and each year had surprised us

with the rapidity with which it built up in the

spring and the rapidity with which its supers

were filled during the honey-flow. A very few

minutes after the swarm had been shaken, it was

possible to pick up and cage, one at a time, the

virgin queens as they were vainly trying to enter

the hire through the zinc. Four daughters of

our choice queen were thus secured. Later the

supers containing the swarm were placed on top

of the brood-nest on the old stand, and the vir-

gin queens, except the one in the brood-nest,

were placed in nuclei.

Duluth, Minn.

SELF-HIVED SWARMS.

Some Curious Instances of Bees in the
Walls of Buildings.

BY W. A. PRYAL.

The experience of Mr. Frank C. Pellett, page

1.^18, Not. 1, 1908, brings to mind several oc-

casions when swarms came to my apiary and took

possession of empty hives in which I had noticed

bees in greater or less numbers for a week or mora
previously. The first case was over thirty years

ago, when I had some discarded Harbison hives

storad in tke loft of the barn. How the busy lit-

tle insects knew the hives were there I do not

know, though I suppose they had betn prying

about every nook and corner from which the

smell of bees, honey, or wax emanated. They
must have made their way through a knot-hole

or crack in the ordinary rough siding, and taken

possession of the hive. I saw them in some of

the hives lome days before, but did not think

any thing of it at the time, for up to that time I

never had any self-hived bees. I bored a few

holes on a level where the entrance of the hive

would come, and moved the colony up to the

wall so the bees could have easy ingress and egress.

Tkis colony did well, and remained in the loft

until we raised the building to make room for a

larger barn.

In years gone by I have had several swarms
take possession of empty bivas containing comb
ri{kt in the apiary. In one instance a swarm
came to the apiary in February. The hive was
a small experimental one made of :? 8 inch lum-
ber, and it was set aside to go in the hive bone-
yard or wood-pile. One day, about one o'clock,

in the spring, a year ago, I happened to be in my
workshop when I heard a commotion as of bees

L r f >.-^

A SELF-HIVED SWARM.

swarming close to the door. Looking ou^ I saw

a big swarm taking possession of a ds. ardtd

three-quarter Langstroth hive that stood on top

of another hive. Having afolding pocket cam :ra

handy I sprung it on the lively scene with the re-

sult shown in the accompanying half-tone en-

graving. Later the bees were shaken into a reg-

ular dovetailed Langstroth hive, and they became
an industrious colony.

The cases above referred to are but two of sev-

eral that came under my obtervation right in my
apiary. There is a large house in our neighbor-

hood in which bees repeatedly domiciled them-

selves, much to the discomfort of the human in-

mates. While the bees found their quarters

warm and comfortable, those in the house prob-

ably suffered some on cold days because they

could not start a fire in the grate. Smoke would
not ascend the flue. A bricklayer was called,

and dismantled the chimney under difficulty, un-

til the colony was reached and removed.

A small cottagt on a place adjoining ours has

been a favorite abode for bees for something over

twenty years. The rustic would be removed,

the colony destroyed, and the boards replaced.

In a year or two another swarm of bees would
come and squat on or in the same phce. It
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seemed the bees found an opening in a chink un-
der th« eaves. Recently I saw this house, and
the rustic it not replaced any more, so the bees

could not find it a suitable quarter to nest in.

For years a colony of bees held sway in one ©f

the fljing buttreises of old St. Joseph's Church,
Berkeley, near here. The bees iiad their entrance

within a yard or so of the church entrance, and I

never heard of the congregation being molested
by the busy honey-gatkerers.

A little over a year ago one of my neighbors
in the Claremont district, just over the hill from
our place, asked me to come to his place and see

what he could do to banish a colony of bees that

had taken possession of his attic. I found that

f<^r years be had been the victim of the bees' in-

dustry. They got in between the shingles and
ihe plaster. The case was one of the most extra-

ordinary I ever heard of. Several years, during
hot weather, the honey melted and ran down even
into the rooms below. One year, a mass of comb,
honey, and bees was dislodged by the heat and
vient tobogging to the eaves. The plaster was
ruined. Buckets, pails, and tubs were set to

catch the dripping honey. When I visited the
place the ceiling where this colony was located
had been replastered. The swarm had been re-

moved, and its place of ingress on the outside
stopped.

The pestiverous colony that I was called to ad-
vise about was lodged in the immense wooden
cornice, and was to be reached only from within
the attic. One of the owner's sons had made an
orening, and was trying to capture or dislodge
the bees He procured a smoker, and had tried
to drive the bees away or kill them with sulphur
fumes, but to no purpose. He was advised by
some one connected with the University of Cali-
fornia to give them their quietus by means of
carbon bisulphid. Liberal applications failed to
accomplish the desired result, owing, I suppose,
to the fumes too easily finding an outlet at the
bottom of the cornice. To ascertain the size of
the colony I took a hand-saw and used it as a
knife to cut the comb loose. Sheets of comb eight
inches wide and over twenty-seven inches long
were taken out. The honey was of the finest col-
or and flavor But it was impossible to get those
bees out—they crawled off into all sorts of cor-
ners. Every hole that could be found in the
shingles and in the cornice had been plugged, but
•still the bees found an entrance. 1 advised the
voung man to let the bees remain until late in
\vinter, when there would be fewer of them, and
but little honey to make a muss as in the spring
or summer, and then he could probably easily
tout them from their strongh jld.

Oakland, Cal.

FOUL BROOD AND BLACK BROOD.
How to Know Them.

BY E. R. ROOT.

During the warm part of the j ear we receive
on the average from t^vo to three samples of sus-
pected brood a week from various parts of the
country. These we are always glad to examine
and render a report on, fiee of [charge, providing
that the specimens are sent in a stout wooden or

tin box; but no ointment or cigar box must be
used as it destroys the odor of the comb.

Last fall we receired a remarkably character-

istic sample—a whole comb, in fact, showing an
adTanced stage of the disease. So perfect was it

that we took a photo of it and here it is. But
no photograph or engraving can adequately rep-

resent the various shades of color, grading from
that of a brown coffee berry to a bright yellow;
so the reader will have to imagine this part from
description.

The specimen here shown is typical of an ad-
Tanced stage of the disease, because it shows sunk-
en and perforated capped cells and those uncap-
ped with the dead larva: lying on one side. While
we usually expect the larvae to die in the case of

old-fashioned or American foul brood after seal-

ing, yet wh»n the disease is very bad in thecomb
we find dead larvas in almost all stages of growth,
showing all gradations of colors, from a bright

yellow to a deep dark brown. Just about as the

larva dies it takes on a bright yellow. This
turns darker and darker, showing next the color
of the coffee we drink with milk in it. The
shade deepens until it is of the color of strong
coffee without milk. At this stage the larva

loses its form, sinking down into a shapeless

mass; and if a toothpick be introduced into this

mass the dead matter will adhere to it, roping
out some two or three inches like spittle. This
has given rise to the term ropy foul brood, as

distinguished from the type known as black
brood, or, as the Bureau of Entomology has it,

European foul brood.
The cappings of the cells of the old-fashioned

foul brood are very apt to be sunken. Some-
where over the surface there may be a small hole
as if it had been pricked with a pin. This hole
may be very minute; but as it enlarges it is apt

to be angular, with ragged edges. It would ap-

pear that the bees make an opening in the cells,

knowing that something is wrong, and the mess
within is so foul that they give it up in disgust.

It would appear, also, that some of the bees go
back, tear away the opening a little more, and
then quit the job. By examining the engraving
one may see the various sizes of openings in the

cappings. Among the sunken cells and perforat-

ed ones will be found others that are perfectly

normal. On opening up the same we find

healthy grubs within.

It is very seldom that we find all the cells in a

comb affected, even in an advanced stage. In

the one before us, probably a tenth of them were
in a healthy condition, and from them would
emerge in the course of time healthy normal bees.

Foul brood, then, seems to attack a comb in spots.

This is due possibly to the fact that young larva?

are fed with the pap or honey containing the dis-

ease germs, and others may be accidentally fed by
other bees a food that is in no way affected, and
consequently they mature perfectly normal bees.

When the combs are badly diseased, like the

one in the engraving, it will give off a strong

odor like that of a glue-pot, such as one gets

while the glue is boiling, excf pt that it is worse.

The stench is almost identical with that which
emanates from a lot of dead bees piled up in a
damp place in hot weather. Several times our
men have been led tosuppose there was foul brood
in the ytrd by the pe^yljgr odor, when examina-
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COMBS INFESTED BY THE LESSER WAX-MOTH.
This photograph wis sent us by George W. Tebbs, Hespeler, Ontario, Canada, who wrote that the frame was taken from a hive

which had originarally contained an Italian colony, but which had been empty during the winter.

tion showed that a lot of dead bees that had died
during the winter were in front of the entrance.

But we have heard bee-keepers say that they do
not regard the odor from foul brood as so foul as

the books have stated. This all depends on the

kind of nose one has. Some odors are sickening
to one, but endurable to another. This is par-

ticularly true of the odor that emanates from foul

brood.

When one finds a comb like the one shown in

the engraving on the preceding page the colony
is pretty badly diseased; and it is also probable
that other hives in the immediate vicinity are

likewise affected; because when a case is so far

advanced as this, the probabilities are that several

colonies in the yard are involved; and it would
be well to make a general search through the api-

ary. Colonies with entrances pointing in the

same direction, and near by, will be almost sure
to show some diseased cells Possibly one will

not find more than three or four affected cells,

and those in only one comb, for the disease has
only started in that hive. Sometimes one will

not be able to find a singlecell containing a dead
larva. In one case, where we could plainly smell
foul brood, we could not find any dead specimen
in any cell until we had looked over the combs
for something like half an hour, opening up here
and there a cell, until we finally located a dead
larva whose tissue would rope out as we have
Nisfore explained. But as a general thing, before
tl\ere is any pronounced odor a comb will be
quite badly diseased. In that case one is not
likely to notice it, even at the entrance. Some-
thing will depend on the direction of the wind,
if any, and whether the bees are ventilating the
hive.

BLACK BROOD.

So much for the old-fashioned ordinary foul

brood. Black brood is much more diflncult to

diagnose. It may look ver_y mmii like oidinaiy

dead brood or what is called " pickled " brood or
" starved " brood. If the reader will imagine a
slightly yeasty or sour smell combined with a

faint suggestion of foul brood he will get an idea

of the characteristic smell. But there is lacking
the strong foul smell that one gets from ordinary
foul brood that has been so often likened to that

which we get from an ordinary glue-pot. Most
of the larva; have died before sealing, in the early

stages; while in the case of the old-fashioned foul

brood in the other stages, most of it diei after

sealing. The dead larva: do not lose their shape
or form, neither does the matter rope except to a

very slight extent.

In the case of either black or foul brood, when
one finds a comb affected like the one shown in

the illustration he may assume, as a matter of

course, that the disease has gained a pretty good
start in his yard. If one hive is badly affected

there are liable to be a good many other grouped
around it that will show more or less of the dis-

ease. If foul or black brood is in the vicinity

one will do well to keep tab on every inch of his

brood-combs, going over them every few days,

especially when the bees are running short of

stores, either before or after the main honey-fiow.

It is possible that one may catch the disease at

its very inception. If he sees a cell or two that

are ragged and sunken in one hive he had better

go over his whole yard; but make these examina-
tions when bees are not robbing. If it is during
the robbing season, examine the hives during a

misty rain or at night.

The greatest means of spreading the disease is

by robbing. In spite of all we can do or say in

our literature, many and many a bee-keeper will

be caielcss. He will attempt to transfer when
the bees are inclined to rob; to open up hives,

scatter the honey on his clothes, on the ground,
and on his tools When work ng over a diseas-

ed colony one slioul 1 be caelul not lo soil his
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clothes; and if any honey is daubed on, it should

be sponged off. If there should be any honey
scattered on the ground, several pailfuls of water

should be poured over the place to wash out any
trace of sweet. The hands should always be

thoroughly washed, and if any tools are daubed
with honey or foul -broody matter they should

be scalded or held for a moment over a flame.

In the limits of this article it will not be nec-

essary to go over ihe method of cure, as that is

fully given in all of our standard text-books and
in our government bulletins. In this connection,

perhaps it will be well to remind our readers that

the Bureau of Entomology, Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D. C, is prepared to ex-

amine and report on any specimen of diseased

brood that may be sent in. This service is free,

and, what is more, the government is willing to

offer information on how to cure. The Depart-
ment is endeavoring to get information regarding

foul-brood districts in every part of the United
States, not for the purpose of publication but that

it may keep in touch with the localities.

We «re willing to help our readers at any time;

but we would suggest that they will get more re-

liable diagnoses if they will send direct to the Bu-
reau of tnioniology, lor the reason that all speci-

mens of doubtful brood will be further subjected
to microscopic and bacteriological tests. We do
not feel ourselves competent to decide on doubt-
ful specimens. As a matter of fact, no one but a
bacteriologist can make a positive determination
in such cases.

WHY THE BEES DIDN'T PAY.

The Let-alone Policy.

BY DANA F. DOW.

I notice that one of your Massachusetts cor-

respondents, who possibly wears blue "specs,"
complains that in New England he finds nothing
but " discouraged failures" in bee-keeping.

Well, Mr. Editor, if you could see the hives
of some of these so-called bee-keepers you would
not be at all surprised— clumsy, antiquated af-

fairs such as Noah used in his bee-cellar in the

ark. Many of these hives have not been opened
for twenty years or more, and the brood-combs

TRANSFERRING BROOD-COMB FROM A BEE-TREE.

[Alter the tree is felled, a saw-cut is made aboie and below the hollow part containing the bees, and enough of the wood split

away to expose the combs. Every little while some one writes of a new scheme for holding pieces of transferred comb in frames;
but it it doubtful whether any of the different forms of bent wires, etc., are as good as cheap string. When a piece of comb is trans-

ferred large enough to fill the frame, a long piece of string may be wound around the comb, frame and all; or rubber bands may be
used. But if small pieces of comb are to be transferred, as from a bee-tree, for instance, short pieces of string may be arranged on a
board as in the illustration above, an empty frame placed over them, and enough pieces of brood comb cut to fill it. The ends of the
string may then be brought together over the top, and tied. When string is used, no harm is done if it is not removed, for the bees
•ooD do that.—Eu.]
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are so old, misshapen, and crook-

ed] that you almost need a crow-
bar in order to pry one out.

Brood- rearing is confined to a

space about as large as your hand
in the lower part of the combs,
while the rest of the space is clog-

ged with masses of honey so old

that it is fairly petrified— the

poor bees can never use it, for

nothing short of a hatchet will

make any impression on it.

Then there is a popular notion
that bees retjuire little or no at-

tention, and that the bee keeper

has done his whole duty when he
puts on a super of sections each

year. This let-alone plan is the

worst possible policy where bee
forage is meager, and, consequent-
ly, where the bees need to be coax-

ed to do their best. It reminds
me of the sick man who, when
the doctor asked him if he bathed
regularly, replied, "Yes, doctor, regularly—ev-

ery Fourth of July!
"

Many of these bee-keepers (?) leave the super

on all winter, giving the hives no protection

whatever, so that with the cold empty space

above them it is a wonder that the bees survive

at all.

Then, again, hives are never examined and
brood-combs taken out. The bee-keeper knows
nothing of what is going on in the hives; and if

the bees were originally Italians they have long
ago degenerated into blacks. Some of these men
never saw a queen, and do not know what one
looks like, because the hives have descended from
father to son, even to the third and fourth gener-

ation. Speak to such a man about buying pure
Italian queens and he would have " heart failure.

"

No wonder foul brood flourishes and colonies

are eaten up by mice and moths. It is condi-
tions like these that discourage the men who
have fine strains of Italians. We can not get

queens purely mated on account of so many
black drones.

Of course. Eastern Massachusetts is far differ-

ent from othtr sections of the country where bees

have access to hundreds of acres of clover, alfal-

fa, buckwheat, basswood, and other bee forage.

This is a poor honey country, and we humbly
take off our hats to the men who are getting 200
or more pounds of comb honey per colony in

favorable localities. To tell the truth, we are

too modest to intrude our own "small potatoes"
when the professionals are securing such large re-

turns in other parts of the country. If we get 50

pounds of comb honey per colony we are doing
fairly well; but there are some men who have
produced 95 and even 150 pounds on their best

colony; but the latter was a phenomenal yield.

Massachusetts bee-keepers should cheer up,

discard their antiquated hives, put their bees in

modern hives, to get the most out of our short

honey-flows; give winter protection, use up-to-

date methods, and then they will get fair results.

Ipswich, Mass.

[You will find some of the conditions you de-

scribe ID many other States as wtll as in Masia-

POUDER's new BEE-SUPPLV and HONEV house Al S5V MASSA-
CHUSETTS AVESUE, INDIANAPOLIS, IMD.

chusetts. Such methods anywhere bring dis-

credit to the industry.

—

Ed.]

POUDER'S NEW WAREHOUSE.
BY WALTER S. POUDER.

Four car-lines pass my door—Columbia Ave-
nue line; Brightwood line; East Tenth Street

line, and Eighteenth Street line. I am located
seven blocks east of the postoffice, or three blocks
further out than my old location.

My new storeroom is 20 feet front and 120
deep, with concrete basement 10 feet deep. I

have a freight elevator of two-ton capacity, elec-

tric power, making the trip in 25 seconds, and
stopping automatically at either floor. In un-
loading a car of goods we use an incline from
the sidewalk where goods slide down into the

basement. Walls are enameled white; maple
floor; lighting and ventilating are superb. The
elevator in descending trips a switch which turns

on electric lights; and as it comes up it trips the

lights out again. I have every modern conven-
ience for liquefying and bottling honey—water,

gas, and electricity. Some of my friends here

refer to the place as " the Bee Palace."
Indianapolis, Ind.

HOW YOUNG AS WELL AS OLD BEES
GO TO THE FIELDS.

How the Intelligence of New Honey in

the Fields is Communicated to the In-
mates of the Hive; an Interesting and
Valuable Series of Observations.

BY THE LATE E. L. PRATT.

[The lollowine article was written only two or three weeks
before the death of Mr. Pratt. This contribution to our present-

day literature and science we regard as exceptionally interesting

as well as valuable. In a measure it upsets some of our old the-

ories, and likewise, in a measure, it confirms some of the work
of other writers.

It was Mr. Pratt's habit, when he had leiiare,to sit and watch
his bees by the hour. This habit continaed over a period of

many years, and save him a direct knowledge of the domestic

tconomy of the hive poiietied by bat very few.
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When the members of the National convention asked him to

make a series of observations to determine the facts regaiding

tome disputed points, no better man from training and experience

could have been selected; and we think onr readers will agree

with ns that it is fortunate that he happened to reduce his find-

ings to writings before he died.—Eu.]

During the National convention at Harrisburg,

I, among loine others, was directed to observe

closely the action of colonies storing honey in

•upers, with a view to ascertaining, if possible,

just how the bees manage this important part of

their domestic economy.
Having given considerable time and some

study to the subject assigned to me for investiga-

tion I am now ready to make a report.*

My observations have all been made with fair-

ly strong colonies in normal condition; and it is

my belief that natural conditions prevailed dur-

ing all the time of making my observations.

In view of my findings I am forced to believe

that, during a heavy honey-flow, bees of all the

flying ages, even down to the nurse stage, are

sent afield in as large numbers as can be spared

from the brood during the warmer hours of the

day. If cool, damp, lowering, or windy, how-
ever, the field bees carry on only the work of

honey-getting, while the youngsters stay in the

hive to keep up the temperature. It is the young
bees only that store away the honey in the su-

pers, under normal conditions. The field bees

bring the raw nectar to the hive and deposit it in

the combs of the brood-chamber wherever cells

are available. Some is given to the young bees,

to be sure (more to set them on the right track to

the field, I believe, than for the purpose of stor-

ing); but it is mainly placed in the cells of the

brood-combs to be later removed, when partially

ripe, by young bees, to the store-combs. If the

combs below are filled or partially occupied, the

partly cured honey naturally goes into the super.

Some little ripening of honey progresses during
the day by the heat of the sun and the bees; but
the greater part of the ripenirg is done at night

by vigorous and continuous fanning by the en-

tire colony. I have visited my bees night after

night to ascertain the amount of time needed to

reduce honey to keeping consistency; but the

time varies with the amount brought in during a
given day. At times the fanning is continued
until morning, while at other times it may stop

at midnight or an hour or two later. I am con-

vinced that the raw nectar is mainly placed di-

rectly in the brood-combs; for, go at any hour
you may to a super, and only young bees will

be found at work there, excepting, of course, the

few old workers on the " gluing job "—they may
be seen at all times. The young bees are con-

stantly lifting the partially ripe honey from the

brood-combs up into the super, and the field bees

are constantly refilling the cells in the brood-
chamber emptied by the young bees. The nec-

tar gathered to-day is lifted as partially ripe hon-
ey into the super the next or perhaps the follow-

ing day (this I demonstrated by coloring mate-
rials on several different occasions). Many bee-

* Where I ose the word " super " will apply just as well to
' store comb " or combs at the sides of a brood-nest. The
same may apply also to the upper part of any or all the brood-

combs, where bees naturally place their ripe stores, gradually

crowding the brood dow.nward until it finally occupies but a small

portion of the combs at the lower parts or corners. I use the

term " super " in the text as being convenient and well under-

stood by all. The correct term is store comb.

keepers have noted how much thinner the honey
is in the brood-combs than that found in the ex-
tracting-combs during any given flow.

During quite cool nights, few if any bees re-

main in the super much after midnight; but they
reoccupy the super as soon as the sun is again
high, which goes to show that the warmth of all

the bees is needed in ripening the nectar below,
and that the new honey above is at keeping con-
sistency, or it would not be neglected. The heat
of the sun and the constant fanning of the venti-
lators reduce the honey to that thick ripe consis-
tency, after which it is gradually conveyed to the
store combs; and, when thoroughly ripe, it is

sealed by the wax-workers and middle-aged bees.
When once stored, honey is not handled again
by the bees, but is allowed to thicken in open
cells.

To aid our bees in ripening the extracted hon-
ey, therefore, a black " paroid " roofing to draw
the heat of the sun would seem an advantage in
cooler climates. To hold the heat and to prevent
its escape at night, a deep telescoping cover with
black covering is an aid to bees in comb-honey
production.

When sweets are available, those first finding
it do not deposit it. They use it as a signal to
the other bees, feeding it right and left to all at
hand as they rush over the combs. If the flow
of the sweet keeps up, every member of the colo-
ny is given a taste; then depositing begins, and
will continue until the end of the flow from that
given source. Slow colonies may be started on
a flow by shaking some of the new honey of oth-
er colonies over its combs.

Swarthmore, Pa., Feb. 22, 1909.

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR
BEGINNERS.

What to Do Just Preceding the Honey-
Flow; the Importance of Having Plenty
of Stores to Last Until the Main Honey-
Flow Begins.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

Immediately following fruit-bloom there is an
interval of about three weeks before the clover-
flow, when there will probably be bo honey com-
ing in in the northern States; and at the begin-
ning of this interval, providing the weather has
been favorable, so that the bees could work on
the fruit-bloom, the hives are heavy with brood.
If the beginner will remember that, during the
three weeks preceding the honey-flow from clo-
ver, there will be more brood in the combs than
at any other time in the year, and that nearly
the whole force of workers that gather the sur-
plus-honey crop are reared during the six weeks
preceding the clover season, he will better under-
stand what I shall have to say a little later.

The conditions favorable to brood-rearing dur-
ing the six weeks preceding the clover-flow are
very important; but I think I am safe in saying
that not half the colonies in the country are pro-
vided with these favorable conditions. Every
good colony should have at least 12 pounds of
honey in the frames for breeding purposes at the
end of fruit-bloom. Colonies medium in size,

that is, those light in bees and brood, may need
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less. To tell how much honey there is, there is

no sure way other than to lift out the combs and

make an examination. It can be depended upon
that a brood-comb spaced 1% inches from center

to center will contain, when sealed, fully 5 pounds

of stores. A part of these stores will consist of

bee- bread, so if there are three combs of stores in

the hives containing the best colonies at the close

of fruit-bloom, such colonies will be in the ideal

condition that we so much desire, and there will

be nothing further to do with them until the time

arrives for putting on the supers. One comb of

stores may carry a weak colony over this period,

and two combs will be sufficient for medium col-

onies. The ten-frame hives prove to be of ad-

vantage here; for, although there is room for

plenty of stores, enough space is left for brood-

rearing besides.

It is probably true that, in a colony of bees in

normal condition, the workers do not become
field bees until they are seventeen days old. By
" normal condition " here is meant a colony hav-

ing enough field bees to keep the nurse bees

(those under seventeen days old), busy taking

care of the nectar that is brought in, building

comb, etc. It often happens in the clover belt,

especially in the northern States, that the honey
season begins before many of the colonies reach

this normal condition, especially if the winter

was long and severe. In such cases many of the

bees must go to the field in search of nectar long

before they are seventeen days old; and as soon

as the colonies get started in earnest they become
normal, beciuse enough of the bees have been

forced into the field through necessity to make a

balanced force, so to speak.

Since the old bees that winter over die off in

April and May, a large number of young bees

must be reared during the spring months to re-

place this loss. This is the reason why there

must be an abundance of stores at all times dur-

ing this heavy breeding season. The ideal way
is to feed all colonies that are short of stores in

the fall, and if, for any reason, some of the colo-

nies become short of stores during the spring

months, combs of h^ney saved for this purpose

should be given. If no such combs of honey
are available, the Doolittle or Alexander feeders

may be used. For spring feeding the grade of

honey ii not so important, and it should be mix-

ed with an equal amount of water by weight to

make the syrup. For the fall feeding, only gran-

ulated sugar should be used, and the syrup should

consist of two parts of sugar to one of water by
weight. With plenty of stores in the hi^es, as

mentioned first, no spring stimulative feeding

will be found necessary. The beginner especial-

ly should avoid conditions which make it neces-

sary to feed for stimulative purposes or e^en the

exchanging of combs to equalize the stores. Such
spring " fussing " should not be atempted by the

novice, and it is a question whether even the old

hand at the business will gain much by such

management, or whether the colonies will be in

better condition than they would be if provided

with plenty of stores in the fall to last until the

opening of the main honey-flow the following

season.

THE DANGER OF ROBBING IN THE SPRING; HOW
TO STOP IT AND HOW NOT TO DO IT.

The danger of robbing is enough to discourage

anyone from opening the hives during the spring

months except when it is absolutely necessary
during that part of the year. The apiarist himself
is responsible for nine-tenths of the robbing. In
the first place, poor methods of wintering result

in weak colonies which are not able to defend
themselves against the stronger ones. Beginners,
not knowing about this, are apt to handle colo-

nies indiscriminately during the spring months;
and if the ever-ready robbers get a taste of the

stores of honey, robbing will be started. The
weak colony that was being handled is in poor
condition to defend the stores, even if the bees
had a disposition to do so. Our beginner may
not have noticed that the colony was being rob-

bed until there was a great uproar at the entrance
of that particular hive; and at this point he is

likely to do the most unwise thing possible; that

ii, to move the colony to a cellar or honey-house
with the idea of saving it. It would have been
much better to let the robbing go on until night,

when all would be quiet, and then the robbed
colony could be set over a moderately strong

one, which would be abundantly able to defend
the stores. There is apt to be trouble with the

robbers, even when this is done, as many of them
will stay over night in the hive that was being
robbed, and will try to make an attack the next

morning. If this weak colony had been placed

over another weak one, the probability is that

both would be robbed the next morning, and for

this reason it should be placed over a fairly good
colony, as stated before.

After the weak colony has been placed over a
strong one, an empty hive-body, as near like it as

possible, should be set on the old bottom-board,
and the cover that formerly was on the weak col-

ony put over it. Most of the robbers will be at-

tracted to this place the next morning, and they

will rush into the empty hive instead of attacking

some nearby colony, thus starting the robbing all

over again.

With a good deal of satisfaction we sometimes
exchange the places of the two colonies—that is,

the one doing the robbing and the one being
robbed; but the plan does not always work.
Only last spring we tried this with two of our
colonies. The one that was being robbed had
enough be:s so they should have defended them-
selves, but for some reason they did not. We
exchanged the places of the two colonies, but it

was not very long before the he<is of the strong

colony found out the change and began carrying

the ho^ey from the weak colony back to their

own hive now on the new stand. The beginner
should not attempt to adopt this plan of stopping

robbing, for often those with considerable ex-

perience can not distinguish which colony is do-

ing t'^e mischief.

It is a good plan to contract the entrances in

the spring to conform to the size of the colonies.

In this way, not only the heat is retained but the

bees in the weak colonies are usually able to de-

fend themselves. When the entrance-blocks

have bec.i thus adjusted they should not be dis-

turbed until some of the strong colonies need

larger openings.

If the beginner would go into a bee yard and
find robbing going on, his first thought would
be to contract the entrances of the weak colonies.

This might be the wise thing ;o do; but robber
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are in the air that have secured a taste of honey
from some source, and they are watching for a

chance to secure more. If any one were to light

a smoker and go into the yard with the air full of

robbers, such robbers would very liicely be at-

tracted, especially if the guards at the entrances

of the weak colonies were smoked so that the

blocks could be adjusted. Therefore, if any
change must be made with such weak colonies it

should be made at night, when the bees are

through flying for the day, so that all will be

quiet the next morning.
Of course, when the honey season opens later

on, such trouble with robbing quickly disappears,

for bees do not rob each other to any extent when
they can get nectar from natural sources.

Remus, Mich.

[Elsewhere we have commented on the value of

this article—in fact, the whole series of articles

written by Mr. Townsend. We desire to call

attention to the advice that the colonies be put

in prime condition in the fall; that is, they should

be supplied with an abundance of stores so they

will not require to be fed or equalized the follow-

ing spring. A large amount of testimony was
brought to bear on this matter some six months
ago; and it was surprising to see how so many
veterans agreed on the proposition. It was urged
to feed in the spring if you ha'-ve to; but get in-

to the habit of feeding enough in the fall, if the

bees are not already supplied, so they will have
enough and to spare until the main honey flow

next season.

We believe it is good policy sometimes to al-

low robbers to finish up their job when once they

get agoing on a weak colony; but some late ex-

perience has suggested to us a much better policy;

and that is, to take the robbed colony and put it

down cellar and keep it thtre for twj days. On
the stand from which th« colony is removed we
place a robber-trap, consisting of a regular bee-

hive like those used in the bee-yard, having a

bee-escape leading into the entrance—that is, so

placed that bees can go in but not out of the

hive. This robber-trap should be placed on the

stand just as soon as the other hive is taken away.
In the course of an hour it will have caught all

the robbers, and the yard will be just as quiet as

if nothing had happened; for experience shows
there are but few bees involved in the robbing
business, and those mostly from one colony.

Take the trapped robbers and put them down
cellar, or, better still, carry them to an outyard,

then put the robbed colony on the top of anoth-

er strong colony, and allow them to work out

their own salvation.

The trouble with ordinary robbing is that,

when it once gets started in a yard, the apiarist is

almost sure to be annoyed day after day unless

he catches them in a trap, as here explained, and
carries them to an outyard where thi conditions

and environments are ditferent. In some cases

we advise brimstoning the robbers outright. If

they are "old offenders" the apiarist will be
money ahead to do so..

The prevention of robbing is better than the

cure, and the beginner can not he too careful in

following the above very wise directions. Weak
co'onies with plenty of stores in hives with large

entranecesare perpetual temptations to bees in-

clined to rob.

—

Ed.]

BUCKWHEAT-GROWING.

Some Questions Answered in Regard to it.

BY H. B. HARRINGTON.

So many letters with questions have come to

me since my article on page 317 appeared that I

thought best to answer them all through Glean-
ings. We have raised four varieties— the old
black, the gray, the silverhull, and the Japanese.
The berry of the black is large and rough, and
the hull thick and hard. The flour is dark-
colored, but made very good cakes and biscuits

when I was a boy. The straw is large with long
branches.

p_The gray (or calico) buckwheat has still larger

straw, and we have harvested our largest yields

of grain from this variety. The first crop of

this variety we raised from less than one peck of

seed sown broadcast by hand on one acre of very
rich river-bottom land. We harvested 42 bush-
els of very fine grain.

The silverhull grows with a smaller straw; the

berry grows nearer to the stalk in compact tufts,

or bunches; the hull is thin and the flour light-

colored. We like to raise it because it looks so

pretty as it comes from the thrashing-machine.

The Japanese is a quick grower, bound to get

ripe, no matter how late it is sown, It grows
more like the silverhull, and the flour is also very
light-colored.

The most buckwheat we ever harvested from
one acre was 45 bushels. That is good for Ohio,
but not much of a crop for Northern Michigan
or Wisconsin.
One can raise a big crop of buckwheat after

plowing under a crop of clover, but the roller

must be used to pack the ground and make a

fine seed-bed for the young plants. There is no
land too rich or too poor to raise buckwheat.
On rich land, for early sowing, one peck per acre

is enough; on thin poor land two or three pecks

should be sown. On the rich land the gray va-

riety branches out wonderfully. Late in the sea-

son more seed is necessary. As late as August
1, silverhull or Japanese might require four pecks
per acre. We should expect a five-peck seeding

as early as July 15, on any decent land, to lodge,

fall down, and go to nothing.

Phosphate stiffens buckwheat straw. It is not

so apt to lodge where commercial fertilizer is

used.

Our best crops of honey have been gathered

from the varieties with the larger straw, but we
have had good crops from all varieties.

Of course, plant potatoes in June or as late as

the first of July. If rye is to be plowed under,

let it get as large a growth as possible. I prefer

to plant in the first half of June.
The American farmer must learn to feed his

land better. Nature has fitted rye to grow
in the fall, winter, and early spring, when
no land should be left bare to wash, leach, and
waste. Potato-fields, corn-stubble, and all va-

cant fields that have been tilled should be sown
to rye in the fall. It pays big, even if the land

is plowed in the latter part of May for a summer
crop; but it will pay a bee-keeper muchfbetter to

let It standand get a big growth then plow un-

der for buckwheat. F"or the best possible honey
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crop I would sow buckwheat July 4; for the

best possible grain crop, sow the 15th or 18th of

July.
Medina, O.

Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

MOVING SHORT DISTANCE RESULTED IN PRAC-
TICALLY NO LOSS.

About the beginning of the past winter I wrote

to the editor and also to Mr. G. M. Doolittle,

asking their advice about moving my bees 100

yards. Mr. Root advised moving them some
two miles or more and letting them remain eight

or ten weeks as the most practical way to avoid

a big loss of bees. Mr. Doolittle advised me to

move them at the beginning of a cold rough
spell of weather, right from the old stand to the

new. I felt satisfied that, if I would reduce the

loss of bees to a minimum, I must adopt the

plan as advised by Mr. Root; but being pressed

for time, and the roads being very bad, I decided
to take Mr. Doolittle's advice. So about the

first cold spell we had in February I moved the

bees to their new stands in the apple orchard.

In a few dajs the weather was warm and the

bees were in full flight; and, my! how they did
return to the old stands! and they kept up this

returning (I say reluming because nearly all of

them seemed to go back to the new stands at

about sundown) for six or eight days, when ev-

ery thing seemed to quiet down, and I believe

my bees are in as good condition as they would
have been had they not been moved at all.

One hive that stood out by itself I shook after

moving to the new stand; but I don't think it

lessened the number of returning bees, as some
seem to think. In moving 50 colonies I do not
think I lost more th»n one or two thousand bees.

Should I ever wish to move them a short dis-

tance again I would not hesitate a moment to

move them any distance in winter, and I believe

it would work any time if honey is not coming
in.

I failed to state at the outset that Doolittle ad-
vised leaving a board over the entrance for a few
days after moving, which 1 did.

Woffard, S. C, April 25. S. Cheatham.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS ON MOVING BEES IN CAR
LOTS.

What is the best way to arrange the beei in a
car.? How many cclonies make an average car-

load.'' No doubt the weijjht of the colony would
count, but possibly the capacity of the car would
be greater as regatdj weight than space for this

purpose; so the only question would be that of
how many colonies an ordinary car would hold.

As Mr. M A. Gill, of Longmont, has just

shipped a carload, no doubt you could obtain
from him a.practical article covering all these
points, and one that would be interestinj reading
eren to those who do not expect to ship bees in

that way, as Mr. G. has the knack of explaining
the little points that many overlook , but are the

very ones most important; and one who has leen

him load honey in cars would know he would
load bees just the right way. W. Hicko.x.

Fort Collins, Colo., Apr. 30.

[You will probably find the information you
seek, In regard to the matter of moving bees, edi-

torially on p. 260 of May 1st Gleanings. Between
300 and 400 colonies can be accommodated in a
car; bat when we moved 500 colonies to Cuba
we used nearly two cars. Five hundred in one
car, unless it were a very large one, would be a
little crowded. It is quite important to leave an
aisle down through the car so that the man who
accompanies the bees can get at any one colony
to give it the needed attention. There should
also be room enough between the hives on a ver-

tical line so tliat there will be a free circulation

of air, and at the same time allow the man to

spray the screen of any colony that is becoming
too hot or clustering too tightly on the wire
cloth.

We have written Mr. Gill for a report of his

experience in moving a car of bees.

—

Ed.]

colonies MOVED 1600 MILES BY RAIL IN WIN-
TER.

I have just reached Northern Wisconsin with
26 colonies of bees, having come from New
Mexico, a distance of 1600 miles. Before I

started, the bees had a good fly almost every day
till I screened the entrances, Jan. 4. They were
put in a car on Jan. 5, arrived at Bruce Jan. 19,

and were taken out Jan. 23, hauled 11 miles, and
put in the cellar after reversing the bottom-boards
from the Ys bee-space to a 2-inch space (Miller

scyle of bottom-board). They had no two-inch
rim with screen at top. The weather, till I got
as far as Amarilla, Texas, was warm enough for

bees to fly; and I wished, after I started, that I

had put screens over the top; but it was cool
enough from Amarilla till I arrived at Bruce,
Wis. They certainly had a trying time. Bed-
springs, etc , were over the hives, and the car

would throw them up and down and jar the hives

terribly. When I reversed the bottom-boards
after they were put in the cellar some had a pint

of dead bees; but most of them had very few.

They were all alive and appeared all right.

Carlsbad, N. M. S. D. Clark.

FOUR YEARS AMONG THE BEES; SEE FRONT COV-
OF LAST ISSUE.

In 1905 I purchased my first colony of bees,

and I have been increasing ever since. At pres-

ent I have 35 colonies. On the cover of last is-

sue is a reproduction from a photograph of my
apiary, which I have given the name of Clover-

dale. I run mostly for extracted honey. This I

bottle in one-pound bottles, and sell retail in

nearby towns and villages. In 1908 I harvested

over one ton of extracted honey besides some
comb honey from 22 colonies which I had in the

spring. Those large hives in the background
are chaff-packed. I use the method of tiering up
the brood above the queen-excluder.
Honey in this locality is mostly gathered from

alsike and white clover. The bees were gather-

ing pollen this year about the middle of Februa-
ry. Howard A. Tibben.

Jarrettown, Pa.
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THE BEST WAY TO BUILD UP A WEAK GOLDEN
COLONY.

I have what I think is a valuable queen (Gold-

en) purchased of E. L. Pratt last summer. I got

her safely introduced, and she built up a poner-

ful colony by fall, and went into winter quarters

in excellent condition, but came out this spring

with not more than a pint of bees. Now, as I

am practically only a beginner I should like to

know the best plan for me to take to build this

colony up again. Would you please advise me?
White clover is coming on by leaps and bounds,

and plenty of it too.

THE PLAN OF CLOSING HIVES IN WINTER WITH
WIRE CLOTH A FAILURE.

Perhaps you would like to hear of some of our
experiments with the wire-cloth vestibules. My
neighbor had 19 colonies of bees last fall, and,

against my advice, he closed these colonies up
with wire vestibules. He doesn't take Glean-
ings, and, as a result, his bee-sheds look lonely

and deserted, 14 out of 19 colonies having died.

I might have made the same mistake had I not

read up on this subject in Gleanings. See the

difference.' Edward Harden.
Hyndman, Pa., April 26.

[If there are other colonies of good strength

in the yard, pick out a frame of "hatching brood
from one of the strongest and give it to this weak
colony. ]n four or five days more give another

frame from another hive. A very strong colony
can often spare a little brood like this without
very much detriment to itself; but be sure not to

give the weakling too many frames of hatching

brood in too short a space of time.

If the weak colony is the only one in the yard,

contract it down to the smallest space the bees

can occupy. If it be short of stores, feed a little

syrup two or three times a week at night, and at

the same time contract the entrance down to the

space one or two bees can pass at a time.

—

Ed.]

WIRE-CLOTH SEPARATORS; THE ADVANTAGE OF
DRONE COMBS FOR EXTRACTING.

I used five supers with wire-cloth separators

last year, and secured some of the finest honey I

ever had. One colony on which I used them
finished a super of thirty-two 4X5 sections, fas-

tening only one section to separators, and in this

one the foundation broke down and swung
against the separator. This was when the hon-
ey-flow was at its height. I put a super on when
the honey-flow began to wane, and they built

comb on each side of the separators, besides draw-
ing foundation out also.

Aside from this I had no trouble with combs
being attached to separators. The sections were
well .'illed, cases of 20 sections weighing 19 to

19^^ lbs. net. I have used drone comb for ex-

tracting, and like it very much. The honey
leaves the combs much more easily than from
worker comb. Chas B. Allen.

Central Square, N. Y.

[All the reports we have thus far received,

where wire-cloth separators have been tested, have
shown exceedingly gratifying results. The one
serious drawback, namely, expense, in many cases

has been more than met by the extra <iu:;lity of

the honey secured; for if one can, by an added

outlay in the cost of separators, shove his comb
honey up one or two notches in the grading No.
1 and fancy, he is thereby enabled to make any-
where from one to two cents more on each sec-

tion. If the one separator will accommodate
four sections, this will make a gain of from four

to eight cents in one season.

Like every thing else of this kind that promises
much, one should try them out on only a small

scale; and then if preliminary tests are satisfac-

tory he can make a larger outlay.

The statement regarding the advantage of

drone comb for extracting, to the effect that such
combs will extract more easily by reason of the

larger cells, is one on which we should like to get

the opinion of some of our extensive liquid-hon-

ey producers. The objection to drone comb, of

course, is the danger of rearing a lot of drone
brood and drones, under some conditions, at

least, unless one keeps a very close tab on every

inch of surface of comb in the extracting-supers,

and this is impracticable in the height of the sea-

son. To rear drones in any quantity, except for

the purpose of rearing queens, is exceedingly

wasteful, because it effects a material reduction

in the output of the colony, to say nothing about
the wear and tear and loss of time on the part of

the bees that ought to be otherwise engaged.

—

Ed.]

an extractor with removable comb-pockets.

Several years ago I had a Cowan hpney-ex-
tractor made for me with the comb-pockets so

made that I could take them out for the purpose

of cleaning. They were hung something like

the old-fashioned barn-doors. There was a

square hole in the lower hinge, which fitted over

a square lug on the sprockets, so that all the

pockets could turn or be reversed at the same
time. The hole in the upper hinge was round,

so that the pocket would swing easily from side

to side.

When I wished to remove a pocket I simply

lifted it up off the square lug on the sprocket,

and then let it down until the upper hinge was
disengaged, when I could lift it right out and
clean it. Three years ago I sold all of my bees,

but this extractor was in good order at that time,

and always gave good satisfaction.

Los Angeles, Cal. John Nippert.

[To make an extractor with removable pockets

increases the expense and complication some-

what and at the same time decreases the strength

of the moving parts. While such an extractor

stood up well for you, it probably would not do
as well for others.

—

Ed.]

LOSS OF BEES DUE TO TANGLE-FOOT HONEY.

There has been a great loss of bees all around

me. They dwindle and die with plenty of hon-

ey in the hive There is no brood, and the

combs are clean and nice. The honey seems to

be made from what we call bee-weed, or tangle

foot. It is granulated. I have been feeding my
bees on sugar syrup, although they have plenty

of honey. W. S. Bean.

Falkville, Ala., Dec. 28.

[We should like to inquire whether any one

else in Alabama or elsewhere has had the same
experience.

—

Ed. ]
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath appointed

me to preach the gospel to the poor; he bath sent me to heal the

broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recov-

ering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised.

—LUKB 4: 18.

But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe

in me, it were belter for him that a millstone were hanged about

his neck, and that he were drowned in the depths of the sea.

—

Matt. 18:6.

To introduce my theme to-day, let me quote

as follows from Gleanings for June 1, 1906, p.

755:

Years ago some men were drawing heavy flagging for side-

walks and road-crossings. They unloaded the great flat stones;

and to make them easier to handle they propped them up at an
angle with a piece of wood two or three feet long. Some of

these sticks of wood were set at such an angle that almost a

touch might cause them to slide along the smooth stone and so

let it fall. One day in coming home, and when quite a piece

away from these stones, I noticed some children making mud
pies, or amusing themselves in a similar way in the shade of one
of those heavy pieces of flagging. The back of one of the chil-

dren was close to one of those pieces of wood. He might have
easily loosened the stick and let the flagging down, making a

terrible deadfall for the thoughtless prattlers. I thought at first

it was our own children; and as I started on a run, the blood al-

most froze in my veins to think what might happen. As I came
near, however, 1 discovered they wete not our children at all. 1

stopped running, and came pretty near saying, " Thank God! "

Had 1 said so it would have meant I thanked God it was my
neighbor's children and not my own that were in such danger.

Was that loving my neighbor as myself? Not much. This inci-

dent often occurs to me, reminding me of how hard a matter it is

to fulfill that command—" Thou shall love thy neighbor as thy-

self."

The above incident often comes into my
mind. At the time it happened, if I remember
correctly, I sat down and considered the deprav-
ity and selfishness of my heart. I was not quite

so bad, it is true, as the man who uttered the

prayer, " O Lord, I thank thee that I am not as

other men are. " A good friend of mine protest-

ed when I used the above incident as an illustra-

tion. He said it is every parent's duty to look
after his own children. He can not be expected
to feel the interest (or perhaps a better word
would be responsibility) in other children that he
feels for his own. But that does not excuse the

matter. If we are true followers of the Lord
Jesus Christ we ought to feel at least almost as

much anxiety when our neighbor's children are

in danger as we would if they were our own.
When God called to Cain, away back in the gar-

den of Eden, and asked him where his brother
was, he impudently replied, "Am I my brother's
keeper.?" and whenever you hear any one giving
utterance to a sentiment like that, you may be
sure that he is not a Christian, or at least when
he speaks he is not full of the spirit of him who
came into the world " to preach deliverance to

the captives, to give sight to the blind, and to

set at liberty them that are bruised. " Jesus knew
no kindred or nationality. When reminded at

one time that hie mother and brothers and sisters

were outside wanting to speak to him he said, as

he stretched forth his hand toward his disciples,

"Behold my mother and my brethren! For
whosoever shall do the will of my Father which
is in heaven, the same is my brother and sister

and mother."
Well, friends, it was a task for me to get into

a frame of mind where I could feel as much anx-
ious solicitude for the safety of my neighbor's

childien as for my own. While I was hastening
to the spot where that great propped-up slab of

flagging was standing, I thought the three chil-

dren playing under it were Ernest and his two
sisters, Maud and Constance. The smallest of

the three went to rise up, and her back was then
just touching that prop with it top resting against
the smooth surface of that soft flagging. A very
little force— in fact, something not more thaa a

touch of the hand—might cause that prop to slip

and let that heavy stone (that was selected be-

cause there was to be a crossing there for heavy
wagons) drop on the three innocent prattlers. I

shall always remember that involuntary change
in my feelings when I got near enough to see

that none of the three were our own children.

By the way, friends, if I am right about it, noth-
ing but the influences of the Holy Spirit can so

enlighten our consciences that we shall feel the

same anxious love for humanity everywhere that

we do for our own kindred and our own offspring.

Now, it was a hard task for me to climb up
out of self and near to God, and also to feel even
just as anxious for other children—in fact, all the

children in that neighborhood and the town and
the country round about—as for my own. God
heard my prayer and answered it. It was in ans-

er to this prayer that I was induced to go into

the jail and to starting mission Sunday-schools
round about Medina. The older readers will re-

member what I told them about over thirty

years ago. Now for the task that lies before us.

If I interpret God's word and his wishes aright,

it is not only the little prattlers that are growing
up in our town and in the towns of the several

States of our nation, but it is the little prattlers

likewise that are away across the ocean on the

other side of the globe. Just lately China, with
its ^00,000,000 people, has been swinging open
her doors, tearing down her wall of prejudice,

and welcoming Christianity and the messengers
who are bringing tidings of " peace on earth and
goodwill to men." In that discussion about
the crippled feet of the Chinese women we got a

glimpse of it. Most of our readers know more
or less about how China has been cursed by the

opium traffic. I do not know whether the Anti-
saloon League has made any progress or got a

foothold in China or not; but I am pretty sure

they do not have much of what we call here " lo-

cal option," They are getting hold of the idea,

thank God. But when the best people of China
began to demand the privilege of deciding by
vote or something similar whether the opium
traffic should go on or not, they were told by
Christian England (I hope that is not true, friends)

that they could not stop the opium traffic, no
matter how big a majority they had against it.

Yes, it has been said that Christian England, at

the mouth of the cannon, demanded that the traffic

go on; that the Chinese people must continue us-

ing opium because there was " money in it"
— that is, money in it for the domineering
English nation. But just of late England has

let up a little. I think she has turned the can-

non around in another direction; and I have
been told, too, that she does not like to hear peo-

ple talk about that particular cannon and the

opium traffic. China is now waking up, thank
God, and the prospect is that she will take hold,

or is already taking hold, of every thing belong-
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ing to civilization, just as Japan astonished the

world only a few years ago—we might almost say

a few months ago.

In many parts of China wonderful strides are

being made, not only in breaking up the opium
traffic, but in spreading the gospel, starting

schools, and giving the people not only sufficient

food but better food. I am told that the rich

and fertile ground where they have for years been
growing poppies is now being used to grow veg-

etables and fruits and good wholesome food for

the children. Just think of it—exchanging the

stupefying, soul-killing opium for that which
gives health and life and energy! May God be
praised for the change that is coming and has

come. Let us now go back a minute to that

heavy flagstone with the children playing under
its sheltering shade.

It was a task for me to get to the point where
I felt as anxious about the children that were sep-

arated from our own by only a picket-fence as

for my own. It is a rather big jump, friends, is

it not, to take in the little boys and girls belong-
ing to that 400,000,000 of people on the other

side of the globe; but that is what God calls on
us to do. " Go ye into all the world, and preach

the gospel." With that same gospel, go the

schools and churches, asylums for the afflicted,

and every thing that upholds righteousness and
discourages iniquity. While in San Francisco I

was permitted by the kindness of a friend to go
through the Chinese part of the city. I saw the

women and girls and some of the Chinese babies.

They were just as bright and pretty as the little

children and babies in your own home or mine;
and yet that missionary woman told us that little

boys and girls only three or four years of age
were learning to smoke cigarettes that the great

American tobacco trust is distributing there free

of charge. Five States in our own country have
ruled out the sale and manufacture of cigarettes.

In order to makeup for this loss of their industry,

the American tobacco trust has turned its atten-

tion to foreign lands, where they bulldoze the

officials and carry things on with a high hand
just because they have millions of money to back
up their plans and undertakings. This good
woman who told us about it, I am informed by
my sister, Mrs. Gray, is employed to make a

missionary tour of the whole world, and will let

us know here at home what is being done.

Well, it is not only cigarettes that they are

pushing among these innocent people—just as

innocent and happy as that little group I have
told you about under the stone flagging. It is

not only the manufacturers of cigarettes but the

breuuers of the United States, who have had their

traffic suddenly stopped to tiie extent of shutting

up several thousand saloons in the last hundred
days. These brewers and manufacturers of

American beer ha-i-e also got their eyes on China,
and are teaching the Chinese (I suppose boys and
girls as well as men and women) to drink Ameri-
can beer. You may remember that in an address

before a brewers' convention the speaker said

something to this efl^ect:

" Gentlemen, nickels invested now in giving
the boys a drink will bring us good round dol-

lars in the future. If we wish our industry to

live and thrive we must cultivate the habit with
the rising generation."

The above is not the exact language, perhaps,

but it is the sentiment. Now that they are cut
off from so large a part of the United States they
are going to "' cultivate the habit" in foreign

lands. God forbid; and if the good people of

our nation and other Christian nations would
unite and demand it, it tvould be forbidden in

quick time. If our great warships, that cost

toward $20,000,000, could be manned and used
in such a way as is indicated in the language of

our text, or, in other words, if these great insti-

tutions could be used for" deliverance to the cap-
tives, and recovering of sight to the blind, and
to set at liberty them that are bruised," then

we might thank God for our great battle-ships.

I made a clipping of that item I took from the

Utiion Signal, about giving away cigarettes in

China, and sent it to the heads of some of our
missionary societies. In fact, I sent it to quite a

number of men high in office who ought to

know something about it. The reply has been
that it is all true; and some of the letters seem
to intimate that the tobacco trust with its mil-

lions of capital is almost too much for them.
The tone of their letters made me think of the

giant Goliath who said, " I defy the armies of

Israel this day."* But because he was a giant,

of great stature, and of commanding mien, they

were all afraid of him until the boy David came
on the scene. Then with his s'aff and five

smooth stones out of the brook he fearlessly ap-

proached the giant and said, "Thou comest to

me with a sword and with a spear and with a

shield; but I come to thee in the name of the

Lord of hosts, the God of the armies of Israel,

whom thou hast defied."

Now, friends, this great tobacco trust with its

millions of money is the giant that stands before

us. This missionary woman told us how the

giant intimidated the missionaries and the help-

less people. What shall we do when this great

trust defies the powers of the living God.' Shall

we sit still and wait for some one who has the

courage and the faith of the shepherd boy David .?

God forbid. We have Davids among us now if

they can only be awakened and aroused to the

needs of the present hour. Who is there who is

ready to take his life in his hands, and go for-

ward and meet this great giant that is distributing

the cigarettes in China?

OUR FLORIDA HOME DURING THE MIDDLE OF
MAY.

The following letter from my neighbor Rood
will explain itself:

Mr. Root:— I went and looked over yoar place, as I had not

seen it for some days. I found every thing growing beautifully.

The bananas are growing, and look strong and healthy— a very

great contrast to the way they looked when the chickens were

eating the life out of them. I believe that, if you had a quarter

of an acre of banana-plants like those, you could create a real

stir with them. They are well manured, and are showing the

effect of their good treatment. The mulberries also look fine. I

did not cut off the limbs as you suggested, as 1 had never seen it

done, and now they have big vigorous leaves on them, and some
fruit, but not very much. Ordinarily they bear in March; but

the season was so very strange this year that they are away be-

hind. The grass that Wesley set out in the back yard is now
growing well, and I think it will cover the ground before you

return. We had over two inches of rain in two days the latter

We are told, I. Samuel 17: 16, that he said this, not only

once, but he came out with his defiance morning and evening

for forty days.
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part of last week. I had noticed a few days before that some of

your newly set trees were lookine rather sickly, and so 1 had

Wesley go over and cut off the limbs of two of them and water

all of them thoroughly. They now look much better. Nearly

all of the grass in the front yard is living. 1 have not had all of

the rye cut yet, but perhaps 1 had better do so soon. I never saw
your place look so well before. It ought to be a real beauty

this winter. I have but little doubt that you will have more

grass when you come down than you will care for— at least un-

til you get your lawn-mower at work.
Dr. Brymer has had a 454-inch artesian well dug. It is only

480 feet deep, and has a reputed flow of 300 gallons a minute.

It is at least a very fine well. My well is watering my land

beautifully. IWy strawberries that otherwise must have died

daring the long drouth are doing finely.

We are not having such a good honey year as last, but I have

been getting a good many barrels during the last few days.

Bradentown, Fla., May 13. E. B. Rood.

Permit me to explain that some very fine ba-

nanas are raised around Bradentown—yes, some
of the finest, to my notion, that I ever got hold

of. I think it has been stated that more whole-
some sustaining food can be grown on a square

rod with bananas than any other plant producing
food for the human family. Well, bananas
must have very rich ground. Liice the rhubarb
or pieplant they will stand any amount of strong

manure. The bananas Mr. Rood mentions
were on a plot of ground where I sowed sprouted

oats all last winter. The chickens spent a great

part of their time every day in digging this

ground over and over; and as a consequence it

received a very liberal coating indeed of poultry

manure, and this fertilizer was most thoroughly
worked in. A quarter of an acre of bananas
properly managed will bring in quite a lot of

money. I believe they usually sell in our Flor-

ida markets—that is, choice fruit—for almost as

much money as they bring here in the North.
Dr. Brymer, who is putting down the new arte-

sian well mentioned, was a York State bee-keep-

er; but he was so badly affl cted with asthma
that he located in Florida about a year ago.

He has not only regained his health, but he did

some quite successful gardening, even before he
put down his artesian well. Three hundred gal-

lons a minute from a 4)^-inch pipe, is, if I am
correct, something extra fine.

Health Notes
WHISKY FOR SICK PEOPLE.

If you have been reading up what the great

doctors have to say, and have also been keeping
track of the report of the tuberculosis convention,
you are doubtless well satisfied that whisky and
other alcoholic stimulants are ne-ijer of any bene-
fit to consumptives. On the contrary, they are

a positive damage, and often tKe cause of the

"great white plague." Perhaps they are the

greatest indirect cause. Intemperate parents can
not give birth to good strong children able to re-

sist tuberculosis and a host of other diseases.

Notwithstanding all this recent evidence, our
daily papers (and I am afraid some of our home
papers) are full of advertisements of whisky for

sick people—not only Duffy's malt whisky, but
ever so many other kinds, accompanied with
testimonials, from old people, that are base forger-

ies. In McClure's Magazine for March we have
quite an article entitled " Evidence Against Al-
cohol," by two of the best-posted physicians we

have in our land, or perhaps in any other land.

Here is what is said of these men, in a footnote.

Professor M. A. Rosanoff is Director of Chemical Laboratories

in Clark University, Worcester, Mass., and Dr. A. J. Rosanoff,

Second Assistant Physician of Kings Park State Hospital, Long
Island, N. Y.

These two doctors have made some exhaustive

experiments. Their conclusions are printed in

italics, and I am very glad to be able to give

most of them here in our journal.

Moderate amounts of alcohol taken with a meal effect a very

considerable lowering of the capacity for doing muscular work.
The widespread notion that moderate drinking with meals helps

a laborer do his work is false.

Moderate drinking retards to a. considerable extent the activi-

ties of life that are intermediate in complexity between purely

muscular and psychical work. The widespread notion that a

drink " braces one up," and makes one do such work faster, is

false.

Moderate drinking reduces considerably an artisan's efficien-

cy. Its effect is cumulative, and the losses caused by it increase

as time goes on. The widespread notion that moderate drinking

helps an artisan in his work is false.

Moderate daily drinking reduces considerably the rapidity with

which habitual associations of ideas are formed in the mind.

The effect of alcohol is cumulative, and increases as time goes

on. The notion that alcohol " stimulates" a person to his men-
tal work is surely not corroborated by facts.

Free associations of ideas are affected by moderate daily

drinking even more than the simpler habitual associations. The
effects of alcohol on free associations of ideas are cumulative.

Ordinary memorizing is greatly retarded under the influence of

moderate drinking. This conclusion is entirely corroborated by
a set of twenty-seven experiments carried out by A. Smith in

1895.

Throughout the western world, one out of four men admitted to

an insane-asylum is brought there by alcohol.

You will notice the above point to the fact

that they made careful experiments with people

in different walks in life, and the results are the

same right through. The use of alcohol and in-

toxicating liquor is every time, and al--vays, and
under all circumstances, with all sorts of people,

injurious and damaging. Let me now digress a

little

Whatever I may have said in these Health

Notes I still practice myself, and recommend to

others—either to go, or send for your family phy-

sician when you are threatened with any thing

that is at all serious. The judgment of the fa-

ther and mother in any home ought to be sufficient

to decide Tv/ten it is best to call in a doctor.

But in choosing a doctor for a family physician

I would by all means urge finding one who is

fully posted and abreast with the times in regard

to this matter of " whisky for sick people. " Dur-

ing my recent illness I told out good doctor to

give me whatever his judgment and experience

approved, but not to give me whisky. He laugh-

ed, and said that he guessed we would not disa-

gree in that matter. During an early stage of

the disease he gave me some tablets that gave such

prompt relief I began to fear that they contained

morphine. Let me briefly give you a little ex-

perience I had some years ago with a morphine

remedy. I was away from home, and had a bad

attack of dysentery. When neither dieting nor

any thing else seemed to be of any avail I went

to a druggist for a cholera cure. This cure ar-

rested the trouble, as it always had before, but

this time it came right back, and kept coming
back. I presume I used the cholera cure several

times a day for something like a week; and then

I began to be surprised to think I felt so well,

and got along so nicely, while I was eating al-

most nothing, but the demand for my medicine

kept coming more frequently. I was on the road

to become a morphine fiend, and I stopped right
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squire off. As I feaied it would be, my strength

and energy were gone at once. I was unable to

work or do any thing; but I kept quiet, and was
very careful of my diet until I pulled loose from
the morphiae tppetite. I<"or one or two days the

temptation was terribly itrong to have just a lit-

tle bit more of that medicine; but in a week's

time, or a little more, I was all over it, and I

have never touched any thing containing morphine
since Well, when these new tablets made me
feel so easy and comfortable I began to fear it

was the old morphine habit coming back; but I

was greatly pleased to have the doctor inform me
that the tablets contained no opium nor morphine
—nor quinine.

When I was quite low with fever I was told

(by a good and experienced nurse) I must have
an alcohol bath. I suggested wood alcohol as a

saving of expense. When told it was poison I

maintained that, even if it was poison to drink, I

was satisfied it was as good as any other for bath-

ing purposes—that is, if alcohol or whisky is of

any benefit at all for bathing. After becoming
assured that it would refresh and strengthen me
I consented to the use of it. Now, at that time
I had eaten so little that I was only a bundle of

skin and bones. Rollingaround in bed so many
days had worn off the skin till (so it seemed to

me) some of the bones almost threatened to come
through. The attendant suggested that an alco-

hol bath would help the matter, and make me
feel refreshed in every way. Well, I do not
think I am stubborn or contrary when I tell you
that the bath (with the very best alcohol) did not
refresh me a particle. In fact, it made the sore

places smart, and I did not rest as easy for 24
hours after the alcohol bath. When told 1 would
have to take it every day I rebelled. I had only
that one. A bath in pure soft rain water has al-

ways refreshed and invigorated me. It did the

same before I had my alcohol bath and after I

had it, and it has never failed. But the bath
with alcohol gave no such refreshing feeling what-
ever,^ and I hope you will excuse me for insist-

ing that the use of whisky for bathing the body
is a silly notion—a relic of the age when doctors
used to take out a lot of a man's blood to cure
him. If he survived, then they said the bleed-
ing was what cured him. If the poor fellow
died, then they would tell the relatives that, al-

though they took away a large quantity of blood,
even that did not save him.
Now, you need not dispute what I have said

above, for there are plenty of people to-day who
remember this "bloodletting" business. At
the present time, thank God, we do our best to

give a sick man more blood instead of taking
away what little he has.

Now to go back to the matter of whisky-bath-
ing-

Whisky-drinking, thank God, is about to be
put down and out as a remedy for sick people.
I remember my brother telling years ago of a
man who got a bottle of whisky to help his rheu-
matism. He forgot the directions. Perhaps it

was written as some of the doctors write them
nowadays—so nobody can read them anyhow.

*Mrs. Root sabmitted to the alcohol bath daily for several
days, and her testitnony .lerees with mine exactly. She says she
fell no benefit whatever, while at the same time a b.ith o( pure
soft water was inviEoratiDe and lefreshiog.

He drank the whisky and rubbed the empty bot-

tle on his rheumatic limbs.

By the way, how many can recall incidents

where whisky, brandy, and alcohol were sent for

to " bathe the patient " when the liquor was real-

ly used for some other purpose?
Oh that the doctors in our little towns and

big towns could be induced to read that article

of ten pages in McClure's Magazine, and cariy

ou' its plain and obvious teachings!

When I began to convalesce the doctor gave
me what he called a tonic. He said I must not
object to it because of the port wine that it con-
tained, for it was put in simply to preserve the

other remedies. By the way, this grip fever, or,

as the doctor said it probably was, panly malari-
al fever, hung on more or less for seve-al weeks.
Well, I feel sure I am not mistaken when I de-

clare that just one spoonful of that port wine ag-
gravated and brought back the disagreeable
symptoms of that fever. T tried it again and
again, and every time I was satisfied that the ef-

fect on myself, at least, was injurious. It is so

long since I have touched any thing in the way
of alcoholic stimulants that very likely I was un-
duly sensitive to their effect.

Poultry
Department
Conducted by A. I. Root.

NOTHING TO DO BUT GATHER THE EGGS.

Just now we are getting from two to three doz-
en rggs a day from about four dozen laying
hens, and we havt got these so arranged that

there is certainly but very little to do but " gath-

er the eggs." The fowls are kept in an orchard
of nearly an acre; in fact, it is the very place

whert our dandelion cow gave such a lot of milk
when feeding on dandelions. The four dozen
laying hens, including two males, certainly use

a considerable part of the dandelion foliage, and
may be they use the buds and blossoms to some
extent. At any rate, they are keeping the dan-
delions down so they are very much behind those

outside of the inclosure. Perhaps I should men-
tion right here that we still find dandelions about
the best food we can get for cowi giving milk,

just as it has been for the last three years, and 1

am at a loss to understand why there is such a

complaint about " dandelions overrunning every
thing," as we see it talked about in the papers.

To get back to the poultry, as wheat is so high
we are feeding just corn and oats. The oats are

soaked over night, and so far we find the egg-
yield nearly if not quite as good as when we fed

so much wheat. About all there is to do besides

gathering the eggs is to take care of an occasion-

al sitting hen. If she is promptly shut up the

first time we find her on the nest, a confinement
of two days usually cures her. We keep corn
and soaked oats constantly before the fowls.

While speaking of oats, the following card is

just at hand:

Mr. Knot:—What is your method of sprouting grain for chick-

ens? Do you put it in the ground or in boxes?
Millstone, Md.. May 1. J. W. Garry.
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Since my sickness we have not been sprouting

oats at all. We simply soak them over night, as

I have mentioned. In our Florida home we did

all the sprouting in the open ground. The soil

there is so light and sandy that when we get a

piece of ground cleared of roots and rubbish it is

a very easy matter to make a furrow with a hoe.

The oats are then sprinkled in quite thoroughly,

say half a pint to a rod. With a rake or hoe

they are very easily covered up. About three

feet from this first furrow make another in the

same way, and keep on until you have covered a

piece of ground large enough so your hens will

not dig it all out before another lot gets sprout-

ed. It takes quite a little patch of ground to

keep seventy hens busy and give them all the

sprouted oats they need. When we had refuse

lettuce from neighbor Rood they rather neglect-

ed the oats and let some of them come up a few
inches. But they will dig them all up and eat

them at any stage. Where you have nice soft

ground we consider it rather less trouble to put

the oats in as above than to sprout them in boxes
which I have described so many times in our
back numbers.

THE MAGIC EGG-TESTER.

In our last issue I said I had asked for my
money back. In reply I received the following:

Mr. A. I. Root:— It is not the germ nor the lack of it that is

c«using breeders so much trouble. The difficulty lies in bring-

ing the egg substance up to such a degree of perfection a;, to pro-

duce a strong and healthy chick.

We should like to have you use a tester, setting only " x " and
" XX " eggs, and let us know the result of your experiment. We
are ready and willing to refund your money when you are thor-

oughly satisfied that the tester is of no use to j'ou; and if you
will follow our directions we know that the refund will never be
made. Magic Egg-tester W orks.

Buffalo, N. Y., May 10, 1909.

After receiving this I thanked them for their

offer, and promised to test a lot of eggs with their

tester in an incubator. I am very glad indeed
to find them so ready and willing to return the

money according to their advertisement.

Later.—I have just tested something over 100
eggs with the Magic egg-tester before putting
them in an incubator. These eggs were from
one to five days old. The eggs taken out of the

nest to-day nearly all shov?ed x and some xx by
the egg- tester. As I got d wn toward the bot-

tom of the egg-basket they began to show more
x; then 0, and the lighter ones showed 1 and a
few 2. The tester, as I have before explained,

simply gives the specific gravity, and in testing

eggs for the incubator or for any other purpose
the machine will enable one to sort out quickly
the fresh eggs from those that are several days
old. But that is not all it does. Occasionally
we find an egg of low specific gravity on the day
it is laid. In fact, there is so much difference

that you can tell by taking a light egg and a

heavy one in the hand one after the other. Now,
the egg-tester people say these light eggs are not
profitable for raising chickens, and no doubt they
are right about it. You might think the small
eggs would be the light ones; but with the egg-
tester we do not find this to be true. A small
egg may be xx the day it is laid; but aside from
the specific gravity I believe it is generally con-
sidered that small eggs are not profitable for

raising chickens.

A BEE-ESCAPE FOR CHICKENS.

Mr. A. I. Root:— I notice what you say about a " chicken-
escape," and inclose a drawing which I hope will give you my
idea. The same method may also be used in making trap nests.

You wonder at Mr. Polk calling " Bob White " a partridge.

You will find these provincialisms all over the world. In the
part of Ohio where 1 formerly lived, what the Eastern folks call

a " spider " was called a " skillet;" and what is here called a
" pail " is there called a " bucket." In my travels in Indiana
and Pennsylvania some years ago I often heard the word " hate"
used peculiarly. If you asked some one if he had any produce for

sale the answer would be, " Not a hate", meaning none at all.

Throughout the South, quail are usually called '" partridges," and
ruffed grouse are called " pheasants." The latter are called
" pheasants " over much of the West, bat I believe that in Mich-
igan they are called " partridges," as they are in New York and
the New England States, where quail are called " quail," as tney
should be. We have no partridges in this country except the

Hungarian, which have been imported much of late, and liberat-

ed. The usual weight of quail is about 7 ounces, whilt ruffed

grouse weigh about 24 ounces. E. P. Robinson.
Packerville, Ct., April 12.

Accompanying the above letter is a sketch of

a little swinging door hinged at its upper edge,

to be placed in the poultry-fence. Now, in or-

der to have the fowls find this door and use it,'

there is an opening in the lower part of the door,

like an inverted letter V. The hen puts her head
into this opening and pushes a little, and readily

goes through. A button on the back side of the

door prevents its swinging the other way. I do
not see how any thing can be made much simpler.

This V-shaped opening should be so it can be
made larger or smaller, or else we should have
doors with openings of different sizes according
to the size and age of chicks I think that, if

such doors are nicely made, and advertised in

our poultry-journals, there would be quite a de-

mand for them. If made of light thin lumber
they could easily be sent by mail.

SELLING SECRETS, ETC.

I confess that I have felt almost indignant be-

cause so many poultry-journals have continued
to help along the "secret" business by inserting

fraudulent advertisements. A reform, however,
in this respect is beginning. See the following,

which I clip from the American Poultry Ad'vocate:
TESTING OUT UNFERTILE EGGS.

I note In the papers an advertisement relating to incubating
eggs, claiiulng that it is possible to test out the fertile eggs
before setting. I have been reading poultrj'-papers for the
past twenty years, and in all of them the claim Is rldleuled.
and noted as an impossibility, unless the egg is broken. New
wrinkles, however, are constantly coming to the front; and
may be what was claimed to be an impossibility can now be
accomplished. If you know any thing about the advertise,
ment mentioned, please tell me if the party can '• make good"
if I send the dollar.
Smithtown Bridge. N. Y. A. H. S.

Save your dollar. The party can not " make good," nor can
any one else who claims such impossibilities. We greatly re-

gret that the advertisement was admitted to the Advocate tor a

month or two, but it was " fired " as soon as the writer's atten-

tion was attracted to it and the claim investigated. We note

that some other papers haven't discovered the error yet, and are

still carrying the advertisement. It should be stopped, as it is a

fraud.

Below is something I have taken the liberty to

extract from a private letter from the editor of

one of our best poultry-journals:

THE POTTER AND HOGAN SYSTEMS FOR SELECTING LAVING
HENS, ETC.

Even at the dollar Potter charges, the price is too high, and the

ten dollars Hogan asks is simply outrageous, as the systems are

identical and neither new.
I have gotten a little bit tired about this " secret " business.

Lately I got Farm Journal's book of poultry " secrets," and
there is not a single thing in it that has not been published in

Poultry. I have told all about preserving eggs, about sprouted

grain for chicken feed, and about all the other things which are

advertised and sold as secrets more than once in my publica-

cations, and I think it is going a little too far to sell these to

credulous people at from two to ten times as much as we charge
Continued on page 26.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

Reports from over the country regardino-
L'luver are very favorable. While the drouth
of last fall was severe, the bountiful rains of
this spring and early summer have more than
made up. Just as we are going to press, the
clovers are coming out m bloom in our
Northern States.

The discriminating reader will notice that
we are now printing Gleanings on a new
and larger face of type. Our heavy runs
wear out our type faces in about a year's
time. At the present rate we shall be
obliged to renew our type much oftener than
we have been doing.

SMALLPOX AT DR. MILLER'S HOME TOWN.
There is an epidemic of smallpox at Ma-

rengo, 111., so Dr. Miller writes, seventy-two
cases in all. All public places are closed and
business is crippled. We trust that condi-
tions will not get so bad that we shall not be
able to draw upon Dr. Miller's Straw pile.

In the meantime he is keeping quietly at
home tending to business.

IS A BALLED QUEEN EVER STUNG?
Some little time ago ye editor and Dr. Mil-

ler had a little controversy as to whether
worker-bees ever sting a laying queen
while balling her. We mentioned the mat-
ter to neighoor H., who used to rear thou-
sands of queens for us. "Why," said he,
"bees not sting the queen in the act of ball-

ing? To be sure, they do. I have pulled
many a ball apart, and found one and some-
times two stings in the almost lifeless body
of the queen." He was of the opinion that
a (jueen that has been balled and killed dies
more from stings than from actual suffoca-
tion.

THE QUALITY OF TEXAS CATCLAW HONEY.
Mr. Louis H. Scholl, in his department

in this issue, page 359, criticises somewhat
our statement in the A B C of Bee Culture,
wherein we describe the Texas catclaw as
being equal to the "ordinary" white honey
of the North. The objection seems to be to

the use of the word "ordinary," as if it re-
ferred to a very common kind or medium
grade of honey. When we speak of honey
as being equal to "ordinary " white, we mean
that we are putting it in the very front rank.
But we have substituted, in place of the word
"ordinary," the word "best" in the coming
edition of the ABC book. This will elimi-
nate the apparent misunderstanding on the
part of our Texas readers.

AUTOMOBILES FOR OUT-APIARY SERVICE.
We have been getting more or less inqui-

ries of late regarding the practicability of au-
tomobiles for work in the out-apiary, and
whether there were not alow-priced machine
that would be reliable. As our readers know,
we have been using automobiles for our out-
yard work more or less for several years.
One machine, a two-cylinder Reo, five pas-
senger, that we bought three years ago, is
still doing good service. It has carried two
families about for pleasure, and has made
numerous trips to outyards. It has been in
service- almost every day for three years,
winter and summer. To-day it will climb
hills, and pull as well as it ever did; and dur-
ing all of this time the repairs, including the
tires, did not exceed $60.00 a year. When it

is remembered that tires are worth approxi-
mately $25.00 apiece, and are supposed to
last from one to two years, this is not bad.
We have run a single-cylinder Reo for the
same length of time with equal satisfaction.
If we could have eliminated the tire repairs
and replacement, the expense of operating,
outside of gasoline, would have been scarce-
ly more than the up-keep of a harness and
buggy. The cost of operating for gasoline
alone is anywhere from half a cent to one
cent a mile, depending on the condition of
the roads and the load carried. The oil has
been an insignificant item. This comparison
does not take into account that an auto will
do five times the work in a day that a horse
and buggy can for the same time.
There is on the market a couple of reliable

high-wheeled automobiles that do not use
pneumatic tires that are doing good service.
There are several makes of this type of ma-
chine that are—well, worse than nothing.
We are looking up the records of a couple of
the best high wheelers, and hope later on to
give our readers the benefit of this investi-
gation.
A high-wheeled automobile eliminates the

cost of tires, and, besides, it will run in the
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mud almost as well as on dry ground. The
pneumatic-tired machine is not suitable to

drive in muddy roads. It skids and slides to

a considerable extent, while on the other
hand the high-wheeled machine holds its

place in the road, and, what is more, has al-

ways good traction.

THE SEASON IN CALIFORNIA FALLING BELOW
EARLIER EXPECT.\TIONS.

Right after our last issue we wrote to sev-
eral bee-keepers in California, asking them
to give us by return mail information con-
cerning the honey prospects up to date.

Mr. Root:—In answer to yours of May 26 I will say
that information I have just recived ref^arding condi-
tions for honey crop along the coast is very unfavor-
able—cloudy or cold until May 29, then three hot days,
which will shorten the crop very materially. I am sor-
ry, but it is another golden dream floating before our
eyes—half a crop or less when we expected a bumper.
Here in Imperial we shall probably have a normal crop;
but this section is only a drop in the bucket.
Imperial, Cal., June 3. J. W. GEORGE.

Mr. E. R. Root:—Yours of May 2(ilh is received in re-
gard to the honey crop. I still think it will be very
light—not more than half what we call a full crop. In
some localities there may be a full crop, 200 pounds to

the hive, spring count; but there are more places where
there will not be 50 pounds to the hive.
Buyers are offering 5'/? cts. now; but sellers are ask-

ing 6, and I think the white honey will bring that be-
fore we are done extracting, the first of June.
We had a change in the weather from too cool for

the bees to do well to so hot that it injured the sage, so
that it will not last as long as it would if the weather
were cooler. We extracted the home apiary to-day,
and took out about three tons. L. E. MERCER.
Newhall, Cal., June 3.

Notwithstanding the season in California
is falling below earlier expectations, we have
information to show that there will be con-
siderable honey produced there, much of

which will find its way to the East.

DR. WILEY CHAMPIONED BY SOME STRONG MEN.

Every now and then we run across Con-
gressmen who are not afraid to speak out in

highest praise of Dr. Wiley. Some little time
ago, when some of his enemies were trying

to degrade him, and, if possible, get him out
of office, we made mention of the fact in

these columns, and requested our subscrib-
ers to write to their Representatives and
Senators in Congress, requesting them to do
every thing they could to protect Dr. Wiley.
One of our subscribers, Mr. James E. McClel-
lan, of Santa Anna, Texas, did so, and receiv-

ed back this letterfrom Congressman Slayden

:

Mr. J. E. McClellun:—Your letter of recent date has
been read with much interest. I rather suspect that
some manufacturers of food products would like to see
Dr. Wiley removed from his position, but I hardly think
they can accomplish their purpose. I am sure I hope
they can not.
Personally I have always supported him in his cam-

paigns against impure foods, injurious drugs, and dis-

honest, lying labels, and I shall continue to do so. The
more fully people come to understand the nature of the
work Dr. VViley is doing the more largely he will be
endorsed. JAMES L. SLAYDEN.
Washington, D. C, June 3.

It is a pleasure to know that there are some
Congressmen like Hon. James L. Slayden
who are willing to speak out in praise of Dr.

Wiley's splendid work in the interest of pure
food.

BUTCHER-KNIVES FOR UNCAPPING; THE THICK-
NESS OF THE BLADES.

The uncapping-knives with only one cut-
ting edge, illustrated and described in Mr.
Schoirs department, page 359 of this issue,

look as if they might do very effective work,
especially where one uses only the down
stroke. The only objection we see to them
is that, if they are like common butcher-
knives, the blade being thin, the sheet of
cappings, even after they are cut, might cling
to the surface of the comb, whereas in the
case of a thick-bladed knife with a beveled
edge like the Bingham, the cappings as they
are sliced are diverted away from the surface
Mr. Scholl in a previous issue, page 53, ex-
plains that in the downward stroke the cap-
pings fall away from the knife, since the
frame is tilted slightly forward.

It would be perfectly practicable to make
a single-edge knife with the handle in the
same plane as the blade; but such a knife, in

our judgment, should be thick with a bevel-
ed edge so that the blade, while cutting,
would be at an angle instead of lying flat on
the comb surface, as would be the case when
a thin-bladed butcher-knife of ordinary type
is used.
The old original Novice honey-knife, which

we introduced nearly forty years ago, while
it had an offset handle, the same as the Bing-
ham, had a thin narrow blade. With this we
did a large amount of uncapping; but in later

years we discovered that it was not nearly
as effective as a thick beveled-edge blade,
because it allowed the cappings to come back
in contact with the surface of the comb and
stick. When Bingham & Hetherington got
out their thick-bladed knife they saw the de-
sirability of having a thick knife with a
beveled edge, so that the blade would be at an
angle with the comb while cutting.

We should like to have this question dis-

cussed, because we regard it as very impor-
tant, and if it is possible to make improve-
ments in our standard tools for bee-keepers
we ought to make them. There is such a
thing as getting into a rut without ever sus-

pecting that there is more and better ground
somewhere else.

AN EXPERIMENT IN SHIPPING COMB HONEY
BY EXPRESS IN THE NEW CORRUGATED-

PAPER CASES; THE OPINION OF A
COMMISSION MAN.

As announced in our last issue, page 328,

we sent 24 sections in one of the J. E. Crane
corrugated-paper shipping-cases by express
to Hildreth & Seo-elken, New York. We well
knew it would Be a rather severe test; but
as that test involved only the price of 24 sec-

tions we decided to take the risk for the
benefit of our subscribers. The following
from Hildreth & Segelken will explain:

Mr. E. R. Root:—We this morning received the hon-
ey which you sent us in the new pasteboard box with
the partitions. It appeared to be in good order when
we received it; but when we cut the strings and open-
ed the box we found that half of the combs were en-
tirely smashed up. Six or seven of them were broken
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loose from the sections, and only about five of them
were in trood order; but. of course, these were all sat-

urated with honey. As we said before, the box did
not show any sitrns of leakasre or saturation before we
opened it, which is probably due to the fact tliat the
heavy pasteboard absorbed the honey.
We hardly tliink tliat tliis box will answer the pur-

pose for shipping' comb honey in small (luantities

—

that is, by the sintrle crate or case, or even from five

to fifty cases. Another point which we think is arainst
this box is that it takes a lot of cord to tie it up, and
also considerable labor. The wooden crates now used
are (luite easy to open by simply forcintr off tlie cover
and then nailintr it down asjrain. This pasteboard box
would have to be tied up with stront; cord, which
would be rather a task to open; and in order to exam-
ine the iioney tlie cord would have to be cut and new
cord put in its place. We have no fault to find with
the box whatsoever, and the idea strikes us as a very
irood one—especially so if tlic box could be furnislied
at a lower |)rice than a wooden crate.

We think this box would answer the purpose if tlie

bee-keepers would put it in a carrier of, say, eisfht

crates each, the same as are used now for the other
crates; but we do not believe it would answer the pur-
pose in sendintr out in small ouantitics without beintr

put in carriers. Can not an improvement be made on
this box by usintr fasteners on the two sides instead of
tyintr them up with cord, and at the same time make a
better-appearintr case ?

Let us sutrsrest the followinsi: Why not adopt the
partitions in the wooden crate, by which we mean to
use the crates that bee-keepers aVe using now, and use
this corrugated partition to fill tlie corners? Thus ev-
ery corner would be protected; and if one or two
should happen to break down it would not spoil or
break down the others. Of course, we admit tliat it

would bring the cost of the honey up a little higher;
but we should think that these partitions could be fur-
nished at, say, 3 cents, possibly 4, for a crate holding
24 combs. This would mean an additional expense of
only about '^ of a cent more per pound, which would
be insignificant to the producer, for he would feel
more sure that his honey would arrive in good order.
This is only a suggestion of ours, but we thought we
would put it before you in case you desire to take it

up and approve of it. Of course, this is meant only
for unglassed sections. Where bee-keepers glass their
honey or use pasteboard cartons it would not be nec-
essary.
Any other points we have omitted, kindly write

about. HiLDKETH & Segelken.
New Vork, May 27.

We have observed that express delivered
to any large city receives rougher treatment
than that which goes to smaller places. The
amount of express matter is necessarily
large, and the time for its delivery from the
car on to the truck at the city of destination
is very limited. As a natural result the ex-
press men sometimes throw the stuff off, and
very often it tumbles from the truck on to

the depot platform. If the container holds
fragile goods without in anywise indicating
the character of the contents, something
happens; and in this case the sections were
badly broken. It is evident that these cor-
rugated cases will not be strong enough to
stand express shipment alone.
We think, however, they might go by

freight, provided a considerable shipment
was made up; but as a matter of precaution
we would advise the use of carriers; and
when these are used we feel quite certain
that the breakage and leakage in these pa-
per containers will be much less than in the
corresponding wooden packages. However,
the latter would carry the honey just as safe-
ly, provided there was a sheet of corrugat-
ed paper at top and bottom, and cross-parti-
tions of the same material as suggested, so
that each section may be put in a space by
itself. Possibly this will be the best solution
of the difficulty.

Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

"Blocks of wood on which the bees may
alight" are advised for watering-places, p.
2!)(3. Better advise cork chips— ever so
much better. [Are you sure they are "ever
so much better?" Corks are much more
expensive, and blocks of wood can be ob-
tained anywhere, and they are almost as
good.

—

Ed.]

Clip a queen on only one side. She will

tumble around on the ground, and make
poorer progress than one with all wings cut.
Besides, the wings on one side should be left

to catch her by. Cut off half or more of both
wings on one side. If you leave the smaller
wing whole you can not tell at a glance
whether she is clipped or not.

A correspondent says, "The colony of
my best queen is strong, but somewhat trou-
bled with paralysis. Shall I breed from her?"
I don't know. I think I'd use her for part of
my queens, and watch results. What do you
say, Mr. Editor? [No, sir! We would kill

that queen instanter. We wouldn't breed
from her any more than we would scatter
foul-broody honey in the apiary.

—

Ed.]

W. A. Prval, p. 339, speaks of scout bees
working at empty hives a week or more. I

don't know that I ever saw before mention-
ed in print that scouts would work so long
before swarming. But I have noticed the
fact a good many times. [Why, doctor, if

we are not mistaken there have been a good
many reports in these columns where scout
bees have been out of the hive a week or
more before the swarm actually came forth.

—Ed.]
Outdoor-wintered colonies further along,

page 332. I think it is the rule that outdoor
bees start brood a month or so earlier than
cellared bees. [That is true in a sense; but
in your locality you winter indoors. If you
could get better and stronger colonies in

the sprmg by wintering outdoors you would
adopt that plan, wouldn't you, even if it took
more stores? for the trade of sugar syrup for
bees is genei^ally a good investment. Why
don't you winter outdoors? A good deal de-
pends, we suspect, on the locality and the
sort of winter, and whether outdoor bees
would be further along in the spring than
cellared bees.

—

Ed.]

JiiNG Klaus, the jovial Sammelkorb man
of Deutsche linker, quotes Editor Root as
claiming that in nectar itself there are cer-
tain ferments that invert the sugar in the
nectar, and Jung Klaus is distressed at the
thought of taking from the bee part of its oc-
cupation. Bless your heart, Bruder Jung
Klaus, Mr. Root never said any thing of the
kind; doesn't believe any thing of the kind.
Why don't you read Gleanings for yourself,
and not depend on reports in other journals
by those wlio perhaps do not read English
very well, and get things badly twisted?
[The statement to which Jung Klaus refers
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is evidently something that appeared from
the pen of Mr. W. K. Morrison, one of our
department writers. As a matter of fact, wc
do not know whether there is a ferment that

inverts the sugar in the nectar before the

bees get hold of it or not.

—

Ed.]

Drone comb for extracting-supers is ob-

jected to, page 349, because of the lot of

drones reared. To be sure, you can avoid
that by using excluders. But another objec-

tion remains. If there is drone comb in,the

super and none in the brood-chamber, the

bees are inclined to hold empty at least part

of the drone comb in the super for the queen
to lay in. Besides this amount of idle comb,
may it not have at least a little tendency to

crowd honey into the brood-chamber? [We
think you are right.

—

Ed.]

Never before did I know a season with so
few flight days up to May 4. I left the bees
severely alone. Scarcely a hive was opened
till May 8. Then I was surprised to find so
little brood present. But how they did boom
with the warmer days! If I had fed or done
something else to stimulate brood-rearing I

might now be bragging how much I had ac-

complished. Give bees abundance — not
plenty, but abundance—of honey in spring,

as Doolittle and Townsend say in last Glean-
ings, and let them "gang their ain gait."

Who took that picture of a foul-broody
comb, p. 341? I've spent a long time admir-
ing it as a work of art. [This was taken by
our junior editor, H. H. Root. The general
public may not know it, but we have a fully

equipped photograph gallery, three cameras,
a modern up-to-date dark-room, and men
who understand the art of taking pictures.

One camera alone, a little 4x5, cost $150.

The lens, no larger than that in most $5.00

cameras, is worth over $75.00. To run an il-

lustrated journal such an equipment is almost
a necessity.

—

Ed.]

Conflict— decided conflict— between ye
editor and this deponent, p. 262. I don't say
ye editor is wrong. I can only give my own
experience. For 48 years I have taken bees
from cellar only at a time when they could
fly. I have not observed bad results, even
when taken on different days, although near-
ly always the whole have been taken out the

same day. I do not think "the strong are
apt to draw from the weak," if, immediately
after being taken from the cellar, the en-
trances are closed down to about an inch.

It maybe that "if there happens to be a
heavy wind it is liable to force the bulk of

the flying bees toward the leeward side." I

don't know. I never took bees out in a
heavy wind. Couldn't be hired to. [See
what J. E. Crane says on this subject in this

issue.

—

Ed.]

Some think that sections with tops and
bottoms exposed in T supers become so bad-
ly propolized that they can not be well clean-

ed. It may do no harm to mention that the
sections so highly spoken of on page 328 were
all produced in T supers. [Nearly all the

sections of honey produced in this country
have their tops exposed while on the

hive. At one time the wide frame was used
largely. This has almost entirely gone out
of fashion, and in its place has come the sec-
tion-holder, or topless wide frames, single-
tier, and the T super. In either case the
bees can propolize the top of the sections,
and they do to some extent; but it is quickly
scraped off. The Dr. Miller honey that we
saw at Hildreth & Segelken's warehouse was
not only very pretty and nice, but the tops
of some of the sections showed that they had
been most carefully scraped, while the rest
showed they never had been scraped because
the bees had put no propolis or stains on them
in the first place. As a matter of fact, when
honey comes in with a rush there will be very
few propolis-marks and but little travel-stain
on the sections, so no scraping would be re-
quired.

—

Ed.]

I wish we might know the bottom facts
about queenless bees and pollen. If a colo-
ny is carrying in little or no pollen when
others are carrying in abundance we are al-

most certain that it is queenless. But if it is

carrying in pollen, can we feel as certain
that it is queenright? I doubt it. We know
that a queenless colony is likely to have its

combs heavily laden with pollen. That makes
it pretty clear that, for a time at least, pollen
was carried in when it was no longer need-
ed. As a sidelight I may mention that, years
ago, when I caged queens in their hives for
ten days or so, the combs became pollen-
clogged. [After Mr. Townsend's article was
put ni type we went out into the bee-yard
where all the hives were marked, whether
queenless or not. Dandelions, some fruit-

bloom, and mustard were in bloom. The
bees were carrying in pollen to quite an ex-
tent. It was apparent, just as Mr. Townsend
says, that those colonies that had queens
were carrying in more pollen, and were more
active at the entrance, other things being
equal, than those that were queenless. But
queenless bees do carry in some pollen, and
under some conditions a good deal of it; but
whether any one would in any case be able
to draw the line unerringly between queen-
less and queenright colonies by the amount
of pollen carried in at the entrance is some-
thing of a question unless he also associates
with pollen-carrying the general activity at

the entrance.
There is another factor that has a good deal

to do with the matter. At certain seasons of

the year there is very little honey to be had,
but considerable pollen. Take, for example,
the time when corn is just tasseling out.

IDuring that time corn affords very little if

any honey, while it affords a good deal of

pollen. When pollen is plentiful at such
times one might not be able to distinguish a

queenless from a queenright colony. At
another time honey will be very abundant

—

so much so that the bees, if they were al-

ready well supplied with pollen, might not
be gathering very much of it, whether queen-
less or not; although when there is brood-
rearing going on there is almost sure to be
some pollen coming in no matter how much
honey is being gathered.

—

Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

The spring crop has been a short one in

Texas, and there is a good demand for hon-
ey at fair prices.

Bountiful rains have fallen in all parts of

Texas and other southwestern localities, and
the bee-keepers are rejoicing.

THE QUALITY OF CATCLAW HONEY.

In our inspection work recently in South-
west Texas, "where the catclaw grows," we
found several bee-keepers who objected to

the description of the catclaw honey, p. 86
of the latest edition of the ABC. The state-

ment referred to is as follows: "It yields

immense quantities of excellent honey that

ranks with the ordinary white honey of the
North. While possibly it would not sell

alongside of our clovers, yet in localities

where it is produced it is praised very high-
ly for table use, no honey being classed high-
er except that from huajilla."

The objection raised is that the above
would lead one to believe that our Texas
honey is very inferior, as the catclaw honey
ranks only with the ordinary white honey of

the North, and possibly would not sell along-
side of clover honey. Still further objection
is made to the statement conveying the idea
that it is praised highly only in the localities

where it is produced.
The Southwest Texans claim a greater

distinction for their catclaw honey; and to

substantiate their claim the writer has been
living sumptuously on some of the finest and
whitest comb honey gathered from catclaw.
Since we have been "up North," we, for
our part, will have to side with the producers
who have reason to object to their fine hon-
ey being classed with the ordinary white
honey, not salable alongside of clover honey,
and praised only in the localities where it is

produced. We also know that such honey
finds its way into thousands of other places
where it is shipped, and where it is highly
praised by thousands of consumers.

THAT "BUTCHER UNCAPPING-KNIFE."
The straight butcher-knife for uncapping

has received much attention since we first

mentioned it several months ago, and dozens
of letters asking me about the kind of knife
used are convincing. The first one used
was simply a straight-edged knife as shown
at No. 1. It worked very satisfactorily on
straight combs and if the cappings extend-
ed bevond the edges of the frame. Later it

was found that one with a slightly curving
cutting edge was preferable for thin combs
which haa to be uncapped partly inside of
the frames. But this knife (No. 2) could not
be used well for cutting into low places of
the comb surfaces on account of the straight

point. This latter feature the first knife
used possessed; and after making the discov-
eries of the advantageous points of such an
uncapping-knife, one shown in No. 3 was
finally adopted, and it has given the best
satisfaction. It possesses the curved cutting

K 8Inches-

edge for shaving right into the comb, wheth-
er the cappings extend beyond the wood or
not, and has a rounding point with which to

dig into all sorts of low places. Another ad-
vantage is its extra length over No. 1 and 2,

which makes possible a drawing motion, re-

sulting in easier and better work. Such
knives can be obtained at hardware stores
for about 70 cents. They should be of good
steel, and kept very sharp. We use them
cold, but wet them by washing them occa-
sionally to prevent gumming.

HIVE-SIDES IN TWO PIECES.

A hint is given the bee-keepers that they
must expect hereafter hives with the sides
in two pieces. This is on account of the
scarcity and expense of wide lumber. While
we do not like the idea, it may be all right.

The fact is, the sides of our brood-chambers
are and have been in two pieces for many
years. But these are the divisible-brood-
chamber hives, and they are the only kind
of hives we would care to have with more
than one-piece sides.

It has been a number of years since we
first called attention to the fact that narrow-
er and cheaper lumber could be used in the
construction of the divisible-brood-chamber
hive. The time will come when such hives
will be used much more extensively. We
see many evidences of this, both in our visits

to bee-keepers and in the columns of our
journals. The advantage such hives possess
in manipulating large numbers of colonies in

many apiaries scattered far and wide, mak-
ing it possible to obtain the best results with
the least amount of labor and expense, is al-

ready enough to warrant their adoption as a
standard hive. We have found such a move
a profitable one, and for several years we
have purchased no other kind, and we are
selling off all our deep hives. This, in a year
or two, will leave us nothing but the divis-

ible-brood-chamber hives.

Our hives are standard goods, neverthe-
less, although such hives as we use are dif-

ferent from others on the market. They
consist of nothing but the regular standard

5H Ideal shallow-frame extracting-supers
throughout for brood-chamber, super, and
all. These are of the ten-frame width, and
any regular cover and bottom can be used.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

For an -easy and cheap device for weigh-
ing hives of bees I have seen nothing better
than that illustrated on page 105, Feb. 15.

-555-

E. F. Atwater's method of curing foul brood
and getting honey, p. 136, in careful hands
is safe, and worthy of the attention of bee-
Jceepers where this dread disease prevails.

4f

Mr. Atwater's exhibit of wasps' work, p.

110, Feb. 15, is interesting. We have the
same wasps here, but they find ample room
to build their nests in the top of our hives,

so they do not often soil or injure sections.

*.

"There is a possibility and even a proba-
bility that we shall have a late spring, owing
to the mildness of the winter," says editor
of Gleanings, page 119, March 1. Well, we
are getting it here in Vermont; but we have
this to fall back on: I have never known a
very early spring to be followed by a good
honey season. On the other hanci, a good
season does not always follow a late spring.

E. D. Townsend's article, page 111, is of

more than ordinary interest. What he says
in regard to a sheltered location can not be
too highly emphasized. However, I don't
quite agree witn him that it is necessary to

have a good day for bees to fly when taking
them out of the cellar. I have found that it

works well to take them out on a raw cold
day, and then when it warms up they are
ready for a fly.

That picture of the first meeting of the
Maryland Bee-keepers' Association, is well
worth our attention, page 131, March 1. I

remember that, many years ago, a friend
was looking over that medley of photographs
sent out by the Root Co. "Well," he said,

they are a good deal above the average,"
and I believe we always find a crowd of bee-
keepers so, both in intellect and good mor-
als, at all our gatherings.

"Better packages for our next honey crop
should be considered by every bee-keeper
who ships honey. We do not care to have
the railroads raise the freight rates," says
Louis H. Scholl, page 102, Feb. 15. It does
not cost me any effort to agree with him.
Bee-keepers can not be too careful as to what
package they use. Get the best, and then
paste a good label on top, stating contents of
package, and ask politely for careful handling
and packing in car.

That "honey-man" W. A. H. Gilstrap,
makes some pretty good points about ped-
dling honey, page 112. One thing I want to
call attention to. He says that one of their
leading grocers told him that it increased
his honey sales when the town and surround-

ing country became interested in honey
through his efforts in peddling. Exactly. I

have noticed in a good season when every-
body was talking about bees and honey, and
how much money the bee-keepers were
making, it is much easier to sell honey than
in other years when there is little gathered.

On page 119 the editor says, "A capping-
melter will be placed on the market this sea-
son. This will enable one to have all his
cappings, while extracting, melted up into
nice marketable cakes of wax at the end of
the day's work, while the honey will be in

fine condition to bottle."
Other writers I have noticed made similar

statements. Now, I have never used a cap-
ping-melter for melting cappings as fast as
removed, but have had one made for this

purpose; but I have melted up many hundred
pounds of new combs in double boilers, but
have never been able to separate the wax so
as to be fit for market without remelting. I

have always found more or less honey mix-
ed with the wax, and more or less of the wax
of a granular character that needed a much
higher temperature than could be given the
honey without injuring it. Can some one
explain? [In our next issue we expect to

have some illustrations bearing on this ques-
tion.

—

Ed.]

On page 123 friend Holtermann refers
again to sealed covers and the excessive
moisture of the brood-chamber as likely to

injure the stores and bees. I believe most
bee-keepers along the northern limits of bee-
keeping will agree with him. Some years
ago, when this subject was under discussion,
I prepared a hive with enameled cloth over
the brood-chamber, and packing over that.

Well, that colony wintered; but the inside of

the hive in spring was such that I have nev-
er had any desire to repeat the experiment.
Where bees are confined to their hives from
two to four and sometimes five months, we
can not be too careful in keeping the inside
of the hive dry as well as warm when win-
tered out of doors. On the other hand, too
free a circulation of air is not good. I have
found that a couple of boards laid loosely over
the brood-chamber will give room for the
moisture generated by the bees to pass up
through the cracks into the packing.

DEATH OP MINNESOTA'S FOUL-BROOD INSPECT-
OR, MR. RUSSELL.

I have to tell you the sad news of the death
of my old friend and companion, Wm. Rus-
sell, bee-inspector of Minnesota. Mr. Rus-
sell probably had more to do, next to Mr. J.

C. Acklin, also deceased, with getting a foul-

brood law in Minnesota, than any other man.
He was a good bee-keeper and a good in-

spector, and had the gift of making friends
wherever he went. Bee-keepers nave cer-

tainly suffered by his death.
Minneapolis, Minn. L. D. Leonard.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

SUPERSEDING OF QUEENS.

"What are you doing with those boards
about the entrances to the hives, Mr. Doo-
httle?

"

" Fixing them so as to keep the grass down
in front until it is time to mow the bee-yard,
as it is getting so high that it tangles the bees
somewhat in their flight, especially those
coming home loaded with honey."
"But why don't you cut the grass now? "

"Because I would have to cut it aoain in a
week or ten days if I did. If you wul notice
you will see that the heads or blossoming
parts of these grasses are not yet high enough
so that they would be cut oft were I to mow
the yard now with a scythe, and for this rea-

son they would grow right along, the same
as if I had not cut the rest off, running right
up tall inside of ten days. If I wait till these
heads advance far enough to be cut with the
rest of the grass, that will end the matter
with one cutting for the season, unless we
have an unusually wet summer. When I

was more ambitious, and younger, I used to

use the lawn-mower; but as that took so
many repeated mowings during the season, I

gave it up and adopted the plan of mowing
once on account of savins so much extra
work which I did not feel able to do."

" But say; the bees of three of my colonies
are trying to supersede their queens. How
do they know when to supersede?

"

"Well, you have fired a question at me
that I do not now remember having seen dis-

cussed in our bee-papers, so I have nothing
to work on except my own observations."
"Those observations are just what I want

unless you wish to be noncommittal."
"I am always willing to tell what I know

about bees. After a careful watching of all

cases of supersedure of queens which have
come under my notice, I am led to believe
that the bees, as a rule, supersede a queen
because she ceases to be as prolific as she
was. Especially is this the case where the
attempt is made to replace the old queen pre-
vious to swarming, or within a week or two
after a swarm has taken a new abode, say
during the first two weeks after the swarm
has been hived."
"Then you think that the bees are such

close observers that they notice the number
of eggs their mother lays?

"

"I do not know that I should want to say
just that; but in all of the cases of supersecl-
ure which happened at the time spoken of,

the queens were failing, and soon died; in
nearly every case before, the young queens
began laying, so that I have felt I had posi-
tive evidence that the fewness of eggs laid
by the queen was the real reason wny she
was replaced."
"But are not queens superseded at other

times of the year as well as during or near
the swarming season?

"

"Yes, later on in the season. However,
the evidence that the bees know at all times
what they are about is not so great as it

might be, and thus we have exceptions to

some of the rules regarding the workings of

our pets. At different times, during August
and the fore part of September, I have found
the bees bent on superseding their queens.
I will give you one instance as an illustration

of several. In this instance the bees were
determined to supersede one of my best
queens— one whicn I prized very much as a
breeder; so as fast as they got the queen-
cells sealed I removed them, hoping that
they would give up the idea. I used these
cells in nuclei up to about the first of Sep-
tember. While cutting out these sealed cells

one day I found a nice young queen which
had emerged from an unobserved queen-cell.

A friend who was with me noticed what a
beauty this young queen was, and offered me
$4.00 for the old queen, as he was willing to

take his chances with her. He was an api-

arist of considerable experience, and I

thought he would get his money's worth from
the queens he might rear from the few eggs
she would probably lay before she died, es-

pecially as I had explained the whole matter
to him, so I let him have her. He took her
home, succeeded in safely introducing her,

reared two batches of fine queens from her,

and, much to the surprise of both of us, his

bees did not try to supersede her that fall,

and she lived and did good work for two
years, so that he changed his whole apiary
over to stock of this kmd. This proved to

me that the bees do make mistakes some-
times in this matter of supersedure. He
used to chafe me occasionally about getting

one of my $10.00 queens for $4.00."

"That was interesting, sure."
"Yes, and there is another instance which

I recall, which shows a still worse blunder on
the part of the bees. One fall as I was pre-

paring the hives for winter I found two
queens in one of my colonies, the mother
having her wings clipped. They were left,

as I wished to see what the result would be.

In the spring both were there, and soon had
the hive full of brood. One day a man of

prominence in the scientific world called on
me, and I showed him the two queens, they
both happening to be on the same comb.
They were a great curiosity to him, and after

he went away he sent me a high price for

the colony, as he wished to study into the

matter. When I went to prepare them for

shipment I could find only the old queen in

the hive. After a short search in front of the

hive I found the young queen where the

bees had drawn her out after having killed

her. The old one failed soon after, and died;

but the bees made no effort to supersede
her."

It is surprising to find so much wax going
to waste in so many apiaries. By all means
get a solar extractor, and save all bits of

combs and wax. It will pay you. Later get
a good wax-press and save this waste.
New Braunfels, Tex. Louis Scroll.
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General
Correspondence

GREASY SECTIONS.

Their Cause and Cure ; Killing the Goose
that Lays the Golden Egg.

BY W. M. WHITNEY.

Mr. Editor:—The matter of greasy or wa-
tery sections, like Banquo's ghost, bobs up
at regular intervals to haunt bee-keepers.
At this time the apparition has traveled
across the Pacific from New Zealand, as ap-
pears in Feb. 1st Gleanings, p. 87. I know
of no one but myself having so far taken
the pains to experiment along this hne for
the purpose of discovering if possible the
real cause of greasy-looking cappings. Wa-
tery cappings, as they are sometimes called,

are as far from the real condition as can be
imagined, for water has been so thoroughly
evaporated from the honey that I doubt if

it would be possible to cause the honey to
granulate.

It hurts me dreadfully to hear old bee-
keepers and writers condemn a queen whose
workers produce, perchance, such finished
product. From my knowledge of the facts,

gained from actual experience, I am led to
believe that all such conclusions are jumped
to (so to speak) simply because such colony
happens to be an exception among many
others in the apiary. Has anybody ever
known of an instance where greasy-appear-
ing sections occur, when the hive was not
overflowing with bees? At any rate, I nev-
er have. Isn't it a fact that we are seeking
queens with just such laying qualities to
stock our apiaries? Now, from what I know
of the matter I'd just as soon go out to the
poultry-yard and wring the neck of the best
pullet "laying an egg each working day and
two on Sunday," when eggs were bringing
40 cts. a dozen, as to pinch the head of such
a queen. Really, it's like killing the goose
that lays the golden egg.
Now for the report of my experiment.

'But allow me to premise by saying that my
bee-keeping has been largely a pastime; and
when readmg any matter having, as I be-
lieved, an element of doubt attending it, I

have tried to satisfy myself of its truth or
falsity by making the best test I could, and
this matter of greasy sections was one of the
doubtful ones. I could not understand how
it could be possible that the queen was the
direct cause of such a state or condition of
the sections. A number of years ago, after
reading this matter, and noticing all sorts of
bad things said about the queen of such a
colony, I determined to make an experi-
ment, having an impression that a very dif-
ferent cause existed, and that it might be
worth looking for.

I selected one of my best colonies having
a splendid queen. When the proper time
came, a case of sections was put over the

brood-chamber; and as the honey-flow was
then well under way, in a few days the sec-
tions were pretty well drawn out and were
being filled. This case was raised and an-
other put under, as has been my custom in

such cases. A short time thereafter, as nice
a case of honey was taken off as one would
wish to see. At the same time, the lower
case was raised and another put under; and
a cushion was put over the upper case of
sections, and tucked down snug so as to pre-
vent circulation of air. The hives used are
what is known as the double-walled, having
an air-space of about two inches around the
entire case of sections, in which the bees are
permitted to cluster. The queen, being an
exceptionally good one, filled this hive, in-

cluding the air-space, to overflowing with
bees. In due time a case of greasy-looking
sections was taken off, looking as though
they had been varnished. The lower case
was raised, the cushion removed, and an-
other case put under. After a time the third
case was removed, showing a few sections
through the middle with greasy markings,
the outside ones having none.
Now, why should that queen's workers

produce white-capped sections at one time,
then change to greasy ones, then back to

white ones again? What is the conclusion
one is forced to after such a test? It is this:

That it is not the queen at all, but the exces-
sive heat and lack of proper ventilation of
the hive. That such a colony is not a suit-

able one for the production of comb honey
is a fallacy; for, with proper ventilation, such
a colony will do better work than a weaker
one, for the very good reason that it will do
its work much more rapidly. Such a colony
is just right for any work desired, if proper-
ly manipulated.

It will not be a sufficient reply to say that
other colonies in the same yard, equally pop-
ulous, do not produce greasy sections. It is

scarcely possible to find two colonies work-
ing under exactly the same conditions. I

think it will be admitted that there is scarce-
ly another occupation where the difference
in results is so manifest from slight changes
in conditions or manipulations as in bee-
keeping. One colony may be more exposed
to the sun's rays in the middle of the day,
and be capping sections at the critical time;
but had there been a slight favorable change
of weather the crisis would have passed; or
one has less ventilation because of cluster-
ing of bees in front of the hive, which is a
very common thing; or the hive may have
been located in a part of the yard less ex-
posed to currents of air than many others.
Of two colonies, apparently equally popu-
lous to-day, on examination a week hence
we find one maintaining its force while the
other has fallen off perceptibly. So we
might continue to point out differences ad
infinitum, caused by differences in condi-
tions and manipulations.

I feel certain that a careful examination of
any normal colony as it goes into winter
quarters will reveal more or less combs of
honey with cappings looking as though they
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had been varnished. The finest comb imag-
inable, taken from the side and put into or
near the center of the hive at such a time,
will soon have this appearance from the heat
of the cluster of bees. The cause is the
same as in the case of section honey. Shall
we, then, as is recommended in tne other
case, without further ceremony, proceed to

lynch all the best queens in the apiary?
Why it is that old experienced bee-keepers
cling to the fallacious idea that the queen is

the cause of all this mischief they complain
of seems strange to me. It is true, how-
ever, that we are inclined to hold on to old
ideas and practices, often, without being
able to cjive a single reason for so doing.
" It's so if mother says so, whether it's so or
not."

If I could feel that I had been the means of
dissipating this bugaboo from the minds of
bee-keepers I should feel satisfied, even if I

never accomplish any thing more in the way
of improved bee-keeping.
A few years ago, after having made the

experiment above described, and reading
the advice given through the American Bee
Journal, to pinch such a queen's head and
requeen the colony, this matter was dis-

cussed, and I earnestly requested those who
had such queens, instead of pinching their
heads, to mail all such Italian queens to me.
I'd pay for them, as I wished to stock my
apiary with just such bees. I've yet to re-

ceive the first invoice. This case reported
from New Zealand—that of a hot dry season
and a populous colony—supports my conten-
tion that it's not the queen at all.

Evanston, 111.

[This is a very important subject, and we
should be glad to get a series of short re-

sponses from bee-keepers everywhere bear-
ing on Mr. Whitney's theory as to the cause
of greasy sections. If he is right, it is folly

to kill an otherwise good queen simply be-
cause her bees, under certain conditions,
have produced greasy-looking sections.

—

Ed.1

HONEY-EXTRACTORS.

Some Experience with Different Styles
and Makes.

BY R. V. COX.

On page 275, May 1, Mr. Virgil Sires asks
why there can not be more articles from the
large honey-producers describing equip-
ment, etc. I nave had, perhaps, more ex-
perience with honey-extractors than many,
for I have run a two-frame Novice, a three-
frame Stanley, a four-frame Cowan, an eight-
frame Cowan, and a four-frame Root auto-
matic extractor. I usually extract before the
honey is fully capped, and often before it is

capped at all. The honey runs through a
tin pipe into tin-lined tanks to ripen. All of
my Duildings are non-portable.

In regard to extractors I will say that the
two-frame Novice was all right for the pur-

pose for which it was built; namely, for ex-
tracting combs in a very small yard, or for
extracting partly filled sections. For these
last I have two frames made that will just fit

the baskets with cross-pieces to hold differ-
ent rows of sections. If there is need of hur-
rying this work there could be four such
frames, so that two of them could be loaded
by some one else while the other two were
in the extractor.
The three-frame Stanley stood the hardest

usage of any extractor I ever ran; but it was
not provided with gears to enable one to
speed up the reel, and it was, therefore, a
man-killer if one expected to get all the hon-
ey out of the combs.
For a machine run by hand, the four-frame

Cowan suited me the best. By putting the
brake on with the left hand, and holding
back on the crank with the right, I could
slow down the reel very quickly, and then,
as the crank was going down, I could let go
of the brake-handle and catch a basket and
reverse all the baskets at a higher reel speed
than is possible with the automatic extractor.
However, I should not want to put my hands
down into the reel at such a speed if the ma-
chine were driven by power.
The eight-frame automatic extractor was

too heavy to do much extracting by hand.
This was one of the first large power-driven
machines sent out, and the pulley was made
to take a ly2-inch belt. This narrow belt
was so light that it took too long to speed up
the reel, and I always had to help it along by
hand. Moreover, it took too long to slow the
reel down again. On this account I could
extract thin warm honey just as rapidly with
the four-frame machine using hand power.
The eight-frame extractor run by an engine,
when once speeded up, would dry the combs
of honey a little the best of any that I ever
owned. I found by trial that it would get
from a few ounces to two pounds of honey
out of a set of combs which had already been
extracted once by hand. I do not know that
all this honey would be lost if the combs were
put back on the hives, but, at the same time,
I would rather have it in the tanks.
The four-frame automatic is almost as good

as the Cowan to run by hand; and if run by
power it is my choice of an extractor. Witn
the extractor full of combs, I can put one
hand on the belt-tightener and the other on
the brake, and speed up the reel, use the
brake until the baskets are reversed, speed
the reel again, and then stop it in less than
a minute. Usually I do not work as fast as
this, for I let the reel run for a time at full

speed to dry the combs of honey. The four-
frame extractor will dry the cells almost as
well as the eight-frame; and if a larger pul-
ley were used on the engine, I think it would
do fully as well.

If a four-frame extractor did not do my
work fast enough I would have another four-
frame on the opposite side of the engine so
that I could let one of them run while I was
changing the combs, etc., in the other. Then
if any thing happened to one extractor I

could run the otner one; and if the engine
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gave any trouble I could still extract by hand.

Some may think that extractors seldom break;

but I have not yet seen a season when, for

some reason or other, some part was not

broken when it was most wanted.
In the matter of power, the Gilson gasoline-

engines have given me little trouble. One
would suppose that the eight-frame power
extractors would break the combs; but I have
not found it so. The Cowan extractor run

by hand was the worst comb-breaker I ever

handled, because of the method of reversing.

The worst trouble that I have found with

the Root extractors is that the baskets and
hangings are too light. I used to make a

regular business of dropping the combs into

the baskets of the Stanley extractor. An
old comb that has not been uncapped will

stand a lot of such handling. Such usage
knocks the bottom out of any of the Root ex-

tractor-baskets, that I ever seen, in less than

half a day. A broken comb or two amount
to little, for the bees can generally patch

them up easily; but a broken extractor at

such a time is a serious matter.

Sloansville, N. Y.

[Wider pulleys are now used on the power-
driven extractors, and the baskets and
hinges are also now made stronger.

—

Ed.]

THE ARRANGEMENT OF SUPERS ON A
HIVE.

The Darkest Cappings in Supers Nearest
the Brood.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

The following is from my friend Adrian
Getaz:

Your last article on the placing of supers has interest-

ed me very much. My honey-flow is quite different

from yours, and of course that must make a difference.

Otherwise my experience is the same.
Permit me to call your attention to a method that has

on certain occasions sriven me very sfood results. It is,

simply, to place the new super below the others; and
when the work is well stairted remove it and place it

above.

I too have practiced to a considerable ex-

tent what is probably the same thing. My
idea was that, if the oldest super were kept
next the one latest given, it would be finish-

ed sooner, and I could the sooner reduce the

number of supers. Suppose there are 6 su-

pers on a hive. If the oldest super be next
to the lower one, it seemed it ought to be
finished much sooner than if it were put in

the topmost place. I must confess that, in

actual practice, I did not find the difference

I expected, and I am not really sure that

there was any difference in the time of com-
pletion.

There is no denying that it makes work
heavier to have four to six supers on a hive

at the same time; but there are not lacking

compensations. Generally speaking, the

further a super is from the brood-combs the

whiter will be the capping of the sections.

Years ago, when I used wide frames holding
eight sections each, I raised a brood-frame
from below and put it between two wide

frames to bait the bees into the sections. It

worked to a charm. But if I did not remove
the brood comb before the bees started at
capping, they made sorry work, invariably
carrying bits of black wax from the brood
comb to the sections. I think you will find
darker sections over thin top-bars than over
thick ones. And, in general, the nearer the
brood combs a section is when the bees are
capping it, the more danger of the cappings
being dark. Don't forget that there's more
travel over a lower super than over an up-
per one.
Then there's another consideration that

alone reconciles me to the heavy work of
handling so many supers. It is, I think,
agreed that the longer honey is in the care
01 the bees the richer and better it is, the
object in hurrying it off being to prevent the
darkening of the combs. Suppose that col-

ony No. 1 is never allowed more than two
supers, and No. 2 is allowed five or more, or
as many as it can occupy. No. 1 will be
crowded into finishing its sections sooner
than No. 2. But No. 2 will have twice as
much honey on at the same time as No. 1,

which is only another way of saying that
honey is twice as long on No. 2 as on No. 1.

Just stop and think over that. I believe it is

a matter of no small importance.

THE CHOICE OF LARV^ FOR QUEENS; THERE
SHOULD BE ROOM FOR LARGE CELLS.

Mr. Getaz also says:

Your discussions with Messrs. Taylor and Hutchinson
concerning the choice of larvae to raise queens is anoth-
er point of high interest to me. My experience has in-

variably been like yours, that the bees will not choose a
too old larva unless there is no other at their disposal.
But there is a point that has escaped your attention

and theirs as well. That is, the space between the
combs. Give a cwnb of young larvae or eggs to a queen-
less colony; push the others sufficiently far to leave the
necessapf space, and you will find good big queen-cells
protruding away from the combs; and in such queen-
cells you will find good big queens. But let the opposite
comb be too close, and also occupied by some brood or
sealed honey, then the queen-cells, instead of being of
full size, will be more or less stunted. Stunted queen-
cells produce stunted queens. These queens, so far as
the appearance to the naked eye goes, look just like

those raised from the too old larvae. That's what has
probably misled Messrs. Taylor and Hutchinson.
Knoxville, Tenn.

So far as I know, that's an original view,
although it is not altogether new to say that
bees must have room for a queen-cell. I sus-
pect Messrs. Taylor and Hutchinson will re-

ply to you, "But when these stunted cells

are taken away, and fresh brood given, cells

are started that are not stunted, although
the combs are crowded just as close as be-
fore." I may say that I use self-spacing
frames; and when I give brood from which
the bees are to rear queens, the frames are
always crowded together just as close as they
can be, and I have no trouble with stunted
queens. That, however, is only part of the
truth; and when I tell the whole truth you
will say, and say rightly, that my experience
only confirms your view. The whole truth
is tnat the frames I give the bees to rear cells

in contain freshly built comb, and the frame
is only half or three-fourths filled with comb.
I cut away the outer edge of the comb to

where just hatched larvae appear, allowing
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the bees to build cells on the outer edge that

is left. Let us see how much difference that

makes in the matter of room.
If full combs are used, containing worker-

cells built out to the normal depth, and the

combs are spaced Ps from center to center,

there will be a space of h inch between
combs for the bees to build cells in. But if

the comb given be only partly built down,
the bees will have all the space between the
two combs on either side, or 1% inches.

That's nearly four times as much space as

they have between combs when all combs
are fully built out. The fact is, that with
these combs only partly built down I have
no trouble with poor cells, and I have never
fully understood why. Perhaps your view
explains it. But I don't know how to answer
Messrs. Taylor and Hutchinson if they make
the reply I have attributed to them.
Marengo, 111.

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR BE-
GINNERS.

Folding Sections and Putting in Founda-
tion.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

When folding sections, if any noise is

heard, as of the wood breaking at the V
groove, the section is too dry, and the whole
stock should be dampened before more of

them are folded. Even if the wood is not
dry enough to break entirely at the V groove,
it is weakened if this crackling noise is

heard, and will always be fragile.

When the wood is in just the right condi-
tion the section should fold without a parti-

cle of breaking at the point where tne V
groove cuts nearly through. If the work is

done during the wet season or early spring,
especially it the sections were kept in a room
where there was no fire, it is probable that
no dampening will be necessary. If this

wood is not in the right condition, however,
all of the sections must be dampened to pre-
vent breakage or frail corners.
There is quite a knack in dampening sec-

tions so that they will be perfectly square
when folded. It is very necessary that the
section, when folded, shall be square on ac-
count of the full sheets of foundation to be
put into them, as will be explained later.

At one time we poured hot water from a tea-
kettle into the V grooves of the sections be-
fore removing them from the crate. We
placed the crate on edge and removed the
side in order to expose all of the V grooves
so that the hot water from the kettle could
follow clear through all of the five hundred
sections. We found that this method caused
the sections to swell to such an extent that
they could hardly be bent around sufficient-
ly to get the notched ends together.

HOW TO DAMPEN SECTIONS SO THEV WILL
F-OLD PROPERLY.

If the weather is dry, as it is likely to be in
summer, or if there was a fire in the room

where the sections were stored, the folding
can not be properly done unless these sec-
tions are dampened. To do this, remove
enough of the crating to expose all the V
grooves in the outside layer oi sections, and
then group the crates together and cover
them with a wet blanket, which has been
wrung out so that no water can drip from it.

The next morning the sections will be in

first-class shape to fold.

The above method is the one to follow dur-
ing a very dry time in summer, or whenever
the sections for any cause are bone-dry.
Very frequently sections need but little

dampening to be in good condition; and in

such cases a little water should be sprinkled
upon a dry blanket, using judgment as to the
amount needed. A little experience along
this line will make every thing work nicely.

FOLDING SECTIONS.

To be sure that the sections will be square
after they are folded, a section-press is es-
sential. This device forces the notched ends
of the section together while every corner is

held true and square. Properly made sec-
tions put together with a press of some good
make will give very little trouble about being
diamond-shaped, etc., especially if the direc-

tions for dampening, as given above, are
closely followed.
The folding of the sections and the putting

in of the foundation determine to a great ex-
tent the quality of the honey that is to be
produced. There is entirely too much of the
ordinary kind of comb honey on the market,
and the price is so low that there is absolute-
ly no profit in producing it. Extra good
comb honey should be produced, and then a

good fair price asked for it. During the sea-

son of 1906 the writer produced comb honey
that retailed for 33 cts. a pound, and at the
same time there was considerable comb hon-
ey on the market that could be bought for

one-third this price. It did not cost very
much more per pound to produce the better
grade, and it therefore is plainly evident
which was the more profitable— the U-cent
or the 33-cent grade.

PUTTING IN FULL SHEETS OF FOUNDATION.

A diamond-shaped sheet of foundation will

not fit a square section. The piece should
be cut with the corners perfectly square, and
wide enough so that it will slip into the sec-

tion without crowding. The piece should
not be so deep as to come nearer than a
plump quarter of an inch from the bottom of

the section when fastened in. The piece
must hang true in the center of the section,

or the best results can not be attained. The
test comes when the section is squared up
when placed in the super; for if it is diamond-
shaped the foundation will be thrown over
against one side when the sections are
squared up, for one edge of the foundation
striking the side of the section will throw the
other lower corner against the separator.

The section does not nave to be very much
out of true for this to take place, and such a
section is a complete failure so far as comb
honey is concerned, for it will never be sal-
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able when full. This is, perhaps, an extreme
example, but nevertheless many sections are
given to the bees in just this condition.

One of my acquaintances kept a pair of

shears near by; and when he lound a full

sheet of foundation striking the wood near
the bottom he sprang the piece out far

enough to clip off enough so that it could
hang straight. This will prevent irregular
combs, but it is a makeshift, and should be
adopted only until one acquires the knack of

putting up the sections and full sheets of

foundation so that they are square in the
first place.

A section can not be filled too full of foun-
dation at the sides, and good results will al-

ways be attained providing the sheet does
not touch the wood. However, as mention-
ed before, there should be at least a X-inch
space between the bottom of the foundation
and the bottom of the section. This is to al-

low for the sagging of the extra-thin founda-
tion used. Foundation must not sag enough
to touch the bottom of the section until quite
well drawn out by the bees, or there will

probably be trouble because of buckling,
and buckling is just as bad as the condition
which makes the foundation swing over to

one side against the separator.

If the beginner will bear in mind the fact

that the foundation must hang true in the
center of the section, no matter whether fas-

tened by a hot plate or by melted wax, much
of his trouble in putting in foundation will

disappear. With either method the founda-
tion can be made to hang in the center pro-
viding time enough is spent on the work.

THE MELTED-WAX PLAN OF FASTENING FOUN-
DATION.

I am very sure of one thing, and that is,

that better work can be done with the melt-
ed-wax plan of fastening foundation into sec-
tions than with the hot-plate machines. One
bad feature about the melted-wax plan, how-
ever, is having the melted wax around. We
have never put in enough foundation on the
melted-wax plan to acquire the dexterity that
we should. I presume some will always use
one plan and others the other.

Last summer we put in some foundation
on the Yoder plan described in the April 1st

issue of 1908. As will be remembered, the
Yoder plan consists in fastening the founda-
tion with melted wax, not only across the
top of the section but also one-third of the
way down the sides from the top. Every
section put up in this way produced a perfect
section of honey so far as the foundation was
concerned. With foundation fastened one-
third of the way down the side of the sec-
tion, most of it is apt to be a little curved,
due to the expansion when it is warmed up
by the bees. Some of the sheets were curved
perhaps half an inch; but when the honey was
linished, there was nothing to indicate that
the foundation had not been in the center of
the section. Somehow I can not help think-
ing that there would have been a little more
work done in the supers if the foundation
could have been kept true in the center.

About the only tools needed for putting in

foundation on the Yoder plan is a wax-tube.
There should be a square block a trifle less
than half the thickness of the section, and
just large enough to fit inside. This block
should be perfectly square, as the section
must be held square when putting in the
foundation. The block should be nailed to
a thin board a little larger, and, for conven-
ience, a handle should oe nailed to the back
of it. The foundation must be accurately
cut just the size of the inside of the section,
less the >(-inch space at the bottom. To put
in the foundation, the section should be
placed over the block before mentioned, and
the sheet of foundation put in place pushed
close to the top. The block should be held
in such position as to form a trough made by
the sheet of foundation and the side of the
section, and then some melted wax dropped
at a point one-third of the distance from the
top of the section now held at the bottom.
By turning the block around, the wax can
be made to run down and around to the oth-
er side, and finally to a point one-third of

the distance from the top. To work to good
advantage, two or three of these blocks are
necessary, as the wax should cool before the
sections are removed.
Remus, Mich.

NEW JERSEY FAILED IN SECURING A FOUL-
BROOD LAW.

Our foul-brood bill was introduced into the
Senate by Senator Gebhardt, of Hunterdon
Co., and was defeated on its third reading by
the narrow margin of one vote. Of course,
it did not get to the Assembly,' so we do not
know how that stood. It was supported by
the senators from the agricultural counties,
and objected to by the senators from the
cities.

We asked for an appropriation of $500, and
that was the chief objection to the bill. There
is a threatened deficit in the State treasury
of over $500,000, consequently all new legis-

lation that included appropriations was ob-
jected to. All the regular State appropria-
tions were cut down to economize.
We are disappointed but not discouraged.

We will try again next year. The finances
of the State whI be in better shape, and the
matter will be better understood; hence we
will stand a better chance to get our law.

In the meantime we should like to be kept
informed as to the extent of and loss from
foul brood in various parts of the State, and
to have more bee-keepers join our associa-

tion. The better informed we are, and the
stronger our association, the more effective-

ly we can argue with the legislature.

Pittstown, N. J. Albert G. Hann, Sec.

[We are glad that the fight will be kept up
to get the law. In the mean time bee-keep-
ers should take means to inform their Sen-
ators and Representatives from all over the
State of the importance of the law. See
them personally when they come home; and
if that is impracticable, write them.

—

Ed.]
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HEATH CORNER NEAR OOSTERBEEK, HOLLAND; THE ROAD FROM ARNHEM TO APELDOORN,
CROSSING ONE OF THE RICHEST HONEY HEATHS.
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BEE-KEEPING IN HOLLAND.

BY HENRI MEYER.

Duriny; the last three years bee-keepers in

our country have had several severe lessons.

They have patience, however, for they fix

their hopes on the promise of better times in

the future. Since I became an amateur bee-
keeper I have become acquainted with many
good but nennywise and conservative Dutch
bee-men from whose mistakes I have learned
the art of bee culture.

Though we have some good bee-farms in

HollancH where the work is based on modern
principles, there is little or no tendency
among the conservative men to leave the
methods of their grandfathers, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the Dutch association for
the propagation of bee culture is trying its

best to work a reform. Our grandfathers
swore by a sort of multiplication system
which is still prevalent in some parts of our
country. Many Dutch bee-keepers who have
from 50 to 100 hives on summer stands main-
tain from year to year the maximum number
of colonies from the fewest possible number
wintered. From grandfather to grandson
they endeavored to obtain as many swarms
as possible per colony; and to get from four
to six new colonies from one old one was a
common thing. Unconsciously a race of

bees was bred, the characteristics of which
were in the direction of swarming, and for
this reason all methods for the prevention of
that tendency must naturally lead to failure.

The degeneration of the bee race, in my opin-
ion, is one of the reasons why some of these
old bee-keepers, willing to try the movable

DUTCH SWARM SPECIALISTS INSl'lH IING THE BARGAINS AT THE BEE-MAR-
KET IN HOLLAND.

Hives with bees and honey sell for $2.00 each.

frames in hives of large dimensions, obtain-
ed negative results, and then cheerfully re-

turned totheirgrandfathers' thin small straw
hives. They saw no possibility of keeping
their record-breaking swarmers quietly at

work during two or three good honey-flows,
for all the honey that came in was converted
into brood; and when the colony developed
to the maximum strength it gave off the in-

evitable swarm. In such cases, at the end
of the season the crop consisted of a few
pounds of wax and a few pounds of bees, the
latter, however, having scarcely enough hon-
ey for winter stores.

Well, these good old conservative bee-
keepers who advocate the swarming system
have learned in three consecutive bad honey
years what a century of their grandfathers'
methods could not have taught tnem. In the
spring of 1900 nearly all the colonies in my
district were in very poor condition. They
came through the winter with hardly a hand-
ful of bees, and developed very slowly, so
that the first swarms did not come off before
the end of June. Some colonies, however,
did not swarm at all on account of being in

poor condition, and these at the end of the
summer succeeded in reaching a gross weight
of 60 pounds, notwithstanding tne fact that
the buckwheat and heath crops were spoiled
by the cold and rain, and also that not more
than ten really favorable days could be noted
in the season. The colonies, however, that
swarmed did not get a chance to recover
from so great a loss of the working force.

It can be seen how penny-wise and pound-
foolish these conservative bee-men are. In-

stead of wintering the colonies that did not
swarm, and that succeeded in getting plenty

of winter
stores, they
kill them to

get the honey,
which honey
is, of course,
of poor quali-

ty on account
i)f the irregu-
larity of the
flows. From
the weak col-

onies they
choose those
to winter over.
Is it not a cu-
rious fact that,

in a country
where selec-

tion and mu-
tation theories
are so well
known, thanks
to our world-
famed Profes-
sor Hugo de
V^ries, the se-

lection theory
in bee culture
should be so
grossly neg-
lected?
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THE BEE-MARKET IN BENNEKOM, HOLLAND.

I am sending some views which maybe in-

teresting to the readers of Gleanings. They
are characteristic of the conservative Dutch
bee-keepers earnestly looking through their

old straw hives exhibited at the bee-market
in Bennckom, and of the country in general.
Arnhem, Holland.

ALSIKE HEADS THE LIST OF CLOVERS.

Reported that it is Unsatisfactory as a
Hay Crop, and Injurious to Animals.

BY J. L. BYER.

Of all the nectar-secreting plants that are
cultivated, there is no question that alsike

heads the list. While we often see the val-

ue of this plant extolled in the journals, near-
ly always its value as a hay-producer is men-
tioned as an inducement to get farmers to

grow this prince of clovers. Living in a lo-

cality where alsike is grown almost exclu-
sively for its seed, naturally we often won-
der why it is not more recommended in this

line as a money-producer for the farmers.
Just here it is mteresting to note that, in a
locality where this clover has been grown
for over thirty years, to attempt to persuade
a farmer to grow alsike for hay would be to

meet with very poor encouragement, as it is

not liked for that purpose by the great ma-
jority of farmers. While a good many like

a small percentage of this clover along with
the red clover and timothy, yet they want
the percentage quite small if they can control
the matter. As a matter of fact, they can
not do that, as the clover has been grown
so long that most of the fields are seeded
down in good shape, and as a rule all the
meadows have a good percentage of alsike
mixed in without any of the seed being

s own . As
most people
know, t n e
seed will lie

dormant in

the ground
for years, and
then spring
up when con-
d i t i o n s are
favorable.
As to the

objections to

the clover for
hay, fancied
or otherwise,
the farmers
claim that it

is bitter; and
whetherthere
is any thing
in this detri-

mental to
stock or not,

a taste of the
clover will
prove that it

certainly is

bitter. For
pasture it is decidedly objected to, as the
claim is made that it poisons stock, caus-
ing a species of scrofula with running
sores over the animal affected. Naturally a
champion of the clover, I am bound to admit
that I have seen a number of these cases, of

which a few ended fatally, and in each case
the veterinarian diognosed the case as "al-
sike poisoning." A strange feature of this

complaint is that it is conceded that white-
nosed horses are more susceptible to this

poisoning than are other animals without
this facial mark; and while I have been dis-

posed to ridicule this assertion, yet I was
surprised a few days ago to see in so good
an authority as the Farmer's Advocate, where
a correspondent asked if there was any
thing in the idea, an admission, in effect,

that this was the generally accepted view.
However, if there is much in these adverse
opinions as to the value of alsike as a forage-
plant, the value of the seed crop is enough
to counterbalance these objections, and
more, if the acreage continued to be grown
each year is a fair criterion.

.\s a money-making farm crop it certainly

heads the list for our locality, and this is the

case in many sections of Ontario at the pres-

ent time, which is a fortunate thing for the

bee-keepers, as it is the only source in many
places that we have for honey in any quan-
tity. My grandfather, an enthusiastic bee-
keeper, was one of the pioneers in the bus-
iness of alsike-growing for seed; and at

first, getting it for the honey alone, he had
the satisfaction of seeing hundreds of acres

grown near him each year for quite a long
time before he died. The price of the seed
has not been much under $5.00 a bushel for

many years, and for the past three seasons
it has run from $7.00 to $9.00 and even high-

er. The yield varies from three to ten
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bushels per acre, and for eight consecutive
years before I left the old homestead our av-
erage was seven bushels to the acre. The
best crop was when we had a little over 100
bushels from ten acres, the seed being sold
for $7.00 per bushel. These yields are away
above the average, of course; but the farm
referred to seemed to be exceptionally
adapted to the plant. While I do not know
how much of the country is adapted to the
growing of the plant for seed, yet it certain-
ly behooves bee-keepers to see if their par-
ticular locality is fitted for its production,
for as a honey-producer it is certainly par
excellence.

A SIMPLE PLAN FOR BUILDING UP WEAK COL-
ONIES.

At this season of the year, naturally some
of the many plans for saving very weak col-
onies are sure to be tried by beginners and
others. I have generally been fortunate in
not having many of these weaklings; but on
some occasions I have tried some of the
plans advocated, generally with ~but indiffer-
ent results, to say the least. For the past
four or five years I have been using a very
simple plan, when there was any occasion
for saving a weak nucleus, that 'is so safe
and absolutely sure that I give it here in
hopes that some one may be oenefited.
Find the {jueen of a very strong colony

and set the comb aside with Her Majesty.
Then carry over some of the remaining
frames with adhering bees, and shake before
the weak nucleus that it is desired to save,

having at first ])rovided a runway for the
bees to crawl into the hive. The old bees
fly back to the old stand, and the young ones
go into the weak colony, giving the very best
kind of help that it is possible to get. More
than one colony can be drawn from if nec-
essary, and it is surprising to note the dif-

ference in the weakling in a few days' time
—no brood chilled, no (jueens lost, no fight-

ing, in fact, no trouble of any kind, and you
are absolutely sure of the plan being a suc-
cess every time. One time I went to an
out-apiary about the first of May, and in

looking over the yard I found a small nucleus
with a queen bought the fall before. They
were just as nearly gone as could be, with-
out being "gone" altogether—probably not
more than 50 bees left, and the queeii was
found crawling off at one side of the combs
alone. A number of young bees were
shaken in front of the "hive as described,
with some miso-ivings as to the result; but
when, two weeks later, I came back, I could
hardly believe the change that had taken
place. If you have any weak colonies, try

this plan and see if it is not a good thing for

the purpose intended.
Mount Joy, Ont., Can.

[Large quantities of alsike are grown in this

locality, and we have yet to hear of any com-
plaints like those mentioned above. On the

contrary, our farmers say that it makes splen-

did hay, especially when mixed with timo-

thy or the other larger clovers. We can't

refrain from feeling that your farmers have
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"notions" that lack actual proof. Let's

have this subject aired, and let the truth hit

where it may.

—

Ed.]

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Planes.

HY F. DUNDAS TODD.

In oriler to handle a plane intelhoently it

is essential to know somethino' about its con-
struction. This fact was bi"ou<)lit iionie to

me very ein|iiiatically when 1 invested in my
first outfit of tools. Somehow the plane did
not seem to work perfectly, so I decided it

needed sharpeninii'. 1 removed the cuttino-

blade, i-eleased the cap-iron, or chip-breakei',

and carefully proceeded tosliarpen this. Then
I put the combination back into place u])side

down and tried to plane a board with the
chin-breaker. When it came to handling
tools I was the biggest duffer in the whole
of Uncle Sam's immense territory, even if in

some other lines a few people thought I was
real smart. One thina I do deserve credit
for: 1 generally know that I don't know, and
on such occasions I dig right out for infor-

mation.
Take a plane and lay it beside you and I

will try to teach you wdiat I learned at that
time.

The plane-body is made of either wood or
iron. In front is a knob on which the left

hand rests; at the end is a handle the right
hand grasps when the plane is in use. Any-
body could guess that much. Extending
from the bottom of the plane to above the
handle is the cutting blade, which is clamp-
ed in position by means of an iron lever
which is made up of two parts—the lever
proper and a movable thumbpiece at the up-
|)er end. To get out the cutter we must first

remove the lever, and this is done by lifting

up the thumbpiece, then withdrawing the
lever from position. We can now see that
the lever is held in i)lace by means of a screw
set in the body of the plane, also that this

screw is really the fulcrum of the lever. In
the practical working of the plane this screw
deserves more attention than it ordinarily
trets, because by it we are enabled to regu-
late the pressure required for the best work-
ing of the plane, as by driving it in we in-

crease the pressure; by withdrawing we ease
it. As we shall see later on, much depends
on the nature of the wood, whether hard or
soft.

Now remove the cutter. It is really a chis-
«1 of ecjual thickness throughout, tempered
and ground, and sharpened at the lower end.
Fastened in front of it is the cap-iron or chip-
breaker. It is the business of this iron to
give a sharp upward direction to the shav-
ings or chips so as to keep the cutting edge
of the plane-blade free, also to prevent split-

ting or tearing in front of the cutter. The
decided curve at its lower end is intended to
snap the fibers and divert the course of the
shaving as soon as it begins to run up the
face of the plane-blade. In other words, the

shaving is caught by the cap-iron, and bent
and broken before it can be converted into

a lever. The chip-breaker must be on the
side opposite the bevel of the cutter. Its

distance back from tlie cutting edge depends
on the kind of wood that is being worked,
and will be dealt with later.

In use, the cutter rests on a casting called

the bedplate, which is held in p:)sition by
means of two screws. In front of this plate

is an opening in the bottom of the plane-
body called trie "throat," through which the
cutter projects. The bedplate may be mov-
ed forward or backward so as to vary the
width of the tiiroat.

There is a mutual relationship between the
width of the throat aperture, the distance of

the chip-breaker from the cutting edge of

the blade, and the firmness of the pressure
exerted by the lever upon the cutter, this

being determined by the (juality of the wood
that is being worked. I3roadly speaking,
with coarse work on soft wood set the chip-

breaker 's inch back of the cutting edge; set

the bed-plate well back to insure a wide
opening of the throat so that the thick shav-
ings will have free passage, and have medi-
um firm pressure given by the lever on the
blade. In the case of fine work set the cap
close to the end, ^'j inch for ordinary work,
but as close as -/f inch for fine work on hard
wood; then narrow the throat by pushing
forward the bedplate, and, last of all, drive
in the lever-screw. The shavings will be so

fine that the plane will really be acting as a
scraper.
Behind the bedplate is a brass screw by

which it is possible to regulate the thickness
of the shaving. With rough work we can
save time by taking deep cuts; but in finish-

ing it is wise to make thin shavings.
Under the upper part of the plane-blade,

and in front of the handle, is located a lever
that works sidewise. By it the cutting edge
of the blade can be brought into position ex-

actly sfjuare with the bottom of the plane, if

it should be out of true when the plane-blade
is first clamped down. Again, in the first

stage of smoothing a wide rough board it is

often advantageous to set the blade awry so

as to work in grooves rather than in even
cuts, and the lever readily permits the nec-

essary adjustment of the cutter to the desir-

ed angle. The final smoothing is, of course,

done with the blade square to the bottom
surface of the plane.

So much for the construction of the ordi-

nary plane and the possible adjustments of

its many parts. The average bee-keeper
will be practically limited to soft wood in his

carpenter work, and it will pay him well to

find out by trial the proper width of throat,

the best distance of chip-breaker from the

cutting edge, and the tightness of lever pres-

sure for his average work. When a job in

hard wood turns up, as it will do sometimes,
the necessary changes can, of course, be
made, and then the i^ane can be reset to the
former adjustments.
Boards smoothed on all four sides are so

common nowadays that the average amateu'"
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BEE-SHED OF HERR EBEL, CHARLOTTENBRUN, GERMANY.
Mr. Ebel is president of the Silesian Bee-masters' Association.

carpenter has little more use for the plane
than to smooth edges. My own carpentry
work consists principally in sawing boards
into suitable lengths and reducing them to

proper widths. Very rarely do I have to

smooth a surface or reduce in thickness.

From packing-boxes I secure a selection of

boards of practically every thickness from ; s

to ^, and it is only once in many moons I can
not find in my scrap-heap a board that I can
not use by shortening and narrowing.

I have told how to saw to length, so I will,

therefore, conclude this chapter with a few
general remarks about planmg to a desired
width.

All boards have two faces, two edges, and
two ends. In working we must always
choose one of each of these as our starting-

point—the face, edge, and end to work from,
and those so chosen are called the "work-
ing face," "working edge," and "working
end" respectively. Suppose you have a
six-inch board that you wish reduced to 4 '/i

inches. You begin by selecting the best fin-

ished edge as the one that you are not to

touch. This is the working edge, and all

measurements should be made from it. Us-
ing your set-square, set off A% inches from
the working edge, marking with a pencil;
and if the board is more than a foot long, set
off the distance at least three times so as to
insure accuracy. Then with a straight-edge
( in my case this is usually a piece of board
that I know is straight, tested by squinting
along it, or by resting on the bench) join the
pencil-marks with a pencil-line. As directed
in a previous article, trim close to the line
with a sharp hatchet.
Though a board has two ends, there is only

one direction in which it should be planed.
Very rarely do the fibers run parallel with
the edge of the board. They generally run

slightly at an angle. If we so place the

board in the bench-vise that the fiber runs
downward and away from us, then the plane
blade will tend to tear below the general
surface; but if the fibers run upward they
will be cut through like stalks of grain. The
way the wood splits while trimming readily
shows which end should be turned toward
us for planing. In the case of undressed
lumber one has merely to pass the hand over
the face or edge of the board to learn how
the fibers run. The plane should travel in

the direction that is most pleasant to the
hand.

It is when doing rough smoothing that one
learns most readily the importance of proper
adjustment of the bedplate and chip-breaker;
for if these are not in proper relationship to

each other there will be various kinds of

trouble. For instance, the shavings may
choke up the throat of the plane and stick

between the chip-breaker and the blade.

This choking is almost certain to occur when
one is working against the grain of the wood,
and the preventive is to turn the board
around. But should the choking happen
when planing with the grain, then the cause
is either too narrow a throat or the chip-

breaker is set too near the cutting edge of

the blade. Of course it is assumed that too

deep a cut is not being attempted.
We all know that a knife or razor cuts

more effectively when it is not held at right

angles to the direction of the stroke, but
slightly inclined, and, better still, if a sawing
motion be imparted to •!. It is impossible
with a plane to get motion in more than one
direction, but we can considerably incline it

to one side, the left. The right forward cor-

ner of the plane will, in consequence, always
be a trifle ahead of the left, and an examina-
tion of the shavings made by inclined and
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straight-on planing will soon show the ad-

vantage of the former.
The force used to push the plane should

be largely got from body movement rather
than from arm push. In doing rough work,
grasp the handle with the right hand and
the iront knob with the left, and endeavor
to press equally with both; but in the fine

finishing strokes, where one is desirous of

getting a long even surface the left thumb
only should rest on the knob while the fin-

gers of the left hand should project down-
ward below the plane, lightly touching the
face of the board.
Squareness of edge to the face of the board

is, of course, tested by using the try-scjuare,

running it from end to end of the board. To
test for straightness, squint with one eye
along tlie edge, toward the light.

To many this will seem (juite an unneces-
sary story to tell about a plane; but it gives
but a small part of what I had to learn after

I was forty years of age. It took me some
months to learn how ignorant I was, and
some more to dig out the information. My
endeavor is to save the time of many thou-
sands of readers by putting them through
both degrees in one initiation and making
the ceremony a mighty brief one at that.

Victoria, B. C.
To be continued.

BEE-KEEPING IN GERMANY.

BY E. KRETCHMER.

The enclosed views are some that I took in

Europe. Nearly every one, except those
that use the straw hives, use the Berlepsch
frame three tiers high, frames hanging cross-
wise of the entrance. The hives have glass
doors in the rear, and are always set close
together under a shed. Twenty-five pounds
of extracted honey per colony is regarded a
good yield. I tasted some of the heather
honey. It does not have a very pleasant
flavor, for it tastes much like honey-dew.
Council Bluffs, Iowa, Jan. 2.

AN INCLOSED BEE-SHED IN FRONT OF A HOUSE
IN BOHEMIA.

A SUITABLE BEE-DRESS FOR AWOMAN.

BY MISS EMMA WILSON.

BEE-SHED IN AUSTRIA, ABOUT 200 FEET UP
ON A CLIFF OF ROCKS.

Deaf Mit^H Wilson:—I am anxious to tind out if tliere is some
material a woman bee-keeper can make a suit from that will
not Ije uncomfortably warm to wear, and at the same time
render one comparatively safe from stings. Durinj? my bee-
keeping; I have worn thick heavy ^jarments for protection till

1 fairly dread the apjiroacli of tlic swarming season because of
the heat I must endure while hiving them. I wrote the A. I.

Hoot Co., and they referred me to you. If you can sugffrest
any thing about uuiterial to be used, aixl the style for making
suili a garment as I have mentioned I shall be very grateful.
t'ranston. H. I.. April 7. Mils. Makia J. Earle.

A suit made of duck, linen, gingham, or
calico is all right, and a shirt waist with
some light-weight worsted skirt makes a
very good work-dress. Wear a divided skirt

made of the same material as the dress. If

made full, in very warm weather you need
not wear any under-skirt ; also a pair of
leggins, starched stiff, to reach from your
siioes to the divided skirt. Pull the divided
skirt well down over the leggins so no ad-
venturous bee can find its way inside.

Of course the divided skirt is finished at

the bottom with an elastic. If it's too much
i)other to make the linen leggins you can
l)uy a pair of canvas leggins, army style, and
cut them over to fit you; but they are warm-
er than the home-made linen ones, and one
is about as safe from stings as the other.
Sew a pair of white sleeves to the tops of

your gloves, having themJ[long enough to
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reach well up over your shoulders. The
sleeves cut from men's wornout shirts, if the

sleeves are whole, do very well, and save
making. If not long enough you can piece

them out. Have the sleeves fit rather close-

ly around the shoulders, so the bees can
not crawl inside. Fasten them together in

the back with a piece of white rubber tape

an inch wide and four or five inches long,

sewing each end of the tape to a sleeve.

Fasten in the same way in front, only, in-

stead of sewing one end of the tape to the

sleeve, work a buttonhole and sew a button
on the sleeve. In this way your sleeves and
gloves can be slipped on or off quickly, and
are perfectly safe so far as stings are con-

cerned. A big apron (one made of denim is

good if you don't think it too warm), with a

couple of good-sized pockets finishes up the

suit.

Now, if you have a good bee-hat with a

veil sewed securely on the edge of the brim,

and a rubber cord run in the bottom edge,
and pull the veil down taut in front, and
fasten with a safety-pin, I think you may
feel pretty secure as to stings, and not suf-

fer very greatly from heat either.

Write, and let me know how you like it.

Marengo, 111.

[A divided skirt for work among bees, for

women, is neat and sensible. There are

some who would hesitate to wear them,
perhaps for fear they would look "outland-
ish " or "mannish." The gymnasium suits

using the divided skirt, worn by college
girls in their athletic work, are neat and
pretty ; and for bee-yard work they would
add greatly to the comfort and convenience
of our lady bee-keepers. Perhaps some one
would be willing to send us a photograph
of a good suit.

—

^Ed.]

SHARER DEES."

Two Possible Explanations.

BY LT. COLONEL H. J. O. WALKER.

On page 830, July 1, 1908, you invite opin-
ions as to why young worker bees are to be
seen gyrating on the combs. I would submit
at the outset, that, though they run round in

irregular circles, and may even, in that sense,
be said, as Dr. Miller terms it, to "waltz,"
they are essentially "shakers." It must, I

think, be evident to any one who observes
them closely that they are restless and un-
comfortable, and anxious to shake off some-
thing disagreeable. Their action closely re-
sembles that of a dog just out of water. I

am at a loss to imagine what may be the in-
dications from which, according to the edi-
torial note, p. 880. it has been inferred that
the discovery of a fresh source of honey or
pollen is beintr announced to the hive in so
clumsy a fasliion. From the first spring
day's yield of pollen, and on through the
summer honey-flow till quite late in autumn,
vou may see the shaking, and it continues
long after the sun has set and bees have

ceased to fly. I have seen a bee shaking
briskly on the surface of a swarm cluster.
Three annoyances suggest themselves as

possible causes— parasites, wax scales, and
pollen. In our temperate climates the first-

named so seldom affect the healthy worker
that they may be dismissed. The first ob-
server, I believe, to suggest wax scales as a
cause was the celebrated English surgeon,
John Hunter. In his "Observations on
Bees," published by the Royal Society in

1792, he writes: "We very often see some
of the bees wagging their bellies as if tickled,

running round and to and fro for only a little

way, followed by one or two other bees as if

examining them.' I conceived that they were
probably shaking out the scales of wax, and
that the others were ready upon the watch
to catch them, but I could not absolutely de-
termine what they did." Except that, in my
humble opinion, the thorax is thoroughly
included in the shake, the description is

(juite accurate, and, in spite of constant
watching, my own observations have been
no more successful than Hunter's. Your
correspondent, p. 830, "saw one of the bees
pick up a small wax scale after the shaker
had passed away." He does not say where
the scale was lying, and, as I understand
him, did not see it leave the bee. At certain
seasons loose wax scales are plentiful in a
hive.

I do not understand why a worker should
seek to remove wax scales in so rough a
way, when, provided they are so far devel-
oped as to admit of mechanical removal, it

can be effected as usual by employing the
hind-leg pincer. But my chief reason for re-

fusing the wax-scale theory is that shaking
is quite common at the close of autumn, when
even voluntary wax secretion has ceased for

the season, and loose wax scales are no long-
er to be found on the floor-board. In em-
phasing the word voluntary, I admit that, in

the season of swarming and abundant honey-
flows, wax is secreted independently of all

clustering by the young workers. It may
be remembered that, in his treatise, Melissc-

logia, London, 1744, the Rev. John Thorley
tells us how he was led by the unusually
bulky appearance of a home-returning bee
to capture it and so discover the adherent
wax-scales; and others have since then con-
firmed his observation. But no foraging
worker bee will be found in autumn secret-

ing wax.
Turning then to pollen, we find, in my

opinion, a plausible explanation of the puz-
zle, and I suggest that the vigorous shaking
is the bee's effort to get rid of minute grains

of pollen which are interfering with the ac-

tion of the spiracles in thorax and abdomen
by means of which it breathes. Shaking be-

gins with the opening of the pollen season,
and ceases with the end of it, and traces of

pollen can be detected on most of the
shakers. Indeed, many of those workers
that come in thi^h-laden with it can not
wait to deposit their burden, but turn at

once to shaking. Then, more than at any
other time, are the neighboring bees most
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interested; and if the shaker stops for a

moment they run in at the pollen, backing
sharply out of the way when sne sets to work
again. Centuries ago this peculiarity was
noticed by Aristotle. "But when," says he,
" they arrive at the hive they shake them-
selves, and three or four bees follow each of

them." Thus the translation before me
reads; but in the original the word used
means they shake off, and from the context
this seems to refer to the usual pollen load,

so that the writer connects the presence of

pollen with the shaking.
Whether or not I have solved an interesting

problem in bee-life, the explanation offered
seems to me fairly reasonaole. The pollen
might well be in one way or other a source
of irritation. If, in support of the wax-scale
theory, it be objected that only young bees,
the natural wax-producers, are seen shaking,
I would reply that old bees seldom gather
pollen, and that, as they have lost or worn
down many of their hairs, it would be less

likely to adhere to their bodies; moreover,
experience may have taught them either to

avoid the obstruction or to endure it patiently.

Leeford, England, Aug. 12, 190S.

NITROGENOUS FOOD FOR BEES.

Meal as a Substitute for Pollen.

BY T. P. ROBINSON.

In the April 15th number the editor gives
an account of bees annoying neighbors in

seach of nitrogenous food which they wish
to use as a substitute for pollen. Some five

3'ears ago one of my renters, who lives some
300 yards from my apiary of 100 colonies, saw
fit to feed cotton-seed meal and hulls to his

milch cows during the winter; and as the
bees fly quite a good deal here during Jan-
uary and February they invaded his cow-
troughs and barn, and carried off quite a
goocfdeal of it, I judge, for they worked on
the meal for several weeks. This neighbor
was a good fellow, and never said a word
about it until months afterward, then told
me of it. I told him that I was sorry for it,

and that the bees were in search of the meal
to use for pollen. The bees never interfered
with his stock, for he milked at night and in

the morning when the bees were at home.
I always sweetened this neighbor with sev-
eral buckets of honey, which kept his tem-
per in proper trim.
This brings to mind another instance in

which the bees invaded a barn belonging to

a Bohemian. The cause of the bees' invasion
was oat and millet meal, with wheat bran
added, which he was feeding. On finding
the bees swarming around in the barn and
all over the feed, the foolish fellow decided
to whip the bees out and run them off at the
noon hour, when the work stock were in.

This rough usage, together with a tendency to
rob, so enraged the bees that thev fell to
stinging every thing in sight, and baclly stung
his stock before he could run them from the
lot. As good luck would have it, the bees

belonged to the man himself, who promptly
sulphured them that night. He knew noth-
ing of bees at all, yet kept six or eight box
hives to get honey for his own use. I knew
the man, and was told this about two years
after it happened.
Since my own experience as above narrat-

ed, I have kept a supply of wheat bran in

some building accessible to the bees every
winter. During this winter I kept a supply
of wheat bran in my hive factory within a foot
of the saw-table, right at the door, where the
bees would have a straight flight to their
home. They would swarm over this bran
every fine day in January and February, and
the first part of March. I would stir up the
bran so as to bring the finer parts of it to

the surface so the bees could get at it.

Bartlett, Texas.

BEES ANNOYING NEIGHBORS

By Working on Oatmeal.

BY GEO. N. COULSON.

About the 15th of last March a lady living

two blocks from my apiary called on me,
and, ins a rather excited manner, requested
me to come quick and take my bees away
from her house, stating that, they had taken
possession of a box on her back porch, and
she was afraid to allow the children to go
out there to play. I told her that the bees
must surely belong to some one else, as I

thought mine were all at home; but when
she reminded me that I was the only one
who had bees in or near town I had to prom-
ise to investigate; and on accompanying her
I found bees pouring in and out of an open
box that would hold about two bushels. As
the good lady insisted on their immediate re-

moval from her porch I seized an old horse-
blanket, threw it over the box, and carried
all out into the street, telling her I would re-

turn the box in the evening after the bees
left, which I did, and an examination of the
box showed that it contained damaged oat-

meal that her husband, who was a clerk in a
large grocery, had brought home to use for

chicken feed. I kept my bees at home by
putting out a plentiful supply of oatmeal
and graham flour that the bees seemed to

enjoy for several days.|

SHAKING ENERGY INTO BEES.

I have also had a little accidental experi-

ence in shaking, or, rather, jolting some en-
ergy into bees. About the last days of Jan-
uary I bought an apiary of 28 colonies of hy-
brid bees. They were hauled in a common
lumber-wagon a distance of seven miles over
a rough road, then shipped by express over
150 miles, and opened up alongside of bee?,

both hybrids and Italians, that had been win-
tered on their summer stands. It has ever
since been very plain that the bees that were
shipped are out earlier in the morning and
later at night, and in every way display more
working energy than the bees tnat were
undisturbed. This has been so marked that

I have asked of the Oklahoma bee-keepers,
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through an Oklahoma journal, to account for
it. The bees were shipped in Danzenbaker
hives, and I will say that, on account of clos-

ed ends to the frames, and the frames being
fitted solid with comb, I regard this as an
ideal hive for the rough handling of bees or
for shipping long distances. Of the 280
combs m the 28 hives, not a single one was
broken or misplaced in the hive.

Cherokee, Okla.

POLLEN AND BROOD-REARING.

Sugar Syrup Fed During a Pollen Dearth
will Not Stimulate Brood-rearing.

BY ALLEN LATHAM.

Not many months ago Gleanings had
something to say about turning syrup into
bees in late winter and early spring, and
selling the same bees at the spring prices.
On paper this shows a good profit. I may
err, but I recall nothing said about the sup-
ply of nitrogenous food in the carrying-out
of this enterprise. Were the bees to depend
upon their stored-up supply of pollen, or
were they to get it from early flowers, or
were they to rear brood without pollen?
When the other conditions are right, bees

can be forced into heavy brood-rearing by
the stimulation of warm sugar syrup. This
is true in early spring if the combs contain
an abundance of old stores of pollen, or if the
weather permits the gathering of ample
quantities of new pollen.

In the spring of 1903 I had a single-comb
observation colony which I had wintered
successfully. This little colony was fed and
kept warm through March. The bees were
able to gather pollen frequently, and bred up
so fast tliat a swarm was cast on the 11th day
of May. The earliest date other than that
was the 21st day of May, and all other dates
for such a colony to swarm have been in

June. Those latter springs were not propi-
tious; and, though warm syrup would start
brood-rearing, it would not progress, often
stopping with the laying of the eggs. Not
till the natural supply of pollen set in would
the brood-nest expand rapidly.
The present spring, with its frequent cold

winds, furnishes further evidence of the
bearing of the pollen supply upon brood-
rearing. My let-alone colonies on the hills,

with their large well-stocked brood-chambers,
are now (May 10) strong enough to swarm,
not only covering their nine combs but clus-
tering in the surplus apartment. The home
colonies, with their smaller brood-chambers,
and manipulated on another plan, have a
different story to tell. Many are in the in-

fancy of their strength, and not a few are
numerically worse off than in March.

I glanced at some of these colonies in April,
and found combs destitute of pollen. In
many cases heavy breeding in fall had left

but a scanty supply, while manipulation in
others had changed the natural Tbalance, so
that this spring found certain colonies cut
off from the rearing of brood because of the

lack of the nitrogenous food supply. The
minority are reaching swarming strength:
the majority can not take advantage of the
ample pollen supply because of their present
numerical weakness.
This weakness came from the incessant

call for pollen in the early days of April.
Nearly every day the winds were cutting,
apparently coming from distant fields of
snow and ice. Much sunshine had brought
out numerous flowers, and the bees were
out for the pollen. They never came back.

It would be useless and foolish to try to
stimulate brood-rearing under these circum-
stances. No amount of syrup would fill the
bill. Better far to check the energies of the
bees along that line till pollen-gathering can
be carried on with safety. Such checking
would conserve the bee-forces and the stores.
The experience of this spring has still

further confirmed me in my beliel in one or
two maxims which have been often reiterat-
ed. Abundant stores in the fall, and a good
queen, will do all that can be done in the
spring. By stores I mean pollen as well as
honey. Though I prefer tne bees to pass
the winter with little pollen uncovered, I

want quantities uncovered in early spring.
In a normal colony in this locality the fall

finds the following conditions present. A
brood-chamber has a spherical portion, near
its lower edge, of empty comb. Around this
empty-cell sphere, especially back and above,
is a concentric ring of fall honey with little

pollen underlying it. Around this ring is

another which has several pounds of pollen
underlying it, which pollen was stored and
preserved under honey in the summer days
when the queen's prolificness was beginning
to decline. Then, last of all, will come more
or less clear honey.
Winter uses up the fall honey; and as little

pollen is uncovered there is but little brood-
rearing. Late in February the bees begin
to dip into the ring of pollen, and breeding
will go on apace. Soon honey and pollen
will be used equally fast. By the time the
last ring of honey is reached, the bees will
be getting out for new honey and new pollen.
Such is the normal condition in my let-alone

hives, as I have verified again and again.
These colonies with their undisturbed brood-
chambers are, with few exceptions, ahead of
my home colonies in early May. I think,
therefore, that any scheme to turn syrup in-

to bees in early spring, unless supplemented
with some suitable pollen supply, will give
discouraging results.

Norwich, Conn.

[Gleanings has taken no particular stand
on this matter of feeding, except to say that
the majority of the evidence of late strong-
ly supported the statement that bees should
be fed liberally in the fall — enough to last
till new honey came in, rather than to feed
sparingly in the fall and again in the spring.
Of course it would be understood that there
would have to be a supply of nitrogenous
food also, or there would be little or no
brood-rearing.

—

Ed.]
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HEADS OF Grain
From Different Fields

TROUBLE IN INTRODUCING.

I am having trouble with the southern-bred
untested queen I bought of a breeder some
two or three weeks ago. I introduced her
in the usual way, the colony accepting her
seemingly peaceably, which fact I wrote you.
After two days from the time she was releas-
ed I looked into the colony to see if she had
commenced laying, and found her balled but
with no eggs. I released her quickly, placed
her in the cage again, put the cage upside
down between the top-bars in the center of
the hive, and left her thus for about 48 hours.
Then I released her again and watched her
carefully, and all seemed to go well for about
two days more, when, on opening the hive
again, I found her balled and still no eggs.
Again I caged her as before, leaving her caged
about a day, when I took a frame of mostly
sealed brood from another hive and placed
it in the queenless colony, thinking it might
encourage her to lay, and at the same time
help to keep up the strength of the colony,
which has been without a laying queen since
last fall.

For about 48 hours all was peaceable in the
hive again, but I could not see that she had
laid ar^' unless on the edges of the comb of
brood we gave her; but we found her balled
again. Tirin^ of the game we caged her
again and left her in the hive, and—well,
here we are to you for advice.
The queen seems well and lively, but in

size and appearance she looks almost like a
virgin. But it is not unusual for mailed
queens to look that way for a few days after
being released. I have introduced a good
many queens, but have not had any act quite
like this. If you could advise me what to do
in this case we should appreciate it very
much. W. P. Keeper.
Summerville, Pa., May 9.

[There is a possibility that she might have
been a virgin, she having been put into the
cage by mistake of the breeder. If she were
such, of course he should replace her. There
is one thing you did that may have caused
the trouble of balling. It is bad policy to

open the hive just about the time the queen
is to be released. If you will refer to the di-

rections usually sent you will see it is not
advisable to release the queen at the time of
opening the hive, for very often the disturb-
ance causes the bees to ball her, even one
that has been in the hive for a year or so. A
colony that has been queenless for some
length of time is very sensitive, and the very
act of opening the hive not infrequently
causes the bees to attack the (jueen, especial-
ly if she is just released. This would be true
of a laying queen, but a virgin queen the
bees would be likely to attack and kill if she
were four or five days old, and the colony
strong, almost as soon as she was released.
Experience has shown us that it is better to

let the bees release the queen themselves,
and not open the hive for several days. To
do this the bees are supposed to gnaw away
at the cardboard; and ii they do not get this
gnawed away, it is removed by the apiarist
to expose the candy; then the bees should
eat out the candy, thus releasing the queen
in from five to twenty-four hours. The bees
must get in a state of quiet before the queen
is released.

—

Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING IN NORTHEASTERN GERMANY.
In traveling by rail through Germany I

noticed that the northeastern section, ap-
proaching the North Sea, is mostly a level
country, used for pasturage and hay, and the
people are chiefly engaged in dairying. There
are, however, here and there, great stretches
of elevated sandy land, densely covered with
a low species of heather, that is a mass of
purple bloom throughout summer and au-
tumn, and here many people find it profit-

able to give some attention to bees. It is not
uncommon to see two or more hives near a
peasant's cottage, and occasionally you will
see a collection of from fifteen to fifty hives
cosily housed in an open shed built for their
protection. These sneds are mostly made
with two shelves, one above the other, so as
to accommodate adouble number of hives, and
are well closed in the rear. Sometimes the

A SMALL SHEDDED APIARY AS ONE MAY SEE IN
NORTHERN GERMANY.

sheds are built like a house court, with a
locked door entrance, thus protecting the
bees from robbers as well as from annoying
or injurious winds. The hives appear like a
large closed stone or cement jug, with the
en&ance near the top, as indicated in the
sketch. How the honey is taken out I can
not say. It may be that, like the jug money-
banks for children, those honey-banks have
to be broken to get the honey stored in them.
LaPark, Pa. Geo. W. Park.

BUTTERMILK BUCKWHEAT PANCAKES VERSUS
THOSE MADE WITH YEAST.

"There are more ways to the woods than
one" is also true when it comes to making
pancakes; and, I would add, there is still a
difference between netting to the woods and
making pancakes, wnich will be appreciated
when you eat the pancakes made with sour
buttermilk. Everybody will probably agree
with me that there will be no difference in
the woods, no matter which road you take to
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get there. When we get into the thick wood,
it's woods! But how about the pancakes!
Yes, we have eaten pancakes made of yeast,

such as the "hghtning," but never can they
compare with such as are made with good
thick rich sour buttermilk, a httle salt, and
buckwheat flour, and then made light with
soda. We do not want the batter too thick;

it must spread out easily upon the hot grid-

dle. There must also be no soda odor per-
ceptible when or after the cakes are baked.
Experience alone is tlje guide as to how much
soda is needed to neutralize the acid in the
buttermilk. Of course, the older it is the
more soda is required. We start the batter
the evening before it is wanted, then stir in

the soda just before baking. The batter left

over is saved for the next meal, replenished
with the same kind of buttermilk, and flour
and soda added as already stated. We want
no water. It is not necessary to stir up the
batter the evening before. It may be done
just before it is wanted if the buttermilk is

right. Of course, if one does not live in the
country he may be unable to obtain the gen-
uine buttermilk, and he will have to put up
with what he can get. We here have real
cows—can eat real butter, and have the real
stuff for making pancakes, which will touch
the spot that no yeast pancakes can. We
also have the real cream and the real honey
to go with the real buttermilk pancakes—in-

separable if you want a real treat.

I am aware that a great many people eat
yeast-raised milk pancakes and pretend to

enjoy them; but when such have once eaten
breakfast with me they always regret that
they can not live the time over again they
think theyhave wasted in eating yeast-raised
pancakes. F. Greiner.
Naples, N. Y.

BEES IN POSSESSION OF A BARN; NO BROOD
IN HIVE EXCEPT QUEEN-CELLS.

Page 221, April 15, Gleanings, I saw the
editorial on "bees and neighbors." I had a
similar case at about the same date. Mr.
Ansbaugh, whose barn is about 40 rods from
my apiary, called to me and said, "Say, your
bees are over here in my barn—I guess about
two bushels of them; and they won't let me
in." He was good-natured about it, and at
sundown his barn was again in his own pos-
session.
Another peculiar case which I had was a

colony which died of starvation during last
winter. On opening the hive I found one
queen-cell where the queen had hatched and
gone. On another comb I found three
queens in sealed cells which would have
hatched, or, rather, emerged, in two or three
days. This was all the brood there was in
the hive. Is this unusual, or does it often
happen?

I believe my bees have foul brood. How
can I tell for mvself? G. W. JoiCE.

Montpelier, 0., April 29.

[It seems very evident that the presence
of the queen-cells in the hive that died indi-
cated queenlessness some time before the

colony succumbed. Before the queen died
she probably left a few eggs, and over two
or three of these the surviving bees con-
structed cells; but the spring being back-
ward, the little colony was not strong enough
to weather it through. The bees were get-
ting old; and as they went out in quest of
stores they possibly perished. Spring dwin-
dling is probably nothing more nor less than
old bees flying out and never returning.
Unless there are young bees coming on m
rapid succession the colony will dwindle
down to nothing.

It is evident that the bees in the barn were
after artificial pollen. This is the first year
we have had reports of any thing like this,

so far as we can remember. Natural pollen
was very late in coming in, and the poor bees
had to get something. If a single bee should
find a little bran in the barn it would bring
dozens of others just the same as if it had
found a little sweet.
You will find a full discussion of foul brood

on page 340, last issue.

—

Ed.]

KEEPING SUGAR STORES AND HONEY SEPA-
RATE; IS IT PRACTICABLE?

The following rather puzzling problem has
arisen. Last fall I fed a liberal amount of
syrup to each colony. They wintered very
nicely, but some of the weaker colonies were
killed by the severe spring weather after be-
ing placed upon their stands. A letter from
home advises me that we now have on hand
a larger amount of sealed stores than the
bees can consume before the honey-flow.
We need all of our combs in building up the
colonies. Again, we wish to prevent the
mixing of these stores with the honey. What
would you advise me to do?
The clover around home is looking fine.

A neighbor says that he has never had a fin-

er catch of alsike clover.

Carl H. Hanson.
Madison, Wis., May 14.

[It will do no harm to let honey and sugar
syrup mix in the same combs, providing that
such honey is not later carried up into the
supers containing sections; and providing,
of course, that it is not extracted and sold as
pure honey. There is no way you can sepa-
rate this honey from the syrup, nor is there
any way by which you can prevent the bees
from storing honey along with the sugar
syrup unless you use entirely separate coniDs,
or extract those you have containing stores.—Ed.]

BAIT-SECTIONS PLACED IN THE COLDEST PART
OF THE super; IS THE PRACTICE TO BE

ADVISED?
My experience is that, if full sheets of foun-

dation are used in the brood-nest, and bait

sections are put in the center of the super
above, the queen is sure to fill these bait
sections with drone brood, as she has no
room for it below. I get my supers filled

more solidly by putting bait sections in the
coldest part. Of course, if the queen had
plenty of drone comb below, the results
might be different. The only baits that I
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have used in the center of the super are very
small, and of such a nature that the queen
can not use them. From two to four bait

combs in the center of the super, without an
excluder between, makes a little nest for the

queen just to her liking. C. B. Palmer.
Bradshaw, Neb.

[Ordinarily the queen would not lay drone
eggs in these baits if they contained nothing
but drawn worker comb. In most localities

bees would pay no attention to baits placed

in the cold corners. If you are troubled
much with queens going above you had bet-

ter use queen-excluding honey-boards; then
put your baits where they will do some good.
—Ed.]

can the doolittle method be used for ex-
TRACTED-HONEY PRODUCTION?

Mr. Doolittle, I have read your book, "A
Year's Work in an Out-apiary," with much
interest and will ask you for some advice.

Can I use this method for extracting combs
by tiering up the supers and then extract in

the fall? I use divisible brood-chamber hives
and only one size in frames six inches deep
inside.

I would like to know how many visits you
must make in winter for controlling bees in

the cellar, and how this farmer's cellar was
constructed according to fresh-air ventila-

tion, size, etc. Further, if you use the en-
trance two inches high in the winter, is it

not too much air for the bees?
This spring I shall build a hill-cellar for 50

or 60 colonies; and as lumber is very cheap
in my country, 1 had thought of using this

material for roof, walls, and floor by prevent-
ing the wood from rotting.

I would be pleased to near if you will ad-
vise me to use lumber or not, and how to

construct this cellar according to size and
ventilation. Ewald Omdahl.
Drammen, Norway.

[Mr. Doolittle replies:]

Yes, you can use the plan given in my
book for extracting, either at the close of the
season, in the fall, or extracting after each
flow of honey, so as to keep the different
kinds of honey separate. But if I were you,
or any other who wished to run an apiary
(or a single colony i for extracted honey, I

would simply add story after story of combs
as the bees needed, and do nothing else; for

all of my experience, observation, and ex-
periments tell me that, if empty combs are
added to any and every colony as needed,
not one colony in 50 will try to swarm. The
plan as given in "A Year's Work in an Out-
apiary " is for comb or section honey, and
the work necessary for the production of
comb honey is not required in producing the
extracted.

2. The farmer's cellar is just like any farm-
er's cellar, and he uses it as he pleases dur-
ing the winter. For the 30 to 50 colonies I

wmter there, I provide no extra means of
ventilation, nor ao I go there from the time
the bees are set in till I go in the spring to
take them out. If 100 or more were to be

wintered, probably special ventilation would
be needea. As a cellar built of lumber in

this country would surely rot, I do not feel

competent to advise in your last question.
Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolittle.

A SMOKER BELLOWS PROVIDED WITH A HAN-
DLE; A SCHEME FOR WINTERING.

I have one of your smokers on which I have
put a wire handle that I think is very handy
m carrying the smoker about.

I should hke to have you see the way I

pack my bees for winter. I use mulching
from my horse-barn, and I pack my bees on
their summer stands. In very cold weather
the mulching freezes and does not thaw out
until quite late in the spring, thus giving an
even temperature. I have been very suc-

cessful in packing my bees in this way.
Victoria, 111. C. E. Coleman.

TO STOP BEES FROM WORKING AROUND CAT-
TLE-FEEDING TROUGHS.

I have been troubled by bees working on
cattle-feed for the last six or eight years,

but have found a way to overcome it partly.

There are two large cattle-feeders within a

mile of my yard. When they are finishing

their cattle tor market, from Feb. 15 to Apru
15, they feed ground corn. The feeding is

done in open feed-bunks, or troughs out in

the yard. I have seen the corn in these

blanks black with bees; and, because of the
cattle fighting them, they sometimes become
cross.

The only prevention seems to be to have
a large bunk or two at home, and have plen-

ty of ground corn in it whenever the day is

warm enough for the bees to fly. My yard
is in a large grove, well sheltered, and the

bees prefer to work at home, and do not lo-

cate tne neighbors' feed-yards if I have feed
out the first few warm days. The bees work
best where the feed-troughs are set on a
slant, raising the north end of a fourteen-

foot trough about three feet. This puts the

corn in the warm sunshine, so the bees can
keep it rolling down hill. They want only
the finest flour or dust, and work best where
the corn has not been ground too fine, but
just crushed into pieces the size of rice. In
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grinding it this way there is a considerable
quantity of fine flour along with it. We get
the best results by using a common feed-
grinder or crusher, and grinding cobs and
all, and mixing in about one-tourth oats

while grinding. An apiary of 200 colonies
will work over about ten or fifteen bushels
in a day, and clean out all the fine flour; but
on account of the weather they do not work
more than a day or two a week at that time
of the year.
We tried feeding sugar syrup and honey

both at the cattle-yards and at home; but
that did not stop the trouble. We also tried

oat flour and white corn flour, which is put
out by an oatmeal factory in Sioux City, but
the bees would hardly touch it, as, in the
fine grinding, all parts of the kernels seemed
to be mixed together, and I believe the grain
is sterilized or otherwise treated at the mill.

As soon as the maple and elms are in bloom
the trouble instantly stops.

Edward G. Brown.
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa.

hill, until they reach a plane about on the
line of the entrance, when they will alight
and crawl in.

—

Ed.]

WHY so MANY DEAD BEES IN FRONT OF A
HIVE JUST OCCUPIED BY A SWARM?

Yesterday a swarm found its way into an
empty hive which I had standing outside
ready for use, and to-day I found about two
quarts of dead bees in front of the entrance,
and a tremendous amount of wax flakes such
as we sometimes find on the bottom-board.
Can you account for this? E. B. Stone.
Campbell, Cal., April 2L

[It is evident that the swarm, on entering
the hive and taking possession, cleaned out
a quantity of dead bees that were already in

the hive. The very fact that you found more
or less litter thrown out at the same time
would seem to indicate that they were mak-
ing a general job of housecleaning, throwing
out all loose dirt, and, of course, all dead
bees. We should doubt, however, if what
you saw were " wax flakes," as bees are not
likely to throw away good property like this.

—Ed.]

CAN BEES FLY BACKWARD?
An interesting question regarding the hab-

its of bees has come to my attention, and I

should be grateful if you or some of your
workers could help to answer it. It is this:

Can a bee fly backward? If so, how?
Dorchester, Mass. Wm. H. Sterne.

[Bees can gyrate back and forth sidewise,
and can also fly backward, but not on the
same plane. When they do fly back it is on
a descending line as if they were sliding back-
ward down hill. We do not believe that it

would be possible for them to fly backward
on a horizontal line like the hummingbird.
If you will watch the bees when they are
just about to alight in front of an entrance
you will notice, sometimes, how they will fly
some four or five inches above the entrance,
almost alighting on the hive, and then by a
quick slidmg down movement will slide
backward on their wings, as it were, down

A COLONY 45 YEARS OLD THAT NEVER
SWARMS.

Mr. A. M. Schaffner, of Derry Church, Pa.,
a man grown old in the bee business, and an
honored member of the Lebanon Bee-keep-
ers' Association, is the owner of a colony of
bees 45 years old. This remarkable colony
still occupies the original hive, which is a
common box hive, much in use at that time.
On top of this hive is a receptacle for three
drawers like boxes for surplus honey. Each
drav/er holds, when filled, 17 lbs. of honey,
which the bees fill every year, giving their
owner about 50 lbs. of surplus honey. They
still occupy the original combs; there is noth-
ing done to them with the exception of put-
ting on the surplus arrangement, and the
taking off at the season. The most remark-
able feature, however, is that they never
swarmed to Mr. Schaffner's knowledge, but
supersede their queen from time to time as
it becomes necessary. How is that for a non-
swarming strain? E. L. Brown.
Lebanon, Pa.

INCREASE BY THE ALEXANDER PLAN.

I had planned to make increase this season
on the lines laid out by the late E. W. Alex-
ander—by putting the new hive on top of the
old one, with excluder between, and raising
up a frame with the queen on it; and then,
when full of brood, separate the two. It

works finely so far as I have tried it, except
that there is sulking in the old hive while
they are waiting for the young queen to be-
gin laying. If some one couTd only devise
some way to get a young queen matured and
laying in the lower hive before separating
the two the system would be complete.
Would it not be possible to have combs

built from full sheets of foundation in the
upper hive, without wiring?
Warren, Minn. Ernest L. Brown.

[It is hardly safe to use full sheets of foun-
dation unless the frames are wired. Of
course, one can use extra-heavy foundation
without wires; but that would be too expen-
sive.

—

Ed.]

"TANGLEFOOT" PREPARATION TO PREVENT
ANTS FROM GETTING INTO HIVES OR TANKS.

I often see notes of how to keep ants out
of hives. We use around our trees, to keep
Fuller's rose-beetle down (they eat the young
buds), a preparation known as tree-tangle-

foot. It IS essentially the same thing as is

used to make fly-paper. It comes in tin pails,

and is doubed in a narrow band around the
tree. I have used it to keep ants out of my
honey-tank. I have never been bothered
with ants in the hives. R. K. Bishop.
Orange, Cal.

[This is a good suggestion. Our southern
bee-keepers who are troubled with ants will

please take notice.

—

Ed.]
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A PECULIAR WHITE PARASITE; WHAT KILLED
THE BEES?

During: last season I lost about half of my
bees. The workino- bees did not appear to

live as long as usual. I had ten colonies that

became (jueenless within a few days in the

latter part of ^hly. Upon examining one of

my (jueens that died this spring I saw para-

sites on her in the form of a small white
louse. Will you kindly let me know what
you consider advisable to do in this case?

Beyley, Ont., April 24. Thos. McKee.
[This was referred to Prof. H. A. Surface,

Economic Zoologist at Harrisburg, Pa., who
replies:]

Mr. A'oor—Ki'plylng to your letter of the Uth. referring to
a white parasite on a nueen-bee that died this siirlnt;. belong-
ing to Thomas Mi'Kee. of Beyley. Ontario. 1 heg to say that I

agree that It Is not llr<iiihi m i-a. and I do n^t wish to risk a
fuess as to what It Is. Kvldently. there Is something wrong,
should "Ike to see speclniens of It. when 1 can reply with

greater Intelligence, and shall be pleased to do so. 1 wish that
all persons would be Informed of the importance of keeping a
watch for any unusual conditions, phenomena, pests, diseases,
etc.. and jireserve specimens. illuBtratlng the points observed,
and sending tlieni to some person who would be Interested In
studying the subject to the full extent. Of course. Dr. K. F.

Hhllllps. in charge of apiculture at Washington. D. C, would
be glad to receive such specimens as well as myself and others
Interested In this line. If your Incjulrer will kindly send spec-
imens Inclosed in some kind of box or vessel that will prevent
their being crushed in the mail, we should be glad to examine
them and give a prompt and detailed reply. I regret that, un-
der present conditions, I can say nothing more.

H. A. Surface. Economic Zoologist.
Harrisburg. Pa., May 12.

SWEET CLOVER WHERE NOTHING ELSE WILL
GROW.

I want to try sweet clover in this very
dry part of the " panhandle " country.
Should I get seed from a section where there
is much rainfall or from a dryer one? I was
referred to you. Kindly quote me seed, and
give any suggestion you like. We have not
had an inch of rain in the last five months,
yet in the last ten years it has averaged 24.08
inches ; last year, 19.09. We expect rain
now at any time. We sow alfalfa in August.
I sowed red clover last June, and it did well.
Canyon City, Texas, May 17. N. SCHEE.

[There would be no reason why sweet-
clover seed grown in a country where there
is rainfall would not grow just as well in a
dry climate as seed grown in such climate.
Sweet clover thrives where almost nothing
else will grow. If the soil is absolutely dry
it will not grow; but it will thrive nicely on
some alkali lands where alfalfa will be chok-
ed out entirely. If you propose sowing it on
the same land that you sow red clover and
alfalfa it will grow of course. If the soil will
not grow any thing but sage brush, you
could hardly expect sweet clover to do much
if any thing. There must be a rainfall at
some time of the year; and if no rainfall,

there must be some irrigation. We found
much of it growing in Colorado up on the
mesas on the western slope, where nothing
else would take hold. When the alkali work-
ed up through the soil it killed out the alfal-

fa, but sweet clover took its place.

—

Ed.

the color, I could not tell where it came from.
In the afternoon I was notified by an eleva-
tor owner, located about 40 rods from my
apiary, that my bees were bothering them in

the elevator; and, sure enough, they were
there by the thousands, on their " hands and
knees," digging away in a pile of wheat bran
near an open door—the prettiest sight I ever
saw in my life. Hundi'eds were at the in-

side of a closed window trying to get away
with their load of artificial pollen. I opened
the window, let them out, and requested the
elevator man to leave the door closed the
next day, when I gave them all the bran they
needed in the apiary, which ended the trou-
ble. Albert Tien.
Falmouth, Mich., April 22.

uniting the WORKER BEES OF TWO COLO-
NIES.

One large colony will make more than
double the honey that two swarms, each be-
ing half its size, will store. The large swarm
conserves the warmth so that it can draw
out the comb, and thicken and store the
honey with more efficiency than two small
ones.
To utilize this principle the writer has a

plan which he intends to try the coming
season. He would like other bee-keepers
to try it and write to him, so that results
can be compared.
The plan is to place two hives with bees

together side by side, and put a double
width super above them, so that the work-
ing bees can form one cluster in the super.

If desired, the super can be made oi two
halves, so that one person can remove each
half separately when filled with honey.
The writer will be glad to advise about

any details with bee-keepers who may be
interested in trying this plan.

Wm. B. Leitch.
Ridgewood, N. J., May 22.

AFTER ARTIFICIAL POLLEN IN A GRAIN -ELE-
VATOR.

In .\pril, 1903, my bees were carrying pol-
len in large fjuantities; and, judging from

BEES IN CAVES AND ROCKS; HONEY BY THE
BARREL.

I took a colony out of a rock to-day, and
secured a barrel of comb and honey. At an-
other time I took a colony out of a badger-
hole in the ground. It looks natural to see
bees fly into a tree or in and out of a rock;
but to see them go down into a hole in the
ground is something new—to me at least.

In this part of the country there are hun-
dreds 01 colonies of bees in houses and
buildings of all kinds, rocks, caves, etc. In
one instance a colony of bees took up their

abode in a chimney, and they remained
there six years. I was once looking for a
swarm of bees in a rocky hill, and suddenly
two bees stung me on the chin. I slid down
past the entrance of the cavity that held
the colony in the rock. It took three sticks

of dynamite to blast the rock away so that I

could get to the bees. About one-third of

the bees stayed in the cavity, another third

went up into the air, and I guess the last

third stung me. Chas. S. Kinzie.
Riverside, California.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root.

Think not that I am come to destroy the law or the
prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to fulfill.—

Matt. 5 : 17.

Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I

came not to send peace, but a sword.

—

Matt. 10 : 34.

I want to talk to you a little about law en-
forcement. It is getting to be such a com-
mon thing to evade and disregard the laws
of our land that we are getting so we think
nothing of it, comparatively. Even in our
homes, in the family circle, laws are trans-

gressed, but the transgressor is not punish-
ed. The mob that takes the law into its own
hand, and breaks down our jails in order to

punish some culprit, gives as an excuse that
laws are a dead letter nowadays. Murders
are committed in cold blood in plain day-
light, but the murderer is seldom punished,
or at least he gets only a very light punish-
ment, especially if he has the money to em-
ploy skillful lawyers and attorneys.* We all

know this should not be so, but still it goes
on. Once in a while, it is true, a rich man is

punished. If I remember correctly, a mil-

lionaire somewhere in California was put in

prison; but it made a sensation all over the
world. Just recently another millionaire
who defiantly transgressed the law was put
behind the bars in New York, and I hope he
is there yet. In our present temperance
crusade, people have been astonished (espe-
cially the saloon-keepers), to see the law oc-

casionally enforced to the very letter. No
wonder they were surprised, because they
and their fellows had been transgressors so
long that nobody expected them to obey the
law or even make a pretense of so doing.
Well, now, I want to quote something from
a recent issue of the Country Gentleman,
which, it seems to me, strikes at the very
root of the matter. I read it very carefully
at first, and then read it over carefully again.
Finally I took it to prayer-meeting and read
it, as I was to lead that evening. And now I

want to submit it to the friends who read
these Home papers.

PUNISHING A BAD BOY.

When a man came down from his office in a small
city to the curb where he had left his bicycle on a
warm day last summer, he found, instead of his wheel,
a disreputable old rattletrap, and immediately notified
the police of his loss. His friends made a erreat deal of
fun of him for losing his property in broad daylight
with a crowd on the streets, and said the thief must be
very clever, but the man did not give up the thought
of recovering his property. He was able to buy a doz-
en new wheels if he so desired, but he had an idea that
the thief was not a stranger, and urg^d the police to be
particularly active in looking for it. Several weeks
went by, and at last he received the information that a
boy of fourteen in a village some miles away had the
bicycle in his possession, while the old one he had
formerly used had disappeared. The boy was arrest-
ed and the wheel recovered, but the matter did not end
there.
The father of the boy made all haste to the office of

the man, and inquired what sum of money would set-

* By the way, this matter of graft, and letting the rich
man go scot free, is not so modern a thing after all.
David says in the 52d Psalm, 7th verse:
This l8 the man that made not God his strength, but trusted

in the abundance of his riches, and strengthened himself in
his wickedness.

tie the case. " I know how these things are managed,"
he said blandly, " and we will have it all over in a few
minutes." But he found that the owner of the wheel
was not in the market for a bribe. He informed the
father that the case would be heard in court where it

belonged, and the boy would have to take the penalty
for his misdeed. Then the mother tried tears and hys-
terics and pleading, but the gentleman was obdurate.
The mother pointed out that her son's career would be
ruined, and that it was his first offense; so every thing
demanded that proceedings be dropped. Then it was
that the owner of the wheel, nettled by the scornful re-
mark of the mother that he was a bachelor, and knew
nothing about raising children any way, expressed
himself clearly and forcefully.

" Madam," he said quietly, " it is because I want your
son to have a chance in the world that I am determined
to prosecute this case. I have investigated a little, and
found that, since childhood, he has been under no re-
straint. He has disturbed public and religious meet-
ings, committed petty thefts, been out many nights un-
til after midnight, and neither of his parents knew
where he spent the time. He has been a truant at
school, disobedient at school and at home, profane,
vulgar, and generally a youthful outlaw, without any
steps being taken to restrain him, and now I intend to
see that he has a chance to make a good citizen before
it is too late." To the Reform Institution that boy
went, and he is there to-day. The mother forsook her
hysterics when she discovered that they did no good,
and has been forced to see that, after all, law and order
are fine things to impress upon youthful minds.
Not only did it benefit the boy in the case and give

him a chance, but it stirred things up in that little vil-

lage to such an extent that fathers and mothers began
to sit up and take notice. They suddenly discovered
that the next boy to get a chance in the Reform School
might be nearer home, and it came to be quite the thing
to get the youngsters home at dark, or know where
they were and what they were doing. And mothers
of the little ones realized as never before that the time
to begin training was in babyhood, and gave more
time and attention to home rule. The mothers who
had considered themselves models of indulgence and
loving sympathy with the little ones, suddenly found
out that firmness and discipline are needed as well.
It was a new idea in the community that a boy with an
indulgent mother, and father who was too kind to pun-
ish, had had no chance to develop into a good citizen;
but after a while they saw the reasonableness of the
thing and profited by it.

Whether the boy turns out well or ill remains to be
seen. The institution that shelters him has the repu-
tation for turning out good citizens, and the bachelor
who was instrumental in placing him there is hoping
he may see the thief transformed into an honest, whole-
some member of society. It has been done with just
such lads, and it is not too much to expect that it will
be again. At any rate, for the first time since he came
into the world, he is learning to respect law and order,
and to see that others have rights as well as himself.
Under wise, kindly, strict discipline, he may learn self-

control and how to make his life useful and happy, and
that is more than he ever could have had at home.

Hilda Richmond.

Let me ask you to go back and look at the
second paragraph in the above. I wish to

call special attention to that father and his

remark, "I know how these things are man-
aged." This father, you see, was a man of
age and experience. He understood how
things were done when a crime had been
committed; yes, he even said blandly, "We
will have it all over in a very few minutes."
He expected, likely, the man who had lost

his wheel would be indignant, and he might
mention a pretty big price before his wound-
ed feelings would be healed. But the father
had money, and he was prepared to pay it.

dear friends! it is, indeed, true, and it is

the shame of our people, and the shame of

our nation, that he who has the "where-
with" to pay may do almost as he pleases,
and go scot tree. We can thank God there
are a few, however, who can reject "bri-
bery," and refuse to be a party to it. This
mother gives us a glimpse of the mothers
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who are like the fathers. She tried to e.\-

plain that it was her boy; that they were peo-
ple of respectability and influence, and lal-

thoufi'h she did not say iti wealth. It would
be a disirrace to her family, and the matter
must not be made public. It must be kept
out of the papers. Just this moniino- 1 heard
a bit of c)-ossip. As a rule I do not listen to

gossip; but there is a moral about this piece
of gossip that fits right in here. I may not
have got it right, but it does not matter
whether it is right or wrong. Perhaps you
have such things in your owh neighborhood.
Some young people went out to a dance or
something of the kind. They were out late

at night; and, even though this has been a
prohibition county for years past, they car-

ried along some beer. Some time during the
nitrht (or early in the morning) the horse ran
off a bridge and broke the buggy; but when
some of the friends who knew about it were
watching the county papers to see what they
had to say, we were gravely informed that
the editors of our different county papers
had all been persuaded to keep the wnole
transaction out of print. Now, as I have said
before, this special occurrence I have men-
tioned may not have happened; but things of
a like nature are happening, and the safety
of our boys and girls—yes, the safety of our
nation—actually rests on our turning the
searchlight of the daily papers on just such
things as these, and letting the law be en-
forced.

In our own town one of our prominent
physicians gave a man a prescription to get
some liquor. He said he wanted it for his
wife, but he drank it himself as soon as he
got out of the store, and came very near los-

ing his life as a consequence. In fact, it was
reported at one time that he was dead. The
matter, after considerable discussion, was
submitted to the Ohio State Attorney, and
his decision was plain and clear that this doc-
tor who wrote his prescription and the drug-
gist who filled it were both violating our
temperance laws. Not only that, our county
paper tells us that all our doctors, or nearly
all of them, have been violating the law right
along. What shall we do about it? I shall

have to confess that it is a pretty hard thing
to send a boy to prison or even to the reform
farm; but I agree with the writer of the above
article that it is oftentimes the kindest thing
that can be done /or the boy, to. send him
there.

When I read the above article in the pray-
er-meeting the probate judge of our county
was present, and he said his court was famil-
iar with these things. He told us that in

Norwalk, Ohio, his former place of residence,
he knew of several bovs who had been re-
formed, and made goocf men by simply send-
ing them to the reform farm; and I distinctly
remember one boy here in Medina who was
in my employ. I always felt, however, that
his parents and his home were more to blame
than himself for his frequent transgressions.
He was sent to the reform farm at Lancaster,
0., and came back several years afterward.
When he returned he showed me his hymn-

book, and came to prayer-meeting, and let
us know that he had learned to sing Gospel
Hymns. If I am correct he is now a married
man with children of his own, and a respect-
able member of society.
A few days ago I was asked to sign a peti-

tion; and although pretty nearly all the busi-
ness men of our town had put down their
names I felt obliged to decline, and I said to
the one who presented it, "I know, my friend,
this seems hard; but if it were my own son
who had transgressed in a like manner, God
helping me, I would say that he should go to
prison that the majesty of the law might be
sustained." This case was a little peculiar,
for the young man and his relatives nad paid
up every copper of the money that was un-
lawfully appropriated.

Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

THE "ROOT" INCUBATORS AND BROODERS.
On page 297, March 1, 1908, I mentioned

and described the Root brooder, and I also
told you that the inventor, although his name
is Root, is no relative of the members of our
company; but as we are a wood-working es-
tablishment, and also have a factory for work-
ing metals, we had undertaken to make his
'

' heat-by-contact
'

' brooder. Let me explain
briefly that he has, up to date, sold about
1000 of these brooders all together, during
the past three years. Only a part of them
were made at our establishment. Well, there
has never been a complaint of the brooder
so far as I know. It has met with such suc-
cess that some who first bought one brood-
er, later bought a second and even a third
one, and perhaps more. In our Florida
climate, as I have told you, I prefer a lamp-
less or fireless brooder. There are times,
however, when the chickens are first hatch-
ed, say during the first week, when a little

heat is quite desirable, and I think it is bet-
ter for the chicks. A jug of hot water or a
hot brick does very well. After the sun gets
up, a glass sash over the brooder, instead of
the regular cover, gives heat enough. But
there are circumstances, even in Florida, say
during a cool cloudy day, when the sun does
not shine, and when most of the chickens
are out running around, when the weaker
ones suffer for some kind of heat to warm up
their toes and the rest of their little selves,
for even under a hen the chicks sometimes
have cold feet. Of course, a mother hen
does this to perfection, for she broods them
when they begin to peep, complaining that
they are cold. A hot brick or a jug of hot
water will do just as well; but if you had,
say, a dozen fireless brooders it would be
nice, even down in Florida, to have at least
one Root brooder. Of course, there are
many different opinions in regard to brood-
ers.
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I have given the above in order that you
may not think I am inconsistent, or change
my mind every Httle while. Here in the

North, so far as my experience goes, I would
prefer the Root brooder to any thing else

—

at least for the first week or two. After that,

my opinion is that the fireless brooder will

give better and stronger chickens in the
warmer months. I am inclined to think they
sometimes hover around the hot-water pipes
when they do not need it.*

With the above preface I want to tell you
that this young inventor, Mr. R. R. Root, has
recently gotten out the Root incubator on an
entirely new principle. You will see it pic-

tured and described in Gleanings for Jan.

15, page 27. By rather expensive advertis-

ing, Mr. Root has succeeded in selling about
125 of these incubators; but, unfortunately
(so it seems now], he sent them out before
he had fully tested the full-sized incubator
holding 124 eggs. As a consequence, many
of his customers have been disappointed, and
may be disgusted, with the new incubator.
I made a test myself after I returned from
Florida, and succeeded in getting only 20
chickens from something over 100 eggs which
were presumed to be fertile. As soon as
Mr. Root discovered that the full-sized ma-
chine did not seem to work as well as the
small one which he experimented with a year
ago, he set about at once to find the trouble.
Yesterday, May 24, I visited his incubator-
cellar where he is making his experiments,
and I feel satisfied that he has surmounted
the difficulty with the machine as first made,
and that, too, without any expensive changes.
The chickens hatched by this new incubator
are the brightest, stockiest, and cleanest I

ever saw, either from an incubator or hen.
The shells, after the chickens have emerged,
are clean. The chickens dry off quicker
than I ever saw chickens do it before in any
other incubator, and they are the handsom-
est, strongest, and most nearly perfect chick-
ens I ever saw. From one incubator con-
taining, I think, 97 eggs pronounced fertile,

he has hatched 73 chickens.
About ten days ago I decided to give one

of these incubators another trial. So far it

seems to be working all right. Only seven
eggs, out of something over a hundred, prov-
ed to be unfertile, and nearly all the others
show every evidence of making healthy
progress. Let me <|ive you a little incident
that gives me great laith in the incubator.
About the time I started it we found a hen

that stole her nest in the barn and came out
with three chickens. One of the men found
the nest and brought up to the house six
eggs that had not hatched. When I found
out about it, although the six eggs had been
pretty well cooled off, I put them in the in-

cubator, and in about two days a nice healthy
fluffv chick hatched. In two days more
another one came out, and so on through the
six. These eggs were evidently laid by some
other hen, every other day, in the nest with
the sitting hen. That is why they hatched

•A henlthij chick will never stay In the brooilor diirini^ day-
light unless It needs warmth.—R. K. Root.

out every other day. This incident indicates
that the machine hatches out nicely eggs
that have been started by a sitting hen. It

also indicates that you can put eggs in this

sort of incubator every day, every other day,
or once a week. Put the dates on the differ-

ent shelves, and they will hatch out, and can
be taken out as fast as hatched, and put into
the brooder. You can put in duck eggs with
the hen's eggs, and they will hatch out all

right. Mr. Root has done this already. I be-
lieve that most if not all the incubator man-
ufacturers say that the incubator must not
be opened during the hatching. With this

new machine (on a new principle) you can
open your incubator as much as you please.
In fact, it is practically open all the while.
You can see exactly what is going on, and
meddle with the hatch at any time and all

the time. In fact, Mr. Root showed me a
number of eggs that he had broken open, at

the air-cell end, to see how the chickens got
along. He afterward sealed them up with
wax, and had them hatch out good strong
chickens. Not only this, he took the top off

from an egg and then took a half-shell from
another egg, so as to cover the opening.
The chick cut the shell in the regular way to

hatch out, and I saw the wax cap, all per-
fect, after the chicken had come out of it.

Now, I should like to advise those who
have purchased the Root incubator, but have
not made of it a success, to hold on a little,

and my friend Root will give you instructions
showing how to use the mcubatoras success-
fully as any other incubator made; and he
hopes, and I hope, they may prove to be even
more successful. The A. I. Root Co. have no
pecuniary interest in the machine nor in the
patent on it; but as the machines are made
m our establishment, of course we like to see
them a success. We regret very much, just
as Mr. Root regrets, that the machines were
sent out before they had been most thorough-
ly tested.

AN EGG-TESTER THAT IS FAR AHEAD OV ANY
THING ELSE IN THE MARKET.

I say this, friends, after having purchased
almost every egg-tester I have seen adver-
tised. When Mr. Root put in my hands an
egg-tester which enabled me to see the pul-

sations of a chicken, its movements,* and to

see it kick inside of the shell during almost all

the stages of incubation, I was ready to swing
my

—

far cap! I had read in the books about

itteil to Mr. Root he writes as• After the above was-
follows:

Chicks ill the shell do not lireathe'witli their lunKS till they
pip the shell, orsoiiietimes they will break into the air-cell be-
fore pipping. If yon have eniptieil an ejfff that had a live
trerm in it whiih'had devclopcil about ten days, you would
have found that thi- entire inner surl'aie of the shell was cov-
ered with blood vessels, ami tlie blood is purltled 1)V the air
that comes tliroii|.'h the por.s oC the shell. If these iiores are
closed, the u-ci-ni will die in a very few hours. The writer has
learned this bv covering a number of euRs under different
stafres of incubation with a thin coating of lard. This, again,
shows the necessity of allowing an abundance of fresh air to
get t'l the eggs while under iucnbation."

1 hardly need remind our readers that fresh air promises
.just now to be the salvation of a considerable part of the hu-
man race; and fresh air for chickens, we are beginning to Hnd
out. is just as important as for human beings; and it is not
o-hly fresh air after the chickens are out of the shell, but while
they are undergoing tlie jirocess of incubation inside of the
shell; and this incubator gives the chickens constant acces-
sions of a'r right through the whole process of Incubation.
No wonder they are so strong and lusty, with no deformities
nor cripples.
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beino^ able to see the heart beat inside of the
shell, but I had never seen it before. I have
not time now to ^ive you a picture of this

egg-tester, but I think I can describe it so you
can make one in a few minutes. Go to your
grocer and buv a package of "cream of

wheat." I think you can get it at any first-

class grocery. Cut off one end, and then
cut away the pasteboard (on one side) on a
curve so as to come against your forehead.
On the opposite side make a V-shaped open-
ing to fit the nose; in fact, you want to fix

this pasteboard box so it will come up tight

I

and close around the eyes, nostrils, and fore-

f head.* When put up against your face you
have a dark box. In the opposite end of the
box make, with a small-bladed knife, an oval
opening. It should be just about the size and
shape of a good-sized spectacle-glass. The
egg is to be neld up agamst this opening on

I the outside; but in order to have it fit tight

against the pasteboard you want to paste
around the opening a circle of dark-colored
woollen cloth. The idea is to shut out every
l)article of light, especially any gleam of light

that might get in around the egg; then if the
light is cut off in the same way when the
pasteboard box comes up against your face,

you will have a little "dark-room." With
this instrument you can tell whether a white-
shell egg has the germ started, generally, in

4S hours. In 72 hours, or three days, you
can tell very plainly. Point your egg-tester
right toward the sun; or if after night, hold
the egg near a strong lamp or electric light.

It is, m my opinion, Tar ahead of any of the
tin eg^-testers sent out with incubators, and
it ougnt to be made by some enterprising
manufacturer fully as cheap as the tm ones
or cheaper.

POULTRY SECRETS—HOW TO TELL WFilCH HEN
LAID THE EGGS.

Everj' poultryman wants to know which hen laid the
eee without havintr to watch nests all the time. I have
discovered and protected a system showinsj absolutely
which hen laid the enu. You can feed your fowls in the
niomintr, visit yards at nisrht. and immediately recotr-
nize every hen that laid, and each individual eaii-
Remember you can be away all day and still have an
absolute record of every hen in your flock. No ttuess-
work, examination, nor catchintr hen. Any one can
do it. Cheap to install, no expense afterward, and will
last a lifetime. Get rid of the drones; breed from the
heavy layers, and double your profits. Booklet telliny
how you can construct and operate this system sent
iirepaid upon receipt of $1.00. Endorsed by members
i>f the Hemdon Poultry Association. Address

M. F. Hutchison, Herndon, Va.

The above very taking advertisement
is now running in several of the poultry
journals. It is accompanied by a very pretty
picture of a hen looking at the egg she has
just laid. Of course my dollar went prompt-
ly for the great "secret;" but before I receiv-
ed it I had figured out that this man was go-
ng to have a little yard for everv hen; and
this little book, the size of a postal card, con-
taining 12 pages, tells you that you are to
make as many little dooryards, 4x6 feet, as
vou have hens. Each of these yards is to
nave a gate so the owner can get in and out,

The stiff paMUrboard xlileUI atla<'lie<t to a common flereo-
-"ope llIiiKtrate* about what Is wanted.

and in each gate is a smaller one, something-
like the picture on page 70, Jan. 15th issue.

This little gate is on the trap-nest or bee-es-
cape principle, so the hens can get in but
not out. As the owner is not expected
to get around until night to let his hens out
of these little pens, each one has food, water,
and a place to scratch. By the way (although
he does not say so), this is an arrangement
for hatching chickens with a great lot of sit-

ting hens. Now, this is all very pretty, and
it will work all right, without any question;
but when you come to open a hundred gates,
and shut them, just to get a single egg each
day in each one of the little yards, you will

conclude you have a pile of work on hand.
In order to get the record without catching
the hen, looking at her leg-band (as the ad-
vertisement states), you are to provide your
hens with leg-bands of different colors. After
you have exhausted all the colors, then give
the rest of the hens two leg-bands or three
with different combinations. Yes, this will

work all right; but the man or woman or girl

or boy who runs the institution will find
there is work, without question. Our wood
friend Philo recommends a nice little poultry-
house for every six hens; but this new ar-

rangement needs a poultry-house and door-
yard for every single hen in the flock. In
fact, he says somewhei^e in the book that
there ought to be a little bit of roof over the
nest and part of the yard to protect the hens
during a storm. On the last page he tells

us if we are keeping 300 laying hens we shall

not need to have 300 trap nests with door-
yards, etc. We can take a hundred pullets at

a time and sort out the layers, and in that
way make up a flock consisting entirely of

choice layers.

On the first page of the book the author
says he will prosecute to the fullest extent of

the law any person adopting his system with-
out first buying the right. He does not give
a copy of his patent, nor even mention a

patent elsewhere. But I wish to say that, if

the Patent Office has commenced giving a
patent to everybody who invents a hen's
nest with a little dooryard attached, it is a dis-

grace to that Department.
Perhaps I should mention that the book

tells us we can save expense by having the
dooryard only two feet high; but in that case
we shall have to use a frame on top covered
with poultry-netting 4x0 feet; and handling
sucli a frame just to get one egg is about as
much work as making a whole big gate so
you can pass througn. I know something
about it, because I have operated such ar-

rangements. The greatest objection I have
found to the Philo system is the time occupi-
ed in opening and shutting so many doors;
and this is where you have a house and yard
with six hens. When it comes to having a

house and dooryard for each single hen, I

think I prefer to be excused. He says, how-
ever, in closing up, that the gain in twelve
months, over the way poultry is ordinarily

managed, would more than pay for the equip-
ment in one year. But how about the ex-
pense of manipulating all this machinery?
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OUR CHICKENS IN FLORIDA AFTER WE LEFT.

I told you on page 215, April 1, that 1 had
been getting from 45 to 50 eggs a day from
70 hens during the past winter, and they

were still laying at about that rate when we
turned them over to a neighbor the last of

March. I told him that removing to a new
locality would probably check their laying

for several days. It is also true that, after a

lot of hens have been laying well all winter,

even down in Florida, they usually slack up
as warm weather comes on. Nothwithstand-

ing this, my neighbor makes the following

report:

Afr. A. I. Root:—I had very good luck with the hens
and chicks so far until to-day, when I found two hens
dead, one on the nest and one under the roost. I have
not noticed anything wrong, except that some of them
seem to be getting too fat, and I missed two or three

hens soon after I got them. I do not know where they
went to; but, never mind. I got 1166 eggs in the month
of April from them, and 1460 from about 80 hens of my
own. They are not doing quite so well now. The
price is 20 cts. yet.

I did not know of the experience you had with the

yellow hen until I saw it in GLEANINGS, April 1, page
215, which my wife picked up over at Lamkin's after

they were gone. I had just the same experience, only
18 instead of 25. She seems to be too big and clumsy.
If you do not want her back I think I will sell her. It

has been pretty hot here to-day, but only 90. The
weather has been fine this spring—cooler than last

year during April. J. E. STANTON.
Bradentown, Fla., May 17.

Now, 1166 eggs for April is slightly over 38

eggs a day on an average. As two hens died,

a Buff Orpington was sitting, and one or

two were lost, there were only about 65 hens
to give the 1166 eggs. 1 have no idea why
the two hens should die, and I have not much
faith in medicine. If I am correct, the 65

hens are in a much smaller yard than they

occupied on our place; and the best "medi-
cine "

I could suggest would be a larger

yard, or, better still, let them run loose. We
should, however, recognize that it is nothing

very strange if a hen or two should die oc-

casionally out of a lot of about 70. I suppose
the Buff Orpingtons are usually good moth-
ers. My advice regarding that particular

heavy hen would be to use her up for a

chicken pie. She always laid pretty well,

except that she wanted to sit after she had
laid fifteen or twenty eggs; and she was not

very much inclined to give up when she got

the fever.

TEMPERANCE.
CAN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AFFORD TO

CONTINUE TO BE A PARTNER WITH THE
LAW-BREAKERS?

I copy the following from the Chicago Ad-
vance. As I understand it, the Advance does

not commit itself on the subject further than

to copy, without comment, from two other

periodicals—the first the Springfield Repub-
lican, and the other the Christian Work and
Evangelist, as follows:

THE GOVERNMENT NULLIFIES LOCAL OPTION.

Mr. Bryan's Commoner last week contained an edi-

torial from the editor's pen that may compel the serious

attention of the President and Congress of the United
States. About half of this country now lies under local

prohibition of the liquor traffic. One can travel from
Cape Hatteras almost to the Rocky Mountains and not
touch the soil of a State that allows liquor to be manu-
factured or sold. Many other States are half "wet"
and half " dry," under local option. To that vast num-
ber of people who support State or local prohibition,
Mr. Bryan's present attack upon the federal govern-
ment for isuing federal licenses for the sale of liquor
in places where State or local law prohibits it will

strongly appeal as sound and just. Mr. Bryan thus
states the case:

• In spite of the attempt of local authorities in these dis-

tricts to prohibit the sale of liquor as a beverajre. the federal
government continues to issue 1. censes in contemptuous dis-

regard of local sentiment and local law. The government re-

ceives $85 for each license, and in receiving the money it must
either Intend to collect tliat sum without giving any thing
valuable in return i in case the one receiving the license does
not sell liquor I, or to encourage the one receiving the license
to violate the local law, for he can not use his license without
violating the law. Can the federal government afford to con-
tinue to be a partner with the lawbreakers? Can any party
afford longer to legalize this partnership!"

The Republican continues:

The issue is put squarely up to Congress, and to the
party controlling Congress, now that Mr. Bryan pro-
poses " an amendment to the internal-revenue part of

the Payne bill prohibiting the issuing of federal li-

censes for the sale of liquor in States, counties, or com-
munities where the sale is locally prohibited." Why
shouldn't his view be accepted as sound?

The Christian Work and Evangelist adds:

The United States government receives internal-rev-
enue taxes from liquor dealers in prohibition territo-

ries. Very few liquor-sellers care to operate without
paying the federal tax. for the national excise service
has a long arm. In last week's Commoner Mr. Bryan
called on the Democrats in Congress to amend the in-

ternal-revenue portion of the Payne bill so as to pro-

hibit the issue of federal revenue-tax receipts in States,

counties, or communities where the sale of liquor is

locally prohibited. As Mr. Bryan says, the present
system is calculated to cultivate disrespect for law, in

that the federal government actually reaps a profit

from the issue of licenses which stimulate lawbreak-
ing. "Can the federal government afford to continue
a partner with the law-breakers? Can any party af-

ford longer to legalize this partnership?" With Mr.
Bryan, we say no.

Our readers may be aware that I have for

some time been considerably stirred up
about this matter, and I confess that I have
criticised our government rather severely;

but after reading the above from the Ad-
vance I decided to submit it to the Superin-
tendent and Attorney of the Anti -saloon
League, and I am very glad indeed, for he
not only gives us light on the whole matter,

but suggests that the government may not

be so terribly out of the straight and narrow
path after all.

Dear Mr. Root.—The enclosed clipping is all right,

but I have never agreed with one of the propositions
presented in the statement. The parties who argue, as
Bryan does, go on the theory that, if the United States

government received no revenue from the traffic, we
would be able to stop it. The fact of the matter is, that

if the United States government does collect a tax it

helps to prosecute the parties who sell. In other
words—the fact that the parties pay the United States

revenue tax is prima-facie evidence that they have
violated law, and we use that fact in the local-option

or State prohibitory laws. If the United States govern-
ment were prevented from collecting this tax. these
same parties would sell liquor, and we should have one
less agency to secure evidence against them.
The courts have repeatedly held that the payment of

the United States revenue tax did not in any way pro-

tect a liquor-dealer who sold liquor; and if he did sell

in violation of any local option or State law, he must
suffer the penalty therefor; and the fact of his paying
the United States revenue tax could be used as evi-

dence against him when he was prosecuted under these

other laws. The $25.00 tax which the United States

government receives from each local dealer is so small

that I do not think it influences many people in voting
wet on the ground that they get a large amount of

money for the government in that way.
W. B. Wheeler.

Columbus, 0., May 28.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

I

THE G. B. LEWIS CO. S FACTORY BURNED TO
THE GROUND.

Just as we so to press we have the follow-
ing telea;ram Trom the G. B. Lewis Co., which
will explain itself:

Factory totally destroyed by fire Sunday morning.
Waterto\\n, Wis., June 20. G. B. LEWIS Co.

In the absence of any further details we as-

sume that their warehouses and lumber-
yards are still intact: and we also assume
that the company will begin immediately to

rebuild, although no statement to that effect

has yet been issued..

This fire comes at" an unfortunate time, as
nearly all the bee-hive factories are overrun
with orders. We ourselves have been run-
ning over time: and since this Lewis fire

conditions will not be in any way improved
for us. We extend to the Lewis company
our sincere sympathy, and if there is any
thing we can do to help, we shall only be
glad to do so.

SEASON PROSPECTS.

The reports in regard to the honey crop, as
they have come in up to this time, have been
(juite conflicting, due to the fact that in many
localities there is a great deal of white clover,

while in others there is practically none of

it. A trip of three hundred miles by road
through Southern Michigan and Northern
Ohio has reveal edthe fact ihat the c'over in

the sandy regions seems to have been killed

by the drouth last fall, while that in the clay

soil is doing well. .-^Isike clover, however,
is flourishing both in the clay and sand; in

fact, this seems to be the greatest year known
foralsikc clover. The bees are working on
it quite generally, although in one report
from New Jersey a large field of fine alsike

was mentioned to which the bees were pay-
ing no attention.
A large number reported an unusually

good flow from fruit bloom.

HOW TO GET GRANULATED HONEY OUT fF
EXTRACTING-COMBS.

In the American Bee Journal, Dr. C. C. Mil-
ler, in his Questions and Answers depart-
ment, tells how this may be accomplislted
by simply spraying the combs and giving
them to the bees. When they are cleaned

out dry, they are to be sprayed again until
all the granulated honey is removed. Where
there are no neighbors' bees he says it is a
quicker job to set the combs outdoors and
spray them, and let the bees rob them out,
and then spray again until they are clean.
We might suggest, however, as a matter

of precaution, that such combs be placed 2G0
or ;-!00 yards from the apiary after the 1 ees
finally get started on them; for while tl.e

bees are robbing the combs out like this they
are apt to make things "interesting" in the
bee-yard for the time being. The fur. her
they can fly for stolen sweets the better it is

for the bees at home.

the BEARING OF LOCALITY ON THE LENGTH
OF BEE FLIGHT.

Referring to some recent discussions in

Gleanings, on pages 194 and 2^:6, in wh eh
Mr. G. M. Doolittle is quoted as saying bees
would fly from choice from 2 to 4 miles the
same writer in the American Bee Journal for

June gives a number of instances where, in

his own experience, they have flown any-
where from 2>2 to 4)4 miles. We gave it t;s

our own experience on page 286, May 1st is-

sue, that they will not go very much Leycnd
1 '2 miles in this locality, and this has been
confirmed by others in similar localities but
we also stated that, in a hilly country, ins
would go much further; that Mr. Alexant'er
showed how his bees had flown five miles to

different buckwheat-fields on hillsides It

is evident, as we have before stated, 11 ct

bees have telescopic vision; and when 11: cy
can see across a valley where there is a white
patch of something that indicates bloom they
will fly until they get to it.

It is a well-known fact that basswccds in

New York bloom first in the valleys; then,

later on, on the hilltops. As the hills of > ew
York are small mountains as compared with
most of the hills of Northern Ohio, this ex-

plains the length of the honey-flow.
Mr. Doolittle, in the above-menticn-^d arti-

cle in the American Bee Journal, shows hew
his bees would seek out the first-blcc mir.g

basswood in the valleys, and then, later on,

(i-o further up the hills for the later bloom,

fn the first case they went 2,'/2 miles, ?nd in

the latter they kept going on up the h Us un-

til he had traced them i'/z miles frcm his

home yard.
Here we have a case where locality is a

marked factor in the length of bee flight. In

a comparatively flat country the bees can not
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see distant fields; and so long as there is pas-

turage at hand they will, according to our
experience and observation, go only about
\'/i miles; for by the time the pasturage is

used up in the mile-and-a-half radius it will

also be gone at the greater distances. But
in York State, where the hills are in some
cases several hundred or even a thousand
feet high, the conditions would be different.

The near-by pasturage would be used up
first, provided the bees were in the valley;

hen the bees would keep climbing the hills,

going further and further from home, until

they had gone as far as Mr. Doolittle states.

This only goes to show that in some parts

of York State more bees can be supported in

one yard than in , localities such as we have
in Ohio.
Again, we have a recorded instance where

bees have flown across a body of water sev-

en miles to pasturage. In a strictly prairie

country where there are no trees it is prob-

able that they can and do go much further

than in a more or less wooded country. In

a discussion of this kind we must not loose

sight of the bearing of locality.

EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD IN CALIFORNIA.

The following letter, received from Dr. E.

F. Phillips, in cnarge of apiculture in the Bu-
reau of Entomology, will explain itself:

Mr. E. R. /?oof.—Samples of a new outbreak of Euro-
pean foul brood in Fresno and adjoining counties in

California have just been received at this office. I

think you would benefit the bee-keepers of the infect-

ed area by calling attention to this in GLEANINGS.
This disease is new to that part of the country, and it

will be well for the bee-keepers to know the danprer.

Any suspected samples may be sent here for identifi-

cation. E. F. Phillips.
Washington, June 12.

California bee-keepers, especially those in

the adjoining locality, should bestir them-
selves at once; for unless European or black

brood is checked it will nearly wipe out the

industry before it can be brought under con-

trol. Ordinary foul brood, bad as it is, in

our judgment is mild in comparison; and the

sooner California bee-keepers recognize its

awful virulence the better it will be for them.
It spreads with tremendous rapidity, and,
what is more distressing yet, it will some-
times come back after it has been cured.

It will be the part of wisdom if the bee-
keepers of Fresno and adjoining counties
will practice "shook" swarming. Hive the

bees on frames of foundation, and melt up
all the old combs as soon as the brood is

hatched out.

If black brood should once get started in a

yard of ours we would treat the whole apia-

ry, irrespective of whether individual colo-

nies showed the disease or not. To that end
we would put every brood-nest on the top of

another body containing frames of founda-
tion, separating the two stories with a queen-
excluder. Of course we would put the queen
below; and as soon as the brood was all hatch-

ed out above we would extract the honey, if

any, and melt up the combs.
The plan outlined will sacrifice no brood,

honey, nor even wax. It will involve, of

course, some extra labor; but in many cases.

and perhaps all of them, there would be a
corresponding gain in honey alone, and the
prevention of swarming, to say nothing of

the benefits to be derived in killing the germs
of any possible black brood that may lurk in

the combs. With the modern methods of
wax-rendering one can secure practically all

of the wax out of a set of combs. When the
work is done right, the wax will pay for the
foundation.

NON-SWARMING RACES OF BEES IN SWITZER-
LAND; ARE THE BLACKS LESS INCLINED
TO SWARM THAN THE YELLOW RACES?

On page 269 there was some discussion as
to whether the black races of bees swarm
less than the Italians of Switzerland. Editor
Kramer, of the Swiss Bee Journal, had been
quoted as saying that the swarming problem
in Switzerland was solved by substituting
the native blacks for the "hot-blooded ItaP
ians." In our footnote we called attention
to the fact that the Swiss bee-keepers run al-

most exclusively for extracted honey, and,
what is more, use very large hives or ' 'chests,

'

'

as they are called in that country. We gave
it as our opinion that, with any race of bees,
there would be but very little swarming un-
der such conditions. In proof we referred
to the Dadants, of Hamilton, 111., who use the
large Dadant hives and Italian bees, yet
wim hardly more than two per cent of swarms
in a season. We asked for the opinion of

Mr. C. P. Dadant, and his reply was publish-
ed on page 335 of our June 1st issue. In this

article he said, in referring to the black bees
of Switzerland, "I do not believe there have
been any special characteristics bred into

any race of bees by artificial selection thus
far. . . I do not believe there is a marked
difference between the common bees, and
the Italians especially, in swarming." Then
he went on to show that the Swiss and French
are succeeding in the prevention of swarm-
ing even better than the Dadants by "follow-
ing the Dadant ideas."
We also have an article from the same

writer, in the June issue of the American Bee
Journal, on the same subject. During the
interval he has given the matter considerable
study and investigation. He introduces con-
siderable testimony from authorities, both in

this country and in Europe, to show that

there is no practical difference between the
common black bees and Italians in the mat-
ter of swarming under like conditions; but
nearly all the authorities mentioned speak of

the Carniolans as being excessive swarmers;
then he winds up his article by saying:

Our friends across the Atlantic are producers of ex-
tracted honey, like myself. Like myself they use very
large hives, perhaps not universally, but <iuite gener-
ally. They will, therefore, much more readily succeed
in decreasing the swarming impulse than most of our
American producers. But it must not be taken for

granted that our Swiss friends are the only ones who
succeed in preventing swarming. It is almost univer-
sal in those countries where large hives, the produc-
tion of extracted honey, and house-apiaries or shel-

ters, are used. In addition their climate is much cool-

er than ours, as nearly all of Europe is north of the
40th degree of latitude, while almost the entire United
States is south of the 45th. This fact alone would ex-
plain the greater success in the prevention of swarm-
ing in Europe by artificial means.
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A LITTLE TRICK IN INTRODUCING VIRGINS OR
VALUABLP: LAYING QUEENS.

It is well known that young bees are much
more kindly disposed toward strange queens
or bees than old ones. To that end we can
take out a frame or two of bees and hatching
brood and put them in another hive on a sep-
arate stand. At the end of 24 hours, all the
old bees, or those that will be hostile toward
an old queen (providing the weather is such
that they can fly) will have gone back to
their old home. We can now with compar-
ative safety introduce the valuable queen or
a five or six day-old virgin, because in such
case we introduce in the regular way, letting
the young bees that are left release the queen
by eating away the pasteboard and the can-
dy at the end of the cage. Experience has
shown us that it is bad policy for the apiarist
to do the releasing. Every time one opens
the colony he disturbs the bees more or less;

and when a new queen is released at such
time there is much more chance that the bees
will attack her by balling than if they do the
releasing themselves.

HOW TO SELECT A HIVE; THE MAN AND THE
LOCALITY; WHY GLEANINGS DOES NOT
RECOMMEND ANY PARTICULAR HIVE

OR FRAME.
A FEW days ago a bee-keeper came into

our office and said that, after having tried
the divisible-brood-chamber hive, he was de-
lighted with it. He inquired why we did not
recommend it in these columns in preference
to any other hive, for he was sure nothing
else could compare with it in flexibility and
economy of management. We replied, say-
ing that we did not believe it would be good
policy for us to recommend to every one any
particular hive or frame, as so much depends
on the man and the locality.

"But, " he asked, "what harm can there
be if you give your individual preference, al-

lowing the general public to make its own se-

lection? " Right nere we explained that
some would follow our advice as to the se-

lection but not our method of handling, and
come to grief, and some others might follow
it, right or wrong.

It nas occurred to us, however, that we
might make some general suggestions that
win serve in a measure to solve the problem
for intending purchasers.

In the first place, every thing depends on
whether one expects to produce comb or ex-
tracted honey; whether the season is short,
covering a period of three or four weeks, or
whether it is prolonged, extending over some
months. Much wilfdepend on the markets.

It would be folly to produce bulk or chunk
comb honey and attempt to sell it in our
Northern States, notwithstanding such prod-
uct finds ready sale in Texas.
Again, some markets take to tall sections.

Some \yill accept dark buckwheat comb hon-
ey, while others will not have it at any price.
Some take mainly extracted.

If one expects to keep bees in some one of
the Northern States where there is a short
flow from clover, and clover only, and the

market for comb honey, either in tall or
square sections, is good, we would recom-
mend either the eight-frame Dovetailed hive
with plain square sections or the Danzenba-
ker with closed-end frames and tall sections.
If it is a locality where the nights are cool
and the days warm, we would advise the
Danzenbaker in preference to the other
hives with open-end frames. If our pros-
pective bee-keeper has made bee-keeping a
special study, and wishes to secure a gilt-

edged product, we would advise the Danzen-
baker throughout.

If, on the other hand, one has had consid-
erable experience in' keeping bees, and
wishes to manage a series of outyards for the
production of either comb or extracted hon-
ey, with a minimum of labor, he possibly
would do well to adopt the divisible-brood-
chamber hive. It is true it would cost some
more for the same comb surface, yet in the
hands of the skilled bee-keeper it will pro-
duce some excellent results. But if foul or
black brood, or any other brood disease, hap-
pens to be in the locality, we would never
think of adopting such a hive; for if one is

likely to get one of these diseases in his api-
ary, the divisible-brood-chamber proposition
would be a fright, for it is not one that will
permit of the handling ofall its frames with
economy of labor.

If our prospective bee-keeper is going to
locate in the South or the West India Islands,
and run for extracted honey, we might rec-
ommend the Jumbo hive. This is standard
in every respect, though it is 2's inches deep-
er than the regular Langstroth. With such
a hive one can raise an immense amount of
brood and bees, and it may be said to be
practically a non-swarmer if extracted hon-
ey is produced.

If one is engaged in some profession, and
can be at his yard only nights and mornings,
and wishes to raise a little chunk honey for
his own and his neighbors'use, we would rec-
ommend the ten-frame Dovetailed hive with
the Hoffman frame for extracting, tiering the
same up two, three, and even four stories.

This kind of proposition, perhaps, is about
as nearly automatic as any one can adopt.
There will be little or no trouble from
swarms, and one can do all the work neces-
sary nights and mornings. Indeed, he will

not need to go near the hives oftener than
once a week, even during the rush of the
season. These three-story hives for ex-
tracting are by all means the simplest to han-
dle, ana for the ordinary farmer there is

nothing better. He can raise his own hon-
ey, ancf, what is more, will probably not have
to be called from the harvest-field to take
care of swarms. When the season is entire-
ly over he can take off his honey in the
shape of solid cards of full-sized Langstroth
frames, and then cut out chunks for himself
and for his neighbors whenever he chooses.
If he stores his honey in a warm room not
subject to too much variation his neighbors
will come miles and miles to get it, because
it will become richer and melTower as it be-
comes older.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

Last winter I fed a good deal of alsike

hay, and liked it exceedingly—as did the

stock. The only objection 1 have heard to

it is that it doesn't yield as many tons to the
acre as red clover.

Texas is now the onion State, claiming to

produce onions as good as the Bermuda on-

ion. With 6000 acres devoted to the fragrant

bulb, there ought to be a still further increase
of the honey crop.

White, red, yellow sweet, and alsike clo-

ver and raspberry all showed first bloom on
the same day, June 5. [Yellow sweet clover
is just starting in our locality, and the bees
are working on it strong.

—

Ed.]

Kramer insists that it is not enough that a

colony be strong and queenless to start good
queen-cells, but that a colony should be
chosen which shows itself in the right humor
by having already started cells of its own ac-

cord. [Kramer is probably right.

—

Ed.]

Sections should be perfectly square, and
the foundation in them should be cut per-
fectly square, just as E. D. Townsend says,

p. 365. But the danger of having one corner
of the foundation strike against the side of

the section is greatly reduced by using a bot-

tom starter.

L. S. Crawshaw, British Bee Journal, 69,

says the swarming trait "is of value, even if

only for the purpose of increase." L. S.

Crawshaw, I like you, but please don't talk

foolishness. Swarming eliminated, we could
increase as much or as little as desired, and
always from choice stock.

You ask, Mr. Editor, if I am sure cork
chips are ever so much better than blocks of
wood for bees' watering-places, p. 357. Oh,
my! just try them once, and you will never
ask such a question. Neither did they cost
me a cent. Grocers who get them as pack-
ing for grapes are glad to have me take them
out of the way.

G. Lehzen, the veteran German authority,
says, Deutsche Imker, 381, that bees are more
diligent after being hauled. If any one
doubts this, let him trundle a colony on a
wheelbarrow for an hour in the evening, and
he will notice the difference the next day.
But in the next breath the beginner is told
to refrain from continually disturbing bees.

Please tell us how many sections an
hour can be filled by the melted-wax plan.
[We have put in full sheets with melted wax
at the rate of 200 an hour. Mr. G. J. Yoder,
when following his plan of fastening the
sheet at the top and two-thirds the way down
the sides, as described in the .A.pril 1st issue
last year, is able to fill 3000 sections in one
day and put them in the supers.

—

Ed.]

A German trick with robbers is to close
the entrance with mud or clay and then
thrust a lead-pencil into it to make a passage
for a single bee. [This looks as if it might
work.

—

Ed.]

An experienced hand, with a Daisy foun-
dation-fastener, can put top and bottom start-

ers in sections, and fill them in a T super
(not separatoring), at the rate of 24 sections
(43 starters) every 5 minutes, and keep it up
all day.

Referring to Swan Anderson's experi-
ence, p. 320, a correspondent wants to know
whether it is a defect of the artificial stone
press to have the foundation worked by the
bees into drone comb. I don't know. With
the incipient cells of the same size, I should
expect the same result in the finished comb,
no matter how the foundation might be made.

Wesley Foster, p. 333, says the bottom-
starter in a section should not be over >^ inch.
I have good success with 5^ inch. But I use
thin foundation. Perhaps he uses extra thin.

[Say, you fellows are splitting hairs fine. If

a starter is made of " extra-thm "foundation,
perhaps >i inch would be high enough; and
possibly ^s would be too high. If one used
an ordinary "thin super," then :^s would
not be too high, perhaps.

—

Ed.]

I wish I had known enough, when giving
the plan of uniting by setting one colony
over another with newspaper between, to

utter a caution that the upper colony should
not be in an excited condition. An esteem-
ed correspondent put a freshly hived swarm
thus over, and it was promptly smothered to

death. I generally punch a very small hole
through tne paper; but I don't think that
would have saved it. A swarm is in a very
excited condition, and needs a great abun-
dance of air. If the colony had been put
over the swarm it would have been all right.

Wm. Findlay says his bees build down
comb with deep space and opening, front
and rear (Blunk fashion), and wants to know
how to make a bottom-rack to prevent build-
ing down. Just now the favorite is a plain

ladder. The two sides, running from front
to rear, are 17 < /s ^ ^4. Cross-pieces (nail-

ed on the K-in. side of the sides are 10>2 X
><X's, with a ^'2-in. space between them.
This for an eight-frame hive. Possibly a
shorter rack rtiight do, leaving more open
space in front, but I haven't tried it. [While
we understand just exactly how your rack is

made, we think it would be better if you
would send us by express one of them so
that we can have an engraving of it made.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor, that divided skirt you speak
about photographing, p. 374, wouldn't show
in a photograph—at least not as worn in this

locality. The divided skirt simply takes the
place of the ordinary petticoat, worn with an
outer skirt over it. But if I were a woman
there would be no outer skirt on a hot day.
[Even if the outer skirt is not worn, the di-

vided part, as usually made, is n«at and be-
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coming, and on a hot day we see no reason
why our women folks who have to do with
bees should not be willinoj to wear it, espe-
cially when accompanied by a male relative.

One thing sure, and that is, the men folks

would never be willing to submit to the in-

convenience of a long skirt, to say nothing
of stings.

—

Ed.]

An easy way to make a nucleus for a be-
ginner who doesn't want to look for a queen:
From a full colony in hive A, take one or two
frames of brood with adhering bees and put
into an empty hive B, adding a frame with
some honey. Set B in place of A, and set A
where you want your nucleus to remain.
Four days later, if eggs are found in B take
all but one or two frames with adhering bees
from .\ to put in B, and your nucleus is left

in A. If no eggs are found in B, let the hives
swap places, and there you are with your
nucleus in B. [Could not that same begin-
ner save time by finding the queen in the
first place rather than go through all this

hive manipulation, especially should Her
Majesty get into the wrong hive? Of course,
we understand it is not easy for a beginner
to find the queen; but if he is going to do
any thing with bees at all he had better learn
first as \vell as last how she looks, and how
to locate her in the hive. He can scarcely
keep bees unless he does.

—

Ed.]

I'D LIKE TO BELIEVE that W. M. Whitney is

ri^ht in thinking that sufficient ventilation
wul always overcome the tendency to greasy
sections, p. 362. The Funics were the worst
bees I ever had in that respect. I really won-
der if the grease could have been ventilated
out of their sections. [Now that you recall

it, we remember very distinctly that there
was a general complaint against Funics be-
cause the capping of their honey was so dirty-

looking— apparently travel-stained. We
remember very distmctly that the combs of
two or three colonies we tested looked dirty,

and the cappings themselves presented any
thingbutan invitingappearance, even though
the honev itself was clover and basswood.
The significant fact was that other colonies
of Italians and Carniolans under like condi-
tions showed white cappings. We say "like
conditions," because, so far as we can re-

member, thev were the same. Like Dr. Mil-
ler we woulci doubt whether sufficient ven-
tilation would change this trait in Funics.

—

Ed.]

E. D. TowNSEND, I don't wonder that your
sections swelled if you poured water into the
groove from the spout of a tea-kettle. We
use a fountain syringe to wet ours, the water
ver>- hot, pinching the rubber tube with the
thumb and fingers so as to allow a very small
stream of water that wets just the groove
and nothing else. Even this makes the sec-
tions swell enough to make them tight in the
crate, so one end of the crate must be loosen-
ed to get them out easily. We have wet
many tnousands in this way with great satis-
faction. [When we visited L. A. Aspinwall
a year ago he showed us a little trick of the

trade of how to run hot steam through the
grooves of the sections. He puts a shallow
pan with a little water in it on the stove.
This pan is a little less in length than the
section blanks before being folded. When,
the water is boiling hot and steaming well,

two or three handfuls of sections are placed
lengthwise on their edges, across the top of
the pan. There should be enough of them
to cover the entire pan. The steam will now
rise up through the grooves of each section
in the course of a minute. They may now
be taken off, when they can be folded with
perfect safety, and without any swelling of
the joints. Mr. Aspinwall showed us that it

is really quicker, and far better in results,

than any hot or cold water poured along the
grooves, for the reason the steam rises al-

most instantly through the inside of the tri-

angular grooves in the sections. Hot steam
so applied is a great deal better than hot wa-
ter, because it does not raise the grain on the
outside of the section. Of course a kerosene-
stove might be used for heating the water in

a workshop.

—

Ed.]

"We KEEP corn and soaked oats constant-
ly before the fowls," page 353. Bro. A. I.,

how long can you keep that up without mak-
ing them too fat to lay well? [Well, doctor,

we have kept it up in Florida, and kept it up
here in Ohio, for the last two years, and I

think we get about as many eggs as those
who go to the trouble of feeding their chick-

ens regularly two or three times a day. If

they are permitted to get very hungry, and
then given all they can "cram," I presume
they sometimes overeat; but where they
have the grain so they can go to it at any
time, my opinion is that they seldom gorge
themselves. I have always fed the wher'.t

with the corn and oats until the present sea-

son here in Ohio; but when wheat got to be
so expensive I gave them only the corn and
oats to see what the result would be, and I

find they lay as many eggs, or at least near-

ly as many, as when they had the wheat also.

Where they can have their choice they seem
to prefer wheat; and, as nearly as I can make
out, they use two bushels of wheat to one of

corn, and, say, one of oats. A few of the

old hens get to be pretty fat; but my strain

of Leghorns that I had down in Florida

—

those that have some game blood, and espe-
cially where they have large yards, or, bet-

ter still, where they are permitted to go out-

side of the yard, and ramble through the

woods, seldom get too fat. If confined to a
smaller inclosure I think it might not have
worked as well; but it is a very great saving
of time to have nothing to do with the feed-

ing. You know I am working for a plan,

doctor, where there will be " nothing to do
but gather the eggs." And, by the way, my
experience has been that, where hens are

fea just so much every day, sooner or later

somebody forgets to feed them. I have no-

ticed that whenever the poultry suffer fr.<im

a lack of food the owner is sure to " suffer
"

also in a lack of the usual output of eggs.

—

A. I. R.]
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

comb-honey losses in shipment and their
effect on the trade.

The footnote, May 1, page 262, is timely.
When the dealer's profits vanish as a result

of breakage he does not feel like making an-
other investment. A dealer must also make
a profit in proportion to his risk. This profit

must largely come out of the producer. Less-
en the risk and the net proceeds to the pro-
ducer will increase.

4>

FOUL-BROOD-INSPECTION WORK IN CANADA.
The foul-brood situation in Ontario is a

burning subject. It appears that, for the
sake of economy, the Ontario government
has practically decided that, except in ag-
gravated cases, the inspectors are not to go
out until May 15, and then for only a limited
number of days. The idea was that foul

brood in its early stages can not readily be
detected until brooding is carried on rather
extensively. This is quite true; but in the
meantime the disease may be spread very
much by neglected colonies that have dwin-
dled or died, and that have diseased honey
which may be robbed out. If one or the
other plan had to be followed it is just a ques-
tion as to whether the early inspection would
not do more good than the later one. At
first thought the former would appear to me
to be preferable, because foul brood would
likely be discovered in the hives already
mentioned, and robbing prevented. Again,
the careless bee-keeper without inspection
uses for swarms the combs upon which the
bees have perished, and this would be pre-
vented. Even when there is but little brood
in the hive, badly diseased colonies could
be detected. It would be only the slightly

affected colonies that might pass muster.
I quite agree with the Canadian Bee Jour-

nal and many of its writers in upholding
early inspection; and with a Provincial apia-
rist now appointed, whose duty it should be
to advise upon such matters, we may see a
good apicultural policy develop. The pres-
ent stand taken by the Provincial govern-
ment, that only $2500 be spent this summer
for foul-brood inspection, is also a mistake.
A wealthy province like Ontario can well af-

ford to spend $10,000 in a season if, by that
expenditure, foul brood can be brought un-
der control more quickly. There are por-
tions of this province in which there is every
likelihood that foul brood exists, but which
have not been inspected, owing to lack of
men and means. This should not be. We
are, of course, quite ready to give the Minis-
ter of Agriculture and the Department credit
for the increase within three years of the
grant for this work from $G00 to $2500 per
annum, but it is not yet enough.
Jacob Alpaugh, one of the mspectors, said

recently that we needed a thousand inspec-
tors. When I demurred he said, "Years ago
you and a lot of others opposed my views
given in convention, but you had to come to

it." I admit that; but I do not expect to
change my views in this : I would appoint
no man who is not competent, and I feel sure
that at present one thousand good men could
not be found. The Ontario Bee-keepers'
Association could well devote some time at

its next meeting in Toronto, in November,
to a discussion as to the most efficient man-
ner in which a foul-brood inspector should
carry out his duties, and by all means let lay-

men take part. Any thing that will not stand
the light of cool deliberate debate and rea-
soning should be eliminated. No one need
be ashamed to lea: n in this matter. The best
of us make mistakes, and all should be open
to advice given in a proper way. A wise
man will follow advice given in even an im-
proper spirit if such advice is sound.

-^-?>

THE SEASON'S PROSPECTS.

At this date. May 27, the season in this sec-

tion of Ontario, and, in fact, over a very large
portion of Canada, has been decidedly bacK-
ward, with very much rain. In the neigh-
borhood of my apiaries, even in backward
seasons, the fruit-bloom is always over, and
the bees robbing at this date. At present,
however, plum blossom is just over; the cher-
ry and plum are in full swing, and the apple-
blossoms are only just begnining to open.
This means that fruit blossom will extend
over the first week in June, at least. Ow-
ing to the favorable winter and wet spring,

white, alsike, and red clover are in the very
best condition. The basswoods have not yet
unfolded their story as to the number of

blossom-buds they will bear; but a dry fall is

not favorable for the setting of many bass-

wood-buds for the following summer.
A very much larger area of land is likely

to be devoted to the growth of buckwheat.
This is owing to continued rain, and the dif-

ficulty the farmers have had in getting on
their land for seeding purposes. With us,

buckwheat need not be sown until the first

week in July.
This is one side of the apicultural outlook,

and it seems rather favorable. We may set
a dry summer following the wet spring. Tor
such is very often the case.

When we examine the condition of bees,
however, the outlook is not so favorable.

Colonies packed on their summer stands, and
with plenty of stores, have kept fairly well

abreast of vegetation. Unpacked bees, how-
ever, and particularly those that have been
at all scarce of stores, or if they have stood
in exposed places, have not built up well.

Inactivity of the worker-bees, since there
have been few good days for the bees to work,
has resulted in inactivity on the part of the

queen. We know, of course, that the fairest

outlook may end in empty supers. On the
other hand, unfavorable conditions may re-

sult in a rapid change and a bumper crop.

This is not surprising when a colony has been
known to gain 24 lbs. in one day in a clover
flow. Heat, moisture, and electricity in the
atmosphere, combined with a moderate
amount of bloom and bees, can give wonder-
ful results in a very short time.
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

With the rapid spread of Fletcherism we
hope to see the disHke for candied honey go.
The thorough chewing will make a melting-
tank of the mouth, and our efforts at keep-
ing honey liquid will not be necessary.

-^

BIG HONEY CROP.

Mr. Dow, p. 344, June 1, says that in Mass-
achusetts they do not get yields of 200 or
more pounds of comb honey per hive. We
do not get them here either. The average
yield would be a good deal under 50 lbs. If

I could average 50 lbs. of comb honey per
hive, bee-keeping would be a very profitable
business here in Colorado. Fifty pounds in

Massachusetts is much better than the same
yield in Colorado.

HOLDING FOR BETTER PRICES.

The experience of western bee-keepers is

that it does not pay to hold honey for a rise

in price. The honey that is sold in August
and September brings the best figures wlien
the average of several years is taken. There
are bee-keepers who have lost amounts run-
ning into thousands the last few years by
holding their honey. The sooner we can
get our honey ready for shipment the better,
and then sell for a fair figure. No one can
blame us if we try to sell, and fail. There
were a few such out here last year. Then
some counted on the local market being bet-
ter; but honey went down, and that hardly
stimulated consumption enough to clear up
the honev on hand.

WAX-PRESSES AND PROPOLIS.

With the increased use of wax-presses our
beeswax will contain more propolis than it

formerly did when high pressure was not
used. Since beeswax is used in so many
commercial articles that are injured by the
presence of any propolis, it behooves the
beekeeper to consider the importance of
having a clear wax if cheaper substitutes are
not adopted. The presence of propolis is in-

dicated in several ways—by a grayish color,

and lack of polish surface when rubbed.
The wax is more crumbly, and is not so firm
and brittle. .\ maker of floor polish had con-
siderable trouble with the polish sticking to
the shoes when walking over the floor. We
traced the trouble to the wax, which showed
signs of containing propolis. When a fine
clear beeswax was used the trouble was
overcome. The price of beeswax is kept up
very largely by its use in polishes, candles,
etc., and the matter of supplying the trade
with a pure article is highly important to
bee-keepers.
[Some extensive producers use a large vat

of boiling water for melting the combs out of
frames. In this way the wires are not
broken and the frames are cleaned ready for

new foundation. But, in view of the propo-
lis being melted from the frames with the
wax, it would seem the wiser plan to cut the
combs from the frames, wires and all, and
then boil the frames separately at another
time it they need such cleaning. We doubt
whether much propolis gets mto the wax
when the combs alone are treated.

—

Ed.]

PROSPECTS.

In most localities prospects are good for a
fair yield of honey. The spring nas been
backward, but frequent rains brought out the
wild flowers, furnishing abundance of pollen,
and the bees have built up very rapidly in

spite of the cool cloudy days. Swarming
commenced around Denver a little about
June 1. It is encouraging to see seven and
eight combs of brood in the hives by June
12. The period from fruit bloom to alfalfa

bloom is usually when our bees lose; but the
dandelions, white clover, and wild flowers
came with the almost daily showers, and the
bees responded by collecting an abundance
of pollen and considerable nectar. I never
knew the colonies to be in better condition
for the harvest, and, though the loss has been
far heavier than usual, Colorado will produce
some fine comb and extracted honey if

things remain favorable.

THE GROCER'S PROFIT ON HONEY.

Grocers tell me that they can not do busi-

ness on less than 20 per cent margin. Some
figure this on the selling price and some on
the cost; 20 per cent on the selling price is

25 per cent on cost. If a grocer pays $2.75

for a 24 lb. case of comb honey he can sell it

at 15 cts. straight, and make 85 cts. on it,

barring all loss by breakage or candying.
This is 31 per cent profit to the grocer on
cost price, which is a liberal profit, and is a

much larger profit than grocers make on
most things. Very few grocers, I find, are
willing to nandle comb honey if it costs $3.00

per case, or 12>2 cts., and sells at 15 cts.,

which gives them a 20 per cent profit on cost

price. They say the loss from candying and
breakage is too great, and unless a larger

profit is made it does not pay to handle it at

all. The grocer will handle honey on a 20-

per-cent margin if he has calls for it; but I

find that not over ten per cent of the people
ever eat honey. There are usually one or

two families who take most of any one gro-

cer's honey. If more called for honey the

grocers would buy more liberally, and would
be content with a smaller margin. The way
to get every one to eating honey is to canvass
from house to house, giving away samples.

Another plan is to demonstrate in grocery
stores, giving every one a taste who comes
in, and selling the honey for the store in

which you demonstrate. I am confident the

plan would win in the end. I have seen the

mcreased sale by keeping stores supplied the

year round with honey displayed in a prom-
ment place. Let us give every one a taste

the way the first bees returning laden do ac-

cording to E. L. Pratt.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

THE HIVE OR THE MAN.
'

' I have decided to go into the bee business.
Will you tell me which is the best hive to

use, Mr. Doolittle? An old man who has
kept bees, but has none now, tells me if I

start with a good hive my bees will do well,

as the hive used has much to do with any
bee-keeper's success."
"Which would mean that, if you started

with the Danzenbaker, Gallup, Dadant, Hed-
don, Langstroth, or some other good hive,

you would be likely to meet with success, no
matter how poorly you attended to the bees,
nor how ignorant of the first principles of

bee-keeping you were. While a good hive
may have much to do with the results of bee-
keeping, the man has much more to do with
the success or failure. Look at the man with
his choice stock. If he has only a good mod-
ern barn to house them in, does he let them
care for themselves otherwise expecting a
profit from them?"

"I do not think so."
"No; he spares no pains to have them

properly cared for, and gives them every
chance in his power that tends toward suc-
cess. Yet three out of four such men will

expect a good income from bees, should they
get a 'bee in their bonnet,' if they only have
9iem in good hives, even if they do not do
more than to hive the swarms, if any issue,
and put on and take off the supers."
"But this old man told me if I had my bees

in good hives they would largely take care
of themselves."
"Which but shows that he is living in the

past. That old idea that 'bees work for
nothing and board themselves ' still clings to
many of the past generation, but it must be
banished from the thoughts of the one who
would meet with success in the twentieth
century. Successful bee-keeping means
work, and intelligent work on the part of a
man who has brams enough to know that he
must leave no stone unturned that tends
toward success. KgoodhxYe in the hands
of such a man is a power which rolls up tons
of honey, and shows to the masses that there
is something in the bee business. Such a
man will have his bees in readiness for the
honey harvest when it comes, and do things
in just the right time to secure the best re-
sults."

"I suppose that those hives which you
named have frames in them which are mov-
able, do they not?"

"Certainly. All good hives have movable
frames."
"What advantage has a movable-frame

hive over box hives? or over hives like the
Miner patent, which have guides so the bees
build their combs straight with the rows of
holes in the top leading to the supers?"
"Much, every way, in the hancls of a skill-

ed apiarist; but none at all with the man like

the one who has been advising you to get the
best hive, for he would never handle the
frames to take advantage of the benefits de-
rived from being able to keep good queens
in all his colonies at all times by making the
strong colonies help the weak, by equalizing
the stores where a part of the colonies were
lacking, by being able to make his increase
as he desired or preventing swarming entire-
ly, by shaking the bees from their combs of
brood on combs without brood, etc."
"Do bee-keepers generally practice all

these things which you have enumerated?"
"The successful ones do. What are mov-

able frames good for if not for the above pur-
poses? Still I must admit to you that we
have many all over the country who style
themselves bee-keepers who know little or
nothing of what is going on inside of the
hives during the whole season. If you are
to pattern after these, instead of after the
successful ones, then the old Miner hive is

as good for you as any thing you can have.
Yes, better; for you will not have to regret
so great a loss of cash when you write failure

as your record, after your bees are all dead
and gone. Following such a plan brings
plenty of candidates for 'blasted hopes.'

"

"But I did not suppose there was so much
in the bee business to make it a success."
"Now, look here. You are a dairyman, I

believe."
"Yes. That is, I keep cows for a living

now, and I wished to add bees as I supposed
there would be but little more work."
"Ah! I see. You thought that, by enter-

ing the ranks of apiculture, you could save
the fuss of milking the cows twice a day,
carefully straining this milk, and hauling it

to the creamery or the cars, feeding and wa-
tering those cows during the winter months,
and driving them to and from the lot at each
milking-time during the summer. The av-
erage successful bee-keeper does not spend
the time on ten colonies during the year
that you spenS on one cow; and when the
profit from ten colonies is compared with
that from one cow the chances lie with the
bees, taking a term of years together."
"But you don't intend to say that colonies

need overhauling every day, do you?"
"No, not that. What I mean is that, when

there is need of looking inside of the hive,

do it, and just at the right time. In early
spring see that all colonies have plenty of

honey; and when pollen becomes plentiful

see that all have good queens. Later on, see
that there is plenty of room in each hive, so
that the swarming fever will not be contract-

ed. Put on supers at the beginning of the
first bloom that gives a surplus of nectar.

Remove the sections when completed, and
be sure that the bees have plenty of stores
for winter, and that they are properly pre-
pared for their long winter's nap as early as
the first of October. What I wisn to impress
on your mind is this: A thorough practical

apiarist will succeed with almost any of the
hives in use by the up-to-date bee-keepers,
while a careless slipsnod man will not pay
his way with the best hive ever invented."
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General
Correspondence

EXTENSIVE EXTRACTED-HONEY PRO-
DUCTION.

A Full Power Equipment at Each Apiary;
a Valuable Article.

BY E. M. GIBSON.

On page 273, May 1, Mr. Sires asks, "Why
can we not have more articles from the large

honey-producers, describing the equipment
used in operating and handling bees and
honey on a large scale, such as honey-houses,
extracting-houses, etc.?" No doubt 99 out of

every 100 would answer, "Lack of time."
I do not know that I could be classed among
the large producers of honey; but I have
tiiree apiaries, in each of which there is an
eight-frame extractor with power attach-

ments. I have not had the engine installed

in mv last house built last winter; but I have
the foundation built, and all the necessary
arrangements made to receive it. I can see
no economy in hauling machinery back and
forth. I also have every other appliance to

equip each house. When I start for an out-

apiary, about all I have to think of is the
lunch-box which I have been fortunate
enough never to forget.

I have rock foundations for my engines,
bui.t from the cellar bottom up to the floor,

with bolts five feet long imbedded in the
rock, and fastened to the skid which the en-
gines are built on. Above the floor is con-
crete, 17 to 20 inches high, and large enough
to accommodate amply the engine. The en-
gine raised above the floor is more easily

watched, to see that the sight oil-cup does
not get emptjs to clean, etc.

I do not use the device sent out with the
extractors for tightening or loosening the
belt. I have a pulley, the kind used for win-
dow-weights, fastened to the rafters over-
head, directly over the idler on the extract-
or, and another pulley, also fastened to the
same rafters directly in line with the first

pulley. A rope is attached to the idler, and
passed through the before-mentioned pulley,
and down to a foot pedal easily in reach of
the foot of the decapper, who can manipu-
late the idler with both hands full. The
idler is put on so that the belt is tightened
from the under side. On the floor is fasten-
ed a ratchet so the belt can be made as tight
as desired. When the decapper has three
frames ready for the extractor, and is about
to start on tne fourth, he can kick the pedal
out of the ratchet; and by the time the fourth
one is ready the extractor will have slowed
down to about the right speed for the opera-
tor to reach the brake and reverse the bas-
kets, when the foot again tightens the belt.

When the seventh frame is ready, and the
operator is about to start the eighth, the
pedal is again kicked off and the machine

left to slow down; and, if not quite stopped
when the eighth frame is finished, will be
running so slowly that but little effort will

be required to stop it.

COMBS SHOULD NOT BE REVERSED MORE THAN
ONCE.

Here is the place to digress long enough
to correct Dr. C. C. Miller and A. I. Root
in relation to reversing the baskets more
than once to prevent breaking the combs.
This idea looks feasible in theory, but does
not work in practice. But few if any will be-

lieve this, however, without testing it. The
discovery was made by us by accident since

using the power extractor. Since reading
an article by A. I. Root several years ago on
that topic I have practiced this plan with
new combs. Last summer the person oper-
ating the machine, which was filled with new
combs, forgot to Aise the foot pedal, and the
machine got under full speed. The operator
thought the combs would be ruined, but, to

his surprise, not a comb was injured. We
then gave the matter a test both ways, and
broke far less combs by reversing but once
than by two or more times.

I think this can be accounted for in two
ways. First, in reversing the baskets sev-

eral times the combs are bent back and forth

to such an extent that they are weakened;
second, in once reversing the body of the

honey itself on the reverse side through the

action of the centrifugal force, it has a tenden-
cy to support and stiffen the cell walls, and
this helps to support the entire comb. A
demonstration of the facts can be made by
any one, as the honey season is at hand.

I hope some one will give the matter a fair

trial, using combs of the same age, filled and
capped as nearly alike as possible (decap-

ping weakens combs to some extent) , and,

if possible, use a power-driven extractor,

letting the machine run to its limit in each
case. This will give the same speed in each
trial more evenly than can be done by hand.
Returning to Mr. Sires' inquiries, I would

say I do not use storage-tanks. The extractor

stands on the floor, and the honey-gate is

left open while extracting. The honey passes

through a hole in the floor on to a strainer

covering the whole top of a tank holding

2500 lbs. From here it is drawn into cans,

and the tops screwed down with a screw-top
wrench. I allow my honey to ripen in the

hives instead of in storage-tanks.

Some one may make the objection that it

does not pay to put money into machinery to

lie idle nine months out of twelve. How
about the farmers of the country, who have
millions invested in implements which they

use but a few weeks during the whole year,

and yet they would not think of going back
to old methods. I know of bee-keepers in

this State who are in the business to stay,

who are still using old home-made rattle-traps

for extractors from which the combs have to

be taken out and turned; old dilapidated

hives of different sizes in the same apiary;

gunny sacks for honey-houses; tin cans for

smokiers, and scores of other just as ridici-

lous makeshifts.
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GASOLINE POWER VS. HAND POWER.

They say figures will not lie. Let us try a

few. I pay my male help $50.00 a month and

board, and presume that is the average wages

over the country. At the present prices of

provisions and the extra work entailed, I

think $4.00 per week would not be too much
for board. Extracting will last two and a

half or three months—call it two and a half,

and we have the sum of $165. An up-to-date

large-sized eight-frame extractor with power
attachments will cost $51.00; gasoline-engine

to drive it, $60.00. Freight on both, if you

are as far from the manufacturers as I, will

cost $25.00, making $136. A man can do

other work than turn the extractor; but it

will be readily conceded that one helper

could be dispensed with in an apiary of 250

or 300 colonies of bees if it were not for run-

ning the extractor; so we are paying $165 for

the 'season's work of running the extractor,

which is the hardest job about the house, ex-

cept, perhaps, the handling of the filled cases.

After the season's work is over, your man
and the money you have paid him are gone,

and, on the other hand, $136 has been paid

out for machinery, adding a mere pittance

for oil and gasoline; and if you have used

your machines as you should they are prac-

tically as good as new. I do not know how
much gasoline the engines do consume. The

amount is so trifling that I have not taken

the time to test it. I have used one of my
eno-ines and extractors two years. I was ex-

amining them a few days ago, and I could

not see that the bearings were worn at all;

and if I were offered new ones for them I

would not go to the trouble to change for

the difference unless new inventions had

been added to enhance their worth.

Some say there are too many failures to

have so much money invested; but my ex-

perience has been that a business that does

not pay to do well does not pay to do at all.

Perhaps one will not realize so large a per

cent on the money invested as some of the

Standard Oil or Steel men; but if one keeps

abreast of the times, gets started right, and

keeps right, and has his dish right side up
when it does rain porridge (or honey), one

will average up pretty well with the most of

business ventures; and if not, something is

wrong. That person has missed his calling,

and had better seek some other vocation.

Jamul, Cal., May 18.

[What Mr. Gibson says regarding the value

of power extractors and their economy over

hand extractors is borne out by the statements

of other users of power-driven machines;

for there are some four or five dozen bee-

keepers in the United States to-day who take

their honey in the same wholesale manner.
Those who have written in say that there is

not only a larger output of honey from each

comb—that is, cleaner combs after extract-

ing—but there is a marked economy in the

cost of securing the product.

In the matter of tne cost of production,

human labor figures generally as our great-

est item. Where this can be materially re-

duced by machinery, it pays well to use it.

But this is not all. Competent help very
often can not be secured at any price. Bees
are neglected, swarming follows, with the
result that tons and tons of honey are wast-
ed that might have been taken. While the
initial cost of a power outfit is a threat deal
larger than that of a hand power, the former
will generally pay for itseli the first year, for
Mr. Gibson's figures are not unusual.
Our correspondent brings out the question

whether it pays to reverse often 'during the
process of extracting, or to reverse only once.
He presents a couple of good arguments in

favor of the latter. This is a live question,
and we should like to have some of our ex-
tensive producers tell us what their experi-
ence has been.
Our correspondent also brings up another

question that is equally vital—whether it pays
to put in a large investment that will be used
only two or three months in a year, and then
have it stand idle the rest of the year. At
first thought the average bee-keeper is in-

clined to say it will not; but when we stop to

consider that large successful manufacturers
buy machines that are used only about one
hour a day, and that farmers buy agricultural
machinery that will be used only one or two
weeks in the year, and that they consider it

pays them to buy such machines, the bee-
keeper himself may well take a hint.

—

Ed.]

HOW DOES HONEY RIPEN?

Ripening Not Mere Evaporation; some
Evidence to Show that the Nectar has
Lost half its Water by the Time it Reach-
es the Hive; an Interesting and Valuable
Series of Observations.

BY DR. BRUENNICH.

The question of the ripening of honey, as
it is considered by most of our bee-keepers,
needs correcting. The up-to-date bee-man
knows that nectar contains much water, and
he explains to the novice that the vigorous
ventilation produced by the bees fanning at

the entrance evaporates this water so that

the honey becomes more and more con-
densed. The question can not be solved as

easily as this, however, for the whole process
of the ripening of honey is more complicated.
We know by the classic researches of my

compatriot, Planta, that nectar contains on
the average 80 per cent of water and 20 of

cane sugar. It means a stretch of the imag-
ination to believe that it is possible to remove
such an amount of water by simple ventila-

tion at the entrance with a temperature of

98 or 99 degrees; for, while this ventilation

at the entrance may he energetic enough to

blow out a candle, the current of air in the
spaces between the combs will nevertheless
be very slight, considering the great friction

of such narrow openings.
At first I will prove mathematically the im-

possibility of thickening the honey by evap-
oration only. For this purpose I herewith
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give the notes which I made in reference to

my colony on the scales from May 4 until

May '20, 1907. In explanation I will say that,

durintr the season, tliat is, from April to Au-
trust, I weio;h, every day, twice—once early in

the morning before the fliyht, and again in

the evenintj when all the bees are home.
All the weights oiven below are in kilo-

grams. The resiuts of those 17 days are as
toUows:
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of water seen during the flight of the tee,
and by the means of the transferring of the

honey from place to place by the nurse bees.

Some may ask how I explain the great de-

creases during the honey-ilow and tne ener-

getic fanning at the entrance by the bees
during the whole night. I claim the nightly

decreases (which, of course, exist also to

some extent during the day) to be the result

of the combustion of sugar and albumen in

the httle bodies of the young and old bees in

the colony. Each egg, worm, larva, or bee
is a httle stove which needs to be fed with

honey and albumen. The arising vapor,

though invisible to the eye, is formed of wa-
ter and carbonic acid, the loss of which
causes the decreases noted.

In a good colony there are in the cells

about 2000 larvae, from 11 to 21 days old, dur-

ing June. A larva which is.making a cocoon
weighs at least 155 milligrams, and after ten

days only 115 milligrams, so that it has lost

in this time 40 milligrams. I estimate the

consumption or combustion of all the brood
in a colony to be 100 grams. The rest is

used by the adult bees, and is not at all

the result of evaporation. After a very
busy day the bees are obliged to work hard
in caring for the brood, producing wax,
building comb, transferring honey, polishing

cells, and ventilating. This ventilation is

necessary indeed, for otherwise the bees will

soon be intoxicated by the carbonic acid,

which is found in great quantity. By the
consumption of a pound of honey there is

produced 350 grams of water, of course in

the form of vapor, and 275 liters of carbonic
acid. Here we have the source of the water
which we can observe in the morning on the

alighting-board after a good day. Ot course
the air in the hive becomes damp on account
of so much water being formed in conse-
quence of the transpiration of the bees and
brood. It can be seen that, in such a moist
atmosphere, the evaporation on the surface

of the honey can not be very much.
The following also proves my position: If I

give a colony in an evening in September,
where the decreases in 24 hours are from 30

to 50 grams, a kilogram of honey (without
water) , the decreases in the next 24 hours
will be at least 300 grams where evaporation
of water is out of the question.

I repeat: The thickening of nectar into ripe

honey is not a matter ofevaporation, but results

from the ability of the honey-sac of the bee to

withdraw a part of the water. By the transfer-

ring of the honey in the hive it. loses by degrees
its superfluous water, and is, at the same time,

inverted and enriched with formic acid and al-

bumen.
Ottenbach, Zurich.

[Many years ago our Mr. A. I. Root saw
the bees discharge this watery spray in the
midst of the honey-flow, just before they en-
tered the hive. He gave it as his opinion, at

the time, that this was surplus water that the
bees had in some manner discharged from
g.ahered nectar. Reports of his observations
at the time were given in Gleanings, and

subsequently in our A B C of Bee Culture.
During later years, so far as we can remem-
ber, nothing had been stated about this mat-
ter, in our American journals at least, until
Dr. Bruennich did so m this article.

Now that the question is opened up again,
we should be glad to get reports from many
sources, for we are now right in the midst of
a honey-flow, and it will be a splendid oppor-
tunity to make observations.
Well do we remember the time when A. I.

Root was learning his A B C's of bee culture,
and how at the same time he was conducting
some experiments in a greenhouse. He put
several colonies in the house, along in the
early '70's, for the purpose of getting the
bees to rear brood in midwinter. He hoped
that he might train them to fly out into the
greenhouse and back into their hives. But
in this he was only partially successful, for
it will be remembered that many of the bees
were killed by bumping against the glass.

But he succeeded in getting some of the
bees trained to return to the hives.
He put out some very thin syrup which

they gathered, and then observed, as they
were going back to their hives, how they
discharged a thin spray of moisture. In or-

der that he might determine whether this
were sweet or not he put out a lot of dinner-
plates. On these he caught the moisture,
and after rubbing his finger over the wetted
plates he applied it to his mouth, but found
the exudation was simply water.
These observations of Dr. Brunnich bring

up another interesting question— that thin
sugar syrup, or, in fact, any sugar syrup fed
to bees, will not be evaporated or ripened
like the saccharine matter gathered from the
nectaries of the flowers. It goes to prove,
then, that the chemists are right in saying
that "sugar honey " is not the same as fiord
honey; for necessarily it can not be given
the same mode of treatment, and hence is

lacking in some of the essential elements of
a real noney.

—

Ed.]

FOLLOWING THE DOOLITTLE NON-SWARMING PLAN WITH-
OUT MAKING INCREASE.

When using the Doolittle non-swarminer plan, if one
has no weak colonies, and wants no increase, will it

answer to place the old brood-nest, after all queen-cells
have been removed, over the two supers on the old
stand with queen-excluder between supers and brood-
nest? Mrs. T. a. Beach.
Delaware, Ohio.
jThis question was referred to Mr. Doolittle, who re-

plies as follows.—Ed. J

If you desire, cover the tops of the sections with
enameled cloth, with the exception of one little place
ritrht over the entrance to the hive below, so the bees
can go down and out at that place, thus keeping the
tops of the sections clean. The upper hive is taken off
at the end of 21 days, or after the brood has all emerg-
ed. In this way the hive of beelcss brood can be cared
for; but in this case, at least one frame of bees should
be left without shaking, so that there will be enough
bees to protect the brood.
But if you are at all like me, you will prefer to take

frames of brood from some of your colonies a little less
weak than your stronger ones, and give these to the
stronger, so as to have all colonies that are shaken very
strong; and the few not shaken, weak enough to receive
the hives of beeless brood. In this way no increase
will be necessary, while those to be shaken, or worked
for comb honey, will give a greater vis'd.

Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolittle.
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CAPPING-MELTERS.

How to Separate the Melted Wax and Hon-
ey Successfully.

BY H. H. ROOT.

The time has come when the extracting-

rooms of a large number of the prominent
bee-keepers are e(iuii)|)ed with capping-
melters of some form or other. The univer-
sal interest in tliis method of disposing of the
capnings shows how valuable and how prac-
tical the plan is. There are many different
slia|)es and constructions of capping-melters
in use; but it is not the purpose of this arti-

cle to discuss the construction of capping-
melters, but to consider separating the hon-
ey and wax that run from tnem.
Some bee-keepers make no attempt at

separating the two liquids, but simply run
both of tnem into a pail or can; and when
this can is full they set it aside and put an
empty one in its place. This process is kept
u|) until the work is finished, and by the

next 'day tlie melted wax will have hardened
so that it may be lifted from the honey in a
solid cake, which cake needs only scraping
on the bottom to be marketable. While this

plan has its advantages, it requires quite a
large number of cans, which, of course, take
up considerable room, and necessitate much
heavy lifting.

The Aikin honey and wax separator de-
scribed in the Jan. 15th issue of Gleanings
for 1902 was the first practical separator, we
believe, to be shown; and the principle made
use of in this separator is the one used by
the majority of bee-keepers to-day for sepa-
rating honey and wax. The wax is lighter
than the honey, and floats on the top of it.

A gate, therefore, at the bottom of a can
containing melted wax and honey will draw
off the honey only, while a gate at the top,

or near the top, will draw off the wax.
Practically the only difficulty that we have
encountered with the Aikin separator is that

the wax tends to chill unless tnere is a very
large amount of wax and honey running into

the can constantly, or unless the room where

CAl'PING-MELTER, HONEY AND WAX SEPARATOR, AND HONEY-STRAINER.
The melted wax and honey run directly from the melter into the separator. The wax remains in the sep-

arator, and the honey flows on into the strainer, and from thence into the five-gallon can.
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THE CAKE OF WAX LIFTED FROM THE SEPARATING-CAN

the work is done is very hot. We have al-

ways been able to keep the contents of the
separator from chilling, however, by wrap-
ping old carpets or sacks around the whole
can, with the exception of an opening near
one corner to admit the stream of honey and
wax from the melter.

In our experiments we have used, with a
considerable decree of satisfaction, a separa-
tor made of a tive-gallon square can with
one side cut out, which open side then
served as the top. Near the bottom of one
end of the can a piece of pipe was soldered,
which extended up four or five inches be-
fore turning down again, as per illustration.
The principle involved here is the same as
that used in the Aikin separator; that is, the
honey, being heavier than the wax, settles to
the l)()ttom, so that honey only can pass out
of the pipe. The wax rises to the top, where
it is allowed to accumulate until it reaches
the level of a trough near the top of the can,
through which it overflows into a separate
vessel.

We soon found that this plan worked per-
fectly so far as separating the wax and hon-
ey was concerned; but tne relatively large
amount of exposed surface caused too much
chilling, and we therefore had to wrap the
can with old sacks or carpets, as mentioned
before. The inconvenience of having the

old sacks and carpets
around led us to inclose
the separating-can in a
wooden box made of half-

inch stuff, and provided
with a tight wooden cov-
er of the same material,
having an opening near
one for a funnel to catch
the stream of honey and
wax from the melter.
Since we adopted this

wooden jacket around
the can we have had ab-
solutely no trouble. The
wax does not chill, but
keeps in a liquid condi-
tion all day long. Dur-
ing the noon hour, or
during any other time
when the work may be
temporarily stopped, a
slight layer of hard wax
may accumulate on the
surface; but when the
work is resumed the
stream of wax and honey
coming in on top of it

soon melts this, so that,

at the end of the day, the
whole mass is entirely
liquid again.

It can be seen that this

wooden jacket is on the
principle of-tlie "fireless
cooker;" that is, the heat
of the liquid is confined
so that the .^ax can not
chill. This ' plan, more-
over, is much more con-

venient than the carpets and sacks, and the
heat is also better confined.
On referring to the first illustration it will

be seen that a Pettit honey-strainer is sup-
ported directly under the pipe leading from
the separator. By this plan the honey strains

as soon as it runs from the separator, so that
it can be allowed to pass directly into a five-

gallon can. Ordinarily, of course, a strainer
would not be necessary under the separator,

as the honey could be run into a large pail or
can, and emptied directly into the regular
strainer over the main honey-tank. We were
rendering a large quantity of candied comb
honey, and we arranged the strainer, etc.,

as shown, so that the whole process would
be complete. This Pettit strainer is the best
one for honey we ever tried. There is a
very laroe amount of vertical straining sur-
face, and, as mentioned by Mr. Pettit on p.

143, March 1, it is not necessary to stop the
work when one cloth is clogged : it may
simply be drawn to one side and another
clotn put over it. In a short time the first

cloth may be lifted out, comparatively free
from honey, and washed, so that it may be
used again. The cheese-cloth is lield away
from the side of the can by coarse-mesh wire
screen, as shown in the second illustration,

so that there is a >^-inch space between the
cheese-cloth and the can all around, and
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about '4 -inch space between the cloth and
the bottom of the can.

The second ilhistration shows a cake of

wax lifted out of the separatintj-can the next
nioi'iiiii^'. prai'tically free from refuse except
a small amount on the under side, which
may be scraped off. The wax is of very frond

color, almost ecjual to that comino- from the
solar extractor, since no injurious heat is

applied to it. There is no dan^rer of hurtinf>;

the wax in the separatino-can if no outside
heat reaches it and the impurities have a

chance to settle, since the wax keeps in a

melted condition for so loni>' a time.

If the cappinii-melter is to be used consid-
erably it pays to have a stand somewhat
similar to the one shown in the first illustra-

tion, so that the heatiniv-stove can be slid

under the melter or taken out again at any
time. This takes the weight otr the stove
and makes it convenient in many ways. We
use a kerosene-sthve of the wickless blue-
flame pattern, and find that it is very eco-
nomical in the consumption of oil, and gives
a great amount of heat; in fact, the flame is

nearly as hot as that from a gasoline-burner,
and it is, of course, much more economical.
When the melter is full it is rather heavy, so
a good strong support is needed. We use
strap iron on edge, as shown, '4 inch thick,

and '4 inch wide.

THE LATE W. BROUGHTON CARR.

His Life and Work.

BV THOS. \VM. COWAN.

[A short time auo we published a brief announce-
ment of the death of the late W. B. Carr, assistant ed-
itor of the British Bee Journal, and the inventor of the
" \V. B.C." hive and frame used so extensively in
Enirland. As .Mr. Carr was one of the leadintr author-
ities on bees in Entrland, one who has certainly left

his impress on the industry, we wrote to Mr. Thos.
Wm. Cowan, his associate on the British Bee Journal.
for a more extended sketch. This he very kindly con-
sented to irive. and we take pleasure in presentintr it

herewith. Later on we will give illustrations of the
'\V. B. C." hive, with his special spacintr-device as
applied to the frame.—Ed.

;

Mr. W. Broughton Carr was born in Feb-
ruary, 18.'^(), and was, therefore, just 7;^ years
of age when he died. He came of an old
stock of grazing farmers and cattle-breeders
in Yorksnire. He was apprenticed in \H^\
to the trade of copper-{)late engraving in

Liverpool, and carried on the business in that
citv for 2H vears before he came to London
in ISIKJ to join the editorial staff of the Brit-
ish Bcc Journal. In 1861 he married; and two
years afterward, his business being of a sed-
entary nature, he resolved to live in the fresh
air of the country, and took up his residence
in Cheshire. Here at intervals, between bus-
iness, he entered into rural pursuits. It was
in ISHli that he first became interested in

bees, through reariing an article about them
in Cfuimhcr.s' Information for t/ie People, and
became fascinated with the idea of becoming
a bee-keeper himself. It is amusinf^ to read
the graphic description given by himself in

the Record for December, ISSi), of how he
first became possessed of a swarm. He had

THE LATE W. BROUGHTON CARR.

never seen a swarm before that time, and
took eight hotirs, with the help of a young
Swede, who was supposed to know some-
thing about bees, to hive these bees into a
straw skep. He thought surely there must
be a more expeditious way of hiving a swarm,
and therefore read all he could about bees
in the works of Huber, Bevan, Woodbury,
and Langstroth, with the result that ultimate-
ly he became a successful bee-keeper. He
then moved further into the country on ac-

count of the bees, and settled at Higher Be-
bington, where he ke|)t from twenty to forty
stocks of bees. He tried various hives with
both shallow and deep frames, finally adopt-
ing, in 1887, the one that now goes by the
name of the "W. B. C." hive, and which is

more generally used in this country than any
other. The hive takes the standard frame of

which Mr. Carr was a strenuous advocate
from the very first. His district being good
for extracted lioney he worked principally

for that, and advocated shallow-frame supers
for the purpose, six inches deep, in prefer-

ence to the standard frames used at that

time. He also introduced the use of the eke
to the frame hive, which, placed below the
hive during winter, gave the bees a three-

inch space under the frames. This eke put
under a shallow super is just right to make
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the latter into a hive for standard frames, if

one is needed temporarily. In addition to

this Mr. Carr made an improvement in the
metal end which he brougnt out in 1887 (see

British Bee Journal, 1887, page 57), and which
has gradually superseded every other, so
that now all hives are fitted with frames hav-
ing the " W. B. C. " metal ends.

Mr. Carr was a very successful honey-pro-
ducer; and prior to his connection with the
British Bee Journal he was a frequent exhibi-
tor, always taking prizes. He was one of the
original rounders of the Lancashire and Che-
shire Bee-keepers' Association, and at the
Indian and Colonial exhibition held in Lon-
don in 1882 he superintended the exhibits of

that association, contributing by far the
largest part of the honey from his own apia-
ry, for which first prize was awarded. As a
practical manipulator there were few his

equals, and he went about his work in a quiet
unobtrusive manner; and it was always a
treat to hear his counsels to beginners or
candidates he was examining. He had gone
through a bad attack of foul brood, whicn he
cured, and managed, after that, to keep his
bees healthy and prosperous.

Mr. Carr was a writer for many years be-
fore he became connected with the British
Bee Journal in 1890. He contributed to the
Journal of Horticulture even before the British
Bee Journal -wa^s established in 1873, and took
an active part in connection with the literary
work of the Bee-keepers' Record, which sub-
sequently came under his sole charge—from
the time it was started in 1882. It was in
1889 that his uprightness and high moral
character induced me to single him out, and
make him an offer to associate him with me
in editing the British Bee Journal. Mr. Carr
willingly accepted this offer, as, with ad-
vancing years, he was thinking of giving up
his engraving business; and to devote all

his time to bees was just what he thought
would best suit him. The British Bee Journal
was already at that time a weekly paper, and
there was also the Bee-keepers' Adviser, a
monthly, published at the British Bee Journal
office. This was amalgamated with the Rec-
ord, which was placed under Mr. Carr's di-

rection. He carried out to the last his trust
with notable ability, and his evenness of
temper and sound practical knowledge were
seen alike in his own articles and in his re-
plies to inquiries. He was associated with
rne for 19 years, and during the whole of that
time our intercourse was of the pleasantest;
and I felt that, during my frequent visits
abroad, I could safely trust my interests, as
well as those of bee-keepers, in his hands.
He was on the Council of the British Bee-
keepers' Association since 1890, and was a
regular attendant at their monthly meetings;
and, owing to his experience, he was in fre-
quent request as a judge and examiner in
different parts of the country, and was thus
a familiar figure at all our principal shows.
When my advice was sought respecting the
re-writing of the article on the "Bee" for
the new edition of the "(Encyclopaedia Brit-
annica " it was_with much pleasure that I se-

lected Mr. Carr for the work, which he car-

ried out in an efficient manner.
For years the British Bee Journal offices

have been the rendez-vous of bee-keepers
from all parts of the world, and no one has
ever been sent away without receiving the
best advice and counsel that Mr. Carr could
impart. There were few men in England
who knew more about bees, and his loss is

one that is universally felt. Mr. Carr had al-

ways hoped that he might die in the harness,
and his hope was realized, for he was ill but
a few days before he was called to his rest.

Truly it may be said, "The end of this man
was peace." He is no longer with us, but
his works remain, and his influence will be
felt for a long time. It has been quite touch-
ing to receive the number of letters sent
from all parts, showing the wide sympathy
felt for the loss which we have all sustained.

A SIMPLE UNCAPPING-MACHINE.

Knives that will Take a Thin Slice from
New Empty Combs without Mutilating

the Cells.

BY L. R. FERGUSON.

During my experimenting with uncapping-
machines I have made and tried four entire-

ly new and different machines, the last one
of which I think can fairly be considered a
success.

In my experimental work I have had in

view the development of a machine having
the following desirable features:

Simplicity of construction and operation,
and cheapness of production.

Light weight and compact design to facili-

tate moving for use at out-apiaries.
The entire absence of moving parts such

as cranks, cog-wheels, belts, treadles, ropes,
moving knives, or revolving cylinders.
Simple and rapid adjustment for changing

from one style or size of frame to another.
The absence of any necessity for the use

of heat or outside mechanical power, such as
steam or electricity.

A knife which would successfully work
with any kind or condition of honey, and
level off to a uniform surface all comb,
whether capped or not.

The entire separation of the detached cap-
pings from the uncapped comb.
The easy introduction and withdrawal of

the comb in such a way that neither comb
nor hands need come in contact with the
honey and cappings dropping from the
knives; and, above all else, rapidity and ease
of operation.

Fig. 1 shows a full-depth Langstroth frame
introduced far enough to uncap about two
inches at one end, and furnishes a good com-
parison from which to form an idea of the
size of the machine.

In operating the machine the bottom-bar
of the frame is placed between the flaring
sides of the first set of bottom-guides, the
frame brought to an upright position, and
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FIG. 2.—THE ADJUSTMENT CHANGED SO AS TO TAKE SHALLOWER FRAMES.

pushed into the machine by the hand press-
ing on the end-bar until it is flush with the
front uprights of the machine as shown in

Fig. 2, when a dog, or catch, drops behind
the end of the top-bar, and a push on the
thrust-bar which forms part of the top-guide
will force the frame past the knives and fin-

ish the cut, when the frame may be with-
drawn, a spring returning the thrust-bar to
its place.

Fig. 1 also shows a special feature of the
machine which allows the use of a frame with
the top-bar wider than the end-bars, or one
having spacing-devices on the top-bar, the
removal of the knives opposite the top-bar
giving a passage for these, while the knives
below will uncap down close to the end-bars;
in the view shown, the frame is spaced by
staples driven near each end of the top-bar,
one of which is shown in position to enter
the notch in the knife-bar; any pair of the
knives may be removed to suit the height of
frame used.

Fig. 1 shows the machine equipped with a
special quick adjustment device for changing
the depth of cut. For instance, if the ma-
chine IS set to cut the comb down to one inch
in thickness, and the operator gets hold of a
thick heavy comb, and for any reason wishes
to leave it as thick as possible, a slight move-
ment of the lever or slide at the top of the
machine will throw the knives out so as to
cut to a thickness of two inches, or any in-
termediate thickness; this feature was de-
signed after I had been strongly advised by
exi)erienced men that such a feature would
be of much use, one very extensive producer
in particular saying that he made an effort
to have as little honey as possible taken off
with the cappings.
For my own use I much prefer the simpler

and stronger form of fastening, shown in

Fig. 2, in which the knife-bars are brouglit
to the desired position and clamped fast hy
two cap-screws, when every comb which
passed through would be cut down to the
same thickness, and be in better shape for
future use.

Fig. 2 also shows the top guide lowered
for use with shallow extracting-frames.

Fig. 3 shows the knife-bars removed, which
gives easy access to all parts for cleaning;
and as each knife is fastened with a single
screw, all are easily removed for sharpening;
but as the work is done with a sliding or
drawing cut I do not think there will be the
necessity for the extremely sharp edge re-

quired on the hand knife.

With the wooden base-bar made in three
pieces, and connected by plates as shown,
the outer sections may be removed, when the
whole machine may be packed in a box
(ix 13'2 Xl4'4. inside measurement; and as
the weight of the machine is only 24 pounds
it can be very easily transported; or, if used
in connection with one of the new capping-
melters, it could be simply inverted ana hung
inside the melter while being moved.
Almost any plain frame in common use

may be used with the machine, as all guides
are adjustable; but as the bottom-bar has to

support the weight of the comb while being
uncapped, a stronger bottom-bar than many
of those in use would be desirable; or better
still would be the building of all combs down
to the bottom-bar, and this, in connection
with wide spacing, would produce a set of

combs which would be easily and quickly
uncapped.

I am very confident that this form of knife
will work in any kind or condition of honey,
as the-slim- sharp points are introduced un-
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der the cappino- in such a way that the edge
makes a di-awiiio- or sMdin<>: cut, and the cap-
pinirs undet" whicli the knivt's are passinu-

are liekl in phice and can-led t'orwai'd by the
uncut portion between tlie knives until the
extreme rear jxiints of the cutting edges are
reached, when they drcij) away and can not
again come in contact with the comb.
The extreme angle at which the cutting is

done prevents the edges of the knives oe-
coming clogoed; and any loose particles of
wax ai'e carried through the small opening
between the knives into the large oval open-
ing, where they work themselves clear, thus
preventing any clogging at this point, and
vet the rear points of the cutting edges over-
lap the same path in such a way that a com-
|)lete severance of the cappings is assured,
besides providing an excess of metal for
grinding away in sharpening, thus prolong-
ing the use of the knife.

The kniv.es are made slightly concave on
their inside faces to prevent suction and

ii»i. .).— 1111. i\.\i\i-,D Kl

In the lower part of this view, thin slices are shown,
mutilatint; the cells.

friction, besides adding strength and rigidi-
ty to the blade.
As a test of the work they would do in

some of the thick heavy honey which gives
so much trouble in hand uncapping, I kept
some frames of well-ripened clover honey
for several hours in the refriijcrator, then
uncapped tliem without any difficulty what-
ever. The only difference I could see was
that the cappings broke up into smaller
pieces than those from the warmer combs;
and it was necessary to let them warm up
before they could be extracted.
The combs used in testing the machine

which I made last winter, and the ones from
which these photos were taken, were saved
over from last summer and fall; and while
some of them had from one-fourth to one-
half the honey candied, 1 had no trouble in
uncapping them, so I think I am safe in
claiming that the machine will uncap any
honey which can be extracted.
This is the only form of knife which I tried

that would
work well on
striking a
patch of un-
capped comb.
Two differ-
ent machines
with one
straight knife
on each side
would work
perfectly on
combs which
were all cap-
ped, but upon
striking a
patch of un-
capped comb,
the knives
would clog
and tear the
comb ; and,
while they
were of a sim-
pler construc-
tion than this

machine, I

had to discard
them on that
account.

I had some
combs built
out, but not
capped over
lastfall, which
were extract-
ed as dry as
possible, and
stored away
without being
cleaned up by
the bees; and
in testing the
machine this

spring I ran
these combs
with this small
quantity of

.iMUVKU.

cut from new empty comb without
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r^

thick gummy honey on them through the
machine, with the result shown in Fig. 8,

which shows one of them with about four-
fifths of the surface
shaved off, the remain-
der not being built out
far enough for the knivesLI to catch.

11^ Some of the thin net-
>;>^'x- y) likg sheets of comb

sliced off from these
combs are also shown;
and, considering the
trouble I have had with
this feature of the work,
the gummy condition of

tlie comb, and the fact

that these combs were
all new tender combs, I

consider this extremely
good work.

Fig. 4 shows in out-

line the system of guides,

the broken lines show-
ing the auxiliary guides
which receive and line

up the frame before en-
tering the machine, and
support it after leaving
the knives, the full lines

showing the guides as

they engage tne frame
while passing through
the machine; these
guides are all made from
sheet metal, and of such
shape that they come in

contact with the frame at extremely narrow
points only, and will easily cut their way
through any burr-combs or patches of pro-

polis.

As to the speed at which the work can be
done, I easily uncapped at the rate of six

frames per minute with my last-year's ma-
chine, taking the frames from one super,

and returning them to another; and as the
guides have been improved, this rate of

speed can be improved upon, and any com-
mon laborer can do the work.
While not entirely satisfied with some fea-

tures of the machine, I have taken steps to

secure patents covering the invention, and
have made arrangements with extensive
honey-producers in different parts of the
country to give the machines a thorough
trial under varying conditions; but until they
have had a more exhaustive trial than at

present, there will be none for sale.

Harvey, 111.

[A year or so ago Mr. G. W. York, editor
of the American Bee Journal, wrote us, tell-

ing us that a bee-keeper near Chicago had
gotten up an uncapping-machine mat he
thought we ought to see; that he himself
believed it was a good thing, as he had seen
it in operation. He hoped we might attend
the meeting of the Chicago convention and
see the machine; but some business engage-
ments prevented our leaving, and we knew
nothing of the details of the invention until

FIG. 4.

this set of photos, with the article, was fur-
nished us.

When we first looked over the pictures
we supposed that, of course, they represent-
ed the machine gotten up by Mr. Samuel
Simmins, of Sussex, England, who had been
working on almost exactly the same idea for
some tmie back, and who had promised to

send a set of photos showing the machine in

operation; but, lo and behold ! this was not
the Simmins uncapper but the Ferguson ma-
chine referred to by Mr. York.
We were struck at once by the remarka-

ble similarity of the two machines. The
principle is identically the same, and the
only difference is in detail—just enough to

show that the two men were working inde-
pendently of each other, neither knowing
what the other was doing.
Mr. Ferguson has already applied for a

patent, and so has Mr. Simmins. We also
understand that Mr. A. C. Miller, of Provi-
dence, R. I., has made an application for
something similar. As to who shall be able
to establish prior rights in the invention will

probably be determined soon by the Patent
Office. Mr. Simmins communicated his in-

vention to us some three years ago, but at

that time was not ready to have its details of
construction made public. It has since been
shown with illustrations in the Irish Bee
Journal.
Apparently the principle is a success. Mr.

Simmins has been very confident that his tri-

angular knives would revolutionize uncap-
ping throughout the world. Mr. Ferguson,
working on the same idea, has been equally
confident; and the set of illustrations here-
with furnished would indicate that the ma-
chine will do all he claims for it. It is now a
matter of working out the details and deter-
mining who is the original discoverer of the
basic principles, when the invention will

doubtless be put on the market.
Both inventors use triangular V-shaped

stationary knives with beveled edges mount-
ed in an up-right frame through which the
comb is pushed. While Mr. Ferguson uses
knives having concave backs, all of the same
size, Mr. Simmins uses the same kind of knife,

but large and small ones in alternation.

It is remarkable that these two men should
be working so closely on the same ideas; yet
from careful investigation of all the facts, we
are thoroughly convinced that neither bor-
rowed from the other. Mr. Ferguson's pat-

ent is well along in the Patent Office, and so
far he has not encountered any thing that

would indicate an "interference." If the
machine is a success (as we believe it is) we
hope the question of ownership of the pat-

ents can be clearly established, so the public

can enjoy the use of the invention without
being enjoined by some other claimant.

Apparently this Simmins or F'erguson in-

vention has the advantage over other uncap-
ping-machines in that it dispenses with all

moving parts of any sort. I-urthermore, it

can be built for a comparatively small sum of

money. While it may not be able to uncap
low spots in a few combs, this would be no
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very great disadvantage, because an ordina-
ry uncapping-knife could always be at hand
to take out these spots not touched by the
machine.
The most serious objection to this uncap-

per is the fact that it would be impracticable
to use it on frames having self-spacing end-
bars or end-bars wider than the general sur-
face of the comb. Among the newer bee-
keepers of the country, Hoffmann frames
are used almost universally. The Ferguson
machine as here shown could not handle
such frames, and we do not see how it is pos-
to modify it so that it could, unless the combs
were made to pass through the knives the
other way to— that is, witTi the top and bot-
tom bar on a vertical line. We do not see
any reason why it may not be just as prac-
ticable to uncap combs through the narrow
way of the comb as the wide one. It would
raake the machine somewhat more expen-
sive, owing to the use of more cutting-knives.
In this connection it is proper to remark that
Mr. Simmins says he can nandle Hoffmann
frames in his machine.

—

Ed.]

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR BE-
GINNERS.

How to Take Care of Swarms; Some
Timely Hints on Management During
the Opening of the Surplus-honey Sea-
son.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

It is time to put on the supers (the parts of
the hive that contain the surplus honey) by
the time the first clover bloom is seen. Five
days later, on opening the hives we may find
that the bees have done nothing in the sec-
tions, and we wonder whether they will ever
start. In three more days we possibly find
that they have still ^one no worK in the sec-
tions, so a super is lifted off and a comb of
brood lifted out. If we do this we perhaps
find that the bees are beginning to draw out
the cells near the brood, and tnat they are
placing new honey in these elongated cells.

A beginner, on seeing these, might think
that tne bees were going to fill the brood-
combs before working in the sections; but
in two more days we snail probably find that
they have begun storing in the bait-section.
This bait-section is one carried over from
the pre\ious season, placed in the center of
the super to get the bees to work in the sec-
tions. The new sections look nice and clean
beside this old dirty one; and no one would
think of using such an old piece of comb
were it not for the fact that the bees without
such bait are too slow to enter the supers.

It is several years since I used bait-sections
in my comb-honey supers. Instead of these
I use afi extracting-comb in place of each out-
side row of sections. These extratting-
combs are much superior to the bait-sec-
tions, for there is not usually enough of
these left-over sections to provide as
much of a bait as these two extracting-
combs supply. The main reason for put-

ting extracting-combs at the outside is to
start the bees working on that part of the
super that is usually finished last; namely,
the outsides and the corners. In this way the
whole super is finished nearly at once, and
the experienced bee-keeper knows that this
means comb honey of superior quality. The
editor says there is a growing demand for
comb-honey supers equipped with some ex-
tracting-combs, and I have never known of
a case where this plan was tried and aban-
doned. It prevents much of the swarming
so prevalent in comb-honey production, and
this means, of course, much more surplus
honey. I have managed a yard of about one
hundred colonies for the last two years, and
by following this plan I have had less than
twenty per cent of swarms.
The second reason for placing extracting-

combs, which are to act as the bait-combs,
at the sides of the super is that the queen
rarely goes to the outside combs to lay eggs;
and this means that these extracting-combs
can be kept white and clean so they will not
darken the cappings of the sections next
to them. I use separators between all of the
sections, and also between the extracting-
combs and the sections nearest them.

HANDLING SWARMG.
The beginner is likely to have so many

swarms, due to the usual method of working
for comb honey and to his inexperience, that
but little surplus honey will be secured.
Generally speaking, the more swarms there
are, the smaller the surplus-honey crop will
be.

The first step in preventing swarms is to
put the supers on a week or so before the
honey-flow opens, as mentioned before—not
because the bees actually need the extra
room, but to keep them from becoming
crowded so that they get the swarming fever.
The next step is to give more super room

before the first supers are full. An empty
super ought to be given when the first one is

not more than half full. This second super
can be set on top, or the first one may be
lifted up and the empty one placed next the
hive. We set the empty supers on top of the
ones given at first; and when the bees get
nicely at work in them we change places and
put the second super under tne first one.
This means a little more work, but, in return,
rather better-filled sections are secured.
The beginner is usually anxious to have

all the natural swarms possible in order to
increase the size of his apiary. A neighbor
of mine, who was too busy a farmer to take
care of bees, once had a dozen colonies at
the beginning of the season, and before he
knew what was happening a swarm issued
from first one colony and then another. The
result was that his bees swarmed so much
that practically no surplus honey was se-
cured. He hived every swarm, good or bad

;

and, since the season was only an ordinnry
one, some of the later swarms starved be-
fore the next spring. Finally, when the
honey-flow began the following year ihrre
were only about as many colonies as Here
were the year before, and the a:noa:;t of
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honey secured was very small besides. It is

better to make haste slowly, when increasing
an apiary; for a live colony in the spring is

wortn many dead ones.
The plan that I shall here outline will en-

able the beginner to get a fair crop of surplus
honey in connection with a pretty good in-

crease besides. After the clover honey has
been coming in for a few days, some of the
colonies will cast swarms. No after-swarms
should be tolerated, so when the prime
swarm (that is, the first swarm) is in the air,

the hive which it came from should be car-

ried to a new location at least 30 feet from
the old stand. However, if it is desirable to

set this old hive near where it stood before,
it should be carried away just the same, and
then, at night, after the new swarm is hived,
the old hive can be moved near this new
swarm if desired. If this old hive had been
placed only a few feet from where it former-
ly stood, many of the bees would have found
it and would have gone back to it again,
strengthening the parent colony enough,
possibly, to cause an after-swarm. It is de-
sirable to have all the flying bees with the
new swarm, for it will do practically all the
work for the next few weeks, there being
no working force left in the old hive.

As soon as the swarm in the air begins to

cluster, a new hive should be set on the old
stand, and the sections from the old hive put
on it whether they are partly filled or not.

It is not necessary to wait until all of the
bees have clustered before getting them and
shaking them in front of the new hive; for,

even it a few are left, they would have no
place to go to but back to the old location,

on which, in this case, the new hive stands.
Now, if the supers are given at the proper
time, etc., the bees of this swarm should not
swarm again during the honey-flow.

HOW TO GET SWARMS THAT ARE CLUSTERED
IN INACCESSIBLE PLACES.

If a swarm clusters on a small limb of a
tree where it can be shaken into a Manum
swarm-catcher and carried to the hive, al-

most any one, even without experience, can
get along very well; but if it clusters on the
trunk of a tree, on a fence-post, or on the
ground, it is rather difficult for one to get it

who does not know how. We will suppose
that the cluster has formed on a fence-post.
Set the Manum swarm-catcher near the post
(a couple of feet higher is all the better) , and
then with a long-handled tin dipper dip most
of the bees from the post, and empty them
into the swarm-catcher. Now smoke the
rest of the bees off the post and they will
soon alight on the basket. In this way the
whole swarm can be carried to the hive and
run in.

HOW TO GET A SWARM INTO A HIVE.

The whole cluster of bees in the swarm-
catcher should not be dumped in front of the
hive at once, for a large number of them will
take wing. About a quart of bees should be
dislodged from the catcher and shaken near
the entrance of the hive; and when these
bees set up that "homing hum" every bee

in the catcher will hear it, so that, when they
are dumped in front of the hive, instead of
many of them taking wing, some of them,
perhaps, going back to the original cluster-
mg-place, all will stay on the alighting-board,
and every thing will be quiet. It is quite im-
portant to have the bees enter the hive as
soon and as quietly as possible; for if anoth-
er swarm should issue soon after the first

one is hived, the bees of this second swarm
would be attracted to the first, and would be
likely to enter with the rest.

It often happens that another swarm issues
about the time that the first one is nicely
clustered on the swarm-catcher; and in this

case, if the first swarm be hived immediate-
ly, the bees of the swarm in the air would
unite with it, so that there would be the two
swarms in one hive. While this would do
no serious harm, I usually prefer to have
each swarm hived by itself; for by so doing
about as much honey is secured, and I have
the extra colony besides. In such a case,
therefore, the proper way would be to carry
the first swarm, already on the swarm-catch-
er, into a cellar, or set it aside in the shade,
with a sheet over it, so the bees of the swarm
in the air will not find it. While this is be-
ing done it is quite likely that the other
swarm will cluster in the place just vacated
by the first swarm. It may then be shaken
into a second swarm-catcher and hived in the
usual way; and when every thing in the
yard is quiet the first swarm left covered
with a sheet can be hived as usual.

WHAT TO DO WHEN MORE THAN ONE SWARM
COMES OUT AT A TIME.

It sometimes happens that two or more
swarms emerge at about the same time, and
there is no way of keeping them from going
together. This is a more serious matter, and
the beginner will hardly know which way
to turn. He will very likely get all the bees
into one hive, as this is apparently the easi-

est way out of the difficulty. We will sup-
pose that two swarms have issued and clus-

tered together. The hives containing the
parent colonies should be removed just as in

the case of a single swarm, and empty hives
put on the old stands. Partly filled supers
irom the old hives should be put on the new
hives, and entrance-guards fastened over the
entrances. It is best to do this at once, for
the bees of the newly hived swarm should
not be disturbed for three or four days, or
else they may decide that their new quarters
are not just right, and that they had better
leave. When nearly all the bees of the two
swarms have clustered, about half of them
should be shaken into the swarm-catcher and
taken to one of the new hives. A queen-
cage should be provided, for one of the
queens will have to be found and caged tem-
porarily. Before shaking, a wide board
should be leaned up against the front of the
hive for an alighting-board. As before, a
few of the bees should now be emptied on
this board; and, since there is a queen-ex-
cluding guard over the entrance, only the
workers can get in. As soon as the few bees
set up the " call " the rest should be dumped
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on the board, a little further from the hive
than before, in order to give more of a chance
for finding the queens as they run up.
When this first lot of bees is run in, whether
the queen is found or not, the other portion

of the swarm should be secured and dumped
in front of the other hive similarly arranged.
During this process, usually both cjueens are
found, and 1 have never failed to find at

least one of them. If both are found, one is

run into each hive, and then the amount of

bees equalized (if not already so), and every
thing will be well. If only one queen is

found, she should be caged and kept in the
shade where nothing can harm her, and the
entrance-guards removed. In fifteen or
twenty mmutes the bees of the queenless
colony will make a demonstration, and, if

left long enough without their queen, will

come out and mix with bees of the adjoining
hives. Before this can take place the caged
queen should be allowed to run in as soon
as possible. A welcome hum will greet her
as she enters.
The clipped-queen plan for handling

swarms is too complicated for a beginner,
no matter how good it looks on paper.
Remus, Mich.

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Use of the Hammer.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD.

One of my school-fellows started out in

life in a machine-shop, his ambition being to

become a locomotive engineer; but, as Burns
says:

The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men
Gantr aft a-erley.

Tom wound up by becoming a famous teeto-
tal lecturer. Let it be understood I am not
blaming him in any way; for, if the truth
were only known, my own vagaries have
been even worse. I started out on a farm

To learn to sow, to reap and mow,
And be a farmer's boy.

After several lapses of various kinds I be-
came an editor, and now I have a present-
ment that I may wind up my inglorious ca-
reer as a bee-keeper. As a youngster I en-
vied the lucky men whose biography showed
that they had had all kinds of experiences,
and here at 50 I look back and wonder if

anybody has had as much fun and variety as
I have had.
But to return to Tom. I once asked anoth-

er school-fellow why Tom could not learn en-
gineering. "Because as a boy he could nev-
er drive a nail straight," was the startling
reply.

The more I study human beings the more
I see in the above answer. We are not all

built alike, thank goodness; but, alas! we
tr>' in the days of infancy to make human
beings duplicates of each other. Let us all

be thankful that there are some Toms that
can not drive nails straight but are adept in
other lines.

But I have noticed that even those who

have natural mechanical ability have an ex-
traordinary knack at the start of gripping a
hammer the wrong way; so in this article I

am going to talk a little about how to drive a
nail.

Hammers are made in weights ranging
from a fraction of an ounce to as high as 30
lbs. The veriest child knows it would be ab-
surd to attempt to drive a tack with one of
the heavy weights; but not many realize that
for each job ot nail-driving there fS one par-
ticlar weight of hammer that is best fitted

for it. For instance, drive a fairly thin wire
nail into medium hard wood with a IC-ounce
hammer, then with the same tool try driving
a cement-coated nail of the same thickness
alongside of the first. The result will prob-
ably startle you, as the cement-coated nail

will lie right down and refuse to be driven.
Try a lighter hammer, and you will have
more success, or grip the first hammer close
to the head so that you can tap the nail rath-
er gently.
You see when you hit a nail on the head

you impart to it a considerable amount of
force moving in a certain direction. This
force carries the nail along until the friction

in the wood neutralizes it. But in the case
of the cement-coated nail the friction is so
great that the nail can not move quick
enough, and so the head lies right over, and
we say the nail is bent. You see the same
thing when you hit the wooden handle of a
chisel with an iron hammer. The force is

transferred instantly from the iron to the
wood; and since the chisel can not move for-

ward instantly, the wooden handle is mash-
ed into a mushroom head. Now, if you used
a wooden mallet to drive with, when the
blow is struck its fibers would yield for a
brief instant; and before they recoiled the
handle of the chisel would be on the move,
and the additional force would be gradually
imparted, and thus avoid mashing the chisel

handle. Moral: Do not use an iron hammer
on a wooden handle unless the latter is pro-
tected with a layer of leather to absorb the
force of the blow by compression of its

fibers.

Now do you see that it is worth while to

learn something about how to handle a ham-
mer?
The bench wood-worker usually employs

a claw hammer weighing fourteen to sixteen
ounces. The head should be wholly of steel.

The striking face is slightly convex (that is,

rounded) to prevent marring the wood, and
hardened so as not to be injured by repeated
blows upon the nail.

The beginner usually grasps the handle
with the third, fourth, and fifth fingers of the
hand, and stretches the fore finger and thumb
along the shaft. This may do for tapping
gently, but it is utterly impossible to strike

a heavy blow with such a grip.

The proper grip is that made by putting
the thumb and fore finger around the
handle, grasping it very firmly. The three
remaining fmgers are also placed around
the handle, but grasp it very loosely. Now,
if the hand is grasping the handle at a
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point where the hammer balances well, a
quick extension of these three fingers, with

a slight straightening of the fore finger, will

throw the hammer-nead perpendicularly in

the air. A Hght stroke may be delivered by
allowing it to fall of its own weight, assisted

very slightly by the contraction of the three
fingers. In delivering a light blow the idea

is to use the weight ot the hammer, not the
pull of the muscles. It is worth while to

practice this blow for some little time, be-

cause this finger action is characteristic of

all kinds of blows.
To strike a slightly harder blow, use the

same finger action; but as the head descends,
assist with a more powerful pull of the three
fingers, but keep the wrist as still as possible.

A stronger blow will be delivered if we add
a wrist motion that will permit the head of

the hammer being thrown further back—in

fact, to an almost horizontal position. Please
note that the increased power is got by longer
travel of the hammer-head.
For a very heavy blow, in addition to these

movements we must bring in play the whole
arm, so that the hammer-head may travel

quite a distance to secure all the impetus
possible, aided by the force of fingers, wrist,

forearm, and shoulder.
When the face of the hammer meets the

head of the nail, the face should be parallel

with the surface of the wood. It is well to

practice delivering blows until one can give
the proper stroke with certainty. To get a
record, set a block of wood on the bench and
strike it two or three light blows and exam-
ine the impressions. Each should show a
whole circle; but if only a portion of a circle

appears, the hammer has not been held cor-

rectly. I suspect here is where we find why
my friend Tom could not drive a nail

straight.

Once you can strike light blows correctly,

try harder ones, always stopping to examine
the results.

The claw is very useful for withdrawing
or pulling out nails. It is V-shaped on the
inside, so as to take a powerful hold of the
nail. To prevent the head of the hammer
marking the wood it is advisable to place a
block of wood under the hammer head, and
not allow the hard metal to come in contact
with the work. The block has the addition-
al advantage of increasing leverage, and in

the case of a long nail it is wise to change to

a thicker block when the nail is partly out.

Victoria, B. C.

THE RIPENING OF BUCKWHEAT.

Some Further Questions Answered.

BY H. B. HARRINGTON.

Mr. H. B. Harrington:—\ have been reading: your ar-
ticle on buckwheat, p. 246, April 1.5th GLEANINGS. How
much do you sow per acre, and what i3 the be.st way to
put it in? I do not know of any one around here who
raises buckwheat. I desire to put in some for my
bees, and see how it will do here.
Red Cloud, Neb., May 17. T. F. CHILD.

Mr. Harrinaton:—On p. 246 you speak of one crop of
buckwheat which was on the eround only 51 days. I

do not understand this, for here everybody thinks it

must lie on the ground after cutting until it cures,
which takes a long time, for we cut it when the grain
is about a third colored or ripe, and, of course, the
stalks are green. It has usually taken me nearer 100
days to clear the ground after sowing. Perhaps I

should use more fertilizer. Please tell how much fer-
tilizer and seed you use per acre. How long do you
let it lie after cutting, and when do you cut — that is,

hew ripe do you let it get? Here our thrashing-
machines can not handle it very well unless it is quite
dry. S. W. Cressy.
Corinth, Me., May 29.

[To the above Mr. Harrington replies as
follows:]

This is a big country, and Gleanings is

read in all sections of it. Rules for raising
buckwheat successfully in Maine would re-

sult in failure in Nebraska. To even things
up and make a success in both States, we
would suggest that Mr. Cressy ship to Mr.
Child ten or fifteen days of Maine weather
with the long twilights, the dewy October
nights, and the Newfoundland fogs. That
would insure the Nebraska man at least 50
bushels of fine buckwheat per acre, and in

return let Bro. Child ship the Maine man
three days of Nebraska weather with the hot
blistering winds, and it will dry out his buck-
wheat better than any he ever saw before.
On page 347, June 1, we answered ques-

tions as to the amount of seed per acre and
as to the time of sowing, and soil. We al-

ways use a common grain-drill that sows fer-

tilizer to plant our buckwheat. We cut it

with a common twine-binder and set it up
in a single row (not two and two) , and leave
space enough so the air can get between the
bundles. If it gets very dry it can be hauled
into the barn like other grain; but we prefer
to thrash from the field.

We would advise the man from Nebraska
to sow a few acres late, as an experiment,
35 days before the first severe frost. Buck-
wheat does not ripen all at the same time on
the same stalk, and even in 30 days one can
get ripe buckwheat on the top of the stalk
in the first tuft or bunch, and then the late

honey crop will build up the bees for win-
ter. Buckwheat is great for stimulating
brood-rearing.
Don't let the millers cheat you out of your

pure buckwheat flour, but grind it fine in a
common feed-mill and sift it yourself if the
millers will not finish the flour for you.

If the crop gets nipped with the frost, cut
it the next forenoon or it will shell too much.
Use your own brains to fit the conditions

of your own soil and climate, and you can
make a success in almost any locality. Let
it mature in cool dewy nights if you have
such in your locality. I have raised over 40
crops, and in the four articles in Gleanings
have given my experience.
Medina, O.

I have been a bee-keeper for 35 years, and never
saw my bees carrying in pollen on Thanksgiving day
until last year. Is this common in this latitude? The
pollen was of bright orange color. I could not tell

what it was from. F. Langdon.
Langdon, N. Y.

;No.-Ed.]
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HEADS OF Grain
From Different Fields

INCREASE BY SHAKING; WHAT TO DO WITH THE OLD
QUEEN.

I wish to tret a moderate increase and as much comb
honey as possible. I thoutrht I had found just exactly
what I wanted in GLEANINGS, June 1, paee 334, but I

found a difficulty in the eighth paratrraph, second col-

umn of that patre, as I have no nuclei. What I con-
template doine is this: Move the old hive to one side;

place a new hive, with full sheets of foundation, on the
old stand. Place the super of the old hive on the new
hive on the old stand; brush or shake the bees off on
the alitrhtintr-board in front of the old stand, and place
the brood-comb in the old hive on the new stand.

I have made arranirements to procure untested ciueens
for these divided hives. Now. where am I eointr to set
bees to feed my brood in the old hive on the new stand,
and to protect my new queens which I shall place in
the old hive at time of dividing-? Should I place one
frame of brood with the bees on it in the old hive on
the new stand? If so, should my old queen or new
queen be on these frames of brood in the old hive?

I may add that, in the " Conversation with Doolittle,"
pape 334, the questioner states, "I have no nuclei pre-
pared. Would a frame with bees and queen from a
weak colony do as well?" I have no weak colonic.?. I

do not think it is necessary for me to state the great
oblication I shall be under to you for the courtesy of a
reply to this letter.

Mr. Markham advised me to divide the hives about
June 15. I shall have queens ready at that time.

Ypsilanti, Mich. L. E. C. Thorne.

[The plan of procedure as outlined at the close of
your first paragrph is entirely feasible -indeed, the
one that we would recommend under the circum-
stances; but you must not brush or shake all bees off

from the brood-combs, because there must be some
left to take care of the brood that is put on another
stand. If you prefer, you can put a frame of brood
and bees with the queen in the new hive on the old
stand. Asa matter of fact, that is where the queen
should go. The parent hive that is made queenless by
the procedure, and now on another stand, may be now
iriven one of the queens you are expecting to receive
through the mails.
Referring to your next to the last question about tak-

ing brood from weak colonies, we may say it does not
make any difference whether the colony from which
such brood is taken is strong or weak. The querist's
idea doubtless was to avoid weakening a strong colony
at the ver>' time of the year when it is verj' essential
for it to have every element of strength that it can pos-
sess. For that reason he suggested taking the brood
from a weak colony that would not be able to do much
in the way of getting honey.

—

Ed.]

SHIPPING BEES IN CARLOAD LOTS.

We shipped a carload of bees to Greenville, Miss.,
early in April, and over half of the time the weather
was favorable. The shipment went through in 39 hours.
Screens were placed over the entire tops of the hives,
and those hives that were crowded with bees were sup-
plied with an empty super between the brood-chamber
and screen. Mr. Johnson, the one who owned the bees,
and who went with them on the car, had previously
placed a drawn comb filled with water in each hive.
The car left here at 9:30 P..M., all of the hives having
been loaded that same day except 35 which were put in
the previous evening.
The hive-bodies were fastened to the bottoms with

staples, and the entrances closed with slats. There
was an aisle through the row of hives in the car, and
there was no straw on the floor. New supplies and ex-
tra supers were between each row of hives.
There was some leakage at destination because of

the strip at the back of the bottom pulling loose in
some of the old hives. Mr. Johnson thinks it better to
nail this strip into the hive to make it stronger for
shipping.
We were caught in a heavy rain at night with six

wagonloads of bees; and the covers not being on hand,
some of the bees drowned. One week later we shipped
them to Kankakee River in a stock-car in which there
was a plentiful amount of hay on the floor. We had
hot weather while loading. One layer of empty hives
was put over the entire bottom of the car, and over
these was a layer of hives containing colonies. These

were screenedjover the tops, and strips were fastened
over the entrances in front. The weak colonies were
put at one end and strong ones in the other. We
sprinkled well before shipping. An extractor, and su-
gar and water for feeding the weak ones on the trip
and after arrival, were included in the car. We pro-
vided extra clustering space over the strong colonies
by fastening on a super, screened over the top, allow-
ing the bees to come up through a hole cut in the first

screen that was over the hive-body.
Evansville, Ind. ViCKERY BROS.

WHY DID ALL THE BEES OF A STRONG COLONY LEAVE
THE HIVE IN MIDWINTER?

I had one colony that I transferred from a box into a
Danzenbaker hive. This was done at the beginning
of white-clover bloom, and the bees were put directly
on foundation in the Danzenbaker hive. They filled
the brood-chamber with new comb and honey, and
finished one super of sections. When this super was
removed the colony was very strong. This colony
was wintered close to two others in a barn. During
the last of January or the first part of February I found
that the bees in this hive had left, leaving the combs
full of nice white honey. There was not even a dead
bee left in the hive. What would cause this? The hive
was in a dry protected place, and there were no mice or
wax-worms at any lime.
Since the above incident I have found that another

bee-man had the same thing happen to several of his
colonies. The hives were not robbed of honey, for the
honey is still in the combs, but there are no bees.
Findlay, Ohio. Clyde L. Green.

[If you moved the bees last fall from their summer
stand and put them in the barn where there was more
or less light, many bees on bright days would fly out in-

to the barn, escape through openings, and never return.
If the desertion was gradual it is easy to explain how
and why the bees left. If a hive of bees is put into a
barn its entrance should communicate directly out-
doors.—Ed.]

TAKING OFF HONEY' QUICKLY TO AVOID ROBBERS.

Mr. Scholl certainly has won the medal for taking
honey off the hives rapidly—1000 lbs. in 23 minutes.
That is going some, page 1493, 1908. I can not com-
pete with him; but I will give my method of taking off

honey. I have the shallow frames, and I use no brush.
With the hive-chisel I loosen the cover, raise it a little,

and blow a little smoke under it to start the bees down.
When they get well started I remove the cover and
give them a thorough smoking; then with my chisel I

quickly pry the frames loose. I draw a frame out,

holding it with my left hand. I give it a quick blow
with my right, according to the plan I saw illustrated

by Dr. Miller. I hold the frame over the hive so the
bees fall on the combs below. I pass the combs to my
helper, my daughter, who puts it in the comb-box.
I have another one ready for her by the time she has
the first one in the box. When all are out she covers
the box or super while I remove the super and place
the cover on the hive. The combs are removed so fast

that the bees have no time to take in the situation.

Before the honey is off and the hive covered, we have
gone to the next colony. The work is done so rapidly
the robbers have no time to get started. The honey is

stacked in the extracting-room until all is off, when
we do the extracting. In taking off the honey, the
first super taken off holds combs from the second col-

ony, and so on. When the combs are extracted they
are hung in the supers and put back on the hives
about sundown. T. W. Morton.
El Dorado, Missouri.

splints all right if used RIGHT.

On p. 320 Swan Anderson speaks against Dr. Miller's

splints. He is at fault, not the splints. He should
know that the bees would gnaw the splints if they
project below the foundation. Dr. Miller has founda-
tion enter the bottom-bar. I have had excellent re-

sults with splints. I do not split the bottom-bar, but I

wax the foundation to the bottom-bar the same as to

the top-bar. If foundation is cut just the width to fit

the frame from top to bottom, and the edges are then
fastened with melted wax to both top and bottom bars,

the bees will not do much gnawing of splints.

Splints, like many another good thing, will prove
useless in the hands of those who will not use them
properly. I am using a large number of splints this

year, and I feel greatly indebted to Dr. Miller for
bringing out so useful an article.

Norwich, Ct. ALLEN Latham.
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IS IT BEE PARALYSIS?
I have been interested in bees for the past fifteen

years, and have been very successful in setting a frood
yield of honey, as well as beinsj very successful in win-
tering, until the past season, 1908, at which time I had
four colonies of bees in the sprint; which were in fine
shape, from two of which I secured about 150 lbs. of
extracted honey, which we consider fair. The other
two did not gather any surplus honey to speak of, and
seemed to be affected in some manner, and finally
dwindled away and died during the winter, leaving
nearly all of the combs partially filled with honey.
The two other colonies began to dwindle later in the
season. About the end of the honey-flow, which is

about the first of October, there would be large num-
bers of bees crawling around on the ground, and some
small clusters in front of the hives. The last two colo-
nies, if they may be called such, I succeeded in winter-
ing, but in such a weak condition that they will be un-
able to build up without considerable help. I have
visited every person who keeps bees, whom I know of
in this section, and I think I know nearly all that are
interested in bees; and the trouble, whatever it may
be, has affected this whole section for at least five
miles around. I have visited several apiaries as fol-
lows: First, one of 21 colonies, all dead except one,
which is in very bad shape; another of 12 colonies;
another of 17 colonies, all dead; another of 12 colonies,
all dead except four, which are in bad shape, and three
other apiaries of about 30 colonies, where the losses
are not so great, but the colonies are very weak, and
on the other portion of the affected territory. These
were the conditions in the spring of 1908 and 1909.
Some attribute it to the placing of some sort of crude

oil on the marshes by the city authorities to kill mos-
quitoes; others to the spraying of fruit-trees when in
blossom; but I have not as yet been able to trace the
cause, but will get more bees this season for the pur-
pose of trying to find the cause, which, unless it is

abated, will cause us to suffer a serious loss of both
honey and fruit.

Hugenot Park, New York. 0. W. BEDELL.

[There seems to be a possibility and even a probabili-
ty that your bees have what is known as bee paralysis.
When a colony is affected with this disease its bees
will be seen crawling out around on the ground in
small groups in front of the hive. They are very much
swollen, shiny in appearance, and every now and then
will exhibit a sort of tremulous motion of the legs or
wings, hence the name.

It is hardly probable that the oil on the marshes to
kill mosquitoes has any thing to do with the matter.
If the spraying of the fruit-trees with poisonous mix-
tures were responsible there would be no dying of the
bees except during the spraying season. As we under-
stand it, the malady, whatever it is, continues unabat-
ed from month to month. If so, this only strengthens
the theory that your bees have what is known as bee
paralysis. The Poppleton cure has given good results,
and you will find this given very fully in our booklet,
" Bee Diseases."—Ed.]

BITTER CO.MB HONEY; WHAT TO DO WITH IT.

I find my honey is very bitter, unsalable—in fact,
uneatable. One of my good neighbors says it is caus-
ed by horsemint and blackgum. I don't know the
cause; but what I want to know is a remedy. Is there
any way to make the honey fit to eat?
Reform, Ark., May 31. BYRON FRENCH.
[There is nothing you can do with this honey except

to keep it off the market and off the table. We would
advise extracting it out and feeding it back in early
summer for stimulating brood-rearing. There is no
remedy to apply.

If there is bitter honey to be gathered, and it is not
actually poisonous, the bees will get it. There is no
way that you can make it sweet or palatable. The sug-
gestion has been made that a dark honey might be run
through pulverized charcoal to lighten its color, but
this would in no way affect its flavor, and probably
not very much its color.
This bitter honey should be kept out of the hive dur-

ing the winter or early spring, as it would, in all prob-
ability, induce dysentery.—Ed. 1

A COLONY WORKED ON THE ALEXANDER PLAN FOR IN-
CREASE AND HONEY.

Colony No. 1 was very strong, and last Wednesday,
May 19, I decided to divide it on the Alexander plan,
as described in your ABC book, page 279. I followed
your plan very carefully, and yesterday I looked over
both hives. I forgot to mention that I gave the new
hive or lower chamber six brood-combs of last year
and four frames of wire foundation; full sheets, and a
frame of brood with the queen.
Well, on looking them over yesterday I found the

queen in the lower hive had done nothing, while in the
upper hive I found six queen-cells 'not yet capped).
Accordingly I separated them, putting the old hive on
a new stand. Did I do the proper thing in separating
them? The new hive on the old stand is flying strong,
having all the field bees, while the old hive on the
new stand, having the queen-cells, is inactive. Locust-
trees are yielding heavily, and the bees are filling the
hives.
Please advise me what to do. Shall I leave them

apart as they are, or would you put them together
again? If you advise the former, shall I leave them to
hatch the queen-cells or give them a queen? If I leave
them as they are, will both hives of bees store any sur-
plus this season? When shall I give them supers?
Cincinnati, Ohio. Albin Platz.

[You did right in removing the upper story to anoth-
er location; indeed, this was in conformity with Mr.
Alexander's directions. With regard to the queen-
cells, you can leave them all in the hive but one, pro-
vided the queen on the old stand was a good one; oth-
erwise we would recommend killing all the cells and
giving the colony a cell from some select queen, or,

better still, introduce a young laying queen.
Both hives may store some honey. It will all depend

on the season and the management. It is usually time
to put on supers when the bees begin to build on new
wax on the tops of the brood-combs.

—

Ed. J

WHAT SYRUPS ARE SUITABLE FOR FEEDING.

In your ABC book, page 199, you say there are cer-
tain grades of molasses and sorghum that may be used
as feed for bees. I should like to ask what those
grades are. What about feeding raw beet sugar?
Now, my feeding will all take place when the weather
is warm enough for the bees to fly on an average of
four out of five days in February and March. What I

want is not something for the bees to use up as winter
stores, for that is a very small consideration here, but
something to live on in the early spring and summer
when a late frost or a drouth has interfered with the
honey flora. A. C. HARRIS.
San Antonio, Texas, May 29.

[Almost any molasses or sorghum that makes a good
table syrup would be suitable for feeding bees to stim-
ulate brood-rearing during the late spring or warm
weather. Any syrup from the sugar cane would ans-
wer an excellent purpose providing it was not burned
in the process of making. But we would not advise,
as a matter of economy and safety, giving the bees any
food for winter except first-quality light honey or syr-

up made from the best granulated white sugar. It

would not be advisable to feed raw beet sugar, although
a raw unrefined cane sugar will do very well.

Any syrup containing glucose or so-called corn syr-
ups should never be given to bees.—Ed. J

LESS HONEY UNDER EXCLUDERS.
Replying to Stray Straws, page 223, April 15, I would

say that last year I used excluders on all my hives
and in the fall found that about half the colonies need-
ed stores. I fed them, and every colony came through
in nice shape. L. C. Taylor.
Gibsonburg, O., Apr. 23.

WOULD BLASTING IN THE VICINITY OF A BEE-YARD
DISTURB BEES?

There is to be a tunnel built near my apiary, and I

should like to know if the blasting will hurt the bees.
I am told it will kill unhatched chicks. Do you think
it will injure or kill the brood or bees? also do you think
I could collect damages in such a case?
Surrey, Cal., May 19. J. W. Kalfus.

[We do not think that any blasting of the sort men-
tioned would have the least effect upon the bees. It

could not begin to shake up a yard as much as heavy
freight trains that go thundering by our own apiary of
four hundred colonies at Medina. We can feel the
ground shake for some distance from the road. We
have never discovered that our bees paid the least at-

tention to it.

Very often hives are located in an apple-orchard
where apples areconstantlydropping upon hive-covers.
While the fall of thefruit occasionally brings out a few
bees to the entrances it has no other effect. Apparent-
ly they seem to take it as a matter of course.
We do not know much about the chicken business;

but it is a safe guess to say the embryo chicks would
not be affected by the disturbance mentioned.—Ed.J
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WHAT TO DO WITH DARK BITTER HONEY IN SECTIONS.

I should like to receive your advice on the followiner
proposition that somewhat upsets my calculation: I

was patting' myself on the back for the showintr my
bees made for the last ten days or two weeks, as most
o." them have two supers nearly full. I took out a few
sections that are completely sealed, and that honey is

so bitter it is not fit to eat. This honey must be from
honey-dew instead of blackberry blossoms, as I

thoutrht it was. Wiiat can I best do with it? I do not
w.int to sell it to my retrular trade. If it was in frames
I could extract it. As the stores in the hives for next
w.nter are undoubtedly of the same kind, shall I run
any risk of losing my bees by leavintr it to them?
Fredericktown, Mo. Jas. Bachler.

There is not mudi you can do with these dark sec-
tions containing' bitter honey except to melt them up,
usinjj the wax that you tret, and feeding back the hon-
ey for brood-rearintr. It would certainly be a mistake
to sell it, as the cry would be raised right away that it

Wis manufactured. Dark or bitter honey in the comb
—in fact, almost any dark honey, except buckwheat, in
sections, if it has a poor flavor—does a great deal of
damage to the market for first-class white honey in
sections.
There might be some risk in your attempting to win-

ter your bees on the same quality of honey in your
regular brood-combs. As a matter of precaution we
would advise extracting it all out in September, if they
do not use it up in brood-rearing, and feeding sugar
syrup instead, keeping this dark honey for next spring
to feed for stimulating brood-rearing. You can feed it

out in quite a considerable quantity in the spring or
early summer, because the bees would undoubtedly
use it all up in breeding, and it would be practically
as good as any honey for that purpose.—Ed. ]

A PROTEST AGAINST UNWASHED FIVE-GALLON CANS,
EITHER NEW OR OLD.

Mr. Allen Latham's point against new unwashed
honey-cans, March 1, p. 129, is well taken, especially
in view of the fact that we are pushing the merits of
honey as a pure food. Let us be consistent and clean.
The round cans are, obviously, more sanitary than the
square, having no corners; and if they were made
with wider openings, so that a person's hand could
be inserted for the purpose of wiping it dry with a
clean cloth, no water could remain any way, and thus
that question would be settled. The cans might be
made like the five-gallon milk-cans used hereabouts,
with a wide mouth, and closed with a wooden plug,
sealed with rosin when shipped, instead of the screw
cap now in use. Of what beneft is it to put up the
honey in carefully washed, attractive, flint-glass jars,
if we have to take it out of unclean cans?
At the canning factories the cans that are used in

presers'ing fruits and vegetables are not washed; but
one has the satisfaction of knowing that any germs
they may contain have been thoroughly cooked, and
possibly rendered harmless; but honey, being a "raw"
commodity, has not this advantage to commend it.

Give us clean cans by all means ! J. B. Levens.
Maiden, Mass.

bees GOING AFTER ARTIFICIAL POLLEN IN CHICKEN-
COOPS.

Reading your editorial, April 15th, page 221, in re-
gard to chicken-coops being visited by bees, reminds
me that we had a similar experience a few weeks ago,
though in this case our bees bothered our own chick-
ens. We fed cracked corn, and the bees were after
the meal that was not sifted out. They went into the
coops, and into the pails of feed left uncovered on the
coops. They were quite annoying until some second-
trrade flour was put out for them. I have kept chick-
ens White Wyandottes' for five years, and do not
remember having had a similar experience before this
spring. Mary S. Andrews.
Farina, 111.

cow PEA; IS IT A GOOD HONEY-PLANT?
I should like to know whether you or any of the

readers of Gleanings have ever had any experience
with cow peas as a honey-plant and for stock. If you
do not know, I should like to hear from some of the
readers. C. W. Barr.
Florence, Kan.
We know little about this plant, except that it yields

some honey in some of the Southern States. We
should be pleased to hear from any who can give the
information.—Ed. 1

THE ALLEY TRAP FOR RESTRAINING SWARMS.
I should be pleased to know to what extent the drone-

trap has proven successful in preventing the swarm
from leaving. I have but one colony to start with. I

am on a rural mail route—leave at 9 A.M. and return
at 4 P.M. If the bees would swarm soon after I start,
would they stay on the outside of the trap until I re-
turn? Would there be any danger of their killing the
queen if left there too long? J. C. Kanagy.

Belleville, Pa., May 31.

(The drone-trap has given excellent results for catch-
ing swarms. We see no reason why you could not at-
tach one of them to a hive from which you expect a
swarm; and even if such aswarm came out duringyour
absence on your route, it would not leave, because the
queen would be caught and confined in the upper
chamber; then you could divide the colony on your re-
turn, because it would not do to let the bees make the
second attempt or they would kill the queen. We
think it would be better for you, rather than to depend
on the trap, to practice one of the several " shook-
swarm " methods. That advocated in Mr. Doolittle's
book is most excellent if we may judge by the reports
that have been received.—ED.

J

WORKING WITH BEES BRINGS ON SNEEZING-SPELLS.
Mr. Root:—I have been keeping bees on a small scale

for the last ten or twelve years; but at present I can't
go near a hive without being strangely affected. It is

something dreadful how I suffer. I sneeze and cough;
water runs out of my eyes, and I suffer just like a per-
son affected with asthma. Is there any thing I can do
to stop this?
Troy, N. Y., April 7. WM. J. HAYES.

[There is a sort of hay fever that comes on in early
summer when it becomes very hot, and there is anoth-
er that attacks the individual in late summer. We do
not think the bees have any thing to do with either.
It is the season of the year, the weather, and the per-
son. Does not our correspondent find that he is worse
affected at some portions of the year than others?
Then, again, there are somp who will have a sneez-

ing-spell whenever they get into the hot sun. Possi-
bly our subscriber is one of that kind; and if his bees
are out in the open he would naturally sneeze when he
goes among them.
Perhaps there are some physicians among our num-

ber who would be able to throw light on this question.
—Ed.]

SHOULD THE NOTCHED CORNER OF THE ONE-PIECE SEC-
TION BE PLACED UP OR DOWN IN THE SUPERS?

On page 263, May 1, Mr. Wesley Foster discusses the
different ways of placing sections in the supers. I al-

ways put the joint up, so that the bottom of the section
rests flush on the holder, thus avoiding excessive de-
posits of propolis. In some sections the lock-corner
notches are a little too deep, so that the ends project
beyond the corner, making a little space for the bees
to fill with propolis. On this account I have found that

I can remove the section much more easily when the

joint is placed at the top.

I had a boy who put up a lot of my supers, and he
put in the sections regardless of whether the joints

were at the top or bottom. I let them go as they were,
and out of twelve supers I broke some twenty sections;

and after that, out of four thousand sections that I put
in myself, I had almost no trouble. A. N. CoOK.
Woodhull, 111.

[If the sections are not nicely filled out after the har-
vest, the bottom of the section i or what was the top

while in the supen, will be a little fuller. When the

notched corner is put down in a shipping-case or on
the counter the section will have an upside-down ap-

pearance, for it would not do to put the notched corner
up.—Ed.]

COMB BUILT IN DEEP SPACE UNDER FRAMES.

With a 2H-inch space below the bottom-bars my
bees built comb below the frames in every case. I now
intend to reduce the space to one inch and try that.

Marblehead, Mass. P. R. RUSSELL.

[It is a fact generally admitted, that bees will build

comb down to the bottom-bars better when there is a

deep space under the frames. Dr. Miller has called at-

tention to this, but he found it necessary to use a
dummy under the frames at certain seasons of the

year to prevent the building of comb under the bottom-
bars.-Ed.]
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root.

Thou Shalt not kill.—ExODUS 20 : 13.

Blessed is the man that endureth temptation; for
when he is tried he shall receive the crown of life which
the Lord hath promised to them that love him.—JAMES
1:12.

Ever since I had the Indian Runner ducks
I have had a longing for some more. Mrs.
Root and the neighbors, however, have ob-
jected because the ducks are so inquisitive,

and go everywhere. Since we have had our
orchard (of about an acre) fenced in with
poultry-netting this objection does not hold
—or at least the ducks would get along very
well inside of an acre inclosure until they
are fully grown unless there are too many of

them. A lady who writes for the Poultry
Advocate voices my feeling in regard to little

ducks. Here is what she says:

Just now the little daughter and I are much occupied
with the care of two wee ducks, which we have hatch-
ed in one of the incubators, much to the disgust of the
"Boss." This is our first experience with ducks, and
I fear it will prove a short, sad experience, as we know
nothing whatever concerning the care of them. But
if care is all they need they certainly ought to thrive,
as we can not let them alone for more than fifteen min-
utes at a time. They are certainly the cutest, smartest
little fellows that we have ever attempted to raise. If

they should be so fortunate as to live I fear that the
promise which was made relative to Thanksgiving,
when the eggs were smuggled into the incubator, will
mean either a broken word or a broken heart 'or
hearts!.

Well, I ordered a setting of duck eggs. I

shall have to explain that this season, so far,

our forty or fifty hens seem to insist on lay-
ing in just two nests. I try to have at least
a part of them lay in other places, but they
have a particular fancy for those secluded
nests upstairs inourtwo Philo poultry-houses.
See picture on page 638, May 15, 1908.
By the way, there is a good lesson here in

regard to hens' nests. I am sure a flock of
poultry will give more eggs if they have a
place to lay according to their own notions.
It is the happy hen that lays the eggs. When
a hen feels the laying impulse she is very
fond of going off somewhere by herself out
of sight. One of the poultry-journals sug-
gests that, if you want to cure fowls of the
egg-eating habit, you should give them nests
somewhere away back in the dark. Well,
this upstairs to the Philo houses seems just
the place, and I frequently get ten or a dozen
and sometimes fifteen eggs out of one nest.
A few hens will begin laying at five in the
morning, and occasionally there will be an
egg laid as late as four in the afternoon.
Well, now, this house works very nicely so
far as gathering the eggs is concerned. You
do not need to stoop over. You just raise
one panel of the hinged roof, and reach in
and take out the eggs. If, however, you
wish to set a hen, she has got to be lifted out
of this upstairs room and mduced to be con-
tented somewhere else. You can not have
a sitting hen in the same apartment where a
dozen other hens are laying every day. For
the above reason I placed a sitting hen in a
big drygoods-box with feed and water, and

some china eggs, about a week before my
duck eggs arrived. When I changed the
china eggs for the duck eggs the hen receiv-

ed them all right, and has been sitting about
a week. Then I concluded I would let her
out to get a bit of grass, take some exercise,

etc. I have done this frequently without
trouble—that is, after a hen has been confin-
ed to her nest for about a week she will gen-
erally go back then of her own accord. But
this hen with duck eggs, as soon as she was
let out, went back to her old nest upstairs.

I took her off the nest toward night, and in

order to get her back on her duck eggs gen-
tly I waited till after dark.

I lifted her up carefully, and was congratu-
lating myself that she was going to behave
nicely; but when I got half way over to her
box she began to kick and squall. As this

alarmed all the rest of the poultry I shut off

her wind gently; but by the time we got to

the box she was kicking and striking, and
flapping with her wings, and tearing around
at a great rate. By the way, what a great
amount of muscular strength there is in a
good healthy hen! I succeeded in getting
her into the box and closing the door. She
went off to the further end, and set up a big
cackling. I concluded, however, she would
soon quiet down, and go over and sit on the
duck eggs that had already been cooling off

for some hours. I came around several
times, but she was still off in the further cor-

ner. I tried to reach in and get hold of her
so as to put her on the nest; but the box was
so large that I could just get my hand in

front of her head. She gave me several vig-

orous "digs" with her bill, but I could not
quite reach to get hold of her. Just before
bedtime I went out once more, but she was
still off in that corner. By means of a piece
of lath I pushed her over to where I could
get my hand on her; but she was by this time
full of fight; and to try to put a sitting hen
on some choice eggs while said hen is in such
a frame of mind was a rather difficult under-
taking. We often hear thaf anybody can
lead a horse up to the watering-trough, but
nobody can make him drink unless he
chooses." I had to give it up. My duck
eggs were getting cold, and I feared they
would get colder in spite of anything I could
do. In my tussle with the hen in trying to

put her on the nest, she scratched my right
nand until I noticed it was covered with
blood. (While I write I notice five pieces of

courtplaster on the wounds she gave me. ) I

confess that I was very much vexed. She
had been in that nest a week, had feed and
water right in her box, and ought to have
been a happy sitting hen; but instead of that
she insisted and persisted in going up into

that old attic where she laid her eggs, just to

sit on one wooden egg!
When she scratched my hand so badly,

and was squalling enaugh meanwhile to raise

the neighborhood, I finally caught hold of

her legs with my right hand, and then I

caught hold of her head with my left hand.
Mrs. Root had said, a few days before, that
when a good fat hen wanted to sit I might
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bring her in for a cliicUen-pie. So I had a

good excuse. But there were my cold duck
e^CTs, and not^another hen in the whole flock

ot fifty tliat wanted to sit. But, dear friends,

it was not the cold duck eggs that held me
back from yielding to that terrible temptation
to "wring her worthless neck." I told you
this was just before going to bed. Well, ev-
ery night for thirty yeai"s or more, Mrs. Hoot
and I have been in tiie habit of kneeling by
our bedside, and asking God to bless the re-

sult of our labors during the day, and to bless
these human lives he has given us two to

live. Had I wrung the hen's neck then I

should have done it in anger; in fact, 1 do
not know but I did say out loud, "You mis-
erable old idiot, I have half a mind to twist
off your worthless head." But 1 did not do
it. Had I yielded to that temptation, and de-
stroyed that little life that God gave her—
the life that only God can give—how could I

have knelt down and asked God's blessing
before I went to sleep? Even though I was
angry I was afraid of the consequences of it

if 1 yielded to that temptation.
The first text I have chosen says, "Thou

shalt not kill." It does not say we must not
kill each other; but it does say, at least to

me, that we are forbidden to kill any thing
without some good and, sufficient reason;
but just the fact that we are vexed and an-
gry with a poor mistaken stubborn hen is no
excuse for robbing her of the life that God
gave. Had I given way to the temptation,
and had wrung her neck while my hand was
smarting from the effects of her kicking and
scratching, I should have driven away the
Holy Spirit and destroyed my peace of mind,
perhaps for many a day.
Mark Twain once said that it is a bad plan

to tell lies, and said he knew it by experi-
ence; and I know and God knows that I have
found it in years past to be a bad plan to say
any thing or do anything under the influence
of anger. I put the hen quietly back into
the box and went into the house. I told Mrs.
Root about it, and she agreed with me that
it would have been a most wicked tiling

to kill the hen under the circumstances be-
cause I was angry. I felt happy because I

could kneel down and thank God that I had
been prevented from doing any thing during
that trial.

As soon as I arose from my knees I remem-
bered a half-dozen half-grown chickens
roosting on top of that very box. These had
been petted so I could handle them without
a bit of trouble. So I went out once more
and put four of the chickens on the thirteen
duck eggs. Next morning, when it was day-
light, I found my hen back on her eggs all

right. She had got over her flight during the
night, and with the first glimpse of 'daylight
she doubtless recognized her surroundings
and made the chickens get off.

Let me say a word here about family wor-
ship. Sometimes it seems monotonous, I ad-
mit, to stop to thank God three times every
day, before each meal, and then kneel down
again at night before you go to bed. I think
I nad better confess that, only a few days

ago, I began wondering whether it was real-
ly necessary to have so much family worship.
Perhaps I should remark that we always
have, also, our Bible reading after breakfast.
This makes five times every day that we ac-
knowledge and reverence our Maker. Is it

worth while? is all this needful or necessary?
I can not decide for you, dear friends; but I

am firmly satisfied that it is needful and nec-
essary for A. I. Root. Thousands of times
during the day have I reflected something in
this way: "Now, old fellow, it will be time
pretty soon for family prayers, or to ask
God's blessing before you partake of your
daily food. Ifyou do this can you come to
your Maker or before your Maker with that
happy feeling of close relationship that you
value above any thing else in this whole
wide world?

"

"The peace of God" (or peace with God)
" passeth all understanding." Of course,
there are peculiar circumstances where
these things I have told have to be omitted
more or less. When traveling, or when sit-

ting down in a restaurant or hotel, we can all

make a silent recognition of our Maker; and
afterward when we are alone by ourselves
in a room at a hotel, or anywhere else, we
can have a daily Bible-reading and prayer—
that is, if you remember to take a Bible or
Testament with you. I am sure, friends, it

is a good investment of time and money.
The incident I have mentioned also illus-

trates another point: In these lives we are
living, there is necessarily more or less strife
going on. We get vexed with people as well
as with animals, and we are sorely tempted
to do unwise things when we are angry.
Parents sometimes correct children while
they themselves are vexed. Men whip
horses and swear at them because they are
mad; but let me assure you that it is not only
poor policy but foolish policy to do any thing
when you are vexed or disturbed. God has
seen fit to place mankind at the head of all

animate creation. Manhood and manliness
are next to godliness. If you wish to dem-
onstrate to all the world (domestic animals
included) that you are a man, then behave
yourself in a manly way. A boy may be ex-
cused for doing foolish things when he is ex-
cited; but as he grows in stature he should
grow in coolness and steadiness. He should
know when to be careful. A horse can tell

in an instant whether the one who comes
near him is a man who has good judgment,
and controls his temper, and can tell him
from the man who is foolish and lacks judg-
ment—or. worse still, gets drunk. A horse
will yield to a manly man or to a womanly
woman. In the same way, but perhaps in a
less degree, so will a cow and all the bovine
family. The same is tru© with chickens.
Somebody said in one of the poultry-journals
that it is a disgrace to the owner to have
poultry that will run away from him and
"holler " every time he comes near them or
goes into the poultry-yard. Where you have
nopper feeding, the hens are much more apt
to get wild and act wild, especially if a
stranger approaches; and this poultry-jour-
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nal said you could make your fowls tame by
making it a practice to go into their roosts

after dark. Put your hands on them and
talk to them. They will very soon learn that

you do not always come into their domicil to

wring their necks or to "frighten the day-
light" out of them. The same is true with
sitting hens. You can very soon teach a sit-

ting hen to be perfectly quiet, without any
ruffling up of her feathers or striking at

your hands, by patting her on the back and
talking to her. I know this by experience.
When I found it necessary down in Florida
to put flea salve on the head of each one
of my fowls, I succeeded in getting them
accustomed to being handled, in a very
little time. With the above illustration I do
not believe you will think me superstitious
when I tell you it is my firm conviction that
the man who has family prayers * every day
in his home will not only have better chick-
ens, but he will make more money with his

chickens and with all the rest of his domestic
animals. Godliness certainly is profitable.

Well, if this is true with chickens, how much
more true is it with the children of the house-
hold? The great Master said, "Ye are of

more value than many sparrows." The boy
or girl who is growing up in your home, and
listening to family prayers, is of more conse-
quence than all the chickens in the world.
If it pays you to take time and pains to win
the confidence of a sitting hen, how much
more does it pay to win the confidence, rev-
erence, and respect of that boy or girl! At
one time in my life our children, during my
absence, wanted to disobey some of my or-

ders. I think it was something I had been
very emphatic about. One of my daughters
in her letter of explanation said something
like this:

"Now, please, father, do not be angry for
our having decided to do this."

I think I wrote back something as follows:
"Bless your heart, dear child, have you

forgotten that your father professes to have
' been born again '? The old A. I. Root, of
whom you perhaps have a dim recollection
away back in your childhood, is, he hopes,
dead and buried, I and the new A. I. Root,
who has taken his place, can never consis-
tently be angry— at least very long— at one
of his own children, and more especially
when you have decided that you were fully

*When I say "family prayeri " I do not mean
lengthy ones such as some of us used to listen to away
back in childhood. In askinsr a blessing at the table it

sometimes seems best to have only a single sentence,
say something like this: " Lord, bless our food and the
undertaking that lies before us. Bless the new day
and all it shall bring forth. Amen." And I think that
such a brief recognition as the above is better than
none at all. Talk to God in your own way, without any
effort to copy after other people, and when you go to
bed at night, and are tired and sleepy, long petitions,
it seems to me, are out of place. After your Bible-read-
ing, which had better be in the morning, when you
have the best use of all your faculties, it is often well
to take time to remember to ask God's help in the af-
fairs of our State and nation—say the temperance work,
getting good men into office, banishing cigarettes, etc.

t Seeing that ye have put off the old man with his
deeds, and have put on the new man, which is renew-
ed in knowledge after the image of him that created
him.—Col. 3: 9, 10.

justified in taking the step you have taken."
"He that ruleth his own spirit is greater
than he that taketh a city."

Just one more point in closing. We are
often tried and vexed by our domestic ani-

mals, and sometimes with our neighbors;
but when something happens so they are
suddenly removed, we are often sadly and
painfully reminded that they had good qual-
ties as well as bad. Where a man under the
influence of anger takes the life of a domes-
tic animal he often suffers from remorse aft-

erward. But this is nothing in comparison
with the remorse that one feels who takes
the life of a fellow-being. There is some
satisfaction in coming out ahead of your rival

or opponent, especially if you kill him with
kindness. A vicious sitting hen can be made
a friend instead of an enemy, as I have sug-
gested. In the same way a troublesome
neighbor may be cured by "heaping coals of

fire " on his head in the way of repeated
kiftdnesses. Satan gets into a man's heart,

and persuades him that he has been greatly
abused; and under such circumstances one
might be led to take the life of another.
You can scarcely pick up a daily paper with-
out an account of this sort. I suppose very
few of the readers of Gleanings nave had
any personal experience of the remorse one
feels when he takes the life of a fellow-being.
There is a kind of satisfaction in an honest
struggle with a rival; but where does the
satisfaction come in when he is dead and
gone for ever, especially in a case where
you have been instrumental, more or less,

in taking away that life? Jesus said, "Love
ye your enemies; do good to them that hate
you; bless them that curse you, and .pray
for them that despitefully use you." On
what a glorious thing it is to conquer all the
ills that beset us as a nation by spreading
the gospel of Christ Jesus! And this re-

minds me of a letter which has just come
through the mails. It comes from the neigh-
bor who has charge of my chickens in my
Florida home. See p. 386 of the last issue.-

Here is what he writes:

SOME GOOD NEWS FROM OUR FLORIDA HOME, AND
THE NEWS IS NOT ABOUT CHICKENS EITHER.

Mr. Root:—I did not know I was writing for GLEAN-
INGS when I wrote about the " old yellow hen ;

" but 1

now send you a few items of vastly more importance.
Knowing that you are always interested in religious
and temperance work I will give you a little outline of
what the Culpepper tent meetings have done for the
Manatee section, as the influence of these wonderful
meetings 'or perhaps I had better say wonderful ment
has reached over all Manatee Co., and produced re-
sults that are substantial in church and general lines.
There were about 190 who gave their names for

church membership in the different churches. The
Presbyterian received about 20, the Baptist upward of
50, the Methodist about 75 in Bradentown; in Manatee,
the Methodist about 10 and the Baptist about the same,
besides numerous additions in Palmetto, Cortez, and
Braden River churches.
The temperance standard has also been lifted high.

At a temperance meeting on Sunday afternoon they
had about 1100 white bows ready to pin on to people
who would go up and get them, and they did not have
enough to go around. How is that for a place of about
1000 population? But, of course, you understand that
people were here from all this section.
A number of our most prominent business men have

come out and joined different churches, and two of
our drugstores have quit selling whisky, so they say.
It means a great deal to our town, which is just getting

]
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on its feet and beginning to trrow in every sense of the
word. I believe we are eointr to have one of the
cleanest and best little towns ritrht here on the south
bank of the beautiful Manatee River that can be found
anywhere, and I know that we have a climate that is

unequaled the year round. I fortrot to mention that
quite a number were baptized in the creek at the back
of your place. J. E. STANTON.
Bradentown, Fla., June 14.

Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

THE "WHITE PLAGUE," ETC., AMONG CHICKENS.

At this season of the year, all the poultry
journals are full of articles in regard to the
care of little chickens; and it has been so
much of a repetition—the same thing over
and over again, that I finally thought I would
not read them any more, but here is some-
thing, clipped from the Kansas City Star, that
is a different story. It is something I can
heartily indorse. Read it, and see if you do
not agree with me.
While they were repairiuK the lawn one day at Ernest

Kellerstrass' poultry-farm, Eighty-fifth and Holmes
streets, in the suburbs of Kansas City, the men noticed
that the chicks, the little yellow fluffy ones, insisted
upon standing on a pile of sod. Time after time they
were driven away, as the sod was needed for use; but
a moment later they were back afxain, apparently more
contented than at any former period of their brief ca-
reers. Mr. Kellerstrass was interested. A man whose
business it is to breed poultry is bound to pay atten-
tion to things that would be passed over by any one
else. If those little chicks liked sod. Mr. Kellerstrass
decided that they should have it. He had no idea then
—two years ago—that his decision in a simple matter
would be so important that it might mean, literally,
millions of lives among chicks.
"Sol told the men," Mr. Kellerstrass said one day

last week, "to put some of the cool black earth in the
brooders, if it pleased the chicks so much. The result
was marvelous. Wherever we put the sod-earth the
chicks seemed delighted. They grew strong and
healthy. We buried their food in the earth and they
scratched for it. This made their legs strong and re-
liable. It was the natural way for them to feed. No
other chicks were so thrifty."

A PLAGUE A.MONG YOUNG CHICKS.

If there is any ailment in this world which has done
more than the white intestinal trouble to increase the
mortality rate among chicks, no one has heard of it.

Poultry-breeders have to contend against a long list of
diseases — roup, canker, bumblefoot, scaly leg, gapes,
the pip, leg weakness and breakdown behind—most of
them attacking the fowls after they have begun life for
themselves. But the white intestinal trouble originat-
ed in the brooders among the chicks from the incuba-
tors—the route most frequented in these high-pressure
days by the stork in chicken society—and it worried
the lives half out of the men whose money was in the
business. It has been the subject of gossip for gener-
ations, too, among old-fashioned hens and dignified
roosters who never did have a very high opinion of
patent mothers. The United States Department of
.Agriculture and many staid professors in the agricul-
tural colleges have tried for more than ten years to
find a remedy for it, but they failed.
The records show that the white intestinal trouble

killed at least 40 per cent of the incubator and brooder
chicks between the age of two days and two weeks.
When you realize that fully 80 percent of the country's
poultry comes from incubators it is easy to see how
important it is to eradicate a malady which killed so
many.

It was an accident. Mr. Kellerstrass thought only of
adding comfort to the livesof the brooderchiclts when
he covered the floors with the sod earth, and made
them scratch for their food. But the result was sur-
prising. In 1907 he raised 96 per cent of his chicks in-
stead of only 60 per cent, as previously, and in 1908 he

increased the product to 98 per cent. In 1907 he pro-
duced 8500 chicks, and last year 8000. Without a doubt
he had found a remedy for the white intestinal trouble.

HERE IS THE SECRET.
"This is the cause," Mr. Kellerstrass said: "The

chicks are put in the brooders when two days old.
They are kept there for two or three weeks. These
brooders have hard-wood floors. The floors cause leg
weakness, which brings on kidney trouble, followed
in its turn by the white disease, and that by death.
Probably 30 million chicks a year die that way."
The remedy satisfies Mr. Kellerstrass. In the fall he

hauls thirty or forty loads of solt black dirt. This is

screened until it is clean and clear. When the first
chicks come from the incubators in the late fall Mr.
Kellerstrass has the dirt spread on the brooder floors
four or five inches deep. The food is buried in it so
that the chicks have to scratch to get it. The dirt ab-
sorbs the droppings and provides a resilient footing;
the chick's legs grow strong, and by the time he is

ready to face the world that lies outside the brooder
doors he is a worthy, reliable member of chicken so-
ciety, safe from the white disease.

I have been satisfied for a long while that
chickens, big and little—yes, about as soon
as hatched—should be on the ground, and
on ground outdoors if the weather will ad-
mit. But aside from this black dirt I think
there is some virtue in sod—especially rot-
ting sods, such as we use for greenhouse
work. Chickens love to scratch among the
grassy roots, even when they are mere baby
chicks. If Mr. Kellerstrass has not discover-
ed a sure remedy for this white plague among
little chicks, he certainly has o;ct on to some-
thing that is reasonable and all right, no mat-
ter what the trouble is.

ANIMATED EGGS — SOMETHING FURTHER ABOUT MY
"DISCOVERY."

Mr. A. I. Root:—In regard to animated eggs, page 21,
June 15, " a wonderful discovery," what you say about
placing a well-fertilized egg on plateglass has been
known to the writer for some years. Should the em-
bryo chick be taking a "nap" it will "wake up and
take notice " if a drop of ice-cold water be put on the
egg. An egg. containing a strong chick will also bob
around if placed in a pan of lukewarm water.
LeMars, Iowa, June 19. G. A. C. CLARKE.

Thanks, friend C. But how does it come
that neither you nor anybody else ever
thought to mention this in print? I have
ransacked our books on poultry, just as I did
years ago, when this journal was started, on
bees; and I have also gone through a haystack
of poultry journals; but so far I have never
found any such thing mentioned in print.

ANIMATED EGGS; A RIVAL TO OUR INVENTION IN THE
FIELD.

Friend Roof:—You mention animated eggs in your
Special Notices. I have for years practiced taking eggs
from under sitting hens i generally having set three or
more at the same timei, on or about the 15th day; and
by putting them in a deep basin of water, heated to
about blood heat, I detect the eggs having live chicks
by their movements, as the struggles of the chick in-
side the egg make it wobble as it floats on the water.

Allenville, Ala., June 18. H. F. HART.

Many thanks, friend H., even if you are
taking a part of our laurels. Your plan would
certainly be the cheapest way to test eggs.
There would be one great objection, how-
ever. If you have to wait until the 15th day,
the eggs tested out would hardly be fit for
culinary operations. Another thing, it seems
to me (without having made a test, of course)
that some of the eggs having no live chickens
in them might not " wiggle " at jtist the time
of your experiment; and I suppose you would
not want to leave them in the water very
long. Notwithstanding, your communication
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tofurnishes aiiotker important contribution

the scientific part of incubation.

POULTRY SECRETS; HOW GLEANINGS ENABLED A WO-
MAN TO SAVE HER MONEY.

I want to tell you how much I enjoy your writings,

and how much good they have done me. I feel as

though I were listening to one who had my individual

welfare at heart, and read between the lines. I want
to thank jmu personally for every one of them, past

and futur^ Your poultry talks have been a great help

to me also. At one time I was just going to send off

for a "secret " which you disclosed just in time—in

fact, I had the letter ready to send, when I received
Gleanings; and, as usual, I glanced over your writings
and happened to see your disclosure of the secret.

Ranch Vigo, Tex., May 2. MADELINE E. Pruitt.

There is one point in th« above letter that

strikes home to me. This ^ood woman says

she feels, in reading my talk, as though she

were "listening to one who had my individ-

ual welfare at neart." Now, if our various

poultry journals would only feel the same
way toward those who subscribe for them,
how much better it would be all around!
Just think of not only permitting but abet-

ting this foolish business of asking a dollar

of each of a hundred people for a secret when
that same secret could be printed for the

benefit of all the subscribers, in a space not

much greater than the advertisement of it

occupied! How is it—are poultry journals

printed in order to help along swindles? or

are they printed for the benefit of those who
subscribe and pay their money?

YELLOW SWEET CLOVER BLOOMING THE FIRST
YEAR.

In our issue for June 1, page 26, I men-
tioned the fact that we had purchased a ton

of yellow-sweet-clover seed, and on page 21

of the June 15th issue the question- was asked
about sowing sweet clover among corn at the

last cultivation. Well, to-day, June 14, one
of our employees, Mr. Philip Boley (the

"duck man" I have mentioned before),

brought me a stalk of yellow sweet clover

five feet tall, covered with bloom. He said

this came from seed that he sprinkled along
the roadside last November. He can not tell

whether the seed came up last fall, and
made root enough to winter over, or not.

He only knows that, when he saw it this

spring, it was making a tremendous growth;
and now it is not only up to a man's chin,

but is full of bloom and covered with bees.

I was aware that yellow sweet clover blos-

soms much earlier than the white; but I did

not suppose it was possible to get such a

growth and yield of honey in so short a time.

He says that horses that go "past there eat it

readily. Please remember this seed was not
sown on cultivated soil, and there has been
no effort made to cover the seed in anyway.
It was just scattered along the roadside,

along his own premi-^s, of course. Can oth-

ers tell us more about sowing it late in the
fall, and its early blossoming?
By the way, friends, where can you find a

forage crop that will be five feet high in the
middle of June when the seed was thrown
only on the top of the ground in November?
For feed I can not believe there is any thing

more valuable; and from what experiments
that have been made in using this plant to

plow under for green manuring, I do not
know of any other that has its equal, the
question is, "Can this result be duplicated?"

RATS AND MICE, AND WHAT IT COSTS TO
BOARD AND LODGE THEM.

Perhaps you have noticed statements in

the papers, especially of late, about the dam-
age that results from rats and mice. When
I was first told that it was more than a mil-

lion of dollars I thought it incredible. A lit-

tle later a statement appeared to the effect

that it was several million; and now we have
a government bulletin, just issued, that de-
clares that recent careful statistics make it

quite probable that our rats and mice cost us
almost if not quite a HUNDRED ^^LLIONS of
DOLLARS annually. This bulletin contains 54
pages, and it ought to be read and studied
by every man, woman, and child, not only
in our own country, but throughout the
whole world. The matter just now is attract-

ing more attention, and assuming more im-
portance, because, aside from the hundred
million dollars that it costs us in money, rats

are found to be a most prolific source of

propagating contagious diseases. It is a dis-

grace to any home or to any neighborhood
to have rats and mice breeding and peopling
the world. Mrs. Root was congratulating us
two or three days ago that she had not seen
a rat or mouse on the premises since we got
back from Florida. Last night, however, I

found rats had got into our apple-cellar and
"chawed up " the few remnants of a peck of

apples. We considered this cellar as rat-

proof; but careful investigation showed that
the rat had worked a hole through from an
underdrain close up to the wall. I mixed up
some cement in a hurry, and made a good
job of stopping up the opening. Now, this

bulletin states that the great highway of rats

is sink and drain tiles, and directs that all the
openings or outlets from tiles and sewers be
covered by good strong galvanized wire cloth,

close enougli so that no rat or mouse can get
through. Another important matter is that
nothing should be left lying around loose
that rats and mice can subsist on. Here is a

paragraph that hits our establishment most
emphatically. Let me quote:

Another important source of rat food is the remnants
of lunches left by employees in factories, stores, and
public buildings. This food, which alone is sufficient
to attract and sustain a small army of rats, is common-
ly left in waste or other open receptacles. Strictly en-
forced rules requiring all remnants of food to be de-
posited in covered vessels would make trapping far
more effective.

We have between 200 and 300 employees
just now, and most of them bring their din-

ner. I have repeatedly exhorted our work-
men to be careful about baiting rats and mice
by throwing remnants of their food around
at the noon hour. Let me repeat what I have
said before: Do not bring your dinner in a

basket. Have some sort of dinner-pail with
a tight-fitting cover. Spread out a newspa-
per where you eat your dinner, and brush

Continued on pane 17. AJvertisinu.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

TAKE NOTICE— HONEY-DEW HONEY CAN NOT
BE SOLD AS HONEY.

Any comb or extracted honey that has any
considerable quantity of honey-dew in it, or
enough to give it a llavor of honey-dew,
should be sold as "honey-dew honey" and
not honey, otherwise the vender will be lia-

ble to prosecution for violation of ithe pure-
food law. Honey-dew, even though the
bees gathered it and the bee-keeper took it

out of the hive, can not pass for "honey,"
and must not be sold except as " honey-dew
honey.'

HONEY-CROP PROSPECTS FOR 1909.

It is a little early yet to give any accurate
predictions. The reports from over the
country indicate that the crop will be very
much lighter than that of last year; but it

should be remembered that lHU8 was a
" bumper season." Reports already in show
that the t1ow around Ohio is poorer than in

points more distant. In the East the crop is

variously reported poor, fair, and good, with
a little honey-dew. In Ohio and Indiana
there has been a large amount of this black
stuff from hickory and oaks, and a lighter
flow from clover. The basswoods are show-
ing up well. In Illinois and Michigan the
season is reported poor, fair, and good. It

is still a little early to get any thing definite

from the northwestern States' like Wisconsin
and Minnesota. In Missouri the season is

reported from good to very good. Colorado,
apparently, will have a good crop; Arizona
half a crop. California will fall far below
earlier expectations. It has been estimated
that there will be anywhere from one-fourth
to one-third of a crop in that State.

The fact that so much honey-dew has been
gathered in the central States, and much of

It mixed with tirst-quality table honey, will

have' a very strong tendency to boost prices
on a strictly pure clover and basswood. By
the way, basswoods from all sections are re-

ported very promising.
The apple crop is reported light. The oth-

er day, in the Cleveland markets red rasp-
berries were retailing at 28 cts. Other fruit

seems to be somewhat scarce. Taking every
thing into consideration there is every indi-

cation to show that prices on a strictly tine

article of white table honey, clover and bass-
wood, or clover and basswood mixed, should
be well up. The mixtures of clover and

honey-dew should be sold, as far as possible,
around home where the producer is known.
It would be a great mistake to ship much of
it to the distant markets, because it can have
only one effect—to depress prices. Because
of this dark stuff in much of the Eastern
honey, good prices should be secured on
Western alfalfa, particularly Colorado honey
The reports are only partially in; but we

request our subscribers from every section
of the United States to write and let us know
what the season is or has been. Give as ac-
curate information as you can get.

SEND YOUR FOUL-BROOD SPECIMENS TO WASH-
INGTON.

In view of the fact that the United States
government, through the Bureau of Ento-
mology, is willing to examine all specimens
of diseased brood, and render a report free
of charge, we would respectfully suggest
that all suspicious samples be hereafter sent
to Washington, to Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the
Bureau of Entomology, instead of to Medina.
We are very willing to diagnose and report
on any samples sent us; but the government
officials are very much better equipped for
giving an accurate determination, and, what
is more, they are willing to send out a spe-
cial box with a frank for the return of the
specimen to be examined.
The action of the Bureau of Entomolgy in

fighting diseases among bees is highly com-
mendable; and it should have the thanks of

all the bee-keepers of this country. The sit-

uation was gettmo- where nothing but nation-
al aid would be effective; and the time will

doubtless soon come when the government
will have to go further and require inspec-
tion of all yards from which nuclei or colo-

nies are sent from one state to another.

THE NEW CORRUGATED SHIPPING-CASE; THE
EXPERIMENT OF SENDING HONEY CASED IN

ONE OF THEM BY EXPRESS, AS MENTIONED
ON PAGE 35G, JUNE 15, NOT A FAIR TEST.

J. E. Crane was somewhat surprised to

think that we should think of sending a case
of honey put up in one of these new corru-
gated-paper carriers by express to New York.
He was very sure it could only result in fail-

ure, and, as it turned out, the test was mis-

leading and unfair.

We well knew it would be a severe one,
but thought it might stand it, and, if so. it

would go a long way to prove its merits. The
fact of the matter is, there is no real need of

sending honey by express, because the
charges would more than eat up the profits

of honey transported on that plan.
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Mr. Crane also takes occasion to criticise

our statement where we advise the use of

carriers for these new paper cases, even
when sent by freight. While he admits that

it may be wise for some people to use them,
yet he has sent large shipments of honey in

them repeatedly by freight, without carriers,

the honey going through in first-class condi-
tion.

As to whether carrier should be used or
not, we think it will depend largely upon the
railroads over which the honey is to be ship-

ped, the distance, and how well the honey is

fastened in the sections. Perhaps it would
be wise not to try too large a shipment by
freight at the start without carriers.

Mr. Crane also draws attention to the fact

that our shipment of single-crate case of

comb honey in the new paper carrier had no
label or any thing to indicate the fragile char-
acter of the contents. That being the case,

he doesn't see how it would be possible for

any goods like honey to go through without
being utterly smashed to pieces. He also in-

quires whether the case that was used to

transport this honey was like the sample we
sent him in which the cross-partitions were
of the same height as the sections: that the
cases he was making and supplying had
cross-partitions that were higher than the
depth of the sections. These cross-partitions

he further explained would then support the
weight of any other cases or boxes that might
be placed upon the package, thus taking the
strain entirely off from the sections. We re-

plied by saying that the case we shipped the
honey m to New York had the partitions of

the same height as the sections.

In any event we hope that our readers will

not be prejudiced against the new container,

as we firmly believe it has merits that will

shove it to the front, and possibly crowd its

wooden competitor out of the field entirely.

This season will probably determine to a

great extent its future.

DEAD OR PICKLED BROOD MORE PREVALENT
THIS YEAR; HOW TO RECOGNIZE IT.

There has been considerable dead brood
reported from various sections of the country
—rather more this season than usual. We
can account for it only on the ground of the
cool backward spring, and the scarcity of

natural pollen. As a general thing the bees
are able to secure nitrogenous food in the
spring much earlier than they did this year.

When there is a scarcity of this commodity
in the hives some of the young larvse die,

because they do not have, as we say in poul-

try parlance, a "balanced ration."

Much of the so-called pickled brood, and
perhaps all of it, is nothmg more nor less

than starved brood, even though there is

plenty of honey in the hive. Very often we
find dead brood when there is a lack of nurse
bees. In that case we would have to call

it neglected brood. Larvae that die from
want of proper nourishment show some
marked characteristics, and perhaps a de-

scription right here will allay the fears of some
who may think they have foul brood.

Dead brood is noticeable, usually, in the
cells not sealed. The larva lies on its back
in the bottom of the cell, with its two ends
curved upward. Just after its death there
appear two little black specks, one at each
end. This blackness continues to extend
down the length of the body; and when this
dark color meets from both ends the larva
begins to shrivel up; but, unlike foul brood,
the grub does not melt down into a shapeless
mass. In this respect it looks like black
brood. But it differs from that disease in

that there is no appreciable odor, no sugges-
tion of foulness. Foul brood stinks horribly
—more so than any other brood disease by
far. Black brood has a slightly foul odor
combined with a yeasty, sour smell.
Ordinary dead brood will appear in a good

many hives in a bee-yard when the combs
have been exposed or when there is a lack
of pollen as there was this year; but, unlike
the real black brood or foul brood, the dead
specimens will be removed in two or three
weeks.

why IS IT THAT BEES ARE MORE INCLINED TO
STING AT TIMES THAN OTHERS?

Sometimes bees are " pesky mean," as the
boys say; at other times they can be handled
like kittens. A few days ago we had occa-
sion to go down to our Harrington yard and
put on some supers. The bees were coming
m heavily from the oak and hickory trees,

from which they were gathering honey-dew.
They would roar on these trees early in the
morning, and more or less all day, unless in-

terrupted by thunder showers, which were
more or less frequent at the time.
On the occasion referred to, the bees were

coming in heavily laden with honey-dew.
The sky was becoming overcast with dark
clouds; there was a low rumble of distant
thunder; the bees were pouring in pellmell
to get in before it rained. There was a little

dash of rain, but we paid no attention to it

and went on with our work. Oh! but the
bees were ugly! They stung through the
clothing—everywhere over the body. They
had been interrupted, and the light storm-
dash had spoiled their fun. We went on
giving room, and in the mean time some of

the big colonies were just determined that

we should keep away. The onslaught of

their attack was furious. At times we had
to retreat in inglorious defeat. Back we
went at them again with heavy clouds of

smoke, for that was the only way we could
conquer them. Next day we went down to

this same yard and handled those celonies
again. Not a bee offered to sting; all was
quiet and serene. Why was this? The con-
ditions were different. The sky was bright
and the bees were busy in the fields.

Our man had a similar experience at the
basswood yard on this particular day when
the bees were so cross at the Harrington
yard. The weather conditions of an impend-
ing storm were about the same; but this time
the bees manifested their ill will toward both
man and beast. There was a field of corn
right next to the yard, and directly in line of
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the flight of the bees. The bees were re-

turniniT to the apiary in great droves. The
stoi-ni interrupted their work temporarily,
and in the meantime the farmer with his

team was trying to cultivate this corn. The
bees became furious, drove the farmer and
his horses off the field, and so enraged did

they become that they attacked the horses in

bunches, and at one time it was feared seri-

ous conse(]uences might follow.

.\t first we were afraid there might have
been some robbing, but there was no evi-

dence of any. We have come to the conclu-
sion that the crossness was due to the sud-
den interruption of the field work, for bees
are usually crosser right after a little dash of

rain. It is probable that, when they started

to the fields again, they were unable to get
nectar, and on their return attacked every
thing in sight.

Fearing a repetition of this trouble on oth-

er days, we supplied the farmer with large
blankets, covering the bodies of the horses,

as well as the heads, with holes cut out for

the eyes and nose. In the mean time the
weather changed, and our neighbor did his

cultivating without interruption and without
.protection for the horses.

But this black honey-dew seems to have
the effect of making the bees crosser than
we have ever known them in all our experi-
ence. It does not seem to make a great deal
of difference what the strain of bees is They
will have their good and bad days. The
probabilities are that, while the bees are
working on this honey-dew, a rain washes it

off the leaves more thoroughly than the nec-
tar is washed out of the blossoms of the clo-

vers or basswoods. Basswoods, with their
blossoms hanging downward so as to shed
water, especially are less affected by rain

than clovers and other blossoms pointing
upward.

BEES CROSS AT VERNON BURT'S.

Later.—After writing the foregoing, we
had an interview with Mr. Vernon Burt, our
honey-man of this locality. He reports that
this honey-dew from hickory and oak is be-
ing gathered in his locality; that he never
knew the bees to be so cross as this year.
So vicious are they that they have stung him
through the clothing repeatedly—just as they
had done for us at the Harrington yard. He
attributes the cause to the sudden stoppage
of this honey-dew honey after the bees got
nicely at work on it. A dash of rain will

wash all this saccharine matter off the leaves
of the oaks and hickories so completely that
the supply is entirely cut off, and hence the
irritability of the bees.

OI.OVES FOR CROSS BEES; HOW TO MAKE
GLOVES STING-PROOF.

During one of the onslaughts, when the
bees seemed particularly furious at the Har-
rington yard, we put on a pair of long-sleeved
gloves with the fingers cut off. While these
protected us to a certain extent we discover-
ed that their very protection was the means of
our getting some stings that we would not
have received otherwise. With the bare

hands and wrists one can always feel the pre-
liminary clutch or clawing of the bee into the
skin just before it delivers its sting. It is this
preliminary grab that gives warning; and if

one is quick enough he can rub the bee off,

or crush it, and so avoid the sting. Now,
when one has gloves on, the bee can work
its sting through the material, and, presto!
the wearer has received a sting without
warning. We seldom wear gloves; but on
this particular day when we wore them we
received a good many stincs through them
and we are of the opinion that, had our
hands been bare, we could have saved some
of these jabs, although others might have
been received that were warded off by the
gloves.
Nearly all gloves can be rendered sting-

proof to a great extent by putting on them a
coat of white-lead paint. The gloves which
we wore had no coating of any sort. They
were a little small, and therefore tight-fitting.
It is important that a glove be loose-fitting,
so the material of whicn it is made will not
come in contact with the flesh of the hand or
wrist at every point. When it is given a
coat of paint it will afford good protection.
However, we have no use for gloves of any
sort except when bees are awfully cross, and
hereafter we will see to it that they are a lit-

tle large.

A BAD STING.

Speaking of stings reminds us of an occa-
sion when we were stung near the nail of
the middle finger of the left hand. We were
giving a demonstration of live-bee handling
with bees taken from the cellar, for it was in

the winter. At the time of receiving the
wound we had a frame of bees in each hand,
and it was impossible to extract the sting.

The result was a very severe wound; and by
the time we could remove the sting, almost
the entire contents of the poison-bag had
been injected into the flesh. We thought
nothing of the matter, but were painfully
conscious of having received a jab that was
excruciating, to say the least. Thinking the
pain would let up, we thought nothing more
about it. Along in the night we noticed that
the finger was beginning to turn black and
to swell—something that does not ordinarily
happen with us. The fever of the affected
member became so high that sleep was im-
possible. Fearing blood-poisoning we open-
ed up the wound a little and began vigorous-
ly sucking the finger. In the course of half
an hour the swelling had gone down, the
black discoloration had disappeared, and,
very largely, the pain.
We have never known a case of blood-

poisoning following a sting; but as this was
received from a bee that had been taken
from a bee-cellar in midwinter, it possibly
had not the opportunity to cleanse itself as
it would do if it had been flying every day.
Whether any thing serious would have re-

sulted had we not taken the precaution to

open the wound and suck the finger we can
not say. We merely mention the incident,
thinking that possibly others may have had a
similar experience.
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Stra^ Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

Yellow alfalfa—is it common? A few
stalks on my place.

Bees busy, July 1, on alfalfa on my place.

[But you do not say whether they are busy
on any thing else.

—

Ed.]

Sweet clover of white variety 26 days
later than the yellow, here, in blooming.
[About the same here.—Ed.]

One time I put brood over enamel cloth on
top of sections, as mentioned on p. 398, and
sections were badly darkened.

L. C. Taylor's experience, p. 412, agrees
with my preconceived notion, but is not con-

clusive. The result might have been the

same without excluders.

Let me add an amendment to E. D. Town-
send's plan for preventing a second swarm,
p. 408. Instead of setting the old hive at a

distance right away, let the two hives stand

together for a week, then move the old hive

away. That stops all honey coming in about
the time for second swarming, and is a surer

prevention.

An item copied from Gleanings is going
the rounds of the German journals, advising

to stop robbing by piling hay or straw at en-

trance, but leaving one corner of the entrance
open for the bees of the colony. That last nul-

lifies the whole business. Pile straw a foot

deep all about the entrance; don't leave any
opening for anybody, and keep straw well

drenched with water. It greatly discourages
the robbers, but will hardly act permanently
with a weak queenless colony. The bees of

the colony will dig their way through the wet
straw. [Our German contemporaries have
certainly got our instructions a little mixed.
We never have advised leaving one corner
of the entrance open for the bees of the col-

ony. This must have been an interpolation.

We endorse all that Dr. Miller says, and we
do not know how it would be possible to

check robbing by the wet-grass plan by leav-

ing part of the entrance open or exposed, as

is quoted from the German journals.

—

Ed.]

'

T. W. Cowan says wax is yellow from the
start. I sent him a bit of virgin comb melt-
ed up that was dirty, but fairly white. Brit-

ish Bee Journal's bright paragrapher, L. S.

Crawshaw, wants to know more about it.

I think all virgin comb
(I'd hardly call melt-
The rendering has

I doubt if there's any
perceptible tinge of yellow in the wax-scales
as they come from the wax-pockets. In Eng-
land they're yellow, at least well tinged.
How is it at Medina and elsewhere in this

country? Remember that a single scale will

not show the tint like a melted mass. [This
question of the color of new wax depends
very largely upon the conditions of locality

and season. In our locality new comb is

There's little to tell,

in my apiary is white,
ed cappings virgin.)

nothing to do with it.

usually pearl white; but this year, owing to
the large amount of dark-colored honey-dew
and much pollen that have been gathered,
the new combs are taking on in some casis
a very light yellow hue, while in others they
seem to be almost white We suppose this is

owing to the fact that some colonies will

gather more of this dark stuff, while others
will gather less of it and more of the white
honey. In some localities we have seen that
the new combs are muddy white. In most
instances this is due to their proximity to

old combs; but in others it is clearly owing
to the character of the honey and pollen that
are gathered. But the question may be ask-
ed, "Why is commercial wax yellow and
brown?" Probably because most of it comes
from old combs containing more or less of

pollen and some dirt.

—

Ed.]

A pretty mess you've got me into, Mr. Ed-
itor. Three different German bee-journals
are saying things about me for saying it was
"stupid clannishness " for Austrian bee-
keepers to come so near the size of the Lang-
stroth frame and not have its exact dimen-
sions. See Straw, page 98. Good German
friendsr I never said any thing of the kind.
It was that editor in a footnote. Go for him
—good and hard. I cheerfully concede that

I don't know as well as you what fits your
conditions. The one bad thing about you is

that you print such good bee journals in a
language so hard for me to read. [But you
do know, doctor, that a frame that has only
ten square inches more of brood space than
the regular Langstroth can not be appreci-
ably better than the standard Langstroth,
that is standard in the United States and
Canada, and standard in a good many of the
South American colonies, as well as in some
parts of Europe and Africa. The point we
were trying to make is that, when the Aus-
trians were adopting a standard that was al-

most the same thing as our Langstroth, why
did they not take something that would be
exactly the same, and thus save a great deal
on the cost of the supplies? Many orders
come from Europe for American goods, and
our Austrian bee-keepers would have saved
materially in the cost of frames and hives
from this country by adopting Langstroth di-

mensions. In this case a miss is as good as
a mile. If they had adopted dimensions that
were essentially different, both as to the
number of square inches and as to the shape
of the frame, then we could see, perhaps,
some reason why their local conditions might
demand such dimensions.
A few years ago you used a frame that was

almost Langstroth, but not quite. You found
it enough advantage to discard all of your al-

most-Langstroth hives and frames to adopt
the regular standard Langstroth, not because
you found you would gain in honey or in

convenience in handling the bees, but be-
cause you would save materially in the cost
of the supplies; and, what is more, those
same bees when housed in standard hives
and frames would bring a higher price in the
open market than on something that is just
a little different.—Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

JUST A PLAIN butcher-knife.

No need to fear, Mr. Editor, page 359.

When a downward stroke is used, the comb
is leaned over slightly; the cappings fall

away. Why! 'tis just as easy. It is just as
you would cut off a beefsteak on a block in

front of you. You wouldn't think of draw-
ing your knife up in doing this. Neither
would you want a clumsy, bevel-edged knife
to cleave off a nice thin steak. No, a good
sharp butcher-knife is the thing for that; the
same for me for shaving off those cappings
—just a plain sharp knife, of good steel and
the proper shape, length, and weight.

the early bird catches the worm.
But how are you going to be early with a

honey crop to catch the high prices before
the other fellows come into the market if

you have a short or slow flow, and that es-

pecially with your early flow yielding you
only from 25 to 35 lbs. of surplus, or for an
entire poor year? If this is stored in the
much-used deep ten-frame L. extracting-
supers it will hardly be in condition to be
taken off. Very little of it will be sealed,
owing to the combs not being all filled, and
one must wait for them to be completed.
But not so with shallow supers. We have
found a greater difference in this respect
this season than ever before. Our spring
crop was a slight one, but the bees went to

work in the shallow supers. In the deep
ones they hesitated. There was too much
room for the sparing yield. The result was
that those in the shallow supers not only
started earlier but finished more, soon need-
ing a second super.
While the deep L. supers contain quite a

quantity of honey, very little of it is ready
to take off, as it is scattered throughout the
combs, with some green honey intermixed,
which the bees are still bringing in sparing-
ly. It is not profitable to go through these
supers and remove only the completed
combs, of which there are few, as it con-
sumes entirely too much time.
With the shallow supers we find all the

upper ones completed, sealed over, and
ready to be taken right off. The honey is

riper since the bees oegan earlier, and has
been stored more nearly at the same time,
and always in the uppermost part of the
hive. Is there any doubt about this being a
superior grade of surplus honey over that
which is stored in deep combs, besides en-
abling us to produce more of it, and that
earlier, in the shallow supers than in deep
ones?

It may be said that a really true bee-keep-
er does not fuss I?) with such work as re-
moving surplus honey when there is only
such a little to take. But suppose that is all

you have] made [in a poor season, and you
must take it off; or, in a case like ours, you
have early orders at a good price. Such op-
portunities mean just so much more profit
Tor us; and while it may well be called "fuss-
ing" if deep combs are taken into consider-
ation it does 'not apply with the shallow
supers.
Just stop and figure. We get earlier hon-

ey, of better quality, and for a better price,
and all that with less work or "fussing," if

you please, by using shallow-frame supers.
Applied to only a single colony or one apiary,
the difference is not so very preceptible.
Apply it to hundreds of colonies in more
than a dozen apiaries, and—? It is an easy
matter for us, with smoker in hand, to pro-
ceed from colony to colony, removing each
upper super, without handling a single comb,
at the rate of more than a ton an hour for a
single person, of this superior early surplus
honey, which makes its production more
profitable than by what we call "the old
way."

TEXAS bee-keepers' CONVENTION PROGRAM.
July 27—30, 1909. These are the dates of

the next annual meeting of the Texas Bee-
keepers' Association, at College Station, at

A. and M. College. It is during the meeting
of the Texas Farmers' Congress, one of the
greatest agricultural organizations of the
kind, and it is worth anybody's time to at-

tend. One cent a mile railroad fare on all

roads. This is cheap enough for all. Every-
body is invited. Make up your mind to help
make this the greatest meeting ever held.
Our program is found below:

First day—roll-call. Prayer by W. A. Sampey; Pres-
ident's annual address; reception of members. "Past
and Present Status of Bee-keepins in Texas," by Louis
H. Scholl. "Extracted Honey and Why I Produce It,"

byT. P. Robinson, J. T. McGuffin; "Supplies for the
Apiary; what I Recommend, and Why," by W. H.
White, Udo Toepperwein.
Second day.—" The Co-operative Merits of the 8 and

10 Frame Hive," by F. L. Aten, Harley Johnson; "Bee-
keeping from a Specialist's Standpoint; Does it Pay to
Mix with Other Business?" by W. 0. Victor, C. S. Phil-
lips; "Out-apiaries i a discussion as to the rights of the
landlord on whose property bees are located)," by I.

B. Manlove, J. W. Taylor; " Comparative Merits of the
Different Races of Bees," by Wald C. Conrads, Hugo
Sattler; "Artificial Increase, the Best Methods," by
Willie Atchley, Wm. Cravens; "Out-apiaries, their
Management and Care," by W. H. Laws, A. T. Mills.

Third day.—"The Honey Market, and How shall we
Improve It?" O.P.Hyde, Udo Toepperwein." "The
Best Manner of Rearing Queens for the Honey-pro-
ducer," John W. Pharr, F. L. Aten; "The A. and M.
College Experiment Apiary," by Ernest E. Scholl. Re-
port of Committees. Election of Officers. Adjourn-
ment.

The program has been arranged by Mr.
Laws, our committee on program, and it is

hoped that each participant will " be there
"

with a good talk. In aadition to the meeting
there will be an exhibit of all kinds of things
pertaining to apiculture, and every one of

our bee-keepers should bring or send all he
can to make this feature a creditable one
also. Premiums of all kinds will be offered
that will be worth winning.
As soon as you see this make your arrange-

ments to go. July 27 to 30 are the dates.

Don't forget them.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

Louis H. Scholl's views on spring cleaning,
page 156, Marcli 15, are just as applicable to

the Northland as to Texas—saves lots of

bother during the busy season.

That new trick ,on robbers by Louis H.
Scholl, page 227, April 5, is well worth re-

membering for it seems usually those quaker-
like colonies that give us the most trouble in

being robbed. This seems to be a world
where Providence appears to favor such as

stand up for their rights, and bees are no ex-

ception to the rule.
<?>

The World's Work for June opens a health
department; and it is an interesting fact that

in their list of foods in the order of their ex-
cellence for general purposes they place hon-
ey fourth in the list of 24 kinds—only fruits,

nuts, and grains, including bread, coming
ahead of honey. Pretty good! They do not
even include glucose i excuse me—I mean
corn syrup I in the list.

I have been surprised this spring, in look-

ing over my bees for queens, to find so large

a number of young last-year queens, even
where there was very little swarming. This
shows there must have been a good many
supersedures lasl season after the heavy flow
of honey. Still we find my old queens fail-

ing this spring, showing that not as many
old queens were superseded as should have
been.

.*.

Another thing in this connection would be
to furnish leaflets giving complete informa-
tion as to the great value of alsike clover and
its cultivation, and printed so as to be placed
in the local seed-stores for gratuitous distri-

bution to farmers. Something of this sort

has been gotten out; but, as I remember, it

was more largely extracts from agricultural
publications rather than giving its great value
as a forage-plant. The same course might
be pursued with buckwheat.

Speaking of clovers reminds me of the
very sensible editorial on artificial pasturage,
page 187, April 1. I believe no better invest-
ment can be made by extensive bee-keepers
than by pushing the cultivation of Swedish
clover and buckwheat where the soils are
suitable. I believe it would be good business
policy to furnish the seed at half cost to all

within one and a half miles, or even two
miles, as I am satisfied we should find it

much to our advantage to do so.

On page 190, April 1, Dr. Miller favors a
tight board fence for windbreak, as it will be
helpful twenty days to one that it will be dis-
advantageous. Yes, doctor; but that one
day may ruin your colony. Better by far a
picket fence, or, best of all, a run of ever-

greens or a forest that will break the winds
but will preserve a somewhat uniform tem-
perature. In two of our well-protected yards
numbering 149 colonies we have lost but one
colony, and that from starvation; and we are
making artificial swarms to prevent natural
swarming (June 1)

.

I was, as doubtless many other bee-keep-
ers were, interested in the article by Mr.
Morrison, page 242, on the life and death of
E. L. Pratt. He was a kind of enigma to me,
as he did not, so far as I know, write under
his own name, and some way we had not fully

understood him. Many thanks to Mr.
Morrison. One can not easily forget the life-

like photograph of Mr. Hooker and Mr. Pratt
on the same page. Somehow I enjoy the
pictures in Gleanings quite as much as any
part, and wish I had earlier learned the art
of picture-making. The bee-keeper of the
future should learn to take pictures as a part
of his profession.

A great deal has been written during the
last few months as to the drouth or winter-
killing of clover. We can judge now better
than ever as to the results of last year's
drouth. We find that, where tlie drouth was
most severe, we have the least clover, espe-
cially white, of which there is little. Alsike
or red, where it was able to get down into
the earth deep enough to find moisture, fared
better; but much of the alsike from seed
sown a year ago, from which we expect our
best yields of honey, was badly killed by the
excessively dry weather of last summer. A
few miles to the north or south or east it has,

owing to showers at the most critical time,
come out much better. We have had one of

the most favorable winters for clovers; and,
followed by a wet spring, it makes the pros-
pects much brighter than would otherwise
be possible.

QUEENS DIE IN CELLS BECAUSE OF POOR FEED.

Last August we had some frames of queen-cells die
just after being capped over, and we attributed the
cause to some sugar syrup that had been standing in a
tin can for some time. The trouble disappeared when
we used fresh syrup, and all the cells we are raising
now are healthy. We wrote Mr. Gates in regard to
the matter, and he replied that he had experienced the
same trouble, and had not ascertained the cause. Have
you ever had any thing of this nature occur in your
yard? W. W. Gary & Son.
Lyonsville, Mass.

iWe referred the matter to our Mr. Bain, of the home
yard, and Mr. Pritchard. of the north yard, who are
rearing our (lueens. They have experienced no trou-
ble such as you describe. Our Mr. Bain, however,
says that he has occasionally had queens die in the
ceils, and always attributed the cause to the queen.
When he tried other queens he experienced no further
trouble.—Ed. I

QUEENS INJURED BY SHAKING.

Is there much danger of injuring a queen when
heavy with eggs by shaking her and the bees promis-
cuously on the hard ground?
Moorpark, Cal. C. A. EVERETT.

'If a queen is shaken with a lot of bees on the grass
there will usually be no damage done. If the shaking
is to take place over hard-packed ground or over a
board we would advise picking her off the comb first.

-ED.:
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

BEES go from one FLOWER TO ANOTHER.
Ill u'aUierintr honey, bees do not visit different kinds

of flowers in one trip, but trather from one kind of
flowers only. This is ritrht, is it not? Please tell us
in Gleanings. Two subscribers to that paper do not
atrree in this matter.

Now, if this correspondent had merely said

that bees gather pollen of one color on one
trip I should have agreed with him, for I

never saw a bee with mixed colors of pollen
in the pollen-baskets, although I have many
times seen different-colored pollen put into

one cell. But when we come to honey, I

have repeatedly seen bees fly from a currant
to a gooseberry bush, and from raspberry
bloom to clover, and vice versa. I have also

seen bees gathering nectar from red, white,
and alsike clover at the same time. I have
seen them go from the red variety of rasp-
berry to the black, where the different kinds
of bushes were planted side by side, and
from catnip flowers to the bloom on mother-
wort, where these grew near together.

CELL-CAPPINGS.
What is the significance of finding in the morning',

say from twenty to one hundred little round caps of
wax near the entrance to some hives, while others do
not have any?

So far as my observation goes, such caps
signify that drones are emerging from their
cells; for if one will take the time to examine
he will find that the drone, in emerging from
the cell, bites the cover to the cell entirely
off by a smooth cut, while the workers leave
only fragments of the cappings of their cell-

coverings in gnawing out when emerging.
The queen cuts off tne capping to her cell

the same as does the drone, except, as a rule,

a little piece on one side is left which acts
like the hinge to a door, the door often being
pushed shut, or closing after the queen has
gone out. If it is thus closed, the bees often
make it fast, so that the bee-keeper is often
deceived into thinking that the queen has
not emerged. I have many times used such
in my earlier years of bee-keeping, giving
them to (jueenless colonies Then it often
happens that, as soon as the queen has emerg-
ed from her cell, a worker goes into the cell

to partake of the royal jelly or queen-food
left in the cell, after which the cell-cover
flies back or is pushed shut by some bee in

passing, when this worker is a prisoner.
This has caused many to think that the in-

mate of the cell was not a queen but a work-
er; and for this reason, as they had cut all

cells but the one, they called their colony
queenless, and sent off for a queen, or wrote
to some of the bee-papers about the strange
phenomenon. Occasionally some bee-keep-
er supposes that the round caps spoken of

by the correspondent indicate that cells of
honey are being uncapped preparatory to

the carrying of tne honey from the outside
to the center of the hive, as is done in the
fall of the year when a colony is preparing
for winter^ and at other times when a scarcity

of honey occurs. But this is a mistake, as
the cappings to the honey-cells are gnawed
off in little fragments, and not in the round
form spoken of.

PART OF SWARM RETURNING TO OLD HIVE.

A swarm came out the fore part of July, clustered,
and was hived. In the evening, or near sunset, most
of the bees returned home, leaving about a pint in the
new hive. These remained six days, when they swarm-
ed out and clustered on a limb. I found the queen
with them. What made so many of the bees leave their
(jueen and return to the old hive whence they came?

This correspondent touches on something
which rarely if ever finds a place in print,

notwithstanding it is a most perplexing thing,

and one that occasionally happens in the
best-reo'ulated apiary where natural swarm-
ing is allowed. The general cause is, that a
few (or perhaps many) strange bees from
another swarm, or elsewhere, alight with the
cluster; and, after the swarm is hived, any-
where from fifteen minutes to six or eight
hours, some of these strange bees come in

contact with the queen, and her own bees,
fearing she will be harmed, ball her, or, in

other words, cluster around her for safe

keeping or for some other purpose—just

what, I never knew. When the queen of a
newly hived swarm is thus balled, the ma-
jority of the bees seem to think that they
have lost their queen, and so return to their

old hive, just as they would go back after

clustering on a limb for a while in case the
queen is kept back on account of a clipped
wing, etc. However, in such a case as this

the bees in the ball, and those immediately
surrounding it, realize that their mother is

in the ball, and, therefore, do not return. If

the apiarist sees that the bees from the hived
swarm are returning, and tries to stop this

matter by covering their old hive, they will

try to go into other hives rather than go
back to where the balled queen is, which al-

most always results in a general row, to the

disgust and perplexity of the one who is try-

ing to keep them where they belong.
In my earlier years, when swarming ^yas

allowed for increase, I had a large proportion
of swarms killed in this way by their trying

to go into other hives, or else I had to let

them go back until I learned how to keep
them where they were, even if they did ball

their queen. At first I hunted out the queen
by smoking the ball of bees till they released

her, when she was caged and placed between
the frames of comb, or hung down from the

top-bars of the frames where no combs were
used. In about half of these cases this seem-
ed to satisfy them, while at other times they
would ball the cage so it did no good. I next
got the queen as before; but instead of using
a common cage I made a large flat one to

reach clear across the frames, when the bees
could smell and get at her through the wire
cloth between every two frames in the hive.

This always satisfied them, so that I had no
further trouble, except that of hunting out

the queen and caging her. The next morn-
ing I could let her loose and remove the cage,

and all would be well; for by this time the

bees would have the same scent, and would
acknowledge her as their own queen.
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General
Correspondence

EXTENSIVE EXTRACTED - HONEY PRO-
DUCTION.

Hot or Cold Uncappiag-knives; More Hon-
ey and Cleaner-extracted Combs when
the Power Outfits are Used; the Dr. Mil-

ler Foundation Splints a Success; How
they Save Foundation and Prevent Comb
Breakages.

BY H. E. CROWTHERS.

You ask for reports as to the desirability

of hot or cold knives for uncapping. We use
both at times, owing entirely to the condi-

tion of the honey. For recently gathered
honey, extracted directly as taken from the
hives, we use a cold knife; and for the larger

share of our honey we prefer it. With ex-

tra-thick gummy honey, and especially if it

is not as warm as it should be, a hot knife
seems to be necessary. With a hot clean
knife we are always sure to get a clean cut-

ting edge at the start; and with a draw cut,

either up or down, it is certain to go further
than a cold knife would; and the smoothness
of the job has considerable to do with the
quality of work the extractor can do and the
quantity of honey that will be left sticking to

the combs with honey of this kind.

THE ADVANTAGE OF LARGE POWER EXTRACT-
ORS OVER THE SMALL ONES DRIVEN

BY HAND POWER.
Right here comes the advantage of having

a large power-driven extractor, for it is pos-
sible to get the combs much cleaner of hon-
ey, with less damage to- them, than with a
smaller machine. We used a two-frame ex-
tractor at one yard last year, and in extract-
ing less honey we broke many more combs
than with the larger machine (epctractor of

six-frame capacity)

.

The large machine was run about 240 rev-
olutions of the baskets per minute, with a
one-horse gasoline-engine. The outfit is very
satisfactory. The can of our machine is two
inches larger than standard, allowing plenty
of room to see when the honey stops flying
to the side of the can, and also to provide
room for the reel's free motion without strik-

ing the honey bunched up on the sides of
the can, as 1 have often seen it do with the
regular can, greatly retarding the reel and
increasing the work of turning in proportion.
The brakes on those large machines are

entirely too weak to stand the strain. They
should be made stronger. Ours gave out be-
fore we had extracted 15,000 lbs. of honey.

SPLINTS FOR EXTRACTING-COMBS.

The use of splints with foundation is a big
advantage, right at this time, in stiffening
the combs at their weakest point, which is

two inches below the top-bar. We used
some in several different ways last year, and
will use them on all full sheets this year with

two wires and four splints about five inches
long for Langstroth irames. Of course, the
main advantage in their use is in the preven-
tion of sag in the foundation, and the secur-
ing of worker-cells in the upper part of the
frame instead of sagged cells that are not fit

for worker brood-cells. It will pay to use
splints for the one advantage of stiffening
the comb for extracting, because they save
the combs from breakage.

In our experience last year there was no
trouble caused by bees gnawing at the lower
end of the sphnts; but I see no use for the
full-length splint, and the short ones are
easier and more quickly applied.
Light brood foundation with splints gives

a much stronger comb for extracting the first

time than wired medium brood foundation.

REMOVING FULL COMBS FROM THE HIVES.

The best plan for taking extracting-combs
of honey from the hives that we have tried
is this: Instead of each operator taking a hive
by himself and smoking, removing, shaking,
and brushing, two men working together
pull out the combs and give them one good
shake and pass them on to the third man be-
side the wheelbarrow, who brushes off the
remaining bees and loads them in extra
bodies on the barrow. This seems to save
lots of time, and makes it easier for all.

There is no time wasted in reaching for the
dangling brush at every comb.
While the brusher wheels in the load, the

next hive is made ready for business, and
the brood-nest of the colony last visited put
in shape. When enough is in for a good inin,

all hands work together inside.

SECOND-HAND HONEY-CANS.

About second-hand honey-cans, we have
bought a great many more than we have us-
ed or will buy in the future, unless a differ-

ent brand puts in an appearance. New cans
are cheaper in the end so far as our experi-
ence goes.
There are altogether too many of the old

cans that will be found unfit, generally from
rust on the inside, for it takes very little rust
to spoil a can for honey.
Parma, Idaho.

[We regard this as one of the best articles

we have received this season. Why, it

fairly scintillates with practical suggestions.
We have asked our correspondent to send
us further communications; for with his ex-
tensive experience and plain and forcible

way of writing he no doubt could give us
many a valuable hint.

As an evidence of the practical make-up
of the man we should like to draw attention
to one paragraph regarding his method of
taking the combs out of the hive and con-
veying them to the extractor. He has so
arranged his help as to avoid all false mo-
tions, to the extent that no time is lost. As
he well says, when one man works by him-
self he must bring into play a variety of tools.

To pick up one and then the other entails a
loss of time. Now he is using the bee-smo-
ker, and next a hive-tool, and, later on, feel-
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ing for his bee-brush danghng down by his

side. In this constant changing of tools he
necessarily wastes time. There should be
a division of labor by which one man will

do one class of work and another one anoth-
er, each provided with the necessarv tool

for performing his division of the work.
Mj\ Crowther does not say just how, but

we imagine that one of them handles the
smoker and opens the hive; possibly the oth-

er manipulates the frames with a hive-tool,

then botn are free to shake the combs in the
hive, or in front of the entrance. The man
with the wheelbarrow has nothing to do but
brush the few remaining bees from the al-

ready shaken combs and carry them to the
extracting-house.
We wish to call attention to this method

of taking off the combs, because we believe
that it economizes labor. The late Mr. E. W.
Alexander pursued a plan somewhat similar;

but instead of using a wheelbarrow he em-
ployed a comb-carrier. The uneven, hilly

character of the ground on which his apiary
was located made this almost a matter of ne-
cessity.

There are a number of other practical sug-
gestions all through this article, and we
commend it to the careful reading of every
one of our extracted-honey producers at

least.—Ed.]

HONEY VERSUS CANE SUGAR.

BY MRS. B. R. WINSLOW.

I

I At various times we have had calls for a brief and
yet comprehensive statement on the general subject of
honey as a food; why it is superior to other sugars, and
how it can be used in general cookery. The following
article is not only accurate as to facts, but is so well
stated that we suggest that our readers, especially those
who sell honey, get the same published in their local
papers. It is brief and to the point; and almost any
editor would be glad to publish it if a polite suggestion
is given from a resident bee-keeperto that effect.

—

Ed.]

A child's craving for sweets of some kind
shows a real need of the system in that di-

rection; but, unfortunately, the sweets at

hand and usually given to supply this need
are not wholesome, and serve no oetter pur-
pose than to please the child's taste. In fact,

the work of changing the cane sugar into
grape sugar so that it may be assimilated is

often too great a tax upon the child's stom-
ach, and sickness results. This, however, is

not the case with honey. The bees have
fully prepared it for immediate assimilation,
and it is ready to be taken into the system
without taxing stomach or kidneys. Doctors
frequently order honey for those whose di-

gestive organs are too weak to convert cane
sugar into grape sugar properly. The whole-
someness of honey, however, is not disputed
by those who know any thing about the prod-
uct of the hive. The principal difficulty in

the way of its substitution for the sweets usu-
ally craved by children is the apparent lim-
itation of its use. The child has an inordi-
nate longing for cakes and candy, and that
is not always satisfied by bread and honey;
therefore, to take the place of cane sugar,

honey must be prepared in the same man-
ner as cane sugar. It must be made into
cakes and candies and other dainties dear to
the children. The object of this article is to
supply housekeepers who desire to substi-
tute honey for cane sugar, in the diet of their
children, with a few simple recipes, obtain-
ed from practical experience, for making
this wholesome sweet into a variety of pleas-
ing confections.
A few suggestions on the care of honey

may be of benefit to those who are so situat-

ed that it is cheaper to buy in quantities.
The worst place to store honey, or even to
keep it for a short time, is in the cellar or
any damp cool place. Honey, when extract-
ed from the comb, readily absorbs moisture,
becoming thin, and (in time) sour. The very
best place to store honey is in the attic, up
next to the roof, where it is hot. During
cold weather, honey that is kept any length
of time has a tendencj^ to granulate, turning
to a white, semi-solid granular condition.
This is called "candied honey," and it fre-
quently "candies" so solid that it must be
dug out of the bucket with a knife. It is a
simple matter, however, to restore it to its

former condition. Place it in hot water,
never over 160°, and let it stay until it has
liquefied. It may take an hour or it may take
a whole day.

In the following recipes quantities are
given in pints and pounds because the suc-
cess of honey recipes depends upon the right
proportion of the ingredients. All cups are
not the same size, and do not hold the same
quantity of material, therefore it is best to

use a standard measure.
The simplest honey cake is the honey gin-

ger-snap
One pint of honey; ^4 lb. butter; 2 tea-

spoonfuls ginger.
Boil together for a few minutes, and allow

it to get nearly cool. Add enough flour to

make a stiff dough, and roll out tnin; cut in-

to round cakes and bake quickly.
Another simple cake is the honey cookey.

The recipe is given for a large quantity be-
cause they win keep indefinitely, and they
are nice to have in tne house all the time for
the children to eat between meals. If they
are wanted in smaller quantities the recipe
can be reduced a half or even one quarter.
One pint honey; 1 quart sour milk; 1 tea-

spoonful soda.
Mix well together and add sufficient flour

to make a soft dough. Roll moderately thin
and cut into round cakes. Bake in a slow
oven to prevent burning.

A richer cookey is made by the addition of
butter and eggs. One pint honey; V^ pound
butter; 4 eggs; '/2 pint buttermilk or clabber-
ed cream; 1 quart flour; 1 teaspoonful soda.

Mix the honey and the butter and the eggs
well and add the buttermilk. Sift in the
flour and soda, and mix well. Mix in enough
flour in addition to the quart to make a cookey
dough that will roll out well without sticking;

cut in round cakes and bake in a slow oven.
In the line of confections, some sugar must

be used to make the honey "candy;" but the
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home-made honey caramel has the advantage
of being pure.
One pint honey; 1 lb. sugar; scant gill of

cream.
Boil until it makes a soft ball when drop-

ped into water. Stir in a teaspoonful of va-

nilla, and pour it into a shallow buttered pan
to the depth of about half an inch. When
cool enough to prevent its sticking to the

knife, cut into inch squares. If chocolate

caramels are desired, use a tablespoonful of

melted chocoUte instead of the vanilla, stir-

ring it in just before pouring into the buter-
ed pan.
To make honey popcorn balls, boil a pint

of honey in an iron frying-pan until it is quite

t.iick, and then stir in the popped corn.

When cool, mold into balls.

Asa substitute for tea or coffef for children

there is nothing better than honey tea—a very
simple tea made by adding a tablespoonful
of honey to a cup of hot water. If not sweet
enough to suit ihe taste of the child, add
more honey.
Washington, D. C.

DEE-KEEPING FOR WOMEN.

A New Accession to the Ranks.

BY MISS MABEL VANDERGRIF.

V/ith a pc rfect understanding of the heights

to which 1 have attained, I now take the lib-

erty, some may call it tlie pi esumption, of

int. odufing mystlf to the readers of Glean-
ings us a California bee k eper.
A utely aware of my own limi'ations, I

hasten to confess tliat all I know as yi t con-

ce ning a bee is that one t nd gathers, or may
be expec.e.t to gather, houi y, while the oth-

er e id stings, oi-, at least, may be expected
to do so. It is now two monihs since 1 left

New York ciiyfor the good of my health; and
it is one month ago smce, arriving in Cali-

fornia, I immediately became an apiarist for

my financial well being. .\. rancher, a native
sOii, sold me three hi\es. I was then advis-

ed to purchase queens. Now, in New York
ciiy one may select from three brands of eggs
— strictly fi esh, fi esh, and just eggs. It now
appears that the California bee-market is

stocked with three brands of queens—select-

ed, tested and just queens.
Bifore being somewhat in the position of

the donkey that died of starvation between
two heaps of hay because it could not make
up its mind from which heap to take its first

mouthful, 1 was f.rtunate enough to meet a
sagacious (though lathtr prifane French
bee expert. From the latter authority I ac-

cepted tiiree Italian tested selected queens.
And th s Frenchman, probably on Sis Hop-
kins' p inciple tliat "it pays nothing to do
nothing for nothing for nobody," accepted
my $15.00.

My health has wonderfully improved

—

thanks to the California climate. Green al-

falfa COVETS all the bottom lands of tliis val-

ley, green sage bru.-h covers all of the sur-
r^^unding l.i.is, and I however green as yet

as regards the niceties of apiculture, expect
speedily to notice an improvement in my fi-

nancial condition—thanks to my California
bees.
Hope has been defined as a belief in a fu-

ture event, and the fature event in which I

have a thorough belief is the advent of tons
of honey.
Readers of this publication may expect to

be made aware very soon of the success of

IVIabel Vandergrif, Bee-keeper.
Escondido, Cal.

[We shall be pleased to hear from our cor-

respondent again. We hope thather "hope"
will be a reality.

—

Ed.]

TRAVEL-STAIN.

The Crane Honey-board for its Preven-
tion Means More Uniform Work

in the Supers.

BY J. E. CRANE.

I have just received a letter from Mr. King,
of Texas (who formerly worked for Mr. Har-
bison ) , showing that the style of honey-board
which was so nicely illustrated in the Dec.
15th issue, page 1507, is no new thing, since
Mr. HarbisDU used one almost or quite iden-
tical, some thirty years ago, for an entirely

different purpose. As 1 have put on the
boards rather late, or when the combs were
ready to seal, their value for the purpose
Mr. Harbison used them for was not so pro-
nounced; still I have noticed that, where
these boards were used, the supers were fill-

ed more perfectly, especially if put on soon
enough. These boards may prove of consid-
erable value for this purpose. The testimony
of such a man as Mr. Harbison, as to the bees
storing as much honey with such boards be-

low the supers as without, is of value.
Middlebury, Vt., Jan. 1.

[The following is the letter of Mr. King re-

ferred to.

—

Ed.]

Dear Mr. Crane:—Your article on honey-
boards, page 1507, Dec. 15, brings to mind
some of my experience over thirty years ago.

I was then working for Mr. J. S. Harbison,
of California, who was operating three or
four thousand colonies. (Jn all his hives he
used a honey-board with no openings except
on each side. To get to the sections the bees
had to pass up between the outside comb
and the side of the hive. I thought he was
losing honey by not having easier access to

the sections, but he insisted not. His object
in using such a beard was not to prevent
travel sra'n, but to get the outside sections
better fin shed, and it served that purpose
pc rfectly. As you may know, his two-pound
sections were fastened together with a
wooden strap, making a solid box of eight
sections, and it was (juite necessary to have
the end sections well finished. I wonder if

he was not the real originator of our modern
section box. If he was not the first to use a
box with a single comb, I think he was the
first to give them the name of "section box "
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—a name quite appropriate to his box, but
not to the box as now used. I. A. King.
Derby, Texas, Dec. 28.

SYMPOSIUM ON ALSIKE CLOVER.

Does It Cause Poisoning or Scrofula in
Stock that Eat Largely of it ? Are W hlte-
nosed Horses More Easily Affected ?

BY VV. W. CASE.

!In our issue for June 15, p. 3fi9. one of our Canadian
correspondents, Mr. J. L. Byer. of Mt. Joy. Ontario,
Canada, while asserlintr that he was a champion of al-

sike clover as a honey-plant, yet retrretted to observe
that, in his locality, it was decidedly objected to for
pasture for ordinary stock, the claim being made by
the farmers that it poisoned the animals, causing a
species of scrofula with runningr sores. He furtlier

St Ued that he was forced to admit that he had seen a

number of such cases, a few of which ended fatally,

and that in each case the veterinarian diagnosed the
trouble as "alsike poisoning." "It is conceded," he
went on to say, that " white-nof ed horses are more
susceptible to this poisoning than other animals wiih-
out this facial mark." In relation to this, see what W.
\V. Case has to siy herewith.
In our footnote we took occasion to say, in repl>' to

the article mentioned above, that alsike was grown
very largely in our locality, and that the farmers were
so well pleased with it that they were putting in more
and more of it, substiiuting alsike in place oi the red
clover, as the latter .'^eemed dirticult io grow in many
cises, and in some instance^ the soil seemed to be
"clover sick;" that we wi-re inclined to believe ihat
the farmers in Mr. Byer's locality had notions that
lacked actual proof, and we therefore asked to have the
subject aired, letting the truth hit where it might.
In response to this the following articles have been

received in ihe last few days. Apparently it would
seem that the stock in the vicinity of Mt. Joy, Ontario,
Canada, may be poisoned by something else. How-
ever that may be, the following articles will bear care-
ful reading.—ED.

I have read, with interest, J. L. Byer's ar-

ticle, page 3ul3, June 15, on alsike clover.
We introduced alsike clover into this section
some thirty years ago; and while the clover
has become thoroughly naturalized, almost
as much so as the white clover, we have yet
to learn of ill effects in its use as hay or for-

age. In fact, we know of no farmers what-
ever who do not add it to their ordinary red
clover in seeding, and consider it the most
valuable part of their hay crop Compared
with red clover, which is covered thickly
with fine pubescence, it is much less dusty,
and agrees well with "heavey" horses, and
is considered valuable for dairy cattle. Here,
at least, the bitterness is so slight as to be
scarcely noticeable in fact, it can scarcely
be recognized, even when the attention is

called to it.

Now, I think friend Byer's statement, that
"it is much more injurious to white-nosed
horses than others," will eventually clear up
the mystery of its hurtfulness to horses.
White spots on horses are abnormal, and
such spots are always found deficient in

nerve power. Horses always distinguish
between wholesome and unwholesome food
by nose touch. White-nosed horses are
frequently poisoned by eating poisonous
plants that a normal-nosed horse at once re-

jects as unwholesome. It is never safe to
turn white-nosed horses into fields contain-
ing plants of the Saint ^.ohn's-wort family,
as such horses eat it and die, while other

horses, through "lip touch," reject it as
deadly. Now, I think a competent botanist
would soon be able to ferret out the cause
of poisoning; and when he is through, his
report would relieve alsike from all blame
in the matter. He would either find a poi-
sonous weed ubiquitous with the clover, or
perhaps a parasite that does the mischief.
Whatever the cause, it is quite evident that
the normal horse rejects it, for any poison
that will kill a white-nosed horse will kill a
horse with a nose of any color if he will eat
it, which he very rarely if ever will do;
hence if alsike clover will kill a white-nosed
horse it will also kill any other horse* that
eats it. I will say here that one of the
horses fed the past year on alsike was a
"whiteface," and he showed no bad symp-
toms.

Quite possibly and probably, alsike-fields
will be found infested with St. John's-wort
of some variety, or possibly a member of the
crotallaria (pulse family), a near relative of
the clover. Not being acquainted with the
flora of Ontario, any attempt to name the
poison, at this distance, would be a mere
guess; but we have no doubt whatever that
the alsike will be eventually cleared of all

suspicion.
Why not get the Ontario Bee-keepers' As-

sociation to get the Department of Agricul-
ture of the Canadian government to take up
the whole question and make a thorough in-
vestigation of the subject ?

Frenchtown, N. J.

ALSIKE CLOVERTHE FARMER'S FRIEND
IN LANCASTER CO., PA.

Alsike Displacing Red Clover.

BY ELMER J. WEAVER.

There must be a great difference, either
in soil or climate, between Canada and Lan-
caster Co., Pa., as the experience of farmers
in Mr. Byer s vicinity is just the opposite of
this section. Never have 1 heard of stock
being poisoned, either by the hay or pasture
of alsike.

Each season it is winning new friends as
well as holding all friends of past seasons.
The farmers, one and all, with a very few
exceptions, say it makes a quality of hay
that IS fine-grained, and greatly liked by all

stock.

About eight or ten years ago red clover
formed the principal hay crop of this coun-
ty in mixture with timothy. Now nearly
three-fourths is alsike, as it is almost impos-
sible to get red clover to make a stand. No
one seems to have a solution for the trouble
with red, so more alsike is being sown each
season.
Bee-keeping is greatly benefited by the

change, as we have only a short season of
fruit-bloom, and what few weeds escape the
farmer's cultivators, to depend on besides
clover, there being no forest trees, neither
elm, linden, nor any fall flow to depend on,
as a'l Ian ! is c.iltiva'el An old boc-ke."'pe.'.
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possibly 75 years old, a few days ago said to

me that if the farmers would stop sowing
alsike clover he would stop keeping bees, as

he was never so sure of a crop from red clo-

ver as from alsike, and when he did have a

crop it was not as large as now.
The seed-dealers here are practically all

pushing the sale of alsike seed to the exclu-

sion of red clover. Some farmers are trying

alfalfa, but are having great difficulty in get-

ting it established.

Ronks, Pa.
^ ---*-

WHITE-NOSED COLTS AFFECTED BY
ALSIKE.

BY GRANT McCORMACK.

I have had some experience with alsike

pasture. Four years ago I had 15 acres of

it, which my horses and cattle ran on at will,

and about the time seed started to form I

noticed one of my colts had a sore nose.

I thought nothing of it, and a few days later

I noticed it was getting worse. A little later

another colt had the same thing, and still

anotker of them got it. These colts were
each two years old, and they all had "blazed
faces" with pink on the nose—pink flesh, I

mean. I called in a veterinary, and he pre-

scribed for it, but didn't know what it was,

nor did his prescription do any good. I cut

the hay and put it in, as it was over a foot

high, and the stock still ran on it. Those
colts got better at once, and in three weeks
were well, although one was the worst case

I ever saw. The skin peeled off; it became
raw by its rubbing the nose on fences; even
its eyes were swelled shut. Another one
had its feet affected.

This year I have some more alsike pasture,

and the colt that was worst the first time
had it again. I took her from the pasture,

and now the sores are healed, 12 days from
the time the sore started. It seems that the

only time it is harmful is in the first crop, in

which the seed is. I have put it up for hay,

and never had any trouble at all. My eleven
other horses, which do not have white noses,

are not affected. This has convinced me
that alsike pasture affects only horses with
white noses.

Pontiac, 111., June 20.

[See the article by Mr. Case, p. 42-J.—Ed.]

AN OPINION FROM A VETERINARY
SURGEON ON ALSIKE.

BY J. AIKEN HEAD.

I have been practicing the veterinary pro-

fession since .874—eighteen years in Ontario,

and since that in Maryland, and I have nev-
er seen a case of poisoning from alsike clo-

ver. I have been called to see many cases

supposed to be the result of poisoning from
alsike pasture-fields, but have had dozens
of the same kind of cases on pastures that

never had alsike clover on them. Now, I

have had many patients which, when green
food was cut for them, would eat the alsike

clover first, showing they preferred it to
other kinds of grass. _ I find from my expe-
rience that alsike clover makes the best kmd
of pasture for all kinds of stock, and ranks
next to alfalfa for hay.

Easton, Md.

ALSIKE FOR SHEEP.

We have 50 black-top sheep which were
fed on alsike clover all of last winter. They
had bean-pods for a change, but they were
fed no grain, and the flock has never come
out in such a healthy condition as this spring.
They sheared 13 lbs. per head. I put in a
strong plea for the farmers to raise alsike
clover, and especially those who have any
colonies of bees. My bees were seen in the
barn this spring carrying off the hay for pol-

len. I think this speaks well for alsike.

Mason, Mich. W. L. Cheney.
[We shall be pleased to have this subject

discussed still further. Alsike clover is

spreading with amazing rapidity all over the
United States. We have been studying this

question not a little, and to that end have
made some long trips with an automobile,
starting up in the vicinity of Lansing, Mich-
igan, and going on south through Ohio. We
have inspected fields and made general in-

quiries, and we find that the acreage of al-

sike is being increased enormously, largely
for two reasons: First, the stock take well to
it; second, it is an easy grower as compared
with ordinary peavine or red clover. In
some soils, where either of the latter will

not grow at all, alsike takes hold readily.

If we may judge by observations made
some ten years ago in a similar trip over the
country on a bicycle, we should say that the
acreage of alsike had been increased ten and
twenty fold. In perhaps 50 per cent of the
fields we find alsike and timothy mixed; in

2a per cent red clover and alsike; and in the
rest, alsike pure and simple. Apparently,
the best results are secured when it is mixed
with some other hay.
The further fact that alsike-clover seed

commands such a high price goes to show
that there must be a tremendous demand for
it, and this demand could hardly be so strong
if alsike, either as a pure or mixed hay, were
responsible for the so-called poisoning of the
stock.

In the symposium mentioned above, it will

be noticed that veterinarian Dr. J. Aikenhead
says he has been practicing the profession
since 1874, and that during all this time he
has not seen a case of poisoning from alsike;

that he had been called to see many cases
supposed to be alsike poisoning, but that he
has had dozens of the same kind of cases in

pastures that have never had alsike clover.
We ftel quite firmly convinced that, when

all the facts are known, it will be shown that
this poisoning is due to some other causes;
for if in 75 per cent of the localities where
alsike is grown very largely there is no poi-

soning reported, that stock thrive on it, it

would be a natural inference that the trouble
is due to a local plant or local condition.
—Ed.]
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SELLING 20.000 POUNDS OF HONEY AT
THREE CENTS ABOVE THE MARKET

PRICE.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

The first year that my brotlier and myself
produced honey in Northern Michioan we
sold it to bottlers and consumers at 8/2 cents
a pound. This was about two cents above
the market price. The advance was secured
because the raspberry honey was something
of a novelty, of superior quality, and was
extensively advertised.
The next year a short crop, combined with

a general upward tendency in the price of
most commodities, enabled us to sell our
crop of honey to the same class of customers
at an advance to 10 cents a pound.

FINDING THE RIGHT CUSTOMERS THE FIRST
STEP.

Last year il908) there was a fair if not a
bountiful crop of honey, and many bottlers
who really preferred our honey found it im-
possible to pay 10 cents a pound for it. Hon-
ey nearly or qiaiteas good could be bought at

from six to seven cents per pound. We ad-
vertised our honey at ten cents, but orders
were few and small; and we were not long
in deciding that some change must be made.
Either the price must be lowered or a dif-

ferent class of customers secured. Once a
man has tasted the joys of ten cents a pound,
they are relinquished with reluctance; be-
sides, we felt sure there were men (actual

consumers) to whom the honey would be
cheap at ten cents; but the difficulty was in

finding such men who would buy in large
quantities. Heretofore our advertising had
been confined to the bee-journals; but we
now decided to venture into a new field,

such as might be reached by advertising in

the Saturday Evening Post. When the cost
is nearly $4.00 a line, the story must be ex-
ceedingly short, and the whole effort was
aimed at inducing the reader to send for a
sample of honey. Here is the advertisement
that cost us nearly $25.00 for one insertion
in that paper.

HONEY gathered from the blossoms
of the wild red raspberry, in North-
ern Miehitjan, has a raspberry fla-

vor; shipped in tin cans, securely
boxed, at ten cents a pound. Par-
ticulars and a generous sample by
mail, ten cents.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint. Mich.

IMPORTANCE OF THE RIGHT KIND OF ADVER-
TISING.

Let's analyze it. First, the word "Honey"
is printed in large type to catch the eye.
Next, there is the reference to honey from
the "wild red raspberry of Northern Michi-
gan." Here is something of a novelty, with
a tinge of romance. "Northern Michigan "

alone calls up a picture of vine-wound thick-

ets, mossy carpets, and "the cedar's dim

cathedral;" the "wild red raspberry" gives
an additional touch to the picture; then to
have offered honey gathered from this
s nirce, honey with a "raspberry flavor,

there is conjured up a taste and a longing
that can be satisfied only by actually tasting
the honey. "A generous sample will be sent
for only ten cents; " but before sending for
a sample the prospective customer would
like to know the price and how the honey is

put up for shipment; and this information is

given in the advertisement.
It may seem that undue importance is at-

tached to this little advertisement, but it

must be borne in mind that this is the foun-
dation of the whole scheme. Once a read-
er's interest is sufficiently aroused to lead
him to send ten cents for a sample, the right
kind of after-management will often lead to
a sale.

GETTING PAY FOR SAMPLES.

By the way, the first two years that we
were trying to build up a mail-order trade in

honey we offered to send samples free; but
this is a great country when things are
"free," and we probably gave away hun-
dreds of samples to people who had no in-

tention whatever of buying. Last year we
asked ten cents for a sample, which just

about covers the cost, but offered to allow
the ten cents to apply on the first order.
Each sample sent out was accompanied by a
slip printed hke this:

This slip is good for ten cents

in payment for honey ordered of

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

This, too, may seem like a small point; but
the spirit of fairness and generosity thus be-
tokened arouses in the prospective customer
a feeling of friendship, or good will; makes
him feel like saying, "That's the kind of

man I like to patronize," and it may even be
the turning-point that brings the order.

NEW CUSTOMERS MUST BE EDUCATED.

It must be remembered that the majority
of the readers of the Saturday Evening Posi,

the public in general, know very little about
bees or honey. Outside of the bee-keeping-
ranks, probably not more than one person in

ten knows about extracted honey—how it is

secured and how it differs from strained
honey. To sell to this class to the best ad-
vantage, all this must be explained in such a
way as to be readily understood. In shore,

the getting of an order from a man of this

class, one who has sent for a sample, depends
largely upon the kind of reading-matter that

accompanies the sample. I wonder if Glean-
ings could make room for the subject-matter
of the circular that we sent out— not as a
model of superior excellence, but as a sug-
gestion for something better along this line.

If allowed to do so, we will give the circular

first, and comment upon it afterward.
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^s.^

THE RASPBERRY HONEV OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
- - -. Northern Michitran, the

home of the huckleberry and
tlie speckled trout; where the

^^(, .,^^ wild deer drinks deep from
/^^ ^N- little sparkling- lakes with

/ ^ pebbly beaches; where for-

( H ests of mai,'niticeiit beech and
g^ •^fe V maple stretch :iway for miles^^ "

unbroken; where still lintrers

.

' some of nature's wildness—
here is a region fast becom-
iner a veritable paradise for
the bee-keeper. As the lum-
berman cuts away the trrand
old forests, the wild red rasp-
berries sprintr up in myriads,
the blossoms of which fur-
nish bee pasture that is sim-
ply incomparable. The hon-

ey is thick and heavy, white in color, and has a deli-
cious flavor all its own — a flavor that smacks of the
wild raspberry of the woods.
A brother and myself have five apiaries in this re-

trion, he devotintr his entire time to the business, and
we are makinsr a specialty of produciner the finest ta-
ble honey that it is possible to obtain. The honey is

not taken oil" the hives until it is thoroughly ripened
and all sealed over, thus securing a product that is

thick, rich, and delicious — as far superior to ordinary
honey as ripe fruit is more palatable than green.

E.XTRACTED HONEV.
This honey is not sold in the comb, but in the liquid

form — " extract-
ed honey" it is

called, because it

out of
with a

called a
:,_ -. ^ .. ractor,
jz--\^~ "•^•v. "^ 1) _^

herewith shown.
•^ l'''*!S< *!^^3! To those who are
,/\___.i=— ~~^±Jji not bee-keepers

called, beca
.g,'-^'^

—
-^i«jJ3li!iK) is thrown o

^^^^^^li^y'^^»i')^Jl Ihe comb w
^*°"=*=jL-^wt-w5Ssi .^M' machine cal
____^r-A i^ ^^^•>_^-"- \\ honey-extra

I would explain
that large frames
filled with combs
of honey are ta-

ken from thebee-
hives, the cap-
pings of wax all

shaved off with a
long sharp knife,
then the uncap-
ped combs are
hung in wire-
cloth baskets that
are made to re-
volve quite rap-
idly inside of a
large tin - can.
Centrifugal force

iiONiv KVTi'M IMP throwsthe honey
iinNL\-i..\iKA( KiK.

fj,Q^ the sides of
the combs on the outside, next to the walls of the can,
where it runs down to the bottom, and is drawn off
through a faucet. When the combs have been emp-

HOW PACKED FOR SHIPMENT.

tied on one side the baskets are reversed, bringing the
other sides out, when the motion is again applied, thus
leaving the combs entirely empty, to be returned to
the hives, where they are refille'd by the bees. As the

bees have no combs to build, they can store more
honey; hence it can be sold at a lower price. Extract-
ed honey must not be confounded with the old-fash-
ioned "strained" honey, in which the combs (bee-
bread and allt were mashed up, and hung in a muslin
bag before the fire to drain or "strain." Extracted
honey is simply the pure honey thrown out of the
combs, as has been explained, and is free from impu-
rities.

This honey is put up in five-gallon square tin cans
containing 60 lbs., and boxed, either one or two in a
case. The two-can cases are iron-bound at the ends,
and we guarantee all shipments to reach their destina-
tion in perfect condition. We are often asked if we
do not furnish smaller packages. Small packages are
all right for a retail trade near home; but it would cost
too much in proportion to their value to ship them
long distances. Freight on 25 lbs. would be as much
as on 200 lbs. If a customer does not care for as much
as 60 lbs., an excellent plan is to get some acquaint-
ance or friend to join in and take part of it.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.
Reference, Citizens' Commercial and Savings Bank.

The foregoing circular was printed upon
the finest cameo plate paper, of a sepia tint.
There was some little hesitation as to the

advisability of using the portrait; but there
is quite a little satisfaction in seeing what
kind of looking person you are patronizing.
It helps to remove that feeling of dealing
with a stranger, and replaces it with confi-
dence and a feeling ef acquaintanceship.

APPEALING TO THE "FANCY."
A picture was given of one of the beautiful

little lakes of Northern Michigan, of the
magnificent forests of maple that are made
to give place to the raspberries, also of one
of the apiaries in the northern wilds. These
illustrations and the accompanying reading-
matter help to strengthen in the reader's
mind the romantic picture that he has al-

ready formed of Northern Michigan and her
honey resources. This, too, may seem like
a small point; but we are all more or less in-
fluenced in our purchases by what might be
termed "fanciful reasons." Honey from
the wild red raspberries of Northern Michi-
gan is quite different from just ordinary
"honey." But, friends, it would be possible
to take clover honey, or basswood, or any
first-class honey, and by illustration and de-
scription hold it up to the purchaser in a
very attractive light.

Then by word and picture the production
of extracted honey was made clear, and the
manner of packing it for shipment was treat-
ed in a similar manner.
As prices are likely to fluctuate, they were

not given in the descriptive circular, but
printed separately on a small slip, and en-
closed with the circular.

There is one more point that it might have
been well to mention in the circular; but we
wished to avoid confusing customers at first
with too many details, and that is the candy-
ing of honey; but here is what we did: At-
tached to each package is the following
sticker:

In short, every effort was made to please
customers—not only from a desire to please,
but that these customers might return year
after year.
We had about 20,000 pounds of honey, ^nd

at least half of it was sold as the result of
this one advertisement, and the proper han-
dling of the replies that came in response.
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TAKE NOTICE ! This honey will candy, or
become white and hard, as soon as it be-
comes cool, or cool weather begins, and this

candying is, in fact, the best proof of its puri-

ty. To restore it to the liquid form, set it in

hot water (not hotter than you can bear your
hand in). To overheat or boil the honey
spoils the flavor. When melted, remove and
cork or cover again. If sealed up while quite

hot with a cork dipped in melted wax (or

with the inside of the cover waxed), it will

usually not candy again. When putting the
bottles in hot water, place them on strips of

wood to prevent breaking.

The rest of the honey was sold mostly to old

customers, who used it largely on their own
tables; in short, it might be said that we sold

most of our honey at wholesale to actual con-

sumers. In other words, we took such a

course as to find customers who were able

and willing to buy h<iney in large quantities

for their own use; in fact, it was noticeable

that the or-

ders came
largely from
bank cash-
iers, superin-
tendents of
factories, and
other men oc-

cupying po-
sitions that
enabled them
to buy honey
in large quan-
tities if they
so desired.

SMALLER
PACKAGES
NEEDED.

If a scheme
does not turn
out so well as
expected, it

may be worth
while to find
out why. The
knowle dge
thus gained
may be worth
all that it costs
to try the
scheme; so
we took pains
to find out
why men sent
for samples of

honey and
then did not
send in an or-

der. It was
as we expect-
e d. Th ere
were various
reasons giv-

en, but none
worth men-
tioning, ex-
cept that of

the size of th''

package. Si\

ty pounds is too large a package for the
trade to which we were catering; or, rather,
there ought to be smaller packages. It is

all right to have two sixty-pound cans in a
case; also one in a case; but there ought to

be varying sizes of smaller packages with
prices according to the size—tne smaller the
package, the higher, relatively, the price.

MORE PROFIT IN A MAIL-ORDER TRADE THAN
IN SELLING TO JOBBERS.

Quite a number have written, and several
at the Detroit convention said, "Hutchinson
may get ten cents for his honey, but when
he comes t<» figure up his cost of advertising
I doubt if his honey will net him more than
if he had sold to a jobber at seven cents."
All of the cost of advertising, including peri-

odical, circular, postage, etc., was less than
$200. A difference of three cents a pound
on 20,000 pounds amounts to $600. In other

IIARD-MAPLE FORESTS OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
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NO. 1.—A GLIMPSE OF OUR FORMER ISLAND HOME IN SOUTHWEST FLORIDA.

Besides the explanation given by my good friend Brewer, I want to say that Mr. Shumard's cottage is a little

to the right, back under the trees. The picture gives you an excellent glimpse of the palmettos in the fore-

ground, then a big live oak that almost covers the house, and on the left one of the beautiful cedars that render
the island especially attractive. The cedars are the same that our common leadpencils are made from, and they
are a beautiful tree. Just back of the house is a large hollow rubber-tree that does not show at all in the pic-

ture. This rubber-tree is so large that it sometimes contains two or three hens' nests, and quite a brood of

chickens have come out of it. Still further back, at the left of the picture, is the little cottage that I built. It is

so much covered with tropical foliage that one can hardly get a glimpse of it; but back through the trees there
is a little white spot that shows the blue waters of the great Gulf of Mexico. No wonder they are a happy fami-
ly, for, like Robinson Crusoe, friend Shumard can almost say,—A. I. R.

I am monarch of all I survey; my right there is none to dispute;
From center clear round to the sea I am lord of the fowl and the brute.

words, the honey netted us nine cents a
pound. There is one more point in this con-
nection that is worthy of consideration; and
that is, that our selling our honey at ten cents
helped, at least in a small degree, to hold up
the price. When some man objected to the
price that was asked, it was not without its

effect to say, "Why, Hutchinson is selling

his honey right along at ten cents!
"

A NEW FIELD READY FOR THE HARVEST.

We are satisfied that we have broken into
a field that, with careful cultivation, will

yield bountiful profits—a mail-order trade in

honey direct to consumers. If our little ad-
vertisement of half a dozen lines, inserted
once in a single publication, led to the sale
of more than 10,000 pounds of honey at ten
cents, when put un in sixty-pound packages,
what couldn t be aone with extensive adver-
tising and honey put up in packages suitable
for tnis trade? The field is white for the
harvest.

Flint, Mich., March 22, 1909.

THE BEST WAY TO ADVERTISE HONEY.

BY F. J. ROOT.

Editor Gleanings:—Is there any profit in

raising honey? I assume there is or it would
not be followed. And if there is profit on
one pound, is there not more profit on two
pounds, providing that two pounds can be
sold where one has been heretofore? Is it

not worth while for the army of bee-keepers
to use some better method than they have
done to increase the consumption? Even if

the increase be only 25 per cent it will be
quite an object. I sincerely believe that, by
the use of a well-directed plan of campaign,
the per-capita consumption could be increas-

ed 50 per cent in a few years. Why! honey is

practically unknown in the home of city

dwellers. They do not fail to have a jar of

jam, but they do not know the merits or hon-
ey-
There have been a number of plans made
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NO. 2.—FRIEND SHUMARD AND HIS DAUGHTER FLORENCE IN THEIR APIARY ON THE MAIN
LAND NEAR OSPKEY.

By the way, how can one find a happier combination in caring for bees, poultry, or any thing else, than fa-
ther and daughter? When I was on the island Mr. Shumard and I both tried the grafting business, but made
bungling work of it; but after he explained to Florence what was wanted (she was only 17 1 she fixed a lot of
queen-cells so that the bees accepted the larva> and filled out every one of them. She has lately been teaching
school, and quite successfully, I am told; but when she found that her father had never been able to get (lueens
enough (to supply The A. I. Root Co. i in April, May, and June she promised this year to turn in and help.

—

A. I. R.

whereby the public might become better ac-
quainted with this dehcious product; but I

know of no plan that has got further than
the suggestion. In this connection I should
like to name one method that has not been
taken up by the fraternity; and an experience
of 25 years in an advertising office confirms
my faith in it—the use of all trade papers.
My plan would be to have a fund raised that
would suffice to keep a quarter-page adver-
tisement in the grocery and food-trade papers
the year round. In this space I would "strike
from the shoulder" in telling the retail gro-
cer why he should make special effort to sell

more honey. An intelligent retailer can ex-
ert a good deal of influence with a large
number of heads of families, and he will ex-
ert this influence if it is to his. financial in-
terest to do so. This advertising matter
should be written by somebody who knows
how to talk to retailers. It is a different
proposition from reaching consumers. There
are, say, 125,000 retailers in the country who
are worth going after, and a good part of
them—in fact, practically all of them—can
be reached by trade papers.
A fund of $6000, may be less, will pay for a

good space for a year. In itself this is quite
an amount; but would it be burdensome to
bee-keepers per capita? I believe they would
ere long see an increase in the consumption

of honey that would fully justify the outlay,

and they will not willingly give up the plan.

I wish the readers of Gleanings and other
bee-papers would give this proposition their

consideration and send in their opinions. I

may be wrong, but other staples owe their

success very largely to the grocery and kin-

dred papers, and there is even a better
chance for honey. Millers are advocating an
advertising campaign for flour. They are
seeing their trade diminishing through the
use of '

' patent
'

' Battle Creek breakfast foods,

and feel that before long they will have to

defend a product that has stood the test of

generations. And to what is the popularity
of "patent" foods due? almost altogether to

printers' ink.

Summing up, for six thousand dollars a
year, 125,000 reliable retailers can be reached
every week! Figure it out. You have a big
lot of desirable publicity for very little money
per bee-keeper, and his contribution is not
asked "all in a gob." He spreads it over 12

months. Is it worth thinking about?
New York, N. Y.

[These suggestions are worthy of the care-

ful consideration of honey-producers. Mr.
Root has for many years been engaged in

the advertising field in connection with vari-

our trade papers in New York, especially the
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American Grocer, and his expericMice would
naturally lead him to pretty correct conclu-
sions.

It will be noticed that he has in mind a plan
not unlike the one proposed by the Honey-
producers' Lea<^ue several years ago. It is

also similar in idea to that of the Pineapple-
growers' Association of Hawaii, and the vari-

ous fruit associations of California.

—

Ed.]

SOME GLIMPSES FROM A. I. ROOTS
FORMER "ISLAND HOME " IN SOUTH-

WEST FLORIDA.

BV M. L. BREWER.

When old Boreas begins to get in his work
in earnest, then it is that our thoughts turn
to a vacation trip—one that will get us below
the frost-line, where nature has been lavish
in her handiwork, and old father Time has
lent a hand to add to the beauties. If you
have never enjoyed a trip of this kind you
should begin planning now for the coming
winter, and, to our mind, there is no better
place than the southwest coast of Florida, be-
low the Manatee River along "sunny Sara-
sota Bay," with her almost endless number
of keys, where nature has seemingly literal-

ly tried to cram them with all that will thrive
in a semi-tropical climate. In such sur-
roundings we find many winter homes of
northern people, as well as those who make
their permanent home there.
Among the many

hospitable homes that
we might mention, the
one that we will give
space to to-day is " Is-

land Home," where
genuine old hospitali-

ty, friendship, and
Christian fellowship
are what greet the
wayfarer who is fortu-
nate enough to make
it his stopping-place.
One mile across the
bay from the main land
it is to be found, and
is the home of the
Shumard family, where
they are seemingly on
a little continent of
their own, as they are
the only ones on that
key for miles. Mr.
Shumard is one of the
progressive bee-keep-
ers, and has worked at

it with such success
and enthusiasm that
the whole family have
caught the fever, and
this spring his sons,
Jesse and Orville, as
well as the son-in-law,
M r . McAuley, have
each located an out-
apiary, so that they

have the mainland shore territory now oc-
cupied for several miles along the bay front
with their stocks. Mr. Shumard not only
keeps bees, but he also tries with all his
powers to keep the lamp of Christianity
burning in his immediate community, and
now is at the head of a very prosperous Sun-
day-school where, he lately tells me, the
people are showing their interest by con-
tributing well for supplies and an organ,
that they may have all the best that can be
had out of it; and may the Lord's blessing be
with them in the work.
March 12, as we were sitting on the upper

veranda at our rooms in Sarasota, on looking
out the familiar form of Jesse Shumard was
seen coming our way, and delivered the
message that the folks sent to us, to "come
home " with him. Even if it was a short no-
tice for us, we were soon in his gasoline-
launch speeding down the beautiful bay, and
enjoying every inch of the ride in the balmy
evening air. The gloomy shades of night
found us on the way, but we made port safe-
ly with our pilot at the wheel, and were soon
enjoying all the hospitality that could be lav-
ished upon us; and, by the way, that was a
meeting of some former friends we had not
met before in thirty-seven years, so there was
plenty to rehearse.

After a good night's rest, all were astir
early, for work with the bees at that season
of the year, and in that clime, is pressing.
The work planned was grafting queen-cells;

NO. HONEV-HOUSE BUILT OVER Tlii: W ATEK.
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No. 4.—THE FISH THAT BRO. SHLMARD CAUGHT IN 1 '2 HOURS.
This represents a string of fish that Mr. Shumard caught while sitting on the wharf,

or, you might almost say. in the dooryard of the island home.

and while we are unable to oive you real

glimpses of the actual work of grafting we
are fortunate in that we can give some of the
glimpsDS of other parts of the work. The
out-apiary is more than a mile inland across
the bay, so picture No. 1 will give you a good
shore view, as preparation was being made
for the day's start—not all for the apiary, but
to their different ways for the tune. Mr.
Shumard will be noticed with the wheelbar-
row loaded with empty hives for the lighter,

to be taken across to the outyard for use in

swarming-time. Mr. McAuly is in the lighter
with baby Ruth, and, by the way, she is the
only baby on the key, and the only one born
on the key, so far as known. Clara and
Flossie are in their row-boat ready for school,

as they have to run across to the main land
for such privileges, and are both experts
with oars as well as at swimming. The oth-

ers are Mrs. Shumard, Mrs. Smith, Mrs.

Brewer, and
Mrs.McAuley,
who are just
going over to

the store in

the larger
row-boat.
And, by the
way, it is not
best to just
tell all the
very pleasant
things of life

and leave the
rest all out, so
we shall have
to record the
mishaps as
well.

As the la-

dies returned
from the
store, and
were making
a landing at

the wharf,
Mrs. Smith,
not being
used to boats
and wharfs,
and their hab-
it of some-
times parting,

allowed that

to happen
while she at-

tempted to fill

the space be-
t w e e n , in
something
like four feet

of water, but
with no worse
results than a
bad scare and
a thorough
soaking, and
was all right

after a rest of

a few hours
in bed. We have no record of this event,
but will pass on to where the writer, Mr.
Shumard, and Miss Florence spent the fore-

noon with the bees. First some royal jelly

was taken from the home yard, which can
be seen in the shore view.
The outyard is located in an ideal spot a

mile or more from any habitation, on the
banks of the creek, and' just where it makes
a short bend, forming a little cape, as it were,
with steep banks—in fact, where the landing
is made with the boat the bank is almost per-

pendicular, and there is a pulley-hoist to lift

the hives to the shore, and lower the honey
to the boat to be taken home. At the oppo-
site side there is a hammock, or marshy
strip, so it is well protected from roaming
stock. I was sorry that this part of the creek
could not show in the picture, but it seemed
impossible. Picture No. 2 is Mr. Shumard
and daughter Florence, who does his graft-
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ing for him, as her hands and nerves are
better adapted to such work than others that
are unsteady by years of toil. I wish read-
ers of Gleanings could all see this little api-

ary, located in the pine woods, where tne
saw palmetto is the source of supply, and
where Mr. S. harvested over 6000 lbs. last

year. Just back of them will be observed
the little palmetto shack where the work is

all done, away from the prowling bees, and
where Miss Florence transferred 165 larvae

to queen-cell cups— a process of which Ru-
ber was the inventor, as I understand it.

We had a good forenoon's work; and while
Miss Florence was grafting, Mr. S. and the
writer were removmg surplus honey and
shaking some bees to take home to form nu-
clei as well as getting proper larvae for her
work.
By the way, I think that Mr. S. is the best

located for pure mating of queens of any one
that I have ever met with, as his own bees
are all that are on the key, and he can select

his drones to suit himself; and before queen-
cells are hatched they are all at the home or
queen yard, so there is a very small chance
for mismating.
At the home, Mr. S. has built a two-story

honey-house at the end of the wharf, so that
he can run alongside the house and draw the
honey, by pulley, to the upper story for stor-

age, as well as to have it handy to lower
the boat to go to market, and he and the
sons hope to fill it soon to the capacity with
their own stocks. The lower room is for

general storage. Can any one else report a
honey-storage over the water?

Picture No. 3 gives a view of the wharf
and honey-house. It was ours to sample a
gallon of that palmetto honey from this apia-

ry while we were in the South, by the court-

esy of Bro. S., and it was excellent.
While I am aware that GLEANINGS devotes

most of its space to bees, yet it has other
home interests; and while at " Island Home,"
although bees are the principal thought, at

spare times the sons fish for the markets.
In the afternoon, after we had returned
from the outyard we sat on the wharf at the
honey-house about an hour and a half; and
picture No. 4 will show what the writer did
with rod and reel; so you see that fish also

are handy and plentiful.

Sunday dawned bright and clear, and after

noon we all took to the launch and went to

the Sunday-school. Monday Jesse piloted

us to our (}uarters after one of the pleasant
side trips of the season.

Philo, Illinois.

Well, friends, I do not know what you
think about it, but I am a good deal interest-

ed in that Sunday-school where they have
just clubbed together and bought an organ;
and as the same mail that brought the photos
and letters also brought a letter from our
good friend Shumard, I will give his letter

right here.—A. I. R.

Friend RooL—Our bees have not done as well as last

year, although we have, to date, taken 3000 lbs., and
tiiink there is another thousand in siifht. We shall all

be tflad to welcome you and Mrs. Root bai k to our

island home next winter, and hope nothing will pre-
vent your coming. I am sorry I liave had such poor
success in raising queens; but bees on the island did
very poorly this spring—too much cold west wind
sweeping over the gulf. I think they crossed the bay
ahead of the wind and could not get back. I have
thought of trying turkeys on the key, but could not
get to it this spring.
Our little Sunday-school at our schoolhouse, organ-

ized two months ago, has an attendance of 40 to 60.

The young people are taking good interest—bought a
$50.00 chapel organ, and have $8.00 in the treasury for
supplies. I. T. Shumard.
Osprey, Fla.. May 31.

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Selecting a Hive, with a Digression on
Comb and Extracted Honey Production;
No Economy in Home-made Hives.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD.

Let it be distinctly understood at the very
beginning that I am not advising anybody to

make his own hives. I made 25 last summer
because I had to, and I think I made a fairly

good job; but after the experience I am not
enthusiastically in favor of repeating. I kept
close track of the cost of every detail, and I

feel I can not start this article better than by
setting forth at length what I paid for the
material. Mv own labor is not charged in

the bill at all. As it will be interesting to

compare the cost with first-class goods of
factory make I append an estimate compiled
from a catalog oi one of the leading houses;
and since I made up quite a number it is only
fair to quote the catalog quantity prices.

Cost of material used in
making a two-story di-

visible hive.
Bottom-board 20

2 bodies 26
16 frames 32

2 followers 05

1 super cover 15

1 cover 18

Total $1.16 Total

Catalog price for two-sto-
ry divisible hive in the
flat.

Bottom-board 20
2 bodies 42
16 frames 32
2 followers 14
1 super cover 14
1 cover 30

.$1.52

The lumber was procured at the miU, and
assurance was given that it was well dried;

but, although it was bought at a season when
every thing was as dry as a bone, I found
that it shrunk decidedly in use so that there
was a decided gap between the two parts of

the hive in many cases; in fact, I suspect
some of the bodies may have to be discarded,
while others will provide a job at planing.

So the wastage, when taken into considera-
tion, will add to the cost of the bodies fit to

use.
Later on in the season I had a dozen divi-

sions cut out by a cabinet-maker from kiln-

dried spruce as an experiment, so that I

might learn how this kind of lumber would
stand our rainv winter season. These cost

me 35 cts. each; and if I substitute them in

my first estimate the total cost of the hive
will be ^1.60. Now as a matter of fact a sin-

gle division from the factory costs me in

Victoria just 35 cts., this including, of course,

freight and customs duty. There is simply
no comparison p'^ssible between the quality

of the goods.
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The frames were of the simplest possible

design, being made of lumber /& x y& through-
out; yet even when the lumber was bought
in 16-foot strips, 1000 lineal feet at a time,

they cost the same as finely made factory

goods. Freight and duty added, factory

frames cost in Victoria a trifle under 3 cts.

Were I to add the value of my own labor

in making the hive parts (and for a fair com-
parison this should be done) I would have
no hesitation in saying tliat it emphatically
does not pay, either from a monetary or bee-
keeping standpoint, to make one's hives ex-

cepting in a case of necessity, such as was
mine in June, 190S. I will go further, and
say that cutting out lumber for a hive is not
a job that the average planing-mill is fitted

to tackle. My experience emphatically sug-
gests it is rather within the domain of a cabi-

netmaker. So far as I can see, the average
employee in a planing-mill is not a skilled

workman. He is only an ordinary laborer,

and does not feel the necessity of accuracy,
which is part of the training of such a crafts-

man as a cabinetmaker
After this brief statement of cold facts I

will proceed to tell how I set about making a

lot of hives so that anybody wishing to ex-

periment along that line may do so with the
least possible trouble.

Let it be understood 1 am located on the
very outposts of civilization, that not one
hive in my purchase was of standard Lang-
stroth size, and that, therefore, I had to work
out dimensions of every kind for myself. In

addition I had various factors in my own case
I wanted to consider, and felt it would be
wise to modify the hive construction accord-
ingly. I will state some of these factors, as

they may be of interest to others.

COMB OR EXTRACTED HONEY — WHICH? THE
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE QUESTION.

In the first place, the ratio between the
price of extracted and comb honey in this

city convinced me the former was more prof-

itable to produce. I am not going to enlarge
at length on this perennial problem of the
bee-keeper as to which form of honey pro-
duction will pay him better, because, from
my point of \ iew, the question was practical-

ly settled in a general way long ago. The
one pays just as well as the other. ! or years
I have bei*n interested in political economy,
and have karned that the value of an article

is determined by the amount of average labor
necessary for its production. Generally
sp.eaking, the value and selling price iigree.

Occasionally the operation of tlie law of sup-
ply and demand will cause a divergence in

one direction in one place, but there will be
a compensating divergence somewhere else

to e juahze the first. So, broadly speaking,
so far as the question of remuneration is con-
cerned the average bee-kt. eper need not lose

sleep worrying as to whicii form of honey
production will be the more profitable for

him. In a series of years the one will be as
good as the other. If he be far from markets
he must consider the risks of transportation,
which, of course, is more hazardous in the

case of comb honey. But outside of such
considerations the average bee-keeper may
rest assured that, no matter what the form
of production, all he will get for his labor,

one year with another, will be just what is

sufficient to maintain him at the standard of
living enjoyed by the class of the community
to which he belongs—that of a fairly skilled
workman.

In discussions on this subject in the bee-
journals, great stress is always laid on the
necessary amount of bee labor; but political

economy does not recognize such. It con-
cerns itself with human labor only. Bee-
keepers interested in this problem might
with advantage study the quotation of mar-
ket prices in the journals, and figure out for
themselves the ratio between comb and ex-
tracted honey. It will be found to be con-
stant within certains limits. On account of

market conditions here (largely geographi-
cal, to a smaller extent local), the proportion
of prices appears to me to be in favor of the
production of extracted honey, and tiierefore

I am preparing for that form.
Ere I leave the subject of remun' ration,

let me point out that the principles stated
show why there is no fortune to be made in

beekeeping. It is practically a one-man
business, so that it is almost impossible to

exploit human labor by the wages system.
A bee-keeper is not a capitalist. He is a man
who has paid out a certain sum of money to

buy himself a steady job. As a matter of

fact, he is exploited, as the difference be-
tween the wholesale and retail price of his

commodity readily shows.
Next, I have a decided aversion to lifting

heavy weights, for physical reasons. I had
the choice of two systems of working—either
use a large hive, a la Dadant, and never lift,

or adopt the divisible hive with the lighter

weight to handle—not to exceed 40 lbs. at

the most. I chose the divisible hive, because,
if experience ultimately decided against it,

the divisions would always be available as
supers.

Simplicity appeals very strongly to me, and
the thought of a perfectly interchangeable
system of hive-bodies was too alluring to be
resisted—no need to worry about having on
hand a proper proportion of bodies and su-

pers; any division can be used for either ac-

cording to the needs of the moment. My an-
tipathy to heavy weights would compel a
shallow super in any case, and so would the
conditions set forth in the next paragraph.
The climatic conditions of the Pacific coast,

at least that part with which I am familiar,

extending from the Northern California line

to British Columbia, are peculiar in this, that

there is always a decided drop in the tem-
perature after sundown. For instance, in

Medford in the summer a drop of 30 degrees
occurs between 8 P.M. and 11 P.M., while in

Victoria it is about 25 degrees. During the
honey-flowthe night temperature in Soutnern
Oregon will be ordinarily from 60 to 70 de-
grees, while in Victoria it is from 50 to 54 de-
grees. Bee-keepers do not need to be told

that right here is a very interesting problem
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in hive construction and liandlin^, nor will

they wonder when I assure them Vhat I have
given long hours of thought to it, and that I

ao not feel that I have in any wise an ived
at a solution. Of one thing I am convinced
—it will be wisdom, witli such conditions, to

use a shallow super in preference to a deep
one, as it will be so much easier for the bees
to make and keep it warm.
The hive of my choice, then, is the divisible

hive built up by divisions called "dovetailed
supers for extracted honey." It is 5 % inches
deep, with Hoffman extracting-frames of S'-s

inches depth. I have adopted the eight-

frame size.

As I have already said, the problem of

night temperature is always with me, so the
cover-board I adopted was dictated principal-

ly by this consideration, the idea being to re-

tain the heat. At present I am using an oil-

cloth quilt, and above that a super cover on
which is nailed a strip of 's-inch wood all

round the edge. The cover proper rests on
this strip, the idea being to have an air-space

between the two covers and so prevent radi-

ation. Last of all, the cap form of cover was
chosen, the side pieces being 1 -=4 inches deep,
so that there would be kept out the strong
winds that are common here, especially in

the winter and spring months, and also wa-
ter from the rains during the same seasons.
Frankly, I am not at all satisfied that I have
done the best possible with the cover prob-
lem in this climate, and am almost of the
opinion that it would pay to have a cap that

will protect the junction of the two divisions.

I shall probably experiment in 1909 along
that line, using side pieces about 8 inches
deep.

In the matter of bottom-boards I followed
Dr. Miller, and so use a P4 -inch rim on three
sides. The entrance is closed by an entrance-
block on which two sizes of apertures are
cut. F^or feeding I use a tin tray that fits

snugly in the board, as recommended by Mr.
Hand in his interesting series of articles.

Feeding by this system is very expeditious,
and I certainly prefer it to giving the syrup
from above.

To he continued.

EXTRACTED-HONEY PRODUCTION.

How to Take Care of the Honey as it Runs
from the Extractor; How to Prevent it

from Running over on the Floor.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

Carl H. Hanson, p. 14:i9, Dec. 1, 1908, tells

of his method of handling honey from the ex-

tractor. This article reminded me of our
honey-house in Charlevoix Co. A frame
dweilinghouse 18X26 feet was bought. The
partitions were removed and the ceiling

raised until the room was about 9 feet high.

The windows were removed on both sides,

and (i-ft. shop windows substituted and cov-

ered with v\ ire screen on the outside. Board
shutters for each window were made to fit

on the inside to keep out the storm. The

whole interior of the building was covered
with tarred paper to prevent robber bees
fnnn getting in.

At one end of the building toward the bee-
yard, a 3-ft. door was placed a little to one
side of the middle of the end-wall. At one
side of the door at the front of the building
a space of flooring 4x7 ft. was removed, and
the soil dug out to the desired depth. We
used this pit for handling the honey in a man-
ner similar to that described by Mr. Hanson,
only our honey ran from the extractor into a
strainer-tank with a gate near the bottom.
From this gate it ran into 60-pound cans,
which cans, one by one, were set on a Cove-
you automatic scale that weighed the honey,
shut off the gate when the can was full, and
rang an electric bell until some one removed
the full can and put an empty one in its

place.
I bought a yard of bees 25 years ago, which

was fitted up for extracted-honey production.
Before this I had always run for comb hon-
ey; and when I bought this yard I worked
the colonies in the same way that they had
been worked before for extracted honey by
another party. During extracting, the hon-
ey was run from the extractor into tin sap-
buckets and allowed to stand over night. In
the morning it was skimmed with a large
spoon, and then emptied into a 600-pound
tank which had a gate near the bottom.
There were two of these tanks. The follow-
ing morning the honey in the tank was skim-
med and drawn out into 60-pound cans. The
buckets were used one season, but at the
end of this time we concluded that the honey
had been handled more than necessary. For
a good many years after that we emptied the
honey from the pails directly into the large
tank and allowed it to stand overnight, then
skimmed it and ran it into cans. This saved
one handling, and we found the honey was
equal in every respect to that which had
been handled twice by means of the sap-
buckets.
Since that time our honey has been han-

dled as previously explained, but put into

the cans as fast as extracted. This does
away with a good deal of the labor. I agree
with Mr. Hanson that pails for handling the
honey from the extractor are not very satis-

factory; but I presume that four-fifths of the
extracted honey is still handled in that way.
The editor says that the trouble with run-

ning the honey direct into a pail from the ex-
tractor is that one is likely to forget and let

it run over and waste. There is not a bit of

danger here, Mr. Editor, as I have told in

Gleanings before. Allow the extractor to

fill with honey until the revolving baskets
begin to swim in the lonty. Then set the
pail under the gate, lift the handle of the
gate and hold it up until the [laii is full. With
the large gates now put on extractors, and
with wai m honey, a pail will tiJi in alout
one-foui';h of a minute. Now < iiiply tl.e [ail

into the tank, leaving it turnt d upside down
to drain until the extracti^r neeils emptying
again. We have be< n all through the trou-

b;es which folhw wl.en the c xtractor is run
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with the gate open all the time. It is a poor
and expensive way simply to close the gate
when a full pail is exchanged for an empty
one. The other way is much better.

Remus, Mich.

[Keeping the extractor gate closed a part

of the time, and opening the same when it is

desired to draw off the honey, solves the dif-

ficulty of honey running over and wasting,
providing there is a little extra capacity be-
low the extractor reel.

—

Ed.]

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN BASS-
WOODS.

Different Time of Blooming, etc.

BY W. J. GREEN,
of the Ohio Experiment Station.

Mr. A. I. Root:—I have never seen men-
tion, in any publication, of the fact that the
European and American basswoods bloom
at different times during the season. This,
it seems to me, is an important matter for
bee-keepers to consider. The American
basswood blooms earlier than the European
by at least ten days. About the time the
American basswood begins to go out of
bloom, or a little later, the European com-
mences, thus extending the season. It

seems to me that the European is more pro-
lific in bloom than the American, and I think
that the tree begins to bloom at an earlier

age. The European basswood begins to

bloom at from five to eight years of age, and,
being of quite rapid growth, it soon makes
a tree of considerable size. In appearance
the European basswood is rather more sym-
metrical than the American, and is somewhat
pendulous in habit. It is a handsome tree
Tor a lawn, and makes a good tree for a
windbreak. It is more plentiful in the nur-
series than the American, but the two are
usually sold at about the same price. Small
trees can be bought quite reasonably at any
of the large nurseries. The basswood to

which I refer is usually called the small-
leaved European linden. There are several
varieties of linden aside from the European
and American, but I have not had an oppor-
tunity to note the time of blooming of each.

It would be quite possible to select a very
early-blooming American basswood and a
very late European, thus extending the sea-
son still more. If bee-keepers would give a
little attention to this matter they might be
able to lengthen out the season several days;
but it would be necessary, when trees of an
earlier-blooming and later-blooming habit
were found, to propagate by budding or
grafting, which is not a difficult process in

the case of the linden.
If anybody knows of very early or very

late blooming of trees of these species the
Experiment Station would be glad to hear
Irom them. The European linden is in full

bloom now at the Station, and the bees are
working vigorously on the blossoms.
Wooster, Ohio, ouly5.

[Many thanks for the above, friend G.

We have called attention to the fact before,
and we h^ve a few European lindens on our
own grounds. The handsomest basswood-
tree, however, that I ever came across is one
we purchased of the Storrs & Harrison Nur-
sery Co., and is called the "silver-leaf"
basswood. It has a much darker foliage, and
the under side of every leaf is of a bright
silver color. It promises to have a much
larger bloom than our American basswoods,
and, like the European, it is quite a little

later. While our common basswoods are
now in bloom, July 6, the silver-leaf does
not look as if it were nearly ready to bloom.
I think some of our readers can probably
furnish you information in regard to late-

blooming basswoods; but these will proba-
bly be found in dense shaded pieces of

woodland. I have tried growing basswood
from cuttings; and although they start nice-
ly without any trouble, I have never been
able to get a continuous growth from them.
-A. I. R.] ^^
SHAKING ENERGY INTO BEES NOT AC-

CORDING TO NATURE.

BY WESLEY FOSTER.

We know it is necessary to the best man-
agement of bees to know the condition of

each hive; and the more we can find out
without opening the hive, the better for the
bees, and time is saved for us. Nature did
not intend that the brood-nest of the hive
should be molested, and the nearer we can
come to this the better.

No one can tell how many good queens
are superseded because of tne disturbance
to the cluster. Many a hive supersedes a
queen that, to all appearances, is a prolific

one. May not this be caused by the frequent
opening of the hive? This is one of the ob-
jections to the "shaking-energy" scheme,
that many good queens will be superseded
and some killed outright.

The bee-keeper who keeps an eternal vig-

ilance over the inside conditions of every
hive will always have plenty to do, and the
number of colonies he can care for will be
small. He finds the queenless colony soon
after it becomes so, caused, no doubt, by his

last manipulation, and he soon has another
good queen introduced; but he has spent a
lot of time and wasted a lot of the bees' time
that could have been put to good advantage.
This going through the brood-nest every

few days brmgs about conditions that make
it necessary, while the most successful bee-
men care for larger numbers and work more
from general and outside conditions, letting

the bees take their own course and shoulder-
ing the small loss which is made up by the
profits from the greater number of bees
handled.
Thank you, Mr. Steengrafe, for putting

me right on honey importations, p. 284, May
1. The impression given by Thomas' Week-
ly Review is misleading, as nothing is said
about any of the honey being in transit to

Europe.
Boulder, Col.
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HEADS OF Grain
From Different Fields

NO BROOD IN COMBS UNTIL POLLEN WAS SUPPLIED.

Mr. /?oo^—NoticinfT your Quotation from a letter

from H. G. Quirin, in the May 1st number of GLEAN-
INGS, in respect to bees lackintr pollen, I'd like to triye

my experience two years airo at Lake Geneva. Wis.
Some time the last of March or early April (I do not re-

member the date I I went up to examine my little apiary
—some 30 or more colonies. I found them all stronij

in bees, and havintr plenty of honey; but not a cell of

pollen in the apiary, nor a cell of brood, capped or un-
capped, nor an eetr, could I find. I was trreatly puz-
zled, for it was the first experience of the kind I had ever
had, and I wrote immediately to Dr. Miller, askinsr him
what he thoutrht I'd better do. He replied that as the
season was so far advanced the bees would be likely to

obtain natural pollen soon and would come out all

right.
I happened to have several little jars of malted milk

la dry powder as fine as flour'; and as I like to experi-
ment I dusted this over the top-bars of every hive, and
within two weeks the middle frames of every hive were
well filled with brood in all stages of development,
from the eers to capped brood. Now, whether the malt-
ed milk was used as pollen, or whether natural pollen
was obtained in sufficient quantities, I'm not able to

say. I wonder if any one else ever tried this substitute
for pollen.
Query—why this condition of the bees in this apiary?

There was the usual quantity of pollen in the fall when
they went into winter quarters. On thinkintr the mat-
ter over I concluded that, as they were so strong in
bees, they had bred up early in February and along in-

to March, thus using up their stores of pollen before
the season opened in the spring. This would account
for the strength of the colonies. Wm. M. Whitney.
Evanston, 111.. May 5.

I
Malted milk given direct to the colony as here sug-

gested has been before given in these columns. While
it will induce brood-rearing, a cheaper bean meal would
probably do just as well. Possibly ordinary rye meal
would answer. If any one else has tried giving ni-
trogenous food direct to a colony, especially the cheap-
er pollen substitutes, we should be pleased to have him
report.—Ed.]

TWO SWARMS COMING OUT AND UNITING; SHUTTING
UP A REFRACTORY SWARM THAT KEEPS COMING OUT.

I had a queer thing happen the other day in the way
of bees swarming. One swarm came out and cluster-
ed on a fence; another swarm came from No. 1, and
clustered on a fence-post. I don't know where the first

swarm came from 'I mean which hive'; but the last
time I saw them coming out I placed hives convenient
for each swarm, and they both partly went in. The
first swarm then absconded and went into the air; then
immediately the second one did the same. They unit-
ed, and all went back into No. 1. Of course one of
those swarms was foreign to that hive 'both being
prime swarms'. Is that an unusual occurrence? If so,
what was the cause? I immediately gave them anoth-
er body of frames, full size, hoping to hold them; but
in two days, out they came again. I hived them all

right this time, but in three days they came out again
I this time from the new hive', but went back without
clustering, and are working all right, apparently, now.
They may be without a (lueen. I understand all that;
but why they should unite and go into a hive strange
to one of them after they had clustered separately I

don't understand. James E. Fowler.
Newficld.s, N. H.. May 31.

(During the swarming time one shouid be prepared
to expect almost any thing. If two swarms are in the
air at the same time they are quite apt to unite and go
together in one cluster or in one hive, especially if the
queen of one of the swarms is missing. It is not at all

strange, therefore, that the " foreign " swarm united
with one of your own swarms.
From the circumstances here related we should in-

fer that the queen in your own swarm did not, for some
reason, go forth with the bees, possibly because her
wings were clipped. Such a swarm would, quite like-
ly, after clustering, go back to its old hive. "The other
swarm with the queen, or without one. would very
naturally unite with a swarm that was going into any
particular hive, whether it was their own or that of
some other. In the meantime, the two lots of bees get

the swarming mania, and, no matter how much you
hived them, they would be likely to come out again
until they get over their craze. When a swarm acts

like this we would not fuss with it a second time. We
would hive the bees, and immediately carry them down
in a cool dark cellar and keep them there for two or
three days until they "cooled off." In the mean time
they would start drawing out the comb; and if the
queen began laying they would be almost sure to stay
contentedly after you put them outside. Sometimes it

helps a little to give a swarm that persists in coming
out a frame of unsealed brood; but when they get the
swarming mania the only thing we know to do is to

shut them up down cellar until they get over their
frolic. A swarm that keeps coming out is a good deal
like an old sitting hen — the more you bilk her the
more she seems determined to carry out her natural
instincts. Therefore we treat the swarm just as we
would treat the hen; viz., shut it up.

—

Ed. I

A new way of fastening full sheets of foun-
dation IN brood-frames, and at the same

TIME provide winter PASSAGES.

My method of fastening full sheets of foundation in
brood-frames also provides permanent openings
through the top-bars of the frames, allowing free com-
munication to all parts of the hive. No wedge or ex-
tra saw-cut is needed for holding the foundation, and
there is no need of a bee-space over the top-bar when
my plan is followed.

SiP^SSF^...--^
I bore six ^/sineh holes through the top-bars, as

shown in the illustration. These holes should be a

little nearer the lower edge of the top-bar than the
upper edge. There should be a saw-cut in the lower
edge of the top-bar deep enough to extend half way
through the holes, as shown. Then when the founda-
tion is slipped into this saw-kerf it may be quickly
fastened by punching a round piece of wood or metal
into all of the holes, giving it a twisting motion to

fold over the edge of that part of the foundation ex-
tending into the hole. Joseph G. Hutt.
Peoria, 111.

bee-keeping IN MAINE.

I noticed the request for information in regard to

Maine bee-keeping, p. 264, May 1. In reply I will say
that box hives are common in this part of the State. If

the owners are busy they pay no attention to the bees,

although an empty box is often inverted over holes
bored in the top of the brood-box, so that a little sur-

plus honey is secured. The usual way of getting the
honey, however, is by sulphuring the colony.
One farmer, who knows nothing about bees, bought

a colony two years ago. When a swarm was cast he
put his box hive down by the cluster and left it there.

The bees flew away of course. After that a friend

made him a brood-chamber and a super and cover aft-

er modern patterns; and the next time a swarm is-

sued he hived the bees like a veteran, and set the su-

per on the ground, bottom-board on top of it and the
brood-chamber above that. Then he cut a hole through
the tin cover to " let in air."

I have 17 colonies of hybrid bees on closed-end
frames of Langstroth dimensions. The hive-walls are
made of two half-inch boards with half an inch of

packing between. I think a warm hive is necessary in

this climate. The colonies are put in the cellar about
the middle of November, although strong colonies
sometimes go through the winter out of doors.

Holton, Me. H. L. Merritt.
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SHOOK SWARMING EITHER FCR COMB OR EXTRACTED
HONEY.

If I understird your pans for the prevention of

swamiing-, as siven in lesson 8 of your Correspondence
Cofu se, I am to begin examining my out-apiary at reg-
ular intei vals as soon as the swarming season begins;
and when I find a colo ly with eggs or larva in queen-
cells I am to divide or brush the swarm, otheiwise I

am to leive the colony alone until the next visit. How
oftcii would you visit tn outyard? If a colony wilh
two section-supers on is found making preparations to

swarm wou d you divide Ihe colony, as taught in les-

son 8, and c ige the queen in the section-supers for
eight days on the old stand?

If, in place of the sections, I were using a full-depth
b idy, and I intended to run t'le colony for extracted
honey, could I" set the brood-nest back on top of the
body on the old stand now, in 14 days using it as an
e\tracting-super? The remaining larva^ would hatch
ill seven days more, and all cells could be filled with
honey. E. L. Hofmann.
Janesville, Minn., May 31.

I You have a correct understanding of lesson 8. As
to how often you should visit an outyard, much will
depend upon conditions, the season or locality, and
whether or not the yard is run for comb or extracted
honey. If the former we would make a visit as often
as once a week, and oftener if swarming should once
get started at the yard.
Suppose a colony has two section-supers on, and it

was discovered that the bees were building swarming-
cells. we would move the parent hive off its stand and
put an empty one in its place. We would then tMkeout a
frame of brood and the queen and put them in the empty
hive; the remaining space we would fill out with frames
of foundation. We would now shake over half the
bees from the parent hive in front of the new hive on
the old stand. This new hive should be given the two
section-supers, after which the p irent hive should be
moved to another location. Should the parent hive
have much unsealed brood it would be best to examine
it in a few hours to see wheiher there were enough
bees to take care of it; if not, put it in some other hive.

If, however, you are running this colony (that was
starting swarming-cellsi for extracted honey, and
swarming-cells were under way, we would still advise
carrying out the same procedure as outlined above.
But a colony run for extracted, very possibly and prob-
ably would not be building swarming-cells, particular-
ly if you kept ahead of them by giving them plenty of
empty comb. During the swarming season, in the case
of colonies run for extracted honey we would see that
they were supplied with extra supers of comb, placing
the empty frames under those partially filled out. If

you do this, you will have very little trouble from
swarming. Keep on tiering up in this way until the
end of the season, even if the hive grows to be four
and five stories high. The average queen, however,
will not take care of more than one or two stories in
addition to the brood-nest; that is to say, she will not
have a colony strong enough for such expansion of
the surplus apartment.
Referring more particularly to the question in your

last paragraph, we may say that you can carry out the
plan as there suggested.

In either the Doolittle or the Alexander book this
whole question of keeping down swarming and run-
ning for either comb or extracted honey is fully dis-
cussed.

—

Ed.
I

THE time of feeding MODIFIED BY LOCALITY; BEES
THAT TEAR DOWN STARTERS AFTER BEING

SHAKEN FOR FOUL BROOD.
On page 285, May 1, there is some argument against

spring feeding for stimulative purposes. I wish you
would advise me in this regard. Our main honey-flow

racemes between the first of February and the last of
March; and if our bees do not get into condition for
this mustard and fruit-bloom we do not realize much
from them. Of course, we are apt to have some in-

ferior weather during these months, which the bees
might be forced to fly in if they were stimulated, how-
ever. I have one case of ropy brood in my 25 colonies.
This one appeared last year, and was treated according
to McEvoy's plan; but. instead of the bees building
comb, they tore the starter off the frames and apparent-
ly did nothing; however, I decided to try them, so I

gave them new frames with full sheets of foundation,
upon which they went to work, and apparently did all

right until this season, when I noticed, after they fail-

ed to store any surplus, that they still had the dread
disease. I immediately gave them the same treatment,
and find they are doing things just as they did a year

ago—that is, they pull the starter off the frames and
build no comb and store no honey any place.
What would you advise in this line?
The queen arrived as frisky as a lark, and was re-

leased by the bees. I haven't looked for further de-
velopments.

IS HONEY FROM FOUL-BROODY HIVES FIT FOR HUMAN
CONSUMPTION? WHAT TO DO WITH SOUR HONEY.

Is there any reason why honey taken from a foul-
broody hive should not be eaten?
About a month ago a friend having two hives of bees

with which he had grown tired gave them to me. After
getting them home I found that the super ta cherry-
box i contained about a gallon of what I supposed to
be good honey. I took it off and extracted it, put it in
jars, and left it on a table in the pantry for three or
four days, when, to my surprise, it had soured and fer-
mented, forcing its way out of the j:ir under the cap,
and is now unlit for any thing. Can you tell me what
was the matter with it? E. B. STONE.
Campbell, Cal., May 27.

[Your locality is peculiar from the fact that the flow
comes so much earlier than it does in most localities
in the United States, so directions that are intended
mainly for the Noithern Central States would not, of
course, apply to a locality like yours. It might be nec-
essary to feed at any time that would give you a good
force of bees by the time your harvest comes on.
Where you are located you do not have the winter
problem to contend with, and it is this one fact that
modifies all instructions accordingly.
We do not understand why your bees shou'd tear

down the starters that you gave them to draw out when
feeding for foul brood. Possibly you left them too
long without feeding. At the end of 24 hours the bees
should be fed sugar syrup. This ought to have the ef-

fect of setting them to work immediately on the draw-
ing-out of the starters.
Honey from >oul-broody hives would be perfectly

safe and palatable for human beings; but it must not,
however, be put back on other hives that are healthy,
as the infection would be almost sure to be carried
there.
We should conc'ude that the honey you extracted

must have been partially soured before it was taken
from the hive. It could hardly turn acid in three or
four days after extracting. There is not much that you
can do with it except to convert it into honey vinegar.
Boiling it will sweeten it somewhat, but not enough to
take away the acid entirely. It would be unfit to eat,

and unsafe to give back to the bees. If they will take
it, however, it can be used for brood-rearing, but you

• must make sure that they consume it all before cold
weather comes on.

—

Ed.]

BOILER-PLATE MATTER TO BOOST THE SALE OF GLU-
COSE.

The inclosed clipping is from the Detroit Free Press
of June 24. It looks as though the glucose people had
a hand in this, and were trying to get even with us
bee-keepers for fighting their interests. It is too bad
that such stories are allowed to circulate.
Highland, Mich., June 24. R. D. MILLS.

IThe clipping referred to is as follows.—ED.]

GUI II) BKKLKSS HONEY.
A FreDeli humorist. Alptionse .\lal8. once maintained grrave-

ly tliat little butis like bees eould not iio.sslbly make honey,
and that If they had been Intelligent enouyrh to do so they cer-
tainly would have been clever enough to lieep the product to
themselves. He concluded, therefore, that honey Is made by
the grocers who sell it, and the pretty fable of the bees was In-

vented merely to help the fale.
L'nfortunately the French honey man was telling a good

deal of truth In the • skit." fir much tl at Is sold as honey nev-
er saw a bee-hive. Imitation honeys are usually made on a
basis of glucose or uncrystalli7able sugar, called s 'metlmes
in this country " corn syrup," because it results from the
treatment of corn starch with sulphuric acid, declares the
Cincinnati ( Oiiiniercitil-Tribinw.
Pure glucose, with the addition of an e.xtract skillfully pre-

pared to Imitate ttie flavor of the natural product, makes a
very respectable •' honey." The only way to avoid being
served with the Imitation would appear to be to keep bees.
We are assured by makers of imitation hoi.ey. however,

that it is really much preferab'e to the genuine article, which
Is full of Impurities of all kinds, such as pollen-grains, bits of
wax, pieces of dead larv;e. etc.; whereas the imitation honey
is chemically pure. Possibly there may still be some bo per-
verse as to prefer Impure honey from the hive to the pure and
pellucid ( but beeless) article.

I
We agree with our correspondent that it looks very

much as if the glucose people were back of this item.
It has a certain suggestiveness of " boiler plate," and
the object is, apparently, to boost the sale of glucose,
or corn syrup, so called. If that is the purpose it is

high time the neat little scheme were laid bare.—Ed.]
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A HOME-MADE SWARM-CATCHER.
I am a heavy man. ti;? years old. and I never uo up

trees for swarms. About ten years atro I made a swarm-
eatcher which I have used ever since, and which is

very satisfactory. I can extend the pole like a fish-rod
when I wish to reach a swarm hitrh in the air. I have
reached swarms in this way over 30 feet high.

Fig.3.1 rig.4.

The illustration makes the construction sufficiently
plain. I will say. however, the hook is placed in the
loose hole in one end of the pole, so that by extending
this end of the pole up near the swarm, the hook can
be easily placed over the limb containing the swarm.
The pole is then withdrawn, leaving the hook over the
limb with a light rope leading to the ground. By re-
versing the pole I can now bring the swarm-catcher
directly under the cluster, and, by pulling on the rope,
shake the bees out into it. I use muslin supported by
the wire, as shown, to make the basket for the bees.
Stouchsburg, Pa. W. F. POTTEIGER.

[There ought to be some sort of cover to hold the
bees in the basket, or they will almost immediately fly

out again: otherwise the arrangement is very good.—
Ed.

ed up as high as desired. It is important to brace ev-
ery thing solidly endwise, and there should be some
bracing for the crosswise motion also, although this is

not so bad. It is necessary to use strips 1 x3 between
the hives when tiering them up.
When I used the box car the honey was about one

inch deep all over the ear floor when the journey was
over, and I lost twenty of the colonies. Since then I

hive used nothing but a cattle-car.
Imperial, Cal. J. W. GEORGE.
Much will depend on the time of year when a car of

bees is to be shipped. In most cases, perhaps a cattle-
car is to be preferred. The scheme of furnishing the
bees with water is excellent.—Ed.

SWEET clover; CAN IT BE SOWN AMONG CORN WHEN
CULTIVATING THE LAST TIME?

Mr. Root:—Replying to your query, June 15, I would
say I sowed >vveet clover and crimson clover in corn
about July 28 last year. It was not a fair test, as a ter-
rific storm washed much soil and seed away shortly
after sowing. The rest sprouted; but drouth prevented
summer and fall growth. The first heavy frost cut
down sweet clover; but crimson clover was not hurt,
and grew somewhat, and stayed green practically all

winter, but plants were very small. Its several roots
prevented heavitig killing, and it did well this spring.
Large quantity of sweet clover heaved and died, except
where roots were over 8 inches. When the tip remain-
ed in the ground it soon caught up with crimson clo-
ver in spring. It seemed that seed where pressed into
soil sprouted best. GENESIS Farm.
Greencastle, Ind., June 25.

HOW TO FIND BLACK QUEENS.
I wish to amend lor, rather, add toi Mr. Doolittle's

method of finding queens. I have been requeening,
and still have several hundred to find, mostly black.
Mr. Doolittle's plans are all good, but these nervous
blacks will escape the most diligent search. Instead
of telling his readers to look into the hive on the ex-
posed side of the next comb he ought to have said,
" Take your wife along to look into the hive while you
look at the comb in hand." It greatly facilitates mat-
ters. Even then the blacks will sometimes escape. I

often place an entrance-guard on the entrance of an
empty hive, remove the combs ibees and alli, and
place the empty hive on the old stand, and shake all

the bees in front, putting the combs back into their

places in the new hive. Two or three hours later the
queen may be found, vainly trying to enter. A whole
row of hives may be thus treated without making any
attempt to find the queen by search. Then go back
and find the queens easily. Shaking is now recom-
mended, any way.
Velasco, Texas, June 16. R. A. McKee.

BEES IN GRAIN-CARS.

Near my bees there is a switch where feed is unload-
ed from the cars for a feed store. Early in the spring,

before there is natural pollen, when they are unload-
ing some kinds of feed the bees are so thick in the cars
they bother the men much, as they fear them. They
work on the dust on the loading platforms at the store,

and are thick in the store, so they have to open the
windows to let them out. I have not heard of their

stinging any one. E. D. HOWELL.
New Hampton, N. Y., May 5.

WHAT KIND OF CAR TO SELECT FOR MOVING BEES;
CATTLE-CAR BETTER THAN BOX CAR.

I have shipped many carloads of bees, and had trou-
ble but once, and that was when I shipped them in a
box car. I think your advice, Mr. Editor, on this ques-
tion, page 260, May 1, is wrong. For the average ship-
per the cattle-car is the car to use. A box car is too
close. I leave the bottom-boards on, but cover the
tops of the hives with wire cloth, and close the entrances
tight. If the hives contain brood I remove two empty
frames from one side and fasten the remaining frames
so that they can not shake around; then in the corner
of the top of the hive I fasten an oyster-can in the space
where the frames were removed, and put a small piece
of burlap to keep the water from shaking out. The
last thing I do after loading the hives on the car is to
fill these cans with water. Ordinarily this amount will
be sufficient for a two-days' journey.

I always load the hives so that the frames are length-
wise of the car. Five ten-frame Langstroth hives may
be placed in a row across the car, and these rows tier-

WIRE-CLOTH SEPARATORS NOT A SUCCESS.

We went to considerable expense to put wire-cloth

separators in our supers — mesh about ,';, inch, with
standard two-beeway sections, and the bees seemed to

think they were new foundation of some sort. While
in many colonies they were used as such, in others the

comb was built crosswise and every other way; conse-
quently we had to cut out our first flow of honey.
We are green hands in the business, and thought we

were following instructions of others who had tried it.

Chipley, Fla., June 16. C. E. Pleas.

SPLINTS ALL RIGHT IN UPPER STORIES.

Referring to Dr. Miller's Straw, page 330, I have had
satisfactory results where splinted foundation was
used in upper stories, but met with failure when
placed in the brood-nest to be drawn out.

Athens, O. J. C. ATKINSON.

iPerhaps Dr. Miller can explain why it did not work
as well in the brood-nest.—ED. ]
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root.

In blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I

Avill multiply thy seed as the stars of the heaven, and
as the sand which is upon the seashore.—Gen. 22:17.

And the Lord brought Abram forth and said, Look
now toward heaven, and tell the stars, if thou be able
to number them; and he said unto him. So shall thy
seed be. And he believed in the Lord; and he counted
it unto him for righteousness.—Gen. 15:5, 6.

Backward, turn backward, O Time, in thy flight;
Make me a child again just for to-night.*

Yesterday was the 5th of July, although
we called it the "glorious Fourth," as the
4th fell on Sunday. Assembled on the green
lawn in front of Mr. Calvert's home was all
Rootville, and some other people who cared
to come and help us with our balloon ascen-
sions and fireworks. Rootville is not exclu-
sive. We are always glad to welcome our
friends and neighbors, high or low, rich or
poor, white or black. With the exception of
Mr. Calvert and his son Howard, our five
children and nine grandchildren were there
in that little group. Yes, I must a/so except
the latest arrival at Rootville. I have sever-
al times quoted old father Langstroth where
he says there can be no real healthy, normal
colony of bees without daily accessions of
hatching brood; and it has been for years
past a sort of joke among our five children,
sons-in-law and daughters-in-law, that father
would be grumbling if there were not one
or more babies somewhere in the camp; and
it has been my pleasant task in the years
that have come and gone to have daily inter-
course with these grandchildren as they
quietly step into our homes one by one. I

love little chickens, and some of my keenest
enjoyments are in getting acquainted with
them and letting them know that I love them
and receive them as a great and precious
gift from the loving Father above. It is not
only the chickens, dear friends. God knows
I love humanity in embryo a thousand times
more than I do chickens. As I grow older
my mind seems turning toward babies and
the juveniles—not only those that belong to
R )otville, but the babies and children every-
where, even away off in "heathen China,"
as we used to call it. Perhaps you have
noticed, and may be many of you have felt
sorry, that I am gradually losing my interest
and enthusiasm tor high-pressure gardening.
I confess I have been feeling a little sad
about it; but it seems as if God has been tell-
ing me of late that I am getting too far along
in years to grow crops of any thing or per-
sonally superintend the growing of crops, or
even to "make money" in any other way.

* I have in times past told you how happy I get inhumming over some beautiful hymn that seems to me
like a piece of inspiration. Well, I have never had
very much of a taste for poetry. It is seldom that I
strike on something that I can understand and appre-
ciate; but the lines I have given above have been run-
ning through my mind for some days past. I have re-
peated them over and over to my friends as well as to
my-self. and get real happy over them, especially when
I am looking into the faces of the dear children and
grandchildren that God has given to Mrs. Root and
myself.

Our business manager, Mr. Calvert, tells me
that I have earned a right to rest and to take
a sort of vacation in my old age; but I hardly
think that, even if I live to be a hundred
years old, I shall enjoy any sort of vacation
that includes sitting still, or even reading
books and papers. I can enjoy the books
and papers for a few minutes at a time,
say half an hour, and then I must be up and
doing; and I feel proud just now to be up
and doing for the children. May the Lord
be praised for the fact that more attention is

being given just now to the physical and
mental (and I hope spiritual) welfare of our
children than ever before. A wonderful
thing has been done in the way of providing
better milk for the babies, especially when
the hot season comes on—better drinking-
water, not only for the babies, but for every-
body else. The great State of Ohio has been
especially active in looking into these things;
and my heart was made to rejoice just a few
days ago in noticing by the papers that the
great city of Cleveland not only insists on
good milk for the babies, but just now they
are inaugurating a crusade by sending ex-
perienced trained nurses around among the
babies, especially in the homes of the poor,
to instruct the mothers how to care for these
babies so that they will not get sick during
the hot weather; and if any sick babies are
found, especially where there is an unsani-
tary environment, the health department of
the city is directed to make an investigation.
Oh what a glorious work this is! Do you not
agree with me, dear friends, that the babies
are of more account than chickens and grow-
ing vegetables, bees, or any thing else?
Jesus said of them, "Of such is the kingdom
of heaven."

Just now Mrs. Root and I Jiave our young-
est daughter in our own home. She and
her husband are getting ready to build one
more home in Rootville; and there is there-
fore a baby in our home — a girl baby
seven months old, and this baby and I are
the greatest of friends. I tell them all around
the neighborhood that this baby saves up
her most winning smiles and her cutest ways
for her grandpa.
Years ago, as some of our older readers

may rememl3er, I used to take Blue Eyes on
my knees when she was just old enough to
stand a little while on her feet; and as I took
her by the hand and raised her up I would
say, " 'Way up high, papa's baby." I think
I told you, too, that every time her childish
face shone with enthusiasm, in getting up
on her feet she gave me a tremendous pull.

She really was getting that same papa a little

higher up than he had been, at just about
that time. He did not get "

' way up high,"
perhaps, but that baby's face was a mighty
lever in getting him a little higher up. Well,
with this present baby, "Jean," that I have
been telling you about, the phraseology has
to be changed to

"
' Way up high, grandpa's

baby."
So it has been, dear reader, 6ver since

Ernest came into our home, almost fiftv

years ago. Every new comer has, through
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God's grace, I hope, raised your old friend

A. I. Root a little nigher and nearer to God;
and the same with these .i/n/z/i/children as
ttiey have ci)ine one by one; and just now
the whole neighborhood is rejoicing because
of still anotlier arrival. Iluber, the youngi'St
of the Root family, on the 20th of June, re-

ceived into his home a most precious gift in

the shape of a girl baby."'

Now do not think me egotistical, friends,

or that 1 am imagining great things for the
Root family. As I understand our texts this

promise was not only to the patriarch Abram,
but to all who believe God and try to be as
obedient as Abram was. One text tells us
that this promise was, "because thou hast
obeyed my voice;" and, as I understand it,

every one who is as faithful and honest and
true as Abram shall receive a like promise
and get a like reward.
While I had these things in mind, some-

body repeated that beautiful couplet I have
put at the head of this talk. The writer of

It was probably approachincv old age; but in

one sense of the word old father Time can
never go back. We may go back in memory
to childhood, and that would be the only way
in which we could live our lives over again.

As I understand it, by obeying God's com-
mand, and having children of our own, and
devoting our lives to bringing these children
up in the straight and narrow path, then we
can look into their innocent little faces and
get young again by watching and directing
their growth in all that is good and pure and
pleasing in God's sight. I am laughed at

sometimes because, when strangers come to

visit us, after I become a little acquainted I

ask if they are professing Christians; and a
little while after I ask if they are married
and have children. Now, how can one take
a live interest in looking after the babies and
the children all over the world unless they
really have children of their own? My
brother-in-law, "neighbor H." (as most of

you know him), wrote an article recently for
the Cleveland Citizen about getting married.
It pleased me so much that 1 want to put an
extract from it in here:

Voune man, if you love her, and she will Iru.st you,
cet married to-day. Don't wait for her to buy a new
hat or fool away a lot of money on a weddintr. A home,
be it ever so humble, is the happiest place on earth,
and you two are all that is animate in the new home.
Get married, because two can fiirht life's fierce bat-

tle better than either can alone. Get married, because
God and nature so ordained it, and the history of all

the aires proves that the theory is correct, and all con-
ditions siiow that human nature has not chantred.
A married man can procure and hold a job better

than a single man can. Be temperate and economical
in all things; and, yountr man, as you make a pledtre
at the altar to cherish until death, make another pledge,
in the name of Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry, Ben
Franklin, Geo. Washington, and all of the old patriots
of 1776, that you will use your best endeavors to push

*As Miss Katherine Eva Root is only about three
weeks old to-day, July 10, I caa not say very much
about her "accomplishments;" but as her father and
mother are both very nice-looking young people, as a
matter of course that baby is already about the hand-
somest one in the whole wide world. I congratulated
them on having named her after Miss Katherine
V^' right, si.ster of the Wright brothers, who is just now,
with those brothers, almost the center of attraction
to the whole world.

that immortal principle, that all men have a sacred
right to life and happiness, into operation in this great
land of ours.

To the above I want to add a hearty amen.
If all the men who hold office in the United
States had wives and children and grand-
children growing up around them, I think
we should have a better chance to protect
cliildren than we have now. Consider the
cigarette business for an illustration.

By the way, I was called on to address our
Sunday-school on the subject of cigarettes,
on Sunday, June 27. That Sunday was set
apart, as you may know, as anti-cigarette
Sunday by the 8000 Sunday-schools of Ohio.
In my talk I said there were 588 cigarette-
factories in the United States; and it has been
estimated that 1500 boys begin using cigar-

ettes every day in the year, notwithstanding
nine States have already passed stringent
laws in regard to selling them or giving them
away. A dozen more are demanding similar
legislation, Ohio among the number. In my
talk I said it seemed to me that nine out of

ten of our voters here in Ohio would, if they
had a chance, vote against the cigarette
traffic; and I feel sure that four out of five

voters, especially if they would talk over the
matter with their wives, would vote against
cigarettes. In other words, if we could have
"Jocal option " on cigarettes, as we have it

with saloons, Ohio would "go dry" with a
mighty rush. And then I asked how it comes
about that we fail again and again in keep-
ing these terrible things away from our
children. It is like the beer and liquor busi-

ness. The millionaire bi^ewers and cigarette
manufacturers have, with their money, suc-

ceeded in getting corrupt and bad men into

office.

I closed my talk by saying, " May God help
us in our fight against the powers of dark-
ness." A young friend of mine who was
present, and heard my talk, wrote me a let-

ter a day or so afterward; and, although I

am not a politician, I take pleasure in pre-
sentinji this letter to the fathers and mothers
of our land.

DIRECT LEGISLATION.

Dear Mr. Root:~Your answer to the question as to
why the cigarette traffic goes on in Ohio in opposition,
as we believe, to the will of a large majority of the
voters, does not satisfy me. I believe it to be only
partly true, if true at all. that the money of the tobacco
men blocks the anti-cigarette reform in Ohio. Your
answer, the answer of many to this and to similar
great (luestions, ignores the possibility of direct law-
making by these same voters. In season and out of
season, wherever and whenever I can rightfully pro-
test against ignoring this magnificent fact that the
great liope of all reforms like this anti-cigarette law is

in the system of direct law-making, or direct legislation

by the people, I feel bound to do so. If I succeed only
in keeping my conscience clear, it will pay me. So I

do emphatically but respectfully protest against charg-
ing the delay or defeat of any legislative reform in this

republic 'at least in any State like oursi to the power
of the money of any corporation. I believe with all

my heart in majority rule by reasonable methods.
The initiative, the referendum, and the recall, are
most reasonable. Switzerland and several States of
our Union have demonstrated this statement beyond
any reasonable doubt.
May I take a very little more of your time, Mr. Root,

to show the position of us who advocate direct legisla-

tion? You have a great opportunity to tell this great
open secret of political reform in all free nations. I

have but a little opportunity; but I must not miss what
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is before me. You have been willinfr to listen to all

honest sustrestions for helping to overthrow wrong,
.

and for setting up the good; so I venture this simple
message. You believe in depending on the popular-
vote plan I practically direct legistation i, or local op-
tion, for fighting down the liquor-traflic. Why not

depend on it for banishing cigarets, tobacco, the social

evil, gambling, and the merciless business monopolies
that are grinding to-day the face of the poor? Prof.

Frank Parsons, a good authority, says in his book,
"The City for the People," "Direct legislation will

open the door to all other reforms as fast as the people
desire them." " It will compel the people to think and
act." "It will develop the people's interest in public

affairs." Besides, as he points out, this reform is

necessary to real self-government and to justice—and
many other strong reasons are stated. I have often

longed to see you show an appreciation of the un-
measured possibilities for good in this refoi'm of re-

forms. To-day, in the Sunday-school, when you so
calmly ignored it I was stirred up to make known to

vou, in some way, my sentiments.
Thanking you sincerely for your hearty support to

many reforms that help us all, and hoping you will

consider this humble appeal, I remain
Even if such matters could be decided or delayed by

money only, your answer would be wrong, it seems to

me; for the people are richer than any corporation.
Medina, Ohio, June 28. O. K. HswES.

I like that concluding sentence, "the peo-
ple are richer than any corporation;" and, if

I am correct, the whole wide world is grow-
ing toward direct legislation. Just now
great crops of wheat are being harvested in

our locality, and perhaps in many others.

If the farmers receive the prices quoted in

our daily papers for wheat they are some-
what excusable for getting excited; and I al-

ways rejoice in seeing those who till the soil

get good prices for their products, even if it

should be a little hard on those who have to

buy their daily bread. Just now is the time
for making a short cut in the way of leaving
out the middleman entirely, and letting the
producer meet the consumer. Let the two
get acquainted. In our own home we pro-
duce our own eggs and we also produce the
excellent dry old corn that I feed to our
hens. So you see no middleman has any
thing to do with it. Brother Hutchinson
tells us in this issue how a man who pro-
duces honey can get acquainted with the
consumer, and get straight 10 cts. per lb. in-

stead of 7 cts. Perhaps this is not direct
legislation, but it is direct finance.
There is another pleasant feature about

carrying your product direct to. the consum-
er. You establish friendly relations and
make pleasant acquaintances. This morn-
ing the man who brings us our weekly sup-
ply of butter took his little girl along: and
Mrs. Root remarked how much the girl look-
ed like her mother, for she and her mother
used to be close neighbors fifty years ago.
Now, it is not possible for the farmer to
market all his products in this way, perhaps,
but we can go a great way toward it. The
Rural New- Yorker has been figuring up to
see what per cent of the prices the farmer
receives for his produce that is sold in the
city markets. I believe they decided that
the producer got only about 40 cts. out of a
dollar the stuff sold for. The other 60 cts.

went to the middleman, the express com-
panies, and railway companies. Of course
it is some work to peddle out your fruit and
eggs and grain; but if by so doing you can
get 75 cts. or a dollar for what otherwise

brings less than half that amount, would it

not be a profitable way of doing? When
we come to fixing up matters like the exist-

ence of the saloon in a friendly way, letting

the majority rule, we find that local option is

direct legislation and nothing else. Another
thing, if the producer and consumer get
well enough acquainted so they can pull to-

gether, all in one direction, there would not
be very much chance for millionaire specu-
lators, and we shall have but little use for

them either. May God help us in this sort

of direct legislation, for it certainly will help
us on the way to righteousness, and God
will bless us as a people as he did old father
Abram and his descendants.

Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

FIRELESS BROODERS, AND BROODERS THAT
ARE NOT FIRELESS.

On p. 384 for June 1st issue, I said, "I aiu

inclined to think the chickens sometimes hov-
er around the hot-water pipes when they do
not need the heat."* In the footnote Mr. R.
R. Root says, "A healthy chicken will never
stay in the brooder during the daytime un-
less it needs warmth." Well, this may be
true; but, unfortunately, we do not always
have all healthy chicks. During the fore
part of June, this year, it rained almost ev-
ery day. We took some chickens out of the
incubator about the first of the month. They
are out on the grassy lawn, but they must
either be kept in until the dew is off. and
driven in before every shower, or else have
some heat in the brooder to dry them off

when wet or damp. They soon learned to

go out in the wet grass, between showers
for a while, but they soon hustled back to

the hot-water pipes. I at first thought this

was a wonderful illustration of the value of

the Root brooder, even in the month of June;
but after about ten days, when it still kept
rainy, I began to feel the chickens were not
doing as well as they ought to do, as they
kept spending a great part of the time in

hugging the hot pipes, even when the weath-
er was warm and the grass dry. About this

time I came across the following, which I clip

from Poultry for June:
I will not go back to the artificial heating of brood-

ers, as I know it is more or less detrimental to our fu-
ture stock. Since we have used the lampless brooder
we are not troubled with chicks pasting up behind as
we formerly were. We seldom have any dwarfs or
weakly cockerels or pullets. Chicks raised this way
seem more hardy and vigorous. The time, labor, and
expense it takes to run a lamp is quite an item in the
course of (he breeding season.
The firs* thing in the morning the chicks are let out

of the brooder, given water and feed in their litter of
hay chaff, and tliat's the end of it until noon, then they
are cared for again and again just before time to get

*Just now I find in the Poultry AdvocateXhe following,
written by a woman:
We have always believed that one of the greatest mistakeH

made with the raising of chicks was that of too much heat,
which made them weak, but whldi was hard to overcome with
the use of the brooder.
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them into the brooder for the nitrht. They are so easi-

ly taken care of we hardly know we are raisintr them.
By the lainpless method I find Ihey feather out more

evenly, and their wintr feathers trrow slower and do
not hantr down as I have had them do on chicks raised
by artificial heat. Many times we have had to clip the
winns of chicks to keep them from dyintr. We have
no more weak-levr^ed chicks to bother with either.

I like this fireless broodintr bettei:_tlian any I have
yet tried: but it seems the people here are afraid to try

it. I should like very much to trive the plans for niak-
inir this brooder, but I am afraid I would not be allow-
ed to do so. as it is not oritrinal with me.

The above describes the trouble exactly.

A good many of the chickens were getting
"pasted up behind," and some of them went
around with their wing feathers dragging
on the ground. When wet and cold the heat
is all right; but they were getting into the
habit, as human beings (as well as chickens)
sometimes do, of sitting around the fire in-

stead of taking the amount of exercise we all

need for health. In this Root brooder that I

use, the hot-water pipes and boiler can read-
ily be lifted out. I took out the heating-ap-
paratus and put it away. Then I sewed some
cotton battinw on the under side of the wire-
cloth frame that covers the top of the brood-
er. • This made a very good hover by raising
the floor so the chickens could not pile up
one on top of the other. The first night they
seemed a little uneasy and put out, because
they had no hot pipe to cluster against; but
the manifest improvement in health was no-
ticeable right away, and I am inclined to

agree entirely with the writer of the article

I have quoted. I should be glad to give his
full address, but I do not find it in Poultry.
The following, v.-hich I clip from the Poul-

try Tribune, tells how to make a bi'ooder that
gives all the heat that may be thought neces-
sary early in the season, or when the chickens
are very young, and that can be very quickly
converted into a fireless brooder.

A "JUG" BROODER.
When the chicks are ready to be taken out of the in-

cubators we put them in brooders of our owntsonstruc- •

tion. of which we have a number. These are what is

known as the "jutr" brooder. They are made very
simple: Fir.st we take a drygoods-bo-x about three feet
lonir and about the same width, and about two feet
hiyh. with a slanting- roof of about two inches to the
foot, covered with prepared ready roofintr, with an
inch hole through the top for ventilation, and seven
holes just under the roof in the front. About twelve
Inches from the bottom we put a deck or a platform, on
which we put the chicks—about fifty—for we think that
that Is enouijh for one brooder. Now, in the center of
the platform we cut a hole lartre enough for a trallon
juif to stand In, then we take a piece of eralvanized iron,
12x12, with a hole four inches in diameter. This is

nailed to the under side of the platform, under the hole.
On this rests the jutr. We fill the juy- two-thirds full of
hot water placintr in the top a cork with a hole throucli
It so as to let out all steam that mitrht accumulate in
the juu. In the front of this brooder, above the plat-
form, is a irlass, 9 .\ r2, for litrht. At on? of this
irlass is a small hole, about 6x4, with a slide door to
let the chicks down into the yard, which I will after-
ward explain. Under the juir stands a lamp to keep
the water In the juy warm. This lamj) is four inches
hlirh, from the bottom to the edne of the chimney. The
chimney Is five inches hitrh, leavini^ a space of three
inches to the juir.

* After a day's use, the chickens were tearing out the
battint; over them so much that I pushed the frame,
battini; and all, into a clean, porous, burlap sack, the
burlap beini; loose enoutrh to drop down some over
their backs, and since then they are doint' finely. The
chicks set around with their heads close to the abun-
dant ventilators, and altojrether it makes one of the
bvst fireless brooders.

In the back of the brooder, under the platform is a
door just lartre enoutrh to slip the lamp through. In
this door is a small hole, so that we can see the flame
without openintr the door. If we wish to, we can take
out the platform (after the chicks are large enough to
tret along without the heati and let them in on the bot-
tom floor: then they can run out and in through the
small door at the back. It is well, also, to put three or
four one-inch holes under the platform for ventilation,
for the lamp. All the cost of making this jug brooder
is the roofing, the box, and a little work, which is very
c'.ieap on a rainy day.

The idea of a brooder kept warm by means
of a jug of hot water is of course, very old;

but the plan given above, of keeping the wa-
ter in the jug hot by means of a lamp, is new
to me, and I feel sure it will be very much
less trouble than iiaving to fill up tlie jug-

whenever the water gets cold.

SORTING OUT LAYING HENS FROM THOSE THAT
DO NOT LAY.

How much would you give, my poultry
friends, for a device that would autortiatical-

ly put all the hens in one pen that lay an egg
each during the day, and leave all the rest
out that do not lay? I have succeeded in do-
ing that very thing; in fact, out of iny flock
of forty Leghorns, sixteen separated them-
selves over into a yard of their own, and
showed me sixteen eggs in the nests. In
the first place, I divided off my acre of or-

chard into two parts. I have explained be-
fore that my hens have a great preference
for laying upstairs in the two Philo poultry-
houses. Well, taking advantage of their
strong inclination to lay in the same place
they have been laying in right along, I man-
aged to make a success of my device the
very first trial. The arrangement not only
sorts out the hens that lay the eggs, but it

secures a better and surer fertilization of the
eggs. We have two males for the forty hens.
The best one was put into this new yard.
The trap (or "bee-escape for chickens"),
such as we have been talking about, was put
right near where the laying hens go upstairs.

At first they looked at this little gate curious-
ly; but as fast as the disposition to lay came
over them they finally marched through one
after another. After the egg was laid, this

trap prevented them from going out at the
satne place they came in at; so they turned
and went into the new yard, where a choice
male was waiting for them.

I do not want to have you understand that
I get only sixteen eggs daily from forty hens;
for about half a dozen more had nests in the
large poultry-house. These I did not get.

But, 01 couise, I can easily manage to run
these into that new yard in the same way;
and I want to tell you it is quite interesting
to me when night comes to see which hens
are furnishing the eggs. I was particularly
pleased to see they were all big solid hens
in good flesh. The ones that did not lay were
those that had begun to moult. Then there
were others that were thin and spare, and
not in fine condition.

I believe I have invented a cheaper gate
to let fowls go through one way, but not
come back, than has ever been suggested.
Of course it will be ail right for any kind t)f
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trap nest, and the whole thing can be man-
ufactured in quantities for five or ten cents.

I will try to give a picture of it, in our next
issue. If any of you get in a hurry to see
my "new invention," just tell me so on a
postal and I will give you an advance proof
of the device.
HOW TO TELL WHETHER THE EGGS ARE GOING

TO HATCH.
In case of delayed incubation, either by

hens or incubator, it would often be exceeci-

incrlv convenient to tell whether or not there
isTiie in the eggs without breaking them.
This can be done very easily with our egg-
tester described on page 384, June 15. To-
day, July 12, I had two duck eggs that had
been under different hens for 29 days; but
as the egg-tester showed me both ducks
kicking about quite lively I took courage.
The delayed hatching was caused by hens
that neglected their business.-*

HIGH-PRESSURE
GARDENING

By A. I. Root

BUCKWHEAT FOR BEE-KEEPERS — A NEW
WRINKLE.

We clip the following article from the
Michigan Farmer for June 26:

GROWING BUCKWHEAT FOR HONEY.
In most clover and basswood sections there is little

for the bees to gather after these cease to yield. Where
asters, goldenrods, and " stick-tiphts " abound, the
flow from them commences along the latter part of
August. There are many locations where there is

practically nothing to gather, unless it is honey-dew,
and I don't hanker after that kind of honey after the
cessation of the white-clover and basswood flow. If

this long honey dearth can, in a measure, be reduced
it is a great thing for the bees and their keeper. Enough
to live on may be gathered, or even sufficient for win-
ter stores.

It has not yet been found to pay to provide artificial

bee pasturage unless it yields other profits. Plants
that will do this are clover, buckwheat, alfalfa, and
others.
The one of these best suited to fill the honey dearth

after basswood is buckwheat. It is a profitable crop to

grow, even if its honey-yielding qualities are not con-
sidered, as its cultivation by non-bee-keeping farmers
testifies.

As shown by statistics, buckwheat is one of the crops
the area of which is decreasing. But the price per
bushel remains very steady. In tl'.is State, as well as
in Michigan, considerable light sandy land is being
farmed. Here rye is one of the main crops for such
soil. Buckwheat grows about as well, and the yields
per acre are larger, and, I think, for a series of years,
the price per bushel is as high if not higher. And I

find that buckwheat is better fitted to practice green
manuring with.

I have given some reasons for having buckwheat in
the crop rotation, and will say something of its culti-
vation. It works nicely in rotation with rye. Let us
say a rye crop has been taken from a certain field. If

the soil is light 'the kind that is used for buckwheat-
growing here I, I sow right among the stubble without
plowing. If the rye is sown early enough, some rape
and turnip seed can be mixed with it. The reason for
this will be explained later. I like to sow as soon after
the field is as clear as possible. The rye will grow
more, and furnish more fall pasturage. Yes, I pasture
stock on it during October. It helps the milk-flow and
saves hay. To increase the amount of green feed is

one reason why some rape seed is mixed with the rye.
The following spring sheep can be pastured on the

*Mrs. Root suggested, when I was telling the family
about it, that I had actually succeeded in discovering
a way of "counting my chickens before they were
hatched." 'The two ducks are now, July 13, hatched.

'

rye, but don't overdo the matter. Wlien the rye com-
mences to head out is the right time to plow it under.
Don't wait until time to sow the buckwheat before
plowing. Buckwheat does better on a settled seed-bed.
If the rye is turned under at least two weeks before
ready to sow the buckwheat, the soil will compact nice-
ly if worked. Three pecks per acre is used broadcast;
a little less if drilled. I rather think drilling is prefer-
able.
Now I will tell why some rape and turnip seed is to.

be mixed with the rye. Both plants, when in bloom,
are eagerly visited by the bees. They come into bloom
the last of May or the first of June, according to the
season. At this time the fruit-tree bloom is about over,
and there are few other flowers for the bees to work
on until white clover opens.
The buckwheat can be cut with a self-binder. The

soil will be in a loose pliable condition, and I don't
think any thing can be gained by plowing it. If you
have a disc harrow, work over the buckwheat stubble.
Then broadcast or drill in rye. The rye is to be har-
vested the following season. It can, of course, be
turned under and buckwheat grown again.
In from six to eight weeks after sowing, the buck-

wheat will commence to bloom. As the honey is dark-
colored, the crop must be sown late enough so the
white honey may not be discolored. Any way, as soon
as bees begin to work on backwheat all white honey
should be removed to prevent its discoloration.

If any buckwheat honey is stored in the sections, try
to sell it direct to consumers. Owing to the belief that
all dark-colored honeys are inferior in quality, it does
not sell well to retailers. Good well-ripened buckwheat
honey, however, has a smack of its own, and a taste is

easily acquired for it.

Seedsmen have lauded to the skies the New Japanese
buckwheat. This variety is really inferior to the Sil-

verhull, both as to yield of grain and honey. It is now
less grown than formerly. SilverhuU is the variety to
grow. Millers, too. prefer it to the Japanese, as it is

said to make more flour per given quantity of kernels.
Buckwheat is sometimes sown in corn at the last

cultivation. This gives the bees something to work
on. I don't like it, though, for, as some of the seed ri-

pens, a volunteer crop will come up among the spring-
sown grain. Such plants bloom while the bees are
working on white clover: and if this buckwheat also is

visited the honey will have an a.mber tinge. It does
not sell so readily then. F. A. STROHSCHEiN.

If I understand the writer of the above
article he has struck on a plan by which the
bee-keeper can get two valuable crops for

honey; and not only that, he can keep on
growing buckwheat continuously year after

year—at least for a time. We have been in

the habit for years of sowing rye after dig-

ging our potatoes, or taking off some other
crop, and turning the rye under the follow-

ing spring just before it begins to head out;

but it never occurred to me before that I

could get two honey crops by sowing turnip
and rape seed with the rye. I know they
will both winter over in our locality, and
furnish valuable blossoms for the bees, be-

cause I have done so repeatedly, but never
in connection with rye. The Rural New-
Yorker has for years past recommended
cowhorn turnips just to get a valuable crop
to turn under in the spring, but the bee-

keeper not only has the rape and turnip to

turn under, but he can get quite a yield of

honey when there is but little else for the

bees to work on. Turnips and rape are also

valuable for feed; but if we run for feed we
can not well have honev. I hope a number
of our bee-keepers will test this idea, and
report. If the frost holds off in the fall,

good crops of buckwheat can be secured,

even if sown as late as Aug. 1 or later; and
if the frost should ruin your chance of get-

ting seed, the valuable blossoms for honey,
and the buckwheat to turn under for suc-

ceeding crops, will be worth all it costs.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

A PERMANENT BUILDING FOR BEE-EXHIBITS AT
THE MICHIGAN STATE FAIR.

There seems to be a fair prospect that the
Michiiran bee keepers will have a permanent
building erected on the State fairgrounds to

exhibit the products of the apiary; but be-
fore this can be made possible it is important
that Michigan bee-keepers write at once to

Secretary E. B. Tyrrell, Detroit. Mich., of

the Michigan Bee-keepers' Association, cer-

tifying a desire for such a building, and that
they will furnish an exhibit of some sort.

THE frontispiece OF QUEEN-CELLS GREATLY
ENLARGED.

The frontispiece of our cover shows a cou-
ple of natural queen-cells that are about as
perfect specimens as one often sees. Of
course, the reader recognizes that they are
enlarged to nearly twice the natural size.

The purpose of increasing the size was to

show the indentations on the surface of the
cells; for it appears that the bees are not
(iuite able to cio away with the hexagonal
comb structure. When, therefore, they
build a cradle for their royal babies those
cradles show the bises of cells.

Incidentally it may be remarked that these
very corrugations or indentations serve to

strengthen materially the cradle walls; and,
for the purpose of modern commercial queen-
rearing, it is of no small importance when
we consider that these cells have to be han-
dled more or less. But the queen-breeder
nowadays goes still further. He has every
cell attached to a wooden cup, and when
handling them he takes hold of the wood
only.

It has been said that, when the bees by
mistake put a male larva or egg in one of

their royal cradles, they make the surface of

the cell wall perfectlv smooth; but the writer
has never been able to find a case of this

kind in his experience.

THE E.KTENT OF EUROPEAN (BLACK) BROOD
IN THE UNITED STATES.

The following lelter, just from the Bureau
of Entomology, in reference to the spread of
European foul bi'ood in the Unitea States,
will explain:

United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C, July 14.

Dear Mr. Root:—Your letter asking concerning the
spread of European foul brood is received. It would
certainly appear from our records that this disease is
spreading to new localities. Of course it may have
existed in some of these unknown for years, but this
hardly seems possible. In 1897, when it broke out in
New York State, it was not recognized elsewhere in
the United States, but now it is found in Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois, and probably on west
across the Mississippi River. It is also found in West-
ern Mississippi and in the San Joaquin Valley, Cali-
fornia, with another small outbreak in the West this
year, reported to be in only one apiary.

I doubt whether these cases all spread from the New
York outbreak, for it seems probable that that out-
break was due to buying colonies in a southern State.
At any rate, the situation is a serious one; and wher-
ever no inspection is provided, steps should be taken
to get this disease under control. The history of the
New York outbreak shows what this disease can do,
and the good results of the inspection in that State
should point out to bee-keepers the proper steps to
take.
European foul brood seems to spread more rapidly

in an apiary than American foul brood. It is probably
not more difficult to cure. If there is any difference,
European foul brood responds more readily to treat-
ment. The chief difficulty is that bee-keepers general-
ly expect to find ropiness in diseased lai-va?; and when
they do not find it they often attribute the trouble to
chilling of the brood or to the so-called " pickled
brood." In this way the disease gets a bad start be-
fore it is realized that there is a disease present.
There is good reason to believe that in several parts

of the country the bee industry is very poorly devel-
oped simply because disease has killed ofl' most of the
bees, and it has been attributed to "bad luck." This
condition should not continue, and every person in-
terested in bees should learn to look for brood dis-
eases whenever any thing goes wrong.

I should be glad to have you repeat in GLEANINGS
that tlie Bureau of Entomology is anxious to get sam-
ples of both American foul brood and European foul
brood from every locality where they exist. We hope
to be able to use all this information by sending it to
State legislatures. It is important that the distribu-
tion of these diseases be known.

E. F. Phillips,
In Charge of Apiculture.

We hope our readers will not send any
more suspected samples of brood to Medina,
but to Dr. Phillips.

TREATING AN APIARY INFECTED WITH EURO-
PEAN OR BLACK BROOD; THE BALDRICH
PLAN OF SAVING ALL GOOD BROOD.

On page 399, July 1, we made the state-

ment that if black or European foul brood
should once get started in a yard of ours we
would treat trie whole apiary, irrespective of
whether the individual colonies showed dis-

sease or not, by putting every brood-nest on
the top of another body containing frames of
foundation with a queen-excluding honey-
board between the two. The idea of this
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was to eliminate any possibility of disease

lurking in the combs. We meant, of course,

that we would prrctice the shake out plan,

putting the queen below.
Quite a number have written, asking what

we meant, saying they would suppose, of

course, that black brood could be carried

down through the zinc back into the new
combs built from foundation.
Confession is good for the soul; and we

acknowledge that, when we used the term
"a queen-excluder," in the last paragraph,

first column, on page 399, we meant a bee-

escape board, for we had in mind a modifica-

tion of the Baldridge treatment—a treatment
that saves all the good brood in an affected

colony.
The exact plan, in brief, as Mr. Baldridge

gave it in 1894, is this: A frame of brood and
bees is taken from some healthy colony, plac-

ed in an empty hive, and the remaining space

on both sides is filled out with frames of

foundation. This hive is put on the stand of

the diseased colony to be treated, which is

moved to one side with the entrance point-

ing in the same direction, »nd as near as it

is possible to have it. A long, tapering, per-

forated tube attached to the entrance of the

old colony closes out all means of ingress and
exit except through this tube. It is, in fact,

a bee-escape. The queen of the parent col-

ony is caged for 24 nours, when she is put
onto the frame of brood in the hive put on
the old stand. The bees in the parent colo-

ny will graduallyabandon the old hive through
the bee-escape and enter the new; so also

the hatched brood that is not affected with
the disease.
We understand that Mr. Baldridge claimed

he not only cured foul-broody colonies in

this way, but saved all the good brood. But
many believed at the time that there would
be danger, from the constant accessions of

the diseased colony into the new hive, of

foul brood being carried into the newly drawn
combs, consequently the plan was not very
generally adopted.
The main thought we had was treating all

colonies, whether diseased or not, and melt-

ing up all the combs in the yard after all the

brood had hatched out. The plan was all

right—that is, providing the Baldridge meth-
od is effective, and it certainly would do no
harm, and probably eliminate the possibility

of disease breaking out in what were appar-
ently healthy colonies; but in view of some
protests to theeffect that infection might be
carried below we would now advise adminis-
tering the McEvoy treatment, using only
starters, on all colonies known to be diseas-

ed, and then treat others on the modified
Baldridge plan.

FOUL-BROOD LEGISLATION IN ILLINOIS.

1""0R several years back the bee-keepers of

I llinois have been trying to amend their pres-

ent foul-brood law so that it can become ef-

fective; but every time they would get a bill

well under way before the legislature, some
bee-keeper would go before the committee
or committees havmg the matter in charge

and make a statement that foul brood is in-

curable, and that there is no need of legisla-

tion; that the people who were back of this

movement were either after some fat job or
interested in the sale of supplies.
But it appears from the American Bee Jour-

nal that, during the last session of the legis-

lature, nearly a dozen alleged bee-keepers
appeared before the committee and made
the statement that the promoters of the bill

were manufacturers of bee-hives, and nam-
ed in particula.f, C. P. Dadant and A. I. Root;
that tnese manufacturers wished to have a
law passed requiring the burning of all colo-

nies and hives so they could sell new hives.
It is hardJy necessary to deny such a silly

charge. In the first place, we understand
the bill or law does not compel burning of

any colony except "in case the owner of the
diseased apiary shall refuse to treat his bees
or allow them to be treated as directed by
the foul-brood inspector." A similar provi-

sion appears in nearly all the laws of the dif-

ferent States.

We may say, further, that we did not even
know that any special effort was being made
last winter to amend the law in Illinois, al-

though we knew that the law was ineffective.

Nowliere in our literature do we advise burn-
ing the hives except in a case where there
v/as only one colony in the yard; but after

the disease breaks out in several we have al-

ways advised scalding out or otherwise dis-

infecting the hives and using them over again.

Some of these people wlio are opposing
legislation apparently have foul brood in

their apiaries, and do not care to be made to

treat their colonies as they should. No law
will ask them to burn the hives unless they
refuse to treat infected colonies.

The animus of the opposition is apparent.
It can't long hide under the plea that foul

brood is incurable, and that manufacturers
are working for the amendment because it

will make a sale for hives. Both statements
are absolutely false.

According to the government officials,

European foul brood is scattered all over Il-

linois. If there is a State in all the Union
that needs an effective law at the present
time it is our sister State. Next year its bee-

keepers should go before the legislature a

hundred strong.

IS IT NECESSARY TO DISINFECT HIVES WHEN
GIVING THE MCEVOV TREATMENT

FOR FOUL BROOD?

In the June issue of the Canadian Bee
Journal an array of authority has been intro-

duced to show that it is not necessary to burn
out or otherwise disinfect hives that have
contained foul-broody colonies. Our broth-

er-editor, Jas. J. Hurley, wants to know what
is our proof for believing that the disease

may be transmitted through the hive.

Some eighteen years ago, when we
had foul brood all through our bee-yard, we
te-ied shaking the affected colonies back into

the old hives. In most cases where we did

this, foul brood reappeared, but not in all of
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them. We finally decided that it was safer

and better to boil the hives, which we did, at

a great expense at that time. After we be-
cran that practice, in not a single case did the
disease reappear, although we treated some
70 odd after that.

In place of boiling we now consider it much
more practical to burn out the inside of the
hives ny using a little kerosene or gasoline,

and touching a match to it. This does not
injure the hive in the least, but merely
blackens the inside of it. and shows beyond
any question that that hive has once been
treated.

Mr. Thos. \Vm. Cowan, editor of the Brit-

ish Bee Journal, stated that foul brood could
be communicated by means of the hives.

One or two Canadians told us some two or
three years ago that they had known of a
number of cases where the McEvoy treat-

ment had been practiced without disinfect-

ing the hive, and the disease had reappear-
ecT Perhaps some of those Canadians would
be willing to write us at this time, giving the
general facts in the case.
While we admit that it is possible that foul

brood might be communicated through some
other means, vet in our own case we hardly
think it is probable.
Then it is well to bear in mind that those

of us who are giving advice as to how to

treat colonies for foul brood should remember
that there are often careless and ignorant
persons who will fail to carry out our instruc-
tions properly; for if combs during the height
of the honey-flow be shaken back into the
old hive, quantities of new honey will fall

out and smear over the inside of the hive.
It is really so little work to burn out the

inside of the hive that we believe it is better
for the average bee-keeper, at least, to err on
the safe side. If one is afraid of kerosene,
let him take a handful of dry straw, put it in

the hive, ignite it, and then, when it is blaz-
ing well, stir the straw around in the hive so
that every portion of it is made to receive a
scorching of the flames. This can really be
done in almost the time it takes to tell it, and
then one has the satisfaction of knowing that
that hive can not carry the disease. The very
fact that the bacteriologist. Dr. White, of our
United States government, rather advises
disinfection of tne hives, leads us to feel that
we should give advice that we know is safe.

HONEY-CROP CONDITION FOR 1909 AGAIN; HON-
EY-DEW AND WHAT TO DO WITH IT.

There is increasing evidence to show that
this will be a light year for clover and bass-
wood; that is, for the pure article not mixed
with honey-dew. It is probable there will
be considerable honey-dew and clover mix-
ed, some of it of fair quality.
Weather conditions cast of the Mississippi

have not been altogether favorable during
the honey-producing time of the year. It

was too cola, too dry, or too wet, according
to locality. Many sections report an abun-
dance of white clover, and alsike was never
more promising than it is this year. From

some trips we have made through some of
the northern States, we should say there was
more alsike in bloom this year than we ever
saw before; but, apparently, it has not yield-

ed as it should.
In many sections there is reported consid-

erable honey-dew from the hickory and oak.
In a good many cases this is mixed with clo-

ver and basswood. In some instances there
is not enough of this dark stuff in the white
honey to affect either its flavor or color; but
in,some other cases there is so much of it

that the entire product will have to be sold
as honey-dew^ honey.
There seems to be quite a shortage of clo-

ver and basswood honey in Illinois, and in

New York particularly; although there are
some sections in each State that report a crop.
Reports from Michigan are very conflict-

ing, showing that some bee-keepers will re-

ceive a "bumper yield " of honey, while oth-
ers will get almost nothing.

In Indiana and Ohio a large amount of hon-
ey-dew was gathered. If the aggregate
amount of clover and basswood and noney-
dew could all be put together, and sold as
white honey, the bee-keepers of the northern
portions of these two States, at least, would
not have much to complain of.

In the extreme East the season is reported
good, fair, and bad. In the New England
States the yield from clover and basswood
has apparently been light.

It is too early yet to get any returns from
Wisconsin and Minnesota and Canada; but
the indications are good. In some of the
southern States a fair yield appears to have
been gathered, while in others the season
was almost a failure. Missouri and Nebras-
ka appear to have a good clover year, and
these two States will help materially to make
up the shortage in the East. Colorado will,

apparently, have a good alfalfa crop, and the
same is true of some of the other western
States.

Recent reports from California would raise

our estimates of from one- fourth to one-third
of a crop to from one- third to one-half of a
crop.

The Eastern markets will probably have
quite a little Western honey, owing to the
general shortage of clover and basswood in

most sections. While this will be largely al-

falfa, there will probably be some sage from
California.

We are getting a good many inquiries as
to what to do with this honey-dew, where it

predominates in white honey to an extent
that would darken its color and impair its

flavor. We know of nothing to suggest but
to sell it as honey-dew honey to the baking
concerns; "and it would be unwise to dispose
of it for a table honey or even a table houey-
dew. Where there is much of this dark stuff

in sections, we advise cutting it out and melt-
ing it up, selling the honey-ciewto the baker,
and the wax—well, that always has a ready
market. Where there is only a little honey-
dew in the white honey, or not enough to

impair the color or flavor, it is our opinion
that Uncle Sam will let it be sold as honey.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

A HERD-BOOK is proposed in Switzerland

in which to register pedigreed queens. Those
Swiss are bound to keep in the lead.

John Silver, Irish Bee Journal, 117, says

that eggs of the same age were "transferred
to queen-cell cups at the same time, sealed

on the same day, remained side by side in

the same hive, and yet there was a differ-

ence of two days in hatching."

Delightful it is to see our departed coun-
tryman, E. L. Pratt, spoken of so highly by
Austrian bee-keepers. The official report of

the Austrian association says that his dis-

ciiurses when in that country have given a

new turn to bee-keeping in Austria.

Dr. Bruennich (Bienen- Voter, 57), says a

sting is not always fatal to a queen unless

she IS stung between the rings of the abdo-
men. If stung in the thorax it may cripple a

leg, the nerve that controls the leg being af-

fected thereby, and that's generally the cause
of crippled queens. The colony of such a

(jueen is not likely to do good work. [Dr.

Bruennich's statement harmonizes with ob-

servations that we have been able to make.
—Ed.]
Can bees fly backward, p. 380? At their

regular work you may see nothing of the

kind. But set a hive off its stand and put
on the stand an empty hive. You will not
only plainly see the bees flying backward,
but uphill at that—just been trying it.

Later.—Been watching bees at play. Same
flying backward uphill. [We have watched
the bees, but never have seen them fly back-
ward on an ascending plane. Did you ever
see them fly backward on the same plane like

a hummingbird?

—

Ed.]

Austrian bee-keepers, if I understand the

thing correctly, changed to a frame so little

different from the Langstroth size, because
their former deep frame by turning over
could become a comparatively shallow one.

Ought to have said so before, but didn't

know enough. [This puts a new phase on
the whole situation. If the Austrian bee-
keepers changed to a size that would enable
them to use the same frame, hung either
way, then we can see some reason why they
should adopt the size they did. We hereby
extend to them our apologies.

—

Ed.]

John \yARD, referring to a Straw on page
:V.}0, asks: "Where do you buy foundation
that comes clear down to the bottom-bar?
The light brood that The A. I. Root Co. sell

does not." Only the sizes most commonly
in use are listed, but you'll have no trouble
getting any size you order. If splints are
used enough it will be nothing strange if the
deeper size is listed. Whether the bottom-
bar be plain or split, I suspect it is quite im-

Eortant that the foundation be waxed to the
ottom-bar, so the bees will be less likely to

gnaw a passage. [Foundation can be bought

of any of the manufacturers cut to any size
desired.

—

Ed.]

H. E. Crowthers' brief mention of five-
inch splints, page 42fj, may lead to a real im-
provement. If bees gnaw at the splints,

they always begin at the bottom. Now, if

the splints are not needed at the bottom, and
the end of a splint is inside the cluster, may
be the bees will not feel it their duty to gnaw
it. [This suggestion we consider wortTiy of
further experiments. Apparently five-inch
splints would eliminate all trouble. We sug-
gest that some of our subscribers try the
short ones under conditions when the bees
would usually gnaw a wooden splint. We
would also suggest that long and short splints
be used in alternation in the same frame. If

the long ones are gnawed out from the bot-
tom and the short ones untouched, it would
give us a pointer on what the bees will ac-

cept.

—

Ed.]

Here are some figures from Russia, L'Api-
culteur, 472: A worker larva, at its largest de-

velopment, weighs, according to Dr. Dengof,
184 milligrams. That may be better un-
derstood if I say it takes 2465 larvae to weigh
a pound. According to Prof. Fischer it takes
3042. As the young bee matures, its weight
diminishes; and 4279 bees, as they emerge
from the cell, weigh a pound. Yet there is

a little nourishment in its stomach, and, ab-
solutely empty, it takes 4930 to the pound,
after Dengof, and 5532 after Berlepsch. Aft-

Tsecelsky it takes 4348 emerging workers,
and 2314 drones, to make a pound. Swarm-
ing bees weigh 3490 to the pound. An aver-
age swarm of lyi to 2 kilograms (3.3 to 4.4

pounds) contains 12,000 to 16,000 bees, hav-
ing taken up 16 to 21 ounces of honey. [The
figures as to the number of bees in a pound
are substantially the same as the figures made
some years ago, reported in these columns.
Swarms of bees usually weigh more than or-

dinary bees in a normal condition in a colo-

ny.—Ed.]
Gaston Bonnier, Apiculteur, 204, says the

popular notion that bees find their way a
long distance because they see so far with
the compound eyes is all wrong. A carrier

pigeon has some sense by which it finds its

way home where sight is impossible; same
with a bee. Catch a bee on the flowers, cov-

er its eyes with a coat of blackened collodi-

on, and, when freed, he says, this blind bee
will steer straight for home. [Some of these
experiments should be verified before we
come to any definite conclusion. Perhaps
the darkened collodion would shut off all

possible vision. If a bee can intuitively go
back to its home, we do not understand why
it does not do so when taken away from the

environment or range of the bee flight to

which it has been accustomed; but no; it will

make numerous circles to mark all surround-
ing objects, so that it may distinguish its own
home, and these circles constantly enlarge

as it takes in all the surroundings. Appar-
ently vision is an important factor in deter-

mininiy a bee's location homeward, but it is

probably not the only factor.—Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

NEW COMB HONEY.

At this writing (July 15) new honey has
commenced to be put on the market. The
amounts are[|small, and considerable of the
comb was built from baits, so is not very
white. It sells rather slowly, as many gro-

cers have old honey which they wish to clean

up first. Fancy brings $3.7d to ^4.00 per
case; No. 1, $3.50; No. 2, $3.00 to S3.25.

TIERING SUPERS.

As a general rule it is best to place the new
super over the one next the hive till the sec-

ond crop of alfalfa blooms. About the mid-
dle of July a slackening of the flow occurs;
and if a new super is placed under one the
bees have about half full they will probably
quit work in the one and not start in the
other until the flow quickens again.
When the flow slackens, the bees build

the comb thinner and make a rough uneven
finish. • If the super space is contracted at

this time, some of this can be avoided. As
soon as the second b oom comes, the supers
can go on in a more liberal way.

4f-

C.\REFUL GRADING.

The hardest part of introducing the new
grading-rules is persuading the bee-keeper
that a strict adherence to the rules means
more for his crop. The bee-keeper thinks
he is going to lose money if he grades by the
rules. A case of No. 2 comb that weighs not
less than 12 oz. per section, and all the combs
of even and like finish, will sell for more
than a case that has combs weighing from 11

to 20 ounces with yellow and white combs all

mixed in together. Put dark No. 2 together,
and white No. 2 together, and heavy No. 2

in one case, and Tight No. 2 in another.
When packed this way the buyer can judge
better what he is getting than if ail honey
of a given grade is piled promiscuously in a
cas3.

No, Mr. Editor, Dr. Miller and I are not
splitting hairs They are straws, and "stray"
ones at that. I have seen bottom starters an
inch wide that did not curl over, and I have
seen them that have, too. I use extra-thin
foundation; and when less than a half-inch
ii used, it is difficult to get it fastened clear
across. A -'s-inch starter would not be much
more likely to fall over than a ^-inch; but I

find the latter width is enough, and so that
is all I use.
Shipping-cases that have an eighth-inch

space between the cover and top of the sec-
tions are a better protection for the honey
than if the sections come up even with the
top If the case is stepped on, the cover will
bend, but not enough to touch any of the
sections.

HINTS ON LOADING CARS OF COMB HONEY.
Most Western honey-producers use the

double-tier case; and as that is the only case
I have had experience with in loading full

cars of honey, my hints will refer to it ex-
clusively.

A clean dry refrigerator car with a smooth
floor is the best. A good many refrigerator
cars have cleated floors; and, if possible,

such cars should be avoided, as it takes so
much straw to cover up those cleats and
make a smooth level cushion for the cases to

rest on. The ends of the car should be tight

to prevent any one from getting a case out
through the refrigerator. Fruit is stolen
that way quite often, so a freight agent told

me.
Fifteen to twenty bales of straw will be

needed—five or six in each end for the cases
to bump against, making a cushion. The
bales stand on each end with the smooth side

to the cases. It is best to find out how
many cases will run the length of the car, and
how many across the width. Twenty-four to

twenty-six is the usual number for the length
and eleven or twelve in width. That makes
from 264 to 312 in a tier. From that, one can
figure how many tiers it will take, whether
extra rows will have to be placed on top,

and how many bales of straw will be needed
in the ends.

Grain-doors should be secured for the

doors, and one nailed in place at the door
not used for loading. The most particular

work is keeping the cases running even, no
rows creeping ahead of others, and every
case must go right to its place, with no straw
between it and the next case, or there will

be trouble. It is always best to have several

inches to go on in each row, for cases vary
slightly in size, even in the same make of

case. When there is not space for the last

case in a row (there are usually severalrows
when a condition of this kind arises) , bridg-

ing has to be done; and it is a tedious job,

which can usually be avoided if care is taken
right from the start.

The narrowest part of the car is at the

doors, for the grain-doors cut off about two
inches at each side, and this has to be figured

if the full number of rows runs clear through
the car.

The different grades should be piled to-

gether and marked on the cover so that the

buyer, in unloading, can do it without sort-

ing the cases of different grades while the

wagons are waiting to be loaded.

When the car is loaded, sweep off the tops

of the cases and throw out all surplus straw.

If a car has the same number of cases in

each tier, the agent, when he counts the

number in the can, will have no trouble.

Usually there are some cases that have to be
placed on top of the full tiers, and these

should run along the side of the car from
end to end, and an inch strip tacked along

the edge on top of the lower tier so these

few extra rows will not get out of place.

It is well to have several boards in the car

to use when walking over the cases, and no
muddy feet allowed at all.
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GLEANINGS FROM OUR
EXCHANGES

By W. K. Morrison, Me- ina, O.

The English Court of Appeals has recently-

decided a very peculiar case that may affect
pure-food laws in this country. A Mrs. Jack-
son bought of a grocer a can of salmon,
which, on eating, caused her death by pto-
maine poisoning. Her husband brought ac-
tion against the grocer and won his case,
the court allowing $1000 for the loss of her
services, $20 for medical fees, and $150 fu-
neral expenses. There are some foods sold
in this country, of very doubtful character.
Honey is not one of them.

DR. WILEY VINDICATED.
The American Medical Association, with a

membership of 65,000, at its recent annual
convention passed a resolution strongly con-
demning the action of the United States gov-
ernment in allowing the use of benzoate of
soda as a preservative of human food This
is an overwhelming blow for President
Roosevelt's commission of chemists, and a
signal vindication for Dr. Wiley.

THE UNCOMPAGHRE IRRIGATION PROJECT.
The great Gunnison tunnel was completed

July 5, when the gangs from both sides of
tlie mountain met in the middle. The work
lias been an arduous task, even for so ex-
perienced a man as Uncle Sam. as the total

length of the tunnel is six miles, and large
enough to transfer a good-sized river through
to another watershed. President Taft will
formally open the project in September.

4/>-

MORE IRRIGATION.
A plan is on foot to ask Congress for a loan

of $25,000,000, to be used in assisting more
irrigation projects managed by the federal
government. At present the funds derived
from the sale of lands is not sufficient to fi-

nance all the projects for which there is a
demand. In comparison with the enormous
sums spent on the army and navy this is a
small sum, and it ought to be voted without
argument. It ought to be understood that
the money is returned to the government in
ten years, to be used again and again.

THE BEE FLORA OF SPAIN.
The writer has found the book by Senor

Pons Fabregues, on the bee flora of Spain,
very useful, and it seems clear that Ameri-
cans who are making a study of our honey-
plants would find it valuable. Perhaps it

would be well to give some examples.
He mentions a species of geranium which

grows in the Pyrenees at an elevation of
5000 feet, which must be a near relative of
the alfilarep or alfilarella of the Southwest.
It seems to be a first-class honey-plant in ev-
ery respect, and worthy of introduction. It
would probably succeed on some of our
mountain ranges. The technical name is

Geranium Pyrenaicum. The common name is

ajuja de pastor, or shepherd's needle.
The wide variation of climates in Spain is

remarkable. In some parts of the country it

is so cool that the heather of Scotland and
the heaths of Northern Europe do very well.
The Ericas, or heaths, which are mentioned
as very melliferous, are as follows: E. ciliar-

is, E. cinerea, E. multiflora, E. scoparia, E.
tetralix, while E arborea, E. umbellata, and
E. vagans are not indicated; but I presume
they are not so good. The heather Calluna
vulgaris, he says, is very melliferous, but re-
marks the quality is inferior. On the coasts
the climate is humid, while on the interior
tablelands it is arid and requires irrigation.
On the Cordillera the winters are very cold,
while in the South there are no winters at
all, and the orange, lemon, and lime blos-
soms give forth in early spring an abundance
of nectar, producing a honey of exquisite
quality and delicious flavor. Really, Spain
has all the climates of the United States.

A kind of fireweed is mentioned, Epilobi-
uni spicatum, as being very melliferous. Senor
Pons says it is useful in salads, so it is not
exactly a weed. It is a perennial, and is com-
mon in woods and shrubberies. Its period
of flowering is between June and August.
Evidently we could introduce this one.
Mr. Doolittle has always sung the praises

of the teasel; but I doubt if he has ever heard
of the Dipsacus sylvcstris, or bush teasel,

which this auihor praises very highly. It

seems to be as good as the fuller's teasel.

Borage is spoken of as very melliferous;
but as an offset he says the honey produces
dysentery in bees if wintered on it. This
will be news to many.
Spain is rich in labiate plants such as pep-

permints, lavenders, marjorams, thymes,
bee balms, rosemaries, salvias, catnips, net-
tles, wormwoods, etc. Several species of

each are mentioned. A kind of carpet-weed
is mentioned as being good for bees, name-
ly, Lippia citriodora. This one ought to in-

terest bee-keepers in Florida and California.
Buckwheat is mentioned as being much

cultivated in certain parts; but the quality of
the honey is classed as inferior. The date
palm, of which there are a number of groves
in Southern Spain, is classed as a fair honey-
yielder. In my opinion there are few better,
so Florida, Texas, Arizona, and California
ought to encourage date culture. In my
opinion the date will grow wherever the
orange grows, and where it is too arid for
citrus fruits. It will also stand more cold
than the orange. The American agave is

highly spoken of as a honey-plant. There
are few better anywhere.

FOUL BROOD SPREAD BY CRACKER-BOX BEE-MEN.
It win take years of hard work and thousands of

dollars to wipe out the foul brood that is beins spread
all over the southern half of our State by the cracker-
box and soap-box bee-keepers here. I believe I am
the only man in the county who keeps a hospital hive
and looks for the disease and tries to destroy it. A
thoroutrh search every week or ten days is the only
way I can keep my own clean, and you know that
takes some work. C. B. PALMER.
Bradshaw, Neb., July 9.
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By K. F. IIoltermann.

This season I am running about 350 colo-

nies of bees in three apiaries with no help

but some one to smoke the bees for me, and
I am getting a very fair crop too. I expect
to hire help to extract, anticipating a buck-
wheat flow.

<«>

THE HONEY CROP.

At this date, July 12, the honey crop in

Canada can scarcely be estimated. Take the
Dominion as a whole, owing to the lack of

rainfall in many sections we do not anticipate

a bumper crop, and yet there will, no doubt,
be sufficient noney to supply fairly well our
present home market. In at least a consid-
erable number of sections there has been a
good yield from clover, and it is quite pos-
sible that we may have more honey from
thistle and basswood.

^
WEDGtS UNDER THE BROOD-CHAMBER.

I am a strong advocate of the wedges de-
signed by S. T. Pettit. They are 's in. deep
at the thickest part; and, placed between the
bottom-board and brood-chamber at the
sides, they make the entrance to the hive H
in. deeper than the width of the hive. I have
often stated that it has not been my experi-
ence that the bees build comb between the
bottom-bars of the frames and the bottom of

the hives. This year, after some ten years'
experience, I for the first time find that
many colonies have built comb under the
bottom-bars.

HONEY-DEW.
At the Haldimand convention a member

stated that the bees were working freely on
plum-trees, although there were no blossoms.
Some one suggested aphides (plant lice).

The reply was tnat this could not be, as the
leaves were perfectly bright and clean. Up-
on my return to my own apiary I found the
bees working on the plum leaves as stated,

and I also found a sweet liquid substance on
the leaves. It was agreeable to the taste,

and appeared to be lignt in color. The tops
of the leaves were free from aphides; but
when the under sides were examined (this

is where aphides do their work), colonies of

plant lice were found. Close investigation
often reveals the source of a thing. It is like

the hidden gold—found by the careful ex-
aminer.

THE NEW BEE DISEASE IN CANADA.
The Haldimand Bee-keepers' Association

met at the residence of Mr. O. Warner, on
June 12. Practical demonstrations took place
in the apiary, and refreshments were kmdly
served by the Misses Warner, making the
meeting both profitable and enjoyable.
The most striking feature of the meeting

was a statement made by Mr. Morley Pettit,

provincial apiarist. Mr. Pettit had just re-
turned from Durham Co., where the new

kind of foul brood had broken out last year.

Mr. J. L. Byer, at that time inspector in the
district, stated at the National convention,
Detroit, and at the Ontario convention in

Toronto, that the outbreak of this disease
(called by some European foul brood) was
much more serious than that previously
known to Canadians. Some lather sneered
at Mr. Byer, and considered him unduly
alarmed. My own suggestion at Detroit, that

the government had better buy the diseased
apiaries and destroy them before the disease
spread over a wider area, was also laughed
at; but laughter is neither logic nor reason.
Mr. Pettit stated that the disease (new in

Canada) was spreading at a fearful rate; that

it was far more virulent than that known
previously in Canada, and that he was very
much exercised about it. One apiary of 168

colonies had been reduced to 23; another of

180 to 40, and the 40 were all diseased. Oth-
er instances, equally alarming, were given.

He stated that the bee-keepers were going
to co-operate in their treatment, and treat

every colony in an apiary, even if a portion

appeared free from tne disease. Mr. Pettit

also stated that the bee-keepers had been
forced to the conclusion that the disease

spreads by means other than the robbing of

affected colonies.

The writer of these notes suggested that,

as the bees cleaned out the diseased larvae,

contrary to the ordinary foul brood, the lar-

vae might dry out, and in that light condition

blow into other hives, and that Mr. S. D.

House had said it was found well to change
the situation of the apiary to help cure the

disease. If the larvae.were blown about, the

more rapid spread of the disease might in

part be accounted for. However, since com-
ing home I have still another theory to ad-

vance to account for its spread. The bees,

when cleaning out the dead brood, must of

necessity come in contact with the germs of

the disease. When they visit blossoms they
may leave the germs on them, they may even
leave them in the nectaries of the blossoms.

When these blossoms are visited by bees

from healthy colonies the bees may carry the

germs home and establish the disease there.

Bees from diseased stocks should be bacteri-

ologically examined, and, if possible, blos-

soms also.

Meanwhile, I repeat it would have been
better had the affected apiary been destroy-

ed in the first place; and now with as little

"red tape "as possible, and as quickly as

possible, the colonies in the affected district

had better be destroyed, and compensation
be made to the owners by the Dominion gov-

ernment, as it has power to act in this matter

under the " Contagious Disease " act. The
Provincial government has also power under
the foul-brood act to deal with this matter.

Perhaps the expense could be shared jointly

by the two governments. In any case the

initial expense would be only a trifle com-
pared with the later cost. We do not want
this new disease to sweep over the province

or the dominion through carelessness or lack

of energy, or by belittling its danger.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

AFTER-SWARMING.

"Have you been troubled Mvith after-

swarms more than usual this year, Mr. Doo-
httle? I have never had so many in my life.

Theyjust kept coming and coming, all through
haying time, till I got completely tired of

them. What do you do with yours when they
come so fast?"
"Well, Mr. Barber, it is a rare thing that I

have an after-swarm at all these years. With
the plan of doing entirely away with swarm-
ing, as given in a ' A Year's Work in an Out-
apiary, ' I do not have any swarms at all, un-
less, perchance, I get so crowded for time
that I do not keep up with the bees "

"Well, you needn't think that all the bee
world is as far advanced as you and a few
others are. The majority of the bee-keepers
have more or less swarming. What did you
do when you did have after-swarms?"
"That depended very much on my wants;

and the whole thing hinges upon the wants
of the apiarist, locality, etc. If the apiarist
desires increase instead of honey, then he
probably can do no better than to hive the
after-swarms in separate hives, if his locality
will permit these small swarms to obtain
stores enough for winter. If he has empty
combs to give those coming out near the close
of the season, it will help them much by way
of allowing them to store honey enough to
winter upon; for such small late swarms rare-
ly fill their hives with comb, and have honey
enough for winter. If, on the other hand,
the apiarist desires honey instead of increase,
then he should not allow any of those after-
swarms to issue; and if any do come out they
should be returned; for with the after-swarm
goes all prospect of surplus honey from the
colony from which it issued, while, if pre-
vented, the old colony is usually much better
for winter, and will often store a surplus be-
sides."

" You say after-swarms should not be al-

lowed to issue if honey rather than increase
is desired. This is my case exactly. Now,
how can I prevent their issuing, as they did
this year?"

"I used to employ two plans for doing this,
according to where I wished the old colony
to remain. If the old colony was to remain
on its former stand, the prime swarm being
hived in a new location, then I retained the
after-swarms by chpping off the queen-cells,
for all after-swarms come because there is a
plurality of queens in the hive, all but one
of which are held in the cells till the time for
the going-out of the after-swarm arrives,
when, during the bustle of this excitement,
the guards abandon the cells, and many
queens often go with the swarm, especially
with a third or fourth swarm. Some tell us
to cut out the queen-cells five or six days
after the first or prime swarm issues, cutting
out all but the best one; but I find that, where

this is done, the bees often rear more queens
from the brood which still remains young
enough to be transformed into a queen, and
swarming later on is the result. My way
was to wait eight days after the first swarm
came out, when, as a rule, the first young
queen would have emerged from. her cell,

when all remaining queen-cells were cut off,

thus making a sure thing of it; for after eight
days there is no brood young enough to be
changed into a queen, should the bees so de-
sire. To make sure that all queen-cells are
off, the bees should be shaken from each
frame, for, if this is not done, some cells may
be overlooked, and an after-swarm be the
result."
"But don't you always leave the old colo-

ny on the stand it occupied all the season?"
"No. Very many of our best bee-keepers

who still adhere to natural swarming move
to a new stand the hive from which a prime
swarm has just issued, hiving the swarm in
a new hive on the old stand, as this gives all

the field bees to the swarm, and tends to
stop after-swarms from such removed colo-
ny. However, even this plan is not a sure
preventive for after-swarming. When I wish-
ed the new or first swarm to occupy the old
stand, as I usually did, I proceeded to remove
the combs from the old hive while the bees
were out in the air or clustering on a tree,

E
lacing these combs in a box with all the ad-
ering bees on them. The old hive was then

supplied with empty frames or those filled
with comb foundation, or frames of empty
comb, according as I had before ordained,
when the super was put back and the hive
closed up as it was to remain. The swarm
was now hived here, where it came from,
which gave it an advantage over a swarm
hived on a new stand, in that it had many
more bees, and therefore gave a better yield
of section honey."
"What about the combs in the box?"
"The box of combs, brood, and bees, I

carried to a stand I wished a colony to occu-
py, and placed them in a new hive. During
the remainder of the day quite a few of the
old or field bees would go from this new hive
for forage; but when returning, instead of
coming to this new hive which they left, they
would return to the swarm on the old stand,
and thus strengthen it still more. The colo-
ny left on the old combs in the new hive on
the new stand is that much reduced, so that,

by the next morning, the bees feel 'poor in

sjDirit, ' and ready to give up all thoughts of
atter-swarming, so wnl receive any thing in

the shape of a queen. I could then give
them a laying queen, a virgin queen, or a
ripe queen-cell, just as I happened to have
on hand, and when they would destroy all

the queen-cells of their own, with no thought
of further swarming that year."

CONVENTION NOTICE.

The Pennsylvania State Bee-keepers' Association
will hold its next convention in Lebanon, Sept. 8 and
9. An excellent protrram is being prepared, and will
be announced later in GLEANINGS.
Middletown, Pa. A. F. Satterthwait.
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General
Correspondence

SYMPOSIUM ON SHIPPING HONEY IN
CAR LOTS.

'In our issue for Feb. 1, p. 72, we stated that the plan
of shippinir honey in car lots acainst sight draft with
bill of lading attached was giving rise to more or less
dissatisfaction between the shipper and the consignee;
tliat we had been called upon to arbitrate between the
parties, and that it was almost impossible to secure a
satisfactory settlement; that the shipper in very many
cases, and perliaps most cases, was not the producer
or producers, but a middleman; that he bought up va-
rious lots of honey, each lot graded upon the individ-
ual notion of the producer of the same. The privilege
of inspecting the car before payment of the draft, we
added, did not allow the consignee to form any accu-
rate idea of the contents of the car; that very often a
car would be shipped to some city, and the only oppor-
tunity for inspection was perhaps in some freight-yard
where it would be impossible to unload any portion of
the honey in order that other portions of it, further
back, might receive any kind of inspection. We gave
it as our opinion that the sight-draft bill-of-lading-at-
tached method of settlement was far from satisfactory;
that some other scheme ought to be devised, and sug-
gested that the shipper allow the consignee an oppor-
tunity to unload the car, inspect the same after being
unloaded, and then, if it is not satisfactory, to hold it

subject to the order of the shipper. The difficulty has
come up, time and again, of wjiere cars have been re-
je.'ited. The honey is then in the hands of the railroad
c>mpany; and if the weather is cold, as it has hap-
pened to be in some instances, the honey is subjected,
perhaps, to a zero temperature.
We laid the whole matter before a number of large

producers and comb-honey buyers to get their opin-
ions on the general proposition, and received in re-
turn a number of responses. As the matter was hard-
ly seasonable last winter, we have held the same until
the time for shipping comb honey, and we now pre-
sent the different replies right here.—ED.]

THE IMPORTANCE OF HAVING A SATISFACTORY
REPORT OF THE CONSIGNEE'S FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY; THE CAR-LOT BUYER, NOT
THE PRODUCER, RESPONSIBLE FOR DISSAT-
ISFACTION.

In the twelve years that I have been man-
ager of the Colorado Honey-producers' Asso-
ciation, many carloads of honey have been
sold by us with sight draft attached to bill of

lading. We have also received a number of

carloads with sight draft attached to bill of
lading, and have therefore had plenty of op-
portunity to study this question from all sides.

As we are a co-operative association of bee-
keepers, our main business is the marketing
of the crops of our members, principally comb
honey, in carload lots. We generally ship
the same direct from the locality where it

was produced to our customers east. All
honey shipped out by us must be graded and
packed according to Colorado rules, and is

inspected before it goes into the car. Lots
nr)t coming up to the requirements have to

be graded over before they are accepted.
The loading and packing is also done by the
association; and if the car is shipped with
sight draft attached to bill of lading we must
have a satisfactory report on the consignee's
financial responsibility and business reputa-
tion, based upon experiences of their cus-
tomers, before the car leaves. The rating of
a firm in Dun's and Bradstreet'smaybe high-

ly satisfactory, but at the same time it would
be a risky proposition to ship such firm a
carload ot comb honey sight draft attached to
bill of lading. It is q^uite a common occur-
rence to see carloads of produce turned down
when shipped on such terms by firms hav-
ing a good commercial rating, especially
where the shipper is a long distance away,
when there is no good reason for such rejec-
tion. Some of the causes for such action are,

a declining market, an oversupply of the
commodity in the locality, or an attempt to
force the "shipper to make concessions.
Should the shipper be an individual without
any extended business connections, such a
turndown is more likely to happen than with
an established firm that could readily ascer-
tain the exact condition in which the car ar-

rived at destination, and, if necessary, divert
it quickly to some other point, and give the
firm employing such tactics a well-merited
exposure.
To prevent these altogether too frequent

abuses of the confidence of the shipper, an
organization was established called "The
Produce Reporter Company," with head-
quarters in Chicago, which gives the finan-
cial rating as well as the experiences of ship-
pers with receivers, and vice versa. If a car-

load shipment of one of its members is turn-
ed down, the head office is notified by wire,
and they instruct one of their nearest inspect-
ors to investigate the cause of rejection, and
the result of such investigation is then pub-
lished in their weekly reports. It can readi-

ly be seen that this affords quite a protection
to the shipper, and at the same time it also

protects business firms against careless or
dishonest shippers and producers. While
an individual producer of an occasional car-

load of honey may feel that he could not af-

ford the expense of this service, a co-opera-
tive association of producers should not be
without it, as it is the means of holding the
members to a careful application of their

grading-rules, induces better business meth-
ods, and gives needed protection.

If investigated it will be found that one of

the principal causes of dissatisfaction with
carload shipments of comb honey are in-

stances where same has been gathered up by
honey-buyers from many different producers,
having different standards for grading their

honey, or none at all, and using any style of

shipping-case that comes handy. Some of

these lots may be closely graded, properly
packed, and give satisfaction to the most ex-
acting buyer, while others are dumped into

cases out of the supers with no grading or
scraping. The buyer will sometimes pay
very little more for the well-graded lot; and,

as a consequence, a premium is placed on
carelessness; therefore, when trouble arises

over such a car lot it is not just to haul the
bee-keepers over the coals for it (the careless

grader generally does not read bee journals )

,

the car- lot buyer that picked up these various

lots in the country being the person that should
be exposed. Such a buyer saw each lot, and
inspected it before paying the producer t\ r

it, and knew what the car contained; and if
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he knew that his reputation was at stake he
would either turn down poorly grraded stock,

or, if he bought it at all, he would buy at such

a low figure tnat he could afford to sell it again

for what it actually is. Not until then will

the careful grader who is obliged to sell

through such parties get his just dues, and
his negligent neighbors will either mend
their ways or quit the business.

The editor well says (page 73), "If the

goods are carefully packed, and up to the

standard as to weight for each grade, there

will be no trouble, even at the present ba-

sis." We would add that the shipper should
be satisfied he is dealing with a firm that is

willing to live up to the golden rule before
he lets his product go.

Denver, Col. Frank Rauchfuss.

THE SIGHT-DRAFT PLAN ALL WRONG ; A SHIP-

PER SHOULD HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE
BUYER, AND THEN NOT INSIST ON SUCH
TERMS.

Since we have been in business we have
had a good deal of experience in shipping
with sight draft attached to bill of lading, and
in a number of instances we have been heavy
losers. If it does not take too much space,

we should like to cite one instance which oc-

curred this year. We bought from a certain

firm in California, with whom we had been
doing business for the past twenty years,

several cars of honey this season. Hereto-
fore all their shipments proved entirely sat-

isfactory, and we felt satisfied that we could
rely on them in every instance. The first

two cars we received this season from this

firm proved entirely satisfactory. The third

car came along containing about 300 cases
valued at about $2300 besides freight, and
we honored that draft the same as hereto-
fore, without examining the honey. While
we might have been at fault in not examin-
ing the honey, we were so sure that the goods
would be all right that we did not consider it

necessary. We did not remove the honey
to our store, having no room, but put it in a
warehouse, and bad no occasion to examine
it until a few weeks later. This car was sold

to us as choice quality Southern California
white-sage honey, and so stipulated in the
contract given to us by the broker. Upon
examining the honey we found no white
honey at all. It was all light amber and am-
ber, and a very poor quality at that. The
difference in price between the goods we
originally bought and the goods we received
was at least from 1 to 1>^ cts. per lb. Mean-
while another car arrived from the same
Earty, and we thought best to examine this

efore paying draft. This car was not up to

the standard, and we notified the broker that
we were compelled to reject the car on ac-
count of poor quality. The broker had the
honey examined himself on the dock, even
drawing more samples than we did, and ad-
mitted that it was a very poor delivery,
none of the honey coming up to the standard,
and that we were perfectly justified in re-

jecting the goods. We took the matter up

ourselves with the California house on this

last car, and also wrote them about the
former car for which we had paid, telling

them we had no desire to be arbitrary, and
they wrote back, asking what allowance
would be satisfactory to us. We wrote them
that their own broker should draw samples
from the car, and that whatever amount tneir
broker thought was a reasonable allowance
would be satisfactory to us and we would be
willing to abide by his decision. We wrote
them that, as their broker was their authoriz-
ed agent, he certainly would take care of
their interests, and that at the same time we
felt satisfied he would do us justice as well.

Thereupon they coolly wrote back that, in-

asmuch as we had paid the draft and taken
in the honey, they had to consider this in-

stance closed, and would not listen to any al-

lowance. We, by the way, do not consider
it closed byany means, for the law-holds that,

even if you do examine part of the goods, ac-

cept them, pay for them, and can prove aft-

erward that the entire lot is not like sample
drawn, the shippers are liable. Whether we
recover any thing remains to be seen, and
the only way left open for us is litigation.

This is only one instance. We can cite

many more of the same nature, and there-
fore we have concluded not to pay any more
drafts until we are satisfied that the ship-

ments are up to the quality and that we get
what we bought. In our opinion the sight-

draft business is all wrong, and entirely in

favor of the shipper; and, as far as we know,
it is practiced only in California and the far

West, where these rules were adopted years
ago. We receive large shipments from all

other parts of the country as well as abroad,
and are not asked to pay sight draft.

The question is certainly a serious one; but
we reahy must confess that we can see no
way in which a more satisfactory understand-
ing can be arranged. 1 he basis of transac-
tion on a large scale should be confidence
and faith between the seller and buyer, and
every shipper who has confidence in the
buyer should not insist upon any such terms.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.
New York, Feb. 8.

THE BUYER SHOULD HAVE EQUAL RIGHTS
WITH THE SHIPPER; THE BUYER SHOULD
SEND A MAN UNLESS THE SHIPPER IS

KNOWN.
In reference to shipping honey in carload

lots, sight-draft bill of lading attached, I re-

gard it a good thing that this subject came
up. I do not see why a responsible person
can not buy honey without paying for it be-
fore seeing it. Everybody knows that you
can not inspect a car of comb honey in the
car. We have met with just such trouble as
you give an account of. Of course we have
had some excellent carload shipments made
tons, goods being just the same as represent-
ed. Ihen, again, they were not what they
should be. 1 think it is not more than fair

that the buyer should have equal rights with
the shipper.
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There is a good deal of dishonest grading.

We by far prefer sending our man, when we
buy car lots, unless we know from whom we
are buying. We would refuse to take a car

of honey, sight-draft bill of lading attached,
unless we knew the party shipping.

Chas. H. Wi
Cincinnati, 0., Feb. 8.

'EBER.

THE FAULT LIES WITH THOSE WHO ARE IG-

NORANT OF REQUIREMENTS AND OF GRAD-
ING-RULES.

We have read your article entitled "Ship-
ping Honey in Carloads on Sight Draft with
Bill of Ladmg Attached; some of the Troubles
of the Shipper and Consignee."
We would not have made any comments

upon it except for your drawing attention
thereto under date of Feb. 6. We are of the
opinion that you have undertaken to regu-
late something that may present many diffi-

culties. We have found during our business
career that the men or firms who make a
business of cheating are few in numbers; and
when we have found those addicted to that,

we have ceased to deal with them, for these
men know what they are doing.
Our greatest difficulty has been with those

who are ignorant of our requirements, and
careless in the preparation of their merchan-
dise for market. These we have found to

give a great deal of annoyance, for the rea-

son that their intention was not to deceive.
Much improvement has come about of late

years, and now there is a general knowledge
among those handling car lots of honey, that
certain requirements as to grade and method
of marketing generally are necessary. We
are of the opinion that publication of aggra-
vated cases would be helpful.

R. A. Burnett & Co.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 8.

CONSIDERABLE TROUBLE WOULD BE SAVED
IF HONEV-SHIPPERS WOULD SELL ONLY TO
RESPONSIBLE PARTIES, AND THEN BILL THE
HONEY OPEN.

As a rule, the early part of the season
where we are loading carloads of comb or
extracted honey we usually have our own
representative on the ground to inspect, ac-

cept, and load. Extracted, we at times buy
draft bill of lading attached subject to draft

being held for arrival and examination of

car. Some of our honey-shippers, that we
have been dealing with in the past, load cars
as agreed upon, properly graded, and give
us wnat we buy; then, again, there are oth-
ers who may want to do what is right, but are
not sufficiently familiar with the grading-
rules, or they sell one thing and ship anoth-
er, and this is where the trouble commences.

It is not good policy to have the railroad
companies unload comb honey in their
freight-houses. In the first place, the rail-

road employees do not know how to handle
comb honey; and before they get it unload-
ed, considerable will be damaged. On the
other hand, it is impossible to inspect a car

of honey properly as long as it is still in the
car. Then, again, railroad companies have
no right to unload the honey when goods
are consigned to shipper's order.

In our opinion, if tne honey-shippers would
confine their operations to responsible
houses, and then bill their honey open, it

very often would avoid considerable trouble;
but where a seller sells one grade and puts
in two or three grades, it invariably will lead
to rejection, and then the fault is all blamed
on the buyer. In more cases the seller does
not know any better, while, again, he may
feel indifferent, thinking that draft may be
honored on presentation. When such cars
are rejected they are often turned over to
brokers or dealers who are not in the honey
business, and are not in the habit of handling
this commodity, except on such occasions;
and honey of this kind is usually sold at the
best obtainable price, to the detriment of the
regular honey-dealers.

Chicago, 111. S. T. FiSH & Co.

[In our opinion the best solution of the
whole difficulty is for consignee (as some of
them do) to send a representative into the
territory where the honey is produced, and
instruct him to buy, after thorough inspec-
tion, and load the same before he leaves. A
car of honey may cost all the way from three
to six thousand dollars, and seventy-five dol-

lars or a hundred is a very small amount to

invest in order that there may be entire sat-

isfaction to both sides of the deal.

—

Ed.]

AN OPEN LETTER TO DR. MILLER.

Is it Advisable to Give Young Brood to a
Colony that has a Virgin? Does

the Giving of Such Brood
Stay Swarming?

[The following: discussion between two old veterans
involves some practical considerations, and we are
slad to place it before our readers.—ED. J

Dr. C. C. Miller:—In the A B C of Bee Cul-
ture (edition of 1905, page 287), under the
head of "Virgin Queens" Mr. Root advises
giving a comb of young brood to a colony
having a virgin queen, if the colony does not
already have such brood; and he gives three
different reasons for doing so.

In Gleanings, 1907, page 185, three writ-

ers, D. R. Keyes, W. D. Achord, and J. A.

Crane, say that giving young brood to a
colony having a virgin queen, before she be-
gins laying, will cause the bees to start

queen-cells on the brood given, and to kill

the queen. How do you reconcile these two
statements?

I always used to give young brood, when
none was present, as soon as I knew that a

queen had hatched, principally to prevent
the bees from swarming out with the queen
when she came out to mate; and I found that

it had the desired effect, but I also found
many youn^ queens missing when I expect-
ed to find them laying.

Since reading the statement of Messrs.

Keyes, Achord, and Crane I have omitted
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giving young brood in this case, but have
been greatly annoyed by swarms following

the virgins on their mating trip. When
several come out at the same time they gen-

erally cluster together, causing a bad mix-

up, and sometimes resulting in absconding.

As it is not always possible to tell the exact

time when a queen will hatch, giving young
brood in advance might cause this brood to

become too old to be used for queen-cells, if

the virgin should happen to be lost on her
excursion. I have, therefore, waited until

she was out of the call, whether I saw her
or not. What is your practice, experience,

and success in this case?
Wm. Muth-Rasmussen.

[Dr. Miller repHes:]

It is not always easy to reconcile state-

ments. Sometimes there is a difference in

conditions that makes a difference in results,

although that difference in conditions may
escape observation. Then there is that old

legend, "Bees do nothing invariably."

If we refer to the practice of the bees un-
der normal conditions we find that, after a
prime swarm issues, the virgin emerges
from her cell when young brood is no longer
present. If that proves any thing, it proves
only that the presence of young brood is not
necessary. In cases of natural supersedure
it often happens that the old queen continues
laying until the daughter has begun to lay,

and in that case the young queen finds eggs
and young brood present during the whole
period of her virginity. Certamly in that

case Dame Nature does not consider it an
error to give young brood where a virgin is

not yet laying. So there are at least some
cases in which the presence of young brood
does not cause the bees to kill the virgin and
start fresh cells.

As to my own practice, I have never hesi-

tated to give young brood to a nucleus hav-
ing a virgin. Looking at my record for last

year, the first entry to which I open shows
that I gave to the nucleus a fr?.me of young
brood at the same time I gave a virgin, and
in due time the virgin was laying. In the
next case there was young brood present in

the hive when the virgin was given, the lay-

ing queen having been removed a day or
two previously. Perhaps neither of these
two cases is exactly what we want, for,

strictly speaking, the question before us is

whether it does harm to give young brood
when a virgin is present. In the next five

or six cases I found again that young brood
was present when the virgin was given, and
the virgin in each case became a laying
queen.
Then I turned to this year's record, and

ti.o rirst nucleus to which I turned furnished
a case in point. A sealed cell had been
given May 29. June '6 1 found the virgin had
emerged from her cell, and I gave the nu-
cleus a frame of young brood. June 14, on
opening the hive I saw the queen on the
combs. That was clear proof that at least

in one case the giving ot young brood had
not resulted in the bees killing the virgin.

Next time I looked she was laying finely. I

have had many like cases.

I may say that my object in giving young
brood is, for one thing, to help next time 1

look into the nucleus to know whether a
queen is present. If no queen-cells are
started I may feel confident there is a queen
in the hive, although cells are sometimes start-

ed while a virgin is present.

Another reason is the belief that the pres-
ence of young brood may have, at least in-

directly, a tendency, as A. I. Root teaches,

to incite the young queen to laying. Still

another is that giving young brood helps to

keep up the stock of young bees in the nive;

for, later on, this brood will become young
bees. Perhaps of still greater importance it

is, that giving unsealed brood will help to

keep young the bees already in the hive. Of
course it can make no difference in the
actual age of the bees; but it may keep them
nurse bees; whereas if there were no brood
to be fed they might assume the role of field

bees.
Some one may still insist, "But others

find that giving young brood makes the bees
kill the virgin and start queen-cells." Well,
as I have already said, it is certain that
young brood brings no such result in cases
of superseding; and it is just possible that it

was taken for granted that the bees killed

the virgin because of the presence of young
brood, when young brood had nothing to do
with it. There are ways in which a virgin

may be lost v/ithout the workers killing her,

and workers may kill a virgin without being
egged thereto by young brood.
At any rate, however it may be with others

I do know that for many years I have been
giving young brood to nuclei with virgins,

and have had those virgins live and be nap-

py ever after. C. C. Miller.

GLEANINGS' FIRM STAND FOR PURE FOOD
COMMENDED BY DR. WILEY.

On page 356 of our issue for June 15 we
published a comlimentar>' reference to Dr.
Wiley and the work he was accomplishing
in the interest of pure food. It is only one
of a good many other notices of like charac-
ter that have appeared in these columns.
But, apparently. Dr. Wiley has been keep-
ing in touch with what we have been doing,
and in the letter that follows it appears he
appreciates the backing we are giving him.

United St.vtes DEiwRTMEiNT of Agkiculture,
Bureau of Chemistry,

Mr. E. R. Root:—I had already read your very nice
article. I am grlad to have your support. I believe
that the cause of pure food will triumph, for tiie peo-
ple of this country are opposed to adding preserva-
tives and other substances to foods. They want the
foods pure; and if they drink whisky they want it

straiffht. I appreciate the firm stand wliich GLEANINGS
has taken !n support of the fitrht I am inakins- for the
purity of our foods. H. W. WILEY.
Washintnon. D. C, July 3.

There are a few journals of influence that
are trying to discredit Dr. Wiley. Whether
they are biased by certain advertising patron-
age from the adulterators, or honestly misled
by articles inspired by the same source, we
can not say.
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EXTRACTING HONEY WITHOUT OPEN-
ING HIVES.

A Proposed Plan for Sucking Honey Out
of Combs by Means of a Vacuum Pump.

BY L. W. AVANT.

rSoniethinjT over a year aero Mr. Avant wrote us.

statint; that he had a new method for the extraction of

honey out of the eombs without openintr the hive or in

any wise disturbing the bees. Of course, we were in-

terested; and the result was, after some little corres-
pondence, he revealed the general plan, but which
plan at the time he was not ready to Kive to the pub-
lie. Since that time he has made formal application
for patents covering all the basic principles of it, and
has now consented to place it before our readers.
By way of further explanation we may say that the

invention involves the use of special stationary combs
havine hollow core boxes, or, perhaps we had better

say, a hollow midrib. In the sample super sent for

our inspection the comb was built out to and in con-
tact with the ends of the super. Ordinary comb made
up from foundation, or as made by the bees, has a
midrib that supports the cell-walls on either side. If

the reader can imagine this midrib split on a vertical

line, running clear down through the comb, so that

each cell retains one-half of the midrib, and if he can

FIG. L- -AVANT'S VACUUM HONEV-EXTRACTOR WITH SUCTION-BOX
THAT PASSES INTO THE CENTER OF EACH COMB.

see in his mind's eye these two halves separated about
'ii of an inch, he will get an idea of the construction
of this special comb. As it is not possible to divide an
ordinary comb on this plan, Mr. Avant makes a hollow
midrib of metal having perforations five to the inch.
Each one of these perforations is so placed that it shall
be the bottom of every one of the cells of comb. To
get the bees to build this right, foundation is placed
over this perforated metal so that the base of every
cell shall be just over one of these holes in the hollow
box or core. These are closed, while the bees are
drawing out the comb, by a wooden or metal core.
When the comb is drawn out and filled with honey the
core is removed, when the suction box is inserted
through a slot in the end of the hive. This sucks the
honey out, we might say, backward through the before-
mentioned perforations at the base of each one of the
cells. The suction then carries it on into the pump,
whence it delivers it to any receptacle desired. The
reader must clearly understand that the honey comes
out of the combs by the exact reverse of the manner in
which it comes out of combs extracted in the regular
way.
Right here the question will arise, "What is done

with the cappings? " Mr. Avant has been encounter-
ing some difficulties, apparently, because it was al-
most impossible to make the suction strong enough so
that the cappings will cave in, as it were, thus permit-

ling the honey to pass, by suction, out of the base of
the cells. It is, indeed, remarkable that he has been
able to " uncap" to some extent, in proof of which he
sent samples of a comb that he had extracted, with
iMPpings that had caved in; but owing, possibly, to the
r;i(t that the extraction was only partially complete by
rcMson of insufficient power being generated to perfo-
rate or cave in all the cappings, Mr. Avant, of late,

seems to have been working on a slightly different

p an of extracting srcen honey, or nectar, and feed-
ing it back on the plan that he describes in the sub-
joined article. If the honey is extracted while it is

thin, and before it is capped over, the resistance will be
more easily overcome.—ED.

J

When we read of unsatisfactory markets,
the fight against adulteration, and the man-
ufacture of cheap syrups, etc., it seems per-
tinent to ask ourselves the question, "Is it

possible for us as bee-keepers to improve
our methods and equipments so as to produce
honey more cheaply?" That our industry is

burdened with a multiplicity of equipments
I think no one will deny after considering
the appliances that the modern bee-keeper
must use. To what extent my pneumatic ex-
tractor and some plans that may be employ-

ed with it may tend to

relieve the present con-
ditions I submit to the
candied judgment of a
fair and impartial pub-
lic.

By my process the
honey can be taken di-

rect from the hives in a
marketable condition
and automatically
weighed in the can in

which it is to be sold.

This is accomplished
without opening the
hive or uncapping or
removing a frame. In
fact, neither honey nor
bees are seen in the
operation.
The process is alto-

gether through the pe-
culiar construction of
the frame, which is

simply a hollow box
or irame of the same
dimensions as the Lang-

stroth, that we are enabled to take the honey
by suction.
The frame consists essentially of two per-

forated metal sheets forming the sides of the
box-frame. The bees build their comb on
the outside of this box, with a perforation at

the bottom of each cell, through which the
honey is drawn to the interior of the frame,
and, through suitable piping, to the honey-
can. These perforations are closed and
opened by means of unperforated sheets se-

cured in juxtaposition to the inner surfaces
of perforated sneets when first given to bees,
or withdrawn when extracting. The removal
of these sheets for opening tlie perforations
at the bottom of the cells, and the applica-
tion of suction, is accomplished through a
slot provided for each frame in the back end
of the hive.

Fig. 1 shows the extractor in position to

operate, with the suction-box beginning to
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FKi. 2.—suciioi\-Box p:xtended full length as when pushed into the
OPENING IN SUPER.

enter a frame. Fig. 2 shows the extension
of the suction-pipe in entering full depth of

frame. Fig. 3 represents a Mason fruit-jar

attached in experimental work for the pur-
pose of observing the flow of honey. Fig. 4

represents the extractor when not in use or
ready to remove to another hive. Fig. 5 rep-
resents a frame when given to the bees. Fig.

() represents a finished frame from which the
honey has been extracted.

I might add that I have been taking honey
in an experimental way by this method for a
number of years.

Auci. 1

While thib

may greatly
expedite and
reduce the
cost of pro-
duction, the
greatest ben-
efit will prob-
ably come
through the
introduction
of a method
at least part-

ly new for
the produc-
tion of both
comb and ex-
tracted hon-
e y . This
method is de-
pendent, pri-

ma r i 1 y, on
our ability to

preserve nec-
tar for a few
weeks until

the honey-flow ceases. The nectar will

then be fed hack, and finished as extract-

ed or comb honey. The facility with which
the apiarist may take honey by this process
will enable him to go over an average apiary
every few days, thus constantly providing
empty combs and guaranteeing the greatest
possible amount of nectar.
This nectar should be extracted as soon as

ready to cap, placed in 60-lb. cans, hermeti-
cally sealed, and stored in a cool room. If it

is desired to produce comb honey, the comb
supers are placed on hives when the flow be-

FIG. 3.—MASON JAR IN POSITIO >J TO SHOW the PROGRESS OF THE HONEY SUCKED FROM
SUPER.
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FIG. 4.—READY FOR MOVING TO ANOTHER HIVE.

465

ting the upper
edges of combs,
or other means
to induce the
bees to fill their

sacs. Then place
the brood-nest
on top of the ex-
tracting - super
and smoke the
bees down into

the samethrough
a queen-exclud-
er. The brood-
nest and super
should then be
changed to nor-
mal position witli

a wire gauze be-
tween to retain

bees above dur-
ing the night.

This will also

be excellent to

startcomb-build-
ing, while the
swarming fever
of the queen will

doubtless be
lowered several
degrees after

gins to check, and this nectar is fed back
For this purpose. The process presents ideal

conditions, not only for the greatest amount
of comb and extracted honey, but the rapid-

ity with which the honey is taken will prob-
ably render it practicable to empty all combs
with each change of flowers, thus rendering
easy the matter of keeping each source of

honey sepa-
rate.'

The main
condition in

swarm con-
trol, that of

emptycombs,
is promoted
by the fre-

fl u e n t ex-
tracting of

nectar. We
would prob-
ably be en-
tirely suc-
cessful on
this line if we
would take
the pains oc-

casionally to

relieve the
brood-nest of

nectar. This
might be ac-

com plished
by gomgover
the apiary
late evenings
:i few times
before ex-
tracting, or
shaking, cut-

she has remained almost alone in the brood-

nest all night. Of course the gauze should be

removed next morning.
I submit to the experienced apiarist of the

country what per cent of gain in honey may
be accomplished if we can take the nectar as

fast as gathered, preserve it, and feed back

when there is nothing else for the bees to

FIGS. 5 AM) <i. -AVANT'S SPECIAL FRAME WITH A HOLLOW CORE, ADAPT-

ED TO THE VACUUM EXTRACTING SYSTEM.
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get. Critical times indeed, these, when bees
are gathering ten pounds or more per day!
I should be glad to have the observations of

practical bee-men. I could probably arrange
a public demonstration at the San Antonio
International Fair this fall.

Atascosa, Tex.

[There are some mechanical difficulties to

be overcome yet before this plan of extract-

ing honey can be regarded as a complete
success, and we have some doubts whether
Mr. Avant will ever be able to do it on a
working commercial basis. It is not our pur-
pose to throw cold water upon this invention

;

nay, rather, Mr. Avant should be encourag-
ed. But in the meantime, in view of the
failure of so many promising inventions we
feel that we owe a duty to the bee-keeping
public by taking a conservative attitude.

Honey can be extracted by the old-fashion-
ed way, with the power-driven extractors,
using an uncapping-knife, at a mere fraction
of a cent a pound. Even if Mr. Avant can
bring his method to a state of perfection, the
relative saving, if any, will be very small.
Furthermore, one can get only half as many
combs of the Avant type in a given hive ca-
pacity as he can get or the ordinary combs.
This will require the use of twice as many
hive-bodies with special slotted ends, and
combs that will cost anywhere from three to
four times as much as the regular combs.
Moreover, these special combs will be built
against the hive-ends, making their removal
impracticable. Again, the extracting-out-
fit would have to be shifted for each hive,
and a suction pump like this would be no
light affair. These items of extra expense
would make the cost of the Avant method of
extracting, in our judgment, exceed the cost
of the present plan.
The only way that Mr. Avant can possibly

make it work would be to extract green
honey, as he proposes in his article above.
Whether he can keep this in hermetically
sealed cans remains to be proven. It is well
known that green honey will sour very quick-
ly. It will be something of a problem, if one
takes out several thousand pounds of nectar
in a day, how to keep this hermetically seal-
ed until it is time to feed it back. Just sup-
pose that the sealing should break in the
meantime. Very shortly the nectar would
begin to ferment and sour. But suppose it

does not sour, it is doubtful if feeding back
in this way can be made profitable. Feed-
ing back on any basis is a doubtful proposition.
On the other hand, inventions with more

obstacles in the way than this, apparently,
have beaten their way to a brilliant success.
We marvel that Mr. Avant has succeeded as
well as he has. Any man who has originali-
ty enough to strike out on entirely new lines,
as he has in spite of all discouragements,
and go as far as he has done, has our un-
qualilied admiration. We are entirely sin-
cere when we say we wish him success; and
\\' there is any thmg we can do to help along
this invention, in a reasonable and proper
manner, we shall be glad to do it.— F]d.]

A CONE-SHAPED HONEY - STRAINER
MADE OF PERFORATED METAL.

BY JOHN BAILEY, SR.

I am sending you a photograph of my hon-
ey-strainer, thinking it may be of interest or
benefit to some of the readers of Gleanings.
This strainer is of my own contrivance. I

use it in many different ways, both for hon-
ey and wax, and I like it better than any I

ever tried before. It can be used with or
without cheese-cloth, either inside or outside
the strainer. It will strain the honey per-
fectly, faster than any extractor can extract
it. If it gets clogged with cappings it is sim-
ply turned upside down over the capping-tin,

and tapped lightly, when all the cappings
will fall out. I use a large wire-cloth dish,

about the shape of a saucer, on top to catch
any large substance or bees.

I find this form of strainer very handy for
straining beeswax. I simply hang it over the
dish I want the wax to run into; put inside a
piece of cheese-cloth, and pour in the melted
wax till the dish is full enough. The strain-

er is 12 inches in diameter at the top and 14

deep to the tip of the point. The tin rim on
top is four inches wide; the rest is of fine

perforated metal.
Bracebridge, Out.

[This device looks as if it might give good
results. It could not, however, be used to

strain honey into the bunghole of a barrel
without an additional funnel; but a large one
can be obtained at almost any hardware

BAILEY'S CONE-SHAPED HONEY-STRAINER MADE
OF PERFORATED METAL.

This strainer may be used with or.without cheese-
cloth.
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store or tin-

shop for a few
cents. If
strips of wood
% X '2 inch be
put down in

the funnel this

strainer could
be set inside,

for there
would then be
a space be-
tween the
funnel and
the strainer
equal to the
thickness f

the strips of
wood.
Any bee-

keeper who is

interested
could take
this engrav-
ing to his tin-

smith and
have him
make up one
at a price
probably not
to exceed $2.00; and, while he is about it he
better get a big tin funnel to go with it.

—

Ed.]

PALMER'S WATERING-PLACE FOR BEES.

The bricks and sand prevent the bees from drowning.

der to get water. There has been some ill

feeling and threatened lawsuits because of
bees being around drinking - places for
stock.

—

Ed.]

GIVING BEES WATER THROUGH THE
MEDIUM OF COMMON HOUSE

BRICKS. GLASS IN SHIPPING-CASES NOT NEC-
ESSARY.

BY C. B. PALMER.

The photograph that I am sending shows
my bees takmg water on a cold windy day.
They go down among the old brickbats and
get out of the wind. I have tried this for
some time, as mentioned on page 829, July
1, last year. Ten cents' worth of cement
will make a bowl that will hold two pails of
water, and water all the bees in the neigh-
borhood. Just scoop out a pocket in the
ground and cement the sides and bottom.
Make the sides on a slant. I have an old
flat stone in the center a little lower than
the brickbats, with sand on it, and sand
spread out on the edge of the sides or rim
of the pocket. Leave the brick in all win-
ter, and the sides will not break from freez-
ing. I have used this one two years without
loss from drowning.
Bradshaw, Nebraska, May 15.

[If there is no convenient watering-place
near at hand except neighboring pumps or
watering-troughs, it would be well to pro-
vide a watering-place in the yard. Some-
thing of the kind like that here shown we
believe is as good as any thing that has been
described.

If there is a creek or pond not more than
half a mile away it may not be necessary to
fix up any special place, but bees should
not be compellefl to bother neighbors in or-

BY J. E. CRANE.

Dr. Miller, page 262, says, "That Crane
shipping-case of paper doesn't look so pretty
as tne old case. You can't make as fine a
show with such cases piled up as you can
with wood-and-glass cases." Doctor, here is

where you and I agree perfectly. But the
object of shipping-cases is not to look pretty,

but, rather, to carry the honey safely from
the home of the producer to the retail dealer.
I have spent hours and perhaps days in ad-
miring my honey through glass, and in piling
it so as to show to the best advantage; but
after many years' experience in shipping
honey without glass I very much question its

value, and have come to the conclusion that
its worth has been greatly overestimated.
One of the advantages claimed for glass in

shii)ping-cases has been that those who han-
dled it could see what they were handling,
and therefore would handle more carefully.

Hjwever, in spite of the glass a large amount
CI honey in wooden cases gets broken. A
label pasted on top of the case, telling in

large letters what the case contains, and ask-
ing politely for careful handling, I consider
even better protection.

As to the value of glass in cases to increase
sales as mentioned by Wesley Foster, page
1312, 1908, I believe it, too, has been over-
estimated. While the comb honey showing
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through the glass may and perhaps often
does attract customers, there are other ways
quite as sure and desirable.

During the last fifteen or twenty years
Vermont bee-keepers have used very little

glass, and we have never noticed any lessen-

ed demand for honey when we changed from
glass to cases without glass. Indeed, there
is usually a greater demand for our honey
than we can supply, and at a price even high-
er than for that m cases with glass sides.

By the way, we have recently had some
experience with wood-and-glass cases that
may be of interest in this discussion. A few
months ago we received a letter from a large
wholesale house, asking us if we could use
some white comb honey that had granulated;
and if so, to make an offer for it. We (not
the editorial we, but J. E. Crane & Son) re-

plied, offering six cents a pound for the lot.

It was soon shipped to us, and we found it

was originally a fine lot of No. 1 honey. Some
of it would grade "fancy." It was packed
in the most approved style of wood-and-glass
cases, with paper tray and cross-sticks to

support the sections above the drip. We
found, on cutting the combs out of the sec-
tions, one or more broken in a majority of

the cases. In one case the glass was broken
badly, but had remained in place. In anoth-
er case the glass was gone, and mice or rats

had helped themselves to the combs next to

Ihe opening. Now, this honey had evident-
ly remained at this wholesale house for a
year or more because not enough honey
could be obtained in cases without glass, un-
til it was sold at six cents a pound to get it

out of the way. I do not suppose every lot

of honey would turn out in this way by any
means. Much will depend on the market.
In this case honey in wood-and-glass cases
was sent to a market where honey put up in

cartons was preferred. It shows, however,
that the si^ht of honey through glass is not
necessary tor its sale, for we could not sup-
ply the same market with enough honey in

cases without glass.

It is reasonable to suppose that, in markets
accustomed to glass, the wood-and-glass cases
may for a time have the preference over cases

without glass. To meet this demand and
adapt the paper case to such conditions I

made, some time ago, an improvement that
will remove Dr. Miller's objection by cutting
two holes through one side of the case, and
inserting a glass between the two layers of
paper that form the shell of the case. Any
one can easily cut out these holes as shown
in the photo, and insert the glass. However,
I do not myself believe in the use of glass;
and the less used, the better. Still, it might
be better for a time to pack a few cases in

this way until the trade becomes accustomed
to honey put up without glass.

In buying honey the buyer does not judge
of the quality, so far as I have observed, by
the few combs shown through the glass any
more than the fruit-buyer does by the large
strawberries on top of a basket or the large
apples at the head of a barrel; and I think
that, in the near future, glass will no more
be needed in a case to show off honey than
in the head of a barrel or in a box to sell ap-
ples or oranges.
Middlebury, Vt.

[Somehow the appearance of the glass
corrugated shipping-cases does not strike us
favorably. It would be much better, in our
judgment, to make use of a label on top of

the case, indicating the special character of

the contents of the package, requesting care-
ful handling on the part of railroad employ-
ees and truckmen.

—

Ed.]

BEE CULTURE IN THE CENTER OF A
CITY.

BY A. F. REXROTH.

CORRI'C. ATKD-I'AI'ER SHIPPING-CASE, WITH
SHOW THE HONEY.

iit;m

We started in the spring of 1908 with one
strong colony and one very poor one. We
found that the mice had destroyed a greater

part of this second colony, only about I'^z

pint of bees remaining. These we placed

in another hive with a lot of combs in good
condition, with about 20 lbs. of honey. A
few weeks later, on examining them we
found they had a nice lot of brood; and by

the middle of July we
had a strong colony
which produced 28 lbs.

of honey. After tak-

ing this honey these
bees went into winter
quarters weighing 54 '/2

lbs.

The first colony gave
us two good strong
swarms early in the sea-

son. The first swarm
filled a super with 24

lbs. The second swarm
went into winter quar-

ters weighing 46'- lbs.

This first colony, after

giving us two good
swarms, also made 45

lbs. honey'in supers.
The result of our first

10
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A SMALL APIARY CLOSE TO A CAR-BARN IN HARRISBURG, PA.

attempt at bee-keeping, starting in the
spring with one strong and one weak col-

on\', was two new swarms and 100 lbs. of

fine white-clover honey.
We attribute our success largely to the

valuable information we received from
Gleanings and advice from State Zoologist
Surface.
The accompanying photograph is of our

four colonies in winter quarters. The hives
have a tar-paper covering, and the supers
are filled with chaff. Our little apiary is lo-

cated at the Central Pennsylvania Traction
Company's car-barns.
Harrisburg, Pa.

SOME PUZZLING PROBLEMS CONCERN-
ING QUEENS.

Why Did the Queens Die Off so? Some
Queer Queen Capers.

BV F. DUNDAS TODD.

Some facts of nature are well known, their
causes understood; so, given a certain set of
conditions, we can generally foresee the end.
But, much as we have learned about agricul-
tural operations there are many causes about
which we know practically nothing; so, when
we come to examine critically the results of
all our efforts, and try to account for them
in an intelligent ithat is, a scientific) way,
we are unable to do so, and so we satisfy our
minds by changing the term and explaining
fverj' thing by charging it to the season.
Thus, the term "season " is merely a men-

tal dust-bin into which we tumble all the an-
noying economic agricultural problems we
can not solve, and so get rid of them, to the

great comfort of the gray matter in our cra-
nium. A few try to push the issue a step
further back, and wrestle with such erudite
prophecies as are to be found in Moore's Al-
manac or that published by the Rev. Hicks
in St. Louis.
Keeping up the even tenor of my bee-

keeping way I have consistently been in

several different kinds of trouble, but at

present I am going to confine myself to only
one kind, principally because it has been a
new one to me, but it has, in addition, af-

fected other bee-keepers in this outpost of
civilization, Vancouver Island; and the sub-
ject is queens.
Now, let it be understood that bee-keeping

is conducted here on a rather small scale,

and generally on the let-alone plan. With
20 hives I am practically leading the proces-
sion. The average man never dreams of
examining a brood-chamber; most have never
seen a queen, and I think I am the only bee-
keeper on the island who has seen an egg-

in the cell. So when it comes to comparing
experiences I am practically limited to my
old rival in Illinois, Mr. Russell, who is now
located about four miles from me. The oth-
er bee-keepers will report so many swarms,
so many colonies lost during the winter, or
died out in the spring, but are unable to give
any reasons for any thing. The definite in-

formation I possess is, therefore, limited, but
it is substantiated by corroborative evidence
of a general character.

To state the problem, let me say that, in

this locality, the most noticeable feature this

season has been the frequency with which
queens have either died or been superseded
between the first of March and the end of
August. The first date is fixed by Mr. Rus-
sell's purchase of hives; the latter by the
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date on which I prepared my own colonies

for the winter.
Mr. Russell bought in all nineteen hives.

In the middle of May I invested in nine. A
cursory examination indicated all to be in

fair condition. Mr. Russell was over head
and ears making changes and improvements
on a ranch he had just bought, so the bees

got scant attention until about the time I in-

vested in mine; but he fed a little at intervals.

The first serious examination we made to-

gether, and we discovered that eight of his

nineteen were either queenless or absolutely

extinct. On May 27 I overhauled my own,
and found No. 1 to be queenless, broodless,

and eggless. No. 3 was in fine order; and
since it was the same style of hive as No. 1 I

combined the two by putting the latter on
top with a sheet of newspaper between, a

small hole being punched in it. Every thing

seemed from outside indications to be all

right, so I left the combination alone until

July 2, on which date I was startled to find

that the hive must have been queenless for

some time, as there was neither brood nor
eggs anywhere.
Getting back to stand No. 1, on this was

placed the brood-chamber from No. 7 after

the second swarm had issued, the date being

June 10. July 2 I saw lots of eggs; but on
the 23d of the same month I found a little

miserable queen-cell capped over, but no
eggs in worker-cells. So the first queen, one
of the season's raising, had been superseded.

August 14 I found lots of eggs and larvse.

This queen was ultimately replaced by an
Italian.

The queen of No. 5 was clipped May 25. A
swarm issued June 20; but as I could not find

the queen I gathered it in and hived on the

old stand. The next day I saw the queen in

the new hive; and as she had all her wings I

deemed her a new one. A week later I found
plenty of eggs in the cells. August 5 my
note-book reports "Fine;" then on August
14 the entry reads, " Freshly opened queen-
cell; few eggs." Eleven days later I found
lots of eggs and larvse—clearly a case of su-

persedure.
No. 6 was a hive I simply detested, as it

was a jumbo into which a swarm had been
hived without foundation, and, I fancy, with-

out even starters in some of the frames. The
result can be guessed at. I hate to describe

it; but it may readily be understood it was
impossible to pull it apart for investigation.

It lagged behind in the spring, even with a

little feeding; but by the middle of June it

was a whopper with bees; but instead of com-
ing up into the super, and working on the

founciation, they proceeded to erect all kinds
of creations on the top-bars of the brood-
chamber. In the end I took a super and
combs from another hive, placed on top of

this one for a few days, then when a new
queen arrived she was introduced into the

super on the old stand while the hulking
Jumbo was taken to stand No. 25. This was
July 13, and on the 25th I decided to get rid

of an eyesore; shook all the bees into a lower
story with some scraps of comb fastened into

frames, and put an excluder between the
two divisions. August 5 I transferred the
old combs into a regular hive, and on this
occasion I saw the queen and commented
that she was both big and dark. On the 14th,

as I could see no eggs or larvae I examined
the ground in front and found the body of
the queen.
No. 8 is a regular Langstroth hive. From

the start it did well, so I pushed it hard to

get lots of bees, and ultimately increase by
division. June 28 it had a couple of shallow
supers with eggs and brood in both. On that
date I divided, leaving the brood-chamber
on the old stand. Four days after, I over-
hauled the latter and was rather surprised to
find no eggs in worker-cells—more so to see
three recently opened queen-cells. July 6,

still finding no eggs, I gave a frame from
another hive. A month later, August 5, I

saw lots of sealed brood. I am certain the
old queen did not go with the supers when I

divided.
July 1 a third swarm was hived on No. 12,

and five days later it seemed to be in good
order. On the 25th I found two empty queen-
cells, but could not see a queen. August 6,

as there was no trace of one, and the hive
was weak, I combined it with another, the
final result being satisfactory.

Thirteen is usually considered to be an un-
lucky number, and it was so with me last

season, but no worse than many others.
The hive was started with four frames with
queen-cells on June 28. Examination a month
later showed it to be queenless, so it was
combined with another.
So much for my own experiences. Now

for those of my friends.

About August 15 1 helped Mr. Russell trans-
fer eight of his hives to new frames, and,
naturally enough, examined the combs be-
fore I started to cut them. We found two of

the eight hopelessly queenless. With so
much to do on his ranch, Mr. Russell had not
looked into the hives for over a month, so I

had no idea as to when the queens had dis-

appeared.
About the middle of September I looked

through about 20 hives for a friend, a man
well up in years, who had been tempted to

go into a line for which I think he is unfitted.

I wanted to see if they were supplied with
enough stores for winter, as he lost about a

dozen the winter before by starvation. My
inspection revealed two absolutely dead,
with only a little honey in the frames; two
queenless with a handful of bees and hardly
any stores; four queenright with a few bees,

and a few square inches of comb filled with
honey.
Another bee-keeper reported one hive out

of ten having died this summer through be-
coming queenless.
There is no disease of any kind in this lo-

cality so far as I can judge, as all combs look

in first-class condition. My only explanation
is a guess; namely, that last season being late

and moderate the bees blamed the queens
and tried to supersede; that the new queens
were raised in miserably small cells, as most
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that I saw were pigmies; that such wretched-
ly raised queens made a poor showing, and,

accordingly, attempts were made to replace

them, often ending in failure.

One thing I do know. I have requeened
with Italian blood; seen that each hive had
at least 25 pounds of stores on hand by Sep-
tember "20, and believe that next season's ex-

perience will not be a repetition of this par-

ticular kind of trouble.* But I am confident
a new brand will camp on my trail.

Now for another variety of queen prob-
lems. Like mine, Mr. Russell's bees were
of very dark hybrid stock; in fact, this is the
prevailing style in this part of the world.
Being dissatisfied with it, between ourselves
he could not stand the stings, especially
when they sought him out when he was cul-

tivating in the strawberry-patch, and tried

to stampede both him and his horse. Then
he decided to Italianize, and about the mid-
dle of August he received IS Italian queens
from Mr. Moore, which were introduced by
the system recommended by that breeder.
There was one variation, however, that I

fancy was out of the usual run. We had
started to transfer eight of the hives the day
the queens arrived, and after the operation
was finished we placed the cage with the
queen on top of the frames in the case of the
transferred nives. Otherwise the procedure
was quite orthodox.
The honey-flow here stops very suddenly

early in July. In 1908 it ended about the
10th, the season being a late one, so that June
is the month of swarming. My first was on
the eighth of that month, while the very last,

and a third at that, was on July 1. The
reader can, therefore, imagine Mr. Russell's
surprise when, two days after the release of

the queens, a swarm took place. He was
busv with some carpentry at the time; but
his better half happened to notice the com-
motion, and hastened to inform him that the
bees were swarming. He was highly amus-
ed with the news, and poked a little fun at

his wife, who, by the way, has always lived
in the city until recently; and with an air of

superiority he informed her that bees never
swarm in the latter half of August when the
lioney-flow stops the first of July. But
she insisted that he investigate; so, to humor
her, he rrocecded to the apiary, where he
found a little cloud of bees circling in the
air. In a little while they alighted on a red-
currant bush, about a foot from the ground.
I'he experience was both new and interest-
nig, so lie endeavored to count the bees and
cam "• to the conclusion that probably there
might be 150 in all. The error, more or less,

could not be a great one.
Two years ago in Chicago, Mr. Russell

amused himself all the fall arid up to January
•v'ith a single-frame nucleus, a third and very
lute swarm, and he was delighted to think
he would have a chance with the same kind
of toy in such a mild winter climate as we
have here. So he secured three shallow
Hoffman frames with empty comb, and pro-

'This series of articles was written last fai'.

—

Ed.

ceeded to hive the swarm in the usual way.
In a few minutes the queen walked out
and soared around in the air. He had kept
a few of the old queens as reserve in nuclei,
and never dreamed for a moment it was pos-
sible that one of his new queens was guilty
of such unusual regal conduct. But as she
fracefully circled around him, accompanied
y her attendants, he had a chance to note

her color and easy flight. In a few minutes
all had vanished; neither by sight nor sound
could he locate the pigmy swarm, so he de-
cided he was minus ayouAg queen and a few
bees. But as he started off to resume his
work he noticed some bees flying between
the berry-bush, where they had first cluster-
ed, and a nearby prune- tree. Examining the
latter he detected a small cluster among the
leaves; so, getting a step-ladder, he investi-
gated further. Sitting on the outside of the
cluster he saw her majesty, so he proceeded
to inform her in his plainest English that he
had had enough of this unseasonable fooling,
for the swarming season Vv'as now past, and
Hallowe'en a long way off. To make his
boast good he secured her and about a score
of the bees in a tumbler, and for the second
time introduced her to his idea of a comfort-
able home. She disappeared among the
combs with a few bees; but the remainder,
after wandering round for a little while, van-
ished one by one. An examination of the
combs, to his great chagrin, showed that the
queen had again eloped.
Disgusted he started for his work; but as

he passed the currant-bush he found a small
cluster on the old spot with the queen se-
renely sitting on the outside as before. Again
he got the bunch in the tumbler and rehived
the swarm, clapped on the cover, and start-

ed off to work, determined to ignore the
very existence of the recreants. But they
were on his mind, so in a few minutes he
came back to find they had again fled. On
the currant-bush were gathered a few bets;
on the prune-tree a few more, the quei n
with this lot. He was now realizing his im-
potence; but, like the brave warrior of clas-
sical times, he had to address his opponent
before entering into the contest, and he thus
unburdened his mind: "This is the last time
I am going to hive you, as you are only a toy,
anyhow; and if you don't stay put you can
quit and die, for death is surely your finish,
as there is not a particle of food for you any-
where."
Then, carefully cutting the branch, he laid

it on top of the combs and closed the hive.
To keep the queen inside he obstructed the
entrance with queen-excludinj^ zinc, and now
he felt he had her a prisoner tor sure.
Next morning, as the combs were empty

he prepared some sugar syrup and proceed-
ed to the hive to give the swarm a feed. Re-
moving the cover he was disgusted to find
that not only the bees but the queen as well
had vanished.

Mr. Russell's second experience occurred
about two weeks later. One afternoon about
four o'clock he was walking along at the
back of the hives, and, happening to look
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down at the ground, he was surprised to see

a small cluster of bees clinging to a weed.
As he puts it he exclaimed, "I thought I

knew something about bees, but mine are

either going crazy or I am a bigger ignoramus
than even Dr. Miller, who, once a week at

least, says, 'I don't know.' Here is a damp
day at the beginning of September; there is

not a blossom in sight, as every thing is dried

up on account of our long summer drouth,

and yet you fools are swarming. If you are

not crazy, I must be."
He secured a hi\'e and three combs, cut

the weeds loose, and hived the swarm. The
bees were very drow'sy, so he felt sure they
must have been hangmg for several hours;

in fact, they had scarcely enough energy to

crawl dow^n among the combs. This swarm
decided to stay put.

Wondering if any of his dark-colored re-

serve queens had turned foolish he went
through the nuclei only to find that all of

them were at home.
Why did these young Italian queens swarm?

They were bought as untested queens from
a very reliable breeder, so there can not be
any doubt as to their having been properly
mated.

Victoria, B. C, Canada.

[In our opinion, Mr. Todd has only par-

tially struck at the real cause for the prema-
ture dying-off of the queens. 1 he year in

which these queens were reared was possi-

bly, as Mr. Todd says, unfavorable for secur-

ing good strong vigorous stock. This might
account for all the trouble; but we should be
inclined to believe that the original parent-

age was not strong or vigorous. Possibly
and probably a large part of the queens that

died came directly or indirectly from one
mother.

In our queen-rearing operations we have
to be very careful in the selection of our
breeders. Occasionally we will find one
supposedly good breeder; but her stock lacks

vitality. Sometimes a breeder will be so
poor that her own queens will die off even
before they are mated. The remedy in your
case is to do just what you have done—im-
port entirely new stock from some strong
vigorous queen-mother having a reputation
for raising good strong queens.
Referring to that queen that swarmed

out so many times, carrying with her a little

bunch of bees, we should be inclined to think
that she was a virgin rather below normal
size. The fact that she passed the perforat-

ed metal on her last escapade would strong-
ly support that theory. When going out
with her little bunches of bees she probably
was simply going on her mating-tinps.

If, on the other hand, she were a laying
queen, and was inclined to swarm out on suc-
cessive days, we would put her and her bees
down cellar and keep her there for four or
five days until she got over her foolishness.
Before putting her out again we would clip

her wings on one side. Occasionally a queen
or a colony, we do not know exactly which,
gets the fever of swarming out day after day.
The only way to cure them is to shut them

up, keeping them down cellar where it is

cool, causing them to start building comb
and rearing a little brood. If there were a
comb containing plenty of pollen they may
be fed a little while in the cellar with a thin
syrup. This will start them to make prepa-
rations to keep house in good orthodox
fashion. It has been recommended to give
these swarming out colonies a frame of un-
sealed brood; but such procedure fails too
often to make it reliable.

—

Ed.]

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR BE-
GINNERS.

The Conditions Under which Bees Build
Straight Worker Combs from Starters.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

Although we use and recommend full

sheets of foundation in wired frames, it may
be well to consider how and when one can
get along with starters only in brood-frames,
as some may not want to use full sheets.
Bees build two sizes of cells in their comb-

building. The larger size run about four to

the inch, and are used for rearing drones and
sometimes for storing honey. The smaller
cells run about five to the inch, and are used
for rearing workers and for storage. The
bee-keeper should strive to get all-worker
combs built; for, in spite of all t'le care that

can be taken, more than enough drone comb
usually appears. Of course, in case of an
extra-fine colony that one desires to breed
from, a solid drone comb can be given in or-

der that there may be plenty of drones of

this desirable stock in the yard.

It is a fact that bees under certain condi-
tions build almost all worker comb; and it is

also true that, under other conditions, a great
deal of undesirable drone comb is built. For
instance, a new medium-sized swarm, placed
in a hive of a size that may be filled with
combs and brood in about 23 days or less,

ought to build worker comb mainly, although
some of the last combs built may contain a
few drone-cells. The secret seems to be in

having just the right number of workers and
just the right amount of honey coming in, so
that the bees will draw out the combs no
faster than the queen can occupy them with
brood. As long as this condition lasts we
should expect the bees to build worker
combs. From this we see that, in order to

get good results in comb-building from a
natural swarm, this swarm should be of just

the right size, and there should be a honey-
flow of, say, three or four pounds a day.
We will suppose a large swarm is hived

during a period when honey is coming in

freely. At this time there is too much honey
cominwin for the best results incomb-building
in the brood-nest, if the whole force of work-
ers is compelled to do all their work in the
brood-nest. The remedy is to put most of the
workers at work in the supers. Most begin-
ners fail in doing this; but the principle is to

make the surplus receptacles more inviting to
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the workers than the brood-nest, and the bees
will immediately go up into the supers on
beintr hived. Our comb-honey super with
extractino[-combs at the sides makes an ideal

arran(2;ement for this very thing.

It is plain to see that, it" most of the honey
being carried in is placed in the sections,

where it should be, the queen will not be
hurried to keep pace with the workers, con-
sequently nearly all-worker comb will be
built. Tlie brood-nest should be filled with
comb during the first 23 days after the swarm
is hived, for the queen must keep up with
the workers and lay in nearly every cell as

fast as it is drawn out, or the bees will begin
to store honey in the cells. When this con-
dition arrives, the bees, on the supposition
that the queen has reached her hmit, and
that the rest of the combs will be used for
storing honey, begin to build the storage
size or the drone-cells in the brood-nest.
This is likely to occur in about 23 days after

the swarm is hived; for by this time the
brood is beginning to hatch out in that part
of the hive where the laying began. From
this time on, the queen has nearly all she
can do to keep the cells filled with eggs where
the young bees are hatching. This means
that the comb-building part of the hive is

neglected, and that the bees build store or
drone comb to a great extent until the hive
is filled.

It sometimes happens that avery late swarm
will issue; and since the season is nearing its

close, it is not possible for such a swarm to

build more than five combs before the honey
ceases coming in. We hive such swarms as

usual, and in about two days five of the
frames having the least combs built are re-

moved and a division-board placed up against
the remaining five frames, this five having
been shoved over to one side of the hive. If

a super is given such a swarm at the time of

hiving, it must be a nearly finished one, as
the bees will need most of their time to fin-

ish up the five combs in the brood-nest. If

one has two of such five-comb colonies they
can be united at the close of the season, so
that there will be none but full-sized colonies
to winter. A better plan than this for late

swarms, or for any small after-swarms that

one may have, is to hive them on full sets of

combs taken, possibly, from hives in which
colonies died tne previous winter. This is a
very good way to get such combs filled with
bees, out some swarms hived in this way may
need feeding for winter.

There are artificial ways of handling bees
so that they will build good worker combs.
I refer to the plan of shaking the bees into

an empty hive, in the same way that a swarm
is hived. If a colony is divided into nuclei
of, say, two or three combs each, and each
nucleus given a young queen reared the
same year, such little colonies will build very
nice worker combs; but the beginner will

not be interested in this artificial way of

making increase, for he should stick to the
i;atural-swarming plan for his increase until

such time as he has had experience and made
a success of getting a crop of honey. In fact,

there are many things to be learned before
a beginner should take up artificial ways of
making increase.

It is just a question in my mind whether
there is a better or more profitable way of

making increase in the production of comb
honey than the natural-swarming method.
In extracted-honey production, when the
bees will not swarm enough to make up the
winter loss, then artificial swarming must be
resorted to.

SOME CONDITIONS WHERE BEES BUILD MOST-
LY DRONE COMB.

Any colony found rearing drone brood in

the brood-nest will, if a comb is removed
and an empty frame put in its place, build
drone comb. It can be depended upon,
moreover, that a colony of bees wintered
over, containing a queen reared the season
before, or one older, will build drone comb
until the time that it swarms. By this it can
be seen that it is necessary to replace any
combs, removed from a colony before it

swarms in. the spring or early summer, with
an empty comb or with a frame containing a
full sheet of foundation, or else drone comb
will be the result. To be sure that a colony
will build a large per cent of worker comb it

is necessary to remove all the brood and to

cause the bees of that colony to begin all

over again, as in the case of natural swarm-
ing; or, as mentioned before, the colony can
be broken up into nuclei, each nucleus con-
taining a young queen.
Remus, Mich.

POWER HONEY-EXTRACTORS.

How to Change the Diameter of Pulleys if

the Speed is Not Right.

BY E. M. GIBSON.

Perhaps I can wrife something that will be
of benefit to Mr. R. V. Cox, page 363, June
15, as he seems to have trouble with his ex-
tracting machinery. If the belt slips, pul-

verize a small piece of resin and sprinkle on
it while the machine is in motion, and you
will have no further trouble in that direction;
and if the extractor does not run fast enough,
soak a piece of rawhide over night and sew
it around the pulley of the engine while wet.
Do a nice job of stitching, and have a smooth
piece of hide, and it will shrink on tight and
not slip. If one piece is not enough, put on
more. It is a particular job to sew it on and
get it smooth. The ends that meet should
be halved and blind stitched. Better remove
the pulley to do the work; and if you think
you can not do a good job of stitching, take
it to a harness or shoe maker.

It was different with me, for my machine
ran too fast. I took off the small pulley of

one of my engines and put rawhide on the
engine-shaft. Then I put two thicknesses
of harness leather on tne pulley of the ex-
tractor of the other. One can see how hard
it is for manufacturers to please all of us.

My extractors s'art very quiclkly—much more
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so than one could start a four-frame by hand,

and I think much less time would be con-

sumed in manipulating one eight-frame than
two four-frame extractors.

As for breakages, I have had but one, and
that was the band brake, which delayed us
but a few minutes, as I put a piece of leather

in its place. This worked nicely until I re-

ceived a new one that the manufacturers
kindly furnished me free of charge.

I have different helpers nearly every year,

and my machines get some pretty hard usage,

but not so' hard as to let a filled frame drop
into a basket; and if we did so by accident I

would not only expect it to knock the bot-

tom out of the basket but I guess I should
look for it in the cellar bottom, no matter
what make of extractor I was using.

Notwithstanding Mr. Cox's experience is

quite different from mine, it is well to hear
both sides, as many bee-men come to see my
machines work, and express their satisfaction

and determination to have one like them,
and I do not want any one deceived. If oth-

ers have had experiences different from
mine it is well for those who contemplate
buying to know it. I have always taken an
interest in machinery, and perhaps might be
more successful than one who never took an
interest in it.

I believe, however, that every large pro-

ducer of honey will in time have power-
driven extractors, or at least the most of

them. They are practical, and save time,

money, and hard work; and those are three
things that men are striving for. They are

only waiting to see if they are a success or

not, and no doubt many more would be using
them now if they could get rid of their old

machines. I was fortunate in getting rid of

mine at a fair price. Of course, some will

succeed while others fail with them as with
every thing else.

A man of whom I bought bees twelve years
ago (he had kept bees s&veral years prior to

that time) told my neighbor that he knew of

a good place to set some bees, as there was
some kind of sticky weed grew there "that
the bees could get to make comb of." I have
my doubts about that man ever making a
success of the bee business, either with or
without a power-driven extractor.

Jamul, Cal.,

A HOME-MADE EXTRACTOR-BRAKE.

BY G. C. GREINER.

Since I have been the fortunate possessor
of a two-frame reversible honey-extractor I

have greatly enjoyed its use oh account of

its many good points. At the same time I

have been forcioly impressed that the addi-
tion of a brake to stop or reduce the motion
of the comb-baskets would be a desirable
feature. I have used a brake of my own con-
struction, with all my last summer's extract-
ing, and found it a great improvement. It

requires a little ingenuity ana a few tools to

malce it. The first step is to prepare the re-

volving frame or reel. A hard-wood pulley,

about 3 in. in diameter, has to be fitted around
the little cast-iron hub that receives the reel-

shaft. A shallow transverse groove on the
under side of the pulley slips over the frame-
work of the reel, and this, together with the
set-screw that connects the gear-shaft and
hub, keeps the pulley from whirling around.

See Fig. 1. To tighten the set-screw a spe-
cial wrench is necessary. This is easily made
by filing a notch in the end of a piece of 's-

inch round iron or steel, and supplying the
other end with a handle.
A pattern of the main part of the brake is

shown at Fig. 2. The material I used is one-
inch whitewood, which seems to answer
quite well, although oak or some other hard
wood might be more substantial. Fig. 3
shows the brake attached to the iron cross-
bar.

When running the extractor I use my right
hand to turn the crank, and operate the brake
with my left. A slight pressure of the latter

will stop or reduce the speed of the baskets,
as may be desired, while the right hand does
the reversing.
One point must not be overlooked. The

circular opening, which surrounds the pulley
and acts as brake-blocks, should, in its natu-
ral position, be loosely fitted so that it may
not act as a self-brake. Even a little play
will do no harm. The spring of the long
narrow sides will admit of applying the pres-
sure whenever desired.

LaSalle, N. Y.

[We have tried brakes on this principle;

but in comparison with the street-car band
brakes, such as are now used on all automat-
ic reversible extractors, they lack sufficient

power to do the work easily and quickly.

—

Ed.]

A FIELD DAY IN MASSACHUSETTS.

The Massachusetts Society of Bee-keepers,
judging from a recent announcement, is a
very progressive organization. There is to

be a field day at the home of Henry W. Brit-

ton, Stoughton, Mass., on Auij. 7. An excel-

lent program has been provided, as well as
refreshments. Those in the vicinity would
do well to attend.
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HEADS OF Grain
From Different Fields

WIIV DID THE SWARM ON BEING HIVED COMMENCE
KILLING BEES?

Yesterday a laree first swarm came out, and no
sooner were they liived than they commenced dratr-
trinn out and killing a lot of small-looking bees, which
1 suppose are yountr bees. I trave them a ijood smok-
insr, but to no purpose. They kept at it all ritrht, and
are still killintr them off, although I have smoked them
every 30 minutes to-day. They left the hive, and, in-
stead of uointr back to the old stock, find a new
swarm. I have seen no old bees killed, but they
have drairtied out enoutrh of those little short bees to
make a trood-sized swarm. I supposed smoking would
always stop fijrhtinsr; and why should a swarm figrht

itself? I am sure there were no bees in that hive
when I hived the swarm, and I saw them issue—all

from one hive.
These little bees, when draytred out, seem paralyzed,

and crawl around, dragging their bodies for a while,
and then dying. Frank Wheeler.
Westfield, N. Y., July 6.

[Our first thought was robbers; but on re-reading
we note that you state that "a swarm came out, and no
sooner were they hived than they commenced drag-
ging out and killing a lot of small-looking-bees." A
swarm would not, of course, have any honey in the
hive, and there could, therefore, be no robbing. There
is one possible solution—that there were two swarms
united together and the larger one numerically pro-
ceeded to kill off the members of the other swarm, for
that is precisely what two lots of bees in a swarm will
do sometimes. You say, however, that the bees were
' all from one hive." As to this you might be mistak-
en. Again, you say the bees that were being made
away with were "small-looking bees." It would be
our impression that they were just as large as the oth-
ers, but possibly, being a darker strain, they looked
smaller. Or it might have been that one swarm was
well filled with honey while the other one was on the
verge of starvation. A well-filled bee looks much
larger than one that has no honey in its sac.
You say that the little bees, when dragged out,

seemed " paralyzed." They would be very much so if

they had been stung by the bees of the superior force.
We can not think it was any disease. If any one has
any other solution to offer, our columns are open.—
ED.]

BAIT SECTIONS SHOULD BE PLACED IN THE CORNERS
OF THE SUPERS.

On page 378, June 15, Mr. H. B. Palmer says that he
gets his supers filled more solidly by putting bait sec-
tions in the coldest part. Mr. Palmer's experience is
the same as mine. Before adopting the shallow ex-
tracting-combs in comb-honey supers we placed a
bait section in each corner of the super. Bees enter a
super and begin work about as rapidly with the baits
in the corners as if they were placed in the center.
In the middle of, or, say, during a good honey-flow,
we have found a few cells of honey fifteen minutes
after putting a super on a hive, although that super
c mtained bait sections in the corners only. There is
no cold corner of the super that the bees will not oc-
cupy readily, providing drawn combs are given. Try
it, Mr. Edttor, in two or three supers this year and you
will never again write such a "cold " footnote as you
did to Mr. Palmer's article. E. D. Townsend.
Remus, Mich.

[When a man like Mr. Townsend indorses the
scheme of putting bait sections in the corners of the
supers we may well consider whether some of our
text-books and "editors" should not be revised.
However, we consider this a somewhat debatable
question. Let us hear from others.

—

Ed.J

KEEPING THE BROOD-CHA.MBER FILLED WITH BROOD TO
FORCE THE NEW HONEY INTO THE SUPERS.

I have a small apiary. The bees have plenty of hon-
ey to last them till they go to work. But there are a
great many of them that I can't get to work in the su-
pers. Do you think it would be a good idea to put
sugar syrup in and let them fill the brood-chambers
with syrup and put my supers on ? Holly is my hon-
ey-planL It blooms about the first of May.
Camden, Ark., March 15. R. C. JENKINS.

IThe plan you propose is the same one that H. R.
Boardman, of Collins, O., advocated a number of years
ago. In brief, it was his idea to feed bees liberally on
sugar syrup, to fill the brood-nest with brood and syr-
up, so that, when the honey-flow did come on, the
honey would all go into the supers. His argument
was, that sugar syrup was much cheaper than honey;
and if we could trade the sugar for the honey we
should be getting the big end of the deal.
Objection was made at the time, that the bees would

carry some of this sugar syrup into the supers so that
there would be a mixture of syrup and honey; but Mr.
Boardman took the ground that, if the syrup were fed
early enough, and were largely capped over before the
honey-flow began, there would be no danger of its go-
ing above.
We know no reason why the general plan should

not give good results providing the syrup does not go
into the supers. Should it do so, the product, if placed
on the market, would be a mixture of syrup and hon-
ey. If the national or State officers should get hold of
it the honey would be clas.sed as adulterated, and the
producer fined. With our national and State laws as
they now are, one might be running some risk if he
fed too close on up to the honey-flow. If he fed liber-
ally up to within a week of the expected flow, and then
stopped feeding, he would probably have his brood-
nests full of sealed stores and brood, and a heavy
force of bees for field work.

If any one is now practicing the plan, or has prac-
ticed it to any considerable extent, we shall be pleased
to have him tell us how it works.

—

Ed.]

BEES AND NEIGHBORS.
I have a neighbor who is a crank, and his house is

about eight or ten rods from mine, and my bees are
about a rod from my house along the line fence next
to the neighbor. He says I must mo\e them. He has
told me twice now. I don't want a lawsuit, and I don't
want to move them unless I have to. Both places are
in the country. Can he make me move them?
There used to be a bee-keepers' union for the pur-

pose of helping one another that got into trouble.
Nottawa, Mich., July 3. E. A. WARREN.
[From all the facts stated in your letter we would

urge you to move your bees. Where a bee-yard is

next to a line fence the bees will verj' often cause
trouble, especially if the field next to that line fence is

being worked by horses. This trouble is more apt to
come on when bees are flying heavily to the fields.

Being interrupted in their flight ihey will attack
horses as well as men. It is natural for horses to
switch their tails vigorously when any fly or bee is

buzzing about, and such action will be apt to infuriate
one or more bees going to and from the apiary, partic-
ularly if the horses are in the direct line of flight.

We always advise locating a bee-yard as far as possi-
ble from a cultivated field. Wherever practicable, put
the yard behind a clump of trees or a high board
fence, so that, when the bees rise to go to the fields,

they will fly high enough to clear horse and man.
The bee-keepers' union still exists, but is now called

the National Bee-keepers' Association. Mr. N. E.
France, of Platteville, Wisconsin, is the General Man-
ager.

—

Ed.J

IS IT PRACTICABLE TO SHIP A FEW COLONIES A LONG
DISTANCE ?

I wish to move from here to North Georgia, and
would like to take my bees with me. I have ten col-
nies. Would it pay best to ship them as they are, or
would you take only one or two colonies ?

Kerens, W. Va. C. R. Miller.

[ifVould hardly pay you to move so few as ten col-
onies unless you have exceptionally valuable stock
housed in new and modern hives. If, however, you
are going to move a carload of household goods you
can put the bees in the same car wiih other goods;
but be sure to load the hives so that the frames are
parallel with the rails, and secure them so that they
will not be bumped about in the car. The covers
should, of course, be removed, and wire-cloth screen
nailed over the tops of the hives. If the colonies are
very strong it would be advisable to put on an extra
super, and then the screen, to give clustering room
over the tops of the frames, otherwise there would be
danger of the bees smothering. If you do not expect
to send a carload of goods it would not be practicable
to ship the bees by local freight; and to send by
express would cost almost as much as the hives and
bees were worth. It would be far better for you to sell

the bees and buy new stock on arrival at destination.
—ED.J
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CHLOROFORM AND ITS EFFECTS ON BEES.

Some years ago you spoke about chloroforming
bees. Will you plea^e tell us how this is done? How
long wou d it take to put a lart;e swarm to sleep? Will
they all fall frcm ihe eonb to the bottom? Bee-stings
are used as medicine. Do you know of uny firm that
buys bees for their stings? I have a few swarms of
very vicious bees. I think they wou d put a whole
army to tlighi. N. E. Doane.
Breckenridge, Mich., July 12.

[Some years ago there was something said about
chloroforming dees. Its action is very quick, for a
colony can be stupefied in a very short time, so that
the bees will drop off the combs down to the bottom
of the hive. We presume your idea of chloroforming
was so that you could exiract the stings, or possibly
kill the bees outright if they are too cross to have
around. Messrs. Boric & Taffell, of New York, used
to do a large business in buying stings by the thou-
sand. You might correspond with these people.—ED.]

American, and it seems to me that it would be a con-
siderable advantage to bee-keepers to plant both spe-
cies in O' der to extend the season." W. J. Green.
Wooster, O., July 14.

CHEMICAL FUMES IN PLACE OF SMOKE FOR CONTROL-
LING BEES.

I use something like a smoker, only it should be air-

tight. I use a sponge saturated with carbolic acid,
creosote, and liquid smoke, also crystal ammonia.
You can tell from what I hive given whether it would
hurt the bees or not. Thit is all I use, and for my
part it has served me well. I have only six colonies,
and it does not give me the best chance to test it.

Converse, Ind., July 13. J. F. MILLER.

[Nearly 25 years ago fumigators were made and used
in England. These employed a preparation of creo-
sote and carbolic acid. The great advantage claimed
for them at the time was that they were always ready,
and the fumigators always cod; but while they would
drive back bees to a slight extent, just trie moment the
fumigator was set down the effects of the drug passed
off. A colony that has been subdued by smoke ttays
subdued for several minutes; but the general verdict
years ago was that the fumigators were by no means
as effective as the ordinary smokers using an ordi-
nary slow-burning fuel of some sort.
The combination recommended by Mr. Miller above

may, however, be much superior to those fumigators
that were tried in England. Perhaps some of our bee-
keepers who are also druggists can tesi ihe general
plan and give us a report as to how it works.

—

Ed.]

POISONOUS HONEV.
I am in receipt of the following letter from Colombia.

The matter contained therein is altogether strange to
me, for, although I have lived in tropical countries,
and been in intimate touch with bee-keepers in the
same, I have never before heard of a case of the kind.
If you will be good enough I should appreciate your
dropping me a line on the subject, telling me what
your opinion is.

The letter reads as follows: "The bees have been
carrying to the hives some nectar of poisonous sub-
stance from some plant, and this has resulted in many
serious cases of poisoning, often causing death. The
country people say that this is extracted from a plant
named the ' borrachera,' which has a white flower.
Can you tell me if there is any method of testing the
honey, and of neutralizing the poison, or an antidote
for that particular poison? "—Isias Castro, Colombia.
Buffalo, N. Y., July 2. LA HACIENDA Co.
[If any one of our readers can give the La Hacienda

Company any information, we should be pleased to
have them do so.

—

Ed. J

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN BASSWOODS.
(After the article on page 442 of our last issue was

in print, the following from Prof. W. J-. Green came to
hand:]

Mr. A. I. Root:—I should not like to have you pub-
lish my letter of the 5th without some modifications.
Later observations lead me to believe that there is a
wider variation in time of blooming of individual
trees of both the American and European species of
linden than I supposed. If you choose to publish my
letter I should like to have you leave out the first four
sentences and substitute the following:
"According to my observations the European linden

blooms somewhat later than the American. There
are, however, individual trees of the European which
bloom quite early, and individual trees of the Ameri-
can which bloom late. The majority of the European
I think bloom some days later than the majority of the

MAKING THE CANDY-HOLES TO QUEEN-CAGES SMALLER.
I beg to suggest a little thing which to me seems an

improvement in the small Benton queen-cages. Set
the drill so that, in boring the holes for the candy and
the center-hole the opening will be just Vi inch. This
will enable a little softer candy to be used, and it will
be kept in place better. As they come now the open-
ing is to large. E. E. Lawrence.
Doniphan, Mo., July 8.

IWe have tried out the plan of making only ;i-inch
hole into the candy, but find that, when it is as small
as this, either a bee or a queen will get stuck in the
hole and die there, renaering it impossible for any
other bees or the queen to get to the candy. If a queen
lodges in the hole, of course she dies. If a single bee
gets stuck there, that prevf nts the other bees and the
queen from getting at the food, and of course they all

starve. U e found as a matter of necessity we had to
enlarge the hole so that two or more bees could get at
the candy at a time.—ED. J

HOW TO GET A SWARM CLUSTERED IN AN INACCESSI-
BLE PLACE.

When a swarm issues and settles on the trunk of
some tree, or on a limb out of reach, tie an old tough
brood-frame on the end of a long pole and shove the
frame close to the cluster. When a part of the bees
have gone on the frame, move it a few inches away
and smoke the rest of the bees that have not yet gone
on the frame. If it is impossible to reach the bees with
the smoker, brush them away with another pole, when
they will fall to the ground, but immediately return
and go with the bees on the frame. The rest of the
work is easy, for the frame can be simply carried to

the hive selected and the frame put in, in the usual
way. G. G. Fall.
Milton, N. H.

[The plan here described is entirely feasible. We
have used it many times with entire success.

—

Ed.J

CAN WE REQUEEN BY GIVING A RIPE CELL AND NOT KILL
THE OLD QUEEN?

Having a hive of black bees that were not satisfacto-
ry we gave them a queen-cell in a cell-protector. They
swarmed in a week, and we have the yellow queen in
the old hive. We gave a swarm a queen cell at the
same time we put a cell in No. 1. This swarm was also
black bees. We find our yellow queen on her job in

this case also. Now, if this way of requeening will
work it will suit me. In what per cent of cases will it

work?
Thompson, Tenn., June 19. W. H. ARNOLD.
Later, June 2 1 .—We find that colony No. 2 has swarm-

ed just as No. 1 did; but we have an Italian installed
in both cases by the simple introduction of a protected
cell, in the presence, in both cases, of queens. This
was 100 per cent of success, for we saved the first

swarm, and neither was worth saving without better
queens. W. H. A.

[As we understand our correspondent, his plan of
requeening is to give a ripe cell to a colony without
killing the old queen already in the hive, assuming
that the young virgin, when she hatches, will super-
sede the old one. If this is his plan it wou'd be our
opinion that it would fail nine times out of ten. The
probabilities are that the old queen would discover the
cell before it had hatched, and she would soon make
short work of it unless she herself were about to fail

and the bees protected the cell, as they will do some-
times.

If, on the other hand, the old queen failed to discov-
er the cell, she would, very likely, find the young vir-

gin, and before she would be active enough to put up
a good fight the old queen would put the young lady
out of commission in short order; but a vigorous vir-

gin just returning from flight, that will sometimes go
into a hive by mistake where there is a laying queen,
is more than a match for the reigning mother, and
may displace her. This occurs very often; but a virgin
just hatched would be no match for a normal laying
queen.
To answer the question directly, then, we would say

that, generally, the giving of a ripe cell only for the
purpose of displacing the old queen would not suc-
ceed. If we had a colony of black bees, and it was
very difficult to find the old queen, we would run the
bees through perforated zinc and catch the queen on
the metal. We would then give a ripe cell.—Ed.J
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WHERE DID THOSE BLACK DRONES COME FROM?
I have a colony of eolden Adel bees. This spring

they ran a little short of stores; so I put a body con-
taining combs of honey on top of them and a queen-
excluder between. I left them that way for about two
weeks; then I looked at them one day and found quite
a lot of drone brood in the upper story, and, to my
surprise, 1 found cjuite a lot of black drones in the up-
per story. How did those bl.ick drones get there? and
how did the brood get in the upper story. These top
combs were kept over from last year. There are black
bees in the neighborhood.

A SWARM THAT DID NOT GO WHERE THE SCOUTS HAD
BEEN WORKING.

One morning, about six o'clock, we saw some bees
working in a crack in the siding at the end of our
house. They worked quite bu^ily for a while. About
eleven o'clock I went out on the porch and found
there a swarm of bees circling around the house; so I

went out, when they began to drift away; and as I fol-

lowed them they went to the woods and clustered on a
large oak-tree, and, after a while, they went into a
knot-hole. It would seem that they intended going
into the house.
Pierceton, Ind., June 25. Jacob Garber.
[The presence of black drones among your yellow

bees could be explained on two grounds— first, drones
of any colony are tolerated anywhere. If there are
black bees in your vicinity it would be perfectly natu-
ral to find black drone^ in your hives with yellow
bees. Second, drones from a queen will very often
vary in markings. We have seen drones from an
Italian queen that were quite dark-colored, and others
from the same queen light-colored. The presumption
is, however, that the black drones you find in your
hive of yellow bees came from other colonies in your
vicinity.—ED.j

a question in regard to introducing.
If one should set an empty hive in the place of a full

one, taking one frame of brood with the queen on and
putting it in the empty hive, and then set the full hive
on a new stand, would that full hive be an extra good
place to introduce a queen? Or would it be better to
move the old queen to the new stand and introduce the
new queen on the old stand? How li>ng before intro-
ducing should the change be made? and at what time
of the year? W. C. Brown.
Camdm, N. J.

As a general principle, we may say, when forming
nuclei for the purpose of providing places in which to
intoduce queens, each nucleus should be put on a new
stand. In 24 hours all the old flying bees will have
gone back to the old stand. You may now with cam-
parative saft-ty introduce a queen to the nucleus, be-
cause the young bees will usually treat a strange
mother very kindly. To answer your question direct-
ly, we may say that the plan you propose is in con-
formity with the above-stated principle. You will also
see that it would be wrong practice to introduce a
queen to the hive on the old stand, because it would
have mainly old bees.—Ed.]

A test for pure ITALIANS; THE MARKINGS OF THE
DRONES OR THE QUEEN NOT A CRITERION.

A neighbor had last year a fine colony of " hybrids "

which I advised him to Italianize. He accordingly
sent to a prominent breeder for a queen, which came
in due season, and was successfully introduced. The
workers were beautifully marked, and the colony win-
tered in fine order; but when the drones began to
make an appearance, about a third of them were as
black as any in a native colony. The remaining two-
thirds were as finely marked as are the workers. Can
you put on your thinking-cap and tell why this is so ?

Armstrong, la., July 1. W. O. Atkinson.

(The test of pure Italian bees is not in the markings
of the drones but in the worker bees. The drones of a
pure mother may vary all the way from a quite dark
color to a light yellow; but the worker bees themselves
must be uniformly marked. They must have not less
than three yellow bands; and while a fourth or fifth

may show on some bees, yet these extra bands do not
show typical Italians, but, rather, "sports." In the
same way the queen-bees from a pure mother will,
vary almost as much as the drones.—ED.J

and combs would be a valuable item if I had them
emptied; but as I have been working for comb honey
only I have no means of emptying them except feed-
ing back at the entrance, which is much too slow.

Elkin, Pa., July 16. W. A. Stewart.

I While you can extract the honey out of the sections
and melt up the combs, your better way is to cut the
combs out of the sections and melt them up. A cap-
ping-melter will do this work very nicely, although
any double boiler will answer very well providing you
know how to do the wi'rk. The article on p. 399, July
1, written by H. H. Root, shows the whole process.

—

ED.
I

BEES DO NOT INJURE SOUND PEACHES.
The bees were very thick on the peaches of one

small tree here, even five or six in a hole in some of
them. I picked every peach that was bruised or in-

jured in anyway. Upon visiting the tree the follow-
ing day the bees were flying quite thick among the
branches of the tree. By watching I found they did
not trouble the peaches. There was one peach that
they kept crawling over, and on examining I found
one end was soft but the skin was not broken. It was
the peach-rot and not the bees that injured the fruit.

Newburyport, Mass., Feb. 15. H. J. FOWLE.
[Yes, it has been proven over and over again that

bees will not molest sound or perfect fruit. Peach-
rot, or insects with sharp cutting jaws must attack the
fruit before the bees will notice it.—Ed.]

WHAT TO DO WITH SECTIONS CONTAINING A LARGE
A.MOUNT OF HONEY-DEW.

This year the bees have gathered so much honey-
dew that it has made the early crop of white honey
unfit for table use. We have about 600 sections; and
to offer it for sale would ruin our trade. The sections

THE \CaH00-TREE.

Is the basswood-tree the true wahoo-tree or not ? If

not, what is the difference? I can not find the word
" wahoo " in Webster. A. M. HENDRICK.

Silica, Ark., June 28.

[The "wahoo-tree," so called in some parts of the
South, is another name for one of the basswoods—
Tilia heterophylla. All the different species of Tilia

yield honey. Whether the Tilia heterophylla is as
good a honey-plant as the Tilia Americana, we can not
say—probably not. The last mentioned is usually the
producer of the honey known as basswood on the
open market. There are two or three other species—
Tilia Europcea and Tilia argentea, very often called the
silver-leaf basswood. We have a specimen of one of

these growing on our premises. The leaves are very
dark green, the under side having a silvery-white or
grayish look.

—

Ed.]

WHY WAS THE COMB CUT DOWN TO THE MIDRIB?
I have a colony of bees that prepared to swarm by

raising drones and starting queen-cells. I then placed
an empty shallow extracting-super under the brood-
nest, which is an eight-frame Langstroth hive having
a shallow super almost full of honey on top. This jut-

ting super underneath stopped swarming all right;

but here is the point: The bees cut all their combs
down to the foundation in the brood-apartment, not
working in the shallow super below. The colony has
a good queen. This cutting down takes place as soon
as brood hatches out. The combs are old, and have
no mold on them, which may have caused them to do
this. Two weeks later they are starting to build these
combs up again. May be some Gleanings readers
can tell why they do this.

WHERE did THE LARV.'E COME FROM?
Here is another one: I formed a nucleus, taking four

frames out of a hive which was superseding the
queen. On these four frames I left two queen-cells,
one hatched, and I used the other cell for another pur-
pose. The queen was lost in mating. There was no
brood left in this hive except what was capped after

the queen was lost. I found eight queen-cells started.

Where did these eggs or larvae come from? No other
larvae or eggs were in this hive when cells were
found.
Portsmouth, 0., July 26. A. W. Ackerman.

[Bees will gnaw comb down sometimes when filled

with old pollen or when they are spaced too close.

They will also do it under normal conditions in patches
or little at a time, and rebuild; but under conditions
you name, when they tore down all the comb to the
midrib, we are frank to say we don't know what should
have caused them to do it.

As to your second question, there are two ways for

accounting for the eggs: First, there might have been
eggs or larvae in the hive you did not see; second, bees,

in a few cases that seem well authenticated, have
been known to steal an egg or two from another hive.

From what you say we should be inclined to believe
that the cells you refer to were supplied by the last

method.—ED.l
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root.

If a man die, shall he live again?—Job 14:14.

Man lieth down and riseth not: till the heavens be no
more, they shall not awake, nor be roused out of their
sleep.—Job 14:12.

Dear Friend Root:—I fully expected to see you on
your visit in Florida last winter; but a long illness,

brought on by overheating in fighting forest fires, and
then catching cold, pretty nearly finished me up, and
even yet I am not back to my normal condition.

1 want to commend you for your article on pp. 382,

383, on law enforcement. The breaking down of all

authority in our homes is going to be the ruin of the
country. This lawlessness begins in our homes with
the babies before they are sLx months old; and unless
there is a radical change we are doomed. The lynch-
ings are only another manifestation of the same spirit.

I know a family of children, bright as dollars, but
without discipline. They do what they please, and do
it when they please — no burdens, no responsibilities.
The oldest boy has been charged with several of-

fenses, but the parents have always shielded him, and
recently he was indicted for breaking into a store.
They came to me to shelter him from the officers. I

said to them, "
I can not make myself a party to any

such thing. Go like a man. If you are guilty, take
your punishment like a man, and then be a man the
rest of your days." But the father advised different-
ly, and now the boy is a fugitive; and unless he turns
a new leaf he will end in prison. But the parents re-
sent any suggestion that the children ought to be at
work, and busy, and so it goes. I tell you, after man
sinned God knew what was best for him, and put him
to work; and no greater curse can befall a boy or girl

than to be left without knowing how to do good hon-
est sweating.

I want to call your attention to an expression on p.
183—" Our fathers and mothers are dead and gone,"
and the rest of the paragraph. I am sure your feel-
ings can not be trusted when you teach that the dead
are watching, and interested in our labors, for God
says, "His breath goeth forth, he returneth to the
earth; in that very day his thoughts perish."—PSALM
146:4. " For the living know that they shall die; but
the dead know not any thing, neither have they any
more a reward, for the memory of them is forgotten ;

also their love and their hatred and their envy are
now perished, neither have they any more a portion
for ever in anything that is done under the sun."

—

ECCLESIASTES 9:5,6. "For in death there is no re-
membrance of thee; in the grave, who shall give thee
thanks?"—PsALM 6:5. " His sons come to honor, and
he knoweth it not; and they are brought low, but he
perceiveth it not of them."—Job 14 : 21. So it can not
be possible that our dead friends are interested in
what we are doing. The doctrine of natural immor-
tality was taught by the enemy when he said, "Thou
shalt not surely die;" and this falsehood of Satan has
been the basis of every false religion from that day to
this; and now in the closing scenes of this world's his-
tory, when Satan will appear as an angel of light, and
do many wonderful miracles, every soul not anchored
on the word of God will be swept from its feet. " God
only hath immortality " — see I. Timothy 6:14—16; and
we who are faithful will receive it at the second com-
ing of Christ, and we obtain it by faith in the right-
eousness of Christ; and faith is to believe God's word,
not Satan's falsehoods.
Pardon me for thus criticising; but I want to see you

on ground that you can maintain, and that is the Bi-
ble — the word. It is truth; and truth sanctifies, not
error. I read your articles with great interest. You
reach a vast audience, and I want your teachings to
be sound to the core.
Bowling Green, Fla., June 30. Irving Keck.

Many thanks, my old friend, for your
strong endorsement of my plea for a better
enforcement of the laws of our land. It does
me a lot of good to see that you and I agree
so fully, not only in regard to the enforce-
ment of law throughout our land but the en-
forcement of it in the home, with the child
as soon as it is born. Now, it may not be
worth while for us to spend much time in

regard to what shall take place with us be-

tween death and the day of resurrection^ yet
I think a brief and friendly discussion of the
matter will do us both good.
There are certain things in the scriptures

that God seems pleased to reveal very fully

and explicitly. There are other things that
do not seem so clear, and upon which God-
fearing people do not seem to agree; but,
aside from the testimony of the scriptures,
the great Father seems to have implanted
certain impressions within us that operate
like instinct. As an illustration, it seems to
be made clear and plain to at least most of
us, when we reach maturity, that we should
get married and have a family. And this

truth seems to be plain and clear to those
who have never seen the Bible and do not
know that there is one. There are other
duties and responsibilities that seem to be
imprinted on the whole human family—per-
haps not so plainly on some as on others.
Without any teaching from the Bible or
Christianity, every human being who reach-
es man's estate feels the responsibility of
caring for his wife and children. He knows
what is manly and honest and true. Some
of these impressions, that are really a part of
our very being, do not all come to us until

late in life. I am conscious of feeling im-
pressions, as I approach three score and ten,

that I never had before. I believe my judg-
ment in regard to certain things, say those
concerning the welfare of our nation or State,

is better than ever before in my life. A man
of mature years generally knows what to do
in case of an emergency better than a young-
er one. I hope my younger friends will not
take exception to this statement. When I

was a child I was very bashful. I was afraid
to approach strangers; and for several years,
when I was a young man, I lacked courage.
I was afraid ot death; but when I became a
Christian, and recognized that every thing is

in God's hands, it gave me more courage;
but not till recent years have I been able to

look coolly and calmly on death.
It was my task, not many years ago, to in-

form an older brother of mine that he had
only a few years and perhaps only a few
months to live. The doctor asked me if I

thought it would frighten him to tell him the
truth. I told the doctor I thought not; and
when I explained the matter to that brother
he said, as I rather expected he would, and
he said it with a smile, " It does not worry
me any. I am ready to go at anytime."
Now, this brother, like myself, had learned
to take things coolly and quietly in his old

age.
Men of education and culture, men of

broad experience in the affairs of the world,
ought to have good judgment. Their opin-

ions ought to be worth something.
Now, I have sometimes thought I should

like to be present at a convention or con-
gress of the best and broadest minds that

this world affords. I should like to have a

frank expression of opinion in regard to the
matter of what becomes of our friends, or,

to come closer still, what becomes of m after

death. My impression is that instinct ought
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to tell us a little something about it. But
j)erhaps I am mistaken. It seems that God
lias not seen fit to reveal very much throuy;h

liis sacred word as to what happens just after

(ieath; and it may be that in like manner he
has not seen fit to reveal through instinct

what happens or becomes of us when this

f(»rm of life is ended. On pa^e 183, to which
friend Keck refers, I suo;(>ested that our
fathers and mothers are probably looking
down from their lieavenly home and wit-

nessing our stumblings, troubles, and tri-

umphs here in this woi'ld of ours.

In regard to the (juotation from Psalms, I

had always understood it to mean that our
worldly thoughts and aspirations perish with*

this body of tlesh.

In regard to the one from Ecclesiastes,

perhans I am not exactly orthodox right
here, out I think I shall have to confess that
I have never considered Solomon ("the
wisest of men"), especially in Ecclesiastes,

as very good authority. In fact, it com-
mences by saying, "all is vanity." Well, I

am not surprised. Any man with a thousand
wives, and every thino- else that money can
buy, would be very likely to get soured on
the world sooner or later. \\ here he says,

"Neither have they any moi'e a portion for

ever in any thing that is done under the
sun," I have always had a sort of feeling that
Solomon was not very good authority.

The next quotation from the Psalms, I

should understand as reminding us that the
time to remember and give God thanks is be-
fore we come down to sickness and death.
The quotation from Job I should under-

stand much in the same way. In the second
one of our texts, although I have given it a

place, I would again take the liberty of sug-
gesting that Job was mistaken. In the 38th
chapter the Lord replies to him in a way that

seems to me was a reproof. He says, "Who
is this thatdarkeneth counsel by words with-
out knowledge?" Again, in the same chap-
ter, verse 17, the Lord says, "Have the gates
of death been opened unto thee? or hast
thou seen the door of the shadow of death? "*

Perhaps I might say to friend Keck and oth-

ers, that, since I have expressed some views
on this subject, a great deal of literature has
been sent to me. I have spent considerable
time in examining it— more especially the
way in which this very thing is tnrown at us
by the enemies of Christianity. I do not
and never did believe in everlasting torture
by fire and brimstone or some other agency.
While I confess the teachings of the Bible
are in this respect hy no means clear to me,
I am abundantly satisfied that the patriarch

•Friend K., in reeard to your closing quotation from
Timothy, perhaps some of our D. D.'s, if they see my
inswer, will think I am flounderintr in deep water: and
if you will excuse me I suirifost that may tie hoth of us
,ire in the same boat. Now, Paul, in that r2th verse of
that same chapter, enjoins Timothy to "lay hold on
eternal life." I have supposed "eternal life" there
means immortality; and in the 16th verse, where it

:fads, "God only hath immortality," you do not eive
the whole of it. The rest of the sentence in connection
u ith this would imply to mc that God only has that
higher form of immortality "which no man can ap-
proach unto."

Abraham was correct when he asked, "Shall
not the Judge of all the earth do right?"
When Jesus said to the thief on the cross,
"This day shaltthou be with me in paradise,"
I can see no reason, even after I have read
pages of explanation, for understanding it

in any other way than that Jesus meant that
that very day (perhaps before the sun went
down) he would be with the thief in para-
dise. It has been explained to me several
times that paradise docs not inean heaven.
To this I reply, that if it shall ever be my
privilege to be with him who said to the
winds and the waves, "Peace, be still," tfiat

will be heaven for me. In the old Gospel
Hymns there is a hymn, 13, that was a great
favorite with my old father before he died,
and I want to quote here the first and last
verses:

I know not the hour when my Lord will come
To take me away to his own dear home;
But I know that his presence will lighten the dflooni,
And that will be glory for me.
I know not the form of my mansion fair,
I know not the name that I then shall bear;
But I know that my Savior will welcome me there,
And that will be heaven for me.

And the concluding chorus, it seems to me,
sums it up better than human language has
ever done before. In fact, this hymn, with
the chorus, is one that I have often sung
over and over again when off by myself:

And that will be heaven for me,
Oh! that will be heaven for me;

But I know that my Savior will welcome me there,
And that will be heaven for me.

When I say this I have no quarrel or con-
troversy with anybody who understands it

otherwise. Let me digress a little right
here.
Not very long ago I was told that many

theologians of the present day consider the
book of Genesis as only an allegory or para-
ble, and that quite a good many of the high-
er critics now take the ground that no such
persons as Adam and Eve ever lived, and
that the Bible did not intend us to take it as
a fact. I have heard sermons that seemed
to diift that way; but when it comes to sug-
gesting that no such person as Abraham
ever lived, I feel like getting up and leaving
the crowd that wastes the precious moments
(say at the Sunday-school) in any such un-
profitable discussion. Years ago I sought
in vain for comfort and rest in reading infi-

del books; but no peace or happiness came
to my soul until I read and accepted the
Bible as God's word. In considering this
matter I think of the couplet from the pen
of good old Dr. Watts:

Is this vile world a friend to errace
To lead me on to God?

And I would class all such discussions as
belonging to the " vile world " that the poet
had in mind when he wrote those words.
The suggestion that the Bible, or any part
of it, is not true, or is a piece of fiction, would
never "lead mean to God." Nor do I be-
lieve it would ever lead anybody else "on
to God."
Now, after this digression let me say that

I prefer to believe Jesus did stand in para-
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dise with the penitent thief on that very
day, just as the New Testament states it.

Let us now consider for a moment the
opinions of the great men of the present
day, say the great missionaries. It was my
good fortune to be intimately acquainted
with Dr. Ament, the great Chinese mission-
ary mentioned on page 23 of our previous
issue. Mr. Ament was for several years the
pastor of our church here in Medina. I have
had long confidential talks with him. After
his great work in China and his return to

.America I had confidential talks with him
again. I know what his opinion was, at

least in outline, of the future after death.
By the way, I think I have read in some of

the magazine^s that Dr. Ament did more to

bring heathen China out of the darkness of

heathenism into the light of the present-day
civilization than any other man. Dr. Ament
is dead and gone. A little pamphlet, "In
Memoriam of William Scott Ament," has
just been printed, and I wish to make ex-
tracts from three celebrated divines who
wrote articles for that book.
In closing I have the sense of failure to express the

significance of Dr. Ament's work and character. I

have asked others to supplement my words; but I wish
to say for myself that, with the passing of this friend
to the other side, I have lost the precious consolation
of a true earthly friend in time of despondency. I

have lost a high note in the call to noble living. I

have lost a great inspiration to hard work and sacri-
fice for the Master. Lost these, did I say? Nay: they
are only removed from sense—idealized, spiritualized
—for our friend has but crossed a wider sea than the
Pacific; and as he entered the further Golden Gate the
breath of the eternal morning on his bewildered brow
has cleared the clouds that lowered over his mental
life. When he left us he scarcely recognized his clos-
est friends; yet we believe that now in the radiant
light of eternity, with clear vision and sympathy una-
bated, he looks on us with the same kindly loving in-
terest as of old, and that he also sees and knows the
loved Master for whom he wrought so long and faith-
fully — yea, and for whom he longed. Let us rejoice
with him that the longing is now satisfied, and that his
life is hid with Christ in God.—REV. G. D. Wilder.

It seems to me standing here that he should yet be in
our midst, a man in the very prime of life; a man who
had the knowledge not only of the written but also of
the spoken Chinese language. We believe that tie is do-
ing hisfier woric noiv. and in due time ttie reason of his
removal will be made plain to us. And although the
church below seems to have been weakened by part-
ing with one of its ministers, yet it will be seen that it

is not weakened thereby, but strengthened.

—

Rev. J.

Wherry, D.D.

We have prayed that his life might be spared for fu-
ture service in the work that had consumed the heart
and strength of his mature manhood. He does not re-
turn, for the loving Father has plans that reach beyond
our narrow vision. His work is not ended. His serv-
ice has only been transferred to anoth<»r field, to be
continued without pain, fatigue, or misunderstanding.
With a broader vision and boundless horizon his
strong personality will ever have unlimited scope for
activity.—Rev. H. H. Lowry, D.D.

In the second one I have put a sentence
in italic, as follows: "I believe he is doing
higher work now, and in due time the rea-
son of his removal will be made plain to us."
The word "now " would refer to 1909. The
writer, Dr. Wherry, evidently believes that
the activity, at least of great reformers, does
not end with death,and I believe most ortho-
dox teachers accept this as the teaching.^ of

the Bible. During the life I have lived, I

have seen many busy good men called off

suddenly. I have known those who have
made great progress in rts and sciences

and inventions of the world. Some of them
have marked peculiarities. I recall to mind
vividly one friend who was very emphatic
and abrupt. He was a pusher—yes, a vehe-
ment pusher—and he accomplished a lot of
things that would never have been done at
all ifhe had not done them. This vehement
man had several clashes with other workers
here in our factory, and I frequently had to
interpose. One night something had brok-
en down that would prevent us from start-

ing on time in the morning. This friend
was in poor health, but I found him away
back in the lower basement repairing a pul-
ley. He was not only in poor health, but
well along in years. I asked him if some
younger man could not do that fatiguing and
difficult work. He said he ,supposed he
could, but nobody else wanted to do it. I

inquired about his health, and asked him if

he did not feel very tired in working so late.

He replied something as follows:
" Mr. Root, I do feel pretty tired; and I am

subject to a heart trouble that may take me
off any minute. But while God lets me live

I do not propose to shirk responsibility."
I do not think his work that night djd him

any particular harm, but in less than one
year he was suddenly taken away. For
quite a time I missed his positive, vehement,
and sometimes aggressive ways, and I asked
myself the question if it was really true that
this man with his peculiar, vehement, posi-
tive, assertive temperament was suddenly
"cutoff," or "snuffed out, " as somebody
has expressed it; and I decided, perhaps
with that sort of instinct that God has im-
planted in us all more or less, that it did not
seem reasonable or true that my friend Gove
had been brought to an abrupt stop.

Let us consider the man Edison for an il-

lustration.* I have followed him from his
childhood. He has done an immense service
to the world. He will probably die before a
great while—at least if he keeps on working
as he has been doing all his life. Now, is it

reasonable to think that his researches end
with the termination of his life here? Edi-
son has, by his indefatigable labor, opened
up to the whole wide world new and pre-
viously undiscovered territory in the realm
of science. He has pushed out into God's
domain where no other man has trod, and he
has opened up to the world the fact that
there are sf/// unexplored regions in the lines

of science and electricity that nobody ever

* Edison has given the whole wide world a glimpse
behind the curtain of nature. We stand appalled as
we look into the view he has opened up. Years ago,
when I was a boy, we had " infidels," as we used to
call them, who claimed that there is no Godrand, fur-
ther, that there is no need of one. But such men have,
thank God, dropped out of sight. We do not see them
now nor hear of them. All mankind, at the present
time, seem to agree that there is some great personali-
ty wiio knows all about these hidden forces that man-
kind is just now exploring and opening up; and the
question comes up again and again, "Shall ii'c, some
time in the future, get a glimpse of the domain that is

now hidden by the confines of human life? " Is it in

God's plan to set us free and give us a knowledge and
comprehension that we may know him and his mighty
worlcs? Paul says in the 13th chapter of I. Corinthi-
ans, 12th verse, " For now we see in a mirror, darkly ;

but then face to face."
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(Ireained of until ho canie into the world.
I do not mean to say here that friend Keck
teaches anniliilation for such men; but if I

understand him he seems to intimate that

we shall be cut off, or remain quiescent, for

at least a period, from our activities when
we are called away.
Now, dear friends, in what I have said,

(lod knows I have not been trying- to push
my ideas in the place of some others. I

have just been telling you or suggesting to

you how it seems to me. Just recently the
editor of the American Issue, Dr. J. C. Jack-
son, has been cut off suddenly in the midst
of the great work of pushing the Anti-saloon
League and local option. When his health
was failing, and I believe not many days be-
fore he died, he gave utterance to the fol-

lowing, and I do not know of anv thing else

to commend to you in closing l)etter than
this:

On several occasions, when speaking to the writer
ooncernintf his belief in immortality, in discussing
two different ideas of the future life, one of which he
felt sure would prove to be correct, he repeatedly said
in substance: "Whatever form life after death may
assume, I am content. Back of it all I believe there is

a trreat infinite benevolence, and that is sufficient to

my mind to truarantee that whatever comes after death
is best and right." He had no fear of death or the
great beyond. There were many yuestions and prob-
lems connected with the mystery of life beyond the
grave which his great mind could not solve to his sat-

isfaction; but he was too honest to profess any convic-
tion which he did not fully have, and time and again
he declared that such questions were, after all, of least
importance, while the problems of life and the pres-
ent are of vital and supreme concern.

Just a word about the suicides that are
getting to be more and more frequent. God
forbid that we, especially the Christian
world, should say any thing or do any thing
to encourage this tei-rible epidemic. So far

as I have been able to discover (and I have
talked most earnestly with some who were
contemplating suicide* it has been resorted
to by tnose who believe that death ends
all. They take their own lives with the idea
in mind that they can thus in a moment dis-

charge every form of debt and obligation
both to God and man. Any teaching that
would encourage a man to kill his wire and
children, and then commit suicide, comes
from Satan and not from God.
We can not for a moment believe that

there is any thing in the Bible, in instinct,

reason, or common sense that would en-
courage self-destruction. It certainly can
not take a criminal ifor a crime it is, and a
most terrible one tooi into the presence of

Jesus or to paradise or to heaven. I should
say it takes him -direct to the arms of the
evil one who has, since the beginning, been
working for the destruction of mankind.
The suicide goes with him to his abode; and
that abode I need not name.

"B.^CKWARD, TURN BACKWARD "—A SINGU-
LAR COINCIDENCE.

About the time of the birth of Huber's girl

baby I came across the poem called "Back-
ward, Turn Backward, OTime, in thy Flight."
I began to inquire among my friends in re-

o-ard to the author. Meanwhile somebody
had made the baby's mother a present of a
book entitled "A Mother's Year." In this
book are selections of poetry for every day
in the year. On turning to page 102 we find
the birthday poem for June 20 (the very day
"Miss Katharine" was born) is the follow-
ing:

Backward, turn backward, O time In thy flight;
Make me a child again just for to-night.
Mother, come back from the echoless shore-
Take me again to your heart as of yore.
Kiss from my forehead the furrows of care;
Smootii the few silver threads out of my hair;
Over my slumbers your loving watch keep-
Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep.

The advocates of telepathy mi^ht claim
this for an illustration; but it strains one's
imagination somewhat to suggest that the
verse was impressed on my mind, even be-
fore the little lady's birth or before she had,
in fact, selected tlie paiiicular day on which
to come to "Rootville." The proverb,
"Coming events cast their shadows before,"
might help us out a little.

DR. MILLER'S LETTER TO MISS KATHERINE EVA ROOT.
My dear Miss Katherine.—l have just heard of your

arrival at Medina, and hasten to write you. I didn't
write you at your former address, as I didn't feel sure
that the postoffice regulations in heaven would admit
letters from a place so far away as Marengo. I'm glad
you've come to so nice a place. I must say you have
shown excellent taste in your selection of parents; for,
let me tell you, there are parents and parents.
Now I want to advise you confidentially to use every

gpeck of influence you have to get your father to
change his morose manner. I know that your smiles
are very compelling, and it would be a great thing if

you could get the old man to smiie once in awhile.
He's not really bad at heart. He's only got into a
glum sort of way.
Say, have you met A. I. Root? He's a caution. Prob-

tbly about the first thing he does will be to try to get
you to sign a pledge never to smoke cigarettes. Don't
you do it unless he gives you a smoker. May be if you
hold off a little he may do still better.
Have they put you on the lean-meat diet? or does A.

I. want you to eat apples? Don't swallow the seeds
whole.
What do you think of the new style of feminine

headgear? Isn't it the limit? I've a v/hole lot more of
news to tell you, but I must stop and write Straws.
Bring the old folks with you and come and see us.

Yours as ever,
Marengo, 111., July !"• C. C. MILLER.

Poultry
DEPARTMExNT

By A. I. Root.

POULTRY SECRETS, ETC.—-$500 FROM 12 HENS
IN ONE YEAR.

One of our subscribers has mailed us a
poultry-book having on the front cover the
follovvi«g legend:

PLANS, GUIDES, ETC., TO REALIZE $500 YEARLY.
WITH 12 HENS

BY UTILIZING HORSE OR MULE'S STABLE MANURE;
ALSO MAKING HENS SIT SIX DAYS INSTEAD

OF TWENTY-ONE.
A. Corbett, Inventor.

I'rofesnor of (Jalllno Culture iSi'lence. of Chlcaijo. lU.

kohtV-kivk mkdals, i;tc., awakded.
I'KICE «;!.0O.

CUPPLES <t LEON ." .' .' PUBLISHERS .' .' .' NEW
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The title of the book took hold of me at

once, and the first thing I did was to look at

the title-page and see when it was printed.

There was no date anywhere—not even to

the preface, and I believe I have scanned
every one of the 172 pages. But, strange to

tell, the pages in the book are not numbered.
A considerable part of it is occupied by tes-

timonials from some thirty or forty well-

known agricultural papers, or papers that

were well known thirty or forty years ago.

I suppose the author did get 45 rfiedals from
as many different agricultural societies (for

his "discovery" (?) ) in times past; but
when that was, nobodv can tell. I wrote the
lady who sent me the book, asking her
where it was advertised at $2.00 a copy. She
said she saw it in Montgomery Ward & Co.'s

catalog, but she said the price was only 25

cents. Well, if Montgomery Ward Sc Co.

are selling a book that is perhaps 40 years
old and letting people suppose it is a modern .

work, I do not tnink we should censure them
very much while they charge only 25 cents
for it. I think I can remember the time
when this Corbett did make quite a sensa-
tion by hatching chickens under a pile of

manure, around at different fairs or poultry
conventions.
For some time I have had in mind some

plan by which sitting hens might be utilized.

Not very far from my own poultry-yard I

went into one belonging to a neighbor, and
found three or four sitting hens "holding
the fort," on different nests. When I re-

monstrated because these hens were not
promptly shut up to break them of the habit,

a young hopeful disclosed the fact that they
had been doing that way almost all summer.
Every night when they gathered the eggs
the sitting hens were pushed out of the way,
and allowed to go right back and sit on the
nest all night, and so on. And that remind-
ed me that, when I was in Northern Michi-
gan, I saw a statement in a paper about how
much money a bee-keeper's wife had receiv-
ed during the winter from a small flock of

hens. I paid them a visit and stayed there
over night. In the morning I asked per-
mission to review the poultry-houses, and
found out incidentally that they, too, were
allowing sitting hens to occupy the nests
week after week, and perhaps month after
month, because nobody had time to shut
them up and look after them; and my im-
pression is that thousands of dollars are wast-
ed every year in the United States by letting
hens sit, you might say, pretty much all

summer, without natching any chickens or
doing anybody any good. •

How can we break up a sitting hen, and
fet her to laying on short notice? This
2.00 book that sells for 25 cents has one solu-

tion of the problem. Put your eggs into a
manure incubator or any other kind of in-

cubator, for that matter; and when they are
pretty nearly ready to hatch, say six days or
less before hatching, give fifteen or twenty
of them to one of these tenacious, persistent
sitters. It will do the business, -for I have
tried it. Some of you may remember that I

gave an incubatorful of chickens to a hen
that had been wanting to sit only about one
day. She cared for the chickens all right,

and lost scarcely one of them. Now, this is

one way of getting a sitting hen into the
harness and doing something; and if you
happen to have a sittino- hen on hand you
can make her take the place of a brooder

—

that is, in the summer time or in a warm
climate.
There are several other valuable and in-

teresting points in this $2.00 book that sells

for 25 cents; and I do not know but it will

pay you to send 25 cents to Montgomery
vVard & Co. and get it. It seems a little

funny that a book that made such a great
stir in the world years ago has dropped out
of sight entirely, and nobody seems to know
any thing about it now. I wonder if some
of the great secrets and systems of the pres-
ent day may not be lost and forgotten in a
short time.
By the way, friends, a lot of these poultry

secrets have no date on them. Yes, many
of the catalogs of poultrymen are without
date. In our own printing-office I have re-

peatedly declared that every thing that
comes off from our presses must have some
date to tell when it was written and printed.
The great throng of humanity that is now
"wanting to know " has a good honest right
to demand when and where such wonderful
things were studied out and given to the
world—especially the when. Who wants to

waste time on some document without know-
in^ whether it is one year old or forty?
The way in which you get $500 for the

product of twelve hens is to set every egg,
as fast as laid, in the stable-manure incuba-
tor. If the twelve hens lay, say, 150 eggs
apiece, and you have good luck with your
stable-manure hatcher, you ought to have
about 1200 chickens at the end of the season.
And it will not be a difficult matter to get
$.500 for them, even if you rear only common
stock. But I think one of our modern incu-
bators would be found a much better invest-
ment than the manure-pile arrangement.
When I was about ten years old I remember
getting a book out of our Sunday-school li-

brary that told about hatching chickens suc-
cessfully with the heat of fermenting ma-
nure; so there is no question but that it can
be done. But practical demonstration has
shown that the amount of supervision re-

quired is very much more than is needed witii

the modern incubator.

HOW TO TELL WHETHER EGGS ARE GOING Td
HATCH; SEE PAGE 4.50 OF OUR LAST ISSUE.

I have lost a good many chickens myself,
and 1 suppose others have lost thousands, by
taking it tor granted that the eggs were not
good on the 22d or 23d day of incubation. I

read of a man who dumped out on the com-
post-heap an incubatorful of eggs, thinking
there was no use of waiting any longer;
when, had he been a little patient, and used
common sense, he might have had a good
hatch. For instance, a hen with a dozen
eggs had not hatched a chicken on the 2;M
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clay. With my egg-tester I was enabled to

see that every egg contained a live chicken.

It needs some practice to enable one to do
this. Fix your eye on the air-bubble (in the
egg-tester described, of course); and if you
watch long enough you will see a shadowy
movement where the chicken pushes up in-

to that air-bubble. As soon as you satisfy

yourself that the chicken is alive, take the
next egg, and so on. My twelve eggs were
due to natch on Tuesday, but not a chick
came out till Saturday, and then we found
eleven nice chicks from the dozen eggs.
The principal reason I can think of for ac-

counting for this delay in hatching was that

the hen did not seem to have sense enough
to roll the eggs around and keep them under
her feathers. She was off from her nest
more than hens generally are. In fact, she
was a sort of slipshod mother, and preferred
to be gadding about rather than attending to

business. I put a little yard around her nest
so she could not get very far away, but she
was out in her yard a good part of the time.

Now, here is another fact: Good healthy
eggs strongly fertile will stand a big lot of

neglect aside from variations in temperature.
Perhaps it is better to have an incubator that

keeps right at 103; but I am pretty well sat-

isfied that the average hen does not do that

nor come anywhere near it. Who knows
but that we shall eventually not only catch
up with the sitting hen, but beat her "at
her own game"? A friend of mine has just

come from the Panama canal, and he says
that modern sanitation has been the means
of making one of the most unhealthful spots
on the face of the earth pretty nearly a mod-
ern health resort. One can live there, and
be well and strong, as well as in most north-
ern localities. If science and skill can do
that, can't we hatch eggs as well as a sitting

hen?

A. I. ROOT'S "bee-escape" FOR CHICKENS.

The picture below makes it so plain that

hardly any explanation will be needed.

THK "TRAP" THAT WILL LET THE FOWLS GET INTO THE
YARD BUT WILL NOT LET THE.M GET OUT.

The materials for this trap are two'thin
pieces of soft pine. I say soft pine so that

you can readily whittle out the curves. These
pieces may be 10 inches long, and 2'/2 or '.i

wide. Then you want two sticks, about an
inch square and 8 or 9 inches long. Nail
them together so that the width of the circle

where the hens pass through will be 6 or 7

inches. This space of 6 inches wide will let

a Leghorn hen through all right. The swing-
ing wires should be tinned, and large enough
so that the hen can not bend or spring them
easily when she wants to go through the op-
posite way. These wires are bent L-shaped,
or a little more than square at the corners.
The long arms should be curved a little where
the hen goes through, so as to indicate where
they are to push between the two wires.
Now drive a couple of staples about 2 inches
apart in the upper stick, and here comes in

my invention. If these wires moved out
squarely, like the lid of a box, a hen could
get through without much trouble either
way. But we want them so as to spread
apart as shown at the dotted line. To do
this, take an ordinary twist drill, and drill

diagonally into the upper stick. Push the
short end of the wires into these drill-holes,

and, if drilled rightly, as each wire is raised
it swings off out of the hen's way, and al-

lows her to go through easily. After she
passes out the wires drop back, just clearing
the nails partly driven into the bottom stick.

Now, when the fowl attempts to get back
through the trap the way she came in, the
lower ends of the wires spring under the
nail heads as you see. It is almost laughable
to see the hens go up and crowd with their

shoulders against the wires. After a while,
however, they seem to "catch on" to the
fact that this "golden gate," like death, lets

people out of the world but never lets them
get oack into it.

TEMPERANCE.
TEMPERANCE—DOES IT EVER DAMAGE A TOWN
OR CITY FINANCIALLY BV MAKING IT DRY?

When I first thought of making a winter
home in Florida I selected Fort Myers, Lee
Co.; but on being told that it was a saloon
town and county I decided on Manatee Co.
Recently, however. Fort Myers has been
voted dry, and here is what the mayor re-

ports in regard to the result:

From July 1, 1907, to July 1, 1908, there came before
him as mayor 136 men on eharsjes of being drunk.
From June 1, 1908, to June 30, 1909, the number was 38.

These figures, he slates, will be borne out by the
records of the mayor's court, and are certainly a troo<i

showing for the " dry " side of the question. Again
he says, the money derived from the $3.00 stre^ t tax
amounted to $900, which is nearly &300 more than would
have been derived from the saloons. You can draw
your own conclusions as to whether or not the making
of the city " dry " has done damage financially or mor-
ally.—/^^ Myers Press.

With such testimony as the above, is it not
ridiculous to claim tnat saloons ever help

business? Almost, if not all the towns and
cities in Ohio that have been made dry can
furnish a similar report; and for that matter
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I might as well say every town and city in

the whole United States. What do you think
about it friends?

HIGH-PRESSURE
GARDENING

By A. I. Root

TURNIPS, RAPE, CRIMSON CLOVER, ETC.; SOW-
ING IT AMONG THE CORN AT THE

LAST CULTIVATING.

After what was said in our last issue about
cowhorn turnips and rape for honey in the
spring, I find the following in the Rural
New-Yorker:

SEEDING "CATCH CROPS" IN CORN.
I w IsU to sow for cover crop In corn some rape, cowhorn tur-

nips, and rye. Can you tell me the proportion of each for one
acre? Would It be good policy to sow the same for cover crop
where I take off potatoes In August?

Rhode Island Subscriber.

After many experiments in Northern New Jersey we
advise the followintr combination for a catch crop in
the corn: 12 lbs. of crimson clover; 1 lb. of dwarf Es-
sex rape; 1/4 lbs. of cowhorn turnips for each acre.
This is seeded at the last working of the corn, which
with us comes in early August. We mix the seeds and
scatter them over the ground among the corn. Then
with a light cultivator open wide we run through the
rows. It is better to work both ways if possible. A
piece of plank wired to the cultivator so that it will
drag on the ground behind will scrape the soil down
smooth and give a better seeding. We have tried the
experiment of seeding a peck of rye in addition to the
other seeds. In places where crimson clover is not a
sure crop the rye helps, for it will live and give a green
crop for plowing under in the spring. We would use
the clover, however, even though we knew it would all

be killed during winter and spring, because the growth
it will make through the fall, before the ground
freezes, will more than pay for seed and labor. It is

doubtful whether this clover will live through the win-
ter in Rhode Island. If it were not to be used we
would sow to each acre XVz lbs. each of rape and cow-
horn turnips and half a bushel of rye.

The reason I recommended cowhorn tur-

nips is because they go away dov/n in the
ground, and pump moisture and fertility to

enable them to get sufficient growth to stand
over winter in many localities. I did not
think at the time of seven-top-turnip or
crimson clover; but this, I think, would
make an excellent combination for the bee-
keeper. In our locality we have never fail-

ed with crimson clover when put on good
ground in August. It always stands winter-
ing. Now, by using crimson clover, rape,
and turnip, all three, we should have three
chances for honey, and it is hardly likely

that all of them would fail. All three are
valuable for feed for all kinds of stock, and
they are splendid for turning under to en-
rich the soil. Another thing, this combina-
t- prevents wash during winter; and it

seems to me that all high-pressure farming
and gardening should have some growing
crop that will stand the winter on every foot
of land. Now is the time to get right at it.

As soon as any crop is taken off so as to leave
bare ground, get in one or all of these three.
If you have had no experience in the way of
green manuring, just try a little plot in your
garden first; and while I am about it there is

still another plant—one that will stand the

winter more surely than any thing else I

know of unless it is rye—the seven-top tur-

nip that we have advertised in our seed cat-

log for so many years. This plant does not
make a turnip at all. It is grown simply for
the top for feed, and for turning under, for
bees and for seed.
We see by the Columbia State (South Car-

olina) that our old friend J. D. Fooshe, of

Coronaca, S. C, has, during the past season,
sold 9000 lbs. of this seven-top-turnip seed.
Some of the older readers of Gleanings will

remember friend Fooshe as one of the pi-

oneers in queen-breeding. He has furnish-
ed The A. 1. Root Co. queens for more than
thirty ye:irs, and we have never had a com-
Elaint of them, and we do not know that he
as ever complained of us. I wish he would

tell us about now much honey he got from
his seven-top turnip in growing that hOOO lbs.

of seed, and any thing else he may have to

suggest from his long experience in growing
seven-top turnip.

ELECTRICITY VERSUS THE HORSE.

I have before mentioned the fact that, when
I was but little more than a dozen years old,

my great hobby was electricity; and when I

was seventeen I was going around to school-

houses giving^ experiments in electricity and
chemistry. During those boyish "lectures

"

I informed the good people that electricity

was destined to take the place of steam very
soon; but when I made that prediction it did
not occur to me, or I do not think the thought
entered my boyish head, that I should live to

see the day when electricity would, to some
extent, take the place of the horse, to carry
people along the streets and over the country.
WeU, for the first time in my life, during this

beautiful month of May Mrs. Root and I have
enjoyed riding around town in an electric

carriage, a little one of our own. Electric

carriages are nothing new, I am well aware.
In fact, the one I am using was purchased
by Mr. Calvert six or seven years ago. It

was a $1000 carriage originally, but I think he
got it for about $200; and another son-in-law,

Mr. L. W. Boyden, has recently purchased a
beautiful electric auto that looked almost
new, for only $200, th*t must have cost at

first toward $1000. The reason these were
offered at such a sacrifice is the expense of

storing and maintenance of the batteries,

where one has no storage-plant of his own.
The expense of renewing tne storage batter-

ies when they are used up, either by exces-

sive use or bad management, is very heavy.
One more reason why electricity can not
take the place of gasoline is the great weight
of the batteries—something near half a ton

—in order to have power enough to run over
ordinary country roads. It is estimated that,

when the batteries are full, they are good
for about forty miles; but if a shower comes
up and the roads get muddy, you may use
up the stored-up power in running only
twenty miles, or perhaps only half that. This
i.s the main reason why gasoline has taken
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the place of electricity unless it is to run
about towns and cities where there are pav-
ed streets.

I think Mr. Calvert used the machine I have
some two or three years. Then he sold it to

another son-in-law, Mr. A. L. Boyden, who
usef^ "' .ee or four years. During the past
wmter it has been used by our mail-boy to

run back and forth between here and the
nostoffice, a distance of half a mile. When
1 returned from Florida the mail service had
been so severe on it that we concluded it

was about used up; but as our automobile is

away down in Florida I decided to have this

one fixed up, and for the first time in my life

run an dearie carriage.
I have just been telling you some of the

faults of the electric machine, and now I will

mention some of its good points. First, it is

the stillest automobile in existence so far.

On this account you will have to look out
about running into people, as they can not
hear you coming. Second, it is easier to

manipulate than any other machine. Just
push on one lever, and off you go. If you
wish te CTo faster, put on another notch; and
to go stnl faster, push the lever clear up.
When you want to go slower, or stop, just
pull the same lever back. That is all there
IS to do. If you are out after sundown, and
t begins to get dark, just turn a button, and
two beautiful electric-light globes shed light

on your pathway. If you have an electric-

povver plant of your own, as we have here,
just attach two wires when your machine is

standing still, and it will always be charged
when you are ready to use it. With an elec-
tric plant of your own, the expense of the
electric current for storing the batteries need
not exceed a cent a mile when the batteries
are new. When they are old the expense
may run up to ten cents. Any woman, or
any boy or girl big enough to drive a horse,
can run the electric. If properly used, I

think a set of batteries should run the ma-
chine several thousand miles. But when the
batteries are used up by bad management or
many miles of use it will cost something over
JlOO to renew them. They can many times
be repaired and fixed up temporarily for a
small part of this sum.

SKUNKS, HAWKS, OWLS, ETC.; ARE THEY ALL
ENEMIES OF THE POULTRY INDUSTRY?

Mr. Root:—We creatly appreciate your department
in Gl-EANINGS, and feel clad indeed that one periodical
of influence devoted to agricultural interests does not
hesitate to expose frauds, and to assist in the warfare
aeainst intemperance.

_
I can not refrain, however, from calling your atten-

tion to the fact that, perhaps, you are unthinkingly
causing injury by your occasional careless remarks
about the creatures which you call "varmints." I

have all my life been very much interested in the
study of our wild life, and have often done so, per-
haps, at the cost of netrlectintr work that needed to be
done; and it pains me to hear men sr>eak of some of
our most valuable friends as " varmints." You will,
no doubt, be surprised to hear that of the thirty or
more kinds of hawks in America only about four are a
menace to poultr>-; yet the average person will shoot
every hawk he sees, without a question as to its possi-
ble value. Of the owls, only one of the more than 24
kinds is destructive to poultry, yet the rest get no con-
sideration for the good they do. ^ Skunks.ias we all

know, are sometimes troublesome to poultry; yet we
who have investigated the matter know that it is the
individual which has formed the habit, and not the
whole lot of skunks, that should be destroyed. When
we see one man compelling the Chinese to sit idly by
while their children are defiled by the American To-
bacco Co. and its cigarettes, cari we blame them for
thinkiner that all Americans are bad, including the
missionary who is sacrificing every tliinc to do them
srood? It is the individual with bad hah)its that has
brought all the race of hawks, owls, skunks, and wea-
sels into disrepute; and it is high time that our people
wei-e educated as to the great value of these creatures.
I should like to say more, but think it is only necessa-
ry to call your attention to the matter, and suggest that
you send to the Department of Agriculture for two
free publications that will throw a lot of light on the
matter

—
" Hawks and Owls as they Affect the Farmer,"

and "The Mouse Plague in Nevada."
I sincerely hope that I may have the pleasure of

meeting you at some time, and it will double the pleas-
ure if I ever have the opportunity of delivering my
lecture, " The Plan of Eden," in your hearing.
Atlantic, Iowa. FRANK C. Pellett.

Thank you, friend P. I have seen the gov-
ernment bulletin in regard to hawks; but I

supposed that all skunks were addicted to
robbing hens' nests and killing the httle
chickens; and I am very glad to know that
owls are not all bad. Now, the question is,

how are we to know which to kill and which
to let alone or encourage? The particular
skunk that gathers the eggs and catches lit-

tle chickens if they are not penned up every
night, I suppose had better be killed. This
reminds me that every little while we hear
of chickens that have learned to gobble up
worker bees. But this so seldom happens
that I believe no one thinks of keeping poul-
try away from the hives. I suppose rats

and mice do more harm, on the average,
than owls or hawks. The trouble is, as I

have already said, to have the poultry-keep-
er or bee-keeper sufficiently well posted to

know what to shoot and what not to shoot.
Perhaps I should tell our readers that, ac-

companying the above kind letter, was a
leaflet whicn gave an extract from the lecture
referred to, as follows:

EXTRACT FROM THE LECTURE.
"Perhaps, if you are a farmer, your crop of red-

clover seed was a failure last fall ; yet you never
thought of laying the blame on the new gun you gave
your boy on his birthday, but it is not an unreason-
able conclusion. In a hollow tree near that field lived
an owl that patrolled it every night in search of voles,
or short-tailed field-mice; a hawk that also lived near
by did the same by day, thus effectively keeping the
voles in check. The boy, however, soon killed both
birds, and the voles increased and multiplied without
hindrance. They are very prolific little creatures, in-
creasing continuously throughout about ten months of
the year, and the first litter of the season will have
grandchildren by fall. ' But,' you may say, ' what has
that to do with my crop of clover seed?" Simply this:

The voles are enemies of the bumble-bees, and destroy
their combs, and, thus, the bees. Without the assist-
ance of the bumble-bees in pollinating the blossoms,
your clover will produce no seed, so there you Vr)'i9
it."

I must confess that I never heard of
"voles" before; but I do know that field

mice do a great amount of damage; and
while we have reports from newspapers al-

most continually of casualties resulting from
giving guns to boys, I for one would keep
the guns away from the boy until he gets to

be a rather old boy. By all means let us get
posted and keep posted—at least enough so
that we shall not make the blunder of mis-
taking our best friends for foes.
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BANKING BY MAIL

Money deposited with us is secure, and works
for you continually. Our perfect system of
banking BY MAIL brings this opportunity to
your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital and
surplus of $70,000, and assets of over $800,000.

Its policy is conservative; its affairs are ably
managed by capable and successful business
men.
Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted, on

which we pay a yearly interest of 4 PER CENT,
compounded semi-annually. Send currency in
registered letter, your own check, or by post-
office or express money-order. -

Write for the
Booklet Today

Resources
$800,000

Established
1892

Lrf,vyii.?rHL^»i^dr>iLHi
BANK COMPANY

MEDINA, OHIO

GALLOWAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judge,
Sell your poorest horse and bui

B-H.-P. oniy$119.SO
or money

back. Write forspec-

al proposition. All

you p.iy ine is for raw
material, labor and

mall profit. Send ior

my big BOOK FREE.

VVm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway »'o.

1&86 OBlloway Slatloo
Waterloo, Iowa

$50 to $300 SAVED
We &re manutacturera. not mercnanu. aave aouert.

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from

850 to 8300 on my High Grade Standard GasoUne j

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you ^^J)
lower than dealers or iobbers have to pay for jf^^^
Siniiiar engines in carload lots for spot cash. j^^jT Direct

From
My Fac-

tory on 30
Days' Free

Trial. Satislac-

^WE SHIP OH APPROVAL
hunt a cent deposit, prepay tlie freight
and allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn our

unheard of frzca, and tnarvetous offers
on hiijliest grade igio model bicycles.

FACTORY PRICES ^^^Z
I piir of tires from anyone at any ft ice
until you write for our large Art Catalog
and learn our -Mtnder/ul proposiii^.n ou tirst

sample bicytle c'^ing to your town.

RIDER AGENTS Tad in r^il
tl^irmnev rxliit itinL' .ind scUin'; our bicycles.
^'Sp-We Sell . heapt-r tlan anv vthcr factory
'" Tires, Coaster-Brakes, sinyle wheels,

fiarls. repairs and sundries at ''• - 'isuai prices.
Do Not Wait; write t.^iav fur ou / ojffcr.MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. HI I 3, CHICAGO

TKeAwl

MAKE YOUR OWN
REPAIRS

For All
Save the money

you pay the harness man
by using Myers' Lock
stitch Awl. It stitches both
sides like a sewing machine and
mends harness, saddles, shoes, fur coats,

robes, canvas, gloves, carpets, etc., perfectly.

Something constantly needed, always ready for use and
one of the handiest tools imaginable. Price prepaid only

$1.00. Booklet C Free. Write today. Agents \Vanlcd.

C. A. MYERS CO., 6537 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago

WAGON SENSE
Don't break ycurback and killyoiu
horses with a high wheel wagoZL,
For comfurt's sake get an

Electric Handy Wagtn.
It will save you time and money. A
set of Electric Steel Wheels will
make your old wasron new at small
cost. Write for c»talogue. It is free.

PCTRIC WHEEL CO.. Bol oe. (5uin„. ||i

L THEBEST'LIGHT
A]

portable, pnro white, steady, safe
. light. Brighter than electricity or

acetylene 100 candle power. No grease,
dirt nor odor. Lighted Instantly. Costs
2 ct». per week. Over 200 styles. Every
Samp warranted. Agents wanted. Write
fox catalog. Do not delay.

THE BGST 1.IGHT CO.
»u« E. Sth St., Canton, Ohio

MAKES ANDBURNS ITSOWNGAS

tS Cents aRod
For a 23-lnch Hog Fence ; IBe for
2&-lnch; 19e for Sl-lnch; 22 i^ae
for 34-lnch; 27e for a 4Mnch
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 87e. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. Wrlteforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, INO.

CHEAPER FARM

For the price of a good horse you can buy an
ideal tiinii engine that will operate Feed Grinder,
Cutter, Saw, Pump, CtJurn, Separator, W asli-

_ ing Machine and othermachints lo which lielt

can be attached. It eats no corn, does not get
sick or die, can be moved whenever you wish,
is always ready and eager to work.

A Star Gasoline Engine will cut outdnidgery,
save the tired back, and make life a pleasure.
Made with standard tank, pump cooled, or
hopper cooled.

Send for prices and illustrations and learn
why the ''Star" is a money-maker and time
saver.

The Star Manufacturing Co.,
Box 514, New X.exington, Ohio

^ The
STAR
A Heavy,
Standard
High-
Grade

Gasoline
Engine
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

Be sure to read our honey-crop report on
page 508 of this issue. If there are any in-

accuracies we shall be glad to be advised of
it.

HONEY CROP IN CALIFORNIA LARGER THAN AT
FIRST REPORTED.

The following letter from one of our Cali-

fornia subscribers will speak for itself:

Mr. Root.—I note what you say relative to the Cali-
fornia crop. You may be right, but there must be a
good deal of honey somewhere around here, because I

am buying nice amber comb honey at one of the two
best stores in Oakland at 10 cts. per square, and have
noticed it for sale in the windows of two other stores
at the same price; also fancy white at 15 cts.; but at our
house, where there are four children, we think the am-
ber honey just as good as the white. Certainly they
both go equally fast. I also notice that over 10 cts. the
sale of comb honey is very slow. It seems to take a
ten-cent price to move it freely. W. H. Pearson.
South Berkeley. Cal., July 23.

We should be glad to have other bee-keep-
ers of that State advise us of the conditions.
We bee-keepers of the East are very much
interested to know just how much of a crop
has been secured in that State.

WHAT TO DO WITH DARK OR UNPALATABLE
HONEY-DEW.

From reports of the honey-yield on pages
508 to 511, it is apparent that a large amount
of unpalatable honey-dew has been gathered.
What to do with it is a serious problem. It

can not be sold in the open market as table

honev, except in cities where the foreign
population largely predominates; and even
then it can not be disposed of except as a
honey-dew honev. It is, however, very sat-

isfactory for baKing purposes, and where
one has a considerable quantity of it he will

do well to correspond with the National Bis-

cuit Co.
Where one has only a small quantity he

had better feed it out for brood-rearing ear-

ly this fall if possible. We certainly would
not advise letting the bees have it for a win-
ter food; that is, if it is almost all honeydew.
A little of it in white honey will do no harm.

"I TOLD YOU so."

It will be remembered that on page 86 of

our issue for Febuary 1st, our friend Virgil

Weaver predicted that there would "not be
ten per cent of a white-clover crop east cf

the Mississippi River." He based this con-
clusion on the severe drouth of last fall.

While his prophecy for all the territory
named did not come true by considerable,
yet in some sections of the country, at least,
it is very apparent that the drouth of last
fall did curtail or cut down the clover yield.
Possibly our friend will now say, "I told
you so."

If it had not been for the mixture of
honey-dew in the clover honey that was
gathered, the clover crop for the territory
east of the Mississipi would run from one-
third to one-half of a normal crop.
On the other hand there is no denying the

fact that Mr. Weaver, on page 86, put forth
some general propositions that have come
awfully near being true for many sections
of the country.

FOUL-BROOD BILL TO BE PRESENTED TO THE
SOUTH DAKOTA LEGISLATURE.

The bee-keepers of South Dakota have or-
ganized what is called the South Dakota
Bee-keepers' Association, the first meeting
being held at Sioux Falls. The first action
taken was to draft a bill to submit to the leg-
islature, providing for the appointment of a
foul-brood inspector for the State. While
the meeting was not a large one, the charac-
ter of the men back of it is such as to insure
its success.
Foul-brood laws should he enacted in ev-

ery State in the Union. A preliminary and
a necessary step as well is to form a State
bee-keepers' association, for an organization
of that kind has far more influence with the
State legislature than a body of some three or
four men who appear to be lobbying single-
handed, and with the apparent purpose of
securing a State job for some one as foul-

brood inspector.

SWEET CLOVER SHOULD NOT BE LEGISLATED
AGAINST.

Our agricultural papers are coming moi e
and more to recognize sweet clover as a
good fodder plant; and yet in spite of that
tact, and the further fact that it is one of the
most valuable honey-plants we have, coming
on after white clover and basswood, many
of our State legislatures have outlawed it,

requiring it to be cut down, while the oxeye
daisy, the wild carrot, and the Canada thistle

are " allowed to grow unmolested. Sweet
clover grows on land that will produce noth-
ing else. Cultivation always kills it out, so it
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can never become a nuisance to the farmer.
Bee-keepers should take pains to spread
these two facts regarding the value of sweet
clover as a forage plant for stock. Be sure
to tell your farmer friends that stock may
be taught to eat it. After that they will oft-

en hunt it out to the exclusion of every
thing else.

Sweet clover is one of the most valuable
honey-plants in the country, and bee-keep-
ers should get their farmer friends to ask
their legislatures to repeal that section of the
statute that classes it as a weed.

THE USE OF ROBBER-TRAPS IN A BEE-YARD.

We are using with considerable satisfac-

tion a couple of robber-traps at our home
yard. After the honey-flow is over, robbers
are often disposed to interfere with the
work of the apiarist. A couple of robber-
traps are placed in the yard, and these traps
apparently catch nothing but old robbers
whose presence in the yard is a constant
source of annoyance, and a menace to the
weak colonies. They had better be dead
than alive.

For the benefit of our newer readers we
would say that the trap is nothing more than
an ordinary hive having a bee escape so ar-

ranged inside that the bees can enter the
hive but can not get out. Sweet is placed
inside to bait all would-be robbers. In their

various prowlings around they finally locate
these hives, enter them and stay there for

good. As the amount of sweets placed there
is not sufficient to do more than bait the
bees, they soon starve.

Possibly this may seem like cruelty to ani-

mals. Perhaps they ought to be killed more
speedily by brimstone; but certain it is, that,

after they learn their bad ways, they are of

no further use to their owner.
A little later on we will give a cut and de-

scription of the trap we have adopted.

THE REVISED BALDRIDGE METHOD OF TREAT-
ING FOUL BROOD.

In our issue for Aug. 1, pages 451 and '2,

we gave the Baldridge method of treating
colonies for foul brood—a method by which
all healthy brood could be saved. This we
took from the Bee-keepers' Review for 1894;
but Mr. Baldridge calls attention to the same
plan that he revised, and again gave in the
Review three years later, on page 321, 1897.

I prepare an empty hive by filling the brood-cham-
b>-r wit'i a set of frames—less one or two—filled with
foundati m or simply narrow strips of the same. I fro

to any strong healthy clony and remove one or two
combs of brood, with or without the adhering bees,
and place the same in the prepared hive. As gently as
possible I reverse the diseased rolony, or turn it end
for end, and move it sidewisa Ih^ width of the hive, or
a trifle more, and leave the bee-entrance open. When
this is done I place the prepared hive on the old stand,
but with its bee-entranco in the opposite direction.
This m ly all be done any time in the forenoon or when
the bees are busy getting honey from the flowers. The
b^es will, on their return from work or play, enter the
prepared hive and remain there, and within two or
three da> s the main force of the matured bees will be
transferred to their old location.
Toward sunset b'ow a few puffs of smoke upon the

caged tiuten, to drive the bees away from it, and then

transfer the tiueen to the colony in the prepared hive.
She may be given her liberty at once, and by w;iy of
the bee-entrance. Now close the bee-entrance of the
diseased colony so that no bees can pass in or out ex-
cept through the bee-escape, and gently reverse the
hive again so that both hives will now front the same
way. Both hives should now stand close together, or
within an inch or so of each other. From now on, all
the beesin the diseased colony must rassout or through
the bee-escape; and as they can not return, they must
and will go into the prepared hive. In about three
v/eeks all the healthy brood in the diseased colony will
be ha'ched out, and soon thereafter all the bees will be
lound in the prepared hive, and no loss of either bees
or labor. The contents of the diseased colony may
now be taken to some proper place and be disposed of
by burning the same. This is best done in a room or
building to which no outside bees can gain access and
get at the honey. But it is not necessary that this
should be a total loss. Such combs as contain honey
and are free of diseased brood may be extracted and
saved !or table use, and the empty combs melted and
made into wax—those that contain brood may as well
be burned up at once—frames and all—as the cost of
replacing them nowadays is but a trifle any way.
By this time the prepared hive will or should be full

of both comb and brood, and without any foul brood
or any trace of the disease. In fact, it will be and re-
main a healthy colony. At least that has been my ex-
perience.

It will be noted that this is practically the
same as the one he gave in 1894, with this

difference, that he uses a modern bee-es-
cape and reverses the entrance of the old
hive for a short time. After this he puts it

back with the entrance pointing in the same
way.

REVISED 1909 HONEY CROP AND PRICES; GEN-
ERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE HONEY-CROP

. REPORTS AS GIVEN ON PAGE 508.

In the honey-crop reports given elsewhere
in this issue, perhaps some of our readers
may be a little confused over the conflicting

statements: but out of the mass of informa-
tion a few facts seem to be clearly brought
out.

In the central-northern States there ap-
pears to be a large amount of honey-dew
honey gathered. Particularly is this true in

Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. The latter State

has hardly any thing, for there seems to be
an almost entire dearth of white honey.
This is, no doubt, due to the drouth of last

fall, which killed out the white clover. In

Ohio and Indiana there is some white honey,
but much of it is impaired by a general ad-

mixture of honey-dew. In Michigan there
appears to be some honey-dew and quite a

quantity of white honey. This latter will

average from 25 to 50 per cent, and in some
sections there has been a very fair average.
Crossing over into Canada we find but very

little honey-dew and a good crop of white
honey.

In New York the yield is variously report-

ed from a half to a full crop of white honey.
The same is true to a great extent in New
Jersey and the New England States in gene-
ral.

In the States south of the Ohio River the

reports vary considerably from full to no
crop. Crossmg the Mississippi River we find

some honey dew and considerable white

honey in the Southwest.
Throughout the alfalfa regions, with some

exceptions, there has been a fair average
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crop. In Texas the yield has been good in

some localities and indifferent in others.

PRK'ES FOR li)0!).

In a <2;eneral way we may say that there
will be a o;ood supply of altalfa honey and a
fair yield of California sage. This will have
a tendency to ease up prices somewhat in

the West."
F^or the Eastern section of the country it

seems to be now reasonably certain that the
crop of strictly pure clover, or clover and
basswood mixed — that is, honey without
honey-dew—will be light. During Septem-
ber, October, and November, prices on such
honey should be considerably in excess of
what they were last year, providing the in-

flux of Western goods does not have too

strong an effect.

There will be considerable clover honey,
or clover and basswood with a little honey-
dew in it—not enough, however, to affect

materially the flavor or color. This ought
to have a fair market, and bring fair prices
for table use.
Where honey-dew is very plainly present

we advise selling it for bakers' use, or for

stimulating for next spring. It should not
be used for wintering. It sold it must go
under the name of "honey-dew honey"

—

don't forget that, or Uncle Sam may exact a
heavy penalty for misbranding.

DO NOT SHIP HONEY WITHOUT FIRST SEND-
ING A SAMPLE AND GETTING PRICES.

Nearly every year we hear of small pro-

ducers who every now and then send a con-
signment to a ccmmission house without
first learning whether there is a market for

it. A few days ago a bee-keeper sent us a
small shipment of comb honey which he
thought was very nice, and on which he be-
lieved he ought to realize 13 cts. per section,

since it was nicely filled out, and the sections
were 4v5. An examination showed that

some of it was almost pure honey-dew, very
inferior in quality, and dark in color. Some
of it was largely honey-dew and clover mix-
ed with it, and the rest of fair quality of

clover.
We wrote back, saying that, so far from

realizing 13 cents on that which was pure
honey-dew, or largely such, that we hardly
knew what to do with it but to melt it up
and give him credit for the wax, and the
honey at a price which he would not accept.
We very much fear, that, if producers go

to shipping this abominable stuff in sections,

no matter how well they may be filled out,

the market will become demoralized. Keep
it at home. The average commission man
can not afford to go to the expense of melt-
ing up such honey; and even if he does, the
cost of doing so with such appliances as he
may have, will very nearly equal the value of

the honey and wax after they are separated.
If an mtelligent consumer bought such

honey he would be pretty apt to say that it

was not pure, and he would be right, for, al-

though it is gathei'ed by the bees, // is not
honey. No such consumer could be blamed

for being afraid to buy honey again after
having once bought honey-dew.

SELLING FOR CASH OR ON COMMISSION; A
WORD OF CAUTION TO THE UNINITIATED.

For the benefit of our newer readers we
find it necessary about this time to put in a
word of caution about selling honey to irre-

sponsible persons, or selling to commission
houses which, in times past, have treated
some of their patrons unfairly, not to say
dishonestly.
As a general thing, we consider reliable

those who quote prices regularly in our Hon-
ey Column. It sometimes happens that a new
commission man will get hold of your name
and make you a private quotation far above
the general market, saying he will give you
prompt service, and guarantee you a large
commission.
Look out for such a party. He may be

honest. If he is not, and once gets your
consignment, he may write back and tell you
that the honey was badly broken in shipping,
and that the best he can do will be to give
you about half the original quotation. You
have no means of knowing whether the hon-
ey is broken or not, and if it is not smashed
or damaged, and you accept his statement,
he can sell the honey at as high a price as
he pleases, and give you only half price, or
less than that, as he will take out his com-
mission.
Another fact that it is well to bear in mind

is that, if you sell your honey outright, be
sure that the buyer is responsible. If he is

not, you practically have no recourse in law.
Better sell on commission to such person,
because you can then compel him to make
some sort of return. If he keeps both your
honey and your money he is liable for em-
bezzlement.

If, on the other hand, you contract to sell

him outright at a certain figure, and he
makes a sale to a third party, and fails to

make returns, there is nothing you can do
if he is not responsible. If he is collectable

you can bring suit, but that will cost more
than the value of the honey if the shipment
is small.

So whatever you do, be careful with whom
you are dealing. If the party is not respon-
sible, or if you can not find out any thing
about him, send the honey to yourself at the
point of destination, and the bill of lading to

some bank with instructions to turn over
the bill of lading to consignee as soon as he
pays for the honey. Where a firm is known
to be responsible, and has a fair reputation
for square dealing, such procedure is not
necessary.

In a general way we would say it is moi'e
satisfactory to sell for cash, although it some-
times happens that an honest firm will really

secure a higher |)rice when it takes honey
on commission. In that case the producer
shares the risk of the price not going up, or,

worse yet, going down; while if the honey
is sold outright at a definite figure the buyer
takes all the chances of possible advance or
slump in price.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

M. BONHOTE, Apiculfeur, 27;^, says there is

less swarming when drawn combs are used
in extracting-supers than when foundation
is used. Of course.

Wesley Foster, it may be bees don't al-

ways do alike; but when I've put an empty
section-super under a partly filled one in a
waning flow, the bees have kept on with the
old super and left the lower one untouched.

In spite of what poets say, says Gaston
Bonnier, L'Apiculteur, p. 248, bees are never
seen on roses. Oh! but they are here, pro-
fessor! In times of dearth they trouble by
tearing open my rosebuds, and this year they
worked busily on Crimson Kamblers.

R. C. AiKiN, American Bee Journal, p. 241,

dares to question the venerable belief that
"no bees work so hard as a newly hived
swarm." He says there is not much activity

until sufficient comb is built to receive eggs,
nectar, and pollen. I might venture to add
that there is no marvelous activity for some
little time before the swarm issues.

Replying to footnote, page 445, it is well
known that in an upper story comb will be
built down to the bottom-bar more readily
than in the lower story. The bottom is out
of the cluster, slower work is done there,
and if honey is coming in slowly the bees
may begin gnawing the lower end of a splint,

and, having begun, they are likely to follow
it up.

Two MEN whom I hold in high esteem, one
on each side of the big pond, have said that
when queenright bees start queen-cells they
select larv(S over which they construct the
cells. One of the things that I feel pretty
sure I know about bees is that they don't al-

ways do that way, for I've seen hundreds of
queen-cells containing eggs. What proof is

there that they ever do? In other words,
when bees make preparations for a prime
swarm, or for superseding a queen, do they
ever start a queen-cell with a larva in it?

Allen Latham, your plan of waxing foun-
dation to bottom-lDar when using foundation-
splints, p. 411, is better than split bottom-bar
without waxing. I now use both. The split

bar makes it easy to have a true fit. Wax-
ing, I think, helps to prevent gnawing under
the foundation. [We are getting quite a
number of favorable reports regarding the
use of the Dr. Miller foundation-splints. We
should be glad to hear from others who have
tried them. It has been found in a few cases
that the bees will gnaw the wooden splints,
and to some extent tear away the foundation
around them. What we should like to get
hold of now is the conditions under which bees
will do this and when they will not.

—

Ed.]

The Canadian Bee Journal quotes a Straw,
page 330, with Editor Root's argument, "If
bom honey and pollen are present in the

same blossom, it would seem very strange if

the bees ignore the honey and take only pol-

len." To this it might be replied, " It would
seem more strange if the greater portion of
the bees should ignore the pollen and take
only honey." And we know that's just what
happens. But Editor Hurley comes to the
scratch by saying he watched a bee sinking
its head down deeply into each flower, the
pollen meanwhile accumulating on its legs.

Now some one may say, "But the bee was
getting only enough nectar to stick together
its load of pollen, with perhaps a little for

lunch."

Swan Anderson understands that founda-
tion-splints can be used only when there are
split bottom-bars or foundation is waxed to

bottom-bar. Friend Anderson, there's no
advantage in a split bottom bar except that
it makes it easy to have an exact fit at the
bottom. I'd rather have a plain bottom-bar
than spHt, if foundation is cut true and wax-
ed to bottom-bar. But either way is too
much trouble, he thinks, when he must an-
nually throw his bees on to foundation be-
cause negligent neighbors keep up the sup-
ply of foul brood. Well, even if you use
only starters coming part way down, accord-
ing to Mr. Crowther, in whom I have much
faith, you may still use splints. Please try

them long enough to reach from top-bar to

within >2 inch of lowei* edge of foundation.
[We should be pleased to get general reports
from those who have used the Dr. Miller
foundation-splints. Many thousands of them
have been sold for staying foundation; and
if this item reaches the eyes of any of the
users, we should be pleased to have them
give us a report of how they like them.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor, why don't you look how bees
fly for yourself, instead of making me go on
a hot day to look for you? Well, I'm noth-
ing if not accommodating, so I went and
watched the bees playing. Nearly every
bee, as it flew back from the entrance, went
uphill, but some seemed to go downhill and
some on a level; but it was hard for me to be
sure, they darted so quickly and in such a
confused way. Then it occurred to me that
the entrance being so low they were largely
compelled to rise as they went backward.
So I found a place where they were "up in

the air." There they flew backward, most-
ly down hill, and some on a level. How do
Medina bees do it? [Why, bless your heart,
doctor, we have been watching the bees fly-

ing at the entrance of a number of colonies,
before we prepared the footnote to the ques-
tion of our correspondent who asked if bees
could fly backward. We saw no cases where
the bees flew backward on a horizontal line

like a humming-bird; but we did see them
slide backward ?.s if down hill. We also

saw them turn abruptly about and fly in the
opposite direction. We have been out again
and looked over the entrances of a number
of colonies, but we have not found any that
go back on the same level. May be if we
look long enough we will see exactly what
you find.

—

Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

texas prospects.

Texas has been blessed with heavy rains
the last few weeks, after one of the longest-
continued drouths that most bee-keepers
here have experienced for years. But what
this will mean for the honey crop for this

season? is the question.
in that great Southwest Texas, the leading

honey-producing part of this State, the rain
may be too late, because the honey crop is

harvested there much earlier in the season.
The crop has been a very short one, and the
quality of the honey has also been poorer
than in any previous season.

It may be that some of the main shrubs
might put on extra growth, and thus give a
late yield; but this is very unusual.

In these parts further east and north, es-
pecially in the great cotton belts, the rain
has wrought wonders in that it put vigorous
growth into the cotton-plants, and nectar
secretion was abundant; consequently the
bees have been rolling in plenty of it from
this source. The quality is the finest we
have seen for years.
The mesquite yields in nearly all portions

have not been up to the ordinary; and as
this covers the greatest area of honey-pro-
ducing territory in South and Southwest
Texas, the unusual shortness of the crop
can be easily accounted for.

In many parts the bees were at the point
of starvation befere the rains came. There
are still many places in the State where no
honey will be obtained this year; and the
crop of the great Lone Star State will, con-
sequently, be a short one. The prices will
be good, and the demand strong; so those
who have secured a crop will be quite well
off. I would advise all who have been so
fortunate as to obtain a crop of honey not to
sell it at any old price. I know of several
who did so this spring; and the result is that
the market generally is ruled by these low-
priced lots. Why work hard all the year,
making a small crop of honey, and then sell
it in a few minutes at a small price? It

seems small of those who still do tnis.

Very few, comparatively, of our Southern
bee-keepers use them. Many who have
tried them do not now use them nor speak
well of them. Others, who think it is better
to keep the queen down with an excluder, I

find do not produce as large averages of sur-
plus honey. One such has admitted this to

me, saying that he got the most satisfaction

out of their use from the fact that he then
knew that none of his queens could go up
into the supers in case they want to do so.

In his case / know that they are "honey-ex-
cluders."
Many arguments have been heard in their

favor; but the only object is to keep the
queen out of the supers. Since there are
other ways of accomplishing this, however,
there is very little use for the extra expense
of excluders, both "queen" and "honey."
If one studies out the cause of a queen going
above he will find a reason for her doing so,

and the hives should be manipulated in such
a manner that this is prevented.

In our practice we find that the queens
are very anxious (?) to go above early in the
spring if an upper story is on. The warmth
of the hive causes this at this time, and it

would be folly indeed to confine her below.
If she does not go above until later in the sea-

son it is often because she has insufficient

laying room below. Of course other minor
causes have to do with this also. But we
find that all our good queens will need more
room than the ten-frame hive below at this

time, and hence we prepare extra super
room for her. Out of this she is later crowd-
ed as honey is stored in it when she returns
below. The result is, she finds a fine place

there, lots of room not clogged with honey,
and she remains contented the rest of the
season if the bee-keeper knows how to keep
the honey out by giving plenty of stiper

room above. These extra supers are given
underneath the first super now.
The brood chamber is in an ideal condi-

tion from the above practice; the queen re-

mains in it contented, and an extra-strong

colony results from the queen going above
early. With such conditions no excluders
will be needed the rest of the season. Al-

low the brood-nest to be clogged, and the

queen goes above. Keep her (and the hon-
ey) down with an excluder, and you cripple

the colony and lose in surplus honey.

QUEEN OR HONEY EXCLUDERS?
Years ago, like all beginners, I had to have

queen-excluders to keep the queen down.
Later I found that I was not only keeping
the queens down but the honey also; smce
that no excluders for me; and although man-
aging more than a dozen apiaries I have not
a single queen-excluder in all my thousands
of dollars' investment. They are expensive
in price in the first place, but that is little as
compared with their expensiveness on the
hive. There may be ways of using them, or
locality mav have something to do with mak-
ing them less objectionable, but not here.

A KIND WORD IN REGARD TO OUR POULTRY DEPART-
MENT.

Mr. Root:—We wish to express our appreciation of

the poultry department of Gleanings. While there is

but little space devoted to this department we feel that
we are getting more real benefit and use from it than
from the poultry publications for which we subscribe.
The exposure of fake advertising and fraudulent ap-
pliances has saved us the price of Gleanings several
times over, and we hope you will continue the good
work, enlarge this department, even if it necessitates
the change in name to GLEANINGS IN BEE AND POUL-
TRY Culture, and cover a field as fearlessly and im-
partially as you have started. Such poultry editors
are the ones the business needs.
We believe that flowers in the shape of kind words

are of more use while living than either kind after one
is dead; and as such these few lines were intended.
Pinole, Cal., July 19. C. L. TOWNES.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

A good deal has been written of late about
uncapping-machines. I am more interested
this year in getting combs to uncap than in

any new way of uncapping.

On page 264 Mr. Holtermann speaks of fail-

ing queens. I have this year many more
young queens (last year's) than I had at the
close of the swarming season last year, show-
ing that many were reared in August. I have
also had a good many fail through May and
June.

Mr. Doolittle tells us, page 266, May 1, how
to detect a failing queen. This alone is worth
more than a year's subscription to Gleanings,
as the removal of such a queen and replacing
with a young laying one in May or early June
may make several dollars' difference in the
amount of honey the colony will store.

I notice the editorial on page 259, May 1,

on the value of some substitute for natural
pollen. How would it do for some of us who
have a great deal more pollen in our combs
than is needed, to furnish it to those who
lack? It is evidently of more value in some
sections in spring than combs of honey. I

think I could supply quite a quantity next
fall.

Much has been written during the past
winter to show that white clover was not
killed by drouth. Our pastures and meadows
and roadsides answer the question more truly
than any writer can do by their almost entire
barrenness of this kind of clover, notwith-
standing the past winter and spring were of
the best for this plant. Severe drouth does
kill white clover.

Page 267, May 1, Mr. Tillinghast gives us
some interesting facts, and pleads for larger
apiaries, even the size of Mr. Alexander's.
It looks well on paper, but I fear that in this
section the results would be very unsatisfac-
tory. Three years ago it would have work-
ed; but two years ago and last year, and again
this season, if all my bees had been at the
home yard the failure would have been very
great. Three of my yards this year will give
a moderate crop, owmg to the fact that they
are where there was more rain last season,
while the rest will not much more than pay
expenses, as it looks now. See?

I was much interested in some facts and
illustrations on page 281, May 1, by E. D.
Townsend, on wiring frames. I believe we
are all making a mistake in wiring. The il-

lustration Mr. Townsend gives is typical

—

one wire a little above the middle, with one
below and another above. Now, I have seen
a good many combs that sagged, but I can
not recall a single instance wliere the cells

were stretched out of shape for more than
two inches below the top-bar in Langstroth
frames, unless caused by overheating or lack
of ventilation. Even foundation without
wire or other support will rarely sag for more
than the upper two inches. Wiring does not
wholly prevent this, even with medium
foundation; and I raise the query if it would
not be better to have all three wires cross
the upper part of the frame rather than place
one below the middle.

Dr. Miller's method of checking swarming
is sound in a general way, but we -can not all

work it out as successfully as he does, page
301, May 15. The bottoms of my brood-
chambers are nailed fast with less room than
his. If I destroy queen-cells, as I often do
every eight or nine days, I find the bees will

destroy the queens, or at least they disap-

pear, leaving the hive queenless. Many of

my queens, after preparation for swarming
has begun, refuse to lay to any extent until

they are removed to a nucleus, or swarming
given up; and if I remove them I find it dif-

ficult to get them introduced successfully
again. I find it also unsafe to leave a hive
during swarming time for ten days, as the
bees will rear and hatch a young queen in

less time, and may swarm out with her; and
I believe that, where the colony is strong,
the queen of good age and prolific shaking
has given me the best results.

Perhaps no clearer or better statement has
been made of the value of shaking than on
p. 313, May 15, by Mr. Williams, to stimulate
bees to greater industry. I am more and
more impressed each year with the effect of
certain conditions on the industry of t' e col-

ony. The superior industry of a new colony
is proverbial. The improved industry of a
colony with a young laying queen, and ex-
tracting the honey from combs and returning
to the colony is another. Removing the
queen and a part of the bees to a new loca-

tion works wonders sometimes; and last, but
not least, is taking away the brood and giv-

ing empty combs in their place, or "shak-
ing." Only yesterday I was noticing how
rapidly some colonies shaken nine days pre-
viously had filled their hives with honey and
brood, notwithstanding the very unfavoiable
weather. I could not nelp noticing how the
hives of such colofiies were full of honey
while the bees not so treated looked small
and seemed to be doing little. I have found
in fair seasons such colonies will store quite
as much surplus, besides having more in

their brood-chambers, than those that have
not attempted to swarm. Unless such colo-

nies are strong when shaken I have found it

an advantage to give them a comb or two of
brood after a few days from shaking.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

FEW UNCArPED SECTIONS IN THE FALL.

A correspondent writes, "I am a reader of

Gleanings, but do not see in it any thing
about the main thing I am most interested in

just now, which is, how to avoid a lot of un-
capped sections in tlie fail."

I think myself that we have spent much
more of our time discussing and writing about
how to manage our bees so as to secure the
greatest yield of section honey than we have
about securing this section honey in the best
shape for market. But comb honey is not so
valuable unless thoroughly sealed or capped
over, therefore managmg our bees so as to

have few uncapped sections in the fall is a
question of nearly as much importance as the
one about which so much has been written.
For years I was troubled by having from

one-fourth to one-third of the combs in the
sections not fully sealed at the close of the
honey harvest, the best of which were sal-

able only at a reduced price; but of late I

have few such, even in a poor season. After
experimenting for several years in all lines

touching this matter I became convinced that
the cause of the trouble was in giving the
bees too many sections, and especially con-
ducive to this was the plan of tiering up sec-
tions late in the season. To tier up sections
profitably requires considerable skill, which
should include a thorough knowledge of the
honey resources of the field occupied.

I think that there has been too much inju-

dicious talk during the past along the line of
not allowing the bees, under any circum-
stances, to cluster on the outside of the hive,
the prevailing idea seeming to be that bees
neea more room when they thus cluster out.
Now, I claim that it all depends on when this

clustering-out occurs whether more room is

needed or not. If such clustering-out occurs
at the commencement or in the height of
the honey harvest, then more room should
surely be given; while at the latter part of the
harvest, or at any time of honey dearth, no
more room is needed, for more room at this
time results in the one case in many unfinish-
ed sections, and in the other in an absolute
waste of time in enlarging the hive, besides
the chance of having the foundation in the
sections covered with propolis, which makes
the bees loath to use it afterward, or having
this foundation badly chewed up during this
term of idleness. Allow me to illustrate

During some seasons we have but a very
few days of nectar secretion, and those often
come after the flowers which produce the
yield are rather past their prime. At such
times we often do not have on the hive one-
half the capacity which we would use in a
good season, and for this reason the bees be-
gin to be crowded out. Hoping that the con-
ditions may be good during the rest of the
time that the flowers are in bloom, we give
double the room to our colonies, only to have
the weather turn bad again, thus giving us

only partly filled sections in the fall; while,

had we left them as they were, nearly or

quite all would have been finished. Years
ago I was caught several times in this way,
and especially in basswood, as from this

source honey comes in very rapidly at times
for a day or two so that it looks like a bounti-

ful harvest, when a change of temperature
and conditions may occur suddenly, and con-

tinue unpropitious to the end of the nectar
supply from this source. At such times the

tiering-up plan is almost sure to result in

many unfinished sections. After being
caught several times in this way I resolved
that in no case would I tier up sections after

the middle of the flow from any one source,
and to this I have strictly adhered, much to

my advantage, for the past ten or twelve
years. The supers with baits are put on first;

and if the clover harvest is only fully under
way when this super is from half to two-thirds
full, then it is raised up and another super
put under it. But if the season is quite well

advanced before such an expansion of sup-
er room seems to be needed, then I put the

next super on top of the one already on.

When basswood arrives, if it begins to yield

soon after the bloom opens, and there are

supers of white-clover honey from one-half

to two-thirds full, then such supers are rais-

ed up, and empty supers, having sections

filled with foundation, are put under. But
if the season for basswood gets quite well

advanced before much honey has come in,

and before the bees begin to need more
room, then the super is put on top instead of

underneath. And the same is applicable to

the flow from buckwheat.
Quite a few bee-keepers seem to think that

it takes away from the prospect of a good
yield of section honey to put the empty sec-

tions on top of those already being worked
in, instead of underneath; but from ten years'

experimenting and experience I fail to see

any difference in results. I know that I

really used to believe that, by putting a

vacant space between the brood-chamber
and the super being worked in, the bees
would work with redoubled energy to fill

this space, so that far more honey would be
obtained. But s) far as I can see, such is

not the fact. Several colonies of as nearly

equal strength as to working qualities as pos-

sible to judge, a part of them worked on the

tiering-up plan during the season, and the

other part by giving the empty supers at the

top, would vary little if any as to the num-
ber of pounds of section honey produced.
But those having the empty supers placed at

the top would have their pounds nearly all in

well-filled and finished sections, while those

tiered up would give many lean and poorly

filled sections, together with many sections

not sufficiently capped to be marketable, ex-

cept at a reduced price, if marketable at all.

The difference in the finishing was very no-

ticeable, where I had, say, twenty colonies,

which I thought needed two supers each,

on ten of which the second super was put

underneath, on the tiering-up pjan, the other

ten having this second super put on top.
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General
Correspondence

HONEY LOWER IN PRICE THAN OTHER
FOODS.

The Price Could be Raised by a Vigorous
Organized Effort.

BY J. E. CRANE.

Mr. Root:—Enclosed is a letter^I recently
received from W. J. Lewis, of St. Louis. He
makes some pretty good points that may be
of interest. The advertisement he refers to,

of pineapples, is found in the January issue
of World's Work, and a good one it is. I

fear we have not sufficient money to adver-
tise so fully; but may be it would be well to

try it.

Middlebury, Vt.

[The following is the letter which Mr.
Crane mentions. We believe it is worthy
of the attention of every reader.

—

Ed.]
Mr. J. E. Crane.—You speak of Wesley Foster's ex-

perience in selling- honey, and remark that you have
sometimes thought it would pay to organize and place
peddlers (solicitors i in every city of any size in the
country. We think there should be more written or
said on the subject of selling honey, in our bee jour-
nals.
We took up bee culture five or six years ago as a

novelty or pastime; but ii has become a "side line
"

now, as we have 200 colonies. Like all bee-men we
studied every thing we could get hold of as to how to
raise more bees to produce more honey; but now the
problem is how to get a fair price for the product.
We think we get less for our time spent with our

bees than for any thing we follow; and if it were not
for the love we liave for the business we would soon
drop it.

If the bee-men would organize and place a price on
their product as the Elgin butter-makers do, it would
not be long before 4 lbs. of honey would be worth more
than one of butter. Think of honey being dumped in
this city at five or six cents a pound!

. The big bakers and candy-makers are the ones who
derive the benefit from the low prices instead of the
man who occasionally buys a small amount of honey
for table use. You say the grocers "do not seem to
like to push the honey trade." They don't care to
handle honey, because the producers of it never help
push it. Who ever heard of the honey-producers ad-
vertising in a newspaper? Americans eat whatever
they are told to eat by the advertisements in the press.
They don't eat honey, because nothing is ever said
about it where the subject is constantly before them.
Comb honey is sent to the commission man in the

same old style of glass-front cases that it was sent in
25 years ago. The city grocer having a small trade
generally keeps a case just to be able to say that he has
honey in stock. It is not because he wants to handle
It. He usually keeps it away back in some corner, out
of the reach of flies. You may ask how the producers
of honey can better themselves. You have touched
the keynote—by organization, then advertising. We
inclose an advertisement from an association of pine-
apple growers in far-away Hawaii. Think of this
handful of men pushing their product before the peo-
ple of this country, and compare it with the old sleepy
ideas of the great army of bee-keepers!
We manage to sell our honey at a fair price when

compared to what others get, and we are certain we
could get more if there were more working on the same
basis for a better price. We receive as much as 18 cts.
per section for our honey from the grocers, who would
rather handle it at a small profit and at a high price,
because we help them to put it before the people with
our guarantee on every section.
In our opinion, those who write for the bee journals

should take up this matter. If we depended entirely
on the production of honey for our living we certainly
wpgld want to be better paid for our time. A plaster-

er working 8 hours in this town earns $6.00 to $7.00 per
day—enough to buy 60 to 70 pounds of the best honey.
A bricklayer would get almost as many pounds for
one day's wages. The candy-maker buys honey at 6

cts., makes it into Mexican penoche, and sells it at 40
cts. per pound. He ought to pay more for the honey.
I don't think the bee-keeper is getting a square deal;
besides, he is getting stung often.

St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 9. W. J. Lewis.

[Some years ago an effort was made by
bee-keepers and supply manufacturers to

form a honey-producers' organization which
would have for its main object the advertis-
ing of honey. A large fund was subscribed,
the proceeds from which were to be used for
advertising honey in the popular journals.
But about this time a few bee-keepers began
to be suspicious that the manufacturers of

supplies were too much interested, and that
there was a sinister motive back of the
whole proposition. There was absolutely
nothing in this; but the movement was check-
mated, and it was finally decided to turn the
funds that were gathered all over to the
National Bee-keepers' Association and have
only one organization. This was eminently
proper, but no provision made for some one
to take hold of the advertising end of it; Mr.
France, General Manager, was already over-
burdened with other work of the National,
and, as a result, comparatively little could be
done in the way of advertising honey. There
is still a fund available, we believe; and if

the members of the National will formulate
a plan, the suggestions of Mr. Lewis, at least
in part, could be carried out. There is no
reason why honey should not be advertised
as it should be.

—

Ed.]

SHAKING ENERGY INTO BEES.

Not Shaking, but a Change of Conditions;
is a Natural Swarm Superior to an

Ordinary Colony of the
Same Strength?

BY W. M. WHITNEY.

Mr. Editor:—Your comments on an item
from me on page 285, May 1, also on page 313,

May 15, prefacing an article by Mr. Geo. W.
Williams on the same subject, viz., shaking
bees to cure laziness, seems to call for a
more explicit statement from me. By the
way, accept thanks for kindly reference to

my bee-keeping ability. Whether merited
or not, I appreciate the compliment.

In the particular case referred to on page
285, the account given put the case clearly,

it seems to me, and required no further elu-

cidation. More room being given the bees
(their environment was completely changed)
and this appeared to be all tnat was needed.
What, think you, would have been accom-
plished had they been shaken and put back
m the same condition as before?
Other cases of apparent sulking occur,

such as when a colony has cast a swarm,
which condition ceases as soon as the young
queen assumes the functions of the mother-
bee; also in case where the queen is being
superseded. Any shaking of the bees in
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either of these cases would very likely de-
feat the very object sought—that of rearing
a queen. A case of apathy often occurs
when a colony allows an old queen to re-

main in the hive through the season, having
barely vitality enough to keep the colony
alive; and another where a colony is queen-
less. In both of these cases almosrt any bee-
keeper knows what should be done. Shak-
ing would do no good in either case.

To make a long story short, it is my con-
tention that the change effected, not the
manner of bringing it about, is what pro-
duces results. The hive first referred to

was simply clogged with bees, brood, and
honey; and had this condition continued a
week or ten days longer, the colony would
Srobably have cast a swarm. If these bees
ad been passed through a bee-escape into

their new home; or if frames of bees had
been moved, never so carefully, into their

new quarters, making, say, two colonies of

the one, the operation would have been just

as successful as the most vigorous shaking,
and would have been less cruel. I have
made many such changes with the most sat-

isfactory results.

I should like to refer to an item or two in

Mr. Williams' article on page 313. One is

the reference he makes to moving an apiary
by Mr. Dadant. Which, think you, caused
tlie greater activity of the bees—jolting over
a rough road or changing their environment
and causing- them to mark their location

anew, as well as to make new explorations?
If shaking were all that they needed, why
not set them back on their respective stands
in the home apiary again?
He says, "Whenever, in going among the

bees, I rind a colony that, for one cause or

other, fails to come up to this standard (i. e.,

the condition of a newly hived swarm), I

shake it. This brings it up to the desired
condition." I do not know that I quite un-
derstand his meaning when he thus speaks
of shaking bees. If he means that he simply
shakes the colony, leaving it in every other
respect as before shaking, the practice seems
to be very objectionable. I can hardly think
that this is what he means to convey. As
evidence, note the following: "A promiscu-
ous shaking will not bring you a pound of

honey unless the conditions warrant it; but
if you study the above rule, and apply it

whenever the bees need it, I am sure you
will be pleased with the results; and this

summer I want you all to select the worst
old loafer you can find, and when every
thing else has failed, shake it out on empty
frames, with two-inch starters, leaving a

frame or two of eggs and young brood to

keep the queen below; and if the results are

not entirely satisfactory I am no prophet."

Exactly! "Shake it out on empty frames,

with two-inch starters," etc. Here is the

whole matter in a nutshell. No practical

bee-keeper will doubt, I think, Mr. Williams'

statement as to results in tlie case mention-
ed; yet there are other ways of doing the

work, or bringing about a change without
shaking the bees at all.

I have yet to see a strong colony, however
strong it may be, having accessible storage
room and proper ventilation, during a sea-
son of nectar flow, sulking. It sometimes
happens that proper attention is neglected
till after sulking begins, when neither ad-
ditional room nor any other means, except-
ing breaking up the colony, does the least
good. In sucn case, undoubtedly, the
swarming fever has been contracted, and to
break it up is like attempting to break a hen
of sitting. The thing to do in this case is to
run the colony on to frames of foundation or
starters, as recommended by Mr. Williams,
or make two colonies by division in some
one of the ways familiar to nearly all bee-
keepers. But that shaking, pure and simple,
adds any thing to the value of a colony of
bees I do not believe, any more than I be-
lieve that jabbing a pitchfork at the rear
end of a mule adds any thing to the quality
of its docility.

You say on page 313, "There is no deny-
ing the fact that a natural swarm is much
superior to an ordinary colony for honey
production." If you mean superior to the
parent colony, scarcely any one conversant
with the subject will question the statement;
but if you apply it to colonies built up strong
for honey production, which do not develop
the swarming impulse, I should say no, most
emphatically. If such an idea is to be taken
as bee-keeping gospel, what shall we say of

the desire of Dr. Miller and others to breed
out the swarming impulse? I can hardly
think you meant all that these words imply.
Evanston, 111.

[We quite agree with our correspondent
in saying that giving extra room and supply-
ing foundation goes a long way toward pre-
venting swarming. Just how far the shak-
ing, as recommended by Mr. Williams, may
contribute toward this result we are not
prepared to say; but we are of the opinion
that it has some effect. We have also had
the same experience where he says that he
has yet to see a strong colony sulk having
plenty of storage room and proper ventila-

tion during the season of the nectar flow.

These statements will harmonize well with
an article written by us in this issue before
we saw what Mr. Whitney had written.

But we most decidedly take issue with our
correspondent when he doubts the superior
working qualities of a natural swarm over
an ordinary colony of the same strength.

We meant exactly what we said, nor did we
have in mind any comparison with the par-

ent colony. It was no less an authority than
Langstroth. In "Langstroth on the Honey-
bee," edition of 1859, p. 153, Mr. L. makes
this general statement:

Although the movable-comb hive may be made more
effectually to prevent swarmint: than any with which
i am acquainted, still there are some objections to the
non-swarmintr plan which can not be removed. To
say nothinti of its preventing the increase of stocks,

bees usually work with diminished vitror after they
have been kept in a non-swarmincr hive for several
seasons. This will be obvious to any one who will

compare the surperaboundintr energy of a new swarm
with the more slutrirish working of even a much
Kirontrer non-swarming stock.
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Notice particularly that Mr. Langstroth

went even further than we; for he says that

a natural swarm will be much better than a

much stronger non-swarming stock.

From that day to this the greater energy

of a natural swarm has been admitted by

practically all authorities and writers in the

bee journals up to the present time. We
have ourselves, time and time agam, noticed

how a natural swarm will outstrip a colony

of equal strength and of the same strain of

bees; and one correspondent lately advised

lettincT the bees swarm once, with all the

nuisance of hiving, because, he said, they

would be much more active than an ordi-

nary colony of bees that did not swarm.

On the other hand we would not go so far

as to claim that a colony could not be treated

so as to act to all intents and purposes like

a swarm. Shaking, giving new quarters or

more room, empty combs or foundation

might make it do so.

If Mr. Whitney is comparing a natural

swarm with a colony so treated we might

agree with him.

—

Ed.]

A NEW METHOD OF KEEPING HONEY
FROM GRANULATING.

Long-continued Heat from the Sun in

the Solar Wax-extractor for Bring-

ing about this Result.

BY E. B. ROOD.

[For a year or so back we have been making exper-

iments in a small way in trying the effect of the sun's

heat and its actinic rays as a means for the preventipn

of the granulation of honey while in bottles. While

the results were not conclusive they were at least sig-

nificant We have suspected for some time that those

rays of light from the sun, that bleach some substances

and darken others, that make photographic negatives

and prints have a chemical effect on honey to such an

extent that granulation might be arrested. Heat, we
know goes a long way in accomplishing this result.

If we add to it the chemical action of light we may or

may not go one step further in the process. We don't

Sonie time ago A. I. R., in his notes from Florida,

wrote how Mr. Rood was keeping his honey from
granulating by means of the sun's heat in a solar wax-
extractor We were immediately interested, and asked

A I R to get Mr. Rood to prepare an article, giving

details of the method in order that we might place it

before our readers.
That he has been successful to an unusual degree in

keeping h's honey in a liquid condition will be certi-

fied by A. I. R., and no doubt by his large list of cus-

tomers who buy his bottled honey.
Ordinary heat alone will keep honey from granulat-

'm<r perhaps a good part of the year; but when condi-

tio^ris are favorable, it is quite sure, within that time,

to show a tendency to harden, or what we call candy
or granulate. If Mr. Rood has been more successful

than most persons in keeping his bottled honey liquid

we may surmise that the other element, sunlight, has

a potency for the purpose not hitherto recognized.

How far ol ' Sol may prove valuable we are not able

to state nt this time; but as we are now in the midst of

the bottling season we suggest that the subjoined ar-

ticle be given a very careful reading by the large num-
ber who sell their extracted honey in bottles. Per-

haps some of our honey-bottlers own greenhouse sash,

or perhaps thev can borrow a dozen sash, for the pur-

pose of experiment. Try the sun's heat and light, and
report through these columns.—ED.]

I put up for the fancy grocery trade some
ten or fifteen thousand pounds of honey an-

nually. One of my serious difficulties has

been granulation. I have attempted to teach

my customers that this is an evidence of its

purity, and that it may be easily liquefied;
but few of them want granulated honey, and
consequently it sells slowly.
Noticing the statement in Gleanings sev-

eral years ago that continued rather than
excessive heat is important in so changing
the honey that it will not easily granulate
again, and having a jar of my own honey,
extracted in the year Iv-OO, that stood for
months above the kitchen stove, that re-
mained clear for years, I decided to put
several five-gallon cans of honey in a large
wax-extractor, with the pan removed, and
leave them there for some time and then use
the honey for bottling. This plan was hut
partially successful, for only in the hottest
weather could I get the honey in the bottom
of the cans hot enough so that it would not
soon granulate. After this I tried square
glass jars, such as I use; but after they were
waxed, the wax melted and ran over the
jars and made an awful mess. I then began
putting the honey in the jars corked but un-
waxed This I found very satisfactory; and
with a good solar wax-extractor it is possible
in this climate to heat the honey to such a
temperature that in a week's time it will

not granulate again, even when sold. I

have not yet learned how long it would take
to make it granulate.

In summer I can put honey in an extract-
or for a day or two and it will not granulate,
if it is not too cloudy, and at such a time the
temperature of the honey often rises to
above 150 degrees, and remains there for
many hours.

I am adopting this plan more extensively
every year, and am now planning one or
two extra sun extractors for this purpose,
the floors to be terraced to keep the jars
from upsetting. My extractors are home-
made, and covered by one large glass—the
larger the better.

So far I have not lined the boxes with tin,

but think I will do so in the future, as the
reflection will greatly increase the heat. It

is important that the boxes be only a little

deeper than the jars so that they will come
up close to the glass.

I plan to put many jars through the ex-
tractor in the fall and have them ready for
the winter trade. In the northern States it

would be necessary for the bottler to do this

before the cold weather; but the heat of the
extractors could easily be increased by a
lamp underneath, as many use them for ex-
tracting wax.
This method seems very simple, and may

be known and used by many bee-keep-
ers; but if so, they have not written it up
for the bee journals. Had I known it years
ago it , would have saved me much time,

trouble, and expense in returning jars of

honey from my customers, remelting, rela-

beling, and sending them back again.

Bradentown, Fla.

["Stenog," who has been taking down
these notes, offers the following bit of expe-
rience in his own home, which may throw
some light on the subject as well as on the
candied honey:]
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In the fall of 1906 I boufrht a 60-lb. can of raspberry
honoy of W. Z. Hutchinson. It was very limpid, with
no trace of trranulation. We used it from the can for

a while, but for convenience a trood deal of it was put
into jelly-tumblers. These were kept, without partic-

ular desiirn, where it was very litrht. My wife said

one day she wondered that these tumblers of honey
did not trranulate. while that roTnaininu' in the can re-

sembled lard in appearance. It immediately occurred
to me that litrht would at least retard uranulation, and
I actually wrote an article to Mr. Hutchinson to that

effect; but fearintr my observations were not conclu-
sive I did not send the communication. But lookintj
it all over now, I am convinced there is a very close
connection between liyrht and the granulation of

honey. W. P. Root.
Medina, Ohio.

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR BE-
GINNERS.

A Modern Way of Transferring Without
Cutting Combs.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

In modern methods of transferring bees
from box hives, or from any undesirable
hives, for that matter, none of the old combs
are used in the new hive. With a good press,
nearly all the wax can be obtained from the
old combs, so that full sheets of foundation
may be substituted in the new hives; and, of
course, the combs drawn from such full sheets
of foundation are vastly better than old
patched-up pieces of combs taken from old
hives.

During late years we have done none of
our transferring until the beginning of the
clover-honev flow in June. Mr. A. H. Guein-
sey, of Ionia, Mich., has successfully prac-
ticed for several years the following plan:
At the opening of this clover-honey flow,

or as fast thereafter as the colonies to be
transferred get strong and have their hives
full of honey and brood, the cover is remov-
ed from a colony to be transferred, and a full

set of good combs placed in a hive-body and
set on top. The next step is to go to a colo-
ny that has brood in all stages, and select a
comb, perhaps half full of brood. This comb
should be one that the queen is laying in,

and also one on which cells are started, but
not yet occupied with eggs. The bees should
be shaken off this comb, care being taken to
see that the queen is left in her own hive.
This comb may now be exchanged for one of
the central combs in the new body that has
just been set over the hive containing the
colony to be transferred. After about three
days, in the warmest part of the day, care-
fully remove this comb of brood before men-
tioned and look for the queen. If she is not
found, look every day until she is found, and
then place a queen-excluder between the
two bodies, the queen being in the upper
story. In 21 days the lower body can be re-
moved free from brood, the sides knocked
off, and the honey and wax saved.

P'ull sheets of comb foundation might be
substituted for the combs in the new hive,
as mentioned above, but the bees would be
slower in going up into the new body if this
were done, and more honey would be left in
the hive below. If the cover to the old hive

is found nailed on when preparations are be-

ing made for transferring, the whole hive

can be inverted and the new body contain-,

ing the combg placed over it.

This transferring may set the colony back
a little, but not very much after all, and it is

necessary to watch the transferred colony
with the rest and give super room when
needed.
With the plan that I practice myself, I se-

cure a full crop of comb honey, although the
transferred colony may need some help along
the line of winter stores. My plan is as fol-

lows: A super is placed on the hive to be
transferred, just as on any other hive (if the
old hive has the cover nailed on, it is invert-
ed) . The colony is then left until it casts a
swarm, which is hived on the old stand where
the old box hive formerly stood, and the su-
pers of sections shifted to the new hive. The
old box hive may then be carried away to
another part of the yard. The actual trans-
ferring in this case is done 17 days later, at
which time the parent colony should have a
laying queen; and, since the queen before
the colony swarmed did not lay very much
during the last four days before the swarm
issued, there will not be much brood but
what is hatched at the end of these 17 days.
By this time it is, very likely, near the close
of the season, so that it does not pay to wait
for the few bees that might yet hatch from
the combs; and it is better to allow the young
bees already hatched to get to work in their
new quarters. A new hive filled with combs
or full sheets of foundation is placed where
the old box hive last stood, and the side of

the box pried off, the combs cut out, and the
bees brushed in front of the new hive.

Last season some of the old combs left in the
box hive were run through a capping-melter,
and the honeyand wax separated much moie
quickly tlian we ever did it before.
Colonies transferred so late, or late swarms

of any kind, ought to be hived on empty
combs when possible; but if there are no
combs, so that one must use foundation, no
more frames should be given than the bees
can finish before the close of the flow. There
was a reason for not leaving the foundation
in the hive during a dearth of honey, lor the
bees, having nothing else to do, seem to take
delight in gnawing it, for to them it is un-
natural. After a sheet of foundation has
been in the hive three weeks during a dearth
of honey it is almost ruined.
Remus, Mich.

[When it is desired to convert old combs
containing honey, or other chunk honey, in-

to cash, there is no cheaper way than to run
the combined product through a capping-
melter and separate the honey and wax at

one operation. If the work is done proper-
ly, neither the honey nor wax will be injur-
ed in the process, for the gate of the capping-
melter should be kept constantly open so
that the honeyand wax will run into another
receptacle, where cooling immediately tnkes
place. Honey subjected to a temperature
sufficient to melt wax, for a period of a few
moments, will not be in the least injured.
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One can make his own capping-melter by
putting one tub inside of another of a larger
size, leaving about an inch between thetwo
tubs, A tinner will have to solder a tube so
that the melted product can flow from the
inner tub out through the space between the
two tubs, and into some receptacle where it

can be cooled.

—

Ed.]

ALSIKE CLOVER.
Alslke Should Never be Sown Alone; a
Possible Solution of "Alsike Poisoning."

BY BARRET PIERSON.

In my article on alsike clover, page 198, I

showed the most successful method of its

•culture from the dollar as well as soil-builder

point of view, and I can add nothing to it

along those lines.

I never heard of such a thing as alsike poi-

soning until I read Mr. J. L. Byer's article,

page 369, and that by Mr. W. W. Case, page
429, and from long experience with alsike

clover I seriously doubt that the plant of it-

self was the direct cause of the trouble.

Years ago, when horses were pastured
here in the early summer, they were some-
times affected by a drooling from the mouth
which was commonly termed "slobbers."
This was attributed by veterinaries and oth-

ers to the white clover, and it was generally
believed to be a bad plan to pasture horses
when white clover was in blossom, because
of this trouble; but our agricultural collpge

showed that it was not the white clover itself

which caused "slobbering," but an insect

which would lodge in the blossoms; and the
animal eating the insect with the blossom
would produce an irritation of the salivary

glands that would cause the disease. Per-
haps "alsike poisoning" could be traced to

such a source.
I have always noticed that horses that had

white or pink skin upon their nose, where
there is but little hair, are apt to have the
skin peel off and get sore, and this upon
horses that were kept in a barn and were fed
dry feed. We always called this "sun burn,"
and treated it the same as sun burn, and it

would get well under the treatment.
The stalk of an alsike-clover plant is small

and weak, with several branches and a great
many blossoms; and for this reason it should
never be sown by itself, even for seed, as it

will lodge badly and be impossible to harvest
without great waste.

In sowing for seed it is usual to sow about
3 quarts to the acre with 3 quarts of timothy
seed, if the timothy seed is mixed with the
clover and sown in the spring, or 2 quarts of
timothy seed if the timothy is sown in the
fall with wheat or rye. This timothy will

hold up the clover and make it possible to

harvest the entire crop. There will be very
little timothy seed in the clover seed, as
timothy is very much later the first year it is

cut than the succeeding years; and what is

there can be easily cleaned out with a good
fanning-mill (a necessary implement which
comparatively few farmers possess)

.

I have known of its yielding a seed crop as
high as four or five bushels per acre, though
two or three bushels per acre is much more
common, which, at the present price of seed,
is a fair return for the land considering the
amount of labor invested in it; and the land
will yield a good crop of mixed hay the fol-

lowing year.
The way alsike clover will stay in the soil

may be shown by a neighbor of mine who,
nine years ago, seeded a field with four
quarts of red clover, four quarts of timothy,
and one quart of alsike clover. Five years
ago he plowed up this field, and has plowed
it every year since, planting it to corn, beans,
and other crops, ,and the alsike clover has
been present all the time. It would almost
seem that no amount of plowing or cultivating
would entirely remove it when once firmly
set in the ground.
Through the investigations of Prof. Cyril G.

Hopkins, of the University of Illinois, and a
great many others, we now know the use-
fulness of all clovers to fix the free nitrogen
of the atmosphere in the soil as well as to
raise other fertilizing elements from the sub-
soil to make them available for other crops.

So those who are engaged in the pursuit fit-

ly termed by one of its most brilliant writers
as the "poetry of agriculture," should do all

in their power to dispel the work of preju-
dice and encourage its growth, so that all

may be benefited—bee-keeper and farmer
alike. But by all means have it along the
lines of profit, so that men may see material
results.

Flint, Michigan.

NEWLY HIVED SWARMS LEAVE IN SPITE OF ALL THAT
CAN BE DONE.

My new swarms will not stay in tbe hive, but come
out and go away. The hives are new, filled with Hoff-
man frames, and wired as usual. Sometimes the swarms
stay a day or two, but then they come out again. I

tried putting a super on top, and even put two on; but
it made no difference. I have given a frame of brood,
but they would come out and leave it. I put some
swarms in hives filled with comb and honey. They
came out just the same. I have tried sprinkling the
hives with salt water, but it does no good. I tliink I

have lost about one-half of the swarms that have
come out tliis summer. I have never had any experi-
ence like this before. I have an experienced bee-man
helping me; and he is at his wits' end to devise some
way or plan to keep them. The weather is very warm.
I tried setting them in the shade under a tree, but that
made no difference.

If you can te:l the cause of it, or give any means to
prevent it, it will be appreciated. I am only a begin-
ner. I had 16 colonies to start with this spring. Five
years ago I began with one. My bees are hybrids,
about half Italians, CLIFFORD S. FORD.
Rodney, Mich., June 28.

[Sometimes bees in an apiary will get on a swarming
rampage—a mania, like a smile, that appeal's to be
somewhat contagious. The noise of one or more
swarms in the air will excite other colonies until the
whole apiary appears to be in an uproar.

It is advisable never to let bees get started in the first

place. To that end, ample room should be provided,
and the proper amount of entrance space, as recom-
mended on another page.
But suppose the bees do get to swarming. If a colo-

ny will not stay hived, take it down cellar and keep it

there for several days. In the meantime it might re-

(luire a little feeding, but probably not, as almost ev-
ery swarm takes a good liberal supply of honey with
it. If it starts building comb, and the queen should
lay a few eggs by the time you set the bees out again,
it should be 'n a mood to stay where it is placed. The
cellar should be dark and cool.

—

Ed. I
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THE RESPIRATION OF THE HONEY-
BEE.

Combustion in the Animal Kingdom; an
Interesting Bit of Scientific Lore.

BY DR. BRUENNICH.

.\11 animal life rests upon a process of com-
bustion. Generally speaking- we may say
that the plants of our earth store the forces

which the sun sends down. With the help
of these forces the plants build up from the
simplest chemical combinations a threat num-
ber of compound substances. The plants,

therefore, represent the great accumulators,
or sparers, while the animals are the hwish-
ers, or, in other words, the careless devour-
ers, of the treasures which the plants have
accumulated. The members of the animal
kingdom are indeed always divorcing those
compound substances, and producing by tlie

aid of them warmth and energy.
All the aliments are composed mainly of

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. The hy-

drates of carbon (sugar and starch) and the

fats consist exclusively of them, while the

albumens contain some more elements; name-
Iv, nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulphur.
Chemically speaking, combustion, whether
it is violent, as in the case of fire, or whether

it is slow, as in the case of rotting wood, or
the breaking-down of tissues in the animal
body, rests on the fact that oxygen enters
into the domestic peace which the elements
are leading in the molecule of the compound
substances, resulting in the formation of new
simple combinations. Thus, the combustion
of the hydrates of carbon and fats results in

carbonic acid and water; and the combustion
of the albumens furnishes, besides these,
substances of a more complex nature; name-
ly, urea, urates, and a great number of toxic
substances—the waste products of the animal
body.
When we compare the animal body with

an oven, the fuel is represented by the ali-

ments, and the combustion occurs within
the millions of cells which are building up
the body. The ventilator (that is, the con-
veyance of oxygen) is to be found in the res-

piratory organs— the lungs, gills (or trache-
as) . Tiic channels for the fumes are differ-

ent. In the vertebrates they are represent-
ed by the lungs, kidneys, intestines, and skin;

and in the bee by the tracheas, intestines,

vessels of Malpighi, and perhaps also the
skin.

The main use of the respiratory organs is

to supply the cells of the body with the oxy-
gen necessary for combustion. The atmos-

FIU. 1.—DELICATE ENDS UK THE FINELY HUllihli 1 kA( HEAS CAKRVING AIR INTO ALL PARTS
OF THE BEE'S BODY.
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FIG. 2.—LARGER TRACHEAS SHGWIXG THE ClIITINOUS SPIRES WHICri
FROM COLLAPSING.

PREVENT THE TUBES

phere contains about one-fifth of oxygen and
four-fifths of the indifferent nitrogen, other

gases being present only in insignificant

quantities. The combustion of organic mat-

ters furnishes, as we said above, chiefly car-

bonic acid, a heavy gas which is poisonous,

even to a deadly degree, if it accumulates in

great quantities in the body. The other aim
of the respiration, then, is to remove this in-

jurious gas from the body. Respiration,

therefore, brings oxygen to the animal cells and
removes from them the carbonic-acidgas. This

result is accomplished by means of the fact

that the cells are brought into close contact

with the surrounding medium, whether it is

atmosphere or whether it is water, since wa-
ter always contains quantities of oxygen in so-

lution. The cells are separated from this

medium by only an extremely finely woven
skin through which the gases may easily

pass. The exchange of gases takes place

across this minute skin in such a way that

the carbonic-acid gas of the body is rejected

while oxygen is mtroduced. In the verte-

brates this exchange is done in the proper
organs—the lungs or gills. The blood brings

the oxygen into the various parts of the body,

so that the system of circulation of the blood

is very perfect and complicated. With the

bees, on the contrary, the air itself comes to

all the cells and parts of the body, reaching
even the most remote corners, so that the
system of circulation of air, so to speak, must
necessarily be very perfect and complicated.
In the bee, moreover, the circulation of the
blood, which is very imperfect, has only the
task of distributing the nutritious substances
and of excreting the waste products.
Let us now see how the air is carried into

all the corners of the bee's body, and also

how it is expelled. In the breast of the bee
there are three pairs of breathing-holes, and
in the abdomen six pairs, called stigmata, or
spiracles, through which the air passes dur-
ing inspiration and expiration. The air ex-
pelled is impoverished of oxygen but en-
riched with carbonic-acid gas. These stig-

mata are rather complicated organs, having
muscles which enable the bee to close and
open the holes voluntarily. Doubtless the
stigmata serve also in lieu of a larynx—that
is, as an instrument for producing certain
sounds.
To every stigma is annexed a large bron-

chus, extending into the interior of tne body,
where it is divided into smaller branches, or
tracheas. This ramification or sub-division
continues constantly, so that at last the tra-
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cheas become exceedingly fine hollow
threads, by means of the ends of which is

accomplished the exchange of gases of the
body cells, such as the cells of the brain,

muscles, intestines, etc. Fig. 1 shows these
delicate ends on the vessels of Malpighi. In

spite of the considerable magnifying, the ex-
treme ends of these tracheas can not be seen
on account of their transparency and minute-
ness. Nevertheless, the picture gives an idea
of the exceedingly fine sub-divisions of the
tracheal system.

As to the construction of the tracheas, it is

well known that, in the walls of those little

tubes, there are thin spiral threads of chitin

which prevent the collapsing of the tubes.
.\ compression of the tracheas is not likely;

but a certain expansion of them is very prob-
able. Fig. 2 shows nicely some larger tra-

cheas where the chitinous spires are easily

visible.

Just as the birds have large air-spaces in

their bones, so we find, interwoven in the
tracheas, air-bags A trachea suddenly wi-
dens to a sac of different form, and from this

sac different tracheas generally spring. The
clothing of these air-sacs contains, like the
tracheas, parallel wands of chitin. There
are a great number of these air-sacs in the
whole body, even in the feet. These sacs
diminish considerably the specific weight of

the bee's body, and facilitate flying. Second-
ly, they serve as air-vessels which prevent
excessive pressure in the most minute ends
of the tracheas. Thirdly, they serve as air-

vessels for reserve.
When we speak of the mechanism of the

respiration we must distinguish between the
thoracal and abdominal respiration. It is

very probable that the flying bee respires
only with the breast, while the bee which is

resting or walking uses only the abdomen.
Before the bee flies it fills the air-sacs of the
abdomen with fresh air—firstly, for lighten-
ing the body; and, secondly, for having some
reserve in the abdomen, because it is not
probable that the latter is respiring in flight;

and abdominal respiration, indeed, is not
necessary during flight, for the gas exchange
takes place during ilight principally in the
flight muscles and in the head, which gets
its air directly from the breast. The flight

muscles, of course, consume much oxygen
and secrete much carbonic-acid gas, the me-
chanical labor of the wings being very no-
ticeable.

The air-sacs of the breast are of inferior
size, for, indeed, large air-sacs here would
be in the way, hindering a quick exchange of

gas for the flight; the muscles lifting the
wings and those lowering them contract al-

ternately and energetically. By a certain

compressibility of a part of the breast the in-

ner room is alternately enlarged and dimin-
ished, so that the air rushes in and out, ac-

cording to the rhythm of the class (two or
three nundred a second). The movement
of the wings and the respiration are thus
closely together, being produced by the same
muscles.

If a bee rests after a long flight, an ener-

getic abdominal respiration begins in order
to remove the carbonic-acid gas which has
accumulated in the abdomen. While the
thoracal respiration ventilates only the breast
and head, the abdominal respiration performs
the exchange of gas in the whole body, where-
as the valves of the air-holes of the breast
may be working rhythmically.
The six double segments of the abdonipn

slide over one another like the parts of a
telescope, and are movable by muscles, so

that the capacity can be changed voluntarily
by the bee. We know that the filling of the
honey-sac or chyle stomach or rectum has a
strong bearing on the size of the abdomen.
Still more is this the case if all the air-sacs

are filled with air. When the bee expands
its abdomen, the air-valves, being wide open,
the air-sacs are filled by degrees with air;

then before the abdomen is contracted again
the eighteen valves are closed so that, when
the contraction occurs, the air is driven into

the finest branches of the bronchial system
of the whole body. As soon as part of the
valves (for example, those of the thorax) are
opened, the tension is lessened by the stream-
ing-out of the air; and when the abdomen is

contracted to its smallest size, all the air,

which before rushed in, is driven out, and
thus the brochial system of the whole body
is periodically provided with fresh air.

Ottenbach, Zurich, Switzerland.

UGLY BEES.

How Their Temper Varies According to

the Source from Which They
Gather Nectar.

BY LESLIE BURR.

Mr. Root:—Your editorial about the bees

being so cross during the flow of horey-dew,
and the reason you and Mr. Vernon Burt
give, causes me to make a few remarks on

the subject.

It has been my experience that bees, while

gathering certain kinds of honey, are always

very cross, no matter what the weather or

other conditions may be; also that, while

gathering some honeys, they will always rob;

yet the same bees, when working on some
other plants, can not be induced to rob.

For instance, bees are very cross when
gathering buckwheat honey. Coggshall. as

a rule, never takes off buckwheat honey
without gloves. No matter how good the

flow is, the moment you come near an api-

ary during a buckwheat flow, the bees are

ready for you.
A case inopposition to the above is the bell-

flower of Cuba. Being a morning-glory it

closes very early in the day; but you can

take off honey all day long, and do it with-

out wearing a veil, if you are one of those who
make a practice of working without one; and
right here in Colorado, about two weeks ago,

during the alfalfa flow I saw Mr. Hickox, of

Berthoud, working beeschu-ing ([uiteaheavy
shower. He had a man holding a big uni-
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brella over him, and yet the bees were not a
bit cross.

Alfalfa is also one of the flows when bees
will not rob. During any alfalfa flow that I

have ever seen it was safe to leave honey
exposed for any Ipngth of time. I have
known of supers of finished sections that had
been missed stand leaned up against a hive
for a week, and not a capping cut.

Ft. Collins, Colo.

[It is no doubt true that the source of hon-
ey (that is, the manner it is secreted from
the nectaries of the blossom) has very much
to do with the temper of the bees. We have

FIG. 1.— LOSSING'S EXHIBIT OF A POWER EXTRACTING-OUTFIT AT THE TERRITO-
RIAL FAIR.

With this outfit was included, as shown, one of Mr. Lossing's automatic covers for a
comb-carrying box attached to a Daisy wheelbarrow. This very practical invention for
preventing robbers was fully described on p. 1257, Oct. 1, 1906.

been in a number of large buckwheat yards,
and observed that bees while gathering buck-
wheat seem to be very much crosser than
when working on clover. The fact is, buck-
wheat is a tremendous yielder of honey—so
heavy, indeed, that bees get almost crazed
by the very abundance of it.

The honey-dew, to which we referred edi-
torially, came in copious quantities while it

yielded; but it would stop almost within an

hour, due either to a heavy dash of rain
washing the leaves clean, or to the hot sun
drying up the saccharinematter on the leaves,
so that the bees were unable to get it. A
heavy dew or a light rain would start them
to going again. The sudden flow and then
sudden stoppage could hardly have any oth-
er effect than to make bees exceedingly irri-

table.

Buckwheat has a tendency to yield heavily
in the morning and let up during the middle
hours of the day, and it is probable this let-

ting up and stopping is what makes bees
crosser.

It would be
our opinion
that it IS not
the source
that has any
thing to do
with the cross-
ness or gen-
tleness of the
bees, but rath-

er the manner
in which that
source gives
up its nectar.
Take, for ex-
ample, clover.

Unlike buck-
wheat or hon-
ey-dew, it

yieldsasteady
flow during
all hours of

the day—not
heavy enough
to make the
bees crazy,
but just suffi-

cient to keep
them quietly
busy. Such a
flow from any
source will

make them
good - natur-
ed, while a
sudden stop-

page of any
honey or nec-
tar has the
very opposite
effect. For
example, if

we let bees
get to robbing
on a set of
combs during
a dearth of

honey, that honey, while it comes in, comes
in so rapidly that the whole apiary is stirred

into an uproar. Then when that supply be-
gins to fail, and especially after it is all gone,
the bees are fighting mad. It is then that

horsrs and other stock should be kept away.
On the other hand, we have given bees

honey or syrup both, very slowly, by outdoor
feeders. If it takes them a rather long time
to get a little they will be quiet.

—

Ed.]
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FIG. 2.—LOSSING'S HONEY EXHIBIT AT THE TERRITORIAL FAIR.

PRACTICAL DISPLAY AT THE ARIZONA
TERRITORIAL FAIR.

BY WM. LOSSING.

The three views shown herewith give an
idea of our exhibit at the Territorial fair held
last November. Fig-, l shows the Gilson en-
gine belted to an automatic extractor and a
Lossing automatic cover attached to a Daisy
wheelbarrow. These three machines attract-

ed considerable attention. James Tracy
stands at the left; next Wm. Lossing at the
center, and back of the engine is the Hon. J.

P. Ivy. These three represent over 2000 col-

onies.

In December following the fair I wished to
extract a few cases more, so I hauled a load
home from an outyard to try the automatic
extractor as well as the engine. The honey
had granulated somewhat, andwas very thick.
At 10 o'clock the knives were hot, and the
engine started. We made a short stop at
noon, and at 4 p.m. were through. This
demonstrated to me that the engine and ex-
tractor (as the Englishman says) were a
blooming success. With plenty of help I ex-
pect to extract between 4000 and 5000 lbs. in

a day.
Fig. 2 is a partial view of bees, comb hon-

ey, and bottles filled with both mesquite and

IKi. :{.—HONEY PYRAMID AT THE TF.RITORIAL FAIR, ARl/nNA.
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alfalfa honey; also large
cakes of yellow wax. The
bee display consisted of

six one-irame observatory
hives painted red, white,
and blue; two Italian, two
Caucasian, and two albinos.

The queens seemed to at-

tract more attenlion than
any thing else in the build-

ing. Fig. 3 represents the
pyramid at the base of

which are large cakes of

both dark and light yellow
wax. Next to these were
1-lb. bottles nicely labeled
alternating alfalfa and mes-
quite, between which were
small cakes of white wax.
Near the top were some
very nice paneled 1-lb. and
^-Ib. bottles. It was hard
for the people to keep their

hands off, although I had
notices to that effect placed
everywhere. In order to produce a contrast,

two cakes of white mesquite honey trimmed
with red tissue paper, two trimmed with
white, and two with yellow, made our fair

colors. The above was surmounted by a
beautiful white wax horse saddled with a
handsome special premium awarded for the
personal display. The latter was valued
more than the $84.00 out of $87.00 awarded.

Phoenix, Arizona, March 23.

THE QUESTION OF ENTRANCES.

How Far Can we Control Swarming
Varying their Size? and if So,

How shall we Do it?

BY E. R. ROOT.

by

This question of entrances is one that per-
haps has never received all the prominence
it should. Perhaps bee-keepers are begin-
ning to discover, however, that a doorway
that is really contractable from a large to a
small size is an essential part of the architec-
ture of a hive, and, accordingly, modern

FIG. 2.

FIG. 1.—A CASE (1F TOO SMALL AN ENTRANCE.
It was a warm day when this picture was taken. The bees, being un-

able to ventilate through the small entrance (8 x Vs. inch), clustered out.

hives are now constructed with entrances
twice and three times as large as they were
formerly made. While it is essential to have
them small during the winter, it is also equal-
ly important that they should be large during
the swarming season. After that is past, and
robbing time is on, it is important that all

medium-sized colonies have contracted open-
ings.

When we see colonies clustered out at the
beginning of a honey-flow, there is a lack of

room, a too contracted entrance, or both. A
colony that hangs out day after day when
there is a light flow of honey is almost sure
to start cell-building; for bees will swarm
much worse during a light or moderate yield
than when it is heavy.

If bees have been hanging out for perhaps
a week, in all probability there will be queen-
cells with eggs or larvae in them. The
thought of swarming seems to be in the mind
of the colony. While the cells may be cut
out and delay the swarm, it is better to en-
large the entrance and give room. Far bet-

ter still is it to provide a very ample entrance
before the bees cluster out at all in the first

place; and before they feel cramped for room
they should be given extra
super capacity. Several times
this summer we have found in

the case of colonies that were
clustering out we could make
them go mto the hive by sim-
ply enlarging the entrance
and giving room. Other colo-

nies that were given large en-
trances at the start never start-

ed to build cells, nor did they
swarm or make any prepara-
tion for it, but as soon as the
inside of the hives was made
endurable they began work in

drawing out foundation in the
supers, and storing honey. We
are satisfied, from experiments
that we have been conducting

-A HIVE WITH PROPER VENTILATION AT THE BOTTOM TO
PREVENT CLUSTERING OUT AT THE ENTRANCE.
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for two or
three sum-
mers back,
that swarm-
ing can be
brought very
much under
control, if not
entirely pre-
vented, by en-
larging the
entrances or
plural en-
trances, and
giving room
before the
swarmingidea
gets into the
mind of the
colony.
The ordina-

ry double-
walled orchaff
hive will not
give that de-
gree of en-
tran c e en-
largement
that is always
desirable.
While it has
been made to

provide a
maximum of
one inch by
the inside
width of the
hive, yet there
come times when a much larger amount of
ventilation should be provided.

Dr. Miller and other prominent bee-keep-

HG. 4.

FIG. 3.-0NE OF VERNON BURT'S HIVES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY.
Mr. Burt says this scheme of putting his brood-bodies upon four blocks'so as to provide

entrances for all four sides goes a long- way toward eliminating swarming.

crs have for years been raising their hives
up on four blocks so that there are really
four entrances, back and sides as well as in

front. Our neighbor
Vernon Burt, of Mal-
let Creek, has for the
last year or so been
practicing this plan,
and he says it so
nearly eliminates
swarming that he has
practically none at all.

A few days ago we
were down at his
yard and took a few
photographs. Fig.
2 shows the front of
the hive with its easy
slanting approach to
the main entrance in
front, while the larger
view. Fig. 3, shows
how the bees are util-

izing the rear and
sides for flight, as well
as the front. We vis-

ited his yard a couple
of times in the midst
of the swarming sea-
son. Not on a single
hive in a yard of
something like 200
colonies was there a
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BURGESS' OVERHEAD TRACK FOR HIVE LIFTING AND MOVING.

case where the bees were clustered out in

front. They were flying merrily, and very
much at work. Contrary to what Dr. Miller
reports, we observed that they were utiliz-

ing the back and side entrances as well as
the main entrance, although it was easy to be
seen that the latter was used more frequent-
ly than any of the other three. In Fig. 3 the
camera caught a number of bees just ready
to take wing at these side and end openings,
for the bees were flying quite freely from
all sides of the hive.
Of course, merely raising the hives up on

four blocks alone will not prevent or discour-
age swarming. The bees must be given
plenty of room before swarming-cells are
started. They should also be given a reason-
able amount of shade. In Fig. 3 one will see
that Mr. Burt has some old telescope covers
that he formerly used on double-walled chaff
hives. These are a good deal larger than the
present hives, and, when placed over the su-
pers, they project on the front and rear and
on the sides enough to give a reasonable
amount of shade. In the middle of the day
the hive is fairly well shaded.

Fig. 4 is a rather interesting case of a pros-
perous colony with a good-sized entrance
that has a good force of guards pretty well
over the alighting-board. Robbers had been
nosing about. Their large wide entrance
made it necessary for them to deploy their
force in such a way as to repel any invasion
hat might take place. Wnile the camera
was being adjusted we observed how, every
now and then, one of these sentinels would

dart quickly into the air, seize a would-be
robber, and give it such a tussle that it would
conclude it had better go hence. Whenever
we see a strong colony with its bees scatter-
ed over the alighting-board like this there is

a comfortable feeling that that colony can
resist any kind of attack that may be put up-
on it. It knows its strength, and stands
ready to defend its home by a force of senti-
nels that are willing to die for it.

A HIVE-LIFTING AND HIVE-SHIFTING
DEVICE.

BY LOUIS F. BURGESS.

The hives in my apiary are arranged in

two rows, back to back, facing east and west,
and with an alley 30 inches wide between the
rear ends of the hives. They are not arrang-
ed at even intervals in the rows, but, as will

be seen by reference to the sketch, are in

groups of fours, leaving a good open space
at one side of each hive for convenience in

operation.
Stout chestnut posts are well set in a row

on the middle line in the rear of the hives.
These are 10 feet apart, 8 feet high, and have
cross-arms mortised, bolted, and braced to

them a foot below their upper ends. These
arms are of hard pine, 1 a3j/2 in., and are 4

feet long. They sustain the long longitudi-
nal rails, which are of the same material, but
one inch wider, to give more strength. A
metal track is laid on top of the rail, and a
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barn-door hanger travels on this track. With
a safety rope-hoist I am in position to hft any
hive in a moment, to leave it suspended, or
to run it a little to one side if desirable.

The hive-grip is simply two square loops of

quarter-inch round iron, the two parts being
loosely connected by a two-inch iron ring.

The whole thing, when extended on the
ground, is about three inches longer than
the hive, and wide enough to sHp loosely
over it.

I use the sectional hive; and, not liking to

mai- my cases by gripping them with teeth

(as Mr. Hand does), 1 have cut a narrow
fjroove across the ends of each case in the
me of the hand-holes. The lift engages in

this groove, tightens as the pull is put on,

and gives a very secure hold, as will be seen
by reference to the cut. The particular con-
struction of the grip as shown in the illustra-

tion I shall discai'd in favor of the one that

Mr. Hand uses, although I shall have the
grooves in the ends of the hives to prevent
marring. This first grip was all right for

lifting two or three supers from the top; but
when it was put lower the center of gravity
fell too high, making the load top-heavy.
Lifting from four points is much steadier
than from two.
By inserting a spring balance between the

hoist and the hive-grip I can easily do any
weighing necessary.
Danbury, Ct., March 17.

BEE-KEEPING IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

A Criticism.

BY W. HERROD.

I liave been reading the article, page 1383,
Nov. 1.', on "Bee-keeping, in the British
Isles," and as there are several inaccuracies
in it which may give a wrong impression as
to the state of bee-keeping in this country I

hope you will allow me to make use of your
columns to make some corrections.

First with regard to the statement that
there is not a single bee-keeper who depends
entirely upon his bees for a livelihood. The
number certainly is limited, and could be
counted on the fingers of one hand; but I

could give the names of several who depend
upon tlieir bees as a means of livelihood; and
though, certainly, our climate and seasons
are fickle they do very well. It is more the
limitation of abundance of bee forage in any
one particular district that prevents a living
being made out of the industry than the
above reasons.
The bee-tents used in this country for

demonstration purposes are not enclosures
of mosquito netting, but are made of a much
finer material to enable the spectators to see
very clearly what is going on. Very fine
silk net is often used. The tent consists of
curtains onlv. The top is left quite open to
enable the flying bees to get clear away from
the demonstrator. The colonies used for
demonstrations are placed some little distance

away, and allowed to fly early in the morn-
ing of the day the demonstrations are to take
place. In this way they locate their new po-
sition, and so tly straight to it from the dem-
onstration tent instead of worrying round
the demonstrator and spectators. It is found
that, if the bees are enclosed altogether, it

is impossible to work the tent on a hot day
without killing heaps of bees, as, instead of
again going into the hive being used, they
fly round until exhausted, and drop on the
ground and are crushed by the feet of the
operator.

It is true some of the exhibitions are held
in the Agricultural Hall, London, in conjunc-
tion with other exhibitions, but the classes
there are for bee produce only. The finest
show of all for both produce and bee appli-

ances is that held by The British Bee-keep-

THE "W. B. C. ' HIVE AS USED EXTENSIVELY
IN EiN GLAND.

ers' Association in connection with The
Royal Agricultural Society of England's an-
nual show. This is not held in one place con-
tinuously, but is migratory, being held in a
different town and part of the country each
year, enabling both agriculturists and bee-
keepers in that particular part to see the lat-

est appliances with very little expense in the
way ot traveling. The British Bee-keepers'
Association has nothing to do with the exhi-
bitions held in London beyond appointing
judges.

Nlr. W. Broughton Carr, the designer of
the hive bearing his initials, was not the ed-
itor of the British Bee Journal. It is owned
and edited byT. W. Cowan, Esq., whose rep-
utation is world-wide. Mr. Carr, whose loss

we all deplore, was certainly assistant editor.
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There is some mistake with regard to the

description of the W. B. C. hive, which is

the most popular hive in this country, as the

one described is not a W. B. C. hive at all,

but one made by E. H. Taylor, of Welwyn,
and called "Taylor's Up-to date Twentieth-
century hive." It is what we call a non-
swarming hive. The illustration you have
can be found on page 16 of his catalog. I

send you an authoritative block of a W. B. C.

hive from the British Bee Journal, which I

hope you will print with this letter, so that

your readers may compare it with the one
you gave on page 1384, Nov. 15. 1908. You
will notice that the W. B. C. hive has no
frames under the brood-chamber at all.

We have no stanaard hive in this country;
but we have a standard frame, the size of

which is 8>< inches deep, not 9 inches, as

stated. Though we have not a standard hive,

the majority of our bee-keepers use one
holding ten of those frames and a dummy-
board.
The method of working a W. B. C. hive de-

scribed is not applicable at all, as will be
readily seen on reference to the illustrations,

neither is the sysiem of doubling now fol-

lowed in this country. I am a bee-keeper of

twenty years' standmg, and have visited all

the well-known bee-keepers and many oth-

ers during that time, and I have never yet
seen that method practiced in one single in-

stance; but the method of doubling adopted
here is that explained in the "British Bee-
keepers' Guide-book;" and instead of pre-

venting brood-rearing in the honey harvest,

as mentioned, the bee-keeper works the
whole of the season to get as many young
bees reared as possible. •

As a queen-breeder I do not understand
the paragraph commencing at the bottom of

second column, page 1385, on making nuclei.

I can not make either head or tail of it.

The illustration of a bottle feeder, called a
"rapid spring feeder," is our slow stimula-

tive feeder, and is used in the early spring
and autumn to keep the queen laying. The
Canadian feeder is the form we use for rapid
feeding in the late autumn.
The favorite extractor in this country is

that known as the "Cowan rapid," which
costs 50 shillings. The one you illustrated,

known as the "Guinea, "is used in only very
small apiaries, and costs 25 shillings.

Heather honey is produced chiefly in Scot-

land and Yorkshire, and does not find a ready
sale in England at all. The taste for it is an
acquired one, being a bitter sweet. The
harvest is precarious, being gathered in Sep-
tember, when we often have very wet weath-
er. The cHmate of Scotland, where the bulk
comes from, is also naturally a very damp
and cold one, and this goes against a large
return. Good heather harvests are obtained
on an average once in three years. The
price obtained is 35 to 50 cents per pound.
My experience is that the Havor and color of

honey obtained from white Dutch clover in

this country is very different from that you
obtain from sweet clover.

I am afraid if a teaspoonful of napthol beta

were put to ten pounds of sugar syrup the
bees would refuse to take it altogether. The
right quantity is three grains of napthol beta
dissolved in spirit to each pound oi sugar.
Lulow, England.

HONEY-CROP CONDITIONS FOR 1909
BY STATES.

BY E. R. ROOT.

In order that we might get a fairly accu-
rate birdseye view of the source, quality,

and the amount of honey, we addressed a
circular letter to a number of prominent bee-
keepers over the country, including Ontario,
Canada. Another letter we sent to the
honey merchants or commission men who
quote regularly in our columns, requesting
them to give a detailed report of conditions
as they fmd them, particularly how receipts
and offerings of this year compare with last.

We will first give the statements of our
commission men:

It is too early to give much information on the honey
crop. So fear as we hear, it will be short in Vermont,
very little new honey being offered so far.

Boston, Mass., July 29. Blake-Lee Co.

In answer to yours of July 28, we wish to say that
there has been considerable honey-dew in our locality.

Some of this is mixed with honey. We consider the
crop for this territory about one-third. The prices will
not depend on this crop, but on other localities. We
do not look for high prices on honey.
Cincinnati, 0., July 29. C. H. W. WEBER & CO.

The receipts of comb honey are very small as yet-
considerably less than at the same time last year. Ex-
tracted honey is arriving in small quantities, and, ac-
cording to our judgment, the receipts are about half
the quantity of last year. The dema> d, however, is

very tame, and there is enough honey in this market
to go around. R. Hartmann.

St. Louis, Mo., July 30.

Your circular letter of July 28 is here. The honey
crop in this section is almost a total failure. The few
who report some, have it badly mixed with honey-dew.
While there are sections of our grand country report-
ing a wonderful hnrvest, there will be no shortage in
the least, for shipments of honey come ro'ling in, which
fully indicates that there will he no famine. Caifor-
nia offers us so much honey that we even fear they do
not want us to know how much, for fear it will be as
cheap as water. There is one thing, however; and that
is, a lower level of prices will prevail in order to bring
back business to a more healthful state, or otherwise
it will he a thing worth while, at least.

Cincinnati, 0., Aug. 2. Fred W. Muth.

Mr. E. R. Root:—We are in receipt ofyour favor of the
28th ult., asking us to give you a detai'ed report on
this year's crop of honey so far as we cou d. In reply
we beg to s-iy we generally write every year to some
of the largest producers throughout the country, prin-
cipally through York State, as we do not handle West-
ern honey to any extent excepting California and Ari-
zona, and of this the extracted only. Our first reports,
which we received about two weeks ago, were rather
unfavorable on account of the poor season of white
clover; but nearly every producer writes that basswood
looks very promising, and that favorable weather would
probably make up the shortage of the clover. During
the past week we have received numerous letters from
various parties of York State as well as Pennsylvania,
saying that basswood was fair; it turned out very well,
and that nearly all of them expect to have a fair or
average crop of white honey. In fact, some of the pro-
ducers will have a large crop—even larger than 1 ist

year. Summing uo the reports we received from the
Eastern States, including New York and Pennsylvania,
we are of the opinion that the crop will not fall short
any from that of last season.
As to the middle West, while the crop will be consid-

erably short in some of the States, we think Ihatothers
will make up the difference, and that at least a fair
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averai?e crop has been produced. So far as the South
is concerned, a fair crop has been produced in the two
Caroliiias, Georijia, Louisiana, ancl Texas, and a irood
crop in Florida.
We are receivintr letters richt alontr from the above-

named Southern States, askinir as to the market condi-
tion, quite a number of them from producers whom we
have not heard of before, which would certainly indi-

cate that a fair to irood crop has been harvested. As
to Colorado and Utah and other Northwestern States
we assume that there will be a fair crop. This may be
said of Arizona.
As to California, the first reports were very discour-

asrintr. and it seemed as if not much honey would be
produced in Southtrn California. This, however, has
been the same old story from the coast; "short crop"
has been the cry for several years past, which seems
to be the habit in California. We have always found
that there was enouuh California honey to gro around,
even with the reported short crop, and some of it is

carried over every season.
When California reports 200 cars to be the crop pro-

duced, we generally fitrure from 350 to 400 cars, and
think we come pretty close to the mark. Judtring- from
the offerings we are receivintr from the coast, we are
inclined to believe that a good crop has been produced.
New York, Aug. 2. Hildreth & Segelken.

In the circular letter which we sent out to

prominent bee-keepers throughout the Unit-

ed States wp requested that these corres-

pondents answer on a postal by number.
Read carefully the circular letter, and then
the replies will be understood.

—

Ed.

Dear Sir.—In our Auer. 1st issue we prepared a report
of the honey-crop conditions, based on the best infor-
mation we could Rather from various correspondents
and friends. With a view of revising the same, we are
taking the liberty of asking you to answer,as best you
can, the following questions. In your replies it will

not be necessary to repeat the question, but simply
give the number opposite each answer.

1. Has there been much honey-dew gathered in your
locality?

2. If so, is it mi.xed to any considerable extent with
white honey?

3. As compared with a fair average year, what has
been the yield of clover, basswood, alfalfa, or what-
ever is your main source of supply?

4. In your judgment, will prices on honey be higher
or lower than last year in your locality?

If you will help us in malting up a revised report you
will be conferring a great service on the bee-keeping
industry at large, for these reports have a direct bear-
ing on the all-important question of prices.

It would be a most serious mistake to report the
yield lower than it is in order to boost prices, because
in the end the true facts would be discovered, and the
result would be a general slump that will bring prices
considerably below what they would have been had
the facts been accurately given at first. We have se-
lected you, as we believe you will give a fair and ac-
curate statement; but we mentioned the effect of under-
stating the market, only that you may not be misled
by prejudiced reports from those in your vicinity.
We would appreciate it if you could get these replies

to us as early as possible, for the reason that the first

prices that are established would have considerable
i^earing on the prices that are maintained throughout
the season. E. R. ROOT.
Medina. Ohio, July 28.

These replies, arranged alphabetically by
States, are as follows:

Crop is off about three-fourths in this locality; too
much rain; nearly 40 inches of rain since February 1.

Montgomery, Ala., July 23. J. M. CUTTS. I

Honey crop up to date has been very poor in most
places. Compared with the 1908 crop it falls short at
least one-half, perhaps more. Wm. Lossing.
Phoenix, Arizona, July 8.

1. Very little; 2. Can not say; 3. Perhaps''half—not
more; 4. About the same.

The Southwestern Seed Co.
Fayetteville, Ark., July 31.

The honey crop is turning out better"" here than the
arly spring gave promise for. Quality is mostly dark

in color, but the taste is good. A. P. Herrick.
Campo. Cal., July 21.

I am informed by good authority that the honey crop
in the S;in Joa(iuin Valley will be very short, perhaps
not more than half a crop. Now as to conditions in
this valley, our crop will be a bout the same as last year.
The honey-flow checked very suddenly, and may not
resume again; if so, we shall be short. I am laying off
half of my men at the end of this week, so you see how
I feel about it. Phoenix will probably have a normal
crop. J. w. George.
Imperial, Cal., July 19.

From all reports which have come in, we expect to
have a little better than half a crop this season. In
some portions of the San Joaquin Valley there will be
no honey produced this year, owing to heavy losses
caused by European foul brood. The quality of the
honey will be about the same as usual for the summer
crop—that is, amber to dark amber. G. A. Faris.
Fresno. Cal., July 13.

1. None at all; 3. Just an average crop; 4. About the
same price. S. T. Pettit.
Aylmer West. Ont.. Can., July 31.

1. Not a large quantity; 2. No; 3. About two-thirds;
4. No lower and probably a little firmer.
Ealing. London. Ont.. Aug. 3. F. J. Miller.

1. No; 2, 3. One hundred per colony from clover; 4.
Likely to rule a trifle lower than last year; quite a
general medium crop in most parts of Ontario from
clover, and prospects for buckwheat are good. Bass-
wood has done very little, hardly worth mention.
Mt. Joy, Ont, Can., July 30. J. L. Byer.

Answering yours of July 23 I would say there has
been a great deal of honey-dew on plum, apple, and
other fruit-trees secreted by aphides. The bees very
conspicuously worked on this honey-dew before clo-
ver-bloom. For those who have been careful, it has
not injured the clover crop, and in this section of the
country fir-t-class clover honey has been secured. If
bee-keepers are not careful, bees may not winter well,
owing to the presence of this honey-dew in the brood-
chamber as stores for next winter. The clover-yield
has been above the average, probably the best for
years; basswood promised well, but did not yield much,
although from the amount of flying conspicuous, more
was expected. The bees gathered as much thistle hon-
ey as basswood. The above is the sole source of sur-
plus honey. Owing to the high price of other produce,
and the failure of much of the apple crop, and the
growth of our country in population, if bef -keepers do
not lose their heads we are likely to obtain the same or
about the same price for our extracted honey as last
year. We do not anticipate much competition witli
foreign honey, as the quality of our own is exception-
ally fine; and if, for lack of proper distribution, there
should be too much honey in any section we hope to
be able to secure a sufficient export demand.
Brantford, Ont., July 31. R. F. Holtermann.

1. No honey-dew gathered here; 3. The crop has
been about an average one, perhaps rather more gath-
ered from alfalfa than usual; 4. The same or higher.
Grand Junction, Col., Aug. 3. J. A. Green.

1. No; 2. No; 3. Too early to answer; prospects for
average crop; 4. Perhaps a little lower.
Denver, Col.. July 28. Frank Rauchfuss.

1. There has been no honey-dew this year; 2. Quali-
ty of the honey is good, and there is as much white
honey as we generally have, and most of our honey is
water-white; 3. The crop looks to be an average,
though not as good as 1907 was. The bees are now
ready for the second bloom of the alfalfa; and if it

yields as it should, a surplus of 75 lbs. may be secured;
4. Locally, prices will be lower at first than last year;
but new honey is selling above the old honey prices
now. Wesley C. Foster.
Denver. Col., July 30.

1, 2. No mention has been made of honey-dew, from
our source of information; 3. Our yield in sections or
areas outside of Savannah territory has been 50 per
cent; 4. Prices have not been disturbed.
Savannah, Ga., July 30. HOWKINS & Rush.

Honey crop is the poorest in many years.
Norwalk, la., July 24. D. K. BROWN.

A small amount of honey-dew is mixed with clover
in localities where hickory-trees are. Two yards of
mine are nice clover, not mixed; basswood, no yield
to mention. Clover made an average of 19 sealed sec-
tions per colony, of 4.50 colonies.
Maquoketa, la., Aug. 4. Fi?ANK Covhrdale.
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The honey-flow commenced June 19; ended July 19;

there was much weather when the bees could not
work. I thought the flow would last until AugTist. I

am now taking off empty supers, and honey has gone
up two cents in my mind. E. C. WHEELER.
Marshalltown, la., July 23.

1. In a few localities honey-dew has been reported,

but it is not general in Iowa; 2. What there is was
gathered in June and the early part of July, and was
mixed with the white honey; 3. The yield of clover and
basswood honey is about one-half average crop as

nearly as we can estimate at this date. There is much
unfinished honey on the hives, which will likely be
finished out with fall honey; 4. Prices for honey will

certainly be higher this season than last.

Des Moines, la., July 31. Jos. Nysewander.

The yield of white honey in extreme northwestern
Illinois will not be 10 lbs. per colony. R. B. RiCE.

Mt. Carroll, 111., July 19.

The white-honey crop here is slmost a complete fail-

ure. What little has been gathered is all more or less

mixed with honey-dew. The prospect for a late crop,
however, is pretty good. C. H. Dibbern.
Milan, 111., July 19.

1. No; I think not; 2. None to mix with; 3. A year of

failure; fall flow may fill up for wintei^but may have
to feed; 4. A little higher. C. C. MILLER.
Marengo, 111., Aug. 3.

All honey here is badly spoiled by honey-dew. The
white-clover flow was short, even where apiaries were
located away from timber lands. Spring yield is about
a third of a crop. Prices on white honey should rule
high, as it is a scarce article in this locality.

Hamilton, 111., Aug. 4. DADANT & Sons.

1. About 50 lbs. per colony of honey-dew; 2. Not
mixed at all with white honey; 3. No white honey at

all so far; good outlook for fall crop; 4. For white hon-
ey, certainly not lower than last year; probably half a

cent higher. C. F. BENDER.
Newman, 111., July 30.

This has been the worst year in my experience of

bee-keeping—no white clover to mention, bees too
cross to handle comfortably, and almost as much
swarming as last year when the clover was plentiful.

I have taken off about 100 lbs. of honey, or, rather,

honey-dew, as there is no honey, and bees are short
of stores. They should have had at least 4000 lbs. by
this time in a normal year. Unless we get a fall flow,

bees will have to be fed for winter. This is the expe-
rience of all the bee-keepers around me.
Morrison, 111., July 29. C. G. Macklin.

I just returned to-day from a trip to Barrington, and
so on to Lake Geneva, and have to say that, so far as I

could observe, there was no white clover in all the
northern part of Illinois, nor in Southern Wisconsin.
This condition was predicted early in the season, be-
cause of the very severe diT time last fall, but I found
an abundance of sweet clover which was being work-
ed very freely by the bees. I have observed no honey-
dew in this vicinity, neither have I heard the matter
mentioned by any one. The yield of honey through-
out this region I think will be largely sweet clover,
that is, it will predominate. W. M. Whitney.
Evanston, 111., July 28.

1. A great deal 'of honey-dew has been gathered; 2.

It has practically ruined all white honey; 3. Practical-
ly no white honey secured; 4. Prices on white honey
ure bound to reach the limit. WALTER S. POUDER.
Indianapolis, Ind., July 29.

We have no white-clover honey in Northern Indi-
ana, so far as I know, as the white clover killed itself

blooming last season, and basswood is scarce, with
some alsike clover; but the honey-dew honey is the
whole thing this season in this locality. Our crop of

this dark stuff is 1000 lbs. We expect a fine crop of
touch-me-not honey this fall. C. A. BUNCH.
Lakeville, Ind.. July 23.

As to the honey prospect here, I have never seen the
flow stop so suddenly and compleiely as it did about
ten days ago. The white clover was practically all

winter-killed, and the alsike is all cut for hay. There
is no other bloom for the bees to work on. There was
a good basswood bloom, and the bees stored from it

about two darj's when rain and cool weather set in and
spoiled.it all. I have some very fine honey, but not
half as much as last year. A. H. Snowberger.
Huntington, Ind., July 23.

1. Considerable dark honey; 2. Almost entirely hon-
ey-dew; white missing; 3. June crop too dark to sell;

will avoid buying any; 4. Prices will not vary much

—

expect outside supply.
June, 1908, gave us much white clover; 1909, none.

A week ago some colonies were ready to starve with-
out eggs or brood; a little help given, and now well
on with eggs and new brood. Locally we expect a very
good crop of light honey by moving bees to the river-
bottom land, as fall crop comes in August and Septem-
ber, and makes three-fourths of our usual supply-
shoestring vine, smartweed, wild cucumber, Spanish
needle. W. W. Vickery.
Evansville, Ind., July 30.

1. Very little; 2. Where stored in sections it is mixed
to some extent with white honey; 3. Clover has pro-
duced more than last year; basswood less as the flow
was short, owing to cool weather; we had a good flow
from raspberry and sumac; 4. Prices should rule
about the same as last season, with a firm market later.

Lyonsville, Mass., July 30. W. W. Cary & SON.

1. No; 3. Clover is our main source; ah average
crop; 4. Prices will rule the same as last season. The
prospect at this date is not as good as at my previous
report; too dry in the western part of our State, and
too wet in the eastern part. Aroostook County, our
best honey locality, has had too much rain.
Mechanic Falls, Me., July 30. J. B. MASON.

1, 2. Not any; 3. Half a crop of raspberry; 4. Higher.
Mancelona, Mich., July 31. S. D. Chapman.

The honey crop will be a little more than half an
average. Wm. Craig.
Luce, Mich., July 24.

2. No honey-dew gathered to speak of in this locali-

ty; 3. About half a crop in this locality; 4. Prices will
be about the same. M. H. Hunt & SON.
Lansing, Mich., July 30.

1. No; 3. 55 per cent; 4. Considerably higher.
Ev^ery thing is higher, and I had an offer yesterday

from one of the largest dealers in the country of a
price of m to 2 cents higher than last year.
Lapeer, Mich., July 31. R. L. TAYLOR.

1. No honey-dew; 3. About half a crop in my yard;
4. The price will be a little higher, although not rela-
tively so, as the clover is mixed with sweet clover,
basswood, etc. L. A. Aspinwall.
Jackson, Mich., July 30.

1. None; 2. No; 3. Not one-half; I don't think one-
third; 4. I am paying 2 cts. more per pound than last
season, but not getting enough to pay. Local dealers
are selling at 15. GEO. E. HILTON.
Fremont, Mich., July 30.

1. Little or none that I know of; 2. Early honey did
not seem so white; 3. Clover poor; basswood just go-
ing out of bloom now, but we never get very much of
late years; some mustard and milkweed; more colo-
nies, but less honey this year; very cold spring; bees
in cellar till May 2, but ought to have remained until
the 15th. I will extract white honey next week to pre-
pare for buckwheat; 4. Ought to be higher.
Manistee, Mich., July 31. W. Harmer.

1. No; 2. None; 3. Five-eighths crop; 4. We are sell-

ing at the same price. My brother in Clinton County
reports half a crop; Neighbor Baunian, four miles west,
half a crop. A late flow from willow-herb in our north
location is making up for the shortage in the rasp-
berry, on account of the fires a year ago. Taking it

all together, the season of white honey will be below
the average. You will understand that this willow-
herb flow up north is making our average better than
further south. E. D. TOWNSEND & SONS.
Remus, Mich., July 30.

The season here has been about half as good as last
year. Bees have been idle for two or three weeks.
Walnut, Mo., July 22. F. P. B.\NE.

1. All honey-dew,no other kind; 2. No mixture; pure
honey-dow; 3. None; 4. Honey-dew honey low; old
stock of Spanish-needle honey sells same as last year.
Prospect good for a fall flow. J. Nebel & SON.
High Hill. Mo., July 30.

The honey crop in this section is an entire failure.
Our surplus honey comes from sweet clover; the
bloom is all off, and no honey on hand to speak of, nor
do we expect honey from any other source. We shall
not make 10 lbs. average this year.
Penn., Miss., July 31. J. D. Smith.
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Concerning' your inquiry as to honey, I have to re-

port the first failure of the honey crop that I have
known. They started trood on dandelion and rasp-
berry, but white clover did not pan out, and only about
half a day's flow of basswood. Ernest L. Brown.
Warren, Minn., Aug. 2.

Yield of honey is very light for this section. Record
of 40 colonies shows an average of 30 lbs. of comb
honey taken off at this date, and prospects for more
are poor. Weather has been very dry. Basswood did
not bloom profusely as in 1908, and bees seemed to dis-

regard it almost entirely. The surplus honey taken
off is mostly from white and alsike clovers, of which
there were many acres. JOHN J. Kadletz.

Chatfield, Minn.. July 26.

Owing to a drouth which has prevailed here since
June 20, only about half of the usual amount stored by
the bees from white clover has been harvested. The
presence of honey-dew, which has been mixed with
the white clover, has darkened the whole product.
Bernardsville, N. J., July 23. Watson Allen.

I shall have an average crop of honey-dew this sea-
son. G. S. HURLBUT.
Batavia, N. Y., July 22.

1. No: 3. About the same as last year; 4. About the
same. F. A. Salisbury.
Syracuse, N. Y., July 29.

In this section the crop is very light. I don't think
we shall get a fifth of a crop this season.
Ticonderoga, N. Y., July 24. Geo. H. Adkins.

1. None; 3. Hardly a fair average; 4. Slightly light-

er; above also applies to New York State; large aver-
age of buckwheat is looking well. Chas. Stewart.
Johnstown, N. Y., Aug. 2.

1. I have not noticed honey-dew honey, but elms
have seemed to drop it on many places freely; have
seen no bees working on it; 2. No; 3. Rather poor; 4.

About the same. Our main crop is goldenrod.
Oswego, N. Y., July 31. F. H. Cyrenius.

1. Yes, but gathered late after the clover flow was
nearly over; 2. Mixed all through the basswood; 3.

Fruit-blossom, a fair yield; clover, average; basswood,
light; 4. Nearly all honey marketed locally. Market
conditions have little influence on prices.
Marion, N. Y., July 29. J. A. Crane.

1, 2. No honey-dew; 3. Alsike clover above an aver-
age; basswood hardly one-fourth crop; only a fair or
below average of white honey, combining the two; 4.

Prices should be higher, but probably will be about
the same as last year. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., July 30.

1. None, at least not perceptible in any of my apia-
ries; 2. No; 3. Clover, average; sweet clover, more
than average, but only one apiary in sweet clover.
Basswood, heavy bloom, but almost no honey from it.

It did not yield with me; 4. Higher, owing to shorter
crops generally, and to better times; also scarcity of
small fruits. O. L. Hershiser.
Kenmore. N. Y., July 29.

1. No; 2. Clover; from basswood a little better; 3.

About the same as last year; 4. Too early to get prices.
I shall hold for 15 cts. for white comb; buckwheat 13;

comb.white or basswood. is on the hives yet; can't tell

how much, but basswood yields better this year; can't
tell about buckwheat, but I expect enough to eat.

Price 7 cts. for extracted. I got ~\{ for some.
Groton. N. Y. W. L. Coggshall.

Referring to the honey crop in this vicinity, we
would state that we have received quite a good many
reports, nearly all which have been quite fovorable.
We believe it will be equal to if not better than last

year. The honey is mostly light in color, and free
from honey-dew. Prices will probably be about the
same as last year. W. E. Thorndyke.
New York, July 15.

I. No honey-dew in this immediate vicinity to any
extent; 3. Crop not over one-third in this part of the
county; in the northern part of the county the crop is

a good average, and (luality of honeyNo. 1; within five
miles of my home yard the yield is already better, and
within fifteen miles the crop is average; 4. In all jus-
tice to the honey-producers, the price of honey should
be higher; every other article as well as the price of
labor has materially advanced. Why should honey
alone be an exception? F. Grefner.
Naples, N. Y., July 30. ,

The white-honey crop for Futon and Montgom-
ery counties is at a close, and finds us with a little

less honey per colony than last year, but as bees win-
tered well we have a little more honey of about the
same quality. The above applies to our State as a
whole. A larger acreage of buckwheat was sown than
usual, and it is looking well. Chas. Stewart.
Johnstown, N. Y., Aug. 2.

1. No honey-dew whatever in this locality; 3. The
flow from white clover was exceptionally good; but it

is the only honey source we can depend on for surplus
honey, as a rule; we had a full flow from June 22 to

July 6; 4. Prices have dropped a little in consequence
of bees having wintered practically without loss, and
a heavy yield of white-clover honey following.
LaSalle, N. Y., July 31. G. C. Greiner.

1. No; 3. Not an average; too wet; 4. Same—15 cts.

for section.
"

C. B. Palmer.
Bradshaw, Neb., July 30.

White clover, one-third crop; basswood, entire fail-

ure. No honey coming in; only a light flow from cat-
nip and sweet clover, very little if any surplus looked
for. J. L. Gandy.
Humboldt, Neb., July 23.

Our white-clover honey is a very poor yield, owing
to unfavorable weather. The clover crop of blossoms
was good, but yielded little nectar; not much change
in price; last year was poor; expect excellent fall hon-
ey-flow from heartsease, which is our principal prod-
uct in fall; white clover is our main reliance in
spring. No basswood nor buckwheat. Alfalfa does
not yield much nectar. G. M. Plumb.
Lincoln, Neb., July 30.

The honey crop will be short here this year.
Delphos. O., July 8. D. W. DITTO.

Bets have done fairly well here this spring. Most
of the honey has been dark " honey-dew." Basswood
began the 8th. Prospects are good. E. B. Case.
Lockwood, Ohio, July 13.

1. Not to speak of; 2. Some report it as mixed; 3. A
fair crop is reported from this locality; 4. From out-
look at present, about the same; possibly a little high-
er. The Griggs Bros. Co.
Toledo, O., Aug. 3.

1. Yes; 2. Yes, especially where there is sweet clover
or sumac; 3. Total yield, including honey-dew. about
?3; white honey, less than K; 4. While there will be
an over-supply of dark and honey-dew honey, which
will sell very cheap, white honey will command a much
higher price than last season.
Zanesville, 0., July 29. EDMUND W. PEIRCE.

I will say that, unless bees do better than they have
so far. we shall have but little honey to offer. We
have taken a small amount, mostly honey-dew honey
—no clover to mention. We may have a flow from
fall flowers, but it has been too wet so far.

Spargursville, 0., Aug. 3. J. R. COOPER.

1. Yes; 2. Yes; 3. One-fourth to one-half the average
yield, varying in the out-apiaries; basswood and hon-
ey-dew; 4. I am in doubt how to answer this. Farm-
ers will sell their honey-dew for all they can get; the
grocers and the consumers will get sick of honey, and
buy corn syrup. Am I wrong? Well, I shall have
4000 or 5000 lbs. I would like to sell at 6 cts., but I want
10 cts. for 1908 crop; have 12,000 lbs. on hand.
Oberlin, O., July 30. Ch.vlon Fowls.

1. Bees have been constantly bringing in honey-dew
during the entire season; 2. Said honey-dew is thor-
ougly mixed with the basswood honey; there will be
no white honey in this vicinity of any kind; 3. No
white clover; alsike yielded some, but no surplus; bass-
wood yielded bountifully, and gave a surplus of 50 lbs.

per colony, which is rendered unsalable by honey-dew;
4. White honey will bring higher prices this year than
last.

In all of my experience in bee-keeping, this is the
first season that I have had my white honey ruined by
honey-dew. J. E. Hand.
Birmingham. Ohio, July 30.

1. Yes; 2. Large percentage of honey-dew; 3. Half
crop; 4. Little higher. Wm. A. Selser.

Philadelphia, Pa., July 31.

I have secured a good crop of red-raspbery honey,
both extracted and comb, and can sell a quantity of
each. R. D. HORTON.
Blossburg, Pa., July 26.
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We have a very poor season for honey here—prac-
tically nothintr but honey-dew has been coming in
since the 10th of June. ' E. L. BROWN.
Lebanon, Pa., July 20.

The honey crop for McKeen Co., Pa., of 1909—clover,
about half; red raspberry, two-thirds; basswood, load-
ed and in full bloom; but weather is bad; heavy winds
and rains. J. S. Brown.
Bradford, Pa., July 24.

The white-clover honey crop here is pretty short-
only a few linden-trees in this neighborhood, and not
a great deal of buckwheat raised in this part of Bedford
Co. There has been more honey-dew this summer
than I have ever seen. SAMUEL Keagy.
Maria, Pa., July 22.

Heavy flow from fruit-bloom, locust, and sumac,
which gave a fair yield; no clover bloom. Drouth
threatened buckwheat up to last evening, when we
had a fine rain, and prospects are now brighter. The
surplus honey is mostly honey-dew.
Schillsburg, Pa., July 23. Rev. H. W. Bender.

1. Not a great deal, and yet enough to darken the
honey; 2. Very little white honey in this section; we
do not have a single pound of good pure white honey
in our apiary of 200 colonies. The same is true of
others from whom we have heard; 3. A little higher;
there is very little surplus honey finished in this sec-
tion; 4. Very doubtful if there will be half a crop.
We are depending upon buckwheat. This informa-
tion is based upon reports from wide ranges in West-
ern Pennsylvania. Rea Bee & Honey Co.
Reynoldsville, Pa., July 30.

We have had the best summer flow of honey that
has come in five years; fine prospect for fall flow,
commencing the last of August. W. A. Spangler.
Morristown, Tenn., July 23.

There is no honey-flow, and has not been.
Cameron, Texas, July 21. Frank McLeran.

The honey crop in general is very good throughout
the southwestern part of the State. So far we have
found very little honey-dew. The grade of all the
honey we have handled has been strictly first-class
white honey; have seen very little amber honey. The
prices, we think, will advance about 4 cts. per lb. in
the near future. Alfalfa, mesquite, cat-claw, guajilla,
about three-fourths yield.

Toepperwein & Mayfield.
San Antonio, Texas, July 31.

1. Yes; 2. Early white clover has some; later, none.
3. Prices rule lower; 4. Dry weather cut off flow, thus
making it about as last year. W. E. Tribbett.
Staunton, Va., Aug. 2.

Honey crop for this section here is nothing like
what we anticipated in our other report. All is mixed
with honey-dew, and is dark in color. We have about
one-third of a crop. It is very dry at this time, and no
honey coming in. Chas. AND WARNER MILLER.
Washington, Va., July 24.

1. Not a large amount of honey-dew; 2. Not mixed
badly; 3. About a third of an average crop; 4. We
doubt if prices will be any higher, as some honey is a
little dark, and a large part badly stained.
Middlebury, Vt., July 8. J. E. CRANE.

1. The crop is larger than last season, and, with the
exception of a few places, it is mixed with honey-dew.
I have continued to learn of every one that comes in,
or those I have occasion to write to, and the report is
the same; 2. Good yield, but mostly dark. There was
but little basswood honey gathered in our city, none
in the valley of Virginia; considerable white clover
there, but mixed as stated above; 3. I think prices will
range as last season; what has been sold here is about
the same; 4. The body of the honey is fine—quite a lit-

tle sugar. Wm. Kerrick.
Washington, D. C, July 30.

I had a fine flow from raspberry and clover; went
from raspberry to willow-herb. E. A. CLEAVES.
Cornell, Wis., July 23.

Honey will be a fair crop here unless the fall is very
dry; good yield of clover, or fair. A. B. White.
Vesper, Wis., July 27.

1. None; 3. Clover and basswood; about half an
average crop; 4. Think higher. Bees have done no-
thing for the past ten days. Elias Fox.
Hillsboro, Wis., July 30.

Quite a little honey-dew around here; will color
while honey somewhat; little basswood; half a crop
all told, in general; my own, one-fourth crop or less.
Dealers holding 1908 crop will control prices. National
reports of honey-dew blacker than usual; Missouri
worst, then Southern Illinois, Indiana, Iowa.

Platteville, Wis., Aug. 3. N. E. France.

So far the honey crop is very short. My bees did
poorly on clover, and still worse on basswood. Bass-
wood bloom is very liuht, and after the first week
weather conditions were such that there was little or
no honey in them. It is a little early to give a full re-
port, as the season was late this year.
Rock Elm, Wis., July 29. B. J. THOMPSON.

1. Nothing so far of any note or worth considering;
2. I don't think so; none noticed; 3. Below the aver-
age; season very late because of cold and wet; unfa-
vorable weather; brief honey-flow cut short by dry
weather; alsike, basswood, and sweet clover yielded a
little for a spell; 4. I look for better prices and better
demand. Last year no demand here; now, good de-
mand looked for. If buckwheat and fall flowers yield
it may modify this report. Conditions are not favor-
able. H. H. MOE.
Woodford. Wis., July 31.

It will be noted that the commission men
apparently believe there is a greater crop
than would appear from the surface indica-

tions. They are in position where, if they
report the crop as small or light, or lighter

than it is, they will be compelled to pay too
high a price for the product. On the other
hand, it will be observed that the producers
possibly are a little inclined to represent the
crop a little lower than it probably is in order
to boost the market or to hold it from getting
too low. The buyer and the producer will

have to take into consideration these con-
flicting interests, and fix the price accord-
ingly.

Incidentally it will be noted that these re-

ports show where honey has been produced
of a certain grade and quality, and where, of

course, the same can be purchased. We
hope by this means that an outlet at good
prices may be secured by producers gener-
ally.

For a general summary see Editorials.

EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD IN DR. MILLER'S
APIARY.

Our readers will be very sorry to know
that Dr. Miller has a double calamity at his

bee-yard—an entire failure of the honey
crop, and an attack of European or black
foul brood. Failure of the crop is bad
enough; but a visitation of this disease is in-

finitely worse, because it sometimes takes
two or three years to eradicate it from a
yard. It is possibly true that some apiaries
in York State have never cleaned it up en-
tirely.

In a letter received from Dr. Miller he
states that, in spite of the calamity, he is

looking on the hopeful side, and is having a
"lot of fun " treating the disease. No doubt
the good doctor will be able to give some-
thing valuable from the experience; but
"experience " of this sort is like the kind
that Josh Billings tells about; namely, "Ex-
periens teaches a good scule, but the tuishun
comes rather hi."
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HEADS OF Grain
From Different Fields

WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF THE BROOD BEING CARRIED
OUT BEFORE IT HATCHES? DRONES OF DIF-

FERENT COLOR FROM SAME QUEEN.

I have a colony of poor hybrids which was queenless
for some four or five weeks. I introduced an untested
queen. The brood is dying before it hatches. Every
mornintr there are some ten or fifteen yountr bees on
the alitrhtintr-board and inthe entrance, dead. They are
white, and I can't detect any bad odor by >mellinK of
them. What is the cause? Is it because the queen is

youHK? or does the brood from a yountr queen some-
times fail to hatch?
Do bees carry away the brood when it dies from foul

or black brood? The workers carry the dead brood
away in the mornintr when they po to work.

I boutrht an untested queen, and some of her drones
are yellow and some ate black. Her workers are all

three-banded. Now, why are her drones not all the
same color?
One other queen that I have will, if I give her drone

comb, lay as many drone etrffs as worUer. If I under-
stand your ABC book, a queen so young should not
lay many if any drone eggs. Am I right, or did the
queen-breeder give me an old queen?
Alston. Ark., July 1. B. F. Lewis.

I
There are several things that might account for the

bees carrying out the brood before it hatches. The
presence of the moth-worm in the hive might be re-
sponsible for it. In hives of pure Italians, and gener-
ally in hybrid colonies, a mixture of Italians and blacks,
the pest will not be tolerated; but if tiie hybrids are al-

most black, you might find moth-worms under the
c--.ppings; and, if so, this would account for some of the
brood being carried out.

It is more probable, however, that the trouble is due
to some other cause. Once in a great while a queen is

poor so that her brood will fail to hatch. In rare cases
no lari/a; will hatch from the eggs; in other cases a
qu»en's larva? will hatch out all right, develop almost
into perfect bees, and then die.

Bees never carry dead larvae of foul brood out of the
hive; but they might do so in the case of black brood.
Perhaps some one who has had more experience with
this disease than we have could enlighten us on this
point.
The markings of the drones are no test for the purity

of the queen. If the bees show uniformly three-band-
ed workers you may assume that their mother is a pure
Italian. Drones and queens from a pure queen will
sometimes vary greatly in their markings. As a gen-
eral thing, queen-breeders select a mother that will
give uniformly marked drones, bees, and queens.
Referr'ng to your last paragraph, it is possible that

the queen you purchased was more than a year old.
While it is a rule that a young queen is not inclined to
lay drone eggs, yet if there were a lot of drone comb
mixed in with the worker she would be quite likely to
lay in the drone-cells, whether young or old.

—

Ed.]

INTRODUCING QUEENS BY MEANS OF DAMP SMOKE.
As it was my lot to introduce some hundreds of

queens last season I decided to experiment somewhat
along that line, and. if within the scope of my good
fortune, to discover some saf>r and quicker means of
introdu ing. I felt that the method in common use
among most bee-keepers is rather slow, especially
when one is in great need of brood in the hive, as when
the colony has been queenless for a long time, or,

agairi, when a bee-keeper purchases a queen late in the
fall and is anxious to get a test from her the same sea-
son. In the latter case, is it very necessary to have
her lay as soon as possible?
By the method in present use one should keep the

queen caged at least two days, and five is a much saf-
er number. I mean to give here a method that I can
positively rely upon to introduce the queen without
danger to her in any way; also by this method one may
expect a laying queen the second day if she is a good
fertile one.
This method ithe only one I now use^ is as follows:

To begin, place a lighted piece of cloth of heavy tex-
ture in the bottom of the smoker. On top of this, press
in tightly a layer of dry grass, and on this a layer of
partially green grass. Now open the hive and remove
the queen: or if the hive has already been prepared,
do not open it at all, but proceed at once to puff a good-

ly quantity of smoke in at the entrance. Next take the
cage (containing the queen to'be introduced) in the left

hand and proceed to smoke the queen. Do not place
the smoker close enough to her to burn her. After
giving her two or three strong puffs, remove the cover
from the hive and release her among the bees. Next
work the bellows of the smoker rapidly for a short
time so as to get up a furious blast of dense damp
smoke (the smoke is made damp by taking up the
moisture set free from the green grjss. Now having
the hive closed up all but the entrance, blow in a heavy
volume of smoke and close the entrance for about
thirty seconds. During this interval the bees will have
fanned the smoke to every part of the hive, and this
smoke, being heavily laden with a very adhesive and
disagreeable sediment, every bee is soon ciothed in i

thin, invisible, sticky garment of damp ashes. O'
course 'he queen gels treated to a similar application,
and by the time the smoke leaves the hive the bees can
not tell the new queen from their own, as the newly
introduced queen and,the bees are now alike covered
with a substance smelling the same.

I am quite willing to risk the introduction of the
most valuab'e queens to this method of proceeding.
However, as a precaution against not having used
enough smoke, it is best to examine the hive shortly
after and see if the dose needs to be repeated.
Sandusky. W. Va. C. O. Fluharty.
[While it is possible to introduce a queen in the man-

ner you describe, by smoking the bees and queen furi-
ously, we think you will find in almost every case that
some damage has been sustained both by the queen
and the bees. We used to work the method somewhat
before the modern introducing-cages were construct-
ed, and while we could introduce bv th it plan, we are
very sure now it was at a sacrifice of the vitality of the
queen as well as of the bees. We would be of the opin-
ion that, if you would go back to some of those colo-
nies a day or two afterward, you would find too many
dead bees out in front of the hive, and also find, a lit-

tle later on, that those colonies will lose strength rath-
er too rapidly.
Then it is a question whether such an excessive

amount of smoke is not really cruelty to animals.
Sometimes when we have smoked bees vigorously we
have inhaled a considerable quantity of the fumes our-
self. After one of those strangling spells we have al-

ways made the resolve that we would never smoke
bees again in that way. When you smudge bees as
you describe, and then close the entrance, you are put-
ting each individual bee in extreme pain. Such treat-

ment can not do other than damage the colony, in our
opinion.

—

Ed.]

PROPOLIS OR TRAVEL STAIN IN PUNICS.

Mr. Root:—Noting what you and Dr. Miller say on p.

391 about greasy sections and Funics, I can not refrain
from offering a short reply. I know nothing about Tu-
nisian bees, or Punics, as they are sometimes called,

but take your statement as correct, namely. "Now
that you [Millerj recall it, we remember very distinct-

ly that there was a general complaint against Funics
because the capping of their honey was so dirty-look-
ing—apparently travel-stained. We remember very dis-

tinctly that combs of two or three colonies we tested
looked dirty, and the cappings themselves presented
any thing but an inviting appearance, even though
the honey itself was clover and basswood." (Italics

mine.)
Again, on page 59 of the ABC book in regard to the

Tunisians you say, " These are a black race, natives of
North Africa, sometimes called 'Funics.' They have
been tested to some extent in this country, but so far
have not been able to establish any claim in their fa-

vor that would entitle them to any consideration on
the part of American bee-keepers. They are cross,
and so inclined to smear every thinu witli a red bee-glue
that they would be entirely unsuited for the produc-
tion of comb honey." (Italics mine.)
We all know what propolis (bee-gluei is. We all

know how much more inclined some races of bees are
to smear their combs, frames, and hives than others.
We all know what travel stains are, and their cause.
We all know, or ought to. that none of these elements
enter into the production of watery or greasy-looking
cappings. The one is no more like the other than
chalk is like cheese. While greasy-looking cappings
are pure wax. the other is an entirely dilferent sub-
stance, mixed more or less with dirt. We are very
willing to admit that some races of bees, like some
races of humans, are not very neat housekeepers. A
noted instance of this fact, and one familiar to us all,

is the bumble-bee; and jet no one, I think, would call
the cappings of its comb greasy.
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Tell me why it is tliat not a normal populous colony
of bees can be found in the fall of a season of good
honey-flow, whose brood-chamber has not been dis-

turbed during the season, that has not more or less
greasy-looking combs. Again, where are they to be
found? Right in the hottest part of the hive. They
look, for all the world, like the cappings of greasy sec-
tions. Like causes produce like effects; else, in our
reasoning we should be like a mariner at sea in a
cloudy night without a compass. If the queen is re-
sponsible for such a condition in the case of greasy
capped sections, then she is in the case of greasy-
looking combs. Corollary, " pinch the head " of every
queen in the apiary, worth preserving. But, to con--

elude, I submit to your candid judgment whether you
think it quite fair to claim that the cases quoted above
are identical with greasy or watery-looking cappings.
Evanston, 111., July 8. W. M. WHITNEY.

[While we acknowledge that there is a difference
between travel stain and propolis stain, yet, as we
now remember it, the Punic race of bees produced
comb honey that had greasy, watery cappings. In ad-
dition they put a red propolis on the surface of the
comb. Perhaps there are those among our readers
who have had Punic bees who could give a general
statement as to the kind of cappings these bees make.
So far as we know, their undesirable qualities were so
pronounced that no one has them now in this country.
Your questions in the last paragraph we will refer

to Dr. Miller.—Ed. i

MORE ABOUT THAT CASE WHERE 300 COLONIES WERE
POISONED FROM THE SPRAYING OF FRUIT-TREES

WHILE IN BLOOM.
Referring to the editorial, page 327, June 1, I wish

to report as briefly as possible on the question of us-
ing combs where the bees hav'e been poisoned from
fruit-bloom spray. Unfortunately for public informa-
tion I did not get the inquiries from the department
for samples until too late. I am quite sure that it was
arsenate of lead. Five yards here are located within
a radius of one and a half miles of the orchard where
the spray was used, and they all went down at that
time, and no other yards in the valley showed any
symptoms. That was proof enough for me; but I re-
alize that definite facts are needed, and I should have
liked to have an analysis of the poison. What facts I

can give are as follows:
The man who sprayed his trees used 2 lbs. arsenate

of lead to a barrel of water. He sprayed just before
the last blooms dropped the petals. Five days after
the sprayng I noted that all was not well, but did not
look into the hives until on the seventh day, when I
found 14 dead colonies and took note that three-
fourths of the strong hives had dwindled to about the
strength of a weak three-frame nucleus. In others I

found only the queen and fifty to one hundred work-
ers alive. In all cases the queens seemed to live right
up to the last. I conclude that, since the queen is fed
predigested food, only bees not yet poisoned lived
long enough to feed the queen. Finally she probably
ate some of the poisoned honey, fori caged about ten
of these queens, which I found left with only a few
bees, and took them off to another yard to put in some
three-frame nuclei I had at the time, and half of them
were dead when I got there; and of the five intro-
duced, only one lived.
On the tenth day some of the hives which had been

as strong as three-frame nuclei had dwindled so as to
have almost no living brood, and about enough bees
to make a one-frame nucleus. I took the queens from
these and used them with perfect success to requeen
three-frame nuclei in other yards. To their bees I
gave virgins and cells, and in that way made good use
of them as queen-raising nuclei. Since the poison
hit our queen-raising yard it set ufe back with our
queens, and we noted that many of the cells which
were being sealed at that time did not hatch, and
showed evidence of the poison when cut open later.
As regards the use of the combs or other colonies,

we are using them all, and no trouble to amount to
any thing arose from the use of them; but the bees
were not storing much honey when they got the poi-
son. They were, perhaps, getting all they could use
but no more. In a few cases I noted that some of the
brood next raised in the combs taken from the dead
colonies died—just a cell here and there. In regard to
distance, the bees seem to have died almost as much
at a distance of one and one-half miles as those locat-
ed only a few hundred yards from the orchard.

O. B. METCALFE.
MesiUa Park, New Mexico, June 20.

BITTER HONEY COMES FROM HOLLY-TREES.
On pages 4!2 and 413, July 1, Jas. Bachler and Byron

French speak of bitter honey, and you advise them not
to winter bees on it. This honey is from holly, and is

fine for wintering. It is a very nice honey, with the
exception of a peculiar flavor. It is far from being
bitter, although any one who eats it would pronounce
it very bitter. The honey is not dark, but light and
medium amber, and of good body.
The holly-trees do not yield honey every year, but

have yielded abundantly this season. One can use
two shallow frames in the middle of the super, and
catch the bitter honey from holly, provided he has the
foundation drawn in all the sections. If not, the comb
made during holly bloom would have to be discarded;
but those two drawn combs will catch the holly honey.
The bees must not be allowed to build comb in sec-
tions during holly bloom. Some people like the bitter
honey, and we have three customers who always ask
for fresh holly honey. But I confess I do not see how
they can like it. The honey is safe for the bees to
winter on.
When extracting holly honey, uncap a little deeper

than usual, for later you may wish to cut out some
chunk honey from the same frames. The bitter taste
seems to leave the honey somewhat when given a
thorough airing for three or four days. This makes
some extra work during holly bloom. I would advise
leaving this honey of Bachler and French in the sec-
tions and letting the bees have it for winter, and see
how they do, and use the combs as baits in spring. Of
course it would not do to sell honey stored in combs
made of holly honey entirely. Such combs would
have to be removed and placed on again for holly
when it comes into bloom.
Southern goldenrod gives bitter honey in the fall.

It is best to remove all surplus when goldenrod is

blooming. This is usually in October, and there is no
use for supers then any way.
Silver Creek, Miss., July 10. E. A. McVadon.

[We would question somewhat whether the bitter
honey referred to by our correspondents on pages 412
and 413, one located in Arkansas and the other in Mis-
souri, was the same as that to which you refer. While,
possibly, the holly grows in both localities, yet from
the description given by these other correspondents
we should infer that they have in mind honey that is

not only bitter but of very poor quality. The Arkan-
sas man says it is "uneatable," and we should infer
that the stuff from Missouri was honey-dew.
Perhaps those two correspondents, Mr. French and

Mr. Bachler, can inform us whether they have the
holly-tree in their vicinity, and whether they know
that the bees were working upon this source at the
time the bitter honey complained of was being gath-
ered.—ED.]

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF SWARiMS SO AS TO HAVE NO IN-
CREASE.

When the prime swarm comes off, put it in a new
hive on the old stand with starters in the frames. Put
the super on; then move the old hive back for 24 to 30
hours. By this time the bees will have built some new
comb which will, perhaps, contain some eggs. Then
take out all of the frames from the hive containing the
swarm and put in the frames with brood that was in
the old hive. This makes it virtually the same as it

was before swarming. Put on the old super as it was
before swarming; then the bees will have gotten over
their "toot," and will settle down to work. This plan
has worked with me in this locality, and I think it

would work in any place.
Campbells, Cal., May 10. M. S. Phillippe.

PARENT COLONY LEFT WITHOUT QUEEN OR CELLS.

Can you tell me what made my bees swarm? After
hiving I went through the parent colony and found
neither queen nor cells, but every frame was filled

with brood nearly ready to hatch. I put on an extra
super, making two, and put the swarm back.
Union City, Mich., July 16. S. D. BUELL.

[We should be inclined to believe that there was
some cell in the colony that you did not observe. One
may go through a hive two or three times and still fail

to observe some cell inconspicuously located.
But, even supposing there was no cell, if there was

general swarming among other bees the colony might
take a notion to cast a swarm, cell or no cell. How-
ever, as we have elsewhere stated, it is an axiomatic
principle in bee-keeping that bees do nothing invari-
ably.—ED.]
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root.

Whosoever livelh and believeth in me shall never
die.—John 11:26.

The above text has always been a very
precious one to me—that is, since my new
liirth, which many of the older ones remem-
ber. When I was a child in the Sunday-
school I read about this wonderful miracle of

restoring Lazarus to life; and with a childish

faith I accepted it, for it was right along in

line with the teaching of my good old moth-
er. Later on, when Ipermitted myself to be
led into Satan's snares I somehow lost faith

in these precious Bible promises. But I

found no comfort in skepticism and no inspi-

ration in infidelity. When my eyes were
opened, when I was about thirty years old, I

awoke to the sinfulness and hopelessness of

the way I was then traveling, and then this

passage came out like letters of fire written
on the blue vault above—"Whosoever liv-

eth and believeth in me shall never die."
After he had repeated this, the dear Savior

said to Martha, "Believest thou this?" And
I want to ask of every, reader of Gleanings,
young and old, friend and foe, black and
white, rich or poor, "Believest thou this?"
Do you, my friends, each and every one of

you", honestly believe that whoever lives and
believes in Jesus Christ as the Son of the liv-

ing God shall never die?
After the previous Home paper had gone

to press I read it over a good many times,
and I am going to read it more while I have
reason to think that toward 30,000 copies of

Gleanings are being dropped into the homes
of our land. When I have dictated a Home
paper that I think is going to prove helpful
and do good it is a great pleasure for me to

think, while 1 am reading it over, that you,
too, are reading the same words; and I hope
and prav that the Holy Spirit may be with
you while you read, and that he may carry
the message that I have tried with my feeble
voice to send to you. May God in his gra-
cious love and kindness send the Holy Spirit

with the message I am going to give you
now.
To be real honest, I suppose I shall have

to confess to you that there are times when
I am tempted to unbelief. We know very
little about the future. Nobody has ever
come back. I remember vividly when the
spiritualists claimed to have made connec-
tion or established communication, if you
choose, with the other world; but it never
satisfied me. Through the years that have
passed since the spirit rappings came up be-
lore the world, I have carefulTv investifjated

these messages from that dark beyond: but
none of them have ever convinced me of

their genuineness. None of them have the
stamp of truth on them. I can not under-
stand all the phenomena of clair^'oyance and
hypnotism and many of the other things,

call them by what name you will; but I feel

satisfied and sure that no communication

has ever been received so far, from that
other shore in any of these ways.

I have before stated it as a fact that we
used to have infidels—men who rejected the
Bible as the word of God; but so far as I

know just now, they have mostly dropped
out of sight. I think I know something of
what is going on in the world, because, dur-
ing the past few weeks, I have been hastily
reviewing, or trying to review, all the peri-
odicals that come to us by way of exchange
or otherwise. I glance hastily at the maga-
zines, agricultural papers,* and the scientific

literature and religious periodicals, and two
or three dailies prmted m different parts of
the United States. I see publications, too,

from abroad, and some from the islands of
the sea, but in all of them little or nothing
that favors skepticism. All mankind seems,
by common consent, to have united in ac-
knowledging that there is "a God in Israel."

The Bible, too, is held in higher estimation
than ever before since the world began.
Who is it that said, "Whosoever liveth and

believeth in me shall never die"? Peter's
answer, that has been echoing all over the
world from shore to shore, seems to be echo-
ing still, "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the
living God." Years ago there used to be a
few silly people who refused to accept the
evidence of the scriptures. Some of the
"higher critics. ' as they style themselves,
of recent date, have presumed to doubt the
miracles or have tried to explain them away;
but if I am correct they do not get a very
large audience. The New Testament tells us
who Christ was. In Matthew 3:17 we read
that a voice from heaven proclaimed, at the
time of his baptism, "This is my beloved
Son in whom I am well pleased." In order
that the world might receive and accept this

beloved Son as such, God gave him creden-
tials. He went about healing the sick. By
the way, friends, is there any other way in

which our gracious Lord could have proven
his divinity as he did by healing those who
were in distress and pain? All mankind
was in need, but there was no one to give
relief from distress. Most of his miracles
were along the line of healing.
Away back in my boyhood, when I went

to Sunday-school one of the most wonderful
passages to me was where Jesus stilled the
tempest as recorded in the 4th chapter of
Mark, 8th of Matthew, and 8th of Luke, and
I often think of it now. He said to the bois-
terous winds and the lashing waves, "Peace,
be still." With all that has been accom-
plished with modern science we have never

* While I am about il I want to say that it delights
my heart to note the splendid moral tone of almost all

the aerioultural papers printed in the different States.
Just now almost every State, and perhaps every one in

the Union, has its leadintr agricultural periodical. All
these farm papers are stroncr and clear on the temper-
ance issue, especially those in the South. They are all

down on eramblinir and every dishonest undertaking.
Of course they are misled occasionally lespecially in

their advertising columns); but it rejoices my heart
again to note that they are fast coming to the point of
refusing misleading advertisements. I long to see
more of the poultrj- journals come up on "higher
ground " in this respect.
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had any thing like that. No wonder his dis-

ciples asked, "What manner of man is this

that even the winds and waves obey him?"
This wonderful miracle paved the way in

my boyish imagination for the raising of

Lazarus, thus demonstrating to all the world
that our Lord was not only master of the
winds and waves, but at his bidding even
death gave up its claims.

Any one who will take the time and pains
to read carefully the New Testament will, I

think, be compelled to decide that it is a
truthful history. None of these things were
done in a dark corner. Jesus came out in

open dayhght. Most of his miracles were
performed before crowds of people—no mid-
night with its darkened room. In fact, his
whole life attested what he said, "In secret
have I done nothing." There is a certain
air of honesty that runs all through the New
Testament that stamps its statements as
truthful.

It has been my good fortune, at least as
a general rule, to have my statements ac-
cepted. In only a few times in my life have
I been accused of untruthfulness. When
I first gave the story about the Wright
brothers, :ind said I saw them fly with
their machine and come around to the start-

ing-point, I was disappointed because my re-
port created so little sensation. The Wright
brothers have recently made stir enough in
the world; but when I first introduced them
to the world I was surprised and disgusted.
While at Dayton some years ago I met Mr.
Chanute, the man who had made experi-
ments with gliding-machines, even before
the Wright brothers had, and a man who is

widely known all over the world wherever
there is any interest in flying- machines.
When I was introduced to Mr. Chanute he
paid but litle attention to me. That did not
hurt me at all, for God knows I did not care
to be exploited. As the party broke up,
Orville Wright handed Mr. Chanute a copy
of our journal, turned over to the pages that
gave my story, and suggested to him that he
might be interested in reading it after he
got to his hotel. The next morning, when
we met again, Mr. Chanute'sface had chang-
ed. He came up to me with a very friendly
greeting and put out his hand. When I told
him that I was much disappointed, when I

wrote the article, to find that it elicited so
little interest, he rephed something like this:
"Why, Mr. Root, your readers all supposed
that it was a made-up story. The way in
which you talked about Christopher Colum-
bus putting out on the unknown deep and
all that, made people believe it was a sort of
fairy story, such as we find in our maga-
zines every little while—stories so much
mixed up that one can not tell which is fact
and which is fiction. The world did not be-
lieve you were telling the truth.''

I replied something as follows:
"Mr. Chanute, I am in the habit of having

strangers doubt my statements; but those
who are acquainted with me, and know my
way of talking, and those who have read my
department in our journal for years past,

ought to know that I tell the truth. Fur-
thermore, that article has the stamp of truth
on it from beginning to end. I mentioned
the locality, and the things that happened,
in a way that would convince any reasonable
person that what I related really occurred."
He glanced over the pages again and said

slowly: *

"Well, I guess that is so to a great extent;
but what you are telling is too wonderful.
The world is not yet ready to take it in."

I turned to Mr. Chanute and the Wright
brothers, and then said:

"My friends, none of you know what you
are doing. I am sure you do not recognize
the unexplored field that you are opening
up."
They laughed at my enthusiasm; but to-

day, this 30th day of July, 1909, I think most
peiiple who read this will say I was right.

My enthusiasm was not misplaced. I did
not think, however, that it would take so
many years for this world to wake up as it

has done.

I have used as an illustration the Wright
brothers and their flying-machine, and I

wish to say again that there is a still more
wonderful unexplored region in the line of

our text than in any thing else on the face of

the earth. Those who are experienced in

the affairs of the world can judge pretty
well whether a statement is true or not.

Certain people, certain books, and certain

articles m the papers have the stamp of

truth on them; and this New Testament
account of our Lord Jesus Christ has the
stamp of truth on every page. The narra-
tors may have made some trifling mistakes,
but they are honest. The Bible is the word
of God. I know not the future; but I am
satisfied to risk it with him who said, " I am
the resurrection and the life. He that be-
lieveth in me, though he were dead, yet
shall he live."

When I am visiting in some distant State
or city I feel lost and- unsatisfied until I find

a bee-keeper— somebody who has read
Gleanings; and, oh what a pleasure it is to

be shown around by some one in that locali-

ty! Now, when I go into that other world I

expect to be received and welcomed in a
similar way. He who said to the winds and
waves, "Peace, be still," and was obeyed,
is my friend. I know he is myfriend because
I have been working for him all these years.
I have been working with him, and know
that he is pleased with my work in the tem-
perance field. I know that he sympathizes
with me in my efforts to discourage the use
of tobacco. I said to the clerks years ago,
when I was told what a lot of stamps it took
to send out smokers that Dr. Miller has al-

luded to, " Do not worry. The great Father
above will furnish the postage;" and, dear
friends, the money has come, and for every
thing else I have undertaken for him.
Now just a word more about

UNEXPLORED REGIONS.

About forty years ago I was obliged to ride

a good many miles on a freight train. On
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the caboose car, occupied by the train boys,
I found only a Hible and an almanac to while
away the hours; and as tlie trani moved
slowly I road the Bible and the almanac al-

ternately. Now, it is a sad confession, but
it is honestly true, the Hible at that time did
not interest me nor take hold of me. I re-

member distinctly of thinking that the pat-

ent-medicine almanac interested me more
than the Bible. The Bible at that time of

my life was an "unexplored region." I did
not comprehend it nor understand it. The
reason for it was because I was not living in

harmony with its teachings; and, worst of

all, I did not propose to live so This is a sad
confession for me to make, but it is the truth.
Now, in one respect I was honest about it.

The Bible did not interest me. My eyes had
not been opened. The scales had not fallen

from them. Let me illustrate:

I hold in my hand an instrument contain-
ing a very minute particle of radium. A
label is pasted on the instrument reading as
follows:

The radium in this spinthariscope is in the form of
bromide of radium, and has an activity of 300,000. The
observer must remain in an absolutely dark room for
four minutes before attempting to view the emanations.

Williams, Bkown & Earle,
Sole .American Atrents, 918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Now, if you take the instrument out in

broad daylight, and put it up to your eye,
you can not see any tiling at all. You might
as well try to look into an iron wedge. When
I first received it I could hardly believe there
was any thing to be seen in that opaque
body. There was no light whatever. I

went into a dark room and remained there
for four or five minutes, and even then I

could not see any thing. I was ready to ex-
claim, "Humbugged again!" for the instru-
ment cost me ten or twelve dollars. How-
ever, I went over home and went into a
very dark clothes-press and stayed several
minutes. Then I began to get a glimpse of
the glittering stars as they poured forth un-
ceasingly from that little speck of radium.
Then I discovered, almost for the first time,
that the loving Father had so formed the
human eye that one can accustom himself to

seeing in the dark. If you look at the sun,
or go out on a bright winter's day, the pupil
of your eye will contract so that, when you
go back indoors, you can not see any thing
for some time. The eye must change so as
to adapt itself to the amount of light. In the
same way, when you step out of doors on a
dark night you will say at first, "Why, you
can not see an inch before your face;" but
stay out in the pitchy darkness for ten or
twenty minutes and you can see a good
many things quite plainly that were at first

invisible. The label on the instrument says
four minutes; but with me it takes fifteen

or more for my "second sight," if I may so
call it, to ^et fully developed.

After I nad had the radium quite a spell,

one night I left it on the stand by my bed-
side, with the cover off; and when I had oc-

casion to get up about midnight I was as-

tonished to see the scintillations shining out
from that little instrument so I could see

them clear across the room; and I then dis-

covered that the eye can see a great many
things, after being a long time in pitchy dark-
ness, that can not be seen otherwise. With-
in a few days this fact has come out (juite

vividly in my work with the new egg-tester.
I have been studying the incubation of eggs
for two or three years past; but it seems I

have been so stupid that I never learned,
until a few weeks ago, how to see the move-
ments of the chicken inside of the egg.
Well, I have just found out that the eye
needs to be trained in the same way that it

does to see the shooting stars through this
spinthariscope. Now, it you enjoy what I

am going to tell you as much as I have en-
joyed going through this great "unexplored
region " you will feel very happy, and I shall
feel very happy too. You want either a sit-

ting hen or an incubator—one is as good as
the other. But they should be, for conven-
ience, in a room that can be darkened. Shut
out every ray of light except a round hole
where the sun can shine through, say in the
forenoon or afternoon. Make an egg-tester
as I have described, and let this ray of sun-
light strike the egg on the end where the air-

bubble is. You should Lave white thin-
shelled eggs. The sunlight will go through
the shell where the air-oubble is, and will

illuminate the whole inside of the egg enough
so that your eye, while in the dark room,
will see much that is going on inside, and by
making a test every day you can see just
how the chicken grows. Your first glimpse
will probably be from three to five days af-

ter the chick has started On the thirteenth
day I saw one of these chickens put its foot
down against the shell as plainly as if the
chick had stepped in ink and then walked on
a white cloth. And I saw it put down the
other foot and make a step. Now, before I

was enabled to do this I had to practice a
good many days to get the conditions just
right, and to see what is possible to be seen
by a trained and enthusiastic experimenter."'

Well, friends, in order to see what is in the
Bible you must go at it exactly as I have
been doing to investigate animal life in the
egg. The condition given in our opening
text is that we must not only believe but
''live" in Christ Jesus. I did not under-
stand the Bible, and I could not comprehend
it, because I was not livingt with the lowly

*' If you are usintr spectacles you will need a pair for
this purpose with very stront; maKnifyini? power. I

use a pair of eye-trlasses with only six-inch focus; and
as you will probably have to iret the ees rather close
to the eye to see it to the best advantasje you may be
obliiied to whittle down your paper box to let the eye
come within the proper distance of the euK. Youny
people with cood eyesitrht will use the esg-tester read-
ily, that I described on pane 384, June 15.

t Before I could tret a glimpse of the shootintr stars
from the r .dium, or see what was Koing on inside of
the ej^KS, I had to comply with certain conditions—
keeping' in a dark room until my eye had adjusted itself
to see thintrs that wou'd otherwise be invisible. Well,
in just the same way, in order to inherit everlasting
life with Jesus Christ we must put ourselves in har-
mony with certain conditions. Notice the word "liveth"
in our text. We must be living with him and ma^ in^-
his work our work—his sympathies our sympathies;
and. finally, when we are both living with and believ-
inu in him we shall never see death.
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Nazarene. Just as soon as I accepted him as

the Son of God and began studying the New
Testament to see what it said about hun my
eyes were opened. A new and heretofore

unexplored region, to me, was opened up,

and I comprehended for the first time what

it meant to hve for humanity and not self;

and one who thus lives and starts out to live

shall most surely "never die." '' Believest

thou this?"

Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

A COMPLETE CHICKEN-FACTORY FOR ONLY 50

CENTS, AND SOMETHING ALSO ABOUT
OTHER "GREAT BARGAINS."

For several years past I have been show-

incT up, every little while, the "Natural-hen

Incubator." In the first place, the adver-

tisement in the poultry papers and other

periodicals is deceptive and misleading. It

IS not an incubator at all, and they have no

incubator for sale. They simply describe on

a sino-le sheet of paper how to make an ar-

rangement for a lot of sitting-hens, with a

little dooryard for each, and call it an incu-

bator They claim to have some sort of pat-

ent on it. Perhaps they have; but the whole

thino- has been described in our farm papers

and "poultry books for years past. They

claim it will enable one to make a sitting hen

stick to her business when she does not want

to This is not true. Just as I write I am
having trouble in getting a sitting hen to

stay on her nest instead of gadding about in

the little dooryard. The chicken-factory they

offer for sale at such a bargain is worth $5.55;

but in order to "make it easy for poor peo-

ple " they put the price away down to $2.00.

If the prospective customer does not send

the $2.00 they follow him up after a while

with a circular offering to let him have the

whole outfit at half price if he will order at

once They have been exposed so many
times, however, that I suppose they are not

having much business; for in to-day's mail 1

got the following:

OUR SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Is a lo?s to US at first; but in order to get our new im-

proved natural-hen-incubator plan introduced right

ouick. and to see if you mean business, ^ye will send

you our whole complete chicken-factory, listed at i>o.o5

all for the small sum of only 50 cts., and even this small

amount will be returned if, upon receipt of the same,

you are not highly pleased. Can any thing be more

^Do not ask how we can do it. We simply do it in or-

der to get our natural-hen incubator introduced in

your locality before the season advances too far.

Los Angeles, Cal Natural-hen Incub.\tor Co.

Please notice in the first sentence the words
" is a loss to us at first." How can there be

any loss when they get even the small sum
of 50 cents for some printed sheets of paper

that do not cost them one cent? In fact, we
should like the job of duplicating their print-

ed matter for one cent each if they will

take a lot of them. It is the old story of

charging the price of a good-sized book, and
furnishing only a single sheet of paper. So

far as I can discover, not a single poultry

journal has helped to show up this thing,

and I guess the biggest part of them accept

without question the advertising of the

"Natural-hen Incubator." They sign them-

selves "Yours for up-to-date methods." I

should think it was "up-to-date methods "—
methods for getting money from simple and

unsuspecting hard-working people. Some
of you may urge that they agree to return

the 50 cents if you are not satisfied. Yes, I

know they do that; and this may be some ex-

tenuation for their manner of doing business.

But, notwithstanding, they are getting the

money from people who do not know that

everybody has a perfect right to make hens'

nests with little dooryards, without buying a

patent right or a secret.*

While I am about it I wish to say some-

thing about an ear-drum adveiiisement along

this same line. The price of the artificial

ear-drum is $5.00; but in the anxiety of the

proprietors or promotors to relieve human
infirmity they will let you have the whole

outfitfor just $1.00, with the understanding

that you send the other four dollars if you

are satisfied. Well, there may be som.e peo-

ple who are satisfied; but their ear-drums
did not help my deafness a particle, and so I

returned them, but in this case no dollar

came back. Now. these little ear-drums,

made of rubber, are so light that they weigh

hardly more than a postage-stamp; and if

made in quantities I should not wonder if a

two-cent stamp would pay the cost of them.

I suppose that something that would help

the loss of hearing would be worth $5.00 to

me, or a good deal more: and perhaps we
ought not to grumble, even if they did not

cost more than a nickel to make it. But I

protest against this whole business of charg-

ing $25.00 for something that cost only 25

cents. You remember, doubtless, about

electropoise and oxydonor that 1 believe

were first exposed in Gleanings, and how
some of the victims abused me because I

said the humbug toy never did anybody a

particle of good except through imagination.

Where are electropoise and oxydonor now?
When the Rural New- Yorker turned in and

backed me up, people began to sit up and

take notice before they invested their $25.00,

so as to avoid the necessity (?) of ever call-

ing a physician into their home.
While I am on this subject I wish to say a

word about the celebrated Wonder berry

from Luther Burbank. When we were

down in Florida, Mrs. Root read the adver-

*
I know quite a few who have invested in the natu-

ral-hen incubitor, thinking it a good thing—at least

their testimonials read that way. Now, even if this is

true I still insist that the man who sends 50 cts tor a

secret or system should get some sort of book for his

money The proprietors could have well afforded a

neat little book describing their method of using the

silting hen, for the $2.00, $1.00, or even 50 cts. that ihey

get from those who answer their e.xtravagant adver-

tising It just now occurs to me that Gleanings has

given them quite a little advertising in the past, and

they got it also absolutely free of expense.
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tiseinent in one of the farm papers, and said
we must have some of that fruit just as soon
as we could grow it. I told her t felt sure it

was not as represented, because it started
out in about the same way as did the Garden
huckleberry. If you want to know all about
it, send 10 cents to the Rural New- Yorker for
a trial trip of the farm paper that is doing more
to expose these things than any other paper
in the United States or the world. I think I

shall have to confess right here that I myself
have in the past been somewhat misled by
ijiving space to both Burbank and John
Lewis Childs here in these pages. If any of
our readers have grown the celebrated Won-
der berries, and find that they do really come
up to the strong claims made for them, we
shall be glad to hear from them.

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH SITTING HENS? AN-
OTHER GREAT (?) DISCOVERY.

Now, friends, my discovery may not be
new to all the world, and it may also not be
Irue with everybody; but I have succeeded
with it twice. In our last issue, p. 481,1 spoke
of that book, describing the manure incuba-
tor, and said the author claims that, by his

process, he can get chickens in six days in-

stead of waiting twenty-one. Now, the book,
"Poultry Secrets," tells us about a hatching
secret that has been for years regarded as a
good thing by New England farmers. The
secret was, to take the eggs out of the incu-
bator during the last week and put them un-
der broody hens; that in this way they could
get rid of having chicks dying in the shell,

besides saving the time of the hen. They
state that, while it is best to transfer the
eggs on the tenth day, they may remain un-
til the fourteenth, and eggs have been kept
even until the seventeenth and eighteenth
day with good results. In the last case the
hens would have to sit only two or three
days. By the way, while speaking of this
book, "Poultry Secrets," I want to tell you
that it has now reached its 50,000. What a
reformation these 50,000 little books have
brought about ! A great lot of secrets have
been peddled out to poultry-keepers for
$1.00 or several dollars each; and, I am sorry
to say it, the editors of the poultry journals
have helped to keep up the fashion. But
the whole book is now sold at so low a price
that any poultry-keeper should be ashamed
to be without it. Now for my discovery.
A few days ago I had fifteen or twenty

chicks hatched out by some of my experi-
ments with the incubator. There were
hardly enough chicks for the fireless brood-
er, even in the month of August, and I was
anxiously watching for a sitting hen; but no
hen volunteered until I went to gather the
eggs one afternoon. By the way, I always
gatner all of our eggs just as soon as they
are laid, as nearly as I can. This avoids let-

ting the hen get into the habit of eating her
Own eggs, and also helps to keep them fresh
and clean in hot weather. It is a good plan,
during the hot months, to put the eggs for
table use into a refrigerator as soon as we

can get them from the hen. Well, I found
that afternoon a broody hen, but she had
just commenced. She was a young Leghorn
pullet—perhaps a year old. She had never
hatched any chickens, but she was just for
the first time, probably, broody. I waited
until after dark, and took her off the nest as
carefully as I could; but she squalled so I

had to shut off her breath partly, to get her
to the nest I had prepared for her. This
nest was a square box with a sliding door
and hinged cover. She was so wild that
when I dropped her into the nest and quick-
ly shut the cover down she came near get-
ting out by jumping up against the cover
until I was obliged to lay a brick on it. I

went back to the nest and got three warm
eggs and gave them to her; but she was so
wild and frantic that she picked at my hand
and came pretty near getting out when I

went to put the eggs in. I left her two
hours to quiet down. I mention all of this

to show you what a wild Leghorn she was.
Mrs. Root says she would not have the Leg-
horns, because they are so "cantankerous."
But this Leghorn spirit is just what I like

about them. We have lion-tamers who pro-
fess great skill, and horse-tamers too. Whv
don't we have chicken-tamers as well? Well,
two hours after I gave her the eggs I saw by
the light of a lamp that she had settled down
over them and accepted the situation. Then
I went for my chicks and dropped eleven,
that were about two days old, in one corner
behind her. The chicks knew nothing
about a hen for a mother, and she knew
nothing about the chicks, and the point was
to get the two parties introduced. Electri-

cians would call it "making contact." After
they began to" get chilly on account of their
removal from a warm incubator they began
to peep. For a time she paid no attention
to them; but as I made frequent visits I

found pretty soon that she had decided to

adopt the little orphans without sitting-

three weeks. In fact, she could not have
been broody more than a few hours. She
had changed her attitude, and given me to

understand that she on her p a't began to

comprehend me, and she gave the well-
known maternal "k'r-r-r-r." They cuddled
up under her feathers and she spread out
her wings. She tipped her head to one side,

and gave me a look as much as to say, "Now
we understand each other." I wonder if

there was not a little glimmering of regret
in her hen nature to think how she squalled
and scratched, and tried to peck the back of

my hand. Dear friends, is it not possible
that we sometimes squall and kick against
Providence when God in his infinite love
is trying to bestow a blessing? Well, that
stubborn and contrary hen has from that
time to this been a model mother. She now
has 29 chicks, and she and I are the very
best of friends. I am going to put a leg-
band on her so I may know her in the future;
and I would not take $5.00 for her to-day

—

that is, unless I find out that my "discovery "

will work every time, and with every sitting
hen. This makes the second time I have

Continued on puue 20, advertisina.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

GETTING NEW HONEY ON THE MARKET EARLY.

Every year, for some reason, there seems
to be an unusual delay in getting new comb
honey, or extracted either, for that matter,
on the market just when there is a clamoring
demand for it. We have no doubt that there
are many thousands of pounds of choice new
comb honey ready to put in shipping-cases;
but e.xperience in the past shows that it will

be a month, or perhaps two, before it is ready
to be shipped. As it is, it all comes on the
market with a rush—the inevitable tendency
of which is to depress prices. If it could be
shipped out, a little of it beginning the mid-
dle of August, continuing tlirougn Septem-
ber and along till October, no faster than the
market can take it, prices will seek and hold
a good level.

Those who know they have some choice
honey should immediately seek out the buy-
ers, state quantity and quality, and secure
bids.

honey SODA-WATER.
Our old friend Percy Orton suggests a new

outlet for honey of a strong aromatic flavor.
He writes:

I think I have found an extra-good market for fine-
flavored extracted honey of the light-colored varieties— namely: At soda-fountains where fruited cream is

sen'ed, use in its place a large spoonful of extracted
honey on the ice cream. I am selling raspberry, white-
clover, locust, and basswood blend, at $1.25 per gallon
can. Write this up for the benefit of others, and try
the sale yourselves. Percy Orton.
Northampton, N. Y., Aug. 18.

While raspberry and clover have mild fla-

vors, basswood is strongly aromatic, and in

our opinion it would show its individuality
on cream more than some of the milder hon-
eys. It occurs to us in this connection that
some of these strong-flavored honeys that
are a little too strong for table use would be
iustthethingforfruited cream. Forexample,
honey from noarhound is so bitter and strong
that no one can eat it; but a little of it in

candy is very delightful. In the same way
it would seem to us that a hoarhound-honey
soda would take well with the general pub-
lic, especially in the winter time, for those
who are inclined to coughs or colds. Per-
haps buckwheat, so much prized in the east-
ern parts of the United States, would make
'|uite a run at the fountain. We suggest

that bee-keepei-s everywhere try using it.

Get the proprietors of the soda-fountain to
put up cards advertising honey cream sodas.

ELECTRICITY OR A LOW BAROMETER FAVOR-
ABLE TO THE SECRETION OF NECTAR.

On page 441 of this issue reference is

made to " electrical conditions " just preced-
ing a rainstorm, that are thought to be favor-
able for the secretion of nectar. Like Mr.
Holtermann we doubt whether electricity has
any thing to do with the matter. Just pre-
ceding a heavy rainstorm in mid-summer the
atmosphere is heavy and muggy, not to say
uncomfortable to a human being. While it

is undeniable that, just preceding a down-
pour, nectar seems to be secreted more free-
ly at times, we would attribute that condition
to the atmosphere—a condition that affects
both thermometer and barometer. The
electric display in the heavens that often fol-
lows or accompanies a storm is probably on-
ly an incident to a low barometer. There
may be a low barometer, a spurt of nectar,
but no lightning or thunder.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION AT SIOUX CITY, lA.

Attention is drawn to the fact that the
next convention of the National Bee-keepers'
Association will be held at Sioux City, Iowa,
Sept. 22 and 23. The meeting at Detroit last
year was one of the largest and most enthu-
siastic ever held in the history of the Associ-
ation. While this is an off year for bee-keep-
ers, yet we hope there will be a good atten-
dance. It was never before held in Iowa,
and the bee-keepers of that State and vicini-
ty should make a special effort to go. Edi-
tor York, of the American Bee Journal, writes
that he expects to be present, and, nothing
preventing. Gleanings will be represented
by one or more of its editorial force. This
will mean, probably, E. R. and H. H. Root.
The railroad rates will be l>i fare for the

round trip for 200 miles each way. Board
and lodging will be furnished by the Sioux
City Y. M. C. A. lodging at not to exceed .50

cents, and meals at 10 cents up. The pro-
gram will be given in our next issue. In
the mean time, make your plans to go if pos-
sible.

HOT or COLD UNCAPPING-KNIVES; STRAIGHT
OR OFFSET BLADE.

Considerable interest seems to be arous-
ed over the question of honey-knives—the
shape of the blade, whether hot or cold, or
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whether they should be used with an up or
down stroke.
Mr. J. L. Byer, on page 530 of this issue,

writing on the question of hot or cold knives,

sums up the matter pretty well when he says
that no set rule can be laid down, as it is a
matter that depends on the honey. He is

quite right.

In all the discussion that has been going
on, it begins to be apparent to us that possi-

bly a knife with a straight handle, that has
no offset, will, after all, be more convenient
and easier on the wrist than one of the kind
now generally sold. As there will be some
uncapping this coming fall, we suggest that

some of our honey-producers try a knife hav-
ing a blade on the same plane as its handle.
Get a blacksmith to straighten out the offset

in one of your knives, and then try it along-
side of one of the standard type.

SOILED, DIRTY, OR GREASY COMB HONEY
AVOIDABLE AND HOW; COMMON
CENTS AND COMMON SENSE.

Mr. Wesley Foster, on page 526 of this

issue, draws attention to something that
ought to receive more care and thought on
the part of bee-keepers than has heretofore
been given it. He asks the question why
two bee-keepers in the same locality will

have such different lots of honey—one white
and the sections almost unspotted, while the
other will have combs that are yellow, and
varnished over with propolis. Then he goes
on to suggest a remedy—keep propolis, as
far as possible, out of the hive by frequent
scraping, and the scrapings away from the
reach of flying bees.
According to Mr. W. M. Whitney, in a re-

cent article, watery or greasy sections are
due to a lack of proper ventilation, at least

in some cases.

This is a good subject for investigation
and discussion, and we shall be pleased to

hear from our readers who have any thing
to offer on the problem, for it is one that in-

volves the matter of cents and sense. A clean
white comb honey will bring anywhere from
two to four cents more per pound than
another lot of comb honey of the same flavor
and filling, with dirty, soiled, or greasy cap-
pings. What we want to learn is the com-
mon sense that will get the other cents.

NOT guilty as charged.
Our acknowledgments are due to the

American Bee Journalior defending us against
the implied charge in the Canadian Bee Jour-
nal that, because we are interested in the
sale of supplies, we were therefore "glad"
to condemn hives infected with foul brood,
or burning them altogether. We have never
advised the complete destruction of hives,
bees, combs, and all, except when there was
only one colony in the yard involved. If the
disease reappeared we have always recom-
mended treating it by what is called the Mc-
Evoy plan—shaking off on to foundation,
with tnis difference—we advised applying

momentarily a flame to the inside of the hive
as an additional precaution. But this scorch-
ing-out should not in any way affect the util-

ity of the hive, for the inside is merely brown-
ed slightly. Such procedure could not in-

crease the sale of hives one iota. Bro. Hur-
ley knows that.

For that reason we can scarcely believe
that he meant to imply that we would be
'

' glad
'

' to have hives burned up or condemn-
ed in order that we might sell new hives to
the poor fellows who have already suffered
from the ravages of the disease.
We did not refer to the matter in our last

issue, because we could not think that he
meant what his words implied; nor would
we have made any reference to it at this

time except that the American Bee Journal
seems to have gotten the same impression
that the rest of us did.

Perhaps we ought to say that the editorial
in the American Bee Journal, so stoutly de-
fending us against the charge of selling our
opinion, was unsolicited, and came as a com-
plete surprise.

REVISED honey-crop CONDITIONS FOR 1909.

The situation since our last issue, pages
488 and 508, is practically the same as already
reported. There is increasing evidence to

show that, with some exceptions, there has
been a fair crop in the alfalfa regions, taking
in most of the irrigated districts where alfaP
fa is grown. In California the condition re-

mains about the same. There has been from
one-third to half a crop of sage and alfalfa.

There is additional evidence to show that

in the region of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and
Southern Michigan there has been a large
amount of honey-dew gathered; but Illinois

seems to have suffered the worst of any State
in the Union from a failure of honey of all

sorts. What little the bees did gather was
honey-dew.
More reports continue to show from a third

to half a crop of clear white honey in New
York and Pennsylvania; a light crop in Mary-
land and New Jersey, with considerable hon-
ey-dew, and a hght crop in Kentucky. There
was a good yield in Maine and in several
other of the New England States, although
there are portions in the extreme Northeast
where there is a failure.

All reports seem to show a pretty fair yield

of honey of first quality and no honey-dew
in Canada. In Minnesota and Wisconsin re-

ports are very conflicting, varying from a

total failure to a bumper crop.

Taking every thing into consideration, it

would appear that the extreme northern part

of the country, including Canada, suffered
less by reason of honey-dew than that por-

tion east of the Mississippi and immediately
north of the Ohio River.

In the extreme Northwest, and eastern

part of Oregon, the season, according to the

Portland Seed Co., is above the average. In

the State of Washington reports are some-
what conflicting.

There is evidence to show that some white-
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clover honey, extracted, was held over from
last year. There will also be quite a quanti-
ty or this year's white clover and basswood,
but returns indicate that it will be slow in

coming in. It is probable that prices on a

sh'ictly pure clover honey, both extracted
and como, will advance some over quotations
for last year. While there has been a light

iTop of clover and basswood, there is no
question but that there has been a pretty
good yield of alfalfa in most of the Western
btates. This will have a tendency to level

prices on clover. Mountain sage from Cali-

fornia will also be somewhat in evidence in

the Eastern markets.
The prospects for New York buckwheat

from present reports are somewhat unfavor-
able. Good rains and hot weather which
have come in since may change this.

The following report from a commission
house came too late for insertion in our last

issue, and we use it here. As this house
has been gathering data from the West and
Southwest, their summary will be read with
interest.

Afr. ^00/.—Your favor of a recent date is received,
asking for information as to the prospects, receipts,
conditions, and range of prices this year as compared
with an average year. As to prospects, we have re-
ports from twelve States as follows: Utah, one re-

ports good, one poor; Colorado, ten good, one poor;
Idaho, one poor; Kansas, seven good, two poor; Ne-
braska, one good, one poor; Iowa, eight good, seven
poor; Missouri, ten good, three poor; Nevada, one
poor; California, two good; Mississippi, two good;
Pennsylvania, one good; New Mexico, one good; also
have quite a number reporting "too early to estimate,"
or "season backward on account of rain and cool
weather."
Our receipts up to this time have been better than

last year; have had no trouble in selling upon arrival;
in fact, the demand far exceeds the supply, but we do
not really look for as heavy receipts this year as last.

It is a little early as yet to predict prices. We are
getting S3.25 for No. 1 white comb in 24-section eases;
^.00 for No. 2 white and light amber. There is no new
extracted on the market as yet, Ijut a fair supply of
last year's crop is selling at 6I2 for amber, and 7 for
the white. We really look for prices to settle down to
about $;5.00 for No. 1 white comb and $2.75 for No. 2 and
light amber. We hope and really believe that we will
not have a repetition of last year's prices.
We should like to express our opinion right here in

regard to grades, especially for our market. We do
not believe it pays the producer to make two grades of
his fancy and No. 1 comb, as it is very seldom that a
retailer will pay any more for fancy than he will for
No. 1. for the reason that he can get just as much for a
section of No. 1 as he can for a section of fancy in
retailing it. We advocate a No. 1 and a No. 2 grade
for white honey and the same for amber.

.\s to conditions and quality, we will say that so far
the quality has been good. We are not troubled here
with black honey-dew, but are troubled considerably
with poor grading. Some producers think it a good
way to work off their off-colored and light-weight sec-
tions by putting them in cases faced up with No. 1,

but they usually find out that this does not pay.
Kansas City, Mo. C. C. Cle.mons Produce Co.

HIGH-WHEELED AUTOS FOR OITT-APIARY USE.

Mr. Byron Walker, in his article, this is-

sue, page 533, incidentally refers to the fact

that he is using with some satisfaction a high-
wheeled Holsman automobile for his outyard
work. We wonder if there are not some
others of our readers who have tested this

or some other type of machine. If there are,

we hope they will give us the benefit of their
experience. While some of these reports
may seem like free advertising forjsome of

the machines. Gleanings will be glad to have
the facts brought out for the benefit of its

patrons who desire some cheap, quick, and
reliable method to get to outyards.
We may say incidentally that high-wheel-

ed automobiles, with solid rubber tires, are
fast coming to be an assured success. They
will go over muddy roads without skidding,
in a way that some of the high-priced pneu-
matic-tired machines can not. In a limited
way we have tested the two types of ma-
chines, and have become convmced that,

for bee-yard work, the buggy type of auto-
mobiles with its sohd rubber tires and high
wheels has almost reached, if it has not al-

ready done so, a stage where the bee-keeper
can adopt it to advantage.
Where there are several apiaries from 20

to 25 miles away, it is important to have some
quick means for reaching these yards in any
kind of weather and over any kind of roads.
We are using the pneumatic-tired machine;
but when the roads are bad and slippery we
have to wait till they dry up. In the mean
time work at the yards is neglected.

It is fair to state that the high-wheeled
autos have not yet reached the state of per-
fection that has characterized the lower-
wheeled machines with pneumatic tires.

The engines of the buggy type are cheaper
in construction, in most cases air-cooled, run
at a comparatively high speed, and are more
or less noisy. In country districts, where
horses have not become accustomed to them,
a high-wheeled, high-speed, air-cooled en-
gine mounted in one of these horseless ve-
hicles, is likely to put the horse-drawn affair

out of business, from the fact that the horse
itself may have a regular "conniption fit."

The motors of the pneumatic-tired outfits, on
the other hand, are of a higher grade, usual-
ly water-cooled, slower in speed, and, in

some of the best makes of machines, com-
paratively noiseless. So far for our own use
we have continued to use the pneumatics,
principally because they are more reliable,

better made, and are comparatively quiet
while on the road. In our own locality, for
example, we can pass almost any sort of

horse-drawn vehicle with little or no danger
of scaring horses.
We consider this question of the rapid

means of reaching outyards a vital one. We
believe the day is almost at hand when the
horseless carriage will be the cheapest means
of reaching these yards. The ordinary cost
for gasoline and oil will not exceed a cent a
mile as a rule. The ordinary horse, if he be
maintained the year round, can not draw a
vehicle to a yard short of five cents a mile,
if we take into consideration the fact that he
has to be fed oats and hay for over six months
in the year when he is not in use. The gas-
oline horse, to carry out the figure, eats only
when he is in use, and, moreover, does not
require attention three times a day when he
is idle in the barn or garage; and, what is

more, when he is driven he can be steered
among the hives without any danger of spill-

ing the whole load because of a stray sting
or two.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

I'M HAPPY. Just been down to the apiary,

middle of the day, Aug. 18, and bees seem
working hard—first time since the long, long
dearth. Oh, but it has a beautiful sound! I

may yet have fall flow enough to save feed-
ing for winter. Won't that be fine?

Been having the fight of my life with
black brood, and rm on top. Whoop-de-
dooden-doo! [The sympathies of all of our
readers will go out to Dr. Miller in his fight

against black brood. We also hope he will

get a fall crop, because that will help him
materially to stay the ravages of the disease.

—Ed.]
Allen Latham has sent me foundation-

splints of common chair-seat cane, and a very
slight trial makes me think it possible they
may be an improvement. Their hardness is

in their favor. He says, "They leave no
ridges at all in the comb, and the queen lays

in cells over them more readily than in ceils

over the wood splints." But in this locality

the splints are no hindrance to laying.

I dos't know the answer to W. M. Whit-
ney's question, p. 514, and can not verify his

statement about greasy-looking brood-combs

:

first, because I haven't a brood-chamber
that hasn't been disturbed; and, second, be-

cause I haven't had a honey-flow. He is

quite right, that watery combs are different
from travel-stain and glue, and has some
ground for accusing Editor Root of unfairness
in arraigning the Funics as gluers when wa-
tery sections were under discussion. But
Editor Root's sin was one of omission
rather than commission. That is, he failed

to emphasize as much as he should the fact

that Funics are the worst ever at making
watery sections as well as being the worst
gluers.

It does seem that bees that fill up close to

the cappings ought to store more than those
that fill their cells partly with wind; and yet
the fact remains that my biggest yields have
come from bees that capped white.

The dry wave may be somewhat fairly

measured by the falling-off of Uncle Sam's
revenue from the liquor business for the fis-

cal year ending July 30 last, as compared
with the previous year. It was $7,641,978.

Yet theysay, "Frohibition doesn't prohibit."
[Brewers and distillers generally are loud in

their statement that "prohibition does not
prohibit." They even go so far as to get
statistics (or so-called statistics) that are ei-

ther garbled from actual reports or manu-
factured to fit the statements they are trying
to prove. But the significant fact is, if pro-
hibition does not prohibit, why do they use
their millions to fight it? Why do they try
to get bankers and others who hold brewery
stock to oppose local option and prohibition
whenever such measures como up for con-
sideration in our State legislatures? As

sure as fate, if brewers sold more beer in dry
territory, as they claim, you would find those
fellows working every time on the side of
the drys. Oh, no! they know their business
too well. They work for open saloons and
a wide-open town every time. O consistency!
thou art a jewel.

—

Ed.]

"The greater energy of a natural swarm
has been admitted by practically all authori-
ties and writers," p. 496. Guess that's true;
but I'm looking for the fallacy to be explod-
ed some day. R. C. Aikin has already ex-
pressed some doubts. Whatever spurt a
natural swarm may make for a short time, in

the long run it loses. With me swarming
always means cutting down the yield, and
my bumper crops come from colonies that
have little or no thought of swarming. [Un-
derstand, we do not claim that bees ran not
be artificially put into the condition of a nat-

ural swarm after it has been hived. We do
not kudw; but we do know that a natural
swarm is much more active, both in the fields

and in the hive than an ordinary colony left

to itself. On this point we can not think
that Lingstrnth or any other authority has
made a mistake. But you have presented
quite another angle to the proposition. We
are inclined to agree with you, that a colony
of bees that never thinks of swarming, and
that has been bred up to a state of extra en-
ergy, will gather as much or more honey
than a colony, and its swarm that loafs sev-
eral days, swarms, and then gets down to

business.

—

Ed.]

Careless gossip does a lot of harm.
There's Editor Root—looks like a right nice
sort, and yet on page 488 he says what will

be understood to mean that bees that have
once engaged in robbing "are of no further
use to their owner. '

' A base libel «n the bees.
[Here is a question that admits of honest
difference of opinion. While we admit that

bees that have engaged in a case of wholesale
robbing can gather honey afterward from
the fields in an honest way, yet those same
chaps are ever on thealert; and if any honey
is scattered, or if any neighbors are canning
fruit, they will do more than enough damage,
twice over, to compensate for the little good
they do after they went to the bad. In

a queen-rearing yard especially, the sooner
such bees are dead, the better.

We have proved it now to our own satis-

faction that most of the robbing, if it has not
continued too long, comes from one or two
colonies or at most a very few. While it is

true that a whole yard might be involved,

yet as a rule robbers come from comparative-
ly few hives in the whole apiary—usually
not more than one or two in a hundred. If

robbing were not contagious the case would
not be so bad; but a colony in a bee-yard that

is inclined to rob whenever it gets a chance
should be put out of the way. We would
not destroy the young bees that have not

learned robbing of course, but put out rob-

ber-traps and catch and kill the old hardened
sinners. No, sir, doctor; we will not retract

the so-called libel.

—

Ed.]
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

QUALITY OF CANADIAN HONEY.

This season bee-keepers can rejoice in a

very fine quality of honey which will increase
very much the demand tor the article. But-
ter is now worth an exceptionally high price,

and the present outlook is very promising.

CAPPING HONEY.

Elmer Plutchinson in the Bee-keepers' Re-
view for July, among other practical hints,

mentions the honey lost in the cappings after
draining them as much as possible. I, too,

wrestled with that problem, and tried to

melt these cappings, without the addition of
water, by putting them in vessels and setting
these in hot water, but .the honey was prac-
tically unmarketable. For the last two years
my solution has been to put the fairly

well-drained cappings through a large solar
wax-extractor. Ihis, if proper attention is

given, leaves a very marketable honey.
The capping-melter, I hope, will be still bet-
ter.

VENTILATORS IN SUPERS.

This season I have found quite a strong
tendency to swarm; but havingtheold queen
clipped, and with thorough care going through
the brood-chambers, and destroying queen-
cells every week, I have two chances at ev-
ery embryo queen before a swarm can get
away. I allowed two colonies to swarm,
giving them a super each with a ventilator
at the back. I have before stated that the
bees do not use these ventilaterrs as entrances
unless young bees hatch in the supers. I

now find that, if the ventilator is open when
the swarm locates itself, bees may use the
ventilator as a permanent entrance.

ELECTRICAL CONDITIONS.

W. Z. Hutchinson, in the July Review,
writes, "The electrical condition of the at-

mosphere preceding a rainstorm is nearly
always favorable to nectar secretion." No
doubt many of us have noticed that, preced-
ing a thunderstorm, the bees put in some of
their best work. I have, however, often
wondered whether it was not on account of
the heat and moist condition of the atmos-
phere. With an almost saturated condition
the plant throws but little moisture off, and
the nectar rises in the nectar-glands of the
blossoms. Such a condition may be obtain-
ed in a hot-house by means of heat and mois-
ture, irrespective of any electrical condition;
however, I may be wrong in my deductions.
I can not say conclusions, for to my mind the
matter is an open question.

<*-

HONEY-KNIVES.
Let me be bold enough to predict that the

heated honey-knife will not supersede the
cold. My son Ivar and a young man, Arthur

F. Hodgson, who have been with me for
years, and are now engaged in bee-keeping,
recently helped me to extract honey; and
while at work they stated that there is no
need of a bevel on a honey-knife. It simply
requires a blade strong enough not to spring.
Since that, I see Louis H. Scholl, page 423,
Gleanings, wants "just a plais butcher-
knife." I have done very little uncapping,
but I think likely the heavy knives we have
been using are unnecessary. The two young
men I refer to prefer to lean the top end of the
comb toward the side that handles the knife.
They cut with an upward stroke, when the
strip of capping hangs perpendicularly, mak-
ing a bevel unnecessary. We can agree on
upward or downward stroke only when those
who whittle are no longer divided into two
classes, viz., those who draw the knife toward
them and those who hold the wood nearest
them and cut from them.

bee-escapes.

Elmer Hutchinson, in the July number of
the Bee-Keepers' Review, gives his method of
using bee-escapes. He writes: "We take
the hive-cover off, give the bees a few har,d

Suffs from the smoker, the combs of honey
eing all sealed over, and no open cells of

honey for the bees to stick their bills in;

half or more of the bees will at once rush
down out of the super; when the one u^g
the smoker pries the super loose, the other
man lifts it up, and the one with the smoker
slips an escape-board in place under the top
super. We never put more than one super
above an escape-board at a time."
So far as I know, the above method is

about the best way of using the bee-escape;
and there is no doubt that, to those who are
in towns and cities, and to those who object
to even an occasional sting, and to such as

have limited experience in robbing time at

least, the bee-escape is a boon. But it seems
to me it is a great waste of time to such men
as Hutchinson to put a bee-escape under a
super such as he describes, and I could with
the same help, almost, have the super of cap-
ped honey off the hive while he is getting
the bee-escape board under. Then think of

making another visit to the hive for every
super on it, and think (or shall I say let us
forget to think?) of warming the honey ar-

tificially and breathing the foul air from coal-

oil stoves during extracting, tending to run a
person down at a time when he is already
under a good deal of physical strain! It just

seems to me I should like to run a race with
a man who uses bee-escapes. Mind, I am
now discussing the advisibility or inadvisa-
bility of men using bee-escapes who are not
surrounded by dwelling-houses, who know
the kinks to prevent robbing, even in rob-
bing time, and who will not make thought-
less slips which may demoralize the whole
apiary. During the time that bees would
rob we recently extracted, in a building
no better than a barn, 5600 lbs. in one
day of nine hours, and gave no trouble to

the people with whom the apiary was located.
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

Cleome has been more plentiful this year
than for several seasons, and the bees have
secured quite a little honey from it.

4?-

THE HONEY CROP.

The second growth of alfalfa has not yield-

ed nectar as was expected, and the crop in

many districts will not be very satisfactory.

Cool weather in July shut down work for a
week or two, and the flow has not started to

any great extent since. The grasshoppers
have cut into the alfalfa-fields in many places;

but the principal trouble is that there is

nothing m the bloom. The weather has
been favorable for several weeks, but with
indifferent results. One super to the hive,

I think, is a fair estimate for Northern Colo-
rado. There are a few places that have done
better than that, however.
Comb honey is in fair demand when it is

remembered that this is a flush year for
fruit. Comb honey brings $2.75 to $3.50 in a
retail way.

PROPOLIS IN SUPERS.
I have often wondered why two bee-keep-

ers in the same locality have such different-

appearing lots of honey. One will be v/hite,

and sections almost unspotted, while the
other will be yellow and all varnished over
with propolis. Keeping the hives and frames
well scraped of propolis, and keeping this

propolis out of the reach of the bees is one
essential. Leaving the scrapings beside or
in front of the hive is almost as bad as leav-
ing them in the hive, for the bees will be
found working on those little bits, carrying
them back into the hives. The use of bur-
lap over the sections is another cause of yel-

low finish in the sections, and any propolis-
clogged burlap left in the apiary is worked
on hy the bees, and the propolis carried back
to discolor the comb.

BAITS—WHERE SHOULD THEY BE IN THE SU-
PER?

A bait is to coax the bees to store honey
in the super before the lower hive is so
crowded that they are forced to move up-
ward. The thing desired is to get the bees
at work carrying the honey in the brood-nest
upstairs. The baits placed in the center of
the super are more quickly occupied by a
good force of bees than those placed in the
corners. If the bees start with a rush, the
speed with which they carry in the honey
will fill the super clear to the edges and cor-
ners before they think of finding a place for
the honey more nearly over the brood. If

the flow is good, bees are not in a mood to
leave the corners unfinished. But the flow
in the best of seasons is not good all the
time; and if one has enough baits it is well
to put one in each corner with one or two in
the center.

Baits—that is, empty sections of comb from
the previous year—should be used only the
first of the season; for if coaxing is needed
later with some hives, unfinished sections
can be taken from others. In taking off hon-
ey one always has some that are not finish-

ed; and it is folly to have a super on till ev-
ery cell clear to the corners is capped if the
flow is at all slow. In a fast flow the bees
will finish it complete, any way.

I would say, put what few baits are to be
used in the center, unless you are convinced
that they will be occupied just as quickly if

put in the corners.

CHEAP SHIPPING-CASES WITHOUT GLASS.

I agree with Mr. Crane, page 467, that a
shipping-case is to carry honey safely to the
retailer; and I also think it is asking too much
to require the bee-keeper to furnish a show-
case with every two or three dollars' worth
of honey.
The original incentive to put up comb hon-

ey in glass cases came, I suppose, from the
fact that dealers were slow in stocking their

stores with honey, for they said, and still

say, "Oh! I have no place to put|it, and it

leaks, sticking every thing up, and the ants
can not be kept out of it."

For this reason the producer had to put his

honey in a case where it would be protected
from dust, ants, etc., and be tight, so no drip
would leak out. By doing this the retailer

was willing to carry honey in stock, so now
it has become a habit with most of us. If

Mr. Cranecan sell more honey without glass

in his cases, I say "Good!" If I could sell

mine as well I would not use glass either.

I know that a pyramid of comb honey on
the counter, with attractive pricemarks, will

outsell any glass-front case, single or double
tier, of wood or corrugated board. Comb
honey put up in transparent paper wrappers
would sell almost as fast, for the honey would
be quite visible. Pasteboard cartons do not
go in this market at all. They might if peo-
ple were accustomed to them.
A rough board case could be made of cheap

lumber for 8 or 10 cts. that would carry the
honey just as well as the planed wood cases.

Large display labels could be pasted on the
outside to make for attractiveness and adver-
tise the goods. These cases would have to

be crated for express or local freight ship-

ments, but I think they would cost about
half what the corrugated-paper cases do, and
would look better and make a safer pile in

the warehouse.
Say, Mr. Crane, if we can get comb honey

to the retailer in good shape, and then per-

suade him to display it in a prominent place,

we can dispense with glass-front cases; but
till we can interest the grocer in the goods
he will expect us to do all the advertising
and display, and he will take the profit. I

believe a case costing not over ten cents can
be made that will carry honey as safely as
any now in use. When a market is develop-
ed that will pay as well for the unglassed
honey as for that with glass we shall be ef-

fecting a big saving for ihe producer.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

TAKING OFF COMB HONEY.

"Mr. Doolittle, I want to know if it is best
to wait till the end of the season, and then
take off all the comb honey at once, or take
off all sections as soon as half a super of
them, or such a matter, are sealed over."
"That depends very largely on the time

vou have at your disposal, Mr. Jones. If you
have plenty of time, then it will undoubted-
ly pay you to take off the sections when fif-

teen or twenty in any super are finished, for
by so doing such sections will not have their
nice white cappings soiled in the least."
"But how shall I proceed?"
"You will want a lighted smoker and a

wheelbarrow, and on the wheelbarrow a lot

of sections which are filled with foundation
ready to go in the place of those you will

take off. Remove the cover over the sec-
tions and blow smoke down between the
ranges of them till the bees have quite well
gone below, when you can see about how
many are finished. If from fifteen to twenty,
unkey the super and take these out, putting
those from your wheelbarrow in their places.
If you do not see as many as ten or twelve
which are finished, I should not bother to
take any out. In this way you can go over
all the hives. If the flow of nectar is good
you can go over the yard again in a week,
or at least that is about the way I did when
I took off sections often so as to have all the
combs nice and white."

"Is there no other way to do this?"
"Yes, you can use bee-escape boards, as

at the end of the season, thus running all of
the bees down below, off from all the sec-
tions whether finished or not."
"Then what will be done with the unfin-

ished ones?"
"After you have the supers free from

bees thev are to be wheeled into the honey-
room, where all are taken out, the finished
and the unfinished, piling the finished ones
away, while those not finished are put in the
supers, filling each super full, so that they
may be put on the hive again for finishing."
"But does this not cause a break of one

or two days with the bees?"
"It is supposed that other supers will be

pn the hives, so that the bees can be at work
in them while you are taking the others off
and sorting them; but the bees seem to be
broken up much more by this way of proce-
dure than they do by the other way, so that
when I take off any but full supers I gen-
erally adopt the plan first spoken of."
"Then you take off only full or nearly full

supers, ot late years?"
"That is what I have done mostly for the

past twenty years; but during the twenty
years before, I took off tons of honey the
other way."
"With full supers how do you proceed?"
"There are various ways advocated by

different apiarists, such as smoking the most
of the bees below, then carrying the supers
to the honey-room, and by bee-escapes at

the windows allowing the bees still in the
supers to come out to the window and then
crawl out through the escape. Others pile

up these partially beeless supers in a pile in

the apiary, with an empty super on top, over
which is spread a cloth, on which the bees
collect, when the cloth is turned a few times,
thus ridding the sections of bees. If at a
time when so much nectar is being gathered
that the bees are not disposed to rob, the su-
pers can be set near the entrance of the hive,

or on top, immediately over the entrance,
when the bees will all run out into the hive
below. But after having tried all of these I

prefer to use the escape-ooard."
"Tell me how to put it on so the bees will

promptly go out of the supers."
"If at the height of the season, when more

supers are to be put on to take the place of

the full ones taken off, there is no better
way than to lift the full super from the hive,

arrange the others as you wish them, when
the board, with the escape in place, is put on
top of them, the full super over this, and, last-

ly, the cover over the whole. At times when
the bees are inclined to rob, great care must
be taken to see that there is no place or crack
big enough to admit a bee, for there will be
no bees in this full super to defend it after

they begin to run out. Several have report-

ed all the nice sections in a full super spoil-

ed by some little hole found by robber bees
where they went in and carried off all of the

honey, or enough from each section so as to

spoil their sale. But with this caution you
should have no trouble about this."

"How long does it take for the bees to

get out?"
"With the Porter bee-escape, most of

them will go out in from four to eight hours;

but at the home apiary I generally put on
the escapes during the forenoon, and take

off the supers free from bees the next morn-
ing before the bees begin to fly much."
"But suppose it is at the end of the sea-

son, and you want to take all of the supers
off at once. How do you proceed then?"
"Take your smoker, a good stout chisel,

and a wooden wedge, together with the es-

cape-board. Set the board down by the hive,

and the smoker on it. Now insert the point

of the chisel between the supers and top of

the hive, and pry down on the handle till

you can get the point of the wedge in the

crack, which should not be large enough to

allow a bee to come out. Now blow some
smoke through the crack, which will drive

the bees away; raise the supers with the

chisel; push the wedge in halfway, and blow
in more smoke. Now grasp the escape-board
with one hand and the handholein the lower
super with the other, and raise the supers as

far as possible and not have them slide off

the hive, when the escape-board may be
pushed in as far as it will go, and the supers
lowered on to it. Now by the help of the
chisel bring the supers squarely over the
board and the board squarely over the hive."
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General
Correspondence

THE USE AND ABUSE OF COMB FOUN-
DATION.

A Plea for Comb Honey with only a Min-
imum of Foundation.

BY F. GREINER.

After many years of producing comb hon-
ey, of reading how others are doing it, and
how the grading is being done, givmg due
consideration to all—producer, dealer, and
consumer—and also studying the grading-
rules, I have come to the conclusion that we
have been catering altogether too much to
the demands of the dealer or the man who
has it to sell. I observe that, if comb honey
is to pass as "fancy," the comb must be at-

tached to all four sides of each section, and
sealed to the wood. The better this is ac-
complished, the greater is the value of the
product.
However, it is a fact that the consumerrare-

ly demands such honey. I have placed gilt-

edged comb honey in the hands of very ex-
acting people at a fancy price—honey which
was attached to the tops of the sections with
only two little legs at the sides, none under
the bottom, and yet the people who bought
this honey were perfectly satisfied with it,

although some of our producers of "fancy "

comb honey would pronounce it only "very
poor stuff." The producers of comb honey
who are catering to the wishes and demands
of the sellers only, are filling the sections
full of comb foundation, running the sheets
on with melted wax, sometimes on three
sides of each section. Some are making use
of split sections, which enable the user to
get his foundation attached to three sides;
but in order to prevent "buckling" they find
it necessary to make use of brood founda-
tion. When a consumer gets such honey he
must dig it off from each side of the midrib;
and how that can suit him, any producer can
easily imagine. If these sections with the
honey dug off and foundation still intact
could be saved and gathered up for a repeat-
ed and perhaps indefinite use it would mean
a great saving; but, of course, this is out of
the question, and thus the only reasonable
excuse for the method falls to the ground.
The consumer, for the purpose of eating,

would call such a product "very poor stuff
"

indeed as compared with what our forefa-
thers produced in soap-boxes and the like ; and
the wonder is that those who put this most
inferior article on the market have the cheek
to speak about their practice in public. It

would seem to me that their love for money
has befogged their brains, for they want to
reap where others have sown. Comb honey
has as yet a good reputation, and only on the
strength of 'his these people are obtaining a
good price for their poor output, although
the seller may pat them on their backs and

compliment them for their great (?) achieve-
ments, and buy their product before it is off
the hive.
Comb honey, if it is expected to withstand

shipping over our railroads, must of neces-
sity be reasonably well-built out, and eac!".

comb must be attached to the sides of the
section. This much I admit; but it is not
necessary to meddle with the inside of the
flakes to any extent. If we had a practicable
method of obtaining naturally built new comb
in sufficient quantities to start all our little

boxes with we might get along without any
section foundation.
Years ago our forefathers raised tons of

comb honey without it, and we could do so
again; but we of to-day find it handy now to

use the artificial midrib. Indeed, we regard
its use indispensable—at least when used as
a small starter, and of the lightest-weight
section foundation. All things considered,
it is just as well to use the artificial starter,

for even the natural new comb has its draw-
back. It has to be dipped into melted resin
to fix it in place, and this leaves a hard sub-
stance at the place of detachment, which
does not look nor is as well as a small founda-
tion starter fastened in by the hot plate of a
foundation-fastener.

MORE MONEY IN FULL SHEETS, BUT PRODUCT
NOT AS GOOD.

I am sure I might have made a great deal
more money had I used full sheets of comb
foundation in my sections for the past 25
years or more. But as I did not wish to in-

jure the reputation of comb honey I have re-

frained from doing so; for even the very
lightest comb foundation leaves a hard dis-

tinguishable midrib. Many a purchaser may
not even suspect that an artificial center is

used in the section honey he has bought; but
that does not alter the fact that the founda-
tion does leave a hard tough substance, dif-

ferent from real virgin comb; and consumers
who know about it can not possibly be satis-

fied with it. We are not, and a few others
of whom I know.
A number of years ago I had been allured

into using half-sheets in all my sections.

That same year I happened to purchase 20 or
25 cases of comb honey of a neighboring bee-
keeper who had used only very small start-

ers. Mrs. G. quickly observed this, and she
suggested that I had better reserve for our
own use a few cases of this honey we bought,
selling all of our own product, which I did to

our satisfaction when it came to eating the
honey.

Really good comb honey can not be pro-
duced with full sheets or half-sheets of comb
foundation, no matter what the dealers may
have to say. It is very true that, on aa
average, the combs are not attached quite as
solidly, nor sealed clear to the wood as uni-
formly, with small starters as with full sheets,

but particularly so when split sections are
used; but from the commercial standpoint
there is no need of sections being filled brim-
ful. Section honey ships very well if the
boxes are reasonably well filled; the sealing
clear to the wood is not only not necessary,
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but is undesirable. Better by far have the
row of cells bordering the wood unsealed,
and free from honey. That a merchantable
article of comb honey maybe produced with-
out full sheets of comb foundation my 30
years in producing comb honey proves. I

believe I have had as few smashups as any
other producer.
The comb-honev producer who uses only

small starters will occasionally have a few
cases containing honey very poorly attached
to the wood. This seems unavoidable. Some-
times we miscalculate the duration of our
honey-flow, and give too much room. It

happens even when we make no mistake.
But what of that? Such honey always finds
willing buyers from near by, providing we
offer it for what it is worth, selling by weight.
^^'o have never enough to go around. Dur-
h\g the honey season my sections are nearly
a! v/ays well filled, and attached on all four
sides. Such as are not attached to the bot-
tom, but have the other three sides securely
fastened, are placed topside down in the
shipping-crate. Thus they carry with safety.

As long as our honey is bought by the pound
there is no injustice to the purchaser if the
sections are of light weight. He pays only
for what he gets; and if the honey itself is

good there is no reason for fault-finding.
The only loss, in fact, hits the shipper, inas-
much as the cost of the shipping-case is the
same whether the 24 sections contained there-
in weigh IS or 25 lbs.

UNSEALED CELLS NEXT TO THE WOOD.
As to the number of unsealed cells admis-

sible, a word might be said. Cells contain-
ing honey should be sealed. This is greatly
to be preferred. However, if there are a
few such cells unsealed, and the honey is

thick enough not to run out when turned on
its side, there will be no harm in crating it.

Even should there be a dozen such cells on
a face, few consumers will object. Here the
man that does the crating must use good
judgment, as iron-clad rules can not be laid

down.

THE QUESTION OF GRADING HONEY FOR EXHI-
BITION PURPOSES.

Now we are coming to an interesting point,
of the real merit of comb honey as exhibited
at lairs. Comb honey for exhibition pur-
poses must be perfectly clean, the comb as
well as the wood. This is conceded by all.

The boxes must be well filled, which is also
conceded. Further, they must be uniformly
filled and sealed all around with no popholes
anywhere, not even at the corners. All

worker comb looks better than drone comb
or worker and drone comb mixed. To at-

tain this greatest perfection is possible only
with full sheets or foundation, and the split-

section man has the better of every other
competitor, although his honey is the poorest
product which it is possible to produce.

If the exhibitor were obligea to show just
how his sections were fitted when given to

the bees, and this be made a prominent fea-

ture of his exhibit, the judge would be in

better condition to judge who deserves the

greatest credit. He ought to have the privi-
lege of carving several sections of each ex-
hibit to satisfy himself that no fraud is prac-
ticed. The man who produces a fine article
of comb honey without comb foundation de-
serves greater credit than the one using full

sheets, although in point of filling and in uni-
formity his exhibit may not be equal—in
fact, can not be—to that of his competitor
using full sheets. It is no great tricK, and
does not per se speak of mastery to produce
perfect comb honey with full sheets of foun-
dation. It is much more so to produce an
article of which W. Z. Hutchinson saj^s he
would give five cents more a pound for it for
his own use.
Naples, N. Y., Aug. 9.

ALSIKE POISONING.

Some New Appliances Tried in Extracted-
Honey Production.

BY J. L. BYER.

After writing that note for Gleanings re-
garding the effect of alsike pasture on horses
I thought that possibly it was unwise for me
as a bee-keeper to have said any thing about
the matter, as sometimes it does no good to

ventilate even the truth too much. Howev-
er, as a rule no harm can result from an hon-
est discussion of any subject; and after read-
ing what Mr. Case has to say on the matter
I felt rather glad that I had brought up the
subject for discussion, as what he says ap-
peals to me very strongly as being the cause
of the trouble. The only thing I can not un-
derstand is, why the trouble does not occur
when the horses are pastured on red clover,

as weeds would be just as apt to be there as
in the alsike. As to the fact of the horses
being poisoned while in the alsike pasture,

there is not the slightest doubt, as the cases
are comparatively common; but as to wheth-
er the trouble comes from the clover or the
weeds, that is another question, and per-

sonally I shall be only too glad to find a scape-
goat to carry the blame away from the alsike.

Only a few days after penning the note
above referred to, I was called away on an
inspection trip, and had to stay over night
in Toronto; and while at breakfast in the ho-
tel I happened to be seated near a farmer
from Ontario County. In the course of con-
versation, the subject of bees and alsike clo-

ver came in for cliscussion, and my farmer
friend casually remarked that he had left

ten acres of alsike for seed, but that he had
decided to pasture it off, as there was a lot

of trefoil and other weeds among it.

"But," he said, "I had to take my horses
off the alsike after they had been on only a

week or so, as their noses, as well as their
pasterns and fetlocks, all broke out in sores."
He further stated that he called the veter-

inary, and the trouble was pronounced "al-
sike poisoning." In fact, nearly all the vet-
erinarians are calling the trouble by that
name; i. e., where they are practicing in al-

sike sections. The trouble is little thought
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of here any more as a very serious factor,

for the simple reason that none of the farm-
ers desire pasture of pure alsike. It is of

little use as a second crop, as here it will

not spring up after cutting as does its cou-
sins red clover and alfalfa. The symptoms
of the horses affected are just as described
by Mr. McCormack on page 430—running
sores, and swelling around the eyes; and, in

the cases where the legs are affected, peel-

ing off of skin with violent inflammation and
other irritating symptoms. In conversation
with the farmer mentioned I made it a point

to ask as to the color of the horses, and I

was surprised to hear him say that all the
affected horses had white noses and white
fetlocks. Sounds like a myth, but it is true
just the same, and Mr. Case's diagnosis of

the trouble seems like the most reasonable
that I have yet heard. It is a good sugges-
tion of his as well, as to the advisability of

having an investigation made by competent
authorities; but as the alsike is so well es-

tablished here in Ontario it is doubtful if

enough interest could be stirred up to get
the project going.

A CAPPING-MELTER DARKENED THE HONEY
SLIGHTLY.

We have had the capping-melter going,
Mr. Editor—one made after the pattern you
outlined. After the first day's using I was
writing to the Canadian Bee Journal that
evening, and I reported that the device was
satisfactory in every way so far as we could
see. However, after more trials we find

that it does color the honey more or less,

use it as carefully as we can. As you re-

ported different results in using it at Mr.
Fowls' last season, I can not see wherein
lies our trouble. Any suggestions along the
line that would enlighten us will be appre-
ciated, for it certainly is a satisfaction to

have the cappings all out of the road at the
end of the day's work.

Possibly we did not give it a fair trial,

though, as we did not use it" as recommend-
ed, strictly speaking. Instead of having the
cappings drop directly into the melter we
preferred to use the uncapping-box, and
then from time to time place the cappings in

the melter, which was placed off to one side

a bit. This was done because the heat from
the gasoline-stove was noticeably felt when
standing right over it. Of course the wax
and honey did not have quite as good a
chance to free themselves as quickly as
would be the case if the cappings were drop-
ped in more regularly. However, if we had
to stand over the machine as pictured in

Gleanings we would certainly not use it at

all, as the heat is very much in evidence in

our experience.
The coloring mentioned was not very pro-

nounced; andi in fact, the first day we used
the machine, continually drawing away the
honey, we thought it was not discolored at

all; but the next day after ceasing opera-
tions I left a bucket full of wax and honey
till the following morning, and was then con-
vinced otherwise. The honey was colored
quite a lot; but the taste was not affected

noticeably, so I suspect that, if the honey
were distributed with the rest right along,
very little if anj^ harm would be done. I

might add that, in placing the cappings in

the matter, an equal distribution was made
as far as possible, yet there is no question
but that even then the machine did not have
as good a chance as if the cappings dropped
in directly from the knife.

PETTIT STRAINER HAS SMALL CAPACITY.

We also tried the Pettit honey-strainer;
and, while it is handy, yet with this year's
excessively thick honey we find the honey
will not go through the cheese-cloth in the
strainer as quickly as it will when the cheese-
cloth is suspended over the tank and tied on
in old-time style.

removing HONEY FROM HIVES.

That article of Mr. Crowther's, page 426,

is worthy of the commendation you give it,

Mr. Editor; but I was wondering, when I

read about the set of men operating at a
hive, what short cuts are best lor us medium
producers with three or four apiaries. This
year in running three apiaries, all the help
we have hired has been a man to turn the
extractor six days—three days will yet be
necessary, making nine in all. The writer
works alone in the yard, and also helps inside
a little occasionally; and with a man to turn
the extractor, and my good wife with the
knife, we manage to run off from 1800 to

2500 lbs. per day. I admit that, after having
handled all the combs, both in taking off the
hives and in giving them back empty, we
sometimes feel a bit tired; but then, the
work lasts for only a few days, and after

that we do not put in ten hours every day.
After being used to working alone at the
hives, I think it would take a lot of school-
ing to get me used to help, and possibly I

may be in the rut so deep that I shall never
be able to get out, and will continue to plod
along at the old gait.

Just a word about knives, hot or cold.

Two years ago I persuaded Mrs. Byer (who
does all the uncapping, and insists on doing
so because she likes the work) to use the
knife cold, as our small coal-oil stoves had
been stored away for the time being. This
year is another story, and the stoves are go-
ing again; in fact, we can not uncap without
the heat at all without bruising the cells all

up, no matter how sharp the knife. In all

our experience we have never had such
gummy honey; and after this experience we
feel like saying, regarding the controversy
as to hot or cold knives, that there is no set

rule that can be laid down, as it is a matter
all depending on the honey.

Mt. Joy, Ontario, Can.

[We believe, as our correspondent says,

that the melter would have had a better
chance if used in the regular way—that is. if

the honey and cappings had dropped into

the melter directly from the knife. The
chances are that, since there was not a
constant circulation, the part of the honey
lodging next to the outside of the can be-
came overheated before it could run out of

I
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the gate. Moreover, with no cool honey
dropping down into the melter it is proba-
ble that the contents reach a higher oegree
of temperature than the honey can stand.

If the heat from the melter is objectiona-
ble in the honey-house, it would be a good
plan to wrap several layers of asbestos paper
around the metal part so as to prevent radi-
ation. In this way there would not be so
much loss of heat into the room.
We should be glad to have reports from

others who may have used strainers made
like the one shown by Mr. Pettit, page 143,

March 1. Perhaps a larger size would be
necessary when the honey is very thick.

—

Ed.]

ALSIKE NOT POISONOUS IN WISCON-
SIN.

Valuable Comments on Current Discus-
sion.

BY ELIAS FOX.

Alsike clover has been raised here for the
past 25 years, and each year it shows more
acreage. It is generally fed to horses, cows,
calves, sheen, and stall-fed steers, with the
best of results. I have raised it on a small
scale for 15 years, half timothy and half al-

sike; and though I feed no other hay no one
has better-lookmg horses than I. It is viney,
and has a slim stem, and needs the support
of the timothy to hold it up. The stem is but
little coarser than timothy, and for that rea-
son there is never a straw left or wasted in
feeding.

If alsike poisons white-nosed horses in
Canada and kills stock, they certanly have a
different variety from ours; but I am of the
opinion that the difference is in the veteri-
narians. Everybody here pastures it with
impunity with all kinds of stock. I think
myself that white-nosed horses are more sus-
ceptible to poison than others, as I have seen
them with sore noses caused by poison ivy
or poison oak, and I have no doubt this was
the cause of the sore noses in Canada, and
possibly the eating of it or some other poi-
sonous weed was responsible for the deaths
diagnosed as alsike poisoning. Give us
more farmers to grow more alsike clover.

S,0(X) LBS. EXTRACTED IN A SEASON WITH A
TWO-FRAME NOVICE.

R. V. Cox, page 363, June 15, says the
two-frame Novice is all right for the pur-
pose for which it was built— namely, for
extracting combs in a very small yard or
partly filled sections. Now, when tne two-
frame N'ovice was invented it was consider-
ed a very good machine for both small and
large yards; and I want to say I have one
that has been in use for 27 years, and last

year I extracted 18,000 lbs. with it, and it

was capped honey too, and some of it was
extracted in October. It pulled pretty hard,
but the honey had to come. This work was
done by my own hands, with my bees in

four different yards. I have extracted as

much as 1500 lbs. in a day with this machine,
without assistance, and I should like to know
how much better Mr. Cox has done with a
four-frame reversible. This extractor with
a new gear is now doing as good work as
ever.

WHY BEES ARE CROSS JUST BEFORE A RAIN.

I don't think the editor quite hits the key-
note relative to the enraged bees, page 420,
July 15. It is generally known that bees with
empty honey-sacs are more irritable and vi-
cious, and this was just the condition in the
case mentioned. Thousands and perhaps
millions of bees were going to the fields with
empty honey-sacks in anticipation of having
them filled, and were driven back by the
rain, with empty honey-sacs. They were
disappointed, and this gave them just rea-
son to be cross.

VIRGIN WAX WHITE.
Virgin wax, p. 422, July 15, in this locality is

white. I know, as I had occasion one lime
to scoop up a double handful of the scales
just as they were dropped from the bees,
and melted them, making a cake of half a
pound or more, and it was as white as any
wax could be.

UNCAPPING HONEY DIFFERENT FROM CUTTING
BEEFSTEAK.

Louis Scholl, p. 423, July 15, compares cut-
ting beefsteak with uncapping honey. Now,
I have run a butcher-shop, and I find the
work entirely different.

Hillsboro, Wis., July 30.

[The little two-frame non-reversible ex-
tractor will do an immense amount of work;
but it is our judgment, based on observation
and from general reports, that where there
is considerable extracting a large reversible
machine will require considerably less labor
and time on the part of the operator.
There is this fact to be considered, how-

ever, that a little light Novice takes up but
very little room, can be set on to a wagon
and carried to and from the out-apiaries, the
extracting taking place at the yards them-
selves. Where a larger machine is used it

is almost necessary to cart the combs home
or to some central point, or have a machine
at each yard.
We feel very sure that our correspondent

is wrong in supposing that honey-dew from
hickory, which has been gathered so largely
in many sections of the country, is light-col-
ored. Reports indicate that it is quite dark
in color, with an ill flavor. In our own lo-
cality, especially in the vicinity of our south
yard, we had a large number of hickories
but no oaks. The only source of honey-dew
(and large quantities of it were gathered at
this yard) was from the gummy leaves of the
hickory. The bees were fairly swarming on
it; and everywhere the hives were filled
with this black stuff.

While the color of honey-dew honey varies
somewhat according tu the locality, Ihe gra-
dation in our opinion is in proportion to the
amount of real white honey that is mixed
with it.
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While there may be a certain exudation
from hickory stumps, yet this substance is

very different from that which we find on
leaves of hickory hei-e— an exudation from
insects in the tops of the trees.

—

Ed.]

THE RELATION OF ALSIKE TO SKIN
SORES ON STOCK.

Alsike Not the Only Cause of Skin Dis-

ease, Hence should Not be Condemned.

BY GEO. A. SMITH.

Two years ago one of our horses was
slightly affected with the so-called alsike

poisoning. This one had a black nose, and
showed only a slight roughening of the skin

on the nose. Last year two colts with white
noses pasturing on a newly seeded field of

red clover were badly affected on the nose
and face with the same trouble. This year
the same two colts were pastured on a mix-
ture of alsike and timothy, but have shown
no signs of poisoning so far. At least 75 per
cent of the growth on the ground is alsike,

and this is its second year in the pasture.

My conclusion is that a rank growth of ei-

ther alsike or red clover will, under certain

conditions, produce a skin disease in horses,

and that white skin is more apt to be affect-

ed than black.

The conditions necessary are, first, the
presence of stiff stubble which will scratch

the noses of stock; second, the clover must
be wet, either from dew or rain; and, third,

hot sunshine when the horses are feeding on
the wet clover. I used common lubricating

oil on the sores as a cure, with good results.

Prof. James Law, V. S., says, in the Veter-

inary Advisor, under the heading ''Inflam-

mation with Pustules," that horses suffer

mainly at the root of the mane, on the neck,

the rump, and on the lips and face, especial-

ly if white. He says:

It is often chargeable on some disorder of digestion,

as the result of unwholesome food, or a sudden change
of food, as from dry to green, or from one kind of pas-

turage to another. Vetches affected with honey-dew
have produced it in white horses, or in white spots of

those of other colors; and buckwheat has affected

white sheep, pigs, and goats, in the same way. It may,
however, arise from habitual exposure to cold and
wet, local irritation, as from rubbing, or from disorder
of other internal organs. White pigs pastured on rape
are often affected in the same way.

Again, under the heading "Congestion of

the Skin,
'

' he says "this may coexist with all

the different forms of inflammatory erup-
tions." It occurs .... from the sun's

rays in white-faced or white-limbed animals.

"

Further on he says:

Cutaneous inflammation with nodular swellings, or
urticaria, which are connected with sudden changes
of food or weather. With some fever, there appear on
different parts of the body swellings varying in size

from a pea to a walnut, and often running together so
as to form extensive patches which will close the nos-
trils, eye'-ids, or lips, and put a stop to feeding, and
even threaten suffocation.

He advises the use of a purgative, followed
by small doses of carbonate of soda internal-

ly, and the use of sugar-of-lead lotions to the
affected parts as a cure.

You will see from the above extracts that,

while alsike may be poisonous at times it is

not the only cause of skin disease in horses,
and so should not be condemned on that ac-

count. If you want to pasture clover, be
sure to clip or roll the stubble so that it will

not scratch the horses' noses, and then you
can pasture it with little danger.
The only objection I have to alsike is that

there is no aftermath, which is an objection
of some force when a farmer has a lot of cat-

tle to feed. I sow a mixture of three parts
red to one of alsike, as a usual thing, and let

it lie two years. We sow 6 lbs. of timothy
and 8 of clover to the acre, and the alsike is

quite thick the second year.
New Hamburg, Ont.

ALSIKE HERE TO STAY.

My experience with alsike, both for hay
and pasture, has been very satisfactory. I

have a field of four acres, seeded three
years ago with red clover and alsike, half

and half. I mowed it for hay the first year,

but used it as pasture, mostly for sheep, last

season and this. Red clover is not much in

evidence after the first year. White clover
came in unaided the second year, making a
rich pasture for both bees and sheep. The
sheep had access to a good pasture of blue
grass in the field adjoining, but were always
found in the alsike. I for one am an enthu-
siast on alsike, and most farmers in this sec-

tion speak favorably of it as a hay-plant.
Many clover-fields were infested with dod-

der this year— a thing new in this section.

Many farmers think this dodder came in the
alsike seed, but this has not been proven, as
dodder also has been found in red clover and
alfalfa seed. Be that as it may, alsike, I be-
lieve, is here to stay, and is a boon to both
bee-keeper and farmer. L. B. HuBER.
Lardis Valley, Pa.

SELLING HONEY TO EMPLOYEES OF FACTORIES ; CAN-
DIED HONEY ON BUTTER-TRAVS.

Last week I went to a factory where there were about
forty men at work. I went first to the office and ob-
tained permission to advertise honey among the hands
at the close of the working hours. Before leaving the
office I sold the proprietor one dollar's worth. When
the engine stopped I was at the main entrance, hand-
ing out samples in waxed paper to each one as they
passed out, and taking orders to be delivered the next
day. Business was exceedingly lively for a few min-
utes. Orders came faster than I could write them
down. Then on the day of delivery I took more or-

ders, and told them to order by phone if I did not
come around before they wanted more.
This plan of selling was quite satisfactory, the sales

amounting to 180 lbs. for the week, mostly in 5-lb. lots

on butter-trays. It was candied hard. The butter-
tray is the most economical plan that I have ever tried,

as the consumer does not have to pay the middle-
man's profits, nor for a costly container to be thrown
away when empty. And, further, the producer does
not have to liquefy the honey and put it in small con-
tainers.
There are several plans of selling honey, and the lo-

cality must decide as to which is the most feasible. I

have been selling honey in Clarinda for 32 years, and
have always advocated the cheaper plan and larger
quantities. I have a trade that takes all I can pro-
duce, and I often have to buy to supply the demand. I

do not sell in the stores, as it goes too slow to suit me.
Clarinda. la., March 3. J. L. STRONG.
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UPPER ENTRANCES.

A Scheme for a Separate Allghtlng-board
for the Supers; the Disinclination on
the Part of Dees to Pass Through Ex-
cluders; an Easy Method of Superseding
Queens.

BY B. WALKER.

I made a discovery last season, which, view-
ed in the light of past experience, will, in my
estimation, prove of great importance to the

producers of extracted honey. Possibly you
will recall that I wrote you, several years
ago, that I had been obliged to throw a late

make of queen-excluding zinc on to the junk-
lieap, since it not only excluded the queen
from the supers but the workers also, to a

great extent.
Well, the discovery I refer to allows the

use of the latest make of zinc without in

tlie least hindering the work of the bees in

the supers.
It is hardly necessary to explain the ten-

dency that this plan has in the direction of

swarm prevention, besides doing away en-

tirely with the nuisance of drone brood, as

well as worker brood in supers, and yet the

scheme is so simple that it can be made use
of by any one with very little expense.

It has been a source of satisfaction and
profit this season. I know you will be glad

to give this matter publicity

The plan referred to is simply an alighting-

board that obliges i^he mass of the working
force to pass over the top excluder through
an extra entrance provided above it to the

supers by removing or leaving out the

end to the rim of the excluder frame. My
hives are commonly set up from the ground
about five inches, and an alighting-board

the width of the hive, and about 18 inches in

length, placed at an angle of 45°, and of sim-

lar appearance, color, etc., to the one pre-

viously used with the hive is all that is re-

(juired to accomplish the work.
I use a double-depth brood-nest where the

strength of the colony and prolificness of the

(|ueen require it; and by putting the combs
of unsealed and newly sealed brood above
the excluder, and those that are nearly emp-
ty, or contain brood in advanced stages, to-

gether with those heavy with bee-bread be-

Tow the excluder, alternating the stories

about every two weeks, the swarming prob-
lem is virtually eliminated.
The chief gain to be secured by the use of

this plan is in localities where but compara-
tively little pollen is in evidence at the time
the flow is on; for instance, where alfalfa is

a chief source of surplus; otherwise it is

necessary to put the excluder over the lower
story of the orood-nest, which at this time
should contain (for obvious reasons) the

chief part of the voung brood as well as

hatching brood and queen, when it will be
necessary to change places with the two
stories about every ten days in order to

avoid crowding with pollen above the ex-

cluder; and, of course, this takes valuable
time when the flow is on.

WALKER'S PLAN OF USLNu aIn UPPER EN-
TRANCE IN CONNECTION WITH AN ALIGHT-
TING-BOARD TO GET THE WORKING
BEES DIRECTLY INTO THE SUPERS.

With two outyards (the one seven and the
other three miles distant) with the honey-
flow on, and work greatly behindhand, and
only about a half supply of combs to meet
such an emergency, 1 am having the time of

my life. It keeps me busy till late each day
seven days in the week. I am trying a high-
wheeled auto, a Holsman, to save time in

reaching outyards. This is my first experi-
ence in this direction, which promises some
measure of relief.

My experience this season with the double-
entrance plan has been comparatively slight,

owing chiefly to the labor required to snift

the two stories of the brood-nest at the prop-
er time to prevent pollen clogging, without
any help, and partly because I had faith that

the new excluders would help in solving the

problem with less labor. P'or this reason I

am using but few of the old excluders in con-
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WALKER S PLAN OF USING AN UfPER ENTRANCE IN CON-
NECTION WITH AN ALIGHTING-BOARD TO GET THE

WORKING-BEES DIRECTLY INTO THE SUPERS.

nection with the ahghting-board scheme. I

procured 200 of the new excluders, and have
been using about 170 of them in the past two
weeks, and I am glad to be able to report

favorably. While, of course, the bees start

(luicker in the supers where no excluders

are used, or where they are obliged to work
largely over the old style, I find with good
(jueens after a start is once made in the su-

pers, with a good flow on, there is apparent-

ly no hindrance to rapid storing above the

new excluders; and I will say if the outcome
of the season bears out the opinion I have
formed so far (many supers having been fill-

ed in the last few days), I shall have a lot of

zinc excluders for sale very cheap.
There is one point that I think I forgot to

emphasize as an advantage of no small im-

portance in using my alighting-board scheme;
and that is, the facility with which old queens
can be superseded and a supply of young
laying queens secured where a double brood-
nest is used, and one of the alighting-boards

arranged to carry the bees over the excluder
top of the lower story.

It is also a comparatively easy
matter to allow more or less of

the working force if desired (on
account of pollen being in evi-

dence), to pass into the bottom
section of the brood-nest by leav-

ing off the wings at the sides of

the alighting-board which will

commonly be found necessary to

carry the bees above at the out-
set, as they are inclined to pass
either to one side or the other,
otherwise, and sometimes (if the
higher board is placed too high
at the foot) to pass under the
same.

Clyde, 111., June 26.

[The scheme of plural en-
trances in connection with the
use of perforated zinc, as here
shown, was mentioned by Mr.
E. F. Atwater on page 878 of our
issue for July 15, last year. C. W.
Dayton has been using the
scheme, but how long we do
not know. Others have referred
to something similar.

Dayton's plan involved the
use of only an auger-hole; but we
should be inclined to think that

the Walker idea of having full-

width entrance to the super would
be much better. His plan seems
to be an improvement also, in

that it provides a large alighting-
board, obscuring to a great ex-
tent the old entrance, and at the
proper angle for a bee in flight

just as it alights. This we regard
as quite an important factor in

directing the flight of the in-

coming bees to the super direct

instead of through the old en-
trance, the brood-nest, and the
honey-board excluder.
We shall be pleased to have

reports from others who may have tried the
same thing or something similar.

—

Ed.]

THE STOMACH OF THE HONEY-DEE.

How the Bees of a Swarm are Able to
Subsist for a Week on Merely the Con-

tents of their Honey-sacs.

BY DR. BRUENNICH.

In our former articles we have considered
the tongue, tracheas, etc., of the honey-bee;
but the organ which most concerns the bee-
keeper is the stomach. The honey-sac, a

part of the stomach, takes up every drop of
the crop; and every drop not only once, but
many times, has to pass this sac before it is

completely ripe. I believe, therefore, that
every bee-keeper who has a real interest in

apiculture will be glad of an opportunity for
the further study of the anatomy and physi-
ology of the stomach.

If the head of a dead bee is fixed with a
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pin so that it turns upward, and then the
tongue drawn up with tweezers, an orifice

called the gullet will be seen, which takes
the honey into the esophagus.
This tube extends through the
breast or thorax, and, with the
artery, spinal marrow, and tra-

cheas, passes through the slen-
der connection whicn unites the
breast with the abdomen, where
it is suddenly enlarged into the
honey-sac. One can easily see
the complete intestine by grasp-
ing the last segment of the ab-
domen with tweezers and draw-
ing it out very carefully and
slowly, together with the sting.

If the work is nicely done, the
whole intestinal tube maybe ex-
posed little by little. At first the
rectum is seen, which is some-
times empty and sometimes so
swollen by the mass of refuse
matter which it contains that it

is larger than the honey-sac.
After this comes a very slender
thread, the small intestine uc-
jununv. This is followed by the
chyle-stomach, which is consid-
erably thicker than the small in-

testine, and girded with a mass
of tracheas, and supplied with
circular incisions, .\fter the
chyle-stomach is an exceedingly
thin thread, the stomach-mouth,
connecting the chyle-stomach

with the honey-sac. Like the rectum, the
honey-sac differs considerably in size. When
empty it is very small; but when full, as it is

LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH THE STOMACH-MOUTP.
This is further explainod in Fitr. 1— (i.
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FIG. S—TRANSVERSE SECTION THROrOH THE STOMACH-MOUTH IN
THE MIDsT OF THE LIPS, THE HONEV-SAC BEING EMPTY.

ume of honey. When
the honey-sac is en-
tirely full this inner
skin is plain and ex-
tended; but the less

the sac contains, the
higher and more nu-
merous these folds or
plies become. This is

exactly the case with
the rectum, the size of
which, as mentioned
before, also differs

very greatly. On the
outer side of this skin
we find minute longi-

tudinal fibers coming
from the chyle-stomach
passing the surface of

the honey-sac in slings.

It is these minute fi-

bers, or fibrils, which
hold the honey-sac and
chyle-stomach togeth-
er.' It is clear that a

contraction of these
fibrils squeezes the
honey- sac, and also

brings the end of it a

little^ closer (together
with the stomachal
mouth) , to the esopha-
gus. Outside this lay-

er of longitudinal fi-

brils are circular fibrils

which extend around
the honey-sac UUe the

hoops of a barrel. The
contraction of these

in a robber coming out of a rob-

bed colony, it may be larger than
a hemp grain. When I catch a

robber for observation I remove
the head with a pair of scissors

and then draw out the esopha-
gus, which is a fine thread,
stronger than the small intes-

tine. If the stomach-mouth is

quickly examined with a magni-
fying-glass, one may be aston-
ished to see, through the trans-
parent honey-sac, a tiny knob
with four lips which are con-
stantly opening and shutting
themselves, making an interest-
ing spectacle. These are the
four stomach-lips, which will be
described later.

We will first consider the hon-
ey-sac, which is the receptacle
for even the smallest drop of

honey which the bee gathers.
For the main part, this honey-
sac has three layers. The in-

most layer is a very thin skin,
generally folded together, mak-
ing innumerable plies. This is

necessary so that it will stretch
to accommodate the largest vol- FIG. 9.-THE SAME AS FIG. S. BUT THE HONEV-SAC NOT

QUITE EMPTY.
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latter fibrils, together
with the longitudinal

ones, serves to squeeze
out the last drop of

honey either into the
gullet or chyle-stomach.
At the base of the

honey-sac is a beautiful

organ, the stomach-
mouth, which is not
easy to describe, but
which I hope can be
understood with the
help of Figs. 1—5. The
organ consists of four
lips I Fig. 5

1
, which form

tlirough the whole
length a chasm in the
shape of a cross (Fig.

4i. The free part of

these lips is closed with
a chitinous skin, thick-

est in the middle, un-
der which there are the
cylindrical epithelial
cells, the function of

which is to renew suc-
cessively the chitinous
skin. At the base this

skin is exceedingly sub-
tile, passing over to the
inner coverings of the
duplicature. Besides
this, we find on each
lip, beginning at the
top and extending
down to the outside, a
brush made up of a se-

ries of strong bristles

extending down. These
bristles form a filter,

which easily allows the
entering oi pollen, but prohibits escape.
In the space formed by the free sides of
the lip there is the longitudinal muscle by
whose contraction the lip is opened; and
around the four lips there are the strong
circular muscles, wnich easily close the en-
trance into this cruciform chasm. The out-
ermost layer is a thin chitinous skin, closing
the stomach-mouth, and continuing into the
inner skin of the honey-sac. In the free
sides of the interior of the lips there is a net-

work of tracheas, and beyond them the
blood-room, the function of which is to nour-
ish the muscles and epithelial cells.

Fig. 3 is a transverse section in the upper
fifth of the lips where they are still tree.

Fig. 4 shows the sections at different heights.
Following the inner skin of the esophagus
we find that it goes into the folded skin of
the honey-sac, then returns and forms the
outer covering of the four lips, at the bot-
tom of which it turns again and forms the
cross-shaped chasm. At the base the skin
becomes exceedingly thin, but is provided
with cubical cells and goes into the duplica-
ture (Fig. 1, D, also Fig. 7, D).

The cell-layer of the duplicature descends
into the chyle-stomach about ,' of an inch,

then turns up and joins closely to the descend-

THE GENERAL SCHEME OF THE STOMACH-MOUTH OF THE HONEY-
BEE IN DIFFERENT SITUATIONS.

a. a field or swarm bee fasting.
b. the same eatint^ honey.
c. a brood-bee eating pollen.
d. a tarood-bee feeding the brood.
e. Valvular close from the chyle stomach against the honey-sac, when the

first is contracting itself for removing its contents into the small intestine.

ing part iFig. 1). At this point it ascends
and bends around again, passing over rather

abruptly into the glandular epithal (cell lay-

en of the chyle-stomach. The interior and
exterior parts of the duplicature are joined

together by fine threads. We will consider
the function of these organs later on.

The most important organ of the whole in-

testine is the chyle-stomach. It is a cylin-

drical tube with walls that are considerably
elastic. The inner covering consists of some
layers of cells, the inmost ones being cylin-

drical, and the outmost ones cubical. A
part of the cylindrical cells reach the glandu-
lar organ whose secretion serves for the di-

gestion of the food. The ferments of the
chyle-stomach, so far as we know, have not
yet been examined for the purpose of deter-

mining their chemical and physical charac-

teristics. A series of the epithelic cells ab-

sorb the assimilated food and remove it to

the blood, which washes the chyle-stomach.

On the outside of the epithelic layer we
find a great number of circular muscles,
which, by their contraction, compress ihe

contents and move them against the small
intestine or else through the lips outward, as
when the bee is feeding a larva. Outside of

the circular muscles there are longitudinal
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muscles which partly continue (Fig. 1) into

the longitudinal muscles of the honey-sac.
The function of the stomach-mouth is to

separate the filled hone>^-sac from the chyle-
stomach, but still permit voluntarily a pas-
sageway between the two. The stomach-
mouth also enables the chyle-stomach to ex-

press directly (through the filter made by
the lip bristles) its contents into the esopha-
gus, and from there into the gullet. (This
point is not yet absolutely proven.)
A bee coming from the field, or a swarm

bee, closes hermetically its honey-sac from
the chyle-stomach. This action is quite au-
tomatic, and without effort of any muscle.
The pressure in the inner room of the hon-
ey-filter forces the four lips together like the
valves of a pump, the upper part of the lips

being somewhat flexible (Fig. 10, a). Thus,
without effort by the bee, no drop of honey
can pass into the chyle-stomach. If the
swarm bee is hungry, it contracts the longi-

tudinal muscles of the lips, and thus opens
the mouth, when a contraction of the mus-
cles of the honey-sac forces a little drop of

honey into the chyle-stomach, furnishing
new fuel to the small engine (Fig. 10, b).

A young brood bee, which desires to eat
some pollen for the larvae, allows these lips

to approach the end of the esophagus (the

honey-sac being probably empty) ; opens
them, and expels the chewed pollen directly

into the chyle-stomach (Fig. 10, c). Then
when this pollen is well digested into chyle
the brood bee does the same as before, only
(by the compression of the chyle-stomach)
she squeezes the contents directly into the
esophagus and gullet (Fig. 10, d) . Here the
bristles of the lips, forming a close net, keep
back the undigested portions of pollen.

When the bee is nourishing a larger drone
larva, it probably opens the mouth wider,
because it is known that, in the food for the
drone larvae, parts of undigested pollen are
found, which is never the case in the food
for young workers or queens.
According to Schiemenz, the duplicature

plays the role of a valve. When a bee
squeezes out the contents of the chyle-stom-
ach into the small intestine, the mouth must
be entirely shut. It would require a great
effort of the shutting muscle, because it is

easy to understand that the passage from
below is more easily forced than the pas-
sage from above, on account of the conical
form of the chasm; but if the duplicature
lays itself slantwise on the orifice, the latter
is shut automatically without great effort of
the muscle. Fig. 10, e.

I must remark that Schiemenz admits that
the glands of the head produce the jelly, and
not the chyle-stomach— a theory which I do
not approve. However, this question by
experiment is very difficult to determine.
For my part I think that these glands furnish
the digested ferments to the food which is

passing the gullet.

We see that the stomachal apparatus of
the honey-bee is an intricate one, and we
can not but marvel with reverent homage at
the wonderful work of the Creator.
Ottenbach, Zurich, Switzerland.

THE HORNET.

BY WILL WEBB TUTTLE.

Mr. Beeman, with your quiet, easy-going, gentle ways,
Out among the mild Italians in the balmy summer

days.
There's a nucleus of hornets by my garden, in a tree.
With more ginger to the square inch than your whole

ap'ary.

You may smile when we affirm the black bee's busi-
ness end is hot;

If you doubt it, wag your thumb and let that hornet
have a shot;

For 'tis certain, when this warrior sees you warming
up to him

He will send your astral body spinning round inside
your skin.

For no bee-man's hide is proof against his mellifica
dent.

Though it bear the apis odor, and emit the true-"hivb
scent;

And your " large, slow gestures," Mseterlinck, will fail

you like the rest.

For there's no cell-grafting doing'when one strikes a
hornet's nest.

Muncie, Ind.

1^

v
A HORNET'S NEST.

' For there's no cell-grafting doing
When one strikes a hornet's nest."

IS THE QUEEN RESPONSIBLE
GREASY CAPPINGS?

FOR

BY THE NEW MEXICO CHAP.

(On page 362 of issue for June 15, Mr. Wm. M. Whit-
ney took the ground that we were wrongly blaming
some of our very best queens because their bees hap-
pened to produce greasy sections; that the trouble was
not due to the strain, but rather to the condition of " ex-
cessive heat and lack of ventilaiton." Since that lime
we have received several letters arguing the question
pro and con.—ED.

I

Mr. W. M. Whitney, page :^62, June 15, says

that the (jueen has nothing to do with the

greasy capped honey we get from soine col-

onies of bees. He asked why it was that he

got fine white cappings, then greasy, and
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then white cappinos again from the same
colony. Perhaps variation of honey-flow
might have explained in his particular case;

but from careful observation 1 conckide that

the strain or breed of bees has ahnost all to

do with it. In the sprino- and early summer
of 1907 about 300 Holy Land queens were
shipped into this valley, and introduced in

five different yards. Since then we have
come to own all these bees; and one of the
most noticeable things about them is their

greasy capped honey. So different was the
honey they made and are still making that
one can go into these yards where they were
introduced here and there among the Italians,

and by raising the covers and looking at the
cappings of the honey tell which hives have
the Holy Land queens. Now, considering
that there were some 300 of these queens
scattered through about 1500 colonies, and
that most of the comb honey we took from
them was so greasy in appearance that we
had to crate it separately and sell it at a much
reduced price, while the Italians at the same
time and in the same yards made thousands
of pounds of the finest white honey, we must
conclude that the strain or breed of bees had
something to do with the greasy cappings.
I wish that Mr. Whitney would carry his ex-
periment a little further by sending for a
good Holy Land queen, and then, after giv-
ing her plenty of room and ventilation, re-

port. I should be much interested, for I have
condemned the Holy Land breed more on
account of their greasy capped honey than
for any thing else. I may have made a mis-
take, but I think not. I recall two or three
hives which I have watched so closely on
this point that I am sure that, in the last two
seasons, they have not capped a single sec-
tion or frame white, although I have some-
times had them working in as many as three
full-depth extracting-supers at once. Some
of these Holy Land bees are in the shade all

day, and some in the sun. Some of them
have good tight covers on the hives, and
others an old shade-board thrown over them
with cracks wide enough to admit one's fin-

ger, but I never noticed a case where the
bees were evidently of the best Holy Land
stock, and capped their honey white.

Mesilla Park, N. M.

w.\ter-soakp:i) as well as white cappings
made by bees of the same colony.

Last season was very wet throughout the
latter part of May and all of June, but I got a
big crop of honey. The heavy flow of
" white " and light-colored honey ceased sud-
denly the latter part of July, and there was
nothing doing for a short time, about a week
or ten days, when the bees commenced
bringing in ifreely of a darkish honey, pre-
sumably from smartweed and heartsease. I

had left all the supers on after removing the
filled sections, as I then had noplace to store
them, and was hoping for a late flow of hon-
ey. It came, and the bees commenced just
where they had left off; but what a change!
The June and July honey was capped with

coverings as white as snow, while the combs
were plump; but the darker honey was as
"watery" or "greasy" as any I ever saw,
tlie capping being in direct contact with the
honey at every point, while the combs were
fully '4 inch or more thinner than the white
combs to which they were built.

There had been no time for a change of
(jueens by supersedure or swarming, nor a
new generation of bees—that is, entire; and
I am convinced that this phenomenon of
greasy or watery capping is due, not to a lazy
or hustling queen (bees), but to some condi-
tion of supply, temperature, ventilation, or
perhaps to the density or flavor of the honey
itself.

Again, in a section-holder I have before
me, taken off yesterday, are four sections.
One is capped as white as a sheet of pa-
per, while the one beside it shows "watery "

cappings. Another of the four is capped
largely white; but in the midst of the snow
are cells with cappings as translucent as par-
affine paper. In the same super were other
sections showing the peculiarity in a very
marked degree.

Lastly, the shallow "bait "frame is capped
snow-white save for a row of holes next to
the wood (lower bar) which are capped fair-

ly transparent.
I have no doubt you have seen the same

thing many times, and I wonder at the dis-

cussion now that I have looked into it.

Dr. a. F. Bonney.
Buck Grove, Iowa, June 22.

CAPPINGS "greasy" BECAUSE BEES CLUSTER
TOO CLOSELY ON THEM, PUSHING THEM

DOWN TO THE HONEY.
I think Mr. Whitney is nearly correct in

his conclusions, p. 362. Some twenty years
ago, when producing honey in sections I saw
many cases of it, and always in the strong
colonies of Italians. The first proof I found
bearing on the subject was when the combs
in some hives melted down, the combs near
the melted ones presented that same watery
appearance. Second, I found that, by rais-

ing the front end of the hive half an inch off

the bottom, and giving a little ventilation
and shade at the top I seldom found any of
it. The queen is somewhat indirectly re-
sponsible for it, in my opinion, because the
bees of some colonies cluster closer on the
combs than others. The black bees will usu-
ally run out of the hive and cluster on the
outside before the capping is soft enough to
be crushed down upon the honey by them.
Mauston, Wis., July 1. F. WiLCOX.

[Apparently there are two sides to this
question. It would seem that there are some
conditions under which a strain of bees will

produce greasy sections and other conditions
when they will produce combs with snow-
white cappings. It also seems to be ecjually
true that there are some strains that are

fiven to producing watery-looking honey,
he testimony of the New Mexico Chap ap-

pears to support that position.

—

Ed.]
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SIX HUNDRED COLONIES SHIPPED BY
RAIL IN HOT WEATHER.

Although Many of the Combs were New,
Few were Broken; Queens Reared

on the Journey.

BY WARREN C. DYER.

In an issue of the April number of Glean-
ings you asked for a communication from
any one who had had experience in shipping
bees by rail. As we have just returned from
Arkansas with 600 colonies of bees, we will

give you the benefit of our experience.
" We made screens of ]gxl,'/2-inch lumber,
the size of the hive. The wire was then
placed on these frames, and half-inch strips

nailed on each side, and quarter-inch strips

at each end. We placed one on the top and
bottom of each hive with four six-penny
nails to each screen. We also bored a three-

(ILiarter-inch hole in the end of each hive.

This work was finished June 4. That night

we put corks in the holes bored in the ends
of the hive, loaded them into lumber wagons
(no springs), sent them to the station four
miles from the yard, and loaded them in cat-

tle-cars.

In the car we made three rows on each
side with an aisle in the center, and another
aisle across the car at the door.

We had no hand-hold cleats on the hives,

and this fact allowed us to pack them so

they could not move a particle with the
humping of the cars. We finished loading
June 5 at 2 o'clock P. M., and pulled out of

Boughton, Ark., at 6 that evenmg.
The weather on the 5th, 6th, and 7th was

extremely warm, and there was no breeze
except what the train made. We gave the

bees water twice and sometimes three times
a day. On the 6th we were laid out about
five hours in the heat of the day at Ozark,
Ark., on account of a wreck ahead of us;

and as it was very hot and clear, with no air

stirring, we were fearful that we might lose

some of the colonies, and what little loss we
did have occurred at that point.

We arrived at Wichita, Kansas, at about
8 P.M. on the 7th, and that night it stormed
pretty hard. The next day was cloudy and
cool, and not extremely warm the rest of the
way. We arrived at Boulder, Col., at 2 p.m.

on the 10th; unloaded that afternoon, haul-

ing the hives in wagons with no springs about
three-fourths of a mile; turned the bees loose
that evening, having been closed up for ex-

actly six days. Our total loss consisted of

three colonies that smothered. We tried to

divide up all large stocks into two boxes, but
these three must have been missed, and I

think they died at Ozark, as, the next day
after we were laid out, there was a smell of

dead bees inside the car.

I was surprised at one thing, and that is, I

could not see that the brood was hurt a par-
ticle in the shipping, and the colonies that
we had to divide up on account of being so
heavy in brood raised queens and took care
of these cells on the train Five days after

we arrived I saw twelve (jueens hatched
from one colony in less than twenty minutes,
and I could not see but they were perfect
(jueens. Nearly every hive that had no
queen raised queen- cells, and we saw none
that were not hatched or had live queens in

the cells. We did not leave over ten pounds
of honey in any one hive. Half of the colo-

nies were shipped on new combs or on full

sheets of medium brood foundation in wired
frames.
Our breakage in the 600 colonies did not

amount to one dozen combs, and none of the
foundation was hurt a particle. In my opin-
ion, however, combs built in Arkansas are
much heavier and tougher than those built

in Colorado, and will stand much harder
usage.

Boulder, Colorado, June 22.

HONEY-DEW HONEY.

The Requirements of the Pure-food Law
in Regard to it.

BY W. A. SELSER.

[A subscriber recently Hsked us several questions in
regard to the attitude of the law concerning the sale of
honey-dew honey; and knowing Mr. Selser to be an
authority on the subject we referred the letter to him.
His reply will be of interest also to oihers who may
have fell in doubt as to what they could do with the
honey which their bees gathered.—Ed.]

It would be ruinous for a bee-keeper to

put up "honey-dew honey " and sell it for

honey. You will, no doubt, understand the
matter more clearly when I tell you that the
pure-food law was drafted, not so much lo

stop adulteration as it was to state honest
facts to the consumer. In other words, we
could say that the pure-food law means sim-
ply honest sales. A bee-keeper has a perfect
right to put all the glucose he wants to in

his honey if he so desires; but when he puts
it in any receptacle and offers it for sale, he
must state on the package just what he has
put in it. Now, that is fair, is it not? It is

the most common-sense bill I have ever heard
passed by Congress. Dr. Wiley had a per-

sonal talk with the writer shortly after this

bill was passed, and on this very subject of

honey-dew. Dr. Wiley stated that the law
did not want the poor bee-keeper to stop sell-

ing all the honey-dew his bees gathered; but
he positively must state on the article offer-

ed for sale, "Honey-dew Honey."
You also may know that this applies to any

honey gathered from various sources; viz., if

you put white-clover honey in a bottle, and
so brand it, it must be strictly white-clover
honey, and nothing else, etc. But in the case
of honey-dew it is really not honey at all. It

is simply "bug juice." As you may know,
it is gathered from a secretion of the aphis,

a little leaf-insect, and is largely dextrose,

while honey is largely levulose. Nectar, as

it is gathered by the bees as it comes in its

original state from the plant, is largely levu-

lose. So you can readily see that honey-dew
is absolutely not honey at all. We have
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found this year that quite a lot of honey-dew
gathered has been almost pure honey-dew;
but the question has been, where honey-dew
is mixed in with other honey, how much, or
what proportion, could be sold as honey with-
out violating; the pure-food law? By careful
experimentmg it has been found that any
thing over twenty per cent crosses the dan-
ger-hne. If you hold up your frames before
putting them in the extractor, and find there
is not more than one-fifth of it dark, I think
it is safe, if you are a good judge, to sell this

without branding it "honey-dew." But when
bee-keepers are doubtful, as the conse-
quences are so great, it would be advisable
to send a sample to a chemist for his deter-
mination.

Philadelphia, Pa.

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Hive-construction.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD.

Having decided to make some two dozen
hives of the divisible type, my next step was
to learn their dimensions. I had models in

plenty in my collection—twelve bodies in all,

ranging from Gallups of about one foot cube,
inside measurements, to Jumbos, but so
varied in size and style that it was practical-

ly impossible to combine any two of them.
Some were butt-jointed, some checked, some
mitered. To make the variety more com-
plete, a few were flat-edged like all modern
hives; some were rebated, while others had
the beveled edge of the Simplicity hive.

Careful examination indicated that not one
was of Langstroth standard dimensions, but
at the same time I did not know for a cer-

tainty what the standard dimensions were.
For several days I searched my books from
end to end; but it is simply amazing how in-

different the average writer is to such de-
tails, yet they are exceedingly essential.

Here is where Dr. Miller shines like a bril-

liant sun among a host of twinkling stars, for

he is exceedingly methodical in giving speci-

fications of every bit of apparatus he de-
scribes. Deprived of his "Forty Years
among the Bees " I feel I would at this stage
have been helpless; for whether I was study-
ing at my desk or working at the bench his

volume was in constant use.
At the end of the notebook are two exceed-

ingly valuable pages that I should hate to

lose, for in them is a record of the dimen-
sions and specifications of every thing that

goes to the making of a hive such as I want.
From these two pages I will draw liberally

as these articles develop.
The most important measurements to know

about a hive-body are the inside dimensions,
for these are constant; the outside measure-
ments will depend upon the thickness of the
lumber availaole. Root's hives are made of

j^s-inch lumber; but in this part of the world

'^i is the standard thickness. So, inside

measurements being known, one can easily

make the necessary calculations for the lum-
ber-bill.

The standard Langstroth hive, eight-frame
size, is 18,'4' inches long inside, and 12 V^

inches wide; the ten-frame size has an inside
width of 14X inches. When made of /s-inch
lumber the outside dimensions are 13J^ by
20 inches for the eight-frame size, and 16 by
20 for the ten-frame. In my case, using ^4 -

inch wood a hive will be \^U inches long,
while the width will be 13>^ inches for 8
frames, and \bU for 10 frames.
But before we order our bill of lumber it

is necessary to learn the size of the rabbet
we must have on the end pieces, for we are
to use hanging frames. Now, the top-bar of
a Root frame is 18^4 inches long; that is, they
are half an inch longer than the inside length
of the hive; and, besides, we must allow ex-
tra space for ease in manipulation—at least
^4 of an inch in all. If we divide this ^ inch
equally between both ends of the hive (and
we must), then the rabbet on each piece
will be }i inch wide. This is what I use on
34 -in. wood; but Root uses {t, on the ^-inch
lumber, and I think it is better.

How many of my readers could, offhand,
tell the exact location of the bee-space,
whether at top or bottom, in a Root hive? I

could not; but I simply had to know, for I in-

tended to use Root's goods, and I was quite
befogged until I remembered that, in my
furniture pile in the barn, there lay a Dan-
zenbaker hive. Examination showed the
bee-space to be above the frames. But it is

not always there, for in the hives in my col-

lection it is sometimes at the bottom, and in

bee literature I find diagrams showing both
ways.
Now, the depth of the rabbet depends

partly on the location of the space and part-

ly on the thickness of the end of the top-bar.
The Root shallow frame for the divisible

hive has a top-bar y% inch thick, but the lugs
are thinned down to xV- Allowing }i inch
for a bee-space at the top, the total depth of
the rabbet will be, therefore, fV, which is

that adopted in the Root hive. Now, as the
depth of the divisible hive in Root's catalog
is given as 5?^ inches, and the frames are
5Vs inches, we see that the bottom of the
frames will be flush with the bottom of the
hives. I made my first hives L?s inches
deep, and found them a perfect nuisance; so
I increased to b'A. Then came along a con-
signment from Root, and I found they also
were bYa, so the catalog is at fault.

Since we are in possession of exact data of

hive-construction, we
are now in position to

make out a bill of spe-
cificationsfor the lum-
ber-mill. In my first

effort I was content
to use ordinary butt
joints, thus. Fig. 1.

Here are the specifications for one eight-
frame divisible body.

Two pieces |4X5^Xl9^4';
HXbysXlZyi,

Fig I

Fig:
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with rabbet on one long edge of end pieces,

y& wide and V'r deep, Fig. 2.

For %-in. lumber the bill would read:

Two pieces ^X5^X20.
}iX5ysXl2}i;

and in the drawing one must substitute J4

for U ; and instead of H there would be writ-

ten j\.
Then you will need two rabbet-tins ^ inch

wide and 12 long.

It is very important that this box be exact-

ly square at the corners, and to ensure this

1 nail the parts together while they are

around a box whose outside measurements
are the same as the inside dimensions of the

hive, 12>^xl8,'4. The one I use is made of

^-inch lumber, and is a trifle less than four

inches deep. The specifications are:

Two pieces ^'X4X18X;
3^X4X105^.

To keep the box in exact shape, and at

the same time act as a guide while the hives

are being nailed together, one of the open
ends is closed with the same weight of lum-
ber (bottomed, in fact) , but with this differ-

ence—the bottom projects exactly '4 inch all

round, so that when the lumber of the hive
is placed in position every thing is flush.

These bottom pieces will necessarily be 19%
inches long, and have a total width of 13>8

inches.
Now, it is important that this jig-box be

exactly square at the corners; and the easi-

est way to secure accuracy is by an arrange-
ment of cleats on the bench. Begin by
drawing pencil-lines on the bench, making
an oblong 12>^Xl8X- Use an ordinary

Eacking-box for drawing these lines, first

aving tested its squareness by measuring
the distances from the diagonal corners. If

both are the same length, the box is true.

Your lines drawn, nail cleats on three sides,

not necessarily the full length.

Now, exactly as you can, put the sides of

the box together, using only two l><-inch

finishing nails at each corner. You are not
trying to get rigidity yet; in fact, you want
flexibility. This done, slip the box between
the cleats on the bench and add the fourth,

and your box will be exactly square at the
corners.
One of the bottom-boards should have a

pencil-line drawn on three sides, U inch

from the edge. Adjust these Unes to the
edges of the box, and
nau with 2j^-inch
nails. Add the re-
mainder of the bottom
pieces, remove the
box from the cleats

and nail the corners,
"G. 3. and you are ready to

make a first-class job of your first hive. Here
is how the jig-box will look—Fig. 3.

It is just fun to nail hives together around
this box, provided it is of exact shape.
Should you, however, in cutting out the

pieces, get the end ones a trifle short or a

trifle oft square, do not worry, but pack them
with strips of brown paper until you get the

exact dimensions.

Fig. 4

Ordinary nails, I find, even with fir, do
not hold the hives true, and so I would ad-
vise that cement-coated nails at least 2ji
inches long be used.
Add the rabbet tins to protect the edges of

the rabbet, and your
hive is ready for paint-
ing.

For a stronger con-
struction I would rec-

ommend a check joint

as shown in the draw-
ing, Fig. 4.

Then our specifica-
tions will read:

Two pieces ^{XbVsXld;
34'X5%X1358,

the end pieces being rabbeted on one long
side -/s inch wide and ^% deep, on both short
sides 4/g inch wide, and V inch deep.

Victoria, B. C, Canada.

[We do not give dimensions of anj^ of the
standard hives in our text-books, for the
simple reason that the great majority of peo-
ple can not work by rule and figure. In our
A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture, under the
head of "Hive-making," we advise every
one who contemplates building his own hives
to send to some factory and get a sample of

such a hive as he proposes building. With
the several parts of the hive before him he
can scarcely go wrong, for all he has to do is

to make duplicates of each part of the hive.
In the older editions of our work we gave

dimensions; but we found that those who at-

tempted to follow them would make mis-
takes. They would get the rabbets in the
hive in the wrong place too deep or not deep
enough; whereas if they had had exact pat-
terns all this confusion would have been
avoided. In our later editions we gave the
dimensions of standard frames. When one
takes into consideration the 4'-inch bee-
space, and adds double this space to the
length and depth of the frame he will get
the correspondino; inside measurements of

the hive. The other dimensions will be de-
termined by the number of frames used.
Figuring that the frames should be spaced
1 ys inches from center to center, with a bee-
space of '4 inch on each outside frame, we
get the inside width of the hive. But we
would not advise one to make hives on this

way of figuring. He should, rather, work
from a pattern.

—

Ed.]

DEE-KEEPING IN CUBA.

Cattle-Raising is Responsible for
Poorer Bee Pasturage.

the

BY FRANK REIMAN.

I believe there is no other country in the
world where the output of honey has de-
creased as it has in Cuba. When the Span-
iards and Cubans alike were depredating
Cuba and eating up the cattle, it was a glori-

ous time for the bee-keeper; but now Cuba is

being again well stocked with cattle, and the
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best honey-plant, campanilla, or bellflower
(resembling the white morning-glory of the
United States), is being torn up by the cattle

or cut down by the machete of the Cuban
because the cattle do not eat it. In Manza-
nillo the exports have declined from 5000
barrels of 50 gallons each to 2000 barrels last

year. This year, I am confident, the exports
will not reach 1(K)0 barrels.
The destruction of the timber has caused

great drouth in the summer or wet season,
and nearly all the streams go dry. Three-
fourths of Cuba is now cleared, and the re-

mainder is going very fast. Where there
are no woods there is not enough honey to

keep the bees living, and they will starve.
All the large apiaries in Havana province
are dead now, and Pinar del Rio is fast dimin-
ishing. This province, Oriente, has still

plenty of timber, and by locating along a
stream where the bees can always get water
we can not help doing well.

I have three apiaries, and all are located
on the Cauto River, where the tide rises and
falls 2 ''2 feet, so that it can never go dry. I

move all the honey and supplies by river, as
the roads are usually bad.
There are still plenty of good locations, but

it is necessary to buy all the ground within
reach of the bees, and so control the terri-

tory. I have over 950 hives at present in

three apiaries, one of the two outyards being
a mile west and the other a mile south. The
home yard contains 350 hives; and 200 yards
from it a neighbor has 200 hives more, so
there are now over 1200 hives of bees inside
of two miles. I find that the two outyards
do better than the home yard—in fact, at the
home yard I have to feed, while at the out-
yards, only a mile away, the bees are mak-
ing surplus honey.

I have kept bees 27 years, and have never
known them to work profitably when they
had to fly over a mile for the honey. The
largest crop of honey I ever raised was in

Delaware, on a drained marsh that was all

in heartsease and butterweed. My bees on
the marsh, right among the flowers, made
five times as much honey as other bees that
were 1 '2 miles from the marsh, which made
hardly any surplus.

I have extracted, from March 1 to June 1,

2500 gallons of honey and 1500 lbs. of yellow
wax. The honev, until Oct. 15, is dark; aft-

er that it is white from the bellflower.

When the white honey begins I expect to

change from extracted to comb honey, as

my frames are only six inches deep and
twenty long. I will make wide frames that

take 4x5 sections, and use them in the same
super. I formerly used T tins, but have
found that, to raise nice comb honey, the
section must be closed entirely.

My crop of white comb will be about 25,000

lbs. " We have good facilities for shipping at

Manzanillo— steamers to all parts of the

world, and weekly steamers to the United
States.

As I am on tide water I can load the hon-
ey on lighters at the apiary, and load right

on the vessel in the harbor of Manzanillo

without rehandling. In another article I

will explain my management of these large
apiaries, the labor of which is done by the
natives, who have very little intelligence—
probably less than the American Indian.

Cauto, Cuba.

THE COLOR SENSE OF THE HONEY-
BEE.

Some Original Work Showing how the
Bees Seem to Favor Blue.

BY JOHN H. LOVELL.

It has been well established by experiment
that the honey-bee can distinguish between
colors. Instead of describing the experiment
as performed by Lord Avebury (Lubbock),
let me give some that I conducted along the
same plan, and, I am glad to say, with even
more conclusive results.

On a pleasant September morning I accus-
tomed a yellow (Italian) bee to visit a strip
of blue paper three inches long by one inch •

wide. To prevent the paper from blowing
away or becoming soiled it was covered with
a transparent glass slide of the same dimen-
sions, upon the center of which a small
quantity of honey was placed. These slides
are used for mounting microscopic objects,
and may be obtained of any dealer in optical
instruments for a trifling sum.
After the bee had made a number of visits

to the blue paper, a red slide of the same di-

mensions, and prepared as described above,
was placed six mches to the right of it. An
equal quantity of honey was also placed upon
the center of this slide. When the bee re-

turned from the hive it alighted on the blue
slide, which still remained in its original

position.

On the departure of the bee for the hive
the slides were transposed, i. e., the red put
in the place of the blue and the blue where
the red had been. When the bee returned,
and no longer found the blue paper in its

usual position, it flew back and forth, exam-
ining both slides, paused for a second or two
on the red, then resumed its flight, but final-

ly settled on the blue. A little later it flew
up into the air, but soon returned to the
blue; then it flew across to the red, where
it remained for the rest of its visit. The
change in the position of the blue, and the
discovery of a differently coloi'ed slide also
bearing honey, evidently disturbed the bee;
and its frequent flights showed that it was en-
deavoring to orient itself to these new con-
ditions. As will now appear it did not find
it necessary to repeat this course of recon-
noitering.
While the bee was awav I transposed the

slides for a second time, the distance apart
being as before— six inches. The bee re-

turned directly to the blue. Twice it left

the blue for a few moments, but each time
returned to it.

When the bee left for the hive, I again
transposed the slides; then the bee returned
to the blue. The bee left for the hive, and I
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transposed the slides. It returned to the
blue.

While the bee was away I transposed the
slides for the fifth time. The bee returned
to the blue. Then it left the blue slide, flew
across to the red, but at once returned to

the blue.
The bee left for the hive and I transposed

the slides. On its return it circled about as
though in doubt and presently disappeared
from view; but a little later it returned and
settled on the blue. While taking up its

load of honey it left the blue three times,

but in each instance returned.
The bee left for the hive and I transposed

the slides. It returned to the blue.
The bee left for the hive and I transposed

the slides for the eighth time. On returning
the bee hovered close to the red, and then
went to the blue.

As soom as the bee returned to the hive, I

transposed the slides for the ninth and last

time. When the bee came back, it alighted
after a little hesitation on the blue. It left

once and flew across to the red, but soon re-
turned to the blue. Left a second time but
soon returned. Then it flew into the room,
and on being released went back to the hive.
There can be no question that in this ex-

periment the honey-bee was able to distin-

guish the blue color from the red. I repeat-
ed the experiment many times and varied it

in many different ways, but the bee always
showed its ability to distinguish between
different colors. Only one bee should be
employed, for if there are two or three they
will conflict and to some extent produce
confusion.
Lubbock also endeavored to show that

blue is the favorite color of the honey-bee;
but his results are unsatisfactory, and his
method of exposition is obscure, and does
not give sufficient details. . Says Cowan in
his book on the honey-bee, "The experi-
ments of Sir John Lubbock are not at all con-
clusive that bees have a preference for any
particular color." On the other hand, Her-
mann Miiller, who was the greatest authori-
ty the world has ever produced on the mu-
tual relations of insects and flowers, de-
clared, after innumerable observations, that
blue is more agreeable to the honey-bee than
any other color. In his experiments he used
fiower-petals of different colors placed un-
der glass slides, and he arranged the differ-

ent colors in the following series according
to the preference of the honey-bee: violet,

blue, red, white, pale yellow, pure green,
glaring red, and glaring yellow. Within the
past ten years, however. Prof. Felix Plateau,
of the University of Ghent, Belgium, has
published many papers, in which he asserts
that Miiller was misled by a too vivid imag-
ination.

Now, does the honey-bee prefer blue to
every other color or not? Is Miiller or Plat-
eau right? During the past summer, for the
purpose of answering these questions I made
many experiments with slips of colored pa-
per and with floral leaves, but the results
were inconclusive. Apparently there is no

doubt that a person dressed in black will re-
ceive a greater number of stings than one
wearing white clothing. Do the bees see
the black more readily than the white? or
does black excite them in the same way that
red enrages the bull or the turkey-gobbler?
Strictly speaking, of course neither black
nor white is a color.

I am now devising some new experiments
to be tried another season, in the hope of
deciding the matter one way or the other.
I should like to ask the many readers of
Gleanings two questions. 1 . Have you ever
observed any evidence to prove that the
honey-bee prefers one color (as blue) to
another? 2. Can you suggest an experiment
that will help in the solution of this problem?
In either case will you kindly write and give
me the benefit of your observations and sug-
gestions? Let us remember that, in the
multitude of counselors, there is wisdom.
Waldoboro, Maine.

HOW BULK COMB HONEY IS PACKED.

BY LOUIS SCROLL.

In answer to an inquiry I will give our
method of packing comb honey.

' As it is impossible to produce an excellent
article of comb honey in any of the deep
frames so much in use, our supers are all of
the shallow type with 5fs-depth frames.
With these it is possible to use full sheets of
very light foundation. Room can be given
only as needed, especially on weaker colo-
nies; and the finished product can be re-
moved sooner.

It is much easier to remove such shallow-
frame supers, without handling and brush-
ing a single comb, and in hauling the supers
home, which we do with all our honey. The
combs do not break down. In the honey-
house they are stacked up, and the honey
packed into different-sized cans, all in cases.

In most general use is the case holding
two 60-lb. square cans, the same as for ex-
tracted honey, except that they have large
openings with eight-inch screw-caps. Other
regular and popular sizes of packages are
12, 6, and 3 pound friction-top round pails

—

the two sizes in cases of ten pails each, and
the latter twenty to a case. All the above,
with the regular 60-lb. square cans for ex-
tracted honey, were made the standard-size
packages by the Texas Bee-keepers' Associ-
ation many years ago.

In packing the honey, the frames with the
combs are placed on a six-inch board laid

across one of the tubs we use in our ex-
tracting-work. This catches all the drip and
bits of comb and other wastes. The Knife
runs around the inside of the frame, which
is then put back into an empty super, and
later to be scraped clean with all the others,
for future use again.
For the large square cans the combs are

cut across the middle; and the two halves
laid flat side by side make a layer in the can.
The next layer is placed crosswise of the
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first, and so on until the can is nearly full.

One ten-frame super will fill a can. The
combs are cut across into four pieces for the
12-lb. pails, and five pieces for the G-lb. For
the small 3-lb. cans the comb is first cut
lengthwise from end to end, about one inch
from the bottom; then crosswise into six

pieces. This makes six small squares of

comb, and the same number of half-squares
of the one-inch strip first cut off. In pack-
ing these into cans we first place two of the
smaller (or half) squares side by side in the
bottom of the can, then lay two of the squares
on top of these. In this way three cans can
be filled with each comb.
Extracted honey is then poured in over

the comb honey to fill up the crevices and
empty space, and make up the weight. It

also keeps the comb honey in a buoyant
state, so that it does not mash up in shipping.

We always make it a practice to heat all

our extracted honey before putting it on the
market, as it will prevent granulation much
longer. The liquid honey is filled in quite

warm, and the cans closed. Nothing but
first-class honey should be put up under
any circumstances, and then a profitable

trade can soon be secured.
New Braunfels, Texas.

CELL-BUILDING IN COLONIES
CAGED QUEENS.

WITH

BY J. A. CRANE.

iThe Crane method of formiiiK nuclei, as stated in
our June 1st issue of last year, in brief, is this: The
queen of a colony is caged three days, during which
time cells will be started. The hive is then lifted off
its bottom and a body of combs and a frame of brood
with the queen is put in its place. A honey-board is

put on, after which the removed brood-nest with its

cells just started is set on top. The bees, according to
Mr. Crane, will continue building the cells. On this
point Mr. Buchanan, in our May 1st issue of this year,
took issue.—Ed.]

On page 284, May 1, Mr. J. F. Buchanan
evidently refers to my article on increase, p.

757, June 1, 1908. I intended to indicate that
the plan was a sort of combination of the
Somerford and Alexander methods— the
Somerford so far as getting cells started, the
Alexander in getting all brood hatched and
sealed, so as to lose none from starvation or
neglect. I have used the plan for two sea-

sons with the greatest success, having had
only ope failure out of fifty last season. In

one case I caged the queen in the forenoon,
and found the bees had started cells before
night the same day. I raised the brood to

the upper story, and released the queen be-
low an excluder, and the bees finished the
cells in fine shape. I also get the best of

queens in this way, as I never let the bees
raise more than ten at one time. I did not
say that it was necessary to have honey com-
ing in to make the plan a success, because I

never imagined any one would want to make
increase or raise queens except during a
honey-flow, unless it was a regular queen-
breeder, and they understand tne necessity

of feeding, and practice it when necessarjf.

I want no queens which are reared by arti-

ficial feeding myself. While they may some-
times be good, the chances are certainly in
favor of those reared during a good honey-
flow.

IS DOOLITTLE WRONG IN HIS ESTIMATE OF
HOW FAR BEES MAY FLY?

I have also several times noted Doolittle's
statement in regard to bees' flight; and
while I have never doubted one statement
that came from his pen, and have probably
learned as many profitable kinks from his
writings as from any other one source, I still

doubt whether my bees ever get much more
than two miles from home, lo-day, May 16,

there are many patches of dandelions, and a,

few apricot and Japanese plums, and many
hard maples, in blossom. On my way to

church, and also on the return trip, I watch-
ed closely all the way; and as the nearest
bees in that direction are a good four miles,
and all blacks, while mine are all yellow, the
last yellow bees I could find were a little

more than a mile and a half from home, and
then for nearly a mile I did not see a bee of

any kind. Of course there were not many
fruit-trees in bloom; but every one that was,
was literally alive with bees; also every
patch of dandelions. The hard maples were
most plentiful, and the bees were working
on them in my yard, and for a quarter of a
mile along the road much more than further
away. I think the fruit-bloom yielded a lit-

tle honey, as I could detect the odor of new
honey in the yard. If the maple affords pol-

len only, as I beheve, it seems that my bees
were satisfied to get it at the nearest avail-

able spot, but would fly the limit to get a lit-

tle nectar.
Marion, N. Y.

A NEW EDITION OF THE ABC AND X Y Z OF
BEE CULTURE UNDER WAY AGAIN.

We are now busy at work %n a new edition

of the A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture. It

is astonishing, the number of changes we
have to make from year to year—not because
we have to throw out matter that is false or
misleading, but because there are better

methods or shorter cuts for accomplishing
the same end.
We get out, on an average, a new edition

of 15,000 every year and a half, or 10,000

every year. During this interval, new ideas
or better practices are brought out. For
example, during 1908 and '9 there seemed to

be a large amount of testimony to show that

feeding copiously in the fall was far better
than feeding in the fall to a moderate ex-
tent and then again in the spring to stimu-
late.

In the multitude of counselors there is

wisdom, and so in the new edition of our
work we are putting more emphasis on fall

feeding and less on feeding in the spring,

although there come times, of course, when
the latter is absolutely necessary.
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HEADS OF Grain
From Different Fields

FOUJ--BROOD LEGISLATION IN CONNECTICUT.
Mr. E. R. Root:—A bill presented by the bee-keepers

I which was, I understand, commended by Dr. Phillips
and yourself, and which called tor an appropriation of
$1000) was rejected; but certain members of the legis-
lature realized that something ought to be done, and
one interested member drew up a substitute bill which
was passed. This was the third attempt to secure
foul-brood legislation, and came near being a failure.
Credit is due Mr. Stephen J. Griffen, of Bridgeport,
who has persistently kept the matter before the bee-
keepers and legislators, and who succeeded in obtain-
ing valuable information as to the extent of foul brood
in the State, which influenced the General Assembly.
Your editorial opinion of the bill will be appreciat-

ed. James A. Smith,
Secretary Connecticut Bee-keepers' Ass'n.

• Hartford, Ct, July 31.

FOUL-BROOD BILL
PASSED BY THE CONNECTICUT LEGIBLATURK, JANUARY, 1909.

Jie it eiiacteil ht/ the Seuate and House of Bepfexenlatives in
General Asseiiihli/ convened:
t-EC. ].—For the purpose of suppressing contagious or Infec-

tious diseases of tlie honey-bee, it shall be the duty of the
State Entomologist, when complaint is duly made, to examine
and verify, and treat or destroT eases of foul brood among
honey-bees.

!SEc. 8.—In pursuance of the provisions of this act. the State
Entomologist, or any person whom he may appoint for that
purpose, shall have access at reasonable times to such apia-
ries or places where bees are kept, and where honey-comb and
appliances are stored, as may be designated in any such com-
plaint.
SEC 3.—The State Entomologist is authorized and empow-

ered to prescribe suitable forms for and to make regulations
regarding such complaints, and shall keep the same on file,
and open to public inspection; and he Is further authorized
and empowered to make. In his discretion, reasonable rules to
govern, and reasonnble payments for the services of agents
V hom he may appoint to carry out the provisions of this act.
SEC. 4.—Any person who impedes, resists, or hinders the

State Entomologist or any agent whom he may appoint in the
performance of the duties imposed by this act, shall be fined
not more than twenty-Ave dollars.
Sec. 5.—To carry out the provisions of this act. the necessa-

ry expenses, to an amount not exceeding five hundred dollars,
shall be paid by the comptroller on duly credited vouchers.

[This law seems to be not quite clear on some points
and silent on some others. In section 3 the State Ento-
mologist or his authorized agent is " empowered to
prescribe suitable forms and to make regulations re-
garding such complaints." While the agents can be
paid out of the fund of $500 appropriated, as provided
in Section 5, it is not made clear whether such agent
has authority to apply a penalty if the "regulations "

and "suitable forms " are not complied with.
In section 4, any person who impedes, resists, or

hinders the State Entomologist or his agent may be
fined $25.00. If this section can be construed to mean
that such person cap be fined if he refuses to comply
with the instructions or orders for treatment of any
disease given by the entomologist or his agent, well
and good; but even then the fine is rather low. In
most of the laws imprisonment is made a part of the
penalty at the option of the court.
In a general way, we would say that this law is far

better than nothing; and if the Attorney General of
your State should construe section 4 to mean that a
foul-brood inspector has full authority to apply the
penalty of §25.00 in ease of non-compliance with his
orders, then the law will do very well; but we should
say that, at the next session of your General Assem-
bly, this provision ought to be made a little clearer
and the penalties heavier.—Ed.]

INTRODUCING QUEENS BY SPRAYING THE BEES WITH
WATER.

Get some water and a bulb-plant sprayer and turn
the cloth back over the top of the frames. Shower the
bees as long as they come up, until they are quiet and
hugging the combs. In this condition they can not
sound a note; in fact, they are completely knocked out.
Now turn the queen in, giving her a dampening also.
We raise a comb if we like, and turn her right on to
the comb, when she will be received. If turned among
the bees on the comb the queen will be hungry, and
so need not be wet.
We have introduced many queens in this -jvay and

had no failures. It is not necessary to drown them.
If there is no sprayer handy they can be simply sprin-

kled with the hand. At a time when there is brood in
the hive, use warm water, otherwise the cold^is just as
good. o >

We took one of our most vicious hybrids and gave a
live-bee demonstration at the fair to a large crowd,
with no cage or protection of any kind, handing a
comb around to show the queen, and no one was stung,
the bees being treated to a light showering a little be-
fore opening. The sprinkling was done through a
wire-cloth covered super placed on the hive as used
for ventilation.
Queens can be changed by this plan without having

a colony queenless, and work goes on as usual as soon
as the bees are dried off. J. W. Ware.
Puyallup, Washington.
[The scheme of spraying bees with water, or with

water sweetened with a little sugar, for the purpose of
facilitating the process of introducing, has been men-
tioned at various times in these columns; but we do
not advise either, for the reason that the regular meth-
od of introducing we consider much more reliable.
The application of water in a fine spray has the ef-

fect of disconcerting or putting out of normal a colony
of bees for the time being; and while in that condition
it will be a little more inclined to accept a queen than
otherwise. If any others have had any experience in
this plan we shall be glad to hear from them.—Ed.]

QUEENS FLYING AWAY WHEN HIVES ARE OPENED, AND
NOT RETURNING.

I received a queen by mail and introduced her all

right, but I don't know where she went to. About
four days after I put the cage in the hive I opened it to
see how the queen was. Suddenly she flew, and, of
course, I thought she would come back; but in twenty
minutes I could not find her in the hive. So I looked
in my six other hives (I have only seven), but she was
not in any of them.
Strangest of all, the last hive I opened, the queen

flew from that hive too, and did not come back. I can
not account for their not coming back except that
there was a swarm hanging near, and the queens en-
tered that. The latter queen knew her hive, because
she was mated there about a week before.
Oakland, Cal., July 22. L. McCargar.
[It is very rare that a queen will deliberately fly off

the comb when the hive is open. When she does this
the only thing to do is to leave the hive just as it is,

with the cover off, and step back. The queen will cir-

cle about in the air to mark her location. If the hive
is left open for fifteen or twenty minutes she will, in
all probability, return. If, however, the queen was
raised in that hive, and was mated from it, there will
be no harm if she does fly off the comb, for she will be
almost sure to return. Why your queen did not do so,

as mentioned in your second paragraph, we are un-
able to explain. As we have said before, bees (or
queens either for that matteri follow no invariable
rule.—Ed.]

can ripe CELLS BE SENT BY MAIL?
If, as I am led to believe, it is quite a task to intro-

duce virgin queens, why not make it a point to have
almost ripe queen-cells always coming, and, so far as
practicable, ship them instead of the virgin queens?

FENCES ATTACHED TO SECTION-HOLDERS.
Why are not section-holders made with fence sepa-

rators attached, since, as it seems to me, comb-honey
production without separators would be almost a fail-

ure. I have some home-made section-holders with
separators attached, the separator being, of course,
necessary on only one side of the holders. This also
does away with a follower in the super, as the wedges
or springs can be put between the ends of the last

holder and outside wall of the super.
St. Paul, Minn., July 23. J. A. Rye.

[A ripe cell sent through the mails for not longer
than 24 hours during hot weather, if immediately put
in a queenless hive on arrival, may hatch out into a
good queen, but the chances are that she will fail to

hatch; or if she does, she will be dark-colored, short-
lived, or both. Practical queen-breeders know that, if

ripe queen-cells are subjected to a temperature lower
than that of the hive for only a short time, the queen,
when she does hatch, will not be as strong and vigor-
ous as one that has been kept during the entire period
of incubation in a good cluster of bees.
Many years ago, pieces of comb from some good

breeder were sent through the mails, which, on arri-

val at destination, were used for grafting cells. In a
few cases, apparently a good batch of cells was se-

cured. It is not practicable to graft from these pieces
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of comb except where they are detained in the mail-
pouch not iontrer than 12 hours in hot weather. Later
experience in Queen-rearinn has tauirht us that nueens
reared from larva', or from cells that have passed
tliroutfh the mails, are not as trood as those reared un-
der normal conditions in the hive.

It is perfectly feasible to attach the fences to the sec-
tion-holders ; but the reason why manufacturers do
not make up the combination is because it is not so
easy to eet sections in and out of the supers. Then,
moreover, a separator or fence that is fastened to a
section-holder can not be readily cleaned of propolis.
-Ed.]

how bees eject w.vter from nect.\r during their
FLIGHT.

Dear Ernest:—The article in Gleanings, "Ripening
of Honey," brings back vividly to my mind the sum-
mer when the field where your father's house stands
was all in buckwheat. A. I. R. came out to the apiary
one sunny day, and. standing by the hickory-tree at

the edge of the apiary, called my attention to the bees
sailing in from the buckwheat-tield; and as we watch-
ed them we could see the streams of spray, or drop-
lets, discharged by them as they sailed for their hives.
It seems as though it were only yesterday, instead of
twenty-seven long years ago. Those were the happy
days of boyhood.
Fort Casey, Wash.. July 3. Erle.

The writer of this. Dr. E. H. Sargent, had charge of
our apiary somewhere along in the early 80's. He
subsequently graduated from Cornell University, tak-
ing a scientific course; taught science at a military
academy, and later took the degree of " M. D." Dur-
ing one of his vacations Dr. Sargent made some foul-
brood pure cultures at Medina, for that was at a time
when the disease was raging in our home yard. Some
of his findings at the time were verified by other sci-

entific men. He was always a student of nature, and
his contribution of the incident that took place years
ago when he was in Medina fits in very nicely here.

—

ED.]

W.IEN IT PAYS TO EXTRACT FROM THE BROOD-NEST AND
FEED SYRUP.

The brood-chambers of my hives contain from two to
four frames of the finest alfalfa honey. I can get 20
cts. per lb. for this here. Would you recommend ex-
tracting this honey at the end of the season and feed-
ing sugar syrup? We usually have here a fall flow of
heartsease that they might store for winter; but this
has been a dry season with us, and I do not expect the
heartsease this time.
Gear>-, Okla.. July 28. N. F. Gardiner.

[Under the conditions mentioned we would advise
you to extract your alfalfa honey and feed sugar syrup
instead. The latter would cost you about 3 cts. per lb.,

and when stored in the hive possibly 5 cts., if you fig-

ure the evaporation and energy of the bees in putting
the syrup into comb. You will then have 15 cts. clear
profit less the cost of extracting; but when extracted
honey brings only 6 or 7 cts. it usually does not pay to
make the exchange for syrup.—Ed.]

DOES THE SAME BEE VISIT .MORE THAN ONE SPECIES OF
FLOWER ON THE SAME TRIP?

I wish to mention a matter about which there is

sometimes more or less question; and that is in regard
to the matter of bees visiting different flowers in their
quest for honey. At Barrington I asked the apiarist to

go with me to the alfalfa-field, as I wanted to see if the
bees were gathering nectar from it. We found, on ar-
riving there, a mixture of alsike and alfalfa in about
equal proportions, and that bees were vigorously at
work. I asked him to watch carefully those on alsike
and I would do the same to those on alfalfa, to see if

they changed to the other plant. In no instance did
we find a bee to change from its favorite, though the
other actuallytouched the flower it was working; but a
bee working the other would alight on the one reject-
ed. From the examination we made, we concluded
that bees never change from their favorite so long as
it affords nectar.
Evanston, lU., July 28. Wm. M. WHITNEY.

i/.es Italian bees. It has always been my impression
that golden Italian bees should show four to five yel-
low bands; and if not, they should be classed as three-
banded. I have queens in my yard from several
breeders, and I wish to give you in a letter my experi-
ence with some of them.
Marshall, Mo. R. G. ROBERTSON.

[The term "golden Italians" has come to be some-
what flexible. It may mean on the part of some adver-
tisers four or five banded Italians; and on the part of
others, very bright three-banded bees. We do not be-
lieve that any of our advertisers mean to misrepre-
sent; but carelessness in the use of the expression has
grown up of late. We are hereby suggesting that all

of our advertisers be a little more specific in what they
mean when they use the term " golden Italians " or
" goldens." We hope every advertiser will specify
the number of yellow bands to his goldens. This will
remove all misunderstanding and objection.—ED.]

CERTAIN COLORS AND ODORS OBJECTIONABLE TO BEES.
With reference to recent articles on bees being more

angry at times than others, I have noticed the trouble
I have had along this line was while wearing a faded
black derby hat, and especially while working the
garden and bending over, and that I am not molested
while wearing a plain straw hat. Bees know their
enemies, as a matter of course. Is it not natural for
them to take that old black hat for a bear?
As a further inference, why should they not be hos-

tile to certain colors and certain odors in clothing and
people. I had a negro pulling some plants. He could
have been heard a block off, and, besides, before down
some of my best tomato-vines in getting out of the gar-
den. After he was out of the garden he said, " Whoo-
pee! Boss, I reckon you have to keep dem plants."
Suffolk, Va. W. T. Bailey.

[We may say that it is pretty well established now
that dark colors are more objectionable to bees than
light ones. Certain persons or animals may give off

an odor that is offensive to the extent that it may
cause them to sting. It is our opinion, however, that

the average colored person could work among bees, if

he understands the art of handling them, just as satis-

factorily as a white person. We do not believe that
the color of the skin itself would make the bees much
crosser. The colored man referred to probably mani-
fested a nervousness, and a disposition to strike at the
bees, that caused them to attack him, rather than any
odor or color of his person.—Ed.]

FIRST SWARM OF THE SEASON ISSUES BEFORE QUEEN-
CELLS ARE SEALED.

Is it a usual thing for the first swarm of the season
to issue without leaving sealed queen-cells? Doolittle,

in "Scientific Queen-rearing," says, "I have yet to

find where the first swarm of the season, from an
apiary, has ever issued previous to the sealing of the

first queen-cells." I wish to say that, on June 7, the
first swarm of the season in my yard issued. After hiv-

ing it I carefully examined the parent hive and found
five or six queen-cells, but none of them were sealed.

On June 20, thirteen days after the first swarm, the
second one issued from the hive. I have been taught
that the eighth day is the time for the second swarm.
How about this? J. T. HiLLERY.
Columbus, Ohio, July 7.

[In a general way we may say that it is an axiom in

beedom that "bees do nothing invariably." While
they follow general rules, there are always exceptions.
You will note particularly that Mr. Doolittle did not
say that a swarm would not issue before the sealing of

the first queen-cell, but that he had yet to see a case of

that kind.
The same general principle, that bees do nothing in-

variably, would apply to your last paragraph.—ED.]

WHAT IS MEANT BY THE TERM "GOLDEN," REFERRING
TO A STRAIN OF BEES?

In perusing the advertising department of GLEAN-
INGS one will obser\'e several queen-breeders offering
for sale golden and three-banded Italian queens. One
says " golden and three-banded;" others, " golden and
red-c'o\ er." What I wish to know is, what character-

DOES HONEY-DEW CANDY?
My experience with honey-dew mixed with other

honey is that, in cold weather, the honey-dew will

come to the top and remain liquid while the honey
will candy. Why can not the honey-dew be poured off

and the honey be melted, and thus separated from the
honey-dew?
Valparaiso, Ind., Aug. 12. JOHN C. Bull.

[Our experience has rather led us to believe that

some honey-dew does candy; but we think that there
might be varieties which would behave in the manner
described by our correspondent. We should be glad
to hear from others.—ED.]
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is

profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness—II. TIMOTHY 3: 16.

Shortly after our issue for Aug. 1 went to

press, our good friend Dr. Miller, in a per-
sonal letter to myself, in a sort of postscript
at the end, had the following:

When you have time to think it over, I hope you will
take it back that Solomon isn't good authority. That
is the entering wedge for disbelief in the whole Bible.
If you doubt Solomon, I can doubt Paul.

A few days afterward came the following:

Mr. A . I. Root:—The writer of this reads most of your
writings in GLEANINGS. Acting upon the suggestion
of the publishers, I venture tti write a criticism of
your paper in the Aug. 1st issue,.and also offer some
suggestions as follows:

First, you have made a serious error in your criti-

cism of Solomon and the writings ascribed to him, and
which it is thought you would not have made had you
been as well informed as you might have been from a
careful search of the Bible on the subject. Kindly
read I. Kings 3 : 12 ; also I. Kings 10 ; II. Chronicles 9 ;

Matthew 12 : 42.

From the foregoing you will see that our Lord put
the stamp of his approval upon the Scriptures without
exception, invoking his hearers to search them as au-
thoritative proof of his mission. He unqualifiedly in-
dorses the wisdom of the queen of the South in com-
ing to see and learn of the wisdom of Solomon. Of
Solomon's wisdom you have seen it declared that it

embraced the fullest extent of human knowledge—
none like him before or after, etc.

Again, let me suggest that, if you have a copy of the
International Series of Bible (if not, obtain one), of
modern arrangement; read the Old Testament summa-
ry under the heading of Ecclesiastes, Proverbs, Song
of Songs, etc., by George I. Spurrell, M.A., and Rev. C.
H. H. Wright, D.D.; and after familiarizing yourself
with the views therein set forth, again give us in your
journal your views upon the life of Solomon and Ec-
clesiastes in the light of your latest reading upon the
subject.
Your writings are read by a large following; and,

being a writer of much influence, you should exercise
care to insure against writing at random, or in a man-
ner that might be construed as an adverse criticism of
the Bible, which I do not think you intended.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 13. Wm. B. Hess, Sr.

Well, friends, that is rather tough on the
author of the Home Papers, is it not? Dr.
Miller says my teaching in that one respect
is an " entering wedge for disbelief in the
whole Bible;" andthisother friend lays down
the law (theological law) and accuses me of
"writing at random."

I admit that I have been pulled into deep
water; but I wish to suggest that our good
friend Keck, Dr. Miller, and the writer of the
above letter, are also in deep water. By the
way, may I be excused for suggesting, with
the kindest feehngs in the world, that it

would sound much better if all three of these
friends, Keck, Miller, and Hess, would give
what they have to say as their opinion, or
what a careful reading of the Bible seems to
say to them. It does not help me any to have
somebody say, "That is the way the Bible
reads, and you can not get around it," es-
pecially while so many good people under-
stand certain parts of the Bible differently.
Perhaps I am wrong in undertaking to han-
dle such questions in theology.

In II. Timothy 2: 23 (the chapter preceding
the one from which I have taken my text)
we read: "But foolish and unlearned ques-

tions avoid, knowing that they gender
strife." I would not have gone into this dis-

cussion had not friend Keck led the way; but
now we are in it I hope you will excuse me
for trying to explain to you how I under-
stand God's holy word.

I do believe, as our text says, that all scrip-
ture is given by inspiration. But right here
my stenographer, W. P. Root, suggests that
the New Version reads as follows: " Every
scripture inspired of God is also profitable
for teaching, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction which is in righteousness."
I rather think, come to look into it,

that I like the New Version better than
I do the old. It seems to me that Dr. Miller
and friend Hess both fail to consider the
point I made was that Solomon had departed
in his old age from the straight and narrow
path. Friend Hess refers us to the 10th
chapter of I. Kings; but why did he not turn
over the leaf and read the 11th chapter also?
But before we consider the 11th chapter
there is another point. Allusion has been
made to the queen of Sheba. When she vis-

ited Solomon he was a good man— that is, it

looks so to me. He did not show her his

thousand wives (and surely not his concu-
bines) . The queen of Sheba made her visit

to Solomon 992 years before Christ. His dis-

obedience to God in worshiping idols was
984 years before Christ— eight years later.

I spoke of Solomon having 1000 wives in his

old age. I shall have to beg pardon all

around. That was a blunder. The 11th
chapter of I. Kings tells us he had only 700
wives and 300 concubines.
Let us go over that 11th chapter a little.

The first verse starts out by saying, "But
king Solomon loved many strange women."
The second verse says that the Lord spoke
unto the children of Israel, and they were
expressly and plainly forbidden marriage
with the other nations. But marrying these
women was not enough. The fourth verse
tells us, "For it came to pass when Solomon
was old that his wives turned away his heart
after other gods." The rest of the chapter
tells us about his not only joining in with
his wives in idol worship, but he "built
high places," or temples, as we would un-
derstand it, for the worship of idols. He
even had one for the abominable Moloch's
worship; and he "burned incense" unto
other gods "for all his strange wives."
The ninth verse says the Lord was angry,

because the heart of Solomon was turned
away "from the Lord God of Israel." We
are told that, after that, the Lord appeared
unto him twice, and "commanded him con-
cerning this thing." But the tenth verse
says, " But he kept not that which the Lord
commanded." After he continued to go
from bad to worse, paying no regard to his

frequent warnings, the Lord said, "I will

surely rend the kingdom from thee, and give
it to thy servant." If there is any thing in

the Bible to indicate that Solomon repented,
like the thief on the cross, and received for-

giveness, I have failed to find it; yet I am
fairly familiar with all the passages that friend
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Hess has indicated. Now just one thing
more:

In the fortieth verse of that same chapter
we read, "Solomon sought, therefore, to kill

Jeroboam." Now, I want to submit the mat-
ter to our audience. Of course I do not
know just when the book of Elcclesiastes was
written; but it was after Solomon's downfall.
Let us for a minute contrast the words that
friend Keck quotes: "For the living know
that they shall die, but the dead know not
any thing; neither have they any more a re-

ward, for the memory of them is forgotten."
There is more of it, but that is enough. Let
us now turn to the 40th chapter of Isaiah,

last verse: "For they that wait on the
Lord shall renew their strength; they shall

mount up with wings as eagles; they shall

run, and not be weary; they shall walk, and
not faint." There, friends, which is best
authority— Solomon in his old age, after he
had disobeyed the Lord, and fallen from
grace, or the grand old prophet Isaiah who
lived an honest, faithful, pure, and true life?

Let us now go back to our text.

My understanding of it would be that the
Bible is "given to us by inspiration," and it

/s " profitable " in the way of its glorious
promises and exhortations to purity and
righteousness, and it is also profitable in the
historical part of it where it tells how good
men permitted themselves to be tempted
and led astray. Saul started out grandly,
but he could not bear responsibility and
power. He ended miserably. David start-

ed out, both as a boy and a man after God's
own heart. He was tempted, and fell, and
not only committed adultery but murder.
But he repented, and God forgave him. I

should be exceedingly glad to know that Sol-
omon repented.

Now just a word about taking Solomon's
last utterances as authority. Years' ago
I heard of a church-member — in fact I do
not know but he was a superintendent in

a Sunday-school where he then lived. He
was a good man, and stood well in that
community; but that man led astray and
ruined an unprotected girl who was employ-
ed in his family. The matter came into the
church, and caused a big excitement; but he
confessed his fault, and the church finally

decided to overlook it— to forget and to for-

give. Years afterward there was a big re-
vival in that community. It was the evan-
gelist's plan to have all the members of the
church go out and exhort sinners to leptut.
He, not knowing the man who had commit-
ted that crime, selected this church member
among others to go from house to house to
talk with the unconverted. Come to think
of it, I do not think this man was very wise
nr he would have declined. A certain day
was appointed, and the church-workers went
from nouse to house. This man put his foot
on the doorstej/ to go into the home of a
bright and intelligent woman who was not a
member of any church. I do not know but
s.he attended card parties and dances, and
things of that sort; but when she saw that
man ithat gray-headed old sinner I was go-

ing to say; but as he had confessed his fault
to the church I suppose I ought to choose
some gentler name) about to come into her
home she stopped him at the doorway and
said something as follows:
"Mr. Brown, if I am correct you are com-

ing here to talk to me about the welfare of
my soul."

I presume he was somewhat embarrassed,
for he might have known what was coming.
I do not know what he said— perhaps noth-
ing; but she continued: "Yes, I suppose I

am a sinner. Perhaps in some respects I

am a heathen, and very likely I need reproof.
But I hope you will excuse me if I speak
plainly, and say it must come from some oth-
er source than you. I shall go down to my
grave in my sins as I am now unless they
have some better messenger from God to

come to me and point the way of life."

So far as I can remember he turned around
and went home and did not undertake any
more "missionary work"— at least at that
time.
And this opens up another question — the

one about eternal punishment. Perhaps I

was unwise and not exactly orthodox when
I said I did not believe in everlasting torture.
In thinking it over since, I can now tell you
better what I do believe. Last Sunday our
good pastor gave us a list of things that mod-
ern theology has dropped. He spoke of Cal-
vinism and of "God's elect." You older
ones will remember the discussions that we
used to have on the subject. He said that
was all forgotten nowadays, and put aside.

I sat close to him, because I had to be right
in front of the pulpit on account of my hear-
ing, and I was almost impelled to say,

"Thank God." Then he mentioned another
thing that is dropped and forgotton, at least

in most communities; and that is, that young
people belonging to ungodly parents, if

they die in childhood are doomed to "eter-
nal condemnation." He did not say eternal
damnation, but condemnation. Now, this old
man I have been speaking about, who forgot
his religion, his God, and the responsibilities

that rested on him (particularly as the father
of a family and a member of the church) to

protect and be a father to that child— this

man must have felt his punishment to the
last day of his life, and I hope he did. Who
ever got a glimpse of the manmust have recall-

ed the crime he had committed, not only before
God but before the eyes of all the world.
He was condemned here on earth, and I

should not wonder if his condemnation rests
on him still, and will rest on him for ever.
It is a terrible thing to say, yet I should not
be surprised if we find, in the great future,
that punishment for things of that kind goes
on from everlasting to everlasting. Solo-
mon stood before the people as a spiritual

leader. His responsibility under the circum-
stances was a thousand times greater than
that of the person I have taken for an illus-

tration. This 11th chapter of I. Kings is a
terrible one to read. Solomon continually,
persistently, and deliberately broke Gods
noly command, and refused to heed God's
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repeated warnings. But, although this chap-
ter is a terrible one, it is a ''profitable" one
to read, according to the words of our text.

The history of the downfall of God's chosen
king ought to be a warning to us as to the
consequences of sin, and an exhortation also

to remember God's promises to those who
obey his holy law.*
While I am familiar with the scripture

texts mentioned, I shall have to admit that I

have not seen or read the book mentioned;
and with my busy life, and especially with
the large amount of reading that is piled up
before me daily, I can not read any thing
that requires very much time. I hope you
will excuse me if I say, also, that if the arti-

cles you mention try to teach that Solomon
in his old age was an inspired authority from
God, I hardly think I care to read them.
The man who deliberately commits adultery,
and does not repent, will very likely soon
commit murder. There are not only in-

stances of this in the Old Testament, but the
dailies of to-day relate no end of cases of

adultery, murder, and then suicide. The
criminal is not the only one who commits
murder; but a man who is comparatively in-

nocent, who has been wronged in his do-
mestic affairs, often kills the guilty accom-
plice, and the courts seem, a good deal of the
time, inclined to excuse him. While discuss-
ing this it suggests that a good many have
written me articles in regard to the penitent
thief on the cross. Many of these writers
reject the idea that this thief and probable
murderer obtained full and free pardon.
Now, if Solomon or anybody else who has
been, let us say, unfaithful to his wife, and
repents as did the thief on the cross, or the
prodigal son, I am willing to accept him as
authority.
Toward the close of the last chapter of the

book of Nehemiah, that honest, faithful, and
sturdy old warrior says, in speaking of Solo-

mon, "Even he did outlandish women cause
to sin." Well, it would seem that right
down through the ages when Satan has want-
ed to blockade or blot out a good man he has
been choosing these same "outlandish v/o-

men " to do the work. Sometimes even

* After the above was given to the printers I ran
across the following in the Sunday School Times, and I

regarded it as a " Godsend," for it tells what I wanted
to say better than I could have put it in language my-
self. And, by the way, if there is any better authority
in the whole wide world than the Sunday School Times
'so far as theological questions are concerned) it has
not yet come to my knowledge. Here is the quota-
tion, the last italics being my own:
Unpunished sin does not exist. No man has ever been clev-

er enough to discover how to sin — even in a trifle— without
paying a penalty for it. God does not have to punish us for
our sins in any arbitrary way. The sins take care of that—
they do their own punishlncr. .\ writer in Th- Snturthni Ki-r-
•ling Fost, describing the work of tlie modern bank examiner,
says that such an examiner should have the ability to follow
\ip the first trace of wrong-doing when he runs across it. and
then adds, as a reason why this can always be be done if one
Is watchful enough: Crnnkeilncss hirarinhhi lenrr^ n trail, no
mailer hoir iiirlistiiicl Ihe Irail nuin he. .lust there Is the pun-
ishment of all crookedness, or sin—its trail. That trail may
elude human eyes, but it is there. It leads into the life of the
one who committed the sin. It Is a pathway by which repeti-
tion of tl>e sin may enter that lite more easily. It Is a scar
that is never in this world gotten rid of. The trail is blazed
the Instant the crookedness begins. Our loss and punishment
are assured then and there. (Iirisi mn forr/ii c nn'l heni nnri
bM nut: but Christ mil imt uiiil,, Hip n-cnrrl. imr nirike thr Insn
ax though it had not been. He would have us think of this be-
fore the trail Is commenced.

ministers of the gospel fall in the same way
that Solomon did; and I know of no more
pitiful spectacle than to see one of these men
try to keep on preaching and filling a pulpit,

and warning sinners to repent. Once or
twice in my life I have heard a minister try

to preach after such a thing had happened.
The Spirit of God had departed from him,
and the poor fellow did not know any better
than to think he could preach a good sermon,
and that no one would recognize the differ-

ence. Hypocrites may carry the day for a
little while, but it will not be long. The man
must either confess his sins, and ask God
and his fellow-men to forget and forgive, or
he can never keep on as one of God's chosen
servants. In fact, I have sometimes thought
it would be better if he would never think
of trying to preach any more, no matter how
honestly and humbly he may repent. The
command, '

' Thou shalt not commit adultery,
'

'

comes right after the one against committing
murder; and the man who is guilty of either

of these great crimes has not only lost his

spirituality, but even his judgment and un-
derstanding in other matters, seem to have
departed from him. He is crippled for Hfe
in every way. In view of this, dear friends,

shall we not all be exceedingly careful? When
you are sorely tempted (either by anger or

by "strange women"), carefully consider
that in one single moment you may spoil your
peace of mind and your happiness lor ever.

The consequence of a single act of this kind
will punish you through life here on earth,

and, according to the Bible teaching, as I un-
derstand it, the punishment (in some sort of

way that we are not prepared to understand i

may go on and on, into the great unexplored
future.

I have a feeling, in closing, that, as I have
not studied theology, I am out of my beat;

but I have many times thought I would rath-

er have the advice of a common every-day
person who has good sound common sense

than some of the opinions of the learned doc-

tors of divinity. Some of you will, perhaps,

think it rather bad taste for my poor self, un-

der the circumstances, to quote the 27th

verse of the first chapter of I. Corinthians;

but I think I will use it for my closing text.

But God chose the foolish things of the world that

he might put to shame them that are wise: and God
chose the weak things of the world that he might put

to shame the things that are strong.

" BACKWARD, TURN BACKWARD, O TIME," ETC.

Mr. E. N. Root, of New York city, brother of W. P.

Root, our stenographer, has kindly furnished us the

names of the authors of the two poems I quoted from
in that Home paper, page 481. He says:

• Rock nie to Sleep. Mother." was written by Elizabeth Aker»
Allen, over llfty years ago. She was the author of several fu-

gitive poems. One entitled " Endurance " is a classic.

The other poem, • Alexander Selkirk's Ijiraent,'" beginning.

I am monarch of all I survey.
My right there is none to dispute,

was written by William Cowper over a century ago. He was
the author of many of our best hymns. One of them begins,

^fiod moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform

.

He plants his footsteps on the sea.

And rides upon the storm.

New York, July 8. E. N. ROOT.
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Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

THE DOLLAR HEN; A NEW UP-TO-DATE POUL-
TRY-BOOK.

In our issue for May 1 I spoke of a valuable
bulletin sent out by the Department of Agri-
Ciilture in regard to the egg trade of the
United States. This bulletin was received
with great favor, not only by poultry-jour-
nals but by the agricultural papers general-
ly. Some of the poultry-journals considered
it of so much value that they copied it en-
tire. Well, this bulletin was the work of
Milo M. Hastings, formerly Poultryman at

the Kansas Experiment Station, and later in

charge of the poultry investigation of the De-
partment of Agriculture; and this new book
that is just out is by that same man. It con-
tains something over 215 pages of rather fine
print; and my estimate is that this book con-
tains more sound solid sense of real value to

the poultry-keepers of the world than any
thing else that has ever come to us in print.

The book is not illustrated, as I think it

should be, and it does not go into detail as
many of the other poultry-books do; but it

draws a sharp and clear line between good
common sense and nonsense. It is a scientific

work, and it comes before the poultry-keep-
ers in the way our experiment stations come
before our farming people — not only with
authority based on up-to-date science, and
with no bias in favor of anybody nor for any
particular thing.
With this preface let me make some ex-

tracts from the book. It opens up this way:

Twenty-five years ago there were in print hundreds
of complete treatises on human diseases and the prac-
tice of medicine. NotwithstandinK the size of the
book-shelves or the hich standing- of the authorities,
one mieht have read the entire medical library of that
day and still have remained in ignorance of the fact

that outdoor life is a better cure for consumption than
the contents of a drugstore. The medical professor of
1885 may have gone prematurely to his grave because
of ignorance of facts which are to-day the property of

everj' intelligent man.
There are to-day on the book-shelves of agricultural

colleges and public libraries scores of complete works
on " Poultry," and hundreds of minor writings on va-
rious phases of the industry. Let the would-be poul-
tryman master this entire collection of literature, and
he is still in ignorance of facts and principles, a knowl-
edge of which in better-developed industries would be
considered prime necessities for carrying on the busi-
ness.
The reader who is looking for information concern-

ing fancy breeds, poultry shows, patent processes, pat-

ent foods, or patent methods, will be disappointed, for

the object of this book is to help the poultryman to

make money, not to spend it.

What do you think of the above as a start-

out? About a year ago I criticised a new
poultry-book from a college professor in the

West because he did not seem to have any
comprehension of the new things that have
recently come up in the poultry business;

but the Dollar Hen touches on every thing

that is being tried and mentioned in our
poultry literature. There has been quite a

little discussion in regard to fireless brood-

ers and the Philo system. After discussing
the matter of brooders he closes with the
following:

Curtis Bros, at Ransomville, N. Y., who raise some
twenty thousand chicks per year, have adopted the
following system: The chicks are kept under hovers
heated by hot-water pipes for one week, or until they
learn to hover. Then they are put in Philo boxes for
a week in the same building, but away from tlie pipes.
The third week the Philo boxes are placed in a large
unhealed room. After that they go to a large Philo
box in a colony house.

You see, instead of deciding the matter
for himself he tells what a big institution has
decided on—a place where they raise 20,000
chickens a year; and from what experience
I have had with lampless and other brood-
ers I should say the Curtis brothers are just
about right in the matter.

After the above he gives the following di-

rections for making a fireless brooder:

To make a Philo box of the Curtis pattern, take a box
5 in. deep and 18 in. to 24 in. square. Cut a hole in one
side for a chick-door; run a strip of screen around the
inside of the box to round the corners. Now take a
second similar box. Tack a piece of cloth rather loose-
ly across its open face. Bore a few auger-holes in the
sides of either box. Invert box No. 2 upon box No. 1.

This we will call a Curtis box. It costs about 15 cents,
and should accommodate fifty to seventy-five chicks.

In regard to the latest investigations in

regard to incubators he gives the following:

The writer has long been of the conviction that a
plan which would keep the rate of evaporation within
as narrow bounds as we now keep the temperature
would not only solve the problem of artificial incuba-
tion, but improve on nature and increase not only the
numbers but the vitality or livabi'ity of the chicks.

In regard to turning and cooling the eggs
in incubator work, I quote as follows:

In incubation practice it is highly desirable to change
the position of eggs so that unevenness in temperature
and evaporation will be balanced. When doing this
it is easier to turn the eggs than not to turn them, and
for this reason the writer has never gone to the trou-
ble of thoroughly investigating the matter. But it has
been abundantly proven that any particular pains in
egg-turning is a waste of time.

COOLING EGGS.

The belief in the necessity of cooling eggs undoubt-
edly arose from the effort to follow closely and blind-
ly in the footsteps of the hen. With this idea in mind,
the fact that the hen cooled her eggs occasionally led

us to discover a theory which proved such cooling to

be necessary. A more reasonable theory is that the
hen cools the eggs from necessity, not from choice.
In some species of birds the male relieves the female
while the latter goes foi'aging.

Eggs will hatch if cooled according to custom; but
that they will hatch as well or better without the cool-
ing is abundantly proven by the results in Egyptian
incubaters, where no cooling whatever is practiced.

He has quite a chapter on the diseases of

poultry; but before he goes into it he gives
us a paragraph of good sound sense. See
what you think of it:

For the study of the classification and description of

the numerous ailments by which individual fowls pass
to their untimely end, I recommend any of the numer-
ous books written upon the subject. Some of these
works are more accurate than others, but that I consid-
er immaterial. The study of these diseases is good for

the poultryman, it gives his mind exercise. When a

boy in high school I studied Latin for the same pur-
pose.

The author recommends hopper feeding,

or an arrangement for hopper feeding that

will let each individual fowl select from the

different hoppers so as to make a balanced
ration, which I agree with exactly.
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In regard to giving chickens meat as well

as different grains, he writes as follows:

Chickens are not by nature vegetarians. They re-

quire some meat to thrive. It has been proven in sev-

eral experiments that young chickens with an allow-

ance of meat foods make much better growth than
chickens with a vegetable diet, even when the chemi-
cal constituents and the variety of the two rations are

practically the same.
Very few farmers feed any meat whatever. They

rely on insects to supply the deficiency. This would
be all right if the insects were plentiful and lasted

throughout the year; but as conditions are, it will pay
the farmer to supplement this source of food with the
commercial meat foods.

After going over the book several times

we have decided we can do our readers no
greater favor than to offer it at a low price

clubbed with Gleanings. See A. I. Root's

Special Notices in this issue for particulars.

Just one more thing in favor of the book
that I came pretty near overlooking. If

carefully read it will head off a great lot of

the humbugs and swindles now being adver-

tised to-day in our poultry-journals. As an
illustration, he shows how utterly impossible

it is to sort out the unfertile eggs before they
are put into an incubator. Notwithstanding
this, a Missouri woman (see p. 216, April 1)

is still advertising in many poultry-journals

a secret for doing this very thing. There is

no method known, and probably never will

be, to tell this until the egg has been in a

brooding temperature from 48 to 72 hours.

The author is thoroughly conversant with

the work that has been done at our experi-

ment stations in the United States and Can-
ada; and he uses this knowledge to help peo-

ple to get rid of a lot of foolish superstitions

connected with the poultry and egg indus-

try. The chapters on the care of eggs are

well worth a dollar to any one who has hens
enough to furnish a dozen eggs a day.

In regard to where the incubator should

be located, after quite a valuable chapter on
the subject, Mr. Hastings sums it up as fol-

lows:

Where incubators are run on top of the ground I

have found the results to be poor, and to improve, the

bigger and deeper and damper and warmer and less

ventilated the cellar is made.

A WHITE-LEGHORN EGG-FARM.

A few days ago somebody told me there

was a man within ten miles of my home who
had 1500 laying hens, and made it his busi-

ness to raise eggs for the Cleveland market,

devoting his whole farm to that one thing.

I have just paid him a visit. His name is

Mr. Frank Swift, and I found that he has in-

deed about 1500 laying hens, besides more
than a thousand chickens coming on. He
keeps them in yards of between one-fourth

and one-eighth of an acre each, and from
200 to 250 laying hens in a yard. These 250

laying hens all roost in one building. Most
of the yards have no green thing in them at

all unless it is peach and plum or other fruit

trees. But they cut grass and carry it to

them. Where land is not too expensive it

seems to me I would have larger yards, or

have extra yards and change the fowls from
one yard to another. The chickens are all

hatched in incubators. He has no use for

sitting hens so far. He has three 860-egg in-

cubators. He has just caught on to the fire-

less brooder; but he thinks the chickens
should have artificial heat for some time at

first, say two or three weeks, depending on
the season of the year, and, of course, local-

ity. He feeds grain mostly, particularly corn
and wheat. The laying stock is fed twice or
three times a day. The thousand half-grown
chickens are all in one large lot, and are fed
three or four times a day, while the thousand
run all together, if they choose. They roost

nights in six colony houses after the Cyphers
pattern.
When I asked if they had no trouble from

contagious diseases where 200 or more are

kept in one house, the young man who show-
ed us around said he could not remember
that they had had any trouble of that kind.

The father was absent at the time, or per-

haps I should have been able to get more
exact particulars. They have some trouble
from poultry vermin, of course. If I recol-

lect rightly he said they used no preventive
except gasoline and carbolic acid sprayed on
the walls and roosts. Some of their houses
have cement walls. These are less likely to

harbor vermin They keep the vermin off

the roost-poles by dipping them in kerosene.
They manage sitting hens by getting them
all off the nests at four o'clock and shutting

the nest up. The nests have a long door in

front, hinged at the bottom. By raising it

up and fastening it with a button they close

a long string of nests at once.
Right in the middle of August, in the

moulting season, he says they are getting

about 600 eggs a day from the 1500 hens.
Their laying hens are disposed of, usually,

when about three years old; therefore 1000

chickens must be raised, more or less (count-

ing about half as roosters) to keep up the

number.
I asked the young man how long his father

had been keeping 1000 or more laying hens
right in those same yards. He said he did

not know, but it was about as long as he
could remember.
Now, I hope friend Swift will excuse me

when I mention something very singular

about his poultry-keeping. They do not

read or take any poultry-journal at all, and
no agricultural paper having a poultry de-

partment; and yet Mr. Swift runs a success-

ful egg-farm, and keeps it up year after year.

I suppose there are two extremes which we
should avoid, and friend Swift has taken one
of them, if I am correct. He goes on his

own way, and ignores all that is going on in

the great outside poultry world. The other

extreme would be to take all the poultry-

journals and a great lot of agricultural pa-

pers, just as I am doing, and have a great lot

of book knowledge without much real prac-

tice. If I am not mistaken, a lot of people
have failed with egg-farms because they de-

pended on books too much and on the state-

ments in the poultry-journals. I do not won-
der that people who start out with honest en-

thusiasm become disgusted and discouraged
by sending for the poultry secrets that have
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been so much advertised, and then finding
they have been "humbutroed again."
The young man said he had heard of the

Fhilo sytem, but they had never cared
enough about it to get Philo's book. They
were considerably interested, however, in

the himpless brooder.
I asked about having a bone-mill and get-

ting bones at the butcher's They are quite
a piece from any meat-market: and besides,
he said, they had a bone-mill, but it was too
hard work to turn it. When I suggested a

gasoline- engine he thought that was going to

a great deal of expense just to grind bones
for chickens. Yes, it is; but if the engine
could be made to do a lot of other things be-
sides, it might prove to be a good invest-
ment They have a windmill and a water-
tank, and run water to all the nearby yards.
They give the chickens water in open'buck-
ets. ' When I suggested the drip system and
a little cup that is constantly running over
he said it would no doubt be a good thing,
but they had not got around to it.

They furnish the meat part of rations for
the laying hens by purchasing beef scrap and
mixing it with a wet mash.
They built one poultry-house with cement

walls partly u ider ground, expressly to grow
broilers from eggs hatched quite early; but
they did not make it pay. They are using
this broiler-house now for a laying-house;
but he said it did not give any better results,

if as good, as the houses built on top of the
ground; and I believe it is generally true
that chickens do not seem to thrive in any
apartment where the floor is much below
the general surface of the ground.

I asked him if one man could take good
care of 1500 laying hens and 1000 chickens.
He said he guessed he could, but sometimes
it would "keep him humping." It looks to
me as it it would save them a lot of time and
work to have drip water in every poultry-
yard, and some arrangement for hopper
feeding. It might take a little more feed,
but I am not sure of even that; and when
every chicken in the whole ranch never goes
hungry, there would certainly be a better
egg-yield.

I supposed, of course, that with from 600
to 1000 eggs a day they would be carried to
the Cleveland markets, about 20 miles away,
every day or every other day; but he says
they carry their eggs to the city only once a
week, and they take no pains to tell their
customers which eggs are one day old and
which are a week old. They are sold at the
groceries; but, of course, they could get
more money by delivering them, say, when
they are one day old, to special customers;
but it would be (|uite a little more expense
than taking them where they can unload at
once and go straight back home.

SKUNKS, WEASELS, HAWKS, ETC.

He said they had pretty effectually cleaned
out all the enemies of a chicken-farm except
the hawks. When I asked him why they
did not give those half-grown chickens a
cornfield to run in during the very hqt days

he said that was what they used to do until

the hawks got a fashion of hiding in the corn
so as to catch the chickens. When they ban-
ished the cornfield and put the chickens in

an open lot without any trees, nor any thing
for shade except their roosting-places, they
managed to keep the hawks away. Several
of the yards for laying hens are in a good-
sized orchard; and I believe an orchard is

about the best place for a poultry-yard.
The chicks pick up many of the insects that
trouble apple and plum trees, and they also

keep up the fertility of the soil.

Mr. Swift has nothing but pure White Leg-
horns; and one of the poultry-journals re-

cently made the statement that the success-
ful egg-farms, almost all the world over, are
using only a non-sitting strain of White Leg-
horns.
When I asked the young man if his father

did not buy a pretty good-priced rooster,

one or more every season, to get a good
strain of blood, he said he never had so far

as he knew; and he did not think they took
any pains to get new blood outside of the
premises. With so many yards it was an
easy matter to select a male from some yard
that was no close relation to the laying hens
in another yard; and he certainly had some
very handsome Leghorns, both male and fe-

male.
In conclusion I am glad to know of at least

one egg-farm right near our home that is a
paying business; and I do not know, too, but
it is a pretty good thing to know that it pays
without the help of a poultry-journal or any
of the new-fangled inventions and ideas.

POULTRY SECRETS, ETC.

We clip the following from the Poultry Di-
gest, and they copy it, as you will notice,

from the Petaluma (Cal.) Poultry Journal:
I have been reading- about a feed at 8 cents a bushel. The

man who puts it up or s-ells the formula to make it lives in Il-

linois. He says thousands of poiiltrymen are using it. What
do you thinlc about it<—L. S. R.

You can best find out by writing direct to the man
who is the originator of this cheap food. But you
must know that it is impossible to furnish a satisfacto-
ry and reliable food for fowls — a food they could live

on and get fat on — for ten times eight cents. There
must be some " catch " in the proposition. There is

some catch in it. Write him, and then you will be
better satisfied. The man who puts out this feed is a
poultryman, and an old writer for the poultry press,
and I am astonished that he should be guilty of any
thing not on the level.—Petalttma Poultry Journal.

There you have it, friends, straight from
the shoulder. Ten times, as they put it, is

rather strong, but I do not know but it may
be about right. The Petaluma Journal and
the Poultry Digest can neither of them hope
to get any advertising from Fred Grundy
when they come out thus squarely against
his plan of getting people's money. They
omit to tell you that he wants $2.00 for his

little paper-covered book containing the se-

cret of making "feed for 8 cts. a bushel,"
etc.; but whenever a poultry-journal comes
out thus I think it ought to be patronized.
If you want* a weekly poultry-paper, send a
dollar to the editor and thank him for his

timely warning; and if you care for only a

monthly, send 25 cts. for the Poultry Digest
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and tell him the same. Let me add, howev-
er, that friend Grundy's book contains many
^•ood things. If the price were 50 cents in-

stead of $2.00 I should be glad to recommend
it, notwithstanding its exaggeration about
"8 cents per bushel," etc.

" .\NIMATED EGGS;" SOMETHING ABOUT IT FROM " CAN-
NIE SCOTLAND."

Dear Mr. Root:—On page 21, June 15, under special
notices by you, " animated eggs, a great discovery,"
you go on to describe the wonderful phenomenon of
eggs rolling about on a smooth surface. The same
thing has always been known in Scotland. Before up-
to-date egg-testers were thought of, just near hatching
time we took the eggs from under the hen or machine
and put them in warm water, and those that were fer-

tile we saw rolling about and around the dish, which
is just caused by the same motion as rolling on the
smooth glass.

The weather here in Scotland has not been good for
honey as yet. We hope it may come soon, as the
white clover is showing in fine bloom. Just a little

more heat and dry weather, and it would roll in.

James Smith.
Mid Locharwoods, Rothwell, Scotland, July 5.

Thank you, friend S. ; but if I understand
you it has long been known that eggs would
move about when put in water; but did any
of our Scottish friends ever find out that

eggs would move in a like manner when laid

on a smooth glass? So far, nobody has
shown definitely that the experiment of the
egg on a looking-glass had ever before been
performed.

"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR SHADOWS BE-
FORE."

When I was eighteen years old I predicted
*'^

~t electricity would soon take the place of

steam in transporting people from place to

place; and as a proof I exhibited around at

schoolhouses a home-made model of a little

electric motor. From my boyish point of

view I supposed we would travel by elec-

tricity in two or three years; but it took thirty

or forty years. Later on I told you that au-

tomobiles would soon be more plentiful than
carriages drawn by horses. This event, too,

took longer than I expected, and it has not

yet come to pass, except in certain localities.

In 1904, when I told you about the Wright
brothers, and a little later when I told you
at length what I had seen with my own eyes,

I said at that time that their discovery (that

the air could be traversed without the aid of

balloons or gas of any kind) would make a

sensation in the world akin to the discovery
of America by Christopher Columbus. I

thought then that6c/or(?tneyearl909we would
see the air full of flying-machines. Now, it

may take until 1910 for my more mature pre-

diction to come true. But if nothing hinders,
before the snow flies in the Northern States,

this year, we shall see an excitement through-
out the whole wide world that will eclipse

any thing known heretofore. I need not
take space here to give you the proof of

what tne Wright brothers and a host of oth-

ers scattered almost all over the face of the
earth are doing in this new lately developed
gift from God. Automobiles will be compar-
atively out of date. Iron tracks and bridges
that cost up into the millions will be no long-
er needed. While I dictate these words,

every daily records with startling headlines
"All previous records smashed and broken."
This morning we are' told that our good
friends the Wright brothers are left behind;
but to-morrow's daily may tell us that our
old friend Wilbur is "up on his nerve," and
is not so much behind after all. If these
boys will only be careful and not get killed,

whtte they are almost wild with enthusiasm
with the successes that are comin^, we shall

be very glad indeed. May God be praised
that I have been permitted to live long
enough to see flying-machines an assured
success.

HELPING TO "REPLENISH THE EARTH," OR
CONTRIBUTING TO " RACE SUICIDE," WHICH?
Just a few days ago I happened to look out

on the street in front of our home. By the
way, it is a beautifully paved street of vitri-

fied brick; and our contribution to the part
of it that runs in front of our factory and
through "Rootville ' was about .'SI 700. Now,
what I saw out on that street was a boy, of

eight or nine years old, instructing his young-
er brother (about five years old) how to ride
a juvenile bicycle. It was a real bicycle, fit-

ted up just like a big one, but macle for a
small boy. As it was summer time I think
both teacher and pupil were sweating some-
what; but before they finished their morning
lesson, Ralph Boyden, the youngest, was go-
ing up street and down, making the turns all

right, even though he did do some grotesque
wabbling. The young teacher, his brother
Wynne, was watching him, and feeling hap-

py to think they had succeeded. While this

was going on, Howard Calvert whizzed by
with the speecl of the wind on a new motor
bicycle he has just purchased. Leland Ro(t,
the oldest grandson, was getting ready to

take me out to that White Leghorn egg-farm;
but a telephone message came from our
"Wise doctor" (his name is Dr. Wise) say-

ing he had an urgent call to visit a patient

out in the country; and as his own machine
was disabled he wanted to know if the Root
family could help him out. Leland hopped
out of our big Reo, and ran another machine
up to the doctor's without even waiting to

excuse himself. Leland's younger brother,

Alan, about four (the A. I. Root of the fu-

ture), has a small foot-power automobile.
While this was going on, little Jean (the

"girl baby " over at our home) was showing
her grandpa her newly acquired tricks, and
letting him know how much she could talk.

Katherine Root, over at the other home, was
entertaining the family with her bewitching
smiles. The two other girls, Mildred Cal-

vert* and Helen Boyden, were off with our
Mr. A. L. Boyden on a vacation trip to Ni-

agara Falls with a new automobile of their •

own. As I took in the situation that summer
morning I said to Mrs. Root, "These boys

* It is not the boys only who take to automobiles; for

Miss Mildred, not quite fourteen years old, runs her
father's Reo runabout very skillfully; and when he
was in California she helped all Rootville to get to

church and Sunday-school and back.

Continued on pane 20, advertisinti.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

We are conducting some quite elaborate
experiments in feedmg back to fill out the
combs. At first the results were not very
satisfactory. The indications are much more
favorable now, and a little later on we will

ijive our readers the result of these trials.

NEW CORRUGATED-PAPER SHIPPING-CASES.

It is about time now that we begin to get
reports from those who have tested the new
shipping-cases. Commission men and honey-
buyers generally ought by this time to know
something of the relative merits of the wood-
en and paper cases; and producers also will

begin to get reports from the buyers.

A GOOD TENEMENT WINTER HIVE.

Attention is drawn to the Bartlett tene-
ment hive, illustrated and described in this

issue by Mr. E. D. Townsnnd. If we may
judge on the principle that the " proof of the
pudding is in the eating," then the Bartlett

tenement or quadruple hive must be a good
one. Those who have no cellars, and who
live in cold climates, would do well to adopt
something of this sort.

HONEY-CROP conditions.

There is not much new to add to what we
have already given in these columns about
the honey situation for 1909. There is more
evidence to show that the eastern crop of

clear clover and basswood, that is, honey
free from honey-dew, will be very light.

The scarcity of eastern honey, however, will

be largely made up by western alfalfa and
California mountain sage. It is our opinion,
however, that the market for first-class hon-
ey should be firm, and prices should be
somewhat in advance over what they were a
year ago.

OUTDOOR feeding VS. ARTIFICIAL PASTUR-
AGE.

Some three of four years ago we practiced
considerable outdoor feeding, the purpose
of which was to stimulate orood-rearing,
during the off season of the year, to fill up
the hives for winter and to prevent robbers
from interfering with the various manipula-
tion.s in (jueen-rearing.

While this accomplished its purpose ad-
mirably in all of these respects, we think
there is a better way. We are now working
a scheme of artificial pasturage; that is to
say, we are furnishing (as before stated in

these columns) buckwheat and alsike free
and at half price, depending upon the dis-

tance from our yards; and it is a noticeable
fact that, during the last year or so, our bees
are not nearly so much inclined to rob dur-
ing July and August as they formerly were.
At our south yard we have over 20 acres of
buckwheat within range of the bees. At the
north yard we have quite a quantity of al-

sike. The farmers have been putting this

in, to a considerable extent, in the vicinity
of all our yards. The last few years red
clover failed to do well, and the price for
seed has been exorbitant; and when they
could get alsike-clover seed at half price,

or furnished free if the field was near one
of the apiaries, it is not at all strange that
they should put in large acreages of it.

This giving-away of seed has certainly sav-
ed us considerable in sugar; the bees are
much quieter than they used to be, and the
queens reared are of a higher quality. Any
queen-breeder knows that he can not get
first-class stock when the bees are inclined

to rob whenever a hive is opened.

the folly of MIXED GRADING.

In this issue, in Mr. J. E. Crane's depart-
ment of Siftings he speaks of the very im-
portant matter of putting each grade of hon-
ey by itself. In other words, he advises
grading honestly. While we believe that

bee keepers are as high a class as any peo-
ple in the world, yet it is nevertheless a fact

that a few, either through ignorance or mo-
tives of, shall we say, dishonesty, mix some
No. 2 with their No. 1 honey; and, worse yet,

nut the choicest and best of their No. 1 in

front of the glass, and the poorer sections in

the rear. There is nothing in the world that

will "queer" a producer in the mind of a

buyer more than this. He is rated as dis-

honest at once; and if the buyer has not paid

for the goods he will cut the whole shipment
down one or two cents a pound. In other
words, he is almost compelled to put the
grade no higher than the poorest sections in

each case or regrade the whole lot. If our
producer had in the first place done this

work properly, so there would be nothing
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but No. 1 in cases so marked, and the No. 2

in the other, he would get back far larger re-

turns, and, what is more, make it possible

for all the rest of his honey to move off at

the same or even a better figure.

This question of grading is not only a mat-
ter of common honesty, but one that involves
getting the highest price possible for the
product. We know of certain parties who,
careless in their gradings of the first ship-

ment, will never be able to get as good a

Crice as some other fellow who has always
een careful in that respect.

FEEDING THICK OR THIN SYRUP FOR WINTER
FOOD.

In this issue, in his usual department, p.

436, Mr. G. M. Doolittle gives advice on feed-
ing—when and how to feed, and how to

make the syrup. We particularly endorse
his advice to make a thick syrup, two parts
of sugar to one of water. When the syrup
is made thick, in this way, it is necessary to

put in something to prevent crystallization.

A small amount of vinegar is often employ-
ed, but honey is better.

Perhaps some of our old readers will won-
der why we endorse the giving of a thick
syrup when we have for the last few years
recommended equal parts of sugar and wa-
ter. The evidence has been slowly accumu-
lating, showing that the last-mentioned pro-
portion entails 'oo large an amount of work
on the part of the bees, wearing them out
prematurely, leaving them in a worked-out
or rundown condition, so that they are not
as well able to stand the rigors of winter.
While we have to acknowledge that a thick
syrup will not be ripened by the bees, that
is, "mverted," in the language of the chem-
ist, yet it is nevertheless a fact that a thick
syrup, even when inverted to only a very
limited extent, brings the bees through the
winter in a good condition; indeed, some of
our older readers used to say that they pre-
ferred sugar syrup to the best honey that
was ever produced.
Where one desires to feed to stimulate

brood-rearing in the spring, or any other
time of the year, a syrup of equal parts of
water and sugar is preferable, of course; and
when feeding back to finish out sections, the
honey must be made thinner still, or of about
the consistency of raw nectar. We say /?o/2-

ev, because no honest bee-keeper would ever
think of feeding sugar syrup to fill out sec-
tions. While the product would be perfect-
ly wholesome, it would not be honey, and
could not, of course, be sold as such, with-
out incurring the severe penalties of the
pure-food law, both State and national.

THE SHAKE-OUT METHOD OF INTRODUCING
QUEENS.

Our Mr. Mell Pritchard, who has charge
of our north yard, that will turn out neany
two thousand five hundred queens in a little

over three months, reports that he has been
having excellent results in introducing to

refractory colonies by shaking the mother-
less bees all off the combs in front of the en-
trance and dropping the queen to be intro-
duced among them as they rush for the
hive. The bees for the time being are de-
moralized, and in their stampede to get into
the hive they pay no attention to the queen,
which, in the general scramble, acquires the
colony odor of the bees.
Mr. Pritchard says he has introduced a

large number of queens in this way without
the loss of one. Some colonies he used for
cell-building, keeping them queenless for
practically a month. Such bees are quite
disinclined to accept a queen introduced in

an ordinary cage by what is known as the
candy plan, the bees eating out the candy
through a hole in one end of the cage, and
releasing her. After having a number of
failures with such colonies he practiced the
shake-out plan, and in every case the bees
accepted the queen just as if she had always
been in the hive.
As we have before pointed out in these

columns, shaking bees, when properly done,
puts them into a state of demoralization for
the time being, and while in that condition
the colony spirit is broken. When bees are
shaken out in front of the entrance of the
hive, as Mr. Pritchard explains, the one and
only idea seems to be to get back into the
hive. Whether they think they have swarm-
ed or what, we do not know. He further
says that there are no guards at the entrance
of the hive to attack the new queen-mother
as she comes in with the general procession.
After they get in, it takes some little time
before they can readjust themselves and get
down to business. In the meantime, the
bodily contact of the queen with the bees
and the brood gives her the same colony odor
as the rest of the bees.

This idea may not be new, but at all events
it is worth trying, and we suggest that some
of our readers report results, especially with
certain refractory colonies that seem dispos-
ed to kill a queen introduced in the orthodox
fashion.
As this will be the season for uniting, we

might suggest that this plan of shaking might
be a good one to practice when putting two
lots of bees together. Simply shake one
frame of a colony, and then another frame
from another colony to be united, and so on
in alternation, until all the bees are in one
bunch. The general shake-up ought to take
all the fight out of them, and might induce
the moved lot to stay better in their new
quarters.

RED-CLOVER AND LONG-TONGUE BEES.

Several years ago we owned what we
thought was a remarkable queen, as her
bees were particulai-ly active on red clover
when it was in bloom. Indeed, they would
fill their hives with honey at a time when the
other bees were doing nothing. Examina-
tion showed that the tongue-reach of these
bees was considerably greater than the aver-
age of Italians.
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Mr. J. W. Southwood, in the Bee-keepers'

Review for August, writes that, when this

discussion about red-clover bees came up,

he gave it only a passing thought; but queen-
breeders, he says, were not slow in taking

up the idea, and so they began to rear and
advertise queens that would produce bees
with long tongues that would gather honey
from red clover. At first he was somewhat
skeptical, believing it was nothing more nor
less than a scheme to sell queens. At this

point we will let him tell his own story:

But not beiner entirely faithless, after several years I

purchased one of these queens. Last fall, 1907, I re-

queened a number of colonies from that queen, and
last season I was delighted in seeing my bees working
on red clover, and that, too. so plentifully that on first

hearingr them I thought it was a swarm passing over.

Lest some may think we are putting this

in to advertise a strain of our own bees or
queens, we will say that our old original red-

clover queen died some years ago. We have
no strain of the original stock, nor any stock
that shows any remarkable qualities when
red clover is in bloom, and therefore we
have not advertised any red-clover stock for

about two years back.
The question may arise right here as to

why we did not develop that strain the same
as stock-raisers develop some valuable traits

in some individual out of the flock. For the
simple reason that we were unable to con-
trol the drone parentage. Until bee-keepers
can discover some reliable plan for inbreed-
ing sister with brother of some particular

strain of bees it is practically impossible to

fo
beyond one or two generations. Nature

as put up a big barrier against making any
radical change in our bees; but we publish
this item right here because it illustrates that
bees, like every other stock, will "sport;" i.

e., develop some desirable trait that is far

more potent than in the average stock. If

we could perpetuate that superiority by con-
trolling the male parentage we should have
a stock much superior to any thing we now
have.
The report of Mr. Southwood as given

above is only an isolated case. At the time
we were furnishing red-clover stock we
could produce a good many more just like it.

Indeea, we have them on file yet.

WOOD SPLINTS FOR STAYING FOUNDATION;
PUTTING WIRE IN FOUNDATION

AT THE FACTORY.

In this issue, page 429, our old correspon-
dent, Mr. J. A. Green, has furnished an ex-
cellent article on wood splints. We endorse
all he says regarding the different methods
of wiring and the objections to the horizon-
tal wires, and the need of some sort of ver-
tical stays that will prevent ordinary light

brood foundation from stretching so that the
queen avoids the elongated cells, or, worse
yet, lays drone eggs in them.

Mr. Green suggests that it would be desir-

able to have splints made of some tougher
material, which the bees would be less in-

clined to gnaw. This will doubtless be hard

to find unless some one can grow a sort of

broomcorn that will give us strands of equal
size and yet compete in price with those
made of wood.
From all the evidence gathered this year,

it would seem that, for the average bee-keep-
er at least, the wood splints should be a little

shorter than the inside depth of the frame.
Bees are inclined to commence gnawing at
the bottom, as Mr. Green says, in order to

provide passageways under the combs; and
when they once start the job of gnawing they
keep it up. There has been quite a little

testimony to show that the shorter splints

are not molested.
The ideal arrangement is small vertical

iron wires, say No. 36, or, better, No. 40, im-
bedded in the foundation while it is being
milled at the factory; but there seems to be
no feasible plan as yet for accomplishing this

and doing it cheaply. It is our opinion,
however, that No. 40 size could be used, pro-
viding the foundation comes through the
mill the wide way instead of the narrow way.
Ordinary foundation passes through the rolls

lengthwise—that is to say, the rolls are only
a trifle longer than the width of the founda-
tion. In order to incorporate the wires in

the sheet successfully, the rolls should be as
long as the standard Langstroth frame, and
strands of wire the right distance apart run
through the mill with the foundation. If a
sheet of wax were passed through the wide
way, and chopped off so that it would be
just the right depth for a Langstroth frame,
it would then be possible to feed in the wires
at the time of milling the foundation; but so

far no feasible plan of cutting the wires and
also the foundation at the same time has yet
been presented.
But then there is another problem that is

different to solve. From a mechanical point

of view, the narrower a sheet is milled, the
more perfect the product. It is doubtful if

foundation 17 or 18 inches wide, when it

passes through the mill, would be anywhere
near the equal of the product that now comes
through only 8>^ inches wide. It is well

known that, in order to get a good thin or
extra thin foundation, the sheets must pass
through very short rolls, or just wide enough
to give a sheet to fill out the inside depth of

the standard sections. Now, then, if we
should attempt to roll brood foundation the
other way to, so it would be 18 inches wide,
we would increase our difficulty of milling

very materially.

The average bee-keeper, perhaps, has not
considered this problem as it confronts the
foundation-maker. We have had the thing
in our mind'seyefor a number of years back;
but taking everything into consideration,

the Dr. Miller foundation-splints perhaps of-

fer the best solution against the stretching
of foundation while it is being drawn out by
the bees in the hive.

In the meantime we should be pleased to

get further reports from those who have
used the splints, especially telling how far

they have been satisfactory and to what ex-

tent they have failed.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

Louis Scroll, : speaking of keeping the
queen down, p 491, says he gives extra su-
pers underneath the first. E. D. Townsend
says he keeps the queen down by adding
the empty super above. Which is better?

Bee pasturage changes. When I began,
dandeUon was not worth considering; now
it is more important than fruit bloom. Then
I had no fall flow to speak of; now it is of

value. Heartsease is getting to be quite
plentiful.

Thanks, A. 1. Root, for encouraging fami-
ly prayers, p. 416. You say a man with fam-
ily prayers prospers better. Woman too.

One of my pleasant memories is of eating at

Adam Grimm's table when Mrs. Grimm ask-
ed the blessing.

J. A. Rye, let me further reply to your
question, page 546. A queen /us/ hatched is

the easiest of all queens to introduce, and
will be accepted in any colony without cag-
ing, but will be killed when older if a satis-

factory queen is present. If not too long on
the way she might be received young enough
by mail to be accepted. In Europe they mail
eggs.

Referring to p. 513, Mr. Editor, you may
say positively that bees do carry dead larvae

of black brood out of the hive. Perhaps not
when it gets too bad. [We saw no reason
why they could not; but in the case of ropy
foul brood of the old-fashioned type it would
be almost impossible, for the reason that the
dead larva in a badly decomposed state melts
down into a mass of nasty sticky glue.

—

Ed.]

Dr. G. Bohrer, American Bee Journal, 472,

departs from the orthodox shaking of foul-
broody bees on to starters, and says brush.
He's right. Shaking out honey makes the
bees fill their sacs fuller, and then it takes
longer to get it used up. [Yes; and shaking
when honey is coming in fresh from the
fields is quite sure to scatter such thin hon-
ey with disease germs all over the clothes,
ground, and hives. While bees will not rob
during this time, if there is a sudden stop-
page they might get enough of this virus
gathered up over the ground to spread the
disease.

—

Ed.]

L. S. Crawshaw says, British B. J., p. 237,
that, "however slow the process, the cell

must reduce in size " by the constant addi-
tion of cocoons, and thmks he has read of
bees reared in such reduced cradles at Me-
dina that were amusingly small. Friend
Crawshaw, if I remember, A. I. Root told
about those dwarfs being reared in cells

diminished by the bending of the comb. You
forget that the constant addition of cocoons
is compensated by the constant lengthening
of the cells. New comb is about % inch
thick. I have had old combs an inch thick,
caused by the constant lengthening of the
cells. The midrib was y% thick.

J. E. Crane, p. 492, says he finds it "un-
safe to leave a hive during swarming time
,for ten days, as the bees will rear and hatch
a young queen in less time, and may swarm
out with her." In this locality, if I destroy
all eggs and larvae in queen-cells, I am abso-
lutely sure that no young queen will emerge
under fifteen days if the old queen remains
in the hive. If I kill the old queen it is an
exceedingly rare thing that a young queen
emerges under twelve days; and if not held
in the cell she's a very soft thing when she
emerges not fit to go with a swarm till con-
siderably older. Who will tell us how much
older?

Instead of raising hives on four blocks to

give ventilation, as mentioned, p. 505, I now
prefer a two-inch entrance and two-inch
space under bottom-bars, with a skeleton
bottom-rack to prevent building down. I

don't know that it's any better than raising
on blocks, but it's ever so much easier.

[Granted that it is easier, are you sure it

gives as good results? We doubt it. Sup-
pose, for example, that it is 90 in the shade,
and there is a slight breeze. Suppose, again,
that during the time you are m a sort of

bungalow, one story, with windows on each
of four sides. If you opened all the windows
on one side and closed those on the three
other sides, you would not get as much ven-
tilation as if you opened one window on each
of the four sides. In other words, the same
number of square inches of opening on one
side would not give by any means as good
ventilation as if that same area were distrib-

uted equally on all four sides. What is true
of a dwelling would also be true of a hive.

—

Ed.]

Been trying carbon disulphide for wormy
combs. It's great. Sulphur does well for
the younger try, but it's difficult for it to

kill an old fellow an inch long, well protect-
ed by its silken web. I had some bad cases.
In all there were 328 combs. I piled them
up in hive-bodies, six stories high, puttied
up the cracks with a batter of flour and wa-
ter too thick to run, spread batter on the top
edge, and set a teacup on top. I also puttied
a hive-cover on to an empty hive-body, ready
to cover over. I then poured the cup half

full of the disulphide (about six tablespoon-
fuls) , and quickly covered up. Some twenty
hours later I examined. I had purposely
put some of the worst cases in the bottom
story, and also in the top story. The miscre-
ants were all dead, dead, in both stories, and
I don't suppose the chance was good for any
in the stories between.

I used Mercks carbon disulphide, which is

said to be the best. A pound can costs 25

cents at the drugstore. The work was done
in the house cellar, and there was no odor
in the room above. Indeed, no odor could
be detected in the cellar an hour after sev-

eral piles had been dosed. But there was a
good job of puttying. Of course, I was care-

ful not to breathe directly over the teacup,
and there was no chance for an explosion
from light or fire.
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

the texas state fair.

The Texas State Fair will be held at Dal-
las, October 1(5 to 31; and since this is one of

the biggest fairs o' its kind, it behooves ev-
ery reader to know about its bee and honey
department. Over $350 is offered in pre-
miums for honey, bees, and miscellaneous
products. It is the best place for producers
to advertise their goods; and whether any
premiums are won or not, every bee-keeper
who has any thing to offer should enter it.

The writer is the superintendent of the api-

arian department, and he would be glad to

hear from all those interested regarding the
space, exhibits, etc. Write at once and help
to make this the largest bee, honey, and api-
arian products show that has ever been in

the South.

THE VACUUM HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
Texas has a machine that will suck the

honey out of the hives and run it into recep-
tacles ready for shipping, page 463, Aug. \.

Whether this plan will prove satisfactory
enough to replace the present methods of
producing extracted honey, rr mains to be
seen. Tne idea is yet in its infancy. Spe-
cially equipped supers are required with
frames of much different construction, all of
which looks expensive. The inventor, Mr.
Avant, claims much for his machine, how-
ever. The writer has been in close touch
with him and his invention for several years,
and is watching developments closely, so
that he will be able to say more about the
practicability of such machines in a later
issue.

LOCATING OUT-APIARIES.

Since the writer now has twenty apiaries
under his direct care, several letters have
come in asking how far apart the yards
should be, how many colonies should be
kept in a yard, and also what is the object of
so many apiaries.

It depends upon the locality and other con-
ditions as to how far apart the apiaries should
be. When the territory is made up of great-
ly varying localities, some being suitable for
large apiaries while others are not adapted
for bee-keeping at aJl, it is difficult to state
in any definite way how many colonies a
given place will support; also how far apart
the yards should be located. In such a case
the bee-keeper must find out for himself the
answer to such questions. I would study
the honey-yielding resources first, then place
a small apiary in such location as I aeem
suitable, and, later, place other apiaries in

spots not already occupied. Later it will be

found that a larger number of colonies can
be profitably located in some of the places,
while the original number or even a smaller
number of colonies must be left at other
yards.
On the other hand, if we start an apiary

where the same conditions prevail for miles
around, the solution of the problem is quite
different. We will take, for instance, the
country in our part of Texas, where apiaries
of 100 colonies each may be placed every
five miles. Experience taught me years
ago, however, during my seventeen years of
close observation, that bees do not fly nearly
as far for honey as many bee-keepers sup-

Eose. I used to believe that bees gathered
oney profitably up to three miles; but that

when they went beyond, it did not pay. In-

quisitiveness sent me on dozens of trips of
adventure, which resulted in my finding that
the most of my honey was gathered within
two miles of the apiaries, and more often
much nearer even than that, the bees very
seldom going beyond the two-mile line.

They almost never went very far for stores,

and then only in cases of great necessity, or
for some good reason. Even in extreme
cases it was more often that the bees of an
apiary would starve before going to fields of
nectar three or five miles away— yes, even
two miles or less.

This discussion really belongs under the
heading of " How Far do Be'es Fly to Gather
Honey?" but still it has a great deal to do
with the locating of apiaries and the placing
of a proper number of colonies in the various
yards. I have for years been an advocate of

smaller apiaries and a larger number of them.
The result is better when we work smaller
yards, and we have a greater return in sur-

plus honey. If bees do not gather honey so
far away, why is it not better to {place fifty

colonies in yards two and a halt" or three
miles apart, than one hundred colonies every
five miles? It certainly would give the bees
a better chance, and the ground would be
covered more evenly and worked more thor-

oughly than in the other case. With the
large yards further apart, it must be admitted
that many bees waste time foraging over the
same ground that others have already visited

several times near home, while other bees
must go much further to reach the nectar-

yielding fields not yet overworked. By hav-
ing the smaller apiaries closer together, our
average year after year is greater than that

of the other fellows who have the larger
yards further apart.

Local showers of rain have a great bearing
on our honey yields. Very often the bees
in a certain apiary will pile in honey where
recent showers have fallen, while others
three miles away are doing but little. The
bee-keeper who has his yards scattered far

and wide will be sure to get some honey
somewhere, while if he has his bees all in

one yard he will get very little or none at all

in a poor season. The bees in large apiaries
are generally the first to starve, while those
in the smaller apiaries usually manage to

scrape up a living.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

Say! that illustration, p 342, June 1, of the
work of the lesser wax-moth, is just perfect.

I thought at first I could see some of those
little pink larvae; but I guess I was mistaken.
If those little scamps would only have the
good sense to die in severely cold weather,
like the larger moths, we should have little

fear of them; but they haven't.

How often I find single articles in Glean-
ings that are well worth (yes, many times
over) the price of it for a year! These were
my thoughts as I looked over that carefully
written and illustrated article on foul brood
and black brood by E. R. Root, p. 340, June
L Who can tell how much might be saved
to the country if all those bee-keepers who
think they can not afford a bee-journal could
read this article and gain an intelligent idea
of these diseases?

I enjoy those pictures of apiaries from dif-

ferent parts of the world. The difference in
hives and surroundings is often very strik-
ing. In northern yards we almost always
find the proprietor at work, while in the
one on the cover, June 1, showing the trop-
ical climate of Colombia, all the persons that
appear are sitting in the shade taking it easy.
In the pictures on pages 368 and 369, illus-

trating bee-keeping in Holland, we are re-
minded of the old straw hives of our child-
hood, and somehow they look good too.
Few better hives for summer or winter than
those old straw skeps.

<^

That interview between the editor and
Mr. Segelken, page 327, is of a good deal of
interest—especiafly at this season, when we
are busy packing and shipping honey; and I

wish especially to call attention to the pack-
ing of honey— or, rather, to grading it.

Bee-keepers of much experience know that
they can rarely have all fancy or No. 1 honey
to ship, and they should know that it never
adds to the value of No. 2 honey to put it

with their best grade, but will, rather, lessen
the value of No. 1. So, put all the best in
one grade, and that which is off quality in
No. 2. Our New England dealers don't like
more than two grades; but I sometimes have
to make another of mixed honey that is white
and dark in the same section. Some dealers
are willing to buy such honey for a slightly
lower price; but it is better to have it where
it can be sold by itself. While but a small
amount of dark honey can be sold in our
eastern markets (east of New York)

,
yet we

occasionally have calls for just such honey.

A few words to those who use paper ship-
ping-cases. Be sure there is a single-faced
corrugated mat in the bottom with unfaced
side up. Be sure, also, that there is a space
of about X or ^ inch above the sections when

in place— viz., between the tops of the sec-
tions and the tops of the partitions. Last,
but not least, be sure the case is so labeled
or marked on top that all who handle it will

know what it contains, and that it must be
handled carefully.

Perhaps paper shipping- cases had better
not be shipped by express, or the results
may prove as disastrous as those reported on
p. 359, June 15. The fact is, these cases are
not constructed to withstand throwing from
an express wagon to a city pavement. Mr.
Segelken offers some objections to this case.
Let me say that we have had, I believe, sev-
eral hundred wood cases lined with this cor-
rugated paper, and with partitions, but found
them unnecessarily expensive, and, so far as
we have been able to observe, no better if

as good as cases all paper.
Another objection Mr. Segelken offers is

that it takes a lot of cord to tie them, which
makes them more difficult to open and close
than wooden cases with nailed covers. This
may be a valid objection, although we have
never had any one who has used them make
it. We are, however, this year using paper
stickers to fasten cases together to test them,
and such can be opened and closed even
quicker than a wooden box where nails are
used.

"Somehow the appearance of the glass
corrugated shipping-cases does not strike us
favorably," says the editor, page 468, Aug. \.

Same here; and yet why? I do not expect
to use such, and I hope it will not be neces-
sary for others to do so, for I consider glass
a nuisance from first to last. Its only value
is in showing off honey when on sale, or for
letting freight-handlers know what they are
handlmg. To obviate the last difficulty I be-
lieve a bright-colored paper neatly printed
and pasted on top of wooden cases will prove
quite as satisfactory and much cheaper;
while for corrugated-paper cases, some such
paper label seems indispensable, and we
never ship out a paper case without it.

There has been some difference of opinion
as to the necessity of using wooden carriers

where paper cases are used. While we have
not found it necessary here in New England
to do so, it may be better for those who are
accustomed to using carriers with wooden
cases to continue using with paper cases un-
til the ability of such cases to stand rough
usage has been more fully tested. I do not
myself know just how much they will stand;
but the fact that those dealing in honey
greatly prefer them and are willing to pay
more for honey put up in them, shows very
conclusively that there is a marked differ-

ence in their favor.
We have had a good deal of trouble in get-

ting them made as they should be. This has
been so difficult that a few days ago I took a
long journey to visit a manufacturer, and
explain just what we wanted, and why, and
made arrangements to have them packed so
as to have them reach in good shape the bee-
keepers who order them.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

WHEN AND HOW TO FEED FOR WINTER STORES.

"When must I begin getting the bees
ready for winter? A day or two ago an old
bee-keeper told me that the time to pre-
pare for winter was in September."
"I quite agree with the old bee-keeper,

that, ir we want our bees to do the very best
possible in the spring, we must have ample
autumn preparation."
"But my bees have not enough honey for

winter; and you would not feed for wmter
now, would you, when there is a chance that
tlie bees may yet get some more honey from
the fields?"

" I think that the most of us are apt to put
off this feeding business as long as possible
in the hope that some favorable spell of hon-
ey weather will bless us by helping the bees
to fill up their combs with natural stores for
winter. But this I consider unwise. Some
advise feeding slowly in August till there
are stores enough for winter; but I think it

better to wait till September 8th to I'ith, or
not later than the middle of that month, in
any event, to do this feeding."
"Would you feed slowly in September?"
"No. I would feed as rapidly as possible."
"Why not feed slowly at this time as well

as earlier in the season?"
"Because rapid feeding insures a high

temperature in the hive, and this high tem-
perature insures the sealing of the stores
Tor winter, which in turn insures a dry at-

mosphere inside of the hive during winter,
no matter how cold or how much dampness
there is about the hive. And all of this tends
toward successful wintering, and the success-
ful wintering insures good strong colonies in
time for the white-clover harvest. Slow
feeding, on the other hand, and especially
with thin feed, means a waste all along the
line. There is a waste of energy in evaporat-
ing or boiling down the feed, and this in
turn means a waste (or shortening) of the
life of the bees, without giving a high tem-
perature inside of the hive. Much of the
stores is unsealed, and this unsealed honey
takes on moisture from every damp spell
during the winter. Such a thinning ot stores
tends toward diarrhea, and many bees will
die of old age before warm weather comes
in the spring. The whole result is a loss
through poor wintering, which means dead
or depopulated colonies when the harvest
from white clover comes."
"How shall I make the feed for winter?"
"After experimenting much, and trying

all of the formulas I found in print for mak-
ing feed for bees for winter stores, I now
consider this the very cream of the whole:
Put l.T lbs. of water into a suitable-sized ves-
sel, setting it over the fire until it boils, and
then slowly stir in 30 lbs. of granualated su-
gar, this stirring being done so the sugar
will dissolve instead ot going to the bottom

and burning, as is quite apt to be the case if

the 30 lbs. were poured m at once. After
stirring till the sugar is dissolved, leave over
the fire until the whole boils two or three
minutes. After this, take it from the fire
and stir in 5 lbs. of extracted honey. This
makes 50 lbs. of the very best feed.

"

"What is the extracted honey put in for?'

'

"To avoid the crystallization of the syrup,
as is often the case where it is made as thick
as this and fed rapidly. With thin syrup
and slow feeding the bees so manipulate it

that there is no trouble along this Ime; but
thick feed in cool weather will crystallize
more or less unless something is added.
Many formulas call for acids of different
kinds; but the honey answers all purposes,
and makes a food more eagerly taken."
"Does it make any difference as to the

kind or quality of honey used?"
"Not that I can detect, for this great bulk

of boiling hot feed thickens and purifies any
honey which may be stirred in. I should
not want to use honey which I knew came
from colonies having the genuine foul brood.
However, in curing my whole apiary of this
disease in the '70's, I fed hundreds of pounds
of it which was not heated to a greater de-
gree than here given, without a single colo-
ny showing the disease again. I know that
it is now thought that foul-broody honey must
be boiled a long time to make it safe for feed-
ing; but that painstaking pioneer bee-keeper,
Moses Quinby, fed and used hundreds if not
thousands of pounds of it, the same as I did,
with equally good results."
"But what shall I do with my small colo-

nies—feed them the same as the rest? I have
some twenty or more quite small colonies
from second and third swarms "

"I do not think it will pay you to winter
these separately. I would unite them."
"When should this be done?"
"Before feeding, always. And I would

unite all colonies of which I had any doubts
about their coming through in good order."
"Why should I have any doubts about any

but the weaker ones I have told you about?"
"Colonies which have old or otherwise

unsatisfactory queens should be placed in

this list, as well as colonies which, from any
reason, were without queens during the lat-

ter part of the summer for several weeks.
These are likely to have an insufficient num-
ber of young bees to come out strong in the
spring, and it does not pay to feed any ex-
cept tnose you are quite sure will go through
in good order."

"If, after uniting all my small and doubt-
ful colonies, I still have more than I care to
winter, would it be best to unite ?

"

"In such a case I would look over all my
medium-sized colonies; and such as had half
enough stores I would unite by alternating
half of the combs of each having the most
honey in them in one hive, and shaking the
bees from each alternate comb down in front
of these united frames of honey. Then, if I

thought they did not have all the stores they
needed to make sure of their coming out
strong in the spring, I would feed."
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General
Correspondence

SPLINTS FOR FOUNDATION.

How May We Improve Them?

BY J. A, GREEN.

The use of wooden splints for strengthen-
ing full sheets of foundation, as advised by
Dr. Miller, has evidently gone beyond the
experimental stage and taken its place as a
recognized and valuable improvement in bee-
keeping practice. The old plan of vertical

wiring undoubtedly gave more perfect combs
than the horizontal wiring which had almost
entirely supplanted it. The horizontal wir-
ing was adopted principally because of the
general adoption of the thick top-bar, which
could not be as readily pierced for the verti-

cal wires. Another (though perhaps less

important) reason was that the wires on the
top and bottom of the frame interfered some-
what with scraping them and keeping them
free from brace or burr combs. The plan of
running the wires through hooks or staples
on the inside of the frames has some serious
disadvantages, and has not proven satisfac-

tory in practice. Especially has this been the
case when the wires were run across the
frame diagonally, as in what was known as
the "Keeney" plan.
The main fault with the horizontal wiring

is that it does not prevent the sagging of the
foundation. This is so generally recognized
that little attempt is made to avoid this. In
the directions for wiring generally given in

books and catalogs we are told to leave the
wires slack to allow for the inevitable sag-
ging.
Any system that permits of any amount of

sagging is defective, and in practice is both
unsatisfactory and expensive. This is be-
cause, in a sheet of comb built on foundation
which has sagged in being drawn out, the
cells of the upper part of the comb are so
elongated and deformed that they are seldom
used for brood-rearing unless it may be for
drone brood. This is bad enough, but it is

almost worse when they remain perpetually
filled with honey during the honey-flow.
When this is the case, not only is the capac-
ity of the brood-nest decreased but the space
between the brood-nest and the super is in-

creased, and this space is filled with what is

perhaps the worst substance that could be
put there when the subject of work in the
supers is considered. That is, I believe that
this strip of honey between the brood and
the supers has a very marked effect in dis-

couragmg the bees from beginning work in

the super or from doing their best work aft-

erward.
This brings us back to the subject of

splints, as what appears to be the most prac-
tical substitute for the old vertical wiring in

securing combs free from elongated cells

near the top-bar— combs which the queen

will fill with brood up to the very next row
of cells to the top-bar, utihzing the full ca-
pacity of the brood-nest and putting the
brood where it will give the greatest possi-
ble stimulus to super work.
They appear to answer the purpose very

satisfactorily but for one thing—namely, the
tendency of the bees to take them as a for-

eign substance to be gotten rid of. Unde-
niably, this tendency of the bees to gnaw
them is a very serious objection to their use,
and we must try in some way to prevent it.

Waxing the splints will not entirely prevent
it, yet waxing appears to be indispensable.
The gnawing generally begins at the lower
end of the splint and continues upward. In
their efforts to get rid of the splint, the bees
gnaw away the foundation on each side of
the splint, sometimes making a grievous ruin
of what would otherwise have been a fine
comb. We can help matters somewhat by
using splints that are shorter than the dis-

tance between top and bottom bar, and not
letting them come within 4s inch or so of the
bottom-bar. This is because the bees often
insist on having a bee-space between the
bottom of the comb and the bottom-bar of

the frame. If the splints extend into this

space they are almost certain to begin to

gnaw them, and they are quite likely to con-
tinue upward instead of covering them with
comb. Once they are built into the comb
they are not likely to be disturbed.

It may be that it will be best to follow Dr.
Miller's plan of a bottom-bar in two parts,

with the bottom edge of the foundation be-
tween them. This is more likely to result
in a comb built down to the bottom-bar, and
in that way it reduces to that extent the dan-
ger of the bees beginning to gnaw the
splints. Waxing the sheet of foundation to

the bottom-bar answers the same purpose,
and is preferable in some respects. Some
one has proposed that the splint be longer
than the distance between the top and bot-

tom-bars, the ends fitting into grooves in

these. I have not tried such splints; but
aside from the fact that they would be much
more difficult to put into place, I can not be-
lieve that they would be much less subject
to gnawing than the ordinary style.

It has also been proposed that we cover
the splints with melted wax or with narrow
strips of foundation. While either of these
would undoubtedly help matters they would
add considerably to the labor of preparing
frames, to say nothing of the extra wax re-

quired.
Perhaps the most feasible solution of the

problem will be to find a splint that the bees
can not or will not be inclined to gnaw.
Can we readily get fine wire in straight

pieces of the length required, or will it be
more practical to roll the wire into the foun-

dation as it is made? Remember, we want
vertical wires. I do not believe we want
flat-bottomed foundation, though it might be
practical to have one row of flat-bottomed
cells at the place where the wire would come.
Our makers of foundation-mills would have
to answer this question. A wired founda-

ri
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tion with the top fastened with either wax
or wedges, and the bottom fastened by a di-

vided bar or wax, might prove more satisfac-

tory than what has been used.
Another way out of the difficulty would be

to make our splints of some smooth hard-
surfaced stems of grass or other vegetable
growth that the bees would not be as likely

to gnaw as they would a sawed splint.

Broom-corn has been suggested for this pur-
pose. The Japanese use in their matting
and other manufactures a variety of grasses
or stems that might prove to be just what
we want if they can be readily procured.
taThis article may not seem to you very sat-

isfactory or conclusive. I have tried to make
it suggestive. I feel sure that we need some-

WINTER CASES IN THE FAR NORTH.

How Bees are Wintered Year after Year
Without Loss in a Locality where they

are Confined to the Hives Near-
ly Five Months.

BY E. D. TOWNSEND.

At the extreme northern end of the south-
ern peninsula of Michigan, at East Jordan,
lives one of the most cat eful and successful
of bee-keepers—one who has won renown
for beginning with but one colony, when he
was but fifteen or sixteen years old, and, by
painstaking care and successful wintering,
increasing this one colony in six years to one
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Guernsey, of Ionia, Mich., when asked to

tell what percentage of loss they have in the

winter, reply by saying that they never lose

good colonies during winter, although they
admit that they, like other bee-keepers, oc-

casionally have colonies that for some reason
or other are not in good condition in the fall,

and that these make up their only loss.

Mr. Bartlett has elaborated a winter case
for holding four ten-frame hives, which, in

my judgment, is superior to all the others,

althougn it retains the main principles of all

good cases. The illustrations show this case
so plainly that but little description is neces-
sary; but in referring to the dimensions of

the case, Mr. Bartlett has the following to

say:
The sides are 24 inches high and 52 inches long, the

ends being, of course, the same height, and 44 inches
long. The bottom is 44 inches wide and 50 inches long,
nailed to two 2x4's, 50 inches long, these latter form-
ing the stand for the case. The cover extends down

and then puts in the packing material just as I do; that
is, he puts the paper above the cloths, and he has
very good success.

I use hemlock lumber, for which I pay $16.00 per
1000 feet. I believe that matched lumber would be
better in every way, as I am obliged to lath over the
cracks, as I make them now. Either planed and
matched lumber or block siding put on horizontally
would be preferable to this plan of boarding up and
down. There is about 90 feet of lumber in one of these
cases, which, at $16.00 per 1000, will amount to about
$1.44. There is also 22^ feet of roofing at $1.85 per
square, so that the total amount for the material is

$1.90. I had the cases made at a factory for less than 1

could have made them by hand. I should put the
total cost of one of these cases, which holds four ten-
frame colonies, at from $2.50 to $3.00.

I do not think that 4 or 6 inches of packing over the
top of a colony is sufficient when the temperature gets
down to 30 below zero. I want enough packing so
there will be no condensation of moisture under the
quilt as the result of the warm air coming in contact
with a cold cover. With ten inches of packing over
the bees I have had very little if any trouble from this
cause. If the case is tight and the packing material
dry, I would not hesitate in saying that 10 inches is

sufficient; but more than 2 inches is needed in front.
I believe that 3 inches in front of the hives in my loca-

FIG. 2.—BARTLETT'S WINTER CASE, SHOWING INTERIOR.

over the sides of the case 5 inches, and 2^ inches over
the ends. The four supports for the hives, as shown
at No. 5, Fig. 2, are 40 inches long, 3 inches wide, and 1

inch thick.
No. 4, Fig. 1, shows the bridge standing on end, which

forms the passageway from the entrance of the hive to
the opening in the outside case, which opening is !^x6
inches. The distance between the entuance of the hive
and this opening in the case is 4 inches, which is the
proper thickness for the packing material to be u.sed
in front of the hives.
No. 2, Fig. 1, shows the vestibuled entrance of the

winter case. The board shown by No. 1 fits into this
vestibuled entrance and closes it during the winter.
It is not put on until after the bees are through flying
in the fall, and it must be removed in the spring, or,
for that matter, at any time when the bees need to fly.

There is 3 inches of packing material under the
hives, 6 inches at the sides, 4 inches in front, 10 inches
over the tops. The material which I use is dry pla-
ner-shavings and fine sawdust.
When I prepare my colonies for winter I remove the

covers of the hives and place cloths over the tops of
the frames, first putting some pieces of lath across
for a passageway for the bees during the winter.
When possible I put several thicknesses of cloth over
the frames, allowing the edges to hang down over
the side of the hive before the packing is put in.
One of my neighbors puts newspapers over the hives

tion is a very safe amount; but 4 inches is better. In
the spring, after brood-rearing has started in good
shape, I find that in most cases the brood is nearer the
side of the hive adjoining the next colony. I keep
snow banked in front of the cases, which helps to
keep the fronts warm; and, besides, the bees are
more often clustered near the back ends of the hives
than they are in the fronts.
In a location where there are occasional warm days

during winter, the vestibule entrances will require
some attention; but in our location the bees are con-
lined to the hives nearly five months. I pack the col-
onies about the last of September, and leave them in
the cases in the spring as long as the bees will stay
quiet, or until they begin to hang out, showing that
they are abundantly able to take care of themselves.

It is of importance to know that East Jor-
dan is in a lumber location, and it is easy
to secure planer shavings and sawdust,
while it would be almost impossible to get
any kind of chaff in sufficient quantities.

On the other hand, the majority of bee-keep-
ers could get chaff much more conveniently
than they could sawdust and shavings.

Mr. Guernsey and Mr. Palmer, who are
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just as successful as Mr. Bartlett, use chaff
for packing material. I am convinced, there-

fore, that there is not much difference in

results whether wheat, oat, or clover chaff,

or planer-shavings and sawdust are used.
At one time, I myself wintered 300 colonies
in chaff-packed hives and winter-cases. At
that time I prepared the hives for winter as
early in October as convenient, and they
were left with the winter protection until

about the 20th of May, or until the freezing
nights were over. Some of the very light-

est colonies were left until June.
Mr. Bartlett says further:

For a pood many years after I betran keepinfr bees I

wintered nearly every colony that was in any shape to
winter, and averatred 100 lbs. per colony. I attribute a
irreat deal to the fact that I wintered my bees at home,
where I could give them close attention all the time.
I banked snow over them when it was very cold, and
contracted the entrances in the sprintr and fall as the
bees required.

I made 45 new cases last fall that are slitrhtly differ-

ent from those shown in the illustrations. They have
flat roofs, 50x58 inches. Furthermore I did not put
on the vestibules, as on the old ones; for when the
bees are shut in, if there happens to be a very warm
day in the early spring when I am away, the bees
come out throutrti the cracks in the vestibule and are
not able to eet back into the hive. I lost quite heavily
from several colonies, and one year I lost some bees
from nearly every colony in one apiary on this ac-
count.

This is another instance where the system
needs modifying if the bees are kept in out-

yards where they can not be watched from
time to time. Closing the entrance in win-
ter may do at a home yard, but it will not do
for colonies at outyards.
Remus, Mich.

REMOVING HONEY FROM HIVES.

Extracting at the End of the Season; How
to Use the Bee-escapes and Still Extract
While the Honey is Warm; Getting
Ahead of Robbers.

BY F. GREINER.

The harvesting of honey after the close of

the honey season used to be considered as
being accompanied by some unpleasant fea-

tures, particularly so in the outyards, where
the honey had to be loaded on the wagon.
We used to wait until the bees had ceased
ilying in the evening before loading; but
after some years of experience we have
learned to do the work with celerity, and
little annoyance of the bees, and get our
load home in time to do the extracting be-
fore the honey becomes cold, even with the
fifteen-mile drive thrown in. The secret is

bee-escapes.
I have no buildings at my out-yards, and I

bring the full supers home from the extract-

ing-yard for extracting. This may not be
profitable; and if I contmue raising extract-

ed honey I shall build a house or workshop
there soon, and do the extracting as I take
the honey from the bees. I would need
lower sets of extracting combs. I really do
not fall in love with the practice of leaving
the extracting till the ena of the season; but
at present I am doing this; and when the

time comes to take the honey I manage as
follows: I aim to get an early stai-t; and if I

can be on the spot by 7 o'clock A. M., all the
better. I remove the filled half-story ex-
tracting-supers from the hives as quickly as
possible, drive and shake out the bees— not
all, of course, but a large majority. As I use
queen-excluders on all my extracting-hives
there is no danger of getting queens, even
if a few bees are left in the honey; so we
need not be so very particular. We stack
up the removed supers on escape-boards,
and cover in the same way; and this is the
way I use the escapes here—not at all on the
hives. The escape which I prefer for this
use on a stack of eight or ten supers is Dib-
bern's four-point star escape, with a slight
alteration ot my own to make it safer. Of
course, we are all aware that no cone escape
absolutely prevents bees from returning to
the honey. They find their way back
through the cone and labyrinth escapes to
some extent, and I want to prevent this.

Why do I not use the safer Porter? It does
not let in light, and the bees do not work out
as rapidly as they do with the other style.

To make sure that no bees find their way
back into the honey I cover each escape on
top of the stacks with a wire screen, such as
I use to place on hives when moving bees
instead of the wooden cover or honey-board.
These screen-boards I lift off from time to

time, as I am passing, which allows all the
bees confined between them and the escapes
to go to their hives. In about two hours or
a little more I can take off 42 or 44 supers
and have them ready for loading. This num-
ber makes a fair load for one horse. The
man having two horses would, of course,
want double the number of supers for his

load. In order not to consume any more
time in getting that many off and ready, and
do the extracting the same day, he should
have an assistant at both ends of the route.
The full-depth frame for extracting is all out
of question for me under these conditions.
I do not think that any man is strong enough
to handle full-story supers when filled. I

know it is hard work to handle even my
half-story supers, shake out the bees, load
them on to the wagon, etc. The loading
consumes about fifteen or twenty minutes
of time. My nine-year-old boy Harold was
with me on a few of these trips, and I found
he could be of considerable help in keeping
the supers all the time covered with escapes
while I was doing the loading.

I have racks to nold supers, ten each; they
have a bee-tight bottom; and when the su-
pers are placed therein, and covered with
an escape upon each stack of five, I need not
feel uneasy as to the robbers getting in their
work. In fact, they have not had much of a
chance from the time we commenced till the
load is all ready on the wagon, and the whole
yard has remained rather quiet. No colo-

nies have become greatly excited.

Before I go after the team I cover the rig

with a canvas; and if the ground is sloping
away from the bee-yard I may run the wag-
on a few rods away under some trees, if
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there are any, but it is not very necessary.

Every thing connected with the harness and
the hitching up should be arranged with
snaps as far as possible. It takes us but a

moment to hitch on; then off we are. When
a little distant from the yard I turn back the

canvas and remove the escape-boards for a

little while, so that the bees, left in the hon-

ey, will have a good opportunity to leave,

which opportunity they will improve. Of
course, we keep on moving all the time; and
by the time I am a mile away all bees that

will leave at all have departed, when the

canvas is again spread over the load and
fastened down. Neither dust nor rain can
then do us much harm.
With a heavy load v/e make the homeward

trip in from three to four hours, and we usu-
ally arrive about the middle of the afternoon
or sooner. We lose no time in getting to

business; and with a helper to do the un-
capping we have the honey in the tank by
night, ready again for a trip the next day.

Naples, N. Y., August 14.

CONDITIONS FOR FALL OR SPRING
FEEDING.

Syrup Made of Sugar and Water, and Hon-
ey Fed Fast in the Fall.

BY F. P. CLACE.

There seems to be a difference of opinion
in regard to fall and spring feeding. We
never handled more than 260 colonies at one
time, nor produced more than 12 tons of hon-
ey in one season, so I have not been what
you would call a "large bee-keeper;" but as
the profits realized have permitted us to re-

tire, and devote our time to gospel work,
my experience along the line of fall and
spring feeding may possibly be helpful to

others.
The best fall feed that I have ever tried—

feed that will winter the bees perfectly ev-
ery time— is made as follows: To every 10-

qt. pail of water brought to the boiling-point

stir in three 10-qt. pailfuls of standard gran-
ulated sugar. When this is all dissolved re-

move the vessel from the fire and stir in 10
qts. of extracted honey (the poorest you
have will do) . This will keep the feed from
granulating. Give this to the bees, at blood-
heat, in the evening (to avoid robbing), in a
good feeder or a bake-pan covered with
cheese-cloth. If in September you may feed
from above. If you have put off feeding
till cold weather, better place the pan under
the bees, inside of a half-depth extracting-
super, on top of hot bricks. By morning 10

or 15 lbs. of feed will be safely stored in the
center of the brood-nest (just whex'e it is

needed), and the bees will wake up in the
spring, after their long winter nap, as strong
and vigorous as they were in the fall.

As weak swarms could be obtained for
merely taking them out of the hives when
we lived in Ontario, I used to get them ev-
ery fall to help any stocks that were queen-

less (second and third swarms always have
young queens, you know). Sometimes a
couple of these swarms would be run into a
hive filled with empty extracting-combs, and
then fed up for winter. This is the cheapest
way of getting bees if you have the hives
and combs on hand, as your colonies cost
nothing but the feed.

I remember once feeding up two swarms
after they were in winter quarters (as an ex-
periment) with this feed, and they wintered
perfectly. In fact, the "wintering problem"
had lost its terrors for me when I had 10 lbs.

of this feed stored in each brood-nest. With
this feed there is no water to be evaporated
(using up the vitality of the bees), and the
bees will not consume more than half the
weight of this syrup that they would of hon-
ey while in winter quarters.

SPRING FEEDING.

As to spring feeding, while bees are safe
that have sealed stores in their hives, if they
are set out before there is pollen and honey
to gather (the wisdom of this will depend
upon hov/ they are wintering), they are
pretty sure to get to robbing one another if

kept in paying yards (60 or 75 colonies) . To
prevent this it paid us well to feed very thin
syrup (just sweet enough to keep them at

work) on sunny days, and thus to keep them
breeding up nicely. This, of course, applies
to the home yard. The outyards were fed
in the spring by giving those in need combs
of honey reserved for that purpose. Keep
the doorways well contracted.
Handsboro, Miss.

HOW TO REMEDY SLIPPING BELTS ; POWER EXTRACT-
ORS PROFITABLE.

A remedy for a slipping belt on power extractors
was mentioned on p. 473, Aug. 1. I had a little experi-
ence along that line last winter, and am sure there is

even a better substance than rosin on a slipping belt,

provided the belt is not too loose.
When I entered the factory where I am working I

was placed on a tin-slitting machine, and was too busy
learning to operate the machine at first to notice the
belts. One morning the belt commenced to slip when
I ran the sheet through, and I noticed the belt was
tight enough to operate both pulleys. Then I noticed
pieces, almost half way through the belt, torn out here
and there, and asked the man who ran the machine
before I did what had been used. He informed me
that rosin was what had been used, and was what I

should use to prevent the belt from slipping. I ob-
tained a bottle of crude castor oil and applied it. This
made the belt grip tirmly, and also made it pliable, al-

though it did not seem to stretch. I found afterward
that the best mechanic in the shop always used castor
oil on his belts about every two weeks.

I believe that, in the future, every enterprising bee-
keeper will have a power extractor of his own, just as
farmers have all their heavy pumping and such work
done by windmill or engine. I have turned extractors
for the past nine years in clover and buckwheat fows,
and know what muscle power is. I have also turned a
six-frame extractor, and extracted over 5500 lbs. in a
day—not a ten-hour day either—and I believe it would
be hard to convince any one who has done the same
that power extractors are any thing but profitable in-
vestments, even for a small bee-keeper, if he is spe-
cializing in bees.
Lynn Valley, Ont., Aug. 17. W. I. Holtermann.
[Rosin gives only temporary relief. If used contin-

uously it will ruin any good belt. A mechanic or
wheelwright who makes a practice of using rosin on
his belts generally does not know very much about his
business. Castor oil or neatsfoot oil will lengthen the
life of the belt and give good friction: but it should be
applied the night before it is used.—Ed.]
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THE CORNFIELD AND THE HIGH BOARD FENCE NEXT TO THE BF.E-YARD TO RAISE
THE FLIOHT OF BEES OVER THE HORSES' HEADS.

DEES AND NEIGHBORS.

How to Prevent them from Stinging Ani-
mals on tlie Farm.

BY E. R. ROOT.

Shortly after we located our north yard at

our basswood grove, our bees would every
now and then sting- horses in the adjoining
fields. On one occasion we had a hurry-up
call to send a man down, as our bees were
interfering with a mowing-machine cutting
red clover in the field adjoining. In one in-

stance the driver was stung; and in another,
man, horses, and mowing-machine cut across
the field at a gallop. It was almost a wonder
that there was not a bad mix-up.
Trouble seemed to occur more often when

the bees were busy at work in the fields,

rather than when there was a dearth of hon-
ey. When the mowing-machine or cultiva-

tor would come very close to the yard, fly-

ing bees in great numbers, going to and
from their hives, would encounter the horses.
While the bees were probably not disposed
to be ugly, yet the sweaty horses with switch-
ing tails would sometimes invite an onslaught
from one or more bees.
Our neighbor who owns the field ne.xt to

the yard is a very good friend of ours; and,
even if he had not been, we were under
obligations just the same to prevent the an-

noyance. Two or three years ago we told

him that when he had any cultivating or
mowing in the field next to the yard, to let

us know, and we would send down our man
and team. But he demurred, saying that

would be asking too much—that he would try

to get along the best he could with his own
team.
As the yard is located on high ground with

a direct north exposure, it occurred to us
that we might kill two birds with one stone
—that is, erect a high board fence to cut off

fierce north winds during winter, and dur-
ing summer make the bees fly high enough
to pass over any stock that might be in the

field opposite. We accordingly built a struc-

ture 8 feet high and about 200 feet long. As
this faces the incoming and outgoing electric
cars from Cleveland, we concluded it would
be a splendid place on which to advertise.
We accordingly put our sign-painter at work.
The result will be seen on the frontispiece
of the cover and on the little photo herewith.
This big high board fence, as a windbreak

during wmter, accomplishes its purpose, and
no doubt it is worth all it cost. As a big sign
it has attracted the attention of the public
far and wide, for it is a decided novelty to
most people that queen bees can be and are
reared like chickens. Many are the visitors
who call to see "the wonderful establish-
ment."
But as a means for preventing an attack

on horses working in adjoining fields this
big fence has been only partially successful.
During the past summer, while our bees
were working on honey-dew they were un-
usually cross, as we have explained in these
columns on page 420.

This year our neighbor was growing corn
in the field next the fence. We learned that
the bees had attacked his horses on one oc-
casion while cultivating it, and stung his son
and horses so badly that they were almost
laid up. Hearing this we thought possibly
there might have been a little robbing; but
investigation showed that there had been
nothing of the kind. The trouble was that
the bees were interrupted in their flight;
and the horses, remembering their previous
experience, began shaking their heads and
switching their tails, with a result that can
be readily imagined.
We telephoned to our neighbor that the

next time he came to town if he would go to
the harness-shop and get two large horse-
blankets we would pay the bill. Fortunate-
ly he was able to find two blankets that cov-
ered the flanks, back, and a portion of the
head and neck. These were of a light yel-
low, and quite porous, but not sufficiently so
to let bees through. It was our further plan
to put a large scjuare mosquito-netting around
the head of each horse as an additional pre-
caution. We supplied our neighbor with
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A SCHEME FOR PROTECTING liORSES WHILE
BEE-YARD.

bee-veils and gloves, and told him that, the
next time he was ready to cultivate, he
should let us know. This he did. On arriv-

al at the field we followed the driver with
camera in hand up and down the rows. Aft-

er tramping back and forth it became more
and more evident that the bees
resented being interrupted in

their flight to and from their

hives, and the horses began
shaking their heads and switch-

ing their tails. The field was
a Targe one, and, as was their

habit, the bees would fly low
till they came to the aforesaid

fence, when they would rise

and pass over it. So it devel-
oped that the fence gave only
partial protection. It is proba-
bly also true that, without this

fence, the bees might have
been more furious in their at-

tack; for the nearer they get to

their hives when heavily laden,
the crosser they are apt to be.

Well, how about these big
horse -blankets and bee -veil?

The former served the purpose
of protecting the flanks and
bacKS of the horses, and the
latter the driver. The hind legs
would be, of course, protected
by the tail. Indeed, in the view
snown the further horse will be
seen in the act of switching its

tail.

The bees were flying quite
heavily on the occasion referred
to in going to and from the

fields; and
we found
also they
were very
much in-

clined to

sting. But
our neigh-
bor drove
the horses
up and
down the
rows just
the same;
but it was
easy to be
seen that,

if it had
not been
for the
blankets,
doubtless
there may
have been
more trou-
ble. What
makes a
horse fran-
tic is to
have his

sides and
back stung

with no opportunity to roll or brush off the
bees. If they fly about his head or feet he
does not seem to care so much, because he
can switch or brush them off, although it

would seem a wise precaution to put mos-
quito-netting over his head. But our neig'i-

CULTIVATING A FIELD NEXT TO A

ROBBER-CAGE WHEN IN USE.
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* '^'A^, 3»'i ^^,

A CONVENIENT CAGE FOR HOLDING BABY NUCLEI DURING ROBBER TIME.

The upper portion is hinged to the lower framework, so that the operator can get out without disturbing
the hive or his appliances on the shelving.

bor thought this was hardly necessary in

his case, tor with the blankets in question
he got along very well.

WIRE-CLOTH CAGES DURING ROBBING TIME.
In order to see how the fence looks inside

we will step within the inclosure. It looks
really higher on this side than the other.
The trees, together with this fence, shut out
to a great extent light and air. It is almost
too shady.
We find Mr. Mell Pritchard, the man who

has charge of this apiary, handling a baby
nucleus in a wire-clotn cage that he has de-
signed. By reference to the larger engrav-
ing of the same thing the reader will see how
he opens it so that an assistant can bring
him any tools or frames. It will be noted
that it consists of two parts, the lower frame-
work mounted on four legs. To the hori-

zontal side-bars are nailed curtains of com-
mon muslin, to fit the inecjualities of the
ground or grass. This is to prevent any rob-
bers from passing up under and into the
cage. In one corner and on one side are se-

cured two boards, one of which serves^thc

purpose of a seat and the other a shelf to

hold material and tools.

There is no top to this cage, because our
men at both yards find that robber bees will

rarely pass downward through the top of a
wire cloth inclosure of this kind, and, what
is more, any bees within can easily escape.
When Mr. Pritchard desires to work on

another baby nucleus he picks up the whole
thing and walks off to another. When he
wishes to get out of the cage, and still is not
through with his work, all he has to do is to

tip the upper half over and step out.

We have stated that a good many visitors

call at this apiary as they likewise do at the
home yard. In the following issues we hope
to show our own readers, as well as the gen-
eral public, what we do there and how we
do it; how a man and a boy have turned out
as many as OOO queens in a month. All this

and more will be the subject of a future ar-

ticle. Later on we will give snap shots of

every-day work at our other yards, where
our men will show some tricks of the trade
that may be of value to the public generally.
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PERMANENT STAND WITH SIDES REMOVED, SHOWING POSITION OF HIVES, SUMMER AND
WINTER.

FIRELESS-COOKER WINTERING-BOXES.

Packing-cases for Winter which Can
Stored Away in the Flat during

Warm Weather.

be

BY DANA F. DOW.

The veteran bee-keeper who reads this

title may indulge in a hearty laugh, and won-
der what these "fool amateurs " will think
of next. Nevertheless, this article may in-

terest those who keep a small number of
colonies and are forced to winter them out
of doors in a cold climate.
Here in Eastern Massachusetts (six miles

from Mr. Alley's former home), where the
temperature in winter is very variable, and
may drop to 15 degrees below zero, the ques-
tion of adequate winter protection is an im-
poilant one. Looking about for some con-
venient method, I found none that quite
suited me. Chaff hives, tenement hives,
and outside cases are all good, but are either
cumbersome or require the hives to be mov-
ed in the fall and back again-in the spring,
or make necessary manipulations difficult.

In trying to solve the problem I hit upon
the idea of a permanent double hive stand
which could be used all the year round, be-
ing easily converted into a box for winter
protection, the hives standing always in the
same position. Applying the principle of
the "fireless cooker," that is, retaining the
natural heat by means of thick packing ma-
terial, the bees are made so comfortable that
they can easily reach the sealed stores out-
side the cluster without being chilled.
Hay (not too coarse in (luality ) is an ex-

cellent material with which to pack a bee
box, and, unlike loose ground cork or saw
dust, is not a nuisance, but can be readily
packed or unpacked in a few minutes.
Having Danzenbaker hives I made the

box-bodies deep enough to take in a second
story with a regular cover, and then have a
few inches to spare. There is a space of one
foot between the hives (in the future I shall

make it less), four inches at the back and
sides, and six inches in front. A bridge con-
nects the hive entrance with the opening in

the box. the Danzenbaker alighting-board
being left on and triangular blocks used to

contract the entrance in the coldest weather.
By means of hinges the sides of the box-

body are attached to the back, and the front
is fastened to them in turn bv two hooks
and screw-eyes at each end, thus making a
box which can be folded up and stored away
flat in the summer without taking up unnec-
essary space.

In order to shed water perfectly the box-
body telescopes down over the stand an inch,
while the cover comes down over the box
about three inches. Some objection may be
made to a flat cover; but a strip of roofing-
paper makes it water-tight, while a slight

pitch given to the stand causes any water to

run off quickly. This cover is most economi-
cal of space, and can be raised and pushed
either way in order to get at a colony, or re-

moved entirely when necessary.
I will now show you how this kind of stand

operates in this locality. During September
we have a heavy flow of goldenroa honey,
the bees working freely in second stories,

and making a fine lot of sealed combs for
winter stores. This goldenrod honey, by the
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way, must be
diif e r e n t

from the
Ohio varie-

ty; for, al-

though of a

nice amber
color, it is

not eatable,
having a

strong stuffy
odor, and a

taste which
never evap-
orates. A
shop in
which this
honey is
stored will

smell much
like a horse-
barn. How-
ever, it is

good for win-
ter stores,

and might be
of value in

cooking. In the middle of this honey-flow,
when the nights begin to get cool I put the
boxes on the stands without any packing,
thus protecting the hives at night when the
bees are "boiling down " the nectar with a
roar. All necessary manipulations can be
carried on as usual.
When the flow is over, the second stories

are removed, leaving plenty of stores in the
lower hive. Being protected, the bees will

breed some during October and November,
and go into winter quarters with plenty of

young bees.
A warm day in November is a good time in

this locality to give the final stores for win-
ter. Last year, Nov. 1 1 was such a day, the
bees flying freely. I opened all the hives
and exchanged light frames for heavy ones
of sealed stores, then on each hive I placed
a super-cover having an auger-hole bored in

the center.
Over the hole was placed a Page top feed-

er, which, being covered with wire netting,
allows warm syrup to be poured in without
the bees being able to get out. A strip of

cloth is then placed over the feeder, and the
second story filled with hay, also the outside
box. The feeder is now the warmest place
in the hive, and the bees seem to like to

DOW'S WINTER CASE WITH THE COVER AND TOP PACKING PUSHED TO ONE
SIDE.

"roost" there, although it may be empty.
Should feeding be required in the winter or
spring, it takes but a moment to remove the
hay and cloth, pour in the feed, and replace
the packing. If the bees are not visible, just

rap on the feeder and say "good morning,"
and they will come scrambling up to see who
is "knockin' at de do'."

If you believe in a sealed cover for winter,

just close the auger-hole with a cork, and
you have it; or if you prefer the absorbent-
packing system, then leave the hole open,
and the moist air will filter slowly up through
the hay, and condense under the cover.

One day last winter, with the thermome-
ter at IS degrees, I flashed sunlight through
the entrances by means of a mirror, and the
examination showed perfectly dry interiors,

with bees clustering under the frames in

slowly moving masses.
With the packing removed the empty out-

side boxes will be left to protect the bees
working in second stories (a la Doolittlei un-
til settled warm weather, when they will be
removed and stored away for the summer
and shade-boards put on the hives.

This kind of stand, for this locality at

least, gives perfect protection, easy manipu-
lation, and a minimum amount of labor in

lifting and moving the hives.

Ipswich, Mass., March 25.

BEE-KEEPING IN THE TRANSVAAL,
SOUTH AFRICA.

Moving Bees Short Distances; the "Spirit
of the Hive;" Three Workers Seal-

ed in a Queen-cell.

BY I). S. VAN WARMELO.

CLOSE VIEW OF THE STORM-DOOR ENTRANCE
OF THE WINTER CASE.

Being a regular subscriber to Gleanings,
and much interested in bee-keeping, I wish
to introduce myself and part of my apiary to

its readers by a photo.
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D. S. VAN WARMELO'S APIARY IN SOUTH AFRICA.

About IS months ago I imported Italian
queens from England, and am now experi-
menting with their genuine offspring in Pre-
toria—the first person who has succeeded in
rearing them pure in the Transvaal. One
or two of my observations with bees may be
interesting, the first of which, probably, none
but myself has ever witnessed.
During the Anglo-Boer war, while I was

fighting the enemy my brave bees in Pretoria
stung an English officer's horse to death that
had cost him /40, or nearly §200. My mother
was immediately ordered by the' provost
marshal to remove the bees, which she did,
but to a place that did not suit me on my re-
turn after the war; so I made up my mind to
move them to a place about 150 yards dis-
tant. There were only six colonies. The
first thing I did was to put them close beside
each other. During a honey-flow, when I

knew the well laden bees of a strange hive
would be accepted with open wings, I remov-
ed one outer hive to the new place after sun-
set; waited two or three days, and again re-
moved an outer hive, continuing to do so un-
til there was only one hive left—a tremen-
dously strong colony, flowing over with the
foragmg bees of the other five hives that had
returned to the old spot. As the removal
had been gradual, the foraging bees had be-
come usecTto shift, and concentrated toward
the center. This last hive I removed after a
few days, after sunset, and put an empty
one in its place. Next evening there was a
great queenless cluster in this emptv hive,
which I took and shook out before tHe hive
I had removed last. The bees were accept-
ed without demur, most of them having ac-
quired the same scent.

This proceeding I continued for a few
nights successiveh', when, lo! the bees sav-

ed me the trouble of carrying the dwindling
cluster to its new place.
One night after sunset, while I stood watch-

ing to see if any bees were still flying out
from the hives, prior to my fetching the clus-

ter in the empty hive, I heard a swarm of

bees over my head, which I saw entering the
last hive, the one in front of which, every
evening, I shook out the cluster. I immedi-
ately hurried to the hive that had contained
the cluster, which, according to my expecta-
tions, I actually found empty. The bees had
agreed between themselves to put an end to
this shook-swarmingof the master by swarm-
ing out of their own accord to the abode
where 1 had been trying to make them stay.

Though it is evident that there had been
communication between the cluster and the
mother-hive, it would be too far-fetched to

suggest the other alternative—namely, that
the bees of the queen-right colony had sent
out scouts to bring the cluster home.
This is an instance of Maeterlinck's "spirit

of the hive " that makes us wonder what
reasoning powers bees have.

ANOTHER CASE OF THE ADAPTABILITY OF
BEES TO CIRCUMSTANCES.

This case was brought to my notice in the
way of stimulating a colony containing fer-

tile workers in the following manner:
An Italian queen that I had reared careful-

ly in a nucleus hive I could not find on the
combs about a day after it had hatched. On
reopening the hive on the following day I

found to my surprise the cell from which the
queen had hatched sealed over arain. I

opened it, having an inkling of what had
happened. My conclusions were verified.

It contained two dead worker bees and one
live one. There is, in my opinion, no doubt
that these three bees were closed up by the
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despuiriiiy others in order to force them to

feed on royal jelly, and that two were stunj^'

to death inside the cell.

Again do we wonder what "spirit of the
hive " moved the bees to act unanimously in

this particular way.
Quecnless bees seem sometimes not to

await patiently the proper hatchino- of the
queen. 1 have on several occasions, upon
opening a nucleus hive just shortly after tlie

queen had hatched, found the cell torn open
at the side near the top instead of the lid be-
ing lifted in the ordinary way. There was
no other queen-cell present in the hive, and
the newly hatched queen was there all right.

The only explanation I can give is that the
bees, having received a grafted cell, did not
know when to cut down the top of it for the
easy lifting of the lid by the queen, and, con-
sequently, hurried to her assistance from the
flanks as soon as they heard her calling in-

side.

Harmonv, Pretoria, Transvaal, South Afri-

ca, March,' 1909.

[In a queen-rearing yard it is not uncom-
mon to find a worker-bee, either dead or
alive, imprisoned in a cell from which the
young queen has recently emerged. Very
often there is a sort of cap left hanging to
the cell, like the cover to a coffee-pot, and a
bee in a tour of investigation crawls under
this cap into the cell. The cap drops down,
when it is subsequently sealed down by oth-
er bees. We do not think there is any de-
sign or purpose on the part of the individual
bees or of the colony. It is simply an acci-
dent when one or more workers happen to
get inside of a cell and are imprisoned.

Occasionally in a queen-rearing yard also
we find where a cell has been opened at the
side, as you describe, releasing the young
queen just ready to hatch. Apparently the
purpose of the bees is to tear down the cell;

but discovering a nice young lady, ready to
make her bow to society, change their pur-
pose, and allow her to live among them.

—

FREEZING DOES NOT KILL BEES.

Will Bees, Like Ants, Stand any Amount
of Cold?

BY H. D. TENNENT.

Will some one tell us whether a frozen bee
is or is not a dead bee? At the present rate
some fellow will be throwing his bees away
in the fall, and expecting them to come back
readv for business in the spring. The books
speak of bees freezing off the cluster in win-
ter; but they also tell us that most cases of
winter-killing are the results of starvation
and not of cold. One says that a tempera-
ture of 40^ Fahrenheit will so benumb a bee
as to deprive it of the power of flight, and
that it will soon perish unless restored to a
warmer atmosphere. But the same book al-
so says that tiiey stand the winter in very
cold places, such as Russia, with very poor

protection,^and may even be frozen into a
solid lump of ice without being killed, and
that the degree of cold which they can stand
has not been ascertained.
The poor hives in which bees will some-

times winter would certainly lead one to
think that they could stand almost any thing.
I have brought bees to life which had lain

out in cold damp weather, but not actually
frozen, for as much as five days; but dry
weather would surely shorten the time.
For experiment I once put half a dozen

bees on a piece of comb under a tumbler on
a metal-roofed hive, on a cold evening. In
the morning thin ice had frozen in both top
and bottom of a tin cup of water left beside
them. The bees had fallen off the comb, but
the moisture on the sides of the tumbler had
not yet frozen, showing that they must have
given off a great amount of heat before giv-
ing up. Wnen warmed up they were as
lively as ever. The experiment was repeat-
ed the next night, which was slightly colder,
but not a bee revived. The tumbler was
propped up a little both times to give them
air. I also put a dozen bees in a 4-oz. wide-
mouth bottle, chilled them on ice until mo-
tionless, and then corked them up and kept
in ice water for one week, at the end of which
time they were decidedly dead, perhaps from
lack of air this time, as water in tissues, as
of insects and plants, must get some colder
than ice water to freeze.
Any one who has split wood in winter has

probably noticed how ants will revive after
being frozen almost any amount; but that
bees can stand as much is hard to believe.
Perhaps they are like some plants which will

be killed by a slight freeze if warmed up too
(juickly, but will come out all right if allow-
ed to thaw out slowly in a damp place.

There would seem to be room for some
careful experimenting here unless some one
knows more than he has told us so far.

By the way, has the microbe of spring
dwindling been discovered yet, or do the
doctors still disagree about the exact cause
of it?

McConnelsville, O., May 21.

[Bees can not stand freezing like ants, fish,

and some reptiles; but they can remain in a
chilled condition for a week or ten days

—

how much longer we do not know, but prob-
ably not much longer. We once tried the
experiment of subjecting bees to a zero tem-
perature, and found that two or three minutes
was enough to kill them stone dead. Whether
theywould have died if they had been brought
to tnat condition more gradually we can not
say. But they may be subjected to 33 or 34°

for about a week provided they are not thaw-
ed out too quickly.

It is interesting to note in this connection
that a piece of concrete work just made and
frozen solid may not be injured at all if it is

thawed out very slowly; but if it is warmed
up too quickly the whole work will probably
be spoiled. The same rule seems to apply
to fish, frogs, and some insects that can stand
freezing.
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Bees may fly out when the weather
warms up in midwinter, and on a sudden
drop in temperature chill and lie on the

ground for days, and when a warming sun
comes out they will revive and go back into

their hives. See page 95, Feb. 15, for this

year.
The experiments conducted by H. R. Board-

man, as reported in our issue for May lo, p.

303, of current volume, are interesting in

this connection. We hope our practical and
scientific men will work out this problem,
because it has a bearing on the general sub-

ject of wintering. That the bee is a semi-
hibernator, capable of remaining in a chilled

condition for some days without food, and
revive when warmed, is now clearly proved;
but it is not a true hibernator. On this whole
question there is a new and comparatively
unexplored field, and it is time we were
knowing something more about it.

—

Ed.]

SHIPPING BEES IN CARLOAD LOTS
WITHOUT LOSS.

The Importance of Wedging all the Hives
Tightly to Prevent them from Shak-

ing around Inside of the Car.

BY H. F. HART.

On page 260, May 1, the editor asks for the
experiences from those who have shipped
bees in carload lots. I have shipped two
cars in the last two years without the loss of

a colony, and with hardly a bee flying. I do
not use box cars, however, for I believe cat-

tle-cars are more suitable.

The first car was shipped in December,
1907, when the temperature was about 40 de-
grees. In this car I had wire cloth only over
the entrances. The other car was shipped
in February, 1909, when the temperature
ranged from 50 to 65; and in this car we had
the tops of the hives also covered with wire
cloth. I do not find it necessary to spray
water over the wire cloth.

The principal thing to be careful about is

to brace every thing firmly to prevent the
hives from shaking around, and this can be
easily done in cattle-cars. The hives are
placed with the combs parallel to the rails in

a row across the car. In front of the row a
Ix 3-inch strip of furring is nailed to the
slatted sides of the car in such a manner that

the edge touches the fronts of the hives.
This will leave a 3-inch space between every
two rows of hives. Two more pieces of the
lX3-in. strips are then tacked on the tops of

the hives, making a support for the next tier

above, which tier is also braced in front of ev-
ery row as was the lower one By this plan
two or even three tiers may be put in if nec-
essary to get all the hives in the car. When
the first two or three tiers of one row each are
placed and properly braced, the next tiers al-

so of one row each are put in front and brac-
ed in the same way until the car is filled from
both ends toward the center, leaving a space
opposite the doors. If supplies are sent they

may be loaded in this space, and properly
wedged so that nothing can get loose. If no
supplies are included, cross-pieces should
extend from the two lots of hives in such a
rnanner that there can be no possibility of in-

dividual movement of the hives. In this way
two or three hundred colonies can be pack-
ed in a car and shipped without loss.

My first car, owing to a wreck, stood on a
side track for three days, and was six days
on the road all together. In spite of this, there
were almost no dead bees to be found.
The second car contained poor hives, with

the bottom-boards so rotten that, when the
colonies were transferred later into new
hives, many of the old bottom-boards fell to
pieces. However, there were not a dozen
bees flying when the car reached its desti-
nation, and there were practically no dead
bees in the hives resulting from the confine-
ment. No attendant accompanied either car.

Allenville, Ala.

[When bees are shipped during the winter
months, it is not necessary, of course, to

spray water over the tops of the frames.
When shipped in hot or even warm weather,
especially if in a box car, the wire-cloth
screens should be sprayed often.

—

Ed.]

LACK OF VENTILATION CAUSES THE
WATERY CAPPINGS.

Some Good Proof in Support of the Con-
tention of Mr. Whitney, as Given

on Page 362, June 15.

BY J. P. CALDWELL.

This question of greasy or watery sections
is one in which all should by greatly interest-

ed; for if we have been condemning our best
queens without a cause we should at once
call a halt. That Mr. Whitney is right in this

matter is very clear to me. The cause of

these watery cappings has been puzzling me
for years. I have never believed that the
progeny of some queens capped comb honey
as though it had received a coat of varnish,
while other bees of the same breed did not.

That it is a lack of proper ventilation has
been my belief. I have found such honey
only in very populous colonies. I have no-

ticed a great many times in cavities in rocks
when small zigzag openings entered the
abode of the wild bees, the comb honey taken
from these cavities looked as if it had been
treated to more than one coat of varnish.
But honey taken from a large crack in the
rock shows no sign of the watery cappings,
the new combs being capped beautifully.

I have raised section honey by the ton, and
have been an observer of these watery cap-
pings for thirty years, and I have concluded
that, with proper ventilation, there will be
few if any of these greasy sections found.

I once had a very prolific Cyprian queen
which kept a ten-frame Simplicity hive filled

to overflowing with bees. At that time I used
seven wide frames holding eight one-pound
sections each, and with this large hive I was
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distressed to find my sections so greasy-look-

ing tliat I extracted the honey from them, al-

though I had orders for more comb honey
than I could supply. I filled these wide
frames with a fresh supply of sections, plac-

ed them in the hive, and at the same time
raised the hive two inches from the bottom-
board with four two-inch blocks. In due
time I had as nicely capped honey as I could
wish for.

Blanco, Texas, June 28.

WINTERING BEES IN A WARM ROOM.

A Single-frame Nucleus Wintered in a
Warm Room in an Observation Hive
with an Indoor Flying-cage Instead of
an Exit out of Doors; an Interesting Ex-
periment.

On June 14, 1908, ten days after swarming,
a single comb well filled with brood, and
containing two queen-cells, was taken from
a full-sized colony and placed in an observa-
tion hive. The queen hatched June 19, and
began laying June 30. The young bees com-
menced hatching July 20. The old bees had
then become reduced to a mere handful; but
ever since the hatching of the new brood
the colony was full and strong. Feeding
with sugar syrup was resorted to on Aug. 22,

and continued until Sept. 1. The bees had
then filled three-fourths of the frame with
the syrup, and capped it over, and this form-
ed the winter store.

On the evening of Oct. 29 the hive was
brought into the house and placed on a table
with its entrance opening into a box or cage
which served as a flying-space. This cage
was two feet each way, and consisted ofa
framework of -4 -inch pine strips covered
with wire netting. A hinged door divided
one of the sides vertically in halves, and pro-
vided an opening large enough to admit pot-
ted plants of good size. The entrance to the
hive was in the center of one side, facing a
window.
For the first four days there was some

beating of wings against the wires in the at-

tempt to get out, a few bees wearing them-
selves out in the struggle; but after that the
lesson seemed to have been learned; and ev-
ery day throughout the winter bees came
out into the cage, oftentimes flying about
without alighting, and returning to the hive.

The temperature of the room ranged from
50 to 70.

On Jan. 2G, 1909, the queen began laying,

and continued until a space five inches m
diameter on each side of the frame was oc-

cupied with brood. Kye flour was placed in

the cage Feb. 8. The bees did not readily

take this, although they had eagerly stripped
the pollen from the flowers, such as mignon-
ette and cineraria, which had been placed
in the cage; but when the rye flour was sprin-

kled upon the blossoms the bees worked up-
on it very willingly. At this time, the win-
ter stores were getting very low and the
quf en stopped laymg.

On March 27, feeding was resorted to, hon-
ey being used this time instead of sugar syr-

up. This feeding bees continued until the
outside supply was available. The queen
began laying again soon after the feeding
commenced. P resh water was kept in the
cage near the hive entrance all winter.
One of the very interesting features which

the enclosed flying-cage made possible was
the opportunity of accurately noting the
number of bees that died from day to day.
During November the mortality was 93; in

December it was 60; in January, 154; in Feb-
ruary, 201; in March, 361; and up to the pres-
ent writing, April 9, the death rate averaged
about the same as in February, while the
hatching of the new brood appeared to have
been kept the total number in the colony
nearly uniform.

The School of Horticulture.
Hartford, Ct.

[This is, indeed, a very interesting experi-
ment, and we hope others of our subscribers
will try it this winter.

If we can once get bees to fly in a small
wire-cloth enclosure without bumping their
heads against the wire we have before us
possibilities of mating in confinement. Who
will work it out?

—

Ed.]

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Making Frames.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD.

In the end of 1906 Mr. Hutchinson told in

his excellent Review how he secured good
frames all cut and ready to put togther at

less than one cent each, this low price being
possible by getting the planing-mill people
to make the parts out of waste at their lei-

sure. I thought I went him one better when
I ordered the material in strips and cut them
out myself, but I find my frames cost nearly
two cents each. I was charged nearly half

a cent a foot for ;5svjs lumber; and since

each frame contains 41 inches, not to speak
of the necessary waste, one can readily see
what the material costs for one frame. As I

have already told, regular factory frames for

this size of hive cost me here under three
cents.
Here are the specifications for frames suit-

able for the divisible hive I have been de-
scribing:
Top-bar, 18^4^ in., 1 piece.

Bottom-bar, 17fs in., 1 piece.

End bar, 5?^ in., 2 pieces.

These are made from >sX,"s stock.

First, the lumber must be cut into proper
lengths; and since I had to make 200 frames,
a jig was a necessity to save time, and, above
all, to ensure accuracy. This particular jig

took the form of a rather long miter-box. To
make, get two pieces of '/s lumber about 3

feet long, and one a foot shorter. I really

used fence-rails. The long pieces should be
about four inches wide, the third about two
inches. The wide pieces are to form the
sides of the miter-box; the narrow piece, the
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bottom. The idea is to have a channel just

wide enough for the strip to slip in; and then
when a piece is sawed off it will drop out of

the way and make room for a new portion

of the strip.

So the sides are nailed to the center part

of the box, the bottom bein^ about 3 inches

short at one end, and less tTian a foot at the

other. From this end measure back a dis-

tance of 17?s inches; and from the same start-

ing-point, 1S"'4 inches. If any thing, the
measurements should be a trifle short rather

than the least bit too long. The lines will be
a little over one inch apart; and since we ai'e

going to make saw-cuts down to the bottom-
board at these points, there will be great

risk of having one or both of these pieces

knocked out; so, before sawing you had bet-

ter buttress them up with strip's of wood at

least half an inch thick. This done, run per-

pendicular lines across the face of the sides,

and also across the edges, then carefully saw
down to the bottom-board. Then nail tem-
porarily a bit of wood across the ends of the

boardsso as to form a stop for the strip.

Now test your distance, say with a top-bar

—

that is, make one. When cut, the piece will

drop down. Measure it; and if all right,

fasten the end piece with screws, as the
bringing forward of the strip has a tendency
to knock off the stop-block. If the bar is

found to be too short, one can pack paper
between the stop-block and the end of the

box.
Once the top-bars are all cut, proceed alon^

similar lines with the bottom-bars. The end
pieces should be cut at the other end of the
miter-box.
To put the pieces together accurately and

speedily you will need a form—that is, a jig,

in which the parts can be held firmly while
they are being nailed. Luckily this is easy
to make. The framework consists of two
pieces of "s lumber 5'sx22, one of which
stands perpendiculai' to the center line of the

other. On one face of tlie upright piece is

nailed the smaller pieces that clamp the frame
in position.

Having got the two principal parts, take
the one intended for the upright and draw
on it the lines that will represent the outside
edges of tlie end-bars. These, of course,
will be 17 -'s inches apart Next get two
pieces of 's-in. lumber—that is, the thickness
must be the same as the width of the frame-
bars, and not less than 5 '4 inches long. Ex-
actly 5 inches from one end in each make a
half-check j. in. wide. The top-bar will rest

in these while
being nailed
in position.

Nail these
pieces in
place as
shown in Fig.

1.

Still using
">i-in. lumber,

, which are to

the end-bars.

Place the end-bars in position to get the dis-

tance; bring the guides up snug, but not too
tight, and nail.

Then make two thumb-pieces, not thinner
than 's, and fasten with screws. Lastly, nail

the upright to the base.
In making a frame, first nail on the bot-

tom-bar, then the top. Begin by putting the
end-bars in the jig, then turn tne thumb-
pieces as shown in the drawing, and nail on
the bottom-bar, using 1 \ thin cement-coated
nails, two at each end. Now turn the frame
over, resting the bottom-bar on the base-

board of the
jig, and the
upper ends
of the end-
bars will
come flush
with the
check that
was made in

the upright.
Drop the top-bar into place, where it will be
held in correct position by the lugs of the up-
rights. Nail, and your "frame is finished,
except the spacing-staples. Fig. 2.

For putting together Root's 5- s-in. frames
I use a jig that is even simpler, and exceed-
ingly convenient. So pleased were the boys
over it that it has been named by them Todd's
"Reversible," because all tlie pieces can be
put together in any position, and one can
drive all the nails by reversing the frame.
Malce a board "sx5-'sXi7-'s. The length

must be exact and the ends perfectly square.
Brace each end by a piece ">x5'sx'2, taking

care that the

FIG

3

FIG. 1

make two pieces about 2x3>:
be used as inner guides for

edges be per-
fectly flush.

Then make
four pieces
'sX2x3, and
nail two at

each end, as

shown in Fig.

3. When
FIG- 3. properly fit-

ted they will grip a frame tightly.

To use, set on edge in front of you. Lay
a top-bar in position on the bench upside
down; then the end-bar; last of all, the bot-

tom-bar. Nail the latter, reverse the jig,

keeping the same side toward you, and nail

tlie top^bar. Remove the finished frame and
proceed with the next, using the jig as it is,

tor, of course, it is always ready.
To ensure the frames always being made

one way I have marked on tlie face of the

board a'description of the end-bar that comes
in contact with that spot.

The same jig ought I fancy, to be as prac-

ticable for larger-sized frames. Anyhow, I

find it a great comfort for the ones I use.

Victoria, B. C, Canada.

[Only those who have used jigs or forms
for work where a number of parts are made
exactly alike can realize their advantage.
Usually an unskilled workman can do better

and faster work with a form than a skillod

workman can without one.

—

Ed.]
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HEADS OF Grain
From Different Fields

A CASE WHERE BEES FLEW SIX OR SEVEN MILES IN
SEARCH OF NECTAR.

I have noted with interest the controversy that has
been noinjr on as to the distance bees habitually fly for
nectar. About twenty-tive years atro I had a brother
livintr in the town of Milton, 111. He is a physician,
and an intellitrent bee-keeper of much experience.
Milton lies exactly four miles west of the west bank of
the Illinois River. At this point the bottom lands are
all on the east side of the river, and are fully three
miles wide. In the fall of the year these lands are
'hickly covered with Spanish needle, asters of various
kinds, Koldenrod — in fact, with all the usual autumn
flowers that bees like so well.
My brother once noticed that his bees were very

busy; and after a moment's observation he discovered
that they were comintr from the east; and on leavintr
the hives they went to the east. There is a lartre pub-
lic hitrhway leading from Milton directly east to Mon-
tezuma, on the river bank. My brother, beins a phy-
sician in the daily practice of his profession, was trav-
eling that road almost every day. He soon discovered
that, high up over his head, there was a perfect stream
of bees going to and coming from the bottom lands
east of the river. This led to further investigation,
which proved that those bees were working the whole
territory of bottom lands ranging from six to seven
miles, from home. Italian bees were not very com-
mon in those days; and the people living on the east
side of the river, discovering the yellow bees, were
very curious to know where they came from. When
it became known that there were none except in Mil-
ton, four to seven miles away, of course they were
much astonished.
About the truth of the above statement there can be

no question. My brother now lives in California, but
was visiting me a few weeks ago, when he gave me all

the particulars. This settles the matter with me, be-
cause I know the source from which the information
comes is absolutely reliable.
White Hall, 111., May 8. A. W. FOREMAN.

[Years ago we had a well-auth^ticated report where
bees tlew seven miles across a body of water for
stores. There can be no doubt that the facts given by
Dr. Foreman are just as authentic.
We still cling to the opinion that where bees have

an unobstructed vision, as across a valley or over a
body of water, they will fly much further than when
that vision is obstructed by intervening woods, build-
ings, or shrubbery on level country.—Ed.]

BEE-FLIGHT ON PLAINS AND HILL COUNTRY.
Having noticed considerable controversy in the bee-

journals of late, regarding the distance a bee goes
in search of nectar, I should like to offer some evi-
dence on that point.
Last spring I purchased two colonies of yellow Ital-

ians, these being the only bees within seven miles of
here. I had a good chance for observation along
these lines. In May I saw these bees at a distance of a
mile and a half from the hives. We are located in a
valley, and the bees went either up or down in search
of pasturage. At this date I have good reason to be-
lieve that they go as far as four miles, because there is

no pasturage within that distance; yet they are stor-
ing honey from some source that I have as yet been
unable to locate. We have several kinds of sage here,
but I have not seen a bee on any of it this season. The
variety of sage that is most plentiful in this vicinity
does not blossom at all. but has a kind of bud on it

that does not open up. We have some alfalfa, but not
enough to make sufficient pasturage for bees.
Mohler, Wash., July 30. C. L. SNIDER.

(Where bees are located down in a valley, up on a
hiil. or near a body of water, they will fly much fur-
ther in quest of stores than where they are situated on
a plain. The evidence thus far submitted goes to
show that quite conclusively now. It is also shown
that, in level or slightly rolling country, they seldom
go beyond a mile and a half.—ED.j

ular flat or Higginsville cover, and later brgan using
what we call a Gill cover. In the winter of 1902 we lost
fully half of our bees with the flat cover, which was
sealed down; and but for discovering the conditions
early in January, and raising these covers so as to
place an eight-penny nail under the edges, and raising
the hives from the bottoms about the same space, 1

feel sure we would have lost nearly all, as there was a
thaw about that time; and so much water had con-
densed, that, when the hive was raised, a stream as
large as a goose-quill would run out. The Gill cover
has a space of about % inch at each end where it pro-
jects beyond the end of the hives, and a two-inch
space above the frames, the frames being covered with
two thicknesses of burlap, allowing constant ventila-
tion over the burlap-covered frames. The hives were
dry under the Gill covers, and the bees in good condi-
tion. This Gill cover is about the same as the Colora-
do cover in principle, but I am not sure that the latter
allows as much space at the ends. kiis.

Since that winter we have changed to this form of
cover, and have no trouble from moisture.

I am, however, of the opinion that more packing is
needed. Early in spring, about the time brood-rear-
ing begins, we usually put on paperor other extra cov-
ering over the frames, under the cover. We have
tried the plan of putting tarred paper over the entire
hive, putting it on both in early fall and near spring,
but have been unable to see any benefit from it. It is
possible that, since we began using it, our seasons
have been so favorable to early brood-rearing, it has
not been a fair test of what it might do in a cold back-
ward spring. The proportion lost in wintering has
not been different when it was used from where it was
not.
Berthoud, Col., March 26. W. HiCKOX.

SEALED COVERS VS. THOSE THAT PERMIT THE ESCAPE
OF .MOTSTfRE.

I shall have to vote with Mr. Cogrshail, p. 174. March
1.1, in regard to covers. We began here with the reg-

DRONES REARED ABOVE PERFORATED ZINC.
Referring to my question in your issue for Aug. 1, p.

477, your answer did not quite cover the situation.
The question was: Last spring I had a colony of gold-
en Adel bees which had run short of stores during the
winter, and I had some brood-combs, left from last
year, so I placed the combs containing honey in a
hive-body and put them on the yellow colony with a
queen and drone excluder between the two. In two
or three weeks I examined them again, and found
some drone brood in the upper story. Some had
hatched, and were as black as could be. Where did
the black drones come from when the drones below
were as yellow as they could be ? The excluder was
queen and drone excluding, any way.
Pierceton, Ind., Aug. 16. JACOB Garber.
[We beg to acknowledge your special reference to

the use of perforated zinc between the upper and low-
er story, which fact we overlooked, perhaps, in our
previous reply. We could account for the drones
above this metal by the presence of laying workers.
Sometimes these bees will begin laying eggs in an up-
per story that is separated from the lower one where a
queen is present. Cases of this kind, however, are
very rare. There is no other way by which the drones
could get above the metal. The very fact that you
found some drone brood strengthens this theory. If
you examine again, you might lind a plurality of eggs
in some of the cells, for this is one of the characteris-
tics of laying workers.
Laying workers are more inclined to get in their

work in colonies of Cyprian, Holy Land, and Syrian
bees. The so-called Adel bees, we think, are a sport
from one of these Eastern races. If that is a fact, it is
not surprising that laying workers should be found in
the upper story. Of course, you understand that such
workers can pass through perforated zinc the same as
any workers. While the Adels are yellow bees, yet
drones from laying workers of the same stock might
be black.—ED.]

TO PREVENT COMBS FROM BREAKING IN AN EXTRACTOR.
I have made an improvement on the baskets of my

honey-extractor. I have arranged an auxiliary sup-
port for the comb in the shape of a piece of heavy wire
netting supported in the basket in such a way that the
frame completely surrounds it and fits over it. The
comb can rest squarely against this wire netting so it
is not strained by the centrifugal force. Hoffman
frames, on account of their projections, often break
the combs.
My machine is old-style, and geared pretty high —

4

to 1. I made the comb support smaller than the frame
so that the frame could project over it around the
sides, as mentioned above.
Bedford Station, N. Y. G. A. M.\thf.v\s.
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BEES KILLED BY TELEPHONE WIRES.

Speaking about bees beine killed by telephone wires

I would say there are about 24 of them running by our
yard. Yesterday, July 19, being a cold day, and the

wind being from the north, and about 45 degrees in

temperature, the bees working on basswood, it killed

them by the thousands. It seems as if there ought to

be a law to reach these companies, but so far I find

none. This is not the first time. I have noticed it for

four or five years. It cuts lots of them in two when
they strike wires just right and are loaded.

Black River, N. Y. G. B. HOWE.

[It will be remembered that, something over a year

ago, we told how the bees were found dead and dy-

ing in front of our factory buildings on the sidewalks

and on the pavement, and how we were unable to ac-

count for this mortality until Mr. L. A. Aspinwall, of

Jackson, Mich., gave it as his opinion that it was be-

cause of the telephone wires that were strung across

iust in front of our bee-yard. Investigation revealed

"that this was the source of the trouble. The bees
would strike the wire, drop down, and finally, in their

death-struggles, would push the abdomen from the

waist, or thorax. One of our correspondents doubted
whether the telephone wires were the cause, and sug-
gested poisoning from some honey-plant. The first

report that we have had confirming the statement of

Mr. Aspinwall is the one above.—Ed.]

MAY HONEY BE SOLD WITHOUT LABELS ON THE JARS?

Can I sell honey in glass without a label on it, either

from a wagon on the street, or in a grocery? My bees
gathered a good deal of honey-dew before clover, so

it is mixed. It is of good flavor, and not so dark as

buckwheat, and very much better. What shall I have
to label it to sell it near home and in small towns?
Petersburg, Pa., July 28. S. E. JOHNS.

[One is not required to label his honey; but when he
does do so, the labels must state the exact character of

the contents of the package. The national law applies

only to interstate and territorial business. Any one
has a right in his own State to sell honey, or any other
commodity, irrespective of the requirements of the na-
tional law; but if such honey or other commodity is not
properly labeled, if sold out of the State the producer
or seller, or both, will be liable. But in many States

there are pure-food laws based on the national law,

and most States have some sort of pure-food law, so it

is wise for the average person, as far as possible, to

comply with the requirements of the national law; for

in so doing he will probably come within the restric-

tions of his State law.
Answering your questions more specifically, if you

put a label on your honey at all, it will have to specify

the contents of the package as honey-dew honey. To
the average producer this would carry no unpleasant
suggestion unless at some time such producer had
tasted some bad honey-dew.—ED.

1

CAN ROSIN IN TIN C.\NS TAINT HONEY?
As I have purchased some new honey-cans, one ex-

tractor, one uncapping-can and honey-tanks, I gave
them a good cleansing before using; and after using,
the honey tasted strongly of rosin — the kind of rosin
they seem to use for soldering. Do you think that

honey, if left standing in the cans for a long time,
would taste of rosin?
Inland, Neb., Aug. 13. R. Hanlon.

fWe should be inclined to believe that the peculiar
taste which yoxi attribute to rosin is rather due to the
presence of considerable pollen mixed with the honey.
Pollen, where there is much of it in the honey, will

impart both a flavor and a color to it. Some otherwise
good extracted is impaired materially because of too
much pollen being mixed with it. Rosin is not solu-
ble in water or in honey; and if you took pains to

wash out your new cans it is hardly possible that your
honey could have been tainted by any flavor of rosin.
-Ed.]

LITTLE DANGER OF GIVING BEES TOO MUCH CARE.

In regard to what Wesley Foster says, page 442, July
13. 1 do not think any large bee-keeper will goto the ex-
treme in disturbing the brood-nest. Among the small
bee-keepers, most do too little instead of too much:
and if they see an article like Mr. Foster's they will
say, "I know enough to leave bees alone and let na-
ture take her own course without any bee-journal to
help me." About nature's way, she will grow more
weeds than corn. It is natural for chickens to lay only

in the spiing. We find the conditions under which
they lay, and produce those conditions at other times
of the year to our profit. Naturally bees do the best
work just after swarming; and will any bee-keeper
dispute the fact that it will not pay to have your colo-
nies in condition so that you can produce the same ef-

fect on them that swarming would just as the honey-
flow commences? I have made many mistakes, and
lost queens as Mr. Foster describes; but I have learned
enough to pay for all of them. " He that makes no
mistakes does nothing." ALBERT I. MILLS.
Ignacio, Cal., July 31.

THE BEST WAY TO ITALIANIZE AN APIARY OF FIFTY COL-
ONIES.

I have been considering the best way of requeening
my apiary of fifty hives so as to have all Italians. The
following plan appeals to me very strongly, but I

should like to have the opinion of some one more ex-
perienced.
After getting a number of cells ripe, take the first

hive in the row, set it aside off its bottom-board and
set an empty body there instead. Shake the bees off

two or three of the frames of brood back into the old
hive, placing the beeless brood in the empty hive-body
on the old stand, and between two of the brood-
combs place a ripe cell in a West protector. Over the
hive-body on the old stand put a queen-excluding or
honey board, and over that the old hive and bees.

After" the young queen has hatched and mated, shake
the bees off the frames in the upper story, making
them go down through the honey-board, thus trap-
ping the old queen, which can then be disposed of.

Will the nucleus under the old hive be protected by
the bees above? and do you think the bees will treat

the young queen fairly?

Jerry City, O., Aug. 17. S. E. JONES.

'" [The plan "you refer to would probably work only
during the height of the honey-flow. The bees from
the lower hive would probably go up in the upper sto-

ry, and either destroy the queen-cell or kill the virgin
after she hatched. It would be much more practica-
ble for you to form nuclei on separate stands if you
desire to raise virgins. While you can find the old
queen by shaking the bees in such a way that they all

have to pass through a zinc, it would be much easier
and simpler for you to hunt her out on the combs, and
destroy her, than to stir up the whole colony needless-
ly.—ED.]

WHAT DOES A QUEEN-BREEDER DO WITH QUEENS THAT
ARE INFERIOR?

What does a queen-breeder do with queens that do
not come up to requirements when tested? Do they
sell them as untested ?

Pernlack, Pa., July 21. W. V. Patton.

[Any queen that fails to come up to the standard, of
course can not be sent out as regular stock. So far as
we know, queen-breeders pinch the heads of all such
stock. It does not pay, as a general thing, to advertise
cheap or defective queens.—Ed. J

TRAPPING ROBBERS AND MAKING A COLONY OF THEM.
We were greatly annoyed by robbers three years ago

from neighboring hives, p. 488, Aug. 15. We used the
bee-escape reversed at the entrance of a brood-cham-
ber filled with two combs of honey, and the remainder
drawn combs. By the evening of the second day we
had about all the robbers in our vicinity snugly tucked
away. They were removed in the evening and given
a queen. After several weeks they were returned,
given two more combs of honey, and fed. They built

up nicely, and went into winter quarters as strong as
any of our older colonies.
North Detroit, Mich., Aug. 26. C. C. SCHNEIDER.

RUBBER-ROOFING COVERS FOR HIVES, WHICH CAN BE
PACKED AWAY IN THE FLAT DURING WARM WEATHER.
I am using for spring and late fall, as a protection to

my hives, pieces of carpet or sacks over which I place
a cover of one-ply rubber roofing. I cut the length to

come down even with the width on the sides of my
eight-frame hive. The ends are carefully folded in,

and two holes punched for a cord to hold thorn in
place. When not in use, the cord is untied and left in

one hole, and the cover laid flat so they can be packed
away for another season. The cost is about ten cents
each.
Duluth, Minn., Mirch 1. J. Kimball.
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ITALIAN VIKCilNS PURKLY MATKD ALTHOUGH HYBRID
DRONES PREDoMINATK: WHY SHOl'LO THE STRONG

COLONIES LOSE SO MANY BEES OVER NIGHT?

I recently purchased three viruins and succeeded in
getlinu them mated and introduced into strong colo-
nies. All three were purely mated, although there were
only nine Italian colonies producinir drones out of 110
colonies of mixed bees within two miles of my yard.
I have the only Italian bees, with the exception of two
colonies, within four miles of the yard.

I had one eiirht-frame colony with six combs of drone
brood from la> intr workers. I do not know how lonjr
tue bees had been queenless, but they had a srood
many cells containintr from five to ten eu'trs each. I

put a ripe queen-cell in this hive, and, later, when the
queen commenced to lay, the workers kept layintrtoo.
I moved the hive, first catchinn the queen, and took
the queen and the bees that adhered to the cover, and
put them on a little patch of brood taken from another
hive, and put all in a new hive on the old stand. This
was in the evening. The next day I moved the old hive
three times, and sot about all the field force back to
the old stand. Two days afterward I shook the old
combs in front of the old stand, but first trave the new
queen two combs of worker brood. The layintr work-
ers then stopped laying. I first tried shaking all the
bees in front of the other hive, after first moving it 30
yards away, but the laying workers went right back to
the old stand. Is there a better way to get rid of lay-
ing workers? If I take a comb of bees from a laying-
worker colony and put it in another hive, the bees are
nearly all killed.

Buckwheat has been yielding here a little for ten
days. My very strongest colonies are losing about a
handful of bees every night. I find the bees on the
alighting-boird early in the morning. The nights
have been quite cool, but I hardly think the bees got
chilled. Both the bees and brood are perfectly healthy
so far as I can tell; but about half of the dead bees look
as if they had fallen off the cluster and died, while the
other half are a little curved, with their tongues ex-
tended, with no signs of being stung. iMy smaller
colonies are not losingany bees at night. The number
of bees lost by the strong colonies is greater than
would be lost in a whole month of cold weather as a
rule. The colonies that are so strong that the bees
hang below the frames to the bottom-board are the
heavy losers. The strong colonies are provided with
supers. Two of my colonies that were without laying
queens for five weeks, but that have young bees hatch-
ing now, lose scarcely a bee at night, so far as I can
see, so it does not look as though the trouble were
simply due to old age.

THE FLOl'R METHOD OF INTRODUCING.
I introduced two queens by the flour method men-

tioned by Mr. Gray, page 231, April 1.5, and both were
accepted. I let the queens loose among the bees in
less than five minutes after the old queen had been re-
moved. I should be glad to see reports from others
who have tried this flour method of introducing, in
order that we may tell whether it is always successful.
Vincent, Ohio. W. S. Basim.

I
In our opinion you went to a great deal of unneces-

sary work to get rid of laying workers. When you
gave the cell, and a young queen hatched and began
to lay soon after, you did the thing that eliminated the
nuisance. All your moving of the hive and shaking
of the combs subsequently, probably had no further
effect. You say that the laying workers kept on lay-
ing after the queen began to lay. In this we believe
you are possibly mistaken. The eggs of the laying
workers might remain in the hive for some time, be-
cause the colony has been in a demoralized state. In
the mean time the real queen began laying, and it

would be impossible for you to know whether the lay-
ing workers kept on after the real queen began her
work.
In getting rid of the fertile workers it is a good

thing to give them a ripe cell, just as you did. If the
virgin, when she hatches, is destroyed or fails to lay,

the next step is to move the hive off its old stand to

another location. Secure some good brood in all

stages and some young bees from some good normal
colony; put them in a hive and place the same on the
stand from which the fertile workers were removed.
Now give them a ripe cell. In 24 hours after, the fly-

ing bees of the laying-worker hive will have gone
back to their old stand. Scatter what brood and bees
that are left among otlier strong colonies—that is, pro-
vided any worker brood was on the combs. If not,

you might as well melt up the eombs and shake the
bees into some colony after giving both lots a good
smoking to prevent fighting.

Regarding the bees that you found dying off in front
of the strong colonies, Mr. I>oo:iltle explains this by
saying that these are the superannuated bees that
either of their own volition go to the outer edges of the
hive or outside of the hive, or are forced to do so by
the younger bees that seem to have practical control.
In referring the matter to our Mr. Bain, he says he has
seen the same thing at our home yard, and he also
says that old bees were probably dying off among
your weaker colonies; but as the number was rela-
tively smaller you did not observe them.
We should be glad to get reports from others who

have tried the flour method of introduction.—ED.]

SHOULD EXCLUDERS BE USED? WHERE TO LOCATE THE
EMPTY SUPERS.

Doolittle says, p. 379, June 15, that if he were running
a yard for extracted honey he would simply add story
after ttory of empty combs to control swarming and
do nothing else. What I wish to know is, 1. Would he
use a queen-excluder or allow the queen to go where
she liked? 2. When the first story is occupied by the
bees would he put a second story on top of it or under
it? R. R. Rabb.
Poltimore, Que., Aug. 16.

[Mr. Doolittle replies:]

1. When a ten-frame L. hive is used, it is a rare thing
that more than one hive is needed by any queen, and
for this reason it is better to use an excluder over the
one ten-frame brood-chamber. With extremely prolif-
ic queens it might be well to use two such hives for
the brood-chamber, and the excluder over the two. In
no case would I allow the queen to scatter brood
through all the combs in a two, three, four or five
story hive, as brood is a nuisance in any comb which
is to be put in an extractor.

2. I prefer to put all supers of combs at the top.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.

THE COW PEA A GOOD HONEY-PLANT THOUGH A SHORT
BLOOMER.

In reply to Mr. C. W. Bapr, p. 413, July 1, 1 will say
that there is no finer honey-plant than the cow pea
while it lasts, but it blooms only about a week. Dur-
ing this time, if the weather is fair, the bees swarm
over the fields " from early morn till dewy eve." As
a feed for stock it is second to none. I have grown no
other hay for many years. We feed it either in the
green stage or cured, and all kinds of stock eat it

greedily either way.
There are several varieties. I grow what is called

the Whippoorwill, as it is easier to handle when made
into hay, on account of its bunchy growth — oes not
make much vine. Some of them, like the large black,
make long runners, and are difficult to mow or handle
after cutting.

I do not know how this plant would do in Kansas,
but would advise Mr. Barr to experiment on a small
scale at first. It is too late to plant them this season,
any way. The bulk of the crop is planted in June in

this locality.
Tupelo, Miss., July 12. J. D. Rowan.

THE cow pea often AN ABUNDANT HONEY-YIELDER.

When a full crop is made here the cow pea is one of

our must abundant sources of honey for late summer.
The crop is planted here from May 1st to August 1st.

and furnishes nectar through a considerable period of

otherwise scarcity. Unlike all other plants, the stems
and not the blossom secrete the nectar as the young
pods are forming. These the bees work on excessively.
The honey is of good body, thick, deep, approaching
dark yellow in color, and of strong taste like that of
poplar or tulip, only stronger, with a somewhat slight
wild green-bean-like flavor. C. C. Gettys.
HoUis, N. C, Aug. 17.

HONEY DUE INSTEAD OF HONEY-DEW.
I see in Gleanings, under " Honey-crop Conditions,"

this:

I Kliall have an average crop of honey-dew this season.
Geo. 8. HVRLBIT.

I intended to say on my postal, p. 511, Aug. 15, that I

should have an average crop of honey due, more on
account of strong colonies than the season. I do not
think there was any honey-dew to speak of gathered
in this locality.
Batavia, N. Y., Aug. 20. G. S. Hurlbut.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones;
for I say unto you that in heaven their angels do al-

ways behold the face of my Father which is in heaven.
—Matt. 18:10.

I hope, friends, you will excuse me if I do
start out so many of my Home papers with
something about chickens, especially little

ones. Chickens inside of the egg as well as
outside are not only my hobby but they are
rriy joy and delight. I do not know that I

have ever had a happier time in my life than
I am having just now; but it all clusters
around and seems to hang on to the wonder-
ful development of animal life as seen in the
incubation of an egg; and I have felt these
sudden calls so often at different periods all

through my life that I have begun to think
it is the voice of the great Father directing
and guiding me, and indicating, as it would
seem, that he wants me to explore, for the
time being, certain features of his wonder-
ful handiwork. I am interested in astron-
omy, and I rejoice and feel happy to learn
that the intrepid explorer Cook has just
planted our flag on the tip end of the real
north pole. If Perry gets there he will find
that the great feat has been accomplished.
When I heard of it, I said if there was an-
other spot on this whole wide earth that has
not as yet been explored, the genius of the
present age will search it out and find what
it has to offer. It was a wonderful and a
thrilhng thought when he said he was finally
at a point where there was no north, east, nor
west. Whichever way he turned his gaze it

was all south and only south. The success-
ful outcome of the flying-machine trials, just
now also thrill my very soul. But I turn
again, after reading accounts of it, to my in-

cubator, poultry books and journals, and a
great heap of agricultural papers at my side.
Just now a little more about the chickens.

I delight to see a chick break its shell away
and push out into this wonderful world. He
is very easily frightened, as I have learned
when I try to move him to where there is a
little more air than he finds in the close in-

cubator. But he and I soon get to be excel-
lent friends. I have a little nursery con-
nected with my incubator where the chick
can rest against a copper boiler where the
water inside is exactly 111°. This tempera-
ture seems to suit him, especially if he can
have plenty of air to breath while he is dry-
ing off his plumage. In a little time he
learns to be glad to see me; puts out his head,
and tries to climb out over his little fence.
When a little over 24 hours old I can teach
him to climb out and trust himself to the
tender mercies of my hand. Ashe steps out
and indicates by his actions and voice that
he is willing to trust me, and believes I am
his friend, he utters that beautiful little chirp
or caution. He says, in his baby-chicken
language, " Now please be very gentle and
careful with me, because I am so very little

and so new; " and when I put my other hand

over him to keep him warm, and screen him
from the strong light and the sudden out-
door air, he is such a picture of helpless in-

fancy that it really touches my heart, be-
cause it is full of love for that little speck of
life just handed out from the great Father.
All the chick wants now is to be kept warm,
have plenty of air, and, a little later, some-
thing to eat and some fresh water to drink.
I could sit by the hour and watch the won-
derful and rapid development of so much
strength of body and intelligence, and the
development of that something which we
call " instinct." He wants to sleep quite a
little, and he wants a nice, warm, and com-
fortable place in which to sleep. Every time
he wakes up he has grown and developed
a little. Pretty soon he begins to rejoice
that he has Ufe. His first expression of
thanks to the great Father—at least I under-
stand it so—is to stand up and to try to flop
his little wings. Then he begins to act play-
ful. He will pick at the little toes of the
other chicks, and may be give them a dig in

the eyes. When only three or four days old
he will begin to show off some playful tricks
—may be make believe that he is frightened,
and lie down flat, pretending some enemyis
in sight. No, I am not mistaken. Chickens
do a lot of pretending. They will bristle up
and pretend to fight. They start out and
run a piece, and then come back. One
strong lusty chick that was hatched in the
incubator was so full of life and animation
that he ran away one morning before he was
a week old, and went clear past the factory,
and was brought in by one of the children
from near the railroad track. He got to cut-
ting up so many antics that he forgot him-
self, and even forgot where the brooder was
located. This is all I have to say about chick-
ens just now.
A few days ago an assistant engineer, a

son of the stenographer who is taking down
these notes, gave me a clipping from one of

our daily papers."
It told about an institution they have in

the great city of Cleveland for the care of

babies—not only motherless ones, but babies
who have mothers who are obliged to work
for a living. This institution will keep any
baby, and care for it with the best up-to-date
methods from morning till night, for the small
sum of five cents. The baby is washed and
fed, and if its clothing seems to be soiled it is

washed and mended and ironed in an up-to-
date laundry, so that the mother, when she
comes for her baby at night, will find it in

much better trim than when she left it in the
morning. Not only this, the children are
given the very best milk obtainable; and

*I presume my good young- friend A. X. Root was so
much taken up with that newspaper clipping about
the babies because he has a fine tyright boy of his own,
named Wayne, after Wayne B. Wheeler, of the Anti-
saloon League. In fact, he sent me a picture of the
boy, which he took himself when I was in Florida.
And right here is the most important point. This
young man, when he became n father, was at once in-

terested in all the babies, not only in the great cities

but in the whole wide world. I wonder if the time will

ever come when no one can vote on certain matters
until he is himself a father.
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they have suitable playthinos, and their edu-
cation commences with the best up-to-date
methods. Good trained women who love
babies have the care of them. Now, this is

not all. The mothers are questioned and in-

structed in the best methods of caring for

the health and manners of the little ones.
Not only this, but during the very hot
weather of the past season competent trained
nurses have been employed by the city to go
about among the mothers and instruct these
same mothers in regard to the very best and
latest methods of preventing sickness and
death during the heated period. Just a few
years ago not only hundreds but thousands
of babies died every summer, especially in

the densely populated cities of our land,

from a lack of proper food, fresh air, and sen-
sible protection from the depressing in-

fluences of our hottest summer weather.
Great sums are now being expended in every
large city of our land in providing parks
where the babies and older children may be
taken for their health during the summer
time. What a glorious work this is ! Like
the chickens (begging your pardon for going
back to the chickens again), after they have
come into the world they have in times past
been dying by the score ! The fathers and
mothers mourn their loss, but seem to think
it could not have been helped. Now, thank
God, this great nation of ours proposes to

stop letting babies die when a little money
judiciously spent might prevent this sickness
and death. May God be praised for this

Christian work. Caring for the babies is a
kind of religion that everybody believes in.

May the Lord be praised when such practical
Christianity is now taking the place of sense-
less discussions in regard to theological dif-

ferences. It is not alone the mothers in our
large cities that are being instructed, but
through our excellent home journals the
mothers on every farm and in every little

village are being taught the best methods of
keeping the babies well and happy.
When we returned from Florida last spring

the baby in our home was having trouble
from indigestion. This particular baby had
some relatives besides her grandmother and
grandfather. They did not propose that she
should suffer from lack of any thing that
could well be obtained. A cow was pur-
chased, partly for her special benefit. Our
" Wise " doctordirectedhow the cow should
be fed and managed. The stable was to be
ventilated—well, something as we ventilate

our best up-to-date poultry-houses just now.
The man who milked the cow was to wash
his hands with sal soda and water before he
proceeded to do the milking. A veterinary
surgeon examined the cow's pulse and made
her put out her tongue to see if she was in

good health. May be I have not got it ex-
actly right, for I did not see it. But he pro-
nounced the cow in good health. A certain
portion of lime water was added to the baby's
milk, and she \\xst jumped right up in health.
They weighed her every Monday morning
for quite a spell to see how many ounces she
had gained. I can not remember now about

the avoirdupois, but I shall always re-

member her bright smile and her crow of

delight whenever her grandfather came in

sight. I watched her growth and develop-
ment just as I have watched the chickens.
She has grown so in intelligence as well as
muscle that she is saucy and "bossy," es-

pecially wheneverhergrandpacomesaround.
They give her her milk at stated hours; but
she is getting so now that she is aware when
it is pretty near time for her ration, and she
pretty nearly raises the roof off the house by
her good-natured shriek. She does not get
cross and cry; on the contrary, she laughs
while she is using her lungs to send forth
peal after peal that almost prevents one from
thinking, let alone talking, until she can get
the "bottle" in her hands. There is no
more smile then until she has tipped it up
and exhausted its contents. After she has
been fed, then she will talk and show off her
tricks.

Now, I have gone into this lengthy detail

just to show you that a baby that cries, per-
haps a good part of the day because it is suf-

fering and in pain, may be transformed into

one of the happiest and most joyous babies
you ever saw by simply looking after a few
necessary things. This baby sleeps alone,

and always has, so far as I know, either out
in the open air or in a bay window which is

practically open air. She is now eight

months old. She has never even tasted any
candy nor any thing of that sort; and I do
not know that she would have ever tasted

any thing but her milk had not her grandpa
given her a Battle Creek graham cracker
when she had two teeth to bite into it a lit-

tle. Let us now go back to our text.

Is not this work we have just been discuss-

ing right along in the line of our text? We
have finished our discussion in regard to

what happens immediately after death; but

does not this verse at the head of my talk

to-day seem to indicate that these little ones

are with God the great Father from the time

they leave their earthly home away down
into the great future? Perhaps it is not pos-

sible to decide that matter just here; but we
know this: That God must be pleased, and
that the angels in heaven are pleased, to see

us protecting and caring for the children.

There are better schoolhouses for the little

ones now than ever before. The great kin-

der-garten work has been taken up and car-

ried forward since the time that I can re-

member clearly. Better food is provided
for children; and I hope the fashion of giv-

ing them candy and cake and sweetmeats all

through the day is being done away with. I

can remember "the time when I saw a near
neighbor of ours give a baby whisky and
milk in a teaspoon; and then they all laughed
to see the baby make faces. It used to be
the fashion to give the baby ever)' thing; then

people wondered why so many of them sick-

ened and died suddenly. I think it was in

yesterday's paper that 1 saw an account of a

baby that crawled under a cupboard and got

hold of a cracker on which strychnine had
been placed to poison rats and mice. The
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doctors did all they could to save the inno-
cent child's life, but in vain. How that poor
mother must have felt when she realized
that her own stupidity and carelessness had
robbed her home of its very life. If we have
not already laws to protect the children we
ought to have some very stringent ones made
against the careless and indiscriminate use
of poisons. It is a terrible thing to lose a
child in this way; but, my dear friends, let

us consider in closing that such a death is

not to be compared with letting the child
grow up to fill a drunkard's grave or to go
down into a death of shame.

Fear not them which kill the body, but are not able
to kill the soul; but rather fear him which is able to
destroy both soul and body in hell.

With the disappearance of the saloons, not
only from our own land but from every na-
tion in the world, will come better care and
protection for all babies and all childhood.
Even now we have records of drunken
fatherskilling their helpless children. Where
the father permits his children to die for
waht of food and clothing because of his in-

temperate habits, the daily papers have but
little or nothing to say about it; but there is

no doubt that hundreds of children -are hav-
ing nourishing food just now that did not
have it and could not get it when saloons
cursed our land; and more children are
going to day school and Sunday-schools,
where the saloon has been voted out, than
ever before.
Now there is another point in regard to the

poor little babies that I have not touched on.
(Excuse me for using the chickens again as
an illustration.) The poultry-journals and
the agricultural papers tell us there is a lot

of trouble with the young chicks during the
first week or ten days, and we do not seem
to be able to get hold of the cause. It is not
only incubator chicks but those hatched un-
der hens. If we can get them through the
first ten days our troubles are mostly over.
This is not all. Hundreds and thousands and
perhaps hundreds of thousands of chicks
"go dead in the shell." This means that
they mature all right, seem to be perfectly
formed, but die just before exclusion. Our
experiment stations and the Department of
Agriculture suggest that one great cause of
these infantile deaths (I am talking about
chickens now) is a lack of vigor and vitality;

and as a remedy they suggest stronger arid
more vigorous parents for the baby chicks.
The open-air cure comes in right here.
Parents reared on our farms, having the run
of the fields, and roosting at night in open-
front roosts, or, better still, in trees {chick-
ens, mind you), with plenty of nourishing
food, will give good healthy eggs and great
vitality; and this, they think, is the largest
factor in enabling the chicks to burst out of
the shell and get a start in life just the way
the 13 did I tell you about in another column.

Let us now apply this same doctrine or
philosophy to the babies. The parents
should be in the best possible state of health.
I say, and our best physicians are saying it

with me, that all parents, if possible, should

sleep outdoors. The mother should have
plenty of the most nourishing food, and she
should have a sufficient variety of it. She
should not be overworked nor worried.
Great heavens ! think of obliging a prospec-
tive mother to go on scant rations because of
a drunken husband ! Then think of her
being worried and hurried and overworked
at this critical time while the money her
companion in life earns is going to the
brewer instead of buying food and clothing
for the children. God help us to think of
the mothers while we redouble our efforts and
zeal to stamp out the saloon. I' read some-
where that three different industries are in-

jured by voting towns and counties dry.
First, the saloon-keeper is thrown out of
employment; next the undertaker does not
have enough to do to pay expenses; and
last, but not least, there is a terrible dearth
of washerwomen. Women who used to take
in washing do not need to do it any more,
because the husband brings home his sav-
ings. Oh ! these are facts. Go and ask the
people in any neighborhood where they used
to have saloons and see if I am not right.

Some periodical said a short time ago that
neither the Department of Agriculture nor
any other department in the government
had turned a bit of attention toward caring
for humanity in the same way that they de-
voted volumes to the care and well-being of

horses, cattle, pigs, and chickens. The hu-
man form divine, the babies created by God's
own hand, and created in his own image,
are not worthy of a single leaflet or bulletin.

I hope this is not true. The Chinese have
been in the habit of worshiping their an-
cestors for ages past. Suppose we of this

present century turn about and pay a little

more attention in the way of reverence and
respect and kindly care for the mothers of the
babies; and I hope the fathers of our land, at

least, are doing so.

While I think of it, let me say that one of

the brightest and prettiest specimens of baby-
hood that I ever saw in all my life is now
sleeping out of doors; and the father and
mother of this baby have been sleeping out
of doors for years past, winter and summer,
with but few exceptions, and the whole
precious three live less than a thousand miles

(?) from my own home. Chickens are all

right, and so are horses and cattle, and every
thing else on the farm; but, oh dear me!
what do they all amount to compared with
the human form divine, m embryo? "Ye
are of more value than many sparrows "

—

or many chickens.
I omitted to mention one feature of the

good that comes from having trained nurses
visit the homes in the crowded cities. Great
numbers of women are coming to our land
from foreign countries. Many of them do
not speakour language; and Christian women
who undertake to do missionary work in

these localities have often much trouble in

gaining access to the homes of these foreign-

ers. They are suspicious of our people and
suspicious of our religion. But when the
missionary woman is also a trained nurse
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and comes in to help the sick baby, and ex-
plain to the poor mother what has probably
made the little one sick, they find an open
door to the mother's heart. Our mission-
aries tell us that in foreign lands nothing
wins the heart of the stranger like the abil-

ity to heal the sick. When they see the little

bodies made well and strong, then they are
willing to listen to the words of the Savior,

"In heaven their angels do always behold
the face of their Father which is in heaven."
Some of us have money that we would like

to invest where it would be perfectly safe,

and brinw us at least a moderate interest;

and I thinlv, too, we have considered placing
it where it will do good. Now just consider
a moment the dear Savior's words when he
said, "Lay not up for yourselves treasures
on earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt,

and where thieves break through and steal;

but lay up for yourselves treasures in hea-
ven, where moth and rust doth not corrupt,
and where thieves do not break through nor
steal." Now, then, is there any better or
surer way of laying up "treasures in hea-
ven" than by investing it in these institu-

tions that care for babies? In the great city

of Cleveland there have been during the past
summer seven different asylums for babies;

and, so far as I can gather, they are support-
ed and kept up by contributions from good
people who not only love babies but God and
their fellow-men. Haven't you, my friends,

a little something to deposit or invest in this

sort ol practical Christianity?

HIGH-PRESSURE
GARDENING

By A. I. Root

THE "WONDERFUL" WONDERBERRY.
Well, friends, I have a "wonderful " story

to tell you; but I do not believe I can tell it

all this morning, because we have not yet
got down to the bottom of this wonder of

wonders. We will start in with the follow-

ing letter:

I see you want reports from those who have tried the
wonderberry. Some of my neighbors tried it, and I

have one vine istaik or weed', and I find it what we
call nightshade here. The nightshade grows " in any
old place " where it can get a chance.
Sonora. Ky., Aug. 28. T. PHELPS.

.\ccompanying the above letter was a box
of berries shipped with the stems, leaves,

etc. With the same box with the wonder-
berries was a plant labeled "nightshade."
I think the label said it grew out by the hog-
pen. W^ell, we were unable to distinguish

any difference whatever between the night-

shade and the wonderberry; but I took them
over to Mrs. Root and she made sauce of

them, adding a little sugar. There were
differences of opinion in regard to the fruits.

But I liked them pretty well, and ate the
whole of them to see whether I would get
"pizened" or not. My decision then was,
that, where fruit is scarce, they might be

used to a considerable extent by people who
like them.
A day or two afterward I received another

box of berries labeled "wonderberry." As
soon as I opened the box I uttered an ex-
clamation of surprise and pleasure. They
were twice as large as the former lot, and of
a beautiful glittermg steel blue. I began to

wonder if very rich soil and excellent culti-

vation could make so much difference in the
fruit of the plant. Some of these last ones
were nearly as large as small cherries. They
were shaped so much like a potato-ball that
I remarked t'.at the green ones looked very
much like small-sized potato-balls; and when
I ate the beautiful-looking berries they also
tasted like potato-balls. And, by the way, I

have frequently tasted potato-balls, and won-
dered if they might not sometimes be devel-
oped into something like a tomato that might
be cooked, provided they were not fit to eat
raw. I took these over to Mrs. Root, and
she cooked them as before; and my verdict
was that they are a beautiful fruit when
cooked. She did not quite agree with me,
and neither did the children in the different
homes in Rootville. Here is what our good
friend Nydegger says about them:

WONDERBERRY, ETC.

Mr. Root.—In Gleanings for August 15 I noted your
comment on Luther Burbank's wonderberry. For that
reason I am sending you a little boxful so you can see
them for yourself and make a report on them. These
were grown here in Danville at the Soldiers' Home.
This noon we had some cakes made of these berries,
and they were very good. I will plant some myself
next year. The plants are rather large, with many
large branches which hang very full of berries. They
are also very beautiful in appearance.
Danville, 111., Aug. :30. John Nvdegger.

Well, while we were discussing these
/oro'er wonderberries Mrs. Root said, "Why,
I have seen those very same berries growing
somewhere around here in our own door-
yard. It must have been out in the weeds
somewhere, I think."

I replied, "Why, no, Sue; you can not
have seen these berries growing here. It

was up in the woods in Michigan where you
saw them growing around our cabin."
But she stoutly maintained that she had

seen them within a few days. After dinner
I went out into the greenhouse to get some
ripe tomatoes; and over beyond the tomato-
vines I was startled to see some large beau-
tiful clusters of wonderberries exactly like

those big ones in the last box. And now
comes another wonder.
Some four or five years ago I saw in Miss

Mary Martin's seed catalog. Floral Park, N.
Y., a description of the "kudzu " vine, or,

as it was called, "Jack's beanstalk." It

sends up vines so as to cover a summer-
house in one season. It makes a growth of
30 ft. in one year, etc. Well, I had good
luck with the kudzu seeds. Apparently ev-
ery one of them grew. As they were such
a rarity I put them in little pots, and when
children's day came I carried toward a hun-
dred potted plants to the Sunday-school and
gave them away to whoever would promise
to care for them. I was greatly disgusted,
however, later in the season, to find tnat the
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kudzu did not seem to be a vine at all. It

just grew up as tall as a tomato and bore
berries. Several asked me if the berries
were fit to eat. I told them that, as the cat-

alog said nothing about their being fit for

food, they might be poisonous. Since that

time, for several years, they have come up
in the greenhouse and other places, and have
borne these same berries. Now how could
Luther Burbank be so busy in creating (?)

this new creation if it was already fully cre-

ated, and offered for sale by Miss Mary Mar-
tin (close by John Lewis Childs' place, mind
you) four or five years ago? A few days
later Mr. Stephen N. Green, now connected
with our Ohio Experiment Station at Woos-
ter, looked at my wonderberry, and declared
that it was the old garden huckleberry. At
the time I purchased the kudzu seed I also

bought seeds of the garden huckleberry, but
did not succeed in raising any plants. Either
she or I got the seeds mixed.
Well, another "wonder" struck me when

our stenographer who is taking down these
notes informed me they had some "huckle-
berry pie " for dinner yesterday made out of

these same huckleberries that came from a
neighbor's garden next door. While I think
of it, the juice of the fruit, after it is made
into a pie, has the brightest and most beau-
tiful rich purple color, outstripping the old-

fashioned huckleberry entirely. Who was
that chap the boys were laughing at who
could not eat huckleberry pie without get-

ting his ears "mussed up " ? If he were to

tacKle a wonderberry pie you could see him
almost a mile off on account of its striking

color.

The Rural New-Yorker recently declared
that the wonderberry and huckleberry are
not exactly one and the same thing, and add-
ed further that the garden huckleberry is

the better fruit of the two, which I heartily

indorse; and the Rural rather seems to have
brought to light also the fact that a good
many people received the garden huckleber-
ry when they sent to Childs for the wonder-
berry. Come to think of it, there are quite
a number of other fruits that have an un-
pleasant flavor when eaten raw but are very
nice when cooked. Mrs. Root suggested, as
an example, the black English currants.
Nobody ever wants to eat them raw; but
both of us think they are ahead of any other
berry for puddings, pies, etc., especially
when canned and used in winter. While I

am about it I also want to call attention to

the fact that, several years ago, a seedsman
advertised seeds not only of peach, pear,
and cherry tomatoes, but currant tomatoes

—

tomatoes that were borne in great profusion,
not much larger than large currants; and
these currant tomatoes came very close in

appearance to our new wonderberry. And,
by the way, if Luther Burbank does not get
mad and quit, will he not turn his attention
to developing a potato-ball that is good to eat?
then we can have potatoes under ground
and fruit on top of the vines. Here is some-
thing that would indicate what the wonder-
berry may do in South Dakota:

GUILDS' AND RURBANK'S "WONDERBERRY."
You ask for the experience of those who have tried

the wonderberry. We are among the number. Hav-
ing paid 20 cts. for about a dozen seeds, we called it

the "wonderful wonderberry," and made all sorts of
pport of it. We "roasted" Childs, and clapped our
hands when the farm papers helped us in the roasting
process. But in the past two weeks we are ready to
stand back of all that Childs sa/tf concerning it. It truly
is a " wonderful plant." Ours stand three feet high
and six in diameter, and are loaded with berries as
large as blueberries, and the pies made from them are
equal to the best blueberry pie we ever ate, and we are
not alone in this expression. Don't condemn Childs
yet. Mrs. Peck is canning several quarts now. We
think it has a future. C. M. PECK.

Mt. Vernon, S. D., Aug. 31.

And here is another letter in its favor,
from Illinois:

GOOD FOR PIES, ANY WAY.
1 desire to say I have raised and fruited over 200 won-

derberry plants, and that we find them all right. Let
them get ripe and they will make an excellent pie.
They can not be judged by tasting them before cook-
ing. We make the pies the same as blackberry pies,
and the fruit is not liard to pick, as we do it. Allow a
whole bush to get ripe (they hang on welli, then clip
the bush off at the ground with a knife or pruning-
shears; turn it bottom side up over a wash-tub, and
strip them off, letting them fall into the tub. Try them.
Greenfield, 111., Sept. 3. W. G. Secor.

In conclusion, I am very glad indeed to
get these favorable reports from the new
berry that has been pushed all over the
world, as it would seem; but I am sorry that
Burbank and Childs have lent themselves to
the scheme of making us believe that it was
a new creation when the whole wide world
had it already but was not "sinsible of the
fact." That is what the Irishman said of the
turtle that would not die, even if somebody
had cut off its head. He declared, "The
crayther is dead, sure enough, but he does
not seem to be as yet sinsible of t/icfact."

Later.—I have just been up to the neigh-
bor's garden mentioned, and found a row of
plants bearing berries, some specimens of
which were ]l of an inch in diameter, or
about as large as a good-sized grape. The
plant branches out rather more than a toma-
to, and the leaves are almost exactly like
what is known as the potato-leaf tomato.
As with some other plants, they are troubled
a good deal by a flea beetle. I am informed
they use Paris green to destroy the pests. I

would suggest hellebore as a better and
safer remedy. The fruit is borne in bunch-
es or clusters, and present a very handsome
appearance. The shape is very much like
that of a potato-ball.

After the above was dictated 1 made a
careful search in a drawer adjoining our
greenhouse, and succeeded in finding the
envelope that must have contained seeds of
the garden huckleberry which I planted in

the greenhouse in the spring of 1905. On it

we read as follows:

GARDEN huckleberry.
^Solanum Nigrum.^

A new fruit from Washington State, and most desir-
able introduction of late years; will outyield any other
berry grown. Grows from seed, and ripens its crop
same year. Berries jet black, four times the size of
huckleberries. For pies or jams it is the equal of any
other fruit grown. Plant same as tomato in box or
pan, and, when danger of frost is over, set out 2x4
feet. When jet black, slew thirty minutes; make very
sweet. Better than wild huckleberries for pies, jams,
jellies, sauce, and canning. This new fruit is insect-
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proof. A litrht frost improves the fruit. Packet, 100
seeds, 10 cts. Miss Mahy E. Martin.

Floral Park, New York.

The fruit itself is insect-proof, so far as I

know; but the leaves of the plant are not so
by any means. Miss Martin does not claim
any thing for the fruit, as you will see, ex-
cept when it is cooked; and, so far as I can
see, her claims are not extravagant. The
seed was labeled, as you will notice, Solarium
nigrum; and if I am correct the wonderberry
is also Solanum nigrum. This being true,

even if it is a good fruit for sauce and pies,

where does the outcome place Childs and
Burbank?* To settle the matter, the Rural
New- Yorker has appealed to the best author-
ity in our land, and the following is the final

sentence of the reply:

United States Department of Agriculture.
Bureau of Plant Industry,

Washington, D. C.
Office of Chief of Bureau.

Mr. H. \V. CoUinswood, Editor Rural New - Yorker, New
York City. N. Y.

Dear Mr. Collinswood:—! regard the wonderberry
and garden huckleberry as variants or horticultural
varieties of the black nightshade, or Solanum nigrum,
and as such may have some value in the dry hot sec-
tions of the Southwest, where, 1 am informed, identi-
cal forms have been grown in back yards and gardens
for years. Very sincerely,
Aug. 18. B. T. Gallwav.

the wonderberry—still more in favor of it.

From the seed received from Childs I raised about a
hundred plants, of which I transplanted about thirty;
and if I had had more room I would have planted still

more. About the middle of July some of the berries
began to ripen to a dark-blue color, the size of a nice
large currant, and from three to six berries to the
bunch. When I picked the first berries they were in
full bloom; and as I write they are stiU in bloom, so
that they are really ripening and blooming right
along; and as for profit, I don't think there is another
berry grown that can come up to its standard, for it is

continually hanging full of berries. I have up to this
time picked about 30 quarts, and can pick a great many
more before hard frost kills them.
When raw they resemble in taste the elderberry

somewhat, but are not so coarse-seeded; in fact, one
will hardly notice the seeds at all. For canning, pre-
serving, and pies, they are excellent, finely flavored,
and can not be surpassed by any other berry. They
contain hardly any acid, and consequently are a sav-
ing in sugar, for this berry does not need nearly as
much as other berries to sweeten them. Profitable?
Why, if I had one acre of these berries I could realize
more from them than from any other; and I am posi-
tive that, if once introduced on the market, there
would be a larger demand for these than for any other
kind. Think how many plants would grow on one
acre in rows three feet apart, the plants two feet apart,
and then over one quart per plant, as mine turned out.
Another advantage in its favor is that they do not re-
quire to be planted on rich soil, for they do the best on
poor soil, the same as tomatoes. And still one more
advantage is that, after being picked, they can be kept
in crates or baskets for a week without spoiling. Do
it with any other berry if you can.
Sandusky, O., Sept. 5. Wm. F. Daniel.

* Please notice that friend Phelps, in our first letter,

calls his berry the wonderberry. and the berries he
sent me in the box were genuine wonderberries, with-
out question; but they are so slightly different from
the wild nightshade that I was unable to detect any
difference whatever. And notice again that John
Nydegger, in the next letter, also calls them wonder-
berry; but the berries he sent were nearly if not quite
twice a large, and I think, too, all will agree with me
that the berries growing at the Soldiers' Home, as he
mentions, were genuine ^orc/crj huckleberries. I do not
think there can be any mistake about it. This being
true, it seems that we have abundant proof that Childs
sent out garden huckleberries when he received
orders for wonderberries; and he did a good thing,
for, as the Rural states, it is much the better fruit of
the two; and yet Childs declares he has had no ifarden
huckleberries on his place for years.

Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

THREE HUNDRED EGGS A YEAR FROM EACH
HEN; ONLY HALF THE FEED REQUIRED FOR

LEGHORNS; PULLETS SOMETIMES COM-
MENCE TO LAY WHEN 3>^ MONTHS

OLD.
One of the readers of Gleanings recently

sent me an advertisement that he says he
clipped from the paper I have so strongly
indorsed (because it sliows up humbugs),
and asks me what I think of it. Below is

the advertisement, which appeared in the
Rural New - Yorker:

BUTTERCUPS.—The new breed. Record—300 eggs
per year. Circulars and prices sent with pleasure. J.

S. DUMARESQ iCato's Hall), Easton, Md.

When I wrote to Mr. Collingwood in regard
to it he replied as follows:

Dear Friend Root:—As to these Buttercups, I did not
like to run the advertisement, as it seems like a great
story; yet the son of the woman who owns the farm
came here, and was so evidently honest, and showed
such strong statements and letters about the hens,
that we let it go. From what this man could tell me I

judged that the hens are some well-selected strain of
Hamburgs or some similar breed. I believe they are
good ones, though the 300-egg yield is so far ahead of
any thing we can make our Hope Farm hens do that
I know not what to say. H. W. Collingwood.
New York, August 12.

By writing for particulars I got a little cir-

cular from Mrs. Dumaresq. The circular

states that the Buttercups were brought from
the island of Sicily by tne captain of a vessel

who bought them to take the place of meat
on board his ship; but they laid so many eggs
(and kept right at it), that he did not have
the heart to take their heads off, and so he
brought them home. I think the woman
who advertises them fully believes that they
will lay 300 eggs in a year; but I can not

learn that she has ever made an actual test

with trap nest or otherwise. I should say it

is almost impossible that all she claims for

the Buttercups is true. For instance, in ad-

dition to the great number of eggs, we have
this statement

:

It does net require any more feed to keep in good
condition twenty-five Buttercups than it does a dozen
Leghorns, and if given free range they require no feed-

ing except during winter months.

Now, added to the above we are told

that pullets have commenced laying when
only three and a half months old. The great

oint is that they excel every thing else

<nown for eggs. While they are excellent

for broilers they are not recommended for

roasters. I am glad they do not claim every

thing for them.
Well, I have given you the above as a text

for a little sermon. Things of this kind are

constantly coming up—new plants that will

do wonderful things, as well as new animals;

and hundreds and thousands who enjoy
testing novelties rush off their money. I do
not know that I blame friend Collingwood for

accepting such an advertisement. We often

e
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do the same thing after making careful in-

quiry; and, of course, the purchaser must
make some allowance for the enthusiasm of

the inventor or introducer of some new
thing. What should be done is this, and I

have urged it again and again : The Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Washington, and the

experiment stations of our different States,

should have some man appointed to run over
the agricultural papers, and promptly send
for and test all of these nev/ things; and
people should be asked by the Department
or station to hold on a little until these sta-

tions can give some kind of encouraging re-

port. Let me illustrate

:

Something over twenty years ago a man
secured a patent on some sort of house-
apiary. He was full of enthusiasm, and was
going to sell every bee-keeper an individual

right. Just as soon as the thing was adver-
tised I visited the man, reported through
Gle.\nings what I had seen, and cautioned
the friends all over the United States to let

me build a house-apiary and test the matter
thoroughly before rushing into it or buying
a right. In my experiments I invested sev-

eral hundred dollars; promptly gave notice

as to how it succeeded, and gave a prompt
notice also in regard to the failures. In one
year's time I said we wanted our hives out-

doors where each hive could stand by itself

so the owner could walk clear around it

while caring for it. As a consequence, no-

body, so far as I know, bought a right to

make and use a house-apiary; well, the thing

has so completely gone out of sight now
that I can not even remember the inventor's

name. Two or three house-apiaries were
installed in my own neighborhood to con-

vince me that such an apiary would give

tons of honey, no matter what the season
was; but if there is one left now it must be
used as a chicken-coop. The owner had his

houses painted all colors of the rainbow so

the bees could find their own entrance. I

know that for several years half a dozen or

Eerhaps more were found who liked such
ouse-apiaries, and kept on using them. If

there is a man now in the whole United
States who still uses and likes a house-apiary
I wish he would hold up his hand. Let us
now get back to the beautiful Buttercups.

They are thus named because the comb is

something like a cup and saucer or a butter-

cup flower. I promptly sent $4.00, and re-

ceived for the same fifteen beautiful white
eggs. They were put into the incubator the
30tn of August; and I propose to take them
(you see I am counting my chickens before
they are hatched) down to Florida; if I can
get them to laying in three months and a half
from the lime they are hatched (Providence
permitting), you will all hear about it. Now,
as I said, do not, any of you, invest in But-
tercups until I report. The good lady who
has them for sale will get a big free adver-
tisement if they are all she claims. If I de-
cide they are not all she claims, I am sure
she will not feel hard toward me for working
for the greatest good to the greatest number.
By the way, I wish the friends would help

me in hunting up such things advertised in

the way of bees, poultry, fruit, etc.

POULTRY-KEEPING IN SOUTH DAKOTA; CAN A
WOMAN SUCCEED WITH POULTRY?

In my trips through South Dakota I have
several times mentioned my good friend C.
M. Peck, who for so many years was a Sun-
day-school missionary in that region. He
has recently settled down on a farm a few
miles out from the city of Mitchell, their
county-seat; and he happened to say in a
personal letter that his wife was having won-
derful success with her chickens; that she
had raised about 700 with very little loss. I

at once wrote, asking if she used an incu-
bator or raised her chickens under a hen.
Below is his reply:

Dear Friend A . I. Root:—She set her incubator (100-

egS' and some eight hens the first of February. When
the chicks arrived, the incubator chicks were divided
up among the eight hens to brood and care for along
with their own. Then the incubator was set again
along with other hens, and this was the program until
she had over 700. She is saving all the pullets forv/in-
ter eggs. The roosters have been sold for 23 to 25 cts.

per lb., save home consumption (and thisisgreati, and
those we have on have on hand for later use. Our lay-
ing hens, we think, have done remarkably well. We
have on an average 150 hens, and from Jan. 1 to July
1 we sold at the grocery $202.52 worth, besides the eggs
we used (and we lived on them for a time, it seemed
to me), and the eggs used for hatching the 700 chicks.
Poultry is helping out Vantage Farm in fine shape.

Mt. Vernon, S. D., Aug. 31. C. M. PECK.

You will notice from the above that Mrs.
Peck is using the incubator as an adjunct to

sitting hens; and she makes those sitting

hens take the place of a brooder—the plan I

have been following and writing up during
the past summer. Well, here is a letter from
another good woman who has been working
along the same line. I take great pleasure
in giving these letters, because they may be
an encouragement to others

—

men as well as
women.

THE "NATURAL-HEN INCUBATOR;" INCUBATOR CHICKS,
ETC.

Mr. A. I. Root:—By all means enlarge the poultry de-
partment in Gleanings, as you are surely doing a good
work exposing frauds. I too was drawn in by the
Natural-hen Incubator Company, and for my dollar I

received a few plans on a sheet of paper which I never
made any use of. That was several years ago. I only
wish they had the plans and I the dollar. It would
pay a year's subscription to GLEANINGS, which would
be a thousand times better.
Now, your discovery concerning the giving of incu-

bator chicks has also been mine. I have been giving
them to new broody hens for about three seasons past,

and never experienced very much trouble in the work.
Simply place a couple of peeps under the to-be-adopt-
ed mother in the evening in her brood-nest, and next
morning take her to a box preferably having one side
knocked out, leaving a ground floor, and moving the
box as the place gets soiled, thereby saving the scrap-
ing necessary to a clean healthy coop. In rainy weath-
er I lay a board in so they may sit on it; but I place the
box at an elevation if possible, so the water all drains
out fast. I find this a very good plan.

I always grease my peeps every month or so, if in

brooder; if with hens, I give the hens a triple dose, or
more if possible, and she greases the babes at night.

I lose none with gapes, and very few in any other
way since adopting this plan. I grease them with clean
lard and a few drops of oil of sassafras added.
OsceoH Mills, Pa., Sept. 3. SADIE S. THOMAS.
And I too have lost no chicks for the last

ten days — no more dead ones found in the
mornintr.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

A CORRECTION.

The following letter ffom Toepperwein &:

Mayt'ield, San Antonio, Texas, will explain.
We do not know how the error occurred, but
it is worthy of correction.

We wish to call attention to a typographical error in
our report of the honey crop in Texas—p. 512, Aug. 15.

Ins'ead of the price advarc ng 4 cts. per lb. it should
r^ad 'i of a cent. Toepperwein & M.ayfield.
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 24.

LENGTH OF BEE-FLIGHT.

Referring to-the discussion in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal and Gleanings, on the ques-
tion of how far bees can fly for nectar, Mr.
C. P. Dadant, in the American Bee Journal,
and Editor Hutchinson in the Review, seem
to agree to the statement we made in these
columns, to the effect that most of the honey
that bees gather comes within the range of
a mile or a mile and a half from the yard.
But referring to the question as to how far

bees can see, Mr. Dadant rather doubts our
statement to the effect that bees may have
telescopic vision. He would be more inclin-
ed to think that when they go a great dis-

tance they are guided by the sense of smell
rather than by sight.

carbolic acid to KEEP BEES AWAY FROM
spraying-liquids.

In this issue a correspondent, on page 611,
refers to the fact that when trees are spray-
ed while in blossom in Canada, the law re-
quires that the mixture be flavored with
crude carbolic acid. This is to keep bees
away, for it is well known that the drug is

very offensive to them.
If it is necessary to spray while trees are

in blossom, which we doubt very much, it

would seem that it might be a good idea to

have a similar amendment incorporated in

our anti-spraying laws.
We present the suggestion to our readers

for what it is worth. In the meantime we
should be glad to get reports from those who
may be in position to know whether the car-

bolic-acid sprays, or, rather, spraying liquids

flavored with carbolic acid, will not be touch-
ed by bees.

WHEN it is "honey" AND WHEN "HONEY-
DEW."

Mr. Friedman Greiner, see page 594, and
the beekeepers of Pennsylvania, as indicat-
ed in their convention proceedings in this
issue, apparently regret that the United
States Department of Agriculture, in its pure-
food regulations, has put a ban upon honey-
dew by forbidding its sale under the name
of honey, and requiring it to be branded and
sold as honey-dew. As we understand it,

when there is only a very small quantity of
the dark stuff in the combs—not enough to
darken the color or impair the flavor—it may
be sold as honey; but when there is consid-
erable of it, it inust be put under the name
honey-dew. The difficulty comes in here—
where to draw the line. Thousands of bee-
keepers in the country to-day are up against
the proposition. To call it "honey-dew"
will ruin its sale. To brand it as "honey"
will render them liable to fine, imprisonment,
or both.

It is proper to remark right here that the
national law applies only on territorial and
interstate business.

POOR FOUL-BROOD LAWS IN SOME STATES,
AND WHY.

Some of the bee-keepers of our various
States are making a serious mistake in draw-
ing up foul-brood bills and submitting the
same to their State legislatures. It is unwise
to copy from some other State, as it may have
a very poor law. Those who are contemplat-
ing the drawing-up of bills for submission to
their State legislatures would do well to cor-
respond with Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the Bu-
reau of Entomology, Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington. D. C. Dr. Phillips has
made this question of foul-brood legislation
a special study, and he will be glad to send
a draft of a bill that he would recommend
for enactment.

It is difficult to get a foul-brood bill through
both branches of the legislature: but it is no
more difficult to get a good bill through than
a poor one. In one or two States bills have
been enacted into laws that are practically a
dead letter, and largely because the original
promotors had not been properly informed
as to the form of law they should have.
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THE NEW ABC AND X Y Z OF BEE CULTURE IS

RECEIVING SOME QUITE EXTEN-
SIVE REVISIONS.

As we look over from one year's end to

another we can see some most decided gains

in our general knowledge of bees and the
methods of handling them. In the multitude
of counselors there is wisdom. In a journal

like this, one will profit immensely if he will

simply compare notes. Suppose the other
fellow's plan does differ from yours. You
will probably find that, on many points, you
agree. It also transpires that occasionally

your experiments point in a certain direc-

tion . You are not quite sure of your ground

;

but if half a dozen others trying out the same
class of experiments arrive at about the same
conclusions as yourself you have the definite

assurance that you are on the right track.

In deciding what shall and shall not find a
place in the new edition of our work we try

to use that which has the indorsement of a
number of our best men.
The new work, we confidently believe, will

be as nearly accurate as any volume on bees
that has ever been put out. It will contain

a large number of new illustrations made ex-

pressly for it, some of which will appear from
time to time in these columns. It will place

strong emphasis on methods of management,
which will be illustrated by a series of what
might be called moving pictures, or, more
exactly, a series of snap-shots, showing each
step in the operation. We are now nearly
half way in the work of revision.

HONEY-CROP CONDITIONS; THE SCARCITY OF
EASTERN WHITE HONEY.

Reports continue to pour in to show that

this is probably the greatest year for honey-
dew ever known in this country; that the
crop of clover and basswood is very light,

owing to the drouth of last fall.

The number of bee-keepers in this country
to-day who have clear white clover and bass-

wood is very limited. We have had editori-

al charge of this journal for nearly 25 years
now, and in all our experience we do not re-

member a year when the indications showed
so light a crop of pure clover or pure clover
and basswood mixed as this year. Had it

not been for the honey-dew, the season would
not have been as poor as some we have had
in the past; but the very abundance of hon-
ey-dew will make the year 1V)09 the shortest

on a strictly clear white honey east of the
Mississippi and south of the great lakes that
we have ever known.
There is further evidence that the crop of

alfalfa and mountain sage in the Western
States will not make,up for the deficit of clear
clover and basswood. It is our opinion that
prices on the first quality of white honey,
either comb or extracted, will be very firm.

Whether they will advance over present
quotations we can not say.

The few bee-keepers who have a clear
white clover or basswood should make the
fact known. There are buyers who are writ-

ing us now, inquiring where they can get it.

Reports also indicate that there is consid-
erable honey-dew and clover mixed, of a very
fine quality. This would probably bring
pretty good prices were it not for the fact

that the public in years gone by have been
told about the so-called manufactured honey.
As the flavor of honey-dew clover is differ-

ent from any thing they have tasted before,
consumers jump to the conclusion that the
honey is manufactur.ed. To sell this honey-
dew honey of good flavor will mean a cam-
paign of local advertising to educate neigh-
bors and friends that this is the real product
from the hive. No one can sell such honey
to the consumer as well as the producer him-
self.

HONEY-DEV/ AS A WINTER FOOD; A WARNING.
It will, perhaps, be well to caution those

of our readers who have considerable dark
honey-dew in their combs to remove the
same and substitute sugar syrup. A strictly

ail-honey-dew is us'ually a very poor winter
food; and if the winter should be at all se-

vere, thousands of colonies will die of dysen-
tery. In most cases it is probably true that

a large proportion of the honey-dew has been
used up, or was used up, during August and
September, and that honey from asters, gold-
enrod, or buckwheat has taken its place.

Ordinarily we would risk any of these hon-
eys, or a little honey-dew mixed with any
one of them; but where the winter food is

almost a pure honey-dew, we certainly would
advise taking it out, holding it over until next
spring, and giving it to the bees to stimulate
brood-rearing. In fact, we know of no bet-

ter use that can be made of this product. It

is just as good for rearing brood as the best

sugar syrup that was ever put into a hive.

In late spring and early summer, combs con-
taining honey- dew can be used very nicely.

The best way in the world to feed in the

spring is to give combs of sealed stores; and
it does not matter whether these stores are

sugar syrup or honey-dew in late spring or

summer.

HOW LATE CAN ONE FEED SUGAR SYRUP? HOW
TO MAKE IT.

A GOOD many questions are being asked
as to how late one can feed in the fall. Or-
dinarily we would say the sooner the syrup
can be given the better. As to how late one
can do so will depend upon conditions. We
have sometimes fed, in our locality, clear up
to the middle of November. However, at

that time the bees have but very little oppor-
tunity to manipulate the syrup, much less

cap it over. The purpose of early feeding is

to give them a chance to " invert " it to some
extent, and at the same time to make a win-
ter nest. This they do by emptying the cells

in the combs at the point where the cluster

is. so that the bees on both sides can get the

advantage of body heat. When the syrup is

fed late they can not make this winter nest

before cold weather comes on, and conse-

quently there will be a space one inch thick,

or as thick as the comb, containing cold syr-

up between several clusters of bees.
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Such a condition is not according to nature;
and one can readily see that a bunch of bees,
no matter how large, that is separated by
slabs of solid honey or syrup can not keep as
warm as where the combs are empty and the
bees can crawl into the cells, thus establish-
ing bodily contact heat between several di-

visions of the bees separated only by the
midribs in the combs.
With regard to making sugar syrup it is an

advantage to use hot water, for the reason
that the suo;ar will dissolve a little more
readily. Cold water may be used, but it will

require considerable stirring. As to propor-
tion, we would advise a two-toone rather
than a two and-a-half or three-to-one mix-
ture. The first mentioned will make a syrup
a little thinner than honey; and if it is fed
early enough the bees will "invert " it slight-

ly, so that it will not be so inclined to granu-
late in the combs. If the feeding must be
deferred until the first of November in about
this latitude, we would recommend making
a syrup two-and-a-half to one or three to one.
In that case it will be necessary to use a lit-

tle honey, as recommended by Mr. Doolittle
on page 561 of our last issue.

SHAKING TO MAKE UNITED BEES PEACEABLE.
Elsewhere in this issue, in his regular

department, Mr. Doolittle has an article on
uniting, to which we wish to call special at-

tention. As usual, our correspondent does
not recommend any plan of manipulation un-
til he has tried it time and time again, and
knows that it is reliable; and so in this case.
When we gave that plan of introducing by

shaking the bees in front of the entrance,
on page 556 of our last issue, and further
suggested that the same general principle
mignt work very satisfactorily in uniting, we
had not seen what Mr. Doolittle had to say
on this question. While we saw no reason
why it should not be feasible, it is some sat-

isfaction to know from such an authority that
it actually does work.
The reader will notice that the plan we

suggested on page 556 differs from the one
described by Mr. Doolittle, in that he recom-
mends bringing the two hives, the bees of

which are to be united, gradually together
two or three feet on different days until they
are side by side. Whether this last is a nec-
essary procedure, we do not know; but doubt-
less our correspondent has found that mere-
ly shaking them together would not be suf-

ficient to make them abandon their old loca-

tion in favor of, a new one unless they are
shaken into a box and confined for a few
hours until they assume the condition of

bees that have swarmed out and have re-

clustered.
In relation to this plan we may say that we

have tried it a good many times at our out-

yards in making up baby nuclei, and found
it to work admirably.
Simply uniting two lots of bees from two

different locations in the yard without shak-
ing or bringing together a few feet a day
simply means tliat the old bees that havie

been moved will go back to the old stand.

They may be moved again and again until

they all stay in their new location; but this

involves a large amount of work.
The general scheme of shaking bees to-

gether in a box where there is no brood,
honey, or combs, makes them feel a sense of

loss. The one, two, or three lots that are
put together, by reason of their bodily con-
tact come to have the same general odor.
When, therefore, they are dumped in front
of a new location and given combs of honey
and brood they behave, to all intents and
purposes, like a swarm.
We shall have a series of snap shots short-

ly which will show just how this is done.

IS IT NECESSARY TO DISINFECT HIVES THAT
HAVE CONTAINED FOUL BROOD?

On p. 452 of our issue for Aug. 1, while ad-
mitting that in most cases foul brood would
not be carried through the hives, we stated

that, inasmuch as disinfection by means of

fire was so simple, we thought it very un-
wise not to take the precaution; that we had
talked with Canadians who said that the
McEvoy treatment, in some cases where
hives had not been disinfected, had failed to

effect a cure; that our own experience of

many years ago in a few cases showed how
the disease was transmitted through the
hive.
The following letter furnishes pretty good

proof that the disease can be transmitted in

just that way:

On page 452, Aug. 1, the question is asked, "Is it

necessary to disinfect hives when giving the McEvoy
treatment for foul brood?" My experience indicates

that it is. Last fall I wanted" to transfer a colony on
good combs in an old hive to a regular 8-frame hive;

and not having a hive-body (the frames in my hive
were Hoffman self-spacing), I borrowed one from a

neighbor, getting the bottom-board and hive-body
only. Later this colony died of foul brood.
A few days after borrowing this body and bottom-

board I bought a hive from the same neighbor. This
hive was complete with old combs, super, etc., but no
bees. This was put in another yard, and the colony
in it also developed foul brood. I need the super up-
on another hive this summer, and this colony has de-

veloped foul brood. This neighbor lost all his bees by
foul brood, but did not know the reason for his loss

until I discovered the foul brood in my apiary, and
traced it to his yard. I also used one of the empty
combs from the neighbor's hive to hive a swarm of

bees for another neighbor, and that colony developed
foul brood.

. . , , , ,.

There were four distinct cases of foul brood—first,

through the hive-body and bottom-board; second,
through the old combs and hive; third, through the

super and section-holders; fourth, through a single

comb. I might add that, in my investigaiion, I found
still another neighbor also got foul brood in his yard
by buying an empty hive from the first-mentioned

yard. Hereafter, Mr. Editor, I will use a gasoline
blow-torch on any hive that has had foul brood, and
burn up all frames. I find that it does not pay to take
any chances. I want to be on the safe side, regardless

of the opinions of others. M. V. Calcutt.
Dunlap, SeatUe. Wash., Aug. 9.

Foul brood is too terrible a disease to take

any chance with; and it is and always has
been our policy to advise taking the safe

side on this question. A few reports show-
ing that foul brood can be transmitted

through the hive are worth a thousand neg-

ative testimonies where the disease has not

been carried in that manner.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

I'm in luck, a car famine is on, and if I

had honey to ship I might have trouble to

get a car. Fortunately, I've none to ship.

[Great luck, that! Dr. Miller has the happy
faculty for seeing a silver lining to every
dark cloud.

—

Ed.]

Years ago, at Jesse Oatman's, Dundee,
111., I saw winter cases like Bartlett's, page
563, only Oatman's were two-story, for 8

hives, which made the expense less per col-

ony. They worked well, but I think he gave
them up for cellaring.

Five-inch splints, I'm sorry to say, don't
work here, at least not with light brood foun-
dation; been trying it, and there's too much
buckling. [We shall be glad to get reports
from those who have tried five-inch splints

or splints in general.

—

Ed.]

I DON'T KNOW what Mr. Holtermann means,
p. 457, by saying "they make the entrance
to the hive "s in. deeper than the width of

the hive," but I wish he would tell us how
deep was the space where the bees built

comb between bottom-bars and floor.

B. H. Barnes, honey vinegar is counted a

very superior article if made from good hon-
ey. Dilute with water till an egg will just

float in it, and after it stands long enough it

will be vinegar. Very full details in A B C
and X Y Z. Mead and metheglin are a little

dangerous to meddle with—too neai- the al-

coholic line.

B. Walker's plan of having field-bees take
their loads directly into the supers, page 533,

will require less handling of the honey than
the ordinary way, in which the honey is

dumped below and afterward toted above.
Will not that interefere just a little with the
ripening of the honey? [We don't know.
Can any one answer?

—

Ed.]

Otto Dengg, Leipz. Bztg., 65, speaks of the
"American plan " of imqueening a colony a

week before giving brood to start cells in,

and of the Swiss unqueening a day before-
hand. In this country I think it is pretty
generally the case that the unqueening and
the giving of brood occur at the same open-
ing of the hive. Unqueening a day before
might be better, but a week—I doubt.

Fritz Leuenberger, Swiss foul-brood in-

spector-in-chief, has written a five-cent foul-

brood pamphlet that German readers will

find up-to-date. He doesn't agree with Amer-
ican inspectors that a non-disinfected hive
may be used again. He goes even beyond
Editor Root, instructing to scrub the hive
thoroughly with a ten-per-cent solution of

concentrated lye, and then with a painter's
lamp scorch the hive-walls to a brownish
color.

If you had referred Mr. Ford's letter, p.

498, to A. I. Root, he would at once have
said, "A frame of brood will hold a swarm
from absconding." [Years ago we tried this

remedy time and time again; but it failed too
often for us to recommend it. We advise
taking these persistent swarmers down cel-

lar and keeping them there until they cool
off. While we believe that a frame of un-
sealed brood helps somewhat, it is not enough
to restrain bees that seem bent on swarming.
But, doctor, you did not tell what your ex-
perience was.

—

Ed.]

A. W. Smyth, M. D., Irish Bee Journal, 44,

says that most old bees can eat foul-brood
bacteria with impunity, but not young ones;
and where foul brood prevails, numbers of

young bees that have been fatally attacked
by the bacteria will be seen crawling on the
ground. That's new to me. [We doubt this

very much. The dead bees that doctor
found to be sick and dying were probably
affected by something else. If his statement
were correct, it would have been verified
over and over again by bee-keepers for near-
ly a century back.

—

Ed.]

When I leave an opening at the top for
ventilation my bees, as a rule, do not use
this opening as an entrance. Others report
that their bees do. I wonder if the differ-

ence is not in this: Their bees have this

opening early; mine, not till after having the
regular entrance established. Bees are great
for following precedent. No. 4 had a hole at

the back of the bottom-board, which it used
as an entrance when first taken from the
cellar instead of the very small hole allowed
in front. A large part of the bees continue
to use this obscure entrance at the back, in

spite of the fact that, during all the lifetime

of the present generation of bees, the en-
trance m front has been many times larger
than the hole at the back.

Have fed about 1000 pounds of sugar on
the half-and-half plan. Beautiful in theory
—gives bees chance to invert sugar; in prac-
tice I don't like it. Years ago I fed much
thick syrup—a ton of sugar one year. It

took only a tenth as long, bees wintered well
on it, and what more do you want? I used
an even teaspoonful of tartaric acid to 20
pounds of sugar. Ye editor says 2 sugar to

1 water, page 556. No use to have so much
water. 1 had 2>2 to 1. F. P. Clace, p. 566,

makes it 3 to 1. That's still better, if it works
right. No use to make bees evaporate an
extra 16 pounds of water for every 100 pounds
of sugar. [At this time of year, or before
cold weather sets in, a syrup" of two parts of

sugar to one of water would, in our opinion,

be better than a syrup of three parts of sugar
to one of water. A little evaporation and a
little inversion on the part of the bees is

doubtless a good thing. When we give a

three-to-one sugar syrup it is practically as

thick as honey, and therefore can not be rna-

nipulated by the bees. Such a syrup is quite

sure to candy, and will do so unless a little

tartaric acid is used. You will note that G.

M. Doolittle recommends a two-to-one syrup,
and then adds honey to prevent candying.
We should be glad to get reports from our
veterans, because we feel that we can not
afford to make a mistake.

—

Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

SCALES for weighing SECTIONS.

A scale registering from half an ounce to

two pounds is necessary in grading honey
properly. Every section need not be weigh-
ed; but all doubtful ones should be. One
will soon get to be accurate in judging the
weight of combs of honey with a little prac-
tice. An aid in quickly finding out the cor-

rect weight of the sections is to paint an ar-

row on the scale at the 13>2-ounce mark;
and, if there is room, one at 12 oz. Then
any sections not coming up in weight to the
highest arrow must go in the No 2 grade;
and any not weighing 12 oz., put in with culls.

A scale with a tin scoop can be had for

$1.35, and one of brass, nickel-plated, for
$1.50 to $2.00. These scales are very handy
about the house in weighing out recipes,
spices, etc.

^
SELLING CULLS AS CHUNK HONEY.

Unfinished and light-weight combs are
often hard to realize on to tneir full value.
If melted down, no more can be had for
culls than extracted, and hardly as much
unless it is rendered very carefully.
One way to sell such combs easily is to

provide the grocer with a glass pickle-jar, if

he has none empty, and cut the combs out,

fitting them in so the comb will show nice-
ly through the glass. The grocer can sell

by weight, and put the honey in oyster-pails
for the customer. If the combs are not too
much unfinished, three will weigh about
two pounds. Honey in this shape is attract-

ive; and, though not so desirable as honey
in the sections, it is eagerly sought. It can
be sold for somewhat less than the regular
section-box goods.

HOW AN ISOLATED BEE-KEEPER MAY MAR-
KET HIS HONEY.

The honey-producing sections of the West
are so isolated from each other that any co-
operative ventures in buying and selling are
not successful unless there are bee-men in

each locality to make carload shipments.
The only means available for the producer

who is isolated from other bee-men is to sell

his product at the home markets or ship it

to some honey association Where the fruit-

growers have stores and warehouses they
often sell honey for their members, ship-
ping it with fruit to the large cities. If I did
not nave confidence in the honesty and ex-

Eerience of the fruit-association manager in

andling honey I would market it myself.
The most economical method is through a
honey association honestly and efficiently

managed.

FOLDING SECTIONS SQUARE.
One cause of sections not being square is

that the grooves may not be cut exactly true.
If cut too wide the section will wobble and

be weak. If cut too close the section will

bow out when folded. If the sections have
been wet too much the wood will swell
enough to cause this bowing of the folded
section.
With a Rauchfuss combined section-press

and foundation-fastener a good operator can
fold, starter, and place in the supers from
200 to 400 sections an hour. I do not want
to sit down at a job of this kind all day,
though, for it gets to be very tiresome.
My brother and I put up 2500 in about nine

hours. I scrape the supers and separators,
cut the foundation, dampen the sections, fill

and wed^e the supers, and carry them away
to the pile, while he does the folding and
startering. Others may be able to beat that
for speed, but it does not take very long to

fill all one's supers if you work half a day at

it for several weeks. A better fastening of

w^ax is secured if the machine is worked rap-
idly and the lamp turned up almost high
enough to smoke. If it is not worked fast

when the lamp is turned up, the plate gets
too hot.

GETTING ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF A GROCER.

I see an advertisement in Gleanings for

a honey salesman who is a bee-man. This
is a hopeful sign. There ought to be several

hundred such, traveling in the fall, winter,

and spring, covering every city of any size

in the country. Many small towns can be
profitably cultivated too. The bee-keeper
who sells his own honey, often does not get

what he should for it. In large places the

grocers expect to buy honey cheaper of the
producer than of a wholesaler or commission
man. The grocer feels that here is a chance
to buy under the market; and, any way, if

the honey is unsatisfactory he has no re-

course, while the commission house can be
made to right any mistakes made in sending
out poorly graded or under-quality goods.

The first impression made on the buyer is

vital to the effectiveness of the interview.

If the grocer believes you are honest and
reliable, putting up a good quality of goods,

he will be quite willing to deal with you.

I have had the experience of being turned
down the first time, and at each subsequent
visit felt the chances for making a sale be-

come slimmer. In a case of this kind it is

best to quit calling there or study the man;
get on the side away from his business; he
must forget that you are trying to sell any
thing. Visit with him; any man you are

talking with should be your friend—that is,

you should meet on a friendly basis.

I have been an interested listener to all

kinds of talk. Some I did not agree with;

but if the speaker was really animated over
his subject, when through he was in condi-

tion to receive suggestions as to honey.
Many say "no," emphatically; but they
should be kept from saying this until they
know the facts, and if you nave their atten-

tion they won't say it " right off the handle"
without explanation. It is best to wait
about interviewing a man till you can have
his undivided attention for a few minutes.
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

place for empty section-supers.
Wesley Foster and Dr. Miller have referred

to the place for locating empty section supers.
Dr. Miller says, page 490, Aug. 15, "When
I've put an empty section-super under a
partly filled one in a waning flow, the bees
nave kept on with the old super, and left the
lower one untouched." My experience un-
der such a condition has been that the bees
tend to crowd the brood-chamber more with
honey.

"SHAKING" BEES.
From the statements made by some bee-

keepers one would think that certain portions
of Italy, Mexico, etc., must have harvested a
tremendous honey crop after the recent

. earthquakes. "Shaking " is largely a thing
of the past with me. I never had much
faith in it as a proper method of treating
bees; and, after trymg it, I liked it less than
ever. When it comes merely to throwing
bees about and leaving the hive just as il:

was before, I am quite satisfied there is noth-
ing in it. To my mind, Adrian Getaz, in Bee-
keepers' Review, well expresses the truth in

the heading of an article "Change of Condi-
tions, Instead of Shaking, Produces Results."

THE ENERGY OF SWARMS.
Dr. Miller, what a man of war you are!

and perhaps I may add, what a man of courage
that you dare attack the well-established
fact (?) that a swarm works with greater en-
ergy than a colony which has not swarmed.
But let me whisper to you that I am sure you
are quite right. A swarm does not have to
look after brood, the fruit of three weeks'
laying in the hive, and almost all the bees in

the swarm can go to the field; but in three
weeks' time, and if a virgin queen has issued
with the swarm in perhaps five weeks' time,
there are far less bees in the colony; and if

at that time a honey-flow is available the
bee-keeper who has kept his bees content
without swarming will gather with his one
colony more than the one who allowed the
colony to fall to pieces.

BASSWOOD POLLEN.
On page 267 of the American Bee Journal,

right above an article written by G. M. Doo-
little who says basswood has no pollen, is

the following, contributed by J. L. Byer:
It is the trenerally accepted idea, I believe, that bass-

wood yields little if any pollen. If any one were here
now he could easily be convinced of the fallacy of this
idea. For the past week the weather has been showery
and very cool for the season of the year, and to-day,
July 22, the basswoods are in full bloom. On trees
near the house here, the bees are working on the
bloom durintr the rain, which is falling lightly: and
although they are getting but little nectar, nearly all
the bees have minute light-yellow pollen-balls at-
tached to them as they enter the hives.
Strange to say, the bumble-bees are in full force in

the bloom, and nearly every one of them has quite
large loads attached to it, as they can be seen flitting
among the blossoms. Personally I have not the least
doubt that the pollen is coming from the blossoms on

whicli ihoy aro working; and. inde d, wh.il other rea-
sonable solution of the problem could be otieied?

It is the tirsl time I have noticed the like; and when
I first saw tiie bumble-bees with the pollen I could
hardly believe my own eyes. I bilieve it is generally
the case that, when pollen is being yielded by a plant
in an abnormal proportion, the nectar is scarce — at
least this is always the case with clover, and at pres-
sent it is true with the basswood, as practically no
honey is coming in. Of course, the weather is really
too cool and showery to expect nectar to come in from
any source.

I, too, found the bees bringing in this col-

ored pollen in the basswood season. As to

the quantity of pollen, it may be true as stat-

ed; but I doubt whether the amount of pol-
len produced by the blossom varies. Is it

not rather that the bees visit more blossoms
to get a load, and that their attention is di-

rected to a greater extent to the pollen?

SELLING HONEY.
There is no doubt that over half of the hon-

ey at present produced in Canada could be
sold by bee-keepers locally. This is espe-
cially true in the rural communities. I find
that farmers are prepared to buy a large
quantity of honey. In many cases they buy
sixty-pound cans; but they want honey—not
a cross between nectar and honey—and they
want good quality all through. In very many
instances this has not been the case. Now
that we have a provincial apiarist we should
get the most out of him possible. In my es-

timation he has too much to do when he de-
votes all his time and energies to his govern-
ment work. Furthermore, if he devotes all

his time and energies to government work
he has too much to do without having certain
counties to inspect for foul brood, as he has
at present. For years I have felt that a gov-
ernment official who has no personal interest
in the sale of honey, and whose motives could
not be influenced by voice and pen, could
draw attention to honey, and increase the
consumption of it enormously. By all means
let us get the most' value out of our provin-
cial apiarist; and when he produces the goods
as to valuable work, let us insist that he be
well paid. The provincial apiarist may and
must see how much needs doing; but he will

be powerless to do it unless the Department
of Agriculture enables him to do it; and bee-
keepers can strengthen his hands by educat-
ing the Department of Agriculture.

ARE QUEEN-EXCLUDERS HONEY-EXCLUDERS?
On page 491, August 15, Louis H. Scholl calls queen-

excluders " honey-excluders." Now, if he is right we
want to know it. You might tell us whether large
honey-producers like Dr. C. C. Miller, G. M. Doolittle,

and others use queen-excluders or not; and if not, how
do they manage? Three years ago some queens got
up into my sections and spoiled enough honey to pay
for all the queen-excluders I would ever use. Since
then I use them on every hive.
Cokeville, Pa., Aug. 27. JOHN Major.

[Comb-honey producers like Dr. C. C. Miller, G. M.
Doolittle, and many others who run for comb honey,
do not, as a rule, use queen-excluders. The queen ap-
parently does not like to go into a lot of little compart-
ments like section boxes containing foundation or
comb drawn out from foundation. When she goes
above it is generally to lay drone eggs in drone-cells.
But the majority of extracted-honey producers find it

necessary to use excluders, and not all of them find
they are honey-excluders. We shall be glad to get
additional testimony from other producers.—Ed.]
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

UNITING BEES IN THE FALL.

A correspondent writfs: "I have quite a
few weak colonies of bees that I wish to

unite this fall. How should it be done?"
Select two weak colonies as close toj^ether

as possible, and bring them, say, two or
three feet toward each other every time the
bees have days of flight until the hives stand
side by side. Then leave them until the bees
have had one good flight while the hives are
close together, and after this the colonies
may be united at any time when the temper-
ature is 55° F., or above. Sort out from the
two hives combs containing the most honey,
or at least sufficient for v/inter stores—an
amount that should not be less than 25 lbs.

Set these combs in the hive the best way to

occupy in the winter, alternating combs from
each hive so that the bees will not quarrel.
Having these combs of honey in the hive,

put the cover on and shake all the bees from
the remaining combs, shaking a comb first

from one hive then from the other. The
work is now done as soon as the bees have
run into the hive and the empty hive with
the remaining combs is stored away.
Where there are many weak colonies to

unite, or if, as in the case of a queen-breed-
er, there are from 50 to 500 nuclei to unite,
the above plan involves a large amount of

work, especially if such weak colonies are
scattered some distance apart. Years ago
Elisha Gallup told how to make natural
swarms artificially by first smoking the bees
and then alarming them by rapping on the
hive with a stick, thus causing them to fill

themselves with honey. After they were
filled with honey, the larger part of them
were drummed into a box by the means usu-
ally pursued in drumming out bees. When
a suificient number were in the box it was
carried to the new location and left leaning
up against something for a couple of hours.
After this the bees could be hived the same
as though they were from a natural swarm.

I tried this same plan for uniting, except
that I got all of the bees from two hives into
the box, and it worked fairly well until I tried
uniting queenless bees from nuclei from
which I had previously sold the queens. I

found that I could not make the queenless
bees stay in the box, as the mother-queen is

needed to keep them contented. To over-
come this difficulty I made a cage from the
upper story of a tiered-up hive, putting wire
cloth on the top and bottom, the bottom piece
being nailed to a frame that was fastened
with hooks to the hive so that I could remove
it when I wished. A hole was bored through
one side of the hive, which side now became
the top of the cage. The hole was iust right
to permit the small end of a funnel, such as
was used for putting up bees by the pound
for shipping over the country on the plan so
much m vogue fifteen or twenty years ago.
Over the hole was arranged a large ilat

wooden button which could be turned so as
to open or close the opening as desired.

With this cage I proceeded to a queenless
nucleus and blew smoke in at the entrance,
after which I gave the side of its hive several
blows with my foot or fist. Then I went to

another hive and did the same thing. After
this I returned to the first hive and repeated
the performance, and then again on the sec-
ond hive. By this time the roaring of the
bees inside indicated that they were filling

with honey—just what I wished them to do.
I therefore waited a minute or two for the
bees to take all the honey they would, and
as soon as they were filled I shook them into
the funnel so that they rolled down through
it into the cage below. I soon had in the
cage all the bees of the nucleus except the
few that were in the corners of the hive or
those that took wing before they struck the
funnel. Then closing the hole with the but-
ton I went to the next nucleus, removed the
cover, etc., ready for shaking, and set the
cage down quickly so as to jar all the bees
in it to the bottom. I soon had the bees of
that nucleus in the cage also.

If 1 wished to get the bees from more than
two nuclei I prepared three or four in the
manner described before I shook any, so
that no time would be lost in waiting for the
bees to fill with honey. If four nuclei were
smoked and drummed, the first one would
be filled with honey by the time I got around
to it again to commence shaking. I often
put as many as six or eight small nuclei to-

gether to make one good colony for winter;
but four is about the maximum number that

can be drummed and shaken at one time; for

if more are attempted the bees of the last two
or three commence to unload their honey be-
fore they are shaken.
When I had all that I wished in the cage,

the funnel was taken out and the hole closed,

and I proceeded to get the queen that I wish-
ed to introduce to them. By bumping the

cage on the ground I again jarred the bees
down to the bottom, and then I immediately
opened the funnel-hole and allowed the
queen to run in. Then I rolled and tumbled
the bees about in the box until all were thor-

oughly mixed up and demoralized so that all

thoughts of fighting or harming the queen
had disappeared. After this I put the cage
in some darkened room where the tempera-
ture was about 60 degrees and left it until

near sunset, when I prepared a hive with
combs of sealed honey sufficient for winter
stores. By this time I brought the box of

bees from the cellar, took off the movable
wire-cloth side, dumped out the bees, and
hived them as I would a natural swarm. If

I did not have enough combs of sealed hon-
ey for all, I gave empty combs and fed sugar
syrup, as I oescribea lately in Gleanings.
A very essential part in the above method

of uniting is to have the bees well filled with
honey. If I am afraid that a certain lot of

bees m a cage are not full of honey I jar them
down and put a quarter of a pound of honey
or syrup on them, and then by rolling ihem
about each one gets its share until all are full.
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General
Correspondence

COMD-BUILDING.

Full Sheets of Foundation are Absolutely
Necessary from the Standpoint of Econ-
omy; Combs Built Better in Supers than
in Brood-chamber.

BY E. M. GIBSON,

[Our readers will not forget that the writer of this
article is one of our extensive producers. His business
is on such a scale that he runs three eight-frame pow-
er extracting-outfits. The statements of one so exten-
sively engaged in the business should have some
weight.—Ed.]

With due deference and kindly feeling
toward those who differ with me, I would
say that the inexperienced should by all

means use full sheets of foundation. Enough
more honey will be secured to pay for the
foundation, the resulting combs will have
few or no drone-cells, and if spHnts are used
in the way that Dr. Miller recommends the
combs will be almost perfect. I bless the
doctor every day as I look at those combs
built clear down to the bottom-bar with no
buckling or elongated cells—a result that it

is impossible for me to get by the use of wires.
I would pay more than $L00 a pound for
foundation, if I could not get it for less, and
I would gladlj^ pay 25 cts. apiece for drawn
combs, and furnish the foundation from
which they are built. No doubt those who
believe that wax production is involuntary
on the part of the bees may think that this is

an exaggeration ; but this is my experience,
and I do not believe that locality has any
bearing on the question either.

It is so simple to demonstrate this point
that no one need to be in doubt more than
one year. Take, for instance, 15 colonies.
Give to five of them full sheets of foundation;
to another five, drawn combs, and allow the
remaining five to build their own combs.
Now note the difference in the amount of
honey produced, also in the number of drone-
cells and in the quality of the combs. It

goes without saying, that colonies in such a
test ought to be nearly alike in strength, in
the quality of the queens, etc.

I started an apiary this year in as good a
location as can be found in this section. All
the colonies had young queens, and they
were in better condition in every way than
the two other apiaries, except that they had
full sheets of foundation in the supers, where-
as the colonies in the two other yards had
the drawn combs. This yard produced one-
third less honey than the two others which
had the drawn combs.
This has been a poor year in California,

and the difference is more perceptible, al-

though the results ai'e the same, even in a

food year. I have had similar experiences
eretofore, but this year's record has dem-

onstrated beyond a doubt that it pays me to
use full sheets of foundation. I use all the

wax that I produce, and have bought hun-
dreds of pounds besides. I like to have the
combs built in the supers as far as possible,
as the bees do better work than they do at
comb-building in the brood-nest; and if any
thing goes wrong with the comb it will be
detected and remedied better in the super.
I had foul brood five years ago, and nearly
all my combs were built in the brood-nest,
and they were a poor lot. I am getting rid
of these as fast as possible.

WAX-SECRETION NOT INVOLUNTARY.

I am convinced beyond a doubt that the
conditions for the production of wax by the
bees are made in the same manner that the
conditions are made for egg-laying by the
queen; that is, by the quality and quantity of
food consumed. It would be just as reason-
able to consider the laying of the queen in-

voluntary as to consider wax-production in-

voluntary. I have seen a queen void eggs
promiscuously for a short time after condi-
tioiis were made so that she had no cells to

deposit them in; but this was for only a short
time; and, in the same way, it is probable
that wax scales on the bees may be in evi-

dence for a short time.
Jamul, Cal.

FOREIGN AND AMERICAN METHODS
COMPARED,

BY F, GREINER.

The American bee-keeper is apt to take it

for granted that we are leading the rest of

the world in the apicultural profession. The
idea has even been expressed in print, and
the outside world has not well received it.

Indeed, it would have been more becoming
if the thought had never been uttered, even
if true. Perhaps it can not be denied that a
certain class of bee-keepers in different
countries are looking toward America as set-

ting the pace. We have brought out and
adopted entirely different hives, developed
unique methods, and implements of a new
order ; different practices have gained a
foothold here not common in other countries,
but it must not be forgotten that conditions
here differ totally from those in other lands,

and that other conditions beget and demand
other practices. It would be hard, for in-

stance, to induce the bee-keeper of Northern
Germany, where the heath furnishes honey
abundantly, to adopt expensive sectional
hives, costly sections and shipping-cases, as
long as he has a much more simple and inex-
pensive arrangement from hive to shipping-
case than we ever thought of having, even
when we were using the soap-box on top of
the box hive for a super.
The professional heath bee-keeper has his

hundreds of straw hives, keeps hundreds of

colonies, and lets them swarm to the heath
bees' sweet content. He usually accepts
every swarm, and hives each into the cone-
shaped straw hive. The heath furnishes an
abundance of dark gummy honey, and en-
ables eveij late swarms to lay in quite a sup-
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plv. The larger portion of all the colonies is

taken up every year. They are not neces-
sarily brimstonea, for generally the bees are
driven or drummed out and sold to less for-
tunate bee-keepers without a late flow, who
not unfrequently need bees to strengthen
their depopulated colonies. Lehzen, the
president of the Deutsche Imkerbund, says,
m Hannover alone as many as 400,000 naked
swarms are for sale every year.
When the hives are freed from bees they

are shipped to some great city. The owner,
of course, takes them himself. In the city

he hires a small room on some back street
where he establishes himself and his work-
shop. Every day some combs are cut from
the hives which have answered him as ship-
ping-cases. The honey is sorted, and deftly
placed in wooden nickel-trimmed trays.
With one of these on his shoulder or head he
starts out in white and spotless attire, going
on the streets crying, "Honey! honey! hon-
ey!" The people seem anxious to buy this

honey, and as soon as a tray is empty anoth-
er one is brought out or the empty one filled

up again. In this way the honey is disposed
or; and when the contents of the last hive
have been cut out, all are then shipped back,
and are ready for the next campaign.
When compared with our often complicat-

ed methods we shall not be surprised if we
can not persuade these bee-keepers of Han-
nover, Holstein, etc, to invest in sectional
or Aspinwall hives, hive-lifters, section-cases,
extractors, etc.; and yet if he had to face
American competition with Amprican condi-
tions he would have to change his sails or go
under.

EUROPEAN FRAMES.

In other parts of Germany and Austria the
conditions are different from the above, and
frame hives and refined management have
become necessary. A very narrow frame
has been and is yet very popular. It was
claimed by Dzierzon and other advocates that
such a frame would act as a brood-restrictor.
Only few gave a frame approaching the Lang-
stroth a trial. Gerstung is among the latter.

The following gives his idea and his concep-
tion of the working of the different frames:
"The honey-bee inclines to form a cluster
globular in shape. The honey appears in

the upper part of the comb and around the
brood. In a very narrow hive the honey is

found above the brood only, and is thus
forced into the so-called honey-chamber. A
very shallow hive has the effect that the first

honey goes into the super; and if perfect
comb honey is desired it is a good plan to

use half-story frames above, holding about
three pounds. Two little uprights may be
used to divide the shallow 3-lb. frame into
three parts; and when these are filled the
combs may be cut out and left to drain, then
wrapped up in waxed paper, and thus brought
into the market. It is imperative that but
very small pieces of comb foundation be used
for starters, in order not to make the result-
ing honey unpalatable."

It will be se' n that Gerstung and we here
in America are not so far apart. If his hon-

ey-flow and the conditions surrounding him
were like ours, his hive and his methods of
handling bees might have developed on ex-
actly parallel lines.

Kuchenmueller, another German authori-
ty, has constructed a sectional hive with not
Quite so shallow a frame as is used by Hed-
don, Aikin, and Hand; however, his manag-
ment does not tally with ours, owing to the
different conditions and demands of the pro-
ducing and consuming public. He has this
to say about the management of bees in his
hive: " Every colony should occupy the cen-
tral portion of the hive at the beginning of
the season. When the colony begins to ex-
pand, the tendency is more downward than
upward; and two stories with foundation-
filled frames are placed under the brood-
nest, and this is the whole, and all that needs
doing that season, except taking away the
honey in the upper portion of the hive. The
queen, following her inclination, soon fills

the new combs below with brood, the upper
set or sets of combs answering for what they
are best fitted—the storing of the incoming
honey."

CROSSING DIFFERENT STRAINS OF BEES.

To have young queens in as many hives as
possible is not so generally indorsed by Euro-
pean bee-keepers as by our Americans. In
Switzerland they lay great stre s on colonies
superseding timely, without any attention from
the bee-keeper. They think they have de-
veloped or are developing a strain of black
bees that may be relied upon to do so. I

know of some bee-keepers here who have
procured bees of this strain, and it would be
interesting to know how the bees have be-
haved.
The heath-bee, which has been mentioned

above, is a strain of the black bee, which, in

the course of years, has developed the swarm-
ing tendency in a high degree, somewhat
like the Carniolan. Herr Lehzen, whom I

quoted before, says that the heath bee is ex-
cellent for crossing with the common blacks,
the resulting cross being exceedingly vigor-
ous. He claims that the swarmmg habit
soon disappears when conditions change.
With the Carniolan stock when used for cross-
ing this is not so here with us. Wherever
there was a trace of this blood our bees would
swarm excessively. I doubt whether we in

America have had any experience with the
heath bee to warrant our passing an opinion.

SHAKING ENERGY INTO BEES.

Lehzen says, by moving apiaries into the
heath (a very common practice in Northern
Germany) , the occurring crossing with the
drones from the heath bee is very oeneficial,
as it dispels laziness. At the same time he
says that the moving itself has a beneficial
influence, shaking energy into the bees, as
we have termed it—an idea advanced by dif-

ferent bee-keepers here—Scholl and others.
I found, many years ago, when we transfer-
red bees from box hives by the old method,
that the operation had an invigorating effect
upon a colony so treated for that season. I

had marvelous yields from them at that time.
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I also find that driven swarms work with in-

creased zeal. I shall do more of this work
in the future with such colonies as contain
cross-built comb structures as often found
among farmers.

THE DISEASE SITUATION IN EUROPE.'
Few of us here will indorse the follow-

ing: "The combs of hives to be taken into

wmter should not be over one year old."

This is what the bee-keepers of Holstein and
Hannover practice. We can see no good
reason for discarding older combs as long as

they are good, except perhaps as a precau-
tionary measure against foul brood.
As to foul brood, the German authorities

have held for many years that the only sure
way to wipe it out was by the cremating
process. Over 30 years ago the bee-keepers
in Germany and Austria were almost carried
away with the salicylic treatment. Herr
Emil Hilbert discovered that the foul-brood
bacillus would quickly die in a weak solution
of this chemical, and by spraying the diseas-

ed combs it was said that the disease could
be cured. Hilbert was greatly honored, and
even decorated by several crowned heads;
but after all, the salicylic acid and other drugs
like thymol, lysol, etc., did not prove as ef-

fective as was hoped, and so it is still advis-

ed to burn everything affected with the dis-

ease. Herr Lichtenthaler has had 16 years
of experience with foul brood, and has con-
cluded that all combs containing 25 per cent
of the diseased brood should be burned up.
On the other hand, he says that the pollen
contains the spores and disease germs; and
if the bees are put on healthy combs late in

the fall the colony will be cured.
Only I'ecently the American treatment of

shaking and treating likf a young swarm has
come to the front, particularly in Switzerland.
A little book on foul brood has very recently
been sent me for inspection and criticism.

It is written by Fritz Leuenberger, Berne,
Switzerland All the statements made there-
in, the methods of treatment given, the pre-
cautionary measures, etc., so nearly reflect

what we have learned within the last few
years in every particular that one would be
excusable for assuming the writer had been
well posted on what was going on here in

America. About the only thing he omits is

that, above all races of bees, the Italian is

most nearly immune to the disease, and will

resist infection, even clean up, where the
black bee would succumb. We can excuse
the writer for this omission, because, par-
ticularly in Switzerland, the black bee is

boomed more than any other—in fact, exclu-
sively, of late. The Swiss bee-keepers have
all the confidence in the world that they will

succeed in stamping out the disease, and
have organized an insurance agency. The
yearly insurance premium is about 1 cent per
hive; and if any colony is lost, }:i of its value
is refunded. Even bee-keepers who have
not insured but submit to inspectors' treat-

ment, receive often half of the value if funds
are available. The writer of the above work

!
jives the data of this insurance business in

lis little book, with many other interesting

facts as to the work and mission of different
bacilli, having a bearing in every-day life.

Our German readers might find this little

book beneficial reading. The price is only
5 cts., which is nominal. I think the bee-
keepers of Germany and Austria will soon
quite generally adopt our American foul-
brood cure, and that with benefit to them-
selves.

LAWS IN REGARD TO HONEY.
The great bulk of honey produced in Ger-

many, Austria, and Switzerland is in the liq-

uid form. While with us in America the
price of comb honey is twice that of the ex-
tracted honey, in these countries little differ-

ence is made in price between the two. A
bee-keeper would, therefore, be very short-
sighted to produce comb honey for the mar-
ket. When honey is spoken of, extracted
honey is always meant, and the people more
readily buy it than they do here, although a
lot of adulterating is being done there. More
adulterated mixtures are on the market there
by a long way than the genuine article. Bee-
keepers, however, are not hampered by such
a law as we have on our own statute-books
—the honey-dew-honey law. The American
bee-keepers ought to see to it that this un-
just and unwise law is repealed as speedily
as possible. What bee-keeper of our land
could, with any degree of safety, guarantee
his honey as being gathered from blossoms
only? He has no way of knowing it, unless
he has an analysis made. All he can say is

that his honey is the product of the hive.

A BRAZILIAN METHOD OF SECURING STRONG
COLONIES FOR THE HONEY-FLOW.

I should like to cut this article short; but
it would lack in completeness if I did not
compare American methods with the Brazil-

ian, of which F. A. Hannemann is the origi-

nator. We like to see our hives overflowing
with bees when the honey season ai'rives.

Mr. Hannemann tries to accomplish this by
massing together a large number of young
swarms. The bee common in Brazil has tht;

swarming tendency of the heath and Carniu-
lan. Swarms are the object at the beginning
of the season. All the swai'ms of the day
are usually hived into one great mammoth
hive; the queens are all caged, and placed
about in different parts of the hive, and thus
left until the end of the honey season: when
one is liberated, all the rest are disposed of.

Even if 15 or 20 swarms should have been
massed together in the early part of the sea-

son, their energies will all be spent by the
time the end comes, and only enough bees
to make one good swarm will be left, the
rest all having been "swapped" for honey
and wax. Just how many pounds of honey
a given number of pounds of bees store un-
der these conditions I am not able to say; but
we have found in our experience that it is

more profitable to keep our bees in a more
normal condition. We want lots of bees in

a hive, it is true; but at the end we are money
ahead by hiving 20 swarms into not less than
10 hives, and giving the queens their free-

dom. Thus our surplus comb honey will be
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free from pollen, which can not possibly be
the case with the honey obtained by the Bra-
zilian methods, and we shall harvest just as
much surplus with the advantage of having
more bees left.

We would alter the Brazilian method in

other ways to suit our notions. Perhaps we
would run the mammoth colonies for ex-
tracted honey. The Texas bee-keepers, how-
ever, might want to produce comb or chunk
honey, as they have a demand for it; but they
would have to eliminate the pollen somehow
to make it a success. Pollen in honey, evi-

dently, does not seem to be a serious draw-
back in Brazil ; at any rate, conditions seem
to favor the Hannemann method.

It might be interesting to learn how Mr.
Hannemann succeeded in securing every
queen, for this was very essential. The way
he did succeed was by his famous bee-sieve,

which later developed into the regular queen-
excluder as we use it now. But Hannemann
made his sieve of wire. He would not use a
punched sheet of metal; in fact, he has not
ceased to lament and decry the spoiling of

his valuable invention in such a way. With
his sieve he would sift every swarm, and thus
secure each queen and all drones. The cage
he used for caging the queens was also only
queen-confining, giving the bees constant
access to the queens. For this reason the
Germans have styled it the Hannemann
queen-cage.

Naples, N. Y., August 12.

THE TEXAS STATE FAIR.

Bottling the Honey for the Exhibits by the
Apiarian Department at the

Fairgrounds.

BY LOUIS H. SCHOLL.

The State Fair at Texas, one of the great-

est fairs of its kind, takes place this year at

Dallas, October 16 to 31. The management
has made great efforts the last few years to

have the best bee and honey exhibit ever
held in the South. The apiarian department
was started three years ago, and has had a

steady growth each year, so that the coming
exhibition promises to be the best ever held,

in spite of the short honey crop.

All who are familiar with exhibiting at

fairs, especially when bees and honey have
to be sent long distances, are well aware of

the difficulties, such as the expensive ex-

Eress rates, breakage of glass packages of

oney, observatory hives, etc. This is often

very aggravating, not only to the exhibitor,

but also to the superintendent and his assist-

ants in the apiarian department, since it is no
small matter to wash honey from glass jars

and bottles, especially where they are label-

ed. It is also disagreeable to have bees ar-

rive in observatory hives in some of which
the glass sides are broken so that nearly if

not all of the bees have escaped. For these

reasons we have adopted a new plan which
we hope can be macle to work satisfactori-

ly. In the first place, the observatory hives

will be furnished by the Fair Association.
These will be a part of the permanent equip-
ment, to be kept from year to year, as they
can be easily put under lock and key in the
department. Bee-keepers will then be re-
quired to send only the bees, as requested
in the following letter:

Dear Sir.—l am in Dallas preparingr for the biggest
and best bee and honey exhibit that the South has
ever had. In this we want your co-operation. It will
not take very much of your time, nor be any great ex-
pense to you, yet you will help us do a wonderful
thing toward advertising our bees, queens, honey, and
wax, and other by-products of the apiary.
We are going to have the biggest show of bees of the

different races in one-frame observatory hives that
the world has ever seen at one place, and for this pur-
pose we are getting made up here a big lot of the glass
hives ready to receive the bees that are sent here. All
you have to do is to send the one-frame nuclei in their
shipping-cases, and we will put them into the glass
hives and care for them in the best possiiale manner
while they are here. In this way we shall get a great
number of competitors to show their best stuff, and it

will be an advertisement for all who participate. We
are writing you this at the present time so that you
can prepare your best bees and have them ready to
ship to us four or five days before the opening of the
fair.

We also want the greatest number of exhibits of dif-
ferent kinds of honey, and we have struck on the fol-
lowing plan: We will procure a large number of white
flint-glass jars holding 3 pounds each. All that will
be required for the exhibitor will be to send enough
honey, 36 lbs., in the regular 60-lb. cans. We will put
the honey in the jars, properly labeled, with the num-
ber of the exhibitor. After the fair all of the honey
will be sold, and that sent by the exhibitor paid for.
This will save the risk and expense of shipping glass
packages.
As there are premiums on white and amber honey,

two cans can be shipped in one case by freight. In-
clude with this shipment other things named in the
premium list enclosed—comb honey, wax, vinegar,
etc. All these shipments should be sent early to ar-
rive here in due time, while bees and queens are rush-
ed through by express later. Address all shipments,
and send all bills of lading to me.
Write me at once a list of what you will send us, so

we can arrange for it promptly. Remember the dates
of the fair are October 16 to 31, and all exhibits must
reach us by the 15th. We will take the best of care of
them here. Louis H. SCHOLL,
Dallas, Texas, Sept. 14. Supt. Apiarian Dept.

As the above letters are sent to all who
may have a good stock of bees, it will be pos-
sible to get up the biggest show of bees ever
held in one place.

The same plan will apply to exhibits of
honey. By having an equipment in the
apiarian department for filling glass jars
rapidly with the honey that is sent, we hope
to gain a big advantage in this respect also.

Most of the exhibits must be sent several
hundred miles, and honey put up in glass
must be packed with extra care to guard
against the rough handling at the numerous
transfer points, thus making very bulky
packages, and increasing the shipping ex-
pense, and not even then preventing break-
age. By procuring suitable jars for exhibi-
tion purposes in gross lots or in still larger
lots, if necessary, the cost of the glass will

be lower. The freight bills will also be low
on the honey, because it may be sent in tin

cans.
The filling of the jars will be done in the

department, and this brings up another
point of importance. Honey recently put in
glass and set up for exhibition presents a
etter and brighter appearance than that

which has been in jars for a longer time.
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We are very confident of success in this

plan, and ask the bee-keepers to aid us as
much as possible. It rests with the bee-
keepers to furnish the material for exhibi-
tion. The management of the fair will do
their part toward taking the best of care of it.

New Braunfels, Texas.

ALSIKE CLOVER.

Lobelia Inflata the Cause of the So-called
Alsike Poisoning.

BY E. VANDENWERKEN.

We of this section of the country have not
had as much experience with alsike as have
those who live further west. However, I am
fully convinced that the poisoning of stock,

as has been mentioned, is not due to the al-

sike but to another source. Years ago I lived

in Saratoga Co., N. Y. At that time alsike

was unknown, but we had trouble with the
white-nosed horses. In some cases the scab-

by sores were very serious on every v/hite

nose. I never saw a dark-nosed horse that
was troubled. The vile weed that was re-

sponsible for this was known as Lobelia in-

flata. It grows in pastures, and is a plant
that is very difficult to exterminate. It is

about a foot high and rather bushy, with
cream-white blossoms. Little pods hold a
number of seeds that look so much like al-

sike that it would be impossible to separate
them if mixed together. I believe that this

is the weed that grows in alsike-fields, and
that it is the cause of the trouble. It used
to be called Indian tobacco, for, although it

does not look at all like tobacco, it produces
the same sort of sickness if chewed.
There grows in the same pastures another

weed, the same height and style, except that

the blossoms are a little more flufty and
whiter. This is called the sweet balsam, and
some might mistake it for the lobelia, if not
familiar with the two plants. The sweet
balsam has not such vile properties as the
lobelia, for its odor is pleasant, and it is

harmless to man and beast.

The lobelia seems to lose its bad effects

when it is cut and mixed with the hay. It

does not grow much with standing timothy.
It thrives best in the pasture.

FRUIT-BLOSSOMS SPRAYED.
Some of the fruit-growers near here fool-

ishly sprayed their trees while in bloom. I

saw my bees acting strangely. They were
bloated, and were evidently trying to void
something. Many of them were lying dead
around the outside of the hives. I began^
feeding every colony considerably to keep
the bees inside the hives as much as possible,

and in five days they seemed to get over it.

SUMAC, GOLDENROD, AND .ASTER.

This year sumac came on in fine shape,
and the bees worked it well. I counted ten
honey-bees, two yellow-jackets, and a bum-
ble-bee on one bunch, and all were working
like beavers. I wonder if bees get honey all

day long from sumac. I have seen bees on

some sumac near my home during the whole
day, and they all seemed to be getting nec-
tar. I also get at times considerable honey
from goldenrod. I never saw so much gold-
enrod as is now coming on. With the gold-
enrod and aster my bees will do pretty well
this fall. However, I would rather feed my
bees sugar syrup than allow them to have
much aster honey. I never saw any that
was not thin and watery, and it never seems
to thicken up.

A LOSS OF BEES FROM STROVG COLONIES.

Why do bees carry out other bees from the
strong colonies, and fly off and finally drop
them? I can almost hear you say that it

looks like a case of robbing. I thought so
at first, but as I watched proceedings from
time to time I do not believe that these are
robber-bees, as they never seem to fight.

A bee comes tumbling out of the hive, car-
rying another bee which seems to be trying
to hold on to something to keep from being
carried off. These unfortunate bees some-
times release themselves and run back into
the hive. If it were a case of robbers, why
should this be noticed in the most populous
colony? This hive is full of bees which are
working well, as they had begun on iheir
second super. I notice the trouble every
once in a while. Some days there is more
of it than others.
Stamford, Conn.

[The bees carried out are probably the old
bees, bees with worn-out wings, or other-
wise defective, so that they can not be of
much use to the colony. No matter how hard
a bee may have toiled for the good of the
colony, the moment it loses its usefulness
its fellow-workers, without heart or feeling,

carry it off and drop it. It can not fly, and
to walk back is impossible. It dies for its

colony like a hero tor his country.

—

Ed.]

WHAT CAUSED THE BROOD TO DIE?
On page 513. Aug. 15, I read a querj' by B. F. Lewis

in regard to brood dying before hatching, and being
carried out by the bees. A similar e.xperience prompts
me to write.
My experience was identical with his, except that

the brood carried out was in the larval stage, about
nine or ten days from the egg. As you hint in your
footnote to Mr. Lewis' letter at a fault in the queen, I

also blamed her; and as she had been indolent in
brood-rearing for some time I thought to stimulate her
by feeding in order to get a good nestful of brood be-
fore I replaced her. I fed four ounces of syrup every
evening, and pollen began coming in with a rush, and,
to my great surprise, I have not seen a dead larva car-
ried out since. The feeding began three weeks ago,
and I am keeping it up.

I am wondering if the feeding were stopped if the
brood trouble would set in again. I think it would, as
I blame bad water for the trouble, as there is a run
about 200 yards from my place, which is a veritable
sewer, at which I thhik my bees watered; and as they
get enough pure water in the syrup to meet their needs
they are not compelled to carry this vile run water,
with the result that the brood is healthy.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 30. R. MCCULLOUGH.
LWe can hardly believe that the sewer water was re-

sponsible for the trouble. We should rather think it

was a lack of pollen. If you stop feeding, and no
brood dies, the trouble is not in the queen. If brood
continues to die with plenty of pollen in the hive we
would replace her.

One thing is certain—that if sewer water causes the
brood to die in the hive, you would find brood dying
in other hives also.—ED.]
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S.MITH S LATER AND IMPROVED WINTER CASES.

KEEPING COMBS AND BEES
THROUGH THE WINTER.

DRY

The Telescope Cap in Combination with a
Permanent Cork Cushion; the Advan-
tage of Warm Covers and Cold

Walls and Bottoms.

BY JAY SMITH.

All will agree that one of the chief essen-
tials to successful apiculture is perfect win-
tering. Just what perfect wintering is I do
not claim to know; but after a number of
yeai's of careful experimenting I have a sys-
tem that gives such good results that I can
not imagine any thing better for this latitude.

Here our coldes*: weather is about zero.
This year, six above was the coldest. As
has been said, moisture and not cold is what
kills bees in winter. My experiments have
proved this so conclusively that this point
can not be emphasized too strongly.

Six years ago I had some large outer c.ises

made with removable covers, Fig. 1. They
were large enough so that I packed about
six inches of planer-shavings around the
sides and top. Some were made for one
hive and some for two. As can easily be
seen, these confined the heat. I left the en-
trance wide open. In the spring 1 looked
into the hives, and was surprised at the num-
ber of dead bees. Each hive seemed to have
about a hatful of dead bees, and they were
all covered with mold in a pile on the bot-

tom-board. The colonies were all weak, and
one was f|ueenless. As soon as warmer
weather came on they built up rapidly and
did very well. I was satisfied that this was
all right for spring, but was not all right for

winter.

I will not go into detail and tell all the
plans I tried, but will skip over to the plan I

have used for the last few years that has
given the best results. I use a regular deep
telescope cap. The cushion is the thing I

wish to describe.
I have tried several kinds of material, in-

cluding forest-leaves. These were good,
but they were heavy, and it was hard to

make the cushions flat, and this tilted the
caps in different directions and gave the api-

ary a bad appearance. I read in Gleanings
that ground cork was good; but, so far as I

could learn, no one had tried it and could
not report from experience. I decided I

would try it if I could get the cork. The

FIG. L—.iay SMITH S ORIGINAL
WINTER CASE.

FORM OF
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grocers ship grapes in from California, pack-
ed in cork, so I tried to have them save it for

me. But they had so little that they did not
care to bother, and threw it away. Last
year I thought of a wholesale fruit-dealer

and went to him. He said he usually gave
away and threw away several wagonloads
every year. He then had on hand nine bar-
rels, and I bought the whole lot— barrels,

cork, and all— for $4.50. This was enough
for 60 cushions. I mention this so that any
bee-keeper living near a city may know
where to get cork.
We found the greatest trouble with the

cork was that it was hard to make it stay in

place, for it would run from one corner to

the other as the cushion was handled. This
was overcome by sewing it through and ty-

ing it with string the same as a quilt. To
fasten them into the top of the telescope cap
I paint the inside of the telescope and put
the cushion in, and then press it down on
the hive. When the paint is dry the cushion
is held there permanently. Fig. 2. For cush-
ions I get sugar or coffee bags made of bur-
lap. I get them from the grocers for 2;4 cts.

apiece. By cutting off the end a few inches
they just fit a ten-frame hive.
Now, the point I wish to emphasize is this:

The top of the hive must be the warmest
part or the moisture will condense there;
and all winter long water will continue to

drop on the cluster of bees. It does not take
much thinking to know the results. The
sides and bottom of the hive must be kept
cold so the moisture will collect there and
run out of the entrance. The reason that
the old large cases packed with shavings
failed was that the sides were as warm as the
top, and the moisture condensed at the top
as well as the sides.

To test this still further I left a few hives
with no covering on top, except the regular
hive-cover, till the middle of January. One
cold day I examined these and found that all

the tops of the frames were wet, and water
was standing on several of them. On one
frame was a little puddle of water; and as I

opened the hive the water ran down the side
on the frame directly on to the cluster of
bees. Those with telescope caps and cork
cushions were as dry as could be, and the
moisture had condensed on the bottom and
sides of the hive. I use the thin super cover
on top of the hive, and let the bees seal it

tight.

This plan is as beneficial in summer as in
winter, as it keeps off the hot sun. Last
summer the comb melted down in several
hives that were unprotected, and the bees
had to suspend work there. On cold morn-
ings, also, the bees will work much better in
a hive that is protected in the manner de-
scribed. In the illustration it will be seen
that I use a super with shallow extracting-
frames full of honey for winter. I have tried
two hive-bodies as well as this, but like the
one hive and super plan the best for early
spring breeding, as well as in winter, as will
be given in a future article. For winter it is

especially good, for the reason that it gives

a cross-passage for the bees right in the cen-
ter of the cluster.

Vincennes, Ind.

FIELD MEETING AT HAYDENVILLE,
MASS.

BY A. E. WILCUTT.

I am sending you some pictures taken at

the meeting of bee-keepers at Haydenville,
Mass.; also a clipping from a local paper. I

am sending three pictures which you can
use if suitable.

Swift River, Mass., July 27.

A meeting' in tlie interest of bee-keeping was held
Saturday, July 10, at the apiary of W. M. Purrington.
in Haydenville, under the auspices of the State Board
of Agriculture and the Massachusetts Experiment Sta-
tion. The attendance numbered about 100, and much
interest was shown in the discussion. The principal
address was made by Dr. Burton N. Gates, whose sub-
ject was " The New Bee-keeping, the Possibilities in
Massachusetts." Dr. Gates spoke on the improved
methods of bee-keeping and extension of the industry,
which he considered both possible and profitable. Dr.
W. P. Brooks, of the Amherst Agricultural College,
gave some of his experiences, and Herbert Gary, of
Colrain, exhibited specimens of queen-bees and sam-
ples of honey. He also showed an improved shipping-
case. Dinner was served at noon by the women of the
Congregational Church, in the vestry.
In the afternoon a Hampshire, Hampden, and Frank-

lin association of bee-keepers was organized by elec-
tion of the following officers: President, Prof. W. P.
Brooks, of Amherst; vice-presidents, F. A. Bardwell,
of Amherst; E. A. Loveland, of Greenfield; H. F.

Wright, of Agawam; secretary and treasurer, VV. M.
Purrington. The association will be devoted to the
promotion of bee culture, which Dr. Gates considers
as feasible in Western Massachusetts as in Vermont;
the conditions in Vermont are held to be second to
none except those of some sections in New York. The
association will endeavor to secure State inspection of
hives with a view to the extermination of foul brood,
which has become troublesome in some sections of
this State.

» ^ ' »

TAKING OFF HONEY.

How to Determine Whether Supers are
Ready to Come off, Without Tearing

the Hive Apart.

BY E. R. ROOT.

When one runs a series of outyards it is

necessary, so far as practicable, to use short
cuts. All false motions should be eliminated,
and the work should be so planned that there
will be no unnecessary running from one
end of the yard to the other.
A good many, in working for extracted

honey, operate on the tier-up principle,

leaving the supers all on the hives until the
season is over. By that time it is important
that robbers be given no opportunity to help
themselves to sweets, when the honey is

taken off; but before doing so the condition
of the supers should be determined in ad-
vance.
Our south yard was run for extracted

honey in shallow supers. As we were short
of help, it was handled almost entirely by
our editorial force. In order to keep ahead
of the bees it was necessary to make an ex-
amination of the supers from time to time.
Toward the early part of the season we
would place the empty supers under those
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DETERMINING THE FILLING OF THE SUPERS AND WHETHER THEY ARE READY TO COME OFF

partly filled. As the season began to draw
toward its close, the process was reversed

—

that is to say, the empties were put on top
of those partly filled.

In order to determine the amount of honey
in any super, it is not necessary to take off

the cover and pull the hive apart. If it is

tiered up four and five stories high, it in-

volves a large amount of labor and consider-
able lifting t" pull the supers off one by one,
inviting the attention of robbers in the op-
eration. If one is supplied with a good
strong steel hive-tool and a smoker, he can
get a fair idea of the filling of any super,
without even removing the cover from the
hive. In the series of snap shots shown
herewith, the reader will be able to gather,
almost at a glance, the exact method that we
have used in determining what the bees
were doing.
Let us take a concrete example. We will

start with the hive shown in Fig. 5. It has
three supers. The middle one is the one on
\yhich the bees began work first, and at the
time of this examination it should be com-
pletely filled. The bottom super was placed
under after the middle one was about half
filled. The third super was put on top be-
cause there would probably be not more than
a week more of honey-flow.
At this time we desire to know what the

bees have actually done; so, without remov-
ing the telescope cover on top nor the super
cover directly beneath, we extend the thin

blade of the hive-tool, broad end, between
the two lower supers at the back end of t/ie

hive; for one should always endeavor to keep
out of the flight of the bees. This is gradu-
ally shoved in until the blade has been
pushed in anywhere from }2 to a full inch.

A gap is now formed, of approximately -,',;

inch, just wide enough so that a little smoke
will drive back the bees. A slight pressure
downward separates the two upper supers
about an inch at the back end, when more
smoke is blown in. The tool is pushed down
a little further, making the gap a little wider
still. See Fig. 6. But we are not quite sat-

isfied as to the condition of the supers, so we
push the tool and supers upward, as shown
in Fig. 7, until we have the hive-tool in po-

sition as shown in Fig. 8. Here it acts as a
prop, when, with the intelligent use of the
smoker, we can drive back tne bees enough
so that we can see the condition of the two
supers, or enough to determine whether the
bees need more room.
But suppose we are not quite satisfied.

We turn to the position as shown in Fig. 9,

disregard the hive-tool, and lift the two su-

pers higher, the hive-tool falling on the
ground. When doing this we slide the two
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LEARNING THE CONDITION OF THE HIVE WITHOUT REMOVING THE COVER OR; PULLING THE
HIVE TO PIECES.

supers about an inch forward so that the
hack end will fulcrum on a safe bearing. If

the super is sHpped back, as shown in Fig.

7. it can readily be seen that it can not be
tilted up very high without sliding off back.
See Figs. 9, 10, 11.

Usually an examination of this sort is quite
sufficient. If the supers are not filled they
are {|uietly let back into place, using suffi-

cient smoke to drive the bees away so they
will not be crushed as the hive parts come
together again. The operation as shown in

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, is then repeated
with other hives, taking from 30 to 60 sec-

onds per hive. At no time have we lifted

only a part of the dead weight. When the
supers are held at an angle the load is on the
fulcrum point of contact.

Fig. 12 shows the method employed when
supers are apparently well filled and ready
to come off. The top super is removed and
l*^aned up against the leg of the operator.
The middle super that has been filled can
now be taken off; but before doing so a
second examination is made, as shown. It

is set off, when the bottom super may also
be removed if ready. If not, the top super
is put back, the idea being to confine the
l>ees to as small a super capacity as possible
as the season draws to a close, in order to
make the bees finish their work.

Fig. 13 shows a slightly different pose
from that indicated in Fig. 8. While the po-
sition of the operator is somewhat cramped,
it is true, yet it is much easier than tearing
down the hive, super by super, and replac-
ing the same.

In Fig. 14 we have a case where the sea-
son was closing rather abruptly. The bees
have only partially begun work in the top
super. To leave it on would mean that all

the supers would have honey in, and none
of them quite completed. .Accordingly we
shake the bees out of the top super, place a
thin super cover on the two lower supers,
place the super just shaken on top, and the
regular cover on it. The hive is now left

until we can determine a little more about
the season. If there should be some good
rains and warm weather, the season may
take another start. In that case the super
cover that was placed between the top super
and the two below is removed, when work
will be resumed in the third super. If we
were sure that the season was drawing to a
close, the top super should be removed in

the first place.
HOW TO PUT ON ESCAPE-BOARDS.

In going through bee-yards we have noted
the fact over and over that some bee-keep-
ers have an awkward way of putting on es-

capes. They will pull the hive apart, super
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FIG. 14.—SHAKING BEES OUT OF A SUPER.

by super, place the escape on the brood-nest
or on a super partly filled, then one by one
put back the supers. If no honey is coming
in, this will probably mean that robbers will

get started.

There is no need of removing any super,
nor a cover, for that matter. All that is

necessary is to apply the principles illus-

trated in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, IL The fol-

lowing additional series of what we may call

moving-picture snap shots will show the or-
thodox procedure for putting on escape-
boards. First, the hive-tool is entered be-
tween the pair of supers where the escape is

to be placed, as shown in Fig. 5. At the
time of doing this the board is placed con-
veniently near, usually leaning against the
knee of the operator. The hive-tool is en-
tered between the two parts of the hive,
smoke is blown in the gap thus made, when
the smoker is set down on the ground and
the hive-tool is left sticking in between the
two parts. The left hand lifts the hive up at
one end, giving it a slight hitch forward at
the same time. The escape-board is now
picked up and inserted in the gap made as
shown in the second posture of the next en-
graving. It is shoved as far as it will go
when tbe upper part of the hive or super is

let down. See position 3 and 4. The last
step is to bring the bee-escape board and the
upper part of the hive in alignment with the
lower part. All of this is very., easily done.

with no heavy lifting. It ought not to take
more than half a minute to the hive.
At one time one of our men went down to

an outyard to put on bee-escapes. He used
the old way of pulling the hive apart; and as
it was during a dearth of honey he got a good
many robbers started, and not a few stings.

We later sent another man down who put on
twice or three times as many escapes in the
same time without a robber showing, and
without any stings. It is needless to say that
the last man used the plan shown in the il-

lustrations.

FULL SHEETS VS. STARTERS
COMB HONEY.

FOR

Can Really Good Comb Honey Be Pro-
duced by the Use of Full Sheets?

a Spirited Rejoinder.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

I have read with very much interest the
article of F. Greiner, page 528. His idea of

"giving due consideration to all—producer,
dealer, and consumer," is certainly the right

one—hard to do that at all times unselfishly,

"not looking, "as Paul says, "each of you to

his own things, but each of you also to the
things of others." The greatest good to the

greatest number is not always considered.
There's the matter of glassed sections—al-
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ways seemed to me like a

dead loss, no matter who
stands the loss, for no one
receives enouy;h benefit

from the glass to pay for

the extra cost. It isn't fair

for the producer to make a

profit by it if the consumer
must stand five times as

much loss.

The chief item consid-

ered by Mr. Greiner is the

use of foundation, and I

admire the spirit with
which he looks out for the

interest of the consumer,
even if it has a string at-

tached to it in the way of

a final rebound upon the

producer, caused by the
reputation of his honey.
I think, however, that I

know Mr. Greiner well

enough to believe that he
has a real regard for the
interest of the consumer.
In that I am in hearty sym-
pathy with him, although
I think some of his views
are out of just proportion.
He speaks of brood foundation occupying

the entire section. That's a new one on me.
I never heard of it before. If that sort of

thing is done in his locality, I don't wonder
that lie's stirred up over it, and inclined to

the other extreme of using no foundation at

all. The strangest part of it is, that people
who produce sections of this sort can find a
seller who will " pat them on their backs and
compliment them for their great (?) achiev-
ments, and buy their product before it is off

the hive." Surely no dealer ought to be
fooled the second time by such a product.
Besides, it is a loss to the producer to put in

so'Jmuch extrajWax to be sold at the price of

honey.
With regard to having sections filled clear

out so that the row of cells next to the wood
is sealed, there is chance for difference of

opinion. There is no question that a section
thus filled out looks better in the grocery;

FIG. 13.—HOW A SMOKER AND A HIVE-TOOL WILL ENABLE
ONE TO LEARN THE CONDITION OF THE SUPERS AT

ONE GLANCE.

but—on the table? A section with no out-
side cells filled and sealed can be cut out of

the wood and placed upon a plate with not a
drop of honey dripping from the sides, while
the other kind will be dripping all around.
Tastes differ, however, and some may like

thesightof the dripping edges. Thenthere's
the matter of waste. It may be small; but
you can not cut out the very full section with-
out at least some waste from honey adhering
to the wood.

Mr. Greiner says, "Really good comb hon-
ey can not be produced with full sheets or
half sheets of comb foundation, no matter
what the dealers may say." That's a pretty
sweeping statement. I don't believe all pro-
ducers agree with Mr. Greiner. No more do
all consumers. Certainly I do not, and I've

had a very full opportunity of knowing about
the matter. I began using sections about as
soon as I heard of such a thing as sections,

THE CORRECT METHOD OF PUTTING ON ESCAPE-BOARDS.



and I've always prac-
ticed filling them full

of foundation. So I

have produced a good
many tons of sections
with full sheets of
foundation, and /

think they were "real-
ly good." At the
World's Fair in Chica-
go they took a first

premium. I agree,
however, with Mr.
Greiner that the final

test ought to be
whether the consum-
er thinks they are
really good. If the
grocer, for a quarter
of a centu^-y, sells the
same brand of honey
to his customers he
ought to know from
them what they think
of it, and in turn the
jobber ought to learn
from the grocers.
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HULL'S BEE-CELLAR, BUILT IN A SIDE-HILL; CAPAl. 1 ,,j:,il.-

REAR VIEW OF HULL'S BEE-CELLAR.

usual way I'm not sure
I could tell, after the
honey is in my mouth,
whether there is foun-
dation in it or not.

Certainly, if I were
producing section
honey for my own ta-

ble, with no thought of

selling an ounce, I

would want the sec-
tions filled with foun-
dation.
Mr. Greiner admits

the use of a starter of

foundation, without
specifying the size of

the starter. Certainly
the starter can not
half fill the section.

Now if, after that length of time, the jobber
thinks it advisable to send around to his
customers a printed card saying that a
shipment of Dr. Miller's honey has arrived,
is not that pretty strong evidence that the
consumer thinks the honey is all right?

After all, what great thing is there to ob-
ject to? People eat honey and wax (in the
form of comb honey) in preference to eating
it pure; at any rate, so many of them prefer
the wax with the honey that the price of the
wax and honey is much higher than that of
the pure honey in the extracted form. If

the wax that is put in by the bees when left

entirely to their own devices is accepted as
all right, why should such serious objection
be made to a slight addition of precisely the
same material?

I am free to confess that, for some pur-
poses, as in hot drinks, I would rather have
no wax; but when eating comb honey in the

TKUNT VIEW OF HULL'S BEE-CELLAR.
Ten inches of sawdust cover the ceiling of the bee-

room.
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for in that case he says the honey is not
"really good." Probably it is fair to con-
sider that the honey below the starter may
be considered really good; but as the upper
part, where the starter is, is not really good,
that condemns the whole section as being
not really good.
So the half-depth starter must be rejected

and a shallow one used. But however shal-

low that starter may be, throughout its depth
the honey is just as bad as is any of the honey
in a section produced with a full'sheet offoun-
dation. That being the case, the logical in-

ference is that, to produce "really good"
comb honey, not even a small starter may be
used; and, to be consistent, none whatever
should be used. No use to object that even
a small starter is essential. Tons of comb
honey were produced before foundation was
known, and can be again.
Admitting all the badness that may be

charged against foundation, if it be right to

use a starterj however small in size, and if it

be right to use it because it is for the advan-
tage of the producer, then I believe it is right
to use a larger starter, even to filling the sec-
tion, if the producer thereby has a larger
advantage that is not overbalanced by a
greater disadvantage to the consumer.
My own belief is that using full sheets of

foundation is of such advantage to the pro-
ducer that it overbalances, several times, any
disadvantage to the consumer, and hence
full sheets of foundation may be used with-
out any violation of the golden rule.

As to the matter of reputation, as already
intimated, if the continued sale in the same
market, for a quarter of a century, of sec-

tions with full sheets of foundation, has only
succeeded in establishing more firmly the
demand for them, there seems little ground
for anxiety as to the future.
Marengo, 111.

^
BEE-CELLAR BUILT IN A SIDE-HILL.

BY J. D. HULL.

I am sending several views of my bee-cel-

lar that I built last fall. It is built on a side-

hill, as you can see. The floor overhead is

covered with ten inches of sawdust. It

cost me a little less than §30.00, besides the
work. It is large enough to hold 200 col-

onies. I have 80 in it this winter; they seem
to be wintering very well. The tempera-
ture averages about 46.

Honesdale, Pa., Jan. 15.

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Hive-covers.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD.

Since I came west I have done more think-
ing about hive-covers than about any other
part of hive construction, because of the pe-
culiar climatic conditions of that part of the
Pacific coast with which I am familiar, the
most marked feature of which, at least to

me, is the decided drop in temperature that
occurs the instant the sun disappears below
the western horizon. In Southern Oregon,
during the summer months, the thermome-
ter uniformly falls about 30° between 8 and
11 P.M., while in Victoria the drop is a little

less. In Medford I have seen 103° in Au-
gust, but the average afternoon temperature
ranges between 90 and 100°, with a midnight
reading of about 60°. In Victoria, in the
summer months the night temperature is

about 52°, the afternoon hovermg around
80°.

In both localities, during the winter
months, in my experience, the night record
on the thermometer is round about freezing-
point. In Victoria, during February and
March, with wonderful constancy, day after
day we find 48° recorded as the maximum,
then in April the figures will run from 50°
to 60°. It is very interesting to watch the
bees and see how accurately they reflect the
thermic conditions. At 44° there is not a
sign of life at the hive entrances; at 45° a
few bees will venture out, increasing in
numbers with each degree of rise, until at
48° flight is very free. Of course, much de-
pends on the presence or absence of clouds,
for with the former there is little flight, even
at 50°.

A little digression here maj^ not be alto-

gether out of place. While this article was
on the stocks a little discussion was going on
in this magazine as to whether or not bees
hear, and there was brought into the contro-
versy the fact that the bees fly home on the
approach of a heavy thunderstorm. Let me
tell of an experience I had in Illinois in July,
1907. About noon one very hot day I was
working among the flowers when there
came up one of these swift storms for which
Chicago is rather famous— one of the kind
where a cloud appears on the western hori-
zon, and in anywhere from twenty to thirty
minutes the storm is right overhead. This
particular one came up awhooping, and so I

at once got close to the hives to see what the
bees would do about it. Soon the thunder
was crashing in terrific peals, while the sun
shone as brightly as ever, and the bees nev-
er relaxed their flight for an instant. I made
up my mind I would probably lose many
thousands of the little insects in the next
few minutes; but just as the storm-cloud
reached the sun I saw one of the prettiest

sights that ever my eyes feasted on. About
30 feet in front of my hives stood two large
ash-trees over which many of the bees usu-
ally flew, and now I saw a broad dark band
reaching down from the top of these trees to

the hive-entrances, resembling to my mind a
six-foot-wide mill-belt. And then the won-
derful celerity in getting in out of the wet

!

I was simply astounded; for when the deluge
fell there was not a bee in sight. These bees
did not pay the slightest heed to the roar of

the thunder; but when the sun ceased shin-
ing, they simply scooted for home at a gait

that was a rusher.

To return to my subject. Such cool con-
ditions as I have been describing, especially
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in the summer nights, must have decidedly

retarding influences on the economy of the

hive, and I have been assured by bee-keep-

ers in both localities that in the very early

morning the supers are absolutely deserted.

Now, this is a serious loss of time in a season

that is very short— just a month of honey-
flow in Victoria, with practically a dearth of

nectar from July 10 until dandelion and fruit-

bloom in April, and so a heat-conserving cov-

er is worth inventing, as I think it will pay
big returns.

Again, in both regions the summers are

dry—how dry one has to experience to un-
derstand. I have dipped a sheet in water,

then hung it over the Ime, and found it bone-
dry in half an hour in autumn days in Med-
ford, where no rain falls from the end of

April to the middle of November. Victoria

is similar, but the dry season lasts only five

months. The winter season in both regions
compensates very emphatically by liberal

rainfall. In Southern Oregon, for thirteen

weeks or so Jupiter Pluvius never lets up
for one instant, but night and day pours a
gentle rainfull that may be comforting to na-

tives, but gets on the nerves of those who
have not been accustomed to such a fluid

consistency. In Victoria things are better
arranged in the wet season, for it very ac-

commodatingly rains at night, but is usually
fair for the greater part of the day.

Understand, I am not complaining about
the weather. I am merely trying to show
the climatic conditions in so far as they have
a bearing on the problem of hive-covers, for

the bee-keepers east of the Cascade range
have conditions that are different; but
among the many readers of Gleanings, es-

pecially in foreign lands, there must be many
wrestling with a similar problem, which is,

to secure a warm cover, simple in construc-
tion, inexpensive in cost, and one that will

stand extremes of wetness and dryness when
the bees occupy the same stands all the year
round.
My first venture was with a flat cover

made of wood, the top being of one pie ce of

H-inch fir, with a rim P4 inches deep, made
from 3^ -inch lumber. In two months over
half of them were cracked and split beyond
remedy— not a nice proposition with which
to face a wet season. The result is, I am go-
ing to try this summer a deep cap cover with
a galvanized-iron roof, and I am in hopes it

it will be a good thing. An Australian I have
met here says such a roof covering lasts in

the land of his birth at least a score of years,
and I think about that duration will be good
enough for me.

In designing this cover I decided on an
air-space of X inch all round the sides of the
hive, and the same on the top—in fact, with
the super-cover in place I have a double air-

sp^^ce above the hive. I wanted also to pro-
tect the joint of the divisible hive, so the cap
is made 7'4 inches deep, and when in place
rests on cleats that are nailed round the low-
er division exactly one inch below the top
edge. These cleats are made from lumber

The sides of the cap are of wood, the
specifications being

—

2 pieces >^X7^X21>^;
2 " 'Axiuxuys.

The galvanized iron is bought in sheets

36X96, gauge 28, and costs me in Victoria

$L35. It is cut into eight pieces of equal
size, 18x24, and thus the iron overlaps the
wood sides a little over one inch. This sur-

plus is bent at right angles to the roof, so
that it slips down over the wooden sides.

The method of bending the metal is very
simple. Out of 2x4 lumber, smoothed on all

sides, cut two pieces 15 "s inches long, and
two pieces 21X inehes long. From these,

by means of a half-joint, make a frame
the exact size of the horizontal dimensions
of the cap. To turn up the edges of a sheet,

lay this frame in the middle of it, then with
a pair of snips cut from the margins of the
long sides to the corner of the frame, \yith

the fingers start the upward bend of all four
sides. This done, lay the head of the ham-
mer flat on the bench and swing it smartly
against the bent iron, which will promptly
go into place. The lugs at each corner may
now be lapped over, but I prefer to do this

part of the work when the iron roof is in po-

sition on the body, as a closer fit can then
be secured. The nailing is done with ^4 -inch

galvanized iron nails clenched on the inside;

but for additional security the edges under
the lap are fastened with 1^4 -inch cement-
coated nails.

Below this cap cover I use a super- cover
made of ^-inch spruce, 135sXl9'4, the edges
of this being reinforced by strips of the same
thickness, and /s inch wide. This cover is

placed on the hive with the strips under-
neath, resting on oil-cloth at present, but
probably I will try some roofing material this

summer, so as to get a dead-air space. Now,
there is one inch above the cleats in the-

lower division; bji inches is the depth of the

upper division, and the super-cover is ,'/2

inch thick—total, TVs inches. But the cover
is 7*4 inches deep, so we have at least fs

inch between super-cover and roof of cap.

I can see only one drawback to the use of

this deep cover, which will be when I come
to add supers; but I will probably then pro-

tect all the way up by inserting ekes so as to

have the whole hive enclosed in an air-space.

As a matter of fact, I am working that idea

at the present moment (March), with a few
hives that need feeding, which is being given

them from above.
Victoria, B. C, Canada.

CONVENTION OF PENNSYLVANIA BEE-
KEEPERS.

BY A. F. SATTERTHWAIT.

The sixth annual convention of the Penn-
sylvania State Bee-keepers' Association was
held in the P. 0. S. of A. Hall, Lebanon, Pa.,

Sept. 8 and 9.

Quite an enthusiastic body of members
and visitors was present, among them being

I
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Prof. H. A. Surface, President of the Associ-
ation ; Vice-presidents Beard and Hornor,
active respectively in the Lebanon and in the
Philadelphia Associations; Dr. E. F. Phillips,

in Charge of Apiculture, Washington, D. C;
Dr. S. P. Ileilman, Secretary of the Lebanon
County Agricultural and Horticultural Asso-
ciation ; Mr. \Vm. A. Selser, widely known
in apicultural circles ; Messrs. Hahman,
Rambo, Cassel, and Snyder, of the Philadel-
phia Association; Mr. J. H. Miller, Ex-presi-
dent of the Lebanon Association, and Mr. E.
L. Brown, their efficient secretary ; Messrs.
Hacker, Schilling, M. F. Smith, Wengert,
Klees, and others of Lebanon or near-by
points ; Messrs. Watson and Shirk, of Han-
over ; Prof. H. C. Klinger, for two years
president of our association, and a number
of ladies, among them being Mrs. H. K.
Beard and Mrs. M. L. Laudermilch.
The program was as follows

:

Wednesday afternoon, business.
President's address, Prof. H. A. Surface, State Zoolo-

gist, of Harrisburg. Election of officers.

Wednesday evening, address of welcome, by John
H. Miller, Ex-president of the Lebanon Bee-keepers'
Association, of Myerstown.
Response by the President.
The Distribution of Brood Diseases in Pennsylvania,

by Dr. E. F. Phillips, in Charge of Apiculture, Wash-
ington, D. C.
Origin and Progress of the Lebanon Bee-keepers'

Association, by E. L. Brown, Secretary, of Lebanon.
Apiculture in Juniata County and Vicinity, by Prof.

H. C. Klinger, Ex-president of the State Association, of
Liverpool.
Fruit and Honey: Can what you Can, by Mrs. H. K.

Beard, of Manheim.
Thursday morning. Accomplishments and Aims of

the Philadelphia Bee-keepers' Association, by F. Hah-
man, of Philadelphia.
Qualities to be Secured in Queen-breeding, by Penn

G. Snyder, of Swarthmore.
Extracted Honey, by Harold Hornor, of Jenkintown.
Honey-dew and the Pure-food Law, by W. A. Selser,

of Philadelphia.
Conditions of Honey Production in Lebanon and

Lancaster Counties, by H. K. Beard, of Manheim.
Thursday afternoon, at apiary of Wayne Schilling, of

Lebanon. Demonstrations were given in the methods
of handling bees, by Prof. Surface and Messrs. Schil-
ling and Penn G. Snyder. Queen-hunting contests
were entered into by Messrs. F. C. Miller, E. D. Kurtz,
E. F. Hackett, and O. H. Smith.

In the President's address. Prof. Surface
gave certain fundamental rules for the bee-
keeper to observe, the "golden rule " being
to keep every colony strong.

j

The result of the election of officers was a
i' continuance of the officers of the past year,

namely: President, Prof. H. A. Surface; First
Vice-president, Mr. H. K. Beard; Second Vice-
president, Mr. Harold Hornor; Third Vice-
president, Mr. Geo. H. Rea; Secretary and
Treasurer, A. F. Satterthwait.

Dr. Phillips illustrated his address on the
distribution of brood diseases in Pennsyl-
vania by the use of a map of the State, with
colors showing which counties were known
to be infected by the one or ihe other of the
two more destructive diseases; which coun-
ties had both, and which had none.
Mrs. Beard had a number of samples of

preserved fruits, illustrating her paper on
the canning of fruits and vegetables with
honey. Mr. Selser showed samples of honey
with varying proportions of honey-dew, and
uigcd every bee-keeper to make himself safe

from loss by the use of honey-dew honey on
the market or winter stores. Much evidence
was shown of widespread loss from the
gathering of honey-dew this season.
The historical sketches of the Lebanon

and of the Philadelphia associations were
valuable, as were also the several other
papers.
Following the prearranged session at Mr.

Schilling's apiary, quite a number of mem-
bers visited the orchards of Mr. H. C.
Suavely, Ex-president of the Pennsylvania
State Horticultural Association, resident near
by, and were accorded a most liberal wel-
come. These orchards afforded an excellent
object-lesson of the possibilities of produc-
ing choice fruits, irrespective of adverse
conditions when right methods are wisely
applied.
The Association is to meet next year with

the Philadelphia Bee-keepers' Association,
in their usual meeting place, the Philadel-
phia Commercial Museums.

At this meeting it was agreed that, while greatly in-
convenienced in our business by the passage of the
present pure-food law, on account of the requirements
of said law compelling us to brand accurately, if at all,

each bottle and can of honey put up, with the exact
flowers or honey-flow from which it was gathered,
thus entailing the purchase of new and the relabeling
of old packages, this has been a great benefit to our
business, establishing more confidence in the honest
and correct labeling of our product and more confi-
dence between the producer and consumer.
Therefore it was resolved that we highly commend

the action of Dr. H. W. Wiley in securing this pure-
food law, and his untiring efforts to have it enforced
in such a way as to make it highly beneficial to the
consumer. It was further resolved that we will do all

in our power to assist Dr. Wiley in his noble efforts to
have an honest brand on every package of food put up.
Further resolutions, prepared by the Committee on

Resolutions, were adopted as follows:

Resolved, That we thank the Lebanon County Bee-
keepers' Association for their kind hospitality in en-
tertaining at this our annual meeting.

Resolved, That we thank the press for their courtesy
in publishing the proceedings of the meeting.

Resolved, That we thank the Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D. C, for the assistance they gave
us through the work of Dr. E. F. Phillips in the inves-
tigation of bee diseases.

'

Resolved, That we thank the President and other of-
ficers of the association for the faithful performance
of their duties, and for their efforts in trying to secure
the passage of a foul-brood law.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to
the resp- ctive parties mentioned in these resolutions,
and to the Lebanon press for publication.

Wm. a. Selser,
)

H. C. Klinger, Com.
John H. Miller, I

At a brief session of the association, held at the or-
chards of Mr. Henry C. Snavely, Cleona, Pa., the fol-
lowing resolution was adopted:

Resolved, That we thank Mr. Henry C. Snavely for
his courtesy and liberality in welcoming us at his or-
chards, and explaining al length his methods in se-
curing most gratifying results in the production of
fruits.

Middletown, Pa.

SIZE OF HOLES IN QUEEN-CAGES.

I agree with your opinion, page 476, in reply to E. C.
Lawrence in regard to holes in queen-cages. I got six
from a dealer who uses cages without holes bored. I

bored h inch myself, yet bees got stuck, and I lost two
queens, and almost two others, had I not looked in
time to release them. The double cages arc all right.

Angelic.i, N. V., Aug. H. C. T. Ohlingeh.
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HEADS OF GRAIN
From Different Fields

WHY THE BEES OF A NEWLY HIVED SWARM MAY FIGHT.

Referrine to p. 475, Aug. 1, I think I can answer the

puzzle, as I have had some experience similar to that

of Mr. Wheeler. All practical bee-keepers know that

bees, after they are stung, have a fashion of drawing
up and looking shorter (and darker too if of the yel-

low-banded race) , and very much smaller than before,

whether they are filled with honey or not. My first

suggestion is this: The swarm issued all from one
hive, so far as can be observed; but, more than likely,

a small after-swarm was hanging on the limb unob-
served by him, and the issuing swarm settled with

them, which they would be almost sure to do. Then
when hived, the bees of the big swarm which had a

laying queen stung to death the bees of the after-

swarm, which had a virgin queen. This has been my
experience in nine cases out of ten, where, from any
cause, two such swarms mix.
Of course there are many other ways that an after-

swarm could have m.ixed in with them unobserved.

A second cause for such trouble here in the South is

what we call "pauper" swarms mixing with our big

natural swarms. Bees here in Texas, if left with a big

supply of honey the previous fall, will be sure to

swarm the next April or May where plenty of pollen

is to be had, whether any new honey is in sight or not.

At such times we often have these " pauper " swarms
hanging around our apiaries. They are usually late

after-swarms that were not well supplied with honey,

and, becoming discouraged, swarm out about swarm-
ing time.

„ ., J , ^ £4-

They sometimes come from the woods, but more ott-

en from our box-hive neighbors who robbed their

bees injudiciously the previous fall. If these starving

swarms attempt to unite with any normal swarm, no
diflference what kind of queen either has, they are sure

to be stung to death. It is simply impossible to unite

these old starving bees with a normal swarm. I have

been told, however, they do not have these starving or

pauper swarms in the Northern States at swarming

Rescue, Texas, Aug. 11. L- B. SMITH.

[Taking every thing into consideration, you support

the theory that we offered in the footnote.—ED.]

C.VN FINE COM3 HONEY BE PRODUCED ONLY IN SHAL-

LOW FRAMES?

On page 544, Sept. 1, Louis SchoU says: " As it is im-

possible to produce ap excellent article of comb honey
in any of the deep frames so much in use, our supers

are all of the shallow type, with the 5)8-inch-

depth frames. With these it is possible to use

full sheets of very light foundation. Room can

be given only as needed, especially on weaker
colonies, and the finished product can be remov-

ed sooner." Now, we think that a part of this

statement is misleading. The vast majority of

Texas bee-keepers use the full-depth Hoffman
self-spacing frames, and we know for a certain-

ty that just as fine and delicious comb honey can

be produced in the full-depth frames as can

possibly be produced in the shallow frame.

The writer has both kinds of frames in use;

and as to the quality of the honey, there is no
difference. It would be just as fair to say that

better corn can be produced by breaking the

soil with a 5?'8-inch plow instead of a full-

width 9-ineh plow; or, with one horse than

with two horses, on the supposition that, with the

one horse, the corn could be plowed just as

needed. After many years of experience, our

opinion is that the style of frame does not affect

the quality of the honey. The pasturage and
the strength of the colony are the features that

affect the quality.

oMr. SchoU further says that, when the shallow

frames are used, the finished product can be removed
sooner. This can not be denied; but we emphatically

assert that taking the honey off the hive too soon after

completion causes it to be lower in grade or quality

than that which has remained on the hive for some
time after completion. Honey left on the hive grows
thicker and better in flavor as the days go by. All

prominent bee-keepers in the United States and in

other countries state that, in order to get the best

grade of extracted honey, it must remain some time
on the hive. This is also true of comb honey.

Bartlett, Tex. T. B. Robinson,
Pres. Texas Bee-keepers' Asso'n.

BEES MOVED A SHORT DISTANCE WITHOUT LOSS.

I have just had a little experience in moving bees a
short distance, that may be of interest.
On account of a court decision in regard to the sur-

vey, we found it necessary to move our house, bees,
etc., about 60 rods. On July 24 we put the bees (12
colonies) down cellar, first tacking wire netting over
the entrances, and left them three or four days. In
the meantime we moved the house. We put the hives
in the same relative position to the house that they
were in before. But the surroundings were very dif-

ferent, there being cherry-trees in front and raspber-
ries back of the hives in their former position. I let

the bees out at 8:30, smoking them well, and put a
board in front of each hive. I saw a few bees flying
around the old location, but they were practically all

gone by night. So the moving was a perfect success
in every way. A. E. BoONE.
Twin Falls, Idaho, Aug. 7.

A HOME-MADE APPARATUS FOR CLOSING THE HONEY-
GATE AND RINGING A BELL WHEN A SIXTY-POUND

CAN IS FULL OF HONEY.
The filling of honey-cans always takes time, and

there is, besides, the danger of wasting the honey on
account of cans running over. I often thought of Mr.
Hutchinson's electric bell for giving the alarm when
the can is full; but I went further, and devised an ap-
paratus that not only rings the bell but shuts the
honey-gate when the can is within one quart of being
full. If I made my bearings a little more delicate I

think I could fill the can even full every time.
I run the honey direct from the extractor into a

strainer made in the form of a funnel that extends di-

rectly into the sixty-pound can. I have the extractor

/3 13 13

on the floor with the gate over a pit, at the bottom of

which is a balance-board with a weight on one end
and a honey-can on the other. When the can fills, it

overbalances the board and sinks down, thus releas-

ing the trigger that holds the weight. The illustra-

tion shows the whole "plan very clearly. The whole
apparatus costs less than $1.00 to make.
The weight that rings the bell is wound up around

the axle shown at 16. When the axle-trigger is re-

leased, the weight runs down into the pit below, ring-
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ing the bell. The weicht that closes the honejf-erate
is drawn up and hooked by means of the triirper.

When it is released it falls four or five feet with a
hard jerk, and closes the gate every time.

Lytle, Texas. Carev W. Rees.

FILLING ALEXANDER FEEDERS WHEN ROBBERS ARE BAD.

My bees annoyed me by rushinjr out when I lifted

the cover boxes from the Alexander feeders. Further-
more, when no honey was coming in, and robbers
were prying around, it made trouble to do much feed-
ing. I made a block, C, as shown in the illustration ;

ijored a hole through it, through which I put one end
of a two-foot piece of '-i-inch rubber tubing. I slipped
the other end of the tube over the snout of a small tin

r; ...r-it:;:-'

teapot, and then my troubles ceased. I put the proper
dose in the pot, shut the cover, and set it down by the
hive. Then with the feeding-block, C, I slid the feed-
er-cover aside until the finger holding C touched the
side of the feeder; then with one hand I could keep
the blocks in place, while with the other I poured in
the feed through the tube. No bees are disturbed,
and the feeder cover is slid back where it belongs,
without any trouble.
Florence, Ala. H. A. Moody.

THE BEST PLACE FOR BAITS IS IN THE CENTER OF THE
SUPER.

As to the best place in the super to put bait sections,
I will say that my practice this season is different from
Mr. Townsend's, page 475, Aug. 1. Last year I put the
baits in the corners; but the results were not satisfac-
tory. Some were untouched when the rest of the super
was finished, and many were left with some of the cells
uncapped. The two sections with starters of founda-
tion between the corner baits at each side of the hive
would be filled and capped before much if any work
was done in the baits. I use top and bottom starters,
filling the section nearly full of foundation.
This year I had baits enough so that I put from four

to twelve in every super; put on the hives, and the
baits were all put in the center of the supers.
My objection to baits in corners or anywhere else is

that they divide the working force too much. Bees
naturally begin work in the center of the super, and
that, I believe, is the best place for baits. When these
are filled, and considerably more work is done in
the super, I take off the super and remove all the fin-
ished sections; then fill up other supers with "go-
backs," and give these to strong colonies for comple-
tion.
Mr. Doolittle, in his book, " A Year's Work in an

Out-apiar>'," says that he puts twelve baits in the cen-
ter of each super first put on the hive after shaking.
Leon, Iowa, Aug. ,3. Edwin Bevins.

BEES ENTER SUPERS READILY WHEN THE BAITS ARE
IN THE CORNERS.

I can endorse the statement made by Mr. H. B. Pal-
mer, page 378, corroborated by Mr. E. D. Townsend,
page 475, Aug. 1, as to the results from bait sections
placed in the corners of comb-honey supers. In my
modest little bee-yard at Florence I have practiced
this corner-bait-section scheme this year, and it has
met with prompt and generous recognition by the
bees. When possible I give a super provided with a
row of unfinished bait sections on each side, placing
sections with -inch bottom starters and top sheets
coming to within ' a inch of the bottom starters in the
four middle section-holders. Under these conditions
I have not had a single case of sulking, the bees read-
ily entering the supers and pushing forward the work
so that the entire super is completed practically at the
same time. In cases where I have not been so liberal-
ly supplied with these bait sections, however, I have

given supers with two such sections, each placed in

diagonally opposite corners, and in other cases with
four sections—one in each corner. In every instance
my bees have promptly gone above and commenced
work. Locality possibly has some bearing on the
Question. During the heaviest honey-flow my bees
have had warm nights, with no chilled super space to

discourage them. Lately, however, the nights have
been cooler, but I have noticed no difference in the
willingness of the bees to accept these outside baited
supers.

DEEP SPACE UNDER BOTTOM-BARS.

There is another vexed question—the use of a deep
space under bottom-bars as a preventive of swarming.
I have used a 2!'2-inch space under my strongest col-

onies this summer by placing either blocks at tbe
corners or continuous strips at the sides, in every
case leaving a clear opening at the rear of the hive, as
described by J. B. Blunk, p. 229, April 15. There has
been no building down. We have had nights warm
enough, I should think, to encourage comb-building
outside if the bees had been inclined to indulge in this

vagary. Unless I have a different experience in the
future my hives go up, with bottom-racks only as a
last resort. LUCIAN W. McLemore.
Florence, S. C, Aug. 5.

BAITS PREFERRED IN THE CORNERS.

It has always been my practice to put bait sections

in the corners of supers instead of in the middle, and
I have had the very best results. Possibly the use of

double-walled hives may have had something to do in

making the practice a success with me.
Evanston, 111., Aug. 12. W. M. Whitney.

HOW THE LAW IN CANADA TAKES CARE OF THE FRUIT-
GROWERS WHO SPRAY THE TREES.

On p. 327, June 1, O. B. Metcalf mentions losing his

bees by poison on sprayed trees. In Canada, fruit-

growers are compelled by law to flavor their spraying
mixtures with crude carbolic acid when spraying
trees in bloom.

HONEY INJURED BY BEING MELTED WITH WAX.
On page 399, July 1, on separating melted wax and

honey, is there any way by which wax and honey can
be melted together without injuring the flavor of the

honey? We were taught to drain out what we could,

then put the rest of the cappings in a press, and
squeeze the rest of the honey out. We lose very little

honey that way, and none of the flavor. I should hate

to offer my customers honey that has had wax melted
with it; but then, I am an old fogy, and got my train-

ing with D. A. Jones, of Beeton, in 1883.

Campbellford, Ont., July 20. B. W. HARRINGTON.

[It has been suggested before that honey melted with

wax is injured in flavor, especially if the wax is allow-

ed to cool on the honey; but we have never been able

to find any discoloration or loss of flavor except when
the heat was too high or the outlet obstructed in some
way so that the honey could not escape from the heat

fast enough. Certain kinds of honey may, of course,

be affected more than others. We should be glad to

hear from others.
In relation to the use of carbolic acid in spraying

mixtures, the reader is referred to an editorial in this

issue.

—

Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING IN TURKEY.

Mr. N. J. Nicolaidis, of Constantinople, Turkey, has
asked me to answer several questions relative to his

location which I will endeavor to do to the best of my
ability.

1. I see no reason why one could not make a success

of honey-production in Turkey, especially extracted

honey. I hardly think it advisable to produce comb
honey in such a location, owing to the short honey-
flows interspersed with dark flows.

2. I consider my sectional hive well suited for such a

location; however, I doubt if it v/ould be any better in

the hands of the average bee-keeper than any of the

standard hives.
, ^.,, ,

3. The plan of removing the partly filled sections

and having them finished off during a later honey-
flow or by feeding back extracted honey is the one I

would pursue, and the sectional hive would be better

suited for this purpose, owing to its rapid system of

expansion and contraction.
4. Perhaps the best time to requeen would be at the

close of the basswood flow.
5. Young queens introduced after the basswood flow

would undoubtedly keep up brood-rearing during
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August, and give a stronger force of workers for the
heather bloom; but probably a mild fi'pdingf during
AuviUbt would be very profitable. J. E. HAND.
Birmingham, Ohio, Aug. 10.

INTRODUCING VIRGINS BV THE FLOUR METHOD.
I received a batch of six virgins recently by mail,

and I had one of them mated in less than an hour after
I received them. When they came I went out to the
yard to introduce them by the Hour method mention-
ed on page 231, April 15. I took a frame of bees out of
the nucleus and set it beside the hive, flouring both
sides of the comb. I also floured the bees in the mail-
ing-cage, took off the screen, and let the queen and
bees out. I floured them some more as they came
out, but the queen flew away as I started to lift the
comb. So I put it back and went to another hive.
When I returned to this first hive the queen was back,
but she flew again as I lifted the comb, so I put it in
the hive and raised the hive one inch where the comb
stood. Then I went to two other hives; and when I

finally returned to this first hive the queen had the
drone organs attached to her, and the bees were run-
ning after her and pulling at them. On the second
or third day she was laying. W. D. K. Duel.
Tonawanda, N. Y.

WILL SPLINTS PREVENT COMB-BREAKAGE AS WELL AS
WIRES?

Say, Mr. Editor, you and Dr. Miller are getting me
all muddled up again. What are wires or splints for,
any way? I supposed they were for the purpose of
strengthening combs so they would not break out of
the frame so easily. I was just on the point of asking
if the splints would keep combs from breaking out in
the extractor as well as wires when I noticed that you
always said "brood-frames." I now see, p. 490, that
Dr. Miller is talking of using splints for part sheets.
Cincinnatus, N. Y., Aug. 30. E. B. KiBBE.

[The purpose of wood splints is, primarily, to pre-
vent foundation from sagging during the process of
drawing out— that is, eliminate elongated or drone-
cells. As they can be only partially attached to the
frame they can not hold the combs in the frames as v/ell
as wires that are threaded through the end or top and
bottom bars. For the purpose of extracting, wires are
much better than splints, and the latter are much bet-
ter than horizontal wires for preventing the sag in
foundation.—Ed.]

WHITE-TOP MILKWEED THE CAUSE OF THE SO-CALLED
ALSIKE POISONING.

I have been greatly interested in the discussion on
alsike clover and the effect it is supposed by some to
have on white-nosed horses. I have never seen a
stalk of alsike clover, but have many times noticed
stock affected in the way described, from milkweed
poisoning. In certain portions of Texas the white-top
milkweed comes up so thickly in seasons favorable to
its growth as to give pasture lands the appearance of
being covered with snow. It is a very tender plant,
and when bruised "bleeds" freely a milky-white
juice. I have seen white-nosed horses so badly af-
fected by it that the nose was a solid mass of sores,
and the eyes were entirely closed. There are other
plants which affect them in this way; and if a careful
investigation is made, I believe the alsike will be ex-
onerated.

I might add that, in favorable seasons, the bees store
great quantities of very beautiful honey from this va-
riety of milkweed; but, unfortunately, it is as strongly
flavored as pepper-sauce, and is fit only for baking
purposes. J. D. Yancey.
Bridgeport, Wash.
fif a careful and scientific investigation were made

where it is supposed that alsike was responsible for sore
noses in horses it would probably be found, as you
say, that some weed growing with the alsike was re-
sponsible for the trouble.—Ed.]

ANOTHER CAUSE FOR SORE-NOSED HORSES; ALSIKE NOT
TO BLAME.

I have owned and seen white-nosed horses in Kan-
sas running loose on prairie grass where no alsike
could be seen in a day's journey. Such horses, espe-
cially the mares and colts, often had their noses cov-
ered with scabs and blisters. On the other hand, in
this locality, where alsike clover comes up wherever
it gets a chance to grow, and where it is scattered
through every pasture, new or old, I have 20 horses in
a pasture, and there is not a sore-nosed horse among

the lot. The cause of the sores is plain to me. I call
it " ergot " poisoning. The ergot is a poisonous fun-
gus existing in several kinds of vegetation and seed.
About three years ago I lost 20 chickens, and a neigh-
bor lost 75 before I recalled having read a book pub-
blished by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture on ergotism and ergot poisoning. I had my sus-
picions regarding the wneat that we were both feed-
ing. I found that it was ergotized, and then we
changed the feed for a few days and then washed the
old wheat in cold water before feeding it, and had no
further trouble. My neighbor followed the same plan
with success. The book that I refer to was published
some fifteen or twenty years ago, and it went into de-
tail, showing clear illustrations of the fungus and the
diseases caused by it. I consider the book a key to
several such troubles on the farm, including sore-
nosed horses. Whether this book can be obtained at
this late date, I am unable to say.
Lowell, Wash. Wm. Belshaw.

SURPLUS queens WINTERED IN NUCLEI IN A CELLAR.
I have wintered successfully a number of nuclei in

my e-llar, and perhaps you will be interested in know-
ing about it. 1 use a frame about 6x6 for nuclei, four
and five frames in each, and two or three nuclei in each
hive with division-boards between. Last fall the nu-
clei were strong, and I had a lot of surplus queens, so
I removed the division-boards and doubled up so each
nucleus had from 8 to 16 frames, and 10 to 15 lbs. of
honey each.

I winter my bees in a cellar under the kitchen. The
size of the cellar is 20 x 14, by 9 deep. Four feet from
the outside door is a wall of rough boards covered
with paper, and in place of a door is an old carpet
folded and hung across the doorway. This leaves the
inner bee-cellar 16x14x9. In this I piled up 70 colo-
nies, and on top of the piles I placed the nuclei. All
wintered except two, and from all appearances they
starved out and went in with others near by, as there
were no dead bees in the hives.
Swedona, 111.. April 28. S. F. Trego.

ENTIRE COLONY LEAVES HIVE AND BROOD.
We are puzzled over the strange actions of a swarm

of bees in our neighborhood. About Aug. 13 a svyarm,
large in size, that had worked in the super, and that had
been in the hive about a year, left the hive. There
were about 8 lbs. of honey in the brood-chamber, and
six frames of brood. Bees were hatching every day;
but on examination we found that no queen-cells had
been left. The bees came out about 3 o'clock, and
alighted in a tree about ten feet distant. They were
put back in the same hive, but did not want to go into
it. The next day they came out and left for good, and
we have not seen them since. They were in a good
clean hive with healthy combs; yet all bees left that
could fly. There was no swarming at the time in the
neighborhood, as it was so late.

La Porte, Ind., Aug. 31. V. H. McKEE.
[A small snake crawling into a hive has been known

to drive a normal colony out of its hive. Ants have
been known to do the same thing. If any reader has
any solution to offer we should be glad to hear from
him.—Ed.]

GARDEN TANSY FOR STOPPING ROBBING.

For three years I have repeatedly had good success
in using garden tansy in stopping robbing. The en-
trance should be reduced so. the workers and guards
will have all the space they need, but no more. The
tansy is wrung upinto small bits and placed plentifully
on the alighting-board, a little right up to the entrance.
Usually one applicjtion is enough. But if it's a bad
case, repeat the tansy, green ?.nd fresh, and then get
away and stay away.

Mollis, N. C, Aug. 17. C. C. Gettys.

SELLING HONEY AT A CITY MARKET.
In selling my crop I have always used the city mar-

ket. I rent a .stall among the farmers for my horse and
wagon, and there I sell my honey and take orders,
both retail and wholesale. At the market I meet per-
sons from every part of the Union during the winter
season. I deal only in extracted honey.
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 24. T. ARCHIBALD.

Our honey crop is very poor, and as yet we have ta-

ken no honey. In June we had the black honey-dew;
but I think my bees have nearly eaten it up again.
Basswood here was nothing too. It was so cold during
bloom that so far it has not amounted to any thing. I

have 140 stands.
Danville, 111., Aug. 30. JOHN Nydegger.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

Then the Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Go-
morrah brimstone and tire from the Lord out of
heaven; and he overthrew those eities, and ihat whieh
grew upon the trround. And Abraham trat up early
in the mornintr to tlie place where he stood before the
Lord; and he looked toward Sodom and Gomorrah,
and toward all the land of the plain, and beheld, and,
lo, the smoke of the country went upas the smoke of a
furnace.—Gen. 19 : 24. 25. 27. 28.

There has been a little discussion and con-
siderable correspondence in regard to "fire
and brimstone" in the world to come ; and
I think the general conclusion was that none
of us, learned or unlearned, know very
much about it. I said that I did not believe
in "everlasting torture ;

" but my conscience
troubled me afterward, because some might
understand by that that I did not believe in

future punishment ; and I tried to explain
that I did believe in some sort of penalty for
willful and deliberate sins committed here
in this world of ours.

Well, friends, during this bright Septem-
ber morning I want to talk a little about fire

and brimstone, or something equally terrible
that we iTieet here in this life. My sister,

Mrs. E. J. Gray, who has been a prominent
W. C. T. U. woman ever since that organi-
zation was started, last Sunday put into my
hands a pamphlet issued by the Ohio State
Board of Health that startled me. I knew
our beautiful State of Ohio had a Board of

Health, and I have met and talked with Dr.
Probst in regard to the drinking-water of our
town of Medina, and also in a general way
about the drinking-water of the towns and
cities of our whole State. Well, this bulle-
tin, issued by the State Board of Health, has
been sent out during this present year of

1909; and right on the front page we read,
" By request of the Woman's Christian Tem-
perance Union." May the Lord bless eac/z

and every member of the W. C. T. U. I know
they worked for many years against great
odds. The great dailies poked fun at them
and tried to push them off the sidewalk out
of the way (figuratively I mean), and I am
sorry to say that some of the Christian peo-
ple, and perhaps a few ministers, sneered at

the W. C. T. U. and the things they were un-
dertaking to do; but, thank God, they are
beginning now to be recognized, and are
"coming into their own." May God bless
them while they remain here on earth. I

say this because some of them are now get-

ting to be pretty well along in life; and I am
sure he has great stores of blessing for them
in the world to come. Well, it would seem
that one of their last and bestefforts has been
made to have the State of Ohio issue this

new bulletin that 1 am going to tell you
about, and from which I shall make some
extracts.
Our text would seem to indicate that the

Lord burned up the people of Sodom and
Gomorrah—all ages and both sexes. We are
not told very definitely what particular sins
the folks were guilty of; but this event in

history has coined a new word. I have not
examined the dictionary to learn the defini-
tion of the word Sodomite; but I am quite
sure that it means every thing low, disgust-
ing, and repulsive."' One can hardly imagine
any thing more hideous if he take pains to
inquire into it. I suppose these people had,
of course, repeated warnings; but they dis-

dained them, and finally God saw fit to
"wipe them off the face of the earth ;

" and
he did it with //re and brimstone.
Well, now, this tract issued by the State

Board of Health causes me somewhat to
hesitate in giving you the title; but I believe
it is best for men, women, and children to
know of God's intense displeasure against
those who violate these holy laws. Here is

the title of the pamphlet

:

THE CAUSE AND PREVENTION OF VENEREAL DISEASES.

I am now going to give you the first para-
graph :

There has been a remarkable reduction in most
countries in the contagious and infectious diseases.
Smallpox, cholera, and yellow fever, which carried off
the people by hundreds of thousands, have largely
disappeared. Diphtheria, scarlet fever, typhoid fever,
and tuberculosis, are coming more and more under
control, and bid fair eventually to be practically wiped
out. These beneficent results have been largely
brought about by health authorities supported by in-
telligent public opinion.
There are two widely prevalent diseases, both con-

tagious and infectious, ifiat are causing untold human
misery and great loss of life, and nothing is being done
to prevent them.

Yes, we do rejoice that the whole wide
world is making great progress in mastering
and banishing diseases that in former ages
swept off the people by the hundreds of

thousands. We have succeeded so well at

the Panama canal that the death-rate is get-

ting to be even less just now in that torrid

climate than that of many of our northern
cities.

Let us now consider that last sentence in

the last quotation. The State of Ohio tells us
that these special diseases are widely prev-
alent; that they are causing untold misery
and loss of life. But now comes the stun-
ning statement that at the present time
"there is nothing being done to prevent
them." I do not find the name of the author
of this document; but I hope he is mistaken
in saying that absolutely " nothing " is being
done by the State. I have consulted two of

our ablest home physicians in regard to the
matter, and their verdict is about the same
as the above. This pamphlet, as I take it, is

for general distribution; but I can not print

the whole of it. My next quotation reads as
follows :

These diseases can not be spoken of in polite society;
because they are caused by impure sexual relations,
and from a sense of modesty, which many think is

false modesty, the sexual relations are seldom discussed
between parents and children, or even between man
and wife. As these things are not taught in school or
college, boys and girls grow up—not in ignorance, as
many think, but with the most erroneous ideas in re-
gard to the function of generation, and the diseases

* My attention has just been called to the latter part
of the first chapter of Romans. This gives us a better
picture of the terrible state of affairs existing in Rome
in its best days, and of the consequences of letting
loose these lower passions, than can be found else-
where. It is well for us to read it occasionally as a
warning.
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that may come from the abuse or improper use of this

function.
Fortunately society is awakening to the great danger

of such ignorance and to the necessity for removing
it. In Germany a national association for the preven-
tion of venereal diseases has been formed. Some of
the most prominent men and women in Germany are
among its members. A similar association has been
started in Chicago, numbering many well-known men
and women in its membership. Recently the Ladies'
Home Journal published a plainly worded article on
the subject.
This pamphlet is published by the Ohio State Board

of Health at therequest of the Women's Christian Tem-
perance Union, and is to be personally and properly
distributed by members of that organization.

I want to be put down for myself as one of

the persons referred to in the above, who
think it false modesty to avoid mentioning
these -matters in the family and the home;
and it rejoices my heart to know that Ger-
many (may God bless Germany) is starting a
reform. I have not seen the article in the
Ladies' Home Journal; but I am sure it is

good and wise, for I know what tremendous
blows that pei iodical has struck at the pat-
ent-medicine business and many other evils.

One of the most terrible things connected
with these diseases as described above is

that, in spite of every thing that the best
physicians of our age can do, the disease
sometimes hangs on for years, and finally we
are told that not only the innocent mothers
but the unborn children become affected,
and ruined in health for life ; a.nd finally we
are told that in our asylum for the blind at

Columbus (may God be praised that we have
such an asylum) nearly a third of the blind
children have been made so for life by the
thoughtless, heartless sins of "the parents or
parent, for we men are mostly, if not alto-

gether, to blame for this state of affairs.

Without proper medical treatment, and at times in
spite of this, the disease goes on for years and years,
and often for life, attacking various parts of the body,
and often producing death.
The innocent children of such a parent are often

born with the disease, and may suffer from various de-
fects and infirmities on account of it. The innocent
mother of such children may also become affected,
and be ruined in health, to say nothing of her moral
suffering if she becomes aware of the nature and ori-
gin of the disease of which she and her children are
the victims.
Nearly one-third of the blind children in State insti-

tutions have been made blind by this disease, con-
tracted at birth.

Oh that some power could take these guilty
men and force them to go to the asylums for
the blind, and then let our great doctors,
with the help of our ministers with all their
ability and oratory, point to these children
doomed to a life of darkness, and explain in
voices of thunder to these fathers that the
curse resting on these children came directly
on account of their being so thoughtless as
to yield to the lowest passions that curse
mankind; by their guilty act, of almost a
single moment, these children are made blind
for life—helpless, innocent children. In a
former Home paper the question was asked
what should be done with a man who would
deliberately destroy the eyesight of his help-
less, innocent babes. Well, this pamphlet
of only three pages tells us that we have men
who are still doing this very thing, cursing
children, their own children, and part of
their own flesh and blood, by condemning

them to go through life stone blind. This
pamphlet further tells us that the surgical
operations that so many women are just now
called on to undergo are, many of them, the
direct consequence of the acts of heartless
husbands along this line.

Among young men the opinion prevails that this
disease is a trifling d'sease, "no worse than a bad
cold." This is doubtless one reason why the disease
is so prevalent. Men do not understand its dangers.
To say nothing of the possibility of infecting others,
often loved ones, serious complications frequently
arise, and the victim may be ruined for life.

What can be done to prevent these diseases that
cause such great calamity to so many families? They
drag their slimy length through all society. Kings
have not escaped, and no class is wholly exempt.
Chastity has been preached for ages, and must still be
preached, but not alone by the moralist. The people
must be made to know and understand the dangers
and often terrible consequences of these social dis-

eases, the outcome of the " social vice."
The attempt has been made by public authorities in

Europe, and to a very small extent in this country, to

control and limit these diseases by examining and
licensing prostitutes. The success, apparently, has
not been great, and the idea is obnoxious to most of
our people.

From the above we learn that no class is

wholly exempt. Even kings have in times
past not escaped. Dear friends, I have seen
some of the effects of this hideous thing,

that can not be put into print. It came about,
however, by no fault or sin of my own, thank
God, and thanks, too, to my good Christian
mother; and I can assure you, too, that it

came about from no fault or sins of my an-
cestors—thank God for that; but I have had
a glimpse of the hideous thing notwithstand-
ing. May God be praised for the fact that

the people of our land did protest and object,

so that this thing of licensing shame never
succeeded very long. I can remember hear-
ing it talked about thirty or forty years ago,
when the city of St. Louis seemed to be con-
sidering the subject seriously. Our steno-
grapher informs me that the scheme has
been tried in Paris on a large and scientific

scale, for a long period of time, but it is now
generally abandoned as utterly impractical;

and he adds that no people have examined
more carefully these important questions
than the French, and that their decision
ought to be final.

Here is something that meets my views
exactly

:

The greatest good will come from publicity and the
proper instruction by parents of boys and girls at a
suitable age.

Think of it, friends ! The above statement
comes from the Board of Health of our great
State of Ohio. Now come some instructions

to sufferers that I heartily commend

:

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY ONE WHO IS AFFECTED.

Beware of the advertising quacks who publish their
guarantees of cure. Consult your family physician,
who will refer you to a specialist if this is necessary.
Do not kiss any one. Do not drink from a cup or

glass that may be used by another before being washed.
Wher« possible, separate knives, forks, spoons, towels,
etc., should be used. You have sinned, but may be
forgiven, but sure ly no man can forgive himself if he
knowingly, or even carelessly, causes serious injury
and possibly death to some innocent person, and
above all to a loving, trusting wife.
A copy of this circular will be sent to any person

upon application to the Ohio State Board of Health,
Columbus, Ohio.

I am sorry to say that I knew young men
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to be duped by quacks along this line as
much as fifty years ago. They sent out cir-

culars trying to convince their dupes that
they were in great danger; and then they
demanded a big sum of money to help them
out of their trouble. Had they gone to their
family physicians they would have saved
their money and been very much better in

health besides.
The concluding sentence may .frighten

some people unnecessarily; but it can not
very well be helped, so far as I can see.

^'ou have probably noticed that several rail-

road companies have adopted the plan of

furnishing drinking- cups that maybe thrown
away by tne one \vlio takes a drink. I fear
this will prove to be a big expense; even if

tliese paper cups do cost only a fraction of a
cent. A better way for each traveler is to

carry what is called a telescoping cup, which,
when not in use, can easily be carried in a
vest pocket, but when drawn out holds
nearly a tumblerful.
The concludingsentence rejoices my heart,

for it indicates that there is certainly one, if

not more, good Christian men belonging to

the Ohio State Board of Health. May God
give each and all wisdom and understanding
to look after the children of our State so that

those even in our great cities may never suf-

fer fire and brimstone from God, in order
that the very ground where people have
lived may be purified. I suppose we are to

understand that, when God has tried every
thing else and found it a failure, only the
purifying effect of " fire and brimstone "may
well wipe out the sin.

In closing let me mention an incident that
I got from one of our agricultural papers. A
man who was fairly well-to-do was throwing
cold water on the work of our farmers' in-

stitutes and experiment stations. He said

to a crowd gathered around him that he was
well-to-do, and had money laid up in the
bank, and he had never paid any attention
to these new-fangled things. He just kept
right on farming in the old-fashioned way.
As he commenced on virgin soil, he had for

many years gotten pretty fair crops; but it

was evident to all wno knew any thing about
his farming that his land could not stand
such treatment very much longer. Some
one in the crowd said, "Mr. Brown, what
provision does your method of farming make
for your boys ?

"

He replied, "I have no boys."
Then somebody ventured, "Are you not a

married man? "

I can not remember his reply, but it was
something to the effect that he cared as little

for womankind as he did for children; that

he was not married, and never expected to

be. But in order to awaken him to a sense
of his responsibility to community, a third

questioner asked, "But, Mr. Brown, how
about the man who is to come after you ?

"

Now, friends, I hope that, under the cir-

cumstances, you will forgive me for giving
his reply in full, for there is a moral to it.

His reply was not given under "inspiration,"

but it IS nevertheless "valuable for instruc-

tion and reproof." It was, so far as I can
remember, as follows

:

"To hell with the man who comes after
me. That is no concern of mine."
At this reply his audience dispersed; and

if there were a few young men in that crowd
I do not think there was one of them who
wanted to take his advice about farming.
Now, this man's state of heart, his attitude
toward God and his fellow-men, exhibit ex-
actly the state of mind that a man must be
in when he deliberately curses the children
that are to come after him. Such a man de-
liberately and without hesitation says, "Let
the children go to the asylum for idiots, or
the blind or crippled. Idonotcare." Come
to consider the matter, lean hardly ^onceive
of a human being so depraved and lost as to
take that attitude; and, my friends, I am in-
clined to believe that seldom, if ever, a man
does express himself thus unless he is

under the influence of strong drink. Now
we are coming around to the work of the
Anti-saloon League once more. When the
saloons are cut off, and drink is kept away,
our asylums for the blind, idiotic, and insane
—yes, and our penitentiaries too—can be cut
down instead of being made larger. We are
told that the State of Ohio is now under the
absolute necessity of building a larger peni-
tentiary. They decided once to fix up the
old one—put on some v/ings, etc. ; but it is

right in the midst of the city of Columbus,
and the conditions are so unsanitary that the
workmen have come to a standstill, and the
proper authorities demand a new peniten-
tiary throughout, on a new site some twelve
miles from Columbus. The site of the old
one would sell for enough to erect the new
penitentiary. And just now the great dailies

—please notice it is the ones who are carry-
ing whole columns of whisky advertisements—
are bewailing the fact that the State of Ohio
is approaching bankruptcy. The minute my
eye caught on the headlines, I knew what it

meant. It was insinuated that, unless we had
the revenue from the saloon business that we
used to have-, we could never pay our debts,

to say nothing of building bigger peniten-
tiaries, etc. It is no use to tell them to hold
on a little, for they know already that this

great revenue will not be needed when things
adjust themselves. I am heartily in favor of

a new and better penitentiary; but by the
time it is built our people will find that a
smaller one will take care of the criminals,
especially if we get to work speedily and de-
clare with one accord that "Ohio shall be
dry." When this is done, the great Father
above will wait a long while before he de-
cides that it will be necessary to resort to

the purifying effects of fire and brimstone
to make our Ohio cities sweet and clean, and
free from graft and corruption.

TWO AND A HALF TO ONE FOR TEMPERANCE—GOOD FOR
roAHO.

Canyon Co., the first to hold an election for local op-
tion, goes dry by a majority of 2'4 to 1. Let us sine
the doxologry.
Caldwell, Ida.. Aucr. 2fi. F. M. RosEMAN.
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Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

THE INCUBATOR OR THE SITTING HEN—WHICH?
Before discussing this subject at length,

permit me to say that I have been having ex-

cellent success in working with sitting hens
and the incubator together. The incubator
I am using now, as I have explained, has 16

shelves, and 8 eggs on a shelf. It is virtual-

ly 16 little incubators combined in one. I

often put in 16 eggs a day as fast as they are
laid; then when one of my White Leghorns
offers to sit I give her 16 eggs from Ihe incu-

bator, nearly ready to hatch. So far this

thing seems to work nicely. If she com-
mences sitting one afternoon, and her chick-

ens commence hatching next day, she does
not seem to be at all put out about it. She
makes just as good a mother as if she sat on
the eggs three weeks. When her chicks are

weaned, or before, she begins to cackle and
sing, and lay eggs. She is much happier than
she would have been if thwarted in carrying

out nature's program. If I can get around
to it I am going to trap-nest one of these

hens, and try in this way to see how many
eggs she will lay in a year besides taking the

place of a brooder. Now for my story:

Some time in June a White Leghorn want-
ed to sit. I changed her to a big drygoods-
box with a little yard to it, and gave her 14

eggs; but she just cackled and flew around
inside of the box, got out in the yard, got

mud all over her feet from our clay soil, and
then tramped over her 14 eggs until they
were about the worst-looking lot of eggs I

ever saw. She sat a little while and then
got entirely over it— stayed out in the door-

yard all day long. Of course I let her out
and gave it up. Two or three days later I

found another hen on the nest, that bristled

up when I went to take her off. I put her
in the deserted box, deciding to wash off the

eggs if she consented to sit. Well, she acted

like the other hen for a couple of days.

Then she finally got down to business and
never got off the nest unless I went near and
frightened her. You know the poultry jour-

nals and books say we must wash off eggs
that get soiled while the hen is sitting; but
somehow this hen was neglected, and I fear-

ed she would not hatch a chicken.* You see

the first hen sat on the eggs more or less for

two or three days. Then they were left for

a couple of days more, may be three days,

perfectly cold. I had learned by experience,

* Please do not understand me from the above that

you need not go to the trouble of washing the eggs
when they get broken. The glutinous matter from
a broken egg, unless washed off very soon, will spoil

the egg for hatching, sure. But soiled eggs from a

chicken's muddy feet are a different thing. In fact, I

have just learned from one of the poultry journals
that the Chinese preserve eggs for many months by
simply daubing them with mud, or making each egg
the center of a mud ball. The dry mud excludes air.

and keeps the egg perfectly fresh for months, or at

least that is what the \vritel- says.

however, that this might not do any harm.
Now, after this last hen got down to business
she hardly left her nest at all. Once or
twice I found her off very early in the morn-
ing taking corn and water I placed there for
her. I do not know how much she stirred the
eggs around, but they had very little airing
or cooling. I remember telling Mrs. Root
later on that the hen had one chicken any-
how. But biddy was so wild I just let her
have her own way. After the chickens were
48 hours or more old I opened the door and
let her out, when, lo and behold! she had 13
chickens from the 14 eggs, and they were so
lively that the whole crew scampered off to
the stables almost before I could count them.
I was in a hurry at the time, and so I let her
go; but after that she kept out of sight so
much that I could not find her or her chick-
ens a good deal of the time. Now, here is

the point of my story:

Those 13 chickens were all exactly alike
the day they were hatched. There was not
a weak or puny one. They are now half-

grown and weaned, and each one is just like

all the others. There is not a puny one
among them, nor one that lags behind when
they start out mornings down through the
lumber-piles. If I had an incubator and
broodr that would raise 'chicks like these 13

every time, I would not take a thousand dol-

lars for it. Perhaps several things contrib-
uted to make this the best hatch of the sea-
son.

In the first place, I have two good males.
One stays in the main yard, and the other
stays a'l the time in the yard where the lay-

ing hens go after they have gone through
that trap gate. This brood of 13 was started
just after I got that trap gate to working
nicely. I think 13 out of every 14 eggs are
about all fertile. The hen did not sit on the
ground; but she was in a box with some
straw in the bottom, raised perhaps six inch-

es from the ground. While she was sitting

we had rainy weather. Now for the incu-
bator side.

At the time this hen raised the 13 I gave
three or four other sitting hens chicks or
eggs from the incubator. I told you I gave
one hen 29 chicks; but in spite of every
thing I could do with her or for her, the
chicks got "pasted up behind," and these
would always be lagging behind the rest

when their mother put out through the wet
grass after a rain. A neighbor of mine in

Florida declared this "pasting" I have men-
tioned is caused by the chicken getting chill-

ed in some way or other. He said he had
noticed it a good many years, and he knew
he was right about it. Well, the two hens
that had about thirty chickens apiece were
very likely unable to brood properly all the
chicks during our cold rainy spells, especial-

ly to warm them up when they got wet and
draggled. The hen with only 13 covers them
very well. Besides, she kept around in the
barn and stables, and did not take her 13 out
in the wet grass as much as the others.

Some of you will say the incubator chicks are
not as hardy as the hen-hatched ones. But
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I had bad luck with hen-hatched chicks just
about the same time; and for quite a spell I

found a dead chick every morninop. I do not
wonder that people want to quit the business
when things go that way. 1 did not try any
brooder during that rainy time, either a lamp
brooder or a fireless. But I have some more
chickens coming from that incubator (includ-
ing the Buttercups) and I think I shall try the
fireless brooder and a brooder with a lamp,
side by side. If we have a cold rainy time I

think a brooder with heat will be ahead— at
least for the first week or two. While I

think of it I feel pretty sure a hen with
chickens will do better if allowed to run in a
good-sized barn, and in stables, to scratch
over the horse manure, etc., than in almost
any other place you can put her. T. B. Ter-
ry says he would not have hens and chickens
around in his tool-house and stables under
any consideration, and I do not blame him;
but just one hen and thirteen chickens in a
large barn and tool-house are not very much
in the way.

SORTING OUT THE LAYING HENS.

It is now September 10; and instead of
finding one or more dead chickens every
morning I have not found a dead one for the
last week or ten days. I presume it is main-
ly because they have become old enough to

take care of themselves. But what I want
to speak of now is to call attention to that
chicken-escape described on p. 483, Aug. 1.

A neighbor of ours came over the other aft-

ernoon when I was gathering my eggs. I

called his attention to the fact that my thirty

adult layers had given me 19 eggs. I said,

"If you count the hens in that yard you will

find there are just 19; and they are the 19
that laid these eggs." He was very much
interested at once, and finally said some-
thing as follows: "Now, Mr. Root, I want
some hens that are laying e^gs. I am will-

ing to pay a good price for tnem if I can be
sure of gettmg some that are laying at this

time of the year. I know it is right in the
midst of moulting; but mv idea is that a hen
that is laying just now will be pretty sure to

be a good layer. What will you take for

half a dozen out of the 19 that have all laid

an egg to-day?
"

I told him I should not want to sell those
laying hens now for less than a dollar apiece.

Then he instantly pulled out $7.00, and in the
evening came and got his seven laying hens.
1 warned him that carrying them to a new
location would probably interrupt the laying

more or less. But he got four eggs the very
next day; and as the result of selling the
seven I had only a dozen eggs, instead of

nineteen, the very next day.
Now, as I expect to sell out my poultry be-

fore going to Florida it will be an interesting

matter to see what I have got left, providing
I keep selling off the hen "that lays the

egg." Of course, I shall do my best to get

the remaining ones started to laying so I can
get a better price for them.

Later, Sept. 2/.—Perhaps I should explain

that the above was put in type for Sept. 15,

but was crowded out. I am glad to tell you
that I succeeded in getting 8 nice chickens
from the 15 Buttercup eggs. The reason I

did not get more was first, because three
of the 15 eggs were unfertile. As we had
no sitting hen at the time, they were put in-
to the incubator the first week. Then they
were given to a broody hen that stuck to her
job fairly well for another week, and then
she threw it up. A third hen was installed,
and she brought out the 8 chicks on the 22d
day. Of course I shall not say much about
them just now except that they are about the
prettiest little fluffy speckled biddies that
my eyes ever rested on. The editor of the
Rural suggests that they are probably a choice
strain of Hamburgs, and so of course they
would be handsome. And, by the way, their
claim that the grain needed for a dozen Leg-
horns would keep 25 Buttercups is probably
because they will go all over the farm—that
is, where they have opportunity—and pretty
nearly forage for a living. I had some Ham-
burgs years ago, and I think I gave them up
because they went not only everywhere but
into almost every thing. So much for the
Buttercups.
Since the above was written I have tried

hard to see if I could not rear some incuba-
tor chickens just as strong and healthy as
those that the hen hatched out of the muddy
eggs, and I have succeeded fairly. First, I

took great care to see that the chicks were
never chilled in the least. They were kept
24 hours in a little nursery in the upper part
of the incubator, where they had mcubator
heat, but so arranged that they could have
their little heads out in the cool air whenever
they desired, just as a newly hatched chick
pushes its head out from under its mother's
feathers. When 24 hours old they were put
into a Root incubator where they had "con-
tact heat" and fresh a/r without stint. See
description of tne Root brooder on page 207,

March 1, 1908.

Another thing, I have decided to feed them
for the first two or three weeks nothing but
baby-chick food, such as we buy on the mar-
ket. They are now almost two weeks old,

and I never saw any healthier or cleaner
chickens—no "pasting-up behind" nor any
thing of that sort. They are pei fectly clean,

and downy all over. The reason why I gave
them no other food than the chick feed was
because I have been told that chicks are
much healthier without soft food of anv sort

when they are very young—not even bread
and milk. Now, I do not know positively
that bread and milk caused the "paste-up "

with myformerlotof chickens, but I do know
that these have not had any of this where
they have only the dry chick food.
Now, here is another thing that I do not

understand. Pretty much all the books and
all the poultry-journals talk about feeding
baby chicks four or five times a day. With
my many cares I could not stand any such
fuss; so I just place the baby-chick food and
clean water wnere they can get it after they
are 24 hours old, and let them help them-
selves from that time on. As soon as they
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are three or four days old I let them run out
on the grassy lawn, confining them only

when it rains or when there is a very heavy
dew, and, of course, keeping a warm brood-
er for them until they are a week or ten days
old. The fireless brooder is certainly all

right when they get old enough to keep warm
without the aid of artificial heat or heat from
a mother hen.

I am feeling very happy just now to think
I have got so near perfect success in raising

chickens. The only obstacle in the way ofmy
present success is in getting the chickens in

the incubator safely past the " dead-in-the-
shell " trouble The incubator starts them all

right and carries them, apparently, to matur-
ity all right; buta great many die in the shell a

few days before they should hatch. Breaking
open the shell, as Philo suggests, is of very
little use. They usually die any way unless
they can break the shell of their own accord.

Keeping the eggs in the incubator until the
last week, and then giving them to hens to

finish, obviates a great part of the trouble.

You may suggest that my incubator is not up
to date; but so far as I can learn there is al-

ways more or less of this trouble, this "dead-
in-the-shell," with every incubator on the
market—perhaps not as much with some as
with others; and there is some trouble with
sitting hens also along in the summer and
fall. But the hens are certainly ahead of

any incubator yet made, in this one respect.

If I am mistaken I shall be very glad to be
corrected; but I believe that the best author-
ities agree with me.
Of course, there are plenty of incubators

advertised to hatch 75, 80, and even 90 to fa5

per cent of the fertile eggs; but as nearly as

I can get at it the general average is not
over one chicken from two eggs. Let me
quote again from the unbiased authority of

a government official. The following is

from that most excellent up-to-date book
that we quoted from before, "The Dollar

Hen." (See advertisement on cover.)

May I give the results of a series of full-season hatch-
es for 1908, each involving several thousand eggs?

First, a State experiment station, the name of which
I do not care to publish. Incubators kept in a cement
basement which has flues in which fires were built to

secure "ample ventilation." This caused a strong
draft of cold dry air, making the worst possible condi-
tion for incubation. The hatch for the season aver-
aged 25 per cent, and was explained by lack of vitality

in the stock.
Second, the Ontario Agricultural College. A room

above ground, moisture used in most machines, and
various other efforts being made to improve the hatch-
es by a stall' of half a dozen scientists. Results: Hatch
48 per cent. The incubator manufacturers call the ex-
perimenters names, and say they are ignorant and
prejudiced.
Third, Cornell University. Dry ventilated basement

representing typical conditions of common incubator
practice of the country. Results: Hatch hi per cent

—

results when given out commonly based on fertile

eggs, and every one generally pleased.
Fourth, one of the most successful poultrymen in

New York State, who has, without knowing why, hit

upon the plan of using a no-moisture type of incuba-
tor in a basement which is heated witli steam-pipes,
which maintains temperature at 70 degrees, and has a
cement floor which is kept covered with water. Re-
sults: Hatch 59 per cent.
As a fifth in such a series I might mention again the

Egyptian machine with the uniform vapor pressure of

the climate, and the three chicks exchanged for four
eggs.

While an official in the United States Department of
Agriculture I gathered data from original records of
private plants, covering the incubation of several hun-
dred thousand eggs. Such information was furnished
me in confidence as a public official: and as a private
citizen I have no right to publish that which would
mean financial profit or loss to those concerned.
Of records where there were ten thousand or more

eggs involved, the lowest I found was 44 per cent; and
the highest—that mentioned as the fourth case above

—

or 59 per cent. The great majority of these records
hung very closely around the 50-per-cent mark.

A "poultry secret" said to be 1000 YEARS OLD.

I notice in the last two numbers of Gleanings you
tell how to test eggs that have been incubated for 18 or
20 days to find if they contain live chicks. I wish to
remind you of the method the Chinese are supposed
to have used a thousand years ago, and I believe it is

the surest and simplest way of all. Remove the eggs
from the incubator: and after they have been out 15 to
30 minutes, according to the temperature of the air,

pick up each egg, being careful not to turn it over, and
place the top side to the lid of your closed eye. If it

contains a live chick it will feel warm, almost hot:
but if the germ is dead it will feel cool. After a little

practice you will be able to pick the strong, weak, or
dead germs veiT rapidly and accurately.
Naco, Ariz., Aug. 6. A. J. Swan.

A successful hen's nest made of rock and
NOTHING else.

Air. Root.—I can not tell how much I enjoy your
writings in GLEANINGS, especially the Home and poul-
try departments. The way you show up the so-called
secrets is refreshing. I have been caught several
times myself. I must tell you of an experience a
friend of mine had with a sitting hen, which seems to
ine to destroy the arguments on the moisture theory.
The said hen was lost for some time. A diligent
search was made from time to lime until one day she
was discovered under the house. My friend crawled
under with considerable difficulty, and discovered
that she had laid 14 eggs on a large flat rock which
happened to be just hollowing enough so that the
eggs did not roll off, and there she sal without a parti-
cle of any thing to make the nest of, and she hatched
out 12 chicks—all good healthy birds. What do you
think of thai? M. F. Freeborn.
Nantucket, Mass., Sept. 6.

I think, friend Freeborn, that the above
indicates that there is something nobody un-
derstands even yet about the mystery of the
sitting hen's ability to hatch eggs under ad-
verse circumstances. In this case the eggs
were certainly warm on one side and cold
on the other, or comparatively cold, unless
the hen gave off sufficient animal heat to

warm up that cold stone and keep it warm.
As 12 chickens from 14 eggs is a pretty fair

hatch, may be we had better have some
stoneware hens' nests. By the way, there
is a man advertising a nest made of concrete.
When you want to banish the vermin, just

build a fire inside of the nest with some
straw and heat it up hot. This will surely
make it sweet and clean. The inventor sa>;s

the nest is not at all expensive if you get his

directions and make them on your own
premises.

" the proudest hen in ALABAMA."
Recently I read in our bee-journal (yours to write,

ours to read), about giving incubator chicks to a
broody hen. My superior officer had some coming
from hundreds of miles away: hatched August 24, re-

ceived here 2Bth, 8 P.M. " Broody hen " was in a new
nest on two artificial eggs: a netted runway, 10 x 6, well
sanded, for a front lawn. She accepted each of the 24

Rose Comb White Wyandottes with a gentle cr-r-r-r,

and strutted off with them next morning into her new
park, the proudest hen in Alabama. The 24 chicks
seem to recognize their filial duty in return for her un-
remitting care. Thanks for the idea. It's great.

Florence, Ala., Aug. 29. H. A. MoODY.
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HIGH-PRESSURE
GARDENING

By A. I. Root

SWEET CLOVER ON THE HILLS OF SOUTHERN
OHIO.

It is amazing when we see how some peo-
ple and even some localities still insist that

sweet clover is a noxious weed—as if any
clover of any kind could ever be consid-

ered "noxious." We clip the following from
the National Stockman and Farmer:

SWEET-CLOVER EXPERIENCE.
In June, 1908, we mixed our alfalfa seed by adding

equal carts in volume of sweet clover, supposedly of

the yellow-flowerins variety, but really the while.
This mixture was sown on a well- prepared site, and in

due time gave promise of a good stand. In October,
1908, it was very difficult to find a single stalk of the
sweet clover, and it seemed to be a weakling. Early in

April, 1909, on examination I found quite a good many
stalks on the low land bordering a small run. These
stalks then were several inches higher than the alfal-

fa. By May 1 the sweet clover was a foot higher, and
had thrown out a great many tillers, or laterals, and
looked as if it would smother out the alfalfa. The
first week in June the alfalfa was ready to be harvest-
ed; but weather conditions, both overhead and under-
foot, were so bad that I was unable to cut the mixture
until most of the alfalfa leaves had fallen and the
sweet clover was in bloom. At this time the alfalfa

ranired from two to three feet in height, and the sweet
clover five to nine. We finally did get it mowed and
pul in the barn. Now as to effects: Where the sweet
clover was thiyk it had smothered out the alfalfa, crab
grass, wild onion, and last, but not least, the sorrel.

With all the rains, not a stalk of any of these weeds in

sweet clover or alfalfa is to be seen at the present
writing. The remainder of the plat has a good stand
of alfalfa, with a lew of all the above-mentioned weeds
save wild onion.
Where caustic lime was applied (experimentally),

and the alfalfa killed, the sweet clover was very rank,
thus indicating that it will stand much heavier appli-

cations than alfalfa. In the latter part of March, 1909,

we purchased two bushels of seed of the yellow-bloom-
ing variety, which is two weeks earlier in maturing;
has more foliage, and not so bitter as the white, but
not so strong a grower. This, with a bushel of the re-

ally white, was sown on four acres of wheat at two
different periods, March 6 and April 6. At that time a
mixture of equal parts of alsike and mammoth clover
was sown in addition on the sites of the corn-shocks.
At harvest tim.e I did not see twenty stalks of sweet
clover, and that was confined to two or three shock-
sites ; but the a'sike, etc., had made a wonderful
growth. Aug. 9 the wheat stubble was clipped. The
clovers were thick and high; but I saw no more sweet
than when the wheat was cut. My brother sowed four
bushels of sweet clover in April on a well-prepared
site, and reports a good stand. In Bracken and other
Ohio River counties in Kentucky the yellow-blooming
variety is sown on the limestone hills for pasture and
a cover crop with splendid results. As a soil-builder,

for plowing under, and smothering out weeds, it cer-

tainly has a very great value in many places; but we
will sow no more with alfalfa nor with a nurse crop,

but on a well-prepared site on tired land. As to its

value for hay and pasture, we will write later from ac-

tual experience.
Clermont Co., O. L. Roi'DEBUSH.

In another place attention has been called

to the fact that the tomato was once thought
to be unfit to eat; and now there is hardly

any one vegetable that has called forth such

a great industry, for the tomato is found
canned on the shelves of all our groceries

all over the world, winter and summer.
When the value of sweet clover for all kinds
of stock is known, and when it is known
that it is, perhaps, the best clover grown for

improving poor soil, it may develop into

something as valuable for farmers as the to-

mato has proved to be for cooking and food.

YELLOW SWEET CLOVER IN K.\NSAS FROM SOWINGS
MADE IN THE SPRING AND FALL.

I will give you a little of my experience with yellow
sweet clover. After reading that man's article from
Western Iowa iMr. Coverdalei, I thought I would sow
some for pasture as well aS for bees. I got three pecks
from a neighbor for $3.50, and sowed part in August,
1908, in an eaten-out place of my alfalfa pasture. I

disked it in with the disk, and leveled it down with the
harrow. It came up and was in bloom in May, and
did finely. In the middle of the day it was covered
with bees, and made fine pasture for my horses and
milch cows. I tried some this spring sown with rye.
It came up, and I have a fine stand; but it has not
bloomed yet, but will soon, so I can have two crops of
bloom from it by sowing one in spring and one in the
fall. I have 35 stands of bees, and they are making
lots of honey. JOHN W. WILSON.
Concordia, Kan., July 27.

WONDERBERRIES AND GARDEN HUCKLEBERRIES. O

Mr. A. I. Root:—We have grown some of the wonder
plants, and fruited them in the greenhouse. We ate
the berries for sauce, and they were as good as huckle-
berries, and looked just like them. Last week we had
some of the large berries that Stenog had, in a pie, and
it was the nicest berry pie / ever tasted. I ate one ber-
rie raw, and it was quite acrid. You gave me a kudzu
"vine," and I was surprised, as you were, at the way
it matured, and the berries looked to me just like the
deadly nightshade berries I saw when a child. So I

took £Oorf care of them. What a joke on me! lam
writing this to send you this clipping, which you may
not tiave noticed. It is from the Cleveland Press, and
I enjoyed it so much I will pass it on to you. I hope
we may have more of the berries.
Medina, O., Sept. 18. Lu A. Washburn.

The above is from a lady who was, years
ago, a clerk in our office. Below is the ex-
tract referred to from the Cleveland Press;

HAVING V\m WITH BURBANK.
We have been so in the habit of bowing at the shrine

of Luther Burbank, the nature wonder-worker, that
we are just a little tickled to see the tempest in a tea-
pot which rages about his new fruit, the sunberry—or,

as the man who bought the rights calls it, the "won-
derberry."
Burbank, " all on a summer's day," took a coup'e of

wild plants belongingto the potato family, one of them
a native of West Africa, and one of Western America,
both of which bore unedible berries, and crossed them.
At least that's what he thought he did. and so said.
The result was an entirely new plant, breeding true
from the seed, and bearing a berry which Mr. Burbank
himself pronounces "delicious, wholesome, and
healthful," in the greatest profusion. He turned the
plant over to a conmiercial horticulturist—for a con-
sideration, it is presumed—and the grantee proceeded
to advertise and sell it from Dan to Beersheba, and up
to the hilt.

It seems as if every fanner in the United States is

from Missouri. They began calling attention to the
fact that the wonderberry wasn't up to catalog de-
scription. A farm paper of national reputation made
the assertion that this "wonder" was nothing more
nor less than the ordinary black nightshade. Bur-
bank hung up $10,000 for any one who will prove that
statement. "The able editor claims that he has proved
it.

But, after all, why mourn? May be, as Burbank
says, the berry is "delicious, wholesome, and health-
ful"—even if it is nightshade. The tomato is a sola-
num, too, and used to be thought poisonous. Our fore-
mothers grew it in their flower-beds, and called it the
" love-apple "—which shows the opinion they pretend-
ed to have of love—but that's another story. The
point is that the tomato was found to be edible, then
the world went crazy about it, and now it is a staple
and most delicious food. Thousands of people make
millions of dollars growing this once-despised sola-
num.
Now the black nightshade, which people declare is

identical with Burbank's "wonderberry," is not the
" deadly nightshade," or belladonna, though most peo-
ple think it is, and shun its berries accordingly. The
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fact is, there have always been people who made
mighty good pies of the nightshade berries of the

Soiinum nisriim. once a hired man ate heartily of one
of these pies before being told by the farmer's wife

that he had been absorbing the fruit of the dreaded
nightshade. Turning pale, he took stock of his sensa-

tions, remembered how good the pie was, regained

color, and pleaded: "P'ison me agin tomorrer!"
Who knows but Nature, being unable to make good

with the nightshade under its old disreputable name,
switched envelopes on Burbank, and handed him the

Solanum ninmm in the hope of having it follow its

cousin, the tomato, into popularity? Who knows that

nightshade pie may not thus find its way to every
counter?
But Burbank will not enjoy these queries. For one

reason, he has a purse of $10,000 hung up which says

that the wonderberry is not nightshade, and the farm-
ers are hoeing the hybrids up for fear they may be-

come a pest ! Is it not to laugh?

I can well remember when it was first dis-

covered that the tomato, or "love apple,"

was really suitable and safe for pies; and all

along the years since that time I have watch-

ed the development and growth of tomato-

growing and tomato-canning. In fact, we
publish a book on tomatoes; and it almost

seems as if at the present time there was no
other fruit or vegetable that is canned in

such tremendous quantities as the tomato.

It has occurred to me, also, that the garden
huckleberries are something that may be de-

veloped in time into something like the to-

mato industry.

THE GARDEN HUCKLEBERRY—WHERE IT CAME
FROM.

The following, from Mary E. Martin, inter-

ests us just now, especially as I first saw the

garden huckleberry in her catalog:

I have looked over my catalogs, and find the garden
huckleberry was cataloged in 1905 for the first time.

The seed was bought from Mr. A. Wilder, Randalia,

Iowa, in 1905, although he was writing us about it as

early as 1903, as I see by his letter. I am glad to see

you have put the garden huckleberry ahead of the
wonderberrv. It ought to sell well next seasnn.

Floral Park, N. Y., Sept. 21. MARY E. MARTIN.

It just now occurs to me that the garden
huckleberry, when thoroughly ripe, is rather

too sweet for most people; and I see from a

clipping sent me that a lady writer suggests

the addition of vinegar as we do with elder-

berries to give the pie a little more tart. And
this reminds me that Mrs. Root made her
huckk berry pie with about half «our apples.

I did not know about it, and did not notice

the sour apple; but I did pronounce it a most
excellent pie. The plant I mentioned as

growing in the greenhouse among the toma-
toes was given more room, good cultivation,

plenty of water, and now it is making enor-

mous growth, sending out an abundance of

flowers and green fruit; in iact, I do not
know that I ever saw a plant grow much
faster. During the summer time it was
greatly injured by the flea beetle we have
spoken about; but at this date, Sept. 24, the
flea beetle seems to be gone, and the plant

is just showing us how it can grow. If we
can keep the flea beetle off the leaves I pro-

nounce the plant a great acquisition; and as

Miss Mary E. Martin, who writes the above
letter, seems to have been the introducer, I

suggest that we all buy our seed of her; and
there are certainly no larger and finer ber-
ries than those produced from the seed she

furnishes; in fact, it is far ahead in everv re-

spect of all the " wonderberries " that have
been sent us as samples.

Health Notes
LEMONS FOR CONSTIPATION, ETC.

I am sure the following will be read with
interest, coming from our good friend Mur-
ray, the man who furnishes many of the
pictures for Gleanings:
Mr. A. I. Root.—You, as well as myself, have made

some investiiiations as to the merits of the lemon.
Here is a new use for those who are inclined to con-
stipation or sluggish movement of the bowels and di-

gestive tract. The lemon use in this case, as in the
others, must be taken without sugar—simply in water.
before going to bed at night take the juice of one

lemon in a half or a full glass of water, as you may
prefer. In the morning, half an hour before break-
fast, take a little more than half a teaspoonful of com-
mon salt in water. It is a gentle and efficient laxative,
and the desire to "take a walk" comes naturally. If

not effective the fir-st time, it will work the second.
This is from Dr. R. H. Wilder, in the Arcade, one of

our best osteopathists, and formerly an " M. D." of reg-
ular practice.
Sometimes, if one is in the practice of using the

lemon as prescribed, the salt may be omitted if a good
full drink of cool water is taken in the morning. Try
it as you may have occasion, and note results.
Cleveland, O. R. V. MURRAY.

I formerly used a great many lemons in

the way friend Murray describes—just lem-
ons and water, with no sugar. For some
time back, however, I have been making
ripe apples take the place of lemons. They
are usually less trouble, and I think they are
pleasanter to take. It does not make much
difference what the apples cost, even if they
are a dollar a peck. I told Mrs. Root I

thought I was excusable, even if I am a little

extravagant on apples, as they are my sole

medicine; and I still think that, for myself
at least, they are the "best medicine in the
world." I am now so much in the habit of

having three or four good-sized apples, or
more if they are smaller, every evening
while I look over my papers, that Dame Na-
ture seems to consider it a matter of course;
and if I do not have my apples I feel lost;

and, worse still, if the apples are omitted,
the desire to "take a walk in the morning,"
as friend Murray expresses it, goes by, and
then my digestive apparatus gets out of

joint. 1 have tried almost every other kind
of fruit when I did not seem able to get the

coveted apples; but so far 1 have found
nothing else that answers as well. A good
drink of water soon after getting up, either

with salt or without it, is an excellent thing,

as friend Murray directs; and when you once
make it one of your regular habits you are
not likely to forget.

KEEPING HONEY FROM GRANULATION — SEE
PAGE 496, AUG. 1.

We take pleasure in submitting the follow-

ing report from friend E. B. Rood:
My heaters for bottled honey are one of the best

things I ever got hold of. It is keeping all of my hon-
ev clear, increasing my sales, and giving excellent
satisfaction. E. B. ROOD.
Bradentown, Fla., Sept. 13.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

In our locality the frost has held off; in

fact, we have not had any worth mentioning
up to this date, Oct. 11. This is rather un-
usual. It may mean a severe winter when
it does come; for nature seems to have a
fashion of balancing up one extreme with
another in this matter of weather conditions.

HONEY-CROP CONDITIONS AND PRICES.

There is nothing new to report beyond
what we have already given in these columns,
except that there is a light crop of clear white
Kastern honey. Western alfalfa may be
shorter than the first reports showed. The
market should rule firm. The weather is

becoming a little cooler, and now is the time,
if it ever does, that honey ought to reach its

maximum price.

A SCHEME FOR RELEASING A BALLED QUEEN.

At this time of the year a good many queens
will be introduced to replace old and failing-

ones; and it sometimes happens that the new
queen will be balled. Mr. Pritchard, of our
north yard, has practiced with considerable
satisfaction the scheme of squirting sweet-
ened water from a spring-top oiler on the
mass of angry bees. This so disconcerts
them, he says, that the ball begins to melt
away, and the bees begin to lick off each
other and the new queen also, apparently
forgetting their matricidal intent. All goes
on well thereafter.

IS HONEY-DEW FIT FOR A WINTER FOOD?
A COUPLE of our correspondents inquire

why we condemn honey-dew for winter food.
One of them, a prominent bee-keeper, says
he will take his chances on it for his bees.
What would be a safe policy for an old

veteran to pursue might be a dangerous one
for a beginner. In offering the advice to re-

move the dark honey-dew and feed sugar
syrup we had in mind beginners. The vet-

erans, we always consider, will use their
own judgment as to whether it would be
good policy to follow the line of our recom-
mendations or not. Whether honey-dew of

the dark sort will bring on dysentery in a
wholesale way this coming winter and spring
\^iIl depend largely on tne winter and the

kind of housing or protection the bees have.
A severe winter with poor conditions would
mean a greater probability of dysentery with
honey-dew than with a good quality of sugar
stores. In a good many cases the honey-dew
can be sold for the price of sugar syrup; and
there can be no question but that the latter
is a much superior food, and at a fairly even
trade it should be by all means given.

THE SHAKE-OUT METHOD OF INTRODUCING
QI'EENS.

In our issue for September 15, p. 556, we
spoke of the fact that Mr. Mell Fritchard,
who has charge of our north yard, had been
very successful with the shake-out method
of introducing queens; namely, by shaking
the motherless bees off the combs in front
of the entrance, and dropping the queen to

be introduced among them as they rush for
the hive. We have been testing this plan at
our south yard. On the first three or four
queens the scheme worked admirably; but
on the next lot, another day, three out of
four of the queens were subsequently found
missing. Until we can try it further we
would suggest caution, not using it on queens
of any great value.

Later.—Since writing the foregoing we
have had a talk with Mr. Pritchard. On com-
paring notes we find that he used this meth-
od only on colonies that had long been queen-
less; while we, on the other hand, killed the
old queen, and at the same operation shook
all the bees out and released the new queen
as they ran in. While it proved successful
on the first lot of queens so introduced it

was a practical failure on the next lot. Per-
haps tne average reader will say we ought
to nave known better; but as it was gettmg
late we wished to put the method to a severe
test. If it stood this test it ought to be good
at any time.

NEARLY THREE THOUSAND QUEENS FROM ONE
YARD.

At our north yard, our Mr. Mell Pritchard,
with a boy to help him during the heaviest
part of the season, raised 2873 queens, begin-
ning about the middle of May and ending the
first of October. Of this number, 2574 were
laying queens; the rest, 299, virgins. The
cells were raised in full colonies under what
might be called the swarming impulse pro-
duced artificially. The queens were mated
in what are called twin baby nuclei. A tight-

fitting division-board separates two sets of
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families, two frames to each compartment.
A little later we will show photos of the ap-

pliance, and give some details describing the
method we used for rearing the queens at

this yard.

rUTTING BAITS IN THE CORNERS OF THE SU-
PERS.

Considerable evidence is now accumu-
lating to the effect that in the giving of bait

sections it is desirable to put them in the

corners rather than in the center of the su-

per. While this is a matter that is somewhat
out of season at this time of the year, we
mention it at this time because it has been
hitherto recommended that baits should be
given in the center of the super. If there are

any of our readers who think that the plan
of putting them in the corners is objection-

able, we should be glad to have them tell us
of their experience.

MORNING shade DETRIMENTAL TO COLO-
NIES BUILDING UP IN THE SPRING.

ITx was Mr. E. W. Alexander who made
the observation that a colony under a dense
shade would not build up in the spring as

well as one more exposed to the sun's rays.

Our Mr. Bain, who has charge of our home
yard, has observed that those colonies that

are arranged along near the factory buildings

on the east side, where there is dense shade
in the morning, do not build up like those

out in the center of the apiary and on the
west side next to the row of evergreens.
While on the west there is this dense growth
of tall evergreens, the afternoon shade dot-s

not seem to be particularly detrimental. It

is true it may be a disadvantage in the fall

of the year when it is a little cool; but at

such times bees are not rearing brood as a

rule.

Mr. Bain also finds that a colony out in the

open, and on the west side, will be out work-
ing, going to the fields for pollen, hours be-

fore those that are situated within a compar-
atively few feet of ihe factory buildings.

Some other apiarists have observed some-
thing similar, and we wish to suggest that

those who propose locating their bee-yards
avoid a dense morning shade.

TWO QUEENS INTRODUCED SUCCESSpr'LLY
FROM THE SAME CAGE AT THE SAME TIME.

We have before us in two separate mail-

ing-cages two queens that were reared to-

gether, and that have been doing duty side

by side for some time.
As the season was drawing tD a close, our

Mr. Pritchardr at our north yard, had a sur-

plus of virgins that came near starving to

death. He had no place to put them, but he
picked out two of the best, and put them in-

to one Miller introducing-cage. This cage of

two queens was then given a compartment
in a baby nucleus, and, contrary to what he
expected, both queens were kindly receiv-
ed; both were fertilized, and both began lay-

ing side by side without showing any incli-

nation whatever to quarrel.

Mr. Pritchard accounts for these two vir-
gins not fighting, when placed together, to
the fact that they were nearly starved. When
put in the same cage they both began to eat
away the candy. If they had not been near-
ly starved, he says the first thing they would
have done would be to engage in a mortal
combat.
We place this before our readers as it may

be a hint as to how queens under some con-
ditions may be introduced to each other.

PROSPECTS FOR CLOVER IN 1910.

While the season this year for Eastern
clover honey has been largely a failure, the
prospects for this honey another year were
never better, if they were as good. In our
locality, and from the general reports that
are coming in, there was never a larger
amount of clover in the fields than this sea-
son.
There will also be, in addition to the white

clover, immense quantities of alsike. This
is due to the fact that two years ago the price
of red-clover seed was very high, and in

manyloralities itwouM seem the seed would
fail to catch. The farmers have begun to

learn that alsike will take root and thrive
where the ordinary peavine and red would
make a poor showing. They havp also learn-

ed that alsike, when sown with timothy,
makes a very superior quality of hay.
Taking every thing into consideration, we

haveeveryreasontobelieve that, unless there
be severe winter-killing, 1910 will be a banner
year for alsike and white-clover honey. The
conditions of this summer have been very
favorable for the growth of young clovers
throughout the country. While there are
some sections where there has been a drouth,
yet in the generality of cases the clovers are
looking remarkably well.

the AMOUNT OF ACID USED IN SUGAR SYRUP
TO PREVENT GRANULATION.

In our editorial in last issue, page 589,

wherein we gave general instructions on
how to make syrup for winter food, we in-

cidentally mentioned the use of honey or

acid to prevent granulation. Quite a num-
ber have since written in, asking the amount
of acid to a given amount of sugar.
' Dr. Miller, in his "Forty \ ears Among
the Bees," recommends a teaspoonful of

tartaric acid to every twenty pounds of su-

gar; Cheshire, one-half tablespoonful (or

one-half ounce) of vinegar with each four

pounds of sugar. But he says vinegar is an

uncertain quantity, as its effect depends up-

on the very variable amount of acetic acid

it contains. He says, therefore, that tartaric

or citric acid may well replace it; that one-

fourth ounce of either will be sufficient for

eight pounds of sugar.

Cheshire appears to recommend an exces-

sive amount of acid to the sugar, or much
more, in fact, than Dr. Miller. We would
err on the safe side by giving the smaller

quantity; viz., not more than a teaspoonful
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to twenty pounds of sugar. The amount of
water may vary according to the time of the
year when the bees are fed. For late fall

feeding we would recommend L*>i lbs. of
sugar to one of water; for feeding in early
September, two of sugar to one of water.
With regard to the use of either acid or

honey, we have never found it essential.
We simply mix up the sugar and water,
stirring until the sugar is all dissolved.
Sometimes we mix them cold; but hot water
facilitates the process very materially.

SOURCES OF HONEY-DEW.
A SHORT time aeo we wrote to Prof. H. A.

Surface, Economic Zoologist for Pennsylva-
nia, at Harrisburg, inquiring whether he had
been able to identify the species of insects of
the genus Aphis that was responsible for the
large amount of honey-dew that has been
found in nearly all of the Eastern States;
whether he knew of any reason why the in-

sects were more prevalent this year than
usual. We suggested that conditions of last

spring were possibly very favorable for their
growth, and then we asked if he thought that
the aphides come and go in cycles of years
like the seventeen-year locusts, adding that
there has been no large amount of honey-
dew since the year 1884.

The reply received is of such general in-

terest that we place it before our readers,
especially so as Prof. Surface is regarded as
one of the most prominent entomologists in

the country to-day.

Replyine to your inquiry concerning honey-dew,
which has been produced in such unusual abundance
this summer. I be? to say that it is liable to be produc-
ed not only by any species of the genus Aphis, of which
there are immense numbers, but also by any repre-
sentative of the family Aphidw, or the great group of
plant lice, and also by some of the scale insects, such
as the Leainium and soft-scale. This season seemed to
be very favorable for a great superabundance of plant
lice and scale insects. As a natural conseriucnce the
honey-dew secretion was unusually abundant. As a
rule I doubt if the weather wou'd have much influence
upon them, although it would be true that they would
be supposed to be more abundant during dry weather,
because they are kept in check by very hard and cold
rains. They are chiefly controlled by their natural
enemies, such as the lady beetles, syrphid flies, larval
lace wings, or plant-lice lions, braconid parnsites, fun-
gous diseases, and even some species of birds, such as
chickadees and kinglets.

It has been supposed to a considerable extent that
this honey-dew is a secretion through the cornicles or
so-called honey-tuhes of the plant lice; but it is not al-
ways secreted by this means, as some insects produc-
ing it do not have the cornicles, which are seen on the
backs of the abdomens of most species of plant lice
when examined under a microscope. From these in-
sects which do not have honey-tubes, the honey-dew
maybe produced through the vent, as has been ob-
served in some of the aphids, and there would be then
some discussion as to whether it would be properly
called an excretion or a secretion. I believe, however,
that it is comparable to the production of milk, and its

purpose is to stimulate ants to take care of the insects
or the eggs of the insects producing it. It is remark-
able what care ants take of plant lice or their eggs, in
order to be able to visit these little pests and eat the
sweet liquid as their food.

I have never known a year in all my .studies of ento-
mology, and in my corre'pondence of thousands of
persons each month, during which the plant lice or
aphids have been so abundant as they were this year,
and. consequently, that is to say that the honey-dew
was likewise unusually abundant. I believe that the
insects are liable to occur upon almost any species of
plant, although, as a rule, any one species of insect is

liable to confine itself to only a few species of plants,

and those generally of the same family. In my studies
I have tried to make lists of the different species of
plant lice attacking each kind of plant or crop, and on
the other hand an equally important list of all the food
plants which anyone species of aphid would attack.
This is why I desired specimens. It is possible that
the enemie« of plant lice will be able to check them
down considerably by next year, so that they will be
no more abundant than usual; but I fear that the un-
usually dry weather in this part of the country will
seriously reduce the white-clover crop.

H. A. Surface.
Harrisburg, Pa.. Sept. 22. Economic Zoolosist.

CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL BEE-KEEP-
ER'S ASSOCIATION; A BRIEF REPORT OF
THE LAST ANNUAL MEETING IN SIOUX

CITY, IOWA, SEPT. 22 AND 23.

At the last minute, unforeseen contingen-
cies arose by which it was impossible for
either E. R. or H. H. Root to attend the Na-
tional convention. We therefore requested
our l hicago representative, Mr. R. W. Boy-
den, to go in our stead. He sent in a brief
report, which we present herewith:

At the fortieth annual convention of the National
Bee-keepers' Association, the attendance, while good,
was rather smaller than had been expected. Among
those present were George E. Hilton. George W. York,
N. E. France. C. P. Dadant, Dr. E. F. Phillips, Dr. G.
Bohrer, O. O. Poppleton, Edwin E. Kretchmer, Eugene
Secor, and W. H. Putnam.
The meeting was called to order promptly at 10 ; 30

A.M., Sept. 22. The secretary not being present. R. A.
Morgan, of Vermillion. S. D., was appointed secretary
pro tempore. The president appointed several commit-
tees—one on resolutions, another on question-box.
program, etc. The meeting then adjourned to meet at
1 : 30 P.M.
The Committee on Resolutions reported as soon as

the meeting was called to order. The most important
resolution was one concerning a change in the consti-
tution, which would permit the president or acting
president, at each meeting of the association, to ap-
point a committee from those present, to consist of one
representative from each State to act with the Execu-
tive Committee 'which includes the president, vice-
president, secretary, and treasurer and manager of
the association) to make nominations for the following
elections. This year a motion was made that the
prpsident appoint a committee to make such nomina-
tions, to be used in connection with nominations al-
ready made; but in order that nominations for ensu-
ing years be made by such a committee it was found
necessary to change the constitution. A committee
was, therefore, appointed to arrange for making this
change so that nominations hereafter may be made by
a committf e as above mentioned.
The nominations submitted were as follows:
For president, Geo. W. York. Chicago; Thos. Chan-

try, Price, Utah.
For vice-president, W. D. Wright, Altamont, N. Y.;

Geo. M. Bently. Knoxville. Tenn.
Secretary, Morley Pettit, Jordan, Ontario; Louis H.

Scholl. New Braunfels. Texas.
President and general manager (one only), N. E.

France. Platteville. Wis.
For the three directors, six nominations were made:

J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.; .1. ,1. Wilder, Cordele,
Ga.; R. A. Morgan, Vermillion, S. D.; Edwin G. Brown.
Sergeant Bluff. la. ; B. A. Hadsell, Buckeye, Ariz.; E.
F. Atwater. Meridian, Idaho.
The report of the nominating committee was adopt-

ed as read, and the committee discharged.
Three papers were read and discussed—one entitled

" Shaking Energy into Bees." by Geo. W. Williams, of
Redkey. Ind. ; another on " Putting in Comb Founda-
tion." by K. P. Southworth. of .Salix. la.; and the last,
"Bee Diseases," by Dr. E. F. Phillips. These papers
were fully discussed, and much interest was shown in
them.

From newspaper clippings, we judge that
the attendance was small, and that only three
papers were read, the rest of the time being
taken up with the question-box and discus-
sions. We hope that another year the Na-
tional will have a big meeting:
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

Don't forget, when there's a shortage in

the home market, that you ought not to sell

to your grocer for the price you could get
for it in a distant market, but for about the
price it would cost him if he bought in that
market.

That plan of having for State fairs a
permanent equipment ot observatory hives,

glass jars, etc., page 597, is very bright, and
worthy of imitation in other States. I suspect
that long-geared German who is superin-
tendent of the apiarian department got up
the plan.

Foundation-splints were originally used
by me for the sole purpose of getting combs
built clear down to bottom-bar. It was a
long time before I learned that they had a
much more important office, preserving the
proper size of cells for the use of the queen
at trie top, without having an inch or two of

honey there. This year I noted again frame
after frame during the breeding season with
brood clear up to the top-bar. That's the
work of the splints, and that part of their
work they do, even when the bees gnaw
away the lower part. You may count on that
gnawing if the bees have the splints when
they are not gathering.

Queen-excluders with perforations of

.187 of an inch allow young queens to pass,

but .177 holds them, says Monjovet, Apicul-
teur, 314. [Dr. G. L. Tinker, some 20 years
ago, conducted an elaborate series of experi-
ments, testing the different sizes of perfora-
tions of queen-excluding zinc. He found
that .160 was too small, and .168 and .170 too
large; .165 was about right, except that it

would occasionally let a queen pass, and
therefore he decided on .163. Some four or
five years later we went all over Dr. Tinker's
work very carefully, and came to the con-
clusion that the size could be anywhere from
.163 to .165, but decided on .165 because we
thought it was better to let an occasional
queen pass than to put up a hindrance to all

bees when loaded with honey.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Editor, don't be too much discourag-
ed at that "big barrier," p, 557. Even if we
never control mating, persistent breeding
from best queens and encouragement of best
drones can not fail to bring general as well as
individual improvement, and in time all our
drones will be improved, no matter what the
point of improvement aimed at. I know it

from what I've done myself. [Yes, but the
process is very slow; but when one has a
strain of bees with extraordinarily long
tongues it is very difficult to perpetuate that
strain, because the "sport" is so far remov-
ed from the average stock that it has a strong
tendency to revert back to the general aver-
age. If we could control the male parentage,
as can be done with ordinary domestic stock
on the farm, it would be very easy to retain
the trait.—Ed.]

I've had more uniting than usual this year.
Here's how: At a time of day when all bees
are in the hive, bring one hive and set it over
the other, on the stand of the latter, a sheet
of newspaper between. A few days later
move any frames of brood from the upper to
the lower story. The bees unite so gradual-
ly by gnawing away the paper that there is

no fighting, and the temporary imprisonment
in the upper story makes the bees stay in the
new location. [Strange that we at Medina
have so little trouble about uniting our bees
in the fall. While, of course, the old bees
will return to their old stands, it is seldom if

ever that there is any fighting. A gentle
strain of Italians, according to our experi-
ence, will unite where the extra yellow or
cross bees would fight each other to a finish.

Nevertheless, it is, perhaps, wise for the be-
ginner to err on the safe side—to use smoke
or to separate the two divisions of the united
colonies by a sheet of newspaper as above
described.

—

Ed.]

"For the purpose of extracting, wires
are much better than splints," page 612. I

wonder, now, I wonder. If you know that
the two have been tried side by side, and
that the splinted combs break out more read-
ily than the wired ones, then I've nothing to

say. If you're only reasoning that as the
splints "can be only partially attached to the
frame they can not hold the combs in the
frames as well as wires," then I think the
question is still open. When a comb breaks
in the extractor, in my little experience it al-

ways broke first in the center, providing it

was well built to the frame. Is not the comb
built to the frame as well with splints as with
wire at top and sides, and better at bottom?
Is not the splinted center a little stiffer than
a center with sagging horizontal wires? Does
a splinted frame, fastened well on four sides,

break out more easily than a wired one? I

don't know—I merely ask. [No, we were
not aware that the two methods of support-
ing foundation in the frames had been tried

side by side in extracting; but it would seem
that, where the stays are not securely fasten-

ed to the end-bars or top and bottom bars, if

the line of breakage is at the point where the
comb joins the top-bar, the splints would not
hold the comb in the frame nearly so well as

if they had been wired, wires passing through
the end-bars. Even if the combs were broken
entirely loose from each of the end-bars, the
wires would hold the combs just the same.
Unwired or unstayed combs break out in

getting to and from the extracting and in un-
capping, more because there is no connec-
tion to the bottom-bar, or only a very partial

connection to the end-bars, the line of cleav-

age taking place very close to the top-bar.

Unless the wood splints pass througn the
bottom-bar and top-bar, and are glued there,

the comb would fall out of the frame if not
built down to the bottom-bar and end bars,

almost as readily with the splints in as with-

out. Yes, we were arguing that the splints

could be only partially fastened to the frame.
It is that fact we had in mind when we made
the comparison.

—

Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

adding supers above or underneath.
Empty supers are added underneath the

nearly tilled one here, Dr. Miller, instead of

above, a la Townsend—Straws, page 558. If

you will read page 4'Jl again you will find
this reason. By providing ©xtra super room
early lor both the queen and the Dees, we
prevent a clogged brood-nest. When the
queen gets back below later, she finds a fine
place there, wih lots of room, and she re-

mains down in the brood-chamber the rest
of the season if we keep the honey out of it

by giving plenty of super room as needed.
The empty supers are given underneath,
and tlie queen does not bother them, because
she has sufficient room in the brood-cham-
ber. Without such a condition of the brood-
chamber the queen would go into the su-
pers, hence they would have to be put above
the first one already on, resulting in a great
loss to the bee-keeper, both in honey and in

labor.

It is well known that bees are loath to

work well above sealed stores in the brood-
combs, let alone a full super above these;
and it is extra work to place the supers
above first, and then below later. This plan
works here only in the best of flows. In our
long slow tlows it would mean a loss of 40
to 50 per cent to us. I tried it once (no
more), after Mr. Townsend advised it to-

ward the close of the season. A late flow
surprised me, and all colonies with supers
underneath filled them, while all those above
were only half full.

SHALLOW SUPERS JUST AS GOOD IN THE
NORTH.

We have never believed that shallow su-
pers, with their many advantages both in

comb and extracted honey production, would
be adapted only to our southern climate, for
we have been convinced that their adoption
as divisible brood-chambers as well as for
supers would give better results if the right
kind of system were used in connection.
We certainly find them more profitable in

our apiaries, and know that there are many
others who do also, not only in the South but
in the North, to which a good many letters

testify. Here is one to the point from Min-
nesota:

Mr. Sclioll:—Your mention of the shallow supers in
the July 15th issue exactly accords with my experience.
As I have a lot of deep supers on hand I am very sorrj'
that I did not adopt the shallow ones before. We had
a light flow here from white clover, and the colonies
that had shallow supers stored considerably more
honey, and of a much better quality, on account of its

beingr entirely capped, than the colonies having the
deep L. .supers. Just now a little honey is coming in,

and newly hived swarms are working well in shallow
supers, while hut very little is being done in the deep
supers. Hereafter I shall use nothing but shallow su-
pers. G. A. BarbisCH.
LaGrescent, Minn.

SMALL BEES FROM OLD COMBS.

Tut, tut,' Dr. Miller, p. 556. Mr. Crawshaw
is right. One of my colonies had a great
number, hundreds, of the very smallest honey-
bees I ever saw. They were but little more
than half the size ot their sisters, and the
cutest little things. Investigation showed a
very old comb right in the brood-nest, and it

was fun to see these little dwarfs emerge in

such Bumbers. They worked afield too, but
I put the comb to one side, and later took it

out of the brood-nest altogether. Before
melting the comb, which I kept a long while,
I cut out small pieces, a few of which I think
I still have in my desk. The comb was 1 i\
inches thick— probably as far as the bees
could go, while the midrib ranged in thick-
ness from i\i to just an even )4 inch. Many
cells were only X inch deep—so shallow and
small in circumference that one can imagine
the dwarfs that came out of them. Dissolv-
ing some of the thick midrib in spirits of al-

cohol, the cocoons were separated by means
of very sharp-pointed tweezers. This was
easily done after cutting, with a very sharp
razor, a cross-section of the cells. Cell No.
i revealed 51; cell No. 2, 56; and cell No. 3,

48 cocoons, the base of which all contained
more or less excrement, which took up space.

I am not positive whether 56 generations of
bees were all that were raised in tl|cit comb.
It shows, however, that very old coihbs must
in time necessarily produce smaller bees.

.^

GETTING MORE FOR YOUR HONEY CROP.

While the bee-keepers up north are har-

vesting their crop the Texans have already
disposed of nearly all of theirs, including the
odds and ends, so that it is a difficult matter
to obtain any more honey. There are only
a few scattering ones who have not disposed
of their entire crop. But there are a few lo-

calities, also, where the honey crop is a little

later, and hence there is still some unsold
honey. Our case is one of these latter.

Moreover, for years we have practiced tier-

ing up and leaving the honey on the hives
until late in the season. This plan certainly

Eays us. While the bees are rolling in the
oney we do nothing but try to produce as

much as possible while we can, by tiering up
and watcning the bees closely. At this time
we are always too busy to take off and sell

honey, although nearly every one else does
at the average market price year after year.

After we have made all the honey possible

we have more leisure time, and we begin
shipping our crop. The honey has been on
the nives longer, is riper and better, and,
besides this, we have more of it. Prices
meanwhile have stiffened since every one
else has sold out, so that we get more for
what we have. Why? Because our honey
is better; it is the kind those Michigan bee-
keepers advertise and sell at a fancy price.

This has been the secret why we can handle
more bees, secure a larger crop, obtain a bet-

ter quality, and command a higher price.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

The article by W. Z. Hutchinson, pa^e 431,

July 15, is well worth the attention ot large

honey-producers, and still it seems doubtful
if the average producer could secure the same
results with tne same amount of advertising.
"The best way to advertise honey," by F.

J. Root, page 435, is a subject that should re-

ceive the thoughtful attention of our larger
bee-keepers' associations. We have found
in our trade that one person thoroughly in-

terested in the sale of honey will do more to

make it move than a dozen half-hearted
dealers that keep it because they must. It

may be a woman in an office or factory, or a
retail merchant or peddler; but they make it

move.

Editorial on page 389, on selecting a hive
for some particular purpose, reminds me of

a recent visit to the home of Mr. Allen La-
tham, at Norwich, Conn. Situated in a sec-

tion of country that most bee-keepers would
think most unpromising for extensive bee-
keeping, with very little clover or basswood
or even buckwheat, one would think his

chances for success poor indeed, especially
as he is engaged most of the year in other
business. Yet with almost scientific accura-
cy he has evolved a hive and system acjapt-

ed to his spare time and location that enables
him not only to succeed but to realize a good
profit from his spare time.

HIS HIVE.

He calls this hive his "Letalone." It is

well named, surely; for when once a colony
is estabhshed in one of them he will some-
times leave them for a year without any at-

tention or even seeing them, and then only
to remove the surplus honey. He has a sum-
mer camp near the extreme end of Cape Cod,
where he spends a part of his vacation, and
here he has his bees and hives, and makes
them pay too, although the climate is bleak
and the soil little better than shifting sand
dunes, and only a narrow strip of that.

Beach plums, water hoarhound, and huckle-
berries appear to be his principal sources of
honey on the cape, while at his home in Nor-
wich he has an abundance of sumac and a
fair supply of goldenrod and asters as well
as other flowers.
Of course, his hive is practically a non-

swarming one, not more than two or three
per cent (perhaps less) offering to swarm.
The quality of his sumac honey was a surprise
to me, comparing very favorably with our
clover honey in both color and quality. I

must confess that I like the clover best; but
I suppose almost every person is partial to
the honey to which he has long been accus-
tomed.
Such success as Mr. Latham has made amid

such surroundings is helpful in knocking the
conceit out of some of us older bee-keepers.

and showing us there are some things we
may yet learn to our advantage.
That Mr. Latham has thought of other

things than bee-keeping is seen m his delight-
ful home and charming family.

Our friend Holtermann wisely reminds us,

page 3^2, July 1, "When the dealer's profits

vanish as a result of breakage he does not
feel like making another investment," etc.

Just so; and we have just heard from some
of those Canadian dealers, although they
were previously unknown to us. Messrs.
Rutherford, Marshall & Co., "Dealers in

butter, eggs, cheese, poultry, lard, dried ap-
ples, hams, bacon, comb honey, etc.," of

Toronto, desire to instruct the apiarists of

Ontario how to ship their honey safely; and
as I don't like to keep a good thing to myself
I will give the method they propose.

Toronto, Ont., Sept. 13.

Dear Sirs:—We understand you manufacture corru-
gated packages for comb honey. Please send us twen-
ty-five circulars showing the package, for we received
some honey in this form, and we want to give a de-
scription to apiarists in Ontario. So a package of
twenty-five circulars will be appreciated by mail
promptly on receipt of this.

Rutherford, Marshall & Co.

In discussing wax-presses and propolis in

a footnote on page 393, July 1, doubt is ex-
pressed as to whether much propolis gets in-

to wax where combs alone are treated. Some
time ago in trying to use a wax-melter with
cappings we found so much propolis in the
cappings as to clog the melter after a little,

and we gave it up. But it seems to me it

should be comparatively easy to separate
propolis from wax.

"Why is commercial wax yellow and
brown? " is asked, and answered in a foot-

note, page 422. "Probably because most of

it comes from old combs containing more or
less of pollen and dirt." I believe, Mr. Edi-
tor, you are quite right. Wax as it comes
from the abdomen of bees appears, so far as j

I have seen, of pearly whiteness; but often
when built into comb it will, even before
brood is placed in it, or pollen, contain more
or less of—well, we may as well call it dirt,

or bits of wax with some foreign substance
in it. Wax will very readily take color, as I

have colored more or less with analine dyes.
Where the larger part of pollen gathered is

yellow, it is little wonder that the color of

wax is yellow. I often wonder that wax ren-
dered from old combs comes out as clean or
free from color as it does; and yet when al-

lowance is made for pollen and dirt I fear we
have not wholly accounted for the color of

wax. For many years I have extracted the
honey from light sections and put them away
for use the following year, and am always
surprised in the spring to find them less white
than in the autumn previous. Sometimes
there is a perceptible yellow tinge or brown-
ish shade that did not show the autumn be-
fore; and I can not get good-looking filled

sections unless they are cut down and new
comb built over the old.
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CX)NVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

HOW FAR APART SHOULD BEES BE KEPT TO
INSURE PURE MATING?

"Mr. Doolittle, I have purchased a select
strain of bees which I wish to keep pure, and
I wish to know how far from other Bees they
must be kept in order not to have my queens
meet with drones from other apiaries."
"This is a question which confronts every

bee-keeper who wishes to improve his stock
by a careful selection of the best out of his
own yard, as well as one like you who has
something different from the common run of
bees. The great majority of our practical
apiarists of to-day are ever on the alert for
the improvement of stock; and through this
it is evident, to even the careless observer,
that our bees are very much improved over
what they were forty years ago when I com-
menced m this business."

" In looking over an old bee-paper I found
this: ' There are some who entertain the idea
that a race of bees can not be kept pure un-
less they are isolated several miles from all

other races. I have tested this matter pretty
thoroughly during the last twenty years, and
have found that half a mile is as good as a
much greater distance. ' Do you believe that
to be correct?"

"I could not accept such a distance as in-
suring purity except at certain seasons."

"I had thought that from a mile to a mile
and a half might do, but was hardly ready to
endorse this half-mile matter without coming
and seeing you about it. If this could be
correct it would not be much of a trick to in-
sure safe mating."
"That is so. I do not doubt that many of

©ur breeders of queens would give from §500
to $1(X)0 if they were sure that all their queens
would be purely mated if all objectionable
colonies need not be more than half a mile
away. But all honorable breeders of queens
will multiply that half-mile by eight, and then
not feel sure that a// of their queens will mate
with the desired drones."
"What! You do not wish to convey the

idea that all other bees must be four miles
away from those I have purchased if I am to
secure the pure mating of my queens?"
"That is what I wish you to understand

unless you raise your queens and drones so
as to have them flying before the 10th of
May or after the first of October."
"Why do you specify such dates?"
"Because in all localities north of 40, north

latitude, early in the spring or late in the fall

drones do not fly very far; but during the
summer months I am satisfied, by bemg at

the congregating-places of drones, that they
fly for miles around to these places, and that
the queens come to meet them "

"Vv'hat do you mean by drones having con-
jregating- places?"

"Just what the term implies. During the
summer months, particularly July and Au-

gust, thousands if not millions of them come
together from the many colonies (my expe-
rience would say) contained within a circle
encompassing eight to ten miles in diameter,
coming mostly between the hours of half-past
twelve and three o'clock each pleasant after-
noon."
"What put such an idea into your head?"
"By first hearing a roaring each pleasant

afternoon, as of a swarm passing over, when
at work in a cornfield in July, cutting the
weeds out of the corn. As I could not find
any swarm, and as I heard this every pleasant
day in the afternoon only, I soon gave up the
swarm idea and began studying on the mat-
ter. This cornfield was on a hill; and by ly-

ing on my back between the rows of corn,
and looking steadily up, with the corn part-
ly shading things close about me, I could see
hundreds of swift-flying objects darting and
circling in all directions. A day or two later,
a sort of purring object passed my head and
alighted on a stalk of corn; but before I got
to it one flew away, which looked like a
queen-bee, and another fell to the ground.
I picked up the one which fell to the ground
and found it tobe)a dead drone. This solved
the mystery of the humming noise. I have
several years since known of the drones col-

lecting over this same hill, but many years
they do not. Last year their congregating-
place was over a little grove which I passed
m going to my cottage on the lake. My first

thought was that a swarm of bees was pass-
ing over, when I was arrested by the great
humming noise; but as it kept up right along,
I knew what it was. 1 heard it every time
I went to the cottage for some four weeks."
"But how about the early and late raised

queens?"
"The trouble with the early queens, as

well as the late ones to some extent, is to

rear good ones, though the chances are much
better for raising good queens the last week
in September than in the spring."
"But if I succeed in raising good ones?"
"Then you encounter the next, or what

some consider the greater difficulty, that of

having early drones, or of coaxing the bees
to keep drones till late in the fall."

"But is there no way of securing the mat-
ing of good queens to the drones you wish?"
"There have been many plans advised

and given; but the best thing I know of is to

put the last frames of drone brood your
drone-breeding queen is likely to have in

some queenless colony, prepared with many
young bees and much honey, when, the last

of September, you will raise a lot of queens
from your best queen-breeder; and when
they are about old enough to fly to meet the
drone, go over your colony ot drones, and
pick out all the smaller drones, saving only
the largest and best of the lot, when, if all

other colonies within half a mile in any di-

rection have killed off their drones, you will

be likely to get just what you want. This is

the way I secure my finest breeding-queens,
and I understand that some of the great
queen-breeders of the world have adopted
the same plan."
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General
Correspondence

THE SO-CALLED MANUFACTUHED
COMB HONEY.

The Producer and the Buyer Both Partly
Responsible for the Stories

Concerning it.

BY E. M. GIBSON.

At a restaurant in San Diego a man told

me that he had sold lots of comb honey, but
that it was mostly manufactured stuff. I ask-
ed him if he was sure that it was manufac-
tured, and he said there was no mistake
about it—that he had sold tons of it, and that
his son was selling it at that time. When I

asked him if he would object to making two
thousand dollars, if he could do so honestly,
and with but little effort, he said he certain-
ly would not, and I told him of the offers of
the A. I. Root Company and of the National
Bee-keepers' Association, and assured him
that, if he could prove beyond a doubt that
the honey was manufactured, there would
be no trouble in collecting the money. Al-
though I talked in a mild and kindly manner,
the man was angry, and he left the table, and
I have not seen or heard of him since. He
was badly worsted in the argument, as all

who heard it could plainly see.
Are people wholly to blame for thinking

that honey can be manufactured, especially
extracted honey? In my opinion the pro-
ducer and the buyer are partly to blame—the
producer because he puts on the market hon-
eyofan inferior quality; and thebuyer because
he buys and pays as high a price for it as for
good honey, and sells it for first-class honey.
In foreign markets, as well as in our own,
California honey is quoted at a better price
than all other kinds; but the producers, or at
least many of them, are not doing their part
in trying to maintain the prestige which this
honey has, and which, by right of superiori-
ty, it deserves. 1 know of some who do not
strain their honey, but simply put it into cans
as it comes from the extractor. On remov-
ing the screw caps I have seen the particles
of comb so thick on the top that one was
obliged to dig a hole through it to get to the
honey. I wish I might be able to say some-
thing to convince these bee-keepers that they
are standing in their own light; but it is of
little use to write about it, for such bee-keep-
ers never read bee journals. Let us do what
we can to educate the buyers. That is what
I try to do at every opportunity.
The only way that I can account for the

careless ways that bee- keepers in this State
have fallen into is to lay it on to the mild
climate. Bees need so little attention and
protection that they are neglected in other
ways. If the owners had to carry their bees
in and out of cellars at least twice a year, or
give them protection from the cold to avoid

losing them, many of them would be obliged
to go out of the business. Others try to do
too much with the facilities which they have.
An inevitable result is that they fail in doing
any thing well.

The advice of Mr. Doolittle to beginners
(to go slow) is excellent. A young man
came to me several years ago and said he
had saved up severaJ hundred dollars and
was going to invest it in bees. He had never
had any experience, but was going to buy
two hundred colonies to start with. I advis-
ed him to buy not more than twenty-five,
subscribe for a bee journal, and learn some-
thing about the business. But he thought
he knew best, and he bought the bees Two
years after this I saw him with several other
men picking up cobblestones on the streets
and throwing them into a scraper to be haul-
ed away.
WHEN DO BEES GNAW SPLINTS? SPLIT BOT-

TOM-BARS.
Bees gnaw splints under the same condi-

tions that they gnaw foundation; that is,

when frames of foundation are put in too
soon when the colony is not sufficiently

strong to build them out quickly, and also

when such foundation is left in too long.

Under these conditions bees will gnaw the
foundation whether it is put in supported by
wires or by any thing else; and, of course,
if the splints are not pressed in closely or if

they do not fit close to the bottom-bar, there
is an added incentive for the bees to gnaw
at the wood. I never fill a super with foun-
dation, no matter how strong tne colony mav
be, for the bees nearly always make bad work
in some of the frames. If I do not have
drawn combs enough left over for the sea-

son's use I take from the supers of the larg-

est colonies, as soon as the bees commence
to build freely in the spring, two frames of
drawn comb and replace them with frames
of full sheets of foundation. I continue this

until I have drawn combs enough for the
season. In this way the combs are nicely
drawn out, and by the time the honey-flow
begins I am all ready for it.

On page 490, August 15, Dr. Miller says
that he would rather have a whole bottom-
bar than a split one if the comb is waxed to

it. I wish he had told us why. There may
be some disadvantage not apparent to one
who has never used splints; and as I have
ordered 36,000 sawed at the mill to replace
those that I already have now, I am wonder-
ing if I have made a mistake. However, I

do not like the idea of waxing the founda-
to the bottom-bar; for when splints are put
in, the foundation must be warm; and when
warm it expands. If it is fastened to the
bottom-bar, when it is warm it shrinks and
pulls loose after it cools. On the other hand,
if it is fastened when it is cool, it gets warm
and buckles when the super is put on the
hive. Last year I punched holes in the bot-

tom-bar to receive the splints, and this plan
answered fairly well, but occasionally the
splints would get out of place at the ends,
and the comb had to be bent back. If the
splints were held between the halves of a

I
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split bottom-bar, I do not see how this trou-
ble could occur.
Jamul, Cal.

WHAT CAUSES BEES TO GNAW SPLINTS?

I believe that the conditions under which
bees will or will not gnaw under the founda-
tion and the splints are governed by the hon-
ey-tlow. If there is a good honey-t1ow they
will be too busy with them; and, on the oth-
er hand, should there be no flow they will

ffnaw just for sheer aggravation's sake. Idle

hands, you know, will find some mischief
to do. Then another thing, if the colony is

weak, or, in other words, has an abundance
of room, they are apt to gnaw the founda-
tion because they like to have all their stores
accumulated as much as possible in one part
of the hive; hence the trouble we have in

making them fill all the sections evenly at

about the same time clear to the corners
unless baits are placed in the corners as well
as in the center. M. E. Pruitt.

Vancourt, Texas.

the proper WAY TO USE SPLINTS.

I have used splints for two years, and I

believe that there is only one way to apply
them. I put them in boiling wax and allow
them to boil until they have quit foaming,
but this is not long enough, for I have found
that the bees sometimes gnaw them out. If

they are boiled an hour, the wax gets clear
thruugh the wood, and there is no trouble.
They should be pressed into the foundation
far enough so that they will be flush with
it, but not so far as to cut the foundation in

two. Geo. J. Friess.
Hudson, Mich.

HONEY-DEW AND THE PURE-FOOD
LAW.

Paper Read by W. A. Selser before the
Pennsylvania Bee-keepers' Con-

vention at Lebanon.

fWhile it is our rule not to publish the full text of
convention papers, yet by request we are placiner this
before our readers. It contains matter of much im-
portance on a vital matter before bee-keepers all over
this l;yid.—Ed.]

The pure-food law as now upon our sta-
tute-books requires the bee-keeper, in sell-

ing honey, to brand every package with a
truthful and accurate statement of the con-
tents. For instance, for many years all

white horey has been branded "White Clo-
ver;" the tf-rms have almost become synon-
ymous, when, as we all know, only a small
part of white honey is strictly and entirely
from white clover. One large firm in Brook-
lyn has been putting up a brand that has be-
come famous in the way of lieht-amber hon-
ey which th*y call "Orange Blossom." The
facts are, while the honey comes from P'lori-

da, it is actually from saw-pnlmetto bloom,
and never saw an orange-tree. This brand-
ing is ruled out bv the recent law. If one
puts the brand of any flower on his honey,
every particle "f that honey must be secured
by the bees from that identical flower.

Again, the law does not forbid the bee-
keeper putting in glucose or glycerine to
cheapen his honey or to keep it from granu-
lating, as the case maybe; but if he does this
the exact amount he has added must be stat-
ed on the label. If the beekeeper is not en-
tirely satisfied that his product is from one
particular flow, he may simply brand it "Pure
Honey." There could be no fairer law, in
my estimation, nor one that could have
brought more beneficial results to the bee-
keeper. In fact, it has inspired more con-
fidence among the grocery trade; and in place
of the bee-keeper being looked upon with
suspicion when he offers his product for sale,
a much better feeling and tone have arisen
as a result of this law in the last three years.
The pure-food law practically says that hon-

ey is the nectar of flowers gathered by the
bees. The writer has assumed the position
for many years that the nectar as produced
in the blossoms is different from any other
known natural sweet. In carrying out this
theory some eight or ten years ago I adver-
tised to pay $10.00 an ounce for any nectar
that could be procured from any blossom
throughout the United States. I secured,
among others, a sample from California un-
der an affidavit that it was extracted by a
pipette, and found it sustained my theory
that this nectar was in reality levulose, all

other natural sweets being dextrose. This
coincides with the requirements under the
chemical standard of pure honey, that it must
all show a levulose rotation, or a turning of
the plane of the polariscope to the left. Now,
then, honey-dew is not nectar, but "bug
juice," or a product of the aphis. Therefore
it is largely dextrose—sustaining my theory
as heretofore stated. This is why honey-dew
can not be classed under the pure-food law
as honey, which, it seems to me. is very fair

and just. But it can be sold by branding it

"honey-dew honey."
Some nine or ten years ago I received a

number of samples of honey-dew from the
central part of this State. I analyzed tl.em,
and found them to contain mostly honey-dew,
but not in such large proportions as the hon-
ey-dew of this year. So I would say, from
close observation of almost a quarter of a cen-
tury, that this has been the first year honey-
dew has been so general.
Desiring to know the practical results from

all parts of the United States, and hoping to
obtain some information that might be help-
ful to the bee-keepers to-day, 1 sent out a
large number of letters to the large bee-men
all through the country, asking the following
questions:

1. Have you found honey-dew more preva-
lent during the rainy or the dry season?

2. During what months of the year have
you found it most prevalent?

3. Do bees gather honey-dew when there
is another flow in the field?

4. Have you had any experience with bees
wintering on honey-dew?

5. Have you had experience with selling
honey-dew to the baking trade? If so, how
does it work?
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6. Do bees swarm out as quickly on hon-
ey-dew as on regular nectar?

7. What is the average price you have ob-

tained for honey-dew?
Among the replies received was one stat-

ing that such a determined effort to get at

facts as our Pennsylvania bee-keepers were
making puts us at the top of the list as pro-

gressive bee-keepers in investigating this in-

teresting subject. Boiling down the volumi-
nous correspondence in answer to these
queries I report the following:

First answer. — Connecticut, Mississippi,

and Colorado report "dry;" Michigan, Ken-
tucky, Texas, and California, "wet."
Second.— California reports March and

April; Mississippi, April and May; Colorado,
June; Michigan, July; Texas, October.

Third. — Connecticut, Colorado, "Think
not;" Michigan, Kentucky, Mississippi, and
Missouri, "Yes."
Fourth.—Kentucky says "No." They find

aster the best wintering honey, and use hon-
ey-dew to build up in the spring; New York
states that, if the taste is not rank, the bees
winter all right on it. Missouri reports that,

if the bees can fly all winter, it is all right;

Colorado states they lost half of their bees
from it in the winter of 1908; in Texas they
will winter well.

Fifth.—Most of the States report they have
not had very much success trying to sell it.

Dr. Miller states that he hurt his trade very
much some years ago when he had a crop of

it, for people thought he was adulterating
his good honey, as the"taste was'so^different.

Sixth. — Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri,

and Colorado, "Yes."
Seventh.—Dr. Miller reports he sold it at

the same price as other honey because he
knew no better; Michigan and Missouri re-

port getting 10 cts. at one time; Colorado
used all their crop for spring feeding; in

Texas it sold for 5^ cts.

From all this correspondence I glean the
following facts:

1. Honey-dew is fine for building up in the
spring or increase in the summer.

2. Very dangerous as a winter food in

northern latitudes.

3. Very bad for a good reputation.

4. Against the law in quantities over 20
per cent.

I have here a large number of samples in

test-tubes which may be helpful to the bee-
keepers in arriving at some idea regarding
the color line to determine the quantity of

honey-dew in his product.
Sample No. 1 contains 10 per cent of hon-

ey-dew mixed with white-clover honey. If

your honey is no darker than this sample it

will pass inspection.
Sample No. 2 contains 20 per cent of hon-

ey-dew. Should your honey show this color,

and you have a suspicion that your bees have
been working on honey-dew, it would be
wise for you to have it examined by a chemist
before selling it as pure honey.
Sample No. 3 contains 30 per cent of hon-

ey-dew. Honey of this snade which has

been gathered during a honey-dew flow
would not pass.

I also have samples running up to 40 and
50 per cent to show the average of the hon-
ey-dew crop of this season. Of course, as
you understand, we have amber honey and
a fall honey which would duplicate these
colors, and yet might not contain a particle
of honey-dew. But this year, through our
State honey-dew came during the white-clo-
ver flow, with practically nothing else in the
field, and, therefore, if you could carry these
colors in your eye it would be very helpful
as a simpletest for judging your own product.

BEE-BREEDING.

A Plea for More Systematic Methods; Dif-
ferent Localities Need Different Bees.

BY L. E. BALDWIN.

If the human race should be suddenly an-
nihilated in North America our bees would
become wild, and a mixing of the races of bees
would at once begin ; and after a few hundred
years there would not be a colony of pure
Italian, blacks, or any of the races of bees we
now have; but they would all be blended in

one American race of bees.
Wax-moths, hard winters, and poor sea-

sons would weed out the weak and less vig-

orous bees, and the result would be a race
of bees, adapted to the conditions of the
country, that would be hardy and vigorous,
and immune to many of the diseases that
now trouble us. The same result could be
obtained in a few generations by careful and
systematic breeding.
We now follow fads and fancies largely in

the improvement of our bees, and every lit-

tle while a craze starts after a new race of

bees which are introduced indiscriminately,
possibly from a country where box-hive bee-
keeping is in order, and thus upset what
progress has been made—in the way of breed-
ing non-swarmers, for instance.

If we would take the races we have now,
and cross and blend and select and improve
them, we could have a distinct American race
of bees in a few years. The mingling of

races has produced the American people, who
are the best hustlers on earth: now why not
do the same with our bees?
True, it would take some time to establish

a type; but a "standard " could be establish-

ed, as is done with poultry, and great im-
provement could be made in a short time.

Prof. Holden, "the corn man," lays great
.emphasis on the importance of each farmer
selecting and improving his own seed corn
to suit tne peculiar soil and climatic condi-
tions of his own farm. The same rule will

apply to bee-keeping. Characteristics might
be developed in Michigan that would be a
disadvantage in Florida, or vice versa. Each
locality has some condition peculiar to itself

that needs to have some trait developed in

the bees to meet the condition. For instance,

Mr. F. R. Beuhne, of Australia, says that he
had to develop a strain of bees that were im-
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mune to bee-paralysis, and at one time suf-

fered the loss of $yOO by the introduction of

a strain of bees from a locality where this

immunity was not developed because it was
not needed.

In a location where the main honey-flow
comes very early in the spring a strain of

bees which will furnish a strong force of

workers very early is absolutely necessary;
while in a place where the main flow comes
late in the season this same trait would be a
disadvantage; for, by the time the honey-flow
comes on, the queens will be exhausted, and,
consequently, the force of workers will be
smaller. In a location where the honey-flow
is prolonged, long-lived bees will command
a premium. In snort, to make a success the
bee-keeper has need to understand thorough-
ly both his location and his bees.
Georgiana, Fla., Sept. 26.

[We could accomplish much more in this

matter of developing desirable traits in our
bees if we could control the male parentage.
While something has been done, and can be
done yet under conditions as they exist, the
work is slow as compared with what can be
accomplished in the case of poultry and or-

dinary farm stock where a selected male can
be bred to a selected female. If some enter-
prising queen-breeder will locate on an
island, raise all of his drones from a choice
mother, and raise all his queens from anoth-
er select mother, he may accomplish results
that can not be secured in an ordinary inland
location. It would be necessary, doubtless,
for him to keep drone-traps on all other col-

onies, so that nothing but the drones of the
select queen would have the freedom of
the air. Who, among our queen-breeders,
will be the first to have the enterprise to lo-

cate on an island so he can truthfully say he
has queens mated to selected drones?
Away back in the early '80's Mr. D. A.

Jones attacked this problem in earnest. He
located in Georgian Bay, Canada, several
bee-yards on as many different islands. One
he called Holy Land, another Cyprus, anoth-
er Carniola, and another Italy. But owing
to the coldness of the locality and the lack oi

natural forage he was obliged to give it up.
It was too expensive to keep a man on those
islands and support so many colonies on su-
gar syrup.

—

Ed.]

ARE QUEEN -EXCLUDERS HONEY -EX-
CLUDERS?

Some Proof Going to Show that They
are Not.

BY W. F. COX.

I read the article by Mr. Scholl, page 491,

August 15. Of course, every one admits that
all excluders interfere more or less with the
ventilation of the hive, and the bees in hot
climates like Texas will suffer more from the
heat than would bees in milder climates. It

is, therefore, just possible that the location
causes the difference of opinion in regard to

excluders. Possiblv Mr. Scholl has never

tried the new wire excluders, which I con-
sider nuite an improvement on the old per-
foratea-zinc style.

All authorities agree that the nectar as it

is gathered from the flowers is stored direct-
ly in the brood-chamber. For this reason
the excluders have no direct effect on the
honey-yield. Again, we are told that the
nurse bees are the ones that carry the honey
from the brood-chamber to the supers, and
this is done at night when there is plenty of
time. By morning the brood-nest is free,
and the field bees can go on all the next day
storing honey in the brood-chamber, to be
removed again the following night. Is it not
possible that the bees simply pass the honey
through the excluders to the bees above in
the supers just as the fielders on entering
the hive give their honey over to the nurse
bees? I may not be orthodox, but this looks
reasonable.
As for results, I have given the matter ex-

tensive trials several times, and can see no
difference in the amount of honey gathered
whether I use the excluders or not. How-
ever, there is a difference in the quality of
the honey. To illustrate this point, we will
take, for example, two colonies of bees ex-
actly alike as regards the race, hives, brood,
honey, etc., and of equal strength. We will
put a story of empty combs over each hive,
but on brood-chamber No. 1 we first put an
excluder. As the honey-flow begins, both
colonies will commence storing in the super
at the same time, and continue at the same
rate. Other things being equal, there will
be no difference in the quantity gathered;
but the colony having the excluder will have
its surplus honey free from pollen and brood,
while the other, with no excluder, may have
brood and pollen all through the super. Of
course, it is possible to prevent some of this,

but it requires too much time and hard work
to be practical.

I consider the excluder of vital importance
in the production of both extracted and chunk
honey, at least when full-depth frames are
used, and I have good reasons for believing
that they are just as important with some
other sizes of frames also. After having tried
to produce honey with and without exclud-
ers, my opinion is that I can not do without
them at any price.

Mr. Scholl says there are other ways of
keeping the queen out of the super, but I

should like to ask him to tell how to do this

when the surplus crop is gathered from white
clover from the 20th of May to the 10th of
July. As a rule, the honey comes in so fast
during this period that we have no time to
go around and see where our queens are.
With the excluders we A'nou' just where they
are.

One more reason why excluders should be
used is that they prevent the rearing of so
many drones. Full sheets of foundation
help to prevent this, but my bees are still

inclined to rear drones, especially during a
heavy flow. At such a time^ if there is any
drone comb in the hive I believe the queen
will find it and deposit eggs in it, even if it.
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were five stories above the brood-chamber,
provided there were none nearer.
Garden City, Mo.

[We have had quite a number of reports

in years gone by, showing that as much hon-
ey will be produced over queen-excluders as
where they are not used. If Mr. Doolittle is

correct (and we believe he is) , that most of

the honey is delivered in the brood nest, and
later carried above, there is no reason why
there should not be as much honey stored
above an excluder as in a super where none
are used.

—

Ed.] »<»
THE QUEEN-EXCLUDER NOT A HONEY-

EXCLUDER.

BY F, GREINER.

It may be said that the larger part of the
bee-keepers in Germany do not faver queen-
excluders any more than Mr. Louis H. Scholl

does, who says, page 491, Aug. 15, that they
are not only brood- excluding but also honey-
excluding. He says the conditions of a lo-

cality may make them less objectionable;

and while this is undoubtedly true it appears
that hives without excluders show the same
symptoms here in New York as in Texas;
viz., the brood appears in the upper story.

This does not suit many of us, and therefore
we are compelled to use the instrument of

loss and torture. It does not seem to be as
much a matter of locality as it is of the de-

mands some of us make on the article we
produce. It is not all gold that glitters, and
it is not all good honey which is produced
under the name of honey, although a man
may obtain large yields of inferior or repul-

sive honey ana make money by it. A man
qf a refined nature or one with a sensitive

stomach does not extract from combs con-
taining brood.
We do not want both honey and brood in

our extracting-combs. Even if we wait till

the brood has matured and has emerged
from the cells before extracting, the honey
is not nearly as fine in quality, and surely
not as appetizing. We may not understand
how to run our bees so as to get the most
out of them, but we do not want to become
rich producing an objectionable article. We
may also not be able to read bee nature as

well as others. With us our bees locate in

the uppermost set of combs, and establish

their brood nest there with a ring of honey
above the brood. This seems to be their na-

ture. This seems to satisfy them, and the
lower set of combs is largely neglected. I

do not understand what our bees thus unre-
stricted do with the honey that others under
the different condition store above excluders.

In this, the poorest of all seasons some of my
colonies in a yard of fifty have given 100 lbs.

above the excluder, with not ten pounds in

the ten L. frames below. A friend in a more
distant county took this year, in an only me-
dium good season. 265 lbs. from his best col-

' ony over the detested excluder. All our
colonies I run for extracted honey are al-

ways short of stores in the brood-nest. That

does not look as though the queen and brood
excluder were honey-excluding here; if so,

the bees would not carry nearly all the hon-
ey above the excluder.
Mr. Scholl says the queen-excluding hon-

ey-board is an expensive implement in its

first cost. It does not appear that way to
me. It is very cheap as compared with the
greater cost of the sectional hive, which Mr.
Scholl is adopting more and more in place of
the regular and more simple Langstroth hive.
But he invests just 'he same, and considers
it a good investment. I am with him; but I

should not want to be without the queen-ex-
cluder. It is a good thing for me. Even in

the management of the sectional hive for
comb honey, it is an auxiliary which I would
not willingly dispense with. Mr. Aikin, of
Colorado, and Mr. Hand, of Ohio, neither one
a beginner, recorded on Ihese pages how
they use the excluder with the sectional hive
in the production of comb honey. I am sure
they may be excused for their practices.
They must think it pays them to pay good
money for them.
Naples, N. Y., August 21.

HIVE-TOOLS.

Manipulating Frames; How to Do a Maxi-
mum of Work with a Minimum of Fag

at the End of the Day's Work.

BY E. R. ROOT.

For some years we have been experiment-
ing upon several forms of hive-tools. We
have had different models sent to us from
all over the country, and one or two have
been sent from far-away Australia We fi-

nally had our blacksmith make up from old
buggy- springs several stylesand placed them
among our apiarists, asking them to select
the one that seemed to suit their purpose
best. Among all the tools ihat were submit-
ted, a plain flat piece of steel, flattened and
sharpened at both ends in the form of a chisel,

one end bent over like a hoe, seemed to give
the best satisfaction. See illustration here-
with.

FI. . 1.

I
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It is something that any
blacksmith can mane out of an
old buggy-spring or any good
piece ot spring steel. It must
not be tempered too hard or it

will break. Each end should be
flattened out while hot, and
brought to an edge. One end is

bent to a right angle, and the
other is left straight. The tool

is then taken over to an emery
wheel or grindstone and finished
up. Care should be taken to

have the edges straight and
square.
The hooked end is ordinarily

L
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on the end. In this the operat-
or assumes a very natural, easy,
and comfortable position. The
left arm rests upon the knee,
supporting the weight of the
frame, wnile the right arm
merely holds it in a position for
exammation.
After removing a frame we

very often lean it against the
thigh; another one against the
hive, and still another against
the other leg. When one is at

FIG. ().—MAKING A GAP BKTW KEN
THE FRAMES SO THAT ONE
CAN BE EASILY REMOVED.

blade made of good spring"steel,

tempered just hard enough to
have the resilient qualities of a
buggy-spring.
Such a tool should be either

nickel-plated or painted some
bright color, like red, so that,

when dropped or lost in the
grass, it can be readily seen.
If painted a bright red it will be
in good contrast to green grass.

HOW TO HANDLE FRAMES.
Many yard men prefer to

work with a sort of stool and
hive-box combined; others wish
to have nothing to lug around except the
bee-smoker and the hive-tool. As most hives
are placed on or near the ground, one must
either sit down on some object or kneel in

front of the hive, to bring himself to the
proper working distance. We usually use a
hive-cover as shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9. It is

always handy, and has the further advantage
of a milk-stool in that one can shift his body
back and forth on the hive-cover in order to

reach frames toward the near or far side of
the hive, as the case may be. A seat that
does not allow one to shift his body back and
forth, necessarily requires more stooping
or bending of the back.

Occasionally it will be found desirable to

turn the cover up lengthwise, and we always
use it in that manner when we desire to

place the weight of the body against the frame
that we are crowding over against its fellows.
See Fig. 8. In pulling out a division-board,
one has a little more leverage if he sits high
rather than low. See Fig. 9. But if he mere-
ly wishes to separate the frames, then spend
several minutes hunting for the queen or
looking over the brood, as shown in Fig. 7,

one should sit on the narrow side rather than

FIG. 7.—A COMFORTABLE POSITION FOR ALL-DAY WORK.
Note that the left arm that supports the weight of the frames rests

comfortably on the knee.

work clipping queens' wings it is sometimes
necessary to nave three or four frames out
of the hive at once in order to give room for
the proper handling of those already in tlie

hive. When he works with bees all day he
should assume as comfortable an attitude as
possible, for at best he will be tired enough
at the end of the day.
A change of position is often restful. After

one has oeen working over a number of

hives, sitting down on the hive-cover or hive-
stool, he finds it convenient to vary occasion-
ally the position by resting on the knees
close to the hive; and still again he may find
it comfortable to vary the monotony by stand-
ing upright, bending over only when it is

necessary to remove a frame.
Perhaps it may seem that the operator in

Fig. 9 is taking things easy. There are times
when only one hana can do good work. If

one can assume a comfortable attitude, even
though it be only momentary, he ought to do
so.

We are well aware that some of our apia-

rists will say they have no time to sit down,
much less "loaf on the job," as might ap-
pear in Fig. 6. It is our opinion, however,
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that the more one can save his

legs and arms the more he can
actnally accompUsh in a day.
In hunting for a queen we can
not afford to stand up on the
job, but should get right down
where the eyes can do their best
work, as seen in F'ig. 7, always
holding the frame in such a
way that the sunlight will strike

it squarely. In looking for eggs
this is very important, espe-
cially if the operator is getting

FIG. 9.—PULLING OUT A REFRACTORY DIVISION-BOARD THAT
RESISTS REMOVAL.

toward the shady side of life when eyesight
is not at its best.

In our next and subsequent issues we ex-
pect to show snap shots of a scheme for work-
ing with bees in connection with the tool-

box, and at the same time give other views
of our men while in the act of forming nu-
clei, grafting cells, and, in general, showing
the separate steps in commercial queen-
rearing.

LACK OF VENTILATION ALONE
BLAME FOR GREASY-LOOK-

ING CAPPINGS.

A Reasonable Explanation.

TO

BY M. E. PRUITT.

About those greasy sections, in my opin-

ion ventilation has all to do with it. Heat
expands most liquids, so that, if there is only
a little ventilation, the honey becomes very
warm from the heat of the bees, etc., and ex-
pands clear up to the cappings, so that there
is no air-space between the honey and the
caps. The wax also partakes of the heat of

k;. s.-a higher seat is better
WHEN ONE wishes TO PLACE

HIS weight against THEl
FRAME TO BE SHOVED

OVER.

the honey, and shows a greasy
appearance. When removed
from the hive the greasy ap
pearance does not disappear,

because the air is excluded, and
then some honey adheres to the

caps. Just touch a piece of

comb honey with the tip of the
fingers so that the cappings
come' in contact with the honey,
and it has this same appearance
which can not be removed, al-

though before the impression
was made it looked clear and flaky.

Now, some one will say, " All my entrances
are the same, and yet some have greasy sec-

tions (or frames as the case maybe), and
others haven't." Well, perhaps some colo-

nies are in the shade; some are stronger, and
so have more animal heat. They may not

all face the same way; they may not all be
the same height from the ground, and then,

again, some may be painted and some not

—

so many little things control the temperature.
Don't execute Her Royal Highness for noth-

ing.

Vancourt, Texas.

DO BEES MOVE POLLEN FROM ONE COMB TO ANOTHER?

Do bees ever move pollen from one set of combs to

another? That is, if a brood-chamber is placed over
a hive containintr full sheets of foundation with an
excluder between, keepintr the queen below, will the

bees carry the pollen down as well as the honey?
Exeter, N. H. C. F. Adams.

(We do not know any reason why bees could not
move pollen from one comb to another; but it is our
opinion that they rarely do so. In the case mentioned
we would suppose that the pollen would be left, even
if the honey were transferred.—ED.]
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A. YEOMAN'S CITY APIARY, SHOWING THE HIVES RAISED FROM THE BOTTOM-BOARDS;
SWARMING IS PREVENTED.

ALL

PROVIDING EXTRA VENTILATION DUR-
ING HOT WEATHER FOR THE PRE-

VENTION OF SWARMING.

Raising the Hives One Inch from the Bot-
tom-boards.

BY J. A. YEOMAN.

The article on page 504, Aug. 15, reminds
me of my experience, and I am accordingly
sending a photograph of my back-lot city

apiary. For about four years I have been
putting inch blocks under the corners of my
hives. The bees use the regular entrance
in front almost entirely, the opening at the
sides and back serving merely for ventila-

tion. The fence at the back and the trees at

the sides probably explain this; for if the
hives stood in the open I believe the bees
would take the easiest way out.
For four years my bees have not tried to

swarm. This year I was negligent in raising
the hives to provide more room; and the re-

sult was a perfect contagion of swarming
which I found difficult to break up. I have
never had any comb built between the bot-
tom-board and the frames. With the sides
open all around I think that it is hardly warm
enough to warrant comb-building.
The second hive shown in the engraving

is not raised from the bottom-board, but, on
the other hand, the bottom-board is drawn
to the front over half its length, leaving the

brood-chamber open to the ground. Mice
and toads do not bother me. This colony,

from the present outlook, will yield between
200 and 300 lbs. of honey, which ,,!_ shall ex-
tract at the end of the season.
Spokane, Wash.

[The scheme of raising hives up on four
blocks at the approach of the honey-flow to

forestall swarming has never received the

attention that it should. We should be pleas-

ed to get reports from others who have tried

this plan.

—

Ed.]

ORANGE-BLOSSOM HONEY.

The Cause of an Unusual Dark Color.

BY EDWIN G. BALDWIN.

Mr. Root:—Apropos of your footnote to

Mr. Pryal's article on orange-trees, page 236,

perhaps the following data will be of inter-

est, and instructive to your readers. You
say that the orange-tree is not a prolific

source of nectar. I am inclined to inter that

you mean there is not much orange honey
from that source on the market, rather than

that you wish to be understood as saying the

orange-blossom does not yield much honey.
The former is undoubtedly true; the latter is

hardly borne out in my own experience here

in Deland. We are in the midst of many
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groves, and for the past four years my colo-

nies have averaijed about 50 lbs. per hive

from orange-blossom alone. I say, "from
orange-blossom alone," and wish to be taken
(jualitatively, of course. Your footnote is

quite right in adding, "As a general thing it

is hard to get a strictly all-orange-blossom
honey." Perhaps you will pardon my (juot-

ing from a few letters I received from my
good friend Mr. Wm. A. Selser, of Philadel-

phia, perhaps the best authority on honeys
in this country. He received a sample of

orange honey from me, and wrote, "Your
letter to hand, with sample of honey, which
I have tested very carefully. This is the

only sample I have received from Florida of

which I am convinced a large percentage is

from orange-blossom. I am not clear what
makes the honey of a darker shade, as I am
also convinced that California orange honey
is of very light color." Again, later on, he
writes, after testing the sample in company
with Mr. W. J. Young, of the National Micro-
chemical Laboratory: "I went over the pol-

len grains of both your honey and the Cali-

fornia honey at the same time in the Govern-
ment laboratory in this city about a month
ago. It was very interesting. We found the
same orange-pollen grains in your honey that

we found in the California; but in addition

to it we found in the California honey a lot

of pollen grains of the sage brush, and in

your honey we found pollen grains of an en-

tirely new formation. I am inclined to be-
lieve they were from the saw palmetto; but,
understand, these were only secondary. The
main pollen grains were from the orange,
showing that the main source of the honey
was from the orange flow."
The sample of honey sent Mr. Selser was

much darker than either of us had supposed
orange honey, as pure as we knew that was,
could possibly be. For three years it had
not varied in hue, to any remarkable degree.
It had a reddish cast, not merely amber. Its

aroma was exquisite, and the body unexcel-
led, but the color seemed to us to be a little

off. Mr. Selser added, "This brings up a
very wide question as to what climatic con-
ditions have to do with the flavor and shade
of honey; and soil may also have a great deal
to do with it." This year I have over 1000
lbs. of the finest orange honey one could
imagine; and, mirabile dicta! it is of a light-

yellow hue, hardly even amber; clear, and
with almost none of that reddish cast that
appeared always heretofore. I have been
trying to solve the enigma of the color ever
since I harvested my first pound of the deli-

cious nectar, but without avail till this year.

I am now sure of a solution. In the first

place, I was sure the added pollen grains
could not possibly he from palmetto blossom;
it was not in bloom when I extracted. There
were but two other nectar-yielding plants in

bloom during the time of the orange bloom,

THE NEW JEKSEV .\NU I'HlLAUElJ'lllA BEK-KEKFElo' ASSOCIATION WHICH MET THIS VEAR AT

THE APIARY OF HAROLD HORNER, NEAR MOUNT HOLLY, N. J.
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INTERIOR OF W. W. TURNER'S WORK-SHOP WHERE HE MAKES HIS HIVES AND FIXTURES.

viz., the wild cherry and the cherry-laurel.

I have sent samples of the pollen of ttiese two
blossoms to Mr. Young, and he now has their

srrains on record in the Government labora-
tory and museum. He will be able another
time to identify them if he finds any in honeys
analyzed by him. But they are not the cause
of the darker hue in our orange honey, for

they both bloomed this year, as well as hereto-
fore, right in the opening of the orange bloom,
after bees began working in supers, and all

honey from them would have gone

—

must
have gone—right into the orange honey. If

it had been of any perceptible amount or
off color, the hue of the resulting honey
would have been dark as usual. As a matter
of fact, the bees do little working on any
thing else than orange when it once begins
in full blast. And still the honey this year
is very light. I am convinced we have found
the reason. Last fall, for the first time in

years, after a very rainy and damp summer
the bees had their hives full of brood in Oc-
tober, but were practically in a starving con-
dition. I had to feed many pounds of sugar
to keep them alive during the winter. Whei,
the orange honey began to come in, the hives
were almost destitute of honey or stores of

any kind. Had the orange held off a few
days longer I should have had to feed all my
colonies in the spring also. Heretofore, the
hives have been well filled in autumn with a
dark-red honey, from the palmetto berry (that

is, the juice from the berry of the palmetto i,

and there has always been somewhat of it

left when the orange flow began, and supers
were put on. Our opening days of orange
flow are usually cool. The bees store all

honey at first close to the brood—that is,

right under the top-bars. As the season ad-
vances and the weather warms up, the brood-
nest is expanded, the queen is given room,
and the honey in those frames under the top-
bars is carried up into what is now the sur-

plus-chamber, the supers, and a dark color
given to the mixture ; that is, the honey would
be, in that case, in the main, orange with a
slight admixture of palmetto-berry honey but
enough to give it a darker shade.

I have tested this matter very carefully for

TURNER'S HOME AND APIAKY, MADE POSSIBLE
BY IRRIGATING-DITCHES IN WYOMING.
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four years, and I am satisfied we are at the
real cause of the dark hue. I shall hence-
forth extract all honey in the hives just prior
to the opening of the orange flow, and feel
sure no more dark honey will dull the beau-
tiful hue of the real orange-blossom honey.
I shall be glad to hear from others on this

whole matter, as it opens up many problems
of interest to all bee-keepers who may have
similar difficulties to contend with in their
local floia.

I have repeatedly seen the nectar shining
in the petals of the orange-blossom.
Deland, Florida.

IRRIGATION IN WYOMING.

BY W. \V. TURNER.

I am sending two pictures, one showing an
end of my bee-yard, and also the shop and
house, and the other the interior of the shop.
I am located near the Cal-Cody Ditch, and
the government ditch is just beyond the big
alfalfa hayfield. This ditch is fed from the
big dam, which is the highest in the world.
This dam is only half an hour's drive from
our place. Cody City is half a mile distant.
Five vears ago there was nothing here but
bare land.

I make all of my hives and supers, as well
as every thing else shown in the interior
view. Under the bear skin is the door lead-
ing to my extracting-room.

I had a nice crop of honey, and received 17
to 20 cts. for three thousand 4 x .5 sections
here at home.
Cody, Wyoming.

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPING.

Bottom-boards, Hive-stands, and Feeders.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD.

In the matter of bottom-boards 1 am fol-

lowing Dr. Miller, and am starting out with
a space of IV inches under the hive. One
of my reasons for adopting this depth v/as
the apparent facility with which necessary
feeding could be given in the spring; but I

surely guessed wrong, for my bees emphati-
cally needed feeding from the end of Janu-
ary; but they as decidedly refused to take
one drop from below, even when served to
them at a temperature of 95°. I was driven
to give them plain candy until the atmos-
phere reached 48°, at which temperature
they would take syrup from above—one more
instance where man proposed, but the bees
said no.

My first bottom-boards were made two
feet long, giving an alighting-board 4 inches;
but this proved too short when a feeder was
used in the bottom-board and the hive moved
forward to facilitate filling the pan; so I now
make the bottoms 26 inches long and find
them more sat siactory. Since these boards
must carry quite a weight I am of tlie opin-
ion that th- y should be of ^-inch lumber.
In this region of big trees it is possible to

get lumber wide enough to make the floor of
one piece. So the specifications read:

One piece, ^4: X 13)^x26.
One piece, ii'Xlf/ Xl2!s.
Two pieces, V X 1 h X 26.

Where such wide lumber can not be had,
and this, probably, is almost everywhere
nowadays, the floor must be made of narrow
strips nailed crosswise, and the length of the
bottom-board can be modified to suit the
standard widths of lumber available.
When I have a number of bottom-boards

to nail up I place the side- pieces on the
bench; and at each end insert an end-piece
(of course only one is nailed on ultimately),
and outside of them I nail four cleats to the
bench. Then it is easy to nail the floor to
the sides.

HIVE-STANDS.
Since hives in this part of the world pass

the winter on their summer stands I decided
that the hive-stands I happened on in Illi-

nois, because I chanced to have the material
handy, would he the very thing. The usual
support here is a flat board nailed to a cou-

Ele of pieces of lumber, or a frame 1x3 made
ox fashion. I certainly did not like the

flat board, as it means too much surface con-
tact, which must be conducive to rot in the
wet season. In my opinion the smaller the
area of contact surface the better. At pres-
ent my hives rest on three dowel-rods %
inch in thickness, and so far I am satisiied
with the results. These rods pass through
suitable holes bored in 2x4 rough lumber;
and as I prefer to have two hives on each
stand, each will, therefore, consist of three
cross-pieces. The specifications are: 3 pieces
J^X42 inches, dowel-rod; 3 pieces 2x4x24
rough lumber, with ^-inch holes bored at
4, 12, and 20 inches, centers 2 inches from
one side.

The construction is simple. Push the
rods in place and fasten with nails. Cost
about 20 cts.

ENTRANCE-BLOCKS.
With such a deep entrance as is given by

so. deep a bottom-board, an entrance block
must be used almost all the year. It is made
of 34 -inch lumber, 12 inches long and at least

2^2 wide. On one edge is cut a notch fs by
3 inches; on the other, H by 8 inches; so we
have considerable choice in the size of en-
trance. When in place it is wedged by a
slip of wood (usually a bit of a section) be-
ing forced in between its end and the side
of the bottom-board. At any time a small
block of wood may be dropped on the alight-
ing-board in front of the entrance so as to
contract the latter or close it entirely.

FEEDING-TRAYS.
I have already mentioned incidentally that

I got fooled on my little notion about spring
feeding; but the bottom feeders I am about
to describe work first rate in the summer
and fall months: in fact, they are of the
style recommended by Mr. Hand for comb-
honey production; but they are rather ex-
pensive. From a tinner 1 get trays 1 1 'xr2xi8
at a cost of 60 cts. each in half-dozen lots.

In each is placed a rack made of 2 cross-
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pieces >^xl%xllM; 10 long pieces >^xl>^x

15X- The lumber costs 20 cts.

It will be noticed that the cross-pieces are

% inch deeper than the others, the reason
being that a tight fit is wanted under the end
of the hive so that the bees can not crawl
back. In use, the tray is set in the bottom-
board as far back as it will go, then the rack
goes in the tray to the front, leaving a blank
of about 3 inches at the rear. The hive is

then placed on the bottom-board with the
back resting on the rear of the rack. The
blank end of the tray is covered by a-board
4x14 or thereabout. It takes but a minute
to lift this board and pour in the syrup,

whether it be a pint or four quarts.

TOP FEEDER.
When the bees refused to take feed from

below I tried the top feeder used by Mr. J.

E. Chambers, of Texas, in raising queens,
which has been already described in Glean-
ings. It consists of a rim two inches or so
in depth that rests on the top of the hive.

In the center is placed a tray whose total

depth is % inch less than that of the rim;
width about 6 inches, length \2% inches.
Mine are made of wood from packing-boxes
rendered water-tight by working in beeswax
with a hot flatiron. The bottom of the tray
is set flush with the lower edge of the rim,

and across the top is nailed a couple of strips

of yi-inch lumber to prevent the sagging of

the protecting wire netting that is above.
This netting is, of course, 13>2 by 19>< inch-

es, and is tacked all round the frame. In
using the feeder one removes the cover and
pours the syrup into the tray through the
netting.

Victoria, B. C, Can.

HOW FAR DO BEES FLY?

Some Evidence to Show that they do Not
Work Profitably More than a

Mile from the Yard.

BY W. A. H. GILSTRAP.

On page 286 the editor asks about how far

bees fly from choice. They do not fly one
mile for nectar when they can get plenty
nearer. As I am now in my twentieth con-
secutive year of keeping from 50 to 350 colo-

nies, I can not rank as an old or extensive
bee-keeper; but a varied experience has
taught me some things, and this is one of
them.

In 1895, on my Chamberlain range 16 miles
south of Fresno, there were about 125 colo-
nies. My main flora was alfalfa and alkali

weeds. In the best of the honey-flow at dif-

ferent times it was nearly out of the question
to find bees on flowers three-quarters of a
mile from the apiary, while anywhere within
half a mUe of the yard bees were abundant.
On the Esq. Ayer location in this (Stanis-

laus) county I had about 75 colonies in 1899.
There were some honey-producing flowers
and plenty of water near the bees in a west-
ernly direction ; but decidedly the main
source was alkali weeds, which grew rank

for about a mile in an easterly direction

.

Near the apiary the weeds were higher than
my head, and very dense. Under these cir-

cumstances bees might be expected to go up
to the Westport country and visit scattering
weeds from choice; but really few bees went
over a quarter of a mile from the apiary dur-
ing the best of the season. The record was
140 lbs. extracted, spring count, many colo-

nies being weak in early spring.
While alkali is an extremely free and reli-

able bloomer at any season favorable to its

reaching warm weather, it is not as copious
a producer of nectar as basswood, the sages,
and some other plants.
The same year I helped move about 80

colonies to a weed-patch, and it was worth
something to see the bees rush for the wil-

derness of bloom from early morning till

well toward noon, when we left. When
perhaps a fourth of a mile from the apiary
(distance was only a guess in this case), we
stopped and looked in vain for bees.
Now let us look at the other side of the

question. A year or two after the experi-
ence noted at the Ayer yard we had a rather
dry winter and an early spring, with few
weeds the following summer. The honey-
flow was weak till well along in summer,
when honey-dew was stored at a fair rate.

A fairly good search was made for the new
El Dorado within the regulation \% miles
without finding more than a trace of honey-
dew. Near the close of the season two of my
neighbors took a trip about 3>< miles from
the apiary to a place where honey-dew was
so thick that it mussed their clothes, horses,
and saddles in a very provoking manner, and
the bees would have probably made a record
except for the long haul.
Few men understand bees as well as Mr.

Doolittle; but he is evidently mistaken—clear
at sea—on this question, or else I have not
stated facts. That the Alexander bees gath-
ered honey so far from home only proves
that at that time the range was overstocked
near home.
The foregoing applies to valley range; but

I have kept bees in the hills enough to sug-
gest that while, sometimes, they have a slight

advantage there, they are apt to be hinder-
ed by the hills. An ideal range would prob-
ably be in the form of a hopper several miles
wide with an apiary near the bottom, which
would give the bees a "down-hill pull" t©

their hives.

Ceres, Cal.

BEE-KEEPING IN NEW ZEALAND.

Box Hives Being Done Away with on Ac-
count of Foul Brood.

BY BURTON N. GATES.

In New Zealand, bee-keeping appears to

be experiencing tremendous progress. Not
only are the apiaries increasing in number,
but they are also increasing in size. The
last census (1906) showed that the total har-

vest of wax and honey amounted to about
$111,175. In 1907, good authority assures
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that the crop was nearly double that of the
previous year. The apiarists number more
than 15,000. To-day there is probably a

much greater number of bee-keepers. The
old-style, careless, or shiftless bee-keeping
is fast giving way to commercial methods.
Under the Apiaries Act of a few years ago

there are employed two inspectors, Messrs.
Gibb and Bray, who are greatly concerned
in the advancement of apiculture. Much of

the honey which is produced is consumed
locally, but shipments to England promise
good prices if they are made early.

The progressiveness of these people is in-

dicated in several ways. There are not only
five thriving bee-keepers' associations, but
there are model apiaries, and opportunities
for instruction in oee-keeping, all of which
are utilized to the best possible advantage.
There are three of these model ^.piaries lo-

cated at the experiment stations. At all of

them there are visitors constantly receiving
information.
The ridding of the country of box hives is

another important step, which sets many
parts of the United States a good example.
This good work is being accomplished by the
inspectors under the Apiaries Act. Owing
to the tiemendous demand for hives, there
has been difficulty in securing frame hives
from the manufacturers; consequently, the
box-hive apiaries where disease occurs have
been attended to first. Gradually every box
hive in the country will be put out of com-
mission.
This act, providing for the control of infec-

tious and contagious diseases of bees, is prov-
ing immensely satisfactory. Gradually the
disease situation is being cleaned up. Mr.
Isaac Hopkins, Expert Apiarist in charge of
the bee interests of New Zealand, deserves
great credit for his strikingly energetic ef-

fort to promote bee-keeping. His accom-
plishments, even so far, stand as a shining
example to the rest of the world.

It is interesting to note in his report, from
which these notes are extracted, that, in the
parts of the country where rainfall is the
greatest, there the diseases of bees appear
to be worst. Where the rainfall is less, the
diseases are not so prominent.
Worcester, Mass.

PURE AIR FOR BEE-CELLARS.

An Entire Change of Air Occasionally Nec-
essary.

BY J. E. HAND.

Last winter was very mild in this section,
and outdoor-wintered bees had frequent
cleansing flights, and this means that they
were in excellent condition. There was
some loss of bees that dropped on the snow,
it is true; but we reduced tne loss to a mini-
mum by the peculiar construction of our
hive-entrances. An inclined board reaches
from the ground to the under side of the
bottom-board, which is six inches from the
ground. The bees pass through the bottom-

board at a distance of 3 inches from the front
end. This construction admits 2 inches of
packing around the hive without bridging
the entrance. It can not become clogged
with ice nor snow; neither can the sun shine
into them to entice the bees from a hive at a
time when they are likely to become chilled
and perish. The manufacturers of chaff
hives may, perhaps, gather a suggestion
along this hne.
The bee-keeper who labored under the de-

lusion that fresh pure air is not essential
to successful wintering of bees in a cellar
likely got an object-lesson last winter that he
will not soon forget, for he doubtless had
more bees on the cellar bottom in the spring
than in his hives.
We put 100 colonies of bees in a cellar

about Nov. 20, a year ago, with a temperature
outdoors of 38°. The next day was warm,
and each succeeding day was warmer than
the last, until the mercury reached 70. This
period lasted with little variation for 2 weeks.
The temperature within the cellar went up
to 58. I was afraid to open the windows lest
the warm air pouring into the cellar would
throw the bees into a panic and cause them
to leave the hive. However, it became evi-
dent that something had to be done soon, so
we opened an outside door at night. This
made the bees still worse; and the way they
roared, and came out on the outside of the
hive, was remarkable. However, I was de-
termined to see the thing through, so I open-
ed another door on another side of the cellar.

This created a sharp draft of pure air. The
next morning the bees were perfectly quiet.
After that I opened the doors at frequent in-

tervals, leaving them open during the night
and closing them in the morning. The re-
svilt of these experiments would seem to in-
dicate that pure air is a good medicine for
bees as well as for human beings. A uni-
form temperature is not necessary; indeed,
the bees seem to welcome an occasional
change.
ABSORBENT CUSHIONS OR JUST CUSHIONS.
Mr. Editor, I note what you say about ab-

sorbents over hives not having sealed covers
becoming saturated with moisture. I have
found that this condition exists only when
the cover rests upon the chaff in such a way
as to prevent a free passage of moisture-
laden air, so that the said chaff becomes an
absorbent instead of a conductor of moisture,
which it is when a current of air is allowed
to circulate between it and the covers. It is

impossible to tell by the condition of the
packing over the brood-chamber of my hives
m winter which hives have the sealed covers
and which the absorbing-cushion plan.
Where there is a free circulation of air

above the chaff, the word "absorbent" is a
misnomer.
Birmingham, Ohio, March 6.

[Our experience, covering years of obser-
vation on this question of absorbents in this
locality, does not agree with yours quite, and
our absorbing cushionswe thought had good
ventilation over them too. We should be
glad to know the experience of others.—Eto.]
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HEADS OF GRAIN
From Different Fields

FLOUR METHOD OF INTRODUCING A SUCCESS; HOW IT

WORKS IN UNITING.

I have introduced some twelve or fifteen queens by
the flour method and had good success, so that I feel

just as secure in using this plan as in using the old

candy method.
When my hives are all supplied v/ith good young

queens I have a surplus of nuclei, so when I test out

the mismated I often introduce a tested queen, nucleus

and all, to the colony having the mismated queen.

The flour method is just the thing for this. I remove
the cover from the nucleus, sift fJour over the bees and
frames plentifully, which keeps them busy, and leave

the cover off, if the bees are flying, while I go on with

other work until all the bees return from the fields.

There is no danger of robbers. I then carry the nucle-

us to the hive to which it is to be introduced, and, using

no smoke, I remove the cover and dust flour down be-

tween the combs or sections, and dump in the bees of

the nucleus, including the queen and the flour left in

the bottom of the box. If the nucleus is very strong I

put on an empty super, so that I can put the cover on
at once. It has been my experience that not ten bees

of the nucleus return to the old location, though it may
be only two rods away. I have great confidence in the

plan and am sure it will work with any colony, the

bees of which feel the need of a queen. If the queen
is pretty lively, it may be well to put a drone-guard

over ihe entrance for a few hours. A. D. Herold.
Sonora, Cal.

[If there is any one else who has tried the flonr meth-

od of introducing, let him report.—Ed.]

ST JOHN'S-WORT POISONS WHITE-NOSED HORSES; RE-
QUEENING IN STRONG COLONIES.

1 have noticed the discussion about alsike poisoning,

and will say that horses with white noses are fre-

quently poisoned by St. Juhn's-wori. Alsike clover is

almost unknown here.
„ ,, . ^- n

Will you please answer the following questions?

1. Nearly all writers advocate requeening before the

bees supersede the queen, and also state that it is hard

to introduce i'l a full colony. Then how is one to re-

queen if he buys his queens and does not use ripe

cells'
2. Would taking away all unsealed brood from a full

colony make introducing safer?

Greeneville, Tenn., Sept. 15. WM. H. BROWN.

[1. While lit is generally advised to requeen before

the bees supersede their old mother, it is not true that

it is hard to introduce to a full colony. While a strong

force of bees requires a little more care thm a weak
nucleus, yet thousands and thousands of queens are

introduced every year by the cage method in stocks of

full size. As to the matter of ripe cells, it is not neces-

sary to use them. - , ^ . ,

2 Taking awav all unsealed brood might help some-
what; but usually it is not necessary to go to that

trouble.—Ed]

\ MIXTURE OF LIGHT HONEY AND HONEY-DEW IN THE
SAME COMB.

Before my bees stepped bringing in honey-dew they

began to work on linden and other flowers, so both

kinds of honey were being brought in at the same
time I had half-filled comb-, some of the cells of

which contained black honey, while others close by,

and promiscuously mixed throughout the comb, con-

tained as clear honey as I ever saw. I supposed that,

if the bees gathered both kinds at once, it would be

mixed in ihe cells, and possibly this may be true to

.some ext-nt: but I certainly saw some cells contain-

ing black honey-dew, while others next to them con-

tained clear basswood. In other years I noticed ihat,

wh. n the honey-dew began to fail, the honey stored

began to get lighter as the black honey-dew gave out;

but this case seems different, as each kind seemed to

have been put in cells by itself. W. M. Janes.
Paducah, Ky.

IDuring the present year, at our south yard, when
several sources of honey, including dark honey-dew,
were available at the same time, many of the combs in

the hives were quite spotted. There seems to be no
invariable rule in the domestic economy of the hive.

in some cases, all the honey will be more or less

mixed, while in others some cells will contain a strict-
ly dark honey, and others a light. During the past
season at our south yard, when basswood and honey-
dew were available at the same time we found there
were some colonies that seemed to favor the honey-
dew, gathering largely of it, while others showed a
decided preference for the basswood.
Some years ago it was stated that, when buckwheat

and clover are in bloom at the same linie, black bees
will work on buckwheat while Italians will disregard
the buckwheat and work on clover. Whether a cer-
tain strain of bees recognizes quality or has a prefer-
ence for some kinds of honey we are not able to say.
Perhaps some of our subscribers may be able to throw
some light on this question.

—

Ed.]

HONEY oozing THROUGH THE CAPPINGS.
The comb honey I am receiving from Florida and

Alabama is weeping, or oozing out through the cap-
pings. Can you assign any cause?
Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 17. G. E. LEAVITT.

[Comb honey that is a year or more old is liable to
ooze as you describe. New comb honey that has been
roughly handled by freight or express companies may
have enough broken cappings to give ihe surface the
appearance of " weeping." In our northern climates,
honey that has been frozen will sometimes behave as
you describe. We have had one or two reports going
to show that honey from a certain source is inclined
to leak through the cappings shortly after it has been
taken from the hive.
Taking every thing into consideration we should be

inclined to think the honey you refer to was old honey
of last year, because the crop has been short in most
sections of the United States east of the Missi^sippi
River. While the honey may have been sold as this
year's product, an investigation might show that it

was produced in 1908.

—

Ed.]

ACTUAL NUMBER OF BEES ON SWEET CLOVER COUNTED.
A sweet-clover plant came up under my bedroom

window and sent out three stalks. It covrrs a space
about three feet square, and it has been in bloom over
four weeks. In this locality sweet clover comes into
bloom when white clover begins to fail, and continues
for four or five weeks. It grows and flourishes on
rough or stony clay land that will produce nothing
else. I made an actual count one d<.y of the number
of bees on this plant. At seven o'clock in the morn-
ing there were ten bees; eight o'clock, eight; nine
o'clock, nine; ten o'clock, sixteen; eleven o'clock,
fifteen; twelve o'clock, seventeen; one o'clock, fifteen;

two o'clock, nineteen; three o'clock, seventeen; four
o'clock, eighteen; five o'clock, twenty; six o'clock,
eleven; seven o'clock, three. The total number that I

counted was, therefore, 178; but I th.nk I should be
safe in saying that there were three times that num-
ber that visited the plant that day. Is it possible that
all these bees got nectar from this plant?
Harrison, Ohio. J. G. Creighton.
[This is an interesting series of observations. If

more of our writers would get their information from
the hives and from the fields, our bee literature would
be much richer.-ED.]

WOODEN BUTTER-DISHES UNSAFE FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

I wish to warn beginners not to use the butter-dish
or pie-pan feeders, as mentioned in the ABC and
X Y Z of Bee Culture. I tested some butter-dishes
with water, and the ones I used did not leak. Then I

placed them over my frames and nearly tilled them
witn syrup. The next noon I returned and found my
hives half covered with bees. The butterdishes had
absorbed the syrup, and considerable seeped through
the joints, hence the trouble. After this I ust d pie-
pans. I filled these two-thirds full of syrup; spread
cheese-cloth over them, and down to the fraH.es. The
cheese cloth acied as a siphon, and drew the syrup
over the sides of the shallow pie-pans down to the
bottom of the hive, and I had another time of it
Finally I went to the store and bought cake-pans 2%
inches deep, 10 inches long, and 4 or 5 inches wide.
I had no trouble with these. E. H. DiCKlE, M. D.
Homer City, Pa.

[Years ago we used wooden butler and pie dishes
in large numbers, running at that time something like
500 colonies. We have never experienced any trou-
ble from leakage, and this is the first leport we re-
member to have read where any thing of this kind
occurred. With a wooden dish it is not neces^ary to
use cheese-cloth; indeed, it better not be used at all.

When tin dishes are used, cheese-cloth is almost in-
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dispensable. I( acts as a ladder so the bees can climb
up the sides of the pan, and at the same time prevents
drownintf.—Ed.J

QUEENS FLYING WHEN THE HIVES AHE OPENED,

On paee 546, Sept. 1, I note the reference to the
queens leuvinc the hive when the cover is removed.
I have found this to be very frequently the case when
the comb is removed from the hive. I do not think il

a Bood plan, however, to leave the hive open the
lenjith of time mentioned in order to allow the queen
to return. Instead of this I shake in the air the bees
from this comb or from some other comb in the hive;

and as they alight at the entrance of the hive they caU
the <ueen back. I think no queen will be lost if this

is done. W. J. Littlefield.
Little Rock, Ark.

[The suggestion, to shake a lot of the bees out of the
hive into the open air so they will go back to the hive
in droves, thus attracting the queen, is a good one;
but no harm can come from leaving the hive open for

a considerable length of time unless robbers are
prowling ahout. In case the queen does not shortly
return to her own hive, it would be well to look over
the combs of all the others of the near-by colonies;
for if she goes into a strange hive she will be balled;

and in separating the frames her presence can be very
easily detected, because the missing queen will be
found in the ball. After being taken from the angry
mess of bees she should be caged in her own colony
for 24 or 36 hours, f'^r otherwise she would be in dan-
erer of being balled by her own subjects.—ED.l

VENTILATION OF HIVES IN A CELLAR.

Last year I had 100 colonies in the cellar. I piled
the hives one above the other, live high. I leave the
entrancH open the full width of the hive, and then
break ibe seal of the cover and put pieces of broken
sections under each corner, at one end. The ther-
mometer registers from 42 to 48 degrees, although it

sometimes goes above 50 The cellar is in clay ground,
and has rather damp walls, with stone on two sides
and tile for the other two. It also ha-s a tile floor.

Larue, Ohio. G. C. Alunger.
[In most bee-cellars it would be better to omit up-

ward ventilation. Unless actual tests prove to the
contrary, we would advise you to leave the cover
sealed down tight We are sure this is better for most
localities and cellars, although there may be some
conditions where upward ventilation is desirable.
But letting the heat of the cluster escape through the
top of the hive makes the interior temperature too
cold. This would reader it necessary for the bees to
consume too heavily of their stores, with the result
that their intestines would become clogged. Purging
or dysentery would then take place before spring.—
En.]

VENTILATION THROUGH THE BOTTOM-BOARD IN WINTER.

Has any one ever tried boring an inch hole in the
bottom-board of a hive which is to stay outdoors all

winter to prevent suffocation, or to reduce the danger
of it to a minimum? I am experimenting with a few
hives, but I fear not enough to give positive informa-
tion. A. F. BONNEV.
Buck Grove, Iowa.

[An auger-hole would be objectionable if as large as
one inch in diameter, because it would admit field-

mice. For outdoor wintering no entrance should be
deeper than ?>, and it would be better if only ^ inch.
In other words, our winter entrances should be in the
form of a narrow slot.

There would be no danger of bees suffocating with
an ordinary entrance GxYi deep, providing, along in
February or March, any dead bees that might clog the
passageway were raked out with a hooked wire.

—

Ed.]

COMBS CUT DOWN TO FOL'NDATION BY THE BEES.
With regard lo Mr. A. W. Acker's query concerning

the bees cutting down the combs to the midrib, p. 477,

Aug. 1, I can speak somewhat from experience. Last
year I noticed in several hives that they were cutting
down their combs. I made an investigaiion and found
that it was always the old combs being cut down to

the midrib. In some cases they cut large holes in
them. In oie case in particular I gave the dry black
combs of a hive 'that had died out) to one that was
booming strong. They cut all the oldest combs in the
super down to the midrib: but in no case did they cut

down any cells that had not been used for bmod-
rearing. I have not noticed them at it this year. Since
it is always old black combs that are thus treated I

have come to the conclusion that, after rearing brood
many times in the same cells, the cells become so mis-
shapen that the bees cut them down in order to cor-
rect that trouble, else the young bees would be small
and defective. I have never known any other than
Italians to trim their combs thus.
Brownsville. Texas, SepL 8. W. C. C. Foster.

THE INDIANA STATE FAIR.

At our State fair the bee and honey industry is well
represented, there being four exhibits, and all of them
very creditable. The exhibitors are Geo. M. Rumler,
Mohawk. Ind.; E. L. Barnes, Bedford, Ky.; C. M. Scott
Co.. Indianapolis, and myself. Awards were made to-

day as follows:
Bee-supplies—first, Walter S. Pouder; second, C. M.

Scott Co.; third, E. L. Barnes.
General display—first, Walter S. Pouder; second, C.

M. Scott Co.; third, E. L. Barnes.
Beeswax—first, Walter S. Pouder; second, C. M.

Scott Co.; ihird, E. L. Barnes.
Italian bees—first, Walter S. Pouder; second, C. M.

Scott Co.; third, E. L. Barnes.
Comb honey—first, E. L. Barnes; second. Walter S.

Pouder; third, C. M. Scott Co.
Extracted honey—first, G. M. Rumler; second. Wal-

ter S. Pouder; third, C. M. Scott Co.
Foreign be«9—first, E. L. Barnes; second, Walter S.

Pouder.
Honey vinegai^first, C. N. Scott Co.; second, E. L.

Barnes; third, Walter S. Pouder.
Mr. Jay Smith, Vincennes, Ind., acted as judge. Mr.

George S. Demuth, Peru, Ind., gave lectures, exhibit-

ed modern bee-app4iances, and showed specimens of

foul brood in glass cases as an educational affair in

connection with our new State foul-brood measure,
Mr. Demuth being chief inspector of apiaries.

Indianapolis. Ind., Sept. 8. WALTER S. POUDER.

HOW TO KEEP THIEVES FROM STEALING HONE\'.

Thieves bothered me last spring, so I nailed the

hive-covers fast and raised up the back of the hive
three inches, so that it would fall easily. When the

thieves came the next time they failed to get any
honey, for the hives dropped and the bees poured out

at once. One of my colonies is pure Cyprian, and I

found the bees from this colony still mad the next
morning, for they met me at the gate and kept contin-

ually fljing around the chimney of the bee-house.
Boonville. Ind. S. ECKSTEIN.

DO BEANS YIELD HONEY?
I should like to ask some of the bee-keepers of Mich-

igan whether there is much honey gathered from tb*

bean-blossoms. There are thousands of acres of

beans raised here in this part of the State.

Luce, Mich., Aug. 7. WM. Craig.

[Considerable honey is taken from the bean-fields of

California. We know of no reason why the same fam-
ily would not yield nectar in other States when condi-

tions are right.—ED.]

DOES HONEY-DEW EVER GRANULATE IN THE CO.MBS?

It assuredly does here, this year, seemingly within

48 hours. When dug out of the cells it looks like a

miniature pillar of basalt. I rather worried about its

presence; but I now find it is being consumed very
fast, so that little will be left to winter on. The sugar-
barrel will have to be the main source of winter stores.

Victoria, B. C. Sept. 15. F. DUNDAS TODD.

[Honey-dew in this locality apparently granulates
as readily as ordinary honey. It is very unusual ior

anv honey to candy inside of 48 hours.—ED.]

A CORRUGATED UNCAPPING-KNIFE.

Have any of the readers of GLEANINGS tried a bev-
eled corrugated knife, known as a Christy bread and
cake knife, on new thick extracting-combs? I find it

superior to the Bingham with the offset hand e. as it

does not crush the comb; and though it might not do
so well on uneven ones, yet for cutting down to the
wood on a thick comb it is all r!ght. Let some od«
try it and report. They are listed al 25 cts.

Green Ridge. Man.. Can. B. BREWSTER.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root.

And God blessed them, and said unto them, Be fruit-
ful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue
it.—Gen. l : 28.

oAfr. A. I. y?oo/.—Having been a reader of your writ-
ings in Gleanings for about fifteen years I shall take
the liberty to differ with you in regard to some things
you say in your article on "race suicide " in the Sep-
tember 1st issue, and hope you will be kind enough to
have this printed. Life is all very nice for your grand-
children who can have all the automobiles, bicycles,
and every thing else they can wish for, as their parents
received a good education, and every advantage to
equip them for their battle with the world, and stepped
right into a business which enables them in turn to
give all these and more advantages to their children;
but how about the poor laboring class who can scarce-
ly furnish their families with bread and butter, to say
nothing of the luxuries of life? And think of the thou-
sands of poor mothers who, perhaps, have to go out
and work to obtain food, having this additional burden
of child-bearing thrust upon them every year or two—
for, as a general thing, this is the class of people who
have the largest families. It is my opinion that a bet-
ter Quality of children instead of a larger quantity is

what we need, even if Mr. Roosevelt is so much wor-
ried over the question of race suicide. The population
of the United States increases so rapidly as it is (al-

though, of course, partially through immigration) that
there is not enough provision to supply the demand,
and the prices of the common necessaries of life are
soaring higher each year. Even now they are far be-
yond the reach of the laboring classes who have large
families. What we most need is the education of the
people to be temperate in all things, and then children
will not be brought into the world under such condi-
tions, and with no thought of what is to become of them
after they are here; then there will not be so much
need of finding homes for them. I, for one, if you will
pardon me for being personal, although I have lost two
children of my own, and am as fond of children as
any one, do not think, as you say, that it is always the
duty of people who are childless to adopt one at once.
I think there might be a great many reasons why it

would not be for ihe best to do so. There is a very
sensible article along this line, entitled " Reluctant
Parentage," and written by a physician, in the Septem-
ber number of The Woman 's Home Companion. If con-
venient I should like very much to have you read it.

Union Center, Wis. Mrs. G. W. B.-vrge.

Thank you, my good friend, for your kind-
ly criticisms. No doubt / may have made
some mistakes; but I think you, too, are
making a mistake in your second sentence.
Is it really fortunate and better for a child to
have autos, bicycles, etc., as well as advan-
tages for education? Permit me to say that,
when Mrs. Root and I were married, the
boots on my feet were not paid for; and I

am afraid that, if I had been compelled to

Cay
cash down for said boots, I should have

een badly cramped. Mrs. Root's parents
were but little better off than my own in the
backwoods. They managed to give the
young couple starting out in life a pretty fair
cooking-stove; but, so far as I can remem-
ber, that is about all we got from our parents
to begin with. More than that, I was not a
strong nor robust young man at the time of
my marriage, by any means. A good friend
of Mrs. Root— a woman of age and experi-
ence—made the remark to her that she fear-
ed I had not " vitaliij^ " enough to take care
of and support a wife. Under the circum-
stances mentioned above, many people of

food common sense and experience might
ave thought it unwise for us to get mar-

ried. I think the shoemaker who trusted
me for my boots did so because I had not

only always been busy at something, but I had
thus far paid my debts promptly as I had
agreed. Let us now look at the situation.

Would it have been a good thing for us if

our parents had bee.i able at the time to give
us a college education, and financial help in
other ways? I think the majority of people
at the present time, and you too, my good
friend, will recognize that itwas a good thing
for us that we were obliged to go right to
work and "hustle" to make a living. My
health improved by hard honest wor^; and
as Mrs. Root inherited a good constitution
from her ancestors in good old Merrie Eng-
land she has always been able to do her part
in the battle of life. Yes, we two talked it

over, and decided we could not take care of
children, or, at least, give them good care,
until we got a little start in the world; but,
alas for all our plans! Man proposes, but
God disposes, and soon a comical curly-head-
ed little chap came into our home almost be-
fore we knew it. He was of an inquiring
turn of mind, like his father, and looked at

the pictures in the Scientific American long
before he could read, and pulled the big
clock down from its shelf over on his head
on the floor, because of his habit of "look-
ing into things." Where would the A. I.

Root Co. be just now had not that baby boy
come into our home almost the first thing?
Again, you seem to take it for granted that

both Mrs. Root and I had a college education.
Neither of us ever set foot inside of a col-

lege. It was talked about, and the good pas-
tor of our church was so anxious that /

should go to college (and graduate) that he
proposed to my father and mother that a sub-
scription be raised, as they could not think
of furnishing the means while there were
six other children in the family. My good
father (blessings on his memory) said no to

the proposal, and my mother seconded it.

This good minister, however, offered to lend
me any of the books in his library, and took
quite an interest in my welfare. Now comes
the question. Was it a misfortune or the re-

verse that my parents were so poor that I

was obliged to dig my way through difficul-

ties? Our children and grandchildren have
worked hard, and raked and scraped to get
the money to buy their bicycles, automo-
biles, motor cycles, etc. Of course, with the
facilities round about us now it is an easier
thing for them to earn money than it was for

me when I started in life. Our five children
have all been to Oberlin to school more or
less; but their father and mother raked and
scraped to get the means to send each one
of the five, one after the other. But the most
that worries me is that our grandchildren
are going to have too easy a time.

It is true that, in some cases, there is diffi-

culty about procuring bread and butter for a
large family of children I distinctly remem-
ber the time in my childhood when the whole
family had a spell of ague and fever that so
reduced our finances that for a while we ate

our bread without butter, and I can not re-

member that it hurt us a bit. My good friend
Mrs. Barge, has it never occurred to you that
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the men who have made the greatest strides,
and perhaps done the most g:ood, came from
very humole homes? In regard to T. B.
Terry, it was my good pleasure to make a
call on him last week, and the graham bread
that was given us pleased me so much that I

asked a lot of questions about it. At length
friend Terry said, "Oh! see here, Mr. Root.
I have something to show you about that
graham bread."
He led the whole crowd of us into the

kitchen and got out his little grinder and
screwed it on to the table. It is called a
Quaker City milT No. 4. He got it of Mont-
gomery Ward & Co., and it cost only three
or four dollars. With that little mill they
grind the wheat that was grown on their
own farm, and the graham flour made in

that mill is what produced that beautiful
graliam bread. Now, I can not think there
are many people in the United States who
find it hard work to get enough good whole-
some food. If they do, let them get one of
these little mills, then buy some good clean
wheat—that is, if they can not raise it them-
selves—and make their own graham flour.

Cut off the profits, not only of the miller, but
the middleman, the grocer, and the baker.
Make a short cut from the wheat to the bread
on the table, then chew it long and well, just
as T. B. Terry has been urging us to do for
years past, and just as Fletcher has been urg-
ing in the same way. A few cents a day will

pay for the wheat; and this poor family (or

anybody else) will enjoy better health than
ever before. Instead of costing such a lot of
money to live, something can be saved up
for a rainy day or to take care of the baby
when it comes. To come right down to the
point, is it necessary to go to the expense of
a hired girl and a great lot of useless things,
just because a b,aby has come or is coming
into the home?
You say the necessaries of life are soaring

higher each year. Let them "soar." Live
as Terry does, and as Mrs. Root and I do,
even now, and be happy. I believe in edu-
cation; but such an education as Mrs. Root
and I both received does not cost any money.
May the Lord be praised for our free schools.
Very likely it is not always best to go out and
get a child and bring it into the home; but I

think that, in the great majority of cases,
not only would the childless parents be great-
ly benefited, but there would be fewer grow-
ing up to make criminals just because nobody
would take the trouble to look after them and
lead them in the straight and narrow way.

I want to thank you for having called my
attention to that splendid article, "Reluctant
Parentage," by Woods Hutchinson, M. D. I

had read it before you mentioned it, but I

have gone over it carefully again. There is

so much of good in it that I have taken the
liberty to clip the following:

The moment that any woman discovers she is mar-
ried to a drunkard, a libertine, a brute, or a criminal,
she outrht, in my opinion, to be set free from him, not
merely for her own sake and for that of thp children
already born, but still more for the sake of those who
never outrht to be born. And the state should provide
liberally for her support and that of her children.
When this has once been accomplished we may beifin

to look for a real and effective elimination of the un-
fit, a diminishinu of crime and pauperism, and a new
standard of purity in the marriaere relationship, which
many will find it difficult to live up to.

Now notice the grand sentiment in the next
paragraph:
There is no achievement better worth living for, no

more valuable leiracy that can be left to the future, no
more enduring claim to honorable remembrance, than
a family of well-born, well-reared children. And this
feeling is showing itself already, and steadily spread-
ing among the great intelligent upper stratum of the
middle class, the people of which are the real aris-
tocracy of any country.

I want to express a hearty amen to the
above sentiment. When we come down to
old age, who does not feel a little reluctant
about leaving the world without anybody to

come after him, and keep up his good name,
and preserve a kindly remembrance of the
life he lived? May God help us in our ef-

forts to do our part in fulfilling the command
to "replenish the earth and subdue it

"

This question of rearing a family of children
touches chosely on the matter of help in the
home. Right here in our own neighborhood
there is a constant complaint because the
help available is not only expensive but very
inefficient; but my constant reply to the
mothers of my acquaintance is that God is

striving to teach us all wholesome and im-
portant lessons; and then if we would only
recognize his loving hand in it all, and let

that loving hand lead us, we shall get out of

all our troubles and perplexities in this line.

Notwithstanding the vehement protests and
teachings of T. B. Terry, Fletcher, and Cor-
nari, of long ago, our tables are still loaded
with dishes so it takes a hired girl almost the
whole forenoon to wash them up and put
them away; and with such a multitude to

handle, many dishes are broken. These
countless dishes are needed because of the
dessert and pie and other things that not
only load the tables, but destroy digestion,

and, as a result, require the services of ex-

pensive physicians, or even make it neces-
sary to go to a hospital to undergo an opera-
tion; and then, besides all this, we have ban-
quets in the evening at a "dollar a plate,"

and I am urged to attend because some dis-

tinguished editor or clergyman is going to

speak I am getting so i dread the very
mention of a banquet. May God be praised

that there are at least a few like myself,

Terry, and Fletcher, who have cut off all of

these unnecessary and pernicious things. I

have heard of a few people who say that they
would rather live fewer years, and have a
"good time " while they do live. All right.

It is your privilege to follow the prevailing
fashion if you wish. A good friend of mine
gave as a reason for not wanting hired girls

in his home (I do not like the term "hired
girl;" I much prefer to say "help in the
home") was that he said his grown-up
daughters thought it a fine thing to ring for

the "help" whenever they wanted a drink
of water. This help was expected to bring
a glass of water placed on a dainty little nap-
kin on a suitable platter. The reason for all

this fuss and trouble was that it was the lat-

est style to be served in that way.
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Once more, let me remind you that the
great and good men and women came from
very humble homes, where no such style
was ever known or thought of. As I write,
there is a great lament over the death of Gov-
ernor Johnson, of Minnesota; and I am told
that in some great procession that was march-
ing behind his remains, one of the banners
contained the information that he came from
a home where the father was a drunkard
and the mother a washwoman. Now, are
the children fortunate or unfortunate who
are born, reared, and educated in homes
where fashion prevails, and where there are
plenty to serve? May God help us to learn
the lesson he is striving to teach us.

POULTRY
Department

By a. I. Root.

POULTRY SECRETS, FfRELESS BROODERS, ETC.

Somebody set the pace two or three years
ago of charging a very big price for a very
small book on poultry culture, giving as an
excuse for the high price the fact that the
book contained a wonderful invention, and
that each purchaser would get a "family
right

'

' to make and use the invention describ-
ed in said book; and finally there seemed to
be a mania pervading almost all the poultry
world for advertising some great secrets or
new system; and while the price grew big-
ger the information contained in the books
became smaller and smaller, and less valu-
able— such as sprouted oats for 15 cts. a
bushel, etc. The price of the book was
$5.00; but it has now come down to $1.00,
and there are quite a lot of other books that
in price should come away down while their
quality should go away up. Here is a letter
from the editor of Poultry Culture, Topeka,
Kansas, which hits the spot:

I thank you very much for your complimentary re-
marks on our booklet. One of the main reasons that
caused me to get this book out was I got " sick and
tired " of seeing ideas exploited in the poultry journals
as worth from $1.00 to $5.00 when the same ideas have
been known to practically all the poultrymen (who are
at all " on to " their jobs' for many years. Practically
all these ideas have been published time and again in
the poultry press; but poultrymen differ very much,
and the beginners are thick every year, and they be-
lieve there are " millions in it " from the start.
Topeka, Kan., SepL 21. R. V. HiCKS.

As stated in the above, there is a great
army of beginners coming along every year.
I know, because I am getting Tetters every
little while from women and cliildren, asking
me if the statements are true about the mon-
ey that can be made in just a little while, in
the back yard, with a few chickens. To il-

lustrate the whole matter I want to give you
some of my experience during the last few
days.
On page 551, Sept. 1, the author of the new

book, "The Dollar Hen," describes briefly
the Curtiss lampless brooder. You will no-

tice he says these parties raised 20,000 chicks
last season. A few days after this was out I

saw an advertisement in one of the poultrj'-
journals reading:

DAY-OLD CHIX.
CURTISS' IMPROVED FIRELESS BROODER, $3

EACH.

After my check had been sent for the
brooder I noticed they also advertised a book
in regard to raising chickens. The price of
it was $1.00. I accordingly wrote them that
if they would put the book inside of the
brooder I would at once remit the extra dol-
lar or return the book, explaining that I had
bought so many books that were almost
worthless to me I thought I would, in the fu-
ture, see the book before sending the mon-
ey. They replied that they must have the
doUsLV first; but they added that, if I was not
satisfied the book was worth it, the money
would be returned. This is the way the
"book " is advertised:

RAISING CHICKENS NATURALLY AND AT SMALL
COST

IS THE KEYNOTE TO A SUCCESSFUL POULTRY BUSINESS.
25,000 last season. Cost of machinery, one cent per

chick; 95 per cent raised in spring and summer.
THE SECRET OUT AT LAST.

Mauy people wonder why we are bo successful In raistntr
chicks. We have published a little book glvlig our way in
every detail. You can not fall If you follow directions.

Price $1.00. . Ninety per cent raised in winter.

W. R. CURTiSS & Co.

This seemed fair, so I sent them the dol-
lar. Now for the fireless brooder. When it

came I was a good deal disappointed. It was
a very cheap affair. The lumber had shrunk
so much that the rain would go right through
the roof had I not covered it with roofing-
paper. When I looked for directions I could
find nothing but a piece of paper containing
the following, tacked on tne inside of the
cover:

THE CURTISS NATURAL BROODER; CAPACITY 50 CHLX.

The simplest and best brooder on the market to-day.
Chix raised in this brooder are as healthy and strong as
those brooded by the old hen. No oil required to run.
The chix furnish the heat. Chix can not get lousy if

directions are followed. Chix get the natural hen heat
in this brooder, which makes strong chix. We have
300 in use now on Niagara Farm. This brooder is en-
tirely different from any other on^|ihe market. Birds
do not crowd and smother; and they always have an
abundance of fresh air. Once tried you will use no
other. W. R. CuRTiss & Co., Ransomville, N. Y.
Price $3.00 each.

Can you, my friend, find any directions for
using the brooder in the above? It says,

"Chicks can not get lousy if the directions

are followed. " But what are the directions?
I wrote, protesting, but it was some little

time before I could get any directions as to

how to run this $3.00 fireless brooder. After
writing again I finally did succeed in get-

ting the following:

DIRECTIONS FOR OPERATING THE CURTISS BROODER.
Baby chicks should have heat the first week. Use a

Universal or Adaptable hover. When a week old,

place our Curtiss Natural brooder in the pen in front
of the heated hover; close off all chance of getting
back to the heated hover. Do this at 4 or 6 o'clock in

the afternoon, and they will all go into our brooder.
If you have but 40 or 50 chix, use a jug of hot water or
heated brick two or three times daily in the center of
the Curtiss brooder for the first week. Feed, the first

week, equal parts of boiled eggs, corn meal, or bread-
crumbs. The brooder can be used out of doors after
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May 1. Never close the openinc in front unless the
brooder is to be moved with chix in, or the first week
to keep them in where heat is. Send for our book,
'The Curtiss Natural Way of Raising Chix at Small
Cost." Price $1.00.

Universal or Adaptable hovers are the best brooders
to use the first week. Write us for circulars eivintf a
full description and special prices.

W. R. CURTiss & Co.. Ransomville. N. Y.

Please notice in the above they have
changed the name; and instead of calling it

the " fireless " brooder they call it the "Cur-
tiss natural brooder," which I think is a good
change; and we are furthermore informed
that, in order to use this $3.00 brooder—that
is, if we are going to raise many chicks, we
must also purchase a "universal or adapt-
able hover." If these cost in proportion to

the cost or valup of the fireless brooder, I

fear I shall become disgusted and stop send-
ing my money. At present I have not been
able to find out what the cost of this hover
is that must go with the fireless brooder.
Let me say a word more in regard to that

dollar pamphlet. They wrote me I could
have my money back if I was not satisfied.

Well, the "natural hen incubator" folks say
something to the same effect, and so do
quite a few others. Fred Grundy does not;
and I am inclined to think it might be dan-
gerous business for him if he did. Yes, it is

very good to tell customers they can have
their money' back if they are not satisfied;

but with all that is going on just now, and
with the changed order of business in other
things, many people would feel ashamed to

ask for their money back after they had pos-
session of the "secret" or "system." A
friend of mine expressed it in this way: He
says that many people, after they get their
"fingers burned" in this way, conclude to

let it go and be a little more careful next
time when they see something enticing
among the advertisements.
When I got my dollar book I found it con-

tained some very poor zinc etchings in it,

but the directions are so badly printed that
I am unable to make them out even yet.

The four cuts that are given have no titles

under them, and no numbers to indicate
which one the writer is talking about. The
book is very poorly printed, and the punctu-
ation is exceedingly faulty, sometimes worse
than none at all. There are periods where
none are needed, and where there ought to

be a period there is no pause at all nor capi-

tal letters;* and last, but not least, this dollar

book contains only 12 pages the size of a
postal card. There are pretty nearly as

* There are also some short cuts in spelling not au-
thorized by the Reformed Spelling Association. It

will be noticed that they use the short form of " chix,"
" dux," etc. Now, I do not object to these short cuts;
in fact, they are rather refreshing; but I do like to see
enough correct punctuation lo enable one to under-
stand what he is reading. We have copied the ex-
tracts just as printed.
The Curtiss folks are, no doubt, progressive people ;

but I am afraid the trouble is they are too busy with
chickens to write a good plain book, big or little, or to

look after the goods they ship out and see whether the
things are finished up as they ought to be, and to send
out correct directions for using such articles. I have
not yet succeeded in finding out what the hole is for
in the center of the big doughnut-like cushion ; but I

am corresponding with them, and probably shall find

out after a while.

many other pages taken up with advertising
things they nave for sale. One whole page
is occupied in explaining that they will have
a "real" book out Jan. 1— price $1.00; but
nothing is said about giving the real book to
those who have paid $1.00 already for this
little bit of advertising pamphlet. Now,
this is not all. The brooder is advertised as
being fireless and lampless; but here is what
is said about it on the first cover:
Some people advocate using the fireless brooder

from the start. We have found that this is not practi-
cal. It can be done, but the chix require so much
watching and care the first ten days that we find it is
much easier and better to give them artificial heat on
the start for the first ten days in summer and spring,
and two to three weeks in winter. Artificial heat learns
them where to go to get warm, and once learned they
never forget.

Well, friends, is not the above pretty
tough to be told, after you have paid $3.00
for a lampless brooder, that it is not fireless
after all— that you need another brooder
with fire to go along with the fireless? They
add, however, as follows:

Where you only wish to raise 40 or 50 chix there is

no need of buying a heated brooder. Use a can or jug
of hot water or a heated brick or soapstone, wrapped
up in an old cloth to keep it from burning them and
place it in center of our Curtiss natural brooder, two
or three times a day the first week.
When chix are two weeks old they should not have

any more artificial heat. In fact, this kind of heat aft-

er this is decidedly injurious to the little chaps. They
will thrive much better, grow faster, and be more
healthy if not given any, but handled exactly as we de-
scribe.

Well, the above is all right. It is just
what I did with my fireless brooder in Flori-

da, as you may remember. But Mrs. Root
said she would ever so much rather have a
lighted lamp than be obliged to heat up a jug
of water, a brick, or a soapstone, two or
three times every day for a week or possibly
two weeks. By the way, it occurs to me to

say right here that in Fred Grundy's $2.00
paper-covered primer he described what he
calls his "lampless brooder, "and claims that

it is patented—nobody else has a right to use
it, and said lampless brooder is just a box
with a gallon jug filled with hot water wrap-
ped about with two or three thicknesses of

cloth. What do you think about getting out
a patent on the idea of using a jug of hot wa-
ter to warm chickens?
Perhaps some of you may think I have

found enough fault with so simple a transac-

tion as a dollar primer and a fireless brood-
er; but I think we had better have all of it

while we are about it. Hastings says, in re-

gard to the fireless brooder advertised by
the Curtiss Brothers, that they cost only
about 15 cents each, and that the Curtiss
Brothers use something like 200 of them.
That is quite an item. Well, the Curtiss
Brothers, in this "dollar book," in their esti-

mate of the cost of raising chickens, put the
price of the fireless brooder at 50 cents. I

suppose the fifty-cent one is a better-made
apparatus than the fifteen-cent one; but how

*Let me add there are ideas and suggestions in this
little pamphlet that are valuable. They may be worth
a dollar or more, especially to one who does not pos-
sess the Philo book; but their plan of growing a great
number of chickens on a small area differs but little,

so far as I can see, from the Philo system.
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does it come that the one I sent for cost

$3.00? It is true it did have one coat of

paint; but the lumber was altogether too

rough to do a good job of painting on it

Inside there is a circular cushion having a

big hole in the center, making it look like

an enlarged doughnut. What is this big hole
right over the chickens for? The book does
not mention it in any way. I thought it was,
perhaps, where they put'their jug of hot wa-
ter or heated brick or soapstone; but if these
heavy articles are to be in that hole Ihey
will push the burlap sheet down in the bot-

tom, and how then could the chickens get at

the jug?
Before coming out in print as I have in the

above, I wrote two pleasant letters to the
Curtiss Brothers, askmg for information; but
about all I can get from them is to "follow
the directions ;" that it is giving good satis-

faction, etc. Very likely 1 am stupid in this

respect; but I am sure there are a good
many stupid people in this world of ours. I

do not mind so much paying a good large
price for things—that is, I am willing to pay
even an extravagant price providing I can

fet a good well-fmished up-to-date book or
rooder.

Later.—I have finally received the follow-
ing:

The Universal and Adaptable hovers mentioned in
our circular are manufactured and sold by the Prairie
State and Cyphers Incubator Co. We have the agren-
cies for these goods, and sell them delivered to our
customers at factory prices, thus savinc the freight.
The cushion with the hole in the center is one that

we use in winter, and insert a jug or can of water in
the center of the hover through tlie cushion and burlap.
In summer this hole can be filled with cotton batting
or any material. This cushion was sent you by mis-
take. You should have had the solid cushion for use
at this time of the year.

Let us now do a little summing-up, or
have a little summary in regard to the $3.00
that we have to pay for the fireless brooder.
After you have paid the $3.00 you must buy
a lamp brooder (that will cost a good deal
more than $3.00) of the Prairie State (price

S7.00) or Cyphers people in order to have
the fireless brooder start out and do good
work. Of course, you can have a hot-water
jug or a soapstone; but is it not ridiculous to

call it a fireless brooder and make such great
claims for it?

Here is something from the Petaluma
Weekly in regard to the matter of fireless

brooders:

A lack of warmth will certainly cause bowel trouble,
while too much heat will cause ana?mia. Some think
that chicks brooded in fireless brooders get along with
little or no heat. Such is not the case. When chicks
are in a properly constructed fireless brooder the tem-
perature, on a line with the chicks' backs, will be found
to be found to be 100 degrees or more. The only real
danger in the use of fireless brooders is that the chicks
may become chilled when out of the brooders. In that
case they will have bowel or some other trouble. So
far I would rather risk the fireless brooder than the
old style hot-hover box brooder heated by a lamp.
When T pla''e chicks in a fireless brooder I allow them
out of the brooder but a little while at a time. I drive
them back under the hover and close the brooder.
When they have had time to warm up well I let them
out again. I watch them closely and do not allow them
to bunch up outside the brooder. When they begin to
do this I drive them back into the brooder again. This
requires that chicks be w;)tchcd for the fir.=t two or
three days quite closely, and by this time they will have
learned to go into the brooder when cold. Chicks in

fireless brooders act differently from those in heated
brooders. In cold weather they will run out and exer-
cise; and when they begin to get cold they will go to
the brooder. If one or two chicks go into the brooder
the rest will follow, so tliey are all in or all out of the
brooder at the same time.

I think the above is correct, judging from
what experience I have had with tireless

brooders in Florida. When there cotnes a
cold morning you can get along without a
hot brick or hot-water jug if you make the
chicks all stay inside or outside. If it is so
cold that they get to huddling outside you
will have to make them go in. And there is

still another plan to obviate fussing with jugs
or hot bricks. If the sun is shining, remove
the cover of your brooder and siibstitute a
glass sash or large pane of glass. The chicks
will be very comfortable in the sun if they
are out of the wind under a cover.

NOT ONLY FRESH AIR FOR CHICKENS AND
PEOPLE, BUT MOIST FRESH AIR.

T. B. Terry has for years past been insist-

ing that, in order to have the best of health,

huinan beings as well as plants must have a

moist atmosphere. I have described his

huinidifier, and told you how beautifully the
house-plants thrive, even in an atmosphere
that was warmed by a furnace; and I have
reason to believe that one of the great bene-
fits of outdoor air over the air of the general
living-room is because the outdoor air is

more likely to be a moist air. Where we
have artificial heat of any kind, unless mois-
ture is supplied the air gets to be altogether
too dry for plants, domestic animals, or hu-
man beings. Artificial heat for grown-up
fowls is being gradually dropped every-
where; and the new fireless brooders are
demonstrating that artificial heat can be, at

least to a great extent, dispensed with, even
for baby chicks. Now, I wish I could get
you all to take the time to turn to page 383
of our issue for June 15, and read what I

said about the Root incubators and brooders.
Since that article was written, Hubor and I

have been trying to remedy the defect in

this incubator. I have told you elsewhere
how I was succeeding with our new egg-
tester in getting the incubator full of tested
eggs. I commenced the 17th of July, put-
ting 16 eggs (on two shelves) in the machine
the day tney were laid. The next day I put
on 16 more, and so on until I had the incu-
bator full—124 eggs. As soon as I could de-

tect unfertile eggs they were taken out and
replaced by others until I had very nearly
124 tested eggs in the machine. Then I be-
^an watching them almost daily, and every
uiing went along finely until the first 16 had
come up to the 18th day. Then they com-
menced drying up in the shell. At this time
we were havmg hot dry August weather;
and the manufacturers of incubators, I be-
lieve, all agree that there is always a risk in

running an incubator when the thermometer
keeps pretty near SO or 90.

After I had lost a part of the eggs I began
experimenting with moisture. At this peri-

od many of the eggs that were pipped con-
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tained a sort of glutinous matter that seemed
to glue the chick fast before it could escape
from the shell; and the shells were, in fact,

so dry and hard that it seemed a wonder that
the chick should be able to break its way
out at all; in fact, I saw several with their
little yellow bills where they protruded
through the shell, glued fast to it, and the
chicks had died right there. My daughter,
Mrs. Calvert, remarked that in a dry time in

summer she often took the eggs from a sit-

ting hen just before hatching time and dip-
ped them in warm water. Well, I dipped
mine in it; but with the abundance of iresh
air that was the special feature of that incu-
bator the eggs were very soon as dry and
hard as before.

I then decided I would adopt heroic meas-
ures. I got a big sponge and cut it up into
little squares, perhaps half an inch thick or
more, about the size of an egg. I dipped
each piece in water as warm as my hand
could bear, and put a piece between each
two eggs. I had lost enough eggs so there
was plenty of room for the sponges. There
was almost an instant change in the program
—no more germs or chickens, ready to hatch;
died, and no more had any difficulty in get-
ting out of the shell. Every chick that pip-
ped an egg came out strong and lusty'.

There are now over forty of tnem; some of

the oldest ones are now scampering about the
yard, even if it is raining a little. When
they get wet and cold they scamper back un-
der tne spread-out wings of the mother I de-
scribed on page 519, Aug. 15.

So far my experiments seem to be a suc-
cess. Of course, the same treatment can be
modified to meet the wants of any incubator.

The above was put in type a few weeks
ago, as you will notice, but did not find a
place till this issue. Since then I have made
two more discoveries that it seems to me are
very important in the matter of incubation.
Let me digress a little.

SOME MORE "DISCOVERIES."

I told you about getting 18 or 20 chickens
from one hen, and sne a young pullet at that,

when I was on the island in Florida. Now,
this Leghorn could not cover all her eggs at

once very well. There were more or less

eggs outside, and comparatively cold all

through the sitting, and yet she brought out
a remarkable brood of nice strong chickens.
Once this summer (I think it was in July) I

had a sitting hen that seemed to be careless
about leaving her eggs exposed. I pushed
them under ner several times, and remon-
strated thus:
"Why, you old idiot, these eggs out here

are as cold as a frog. Why don't you keep
them under your feathers, and keep them
warm?"
^he did not answer me by word, but tip-

ped her head to one side and gave me a
knowing look that seemed to say to me,
"Well, who is running this, anyhow? Who
knows best how things should be managed
to get chickens? I know my own business;

and if you know yours you had better get off

and attend to it."

She then gave me a "cr'r'r" to emphasize
her last remark. Well, she too brought off

a very good hatch; and since then I have
been wondering why it was that all the in-

cubator manufacturers tell us to keep the
temperature at exactly 103, and to keep our
thermometer tested, saying that, if it should
happen to be half a degree out of the way,
we may spoil our hatch. Does the hen keep
her eggs within "half a degree " or even
within several degrees? Not much. After
speculating over this matter it occurred to

me that the eggs in that incubator I have de-
scribed to you (the one I have been using)
should not be in constant contact with the
hot-water boiler. I will explain to you that
a shelf holds eight eggs. This shelf slants
downward at the further side so that the eggs
roll down and hug the boiler. Well, I put
seven eggs on the shelf so they rolled down
and rested against the first eight. That made
15 eggs on a shelf instead of 8, thus almost
doubling the capacity of the incubator; and
in order to give them all an equal chance as
nearly as I could I commenced swapping
places with those two rows of eggs every
eight hours. This is not difficult, for just be-
fore I go to bed at nine or ten I swap the
eggs; then again between five and six in the
morning, and the last time between one and
two. You see this brings one change in the
morning before breakfast; the second after

dinner, and the last just before I go to bed.
Well, there was a good deal of discussion

in the neighborhood about my "system," as

to whether the eggs would hatch. I started

four shelve'5 with 15 eggs each; but as it was
in the month of September, and my hens
were mostly moulting, I did not get a very
good fertility. '1 hree or four eggs were test-

ed out on the fourth day from each shelf.

The first shelf was run about one week,
with all the eggs in contact with the boiler.

This shelf showed an egg chipped on the
18th day, and I got half a dozen nice strong
chickens from ten fertile eggs on the nine-

teenth day. The eggs on the other shf^lves

were alternated from the start. Now, as the
germination the first week is slower on ac-

count of the "swapping," it may be best to

have uninterrupted contact for the first week

;

but the result so far has been a better hatch
and stronger chickens than where heat was
supplied by direct contact during the whole
three weeks. So I have made two big jumps
by my discovery—first, almost doubling the
capacity of the incubator; and, second, get-

ting more and better chicks. I still use the
pieces of sponge to keep the air moist; but
as I do not use so strong ventilation, a few
pieces of moistened sponge will answer for

24 hours or more. The shutter that closes

up the shelves is a sheet of flannel on a

frame, so that our incubator is ventilated
very much as we ventilat*' our poultry-houses
witn a curtain front. I have just taken ten

fine strong chicks from the second shelf

that had eleven fertile eggs.
A thermometer placed on top of the eggs
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shows the temperature of the outside row
to be about 97 or 98, while the rows resting
against the hot-water tank show about 103.

My impression is that most of the incubators
could be arranged without any great expense
so as to double their capacity, or nearly so,

and give stronger chicks than where all the
eggs are kept constantly near a temperature
of 103. My invention does away with all

"cooling," and all discussion in regard to

amount of cooling, etc.

Now, my other discovery I consider of equal
importance. All incubators, so far as I know,
oblige the chickens to breathe in an atmos-
phere of 103 and sometimes 104. They do
not hke it, and keep tumbling over the eggs,
sometimes with open mouth and panting
breath, for an atmosphere such as they have
under a sitting hen. No incubator made that
I know of attempts to remedy this or has at-

tempted it, because the tender sensitive body
of the chick will not bear cool air. Now with
the hen, especially in hot weather, the new-
ly hatched chick very soon pushes its head
out through her feathers for a breath of cool
and invigorating air; and I am happy to tell

you that my chicks at this time, Oct. 8, while
I am dictating these words, have their pre-
cious little heads out in the cool fresh air

very soon after they are out of the shell. I

managed it this way: When throwing out the
unfertile eggs, the top shelf is easily made
vacant. This top shelf is covered with soft

cloth that comes up to form a little curtain.
It is held up by a brass bar that is just far

enough away from the top to let the chick
get its head out but not so he can climb over.
As fast as I have chicks out of the shell I

pick them up by one wing* (letting down
the brass bar mentioned) and dropping them
in on the top shelf. It at once rolls down
against the hot-water boiler. This boiler has
one thickness of flannel over it^ and the tem-
perature (111 to 112) seems to suit exact-
ly. It rolls over first to one side and then
the other, and in an astonishingly short time
it is covered with that beautiful flossy down,
gets on its feet, and puts its head out over
the brass bar, for a breath of the life-giving

pure cold air. While it thus breathes, its

body is in contact with the warm boiler. It

is just like our baby, all bundled up warm,
sleeping out on the porch these October
days. Now, chicks kept in this sort of nur-
sery for the first 24 or 36 hours show a de-
velopment of vigor I have never seen them
show before; and I am firmly convinced that,

if their little bodies are kept warm while you
give them fresh cool air to breathe, they will

seldom get " pasted up behind " or be trou-
bled with any thing else that so often afflicts

baby chicks the first week. May God be
praised that it is my privilege to give you the
above facts that I have gleaned, and to give

* I am well aware that we are cautioned not to open
an incubator when the chicks are hatching out; and
with those ordinarily heated with warm air this cau-
tion applies: but when the egg and chick are warmed
by contact instead of 103 degrees atmosphere, I have
not been able to discover that any injury arises from
picking the chicks up soon after they are out of the
shell, and transferring- them to the nursery.

Ihem to you as freely and gladly as the great
Father has given them to me within the past
few days.

SPROUTED OATS; GREAT SECRETS; EXTRAVAGANT AD-
VERTISING, ETC.

I inclose $2.00 in payment of subscription to Glean-
ings for 1908 and '09. Now I am going to " haul you
over the coals." You have been after the fakirs, the
whisky and tobacco men, lying advertisements, etc.,

and many a time I have felt like patting you on the
back; but to-day when I picked up the Sept. 15th issue
I was reminded of the old saying, "Consistency, thou
art a jewel." In the Sept. 1st issue, page 553, under the
heading of poultry secrets, etc., you heartily endorse
the action of the poultry-journals in exposing the fake
advertising of feed at 8 cts. a bushel, etc., and in the
issue of the 15th, page 5, you have actually got an ad-
vertisement of the same wonderfully cheap feed, only
it's 15 cts. a bushel instead of 8; but had that been the
worst feature I would have said nothing; but the ad-
vertisement as a whole seems to me the greatest lot of
" hot air " I ever saw crowded into five square inches
of space. If several of the statements are not whopping
lies they come so near it that no respectable journal
should print them.

I know a little about the poultry business, and it

misfit he possible for some expert, who had had many
years of experience, to make $3500 from 1000 hens in 5
months if he had several thousand dollars invested in
the most complete outfit; but for this company to try
to lead the general public to suppose that it is an easy
thing, and that any one can do it, is simply trying to
get money under false pretenses.
Let me just say here that I believe sensible men de-

test and abhor such expressions as " the best in the
world," "excels all others," etc. Compare this won-
derful advertisement with the sane, sensible, truth-
ful one of W. Z. Hutchinson just above it. [Amen to
the above sentence.—A. I. R.] I presume this slipped
in some way by mistake.

I certainly do not think you are to blame for its be-
ing there; but in any case I hope I shall not see it again
in Gleanings. Arthur Laing.
Corona, Cal., Sept. 21.

Friend L., the reason I consented to accept
this advertisement is that I have shown up
Edgar Briggs and his sprouted oats during
the past two years more than any other
poultryman or almost anybody else. I pro-
tested mostly because he wanted $5.00 for a
book giving his secret about sprouted oats,

at the same time admitting that the sprouted
oats are a good thing if not exactly a new
thing. Well, I think I said to Briggs that,

when he put the price at $1.00 instead of

$5.00, I would be willing to advertise his

book, and this he has done—yes, a little more
than that; a good poultry-journal for one year
is thrown in. The advertisement in ques-
tion offers only the book, and that at a fairly

reasonable price compared with many other
poultry-books; but the idea that 95 per cent
of all chicks can be saved, and that everybody
can make money out of chickens if he buys
the book, is, as you say, preposterous; but it

is so much the fashion to advertise every
thing in the poultry line in that same way I

do not know how we can well call down Mr.
Briggs when a host of others are doing the
same thing, and perhaps some of them worse.
So far as the Briggs " system " is concerned,
I have not been able to discover that he has
any system. Philo has established a system
for growing poultry on small areas; and Fred

j

Grundy, in his book, has a sort of system; I

but Briggs has nothing, so far as I can dis-
{

cover, in the way of a system unless it is his
j

sprouted oats. I thank you for your just
\

criticism, and the advertisement will not ap- ;

pear again. ;
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

FALL DROUTH AND CLOVER.

In the American Bee Journal for October,
Mr. J. L. Byer, in his department, "Cana-
dian Beedom," says:

Somehow, those who are saying 'I told you so,' when
the matter of drouth killintr clover is mentioned,would
better explain how Ontario has a real good crop (bar-
ring a few localitiesi , this season, after one of the
worst drouths last year that has ever been experienced.
To help them out a bit, I might say that most of the
honey referred to was gathered from the alsike clover.
However, it was not last year's drouth that stopped the
white clover from blooming in this season, as last
spring the clovers showed up as well as ever in April
or May. Since the latter end of May, though, the
drouth in Ontario had been very severe, and clover
never came to the blooming stage. Alsike in the cul-
tivated fields stood the dry weather better, and yielded
very heavily a few days.

But over against this, Mr. C. P. Dadant,
in the same journal, says :

Of all the wise men who have tried to forecast pos-
sible large crops, I have the most faith in the one who
said that the best white-clover crop comes when the
clover is in its second year following seasons of entire
dearth. I have noticed this several times ; but, of
course, there had to be a sufficient amount of moisture
to keep the plants growing.

SHADE AND THE ARRANGEMENT OF HIVES.

At our Clark yard we have our hives ar-

ranged in several groups in the form of a
circle around the apple-trees. In each cir-

cle, or around each tree, there will be any-
where from five to ten colonies.
The arrangement is very convenient for

working with the hives, because one can
have his feeders, his chaff trays, his division-

boards, or a supply of syrup in the center
almost within reaching distance of any one of

the hives in the group. But it is not alto-

gether advantageous to the individual col-

onies, for the reason that the bees mingle
more or less, the stronger stocks absorbing
from the weak (because the entrances are
so nearly alike), and for the further reason
that those hives on the north side of the
tree get too much shade. This reminds
us that we found those colonies which had
the larger amount of stores were located
more out in the open, where the shade was
scant or entirely lacking; while those under
the dense shade or on the north side of the
trees had a less amount of stores, thus prov-
ing out the observation and experience of

our Mr. Bain at our home yard.

GETTING HONEY OUT OF PARTLY FILLED EX-
TRACTING-COMBS INTO IllVES NEEDING

STORES, WITHOUT THE USE OF THE
EXTRACTOR OR FEEDER.

Mr. Friedman Greiner, in the Bee Journal,
solves this problem very nicely by making a
pile of supers, containing such combs, and
placing the same on a regular bottom-board.
This pile he stations in the rear of a hive
that needs stores, then shoves the needy
hive backward on its bottom, and close to

the supers so that there is an opening be-
tween the needy hive and the combs to be
emptied. Although he does not say so in just

so many words, we take it that this stack of

supers is shut out to all bees except the col-

ony to be fed.

This pile of supers, he explains, should be
arranged at night when the bees have ceased
flying, otherwise a case of robbing would
ensue. By morning the bees will have partly
cleaned up, and be on their guard.
These combs may be thus left until it is

time to take the bees into the cellar. The
needy colony will be supplied with stores

from the partly filled combs, and in addition

the combs themselves are protected from the
moth-miller until they are otherwise dis-

posed of.

"hefting" hives to determine the amount
OF feeding necessary.

Sometimes, if it is a little late, we "heft "

the hives in our outyards by lifting up the

front or rear to determine the relative weights
—that is, whether they have sufficient stores

for winter. A little experience will enable
one to arrive at a fair conclusion provided the
colony is not too strong in bees. Note that

we put in a proviso. Right here hefting

would very greatly mislead unless the "heft-
er " had an accurate knowledge of the bee
force within the hive. Hives might be heavy,
and, in fact, contain considerable honey, but
an amount altogether inadequate for a large

force of bees; so for this hefting we must
have some idea of the number of bees.
But some one says this guess-so method of

determining the amount of stores in a hive
is all wrong, and that a pair of scales must
be used instead. But even scales are mis-

leading. If one has been working an out-

yard pretty much all the season, and the rec-

ords are available, he can determine, by lift-

ing, the relative amount of stores required
for each hive.
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This fall we went through two of our out-

yards, hefting each hive. As we did so, we
marked on the cover, with a piece of chalk
or crayon, in pounds the amount of syrup
that would be required to put the colonies

in good condition; then with the automobile
we drove down with a big load of syrup,

poured the feed into the feeders, then after

they had all been fed the proper amount we
went over the hives, this time opening them
up and examining the frames to determine
the strength of the colony and the amount of

stores in the combs. This later examination
is for the purpose of rectifying any mistakes
that might have been made by hefting. On
several occasions we found the colonies were
stronger than we had supposed and of course
required more feed than we had marked on
the cover.
Since writing the foregoing we find that

Elmer Hutchinson (all of whose writings may
be read with profit) has been practicing this

"hefting" scheme to determine the amount
of stores required. It is an old, old trick of

the trade, but a good one just the same.

UPWARD VENTILATION OR SEALED COVERS;
THE SWING OF THE PENDULUM.

Every now and then there seems to be a

sort of consensus of opinion pointing in a
certain direction. A few years later that

consensus will sometimes point in the oppo-
site direction ; so the pendulum swings,

much to the confusion of beginners.

Some years ago there was a sort of agree-

ment, we thought, that colonies under sealed

covers packed in chaff or other material gave
better results than those under covers like

burlap that allowed the moisture to pass up-

ward, making the cushion damp or frosty

later on.
For something like ten or fifteen years we

tested the two kinds of packing side by side

in our yard. See back volumes of this jour-

nal. One set of colonies would be under
sealed covers and the other under absorbing
cushions. One year, and only one, the ab-

sorbent scheme gave slightly better results
;

but the following years seemed to point

strongly in favor of a sealed cover with plen-

ty of packing material over it, while the ab-

sorbing cushions of the others were wet,

and the colonies inclined toward dysentery.

Lately the pendulum seems to be swinging
somewhat the other way. Some months ago

our old friend W. L. Coggshall, supported

by two or three other bee-keepers of large

experience, strongly dissented from the ac-

cepted opinion that the sealed cover for out-

door-packed colonies was the thing, and in

the last Bee-keepers' Review, Mr. Hutchinson,

backed by his own experience, seems to feel

that the weight of testimony favors the ab-

sorbing cushion as against the sealed cover.

We are beginning to suspect that this ques-

tion of absorbent v. non-absorbent is largely

a matter of locality and the amount of pack-

ing used. In and around Medina we have
seemed to prove that the sealed cover is

much to be preferred to the loose porous

burlap under the cushion, that becomes, in

late winter and early spring, a damp, wet,
and sometimes a frosty mass.
This is a seasonable topic, and we invite

further discussion. Give your experience
and your convictions, whether they happen
to coincide with those of the editor or his
force at Medina. The truth is what we want.

GROWTH AT THE HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES.

If the visitor were to call at Medina at the
present time he would see a big force of men
putting up an immense fire-proof ware-
house, all of concrete and brick, three stories

high, of the sky-scraper type of construction,
and another gang otherwise improving and
revamping the other buildings. Something
like $30,000 worth of new equipment and
buildings will be put in this fall. The changes
that will be made will bring the total ware-
house capacity up to about 37,000 square feet

of floor space
;
packing and assembling de-

partment, 32,000; manufacturing, 30,000;
publishing and office building, 14,000 ; mak-
ing a grand total of about 113,000 square feet

of floor space.
The adjoining lumber-sheds, with a roof

area of 30,000 square feet, in aadition to the
113,000, have a storage capacity of three mil-

lion feet of lumber, while the lumber-yards,
three in number, occupy several acres. The
entire plant now covers, with buildings and
lumber, approximately 15 acres of ground,
with private trackage passing in between the
buildings and lumber-yards, so that scarcely
any lumber has to be hauled by wagon.
The new warehouse, like the other build-

ings, will be practically fire-proof ; and the
old buildings will have installed in them
nearly $10,000 worth of the latest up-to-date
fire-fighting apparatus. The plant, by Dec.
1, will be as perfectly equipped for fighting
fire as almost any to be found in the United
States.

Fires are expensive things. They are ex-

pensive because the insurance money does
not begin to make good the actual loss, etc.,

to say nothing of the interruption to business
and the disappointment to customers.
Any bee-keeper who desires to go through

the plant will be allowed to do so provided
he comes to the office and secures a pass.

Usually he will be furnished with a guide
competent to answer questions and show him
all objects of interest.

THE NEW BEE DISEASE THAT HAS STARTED
IN EUROPE.

Elsewhere in these columns we publish

a couple of articles, one from Alois Alfonsus,
Vienna, Austria, and the other from Dr. C.

C. Miller, giving the symptoms of a new in-

fectious bee disease found in Europe. It ap-

pears to be highly contagious, and therefore
the bee-keepers of America may well look
into its general symptoms in order to make
sure that it does not get a foothold among
their bees.

If this disease is highly contagious itwould
seem that it might be very easy to transmit
it through the mails. Let us suppose that a
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number of queen-bees were sent to America
from an infected district—that the ciueens so
sent, including their attendants, had this ani-

mal parasite m their intestines. Would it

not be possible for the recipient of these
queens, when he introduced them among his

own bees, to introduce the deadly parasite
also? The new queen, after she is released,
receives lavish attentions from her subjects.
If she or the attendants that came with her
through the mails voided diseased matter the
bees of the hive would speedily contract the
disease. Through the constant bodily con-
tact it would be possible for the bees to catch
the infection and spread it throughout the
entire colony, and from that colony to every
colony in the yard.
We have trouble enough now from Amer-

ican and European foul orood. It is highly
important that we use every precaution to

prevent this new disease from getting a foot-

hold in this country. To that end every
(jueen-breeder and bee-keeper who intro-

duces queen-bees in mailing-cages from
Europe should see to it that such imported
bees come from districts where the disease
does not exist; and he should also exercise
the precaution of keeping close watch on the
colonies to which his imported queens have
been introduced. Many Carniolan queens
are sent out from Carniola, a province of

Austria. While it is presumed that the dis-

ease does not exist in that locality, yet as it is

found a few hundred miles from the district

from where the queens are imported, Amer-
ican bee-keepers should exercise unusual
precautions.

It goes without saying, that the Bureau of
Entomology, Washington, D. C, will take
every precaution to see that the disease is

not spread into this country. It might be
well for any bee-keeper who has bees suffer-
ing with any form ot disease like dysentery
to have some individual bees mailed to Dr.
E. F. Phillips, of the Bureau of Entomology,
who in turn will doubtless turn them over to

the bacteriologist. Dr. White, for a scientific

examination.
In the mean time we are indebted to Edi-

tor Alois Alfonsus, of the Bienen-vater, for so
kindly transmitting this information, with
the photographs, directly to this country.
To be forewarned is to be forearmed.

In reference to these two articles, one by
Editor Alfonsus and the other by Dr. Miller,

we may say that both were written without
the knowledge of the other; but the matter
is of such extreme importauce that we de-
cided to publish both articles together, even
if one writer does repeat some things said
l\v the other.

WINTERING OUTDOORS IN WISCONSIN BY THE
USE OF TARRED FELT; ARE PAPER WIN-
TER CASES IN GENERAL A SUCCESS?

In the Bee-keepers' Review for October ap-
l)ears an article by Mathilde Candler, of
Cassville, Wis., with an engraving showing
how she winters in two-story hives, using
ordinary tarred-felt paper as a winter case.
She uses two-story hives—that is, she finds

it an advantage, she says, to put on an extra
brood-chamber when she takes off the comb-
honey super at the close of the main honey-
ilow. In her opinion the bees winter better
in these double bodies because they can
move up and away from the entrance. On
top «f the double story she puts a bee-escape
board, and on this, again, a comb-honey su-
per filled with planer-shavings or sawdust.
Around the whole from top to bottom she
wraps a band of tarred felt, allowing six

inches for lap. For the top she provides a
cap of the same material, which is neatly
folded around the top edge of the tarred-

felt siding, the same telescoping over about
six inches. In other words, her winter case
is made of two parts—a band or cylinder
fitting around the sides of the hive, and a
cap that telescopes over the whole. The
felt is held in place at the laps and folds by
a lath nailed on all four sides, only one nail

passing through each lath.

She has used this material she says for the
last six or seven years, and for the last three
years has wintered 300 colonies or more
"with but little loss."

But a very important factor, evidently, in

this successful wintering is her windbreaks.
Both the yards are located against a side-hill

which cuts off the prevailing winds, although
she says she had equally good results when
she used a high-board fence.

As Wisconsin is a State where indoor win-
tering generally prevails, her success with
these single -thickness paper cases is but
little short of remarkable. In a one-story
hive without a windbreak, with no more pro-

tection, we are sure the results would be
disastrous; and this brings up the question
whether it is not very important to get the
cluster as far away from the entrance as
possible. In a shallow hive, or one compar-
atively shallow, like the Langstroth, the
cluster is necessarily forced down pretty
close to the bottom-board. By using two
bodies the cluster goes into the upper one
or at a point remote from the entrance; but
on the other hand, why is it that we almost
invariably find the cluster of bees in front

of a single-story Langstroth hive directly

over the entrance rather than at the rear of

the hive remote from the entrance? In the
language of Dr. Miller, we don't know.
We would not advise any one to try Miss

Candler's method of wintering on a large

scale. There may be something in her par-

ticular locality, or windbreaks, that make
this sort of wintering possible. Reports, in

some cases at least, show that paper winter-
cases are not as effective as the double-
walled hive with good thickness of packing
on all six sides. While we continue to try

paper cases on double and single story hives
for experiment, we do not find them, thus

far, at Medina, the equal of wooden cases or

double -walled hives where ample thick-

ness of packing is provided. We are fear-

ful that the difference in cost between the

paper and wooden cases will be made up in

one season in the amount of stores con-

sumed.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

The Todd hive-stand, p. 641, is entirely
new, and as good as it is new.

E. B. KiBBE says, page 612, "Dr. Miller
is talking of using splints for part sheets."-

Beg pardon, friend Kibbe, I tried part splints

(.5-inch) for full sheets, but it didn't work.

When uniting, don't forget that a colony
moved to a new location will stay put much
better if made queenless a day or more in

advance. [This trick of the trade is worth
pasting in the hat.

—

Ed.]

Official reports say that 25 per cent of
the cases of desertion come as the result of

drink. Gen. Fred. D. Grant says it is in re-

ality 95 per cent, for the other causes assign-
ed nearly all come from drink.

The charge as to Solomon's wickedness,
p. 548, is all true. But the inspiration of the
writing does not depend on the perfection
of the writer, else none of the Bible is in-

spired, for none of its writers were perfect.
I believe the writings of Solomon contained
in the Bible are just as much inspired as any
part of the Bible, and I believe the whole
Bible is inspired.

If you use a teaspoonful of tartaric acid
with 20 pounds of sugar, p. 622, be sure to
have it not heaping but even full. But a
Michigan man reported granulation with the
acid. [We suspect that, under some condi-
tions, granulation will not be entirely arrest-

ed unless an excessive amount of acid, which
would be harmful, were used. We have
very little granulation in the combs, and have
never used any acid; but we take this pre-
caution—that the sugar be thoroughly dis-

solved. The larger the percentage of sugar
to water, the more important this is.

—

Ed.]

Referring to what Prof. Surface says, p.

623, is it not possible that there is so much
difference in honey-dew in different places
that bees winter well on it in some places
and die in other.s? [Honey-dew from a given
source, we should imagine, would be practi-
cally the same in any locality; but the quality
of the honey-dew, we think, varies in pro-
portion to the amount of white honey, clo-

ver, or basswood, that is mixed with it. A
large amount of good honey mixed with hon-
ey-dew will make a fair table honey and ex-
cellent stores for winter. We should say,
then, that the difference M^as "dew," not so
much to the "dew" itself as to the honey
that was mixed with the "dew."

—

tEd.]

You WANT my experience with swarms
that wouldn't stay hived, Mr. Editor, p. 590.
I have had no such experience—never had
a swarm, I think, object to staying hived.
But then you forget that I've had practically
no experience with hiving swarms. I don't
think I've averaged two natural swarms a
year that I hived in the orthodox manner.
But I ought to be stood up in a corner for

failing to notice that Mr. Ford hud tried giv-
ing a frame of brood to his swarms. [We do
not understand you, doctor. Do you mean
to say that, in the production of comb honey,
you have practically no swarming? or do you
mean that you do not have any swarming-
out after the bees have been once hived? If

very much swarming is allowed in the yard
the bees are likely to get the swarming mania;
and a swarm once hived may come out again,
no matter how favorable the conditions.
The fact that we have had so many questions
from our subscribers, asking how to make
their swarms stay hived, would indicate that
many had experienced trouble.

—

Ed.]

Louis Scholl, that //2-inch midrib, p. 625,

is interesting. But the dwarf bees in that
case are no proof that the diameter of a cell

decreases with age, under normal condi-
tions. Those cells were shortened in depth
for want of room, the bees having no chance
to lengthen them out. Next svmimer give
back to the bees that comb, spacing the
combs so the bees will have room to length-
en the cells, and see if you'll not get bees of

full size. Of course, if midribs get so thick
that cells must be less than normal depth,
dwarfing must result. Yours, I think, is the
first case on record where that could occur.
In combs 30 years old I think I have never
found midribs more than 's inch, and I nev-
er knew any dwarfing in them. [It was the
late R. Wilkin, one of the extensive bee-
keepers of California, who, a year or so be-
fore he died, stated that he had a large num-
ber of combs that were thirty years old to

his certain knowledge; that the bees hatch-
ing from them were just as large as those
from new combs. He did not say whether
the midrib to these old combs was any
thicker than that of new ones. The pre-
sumption is that they were somewhat. But
if they were not spaced too closely in the
first place, the bees would make up for the
depth by elongating the cells.

In 1900 and 1901 there was considerable
discussion on this question; and as we now
recall it, the general consensus of opinion
was that the age of the comb did not nec-
essarily affect the size of the workers hatch-

ed from it Cheshire, in his "Bees and Bee-
keeping," Vol.1., Scientific, statesthat, when-
ever there is an excess of cocoons in tiie

cells or enough to reduce appreciably the

diameter of the cells, the bees remove them;
but when one melts up old combs in a solar

wax-extractor, and sees how these cocoons,
after the wax has been melted away from
them, stand out in bold relief, he wonders
whether the bees actually do remove the co-

coons. They certainly do not remove them
all. But, on the other hand, it may be said

that it is not necessary for them to do so.

We are quite inclined to agree with Dr.

Miller, that, if Mr. Scholl would space that

same comb so that there would be more space
between it and the next comb, he would get

bees just as large in it as he would from the

other combs. The experiment is worth the

trying.—Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

sweet-clover growth.
The new growth of sweet clover is up in

fine shape along ditch-banks and roadways.
It looks favorable for a plenty of this plant
for another season. The new growth is

much more plentiful than the old growth.

PAINT.

The paint wears off two or three times as
rapidly on a cover as the rest of the hive,
and now is a good time to paint the hives
and covej's if they need it. These days are
right for a slow and hard drying of the paint,

which makes it wear longer. The weather
has been dry, as usual, in the fall, and the
wood is in fine condition to take paint.

COTTONWOOD PROPOLIS.

The propolis collected from the narrow-
leaf Cottonwood is red, and copious in quan-
tity. It grows along the streams and in the
mountain canons, and the bees near the foot-

hills and streams that have much of it along
their banks daub up sections, supers, and
hives with it. If there is any choice of loca-
tion in a district I would keep out of the
range of this tree if running for comb honey.

Removing the last supers from the hives
has always been quite a difficult job. To
get all the bees out without having them un-
cap finished honey, and then to remove all

the supers in the yard without causing rob-
bing, has called for great care and speed in
working. One method I tried, which work-
ed well, was to go into the yard on a cool
evening about dark, remove the supers, and
lean them against the front of the hives so
the bees could easily pass from the super to
the hive. The night was cool enough so the
bees in the super felt the need of seeking
the hive, and it was not warm enough for
them to carry any of the honey from the su-
per to the hive. In the morning there were
over one hundred supers free from bees.
Only two supers contained any bees what-
ever, and these were quickly jolted out, and
the whole load put on the wagon and hauled
to the home honey-house without bees about.
The supers were gathered up before sun-
rise, and there was no uncapping of honey
at all. If the weather is right, not ton warm,
this is one of the best plans I know. A
warm evening might encourage the bees to
carry considerable honey to the hive.

^
COVERS AND MOISTURE.

Now is a good time for a series of observa-
tions on the best covering for bees in the
winter. Here in the arid country things do
not get so very damp; but moisture often
collects in the hive and over the frames.
Colo-lies are all wintered on their summer

stands with but little if any extra covering,
and this is usually sufficient.

I have uncovered colonies in the same
yard, apparently of equal strength. One
hive would have moisture around the edges,
over the frames, while another would be
perfectly dry. The covers seemed to fit

alike — they were flat covers made of inch
stuff, but a little opening under the edge
will account for the difference. Ventilation
at the top is necessary to the best condition
of the brood nest, I am sure. Warmth, up-
ward ventilation, and evaporation are best
secured with the use of an inside cover, a
passage leading through this upward into
the air-space under the cover. If the cover
is not ventilated, the looser it fits the hive
the better.

It is pleasant to know the bees are dry and
warm, well placed, and a cluster of bees
compact and snugly dormant. Bees fly so
much during the fall, winter, and spring that
a large amount of stores is used, and brood
is quite plentiful in hives that are in well-

sheltered places.

4?-

MEAT AND HONEY.

I was never especially impressed with the
combination nf milk and honey, but good
thick extracted honey of mild flavor spread
over cold meat makes a morsel that is edible
in the highest degree. It sweetens the meat
without making one aware that it is honey
that sweetens. Try it and see if I am wrong
on the taste.

I spent the first week in October camping
in the mountains at about 9000 feet eleva-

tion. The nights were cool, one, especially,

being quite cold. Our appetites were keen,
and every thing tasted away up in quality;

but honey seemed to make us feel that we
had a sweet of the wild outdoors. A spoon-
ful brought a whole mountain-side of wild-

ness and wild flowers to the mind.
Bees in the rocks and hollow trees are

plentiful in the mountains, and miners and
woodsmen often get some honey this way.
The honey flora of the mountains is rather
limited, and most of the bees die of starva-

tion during the winter. This does not deter
the swarms from the valley going to the
mountains every good chance they get.

Swarms within a few miles of the foot-hflls

almost always strike for the mountains when
they get away from the bee-keeper. They
leave their best pasturage, the alfalfa-fields,

and go toward the high wooded barriers that

show against the sky. Do the bees smell
the woods, pines, wild flowers, etc., or do
they see the mountains several miles away?
The foot-hills are so much in evidence that I

can not but think the bees see them, though
quite distant Several have reported swarms
going into the hills, staying several days, and
coming back, apparently dissatisfied with
the prospects of honey, starved out and cross,

willing to take up the more prosaic work of

calling upon alfalfa-fields instead of the more
romantic work among the wild flowers on
the rocky slopes.
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

THE SEASON.

After reading all the discouraging reports
as to the honey crop in the United States, I

feel a little elated at having produced two
carloads of honey this season. Let bee-keep-
ers who have colonies with much honey-dew
in the hives for winter stores be warned.
Even yet, feed 10 to 15 lbs. of sugar syrup,
or next spring such colonies may be found
dead unless frequent cleansing flights are
available.

SLOW FEEDING.

G. M. Doolittle, page 561, I believe rightly
condemns slow feeding in September. The
queen may deposit eggs when the bees are
fed rapidly, but the bees will destroy the
eggs or brood when the "flow" ceases.
Prolonged feeding tends to brood-rearing,
activity, and excitement, and in my estima-
tion it is a disadvantage to the colony.

FEEDING THICK OR THIN SYRUP FOR WINTER.

Sept. 15th Gleanings has a good deal of
timely advice about feeding for winter.
Nov. 1 is not too late to feed bees packed for
winter providing the right feeders are used
and the syrup is thick. I now prefer late

feeding to early, because the bees are less

Hkely to begin brood-rearing, and because
the sugar syrup is placed in the brood-cham-
ber, covered by the bees; and the largest
amount of it is utilized during the period
when the bees are confined to the hive.

TARTARIC ACID.

In my estimation tartaric acid is much
safer than honey to put in sugar syrup.
With the prevalence of foul brood it is un-
safe to feed back honey You will remem-
ber, Mr. Editor, that I sent you a small tin

of nice white smooth-grained syrup in the
early spring. It was granulated sugar syrup,
two parts by weight of sugar and one of wa-
ter brought to a boil and treated with tartar-
ic acid, one teaspoonful to 13 lbs. of sugar.
This substance granulated much like honey
during winter. I showed it to several who
mistook it at first sight for honey. Remem-
ber, it was not crystallized hard and solid,

but like honey.

WIRING FOUNDATION WHEN IT IS MADE.
On page oli? the editor brings up the ques-

tion of milling the foundation 17 or 18 inches
wide, and wiring it at the same time. I have
made many tons of foundation, and believe
that, with a much stronger and heavier roll-

er, the difficulties in working the extra width
could be overcome. As brood foundation is

now made it must hang in the hive with the
strain on the sheet in the direction from
which it stretches and breaks most readily.

I would be willing to pay several cents a
pound more for foundation milled the other
way.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ONTARIO BEE-KEEP-
ERS' ASSOCIATION.

The above association will meet in Toron-
to, Ontario, York County Council Chambers,
57 Adelaide Street, East, Nov. 10, 11, and 12.

The first session will be at 2 P.M., Nov. 10.

The fruit, flower, and honey show will be
held in Toronto at the same time, giving ev-
ery one, as soon as he sets foot on Ontario
soil, reduced railway rates to the convention.
For fuller particulars address T. W. Hod-
getts. Sec. Ontario Bee-keepers' Association,
Department of Agriculture, Toronto, Ontario.

^
CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

The apiarian exhibit at the Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition was placed in the dairy
building this year. The writer of these notes
understands that the worthy president of
the Dairymen's Association, Senator Dan
Derbyshire, did some " kicking " about the
arrangement. At first sight this combina-
tion might appear to be somewhat novel to a
dairyman; but we read of a land flowing with
milk and honey; and no land, even including
Canada, can have, from a material standpoint,
a better reputation than to be such a land.
Many visitors, particularly those dwelling in

the cities, do not go into the dairy buildmg,
because there is not much there to plea&e
the eye. The honey exhibit attracted them,
and was a drawing card for the dairy depart-
ment. The time may come when the program
for lectures and demonstrations in dairying
will, at certain hours, be set aside for demon-
strations and lectures pertaining to the bee.
I have been advocating this for some time.
What crowds we shall then have! what an
interest there will be in the honey-bee and
its product! and what an enormous increase
there would be in the demand for honey
should this line of work be followed up! The
Canadian climate makes honey a desirable
food, particulai'ly during the winter.
The quality of honey at the National Ex-

hibition was not equal to that of last year,
much to my surprise, and yet it was a credit
to Canadian apiculture. The leading exhib-
itors were E. Grainger & Co., Geo. Laing,
D. Anguish, J. T. Timbers, and G. E. John-
ston. The exhibit of E. Grainger & Co., To-
ronto, took the firtt prize as being the most
attractive. The prize was given by the On-
tario Bee-keepers' Association. It occupied
a space 12x20 feet. The total amount of
honey in the display was 2000 lbs. The dec-
corations were in yellow, white, and green.
There were two ball pyramids, which were
over 8 ft. high; and besides these there were
eight others; also a grocer's window display.
The exhibitors already referred to made at-

tractive displays, and no doubt drew atten-
tion to honey, from which bee-keepers all

over the country reap a benefit.

[In our next issue we will show a fine en-
graving of the first-prize exhibit.— i. D.]
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

HOW to make the bee-papers the most
VALUABLE TO THE APIARIST.

What do you do with your bee-papers after reading
them? and how do you keep track of the many valua-
ble thintrs they.contain?

In order that we may profit by what we
read we must remember it at the time we
wish to put it into practice, otherwise all our
reading is of no value to us, as we might as
well not read as to read and not remember
what we read, or remember it when it is of
ro use to us. If all that was printed in our
bee- papers were applicable to just the season
of the year when it was before the readers,
thus enabling us to test what we were read-
ing by putting it in practice the next minute
or hour, we should have little excuse for not
remembering the valuable things we read.
But this is impossible from the very nature
of things.
With this preamble we are ready for the

question our correspondent wishes us to
answer, and in answering I will confine my-
self to the one paper, Gleanings, for what
is applicable to one is applicable to all.

I have a leadpencil with me at all times,
and consider it as necessary in my work as is

a pocket-knife, which everybody is expected
to carry. When Gleaninos arrives I am
eager to read it; and as I read I mark every
thing which I consider worthy of reading a
second time with two marks drawn on either
side of the column. When I come to some-
thing which is new, and appears like an ac-
quisition, or some old thing which impresses
me of value because of some modification
the writer has made, I enclose such in large
pencil parentheses, thus:

( ). When the
number has been read through I go over it

again, this time reading only what I mark-
ed; and if, on the second reading, I think a
certain article is not worth making a record
of I rub out the marks made at first, till

finally all the marks which are left are those
which I consider of sufficient value to be re-
corded. In some instances the marks will
embrace a whole article, while others call
attention to only a few sentences. Some
twenty years ago I procured a book of suit-
able size and arranged it similar to an asses-
sor's book, with the alphabet from A to Z on
the outside margin of trie leaves; but instead
of using the letters I wrote on the little

scjuare of the first, "Jan. 1;" on the second,
"Jan. 1.5;" on the third. "Feb. 1," and so
on, giving two leaves or four pages for each
half-month to the end of the year. Now,
when I sit down to reread the marked places
in Gleanings I have this book by my side,
and every place where I conclude those
places marked before are worthy of laying
up for the future, the parenthesis-marks are
left, or others made where I had marked
only for the second reading when first going
over, and a record made in the book at the

proper plitce. Say, for instance, I found a
superior way for grading honey in the Nov.
1st issue of Gleanings for 1904. My honey
was all sent to market from Sept. 2u to Oct.
10, so this would be of no use to me till the
next September, and by that time, in all

probability, I should have forgotten all about
it. So I now turn to the pages under "Sept.
1," and write on the first unoccupied line
this: "Glea., Nov. 1, 1904, page 1023. How
best grade honey." When Sept. 1, 1905, ar-
rives, I would hastily glance over all that
was written under the place marked on the
little square as Sept. 1, when, presto! I came
across just what I wanted at that time, as I

was now ready to commence grading and
crating my honey for market. So I at once
put the new plan into use; and if it proved
better than what I had practiced before, a
pencil-mark was drawn under the words
"How best grade honey," which emphasized
the matter in the book while putting it in
practice, and thoroughly stamped the matter
on my memory. If, on the contrary, after
trying long enough to test it sufficiently, I

found this new plan was not as good as the
one I had always been using, the eraser was
used, and the line left blank for the entry of
something else valuable for Sept. 1 chroni-
cling. After reading the second time, and
jotting down in the book all which I think
worthy of so doing, that number of Glean-
ings is carefully laid away in a place set
apart for each number as they come (and the
other bee-papers I take are treated in the
same way) , so that at the end of the year
they are in perfect order, when the volume
is "pigeon-holed" in its place with other
volumes, or bound in some way, if I think it

better to bind them. Then on long winter
evenings I can sit down in future years, or
at any time I may wish to refresh my memo-
ry on the many good things Gleavings as a
whole contains, and, by the help of this

book, get the whole cream of all the volumes
so far published, as I have them all nicely
filed away, and this book tells me where all

the cream is to be found without further
"skimming."
Different persons would doubtless make

different selections; and if I were located in

California I would make different selections
myself; but this need not detract from this

plan of helping the memory, and bringing
things of value to our notice at just the time
they are applicable for our use.

THE WONDEKBERRY IN NEBRASKA.

This part of Nebraska is overrun with them. We
have a variety of soils, and on each soil we have a dif-
ferent-looking and different-sized berry, but all the
same berry if grown on just the same soil and under
the same conditions. Some people think them splen-
did, while others do not eat them at all. Mr. Daniel
(see page 585i

, ought to locate here, then he would not
have the trouble of cultivating the fruit, for he could
gather it by the bushel, and the people would be glad
to have him haul it away. The berries grown from
the twenty-cent seeds are just the same as those in
our gardens, and moist places are covered with the
plants. W. H. MiLLS.
Arden, Neb., Sept. 20.
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General
Correspondence

HIVES.

Size, Shape, and Methods of Manipulation
the All-important Factors in

Choosing a Hive.

BY J. E. HAND.

It must be evident to the careful readers
of the bee-journals of this country that the
tendency of the times is unmistakably toward
a larger brood-chamber than was afforded
by the eight-frame Langstroth hive of a few
years ago. It should be equally evident to
those who will take the time to digest what
they read that the question is no longer large
vs. small hives. Up-to-date bee-keepers have
known for several years that the snape of a
hive and its methods of manipulation are of
equal importance with the size of it, and they
are profiting by this knowledge by having
perfect control of their bees at all times,
while those who formerly advocated brood-
chambers that are wider than they are deep
are still laboring under the delusion that the
size of a hive is of more importance than its

shape, and their bees continue to fill up their
mammoth brood-chambers with honey that
the up-to-date bee-keeper is getting in his
sections, and are casting swarms in spite of
their claims of non-swarming hives.
The object of this article is to tell the read-

ers of this journal that the eight-frame Lang-
stroth hive, when properly manipulated,
possesses every advantage claimed by the
advocate of the twelve-frame hive, in a much
higher degree of perfection, and, besides,
many other advantages of a highly desirable
character that can not be attained with a
twelve-frame hive on account of its size,

shape, and methods of manipulating, since
bees can be controlled only through their in-

stincts.

Progressive bee-keepers have known for
a quarter of a century that perfect control of
bees is out of the question with a brood-
chamber the capacity of which exceeds the
fertility of the average queen.

First in array comes the advocate of the
ten-frame hive, who, evidently realizing that
the word "location " is often used to cover a
multitude of extravagant theories, is willing
to compromise by trying to fit the man to the
hive, the hive to the man, and both to the lo-

cation. Now, these men are wise in their
day and generation; therefore, realizing the
difficulty of fitting a man to a pair of boots
two sizes too large, they are like the Irish-
man, who, on being reprimanded by his wife
for paying an exorbitant price for a very
small pig, replied, "Be aisy, Biddy, he'll
grow to it in toime." So these wise ones
propose to take the beginner and let him
§rowupto the twelve-frame hive by degrees,
eginning with the eight-frame hive, which

he will soon outgrow, and must discard for a

ten-frame which it will, in turn, soon be nec-
essary to discard for a twelve-frame hive,
when he may be considered a full-fledged
bee keeper.
Next in order comes the twelve-frame-hive

man; and, whatever his other failings may
be, we must accord to him the credit of stand-
ing by his honest convictions. He tells us
that the eight and ten frame hives are both
entirely too small, and that the tendency of
the times is toward a large brood-chamber
having a capacity equal to twelve Langstroth
frames. His argument is quite convincing
to those who think the instincts of bees are
not worth considering. Here it is: Large-
brood-chamber hives like the Dadant, being
of a sufficient size to accommodate the fer-

tility of the best queens, will contain more
bees than the smaller eight and ten frame
hive, and will, therefore, give a larger yield
of surplus honey; and, being so large, they
are less inclined to swarm, and will produce
a paying crop of honey with very little ma-
nipulation. Even our staid old friend Dr.
Miller has been sorely tempted by the elo-

quence of the large- hive advocates. I am
perfectly willing to concede that the twelve-
frame hive is none too large during the breed-
ing season; but further than that I can't go.

Tt shall be my aim in this article to fit the
boot to the foot; in other words, the hive to
the man, and also to explode the groundless
theory that there is no best hive for all loca-

tions.

When bee-keepers learn that bees can be
controlled only through their instincts, and
that instincts of bees are not materially chang-
ed by location, they will be in position to un-
derstand that a hive and system that gives
us perfect control of our bees in one location
will be likely to do it in another. From this

point of view it is easy to see that there may
be such a thing as a best hive for all loca-

tions. While I do not claim perfect swarm
control for the eight-frame hive, yet this hive,

when properly manipulated, will approach
this high ideal more closely than either the
ten or twelve frame hive.
Birmingham, Ohio.

To be continued.

NECTAR FROM RED CLOVER.

Theories of How Bees Are Able to Get it;

Passageways Through the Combs
During th*e Winter.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

Gleanings is at hand with many interest-

ing items to which I desire to add my mite
of information.

In regard to bees gathering nectar on red
clover, several opinions have been advanc-
ed. Generally it is supposed that, owing to

drier weather, the second crop has blossoms
with shorter corollas, and that the bees can
reach the nectar on that account. Another
theory is that, in wet weather, or, rather,

when the ground is sufficiently wet, the nec-
tar is more abundant, and fills up the corol-
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las better, and thus comes within reach of

the bees.
A German apiarist a few years ago under-

dertook to settle the question and spent a

fiart of the summer lying down in the clover-

ields to see how it was. He reported that

very few insects take the nectar through the
corollas, but some kinds cut a hole near the
bottom and help themselves through it. The
hole once made, a number of other insects,

including bees, take advantage of it; and if

the bees do not work on the first crop it is

because at that time there are only a few
hole-boring insects present.
The tongue-reach secured at Medina is

certainly very encouraging to those who
would experiment in that direction. An in-

crease of one-third or over in a comparative-
ly short time, and under such disadvantageous
circumstances, is worth noting.

The difficulty in mating could be minim-
ized considerably. In trying to maintain a
race of yellow bees among others, any mis-
mating can be detected by the marks of the
workers; but when the bees are all of the
same color it is impossible.
However, I think the trouble would be

largely overcome by establishing an apiary
in an isolated locality, inducing the long-
tongued queens to raise a large number of
drones, and supressing those from the other
colonies.

DOOLITTLE'S FIRST QUESTION, OR, RATHER,
HIS ANSWER; THE RELATIVE NI'MBFR OF

FRAME AND BOX HIVES IN EUROPE.

In Europe the number of box hives and
skeps exceeds considerably that of the frame
hives. Those box hive men used to sulphur
the bees of the hives they wanted to "take
up." N'lwthey drive them and sell them to

the frame-hive men. It has occasionally been
reported that a colony thus made had winter-
ed without combs or foundation by simply put-
ting a sufficiently large cake of candy over
the frames. This, by the way, is a splendid
method of feeding in any case.

WIN 'ER PASSAGEWAYS; HOW THEIR NECESSITY
DEPEN' S UPON CLIMATE AND CONDITIONS.

« oncerning the value of passageways
through the combs during the winter, I will

say that this is merely a question of locality,

or, rather, of the method of wintering. In
the cellar the temperature varies but little,

and there is no inducement for the bees to

leave the cluster and get scattered; and if

they do, the temperature is high enough to

en-ible them to regain the cluster by passing
over or under the frames.
Unoer this latitude the case is altogether

different. We winter out of doors. Our
wmters consist of an alternation of a few
warm days followed by rain or snow and a
cold wave. During the warm days the bees
expand the cluster considerably, fly out free-
ly, and scatter more or less throughout the
hive; and when the cold wave comes the
temperature falls very rapidly, and they hud-
dle together between the combs where they
happened to be. Last winter we had quite
a spell of warm weather for eight or ten days.

The temperature was between 70 and 74°

maximum every day. One Friday, near
night, the rain came and soon turned into
snow. Saturday night the weather began to
clear, and Sunday morning showed 23° in
the city and about 19 in the open country
around. The smoke and numerous fires in
the city make about 5° difference. That is a
fall of over 50° in a little more than 36 hours.
The greatest variations occur usually in Feb-
ruary, and I have seen the thermometer fall

at the rate of 10° per hour.
The celebrated Italian apiculturist, Dr. Du-

bini, was in the habit of making three small
holes through the combs instead of one large
one To prevent the bees from plugging
them, he always put a small tin tube in each
one.

Knoxville, Tenn.

DEE-KEEPING IN THE PECOS VALLEY,
NEW MEXICO.

A Wonderful Fruit Country, but Not much
Better for Bees than Wisconsin.

BY HARRY LATHROP*.

A northern bee-keeper would naturally ex-
pect a much warmer climate in New Mexico
than in his own section, and it is warmer in
a way. The winter weather here seems like
summer to a Wisconsin man. Bees are uni-
versally wintered on their summer stands
without extra protection, and the winters
are very short and mild. Notwithstanding all

this, the one thing that seems to be the hard-
est to contend with is cold. It must be re-
membered that an altitude of about 3500 feet
insures cool nights the year round. The
great difficulty is to get the colonies up to a
good working strength in time for the open-
ing of the alfalfa flow, about May 15. Early
in the spring there usually occurs quite warm
weather; brood-rearing progresses nicely,
but a period of cool weather ensues and the
colonies dwindle badly. This is a discourag-
ing feature. We meet it in the North, but
only occasionally as bad as it is here. In
Southern Wisconsin, summer weather gen-
erally comes to stay when it does come, and
our colonies will be populous, and often
make preparations for swarming in April.
A short warm day and cool nights which

cause the clusters to contract is the rule here
in the spring, and to some extent all the time.

It is the continuous honey-flow of about 90
days that enables the careful bee-keeper here
to harvest an average of 100 lbs of extracted
honey per colony, one year with another.
That is no better than we can do in Wiscon-
sin in good seasons, but better than we can
average. This being an irrigated district

*This is the second time I have visited the Pecos
Valley of New Mexico. After my first visit I did not
write a word for publication regarding bee-keeping,
for my information was too meager and fragrmentary.
Now that I am here, and have interviewed at length
several of the most extensive honey-producers, I feel
that I understand more clearly the advantages as well
as the drawbacks connected with bee-keeping in this
valley. Harkv L.vthrop.
Greenfield, N. M.. Jan. IP.
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they do not have crop failures as with us.

Alfalfa and sweet clover are the principal

honey-plants. There are wild flowers which
undoubtedly contribute a share of the crop,

and I think cause the honey to be darker
than it would be if alfalfa and sweet clover

were the entire source.

The bee-keepers do not seem to think that

the thousands of acres of apple bloom is of

much benefit to the bees. The weather is

too cool for good work, and then there is the
danger of losing many bees from poison, as

some orchardists will spray while the bloom
is on. The C' lonies have to build up on the
first part of the alfalfa bloom, which involves
a loss of at least a whole month.

Price conditions seem to be identical with
ours, except that jobbers in Denver offer

better prices than our buyers offer us in the
East.

There seems to be little or no trouble from
swarming, but a great deal of trouble in

keeping the stocks supplied with queens,
and strong enough to do good work.
The field in and near Roswell is well stock-

ed, and there are apiaries all along the valley;

but as new lands are constantly coming into

alfalfa there is and will be room for expan-
sion.

The honey produced is "the finest in the
world," as usual, so you are informed by lo-

cal authority. It is alfalfa of good body, but
for my part I can not see how it compares,
either in color or flavor, with our white-clo-
ver product.

I can see no advantage in this country over
Wisconsin for bee-keeping, except in one
point The Pecos Valley bee-keepers are
sure of a crop every year, and we are not.

The careless bee-keeper would do very little

here, because his colonies would dwindle
and become queenless from lack of attention.
Just to mention other things, there are

great possibilities—alfalfa, fruit (especially
apples), truck-gardening, and poultry all

yield splendid returns. The land is level
and very productive as soon as the irrigation
water is appl'ed. There is no doubt that a
family can make a good sure living on five
or ten acres of land, and in the future small
holdings will be the rule. I feel that I should
like to live here and keep bees; but I would
surely have an orchard coming on, a nice
flock of poultry, and some garden. For 60
miles in length and 10 miles in width this
valley will be like a beautiful garden. Great
fields of alfalfa and immense apple orchards
on every hand produce a scene of wonderful
beauty. The fruit produced is large, well
colored, and of excellent quality. In the fu-
ture it will command fancy prices and an
eager market.
Lands, improved or unimproved, can be

obtained now at prices very low as compared
with other fruit and alfalfa districts in the
West. It is, in fact, a veritable paradise for
the fruit-grower and farmer; but for bee-
keeping alone, from what I am able to gath-
er, give me old Wisconsin.

Small game is plentiful here; and if I had
more space I should like to tell you about

the jack rabbits, cotton-tail rabbits, wild
ducks, geese, and swans, as well as many
kinds of smaller birds that winter here. The
little cotton-tail is as fine eating as spring
chicken, and a great many are used. The
jack rabbit does not seem to be in great
favor, though some eat them before they are
quite full grown. It is some fun to hunt
them, but they are not easy to bring down.

Greenfield, New Mexico.

[Mr. Lathrop is an old correspondent, and
we do not believe he has any ax to grind in

telling of the good features of the Pecos Val-
ley; but we may say that we have known
some who have gone to some of these new
sections of New Mexico who have since come
back east sadder and wiser men. They found
the country delightful, the climate superb,
and the soil productive. Luscious fruit grew
there by the ton, but there was no market
when they got it. When they went into the
locality in the first place the crops would be
sold at good prices without difficulty. But
the onrush of the settlers so increased the
output that the only market available soon
became congested. The same thing may
take place in the Pecos Valley. It should be
remembered that New Mexico is distant from
the large centers of population because the
only means of transportation is railroads, and
they appear to be willing to charge "all the
traffic will bear." That means that the cost

of delivering the produce is often more than
it is worth.

—

Ed.]

BAGS FOR CANDIED HONEY.

How to Retain the Aroma and Protect
the Honey from the Moisture of the

Atmosphere.

BY JOSEPH GRAY.

When we consider the care and industry
of the honey-bee in securing the perfect
sealing of its treasure, it teaches the apiarist

that he can not expose this selfsame treasure
to all the modes of the atmosphere without
loss.

Honey is liable to attract moisture from
the atmosphere, and so set up fermentation,
or yield up its delicate aroma to the at-

mosphere; hence the need of some protec-
tion when producing a nice roll of honey for
the breakfast-table. Our rolls, when granu-
lated solid, have an attraction all their own,
and never fail to please the eye as well as
the palate of visitors to our home. Imagine
a half-pound roll 4>^ inches long by P4 wide,
peeled of its covering, with a bloom equal to

a peach, placed in a nice glass dish. This
bloom is obtained by the peeling of the bag,
and I know no other process by which it can
be obtained— the honey must be granulated
solid. Peel from you, so that the peel will

be continuous.
The humidity of our atmosphere made it

impossible for me to put up honey in Aikin
bags. I soon found I must exclude the air;

and after trying various ways I at last suc-
ceeded by using the ordinary grocers' bis-
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cuit-tins, 9x8 H, and 10 inches deep, with a
plain Hd. These tins prove a handy recep-
tacle, easy to use, excluding the air so that
the atmospheric changes have no influence
on the honey, thus retaining the aroma un-
til the honey has solidified.

Honey put up by this method becomes a
most attractive article for the breakfast-table
for those who do not care for liquid honey.
Neither wood nor cardboard will resist the
atmosphere the same as tin, hence the rea-
son for its use in the biscuit trade. By the
use of a shelf, 50 of these small rolls can be
placed in one tin.

To facilitate the opening of so small a bag
ready for filling, we place them in a warm
temperature, and use a cardboard cylinder
to open and shape the bag. This allows the
air to drive out through the center.
Long Eaton, England.

BEE-KEEPING IN OKLAHOMA.

The Conditions in the Central Portion
Ideal for Outdoor Wintering in

Single-walled Hives.

BY W. F. ROLLER.

Mr. G. E. Lemon's statement that bees do
not winter well in Oklahoma, p. 39, Jan. 1, is

not in accord with my experience, nor with
that of bee-keepers generally, I believe, in

this portion of the State, which is just south
of the center. The difficulty here is not in

wintering, but in carrying the colonies safe-

ly through the cool spring months. Condi-
tions here are ideal for outdoor wintering.
The hives are seldom moved from their sum-
mer stands, and double-walled hives and
packing are not necessary. The severe cold
spells of weather seldom last longer than
two or three days. In nearly every week
there are one or more days warm enough
for the bees to take a good flight. These
frequent flights enable them to stay content-
edly in the hives, flying out only on days
warm enough for them to get back without
danger of getting chilled and lost.

The critical period with us is the spring
season, from early in March to about the
middle of May. During the larger portion
of this time the weather is cool, the winds
are high, and though the flowers furnish only
a small amount of nectar the bees seem un-
able to get what little there is. Brood-rearing
continues throughout this period, and unless
there is an abundance of winter stores left

over or ample feeding resorted lo, many col-

onies dwindle down to a mere nucleus or die

from actual starvation.

The summers are long and usually favor-

able for the gathering ot nectar. With three
or four successive crops of alfalfa and many
other nectar-bearing flowers, there is more
or less of a light, continuous honey-flow from
May to October. Foul brood and other bee
diseases are almost unknown here

In Cleveland County there are a number
of bee-keepers who have apiaries number-
ing from five to one hundred colonies each,

and they all regard the business as profitable,
yielding an ample return for the time, labor,
and money expended. At the Oklahoma
State fair held in Oklahoma City last Octo-
ber were exhibits of bees and honey well
worthy of the efforts of some of the older
States.

Norman, Okla.
• ^ •

JUSTICE TO OKLAHOMA.

A Continuous Flow from Alfalfa.

BY GEO. H. COULSON.

The article entitled "Conditions in Okla-
homa" hardly does justice to our young
growing State. I will admit that there was a
time when but little else than short buffalo
grass, seasoned with high winds, prevailed,
and it was then that the cattleman and the In-
dian had undisputed sway; but a great chano-e
has been wrought, not only in Oklahoma but
in Southern Kansas as well. It was 27 years
ago this winter, when I owned a nice little
apiary of 75 colonies in Northeastern Ohio,
that I contracted the western fever, and sold
my farm, bees, and fixtures, except two of
my best Italian colonies in Simplicity hives.
I swung them to the ceiling of a car filled
with furniture and a little stock, and landed
in the county in Kansas named by Mr. Lem-
on in the article I referred to above. Alfal
fa was then unknown in that region. My
bees seemed to be lost from the start. I kept
feeding them to keep them alive, and the
following spring one colony cast the largest
swarm I ever saw from one hive. It v/as-
their death-knell exertion. My queen, being
an extra prolific one, and combs being emjv
ty, she filled them with eggs while I kept
feeding from above in sufficient quantity tO'

raise the brood. I was so determined to
succeed that I fed as regularly as I did my
cattle and horses, using rye flour for pollen.
I soon decided that my pocketbook would
not admit of this, so quit feeding, and they
soon dwindled away. But since that day
God has especially blessed that country as
well as Oklahoma. I now live in Oklah jma
in the county adjoining where Mr. Lemon
lives; and had he visited our State fair this
fall he would have seen a display of honey
and bees that but few of the older States
could excel.
The county in which I live is especially

favored as a location for bees. Alfalfa being
one of the leading crops, in the division of
the State into counties it was named Alfal a
by reason of the large amount of that c. np
raised. There are two large mills in this
city that grind the alfalfa hay into meal and
ship it all over the United States, much of it

going to the dairying localities in the New
England States. A good market is thus cre-
ated for the hay, and therefore but little pas-
turing is done. Much seed is raised; and as
four lull crops of blooming aTaUa are cut
during the season a continued flow of nectar
is assured, while white clover and other bee
pasture are rapidly c. niijig in. From two
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colonies of Italian bees the past season, by
raising my own queens and adopting modern
methods of increasing, I now have eleven
colonies in good condition. While our flow

of nectar is not so abundant at any one time
as in some localities, it seems to extend over
a long period of time. Our first frost last

season was Oct. 24, and the flow from alfalfa

and other fall flowers seemed to continue up
until that time.

Our winters are mild and open, there be-

ing scarcely a week when the bees do not fly

out. Their last flight was Sunday, Jan. 9,

when they were out in full force, as though
it were spring.

The field here is as yet almost entirely un-
occupied, and I am sure that a great amount
of nectar is going to waste for want of bees
to gather it.

Cherokee, Okla.

DISEASES OF MATURE BEES.

A New Animal Parasite Discovered by Dr.
Enoch Zander, which Lives in the Mid-

dle Intestine, and Causes Incur-
able Diarrhea.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

At the big German convention lately held

at Weissenfels, a notable number on the
program was Dr. Enoch Zander's "Animal
Parasites as Disease-producers in Bees,"
which is reported in full in September Bie-

nen- Vatcr.

Heretofore there has been no word of any
microscopic enemy taking up its abode in

the body of a bee except those belonging to

the vegetable kingdom, such as the bacilli of

foul brood. Dr. Zander has been quietly

carrying on investigations for the past two
years—investigations not yet completed—
through which he has determined that an
unknown foe has been making devastations

among the bees—devastations worse than
those produced by any other cause—worse
even than any thing in the line of foul brood,

and that this microscopic foe belongs to the
animal kingdom.
To this new acquaintance Dr. Zander has

given the name Nosema apis. It is a one-
celled, egg-shaped affair, light-refracting,

about -;„',M, inch in length, and y.^, „ in diam-
eter. That's in the spore form. It is found
only in the middle bowelof the bee. If one of

these spores succeeds into the middle intes-

tine of a healthy bee, the shell bursts, and
there emerges a tiny, longish parasite, which
immediately bores its way into the wall of

the intestine, grows and increases in a won-
derful manner, and in four days after its en-

trance again forms spores. After a number
of generations the cells of the wall of the in-

testine become so filled with these spores
that the structure of the intestine is no long-

er recognized, but it appears to be made up
entirely of the spores of Nosema apis. A
striking result of the nosema spores getting

the upper hand is; thp coloring of the m ddle
bowel. While in a healthy bee it is trans-

parent and reddish, it becomes, after infec-
tion, opaque and entirely milk-white. This
white color is a sure sign by which one can
recognize the disease, even without the aid
of a microscope.
The parts of the intestine crammed with

these spores gradually die and are emptied
with the evacuations. Through this comes
the possibility of infection "f healthy bees,
for there is always the possibility that some
of these evacuations may come in contact
with the food of the bees. The infected bees
are hopelessly doomed. They plunge out of
the hive, fall to the ground imable to rise

again, and after a longer or shor'er time die.

Accordmg to the degree of the infection, the
bees die off gradually or rapidly, in some
cases the dead bees bting piled in front of
the entrance two or three inches deep. Many
of these latter colonies are entirely extermi-
nated in spite of being queenright and well
supplied with stores.

It must be mentioned, however, thatqueen-
lessness is apt to result from the disease.
Unlike foul brood, this is a disease of the
mature bee and not of the brood, and the
queen may be infected as well as a worker,
so that in some cases where a colony was
supposed to disappear through queenlessness
it was really the disease that destroyed the
colony, queenlessness being merely one of
the results of the disease.

In bees from colonies that have died with
diarrhea, almost always masses of these
spores will be found. In 22 out of 25 cases
observed last spring, Dr. Zander found not
a single bee without the parasites. He rec-

ognizes two kinds of diarrhea—the mild kind,
which is ni^ really a disease, but merely a
distention of the intestines; the other the vir-

ulent type, caused by the presence of Nose-
ma ap s, and a sure-enough disease.

While the mild type may be avoided in

many cases by replacing objectionable honey
with sugar syrup, the infectious type—the
nosema disease—may prevail where sugar
syrup is the only food; and a colony, after
apparently wintering well, may become rap-
idly depleted in spring, even to entire ex-
termination. The failure to retain the feces
is not a constant symptom, as in the mild
form of diarrhea but incidental, although
frequent. Bee-keepers have recognized
"dry diarrhea," which they dread worse
than the wet. But the milk-white middle
bowel shows that the nosema has got in its

work.
The disease is highly infectious, and once

having got a foothold in an aoiary it is liard

to rout it. The soiled coinbs, especially
while the dejections are liquid, readily con-
vey the disease if they are moved from one
hive to another. When the bees take their

cleansing flight, the surrounding neighbor-
hood is fouled, and healthy colonies may be-
come infected through drinking-places or
otherwise. Robbers may carry the disease.

In some cases, circumstances favoring, the
diseased colony recovers provided the queen
has not been affected.

The M:iy sicknpss of Germany (is that our
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spring dwindling?) isdue, Dr.
Zander thinks, to Nosema apis.

He is not sure that it ever ap-
pears later than June.
There can be no cure un-

less the bees can be furnished
with a new set of intestines,

and in considering preventive
measures two things are to be
kept in mind. First, a colony
not severely affected may re-

cover provided the queen re-

mains healthy and forage is

plentiful; second, that the
soiled combs are the chief
means of infection.

A colony severely affected
should be put in a clean hive,
as much as possible on foun-
dation, and remaining combs
of brood placed where they
can easily oe removed. Then
the colony should be kept
warm and be well fed. As
soon as convenient, requeen,
since there is danger that the
queen may be affected so as to

succumb the following winter.
Infected hives must be thor-

oughly cleansed with hot soda
water, and the safest thing is

to melt up the old combs and
give the bees opportunity to
build new.
The probability is that many a bee-keeper

will thmk this article has no interest for him,
if, indeed, he takes the trouble to read it

through; the wise bee-keeper will be glad to

be forewarned and to inform himself in ad-
vance. Nosema apis may at any time be-
come an unwelcome resident here. Are we
sure it is not here now?
Marengo, 111.

ANIMAL PARASITES AS A
BEE-DISEASES.

CAUSE OF

Dr. Zander Discovers a Cause for a Dis-
ease of Mature Dees.

BY ALOIS ALFONSUS, EDITOR OF BIENEN-VATER.
Translated by F. Greiner, Naples, N. Y.

The 54th Wanderversammlung (conven-
tion) of the German, Austrian, and Hungari-
an bee-keepers was held in Weissenfels,
Saxony, Aug. 9, 1909. On this occasion, Dr.
Zander, assistant at the royal Bavarian insti-

tute of apiculture in Erlangen, delivered a
most noteworthy address on the above sub-
ject, which attracted a great deal of atten-
tion, being destined to shed some light on
the dark and somewhat unexplored chapter
of bee diseases.
The causes of certain bee diseases have so

far not been fully explained; for example,
dysentery, also sprmg-dwindling (called
"May disease " by the Germans] . Dr. Zan-
der discovered in 1907 large quantities of
miniature egg-shaped structures in the mid-
dle portion of the intestines of honey-bees

FIG. l.-THE INTESTINAL WALL OF A DISEASED BEE, MAG-
NIFIED ABOUT 500 TIMES.

a, the one-celled spores of Nosema apis; b, the closely bunched
spores almost obliterating the intestinal wall.

having died in the springtime. His supposi-
tion of having to deal with the spores of an
animal parasite came true. Examination re-
vealed that it was a mono-cellular animal be-
longing to the family of the Mikrosporidien,
species Nosema. By the way, we have anoth-
er species of the Mikrosporidien which kills
so many silkworms.
The Nosema apis, Zander, is a mono-cellu-

lar parasite which lives in the middle portion
of the bee's intestine, devouring anddestroy-
ing the tissues of it. It can not exist outside.
When the available food supply is exhaust-
ed, spore formation takes place. The spores
envelope themselves into shells which pro-
tect them, and thus they may remain dor-
mant, ready to begin life again as do foul-
brood spores.
The micro-photos which Dr. Zander had

the kindness to place in my hands, and which
accompany this article, plainly show the
spores as miniature structures. They have
a length of ,,',,, millimeter and a width of

,,',,t

millimeter. Some of the spores are found
singly; in other places they occur in regular
heaps—see Figs. 1 and 2.

If a spore finds its way into a bee's intes-
tine its shell bursts and the little animal par-
asite comes forth. It fastens itself to the
wall of the intestine, living thereon, multi-
plying with astonishing rapidity, entirely
consuming and destroying said wall. After
four days its work is accomplished, and it

enters again into the spore state. According
to Dr. Zander, numerous nosema generations
follow another, and the intestines seem com-
pletely filled with spores, with the result
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FIG. 2—A LENGTHWISE SECTIONAL VIEW.OF,THE MIDDLE IN
TESTINE OF A DISEASED BEE MAGNIFIED ABOUT 300 TIMES.
Sp., nosema spores in the intestinal cells; k, portion of intestine

destroyed by the disease, which will be carried out with the ex-
crement.

that almost nothing of the intestinal structure
is left—see Fig. 2.

As the disease develops in the bee there
appears a discoloration of t!.e affected mem-
brane. A healthy bee's intestine is semi-
transparent and flesh-colored; that of an af-

fected or diseased bee becomes and remains
milky white and opaque. The discoloration
or change is a sure sign of the disease, and
may be observed without the assistance of

the microscope.
The voidings of such diseased bees contain

countless numbers of nosema spores; and
when these become mixed with the food or
the drinking-water of bees, infection is at
once secured. There is no help for an in-

fected bee—it must die. Of 25 cases of dy-
sentery, Dr. Zander found 22 as the result of
nosema infection. No bee examined was
found without some parasites.

Dr. Zander admits that dysentery may re-

sult from other causes, such as disturbance,
poor food, etc., but claims that these cases
are rather the exception. That kind of the
disease he names as the harmless dysentery.
The voidings in that case are of a coarse
granular nature, and possess an acid or sour
odor. Mixed and ground together with wa-
ter they form a yellowish paste which con-
tains practically only pollen. This kind of
dysentery disappears as soon as the inciting
causes are removed or conditions change.
The malignant and contagious dysentery

produced by Nosema apis is easily transfer-
red to other bees; for instance, by voidings
of diseased bees dropping into the drinking-
water of other bees, or coming in contact
with their food, befouling the combs; also

by uniting diseased with
healthy colonies. With the
microscope the presence of
nosema spores is easily prov-
en.
The May disease, alias

spring dwindling, is another
form of the nosema disease.
During the summer, quanti-
ties of bees die from infec-
tion with Nosema apis. In
May and June many thou-
sands fall a prey to the deadly
parasite.

As most conclusive must
we view Dr. Zander's infec-

tion experiments. Bees that
died with the disease, and
their excrements, were
ground together with dilut-

ed honey. The strained
product was then given to a
normal colony in two artifi-

cially filled combs. The bees
appropriated the mixture at

once, and after three days
they began dying in large
numbers. The microscope
proved the infection. After
a rainy day the dying ap-
peared most pronounced.

Infected and confined col-

onies showed the disease and befouled hive
and combs on the fifth day. The bodies of

the dead bees showed swollen abdomens.
The excrements of the bees were watery and
dirty yellow. Even the queens are affected
by the nosema disease, and die. This ex-
plains why colonies afflicted with this dys-
entery usually become queenless. A cure
of diseased bees is altogether out of the
question; but we may succeed in preventing
the infection of other colonies by disposing
of diseased hives, combs, etc. The renewal
of the comb is an admirable means of pre-
venting the spread of the disease, and is to

be recommended. Old combs are a great
source of danger.
The honey of diseased colonies should by

no means be given to other hives.
As Dr. Zander, as shown in the above, has

discovered and made known to the public
the nature of the two diseases, dysentery
and spring dwindling, we undoubtedly shall,

ere long, find ways and means to stay them.
The bee-keepers of the world are certainly

greatly indebted to Dr. Zander for his untir-

ing efforts in behalf of the bee-keeping pur-
suit.

Vienna, Austria, Aug. 25, 1909.

A NEW CAPPING-MELTER.

BY J. W. GEORGE.

I am sending a drawing of my capping-
melter, the first one of which I made in

April, 1906. I have been using them and im-
proving them every season since, and have
melted the cappings from more than a ton of
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honey a day, getting
from that amount about
20 lbs. of wax. I have
been making these dif-

ferent melters all on the
same principle. The
last one works perfectly.

The construction is

shown in the drawing.
There is, first, a galvan-
ized-iron pan, 2 inches
deep, with a corrugated
bottom, the corruga-
tions running cross-
wise. This is 28 inches
long and 18 inches wide,
ancT tapers down to 6
inches at the end where
the honey and wax flow
out. At one corner, as
shown, the construction
permits of heating the
knives in the water of the tank below.
The tank holding the water is one inch

deep at one end and '2 inch at the other end.
This makes a very small amount of water to
heat. Under the water-tank is soldered a
false bottom, forming the hot-air oven, which
confines practically all of the radiating heat
from the gasoline-burner. This false bottom
is shown on a small scale under the main
drawing. The large hole in the center allows
the heat to spread over the entire bottom of
the water-tank. The air-space is about U
inch, and there are braces to hold the water-
tank from sagging down on to the false bot-
tom.

I find that one burner of a gasoline-stove,
turned as low as it will run, is sufficient to
take care of all the cappings which one can
remove in a day. I let the honey and wax
run off together, and after the wax hardens
I remove it. Later I put it through a press
and separate what little slumgum it contains.
The water can be brought to a boil in about

twenty minutes. The only opening to the
water-tank is at the right-hand corner, where
the 4 X 4-inch space is left for the knives.

Imperial, Cal.

FORMING BABY NUCLEI.

HOTWATER

rREDUCeO PI AN OF UNDER
2? SIDE SHOWING OpENING
TO HOTAIR CHAMBER^

How the Trick is Accomplished at the
North Yard; Some Other Tricks of the

Trade in Queen-rearing.

BY E. R. ROOT.

In our last issue we promised to give some
particulars of how Mr. Pritchard, of the
north yard, was enabled to rear nearly three
thousand (jueens with the help of a boy.
Some little time ago our staff artist went
down to this yard to take pictures showing
the various steps in the operation. These
we take pleasure in presenting at this time.
The man in charge has approximately, in

the spring, between 70 and 80 full colonies
in double-walled chaff hives. In the latter

part of May or the first of June he begins
grafting cells in wooden cell cups. These

are given to strong colonies brought to a
swarming-pitch artificially. This part we will
explain at a later time. When the cells are
nearly ready to hatch he starts forming nu-
clei in the twin mating-boxes, having frames
55^x8 inches in size; that is to say, three of
these will just fit inside of a Langstroth
frame with a thick top-bar.

While it was our
original intention to
have these little
frames inserted in

the big ones to be
filled with brood and
honey in the regular
large standard hives,
in practice we did
not find this either
feasible or necessa-
ry, except to have
the foundation in the
frames drawn out
into combs. After
that we prefer to

let the baby nuclei
fill them with honey and brood.

FORMING THE NUCLEI.
We take a regular eight-frame hive-body

that has a wire-cloth screen bottom and a re-

movable wire-cloth screen top. We then go
to some one of the other yards and shake
into this box some ten or twelve pounds of
bees. These may come from four or five

colonies, but generally from a dozen or more
hives, so that we do not pull too heavily
upon a few. This box of bees is then taken
to the north yard, where the nuclei are to

be formed. Four of the twin baby hives are
first placed upon a little light stand, each
filled with empty combs ready to receive the
bees, entrances closed, and ventilators open.
The hive-body containing the shaken bees is

then placed conveniently near. They are
wet down by a spray, then given a jar so as
to get the bees down in a mass in the bot-
tom. With a little tin dipper we scoop up
approximately four ounces of bees, making
anywhere from a thousand to twelve hun-
dred individuals. As the bees have been
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I'lG. 2.—SCOOPING BEES WITH A SMALL DIPPER INTO BABY NUCLEI.

previously wet down they can not fly very
readily, and can therefore be scooped up a la
Pratt and dumped in one of the compart-
ments as shown in Fig. 2. An attendant
stands ready with a number of virgin queens.
He removes one of the frames of one com-
partment, and, while Mr. Pritchard is scoop-
ing up a little dipperful of bees and dump-
ing them in the space made vacant by the
removal of the frame, he drops in a virgin
queen that had previously been dipped in
honey or syrup. He now puts in the re-
moved frame and folds back the enamel
cloth. The operation is repeated in the oth-
er compartment of the box, and so on the
process is continued until all of the twin
mating-boxes are filled with bees and virgin
queens. The baby hives are then set to one
side for about 48 hours, when they are
placed on their permanent stands for the
summer. Their entrances are opened at
night. The next morning, as the bees come
out they will mark their location and begin
housekeeping with their baby queen.
After the baby nuclei are in full operation

Mr. Pritchard prefers to give ripe queen-
cells, as shown in Fig. 3, in place of virgins
given at first. The two frames are spread a
little apart when the cell is placed in posi-
tion and secured.

It should have been stated that, at the

time of forming these baby nuclei, a thick
syrup of about 2 '2 parts of sugar to one of
water is poured into the feeder compartment
at one side. At other times, if it is a little

cool it is given at night hot, when it will all

be taken up before morning. This feeding
may be required off and on during the sea-
son. In some years the baby nuclei will

gather enough to supply their own needs.
At other times they require a little help.

Mr. Pritchard prefers to give these nuclei
ripe queen-cells rather than virgins just

hatched. Our Mr. Bain, at our home yard,
keeps his cells in a large hive, hatches them
out, and lets the virgins run into the boxes.
Mr. Pritchard thinks that, for him at least,

there is too large a loss in introducing vir-

gins and too much time taken to get them
into the hive. When a cell is given, he says,

the young mother-to-be hatches out and is

always kindly received.
These little twin nuclei serve only the pur-

pose of mating. No cells are reared in them,
and the comparatively small number of bees
in each compartment makes it easy to find a
laying queen or a virgin if present. If in

doubt as to whether the nucleus has a vir-

gin, another cell is given; and even should
the virgin come back from her flight she will

take ;care of that cell by gnawing a hole in

its gJdP afld JiiJJing its occupant. Should she
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be lost in one of those flights the cell will

provide another virgin, which will come on
in due course of time. It is better to have a
surplus of cells than to lose time.
At our north yard we had 170 of these twin

mating-boxes, making in all 340 baby nuclei
in operation. On the average, a laying queen
could be taken from one of the compartments
every 9 days. When queen-rearing opera-
tions were at their height, Mr. Pritchard and
his boy helper could talce out from these 340
nuclei from 40 to 50 laying queens a day.
Sometimes they would take out 60, and
another day they would not take more than
15, making the average nearly 30 queens per
day for the entire season.

In a small way, we would not advise any
one to rear queens from these babies; but a
large honey-producer can use them to very
good advantage. A one or two frame nu-
cleus of standard Langstroth dimensions is

a bad proportion. Two nuclei in the baby
hives, with a thousand bees to each, get
along very nicely. If the nucleus box is

smaller, and has only two or three hundred
bees, it will not maintain itself through the
season without putting in afresh lot of bees;
but when we put in a thousand at the very
beginning, it will maintain itself through the
season; and after the season is over, and the
queens taken, the bees may be shaken into

a large wire-cloth box and form a few more
colonies.

Taking it all in all, if the plan is properly
worked, we do not lose any bees, but sim-
gly borrow somewhere about 85 pounds of

ees, and at the close of the season make
them back again into full colonies. Of course
this lot is of an entirely different gf neration.
The former lot have died out, and the new
lot takes its place through brood reared in

the baby nuclei.
Our Mr. Bain prefers to work with five

frames to the twin nucleus, and not have
any division. In other words, he will have
a five-frame box of bees. When there are
two lots of bees to these little boxes, queens
must be taken away as fast as they lay, oth-
erwise the queens become discontented and
swarm out.

In our next issue we will show you some
operations at our home yard in charge of
Mr. Bain.

CALIFORNIA HONEY-PLANTS.
The Loganberry.

BY W. A. PRYAL.

The loganberry has been suggested as a
honey-plant, and some time ago Mr. Morri-
son wished that some one in this locality

FIG. 3.—SUPPLYING BABY NUCLEI WITH RIPE CELLS AND SUGAR SYRUP.
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THE HIMALAYA BLACKBERRY.

might tell something about it. I have been
familiar with this plant quite a number of
years; but I have never noticed that it is

sought by the bees any more than is the red
raspberry. The loganberry is not as exten-
sively planted as it was some years ago, ow-
ing mainly to the fact that the public has not
fallen in love with it. Unless real ripe when
picked, the berry is quite acid; but when
mixed with raspberries and blackberries it

produces a jam that is excellent.

THE HIMALAYA BLACKBERRY.
If there is any berry in California that de-

serves culture by the apiarist more than any
other it is the Himalaya blackberry, which
is of rather recent introduction. It secretes
nectar at a time when other berries are on
the wane, and it continues well into the fall.

The fruit is borne in large bunches, as many
as twenty or more being in a cluster. The
flowers are possibly a little larger than those
of the common blackberry, and are slightly
tinted with a pink or purplish tinge. The
fruit is not as large as that of the common
varieties (see illustration), but it is borne in

far greater abundance, and its flavor, when
fully ripe, is delicious. The vines grow
from ten to twenty feet long, and have a
rambling habit, so that in cultivation they
must be trained on a fence or trellis. I be-
lieve the plant will not stand the rigor of the
eastern climate.

PRAISE FOR THE LIPPIA.

The first favorable notice I ever saw of the
Lippia as a honey-plant was in Gleanings.
It was then restricted to one or two small
sections of this State, but it is now more
largely distributed, owing mostly to the fact
that it is being used for lawns. It is remark-
able, the number of bees that will get to
business right down on the ground, I might
say, in their eagerness to collect the nectar
from the tiny blossoms of this plant. I

should judge that the plant spreads by means
of the seed, although the writer of a para-
graph in one of our California nursery cata-

logs states that it does not grow from seed.

A MIX-UP IN THE NAME OF THE HONEY-SAGES.

Some twenty-five years ago there was no
botanical name for the California sages.
The first person, to my knowledge, to throw
any light on the real botanical name as then
understood was Prof. A. J. Cook, in the Cal-
ifornia Apiculturist, who placed them in the
genus Aiidibertia. To this genus they have
been assigned by nearly all botanical works
until lately. When I received the last edi-

tion of the A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture,
however, about the first thing that arrested
my attention was the article on our Califor-

nia honey-sages. It is the same as the arti-

cle in the two previous editions, except the
opening line, which reads, "Sage (Ramona
stachoides and palmer—Sargent)." This was
new to me, and I thereupon consulted all

the works at my command at home, but none
of them recorded any change. I then re-

ferred to the last edition of Prof. Cook's
"Bee-Guide," and saw that he now uses
Ramona. I therefore wrote to Prof. E. J.

Wickson, Director of the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, and Professor of Horti-
culture of the University of California, and
he referred my inquiry to Dr. Hall, of the
Botany Department of the University. The
doctor's reply follows:

Mr. W. A. Pryw/.—Professor Wickson has asked that
I reply to your inquiry concerniner the botanical name
of our native honey sages. I am sorry to report that
there is much diversity of opinion amonff botanists as
to the genus to which these plants should be referred.
In all the older works they are referred to Aiidibertia,
and perhaps the wisest plan at present would be to re-
lain this name until some agreement can be reached.
The white sage, so common throughout Southern Cal-
ifornia, was Aiidibertia polystacliia; the black sage was
Audibertia stachoides; the crimson-flowered sage was
Aiidibertia urandiflora.
Professor Green is of the opinion that the white sage

belongs to a distinct genus which he has named Ra-
mona. Briquet, the Swiss authority on this family,
has extended Green's genus to include the black and
crimson-flowered sages. According to this last au-
thority these three would, therefore, be Ramona poly-
stachia, Ramona stachoides. and Ramona srandiflora.
There is still another opinion prevalent among bota-

nists; and that is. that all of these plants should be re-
ferred to the genus of true sages— that is. Salvia.
Since the specific names mentioned above are preoc-
cupied in Salvia, it is necessary to change some of
them if the genera are combined. The white sage has
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not yet received a valid name under Salvia. The black
satre is Salvia mellifera (Green), and the crimson-flow-
ered sage is Su/vw sp(/^/?triJ I Green ». There are other
species, of course, which are concerned in this mix-
up; but the three mentioned above are the only ones
of much importance as bee-plants. H. M. Hall.

No, I would not hold the doctor responsi-
ble for leading me into "hopeless confu-
sion " in this matter; but what can we lay-

men do "when doctors disagree"? While
talking with Mr. Ralph Benton last week he
told me that he intended to assign the sages
in his forthcoming work on bees to the Sal-
vias, as outlined in the last paragraph of Dr.
Hall's letter above. I remember that, in

looking over the sages in the botanical gar-
den of our university, I notice that the
honey-sages are classed under Salvia. It

looks to me as though the next editions of

our bee-books would have to be revised in

regard to the names of these world-famous
honey-secreting plants.

Oakland, Cal.

[We shall adopt the name Salvia in the
next edition of our work, "The ABC and

X Y Z of Bee Culture." Mr. Morrison put
in the Latin name in our last edition. He
used the best information that we then had.
—Ed.]

PUTTING UP BEES AND QUEENS TO BE
SENT BY MAIL.

BY E. R. ROOT.

HOW BEES AND QUEENS ARE PUT INTO A MAILING-CAGE

Visitors who come here to look over our
bee-yards are often greatly interested in the
process of putting the queen and her dozen
or so of attendants in a mailing-cage. We
dare say there are many old and experienced
honey-producers, not to say beginners, who
would find themselves a little awkward if

they were to attempt the feat. As one sees
with what deftness our experienced men
pick up bees and poke them through a small
hole, it looks very simple; but let one try it

for the first time, and he will get his fingers
and thumbs stung, and he may fuss away at
it a quarter of an hour; and by the time he

gets ready to pick up
the queen he may be so
nervous that she will be
very lucky if she gets
inside without having
her ribs punched or her
head smashed.
But even experienced

men get their fingers
stung more or less; for
often a bee, after being
poked through the hole,
will turn about and de-
liver a sting. Some-
times after a yard man
has been putting up
queens all day he will
complain that his fin-

gers and thumbs are
numb, because on some
days he will get stung
several times.
Almost every queen-

breeder has his own
way of holding the cage.
In the illustration Mr.
Bain shows how he does
it. As will be noticed,
the frame is laid on top
of the hive, and from it

bees—preferably those
with their heads in the
cells sucking honey

—

are picked up, because
their wings are then
just right to grab, and
because, further, it is

important that they be
well filled with honey
before they go on a
journey. Sometimes
the bees are put through
the hole head first, and
at other times they are
stuck through sting end
first. The last-men-
tioned way has the ad-
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vantage of preventing the bee from stinging;

but owing to the fact that bees always crawl
forward it is the rule to poke them in head
irst. As each bee goes m, the finger is put
over the hole to hold those already in the
cage; then just the moment another bee is

to go in, the finger is removed, a bee is in-

serted, and the finger is put back. It is this

finger, usually, that gets the sting if any.
You will note, also, that the cage is held in

such a way that the hole is on the lower side,

and that the wire cloth is on the side next to

the operator, and just as soon as the bee's
head is poked into the hole it crawls up and
away from the hole.

Mr. Bain says it makes all the difference
in the world as to the strain of bees being
handled, as to the number of stings one will

get. Caucasians are very much worse than
Italians, and some strains of Italians are
worse than other strains. Some bees he can
pick up with one wing, or any old way, and
poke them into the hole, while others he has
to grab very carefully, taking hold of both
wings.
As to the matter of numb fingers, he ex-

plains there is no need of getting stung so
many times as to produce numbness. But
sometimes, he admits, when one is in a hur-
ry he will go ahead regardless of stings,

when his fingers will become more or less

numb.

CARPENTRY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Painting Hives.

BV F. DUNDAS TODD.

Usually I am blamed for showing too much
indifference for appearances; but I frankly
confess that an unpainted hive is a positive
eye-sore to me. The charm that assuredly
belongs to a well-dressed individual is due
very largely, from my point of view, to the
fact that he (and especially she) gives ocular
proof that his person is well cared for. It is

the same with a lawn. Neatly trimmed
grass is a guarantee of care; a tangled maze
is the reverse. So an unpainted hive sug-
gests there is nobody round who cares for
the bees, excepting in a perfunctory way.
Now, unpainted hives may be good enough

for such localities as Marengo, Ills., and Bo-
rodino, N. Y., where the summer rains soon
pass away, and the hives are cellared in win-
ter; but if Dr. Miller and Mr. Doolittle were
transferred with their apiaries to the Puget
Sound region they would at once invest in

a few gallons of paint and proceed to

wield the paint-brush with patience, per-
severance, and perspiration. If they did not,
their hives would soon be on the junk-pile,
and both could make a fresh start with a new
style if they desired to do so.

Not knowing any thing about paint and
painting I asked a few of my acquaintances
in that line of business for some advice.
Summed up it amounted to this: Give many
thin coats rather than a few heavy ones. In
detail, give a couple of priming coats, then a

coat of paint, the priming coats to consist of
raw linseed oil and white lead. The raw oil

takes a much longer time to dry than the
boiled oil; but I am assured the effect is

much better.
When I start upon a pile of hive-bodies,

covers, or frames in the flat to put them to-

gether I always think of the man who under-
took to cook rice for supper when his wife
was down town shopping. Putting a pan on
the stove he filled it with rice and water.
In a little while the pan began to overflow,
so he got another and divided up; then as
the bulk in both got beyond the evident ca-

pacity, he drew on other kitchen utensils
one by one, with the result that his wife, on
her return, found him surrounded by at least

a dozen dishes, ranging from a wash-basin
down to soup-plates, each one overflowing
with rice in a mure or less uncooked condi-
tion.

There is not much room in my barn, so
very soon I am forced to stack my creations
out of doors. Lately I have changed my
tactics, and now work on the semi-ready
fashion that is being pushed in the tailoring
world, and apply the priming coats while the
parts are in the flat. In dry summer weath-
er a coat of paint will dry in a day so one
may get out by the semi-ready system a fin-

ished body, cover, or bottom within twenty-
four hours if necessary.
On the bench I pile about two dozen

pieces on end, wedging them between a
couple of boxes, and apply the first priming
coat to the ends, then turn them over and do
the same with the opposite ends. Then I

lay the pile flat and prime the faces one aft-

er another, stacking them as finished round
about. When dry the second priming coat
is applied the same way.
The first priming coat is mostlv oil, the

great idea being to get it to soak well into
the pores of the wood. For twenty square
feet of surface one will use nearly a quart to

which has been added and thoroughly incor-
porated with it, first with a stick, then with
a brush, enough of the white lead to turn
the oil decidedly white in the can but not
when applied to the wood. This looks like

a big quantity of oil, but the ends will soak
up nearly half of it.

This coat is applied with a two-inch flat

brush, first running round the margins, then
worked in by cross-sweeping, lastly smooth-
ed by even strokes the long way of the
board.
The second priming coat is again oil and

white lead, but this time the coat should
show decidedly white on the wood. Only
half the quantity absorbed in the first coat
will be taken in this time.
The third and final coat is applied when

the parts are nailed up. It consists of white
paint to which it is usually advisable to add
about an equal quantity of oil.

In conclusion let me repeat, use raw lin-

seed oil only, no drier; work well in, but
make the coating thin, and dry thoroughly
between coats.

Victoria, B. C, Can.
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ANOTHER DIRECT METHOD OF IN-
TRODUCING QUEENS.

Gradual Introduction to a Few Bees at

First.

BY W. F. WOLFE.

This season and last I have used a sHght
modification of the various methods of queen
introduction usually used. Instead of allow-
ing the queen to run directly into the hive,

as Mr. Simmins recommends, or using a
cage as most other authorities do, I place the
queen alone in a small olass chamber on top
of the quilt (an inverted drinking-tumbler, if

made of smooth clear glass, does very well)

.

I then allow three or four bees to go up into

the chamber or tumbler to the queen. I

now close the opening between the hive and
tumbler, and watch how the bees treat the
queen. If they treat her well I allow about
a dozen more bees to enter again, closing
the opening, and watching what happens.
If all goes well I allow as many bees to enter
the tumbler as will comfortably fit there,
again closing the opening, this time for about
15 minutes. At the end of that time I re-

turn; and if all is peaceable I allow the
queen and bees to enter the hive.
The only time that this method has failed

with me was once in July, 1908, when, the
instant I opened the hole in the quilt the
queen bolted down through it and was at

once balled. I then had to open the hive
and rescue her, getting several stings in the
process, as I dared not wait to light a smoker
and smoke the hive.

Since then I have been very careful to
make only a small hole in the quilt, to cover
it with a piece of thin glass, which can easily

be slid off or on to the hole without moving
the inverted tumbler, and especially to see
that the queen's back is turned when open-
ing the hole for the first time.
This method in my opinion has several ad-

vantages.
1. It the small hole is made in the quilt

with a sharp knife it scarcely disturbs the
bres at all, or, better still, it can be made 24
hours earlier, and covered with the piece of
glass.

2. The readiness of the bees to accept the
queen can be quite accurately judged by the
behavior of the first three or four bees ad-
mitted to the royal presence.

3. If they attempt to ill treat her she can
easily be rescued. I have never found it

necessary to do this, as three or four bees
can not ball her; and, though they occasion-
ally chase her about and pull her legs, etc.,

if no more bees are admitted for a few min-
utes they usually begin to feed her peace-
ably. If at first the few bees admitteu have
been disorderly it is better to admit only a
few bees at a time, say three or four, instead
of about a dozen. As soon as these have be-
come used to the queen more may be admit-
ted.

4. As a rule, within a few minutes of Ihe
queen entering the hive proper almost every
bee will follow her, forming a guard tor her.

and at the same time making it easy to re-

move the glass chamber without any neces-
sity for a veil.

Of course, before attempting this or any
other method of introduction the old queen
must be removed, and it is better, especially
for a beginner, to make the bees broodless
24 hours in advance, either by the "shook-
swarm method" or the Alexander plan of
getting rid of unsealed brood or some other
way.
Skibbereen, Ireland, July 26.

OVERSTOCKING.

How it May Act Like a Boomerang.

BY MORLEY PETTIT.

Mr. Doolittle, p. 194, April 1, commends a
man for being so "conscientious" that he
"would not think of locating in a territory
already occupied by somebody else. " Is it a
matter of conscience? Does not that expres-
sion put the matter of overstocking on a
slightly wrong basis? I would rather say
"wise "than conscientious. The matter of

priority rights has long been before the bee-
keeping world, and I suppose always will be.
The act of overstocking is a boomerang.
Unlike mercy, it curseth him that gives and
him that takes. If a man turned a bunch of
steers into a pasture already O' cupied by all

the animals it would support, he would in-

jure himself as well as the owner, who, by
previous possession, had a prior claim. On
tiie other hand, the man who had turned a
few animals into a 1000-acre comm n, and
then tried to keep all others out, would be a
regular "dog in the manger." Again, in the
case of the bees there is a third party who is

rapidly claiming recognition The farmer
who plants the fruit trees, alsike, buckwheat,
or whatever it may be, has the right to the
privilege of trading the honey of his blos-

soms for fruit and seed through the agency
of the apiarist's bees.

It is a vexed quesfon, but one that has
not, happily, to my knowledge, caused any
serious conflicts among the apicultural fra-

ternity. No one knows or can foretell with
certainty just how many colonies any one
spot can support to the greatest advantage
to the bee-keeper. The honey crop is de-
pendent upon weather conditions, not only
from year to year but from day to day, dur-
ing the flow. The seed and fruit grower
has no cause for concern in the matter so
long as he is sure that the place is not under-
stocked. The more bees the better for him.
A good illustration of this occurn d in the

neighborhood of the Marble apiaries last fall.

Right adjoining each of two yards, a small
field of buckwheat was put in so late that it

bloomed after every thing else was done
blooming. The weather happened to be fa-

vorable. The bees devoted their whole at-

tention to it, as there was nothing else for

them to do. In consequence, the owners of

these fields had a better yield
i
er acre than

anv i/f thi ir neiiihbors.
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I wrote the above before finishing Mr.
Do'olittle's article. His conclusion certainly

puts danger of overstocking a long way off.

Jordan Harbor, Ont., Can.

[There can be no question but that, when
a man brings a lot of bees into a locality that

is already well stocked, he is working against

his own interests. But the question is,

"How are we going to educate him so that

he will be ' wise ' enough not to locate there

in the first place? " Mr. Pettit has present-

ed a phase of the question that has not been
receiving the attention it should.

—

Ed.]

HEADS OF GRAIN
From Different Fields

THE LIPPIAS, OR CARPET GRASSES, AS HONEY-PLANTS.

Dear Mr. Root—I received your letter concerning
lippia in California, as well as your correspondence
with Mr. S. J. Morrison, of Chico, Cal. According to

Britton and Brown, there are about a hundred species
of lippia found in tropical and subtropical America,
with a few in Africa. About nine species occur in the
southern and southwestern United States. According
to this same authority, Lippia nodiflora is found in wet
and moist soils in Georgia to Southern Missouri, Flori-

da, and Texas. It is also found in California, Central
America, and the West Indies, and the warmer parts

of the Old World. You will find an article by W. K.
Morrison on this plant, in Gleanings, 1903, page 141.

Concerning the introduction of Lippia repens, to

which Mr. S. J. Morrison refers, the following is quot-
ed from Bailey's Cyclopedia of American Horticulture:

Under the name of L. repens. Franceschi introduced into
California in WOO a very interesting perennial plant design-
ed as a substitute for lawn grass in the South. It makes a re-

markably dense mat, and bears numerous tiny flowers an inch
or so above the ground. The flowers are borne in a dense,
bud-like head, covered with many tightly overlapping bracks.

The flowers appear in rings, beginning at the base of the little

head. Franceschi writes of this plant that it thrives in any
soil, no matter how poor, rapidly covers the ground, smothers
weeds, stands trampling, requires much less water than grass,

needs no mowing, can be easily taken out if desirable, and is

used in Southern Europe for tennis grounds. Voss pictures
this plant with an erect and tufted habit, and refers it, togeth-
er with L. etnn'scetiK. to L. iiiidi/liirii. These two names were
kept distinct by Schauer in De CandoUes Prodromus, and
specimens of Kranceschi"s plant come nearer to L. ca}ieseei>!<

than to L. iioitiflnra. Schauer's distinctions are given below,
but there is doubt as to the chief point of difference; viz .

whether any of the plants are annual. They all take root at
the .ioints.

I saw a lippia, which is probably the one referred to

as Lippia repens, in the San Joaquin and Sacramento
Valleys. It is also found now in several places in

Southern California. E. F. PHILLIPS,
Washington, D. C, Oct. 6. In Charge of Apiculture.

SPLINTS VS. CUT WIRES; SHOULD WE PROVIDE FOR
DRONES IN THE BROOD-NEST?

I have ordered my medium brood foundation large
enough to fill the Hoffman frame. I intended to use
splints, but I thought of the scheme of cutting wire
long enough to reach clear across the sheet of founda-
tion the narrow way, and imbedding into the founda-
tion before it is put into the frame; and when it is

fastened in the usual way, fasten the ends and bottom
with wax. If necessary I could put a drop of wax on
the wire to make it morcvsafe. I would put abeut 8

wires to the frame. I do not care about a little extra
work, for I can do all this in the winter, and I want
the best. How many square inches of drone comb do
you allow your colonies? WM. Middleton.
Caro, Mich., Oct. 5.

[Any wire large enough and stiff enough to hold up
the foundation without support at the top or bottom
will be rather too expensive. The wood splints would
be far cheaper. It would be our recommendation for
you to use splints it you desire to economize on cost.
As to how many square inches of dro e comb we al-

low our colonies in the brood-nest, we will say that,
ordinarily, there will be enough of drone-cells when
full sheets of foundation are given, so that no special
provison for drone comb need be provided. In asking
this question we suppose you have in mind that, if

there are no drone-cells in the brood-nest, the queea
will be likely to go up into the sections, where she
would find some drone comb and lay drone eggs.
While this is true, as a general thing there will ba
enough drone-cells scattered around here and there
in the brood-nest so that, ordinarily, we would not
think the queen would be inclined to go above. Should
she show a disposition to do so, we would use exclud-
ers or change the strain.—Ed.]

CAN HONEY-DEW BE MADE LIGHTER IN COLOR?
In replying to the query of a subscriber recently as

to what to do with dark bitter honey-dew, it seems to

me that you gave too little attention to what be a most
important point. You said that it had been suggested
that such honey be filtered through charcoal, but that
it probably would not help the flavor. Now, I read
that the bone-black charcoal used by sugar-refiners
not only decolorizes but that it entirely removes the
bitterness of ale. Being a bee-man I don't know any
thing about ale; but it seems to me that any thing
which will remove the bitterness from either the taste

or the effect of such things ought to have a wider ap-
plication — that even the worst honey-dew might be
made into a decent article in that way. But aside
from bad flavor, could not dark honeys of any kind
be prevented from becoming the drug on the market
which they are in many places, if, by some such
process, they could be made of fair color, especially
when refiners can sell white sugar only a cent or so
higher per pound than brown? and surely no one
could object to pure honey being made more so. If

any such thing is possible, these dark times ought to

be a good time to discuss it.

McConnellsville, O.. Sept. 21. H. D. Tennent.

[We are not able to inform our correspondent wheth-
er bone charcoal would lighten dark honey or irn-

prove its flavor. Perhaps some of our readers can in-

form us. Whatever we do we must not make the
mistake of ch?nging the character of our honey chem-
ically or we may get into trouble with the pure-food
law. It is presumed, however, that the elimination of

coloring matter and certain unpleasant flavors would
not in any way affect the chemical composition of

honey or honey-dew. Perhaps, therefore, some of our
readers who have experimented along these lines can
give us some information.

—

Ed.]

MORE HONEY STORED IN SUPERS PROVIDED WITH SHAL-
LOW FRAMES; HANDY FOR UNCAPPING.

Mr. Louis H. Scholl is certainly right when he rec-

commends the use of shallow extracting-frames. I am
using quite a number this season, and in my opinion
they have many advantages over the deep L. frames.
As we had a rather light flow of clover honey this sea-
son I noticed that all colonies which had shallpw
frames stored considerably more honey than colonies
that had the deep L. supers. While the honey was all

capped over clear to the bottom in the shallow frames,
there was not more than a third capped over in the
deep L. frames.

It is now July 26th, and colonies having shallow su-
pers are storing a little honey, while nothing is done
in the deep L. frames. Another great advantage in

using shallow frames is seen in extracting-time. They
are much easier to uncap than the deep L. frames, and
they are certainly fine for chunk honey. In the future
I shall use them exclusively.
La Crescent, Minn. G. A. BARBISCH.

A QUICK WAY OF GETTING RID OF LAYING WORKERS.
After trying a number of plans to rid a colony of

laying workers I hit upon a plan that may help others.

I took an empty hive, put in two frames of brood and
several frames of foundation, and introduced a new
queen in the usual way. I next took a hive with lay-
ing workers, set them aside, and put the new hive on
its stand in place of it. I then put on a screen in place
of the cover, with a mesh small enough so that bees
could not get through. I removed the bottom-board
from the old hive and placed the old hive over the new
one. I next put a Porter bee-escape on the entrance
of the old hive; then when the be^s came out and
would return fr.>m the field they would enter the new
hive. In four days the bees had released the new
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queen, and she commenced laying. I left the screen
on about twenty days, when all signs of laying work-
ers had disappeared.
Bradentown, Fla., Aug. 2. E. F. HURLEBAUS.

ABSORBENT CUSHIONS. IF VENTILATED, DO NOT BECOME
WET BECAUSE OF THE MOISTURE FROM THE BEES.

I have been reading witli much interest, some curi-
osity, and now and then amusement, on absorbent vs.

sealed covers. I heartily agree with J. E. Crane (page
•J25, April 15' in principle and results as he expresses
them. I hive always used porous absorbent covers,
and experimented with sealed covers. The latter have
seldom given good results. I do not claim that it

would be so for every one. I have double-walled chaff
hives with the telescope covers. These covers have a
-S-inch hole in the gable point with a small piece of
mosquito-net tacked over to prevent bother in summer
from robbing. That is the secret I claim. I fold up
old sacks or any old cloth—I prefer the sacks—and put
on three or four, or as I think sufficient, if the supply
holds good. I always put small sticks across the top
of frames. This winter I put a folded newspaper over
the center between some. It seemed to work as well,
and probably held some warmth. The moisture passed
around the edges. If you put a board or any thing
tight over your porous cover in cold weather you will
gel condensed moisture and have a wet covering. Oth-
erwise I have never found a wet cover except from
leakage. I think the small hole in the gable has some-
thing to do with keeping the covers dry by allowing
tlie moisture to pass out. WALTER GARABRANT.
Chester. N. J., May 10.

[Absorbents of any kind will be drier if there is ven-
tilation provided at the top. To that end the telescop-
ing cover should not come in contact with the tops of
the sections. There should be a space of at least one
inch, and ventilating holes under the gables.
In our locality, at least, th-- sealed cover and warm

packing apparently give a -better result. We have a
curiosity to know to what extent you have tried a seal-
ed cover versus the absorbing plan side by side. In
our own experience w-e have wintered from 150 to 200
having absorbing cushions, and a like number with
sealed stores and cushions. We not only did this one
year but several years running. In most cases the
sealed cover and cushion had the advantage in a drier
and nicer cluster. In many cases the absorbing cush-
ions became wet and soggy, notwithstanding there
was plenty of air space under the tops of the cushions.
In almost every case where the cover is not sealed

down so that there is chance for the moisture to escape
up through the crack between super cover and hive,
the packing will be wet along the latter part of win-
ter. It has occurred to us that some of those who
have tried the sealed cover and found it unsatisfacto-
ry have not actually had the covers sealed down to the
hive. This is very important.—ED.]

MEDIL'M-SIZED COLONY WITH LAVING QUEEN STARTS
CELLS.

On August 23 I examined one of my colonies and
found lots of young bees and sealed brood, but no
eggs, larva?, or queen. The queen formerly in the
hive was so small that the wire queen-excluder would
not prevent her from getting through, and so dark that
three different ones failed repeatedly to find her. She
had been very prolific, and the absence of larva;
proved that she had gone. The probabilities are that
she was lost on the 12th of the month, when some seal-
ed brood was taken Prom this colony to help a nucleus.
No queen-cells were found. Several wax-worms were
noticed.
Aug. 28 I received a new queen and slipped the in-

troducing-cage on the bottom-board under the frames
and let the bees gnaw her out.
Sept 1 I withdrew the empty cage without making

any disturbance, having attached a wire to it before
putting it in.

Sept. 10 I opened the hive and found the queen per-
fectly at home. There were some patches of sealed
brood; but on the side of one new comb was a beauti-
ful unsealed queen-cell looking like a miniature vol-
cano with an open crater. At the lower edge of an
older comb were two more cells that were quite small,
and one of these was sealed over. Of course, I de-
stroyed all these and looked carefully for more cells.

Now, why should queen-cells have been started in this
hive that was not heavily populated with bees, and that
contained a young laying queen? My helper, a full-
blooded negro, offers the following suggestion:

" Some er deni bees knowed dey queen was lost, and
didn't know there was a new one; so when dey come
across some aigs they didn't stop to ask no questions,
but just set about makin' one."
Florence, Ala. H. A. Moody,

[The fact that there were some patches of sealed
brood in the hive on Sept. IQ would seem to indicate
that there may have been eggs that you overlooked on
Aug. 23; that is, the old queen was still in the hive on
that date, and was gradually tapering off in her egg-
laying, and possibly at the time of your examination
had stopped altogether. In the meantime, while the
new queen was in the mails, this old one laid some
fresh eggs, and from these were reared the cells and
the brood. While the new queen could have laid the
eggs that supplied the cells and the sealed brood, it is

our opinion that they came from the old queen. We
never knew of a case where cells were started when a
liood youns queen was present. It very often happens
that, when a queen is introduced, if the bees have in
the mean time already started building cells, they will
keep on doing so and complete their work. The intro-
duced queen will usually destroy such cells, but she
does not always do so. The queen referred to acted
contrary to the general rule. When introducing we
always make it a rule, for that reason, to destroy any
cells that may be present at the time of caging.—Ed.]

A GOOD QUEEN REARED UNDER ADVERSE CIRCUM-
STANCES.

In the spring of 1908 I found my premium breeding-
queen with less than a teacupful of bees, and in bad
condition generally. As she was four years old I hard-
ly expected her to last through the season, but wanted
to raise a few more queens from her. April 2 I looked
into the hive, and, to my surprise, found a patch of
brood five cells wide, and about three inches long on
one side of one frame only. In this brood were one
queen-cell and ninedrone-cells, all sealed—not another
bit of brood in the entire hive. The old queen was sti 1

alive. April 23 I found a young fertile queen in the
hive, and a cluster of bees between two combs less
than three inches in diameter. I let them alone, think-
ing the queen would be " no good;" but they began to
build up until, at the end of the clover flow, they were
as strong in bees as most of the colonies in the yard,
but short of honey; however, when the fall flow came
on they filled the hive and stored as much surplus as
any colony. The queen proved to be purely mated,
and must have been mated to one of the drones raised
in the hive with her.

I have raised many queens in the past, and know
how easy it is to get inferior queens under the best
conditions; but it seems easy for the bees to raise
good ones under very adverse conditions. The old
queen lived till some time in June; but I think she
laid no eggs after the first lot early in spring, as she
was shrunken to about the size of a young worker.
The only way I could recognize her was because she
had no wings. Have you ever seen any thing like
this in queen-rearing?
Marion, N. Y. J. A. CRANE.

[When you surmise that the young queen was fertil-

ized by one of the drones in the hive, we assume, of
course, that you mean that the act took place in the
air and not in the hive.

Yes, cases are on record where young queens reared
in late winter will be fertilized by a stray drone in the
spring, and become the mother of a good colony; but
this does not disprove the rule that a good queen
should be reared in suitable weather under the best
conditions.—Ed.J

BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA.
Bee-keeping in Victoria is, in my estimation, very

similar to bee-keeping in America so far as diseases
go—that is, foul brood, paralysis, spring dwindling,
etc.; but so far as honey-flows are concerned you di;'-

fer very much. You seem to have some good honey-
flows, but they are very short, while over here we have
a flow lasting sometimes fourorfive months, and then
not averaging much more honey than your short flow.
At this date the bees are just awaking. Whenever

the sun shines for a few hours the bees seem to enjoy
it very much. The coming season promises to be a
very good one in most parts of Victoria. Last season
promised very well; but through the drouth that we
had, and then the fearful heat-wave of January last
'110 degrees in the shade for seven days runningi put
all hopes of a good honey season out. However, I can
not complain with an average of 120 lbs. per hiv"
Maryborough, Vic, Aus., Aug. 24. F. HOLLAND.
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CLOSE GROUPING OF HIVES FOR WINTER; MOVING IN
COLD WEATHER.

I packed 12 of my single-wall hives as follows: I plac-

ed boards slightly above ground for a platform, and
put the hives side by side as close together as I could,
with an empty hive at either end. On top of each hive
was a super filled with chaff. Then I nailed a strip of

two-ply tar roofing-paper on the front, just above the
entrances of the hives, and another to the board under
the back of the hives. The outer edges of these strips

were brought up over the hives and nailed to a 2x4
lying lengthwise across them. I fixed the ends so there
^ould be but little circulation. I have since noticed ,

END FOLDS

page 1427, Dec. 1, 1908, a somewhat similar plan, spoken
against by Mr. Doolittle. I did not fill in between the
hives, however, with chaff, thinking the dead-airspace
Ijetter.

I wish to move 38 colonies now, packed in double
«ases, to another location in the same yard before next
spring. I intended to do so as late in the spring as

possible, but before the weather became warm enough
for the bees to fly. Would you advise moving them
during the winter, or is my plan all right, of waiting
as long as possible, say until the latter part of March
or the first of April? A. P. LOOMIS.
Hunter, N. Y.

[The plan that you describe would be satisfactory in

a mild climate, but it would be very much better for

your locality to use packing in front and rear of the

hives. There ought to be a space of at least four inches.

We would advise you to defer the matter of moving
your bees until next summer. You can then move
them a couple of feet at a time, on successive days, in

the direction where they are to be finally located, un-

til they reach their final destination. If you wintered
in the cellar and kept them indoors all winter you
could set them out next spring anywhere you chose.—
ED.]

INFORMATION WANTED IN REGARD TO COTTON AS A
HONEY-PLANT; FLAT-BOTTOMED EOUNDATION.

We occasionally see mention of cotton honey in the

journals; but I have never read any thing definite

about it, nor have I found any one who knew any
thing about it. I notice, p. 491, Aug. 15, that Mr. Louis

H. SchoU says that east and north of him cotton was
yielding plenty of nectar. ^^. ^^ ^ , *, i.

This is my first year in this State; and as this has

been a poor year I can tell nothing more than that I

have never seen more than a dozen bees on all the

acres of cotton I went through, «nd they were for pol-

len. D. D. STOVER.
Mayhew, Miss., Oct. 2.

[Cotton does not yield honey every year, and even
then only in certain localities.—Ed.]

BEES AND BUCKWHEAT; DO BEES LEARN BY OBSERVA-
TION?

"If colonies stand in buckwheat." says Buttel-Ree-

pen, " the flight is lively in the mornings until about
ten o'clock, then it lessens, and is entirely quiet for the

greater part of the day, beginning vigorously again
the next morning." This statement, published some
time ago in GLEANINGS, has led me to observe the be-

havior of bees on a field of buckwheat in Southern
Maine. The results observed differ slightly from
those given by Buttel-Reepen, and ari, perhaps, worth
recording. The bees begin visiting the flowers as

soon as they leave the hive in the morning, and con-
tinue to work upon them until about 12:30. Their vis-

its then quickly decrease in number until about 1,

when they c»"ase entirely. But for an hour or more
afterward the bees may be seen occasionally, flying

from blossom to blossom, pausing, however, for only
an instant, as they apparently discover at once that

the flowers are now nectarless. So far as I know,
there is no more remarkable illustration than this of
the power of honey-bees to learn from observation.
Do any of your readers know of other instances?
Waldoboro, Maine. Herbert R. Oldis.

[The statement of Buttel-Reepen regarding the bees
on buckwheat applies to most localities; but there are
some places where bees work on buckwheat all day.
This is because there is more nectar in buckwheat
than the bees can gather. There are other places
where the bees apparently quit working about nine or
ten o'clo-k.
On the question whether bees learn by observation,

there is any amount of evidence to show that they very
soon adapt themselves to conditions. Whether they
will learn by experience in the same way we do, we
can not say positively. Some things take place in bee
nature through instinct.

—

Ed.]

labels for the outside of split SECTIONS.

I have noticed a great deal said about split sections
for honey. Some do not favor them, simply because
the outside appearance of the section shows the edge
of the sheet of foundation. It occurred to me that a
neat label pasted around the outside of the wood
might overcome this trouble. HiRAM M. SHARP.
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 29.

[A small label pasted on top of a section will cover
up that portion of the comb projecting through the
top only. The one objection to such sections is the
suspicion that is liable to arrive in the mind of the con-
sumer that the honey is manufactured because there
appears to be a portion sticking through the split sides
that does not look like the work of bees. If a label
went clear around the section it might overcome to a
certain extent this objection. On the other hand, to
cover up might look to the consumer as if we were
trying to conceal the work of m.an. As we all know,
we bee-keepers have nothing to keep from the public;
but if that public gets hold of half a truth, it may dr iw
erroneous conclusions, <nd conclude that the whole
thing was "manufactured," and that we were trying
to cover up something. We are frank to say that we
would prefer to avoid the split section entirely, label
or no label. In either case it is liable to mislead.

—

Ed.]

bee-keeping in MANITOBA, CANADA; PREVENTING AFT-
ER-SWARMS.

My home is in the suburb of Norwood, which is just
VA miles from the center of Winnipeg, and is in the
city of St. Boniface. I had six colonies in the back
yard the past summer, one of them being a stray
swarm which I got right in the heart of Winnipeg, and
hived successfully. I do not run my bees for comb
honey, but use shallow extraoting-supers, never ex-
tracting from the brood-nest. Only three colonies
yielded a surplus, which totaled about 90 lbs. I did
away with second swarming this year by hiving on
the old .stand, giving the supers to the swarm, placing
the old hive alongside the new hive, but facing the re-

verse way. At the end of three days I had gradually
turned the old hive round, facing the original direc-
tion, and then picked it up and gave it an entirely new
position. This plan strengthened the swarm a^^d de-
pleted the parent stock, and there was no second
swarming.
Our chief honey-yielderis white clover, which grows

wild over all the vacant lots. We have also Canada
thistles, but the authorities are getting after them with
the scythe. JOHN BAXTER.
Norwood Grove, Manitoba, Nov. 23.

[The plan here spoken of is a slight modification of

a well-known and reliable plan of preventing after-

swarms.—Ed.]

IS THERE MORE POLLEN IN THE BLOSSOMS WHEN THE
BEES HAVE ACCESS TO THE PLANTS?

From being considered a nuisance in many cases,

bees are now becoming recognized as a helpful factor
in the pollenizing of fruit-blossoms; and the bee-keep-
er is not quite as likely to be insulted, and threatened
with trouiale as formerly, even if the bees do happen
to visit the over-ripe or damaged fruit once in a while,
or even give some one a gratuitous sting.

The stand taken by the experiment stations is the
reason for this change of opinion in a great degree, as
the statement of a bee-keeper was considered as made
by one with an ax to grind, and generally doubted.
Now, there is one point in connection with the pol-

lenizing of flowers that I have never seen mentioned.
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The creenhouse men used to scatter the pollen by
hand, and uei some fruit; but now they frenerally keep
bees, and pet much better results than by hand work.
Now, is not this the result of the bee workintr, or ex-
ercisinc the inlands of the flower in some way? I have
watched bees gathering pollen many times, and they
are always erowdiner into the blossom more or less.

Sometimes they have to open the calyx of the blossom
in order to eet into it. Who knows but that this mov-
intr or exercisintr of the stamens and pistils causes the
pollen-ducts to put forth extra elforts, or stimulate
them in just the manner needed for the performance
of their functions? There are many blossoms which,
seeminsrly, should need no help in distributing the
pollen: but they are or seem to be nearly as depend-
ent on the bees or other pollen-gatherers as blossoms
which are entirely self-sterile. I should ike the opin-
ion of some scientific hee-keepers on this subject, as I

think it is a profitable one for investigation.
Marion, N. Y. J. A. Crane.

BEES AND HONEY AT THE INDIANA STATE FAIR.

The bee and honey department was remarkably well
represented this year, there being five exhibits, each
being very creditable. Our S' ate Board offers the sum
of $248 in cash premiums in this department, and each
of the eight entries is open to any one who cares to
corapete. It is possible that, in the future, we may
have a building of our own for this department if the
interest taken continues. Our daily papers mentioned
in their headlines the attractiveness of this depart-
ment, and the interest shown by the visiting public
was more than gratifying.
Our State Board have arranged the list so that no

hardships are required in entering, such as " must be
produced by the exhibitor," and so forth. There is

one entry for Italian bees in observatory hive and an-
other for foreign bees in observatory hive other than
Italians. No premiums are offered on black bees or
buckwheat honey, but each item is intended to pro-
mote the best in apiculture. The list is open to the
world; and if any other State has something better,
our State Board invites them to bring their goods and
come with us. WALTER S. Pouder.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 2.

BUYING OR BREEDING QUEENS.

Is it better for the average person to buy some good
(fheens from some reliable breeder and stick to that
line of blood, or buy occasionally from different
breeders, and introduce new blood in this way? Our
seasons are short, and I find that I must have the
best of queens if I get them strong enough to make
the most of the raspberry flow.
Benzonia, Mich. JOHN A. VAN Deman.
'It probably depends upon circumstances to a great

extent; that is, if the bee-keeper has the time and in-
clination to do some systematic work along the line
of breeding, he could probably succeed better by
starting with the best stock which he can obtain from
some one breeder, and then developing that stock to
suit his particular locility, system of management,
etc. For instance, if this bee-keeper produces comb
honey, he ought to be able, by judicious selection, to
develop the strain of bees particularly suited to his
needs in regard to keeping the honey white, entering
the supers readily, etc. If he produces extracted hon-
ey, on the other hand, he would not care so much
about white cappings, but would wish to develop bees
which might have some other good qualities.

If the bee-keeper does not have the time to go into
the subject of queen-breeding in the effort to develop
bees for certain qualities, we think that, all things con-
sidered, it would pay him to buy (lueens from more
than one good queen-breeder, possibly in the end buy-
ing principally from one breeder whose bees seem to
be the best all-around workers.

—

Ed. I

UPWARD VENTILATION OR SEALED COVERS DURING
WINTER.

On most of my eleven hives I use a galvanized cover
over a super cover, and 1 put two sticks between the
two covers to provide an air-space. My plan for win-
ter last fall, was to replace this air-space with a layer
of newspaper carefully cut to size to keep the super-
cover warm next to the bees. Four of the hives were
arranged in this way. This spring, however, when I

removed the covers to examine the bees, under every
one of the covers the papers were ver>' wet and the
hives inside seemed damp or stuffy. The super-covers
a'so were wet through. The other hives were potfect-
ly drj-. and the bees were all right, even though some
of them had been nuclei and others had only the thin

super-cover to keep out the cold. The colonies were
alive in all the hives; but our winter was exceedingly
mild, the temperature being below ten degrees for
only a few days.

CASCARA SAGRADA AS A HONEY-PLANT.
I don't see chiitim {Cascara sasrada) mentioned in

the A B C of Bee Culture as a honey-plant. I can't say
as to the ciuantity or quality of the honey it produces;
but the trees were covered with bees for nearly if not
quite two months.
In this locality fruit bloom and Oregon maple start

the season, followed by chittim, white-clover, and
vetch. From June 25 on they work on dog-fennel and
lobelia, both of which make very poor honey. People
here generally pay very little attention to their bees,
and have them in all kinds of hives and boxes.

Corrallis, Ore. F. B. Hassett.

[It is easy to understand why your paper packing
became wet. Apparently the under cover was not
sealed down after cool or cold weather commenced.
The bees would have no means of sealing the same,
and consequently the warm breath of the bees would
escape from the crack, strike the colder air and con-
dense, making the folds of the pap^'r packing soggy
and wet. When an outside protection of this sort is

used, the single cover must be sealed down by the bees
—that is to say, the cover should not be disturbed after
they have sealed it during warm weather; for it is im-
possible to make it tight when the nights become cool
and chilly. With an unsealed cover your plan of hav-
ing a space not packed by which the excess of mois-
ture could escape would be far better. We suggest,
however, that during the coming winter you try hav-
ing a number of hives with the cover sealed down;
then paper-pack as you did last winter, and compare
these colonies with others having unsealed covers and
air-space not packed.
Cascara sugrada in medicine is a well-known cathar-

tic. If it also produces blossoms that yield honey,
said honey ought to have an important medicinal val-

ue. If any of our subscrihers have been enabled to

obtain a pure honey from Cascara sagrada we should
be pleased to know if it has any of the aperient quali-

ties of the plant itself.—Ed.]

does FOUL BROOD EXIST IN BEE-TREES?

Has any authenticated case of foul brood been found
in a bee-tree? There are several small apiaries here
affected with the disease, and I have heard of ten or
twelve colonies taken from trees this season in the
surrounding section, and all of them healthy.
Walton, Ky., Aug. 18. J. G. Crisler.

fJust at this time we do not remember a definite re-

port going to show that foul brood has been located in

bee-trcf s; but there is no reason why that disease could
not be developed in such a domicil as well as in a hive.

We may say that a swarm from a colony affected with
foul brood will not carry disease; and, consequently,
if it absconds to a hollow tree no disease will be subse-
quently found there. As the average bee-tree is locat-

ed a mile or more from a bee-yard, its own bees prob-
ably would not find an unprotected entrance of a col-

ony where foul brood exists; or, rather, we would say.

such diseased colony would be discovered and robbed
out clean by the bees in the same yard long before the

bees of the bee-tree would get knowledge of it. The
presumption is, taking every thing into consideration,
that the average bee-tree will not be affected by foul

brood.

—

Ed. J

HONEY AND ICE CREAM—NOT HONEY SODA.

On page 521, Sept. 1st, you give my suggestion as to

the use of honey in connection with the sale of ice

cream and soda fountains, etc. However, my idea of

this is not clear to all. I recommend that extracted
honey be poured over a dish of ice cream and eaten,

not drank, not only at soda-fountains, but in every
home where ice cream is used. It beats "maple-jack
wax." Try it.

A good salesman could make a paying business of

selling honey alone. Furthermore, if honey could be
placed on sale in Schram automatic sealers in candy
stores or where ice cream is sold, it would provide a
large outlet for honey. Extracted honey is worth 10

cts. a pound wholesale, and if we work we can get

that price. It always makes me vexed to see good
honey offered below that price. Percy Orton.
Northampton, N. Y.

fWe understood that you did not have in mind
honey soda; but we saw no reason why honey could
not be used in a soda drink in place of a fruit juice

thickened with sugar syrup.—En.

)
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

Fear thou not, for I am with thee; be not dismayed,
for I am thy God. I will s'renfjthen thee; yea, I will
help thee; yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand
of my riarhteousness.
For I the Lord thy God will hold thy right hand,

saying unto thee, Fear not; I will help thee.

—

Isaiah
41 : 10, 13.

I suppose we " old fellows " (many of us)
get into a fashion of telling the same story
over again, forgetting that we had ever told

it before; and I hope the readers of Glean-
ings will be patient with me if I, in a like

manner, get to telling stories that have been
told before on these pages. It is not always
because I forget; but ofttimes the story I

have told before illustrates some new point
better than any thing else, and therefore I

take the liberty of trespassing on your good
nature in this way. And then there is anoth-
er thing—this is a changing world. Many of
those who read Gleanings thirty and more
years ago are dead and gone, and younger
ones have taken it up, so that the story will

be new to the greater mass of our readers,
even if there be a few gray-headed ones who
are tempted to say, "There, you are telling
that same old story over again." But the
story I want to tell you this morning I think
I have told twice before at least—once, per-
haps thirty-five years ago, and at least once
since. This is the story:

When I first got a glimpse of the character
of the Lord Jesus Christ and of his mission
down from heaven to this world of ours, I

began telling what I had discovered, just as
I have been telling the world about my dis-

coveries with bees, and just as I am telling
to all the world now my discoveries along
the line of incubators and chickens. Well,
when I was almost a new-born child in fol-

lowing the meek and lowly Nazarine, some-
body said that a near neighbor, while intox-
icated, drove his wife and family out of doors
in the dead of night in winter. I knew him,
and kept my eye on him, for my conscience
troubled me and told me I ought to go and
speak with him. I dreaded it, and tried to
excuse myself; but the still small voice kept
following me something as God followed
Jonah and told him to go and preach to the
Ninevites. This neighbor, soon after the
occurrence, I saw on the streets sober and
in his right mind. He turned and went into
a shoe-shop where I was acquainted. I fol-

lowed him in. .\s I could not well see him
alone, and as all of those present knew of
his treatment of his family, I ventured to
broach the subject. As I told you before, I

had been dreading the task beforehand; but
when I opened up, as well as I could, before
those ungodly men I was almost appalled at
the objections they brought up against the
Bible and the gospel. For the first time in
my life, almost, I realized how poorly I was
equipped and prepared to "preach " to any
one. I think it must have been about the
time I learned to use that little prayer, "Lord,
help," and I used it then, mentally; and I

furthei- tried to tell the dear Savior (in my
mind) how \^eakand helpless I felt in trying
to answer the rude jests and sarcasms ot the
crowd before me. While I prayed I absent-
ly moved some little pieces of leather that
covered the floor, with the toe of my shoe.
As I pushed these bits of leather away, a
piece of paper came into view. I thought it

was a scrap of newspaper, and in my per-
plexity I stooped down and picked it up. It

was a fragment of the sixth chapter of the
book of Luke. The little crowd was watch-
ing me. I said to the shoemaker (who had
been as bitter as any of them) that I had
found a piece of the Bible in his shop among
the scraps of leather. Either before I read
what was on the paper or after, he made an
exclamation something like this:

"My God! how did that piece of paper,
torn out of the Bible, ever get into /«>' shop?"
The scrap of paper contained, as nearly as

I can remember, from the 27th to the 39th
verses. It is almost too long to quote here,
but I wish that you who love your Bibles
(and everybody else who is interested in my
story) would hunt it up and read it. My lit-

tle prayer was answered, and it seemed to

me almost like a miracle. My critics were
silenced, and the man who abused his family
was touched. The scrap of Bible did a work
that perhaps no human tongue, unaided by
that Bible, could do. After the man had
given me his solemn promise to be a better
father to his family, I said:

"Now, friends, as you see, God has an-
swered my prayer for help. Nobody, knows
how this scrap happened to be among those
pieces of leather; but God sent it and placed
it there. I wish to kneel down, with the per-
mission of my good friend the shoemaker
here, and pray that God will help us all to

be better men than we have been. I shall

be glad to have you kneel with me, if you
feel inclined to do so; but, of course, you
can do as you wish. I am not the one to dic-

tate as to your duty."
I think everyone knelt down, and I thank-

ed God for his kindly and timely help, and
asked his blessing on all of them. It was a
broken and awkward prayer, for it was a
new thing then for ine to pray at all, much
less in a public business place like that. Oh!
but I was happy, as I went out feehng that
the task I dreaded was done. It was one of

the first experiences I had ever met of the
thrills of joy and peace that come after per-
forming a dreaded duty for Christ's sake.
But that was not all. Over in the closing
chapter of Malachi there is a verse that ends
something like this: "Prove me now here-
with, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not
open before you the windows of heaven and
pour out a blessing that there shall not be
room to receive it.

'

' There is a suggestion in

that phrase, that "when a man's ways please
the Lord " the answer to his prayers will be
greater and further-reaching than he has any
comprehension of. Just as I stepped out of

the door of the shoe-shop the door of an ad-
joining room opened, and the proprietor of a
drugstore stopped me. Said he, "Mr. Root,
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will you please tell me where you found that
passage in the Bible you just read in the shoe-
shop adjoining? Perhaps you did not know
it, but there is only a half-inch partition, that
was put up temporarily, that separates our
two rooms, and several of us in here heard
you reading, and heard your prayer."

I had to laugh when I told him that I did
not have any Bible at all. Then I added,
"What you heard me read was on a little

scrap of paper that I found on the floor

among the scraps of leather. I do not know
where it is in the Bible; but when I get home
I will hunt it up."
The above is something of a confession to

make, I am aware, but it was true. When a
child in the Sunday-school I went over those
same verses, and I knew pretty well that
they were somewhere in the New Testament.
I pulled the scrap of paper out of my pocket
and suggested that I had better go into the
drugstore and read it over again to the little

crowd gathered there. By the way, friends,
I shouldn't wonder if there were a good
many shoe-shops and stores—yes, and drug-
stores too—where they need the latter part
of that message in the sixth chapter of Luke.
I went into the drugstore and read the words
over again, and talked to the little crowd
there as well as I could, for he, like the rest
of them, was beginning to see the light shin-
ing through the beautiful words from that
precious book. I think I went and told my
good pastor, the Rev. A. T. Reed, about my
adventure of the morning. He said, as soon
as I showed him the scrap of paper, that it

came from the sixth chapter of Luke.
I am now coming to the point of my story

—a point that I never realized till this morn-
ing, when I read the two verses of our open-
ing text. The druggist, Mr. B., in that drug-
store, said something like this. I hope he
has not forgotten it, and that he will be able
and willing to reiterate with emphasis the
words he spoke so many years ago. This is

what he said:

"Mr. Root, I am no church-member, and
I have not always stood up for the Bible,
perhaps, as I ought to have done; but I want
to say right here that if all the Bible were
lost and destroyed except the few words you
have just read to us. it is sufficient of itself

to save the world if the world would take
hold of it and follow it."

Now for the second verse of our text. The
first one, I have been familiar with foryears.
I have heard it read over and over; and yet
it never struck me before as it did this morn-
ing when I read it at our family worship.
With our great business there are at present
many perplexities. Some of them the boys
keep away from me because they think it

might worr>' me needlessly. But I beg them
to let me take hold of any matter whenever
I can be of service. As I read the verse I

remembf red the many troubles that beset
IS—our insurance, for instance. Just now
we are making great changes in order to re-

duce the insurance. Our factory has been
almost torn to pieces—that is, the inside work
has been taken out during the past few

weeks, and there are constant problems com-
ing up as to how to avoid loss and waste.
Sometimes the work has been done wrong
and has to be torn down and done over. But
all these things are trifling compared to some
other matters that concern the great outside
world—the divorce problem, for instance.
When we hear that some near friends are
about to break up their family because hus-
band and wife can not agree, it is a far more
serious thing than the loss of property.
What shall we do in all these things? Just
how far are we responsible for the acts of
our neighbors? Right here comes in that
glorious text, "Fear thou not, for I am with
thee." What an uplift just the sight of that
passage gives one! The present crusade for
temperance awakens lots of animosity and
bitterness. Persecution and death come.
Not only ministers but officers of the law and
business men have been shot down because
they had the courage to fight the speak-eas-
ies. But this verse tells us, "Be not
dismayed, for I am thy God." There are cir-

cumstances where it is right and proper
for us to risk our lives for the good of hu-
manitj;;. If we die in a good cause it will be
a glorious death, and may, perhaps, bring
about a greater reform just now than we
could have accomplished by living. "I will

strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee; yea, I

will uphold thee with the right hand of my
righteousness." I told you how a few words
from that old Bible silenced all argument and
brought us all on our knees in humble agree-
ment and in obedience to God's law. Just
now it occurs to me that that druggist said,

also, that the words I had read have the
stamp of heaven on them—that they had the
impress that they were from heaven and not
of earth; and then that other precious verse
—I must confess that, as much as I had read
the Bible I did not know till to-day that there
was any passage in it where it says plainly

that the great Creator of the universe will

take us by the "right hand " and lead us in

the straight and narrow path. I have told

you how lonesome I sometimes feel when I

am in a great city; and oh what a change
comes over every thing when I get hold of

the hand of a bee-keeper or one who reads
Gleanings! When I tell him what I came to

the great city for, and what I want to se*

,

he usually turns around with a bright smile,

grasps me by the hand or takes hold of my
arm, and says, "Well, we will see if we can
not find some greenhouses to show you."
What a pleasure it is tohavea^///t/e—a guide
who knows you, and who is interested in

your welfare! Well, that last text promises
—yes, it is a /a/rand square promise—there
is no question about '

' inspiration
'

' right here

;

it is God's own word. The old prophet
Isaiah made no mistake when he told the
Jewish people what God would do for them
if they were only obedient. "Fear not, and
I will help thee." What wonderful words
are these! who spoke them? Who i«; it tliat

promises such help? It is God, the creator
of all things.

When I said a short time back that, so far
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as I was able to learn, infidelity and skepti-
cism have gone out of fashion, I had a very
few reminders that I was mistaken. Some
of them were bitter and hard, but there were
only a few. They wanted me to reconcile
some of the difficulties they claimed to find
in the Bible. I had to tell them that I could
not do it. I reminded them, however, that
the recent revision of the Bible had explain-
ed many of these apparent difficulties, and
had made some things clear that had been
stumbling-blocks. I judge from the past that
the future will probably throw more light on
these difficult passages.
Now, I want to say to all those whose eyes

rest on these pages that the two texts I have
quoted have the stamp and impress on them
of being divine. As that druggist said years
ago, they have the stamp of heaven on them.
Tney are something more than human.
One thing we can understand clearly and

Plainly: We are in the world and of the world,
omebody sent us here and gave us a human

life to live, and with a purpose. Another
thing is clear and plain: We are all going
out of the world—some of us older ones very
soon. There is no escaping the fact. Now,
what is there to tell us, in all of the literature
of this whole earth, any thing of the past,
before we came on the stage, and any thing
of the future? Nothing but the Bible. No
human being ever took it on himself to as-

sume the awful responsibility of the words
of our text—"fear not." These words are
from God, the creator of all things, and not
from man. It reminds me vividly of the
words of our Savior when he said, "Come
unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest. Take my
yoke upon you and learn of me, for I am
meek and lowly of heart, and ye shall find
rest unto your souls." What human being
who ever lived since time began has had the
right and authority to utter such words?
None but Christ, the lowly Nazarene, the
Savior of the world. These words I have
quoted are truth, for I have proved them,
and every child of humanity who goes to
them uvY/'find them true.

Your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost.—II. Cor.
6:19.

The letter below was sent me as a kind
and encouraging word soon after the publi-
cation of Our Homes for October 1. But I

was a good deal disappointed to find at the
end of it, "Not for publication." But the
letter seemed to me so good and helpful, at
least in the present crisis of our nation's his-
tory, that I begged Dr. Moody to withdraw
his request, which he has done, and I now
take pleasure in presenting it to the readers
of Gleanings.
Dear Mr. Root:—I take the liberty to express my most

hearty approvU of your words concerning the unreal-
ized extent of the terrible injury inflicted upon our
whole country by the' so-called social evil. But you
are wrontr in thinkiag- that men become infected be-
cause of a reckless disreirard for the welfare of future
wives and children. Itrnorance, curiosity, and misdi-
rected imagination lead them to surrender to tempta-
tion. They do not even know the awful possibilities
that lurk behind the indulgence of the present mo-
ment, the dwarfed and sickly children, the doom of

invalidism, and suffering for the future wife. Noth-
ing taught in colleges is as viially important as the-
knowledge of their danger; yet it is left for the vilest
young students to poison innocent minds with false
information, and lead them along the paths of pruri-
ency.
Boys and girls, before the age of puberty, should

have sound and thorough instruction concerning the
paths of life and the noblest function with which God
has endowed the body. Their teachers should be of
their own sex, and specialists in imparting the in-
struction in a modest and impressive way. But what
an outcry would such an effort cause if it were made
in any institution of learning supported by the State!
Several years ago I was invited to address the stu-

dents of all departments in a well-known Southern
university, and received a hint that some » ords of
warning and information along these lines were ex-
pected. When I looked in the faces of those earnest
boys and young men I remembered the helpless igno-
rance of my own youthful days, and pitied them. I

tried to teach the plain truth in modest language — to
instill a sense of reverence for such a study, instead of
levity, and a horror for the desecration so common. L
pictured the degradation, filth, and loathesome, incur-
able diseases that are masked under the attractions of
painted, silk-clad, pitiful women. I told them of the
future liorrors waiting for them and their wives and
children. The hall was full, and the attention perfect.
I was afterward told that it was the students and not
the authorities who had desired me to select that sub-
ject, and that the chaplain and some of the faculty de-
nounced such a lecture to such young men and boys.
I tried to comfort myself with reflections of duty done,
but it was cold comfort. Two years later I received a
letter written at the same institution, and by a student
who had heard the lecture and was still there. He
thanked me for himself and many other students for
"opening their eyes" and saving them from "fatal
mistakes." With others he had joined some kind of
purity league which had passed a resolution directing
him to write the letter. Then I w;is comforted. Every
year now brings me the opportunity to tell large num-
bers of young men the whole trutn, and warn them, as
an older friend, against surrounding temptations. I

believe that my Creator has laid out this work to my
hand, conjointly with the privilege of teaching the
principles of my profession, and I hope to die in the
harness. It is easy to see why your work is blest. It

is always for good. God speed the work.
H. A. MOODY, M. D.,

Professor of Therapeutics,
Medical Department University of Alabama.

Mobile, Ala.. Oct. 4.

DR. MILLER TRIUMPHS AMID TRIBULATION.

Our good friend Dr. C. C. Miller, it seems,
has been having what the world would call

a "streak of bad luck." When JiPnest first

heard of it he wrote to Dr. Miller a letter ex-
pressing his sympathy, and below seems to

be a response' to that letter. Our readers
do not need to be told in detail about the va-

rious happenings. The doctor's reply ap-
parently suggests.

Yes, all those "dire things" enumerated by you
have pretty much come to pass. We've treated forty-
seven colonies for foul brood, and broken up a num-
ber. The principal ambition of the bees seems to be
robbing.
Thanks for your sympathy, and yet I don't want to

make too heavy a draft on it — others may need it

more. I've just as much to eat as ever, and just as
many teeth for thorough chewing. I've more clot les

than I need to keep me warm — at the present moment
it's 97J4in the shade, and my dress is down to the min-
imum; and although foul brood and an utter crop
failure dot'sn't make the prettiest combination, yet I'm
having quite a bit of fun in fighting the disease; and
when I'm done I'll know sometliing more than when I

began. I don't believe European foul brood is nearly
as bad as you supposed, but I can tell for certain a few
months later. As to depreciation of stock, it's more
than made up by appreciation of other stock. Then
there's still left Sunday-schools and flowers and pro-
hibition and—ohi lots of things to make life worth liv-

ing. Still, I think I'd be just a little happier if you'd
come and play with me. Yours warmly.
Marengo, 111., July 28. C. C. Mlu.ER.
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We all had a big laugh at what he says
about having just as much to eat as ever,
and just as many teeth to chew it, referring,
I suppose, to T. B. Terry and Fletcherism;
and the wind-up about the Sunday-schools,
flowers, and last, but not least, "prohibi-
tion," ought to remind us all that now is the
time to rejoice.

Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

MOISTURE, "FIRELESS," ALTERNATELY
"HEATED AND COOLED," ETC.

Oh dear me! how often we are reminded
tiiat there is "nothing new under the sun!"
I thought I was original in the use of sponges
for imparting moisEire to the inside of an in-

cubator; but Mr. Pritchard, who has charge
of our basswood apiary, informs me that
more than ten years ago Mr. Wm. Stahl sent
out with his Excelsior mcubator a lot of little

sponges to be moistened and laid on top of
the eggs; so it was not my discovery after
all. Futhermore, that beautiful little book,
" Profits in Poultry," that we have been giv-
ing away for a year or two (to everybody
who sends a dollar for Gleanings, and six
cents for postage) and which was printed in

1898, tells about sponges, and says that by
putting a few of them in with the eggs we
can tell by the rapidity with which they dry
out whether the egg-chamber is too dry.
This I had already discovered. During a
very dry time the sponges will dry out be-
tween morning and night; but when it is

rainy or damp they will hold moisture more
or less for three or four days. This same
book also recommends turning the eggs ev-
ery eight hours, although I did not know it

when 1 struck on it. It describes an incu-
bator run with hot water. You draw off a
gallon of water and put in another gallon
that is hot, once in eight hours, say at 6 a.m.
and 2 and 10 P.M. That this ("lampless"
incubator) is practicable has been abundant-
ly proven (we are told by the book) by the
tact that a large poultry establishment has
been run successfully for many years on this

plan.

We have fireless cook-stoves and fireless

brooders; and when I visited Philo he was
thinking of and talking about a fireless incu-
bator. This poultry book that has been on
the market so long, and that we have been
giving to Gleanings readers (if they would
simply pay the postage), has been describ-
ing all along a "fireless" incubator. When
I )ur agricultural papers and all other home
papers have been giving us many directions
for making fireless cookers, and many testi-

monials to their value, it is a little funny that
nobody suggested that these same fireless

cookers would hatch eggs nicely if there
were only some arrangement for keeping up

the heat, and also affoiding plenty of venti-
lation. The insulating arrangement to re-
tain the heat is just what is needed for an
incubator. yVt the present writing no one
has as yet robbed me of my "laurels "by
letting me know that I am not entirely origi-
nal in my great discovery (?) of moving eggs
away from the heat and moving them back
again at periods of about eight hours each.
It any manufacturer of incubators or any-
body else (besides sitting hens) has discov-
ered or suggested that eggs hatch better by
being alternately heated and cooled I should
like to know about it. Now, here is my lat-

est discovery:

"A HOME-MADE" INCUBATOR.
One of our printers hastily made up the cut above to

illustrate my invention. The wooden bowl shown
above is rather too shallow, and the eggs, as you will
notice, are further away from the kettle than they arc
in actual practice. The white lines running up through
the kettle indicate the chimney when you have a
lamp to keep up the required heat. C C shows where
the bowl is to be cut away when a lamp is used.

You can make an incubator in your own
home this very day (or this very hour, al-

most, if you choose) , that will hatch chickens
and brood them, and do the whole thing
nicely. Get your wife's chopping-bowl (such
as she uses for making "hash ") or any oth-
er wooden bowl. Then heat some water in

a tea-kettle up to about 120 degrees. You
ought to have a thermometer of some kind;
but I think you can get along very well with-
out one if you do not have one handy. Have
the water in the kettle just as hot as you can
bear your hand in. You ought to have your
hand quite warm before you try it. Set this

kettle of hot water inside of the wooden
bowl. Now put your eggs around the bot-
tom of the outside of the kettle resting on
the wooden bowl. The sloping sides of the
bowl will cause the eggs to roll up against
and " hug " the kettle. After you finish one
row, then lay another outside of the first,

breaking joints. That will make 15 or 20
more, or 30 to 40 eggs in all; but if you have
a good-sized kettle, and a room or cellar that
can be kept pretty close to 70 degrees, you
can put on still another row of eggs just
above the row that rests against the kettle.

If the kettle is a little sloping, the eggs in

this upper row will rest also against the kettle.

Chickens can be hatched with the eggs
resting directly against the hot kettle; nut
my best hatches have been made with a band
of cotton flannel slipped over the kettle so
the eggs will rest against the soft cloth in-

stead of the hard metal.
Now cover tea-kettle, eggs, and all with

another siinilar wooden bowl. To retain

the heat, set the apparatus on a big soft cush-
ion of some kind, and another light thin
cushion can be laid over the top. Well, this
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whole arrangement makes a pretty good fire-

less cooker, a tip-top incubator, and a splendid

brooder. In order to keep the temperature,

say, not lower than 106 to 108, and not high-

er than 114 to 115, you will need to dip out

some of the water when it gets too cold, and
pour in some hot water to warm it up. A
little experimenting will tell you how much
and how hot the water needs to be. As near-

ly as I can make out, the water should be
kept as close 111 or 112as possible. My best
hatches have been at this temperature. If

you wish to be spared the trouble of having
hot water every 8 hours in readiness, make
a hole through the bottom of your wooden
bowl, and put a lamp under it. It will be
better economy of heat to have a tea-kettle

made with a tube soldered in the bottom,
running up through the opening where the
cover goes on. This tube will form a sort of

lamp-chimney. Of course, this chimney
must go up through the upper wooden bowl.
With this latter arrangement a very small

lamp with a narrow wick and a little flame
will keep up the temperature of your kettle

of water. You will need a little damper in

the top of your chimney. This is to be shut
up as nearly as you can, without making the

lamp smoke.
On page 448 of our issue for July 15 there

is a brooder described warmed by a jug of

water, said jug kept warm by means of a

lamp. Now, this jug may take the place of

a tea-kettle by cutting a hole through the

wooden bowl large enough to hold the jug, re-

placing it with a piece of galvanized iron . That
a jug of water will hatch chickens was prov-

ed some years ago by one of the women
teachers (now Mrs. Sarah Pritchard) in our
Medina schools. I asked her a few days ago
in regard to the particulars. She said she
replenished the jug with hot water only
twice a day. The eggs were placed around
the outside of the jus, they being supported
up against the jug oy woolen cloths. If I

am correct, she did not use any thermome-
ter. She simply kept the jug warm enough
so that the eggs, when taken in her hand,
felt about as warm as eggs are under a sit-

ting hen; and I have about decided of late

that I can tell by feeling of eggs when they
are warm enough, almost as well as if I used
a thermometer; in fact, I am told this is the

way they do in China, where they hatch
chickens almost by the millions, with no
thermometer at all. To do this you must be
sure that your hands are at a normal temper-
ature at the time; for if you should come in

from outdoors with cold fingers it would
not only be bad for your eggs, but you would
not be in condition to judge of the tempera-
ture.

Some of you may wonder why I selected

any thing so awkward and ungainly as a

wooden dowI. Well, it is because my ex-

periments during the past summer have
seemed to indicate that wood is much better

than metal to be under the eggs. Sometliing
thinner than a wooden bowl, say a shelf

made of wood veneer, would be desirable;

but I have not been able to make the wood

veneer or strawboard keep its place. The
wooden bowls are not expensive, and I think
they can be made considerably thinner than
those in the market if made for this particu-
lar purpose. It is a very good idea to have
the bottom bowl thick and heavy in order to

retain the heat. This form of incubator, by
its shape, economizes heat so well that a very
small amount of oil is needed to run it and
keep up the proper temperature. In fact,

you want about the smallest size of burner
made, for this purpose. If you use a large
burner, when you turn the flame down to

where it is required, when the eggs are near
hatching, the flame is liable to go out.

There has been objection made to the
amount of work necessary to turn the eggs
or swap places every eight hours. With the
wooden bowl and tea-kettle I have describ-
ed, you have only to pick up the egg in con-
tact with the hot kettle, and the one back of

it will roll into its place; then just drop the
egg in your fingers so as to occupy the place
ot the one that rolled in. You can swap 40
or 50 eggs in this way almost as quickly as
you can turn by hand the eggs in any incu-
bator in the market. When the chickens
commence hatching out I take the shells out
of their way, and see that each chick gets up
against the kettle until it is dried off. You
will soon want a little fence made of a circle

of rolled-up pasteboard, to keep the chicks
from climbing out and going all over the
room; and, by the way, this arrangement is

the very best brooder I know of, either in-

doors or outdoors. If you put it outdoors in

cool weather, of course you will have to have
it inside of a little house.
You can adjust the flame of the lamp very

nicely by looking down the chimney. Now,
if we have a thermostat attached we should
have a complete incubator; but after trying
both ways, with a thermostat and without,
I made up my mind that it was but little more
trouble to regulate the heat by turning the
lamp up or down than to use the thermostat;
and I have just been delighted to find that
this cheap book I have oeen mentioning,
"Profits in Poultry," states that the hot-wa-
ter incubator described there is being run
successfully without any thermostat at all.

You can test this home-made incubator in

winter, when you have but little to do, so as
to be ready to go to work successfully when
spring opens once more. Do noi lorget to

use the cheap egg-tester I have described.
You can tell in five or six days, if you have
sunshiny weather, whether your eggs are
going to hatch; and if your apparatus does
not work your e^gs are just as good to use
for cooking as it they had been anywhere
else for that length of time in hot summer
weather.

If you want to enlarge the capacity of your
"tea-kettle incubator," got a second wooden
bowl and cut out the center so it will just fit

over the tea-kettle and rest a sufficient dis-

tance above the lower shelf to permit you to

swap the eggs below. The tea-kettle spout
will probably be in your way unless you cut
out the bowl so as to go around it. Of course
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you can have the spout removed and the
opening closed up. But you may decide it

will be oetter to have a kettle or tank made
at the tin shop on purpose. If the tank
or kettle is made slightly sloping you can
have three or more of these wooden bowls,
each bowl forming a shelf to support the
eggs.

If you have a second or third shelf, of
course something will be required to close
up the openings between the bottom shelf
and the top one. You can use for this a cloth-
covered tube made as follows: Get a piece
of heavy galvanized wire cloth, say of '4^-inch

mesh—the kind that is galvanized after the
netting is made. Have this piece just long
enough to reach clear around the wooden
bowls, and wide enough to go between the
top and bottom wooden bowls. Now cover
it on both sides with cotton flannel. In or-

der to protect the rough edges of the wire
cloth, sew a folded tape clear around the
edges on all sides. Now roll this up so as to
make a hollow tube that will just slip over
our "wooden-bowl incubator." Of course,
the width should be just the distance from
the lower bowl to the edge of the top one
that forms the cover. Have some little brass
hooks sewed on the edges so as to hook up
the cover when in place. The two thick-
nesses of flannel will confine the heat, but
yet allow sufficient ventilation for the eggs.
It is on the principle of the cloth curtain for
poultry-houses, as you may remember.
No sponges, wet sand, nor any thing else

is needed to insure a moist atmosphere with
this arrangement; for the tea-kettle with the
cover off will be giving off vapor more or
less all the time. If there seems to be too
much moisture, narrow the opening of the
kettle down to a very small orifice. At the
present writing I have not determined
whether this open boiler affords too much
moisture or not; but if it does, it can be rem-
edied with very little trouble. I expect to
give you a picture of my home-made incu-
bator in our next issue.

The principal objection that has been made
to my invention is the time occupied (three
times each day) in swapping the eggs; but if

you look into the matter a little you may de-
cide (as I have) that this incubator does not
take more time or skill than the best incu-
bators on the market. I have just written
the Cyphers Co. (and they are probably the
most extensive manufacturers of incubators
in the world 1, and they have given me their
latest instructions in regard to operating their
incubators. You may remember I have a
('yphers incubator which I expect to use this

winter in my Florida home. VVell, below are
their instructions in regard to turning and
cooling, clear up to the present date:

The method for operating as used on the Cyi)hers
Company's farm may help you. We run the tempera-
ture at about 103 degrees up until hatching time, then
increase to 104 and 105. Commence turning the eggs
on the second day, turning night and morning. Com-
mence cooling the eggs on the fourth day by remov-
ing the eggs from the machine and allowing them to
remain out until they feel cold when placed to the
eyelid. Turn and cool each day up until the eighteenth

day; then close the machine and leave closed until the
hatch is completed. Cyphers Incubator Co.
Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 16.

Now please notice in the above that the
egg-tray or trays are to be removed from
the machine. It it is hot weather it may take
fully half an hour for the eggs to cool off as
described above. Please consider that you
must not go far away from the eggs, and you
must keep it on your mind. I do not know
how many have told me that they had for-

gotten to put the eggs back, and left them
till the aiternoon, or pretty nearly all day,
and I have done the same thing myself. If

you go to work at something else, like
myself, you will be pretty sure to forget all

about the incubator. Now, with my discov-
eries you finish up your incubator and go
away and leave it for eight hours, and it

takes you only a very few minutes to do all

that needs to be done.

BUTTERCUP CHICKS HATCHED IN THE FALL; CROSSING
DIFFERENT BREEDS, ETC.

Mr. Root:—I note what you say about the Butter-
cups. I noticed that advertisement in the Rural my-
self, and wondered why it was allowed there. Can-
didly, I can not believe it is so. The " 200 hen" is yet
too uncommon to take much stock in the 300 one, even
if it were only an individual hen; but when such
claims are made, not for an individual, but for a whole
breed, I simply do not believe it. At the same time, I

do not think the test you are making is a fair one to
the Buttercups or any other breed. In August the
hens are usually not in good condition to produce
eggs that will hatch good chicks, nor is the season a
good one to try to raise little chicks; so for these rea-
sons I am sorry that your test was not made in the
spring, when nature would be more willing or able to
help you along. My experience with summer chicks,
both in New York and California, is that they never
equal the chick hatched in the normal breeding sea-
son. Speaking for myself, I would not give two cents
each for chicks hatched now.
Getting back to the laying qualities of hens, the Rev.

Edgar Warren, of New Hampshire, author of "Two
Hundred Eggs per Hen," says that he has developed
his phenomenal laying White Wyandottes by an infu-
sion of 12)2 per cent of White Leghorn blood, using
the Rose Comb White Leghorn. He says this is a most
valuable discovery, but he gives it free— no secrets.
See also the article about cross-bred poultry in the Ru-
ral of last week. My own experience is the same. I

used pure-bred Black Minorcas with pure-bred Black
Langshans, and had a most handsome fowl as well as
a phenomenal layer. I also used a Houdan cockerel
with a high-grade Plymouth Rock, and again produced
a fine layer, also one of good size. The result in the
Houdan cross was quite curious. Every male in the
lot showed Plymouth Rock barring, and little if any of
the Houdan crest, while every one of the pullets was
jet black, with quite a nice crest, and most of them
had five toes, from their Houdan father. I am firmly
convinced that the first cross of two pure-bred breeds
of poultry of similar color will prove better layers, and
be much more hardy, than either of the parents.

I hope you will get something good for your four dol-
lars, and shall watch the result, but shall not not be
at all disappointed if they fail to mature well or show
lack of stamina; and I am quite positive that the 300-
egg hen, as a breed, is yet to be created, and that the
individual is as rare as 'to use a small boy's expres-
sion' a Chinaman with whiskers.
South Berkeley, Cal., Sept. 23. W. H. Pearson.

Friend P., I too have objected to that ex-
pression, "a300-egg hen." I do not believe
there is such a hen on earth, and very much
doubt if there ever will be; and I do not
think that that advertisement was intended
to convey the idea that the Buttercups would
lay 300 eggs in a year. It was a kind of ex-
travagant expression that is altogether too
common among poultry advertisers. From
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my limited experience I can hardly agree
with you about fall chickens, especially those
tliat are hatched in December down in Flori-

da. I think that down there they consider
December one of the very best months in the
year to start an incubator; and yet I do not
see why Florida should be very much differ-

ent from California. I am aware that crosses
will frequently lay more eggs than either
strain kept pure; but where shall we "be
at," if we all go into this sort of business?
The average tanner has "crosses" enough
alrea'dy, and, I think, often to his detriment.
I expect to keep my Buttercups and White
Leghorns in separate yards; and if Butter-
cups do not do any better in Florida than the
White Leghorns side by side they will be
promptly reported.

THE "BUTTERCUPS" UP TO DATE.

They are now (Oct. 23) about four weeks
old. They look to me more like quails or
partridges than chickens; in fact, they so
much resemble the partridges up in my
woods in Northern Michigan that I am prej-

udiced in their favor on that account. They
feather out rather ahead of the White Leg-
horns of the same age, and I think they get
around a little more lively also, even though
the Leghorns are celebrated for their agility.

Their wings are longer than those of the
Leghorns, and they fly like a hawk. This is

all I can say for them at present I had
({uite a little correspondence with Mrs. Du-
maresq, and she admits she never yet had
fully 300 eggs in a year; but they did have a
hen that went up to 290. She also says it

may have been a mistake about a pullet lay-

ing when three and a half rhonths old.

Their circular was printed last December.
Her husband died in January; and she says
he said shortly before he died that there was
a mistake in that Buttercup circular that
would have to be corrected. She thinks he
alluded to this matter about a pullet laying
so early, and that it should have been four
and a half months. This would not be re-

markable, for I have a Brown Leghorn now
that laid at the age of four and a half

months. I propose to take the Buttercups
to Florida, and will keep you posted further
in regard to them.

GETTING A START IN THE POULTRY BUSINESS.

What is your opinion as to the best way to get a
start? Would you advise buying a pair, trio, or pen ol'

Sfood stock of some of the breeders that are advertising
so-called bargains now, or wait until spring and buy
mature stock then? Or would it be bet-ter and cheaper
to buy 50 or 100 day-old chicks in the breeding season?
Do you think it possible to get good stock from chicks
of this kind?

I have a few mongrel hens. Would you advise buy-
ing eggs and starting that way? I should also like to
know if, in your opinion, hens will lay as well or any
better if confined at all times in Philo winter colony
coops than those having range. R. L. Bundy.
Mason, Ohio, Oct. 14.

My good friend, without knowing more
about your circumstances, finances, etc., if I

were you I would stick to your mongrels.
Use them to practice on, and get right at it.

Hut have a good male. I paid $5.00 for a
young cockerel; and with the one good male
I would have about three full-blooded pul-

lets; but if your three pullets do not lay eggs
sufficiently different from your mongrels, I

would have some way of marking them; then
as soon as a hen wants to sit 1 would give
her some eggs and then set to work to learn
how to hatch chickens (even in winter) and
not let them die. You can do it if you go
about it. If you do not have as many chicK-
ens as you want in the spring, from your
three full-blood hens and mongrels, also buy
some baby chicks. I succeeded in getting
some excellent fowls from some I purchased
in April at only 7 cts. each. By no means
think of keeping your chickens confined un-
less you are in a town where you are obliged
to keep them shut up. I think Philo recom-
mends giving fowls more or less range as
circumstances permit. If you are obliged to

keep a large number on a small piece of

ground, as Philo is, of course you will have
to shut them up. I know that there are
some who claim that hens lay better when
confined than when they have free range;
but if they do, the time required to care for

them is much greater, and I believe it is also

rather the exception than the rule.

THE "CHICKEN-HOUSE" THAT PRODUCED THE EGGS.

Dear Mr. /?oo^—Perhaps you will be interested in

the enclosed picture of a hen-house that cost only one
dollar. This was made in the first place for a brooder-
house; but when we tore down our hen-house, with
the intention of building another in a different loca-
tion, we put roosts in this and put the hens in it, as we
thought, temporarily. They did so well, however, thai
we have left them there permanently, and have no in-

tention of returning to the old idea of large houses.

A POULTKY-HOUSE FOR 18 LAYING HENS, THAT COST
"ONLY A DOLLAR."

Our hens remained in this all last winter, and laid

right along, with the exception of about one week dur-
ing a bad spell when we thought that we would be
good to them and let them stay in the barn. They at

once stopped laying, and we sent them back to the
coop again, and soon they were laying as well as ever.
This coop is made of matched lumber procured in the
shape of boxes at the clothing-store, and is about six

feet long by three feet wide, and three feet high in

front. The roof is covered with ruberoid, or some-
thing of that nature, and was a remnant left from cov-
ering some other building. The total cost of the build-
ing was not more than a dollar. We keep about a doz-
en and a half of our White Wyandottes in this small
house, winter and summer, and the result in eggs is
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ultouether satisfactory. Of course, they have the run
of the barn to scratch in duriny the day in winter as
well as summer. We make it a rule to move it every
day or two, and that is much easier and cleaner than
the bother of cleaning out an ordinary hen-house. Of
course, when the irround is covered with snow we can
not do that; but such times are infrequent for many
days at a time in this locality. The door should be
covered with a canvas curtain to keep out the wind in

cold weather. 1 believe that the inexpensive utilities

are best in poultry culture. I get good results in etrus,

but have never been very successful in raisiny small
chickens. Fr.\NK C. Pei.lett.

Atlantic, Iowa, Sept. 21.

The above report not only indicates that a

cheap house may give as good results as a
high-priced one, but may do even better. It

may be the hens stopped laying because they
were taken away from the place where they
had been raised; but it may be also true

that the cheap house gave them ventilation

more to their notion. Please notice the di-

mensions of this house are exactly the same
as the one Philo recommends. Now all that

is necessary to have a successful egg-farm is

to cover the farm with just sucli houses
placed at proper distances apart.

THE "WHITE PLAGUE" OF THE "CHICKEN BUSINESS."

In your July 1st issue you have an article on the
dreaded "white plague" in our young chickens.
Many years ago I used to be troubled a great deal with
it. and lost many little chickens by this intestinal
trouble. I tried almost every thing I could think of or
hear of; but none did the work I expected of them.
I'inally, almost in despair I thought of lime water.
Knowing our doctors give it to human beings for
stomach troubles I thought to fix up some of it. I put
a chunk as large as my list into a two-gallon jar, and
covered it with hot water. When it had thoroughly
slaked I filled the jar with water that had been boiled,
and then diluted it a half with boiled water and gave
it. That stopped > almost i the whole entire trouble.
Then I did just what you say our friend Kellerstrass
did in his yards. I tore out half of the floors in those
small coops, 3x6 ft., and gave them fresh sods once a
week. That seemed to remedy the whole trouble com-
pletely. I never have had any white plague when we
have supplied our coops with these two it^ms. I never
tried sods alone. My success is such that we rarely
lose a chick if it is strong and all right when hatched.
Lodi, Wis., July 10. J. M. PRUYN.

HIGH-PRESSURE
GARDENING

By A. I. Root

SWEET CLOVER AS AN INOCULATOR FOR THE
INTRODUCTION OF ALFALFA.

The following, from a late issue of the
Farm and Fireside, strikes so many important
points that we take pleasure in giving it a

place here. Please notice, "Sweet clover
aoes not depend on artificial inoculation."
Again, "Sweet clover yields as much forage,

if not more, than alfalfa." Several have
written, asking about the value of sweet clo-

ver for hogs. This writer says they get so

fond of it that they even dig up the roots

and thus kill it off. Last, but not least, there
is no trouble in regard to bloating from sweet
clover. Of course, the article was written
for the latitude of Kentucky.

I am so well pleased with experimenting with sweet
clover as a soil-restorer and a forage for live stock that
I will endeavor to give a few points on its management.
Sweet clover belongs to the family of leguminous

plants. The same bacteria live on its roots that live

on the roots of the alfalfa-plant. Some people will say,
"If alfalfa is so much better than sweet clover why not
plant it?" How do they know if they have never tried

it?

I first used sweet clover as an inoculator for alfalfa.

The bacteria developed much more rapidly in the soil

sown to sweet clover than in that sown to alfalfa. The
plant of sweet clover does not depend on artificial in-

oculation or fertilization as does the alfalfa-plant.

Another advantage is that the seeding does not have
to be done so early. The seed of alfalfa should be
sown from the fifteenth of August to the first of Sep-
tember, if best results are expected. The seeding of
sweet clover should be done about the first of October.
Four to six weeks are gained for the maturing of crops
growing on the land to be sown to sweet clover, which
may be corn, tobacco, tomatoes, or other farm and gar-
den crops, while the land to be sown to alfalfa should
be broken and thoroughly cultivated before seeding,
which requires about four weeks.
The sweet clover yields as much forage as alfalfa if

not more. From analysis, the sweet clover contains
the following composition:
Water, 6.86 per cent; protein, 22.55 per cent; crude

fiber, 23.49 per cent; carbohydrate, 32.61 per cent; fat,

3.91 per cent; ash, 10.05 per cent, making its feeding
value as a forage crop high. Its value as a fertilizing

agent in gathering nitrogen can hardly be realized.

It has the ability to thrive splendidly on the poorest
sandy soil, and on dry and badly washed hillsides
where the other clover would never start.

The seed of sweet clover should be sown thin on old
worn fields, then the stalks will be large and heavily
branched, producing a great amount of seed. About
the first of September the stalks should be cut and plac-

ed in the ruts and washes. Then the seed will be scat-

tered sufficiently to set a heavy sod, and will prodiice
a fine pasture the next season. The second or third
year after sowing, blue grass will take in this locality

and soon be a solid set.

A description of the sweet-clover roots will show
that they are a high-class fertilizer. Unlike other
legumes, the roots are somewhat fleshyand not fibrous.
During the first year these roots reach far into the
ground and draw up from considerable depth an abun-
dance of plant food which they store up for the second
years's growth. On the death of the plant, at the close

of the second year, the fleshy roots decay more rapid-
ly than fibrous roots, and their nitrogen becomes more
(luickly available for other crops.
My experiments cover the use of the following crops

after sweet clover: beets, beans, onions, parsnips, cau-
liflower, celery, melons, raspberries, and strawberries.
All show a marked advantage on the part where sweet
clover was turned under after a growth of two seasons.
The color and size of plants, as well as the amount and
iiuality of fruit, were noticeable.

PREPARES LAND FOR ALFALFA.

I think sweet clover is one of the finest things in use
to prepare land for alfalfa. Sow to sweet clover for
one year; break the land, turning under the young
growth the second spring about the first of June, and
cultivate until ready to seed to alfalfa. The germs of

bacteria will increase rapidly, and the soil will be fill-

ed so full that the alfalfa-plants will grow right off and
make two or more good crops the first season after
sowing in the early fall.

As a soiling crop it is right up to the front. Combin-
ed with blue grass it makes one of the finest pastures
known to stockmen. Unlike alfalfa, it improves by
being pastured; yet again, like alfalfa, the stock have
to become accustomed to it before they will eat it with
a relish. But when once they have learned to eat it

they prefer it to all other grasses.
As a pasture for hogs, the chief difficulty lies in the

fact that the hogs want the roots as well as the tops.

They eat the grass readily from the first, seeming to

like its peculiar flavor, and are also fond of the hay,
eating it more readily than that of red clover.
Another one of its many good qualities is that cattle

may be fed exclusively on sweet clover, and under the
conditions most favorable to bloating, without any
danger from this trouble. Coumarin, one of its con-
stituents, the principle which gives it its bitter taste,

effectually prevents the fermentation that results in

bloating. J. W. Griffin.
Kentucky.

SWEET CLOVER—STILL MORE ABOUT IT.

The report below comes from a man who
purchased his seed of us. It seems a httle

funny that we should keep getting such re-
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ports while the editors of some of our agri-

cultural papers are still talking about sweet
(ilover as a "noxious weed."

I consider that sweet clover is one of the best plants
or clover known. It is worth $10.00 per acre as a fer-
tilizer alone. I sowed three or four acres last spring
on wheat ground; and when I cut the wheat it was
about a foot high; and when I turned the stock in the
field (horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs) they all ate that
before they touched the red clover, and now they eat
it close to the ground. There was a decided increase
in the flow of milk. It can not be beat for pasture, and
it yields the finest honey. L. A. Lawmaster.
Upper Sandusky, O., Oct. 8.

THE WONDERBERRY; WHAT A RAILWAY POSTAL CLERK
SAYS THE PEOPLE OF OKLAHOMA THINK OF IT.

Dear Mr. Root:—I was greatly surprised to see in a
recent issue of Gleanings the position you took in re-
gard to the wonderberry, wilderberry, garden huckle-
berry, or whatever you choose to call it. I am writing
you, not with the intention of changing your opinion
or criticising you, but simply to show the difference
of opinion that may exist upon even so small a matter.

I presume it is the general opinion among people of
the Eastern States who have not paid us a visit "out
west " that we are pretty hard run out here for fruit
or almost any other of the good things; but I want to
tell you, Mr. Root, that there are many of us who are
not starved for fruit till we can eat those things and
call them good. It surprises me that one who has
been such a leader in the production of comb honey,
and must have partaken of the most delicious fruits of
the earth, can find anything good in the wonderberry.
Several years ago I saw the garden huckleberry ad-

vertised by Miss Mary Martin. Upon writing her for
prices she sent me a package of seed gratis, from
which I raised a large number of plants. It certainly
is a wonderful plant, and filled nearly every claim un-
til it came to the table, where it failed completely with
myself and neighbors. We tried them hot and tried
them cold; tried them cooked, and then cooked some
more; tried them sweet and tried them sour; tried
them preserved and tried them in pies; tried them be-
fore frost and tried them after; but in every instance
they failed to tickle our palate.
Some months ago some one wrote our Oklahoma

Farm Journal, asking about these berries. The editor
advised him to stand by the old tried and true fruits, a
large list of which succeed wonderfully here, and re-
ceived a good scoring from some one who was pleased
with the taste of the wonderberry. The editor simply
closed the matter by remarking that "there is no ac-
counting for the tastes of some people."

N. Fred Gardiner,
Geary, Okla., Oct. 18. Railway Postal Clerk.

KIND WORDS.
Dear Mr. Root.—It is with much pleasure and often

profit that I peruse Our Homes the first thing after it

comes into the house; and the various letters of ap-
probation and criticism are interesting, so perhaps it

may not be amiss for me to give a little expression.
I am quite of the opinion that Solomon fell from the

good estate he once enjoyed; and we are told that by
their fruits we are to know them. Surely none would
hold up his example to the rising generation.

I wish your temperance papers might go into every
home; that the spirit of them might reach from pole to
pole, and from the river's mouth tclthe ends of the
earth. One grand step would be taken if all young
women, this fair land over, would make a stand and
not accept the attentions of any young man who
"just takes a little and sees no harm in it." Surely
intemperance is the greatest curse of the land.

I have noticed in several papers that the Bible is
spoken of as the " Word of God." Now, in all sincer-
ity I ask how this can be, for we read (II. Tim. 3 : 16)

,

" All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may
be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works."
They are, then, but a declaration of the fountain and
not the fountain itself. They contain a history of
God's people in divers ages — a prophetical account of
many things and events, and a full account of all the
thief principles of the doctrine of Christ ; for the
i)rophecies came not in old time by the will of man,
but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost. Therefore are the words of God spoken

and written by holy men of old, anointed of God for
the work, but they are not God the Word nor the
Word of God, for that was in the beginning with God,
and was God—John 1:1. It was before the scriptures
were, and was, in the fullness of time, made flesh and
dwelt among us. How can we, therefore, put them
above their place by calling them the "Word of
God "? And, again, we read in Romans (10 : 8>, "The
word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth and heart."
Now, this "word" is certainly not the Bible, for how
could it be in the mouth or heart?
With these few observations on the subject I close,

wishing that much good may come from Our Homes.
Centervile, R. I., Sept. 28. M. C. Foster.

Our stenographer, W. P. Root, submits
the following in regard to the above letter:

The foregoing remarks relative to calling the Bible
the " Word of God " are very timely. It is common in
religious papers thus to style the book. The "Word
of God," in a biblical sense, always applies to Christ

;

but" the word of God" means a word or message
from him just as we would speak of a message from
anybody else. In this sense the Bible may be called
" the word of God." Even the correct Sunday Scfiool
Times commonly speaks of the Bible as "the Word of
God" because "that is the name of the book." But
that is an unusual name for it, not in general use. As
a book the Bible should be called the Bible. That
word has more dignity than any other. Some words
have the right of way over all others, and the majestic
word Word is one of them.

some kind words and suggestions for the home
department.

Dear Brother:—1 have been expecting to see some of
" the friends " take an interest in your suggestion to
state their views upon the whereabouts and condition
of the departed, immediately after their death. Not
seeing any thing upon the subject, and feeling that
your invitation is worthy of serious thought, I there-
fore, after some deliberation, have concluded to offer
a few lines. In doing so I beg to state that it is ap-
proached reverently, and I trust with the forbearance
of yourself, and the friends may at least help to excite
enough interest in the matter to draw an expression
from others more competent and better informed to
handle such a momentous and all-important subject.

First, the only authoritative source of information
upon the subject is the Holy Bible.
Second, the most reliable and unquestionable writer

or individual must be one who has passed through
death from life in this world down to death and back
into life again. This at once narrows the authorities
down to the Lord Jesus Christ.
Third, at death of the body the condition of the sub-

ject is transformed or changed from a corporeal or
earthly boing to a spirit being, of which absolutely
«of/!(>!g is known as to their being, limitations, or abode.
A spirit's nature or possibilities are not defined and
are undefinable; in fact, it is questionable whether the
mind of man is endowed with faculties for compre-
hending the spirit estate in any measure.
Our Lord's disciples desired information of him re-

garding this subject, to which he replied, "In my
Father's house are many mansions, and I go to pre-
pare a place for you, that where I am there ye may be
also." Wm. B. Hess, Sr.
Cleveland, 0.

" where will THEY EVER GET ALL THE BRIMSTONE?"

Dear Mr. Root:—In your Home paper, Oct. 1, you
speak of "fire and brimstone." This reminds me of

an interesting anecdote related by the Rev. Mr. Rozelle,
of Philadelphia. Last winter, when we were in St.

Petersburg, he preached one sermon in Grace Church
(Baptist). His text was, "Whatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he also reap." It was the best sermon on
that subject that I ever heard; and to illustrate one
point he used the following: Once a devoted Christian
lady was discussing the subject of eternal punishment
with an infidel. He said, "Now, madam, you don't
suppose there is such a place as the Bible describes—

a

place of fire and brimstone?"
"/ certainly do."
" Well, I can prove to you that it can't be so. Just

think of all the people who have lived since the crea-
tion of the world, and will live down to the end of time.

Where could they ever get the brimstone?"
" Laws/—don't you know that everybody takes his

brimstone with him?"
How true! we certainly do take our conscience with

us. W. C. Gault.
Savannah, Ohio, Sept. 6.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

WINTER WORK.
Now would be a good time to melt up

crooked or otherwise imperfect combs that
will accumulate in a season's work. If one
buys up bees he will be almost sure to have
a motly lot of such combs that would be poor
economy to keep, especially if they have
many drone-cells. By the modern methods
now in vogue one can extract practically all

of the wax; yes, he can go further—he can
melt up his old combs, if imperfect or unde-
sirable, sell the wax, and have enough left

to pay for his labor and buy foundation.
Some may doubt this; but we have figures to

prove it.

While this may look like a bid to get foun-
dation trade, the facts are that bee diseases
of various kinds are spreading over the
country at an alarming rate, and it is very
evident that many yards will have to be re-

combed in order to prevent disease from
getting a start, or to eradicate it after it once
gets a nold.

MOKE EVIDENCE SHOWING THE INDISPENSABLE
SERVICE PERFORMED BY THE BEES

IN POLLINATING FRUIT-TREES.

In one of the leading fruit-journals of the
country. Better Fruit, for July, appears a very
strong article from the Oregon College Ex-
periment Station, showing trie almost indis-

pensable service performed by bees in polli-

nating fruit-trees. It is shown conclusively
that many varieties are sterile to their own
pollen; that wind itself is not a very impor-
tant factor in carrying it from one tree to

another; that the bee is practically the sole

agent in doing this important work.
We hope later to present before our read-

ers the full text of this, as the information,
coming as it does from a fruit-journal and
an experiment station, whose investigations
are from the standpoint of the fruit-grower's
interests, will have more weight with the
fruit-grower than if it came from the bee-
keeping interests. It is safe to say that prac-
tically all of our experiment stations ana our
most progressive fruit-growers have now
come to recognize the importance of having
bees located in their orchards. If they can
not get a bee-keeper to locate his bees near
them, they are buying bees themselves and
placing them there.

BEE CULTURE TAUGHT IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OF NEW YORK CITY; STIMULATING A CHILD
HOW TO SEE, TO THINK, AND TO LOVE SOME
OF THE USEFUL THINGS OF THIS WORLD.
We have known for some time that bee

culture has been made a department of na-
ture study in some of the public schools of
the big metropolis. Colonies of bees have
been sold to them, and the same are conven-
iently located in the buildings or on the
grounds, where the children can watch and
study them.
We learn from the New York World that

Miss Emma V. Hagarty, one of the teachers,
has been out west studying bees and honey
production. She is an enthusiast on the sub-
ject, and now is said to be teaching at school
No. 190. According to the principal, Miles
Goldy, "It is astonishing what the children
have been able to get out of the watching
and studying of those insects. In all my
years of teaching I have known nothing that
would so develop a child's powers of obser-
vation and ability to relate orally or in writ-
ing a mass of true scientific information de-
rived from actual investigation. Almost any
child in the school can, at a glance through
the glass, tell the old bees from the young
ones, picking them out from thousands. .

It is worth something to get a herd of boys in

such a frame of mind that, under no circum-
stances, would one of them step on or other-
wise intentionally kill or injure a useful insect.

. . The children have drawn very valuable
lessons in loyalty to the school, the state, and
their homes, from the care and devotion
with which the bodyguard looks after the
queen of the hive." Italics are ours. Then
it is related how the children have written
"little parables," drawing valuable lessons
from the domestic economy of the hive.
Nature study is being made a department

in many of our schools all over the land, and
our children are being taught to observe and
to see some of the pretty things in this great
world of ours. "Bees and bee-keeping" is

coming to be one of the themes.
While we do not suppose that this depart-

ment of work is going to make bee-keepers
out of our children, we do feel very sure that
it is going to stimulate a demand tor honey,
and to dissipate some of the silly notions now
generally current about the so-called manu-
factured comb honey. A child is pretty apt
to tell his parents some of the wonderful
things he has learned about bees; and he'll

not forget to ask them to buy some honey.
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Bee-keepers would do well to encourage
and keep our teachers in this work, not alone
because it will stimulate a demand for their
product, but because it will open up to thou-
sands a new world of thought and love for
the useful.

DO BEES MAKE A WINTER NEST? WHY WE
* SHOULD FEED EARLY.

In our issue for Oct. 1, page 588, we stat-

ed that the purpose of early feeding is to give
the bees a chance to "invert" the syrup to

some extent, and at the same time to make
a "winter nest;" that if the bees are fed
late, instead of having this nest surrounded
by sealed stores, the cluster will be formed
upon slabs of honey (probably unsealed) ap-
proximately an inch thick, which slabs would
divide the cluster up into so many vertical
separate and distinct clusters of bees—a con-
dition that is not in accordance with nature.

In his comment on this, the editor of the
Canadian Bee Journal considers this a rather
new doctrine, differing much from the opin-
ion that he had hitherto held. Then he adds,
"Does Mr. Root know that this is a matter
of fact, or is it only theory?" For our broth-
er editor's benefit we may state that our con-
clusion was arrived at through a series of
observations covering some twenty-five
years. We have repeatedly opened up the
brood-nests of our outdoor-wintered colonies
during different m nths of the year, more
especially during the last days of feeding,
and at the approach of cold weather. We"
have observed, time and again, when bees
are fed early enough, say the last of Septem-
ber, they will form a winter nest of empty
cells, said nest surrounded by sealed stores.

If this nest be opened during mid-winter, in-

dividual bees will be found crowded down
into the bottoms of the cells, the evident
purpose of which is to make the cluster ef

bees one homogeneous mass, separated only
by the paper-like midribs of the combs and
the cell walls. Place a thin division-board
between two clusters of hees, and almost in-

variably you will find a hemisphere of bees
on each side, showing how the two lots of

bees seek to get the advantage of mutual
heat.

If, on the other hand, bees are fed late, the
cluster will be formed, but it will be divided
up by a series of vertical slabs of stores, ap-
proximately one inch thick. As the winter
progresses, the stores will be eaten out and
the winter nest will be formed.
No one would deny that bees can winter

when placed upon combs filled solid with
honey or sugar syrup. We have wintered
them that way hundreds of times; but that
does not argue that such a condition is ideal.

Experience in our case shows that such late-

fed bees are handicapped during the fore
part of the winter, or until they can form
that nest. This consists of a circle of empty
cells in each comb, generally toward the
front in a Langstroth hive. As the stores
are consumed, the cluster works upward,
and then gradually backward, always keep-
ing as close as possible to the stores. Dur-

ing the fore part of the winter we shall find
this winter nest toward the front of the hive,
directly over the entrance. Why this is so,

we do not now. During the latter part of
the winter we find it toward the back.
Of course, there are many exceptions to

all these cases. We are only stating what
we have observed here at Medina and at
other yards where we have had the privilege
of making an examination during mid-winter.
We join with editor Hurley in the state-

ment that "a frank discussion of the matter
can do no harm." And then he generously
adds, " If Mr. Root is right we shall be glad
to find that we are in error." In the same
way, if discussion shows that we are wrong,
we shall be equally frank to admit it to Mr.
Hurley. The matter is of some importance;
because if bees do not form this winter nest,
or do not need it, rather, then we can feed
as late as we like.

On the side of theory it would seem clear
that a cluster that is practically a homogene-
ous mass will winter better than one that is

divided up by vertical divisions an inch apart.
Besides, honey is a conductor of heat and
cold. If the division is made up of sealed
honey or sealed syrup these divided clusters
necessarily have to keep the honey practic-
ally at a temperature of their own bodies.
This would necessarily mean a larger con-
sumption of stores in order to keep up body
heat. Overfeeding in winter is apt to in-

duce dysentery; and, while it may not kill

the colony, it will so weaken it that it is

practically good for nothing for the next
summer's flow.
Our columns are open for this discussion;

and if the editor of Gleanings is wrong our
readers are cordially invited to straighten
him out.

L,\TE FALL FEEDING; FULL DETAILS ON HOW
TO DO THE WORK RAPIDLY AND EASILY.

If colonies are to be wintered on sugar
syrup mainly, the general practice is to feed
some time in September, and, as a rule, this

is, perhaps, the best time to feed. Still, in

many localities in central United States, there
is warm weather in October sufficient to start

brood-rearing, and much of the stores fed in

September may be consumed so that what is

left is not sufficient to last until the new hon-
ey-flow. For this reason it is often not safe

to feed in September and give no further at-

tention to the bees. There are other cases
when, for one reason or another, feeding
may be delayed until cold weather begins:
for instance, if one is running a number of

outyards it is impossible, without hiring a
large force of men, to feed all these yards at

once, and by the time the last yard is reach-

ed it may be pretty late.

For this late fall feeding we know of no
better feeder than the Miller. This will hold
at least 15 lbs. of feed at a time, and it can be
quickly put on and taken off without much
disturbance to the brood-nest. On the other
hand, if the colonies are not quite as strong
as they should be, so that some contraction

is necessary in the winter any way, it is
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probably just as well, and perhaps even bet-

ter, to use the Doolittle division - board
feeder holding about G lbs. of thick feed at

a time. During the season, any combs which
are found that are too old, or which, for some
reason or other, are not perfect, whether
due to drone- cells or irregularities, can be
gradually pushed to the outside of the brood-
frames; "then in the fall, when it is time to

nut in the feeder, provided the division-board

feeders are used, these defective combs can
be very easily gotten rid of with a very small
amount of labor, and with no loss of brood.
Furthermore, if the colonies need feeding,

these outside combs will not contain much
honey. On a cool day an outyard can be
looked over very quickly, and the old combs
that are on the outside of the brood-nest re-

moved with very little trouble. If a follower
is used, the removal of one comb and the
follower makes room for the feeder; but if

the combs completely fill the hives, two
combs must be removed. It is rather bad
practice, if sealed covers are used, to break
the propolis sealing around the covers of the
hives after cold weather has set in; but, as
we said before, there are many instances
where the feeding must be done late; and
there is this advantage — that, when the
weather is cold, the feeders may be put in

in a very short time, and with but little

shaking of bees from the combs that are re-

moved.
HOW TO MAKE THE SYRUP.

Elmer Hutchinson, in the October issue of
The Bee-keepers' Review, rather defends late

fall feeding, and describes his method for
making the feed. He says that, while he has
an oil-stove that he uses for cooking at the
outyards, he finds that the water for making
the syrup can be much more quickly brought
to the boiling-point in a galvanized tub over
a good fire out of doors. He sets the tub on
four or five stones, fills it with water, and
builds the fire underneath. He then pours
in the sugar until the water will dissolve no
more. Four and a half gallons of water will

dissolve 100 lbs. of sugar, making the syrup
about the proportion of 2'-. pounds of sugar
to one pound of water. The syrup that we
have been feeding here this fall has been
made of 2}4 lbs. of sugar and one of water.

If the weather is cool enough so that the
bees are considerably drawn together toward
one part of the hive, it is best to have the
syrup quite warm when it is put into the
feeder; but if the bees are scattered around
pretty much through all the hive, there is no
particular advantage in having the syrup
warm unless the nights are cold.

Mr. Hutchinson has never found it neces-
sary to use acid in the svrup to prevent hard
granulation, and our \lr. Bain corroborates
tnis view. Many others, however, seem to
tliink the use of acid imperative, although
some prefer honey insteaa of acid. We are
not certain as to the reason for this differ-

ence of opinion, but possibly "locality" or
the amount of stirring which the syrup gets
has something to do with its granulation. We
do not advise stirring more than ;.enough

to get the sugar dissolved in the hot water.
If honey were to be used with the syrup to

prevent granulation it would be of the ut-

most importance to be sure that it contained
no disease germs. Rather than use honey
from an unknown source, we should prefer
to use the acid or to run the risk of having
the syrup granulate.
The best time of day for putting feed into

the feeder is toward the close of the after-

noon. It is not advisable to do the work in

the morning or early in the day, tor the rea-

son that the bees are always excited, and
robbing might be started, espec ially if it were
warm enough for the bees to fly. K'ight here
is a point in favor of the cold-weather feed-

ing, for there is no such danger of robbing,

of course, when the bees can not fly on ac-

count of the cool temperature. With the

cans of feed c'.istributed at regular intervals

throughout t'.e yard we have found that 100

colonies may be fed in an hour's time provid-

ing the worlv is rapidly done. Every thing

must be right, so that no stops need be made
for any thing.

We fix the feed at home and carry it to the

yards in the regular five-gallon honey-cans,

as these are about the largest-sized cans that

can be handled conveniently by one person.

If two were doing the feeding a larger can

might be used.
While the syrup is still hot we load it into

the auto, six or eight cans at a time, and car-

ry it rapidly to the yard. When we reach

the edge of the apiary, we take the cans, one
at a time, and locate them through the yard
where the markings on the hives show that

we shall need them. If the cans have good
strong handles we are able to carry two at a

time, one in each hand; but the difficulty is

that the handles are liable to tear loose from
the can at one end and drag through the

hand, cutting the fingers and allowing the

heavy can to fall on the feet. For this reason

we prefer to carry one can at a time in the

arms. If a small rope sling were used, two
cans could be carried without danger.

When we are ready to commence feeding

we fill a large sprinkling-can, with the rose

removed, and then proceed at once to pour
the syrup into the division-board feeders in

every hive. Each feeder, as mentioned be-

fore, will hold about six pounds of thick syr-

up. By the time we have emptied one of the

five-gallon cans we have reached a point in

the yard where a new full one is waiting for

us, and we can proceed without stopping to

run for more cans. On the covers of the

hives are marked the number of pounds of

syrup which each hive is to receive. It is

likely that not all of the hives will need feed-

ing a second time, so the second day the

work can be done even more quickly than
the first time. When it is not too cool the

bees will have taken the syrup in one feeder
in 24 hours' time; but if the weather is very
cold they will require 48 hours; but this time

can be materially reduced if the syrup is

given hot. We would always give it hot if it

IS cold enough so that the cluster is contract-

ed.—H. H. R.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

"The prize was given by the Ontario Bee-
keepers' Association. It occupied a space
12x20 ft.," page 658. They give big prizes

over there.

To EXTRACT tender combs, don't uncap the
second side till you have extracted most of

the honey in the first side.

—

Bienen- Voter,

268. How is that?

I PUT combs with pollen over an excluder,
as C. E. Adams says, p. 635, and it was not
long till it was all cleaned out. But I don't
think any of it was carried down ; it was eaten.

I BACK DOWN, Mr. Editor. I tried feeding
sugar and water 3 to 1, and it's too hard to

dissolve. For late feeding I'd take 2l4 to 1,

heated, with the acid; but if not too late your
2 to 1, cold stirred, is all right.

Rev. Burghardt, Leipz. Bztg., 155, speaks
approvingly of the American custom of allow-
ing no queen to enter her second winter.
Does one American bee-keeper in five follow
that custom? Does one in ten?

John Major, p. 592, I think I would have
to use excluders if I did not fill my sections
with worker foundation. The queen is coax-
ed up by the drone-cells in a section not en-
tirely filled with worker foundation.

If boiling splints an hour, as Geo. J. Friess
suggests, p. 629, will prevent gnawing, it's a
big item. [We should be pleased to get
further reports from those who have tried

boiling the splints for an hour.

—

Ed.]

Replying to F. D. Spencer, I don't believe
foul brood comes from foundation, but from
surrounding diseased colonies or diseased
honey. The quickest way to cure is to throw
on foundation. I don't know, but I've some
question whether bait sections will carry the
disease, especially as no honey is left in them.
But it might not be safe with American.

I've tried no little to have a colony empty
sections without having bees of other colo-

nies get at them—never succeeded satisfac-

torily. I tried the Greiner plan, p. 653, only
I put the super in front instead of behind the
hive. The chief result was a pint of so of

dead bees under the super. Friend Greiner,
it looks as if your plan ought to work.
Thanks.

" I DON'T think I've averaged two natural
swarms a year that I hived in the orthodox
manner." I said that, p. 656, and ye editor
doesn't understand. Let me explain. I've

more swarms than that, but I don't hive them
as separate swarms. The queens being clip-

ped, the swarms return, and then we do
something to the old colony. In reality, how-
ever, there are very few swarms most years.

Bees are cheap in Germany. In Septem-
ber Leipz. Bztg. I counted 24 advertisements
offering 4 or sTbs. of bees (no hive or combs)

,

with laying queen, for $1.00— some less.

[Selling bees without combs or brood is be-

§
inning to be a new industry in the United
tates. It has the merit that it probably

eliminates all possibility of transmitting foul
brood.

—

Ed.]

DOOLITTLE has never known bees to gath-
er basswood pollen. J. L. Byer says, Amer-
ican Bee Journal, 298, that this year he had
no honey from basswood, but for ten days
the trees were swarming with hundreds of

bees, all laden with light-yellow pollen.

"Bees never do anything invariably," said
Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper. [See Canadian Notes,
page 592.—Ed.]

MORLEY Pettit, the Ontario Provincial
Apiarist, carries about with him a sample of
European foul brood, "nicely cased up in a
small well matched frame, with glass on
both sides.

—

Canadian Bee Journal, 246. Neat
idea, only the learner can not easily enjoy (?)

the odor—an important item, especially with
the American brand. The European affair

seems to be getting quite a foothold in Cana-
da.

I'M thankful to say that a late flow made
my hives heavy for winter, and gave me 1000
sections besides. I 'd rather have a late flow
to fill up than a much larger amount of early
surplus. [After the failure of the honey crop
during June and July, and the visitation of

black brood, this is encouraging. We hope,
doctor, that the young clovers are as abun-
dant around Marengo as they are around Me-
dina.

—

Ed.]

Ye editor thinks, p. 674, that "as a gen-
eral thing there will be enough drone-cells
scattered around here and there in the brood-
nest so that, ordinarily, we would not think
the queen would be inclined to go above."
My guess would be that, unless the number
of drone-cells be unprofitably large, the
queen will be nearly as much inclined to go
above as if no drone-comb were in the brood-
chamber. Sections full of worker founda-
tion offer no temptation for the queen to go
above. [You are doubtless right. As you
have made this more of a study we humbly
defer to your opinion.

—

Ed.]

Delos Wood wants me to read the pictures
on p. 603. Awhile ago ye editor, in a scrap
with me, insisted on holding his smoker as
if he were pigeon-toed in his hands. On p.

603 what looks like the same gentleman
makes four appearances holding his smoker
in the civilized fashion I contended for. Is

it a change of heart, or what? [If you will

turn again to page 603 you will see that the

Eosition of the operator is such that it will

e more natural for him to grab the smoker
at the side than at the top. In Fig. 9, for ex-
ample, it would be almost impossible to hold
the smoker in any other way, and yet be able
to look up under the super. No, when ne-
cessity demands that the smoker be handled
in some other way than that which we gen-
erally pick it up, we use that "other way."
—Ed.]
Does young brood make bees destroy vir-

gins? Editor Hutchinson says that in his

years of comm,erci9l queen-rearing he soon
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found that the one great desideratum was
unsealed brood at all times in the nuclei.
" In all those years," he says, "during which
I had thousands of young queens in nuclei
containing larvae, I never saw any indication

that the presence of the larvae had any ten-

dency to cause the bees to injure the queen."

F. Greiner is just right, p. 594, that Ger-
man bee-keepers know better than we what's
right for their conditions. We Americans
are apt to think we're it; but although there
are things Germans can learn from us, we
can also learn a lot from them. There's no
good in so much national prejudice on either
side. "We be brethren;" and Americanized
Germans like F. Greiner are doing a good
work in bringing about a better understand-
ing on both sides.

J. G. Creighton, thanks for data, p. 644.

Those 13 observations showed an average of
13.692 bees that that plant entertained
throughout the day. As the plant occupied
9 square feet, an acre would contain 4840
&lants, and these would entertain 66,269 bees,
ow, how many bees does a strong colony

keep afield throughout the day? How woiild
22,000 do for a guess? At that rate, an acre
of sweet clover ought to keep three colonies
busy.

That hive-tool, p. 632, is good. I'd like

it better with the square end rounding.
[While a tool with a rounding blade is a little

nicer for prying the hive-bodies apart, it is

practically useless for scraping wax or pro-
polis off from bottom-boards, frames, or hive-
sides. A tool with square edges is just as
handy for prying the hive-bodies apart, and
has the additional advantage that it may be
used as a scraper. A hive-tool that could
not be used as a pry and a scraper at the
same time would be, to our notion, only half
a tool.

We submitted a good many different mod-
els, among them some having round ends;
but these were thrown out by practically all

of those to whom tools were sent for sug-
gestions and criticisms. Give a square-edged
tool a good careful test for a season; and if

you do not admit that it is "oceans ahead"
of a round-ended tool, the editor will bind
hirnself by an iron-clad contract to buy you
a silk hat. He is sending you by separate
mail a square ended hive-tool, and requests
you to use it for a year.

—

Ed.]

J. A. Yeoman's beesraised on four blocks,
p. 638, don't swarm. Other extracting men
whose bees need severer measures will do
well, in addition, to leave ventilation between
each two stories by shoving them backward
and forward. I never had a colony swarm
when thus treated. [This is a rather inter-
esting question, and an important one also,
and we should be glad to get reports from
our subscribers generally, as to how far rais-
ing hives up on four blocks will arrest or
check swarming. Then we should like to
know how many have tried the additional
ventilation suggested by Dr. Miller, of shov-
ing the stories back and forward. During
our winter months this would be a profitable

subject for discussion, for "in the multitude
of counselors there is wisdom."

E. M. Gibson, I'd rather have a plain bot-
tom-bar with the foundation waxed to it than
a split bottom-bar without the waxing,
because I think the bees are less likely to
gnaw the waxing than the foundation with-
out the waxing, and the split bottom-bar
squeezes the foundation, making it thinner
at the bottom, and so more easily gnawed.
But I'd rather have the split bottom-bar and
the waxing, for it's easier to have an exact
fit with the split bar. My foundation, fas-

tened at top and bottom, neither buckles nor
breaks apart, as you mention. I generally
fasten it in at a temperature of 80 degrees
or so—p. 628.

I've tried to some extent that hive-cover
seat as in Fig. 6, p. 634, and I find it a tax on
some of the muscles which are constantly
kept tense to keep the cover from tipping
one way or the other; so for an all-day job I

want something more stable. [We do not
see why there should be any special tax on
the muscles. One can, if he chooses, lean
one knee up against the hive. Is it not true
that nine-tentns of the milking-stools are
one-legged? Do we ever hear of dairymen
complaining that such stools put a "tax on
some of the muscles"? A hive-cover has to

be balanced only one way, while the one-leg-
ged stool must be balanced in all directions.

For all-day work we prefer a variety of

positions—part of the time standing on the
knees, sometimes sitting on the cover the
narrow way, and sometimes on the long way,
and, still again, standing up full height and
bending over when it is necessary to secure
a comb.

—

Ed.]

Isaac F. Tillinghast thus quotes approv-
ingly the views of Mr. Alexander, Bee-keep-
ers' Review, 297: "He believes, that when the
temperature and conditions of the atmos-
phere are favorable, nectar is constantly be-
ing secreted in the flowers, and is as con-
stantly being evaporated and lost, so that a
bee will secure just as much at each visit, at
intervals of a few minutes only, as it will at

each visit after longer intervals of perhaps
several hours." I tnink this opinion obtains
somewhat generally. The error in it con-
sists in assuming that sugar evaporates. We
know that bees evaporate nectar and pro-
duce honey. They evaporate the water, and
the sweet remains. If thin honey be evap-
orated by artificial means, it's the same way.
The water alone is evaporated and the sweet
condensed. Now if nectar is evaporated in

the flowers, have we any right to believe
that the result will be different? That the
secretion of nectar is constant is, no doubt,
true; at least the visits of the bee make the
secretion neither more nor less. Suppose a
flower is visited once every ten minutes, and
all the nectar thus gathered. Suppose it be
visited once an hour. If the sweet does not
evaporate, and it is cleaned up once an hour,
will there not be just as much honey secured
as by the ten-minute visits, always supposing
that the sugar still remains in solution?
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

BISULPHIDE OF CARBON VS. SULPHUR FOR
FUMIGATING.

Bisulphide of carbon is ahead of the old-

fashioned sulphur fumes for wormy combs.
It is much handier, quicker, and surer. I

used to destroy ant-hills with it when a boy,
and it always did the work. I have special
reference to the large ants so often found in

our apiaries, the sting of which is much worse
than that of a bee. To destroy the ants I take
a crowbar and make a hole in the mound,
right in the center, about two feet or more
deep, pour into it a teacupful of the bisul-

phi le, and close up the hole by tamping
earth into it firmly. The fumes, being heavier
tha 1 air, penetrate through every possible
opening and dpstroy every living thing.
Many set fire to Ithe bisulphide, but this is a
mistake. ,'

For wax-worms in combs, Mr. Louis Bie-
diger has a unique way of using the bisul-

phide without having to putty or close up the
cracks in his hives. The two illustrations,

page 706, show his method. He first digs a
small trench in the ground, into which he
places a large newspaper and then piles his

stack of hives on this. In the top hive-body
he puts a saucer of the carbon bisulphide
and covers this up with a newspaper. Then
over the whole stack he throws a heavy cloth
and pours water over it until it is thoroughly
wet, the water also running down into the
trench below. Lastly he covers the stack
with a large wagon cover or sheet, and then
leaves it for some time.
Care must always be exercised in the use

of bisulphide of carbon, as it is highly inflam-
mable, and should, therefore, be kept away
from fire. Mr. Biediger's method allows the
work to be done outdoors and away from
buildings, so that the danger is not as great.
The work of preparing the hives does not en-
danger the bee-keeper's life, as it is easily
and rapidly done.

[Many are under the impression that fumes
of carbon bisulphide are dangerous for hu
man beings to breathe, if even for only n"
instant. For several days we worked over
a large metal tank in which we were fumi-
gating comb honey, without experiencing
any bad results. We were careful, however,
not to breathe the gas unnecessarily.
Some have attempted to fumigate combs

by putting them in a tight room, but we have
found that it is very difficult to get an ordi-
nary room tight enough to do good work.
Furthermore, a larger amount of the liquid
is necessary than if a tight box were used,
but little larger than the arlicles being fumi-
gated, or some such arrangement as tlie wet
cloth described above. Whatever plan is

used, it is necessary to exclude all air so
that the gas may be strong enough to be ef-

fective.

—

Ed.]

THE APIARIAN EXHIBIT AT THE TEXAS STATE
FAIR.

In Spite of the short crop in Texas, the bee
and honey department of the State Fair was
a grand success. It was better and larger
than at any previous fair, although the bee-
keepers in all parts of our State had long be-
fore disposed of their crops. This made it a
very difficult matter to work up an exhibit.
The fair management was highly pleased
with the good showing made. The bee-keep-
ers are greatly indebted to Secretary Sydney
Smith, of the Fair Association, for his great
interest in the bee and honey department,
and for his many efforts and kindly help.
Of course, it should be understood that the
superintendent in charge of the department
had much to do with making it a success al-

so; but the help given aided the superinten-
dent in his work. This department of the
fair is a comparatively new one, and is grow-
ing rapidly, so that another year will make
it better than ever.

It is up to the bee-keepers of the great
Lone Star State to make this annual bee and
honey show the best in the South, at least.

Too little interest is taken by the bee-keep-
of Texas, as a rule.

The following awards were made, Dr. N.
King, of Overton, Texas, again judging the
exhibits, as he has done for several years.
His careful, conscientious work has been ap-
preciated by all who know him.
Golden Italian bees and queens in single-comb observator;.

hives— 1. Louis Blediger, Atascosa. Su.OO; 2. Brazos Valley Aii
ary Co., Coilesre Station. Texas. S3. 00.

'I'liree-banded Italian bees and queen in single-comb observ-
atory hive— 1 The Louis H. Seholl Apiaries, Sij.OO; '2. W. Atch-
ley. Beeville. Texas, S3.00.

Carniolan bees and queens in single-comb observatory hives
—1. Brazos Valley Apiary Co., S5.00; 2. The Louis H. Scholl
Apiaries, $3.00.

Cvprian bees and queens in single comb observatory hives—
1. The Louis H. Scholl Apiaries, ih.OO; 2. Smith & Seholl, Well-
born. Texas. *3.00.

Holy Laud bees and queens in single-comb observatory
hives—1. The Louis H. Scholl Apiaries, 85 00; 2. Brazos Vallev
Ap'ary Co..$3.00.
Blaciv bees and queens in «ingle-comb observatory hives— l.

B. M. Carowav, Decatur. Texas, $5.00; i. Louis Blediger, Ata^
eosa. Texas, 83.00.

Best and largest display of bees of various races in observa-
tory hives-—L The Louis H. Scholl Apiaries, 810.00; 2. Brazos
Valley Apiary Co.. $6.00.

Best case of white section comb honej'. 12 pounds or more—
1. W. W. Lowrance, Centerville. Texas, 5.00.

Best display of special designs in comb honey—1. VV. Wiede.
Maxwell, Texas; 2. The Louis H. Scholl -iplaries.
Best ]2-lb. friction-top pails of white bulk comb honey— 1.

Tlie Louis H. Scholl Apiaries; 2, W. M. Jones, Tehuacaiia, Tex.
Best fi-lb. friction-top jjails of white bulk comb honey- 1-

The Louis H, Scholl Apiaries, S3.00; 2. W, M. .lones, «2.00.

Best S lbs. frictiou-tpp pails of white bulk comb houev— 1.

The Louis H, Scholl Apiaries. $3,00, 2. The Brazos Valley Apia-
ry Co.,*2.00
Best display of bulk comb honey— 1. The Louis H, Scholl Api-

aries. RIO.OO; 2. Smith it Sclioll. 80.00,

Best dizeu jars of white extracted honey—1. W. M. Jones.
$3.00: Wm. Wiede. $2.00,

Best dozen iars light-amber extracted honey— 1. J. E. McClel
Ian Santa Ana. Texas, $3 00; 2. Smith & Scholl. 83,00.

lU'st di!-i)lay of extracted honey in granulated form—1. The
Louts H: SfhoU Apiaries, S.i.OO; 2, Smith tt Scholl. $3 00.

Best and largest display of extracted honev- 1. The Louis 11.

Schull Apiarits, *I0.00; 2. Smith tV Scholl, 80 00.

Best sample cake of bright yellow beeswax, not less than '

lbs —I, E. McC^lellan, $5.00; The Louis H. Scholl Apiaries, $3 Vu

Best displa.y in special designs in beeswax— 1, The Louis II

Scholl Apiarfcs. *.iOO; 2. Smith .V Scholl. 83.00.

Best and largest displav of beeswax— 1. The Louis U. Scholl
Apiaries, 8,S.OO; 2. Smith iV Scholl, 86,00.

Best display of fruit preserved In honey—1. The Louis H.
Apiaries, $5,00,

liest honev vinegar with recipe— 1. The Louis H. Scholl Api-
aries. $3.00; 2. Smith & Scholl, 82,00.

Best collection of Texas honey-yielding plants, pressed and
mounted— 1. The Louis IL Scholl Apiaries. $5.00; 2, Miss Metta
Hillji, Alvin. Texas, $.3.00.

Best Instructive display in aiiiarian products, and of the va-
rious uses made of honey and beeswax— 1, The Louis H. Scholl
Apiaries, $20.00: 2. Smith & Scholl, $10,00,

Best and largest displa.y of bee-keepers' supplies- The A. I.

Root Co.. Medina, Ohio- diploma.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

Mr. Doolittle's advice, page 493, August 15,

on the subject of tiering up supers to get the
least number of unfinished sections, is sound,
and valuable from start to finish, and well
worth following.

The fact that there was a difference of two
days in the time of the hatching of queens
from cells scaled the same day, as reported
by John Silver, in the Irish Bee Journal, and
referred to by Dr. Miller, page 454, August
1, accounts for the delayed hatching of queens
that has often puzzled me. Why should
some hatch sooner than others?

On page 495, August 15, Mr. Wm. M. Whit-
ney says he has yet to see a strong colony,
however strong it may be, having excessive
storage room and proper ventilation during
the nectar flow, sulking. Well, I have; and
after shaking the bees and taking away their
brood they went to woi'k after a day or two
with a will. Yes, sir, shaking is a good thing.
I believe in shaking. A gentleman who had
been a school superintendent was telling me
some time ago of visiting a school taught by
a vigorous young woman who had one very
dull pupil. After spending some time ex-
])laining some simple mathematical problem
to the Doy she asked him if he could see
through it; and when he said he could not,

she took him by his coat-collar and gave him
a good shaking. She inquired whether he
could see through the problem any better
then, and he said he thought he could, a lit-

tle. Then she gave him a more vigorous
shaking than before, and he said he thought
he could see through it some better. She
shook him the third time with a vengeance,
and then he was sure that he saw through it

all right. Surely there is virtue in shaking.

On page 496, August 15, an account is given
of Mr. Rood's success in keeping honey in a
liquid condition in a solar wax-extractor, and
I notice that tlie editor seems to think that
the direct rays of the sunlight prevent gran-
ulation to some extent. My experience has
bt on just the opposite. I have used a bleach-
ing-room for several years, and have become
convinced that combs exposed to the sun for
two weeks or so are much more apt to gran-
ul ite than those not so exposed. A glass jar
filled with honey was left on a shelf in my
bieaching-room, and after a time the side
next to the glass, which was the side most
exposed to the sun's rays, was granulated
nearly solid, while that on the other side of
the jar had not yet begun to granulate I

had another jar of honey, which, so far as I

know, was left out of a lot which was pack-
ed in a case and nailed up. The honey in

the case remained with but very little change

for nearly two years, while that out in the
light became solid in a comparatively short
time, or in less than half the time that was
required for the jars in the case to granulate.

Mr. Editor, I belive you have struck a good
"lead," as the miners say, on page .504, on
the question of a large amount of ventilation
to prevent swarming. The plan certainly
looks as though it were worth following by
those who have hives that can be given a
large amount of air when most needed. On
page 626, Oct. 15, I mentioned Mr. Latham's
success in preventing swarming. The en-
trances of his hives are very large, nearly or
quite two inches high, and he leaves them
open the whole year, except for a short tinie

during the early spring. I believe the main
virtue of Mr. Aspinwall's hive was the large
amount of air that could be given the bees
during the warmest part of the season.
Would it not be strange, if, after all these
years, in our search for a non-swarming hive,

it should be found that all that the bees need
to keep them from swarming is plenty of air,

shade, room, and good queens? If this re-

duces swarming three-fourths or even seven-
eighths, it looks as though the problem were
nearly solved.

On page 472, E. D. Townsend gives some
instructions to beginners on the subject of

getting straight worker combs from starters.

Mr. Townsend says, "For instance, a new
medium-sized swarm placed in a hive of a
size that may be filled with combs of brood
in about 23 days or less, ought to build work-
er comb mainly, although some of the last

combs built may contain a few drone-cells.

The secret seems to be in having just the

right number of workers and just the right

amount of honey coming in, so that the bees
will draw out the combs no faster than the

queen can occupy them with brood." He al-

so says that there should be a honey-flow of

three or four pounds a day. Now, I have
been wondering how a beginner is to tell a
medium-sized swarm from one above or a

little below medium size; and how is he to

tell just the size of hive that may be filled in

23 days or less? I think it would puzzle

some of the older ones to tell that. And then
how can one without experience tell what is

just the right number of workers, and wheth-
er the right amount of honey is coming in, or
whether there is just three or four pounds
of honey or nectar coming in each day.
Would it not be better to say that colonies

having young queens build much less drone
comb than those with older queens, and that

such should be used for this purpose so far

as possible? It might be well, also, to state

that a small colony will build less drone
comb, as a rule, than a largo one, and that
less drone comb is built when honey comes
in slowly than when it comes in with a rush.
When the beginner has had experience the
directions given by Mr. Townsend are all

right.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

THE AMOUNT OF SURPLUS HONEY WHICH ONE
BEE CAN PRODUCE.

Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Barker and I were talking, a week
or so ago, about the amount of honey a single bee
could gather, and he claimed that one bee might gather
a pound. Do you believe this?

If a single bee could gather a pound of

honey in its lifetime, many of the problems
that confront bee-keepers in the early spring
would be solved; for the reason that the api-

arist usually desires a large number of bees
in the spring, because each individual bee
collects so small a part of the accumulated
whole during the surplus-flow. But in most
localities flowers which yield nectar do not
usually last through the life of an individual
bee, while many bees, perhaps more than
half, that may be reared by the most skillful

management, never add any thing to the
surplus stores.

If every bee reared could have a field of

nectar placed before it in which to labor,
then it would be right to keep the colonies
always strong; but inasmuch as this can not
be, and since the bees at all times must be
consumers, whether they are producing or
not, there are times when there is no object
in having a colony strong in bees, when, be-
cause of necessity, they must be consumers
only.
A part of the bees must become consum-

ers instead of producers; and another factor
comes in here, which is the supply of nectar.

In reality we must consider the source of

supply first; for without it we should not
have any use for the bees whatever. With
a continuous uninterrupted honey-flow with-
in four miles of the hive in every direction
during the time of the bee's flight, when it

may work in the field, I think that a bee
could easily gather one ounce of nectar, since
this would mean that there would have to be
only 1600 bees to gather 100 pounds. Of this

amount it would take at least 25 pounds to
supply the wants of the colony during the
time when the bees were living; and unless
the nectar were thicker than it is here, it

would take 3 pounds of it to make one of
honey. This would leave only 25 pounds of
honey, then, as the product of the 1600 bees
that had access through their life to the un-
interrupted flow. However,. a good nectar
flow during the whole natural life of the sin-

gle bee is something that is rarely found.
Some years ago fhad a colony during ap-

Ele bloom which I estimated to contain 4000
ees. I counted all the bees on a given sur-

face of the comb, and divided the amount of
comb in the hive equally well covered with
bees by the area of the space counted, and
multiplied the quotient by the number of
bees on this surface counted. The next day
was a fine one, and apple-trees were yiela-
ing as well as I ever knew them to. At 7
o'clock in the morning the bees began to

work; and at 8 I found that 60 loaded bees
were going into the hive each minute on the
average. By estimating the gain, and cal-

culating with a dropper, 1 found that it would
take about 3600 such loads to make one
pound, so I concluded that 4000 bees were
good for gathering one pound of nectar each
hour, besides caring for the interior of the
hive. 1 weighed the hive before a bee had
left in the morning so that I could tell the
gain in nectar when night came. The bees
worked right along at the average of 60 per
minute until 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when
they began to slacken up, and at 5 o'clock all

had ceased working, as the sky became
cloudy shortly after 4 o'clock.
At 6 o'clock I weighed the hive again,

thinking to myself as I did so, that, if fhad
estimated correctly, it should weigh about 8
pounds more than it did in the morning.
I found that the actual gain in weight was 8
pounds 9 ounces. I was greatly surprised
the next morning, however, to find that the
8 pounds 9 ounces had diminished to but
little more than 3 pounds, thus showing
that the nectar gathered and somewhat
evaporated during the day was far from the
consistency of honey capped over in the
cells. From this I became infatuated with
the idea that much honey could be secured
from this source if I had 40,000 bees in the
hive instead of 4000, so I began trying to get
my colonies as strong as possible in the early
spring. After unfavorable weather for the
next five years, so that the bees got scarcely
a living during the apple bloom, I gave up
the plan, trying only to have the colonies
strong for clover and basswood.
The great point of all this is that we first

have the fiela or location, of which we should
have a thorough knowledge. Next we have
the colonies to get strong just in time to take
advantage of the main nectar- flow from the
field, wnether the source be fruit-bloom,
clover, basswood, buckwheat, or fall flowers.
Third, a bee is of little value as a honey-
gatherer unless it can be placed in the field

in time for one of these flows.

BEES FLYING FROM HIVES IN A CELLAR.

I believe that many healthy bees are lost at the time
when they carry out dead bees. When a bee brings
out a dead bee, it generally falls off the bottom-board
with the dead one, and, of course, is lost Many dead
bees are four or five feet away from the hives, and
this is what makes me think they were alive when
they left the hive.
Nerstrand, Minn. J. BeCKLEY.

[To the above, Mr. Doolittle replies:]

As a rule, bees leave the hive to die when the tem-
perature is high enough for them to fly, and for this
reason the larger share of the bees which die while
they are being wintered in the cellar go out on the
cellar bottom to do so; therefore we have many dead
bees on the cellar bottom and few in the hive, where
good wintering, with the proper temperature, exists.

Again, I have observed, hundreds of times, bees
dragging out their dead when colonies were outdoors,
or when wintering on their summer stands; and, al-

though I have often watched for this state of affairs in
the cellar, yet I have never seen a sinsle bee lugging
about a dead companion; and all my observations lead
me to believe that the dead bees are never removed by
the live bees while the colony is wintering in the
cellar.
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General
Correspondence

HIVES.

Size, Shape, and Methods of Manipulation
the All-important Factors in

Choosing a Hive.

BY J. E. HAND.

Continued from page 660.

In fitting the hive to the man we must bear
in mind that the bee-keepers of this country
are divided into three classes. The first

class is composed of specialists who produce
extracted honey on a large scale. They are
wide awake, up-to-date business men having
a natural love for the occupation aside from
the almighty dollar, and wno for the most
part winter their bees in cellars. They need
a hive of sufficient size to accommodate a
colony of bees, and sufficient stores to carry
them through the winter. An eight-frame
hive will afford room for 25 pounds of stores,

and still have empty combs enough to accom-
modate the winter cluster. Twenty pounds
of honey will carry a colony of bees from
Oct. 1 till June 1, if wintered in a cellar;

hence we shall have 5 pounds left at the be-

f
inning of the honey-flow, besides what the
ees have gathered from fruit-bloom, tulip,

locust, willow, and maple; therefore we shall

have from 5 to 15 pounds of honey in the
brood-chamber at the beginning of the hon-
ey-flow.
However, the bee-keeper should visit his

bees about May 10, and equalize his colonies
by uniting weak colonies with those that are
stronger, and place upon each hive a super
of half-depth brood-combs. This is impor-
tant. The bees will begin at once to remove
the honey from the brood-chamber and store
it in the super, and the queen will fill the
empty combs in the brood-chamber with
brood from side to side and from top to bot-
tom. This moving of the honey creates an
activity within and without the hive which
can be approached only by a natural honey-
flow, and it stimulates the bees to greater
activity.

We now have a hive equal in capacity to

13 L. frames, and in the best shape possible
for rapid breeding up early in the season.
When the first white clover begins to ap-
pear, extract the honey from these supers;
place an excluding honey-board on the brood-
chamber, placing the super from which you
extracted the honey upon the honey-board,
and another half-deptn super on that. At
the next visit, which shoula be in about ten
days, raise up the whole hive, placing a su-
per of empty combs under it. If the honey-
ilow is a good one it will be necessary to put
on another shallow super of empty combs;
next to the brood-chamber we have our early-
gathered and our old honey separated from
our white honey, which will be A No. 1. We
have no swarms; our hives being deep, the

honey will be better ripened. The hives will
be light to carry into tne cellar, and will oc-
cupy less cellar room; therefore the eight-
frame hive fits class A.
The second class includes all producers of

comb honey as well as those who keep bees
for profit in connection with some other
business. This class represents by far the
greater number of the bee-keepers of the
country. To such the possibilities along the
line of simplifying methods by compelling
the bees through their unerring instincts to
do the things that heretofore have been per-
formed by the slow and tedious methods of
frame-handling offers great inducements,
and especially appeals to those whose time
is too much occupied to admit of frame ma-
nipulation. By the rapid manipulation by
hives for which the sectional hive is espe-
cially constructed, they will be enabled to
keep twice as many bees with a given amount
of labor, and at the same time have better
control of their bees at all times. We have,
therefore, fitted the second class with a hive
that is suited to their needs.
The third class includes those specialists

who are keeping bees solely for the almighty
dollar, and who care little and know less
about the instincts of bees. They have eyes, •

yet they see none of the beauties of nature
as revealed by a study of the habits of bees.
'Ihey are rightly named "honey-slingers,"
for about all they ever do with their bees is

to extract the honey. These are the ones
who are caUing loudest for a hive that will
stand lots of neglect. Since this is one of
the strong points of the twelve-frame Lang-
stroth hive we have fitted the third class
with the hive.

I regret to say that I am unable, from my
point of view, to conceive of a class of bee-
keepers whose best interests are served by
the use of the ten-frame L. hive, since it is

not constructed with a view to the natural
requirements of bees.

In order to control our bees by scientific

labor-saving methods, the fertility of the
queen must be in excess of the room in the
brood-chamber proper; therefore, bees can
not be controlled with any degree of certain-

ty in ten-frame hives. The word "control "

has a broader meaning than the mere pre-
vention of swarming. It includes the con-
trol of bees with respect to where the honey
shall be stored.
Some seem to think that no one but an ex-

Eert should attempt to use the sectional hive,
ut such is not the case. Without a correct
knowledge of the instincts of bees it is im-
possible for any one to secure best results
from his bees, and this all that is required in

order to manipulate the sectional hive intel-

ligently. While it is an easy matter to com-
pel bees through their instincts to remove
every pound ofhoney from an eight-frame
brood-chamber by simply placing a half-depth
super of empty combs above it, allowing the
queen to have access to both divisions, yet
perfect swarm control is not to be attained
with a frame as deep as the L. frame with-
out manipulating the frames at least twice
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during the swarming season to remove the

queen and cut out cells.

I would not, however, advise any one to

throw away eight-frame L. hives for section-

al hives. The size and shape of the eight-

frame hive makes it well adapted for use as

a sectional hive by adding a half-depth super
of empty combs as soon in the spring as more
room is needed. When eight-frame hives

are used in this way the top-bars to brood-
frames should be ><X% inch. The shallow
extracting-frames and supers are well suited

for use in connection with the eight-frame

L. hive as above described, and should al-

ways be used in connection with eight-frame
hives in the production of either comb or ex-

tracted honey. This makes the eight-frame
hive a close second to the sectional hive, and
places it head and shoulders above all others

as a general-purpose hive for both comb and
extracted honey for any and every location.

The word "location " is being greatly over-

worked, and should be permitted to rest.

Birmingham, Ohio.

[There are some who will take issue with
our correspondent when he says there is no
class to whom the ten-frame Langstroth is

suited. Last summer our south yard, con-

sisting mainly of eight-frame hives and a few
ten-frames, was run for extracted honey in

connection with half-depth extracting-supers.

The yard is haadled with a minimum of labor.

One of our men will visit it perhaps a dozen
or a dozen and a half times a year, spending
perhaps half a day at a time. As in previous
years, so this year, the ten-frame colonies

not only produced more honey, but at the
close of the season they had relatively more
bees and stores than the eight-frame. The
larger hives winter better, are stronger in

the spring, and stronger all the season; and,
what is of much importance, require less at-

tention.
As between the eight and ten frame hives

in the production of comb honey, we are not
sure but that the smaller hive may be the
better; but the larger or ten-frame hive run
for extracting for the farmer and the pro-

fessional man who has not much time to

spend with his bees, is, in our opinion, bet-

ter than the eight-frame.

—

Ed.]

JUDGING HONEY.

Testing the Body and Flavor of Extracted;
Record-keeping; Difference in Wax from
Different Solar Wax- extractors; Best
Frames and Hives for^Mating Queens.

BY F. GREINER.

To test the body of extracted honey, it is

said that, the quicker the air-bubble rises in

a bottle of honey, the poorer the body; the
slower, the better or thicker is the honey.
This is true; but it must not be lost sight of
that the size of the bubble has just as much
to do with it. The larger the air-bubble, the
quicker it will rise in the same medium; con-
sequently, in comparing exhibits it is neces-

sary to select bottles having the same size of
space left above the honeyand below the cork.
When testing the flavor we have no guide

at all. It is left to the individual taste of the
one judging, and tastes differ.

About the color of honey there is much un-
certainty. So many points are given to color.

What does this mean? We do not know
what the color of clover honey should be. It

is the same with linden. Buckwheat honey
is an exception. Generally speaking, the
lightest-colored honey takes the prize. Is

that right and just?

A SWISS SYSTEM FOR REGISTERING QUEENS.
As has been stated by Dr. Miller, the Swiss

have proposed a herd-book in which bee-
keepers may register their stocks of bees.
Rules and regulations to keep this register
properly have been formulated by them.
How successfully such a record may be kept
is to be found out. Every bee-keeper, how-
ever, may keep a herd-book of his own,
which may be a very profitable affair for
him, and possibly for others. My records
have been kept on the honey-boards, and
can not be detached. Some of those honey-
boards have been planed off to make room
for more records, and thus that part of the
record has become lost, since it has not been
transferred to any book or something else.

It may be a great advantage to be able to

trace back the blood of a colony. I would
give a good deal to-day to know whether
one certain colony in mj^ yard, which has
a record of 130 lbs. of section honey in 1907,

120 lbs. in 1908, and 48 lbs. in 1909, the
poorest honey season in many years, has
the blood of Root stock, of Moore, or some-
thing else. Perhaps a good way is to write
the records upon broken sections, and at the
end of the season bring these home and file

or transfer the records to a book. I notice
many of my records on the honey-boards be-
come so dim in time that they can not be
read any more.

HIVE-NUMBERS.
If a record is kept in this way, so that we

may, when we are at leisure, look it over
and find and classify our most profitable
stocks, the numbering of the hives is an ab-
solute necessity. Bee-keepers in Germany
have named their swarms after noted men
like Berlepsch, Dzierzon, Kaiser Wilhelm,
Baron Bismarck, etc. When owning hives by
the hundreds, numbers are better than long
names. Recently samples of numbers have
been sent me by a firm in Germany. They
are of aluminum, of silvery color. Such do
not show well at a distance. I should prefer
a jet-black color, and have the number, be
there a single figure like 1, 2, 3, etc , or two
like 12, 13, 14, 25, 99, etc., on one piece of
mefaly not each number cut out separately,
making it necessary in most cases to fasten
two or more numbers to one hive to get the
combined number. It seems to me there
would be a demand for these numbers if they
could be made cheap enough.
Numbers which I have stenciled on hives,

also on pieces of zinc, have become i]legible>

and I should like something more reliable.
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DIFFERENT COLOR OF WAX FROM DIFFERENT
SOLAR EXTRACTORS.

We have two solar wax-extractors in our
yard, and use them to obtain the wax from
the cappings. The wax from the small Doo-
little extractor is a fine yellow; from the
large Boardman it is dark. The bottom of
the first-named extractor seems to be made
of steel; that of the other, of iron. If the
iron discolors the wax to such an extent it

would be advisable to use steel in the mak-
ing of the Boardman extractor as well.

FULL-SIZED SHALLOW HIVES PREFERRED FOR
MATING-BOXES.

For the rearing and mating of queens I

tried, in the years gone by, the baby nucle-
us, other small-framed hives, some 5x6
inches, 5x8 inches, half-story, 5>< X ITX
framed hives, and also full frames 11X17X,
two or three in a regular hive. I have been
successful with all of them, and still I am
abandoning the small frames more and more,
particularly since taking into use the section-
al hive. This latter is not only well adapted
as a mating-hive, but also as a means of safe
introducing. During the most favorable sea-
son for queen-rearing we have many of these
small hive-bodies full of brood to dispose of.

It is a very easy matter to establish them as
mating-hives. When the young queens are
laying well I unite one of the little colonies
by placing it on top of or under the brood-
chamber of a colony which needs a better
mother. Of course, the old queen must first

be removed. Sometimes I use a sheet of pa-
per between the two colonies.

Before taking small frames into use for the
purpose named above I was under the im-
pression that the smallness of the frame would
be an advantage when hunting queens, but
found just the opposite to be true. The large
frame does not offer the queen as good an
opportunity to dodge around the combs or
run off. Young queens are always more apt
to do this than old ones. I can hardly take
a small frame out of the hive quick enough
to prevent the queen from running off. Oft-
en I have had my eye right on her while
operating, and had occasion to observe it.

In hunting out queens from sectional hives,
as Mr. Hand has explained, the frames do
not have to be handled singly. This feature
is a most valuable one of this style of hive.
Naples, N. Y., Aug. 23.

IMPROVEMENT IN BEES.

What the Swiss have Done Toward the
Control of Swarming; the Difficulty In
Obtaining Isolated Matlng-statlons in the
United States.

I!Y DR. C. C. MILLER.

"All the world's queer but you and me,
Sandy, and sometimes I think you're a little

queer, Sandy." We are apt to think our own
notions are all right, and anyone who thinks
differently is more or less "queer," not al-

ways taking into account differences in cir-

cumstances and conditions. American bee-
keepers have settled that Italians are superi-
or to blacks, and look upon their Swiss breth-
ren as a little slow when they cling to the
blacks. My good friends, don't you fool
yourselves about those Swiss bee-keepers.
If there's a bunch of intelligent, progressive
bee-keepers anywhere in the world, you may
find it in Switzerland.
On the other hand, it may be a little diffi-

cult for Swiss bee-keepers to believe that
Italians are better for us. The story is soon
told. When the American bee-keeper finds
that, by introducing Italian blood, he in-
creases his crops, not occasionally but al-

ways, as compared with the crops he got
from blacks, is it any wonder that he should
prefer Italians? No use to discuss charac-
teristics and qualities; the one matter of big-
ger crops overbalances every thing else. iMo
use to say natives ought to fit best; blacks
are no more natives than Itahans; both came
across the sea. It should be noted, too, that
there is a greater unanimity here in favor of
Italians than there is elsewhere in favor of
blacks. In England, in Switzerland, in Ger-
many, there are still some who prefer Italians.
In this country it would be difficult to find
any who have such belief in the superiority
of the blacks that they cultivate pure black
stock in preference to Italians. The fact that
some may prefer hybrids is hardly to the
point. The Italian blood is the best part of
the hybrid, and must be resorted to for prof-
itable continuance.
Having said this much in favor of Italians

in this country, it may be well to refer to
matters in Switzerland, partly because of the
sidelight it may throw on American affairs.
Some things that have been said in Glean-
ings have moved Dr. K. Bruennich, of Otten-
bach, Switzerland, to write me an interest-
ing letter that I am glad to share with the
readers of Gleanings.
My good friend, C. P. Dadant, has said that

it would take a very long time to produce
appreciable results in changing the charac-
teristics of bees. My own experience does
not lead me to agree too fully with him, but
certainly the Swiss have not been at work
long enough to produce any very marvelous
changes, for Dr. Bruennich says it is only
about ten years since they began work with
a continuously definite aim, consistently
working toward that aim. In this country
frantic efforts have been made toward con-
trolling fertilization with big tents or other-
wise, and bee-keepers have sighed for a
place where young queens could be fertilized
without danger of meeting the wrong kind
of drones. Swiss bee-keepers didn't sigh;
they just went to work and established mat-
ing-stations where a virgin could be sent by
post, and returned to her owner after being
mated with the only strain of drones that
could be met at that station. Talk about
Yankee enterprise! Why hasn't something
of that kind been done here?
But what could be done in ten years? Take

the swarming impulse. How much could
be done at breeding it out in ten years? Well,
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Dr. Bruennich says they didn't have to breed
up a strain of bees practically non-swarming.
Tney had the material ready to hand, to be
had for the seeking.
"The race was existing already," says Dr.

Bruennich, "but only in very remote farms,

where no foreign blood (Carniolan or Italian)

had spoiled the good qualities of the old ac-

climated bee. We had nothing to do but to

seek those isolated colonies, and to take the
best of them for rational breeding. The best
stock I possess myself: Sigrun, Made, and
Berna " (in Switzerland their blooded queens
are named as well as their blooded cattle)

,

"are from such colonies. The first comes
from an exceedingly remote bee-yard of

about 12 colonies, which has existed there
for many years, with almost no swarming,
the bees quietly superseding their queens.
The second I found in a straw-hive, the ' last

Mohican ' of a little isolated bee-yard, and it

was the same with my Berna.
"These 'last of the Mohican ' represented

the noblest successors of a good race which
could maintain itself in spite of the poor
treatment that had been given. The Berna
colony had been in the same hive for 1 8 years

;

and when put into a large hive it developed
wonderfully. The only task we had was
simply to breed from this good stock, which,
without exception, was the brown bee (black

bee it is called in America) , and to avoid any
mixture of bad foreign blood. As may be
readily understood, the constancy of those
bees was exceedingly great; they were of a
very fixed type, hence the excellent results

with no great or long-continued effort. I

have often, since, bred between parents—al-

so brother and sister—with good success.
The pure black or brown bee is very gentle,
while a mixture of Italian blood produces
veritable little devils.

" The qualities of our native bee, if pure,
are indeed excellent. Thanks to their lon-

gevity, they cease brood-rearing in August,
and then winter well (of course always in

the open air) . In spring they begin brood-
rearing late (March), but then breed so in-

tensely that they are in full height of popu-
lation by the first part of May. The early
cessation of breeding leaves a good stock of

pollen in the hives, and this favors quick de-
velopment in spring. In the beginning of

my bee-career I possessed Italian hybrids.
I was glad and proud to see as late as Octo-
ber those great brood-nests; but when spring
came they were in a pitiful state; they had
no pollen, and little honey or sugar syru

&and came into fullest development only
when the harvest was over.

"A good queen works at her best for three
years, and is then superseded in her fourth
year. She then remains in the hive with
her daughter till she dies. My good old Sig-

run was superseded in June of her third year,
and lived together with her daughter till May
of the fourth year. Her daughter is now
four years old, has still a very good brood-
nest, but is now going to be superseded.
Last year it was the same with my Made,
which (four years old) worked as well as a

young queen, and was superseded early in

July. She lived only eight or ten days with
her daughter and then died.
"The brood-chamber of our hives is about

12 inches in width, 15 in height, and 14 to 17
in length. The capacity is, therefore, 1.5 to

1.8 cubic feet.

"You are right, that in Switzerland we
produce very little comb honey, and that it

would, perhaps, make some difference if we
should run for comb honey. The chief point
is that which you have mentioned; bees that
do not swarm give, of course, far more hon-
ey than those given to swarming.

" As to the Carniolans, I must say that it is

quite a different strain from the blacks, and
that because the Carniolan flora is totally dif-

ferent from ours. There in autumn they have
great areas of Erica (heather)

,
giving a very

good crop—one may say the chief crop; there-
fore swarms coming in May or June are eas-
ily strong enough for the Erica harvest.
"Last year I sent a number of queens to

American bee-keepers, and should indeed
like to know the results of this year. At all

events it would be a test of our Swiss bees
in America. I have sent a great number of

queens into all parts of Germany, and a great
many of them proved extraordinarily good.
A queen I sent to Bohemia furnished 35 kil-

ograms of honey, while the average of other
colonies was but 6 kilograms.

"If this stock is to be introduced, the ef-

fort should be to keep it pure by mating in

remote places with black drones. It is quite
possible that the long voyage across the ocean
may have a bad effect, but the offspring
would hold good. The offspring, however,
should be purely mated."
With sucn a number of mating-stations in

Switzerland where pure mating may safely

be counted on, it may seem to Dr. Bruennich
an easy thing in a country the size of ours to

find places tor pure mating in still greater
abundance. Switzerland is not a third as large

as Illinois; but who knows a spot in all of Illi-

nois where queens could be mated without
interference from surrounding drones?

It is to be hoped that those who have tried

these Swiss bees in this country will report
as to results. Of course, as Dr. Bruennich
says, a queen which has crossed the Atlantic

may not be expected to do her best work;
but her royal offspring should be as good as
though no such journey had been made; and
as to these, we should have reports. The
great trouble, however, is as to pure mating.
Even although well satisfied of the superi-

ority of Itahans over blacks, the Swiss blacks
may be quite different from the blacks we
have had. And whether we have interest in

blacks of any kind, there is plenty of room
for improvement of Italians; and as to this

we may learn much from our Swiss brethren.
Marengo, 111.

[If there are any of our readers who have
this Bruennich stock of blacks in this coun-
try we should be pleased to get reports of

what they are doing. Possibly our climatic

conditions would render even this strain of

blacks undesirable.—En.l
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Fitj. 1.—A.handy seat and tool-box for bee-yard wor

SPECIAL HIVE-STOOLS FOR ALL-DAY
WORK IN THE BEE-YARD.

How the Roots Pack Their Bees for Out-
door Wintering.

BY E. R. ROOT.

In our Oct. loth issue, page 635, we prom-
ised to show a scheme for working over
hives, using in connection a special seat and
tool-box. Where one is working over bees
day after day, something
of this kind is a great
convenience. In the se-

ries of illustrations that
were given, page 634 and
635, Oct. 15, we showed
how one could use the
cover-board for a seat;

but for all-day work this

is not as handy or as de-
sirable as the special
tool-box.

The above illustration

shows what we have
used, off and on, in our
bee-yard for nearly thir-

ty years. It was shown
in one of the early edi-
tions of our A B C of Bee
Culture, but was drop-
ped out because we
thought it of hardly suf-
ficient importance to oc-
cupy space in that work.
During all the years that
have intervened, our
apiarists have seemed to
find it very handy. Both
Mr. Bain and .Mr. Pritch-
ard consider it almost
indispensable; so if you
come to any one of our
yards you will find the
men carrying one around
as they go^ among the

hives. The top is

made of y& lumber,
having two oblong
holes in the center
to provide a handle
by which to carry
the box. The legs
are also of %, while
the sides, ends, and
bottom are of y%.

The compartment
in the side, reached
by the oval hole, is

very handy for hold-
ing broken section
pieces for record
work, and other
small articles, while
the two compart-
ments on each end
usually hold the
smoker fuel, hive-
tools, hammer, bee-
brush, queen-cages,
and other articles of

like nature. The smoker has a hook on the
bellows so that it can be carried in the man-
ner shown. With this whole outfit one has
practically all tools that he will need, in-

cluding the smoker fuel for a day's work.
The exact dimensions of the seat are not

important. The one we use is 13 inches
high by 22 long, outside measurement.

EXAMINING COLONIES PREPARATORY TO THEIR
FINAL WINTER SLEEP.

To understand fully the value of a tool or

6.—Examininst the frames to determine whether there are sufficient
stores for winter.
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appliance it is necessary to see it in actual

use; so let us go out into the bee-yard, where
we find Mr. Bain going over the apiary for

the last time to see if the colonies have suf-

ficient stores, and whether the brood-nests
are contracted down to the proper capacity.

We find him sitting on one or these hive-

stools, as shown in Fig. 2, about to raise the
cover from one of the double- walled chaff

hives. Under the cover we find a tray made
of }i lumber, 6 inches deep, having a bottom
of burlap, and filled with ordinary planer-
shavings (see Fig. 3) . While chaff is, per-

haps, a little warmer, we use enough more
of the shavings to make up for the dif-

ference. You will observe that this tray has
the same length and width as the hive itself.

The burlap bottom is nailed on without
stretching the material, so as to leave plenty
of sag. The apiarist lifts off the tray, and
under it we find a super-cover, with tin

binding for the ends to prevent warping.
This is sealed down with propolis all around,
making a hermetic sealing, or what we call

a sealed cover. With the smoker in the
right hand and the hive-tool, which he
takes out of the box, in the left, Mr. Bain
(see Fig. 4) pries up the cover, blows a Utile

smoke in at the gap so made, removes the
cover, and stations the same conveniently
near. On opening the hive (see Fig. 6) he
discovers that the combs are not filled as
full as they might be, and therefore it will

be necessary to give them another feed. He
removes the frames that contain the least

Fig. 2.—We pieler a deep telescoping cov-
er to set over the packing-trays for our

outdoor-wintered colonies.

stores, and slips in a Doolittle divi-

sion-board feeder, and closes u])

the hive for the time being. Later
in the day he comes back with a

syrup-can, which is nothing more
nor less than an ordinary watering-
pot with the rose taken off, and
pours in the feed (see Fig. 5). At
a later time he removes the divi-

sion-board feeder and puts in a chaff

Doolittle division-board feeder.

division-board on the outside, crowding the
two frames just outside the feeder up next
against the other frames.

In this way he goes over hive after hive;
and as most of the colonies will probably re-
quire no more feeding, he puts back the
super-cover for final sealing, adjusts the
tray with its planer-sliavings so as to align
with the hive, taking care that, in doing so,

he does not disarrange the super-cover be-
neath in such a way as to leave a gap for the
escape of moisture up through the burlap
on the bottom of the tray. In a few cases
the super-covers have been found displaced
in the spring, and in every instance the
packing material has been found to be quite
wet—particularly so over the place where
the gap was made by the super-cover being
pushed over to one side.

If the reader will turn to the editorial de-
partment he will see fuller particulars as to

how we feed our bees for winter. The il-

lustrations show how we pack our
bees for outdoor wintering, using
sealed covers.
Another feature to which wc

would call especial attention is the
use of the contracted entrance-
cleat. Our ordinary chaff-hive en-
trances are 12 inches long for the
eight-frame hive, by J^ deep. A J-i

cleat of wood with a slot on one
side, 6 inches by Vs, is pushed in

the entrance, reducing the opening

Fig. 3.—Our top packing consists of
shavings.

a tray filled with planer-
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be sure that it faces the opposite
direction from the entrance of the
lower body.
Under the conditions named

above, all the old and flying bees
will come out and go back to the
lower hive, leaving only young
bees on the two frames with the
queen above. As a rule, these
young bees will accept any thing
in four or five days, and in this

Fig. 4.—The .super-cover is made of three-
eitrhths lumber, tin-bound at the ends.
Tills shou'd be sealed down by the bees
to insure trood winterintr at Medina, and
covered with the tray shown in Fig. 3.

to the space allowed by the slot on
one side of the contracting cleat.

This contraction we regard as very
important. If the entrance is left

like the one shown in Fig. 6 all win-
ter, one is likely to find considera-
ble loss of bees before spring.
While it is absolutely essential that

the bees have an entrance, it must
be adapted to the size of the colony,
eighths by six inches is ample for an eight-

frame colony of good size. If it occupies
only about four or five frames we reduce the
width of the opening to about four inches;

but it is our rule to have all our colonies
strong before they go into winter quarters.

All nuclei and weak colonies are put in the
cellar, or doubled up to make one good
strong colony if they are to be wintered out-

doors.

Fitr. 5.—Manner of pouring in feed from a common watering-pot
into a Doolittle division-board feeder.

Three-

SURE WAY OF INTRODUCING
QUEENS.

Why Queens are Often Balled Soon Aft-

er they Emerge from the Cages.

BY B. F. DOBBS.

When the new queen arrives, go to the
hive to which you wish to introduce her and
take out two combs of sealed or hatching
brood, being sure not to get the old queen.
In their places put full sheets of foundation,
then over the brood-chamber put a sheet of

wire cloth, and set an empty hive-body on
top. In this empty hive-body over the brood-
chamber put the two combs of sealed brood
with the live bees on them, and between the
two combs put the caged queen. Make the
entrance of the upper oody just large enough
so that one bee can come out at a time, and

time the queen will have been released.
She should be left in the upper hive until

she is laying, which will probably be by the
end of the four or five days.

When the queen is laying in the upper
body, set this hive aside temporarilv, remov-
ing the old queen from the lower hive; then,

without putting the wire cloth back, set the
upper hive on the lower one again. In 24
hours the queen will be found laying in the
lower hive, or at least the two frames in the
upper one will be covered with bees, so that

the two frames of foundation can be remov-
ed from the lower hive and these two upper
frames put back. If the queen is found in

this upper hive on the two frames, do not
touch her, but slip the two combs out and
put in the lower hive as quietly as possible,

and leave the colony alone for a few days.

The reason that so many queens are killed

is that there are so many old bees in the hive
at the time; and the queen, when she comes
out from the cage, needs exercise, and goes
over the c^mbs so fast that these old bees
catch her and ball her until they smother her
to death. By the plan above outlined, the
queen has a chance to get her exercise on
the upper combs where there are but few
bees; and when the bees of the hive below
find the queen in the upper hive laying they
never ball her, for she is heavy with eggs,

and is conducting herself as a queen should.
By this plan, moreover, the new queen is

introduced before the old one is removed.
Flora, 111.
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ALBERT J. KING.

Sketch of the Life of one of the Pioneer
American Dee-keepers.

BY \V. A. PRYAL.

Among the names that shine brightly in

the small galaxy of pioneer bee-keepers,

none are more luminous than those of the

King brothers— Nelson H., Homer A., and
.\lbert J. King. The first mentioned was
long the bee-man of the trio; in fact, he
tended the bees on the old family home-
stead, and yet little was known of him, as

Homer was the active, energetic personage
of the firm. However, I shall devote this

sketch only to the last mentioned of these

three brothers.
The coming of Langstroth's movable-frame

hive and his imperishable work on the honey-
bee and its management opened the gates to

the great bee-world that lay practically hid-

den up to that time. Perhaps the secret that

Langstroth unfolded would not long have re-

mained such, for there were other Americans
delving into the mysteries of bee-keeping;
and it is no more than justice to Yankee in-

genuity to say that their united labors would
soon have perfected the movable frame,
which had at some time previous to our great
apiarian inventor's completion of the mova-
ble frame, as we now know it, been in use
in rather crude form in portions of Europe,
as is well known. But, nevertheless, our
Langstroth was the first to perfect it, and to

him justly belongs the credit. But the work
of this remarkable apiarian inventor was
augmented very soon afterward, or almost
contemporaneously, by such men as Moses
Quinby, John S. Harbison, Homer A. King,
and several others. It has been contended
that some of the improvements brought out
by these men were infringements on the
Langstroth patents; but of this I know not,

nor IS it my province to enter into a contro-
versy that has long since been dead. It was
unfortunate that, in the latter sixties and
early seventies, there was some litigation

over the matter that was costly and unprof-
itable to all parties concerned, if I am not
mistaken.
Albert J. King was a schoolteacher; but

during spare hours he helped his brothers
in their home apiary at Nevada, Ohio.* It

* The above brintrs vividly to mind something that I

believe is not mentioned in the preface to our A B C of
Bee Culture. After catchinmhe truant swarm of bees
and locating them in the window of our factory, as I

have described. I ran across a copy of H. A. Kinjr's
" Bee-keeper's Textbook." As Nevada, Ohio, isonlya
short distance from Medina I made a trip to visit the
factor>' where H. A. King was at that time 'about 1865i

manufacturinK his " American " bee-hive. The facto-
ry was a sort of covered shed; but there were already
enouch orders for his new standard hives so that I

saw ifreat piles of beautiful smooth boards accurately
cut out. and men encrayed in nailint; them together.
There was a wheel in one side of the hive that could
be turned in different directions so as to facilitate arti-
ficial swarming. I had quite a little talk with Mr.
Kintr. and was so much taken up with the American
hive that I purchased the patent right for Medina Co.
Soon after I arrived home I set about making hives. I

think the only power we then had was a windmill. In

ALBERT J. KING.

One of the old bee-journal editors of 35 years ago.

was thus, through his association with his

brothers, that, a generation ago, he was one
of the best-known instructors in apiculture

a little time, however, the irregularity of the wind
when it was most wanted annoyed us so much that a
Bookwalter steam-engine was installed. As the Amer-
ican hives required a good many very wide boards, I

hired a team and went to all the sawmills round about
Medina to find some wide seasoned lumber. Our
boys are preparing to give a picture of the old sawmill
where I found my first boards wide enough to make
bee-hives. These boards were poplar, or whitewood.
They annoyed me so much, however, by warping and
shrinking that our next installment was made of pine.

During that period I read " The Bee-keeper's Text-
book " over and over, and greedily devoured every
word, advertisements and all, in King's periodical. A
little later on I got Mr. Langstroth's book; but it was
not until I had gotten an apiary pretty well started
with nothing but American hives that I changed over
to the Langstroth hive and Langstroth frame.
In my early articles for the American Bee Journal,

which I persuaded Samuel Wagner to recommence
(for it was slopped during the wari , I wrote up the ad-
vantages of the American hive; and I must confess
even now that friend King embodied in that hive some
very desirable features. I soon learned, however,
through the American Bee Journal, that by far the
largest number of hives in use by the successful and
progressive bee-keepers were of the Langstroth pat-
tern, and finally went to work and transferred all of
my apiary into Langstroth hives, cutting out the
combs and fitting them, as best I could, into Lang-
stroth frames. I afterward met one of the King broth-
ers out in the desert in Arizona, and had quite a visit

with him. Like many other bee keepers, friend King
was a good deal given to changing from one thing to
another. At the time I first went to Nevada, aside
from bee culture he was greatly taken up with some
new invention that was going to " revolutionize

"

steam-engines. Mr. King got off on to something
else, and let his journal go down; and as I look back
it seems to me there were only a few who stuck to

bees and bee culture, day and night, winter and sum-
mer, through a long series of years, as did your old
friend A. I. Root.
By the way, it just occurs to me that friend King has

the credit of establishing one of the first manufacto-
ries, if not the very first, devoted to making bee-hives
and nothina else.—A. I. R.
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in this country. He was born March 14, 1836,

and is now, in his 74th year, one of the grand
old men of the bee-keeping fraternity. In

his early life, while he was a teacher, he was
initiated into the mysteries of bee-keeping
by his brother Nelson. He assisted his

brothers in getting out their "Hints to Bee-
keepers," and also "The Bee-keeper's Text-

book." The former had a sale of 35,000

copies, while the latter ran up to over 55,000,

and had the largest sale of any bee-book up
to the advent of "The A B C of Bee Cul-

ture." The last edition of the book was
revised and brought out by the subject of

this sketch in 1878, at which time he was
editing The Bee-keeper's Magazine in New
York.
While in New York, Mr. King demonstrat-

ed that it was entirely practicable to keep
bees successfully in a big city right on the
top of tall buildings. He was not only able

to care for an increasing nnmber of colonies,

but he made them pay, for he produced
much honey of good quality, and reared
queens for his own use and for sale. He
had 40 colonies on the top of the American
Express Company's building, 35 on the Five
Points Mission building, and 100 colonies on
the roof of the building where his office was
located.
Before going to New York, or about 1870,

he was engaged with his brothers in Ohio in

publishing The Bee-keeper's Journal and Ag-
ricultural Repository. If I remember correct-

ly, it was about this time that Mrs. Ellen S.

Tupper, who was probably the most gifted

and at times, perhaps, the most erratic

Biediger's method of preparintj hive-bodies for the
purpose of fumigating to kill wax-worms. See

Bee-keeping in the Southwest, this issua.

Hives covered with a large wet cloth for confining the
fumes of carbon bisulphide to kill wax-moths.
See Bee-keeping in the Southwest, this issue.

woman to devote her talent to apiculture,
wrote for the bee-papers, and was a regular
contributor to the King publications. With
his brother Homer, Mr. King bought the
National Agriculturist, and changed the name
to the National Agriculturist and Bee Journal.
In the fall of 1872 the first number of The
Bee-keeper's Magazine appeared, and was
published monthly therearter for some fif-

teen years, I believe. It was a nicely gotten-
up magazine, was well edited, and had quite
an array of able contributors, some of whom
are still living.

In the middle 80's Mr. King sold his inter-

est in the apiarian-supply business, also the
magazine and his several roof-apiaries. The
larger apiary was bought by the Casanova
Bros., who moved it to Cuba, where it was
increased to 800 colonies by the superintend-
ent, Mr. A. W. Osborn, a warm personal
friend of Mr. King. Receiving a flattering

offer from Glenn Bros., of Cuba, we next
find Mr. King superintending their apiaries

at Puerto Principe and vicinity. Previous
to this time he had been sending Italian

stock and supplies to Cuba. Returning to

the United States in 1890, he was for a time
located near Phoenix, Arizona, and in 1897
he moved to San Diego, where he now re-

sides. In all those years he has been, in

some manner or other, connected with bee-
keeping, having as many as 600 colonies to

look after some seasons.
Oakland, Cal.
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MARKETING CANDIED HONEY.

Temporary Storage -box for Candied
Honey, which May be Taken Apart

when the Honey is Candied.

HY JAMES ALLAN,
Pres. Soutliland Bce-keepcrs ' Association.

It is disappointing to me that the plan of

cutting candied honey and wrapping it in

parchment has made so little progress among
the progressive bee-keepers of the States.

Here in New Zealand I am looking forward
to a time when the bulk of our honey will go
on to the market in '2 -lb. pats, double wrap-
ped in parchment. For the past two seasons
this is the way I have placed my own crop on
the market, with results ex-

tremely satisfactory.

With your permission I will

describe to your readers my
system of handling it. My
honey is run from a four-frame
automatic reversible extractor
through a strainer into a small
honey-tank capable of holding
850 lbs. From this tank, as the
room is required, it is run into

Allan honey-boxes, and imme-
diately stored to granulate.
These boxes are made from
our New Zealand white pine, a
soft wood (commonly used here
for sending our butter to the
London market). They are
made from inch boards, the fol-

lowing being the inside measure-
ments of the boxes: Length, 25
in.; depth, 9>2; width, 9. The
ends are let into the sides '4^

in.; and both ends and sides
are let into the bottom 'X inch.

The sides are bored by the mak-
er, and come to me in the flat

ready to put together with
screws. In the sides of the box
at every 3>^ inches a saw-cut is

put ,V inch deep; and when the
box is put together and filled

with honey, tin slides are in-

serted at these saw-cuts, thus
dividing the honey into 8 divi-

sions, each 9x9'4X3's inches.
When the honey has granulated
firm enough the box is un-
screwed on a table, and the oblong of honey
is turned out on the table, 25X9>^X9. With
a strong knife inserted beside each slide, it

is divided into slices of the size given above,
viz., 3>^X9'^X9. The next thing is to deal
with these slices so as to cut ea^ii one into

25 pats, each 3
' s X 1 J X 1 \ . For this purpose

I use the Allan honey-cutter.
The sketch will give some idea of it. The

sole-plate is 18 in. oy 3/^x2. The sides are
9x9, and have 4 saw-cuts to allow the cut-

ting wire to pass through. It is made fast to

a table by two screws through the sole-plate.
Into this cutter aslice of honey is placed, and
cut first one way and then reversed and cut
across, when, if the cutter is accurately made.

each piece or pat should measure exactly
3'/i^xl:fXl)',, and weigh exactly >^ lb. These
pats are then wrapped in water-white parch-
ment, the first one being plain, the second
having the brand and description printed on
it.

Usually about June 1 (December 1 with
you) we begin to cut our season's crop. I

find it economizes time to have four workers
at the job—one unscrewing boxes and pack-
ing away the wrapped honey; one cutting
and two wrapping, working so we can easi-

ly dispose of a 100-lb. box every yi hour, mak-
ing it into 200 K-lbs. of honey neatly wrap-
ped and repacked for sale; or in a day of 8
hours 1600 lbs. can be cut, wrapped, and re-

packed, making 3200 >^-lb. pats. Of course,

i A NEW ZEALAND WAY OF CUTTING UP CANDIED HONEY.
The honey is run directly into the divided storage-boxes from the

extractor; and after it is candied the box is taken apart and the slabs
separated by a knife pushed down close to each tin division. Each
slab is then cut up into small " pats," with wire in the manner shown.

quicker work could be done, but that is our
regular working pace.
The cost of this operation—ifwe divide the

cost of the boxes over, say, five years (and
if taken care of they will last much longer)

,

will be, for box and paper, about '^ of a pen-
ny i'/z cent) per lb. The wages, each one
can reckon for himself. The only further
cost is the box into which they are packed
for the market. I use one holding 24 lbs.,

costing 12 cents.

Now I have only to give you the result.

On the open market, honey with us varies
from 3K to 4 pence in bulk (in 60-lb. tins).

The very finest clover can rarely make 4J4
pence, except in small quantities. Season
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before last I cut about 4 tons, and sent it to

a produce agent in Dunedin (100 miles away)

.

I got account sales, which, after deducting 5

per cent commission, railage, etc., gave me
net 6 pence per lb. Some of this consign-

ment was a few boxes just kept in store all

summer, and kept its shape and appearance
perfectly. This season I was changing my
home; and to suit my own convenience I sold

3 tons in one hive at 5 '4 pence net. To put

it short, the increased value is 50 per cent,

and a readier sale at that.

Wyndham, Southland, New Zealand.

HOW FAR DO BEES FLY FOR HONEY?

The Amount of Honey in the Combs has a
Bearing on the Energy with

Which the Bees Work.

BY C. W, DAYTON.

In 1894 I had about 40 colonies of pretty

good Italians in an apiary, together with
about 175 colonies of mixed stock. The bees
of nearly every Italian colony brought honey
from a distance of iyi to 5 miles, and filled

one or two comb-honey supers. There was
no chance for mistake, for, immediately ad-

joining the apiary, in the direction oi the

orange - groves, were alkali patches about
two miles in width. After this was about a

mile of alfalfa that was pastured short, and
then at least a mile of vegetable-gardens.
After these gardens there began to be occa-

sional half-dozen orange-trees in the door-

yards for a distance of another mile, before
the orange-groves became general. A mile

and a half from the apiary I could hear the
roar of the bees overhead, and near the
orange-groves I could seen them flying

toward home. They flew slowly, because
there was a coast wind that hindered them
to such an extent that they would often alight

on my clothes to rest as I drove along. These
bees were decidedly yellow. There were no
other bees that I know of, but these bees of

the golden-yellow variety. Why bees do not
always search the country over for that dis-

tance from the apiary, I can not tell.

Running east from our place here is a road
which is nearly parallel with the Santa Moni-
ca range of mountains for about sixteen
miles. The road is about a mile from the
foot hills, and these foot hills are pastured,

so the apiaries are located about a mile fur-

ther up in the canyons. This makes a distance

about two miles from the road. Down the
slope from the road is the Los Angeles River,

along which there are plenty of willows.
When the willows are blooming in the

spring I often see large numbers of bees
crossing the road going back and forth from
the apiaries from these willows three miles
away. These bees are the ordinary Califor-

nia bees. The land between the apiaries
and the willows is always stubble or plowed,
there being no trees or growing plants what-
ever, and only one house in the whole six-

teen miles. There is an almost constant
coast wind which blows the scent of the wil-

lows in a direction away from the apiaries.

It would seem to me that it would require a
very close search on the part of the bees be-
fore they could find the willows. Consider-
ing the naked fields and the adverse winds,
if there were any enticement to lead them
they ought to go two miles further. I believe
it requires some incentive to make bees
work. Bees are not much more inclined to

gather honey when they are not in immedi-
ate need of it than they are to rear a nice row
of queen-cells when they already have a
young thrifty queen.

Last spring, other bee-keepers obtained
supers of new honey earlier than I did. There
had been a great deal of starvation reported
before the new honey came. Last year was
an off one for honey, so I gave the bees al-

most no attention; but in February and March
I was a little afraid they might be starving,

so about ten days before I expected the new
honey-flow to start I began to clear the combs,
with the extractor, of the odds and ends of

old honey that might be found. Instead of

odds and ends, however, I found the combs
in nearly every super, and nearly all the
brood-combs, solidly sealed with dark inferi-

or honey. Some of this I extracted ; but from
about a hundred supers I cut out the combs
and let the bees build new ones from the

starter of the old comb which the knife had
left along the top-bars. The strange thing
about it was that I extracted the first new
honey from the colonies which had been com-
pelled to build new combs in their supers.

Later, however, when the bees were in the
notion of swarming they left these frames,
practically, or drew the combs only in a scanty
way.
When I got the supers empty there was

about two tons of poor-grade honey in the
tanks that I actually wished was running in

a stream down the canyon; yet the lower
stories were so full that many colonies did

not have more than one comb space for the

rearing of brood. It must be that no work
and no worry prolonged the lives of the old

bees which were reared the year before, as

the swarms seemed to be of the customary
size; but the hives they came from did not
have a pint of bees left behind to keep things

going. The swarms would often pile up to-

gether and wait for days with no queen to

hold them. Most of the time when they
broke cluster on account of the queen not

being with them they scattered throughout
the whole apiary instead of returning to their

own hive which they came from. I was lucky
in having about 75 four-frame nuclei which
were formed for an emergency, and these

were transferred into the deserted hives,

making the best honey-gathering colonies

for the honey harvest, since the honey-flow
did not start as soon as we calculated, some
apiaries being nearly starved. It seems to

be the safest to have enough honey to last,

but not muc'.. left over to darken the new
crop.
Chatsworth, Cal.
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THE ORANGE-TREE A PROFUSE YIELD-
ER OF NECTAR.

orange honey should have a good demand.
The very name is enough to command a good
market.

—

Ed.]

BY R. POWELL.

The article by W. A. Pryal, page 236, April
15, on orange-trees and orange honey, inter-

ested me. Mr. Pryal gives a good many
facts, but he is not familiar with the orange
honey in Southern California. The trees
blossom freely for six weeks, beginning about
March 15, and continue through April. Dur-
ing that time of the year the weather is usu-
ally fine, with the exception of a few days
when there is some fog in the mornings.
There is no tree nor plant that yields honey
so freely and surely as the orange, basswood
not excepted. I kept bees in the basswood
belt of Wisconsin for twenty years, and I

have been here in this locality for fifteen

years. There is scarcely a day while the
trees are in bloom but that the branches can
be shaken so as to wet with nectar the ground
under the tree. The orange-pickers are al-

ways wet all day while they are at work; in

fact, teams that are cultivating have to be
washed after the day's work is done.

I get a yield of from 60 to 120 pounds of

orange honey to the colony, spring count,
every year. The honey is fine, and is strict-

ly pure orange. It is the easiest honey to

get pure from one source of which I have
any knowledge. As is customary at this time
of the year, one can buy orange honey by
the carload.
One objection to keeping bees in the

orange-belt is that the honey is very thin
when first gathered, and this makes the bees
swarm too much. The nectar comes so easi-

ly that the bees are not in shape to gather it

if they are kept on the California plan.

HOW MICE SOMETIMES GET INTO EMPTY HON-
EY-CANS.

Bee-keepers with out-apiaries in the West
often carry their supply of water in their
empty honey-cans; anci when all of the water
is used the screw caps are left off so that the
cans may dry out. Mice in quest of water
will some times jump into these cans for a
drink, and the next morning the bee-man
fills the can with honey without knowing
about the mouse.

Riverside, Cal.

[If nectar is secreted so profusely as to wet
down the orange-pickers and the horses that
cultivate under the trees, it would seem that
a sufficient number of colonies of bees should
be put in the locality to take care of this

sweetness that is going to waste. Why can't
that be done? and if it can be, why isn't it

done?
The reports from Florida and other parts

of California have indicated that the orange
is a scant yielder of nectar.

Friend PoweH's statementsare interesting;
and if orange-blossom nectar is secreted m
other localities as freely as this, we should
be glad to get reports of it. A strictly pure

THE EVAPORATION OF WATER FROM
NECTAR.

Some Interesting Observations.

BY F. W. HALL.

Many times I have noticed the jets of pure
water thrown off in some way by the bees
during a heavy honey-flow, as referred to
by Dr. Bruennich, page 397, July 1. I have
often tasted these drops, and never could de-
tect any sweet, so concluded that the bees
had some way of withdrawing this water
from the nectar other than by evaporating it

inside the hive. The article, therefore, by
Dr. Bruennich, is very interesting to me.

I have kept a colony (about the average
of the yard) on the scales from May until Oc-
tober since the year 1898; and during the first

few years I weighed the colony three times
a day—early in the morning, at noon, and at
night. The table of these weights was given
in Gleanings, page 542, June 1, 1904. I no-
ticed at the time that the weights in the
morning were from ; s to Yz pound lighter
than the weight the evening before, when
the gain had been from six to ten pounds
the previous day. At this slow rate of evap-
oration it would take a long time to ripen
honey. When I shake the bees off the combs,
very little honey will be thrown out after
two days, even when a gain of ten pounds is

being made per day. Whenever I find that
the honey splashes out of the combs when I

shake the bees off, I wait a few days before
shaking off the rest of the bees. After two
days' time the honey will not splash out as
above stated.

During the ten years that I have kept the
record of the weights I have found that there
are many periods of four or five days' dura-
tion, right in the midst of a good honey-flow,
when, on account of bad weather, the bees
are not able to gather honey. The decrease
in the weights in such periods is very slight
—proving, without a doubt, that no such
amount as four-fifths of the water had
been taken into the hive by the bees, although
the nectar had originally contained from 80
to to per cent of water. Either the nectar
contains much less water than is generally
supposed, or the bees have some way of get-
ting rid of most of it before they reach the
hives.
On June 20 of this year the first gain was

made, and on July 3 it ended with a total in-

crease in weight of 40>i pounds. For nine
days after July 3 it rained so much that there
was practically nothing to do; and yet after
the nine days there was a loss of only 12
ounces. In spite of this, after the nine days
the honey was so thick that no amount of
shaking of the combs would cause it to splash
out of the cells.

Storm Lake, Iowa.
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Heads of Grain
From Different Fields

BEES CARRY AN EGG THROUGH AN EXCLUDER AND THEN
START A CELL IN A SUPER.

I think I have positive evidence that bees carry eggs
to the near or remote parts of the hive. Last May I

placed on hive No. 10 a Danzenbaker hive-body, with
full combs, above the queen-excluding board. Later I

raised this body and placed a comb-honey super be-
tween it and the hive proper, leaving the queen-
excluding board on top of the brood-chamber. A few
days later I removed the Danzenbaker hive-body, now
on top of the honey-super, for the purpose of extract-
ing. To my surprise I found a ripe queen-cell on the
middle frame. There were no other eggs nor was
there any brood on this frame nor on any of the other
frames, all being fully supplied with honey capped.
Now, this hive-body which I thus used as an extract-

ing-super above a queen-excluding board, and upon
which the ripe queen-cell was found, had stood in the
honey-house all winter, and was taken directly there-
from to hive No. 10. I do not think it reasonable that
the queen found her way through the excluding-
board, deposited this one egg, and then returned to
the hive-body through the excluder. I can draw but
one conclusion—the egg was carried up into the super
by the bees.
Iowa Falls, la., Oct. 11. T. F. RiGG.

[In our back volumes a number of instances were
given showing that, under some conditions, bees do
unquestionably move eggs from one part of the hive to
another; but so far as we know they never do this ex-
cept to supply a queen-cell.
One or two cases were given where it appeared that

hopelessly queenless colonies somehow purloined an
egg from some neighboring hive. No one saw a bee
carry the egg from one hive to the other; but the
queen reared in one of the hives was of a different
race from that in the hive.—Ed.]

HOW FAR WILL BEES FLY FOR HONEY?
I have a lot of basswood on my place, a good deal of

it being old bush, and some of it large second growth.
I seldom see any of my bees on this, but there are
many wild honey-bees of different kinds. I live some
three miles from the heavy bush to the south, and two
and a half miles from the one at the north. Now, dur-
ing the first ten days of the basswood flow last year
we had a south wind nearly all the time, and I suppose
that ninety-nine out of every hundred bees came from
the south. A hive on the scales during this time
showed a gain of from 10 to 17M lbs. I believe that the
scent has more to do with the flight of bees than any
thing else. The first day that the wind blew from the
north I could see bees passing me, traveling north. I

followed them for at least two miles, when I had to
turn off the road. The basswood bush was still half a
mile beyond. When I reached home I found very few
bees coming from the south.

milkweed NOT HARD ON BEES.
Some time ago some one spoke about milkweed be-

ing hard on the bees; but it can not be the same as the
milkweed we have here, which some call cottonweed.
I have about one acre of this. It yields very heavily,
and the bees are on it from early morning until dark.
I have seen as many as five or six bees on one bunch
of the blossoms, and there are often from four to six or
even S3ven bunches on one plant. The bees seem to
leave every thing else for it. They do not work on
clover anywhere near the milkweed. The bees are
often so thick on the milkweed that no,one will walk
through it. Of course, one acre is not enough to make
any great difference in the honey yield from my fifty
colonies.
Donaldson, Ont. Charles Blake.

SPLINTS MADE FROM CANE FXSH-POLES.
Seeing a good many complaints from bee-keepers

about bees gnawing splints out of brood-comb I am
constrained to give my way of making splints that are
absolutely ungnawable.
Take your fish-pole of last season (the kind com-

monly called cane-pole, that grows in any swamp
south of the Mason and Dixon line, and which can be
bought for ten cents in any place), and saw it into the
desired lengths, not using the joints. These lengthscan
be split up into as small pieces as desired. They split

like ribbon, are 'as hard as iron, and very stiff and
springy. The cane is so hard that it will turn the edge
of an ordinary pocket-knife should one undertake to
whittle it like wood. It won't whittle, but will split in
any desired size. Boil them in wax, as Dr. Miller ad-
vises, and lay them on the foundation while hot. The
best instrument with which to handle the hot splints is
a pair of dental tweezers, as they are longer and more
pointed than the ordinary kind.
Grand Junction, Col., Sept. 21. R. D. Tait.

[We are quite sure that cane would be a good substi-
tute for sawed soft-wood splints. Strips of cane such
as are used in making chair-bottoms have already
been suggested. We doubt whether splints could be
produced very cheaply from fish-poles, on account of
the great amount of labor involved; but, at the same
time, this idea offers an opportunity for any one to try
the material, and report.

—

Ed.]

A STRONG COLONY ABSORBS THE BEES OF A WEAKER
ONE.

Summer before last I took three colonies of bees to
the farm and put them in an attic where there was al-
ready a very strong colony. After a time I noticed
that the three new colonies were very weak in bees,
although the hives contained plenty of stores. These
three kept getting weaker, while the original hive, a
Jumbo, got so populous that the bees loafed on the out-
side and along the floor. Finally, it dawned on me
that the bees all coming in together got acquainted on
the window-sill; and as they all flew in and out the
same window, the window-sill was then the alighting-
board instead of the front boards of the hives. I learn-
ed from this, that if I wished to keep colonies inside I

must provide a separate exit for each one.
Carthage, Mo. Benj. C. Auten.
[Your experience is not unusual. Where two or

three colonies are put with entrances close together,
and one is very much stronger than the others, the
strongest one is apt to draw from the weaker. The
reason for this is that, when the bees are out flying,
the strongest colony will make the strongest demon-
stration. The young bees that are out for a playspell,
not having thoroughly marked their location, will join
the big crowd, and become members of the big colony.
It is, therefore, desirable to have colonies located far
enough apart, with distinguishing objects like small
shrubbery or trees near by so that each hive shall hold
its own bees.
When you placed the three colonies in the attic the

entrances were probably close together, and looked
very much alike. It is not at all strange, then, that you
found the big colony growing stronger and the weak
ones weaker.—Ed.]

HIVES OF CONCRETE.
I take pleasure in handing you herewith a clipping

from a recent issue of a paper called China, Glass, and
Lamps, published at 121 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.
Probably this has already been brought to your no-
tice by your regular clipping bureau; but as I have
not seen any mention of it in Gleanings I thought I

would send it to you.
Whitestone, L. I., Oct. 26. A. LOEHR.
[The clipping referred to is as follows:]
The object aiiioni? others here is to provide a hive of con-

crete or cemeut whose walls are thick enough to exclude heat
or cold, and whose interior will be large enough to receive
any desired form of honej -frames, and which will afford at Its

entrance ventilating means, eleanlng-out means and means
for the passage of the bees into and out of the hive.

[The idea of making a concrete bee-hive has been
made the subject of a number of patents. We never
considered the principle worth any thing, because the
stone hive would chill the bees to death. It might
answer in a hot country; but even there, any thing
like stone or cement would convey the hot rays of the
sun clear through its walls to the cluster. A hive
must be made of some material that is a non-conduct-
or of heat and cold. The ordinary wooden hives are-

much better when made double-walled, the walls filled

with some porous material that will hold air in small
pockets, and at the same time prevent any circula-

tion of air. If, therefore, we go clear to the other
extreme and make a hive of some heat-conducting
material like stone or metal we are doing the very
thing that violates all accepted principles of bee-hive
construction.—Ed.]

brushing RATHER THAN SHAKING OUR FOUL-BROODY
COMBS.

Please accept my thanks for your indorsement of my
method of handling bees infected with foul brood—p.
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558. 1 will take this opportunity to state that in the
future, in case I find a colony infected with foul brood,
I will, before treating as described, shut the hive up at
nifrht, when all the bees are at home, and remove it

beyond the range of the bees of the apiary, and treat
them. By this means none of the bees, either old or
yountr, can crawl into another hive and carry the dis-
ease with them, which I have had them do when
treated in the apiary. Too much caution can not be
exercised when stamping out this ruinous ailment.
Lyons, Kan., Oct. 6. G. Bohrer.

A TIGHT BOX INSIDE A SUPER FOR EXTENSIVE WIN-
TER FEEDING.

The feedpr which I am now using is just the thing
for providing winter stores on a large scale, as 25
pounds of syrup can be given at one time by simply
putting a super under the brood-chamber, the super to
hold the feeder. The illustration shows the construc-
tion of this feeder without further explanation. The
float and the inside of the feeder a recoated with paraf-
fine to prevent leakage. There should be 2 inches
space in the front of the feeder, ^4 inch at the back, K
of an inch on each side, giving plenty of room for the
bees to get around it from the brood-chamber above.

It takes 48 hours in some cases for the bees to take
all the syrup. When it is time to remove the feeders,
the bees may sometimes be found hanging in a cluster
under the brood-frames; but if the brood-chamber is

raised and the bees smoked a little they will go up be-
tween the combs so that the feeder can be removed
and the brood-chamber set back on the bottom-board.
Ardsley-on-Hudson, N. Y. Thomas J. Johnston.

HOW TO REMOVE OLD COMBS FROM FRAMES WITHOUT
SPOILING THE FRAMES.

I make use of a No. 9 boiler, which is just right for
Langstroth frames, two-thirds full of water. When
the water is boiling, I put in from four to eight frames,
or as many as can be covered with the water. I press
these down to the bottom of the boiler with ajouncer
made from a board nearly as wide as the boiler and
from 15 to 20 inches long. I hold the combs under the
boiling water for a few seconds, and the old tough
combs will be loosened. I jounce them up and down
with this wide board until they are melted. Then with
a wire hook I fish out the frames and dump them into

a pot. If care is used, the frames will be nearly clean,
but they can be very quickly scraped with a case-knife
before they cool. This process can be repeated until
there is enough melted comb in the boiler to press.
By the above plan I can do the work of two men and

a boy cutting the combs out in the old way, and do
better work besides. Then if the combs are diseased
the boiling renders the frames safe again.

Colo, Iowa. D. E. Lhommedieu.

HONEY FROM HICKORY LIGHT-COLORED AND OF GOOD
QUALITY.

By looking over my article of Sept. 1 you will see
that the part of it referring to honey-dew was omitted,
although you commented upon it. In reply to this I

will gay I am not mistaken, as I made too many obser-
vations, and ate the crystal drops off the hickory leaves,
and saw thousands of bees gathering It, and even stick-

ing fast to the leaves along about 10 A.M., when the sun
had it well boiled down, and the bees would have to
take a recess until about 3 p.m. when it would begin to

soften up again, and they would work onit until dark.
I only wish that we might have a flow of hickory hon-
ey-dew at the close of each basswood flow in this lo-
cality. It is good enough for me and the bees also.

A SURE CURE FOR BEE-STINGS.

I have discovered a sure cure for bee-stings, and it

is simply alcohol. Get the best proof alcohol, and car-
ry a little vial of it in the vest or shirt pocket; and
when a sting is received, simply remove the cork from
the bottle and place the mouth of it over the wound
after removing the sting, and reverse the bottle and
hold it over the wound for about one minute, and keep
moving it slightly over the wound; then remove and
rub the alcohol into the skin; then apply the bottle
again, and do this three or four times, and the pain is
gone, and it will be but a few minutes before the swell-
ing will also be gone. I have never had any swelling
left after 15 minutes, and the pain is gone almost in-
stantly. Don't be afraid to make a thorough applica-
tion. I will guarantee it in every instance; and aside
from this, there is nothing better for fresh cuts, barb-
wire cuts, or gun-shot wounds.
Hillsboro, Wis., Oct. 10. Elias Fox.
[We don't know how the item concerning honey-dew

was left out of the article when the reference in the
footnote was left in. We are still of the opinion that
honey-dew from hickory trees is dark. We base this
opinion on the numerous reports that have come in.

—

ED.]

A SWARM ISSUES 151 HOURS BEFORE THE FIRST CELL
IS SEALED.

I notice the interesting account, page 547, Sept. 1, in
reference to the occasional issue of a top swarm before
the sealing of any queen-cells. I have a single-frame
observation hive in my bedroom window, which
swarmed July 13. At the time of swarming, there were
only two queen-cells in the hive, and neither of them
was nearly complete. At midnight, July 19, 20, neither
of these cells was sealed; but at 10:30 A.M., July 20, the
more advanced one was sealed. At 10 A.M., July 28,

this cell was still sealed; but at 9 p.m. the same day, the
queen had hatched out. As the swarm issued between
12, noon, and 1 p.m., July 13, you will see that the more
advanced queen-cell was not sealed till at least 151

hours after the departure of the swarm. This is the
longest time that I have ever known (or read) to elapse
between the departure of the swarm and the sealing of
the first queen-cell. I should like to know if any one
else has known of a longer time.
Another curious point in connection with this hive

was that not a single drone had emerged from his cell

up to 10:30 A.M., July 20. The bees are ordinary blacks.
Skibbereen, Ireland, Sept. 20. W. F. WOLFE.

THE FLOUR METHOD OF INTRODUCING A SUCCESS.

I have tried the flour method of introducing queens
a few times without the loss of one. This is my way:
I go to a hive that I wish to requeen, and kill the old
queen. Then I throw flour over all the bees on two or
three frames and on the new queen to be introduced,
and place her at once between the frames that were
floured, and close the hive for at least four days. So
far I have not lost a queen by this method.
At my home yard I have the golden Italians, and at

my out-yard I had the three-banded bees through the
honey season, but I have put some goldens there since.

I find that the goldens do just as well as the three-
banded, at least the strain of goldens I have now.
So far I have been requeening every other year, and

I find it pays well. I have been breeding my own
queens for the last four years, for I find that they are
better than those that come through the mail.
Golden, N. Y., Sept. 28. Emil W. Gutekunst.

CLOTH mittens AS A PROTECTION AGAINST STINGS.

I extract my honey four or five weeks after the hon-
ey-flow, when there is absolutely nothing for the bees
to work on; therefore they are terrible to sting. After
trying several things to protect my hands I use now
the common cloth mittens (not gloves), costing 10 cts.

I get them a little too large for common use. They
are a perfect protection. Being loose they do not
touch the skin; and though at times they have been
literally covered with crazy bees I have not averaged
one sting per hive, and I take off my honey without
escapes. GUSTAVE GROSS.
Hillsboro, Wis., Sept. 20.

[Care must be taken to have the gloves very loose.

Several times we have been severely stung by wear-
ing cotton gloves that were too tight a fit.—ED. J
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root

Beware of false prophets which come to you in
sheep's clothing; but inwardly they are devouring
wolves.—Matt. 7 : 15.

Thou Shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.—Lev. 19 : 18.

I am not going to talk about "false proph-
ets" just now, friends; but I am going to

talk to you about other people who come to

you in sheep's clothing as expressed in our
text; and I want every one of you, if it is a
possible thing, to get the Philadelphia Prac-
tical Farmer for ®ctober 23 and read the de-
partment called the "Experience Pool."
Now, if you have sent already for a speci-
men copy of the above periodical, as I have
advised, do not send again for another sam-
ple, but take a trial subscription. The num-
ber I have mentioned is worth the subscrip-
tion price for a whole year; and when you
read it I think you will agree with me. This
farm paper has in every issue, as I said above,
what is called an "Experience Pool." The
particular pool that has taken such a hold on
me just now is topic 904. This is the way it

reads:

Describe the various frauds, humbugs, and fakes that
swindlers have used to cheat and defraud farmers in
your section.

In response to the above, 25 different peo-
ple, scattered throughout as many different
States, tell their experience with fakes and
humbugs. The first one is a fair sample of
the rest. Three men came into their county
and began canvassing among the farmers to

sell a kitchen cabinet—something to help the
good housewife, etc. One of the first things
these men did was to attend the services in
the various churches. The manager made a
generous contribution to the m.inister's sal-

ary. Now, all this is right and proper, pro-
viding, of course, it is.done because of a love
for humanity, a love for God, and for Chris-
tian people. Well, these three men—no, I

meant to say these wolves in sheep's clothing
—sold a lot of their kitchen cabinets. They
were expert, oily fellows. They were inter-
ested in the homes of the farmers, and in
furnishing something that would be neat and
tidy, and that would lighten the labors of the
housewife. Well, this was a splendid thing
to do, and I do not wonder they made many
sales. Now, after they had gotten the thing
worked up to the right point (those fellows
knew their business, mind you) the manager
went to one of the merchants and explained
to him that they were called off to another
State. He took out a memorandum-book
and showed the names of the people who had
bought cabinets. He tokl his victim that he
had been looking for some good careful man
who had the confidence of the people, and
whom his company would trust, to continue
this business of selling cabinets. He said it

was a confidential deal, and he hoped the
merchant would feel the necessity of keep-
ing it to himself until they had got out of the
way.

After these chaps had raked up the cash

and sold their notes to the banks on what
they had taken, and had left town, this mer-
chant found that the manager had worked
the same game on every other merchant in

town and in that vicinity. The cabinets that
came on were not equal to the sample shown
by the men, who traveled from house to

house, and the place was flooded with cheap
worthless tinware. The people who had
been swindled felt so sore about it that they
got the things out of sight as soon as they
could. Now, the 25 other reports tell some-
thing a good deal in the same hne. Here are
some clippings from them:
A stranger, claiming to represent a telephone com-

pany, was along securing right of way along the farms.
Where damage was likely to be done by the construc-
tion of the line he would give the land-owner one or
two dollars. For this money he secured a receipt.
Now, this receipt later on turned up as a note, and had
to be paid.

A few years ago a young man of my acquaintance
imagined he was sick. He sent to a company at Buffa-
lo, N. Y., $60 of hard-earned money, and he took their
" dope" for six or eight months. Finally he threw their
slop away and got well. I say got well, but I doubt his
ever being sick—just his imagination.

A neighbor, an old and diffident man, but a good
farmer and a zealous Christian, paid 81500 for a State
right to make and sell a certain powder, a panacea for
fruit-trees in the State of Tennessee, to keep away pests
an' to make the trees bear. He never went to Tennes-
see to sell the powder, which, of course, was a perfect
humbug; but he had to sell his farm to raise the $1500,

and he lived a sad and very economical life [until his

death.

A dishonest commission man from the city of B—
heard that my neighbor raised each year great num-
bers of sweet potatoes, so he came around just after

the crop was housed, and promised at least 82.15 per
crate (3 bushels) and thus secured the promise of 400

bushels from my neighbor. This dishonest fellow was
sharp enough, however, to make the promise of 82.15 per
crate a verbal one, and in the presence of no witnesses.
Hence after the shipment was made the dishonest com-
mission man refused to keep his promise of $2.15 per
crate, and, adding insult to'injury, wrote my neighbor
that the shipment was damaged and half rotten when
received. He offered 81.10 per crate or threatened to

return them. What could be done but accept the offer-

ed price and suffer the loss, for the distance was too
far to go and see for himself?

A few years back a good-looking stranger
introduced a new kind of wheat or oats, or

some other grain, and agreed to buy the crop
at a price away above what farmers usually

get. They sold poor ordinary seed; and not
only that, they introduced the seeds of wild
carrots and other things that had never been
known before in that locality. Instead of

furnishing the farmers something choice for

the big price they received, they bought up
the cheapest fraudulent seed—weed seeds
and all. Recent legislation has probably put
a stop to a good deal of this work of selling,

to our farmers the seeds of noxious weeds.
I need not sp'-ak of the "spectacle" fiend,

for that has been worked till most people
and most localities are posted.

Now, traveling swindlers of any kind are

bad, and most people are now aware that if

they listen to a stranger or put their names
to any sort of paper in the hands of a stranger,

they are running a great risk. The wolves
and coyotes that steal your chickens are bad
things; but they are honest and reliable when
compared with intelligent men—that is, in-

telligent-looking men—who put on "slieep's

clothing " just because it gives them a better
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chancetoscoop up the farmer's hard earnings.
In one of these reports in the Practical
Farmer a college professor owns up that he
himself Qot swindled out of a hundred dol-
lars. Of course, there is usually a little fault
on both sides. It is very much safer and
better to avoid trusting anybody who has
only a transient reputation. Buy what you
want of somebody who has been in business
for years, and has earned a reputation. No
matter what strangers may tell you, do not
be in a hurry to place confidence in their
statements. It rejoices my heart to see how
much our farm papers are doing to protect
the public and expose frauds. Almost every
State in the Union has now one or more
good farm papers, and they are edited by
good bright high-toned moral men. I have
as yet seen only one farm paper on the wrong
side of the temperance question, and during
the past summer I have been glancing over
nearly all the agricultural papers of the
United States. I have done it, largely be-
cause I wanted to see what was being done
to educate and lift up our rural people. Yes,
it rejoices my heart to be among the crowd of

workers that are now devoted to outdoor in-,

dustries. The man who would plan to swin-
dle a town or a community, and set about it

by going to church, making a contribution,
and winning the respect and confidence of
Christian people, that he may in the end run
off with their money, ought to be behind the
iron bars, and live on bread and water for
the rest of his life. He not only wrongs the
community, but he hurts and degrades the
cause and name of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Sometimes some of us are in too much of
a hurry to think evil of people we do not
know; but I am afraid there is a tendency of
late to be too ready to give credence to the
statements of wolves who come among us in

sheep's clothing.

Now, there is another side to this story.

You will notice I have another text—"Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." If all

mankind could be converted so that all self-

ishness and greed were completely rooted
out of every heart, all of these troubles would
end. When one of these wolves in sheep's
clothing sells somebody counterfeit money,
you say, "Good enough for him;" for a man
whose heart is right before God and his fel-

low-man would have no use for counterfeit
money. Some years ago one of these slick

chaps came to me and said, "Mr. Root, if you
will just give me a few minutes of your time
I will show you something that will cost you
only 2.") cents, and you can sell it right along
for a dollar."

I told the man I did not want any such
chance—I was not in that kind of business;
and he seemed astonished to learn that I

would not talk with him nor even look at his
patent right; and I still think, as I did then,
that any man who is willing to take from his
friends and neighbors (or from anybody else,

for that matter) a dollar for something that
costs him only '25 cents, ought to be ashamed
of himself. There are no such people in the
kingdom of heaven. Let»me di^ess a little.

I happened to say to an editorial friend of
mine that I was going to use the text I have
to-day, and that our rural people need con-
stant warning, when he replied something
as follows:

" Mr. Root, that is all right and good; but I

have often wondered that you did not in your
talk take up the grafting schemes and bribes
that are going on in the great cities. It is

positively alarming, and it will be the wreck
and ruin of our nation if it is not stopped."

I replied:
"Well, here is a great work for our city

papers. Let them show up grafting in high
places, without scruple. Hold these men up
to the limelight of public opinion, no matter
where it hits nor whom it hits."
He replied:
"Mr. Root, that is all right; but I tell you

it is not an easy thing to do. Here a while
ago I had the full facts in regard to a most
shameful grafting, and was prepared to show
the man up and take the consequences. I

went to my informant and told him what I

proposed to do, and said I might get sued for
libel. He said, 'Go ahead,' and added that
he would come forward as a witness and
help me. Before I got my article in print,

however, he came to me and said he could
not do it. The man stood high in society, had
respectable connections, and had always en-
joyed a fairly good reputation; and because
he backed out I had to give it up."
Now, friends, we have reason to believe

there is more or less of this work going on
all over our land. In the city of Zanesville,
Ohio, a business man had the courage to go
ahead and prosecute the violators of our re-

cently enacted temperance laws; and so suc-
cessful was he that the speakeasies of that
place were made to disgorge $30,000 of their

ill-gotten gains through the efforts of one
man. When the police of the city were de-
termined not to make any arrests he compel-
led them to do their duty according to their

oaths of office. As a consequence his place
of business was recently dynamited; and a
short time later, that same night, his house
was badly wrecked by two successive charges
of dynamite. His wife very narrowly escap-
ed death.* This is what one sometimes gets
when he makes a stir because our laws are
not enforced; and while I am about it I wish
to say that if the good people of Zanesville

* Since the above was dictated I find in the Cleve-
land Plain Dealer the following:
CoLi'Mius. (»., ( )ct. 25.—The tax paid l-y illicit retailers of

liquor appreliendeil hy the liquor-tax dcputie.s in the State
Kalrjanil Food t'liniMilfsloners olli<-e this year will more than
equal the total expense of operating the department. The
legislature appropriated nearly »!i5.000 for the department,
and the tax will exoof d that sum.
Last year the names of 2fi4 persons were certified to the Au-

ditor of Stale to be placed on the duplicate for the liquor tax,
and this year the ninnlicr will not be under :iOO.

The bitrt'est '• kililntr " was at Zanesville. w here 52 saloonlsts
continued lu business after ihe county voted d.-y. It Is a
stand-off between ihe wet and dry territory as to which fur-
nishes more violators

Still later we set the following:

Hear .Mr /.'oor—The nood people of Zanesville have, I un-
derstand, taken care of the loss sustained by D. B. Gary. The
money loss was not so crreat as it might have been: a few
hunilred dollars covered the entiio loss. I am told the people
of ZanesNllle quietly raised the money and handeil it to Mr.
tiary. There will be no ii.cd of making it a State matter

Colnmbus. C. N<
V. h. PlST-MW,

; lltor Ohio .-Imerirnii /<
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and Muskingum Co. do not make good what
that man has lost because of insisting on the
enforcement of law against bhnd tigers and
speakeasies, the State of Ohio shomd make
him a contribution of at least a part of what
he recovered for the State. I am ready, and
will be glad to do my part. It is a disgrace
to our whole country and nation that these
revelations should come to us so constantly,
that there are so many people who do not
love their neighbors as themselves enough
to hold them back from this constant desire
to grab the money belonging to our towns or
counties, our different States, or the whole
United States. With our temperance revi-

vals, I have been expecting and predicting a
revival in morals generally; and may God
speed the day when "his will " will be done
and "his kingdom " come, not only through-
out our rural communities, but in our towns
and cities, and finally throughout the whole
earth, "as it is in heaven."

DOES A CIGAR INDICATE A GENTLEMAN?
Several times lately my soul has been vex-

ed to notice in the fashion-plates and maga-
zines, when they wanted to picture a well-
dressed, up-to-date gentleman of refinement,
they felt obliged to put a cigar either in his
mouth or between his fingers. God forbid
that this mistaken notion of what is genteel
should go on any longer. The Philadelphia
Farm Journal for November hits the nail on
the head in the following editorial:

A good many men advertise clothing by publishing
the picture of young men dressed in the height of fash-
ion, capping the climax by a cigar in the fingers or
mouth. Probably they think that this is very " tak-
ing." It is. Thousands of boys are made cigarette
and eigar and even nasty pipe smokers just by that
thing. Fifty fathers and mothers, by writing to these
manufacturers, might put this matter to them so
strongly that they would leave that cigar out of their
advertisements. If they did not, it would be right to
shut every paper that inserts such matter out of the
home, and buy no clothing of the men who are in this
way dragging our boys down. E. L. V.

May God be praised that there are at least
a few of our farm papers that dare to come
out thus strongly against the tobacco habit.
Perhaps they will lose subscribers by so do-
ing, but I am sure they will gain more by in-
ducing all good men and women (especially
fathers and mothers) to rally around and sup-
port a periodical that dares to rebuke sin in
high places.

BRADENTOWN, FLA., FROM AN EVANGELIST'S STAND-
POINT.

Mr. 7?oof.—Enclosed find a clipping from the Chris-
tian Advocate in regard to your old Florida home town.
Why don't you go up to your home in the woods again,
and tell us something of those happy people who used
to sing one of the most beautiful songs—

Lord, lift me up and let me stand?
I have only a few bees, but I love Gleanings more

than any other paper. Chas. H. REGISTER.
Lake Butler, Florida, July 27.

Below is the clipping referred to. Perhaps
I should explain that the writer, Rev. J. B.
Culpepper, is the evangelist who conducted
the great revival in Manatee Co. last spring
and summer; and I believe all he says about

Bradentown and vicinity is true. While I

am about it I wish to assure friend Register
that I have not forgotten my first "cabin in
the woods;" but Mrs. Root and 1 are getting
almost too old to go up to Northern Michigan
during the heat of the summer and down to
Florida when winter comes. I have been
planning all summer to go up there; but so
many duties here at Medina have called me
that 1 have not been able to get away.

A LETTER FROM BRO. CULPEPPER.
Mr. Editor:—Were you ever in Bradentown? If not,

it will pay you to go. You know Scott—Sam, I mean.
It would not sound natural not to put his handle on
him. He is an Englishman, with all their best quali-
ties brought over and the bad ones left. He is one of
the few that even, rheumatism can't shut up. Well, he
invited us there. We soon met Bro. Beck, the Baptist
pastor. He is a strong, good man, scholarly, broad,
religious. Henderson, the Presbyterian pastor, is 0.
K., too. These three men, who have the confidence of
the people, were the main leaders in the campaign,
though ably seconded by strong consecrated laymen,
of the above and other churches. Bros. Mann, of Man-
atee, and Wier, of Palmetto, came often.
This meeting reminded me of a storm, sweeping over

a forest, taking down the tall timber, but leaving the
saplings and bushes.
Florida has no better farming section than that

around Bradentown. They grow the very best celery,
tomatoes, lettuce, etc. The largest grape fruit and
orange grove in the world is there. It is a splendid
cattle country, while the waters abound in fish. I want
to see an annual camp-meeting in Bradentown, where
thousands will gather and worship.

I think all the worn-out and some of the not worn-
out preachers ought to live down there. I know no
nicer, better people to live among or die in the midst
of.

I predict the consolidation of Bradentown and Man-
atee, the rapid growth of the towns, and of that entire
section.
Mr. Editor, there isn't a bit of joke in me when I say

those are the finest sort of folks. Why, sir, a tent full
of their women show refinement and culture like unto
our cities two hundred years old. Many of them are
religious too.
Burke, while doing his part of the preaching to the

grown folks, had a large fine choir which gave great
music, and also held some great children's services,
which must tell on the destinies of that town for a
decade to come. J. B. Culpepper.

STORMS, TORNADOES, AND HURRICANES IN
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA.

The people in the Manatee region are fond
of saying tnat they have never had any tidal

waves, disastrous blows, nor any thing of
that sort, in that region. Notwithstanding
this, however, I have always been incredu-
lous; and when I saw the recent reports of
the damage done in Key West, Miami, and
along the eastern coast, I felt anxious about
our Florida home. I wrote neighbor Rood,
inquiring if the terrible storm had affected
our cottage or done any damage in the
neighborhood. Below is his reply:

Dear Mr. Root:—We had no storm at this place what-
ever, but I note that your barometer was very low

—

the lowest that I had ever seen, and we remarked about
it several times during the day; but we did not at any
time feel any thing that we thought was a storm, and
did not know about it till we saw it in the papers the
next day. E. B. Rood.
Bradentown, Fla., Oct. 19, 1909.

Of course, this incident does not settle the
question, but it does seem a little strange
that they should entirely escape once more
when the east coast has had, to my knowl-
edge, several very disastrous blows.
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Poultry
Department

By a. I. Root.

STILL MORE " DISCOVFRIES."

Yes, I am making lots of progress with my
new incubator and chickens. My discover-

ies may not be exactly new to the great

Foultry world, but they are new to me, and
think they are to most of you. I have been

very curious to know exactly how the chick

gets out of the shell. We used to read in

books that the mother hen assists the chick

in working its way and getting out into the

world ; but 1 guess all are agreed now that th is

is only fiction. I think it has been suggest-

ed, too, that the chick breaks the shell when
it gets developed to such an extent that it

enlarges enough to grow, and bursts the

shell; and I believe this is partly true. But
the fact remains, however, that, when every
thing goes on as it should go, the chick

breaks away the shell clear around so that

the shell separates into two pieces—the
smaller part coming off very much as the

cap comes off from tne cell of a worker-bee.
The bee gnaws clear around until the top
lifts up like the lid of a tea-pot, the cap often

hanging, as it were, hingea like the tea-pot

lid. Well, when every thing is right with
the hatching of an egg, it opens up some-
thing like that. Now, how does the chick

cut the egg so as to make a ring clear around?
It must turn around in the shell. I think we
have read that it does it by repeated strokes

of its bill; but 1 have tried in vain to hear
the strokes. I have repeatedly held eggs up
to my ear when the chick was part way
around, but I never could hear any thing.

Let me digress a little.

If you want to watch a sitting hen to see
how she manages about rolling and coolina

her eggs, you will have to be very sly and
careful; for she will not g6 through with the
performance when she is aware that anybody
is watching her, and she is pretty sharp and
sly about it. When I placed the sitting hen
in a box near my pillow I went to sleep with
my ear against the side of the box; it was an
hour or more before she became accustomed
to things so she would go to moving her eggs
around. When a young pullet goes on the

nest to lay she sometimes stays on the eggs
an hour or more, especially with her first

egg; and if nobody is near to hinder her by
his prying eyes, she usually busies herself

during this hour by picking up straws and
placing them around her nest, making it

look like a shapely built bird's-nest; but if

she catches a glimpse of your inquisitive

eyes over her back, or from any other point

of view, she stops her work at once, and re-

mains as "mum " as can be.

Well, now, this chick coming out of the
shell is easily embarrassed in the same way.
If there is any noise or disturbance it ceases
work. In order to watch the process, I re-

moved the whole top of the egg-shell, where

the air-bubble is, without breaking the white
delicate membrane. I have done this several

times, and I can see the movement of the
chick under this membrane. Well, when-
ever there is any jar or disturbance it stops

work. Just recently I placed some hatching
eggs against the cloth-cover side of my in-

cubator. Then I slipped up very quietly

and placed my ear against the cloth, and I

distinctly heard the chick cutting or break-
ing the shell; and what surprised me was
that its strokes were almost as regular as the
ticking of a watch; even though the top of

the egg was entirely removed, it took no ad-

vantage of this. It cut out its regular circle

just the same. Sometimes when the cell is

very thick, and the membrane also, I think

the chick lacks strength and perhaps energy
enough to break its way out into the world;
and I believe a little encouragement some-
times is a help.* But the only form of en-

couragement that has ever commended itself

very much to me is to have some other
chicks hatching at the same time (of course
this is almost invariably the case) , and when
it hears them chirp it seems to give it enthu-
siasm for its work.
Now, you would think that one chick chirps

just like another. Not so. There is as

much difference in the tones of their voices

as in the voices of human beings; and it is

just beautiful music to my ear to hear the

succession of chirps from chicks that are

not yet out of the shell. Some will be on a
high key, and some low; and they seem to

answer each other. After they get free from
the shell, and tumble down against that hot

boiler covered with flannel, they seem to be
just where they ought to be. As 1 have said

before, they dry out and get handsome in a

surprisingly short period of time.

The first hatch from my newly invented in-

cubator, as described in the last issue, was
only five chicks from ten eggs. One reason
for it was that I put the ten eggs in the incu-

bator before I had learned to handle it. It

is one thing to invent a machine, and it is

often quite another thing to learn how to

manipulate it. Ask the Wright brothers
what they think about this statement.
Well, without a thermostat my incubator

had a rather big range from high to low.

The principal trouble was because the oil I

* For a time I was considerably taken up with the

Philo method of helping chickens out of the shell

where they seemed unable to get out themselves; but
after quite a little experience during the summer with
my incubator work I decided I made mischief by tak-

ing them out of the shell before they were ready, as

many times or more than I helped the chicken that

could have never gotten out. If the chick is helped
out a little too soon it may live, it is true; but it ought
not to come out until it has fully absorbed and taken
up all the liquid inside of the shell so as to come out
dry and clean. When the egg is pipped, and you wait

24 hours, and the chick does not seem to be making
progress, you naturally think it needs a little help;

but how are you to be sure it would not have gotten

out all right without help? It is like taking medicine.
Did the medicine cure you, or would you have gotten

along just as well lor may be better) without any med-
icine at all? Who can answer? Now, I may change
my mind after further experiment, but at present I

very much doubt whether it pays to try to help chick-

ens out of the shell.
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used in my lamp would gum up the wick.

I sent to the Standard Oil Co. and got some
high-grade oil made specially for incubators.

Montgomery Ward & Co. furnish this same
incubator oil at 16>^ cts. per gallon. Well,

I poured all the oil out of my lamps, put in a
new wick, and filled them up with new oil.

Then I adjusted the flame down low at about
the point where I had been using it. As
this new oil gave more heat I was obliged to

turn the flame down considerably lower;
but when I got to the right point it stayed
"right there;" and, best of all, the thermom-
eter "stayed right there." It has now been
running four days. The quantity of oil con-
sumed IS insignificant, and the thermometer
has not varied more than one or two degrees.
The lamp has not been touched during all

this time. By manipulating the little damper
in the top of the chimney (see last issue),

the temperature can be controlled very nice-

ly; and if you can work your incubator in a
cellar where the temperature changes but
very little, there is surely no need of a ther-

mostat to control the temperature. Let us
now go back to the five chicks from ten eggs.

After they had been on the top shelf of tne
incubator with their heads out in the open
air, and their bodies up against the warm
boiler for 24 hours, I put them outdoors with
a hen I found at my next-door neighbor's
that wanted to sit. I found her on a couple
of china eggs. She was at first quite rebel-

lious; and when I took her china eggs away,
and gave her the five chicks instead, the sit-

uation was evidently beyond her comprehen-
sion. When the chicks began to peep pit-

eously, however, for some Kind of recogni-
tion, she finally condescended to recognize
them, and finally selected phrases from her
hen vocabulary that they would understand.
This introduction was made after dark. I

left her with the chicks one whole day. The
second day, as the sun was shining brightly,

even though the air was frosty, I thought I

would let her take them out. Just as I

opened the door and was standing by to see
howthey behaved with their new step-mother
(now out on the grass) , somebody called me
on important business, and so I forgot all

about my five precious chickens until some
time in the afternoon. When I went out to

her little house where she had been confin-

ed with the little chicks, no sign of a hen
was to be seen; but when I raised the cover
and looked ins'de, my heart gave a great
thump. There lay my five flossy, golden-
yellow beauties, stretched out, apparently,
"cold and stiff in death." When I took hold
of one of them it ventured to open its eyes a
little in a pitiful and mournful way as much
as to say, "Oh! why did you leave us to suf-

fer and die in this way?" They were so cold
and stiff, that, when I picked up one by its

little yellow leg, its body was even then
quite rigid. I gathered them up in my hands,
rushed to the incubator, and laid them on
top of some eggs that had not yet hatched,
closed the incubator, and waited a couple of
hours. Then there was a little symptom of
life. In half a day most of them staggered

about in a sort of drunken way. Mrs. Root
suggested that the mother-hen would be bet-

ter than that hot incubator. Now let us go
back. Just as soon as I got the chicks in a
warm place I went over to my neighbor's,
and there stood my stupid hen by the fence,
wanting to get on her nest with her two
china eggs. I felt like "boxing her ears"
for being so heartless as to go off and leave
her chicks in that way. But it does not pay
to quarrel with a mother-hen when she has
a brood of chickens to take care of, about the
first of November. I put her back in her
box, and put the chicks under her. About
10 o'clock I went out to see whether they had
come to life. At first I could not find them;
but finally I discovered them standing on
their tip toes with their bodies up under her
wings, and their little heads sticking out
among her feathers to get the life-giving

fresh air, even though it was a frosty night.

Well, now, did this chill give them dysen-
tery, or did they get "pasted up behind"?
Not a bit of it. The chill happened about a
week ago, and now they are running all over
the neighborhood along with their mother

—

yes, clear over to where I found her sitting

on the china eggs, and they are about the
spryest and nicest lot of chicks I ever saw.
Now, there is a moral right here—perhaps

two or three of them. Getting chilled does
not always hurt chicks; and if we human be-
ings lived as we ought to live, as Terry and
Fletcher do, for instance, getting chilled

would not hurt us either.

These chicks have had nothing but baby-
chick food and pure water. They never had
any mashes or messes of any sort.

Just now, Nov. 1, there is a prospect that

Mrs. Root and I may not get off to Florida
next week, as we intended, as she has a
touch of her old complaint, pleurisy. Our
family doctor said she would probably be all

right in a day or two without any medicine;
but his advice was this: "Let her stay in bed
covered up warm, but open all the doors and
windows." May God be praised that we
have at least a few doctors nowadays who
give such sensible advice as the above in-

stead of drugs. What saved the chickens,
and makes them strong and robust, will do
the same thing for the human family.

I omitted to mention that the doctor told

her to take but little or no food until this at-

tack had gone by; and he recommended
milk if she could take it, rather than any
solid food of any kind.

THE "CHICKEN BUSINESS" IN FLORIDA.

You who have been following my Florida
notes for the past three winters know al-

ready what I think of it. It seems to me
that Florida is about the nicest place in the
world to keep chickens. You do not need
any expensive structures to get through
winter; and, in fact, you can keep chickens
there without even a box or barrel; yes, and
you can raise chicks too, for that matter, if

you choose. Of course, you will need to

hunt the eggs, and perhaps you will decide
that you need some kind of protection with
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poultry-netting to keep the "varmints"
iroin catching the little chickens. The big
ones will roost in the trees, and do all right.
Now, with all of these wonderful facilities

for producing chickens and eggs, there is

not a poultry journal at the present time in

the whole State of Florida. If I am making
a mistake I hope somebody will make haste
to set me right. Furthermore, there is not
a single person, so far as I can learn, who
advertises baby chicks for sale. Mr. John
H. Draime, of Monticello, Fla., has just writ-
ten me, incjuiring where he can purchase
baby chicks, and some parties have to my
knowledge sent away up here to the cold
bleak North, and let the baby chicks take a
journey of two or three days, and may be
four, without a scrap to eat or a drop of
water to drink. Yes, they get through alive,

but it is positively "cruelty to animals."
When I first introduced Grand Rapids let-

tuce grown in Grand Rapids, Mich., they
were growing lettuce in the greenhouses
away up there in the North and shipping it

down to Cincinnati, and it seems to me
somebody said they had sent this lettuce
clear down to New Orleans. Did you ever?
Up in wide-awake and progressive Michi-
gan they build expensive glass structures so
as to keep out the zero weather, and then
ship their produce down to the southern
cities, where no frost ever hinders the rais-

ing of any thing. Now, who is there in that
great and beautiful State of Florida who will

go into the baby-chick business and take
care of it? Of course, it takes time to
build up a trade. Somebody who has al-

ready a reputation for fair dealing in poultry
will be the one to undertake it. We learn
by the Petaluma Weekly that the baby- chick
business has assumed such dimensions in

California that every one who undertook it

last year was literally swamped with orders.
I presume they are just now doing a big
business in that line, and there is no reason
in the world why Florida should not be do-
ing the same.
Now wake up, you "chicken chaps,"

down in that beautiful climate, and let the
world know the possibilities of the Florida
climate. Why, only a little time ago some-
body told me that in the city of Tampa they
had to send away up to Georgia for "spring
chickens." The chicken-men around in that
region could not raise them fast enough to

supply the market. By the way, prices for
both eggs and chickens are usually as high
there (or higher) as in the frosty North.

OATS WITHOUT " SPROUTING "i FOR LAYING HENS;
I.MPORTANT TESTIMONY.

Mr. A. I. Root:—I have read your writiriKs for many
years with pleasure, and 'I trust i some profit. While
not a professional poultryman, I derive some profit
from a bunch of fowls. You seem to be irettinjr on the
riirht track in reifard to the hoppcr-feedinir plan, July
1. .My best results in hopper feeding have been se-
cured by feedinir oats alone, and. durinir cold weath-
er, while the fowls were confined, civintr all the rock
crystal irrit they wanted. In the winter of li)07 I had
52 Rose Comb Khode Island Reds, June pullets, on a
diet of oats alone. They laid 98 dozen eirifs in Febru-
ar>-, 1899; 10 in March. 1897; 3 in April, confined in a
12x20 buildinu'. In 1908 1 had no oats to spare, so I

bought mixed grains and a bone-cutter, and did a lot
of work and got far less results. In feeding the oats
alone, the fowls never fill their crop full; but they
also seldom pass the feeder, but stop and pick once or
twice, and go on. I never soaked any oats for them,
but kept clean water before them all the time, and let
them do their own soaking. If I were going to feed
any corn or wheat with the oats I would not mix them
in a feeder, but fill the feeder with oats, and give the
wheat or corn at night alone. If it is mixed with oats
the fowls will sort most of it out and not eat oats
enough. Oats seem to contain about the right ele-
ments, and in about the right proportion, to make a
full feed for any animal, from a hen to a man. I give
you this for what you may be able to get out of it. I

like to get a lot of ideas, and sort them over in my
mind. J. A. Crane.
Marion, N. Y., Aug. 2.

It would seem that not only sprouted oats
but oats without sprouting are a good feed
for laying hens, and I have been feeding them
off and on for some time past by simply soak-
ing themover night instead ofsprouting them;
but the above suggests a plan that is still less
trouble. As we have an automatic watering-
device I think I will go at once and put a pail
of oats right beside the place where the
fowls drink; then they can do their own soak-
ing. One thing that troubles me about feed-
ing oats is that the hens pull them over and
scatter so much of the feed over the ground
without eating it at all. These oats that they
discard have either no grain inside or else a
very small one. When they are forced to it,

they will sort out these poor or imperfect
grains; but if fed in a hopper where they can
help themselves it seems they waste a great
lot of it. If I understand you, you would
give them oats only, in a hopper; and with
this feed a quantity of corn and wheat, say
once a day or oftener.

THE BEE-ESCAPE FOR CHICKENS—MORE ABOUT
IT.

Although my picture on page 4?: 3, Aug. 1,

illustrates about the simplest "escape " that
can be made, I am glad to notice that several
periodicals have taken the matter up. The
publishers of Suburban Life for June had a
very pretty illustration of the whole matter,
and they have been kind enough to let me
have the cut for the benefit of our readers,
as below.

THE HEN'S GATE.

Hens get out of the hen-yard one way or another,
but they seldom are able to get back into the yard.

They will walk
along the fence
pecking it with
their bill. Having
seen my hens do
this for some time,
I built a little gate
which opened in
and which was not
hung quite plumb,
so that its own
weight would close
it without the use
of a spring. It was
8x 12 inches, just

big enough for a hen to go through comfortably, and
still not so heavy but that, when the hen picks it with
her bill, it will swing open a little. She immediately
pokes her head through, and the weight of her body
opens the gate enough to allow her to pass through.

P. M. J.

Remember that all these devices can be
used to permit the laying hen to go in on her
nest; and after she has laid an egg it can be
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arranged so she will go out into a separate
yard, thus having all your layers at night by
themselves. Leg-bands of different colors

have been suggested in order that we may
give each hen credit without- being obliged
to catch her so as to read the number on her
leg-band. Weeding out the drones and keep-
ing only the good layers is going to be one
of the greatest strides in making poultry for

eggs a success.

"THE MILLER SYSTEM OF POULTRY CULTURE."

In Poultry Culture Monthly (published in

Syracuse, N.Y. ('"and read everywhere"), al-

most the first reading-article we find is a de-
scription of the Miller system as above. We
are told that a "special representative" had
heard so much of this "system" that he made
a visit to the place, and he takes two pages
to describe wnat he saw and was told. This
article is continued on two more pages in the
advertising part of the journal. The last

thing on the outside cover is the following
in the form of an advertisement

:

A good living for every man, woman, and child; the
secret of proper breeding; the key to success in the
poultry business finally solved by the Miller System.

Is it worth your while to learn liow to make $3000 a
year from each 25 hens ? Is it ?

Send a post card to-day for a copy of "The Why and
How of the Miller System and Its Guarantees"—a free
book of 11,809 words and 56 pages. Show the guaran-
tee to your lawyer. Test the system far enough to
form an opinion. If not satisfied lyou will be) notify
us within 30 days and we will send postage for return.
If satisfied you are to keep it, and by keeping it you in-

dicate your intention to be in the market for Miller
System supplies—which include the Miller System
non-clogging hygenic non-wasting hopper: the Miller
System automatic convertible nest; the Miller System
automatic combustion brooder; the Miller System
poultry food; the Miller System books—Volume I.,

containing plans and directions for making all our de-
vices, coops, watering system, etc., and operating the
plant: Volume II., "Diseases and Remedies;" Volume
III., "Poultry Encyclopedia of Systems, Secrets, and
Facts." Each book 50 cents; all three with Poultry
Monthly, the "Miller System Official Organ," for one
year, $1.25.

References—First National Bank, Binghamton, N.Y.;
Walter R. Miller & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.; Poultry
Success, Binghamton, N. Y.; Poultry Monthly, Syra-
cuse, and others on request. Address

The Miller System, Binghamton, N. Y.

The Philo system promised great things;

the Briggs system and the Grundy system
also made extravagant claims; but $3000 in

one year from 25 hens rather takes the cake
—don't you think so? Just as soon as I saw
the above advertisement I sent the money
for the three books; and although this was
over two weeks ago, all I have received at

the present time is an advertising pamphlet
entitled "The Why and How of the Miller

System and Its Guarantees." One thing
that particularly attracted my attention in

this advertisement is an apparatus and a sort

of fuel that will warm a brooder at an ex-
pense of "one-fourth of a cent a month."
When that gasoline-lamp was advertised in

our columns, to light up a big room for two
cents a week, I thought it was rather cheap
illumination; but one-fourth of a cent a
month, and the fuel needs to be replenished
only once in two months—why, it almost
takes one's breath away. They advertise a
lot of other wonderful things, and I propose
to give them the full benefit of our columns.

If all they offer comes up to their claims they
certainly will be glad of the free advertising
I have given them; but if their things do not
prove as represented, the great poultry fam-
ily of the United States ought to "be glad"
for my prompt warning.
On page 31 of the advertising pamphlet is

the following :

At the present time this system enables any man or
woman to net $3000 a year from the scientific care of
25 hens.

Whew ! what a wonderful blessing this

will be to several million men and women !

Just think of it—a net income of $3000 with
only 25 hens to start with !

I almost forgot to say that I have written
to the "Miller System," and also to the editor
of Poultry Culture Monthly. The editor of

the latter replies that the Miller folks are so
crowded with orders that they are away be-
hind with their book; not a word, however,
from the people to whom I sent the money.

CRIMSON CLOVER FOR CHICKENS ; FIRELESS BROODERS,
ETC.

Mr. Root:—I have been an interested reader of your
columns for several years, and particularly of your
disclosures of poultry secrets. Such advertisements
will not down as long as the poultry world is flooded
with a lot of advertising mediums calling themselves
poultry journals. But tliat is not what I wished to tell

you. The best green food for chickens in winter is a
patch of crimson clover. Every one having a garden
can sow crimson-clover seed after the vegetables are
removed, and they can either pull the clover or Let the
chickens at it for a few hours each day. It will do '..-.o

chickens good and the garden more good, and thtj cost
would be only $2.00 for the winter—that is, half a'biish-
el of seed. l

I had remarkable success with the fireless brooders
this season, using them in the small Philo coops,
which I moved to fresh grass every two days. For the
first ten days I use a Root hot-water brooder where
the chicks get heat and fresh air, and have no trouble
with them after they graduate from that; but using the
fireless from the start demands too close attention. I

am also looking after 40 colonies of bees.
Keswick, Va., Oct. 21. B. S. Horne.

HIGH-PRESSURE
GARDENING

By A. I. Root

"PLANT CATALPA-TREES FOR PROFIT."

The above is the title of a very pretty lit-

tle pamphlet sent out by Mr. C. E. Rogers, of

Mechanicsburg, Ohio. Mr. Rogers has 150
acres planted to catalpas. I believe he grows
them mostly for telephone-poles; and this

pamphlet contains pictures of trees planted'
only three years ago that look as if they were
almost large enough for telephone-poles al-

ready. The catalpa is not only one of the
most rapid-growing trees known, but the
timber is hard enough to make ax-helves,
and we are told fence-posts are now in use
that have done good service for 85 years,

and are still sound. One reason why you
should have this booklet is that traveling
salesmen have sold a worthless variety of

catalpa to farmers all over the land. Mr.
Rogers, when he first commenced, got swin-
dled in this way to the extent of 2000 trees.

Alter four years of fussing with them he dug
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uo the whole lot and threw them away. Our
Onio Experiment Station at Wooster has been
for some years testing the catalpa, and they
thoroughly indorse all that Mr. Rogers says
about tlie Catalpa speciosa. If I am correct

he furnishes seeds and little plants of the
right kind for timber. It is worth something
to look at the pictures of the enormous growth
that the trees have made. Of course, lie has
some good land for the purpose. Growing
trees to take the place of our depleted forests

is an industry that is already close upon us;

and Mr. Rogers has demonstrated that more
money can be made in growing these trees

than in growing an average farm crop.

Below is a letter evidently not intended
for print; but I think I shall aid in a good
cause by giving it a place right here:

Mr. Root:— I am not eroins to let you foreet about my
catalpa-trees, and trust that what I have written may
induce you to start in the woodwork of planting- trees.

It is of irreat importance that land-owners see the
need of planting trees, and the sure profit to come from
this work. The Ohio Experiment Station, at Wooster,
has done a great work throug-h its experimental plant-
ing of catalpas in nearly every county of the State,

and, by their measurements in some of the older
groves, showing the great profit to be derived from in-

telligent tree-planting.
My '25-acre field of catalpas that were planted in the

spring of 1906 now has some trees large enough to
make ax-handles. Catalpa wood makes a better ax-
handle than hickory; and as hickory fit for ax-handle
stuff is getting to be very scarce, a cliance to make big
profit from ca'alpas in a few years presents itself.

Mv own fields of catalpa-trees are making a splendid
•.vth: but a Mr. Hatfield, living about five miles

fro: : me, has half an acre of catalpas that are just a
littli belter than any I have ever grown. This shows
th;!t " have no patent right on the growing of these
trees. Start a urove of catalpas this year and you will
be more than pleased with the result.
Mechanicsburg, Ohio. H. C. ROGERS.

WONDERBERRY — STILL MORE ABOUT IT.

On page 519 you have stated that if any of your read-
ers have grown the celebrated wonderberries, and find
that they do really come up to the strong claims made
for them, you would be glad to hear from them.
As to coming up to the claims made for them, I can't

say, as I do not recall the exact claims made; but I have
no doubt they come as near the claims made for them
as do some of the articles advertised in your paper. I

notice articles advertised in your paper as " the best,"
" ours can not be excelled," " the very best," " the fin-
est," etc. Do you not think those are pretty strong
claims, Bro. Root? I admit the claims made are pos-
sible but not probable. So it may be with the wonder-
berry.

I have been fortunate enough to read a number of
statements made by the Rural New-Yorker, and repub-
lished by the Literary Disest two weeks ago, also an
editorial in the Indianapolis Star and Indiana Farmer
on the wonderberry.

I have eight plants of the famous wonderberry grown
from the seed by my mother, and raised from small
plants by myself. The plants now will average at least
4 feet across; and, if spread out, would measure 6 feet
across—that is, part of them would. Some are not as
large as others. When the first berries ripened I

thought of what I had read, that they were just plain
nightshade. I tried them, and they didn't taste bad.
Then I ate one and felt no worse, tfien I ate more, and
still no bad effects. So we lor, rather, the other half
of the firm- made a pie, and we didn't eat a piece—
we just ate the whole pie, and we've been eating won-
derberry pie ever since, just as often as we could get
it, and we have had wonderberry sauce, and it gives
the same results.

I'll not say that they are the best that ever was, but I

will say that I never ate any thintj- in pies or sauce that
tasted any better. The berries are small, about the
size of a good plump wild cherry, and grow in clusters
of usually four or six berries to a cluster; and such a
profusion of berries as trrow on the wonderberry bush,
one doesn't often see. I am confident that the bushes
I have will average during the season almost a gallon
of berries to the bush.

So much for the wonderberry. The nightshade, the
Rural New -Yorker calls it, if it is a new creation, we
have Burbank to thank for it. If it is merely the night-
shade we have Burbank 1o thank for the knowledge
that it is not poisonous, but dcliciously palatable. I

am fully convinced that if any one will give the won-
derberry a thorough test he will be perfectly satisfied
that it comes as near the claims made for it as most ar-
ticles that are advertised. Some people could not raise
weeds if they tried; and judging from the looks of the
illustration of the wonderberry-plant in the Literary
Dit;est, which, as I understand, was taken from the
Rural New-Yorker, ihai must be the trouble with the
person who raised the plant that was illustrated in that
paper. E. J. Spaugh.
Burney, Ind., Aug. 21.

Friend S., I heartily agree with what you
say in regard to advertising one's goods as
"the best in the world," etc. I think it is

bad taste, and that it really does not recom-
mend the article to the general reader. I

do not know how many incubator establish-

ments there are that claim to be the "biggest
in the world;" and may be one of them is

truthful, but they can not all be.

In regard to the wonderberry, I am glad
to get evidence that it isreallyof some value;
but I do not see how we can excuse either
Childs or Burbank for coming out before
the world with such tremendous claims that

the berry is a "new creation "right from the
hand of L'urbank, who has been paraded for

some time past as the "wizard of horticul-

ture " Burbank did not create it, for the
plant was already known as the garden huck-
leberry, and the wild nightshade of the
woods. We are glad, of course, to know
that the wild nightshade is really good and
wholesome food when cooked. So far, good
has been the outcome of this wonderful stir

about the wonderberry; but as the Sunday
School Times has said so forcibly, "deception
is always wrong;" and we do not need the
Sunday School Times to prove that falsehood
is always wrong.

TEMPERANCE.
THE WAY THE TEMPERANCE WORK GOES

"MARCHING ON."

I wonder if it has ever occurred to the
liquor periodicals that they are unwittingly,
now and then, giving us some splendid help
in our crusade. Along this line the Home
Herald has the following:

GOOD NEWS P'ROM THE ENEMY.
The following is from Bonfort's Wine and Spirit Cir-

cular:
" With the loss of Tennessee we can now foot up six

States that have outlawed our business during the past
fifteen or eighteen months—the other States being Ok-
lahoma, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and North Car-
olina; and we have prohibition contests facing us in
Arkansas, Texas, West Virginia, and perhaps in Ken-
tucky.
"In Ohio some sixty-one counties have voted prohi-

bition since September 1, 1908, and all counties in In-
diana that have voted under the county unit law have
gone against the saloon by large majorities. There is

grave danger of Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan being
lost entirely, and there certainly is danger, and grave
danger, ihat West Virginia, Virginia, Arkansas, and
Texas will go the same way.
"The saloon business in this country is doomed un-

less the laws are so altei-ed as to rid the trade of the
disreputable element, and insure that it will be con-
ducted in the future with decency and with entire re-
gard for the expressed wishes of the people."
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Inasmuch as a saloon, in the nature of the case, can
not be conducted with "decency," we see no prospect
for the future of the saloon except to be "doomed."
Meanwhile, the "expressed wishes of the people" are
helping doom many saloons at every election.
Observe also that Governor Stubbs, of Kansas, has

given notice that men who drink intoxicating liquors
need not apply for any appointive office in the State
as long as he is the executive officer. The governor
has issued orders to subordinate officers at the head
of the various departments of the State government,
so says a press dispatch from Topeka, which reads,
" Discharge all drinking men. Employ only temperate
men who will give a dollar's worth of work for every
dollar received as salary from the State."
Other governors are invited to copy this example.

May God be praised for such a man as Sec-
retary Wilson. Long may he be spared to

fill his important office. Here is what he
says:

Secretary of Agriculture Wilson says if every dis-
tillery and brewery in the country were to close its

doors, the American farmers as a class wouldn't know
it so far as the effect would show itself on the markets
for grain.

After the article on p. 714 ("Does a Cigar
Indicate the Gentleman?") was put in type
I found the following in Good Health for
November:
According to the Baltimore Herald, about twenty

per cent of the young men who recently applied to the
Naval Academy were rejected because the physical
te.-ts showed weakness of the heart or irregular beat-
ing of the heart, due to the use of tobacco.

It is a good thing that this fact is published to the
world. Smokers whose brains and minds are not too
much clouded by the filthy weed to be able to read be-
tween the lines of the above statement will see at once
that there are other circumstances in life which de-
mand a good physique and a strong heart besides an
examination for admission to a naval academy. When
one out of five of the applicants for admission to a na-
val academy is found to be defective because of the
use of tobacco, it is evident that this weed must be do-
ing a vast amount of injury. It is so well known that
a man must be physically sound to obtain admission
at Annapolis that only those who consider themselves
in fine iiealth and able to endure the severest tests
consider it worth while to apply. What, then, must
be the condition of a large proportion of the rest of the
young-men smokers of the United States?
And what about the men who are no longer young,

who have been smoking for years and years, whose
livers, hearts, and kidneys are getting old through the
ordinary wear and tear of advancing age, and have in
addition been bearing a heavy load because of the
constant saturation of the body fluids with one of the
most deadly of poisons? The tobacco evil is gigantic
in its character. The mischiefs produced by the con-
tinuous use of this poisonous weed are beyond esti-
mate. The worst effects do not appear in early life,

but show up most prominently when the age of phys-
ical decline arrives.

There is a greater demand just now than
ever before since the world began for capa-
ble men to direct our great undertakings
and feats of engineering that are going on
in the world, and big salaries are paid.
Why, in one instance I knew of one man be-
ing paid $100 just to visit a certain estab-
lishment and give them the benefit of his
wisdom and experience—for only one day,
mind you. Now, is the use of tobacco a
help or a hindrance in fitting young men
for such positions? What does the Naval
Academy think of it?

In the construction of a great building not
a thousand miles from where I now sit writ-
ing, a man under the influence of intoxicat-
ing liquor came, one morning, to direct a
large crowd of workmen. I think it is pret-
ty generally agreed that the use of tobacco
is only a stepping-stone to just such work.

HOW ONE GOOD WOMAN, ALMOST SINGLE-
HANDED, MADE A TOWN DRY.

Mr. A. I. Root.—l am always interested in your talks
in Our Homes, particularly on the liquor question. I

have just finished reading your article in the issue for
Oct. 15, and was much pleased with it. I am trying to
bring my one boy up in a proper way, and I agree with
you that self-reliance is cultivated by the overcoming
of obstacles. I have been thinking many times of
writing to you about a remarkable woman who lives
in a near town, and telling you about a plan that she
worked up to drive a saloon out—one that, if followed
everywhere by determined women, would solve the
saloon question in many places.
Your remarks about the adoption of children also

brings this woman to my mind. She is now well along
in years, but has never had any children of her own.
In spite of this she has adopted and brought up 21
children. Most of these are well married, and have
homes of their own. In addition to this she has given
a home, until their death, to three helpless old men.
What I wished to tell you about, however, was the
saloon incident. There had never been a saloon in her
little town; and when one began to be talked of she ob-
jected. Among others, she talked to the man who was
starting the saloon. He assured her " that it would be
all right," "a perfectly orderly place," etc. In her
reply she said, " Do you mean to say that this saloon
will be conducted so that any one could come to it?"
"Yes."
" Will it be conducted so properly that even a woman

could come ?"

"Yes."
" I could come, could I ?"

"Yes."
Of course, the saloon man had no idea that any wo-

man would come; but this woman was of the right
metal. She went among her friends, made her plans,
and when the saloon opened she went with one other
woman to the saloon. They carried light chairs and
soiiiesewingand spent the afternoon in the saloon. Men
would push the door open, give a hasty look, and van-
ish, without the drink. (Imagine a man's feelings, go-
ing to get his "poison," and finding his wife waiting
for him !) Of course, a woman has just as much right
in a saloon as a man. Day after day the women of the
town, in relays, picketed the saloon with their sewing
or knitting—result, no patronage, and the saloon shut
its doors, and to this day the town has had no sa-
loon.

I have never heard of this means being taken before;
but if it was effective in this instance I felt that you
would be amused and interested in hearing of this
way of fighting the saloon. I wish to thank you for all

you write from month to month; and I hope you may
live long, and ctintinue to give us of the good thoughts
of your mind. C. A. Briggs.
Hood River, Oregon, Oct. 22.

Many thanks, dear friend B., for the inci-

dent. It almost seems as if we ought to have
the woman's name; but perhaps she might
object. But one thing is certain : When she
comes to finish her work here on earth she
will be sure to hear the welcome words of

the Savior, '"Well done, thou good and faith-

ful servant; enter thou into the joy of thy
Lord."

In regard to this woman's manner of pro-

ceeding, something the same thing was done
in Oberlin, 0., a few years ago. But it was
a regular "fight," and lasted a long time;

and the saloonist, or, rather, the druggist,

did not get whipped out entirely after all.

The good woman you mentioned made a

great point for victory in getting permission

to go into the saloon at the outset. In this

way she had the proprietor in a corner, for

he could not well go back on his own agree-

ment.
While on the temperance question you

may be glad to see this report from Florica:

Well, Mr. Root, Clay Co., our sister county, went dry
by 153 mojority last week. Perhaps you have already
seen an account of it.

Lake Butler, Fla., Nov. 1. CHAS. H. REGISTER.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

HONEY SOAP.

In the American Bee Journal for October,
Miss Emma Wilson tells how to make honey
soap. The recipe looks as if it might be
good, and we place it before our readers.

Cut 2 pounds of yellow soap in thin slices and put
into a saucepan with sufficient water to prevent the
soap from being burnt. Place on the fire, and as soon
as all the soap has dissolved add one pound of honey
and stir until the whole begins to boil. Then remove
from the fire, add a few drops of essence of cinnamon,
pour out into a deep dish to cool, and then cut into
squares. It improves by Keeping.

SECTION COMB FOUNDATION; FULL SHEETS
VS. STARTERS.

In the American Bee Journal Mr. G. M. Doo-
little gives a general history of the invention
and use of foundation for section honey-
boxes, bringing it clear up to the present
day. After speaking of the fact that many
prefer to use only starters because the bees
involuntarily have to secrete wax scales in
a downpour of honey he says:

However, as these downpours of honey can not be
calculated on very often, there is no one at the present
day but considers it economy to use sections filled
with this extra-thin foundation.

He had previously spoken approvingly of
the use of extra thin for the purpose.

THE cutting of BASSWOOD AND THE DE-
CREASING OF BASSWOOD HONEY.

Mr. M. v. Facev, in the Review, blames the
supply manufacturer and the honey-pro-
ducer alike for the destruction of basswoods.
Why, bless you, friend Facey, the amount of
this timber that the bee-keeper or the man-
facturer of bee-supplies uses is a mere bag-
atelle compared with the amount cut for the
furniture manufactories, planing-mills, and
packing-box concerns that have no connec-
tion with the bee business. If the manufac-
turer of bee-supplies were to use some other
material for his sections it would not affect
noticeably the price of basswood timber, nor
would it increase the bee-keeper's honey
crop except in some localities from which
the manufacturer of sections draws his sup-
ply.

WHITE-CLOVER PROSPECTS FOR 1910.

Reports indicate that there is a fine pros-
pect for white clover next year. In our own
locality, for example, there never was a
heavier mat of it than we see in the pasture
lots in and about Medina. With a favorable
winter and spring we may expect a big crop
of white clover next year.

It is very often the case that after almost
an absolute failure of white clover there will

be a heavy yield from that source the follow-
ing season, and, vice versa, when there has
been a large crop, the yield will be light the
next year. According to this rule, ana espe-
cially when we take into consideration the
large amount of white clover reported all

over the clover belt, we may expect a yield
next season.

WHY that bee-cellar WAS A FAILURE;
HOW TO MAKE A POOR CELLAR A GOOD

ONE.

Where the climate is not too severe, it is

undoubtedly better for the beginner to win-
ter outdoors in double-walled hives or win-
ter cases. The problem of cellar tempera-
ture, ventilation, and moisture is a compli-
cated one; and to have conditions ideal there
should be a proper balance of all three.
Sometimes an excess of water or moisture
does no harm; but a combination of too much
moisture and /oiv temperature is nearly al-

ways fatal. A cellar too warm, with lack of
or insufficient ventilation, is equally bad.
On the other hand, if a temperature that
does not vary very much from 45° Fahr. can
be maintained, the question of ventilation
and moisture is not so important; but a high
temperature always calls for a large amount
of fresh air. One below 40 is apt to result
in too large a consumption of stores, and
over-feeding causes dysentery.
About this time of the year we get numer-

ous inquiries, not only as to how to build a
cellar, but as to the cause of bees not winter-
ing in the cellar last year. To avoid repeti-
tion of the experience, the inquirer will de-
scribe his cellar and the conditions, and then
ask whether he can correct the trouble. The
following letter is a fair sample of some of
those that we get. As it states conditions
met by many another we reproduce it right
here, together with our reply.

I wish to get a little information in regard to a bee-
cellar I built last fall, which proved not to be a success
in wintering.

I built a stone cellar 14x28, and 8 ft. high, inside
measure, in a side hill, a mixture of clay and .^and.
About two-thirds of the cellar is in the hill, and the
rest outside with a two-foot wall—no windows—only
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one large stove in the front end. On top of the cellar

I have a one-story frame building which I intend to

use as a sforeroom. The floor of this room is double-
matched, with a six-inch space filled with chaff, and
also with chaff on top of the floor. I made every thing
as warm as possible, with two sets of doors. The cel-

lar was new when I placed 140 colonies therein last

fall. Of this number I lost about 40, and part of those
that survived were weak, and the hives seemed very
wet and moldy. Only two-thirds of the cellar was oc-

cupied.
The trouble seemed to be that the cellar was too cold

most of the time—38 degrees. I finally put a six-inch
pipe from the room overhead down into the cellar.

This seemed to make the bees quieter, but ran the tem-
perature down lower than ever. Sometimes I had it

open and sometimes closed.
I put a stove in the cellar and ran the pipe out above

the door. I kept a very t^mall fire in the stove every
other day, also through January and February. This
helped somewhat, but after all it seemed to coax bees
out so that they dropped on the cellar floor. The trou-
ble seemed to be I could not make my ventilation work
right. The ventilator I put in did not chase out the
damp foul air, but let cold air down, as such air is the
heaviest.
Now, I don't see how I can get this cellar warm

enough without artificial heat. I have two plans I

should like to submit to you. One is to set 2x4's
around in the cellar next to the stone wall, and sheet
it all up with flooring, making another wall and air-

space (but still I would have no ventilation); and the
other is to build an addition on the front end of the
cellar, put in a stove, run a pipe through the cellar next
to the floor and up through a larger pipe out through
the building, something like the little diagram —
here shown. While the fire is going, have the o

1

large pipe open, aftd at other times closed. I —
1|

think that this would work better.

Now, I wish you would consider my plans and tell

me which you think is best. Do you think a ventila-
tor is necessary when the cellar is warm enough? I

am sure my cellar is too cold. The part of it which is

outside, exposed to the weather, freezes through and
covers over with frost and ice inside in cold weather.
My cellar is endwise in the hillside, east and west, fac-

ing east. Fred A. Krause.
Ridgeland, Wis.

It seems very clear that the trouble with
your cellar was due to several causes— too
low a temperature most of the time, a very
uneven one at other times, and lack of prop-
er ventilation. When you applied artificial

heat to warm the cellar everv other day, you
made the temperature too high on the day
when the heat was applied, thus drawing the
bees out into the cellar, and on the next day
the temperature would drop too low. The
alternate warming and cooling would get the
bees stirred up. When it was warm the
cluster would expand and consume largely

of stores; then when it turned too cold it

would have a tendency to induce dysentery.
A lack of ventilation on top of it all made
your cellar a poor place in which to winter
bees. An extra lining on the inside would
help somewhat; but in a climate like yours
it would be our judgment that the cellar

should be wholly submerged under ground.
If the natural temperature of it runs down
to 38, and stays there for months at a time,

it would be necessary for you to employ ar-

tificial heat. The stove should be a very
small one, and capable of dampering down
so that only a very moderate warmth would
be given off—just enough to maintain a tem-
perature of about 45 degrees Fahr. Then it

would also be advisable to have the chimney
pass through a larger flue. The stove
should be in the cellar, and the ventilating-
pipes should pass through the upper room,
and in connection it would be very desirable
to have a sub-earth ventilator. This could

be opened or closed, depending upon the
outside temperature.
The two prime requisites in cellar winter-

ing are uniform temperature, approximately
45, and ventilation. If the temperature goes
much below 40 degrees, and stays there, it

is almost sure to prove disastrous to the bees.
For the purpose of heating your cellar we
would advise you to get a very small drum
stove, using no larger than chestnut anthra-
cite coal. A kerosene stove would give olf

a bad odor, and therefore could not be con-
sidered. Bituminous coal burns too fast,

and wood is no better.

We specified using no larger than chest-
nut coal. Some+imes a pea coal can be pro-
cured, and it will give just as good results
for less money.

AN INTERVIEW WITH ;kN EXTENSIVE HONEY-
PRODUCER.

We recently had the pleasure of a call

from Mr. Henry Trickey, of Reno, Nevada.
His native State is Ohio, but for about twen-
ty years he has been living in that western
State where mountains and deserts abound.
There are not many bee-keepers in Nevada,
but there are a good many colonies of bees,
for in that State no one is rated as a real bee-
keeper unless he has over 100 colonies.

COMB-HONEY CARRIERS MADE TOO STRONG.

Mr. Trickey produces comb honey; and
when we asked him if the distance which he
had to ship his product to the market was
not quite a problem he replied, "No, sir. It

depends upon the amount of handling which
the honey receives as to how much it is

damaged, and not upon the distance it is

carried. Comb honey may be just as badly
broken up in ten miles as in a thousand, if

it is not properly packed and if it is improp-
erly handlea by the railroad men. A good
many have a wrong notion in regard to the
crates or carriers. Bee-keepers often come
to me and say that they are going to have
the crates made stronger and heavier so as
to withstand the hard usage. Now, they say
that because they have not given the matter
sufficient thought. A strong heavy carrier

may not be broken up, it is true; but that is

just the trouble. The honey in the carrier
may be badly damaged; but if the carrier it-

self has not been hurt, the railroad company
will do nothing about it. If we make com-
plaint that our'honey was injured in transit,

we are only reminded that we did not pack
it right, if the carrier itself is still in good
shape. I say, then, the carrier should be just

strong enough to carry the honey through in

good shape, provided it is handled properly.
Then if it is not handled properly, and the
honey is injured, the carrier will be broken
also, and the railroad company will have to

stand the damage."

BEEWAY vs. PLAIN SECTIONS.

When we asked him what style of sections

he preferred, he said that he used the only
one which an extensive producer could af-

ford to bother with—the beeway section, the
plain sections being all right for a man with
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eight or ten colonies who had the time to fuss
with fixing them in the shipping-cases so
that they would not be broken. His reason
for this was that the surface of the comb is

so near the edge of the section that there is

great danger of mutilating it on account of
there being no protecting corners. After a
grocer cleans up several times after handling
sections with gouged combs, he is pretty apt
to declare that he does not want to bother
with any more comb honey of any descrip-
tion. Grocers, he further said, do not al-

ways handle honey as carefully as they might,
ana they are often to blame for breakage,
but, at the same time, if they are disgusted
with comb honey they won't take any more
at any price. For this reason our friend be-
lieves that comb honey should be given all

the protection possible, hence his preference
for the beeway sections.

OUR GRADING-RULES CRITICISED.

In the matter of grading, he thought the
rules now in force are drawn too fine. If

we would cut out about half of the subject-
matter, and not attempt to go better than a
No. 1 , it would be much better. When asked
to what grading-rules he referred he said he
had in mind particularly the eastern rules;

but, as for that matter, the Colorado gradings
are only a little better. He would make
both sets of rules simpler, leaving more to

the individual judgment of the one who is

doing the grading. He referred approving-
ly to the suggestion of some one who said
tnat all No. 1 combs Should comprise the best
of the lot, the No. 2 should take in the next
best, and so on down to No. 3. But we sug-
gested that would make a grading which
would vary according to locality and one in-

dividual's crop; that it was possible that Mr.
A's grading would be higher or lower than
Mr. B's; or that a Nevada grading would be
lower or higher than a Colorado. He admit-
ted the force of this, but said we must de-
pend very largely upon the honesty of the
producer; if he did not grade honestly and
Tairly, cut him out.

In speaking of the Colorado grading-rules
he said they virtually made it necessary to

sell the honey by the piece and not by the
weight. He could see no objection to sell-

ing honey actually by weight, and then the
seller and the buyer would make a deal on
the actual quantity of honey bought and sold.

COLOR OF ALFALFA HONEY.

We asked him if the alfalfa in his locality

was a light honey like that in Colorado. He
replied that it was. We then inquired if he
knew of any reason why Arizona alfalfa was
darker in color than that of Nevada or Colo-
rado. He did not share the opinion that the
color of a pure alfalfa was dependent upon
locality; that the difference in shade was due,
he thought, to a slight admixture of another
source of honey darker in color. In Arizona,
for example, there were other sources on
which the bees began working, and would
be working about the time the alfalfa open-
ed up. The bees would be gathering i^rom

both sources; and the result would be that,

while the honey was largely alfalfa, almost
entirely so, there would be a slight amount
of some other darker honey in it, affecting
its color slightly, but not its flavor, for he
was free to admit that the quality of Arizona
alfalfa is excellent.

In this connection he mentioned the fact

that in and about the territory near Reno
there is considerable clover, and, strangely
enough, the honey from that source is a dis-

tinct amber and not a white honey such as
we have here. So far as clover was concern-
ed he admitted that locality did affect the
color, for no other sources were in bloom at

the same time.
EAKLY OR LATE CUT ALFALFA.

We asked him if, in his locality, the ranch-
ers were cutting their alfalfa before it was
in bloom. "Not to any considerable extent."
Then we inquired if, in his opinion, an early-

cut alfalfa made a better hay than that which
was cut while in bloom. That depended, he
said; but for dairy purposes the early cut
is doubtless better; but for stock-feeding
the other is superior. Apparently the cut-

before-bloom did not worry him very much;
and in this connection he admitted that, even
if the early cut made a better hay, the large
ranchers are not able to get to it just in the
nick of time, and, as a natural consequence,
much of it will be cut when it is well in bloom.

STRAWBOARD SHIPPING-CASES.
Just before he took his car we passed some

corrugated strawboard shipping cases. Di-

recting his attention to these we asked him
if he had had any experience. No, he had
not; he thought they were too fragile for car-

load-shipment work. In this connection we
asked if he was using corrugated paper to

put under the sections in his wooden cases
in lieu of drip-sticks. He was not. The only
merit of the corrugated paper, in his opinion,

might be in the Fact that it would absorb
drip honey where the wooden cleats would
not. In this connection he explained that he
was using pasteboard drip-cleats for this rea-

son, and because they would stay in place

better than the wooden cleats.

Not all of our readers, perhaps, will sub-
scribe to his opinions; but we must remem-
ber that Mr. Trickey is an extensive honey-
producer, one who owns and operates five

hundred colonies. While he is a man of pro-
nounced convictions, somewhat conserva-
tive perhaps, he is successful. He did not
place very much value upon the opinion of

the man who owned only a few colonies.

He thought that many or all of them were
inclined to rush into print before they had
tested their ideas on a sufficiently large scale

to determine whether they are of any value.

If our forefathers had followed this policy

of exclusion we might never have had a
Langstroth or a Huoer, and many others
who, though their interests in bees have
been small, have given us some of the best
things the bee world has ever known. Per^
haps we do admit too many of the little chaps
in our ranks; if so, it is because the "woods
are full of 'em." When the big ones won't
write we have to do the best we can.
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Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

Dr. Friedrich Kuehl, the leader among
Austrian bee-keepers, died Sept. 19, aged 72.

I tried feeding 3 parts sugar to 1 of water.

Can't say I like it. Too difficult to dissolve

the sugar. Ye editor's idea of 2 or 2>^ to 1

is all right.

Foster's "meat and honey," p. 657, re-

minds me of my son Charlie. When a little

boy he ate honey regularly on his potato.

It's not so bad.

J E. Crane, after reading your third par-

agraph, p. 693, I know now what's the mat-
ter with you and me. We didn't get enough
shaking when boys.

Eighty tons of wax used at Medina last

year! Whew! That much thin super foun-

dation would cover 44 acres. In the usual

3^ X 15^4 strips it would reach 1125 miles.

G. M. Doolittle estimates the amount of

honey a sinole bee gathers at y^ oz., p. 694.

Let me try mjr hand at the problem from
another direction. Since the field-life of a

bee is 26 days, if a colony with a field force

of 30,000 bees can gather 15 lbs. of honey a

day for 26 consecutive days, making 390 lbs.,

then one bee will gather the thirty-thou-

sandth part of that 390 lb., or i oz. But there

is that "if."

William George Jordan appreciates the
dandelion as much as A. I. Root, but from a

different standpoint. He says. The Circle,

249: "The wayside dandelion is passed by
with half-tolerant contempt because it is

commonplace. Naturalists claim it is king of

the vegetable kingdom. It is one of the

most perfect forms of the largest, oldest,

most widely diffused, and most highly finish-

ed order of plants. It is of a far higher type
of plant life than a rose or a lily, or even a
cedar, a palm, or an oak."

You don't need a small hive for a baby
nucleus. You can use just as few bees in a

hive of full size with two Langstroth frames.
[That would not hold true at Medina. The
big hive is too large, so also its frames. In

a little hive the bees, on the other hand, can
warm up the interior of it, because they
have only a very little, comparatively, to

warm. But perhaps you mean that a small

bunch of bees can be put in a big hive.

Yes, but they can not begin to give the re-

sults in queen-rearing that they could if

given a small hive.

—

Ed.]

A. I. Root didn't tell us, after all, p. 715,

how the chick cuts its shell so as to get out.

When a boy I was taught that the shell is

broken by the little knob that is on the top

of the chick's bill, which knob disappears in

a few days. Is there any thing in that?

[Your early teaching, according to the state-

ment of Mr. Ralph Root, of the Root Incuba-
tor Company, is correct; indeed, he showed
to us this little knob, and how the chick, by
the upward pressure of the bill, makes a

crease clear around the shell. After the
chick has been hatched a day or two this

knife or little cutting edge disappears.

—

Ed.]

I hope that Hurley-Root controversy will

not close till we know something about that

winter nest. I suspect each is right from
his own standpoint. [We were, of course,
speaking from the standpoint of the one who
is wintering bees outdoors, as that is the plan
we use almost entirely. Possibly Mr. Hur-
ley was speaking from the standpoint of one
who winters indoors. But whether bees are
wintered outdoors or indoors, they will make
a winter-nest if the feed be given early

enough; but, of course, if they are put im-
mediately into the cellar late feeding and
the consequent splitting-up of the cluster by
slabs of stores would not necessarily be par-

ticularly harmful; but we would prefer to

have winter-nests, even for cellared bees.
There is a period in the fall, before bees are
put indoors, when they will have many cold

or chilly days, it is during this time that the
colony will suffer somewhat if its cluster is

divided up by solid slabs of syrup.

—

Ed.]

In discussing sealed covers, absorbents,

etc., it is possible that other factors not con-
sidered play an important part, and help to

account for diverging views. I very much
doubt whether enough importance has been
attached to the idea advanced—was it by Jay
Smith?—that the sides of the hive must be
colder than the top. Much the same idea

was held by the late C. F. Muth, who urged
that the important thing was to keep the top

warm. If top and sides be equally warm,
there will be more condensation of moisture
at the top than at the sides, for the vapor
rises. In C. F. Muth's locality, no protection

was needed at the sides—only on top. Now,
suppose with his usual protection on top he
had added protection at sides until the sides

were warmer than the top. That would have
made the top, where it was colder, the place

where the vapor would condense, causing
bad wintering. Further north there must
be protection at sides, but enough more must
be added on top so that the sides shall still

be colder than the top. Whether absorbents
or sealed covers, we don't want moisture on
top; and whatever moisture condenses on
the sides there will be just that much less

moisture to be condensed above. [We wish
some of our readers could go out into our
home yard, during the middle of winter, and
look at some of our colonies under sealed

glass covers. Sheets of glass just the size of

the top of the hive are imbedded in putty to

make a hermetic sealing. Over this is plac-

ed a tray containing planer-shavings, as il-

lustrated in this issue. At any tim.e during
mid-winter the amount of moisture, if any,

can be readily seen. This is never directly

over the cluster, if it can be noticed at all,

but will be found clear to the outside cor-

ners. Sometimes it can be seen where it had
trickled down on the sides. Bees are always
nice, warm, and dry. Colonies under absorb-

ing cushions with upward ventilation do not

look so nice and bright.—Ep.]
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BEE-KEEPING AMONG
THE ROCKIES.

By Wesley Foster, Boulder, Col.

prices of honey.

Since the bulk of the comb-honey crop has
been shipped out of the West, there has
been a pronounced advance in price. The
demand for white comb honey in car lots

can not be supplied, as there are no locali-

ties now where as much as a car can be got
together. The small amounts of honey scat-

tered throughout the honey districts will

soon be absorbed by the local markets or by
local shipments to eastern and middle-west
points. Comb-honey brings around $3.00
per case; somewhat above for choice stock,
and under $3 00 for second grade. These
are the prices grocers pay, while jobbers
are not buying any to speak of unless at
about §2.25 to §2.50 per case. The market
in many Colorado towns has been hurt by
farmer bee-keepers bringing their honey to
the grocers and taking whatever they will

give. One man sold ten cases of nice white
comb honey at §1.75 per case because he had
hauled it around town all day and did not
want to haul it home His price when he
came into town was §2.75.

Extracted honey is in good demand, and
brings 7 to 8 cts. if white and in new cans-.

Dealers do not pay this, however.

COLORADO BEE CONVENTION.

•There are two things wrong with our State
association—oi', at any rate, two that can be
changed. First, the membership is away
below what it was several years ago, caused
by the loss of interest through poor seasons.
By effort and personal solicitation we can
again have several hundred live members
pushing the association's work, and attend-
ing the conventions. The second fault in
in our association work is that bee-keepers
who join get nothing except the satisfaction
of knowing they are helping to keep the as-
sociation alive. The association should car-
ry on a campaign of education along honey
and bee lines through the papers of the
State and by lectures and addresses by com-
petent men. What is encouraging to many
members is that what is hoped for does not
lie beyond reason. We can do a great ser-
vice to our State work with what we already
have. There are many members who are
anxious to see more done; and if a large at-

tendance can be secured at the convention
the start will be all the better. The time is

Dec. 7 and 8, and the place is the Senate
Chamber, State Capitol, Denver.

IN THE SHOP.

Our shop is now nearly empty of honey,
only a few culls remaining that are still un-
sold. The last of the No. 1 and 2 grades was
shipped early in October. The most of the
honey was No. 2 on account of color and fin-

ish. The season was unsatisfactory, and
our crop was about one super to the hive.
There are, perhaps, sixty cases of culls or
No. 3 honey in double-tier cases that weigh
17 to 19 lbs. net. They bring $2.00 and $2,25
a case. I have not figured in cents; but
$2.75 would be close to the average price of
the No. 1 and 2 grades. One who has had
experience in grading honey and selling it

soon sees the advantage in grading close.
The regular grades are sold at a good price
without any quibble, and the culls find a

ready sale for as much per pound of honey
as the No. 1 and 2.

We had about 900 cases of honey from a
little over 800 hives. The increase was
about 150, but that will not much more than
make up for the previous winter loss.

Now that the bees are all prepared for
winter, the entrances contracted, covers
and bottom-boards fastened on, each yard
fenced off from cattle, there is no need to

visit the out-apiaries more than once a

month.
With a good fire in the shop, supers can be

overhauled, separators and section-holders
scraped, sections folded and startered, and
any other work for next year's crop can be
done when it is disagreeable outside. The
foundation-starters work much better if the
room is warm; and then if the shop is a com-
fortable place to work there will be no good
excuse for loafing around the house.
With twenty to thirty thousand sections to

fold and starter, and 1500 supers to be clean-
ed, filled, and repaired it will use up five or
six weeks very easily. There will be broken
tins, weak joints in supers, broken and
cracked section -holders and separators.
Many of the supers are shallow on the bee-

space over the sections, caused by shrinkage
of the lumber in our climate. Several hun-
dred supers have an eighth-inch strip around
the top edge of the super to make a proper
bee-space. These supers were all right

when new. This is the best way we know
to make these shallow supers usable at all.

The strips have a tendency to split off when
prying the super loose from the cover. We
nail them on with a liberal supply of cement-
coated nails.

The past season more supers were put on
the hives than got filled, so we have many
supers that are daubed, some with propolis,

and the section foundation gnawed by the
bees. The question often comes up as to

the amount of stain that will disqualify a sec-

tion for use a second season. When the sec-

tion is stained or mildewed enough to be
recognized as an old section after the honey
is finished, that section should have been
discarded. A few streaks along the edge
where the section and section-holder jom
will not matter much; but if the stain is

spread over the surface, or the section shows
mildew, the best mission for it is to kindle
the fire. A section may not seem badly
stained; but the bees will have another
chance to daub it next season, and the dis-

coloration from weathering is something also

to be considered.
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NOTES FROM CANADA
By R. F. Holtermann.

the ontario bee-keepers' convention.

Officers for the ensuing year: President,
Wm. Couse, Streetsville; First Vice-presi-

dent, W. J. Craig, Brantford; Second Vice-
president, W. A. Chrysler, Chatham; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, P. W. Hodgetts, Department
of Agriculture, Toronto.

THE NATIONAL INVITED.

The hearty and unanimous response which
the resolution inviting the National Bee-
keepers' Association to Toronto received
speaks well for the interest which will be
taken by Canadians in the convention should
the association accept. Canadians feel that
the fact that this is the second year that Can-
ada has been under consideration, and that
this really North American association will

not have seen Canada for fifteen years,
should bring the convention to Toronto.
Special railroad rates, offered during the
time of the Toronto exhibition, will be a
strong inducement to the convention.

THE NEW YORK DELEGATION.

We had a strong delegation from New
York State. S. D. House, Camillus, N. Y.,

is a host in himself; and what one Ontario
member said we all say. "He knows what
he is talking about, and what he says is al-

ways to the point." No address awoke
greater interest, or was followed with closer
attention, than that by P. I. Clark, Borodino,
N. Y., on queen-rearing. The jewel, set in

gold, of his address, in my estimation, was
when he gave the simplest method of re-

queening by putting to one side of the hive
a comb of brood, separating it from the rest
of the hive by means of a tin which acts as
a tight division-board, and which also folds

over sufficiently to separate the top of this

compartment from the super. In this a cap-
ped cell is placed that is within two or three
days of hatching. This cell is protected by
means of a cell-protector. In this compart-
ment the young queen is fertilized, and at

the proper time after the old queen has been
removed, the nucleus with the young queen
and the full colony are united by means of a
small round hole in the tight division-board.

REQUEENING.

The officers of the association have evident-
ly been much impressed with the inferiority
of the average queen. H. G. Sibbald dealt
with that subject in his usual happy manner.
As a foul-brood inspector he saw the need
of better queens. He did not want a colony
queenless for even a few days if it could be
avoided. Some years ago when feeding
back honey to complete sections he noticed
that, as soon as the colony got the swarming
impulse, the bees did not take up any more
feed, also that a colony slackens up in honey-
gathering when it gets the swarming im-
pulse; also that queenless colonies do not
work as well as those that have a queen.
Mr. Sibbald favored a good strain of Italians.

When Mr. Sibbald stated that he was care-
ful not to rear queens from cells produced
under the swarming impulse, Holtermann
felt he could now settle a small portion of
the score against him through Sibbald s

joke at H.'s expense. After gravely ex-
pressing his deep interest in Mr. Sibbald's
method of eradicating the swarming impulse
he stated he was going to take the last speak-
er to a dairyman's convention. Cows switch
their tails in a disagreeable manner when
being milked, and Mr. Sibbald could explain
to them how, by cutting the tails at birth
from the calves, in a few generations they
would breed a cow that would no longer
have the disposition to switch.

F. J. Adams, Brantford, ably connected
the need of rearing good queens with honey
production. He pointed out how, with mod-
ern methods, non-swarming, stimulating the
queen, or something beyond nature's meth-
ods, had to be employed to keep good queens
at the head of the colony.

FOUL BROOD.

The reports of inspectors showed that the
sum of $2500 and the work of the fourteen in-

spectorshadbeen entirelyinadequate to cover
the needed ground for inspection. Between
sessions I heard of four county associations
that have asked that more time and money
be spent in this work during the coming
year, and one county has asked for an in-

spector—viz., Simcoe.
European foul brood has made headway;

and a resolution submitted by R. F. Holter-
mann, seconded by Alex. Dickson, Lancas-
ter, Ont., was carried:

''Resolved, That the members of the On-
tario Bee-keepers' Association view with
alarm the fact that cases of European foul
brood have been found among bees in On-
tario; that we desire to place ourselves on
record as, first, strongly favoring action on the
part of the government that win, by thorough
and careful inspection, locate every hive af-

fected; second, that the Provincial Govern-
ment take any action necessary which shall

enable it to secure complete control of af-

fected colonies." This was passed.

A PURSE TO MR. WM. M'EVOY.

I do not want to close this brief report
without saying that Thursday's regular pro-
gram was broken into by Mr. M. B. Holmes,
Athens, Ont., asking the president to call

upon some one to produce Mr. Wm. McEvoy.
After a little search the object of interest

was produced, when he was presented with
a purse and address "on behalf of bee-keep-
ers generally, and members of the Ontario
association m particular," in view of the
fact that he had been the originator of the
method of treating foul brood now generally
recognized as the best in the world. The
address stated that Canadians are proud that
McEvoy had done this. The Germans have
invented almost every thing that has devel-
oped modern apiculture; the United States
has very largely improved upon these inven-
tions; but a Canadian has discovered how to

grapple with this scourge.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

LOCATING AN APIARY.

"I have thirty-four colonies of bees and
am about to move to a new locality. How
should the hives be leveled?"

" It is calculated that the entrance, or front
of the hives, or the doorway, if you like, is

better at the ends of the frames, and the hive
should be perfectly level from side to side,

and slope somewhat toward this entrance or
front, enough to carry off the water when it

rains. This also helps the bees keep the
floor or bottom-board clean, and many sup-
pose that, where the bees build their own
combs, they are more likely to be straight
within the frames. The whole, however, is

on the calculation that your combs in the
surplus apartment run the same way as do
those in the hive below."
"But suppose that they do not."
"Then tne hive should be level both ways

when the sections are on."
"But how about the rain and the floor-

sweeping, in this case?"
"As you have the sections on only when

the colony is very populous, the bees will

take care of this matter at such times; and to
fix matters as they should be at all other
times I use two half-bricks to each hive; and
at all times when the supers are not on, the
back end of the hive is raised up on these
two pieces of brick, which gives about the
right pitch toward the entrance. When the
supers are put on again the next season
these pieces of brick are taken out and left

beside the hive or under the bottom-board
when the hive is level again."
"How far should the hives stand from the

ground?"
"Here good authorities differ. Some say

from a foot to eighteen inches, while others
think from three to six inches better. I used
to lay two pieces of inch board on the ground
where I wished a hive to stand, and level
them. On these I placed the bottom-board,
which was u inch thick, with cleats 2 inches
thick nailed on the under side of it, these
preventing the bottom-board from warping.
This raised the hive about .3 '2 inches off the
ground, after the pieces laid down got fully
settled, and made a fairly good stand for
the hive. But of late years I place four half-

bricks on the ground, level them, and on
these I place the bottom-board, and the hive
on that, so that, after they are settled down
during one year's stay, tne hive is not far
from tour inches off the ground, this being,
to my mind, about the right distance. Then
we can use an alighting-board, with hives
thus near the ground, which could not so
easily be done if the distance were a foot or
more. '

*

"Where hives are set two feet high
on cool days in early spring, when every bee
is of the greatest value, many bees fail to get

home by being blown to the ground, or, in a
benumbed condition, drop under the hive in

the shade, where they die of exposure."
"But are there not objections to such low

setting?"
" The objections are that toads will get to

the entrance of the hive in the evening and
catch the bees; and ants annoy them more;
but I consider neither of these to be compar-
ed with the first.

" How near should the hives stand to each
other?"

" My apiaries are laid out on the hexagonal
plan, the hives being ten feet apart in the rows
from center to center, and the rows ten feet
apart. Many place them closer, some as near
as five feet; but I think that, where the ground
can be had without too much expense, the
saving of queens when going out to be fer-

tilized, the less mixing of bees when setting
from the cellar, and the ease with which the
ground can be mown and cared for, more
than pay for all of the extra cost of ground
and the extra travel which the ten-foot dis-

tance makes."
"How do you get the hives arranged in

hexagonal form?"
"Take a line of the desired length, ac-

aceording to the number of hives you wish
in any certain apiary, and near one end
tie a white thread or string. Five feet
from this tie a piece of red cord, and then a
white one five feet from the red, and so on
till you have red and white strings alternat-

ing at five feet from each other the whole
length of the Hue. Now stretch the line

where you want the first row of hives, and
stick a little stake at each white thread.
Then move the line ahead ten feet and stick

the little stakes at the red cords. Move
ten feet again, sticking at the white, and so
on till you get as many stakes stuck as you
wish hives at this place. Now level off the
ground to suit you at each stake; put down
your four half-bricks for each of the four
corners of your bottom-boards to rest on,

and you are ready for the colonies. For
convenience and beautiful appearance this

is superior to any thing else I know of."
"Just one more question: In what direc-

tion should the entrance face?"
"This is something that practical apiarists

do not entirely agree upon. However, all,

I believe, think it is better not to face any
hives north of an east and west direction. I

always have mine face south; but many think
southeast should be the way, for then the
morning sun will start the bees out to gath-
ering nectar early in the day. But really I

see Tittle difference in any southerly direc-

tion."
"Why not face them toward the north?"
"The facing of hives to the north is very

objectionable, as it nearly precludes the
flight of the bees during winter, and much
of the time during early spring and fall, and
also allows the cold north winds to blow in

at the entrance, thus retarding brood-rear-
ing, which is a disadvantage in building up
colonies to their maximum strength for the
harvest from white clover.

'

'
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General
Correspondence

FIGHTING BLACK BROOD.

How Dr. Miller Grapples with the Disease
Among his Bees; the Frames but Not
the Hives Disinfected; is Infection Ever
Carried into the Supers?

BV DR. C. C. MILLER.

Beginning with the spring of 1909 I decid-

ed to give up the Wilson apiary and keep all

my bees in the home apiary. I was especial-

ly thankful for this when I found that Eu-
ropean foul brood was all through the apia-

ry. It is more convenient to fight foul brood
in one apiary than in two. Here was the
situation early in July: 93 colonies affected
with the disease; 22 colonies in which no
bad brood could be discovered at any time
throughout the season, and a lot of nuclei
whose condition I can not now tell. An in-

spiriting state of affairs, wasn't it? At least

I would have the chance to learn something.
I at once determined to break up all colo-

nies that were not of fair strength and throw
all the rest on foundation. Before I had a
chance to carry out this program in full,

events so shaped themselves that I changed
my mind, and only 56 colonies were thrown
on foundation.

Dr. E. F. Phillips thought a second shake
was not necessary; so, instead of the usual
shaking upon starters, and, four days later,

throwing on foundation, I at once threw up-
on full sheets of foundation. No attention
was paid to the condition of the hives—noth-
ing whatever was done to disinfect them.
The frames were boiled in lye, and used
again. A big iron kettle outdoors had a fire

built about it, and into this was put enough
water neai'ly to fill it, and two or three cans
of concentrated lye added. From time to

time water was added as it boiled away, and
more lye added. Four or five frames were
put in the kettle, then soused up and down
with a pitchfork, and in a very little while
they were taken out and thoroughly rinsed
in a tub of cold water. That made them
very clean. But the lye was kept boiling
hard. Most of the frames were as good as
new, and the expense was small compared
with the expense of new frames.
The first colony was shaken upon founda-

tion; all the others were brushed. The first

thing we knew, some colonies that had been
treated left, bag and baggage. However,
they didn't take the frames of foundation
with them. (First and last, nine colonies
thus deserted.) We concluded they were
hunger swarms, the bees gathering a little

every day, but probably not enough Tor their
daily needs. So the next we brushed had
sections partly filled given to them, these
sections being taken from diseased colonies.
This not proving entirely successful, we
tried a radically different plan, which plan

we followed for all the rest that were put on
foundation.
We brushed all but one comb. That comb

was left in the hive at one side. Next to it

were given two empty frames with not the
least sign of a starter in them. Aside from
these three frames the hive was left empty.
Three days later we generally found at least

a little start made at building comb in the
empty frame next the full one, and some
eggs there. In a very few cases the bees
had made a start in the second empty frame.
Sometimes no start was made in either
frame (remember the dearth), in which case
we waited till there was. Then we took out
the old filled frame, left the one frame with
the start made in it, and filled up the hive
with foundation. After a start was made on
the foundation, we sometimes took away the
frame which had been partly filled with
comb, so that it might not be' finished out
with drone comb, and sometimes we left it.

The rule is to treat foul-broody colonies in

the evening. With so many cases on hand,
that was not convenient. I suppose the ob-
ject of operating in the evening is to avoid
robbers. It seemed to me that we would be
full safer to operate in the earlier part of the
day when the bees were scouring the fields

for what little could be found than to wait
till evening when they had given up the
fields and were prowling around trying to

rob everywhere. So we did none of the
work in the evening, but at any time of day
when robbers were not troublesome. When-
ever there was any sign of robbers, we stop-

ped work.
Some one may say I was unwise to do so

many things against rule. The only reply I

need make is that not one of the 56 colonies
showed the least sign of the disease after-

ward, and I can but speak well of the bridge
that carried me safely over. But please re-

member that Eui'opean (not American) foul
brood is under consideration, also that there
was a dearth. With American foul brood,
or in a fuH flow, results might be different.

With regard to operating in the evening,
it is an unpleasant time to work, and I don't
believe it is always the safest time, so far as
robbers are concerned. In a buckwheat
flow I would rather take the forenoon.
As to disinfecting hives, we know that, in

thousands of cases, hives without disinfec-

tion have been satisfactorily used, and it is

entirely possible that in the cases reported
adversely the disease may have occurred
from other causes. At any rate, the propor-
tion of failures seems to be so few that I'd

rather take the chances of treating them
over again than to disinfect all the hives.

I fed sections taken from foul-broody col-

onies. Is there any positive proof that in

any case bees have taken the trouble to caF-

ry the infection into the surplus apartment?
Certainly no harm came from it in the pres-

ent case. If it has done harm in any other
case, then possibly the dearth may have
made a difference.

Before I tried it, it is very doubtful if you
could have convinced me that it would be a
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safe thing to leave in the hive a foul-broody
comb when shaking. Indeed, I had no idea,

in the first place, of following exactly the
plan that I finally did follow. I intencled to

leave the foul- broody comb three days, or
long enough for the bees to make a start on
the empty frame next to it, then leave this

latter two' days, taking away the foul-broody
comb, at the end of the two days leaving
nothing but foundation. The idea was that
this would not give the bees such a shock as
to be suddenly thrown upon nothing but
foundation with all their combs taken from
them at once. But in some way I fell into

the shorter and easier way, thinking that
there was a bare chance that it might work,
and I was feeling just a bit desperate about
the bees desertmg. You would hardly be-
lieve with what intense anxiety I scanned
the newly built comb when the oldest brood
in it was nearly ready to seal, to see if any
of it was diseased. Always it was healthy,
and I felt sure that if this comb was all right
the foundation would be. And it was— ev-
ery time. Again the question comes: If a
flow had been on, would the result have
been the same?
The editor of Gleanings had hinted that

he would like to have me try the Alexander
plan. I am greatly given to experimenting;
but with so serious a matter as foul brood I

hardly felt like fooling with a plan that had
not proved entirely successful in all cases.
Later I relented, and— but that's another
story.

To be continued.

THE NATIONAL PURE-FOOD LAW.

Its Relation to Honey-dew; the Favored
Few.

BY J. A. CRANE.

While I should like to see the pure-food
law amended so that what the bees store in

the hive for their own food supply, when
taken from them might be called honey,
whether gathered from fruit juice or aphides,
we probably shall be unable to get such a
change. But if all the bee interests in the
country were as powerful and as united as
the glucose interests are, the commission
would probably be able to see no more harm
in calling honey-dew pure honey than in call-

ing glucose corn syrup. What greater farce
could be imagined than our present pure-food
law as it now stands and is applied? The
greatest sinners, viz., the glucose people,
the canners, and the whisky interests, ap-
pear to be able to get almost any ruling they
wish; but let the man who has a few sections
of honey with a few cells of honey-dew in

them look out how he sells it or he may find
himself in prison.
The way I did with what honey I had with

dew in it was to send it away as clover, bass-
wood, and honey-dew, which was just what
it was; and as the statute claims to be against
misbranding, it seems to me that I should
have been more guilty to mark good clover

and basswood as honey- dew than to give the
actual facts, even though the gooa honey
was unavoidably thrown into bad company.

PREVENTING GNAWING OF SPLINTS.

I should like to suggest that the Miller
splints might be coated with some substance
like shellac, or some other preparation, and
made so hard that the bees would be unable
to tear them down. As I understand the
case they gnaw only the lower end of the
splints, so It would not be necessary to coat
more than a short distance from the end. I

have never used them, but have often thought
of trying some; and if the gnawing by the
bees is the only point against their use it

would seem that some one used to paints or
chemicals should be able to find some easy
way to overcome that fault.

Marion, N. Y.

[While, apparently, some big interests
have secured rulings that they have asked
for, and some smaller interests have been
turned down, yet it is, nevertheless, a fact
that we have one of the best if not the very
best pure-food law, and the best executecf,
probably, in the world. Canada and some
other countries are wishing they had some-
thing half as good. If Dr. Wiley and his
corps of assistants were left alone,' all would
be treated alike. Taking it all in all, we
most emphatically disagree with our corre-
spondent when he says that "no greater
farce could be imagined than our present
pure-food law as it stands and is applied."
While we admit, in the matter of honey-dew,
that some bee-keepers suffer some little hard-
ship, yet in a broad and general way they
now have practically no competition from
glucose mixtures masquerading under the
name of "honey." Most States have pure-
food laws of their own that are in strict con-
formity with the national law. All territori-

al and interstate business comes under the
scope of the national law. The fact that
some of the adulterated products that can be
sold in some States may and probably would
go across the borders into other States is a
strong barrier against a class of manufactur-
ers who would, if they dare, put on the mar-
ket adulterated honeys, canned goods, and
jams. They dare not take chances.

It is not a violation of the national pure-
food law to put on the market a honey that
contains only a small percentage of honey-
dew. Any honey containing a small amount
of honey-dew that is of good flavor and color
can be sold as honey, if we understand the
ruling. It is only the ill-flavored stuff, or
the honey that contains a very perceptible
quantity, that must be sold under the name
of "honey-dew honey." In many cases this

does not work a hardship but an actual bene-
fit to the honey trade at large. Indeed, it

would be a positive damage to the market if

a bee-keeper were allowed to put a nasty hon-
ey-dew on an unsuspecting public and call it

honey. There are some pure honeys that are
so vile in flavor and dark in color that they
also ought to be put under the same ban for
table use.

—

Ed.]
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FULL SHEETS OF FOUNDATION IN SEC-
TIONS DEFENDED.

A Reply to Friedman Greiner; only Extra
Thin Foundation Used in Split Sections.

BY J. E. HAND.

The article by Mr. F. Greiner on the use
and abuse of foundation in sections, page
528, would seem to call for a reply from me,
especially in view of his error in assuming
that I find it necessary to use brood founda-
tion in split sections. This is doubtless due
to a former statement of mine that I might
be compelled to use foundation heavier than
extra thin in split sections.

Permit me to say in this connection that

the trouble from buckling of foundation in

split sections to which Mr. G. refers exists

only in the imagination of those who have
condemned these sections without giving
them a trial. In justice to myself it is proper
to say that / use only extra-thin foundation in

split sections. Mr. G. is, therefore, jumping
at conclusions when he assumes that I use
brood foundation in them.

His statement, that those who use full

sheets of foundation in sections are catering
to the demands of the seller instead of the
consumer, are, it seems to me, wide of the
truth. He appears to forget that the seller

is in touch with the consumer; and unless he
caters to his wants he must quit and go out
of business. The fact that the seller de-
mands a certain kind of honey is prima-facise
evidence that the consumer prefers it.

Mr. Greiner's statement, that the consum-
er rarely demands that honey be attached to

the section on all sides, and capped to the
wood, is doubtless true; and yet if given the
choice, that is the very kind he will take in

preference to the kind Mr. G. describes as
being fastened at the top with only two little

legs at the side, and none at the bottom, with
an open space between the honey and the
wood.

I don't quite see how any one in the light

of our present grading-rules should call such
an article gilt-edged. It is the appearance of

comb honey that sells it, and the eating qual-
ities that hold the customer after we once
get him. The difference between the ap-
pearance of a section of comb honey that is

built from full sheets of foundation and one
from small starters only, is wide enough to

include the whole scope of scientific comb-
honey production. The difference in the
eating qualities is so slight as not to be notic-

ed by the average consumer, and exists only
in the fact that there is a trifle more wax
where full sheets of foundation are used.
However, since most people eat honey with
bread, the small amount of wax contained
in a mouthful of honey could not be detect-
ed, even by an expert.

I plead guilty to the charge of producing
the Kind of honey that commands the high-
est price in the open markets; and because
I can't produce such an article in my location
with starters only I prefer to use full sheets

of foundation in sections. The rapidly in-

creasing demands for such honey speaks
louder than any argument that can be brought
to bear on the other side of the question.
No doubt Mr. Greiner is able to produce a

very fine article with only small starters of
foundation in sections; but the point is, will
it pay him to do it? This question is fully
answered by his statement that he would
have made a great deal more money had he
used full sheets of foundation in sections
during the last 25 years. On the whole it

would seem that he has little to show for his
25 years of self-sacrifice along this line, for
he does not say that he is able to get five
cents more per pound for his product, which
he would have to do to make himself good.

I have been a producer of comb honey on
a small scale for more than 30 years; 14 years
of this time I delivered a good share of my
produce direct to the consumer; and while I

don't remember a single complaint about
the foundation, I have had patrons object to

light-weight sections before I knew enough
to use full sheets of foundation. Sections of
honey are largely sold by the piece, and light-

weight sections, like poorly filled boxes of
berries, are viewed with suspicion by the
consumer, and justly so.

Birmingham, 0.

KEEPING DEES IN A WARM ROOM
THROUGH THE WINTER.

An Interesting Series of Experiments
Showing the Effect of Artificial Heat

on Bees.

BY SAMUEL SIMMINS.

This subject appears to strike the editor
of Gleanings as a matter of considerable
importance, and is one that claims some at-

tention every few years. At one time it was
a most fascinating hobby in the writer's own
experience.
Some thirty years ago I placed a colony of

bees in a greenhouse in mid-winter, at a
temperature that never went below 70°;

and while, when the sun was warming up
the house during the day, about 110° would
be maintained. It was a very interesting
sight, in the depth of winter, to see the bees
actively carrying in artificial pollen which I

sprinkled on deal shavings in a box at the
further end of the house, where they were
loading up with a right merry hum.

After the first day or two the glass did not
trouble the bees in the least, and they would
fly in a continuous stream direct to the pea-
flour, and, when loaded, straight back to the
hive, as though they were unaware of any
glass boundary, or that there was a wider
world beyond. Thin syrup was supplied at

the same time, and fairly large patches of

brood were established, hatchmg out in due
course. And so this interesting game went
on until spring came in; but just here is the
crucial point— no material increase in num-
bers was secured, and the sequel was not
unexpected.
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The hive was set outside, and then the re-

sult of artificial heat, out of season, became
apparent. That queen had been through
her season of laying, and now claimed a very
natural and well-earned rest; while the bees,
being all quite young, with no element of
hardy adults among them, made no attempt
to pull up, as do unmolested stocks when
starting off after their long winter rest. The
fact was, the "vim " was not there, and, for
all intents and purposes, that stock was
about worthless for the new season's work.

COLONIES IN A WARM ROOM WITH ENTRANCES
OPENING OUTSIDE.

I have in early spring applied heat to stocks
standing with free entrances to the open
air. The bees would expand, and a large
brood-nest would be developed; but ulti-

mately there was no progress, for the simple
reason the adult bees were induced to fly

too frequently, and many would be lost or
worn out too quickly.*
The queens, as will always be found the

case, having started too early and too rapid-
ly, are not in position to continue at high
pressure just at the period their best work
IS required. In this connection it should not
be overlooked that, with stocks strong and
healthy, and in normal condition, the queen
claims a short and much-needed rest, in

mid-season, by the act of swarming. She
deposits few or no eggs for a day or two be-
fore swarming, hence with non-stimulated
and reduced ovaries she is able to fly with
the swarm— an act otherwise impossible.
For a week or ten days thereafter she is not
again forced to her full capaciiy, the short
rest having been very beneficial.

HEAT APPLIED IN SEASON.

When not applied too early I have found
artificial heat somewhat beneficial. The ap-
plication should be made just after bees are
developing normally, and when plenty of
natural pollen is to be found in fairly mild
weather. Under these circumstances the
general progress is rapid, and with such ap-
plied heat bees are ready for the supers in
from two to four weeks earlier than usual.
It is evident that comb-building is then car-

ried on more quickly than without artificial

heat during an early honey-flow.

WARMING THE SUPERS.

Even where the actual stock is not thus
subjected to artificial heat in season, a judi-
cious warming of the supers, where cold
nights are the rule, will add largely to the
apiarist's profits. Combs are built at an as-

tonishing rate, and the bees always find
plenty of room in the supers, and, moreover,
the work being continuous, the queen is

left free to follow her natural inclination
among the stock comSs, and a larger popu-
lation is naturally the result.

For drawing out section (or other) founda-
tion prior to the honey-flow, I have frequent-
ly advised the use of a hot brick wrapped in

flannel; and also flat hot-water tins, cased in

* If youne bees hatched in winter can not fly within
a reasonable time they die off wholesale.

enamel cloth and wrapped round with warm
material. These are placed on the super;
and with gentle feeding many sections can
thus be got ready for the honey-flow, insur-
ing rapid work when the food time comes.
Of course a lamp- heated boiler would be
more effectual, and a small proportion of the
colonies kept would prepare enough drawn
combs for the whole apiary. The object is

not to prepare a lot of combs with deep cells,

but to get them " started " without being
stored, just as if a holder with sections were
placed between brood for twenty-four hours— another effective plan of obtaining drawn
section combs.
Many American friends procured my pam-

phlet of 1886, and they will remember the
stress therein laid upon the importance of a
systematic preparation of whole sets of
drawn combs in all sections ready for the
current season's harvest.

ARTIFICIAL HEAT VERSUS NATURAL DEVEL-
OPMENT.

It is apparent, from my own experience,
that there is no profit, but a decided loss, in
causing bees to breed to a great extent dur-
ing winter, or too early in spring. I prefer,
and I have no doubt most practical owners^
prefer, a colony that will sit still, do no-
breeding, and therefore consume but little

store, until the first great flight when nat-
ural pollen can be gathered in abundance.
From that moment a higher temperature is

developed naturally, the queen begins to
feel her power under the general (and
genial) stimulus of awakening life, and the
adult hardy workers do not appear to dimin-
ish in numbers until there are enough young
sufficiently hardened to take up the burden
of a whole hive full of brood.

CONFINED BEES PRODUCING WAX.
My greenhouse experiment reminds me

that at a little later date (1886) I confined a
3-lb. swarm in a large canvas-covered room
for the purpose of determining the quantity
of honey that would be required in produc-
ing a pound of wax. Until that period it

had been asserted that twenty pounds of
honey were lost for every pound of wax the
bees were compelled to produce; and down
to quite a recent date some authors (who
knew of my experiment) have continued to
publish that exploded theory.
The bees flew freely in the canvas room, it

being in autumn; but they had no access to
either pollen or water, beyond the slightly
diluted honey I fed them for the purpose in
view. I gave the process in detail in "A
Modern Bee-farm," and the ultimate result
was that I found it required some 6^2 lbs. of
honey to produce 1 lb. of wax. This was
beautifully white, with no trace of a yellow
tinge when molded into one block. Under
free and favorable conditions, doubtless less
than five pounds of honey are really requir-
ed in secreting that quantity of pure wax,
free from pollen. With wax at 35 cts., that
would be 7 cts. per lb. for honey; conse-
quently, wax is not, apparently, produced at
a profit by the modern bee-keeper, though
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it is possible he may at times produce new
combs cheaper than he can buy foundation.

I am not sure that artificial heat applied dur-

ing this experiment would have given a

more economic result, because the bees, be-

ing fed freely with diluted honey, develop-
ed a fairly high temperature. But what
economical production can compare with the
mighty roaring industry displayed by the

bees when the weather is hot, and untold
wealth of golden nectar is spread over a
thousand acres around them?

Heathfield, Eng., Nov. 1.

[Mr. Simmins is a bee-keeper who has done
a large amount of experimental work along
practical lines. We have before referred

to the fact that he has made some discover-

ies in the line of methods of management
that have been many years ahead of the

times.
In the matter of keeping bees in a warm

room the result of his experiments are quite

in line with our recent experiments, and
with those conducted by our Mr. A. I. Root
along in the early 70's. Taking it all in all

we are thoroughly in accord witn all that our
correspondent has to say.

—

Ed.]

INTRODUCING QUEENS.

The Flour Method Practical and Safe.

BY ELMER J. WEAVER.

It is a simple matter to introduce queens
by dusting them with flour if they are rear-

ed in the same yard, and taken from one
hive and introduced into another inside of a

few hours. The results are the same if the

queens are taken to another yard, provided
they are not out of the hive too long.

The method I employed with success was
to remove the old queen, place the frames
back in the hive, and dust several small
handfuls of flour over the tops of the frames
in such a manner that the flour got well

mixed with the bees between the frames.
The queen was then coated thoroughly with
flour and run down between the combs, fol-

lowed by a good sprinkling of flour.

This plan was not entirely successful when
practiced with queens received through the
mails, so was modified in the following man-
ner: After removing the old queen, the bees
were shaken from the combs into the bot-

tom of a hive, dusted thoroughly with flour,

and the queen coated with flour was dropped
among them. The frames were then re-

placed carefully, and the hive not opened
again for a few days. In each case tried,

this plan proved successful, with the excep-
tion of one weak colony that was so demor-
alized that, before reacning a normal condi-
tion, robbing started in and the queen was
missing. This reminds me that, if this plan
is made use of during the robbing season,
the entrance should oe reduced to a single

bee-space or else the work postponed until

near sundown, so that the colony can regain
its normal condition before morning.

Several months ago I requeened eleven
colonies for a friend living about thirty-five

miles from my home. The bees were the
most vicious of any that I ever tried to han-
dle. The only way in which they could be
quieted was to use one third tobacco-stems
and two-thirds partly rotten wood in the
smoker. To find the queen a queen-exclu-
der was tacked to the bottom of a hive-body
and set on top of a hive containing several
combs. The bees were shaken into this

empty body, and a few puffs of smoke start-

ed them through the excluder down into the
hive below. After finding the queen the
bees were dumped back into the hive, dust-
ed thoroughly with flour, and the queen put
into flour and then dropped among them.
The hives were then not opened for several
weeks. On account of the difference I did
not examine the bees again; but about Oct.

1 my friend looked hastily through the hives
and reported sealed brood in nearly all of

the hives requeened. He did not make a
thorough examination, on account of the
crossness of the bees, and so did not attempt
to find the queens, the presence of brood
showing that all were accepted. At this

same time my own colonies had no unsealed
brood in the combs, as the extreme drouth
in this section stopped all pollen supplies
some weeks earlier.

I believe that those who try this method
will not go back to the slow cage plan again,

as the flour-introduced queens are laying
before the others are liberated by the bees.
Ronks, Pa.

A KIND WORD FROM INDIA.

My dear Mr. Root:—Not long ago a very accomplish-
ed lady whose life is full of good works wrote me: "I
have not lived in vain if I have been able to give the
missionaries a good laugh." Measured by this stan-
dard you too have not lived in vain. GLEANINGS has
been coming to us for over 20 years, and grown and
improved with the years. We thank you. My husband
does not find much time for reading, but he manages
to see what you say, pretty often, and to have a good
laugh over many things. We not only enjoy your ser-
mons, but are often much benefited by them, strength-
ened in the faixh, and in efforts for the good of others.
"You in your small corner, I in mine," so we are all

working for the same end, the salvation of the world,
and it matters not whether for east or for west.
There is not much inducement to bees to make any

amount of honey here, as they can eat directly from
the fresh flowers; still, they do produce some very nice
honey, and once in a while we get some that is eatable.
If we could get it first hand or in the comb it would be
all right; but the natives are much given to straining
it through any cloth, and that may be one taken from
off the body, often so dirty that Mrs. Root would not
allow her floor to be scrubbed with it.

I was glad when you said you and Mrs. Root kneeled
by your bed at night. All these things strengthen
somebody, and help some one to better effort. Twice
a day with my hand in my husband's we kneel before
our God. Life is sweet with all its sacrifices, and full

of work, with no holidays. Our oldest son is here in
the work with us. Our four daughters are in school
in Newton Center, Mass., and we hope they too will be
missionaries when the time comes.
We had fifty inches of rain here during June; but

when we have six months of no rain we get so dry that
the world almost burns up; jungle fires are terrible,
and we lost heavily last spring by them. May you long
live to preach through Gleanings as well as in your
life. Mrs. M. C. MasON.
Tura, Assam, India, Sept. 1.
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MEETING OF TEXAS BEE-KEEPERS AT COLLEGE STATION, JULY 27-3U.
Through the cooperation and perseverance of the members of the State Association the State legislature was

induced to make an appropriation of $3000 for ridding the State of foul brood.

DEE-KEEPERS IN TEXAS HOLD ANNU-
AL MEETING WITH TEXAS FARM-

ERS' CONGRESS.

BY T. P. ROBINSON.

The Texas Bee-keepers' Association, being
a branch of the Texas Farmers' Congress,
met in general session with that body at
College Station, Texas, July 27 to 30, and
transacted much important business for the
association. Many interesting subjects were
discussed by the members pertaining to api-

arian craft, and much lasting good was ac-
complished, especially to the younger mem-
bers of the boay. Through the cooperation
and perseverance of the members of the as-

sociation the last State legislature was in-

duced to make an appropriation of $3000 for
the purpose of ridding the State of foul
brood. A few years ago the State passed
some very good laws relative to foul brood,
but there was no money set apart to defray
the expenses of inspection work. Now that
we have both the law and
the means we are hopeful
that we can attend to foul

brood effectively.

At this meeting of the as-

sociation the funds in ques-
tion were applied so as to di >

the greatest amount of good
for the bee interests of the

State.

We had with us (and we
were glad to welcome them)
men from Arkansas and
Cuba. It was a treat to hear
these gentlemen discuss
beedom from foreign fields.

The question-box discus-

sions were instructive and
entertaining.
The following officers

were elected for the ensu-

mg year: T. P. Robinson, Bartlett, Texas,
President; W. H. White, Blossom, Texas,
Vice-president; W. T. Chddress, Batesville,
Texas, Secretary- treasurer. The associa-
tion closed in harmony and good will, hop-
ing to meet again in annual session with the
Farmers' Congress next July. It is hoped
that we shall have a large attendance at that
time, and that much good may be accom-
plished.

Bartlett, Texas.

SPECIALIZING IN BEE-KEEPING.

BY BENJ. A. FORD.

T. P. ROBINSON,
President of the Texas Bee-keepers

Association.

For years I have considered making bee-
keeping my sole occupation; but I have al-
ways been held back by different writers who
advise against the plan of depending on bees
alone for a livelihood. I have been keeping
bees quite extensively for more than twenty
years, and always looked forward to the time

when I could depend on
them alone for a livina.
During the past few ye;trs
I have been very successful
with bees, and so about a
year ago I took up bees as a
business; but, having had
considerable experience
with poultry, I kept chickens
also on a small scale. Be-
sides these lines, I had a small
farm to work to some extent.
The fact is, however, that I

should have been better off
at present if I had made bee-
keeping my sole occupation.
The bees have made up for
the loss on the other two
lines, and have given a good
margin besides over and
above the expense of the
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GEORGE H. REX AND SON'S BEE-SHED, PERMANENTLY BUILT OF GOOD LUMBER AND ROOFED
WITH CORRUGATED IRON.

whole venture, in spite of the fact that

this locaUty is not considered one of the best
for bees. But the past season or two have
been very favorable for the bees, and not so
favorable for farming and poultry-raising.

Perhaps, in the long run it might be well to

carry the three lines together.
From my own experience I believe that,

for the time and capital required, bee-keep-
ing will be found more profitable than almost
any other rural pursuit, provided the bee-
keeper thoroughly understands his bees and
his locality. I would not advise any one to

take it up alone (unless he has carried it

with something else) until he has proved to

himself that he thoroughly understands his

bees and locality, and until he is sure that
he can make enough in good seasons to tide

over the seasons that are less favorable.
North Abington, Mass.

hives, and they winter about the same in

both kinds.
With this kind of shed there is no bother

in putting bees in a cellar during winter,
and much work is saved, as the hives stay
on the same stand all the year round. We
have kept bees since 1896, and have run for
comb honey exclusively.

tStettlersville, Pa.

UPPER ENTRANCES AND DOUBLE EN-
TRANCES.

Their Advantage In a Hot Climate.

BY J. M. HOMESLEY.

BEE-SHEDS.

A Good Shed Saves the Labor of Carrying
Hives in and out of a Cellar.

BY GEO. H. REX.

The picture shows one of our two shedde d
apiaries; the other one is about half a mile
from this one, and contains 16 colonies in the
same kind of shed. The hives are kept in
these sheds summer and winter, the shed
serving as a protection from the cold in win-
ter and the hot rays of the sun during sum-
mer.
The picture also shows two old-fashioned

straw hives which we have for a relic. We
have about half of our bees in eight-frame
chaff hives and the rest in single-walled

I notice the plan by B. Walker, page 533,
Sept. 1, for getting the bees directly into the
supers without having to pass through the
brood-chambers first. On one end of my
brood-chambers I nail aboard flush with the
upper edge to make an alighting-board, bev-
eling it so that the water will run off. I

place this body on the bottom-board so that
this upper alighting-board will be at the op-
posite end from the main alighting-board be-
low. Then I put on a queen-excluder and
over this the super, on the under edges of
which I have previously nailed strips, Yz
inch thick, on the two sides and one end.
By putting the end without the strip over
the upper alighting-board I thus secured the
second or upper entrance. I have found
that the bees seem to prefer the upper en-
trance, as they worked from this the most.
I have a loose >^-inch strip, \}i inches wide,
that will just fit into this upper entrance, so
that at any time when I choose I can close it.

I had 48 colonies this year, and had only
ten swarms. I got as much honey as any
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one in this locality, and increased my apiary
to 135 colonies, all of which are supplied
with stores for winter.
The double-entrance plan is very conven-

ient for dividing. When the flow is about
two-thirds over 1 get my queen-cells ready,
go through the yard, and place a cell in each
of the bodies above the excluder, and leave
them until the young queen is laying. I

then set the upper hive on another stand
whenever it suits me. I generally leave my
colonies with the double stories and the
queen in each story until spring, and then
separate them. I am aware of tne fact that
some may object to an entrance at each end
of the hive; but down here, where the tem-
perature sometimes is 115 degrees Fahr., I

rind it better to have a current of air through
the hive. I sometimes close the lower en-
trance from one-half to two-thirds, so as to

lessen the lower space that the bees have to
guard. I like this plan so well that I expect
to run my whole yard this way hereafter.
D'Hanis, Texas.

-^^-^^..-^^

WINTER CASES.

Some Improvements Over the Usual Plan
of Arranging Them on the Hives;

a New Hive-stand.

BY ANDREW M. KECK.

I use the regular dovetailed winter cases
with good success; but there are several
changes that I have made which I would like

to mention. I prefer a flat galvanized cov-
er, since it is easier to put together, and is

more suitable for the use of shade-boards on
top. Hive No. 4 in the illustration shows
one of my winter-cases with a home-made
roofing-iron cover.
On the front and the back of an ordinary

single-walled hive, as shown by hive No. 5,

I screw a cleat as long as the winter-case is

DETAIL OF KECK'S HIVE-STAND.

wide, on which the case may rest, using
two screws in the front cleat and one in the
center of the back one. I cut a quarter-inch
notch on the upper side of each end of these
cleats, which will hold the edge of the win-
ter case. Then I lay thin boards around the
hive, which are supported by these two
cleats, as shown by hive No. 7; and when
the winter case is slipped down over them,
these thin boards form a floor for the case so
that the planer-shavings are prevented from
falling down through. This plan supports
the winter case well above the hive-body, so
that there is room for an abundance of pack-
ing over the "op. I use no pads or cushions,
but pour the chaff or packing material in

loose, taking care to put in all that the case
can possibly hold. If I should have occasion
to examine the colony at any time when the
packing-case is on, I can merely remove the
cover and put it on the ground, bottom side

up, and with both hands scoop the packing
off into it while I make whatever examina-
tion is necessary.

I always leave the deep side of the bottom-
boards up; but I contract the entrance with
a notched stick, one of which is shown on
the cover of hive No. 7 in the illustration.

When the winter case is used on divisible-

KECK'S METHOD OP^ SUPPORTING THE DOVETAILED WINTER CASES OVER THE HIVES.
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brood-chamber hives, it is rather difficult to

examine the lower section while the pack-
ing is on; but this is about the only bad fea-

ture that I can see.

My hive stands or foundations are shown
under all of the hives; but the construction
that I now prefer is the one shown in the
second illustration. Instead of a second pair
of 2x4's just under the hive bottom-boards,
I now use two more pieces of inch material
laid flat on the other two as shown I let

this whole hive-stand rest on pieces of

bricks at each corner. These stands are
cheap, since there is no need of accuracy,
and they do not quickly rot out.

Odon. Ind.

" PAULOWNIA IMPERIALIS." A "HIGH-
PRESSURE" TREE.

FIELD MEETING OF MASSACHUSETTS
BEE-KEEPERS.

BY E. C. BRITTON.

The Massachusetts Society of Bee-keepers
held the most successful field day in its his-

tory at the bee bungalow of Henry W. Brit-
ton, atStoughton, Mass., Aug. 7. There were
150 present, and 30 new members were add-
ed to the Society. It was voted to make
the dues one dollar per year.

Mrs. G. A. Everbeck, of Winthrop Center,
won the prize, a fancy queen, for the best
section of honey. Britton Brothers played
two selections on cornet and trombone; Dr.
Stone, Professor of Botany at the Massachu-
setts Agricultural College, spoke on the sub-
ject of honey-plants, and identifipd as many
as he could of thosecontributedbythe visitors.

-*A vote of thanks was extended to Mr.
Britton for his hospitality.

Canton, Mass.

BY A. I. ROOT.

Last year I had a paulownia that had stood
the previous winter, and put out a great lot

of branches. Had it wmtered safely we
should have had quite a lot of blossoms, and
very likely considerable honey, as it is a
honey-plant. When I got back from Florida
I decided that the entire tree was 0. K., and
I was watching to see the buds start out and
blossom. Every thing seemed to be going
all right until in May, when the buds or lit-

tle leaves seemed to come to a standstill.

I looked around the roots, and saw that a lot

of shoots were coming on with great vigor,
I made haste to cut them off clear below the
surface of the ground, hoping to turn the
growth into the upright tree; but more shoots
kept starting out. The tree had evidently
decided to abandon the old trunk and start

anew from the ground. It made me think of
my sitting hens when I am trying to make
them adopt my program instead of their own.
The tree, in spite of me, seemed to be "of
the same opinion still," and I finally gave
up to it by cutting out the old trunk and let-

ting it have its own way in growing a new
one. I felt like the man who ordered his dog
outdoors. When doggie sneaked off under
the bed his master said, "Well, go under the
bed if you wish to—just so you obey orders."
My tree "obeyed orders," and the picture
that Huber has taken shows what it was in

the middle of October. Several years ago a
leaf from this tree was so wide that, when a
yardstick was laid across it, there was an
inch or two of the leaf projecting beyond the
yardstick. Now, this paulownia is one off

FIELD MEETING OF THE MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY OF BEE-KEEPERS.
At this meeting there were 150 in attendance, and 30 new members were enrolled.
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THE PAULOWNIA-TREE THAT WOULD HAVE ITS

OWN WAY.

my favorite trees. Even if it does die down
to the ground every winter, it is worth all it

costs to see it come up and "climb" when
warm weather comes. Of course, it needs
good soil. The building right back of the
tree is at the present time my auto-house.
It was formerly one of my cold-frame green-
houses, and as a consequence the soil is very
rich where you see the tremendous growth
of plants and foliage.

MANAGEMENT OF LARGE APIARIES IN
CUBA.

How Conditions there Differ from those
in the United States

BY FRANK REIMAN.

Fifteen hundred colonies of bees distribut-

ed among four or five apiaries are about all

that one man can manage with the help ob-
tainable in Cuba. The honey-flow in this

immediate vicinity is over by the last week
in December, and at this time it is necessary
to leave enough honey in the lower story to

last the bees until the 1st or 15th of March,
when a new honey-flow begins. During
this interval there is very little to do except
to melt up combs from the occasional queen-
less colonies or colonies containing drone-
layers.

At the last extracting I remove all the su-

gers, as the hives contain but few bees and
rood. All the old combs are melted up,

and the brood-chamber filled with new
combs. About March 1 I begin to put on

supers again, using as many drawn combs
as I can spare for each super, but never
more than five such combs m a nine-frame
super, as every alternating frame should be
empty. One reason for this is that the
queen is kept in the lower story until the
brood-combs are filled with brood; and
another reason is that the bees will then
fill the empty frames with combs. If the
new comb built is drone I cut it out for wax;
but if of the worker size I use it for the new
swarms. In this connection I will say that I

never use comb foundation, as the honey
never comes in with a rush here, and the
bees usually only gnaw away the founda-
tion. After the first of March I look through
every colony once a week.
My frames are 21 inches long, 6 inches

deep. Thej^ are made of ^-inch material
cut into 'i-inch strips. These narrow top-

bars enable me to look between the combs
without lifting them out and thus save much
time.
March, April, May, and June are the main

swarming months; but there are liable to be
swarms any month except during December,
January, and February. I make artificial

swarms when practicable. My plan for this

is very simple. After the queen fills the

brood-chamber with brood, and has about
four of the combs in the super filled, I take

these upper combs out and place them in an
empty hive, alternating them with empty
frames. I do not look for the queen, as this

takes time. I put the old hive in another
place, and in a week I fill the new hive with
combs and brood, and do not otherwise dis-

turb it until I put on supers. In this way I

lose only about ten per cent of the colonies on
account of queenlessness. (If I should add
the combs of brood after the young queen
is hatched, the bees would almost surely kill

her, even though she had been laying for a
week.) In a week after the old hive has
been moved, the bees will be working in the

super, and in less than a month the colony
will be strong enough to repeat the same
process, or the extra combs can be used to

hatch in some other hives.

In March, April, and May we extract about
every ten days; we usually have five help-

ers, and extract about four barrels a day.

At every extracting we cut out all the drone
combs or old combs, and replace them with
empty frames, alternating with the combs
between. We melt up these undesirable
combs for wax.
The spring honey-flow lasts until June 1,

and then there are hard times for the bee-
keeper until Oct. 1. Last year I fed seven
;W0-pound sacks of sugar; but this year I fed
ten sacks, because the season was a month
later, on account of heavy rains. We have
had as much as 6 inches of rainfall in 2;^
hours; 10 inches in three days, and 25 inch-

es in a month. I believe the average rain-

fall in the United States is only 27 inches for

a year. The rain always falls in the after-

noon; and after one inch falls, the bees usu-
ally do not work until eight or nine o'clock

the next mornmg.
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October is a good month, and the bees
swarm considerably; but at this time we do
not make artificial swarms, as the white-
honey flow begins Nov. 1. We hive all the
bees on full combs so that they will be ready
for the crop. In November and December,
during the best flow, which is all white, we
extract each yard every seven days, and we
get from five to ten barrels, usually, a day.

Last year, during the last extracting, we cut
out combs, which, when melted up, amount-
ed to 600 lbs. of wax.
On the first of November of this year I ex-

pect to change to comb honey in 4x5 plain

sections. I am making wide frames for the
same supers that are on the hives now, and
will replace the nine frames with seven
wide frames containing in all 28 sections. I

formerly used a T super holding 40 4x5 plain

sections; but I found that was entirely too

large for Cuba. About the first of Novem-
ber the queen begins to lay fewer eggs, so
that the hive has a smaller force of working
bees, and at best the gain is not more than
five to fifteen pounds of honey per week.
I use only white combs in the sections for

starters. My supers are at present full of

white comb. I cut this out of the frames and
divide it into squares to fill 25,000 sections.

I dip the square pieces of comb in hot wax
and stick them on the tops of the sections.

In the manner above described I raised

70,000 lbs. of comb honey in two years. In
the United States this would not be practic-

able, as there is no white comb when the
crop begins. I look at all the supers each
week, and take out the finished sections, al-

ways keeping those that contain honey to-

gether near the center of the super, so that
when the season ends there will be but very
few unfinished sections.

We use 24-section shipping-cases packed
eight to the carrier, with plenty of hay. Re-
ports show that my honey reaches the State
of Indiana in perfect condition; in fact, the
honey from Cuba is said to reach New York
in better condition than that shipped by rail.

Cauto, Cuba.

WEEPING" HONEY.

A Serious Problem Confronting Some of
the Bee-keepers in the South; Comb
Honey that Becomes Water-soaked Aft-

er Standing.

BY H. F. HART.

Honey oozing through the cappings, as
mentioned on page 644, Oct. 15, has been a
"bete noir " with both comb-honey and ex-
tracted-honey producers these two last sea-
sons, and as yet we have been unable to get
any solution. Some of us have taken the
matter up with the Department at Washing-
ton, but so far as I can learn the officials

there have examined only extracted honey,
and not that in the comb. I wish to say dis-

tinctly that it is not old or frozen honey, but
perfectly new honey that weeps; and, what
makes it worse, is that it is almost impossi-

ble to detect the sections that will weep
later.

During this past season I have graded and
packed some very fine fancy wnite honey
that looked just perfect, and had it stored
under ideal conditions, only to find, a few
weeks later, that the whole lot had to be re-

packed, one-fourth or more weeping.
There is no rule, either, in the weeping

section. I have had all the 8 outside sec-

tions weeping, and the other 28 perfect; then,
again, a patch on the top in some and in

others a patch on the bottom, or one side

perfect and the other weeping. I have re-

turned these sections to the nive, and the
bees clean them up, and late in the season
the only mark of their being imperfect is the
very convex appearance of the cappings.
Supers left for a long time on the hive are
apt to have a very considerable quantity of

wax daubed all over the cappings as if the
bees were trying to stop a leak. This is not
confined to the supers; but the same state of

affairs can be noticed in the brood-nest.
The source that the honey was derived

from I am not able to determine; but sweet
clover, white clover, persimmon, and Trifolia

recumbens I know were blooming. I wrote,
offering to send the Department at Washing-
ton typical sections, but they preferred to

have samples of extracted, which I do not
think would throw the light on the matter
that the new honey in the comb would.
There is one peculiarity with this weeping

honey when extracted: After whole or par-

tial granulation it increases from 15 to 20 per
cent in bulk, and the resulting mass granu-
lates in a very fine crystal; in fact, it is more
like butter, while our other honey granu-
lates in large grains, although from tne in-

crease in bulk one's first thought is fermen-
tation.

There is no sourness resulting— in fact,

many prefer the butter honey to the large-

grain honey. I am much interested in hav-

ing this matter solved satisfactorily, and
hope that some of your scientific contribu-

tors will take the matter up.
I wish to add to the list of flowers whose

pollen might be found in Mr. Baldwin's hon-

ey, p. 639, titi and the black tupelo, which
would both be blooming about the same
time as orange. Bees also gather consider-

able from the loquat, which blooms earlier

than either. Gallberry and sweet bay would
also bloom about the same time.

Allenville, Ala.

[On page 644 we mentioned four condi-

tions that might account for "weeping"
honey; namely, age, freezing, rough han-
dling, and source. Apparently the last men-
tioned was the cause of the weeping refer-

red to on page 644.

It is doubtless true that, in some seasons,

and especially from some sources, the honey
is not thoroughly ripened before it is sealed.

If that is the case it would have a tendency
to work and expand.

Again, honey is deliquescent— that is, it

has a tendency to absorb moisture and be-

come thinner. Assuming that the cappings
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HOW TO HANDLE A FRAME HAVING A COMB READY TO DROP OUT.

under consideration were somewhat porous
—more so than usual— the honey might ab-
sorb water. That being the case, its volume
would be increased, with the result that the
honey would force itself through the cap-
pings, causing the so called "weeping."

If any one else has any thing to offer on
this question we should be glad to lay it be-
fore our readers.

—

Ed.]

HANDLING COMBS INSECURELY FAST-
ENED IN THE FRAMES.

The Right and the Wrong Way; the Ques-
tion of Wires and Splints,

BY E. R. ROOT.

We always advise the use of wired frames
to hold the combs so that they can be han-
dled rapidly; but a large percentage, yes,

the majority, of bee-keepers do not wire.
Perhaps they have the idea that it is too
much work to string wires back and forth
through the end-bars—that they have got
along without wire heretofore, and they can
do it again. If they consider it a useless ex-
pense they are practicing false economy; for
fifteen cents' worth of wire will secure the
combs in a hundred frames; and then, too,

the fussy, tedious operation of handling
combs like eggs will take enough time in a
whole season to make up for the cost many
times over.
But perhaps Dr. Miller and his friends

might recommend in place of wires wooden
splmts. Doubtless for comb-honey produc-
tion the splints are better; but some have
had trouble from the bees gnawing around
them; and for the purpose of extracting,

they will not hold a comb as securely to the
frame as wire passing back and forth the
comb and through the end-bars, or through
top and bottom bars.

No matter what the merit may be of either

wires or splints, the facts are that the ma-
jority do not use them; therefore they will

have a great many combs insecurely fastened
to the frames. In nearly all cases there will

be no attachment to the bottom-bais, and
in many instances only partial attachments to

the end-bars. When such combs are heavy
with honey it is important that they be han-
dled carefully; and for the benefit of the
beginner we suggest a method of procedure
that will avoid any breaking out.

Lift the frame out of the brood- nest, as
shown in Fig. 1. If for any reason you de-

sire to see the other side, raise the left
hand and lower the right one until the top-
bar is on a perpendicular line. While in
this position— see Fig 2—revolve the frame
like a door on its hinge until the other side
is next to the operator. Drop the left hand
and raise the right one, as shown in Fig. 3,
until the top-bar is at the bottom, as shown
in Fig. 4. When ready to put back, reverse
the operation. When so handled, there will
be no strain on the comb, as might be the
case if the comb were turned over with the
top-bar kept constantly on a horizonal line.
In the height of the honey-flow there are
many combs which, if handled in this way,
would fall out of the frames, mutilating the
combs, smashing bees and brood, and possi-
bly arousing the fury of some bees. If the
learner acquires the habit of handling a
frame as shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, he may
save some unpleasantness later on.
Of course, if he is wise he will wire his

frames in the first place, and save all these
false motions for all time to come. Why, in
this moving-picture series of articles that is

precisely what we have been trying to teach;
but when a beginner is determined to prac-
tice false economy, then we try to show him
how to work, even if some of his movements
are unnecessary when the proper appliances
are used.

BEE-KEEPING IN NEW ZEALAND.

Is it Possible to have Brood-rearing
Started too Early in the Season ?

BY H. BARTLETT-MILLER.

On page 179, March 15, F. H. Cyrenius
says, "A colony wintered in a warm room
will be too far in advance of the season to be
profitable." This theory has been so much
advanced recently that I am in a quandary
as to the outcome of my next season's crop.
On the 7th of July I went through my 78
colonies and discovered that half of them had
five combs containing brood, and nine colo-
nies had six frames with brood. Although all

colonies had ceased breeding in the middle
of April (which is the beginning of our apol-
ogy for frosty weather), the 7th of July,
when I made the examination, was only
eleven days from our midwinter. Our sea-
sons, of course, are exactly opposite to yours.
Now, if your bees, when starting brood-rear-
ing in March, for instance, are too far ad-
vanced to be profitable for a crop, what
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FIG. 1.—THE "NOVICE" "SIMPLICITY" INCUBATOR.—SEE POULTRY DEPARTMENT.

FIG. 2.—THE SLMPLICITY INCUBATOR OPENED UP.

FIG. 3.—THE SIMPLICITY INCUBATOR WITH SHELVES ALSO TAKEN AWAY.
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chance have we if F. H. Cyrenius and others
are correct ?

I thought over tliis subject a great deal un-
til I read on page 280, May 1, Doolittle's ad-
vice to Mr. Hall, whose conditions in Cali-

fornia are much the same as mine, only Mr.
Hall's bees were about a month behind mine.
Mr. Doolittle's advice to tier up and give
room until the time for shaking, for comb-
honey production, is just what I meant to

follow for extracted-honey production, as
comb honey is not in demand here, and ex-
tracted clover honey nets us from seven to

nine cents. However, I should have divided
my two brood-chambers by the Alexander
plan to make double the number of colonies,

as it does not do to let golden chances like

these slip, and there is no law here limiting
the number of out-apiaries one may own.
Furthermore, I should either have extracted
the honey-filled super and returned it, or
have given another super if too busy to ex-
tract, so as to provide more and more room
as the necessity for preventing swarming re-

quired.
Now for my query : If it is possible to pre-

vent the bees from swarming by practically
making them produce extracted honey, and
then, when the flow arrives, make them
transfer that same honey into comb-honey
supers, how can any sensible bee-keeper
have his bees in advance of his honey-flow?
I may be wrong, but it seems to me that
there is nothing at all in the theory of brood
being raised too early, unless it is that there
is an increased demand upon the stores.

But if the business is really a business and
not merely a hobby, surely there can be
nothing against wholesale feeding if it pays
and is a necessity. It seems to me that many
of us want the easiest method, although the
more thorough plan would pay far better.

Our honey-flow starts in the middle of De-
cember, when you have put your bees in the
cellar, and when you are wrapping up your-
selves—something that we never do here.
Our climate is practically like that of Florida.
I have orange and lemon trees flourishing in

my orchard, and the nearest snow is 150
miles south of us on top of mountains 8000
feet high. Our local mountains, over 3000
feet high, are never snow-covered, even in

the severe winter.
I wish we had A. I. Root out here, for he

would encourage us in our fight for prohibi-
tion. We are greatly interested in the pro-
gress of the Anti-saloon I.eai^ue. I am a
member of the New Zealand Alliance, which
is the name of the prohibition society here.

Kihikihi, Waikato, N. Z.

[We do not think you need to be worried
about your bees raising brood too early,

Mr. F. H. Cyrenius lives in a locality where
it is quite cold during the winter, during
which the bees go into a long winter sleep
or semi-hibernation, or a condition approxi-
mating hibernation. In such a locality, too
early stimulation of bees in the spring by
feeding or supplying artificial heat some-
times does more harm than good. V/e should
judge that the conditions with you are very

much the same as they are in Texas, and we
are, therefore, referring your inquiry to Mr.
Louis H. Scholl.

The conditions of locality vary so much
that what would apply to one would not
necessarily be applicable to another. There
are places where, undoubtedly, too early
brood-rearing brings on a force of bees too
soon for the expected honey-flow; but in a
climate like yours we hardly think you need
to fear any thing of that kind. If you follow
carefully the Doolittle plan we do not think
you will experience very much difficultv.

—

Ed.1

FEEDING THICK OR THIN SYRUP.

BV DR. BRUEXXICH.

On page 396, July 1, I gave some observa-
tions to prove that, in the height of the sea-
son, the nightly decreases in weight of a col-
ony on the scales do not result from an evap-
oration of water in the honey, but are to be
ascribed to the augmented consumption of
the nurse-bees, caused by the heightened
organic combustion I further stated that
the idea of ripening the honey from the nec-
tar by mere evaporation was an unscientific
legend, on the supposition that the thicken-
ing of the nectar takes place in the honey-
sac of the nurse-bees, the superfluous vv^ater

going into the blood, and being eliminated
partly by the respiration and partly by the
rectal gland.
This autumn, with my two colonies on

scales I made some experiments for ascer-
taining the actual loss arising by feeding a
thin or thick solution of sugar. The colony
which I shall designate as A had a queen
reared in 190S, while B had one reared in

May, 1909. Both colonies were in equal-siz-
ed hives, occupying ten frames of approxi-
mately 139 square inches each. There was
practically no brood. Colony A had 15.4 lbs.

of honey, and B had 20 lbs.; both colonies
had a good store of pollen.

I fed colony B first, giving the bees during
the nights from the 2d to the 6th of Septem-
ber 17.2 lbs. of a 60-per-cent solution of su-
gar (specific weight 1.29, one gallon contain-
mg 6.45 lbs. of sugar) . I fed colony A more
intensively with a thin solution day and
night. The bees were obliged to take from
the 11th to the 13th of September 30 lbs. of
a52.6-per-cent solution (specific weight 1.245,

one^allon containing 5.45 pounds of sugan

.

Besides this I gave the bees of this colony on
the 16th of September 4.4 lbs. of a 56.5 per
cent solution (specific weight 1.26, one gal-
lon containing 5.95 pounds of sugar).

In the table (next pagei I give the daily and
nightly losses in weight of the two colonies.
Before discus? "^ the results given I may
add my obsc ::s of an examination of
both colonies the 22d of September. A had
in three combs very little uncapped brood

—

from 60 to Ir, square inches. B had capped
brood in only one frame—about 60 square
inches. The weather during the feeding was
fine, and the bees brought in still more pol-
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THE SOURCE OF HONEY-DEW.

BY H. M. MOVER.

It is a disgrace to say that honey-dew honey is not
honey. It is honey as well as white-clover honey, only
of a poorer quality. Some even go so far as to call it

"bug juice." It is not bug juice. I have been a read-
er of Gi.E.\NlNGS, and a bee-keeper, about thirty-five
years. During this time I have noticed honey-dew
every three or five years, and I have watched it most
carefully. It takes from six to eight days after the
honey-dew is on the leaves for the lice to come. I

think that the dew brings the insects, and not the in-
sects the dew. When the honey-dew is on the leaves
of the trees it is honey-dew; but when it is gathered
and stored in the combs it is honey. The sweet sub-
stance in the white-clover blossom is called nectar;
but when it is stored in the combs it is honey.
The older bee-keepers call honey-dew a gift of God,

and I myself think it is a blessing when we have such
a poor season as the past. If it had not been for the
honey-dew this summer we would not have had over
half a crop.
Bechtelsville, Pa.

[The above communication was submitted
to Prof. H. A. Surface, State Zoologist of
Pennsylvania, and President of the Pennsyl-
vania State Bee-keepers' Association. He
replied as follows:

—

Ed.]

Before we can say what is honey and what
is not honey we must first establish a fixed
definition of the term " honey." We can do
no better than to accept that which is given
by the Board of Expert Chemists working in

connection with the Pure-food Division of
the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, which demands universal approbation
and support for the most excellent work of
its chief. Dr. Wiley. These careful students
and chemists have defined honey as "the
natural saccharine exudations from nectaries
or glands of plants, gathered, transformed,
and stored by the honey-bee." Now, it is

well known that honey-dew is chiefly the
product of insects; and the form with which
the bee-keeper has been plagued this year is

not directly from plants, and, therefore,
could not possibly agree with the definition
of "honey" so properly established by the
chemists of the Committee on Pure F'ood.
If honey-dew is honey, then any food that is

taken by the bee and stored in the comb is

also honey, and it would be legal to sell not
only the stuff from fruit juices, cider-mills,
oorghum pulp, and sugar-cane and sugar
beets, but also the refined products from
these in the form of syrup. It is certain that
sugar syrup fed to the bees and stored by
them in the comb is much more palatable
and wholesome as a product than is the hon-
ey-dew which they gather and store. This
can not only be proven by a practical test of
serving it on the table, especially to children,
who are competent and critical judges, but
also by attempting to winter bees on honey-
dew exclusively, or upon sugar-syrup feed-
ing. Both should likewise oe ruled from
the list of honey, as it would probably for-
ever injure the legitimate trade to sell either
stored sugar syrup or stored honey- dew as
honey, such as we usually have in mind
when we speak of this delicious product.
It is my experience that a low grade of hon-
ey injures the sale for that of better nuality,
and I am well convinced that a ton of noney-

dew honey scattered through almost any city
would seriously injure the sale of genuine
honey in that city for the coming year.
There should be no comparison between

the so-called honey-dew honey and white-
clover honey, for the reason that the latter
conforms to the definition in coming from
the nectar of the flower, while the former
disagrees entirely, and is a product of an in-
sect. Honey-dew in this State is never
found excepting on plants that are infested
with certain scale insects, plant lice, or sim-
ilar insects. It is true that it will be seen on
the lower leaves of a tree before the insects
get there; but this is because they often
leave the trees by flying through the air and
commence to feed on the tender new leaves
of the upper part and drop their sweet se-
cretions on the leaves below. Later they
drop to the leaves below or crawl down the
tree, and may be seen on the lower leaves.
This does not mean that honey-dew was on
the leaves before the insects were there.
Honey-dew attracts ants, wasps, flies, bees,

and other insects that feed on sweets; but
the plant-lice do not feed on the honey-dew
nor on sweets, as they draw all their living
from the sap of the trees or plants that are
infested. No one has ever seen plant-lice
feeding on the sweet liquid called honey-
dew; but, on the other hand, we have fre-
quently observed this liquid coming from
the cornicles or honey-tubes of plant-lice, as
well as from the vent or digestive tract.
No one can watch plant-lice during the sum-
mer without seeing the honey-dew appear
first in small globules, and then increase to
larger drops on the cornicles or honey-tubes,
especially when ants are stroking the plant-
lice with their antennae. There can be no
possible doubt of the source of this liquid.

As to whether the honey-dew is a benefit
to the bee-keeper depends upon how he win-
ters his bees, and upon locality. If the bees
can be wintered on their summer stands, or
where they have flight as frequently as they
need it, and the locality and season are such
that they can fly frequently, say once every
two or three weeks, they will winter all right
on honey-dew; but if they are to be put into
a cellar, or otherwise kept from flying for
six weeks or two months, they will doubt-
less perish with dysentery. Honey -dew
makes far more waste material to be voided
from the system than any other food that the
bees can take, and it is known that this void-
ing is done only when in flight. This ex-
plains why bees must be given an opportu-
nity for flight if they are forced to feed on
honey-dew. If such opportunity be not giv-
en, it is better to feed the bees abundantly
as soon as possible with sugar syrup, after
having removed the honey-dew, and save
this for stimulative feeding next spring.
At the annual meeting ot the Pennsylvania

State Bee-keepers' Association, held in Leb-
anon, Pa., the general sentiment was that the
honey-dew this year was a great nuisance,
and the bee-keepers would rather be without
it. There was no expression to the contrary.
Harrisburg, Pa.
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HEADS OF Grain
From Different Fields

PART OF THE HONEY SOURED \VHU,E THE REST DID
NOT.

I recently had some honey sour that was gathered
last year. It was produced in solid, sealed, virgin
combs. It was strained into a 500-lb. tank, then drawn
off into three, five, ten, and sixty-pound cans. Some
of it soured, and some did not. Why did some of it

sour and not the rest? I had it in new cans in a dry
and comparatively warm place. What can I do with
it? D. H. Morris.
Springfield, O., Oct. 25.

[Not all honey sealed in the combs is thoroughly
ripened. Bees apparently, in the rush of the season,
will seal some honey prematurely. But we may say
that, as a rule, all sealed honey is thoroughly ripened.
To answer your question, we might suggest that

some of the honey to which you refer was not thor-
oughly ripened. Had you left it, after extracting, for
a longer period in the 500-lb. tank, where the air could
get to it, you probably would have no trouble from its

souring. In some climates it is unwise to seal extract-
ed honey up too soon after it is taken from the hive,
unless it is heated to about 140 degrees. In our own
locality we know that first-class sealed clover honey,
if shut up tight and confined in the supers for some
months, is in danger of souring before spring. We
have found it necessary to pile the supers crisscross
in a warm room so that the air may circulate through
them. Honey that has been aired this way probably
ripens still further—that is to say, the process of inver-
sion becomes more complete, even after it has been
sealed up in the combs; for we are now told that part-
ly inverted honey will continue to invert if stored in
open tanks covered with coarse material like cheese-
cloth or wiie cloth. We do not know what to do with
soured honey except to make honey vinegar of it. If

it has only a slight suggestion of sourness heating to
140 or 150 may arrest the action.

—

Ed.]

WHAT CAUSED THE FIGHTING AFTER FEEDING?
About the 7th of October I began feeding back ex-

tracted honey for stimulative puposes, giving half a
pint of thin honey to a hive each evening. After feed-
ing is over in the evening, and the bees have quit fly-

ing, they will begin fighting among themselves. There
are seven or eight colonies which do this. Each colo-
ny will kill bees in its own hive, and I have found a
great many dead bees. In consequence of this I had
to discontinue feeding. Can you tell me what is the
matter? Can you also tell me whether there is any
danger of bees killing their quee««.through late fall

feeding or not? I was told they would.
New Plymouth, Ida. A Subscriber.

[We question very much whether there is ever any
fighting among any bees of a colony unless it is be-
tween individuals from two different queens or colo-
nies. If any of our readers are able to offer any other
explanation, or furnish evidence to show that the bees
of one mother in one colony will, all on a sudden, be-
gin to fight each other to the point of extermination,
when there has been no robbing, we should be glad to
hear from such.
In the case above cited, it is somewhat significant

that seven different colonies should begin fighting
right after feeding. We can not get away from the
conviction that those bees, by reason of the feeding,
became excited, got to robbing, mixed more or less at
the different entrances, then when night came on dis-
covered that there were many strangers in each hive,
and began to fight. A bunch of seven or eight colonies
might get so excited over robbing that they would put
up no defense at their individual entrances. When
night would come on, there would be no flying, and
the strange bees would fight each other. We be-
lieve that, if our correspondent would investigate a
little further, he would find after all that robbing was
at the bottom of the whole trouble.—ED.]

A STRANGE LOSS OF BEES IN AUGUST.
I should like some information as to the cause of the

mysterious losses which nearly every bee-keeper in
this section has had this fall. On the 21st of August I

examined my 22 hives and all seemed to be all right,
most of them working on the wild sweet clover. I

went away for a week; and when I came home I found
half of my hives deserted, and in six of them the mil-
lers had wrought great havoc. Since then I have lost
two more, leaving only nine colonies, and some of
these are not as strong as they should be. They are
Italian hybrids, generally inclined to be cross; but
this year it seems as though they were too stupid to
sting, no matter how handled.

I have talked with several other bee-men, and all
have different opinions as to the cause; but all claim a
loss of from 50 to 99 per cent. One man has only one
colony left out of 78. Another lost 21—all he had.
Some blame the spraying of the fruit-trees; but I do
not think that is the cause or we should have lost ear-
ly before swarming time instead of so late.

I have seen quite a number of hornets around and
inside of most of my hives,' and I wonder if that has
any thing to do with the bees leaving the hive. I

know they fight, and generally the hornet kills the
bee in the battle.
Merritton, Ont., Sept. 18. JOHN J. FaWELL.
[We are unable to offer any solution of the trouble.

It is possible that the bees gathered some poisoned
nectar during the spraying time, stored it in the
combs, and later on when they came to use it, it killed
them. Perhaps some of our Canadian friends in the
vicinity can throw some light on it.—Ed.

1

POUNDING ON THE HIVE TO CAUSE THE BEES TO FILL
UP WITH HONEY SO THAT THEY START BROOD-

REARING.

I am greatly interested in the subject of stimulating
bees by shaking according to the plans which I have
seen mentioned several times; but it seems to me that
all this shaking, whether for stimulating or preventing
swarming, is a lot of work. However, I believe that,
when bees have a lot of stores which we want them to
convert into brood, shaking will do a great deal of
good. Now, instead of shaking, how would it do to
go to every colony, say three or four times in a week,
and, after blowing smoke in at the entrance, drum for
a short time on the sides of the brood-nest with a suit-
able stick or club? This will cause the bees to uncap
the honey all right, and in the general excitfment, and
afterward, the queen will be highly fed and stimulated
to extra egg-production. This will be less work, and
ought to do as much good as an equal number of
shakings if not more.
At the beginning of each year our colonies always

have their brood-nests full of honey; but at the same
time they are weak in bees. How to remove the hon-
ey and at the same time strengthen the colony in time
for the harvest without too much extra work is a prob-
lem that I am trying to solve; and I am hoping that the
above method will aid me in solving it.

Jamaica, B. W. I., May 19. R. C. Holle.

[The plan you outline might work in a hot climate
such as you have; but we would not advise it in the
northern sections of this country. Ordinarily, bees
will raise brood as fast as they can take care of it; and
very often they will attempt to raise more.
Taking it all in all, we are of the opinion that this

pounding and smoking would do more harm than
good. We suggest that you try it out and report.—Ed. J

MAKING A DEAD-AIR SPACE AROUND THE COMBS IN A
DANZENBAKER HIVE.

For the last three years I have been using the Dan-
zenbaker hive exclusively, and have tried various
ways of wintering the bees. In this hive the sides are
single thickness, while the ends are double. This
winter I expect to reduce the brood-chamber from ten
to eight frames by taking out the follower-board and
placing two boards, 17 x S'i, at one end, and 8% at the
other, and i>. inch thick, leaving one frame and one
empty comb on each side of the hive. This will give
me an air-space of 1>8 inches broken by an empty
comb, which is a non-conductor of heat. I expect to
use also a thin honey-board over the top of the hive,
and the bees will naturally glue this board to the two
division-boards as v.ell as to the hive ends. The hive
having been previously glued on the outer boards, this
will make practically a dead-air space, as the division-
boards fit tight to the bottom-board. On top of this
honey-board I expect to place an empty super and fill

it with the regulation cushion or mats. This arrange-
ment also gives the bees room enough to crawl over
the top of the frames, which is impossible in any oth-
er arrangement without using sticks of some kind to
hold up the enamel cloth. I am somewhat prejudiced
against enamel cloth, for the simple reason that the
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hives sweat more or less, and I have often found
moldy combs as a result. What do you think of this
arransrement?

Wheelint,', W. Va., Sept. 2. W. 0. COOPER.
[The plan that you describe is the one employed by

most users of the Danzenbaker hive. As you say, in
effect, it makes a double-walled hive.—Ed.]

A SUDDEN FAILURE IN UNITING AFTER HAVING HAD
GOOD SUCCESS.

Last fall I wrote you what fine luck I had in combin-
ing weak colonies. Out of 30 such trials there was not
a failure, and nearly all of them just "as easy." This
year I have no honey, not many swarms, and so tried
it only once. Now, with the same man, same plan,
same yard, and same stock of bees, the result was a
horrible massacre—not one little bee of the weaker
colony escaped. " The ways of a woman are past find-
inp out," and bees are mostly women, are they not?
Jerseyville. 111. U. S. DONIS.

[The temperament of bees varies according to the
day and season. There are times when they are very
docile, while at other times they are very cross and
nervous. Colonies of gentle Italians can be united
under most conditions without quarreling. Bees that
can be united under one set of conditions without
trouble, might, under another set, slaughter each oth-
er indiscriminately. Your experience, therefore, is

not unusual.—Ed.]

THE SUPER THE PLACE FOR COMB-BUILDING IN THE
BROOD-NEST.

On page 594 Mr. Gibson voices a truth when he says
that full sheets of foundation are a necessity to a bee-
keeper. He also advises their use in the super. I go
a little further, and say that full sheets should never
be drawn out in the brood-chamber under any circum-
stances. Further, they should not be drawn out in
the super until the honey-flow is on in earnest.
Every time I extract I place two frames with full

sheets in the super, one on each side, tilling the cen-
ter with drawn-out combs. This gives me two new
combs to each at each extracting. When a swarm re-

quires a hive I place six good worker combs in it, and
two starters, one on each side—never full sheets. Lat-
er I remove these to the super.

If you hive a swarm on full sheets it will break some
of them down on account of the weight. I repeat, I

have found that the only time to build comb is during
the honey-flow and in the super.
Los Angeles, Cal. T. ARCHIB.U.D.

CAN BEES FLV BACKW.^RD ON THE SAME PLANE?
On page 380, June 15, in reply to W. H. Sterne's in-

quiry, the editor expressed the opinion that bees could
not fly backward on a horizontal line. I opened a hive
to-day, and a number of bees flew out; and one, partic-
ularly inquisitive, with wings vibrating rapidly, seem-
ed much interested in an empty comb I held. I notic-
ed that it moved backward when I moved this toward
it, and, remembering the above article, I moved the
comb back and forth several times, keeping it on the
level plane, and the bee kept about two inches distant,
opposite a certain spot, the whole time, till it at last
alighted. S. C. RHODES.
Auckland, New Zealand.

[We now have in hand enough testimony to prove
conclusively that bees can fly backward in the same
as well as on a descending plane. We can now consid-
er the question settled.

—

Ed.J

OIL-CLOTH OR SEALED COVERS PREFERRED.
I have never kept a great number of colonies of bees,

but I have always wintered them out of doors. I use
ten-frame Langstroth hives. I do not use sealed cov-
ers, but I use oil-cloth, which is about the same thing.
.\s I have had better success than my neighbors I will
give my method.
As my hives are all single-walled I take out four

frames that are the lightest in honey. If there is not
23 or 30 pounds of honey I see that there is by feeding.
To -begin with I start a common eight-penny nail

about three inches from the outside wall that is to
keep the division-board from crowding against the
frames. Then I crowd the six frames over against the
division-board, and do the same thing on the other
side. I use buckwheat chaff or hay chaff. It is better
than leaves for packing. After I pack on each side of
the two division-boards I take three little sticks about

M inch thick and 10 long, and lay these on top of the
frames, all spaced the same; then lay oil-cloth on top
of that. I then take an empty super and put on and
fill it with chaff. I can do this quicker than it takes to
tell it.

In 1907 I packed 15 colonies the same as before, ex-
cept the oil-cloth. I used bran-sacking instead. I had
very poor success. I lost 6 out of the 15. I had 20
packed the other way, and lost one. I will take the oil-
cloth or sealed covers. MiNOTT C. YOUNG.
Rutland, Yt.

JIGGERS CAUSE SORES ON WHITE-NOSED HORSES, AND
NOT ALSIKE CLOVER.

For some time I have noticed accounts in GLEANINGS
of animals being poisoned or breaking out into sores
about the head and hocks through eating alsike clover,
and more particularly horses and mules with white
faces. I think these sores may be occasioned by a
small insect, the same as or similar to what appears
here at the commencement of and continuing through
the rainy season called 'pronounced in Spanish "by-
voieen "

i or " jigger " of the West Indies. While it is

scattered through the herbage, it particularly inhabits
certain flowers. It is extremely small, invisible to the
naked eye except when gorged with blood, when it be-
comes bright red. It bores into the skin, and there
breeds, forming sores and causing the hair to fall off,

especially with white animals, for the reason, I sup-
pose, that white skins are thinner than dark ones;
hence the Indians here suffer but little from them; but
if they get a footing on our legs they bore into the skin
and produce an itching, simply unbearable without
scratching, when a sore quickly follows, and still

worse itching. The remedy is to rub in alcohol or di-
luted ammonia or carbolic acid
Chinipas, Mex., Oct. 13. FRANK M. BREACH.

WINTERING BEES OUTDOORS PACKED IN CHAFF WITH
A TIN TUBE TO ALLOW THE MOISTURE TO ESCAPE.
Mr. Root:—You asked for experiences in regard to

absorbents and non-absorbents in wintering bees. We
have used for the last five years, with great success,
the following arrangements:

First, have the bees sirong before going into winter
quarters. If in single-walled hives, use about four
inches of chaff picked on four sides and bottom part.
Then cover with a Hill device; next an oil-cloth or
some material not porous. Then put on a chaff cush-
ion. Through the oil-cloth and cushion we insert a
small tin tube about the size of a leadpsncil, and about
9 inches long, to carry out the dampness and foul air.

Some would think the tube would carry out too much
heat in cold and frosty weather; but we find that in
cold weather the tube regulates its size by the moisture
condensing and freezing at the upper end of the tube.
Sometimes the hole is no larger than a pinhead; then
when we have a mild spell the frost in the tube melts
and passes away, and gives the bees more ventilation
when required. We find this gives us better results
than sealed covers, with healthier and stronger colo-
nies, and with very little dysentery.

St. George, Ont. GEORGE C. Hu.MPHREY.

A NEW WAV OF USING THE FLOUR METHOD FOR IN-

TRODUCING QUEENS.
At one time last summer I had quite a surplus of

virgin queens that were about six days old; and, wish-
ing to introduce them as quickly as possible, I decided
to try the flour method. I took the virgins, one at a
time, and threw them into a tin baking-powder can
half full of flour, and shut them in. As six-day old
virgins are very active they tried to fly around in the
box, and in less than one minute they were so com-
pletely covered with flour that they could not fly at all.

While in this condition I picked them up on the end of
a small twig and ran them in at the entrance of the
nucleus-boxes. Forty virgins were thus treated, and
about 75 per cent of them were successfully introduc-
ed. At the same time, three laying queens were suc-
cessfully introduced to full colonies by the s^me plan.
Medina, 0. Mell Pritchard.

[Our readers will remember that Mr. Pritchard is the
one who had charge of our north yard, and reared
nearly three thousand queens.

—

Ed.]

SHORT SPLINTS SATISFACTORY.

I used half-length wood splints this year. They
worked all right, and were not gnawed out.
Hudson, Mich. E. E. SMITH.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root.

There shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth.—MATT.
13 : 50.

My talk this morning, or at least my start-

out, was suggested by a sermon preached by
our Congregational pastor, J. E. Kirbye, D.
D., on Nov. 7. The speaker said in his ser-

mon that when he was a child he got hold of

the idea, more or less common at that time,
that at some time in the great future all man-
kind, from the beginning of the world up,
were to be called up from their graves and
form a great procession; and this procession
was to march past a great white throne where
God sat in judgment and judged this throng
of humanity. A part were to be assigned to

heaven, and the other part to eternal torment.
I think he added that there is nothing in the
whole Bible to furnish ground for such be-
lief.

I had to smile while he was speaking about
it, because it agreed so exactly with my early
ideas and early teachings; and my childhood
dates quite a good many years prior to that
of my pastor. Well, as that particular belief
has been gradually dropped by at least a good
many Christian people, I rather think man-
kind in general has been coming to the con-
clusion that we do not need to wait until

death, or, say, a long time after death, before
we can experience the joys of heaven. The
real, earnest, hard-working Christian finds
heaven here on earth. If you do not find it

as a reward after your faithful and energetic
work, there is something wrong somewhere.
Now, my convictions have been growing

stronger and stronger as I grow older, that
heaven commences here on earth; and I be-
lieve that that is the experience of most of

those who are working unselfishly for the
good of humanity.
Now, Dr. Kirbye did not exactly say so, but

I gathered from his talk that he believed that
one might find hell as well as heaven here
on earth. On page 686, Nov. 1st issue, friend
Gault furnished us a bright suggestion to the
effect that those who deliberately choose hell,

instead of heaven, "carry their own brim-
stone along with them;" and the more I think
of it the more I am convinced that there is a
great truth right there. Men suffer the tor-

ments of hell here on earth because of their
evil deeds; and these torments are often so
great that they commit suicide in the effort
to escape such torments. Whether they do
escape any thinghy suicide is a question that,

perhaps, we can not solve. The man who,
in a fit of anger, shoots his wife and children,
and (as soon as he begins to recognize his
awful crime) turns his revolver upon him-
self, illustrates the truth of what I have been
saying.

Dr. Kirbye called our attention to the fact
that the "wailing and gnashing of teeth " is

going on all around us, but perhaps we have
not noticed it. He said that when mankind
had gradually risen up to the "higher

ground," where they decided that human
slavery was a sin against God as well as
against humanity, there was wailing and
gnashing of teeth before men would give up
their slaves. When the general government
decided that lotteries were also a sin against
God and mankind, and attempted to put a

stop to it by righteous laws, there was more
wailing and gnashing of teeth. And just

think what we had, and for that matter are
still having, to keep the demon away from
our shores. Just now there is wailing and
gnashing of teeth among the liquor forces be-
cause their whole crew, like the slaveholders
and the Louisiana Lottery people, are to be
crowded off the face of the earth. See what
comes from one of the liquor periodicals on
page 7i9.

Well, friends, I am now coming to the point
of this Home paper—the banishing of the sa-

loon. It has resulted in unearthing some-
thing more terrible-, if possible, than intem-
perance and every thing else that follows
along in its wake. What I allude to is the
white-slave trade. Something happened a
few months ago in our nearby city of Cleve-
land that seems to have started the war; and
the general government of this nation has
appointed Edwin W. Sims, U. S. District At-
torney, to investigate. From a little pamphlet
just sent me I clip the following:

SMASHING THE WHITE-SLAVE TRADE.
You know that throughout the United States a

"white-slave traffic" of appalling proportions was re-

cently unearthed.
It is widespread, even international. It proved so

appalling, and the public was so unaware of the exis-
tence of the predatory monster, that the Woman 's

World told its 2,000,000 readers, in two tremendous ar-
ticles by United States District Attorney Sims, of Chi-
cago, the facts—warned them, so that they and the
country in general might be forearmed.
Thus was it revealed to the people that there is a

white-slave traffic.

The disgraceful facts are these :

Some 65,000 daughters of American homes, and 15,000

alien girls, are the prey each year of procurers in this
traffic, according to authoritative estimates. Even mar-
riage is used as one of the diabolical methods of cap-
turing girlhood and young womanhood and "breaking
them in" to a life of shame.
They are hunted, trapped in a thousand ways; trap-

ped, wing-broken, sold—sold for less than hogs !—and
held in white slavery worse than death.
The daughters of all of us, our sisters, even our

wives, are looked upon as prey for the white-slave
traffic.

In the March number of the Woman 's World was
published the article which marked the beginning
throughout the United States of an actual war of exter-

mination. It was by Assistant United States District
Attorney Harry A. Parkin. "Practical Means of Pro-
tecting Our Girls."

The pamphlet from v/hich the above was
taken goes on to tell how the different States
of our Union are taking hold of the matter
and pushing it forward. Attorney Sims gives
quite a number of illustrations in the pam-
phlet I have mentioned, of what he has un-
earthed in regard to this awful traffic; and I

have selected the following from among them
as just one illustration:

Whether these hunters of the innocent ply their
awful calling at home or abroad, their methods are
much the same—with the exception that the foreign
girl is more hopelessly at their mercy. Let me take
the case of a little Italian peasant girl who helped her
father till the soil in the vineyards and fields near
Naples. Like most of the others taken in the raids,
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she stoutly maintained that she had been in this coun-
try more than three years, and that she was in a life of
shame from choice, and not through the criminal act
of any person. When she was brought into what the
sensational newspapers would call the " sweat-box" it

was clear that she was in a state of abject terror.
Soon, however, Assistant United States District Attor-
ney Parkin, having charge of the examination, con-
vinced her that he and his associates were her friends
and protectors, and that their purpose was to punish
those who had profited by her ruin and to send her
back to her little Italian home with all her expenses
paid; that she was under the protection of the United
States, and was as safe as if the king of Italy would
take her under his royal care and pledge his word that
her enemies should not have revenge upon her.! "

Then she broke down, and with pitiful sobs related
her awful narrative. That every word of it was true
no one could doubt who saw her as she told it. Briefly
this is her story: A "fine lady" who wore beautiful
clothes came to her where she lived with her parents,
made friends with her, told her she was uncommonly
pretty (the truth, by the way), and professed a great
interest in her. Such flattering attentions from an
American lady who wore clothes as fine as those of the
Italian nobility could have but one effect on the mind
of this simple little peasant girl, and on her still simpler
parents. Their heads were completely turned, and
they regarded the "American lady" with almost ado-
ration.
Very shrewdly the woman did not attempt to bring

the little girl back with her, but held out hope that
some day a letter might come with money for her pas-
sage to America. Once there she would become the
companion of her American friend, and they would
have great times together.

Of course, in due time the money came—and the $100
was a most substantial pledge to the parents of the
wealth and generosity of the "American lady." Un-
hesitatingly she was prepared for the voyage which
was to take her to the land of happiness and good for-
tune. According to the arrangements made by letter
the girl was met at New York by two " friends" of her
benefactress who attended to her entrance papers and
took her in charge. These " friends" were two of the
most brutal of all the white-slave drivers who are in
the traffic. At this time she was about sixteen years
old, innocent, and rarely attractive for a girl of her
class, having the large handsome eyes, the black hair,
and the rich olive skin of a typical Italian.

Where these two men took her she did not know-
but by the most violent and brutal means they quickly
accomplished her ruin. For a week she was subjected
to unspeakable treatment, and made to feel that her
degradation was complete and final. ,
And here let it be said that the breaking of the spirit,

the crushing of all hope for any future save that of
shame is always a part of the initiation of a white slave.
Then the girl was shipped on to Chicago, where she
was disposed of to the keeper of an Italian dive of the
vilest type. On her entrance here she was furnished
with gaudy dresses and wearing apparel for which the
keeper of the place charged her $600. As is the case
with all new white slaves she was not allowed to have
any clothing which she could wear upon the street.

Her one object in life was to escape from the den in
which she was held a prisoner. To " pay out" seemed
the surest way; and at length, from her wages of
shame, she was able to cancel the $600 account. Then
she asked for her street clothing and her release—only
to be told that she had incurred other expenses to the
amount of $400.

Her Italian blood took fire at this, and she made a
dash for liberty. But she was not quick enough, and the
hand of the oppressor was upon her. In the wild scene
that followed she was slashed with a razor, one gash
straight through her right eye, one across her cheek,
and another slitting her ear. Then she was given
medical attention, and the wounds gradually healed;
but her face was horribly mutilated; her right eye is

always open, and to look upon her is to shudder.
When the raids began she was secreted, and arrange-

ments made to ship her to a dive in the mining regions
of the west. Fortunately, however, a few hours before
she was to start upon her journey the United States
marshals raided the place and captured her as well as
her keepers. To add to the horror of her situation she
was soon to become a mother. The awful thought in
her mind, however, was to escape from assassination
at the hands of the murderous gang which oppressed
her.
One recital of this kind is enough, although in-

stances by the score might be cited which differ only
in detail and degree.

Now, friends, when the government of the
United States, assisted by the legislatures of
the different States, succeeds in creaking up
this traffic so skillfully intrenched, there
will be more "wailing and gnashing of
teeth." Yes, there will be trouble—probably
bloodshed and murder; and I hope the move-
ment will have the indorsement of every
good man and woman—certainly of every
father and mother in the land; for the assist-

ance of such is needed to wipe out this aw-
ful shame on our nation and our civilization.

The pickpocket is a criminal and should be
promptly and severely punished. The high-
wayman who knocks people down in order
to get their pocketbooks is a villain, and
does not deserve to live unless he can be
soundly converted and made over again.
Some two or three years ago I told you of a
fellow who knocked down and robbed a lady
schoolteacher. She had just finished her
term and drawn her pay. By the way, if

there is any class of people in this whole wide
world who deserve our reverence and need
our protection it is the women teachers who
are spending their lives in trying to make
our boys and girls grow up to be good pure
men and women. Well, this fiend in human
form, probably under the influence of liquor,

brutally knocks down this refined and in-

telligent woman, and took from her by force
her hard earnings, and left her there, help-
less and bleeding. I remember wondering
whether the city of Fostoria, O., would make
up her loss or not; but they certainly ought
to be ashamed of themselves besides, for

permitting such things to go on inside of

their corporation. Of course the city (for it

is quite a good-sized one at least) was full of

saloons; and within the past week my heart
has sunk within me when I read in the pa-
pers that Fostoria had gone wet again.

Well, this fellow who knocked this lady
down and got her money was not as bad a
man as the "procurers" who have an or-

ganized system with men and boys to waylay
our little girls. The word "hell" is an aw-
ful one. I have sometimes thought I would
not use it, but choose some substitute that

would amount to about the same thing; but
the recital of the infamy of the capture of

that little Italian girl makes me feel that we
have not only a need ot heavenhere. on earth

but we need hell also; and the quicker we
can get these villians into torments of some
kind the better. Let us work, and rejoice to

see the wailing and gnashing of teeth.

Years ago, when I was a boy, and away
from, home I became pretty well acquainted
with a saloon-keeper. Perhaps I might as

well tell you that I used to go around there
every day and get my glass of beer. Well,
this saloon-keeper, away back at that early

date, unfolded to me a plan for building up
a prosperous (?) business. He was going to

send to the city and get a "barmaid." He
said it would cost quite a little to support her,

but he said he had some rich customers who
would help defray this expense, and she
would "draw " a great lot of business. Yes,

no doubt she would "draw " a lot of custom-
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ers; but those customers would be our boys,
and they would not only learn to drink beer,
but to do things a thousand times worse.
May God help us in our efforts to banish this

whole iniquitous business from our great
cities. My opinion is that this whole thing
has been connected with the saloon. With-
out drink to stupefy the conscience of both
victim and victimizers the traffic could not
go on. May God be praised that the govern-
ment of our great nation has taken hold of
the matter, and has been able to secure the
services of such good and faithful men as
Attorney Sims and Assistant District Attor-
ney Harry A. Parkin.

Health Notes
DEAFNESS, COLD-WATER CURE, ETC.

After my attack of the grip fever on my
return from Florida last spring my deafness
was very much v/orse. I consulted an ex-
pert, and after a few questions he told me
that my trouble was caused mainly by my
recent sickness, and that in a little time,
when I had fully recovered my strength and
vigor, I would be able to hear just as well as
before the attack. He did not prescribe any
medicine nor recommend any particular
treatment; and, by the way, he has not sent
in any bill as yet. But I would a hundred
times rather pay a physician for giving me
advice and telling me I did not need any
drugs or medicine than to write out a pre-
scription for me, to be taken to the drugstore.
Well, notwithstanding this expert advice

I kept reading the advertisements in the
various periodicals for the cures for deafness.
One in particular attracted my attention,
from a doctor—at least he called himself a
doctor. He begged the privilege of sending
to any one a month's treatment free of charge.
So I wrote him, describing briefly my case.
In response I got quite a box of medicine and
apparatus; and I must give him credit by
saying that most of them were sensible, and
seemed well adapted to the purpose. The
most I objected to was that the correspon-
dence was all printed letters purporting to be
real personal letters. The Sunday School
Times says it is always wrong to use decep-
tion. Oh how I wish the great business
world could grasp this magnificent truth!
Well, I finally became disgusted with his

printed correspondence, and said if there was
any real doctor at the back of their institu-
tion for the cure of deafness I should like to
hear from him. This brought out a real let-
ter, although a brief one. Now, his box of
medicines and instruments did not help my
deafness a particle, so far as I could see; but
one single paragraph in his instructions was
worth something. It read something like
this:

"Be sure to wash your face and neck and
ears with cold water every morning—say
with water just as it comes from the pump
or well. After a thorough cleansing, using

plenty of cold water, especially around the
ears, then take a rough towel and rub brisk-
ly around the neck and ears and head until

you get up a brisk circulation. Do this at
least once every day, and two or three times
a day would be better. In order to restore
to health any part of the body that seem.s to
be failing, this cold water and brisk rubbing
will often do more good than any medicine
or any kind of treatment."
The above brief sentences were worth

more to me than any thing I had ever gotten
hold of for my deafness. I do not think I

read that part of the leaflet until I had had
the remedies for nearly a month; but I consid-
ered this simple suggestion worth so much
that I sent him $.5.00, and considered it a
good investment. As I said before, his med-
icines and implements did not seem to dome
any good—at least I was no better after a
month's treatment. But after the cold-water
massage, as outlined above, my hearing be-
gan to improve. After I had used it for
about two weeks I was surprised to find one
morning, when I opened my eyes, that I

could hear the ticking of our electric clock
very distinctly. When I recently visited
friend Terry I gave him the above in sub-
stance, when he said right off, "Why, Mr.
Root, you have got right square on to the
great truth that I have been laboring so hard
to teach; but you want to apply it to your
whole body instead of just your head, neck,
and ears." Then he took usdov/n cellar and
showed us his cheap home-made arrange-
ment for taking a cold-water bath. Right
near his furnace in the cellar for warming
the house there is a depression in the cement
bottom, and in this depression is an outlet
for the water into a tile drain. While he has
a modern bath-room and bath-tub upstairs,
he prefers to take his cold-water morning
bath down by the furnace. All that is need-
ed in the way of a bath-tub is a good-sized
wooden tub. He pumps this full of water
right from the bottom of the well, close by
the house. By using this water right from
the well he gets water, winter and sum.mer,
of about the the same temperature—I think
about 50—he really prefers it as cold as that.*

When I first began washing my head and
ears with water right out of the cistern, there
was quite a temptation to take a dipperful of

warm water out of the reservoir right close
by the sink; but after a few weeks' use of

the cold water I greatly prefer it; in fact, I

should feel lost just now if I did not have my
cold-water wash every morning; and Mr.
Terry says he enjoys this cold bath so much
that he looks forward with pleasure to the
time when he can take it.

Now, you might say this is all right for a

* T. B. Terry, in one of his writings, has said some-
thing- like this: " You can, by drinkintr a cup of strong
coffee, get up a certain kind of-enthusiasm and energy
for a short time; but after the stimulus of the coffee
has passed away you are in a worse condition for any
kind of work than before you took the coffee. Now,
you can get up a much better kind of energy and en-
thusiasm by cold-water baths, such as I have describ-
ed; and this kind of stimulus is never followed by are-
action. It not only pulls you up to your best condition
for work, but it keeps you there."
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big strong man full of life and energy and
good blood, like T. B. Terry; but he lias talk-

ed so much about it that both his wife and
daughter have recently adopted the cold- wa-
ter bath down cellar, and they now enjoy it

fully as much as he does. Since Mr. Terry
has'bcen teaching us so vehemently cold-wa-
ter bathing I have met and heard from quite
a number of people who say it has been
of more benefit to their health than any thing
else they ever got hold of. If you wash off

in this way every day, no soap will be need-
ed; and I am fully persuaded that soap is a
hindrance instead of a benefit to health un-
less it is washed from the body with clean
water after having used the soapy water.
Just think of it! you go to the drugstore and
buy witch-hazel, and no end of liniments
and pain-killers. The directions are to "'ap-
ply with brisk rubbing.'' Now, this "brisk
rubbing" is what gives relief and performs
the cure; and cold water right from the well
or cistern, that costs nothing, is infinitely

better than all the lininients and pain-killers
in the world. Why, when Mrs. Root and I

had the fever, the doctors and nurses sent
to the drugstore for the highest-priced alco-

hol (no denatured alcohol would answer;
we paid the tax on it that was imposed, so
they claim, to prevent inebriates from get-
ting it), and then gave us an alcohol bath.
I submitted just once; but I do not think I

ever will again. If I must die a little sooner
because they did not rub me off with some
vile alcohol, then let me die sooner.
Down in Florida, when we were building

our house there was a tub out under the
pump, made by sawing off a third of a large-
sized kerosene-barrel. I sawed it off in that
way so as to have one shallow tub for giving
water to the chickens while I had the other
deeper tub under the pump. Wei!, one
night after a sweaty day's work I went out
to that tub to take a wash. The water (al-

most as soft as rain water) seemed so cooling
and delicious I finally removed my clothing
and got into the tub. As I am not a very
large man I found it an easy matter to get
clear under the water all except my head
and ears. Of course, it was after dark; but
happening to hear some voices of people
coming in a buggy I decided it would be
cheaper to get into the tub under the water
than to try to run back to the house. Now,
while I was under that beautiful cool soft

water, right from the well, I gave myself a
good scrubbing all over. Then with a coarse
towel 1 rubbed briskly every part of my anat-
omy until I was not only clean, but had the
blood circulating in a way that it had not
done before for quite a spell.

Now, do not any of you say any more that

you can not take a bath because you have
not modern facilities. A tub big enough to

hold you, and a towel with which to go through
"the closing act," are all the facilities need-
ed. By the way, T. B. Terry remarked that

in the summer time he takes his cold-water
bath outdoors inside of a clump of evergreens
planted so as to give a secluded spot for just

such purposes.

Now, friends, I have heard from quite a
lot of you who are proposing to keep com-
pany with Terry, Fletcher, and myself in
living to be a hundred years old. If you are
really in earnest about it, go and get your-
self a tub big enough to hold you, and then
"climb into the band wagon " and go along
with the rest of us.

Before closing, here is another item along
the same line. You have probably all heard
of curing cold feet by wading in the dewy
grass early in the morning, barefooted of
course. You have perhaps discovered, as I

have, that you often catch a severe cold by
allowing your feet to become damp and cold
at the same time. Almost every fall I have
a trouble with sore throat—that is, while I

am up here in the North—unless I am very
careful to wear overshoes as soon as the
weather becomes chilly. Now, it would look
quite natural, 1 suppose, that all of said wad-
ing in the wet grass in the early morning
would be sure to make one "catch cold;"
but not so, however. You can scamper
around in the wet grass for fifteen or twen-
ty minutesjand then rub off your feet brisk-
ly with a rough towel (just exactly in the
way that I "massage" my neck and ears);
and instead of causing you to take cold, your
feet will be much more likely to keep warm
all day, without extra covering either. I do
not suppose it would answer to stand still

when out in the wet grass; but the cleansing
power of the cold water, accompanied by
brisk exercise, seems to have the effect, as
Terry expresses it, of bringing the warm
blood to the surface and to send it galloping
all through the system. If you are troubled
with corns, this wading in the grass is worth
more to you than any tning else in the world.
If I remember correctly, it is part of the pro-
gram that father Kneipp uses in his cele-
brated sanitarium in the old country.*

*I find, on consulting Pastor Kneipp's book, "My
Water Cure," that he not only prescribes cold-water
baths, but even walking barefoot in soft newly fallen
snow. Let me quote from the book:
yuite recfntly a young trirl came to me complaining of tIo

lent toothache. '• If you walk live minutes in the fresh-fallen
snow, your toothache will ?iiecdily disappear," I paid to her.
She run out into the parrien and did so. whence she returned
s<une ten minutes later with the .loyful announcemeni: that
her toothac-he was cmnpletely ^;one.

BUILDING UP THE KINGDOM OF GOD ON
EARTH.

The following is an extract from an old at-

torney and judge. As he is an old acquaint-
ance of my son-in-law, Mr. Boyden, the lat-

ter sent him a copy of our journal. After he
looked it over he returned the following
"verdict :"

Mr. A. /,. Boyden :—I read the parts of the papers
edited by Mr. A. I. Root with much interest. They
show that a Christian, determined to do the Master's
work, can always find ways and means to accomplish
something toward building the kingdom of God in the
earth. I am glad I met you. Remember me to all my
friends. ERVIN PALMER.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 2, 1909.
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POULTRY
DEPARTMENT

By a. I. Root.

THE "NOVICE "*" SIMPLTCITY " INCUBATOR.
SEE PAGE 740.

Some thirty or forty years ago, when there
was no end of patent bee-hives with State
and county rights for sale, I announced that
no patents were wanted on a bee-hive—that
all that was needed was a simple box with-
out top or bottom, so several of them could
be tiered up one above another according to

the size of the colony or according to the
yield of honey; and that the whole crop of
honey, especially where the extractor is used,
could be thus tiered up until the end of the
season, getting not only a larger quantity
but a very much better quality. This hive I

called the "Simplicity," and I said it should
not cost, frames and all, more than a dollar
per story; and I think I said then that the
time would come when the hives the world
over would be made after this pattern. I

leave it to you to decide how far this has
proved true. In view of the wintering prob-
lem I did, however, advise the chaff hive
(with permanent bottom) for winter.
Well, friends, here in my old age I am just

about announcing the advent of the "Sim-
plicity" incubator for the poultry business.
I shall have to give it to you to-day, however,
in a crude state, for it is not yet worked out;
but I believe I have struck on the general
principles of what is needed in an incubator.
I suppose the old experts will laugh at my
folly. Well, the expert bee-keepers of forty
years ago, especially those who owned pat-

ents on certain hives, tried to laugh down
my Simplicity "dollar" bee-hives— simply
an open box that you could look right through
or slip over your head. I have thought best to

submit to you this Simplicity incubator a
good deal for the fun of it. It will probably
set incubator men to thinking, even if it does
not do any thing more. If you will turn back
to page 681, Nov. 1, you will see what started
this innovation in the way of incubators.

Fig. 1 gives you a glimpse of the machine
just as I have been using it. The pretty lit-

tle fixture looking something like a lamp-
shade on the pavement beside the incubator
is one of the shelves that hold the eggs, and
which will be explained further on.

Fig. 2 shows the incubator with the top
find outside cover removed. This outside
'overing is made of a piece of galvanized
hilf-inch mesh wire cloth, covered on both
sides with Canton flannel, with strips of tape
doubled and sewed over the edges clear
around. Fig. 3 shows the same with the
shelves also removed.

*At the time I suggested and invented the Simplicity
bee-hive I signed myself "Novice" because I was at
that time a veritable novice in bee culture; and I sup-
pose I might truthfully subscribe myself just now a
novice in incubators, for it is not very long since I be-
i'.an experimenting with them.

In order to explain the construction I will
remark that the hot-water can that takes the
place of the tea-kettle in my former descrip-
tion is made of a sheet of the best quality of
roofing tin, size 20x28. Cut off a strip 7
inches wide so as to leave the larger piece
13x28. Have the tinner roll this up in the
shape of a can or pail. This can will be 13
inches high and about 8>^ inches in diameter.
Now, this is to have a bottom so it will hold
water. But a two-inch tube is soldered into
the center of the bottom, running clear up
through, as you see in cut No. 3. This is for
the lamp-chimney. A damper is put in the
top that you can open and close to regulate
the heat. On one side of this chimney there
is a little cup with a hole in the bottom to
hold the thermometer. On the side opposite
the thermometer is a can with a screw cap.
This is for filling up the apparatus with
water.
Now, in this machine I am using there is a

covering to our water-reservoir, permitting
this chimney to go up through said cover.
This cover is about three inches below the
top edge of the can. Now, I have not de-
cided whether such a cover is needed or not.
With the temperature kept up from 100 to

114 or 115 there will be considerable evapo-
ration. Should there be too much evapora-
tion for the benefit of the egg, this top will

need to be closed more or less. My opinion
is, however, that it does not matter so very
much provided the eggs are not subjected to

a dry heat that enlarges the air-bubble in

the egg too rapidly. I know only this : The
machine does hatch nice strong chickens
just as I am using it.

Now, this tin can, as I have described it, is

fastened by screws to a base-board made by
crossing the grain of the lumber so as to pre-
vent warping. This base-board stands on
legs to accommodate the lamp underneath.
This lamp is made of the strip of roofing-tin
cut off when we first started. The lamp is

2 inches high and Sj^ inches in diameter.
This will hold three pints of oil; and if you
use Pratt's Astral water-white oil, such as I

purchase of the Standard Oil Co., one lamp-
ful of oil will hatch your eggs; and if you
get this grade of oil made specially for the
incubator you need not trim the wick nor
even turn it up and down during the whole
hatch. Just now it is a wonder to me that
all incubator manufacturers do not insist on
having their incubators run with this grade
of oil. Why, I have fussed and bothered
with the smoking sooty incubator lamps for
four winters, and probably lost many chick-
ens just because I did not invest a few cents
more in a kind of oil that would not gum up
the wick. You can not get it in your com-
mon stores and groceries; and I did not suc-
ceed in finding any in Tampa, Florida; but I

did get a barrel of it from the Standard Oil

Co. in Jacksonville, Florida, and this compa-
ny, I think, can furnish it at any of its depots.
If I have not done any thing else in my ex-
periments with incubators I have certainly
discovered that it does not pay to be worried
and vexed with the cheap oil commonly used;
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and, in fact, I do not see why anybody should
fuss with this cheap oil of commerce when
something so much better costs only a little

more. Montgomery Ward & Co. furnish it,

and say that no other kind should be used in

an incubator, and I heartily indorse that
statement. Let us now go back to our sub-
ject.

This lin can, as you will notice, is covered
with a sheet of Canton flannel. I had more
trouble in getting something for the shelves
to hold the eggs than any other part of it. I

had them made of pasteboard, of thin wood
glued together with the grain crossed, and
in different ways; but the high degree of

heat, together with the dampness, warped
them all out of shape so that it was a bother
to handle the eggs and get them to stay in

place. One morning when I had been puz-
zling over the matter I awoke between four
and five o'clock, and had the thing all work-
ed out in my mind before I got up. Just as
soon as the whistle blew I had one of our
tinners make four wire hoops 14'+ inches
across. Then I had him make four smaller
ones just 9 inches across. Then I went into

the wood-working department and asked the
boys to make me some strips of wood 1x3
inches, with a saw-kerf cut across both ends
that would just take in my wire hoops. They
go in so snug they had to be driven with a
hammer, and then driven down with a suit-

able punch. This made the four pretty little

shelves that you see in the cut. In order to

hold these shelves securely the proper dis-

tance apart, some clips of tin are soldered to

the water-boiler so that bent wires can be
pushed down in, to support the shelves.
These bent wires are something like the let-

ter L, but not bent clear up at right angles.
They stand out at an angle so as to support
the shelf just right. Each shelf is supported
by seven of these projecting wires. Just un-
der the lower shelf you will see some copper
trays—to hold wet sand; but i really do not
know if these trays are needed. I have
not yet decided. If they are not needed, an-
other row of eggs can take their place.

On the upper shelf in Fig. 2 you see a little

cloth fence to keep the chicks from tumbling
out after they are hatched. This chick fence
is shown again in Fig. 3. It is made of wire
cloth covered with flannel. Now for the
operation of the incubator.
Each shelf holds 14 eggs. As explained in

our issue for Nov. 1, you are to place 14 more
eggs outside of the circle that rests against
the hot-water tank. As there are 28 on each
shelf,we shall have 112 eggs in this small and
compact incubator; and you can put in 130

eggs to run up to testing time if you choose.

Now for the principal objection to this

small and cheap incubator. It is the chang-
ing of the eggs every eight hours as I have
explained. The way I do it now is to have a
coat with side pockets capacious enough to

hold 14 eggs apiece. Take off the 14 cool

eggs on the lower shelf and put them in

your left-hand coat pocket. Now take off

the 14 hot eggs and put them in your right-

hand coat pocket; then with both hands

rapidly take the eggs from the shelf above
and put them in the one below. This will

leave the top shelf empty. Now take your
cool eggs out of the right-hand pocket and
put them down against the boiler; then put
the warm eggs on outside of the hot ones,
and your incubator is ready to close up. Put
on your cloth-covered hoop, hook it up and
slip in the wooden cover, and let them re-
main another eight hours. Both top and
bottom of this incubator can be further pro-
tected with cushions. Of course, there must
be a hole in the upper cushion for the chim-
ney of the lamp; but so far I have not used
any cushion; and if you have an incubator
cellar that varies but little from 70 degrees I

do not think you will need any. By the way,
when I said 3 pints of oil would make a hatch
it was with the understanding that your ma-
chine is run in a room or cellar that keeps
pretty close to 70 degrees. I have not yet
decided on the best temperature for the
water in the boiler; but I think that any-
where from 110 to 115 will be all right. I

have several times had the temperature up
to 120 degrees; and I am sure this does no
harm if you are careful to change places with
the ( ggs every eight hours. The whole se-
cret of the success of this cheap incubator is

in the alternate warming and cooling of the
eggs; and I think that our incubator manu-
facturers are getting on to it. In a little

book just out, by Mandy Lee, I see the state-

ment made that a sitting hen lets her eggs
vary as much as 7 degrees; and this agrees
with my observation. I believe you will get
more and stronger chickens with a temper-
ature that is alternately up and down than
where you have it right steady at 103. As a
proof of it I should like to show you strong
healthy chickens that were hatched out in

September and October by this method. Un-
less your apartment becomes very cold I

would not put any blanket or other insula-

tion around the cloth-covered cylinder. This
cloth cover, like the cloth-front poultry-
houses, gives pure fresh air without any
draft, and confines the heat as much as is

needful.

HAWKS, SKUNKS, ETC., AND THE POULTRY BUSINESS.

Dear Friend Root

:

—I usually read your department
ia Gleanings about the first thing. Indeed, it was
largely because of it that I subscribed for Gleanings.
There are other good bee-papers, but only one "Our
Homes" with its sound sense and Christian helpful-
ness. Your chicken experiences are always quite in-
teresting, though I sometimes think you worry unduly
about force. A chicken, like all animals, is merely a
living, automatic, soulless, unreasoning, unmoral ma-
chine, and force is sometimes the only effective way
of governing and training animals. But I write this
letter to commend all you may say about the desir-
ability of exterminating hawks and "varmints." I

just came in the house from chasing a skunk out of
the chicken-house where he had been busily thumping
a glass egg for half an hour in the vain attempt to
break it. Yesterday he got four good eggs that I know
of. Now that I have visibly determined the guilty
party, I shall feed him one more egg—and he will
thereafter make good fertilizer, I am thinking. I

might try to catch him and express him to your sub-
scriber who, I notice, protests in the current Glean-
ings that everybody liut himself and his coterie of na-
ture-lovers are fools, killing off friends. He evidently
belongs to that class that induced the Pennsylvania
legislature to pass that idiotic bill protectins bears I

The last legislature repealed that la^v; but in all the
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states we are in danger of this wild-animal freak legis-

lation.
Yesterday I came upon a hawk with five dead chick-

ens around him, and a sixth so injured I had to kill it.

My timely arrival prevented further slaughter. I wish
I could present this hawk (indeed, all the hawks and
skunks around my place) to your Iowa critic. I notice
he refers you to Fisher's circular on hawks. Fisher's
work was long ago discredited as worthless—a waste
of good paper. His writings are valueless. As Editor
Robinson, who is one of the most cautious and conser-
vative, and, indeed, the leading poultry writer in our
country, recently said in Farm Poultry, " No sane farm-
er would follow the teachings of Fisher and his class

of Department of Agriculture scribblers." Please
note, I say his class, for not all the Department's
writers indorse his vagaries. In the first place, nega-
tive evidence does not amount to a row of pins except
as giving a hint or suggestion until positive evidence
can be obtained. Fisher s house of cards is buiit on
merely negative evidence, and long ago tumbled to
pieces in the face of positive evidence against his vain
theories. In the second place, it is not nature and
species that determine the diet of hawks and varmints
and other animals. It is environment, and that alone.
Vegetarian animals such as the horse and cow have
been known to become carnivorous when wrecked on
some barren and deserted island; and, having only fish

or other animals as food, they have subsisted on them;
and for a carnivorous animal such as a hawk or skunk
to change from one form of animal life to another is a
much smaller change. It does not require starvation,

but mere opportunity to cause such slight change.
Primeval natural forest conditions are one set, and

destroyed forest and artificial civilized conditions
(farms) are an entirely different set. The balance of

nature has been destroyed, environment changed; the
elusive rabbit is supplanted by the non-elusive chick-
en. The hawk is not going to sit around hungry when
a chicken is in sight if he thinks the chicken is unpro-
tected; and, indeed, they are often bold enough to

make their raids when a man is near. It is locality,

environment, ease of capture, not species, that deter-
mine what variety of meat a hawk will eat.

The statement that a hawk patrols a field in search
of field mice is not true. In the first place, patrol im-
plies intentional guardianship, whereas a hawk guards
nothing but its own nest. In the second place, the
hawk is not after field mice. It is after its breakfast,
dinner, supper, lunch, victuals, not voles. If a rabbit
incautiously ventures out and does not notice the
hawk, the rabbit, instead of the mouse, is promptly
taken. If a chicken comes into view, the chicken is

taken. Meat, not mouse, is what a hawk is after.

In autumn, when the cornfields are bare and the
protecting corn-shocks are removed for shredding, the
field mice are suddenly exposed and easy of capture.
The hawk's stomach contents will then show field

mice; but when grass is long, and mice hide easily,

while the inexperienced young chicken has not yet
learned to be always on the watch, the chicken is the
easiest prey in sight, and the hawk takes it. That
chickens are the natural food of hawks, no chicken
will dispute. It will be uncertain about a crow; it will

be interested in a buzzard; but, if he catches sight of a
hawk near, the chicken of any size will let out a yell

and break for tall timber, and not stop to argue the
question. It knows the hawk is his foe, not friend,
and he does not care a rap what nature-lovers may
think the plan of the garden of Eden was. It knows
the plan of this present earth is " hawks eat chickens,"
and it, at least, has sense enough to act on what it

knows. It may have been the plan of the garden of

Eden for the lion and lamb to lie down separately in

peace. The plan to-day, however, is for the lion and
lamb to lie down together with the lamb forever more
at peace—inside the lion. To sentimentalize about
hawks patrolling as guardians for men will never vi-

talize a valuable, pure-blooded dead chicken that the
hawk kills. On the other hand, if we cease to be na-
ture-lovers, and cease to sentimentalize, and become
pseudo-scientists, and "sic" one pest on another,
hawk against mouse, that is a cruel, bloodthirsty, and
also inefficient plan—certainly not the plan of the
garden of Eden. To be torn to pieces, limb from limb,
is worse than to be killed by artificial means. Would
you rather be shot, or killed by a lion? Not only can
man be more humane in destroying pests than are
birds or beasts of prey, but he can be more efi'ective.

He can kill off every pest, and he himself suivive in
better condition than ever. On the other hand, if

birds of prey really confined themselves to pests and
then really killed off the pests, you would then have
left on your hands a horde of birds of prey with no
food in sight. They would then give their entire at-

tention to the poultry-yards, and, as Editor Robinson
well says, the last state of the poultryman would be
worse than his present state. Man, by his own skill,
must be his own defense against all nature, from this-
tles and typhoid to hyenas and hawks. He may make
use of an animal that is trained, controlled, as a hunt-
ing-dog or a trained falcon or hawk. But an uncon-
trolled wild dogorwild pigs or wild cats or wild hawks
are only a menace in a civilized, settled farming com-
munity.
In closing, as regards the nonsense in Fisher's bulle-

tin on hawks, let me refer you to the August issue of
Farm Poultry. Genesis Farm.
Greencastle, Ind., August 6, 1909.

The above may be rather tough on the
hawks, but I think it is, perhaps, about right
after all. The article reminds me that I have
often wondered why my Florida chickens
pay no attention to turkey buzzards that
come around almost every day, and often
alight in the poultry-yard. How do they
know, when hawks and buzzards are but lit-

tle specks away up in the sky, that one is an
enemy and the other is not? The old rooster
will twist his head around on one side, get a
glimpse of the hawk, give a note of warning
which the others take up, especially the hens
with chickens, and in a jiffy they are all un-
der cover out of sight. In fact, I have left

bushes and scrub palmettos through all my
poultry-yard for shelter for the chickens.
Years ago I started the poultry business on
a small scale down in our basswood orchard.
I think it was when snow first fell that I came
near the chicken-house one day, which was
back in the woods among the basswood-trees.
Every thing was strangely silent. On look-
ing over the fence in a field I found the white
snow literally covered with blood, over quite
an area, and a half-dozen full-grown chickens,
or the mutilated remains of tnat many, were
scattered through the snow. The rest had
disappeared somewhere, and they were so
terribly frightened that some of them did not
come out of their hiding-places, as nearly as
I could determine, for nearly two days. That
one experience wound up my chicken spec-
ulation out in the \\ oods. No doubt hawks
j'ud skunks are sometimes a benefit to the
farmer; but after they have once made a raid

on the chickens I would recommend exter-
mination.

EIGHT YEARS OLD AND STILL LAYING.

I do not keep bees, but take Gleanings mostly for
the home and poultry departments. I should like

to say to Mr. A. I. Root that I have two Plymouth Rock
hens that are over eight years old, and they are among
my best layers. They have never raised a family of
chickens, and try to sit about only twice apiece each
year. I break them right up of wanting to sit, and soon
they are laying again. Mrs. Alice A. Kesler.
Winnebago, Minn., Nov. 8.

SWEET CLOVER, AND THE WAY IP IS BEGIN-
NING TO BE RECOGNIZED.

A subscriber calls our attention to an arti-

cle on sweet clover, from Hoard's Dairyman
for July 21. He copies a part of it as follows:

strange as the claims made by practical feeders for

the feeding value of sweet clover may seem, even
wider claims are made for it as a fertilizing agent.

Its fertilizing value is claimed to exceed its value as a

forage crop. Out here we recognize its fertilizing

value as very high—more so than that of any other
clover. C. H. Clark.

Albia, Iowa, July 27.
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Editorial
By E. R. Root.

Mr. Leslie Burr, in the Review, says, do
not bother with any uncapping-machine, be-

cause any average man can learn to uncap,
with a regular uncapping -knife, solidly

capped combs of honey as fast as any ex-
tractor can handle them.

Mr,

FALL DROUTH KILLING CLOVER.

J. A. Crane, in the Bee-keepers' Re-
view, cites instances where fall drouths bad
apparently a bad effect on the honey crop,
and other cases v/here in spite of those
drouths he had the best honey-flow he ever
had. This is one of the things that he can
not understand, and there are others in the
same state of perplexity.

LARGE honey-producers CAN'T AFFORD TO
REAR THEIR OWN QUEENS.

Mr. M. a. Gill, one of the largest honey-
producers in Colorado, in the last Bee-keep-
ers' Review, says:

It is utterly impossible and impracticable for the
larue honey-producer to keep on hand all the laying
queens he will need at all times; and even where he
has anticipated his needs, and has queen-cells on hand,
he will often find that his cells are in one apiary and
his need of queens is at another; besides, as there is

"many a slip
"
'twixt the queen-cell and the laying

queen, I have found it profitable to buy queens in a
wholesale way. having them arrive at regular intervals,
and carry them with me to meet the needs at the difTer-
ent apiaries.

Elsewhere in the same issue the editor
gives expression to a similar statement.

three new IDEAS IN THIS ISSUE.

There are three things that we take plea-
sure in presenting to our readers in this our
Christmas issue. First, Dr. Miller's modified
treatment of the Alexander plan for curing
European foul brood; second, the H. R.
Boardman method of preventing honey from
granulating; third, the plan of putting up
comb honey in the foi'm of individual services
before a trade hitherto never reached We
believe that all three of these ideas are some-
thing new (or comparatively so) to the gen-
eral public. We have some more good things
to follow during the year 1910, and trust that
not only our old subscribers but many new
ones will find the journal an indispensable
adjunct to their business.

the new officers of the national bee-
keepers' ASSOCIATION.

The follov/ing were elected, as shown by
the election returns received by Director R.
L. Taylor: President, Geo. W. York, Chica-
go, 111.; Vice-president, W. D. Wright, Alta-
mont, N. Y. ; Secretary, Louis H. Scholl, New
Braunfels, Texas; General Manager, N. E.
France, Plattleville, Wis.; Directors, J. E.
Crane, Middlebury, Vt.; E. F. Atwater, Me-
ridian, Idaho; R. A. Morgan, Vermillion, S.

Dakota.
These are all new men—at least no one

was re-elected except General Manager N.
L". France Mr. France has served the or-

ganization so well and so faithfully that the
Association members v/ere wise in re-elect-

ing him for the seventh time.

FOUL-BROOD LAWS.

Attention is drawn to a very valuable ar-

ticle in this issue by Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the
Bureau of h ntomology, on the subject of

bee-disease laws and the necessity of legis-

lation in the various States. So many in-

quiries have come in of late, asking for a
model bill to present at the various State

General AssemlDlies that vvill convene about
January 1st, that we asked Dr. Phillips, who
has given this matter special attention, not
only to submit to us such a model bill as his

large experience v/ould indicate was desir-

able, but also to make some general obser-
vations about foul-brood laws and their en-
forcement. This he has done, and the read-
er is referred to page 782 of this issue.

rheumatism AND BEE-STINGS.

During the last three or four years there
has been considerable said in the newspapers
regarding the value of bee- stings for the cure
of rheumatism. Many clippings have been
sent to us, but in most cases we paid no at-

tention to them, as we considered them sim-
ply the emanation of a report<ir who was
hard up for something sensational to fill up
space. We have been inclined to believe,
however, that in soma cases, at least, some
forms of rheumatism could be relieved, if

not actually cured, by bee-stings to the af-

fected part's. Dr. E. F. Bonney, in a couple
of articles in the American Bee Journal, and
in one in this issue, doubts very much if the
stings have any effect whatever. He goes
on to explain that rheumatism is a disease
that will often disappear of itself without
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any tr-eatment. After an application of stings

one might conclude, if the rheumatic plains

abated, that the bee-stings were the direct

cause. In relation to their effect on rheu-

matism in general, the reader is referred to

Dr. Bonney's excellent article on page 784 of

this issue.

DISINFECTING HIVES THAT HAVE CONTAINED
COLONIES AFFECTED WITH FOUL BROOD.

We see by the British Bee Journal that D.

M. McDonald as well as Thos. Wm. Cowan,
author of the "British Bee-keepers' Guide,"
recommends disinfecting hives that have
contained colonies affected with foul brood.

Another writer, Mr. Soal, in the same jour-

nal, while also in favor of it, thinks that our
advice to scorch out the inside brown or

black is "to depreciate it fifty per cent of

its value." If he had followed o// that we
have said on this subject he would have
seen we did not advise a charring heat.

When we say use a flame until the wood is

browned or blackened we mean no more
browning or blacking than a little piece of

sandpaper would remove with a very little

rubbing.
The same writer thinks we are inconsis-

tent when we recommend disinfecting hives,

and, in the same breath, shaking the bees
from their combs direct on to frames of

foundation in a clean hive. If this were done
"when even a moderate flow was on, the

thin nectar," he claims, "from the diseased

combs would shake out all over the bees
and also on the new frames or board." Ev-
idently Mr. Soal has been very careless in

reading all that we have said on this subject.

We never recommended anywhere "shak-
ing bees on new frames or board." We
have, however, been quite careful to state

that, when the combs contained freshly gath-

ered nectar, they should be brushed and not

shaken.

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS; A CHANCE TO GET
ALEXANDER AND DOOLITTLE WORKS.

Do not fail to take advantage of some of

our liberal clubbing offers, as mentioned on
our cover. As time goes on, the Alexander
writings, now in hot k form, will stand out
more and more brilliantly. Mr. Alexander
made no attempt to follow in beaten paths,

but he was successful. He discovered a
number of new wrinkles, or tricks of the

trade. The cream of these, in book form, is

available not only to his old admiring friends

who eagerly sought his articles, but to the

new ones who were not subscribers at the
time he was writing.
Then there is that old veteran, G. M. Doo-

little, an old standby— always orthodox and
reliable. His book, "A Year's Work in an
Out apiary," and the culmination of his

ripest experience as a bee-keeper, is also

available to our subscribers, either old or

new. As the years go on we find there are
more and more who follow Doolittle, and
who swear by him through thick and thin.

The reading of GLEANINGS for 1910 will be

made much more valuable and helpful if

these two authorities are close at hand.

STEAM-HEATED UNCAPPING-KNIVES.

Among the inventions over which the
Hutchinson brothers are very enthusiastic in

the production of extracted honey (see Bee-
keepers' Review) is the steam-heated uncap-
ping-knife, and the Beuhne capping-melter
as he and his brother use it.

We have been working on a steam-heated
uncapping-knife for two or three years back,
but as yet we have not made one that just

suited us, and hence have not put one on
the market, nor said very much about it in

print. But we have sent out a number of

models to be tested, and among them one to

W. Z. Hutchinson, knowing that he would
give it an impartial test.

It is our opinion that it is a long way ahead
of the cold knife or the ordinary one that

must be continually dipped in hot water.
When perfected we shall have illustrations

showing it.

For the present we may say that steam
from a common ten-cent tea-kettle on an oil

stove will keep one of these knives continu-

ously hot, and, what is of great importance,
it is self-cleaning, i. e., it does not have to be
scraped. As the blade is always hot the
cappings slide off like melted butter from a
hot case-knife.

HOW TO GET RID OF RATS.

The United States Government has pre-
pared a bulletin showing that the annual
damage by rats runs far up into the millions

of dollars. How to save this loss is a real

problem with many. It is comparatively
easy to catch young rats with an ordinary
steel trap, but it is the hardened old sinners
that avoid poison and steal the bait away
from all kinds of traps without injury, that

baffle the long-suffering householder, or,

we will say in this case, the bee-keeper.
Mice or rats, either, will do an awful dam-
age among a lot of nice combs, and, general-
ly speaking, we advise storing ihem in su-

pers or hive-bodies, closed at top and bot-

tom.
But we will say the rats are making havoc

with the other property of the bee-keeper.
Poison is distributed, and the result is that

cats and dogs, and even children, are some-
times made victims. Traps are set in vari-

ous places, but still the depredations of the
rodent go on. Every now and then these
ugly creatures are seen running from one
rendezvous to another. Aye, right there is

the solution of the difficulty. A 32-caliber

flobert rifle with shot cartridges, or an or-

dinary shot-gun will destroy these old fel-

lows as nothing else will. But perhaps the
farmer or bee-keeper says he has no time to

watch. Let him keep his gun handy. If a
rat runs into a pile of stuff it is almost sure
to come out in a few minutes to prospect
again. Get the gun, and watch. When he
shows up, give him a dose.

Rats will very often come out just about
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sundown, and have a regular playspell back
of the barn, or around near the poultry-
house, where grain is nearly always avail-

able. At such times we have seen groups of

four or five get out and play like kittens.

When they get together in a close bunch we
fire into them. We have killed in this way
three rats and wounded two or three more.
Now, a wounded rat will strike terror among
the whole rat tribe. It seems cruel to think
of it; but as he goes hobbling along among
his fellows he is a constant warning of the
fate that awaits the others if they remain.
At one time when we were overrun with
rats we employed a young man, our watch-
man in the factory buildings, to shoot them.
After he had killed about a dozen, as they
ran between the building in the courts, the
whole rat tribe disappeared, and were gone
for nearly a year.
We also found that we were able to cap-

ture quite a number of other rats by means
of the old-fashioned box rabbit-trap with a
set trigger. Almost every farmer's boy
knows how to make it. A handful or so of

grain is thrown into the bottom of the trap.

The long wire trigger, without bait, should
be made to reach clear down just over the
pile of grain. As Mr. Rat comes in, his tail

will brush the trigger and down will go the
sliding door. The strange thing about it is

that a trap of this sort will catch old ones as
well as the young ones. We have caught in

this way as many as three at a time. The
trap is then put into a tub of water and the
rats drowned.
There is ho reason in the world why one

should be pestered with this nuisance year
after year. If the farmer or the bee-keeper
will just make up his mind to get rid of them
he can do so by using the rabbit-trap or shot-
gun. We have killed and wounded a good
many with a little flobert rifle. One can
Eurchase 22 .^nd 32 shot cartridges that can
e used in little rifles of this sort. From a
humane point of view it is better to use the
larger bore. Better still, use a 44-caliber
smooth-bore shot-gun, and cartridges with
No. 8 shot. These little shot-guns are made
especially for taxidermists. The price is

abou' $10.00. Should your local hardware
man not be able to procure one of them,
write to the W. Bingnam Company, Cleve-
land, Ohio.
We are informed that the 44-caliber taxi-

dermist shot-gun is the most effective shot-

gun made. It makes comparatively little

noise; and if the rodent is shot in a barn the
charge does not tear up the floor. The or-

dinary 10 and 12 gauge shot-guns do awful
execution at close range, andit is not prac-
ticable to use them inside of a building, while
a 32 lobert for a 44-caliber taxidermist shot-

gun does very good work. The flobert is

rather light, and sometimes will not do much
more than to wound the rat. While it ac-

complishes its object to a great extent, it is

better to give Mr. Rat a killing load if possi-

ble. There will be enough wounded with
the better guns to bring about all the scare
that is needed.

Stray Straws
By Dr. C. C. Miller

Wood ashes are said to drive ants away.
—B. Voter, 275.

Is SWEET CLOVER in general hardier than
alfalfa? Here it was still green after alfalfa

foliage was frozen dead.

Don't free imprisoned nuclei at a time
when other bees are playing, else the call

will attract them to other hives.

—

Schweiz.

Bztg., 335.

The queen is put into the cage after the
bees, page 671. We put the queen in first.

Which is better? [It is a matter of individ-

ual taste.

—

Ed.]

If you use a jar or pail turned upside down
over a shallow dish as a feeder, be sure that

there is not room for a bee to crawl under
the lower edge of the jar or pail. In that

case I've seen bees carried up by the bubble
of air and drowned.
The Chicago convention, Dec. 1, 2, was,

as usual, fine, only it did not seem quite

right without a single Root there. [We were
very sorry not to be in the city, but another
appointment made it practically impossible.

The holidays are usually busy times with us
at Medina.—Ed.]

If I UNDERSTAND page 701 correctly, a good
outdoor winter entrance is y$. inch deep and
1 inch in width for every comb that is cover-

ed with bees. [We had not thought of it be-

fore in that light, but that is about right, ac-

cording to our experience at Medina. Pos-
sibly the ratios would have to be changed
for different localities.

—

Ed.]

Quoting from Gleanings, 575, Bienen- Va-

ter, 295, says that a queen born June 19 be-

gan laying the 20th. The readers of Bienen-

Vater, upon reading that, will say, "A queen
laying when one day old! What liars those
Americans are." No doubt it is an error of

the German compositor. Gleanings said

she began laying the 30th.

I'VE known for a long time that a very
young virgin will be kindly received in any
colony—queenless or queenright—and have
been anxious to know how long her youth-
ful innocence continues. D. M. Macdonald
says, Irish B. J., 68, "The period of safety

may be said to pass with the third day of her
life after leaving her natal cradle."

C. W. Dayton, you practically say, p. 708,

that bees are not inclined to gather honey
when they are not in immediate need of it.

Out upon such naughty talk! According to

that, the Dadants, who leave all honey on
until the close of the season, ought to have
very poor crops. As a rule, my colonies that

have the most honey, and so "are not in im-

mediate need of it," are the very ones that

hustle the hardest to get more.

Uncle Sam gets something more than
$200,000,000 out of the liquor business. Ac-
cording to the report of the Committee of

Social Betterment of Roosevelt's Home Com-
missions, the estimated annual cost of crime
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due to alcoholic liquors is $420,000,000.

Costs about twice what it comes to! That's

hardly business in Uncle Sam. [We don't

believe that Uncle Sam will stand for this

thing long. It may take him ten years; and
while he may be slow, he is sure.

—

Ed.]

Bee-keepers say the pure-food laws now
prevent purchasers of honey from getting

stung.

—

Chicago Daily News. [The phrase
"get stung" originated, we are told, during
a hot political campaign in Toledo, of this

State, and from that point it spread through-
out the United States. Politically "get
stung" means being turned down by the
people or the party. In a general way it has
come to have the significance of bad luck; or,

if one does not "get stung," every thing is

going lovely. While the phrase is pure slang
it comes in very pat sometimes.

—

Ed.]

Cellared my bees November 18. It

looked then that no more flight days might
come; but since that time it has been mild,

with several days warm enough for bees to

fly. But if I had it to do over again I would
do exactly as I did. The chances were much
in favor of its being cold; and if the bees
had been left out two weeks or more, and
then taken in without a flight, it would have
been rather hard on them; whereas two
weeks longer confinement in the cellar is

not so great a matter. Such a warm fall

may not come again in many a year.

MORLEY Pettit, Provincial Apiarist of @n-
tario, has been looking up what our experi-
ment stations are doing in bee culture, and,
according to his report, Canadian Bee Jour-
nal, 400, the showing is pretty poor. The
work at Washington, under Dr. Phillips, of

course takes the lead; but Kentucky, Ten-
nesee, Maryland, and Texas are the only
States reported as doing any thing. Michi-
gan, where such fine work was done under
Prof. Cook, hadn't had a bee for ten years.

Are we overestim^ating the importance of

bee culture, or are the experiment stations

underestimating it?

L. S. Crawshaw says, British B. J., p. 398:

"I see that E. R. Root recommends that
trapped robbers be destroyed; but I have
kept them confined for several days, or a
week, introducing a queen in the meantime,
and later treating as a nucleus with success.
In fact, I have often made nuclei by the sim-
ple process of allowing the trap to replace a
stock for a short time." Quite a convenient
way to make a nucleus, only the field-bees
that would be caught would hardly make a
good nucleus in which to have a virgin fer-

tilized. But likely he puts the nucleus-hive
to catch the bees at a time when the young
bees are out for a playspell, and then he's
right.

Cement is the material for the coming
hive-stand, according to the report of quite
a number at the Chicago convention. Some
make a plain slab two mches thick and large
enough to hold the hive, using also the same
slabs to make sidewalks. Some have mere-
ly a rim, and some straight sticks. Possibly

the best of all is the slab with a cement block
at each corner to raise the hive an inch or
so. That keeps the bottom-board dry, mak-
ing it last longer. My stands are mostly of
fence boards lying flat. I can hardly think
of any thing worse unless to have wider
boards. The bottom-boards soon rot, and
there is a fine shelter for the big black ants
that honeycomb and ruin them.

A HIGHLY APPRECIATIVE notice of the
French edition of the A B C of Bee Culture,
Schweiz. Bztg., 439, ends by saying, "And we
are surprised to see the American authors
so well informed concerning European con-
ditions." As this is said by no less an au-
thority than Dr. Kramer, said authors ought
to feel much complimented. [This notice
coming from Dr. Kramer is certainly appre-
ciated by the authors. We have continually
sought to pick out the best man we could
find to write special articles. For example,
the edition for 1910, now in the press, will

have no less an authority than Dr. A. Hugh
Bryan, of the Bureau of Chemistry, Washing-
ton, D. C, to write up all articles like "Glu-
cose," "Adulteration," "Nectar," "Sugar,"
and the like. W. K. Morrison, now at San
Diego, California, wrote the article on
"Hives; Evolution of." He also made vari-

ous additions to certain articles, so that they
would conform to the best practices in Eu-
rope. It is fair to give credit to Mr. Morri-
son for this.

—

Ed.]

Editor Hutchinson is after you slack-

wirers with a sharp stick. He says: "Put
in wires to keep the foundation from sag-
ging; then leave them slack so it can sag!

Why use the wires at all? " He wants the
wires taut, taut. [Something over twenty
years ago, when horizontal wiring first came
to the front, we suggested as a remedy for

buckling of the foundation between the hor-
izontal wires, not drawing the v/ires quite so
taut as had been done. This cured the diffi-

culty, but allowed the foundation to stretch

slightly, and at the same time the individual

cells to elongate on a vertical line. For the
last nineteen years (see Gleanings, March,
1890) we have advocated drawing the wires
taut. Referring to the method of how to

string the wires in a frame our directions

that have stood without modification for

years say: "Taking up the slack is accom-
plished in the manner as shown in the cut.

Hold the frame between the table and the

body, and with the left hand bear gently on
each wire until the slack is all in the last

wire. This is, of course, now taken up by
the pliers in the right hand. When the wire
is taut the end is twisted around the tack

head and secured." Our esteemed contem-
porary says the " directions " to leave the

wires slack "riles" him. If there are any
printed "directions" going out with the

frames or wire fr6m any dealer or manufac-
turers advising slack wiring we have not run
across them. Possibly Mr. Hutchinson had
in mind the article by E. D. Townsend in our
issue for May 1, page 281, of current volume.

—Ed.]
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BEE-KEEPING IN THE
SOUTHWEST

By Louis Scholl, New Braunfels, Tex.

To old and young a merry Christmas and
a happy New Year. May the coming year
be a profitable one to us all in the things we
may do and the lessons that we may learn.

THE 1910 CENSUS.

It is unfortunate that the census will be
taken during the next year, since our pres-

ent year has been a very unfavorable one,
taken as a whole, all over the United States,

for the production of even an average crop
of honev and wax; consequently the census
figures will not show up the bee-keeping in-

dustry as they should. The Texas crop has
been barely half of the average. This will

make a material difference in the census
figures. These conditions exist similarly in

other States. For Texas, at least, it is my
candid opinion that it would be safe just to

double the figures for a true estimate of the
real output of honey and wax in an average
year.

SOME PLANS FOR 1910.

The past year has been the busiest that I

have ever experienced, and I fear that my
editorial work has not been just what it

ought to have been—at least it has not been
as good as I intended to make it. Judging,
however, from the many letters that have
been sent me, and from the statements of the
friends whom I have met, I believe that "Bee-
keeping in the Southwest " is being more and
more appreciated. P'or this reason my in-

tention is to make this department of more
interest during the next year. Our experi-
ence with twenty apiaries of bees, which com-
pelus to adopt short methods and up-to-date
equipment, should enable us to give to the
readers items which will not only be new and
interesting, but profitable as well. Begin-
ning with the new year I shall try to describe
our operations right through the season with
a large number of out-apiaries, using the di-

visible-brood-chamber hives, and producing
bulk, comb, and extracted honey. In this

way the many questions that have been ask-
ed will be answered fully.

THAT THICK MIDRIB.

Dr. Miller and the editor deserve a good
" swat " for trying to tell me how to use that
comb with a midrib half an inch thick so as
to make full-grown bees emerge from those
small cells by spacing the combs further
apart and allowing the bees to elongate the
cells. Who ever heard of any thing lil<e this?
Here are the facts: The comb was m a brood-
nest between straight combs, spaced the
natural or regular distance. The midrib of
this comb was half an inch thick on account
of the age, and the cell walls were thicker

also. The cells were, therefore, too small to

allow full-grown bees to hatch from them.
The large numbers that did hatch out were
but little more than half the size of their sis-

ters. These are the fac^s, and I am convinc-
ed that combs, sometimes at least, as in this

case, become useless as brood-combs if left

too long in the brood chamber. Now, what
has spacing the combs further apart to allow
the bees to elongate the cells to do with the
facts? Surely, if the combs got into such a
condition the bees would be powerless to

spread them. It is impossible to tell how old
such combs must be, for I do not know how
old this comb of mine was. I believe, how-
ever, that it was more than thirty years old;

but how much more I do not know.

AUTOMOBILES FOR THE BEE-KEEPER.

A few years ago automobiles were consid-
ered impractical for the apiarist. Now there
are numbers of bee-keepers who are using
them to great advantage. With a series ot

outyards and reasonably good roads it is no
trick at all with one of these machines to

manage twice as many colonies as before.
It is not only tiresome but most aggravating
to jog along with an old-style wagon and
team when one is needed at every yard at

the same time. It is then that the long-felt

want is most apparent, and it becomes worse
when some other fellow passes by with the
thing you "auto" have, and leaves you be-

hind.
With outyards twenty miles away it is nec-

essary to drive eight hours in hot weather,
and there are two hours left for work on
that trip. With the machine the time would
be just reversed—two hours for the trip and
eight for work, if ten working hours are
figured for the day. Furthermore, with a
team it would be cruel to misuse the animals
for many such trips; but the automobile, if

kept in good working order, would always
be ready to go instead of being tired out.

Furthermore, the danger of horses being
stung would be done away with.
Bee-keepers generally should more readily

learn to manage and care for automobiles
than men of any other class, because of their

practical knowledge of machinery, etc. The
automobile not only brings the bee-keeper
and his bees closer togetner, aiding him to

be a more successful and extensive bee-
keeper, but it brings him closer to his neigh-
bors and closer to the markets. It aids both
in social as well as in business affairs. One
or a dozen miles cuts but little figure with
the owner of one of these machines, and he
can get more profit and more pleasure out of
life. The time is not far distant when every
up-to-date bee-keeper will own an automo-
bile.

The question here naturally arises,
'

' Which
is the best automobile for the bee-keeper?"
Since this is an interesting topic, we should
be glad to have articles giving further light

on the subject. A few nave appeared; but
let us consider the best type of motor vehicle
for apiarian use.
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SIFTINGS.
By J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.

That method of hiving a swarm automatic-

ally,by Chas. E. Adams, p. 336, June 1, seems
to me the simplest by far, and most satisfac-

tory that I have seen; but in large yards it

might not^iwork so well.

^-

On p. 622, Oct. 15, an abundance of clover
bloom is predicted for 1910. Clover is now
in much better condition here than it was a

year ago. I believe there is no way in which
we can increase the yield of honey more
surely than by stimulating the farmers to

sow alsike"clover seed.
4?-

Yesterday I went to look over a small api-

ary for a neighbor, a mile and a half away.
I found his colonies averaged twice the
amount of winter stores that my own colo-

nies did, so that, being outside of the range
of my bees, the small number of colonies

had a larger proportion of pasturage than
my colonies had.

I believe that the conclusions of W. F. Cox
and F. Greiner, pages 631, 632, Oct. 15, in re-

f:ard to the value of excluders, are correct,

n one yard of 100 colonies where extracting-

supers and excluders were used this year, I

found practically all of the honey above the

excluders, although there was an abundance
of room below. [See letter by Elias Fox on
page 762 in this issue.

—

Ed.]

On page 369 Mr. Byer tells of the injury to

stock by feeding on alsike clover. Although
this clover grows very extensively in this

section I have never before heard of its in-

juring stock. Is not the fault that of the
white-nosed horses rather than of the clover?

May be their noses would crack if they fed

on other clovers alone. Hereabout, alsike

clover is thought to be far better than red
clover for all kinds of stock.

4^

On page 622, Oct. lo, I see no objection to

putting baits in corners. I have sometimes
used the outside of the super from corner to

corner for baits. I think they are better on
the outside than in the center; for, if placed
in the center, bees are often induced to fill

the baits before they are strong enough to

do much more; but if the baits are on the

sides of the super, the colony is usually

strong enough to do good work all through
the super after they once begin on the out-

side.
4-

Friend Foster, page 455, Aug. 1, says that

shipping-cases that have >i-inch space be-

tween the tops of the sections and the covers
are a better protection for honey than those
in which the sections are flush with the top.

He is right so far as the better protection is

concerned, but I wonder whether he thinks
this is enough for these thin factory-made
basswood cases. I have just stepped on an

empty case and found that the cover bent
down I'/i inches in the center. It would be
better to have more space above the sections
than yi inch, or else have the covers made
thicker, or avoid stepping on them altogether.

That is a pretty good record, p. 621. Oct.
15—2873 queens reared in one season by one
man and a small boy. There are some
things some of us would like to know. How
many colonies of bees did it take, and how
many nuclei? [There were about 75 colonies
in the spring. When queen-rearing opera-
tions were under full sway we had 170 twin
nuclei, or 340 in all. Bees for some of these
were drawn from the other yards; but most
of them were supplied from the 75 colonies
referred to. As to how these nuclei were
made up, see Nov. 1st issue, page 667.

—

Ed.]

4!-

UNITING IN THE FALL.

On page 593, Oct. 1, Mr. Doolittle tells us
how to unite bees in the autumn days. His
plan means too much work when the yards
are five or ten miles from home. I have had
little difficulty after the cool weather comes
and the bees are clustered closely, by just

shaking them together in one hive. The
cool air seems to take away all disposition to

fight, and the new comers are always wel-
come, as they help to keep up the warmth;
but I rarely try to unite queenless colonies,

as I do not consider them of much value if

they have been without a queen for some
time.

4>

THE PROPER DENSITY OF SYRUP.

You are quite right, Mr. Editor, page 589,

Oct. 1, in advising syrup made of two parts

of sugar to one of water. There is a waste
in reducing if much thinner syrup is given,

and the bees take it too slowly if it is much
thicker.
On p. 590, Dr. Miller says he has fed over

one thousand pounds of sugar this year.

We have beat you, doctor. We have had to

feed some eight thousand pounds and one
thousand pounds of honey. This meant
some work, since most of our bees were
from three to ten miles from home.

4?-

BROOD-CHAMBERS CROWDED WITH HONEY.

On p. 592, Oct. 1, friend Holtermann objects

to the way Wesley Foster and Dr. Miller

manipulate their supers, as his experience is

that such methods crowd the brood-chamber
with honey. Oh, my! but wouldn't we like

a little of such experience? When I began
bee-keeping I used to worry about the

brood-chambers getting crowded with hon-

ey; but after more than forty years of expe-
rience with hundreds of colonies I have nev-

er known of a colony seriously injured by
having too much honey, but have known of

hundreds that were injured by having too

little. I have removed many queens the

last of June and July so that my bees would
fill their combs with honey rather than with

brood.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH
DOOLITTLE

AT Borodino, New York.

"Mr. Doolittle, I told my friend Mr. Barber
yesterday, that, if he would give his children
honey instead of butter to eat on their bread,
it would be better for them. Is this right?

"

"Well, Mr. Jones, honey is now much
cheaper than butter; and if those who can not
afford both would eat honey, especially in the
case of children, it would be an advantage as
far as health is concerned, and they would
like it better."
•'My next question is, don't you queen-

breeders ask too high a price for your queens
which you wmter over and sell in the spring?"
"Mr. Jones, you are too good a bee-keep-

er not to know that, to remove laying queens
in the early part of the season, is a very
c istly procedure, and that in most cases
some delay must occur in getting them re-
placed; consequently much brood is lost at a
time when every effort should be put forth
to secure a large number of bees for the
white-clover harvest. At 10 cts. a pound it

would take only 25 pounds of honey to make
the difference between a $5.00 queen and a
$2 50 queen; and every one would call it a
bargain to get a breeding queen at the latter

figure. It is my opinion that queens can not
be changed in the best colonies in May with-
out a loss of 25 pounds of honey."

" Is there any difference in the method of
superseding queens in blacks and Italians?"

" In a black or German colony, in case the
queen dies from old age or any other cause,
the bees at once proceed to replace her by
converting a worker larva into a queen, part-
ly by the rich food called royal jelly, and part-
ly by constructing a queen-cell over this lar-

va, which is then floated out near the mouth
of the cell on this royal jelly. With Italians
there is a difference; for, from close obser-
vation, I find that most of the queens of this

race are superseded before they die; for as
soon as the bees find out that the queen is

beginning to fail in egg-laying they build
queen-cells in which the queen lays, and
from these eggs young queens are fed and
reared almost like those in colonies that are
preparing to cast a prime swarm."

" Do you consider queens as reared by the
Italians better than those reared after the
old queen is dead, as in the case of blacks?"

"I certainly do, and I am not alone in this

matter; for nearly all practical bee-keepers
are agreed on this point. Such larvae are in-

tended for queens from the very start, and
are thus fed lavishly during the whole larval

period."
" In your opinion, what is the most impor-

tant thing for a bee-keeper to study?"
" I do not know just what your question is

intended to cover; but I would say this

—

there is no subject of more importance to

the bee-keeper, nor is there one that gives
him more pleasure, than the study or the
honey-producing plants No matter wheth-

er a flower blooms in the garden, field, or
forest, it at once becomes an object of inter-

est if the bees gather honey from it. Upon
the amount and duration of honey-producing
plants in the vicinity of an apiary depends
the success or failure of the enterprise. In
locating an apiary for honey production one
should have an eye to the amount of bee
forage in reach of the apiary, for no amount
of labor and skill will produce results where
there is no source of supply.
"The labor of cultivating the crop, rental

of the land, the uncertainty of securing a
yield after it is grown, all tend to discourage
one from the cultivation of any plant or tree
wholly for honey. Good management, how-
ever, with land and bees, even in our more
densely populated States, makes both lines
of work profitable. Fruit-trees yield nectar,
and the fruit is a paying crop as well. White
clover is a great honey-producer, and pro-
vides the best of pasturage for stock. Al-
sike clover is equally great as a honey-pro-
ducer, and is nearly equal in value for hay to
any of the other grasses. Buckwheat yields
both honey and grain. Raspberries are also
valuable in both ways. For shade, honey,
and timber, we can plant basswood, maple,
locust, willow, and other trees. Then, too,

various kinds of honey-producing plants can
be grown for the seed, which is always in

demand. The obstacle in the way of grow-
ing trees in quantities is the magnitude of

the investment and length of time required
before any profit can be realized; yet, not-

withstanding this, a few of our apiarists are
setting out basswood groves, feeling sure
that such a course will pay in the end.

" Proximity to a forest of maples, bass-
woods, and other honey-producing trees is

very desirable. If the apiary can be on the
southeast side of such woodland, so much
the better. White and golden willows are
great in utility, as they produce the first

early honey. Fruit-trees should abound; and
if woodland clearings are within the range
of the bees' flight, covered with wild rasp-

berries, an abundance of this honey can be
secured. White and alsike clover should be
plentiful, and buckwheat should be grown
to a great extent. In some localities, golden-
rod, asters, and other fall flowers produce
considerable honey. Probably no one locali-

ty could be found having all of these; yet if

several do exist, so as to make a continuous
season, the locality is a desirable one. Care
should be taken not to locate in valleys sub-
ject to late frosts, nor near large bodies of

water or swamps. In hilly countries bees
thrive best in some sheltered spot midway
between a valley and a hill top. Clover,
basswood, and buckwheat are the three
great honey-producers of the Northern
States; and where they exist in profusion,
failure seldom occurs.

" Do not locate an apiary where the field is

already stocked with bees, for it is an injus-

tice to the former possessor, which injustice

you would resent were you in his place; be-

sides, such a course would also injure your
own prospect for success."
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General
Correspondence

SOME " DISCOVERIES •' ON THE ALEX-
ANDER TREATMENT FOR EURO-

PEAN FOUL BROOD.

Dr. Miller's Modification an Apparent Suc-
cess.

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

When I began treating foul-broody colo-

nies last summer I piled the brood of four
colonies over an excluder on a fifth colony,
this fifth colony being equally foul-broody.
At the end of three weeks the combs over
the excluder would be emptied of brood and
ready to melt up. But the combs in the
lower story would be as bad as ever. Then
a new set of piles would have to be made;
and, no matter how many times this would
be repeated, there would always be left the
foul-broody lower stories. Then it occurred
to me, "If there is any thing in the Alexan-
der plan, and if bees queenless three weeks
will clean out their frames, why will they
not clean out the frames in these upper
stories? It's worth trying, any way."
So when the piles had put in their three

weeks, this is the way I did: I took the
whole pile off its stand. On the stand I put
the second story — that is, the story that had
been immediately above the excluder. Into
this I brushed the colony— that is, the bees
and queen that had been in the lower story.
In most cases this was an entire success, the
colonies being and continuing entirely
healthy.
So here was what may possibly be an im-

portant " discovery,"— with apologies to A.
I. Root for the use of the word. The dis-

covery is that, at least in some cases and
under some conditions, a diseased colony
with a queen may clean out combs over an
excluder so that they will be entirely
healthy. But if any credit is due for this
discovery, the chief credit belongs to our
good friend the late E. W. Alexander; for
without his lead I never would have thought
the discovery possible.

Possibly some do not know what the
Alexander plan for the treatment of Europe-
an foul brood (black brood) is. It takes but
a few words to tell it. Make a colony strong;
make it queenless, and let it remain queen-
less three weeks; then give it a vigorous
young laying Italian queen. That's all: the
bees do the rest.

THE ALEXANDER PLAN NOT SUITABLE FOR
AMERICAN FOUL BROOD.

I desire to record here my belief that, in

giving us this plan of treatment, Mr. Alex-
ander has given us something of real and
lasting value.

Failures with the Alexander plan, I be-
lieve, have been reported. It is possible
that with it there will always be more or less

failures. It is just possible, also, that, where
failures occurred, Mr. Alexander's teachings
were not strictly followed. Were the fail-

ures with Luropean foul brood, or with
American? Mr. Alexander never insisted

that his plan would succeed with American
foul brood, although I believe he thought it

might do so.

I very much doubt that it will often, if

ever, succeed with .\merican foul brood. In

European foul brood the dead larva dries
down in the cell in such a way that it is not
so very difficult for the bees to clean it out
entirely. In American foul brood the dead
larva dries down upon the cell wall like so

much glue, impossible of removal. At least

that is the way I understand it.

THE COLONIES SHOULD BE STRONG.

Another cause of failure may have been
from failing to note or sufficiently emphasize
Mr. Alexander's instruction to make the col-

ony strong. A weak and discouraged lot of

bees should not be expected to do very vig-

orous work at cleaning out their cells, es-

pecially when queenless.
Mr. Alexander found that a strong force

of bees would clean out their cells provided
they were rearing no fresh brood to keep up
the infection. I went just a step further,

and found that such a force witn a queen
would clean out combs to which they, but
not the queen, had access.

A VARIATION OF THE ALEXANDER PLAN.

The last performance I have mentioned—
taking away the pile and leaving the colony
in what had been the second story—still left

the lower story with its infected brood to be
dealt with. There were several of these,

and upon them I tried another variation of

the Alexander plan. Upon a new stand I

make a pile of them, four or five stories high,

taking with each enough bees to care for the
brood, also a few extra to make up for the
bees that would return to their old stands.

Understand that each story contained a full

quota of brood in all stages from the egg
to the young bee just emerging, but theie
was no queen in the pile.

Of course, queen- cells were started. In

ten days I destroyed all of them, and put in

the lower story a virgin of choice stock.

There was an excluder over the first story,

for the purpose of confining this young
queen to the lower story. In about three
weeks from the time the pile was formed,
the queen was laying in what generally
proved to be clean combs.

It is possible, if not probable, that wher-
ever the bees did not clean out the combs
perfectly it was because they were not
strong enough. At any rate, if it were to do
over again, not so many colonies would be
thrown on foundation, and more would have
the Alexander treatment. But I would cer-

tainly continue the variation of giving the
young virgin in 10 days rather than a laying
queen at the end of '21 days. Many a lime 1

have noticed in a nucleus having a young
queen not yet laying how the workers polisn

out the cells before she begins to lay. In-
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deed, if I find the cells well polished I feel

almost as sure a queen is there as if I saw
the queen. Now, it seems to me that it must
make quite a difference whether the bees
are left utterly queenless for twenty-one
days, or whether in the last ten or eleven
days they have a virgin. After being queen-
less for ten days they begin to feel discour-

aged and inclined to let things go at loose
ends; but let a virgin enter upon the scene
and they are wide awake to clean up in

preparation for the work they expect her to

This is not all I know about foul brood,
but is, perhaps, enough for the present on
such a malodorous subject.

Marengo, 111.

[We are not sure but Dr. Miller has made
some real discoveries in the treatment of

European or black brood. His modified
form of Alexander treatment looks reason-
able, and the fact that he has been largely
successful with it commends it to our thought-
ful consideration.
When Mr. Alexander some years ago show-

ed us how his whole apiary that had been
treated on his plan was all healthy, notwith-
standing there were yards of bees in the lo-

cality that were rotten with the disease, we
felt convinced that he had something that
was good. We accordingly paid him $50 to

make the details of the plan public, and this

he did. But one or two of the New York in-

spectors apparently believed there was noth-
ing in it—that the disease in the Alexander
apiary had run its course, or, rather, run out.

This feeling was apparently shared by Dr.
E F. Phillips, of the Bureau of Entomology;
but nevertheless we had faith in the plan,
but thought it not wise to say very much
about it until we could secure further reports.
Either the original Alexander treatment or
the one modified by the sage of Marengo is

very simple, saves a lot of time and material,
requires no destruction of brood or combs,
and the only loss, apparently, is the entire
suspension of brood-rearing in all stages for
a period of three weeks. The McEvoy treat-

ment involves considerable work, the pur-
chase of foundation, the melting-up of other-
wise good combs, the building-out of combs
from starters, melting these up again, and
compelling the bees to build comb again
from starters or foundation. The actual cost
of this treatment in time and money is con-
siderable; and while we do not go so far as
to say that the Alexander plan or Dr. Miller's
modification is going to be a success, we do
think the possibilities are such as to merit
our consideration. To that end we should
be pleased to get reports from those who
have tested the original Alexander treatment,
and in addition we should like to hear next
summer from those who are in position to
try Dr. Miller's modification.

In this connection it would seem that Dr.
Miller's idea of introducing a young virgin
in 10 days rather than a laying queen in 21

days is a decided improvement. While we
are not sure, we believe Dr. Miller is right

in supposing bees will do a better job of pol-

ishing in the cells when there is a virgin in

the hive than when they are hopelessly
queenless. It looks reasonable that they
should do so.

We have already had a few favorable re-
ports and some unfavorable ones of the origi-

nal Alexander treatment; and it is possible
that the last named were due to the Tact that
the colonies were not strong enough.

It is true that Mr. Alexander did not make
the claim that his treatment would cure the
old-fashioned or American foul brood; but
one or two of his disciples have made that
claim.

—

Ed.]

rOUNDATION IN SECTIONS.

The Extra Thin Makes but a Slight Midrib.

BY F. GREINER.

As to the use of full sheets of comb foun-
dation in section boxes (pages 528, 604), a
practice I have never felt like endorsing, I

want to add that, sometimes, under very
favorable conditions, the extra-light section
foundation is well worked out, and can scarce-
ly be detected in the finished product. At
other times the same article becomes quite
objectionable. My good friend Dr. James
Moss, minister of the M. E. Church in Naples,
is taking some interest in bees and honey of

late. He was taking dinner at my house
lately, and on this occasion I showed him the
difference between genuine virgin comb
honey and that with fishbone or backbone in

it. I also explained to him how profitable it

would be for me to use full sheets of founda-
tion in all my sections; and also the position

I took in regard to using the artificial midrib.

"Well," he said, "don't stand in your own
light, brother G. Use the midrib."

I did not intend to say any thing about
this, but it is out.

Dr. Miller rather excuses himself for using
full sheets of foundation in sections by say-

ing he would have to use queen-excluders
under supers with starters only. With us it

rarely happens that queens go up into the
supers, even when the brood-chambers are
reduced to six or seven L. frames. When
the contraction is carried any further we
have trouble; but even then, more with pol-

len than with brood. I would hardly expect
less pollen were I to use full sheets of foun-
dation in the sections instead of mere start-

ers. The tendency would be the other way,
I judge.
Bee-keepers in Germany are still taking a

very firm stand against the use of foundation
in comb honey. This may be due in part to

the fact that many beekeepers over there
make their own foundation with the Rietsche
press. They can not make as delicate an ar-

ticle as is made in the United States by the

regular manufacturers, and it is quite likely

that very many of the Germans do not know
how fine a product is used here in sections

by the large majority of honey-producers
who are using foundation. Possibly their
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opposition might disappear were they ac-

quainted with our extra-light section founda-
tion.

THE PROPER WAY TO EXHIBIT COMB HONEY
AT FAIRS.

As in former years, I had occasion to see
the honey exhibits at several agricultural
fairs this year, and in every case almost all

the exhibited comb honey was unduly ex-
posed to dust, flies, and insects in general.
Where the rules and regulations demand an
exhibit of 250 sections in the general display,

and every section exposed to view, as is the
case at the New York State fair, it would en-
tail too heavy an expense for the exhibitor
should he have to show his honey under
glass. The managers of the fair should pro-
vide suitable glass cases for these exhibitions.
For my part 1 should not like to exhibit and
expose to dust and flies so large an amount
of honey for a week or two, even if I were
sure of carrying off the first premium on my
exhibit. The fact that a certain lot of honey
has been awarded the first premium at a
great show may be a recommendation of

some material value; but the accompanying
circumstance of eight or ten days' exposure
to flies and dust would detract much from
that value. In some of our best and most
frequented grocery stores I have observed
comb honey very carelessly exposed to dust
and flies, while in others the flakes of honey
are left in the glassed shipping- case, or are
displayed in a neat glass case as it should be.
It pays to be neat m any kind of business;
and particularly in our honey business neat-
ness must not be disregarded.

I have usually shown my comb honey in

a large glass case, and in small specially de-
signed single-row glassed cases, showing
practically all the comb. I have also shown
the single sections when they were glassed
on both sides. This last is a very good way
providing such glassed honey can be sold by
weight afterward, glass to be paid for as
honey.

CLEANING OUT EXTRACTING-COMBS.

In an article I wrote for the American Bee
Journal a short time ago, in which I describ-
ed and illustrated my method ot having ex-
tracting-combs cleaned out, etc., and which
the editor commented on, page 653, as well
as Dr. Miller in the next issue, I referred to
the combs as they came from the extractor
"wet with honey." It would be reasonable
to expect the bees to clean out any combs
containing unsealed stores. My bees have
always been prone to take sealed honey out
of combs under similar conditions, and I

would not expect them to do a thorough job
if it were sealed honey placed in stacks of
supers back of a hive.

In order to have sections that are partly
filled with honey, both sealed and unsealed,
cleaned out without injuring the comb, Mr.
Danzenbaker advised once at a bee-keepers'
convention that we pile them up before the
entrance of a hive during a warm night. I

have so far preferred to stack up the supers
containing such honey somewnere in the

bee-yard upon a bottom-board, covering with
a close-fitting cover and giving a small en-
trance. This is less work for me, and we
run no risk of having such bait sections
spoiled by rain during the night. They may
thus be left out as long as is convenient, or
it is convenient to take them in.

BUYING CARBON-BISULPHIDE CHEAP.

Up to within a year or two the price I had
to pay for bisulphide of carbon was 35 cents
per pound. This was not only excessive, but
it was more—it was prohibitory, as I could
obtain practically the same result for not
much more than one-tenth the cost by using
sulphur. Of late I bought the sulphide at
$1.00 per gallon (about 11 pounds), and 45
cents express from the city. At this price I

can stand it to use it in the fumigation of
comb honey and combs. It stands to reason
that, the smaller the space is to be filled with
fumes, or, rather, the more combs we can
crowd into a certain space, and the nearer
we can shut up every thing, guarding the es-

cape of the fumes, the more successful we
shall be in doing the work cheaply as well as
effectively. I do not know of a more prac-
tical plan than to stack up the supers eight
or ten high, placing the liquid in a saucer on
top in an empty super, or, better, a shallow
ring, covering all up as tight as I can. It is

really the same method I practiced for many
years when I was using sulphur, with the
exception that I used a full-depth hive-body
on top to burn the sulphur in. When I prac-
ticed this method, sometimes I had the hive-
cover scorched a little on the inside, but had
never a fire started. It is a method I still

use at times. It is the cheapest, even with
the bisulphide of carbon at $1.00 per gallon.
Naples, N. Y.

QUEEN-EXCLUDERS, NOT HONEY-EX-
CLUDERS.

Evidence to Show that HoneyJBrought in
by Field Bees is Not Transferred to the
Young Bees to be Carried to the Cells;
Honey Above Excluders the Only Pure
Honey.

BY ELIAS FOX.

In reply to W. F. Cox's article on the'use
of queen-excluders, page 631, Oct. 15, I de-
sire to say just a few words. Only a few
years ago I gave a report of one colony giv-
ing me 125 lbs., stored above a queen-exclu-
der in, I think, something like three weeks.
Last year I reported one colony giving me
425 lbs. of surplus for the season. This also
passed through a queen-excluder and was
stored in three full-depth extracting-supers. I

think they are all wrong when they say the
field bees deliver their loads of nectar to
nurse-bees to be stored in the surplus cells,

or store it in the brood-chamber later to be
transferred above. This is all bosh. Bees
are more consistent and economical of time
and labor. True, I have often seen the
young bees receive honey direct from the
incoming field-bees; perhaps one in ten
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thousand might unload this way if it does un-
load; but in all of my observations it always
occurred to me that only enough for a meal
was taken by the young bees, and the field

bee would then deposit the rest in a cell.

As to storing in the brood-chamber to be
transferred above, suppose the honey is

coming in at the rate of 12 to 15 lbs. a day,
the brood-frames are partly filled with hon-
ey, nearly all of whicn is capped, and the
rest solid full of brood in all stages —
from the egg just deposited to the mature
bees just gnawing out, and the queen is de-
positing eggs in every available cell nearly
as fast as the bees emerge therefrom, and
cells are cleaned and prepared to receive
them. Did you ever aslc yourself this ques-
tion, "Where could 12 to 15 lbs. of honey be
stored, in the brood-chamber?" No, sir.

The honey goes direct to the surplus-cham-
ber. I believe I have given this as much
thought and observation as any man living,

and have noticed thousands and thousands
of bees unloading with wings worn nearly
to fragments. Give us facts and queen-ex-
cluders.

I would about as soon be without bees as
without excluders. While it is a fact that,

where excluders are not used, and the honey
is extracted while the brood is in all stages,
thousands of the larvae are also extracted,
and many of them mashed and contents
taken up in the honey. The quantity of mat-
ter is so small, comparatively, we do not see
it, neither do we taste it; but it is there just
the same Consumer, how do you want the
hone y you eat—in its purity or slightly mix-
ed with dead larvae? Give me mine stored
above the excluder.

Hillsboro, Wis., Nov. 1.

BREEDING STRONGER QUEENS.

Grafting the Larvae Twice in Order to Se-
cure an Abundance of Royal Jelly.

BY J. W. GEORGE.

I will give something to your readers that
may be worth considering, especially the
queen-breeders. I don't claim to be the
originator of the idea, neither do I claim it

to be new; yet 1 have never seen it in print,

hence I think it will be new to some. Mr.
John Nekhert suggested the idea, and Mr.
Henry Perkins developed the practical sys-

tem.
We know that, to develop the best queen,

she must have an abundance of food in a
strong colony of bees, and a poor queen
vice versa. It is an easy matter to get a strong
colony of bees; but to force them to feed the
royal larvae abundantly is not so easy—hence
the Nekhert-Perkins method.
The plan is simple, but requires a little

more work than the ordinary method. It is

nothing more nor less than a double graft.

Mr. Perkins prepares his cell cups in the or
dinary way, and grafts just as if he intended
that graft to produce a queen. In about
forty hours (not more than that) he removes

that larva and replaces it with a new one of
the proper age to produce a good queen; but
before placing the second graft in the cell

cup he takes a small square-end stick and
works the royal jelly down until the surface
is level, so that the small larva will not be
enveloped by the royal jelly from where the
largest graft was removed. He also trims
the cell cup to about the length it was at the
beginning. The result is that the cell is not
capped over until the larva reaches the prop-
er age, and by that time there is such an
abundance of royal jelly that the young
queen has all she can consume, and more.
Mr. Perkins claims, I think, that many of
our queens are not properly nurtured, for
the reason that royal jelly becomes so hard
(owing to the small quantity in the cell) that
the young queen can not absorb it, hence
she comes out half starved, and is only a
runt; whereas the queen from the double
graft leaves, when she hatches, a large lump
of white royal jelly which would be almost
fit to start another graft with.

Several bee-men here have tried Mr. Per-
kins' plan, and are well pleased with re-
sults. The principle is good, and I know
Mr. Perkins to be one who thinks, and does
not jump at conclusions; and any one who
tries this method carefully will be well paid
for his effort, and will develop a better class
of queens than he ever had before. Some
lose a small part of the second graft.

Imperial, Cal., Nov. 16.

[Our readers will not forget that Mr.
George is one of the most extensive honey-
producers in the West.

—

Ed.]

THE ORIGIN OF HONEY-DEW.

Not an Excretion.

BY D. M. M'DONALD.

[Most authorities regard honey-dew as a secretion
principally, instead of an excretion. Prof. H. A. Sur-
face, p. 623. Oct. 15, says that some of the plant-lice are
not provided with the cornicles, etc., through which
the sweet substance is secreted, and that from such in-
sects the honey-dew may be produced through the
vent. We assume from this that Professor Surface be-
lieves that most of the honey-dew is secreted. How-
ever, no less an authority than D. M. McDonald, the
noted Scotch writer and bee-keeper, denies that hon-
ey-dew is ever an excretion. Personally we hope that
this is true, for it is exceedingly revolting to one's na-
ture to think of eating a substance excreted by an in-
sect; and we are inclined to believe that entirely too
much prominence has been given to this phase of the
question. And when doctors disagree, is there any
reason why bee-keepers should ever refer to honey-
dew as being an excretion from plant-lice?
Mr. McDonald's article on this question, in the Brit-

ish Bee Journal for Nov. 4, is so interesting, and shows
so clearly the source of the inky color which is noted
at times in honey-dew, that we give it herewith in full.
—Ed. J

This bete noire of bee-keepers has been
very prevalent in this country, on the Conti-
nent, and in America during the past honey
season, and many an enthusiastic bee-keep-
er has had reason to curse its presence,
while others may have still further cause to
rue its contaminating influence before next
season opens. Assuredly, manifesting itself
in quantity in any hive will not tend to sue-
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cessful wintering. Not that all honey-dew
is so very bad, for there are at least two
kinds of it, differing considerably in compo-
sition. One is a saccharine juice which ex-

udes under certain climatic conditions from

the leaves of various trees, amongst them
being oak, chestnut, lime, beech, ash, coni-

fers, and fruit trees. Now, as is well known,
there visits these "sweating" leaves an

aphis which feeds greedily on this sweet

substance. It, like the bee, has something

in the nature of a honey-sac, quite separate

from its ordinary stomach, and from which,

when the sac gets overcharged, it regurgi-

tates, or rejects, " aphidian honey " by means
of two tubes used for no other purpose, for-

tunately for the bees and their keepers. In

itself this fluid, which is a secretion, not an
excretion, would not be wholly unpalatable.

It looks like a bright, sparkling, clear drop

of liquid when held up against the light, and
tastes by no means harsh. But, unfortunate-

ly, a soot fungus grows on the leaves, mak-
ing them appear as if they had been coated

with this substance. To the sorrow of the

bee-keeper and to his serious loss, this gives

a black inky appearance to the saccharine

matter when it is gathered and consigned to

the cells, and when extracted it looks dark
and muddy, sometimes resembling in color

blacking or coal tar. Much of it m the ad-

mixture thoroughly injures the sale of the

honey, and even a little of it goes far to de-

teriorate the quality and flavor.

The following method may be used to test

the amount of real honey and the proportion

of honey-dew: Place a large spoonful of slak-

ed lime in about two pints of water, and stir

the compound thoroughly. Allow the lime

to settle at the bottom, and then pour off the

clear liquid into another bottle. Place a tea-

spoonful of the inky honey into a tumbler
nearly full of this lime-water, and give it a

good shaking or stir it smartly. It the mix-

ture remains clear you have pure honey; if

partly cloudy you have a small mixture of

honey-dew; but if it turns very muddy it is

largely contaminated.
The eye at once detects its presence, how-

ever, as the honey assumes a muddy, cloudy,

dark appearance unknown in flower nectar.

1 he sense of taste aids the eye, and to the

initiated not only clearly proves that it is

present, but pretty well gauges its propor-

tion. Aiding these two senses comes that of

.smell. The odor of honey-dew is something
apart from that of any true nectar secreted

by Flora's offspring.

The very worst type should be sold to the

blacking manufacturers, or it might be used

as a lubricant. Large quantities of inferior

htmey are annually purchased by biscuit

manufacturers, and honey-dew can, if not

too strongly flavored, be substituted if sold

as such. For those who have a trade in low-

grade honey a blend of honey and honey-

dew will sell easily under a suitable nanie

at a low price. Foreigners and a certain

class in great parts of our larger cities would
not object to the pronounced flavor if they

got it cheap. A blend, if honey- dew is not

in the ascendant, might be allowed to granu-
late, and can then be sold cheaply in this

form as honey-dew honey. If there is only
a slight coloring many would purchase at a
small figure if the home market is worked
up. Those having a large quantity much
contaminated should preserve it carefully
till spring, and feed with a view to stimulat-
ing. For turning into bees it is as good as
the very best and choicest grade on the mar-
ket. Another use to which I wonder some-
body has not advised it should be put is to

draw out new combs. With a glut from hon-
ey-dew a large number of combs could be
built in a few days. Honey-dew is a saccha-
rine substance, but it contains a residue.
This latter the bees would carefully eliminate
in changing the liquid into a solid, so that
the combs would be perfectly sweet and
clean. It is possible, however, that they
might be of a darker shade, or assume some-
thing of a green tinge. With a heavy flow
on from this source, remove regular shallow-
frame bodies, and replace them by full-depth
frames fitted with full sheets of foundation,
and they are drawn out as if by magic. It is

not generally known, but it is a fact all the
same, that far more perfect combs are con-
structed in surplus-chambers than can be
obtained in the regular body-box, and with
a heavy flow and a full force of bees they
can be got flat as a board.
This has been an uncommonly bad season

for honey-dew, and an undue proportion of
the little genuine honey gathered has been
spoilt by the admixture. Fortunately, the
plague in its worst form is not of frequent
occurrence. The year 1907 was bad, 1898
was worse, but these are the only really bad
seasons, I think, for over twenty years. Dr.
Miller records that he had only one vile year
in forty-eight. Mr. Carr, in 1898, described
that season as the only really bad one he had
experienced in over twenty-five years, and
for over twenty years I have never had its

presence made offensively manifest. Ancient
writers set a higher value on honey-dew than
we do, and Pliny called it the spittle of the
stars, while others called it a dew from hea-
ven. I should like to impress on readers
that, although it is frequently associated with
the presence of aphides, cocci, etc., they are
a result of it, and not it of them; and, fur-
ther, I would desire to emphasize as a fact

that the "aphidian " honey is not an excre-
tion, but simply an exudation from the leaves,
or an ejection from "honey-sacs " by pecul-
iar organs of these insect pests, and that the
black inky shade is due to the mold, or fun-
gus, and not to the insect or the "dew."

THREATENED DAMAGE SUIT AVERTED.
Mr. Root:—I wish to thank you for the interest you

have taken in my case with Mr. . You will re-
member that he claimed my bees injured his peaches,
and threatened to bring suit for damages. I sent him
your letter as well as some communications which I

received from other sources, together with " Bees and
Fruit " and other printed matter. I have not seen him
nor heard from him since, and do not think he will
carry the matter further.
Valparaiso, Ind., Oct. 9. E. S. Miller.
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CUT COMB HONEY.

A New Industry that has been Developed
for the Dining-car Companies and the

Dig Restaurants in the Cities.

BY E. R. ROOT.

For a number of years back, there has
been an ineffectual effort made to develop a

honey trade with the railroads for their din-

ing-cars and the big hotels and res-

taurants of our cities. Their objec-

tion to extracted has been the fear

of adulteration. Comb honey was
all right, but it did not pay them to

cut up a whole section just to get

one portion for an occasional cus-

tomer who might ask for it. The mu-
tilated comb left, it was explained,

might lie around a dripping mess
for some days before more would
be called for. No, Mr. Restaurant
Man did not care to bother with it,

neither did the dining-car people.
About three years ago we con-

ceived the idea of making up indi-

vidual services of comb honey put
up in neat paper cartons tied with
a blue ribbon. We then put a man
on the road to wait upon the big
roads centering at Chicago, and the large
restaurants.
The little services of comb honey looked

neat and pretty, and the dining-car people
gave it a trial.

Each service was made just large enough
to contain a choice piece of extra-fine honey
sufficient for one person; and whether one
or a dozen calls came in, it made no differ-
ence, because there was no daubing or cut-
ting into a large piece of honey. The travel-
er, when he calls for a service on a diner, is

given a neat little package which the waiter

opens up and places before him. The cut
chunk of honey is perhaps less liable to

arouse in his mind the silly idea of the so-

called "manufactured comb honey" he sees
in sections. He is pleased, and so also

were the dining-car people.
At first they bought in very small quanti-

ties, and later they increased the size of their

orders until now large quantities of honey
are sold to this special trade. In order to

Unwrapping the service and tearing off the extra flap.

Individual service of comb honey, designed especially for

Pullman dining-cars and fancy restaurants.

give the reader an idea of how the railroads

are taking hold of it, it would be proper right

here to give a list of some of the prominent
roads that are furnishing it on their dining-

car service. The following is a partial list:

Chicago & Northwestern, Baltimore & Ohio,

Santa Fe, Big Four,
Erie Great Northern,
Lake Shore, New York Central.

Missouri Pacific,

If any reader of these pages should hap-

pen to be on a diner of one of these lines,

let him ask for comb honey. When it is

served we believe that he will agree with us
that it is neat, attractive,

and appetizing—fully in

keeping with every oth-

er article served on these
beautiful palace cars.

The large restaurants
and hotels are just be-
ginning to take it up;
and if the industry con-
tinues to grow it will

* Some years ago one of our
subscribers took some extra-

fancy comb honey and offer-

ed it to some wealthy fami-
lies. They were suspicious-
thought it was "manufactur-
ed," and refused to buy. He
was disgusted, and went
home. He cut all those beau-

tiful combs out of the sec-

tions and put them in wooden
butter-dishes. These he took
back and sold to those same
families, and actually sold it

for a higher price than he
had formerly charged forthe
same honey in sections. This
is, perhaps, an isolated case;

but it shows how, sometimes,
the public will take to cut

combs when they will not buy
regular section honey.
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mean an enormously in-

creased comb-honey
trade of which the ex-
tracted-honey producer
himself will not be slow
to take advantage. In
this connection it should
be stated that honey for
this individual service
should be built on thin
or extra-thin foundation
in shallow frames. Full-

depth Langstroth combs
would require a too
heavy foundation, re-

sulting in a cut comb
honey having a mid-rib
altogether too thick.

The possibilities in she
way of producing comb
honey with no more ap-
pliances than are re-

quired for shallow ex-
tracting-frames are al-

most unlimited. The
actual saving to the bee-
keepers of the country,
and the increased de-
mand for honey, are
matters for the future
to work out.

One can scarcely fail

to see that, if the price
of basswood timber con-
tinues to advance, the
time may come when
our comb-honey trade
will work over into cut
combs of about a pound
weight, wrapped in

transparent paraffine
paper and enclosed in

a neatly printed carton.
It will be apparent, also,

that honey put up in
this form will ship much more safely than
that rigidly fastened to little squares of wood,
or, as we call them, sections.

It will also be evident that much more
comb honpy can be produced in this way than

Ready to place before the traveler.

How the'individual services of comb honey in boxes of two dozen are turned over to
the dining-car people, and the big hotels and restaurants.

A dish fit for a king."

in section honey-boxes. Do what we will,

every honey-producer knows that he can
produce more of extracted than of comb in

the individual sections shut off between sep-
arators or fences. If the comb-honey busi-

ness can be re-

duced down to

simple extract-
ing-frames and
supers that can
be used over

over with-
the messy
of extract-
what may

we expect?
The question

may arise, why
the comb-honey
producers could
not now convert
their supers into
extracting - su-
pers, cut up
their combs,
wrap them in

and
out
job
ing
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paraffine pa[»er, and slip them into cartons.
Why, it would save all scraping, all expense
of sections, and eliminate very largely the
annoyance of unfinished sections, to say
nothing of the hesitancy on the part of the
bees in entering the sections in the first

place, when the season is a little backward
or off.

But let us look at the other side of the
proposition. In the first place, the public
would not take to cut combs, and drop hon-
ey in sections all at once. In the second
place, the average honey-producer has not
the appliances, neither has he the skill, to

cut up c mb honey and give it to the public.

To do this without making a dauby mess
of each package, and making it cost more
than honey built in sections, is no easy task.

The temptation on the part of some, know-
ing the difficulty of proper inspection, would
be to put unfinished combs, and combs of

dark honey, into cartons. The commission
man and the grocer would hardly have time
to unwrap every individual package to de-
termine the nature of its contents. They
might buy one shipment of honey, and if it

was a mixed lot their customers would come
back with a kick, and the trade might be
ruined. On the present basis the contents
of any shipping-case of comb honey can eas-

ily be determined by lifting the cover, and
this fact is in itself a strong barrier against
mixing poor honey with the good.

If this cut comb-honey or individual-ser-
vice trade is ever to be developed it must be
done by those who will put up a firstcla-s

article, and who will see to it that the flavor

is of the very best. It would never do to at-

tempt to palm off on the railroads or the
fancy hotel or restaurant trade a poor or
badly graded lot of combs, for they would
give up the whole business in disgust; and
right here is the reason why we have kept it

fiom the public, not because we thought
bee-keepers or commission men were dis-

honest, but because, lacking the proper fa-

cilities and the necessary skill and knowledge
of the business, they might spoil a fine busi-

ness that was just in its infancy. Now that

the trade is established, we have no fear that

it will not hold its own.
The subjoined illustrations will give one

an idfa of the character of the individual
service. First a neat little package of comb
honey is laid upon a plate. It weighs ap-
proximately four ounces. The waiter un-
ties the string, then unwraps the comb, that
is clean and bright. It looks like a piece of

chunk honey from one of the hives on the
old farm, and it tastes like it. The wrap-
ping is taken away when the honey is de-
posited upon a little plate, making a "dish
fit for a king."

In the absence of any plate, for a picnic
crowd the little unfolded carton makes a fine

pasteboard plate; and right here it is easy to

see how a confectioner could handle this in-

dividual service, because he could hand a
package right out to the customer, or he
could hand out a dozen of them. The time
wi'l come when grocers will buy these ser-

vices in two dozen lots for the fancy trade,
for it is put up in pasteboard boxes as shown
in one of the larger illustrations. Some of
his trade would buy a whole box of it, others
would get a dozen or half a dozen.
Where it is bought in single lots, as in Pull-

man cars, restaurants, or elsewhere, each
service will usually retail for 25 cts.; in larg-

er quantities there will be a corresponding
reduction.

A UNIQUE ARRANGEMENT OF AN API-
ARY.

A System of Locating Colonies Around a
Honey- house in Such a Way that there
i* a Straight Path from Every Hive to
the House.

BY CAREY W. REES.

My plan of locating hives is such that a
hand-cart may be wheeled straight from any
hive to the honey-house. The rows of hives
extend in every direction from the honey-
house, the plan being like a huge wheel with
the rows of hives for the spokes and the
honey-house for the hub. The diagram
shows the system that I follow for number-
ing the stands. Some object to the hives
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being so far apart, for the reason that it

takes too much time to go from one to an-
other; but for convenience I like plenty of

room. Of all unpleasant places to work it is

an apiary where the hives are crowded to-

gether, or where they are under trees. If

hives must be set under trees, the limbs
should be trimmed high, so as to avoid
catching the veil. Since I have no trees or
bushes m my yard I use the ventilated cov-

ers and shade-boards over them. During
the hottest weather I draw the hives back
beyond the end of the bottom board so as to

give more air.

One fault of my plan for arranging an api-

ary is that a team can not be driven to the
honey-house; but in my judgment this does
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REES' APIARY IN WHICH THE HIVES ARE ARRANGED IN

CIRCLES ABOUT THE HONEY-HOUSE.

not make much difference, for it is not safe
to take horses too close to the bees, and the
honey must be taken some distance in the
hand-cart any way.
On the side of my honey-house, opposite

each full-length row, is the number of the
row or street as I call it. The row of hives
is the street, and not the passageway be-
tween. The stand or space where the hive
rests is the street number; and if the hive is

moved it takes the number of its new place.
The half-rows are numbered in fractions, as
indicated. Then the circle of hives nearest
the honey-house is called first, and the next
one to it second, and so on. Each location,

then, is known by two numbers, the first in-

dicating the row and the second the circle,

whether first, second, third, fourth, or fifth.

When I refer to any special hive, calling it

by the numbers, my helper can go straight
to it.

Lytle, Texas.

ary is arranged in the form of
groups the apiarist can save a
good many steps, for he can sit

on one hive and work another.
He may not have to take more
than three or four steps to work
five hives. If you were to fig-

ure out the actual mileage in

walking from one hive to an-
other and back until every hive
is leached, on your plan, you
would find it quite a distance.

As a general thing, we may
say that a mathematical arrange-
ment, one that looks nice on pa-

per, does not work well in prac-

tice. The strong colonies will

absorb from the weak, because
young bees are quite apt to join

with the strongest flying force
in front of any particular hive,

especially if they are a little con-

fused as to their exact location.

Each particular hive and group,
if the group plan is used, should
be given as much of an identity

of its own as possible; for bees,

like human beings in a big city,

often get confused, and this con-
fusion rather works to the disadvantage of

the bee-keeper in that some colonies become
abnormally strong while others become
weak. A colony too strong will swarm; but
one that is too weak, or that loses its force

to its neighbor, will not do much in the sec-

tions or supers.

—

Ed.]

PREVENTING CANDYING OF HONEY.

How the Sun's Rays May be Utilized to
Sterilize Honey and Prevent it

from Crystallizing.

BY H. R. BOARDMAN.

[While the arrangement you use has some
advantages, yet where land is limited it is

not the most economical method. The
hives near the outskirts of a yard are further
apart than those near the center. Then,
moreover, the arrangement has the disad-
vantage that it makes the hives so nearly
alike as to location that the bees would be
more or less confused as to their entrances.
As nearly as we can gather from the illustra-

tion, the entrances are all pointing outward.
We would suppose there would oe less of
confusion if some of the entrances pointed
in the opposite direction, thus giving the
bees a better chance to locate their particu-
lar hive.
The most economical plan, so far as room

is concerned, is to place the hives in groups
of two or three, or even five. When an api-

[Noticing-, some years ago, that honey in glass next
to a window exposed to the sun's rays did not candy,
while that in ordinary tin cans would become solid, we
began to wonder whether the sun's rays did not have
a chemical effect upon the honey, for the heat at that
time was not very great, and could at no time have
been higher than the natural temperature of the room
—possibly 75. Some time after this, A. I. Root, in one
of his letters from Florida, mentioned incidentally
that his neighbor, E. B. Rood, had a method for pre-
venting extracted honey from granulating that he
thought was new and valuable, and then explained
that it was done by putting bottled honey in solar
wax-extractors. Of course we were immediately in-
terested, and wrote to have Mr. Rood send us an arti-

cle describing the method more in detail, and particu-
larly to tell how long he had used it. Mr. Rood com-
plied with this suggestion, as will be seen by our issue
for Aug. 15, page 496. At this time we published a note
from our stenographer, W. P. Root, who had also no-
ticed that honey standing in a window did not granu-
late like some of the same kind in a tin can.
Our readers will remember that Mr. H. R. Boardman,

a bee-keeper and a close student, some years ago sent
us some samples of his extracted honey, which he said
would not granulate. He desired us to give it a thor-
ough test, and hoped we might try some of it in the
family to see how we liked the flavor. One jar of it we
took home; and it is needless to say it was as tine as
any extracted clover we ever tasted. Our friend did
not at the time explain how he treated this honey, but
merely remarked that he thought he had a method
that was reliable. We placed a couple of jars out on
the window-sill, just opposite our editorial desk. This
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BOARDMAN'S STERILIZER WITH THE GLASS REMOVED; THE SUPPLEMENTARY CANS ARE PLACED
ON BENCHES OUTSIDE.

honey stood outdoors during the followine winter,
subject to extremes of temperature. If there is any
thing- that will make honey granulate it is alternate
warming and cooling; and if ever simples of honey
were subject to these changes, these were. As we
now remember it, the honey remained liquid through-
out that winter, and all of the following summer and
fall; but about the middle of the following winter it

began to show slight traces of granulation. We re-
ported the results in Gleanings at the time.
*l[Mr. W. A. Selser, of Philadelphia, who was then do-
ing a large business in bottling honey i probably the
largest in the United States), was very much interest-
ed. We learned afterward that he wrote Mr. Board-
man, offering him rive hundred dollars in cash if he
would tell him the method; but at that time our friend
was not ready to make it public, saying he had not yet
tested it thoroughly, and wished for more time.
A few days alter the publication of Mr. Rood's arti-

cle on p. 496 we received a letter from Mr. Boardman
saying that the plan was the same that he had been
using for many years, and then added that, if we
would like, he would send us an article describing the
whole thing. You may imagine we did not wait for a
second invitation. Well, here is the picture and the
article, and they will speak for themselves.—Ed. J

During the last ten years I have kept, per-
haps, an average of one hundred colonies of
bees, and have run them mostly for extract-
ed honey. Nearly all of this I have put in

glass packages, sterilized in my solar steriliz-

er, and furnished to the grocery trade or sold
in my home market. So entirely satisfactory
has this lioney been found that I now have
very little, if any, other. I am seriously con-
templating cutting out comb-honey produc-
tion entirely in the near future.

I started my experiments with the rays of
the sun by placing granulated honev in a so-
lar wax-extractor to restore it to the liquid
state. So well pleased was I with the results
that I continued the experiments further.
In the mean time I discovered that there
were some properties besides heat in the
sun's rays which were being imparted to my
honey that made it act differently from any

honey that I had warmed artificially. These
results led me to treat liquid honey, as soon
as I extracted it, in the same way, and I

found that it came out bright and sparkling,
with the delicate original flavor unimpaired.

LAST YEAR'S CROP.

Some of my honey from last year I carried
over. It was in two-quart jars, and all that
was thoroughly treated to the sun I found
remained bright and sparkling, and in per-
fect condition in every way. Some that had
been treated hurriedly, on account of a lack
of capacity of my sterilizer, crystallized more
or less, but I was not disappointed in this.

Honey that is often disturbed will soon show
a tendency to granulate. Moisture will cause
honey to granulate. Some of the jars in the
top row in the engraving show this very
clearly. A little water got into these jars

after the honey was sterilized last year. This
honey grained and settled down into the clear
liquid, and remained suspended in fantastic
shapes.

In 1902 I sent the editor some samples of
honey put up in jelly glasses, and taken from
a lot prepared for market the year previous.
At that time, as it showed no signs of granu-
lating, I supposed it would remain liquid in-

definitely. This was put to a strenuous test

during the winter, and it granulated as re-

ported at the time. I am entirely satisfied,

however, from further experiments, that this

granulating was caused by frequent handling
and disturbing. I have some of this same
lot of samples yet that have remained undis-
turbed, and there is no granulation, even
though seven years have elapsed.

In the light of these experiments I think
it is conservative to say that honey thorough-
ly and properly sterilized will remain from
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REVER'S SOLAR LIQUEFIER.
The upper view shows the glass front removed from the box

yeartoyear unchanged, and, under favorable
conditions, will remain indefinitely without
granulating. If, for any reason, the honey
is not thoroughly treated, it may sooner or
later show a tendency to crystyllize.

In this connection I would say that I have
found full sunshine absolutely essential to
perfect sterilization. Unfortunately, this is

a feature which we can not control. In the
sunny South I know of no reason why a so-
lar sterilizer of honey should not be eminent-
ly successful, and, to some extent, be utiliz-

ed in putting up bulk comb honey.

BULK COMB HONEY.

With comb and extracted honey together,
my experience has been quite limited; but
for the benefit of our bee-keeping friends in

the South, who put up and deal in this class
of honey, I will report briefly some of my
experiments. I used two-quart wide mouih
flass jars altogether. On several occasions
put choice comb honey in several of these

iars and then filled them up with sterilized
liquid honey. The honey which leaked from
the comb invariably caused more or less
patchy granulation, but the jars went through
the winter without granulating solid. I

would carry these experiments
further if there were a demand
in my locality for honey put up
in this form. Comb honey, of
course, can not be sterilized
without melting the comb.

THE STERILIZER I USE.
My old solar wax-extractor I

placed in an upright position,
and it became after this a solar
honey -sterilizer exclusively. I

use almost entirely the two-
quart jars, such as we use for the
Boardman feeder, not because
they are the best, but because I

have a large supply of them on
hand, and because I can use
them economically, both for
storage and for my own home
market. Smaller packages give
better results. When usmg the
large jars my sterilizer has a ca-
pacity of about 200 lbs. This has
sometimes proved to be too
small, especially when the weath-
er was unfavorable. I supple-
mented the work by placing
some cans on the sunny side of1a wall on benches to keep the
honey from granulating until I

could more thoroughly treat it in

the sterilizer later.

AN IDEAL STERILIZER.

I have under consideration an
improvement in my bee-house
to make this sterilizing feature
more permanent. The south

_ end of the building will be made
into a mammoth sterilizer, closed
like a conservatory, and having
an adjustable shutter from the
inside. I will have two or more
compartments independent of

each other, and these will also be used as
windows to light the room, which is to be
used for storing honey as well as a woik-
room. In this room the extracted honey can
be stored and treated in the sterihzer at will

without going outside.
Collins, Ohio.

[It appears that the article by Mr. Rood
called forth still another response, and that
was by Mr. C. W. Rever; but apparently
the latter did not associate with the method
the chemical effect of the sun, for he states
that it might woik very well with the 60-lb.

tin cans; but it would appear from the ex-
periments of Mr Boardman and Mr. Rood
that the sun's rays do something else than
really heat the honey. If old Sol can bleach
some objects and darken others through
what is known as the actinic rays; if he also
has the power of destroying certain deadly
germs and making other forms of life propa-
gate, we may reasonably presume that he
might have some effect apart from the heat
that it may impart. We are glad to place
before our i-eaders the article ^y Mr. Rever.
—Ed.]
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THE SUNS RAYS TO PREVENT CANDY-
ING.

BY C. W. REVER.

I am sending herewith some views of my
fireless honey-heater, which, though it is but
a crude affair, is very practicable when the
sun shines. I put some honey in it that was
pretty well candied, and found that it lique-

fied in fine shape. Of course, the plan won't
work in cold weather.
This solar liquefier does the best work if

there is a single row of cans next to the
glass. If there were a double row on the
shelves, the inside cans would be too much
shaded by the outer ones. The box should
be lined with tin, painted black to absorb as
much heat as possible. Furthermore, it

should be as nearly air-tight as it can be
made, in order to retain the heat. For my
purpose I used an ordinary window. The
north end of the box should be the highest,
in order to give the sun a chance to reach
the glasses. I keep a thermometer in the
box, so I can tell the temperature, and find
that it runs up to 150 degrees Fahr.

1 think that this plan would not work very
well for the 601b. cans unless they were
turned several times, for the great bulk of
honey would not be heated through in the
day's time.

1 do not produce very much extracted hon-
ey, and so have not had a chance to test this

solar liquefier to any great extent; but I

think if it does the work on a small scale it

can be made larger with just as good results.

The upper viewin the photograph shows the
box without the glass, and the lower one
with the glass. If one were building a hon-
ey-house the south side or end could be
made open to the sun, and this would make
a very handy liquefier.

Wildwood, Mich.

HONEY KEPT WARM FOR FOUR DAYS
AND THEN SEALED WILL NOT

CANDY.

BY W. MOORE.

On page 496 I noticed the statements by
the editor, E. B. Rood, and '-Stenog" in re-

gard to honey not granulating that had been
exposed to the sun. Some years ago, in the
heat of summer, the combs in one of my
hives broke down. I took out the combs
and strained some of the honey into a can,
sealing it up tight. I do not remember
whether I heated the honey, but I think not
—at least not any warmer than it had been
in the comb. After sealing I placed it in a
cool dark cellar, and as it did not granulate
at the same time as did my other honey of
the same kind (clover), I resolved to leave
it as it was, to see how long it would remain
liquid. Unfortunately for my experiment a
neighbor fell sick when it liad been sealed
up twenty-one months; and, having no other
honey, I opened this jar to get him some for
medicine. In a few weeks after opening the
sealer the honey was candying.

Did not the late Mr. Alley discover that
honey taken after extracting, and kept at
110° for four days, would not candy after-
ward?

Little Current, Ont., Sept. 17.

[It is true, we believe, that a long-contin-
ued warmth at a comparatively low degree
(about 110° F.) will keep honey from'granu-
lating longer than a honey heated to a much
higher temperature for only a short time.
It is also true that the impairment of flavor
is less. Possibly the low- degree heat of a
sun-heated honey is the reason it keeps liq-

uid so long rather than for any chemical rea-
son; but we think not.

—

Ed.]

DISTANCE BEES FLY FOR NECTAR' IN-
FLUENCED BY MORE THAN ONE*_

CONDITION.
^^

BY L. R. DOCKERY.

First, I believe the season of the year has
much to do with the flight of bees; and the
season by which they are most influenced is

that of early spring. For illustration I might
compare insect life to plant life or to man.
As we all know, spring-time is when plant
life does its utmost, and puts on more growth
than at any other season of the year; and so,

as the growing season comes on, does all the
world get busy planting the season's harvest.
In like manner does the busy bee exert its

greatest activity, and will fly further, stay
longer, and get more than at other seasons,
when there is more nectar to be found; but
its ambition has been somewhat satisfied.

Second, they will go a greater distance to
some floral fields than others, not because of
a greater quantity of honey to be found
there, but on account of the fragrance of
some particular flower.

In 1899 I was keeping bees in Central Tex-
as, and the first thing to bloom was a grove
of wild plum-trees three miles away; and
during the occasional warm days when the
wind was not blowing, the bees would work
upon those trees in great numbers. Later,
sumac began to bloom, and the nearest trees
were half a mile away, but only a few trees.
At a distance of two miles there were two
hundred acres of sumac; but very few bees
ever worked on it, although the ones near-
est the apiary attracted hundreds of them.

In 1907 I was keeping bees at Socorro, N.
M., at which place alfalfa and sweet clover
were my main dependence for surplus hon-
ey. A field containing 400 acres of alfalfa
began within 50 yards of the apiary, and ex-
tended \j4 miles away to where an irrigation
ditch was cut. The bees began on a Mon-
day in June, and at the end of two days' time
every thing was finished to the ditch men-
tioned. Beyond this ditch an alfalfa-field of
100 acres remained standing; but an obser
vation of this field failed to show many bees
working it. The second observation on the
same day in a field of sweet clover two miles
from the apiary in an opposite direction
proved that the work'ng force was busy
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there. It seems to me tiiis instance proves
that bees will fly further to collect honey
better suited to their taste than to go a short-

er distance where the honey is just as plen-

tiful but not so much to their liking.

Goliad, Texas.

At the age of twelve years T began keep-
ing bees, using the old liome-niade box bives
with two cros-*-bars through the sides each
way to support the combs. 1 always bored
two ^-incn holes in the top of the hive, over
which I set one ibut usually two) small box-
es, thus furnishing the family with chunk
honey. We called it fancy comb honey, and
had no trouble m selling it, provided there
was a surplus over what we intended to use
at home. At this time I never used founda-
tion, even to the extent of starters.

THE SOURCES OF HONEY.
I have been at Hafferman, in the Feces

Valley of New Mexico, for fifteen years, and
like it very much. We have to depend on
irrigation entirely. Alfalfa and apples are

our principal crops, with some varieties of

fruit and corn cereals on the side. This is a

good bee country, although the ground is

pretty well covered. The fruit-trc es blossom
from March 15 to April 2U, and after this

come the wild flowers. Some bee-keepers
consider this flow sufficient for building up
their colonies and making them strong. A
few of the orcliardists, in spraying with ar-

senites for the coddlingmoth, do not wait

until the blossoms fall; and as they use no
carbolic ac d to prevent bees visiting the

buds, many are poisoned. On this account
we have adopted the plan of feedmg between
March 1 and 1.5, using flour, cornmeal, wheat
shorts, and sweetened water, this latter

made, perhaps, of four parls water and one
part of sugar or honey. This mixture helps

to keep the bees at home, and at the same
time fills the hive with brood and young
bees. Strong hearty colonies are thus ready
for the harvest of alfalfa, which begins May
20, and lasts until August 20, or 90 days

This flow is followed by wild flowers until

frost.

Sweet clover is gradually gaining ground;
and, although it is termed by many a noxious
weed, it is linding favor, and in a few years
there will be enough of it to increase great-
ly our honey-flow. We have never grown
buckwheat, although we intend to give it a
trial next year.

METHOD OF TAKING 1 HE HONEV.
The bee-keepers here aim to have large

yards, at least a mile apart, each yard having
from 50 to 100 colonies. Some have small
light honey-houses on wheels, which they
move from yard to yard; but I build a per-
manent house at each yard and have it fully

equipped with an uncapping-can, settling-
tank, gasoline-stove, tables. Porter bee-es-
cjpes, and a Daisy wheelbarrow. We run
almost entirely for extracted honey, but pro-
duce sufficient chunk and comb honey for
the local market. Up to the present time I

have been getting 9 cts. for extracted honey
and 12',^ for comb. The chunk honey sells
between 9 and 12 cts.

We see that all extracting-frames are emp-

ty, and on May l.i have Ihem ready for the
alfalfa honey. If we have sufficient supers
we let them all remain on the hives until
August liO, or the close of the flow, when we
take them off and extract before the fall

wild flowers bloom. If we are short of su-
pers we have to extract two or three times
before this.

PORTER ESCAPES AND HOT KNIVES.
We put on the Porter bee-escapes in the

afternoon, and the next morning commence
to uncap, using thick bevel-edged Knives,
made very sharp and exceedingly hot, as we
use several knives at a time and leave those
not in use in hot water over a one burner
gasoline-stove. We use the knife on one
side of the comb only, and then put it back
in the hot water, and select one of the other
hot ones for the other side. We uncap both
up and down, and see no advantage in either
one over the other, but by cutting both ways
the hands are rested. As our honey is very
thick and heavy, a cold knife would tear and
break out new combs. Our extracted honey
usually granulates in from thirty to sixty
days, and then we liquefy it, for we sell none
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of it in the granulated form. If our comb
honey does not come up to the desired
grades we make chunk honey of it; and
if it granulates before we sell it we feed
it back to the bees and then put the comb
through the wax- extractor; or we sometimes
put the whole thing through the extractors
and then feed the liquid honey to the bees
afterward.

WE RAISE OUR OWN QUEENS.

We raise our own queens, although we
purchase extra good breeders as occasion
demands. In the past, this has caused a
good deal of extra work; for at the end of
the season we have a lot of fine queens left,

which we endeavor to winter in nuclei, and
our winters are often so open that we are
compelled to feed continually. In the future
we do not intend to do this, as we expect to

take up queen-rearing on a commercial basis,

arranging the work accordingly, This sea-
son we endeavored to use two full-depth
ten-frame bodies as a brood-chamber; but
we never could get over fourteen Hoffman
frames of brood at one time. We use eight
and ten frame hives, each frame having two
horizontal wires and two oblique, filled with
a full sheet of foundation.

THIN OR THICK TOP-BARS.

We have used the ten-frame extracting-

supers for a sectional hive, using about five

supers for each colony. The thin top-bar of

the frame always sags, and there is no good
way of quickly fastening the foundation to

it; so in the future we shall use the thick

Hoffman top-bars. We also use Massie
hives and find them very satisfactory.

We make our increase on the shaking-out
plan. I shake or brush the bees from five

full frames of brood, confine them for six

hours, then take them to another yard and
give them a queen, and the work is done.
Hagerman, N. M.

PERMANENT SHEDS FOR BEES.

Why it Pays in Dollars and Cents to Keep
the Hives Sheltered in a Shed.

BY J. T. WILLIAMS.

For nearly fifty years I have kept bees to
some extent. I have used "gums," boxes,
kegs, and hives of nearly every pattern. I

have tried keeping the hives in the open
under shade-trees, under shade-boards, and
in sheds of different kinds. The photo-
graph shows my latest shed that I built after
my extended experience. By having a good
shelter from the winds, as well as from the
rain and snow, I can get my colonies built

up strong much earlier in the spring, so that
I can have good work done in the supers as
early as April 12 in this locality. The hives
remain in the shed the year round.

It will be noticed that the bees are clus-

tered on the front of the hive considerably.
The reason for this is that, at the time the
photograph was taken (July 29), the bees
were all in from the field, and some of the
supers had been removed, for I had already
taken off a part of the honey crop.

The front, roof, and back of the sheds are
made of corrugated iron, the posts of cedar
being set in the ground two feet. The front
of the shed is 6 ft. 8 in. high, and the rear
only 6 ft. The iron is well covered with red
wagon-paint, while the hives are painted
different shades of green.
The passageways of ten feet or so are for

going in and out of the shed. I do all the
work behind the hives, without a veil and
often without even a hat. There is plenty of

room in the shed behind the hives to run a
loaded wheelbarrow.
As to whether it pays in dollars and cents

to have hives under sheds, I will say that I

think it pays just as well as it pays a farmer
to build a barn to shelter his stock. Of
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A FRAME FROM A COLONY THAT WAS PREPARING TO SWARM.
The combs had been spaced a little too far apart, and this gave the bees an excel

lent opportunity to build queen-cells.

course, the bees and cattle might live with-
out the shelter, but they do much better
with it

>kLFALFA IN UNIRRTGATED REGIONS.

In the A B C of Bee Culture the statement
is made that alfalfa is not known to produce
honey outside of the arid districts. I want
to say that this is a mistake, for I have been
raising alfalfa for ten years, and find it a
great honey-producer as well as a hay-pro-
ducer.

Noel, Missouri.

[Mr. Williams may be right in his estimate
of the value of bee-sheds; but no less an
authority than Mr. E. W. Alexander, and
o'.her bee-keepers of some prominence, have
questioned whether or not the shutting off

of the sun's rays is not detrimental to the
best interests of the colony in the early
spring weather. These sheds would cut off

the sun's heat at least half of the day. Dur-
ing the hottest weather this would be an ad-

vantage, perhaps; but in the spring it might
be too much of a good thing. As we have
before reported, we find that those colonies
at our home yard that are shaded a good
part of the forenoon do not make as good
progress in brood-rearing in the spring as
those out in the open, exposed more to the

direct rays of the sun.
It would be our opinion that the chief val-

ue of the sheds here shown is not so much
in the shutting-off of the sun and storm as in

cutting off possible wintry b'asts. In this

connection we find that those of our colonies

that are situated so as to be exposed to a

clear wind-sweep, the draft coming through

a gap in the ever-
greens, do not win-
ter as well as those
that are protected
more from the pre-
vailing winds. The
sheds would cutoff
wintry blasts as
well as the cold
winds in early
spring. This of it-

self is of some im-
portance; but could
not practically the
same results be se-
cured by a high
board fence, with-
out any roof? We
simply raise the
question. We do
not know. Of
course, this whole
proposition will be
modified by locali-

ty. In the warm
countries sheds are
almost indispensa-
ble, for direct trop-
ical or semi-trop-
ical sun rays are
very severe upon
the combs of a pop-
ulous colony.

In the last edition
of the A B C of Bee Culture, now on the press,
the statement regarding alfalfa for the east-
ern sections of the country has been modi-
fied; but it is a fact that, outside of the irri-

gated regions, except in some particular lo-

calities, alfalfa does not yield any honey, or
at least not very much.

—

Ed.]

QUEEN-CELLS GALORE.
BY W. A. PRYAL.

:^<:^:

.•«-«

Last spring, while manipulating among the
bees I found a co'orty that was mak'ng great
preparations
for swarm-
ing. I think
it contained
more queen-
cells in A ari

ous stages of

completion
than I ever
before saw in

a colony. Be-
tween two
frames that
were spaced
a trifle fur-

ther apart
than they
shouM have
been the bees
had filled in

the unneces-
sary space
with thin
sheets of

•?

A small piece of comb containing
an unusuil number of queen-

cells.
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comb in the manner shown in the accom-
panying photographs The smaller bit of

waxwork I broke from the frame. It is un-
usually interesting, inasmuch as it exhibits

in a very small space the three styles of cells

to be found in a normal colony of bees. Note
the dozen or so queen-cells, and there are
others on the reverse side.

The larger photo is interesting, too, in

many ways. It will be noticed that the
queen was "not up to her speed," else she
would have been more careful in her egg-
laying—there would not have been so many
skipped cells. The honey-storage was am-
ple and good.
Oakland, Cal.

A SEASON'S AFTER. THOUGHTS ON
FEEDERS, FEEDING, AND

COVERS.

BY F. DUNDAS TODD.

Since coming west I realize more and
more each day how very much must be in-

cluded in the word "locality," the bee-keep-
ers' technical term for environment; for as

I read the pages of this magazine word by
word and line by line at least twice I often
find myself saying, "That is all right for Ill-

inois, but not for this neck of the woods."
Conditions are so different, and I am yet far

from understanding them, especially when
on every hand I am assured that this has
been a most exceptional year, the tempera-
ture and seasonal arrangements having been
turned topsyturvy. This is a great pollen
country, especially when, in May, the Scotch
broom blazes forth in gorgeous golden yel-

low, a positive eye-feast of splendor; and
yet under the date of April 3 my notebook
reports, "Been a dearth of pollen up to

now." The first pollen of the season was
carried in on Feb. 22. The trouble was not
with the flowers but with the daily tempera-
ture, which rarely got up to 48°, so that the
bees could not fly. We had a cold wave the
first half of January, when almost zero was
reached; but by the 20th the bees had a
flight From that date until March 17 the
thermometer hung around 40 to 48 degrees
with deadly uniformity, once in a while
reaching 50 for a couple of hours—sufficient

for a flight, but not long enough for much
work to be done.

It was during this distressing period that
I began to get a new light on the problem of

feeders. My bees were in desperate need
of stores. This is matter for another story,

possibly with a moral new to many that may
be told later, and so I got out the bottom-
board feeding-tins, and put them into oper-
ation.

My readers may remember I selected this

style because I thought they would be equal-
ly suitable for spring stimulative and fall

solid feeding. For the latter purpose they
are all right, though not nearly as good as
the Miller feeder ([ have used both), and I

have just finished feeding 3ii0 pounds of su-

gar to make certain the bees will not be de-
pendent on honey-dew alone in winter—the
only crop they secured being composed of
that wretched stuff.

As a spring feeder in this locality the bot-
tom feeder is a failure, for (and here is a
fact I have not yet found in bee literature)
bees will not take up thin syrup from below
when the temperature is under .50°. For
back feeding, as Mr. Hand uses this feeder,
I believe there is nothing handier, because
in August, a year ago, I fed slowly to a num-
ber of hives in an effort to get combs, and
learned its convenience. But my season's
experience convinces me that in a climate of
steady low temperatures, like this and that
of the British Isles, the best spring feeder is

one that slips into the brood-chamber like an
ordinary frame, the Doolittle being the type.

THE DENSITY OF HONEY; DIFFERENT SYRUP
FORMULAS; MEASURE OR WEIGHT OF SU-

GAR AND WATER.
While discussing feeder problems I am

naturally led to that of the syrup, especially
that given for winter stores, it has been
shown that the greatest economy is exercised
by giving a syrup as nearly the consistency
of honey as possible. Nowhere can I find an
authoritative statement as to the density of
honey excepting in the United States Phar-
macopeia, where it is given as 1.37. Honey
by bee-keepers is generally assumed to be
half as heavy again as water — that is, pos-
sessing a density of 1.5. But Mr. I. Hopkins,
government apiarist of New Zealand, is

quoted as advising that no honey be market-
ed unless it has a specific gravity of 1.4; and
he thinks 1.4 even better, as all samples he
had tested of that specific gravity, and up-
ward, were perfectly ripe. In making the
feeding syrup we may, therefore, take 1.4 as
a safe standard, and so prepare a solution
that will be of slightly less density, say 1.2.

Mr. E. D. Townsend recommends a syrup
composed of three parts of sugar and two of
water, which, he says, weighs 11 pounds to

the gallon—that is, has a density of 1 37; and
I note with pleasure he says he weighs both
the sugar and the water. Several writers
recommend so many parts sugar, so many
parts water, by weight or measure, the as-

sumption being that sugar and water, bulk
for bulk, are of the same weight, which, as a
matter of fact, they are not. An ounce of

water, fluid measure, weighs an ounce, ex-
actly, in Britain, and approximately so in the
United States, so that the United States pint
of 16 ounces weighs practically a pound.
But a pint of sugar, such as I have been us-
ing, weighs about 13^4 ounces; therefore a
formula that recommends quantities "by
weight or measure " is a very unsafe one to

follow. Mr. Doolittle's recipe consists of
boiling water, 15 lbs., or 15 pints; granulated
sugar, 30 lbs., or 35 pints; extracted honey,
5 lbs., or 3.5 pints.

I would estimate the total bulk of the
above to be about 38>^ pints, so that the
density of the feeding syrup is probably
about 1 3.
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TODD'S TWO-STORY DIVISIBLE HIVE WITH TELESCOPE COVER.
The bottom-board has a I'^-inch rim; the winter side of entrance block'is turned down. In very cold weath-

er the entrance may be further contracted by means of the block lying at the left of the alighting-board.

Another writer in the same issue of Glean-
ings, Mr. F. P. Clare, gives this formula:

Boiling water, 10 quarts, or 20 lb3.
;
granu-

lated sugar, .30 quarts, or 51.5 lbs.; extracted
honey, 10 quarts, or 28 lbs.

To me this looks like a total quantity of 36
quarts with a probable density of 1.39, being
about 7 per cent thicker than is recommend-
ed by Mr. Doolittle, and even a trifle denser
than the official quotation for honey in the
United States Pharmacopeia. Let it be noted
I can only estimate the bulks as the result of
my experience in compounding the formula
given in a succeeding paragraph.
Not having any honey of my own produc-

tion on hand, and being afraid to use that
from other sources, I practically followed
Mr. Townsend.
There is considerable convenience in

measuring out large quantities of sugar rath-
er than weighing it, and so I use one of the
ordinary tin quart household measures that
are so common in American homes. I have
the use of a rather large galvanized-iron pail

whose full capacity is 20 quarts; but it is

wisdom to handle only KJ in it. Assuming
that a quart of sugar weighs 1^4 lbs., the
formula for a thick feeding syrup works out
as follows: Boiling water, 8 ([uarts, or 16
lbs

;
granulated sugar, 14 quarts, or 24.5 lbs.,

making 16 quarts of syrup weighing AO'/z

lbs., with a density of 1.26.

When evaporated by the bees, each pound
of this syrup will weigh 14 '2 ounces, less the
amount used up in energy by storing and

evaporating, probably amounting to the odd
half-ounce; consequently for every quart of

this thick feed given the bees, there will be
in the hive 2>4 lbs. of stores.

covers.
Following out the idea hinted at in the ar-

ticle on covers, I have, this past summer,
used only the telescope variety, and like it

first rate— so much so that I have discarded
the shallow one altogether. The galvanized-
iron roof is excellent for this climate of wet
and dry seasons; but I find it a necessity to

have a wooden roof below it, so now I make
what is really an all-wood telescope cover,

and then put on the iron roof.

I also find I must increase the depth of the
sides from 7;^^ to at least 8 inches, so as to

have a clear space of at least I's inches
above the upper division, to give ample
room for quilt and super-cover, also to take
care of the honey-board when such is used.
For quite a while I was bothered as to

whether the "lug" of the end strip should
overlap or be tucked under the side piece;
but the first heavy rain quickly settled the

f)roblem in favor of the latter, as the former
eaked freely.

I am sending a photograph to show how
one of my hives looks when complete. They
are all ready for winter. Notice that the
rear has been raised about an inch so that
the rainfall will run off the alighting-board.
In the dry summer months they are perfect-
ly level in both directions.

\'ictoria, B. C, Canada.
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[In the matter of making syrup for feed-
ing, mathematical precision is not at all nec-
essary. As a general proposition we may
say that, for stimulative purposes, a syrup
of approximately one-half sugar and one-half
water is about right. For feeding outdoors
a thinner syrup still is better. For fall feed-
ing, to give colonies the necessary stores for
winter, two parts of sugar to one of water is

about right. For late fall feeding, two and
one- half of sugar to one of water is nearer the
correct proportion. For feeding in Septem-
ber, in this climate, a two-to-one syrup is

better, because the bees then have an op-
portunity to evaporate it slightly, and that
means that they can treat it in their little

chemical laboratories; that is, they "invert"
it, as the chemist would say. This inversion,
if carried far enough, prevents granulation.
If, however, the weather is too cool for the
bees to evaporate and cap over their stores
there will be no inversion, and hence the
need of a little honey or acid. Syrup would
be a little too thin if made two parts sugar
and one of water. For very late feeding,
the bees can not do very much about evapo-
rating, and we therefore recommend at such
times a two-and-one-half-to-one syrup.
This question of proportion will necessari-

ly be modified very materially by locality.

One can hardly go by Ihe calendar months
for fall or winter feeding. He will, there-
fore, have to exercise a little judgment, tak-
ing into account the averagje conditions of
weather at the time the feeding is practiced.

Our correspondent calls in question the
statement when we say make the propor-
tions "by measure or weight." He very
properly assumes that this means the rela-
tive amounts will be approximately the same
in either case. He finds that sugar weighs
about 13 '/2 ounces to the pound, and assumes
that water will run about 16. We have
been doing a little experimenting on our own
account, and we find that the sugar that we
use runs from Hyi to 15 ounces to the pound.
The 15 ounce figure was obtained after fill-

an 8-ounce graduate with the gradations
molded in the glass. Half a pint of sugar
in this graduate, on some delicate scales ca-
pable of recording y\j of an ounce, weighed
7}/2 ounces, which would make 15 ounces to
the pint. We then secured a half-gallon
measure and weighed that full of sugar on
larger scales. The results upon calculation
showed slightly over 14>^ ounces to the pint.
According, then, to our own figures, there
is a minimum of an ounce or a maximum of
lyi ounces between the weight of a pint of
sugar and one of water; but if our corres-
pondent will dip up a dipperful of sugar and
then a dipperful of water he will find that
the sugar will be somewhat crowning in the
dipper or measure unless he takes a great
deal of pains to level it off with a straight-
edge, which he would not do. A dipperful
of water, owing to spilling and the uneven
balance of the dipper while handling, will
not be quite level full. So, then, when we
proportion sugar and water by measure we
shall have almost exactly the same results as

if we had weighed it out on scales, or so
near it that the difference would be negli-
gible.

As Mr. Todd said, it is more convenient to
use measure than weight, and we still think,
therefore, that our statement in our ABC
of Bee Culture, and in other literature, to

make the proportions either "by measure or
weight," is, to all intents and purposes, cor-
rect; but in any event there is no apparent
gain in drawing the proportions too close.

—

Ed.]

CANADIAN LAW ON SPRAYING.

Another Objection to the Capping-melter.

BY J. L. BYER.

What B. W. Harrington has to say on page
611, relative to the law in Canada compelling
people who spray trees while in bloom to

use crude carbolic acid in the spraying mix-
tures is new to me, and I feel quite sure that
he is mistaken. So far as I know, Ontario is

the only province in the Dominion that has
a law against spraying, and that law allows
no such compromise as Mr. Harrington states

—at least I have never heard of it, and if

mistaken I will gladly be corrected. The
prohibitive clause in the act reads as follows:
"No person, in spraying or sprinkling fruit-

trees during the period within which such
trees are in full bloom, shall use or cause to

be used any mixture containing Paris green
or any other poisonous substance injurious
to bees." Then follow the penalties for in-

fractions of the law. The Ontario govern-
ment each spring sends out circulars to the
bee keepers and others; and in addition to a
copy of the act being printed in these circu-

lars, some instructions about spraying are
usually included as well. Last spring the
following information was appended: "The
best fruit-growers consider spraying during
the period of full bloom as a useless waste of
material, and harmful to the setting of the
fruit. It is universally condemned by ento-
mologists in every part of America. The
recommended formulas as sent out by both
the Federal and Provincial Departments of

Agriculture distinctly advise spraying apple
orchards with Bordeaux and arsenites: (1)

Just as leaf-buds are expanding; (2) Just be-
fore blossoms open; (3) Just after blossoms
fall; (4) Every ten days later if required.

So far as I know, the law is pretty well ob-
served, and a policy of education is mainly
responsible for this being the fact. If a man
thinks he is being injured by having to obey
a law, he is very apt to break said law if he
thinks there is no danger of being detected.
Just as soon as the same man comes to think
that the observance of said law does him no
injury, but, on the contrary, does good

—

well, that's a different proposition altogether.
Of course, there are a few isolated cases
each year where some one will persist in

breaking the law through ignorance or other
causes; yet, as we have said, speaking in a
general sense, the bee-men of Ontario have
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BYER AND FAMILY.

[Mr. Byer did not know that we expected to use this engraving in connection with his article. He is too mod-
est to push himself forward. But we are glad of an opportunity to introduce him more formally to our readers.
We commend him as being a sound adviser, and an honest and fearless.writer.

—

Ed.]

little to complain of now in this matter of

bees being poisoned by illegal spraying of

trees. Not many years ago it was a live is-

sue, and each year the Ontario Association
held its convention many complaints would
be heard.

Mr. Harrington also mentions the capping-
melter, and this leads me to remark that we
used it again while extracting the buckwheat
honey; and, while we have always thought it

was impossible to destroy the flavor of this

honey, yet that which was allowed to cool
over night in the small tank into which the
honey and wax ran, had in the morning a
decidedly "cooked" taste. It really seemed
to be far more affected by the heat than was
the clover honey. Since writing my experi-
ence with the capping-melter for a former
issue of Gleanings another objection has
appeared that has cooled off our enthusiasm
quite a bit; for, honestly, if the "wish had
been father to the thought" we should be
very loaih to say any thing against the in-

vention, as we had hoped great things for it.

This being the case, what I say will not be
taken, I trust, as carping criticism, but sim-
ply an honest expression of the merits of the
machine pro and con as they appealed to us
the past summer.

While extracting the cloverhoney at home,
a large tank holding 900 pounds was filled

with honey, all from capped combs, the in-

tention being to have this for the home trade
—all to be put up in five-pound tins. Two

other tanks, of 600 lbs. each, were reserved
for the same purpose. In the two latter

tanks none of the honey from the capping-
melter was put in, while in the large tank
the bulk of this warm honey was mixed with
the other. Now, it happened that we ran
short of tins, and it became necessary to put
up this honey in pails at once. The pails

were accordingly filled, two or possibly three

days after the tanks were filled. The honey
from the two tanks was in another room, and
was sold first, every thing being all right.

A few days ago I went into the room where
the 180 pails filled from the large tank were
stored, and on looking into the pails my first

thought was that some one had been in the
room and had removed the covers of the
pails for a time, as the honey was all cover-
ed with fine specks. A closer investigation
revealed the fact that every pail of the 180
was covered with this stuff, whatever it was.
As near as I can guess, the honey had not
stord long enough in the tank before being
filled into the pails, and these fine particles

were minute bits of pollen and other matter
that had been melted and mixed through the
honey. Now, the honey from the other tanks
that had no honey from the melter was filled

up under the same conditions into pails, and
yet it was as white as snow when in the
granulated state. It was necessary for us to

go over every one of those 180 pails, and with
a spoon take off the top, and then fill up
again with honey warmed up for the pur-
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pose. As the honey was very thick and
waxy, just starting to granulate, one can
imagine what a time we had. Certainly the
experience was not calculated to make us
very eager for another one like it. The hon-
ey was all strained through very fine cheese-
cloth; but the warm stuff would go through
with a rush, and doubtless carry through
particles that would otherwise be caught if

the honey were cold. A lot of our honey
was sold for bottling purposes this year, and
after this bit of experience we were congrat-
ulating ourselves that the honey sold to this

f
tarty had been extracted at the yard where,
or lack of room, the melter was not used.
Mr. Fowls, and others who have used the
melter, bottle extensively, and it would be
interesting to learn from them if a more ex-
tended experience with this machine has in

any way modified their previous views of it.

A TWO-TO-ONE SUGAR FOR FEEDING JUST
RIGHT.

I am glad to note in the Oct. 1st Gleanings
that Dr. Miller has abandoned the wasteful
method of feeding thin syrup to bees in the
fall. All things considered, I believe that
the two-to-one mixture is the safest and best
of all, as then it is so easily prepared. Sim-
ply dump a 100-pound sack of sugar into a
tank; heat 50 pounds of water to a boil, and

f)0ur on the sugar. Stir vigorously with a
ong stick for a few minutes, and you have
150 pounds of bee-feed so good that I don't
believe that acid, honey, or any thing else
will improve it one iota. I am not saying
that honey will necessarily hurt it, but then
there is a great big chance that it may, in

most "localities." Just at present I'll wager
that Dr. Miller is not mixing honey with the
feed. All this talk about the two-to-one mix-
ture granulating is, in my estimation, just
"talk." Last fall, about the middle of Sep-
tember, I happened to notice a dead queen
in front of a strong colony. A queen was
taken from a strong nucleus that we had in-

tended to winter over, bees and all being
united with the strong colony that had lost

the queen. In making the change, two of
the combs from the nucleus were not need-
ed, and they were set aside in the honey-
house and entirely forgotten for the lime.
These combs were filled with sugar syrup
made as described, and the lower half of the
combs were not even sealed over. Well, in
the spring these combs were in perfect con-
dition with not a sign of granulation, and
this after having been exposed to all extremes
and changes of temperature for seven
months. Druggists use the two-to-one mix-
ture altogether. I am informed by Mr. Dead-
man that a thinner mixture would ferment,
while, if made thicker, rock candy would be
the result in time. We personally know
good bee-keepers who have fed many thou-
sands of pounds of syrup of the two-to-one
proportions, and never yet once had trouble
with granulation. Surely with all this evi-
dence I may be pardoned for thinking that
there is nothing whatever in this granulation
theory. In conclusion, let me say that there
has been a great big change during the past

few years on this matter of thick or thin
syrup; and, if I am not greatly mistaken,
there will be very little feeding of thin syr-
up in the autumns yet to come; and, more
than that, 1 believe it will be considered very
risky to mix honey with the syrup, and en-
tirely unnecessary to add acids or other in-
gredients for the purpose of avoiding gran-
ulation.

Mount Joy, Canada.

[We quite agree with you that a two-to-
one syrup will not granulate, even if nothing
in the way of acid or honey be put in it. See
our answer to F. Dundas Todd, on page 778
in this issue.
On the subject of honey discoloring in cap-

ping-melters, there seems to be a difference
of opinion among those who have tried them.
For instance, the Hutchinson Bros., as report-
ed in the last Review, and Chalon Fowls, who
does a large business in bottling, appear to
think there is no impairment. May we have
reports from others who have tried them?

—

Ed.]

DO BEES STEAL EGGS?

Laying Workers Responsible.

BY SAMUEL SIMMINS.

In Gleanings for Aug. 1, p. 477, a corres-
pondent asks how eggs in queen-cell cups
are to be accounted for, when it is certam
there has been no queen in the hive. The
editor replied, "Bees in a few cases that
seem well authenticated have been known
to steal an egg or two from another hive."
Now, to be well authenticated a case of

this kind must be left until a queen may be
matured and hatched from those stolen (?)

eggs. But this is just the result I have not
yet found proved to be the ultimate act.

Various writers have stated they have found
eggs in queen-cups where there has been no
queen in the hive, and they could explain
the (to them) mysterious occurrence only by
declaring the bees must have stolen the
eggs from another colony.
Most bee-keepers are well aware of the

usual way the laying workers have of appar-
ently depositing any number of eggs in each
of many cells. This does not prove that any
one worker deposits more than one egg in a
cell; for where a colony encourages them at

all, there may be quite a number going
around and adding their quota until there
may be a dozen or more eggs in a cell. I

have myself removed as many as three of

these worker pests at one examination, while
the late Mr. Frank Cheshire was looking on,

and upon dissection he found the usual con-
dition of developed ovaries. These were
South African bees.

If no more than one or quite a limited num-
ber take to this unpleasant occupation, the
eggs may be deposited more regularly, often
not more than one to each cell, so that it is

difficult for the owner to believe he has not
a queen in the hive after all.

It may be taken for a fact, that, where
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bees are without a queen, and more espe-
cially if there are few or no drones in the
hive, any mature worker may take it upon
herself to lay eggs; though, as I have some-
times found, she will deposit in the cell cups
the bees have started, it may be a dozen or

more, and in no other cells whatever.
I have been so satisfied in my own mind

that workers have neither the will nor the

power to steal, and thence transpose eggs to

cells in their own hive, that 1 have always
discredited such reports, more especially as

quite a number of cell cups, each supplied
with an egg, may be found in a hive; and
until I have positive proof that such have
been known to develop as queens, I can see
no other possible explanation than that lay-

ing workers are responsible.

THE LAYING-WORKER NUISANCE; HOW ABAT-
ED.

The queen-rearer is, perhaps, more trou-

bled with this plague tnan tne honey-pro-
ducer. I have, however, had workers lav-

ing in the presence of a young unfertile

queen, and less frequently, also, while a fer-

tile queen was in the hive. Queenless colo-

nies that harbor laying workers have a great
objection to the introduction of a queen of-

fered by any caging process, as doubtless
many have found. I have frequently over-
come this trouble by my fasting plan of in-

troduction; but perhaps the most effectual
way of disposing of these plagues, and one
that saves one's combs from disfigurement,
is that of removing all the combs as soon as
the trouble is found. The bees are then

S'ven starters (guides) only in a fresh set of

ames, and at the same time a queen by the
above method, when the result is usually
satisfactory. If a virgin is inserted, then it

is possible the workers' eggs may again ap-
pear in the new combs; but if these are cut
out after a few days there will be some nice
wax, and the laying workers will be found
pretty well played out, as I can say I have
never found them continue very long after
this plan of shaking the bees back on to

starters.

HIVES FULL OF NORMAL DRONES— NO LAY-
ING WORKERS.

Year after year I have held queenless
stocks all through the autumn with large
numbers of normal drones, and so far I have
not found any of the workers start laying in

such drone colonies, though these have been
absolutely without a queen for three to four
months. This is a most fortunate fact in my
own experience, because, should workers
start laying, any drastic measures that might
have to be taken for the exclusion of dimin-
utive drones would be disastrous to these
drone colonies that are then of so much im-
portance.

In the earlier season I have had workers
st;irt their unpleasant business where there
have been a few normal drones, and, of
course, it is possible I may yet experience
such a trouble with my large drone colonies;
but as the latter are set up in July or August
with a great quantity of young drones and

drone brood, there probably is no induce-
ment for workers to start laying.
Queenland, Heathfield, Sussex, Eng.

[We regard our correspondent as an un-
usually close and careful observer. In the
case of bees stealing and transferring eggs,
he may be right; and yet if we are not very
much mistaken we had a couple of reports
where perfect queen-bees actually hatched
from eggs mysteriously appearing in each of
two cells in two different colonies that had
been hopelessly queenless for over a month.
If these same parties are still reading Glean-
ings perhaps they will give further particu-
lars. Or if there are any others who have
definite facts based on actual observation
we should be pleased to hear from them also.
We admit that it is probably true that the

mysterious appearance of an egg in a hive
hopelessly queenless is, in most cases, due
to laying workers; but there are other cases
that can not be explained on any other sup-
position than that the egg was actually stolen
from some other hive. For example, the
rearing of an Italian queen in a colony of
blacks known to be long queenless could be
explained on no other ground. If we are
not mistaken a case of this was likewise re-
ported.

—

Ed.]
» ^

SHAKING AS A STIMULUS.

How Shaking Out on New Foundation
Increases the Surplus over Previous

Years Under Discouraging
Circumstances.

BY W. G. WRIGHT.

There would, perhaps, be nothing remark-
able in the following report under the Dr.
Miller or Doolittle system; but undermy sys-
tem, which, other than to furnish the bees
modern hives and room (when not neglect-
ed) might be called the "let-alone " system.
I have kept bees for the past eight years.
My time being occupied with other matters,
I have given the bees but scant attention-
no "coaching" of queens, etc. I let them
swarm of their own accord. During the
swarming season I usually look around the
bushes once or twice during the day for
swarms, but spend no time watching for
them to come off.

With the exception of shaking out and be-
ing a little more liberal with section founda-
tion the care this year has been about the
same as usual.

Last winter (or, rather, late the previous
fall) 1 found 1 had foul brood in my apiary.
By March some were dead, and all seemed
more or less affected, although some seem-
ed strong in bees. As we had failed to get
a foul-brood inspector for our county, and
as near neighbors on either side had left
their hives exposed, just as their bees had
died from the disease, it was a question with
me whether to spend any money in trying to
save my own or let them go to the "bone-
yard "as others had done. In May they began
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to cast some nice swarms. I then began to

think of trying to save them. But as the ap-

ple bloom and other flora were about three

weeks late, and I yet did not feel hke spend-

ing money for feeding, and, like some others,

I am prone to postpone undertaking a nasty

job, not until about June 15 did I begin trans-

ferring them to new foundation. In the

mean time the bees kept busy robbing one
another, and the whole yard smelled some-
thing like a glue-factory, on account of rob-

bing. I worked nights, doing a few each

evening; but, being new to me, it was slow

work, and I did not finish until June 26.

Then I found I had left from the old stock of

28 stands 9 fairly strong ones and 6 nuclei,

some without queens. To these I merely
gave fresh eggs, letting them work out their

own salvation, and it has taken them all

summer to do so, as, with one exception, it

made a few pounds of surplus. I also had
13 new colonies. Heretofore my average
surplus has been from 40 to 45 pounds, spring

count, counting unfinished sections and all.'

This year I had 1279 sections, nearly all

white, that would grade fancy and No. 1 ; al-

so 100 pounds (by weight) of partly capped
sections which sell as chunk honey—a total

of 1379 pounds. If I am allowed to call the

nine strong stands as spring count, it gives

me an average of 153 lbs.; or, counting the

whole fifteen, it still gives double the yield

over previous years. I also had about 100

sections drawn"^ out with more or less honey
in. These I let the bees clean out for next
year's baits.

Taking away all their honey, comb, and
brood just at the beginning of the honey-
flow the result was a surprise to me, and so

satisfactory that hereafter I shall not hesitate

to shake out a loafing colony at almost any
time. And I might add that the above sur-

plus might have been greater; but under my
system (the let-alone) I did not notice that

two of the new colonies were crowded, and
about Aug. 1 each cast a large swarm. The
first circled around a few times, and went
off with a rush without settling, proving, I

think, that they do have their location select-

ed in advance. The other I put in a new
hive on the old stand, old hive on top, with
queen-cells cut out; then in a few days I put
all back in the old hive, and in about ten

days they were missing. Of course no more
surplus from them was obtained. Although
not making a thorough inspection before
cold weather began, I have not detected a

return of foul brood. This is surprise No. 2.

In treating the disease, having no furnace
I dug a deep trench, made a grating of iron

bars, piled the frames of diseased brood on
this, sprinkled with coal oil, and set on fire.

All that did not burn fell through. I then
filled up the trench, and charred the inside

of my hives and supers with loose paper and
coal oil.

In driving the bees into the new hives they
were stubborn, and inclined to bunch under
the board or hive, and creep off into dark
corners, until I tried running them up on the
bottom-board of the old hive, making it con-

nect closely with the entrance of the new
hive. This I found worked nicely. They
stuck to it as though fenced in.

Canon City, Colo.

BEE-DISEASE LAWS.

Their Enforcement.

BY DR. E. F. PHILLIPS.

In controlling bee diseases in a communi-
ty, past experience has shown that it is nec-
essarj' that every bee-keeper do his part;
otherwise the work done by individuals is

largely nullified by the carelessness or neg-
lect of a few. Where all the bee-keepers
are progressive, a simple plan of co-opera-
tion would be enough; but, unfortunately,
there are in almost all communities some
bee-keepers who are either ignorant, care-
less, or willfully negligent. If, therefore,
they will not voluntarily care for their bees
as they should, there must be some legal

means of compelling them to abate a public
nuisance when disease appears among their

colonies. Without such a law for regions
where disease exists, progressive bee-keep-
ing is difficult and nearly impossible.
Laws providing for inspection of apiaries

with the object of controlling disease are,

therefore, drafted primarily for the bee-
keeper who does not voluntarily treat dis-

eased colonies. The progressive bee-keep-
er needs no such law to compel him to do
his duty. The inspector of apiaries, how-
ever, in actual practice, is much more than
a police officer; in fact, his police duties are
but a small part of his work. However the
law may be worded, the good which an in-

spector does is due in the greater part to his

work as an educator. It is the dutj' of the
inspector, specified in the law in most cases,

to instruct the bee-keepers how to know dis-

ease and how and when to treat. The great
good which has been done by the various in-

spectors in the past has been due almost en-
tirely to this phase of their work.

It is, however, most unwise to set the in-

spector to work merely as an educational of-

ficer without any power to enforce his or-

ders. This has been tried, and appears to

be a failure. There are, unfortunately, in

almost all communities, bee-keepers who,
from obstinacy or spite, must be driven to

their duty. Most men, however, when once
they learn that they must treat disease will

accept the teachings of the inspector.

The following States and Territories now
have laws of some kind providing for in-

spection: California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kan-
sas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebras-
ka, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, Ohio,
Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Wash-
ington, Wisconsin. Somewhat similar laws
exist in New Zealand, some states in Aus-
tralia, Ontario, Ireland, and parts of Europe.
The bee-keepers in several other States are
now agitating the passage of similar laws.

These laws may be divided into two groups
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—those in which the work is done by men
employed by the State, and those in which,
by a State, Territory, or county law, the
county authorities may appoint inspectors
for the county only. Of these the work by
State officers has proven much more effec-

tive. In States where the counties are
small, as in the east, countv inspection is of
practically no value (e. g., Ohio). In States
where the counties are small it is practically
impossible to get competent inspectors in

every county; and, furtnermore, there is not
enough work or enough money available to

induce a good man to take the work, unless
he is doing it merely for the good of the in-

dustry. In the West, whei e some counties
are as large as some of the Eastern States,

there is more reason for county inspection;
but even in these cases the results are, as a
rule, not equal to those obtained in States
having State inspection.
The chief weakness in county inspection

is the lack of co-operation among the inspec-
tors in neighboring counties. There is in

most cases not only a lack of co-operation,
but too often a jealousy between them which
results in a loss of co-ordination in the work.
This might be remedied by the appointment
of a competent State inspector to whom the
county inspectors would be responsible; but
county officials would probably object to the
appointment of officers over whom they had
no direct jurisdiction. A much better plan
would be the appointment of enough State
inspectors to do the work (e. g., New York),
removing all appointments by county offi-

cials from consideration.

A special tax on colonies to bear the ex-
pense of inspection is sometimes made.
When this tax applies to every bee-keeper
in the State, no objection can be found to it.

The plan of requiring each bee-keeper to

pay for the work of the inspector in the ac-

tual inspection of his own apiary is most un-
just, however (e. g., Nebraska) . Inspection
IS instituted for the benefit of all bee-keep-
ers in the State, and they should pay for it.

To compel the bee-keeper who is unfortunate
enough to have disease among his bees to

pay for work, the object of which is to pro-
tect other bee-keepers in the community and
State, is unwise, unjust, and shows lack of

foresight on the part of the framers of the
bill.

In nearly all the laws now in force, there
is a provision that the bee-keeper shall not
sell, give away, or barter honey from dis-

eased colonies. This is a just provision, but
seems to be rarely enforced. Inspectors too
often hesitate about enforcing it, either
from pity for their brother bee-keepers or
from tear of pressure being brought to bear
which will cause their dismissal, or perhaps
bring about a repeal of the law. The result

is that both diseases are being spread to new
localities, and other bee-keepers suffer be-
cause of this neglect of duty. A bee-keeper
has no legal or moral right to endanger the

Eroperty of others by shipping contaminated
oney, yet it is being done every year. An

inspector who allows this is not only remiss

in his duty but becomes party to the crime.
Because of this neglect to enforce the pro-
vision underdiscussion, the bee-disease situ-

ation in the United States is becoming worse
instead of better; and the good done by the
inspectors by education seems to be more
than nullified by the harm done by this neg-
lect.

Inspectors and bee-keepers are more care-
ful about shipping diseased colonies to new
localities. Tnis is probably because they
can see the harm which will result from this
procedure more clearly than in the case of
shipping honey from diseased colonies. The
danger in such cases, while great, is proba-
bly much less as a whole than that resulting
from the shipping of contaminated honey.
As was pointed out in the discussion of

county inspection, the lack of co-operation
between the various inspectors is a weak
point in our present method of control.
While an inspector may now in most cases
prohibit the shipping of diseased colonies
and contaminated honey to another State, he
rarely does so, nor do State inspectors usual-
ly report such shipments to each other. If

there had been some provision prohibiting
interstate shipments of contaminated ma-
terial, it is probable that we should not now
have European foul brood in twenty States,
and American foul brood in practically ev-
ery State in the Union in which progressive
bee-keeping is found. If there is no more
rigid inspection, our future work on disease
control can consist only of the educational
work of the inspector. Quarantine regula-
tions will, of course, be valueless when dis-

ease is present practically everywhere.
A form of law which, if rigidly enforced,

would seem to be the most desirable is

given. This must be changed to cover local

conditions.

AN ACT FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
AMONG BEES IN BY CREATING THE OFFICE OF IN-
SPECTOR OF .\PIARIES, TO DEFINE THE DUTIES

THEREOF, AND TO APPROPRIATE MONEY
THEREFOR.

Be it enacted, etc.

Section l. In addition to the duties heretofore as-
signed him, the State Entomologist (or officer in charge
of entomological inspection is hereby appointed State
Inspector of Apiaries, and he is empowered to appoint
one or more assistants as needed, who shall carry on
the inspection under his super\'ision.
Sec. 2. The inspector or his assistant shall, when no-

tified in writing by the owner of an apiary, or by any
three disinterested tax-payers, examine all reported
apiaries, and all others in the same locality not report-
ed, and ascertain whether or not the diseases known
as American foul brood or European foul brood, or
any other disease which is infectious or contagious in
its nature, and injurious to honey-bees in their egg,
larval, pupal, or adult stages, exists in such apiaries;
and if satisfied of the existence of any such diseases he
shall give the owners or care-takers of the diseased
apiaries full instructions how to treat such cases as, in
the inspector's judgment, seems best.
Sec 3. The inspector or his assistant shall visit all

diseased apiaries a second time, after ten days, and, if

need be, burn all colonies of bees that he may find not
cured of such disease, and all honey and appliances
which would spread disease, without recompense to
the owner, lessee, or agent thereof.
Sec 4. If the owner of an apiary, honey, or appli-

ances, wherein disease exists, shall sell, barter, or give
away, or move without the consent of the inspector,
any diseased bees ibe they queens or workers), colo-
nies, honey, or appliances, or expose other bees to the
danger of such disease, or fail to notify the inspector
of the existence of such disease, said owner shall, on
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conviction before a justice of the peace, be liable to a

fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than one
hundred dollars, or not less than one month's impris-

onment in the county jail, nor more than two months'
imprisonment.
Sec. 5. For the enforcement of the provisions of this

act the State Inspector of Apiaries or his duly author-
ized assistants shall have access, ingress, and egress
to all apiaries or places where bees are kept; and any
person or persons who shall resist, impede, or hinder
in any way the inspector of apiaries in the discharge
of his duties under the provisions of this act shall, on
conviction before a justice of the peace, be liable to a

fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than one
hundred dollars, or not less than one month's impris-
onment in the county jail, nor more than two months'
imprisonment.
Sec. 6. After inspecting infected hives or fixtures or

handling diseased bees, the inspector or his assistant

shall, before leaving the premises or proceeding to any
other apiary, thoroughly disinfect any portion of

his own person and clothing and any tools or appli-

ances used by him which have come in contact with
infected material, and shall see that any assistant or
assistants with him have likewise thoroughly disinfect-

ed their persons and clothing and any tools and imple-
ments used by them.
Sec. 7. It shall be the duty of any person in the State

of engaged in the rearing of queen-bees for sale

to use honey in the making of candy for use in mail-
ing-cages which has been boiled for at least thirty

minutes. Any such person engaged in the rearing of

queen-bees shall have his queen-rearing apiary or
apiaries inspected at least twice during each summer
season; and on the discovery of the existence of any
disease which is infectious or contagious in its nature,
and injurious to bees in their egg, larval, pupal, or
adult stages, said person shall at once cease to ship
queen-bees from such diseased apiary until the in-

spector of apiaries shall declare the said apiary free

from all disease. On complaint of the inspector of
apiaries, or of any five bee-keepers in the State, that

said bee-keeper engaged in the rearing of queens is

violating the provisions of this section, he shall, on
conviction before a justice of the peace, be liable to a
fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more
than two hundred dollars.
Sec. 8. The inspector of apiaries shall make annual

reports to the , giving the number of apiaries
visited, the number of diseased apiaries found, the
number of colonies treated, also the number of colo-

nies destroyed, and the expenses incurred in the per-

formance of his duty. He shall also keep a careful
record of the localities where disease exists; but this

record shall not be public, but can be consulted with
the consent of the inspector of apiaries.

Sec. 9. There is hereby appropriated out of any mon-
eys in the State treasury, not otherwise appropriated,
a sum not exceeding per year, for the suppres-
sion of contagious bee diseases among bees in .

The salary of the deputy inspectors shall be deter-
mined by the State Inspector of Apiaries.
Sec. 10. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent here-

with are hereby repealed.
Sec. 11. This act shall take effect immediately.

IS RHEUMATISM EVER CURED BY BEE-
STINGS?

BY DR. A. F. BONNEY.

How many have been stung times untold,

and still have rheumatism? I will add my
testimony to that of Mr. Crane, last year, by
stating that I have the muscular rheumatism
just the same as before I became practically

immune to bee-poison. My friena Mr. Ray,
who lives a few miles south of me, will say
the same.

I consider the popular belief, or supersti-
tion, that bee-stings will cure rheumatism il-

logical, unsupported by conclusive evidence,
and with no foundation in fact, and shall

call attention to one of the strongest cases
you have published, that of Mr. Landis, p. 153,

last year. His case is weak, because rheu-
matism is very frequently self-limited, i. e..

nature expels the poison, uric acid, and the
patient recovers, frequently without any
medication whatever. Mr. Landis says, "I
took all the truck imaginable."
Patent-medicine men frequently win as do

the bees. They chance to get the last whack
at those who take "all the truck imagina-
ble," and thus they get the credit of curing
all sorts of ailments, from corns to ingrow-
ing conscience.
Now, let bee men write briefly on the sub-

ject, for I believe nine-tenths of the people
have rheumatism some time, as do many of

the dumb brutes, and I shall not be surprised
to find that even the bees themselves suffer
from it; and when the evidence is all in I do
not think there will be any thing more heard
of the ghost story that bee-stings cure rheu-
matism or any thing else unless it be a plac-

id temper, even when applied "gently," as

in the case of Mr. Lewis, tne hired hand Mr.
Crane mentioned in connection with himself.

May 15, 1908; and going into //?a/ case, I, from
much observation, can almost declare that

the man's trouble would have abated shortly

without any other treatment than getting
out of "a damp pulp-mill."
Buck Grove, Iowa.

THE CONSUMERS DOLLAR.

BY WESLEY FOSTER.

Considerable talk, with figures to empha-
size the points, has been going on in the
farm papers concerning the per cent of the
consumer's dollar that the producer gets.

The idea most held is that the producer
should have it all, or nearly all. A question
might be asked as to what production is. Is

it not as much production to carry a case of

honey a thousand miles as it is to carry a su-

per into the honey-house ? Then if we are
to eliminate the middleman (and we should,
just as much as possible), what share of this

saving belongs to the consumer? Manifest-
ly a part does belong to the consumer,
though if the producer pushes out the mid-
dleman he will feel that the credit and prof-

its belong to him. If I sell ten cases of comb
honey at grocery stores in Boulder at from
$2.75 to $3 25, or an average of $5.00 per
case, it will bring me $30 00. This honey is

retailed by the grocer at 15 to 20 cts. per
comb, a larger amount retailing at 15 than at

20 cts. Grocers here never sell any thing at

16 or 17; it's either 15 or 20 or 25.

The average for those ten cases would not
run over 16 'X cts. retail, or $3 96 a case; so

out of a retail price of $39.60 I got $30 00
from the grocer, or over 75 per cent. If I

shipped to a commission house in Denver,
the express would be $1.00; cartage, 25 or 50

cts.; commission ten per cent, or $3 00, and
I would get only about $25.00 out of a retail

price of, say, $40,00, or 64 cts. of the con-
sumer's dollar. These prices are higher
than the average, and net the producer more
than is ordinarily received. One-half is about
what I would say the producer gets of the
consumer's money.
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HEADS OF GRAIN
From Different Fields

GIVING THE TRUE NAME OF HONEY-DEW; PLANT OR
ANIMAL ORIGIN.

I should like to ask whether a chemical analysis
shows honey-dew honey to be "bug juice " as stated
on patre 540, Sept. 1. If so, should not we bee-keepers
be as honest as we expect the Klucose people to be, and
brand such honey as " bug juice"?
In 1884 I secured about two tons of this honey-dew,

and at that time I had a lot of men cutting off sixty
acres of timber, and so I visited the woods every few
days to investigate the source of the honey-dew. I

found the bees gathering it almost entirely from the
leaves of the oak, hickory, beech, and wild grapevine.
These trees and vines bore no fruit that year; but from
the pores of each leaf, during hot afternoons, a small
speck of brown gum or sugar could be plainly seen
with a glass; but it was just barely visible to the naked
eye The dew the next morning thinned this gum,
and in some instances it was so abundant as to drip on
the other foliage. I never could see any bugs of any
kind, even with the magnifying-glass.
The honey that I secured that year was very dark

but sweet. I sold several thousand pounds of it to a
large bakery, and could have sold ten times as much.
For several years, including this year, I secured a

very black, ill-flavored honey, and a careful investi-
gation showed that it came from the gum timber, espe-
cially the black gum. In no case could I find any in-
sects, even when I cut the trees down. I use this hon-
ey only for brood-rearing in the summer and spring.
Dupont, Ind. S. E. O'NEEL.

[We do not know whether a chemical analysis would
show the difference between a honey-dew that has its

source in plant-lice and one that is in reality an exu-
dation from the leaves of certain plants. As we under-
stand it, there are two kinds of honey-dew. One is the
product of insects that secrete (or excrete?) it on the
leaves of certain plants, and the other is a real exuda-
tion of sai^charine matter from the leaves or stalks of
certain other plants. Of this latter there is so little

that we may almost say that all the honey-dtw we
know any thing about is of animal origin.
There has been some controversy as to whether the

honey-dew, of which there was such a large quantity
gathered last season, was really an animal or vegetable
product. During the past summer, when this question
came up we found that insects t probably plant-lice)
were present in the vicinity and on top of the trees
from which the bees gathered this honey-dew. We
believe, therefore, that the larger portion of the hon-
ey-dew of last season was of animal origin.
As to whetner this saccharine matter is an excretion

or a secretion, we may say that the impression has gone
out that it is an excretion. Prof. Cook has said that it

is a secretion. Prof. Surface, while apparently admit-
ting that it may be an excretion, appears to think it is

more probably a secretion from certain glands.
A prominent English authority. Dr. D. M. Macdonald,

claims that it is all a mistake to suppose that honey-
dew is ever an excretion. If this is true, then the prod-
uct has received in years past a bad name it does not
deserve.
But we do know this: A good many kinds of honey-

dew are of fine quality, sell readily, and some of them
are even light-colored.—Ed.J

SOME PROOF SHOWING THAT SWARMS MAY CARRY FOUL
BROOD; CAN FOUL-BROODY CO.MBS BE USED

SAFELY FOR EXTRACTING PURPOSES?
In your answer to the query of J. G. Crisler, Walton,

Ky., on page 677, you say, " We may say that a swarm
from a colony affected with foul brood will not carry
disease." I should like to take issue with you on that
statement, as 1 have observed time and again that if,

say. No. 44 casts a swarm which is hived in No. 45 hive,
and afterward it is found that No. 44 is affected with
foul brood, it will be only a question of a short time
until the disease appears in No. 45. I have followed it

even further, and found that a virgin swarm will de-
velop foul brood if it can be traced back to an origi-
nal foul-brood colony. I have kept a record for seven
years past; and when I discover a colony with foul
brood I immediately examine the swarm or swarms
cast by that colony, and invariably find the disease.
I have about made up my mind to hive such swarms
on starters, and in four days shake them on to full

sheets, treating the swarm as by the McEvoy method.
I have always used full sheets of foundation; and why
is it not possible for the new swarm to carry sufficient
of the infected honey to have some stored in the cells

of the full sheets? It seems to me to be a very impor-
tant matter; and it may be advisable, in a communi.y
where the disease exists, to use only starters in the
brood-chamber.
Along these lines there is another subject, closely

allied, which was brought to my attention a few da>s
ago. I was talking with Mr. Stewart, of Prophetstovin,
and he tells me that he has discontinued the practice
of destroying foul-brood combs, and now uses them
and the body holding them as an extracting-body. lie

informs me that for the past four years he has follow-
ed this plan with no bad effects—that even the queen
will go above and deposit eggs which hatch out, and
the parent colony will not show any signs of the dis-

ease. He does not use queen-excluding boards, as he
thinks he gets less honey with their use. Now, right
here would be an immense saving if one could use in-

fected combs for extracting-combs with impunity. I

melt up on an average 100 combs a year, some of them,
especially the outside ones of a hive, showing no indi-
cations of coming from a foul-brood colony. I should
be pleased to have your opinion on the matter.
Morrison, 111. Chas. G. Macklin.

[Referring to p. 677, we were discussing whether or
not a swarm would carry germs of foul brood into a
hollow tree where they expect to make their future
home, and in which they will necessarily have to build
comb before they can provide a place for storage.
Such swarm, to all intents and purposes, undergoes
the standard treatment for foul brood— namely, shak-
ing on to frames of foundation or foundation starters.

It is generally considered that the very act of building
comb, whether from starters or from a natural sup-
port, consumes all the honey in the honey-sacs of the
bees that may contain the germs of disease. To make
assurance doubly sure, Mr. McEvoy recommends that
the first set of combs built from foundation be melted
up, compelling the bees to build from a second lot;

but in actual practice we have found it quite suffi-

cient to shake or brush once on foundation in clean
hives. In all our experience we have never had a

failure.
If a swarm out of a foul-broody hive goes into anoth-

er hive containing drawn combs, then it is altogether
probible that the disease will be carried to those
combs; for the bees would immediately empty the

honey they carried with them into them.
The case referred to on p. 677 is quite different from

the cases mentioned by you, in which it is apparent
that the bees were hived on full sheets, for you say
you have since made up your mind to hive all such
swarms on starters. Now, then, if such swarms go
into a hollow tree they go further—they are compelled
to build their own virgin comb, and during the pro-

cess use up any honey they may have in their sacks ;

or, to put it another way, a swarm that flies naturahy
into a hollow tree subjects itself automatically to a

treatment that is practically the same, and is the same
to all intents and purposes as if that colony had been
treated by brushing or shaking on to starters a la

McEvoy.
We would not approve of the plan of putting combs

from diseased hives into extracting-supers. While,
ordinarily, no disease will be carried in that way. we
would consider it a risky thing to use such combs,
and very dangerous advice to send out broadcast to

the public generally. We have, as we think, ample
proof that combs will carry the disease for years, even
when there is no honey in them.—ED.]

CLEANING EXTRACTORS, DANZENBAKER FRAMES USED
FOR EXTRACTING, ETC.

What is the best way to clean tanks, cans, extractors,
and utensils? I have some new hon»y tanks, an ex-
tractor, etc.; and I gave them a good cleaning and ex-
tracted some honey in them; but the honey tasted of
rosin, and I don't know what could have accounted
for it unless it was the rosin that was used in soldering
the cans and tanks.

Is there any way that such honey can be used with-
out having that rosin taste to it? Could it be used for

making honey vinegar without having a rosin taste?

Is there a comb-bucket made for Danzenbaker
frames? If so, how many frames will it hold?
How can one space the Danzenbaker frames further

apart in the extracting-supers? Nine frames would be
plenty, for when there are ten frames the combs are
not bulged enough to be uncapped easily.

May weak colonies be united any month of the year?
What time is recommended for uniting colonies for
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winter? Where can one get good barrels for storing
and shipping extracted honey? Will alcohol-barrels
spoil the honey? RICHARD Hanlon.
Inland, Neb., Aug. 20.

[We know of nothing better for the average person
than hot water to clean tanks, extractors, and the like.
Steam is better where it is available.
We question very much whether the odor of rosin

from the slight amount in the cans can be imparted to
honey; and on this point we would be pleased to get
reports from bee-keepers who may be in position to
offer facts. In the mean time we should be glad to
have you send us a sample of the honey in question.
It is our opinion that the flavor you find in it is due to
some particular source, and not to any substance in-
side of the storage-receptacles.
You can doubtless get comb-buckets for the Danzen-

baker frames by applying to your dealer. An ordina-
ry extracting-super, or, rather, a couple of them,
placed on a hand-cart or wheelbarrow, would be
cheaper and have a much larger storage capacity, and
more satisfactory in every way. See " Extractor

"

and "Extracted Honey" in the A B C and X Y Z of
Bee Culture.
There is no practical way of spacing Danzenbaker

frames further apart in the extracting-super.
Weak colonies may be united in the fall; but if any

during mid-winter become weak, and the weather is

warm enough so bees can have occasional flying days,
they can be united; but before doing so we would ad-
vise shaking the bees, to be moved to another loca-
tion, into a wire-cloth cage, and keeping them there
for 2-t hours. At the end of that time scoop them up
by the dipperful and deposit them in front of the en-
trance of the hive or hives where they are to make
their permanent abode. They will soon crawl in, and,
to all intents and purposes, will stay where put like a
swarm. If united in the regular way, by carrying
frames of bees to the hive to be united, a large num-
ber of bees will be sure to go back and get lost.—ED.]

OLIVE-GREEN HONEY.
Under separate cover I am sending a sample of hon-

ey, and your opinion as to its kind and quality would
be appreciated. I think it is from asters, as bees were
working on that flower when the honey was stored.

It might be well to explain that I have a single hive
of bees on my back porch in the city; and while in
Stapler's supply store one day about the tlrst of Octo-
ber they told me they were selling honey to the coun-
try folks to feed their bees for winter. This being the
case, I purchased a feeder and went home prepared to
feed. Upon taking off the super I found the brood-
chamber full, and 6 lbs. in the super of honey, like the
sample. The last time I looked into the super was
about Sept. 15. when it was empty, so the flow had oc-
curred during the last two weeks of September. How
can you account for my getting a surplus when the
country folks were compelled to feed?
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 18. R. McCullough.
[The sample has been examined, and it is quite re-

markable. It is the only one we have ever seen where
the honey was of a deep olive-green color. The flavor
is suggestive of some fall source — possibly aster; but
an aster honey does not have this peculiar color. The
fact that all your neighbors' bees were on the verge of
starvation, and that your one colony stored all of this
honey, would lead us to suspect that your bees helped
themselves to some artiticial supply. Possibly, if you
would make inquiry you would find where your bees
had been helping themselves freely to some green
fruit-preserves of some sort, for the strong olive-green
tinge rather suggests this.—ED.]

PREVENTING WAX FROM STICKING TO THE FOUNDATION-
MILL.

When running sheets of wax through a foundation-
mill, try putting a rather heavy piece of paper on the
end of the wax as it starts between the rolls. When
the paper is used it is very easy to get the end of the
wax sheet loose from the roll.
Ontario, Ore. M. TOWNSEND.
[If the rolls of the mill are set close enough together

to give a good thin base to the cell we should be afraid
that there would be danger of crushing the metal if
thick paper were used. We tried very thin tissue pa-
per bent over the end of the wax, and are not sure but
it helps. Furthermore, if this very thin paper were
used it would not be necessary to throw away the end,
as it yields perfectly to the shape of the foundation,
and it is so thin that it probably would not be objec-
tionable to the bees.—Ed.]

KEEPING BEES IN GARRETS; WILLySUCH COLONIES
SWARM?

I have eleven colonies of bees that I purchased some
years ago, and have kept them on the ground—that is,

in hives on blocks. I have a large attic in my house,
and it has been suggested that I could fit it up as a
large bee-hive, placing, say, one hive inside, and then
putting the small pound boxes along on poles, etc., al-
lowing the bees to fill these boxes, and removing them
when full, etc. In this way the bees would never
swarm, and would continue to multiply indefinitely.
Gulfport, Miss., Nov. 1. Geo. L. Carley.

- [Under the head of " Swarming," in our ABC and
X Y Z of Bee Culture, you will find, toward the close
of a general discussion on that subject, an article on
keeping bees in upper rooms and garrets. As this ap-
peared in our 1879 edition you can see that the idea is

old. It is perfectly feasible to keep bees in a garret;
and while some hang the frames on supports without
a hive, others find it more feasible to use ten or twelve
frame standard hives tiered up four and five stories
high. Such hives are vastly more convenient to han-
dle, and, when tiered up as explained, always keeping
well ahead of the queen, there will be little or no
swarming.
We do not think it would be practicable to put the

section boxes on poles or supports in the room. The
sections themselves would have to be in close contact
with the general cluster of the bees. If it is your pur-
pose to keep down swarming you had better not at-
tempt to produce section honey.

—

Ed. J

THE ABSORBENT MATERIAL BECAME DAMP; SEALED
COVERS PREFERRED.

In the fall of 1907 I packed some 35 colonies outside,
using an old piece of woolen carpet and several folds
of newspaper directly over the frames, and the b«»es
came through all right the next spring. In the fall of
1908 I tried the same plan with 70 colonies, but for some
reason or other the carpets were very damp when I

opened them up last spring, and in a good many in-
stances not only was the carpet damp but it was wet
enough to wring water out. The newspapers were
damp as well, and altogether I found conditions far
from favorable. I packed the hives which were plac-
ed 15 in a row all around and over the top with forest
leaves, leaving the front or south end exposed. My
winter loss last winter was only one colony out of the
70 so packed, while those put in the cellar did not give
as good an account of themselves. I think I am safe
in saying, however, that those with the damp carpets
did not build up as fast as those that were in the cel-
lar, possibly due to the excessive moisture. I shall
use sealed covers this fall with some 150 that I expect
to pack outside. My hives were all slanted toward the
entrances, and I noticed considerable water running
out on warm days last winter, so that the carpets must
have frozen stiff or else the moisture collected on the
sides of the hive and then ran down. Which was it?

Morrison, 111., Nov. 2. Chas. G. Macklin.

[Our experience has been practically the same as
yours. We can't understand why any one should get
better wintering results by the use of damp, wet, or
(worse yet) frozen absorbents.—Ed.]

CANDIED HONEY FOR A WINTER FOOD.

We have a lot of section honey that has partly can-
died on account of dry hot weather and no honey-flow,
and so it could not be capped. Can this be fed back
by putting it in supers and putting a super on the hives
and leaving it there all winter?
Glyndon, Md., Oct. 21. C. Stansfield & Bros.

[While you might be able to feed your colonies by
giving them this candied section honey in the manner
you outline, we would recommend holding it until next
spring. In the mean time, if the colonies are short of
stores, feed ihem sugar syrup. While bees will winter
after a fashion on candied honey, we would much pre-
fer to give sugar syrup.
You say that the sections are not capped over. If

that be the case they might be soaked for a few hours
in warm water and placed in the honey-extractor,
where most of the water and the honey would be
thrown out. This product could be fed to the bees
next spring in regular feeders, and the sections could
be placed upon the hives for the bees to clean up in
the manner outlined in your first paragraph.

If any one has had any experience in giving candied
or partially candied honey for the bees to winter on
we shall be glad to have him report what success he
had.—En.]
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WHY HONEY FROM.THE SAME PLANT MAY VARY IN COL-
OR.

On page 638, Oct. 15, Mr. Baldwin asks for the experi-
ence of others as to what darkens the color of orange
honey in parts of Florida. In this locality the bees get
a very dark-red honey in the spring, from the gum-
iree bloom, I think, and a small quantity of it reddens
a large amount of light-colored honey. I know that
this honey is not gathered in the fall, as my fall flow is

of line flavor, a little amber in color, and is from a spe-
cies of goldenrod that grows on low damp lands. I

have taken the tirst premium on comb honey at three
Florida Slate fairs, and each time I exhibited this gold-
enrod honey. Different writers do not agree on the
description of goldenrod honey. One may describe it

as dark and of bad flavor; another, as light and per-
haps bitter. This difference can be laid to both the
locality and the soil, for there are over fifty varieties
of goldenrod. We have four distinct varieties here
that I know of. Three grow on high dry land, and I

never saw a bee working on any of these three varie-
ties. The fourth, that which grows on the drained
muck land, makes a tine honey-producer.
The gum referred to above blooms early; and when

I put on the sections the bees start in them later than
they do in the extracting-supers provided with drawn
combs. For this reason the sections are not likely to
contain much of this red honey. Furthermore, ex-
tracting-frames containing only foundation given the
bees during the main orange bloom are much more
likely to have the light honey like that in the sec-
tions. I am quite sure that the red honey is not from
the palmetto-berries, because the honey which the
bees transfer in the spring from the brood-nest into
the extracting-supers is always light-amber, and it

granulates. I have sometimes found half a frame of
the dark honey just stored in the spring over a strong
colony, while the old honey crowding the brood below
the excluder was amber goldenrod.
Apopka, Fla. Fred E. Marden.

LIQUEFVING HONEY FOR BOTTLING; MR. FOWLS' PRES-
ENT METHOD.

In a letter to the editor, Mr. Adolph Loehr, Whit-
stone, Long Island, N. Y., asks whether I use a water-
jacket around my filling-tank that I use in filling

glasses.
When I wrote the article for Gleanings, eight or

nine years ago, describing my method of liquefying
and filling glasses with .honey while hot, I used to
keep the tank over a gasoline-burner so as to keep it

up at the desired temperature; but of late years I have
kept no heat under it at all, not finding it necessary.
If for any reason I am not ready to commence filling
the glasses when the honey is all liquefied, I leave it

standing in the melting-tank with the heat low enough
so there will be no danger of overheating.
When all is ready to begin I transfer it to the filling-

tank and run it out in the glasses. As there is only
about 75 lbs. in a can it takes such a short time I find
it stays hot long enough.

I now use a piece of rubber hose to syphon out the
honey; and while it is not as pretty as my old glass
syphon, and does not make such a " pretty effect," as
the milliners say, because you can't see the beautiful
litiuid running through it, the hose starts easier and
never gets out of order. Chalon Fowls.
Oberlin, Ohio.

[Our older readers will remember that Mr. Fowls
does a large business in bottling honey, and his state-
ments can, therefore, be taken as coming from one
who knows what he is talking about.—ED.

J

CAN swarms carry DISEASE?

You say, page 677, Nov. 1, that swarms going from
foul-broody colonies will not take the disease with
them. If this is so, why is it necessary, in treating
colonies for foul brood, first to shake them on to start-

ers, and afterward on to sheets of foundation?
Walton, Ky. J. G. Crisler.

[We have never found the second shaking in our lo-

cality necessary. One shaking, we venture to say,
will cure ninety-nine times out of a hundred anywhere.
For that reason, bees in a tree should be free of dis-

ease unless they rob from some colony that is already
affected.—ED. J

ghum will do to feed them. I found one old stand the
other day without any honey in sight, and I have be-
gun to feed them, as there is a large amount of bees;
and if sorghum will do I can feed them without any
expense. Is it advisable to put sugar or candy of any
kind in the hive for them to work on in the winter? I

can buy stands in the neighborhood for a dollar apiece,
but they would have to be fed at once. Would it likely
be a good investment?
Last winter I bunched the hives and built a small

shock of orchard-grass straw over them, making it

heavy enough to keep them perfectly dry. Do you
th nk that a good way to protect them through the
winter? JOHN B. Peelle.
Sabina, Ohio.

[While sorghum in many cases will bring our bees
through the winter in fair condition, you had better by
far feed syrup made from the best granulated sugar.
In point of feeding value it is about as cheap, and much
safer.—Ed. ]

IS TOBACCO harmful TO BEES?
Will tobacco bloom kill bees? To-day I noticed the

grass in front of my hives literally covered with bees.
They seemed to be about tired out, and unable to fly
again. The majority of them have pollen on the r

legs, of a brownish-yellow color. There is a lot of 'o-
bacco in bloom around within a radius of two mi'es,
also buckwheat-fields. The weather is quite warm, so
they were not chilled.

St. Eugene, Ont., Aug. 18. J. A. McKlNNON.

[We do not remember having read any reports
showing that the nectar from tobacco-blossoms appar-
ently intoxicates the bees as here related; but we see
no reason why it should not have precisely that effect,

provided the bees get enough. Perhaps some of our
readers in the tobacco regions will be able to enlight-
en us further.—Ed.]

GOOD WINTERING IN A CELLAR HAVING TWO FEET OF
WATER IN IT.

In regard to upward ventilation in wintering, p. 654,

I want to give you some of my experience. Several
years ago I had 21 colonies in a cellar in which there
was two feet of water from February 2 until the bees
were taken out April 3; yet they wintered perfectly al-

though the covers were off the hives, and entrances
open. S. Fritschel.
Clinton, Iowa, Nov. 2.

[We have had other reports of like character; but
these do not necessarily signify that such conditions
are ideal. It Is the exception that proves the rule.—
Ed.]

I am going to unite three or four weak colonies into

one; but I should like to save the queens (pure red-clo-

ver Italians of a very good quality) for next spring.

Kindly tell me which would be the best plan to save
those queens. F. W. Herz.

Harrisville, Wis.. Oct. 20.

[If you have no other colonies in the yard we do not

know what you would do with the extra queens except

to pinch their heads. You might, however, make up
some two-frame nuclei and introduce these surplus
queens to them, after which put nuclei down cellar

and keep them until settled warm weather comes on
next spring.—Ed.]

AMERICAN BASSWOOD.

In GLEANINGS, July 15, page 442, I find an article on
European and American basswood. Up here bass-

woods grow wild in the woods.- What kind are they?
Nerstrand, Minn. F. W. Smith.

[The basswood that you find almost anywhere in the

United States growing wild is what is known as the

American variety.—Ed.]

IS sorghum A GOOD WINTER FOOD?
Nearly all the bees in this community are eating up

their stock of honey; and those that winter will have
to be fed. I am writing to ask if a eood quality of sor-

CORNER BAITS PllEFERRED.

On page 611, Oct. 1, W. M. Whitney says he preferred
the baits in the corners of the sections. With the ex-

ception of the first year I kept bees I used baits in the
corners. Bees will then work in the whole super even-
ly and leave no gobacks. I had one very weak colony
that began work in one corner first this year.

Stockport. Iowa. Nov. 1. C. R. Dewey.
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Our Homes
By a. I. Root.

And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in
Eden; and there he put the man whom he had formed.
And out of the ground made the Lord God to grow ev-
ery tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good for food.
—Gen. 2 : 8, 9.

OUR FLORIDA HOME.
Adam's first home was in a garden; and

his and Eve's first occupation was "mak-
ing garden " and tending the things in the
garden. We can imagine somewhat the fun
they had in looking over this garden and
studying the many curious and beautiful
things in it, tasting the strange new fruits
(the unforbidden fruits) , and discovering the
wonderful new flowers, one after another.
There is hardly a doubt that Adam, every
now and then, put his arm around Eve and
declared she was the most beautiful and
precious flower of them all; but we can not
stop to discuss that feature of the garden of
Eden just now, for I have started to tell you
about our "Florida home."
Before I start out, however, I want to warn

you that this morning I shall very likely
overdraw Florida. First, I am feeling ex-
ceedingly well, and, of course, happy. I am
really in love with my dooryard, garden,
chickens (including the "Buttercups"), and
last, but by no manner of means least, my
neat, trim, energetic, lovable "helpmeet."

I don't mean, dear brother, she is any dif-
ferent from or any better than other women
(may God bless the whole lot of them) ; and
if your own wife is not to you all that I have
said in the above, go to work and make her
so. It is your privilege (and a glorious one)
and your duty.
Now one more caution: /am quite likely

to be happy anywhere. I suppose I am
largely "built that way."* After I began
marching under the banner of the Lord
Jesus Christ (with a clear conscience toward
God and mankind) why shouldn't I be hap-
py? I am like the boy I met in California on
top of the mountain. When I asked him
how he liked living away up there he re-
plied:

"Why, Mr. Root, /like to live anywhere."
I suppose I could be comparatively happy

in my northern home just how; but I tell

you 1 have found it a great comfort to get
where I can work outdoors all day long with-
out needing a clean pocket handkerchief for
even one minute.
When I spoke of the disagreeable things

in Florida a year ago or more, I mentioned
the black sand that is almost, in spite of you,
getting tracked on the floors and porches.
Well, to help Mrs. Root in her efforts to
keep the house tidy we planted our dooryard
to Bermuda grass; but while we were away
the summer after, our flock of chickens ate
it all up, root and branch. Last winter we

* It occurs to me that it is. after all, largely a matter
of choice whether we shall be " built that way " or
some other " way."

tried it again, and now we have about the
finest sod and nicest grassy lawn I ever saw.
It pushed clear up under the fences, up
around the doorstep, and clear up under tlie

house. Wesley (our colored man) planted
some, in the summer, down in the deserted
poultry-yard; and now that is a great mass
of luxuriant Bermuda. My sixty or seventy
fowls roosted one winter on a certain pine-
tree. We wheeled away the droppings sev-
eral times. So much fertility killed the tree,

but not so the Bermuda. All around and
under that tree is now a perfect mound of
rank luxuriant green. My eighty Leghori s

are enjoying it, and it looks now as if it might
grow as fast as they can consume it.

We came into our house after dark; but I

noticed by the moonlight a very thrifty plant
at the corner of the porch. At dayhght Mrs.
Root said she wondered why I had not gone
into ecstacies over that bougainvillia on the
front porch; and when I looked I raised both
hands while I exclaimed, "Oh! was there
ever Si more beautiful plant? "and, to think it

all "our very own"! Again and again as I

would come on to it suddenly it gave me a
start and an uplift I can hardly describe.
There is at least a heaping bushel of the
brilliant magenta colored flowers (or rather,
perhaps, bracts, that surround the real
flower) ; and when the morning or evening
sunshine illuminates them in a certain way
the sight is almost entrancing. If Adam and
Eve had such a vine in their garden they
might have thanked God for it and been su-
premely happy without going near the for-

bidden tree.

Now, I can't tell my story without mixing
up flowers, fruits, and chickens; so you will

have to let me tell it my own way.
I put five of the "Buttercup " chickens in

a half-bushel basket covered with wire cloth,

and expressed them down here for $1.60.

When I let them out they flopped their
handsome gauzy wings, and said as plainly,

almost, as did the boy, "/like to live any-
where; " and when they sampled the Ber-
muda grass I imagine they voted a prefer-
ence for Florida over Ohio, especially in No-
vember. While the Buttercups are as full of
life as the Hamburgs, they are very much
unhke them in being about the gentlest
chickens I ever saw. Our dooryard and lawn
are forbidden ground nowadays for poultry;
but the Buttercups soon gave us to under-
stand that where / went they went also.

When building a fence around my new acre
(it cost $1.50, and is for our new and en-
larged chicken-yard) they were away out in

the street along with us; and when I stopped
to admire again the bougainvillia they were
at my heels, and, it seemed to me, looking
the whole plant over with wonderful inter-

est.

Let me explain that, for several days, I

had been trying to discover what insect or
worm it was that was eating off the tender
twigs and foliage. Mrs. Root made the dis-

covery that it was a sort of measuring worm
that, when surprised, assumed the form and
attitude (?) of a dead twig. 1 at first de-
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clared it was only a twig; but when said
"twig " was cut in two it proved to be a live

insect all right. Well, this "mimic" worm
didn't fool the keen sharp eyes of the But-
tercups. Not much they didn't.

All the plants on our place came from Rea-
soner Brothers' Tropical Nursery, Oneco,
Fla. If you want to know more about them,
prices, etc., send for their catalog. When
one of Mr. Reasoner's men told me it was
possible to get oranges from a newly planted
tree in less than one year I thought it must
be a mistake; but a little tangerine-tree just
inside the poultry-yard gate has now on it

eight beautiful oranges, and the tree was
set out last February. Bananas in that same
poultry-yard, set out in February, are now
15 or 20 feet high, and one plant has a stem
of fruit that will make a pretty good load to

carry. The plants, when set out, were but
little more than a foot long; but now some
of the leaves are a foot broad, and six or
eight feet long. They are growing on the
bank of a ditch where Wesley planted oats
all last winter for the chickens to dig up. If

you want to get a piece of ground so it will

grow almost any thing, put 50 chickens on,
say, one-fourth acre, and dig it over and
over in planting oats for the fowls to dig
out. In this way you get the ground well
pulverized and fertilized at one and the
same time, and the chickens ought to pay for
doing the work.
Now, friends, the letters I have on hand

(too many of them unanswered) indicate
that a lot of you want to know about Flori-

da; but I find I can not stand writing letters

as I did when younger. May I make this re-

quest? Before writing me, especially at

length, will you first look over the back
numbers of Gleanings and see if I have not
already answered in detail? If you do not
find what you want to know, say in the out-
set you have followed me in the journal, and
I will try to help you all I can. Below is a
letter that I have answered briefly as an il-

lustration.

Mr. A. I. Root:—I want to see Florida before we lo-

cate a(;ain. I should like to have your opinion on
some things, for I am sure you will give it just as you
see it. I have been thinking of Koinc to Jacksonville.
I have never been in the South. My idea is to raise
fruit, vegetables, and poultry- What part of the State
do you think best to locate in?
Can"t answer.

How is it for health, both winter and summer?
Very good In winter; have never spent a sumnier here.

Can apples and peaches be grown that far south?
Feachen but not apples, so far as I know.

What kind of drinking-water do you get — hard or
soft?
Mostly soft water; b>it we drink rain water.

Is it extremely windy or not?
Usually still at nl(fht; fair breeze In daytlnne.

What do you think of the truck-farming and poultry-
raising there for a living?
Very ^'.io<l here. See what 1 have written in back numbers.

Is the colored population very troulesome? We have
never been among the negroes.
Not at all troublesome here.

Are the schools in Florida as good as they are in the
North?

I think they averatre as jfood.

I have lived most of my life in Kansas. I suppose
there are almost all kinds of churches where you are.

Are there any Primitive Baptists there?
All kinds of Baptists ami almost every other denomination

;

too many " kinds," 1 think.

What is land worth, improved or unimproved?
Ijinil l.s worth from f.»c dollar an acre to SlOOO or more, de-

pendintr on the kliul ol land and nearness to railroad station
or steandioat laniilufjr. My neighbor across the way would not
sell his inipro\ed strawberry and lettuce land for one tlioiistnid
ilolldi-.s per acre.

I should like to get any information that you think
would be of interest to me, or any literature that is re-
liable.
The best advice I can give Is to get back numbers of (Jlkan

iNcs and read what 1 have written about Florida tor the past
three winters.

What do you think is the best proposition for a man
to make a living at?
Lake Arthur, N. M., Nov. 7. M. C. Swinney.
Cant answer without knowing the man.

POULTRY
Department

By a. I. Root.

IS IT EGGS AND MEAT WE WANT, OR IS IT

FANCY FEATHERS AND A GOOD-
LOOKING CHICKEN?

For years past, the matter has been discuss-
ed in our journals, and thrashed over and
over again on the question, "Are we work-
ing for golden-colored bees, and bees nice to
look at, gentle to handle," etc.? or "Are we
working for bees that gather honey—bees
that 'deliver the goods?' " to use a slang
phrase. Years ago when a man paid a big
price for a queen he sometimes made an aw-
ful kick if she was not nice and yellow, and
a beauty to look at. I have not heard much
of this of late; but I believe bee-keepers gen-
erally have come to the conclusion that it is

the /zonejwe are after rather than good looks.
After we have got the honey, gentle behavior
comes in next; and, last of all, or at least it

ought to be last of all, nice-looking bees.
Well, the same thing comes up with poul-

try. Thirty or forty poultry journals, and
no end of poultry shows, are devoting the
greater part of their time to breeding stock
that scores according to somebody's stand-
ard. I came pretty near saying somebody's
notions. Then prices are fixed on the good
looks—not only $5.00, $10.00, $25.00, $50.00,

$100, but that pullet Peggy, that you have
all read about, is worth $10,000, and her eggs
are selling for $2.00 apiece. All right. Go
ahead if you want to. I prefer the hen or
the strain that lays between 200 and 300
eggs in a year. But you can not put any
very big price on such a hen, for the Maine
station has told us that she is "no good"
for a breeder. If you have her mother in

your possession it is reasonable to suppose
this mother's eggs will give us more pullets
like herself; and I think the tendency goes
that way. If you want a high-priced roos-
ter, get one that is brother to a hen that
makes the big record of eggs, and you are
all right.

In our Sept. 1st issue I told you of a visit

to a Leghorn farm of something like 1500 lay-

ing hens. I said to my young attendant,
"Your father probably buys a high-priced
rooster or two every season, to put in his

breeding-pens, does he not?"
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I was astonished to learn that he did noth-

ing of the kind. They selected their White
Leghorn roosters from some pen in another
part of the farm. Since then Mr. Swift said,

in a conversation with a friend of mine,
something like this:

"For many years I tried buying high-pric-

ed males, not only as a cross, but to get
something better. Well, I wasted a lot of

money year after year. I did not get any a
bit better for the egg business than my own
stock on my own farm. Therefore my son's

statement was true. I stopped buying, not

only high-priced roosters but roosters of any
kind; and I am well satisfied that the males
from a distant part of my farm are just as

good as any thing I can buy."
Now, I can not quite agree with Mr. Swift;

but very likely it is true that the high-priced

fowls that were advertised and shown at the

shows were no better for eggs than those he
had at home; and I am afraid this is true, no
matter how high a price he pays.
Now, there is another piece of "iniquity

"

that crops out right here. Several of the
poultry journals are now coming forward
and declaring that the high-priced fowls
shown at shows and fairs are "doctored."
They pull out undesirable feathers, or paint

them over with something. They wash the

chickens in bluing-water to make a brighter
white, and they are doctored up all over,

just the way old women used to doctor them-
selves up years ago (?) to make believe they
were "young ladies" instead of old ones.

I suppose this doctoring and making fake
fowls is a plan to humbug the judges; and
there has been complaint made sometimes
that the judges have been bribed.

Well, some beginner like myself wants to

start out with a choice strain. Say he wants
to get a start with the very best White Leg-
horns. May be he consents to pay $25 00

for a choice male, and $5.00 apiece for some
choice females to match. Suppose this hon-
est, unsuspecting, innocent man pays out
his hard-earned money and gets some doc-

tored chickens that are no better than he
could have gotten. in his own neighborhood
for, say, a dollar apiece.

Our farming friends have been severely
criticised because the average flock of chick-

ens is of all kinds mixed together. Now,
while he may get a good lot of eggs from
such a mixture I do not believe it is the thing
to do I think he will get more for his eggs
if they are all of one color or as nearly so as
possible; and I am sure he will,get more for

nis "spring chickens" if they are all white
or all black, or whatever the color may be.

I do not believe it is best to mix things up.

Besides, everybody admires a flock of chick-

ens all just alike. I paid Howard L. Davis,

of Philadelphia, $5.00 for a cockerel, and
$1.50 each for three pullets. I have raised

something Hke 200 chickens from eggs from
these three pullets, and I have not seen a
wrong feather so far. All have single combs,
yellow legs, and they are true to type. Now,
it is worth something to find that your stock
has been carefully bred so as to preserve the

White Leghorn type. I have found them
also to be splendid layers; but when I came
to selling my young roosters for the table,
the buyers all object to the Leghorns, espe-
cially if they have been brought up with
unlimited range, even though they have
plenty of food. The Leghorns, while young,
are not the best kind of fowls for the table.

I notice in several of the journals a sugges-
tion that we might make the Leghorns a
little better for a table fowl, and get just as
many eggs, and possibly more, by judicious
crossing with some desirable breed. Now,
all I have written above is only an introduc-
tion to the letter below:
My dear Mr. Root:—I think the inclosed is a very val-

uable article, and I believe Mr. Warren is quite correct
in his statements. I hope you will find it as interest-
ing and instructive as I did, and that you may be able
to experiment a little along these lines, as I myself in-
tend to do as soon as the opportunity offers.
South Berkeley, Cal., Nov. 2. W. H. Pearson.

Below is the clipping alluded to in the
above:

THE GENESIS OF A LAYING STRAIN.

In the April American Poultry Advocate there was a
letter from Mr. F. A. Mason, of Forest Depot, Va., re-
ferring to the excellent work done by a pen of twenty
White Wyandotte pullets purchased from me last De-
cember. The twenty pullets laid 330 eggs, and the ag-
gregate was reduced, so Mr. Mason says, by a snowfall
of 14 inches on a level, which checked production for
a few days. In the communication was an error which
neither Mr. Mason nor Mr. Hunter in his comments on
the letter seems to have noticed. The average per pul-
let for the month of December was given as lOr'? eggs
each; but if the reader will divide 330 by 20 he will find
that the average per pullet was WA eggs for the
month. Naturally I was gratified at the communica-
tion, for the pullets I sold Mr. Mason were not selected
for their great laying qualities, but simply that he
might have a uniform lot.

In what follows I shall have to be more or less per-
sonal; but this article is not intended to be in any
sense an advertisement of my White Wyandottes, for
I have no White Wyandotte stock or eggs to sell.

Referring to an old diary I find that I made my " de-
but " in the poultry world Sept. 27, 1897. Before that I

had been suffering from the hen fever for some time.
My temperature was high, and my pulse far beyond
the normal. On my study-table with my Greek lexi-
con and my commentaries I kept copies of Farm Poul-
try, then edited by Mr. Hunter, which I read persis-
tently and with great profit. No man ever had the
disease in a more virulent form than I. To-day I cross
the street to avoid meeting a "hen crank ;

" but then
hen cranks were my boon companions and friends.
There was a young man in my parish who had a

flock of what he called "White Wyandottes." He
had bred White Leghorns for a number of years; but
wanting a larger bird he had crossed them with White
Wyandotte cockerels. He had done this for two or
three seasons. He offered to sell me the pick of his
pullets for 75 cents each, and I took up with his offer.
One beautiful September evening (how well I remem-
ber it after all these years!) I went down to his house,
and by the light of a lantern we selected twelve pul-
lets. All I knew of a White Wyandotte then was that
they should have white plumage and " double " comb,
and on this basis I made my choice. We put the pul-
lets in three shorts-sacks, and I wheeled them home
and put them in the hen-house. The next day, Sept.
28, I got an egg. Oct. 19 I bought two more pullets,
paying $1.60 for them.
Lay? Well, you never saw any thing like it. Those

pullets were wonders. They laid in season and out of
season, early and late. Let me give you their record
for one week in November, 1897 — a week so cold that,
according to my diary, the water-pipes in my kitchen
froze up and burst: 10. 8, 7, 11, 6, 9, 12—total. 63. From
Oct. 1, 1897, to Oct. 1, 1898, they laid 2999 eggs— a total
of a little more than 214 eggs apiece.

I did not reali/o what a gold-mine I had stumbled
upon, what a trc i' ure I had accidentally found, and so
I came very nea, Destroying a wonderful strain. In a
short time the fever took a turn. I ran down to Bos-
ton to the great poulty show and saw the kings and
queens of poultrydom. When I came back, my faith-.
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ful pullets, which were laying to beat the band, didn't
look so good to me as they did before. I wanted
somethinar more aristocratic. And then I went to
work and did somelhinu- that men have been doing
from time immemorial — subordinated merit to good
looks. I began to send away to noted breeders for
high-priced cockerels to " improve " my strain. I im-
proved it with a vengeance. In three years I had in
my yards some beautiful birds, so far as feathers and
shape were concerned, but they were just ordinary
layers. And then two great truths began to filter into
my consciousness: 1. The hen that is swift to lay is

better than the mighty; and the hen that filled the egg-
basket is greater than the one that taketh the blue rib-
bon in the city. 2. The reason why my pullets were
such phenomenal layers was because of the strong in-
fusion of Leghorn blood, amounting to not less than
25 per cent. And then I went to work laboriously and
painfully to build up what I had ignorantly destroyed.
And now I give you the great "secret," which is

worth dollars to every reader of this paper, but for
which I do not charge a cent — cro4i-/frW(2:a//on. Se-
lection and cross-fertilization are the two methods by
which Luther Burbank, the " plant wizard," produces
his wonderful creations. One of these methods has
been tried in poultry-keeping, but not with perfectly
satisfactory results. Look at the Maine experiment
station, where the theory of selection has come to such
melancholy wreck. After nine years of trap-nesting
and breeding from best layers, the station is obliged
to confess that the average egg-yield per hen is not so
great as when they started. Selection must be supple-
mented by cross-fertilization to produce the 200-egg
hen.

It is a theory of mine that there is a certain maxi-
mum egg-production for each breed, and when you
exceed this you sacrifice some of the qualities that are
characteristic of the breed. In other words, you be-
gin to create a new breed. It is because the qualities
inherent in a breed are so much more persistent than
the acquired qualities that it is so difficult to improve
a breed by selection.

Let me illustrate from another field. All the read-
ers of the Advocate have doubtless seen the Percheron
horse, that noble animal that we have imported into
this country to improve the size and strength of our
draft horses. The Percheron is an ideal draft horse,
but no one would select him for a driving horse. On
the road he could, perhaps, make three to four miles
an hour. Now, it is entirely possible that, by careful
selection in breeding, the spt ed of the Percheron
could be considerably increased; but it could not be
increased without sacrificing some of the grand qual-
ities which he now possesses. Size would have to be
reduced, shape altered, the gait changed. The Per-
cheron as we know him now would be gone. In his
place would bean animal that is neither one thing nor
the other— neither a draft horse nor a trotter. Selec-
tion will do great things; but selection carried beyond
a given point defeats itself and fails.

The characteristic equine product of the United
States is the trotting hor e. Here we beat the world.
The progenitor of the American trotter was the famous
Messenger, who was landed in Philadelphia in 178S.

Ever since that time, whenever we have found a trot-
ting horse of established pedigree we have found that
one or more of the blood lines ran back to this great
fountain head; and the more Messenger strains there
are in a pedigree the greater is its esteemed value. It

may be laid down as an axiom that there is no great
trotter without the Messenger blood.
The distinctive egg strain is the Leghorn. Every-

body admits that. We may not like the Leghorn — its

small size, its wildness, its incessant movement — but
we all concede that when it comes to filling the egg-
basket the Leghorn has no superior. Now, it would
seem to follow that an infusion of Leghorn blood
would be of great benefit in building up an egg-pro-
ducing strain^

What advantages have I secured by the introduction
of a small percentage of Leghorn blood into my White
Wyandottes? First, early maturity. The infusion of
Leghorn blood accelerates maturity. It makes a great
difference in the egg-output for the year whether a
hen begins to lay in November or not until March.
The twelve hens that comprised my original flock laid
the first week in October, 1897, 14 eggs as follows: 1, 3,

1, 2. 4, 1, 3. And the last week of September, 1898, the
fourteen hens laid 57 eggs : 7, 7, 7, 10, 6, 8, 12. There
was no perceptible slackening in gait until well into
October. Here was a steady pull of a year or more,
and it is no wonder the egg-yield was phenomenal.
The second advantage is the weakening of the desire

for incubation. Leghorns are " non-sitters." This is

not literally true, but it approximates the truth. These
periodical fits of broodiness greatly reduce the work-
ing time of the large hens.
Third, greater activity. The Leghorns are never

still except when in the nest or roost. This means
that they do not take on fat like other breeds. The
tendency of the larger breeds is to become too fat for
egg-production. A little Leghorn blood counteracts
this tendency.
The two varieties that would seem to offer the great-

est possibilities in the way of cross-fertilization are
White Wyandottes and White Plymouth Rocks, for
they may be crossed without detriment to comb or
color. The variety that I have experimented with has
been the While Wyandottes, crossing with Rose Comb
White Leghorns; but the White Plymouth Rocks would
respond equally well. The percentage of Leghorn
blood that can be introduced without destroying the
Wyandotte or Rock type is about Vl^i per cent, or the
grandson of a Leghorn male mated to pullets of the
chosen variety.
In closing I quote from a letter which has come with-

in a few days, which shows how persistent is the egg-
laying habit in my hens, and how they give good ac-
counts of themselves in other hands than mine. It is

from the Rev. George E. Lake, of Chelsea, Vt., dated
July 23, 1909:

Bro. H'arrrii :- You may have given up all Intrrest in the
old ' hobby," but I still have some ot the same breed of heus
that 1 got from you some some lour yearf ago. 1 still have a
little pen ot them; and the other day (or days) they laid an
egg apiece for two days; and one day since, they laid an egg
apieoe. They have been laying for nine months. They have
not sat. They are still working. I call that good.

Atkinson, N. H. Edgar Warren.
I feel so well convinced that the above ar-

ticle is along the line of truth, and some-
thing very valuable, that I have about decid-
ed to get a White Wyandotte male to put
with my strain of White Leghorns down in
Florida. In due time I hope to be able to
make a report.

SORTING OUT FERTILE EGGS BEFORE THEY GO INTO
THE INCUBATOR.

I have read your articles about egg-hatching, and
how to tell when the eggs are fertile; but I have not
noticed an idea that I have used with good success.
Before " planting " the eggs under biddy I take each

one, either by strong lamplight or sunshine, and by
holding the egg in one hand and forming a shade over
the large end of yie egg with the other hand I can see
whether it shows fertility or not. If it does, you will
see a dark spot, nearly as large as a dime; if not, or if

it is a very weak germ, you will see nothing. This
spot lies a little to one side of the center of the large
end of the egg. By turning it in the hand one can soon
learn to detect this place. Of course, not every egg
will hatch, as sometimes the chick can not get out of
the shell, or dies before the hatching time; but the
greater per cent always hatch.
Should all drones be destroyed, keeping only those

desired for breeding purposes? Of what good are
drones to a colony besides fertilizing queens?
Lamberton, Minn., Aug. 20. Nellie E. SCHUCK.

My good friend, I feel sure you are mak-
ing a mistake. The Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D. C, has issued a bulle-
tin declaring that the germ is microscopic,
and can not possibly be seen through the
shell of the egg until it has made a start of
three or four days. A Mrs. White, of Mis-
souri, has been selling as a secret what you
describe— $1.00 for the secret and 50 cents
more for a poor cheap egg-tester such as
Montgomery Ward & Co. offer for only 10
cents. I sent the money, and made a trial

with both sitting hens and an incubator; and
then I kept careful count of the fertile eggs
and the unfertile. I feel sure the process
you describe tells us nothing at all; and yet
this woman is at the very present time tak-
ing a dollar for what she calls a secret, and
she does not even throw in her poor cheap
egg-tester. She may be honest in thinking
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she has something; but the poultiy journals
that accept her advertising ought to know
better.

In regard to the drones, while it has been
suggested that they may be of some value in

keeping up the temperature at certain sea-

sons, I believe it is generally agreed that all

drones should be destroyed just as soon as

their presence is made known, when they
are not wanted to mate with queens.

A BIG BROAD-SHOULDERED BROTHER WHO HAS JUST
FOUND THE "PEARL OF GREAT PRICE."

Friend Root.—I am taking the liberty of writing you
a few lines; and I think that, after you have read all

this, you will excuse me for taking up your time with
it. I am 31 years old, 6 ft. 4 in. in height, and broad
accordingly. Through the evil example of others, and
the influence of bad companions (I am sometimes com-
pelled to work in a pretty rough crowd, thrashing, etc.,

and probably have also a natural inclination to be bad i

,

I have been engulfed in the mire and slough of despond
till I have wished I were dead, and this life seemed to

me a living death, a hell on earth, or almost that. I

thank the Lord, however, I have been rescued through
a revival here in the little back-country Baptist church
—a wonderful revival, and lots of converts for the size

of the community. Seemingly the good people who
are not converted, but moral in every way (except ac-
knowledging their duty to their Lord), have been far
harder to convert than hardened sinners like me. I

am very well acquainted with you through your talks
in Gleanings, which I always read the first thing in
the paper. You have helped me, and I believe you
will be glad to hear from me and forgive my taking
up your time. I feel so thankful, I would far rather be
dead than back in the old way. I am not married; live

at home with my parents, wlio are church members.
I have an apiary of i:55 colonies or so at present, and
have noticed you tell about the buckwheat country in
York State; but it is not here, and I can't find where it

is exactly—that is, where you mention it in the ABC
book. I should like to know, as some time I may want
a home of my own, as I have always worked hard,
and saved quite a figure toward that ambition. I want
to get in the best bee location I possibly can.
May the Lord bless you, and let you live long to con-

tinue your good work in Gleanings, and remember
me in your prayers. Leroy Lloyd.
Rathbone, N. Y.. Oct. 23.

Dear brother, I always have time to listen

to any one like yourself who has groped his

way through darkness out into the light of

the gospel of Christ Jesus. You have made
a start all right; but your old friend A. I.

Root will tell you to hunt up some good Chris-

tian wom.an—that is, if you have not done it

already—and start a Christian home. My
son Ernest has been through the York State
buckwheat-fields much more than I have,
and he says the localities where buckwheat
is grown so largely are pretty well over-
stocked already. Don't you believe you
can start buckwheat-growing where you are?
Many thanks for your kind words; and may
you never be turned back or get out of the
straight and narrow path.

SOME suggestions IN REGARD TO ETERNAL PUNISH-
MENT, ETC.

A. I. Root.—I have just received Gleanings for
Sept. 1, and have read nearly all of it, especially Our
Homes; and in closing I notice that you say you would
rather have the advice of a common every-day person
who has good common sense than the opinions of the
learned divines. Upon this ground I address you, as I

have not seen a schoolroom since 12 years of age ex-
cept the outside.

I want to congratulate you for the statement on page
549 in regard to eternal punishment. You say " un-
wise, and perhaps not exactly orthodox;" but you
spoke the truth as you believe it, and that is wise, and
nof unwise, even if it is not orthodox.

I want to throw a little light upon that subject as I

believe it. 1. Whoiseternal? God, the eternal Father.
2. Who is everlasting? God, the eternal Father. Now,
suppose that we substitute the word God for " eternal"
and "everlasting." What a different meaning it

would have ! Is the punishment eternal and everlast-
ing? Yes. But not to the individual.
We have our penitentaries and prisons—yes, and

they stay there from, year to year; and places of con-
finement have existed since tlie creation; and persons
all down the stream of time, who have broken man-
made laws and the laws of God have been incarcerated
therein; and when they have paid the penalty they
have been released; but the prison-tiouse is eternal,
but the punishment is not eternal, hence the differ-
ence. Henry J. Walk.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 27, 1909.

My good brother, I shall have to correct
your quotation a little in your opening sen-
tence. As you have it, it might look as if I

had but little faith in a theological education.
What I said on page 550, Sept. 1, is as fol-

lows :

I have a feeling, in closing, that, as I have not studied
theology, I am out of my beat ; but I have many times
thought I would rather have the advice of a common
every-day person who has good sound common sense
than some of the opinions of the learned doctors of
divinity.

You will notice the expression in the second
line, "many times," and also the word some
in the next to the last line. God knows I

have had abundant reason to have great faith

in our schools and colleges, and especially
our theological schools. In fact, I have re-

ceived great benefit from each and every
pastor who has filled the pulpit in our church;
and although I never went to college inyself,

I have had very great cause indeed to thank
God that I was able to send all of our sons
and daughters to get more or less of an edu-
cation. Our two boys have helped me and
prompted me, and are doing it even yet,

just because they received an educational
training that I did not have. Many thanks
for your suggestions, notwithstanding.

WONDERBERRIES in ILLINOIS.

Last spring I sent to John Lewis Childs for a packet
of the wonderberry. I planted the seeds in the house
and got some nice big strong plants. I then put them
in the garden and took good care of them. This is

what I got: Berries all the time, some green some ripe,

but never enough ripe ones at one time to fill a teacup
half full. Now, I don't think they are exactly like any
thing we have around here; but are so near like the
berries that grow in the cornfields that I would just as
soon have some of them. J. S. KENDALL.
Chimung, 111., Oct. 8.

WONDERFUL "WONDERBERRY," ETC.

I am sending you under separate cover a sample of

the wonderful " wonderberry," and you will find also
a slip of the belladonna weed. There is not a great
lot of difference. Mother thinks it the same that the
Iowa Seed Co. put out years ago by the name of Ne-
braska stubblcberry.
As to those advertisements, keep right after

them and I will help you where I can. If you are a
reader of Collier's Weekly you have seen how they are
getting after them in good shape. A. J. Breckel.
W. Toledo, Ohio, Aug. 23.

A CORRECTION.
On p. 788 the senior editor meant to say his fenced

acre cost $150 instead of $1.50.
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How To Raise Them? That's the question!
Nearly every person can hatcli chicks with hens or an incubator, but

very few can raise the chicks. Very few know how to get them through
the clilcu period to the dollar brinorlug; time. Very few know
how to make money by raising p ultry. But tbere Is big: money in

poultry and we can tell you how to get your share.

it CHICK CULTURE"
Dr. A. A. Brigham, the acknowle<ige<l poultry authority, has written a

wonderful book, entitled, "Chick Culture." It covers everything from
t'le egg to the mature fowl. It tells among other things how to hatcli
chicks successfully; how to quickly develo • them; what to feed them and
how to feed ; how to construct serviceable, inexpensive houses and furni.'^h

them at ittle cost. It is plainly written, easily understood. It is full of
practical poultry kiio-wledtrf' from cover to cover.
Invaluable to any one who will follow its pra' tical teachings. A full size

book which thoroughly covers the subject of chick culture from beginning
to end.

BIG SPECIAL OFFER
$1.75 and "Chick Culture" For $1.00

POULTRY HUSBANDRY '^ a load'ng poultrj' monthly magazine,
edited iiv men well known to thi> profession, and contributed to by leading ex-
perts. It is always well-printed and profusely illustrated. A year's subscription is

50 cents.

FARM PRFSS is published monthly, 160,000 copies and edited for the
farmers all over AnuMioa. Every farmer, big or little, >hould read Farm Press. Its

many departments make it interesting to every one on the farm. One year, 25c.

GREEN'S FRUIT GROWER, a high grade monthly magazine for the
fruit growing farmer ami his family. Owned and edited by Charles A. Green, one of
the greatest Horticulturists of the day. One year, 50c.

VICK'S MAGAZINE, for over 3n years has been recognized as one of the
leading family journals. It Koes to over 100,000 homes every month. Every issue
is a special number and its several departments are always of interest to' every
member of the arm family. It especially appeals to the women and young folks.
One year, 50c.

"chick CU LTU RE", the great poultry book, needs to be seen to be fully
appreciated by the jwultrymaii who needs help and advice with his chickens. It

covers poultry raising from A to Z. Its information is clearly toll and logically
arranged so as to be easily found. "Chick Culture" is worth a gold dollar to every
poultry raiser, even if he has only a very small flock.

Dr. Brlgbam.

All for

Only

^$1.00

Order

Today

SPECIAL NOTICE
An arrangement has been made which admits of the above liberal offer being made the readers of

this publication. It means that you will receive for the low price of $1.00, one of the very best poul-
try papers in the country, a high grade farm paper, a horticultural, and a home magazine, all for one
full year, and a copy of Dr. Brigham's book "Chick Culture." This is one of the most liberal offers
ever made. Take advantage of it now. Send remittance of JI.OO in any convenient way to

^ Hawkins Publishing Company, Dept. B Waterville, N. Y.
p. S. The above special offer is open to our old suliscribers to Poultry Ht'sb.\ndrv as well as new

ones. Send us your order at once and we'll advance j-our subscription one year.
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An lllus'ratl"n fr-rti our "Rook cf Plans'

A niiKlcrn U|i-t<i-diito hnrn, one <if
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mny illustrated and fully
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Bunding Material

Greatest Offer

EVER PUBLISHED!
FREE BUILDING HOUSE AND BARN PLANS!

Til*' ( hirajTO Hotise AVreckiiisr <J<>. Is the most wonderful
Institution in the world. We otTci- yon nn opportunity to make an
iMiormoUB savinfj in the purchase of l)iiildinK material and supplies
of tvery kind. Head our new VMY.) olTcr carefully. It is something
that every man with an Immediate oi' pr-ospective building idea must
carefully consider. We say that, quality considerc^d. we can under-
sell any concern in existence on any lumber oi- building material
needed for construction of any house or building.

100,000,000 Feet

of New Lumber at

We piirrliaHe<l <llrprt from the Mills, at varioiis Forced .Sales,

thousands of carloads of high-grade, first-class, brand new Lumhier.
We bought it at sacrifice prices and we are offering it for sale at a
reasonable margin of profit. This is an opportunity of a lifetime to
buy the ff'j/ I'tft Lumber manufactured at prices less than the
dealeror jobbercan. ordinarily buy it for.

As to <i\iality, rest assured nothing better is manufactured.
Don't listen to what unscrupulous d»'aleis may tell you. Our ma-
terial is guaranteed to be clean, new. fresh lumber— not wrecked
material in any sense of the woi-d — just as gof>d as you can buy any-
where and it Is sold under a positife, binding guarantee UiatproU'cta
yuu absolutely.
We don't ask for money in advance. You can buy it

without sending one cent of money W'ith your order. All we require
is a guarantee as to your responsibility. Money refun«le<l if
material is contrary to our representJition. \\e have a
capit;il stock and suiplus of over $1.(XX).(HJ0.(XI. We refer you to any
bank or banki-r anywhere. Or yo\i can write direct to the Clreat
Ptoek Yards Hank. The Drovers Deposit Naiioy-al Bank of Chicago.

S630 Buys all the Material to
Build This Housel

THIS IS AN EXACT PHOTOGRAPH OF OUR WONDERFUL $650 HOME
That means we will furnish y..u all th.- LunilM-rand Building
Material needed t.i construrt it. Write f..r our "Br.i.k of
Plans," which gives details showing exactly which material
is furnished. Mention Design "J Ft;.' This is only one ol
many olher designs shown in our grand "B.H.k of Plans."

NOTE THE PRICES!

RedCedarShlngles$3
White Pine L'th
No. 1 .^2-in 1.

Poof Sheathintr 14.
2x6 12 ft J.S.

4-in. White Pine
Lap Siding-. 16.

•<-in. Flooring. . 16.

Pt. Sh'thg L'th 16.

Hencing, 6-in . IS.

2x6 22 ft 1Q
Ceiling, \x4-in 14.

2xN-lS ft 1<>

Drop Siding-. .. . 16,

2x10 12 ft IK
2x12 20ft 1<^

Barn Boards 10
Cl'r '+ S. Llorg 30
^ e Tw P'pr Sid. KS

per th. and.
I irl..ad »hi|uu.nt» ..nly, K
B Cliicag... f..r 3n days on
All inat«.Tial guanint<.'ed ur

Send €/s Your Lumber Bill

for Our EsilmateF

•"We urge you to send us your carpenter's bill for o\ir estimate.

Have him make up a list of eveiy single item you will need and send
It to us. We guaranU-e to go over it carefully and itemize it fully

and to send you a clear concise statement of just what we will furnish
and the piices will be so low as to secure your Older. You can in-

clude in your list f)f material everything needed; that means even
plumbing and heating material, furniture, rugs, etc.

FREIGHT PREPAID OFFER
•" We make our quotations Freight Prepaid. That means delivered

free of all charges to your railroad shipping point. No trouble with
the Itail road Companies foi- you. We assume every posHible
riKk . We guarantee Kife. sound and prompt delivery and if any
material reaches destin.'ition damaged, we make good at once and
assume all your claims against the Itailroad Co.

NOTE THE PRICES!

Barn Sash ... .

Storm Sash- ..

Stall Sash ..

Hot Bed Sash
Windows
Panel Doors .

.

$ 0.36
.70

. .21
• 1.S5

.50

.80
Window Frames 1.25
Door Frames... .50
Base Angles .02
Corner Blocks.. .02
Base Blocks.. .. .03 '2
Stair Raits 07
Porch Balusters .05
Porch Wail 03
Cottage Wind's. 3.52
Porch Columns. .65
Blinds 66
Porch Brackets .06
H'dw'd Mantels 5.00
'Prices are subject t.. quick
accej)t-ince, and all material
{;uarant.-.<i l.rand new, stand-
ard fc'ra.l- and quality.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKIKG CO.

688 CHICAGO

Send m- fr f all c.-X y.nr Wonderful
Catah.g and Building OfTtr, xn advertised.

1 saw your advertisement in GLEANINGS.

Name
Town
County SUto
R. F. D. No

Send fof Our Froe Oatalog Nom 688
W.. puhlish a hook of s-'Uif 500 pages, containing a general rec^-rd of our goods and show-

iuK Tuillious of dollars w..rth of ni.-reliandis.- secured liy us at Sheriffs' Salis. Receivers- Sales

and .Manufacturers' Sales. It lists Building Mat.-rial and Supplies, Machinery, R.,oHng and Wire,
Structural Matirrial, Hanlwar,- of all kinds, Furniture and Oflice Fixtures, Belting and Rub-
N-r Hose, Plumbing and Heating Apparatus, Pipe, Valves and Fittings, Wire and Manila Rope,
Electrical Apparatus, Safes and Vault Di-K>r8, Tanks, etc., etc.

In addition to this General Catalog we ptrblish a "nook of Plans," It shows illustra-

tif»n8 of modem h*»uses and liarns; gives illustrations fn>ni life as well as floor plans; it ex-

plains our unique offer U- furnish all material needed U) construct any buildings shown in our
b>«.k. y^ou can get a comjdete set of plans, specifications and hill of niat^'rial for $2.00,
Or, furnished free with your order. We also publish a Furniture Catalog showing hands..nie

designs in Household (i....<l9. Furniture and Office Supplies. Writ* us y..nr wants We can
sav y.in lie nion.y. We illustrate rugs, carpets and linoleum in exact colors Ask for Cata-
log No. fM. Wc have an iinm.nse stock ..f I in

p

ort.d Oriental Kugs- Writ.' for pric.-s.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CoTaSth & Iron Streets, CHICAGO
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as neatly as

possib e, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
l.":s otherwise s'ated, this is the price at which sales are being
m id,? by commission merchants or by p oducers direct to ihe retail

m-r^hant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

us'ial commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

ag • by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are uju-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Indianapolis.—As a rule, the honey market is dull during
December; but the demand is holding up remarkably well this

season. Producers are not now offering honey freely; and while
wholesale houses are w^ll stocked, the indications are that hon-
ey will be scarce before the arrival of thf new crop. Some fan-

cy white comb is being offered by producers at 12 ^; No. 1 white
at 12; white clover, extracted, in 5-gallon cans, at 7. Some am-
ber honey is being offered, but the demand is so slight that the

prices are irregular. Beeswax is steady at 28 cts. cash, or 30 in

exchange for merchandise.
Dec. 15. Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis.

Kansas City.—We quote extracted honey as follows: Fancy
white in 24-section no-drip flat cases, $3.00 per case; No. 1, from
$2.75 to $2 90; No. 2, $2.50. Extracted No. 1 white, in 60-lb.

cans, 8 cts. per lb.; amber, 7/4. Our market is well supplied at

present with both comb and extractfd honey. While there is a

fairly good movement of honey, there is enough to supply the de-

mand for some time to come. Beeswax is in demand at 25 to

28. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
Dec. 24. Kansas City, Mo.

Zanesvillb.—The fact that money is being spent in other
channels now immediately before Christmas has made the de-

mand for honey abnormally light. For fancy to No. 1 white
comb the jobbing trade are offering 13 to 14 delivered, and 8 for

the best grade of extracted. There is not much change in the

wholesale market. For good clean beeswax I offer 29 cts. cash
or 30 in exchange for bee-supplies. E. W. Pkirce,

Dec. 19. Zanesville, O.

San Francisco.—There is no stock of water-white honey,
either comb or extracted, on this market, and the white grade is

moving fairly well at prices formerly quoted. Prices are still

maintained on the lower grades, but they are moving off very
slowly. We quote white comb at 15; whif extracted, 7 to 8;

light amber, b)4 to 7; dark amber, 4% to 5M; candied, 4% to

5y2.—PadJic Rural Press, Dec. 19.

Cincinnati.—With the close of the year the demand for both
comb and extracted honey is very quiet, for all buyers wish to

rid themselves of their stock to begin anew when business opens
up again. Our prospects for the future are b.ig.Tt, and we look
forward to a marked increase over the past four or live months'
business. Amber extracted honey is selling by the barrel at

from b% to 6^, according to quality and quantity purchased.
Extracted white-clover honey sells at 8. Fancy comb honey is

moving freely at 14 to 14/-2. We can use quite a lot of that ar-

ticle; and if any one has some to dispose of, he will find us buy-
ers. For good to choice yellow beeswax we are paying 27 to 28
delivered here. The Fred W. Muth Co.,

Dec. 22. Cincinnati, O.

New Yokk.—The demand for comb honey is only fair, and
that only for fancy and No. 1 white. Low grades are dragging,
and the demand for these, even at low figures, is next to nothing.
While we have no overstock of No. 1 and fancy white, we can
not encourage shipments of mixed or off grades. If the demand
for white honey will continue fairly good duiing the next four
months we do not think that there will be any carried over so far

as our market is concerned, unless some shipments should arrive

from the West, where, as we understand, th-re are large quanti-
ties held back. Extracted honey is in fair demand with suffi-

cient sufficient supply. We quote California white sage at 9 to

954; light amber, 8 to 854; amber, 7 to 754. Southern and other
grades, in barrels, 60 to 75 cts. per gallon, according to quality.

Beeswax is quiet at 28 to 29.

New York, Dec. 21. Hildreth & Sehblken.

St. Louis.—The honey trade during the last few months has
been dragging, and the little that was sold changed hands at low
rates. Stocks are not large, but somewhat in excess of the lim-
ited demand. We quote fancy white comb honey at 12 to 1254;
choice amber, 11 to 12; dark amber, 9 to 10. Broken or leaking
honey sells at considerably less. Choice amber honey, in bar-

rels and half-barrels, sells at 554 to 6; in five-gallon cans, 6 to

654. Dark and inferior grades are entirely neglected, and would
sell at considerably less. Beeswax sells at 29 cts. for choice
pure; all impure and inferior, less.

St. Louis, Dec" 21. R. Hartmann Produce Co.

Buffalo.—The honey market is about as dull as I ever saw
it. No one seems to want honey. There may be a litfle de-

mand after New Year's day. We quote No. 1 to fancy white-
clover comb at 14 to 15; No. 2 ditto, 10 to 12; No. 1 buckwheat.
11 to 12; No. 2 ditto, 9 to 10; while extracted, 8 to 9; dark, 654

to 7; white honey in jelly-tumblers, 85 to 90 cts. per dozen.
Beeswax, 28 to 30. W. C. Townsend,

Dec. 21. Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago.—The past two weeks trade in comb honey has

eased off considerably, but we look for a reaction after the first

of the year, as a good many of the stores and jobbers are reducing

their stocks as much as possible for the inventory period. The
Chicago market is amply supplied with comb honey, but there

seems to be a shortage of white-clover and basswood extracted.

Demand for these is quite active at the present time. We quote

extra fancy white comb honey at 14 to 1454; fancy and No. 1

white, 13 to 14; No. 2 white anc light amber, 11 to 1254; oih^r

inferior grades at correspondingly low prices. White-clover and
basswood extracted, in 60-lb. cans, two to the case, 754 to 8; in

barrels, 54 ct. per lb. less. Bright pure beeswax, 30 to 32.

Chicago, Dec. 22. S. T. Fish & Co.

Liverpool.—The market for all descriptions of honey is very

firm, and stocks are still small. Chilian, 454 to bVi cts.; Peru-

vian, 35^3 to 45^; California, 854 to 1054; Jamaican, 4 to 5; Hai-

tian, 5 to 7. Beeswax—African, 265i to 2(; American, 3o to

33; West Indian, 29 to 32; Chilian, 30 to 36; Peruvian, 33; Ja-

maican, 34 to 35. Taylor & Co.,

Dec. 16. 7 Tithebarn St.

Elkin.— Comparatively little honey is on the market. It ap-

pears that this year's crop is about all exhausted. White section

honey sells at 25; sourwood chunk honey, 16 to 17; red or daik

honey, none offered at present. This town has about IsOO in-

habitants, and 1 have sold 3500 lbs. this fall; and while I am en-

tirely out, orders are coming for more sourwood honey. There
was a fine crop of honey in this section this year. Beeswax is

firm at 26. G. F. Jones,
Dec. 14. Elkin, N. C.

See next page for balance of Honey Market reports.

If your honey crop is short, and you need something fine

to supply }our customers, write to us, for we have it.

FINEST Water-White Mountain-sage Honey (extracted),

BEST Wliite-clover Honey (extracted).

WATER-WHITE Sweet-clover Honey (extracted).

A!m) Fancy Comb Honey. WRITE US FOR PRICES.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY

C All in

crates

of two

60-lb.

cans.

51 WALNUT STREET
THE BUSY BEE-MEN

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,

Washingrton Blvd. & Mwvaa St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Honey Matket Reports continued from page J.

Toledo.—The niirket on comb honey at this season of the

year is rather qoiet: and owing to the good demand that we have
had for the last two or three months dealers seem to be well filled

up, and do not wish to add to their stock until aft<r the first of the

year. We are quoting strictly fancy white-clover comb honey at

15 to 15^; No. 1, 1454 to 15. We have no No 2 to ofTer, but it

would bring, perhaps. 54 ct. per lb. less. Extracted white-clover

hon»y would bring 754 to 8 in small lots. California I'ght am-
ber, bl4 to 7 in small lots. Good yellow beeswax is bringing 28

to 30 in trade. The abuve are our selling prices, and not what
we pay. The Griggs & Nichols Co.,

Dec. 22. Toledo, O.

New York.—The ma'ket is pretty well stocked wrth comb
hooey; but the demand for clover comb honey is very slow and
ansatisfaciory, presumably on account of the scarcity of money,
which has not as yet adjusted itself since the financial trouble of

last fall. Extracted honey has been in better demand up to

about three weeks ago for manufacturing purposes, but is now
slow, with stock fairly well cleaned up. Buckwheat, comb and
extracted, is not as plentiful as clover, with demand f,iir and
Slock diminished. California is not very plenlifiil, particularly

white. Considerable Southe n honey is rfTered. We quote ex-

tracted clover at 754 to 8; amber ditto, 65* to 7; buckwheat, 654

to 7; fancy while comb honey, 13 to 15; No. 1 ditto, 12 to 14;

No 2 ditto, 10 to 12; buckwheat, 9 to 12. Beeswax, 28 to 31.

Chas. Israel & Bkothbrs,
Dec. 23. New York

Schenectady.—Our market is now very quiet, as is usually

the case durirg the holiday season. We have some call lor ex-
tracted buckwheat in 60-lb. cans and IcO-lb. kegs. There is no
change in prices from last quotation.

Chas. Mcculloch,
Dec. 21. Schenectady, N. Y.

St. Paul.— Receipts of honey are very light; demand moder-
ate and prices steady. The prices below represent those obtained
lot shipment in small lots. Fancy white-clover and basswood,
new, 13 to 14; buckwheat. 10 to 1254; extracted, in 60-lb. cans,
7 to S.—Btjrd ,f Trade Bulletin, Dec. 21.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

HONEY
Light amber, good flavor, 854c lb.; bbls., 754 to 8c lb. Samplo,10c.

No. 1 comb honey, $3.60 case. Catalog of apiarian supplies f ee.

1. J. STRINCHAM, 1 05 PARK PL., NEW YORK CITY

CHAS. ISRAEL 6l BROS.
486-490 CANAL ST., NEW YORK

WHOLESALE DEALERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS IN

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc

Consignments Solicited Established 1875

Albany.—We have to quote a nominal honey market now.
Stocks are not large, but the demand is light and the general

quality not fine. We quote extra white clean comb, 15; No. 1,

14; mixed, 11 to 13; buckwheat, extra, 12; medium, 10 to 11.

The demand lor extracted is belter at present ihan for comb. We
quote white clover at 8 to 8/4; mixed, 7 to 7^; buckwheat, 7.

Beeswax, 30 to 3J—receipts light.

Dec. 23. H. R. Wright, Albany.

Boston.—White fancy comb honey, 15; No. 1 ditto. 14;

No. 2, 11. White extracted, 9; light-amber, ditto, 8; amber, 7.

Beeswax, 30. Blakk-Lee Co.,

Dec. 21. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

New York.—Honey is slow sale at present. Fancy comb,
14 to 15; No. 1, 12 to 13, with little dem;ind; buckwheat, 11 to

12; extracted, white, 8 to 8/4; light amber, 7 to 8, plenty; buck-

wheat, 6 to6/4. Beeswax, 30. I.J Stringh^m,
Dec. 23. New Yoik.

Columbus.—The honey market is dull. We quote fancy

white comb at 13; No. 1, 12; No. 2, U; amber. 1054 to 11.

Evans *; Turner,
Dec. 28. Columbus, O.

Los Angeles.—Stocks of California honey are now exceed-

ingly well cleaned up. The demand, however, is now very

light. We quo'.e to-day's market on extracted as follows: Alf.il-

fa, light amber, 55i; sage, light amber, 6; sage, wnite, 7. Comb
honey, only in small supp'y for local use.

Hamilton & Menderson,
Dec. 24. Los Angeles, Cal.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is very quiet.

Some sales are being made at 14 for No. 1 white honey, but the

demand is not brisk. White-clover extracted honey is selling at

8 CIS. in cans; sage, 9; amber honey in barrels. 6. Beeswax is

slow at 32. C. H. W. Weber,
Dec. 28. Cincinnati, O.

A B C ^^ X Y Z of Bee Culture
Published by The A. I. Root Co.

A big book of 536 laige double-column pages telling all about bees

from A to Z. Cheap at the price, $1.50 postpaid to any address.

THE A. 1. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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Gleanings In Bee Culture
Established

1873.

CircaUtioD
32,000.

11 pages.

Si-mi-

monthly.

Devoted to Bees, Honey, and Home Interests.

Published by The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Oaio.

J. T Calvbrt, Business Manager.

$1 per year.

When paid

in advance:

2 years, $1.50.

3 years, $2.00.

5 years, $3.00.

POSTAGE IS PREPAID by the publishers for all sub-

scriptions in the United States, Hawaiian Islands, Philip-

pine Islands, Guam, Pono Rico, Tutuila, Samoa, Shanghai,

Canal Zone, Cuba, and Mexico. Canadian postage is 30c

per year. For all other countries in the Postal Union add

60 cents per year postage.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS. When a change of address

is ordered, both the new and the old address must be given.

The notice should be sent two weeks before the change is

to take effect.

DISCONTINUANCES. We give notice just before ex-

piration and further notice if the first is not heeded, before

discontinuing. Subscribers are urged to renew promptly

in order to avoid interruption in receipt of Gleanings,
or if unable to make payment at once, to advise us
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order to continue. Any one wishing his subscription dis-

continued should so advise us upon receipt of expiration

notice and he will not be annoyed by further notices.

HOW TO REMIT. Remittances should be sent by
Draft on New York, Express-order or Money-order, payable

to order of The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio. Cur-

rency should be sent by Registered Letter.

AGENTS. Representatives are wanted in every city

and town in the country. A liberal commission will be

paid to such as engage with us. References required.

Foreign Subscription Agents.
Foreign tubscribers can save time and annoyance by

placing their orders for Gleanings with any of the fol-

lowing authorized agents, at the piices shown:

PARIS, FRANCE. E. Bondonneau, 142 Faubourg
St. Denis. Per year, postpaid, 1% fr.
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.
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This offer is not applicable in Canada or foreign countries.

HOME QUARTETTE
Four Magazines One Year for $1.50

REGULAR PRICE

PICTORIAL REVIEW (monthly) one year . . $1.00
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A monthly beautifully illustrated. .A lew of the many departments and
features: Home Care for Common Ills; Marketing for the Month; Kitih-n
Mep-savers; Labor-saving Suggestions; House-building Plans; Millinery

Lessons; Flower Gardens. Special Articles: Newest Fashions; Styles for

Children; Home Dressmaking Lessons; Recipes; Home Furnishing; Enter-

taining and Etiquette; How to Earn Money at Home, etc.

A monthly; an ideal publication for women and the home. A thoroughly

practical household magazine, and treats of every subject of interest to

women. Clean and wholesome, elevating in tone, and entirely free from

sensationalism. An up-to-date dressmaking and pattern department,

A monthly devoted to all kinds of needlework. Recognized as the leading

fancy-work magazine of America, the authority on all kinds of embroidery,
knitting, crochet, lace, costumes, lingerie, and home decoration. Gives

practical patterns and instructions in all kinds of needlework.

A semi-monthly. The leading bee-magaz:ne of the world. A glance at

its pages will convince any bee-keeper that !t is a magazine he can not

afford to be withcut. The information it gives on all questions relating to

the subject are invaluable to the bee-keeper whether he has one colony or

hundreds, and even if you are not a bee-keeper you will enjoy reading the

paper. Interesting home and garden departments.

can be made in this offer Present Subscribers to this paper
bee-keeping friend, the other three papers to their address.
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o( the Bffirrfrrs' Rrvirw is a beekeeper both ai heart and fiom

financial interest. He and his brother have charge of several

hundred colonies of bees, and he is able to write and edit from

actual experience—to look at things from the bee-keeper's point

of view. He has nothing to sell except the Reviriv and hard-

earned experience. Not only this, but he seems able to instil

into the pages of the Rrvirtu a breeziness, a cheeriness, an in-

spiration that often prove fully as valuable as describing methods
of management. If you are keeping bees to make money, you
can't afJord not to read the Review. Send ten cents for three late

but different issues, and then judge for yourself. The ten cents
may apply on the first subsciiption you send.

W.Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

jk.te<j:bs otju. si^iEid-a.ij'rir.

Our double-walled hive is the best and lowest-priced one on
the market. It will pay to investigate. A. 6. WOODMAN CO., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
CH.\RLES J. WILLIAMSON.

Second Natl Bank Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

Patent Practice In Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

BEE HUNTING.
A Book of Valuable Information for Bee Hunters.

Tells How to Line Bees to Trees, etc.

( Thr fnlloirhn) (s lakf)> from the <iu-

Ihnr's intrnftiirtiitu to Bfe Ilinitinf/.)

Many books on sports of various kinds
have been written, but outside of an oc-

casional article but little has been writ-

ten on the subject of Bee Hunting.
Therefore, I have tried in this volume

—

Bee Hunting for Pleasure and Profit—to

give a work in compact form,the product of

what I have learned along this line during
the forty years in nature's school-room.

Brother, if in reading these pages you
find something that will be of value to

you, something that will inculcate a de-

sire for manly pastime and make your
life brighter, then my aim will have
been reached.

The book contains 13 chapters as follows:

I. Bee Hunting.

II. Early Spring Hunting.
III. Bee Watering—How to Find Them.
IV. Hunting Bees from Sumac.
V. Hunting Bees from Buckwheat.
VI. Fall Hunting.

VII. Improved Mode of Burning.
VIII. Facts About Line of Flight.

IX. Baits and Scents.

X. Cutting the Tree and Transferring.

XI. Customs and Ownership of Wild Bees.
XII. Benefactors and Their Inventions.

XIII. Bee-keeping for Profit.

This book contains 80 pages, paper cover.

Price, postpaid, only 25 cents.

With CLEANINGS one year, SI. 10.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, O.

to fret my new, handsome win-l

^^i^ Fashion Book,

HUNDREDS OF LATEST STYLES
with illustrated lessons on Cutting and Dress-
i;iaking, FREE, and I will sell you all the^pat-
t ems you want for five cts. each. — ''^
'i'hey are the same patterns
Tou nave always paid 15o & 15c
ior at the stores, made hy the
sime people, and correct in
every detail.

I publish the FARMER'S
CALL, a weekly paper for
every member of the family.
An especially interest inp fea-
tjre each week are tue chil-
dren's letters; and the
Woman's Department is
unusually strouij' and in-
structive. Among tlie
special features for
women folks is its
fashions in which Ishow^
the 5c patterns. Let
nie help you to save
11. -^ey.

Mi SPECIAL OFFER
Send me 2-ic and I will send you ., ,

the Farmer'3 Call every week for one year
(about lOOU papes) and will send my big Fashion
Book to you free. I also agree to sell you any pat-
tern you want thereafter for 5c. I can sell them
for 5 cts. because I buy them by the thousand
aud don'tmake any profit. I don't wantany profit.
I want your subscription to the FARMER'S
CALL. You will save many times the cost of my
offer in a year. WRITE TO-DAY.
You can use this coupon—cut it out now and mail

to me with 2.50— Ic and 2c stamps taken, but a
quarter almost always goes safe:
John M. Stahi,— Hnclosed ZSc for Farmer's Call for one

ye.ir, your book of p.itterns, postpaid, and privilege of buy-
ing patterns at 5c each.

Name.

SUte 3

Very Special Offer
Send me 50c and I will send you the Farmer s

Call for one year, the Illinois Parmer for tws
j-ears, the Fashion Book prepaid, with privilef,e
of buyinp patterns at 5c each. Use above coupon,
but enclose .Sdc and write I. F. in the corner.
Cutout the coupon right now, fill out, and send to
JOHN M. STAHL, J. P. Sta., Chicago, III.

"rop. Farmer's Call for past 23 years.)
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ARB YOU A TRAPPER ?

If so, the advertisement of Funston Brothers, of St. Louis,

Mo., who are celebrated fur-dealers all over the American con-
tinent on account of the extensive business they do in raw
furs. A goodly number of bee-keepers are interested in hunt-
ing and trapping, and it is with some pride that we point to

the fact that tte firm of Funston, one of the most reliable con-
cerns of the kind in the world, should be the first to use our
columns soliciting the bee-keeper's trade in furs. Judging by
the market reports, the trade in furs seems to be in a flourish-

ing condition. Skunks, one of the enemies of the bee-keeper,
are selling at top-notch prices. Even the humble muskrat fur

is selling at good prices, and the nimble coon is doing well
also, probably on account of the fact that his fur is much used
for automobile coats. The fur of the sly fox seems to be in

very great demand, and there ought to be money in trapping
bim — if you understand just how to trap his wary lordship.

That scourge of the West, the wolf, is in much demand now,
but only for his hide or fur. Of course fine prices are paid for

the pelts of the lynx, marten, and fisher; and our northern
readers may be able to do some business at ihe attractive

prices now being paid. Civet cats are in active demand, and
so are mink. It looks to us from the nature of the market re-

ports that the trapping fraternity are likely to do well this year
provided they can secure a fair catch, which largely depends
on the ability of the trapper. In any case it will pay our trap-

pist readers to get in touch with Messrs. Funston. What may
be a pest in your neighborhood can quite possibly be turned to

good account—that is to say, a bank account."

SEBDS THAT ARB GUARANTEED.
At last we have a seedhouse that actually gives its customers

a positive guarantee that their seeds are fresh and of good ger-
minating power. Hitherto large sums have been lost because
the seeds were old, or perhaps for other reasons the seed was
poor, with the result that the labor of the planter was wasted.
The amount that has been lost in this way is almost incalcula-
ble, and yet much of it could have been avoided by more care
and common honesty on the part of seedsmen. This will be
changed, however. The first seedhouse we know of to break
away from the old plan is the well-known fi'm of A. A. Berry
Seed Co , who execute a binding guarantee that their seeds are
fresh and of high germinating power. Write to them for fur-

ther details. Their advertisement appears on another page.

A VAST BUSINESS.

The Chicago House-Wrecking Co., whieh is now using a

large space in our columns, is one of the largest concerns of the

kind in existence, and therefore merits more than a passing

mention. The house they illustrate on another page, at $650
for all the materials, is certainly a triumph for the mail-order

business. At first sight it seems odd that that we can now or-

der a complete house, together with all its furnishings, with a

reasonable assurance that we shall get just what we order.

Not many years ago such a transaction whould have been
deemed impossible; but there are many reasons for supposing
that, in future, most of our houses, barns, etc., will be ordered
in just this way. That is to say, the house will be shipped
in thr flat, and put up on arrival by a local carpenter or mason.
By this means we get the help of skilled architects and arti-

sans in a way that is impossible in small places. We also get
a much greater choice of materials, because a large house can
give us a wide variety to choose from, whereas a local concern
can offer only a very limited line for our inspection. Wheth-
er it agrees with our ideas or not, it looks to us at present as if

all the business of the future would be done on this plan. We
are gradually working toward this system; and the Chicago
House-Wrecking Co. can justly claim to be a prominent factor

in bringing about this radical change in business life so far as

relates to the house-building trade at least. The business they
do is large and steadily increasing, showing that the public
likes the system and appreciates its benefits.

A <;bnkrous offer.

The special attention of our readers is called to the very lib-

eral oflfer, on another page in this issue, of the Hawkins Pub-
lishing Co., who publish that excellent poultry paper. Poultry

Husbandry. Arrangements have been made with three other
excellent papers for the farm, whereby the four papers may be
had for one year, together with " Chick Culture," a very valu-

able book on poultry-raising, by Dr. A. A. Brigham, all for

$1.00. Read the advertisement clear through, for the offer

will certainly interest you; and when sending in your order,

please mention this publication. This is one of the poultry
papers which carries no objectionable advertising; in fact, it

has come to our notice that it has refused several such accounts
and we therefore especially commend it to the attention of our
readers.
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In other words we wish you

ROOT'S GOODS.

Send us your list of goods and
let us quote you prices

—

We can save you
money.

M. H, HUNT & SON
LANSING, MICH.

r
Supplies
t for the Southern

States.

TTTE are better prepared than ever be-

^ * fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, CA-

Field and Garden Seeds

Bee and Poultry Supplies

The best quality bee-supplies. None bet-

ter to be had. Now is the time to send in

orders, and be ready for the rush season.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Choice sweet-clover seed always in stock.

A large variety of best seeds for the South.

Bee-keepers and gardeners who also raise

poultry will be interested in our large stock

of poultry-supplies, the largest and most

complete line in the South

Catalogs of all of the above lines on request.

Send now, and get your orders in early. .

Texas Seed and Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

HEADQUARTERS FOR ]

SUPPLIES
Distributor of Root's goods exclusively

at factory prices. ... No charge for

drayage. . . . Send your orders here,

and save freight and annoying delays.

Send us your list of goods and we will

quote delivered price Early-

order discount for January, 3 per cent.

A large stock always on hand

C. H. W. WEBER
Cincinnati, Ohio

OHice and Salesroom, 2146-48 Cantral Ave.
Warehouse, Freeman and Central
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PLANET JR.

Nearly every one knows something about the Planet Jr. cul-

tivating tools. Either they have used them or have seen some
one else use them, for they are used everywhere. The intro-

duction of these handy tools ushered in a new era in general
gardening, and they are fast displacing the old-fashioned hoe
and rake, even in localities where the growers are conserva-
tive. The readers of this journal are as well acquainted with
the merits of Planet Jr. inventions as we are, and consequent-
ly they need no assistance from us in the way of suggestions;
but others not so situated can be strongly recommended to send
for a catalog of these interesting machines at once. They are

great labor-savers where labor-savers are very necessary in-

deed. If you admire beautiful tools, the neatness and ingenu-
ity of these monuments of Yankee genius will strongly appeal
to you. Many gardeners regard it as a sort of religious duty to
scan carefully the catalog of the S. L. Allen Co., who make
this line, looking for novelties or perhaps improvements on
some tool they already possess; and it is safe for us to say that
all up-to-date market-gardeners keep in touch with this firm.

repair work. In point of fact, woven-wire fences are very

nearly perfect for the purpose for which they are constructed.

Of course, there are inferior makes of woven-wire fencing,

but that made by the American Steel and Wire Co. is of the

very best grade, and yet is sold at a moderate price.

WIRE FENCING.

We take this opportunity to call your attention to the full-

page advertisement of the American Steel and Wire Fence Co.,
which appears in this issue. This company makes wire-fenc-
ing on a scale that may justly be termed gigantic, and are,

consequently, able to do for customers what small concerns can
not do; that is to say, they make fences to resist the heaviest
attacks of the wildest buffalo or control the liveliest chickens
on the farm. A would-be purchaser can find the fencing of

this concern on sale almost anywhere in this country, and to a
great extent in other countries, which may be taken to indi-

cate the vast extent of their business. Good fences are a won-
derful convenience on a farm, and labor-saving besides. These
woven-wire fences are a vast improvement over the barbed-
wire fences which are so common; moreover, they are very
durable and neat-looking. If properly erected they will im-
prison any kind of stock, and last a long time with very little

Very few names are better known in the business world than

that of Burpee & Co. It seems almost synonymous with cer-

tain kinds of seeds such as cantaloupes and sweet peas. In

respect to valuable novelties introduced in recent years, the

name of Burpee stands pre-eminent, and no firm or even gov-

ernment experiment station is more anxious to improve the

quality and quantity of our garden produce than is the house of

Burpee. As is their wont, they have sent their advertisement

here for the season of 1909, knowing, probably, that their

seeds are highly appreciated by the readers of Gleanings and
their friends. Of course, they issue an excellent catalog that

is well worth sending for—more especially so since the state-

ments therein are reasonably correct and truthful—something
which is not always true of seed catalogs.

PUMPS AND SPRAYERS.

One of the first concerns in this or any other country to man-
ufacture sprayers for trees and crops was the Deming Co., of

Salem, O. They have always maintained that lead, so that it

now seems useless to praise the pumps and sprayers made by
them. Everyone who does any spraying knows of the supe

rior character of all their implements, and their fame is world-

wide. For years they have maintained a space in these col-

umns, and, so far as known to us, none of our readers have ever

complained of the treatment accorded them by the Deming Co.

On the contrary, there are many of our subscribers who praise

the wares of this company very highly. We feel sure, there-

fore that any one desirous of buying a spraying machine or

pump can not do better than correspond at once with the Dem-
ing Co., with a view to making a purchase.
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500 REPORTS SHOW

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE
Va I ua ble

FOR GENERAL ADVERTISERS.
We have long known that Gleanings i\ Bee Culture is an excellent medium for

all classes of general advertising. We are now prepared to prove this statement by actual

reports from many subscribers selected at random from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

THESE REPORTS SHOW-
The majority of our readers subscribe to other papers.

Gleanings, however, is the favorite family paper.

Advertising columns are read as carefully as the rest of the paper.

Ninety-five per cent of our subscribers use breakfast foods and canned goods.

The average bee-keeper's family consists of four persons.

Fifty per cent of our readers are farmers.

Fifty per cent are divided among every other calling as follows:

Miners,
Clerks.

Masons,
Nurses,

Millers,

Foremen,
Bankers,
Stockmen,
Teachers,
Printers,

Salesmen,
Florists,

Painters,

Dairymen,

We doubt if any magazine can make a better showing than the above; and surely this

list will prove large buyers of general merchandise. The farmers who keep bees are of

the better class—the thiifty and well-to-do who have plenty of money to spend. Bee-
keeping is often merely a side line, and the profits are large for the investment.

It has been argued that Gleanings is not a good medium for general publicity adver-
tising. The fact is that our subscribers are about equally divided between those who buy
by mail and those who patronize local dealers, and of the latter class fully ninety per cent
ask for advertised goods.

GOODS WANTED
To our inquiry, "Are you about to purchase farm implements or home improvements.^"

our subscribers mention the following:

Dentists,
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LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This month we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,
if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK SUPPLY CO.
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave. ST. LOUIS, MO.

IS]

m

m

'^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^s^H'^^s^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^s^^̂

"bee-supplies for season of 1909
Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand for bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-

stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the

line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons

at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight rates, and sell on
manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLYCO.,l23Nicolletlslanil,Minneapolis,Minn.

k J

I i This Coupon Worth35 cents j

;

I

(New Subscriben Only)

Pottofflce ,

rf not now a subscriber and yon want one of the
most helpful aids to successful bee-culture—a paper
that tells bow to make your bees pay—you soould
subscribe for the

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-paee illustrated 75-cent monthly. It tells all
about the best way to manage bees to produce the
most honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
different departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-Money
If yon will send ns your name and address with 40

C/>

i£^% 2 cents (stamps or coin) together with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of our Journal
XX w for 12 months. Order now and let ns begin with this month's fine number. Address, .^

^3 ^L^ American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois M
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HILTON'S Strain of Bees

and What They Did

Dtar Friend Hilton:—The two three-frame nuclei I

received of you May 21 were received in fine condition,

and the red-clover queens proved themselves woahy of

the name. I never saw finer or gentler bees. They were
transferred to ten-frame hives and full sheets of founda-

tion. I now have four strong colonies, with plenty of

stores for winter, and have taken 195 lbs. of fine ex-

tracted honey, mostly clover. 1 want two more nuclei

for next spring delivery, and my neighbor wants another.

You may use this letter or any part of it as you choose.

Gratefully yours,

Rhinelander, Wis., Sept. 14, 1908. G. C. Chase.

In addition to the above I have sold

friend Chase about $200 worth of ROOT
GOODS, which deserve some credit for

the above results—the best of every thing

is none too good. ROOT'S GOODS
and Gleanings helped. If you are not
taking Gleanings, WHY NOT.? For
an order of $10.00 before Jan. 1 I will give

Gleanings one year; $20.00, two years;

$30.00, three years; or you may have
Gleanings from now to the end of 1909
for $1.00; two years for $1.50; three years

for $2.00. SEND FOR MY 40-PAGE
CATALOG. CASH FOR BEESWAX,
or will exchange goods for it.

GEO. E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

The Guide
To Nature

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY
MAGAZINE FOR ADULTS

Devoted to commonplace nature with

uncommon interest.

STAMFORD, CONN.

Edward F. Bigeiow, Managing Ed,

For people who see and think.

For people who believe that this is

a beautiful and interesting world.

For all students and lovers of nature.

SUBSCRIPTION, $1.50 PER YEAR.

SINGLE COPIES, I5g. NO FREE COPIES.

Every number is worth more than the

price asked, costs more—there-

fore we can not distribute free.

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED
'AL.I- RIGMT'

COLD MEDALS
St. Louis . . 1904

Jamestown . 1907

IS THE BEST,

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side zrate combines hot and COld blast deflect-
ing pait of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it SXpols
the smolce, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3M inches in diametei, has
asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and en-
ders easy opening the one-piece cap.
THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-

plicity, Utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY tor

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price, $1.00; two, $1.60; mail 25c each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order dis ount'.
Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, wp will
help yon find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

We wish to thank all those subscribers who so kindly respond-
ed to ourrecent request for certain information. Besides being of

great help to us in our advertising work, these replies have b»en
a source of a great deal of gratification to us, showing as they do the
feeling of good fellowship which exists toward Gleanings and
its undertakings. We hope to continue long to merit such ap-
proval. See tabulated report on page 11.

ly our wonderful Simplex Br*-
a—one of the greatest Invcn-

tlODBOf the age—anyone of ord-
inary education can learn by

[

mall to play piano or organ

IN 20 EASY LESSONS
Tou need not know the first

principles of music. By this won-
derful system you can in 20 les-
sons become a capable musician.
The work is easy and fascinating
—you will be wonderfullyeurprls-
ed at the progressyou will E:inke.

In a few weeks, by this method,
you can play popular, gacred or
classical music. Considered bet-
ter than a 3-year conservatory
course as a time aad money-sav-
er—teaches the practlcaland una-
ble in music and does away with
all unnecessary theory. Tou
should have this course of les-
sons.The cost is a mere triflR com-
pared to the real worth. Bend lor
our Free Book today. State
whether you have piano ororgao.

SIMPLEX SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Conservatory 370

Kanaaa City, Miaaoari

FREE
BOOK
TellsHow
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Soathwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are " as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
5on
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A GOOD
INVESTMENT.

\ on can make no better investment

than to take the discounts I am offer-

ing on bee-keepers' supplies. These

discounts will diminish as the season

advances; so the earlier you send in

your order the better the investment

You can not afford to miss this special

offer. Send in the list of the goods

you want and get my net prices by letter.

My stock of Root goods is tiie

largest and most complete carried in

the West, and wi'h carloads continu-

ally being added I am in position t)

meet every want of the bee-keeper, with

promptness and satisfaction.

Write to-day for new prices and cat-

alog.

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565-7 W. 7th St. Des Moines, Iowa
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SOUTHERN CUSTOMERS!
We have a full line of

LEWIS BEEWARE
and DADANT'S COMB FOUNDATION

AT FACTORY PRICES.

Your orders will have prompt attention.

OTTO SCHWILL & CO., Siedsmm, Memphis, Tenn.
Our 1909 catalog of Uooo Seeds mailed free.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,
worry, and money by

^^^^^^^^i^^l^^HIB ordering your

(or next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not
have a catalog, send for one to-day.

H. H. JEPSON182
Friend St. Phone Haymarket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

NEW
STOCK

We have a stock of goods now on hand

for next season, and would like very much
to receive your orders for supplies. We
take pleasure in shipping orders and try our

best to please every one.

Each order has our very best attention.

Can you not make out an order and send

to us.? Over $15,000 worth of supplies are

now here awaiting your needs.

At this time of the year we would be

especially pleased to hear from you. Dur-

ing January we allow three per cent dis-

count.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE .. J NEW YORK

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
at Root's prices.—No drayage charges.

We offer for a short time, 1908 model

OD2fa£_OREAM
SEPARATORS

for spot cash, freight prepaid to your station,

as follows:
No. 1—capacity 325 lbs., $50. No. 3—capacity 500 lbs., $60.

No. 2—capacity 400 lbs., $55. No. 4—capacity 700 lbs., $70.

RAWLINCS IMPLEMENT CO.,
9-1 1 W. Pratt St. Baltimore, Md.

ESTABLISHED 1884

ARE YOU NEEUING SUPPLIES?
Do not fail to write us for catalog and terms. January discounts, 3,'per cent; February

2 per cent, besides some low prices on odd stock not much called for, but may just suit
your wants.

We keep in stock Root Co.'s perfect g)ods, "the standard." We equalize freight rates
with St. Louis and Kansas City points on all shipments of 100 lbs. and over. Send us your
inquiries early.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
MONTGOMERY COUNTY HIGH HILL, MO.
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••If goods are ^vanted quicR, send to Poiider."
EstablisHed 1889

"GET BUSY"
By the Bee Crank

Said one little chick with a funny little

squirm,
" I wish I could find a nice fat worm."
Said another little chick, with a queer

little shrug,
" I wish I could find a nice fat bug."

Said a third little chick, with a strange

little squeal,
" I wish I could find some nice yellow

meal."
" Look here," said the mother, from the

green garden patch,
" If you want any breakfast, you must

get up and scratch."

I am doing a little

scratching myself just now;

and as an inducement to

you to do the same I offer

a discount of three per

cent on all cash orders re-

ceived during January.
My Twentieth Anniver-

sary.—It is just twenty years

since 1 began the bee-supply busi-

ness in Indianapolis. Through the

patronage of the bee-men all over

the United States and in some for-

eign countries— a patronage which

I appreciate and am trying every

day to merit more fully—my busi-

ness has increased to such propor-

quarters. I am erecting a

handsome new building

which I expect to occupy

by the first week in Janu-
ary. This building will

give me still better facili-

ties for handling the busi-

ness of my patrons. It is

located at 859 Massachu-
setts Avenue, where I shall

be glad to greet any friends

who can pay me a visit

when passing through the

capitol city of the great

Hoosier State.

No Interference
with Business.—Send in }Our

orders as heretofore. There will

be no delay through the move into

the new building. I am stocking

up with a new and fresh line of

Root's goods which will be sold at

Root's prices, less the discount men-
tioned above.

Send iVIeYour Beeswax.
Highest market price, cash or trade.

tions that it has outgrown my present Illustrated catalog mailed free.

Walter S. Pouder,
513-515 MassacKusetts Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Planet Jr.
No. 38 Single-WhOfi

Dis<--Hoo Cultivator
aiul I'low is a handy tool
for quick thorough jjarden
cultivation . Discs are adjust-

able lur deptli, and throw to

or from tlie row.
Bigger crops with less work

I'lanct Jr. implements are
reatest labor-saver? and crop-pro
ilucers ever used in the garden

on the farm. They do the work o
No. 10. "^^ six men, and doit better than by old '**

^thods. Invented and manufac
tnred l)y a practical farmer. Strong

il lasting. Fully guaranteed.
(cw >'o. 10 Horse-IIpo, Cultivator,
Uiller, and Vine Turner is the ligl

;tron>re:t Horse-Hc>emade. Works ijreat

; a furrower.

Write today for free 1909 c
je of all Planet Jr. implement

S. L. Allen & Co.
Box 1106 S, Philadelphia. Pa^^ logue

RHODES DOUBLE CUT
PRUNING SHEAR

YHE only

pruner

made that cuts

from botK sides of

the limb and does not

bruise the bark. Made in

all styles and sizes. We
pay Express charges

on all orders.

Write for

circular and

prices.

I TRAPPERS
'GUIDEf

Cash For Skins

FREE

You gret the highest prices and the quickest returns when you ship
your furs to Funsten. Coon, mink, skunk, muskrat, marten, fox,

wolf, lynx and other furs are valuable. We receive and sell more
> furs direct from trapping: sections than any house in the world.
, The biggest American and foreign buyers are represented at our
daily sales, which run from S25,00U.00 to 550,000.00 a day. The fierce

competition among buyers at our big sales enables us to get higher
, prices than anyone else. That's why we can send you the most
money for your furs, and send it quicker.

Bjg Money in Trapping rck^dr/cL^^r*.p^i'nntil
tznnd sport ami pavs liia profits. We furnish traiiping outfits at cost. Traps, Baits,
1 tc . tliat inal<e trapping easy. Write today for Catalog B and full particulars.
^\ s«-nd our New Trappers' Guide, Fur Market Reports and Shipping Tags FREE.
Write for them today. Act now, for this is your big money-making opportunity!

Funsten Bros. & Co., 308 Elm Street, St. Louis, Mo.

I

The FARMERS' GARDEN
A Seed I'rill aud Wheel Hoe is iu

fflspfiisable—not only in a village
garden but on largest farms.

Fafrmers should grow all manner
of vpcetables and "live on the fat
of the land." .'Should provide
Bucrulent roots for Cattle, Swine,
Poultry, and save hiyh
priced' feed stuff Great
labor saving tools
of special value
for the home
as wcl 1 as the
market ear-
den. Send

r free
book.

Only One i

.Many
ron AireTooli

r^ Lit lis S@nd You ^^
Oup Book.

about ^ood wheels and good wapong that Trill sare
you a lot of work and make you a lot ot money—the

ELECTRaC STEEL WHEELS
and the

ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON.
By every test, 1 hey are the beet. More than one and
a quarter millions S'lld. Bpnkes united to the
hub. Cnn't work loose. A Bet of our wheels will
make your old wagoa new. Catalogue free.

ELECTRIC WHbEL CO.,f>o% 9o
,
Quincy. Ills.
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WANTED-A RIDER AGENT
IN EACH TOWN
and district to ride

_ and exhibit a iQog
Model "Rangrer" bicyc1e_ furnished by us. Our agents everywhere are making money

I
fast. Write for full particulars and special offer at once.
NO MONEi R£QUIK£D until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship

^ to anyone, anywhere in the U. S. witkojtt a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight,
1 and allow TKN DAYS' FREE TRIAL during which time you may ride the bicycle and
I

put it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep
the bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense and you ivill not be out one cent.FipTADV PRIOF^ We furnish the highest grade bicycles it is possible to make at one
HUlWllI rnlUCO small profit above actual factory cost. You save $io to J25 middlemen's

profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your bicycle. I>0
NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyottf at atiy price until you receive our catalogues and
learn our unheard oi /aelory prices and retncirkabU special offers to rider agents.
VAII Ufll 1 QC ACTniKCllCn when you receive our beautiful catalogue and study
lUU nlLL DC AO I UI1ldni.ll our superb models at the 7twi^^>'/i,//v /<ni//^zVf.f vr

f
can make for 1909. We sell the highest grade bicycles for less money than any other factory. We are

satisfied with ji.oo profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles

under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECOND H.AND BICYCLES. We Ao not regularly handle second hand bicycles, but
usually have a number on hand taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores. These we clear out promptly

_ - at prices ranjring from $;i to $8 .ir $10. Descriptive bargain lists mailed free.

TIDCC PnACTCD BDAVCC single wheels, imported roller chains and pedals,
I I IfCO I UUAd I CIl'DlllliVCOf parts, repairs and equipment ofall kinds at /t<;//'/.%<-><.r»a/rc/ni//rfi'f^.

DO NOT W AIT, but write today and we will send you free by return mail our large catalogue, l)eauti-

fiiUv ilb str.ae<i and containin^ a great fund of interesting; matter and useful information; also a uvtuier/ul proposition
on the first sample bicvcle going to your town. It only costs a postal to get /-ver"**"'"". Write it now.
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY Dept. G 113, CHICAGO, ILL.

^mm
Ferry's are best because every year

the retailer gel s a new supply , freshly
tested and pi;t up. Ycu ri.n no risk of
poorlykeptorrrninant stocks. %Vetake
the pains; yon pet the results. P.nyofthe
best equipped end most expert seed grow-
ers in America. It is to onr advantage to
satisfy you. We will. For sale every-
where. Our 1909 Seed Annual free.

Write to

. M. FERRY & CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

TheRochester Radiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you doublethe amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid
for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.

.isz^ ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
^"^ V 60 Furnace St.,Rochester.N.V.

Prices fromi
$2 to $12

I

For hard or
Soft Coai
wood or gas

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

TRY IT FREE
5 Machines In One

A great labor saver. Handiest
tool on the farm. Has 5 Car-
borundum (Diamond) grinding;
wheels. Takes rust olf tools and
sharpens them 25 times faster than
sand-stone. !( times as efficient as
emery. Does not draw temper.
High speed and easy running.
Write for free trial.

LUTHER BROS. CO.
124 James street MILWAUKEE

MAKE YOUR OWN
TKeAwI —— REPAIRS
For All

Save the money
you pay the harness man
by using Myers' Lock
stitch Awl. It stitches both
sides like a sewing machine and
mends harness, saddles, shoes, fur coats,

robes, canvas, gloves, carpets, etc. .perfectly.

Something constantly needed, always ready for use and
one of the handiest tools imaginable. Price prepaid only
$1.00. Bookl-t C Free. Write today, A>,'ents Wanted.

C. A. MYERS CO., 6537 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago

Seeds, Plants, Roses,
IJiilbs, Vines, Slirubs, etc.
Hundreds of car lots of
FRUIT and ORNAMEN-
TAL, TREES. 1200 acres,
50 in hardy Roses, none bet-
ter grrown. 44 greenhouses
of Palms, Ferns, Ficus,
Geraniums and other
things too numerous to
mention. Seeds, Plants,

Bulbs, Roses, Small Trees, etc., by mail post-
paid Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Immense stock of SUPERB CANNAS, the
queen of bedding plants. 50 choice collections
cheap in Seeds, Plants, Roses, etc. Elegant
168-page Catalog FREE. Send for it today and
see what values we give for your money. Direct
deal will insuie vou th^best at first cost.

THE STGRRS & HARRISON CO.. Box 1 57 Painenine, 0.

R[[
1 u prove that
our ••Bliz.

zar<l Belt
Evergreens

will grow in all pans
the country we offer to

send 6 tine Spruces ^4 to ^
ft. tall, free to property owners.

Wholesale \alue and mailing expense
over 30 cents. To help, send 5 cents or

not as you please. A postal will bring the
trees and our catalog containing many colored

photo plates of our choice Blizzard Kelt Fruits,
Ornamentals, etc. We want to get acquainted with you
and it will pay you to get in touch with our Hardy Bliz-
zard Belt trees. 39 years' experience in growing hardy
trees here in what was once called the Great American
Desert. Write today.

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 26, Osa^e, Iowa

Make Your Own Fertilizer
at Small Cost with

WILSON'S PHOSPHATE MILLS
From 1 to 40 H. p. Also Bone
Cutters, hand and power
for the poultrymen; erit
and shell mills, farm feed
mills, family grist mills,
scrap cake mills. Send for

our catalog.

Wilson Bros., Sole Mfrs., Easton, Pa.

Build ow^ Incubators and Brooders
ami save half tbe purchase price. Adj one can do it.

1 furuish the mechanicil parts, Lsmp, Regulator, etc.,

at low prices. Mj new Acme Burner, Tandem Ther-

mostat and Soeclal Heater will ea^e half the oil. Over
•.':.,(H«) h.ive built machines from my plans. Not a sin.

gle failure. LAMPLE8.S BROOI'ER will only cost

you $4.<Hl. Complete plans and catalog, prepaid for

only 25 cents to cover cost. Worth I»ollars to you.

H. M. Sheer, 479 Hampalilre St.
,
Qnlocy, lU.
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Burpee's "Silent Salesman" of The World's

Largest Mail=Order Business in

^1/2^^:^/4^ will be mailed Free to all who
A^'^'^Uo appreciate Quality in Seeds.

A book of 174 pages. It tells the plain truth about the Best aeeds that can be
grown,—as proved atourfamous FORDHOOK FARMS,—the most complete trial

grounds in America. With hundreds of illustrations from photographs and
carefully written descriptions, it is A SAFE GUIDE to success in the garden
and shiiuid be consulted by everyone who plants seeds. Kindly name this paper
and address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Burpee Building, Philadelphia.

.CARFF'S SMALL FRUITS
' and bees are an ideal combination for bee-keepers
or farmers. Order early and plant a generous quan-

tity of these fruits. The bees poUenize them, mak- ji
iVig them produce in luxurious abundance, and at the
same time increase amount and value or honey. tfc

Small Fruit Plant Free. I want to prove now
Veil-rooted, strong and vigorous my plants are. I will «

^ send free one line plant (my selection) it you will write
for my new l;t09 free catalo}^. Some of my customers
mako over $300 an acre with my plants. Book on "Trans-
planting and Afterculture" free with all orders. I sell a
larsre variety of nursery stock, grown on an 800-acre farm
^Ask for Catalog E. W. N. SCARFF, Kew Carlisle, Ohio

O'lr now soc'IIiiif. A prodidniis vie'.der nf Largo,
Round, Smooth, ytfhite, Deilclously
ttavOrOit in\ivrs, Yignrous grower; handsome ia ap-
pear.ince Spieadid shipper. Cooks dry and mealy.

For 2'»c (stamps or coin) will niail 1 Ih. Late Potoskoy,
19i» catalog of sure to crow NorthOrit Growit
SsedS and coupon good for OOC turorth FrOO
Seeds, Cataloj alon^ mailed frre. Write <iuick.

Darling <fe Beahan, 323 Uich. St., Fetoskey, Mich.J

SEEDS THAT aROW
Best quality Garden, Flower^^- ^r
and Farm Seeds, Alfalfa,^^*^,'*^^
Clover, Seed F'otatoes.^^'^-.^^r y o u
We will send free with^^j. ^,^^ask for
catalog a packet of^^ rf.'^^it. Write
new lettuce seed^^i^ e^^^ us today. Al-
"May Kin8:"the ^^* y'^r so have full
best head let-^'-T'.o"^^ line of Nursery
tuce ever^^<v'pjjr Stock, Roses,
i n t r o - .^>^.><^^ Plants and Bulbs.

'^ ^'.^ German Nurseries
Box 143 Beatrice, Neb.

GARDEN
SEEDS FREE!
Two Packets for Trial*

We send two regular sized packets of our superior

Garden Seed, your selection, and our Big 1909
Seed Manual absolutely Free to all new inquiries.

We are anxious to increase our number ofcustomers
and have you become acquainted with our Guaran-
teed Seeds is the reason we make this generous offer

If you give Our Seeds atrial, we are sure you will
become one of our pleased customers. Write today
for our Big 1909. lOO-pa^e, illustrated Seed Catalog.

a.a. BERRYSEED CO., Box 266, Clarinda,la

300,000 Cherry Trees, two years old,

4 cents each; boxing free.

Catalog free to everybody.
Sheerin's Wholesale Nurseries, Dansviiie, New York

I

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits
Or For Your Own Use.

Ten years'e.xperience enables me to
give practical Instructions worth

any dollars to you without Interfering
roKiiIar occupation, no matter where located.

^eud for Free Hook and particulars how tf> start, etc.

JA€K!>iO.\ Ml !«IIKOO.U F.\K.U
3448 N. Western Ave. Chicago, III

450,000TPpgQ
200 TarlpttcB. Also firapeR, Rmall Fmlts Ke. Best rooted
Btock. (Jenulre, rheaj). 2 sample ciurants mailed for loc.
Dcsc. price list free. LE>V18UU£SCU, Boxl, FredonU, K. \.

SEED CORN
Diamond Joe's Big White. Earliest Maturing Big-eared Corn in
the world. .Made 153 bushels per acre. It costs but 25 cents per acre for
seed. Big illustrated catalog of seed corn and all kinds of Farm and
<;arden Seeds mailed FREE if you mention this paper
RATEKIN'S SEED HOUSE, . . . SHENAODOAH, IOWA

(largest SKF.D-CORN fiROWKRS IN THE WORLD)
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TREES ^^™P^^s ^^ Greenes Prices;
*^-J*J •'•^ 25 CENT OFFFR ?>"«, Crawford Peach tree, 1 best New

Grape. 1 Live Forever hardy Kosebnsh, all delivered at yonrhom^'bylniarfo?! cent"*'''' ^ ^''^''"' ^^^""^

Green's Dollar Offer
Fourteen trees for Sl.oo as follows: 8 Plum trees, 2 Rurbank,
2 Lombard, 2 Thanksgiving and 2 Abundance; i Hartlett
Fear, 2 Liberia peach, l Richmond and 1 Montmorencv
hardy Cherry trees, 2 Live Forever Rosebushes. Express
Collect. ALL, FOR $l.«iO.

Trees about 4 to 5 feet high, 2 years old.

GRFFIM'^ mtZ iWVVn Fifty Plum trees,
>r*r-*-V*-'„' ,„ ,,P* .

^^^ *^ *-'*^ you"" choice, about 4 to 6 feet high, 2 years
old, for $3.00. 50 Cherry trees, your choice, about 4 to 5 feet high, 2 years old, «5.oo.Cash with order.

o , j , «, w.

acoDV of BI« FRUIT TU».at$^^^°'^u^
for our 72-page FRtriT CATALOGUE, in? fruit pictures, etc., andacopy 01 Jilt* nituii jHAGAZIiNE. all a gift to you. Established 30 years. Capital, $100,000.

BOOK WORTH A DOLLAR FOR 10 CENTS. Send 10 cents
for postage and mailing Green's Book on Fruit Growing.

GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY, Box 40, Rochester, N. Y.

Get Johnson's
New Book
Right Away
—Best Ever
—Send Your
Name Today
Be sure to raise chickens this year—and I

ask you, old friend or new friend, to send me
your name early for my new 1909 Poultry
Book. It's better than ever—every pag-e a
poultry sermon—over 200 pages and over
1,200 photograph pictures.

New
Old Trusty

A ASTERS, DAHLIAS,

5^ GLADIOLI.

A limited stock of seed and bulbs se-

lected and grown for years from the

finest cut-flower stocks in America.

There is from $1000 to $2500 per

acre in them too, if you are tired of

your present work. I would like

you to see my booklet.

RALPH E. HUNTINGTON, PAINESVILLE, OHIO i

75 per cent Better Hatches
Guaranteed

The same sure and certain Old Trusty,
made of California Redwood, is encased
this year with metal and is absolutely fire-
proof—legs and all.

Don't pay two prices to anybody this
year. Investigate my New Old Trusty be-
fore you buy. My price is going to be
lower to you—something below flO any-
where you live—freight prepaid east of the
Rockies. Send forthe book today.

M. M. JOHNSON
Incubator Man Clay Center, Neb.

4(i Grapevines ^4 (i(%
JLV Sent Postpaid flj/J.*""
^— Strong, Hardy, Two-Year-Old Vines —[

A remarkable collection of grapevines at an ex-
exceedingly low price. Hest varieties—red, white,
black—just what the town man or the farmer nteds
for planting along fences and buildings. \'iMe8 ran
be arranged to cover unsightly places with beauti-
ful foliage and at the same time turnish fiesh
grapes for the table. We also offer

5 Thrce-Year-Old Vines for $1.00

These are strong, hardy vines, and will bear the
year after planting. Order now and vines will be
sent proper time to plant. With every order is sent
free our valuable book how to plant, cultivate and
prune. Grapes are easily grown and should be in
every garden.

T. S. HUBBARD COMPANY.
Grapevine Specialists. Fredonia, N. Y.

Established 42 years.

'{^^^o^^^^'Nme
Sweet-clover Seed !°^i^

Yellow blooms three or four weeks earlier than white. One
of the best bee-foods to be found.

W. B. WALLIN, Brooksvliie, Ky.

— SHEERIN'S TREES MADE DANSVILLE FAMOUS
Largest Nursery Center in the world. Annual output more than 6,000,000 Fruit-

bearing Trees alone. Buy direct at wholesale and save 300 per eent. Secure varieties now—pay in spring.

CATALOG FREE TO EVERYBODY. SHEERIN'S WHOLESALE NURSERIES, DANSVILLE, NEW YORK
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Let Me Save You $4.15 on an
Incubator '"^

—Not just a printed foinise, but a /act—I can save you all of $4.15 over
the next lowest price of any incubator o£ equal size; freight prepaid.
And I'll guarantee it to be the best chicken-hatching, mouey-makiug
incubator you can get at any price.

Fire-Proof

Belle City Incubator
,...._,. _ Freight Prepaid
M^.-i^s^ S^fett^ 18 sold entirely at my risk. My liberal puarantee gives you

1 ir'nTvu'^^^ 30 days' trial. It has double wallsand deadairspaceall over.
J. V. ROHAN, Pre*. I'^i-oz. cold rolled copper tank and boiler. Safety lamp and

lamp support, self-regulator, deep nur.sery . strong egg tray,
thermometer, egg tester, etc., complete. The Belle City Brooder—hot water heat
—Is the only brooder that has double wallsanddeadair space—a rare bargain, too.

So get my factory-to-vou prices now—see how much you will save. My Interest-
ing book, "Hatchiiig Kacts " for 1909—mailed free. Write for it today. Address

I Belle City Incubator Co., Box 69, Racine, Wis.

Hatch With the Least ^

Cost Per Chick
That is what we guarantee you
can do with the

Invincible Hatcher
Try It and If it don't produce more strong, healthy
chicksthananyother incubator, regardless of price,
send It back. SO-Egg Size Only $4.00. Same low
prices on larger Hatchers, Brooders and SUDpIies.
Writef or ITfi-page FRCE catalogue.
Tha United Factories Co., Oept.XSS Cleveland, O.

THE^
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try Secrets Disclosed

!

Pmilfr^r ^P»f*rpfC Every successful poultryman knows import-
UUliry OCWlClo ant facts he never tells. They are peculiar
secret methods and records of discoveries he has made in his work with
chickens. Some of these he does not regard of sufficient importance to

tell, and others lie guards with extreme care. They are the fouudatiou of his
success and a valuable asset of his business.

We Will Tell You These Secrets
Every sfcrrl printed m this book has been obtained in an honorable way, either by
permission of the owner ov through the experience of Mr. Boyer, our Poultry
Editor, who writes the book, and who is one of the ablest Poultry men of the
country.

| |^^ Felch's Mating Secret
One of the best-known figures in the poultry world is I. K. Felch. Certainly
success has crowned his elTorts as a breeder of blooded stock. Many years ago

^
/"''f fji^'-^p"^ ^^''- Fclch published his breeding chart, but later, realizing its value, he with-

Try s/ercts'' M's drew it and kept the information for himself. He has now given us permission

yot* hirw to carry
foivts, and scores
0/ secrets /a r
Tnore important
and hitherto un-
revated.

to use this information, and it is included in this book

Secret of Fertile Eggs
Boyer's secret of securing fer-

tile eggs by alternating males
we believe is worth $ioo to
any big producer of setting

eggs. It is something new, and the diagram-
matic illustration furnished by Mr. Boyer
makes the matter so plain that the novice
can easily understand it.

The Secret of Feed at 15 Cents
a Bushel

An enterprising poultryman has been ad\'ertising this

secret for $5.00 and pledging those who luiy itnot to dis*

close it to anyone else; it haj, however, lonij been known
to a few poultrymen, Mr. Boyer amon,,' them, and the
method has been fully explained in "Poultry Secrets."

We Will Pay $10.00 For Any
Secret Not in the Book

provided it is practical an'i valuable.
See conditions cfthis oirer on last page of "Poultry

Secrets" when you i^^et it.

Poultry Department of Farm
Journal

FARM JOURNAL for thirty years has conducted a poul-
try de >artnient known the country over for the ability of
its editors and the value of its contents.

HARM JOURNAL of Philadelphia
is tlie leadinij farm paper of the
country. It is clean, boile 1 down, cream, not skim milk. It treats topics in season, is \^rit-

ten by practical men and women, wlio know when they have said enough and quit. Its poultry
department is stron^j: and ably conducted, and its garden, orchard, household, stock, dairy and

LINCOLN
rARM ALMANAC

1909

We Are Willing to Name Some of the
Secrets Here.

1 Burnham's secret of mating fowls.

2 Felch's method of brecliug from an ori=rinal pair,

producing thousands of chicks and three distinct

3 Mendel's Chart of Heredity.
4 Secret of strong fertility by alternating males.
5 Secret of knowing what to feed and how to feed it.

Th-^ secret of having green food in winter.
6 Secret of sprouting oats and barley for poultry feeding.
7 Secret recipes for chick feed; practically the «ame as

is now sold on the market at a high rate.

S Secret of fatting poultry economically, so as to make
the most profit out of the crop.

9 Secret of having healthy fowls without useof drugs.
10 Secret of telling the laying hens of the flock.

11 Secret of detecting ago in stock.

13 Secret of knowing how to judge dressed poultry.
13 The only safe way of preserving eggs.

14 A secretof dressing fowls so as to do the work quickly
and thoroughly.

V~t The fancier's secretof preparing fowls for exhibition.

16 An exposure of the methods employed by some fan-
ciers to kill the fertility of the eggs.

17 The secret of celery feeding to flavor the carcass in
imitation of the canvas-back duck.

15 Scaley-leg treatment—a remedy that really cures.

19 The winter egg crop and how to get it.

20 How to create the ideal roasting fowl.
21 Fatting turkeys for market.
22 Hunter's Secret of Success.

other departments are invaluable equally to the expert and beginner.

OUR OFFER:
We will send a copy of "Poultry Secrets" and
Farm Journal for 5 years, both for only .... $1.00

And to everv one who takes advantacfe of this advertisement before February ist, we will send also
a copy of .he Lincoln Farm Almanac, tilled with Lincoln stories and helpful matter, for 1909.

WILMER ATKINSON CO.,
x:!43 RaceStreot

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Low Priced

Standard

25 years of experience in it.

Tried and proven. Makes re-
sults certain. Send for great
free book. "Poultry for Prof-
it." 128 pages, practical, re-
liable. Worth dollars for fine
pictures alone. Free. Send

POUI-TRY

J. W. Miller Co.. Box 48* Freepori* 111.

World's Best Incubator
Ha^t-toodall tests iuallclimates
ior 15 years. Don't esperlment,
get certainty. G et a

SUCCESSFUL
Incubator and Brooder. Anybody
can operate them and make money,
Let us prove it to you. Booklet,
"Propel Care and Feedln? ol

Chicks, Ducks and Turkeys,'^ 10c.'

Poultry paper, 1 year, 10c. ''Vrite for free catalog, a
Pes Molneg Intntator Co.. 190 'r.d St., Peg Bolneg< la. [

IS our ne-w
book Ijr the

of poultry rais-
ers. Keep account of
your eggs, chicks and
profits. Our Diary ^^-"
shows hovr and also tells about our nc'W
Incubators. It tells why our prices are
so low. The Diary is free. Better write for
it today. Tell us if you are thinking- of buy-
ing an Incubator and what size you ^\-;uit

^ We pay freight. Geo. Ertel Co., Quincy. IlL1

^3 ^leading varieties of pure bred
^Jchlckecs. Pucks, Gee.^e. Turkeys;
also Holsteln cattle. Prize wluning stock.
Oldest and largest poultry farm In the
northwest. Stock, eggs and Incubators
at low prices. Send 4 rents for catalog.
Larkln& Hersberg, Es.25 Mankato.Miaii,
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The Root Inoubator
is Now Ready for You.

T^O DOUBT, many poultrymen who have

used our brooders and found them so suc-

cessful, and others who have noticed our ad-

vertisements, have often wondered why we did

not offer an incubator. To these and to other

poultrymen we wish to make the above an-

nouncement.

Mr. Root, the inventor of the contact-

warmth incubators and brooders, realized

many years ago that the hot-air conditions

under which eggs were hatched and chicks

reared were unnatural; and to avoid these un-

natural conditions he came to the conclusion

that it would be necessary to hatch eggs and

rear chicks by warming them by contact with

a warm body.

With this method it is possible to hatch eggs

without adding moisture, because the air

that gets to the eggs has not been burnt or

baked in passing through heating-drums, etc.

The Root Incubator will hatch duck-eggs

as well as chicken-eggs under the same condi-

tions, without adding moisture or changing the

^entilation. This is proof that it is built on

the right principle, because a hen will hatch

duck-eggs quite as well as her own.

We have prepared a pamphlet under the head-

ing of "Artificial Incubation and Brood-
ing," which every poultryman should read,

as it dwells upon some phases of this ait never

before dwelt upon.

We will send a copy of thisarticlefree toany onesend-

ing us his name and address,and men tioningGLEAN IN GS.

The Roc^ Incubator Co., Desk No. 2, Cleveland, O.

AR Variotioe of practical and lancypuretj fdllCIIca bred poultry. iieautifuJ,
h.irdy vi^oious. Largest, inost Euccet>>>ful
I-iUltrv-Iarni. Thou.s.inils to choose trciii.

: li-' Profitable Poultry book tells all
i'^>out it. Quotes low pnces on fowls, egps,
incubators, and supplies. Sent for i cents.

Beny's Poultry Fan&,Box 153 Clarinda.Ia.

40 BREEDS. Fine purebred chickens.
ducks, (iee.-e. and turkeys. Northern raised,
hardy, and very beautiful. Largest poullry farm
In the Northwest. Fowls, ettifs, and Incubators
at low prices. Send four cents for fine xO-page
Annual Houltrybook.

R. F. NEUBERT. Box 778. Mankato, Minn.

All leading varieties pure-bred chickens
ucks,geese,turkeys, pea-fowls, incubators, supplies
collie dogs. Send 4c for large poultry and Inc. hook.
J.J.BRENNER, D.I 2, Manltato.Minn)

Greider's
Book

On Poultry

IkCoiiiis.-, !ira.tiral.

to make iu<.ii!-y with poul-
try: mtoiiuiilion
buildings, treat-
ment of diseases,
etc. Fifteen at-
tractive chronios ;

sixty prominent varieties. K>c postpaid.
I'ine. pnre-lirPil stoik ami ejres at low
prices. (;i:i:ii)i:i;'s cFRMinnF. -

sure |.y V'-nt:v a':d a'i \''H'-:it '1 :?

fe<taiit. B. H. CREIOER, Rheems, Pa.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam Stalil "Wood-

en Hen" and
" Excelsior"

Incubators assure big hatches.
Well-bnilt, reliable, practical—
thonsandsinnse. Catalogue free.

.IJuincy.Ill.
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Made of wire that is

"all life and strength — wire
that stretches true and tight

and yields just enough under impact

to give back every jolt and jam it

receives.

Made of materials selected and tested ^

3 in all the stages from our own mines,
' through our own blast furnaces and rolling

and wire mills, to the finished product. Our
employment of specially adapted metals is

""-^
of great importance in fence wire; a wire

that must be hard yet not brittle; stiff and springy yet

flexible enough for splicing—best and most durable

fence material on earth.

To obtain these and in addition apply a quality of gal-

vanizing that will effectually protect against weather
conditions, is a triumph of the wiremaker's art.

These are combined in the American and Ellwood
fences—the product of the greatest innies, stec 1

producing plants and wire mills in tlie woild
And with these good facilities and the old

and skilled employes back of them, we
maintain the highest standard of ex-

cellence possible for human skill

and ingenuity to produce.

Dealers everywhere, carry-
ing styles adapted to every
purpose. See them.

American Steel
& Wire Co.
Chicago
NeMT York
Denver
San
Francisco
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The Anthony Fence
Tied with the Anthony KnotlAA fence built for fence buyers who want the best
fence to be had. The Anthony fence is the

**Best Fence on Earthi" Get a sample knot and make your own con-
clusions—be your own judge. The knot itself is compact, smooth and strong.
No kink in the line wires inside the knot. Can be strung up hill or on level
with the same ease, and the stays are always parallel with the posts on any
slope or hillside.

Woven from Hard Steel Spring Wire—ANTHONY Quality
We buy the best wire we can get. We build the best fence we know how

—

and WE DO KNOW HOW. Not a light cheap fence-not an old style

wire "netting." In poultry fence stays are 9 inches apart or 22 per rod,
a.nd in standard fence 12 in. apart or 16 stays per rod, and always fastened

' with the Anthony knot. All lateral wires guar-
anteed of equal length.

FREE:—AnthoDv knot, full length sonvenir hat pin, and booklet,
mailed free. The head is an exact Anthony knot—as it appears in
the fence. See the knot yourself and get a nat pin for a member of
the family. Write for it now—today.
The Anthony Fence Co., 26 Michigan St., Tecumseh, Nllch.. U.S.A.

Strong'est Fence Made
WVAnntAwmw,

When you buy our High Carbon Coiled Spring Fence you buy strength, service
and durability combined. Twenty yearsoi experlenee—hard knocks, taufrht us
that the best lence is made from heavily galvanized Coiled Spring Steel Wire

CLOSELY WOVEN FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Our Fence Is so closely woven that small pigs cannot "wriggle" through It. So
strong the vicious bullcannot"faze"lt. We have no agents and do not sell to
dealers but sell direct to the user

AT WHOLESALE PRICES FREIGHT PREPAID
Coiled Wire provides for exjmnsion and contraction and prevents sagging be-
tween posts. Every pound of wire used in the construction of our fencedsmade
in our own mill from the best high carbon steel obtainable. We give

on nHVC CDCC TDIAI thatourcustomermaybesure they are sat-

OU UM 15 rntC I tllAL IsAed. \Ve make a full line of FARM AND
FUULTUY FF.Nt'E. Our wholesales prices wlllsave you money. Catalog Free.

COILED
BOX 101

SPRING FENCE COMPANY
WINCHESTER, IIMDIANA.

tS Cents a Rod
For a 22-lnch Hog Fence ; 16e tor
26-lnch; I'Je for 31-inch; 2a l-2e
for 31-lnch; 27c for a 47-Inch
Farm Fence. 50-Inch Poultry
Fence 37 c. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. W rite for 1 1 today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Bos 21, MUNCIE, IND.

•*KANT-KLOG'\<^^ spraying

SPRAYERS-^ """'^^
Free

Something New /-:

(lets twice the results—;
with same laborand rtuid. ir:

Flat or round, tine or coarse sprays
from same nozzle. Ten 3tyl^s. F
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc. Agents Wanted. Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. R^rt'i^tlrt"

F
ENGEIScUpPerRd.
Get our 1909 prices on any style fence. We
sell direct, you get all dealers'and jobbers'
profit when you buy direct from our
factory. Write at once. Anchor Fence
& !V!fK.Co., De::t. V, Cleveland, O.

WHICH SPRAY PUMP
^^^^^^^ shall you buy? Buy the Pump
that fully meets the demands of the Governiuent
Av:ricultur,il Scientists and all Practical I-ruit

Growers. These pumps are known as UeminS
Sprayers nia<le in 23 styles for use in gardens
or orchards. Write for our 1909 Catalog with
Spraying Chart. Add 4 cents postage and get
'"Spra\-ing for Profit,'* a useful guide book.

THE DEMING COMPANY,
690Depot8t,, Salem, Ohio
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wtoiMiflBmm^
nake warm, comfortable coats with high collars, or into
tens, jackets, ladies' furs, etc. and save you a lot of money
as well. We tan by nature's method only and use no
chemicals or dyes which cause the hairs to shed. Color
makes no difference. Almost any hide looks well when
made up into a fine comfortable robe or coat. Will resist
cold, wind, rain or snow, are soft and pliable as cloth and
very little heavier. Instead of selling your hides to the
butcher, let us make them into useful garments that will
wear for years and enable you to enjoy the coldest weather.

If you send in your hides now, we will pay the freight
on all hides sent to be made into coats and robes and
give you FREE—with each cow or horse coat or robe a
pair of fur-knit-liued mittens with horse-hide palms. If
you have no hides to send us, we can

Sell You Furs and Save You Dollars

We not only tan the hides you send us, but we have in
stock hides and skins from which we manufacture to
measure coats, robes, neckpieces, ladies' jackets, child-
ren's coats and fur goods of every description. We
make to order any kind of fur goods.

Write today for Catalog and Prices.

THE NATIONAL FUR & TANNING COMPANY
Three Rivers, Mich.

Red River Seed Potatoes, grown in the cold uortlnvt-tt, are ahead ot all ollicrs for quick early uia-

turilv, vi^(jruus growth and (freat productiveness.
Olds' Seed Potatoes have a national reputation. 21 years experience growing and handling; our po-

teioes are known in every seetion and we are acknowledged headquarters for pure seed of the best vaiieties.

Send Petal for 88"page Catalog giving correct descriptions and tiaie illustrations of the br.stin

Seed, Potatoes, Coin, Uais, ll.u lev, Field Seeds, Uarden Seeds, Poultry Supplies and Tools. 1 rices right.

L. L, OLDS SEED GO'9
Drawer MADISON, WISCONSIN

(Formerly Llinton. Wis.)

THE- BEST'' LIGHT
IS T .-iKES and burns its own gaal. Pro-
^^ duces 100 candle power light

—

brighterthan electricity oracetylene
cheaper than kerosene. No dirt.

I
No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

' Every lamp warranted. -Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog. Do not delay.

THE BEST liIGHT CO.
S06 E. 5th St., Canton. Ohio

^ITXCUSED IN THIS MGAZINE
V>ii 1\3 -^ ARE FROM
TheMUCLEitl^CRAVlNC Co.
MUGLER, niD'C. CLEVELAND, OH/O.

HOW TO KEEP BEES
"B" By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK ^™
nrHIS is an excellent book, tor the beginner.

Nothing better. \\'e cordially recom-

mend it to all who are learning bee-keeping

by their own effort. Having commenced
bee-keeping three times, the talented author

is in a position to furnish the right kind

of advice. You can not go wrong in order-

ing this book. It is charmingly written and
easily understood. Price $1.10 postpaid by

THE A. I. ROOT COiVIPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Notice: will be inserted in these classified colamns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and you most say you want your

advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be
responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—50 cases of raspberry-basswood blend of extracted

honey; two nrw 60-lb. cans to the case, f. o. b. Boyne Falls,

Mich., whe'e our north bees are located, at only 9 cents per lb.,

left on the hives until August before extra^t-ng, then nothing but

all seasoned honey was put into this grade. The unsealed combs
were extracted by themselves, and went to the baker. By this

mode of handling there is nothing on the market to compare with

this stock, and the price is only a little above the ordinary for

this rich, delicious, ripe stock. Many pages could be filled with
testimonials of my superior stock of extracted honey, but I have
room for only one, the last ohe in:

West Sbneca, N. Y., Dec. 2, 1908.

E. D. Ttwnsend, Rrmus, Mich.
Dbar Sir:—The honey arrived O. K. It is the finest I ever

tasted. Yours truly, F. W. Hall.
I can furnish circular and sami>le of this honey for the asking.

E. D. TowNSEND, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—My new crop of white-clover extracted honey.
Honey has been left in full charge of the bees for three weeks
after harvest, and is rich, waxy, and of fine flavor, and is as good
as a specialist can produce. Price is 8c. per lb. by the case of

120 lbs. or for the entire crop. Cash to accompany order.

Leonard S. Griggs, 711 Avon St., Flint, Mich.

Our Raspberrv Honey is nearly all sold, and the probabil-

ities are that the crop another year will be pretty slim. If you
wish to enjoy some of this truly dtflicious honey, better send an
order soon. One 60-lb. can for $6.25; two cans for $12. Sam-
ple, 10 cts., and the 10 cts. may apply on first order.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

For Salb.—Here's your opportunity. Clover-basswood hon-
ey, extracted. A fancy article at a moderate price. Produced
according to teachings of the new school—sealed combs, rich bee
flivor, thick and delicious. Also a Rietschie foundation-press.

Write. F. A. Stroschein, West Bloomfield, Wis.

For Sale.—Buckwheat, amber. No. 2 white comb. $2.50 per

case of 24 sections; unfinished and candied comb, $2.00 per case;

amber extracted (% clover), two sixty-pound cans to case, at 8

cts. Quirin-the-Qi'ken-Breeder, Bellevue, O.

For Sale.— Choice extracted honey for table use, gathered
from clover and basswood—thick, well ripened, delicious flavor.

Price 9 cts. per lb. in 60-lb. cans, two to case. Sample, 10 cts.

J. P. Moore, Queen-breeder, Morgan, Ky.

For Sale.— 1 have some extracted honey, well-ripened, fine,

clover and basswood, in new five-gallon round cans, at $5.50 a

can; sample free: delivered f. o. b. cars here; ought to suit any-
body. Mathilde Candler, Cassville, Wis.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Comb honey, either car lots or less, both alfalfa

and sage. Extracted honey, white, in 60-lb. cans. Samples
famished upon application.

C. C. Clbmons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Salb.—About 2000 lbs. of fine comb honey, mostly
(manweed aod Spanish needle; extra nice.

John A. Thornton, Ursa, III.

For Sale.—8000 lbs. fine extracted white-clover honey; also

4000 lbs. light amber, all in 60-lb. cans, at 7^4 ct«. per lb.

S. E. Angbll, Harpers Ferry, Iowa.

For Sale.— Fine extracted white-clover honey; also light

amber fall honey, put up in barrels, 601b. and 10-lb. ens.
Write for prices. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Salb.—Choicest basswood honey in 10-lb. pails.

F. B. Cavanagh, Boscobei, Wis.

For Sale.— Best quality alfalfa in cases of two 60-lb. cans,

$8.40 per case, f. o. b. here. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Ida.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. State

price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 Sooth Water Street.Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—25 tons of fancy comb honey. Write, stating

particulars, to C. M. Church, New Kensington, Pa.

Wanted.—A quantity of white-clover comb honey, averaging
light weights, any grade. B. Walkek, Clyde, Ills.

Bees and Queens

For Sale.—2000 lbs. No. 1 clover and basswood extracted

boner in 60-lb. cans. Frank Montefblt, Juda, Wis.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, un-
tested, $1.00; six, $4.00; twelve, $7.00. Carniolan, Banat, and
Caucasian queens, select, $1.00; six, $5.00. Tested, any kind,

$1.25; six, $6.00. Choice breeding queens, $3.00 each. Circu-

lar free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—95 colonies of bees in a lump, two-thirds of them
in ten-frame hives, 7 in old-style; several gums; the lest, eight-

frame; all frames regular size on wired full sheets of founda-

tion, Hoffman and Weed; supplied with bees and honey; healthy

so far as I know. What am I offered on stands for the lot ?

J. H. Collins Bro's, Bardwell, Ky.

For Sale.—Italian bees and queens now ready. Untested,

$1.00; tested, $1.50. Bee-keepers' supplies. Root's goods. Send
for prices. Eggs from Silver-laced Wyandotte poultry.

N. V. Long, Biscoe, N. C'.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixture?; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring deliver).

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blocker, Pearl City, HI.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Bees for second-hand hives, thoroughly cleaned by
steam; size 16x16; 10% inches deep, ten-frame; suitable for the

production of comb or extracted honey. Many of these hives are

almost new. Would consider sending a carload to some respons-

ible Texas apiarist in good locality for increase to fill on shares.

iThos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Otero Co., Colorado.

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slumgum.
State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—400 colonies of bees in California or Texas.
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,

340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

Wanted.—A V-grooving machine or a one-piece-section ma-
chine. L. E. Ev.\NS, Ousted, Mich.

Wanted.—An apiary on shares in California.

P. C. Springborg, Thermal, Cal.

Wanted.—SO chaff hives for L. frames. State conditions and

price. R. S. Marshall, Tribes Hill, N. Y.

Poultry Offers

A. 1. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh. Pa.
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For Sale

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Melilotus (sweet clover) seed for

sale at 8 cts. per lb. Write for catalog and particulars.

W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

Fqr Sale.—One model F. Ford two-cylinder 16-horse-power

five-passenger automobile. The rear seat is easily taken off, and
we have used this car for delivering honey and for visiting our

apiaries—a fine car, good as new. Write us for price and infor-

mation. John A. Thornton, Ursa, 111.

For Sale.—The Young comb-honey cutter for putting up
comb honey in sealed containers. Send for booklet.

W. J. Young, Arecibo, Porto Rico.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-
supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. COOLEY, Kendall, IWich.

For Sale.—Remington type-writer No. 7, good as new. For
particulars address Box A, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Real Estate for Bee-keepers

Pkcos Valley of New Mexico lands are coining $50 to $65
net per acre per year from alfalfa. Forty-five thousand acres of

alfalfa in bloom five times a year, surrounding Artesia, means
honey for the bee-keeper. Live in an ideal fruit country, where
the largest artesian wells in the world constantly pour out their

wealth. Artesia, the future Rose City, already has the famous
" Mile of Roses." Homeseekers' excursions the first and third

Tuesdays of each month. Agents wanted, to accompany parties.

Write to-day to R. M. Love, General Agent, Artesia, N. M.

For Sale.—1/4 acres land, one cottage of ten rooms, all in

good repair; apple, cherry, and plum trees; grapevines; spring
water; 23 hives of yellow three-banded Italian bees with queens;
two poultry-houses; school, church, stores, mills, all near by; a
stream of water on the place; good roads the year round. For
particulars address Mrs. M. A. Boulktte,

East Brookfield, Mass.

For Sale.— Five or ten acres in the beautiful tRwn of Or-
lando, Fla. Will sell very cheap, or exchange for Canadian
property. C. H. Lewis,

85 Victoria Ave. N., Hamilton, Ont., Can.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—At once a hustling partner for a 3000-colony bee-
business. I have 16 apiaries and a good supply business estab-
lished. Unlimited bee-range, containing ten varieties of sur-

plus-yielding honey-plants, including both black and white tu-

pelo gum, gallberry, poplar, cotton, ti-ti, etc. State age, experi-
ence, and amount of ready capital.

J. J. Wilder, Cordele, Ga.

Wanted.—A thoroughly practical bee-man of ability who
has also had experience with poultry and fruit. Give full partic-

ulars in first letter as to age, whether married or single, experi-
ence in farming, poultry, bees, and fruit; also salary wanted.
Give references, and say at what date services could begin.

Blalock Fruit Co., Tenth Sts., Walla Walla, Wash.

Wanted.—Single man to take charge of 500 colonies of bees
—one who understands running for comb honey and working
oulyards. Employment the year round. Services required with
other duties when not bu5y with bees. State wages expected,
board furnished. W. P. Smith, Penn, Lowndes Co., Miss.

Wanted.—A capable man of good habits for 1909 to run on
shares 225 colonies of bees fully equipped for comb and extracted
honey. Good location. Give references.

Mrs. Carrie Barton, Delanson, N. Y. Rt. 3.

Wanted.—A young man of good habits to work in an apiary
during the season, and on the farm the rest of the year. State
age, experience, and wages expected.

Chas. Adams, Rt. 4, Greeley, Col.

Situation Wanted.

Wanted.—Situation. I have put in 14 straight years of up-to-

date bee culture; am able to take charge of latge interests; am
36 years old, strictly temperate ; wish to woik on shares if possi-

ble. Addiess A. Lanz, Fairmont, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

A competent man wants work in apiary in California or Neva-
da. M. S. Phillippe, Campbells, Cal.

Bee-keepers* Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car lots of

Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

No more queens for sale this fall.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford. Ct.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Root's Bee Supplies. Send for catalog.

D. Cooley, Kendall, Mich.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keepers' sup-

plies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Golden-all-over and red-clover Italian queens; circular ready

W. A. Shuff, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for business,

June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April ; nu-
clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and
hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single
loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. Honey for sale.

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER, BclleVUe, O.

Breeding queens of pure Caucasian and Carniolan
races—price $3.00. Order from A. E. Titoff, Expert
in Apiculture, with Russian Department of Agriculture,

Kieff, Russia. Remit with orders. Correspondence in

English.

Convention Notices.

The Southern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin Bee-keepers'

Association will hold their annual convention Feb. 23 and 24,

1909, in the court-house at Winona, Minn. All interested are

cordially invited. O. S. Holland, Sec.

Winona, Minn.

The annual meeting of the New Jersey State Bee-keeper's As
sociation will be held at the State House, Trenton, N. J., Jan. 9.

The following is the program:
10:00 A.M., roll-call and business session.

10:20, annual address by the president.

10:45, " How I secured l54 tons of extracted honey from 27 col-

onies the past season, and increased to 39."—E. G. Carr, Esq.,

New Egypt, N. J. Discussion.

11:30, question-box. Answers by experts.

1:30 P.M., "Some things the United States Government is

doing for the Bee-keeper."— Prof. F. G. Fox, Erwinna, Pa., late

Government Apiarist, Washington, D. C.

2:15, " Up-to-date Bee-keeping."—J. H. M. Cook, Esq., Essex

Falls, N. J.

3:00, election of officers for the ensuing year.

3:15, question-box, and discussion by experts.

3:30, adjournment.
Please bring samples of honey, both comb and extracted.

Geo. N. WANSER,Sec., Wm. W. Cask, Pres.,

Cranford, N. J. Frenchtown, N. J.

The annual convention of the Nebraska State Bee-keepers' As-

sociation will be held at 2 p.m., Wednesday, January 20, in

room 109, Agricultural Hall, State Farm Campus, Lincoln, Neb.
An especially good program has been prepared this year, and all

bee-keepers should take advantage of this opportunity of exchang-
ing ideas and receiving practical help for the coming year.

Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 18, L'Llian E. Trester, Sec,
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Convention Notices—Continued.

The third annual convention of the Western Honey-piodiicers'

Association will be held January 20 and 21, 1909, in the Library

building, Sioux City, Iowa. This association is composed of

bee-keepers residing in Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, Ne-
braska, Utah, and California They are assisting each other in

a way that is worth while, by their systematic advertising, and
marketing of honey. We shall endeavor to make this one of the

nijsi helpful conventions that the association has held, and we
send out a sweeping invitation to all who are interested in pro-

gressive bee culture to be present, and to be prepared lo give

something of interest; and to those who ate interested in honey
as a food we extend a cordial invitation to be present and see the

thought and energy the bee-keepers are putting into their art to

produce the best honey possible.

Mr. N. E. France, General Manager of the National Bee-keep-
ers' Association, h is promised to be present. One of the promi-

nent features of this meeting will be an effort to secure legislation

that will assist in checking the spread of bee diseases in Sjuth

Dakota and Iowa.
The question-box will be another prominent feature, and now

is the time to begin to think about the things that you want to

know more about, and to hand them into the question-box.

Salix. Iowa. E. G. Bi^own.

Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

PRICES ADVANCED.
In the new edition of our catalog the prices on Hoffman, thick

top, and Danzenbaker frames are marked up about 20 cts. per

100, and the prices on observation hives and Bigelow educational
hives are also advanced about 20 per cent. Enamel cloth is ad-

vanced to 30 cts. per yard; $3.00 per p-ece of 12 yards. Honey-
extractors are advanced, as announced last August, because of the

increased cost in ball-bearings and slip g;ar—two new features

added for this year.

YELLOW SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

We have received from California ovei a ton of very nice seed
of the yellow sweet clover, all with the hulls off. As we have
none of this vjriety with the hulls on, we can offer it only in the

one form, and the price will be 30 cts. per lb., postpaid, or 22

cts. not prepaid; 10 lbs., $2.00; 25 lbs , $4.75; 100 lbs., $18.00.

We have a limited quantity of the hulled white, which we can
famish at the same rate. The unbulled white is 7 cts. per pound
less.

CAPPING-MELTER.

Our new catalog will include the capping-meiter described
and illustrated in the Nov. 15th issue of Gleanings. It will

be made of heavy extra-quality tin, extra coated, and the price,

without heating-stove, is $8.00.

MANUM SWARM-CATCHER.
Our swarm-catchers for this year a'e being made of 8-mesh gal-

vanized-wire cloth, and are much stronger and more durable than
heretofore. This adds to their cost, so that we have increased
the price to $1.25 with pole, or 90 cents without it. The increase

in price is trifling compared with the greatly increased strength

and lasting quality of the implement.

FOUR-FRAME NON-REVERSING EXTRACTORS.

We have devised a very simple method of producing a four-

frame extractor, non-reversing, in a small can, at a moderate
price. By taking four comb-pockels, such as we use in the L.

size Cowan or Root automatic, and fastening them secu-ely at

each corner, and to a frame similar to that used in the Cowan,
we have a reel holding four combs, very strong and rigid, which
will swing with ample clearance in a can 20 inches in diameter.
The combs must be lilted out and turned the other side out, and
inserted again before you finish extracting from both sides of the

comb, the same as in the Novice. There may be those who pre-

fer to do this for the sake of getting a machine in small compass.
W«» will furnish three sizes;

No. 54, wiih comb-pockets 9^8 in. wide in a can 20 in. in di-

ameter. Price $16.00.
No. 74, with comb-pockets 12 in. wide i.i a can 23 in. in di-

ameter. Price $18.09.

No. 84, with comb-pockets 12H in. wide and one inch deeper;
24 inches in diameter. Price $20.00.

liEE-Hl'NTlNi;.

The publisher of that excellent magazine, Hunitr-TraJer-
Trapptr, has just placed before the public a new book which
will interest iiuite a good many of our readers. Its object is suf-

ficiently indicated by its title, " Bee-hunting."
From time to time we have received orders for just such a book

and we are glad to see that soin» one else has undertaken to fur-

nish a work of this kind at a moderate price. In our judgment
the book is all it claims to be—a guide to successful bee-hunting
from A to Z. There are a good many localities in this country
where there are wild bees in the woods and rocks in considerable
abundance, and, in more than one sense of the word, it might
P'ly to hunt them. This book g ves 'he information necessary to

enable any one, who is intelligent and active enough, to engage
in bee-hunting with success. If you do not care to engage in

the work yourself, perhaps you h ive a son or friend who would be
g ad to take up bee-hunting if he knew how to proceed. Pds-
sibly, if you were to pieseni a copv of this book io such an aspi-

rant the wild bees in your locality would be considerably redui ed
in numbers before long. In some sections there is an opportunilv
to make bee-hunting pay. In any event it is evident a work on
bee-hunt'ng will prove to be in eresting in several ways.
The book is well gotten up and well worth the price ask-d for

it, but we are making a special offer of it in connection wiin
Gleanings, which places it within reach of all our subscribers.

Price 25c postpaid; with Gleanings one year, $1.10. See p. 7.

TELESCOPE EXCELSIOR COVER.
In our new catalog, soon from the press we will list a new

cover. We have been furnishing for several years on special or-

ders what we have called the Colorado cover. This is very sim-
ilar to the E cover with a rim telescoping down over the hive at

least an inch. With such a cover it is necessary to use a super

cover over the hive or super to prevent the bees from sticking it

fast, so that it would be difficult or impossible to remove it readily.

By increasing the width of the end cleats and the cover boards,

and adding side strips, we convert our patented Excelsior into a

telescope cover, as shown above. Hives will be supplied with

this cover and super cover at an extra cost of 10 cents per hive.

The cover alone, without super cover, sells for 5 cents each more
than the regular E cover.

PaintWithoutOil
Remarkable Discovery that
Cuts Down the Cost of Paint

Seventy-five Per Cent.
A Free Trial Package is Mailed to Every

One Who Writes.
A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams, N. Y., has

discovered a process of making a new kind of paint without the

use of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint. It conies in the form of a

dry powder, and all that is required is cold water to make a paint

weather-proof, fire-proof, and as durable as oil paint. It adheres

to any surface, wood, stone, or brick, spreads and looks like oil

paint, and co'^ts about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufacturer, 8 North St., Adams,

N. Y., and he will send you a free trial package, also color-card

and full information showing you how you can save a good many
dollars. Write to-day.
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Before buying your Comb Foundation, or disposing of your beeswax, be sure

to get our prices on wax and foundation, or our prices on working wax into foun-

dation.

We are also in a position to quote you prices on hives, sections, and all other

supplies. We give LIBERAL DISCOUNTS during the months of January
and February.

Remember|that

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

is the very best that money can buy.

We always guarantee satisfaction in every way.

LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEY-BEE (new edition), by mail, $1.20.

Send for our prices on Extracted, White-clover, and Amber Fall Honey.

DADANT&SONS, .. HAMILTON, ILL.

FOR OVER 25 YEARS
our make of goods has been acknowledged to be in the lead as regards

WORKMANSHIP and MATERIAL.

Our AIR-SPACED HIVE is a most excellent winter hive,

and fully as good and convenient for summer management as the

single-walled. Same inside dimensions as regular Dovetailed hives; all

inside material interchangeable with Dovetailed hives.

We manufacture full line of BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

WINTER DISCOUNTS:
January, 3 per cent. February, 2 per cent. March, 1 per cent.

Catalog free.

W.T. FALCONER MFG.CO., Jamcstown,N.Y.



The Wellington Hotel
Cor. Wabash Ave. and Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO

REMODELED AT A COST OP

Siso,oc:>c:>
Hot and Cold Running Water and Long

Distance 'Phones in all Rooms
300 Rooms 100 with Bath Singl* or an Salt*

Rates $1.00 and Upwards
One of the most uoiqae Diniot-roomt in the country.

Oar fameus Indian Cafe.

Nolid f»r itrvici and Cuiiint

McCLINTOCK & BAYFIELD. Props.

BANKING BY MAIL

i4%r
.Money deposited with us is secure, and

works for you continually. Our perfect

system of Banking BY MAIL brings this

opportunity to your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital

and surplus of .$70,000, and assets of over

$700,000. Its policy is conservative; its

affairs are ably managed by capable and
successful business men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted,
on which we pay a yearly interest of 4
per cent, compounded semi-annually. Send
currency in registered letter, your own
check; or by P. O. or express money-order.

Write for the Booklet
To-day.

Resources
$800,000.

Established
1892.

th^savings deposit—> BANK COMPANY —
MEDINA, OHIO

/hy remain where the climatic

conditions are so much against you,

where it is necessary to battle with

the rigors of a long winter ?

There are great opportunities in

the South, where you can work
out of doors the entire yew.

ALONG THE
[ABOARD AIR LINE
lands that are as productive as

yours can be obtained reasonably

— prices for your crops as good, if

not better. Write for "Fruic and
Vegetable Growing in the land of

the Manatee," by a western man,

containmg full particulars. Address

J. W. WHITE
Qen'l Industrial Agl., S. A. L. Railway

Dep't F PORTSMOUTH, VA.

Texas Land SI.OO
To $5.00 Per Acre

Texas has passed new School Land Laws. Millions of
acres are now to be sold by the State at 41 1.00 to $5.00
per acre; only one-fortieth cash and no more to pay for
40 years, unless you desire; only 3 per cent Interest
You can buy 160 acres at iH 1.00 per acre, payable $4.00
down and 40 years' time on the balance, 3% Interest.
Greatest opportunity ever offered to investors and farm-
ers. Texas land Is better than Oklahoma, Iowa orlllinolB.
Send 50 cents for Book of Instructions, New State Law,
Map of Texas, and brief description of over 400 million
acres of vacant public lands in 25 different States,
which are open to homestead. Three Books for 11.06.

E. C. HOWE, 938 Hartford Building. CHICAGO. ILL.

MTne green fields
0^ VIRGINIA
Where the summers are long and delight-
ful ; where the wintersare shortandmild.
Here you can grow splendid crops at
small cost. Rich soil, abundant water,
excellent markets and good neighbors.

Desirable Farms can be secured for

$10 PER ACRE AND UP
alongthe N. & W. Ry. Full information
and valuable booklet upon request

F H. LaBAUME
Agricultural and Industrial Agent

Nr'-f'^lk & Western Railway,
Box K2, . ROANOKE, VA.



We Sell Millwork
for all styles of
Porches at J
Cut Prices.

Our Stair Department
will save you from
to $125 on

1/ N

for this Porch, S23.:

Gable Ornament
Price 75c. Oak Stairs, Complete, $28.59.

Dcor. 7:

Old Houses Made New
at Small Cost!

Write for GrandFree MillworkCatalog
5000 Bargains in Doors,Windows, Mouldings, All
Material for Stairs, Porches,Vestibules, Grilles, Sc.

Quality and Safe Delivery Guaranteed Anywhere
Send for handsomely illustrated Free Millwork Catalog showing

all kinds of material for building or remodeling. Everything in the
latest styles approved by best architects. Each of the 5000 items
offered at a bargain price. You can buy, direct from the world's largest
building material plant, whatever you require for modernizing both
exterior and interior of your home. All styles of doors, from plain
pine to finest Art Front Doors of polished hardwood. Prices 80 cents
up. Windows in every size and style, from plain windows at 63 cents
to magnificent Venetian Art Glass Windows in beautiful color effects.

Material for complete flight of stairs, only $24.73—an actual saving of
$60 to $125. You will be surprised at the small cost of Hardwood
Flooring, Plate Rail, Beamed Ceilings, artistic Mantels, beautiful
Grilles and Colonnades, Sleeping Porches and other up-to-date im-
provements that any carpenter can put in.

We Undersell Everybody
on Building Material

We do a business of over a million dollars a year. We carry immense
stocks of guaranteed building material in our own warehouses and lumber
yards. No other concern can.duplicate our prices. All our material is guar-
anteed up to the Olficial Grades of the Sash & Door Manufacturers' Associa-
tions. We sell for cash and ship everywhere under an absolute guarantee of
safe delivery and satisfaction or money back.

If you are going to build, remodel or repair a house, barn or any other
building, we can save you from 51) to 75 per cent of the usual cost. Don't fail

to send for the Free Catalog of Millwork and Building Material.

Gordon -Van Tine's Famous Book of Plans FREE!
44 Complete Houses, Bungalows, Cottages, Barns

The most popular collection of plans for beautiful, practical homes. Up-to-
the minute in style. Correct in every detail. Designed by licensed architects.
Don't build until you see these handsome homes. The complete Book of
Pl'-ns mailed free on receipt of 10 cents to cover cost of packing and postage.

Gordon-Van Tine Company
World's Largest Building Material Plant: ;

[Case Street Davenport, Iowa

"Clareiiiont ' Door,
"'ith Clear Class, S4.50

Art Window. $3.75.

"Manhattan." Door,
Etched Glass, $3.16.

Stair

Newels.

Price,

;A$2.86.

Price,

S2.83.

Combination Oak Plate Rail and
Picture Moufdinu, per Foot. 7c.

100 Lineal Feet Oak Flooring, 80c. Oak Beamed Ceiling, Lineal Foot, 13c. Classic Mantel, $24.75.
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Dr. Briinnich, of Switzerland, in his laboratory.

PUBLISHBn BY

THE A. 1. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.



Important Announcement.

GOOD NEWS
to

All Students and Lovers of Nature, and to

All Interested in Education.

The Establishment of ARCADIA
on Unique Lines as a

GREAT NATURE-STUDY INSTITUTIDN.

(Through the aid of a philanthropist whose
name is withheld by request.)

Arcadia is to be a ^' village " of portable buildings devoted to various phases

of natural science. The buildings are to be arranged in the form of a court cover-

ing more than a half-acre of ground. There is to be an astronomical observatory,

"Home" of The Agassiz Association, biological laboratories, vivaria, aquaria.

Clearing House (for circulating specimens), pet-houses, insectary, photograph gal-

lery, experimental rooms, offices, lecture hall, etc. Within the court made by the

surrounding buildings are to be a garden and plant-beds for experimental purposes.

In brief, it is to be an epitome of the essential features of zoological park,

biological laboratories, and experimental horticultural grounds.

If the experiment proves a success upon two years' trial, it is promised that

the entire equipment will be rebuilt in larger fire-proof buildings (with more ex-

tended equipments for study and experiment). The tests of success are the co-

operation and interest of naturalists of all ages in all parts of the world. Full par-

ticulars in the January number of "The Guide to Nature," Stamford, Conn.

Single numbers, 15c. Subscription for one year, $1.50.

EDWARD F. BIGELOW, Director of Arcadia, Stamford, Conn.
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A YEAR'S WORK
IN AN OUT-APIARY

. . OR . .

An average of 114|j pounds of honey
per colony, in a poor season,

and how it was done.

First edition, Dec, /Qo8, lOOO copies.

Second edition^ Jan., IQOQ, SOOO copies.

By G. M. DOOLITTLE
Author of " Scientific Queen-Rearing."

Mention has already been made of this book in our reading-columns; but there is such
an unusual interest in it that we call attention to it once more.

To understand the scope of the work better, please notice that it contains the following
chapters :

Chapter I. An average of IH'i: pounds of section honey per colony in a poor season, and how it was done.
II. Same, continued.

III. Bloom time.

IV. How to control swarms when running for comb honey.
V. A simple and reliable plan for making increase.

VI. How to save unnecessary lifting in taking off filled supers of honey.
VII. Taking off the surplus; what to do with the unfinished sections, preparation for the buckwheat flow.

VIII. Progress in the supers.

IX. A simple way to put on escapes without lifting.

X. Taking off the Honey and storing it at the outyard.

XI. Same, continued.

XII. Clo.-ing words; further suggestions to the plans given in the preceding chapters.

The author says in the preface:
While the book is intended for the specialist, it is none the less desirable for. the plain, every-day bee-keeper, with his

one home apiaiy, or for the amateur with his five to ten colonies; and because this book is for the specialist in bee-keeping
I have not gone into first principles or the A B C of our pursuit, as the specialist has passed these rudimentary things long
ago. There are plenty of good books before one, and all who are desirous of learning of the foundation structure, there-
fore, have no need of repeating here. The amateur should certainly procure, read, and digest one or more of these
books upon entering the ranks of apiculture.

What Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of TAe Bee-keepers' Reviezv, says: The
A. I.

A Year's Work in an Out-apiary " is packed full of the most valuable information that has ever been X Root
given to bee-keepers. Like a few other books, it is a difficult one to review. It is so boiled down and ^ Co.,
condensed that there is very little that can be left out. I am going to do the best I can at it, but I'll say X Medina,
right here that every bee-keeper would do much better to buy the book and read it in its entirety.

While the book is really a record of one year's work (12 visits) in an out-apiary, in which, during a

poor season (1905), 114i-2 pounds of section honey per colony were secured, it is descriptive of a X For the en-

plan that was perfected during some ten or fifteen years of previous experimenting. To put the X closed remit-
whole thing in a nm-shell, it tells how to manage an oat-apiary for the most profitable pro- X tance-
duction of comb honey, and, at the same time, prevent all swarming.

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D1:
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, one year (new or renewal subscriptions), $ 1 .00
One copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY .50

I Dial $1.50

OUR PRICE for the above for 60 days, or until March 15, $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D2:
CLEANINCS IN BEE CULTURE, six month's trial S .25
One copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY . .50

Total S .75

BOTH until March 15. 1909, for 50 cents
If you are already a subscriber to Glp.anings, and your subscription is

paid, and you want to gel the book, take advantage of offer No. D3
by ordering the book for yourself and a six month's trial to Gleanings
(or someone of your bee-keeping friends who is not now a subscriber.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O.

please send G/«»n-
ings { 1 yr. or

mos.) to

Send Doolittle's

low:
my address

// Gleanines is to he sent t$ same party as toolt,

sign only in last two blank lines.
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possib e, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise s-ated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by p'oducers direct to ihe retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usaal commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

ag-^ by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Indianapolis.—As a rule, the honey market is dull during

December; but the demand is holding up remarkably well this

season. Producers are not now offering honey freely, and while
wholesale houses are well stocked, the indications are that hon-
ey will be scarce before the arrival of the new crop. Some fan-

cy white comb is being offered by producers at \2%\ No. 1 white
at 12; white clover, extracted, in 5-gallon cans, at 7. Some am-
ber honey is being offered, but the demand is so slight that the
prices are irregular. Beeswax is steady at 28 cts. cash, or 30 in

exchange for merchandise.

Jan. 9. Walter S. Poudhr, lodiaoapolis.

Chicago.—There is no material change in the honey busi-

ness from what we reported in our last quotations. The honey
trade is still very quiet. We quote extra-fancy white comb hon-
ey at 14 to 14/4; fancy No. 1 white, 13 to 14; No. 2 white and
light amber, 11 to 12/4; other inferior grades at correspondingly
less prices. White clover and basswood extracted are in good
demand in 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case at 7% to 8; in bar-

rels, /4 ct. per lb. less. Bright beeswax, 30 to 32.

Chicago, Jan. 8. S. T. Fish & Co.

Zanksville.—Though the local honey market is exceedingly
dull, some shipments are being made to points out of the State,

which would indicate that the demand elsewhere is not far from
normal. No. 1 to fancy white comb brings in a wholesale way
$3.50 per case of 24 sections. Apparently little honey is being
offered by producers, and stocks are rather low. The jobbing
trade would pay 13 to 14 cents for No. 1 to fancy white, and 7 to

8 for extracted. For clean yellow beeswax I offer 29 cts. cash,

30 in exchange for supplies. E. W. Peirce,
Jan. 9. Zanesville, O.

San Francisco.—There is little or no demand for outside
markets at present, and the local market is well cleaned up,

nothing of the fancy grades being offered. Notwithstanding a
steady jobbing demand, the price has shown no change for some
time. A lot of comb joney, of the white and light-amber grades
from Nevada, is now in the market, and is moving off at 9 to 13

cts. White comb, 15; white extracted, 7 to 8; light amber, 6^
to 7; dark amber, 4^ to 5M; candied, 4j4 to 6/4.

Pacijic Rural Press, Jan. 2.

Columbus.—The market is somewhat better, but the demand
is not as good as usual. We quote fancy white comb at 14; No.
1, 13; No. 2, IJ; amber, 11. Evans & Turner,

Jan. 9. Columbus, O.

Boston.—White fancy comb honey, 15; No. 1 ditto, 14;

No. 2, 10. White fancy extracted. 9; light-amber, ditto, 8; am-
ber, 7. Beeswax, 30. Blake-Lee Co.,

Jan. 10. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

Schenectady.—But very little is doing in comb honey, with
quite a stock on our market. We do not look for any improve-
ment before February. Extracted is in better demand, especial-
ly buckwheat, and stock is pretty well cleaned up. Prices are
unchanged Chas MacCulloch,

Jan. 9. Schenectady, N. Y.

Buffalo.—The honey market here is about at a standstill.

1 never saw honey selling so slowly. It is being offered at 1 to

2 cts. less than a month ago, and even that does not start it to

moving. It is a case of wait and see what will happen later.

We quote No. 1 to fancy clover, comb, 13 to 14; same. No. 2, 10
to 11; No. 1 buckwheat, 11 to 12; No. 2, 9 to 10; white extract-

ed, iVi to 9; dark, 6 to 7; jelly-tumblers, white, per dozen, 80
to 90 cents. Beeswax, yellow, 28 to 30.

W. C. TCWNSEND,
Jan. 8. Buffalo, N. Y.

CiNCiNN.\Ti.—Up to this writing, the demand for honey has

not brightened as we had anticipated; however, it is rather ear-

ly; and since other lines of business are growing better, the

honey business as well will show an improvement in a compara-
tively short time. Amber honey in barrels is selling at from 5ji
to 7}4 according to quality and quantity. Table honey is selling

slowly at 654 to 9; fancy white comb honey, 14j4 to 15 by the

single case. For good to choice yellow beeswax we are paying
27 cash and 29 in trade, delivered here.

The Fred W. Muth Co.,
Jan. 8. Cincinnati, O.

New York.—The market for comb honey is quiet, and the

demand has slackened considerably during the last few weeks
While the market is not overstocked, there are sufficient quanti-

ties to meet any reasonable demand. The trade in comb honey
has not been up to that of former years, and while the No. 1 and
fancy have been in fair demand, off grades have been neglected

right along, and are almost impossible to sell at fair value. We
look for a fair trade during the next three months, and think we
shall be able to dispose of our present holdings at fair prices. We
quote, nominally. No. 1 and fancy white, 13 to 15; off grades, 11

to 12; amber and dark, 10 to 11. The demand for extracted has

also fallen off to a consieerable extent, and prices are gradually

declining. We quote California white sage, 8% to 9; light am-
ber, 7^ to 8: amber, 6^ to 7; white clover, 754 to 8; lower
grades and dark, 6 to 7; Southern in barrels, 60 to 75 per gallon,

according to quality. Owing to the condition of the market we
do not encourage shipments unless parties wanting to ship write

to us first, stating quantity, quality, and style of package; then
we will advise them at once whether we think we are in posi-

tion to handle their honey to advantage or not. Beeswax is in

fair demand at 28 to 30, according to quality.

Jan. 8. Hildreth & Segblken, New York.

HONEY
Light amber, good flavor, 854c lb.; bbls., 754 to 8c lb. Sample, 10c.

No. 1 comb honey, $3.60 case. Catalog of apiarian supplies free.

I. J. STRINCHAM, 1 05 PARK PL., NEW YORK CITY

CHAS. ISRAEL <& BROS.
486-490 CANAL ST., NEW YORK

wholesale dealers and commission merchants in

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc

Consignments Solicited Established 1875

Muth Special Dov'd Hives
ARE BEST BY TEST

So say the buyers of nearly ten carloads of them in 1908.

Send for our free 1909 catalog with full descriptions, and nicely illustrated.

THE FRED W. MUTH COIVIPANY
No. 51 Walnut St. THE BUSY BEE-MEN Cincinnati, Ohio

Ship your honey and beeswax to us. Will send you remittance the day the goods arrive.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,

Vashlngrton Bvd. & Morsan St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., 82-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

^ For ^
25 Years

I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA

HONEY WANTED
Wanted to contract for 20,000 lbs. comb honey in shallow

extracting-ftames 5}% inches deep.

Requirements: Honey to be produced on full sheets of extra-

thin super foundation, in shallow extracting-frames, not wired.

Grade: Same as fi'st three grades in Gleanings grading-

,ules— Fancy. A No. 1, and No. 1 (all included as one grade).

Quality: Honey must be produced from clover, basswood, or

raspberry.

Combs must be even and of uniform thickness—not over one

inch.

Will furnish frames, shipping-cases, and carriers for re-ship-

ping the honey.
Bee-keepers in Michigan or Ohio interested in this proposition,

write, stating approximate number of frames you can furnish, and

price wanted for the honey per pound, net zutight, F. O. B.

Medina. Address

HONEY BUYER,
c-o Cleanings in Bee Culture,

Medina, Ohio.

Bee-Supplies
We have a new stock of goods on hand for 1909 and are able to fill your orders, nx-it/iout

delay, at factory prices.

^^^% send a list of the supplies you need, and we will be glad to quote you our

^9\^ best prices.

^^^^ IT NOW and secure our Special Early-order Discounts. If you care to

mJ\^ save on freight charges, send your orders to us. No charges for drayage.

C. H. W. WEBER, Headquarters for Root's Goods,

OHice and Salesroom 21 46-48 Central Ave. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Gleanings In Bee Culture
Esublisbed
1873.

CircnUtloD
32,000.

72 paees.

Semi-
monthly.

Devoted to Bees, Honey, and Home Interests.

Pablished by The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.

J. T Calvbrt, Business Manaeer.

$1 per year.

When paid

in advance:

2 years, $1.50.

3 years, $2.00.

5 years, $3.00.

POSTAGE IS PREPAID by the publishers for all sub-

scriptions in the United States, Hawaiian Islands, Philip-

pine Islands, Guam, Porto Rico, Tutuila, Samoa, Shanghai,
Canal Zone, Cuba, and Mexico. Canadian postage is 30c

per year. For all other countries in the Postal Union add

60 cents per year postage.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS. When a change of address

is ordered, both the new and the old address must be given.

The notice shoald be seat two weeks before the change is

to talce effect.

DISCONTINUANCES. We give notice just before ex-

piration and further notice if the first is not heeded, before

discontinuing. Subscribers are urged to renew promptly

in order to avoid interruption in receipt of Gleanings,
or if unable to make payment at once, to advise us

when they can do so, which will be considered as an
order to continue. Any one wishing his subscription dis-

continued should so advise us upon receipt of expiration

notice and he will not be annoyed by further notices.

HOW TO REMIT. Remittances should be sent by
Draft on New York, Express-order or Money-order, payable

to order of The A. 1. Root Company, Medina, Ohio. Cur-

rency shoald be sent by Registered Letter.

AGENTS. Representatives are wanted in every city

and town in the country. A liberal commission will be

paid to such as engage with as. References required.

Foreign Subscription Agents.
Foreign subscribers can save time and annoyance by

placing their orders for Gleanings with any of the fol-

lowing authorized agents, at the piices shown:

PARIS, FRANCE. E. Bondonnbau, 142 Faubourg
St. Denis. Per year, pmtpaid, 7j^ fr.

GOODNA, QUEENSLAND. H. L. JONKS. Any Aus-
tralian subscriber can order of Mr. Jones. Per year, pott

paid, 6/.

DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND. Alliance Box Co.,
24 Castle St. Per year, postpaid, (,/.

Advertising Rates.

Twenty-five cents per agate line, flat.

Fourteen lines to inch.

SPACE RATES. To be used in one issue.

One-fourth page .... $12.50
One-hall page 25.00
One page 50.00

Preferred position, inside pages, 30 per cent additional.

Preferred position, inside cover, 50 per cent additional
Outside cover page, double price.

Reading notices, 50 pet cent additional.

Cash-in-advance discount, 5 per cent.

Cash discount if paid in 10 days, 2 per cent.

Bills payable monthly.
No medical or objectionable advertising accepted.
Column width, 2^ inches.

Column length, 8 inches.

Columns to page, 2. (Regular magazine page.)

Forms close 10th and 25th.

Address GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE,
Advertising Department, Medina, Ohio.

BIG PRICES FOR STRAWBERRIES PREDICTED.

People who remember the dreadful days of 1871, when, as a

consequence of the drouth of that year, Chicago was fire-swept

and all but destroyed, and several towns in Michigan and Wis-
consin were at the same time wiped out of existence, declared

during the early days of the autumn of 1908 that the drouth of

the present season could be compared only with that time. But

in 1871 the drouth was broken early in October, while that of

1908 remained unbroken at the beginning of winter. Not since

July has enough rain fallen to more than lay the dust, and this

statement is true of a major portion of the United States.

The effects of the drouth were felt in few lines of production

where the crops were ripened or practically out of danger be-

fore the present drouth became very acute. But in the case of

other crops, and especially in the case of nursery stock of the

nature of plants, vines, and bushes, the season has been the

most destructive ever known. Many nurserymen whose prac-

tice it has been for years to ship strawberry-plants for fall set

ting were compelled to notifv their customers that they had no
stock last year (1908) that could be used for that purpose, and
many of them are now looking askance at the slim prospect

ahead for strawberry-plants for spring setting.

One effect of this situation will be, of course, to send the

price of plants to a somewhat higher point than has ever before

been reached, as the scarcity of plants has made it necessary
for the nurserymen to raise prices to save themselves. But an-

other effect will be to make the strawberry itself a scarce arti-

cle, because so many of the growers who have failed to take
especial care of their plants during the drouth will find them-
selves out of business. Nurserymen are looking forward to a

tremendous business in plants in 1910 as a result of these con-
ditions, and The R. M. Kellogg Co., at Three Rivers, Mich.,
write OS that they will set out 110 acres next spring, so confi-

dent are they that there will be an unprecedented demand for

plants in 1910.

plants alone survive the struggle. Seeds from mild climates
will not answer the purpose where hardiness is the main re-

quirement, and yet much of the seed now sold is grown in

California and in Europe, where the conditions are not at all

similiar to our Eastern, Central, and Northwestern States. For
these reasons we think our readers who are in want of good
hardy seeds will again welcome the appearance of the L. L.

Olds' advertisement in these columns. It is our opinion that

Olds' catalog is a good safe guide to order frorn.

olds seeds for HARDINESS.

In many parts of this country Old's seeds are regarded with
high favor on account of their reliability and tnieness to name.
This is more particularly true of sections where the climatic
conditions are very severe and trying on vegetation, and hardy

A VAST BUSINESS.

The Cyphers Incubator Co., Buffalo, N. Y., is always to the

front. It is constantly forging ahead, and its new catalog al-

ways contains new ideas as well as accurate descriptions of

new inventions. In fact, the annual catalog of this company
is always something out of the ordinary. For 1909 it will

contain plain descriptions of their new fire-proofed insura'ble

incubators and brooders. There will also be complete ac-

counts of electrically heated incubators, which are certainly

something new, and there will be descriptions of incubators

holding respectively 8000 and 40,000 eggs. Surely these must
be worth going a long distance to see, for the Cyphers people

actually have these machines in operation. But if we can not

go to inspect these wonders we can send for the great 212-page
catalog describing them, which this great concern supplies free.

This book alone is worth 50 cents, for it is no mere catalog of

things to sell. The 1909 edition has numerous beautiful illus-

trations of America's greatest fowls, including Paderewski's
celebrated pep of five, for which he paid Mr. Kellerstrass $7500.

Not only so, but there are fine articles on feeding, laying

records, incubating, brooding, and "What the Poultry Busi-

ness is." After reading this book we think you will conclude

the American poultry industry is something great, and you will

feel proud you have a share in it. Furthermore, we feel cer-

tain that you will make up your mind to give the Cyphers In-

cubator Co. a fair share of your patronage in future if you have
not done so previously. Enterprise of this kind deserves reward
and encouragement, and we believe the readers of Gleanings
will recognize this as well as we do when their attention is

called to it.
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THE BEST ISSUE.
It is impossible to have all of the numbers of a journal of

equal value, or of the same interest; occasionally there will

come an issue that seems to stand head and shoulders above
most of its predecessors. I think that an editor is a pretty fair

judge of the comparative values of the different issues of his own
journal, and it seems to me as though the Rtvirtv for January
reaches the high-water mark, both in subject matter, as regards

value of information, and readableness, as well as typographical

beauty. One quite important change is begun in this issue, and
that is the use of an expensive paper called " cameo plate;" it

has a soft, velvety surface, is not " shiny." yet it shows up a

half-lone engraving better than any other paper that is made.
Pictures printed on this paper are very clear, yet have a softness

that reminds one of a painting.

1 wish tiat every reader of Gleanings could see a copy of

this issue. Never mind if you have seen other copies of the
Revieiu, send ten cents for this number, and with it will be sent
two other issues, also a four-page circular containing some club-
bing offers that will both surprise and please you. The ten cents
may apply on a subscription if you send one later.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

Publishers' price, SI .00 postpaid.

The index is carefully pre-

pared so. one may find with-

out loss of time any desired

information contained in the

book. This will be seen be-

low from the extract from the

index which also shows the

completeness of the work:

Character 65

Cheete 125

Chett Protector 94

Chicken-pox 254

Chicory nd
Children, Hygienic Care of 204

Washing or Bathing 204

Chlorate of Potaisium 263

Chlorine 257, 263

Choking 232

Cholera 264, 265. 266

Bell 95

Cisterns 133

Cleanliness 283

Cleantioc Cream 110

Cloihet 247, 256

Horses 104

DOMESTIC ECONOMY
How to Make Hard Times Good and Good Times Better.

This book is designed to aid in the successful management
of the alTairs of the family, the home, and the individual.

. It is a fine cloth-bound octavo volume of 283 pages, well

printed, and how well the author has succeeded in covering
the field, may be seen from the following:

CONTENTS
Introduction 5-8

Chapter 1.—Home 9-19

Chapter II.—Economy in General, 20-
34

Chapter III.—Education 35-46
Chapter I\'.—Occupation 47-58
Chapter V.— Recreation 59-63

Chapter VI.— Influences of Families
and Individuals .64-69

Chapter VII.—Arithmetic— Accounts,
70-74

Chapter VIII.—Time—Use and Mis-
use. 75-82

Chapter IX.- Fuel 83-86
Chapter .\'.— Clothing. . . 87-97

Chapter .XT.— Pets and Pests 98-101
Chapter .XII —Housekeeping 102-115

Chapter .XIII.— Food 116-130

Chapter .XIV.— Drink 131-138

Chapter XV.—Bread and Substitutes,

139-144

Chapter XVI —Meat 145-150
Chapter XVII.—Vegetables .151-156

Chapter XVIll.—Soups 157-159

Chapter XIX.—Sweets 160-164

Chapter XX.—Pickles 16'-167
Chapter XXI.— Desserts.... 168-171

Chapter XXII.

—

Family Expenses,
172-177

Chapter X.XIII.— Constitution — How
to Have a Good, 178-184

Chapter .X.X IV.—Mother and Child,
185-198

Chapter XXV.— Children 199-206

Chapter XXVI.— Exercise • .207-213

Chapter .XXVII.-Care of body—Ex-
ternal, 214-226

Chapter XXVIII.—Accidents,227-235
Chapter .X.Xl.X.— Causes of Disease in

General, 236-247

Chapter X.X.X.— Causes and Preven-
tion of Disease, 248-253

Chapter X.X.XI.

—

Diseases— Causes
and Prevention, Infectious and
Cont gious, 254-268

Chapter .XX.XII.— Causes and Preven-

tion of Disease Inherited, 269-

276

Lines 104

Clothing , 67
Care of 109

Cotton 90
Disinfection of 247

On Fire 233
Renovating 110

Rubber 89

The Warmest 89

Woolen 91

Coal 84

Oil 83

Codfish Cutlets 148

How to Cook 1 47

Coffee 135

Subititute* 136

Coin 276

If Swallowed 234

Comforts, Little 13

Confinement 185

Constipation 249

Constitution—How to Have a Good, 1 78

Consumption 269—275

Contagion 244

Conversation 61

Cookery— Importance of 38

Instruction in 37

Cooking Utensils 112

Corn 129

Hulled—Old-fashioned 142

Parched—Meal 141

Pudding 143

Corned Beef 146

Mutton 1 -16

SPECIAL OFFER:
One DOIMESTiC ECONOMY (cloth bound)
One year's subscription to CLEANINCS .

Both (f"°°"'
""'-'"''

^ rate adilressew ) for only $1.25

SI.00
1.00

S2.00

THI-: .\. I. ROO'I" COMP.XNY. MEDINA, Ohio
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FIRST LESSONS IN DAIRYING.

Milk production is one of the great and rapidly growing in-

dustries of America, and naturally it calls for a literature of its

own. Some remarkably scientific works on the subject have
been prepared of late years, and of practical books many have
been written and published. But there was a pressing need
for a plain simple work suitable for the average farmer who
'oes not understand mucti about milk, but who wishes to

learn some of the fundamental principles. It was for just such
a class that Prof. H. E. Van Norman's book, " First Lessons in

Dairying," was written. The information given is couched in

plain simple language easily understood by the average farm-
er. It is not a large volume, but it is quite extensive enough
to give a lot of valuable information on the subject, whi.h all

proiu'ers of milk should possess. It explains the secretioii of

milk by the cow, and gives the latest knowledge of the chem-
istry of milk. " Creaming," a process not usually understood
by dairymen, is satisfactorily explained, and this is appropri-
ately followed by a chapter on cream-ripening, in which the
philosophy of the fermentation of milk is clearly explained.
Churning is fully dealt with, nothing of real importance to a
practical man being omitted. Some clear-cut ideas on the
marketing of dairy products are presented, and these Slone are
worth the price of the book. There is a chapter on equipment
that is common sense and to the point. The Babcock test is

explained, and the details of butter-judging are given very ac-
curately and clearly. There is a short cnapter on the history
of modern dairying in America, and, lastly, a summary of the
various causes which lead to bad results in Jiandling milk and
butter. In short, this book is a sort of guidepost to dairy work
which may be readily carried in one's inside pocket while at
work on the dairy farm. It would be a good thing if many
dairymen would commit this book to memory. As a result we
should get better milk.

until a business has been built up in which farmers have great
faith. We presume the other seeds sold by this house are

raised with equal care. Send for the Ratekin seed catalog be-
fore you forget it.

' A SUCCKSSIUL SEED-HOUSE.
For some years the famous Iowa seed-house of Ratekin has

been utilizing a space in these pages each spring, and evident-
ly to the entire satisfaction of many readers who have sent or-
ders there. A great specialty of this house is fine seed corn.
Around the home of the business, Ratekin has educated the
farmers to grow strains of corn solely for his farmer trad?, until
this section has become famous far and wide for its splendid
seed corn. For a quarter of a century he has been doing this

FINE STATIONERY PAPER.

Quite possibly you have never given any thought to the qual-
ity of the stationery used by you in correspondence. Like
many others you may have left that matter entirely with your
printer, who, in turn, charged you a price that would allow him
to furnish the best paper; but, unfortunately, he chose to sup-
ply you with a second-rate quality. This is a common prac-
tice. There is only one way to circumvent this, and that is to

find out for yourself what fine paper really is, and be your own
judge. As a preliminary step we would suggest that you write
to the makers of the " Hampshire Bond " papers which are ad-
vertised on another page. They will send, on request, sam-
ples of their high-grade papers which will probably convince
any skeptic ihat it is worth while to order the very best paper
obtainable. While the price of these high-grade papers may
be a little more, the quility is so much better that one does
not hesitate to pay the difference, and your local printer will
probably charge enough to pay for the best, any way. In any
event, we are inclined to believe that, when you have care-
fully examined the " Hampshire Bond " papers, you will in-

struct your stationer to furnish you no other. The best is none
too good, even for a bee-keeper with a small trade. It is

worth while to write to the paper company just to see the dif-

ference between good and bad paper, and we hope you will do
this.

shijmvvay's seeds.

Again we have with us for another campaign the well-
known seedsman R. H. Shumway. His name has a familiar
sound to many of those who purchase seeds, as he is one of the
leaders in the seed trade. He sends his see< s far and wide
over this continent, but the Mississippi Valley more particu-

larly, as his seeds are of a hardy kind, and suitable to both ex-
tremes of temperature. It is needless to say that Mr. Shumway
issues a fine catalog, which will be mailed free to all appli-

cants. He is always to the front with desirable novelties
which are likely to hold the interest of all garden-makers. He
has also a Very complete line of farmers' seeds which have
been found worthy of extensive culture in the temperate zone.
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Seasonable
Supplies

This is the season to buy your bee-hives.

The discount pays your freij^ht expense,

and you can get them ready for the bees

during the quiet winter months. We have
the

Root Dovetailed Hive
Danzenbalcer Hive
Root Chaff Hive

Each tlie best of its kind, and all " Root
Quality." Our central location gives you
the best of setvice with low freight charges.

We want to quote you prices on the hives

you will need.

Send for catalog.

Beesivax 'xvanled.

M. H. Hunt & Son, Lansing, Mich.
Opposite Lake Shore Depot.

r ^

Supplies
t

\\

V.

for the Southern
States.

/"E are better prepared than ever be-

fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and ijueens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, CA.

Field and Garden Seeds

Bee and Poultry Supplies

The best quality bee-supplies. None bet-

ter to be had. Now is the time to send in

orders, and be ready for the rush season.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Choice sweet-clover seed always in stock.

A large variety of best seeds for the South.

Bee-keepers and gardeners who also raise

poultry will be interested in our large stock

of poultry-supplies, the largest and most

complete line in the South

Catalogs of all of the above lines on request.

Send now, and get your orders in early.

Texas Seed and Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

Listen

!

We wish to announce that we have pur-

chased The A. I. Root Co. 's supply busi-

ness for Western Pennsylvania from Mr.

John N. Prothero, of DuBois, Pa., and are

ready to fill orders promptly with a full line

of supplies

Root's Goods
always give satisfaction. Four-per-cent dis-

count in January, and three-per-cent discount

in February on cash orders, from catalog

prices.

Geo. H. Rea has turned his entire bee business over to

us. We can supply you with the very best Italian beesand
queens. Orders booked now for spring delivery about

May 1. Every queen purely mated, each, $1.00; dozen,

Sll.OO.

Two-frame nucleus and queen, $2.00; very strong

colony, $10.00.

Three-frame nucleus and queen, $3.50; medium colony,

$8.00.

Four-frame nucleus and queen, $5.00; good hybrids,$5. 00.

Bees in 8 or 10 frame hives; good queen in each.

We can supply you with any thing in the

Bee Line.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.,
Reynoldsville, Pennsylvania.
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Shumway , R. H 22

Tc Storrs & Harrison 23
" Wallin, W. B 23

33 Sprayers and Pumps.
23 Deming Co 19

23 Rochester Spray-pump Co.

.

19

22

23 Stoves and Ranges.
22 Kalamazoo Stove Co 24

22 Telephones.
22

23 Stromberg-Carlson 24

Tools.

Iwan Brothers 19

Myers, C. A., Co 26

1' Wagons.
Electric Wheel Co 26

20 Empire Company 19

GRAPEVINES FOR ALI,.

We know that nearly all bee-keepers are interested in fruit,

and not a few are experts in fruit culture. They will, there-
fore, read wilh con:iderable interest the advertisement of The
T. S. Hubbard Co., who now make a special ofJer of ten good
two-year-old grapevines for $1.00. Grapes are very useful in
the dietary of many a family in America, and at the price for

vines we have just mentioned they might become important to
all who live outside our very largest cities. There is now
hardly any excuse for a family being without a good supply of
grapes every fall, when it is so easy to get a supply of vines.
The selection offered is of the very best, and only prolific bear-
ers of good fruit are included. Anybody can plant a grapevine
and have it grow. Try it and be convinced.

OLD TRUSTY.
The name of Mr. M. M. Johnson is one to conjure with in

the incubator-manufacturing world. He is the maker of the
celebrated " Old Trusty " line of incubators, and they are true
to name. Mr. Johnson is famous for the admirable way he
treats all his customers. He makes his hatching-machines of
California redwood, famous for its fie-resistant qualities; but
as a further precaution he has recently decided to cover all his
" Old Tt;.sties " with sheetiron, rendering' them practically
fireproof. In spite of these extras he sells his machines cheap.

A NOVEL INCUBATOR.
We publish in our advertising columns (page 27) an il-

lustration of a novel kind of incubator. It is quite a de-
parture from those now in general use, which all employ hot
ait to heat the eggs. The Root incubator is a wide variation
from this, in that the eggs are heated by direct contact with a
hot surfare, just as a hen warms the eggs under her. It looks
to us as if this would be quite an improvement on the present
method. It is also reasonable to suppose that the new incuba-
tor will be easier to manage and control than the ones now in
use, seeing it copies very closely after nature's plan. Doubt-
less there will be a large demand for the Root incubator just as
soon as the poultrymen generally get to know of it. Until
now only a few have seen it. The average breeder is fond of
experimentation, and here is his opportunity to exercise that

talent, with probably good results. It would be well to write
for further particulars at once.

KIND WORDS.
My dear Mr. Root:—Away back in the 80's I used to read

Gleanings, when I was a boy of 13 or 14. I had about 20
colonies then, and was as devoted a student of the " poetry of

agriculture " as ever walked. I had my best queens from the
old " A. I. Root Co." (it was not a " Co." then), and was in-

terested in bees, and had them up to the time I went away to

colleg". I was the first in our community to secure a hundred
pounds of honey from a single co'ony from clover in one year.

That is not much now; but for a boy, and in that community, it

was thought so. It was in Mendon, 111., that I lived then, near
Quincy.
When I wi>nt away to college I tried to keep up the apiary in

the intervals of vacation, but it would not work. They gradual-
ly winter-killed, and I had to give it up for a time. After my
college course of four years, and three of graduate work, in special

study at Yale University, I came south to this university to take
the chair of Latin, where I have been ever since. It was not
long before 1 had a home and a dear little wife, and not long,

either, after that, that she gave me my renewed start in bees by
a present of a Cornell smoker and two Italian queens. I got

three colonies of b'acks in box hives, and have increased to

over ttiirty here, and as many more in my summer home in

Trevose, Pa., just about ten miles beyond Jenkintown. I have
a $10.00 breeding queen, and am under contract to rear early

queens for a large breeder in the North. I succeeded in procur-

ing the orange honey that my good friends Mr. Selser and Mr.
Young, of Washington, declared to be the purest sample of

orange honey they had ever received. I can not keep up with
the demand for it. It goes " like hot cakes," both locally and
in Philadelphia, where I have sold the most of it.

Nothing, I assure you, would give me greater pleasure and
solid satisfaction than to do two things— show to you the build-

ings and work of Stetson University, and, best of all, to show
A. I. Root to the university and university town ! I have omitted
the greatest pleasure of all—the chance to meet and know you
personally. Cordially your friend,

Deland, Florida, Dec. 29, 1908. Edwin G. Baldwin.
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THE REASON WHY

BLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

Val uable
FOR GENERAL ADVERTISERS.

Our last argument presented the broad claim that Gleajsings in Bee Culture is va
uable for general advertisers, and stated that we were prepared to prove it by reports froi

subscribers from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

EVIDENCE.
Gleanings has oever, to my knowledge, fallen down

on a single advertising proposition wf have put in that

paper. D. L. Taylor, Pres. Lorg-Ctitchfield Corp.

In the twenty papers in which our advertising appeart d

last winter, there were only two which made a better

showing. National Fur ano Tanning Co.

We received from Gleanings twice as many replies
as from any other paper used except one.

Suburban Life.

Considering the cost of space in your publication,Glean-
ings is the best producer we have on our list.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.

The above reports show what advertisers think of Gleanings
The following reports from our subscribers from different States show how much they

value Gleanings, and these reports indicate the reason why advertisers get such good re-

turns, for, as a leading advertising agency said: "The secret of such remarkable returns
secured by many advertisers in Gleanings is due, in my judgment, to that esprit de corps

which exists between Mr. Root and your subscribers."

Allow me to express my appreciation of Gleanings,
as a novice in apiculture. It his been most interesting

and instructive. F. C. Templeton, New Jersey.

Gleanings is a paper that every bee-keeper ought to

take. F. Goodnow, Wisconsin.

I do not want to miss a single number, for one number
sometimes contains information worth more than the sub-

scription price. John Stotts, Iowa.

I expect to take Gleanings as long as I live. Even if

I were to quit keeping bees I should siill want it.

H. C. Clemons, Kentucky.

I can not overestimate the value of your paper, as one
article alone saved me forty times the price of subscription.

D. Donaldson, Ontario.

I consider each copy of Gleanings worth a year's sub-
scription. T. J. Quail, Nebraska.

There's no use trying to get along without Gleanings;
so, send it along. E. R. Burlev, Michigan.

Gleanings is O. K., and I wouldn't be without it.

Robert E. Hohnke, Colorado.

I read every portion of Gleanings, and would rather

go without my dinner than miss it.

C. A. JACOBSON, New Zealand.

Beginning with January, 1873, I have been a subscriber
and constant reader of Gleanings, and would feel as
though I had lost a tried and true friend if I were to give
it up. John H. Umplebv, New York.

We might go on for pages, reproducing long letters from hundreds of enthusiastic
subscribers all over the world, but our space will not permit.

CIRCULATION OF GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE BY STATES.
Arizona l^O

Alabama 500

Arkansas 450
California 750
Colorado 325

Connecticut 275

Delaware 200
District of

Columbia 40
Florida 325

(ieorgia 475

Idaho 150

Indian Territory. 75

Illinois 1300
Indiana 1600
Iowa 1400
Kansas 550
Kentucky 575

Louisiana 270
Missouri 850
Maine 275
Massachusetts. . . . 250

Maryland 275

Michigan 1875
Minnesota 975
Montana 225
Mississippi 475
New York 2200
New Hampshire.. 225

North Carolina. . . 450
New Jersey 200
Nebraska 225
North Dakota 100

New Mexico .... 150
Nevada 150
Ohio 2300
Oklahoma 275
Oregon 300
Pennsylvania 2200
Rhode Island 200
South

Carolina 350
South Dakota 175

Tennessee 650

Texas 900
Utah 225
Vermont 175
Virginia 400
Wisconsin 975
West Virginia. .

.

675
Wyoming 75

Washington 260
Mexico 125

Canada 500
Foreign 800

By the above table a fair idea will be. obtained of the strength of Gleanings family in this country, and from re-

ports we have recently received, large purchases have been made in hundreds of instances of goods advertised in our
columns. Orders aggregating several hundred dollars are often sent at a single time; for bee-keepers, being obliged to
order their bee-supplies by mail, form the habit of calling for advertised goods; and if not on sale at their local stores,

they will order them direct from the advertiser. Perhaps this reason alone, the necessity of ordering their bee-supplies
by mail, has made our readers better buyers of advertised goods than the subscribers of any other paper.

Another reason why our subscribers are good buyers is because of the confidence they have in our advertisers. It is

very rare indeed to get a complaint from a subsciiber of any unfair dealing on the pait of one of our advertisers, and,
having such great confidence in our advertisers, our readers patronize them liberally.

For any particulars address

ADVERTISING DEPT., GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE,
MEDINA, OHIO.

" Tha Little Magazine With a Big Field."
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STOCK, PRICE

^^^^^§^^[5p[5na[si[zi[5T]aisTiai5irHJi5i raJi5i^

51

We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEESUPPLIE
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This mcnih we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,

if you will send us a li>t of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us today

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK SUPPLY CO.
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave. ST. LOUIS, MO.

m

m

'^\3i\5iis\\SUB\\S\ ii\\5\f?l\5\^\5\i^^^

BEE-SUPPLIES FOR SEASON OF 1909
Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand for bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-

stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the

line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons

at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight lates, and sell on

manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLY CO., l23NiGOlletlsland,Minneapolis,Minn.

2 ^•^•^•^^iBHH«BHH«aH^HHK«HHB^^«ai«^

i i This Coupon Worth35 cents i

as •

(New Subscribers Only)

Ktime

Postofflce ,

State

If not now a subscriber and you want one of the
I pap

that tells now to make your bees pay—you should
most helpful aids to successful bee-culture—a paper

subscribe for the

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-page illustrated 75-pent monthly. It tells all
about tlie best way to manage bees to produce the
most honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
different departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

C/9

C30

It Will Increase Your Honey-Money
^^_ If you will send us your name and address with 40T^ 5 cents (stamps or coin) together with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of our Journal"^* # for 12 months. Order now and let us begin with this month's fine number. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois

W lor i:

v.,

I

J
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HILTON'S Strain of Bees

and What They Did

Drar Fiiriui Hilton:— The two three-frame nuclei I

received of you May 21 were received in fine condition,

and the red-clover queens proved themselves worthy of

the name. I never saw liner or gentler bees. They were
transferred to ten-frame hives and full sheets of founda-

tion. I now have four strong colonies, with plenty of

stores for winter, and have taken 195 lbs. of fine ex-

tracted honey, mostly clover. I want two more nuclei

for next spring delivery, and my neighbor wants another.
You may use this letter or any part of it as you choose.

C7ratefully yours,

Rhinelander, Wis., Sept. 14, 1908. G. C. Chask.

In addition to the above I have sold

friend Chase about $200 worth of ROOT
GOODS, which deserve some credit for

the above results—the best of every thing

is none too good. ROOT'S GOODS
and CJleamngs helped. If you are not
taking Glfanings, WHY NOT.? For
an order of $10.00 before Jan. 1 I will give

Glea>jings one year; $20.00, two years;

$30.00, three years; or you may have
Gleanings from now to the end of 1909
for $1.00; two years for $1.50; three vears

for $2 00. SEND FOR MY 40-PAGE
CATALOG. CASH FOR BEESWAX,
or will exchange goods for it.

GEO. E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

Post Cards Free
Here are 12 as handsome Post Cards as

you have ever seen. The flower cards are
all embossed—raised flowers. There are
six of these. The other six are scenes
like the one above—all beautiful and
jrrand—nothing cheap or small about any
of them. These twelve cards will be sint
to anyone FREE. Just Bend a dime

—

stamps or coin—for a three months' trl.ii

subscription to Farm and Stock or Tho
Frult-Grower. These papers will dpilvht
you. They are the best on foliowlnn sub-
lects: Fruit Growing, Corn Growlnif.
Stock Raising, Farm Veterinary. Farm
Women, Dairying, Poultry RalslnK and
Bees. etc. Write at once, and address
the pappr vmi want.

FRUTT-r.ROWER,
IFARM AVn STOCK.

St. .lo.ipph Mo. I St. .To«eph. Mo.
Box no

I
Box I to

IS THE BEST,

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and COld blast deflect-
ing part of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3M inches in diameter, has
asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.
The proje.ting hinge-strap protects the smoke e.vit, and len-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.
THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-

plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing salps justify us in extending out

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price, $1.00; two, SI.60; mail 25c each extra.
DAN-ZE HIVES with meiil Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, earl y-orJer dis uunts.
Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars (or >out-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will
help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

Choice Varieties

FLOWER SEEDS

I

Write Quick

!

Just think—we will give you f.c

not one, but all ten packages (

these favorite (lowers free.

1 pkif. .4 stent, flnpst, mixed
1 pkB. P«nsj , Koj al Show
1 iikg. HiDkH, finest iill.x<'d

1 pke. Foppr.ddublp. mixed.
1 pkK. iI<-lii>tro|ie Ulant, mixed
1 Ilk);. Frtuiiiadinnt, nilxrd

"^ _ -, ^
1 pkg. I'hlnx, larpe. n.m.ring THE WORLD'S
1 pku-. Verbena. n.amm..lh, mixed MOST POfULAS
1 ,.k^. AI.H»un.,««eet. fragrant FLOWERS

flllD nCCCDi i^i-'od only 25 cents for :iUUn UrrCIll full year's subsciipiiun
to Successtul FariniiiB. the rreat farm miiKazine,
anil wo will s nd you at once these ten packages
of Flower Seeds, absolutely free and postpaid.

This is positively the most liberal offer ever
made by any newspaper. We are publishing one
of the best farm papers in America and we want
you to know it. We know if you will read Suc-
cessful Farniing for one year you will want it
.ilways. This is why we are making you such a
liberal offer. TlioiiHriiids will take ndvnii-
tnKC of tlilH bieoflfrr. vVe may not have (rnovi^h
se''ds to fill all the orders, so send quick, right
now. and we will send the seeds and tell you
tiow you can get five beautiful rose bushes free.

SUCCESSFUL FARMING, Oept 417, Des Moines, Iowa./
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are "as line

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believingf, and we would far rather hear you pufT our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas but also, by far, the best in quality.

hipping-cases for Comb Honey.
500
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r A GOOD

I

I

INVESTMENT.

Vou can make no better investment

than to take the discounts I am offer-

ing on bee-keepers" supplies. These

discounts will diminish as the season

advances; so the earlier you send in

your order the better the investment

You can not afford to miss this special

offer. Send in the list of the goods

you want and get my net prices by letter.

My stock of Root goods is the

largest and most complete carried in

the West, and with carloads continu-

ally being added I am in position to

nieet every want of the bee-keeper, with

promptness and satisfaction.

Write to-day for new prices and cat-

alog.

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565-7 W. 7th St. Des Moines, Iowa

|[IDI

I
D
I

I

I

B

I

SOUTHERN CUSTOMERS!
We have a full line of

LEWIS BEEWARE
and DADANT'S COMB FOUNDATION

AT KAi TOKY TKIlES.

Your orders will have prompt attention.

OTTO SCHWILL& CO., Seidimrr,. Memphis, Tonn.
Our 1909 catalog of Good Seeds mailed free.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,
worry, and money by

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^l^HMI^H ordering your supplies

for next season now.
1 have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not
have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
FriandSt.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

NEW
STOCK

We have a stock of goods now on hand

for next season, and would like very much
to receive your orders for supplies. We
take pleasure in shipping orders and try our

best to please every one.

Each order has our very best attention.

Can you not make out an order and send

to us.? Over $15,000 worth of supplies are

now here awaiting your needs.

At this time of the year we would be

especially pleased to hear from you. Dur-

ing January we allow three per cent dis-

count.

THE A/I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE .. J ^ NEW YORK

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
at Root's prices.—No drayage charges.

We offer for a short time,

05!5a£_CREAM
SEPARATORS

for spot cash, freight prepaid to your station,

as follows:

No. 1—capacity .125 lbs., $50. No. 3—capacity 500 lbs., $60.

No. 2—capacity 400 lbs., $55. No. 4—capacity 700 lbs., $70.

RAWLINCS IMPLEMENT CO.,
9-11 W. Pratt St. Baltimore, Md.

ESTABLISHED 1884

ARE YOU NEEDIN6 SUPPLIES?
Do not fail to write us for catalog and terms. January discounts, 3,per cent; February

2 per cent, besides some low prices on odd stock not much called for, but may just suit

your wants.

We keep.in stock Root Co.'s perfect goods, "the standard." We equalize freight rates

with St. Louis and Kansas City points on all shipments of 100 lbs. and over. Send us your
inquiries early.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
MONTGOMERY COUNTY HIGH HILL, MO.
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Practical BEE-BOOKS ''""'"'^

A complete treatise on the subject. Fully illustrated

The A B C of Bee Culture
A text-book for the beginner and

advanced bee-keeper

Cloth -bound, $1.50 postpaid

German edition, $2. 50 postpaid

The Life of the
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YOU CAN SAVE

3%
by ordering your Bee-supplies now.

The A. I. Root Co.'s goods are goods of quality.

Pilcher & Palmer, Mgrs.
1024 Mississippi Street

St. Paul, Minn.
We buy wax. Send (or our catalog.

Bee-keepers Everywhere
but especially in

OHIO and W. VIRGINIA
can get BEST (ROOT'S) BEE-SUPPLIES

MOST PROMPTLY from

ZANESVILLE
Write for free catalog and special discounts.

CLOVER HONEY bought and sold.

EDMUND W. PEIRGE, ZanesYllle, 0.

^^^ ^^^^^

Our double-walled hive is the best and lowest-priced one on
the market. It will pay to investigate.

SH'IHICI.A.Ij'r-X'.

A, 6. WOODMAN CO,, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH,

IM RIM SL.IDES
The following- list of slides is published in answer to num« reus requests from subscribers. We can rent

them for lectures, etc., at 5 cts. each for the first five days; after five days, 1 ct. each extra per day. Of most of
.them we can sell duplicates at 50 cts. each. Slides are standard American size, 3%x4. Order by number only.

PORTRAITS.

14 N. E. France.
16 C. H. W. Weber.
SO'-^ L-L.Langstroth in Root apiary.
31'-.' L. L. Langstroth monument.

APIARIES.

67 Hansen's Sweetwater apiary.
71 Root's New York apiary.
72 Root's Jenkintown apiary.
73 Detroit city bee-yard.
74 Hanselman's Wisconsin apiary.
75 Winter view of an apiary.
76 A view of Alexander's Api^iry.

HONEY-PLANTS.
101 Clover-blos'ms, red,white, alsike.
114 Buckwheat.
118 Basswood.

BEES AND BEE ANATOMY.
150 Sting of bee.
154 Upper view of worker.
166 Bee- moth.
168 Queen, drone, and worker.
169 Queen and retinue
170 Sectional view of bee's tongue.
171 Drone.
171a Queen.
172 Breathing apparatus of drone.
172a "

"
of queen.

173 Digestive orgaiis of drone.
173a " " queen.
174 Reproductive orgrans of drone.
174a

" "
queen.

175 Nervous system of drone.
175a " " queen.
176 Relative sizes of parts of drone.
176a "

" " queen.

BEE-IMPLEMENTS.
200 Bingham smoker.
202 Clipping queen with knife.
203 Corneil smoker showing parts.
204 Cowan extractor No. 15.

205 Cowan extractor showing parts.
207 Hoffman frame.
208 Benton queen-mailing cage.
209 Bee-veil No. 2.

210 Queen-clipping device.
210't Clipping queen with scissors.
212 Holmes bee-hat.
213 Danzenbaker frame.

214 Honey-board No. 9.

216 Porter bee-escape show'g parts.
217 Clark smoker.
218 Corneil smoker, three sizes.

219 Sample perforated zinc.

220 Entrance-guard. Alley trap.
221 One-frame obs. hive veith super.
222 Same without super.
223 Quinby frame.
224 Nucleus shipping-box.
225 Bee-gloves.
226 Bee-tent.
227 Handling Hoffman frames.
228 Ten-inch foundation-mill.

FACTORY VIEWS.

270 Root's factory from northwest.

HIVES.

300 Root Dove'd hive. 8 fr., l-story.

302a Root Dove'd hive, CE64P/8.
303 Root Dove'd hive, AE66/8.
304 Root Dove'd hive, AE64I / 8.

305 Root Dove'd super, P/8.
306 Danzenbaker super.

MANIPULATING HIVES.

341 How to avoid killing bees with
closed-end frames

342 Uncapping honey.
353 Handling frames in groups.

COMB.

357 Frame of queen-cells.
357',i' Frame of queen-cells.
358 Specimen of pickled brood.
359 Frame of queen-cells building.
361 Photograph of foundation.
361a Medium brood foundation.
361b Thin super foundation.
362 Fully built brood-comb.
362' J Fully built brood-comb.
374 Comb under clapboards of house.
375 Natural comb-building in frames.
376 Comb-building in open air.

377 France with frame of foul brood.
378 Comb foundation under eaves of

house.
379 Edge of honey-comb.
380 Partly constructed comb.
381 Surplus honey-comb.
382 Honey-comb from two sections.
383 Soap-bubbles, honey-comb effect.

ALFALFA.
400 Stacking alfalfa-
401 Stacks of alfalfa.

COMIC.

420 Ouach, comic, two views.
421 He laughs best who laughs last.

425 After absc'g swarm, uncolored.
426 Effect of one bee-sting near eye.
427 Effect of bee-sting on the lip.

HONEY.
450 Honey in Aikin sacks.
450'/2 Candied honey in bags.
452 Sections, plain and beeway.
453 Cutting candied honey.
454 Aiken's sack open for the table.

455 Sixty-pound can of honey— can
stripped off.

456 Two-pound cakes candied honey.
457 Slab of honey cut by wire.
458 Slab of honey nearly cut by wire.
459 Sections of comb honey.
460 Cutting out section comb honey.

UNCLASSIFED VIEVt^S.

500 Bottling honey.
505 Sitting on hive-cover.
508 Danzenbaker prize honey.
534 Moving bees.
535 Carrying bees on bicycle.

536 Making straw skeps in England.
537 Root's bee-cellar, inside.

538 House apiary, inside.

539 House apiary, outside.
540 Swarm on limb of tree.

.541 Moving bees in New Zealand.
542 Bees in skeps covered with straw

hackle.
543 Symmetrical swarm on tree.

.544 Swarm.
545 Swarm covering boy's head.
546 Scraping bees from hat into hive.

547 Small boys studying bees.

548 Bee-tree.

FOREIGN APIARIES.

550 Mexican bee-keeping.
551 Algerian bee-keeping.
5.52 Peruvian bee-keeping.
553 Tasmanian bee-keeping.
554 Denmark bee-keeping.
556 Apiary in Tunis.

CAe A. I. Root Comsvany, Medina, O.
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" If goods are ^vanted cftiicK, send to Pouder.'*
EstablisHed 188Q

THE OUTLOOK
By the Bee Crank

Some genius has said

that an optimist looks at

the doughnut and a pessi-

mist at the hole. Who
gets the most out of life?

The optimist, to be sure,

because we live less in the

past or the present than in

the unknown future, and

that future is bad or good

according as we look at it

through blue spectacles or

touch it up with the sun-

shine of hope and the bright

rainbow tints of optimism.

There was once a man
who, after a long and active business

career retired to a handsome new
home which he had built to occupy

during his declining years. He put

this inscription over the library man-

tel:
—

"I have lived many days, and

these days have been full of trouble,

but most of it never happened."

Let us make 1909 the best year

of our lives. It is up to you and

me. Every prospect is encouraging.

The clouds that one year ago were

gathering thick on the financial

horizon have broken and are fast

dissolving in the ethereal

blue.

Are you ready for the

good times sure to come?
How about your bee sup-

plies? You should get

them now; you know that

as well as I do. Then you
will have them ready for

the opening days of spring.

Besides this advantage I

give you a special discount

of three per cent on all cash

orders received during Jan-
uary.

I carry Root's goods and

sell them at Root's prices, less the

discount above mentioned. You
can order from my catalog or from

Root's. I am now located in my
new building, and no one in all the

world is better equipped to give

you perfect service than I. Come
and visit with me when in Indian-

apolis.

I can use more beeswax at 28

cents spot cash or 30 cents in trade

for supplies.

My illustrated catalog is free.

Walter S. Pouder.
859 MassacKusetts Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana
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l-M

Made of wire that is

all life and strength — wire
that stretches true and tight

and yields just enough under impact
to give back every jolt and jam it

receives.

Made of materials selected and tested
in all the stages from our own mines,

through our own blast furnaces and rolling

and wire mills, to the finished product. Our
employment of specially adapted metals is

of great importance in fence wire; a wire

that must be hard yet not brittle; stiff and springy yet

flexible enough for splicing—best and most durable

fence material on earth.

To obtain these and in addition apply a quality of tjnl- :

vanizingthat will effectually protect against wealhci
conditions, is a triumph of the wiremaker's art.

These are combined in theAmerican and EUwood
fences—the product of the greatest mines, steel

producing plants and wire mills in the world

.

And with these good facilities and the old

and skilled employes back of them, \\(

maintain the highest standard of ex-

cellence possible for human skill

and ingenuity to produce.

Dealers everywhere, carry-
ing styles adapted to every
purpose. See them.

American Steel
& Wire Co.
Chicaiio
New York
Denver
San
Francisco
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Strongest Fence Made
\Vheuyou buy our High Carbon Coiled Spring Fence you buy strength, service
and durability combined. Twenty yi-iirsnt experience—bard knocks, taught us
that the best fence Is made from heavily galvanized Coiled Spring Steel Wire

CLOSELY WOVEN FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Our Fence Is so closely woven that small pigs cannot "wriggle" through It. So
strong the vicious bull cannot "faze"lt. We have no agents and do not sell to
dealers but sell direct to the user

AT WHOLESALE PRICES FREIGHT PREPAID
Coiled Wire provides for expansion and contraction and prevents sagging be-
tween posts. Every pound of wire used in the construction of our fence^ismade
in our own mill from the best high carbon steel obtainable. We give

on DAVC CDCC TDIAI that our customer may be stire they are sat-OV UH 10 rnCC l niflL islled. we make a full line of FARM AND
POULTRY FENCE. Our wholesales prices will save you money. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING
BOX 101

FENCE COMPANY
WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

/iTtthonn
The man who

intending to
buy fence should
Inform himself
of the merits of
Anthony Pence.
He does not want
to buy just a
"fence" but he
will want to buy

FENCE

the best fence he can get—a long-lived
fence—that is the Anthony Fence—

Best Fence on Earth
JL,et us show you ^ small hand sample.
Shows you the most compact, smoothest
and strongest knot used by any fence
manufacturer. Made from tough wire in a
strictly mechanical manner. No kinl£ in-

side he knot in the line wire. Shows you
the heavy top wire. Knot always made
from same size wire as line wires. Equal

length of line wires
guaranteed. Write for
sample today. It will
be mailed Immediate-
ly, with booklet, post-
age prepaid by us.

The Anthony Fence Co.,

26 Michigan St.,

Tecumseh, MIcliigan, U.S.A.

13 Cents aRod
For a 22-lnch Hog Fence ; 16c for
26-lnch; 19c for 31-lnch; 22 l-2c
for 3t-lnch; 2Jc for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50-1 nch Poultry
Fence 3Je. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalogfree. Wrlteforittoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

Best high carbon coiled steel
wire. Easy to stretch over
hills and hollow-s. FREE
Catalog—fences, tools. Buy
from factory at wholesale
prices. Write today to Box g'g

MASON FENCE CO., LEESBVRG, 0.

FENCE AT PANIC PRICES
We purchased raw material cheap during the
panic, you get the saving. These low prices
won't last long. Write at once for catalogue
p.nd prices. Anchor Fence & Mfg. Co.,
(department V :: Cleveland, Ohio

and we will make
them into warm,
comfortable coats
with high collars, or
into robes, mittens,
jackets, ladies' furs, etc. and save'
you a lot of money.
We tan by nature's method only

and use no chemicals or dyes which
cause the hairs to shed. Color makes
no difference. Almost any hide looks
well when made up into a fine com-
fortable robe or coat. Will resist cold,
wind, rain or snow; are soft and pliable
as cloth and very little heavier.
Instead of selling: your hides to the

butcher, let us make them into use-
ful garments that will wear for years
and enable you to enjoy the coldest
weather. ?>.

If you send in your hides now, we
will pay the freight on all hides sent
to be made into coats and robes and
give you FREE—with each cow- or
horse-hide coat or robe, a pair of fur
knit-lined mittens with horse-hide

. palms. If you have no hides to send
% us we can

\ Sell You Furs
and Save
You Dollars
We not only tan the

hides you send us, but we
have in stock hides and
skins from which we manu-
facture to-measure coats,
robes, neck-pieces, ladies'
jackets, children's coats
and fur goods of every
description. We make to
order any kind of fur
goods. Write for catalog
and prices.

THE NATIONAL FUR AND
TANNING CO.

219 Hooiier Ave.,

Three Rivers, Mich.
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Plahet Jt;
Now No. 1 4 Planet .Tr.

Double-Wheel 1> i se-
ll oe. Cultivator aiul
Plow Willi adjustable discs,
new-iilca pronged cultivator
teetli steels for plowing, furrow-
ing, and covering, also leaf
lifters.

Give up your farm and garden
drudgery— let the Planet Jr. do

your work.
' I wQuldnlt be without a Planet

Jr. for five times the price,
writes P. P. Hamilton, Carlisle.

S. C. " I never had finer vegcta
blcs with such light work."
Planet Jr. 1 3-tooth Harrow is the

tool no herrv-grower or market-garder __

can aiTord to do without. Turns hard work
for six men into easy work for one.
Our 1909 catalogue pictures and

describes 45 kinds of Planet Jr.
implements. Free. Write today

S. L. Allen & Co.
Bo: 1106 S , Philadelphia, Pa

Matthews' ^'EEW UNIVERSAL'^ Oarden T®mB
GOOD TOOLS IN ONERKB Seeder, marker,

^^ hoe rake, jili^w,
cultivalor. Single

or double ffheel. Adjust
ments easily made
For plantinfr and
all kinds of cul-
tivation.

Send for
Free Booklet
giving full description of implements.

AMES PLOW COMPANY, Dept.

6 Styles Seeders
OpenB fnrrow, drops in plain sighl

Double or Single Wheel Hoe

Cultivator, Plow, Rake. Changes

'

quickly made. Cultivate be-
^ " ^ SBtride the rows, Ao^

any width.

88 <

Note High Arch and Plant Guards.
Bent Oak Handles on all Tocls*

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
t'llAKLES J. AVILLIAMSON.

Second Natl Hank Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

Patent Practice in Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

Em|»iJ^Farmers Handy¥^pf
with tiood Roads Steel Wheels^
The low wheels make it easy for yoti to load; thel
wide tires make it ea^y for your h'-rses to draw.
We make steel Wbeel.s to tit any axle. Tiresauyl
width, plain or grooved. They make old wagons
new. Send postal card for FREE Wheel andl
Wagon Book—'"Good-Roads' Steel Wheels Make!
All Roads Good." EMPIRE MFC. COMPANY,!
Box 235, QUINCY, ILL. ____^^___^_____

Makes and burns its own gas and
produces a pure white, steady,
safe. lOO candle power light. No

L wick, tmoke, dirt, grease or odor.

-^o^ THE BEST LIGHTI

'Lighted instantly. Over 200 styl«^

Agents wanted. Write for catalui-

THE BEST I>1GIIT CO.
20Q K. 5th 8t., Canton, O.

WHICH SPRaY PUMP
^"^^^^^^ sh.iU you buy? Buy the Pump
that fully meets the demands of the Government
A..'ricultural Scientists and all Practical Fru
Growers. These pumps are known as Uemili;;
Sprayers m.vie in 23 styles for use in gardens
or orchards. Write for our 1909 Catalog with
Spraying Chart. Add 4 cents postage and get
"Spraying for Profit,'* a useful guide book.

THE DEMING COMPANY,
690Depot8t., Salem, Ohio

WHITEWASHING
and disinfecting with the new

•*Kan4-Kl0g'* Sprayer
gives twice the results with same
labor and fluid. Also for spraying
trees, vines, vegetables. etc.

Booklet free. Address

Rochester Spray Pump Co.
32 East Av., Rochester. N.Y.

NO MOKE BLISTKRED HANDS,
tired backs, picks, spmics or shovels.
Thia low - priced implement bores
throufjh wet or dry clay, sand, gravel
or gumbo; alwayseharp—easily liJEted
nnd unloaded.
Writa for "Free Book." Learn all about
this wonderful tool and we will tell Jou
where to see one. Address
(WAN BROS. Dept R South Bend, Ind.

HOLE IN

A JIFFY

WITH

IWAN PATENT POST HOLE AUGER

PERFECT POTATO
J PLANTING

Every farmer knows the importance'
of proper potato planting. Here's
machine that docsi t perfectly. Has
none of the faults common with com
mon planters. Opens the furrow
perfectly, drops the seed
correctly, covers it uni
formly , and best of all
never bruises or
punctures the
seed. Send a
postal for
our 1909 ,

free
Boq]{.

BATEMAN MFG. CO.. Box t20 P Grenloch,N.

Iron kg«
[Improted Robblni]

Potato Planter
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BEEN BONE mAltES EGGS
Lots of them, becanpelt is rich in protein and all other egg elements. You get twice thA

ipfjs, more fertile, vigorous chicks, earlier broilers, heavier fowls, bigger profits.

M M A 1^T1^T9f I ATF^T lifnilFI cuts all kinds of bone, with adhering ii><:atMAIMW a wn^riP r^TTXl?!^ and gristle, easy, fast and fine. Automatic

1 Days Freo Trial. No monej in advance.
feed, open hopper, never clogs. Cat'lg free.

F. W. MANN CO.. Box 37, Mlllord, !••>•-

MORE
CHICKS

INSURABLE
INCUBATORS

In addition to being reeojriilzed as tlie Wurld'K litst
Hatcher of stronger chicks tlian iiTiv otljcr,

CYPHERS FIRE-PROOFED. INSURABLE INCUBATOR
for 1909 heartthe Insuranfe Label without which jou cannot eet ioBur

ftDoe OD jour buildinca. Tak« no Rieks. Buy no machine without the
UboL Our 212-pa;eFr«« Book teUe all about it. Write today.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.
Bo<tor.MBlis.;NewyorkClty;Chicago,IlI.;K»nsaaCity,Mo.;naklan^l.ial.

—World's Record—

I

for hatching:, and 648 first

prizes won by the

Reliable Incubator
Perfect ventilating, double hent-
ingsystem.insidehenter, andauto-

„ mntic regulator-a great fuel saver
Send today for FREE Poultry Book — valuable
information on poultry raising and incubators.

Reliable Incabator & Brooder Co.,Box D 49, Quincy.IlL

48 BREEDS Fine pure-bred chickens, ducks,
geese and turkeys. Northern raised, hardy, and
very beautiful. Fowls, eggs, and incubators at low
prices. America's greatest poultry farm. Send 4

cents for fine 80-page 15th Annual Poultry Book.

R F. NEUBERI. Box 778. Mankato. Minn.

Hot Ail* o^
Hot Water

MILLER'S IDEALS
Ths Lowest Priced Standard Ma-
chines. Certain results instead of
experiments. Send for great, free
book, "Poultry for Profit." Ivlnely
Illustrated and covers every poul-
try topic. Worth dollars but mailed free,
postpaid. Don't waltr-SEND NOW to

J. W. Miller Co.. Box 48, Freeport, ill.

Creider's
Book

On Poultry

Concise, practical. Ho
to make money with poul
try; information
buildings, treat-
ment of diseases,
etc. Fifteen at-

tractive clirciinos;

sixty prominent varieties. lOc- [lostpaid

Fine, jmre-bred stock and eggs at low
prices. GHEIDKU'S CKRM ICI DF.-a
sure preventive and an excellent disin
fectant. B. H. CREIDER, Rheems, Pa.

SVariotlae of practical and fancy pure
wallCiiCS bred poultry. Beautiful,

hardy vigoious. Largest, Uiost successful
oultry-faini. ThousJinds to choose Ircin.
ig Profitable Poultry book tells all

about it. Quotes low prices on fowls, eggs.
Incubators, and supplies. Sent for i cents.

Berry's Poultry Fann,Boz ISSOlarinda.Ia.

Hatch With the Least ^

Cost Per Chick
That is what we guarantee you
can do with the

Invincible Hatcher
Try Hand if It don't produce more strong, healthy
chicks than anyother incubator, regardless of price,
send It back. 50-Egg Size Only $4.00. Same low
prices on larger Hatchers. Brooders and Supplies.
Write for ITt.-page FREE catalogue.
The United Factories Co., Dept.X38. Cleveland, O.

World's Best incubator
Has stood all testsinallcUmates
for 16 years. Don't experiment,
get certainty. Get a

SUCCESSFUL
Incubator and Brooder. Anybody
can operate them and oi^e money.
Let us prove it to you. BookletjJ
"Proper Care antf Feeding off
Chicks, Ducks and Turkeys," 10c.

Poultry paper. 1 year. luc. ^Vrite for free catalog. a
Pes Molpes Inenbator Co.. 190 '^nd St., Pes Molneg, la. |

and Brooder ^°J^
r If ordered together we
I send both for #10-pay Ireiuht. Well

made, hot water, cupuer tanks,
double wans, double piass doors.
Free catalog desciibes them.
Wisonsin Incubator Co.,
Box 60 Kacine, Wis.

Hatch Chickens by
^ A _' Stahl "Wood-

*'**^'*"""" "Excelsior-
Incubators assure big hatches.
Well-built, reliable, practical-
thousands in use. Catalogue free.

GEO. H. STAHL, Bax 36C,Quihct.Ill.

yl3 — leadlnu varieties of pure bred
•^JChlcUens, Ducks, Geese. Turkeys:
also Holsteln cattle. Prize winning stock.
Oldest and largest poultry farm In the
northwest. Stock, eggs and Incubators
at low prices. Send 4 cents for catalog.
Larkln& Uersberg, Ibc.26 Mankato.Mlnn.

THEfTHLMPHREY
GREEN BONE and

I
VEGETABLE CUTTER

I
will save half your feed bills and

I double egg yield. Guaranteed to cut

I
more bone, in less time, with less la-

Ibor, than anyother. Send for Special
[Trial OlTer and handsome catalogue

HUMPHREY,
Mine St. Factory, Jellel. Ilia.I VA

SEED CORN
Diamond Joe's Big White. Earliest Maturing Big-eared Corn in
the world. Made 153 bushels per acre. It costs but 25 cents per acre for
seed. Big illustrated catalog of seed corn and all kinds of Farm and
Garden Seeds mailed FREE if you mention this paper
RATEKIN'S SEED HOUSE, . . . SHENAODOAH, IOWA

(largest seed-corn growers in the world)
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BURPEE'S Seeds Grow!
Burpee Business Grows!

And
the

We shall be
pleased to

send The Silknt Salesman of the World's Largest Mail-order Seed Trade,— if you ask for it,

with the statement th't yon vnliie Quai.ity in Sekds. An elegant Book of 174 pages, it tells

the plain truth about the Best See<ls that can be T«VT'r»a-k'B-i'B-i Tkm- •« - « _*
Grown. Do you want a copy? If so addres> BURPEjIL, PIlllaClelpIllH

fOHlSIQOlM-Says to Tell You That His NewrJV^ini^OV-fl^ 1909 Old Trusty Fire-Proof >

Incubator is the Best Chicken Hatcher He Ever Made
Don't let this time eo by without sending me your name and address for my
Big New 200-paRe Poultry Book with over 1.200 pictures. I've cot great news for

you this year. Old Trusty is metal encased Redwood and Fire-Proof lop, sides,
ends, bottom, lees and all. Certain and Sure, the same as ever. 15% better hatches
guaranteed. Practically runs itself. So don't pay two prices for any other when

my prices are even lower than last year and you can
take 40, 60 or 90 Day»' Trial (enough for 3 hatches)

^411 with Freight Prepaid to you (east of the Rockies) on my
M. M. JOHNSON

^
Incubator Man

c^New 1909 Fire-Proof Old Trusty Incubator^
No matter whether you are one of my 100,000 old customers and friends, or a possible

new friend, I want you to send me your name for my New Old Trusty Book this year sure.
Tel Is you how you can make a big success raisingchicicenswith Old Trusty. Every page ofmy
book is a poultrysermon which with the pictures shows you how you can make the same
sincessth.it over 100.0' others are making with Old Trusties. Send me your aamo and
address and I'll send the book quick—and also write you personally—Adi-lress

M. M. JOHNSON, Incubator Man, CLAY CENTER. NEB.

iibfMllATEEi
Think of growing Cabbage in December—of Beets, Onions

and Peas marketed in February. The farmers of Manatee

County secure high prices for these early crops.

Vegetables Often Net $1 ,O0O per Acre
You could soon become independent on a small truck farm.

The climate is delightful and water abundant.
Our valuable book. "Fruit and Vegetable Growing in Manatee

County," tells of reasonably priced lands in this section. Sent free

while edition lasts. Address

J. W. WHITE^
Gen'l Indus. Ag't, Seaboard Air-Line Ry.,

Dept. F. PORTSMOUTH V^.

IN DECEMBER

QUEENS
Orders booked now for delivery early in the spring.

If you went into winter quarters with any poor or old

queens, you should not fail to supersede them as

early in the spring as possible. Orders Ailed in ro-

tation as early in May as the weather will permit.

Untested, %\.7'^ each; tested, $2.50 each: breeders.

iy.^0 up.

F. J. WARDELL, UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO

VIRGINIA

Bee-keepers
Get new stock and finest eoods by ordering

your supplies at once so 1 may have your

order filled at the factory and come forward
in my next car, which will load soon. Dan-
zenbaker hives a specialty. Price list on
application.

W. E. TRIBBETT, STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
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;CARFF'S SMALL FRUITS
f and bees are an ideal combination for bee-keepers
or farmers. Order early and_plant a generous quan-

tity of ttiese fruits. The bees poflenize them, mak- g
ing them produce in luxurious abundance, and at the
same time increase amount and value or honey. tfc

Small Fruit Plant Free. I want to prove now
well-rooted, strong and vigorous my plants are. I will*.

, send free one fine plant (my selection) if you will write *
for my new 1909 free catalog. Some of my customers
make over $300 an acre with my plants. Book on "Trans-
planting and Afterculture" free with all orders. I sell a
large variety of nursery stock, grown on an 800-acre farm.

. Ask for Catalog E.W. N. SCARFF, New Carlisle, Ohio

TREES Samples of Greenes Prices:
O*? l^irMT" AveVD 0"e Crawford Peach tree, 1 best New

^ ^ „ ^ ^«» X.^lji'^ m \#m:jl^ Oiploma currant, 1 Niagara White
Grape, 1 Live Forever hardy Eosebush, all delivered at your home, by mail, for 25 cents.

Green's Dollar Offer
Fourteen trees for $1.00 as follows: 8 Plimi trees, 2 Bnrbank,
2 Lombard, 2 Thanksgiving and 2 ,\bundance; 1 Hartlett
Pear, 2 Elberta peach, 1 Richmond and 1 Montmorency
hardy Cherry trees, 2 Live Forever Rosebushes. Express
Collect. ALL, FOR «il.«0.

Trees about 4 to 5 feet high, 2 years old.

^Df?I71^»C Tlfd ni7l?1?1> Fifty Plum trees,
^'•»'*J*Ji^ i' 1»I.\I \fS: S: Ci.n. your choice, about 4 to 5 feet high, 2 years
old, for $3.00. 50 Cherry trees, your choice, about 4 to 5 feet high, 2 years old, 85.00.
Cash with order.

Send to-day for our 72-page PRITIT CATALOGUE, 137 fruit pictures, etc., and
a copy of BIG FKUIT MAGAZiXE, all a gift to you. EstabUshed 30 years. Capital, 8loo,ooo.

BOOK WORTH A DOLLAR FOR 10 CENTS. SendlOcents
for postage and mailing Green's Book on Fruit Growing.

GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY, Box 40, Rochester, N. Y.

YOUP
Name and Address

That's
AIB

OUR 1909 EDITION Is the most practical text book
on otrawberry growing ever written. It's worth
its weight la gold because It teaches the Kellogg

methodof growing the world's record crops of big red
berries. Every detail of the work is Illustrated by
photo-engravings. You read it by pictures. They show
you just how to do everything from beginning to end.
Strawberry growers who follow the Kellogg way aro
getting more fancy berries from one acre tha,n the other
fellow gets from two. The book makes you acquainted
with some of these top-notch growers; shows pictures
of their strawberry liulds and givesthelr yields. This
Book foryoiiruililress. We'll tnulc evt-ii.

n. M, KELLOGG COMPANY, BCJI400, Three Rivers, Mich.

300,000 Cherry Trees, two years old,

4 cents each; boxine free.

« Catalog free to everybody.

Sheerin's Wholesale Nurseries, Dansville, New York

GARDEN EBFFT
SEEDS s afmSLSLm
Two Packets for Trial.

We send two regular sized packets of our superior

GiirclenSeed, your selection, and our Uis 1»0»
Seed Manual absolutely Free to all new inquiries.

We are an.xious to increase our number ofcustomers

and have you become acquainted with our <» uaraii-
teed Seeds is the reason we make this generous (dTer

If you {five Our Seeds atrial, we are sure yr)u will

become one of our pleased customers. Write today
for our Hi'.,' 1909, lOO-pagre, illustrated Seed Catalo;;.

a.a. BERRYSEEO CO., Box 266, Clarinda,ta

QPDSEI
'

'^BESTINTHEWORLD
PRICES BELOW ALL OTHERS

I give a lot of ne^w sorts for

trial with every order I fill.

I^A Grand Big Catalog rnCC
Illustrated with over rRCE
700 engravings of vegetables

and flowers. Send yours and
'your neighbors' addresses.

R. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford. lUinoio

BGRAPEVENES
69'»'arletlc8. AlBOSmallFrults, Trees. Ao. RestKoot-
ed .Stock, (lennine, cheap. 2 sample vines mailed for 10c.

Descriptive price-list free. LewURoesch,ltoi A,Kredonia,N.I.
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^ NORWOOD STRAWBERRIES FILL A QUART

WE ARE HEADQUAR
for "Norwood" the

largest straw-
berry in the World,
and 75 other best

new and old varie-

ties. Also the Ida-

ho Red. Royal Pur-
ple, Plum Farmer
and other desira-

ble varieties.

Raspberries,
Blackberries
Other Fruit,
Plants, etc.
25 years experi-

ence. Highest
Award s a t

World's Fair.

We invite
correspond- ^,,

ence. Cat-

alogue free.

L.J. Farmer
Box Q03
Puiaski, N. Y.

«^'^'?'»*^

This is

Actual
Size

^ Otiier
Varieties

TAMA SEED
" The. Mimtana Alfalfa seed I

have tested for !/nu is absolutely

free from dodder or any other

noxvni^ weed seeds. Montana
seed is probably t'le best which
could be used in IMeronsin,^*

A. L. STO.\E,
Asst. Agronomist Hw. AgL ColU

Hr. stone found our alfal-
fa 99.9 percent pure. We
have a large stock identically

same seed.

Senrl postal for Free Sample
_ d for 88-page Catalog showing
Potatoes, Field Seeds and Gar-

Seeds of all kinds.

L. L. OLDS SEED CO.
DRAWER Q, MADISON, WIS.

(Formerly Clinton, \Vis.

)

TREES THAT GROW
Apple 7c, Peach 5c. Plum 10c ^^^°
Cherry 17c. Best quality,^^|6.^'
good, bearers, grafted^^^'^-^J^P a y
stock, not seedlings.^^i <,>(^the fr't.

Concord Grape s^^^ ^^>^We have
$2.50 per hundred
Forest T r e
See dlings
$1.00 pervTvO-
1,000 up. ^^^fvW e ^ >^A.

^.^ - complete
'^-^line of Vege-
table. Flower

and Farm Seeds.
Large catalog free.
German ffarseries

Box 143 Beatrice, ffeb.

R[[
To prove that our
K 1 i z z a r (I

Belt Kver-
,
g r e e n s will

grow in all parts
'of the country we o8er to send

Fine Spruces ^4 to ^a ft. tall

free to property owners. Whole-
sale value and mailing expense over

30 cents. To help, send 5 cents or not
as you please. A postal will bring the

trees an'l our catalog containing many colored
photo plates (.four choice Blizzard Belt Fruits. Write

today. The Gardner Nursery Co.. Box 2<^. Osage, U

10
strong, Hardy, Two-year-old

Grapevines$1.00
Postpaid.

If you are in want of anything for

ORCHARD, VINEYARD, LAWN, PARK,

STREET, fiARDEN OR GREENHOUSE
why not patronize the old.
reliable, up-to-date S. &
H. Co., who have mode a
specialty of dealing direct
with planters for over half
Bcentur.v? Seeds, Bulbs,
Koses, Vines, mail size
Slirubs and Trees post-
paid. Safe arrival and sat-
isfaction guaranteed. Im-
mense stock of SUPERB
CANNAS, the queen of
beddins plants. Catalog
No. 1, 112 pages, FRFE to
buyers of Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees, no. 2. 168
piiKes, to buvers of .Seeds,
Bulbs. Koses, Ferns,
Palms and grreenhouse
We will Kive you a equara

ouses. 1200 acres.
plants in KfiitTiil. T

.

Seal. 65 yciirs. 4-1 greenh

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.
Box 158> PAINESVILLE, OHIO

Best Tarletles—red, white and blaclc. Just the kind
for planting around the house, along fences, or in the
gaiden. We also offer five thn c-rnir-old vin«-« f..i-

«l.<Mi. Will bear year after plantiim. Our -valnabli'
liook.hcw to plant, cultivate and prune, free with evei y
order, drapes are easily grown and should be In every
garden. j. ;, iuukiKU tO)IP.4.\Y, Grnpf.lnr SpMlallili.

Kil*blii.hed 4i Yrin.' IKEUOMA, N. Y.

yellow and While
Sweet-Clover Seed

for Sale.

Yellow blooms three or four weeks earlier than white. One
of the best bee-loods to be found.

W. B. WALLIN, Brooksvilla, Ky.
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Get Our Prices
NOW!

T'

H. C. Phelts, Pres.

'HIS means a
big saving to

YOU of 826.50
on buggy shown
here—same ratio of
saving on over 125
other style vehicles
and harness •— be-
cause of our large
factories, enormous
purchases of mate-
rial and perfected
organization, which
rteaas high quality
with big saving in
luanufacture.
Because we sell

direct to you /rotn factory. We're going
to give our customers the advantage of this

saving. You never before had an oppor-
tunity like this to purchase a Buggy at such
a low price. We make over 125 Styles of

Split Hiclcory
Veliicles

and a full line of Harness— everything
made to order—many options given as to
finish and trimmings. Let us send you our
Big Free Book—it tells the whole story of
"Split Hickory Vehicles"—and it's Free for

your name and address on a postal. Address
H. C. Phelps, President

Tbe Ohio Carriage Mfg. Company'
"Makers of Split Hickory Vt liides"

Station 293 Columbus, Ohio

Two
Years'

Guarantee

•'Hello, Jones.

"Market is up, you say?

"Thanks; I'll ship
those hogs this
morning."
A Telephone in the farmhouse

enables you to keep in touch all the
time with all your interests.

It will summon the doctor on a
hurry-up call at any time, day or night,

when delay might be faial.

It will do all the errands of the house-
hold in an instant, regardless of distance.

It will keep you in touch with your
neighbors and banish lonesomeness.

Stromberg - Carlson
Telephone

equipments are so economical and so
practical that progressive farmers cannot
afford to dj without them. Over one
million of our telephones are in use today
and are giving complete satisfaction.

Our free book, "How
the Telephone Helps the
Farmer," 21st edition,

huw tea men can
organize a successful
INDEPENDENT sys-
tt [n, and gives a lot of
other information about

Farmers' Telephone
lines that
terest you.

Write for this book
today.

-^^T^:^

Direct ttolfbu^'
We have more than 100,000 sal isfled customers In more than 17.000 cities,
villages and towns In the United States who have each saved from $5 to
WO by buying a Kalaraazoo stove or range on

360 DAYS APPROVAL
direct from our factory at actual factory prices. Ko stove or ranpe Has
a higher reputation or gives better satisfaction. You run no
risk. You savi all dealers' profits. We pay the freight.

Send Postal For Catalog No. 416
and see list of towns where we have satisfied customers.

Kalamazoo Stovo Company, Mfra., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Ourpftt«at Of eo thermometer mftkee baking

ftnd roasting e&Bj.
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Will you accept this

business book if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no money I

Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master busi-
ness men have written Un books—2,079 pages— 1,407
vital business secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the
best of all that they know about

—Position-Cettinj
^Position- Holding

—SelHns Plans
—Handling Customers

— Business Generalship
—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-

ness subjects.

— Purchasing —Salesmanship
—Credits — Advertising
—Collections —Correspomlence

— Accounting —Man-Handling
—Cost-keei'injr —Man-Training
-Organization _office Systems
—Retailing —Short-cuts and
— Wliolesaling Methods for every
— Manufacturing line and department
A 9,059-word booklet his been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages J and 3 tell about managing businesses

IJreat and small: pages 4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bo;tom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handhng and
training men : pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with ad\ertising,

with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail ; pages 12 to 15 with the freat problem of securing the highest
market price for your ser\ices—no matter w hat your line ; and the
last page tells how you may get a complete iet—bound in hand-
some half morocco, contents in colors—for less than your daily

smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

Il'i/Zyiu rrrt,i the bocil: if toe send it /rte?
St'iii tto money, Si>nf'i'y si's'n the coupon.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave.. Chicago
If there are. in your books, any new ways to increase my bus-

iness or my silary. I shouli like to know them. Sjsendon
your 16-p:.gi free descriptive booklet. I'll read it. 210-1-16

BANKING BY MAIL

i4%r
Money deposited with us is secure, and

works for you continually. Our perfect

system of Banking BY MAIL btings this

opportunity to your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital

and surplus of .$70,000, and as ets of over
$700,000. Its policy is conservative; its

affairs are ably managed hy capable and
successful business men

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted,

on which we pay a yearly interest of 4
per cent, compounded semi-annually. Send
currency in registered letter, your own
check; or by P. O. or express money-order.

Write for the Booklet
To-day.

Resources
$800,000.

Established

1 .SV2.

th^savings deposit— BANK COMPANY —
MEDINA, OHIO

when there are 500 Government irrigated
homesteads at Powell, in the Big Horn Basin,
Wyomine and Huntley in the Yellowstone
Valley, Montana, with water now running in
the canals, ready to raise crop next year.

WATER PAYMENTS EASY AS RENT,
one-tenth cash, one-tenth in two years and
one-tenth each year thereafter until full
amount is paid. NO INTEREST. Settlers
allowed to work out payments on exten-
sions of Government Canal at good wages.
A never failing supply of water for irri-

gation.

YIELDS: 50 bu. wheat. 90 bu. oats, 70 bu.
barley, 3 cuttings alfalfa, 250 to 500 bu.
of potatoes, 20 to 25 tons of sugar beets.
Good fruit land.

Let Us Help You Locate. Go with me on one
of our personally conducted excursions, first
and third Tuesdays of each month, and I will
help you free of charge to find a satisfactory
homestead, or purchase deeded or Carey Act
land. I will not advise you to settle where the
elevation is too high, or the water supply
defective.

"Write Toflny for our new folder with
large map. also folders issued by the Gov-
ernment tellingabout the homestead lands.

D. Clem Deaver, Gen. Agt.,
Landseekers' Infor-
mation Bureau.
41 "Q" Building
Omaha. Neb.

5018

Burlington

Route

li"<JpL

FREE
BOOK
TellsHow

By our wonderful Simplex Sys-
tem—one of the greatest Invrn-
tlonsof the age—anyone of ord-
inary education can learn by
mall to play piano or organ

IN 20 EASY LESSONS
You need not know the first

principles of mnslo. By this won-
derful system you can In 20 les-
sons become a capable musician.
The work is easy and fascinating
—yon win be wonderfully surpris-
ed at the progressyou will make.
In a few weeks, by this method,
you can play popular, sacred or
classical music. Considered bet-
ter than a 3-year conservatory
course as a time aad money-sav-
er—teaches the practical ond uf^a-

ble In music and does away with
all unnecessary theory. You
taould have this course of les-
sons.Thecostis a mere trifle com-
pared to the r'-al worth. Send lor
our Free Book today. State
whether you have piano ororgao.

SIMPLEX SCHOOL OF MUSIG
Conser-vatoTT 370

Kansas City.Missoori
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Cash For Skins
JTRAPPERS
pGUIDE'

IFREE

You gret the highest prices and the quickest returns when you ship
your furs to Funsten. Coon, mink, skunk, muskrat, marten, fox,
wolf, lynx and other furs are valuable. We receive and sell more

"> furs direct from trapping sections than any house in the world.
", The biggest American and foreign buyers are represented at our
\ daily sales, which run from $25,000.00 to 150,000.00 a day. The fierce

!

' competition among buyers at our big sales enables us to get higher
prices than anyone else. That's why we can send you the most

L money for your furs, and send it quicker.

rBig Money in Trapping Z.^!drs?m§^r^^^pi'nrit'l
good sport and pays big profits. We furnish trapping outfits at cost. Traps, Baits,
ftc, that make trapping easy. Write today for Catalog B and full particulars.
We send our New Trappers' Guide, Fur Market Reports and Shipping Tags FREE.
Write for them today. Act now, for thia is your big money-making opportunity!

Funsten Bros. & Co., 308 Elm Street, St. Louis, Mo.

WHAT DO YOU SAY?
Several hundred thousand farmers say ttuit

the bestlnvestmentthey ever madeWM
whea they bough t an

Electric """v^Sg.™
tow wheels, vrMe tires ; easywork, 1 ight draft.
We'll sell you a set of the best steel wheels
made for your old wagron. Spoke united with
hub, guaranteed not to break nor work looae>
Bend for our catalogue and save money.
ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. Box gs.Qulney, III.

Boe Supply
Everything for Bees

We manufacture the latest ap-

proved supplies and sell direct

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee peoplein abeecounti y.

We know your needs. Early

order discoants. Send for cat-

alog. Don't buy till it comes.
LEAHY MANUFACTURING CO.
10 Talmage St., Hlgglnsvllie, Mo.
1699 Sou. 13th St, OmAha, Neb.

Houso

MAKE YOUR OWN
TKeAwI —— REPAIRS
For All

Save the money
you pay the harness man
by using Myers' Lock
Stitch Awl. It stitches both
sides like a sewing machine and
mends harness, saddles, shoes, fur coats,

robes, canvas, gloves, carpets, etc., perfectly.

Something constantly needed, always ready for use and
one of the handiest tools imaginal>le. Price prepaid only
$i.OO. Bookl-t C Iree. Write today. Agents Wanted.

C. A. MYERS CO., 6537 Woodlawn Ave., Chicago

to get my new, handsome win-

Ihowing Fashion Book,

HUNDREDS OF LATEST STYLES
with illustrated lessons on Cutting and Dress-
making, FREE, and I will sell you all the pat-
terns you want for tive cts. each. — "^
They are the same patterns
you have always paid lOo & 15g
lor at the stores, made by the
same people, and correct ia
every detail.

I publish the FARMER'S
CALL, a weekly paper for
every memlier of the family.
An especially interestingfea-
ture each week are the chil-
dren's letters; and the
Woman's Department ia
unusually strong and in-
structive. Among the
special features for
women folks Is its
fashions in which I show

j

the 5c patterns. Let
me help you to save
n. ney.

MY SPECIAL OFFER
Send me 2.5c and T will send you
the Farmer's Call every week for one year
(about 1000 pages) and will send my big Fashion
Book to you tree. I also agree to sell you any pat-
tern you want thereafter for 5c. I can sell them
for 5 cts. because I buy them by the thousand
and don'tmake any profit. I don't ivant anyj)riitit.
I want your subscription to the FARMER'S
CALL. You will save many times the cost of my
offer in a year. WRITE TO-DAY.
You can use this coupon—cut it out now and mail

to me with 25c—Ic and 2c stamps taken, but a
quarter almost always goes safe:
John M. Stahl— Enclosed 250 for Farmer's Call for one

year, your book of patterns, postpaid, ard privilege of buy-
ing patterns at 5c each.

Name.

8

Very Special Offer
Send me 50c and I will send you the Parmer s

Call for one year, the Illinois Parmer for two
years, the Fashion Book prepaid, with privile>,e
of buying patterns at 5c each. U.ie above coupon,
but enclose 50c and write I. F. in the corner.
Cutout the coupon right now, fill out, and send to
JOHN M. STAHL, J. P. Sta., Chicago, ill.

'OroD. Parmer's Call for past 25 years.)

V>IJ lO '^ ARE FROM -^
TheMUGLEItIt(GRAVINC CO,
MUGLER. BLD'C. CLEVELAND. OHIO.
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r

THE
^

ROOT
INCUBATOR

is Now Ready for You.

TyjO DOUBT, many poultrymen who have

used our brooders and found them so suc-

cessful, and others who have noticed our ad-

vertisements, have often wondered why we did

not offer an incubator. To these and to other

poultrymen we wish to niaice the above an-

nouncement.

Mr. Root, the inventor of the contact-

warmth incubators and brooders, realized

many years ago that the hot-air conditions

under which eggs were hatched and chicles

reared were unnatural; and to avoid these un-

natural conditions he came to the conclusion

that it would be necessary to hatch eggs and

rear chicles by warming them by contact wiih

a warm body.

With this method it is possible to hatch eggs

without adding moisture, because the air

that gets to the eggs has not been burnt or

baked in passing through heating-drums, etc.

The Root Incubator will hatch duck-eggs

as well as chicken-eggs under the same condi-

tions, without adding moisture or changing the

ventilation. This is proof that it is built on

the right principle, because a hen will hatch

duck-eggs quite as well as her own.

We have prepared a pamphlet under the head-

ing of "Artificial Incubation and Brood-
ing," which every poultryman should read,

as it dwells upon some phases of this ait never

before dwelt upon.

V\'e will send a copy of this article free to any one send-

ing us his name and address,and mention ingOLEAN in GS.

V.
The Root Incubator Co., Desk No. 2, Cleveland, O.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Noticei will be ioserted in these classified colomns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and yon most say you want your

advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be
responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Salb.—My new crop of white-clover extracted honey.
Honey his been left in full charge of the bees for three weeks
after harvest, and is rich, waxy, and of fine flavor, and is as good
as a specialist can produce. Price is 8c. per lb. by the case of

120 lbs. or for the entire crop. Cash to accompany order.

Leonard S. Griggs, 711 Avon St., Flint, Mich.

Our Raspberrv Honey is nearly all sold, and the probabil-

ities are that the crop another year will be pretty slim. If you
wish to enjoy some of this truly delicious honey, better send an
order soon. One 60-lb. can for $6.25; two cans for $12. Sam-
ple, 10 cts., and the 10 cts. may apply on first order.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

For Sale —Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of ex-

tracted honey at 9 cts. per lb.; also good quality clover-basswood

blend of extracted honey at 8 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at producing
point. All in new 60-lb. cans, two in a box. Sample and cir-

cular free. E. D. Townsend, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Buckwheat, amber. No. 2 white comb, $2.50 per

case of 24 sections; unfinished and candied comb, $2.00 per case;

amber extracted (Ji clover), two sixty-pound cans to case, at 8

cti. Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder, Bellevue, O.

For Sale.—Choice extracted honey for table use, gathered
from clover and basswood—thick, well ripened, delicious flavor.

Price 9 cts. per lb. in 60-lb. cans, two to case. Sample, 10 cts.

J. P. Moore, Queen-breeder, Morgan, Ky.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Comb honey, either car lots or less, both alfalfa

and sage. Extracted honey, white, in 60-lb. cans. Samples
furnished upon application.

C. C. Clbmons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—8000 lbs. fine extracted white-clover honey; also

4000 lbs. light amber, all in 60-lb. cans, at 7/4 cts. per lb.

S. E. Angell, Harpers Ferry, Iowa.

For Sale.—Fine extracted white-clover honey; also light

amber fall honey, put up in barrels, 60-lb. and 10-lb. cans.

Write for prices. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Sale.—Choicest basswood honey in 10-lb. pails.

F. B. Cavanagh, Boscobel, Wis.

For Sale.—Best quality alfalfa in cases of two 60-lb. cans,
$8.40 per case, f. o. b. here. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Ida.

For Sale.—2000 lbs. of white-clover honey, 8^ cts., in 60-

lb. cans. It's fine. G. Routzahn, Biglerville, Pa.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted hooey, and beeswax. State
price, kind, and qtuntity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water Street, Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—25 tons of fancy comb honey. Write, stating
particulars, to C. M. Church, New Kensington, Pa.

Wanted.—A quantity of white-clover comb honey, averaging
light weights, any grade. B. Walker, Clyde, Ills.

Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, un-

tested, $1.00; six, $4.00; twelve, $7.00. Carniolan, Banat, and
Caucasian queens, select, $1.00; six, $5.00. Tested, any kind,

$1.25; six, $6.00. Choice breeding queens, $3.00 each. Circu-

lar free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.— Italian bees and queens now ready. Untested,

$1.00; tested, $1.50. Bee-keepers" supplies. Root's goods. Send
for prices. Eggs from Silver-laced Wyandotte poultry.

N. V. Long, Biscoe, N. C.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixture?; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring deliven.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blocher, Pearl City, 111.

For Sale.—Apiaries and queen-rearing business in Souihern
California. Full particulars on request to

E M. Graves, loamosa, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Bees for second-band hives, thoroughly cleaned by
steam; size 16x16; 10/4 inches deep, ten-frame; suitable for the

production of comb or extracted honey. Many of these hives are

almost new. Would consider sending a carload to some respons-

ible Texas apiarist in good locality for increase to fill on sha'es.

Thos. J. Stanley, Manzanola, Otero Co., Colorado.

Wanted.— Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slumgum.
State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershisek,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—To exchange an Anthony 5x8 view camera, with
tripod and all supplies, in best of condition, for honey-extractor

and uncapping-can in good condition.

Wm. H. Robinson, Rt. 7, Lafayette, Ind.

Wanted.—400 colonies of bees in California or Texas.
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,

340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

Wanted.—200 stocks or less of bees within 150 miles of De
troit. A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

Post Cards.

Post cards at a bargain; 30 assorted, 25 cents.

W. T. Manning, Madison, Wis.

Real Estate for Bee-keepers

Pecos Valley of New Mexico lands are c^kiing $50 to $b5

net per acre per year from alfalfa. Forty-five thousand acres of

alfalfa in bloom five times a year, surrounding Artesia, means
honey for the bee-keeper. Live in an ideal fruit country, where
the largest artesian wells in the world constantly pour out their

wealth. Artesia, the future Rose City, already has the famous
" Mile of Roses." Homeseekers' excursions the first and third

Tuesdays of each month. Agents wanted, to accompany parties.

Write to-day to R. M. Love, General Agent, Artesia, N. M.

Poultry Offers

For Sale.— Colored Muscovy ducks, $2.50 per pair, or $3 00

per trio; nice ducks and good layers. Blue geese at $2.50 a pair.

Cash with each order. M. C. May. Forest Depot, Va., Rt. 1.

Beechford Farm offers beautiful pairs of Columbian and Part-

ridge Wyandottes. Young stock—$3.00 and $5.00.

W. Robinson, Beechford, N. Y.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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For Sale

For Sale.—A fall lice of bee-keepers' sapplies; also lulian
bees and honey a specialty. Melilotus (sweet clover) seed for

sale at 8 cts. per lb. Write for catalog and particulars.

W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Salb.—Three 12-inch foundation-mills; make worker,
drone, and flat-bottom for supers; all in eood order, carefully

boxed at $15.00 each. Dipping-plates and instructions free.

Particulars by letter. Nellis, Paterson, N. J.

Great bargaint in trees, shrubs, and plants. Send a postal for

free catalog. West Side Ni'rsbry and Fruit Farm,
Poslville, Iowa.

For Sale.—Sweet-clover seed, 15 cts. per pound, postage ex-

tra. Roots's supplies. Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-
supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. COOLKY, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—Remington type-writer No. 7, good at new. For
particulars address Box A, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—A thoroughly practical bee-man of ability who
has also had experience with poultry and fruit. Give full partic-

ulars in first letter as to age, whether married or single, experi-

ence in farming, poultry, bees, and fruit; also salary wanted.
Give references, and say at what dale services could begin.

Blalock Fruit Co., Tenth Sts., Walla Walla, Wash.

Wanted.—Single man to take charge of 500 colonies of bees
—one who understands running for comb honey and working
outyards. Employment the year round. Services required with
other duties when not busy with bees. State wages expected,
board furnished. W. P. Smith, Penn, Lowndes Co., Miss.

W.\nted.—An experienced bee-man, 25 to 40 years of age,

to work by the year with bees and on the farm; no farm work to

do during ihe bee season; must be an able-bodied man, and one
who does not use liquor. State salary expected.

W. S. Austin, Wileyville, N. Y.

Wanted.—A helper in a garden who wants to learn bee-
keeping, and speaks and reads correctly either German or French.

W. J. Smith, Webb City, Mo. Rt. 1.

Situation Wanted.

Wanted.—Situation. I have put in 14 straight years of up-to-

date bee culture; am able to take charge of large interests; am
36 years old, strictly temperate ; wish to work on shares if possi-

ble. Address A. Lanz, Fairmont, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Wanted.—Situation by experienced bee-man, or will rent

200 colonies N. W. White, 4723 Troost Av., Kansas City, Mo.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keeper»' Sopply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy ear lots of

Root's goodi. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Sale introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Root's Bsb Supplies. Send lor catalog.

D. CooLBV, Kendall, Mich. -

Well-bred beet and queens. Hives and (uppliet.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cottlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Italian Bees, qoeeni, honey, and Root's bee-keepert' inp-

pliei. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cat.

Golden-all-over and red-clover Italian queens; circalar ready
W. A. Shuff, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bosineii,
June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
H. C. Clbmons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April ; nu-
clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and
hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single
loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. Honey for sale.

Quikin-thb-Queen-breeder, Bellevue, O.

Breeding queens of pure Caucasian and Camiolan
races—price $3.00. Order from A. E. TitoS, Expert
in Apiculture, with Russian Department of Agriculture,
KieS, Russia. Remit with orders. Correspondence in

English.

Twentieth-century Edition

Langstroth:eHoney-bee
Revised by C. P. Dadant

THIS book was originally written by the

Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the founder of

modern bee culture. Its first publi-

cation, in 1853, caused a revolution in bee
culture, not only in America but all over
the civilized world. It is the modern bee-keeper's epic.

Father Langstroth repeatedly revised the book as the vari-

ous editions appeared; but when he got too old he
turned over his duty to a great friend of his, Mr. Dadant.

The French edition of "Langstroth on the Honey-
bee" is the standard work on bees in France.

The work itself is quite comprehensive, and it covers

the whole field of bee-keeping in its 575 pages. It has a

very large number of excellent illustrations, some of them
by Count Barbo, on the anatomy of the bee, being very

fine examples of the engraver's art. In the first chapters

the anatomy and physiology are dealt with; then the food

of bees, etc. Comb and propolis are fully treated. Then
follow chapters on movable-frame hives, wherein the

evolution of our modern hives is traced. The ventilation

of hives and cellars is excellently treated, and also obser-

vation hives. A chapter is devoted to the taming of the

honey-bee. Swarming, both natural and artificial, is

carefully considered, and primary and secondary receive a

full notice. A long chapter is devoted to queen-rearing

and nuclei. Doolittle's system of queen-rearing is fully

explained, as also queen-introduction. Out-apiaries, rob-

bing, and wintering are most thoroughly explained. As
Mr. Dadant is a great expert on beeswax it is needless to

say the chapter on that subject is fine. There are splen-

did chapters on the honey flora, honey production,and foul

brood. There is also a bee-keeper's calendar and a selec-

tion of axioms for bee-keepers generally. It is a great

book, and the price is low for a handsome well- 9 I CH
bound volume as this is. . . PRICE, postpaid, w I lUU

Dadant & Son, Hamilton, III.

= BIG DISCOUNT =
on all bee-supplies until May 1. Send for 1909 prices.

W. D. SOPER COMPANY, JACKSON, MICHIGAN.

WANTED
To Lease my Apiary

of 200 colonies of bees in Eastern Oregon. For particulars address

J. T. HALE, Spanish Fork, Utah.

Have you read Doolittle's book, "A Year's Work in in Out-

Apiary," in which he gives in detail his plan for securing an av-

erage 11454 lbs. of honey in a poor season f See advertising

on page 1.
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Convention Notices.

The third annual convention of the Western Honey-producers

will be held at the Library Building, Sioux City, la., Wednesday
and Thursday, Jan. 20 and 21. There will be three sessions-

one at 2 and one at 7 p.m. Wednesday, and one at 9 a.m. Thurs-

day. N. E. France, General Manager of the National Bee-keep-

ers' Association, will be here to discuss bee diseases and State

laws for the same; also wax-rendering. There will be several

papers on other points of interest. You are cordially invited to

attend, and invite others interested in bees and bee-keeping.

Hotel headquarters at the Chicago House.
Edward G. Brown, Sec.

OUR EXCHANGES.

LUMIERE PHOTOGRAPHY.
In Country Life in America, Doubleday, Page & Co. are using

Lumiere photographs for illustrations. This is " the most con-

spicuous improvement of the age in printing." The Christmas

issue of Country Life in America contains an article descriptive

of Mr. Louis Tif?any's home, in which the illustrations are Lumi-
ere photographs reproduced in color. The same process has been
used in several of the advertisements. The schedule for 1909 in-

cludes, in addition to regular articles each month in Country Life

in America, a novel by the Williamsons, entitled " The Motor
Maid," to which the illustrations will be made in color from Lu-

miere plates.

THE GUIDE TO NATURE.
Dr. Bigelow, the nature-study man, has found another field

for his energies. An anonymous donor has placed at his dis-

posal a sum of money sufficiently large to found a nature-study

university. For the first attempt, the buildings will be of a

portable kind; but if at the end of two years the effort proves a

success, a complete set of permanent buildings will be erect-

ed. As president' of the Agassiz Association, Dr. Bigelow
will have complete charge of this institution, which will be
the first of its kind anywhere. There are many biological

stations throughout the world where the science of animal life

is studied; but the new school just founded will cover a much
wider field. The habits of animals, birds, insects, and fishes

will be studied, both in a wild and a domestic state. Provi-

s'on will be made for a more popular system of instructfon and
study than now prevails at scientific institutions. In the forth-

coming number of The Guide to Nature Dr. Bigelow will out-

line his plans so that, should any of our readers desire to inter-

est themselves in nature study, they will have an excellent
opportunity for acquiring some first-hand knowledge from the

great university of nature under the guidance of one who
knows. The Guide to Nature h published at Stamford, Conn.,
as most of our readers know. It is very interesting, and beau-
tifully illustrated.

Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

WANTED—BACK NUMBERS OF GLEANINGS.

To complete our files we desire a few select copies of each of

the following issues for binding: Jan. 15, 1907; Feb. 15, 1906;
April 15, 1906, and June 15, 1906. We can not use any but per-

fect copies. When you mail any of the above, please put your
name in the corner of the wrapper, and advise us by postal. For
each copy, furnished that we can use, we will send any one of our
ten-cent books or advance your subscription two months. Fur-
thermore, it will be a great favor to us if our friends will supply
with their copies if not wanted for binding.

HOW TO CONTROL SWARMS WHEN RUNNING FOR COMB
HONEY.

This is the subject in Chapter IV. in Doolittle's "A Year's
Work in an Out-Apiary." It is one of the valuable features of
this book, but not more so, perhaps, than a good many other
chapters. If you can not read the book you should by all means
get it while our special offer is in force. Seepage 1.

CATALOG FOR 1909.

Our new catalog for this year is somewhat delayed in comple-
tion, but we expect to have it on the press as soon as this issue is

out, and should begin mailing before the first of February. It

will contain eight more pages than heretofore, and will include
four pages of honey-pickiges which, in last year's issue, were
condensed to one. There are several new articles listed for the
first time, which we believe will prove interesting and valuable.

We have on hand quite an accumulation of new and second-

hand books, one or two copies only, of various titles. We have

prepared a list of these, and to any one interested in it we will

be glad to send a copy, showing the prices at which we can fur-

nish them, so long as the stock remains on hand. Please ask for

list of second-hand books.

BUSINESS BOOMING.

There is every indication of a good sale in supplies this sea-

son, if we may judge from the number of orders we are receiving.

We are running to our full capacity, and have been for some
weeks, and have orders for some twelve to fifteen carloads ahead
of us. Our dealers are preparing for a good trade, and are having
a good supply of orders already. After such a season for honey
as the past one has been in most places there is a disposition to

stock up ready for another season early before the rush is on and
a liability of orders being delayed.

TYPEWRITERS.

We have on hand here and at branch offices several Smith Pre-

mier typewriters, model No. 2, some of them almost new, which
we can furnish at a bargain, if ordered at once. Thecost of these

machines, new, is $100 each. We have one which has had but

limited service, practically as good as new, first-class in every re-

spect, price $75; another with a little more wear at $60, and a

tfiird a little older, but good for ten years of moderate service,

such as one writing not more than ten or fifteen letters daily would
give it, price $50. We also have one model No. 2 Remington,
used about a month, cost $100, which we can offer for $75. Speak
quick if you want one of these machines.

HOW TO KEEP BEES.

We have recently arranged for a large stock of these books by
the well-known author, Mrs. Comstock. It will be remembered
that the price is $1.00 with 10 cts. additional for postage. We
club the book postpaid with Gleanings one year for $1.50;

and while we can not sell single copies at less than the regular i

rate, we have a special offer by whi^h we can furnish two or

more copies at a reduced rate. We especially recommend the

book for those who are beginning bee culture or investigating

the merits of it, or for one who wishes to make a present of a

book on bee culture, which is at the same time both fascinating

and instructive. No more suitable present could be made than
this book.

BEESWAX
WANTED

VVT'E are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used last year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being careful to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 29 cents per

pound cash, or 31 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two, cents a pound.

THE A-TROOrCOMPANvT MEDINA, OHIO
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The Danzenbaker Comb-honey Hive

MORE HONEY
The construction of the hive is such that the bee-keeper can easily produce a larger

surplus of comb honey per hive, for the bees are not inclined to loaf during the early

flow, but get more promptly at work at the right time.

BETTER HONEY
The claim made for this hive, that it produces better honey, has never been success-

fully contradicted. True, an expert may with other hives get a result approximately

equal to the Danz. results; but hundreds of letters received show that the DANZEN-
BAKER HIVE, in the hands of the average bee-keeper, produces more fancy surplus

comb honey than any other hive.

MORE MONEY
This statement is easily verified. Fancy comb honey is always in demand, and espe-

cially in Danz. sections. A crop of fancy honey on an ordinary market always brings

more money; and on a poor market the fancy honey will sell while the other grades

have to be shaded to find a buyer. The following unsolicited letter verifies the state-

ment.

St. JOS2PH, Mich., Sept. 26, 1908.

I have 112 colonies, all in Danz. hives with the exception of ten; and they will go into the regular Danz. body in the

spring. The regular Danz. hive, with the right management, is the best combination in the world for comb honey. I let

the '' big-hive " men laugh; but when we go to market their product is no competition to mine. The dealers say to them,
" If yours is as good as Hall's, bring it in and we'll take it." And it is ALL in the form and management of the HIVE.

E. L. Hall.

Now is the time to make a trial order for these hives if you have not yet tried them. The
workmanship is the best; the quality is the best, and the results are sure.

Price, 5 complete Danzenbaker comb-honey hives, with sections and ftl 1 OO
foundation starters, and nails, all In flat ""•" >^*^

15 505 hives as above, nailed and painted ^^•i**^

The hives may be had of The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio, or at any of their branches,

or of any reliable dealer in bee-keepers' supplies. The trade is supplied by The A. I. Root

Co., Medina, Ohio, who are licensed to manufacture the same.

Accept no substitute. The results accomplished by the Danzenbaker hive are generally

equaled by no other.

F. DANZENBAKER (Inventor and Patentee).
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Before buying your Comb Foundation, or disposing of your beeswax, be sure

to get our prices on wax and foundation, or our prices on working wax into foun-

dation.

We are also in a position to quote you prices on hives, sections, and all other

supplies. We give LIBERAL DISCOUNTS during the months of January

and February.

Remember that

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

is the very best that money can buy.

We always guarantee satisfaction in every way.

LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEY-BEE (new edition), by mail, $L20.

Send for our prices on Extracted, White-clover, and Amber Fall Honey.

DADANT&SONS, .. HAMILTON, ILL.

FOR OVER 25 YEARS
our make of goods has been acknowledged to be in the lead as regards

WORKMANSHIP and MATERIAL.

Our AIR-SPACED HIVE Is a most excellent winter hive,

and fully as good and convenient for summer management as the

single-walled. Same inside dimensions as regular Dovetailed hives; all

inside material interchangeable with Dovetailed hives.

We manufacture full line of BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

WINTER DISCOUNTS:
January, 3 per cent. February, 2 per cent. March, 1 per cent.

Catalog free.

W.T. FALCONER MFG.CO.. Jamcstown.N.Y.



CALIFORNIA
PRODUCTS
Buy Them

Direct-

Where they

Grow.

DRIED FRUIT
Assortment No. 1.

18 lbs. Prunes, large size.

10 " Peaches.

10 " Apricots.

4 " loose Mus't'l raisins

4 " seeded Muscatel "

4 " seedless Sultana "

50 lbs.— price S6.00.
We Guarantee

every California Product which we sell and stand

ready to refund your money if unsatisfactory.

We Pay

the

Freight
to any Railway Station in

the United States.

CANNED FRUIT
Apricots, Peaches, Pears,

and Plums.

Large selected Fruit put

up in heavy cane syrup.

Orange-sage Honey.

Soft-shell Walnuts and
Almonds.



THE STANDARD PAPER FOR BUSINESS STATIONERY—" LOOK FOR THE WATERMARK"

Buy a Paper That
Can Sell Goods
Your business letters are like salesmen.

They represent you and tell your story to

your prospective customers. They call on
your regular customers, and keep them in

touch Avith you.

The wording of the letter may be com-
pared to the salesman's argument. The
paper upon which it is written corresponds

to the salesman's dress.

Would you send your salesman out in shabby clothes

and soiled linen?

It is just as disastrous to send your /etUr salesman out

too poorly dressed to represent you properly and to meet the

forces of competition.

used for your stationery will at once impress the men you

write favorably, and help them in making up their minds to

do business with you. Cheap paper might have scarce gained

attention.

It is not exaggeration to say that the success of your

letters often depends upon the paper used for your stationery.

Old Hampshire Bond Typewriter Paper is the choicest

product of a New England Mill making Bond papers only.

We want you to have the specimen booklet showing the

different numbers. A request will bring it. It's a booklet

you should have.

Hampshire Paper Company, South Hadley Falls, Mass.

MADE "A LITTLE BETTER THAN SEEMS NECESSARY"—"LOOK FOR THE WATERMARK'
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VOL. XXXVII February 1, 1909 No. 3

Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, 1861 to 1865. Born
in Kentucky, February 12, 1809; died a martyr to the cause of liberty,

at Washington, 1865

PUBLISHBI) BY

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.



Green's Garden Collection No. 10.

AppleandPlum Trees
TWELVE TREES FOR $2.50

6 APPLE TREES:
1 York Imperial 1 Wagener
1 Yellow Transparent 1 Wealthy

6 PLUM TREES:
2 Lombard
1 Red June

All plum-trees offered in above collection are largest size. The
apple-trees are two years old, 4 to 6 feet high, all packed

f. o. b. cars at Rochester, N. Y.

12 Trees: Special Bargain Price $2.50

1 Winter Rambo
1 Mcintosh Red

2 Burbank
1 Bradshaw

GARDEN COLLECTION NO. 10 AND PLUM COLLECTION NO. 999, BOTH FOR $5.00

Green's Peach Collection
FOR THE HOME GARDEN

1 2 Peach-trees for $1 .75
3 Niagara
3 Early Crawford
3 Elberta
1 Champion
1 Crawford Late
1 HiU's Chili

All trees offered in the above colleciion

are strictly first-class, largest size.

2 Peach-trees; Special Bargain Price$l. 75

Green's Big Plum Collection No,999
20 Plum-trees, 4 ^Q 9^
Rose Bushes, all for ^'^•^*

5 Burbank
3 Lombard
3 Bradshaw
2 Red June
1 Beauty of Naples
2 Shipper's Pride

2 Thanksgiving
2 Gueii
4 Live-Forever Rose Bushes

All largest-size trees, 6 to 7 feet high, f. o. b. here.

24 Trees and Bushes, all for $3.24

ABOVE PEACH COLLECTION AND PLUM COLLECTION NO. 999, BOTH FOR $4.75

Plum-Tree GoiioGtion No. 1

M TREES FOR $1.98
2 Shipper's Pride 1 Thankijiving 2 Gueii
1 Beauty of Naples 2 Burbank 1 Live-Forever
1 Red June 2 Lombard Rose Bush

All trees largest size, 6 to 7 feet high
Also 1 Mcintosh Red Hardy Winter Apple, 1 Elberta Peach;

these two smaller trees.

12 Plum-trees, Special Bargain Price $1.98

Grapevines at a Bargain
12 VINES FOR 9gc

One-third off regular price. Must be sold

We offer 3 Worden, black; 3 Concord, black; 1 Camp-
bell's Early, black; 2 Regal, red; 3 Niagara, white; all

two-year-old first-class Grapevines for 98 cents,
regular price being $1.55.

PLUM COLLECTION NO. 1 AND THE 12-GRAPEVINE COLLECTION, BOTH FOR $2.50

Plum Collection No. 2 Rose Collection No. I

6 TREES FOR 68c

2 Burbank
2 Lombard

I Thanksgiving
1 Reine Claude

All trees of medium size, 4 to 5 feet high; two years.

6 Plum-trees, Special Bargain Price 68c

6 ROSE BUSHES FOR 9gc
Varieties are as follows, selected for hardiness and free-

dom of bloom: 2 Live-Forever Pink Rose, 1 Madam
Plantier, 1 Dorothy Perkins, 1 Macna Chana, 1 Crimson
Rambler. All large two-year-old bushes which will bloom
the coming summer. Regular price $1.40.

. . 98cSpecial Bargain Price

PLUM COLLECTION NO. 2 AND ROSE COLLECTION NO. 1, BOTH FOR $1.50

When ordering, simply clip out the collection you want and mail them to us with your name and
address. Established 30 years. Capital SI 00,000.00. Catalog FREE if applied for. Address

GREEN'S NURSERY COIVIPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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READYROOFINGSO'PERSQa
At this price our " (Jem " brand ready rooling, 108 sq. ft. to the square. The beet bar-
train ever otrered. Only 3,000 squares for sale. No supplies included at this price. We
do not recommend the purchase of this grade; read our wonderful offer on the best
roodng In the world.

Rubberized Galvo Roofing

!

The hlghest^grade Rooting covering manufactured. Guaranteed absolutely equal
or superior to any other kind manufactured. Positively covered by a binding guar-
antee that protects you in every way. You make no mistake and are not gambling
when you buy this grade. We adirm that no other concern anywhere can make
you a lower price on ready roofings that we can. We have for sale a large quantity
of roofing purchased by us direct from the manufacturers. It is the regular grades
made by them. It Is not in continuous lengths to each roll. A roll of roofing
usually comes in one continuous piece, but the roofing we are offering is put up two
to five pieces to a roll. That, of course, does not affect the quality at all. In fact,
some people prefer it. as it is easier to handle. We furnish plenty of material, so
that all la|is can be properly taken care of. We are not allowed to tell you the
name of the manufacturers for confidential reasons. We are putting It out under
our own brand and name, and are backing it with this guarantee, viz: Tbatitwlll
positively give as good service and last as long as any ready roofing manufactured.
If there is any roofing better than this, we haven't heard of it. Our price 50 per
cent below what is usually asked for roofing of similar quality. One ply, per square,
51.25; two ply, persquare, $1.40; three ply, per square, $1 .75. The lowest prices
ever quoted on good roofing.

FREIGHT PREPAID IN FULL BY US,
if your home Is within 400 miles of Chicago, or east of the Mississippi River, and north of the Ohio River. Rates to
other points on application. Thi» freight-prepaid proposition refers only to the Rubberized Galvo Roofing in this adver-
tisement, and does not include the 50c per square Rooling offered above. Here is a roofing that is slate color, tough
leather-like material. It is made o( a combination of wool felt and highest grade of natural asphalt. It is water-proof,
llghtnlng-proof, and fireproof. Water runs oft" it as it does off a duck's back. It will not taint rain water. It makes
buildings warmer in winter and cooler in summer. It is not aftected by acids, alkali, or gases. It has a rubbery sur-
face, and on this account we call it " RUBBERIZED CALVO ROOFING." It does not contain coal tar, resldium, nor any
thlngthat will deteriorate in the weather. The best gradeof natural asphalt known is used in its manufacture. It will posi-
tively give lasting service. It will wear as long as the building stands, provided you give it ordinary care. It does not
require a coating after it is on thn roof. It toughens and hardens with age. About a year after laying it we would
recommend that you give It a coat of mineral paint, and every few years repeat the operation. We furnish with each
order sufficient cement to make the laps, besides nails and caps to put it on. Any one with an ordinary hammer can lay
this roofing. You can j)ut it on over shingles without removing same. It is scientifically manufactured to take care of
the laws of contraction and expansion. It requires but little time to put it on your roof. Two men can lay twenty
squares a day. It Is appropriate for any kind of building, either factory, dwelling, barn, store, church, etc. It is also
used as siding or lining, especially the lighter grades. It is put up 1 08 square feel to the square. Some rolls are put up
one sciuare and some two squares to the roll. You can lay it from left to right or from eave to comb, whichever is the
easiest to apply. We urge that you

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES!
Write to-day for free samples, or send us your order direct. We will ship C. O. D. to any point where a deposit of 26
percent in cash accompanies the order. Balance to be paid when material reaches destination.

SPECIAL FENCING SALE!
We offer 1 00,000 rods of heavy galvanized fencing, either diamond
mesh, like illustration, or square mesh. Fencing that is guaranteed
equal to the very highest grade manufactured. We have it in all

widths. It is put up regularly in 10 and 20 rod reels. Price per rod as
follows: IX-in., 14c; 20-in., I5c. Other heights in proportion. 26-in.

Poultry Fencing. 2-in. mesh, per rod. 23c. Galvanized Barbed Wire,
$2.45 per 100 lbs. Two or four point regular galvanized Barbed Wire,
put up on reels, per 100 lbs.. S2,45. Painted Barbed-Wire, per 100 lbs.,

$2.25. Our S|iecial Galvanized high grade light-weight Barbed Wire
put up on SO-rod spools, price per spool, $1.80. Painted Twisted Wire per reel, $2.00. Galvanized
Fence Wire, $1 .50 per 100 lbs. At this price we will supplj- you new Galvanized Wire Shorts. They
are put op 100 lbs. to the bundle. By shorts we mean wire in lengtos from 50 to 200 ft. Good for all general
' lur price on gauges 11, 12, and U. $1.50 per 100 lbs. Other gauges In proportion. BB Telephone Wire No.
per 100 lbs. W^ite for price list and catalog.

Mixed Wire Nails, Per Keg, $1.60
TheBo Nails were on board barge sunk in the Ohio Itiver, and are
more or less rusty. They arc practical f')r use and make a fine handy
assortment. Put up mixed, just as they come, 100 lbs. to the keg.
Sizes from 3 to 40 1). Per keg. $1 .60. Nails, straight sizes, just one kind to a keg, with slight

surface ruBt, sizes 3 to 80 D; also Caslng-Nalls and Flnlshlng-Nalls, all kinds: price per keg of 100 lbs., $2.00. First-class

bright, clean, new Nails, 20 D common, per keg. $2.20.

IOO,000,OOOFt.ofNewLumberatWreckingPrices

^^—-*

We purchased direct from the IMIIIs, at various Forced-.SaIes, thousands
of carloads of high-grade, first-class, brand-new Lumber. We bought it

at sairltlce prices and we are uifering It for sale at a reasonable margin
<<l prtifit. This Is an opportunity of a lifetime to buy the veru heat Lum-
ber manufactured, at prii-en lens than thedealer or jobber can ordinarHy
h„i, it fnr. Write UH to-day.

Send for Free Catalog No. 688
We publish a book of some ;VW;)o(7e.«, contain-
ing a general record fif our goods, and show-
ing millions iif diillars' wortli of merchandise
secured by us at Hlierlfl's' Sales, Receivers'
Sales, and Manufacturers' Sales. It lists

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., 35th and Iron Sts., CHICAGO Z^ilf.eT"'"'
""" '""'""'• ^'''=^'"«^'
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being

made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Indianapolis.—There is a very favorable demand for best

grades of both comb and extracted honey; and while jobbing

houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-

fered by producers. I note some arrivals of fancy comb at 125^;

No. 1 white, 12; white-clover extracted, in five-gallon cans, 7.

Some amber honey is being offered, but the demand is so slight

that the prices are irregular. Beeswax is steady at 29 cents cash

or 31 in exchange for merchandise.

Jan. 18. Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis.

Toledo.—The market on comb honey is rather quiet as usu-

al at this season of the year. We are quoting fancy and No. 1

at 15/4 to 15 cents, in a retail way. We have no other grades to

offer. Extracted white clover, cans or barrels, is worth 8 to 8}i:

alfalfa, light amber, 7^ to 8. For beeswax we are paying 28

cts. cash or 30 in trade for first-class yellow; off grades, 2 cents

less. The Gkiggs & Nichols Co.,

Jan. 21. Toledo, O.

Schenectady.—But very little is doing in comb honey, and
prices would have to be shaded to induce sales. There is some
demand for extracted in 60-lb. cans and 160-lb. kegs, especially

buckwheat. We quote fancy white, 14 to 15 ; No. 1, 13 to 14 ;

No. 2, 12 to 13 ; buckwheat, 11 to 12 ; extracted, light, 7 to 8 ;

dark, 6/4 to 7. Chas MacCulloch,
Jan. 21. Schenectady, N. Y.

Zanesville.—The demand for honey continues abnormally
light, though indications are that stocks will be exhausted some
time before the arrival of a new crop, as little or no honey is be-

ing oflered. For strictly No. 1 to fancy white-clover comb, de-

livered here, producers would receive from the jobbing trade 13

to 14 cts.; and for best extracted, 8, which prices are higher than
those prevailing elsewhere. 1 offer for good clean beeswax 29

cents cash or 30 in exchange for bee-supplies. Extra-fine wax
would bring a little higher price. Edmund W. Peirce,

Jan. 20. Zanesville, O.

Kansas City.—We quote fancy white in 24-section cases

from $2.75 to $2.90 per case; No. 1 at $2.75, and No. 2 at $2.50;

extracted. No. 1 white, in 60-lb. cans, at 8 cts. per lb.; amber,
7/4. There has been very little trade in honey for the past two
or three weeks. The market is well supplied with both comb
and extracted. Beeswax, 25 to 28.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,

Jan. 22. Kansas City, Mo.

Denver.—We quote strictly No. 1 white comb honey at

$3.15 per case of 24 sections; No. 1 light amber, $3.00; No. 2,

$2.75; white extracted honey, S/i to 9; light amber, 754 to 8/3;

strained, 6% to 7. The market is overstocked on both comb and
extracted honey, and demand is light. We pay 24 cts. cash for

clean yellow beeswax delivered here.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Ass'n,
Jan. 21. Denver, Col.

Columbus.—The demand is somewhat better, but supplies
are still heavy, and further shipments are not advisable at pres-

ent. We quote fancy white comb at 14 ; No. 1, 13 ; No. 2, 12 ;

amber, very slow sale at 11.

Jan. 21. Evans & Turner, Columbus, O.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is exceedingly
dull. Fancy white comb honey is selling at 14. There is no
demand for off grades at any price. Amber honey is selling in

barrels at 6 to 6K; California sage, 9; white clover, 8 to 8H.
Beeswax, slow at 33. C. H. W. Weber,

Jan. 21. Cincinnati, O.

New York.—The demand has fallen off considerably during

the past month, and very little honey is moving. While we
have some demand for No. 1 and fancy white. No. 2 white and
lower grades are entirely neglected and almost impossible to sell.

While our market is not overstocked, still the supply is sufficient

to last for some time to come, and therefore we can not encour-

age shipment of any grade for some time to come. We quote

No. 1 and fancy white, 13 to 14; off grades. 9 to 11, according to

the quality. The demand for extracted is fair, but not up to that

of former years; however, there is no overstock of this, and with
a fair demand during the next few weeks the market will be
fairly well cleaned up. We quote California white sage, sVi to

9; light amber, 7 to 8 ; amber, 6/4 to 7 ; white clover, 8 to 8^4 ;

dark, 6 to 7; Southern in barrels, 60 to 75 per gallon, according

to the quality. Beeswax is quiet at 29 to 30.

HlLDRETH & SEGELKEN,
Jan. 22. 265 Greenwich St., New York.

Chicago.—There is nothing especially interesting to report,

different from what we said in our last. Trade on comb honey
is still very unsatisfactory, and is selling in only a small way
Extracted is moving more readily. This applies mostly to white

clover and basswood; and there does not seem to be a big de-

mand for California extracted. Weather conditions for the past

week or so, also, have been very unfavorable for the selling of

comb honey — entirely too warm. We quote fancy white, 14 ;

No. 1 white, 13 to 13j4; No. 2 white and light amber, 11 to 12}4;

medium amber and buckwheat, 9 to 10}4; white-clover and bass-

wood extracted, 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case, 7}4 to 8; same
in barrels or half-barrels, % ct. per lb. less; Southern California

light-amber extracted, 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case; 7 to

7^; Utah water-white alfalfa extracted, in 60-lb. cans, two
cans to the case, 714 to 8. Bright pure beeswax, 30 to 32.

Chicago, Jan. 23. S. T. Fish & Co.

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

1909 catalog ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. 1.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 CANAL ST., NEW YORK

wholesale DEALERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS IN

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc

Consignments Solicited :: Established 1875

WE HAVE TIME
TO HANDLE ONLY THE BEST

cared
sell

'

hives In one year, because they MAKK (;()<H).
This Is the stiindani we maintain in ALL our bee sui)plles. Whatevei|^.y(

hives, -
.

- jfet here, whether it is a bee-veil or a hundred

THE

es, you can rest well o' nights, knowing' that the goods are UP TO THE MUTH STANDARD, than whR^i there Is no higher^

Goods have to be extra special to be handled by us. or to get Into our catalog. WK AKK BUILDING Ol K hLCLLhh UH
B SATISFACTION OK OUR CUST0MP:KS. Going to send lor our catalog to-day. arent you*

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
No. 51 Walnut St. THE BUSY BEE-MEN Cincinnati, Ohio
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasinf; DeoB^-ton'ox,

Washingrton Bvd. & Morean St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-?67 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

HONEY WANTED
Wanted to contract for 20,000 lbs. comb honey in shallow

extracting-frames Sj'a inches deep.

Requirements: Honey to be produced on full sheets of extra-

thin super foundation, in shallow extracting-frames, not wired.

Grade; Same as first three grades in Gleanings grading-

rules—Fancy, A No. 1, and No. 1 (all included as one grade).

Quality: Honey must be produced from clover, basswood, or

raspberry.

Combs must be even and of uniform thickness—not over one
inch.

Will furnish frames, shipping-cases, and carriers for re-ship-

ping the honey.
Bee-keepers in Michigan or Ohio interested in this proposition,

write, stating approximate number of frames you can furnish, and
price wanted for the honey per pound, net lutight, F. O. B.

Medina. Address

HONEY BUYER,
c-o Cleanings in Bee Culture,

Medina, Ohio.

SUPPLIES
We have a new stock of goods on hand for 1909 and are

able to fill your orders, without delay, at factory prices.

send a list of the supplies you need, and we will be glad to

quote you our best prices.

IT NOW and secure our Special Early-order Discounts.
If you care to save on freight charges, send your orders to us.

No charges for drayage.

C. H. W. WEBER
DO

HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S COODS
Office and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
NO riCK.—On account oi the death of my father, Mr. C H. W. Wibet, It is necessary to make itumierstood that the business

will be conducted the same as usual; there will be noch.inge whatever. Soliciting your patronage, I am
Vours truly, CiiAS. H. Weber.
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BEE HUNTING.
A Book of Valuable Information for Bee Hunters.

Tells How to Line Bees to Trees, etc.

(The following is taken from the au-
thor's introduction to Bee Hnnting.)

Many books on sports of various kinds

have been written, but outside of an oc-

casional article but little has been writ-

ten on the subject of Bee Hunting.
Therefore, I have tried in this volume

—

Bee Hunting for Pleasure and Profit—to

give a work in compact form,the product of

what I have learned along this line during

the forty years in nature's school-room.

Brother, if in reading these pages you
find something that will be of value to

you, something that will inculcate a de-

sire for manly pastime and make your

life brighter, then my aim will have
been reached.

The book contains 13 chapters as follows:

1. Bee Hunting.
Early Spring Hunting.
Bee Watering—How to Find Them.
Hunting Bees from Sumac.
Hunting Bees from Buckwheat.
Fall Hunting.
Improved Mode of Burning.
Facts About Line of Flight.

Baits and Scents.

Cutting the Tree and Transferring.

Customs and Ownership of Wild Bees.
Benefactors and Their Inventions.
Bee-keeping for Profit.

This book contains 80 pages, paper cover.

Price, postpaid, only 25 cents.

With CLEANINGS one year, $1.10.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, O.

II.

III.

IV.

V.
VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.
XI.
XII.

XIII.

A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-
APIARY;

OR,

An average of 114/^ pounds of

honey per colony in a poor

season, and how it was done.

By G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson says: "A Year's Work
in an Out-apiary is packed full of the most valu-

able information that has ever been given to bee-

keepers "

The author says: " While the book is intended
for the specialist it is none the less desirable for

the plain, every-day bee-keeper, with his one
home apiary, or for the amateur with his five or

six colonies."

There have been so many inquiries for this

book from those who are already subscribers to

Gleanings that we repeat here our offer D2, as

follows

:

A Year's Work in an Out-apiary (for self) . .50

Six months' subscription to Gleanings
(for a neighbor) ^^

T75
BoiH until March 15, 1909, for only ... .50

Of course, if you are not already a subscriber

you may have the paper and the book both sent

to you, or you may have a year's subscription to

GLEAN IAGS and the book for one dollar.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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A LANGSTROTH SKETCH
As the general public never tires of new and true stories about

Lincoln, so bee-keepers ever welcome any new glimpse of the

life of the father of modern bee culture—L. L. Langstrolh; hence
it can be imagined with what pleasure the Bee-keepers' Review,
in its Februaiy issue, publishes a sketch of his life as written by
Jennie Brooks, who knew him intimately from her earliest

childhood until she had grown to womanhood.
It contains some of the most graphic yet touchingly beautiful

things that have ever been written of Langstroth; and after read-«

ing this sketch I can well understand why articles from her pen
have graced the pages of Harper's and Lippincott'sand other lead-

ing magazines.
Her home is now in Kansas; yet last summer she visited Ox-

ford. Ohio, that she might make photographs of the old Langstroth

home, the old apple-orchard whe.e once stood his apiary, and the

spot where he planted his famous " honey-garden;" and the Re-
view considers itself fortunate in being able to lay before its

readers all of these interesting mementoes.
These heartfelt girlhood memories, and the pictures of the old

home and its surrounding, have touched my heart legarding Lang-
stroth in a way that it has never before been touched.

If you would like to enjoy this glimpse of Langstroth, as seen
bv a little girl, send ten cents for this issue, and with it will be
sent two other late but different numbers, together with a four-

page circular that gives some clubbing prices that are away
down, down, down. The ten cents may apply on a subscription

if you send one later.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.
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LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

verj' lowest prices. This mofith we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,
if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day.

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave.

SUPPLY CO-
ST. LOUIS, MO.

^ rHlSiRlCsjraisiraEuaisuaisirglw]!^
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Our double-walled hive it the best and lowest-priced one on
the market. It will pay to investigate. A. 6. WOODMAN CO., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

A complete treatise on the subject. Fully illustrated

The A B C of Bee Culture
A text-book for the beginner and Cloth-bound, $1.50 postpaid

advanced bee-keeper German edition, $2.50 postpaid

THE A. 1. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.
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FROM THE ADVERTISING DESK.

money in potatoes.

The Potato Implement Co., whose advertisement appears
on another page, is offering to Gleanings readers an excel-

lent booklet on the culture of potatoes which is well worth
sending for. The information given therein is certainly valu-

able, being the result of many years' experience in the culture

of this important crop. Secretary Wilson has recently drawn
attention to the fact that this great agricultural nation does not
grow enough potatoes to supply its own wants. This certainly

ought not to be, and it behooves the more alert and progressive

farmer to be up and doing something. You can certainly rely

on the information which this booklet contains, and it is so

written and worded that any intelligent farmer can understand it.

A POULTRYMAN'S DIARY.

The Geo. Ertel Co., of Quincy, 111., is offering to the read-

ers of Gleanings a diary book gotten up expressly for the use
of poultry-keepers. With it there is no difficulty in keeping an
account of your eggs, chicks, and items of expense; and by a

simple system of book-keeping one is enabled to know just

what the profits have been at the end of the year. We believe
this is a good thing, and hope our readers will promptly accept
the offer so generously made. Of course, this is done to adver-

tise the incubators made by the Ertel Co., of which they make
a complete line at very moderate prices; biit it shows a com-
mendable spirit of thoughtfulness and enterprise on the part of

this company to get out such a book and to distribute the same
free to all who send in their address accompanied by a request.

A famous seed firm.

Again we have with us for another campaign the well-
known seed-house of D. M. Ferry & Co.. Detroit, Michigan.
Probably nearly all of our readers are acquainted with the
name of this firm, as it has been doing a seed business for a

generation and more. This being the case, it is unnecessary
for us to devote any space to an introduction. They are al-

ways well to the front with novelties, and they sell a line of
good reliable seeds on which their reputation has been bnilt.

Their business extends to ^11 parts of the United States. If

you are intending to purchase seeds this spring it would be
well to keep in touch with Messrs. Ferry by sending for their
annual catalog, ready for use when you are making up an order.

carriages and buggies.

As usual the Elkhart Carriage and Harness Co. place' their

advertisement in these columns for their usual business cam-
paign during the winter and spring months. They have done
this for years to the complete satisfaction of hundreds of the
readers of Gleanings who have bought their buggies and
carriages from this old reliable concern. In fact, they are so

well known to our readers generally that we do not feel that

we can add to their reputation for fair dealing. We do know,
however, that they have been selling buggies to our readers for

something like a generation, and always with pleasant and
satisfactory results; at least, so far as we can now remember
there has never been a complaint of unfairness on their part

received by us from any of our readers. They were one of the
first concerns of the kind to undertake to sell their goods direct

to consumers; and the fact that they have succeeded so well
speaks volumes lor their method of doing business.

THE UNITED FACTORIES CO.

This is one of the large business institutions of Cleveland,
O. It is composed of a number of factories banded together

for selling purposes. Their intention is to make a short cut to

reach the consumer by selling direct. No two of the facto

ties make the same goods. In this issue they advertise iron or

metal roofing, felt roofing, and incubators. Evidently they
think our readers are interested in these lines, and doubtless

they are right. We hope our friends will write for descriptive

matter and prices before sending elsewhere. This method of

selling factory-made goods has much to recommend it, as the

parties to the combination are large well-financed concerns
which must sell goods to keep their workmen employed all the

time. They are not speculators in any sense of the word, but

manufacturers very anxious to deal directly with consumers.
They not only save jobbers' and dealers' profits; but they can
more quickly build up a reputation for their goods by appealing

to the consumer direct. On the other hand, consumers should

see to it that firms of this kind are duly encouraged with or-

ders, as it is only by cutting out middlemen that the prices of

goods can be reduced. Some combinations are decidedly bad;

but this is one deserving of encouragement and support.
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Seasonable
Supplies

This is the season to buy your bee-hives.

The discount pays your freight expense,

and you can get them ready for the bees

during the quiet winter months. We have
the

Root Dovetailed Hive
Danzenbaker Hive
Root Chaff Hive

Each the best of its kind, and all " Root
Quality." Our central location gives you
the best of service with low freight charges.

We want to quote you prices on the hives

you will need.

Send for catalog.

Beesnjoax ^wanted.

M. H. Hunt & Son, Lansing, Mich.
Opposite Lake Shore Depot.

r ^

Supplies
t

V.

for the Southern
States.

XTTE are better prepared than ever be-

• ' fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

Root's goods exclusively.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, CA-

Field and Garden Seeds

Bee and Poultry Supplies

The best quality bee-supplies. None bet-

ter to be had. Now is the time to send in

orders, and be ready for the rush season.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Choice sweet-clover seed always in stock.

A large variety of best seeds for the South.

Bee-keepers and gardeners who also raise

poultry will be interested in our large stock

of poultry-supplies, the largest and most

complete line in the South

Catalogs of all of the above lines on request.

Send now, and get your orders in early.

I I

Texas Seed and Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

"^ For ^^

25 Years
I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M.JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA
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Kellogg Company
Roesch, Louis
Scarff, E. W. N
Sheerin's Nurseries 22
Storrs & Harrison Co
Wooster Nursery Co

Paints.

Poultry-supplies.
20 Berry's Poultry Farm 21

20 Brenner, J. J 21

20 Greider. B. H 20
20 Larkin & Hersberg 20
21 Melrose Squab Co 21

20 Neubert, R. F 20
20

20 Publications.

^^
American Bee Journal 11

Z: Bee-keepers' Review., 5
20 Farm Journal 16
^'' Farmer's Call 14

Fruit Grower 25

•'^ Railroads.

Seaboard Air Line 15

Roofing.
United Factories Co 14

Seedsmen.
^ Berry Seed Co., A. A 23

Burpee, W. Atlee 23

Darling & Beehan 22
14 Ferry, D. M 23

May, L. L 24

Olds Seed Co.,L. L 24
21 Ratekin's Seedhouse.22, 23, 24
24 Read, G. A 24
25 Shumway, R. H 23
26 Storrs & Harrison 26

Wallin, W. B 14
21

22 Sprayers and Pumps.
25
,4 Deming Co 25

2j Rochester Spray-pump Co. . 25

23 Stoves and Ranges.
24
2g Kalamazoo Stove Co 18

22 Tools.

Iwan Brothers 26

Rhodes Mfg. Co 25
26

Wagons.
Electric Wheel Co 14,18

13 Empire Company 27

FROM THE ADVERTISING DESK.

TEMPERANCE POST CARDS.
It is with pleasure that we again call attention to friend A.

T. Cook's temperance post cards as advertised in our classified

columns. Mr. Cook has made a specialty of this kind of liter-

ature; and if you are interested in temperance it would be
well to correspond with him at once. Mr. C. is an old mem-
ber of the Gle.\nings family.

IMPROVING THE INCUBATOR.

A man who has done much to improve the incubator is Mr.
H. M. Sheer, of Quincy, 111. He has devoted a lifetime to the
study of artificial incubation, and by his inventions has done a

great deal to simplify the construction and operation of the
modern incubator. We do not have sufficient space at our dis-

posal to describe and elucidate these inventions; but Mr. Sheer
sends out a book free to all who apply, which amply covers the
whole subject of modern imorovements on the incubator.
This book contains much valuable information for poultry-

men. We have often alluded to the splendid catalogs issued

by the manufacturers of incubators, and the one issued by Mr.
S. is no exception to the rule. It forms an excellent treatise

on the science of incubation and the rearing of chickens, and
conveys a great deal of information on chicken culture in a

very pleasant and interesting manner. Poultry-keeping is

rapidly becoming a high science, and it is only by keeping in

touch with all that is newest and best in the poultry world we
can do it; hence we urge all our interested readers to write to

Mr. Sheer, asking for a copy of his book describing his inven-
tions. We think they will be pleasantly rewarded for their

trouble.

POTATOES FROM NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
Again we print, in this issue, the annual announcement of

Messrs. Darling & Beahan, the potato specialists of Northern

Michigan who are known far and wide for superior seed pota-

toes. Of course, locality has much to do with their phenome-
nal suceess; but they also have made a deep study of potato

culture, so that any one sending there for seed is pretty sure of

getting what he expects. Mtssrs. D. & B. are regular seeds-

men, and have built up an excellent reputation in connection

therewith. Many of our readers have had satisfactory relations

with this firm in years gone by, and doubtless this season will

witness a host of orders from Gleanings readers anxious to

try their hardy northern-grown seeds.

HEADQUARTERS FOR HARDY TREKS.

About this time of the year we always carry the advertise-

ment of D. Hill, the evergreen specialist, who urged the plant-

ing of trees by the million many years ago, and long before

the agitation for the preservation of our great forests had com-
menced. He has made a lifelong study of evergreen trees

suitable to the hard winters of our western States, and at pres-

ent lists 38 varieties as suitable. Some of these are well

suited for the purpose of making windbreaks which are so es-

sential to the comfort of men and animals on the farms. Not
only so, but windbreaks shelter crops of all kinds as well as

animals. On our wind-swept prairies and table lands they

are doubly important, and as nunc trees to more delicate kinds

fulfill a great mission. In Europe most of the forests were
first planted in nurse-trees of some hardy evergreen species,

and the reason why we are not more successful in tree-plant-

ing is that we neglect to provide the proper conditions for suc-

cess by affording ample protection to the young plants. Tree-

planting is a business peculiarly adapted to bee-keepers, and

we hope they will take the matter up and correspond with Mr.

Hill. He sells young trees cheap, and has all the necessary

information for success ready to tell to all his customers.
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GENERAL ADVERTISERS.

Some large general advertisers still hesitate to try Gleanings in Bee Culture,
being under the impression that it is nothing but a class magazine. The letter below,

lately received from a former subscriber, contains a significant statement. His opinion,

representative as it is of hundreds of expressions received by us, ought to convince any
advertiser. Such subscribers are sure to be good patrons of our advertisers.

West NashviHo, Tenn. , Jan. 25, 1909.

The A. I. Root Company,

Uedlna, Ohie.

Gentlemen: --

Replying to yours of Jan. 7, with inquiry as to my

reason for discontinuing Gleanings, I will say that I have

the numhers of that magazine for a year and a half, and have

read ahout one-fourth of their contents. I also have a

copy of your latest ABC and X Y Z, and have not read it as

much as I should; therefore I thought it best to discontinue

my bee-papers for a time, any way.

My opinion of Gleanings and its publishers is the

highest. I do not know of a cleaner, higher-toned period-

ical. In general moral tone it has most of the religious

publications beaten ''to a frazzle, •' and its genuine inter-

est in its readers and their homes and home-life makes it

more than a class or trade journal.

Assuring you that it is my intention to be again

numbered among your subscribers at no very distant date,

I am
Host sincerely yours,

E. J. Adkisson.

Quality of Circulation. Gleanings numbers more than 35,000 subscribers, the

very highest grade of readers—about one-half prosperous farmers, the other half men and
women in all walks of life—all intensely interested in bee culture. This represents a very
general circulation all over the country.

The Final Test. Do advertisers in Gleanings get results? If we haS your eye and
ear for five minutes we could prove to your entire satisfaction that no medium in this

country, circulation considered, has as handsome a record of bona-fide results. This has
been shown over and over again by the returns that have been received by many and dif-

ferent lines of general (as well as specially apropos) lines of business that have been and
are using space. We might cite scores of cases, but have room for only a few—such as
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Co.; Kitselman Bros.; R. M. Kellogg Co.; Darling &
Beahan; Seaboard Air Line; Farm Journal; W. Atlee Burpee & Co.; Bateman Mfg. Co.;
M. M. Johnson Co.

We will gladly send specific data on this matter of results to any advertiser asking for

them. For any other particulars address

Advertising Dept. CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, Medina, O.
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" If goods are wanted cfuicR, send to Pouder.**
£stablishea 1889

AS THE CROW FLIES

By the Bee Crank

When theWright Broth-

ers have established their

Consolidated Cloudland
Atmospheric Express Ser-

vice they may be able to

clip off a few rods from

the length of the present

route from you to me. It

is not yet established, and

they are not even likely to

ha^e it in operation before

you are ready for your

spring bee-supplies.

I mention this now be-

cause some of my custom-

ers are going to delay ordering until

the last minute, and then find them-

selves in a great hurry for their

goods. If you do, I shall be ready

for you. But why wait.? Isn't it

better for you to take my catalog

to-night, sit down in front of the

cozy fire, look through it carefully,

and check off the things you will

need, and drop me a line telling me
about them.? If you do not want

the goods at once, tell me when to

ship them, and when the day comes
they wiil be packed ready to go

forward to you. This makes it

easier for me, and it also relieves

your mind and provides against

overlooking it during the

spring rush.

1 handle Root's standard

goods, and sell at Root's

prices. If you haven't my
catalog, a card request will

bring it. I should like to

show you what I have in

stock by way of Danzen-
baker hives, metal-spaced

frames, smokers, veils, and

all the necessaries that be-

long to the bee industry.

Write for quotations on
finest white-clover extract-

ed honey in five-gallon cans. I

am supplying many up-to-date bee-

keepers with this fine honey, thus

enabling them to hold their estab-

lished trade. Send me your bees-

wax. I pay 28c cash or 30c in trade.

I am running full blast in my
new building, where I have increased

facilities for handling this particular

line of business. In fact, I claim

to possess the most perfect and

complete distributing house in all

the world, outside of the large fac-

tories.

Every communication sent here

receives an immediate and cour-

teous reply.

Walter S. Pouder,
859 MassacKusetts A.venue, Indianapolis, Indiana
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HILTON'S Strain of Bees

and What They Did

Dear Frirnd Hilton:—The two three-frame nuclei 1

received of you May 21 were received in fine condition,

and the red-clover queens proved themselves worthy of

the name. I never saw finer or gentler bees. They were
transferred to ten-frame hives and full sheets of founda-

tion. I now have four strong colonies, with plenty of

stores for winter, and have taken 195 lbs. of fine ex-

tracted honey, mostly clover. I want two more nuclei

for next spring delivery, and my neighbor wants another.

You may use this letter or any part of it as you choose.

Gratefully yours,

Rhinelander. Wis., Sept. 14, 1908. G. C. Chase.

In addition to the above I have sold

friend Chase about $200 worth of ROOT
GOODS, which deserve some credit for

the above results—the best of every thing

is none too good. ROOT'S GOODS
and Gleanings helped. If you are not

talcing Gleanings, WHY NOT.? For
an order of $10.00 before Jan. 1 I will give

Gleanings one year; $20.00, two years;

$30.00, three years; or you may have
Gleanings from now to the end of 1909
for $1.00; two years for $1.50; three years

for $2.00. SEND FOR MY 40-PAGE
CATALOG. CASH FOR BEESWAX,
or will exchange goods for it.

CEO. E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
and EASTERN OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
You can get any thing you want for bees, at

STAPLER'S SEED STORE
412-414 Ferry'.St., PITTSBURG, PA.

.Agents for Root's goods.

VIRGINIA BEE-KEEPERS
CJet new stock and finest goods by ordering your supplies at once.
Danzenbaker hives a specialty. Price list on application.

W. E.^TRIBBETT, . STAUNTON, VIRGINIA

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED

IS THE BEST,

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and cold blast deflect-

ing part of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3^ inches in diameter, has
asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price, $1.00; two, $1.60; mail 25c each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

IJ^ U I amfc is again on hand with his famousstockof" '' ^*' WWS ijggg jqj queens for the season of 1909.

Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens
mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer
that I know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from
every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washingion, D. C, writes

that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over
100 in the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00. Breeding
queens, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address
W. H. LAWS, . Beeville, Bee County, Texas.

2 ^m^mi^t^^mmmm^mmmw^Bw^^mtmmw^mmmmmm^

I j This Coupon Worth35 cents

;

I

(Xew SubacriheTi Only)

m.^^ •= cent
5^ • fori

If not now a subscriber and you want one of the
most helpful aids to successful nee-culture—a paper
that tells now to make your bees pay—you should
subscribe for the

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
a 32-paKe illustrated 75-cent monthly. It tells all
about tne best way to manage bees to produce the
most honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
different departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-Hfoney
If you will send us your name and address with 40

9 (stamps or coin) together with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of our Journal
2 months. Order now and let us beg'in with this month's fine number. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois

Piistofflce ,

State

oo

I
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are " as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
3 and 2 in. glass.

2-in. *

2-in.

2-in.

2-in.

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing list we will quote very attractive prices to

clean them up. Please write at once if you want any.

Early-order discount—2 per cent for February.

Beeswax Wanted.
We are in fine shape to use large supplies of beeswax. Bee-keepers in Texas, Mex-

ico New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, and Louisiana should bear this in mind In our

foundation department we have a force of expert workmen who thoroughly understand

their work. In working the beeswax they are careful to retain the original fragrant odor

of the'hive. It takes skill and care to do this, but we do it. If you desire your beeswax

worked up in this way send it here. We buy wax outright for cash, and we also do con-

siderable trading for bee-supplies.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St.

Write to us S^iVx Antotiio. Texas L\'^°^your wants. ' tree.

500
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A GOOD
INVESTMENT.

I

CD

You can make no better investment

than to take the discounts I am offer-

ing on bee-keepers' supplies. These

discounts will diminish as the season

advances; so the earlier you send in

your order the better the investment

You can not afford to miss this special

offer. Send in the list of the goods

you want and get my net prices by letter.

My stock of Root goods is the

largest and most complete carried in

the West, and with carloads continu-

ally being added I am in position to

meet every want of the bee-keeper, with

promptness and satisfaction.

Write to-day for new prices and cat-

alog.

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565-7 W. 7th St. Des Moines, Iowa

mi

I
D

I
D
I
D
I

I

D
I
CZl

pATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
LHAKLES J. WILLIAMSON.

Setouil Natl Hank Bklg.. Washington', D. C.

Patent Practice in Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,
worry, and money by
ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing yoQ need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

NEW
STOCK

We have a stock of goods now on hand

for next season, and would like very much

to receive your orders for supplies. We
take pleasure in shipping orders and try our

best to please every one.

Each order has our very best attention.

Can you not make out an order and send

to us.? Over $15,000 worth of supplies are

now here awaiting your needs.

At this time of the year we would be

especially pleased to hear from you. Dur-

ing January we allow three per cent dis-

count.

THE A. I. ROOT CO,
SYRACUSE NEW YORK

HEADQUARTERS hOR

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
at Root's prices.—No drayage charges.

We offer for a short time,

Omega^CREAM
SEPARATORS

for spot cash, freight prepaid to your station,

as follows:

No. 1—capacity 325 lbs., $50. No. 3—capacity 500 lbs., $60.

N0.-2—capacity 400 lbs., $55. No. 4—capacity 700 lbs., $70^

RAWUNCS IMPLEMENT CO.,
9-11 W.Pratt St. Baltimore, Md.

ESTABLISHED 1884

ARE YOU NEEDIN6 SUPPLIES?
Do not fail to write us for catalog and terms. February discount, 2 per cent, besides

some low prices on odd stock not much called for, but may just suit your wants.

We keep in stock Root Co.'s perfect goods, "the standard." We equalize freight rates

with St. Louis and Kansas City points on all shipments of 100 lbs. and over. Send us your

inquiries early.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
MONTGOMERY COUNTY HIGH HILL, MO.
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Cash For Skins
I TRAPPERS
^GUIDEp
iFREi

You gfet the higrhest prices and the quickest returns when you ship
your furs to Funsten. Coon, mink, skunk, muskrat, marten, fox,
wolf, lynx and other furs are valuable. We receive and sell more

^ furs direct from trapping sections than any house in the world.
\ The biggest American and foreign buyers are represented at our
\ daily sales, which run from 125,000.00 to S50,000.00 a day. The fierce
i ! competition among buyers at ourbig sales enables us to get higher
\ prices than anyone else. That's why we can send you the most
J
money for your furs, and send it quicker.

_.r'Big Money in Trapping Kfars^^m^-Jr^ppinnt-l
good sport and pays big profits. We furuish trapping outfits at cost. Traps. Baits,
f'tc, that make trapping easy. Write today for Catalog B and full particulars.
Wi soiid our New Trappers' Guide, FurMarket Keports and Shipping Tags FRP^E.
Write for them today. Act now, for this is your big money-making opportunity!

Funsten Bros. & Co., 308 Elm Street, St. Louis, Mo.

I WANT
to get my new, handsome win

aVoT Fashion Book,

HUNDREDS OF LATEST STYLES
with illustrated lessons on Cutting and Dress-
making, FREE, and I will sell you all the pat-
terns you want for five cts. each.
They are the same patterns
you nave always paid Kic & 15c
for at the stores, made by the
same people, and correct in
every detail.

I publish the FARMER'S
CALL, a weekly paper for
every member of the family.
An especially interesting- fea-
ture each week are the chil-
dren's letters; and the
Woman's Department is
unusually strong and in-
structive. Among the
special features for
women folks is its
fashions in which I show

j

the 5c patterns. Let [

me help you to save
n. 'ey.

MY SPECIAL OFFER
Send me 25c and I will send you
the Farmer's Call every week for one year
(about 1000 pages) and will send my big Fashion
Book to you free. I also agree to sell you any pat-
tern you want thereafter for 5c. I can sell them
for 5 cts. because I buy them by the thousand
and don'tmake anyprofit. I don't ivant any profit.
I want your subscription to the FARMER'S
CALL. You will save many times the cost of my
offer in a year. WRITE TO-DAY.
You can use this coupon—cut it out now and mail

to me with 25c— Ic and 2o stamps taken, but a
quarter almost always goes safe:
John M. Stahl— Enclosed 2;c for Farmer's Call for one

year, your book of patterns, postpaid, and privilege of buy-
ing patterns at 5c each.

Name.

Very Special Offer.
Send me 50c and I will send you the Farmer s

Call for one year, the Illinois Parmer for tw9
years, the Fashion Book prepaid, with privilebO
of buying patterns at 5c each. Use above coupon,
but enclose 50c and write I. F. in the corner.
Cutout the coupon right now, till out, and send to
JOHN M. STAHL, J. P. Sta., Chicago, III.

"roD. Farmer's Call for past 25 years,)

YeHovnindWhite
Sweet-ClOVeF 866(1

^°^ ^^'^-

Yellow blooms three or four weeks earlier than white. One
of the best bee-foods to be found.

W. B. WALLIN, Brooksville, Ky.

TREE
BOOK
TellsHow

our wonderful Simplex Sys-
tem—one of the greatest Inven-
tions of the age—anyone of ord-
inary education can learn by
mall to play piano or organ

IN 20 EASY LESSONS
Tou need not know the first

principles of music. By this won-
derful system you can in 20 les-
sons become a capable musician.
The work is easy and fascinating
—you will be wonderfully surprls-
ed ao the progressyou will make.
In a few weeks, by this method,
you can play popular, sacred or
classical music. Considered bet-
ter than a 3-year conservatory
course as a time and money-sav-
er—teaches the practical and usa-
ble In music and does away With
all unnecessary theory. You
should have this course of les-
sons.The cost is ameretriflecom-
pared to the r^al worth. Send for
our Free Book today. State
whether you have piano or organ.

SIMPLEX SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Conservatory 370

Kansas City, Sliasouri

AVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work ^i
and money by using an pmi

I

Electric Handy Wagon
Low wheels, broad tires. No

[living man can build abetter.

J
Book on "'Wheel Sense" free.

lEIeetric Wheal Co. Bx9S, Quincy, III,

EXCELL 'SOi* ROOFING
and SIDING

nd today for Free Hook and bottom
1 ai tory Prices on Metal Rooting and
Si.ling. Made in our own factory.
I'.itter tlian you can buy elsewhere at
any prleo. .Shipped at our risk. You

Send No Money
BO you take no risk. Our guarantee
and see-what-you-buy-before-paying-
Plan specify youpay nothingunlcBS
fully satisfied. Lowest prices on all

rooting and roniing supplies sold

_ straight to you from Factory at real

"aetory Prices. Pont buy till you get our prices and
FREE Rootrrs" Guide—Write for this Book today.

Thg United Factories Co., Dept. ^^38 , Cleveland, 0.
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Will you accept this

business book if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no moncyl
Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master busi-
ness men have written ten books—2,079 P'lK*'*— 1.407
^^lal business secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the
best of aJI that they know about

—Position-Getting
— Position-Holding

—Sellinsr Plans
—Handling Customers

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fijchtinc
and hundreds anil hun-
dreds of other vital busi-
ness subjects.

— Purchasing; —Salesmanship
—Credits —Advertising
—Collections —Correspondence

-.Accounting —Man-Handling—<'ost-keeping —Man-Training
-Organization ^office Systen.s
—Retailing —Short-cuts and
— Wholesaling Methods for every
— Manufacturing line and department
A 9.059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses
great and small; pages 4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handhng and
training men : pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising,
with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail : pages 12 to 15 with the great problem of securing tiie highest
market price for your services—no matter what your line ; and the
la-^t page tells how you may get a complete set—bound in hand-
some half murocco, contents in colors—for less than your daily
smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

WiHy.^u rend the book if we send itfree?
Send no money. Sifnply sign the coupon.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabeish Ave., Chicago
If there are, in your books, any new ways to increase my bus-

iness or my silary. I should like to know them. So send on
your 16-page free descriptive booklet. I'll read it. 210-2-1

N'ame ^

Business.

Position—

BANKING BY MAIL

i4%r
Money deposited with us is secure, and

works for you continually. Our perfect
system of Banking BY MAIL brings this

opportunity to your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital
and surplus of $70,000, and assets of over
$700,000. Its policy is conservative; its

affairs are ably managed by capable and
successful business men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted,
on which we pay a yearly interest of 4
per cent, compounded semi-annually. Send
currency in registered letter, your own
check; or by P. O. or express money-order.

Write for the Booklet
To-day.

Resources Established
$800,000. 1892.

THf^SAVINGS DEPOSIT
t> BANK COMPANY ^

MEDINA, OHIO

WllifMAiATEEi
Think of growing Cabbage in December—of Beets, Onions

and Peas marketed in February. The farmers of Manatee

County secure high prices for these early crops.

Vegetables Often Net $1 ,O0O per Acre
You could soon become independent on a small truck farm.

The climate is delightful and water abundant.
Our valuable book, "Fruit and Vegetable Growing in Manatee

County," tells of reasonably priced lands in this section. Sent free

while edition lasts. Address

J. W. WHITE
Gen'l Indus. Ag't, Seaboard Air-Line

Dept. F. PORTSMOUTH VA.

DECEMBER f*

Texas Land SI.OO
To $5.00 Per Acre

Texas heui passed new School Land Laws. Millions ot
acres are now to be sold by the State at if 1.00 to I|i5.00

per acre; only one-fortieth cash and no more to pay for

40 years, UHlfSs you desire; only 3 per cent Intorei-l

You can buy 160 acres at 41 1. 00 per acre, payable #4. 00
down and 40 years' time on the balan<e,3% Interest
Ureatest opportunity everotfep.rt to Investors and farm
fn. Texas land Is better than Oklahoraa.Iowa orllllnols.
Send 50 cents for Book of Inst run Ions, New State Law,
Map ofTexas, and brief rtesfript ion of over 40O million
Borei* of vacant public lands in 2.'> different States,
vrhlch are open to humesteud. Three Books tor tl.OO.

E. C. HOWE, 938 Hartford Building. CHICAGO, ILL.

SAVE MONEY ON ROOFING
$^ ftft '>">'^ '"" """ (108 ^q- f'l "' strictly high

IiW Bra'le rooling, either rubber or flint coatsur-
I ^HI^B lace, with cement and nails complete.

Most litieral offer ever made on first class
roofing. Better than jroods tha.t sell at much hi^hpr prices.
Don't spend a dollar on roofing until you have seen

UNITO ASPHALT ROOFING
You send no money when ynu order I'nito Roofing.

Satislaction Guaranteed. Write today lor Iree s.iniples lor
teil and comparison and our unparalleled selling plan.

UNITED FACTORIES CO. Dept. ASS, Cleveland, O.
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Poultry Secrets Disclosed

This heaping bushel of
winter egg-prodacing
green feed cost n cts.

"Poultry Secrets" ex-
plains fully this secret
and many others.

Every successful poultryman knows important
facts he never tells. They are peculiar secret meth-
ods and discoveries he has made in his work with
chickens. As a rule he guards these with extreme
care for they are the foundation of his success and a

valuable asset of his business. He is not to be
blamed for keeping them to himself.

We Will Tell You These Secrets
Which have cost poultrymen years of labor and thousands of

dollars. They will cost YOU only a trifle and a few minutes time
to write us.

There is no man in the United States who has more friends
among poultrymen than Michael K. Boykr. A veteran chick-
en breeder himcelf, he knows the business from A to Z, and
through his wide acquaintance and friendship he has learned
many of their most jealously treasured secrets. This scattered
material he has collected in book form, and we are offering it

to the poultry raisers of America that they may share in the knowledge which
these successful men have acquired by long years of study and bitter experience
Every secret printed in this book has been obtained In an honorable way. either by
permission of the owner or through Mr.
Boyer's own experience.

I. K. Fetch's Mating Secret
One of the best-known fig-ures in the poul-

try world is I. K. Felch. Many years ago
Mr. Felch published his breeding chart,

but later, realizing its value, he withdrew
it and kept the information for himself.

He has now given Mr. Boyer permission
to use this information, and it is included
in this book.

Secret of Fertile E^^s
Boyer's secret of securing fertile eggs by

alternating males we believe is worth SlOO to

any big producer of setting eggs. It is some-
thing new, and the diagrammatic illustration

furnished by Mr. Boyer makes the matter so
plain that the novice can easily understand it-

The Secret of Feed at 15 Cents a
Bushel

An enterprising poultryman has been ad-
vertising this secret for S5.00 and pledging
those who buy it not to disclose it to any one
else; it has, however, long been known to a
few poultrymen, Mr. Boyer among them,
and the method is fully explained in "Poultry
Secrets."

Selecting the Laying Hens.
Since the production of eggs is the very basis of the poultry industry, the ability to

tell the laying hens in the flock without the aid of trapnests will put dollars in your pocket.
Do not keep on feeding the robber hens. It is well known that some hens never lay an egg,
while others often not as good looking produce

200 E^^s a Year.
Of coursewe cannot go to the length of saying that all the information in the book is new

to every one. It is said there is nothing new under the sun, and the Egyptians were hatching
eggs by artificial heat centuries ago; but we do say that to the great majority of poultrymen
these secrets are absolutely unknown.

We Will Pay $10 For Any Secret Not in the Book
Provided it is practical and valuable. If it is something both good and new, a check for Ten
Dollars will be sent at once. In submitting secrets address all communications to the

Poultry Department o£ Farm Journal
Farm Journal for thirty years has conducted a poultry department known thecountrj' over

for the abihty of its editors and the value of its contents. 1 1 is the standard farm and home paper of
the country, with three million readers. It is clean, bright, intensely practical ; boiled down ; cream,
not skim-milk. Its contributors know what they are talking about, and can quit when thev have
saidit. Besides its unusuallystrouij poultry section, which of itself makes the paper valuable to

every chicken owner, its other departments are ably conducted and widely quoted. It is for the

gardener, fruit man, stockman, trucker, farmer, villager, suburbanite, the women folks, the boys
and girls. It is worth far more than the price asked for it and "Poultry Secrets" together. Its

more than half million subscribers pay five and ten ears ahead—a very remarkable fact.

We are Willing to Name Here
Some of the Secrets

1 Bumham*s secret of mating fowls.

2 Felch's method of breeding from an original
pair, producing thousands of chicks and three
distinct strains.

3 Mendel's Chart of Heredity.
4 Secret of strong fertility by alternating males.
5 Secret of knowing what to feed and how to feed

it. The secret of having green food in winter.

6 Secret of sprouting oats and barley for poultry
feeding.

7 Secret recipes for chick feed : practically the same
feed is now sold on the market at a high rale.

8 Secret of fatting poultry economically so as to
make the most profit out of the crop.

9 Secret of telling the laying hens of the fiock.

10 Secret of detecting age in stock.
11 Secret of knowing how to judge dressed poultry.
12 The only safe way of preserving eggs.
13 A secret of dressing fowls so as to do the work

quickly and thoroughly.
14 An exposure of the methods employed by some

fanciers to kill the fertility of tfie eggs.
15 The winter egg crop and how to get it.

16 Fatting turkeys for market.
17 Hunter's Secret of Success.
18 Secret of the Philo System.

There are Scores of Others

We will send a copy of "Poultry Secrets" and
Farm Journal for five years, both for only

Or Farm Journal 2 years and "Poultry Secrets" for 50 cts.

$1.00
jr 50 cts.

WILMER ATKINSON CO., 84i Race st, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Made of wire that is

life and strength— wire
that stretches true and tight

and yields just enough under impact
to give back every jolt and jam it

receives.

Made of materials selected and tested

I
in all the stages from our own mines,

through our own blast furnaces and rolh'n o-

and wire mills, to the finished product. Oin
employment of specially adapted metals is

of great importance in fence wire; a wire /
that must be hard yet not brittle; stiff and springy yet

flexible enough for splicing—best and most durable

fence material on earth.

To obtain these and in addition apply a quality of p-al-

vanizing that will effectually protect against weather W
conditions, is a triumph of the wiremaker's art.

Thesearecombined in theAmerican and Ellwoocl
fences—the product of the greatest mines, steel

producing plants and wnre mills in the world

.

And with these good facilities and the old
and skilled employes back of them, we
maintain the highest standard of 'ex-

cellence possible for human skill

and ingenuity to produce.

Dealers everywhere, carry
iiig styles adapted to every
purpose. See them.

American Steel
& Wire Co.
C>hicaiio
Nov York
Denver
San
Francisco
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ElkhartBuggies
are the best made, best grade aud easiest riding
buggies on eartli for the money.

FOR THIRTY-SIX YEARS
we have been selling direct and are

The Largest Manufacturers in the World
selling to the consumer exclusively.
We ship for examinalion and ai>pruvaU guar-

anteeing safe delivery, and also to save you
money. If you are not satisfied as to style,
q; lality and price you are nothing out.

May We Send You Our
Large Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg.

Elkhart, .... Indiana
r.CoJ

AKalamazos
Direct to Yoxi"

We have more than 100.000 eatistied customers (n more than 17,000 cities,
villages and towns in tlie United .States who have each saved from 45 to
840 by buying a Kalamazoo stove or range on

360 DAYS APPROVAL
direct from our factory at actual factory prices. No stove or range has
a higher reputation or pri ves better satisfaction. You run no
risk. You save all dealers' proflts. We pay the freight.

Send Postal For Catalog No. 416
and see list of towns where we have satisfied customers.

Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mfrs., Kalamazoo, Mtch.
Ourpfttent OTen thermometer makes baking

kDd roaatiDg eae;.

Planet Jr.
No. 25 Hill and DriU

Seeder, Double Wlieel
Hoe, Cultivator and
Plow combines almost every
useful hand-garden tool in one
strong, light, easy-running,
simply adjusted implement.

A practical farmer wanted to
bigger crops with less labor— and

invented the Planet Jr. It did
better work and saved two-thirds

time. Now he makes Plar
Jr. Seeders, Wheel-Hoes and Cul

tivatorsfor two million farmers an
jardeners. Made to last and f

gtjaranteed.
To. 8 Planet .Jr. Horse Hoe
Cultivator will do nmre things in i

other horse hoe made

^Write today' for our 56-page free
1909 catalogue,which tells all about^

kinds of Planet Jr. implemmt",.
S. L. Allen & Co., Box 1106 S.

PhiladelT-h'?!. Pa.

F

;WAGON SENSE
Don't break yourback and killyoui
horses with a high wheel wagoa
For comfort's sake get an

Electric Handy Wagfn.
It will Bave you time and money. A
set of Electric Steel Wheels will
make your old wagon new at small
cost. Write for catalogue. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. Boi «!. Quincy, lit.

ENCEIScUpPerRd.
Get our 1909 prices on any style fence. We
sell direct.you get all dealers'and jobbers'
profit when you buy direct from our
factory. Write at once. Anchor Fence
& Mfe. Co., Dept. V, Cleveland, O.

15 Cents aRod
For a 22-lnch Hop Fence ; IBe for
26-lnch; 19c for 31-luchj2a l-2e
for S4-Inch; SJc for a 47-inoh
Farm Fence. 50-inch Poultry
Fence 3"c. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. Writeforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

^TTXCUSED IN THIS MAGAZINEV>U xO -^- ARE FROM -=

TheMUCLEitlNGRAVINC Co.
f^UGLE/t BLD'C. CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Strongest Fence Made
JI^^VAVAHWW that the best lenoo 1» iiuulc fruiii iieavily ^'alvaiilzed Coiled Spring Steel Wire

CLOSELY WOVEN FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Our Fence Is so closely woven that small pl^s cannot "wrIprKle" through It. So
stronij the vicious lmllcannot"laze"lt. We have no agents and do not sell to
dealers but sell direct to the user

AT WHOLESALE PRICES FREIGHT PREPAID
Coiled Wire provides for expansion and contraction and prevents sagging be-
tween posts. Every pound of wire use<l in tlie construction of our fencedsmade
in our own mill from the best high carbon steel obtainable. We give

on nAVC CDCC TDIAI tliatourcustomemiaybe sure they are sat-
OU UM Id rnCC I IIIAL istlcd. We make a t'uU line of FARM AND
I'DCI/rivY I'KNt'E. Our wholesales prices wlllsave you money. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE COMPANY
BOX101 WINCHESTER, INDIANA.

^
SEE

THAT DOLLAR!

flnthonu knots » fe Farmers fiean Dollars
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ There is just about as much difiference between Anthony V^
woven wire fence and some other wire fences as ^;;tween Anthony fence and the W^^
old "Virginia Worm" rail fence.

You Can Compare ANTHONY with any Fence
The decision is always in favor of Anthony Fence. Never in the history of

fence making has a tie been used in construction that is so perfect as the

Anthony knot which is used exclusively in Anthony fence

—

no other. The knot is made from tough wire, same
size as the line wire, will not come off, and leaves no

kink in line wire inside knot. No possible damage
to stock, nor loss of wool from sheep from an
Anthony knot — it is smooth, compact, strong.

Nothing but the highest grade of heavily galvanized,

hard spring steel wire; and every bundle of it is rigid-

ly inspected and the fence made from it is given a like

inspection. We buy the best wire we can get. We make '^^^^^_^^^^F'^r^
the best fence we know how—and we know how. When ^^^^^^^^
you have your farm fenced with Anthony fence your fence troubles are over.

FREE SAMPLE" ^^ows the Anthony Knot in actual service-just as it is in the ^^^ —.
fence. The hand .sample measures about 3 inches square ^^^, ..

^^^ Anthony
Fence Co.,

-, . -, Ti 1 1 .. „,. . ...1. X- 26 Michigan St..
mail you a sample, with our Booklet. When a man sees Anthony ^^ Tecumseh, Mich.
fence he at once reeoRnizes its worth. That's why we want

^•'''etPfn'^' j."u^'fen^e'° Ple^a^s'e

to mail yoa a sample. Ask for it today. ^^^send sample and booklet.

and not only shows the Anthony Knot but shows heavy top wire and
line wire. IT IS FREE. Fill out and send us coupon and we will

' Name ,The Anthony Fence Go.^
^

26 Michigan St.. ^^x-" jrobiomce

Tecumseh, Michigan, U.S.A. ^^-^ county state.
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Prairie State

INCUBATORS
hatch strong, livable chicks
and ducks most successfully.

Perfect rejjulation of heat au-
tomatically controlled.

The Sand Tray Diffusion
Incubator is the most advanced in every particular and is

guaranteed to do the work for you economically.

Piano-Box will do for Brooder
Put our Universal Hover into it and make your own

brooder. The Universal Hover may be attached to any
form of colony-house, mush-
room-house, small portable
building or piano box and
makes about as good a brood-
er ;is money can buy. Ask
for Free Catalog. Address

Prairie State Incubator Co.,

414 Main St., Homer City, Pa.

poui--rRy

is our new
book far the

use of poultry rais-

ers. Keep account of
your eggs, chicks and
profits. Our Diary
shows how and also tells about ournew
Incubators. It tells why our prices are
so low. The Diary is free. Better write for
it today. Tell us if you are thinking of buy
ing an Incubator and what size yoii want,
_ We pay freight. Geo. Ertel Co., Quincy, III

Creider's
Book

On Poultry

UoConcise, pi'iii:ti''a.l. -

to make money with poul-
try ; information aa m

,

buildings, treat-

ment of diseases,
etc. Fifteen at-

tractive chroinos

;

sixty prominent varieties. 10c postpaid.

Fine, pure-bred stock and eggs at low
prices. GREIDER'S GERMtClDE-a
sure preventive and an excellent dism-
fectant. B. H. CREIDER, Rheems, Pa. '

Ideal
Tlje Low Fr:s£d

Standard

25 years of experience in it.

Tried and proven. Makes re-

sults certain. Send for great
free book, "Poultry for Prof-
it." 128 pages, practical, re-

liable. Worth dollars for fine

pictures alone. Free. Send today to

J. W. Miller Co.. Box 48«Freeport, III.

$

We ship
quick
from St.

Pan I.Buf-
falo, Kansas
City or Racine'

7
i3S Buys
the Best

140Eg^
IrvoMbaLtor ever MaLde

Freight Prepaid
Double cases all over; best

copper tank: nursery, self-regu-
lating. Best 140-chick hot-water

Brooder, $4.60. Ordered together 811.50. Satisfaction
guaranteed. No iiiacliincs at any price are better.
Write for bof>l; t "day or send jirici" end save waiting.
_BBlle City Incubator Co., Box 69 P'jcine. jWis^

48 BREEDS Fin(> pure-bred chickens, ducks,

geese and lu keys. Noithein raised, hardy, and
very beautiful. Fowls, eggs, and incubators at low

prices. America's greatest poultry farm. Send 4

cents for fine 80-page 15th Annual Poultry Book.

& R. F. NEUBERT, Box 778, Mankato, Minn.

DuMYourOwnlncubafon^Bwoders
Save money. Thousands are doine it

overy year. I teach you how and sup-
ply all the parts you cannot make, at
low prices. My New Lampless Brood-
er will cost you $4 00. Greatest
Brooder invention of the aee. Repairs
and supplies for all kinds of Incubators or Brooders^
My new book of plans and catalosrue has over 100
illustrations, showing step by step every stasre of
construction—so simple a 12 year old boy can follow
them. Send 2.5c coin or U. S. stamps to cover cost.

Your money back If you are not satisfied. I allow the price
of the book on your first order. S^nd for the book tod«T it means

Dollars to 70U. H. M. SHEER, 47<J.HaiDp8hiTe St. ,
Qtilncy, HI.

^atch With the Least ^

Cost Per Chick
That Is what we guarantee you
can do with the

. _ . _ Invincible Hatcher
Try It and If It don't produce more strong, healthy
chlcksthananyothcrlncubator, regardless of price,
Bendltback. 50-Egg Size Only $4.00. Same low
prices on larper Hatchers, Brooders and Supplies.
Write for ITB-iiage FREE catalogue.
The United Factories Co., Dept.X38 Cleveland, O.

Woiici b i>e£»c incubator
Has stood all tests inallcUmates
for 15 years. Don't experiment,
get certainty. Get a

SUCCESSFUL
Incubator and Brooder. Anybody
can operate them and make money.
Let us prove it to you. Booklet,

|

"Proper Care and Feeding
Chicks, Ducks and Turkeys," lOc'
Poultry paper, 1 year, 10c. Write for free catalog.

|
Dcs Moines Incnbstor Co., 190 !?nd St., DesMolneg, Ia» |

125 Egg Incubator ^in
and Brooder ^^^^

[If ordered togrether
I send both for *10
t P a y frei^'ht. Well

made liut water, cupper tanka,
doable walls, double plass doors.
Free catalog describes them.
WUcansin Incnbator Co..
Box 56, Kacine, Wis.

Hatch Chickens by
SA.«I««M/* ^t*hl 'Wood-

''^^•^" "Excelsior"
Incubators assure big h.atohes.

Well-built, reliable, practical-
thousands in use. Catalogue free.

GEO. H. STAHL. Box v, p. Quincy. III.

Get An Insurable

Incubator or None
Now that the Fire Insurance Com-

f panics liave laid down Rules you are
not safe in buying any inculiator
tiist does not bear the Insurance

^___ Label. Our Free 212 -Page Book
explains. Address Nearest Office.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR COMPANY, BUFFALO. N. Y.

Boston, Mass.; New York City; ChK'age, l\\., Kansas
City, Mo.; Oakland, Cal.

rCHDBBY CHICKS-^
-. hatch bigr profits. The Reliable
i»\ Incubator hatches chubby chicks.
•,*J Write today for our Free, interest-

'
-ated Poultry Book, which
ct you in every branch of

ling: and tell you how the
i smashed IforM's hatching

records continuously for the Inst 12 years.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO.
Box D 4S Quincy, III.

/~~f=*^,*J Write toda
r^> "-/^A inff, illustra

i^-jij will instruct
L . •-;-*'\/pouUry raisii

V'^' ^/Reliable has
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Let this

Free
Book
tell you
how to

double your
Potato Money

You can learn of the one way to
plant your potatoes cheapest, how to
save seed and soil, how to double the
profit of ever}' acre of }Our potato land.
You can get this book free for jour

name on a postal card. It will tell you all

about the proper care of potato fields,

proper methods of planting and cultiva-
tion, how to save hundreds of dollars in

fertilizer money alone.
It will tell you how to do all this at a

cost of but one dollar. It will describe
the one planter that makes this all possible
—the famous Acme Hand Planter. It will

place in your hands all the great, vital
truths of Potato Culture, condensed and
plainly written, so it is easy to read and
remember them.
You will want this book to put its precepts into

practice on your own farm. Send for it now.
Just say on a postal, "Send me your potato book."

POTATO IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Box 520> Traverse City. Mich.

FRUITTREESM
lection

and order your fruit-trees—while the nurseries have a full

I

f-\\°- Call's Nurseries, Perry, 0., l:;j,^:,
of the best quality at reasonable prices. They deal direct

with the farmers. Write them for price list.

^9 ^leading varletlea of pure bred
^JChlckens, Ducks. Geese, Turkeys:
aUoUolsteln cattle. Prize winning stock.
Oldest and largest poultry farm In the
northwest. Stock, eggs and Incubators
at low prices. Send 4 cents for catalog.
Larkln&Uersberg, FbcSS Mankato,Mlnn.

OTS Of EGGS
> I f you feed raw bone fresh cut. Its egg pre.
aiuing value is four times that of grain. Eggs
nicire fertile, chicks more vigorous, broilers
earlier, fowls heavier, profits larger.

Mann's ^T,l\ Bone Cutter
I Cuts all bone with adhering meat and gristle.
Never clogs. 10 Days' Free Trial. No

money in advance. Send today fur free catalog.
F. W. MANN CO., Bos 37 MILFORO, MASS.

All leading varieties pure-bred chickens,
ks, geese, turkey s,pea-lowls, incubators, supplies,

coliiedogs. Send4cfor large poultry and Inc. hook
J.J.BRENNER, D.I 2, Mankato.Minn.

THEOr HUMPHREY
, GREEN BONE and
VEGETABLE CUTTER

I will save half your feed bills and
I double egg yield. Guaranteed to cut
I more bone, in less time, with less la-
Ibor, than ciny other. Send for Special
I Trial GlTer and handsome catalogue

HUMPHREY,
Mine St. Factory. Jollel. Ilia.I V^

AR Varlotioe of practical and fancy pure
•tJ WdllCIICd bred poultry, beautitul,
hardy vigorous. Largest, n.ost successful
poultry-farm. Thousands to choose trom.
Big Profitable Poultry book tells ail
about it. Quotes low prices on fowls, eggs,
Incubators, and supplies. Sent for i cents.

Berry's Poultry Farm,Boz 153 Clarinda.Ia.

EVERGREENS
38 Hardy Tested Varieties
Nursery grown, suitable for all pur-

poses. 45.00 and up per thousand. We
have 50 millions. Our low prices will
astonish you. Also Hardy Forest trees.
Shade, Ornamental and Fruit trees.
Shrubs, Vines, etc. Our beautiful Catalog Is crowded I

with valuable Information. This and CO Great Bar^ I

gain sheet are free. I

D. HILL. EverBreen Speelaltat, BeK 848, DwwJ—,IH.|

Big Profits in SQUABS
Send for our free pamphlet, " How to

M.ike Big Money Raising Squabs."
Our birds are supreme. You raise the

squabs and we furnish you the customers'

MELROSE SQUAB CO.,
1 924 Harwood Place, BuHalo. N. Y.

JOHNSON saj4 to Tel! You That His
1909 OLD TRUSTY

Incubator is the Best Chicken Hatcher He Ever Made
Don't let this time eo by without sending me your name and address for my
Bic New 200-page Poultry Book with over 1.200 pictures. I've uot great news for
you this year. Old Trusty is metal encased Redwood arid absolutely safe top,
sides, ends, bottom, legs and all. Certain and Sure. "iS'i better hatches guaran-
teed. Practically runs i'self. So don't pay two prices for any other when

my prices are even lower than last year and you can
take 40, 60 or 90 Days' Trial (enough for 3 hatches)
with Freight Prepaid to you (east of the Rockies) on my

M. M. JOHNSON
Incubator Man

NE\V 1909 OLD TRUSTY INCUBATOR
No matter whether you are one of my 100.000 old customer*, ana friends, era possible

new friend, I want you to senfl me your name for my New Old T "usty Book this year sure.
Tells you how you tan make ? bi^ success raising; chickenswith Old T'usty. Every pay^e of uiy
book is a poultry sermon which with the pictures shows you how you can make the same
success that over lfK>.(KK) others are makintjwith Old Trusties. Send me yournanie and
address and 1 "11 send the book quick—and also write you personally—Address

M. M. JOHNSON, Incubator Man, CLAY CENTER, NEB.
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E. C. 6REEN & SON

MEDINA. OHIO

Flb 1

J

The hundreds of Gleanings readers who are

regular customers of the above well known seed-

house will be pleased to learn of a recent change.

The entire seed business of E. C. Green Sc Son
has been consolidated with that of the Wooster

Nursery Co., the junior member, Stephen N. Green, becoming Secretary-

Treasurer of the Nursery Company, devoting his entire time to that work.
The change detracts absolutely nothing from the old firm, but

rather increases their facilities greatly. Better office, greenhouse, and
growing accommodations are already in operation.

E. C. Green & Son, as successors to the seed business of Mr. A. L
Root, need no introduction in this magazine. That they have pleased

in quality and price is proved by their rapidly increased trade. The
nursery, incorporating as it does the seed and tree trade, is bound to

win confidence of Gleanings readers because of its unexcelled location and management. It owns
and operates a large nursery (adjoining the grounds of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station),

devoted exclusively to high-class nursery and seed-growing, operated upon the most modern methods.
Our catalog will tell the whole story. Better send for a copy before you forget it.

Our Catalog now ready. Tells about our seeds A New Tomato.
trated with lovely half-tones from original photographs. A beau-
tiful cover design. Seeds for the garden, honey-plants; fruit,

forest, and ornamental trees fully described. We aim to tell the

plain truth, both in words and cuts. We explain why our stock

is superior to others. Read the offer in next column and act

quickly.

We have just fifty package
of a iiiie new tomato which

will go to the first fifty replies to this ad. Mr. Green sold last

season a new tomato to a Philadelphia seedhouse that brought

the highest price ever actually paid for a novelty of this kind.

The seed we will send you, you may rest assured, is worth trying.

Better write us a postal to-day for our catalog, and get a package
of this seed free.

THE WOOSTER NURSERY CO., WOOSTER, O.

RATEKIN'S 100-BU. OATS
Ratekin's Big Banner 1 00-Bushel White Oats—The biggest, prettiest, plumpest oat in existence. Side by side with com
mon sorts they yield 100 bushels per acre where other sorts make but 25 to ?5 bushels. Strong stiff straw; sprangled heads; ripens

ally; never rusts, blights, or lodges. There is none i'lce them, and when our stock is exhausted there is no more to be had.
^ amples Mailed Free. Also our Big Illustrated Catalog of farm, field, grass, and garden seeds. A postal card will bring them
S (urdoor. Address RATEKIN'S SEED-HOUSE, Shenandoah, Iowa.

-in Grapevines $^ AA
JL" Sent Postpaid ^i*""
r— Strong, Hardy, Two-Year-Old Vines —

A remarkable collection of grapevines at an ex-
erceedingly low price. Kest varieties—red, white,
black—just what the town man or the farmer needs
for planting along fences and buildings. Vines can
be arranged to cover tmsitrhtly places with beauti-
ful foliage and at the same time furnish fresh
grapes for the table. We also offer

5 Three-Year-Old Vines for $1.00

These are strong, hardy vines, and will bear the
year after planting. Order now and vines will be
sent proper time to plant. With every order is sent
free our valuable book how to plant, cultivate and
prune. Grapes are easily grown and should b« in

every garden.

T. S. HUBBARD COMPANY.
firapevlnc Spedalisis, Fredonla, N. Y.

Ettablished iZ years.

PeMeK°
Our new scedlinff. A prodiffinus vielder of LsrgO,

Round, Smooth, Mfhite, Dellclously
flavored tuhcvs. Viwrousgrowur; haudsomo in ap-
pearaiu'o. Splendid shipper. C(K>ks dry and mealy.

For '2:>c (stamps or coiu) will mail 1 Ih. Late Pctoskey,

1909 catalog of sure to grow Northern Grown
Seeds and coupon good for SOC urorth Free
Seeds. C:italogaln.-" mailed free. Write i|uick.

Darling & Beahan, S23 Uich. St., Fetoskey, Mich.

— SHEERIN'S TREES MADE DANSVILLE FAMOUS
l..ugest Nursery Ct-nler in the world. .Annu.il ompiit more ih.in 6,000,000 Fruit-

bearing Trees alone. Buy direct at wholesale and save 300 per eent. Secure varieties now—pay in spring.

CATALOG FREE TO EVERYBODY. SHEERIN'S WHOLESALE NURSERIES, DANSVILLE, NEW YORK
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gurpcc's The Leading American

Seed Catalog for 1909!

Thk "Silent Salf.sman" of the World's Lrfrgert Mail-order Beed Trade is a New Book of
174 pneew. It describes Itare Novelties which cannot be had elsewhere and tells the pUiin tru/h
about tlu' Best Seeds that can be grown—as proved at our famous Fdkdhodk Fahms—the largest

and must complete Trial Grounds iti America. Handsomely hound in covers lithographed in nine
colors, it shows, with the beautiful colored plates (also in ninecolors), Seven (hoice Novelties in

Vegeuibles, Three Superb "Spencer" Sweet Peas and the most beautiful New Giant-flowered
Pansies—all accurately painted from Nature. With hundreds of illustrations from photographs
and carefully written descriptions it is A Safe Guide to success in the garden and shouhl be con-
sulted by everyone who plants either for pleasure or profit. While too costly a book to send
unsolicited (except to our regular customers), we are pleased to mail it FREE to every one who
has a pnrcirn and can appreciate Quality in Skeds. Shall we mail You a copy? If so, kindly
name this paper and %vritc TO-DAY !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., ,?„V,rr,'i Philadelphia, U.S. A.

AT HALF PRICE.
True to name. Free from dis-

ease. Twenty grafted Apple-trees for $1.00. Twenty-live bud-
ded Peach-trees, $1.00. Forty Concord Grape-vines for $1.00.

Twenty-five-cent Due Bill and Catalog Free.
RATEKIN'S SEED AND NURSERY CO., Shenandoah, Iowa.

09DSEEDS
BESTINTHEWORLD
PRICES BELOW ALL OTHERS

I give a lot of new sorts for

trial with every order I fill.

A Grand Big Catalog CDCC
Illustrated with over rilCL
700 engravings of vegetables
and flowers. Send yours and
your neighbors' addresses.

R. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford. Illinois

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and QuicIt Profits
Or For Your Own Use.

Tenyears'experlenceenables meto
give practical Instructions worth

many dollars to you without Interfering
th regular occupation, no matter where located.

lid for Free Book and particulars how t<istart,etc.

JACKSON MrSIIKOOM FARM
3448 N. Western Ave. Chicago, III

BEFORE ORDERING
BERRY-CRATES AND

QUART BASKETS
w rite for our catalog and special prices.

H. H. Auilfather, box t 00, Minerva, O.

There is
scarcely any limit to the

possible improvement in seeds,
but it takes time and money. We have
been improving: flower and vegetable-
seeds for over 50 years. More than 2000
people are working to make Ferry's
Seeds suit you. Buy the best—Ferry's.

For sale everywhere.
FERRV'S 1909 SEED /l/V/VU/St

FREE OIV REQUEST.
D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich.

SEEDS
GARDEN
SEEDS FREE!
Two Packets for Ttial.

We send two regular sized packets of our superior
Garden Seed, your selection, and our Big 1909
Seed Mnniial absolutely Free to all new inquiries.

We are anxious to increase our number ofcustomers
and have you become acquainted with our Guaran-
teed Seeds is the reason we make this generous offer

If you give Our Seeds atrial, we are sure you will

become one of our pleased customers. Write today
for our Big 1909, ino-page, illustrated Seed Catalog.

a.a.BERRVSEEaCO.,Box 266, Clarinda.la

450j000fREES
200 varieties. Al80 Grapes, Small FrnUs »te. Beat rooted
Stock, (lenulie, rneap. 2 sample currants maileil fur luc.
I)08<'. rricp lifetfr. H. LEWIS lUlKSni, Bm A . I rou.mia. N. Y.

•CARFF'S SMALL FRUITS
^^P and bees are an ideal combination for bee-keepers

or farmers. Order early and plant a generous quan-
tity of the.se fruits. The bees iiollenize them, mak- jc
ing them produce In luxurious abundance, and at the
same time increase amount and value of honev. %Small Fruit Plant Free. I want to prove how

well-rooted, strong and vigorous my jjlants are. I will*
ien<l free one tine plant (iriy selection) if vou will write

for my new ly09 free catalog. Some of my customers
make over $300 an acre with my plants. Bookon"Trans-
tilanting and Afterculture" free with all orders. I sell a
large variety of nursery stock, grown on an 800-acre farm.
Ask for Catalog E. W. Jf. SCARFF. Kew Carlisle. Ohio
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MAY'S
First of AllTOMATO
Matures a week to ten days ahead of any

other known variety; fruits large, smooth,
bright red; finest fiavor and entirely

FREE FROM HARD CORE
Bears continuously throughout the sea
son fruits weighing from 12 oz. to

one lb. each, and do not crack and
rot in wet weather. Price: Per
liberal pkt., 10c; per oz., 40c;

lb., $1; pound, $3; postpaid.

The Earliest
in the World

The
Best Tomato for

1.^ Market or
-. Home

Use

FREE BOOK
Northern-Grown

Plants, Bulbs, Fruits and
Trees at right prices. Don't
fail to secure the Book. WRITE -^ -

TODAY.
L. L. MAY & CO., St. Paul, Minn.

FARjL|Et ON THESTRAWBERRY
A practical treatise on Strawberry

C-ltureby L. J. Farmer, who h^s
spent 2S >TS. among berries. "Worth
its weight in gold" but costs only
C5c, coin or stamps. Money back
t not satisfied. Send for complete

catalogue of Berry Frjit plnnts.

FREK. A.I. L. J. Fanner Nurseries,
ox 908. Pulaski, N. Y.

OUR 1909 EDITION is the most practical t^rt book
on L'tra« berry prowiuj; ever written. It's worth
Its weight in"pold because it teaches the Kellers

method of growing the world's record crops of big red
berries. Every detail of the work Is illustrated by
photo-engravings. 'Vou read It by pictures. They show
you just how to do evorytliing from beginning to end.
Strawberry growers who follow the Kellogg way aro
Betting more fancy berries from one acre than the other
fellow gets from two. The book makes you acquainted
with some of these top-notch growers; shows pictures
of their strawberry fields and gives their yields. This
Book forvouradilress. We'll trade even.

R. M. KELlogg company, B0I400, Three Rivers, yicH

300,000 Chern' Trees, two years old,

4 cents each; boxing free.

Catalog free to everybody.
Shoerin's Wholesale Nurseries, Dansville, New York

READ'S GRF.EN MOUNTAtX OAT, RELIABLE
Wheat, Triumph .-md Vt. Beardless

- -xlev. Sen i for greatest FREE Catalog before !>ti\ing

SURE. 6. A. Read, Read's Exp. Farms, Charlotte, Vt.

SEED CORN 153 BU. ACRE
Diamond Joe|s Big White.—A strictly new variety. None like it. It is the Earliest and Best Big White Corn in the
World— Because it was bred for most Big Bushels, not fancy show points; because grown from thoroughbred inherited stock; every
stalk bears one or more good ears, because scieotihcally bandied, thoroughly dried and properly cured and had the most rigid exam-
ination. Big Seed Cataloe FREE. It tells about all best farm, grass, garden nnd flower seeds grown. Write for it to-dav.

Address RATEKIN'S SEED HOUSE, SHENAODOAH, IQWA
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Get Our Prices
NOW!

T'

H. C. Phelts. Pres.

'HIS means a
big saving to
YOU of 826.50

on buggy shown
here—same ratio of
saving on over 125
other style vehicles
and harness — be-
cause of our large
factories, enormous
purchases of mate-
rial and perfected
organization, which
means high quality
with big saving in
manufacture.
Because we sell

direct to you front factory. We're going
to give our customers the advantage of this

saving. You never before had an oppor-
tunity like this to purchase a Buggy at such
a low price. We make over 125 Styles of

Split Hickory
Vehicles

and a full line of Harness—everything
made to order—many options given as to
finish and trimmings. Let us send you our
Big Free Book—it tells the whole story of
"Split Hickory Vehicles"—andit'sFree for

your name and address on a postal. Address

H. C. Phelps, President
The Ohio Carriage Mig. Company

"Makers of Split Hickory Vehicles"

Station 293 Columbus, Ohio

Two
Years*

Guarantee

PaintWithoutOil
Remarkable Discovery that
Cuts Down the Cost of Paint

Seventy-five Per Cent.
A Free Trial Package is Mailed to Every

One Who Writes.
A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams, N. Y., has

discovered a process of making a new kind of paint without the
use of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint. It comes in the form of a

dry powder, and all that is required is cold water to make a paint
weather-proof, fire-proof, and as durable as oil paint. It adheres
to any surface, wood, stone, or brick, spreads and looks like oil

paint, and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufacturer, 8 North St., Adams,

N. Y., and he will send you a free trial package, also color-card
and full information showing you how you can save a good many
dollars. Write to-day.

L THE'BEST'LIGHT
A portable, pure white, Bteady, safe

light. Brighter than electricity or
acetylene. 100 candle power. No grease,
dirt nor odor. Lighted instantly. Costs
2 ctB. per week. Over 200 styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wanted. Writ©
fOJ catalog. Do not delay.

THE BEST I.ICHT CO.
SM E. 6tb St., Canton, Ohio

MARES AND BURNS ITSOWNGAS

TREES THAT GROW
Apple 7c, Peach 5c. Plum 10c
Cherry 17c. Best quality,
good, bearers, grafted^^»!J
stock, not seedlings. ^^^ ^,

I a y
- ^ ^ ^,^ fr't.

Concord Grape ^JT^ 4*>'^We have
$2.50 per hundred.^^\e^^a complete
Forest Tree ,^^* xi^^line of Vege-
Seedlings^^^^o^J^tabl e. Flower
$1.00 per^^o* 5(^and Farm Seeds.
LOOO up-^^vP-^i^^Large catalog free.W e .^^^ jr German Nurseries

Box 143 Beatrice, Neb.

Seeds, Plants, Roses,
Bulbs, Vines, Shriil)s, Fruit
and Ornamental Trees. The
liest b.v 55 .veurs' test. 1200 acres,
50 in Hnrdy Roses, none bet-
ter grown. 44 greenhouses of
Palms, Ferns, Ficus, Ever-
bloomin(r Roses, etc. Seeds,
Plants, Roses, Rulbs, Small
Trees, etc., by mail postpaid.
Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. Immense stock of
CHOICE CANNAS, gueen of

bedding plants. 50 choice collections cheap in Seeds,
Plants, Eoses. etc. Elegant 168-page Catalog FREE.
Send for it today and see what values we give for a
little money.
THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 159, PainesviUe, 0.

THROW AWAY PICK, SPADE

Quit the old, bnck-breaking, hand-blistering
way of digging—use the new, up-to-date, low-
priced Iwan Digger—goes through gravel, clay,

sand or gumbo—no matter how wet or dry. Pulls
out and unloads quick and easy. Anyone can

_ DIs a Hole In a Jiffy With

Iwans' Patent Post HoleAuger
It pays for itself in one job. A simple
pipe extension permits going down to 40

feet—deep enough for wells. The blades
of IwanAugers aredouble. tempered steel.

Remai nsharp for years.never out of order.
Write now for our free book called "Easy
Dicging" and learn how easy it is to dig-
nowadays. Wewill alsotell you where you
can see one of these low-priced imple-
ments—write to

Iwan Bros. "T- South Bend.lnd.

Beo Supply
Everything for Bees

We manufacture the latest ap-

proved supplies and sell direct

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee people in abeecountry.
We know your needs. Early

order discoantt. Send for cat-

alog. Don't buy till it comes.
LCAHY MANUFACTURINQ CO.
10 Talmage St., HlgglnsvlUe, Mo.
1699 Sou. 1.3th St., Um»ha, Neb.

Houso
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WLL TAN YOUR HIDE
ind make warm, comfortable coats with higb collars, or into robes, mit

tens, jackets, ladies' furs. etc. and save you a lot of money
as well. We tan by nature's method only and use no
chemicals or dyes which cause the hairs to shed. Color
makes no dirterence. Almost any hide looks well when
made up into a fine comfortable robe or coat. Will resist
cold. wind, rain or snow, are soft and pliable as cloth and
very little heavier. Instead of selling your hides to the
butcher, let us make them into useful garments that will
wear for years and enable you to enjoy the coldest weather.

If you send in your hides now, we will pay the freight
on all hides sent to be made into coats and robes and
give you FREE—with each cow or horse coat or robe a
pair of fur-knit-ltned mittens with horse-hide palms. If
you have no hides to send us, we can

Sell You Furs and Save You Dollars
We not only tan the hides you send us, but we have in

stock hides and skins from which we manufacture to
measure coats, robes, neckpieces, ladies' jackets, child-
ren's coats and fur goods of every description. We
make to order any kind of fur goods.

Write today for Catalog and Prices.

THE NATIONAL FUR & TANNING COMPANY
819 Hooker Ave., Three Rivers, Mich.

The FARMERS' GARDEN
A Seed Drill and W^heel Hoe is in-

disp»ngal)le—not only in a village
garden baton largest farms.
Farmers should grow all manner

of Tepetables and "live on the fat of
the land." Should provide succu-
lent roots for Cat tie. Swine, Poultry,
and save hi>^h priced feed
stuff. Great labor-sav-
ing tools of Bpecii
value forthehome
as well as the
market geir-

dcn. Send
for free
book.

BATEMflN MFG. CO.. Box HO G, GRENLOCH, N. J.

EasyHauling
onSoFt
Ground

Your wagon won't
mire — pile on the
load — soft soil or
sand — it's all the
same when you
have the

Empire "Good-Roads"
Steel Wheels

The wide tires, plain or grooved,
have plenty of surface so they can't
sink down. Haul 50 per cent more
than with the ordinary wagon. A set

of these wheels for your old wagon
will pay big profits in labor-saving.
Made anv size. Will last a lifetime.
Send for Free Wheel and Wasron
Book, "'Good- Roads' Steel
Wheels Make All Roads Good."
Empiro Mfg. Co., Box 436Qulncy,lll

WANTED-A RIDER AGENT r^Sl
Model "Ranerer" hicycle_ furnished by us. Our agents everywhere are making money
fast. Write for full particulars and special offer at once.
NO MONEi K£QUlKEO until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship

to anyone, anywhere in the U. S. without a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight,
and allow TKN DAYS' FKEE XKIAI. during which time you may ride the bicycle and
put it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep
the bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense and you will not be out one cent.
PipirnilY DRIPEC Wefumlsh the hl^ihest grade bicycles it is possille to make at onerHwIUni rniUkW small profit above actual factory cost. You save $io to $25 middlemen's
pr'.fits hy I'uying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your bicycle. I)0NOT iit'^ a bicycle or a p.iir of tires from anyone &K any price until you receive our catalogues and
h- irn cur unheard oi factory prices and retnnrtable special offers to rider agents.
Vnil mil I nC ACTnillCUCn ^^^^^ y" receive our beautiful catalogue and study
1 UU If ILL DC HdlUnianCll our superb models at the 7^an<^;r/»//>' /ow /rtV^^ we

c.in in.i'r:c f^r 1Q09. We sell the highest grade bicycles for less money than any other factory. We are
satisiic 1 uith $1.00 profit above factory cost. BICYCLE I>KAL£KS« you can sell our bicycles

un ler >'iijr own name plate at thjuhle our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SKCONl) H.\NI> BICYCLES. We do not regularly handle second hand bicycles, but
usnllv have a numUr on hand taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores. These we clear out promptly

.'it prif cs ran.ring from *:{ to :f8 .>r #10. Descriptive l)argain lists mailed free.

nn ICTCD RRAIfCC single wheels, imported roller chains and pedals*
WUHO I Ell'DnHIVtOf parts.repalrsandeiiuipment ofall kindsatAa//<A«' KJKa/r,-Mi//riV-cr.

W .\IT. Int wrtf t ol.iv ml we will send you free by return mail our large catalogue. t>eauti-

' tinn m,itter and useful information; also a luonderjul proposition
on ti,,. f.f^, „„n|,le l.icycle goin^; to your town. It only coits a postal to get - -r- "'-'.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY Dept. H 113,
Write it now.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Noticei will be inserted in these classified columns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your

advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be
responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

Our Raspberry Honey is nearly all sold, and the probabil-

ities are that the crop another year will be pretty slim. If you
wish to enjoy some of this truly delicious honey, better send an
order soon. One 60-lb. can for $6.25; two cans for $12. Sam-
ple, 10 cts., and the 10 cts. may apply on first order.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

For Sale —Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of ex-
tracted honey at 9 cts. per lb.; also good quality clover-basswood
blend of extracted honey at 8 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at producing
point. All in new 60-lb. cans, two in a box. Sample and cir-

cular free. E. D. Townsend, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Buckwheat, amber, No. 2 white comb, $2.50 per
case of 24 sections; unfinished and candied comb, $2.00 per case;

amber extracted (M clover), two sixty-pound cans to case, at 8

cts. Quirin-the-Queen-Breeder, Bellevue, O.

For Sale.—Choice extracted honey for table use, gathered
from clover and basswood—thick, well ripened, delicious flavor.

Price 9 cts. per lb. in 60-lb. cans, two to case. Sample, 10 cts.

J. P. Moore, Queen-breeder, Morgan, ICy.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridgb, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Comb honey, either car lots or less, both alfalfa

and sage. Extracted honey, white, in 60-lb. cans. Samples
furnished upon application.

C. C. Clbmons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—8000 lbs. fine extracted white-clover honey; also

4000 lbs. light amber, all in 60-lb. cans, at 7/^ cts. per lb.

S. E. Angell, Harpers Ferry, Iowa.

For Sale.—Fine extracted white-clover honey; also light

amber fall honey, put up in barrels, 60-lb. and 10-lb. cans.
Write for prices. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Sale.—24 gallons of strained white-clover honey in two-
gallon packages, 7^ cts. p^r lb., f. o. b. Fremont, O.

K. O. Smith, Gibsonburg, Sandusky Co., O.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—An experienced bee and poultry man. Give full

particulars in first letter as to age, whether married or single,

experience in farming, poultry, and bees; also state salary want-
ed. Give references, and say at what date services could begin.

Blalock Fruit Co., Tenth Sts., Walla Walla, Wash.

Wanted.—Single man to take charge of 500 colonies of bees—one who understands ranning for comb honey and working
outyards. Employment the year round. Services required with
other duties when not busy with bees. State wages expected,
board furnished. W. P. Smith, Penn, Lowndes Co., Miss.

Wanted.— Ycune bee-men with some all-around experience
to advance this business as a science. After the first season I

will let bees on shares; at the end of one month's work, if agree-
able to both parties I will sign a contract for eleven months
more. Do not reply unless you are determined to stick to this
business. C. I. Graham, Exeter, Tulare Co., Cal.

Wanted.—Queen-breeder for wages or on shares.

John W. Pharr, Berclair, Texas.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—To exchange an Anthony 5x8 view camera, with
tripod and all supplies, in best of condition, for honey-extractor
and uncapping-can in good condition.

Wm. H. Robinson, Rt. 7, Lafayette, Ind.

Wanted.—400 colonies of bees in California or Texas.
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,

340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

Wanted.— Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slnmgum.
State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—200 stocks or less of bees within 150 miles of De
troit. A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

Wanted.—Coon-hound pups for supplies or offers.

G. M. Withrow, Buffalo, 111.

Wanted.—In eastern Iowa, 200 colonies of bees on shares

for 1909. Lock Box 312, Postville, Iowa.

Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, un-
tested, $1.00; six, $4.00; twelve, $7.00. Carniolan, Banat, and
Caucasian queens, select, $1.00; six, $5.00. Tested, any kind,

$1.25; six, $6.00. Choice breeding queens, $3.00 each. Circu-

lar free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring delivery.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blocker, Pearl City, 111.

For Sale.—Apiaries and queen-rearing business in Southern
California. Full particulars on request to

E M. Graves, loamosa, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

For Sale.—70 colonies of bees; 40 acres of land, river front.

Call or write. L. K. Smith, Grant, Fla.

Situation Wanted.

Wanted.—Situation. I have put in 14 straight years of up-to-

date bee culture; am able to take charge of large interests; am
36 years old, strictly temperate ; wish to woik on shares if possi-

ble. Address A. Lanz, Fairmont; Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Wanted.—Position by young man, age 23, in queen-rearing

yard for the busiest part of the season. Experienced in honey
production. Best of references. Can come at once.

Paul Mickwitz, Medina, O.

Photographs.

Send me your photograph and see what nice pictures 1 will

make you from it. Cabinet size, $2.00 per dozen; 6 for $1.50.

Satisfaction guaranteed. M. F. Decker,
Lock Box 34. New Florence, Pa.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. State

price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water Sueet.Cbicago, 111.

Wanted.—25 tons of fancy comb honey. Write, stating

particulars, to C. M. Church, New Kensington, Pa.
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For Sale

For Sale.—6000 AM\VAxl}i plain sections; 1500 4^x1 ^i

beeway; 1500 4V4Xl(8 beeway; 50 metal-jacketed five gallon

cans; 20 cases of two five-gallon cans; one Seneca Falls buzz-

saw; one extra-fine specimen o( straw nive; 12 eight-ftame L.

hives with deep covers; 25 chatf hives or winter cases; 4 1400-lb.

galvanized tanks; 25 lbs. medium brood foundation; 80 lbs. thin

surplus foundation. All bargains located at Syracuse, N. Y.
F. W. Lesser, 104 Pearl St., Johnstown, N. Y.

For Sale or Exchange.—One Stewart sheep-clipping ma-
chine with knife-grinder, 1905 model; one horse-clipper, 1900

model; one Hoosier broadcast seeder with grass-seed attachment;

will take in exchange standard bee-fixtures, extractor, honey, or

ofters. L. F. Weaver, Dexter, Mo.

For Sale.—A fall line of bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and booey a specialty. Melilotus (sweet clover) seed for

sale at 8 cts. per lb. Write for catalog and particulars.

W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—300 thoroughbred strawberry-plants for $1.00.

Standard varieties. Write to T. M. Palmer, Bidwell, Ohio.

For Sale.—One ten-inch Root foundation-machine, good as

new. Price $20.00. F. C. Morrow. Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

Great bargains io trees, shrubs, and plants. Send a postal for

free catalog. West Side Nursery ani^ Fruit Farm,
Postville, Iowa.

For Salb.—The Young comb-honey cutter for putting up
comb honey in sealed containers. Send for booklet.

W. J. Young, Arecibo, Porto Rico.

For Sale.—Sweet-clover seed, 15 cts. per pound, postage ex-

tra. Roots's supplies. Anton G. Anderson^ Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-
supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. CooLEY, Kendall, Mich.

FoK Sale.—Remington type-writer No. 7, good as new. For
particulars address Box A, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Shirtwaist Studs.

No more lost buttons when removable studs are used. Three
styles—pearl button, and plain or Roman gold. Guaranteed 14

karat gold-filled. Postpaid, 75 cts. for set of three.

H. H. Brainakd, Medina, O.
.

Poultry Offers

For Sale.—Brown Leghorn, B. P. Rock, S. L. Wyandotte
eggs; $1.00 to $1.50 per 15. Raised on separate farms. Write
for full particulars. F. C. Morrow, Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

Eggs for setting, from pure White Wyandotte chickens; 15 for

$1.00; $5.00 per 100. Cecil Rki-ine, La Otto, Ind.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

New Temperance Post Cards.

Sixty original designs of intrinsic worth and beauty. Valued
beyond price by every lover of home and humanity. They con-

tain brilliant temperance sentiments, richly illustrated; will of-

fend no one. Every friend of temperance and good morals, and
every boy and girl, will surely want these incomparable cards.

Price—60 post cards, all different, 4U cts.; 40 for 30 cts. 20 for 15

cts , all prepaid. Agents wanted at every posloffice. Sixty
" Cheer " post cards, real gems, same price. Seed catalog and
premium coupon free with all orders. Special.—Order at once
and I will add free a nice present for wife, sister, or sweetheart.

A. T. Cook, Seedsman, Hyde Patk, N.jY.

Bee-keepers* Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We btiy car lots of

Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Root's Beb Supplies. Send for catalog.

D. CooLBY, Kendall, Mich.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Italian Ebbs, qaeens, honey, and Root's bee-keepers' sup-

plies. Aliso Apiarv, El Toro, Cal.

Golden-all-over and red-clover Italian queens; circular ready

W. A. Shuff, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for business,

June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April ; nu-

clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and
hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single

loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. Honey for sale.

Quirin-the-Queen-breeder, Bellevue, O.

Breeding queens of pure Caucasian and Carniolan
races—price $3.00. Order from A. E. TitofI, Expert

in Apiculture, with Russian Department of Agriculture,

Kiefl, Russia. Remit with orders. Correspondence in

English.

BOOK REVIEWS.

the American apple orchard.

Mr. F. A. Waugh, who is so well known by his books on
fiuit culture, has done us another good service by producing for

our edification a book about apples, bearing the above title.

The volume is of a moderate size and at a moderate price, and

yet it contains practically all the important facts on apple-

growing. There have been mu.h larger works on apples gotten

out, but these were mainly to suit one locality, whereas this one
covers the entire country; yet Mr. Waugh knows his subject so

well that he has succeeded in producing a book that will proba-

bly be satisfactory in any locality in the United States, Canada,
and Mexico. The writer feels sure Mr. Waugh is a true and

sound guide, more particularly in the selection of varieties,

which is always a difficult matter with writers on the apple.

The matter of the preservation and storage of fruit is ably

dealt with; but this was to be expected, because the author is

probably the best authority in the world on this very subject.

The selection of soils suitable to apple culture is a wide and in-

teresting subject, and yet it is very fairly treated here as far as

limited space will allow.

Though the baok was written mainly to suit the eye of the

commercial fruit-grower, there is a chapter allotted to the family

orchard, which is interesting reading, worth more to the average

farmer than the cost of the book. We judge this book will at

once take its place as a standard authority on American apple-

growing, and have a wide sale accordingly. The publishers are

the Orange Judd Co., but it may be ordered from this office at

the published price, $1.00 postpaid.

mccall's " physical properties of soils."—orange
JUDD CO.

This is a school book on the mechanics of the soil, written for

the use of students in agricultural colleges. It has to do with a

little-understood subject, more particularly by farmers, who
should certainly know the rudiments of soil mechanics. This

book is not intended, however, as a guide to those who desire to

study the subject at home, but is simply a laboratory textbook.

For this purpose it is admirably adapted and arranged, there be-

ing blank pages for students' notes. This greatly facilitates ref-

erence, and is superior to the old plan of having a separate book

for notes. This book has been prepared by a practical teacher

of soil physics, Prof. A. C. McCall.of the Ohio State University,

where the teaching of agiiculture is considered to be of a high

character. This alone should insure proper recognition for this

work by educators elsewhere. Price 50 cts. postpaid. We can

supply it from this office.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

By an unfortunate oversight we omitted to state in our issue for

January 1 that our illustrations of a forest fire and its effects were
copied by permission from Forest Leaves, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

a very bright and interesting publication devoted to forestry.

RUBBER STAMPS.

On account of the numerous inquiries received from our readers

we have prepared an extensive catalog of rubber stamps and all

accessories as well as inks, stencil letters, seals, etc. If interest-

ed ask for catalog No. 14.

HONEY.

We have on hand at Medina and Chicago fair stocks of ex-

tracted and comb honey, on which we can make low prices for

fine stock, as we desire to reduce the same on account of our time

being so occupied with our regular bee-supply work from now on.

ALSIKE-CLOVER SEED.

If any of our readers have a stock of choice alsike-clover seed

to sell we should be pleased tohear from them, mailing a sample,
and slating how many bushels they can furnish, and the price

asked. We have some seed on fland, but not enough to supply

our needs.

EXTRA-SIZE SIMPLEX JARS.

For those who prefer a jar holding 18 oz. of honey we offer 25

cases of extra-size Simplex jars, 2 dozen to a case, free on board

Worcester, Mass., at $1.10 per case, or the lot for $26.00. We
have none of this size in stock here, and offer these subject to

previous sale.

SIX-FRAME COWAN EXTRACTOR.

We offer a six-frame Cowan reversible extractor, which has
been used in all about 30 days, and is practically as good as new,
and DOW located in Central Florida, for $12.00—about two-fifths

of the price of a new machine of this size. Of course, it is old

style, but it ought to be a bargain to some one at this price.

THE A B C OF BEE CULTURE.

Hundreds of illustrations; 536 pages; carefully indexed, and
valuable both to the beginner and expert bee-keeper. Read the

following unsolicited opinions of the book:

The A. I. Root Co..—Your A B C of Bee Culture is received,

and I wish to say it reminds me of a $10.00 edition instead of

$1.50. Comparing it with other books in my library I can not
find a book on horticulture equil to it in binding, paper, illustra-

tions, and index but cost me from seven to twelve times the

amount I paid you for this work. You certainly deserve a whole
lot of credit for the pains you have taken in getting out this

work.
Please find inclosed a check for Gleanings for five years.

Wishing you the compliments of the season I remain
Very truly yours,

Miamisburg, C, Jan. 16, 1909. S. E. Waters.
The A. I. Root Co..—Your A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture is

at hand. 1 was surprised to see such a nice big book. I would
not part with this book for $100 if I could not get another. I

must thank you for it. Emil J. Zunker.
Fennville, Mich., June 22, 1908.

The A. I. Root Co.:— I received a few days ago a copy of the
A B C of Bee Culture. It is a wonderful book, because it is a
book of wonders. It is a complete up-to-date encyclopedia on
the subject of God's most wonderful insects. Tne book be-
comes a very valuable contribution to America's marvelous prod-
ucts, in that it is a development and not a theory. It is the crys-
tallized essence of a long, useful, and loving life. One can
hardly understand how you can issue such a monumental work,
containing so many excellent modern cuts, and 1100 columns of
most helpful reading-matter for the small sum of $1.50, when
such specialized subjects cost from $5.00 to $10.00 per copy. I

have a thousand books in my libary; but aside from the Bible I

prize it most. E. R. Wagner.
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 28, 1908.

prices.
Cloth-bound,
Half leather,

Full leather,

German edition, paper covers, - - . .

cloth-bound, - - . .

F-ench edition, cloth-bound, - - . .

Postpaid to any country in the world.

$1.50
2.00

2.50 I

2.00

2.50

2.00

beeswax WANTED.
The market for beeswax seems to be improving, as very often

occurs at this season of the year. As spring approaches, it be-
comes more plentiful. We offer for prompt shipment 29 cents
cash, 31 cents trade, for average wax delivered here. It takes
about five to ten tons a month to keep us supplied in making
foundation, and we prefer our American wax to that which is

imported. If you have any to furnish, let it come forward, and
be sure to mark the shipment so we may know who the shipper

is. Write at the same time, sending shipping receipt, and a let-

ter giving gross and net weights shipped.

LARGE SALE OF HONEY-EXTRACTORS.
Notwithstanding the increased price of our extractors because

of increased cost due to improvements they seem to be appre-

ciated, judging from sales. Shipments in January are nearly

three times what they were a year ago in January. The demand
for the larger sizes increases, while we do not supply quite as

many of the small machines as we did years ago, before we were
prepared to furnish such large machines. The sale of power out-

fits continues, and would be still greater if those who produce

large crops of extracted honey realized what a convenience and
labor-saver they are.

DANZ. SUPERS WITH H-S M FENCES.

We still have at Floresville, Tex., for sale 60 Danz. supers

with section-holders and Hyde-Scholl M fences, no sections, nail-

ed and painted, and somewhat discolored from use, which we of-

fer at $20.00 for the lot, or 40 cts. each for 10 or more in a ship-

ment; also 400 shipping-cases in flat for 20 Danz. sections, put

up 50 in a crate, which we offer at $5.50 per crate of 50; $40.00

for the lot of 400. Here, surely, is a bargain for any one not too

far removed from Texas, if in need of Danz. ten-frame supers or

shipping-cases The shipping-cases are in the crates in which
they were packed at the factory; new unused goods, at two-thirds

regular price.

NEW PRICES ON SWEET-CLOVER SEED.
This has some valuable traits, as standing frost and drouth, and

in some localities it is the main honey-plant. About 4 lbs. of

the hulled seed, or 8 to 10 lbs. with the hulls on, are needed for

an acre. It will grow on almost any barren hillside, but it is

never a bad weed to exterminate. If it is mown down to pre-

vent seeding, the roots will soon die out. Sow in spring or fall.

In the vicinity of Salt Lake, Utah, sweet clover is the main
honey-plant, and the quality of the honey is equal, in the opin-

ion of many, to any in the world. The plant lives through the

dry summers in Utah. See " leaflet " about sweet clover, sent

free on application.

We have on hand a good stock of choice white-clover seed,

both white and yellow. Of the white we have both hulled and
unhuUed seed, and of the yellow we have at present about 250
lbs. hulled, and have engaged a lot of unhulled yellow which is

expected soon. It is usually difficult to supply the entire demand
for unhulled white and yellow, and we suggest immediate orders

to be sure of getting from our present stock. Prices are:

In lots of lib. 10 lbs. 25 lbs. 100 lbs.

Unhulled white, per lb. .15 .13 .12 .11

Hulled white, per lb. .22 .20 .19 .18

Hulled yellow, per lb. .22 .22 .19 .19

These prices are all subject to market changes.

SECOND-HAND COMB-FOUNDATION MILLS.

We have to offer the following list of comb-foundation mills,

which have been used but are in good condition to use, by one
who wants to make his own foundation and is not particular

about slight defects in the cell faces. Samples from these ma-
chines will be mailed to those interested on application.

No. 075.—2x9-inch round-cell, medium-brood mill in fair con-

dition. This is a very old pattern, made about thirty years ago;

has been kept in good shape. Price $10.00.

No. 079.—2/4x6 hex. cell extra-thin-super mill in good con-

dition; bargain at $12.

No. 084.—2x10 round-cell medium-brood mill in fair condition.

Price $12.00.

No. 085.—2/4x6 hex. cell thin-super mill in very good condi-

tion. Price $12.00.

No. 086.—2/4x6 hex. cell extra-thin-super mill in excellent

condition. Price $15.00.

No. 092.—2!4x6 hex. cell extra-thin-super mill in extra good
condition. Price $15.00.

No. 0100.—2Hx6 hex. cell extra-thin-super mill in good con-

dition. Price $10.00.

No. 0102.—2j4x6 hex. cell extra-thin super mill in good con-

dition. Price $10.00.

No. 0103.—2^x10 hex. cell medium-brood mill in fine condi-

tion. Price $18.00.

No. 0104.—2/4x10 hex. cell medium-brood mill in good con-

dition. Price $16.00.

No. 0105.—2^x10 hex. cell light-brood mill in fair condition.

Price $10.00.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO.
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REMOVAL SALK.
We are obliged to movi' our ChicaEO warehouse Ui new quar-

ters, as the owners of the biiildiiiK where we have been located
for the past six years want for their own use the space we have
been using. We offer some goods from our Chicago stock at a
reduction in order to close ihem out rather than move them.

100 one-gallon maple-syrup cans with -'i-inch screw. Price
$<>.00.

250 half-gallon maple-syrup cans with K-inch screw, at $7.00
per 100.

109 half-gallon maple-syrup cans wit'i 2-inch screw, at $7.25
per 100.

One second-hand German wax-press in good condition, offered
lor $7.00.

Several No. 4 Novice extractors without ball bearings, offered

at $7.50 each.

rwo No. 10 Novice extractors without ball bearings, offered at

$8.50 each.

One Boardman solar wax-extractor, $6.00.

400 Jumbo frames, llVi'xl75i, thick top, staple-spaced, offered
for $10.00 for the lot or $2.80 per 100.

1000 thick-top staple-spaced L. size frames at $2.40 per 100, or
$20.00 for the lot.

20 crates all-slatted bushel boxes at $2.00 per crate, or $18.00
for the lot.

17 crates galvanized bound bushel boxes at $2.40 per crates.

120 winter cases for eight-frame hives (YZ—8), in lots of 5 at

$1.00.

Convention Notices.

The bee-keepers of Armstrong, Clarion, and Jefferson counties
will meet in the Athletic Building, New Bethlehem, Pa., Thurs.,
Keb. 25, 1909, at 9 a.m. and 1 r.M. Oar motto: " Keep better

bees, and keep bees better." The opening address will be by
Rev. A. J. Meek. The following topics will be discussed:

1. Best Results from Least Outlay in Money and Labor.— 1. F.

Miller; 2. Is Swarming a Result of Condition or Disposition .'
—

U. J. Hetrick; .^. Black or Foul Brood.—George H. Rea; 4. Sug-
gestions on Honey-plants.— Levi Schieckengost; 5. Spring and
Kail Feeding.— J. E. McPherson; 6. Suggestions on Marketing
Honey.—E. A. Hull; 7. Question-box. Committee.

The annual convention of the Wisconsin State Bee-keepers
Association will be held in Madison, February 16 and 17, at the
court-house, beginning at 10: 30 Thursday morning.

I; is the intention of the association to have a banquet, or so-

cial gathering, the evening of the last day, and definite arrange-
ments will be made at the lirit morning's session. It is hoped
and expected that all members, so far as possible, will bring
their ladies. This was the wish of the last conveniion, and
many members at that time agreed to if possible.

The Executive Board wish to make this the best convention
ever held by this association, and for this purpose ask all mem-
bers to take an active interest, even if they can not attend.

We want every member and all bee-keepers to send us good
qaestions, or come prepared with questions, as the question-box
will be the main feature of the convention.
We also ask those of ycu who are interested in any particular

subject or question to write a short paper on the same, with the
view of bringing out a thorough discussion.

Let each of you make it a point to give something of general
interest, the discussion and answering of which will teach us

something.
II those of you who can contribute either questions or papers,

or both, will advise the secretary, we will try to prepare a regu-

lar program, for distribution prior to the time of meeting; but re-

member that the question-box and the social part will be the

main features.

N. E. France will give us a talk entitled " Improvements to

date to make work easier and more profitable."

We invite every member to renew his membership. We in-

vite every bee-keeper to become a member.
Annual dues for the Wisconsin State and National, $1.00 for

both, or you may become a member of the Wisconsin State alone
by sending 50 cts. to the secretary. Be sure to let us hear from
you. together with your questions and paper, and, if possible, at-

tend the convention.

KIND WORDS.

A KIND WORD FOR GRANDPA ROOT.

Grandpa Root, you did a grand work when you published that

article in Homes, Nov. 1. A moral wave is suri-ly sweeping over
our country. God speed the day when every heart and home
shall have set about "overcoming."

Corydon, Iowa, Nov. 19. Mrs. Flora McCAtrcHBY.

Glbanin(;s is great reading. I have had the five volumes
bound which I have taken, and they make a nice reference. Mr.
A. I. Root is veiy interesting with his various writings, and also

very helpful. 1 quite envy him his winter home. We get it

very cold here at limes. 1 have 12 hives of bees, and got over
lOiin lbs. oi extracted honey this last season.
Minnedosa, Manitoba, Nov. 27. W. J. Woodcock.

KIND words from A MISSIONARY.
Enclosed find $1.00. I am not keeping bees now, but I think

I shall always take Glfanin(;s on account of A. I. Root's de-
partment as long as we both live in this world. I have always
looked to some living writer for counsel on vital themes pertain-
ing to this life and that which is to come. Formerly it was H.
Clay Trumbull in his time; now it is A. I. Root. May (Jod
bless him, and grant him many more years of usefulness in this
world if it is his will. I am sure he has helped many people to
live better lives. Wm. H. Gill,

Missionary to the Piutes.
Schurz, Nev., June 17.

My dear Friend;— I have a sympathy for you in your effort to
spread the great news about the succ< ss of the Wr ght Brothers.
When you first saw and foretold in Gleanings the success of
their flying machine I sent the copy with my letter to the Den-
ver Post, but the Post had no room for any thing but their usual
trash. Keep your space in Gi.EANiNcs for Our Homes, etc. It

is the best pan of Gleanings, and you have our gratitude for

your efforts and prayers for good results.

My experience in many years' practice of medicine very decid-
edly confirms that alcohol is no stimulant. I very soon, after be-
ginning practice, quit the use of it. Dr. S. W. Morrison.

Oxford, LaPlata Co., Colorado, Nov. 23.

a kind word for our temperance department.
Dear Sirs:—Enclosed please find $1.00, for whicli send Mr. H.

Brewer Gleanings for one year, beginning Sept. 15. This
subscription was obtained in Sunday-school, when I spoke of Mr.
Root's article in Our Homes, on the Anti-saloon League, the
Prohibition party, etc.

Mr. Brewer asked, "What magazine was that in.'" When I

told him he asked "What is the price?" I told him this also
He put his hand into his pocket and gave me $1.00 and said, " Sub-
scribe to this paper for me."

I must say that all that have read this article on the Anti-saloon
League, etc., have greatly appreciated and enjoyed it in eveiy
sense of the word. Philip A. Michell.

Foikland, Greene Co., Ala., Sept. 28.

Dfiir Mr. Root:— I used to take Gleanings several years ago,
but I moved away to North Wilkesboro, N. C., and for some rea-

son or other I lost sight of you. Last October 1 came home to

spend the winter. My father takes your paper, so I hunted up all

the old numbers and read up to the present; and oh the joy,

pleasure, and ambition for better things you had written in the

past four or five years, and, may be, forgotten some of them your-

self! It seemed to fill an aching void in my very being that

nothing else would enter.

I am a day laborer. We all live simple lives in two, three, or

four room boxed houses. 1 sometimes superintend the Sunday-
school when there. On my three tcwn lots (each 50x140) I want
to start with bees, strawberries, and chickens, and try, by the

help of your Home papers, to grow stronger every day in tne

Spirit of God, and more adept in ihe performance of his work.
I helptd to vote North Carolina dry last May. The law takes

effect Jan. 1. It does me good from scalp to sole when you turn

the light of truth on the whisky traffic and the humbugs. M.iy
God help you to live out your century, and more, if it is his holy
will; and grant that you may be able to keep up your good work
with increa ing power to the finish. I only wish 1 could push a

little for you some.vhere.
Rugby, Va., Dec. 28. WiNTON Ball.

SPECIAL NOTICES BY A. I. ROOT.

wheat-food crackers.
After grinding in hand mill, sift out the tiour, dissolve sugar and

salt to suit flavor; moisten the coarse particles, mix with the flour,

bake dry, and you have the flavor of fresh crackers and granulat-

ed food. R. H. Dixon.
Canandaigua, N. Y., Nov. 21.

DRY ALL around.
Yes, Emperor William has climbed on the water-wagon. He

will be a total abstainer for the rest of his days.

President-elect Taft announced at a recent dinner that he had
taken to the water-wagon and would stay there. He did not

think he should approach the tremendous responsibilities O' the

presidency mounted otherwise.

President Roosevelt's Christmas liquor has been held up some-
where in South Carolina.

There is a gratifying prospect that the German Emperor, the

President-elect of the United States, and the President of the

United States will all have a dry Christmas.— Charlotte Observer.
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Before buying your Comb Foundation, or disposing of your beeswax, be sure

to get our prices on wax and foundation, or our prices on working wax into foun-

dation.

We are also in a position to quote you prices on hives, sections, and all other

supplies. We give LIBERAL DISCOUNTS during the month of Feb-
ruary.

Remember that

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

is the very best that money can buy.

We always guarantee satisfaction in every way.

LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEY-BEE (new edition), by mail, $1.20.

Send for our prices on Extracted, White-clover, and Amber Fall Honey.

DADANT & SONS, , , HAMILTON, ILL,

AGENTS WANTED
IN CENTRAL AND MIDDLE WESTERN STATES

FOR THE FAMOUS

"FALCON" BEE-SUPPLIES
We need a few more agents who can carry a complete line of " Falcon " Supplies
in Central and Middle Western States, t? save time and freight to our ever-
increasing trade in that territory. Our goods lead as regards workmanship and
material. A trade is easily built up and retained with oursuperior " FALCON "

DOVETAILED and AIR-SPAChD HIVES and other Bee-supplies. If in a
position to handle a full line of our goods, write for terms, stating experience.

BEESWAX WANTED. 32 cents in supplies, or 30 cents in cash, delivered.

Bee-keepers: Write for catalog and nearest agent.

February discount, 3 percent; March, 2 percent.

W, T, FALCONER MFC, CO,, JAMESTOWN, N,Y,
;
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In Six Months From

20 Hens

To the average poultryman that would seem impossible, and
when we tell you that we have actually done a $500 poultry busi-

ness with 20 hens on a corner In the city garden, 30 feet wide by
40 feet lone, we are simply stating facts. It will not be possible
to get such returns by any one of the systems of poultry-keeping
recommended and practiced by the American people, still it is an
easy matter when the new Philo System is adopted.
The Philo System is unlike all other ways of keeping poultry,

and in many respects is just the reverse, accomplishing things in

poultry work that have always been considered impossible, and get-
ting unheard of results that are hard to believe without seeing;
however, the facts remain the same, and we can prove to you every
word of the above statement.

The New System Covers all Branches of
the Work Necessary for Success

from (electing the breeders to marketing the product. It tells how
to get eggs that will hatch, how to hatch nearly every egg, and how
to raise nearly all the chicks hatched. It gives complete plans in

detail how to make every thing necessary to run the business and at

less than half the cost required to handle the poultry business in any
other manner. There is nothing complicated about the work, and
any man or woman that can handle a saw and hammer can do the

work.

TWO-POUND BROILERS IN EIGHT WEEKS
are raised in space of less than a square foot to the broiler, without
any loss, and the broilers are of the very best quality, bringing here
three cents per pound above the highest market price.

Our Six-Months-Old Pullets are Laying at the
Rate of 24 Eggs Each Per Month

in a space of two square feet for each bird. No green-cut bone of

any description is fed, and the food used is inexpensive as compared
with food others are using.

Our new book, the Philo System of Progressive Poultry Keeping,
gives full particulars regarding these wonderful discoveries with
simple, easy-to-understand directions that are right to the point, and
15 pages of illustrations showing all branches of the work from start

to finish.

Don't Let the Chicks Die in the Shell

One of our secrets of success is to save all the chickens that are

fully developed at hatching time, whether they can crack the shell or

not. It's a simple trick and believed to be the secret of the Ancient
Egyptians and Chinese, which enabled them to sell the chicks at 10

cent! a dozen.

Chicken Feed at 1 5 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how to make the best green food with but little

trouble and have a good supply any day in the year, winter or sum-

mer. It is just as impossible to get a large egg yield without green

food ts it is to keep a cow without hay or fodder.

Our New Brooder Saves Two Cents on Each
Chicken

No lamp required. No danger of chilling, overheating, or burning

up the chickens as with brooders using lamps or any kind of fire.

They also keep all the lice off the cbickeni automatically, or kill any

that may be on when placed in the brooder. Our book gives full

plans and the right to make and use them. One can be easily made
in an hour at a cost of 25 to 50 cents.

Send $1 direct to the publisher, and a copy of the latest revised edi-

tion of the book will be sent you by return mail.

E. R. PHILO, Publisher
23 THIRD STREET ELMIRA, N. Y.

A Few Testimonials

Valley Falls, N. Y., Sept. 5. 1907.

It was my privilege to spend a week in Elmira dur-

ing August, during which time I saw the practical

working of the Philo System of Keeping Poultry, and
was surprised at the results accomplished in a small

corner of a city yarc. "Seeing is believing," they

say, and if I had not seen, it would have been hard to

believe that such results could have followed so small an
outlay of space, time, and money. (Rev.) W.W.Cox.

Oct. 22, 1908.

P. S.—A year's observation, and some experience

of my own, confirm me in what I wrote Sept. 5, 1907.

The System has been tried so long and by so many,
that there can be no doubt as to its worth and adapt-

ability. It is especially valuable to parties having

but a small place for chickens; seven feet square is

plenty for a flock of seven. (Rev.) W. W. Cox.

Ransomvillk, N. Y., Dec. 5, 1907.

Dear Sir:—Last spring we purchased your book en-

titled the " Philo System " and used your heatless

brooders last spring and summer. The same has been
a great help to us in raising the chix in the health

and mortality, the chix being stronger and healthier

than those raised in the brooders with supplied heat.

We believe this brooder is the best thing out yet for

raising chix successfully. We put 25,000 chix through

your heatless brooders this last season, and expect to

use it more completely this coming season. We have

had some of the most noted poultrymen from all over

the U. S. here, also a large number of visitors who
come daily to our plant, and without any exception

they pronounce our stock the finest and healthiest they

have seen anywhete this year.

Respectfully yours, W. R. Curtiss & Co.

Skanbateles, N. Y., May 5, 1908.

One article of the Philo System entitled "A Trick

of the Trade " has been worth three times the amount
the book cost. I saved on my last hatch lifty chicks

which are doing nicely. W. B. Reask.



HOT-BEDS BRING PROFITS
Good Money In Growing Garden Truck
UNDER GLASS - Ahead of the Rest!

Book giving Secrets of Success with HotBeds FREE
We want to send a free copy oi our valuable new book on " Hot-Beds; Their Uses, Cost, and Construction," to

every farmer, fruit-grower, market-gardener, florist—everybody who has a garden, whether large or small. We want to tell

you about the remarkable improvements we have made in the design and construction of Hot-Bed Sash, and all about our ready-

made Frames and Sub-Frames, which save time, trouble, and expense.

Our Prices the Lowest in America!
We manufacture Hot-Bed Sash and equipment in our great Millwork Plant in such enormous quantities

that our p'ices are the lowest in America. To-day, Gordon-Van Tine Hot-Bed Sash are admittedly the

best on the market. Under the stimulus of our low prices, the use of Hot-Beds has increased tremen-
dously. The large users save a very considerable sum by buving direct from us—and the man with a

little garden patch on a city lot saves in the same proportion when he buys a couple of our Sash.

HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES FROM JANUARY TO JANUARY
The use of Hot-Beds extends the growing season throughout the entire year. The owner of a Hoi-Bed

gets early vegetables long before the non-user, and no investment pays bigger returns in both profit and
pleasure.

Strongly Made Red Cypress Sash
Hot-Bed SSSh ah our Hot-Bed S.ish are made of clear, selected Red Cypress. Joints are blind-mortised, double-
Size 3x6 ft. *l CO shouldered, fitted snugly, and moisture-proof. No open joints! No chance for moisture to enter and

Is in. thick I pUy havoc with the sash! A sash that won't twist, spring in the middle, pull loose, crack the glasj, or

Glazadwith | loosen the putty!

6-in. Glass ^Ve use plenty of points and the finest quality of Greenhou">
Dealers' prices.so Pultv. And every Gordon-Van Tine Hot-Bed Sash is primed

in pure Raw Linseed Oil. They are as solid and
tial as careful workmanship and best materials can make them. They
are the Sash that Last! We sell these high-grade, scientifically

constructed Hot-Bed Sash

—

glazed complete— for less money than

retail dealers ask for common open sash.

See These Cut Prices
on Hot-Bed Sash!

1^
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Important AnnouncemenL

GOOD NEWS
to

All Students and Lovers of Nature, and to

All Interested in Education.

The Establishment of ARCADIA
on Unique Lines as a

GREAT NATURE-STUDY INSTITUTION.

(Through the aid of a philanthropist whose
name is withheld by request.)

Arcadia is to be a " village " of portable buildings devoted to various phases

of natural science. The buildings are to be arranged in the form of a court cover-

ing more than a half-acre of ground. There is to be an astronomical observatory,

"Home" of The Agassiz Association, biological laboratories, vivaria, aquaria.

Clearing House (for circulating specimens), pet-houses, insectary, photograph gal-

lery, experimental rooms, offices, lecture hall, etc. Within the court made by the

surrounding buildings are to be a garden and plant-beds for experimental purposes.

In brief, it is to be an epitome of the essential features of zoological park,

biological laboratories, and experimental horticultural grounds.

If the experiment proves a success upon two years' trial, it is promised that

the entire equipment will be rebuilt in larger fire-proof buildings (with more ex-

tended equipments for study and experiment). The tests of success are the co-

operation and interest of naturalists of all ages in all parts of the world. Full par-

ticulars in the January number of "The Guide to Nature," Stamford, Conn.

Single numbers, 15c. Subscription for one year, $1.50.

EDWARD F. BICELOW, Director of Arcadia, Stamford, Conn.
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READYROOFINGSOfERSQ.

msiiM

At this price our " Gem " brand ready roofing. 108 sq. ft. to the square. The best bar-
K'alneveroirered. Only 3,000 squares for sale. Nosupplleslncludedat this price. We
do not recommend the purchase of this grade; read our wonderful offer on the best
roofing In the world.

Rubberized Calvo Roofing

!

llie blghest-grade Rooting covering manufactured. Guaranteed absolutely equal
or superior to any other kind iimnufactured. Positively coveredby a binding guar-
antee that protects you In every way. You make no mistake and are not gambling
when you buy this grade. We atlirm that no other concern anywhere can make
vou a lower price on ready roofings that we can. We have for sale a large quantity
if roofing purchased by us direct from the manufacturers. It Is the regular grades
made by them. It is not in continuous lengths to each roll. A roll of roofing
usually comes In one continuous piece, but the roofing we are offering Is put up two
to five pieces to a roll. That, of course, does not affect the quality at all. In fact
some people prefer It, as It Is easier to handle. We furnish plenty of material so
that all laps can be properly taken care of. We are not allowed lo tell you the
name of the manufacturers lor confidential reasons. We are putting It out under
our own branil and name, and are backing It with this guarantee, viz: Tbatitwlll
liositlve'y give as good service and last as long as any ready roofing manufactured
If there is any roofing better than this, we haven't heard of it. Our price SO per
cent below what is usually asked for roofing of similar quality. Jne ply, per square
$1.25j two ply, per square, $1.40; three ply, per square, $1.75. The lowest prices
ever quoted on good roofing.

FREIGHT PREPAID IN FULL BY US,
if your home Is within 400 miles of Chicago, or east of the Mississippi River, and north of the Ohio River. Rates to
other points on application. This freight-prepaid proposition refers only to the Rubberized Galvo Roofing inthisadver
tisement. and does not Include the 60c per square Rooting offered above, nordoes it app'y to any other item advertised.
Here Is a roofing that is slate color, tough leather like material. It is made of a combination of wool felt and highest
grade of natural asphalt. It Is water-proof, lightning-proof, and fire-proof. Water runs off it as It does off a duck's
back. It will not taint rain water It makes buildings warmer in winter and cooler in summer. It Is not affected by
acids, alkali, or gases. It has a rubbery surface, and on this account we call it " RUBBERIZED CALVO ROOFING." It
does not contain coal tar. resiilium. nor any thing that will deteriorate in the weather. The best grade of natural asphalt
known is used in its manufacture. It will positively give lasting service. It will wear as long as the building stands, pro-
vided you give it ordinary care. It do-s not require a coating after it is on the roof. It toughens and hardens with
age. -About a year after laying it we would recommend that you give it a coat of mineral paint, and every few years
r>-peat the operation. We furnish with each o-der sufficient cement to make the laps, besides nails and caps to put It on.
.\ny one » 1th an ordinary hammer can lay this roofing. You can put it on over shingles without removing same. It is
scientifically manufactured to fake care of the laws of contraction an ' expansion. It requires but little time to put It
on your roof. Two men can lay twenty squares a day. It is appropriate for any kind of building, either factory,
dwelling, liarn. store, church, etc. It is also used as siding or lining, especially the lighter grades. || is put up 108
square feel lo Ihe square. Some rolls are put up one square and sonie two squares to the roll Y^ou can lay it from left
to right or from eave to comb, whichever is the easiest to apply. We urge that you

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES!
Write t '-day for free samples or send us your order direct. We will ship C. O. D to any point where a deposit of 26
percent in cash aci'om}>anies the order. Balance to be paid when material reaches destination.

SPECIAL FENCING SALE!
We oiler I 00,000 rods of heavy galvanized fencing, either diamond
mesh, like illustration, or square mesh. Fencing that Is guaranteed
equal to the very highest grade manufactured. We have it in all
widths. It is put up regularly in 10 and 20 rod reels. Price per rod as
follows: 18-ln.. 14c; 20-ln.. 15c. Other heights In proportion. 26-ln.
Poultrj' Fencing, ,; In. met-h, per rod. 23c. Galvanized Barbed Wire,
$2.45 per 100 lbs. Two or four point regular galvanized Barbed Wire,
put up on reels, per 100 lbs.. $2.45. Painted Barbed-Wire, per 100 lbs

,

$2.25. Our Special Galvanized high-grade light-weight Barbed Wire
put up on 80 rod spools, price per spool, $1.80. Painted Twisted Wire per reel, $2.00. Galvanized
Fence Wire. $1 .50 per 100 lbs. At this price we will supply you new Galvanized Wire Shorts. They
are put up 100 lbs. to the bundle. By shorts we mean wire In lengtos from 50 to 200 ft. Good for all general
Our price on gauges 11. I2, and U, $1.60 per 100 lbs. Other gauges in proportion. BB Telephone Wire No.
per lUO lbs. Write for price list and catalog.

Mixed Wire Nails, Per Keg, $1.60
TIjc-i- Nulls were on board barge sunk In the Ohio River, and are
more or less rusty. They are practical for use and make a fine handy^^H assortment. Put up mixed, just as they come, 100 lbs. to the keg.
Slz. s from 3 to 40 U. Per k g. $1 .60. Nails, straight sizes, just one kind to a keg, with slight

.-....,.., ,,..-1. .-.^K!- ;i III 60 D; also i aslng-Nalls and Finishing- Nails, all kinds: price per keg of 100 lbs., $2.00. First-class
bright, clean, new Nalln. 20 I) common, per keg, $2.20.

IOO,000,OOOR.ofNewLumberatWreckingPrices!
W.> purchased direct Irom the Mills, at various Forced-Sales, thousands

irliiailsof high-grade, lirsl-class, brand-new Lumber. We bought it
i >iii rirtce prices and we are otfenng It for ale at a reasonable margin
1 prufit. This is an opportunity of a lifetime to buy the rery bent Lum-
ber manufactured, at prill's h'su than thedealer or jubber cao orrliiiarily
huy il fur. Send us your bill for estimate. Write us to-day.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., 35th and Iron Sts., CHICAGO

Send for Free Catalog No. 688
We publish a book of some yn'iiagen. contain-
ing a general record of our goods, and show-
ing millions of dollars' worth of merchandise
secured by us at Sheriff's" Sales, Receivers'
Sales, and Manufacturers' Sales. It lists
Building Material and Supplies, Machinery,
Hoofing, etc.
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

New York.—There are no new features to report. The mar-
ket continues decidedly dull, and very little is moving. As we
stated in our last report, for the time being we can not encourage
shipments of comb honey of any kind. The demand is fair for

extracted honey. We quote California white sage at 9 ; light

amber, 7% to 8; amber, 6/4 to 7; white-clover, 8 to 8%; West
India and Southern, 60 to 75 cents per gallon, according to the

quality. Beeswax, quiet at from 28 to 30.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN,
Feb. 5. 265 Greenwich St., New York.

Indianapolis.—There is a very favorable demand for best

grades of both comb and extracted honey; and while jobbing
houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-

fered by producers. 1 note some arrivals of fancy comb at 12/4 ;

No. 1 white, 12; white-clover extracted, in five-gallon cans, 7.

Some amber honey is being offered, but the demand is so slight

that the prices are irregular. Beeswax is steady at 29 cents cash

or 31 in exchange for merchandise.
Feb. 4. Walter S. Poudhr, Indianapolis.

Liverpool.—The market continues very firm. We quote
No. 1 Chilian, 6 cts.; California and Honolulu are retailing at

late rates 10 and 7 cts. respectively for the best qualities. Quo-
tations remain unchanged— Chilian, 5 to 7^; Peruvian, 3)4 to

4%: California, 8M to lOM; Jamaican, 4K to7K; Haitian, S%
to 7. Beeswax continues firm. African, 26/4 to 28}4; Ameri-
can, 30>^to34; West Indian, 29^ to 33; Chilian, 30^ to 36}4 ;

Peruvian, 34; Jamaican, 35 to 35%. Taylor & Co.,
Jan. 11. 7 Tithebarn St.

Cincinnati.—The demand for honey is improving some-
what, and it is evident that the cold weather has stimulated the

appetite for both comb and extracted honey. Comb honey is

selling to the grocer at 14 to 14j^ for fancy and No. 1 grades; ex-
tracted white-clover honey in 60-lb. cans is selling at 8 to 9;

amber, in barrels, 5^ to 6%, according to the quality and quan-
tity purchased. For choice yellow beeswax we are paying 29 in

cash and 31 in trade, delivered here. Fancy and No. 1 comb
honey find a ready market here.

The Fred W. Muth Co.,
Feb. 6. Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is very quiet.

Some sales are being made at 14 for No. 1 white, but the demand
is not brisk. White-clover extracted is selling at 8 in cans;

sage, 9; amber, in barrels, 6. Beeswax sells slowly at 32.

C. H. W. Weber,
Feb. 6.'

_^
Cincinnati, O.

Schenectady.—The same dull tone as noted in my last re-

port continues; and while there is some demand for extracted,

especially for dark in 60-lb. cans and 160-lb. kegs, there is

scarcely any call for comb. However, the stock on the market
is not large. Chas MacCulloch,

Feb. 6. Schenectady, N. Y.

Chicago.—The situation as regards the honey markket is not
different to-day from what it was several weeks ago. Trade is

very dull and unsatisfactory; and in order to move goods it is

necessary to make concessions in price. The above applies
mostly to comb honey. There seems to be a better demand for

extracted. We quote fancy white comb, 13 to 14; No. 1 white,
12 to 13; No. 2 white and light amber, 10 to 12; medium amber
and buckwheat, 9 to 10; dark and more or less damaged honey at

correspondingly less prices. White-clover and bassAood ex-
tracted, 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case, 7% to 8 ; same in bar-
rels oi half-barrels, 54 ct. per lb less; Southern California light-

amber extracted, in 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case, 7 to 7}4;
Utah water-white alfalfa extracted, 60-lb. cans, two cans to the
case, 7% to 8. Bright pure beeswax, 30 to 32.

Feb. 10. S. T. Fish & Co., Chicago.

Toledo.—Since our last the market on comb honey has weak-
ened somewhat, and sales are not plentiful. We are quoting
fancy comb honeyat 14% to 15%; No. 1, 14 to I4j4; no demand
for lower grades. Buckwheat comb honey would probably bring
13 to 14; extracted white-clover in barrels or cans, 7 to 8; am-
ber in barrels, 6 to 6}4. Beeswax, 28 to 30.

The Grigc^ Bros. & Nichols Co.,
Feb. 5. Toledo, O.

San Francisco.—The honey market shows no life what-
ever, as the trade is well supplied and shows no interest in the

market. There is plenty on hand lor all current needs ; and
while first-class comb might find a ready sale the general offer-

ings of extracted still in the hands of growers receive but little

attention. We quote comb, 10 to 13; water-white extracted,

7ld\ white, 6K to (>%; light amber, 5 to 5%; dark amber, 4%.
Pacific Rural Priss, Feb. 7.

Kansas City.—The market is well supplied with both comb
and extracted, with some improvement in the demand, and the

surplus stock in the hands of growers is practically all shipped.

We look for a little firmer feeling. We quote No. 1 fancy
comb, 11 to 12; No. 1 amber, 10 to 11; white extracted, 7% to

8; amber extracted, 7 to 7%. Beeswax, No. 1, 25 to 28.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
Feb. 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Boston.—White fancy comb honey, 15; No. 1 ditto, 14 ;

white extracted, in 60-lb. cans, at 9; light amber, 8. Wax, 30.

Blake-Lee Co.,
Feb. 5. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

Columbus.—No activity in the market; demand very light.

We quote fancy white comb, 14 ; No. 1, 13 ; No. 2, 12 ; amber,
11. We are not advising shipments at present.

Feb. 4. Evans & Turner, Columbus, O.

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

1909 catalog ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. I.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 CANAL ST., NEW YORK

wholesale dealers and commission merchants in

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc

Consignments Solicited :: Established 1875

WE HAVE TIIVIE
TO HANDLE ONLY THE BEST

THAT l8 why we handle, recommend, and sell so many MUTH SPECIAL DOVETAILED HIVES. From the selection of the
seasoned, straight-drained, high-grade lumber (which costs US more than we could buy •good-enough" stock for. If we

cared to use It) to the flnlwhed, iidu-warplng, thoroughly satisfactory hives, OIRS are THE UKST. Do you think we could
sell TEN CARLOADS of itifevior hives in a year; Not much! But we can—and DID— sell ten carloads of MUTH SPECIAL
hives In one year, because they MADE <}()()D.

This Is the sUndard we maintain in ALL our bee supplies. Whatever you get here, whether It Is a bee-veil or a hundred
hives, you can rest well o' nights, knowing that the goods are UP TO THE MUTH STANDARD, than which there Is no higher.

Goods have to be extra special to be handled by us. or to get into our catalog. WE AKE BUILDING OUR SUCCESS ON
THE SATISFACTION OF OUR CUSTOMERS. Going to send for our catalog to-day, aren't you!

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
Cincinnati, OhioNo. 51 Walnut St. THE BUSY BEE-MEN
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Departmect,

Vashing:ton Bvd. & Morsran St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest maricet prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

HONEY WANTED
Wanted to contract for 20,000 lbs. comb honey in shallow

extracting-frames S's inches deep.

Requirements: Hones' to be produced on full sheets of extra-

thin super foundation, in shallow extracting-frames, not wired.

Grade: Same as first three grades in Gleanings grading-

rules— Fancy. A No. 1, and No. 1 (all included as one grade).

Quality: Honey must be produced from clover, basswood, or

raspberry.

Combs must be eveo and of uniform thickness—not over one
inch.

Will furnish frames, shipping-cases, and carriers for re-ship-

ping the honey.
Bee-keepers in Michigan or Ohio interested in this proposition,

write, stating approximate number of frames you can furnish, and
price wanted for the honey per pound, nit zveieht, F. O. B
Medina. Address

HONEY BUYER,
c-o Cleanings in Bee Culture,

Medina, Ohio.

SUPPLIES
We have a^new stock of goods on hand for 1909 and are

• able to fill your orders, without delay, at factory prices.

send a list of the supplies you need, and we will be glad to

quote you our best prices.

IT NOW and secure our Special Early-order Discounts.
If you care to save on freight charges, send your orders to us.

No charges for dravage.

C. H. W. WEBER
DO

HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S COODS

Office and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
NOIICF,.—On account of the death of my father, Mr. C. H. W. Weber, it is necessary to make it understood that the business

will be conducted the same as usual: there will be no change whatever. Soliciting your patronage, I am
Vourstiuly, CuAS. H. Wkber.
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BETTER and BRIGHTER
Writing in advertisement o( the Review is to me a most

DIFFICULT TASK.
It cODsiits, of course, in telline how good it is, and that sounds
like a mother boasting of her children. But it is the only course

open. If the Review is to be advertised, I must write the adver-

tising, even if it does smack of egotism.
But I am sincere in all that 1 say. I believe it is strictly true.

Although I make the Review, I believe that I can

FAIRLY JUDGE
of its value—of any rise or fall in its helpfulness, brilliancy, or

freshness. I know that of late it has been

FORGING AHEAD
by leapt and bounds; and this is not wholly an editorial opinion,
as many old subscribers have written their pleased appreciation.

One thing that has helped to bring about this improvement is

that the last few years have witnessed a gradual but steady in-

crease of the subscription list. In years past, every suggested im-
provement was confronted with the question: "Can it be afford-

ed! " But the time is rapidly approaching when the cost of an im-
provement need not prevent its adoption. An increased sub-
scription list enables one to make a better journal, and a better

journal brings an increased subscription list.

The Review has always been an excellent journal, but I feel,

somehow, that it is now entering upon a period of

USEFULNESS AND PRESTIGE
such as its editor little dreamed of when he launched his modest
venture. It is printed upon the best paper that it is possible to

buy; it is using more and better engravings; it is not possible to

secure better correspondence than that found upon its pages; while

THE SAME FINGERS
that write the editorials help, each year, in producing tons of

honey. As one subscriber recently wrote: " The Review fairly

huyns with practical ideas from practical men."
No written description cau equal the sight of the article itself;

and I wish that you could see the

LAST THREE ISSUES
of the Review. Send me ten cents and I will send them to you,

together with a four-page circular, making some exceedingly low
clubbing offers. The ten cents may apply on a subscription, if

sent in later.

W Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

^[5ng[gp[5irg[5ifg[5Tfa[5ng][5ua[5i^
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LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This moiith we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,
if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day.

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. S.

BLANKE & HAUK SUPPLY CO.
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave. ST. LOUIS, MO.

^ rH]SiRl[5ifH]5Tfg][w][5ifa[gn^[5u^
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Protection Hive.
The best and lowest-price double-wall Irive on the market. It will pay to

investigate. 1909 catalog now ready. Send for one a"d let us figure on
your wants. Beeswax wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., . Crand Rapids, Mich.
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Hevi Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and
from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are ''as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San
Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
500
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BEESWAX
WANTED

|^E are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used last year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 29 cents per

pound cash, or 31 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA.OH 10

Beo Supply Houso
Everything for Bees

We manufacture the latest ap-
proved supplies and sell direct

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee pecplein abeecountry

.

We know your needs. Early

order disconnts. Send for cat-

alog. Don't buy till it comes.
LEAHY MANUFACTURINQ CO.
10 Talmage St., HlgglnsTllle, Mo.
U,99 South 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
Also E. T. Flanagan & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. 111.

YOU CAN SAVE

13%

,

by ordering your Bee-supplies now.

The A. I. Root Co.'s goods are goods of quality.

Pilcher & Palmer, Mgrs.
1024 Mississippi Street

St. Paul, Minn.
We buy wax. Send lor our catalog.

Poultry and Bee

Supplies
This

is nvhere tw
shine.

A large and complete stock always on hand, and all the

latest goods made.

Prairie State Incubators
and Brooders,

The most reliable machines made to-day; they are

guaranteed to please, or money will be refunded. How
does that sound .'

Root's Bee Supplies
The best made, the most satisfactory, and, above all,

the cheapest in the end; no misfits or knotty stufJ;

every piece fits in its place; the kind you have always
had, and we know the kind every successful manager of

bees wants. Root's Quality counts with us.

Send in your orders; we will do the rest.

Our new 1909 catalog will be out soon. Send us

your name for one, and be in the lead. They are free.

CRICCS BROS. & NICHOLS CO.

523 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Listen

!

We wish to announce that we have pur-

chased The A. I. Root Co.'s supply busi-

ness for Western Pennsylvania from Mr.
John N. Prothero, of DuBois, Pa., and are

ready to fill orders promptly with a full line

of supplies.

Root's Goods
always give satisfaction. Three-per-cent
discount in February on cash orders, from
catalog prices.

Geo. H. Rea has turned his entire bee business over to

us. We can supply you with the very best Italian bees and
queens. Orders booked now for spring delivery about
May 1. Every queen purely mated, each, $1.00; dozen,
$11.00.

Two-frame nucleus and queen, $2.00; very strong

colony, $10.00.

Three-frame nucleus and queen, $3.50; medium colony,
$8.00.

Four-frame nucleus and queen, $S.OO; good hybrids,$5. 00.

Bees in 8 or 10 frame hives; good queen in each.

We can supply you with any thing in the

Bee Line.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.,
Reynoldsville, ... Pennsylvania.
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HILTON'S Strain of Bees

and What They Did

Drar Fritnd Bilton:—The two three-frame nuclei I

received of you May 21 were received in fine condition,

and the red-clover queens proved themselves worthy of

the name. I never saw liner or gentler bees. They were
transferred to ten-frame hives and full sheets of founda-

tion. 1 now have four strong colonies, with plenty of

stores for winter, and have taken 195 lbs. of fine ex-

tracted honey, mostly clover. I want two more nuclei

for next spring delivery, and my neighbor wants another.

You may use this letter or any part of it as you choose.
Gratefully yours,

Rhioelander, Wis., Sept. 14, 1908. G. C. Chase.

In addition to the above I have sold

friend Chase about $200 worth of ROOT
GOODS, which deserve some credit for

the above results—the best of every thing
is none too good. ROOT'S GOODS
and Gleanings helped. If you are not
taking Gleanings, WHY NOT.? For
an order of $10.00 before Jan. 1 I will give

Gleanings one year; $20.00, two years;

$30.00, three years; or you may have
Gleanings from now to the end of 1909
for $1.00; two years for $1.50; three years

for $2.00. SEND FOR MY 40-PAGE
CATALOG. CASH FOR BEESWAX,
or will exchange goods for it.

GEO. E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
and EASTERN OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
You can get anv thing vou want for bees, at

STAPLER'S SEED STORE
412-414 Ferry St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Agents for Root's goods.

VIRGINIA BEE-KEEPERS
Get new stock and finest goods by ordering your supplies at once.
Danzenbaker hives a specialty. Price list on application.

W. E. TRIBBETT, . STAUNTON, VIRGINIA

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED

GOLD MEDALS
St. Louis - 1904
Jamestown - 1907

IS THE BEST,

STRONGEST,^ ^
COOLEST, ^

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,!'

and LARGEST 1

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and COld blast deflect-
ing part of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3M inches in diameter, has
asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.
The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.
THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-

plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for
full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price, $1.00; two, $1.60; mail 2Sc each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at_ Root's prices, early-order discounts.
Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will
help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

%^ U I aiAfC 's again on hand with his famous stock of^«« WW^ [jggj 2pj queens for the season of 1909.
Fine well-bred queens are his specialty, and in all the queens

mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer
that I know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from
every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washington, D. C, writes
that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the
two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over
100 in the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00. Breeding
queens, each. $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address
W. H. LAWS, Beeville, Bee County, Texas.

j [
this Coupon Worth35 centsl

,^~ M ^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^ ^' "<'* i"^^ a subscriber and you want one of the 2

O? •

I

(yew Hubscribtra Only)

Same

Poatofflrr. .

State

most helpful aids to successful bee-culture—a i,„,,^.
that tells liow to make your bees pay—you should
subscribe for the

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-pape illustrated "S-cent monthly. It tells all
about tne best way to manage bees to produce the
roost honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
different departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-Money
If yon will send us your name and address with 40

GO

oo

CO «
cents (stamps or coin) together with this coupon,
for 12 months. Order now and let us begin with this month's fine number. AdJlress,

as y
we will send you a trial trip of our Journal

5 ^•H*
American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois

I

J
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Seasonable
Supplies

This is the season to buy your bee-hives.

The discount pays your freight expense,

and vou can get them ready for the bees

during the quiet \Tinter months. We have

the

Root Dovetailed Hive
Danzenbaker Hive
Root Chaff Hive

Each the best of its icind, and all " Root
Quality." Our central location gives you
the best of service with low freight charges.

We want to quote you prices on the hives

you will need.

Send for catalog.

Bees-cisax -^canted.

M. H. Hunt & Son, Lansing, Mich.
Opposite Lake Shore Depot.

c
^

Supplies
t

^

for the Southern
States.

WE are better prepared than ever be-

fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us. for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. \Ve

handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

Root's goods exclusively.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, CA-

Field and Garden Seeds

Bee and Poultry Supplies

The best quality bee-supplies. None bet-

ter to be had. Now is the time to send in

orders, and be ready for the rush season.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Choice sweet-clover seed always in stock.

A large variety of best seeds for the South.

Bee-keepers and gardeners who also raise

poultry will be interested in our large stock

of poultry-supplies, the largest and most

complete line in the South

Catalogs of all of the above lines on request.

Send now, and get your orders in early.

Texas Seed and Floral Company
Dallas, Texas I

'^ For ^^

25 Years
I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M.JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA
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r A GOOD

B

INVESTMENT.

\'ou can make no better investment

than to take the discounts I am offer-

ing on bee-keepers' supplies. These

discounts will diminisii as the season

advances; so the earlier you send in

your order the better the investment

You can not afford to miss this special

offer. Send in the list of the goods

you want and get my net prices by letter.

My stock of Root goods is the

largest and most complete carried in

the West, and with carloads continu-

ally being added I am in position to

meet every want of the bee-keeper, with

promptness and satisfaction.

Write to-day for new prices and cat-

alog.

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565-7 W. 7th St. Des Moines, Iowa

CD

SI 5.000
STOCK

OF

i

Supplies
on hand at Syracuse, N. Y.

Send in your orders, which
will receive prompt attention.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

The

D

D

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the
OutUok, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-
ing the experiences of this well-known writer.
You will read the leaflet through before you lay
it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the
value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-
keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in
close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk, a
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of
an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees, a 14-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.
No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date
hives when they can easily be transferred into
new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 els.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary
to enable one who is active and intelligent to
engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well
gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot fiees. a 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions
on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.
Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the
habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

Bees and Poultry, a i6-page booklet
showing how well these two industries dovetail,
and why every poultry-man should be a bee-
keeper. Price 10 cents.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illusuated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading
exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will
furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.-.

Please send me the items checked above;
also booklet ''' Bees and Poultry," free. I in-

close S to cover the cost.

Same

Street Address cr R. F. D

Town

(;.B.c. Stjtt.
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PROGRESSIVE APIARISTS

will find many interesting articles on apiculture in

The Journal of Economic Entomology

This journal is devotfd to practical, applied entomology in the widest

sense, and those interested in the latest results of studies and ex-

periments in the control of insect pests will find in this journal

the most recent results of the leading American entomologists.

The proceedings of the Association of Economic Entomologists and

the Association of Horticultural Inspectors appear exclusively in this

journal. Sample copy, 10c. Subscription rate in United States and

Canada, $2.00. Published bi-monthly. 50 to lOOpages ineachissue.

Edited by Dr. E. P. Felt, State Entomologist of New York. Write

E. D. SANDERSON, Business Mgr., DURHAM, N. H.

BEE-SUPPLIES FOR SEASON OF 1909
Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand tor bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-

stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-suppiies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the

line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons

at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight lates, and sell on

manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLY CO., 1 23 Nicollet Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

R.q.+P.S.=Sn.
" ROOT QUALITY" plus " PEIRCE SERVICE"

equals SATISFACTION.

You can prove this equation by sending your

next supply order to

ZANESVILLE
Catalog Free.

2 per cent discount till March 1st.

EDMUND W. PEIRCE
1 36 W. Main St. ZANESVILLE, OHIO

Mr. Bee-keeper: If you have not yet
bought your supplies,

send me list of goods wanted for money-saving prices. Car-
loads of best goods. Best shipping facilities. Chicago freight

rate to your station. Will equalize freight if you live at a

distance.

Hives of best Michigan white pine.

Sections of best Wisconsin basswood.
Foundation, Shipping-cases, and other goods at lowest price.

29c cash, 33c in trade for clean beeswax delivered here.

Catalog free. Bees for sale. h. S. DUBY,
Order early and avoid the rush. St.Anne, Illinois.

QUEENS-1909
HARDY COLDENS— 10 CENTS in coin will bring cage

of live bees of this remarkably pretty and unexcelled (train as

soon as can mail safely. Order now as " rotation " is the word.

Inquiries gladly answered.

CHAS. OSCAR FLUHARTY, SANDUSKY, W. VA.
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SOMETHING SPECIAL IN SEEDS
We wish every Gleanings reader who is not already a customer would try our seeds
and nursery stock. Below are some very special offers which are good for a limited
time only. Better order one or more now' before we are obliged to cancel them.

COI.I.. NO. 1. For 1 Oc postpaid.

1 pki. Rocky Ford Muskmelon.
1 pkl. Grand Rapids Lettuce.

1 pkt. N'eeetable Marrow.
1 pkt. VVakeiield Cabbage.
Catalog price, 30c.

COLL. NO. 2. For 50c postpaid.

1 pkt. Mattitiick Cauliflower.

1 pkt. CIrand Rapids Lettuce.

1 pkt. Klondike Cucumber.
1 pkt. Crimson Globe Radish.

1 pkt. Giant Gibraltar Onion.
1 pkt. White Globe Turnip.

1 pkt. Vegetable Marrow.
1 pkt. Kordhook Fancy Tomato.
1 pkt New Stone Tomato.
1 pkt. Earliana Tomato.
1 pkt. Rockyford Muskmelon.
1 pkt. Wakefield Cabbage.
1 pkt. True Hubbard Squash.

Catalog price, $1.00.

COLLECTION NO. 3.

A Complete Garden lor SI .00.

Postpaid

PLUM COLLECTION.
For $2.00; by express only.

'
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

A WORD TO OUR READERS.

There is scarcely a reader of magazines nowadays who does not read the advertis-

ing columns of his papers with almost as much interest as he does the editorial pages.

From numerous letters received from our subscribers we are gratified to learn their

appreciation of the fact that there has been a gradual improvement in our advertising

columns, and we doubt if there are many readers who will not be greatly benefited by

a perusal of the advertising pages.

In response to constant inquiries made of us, especially from readers in distant

lands remote from large distributing centers, we have endeavored to secure as widely

diversified a class of advertising as possible, with just enough of one class to permit of

a selection by our readers. We do not solicit any advertising which we do not think

will be interesting to our readers, and we insert no advertisement unless we feel sure

that the advertiser will deal fairly with our subscribers and give them value received in

every case.

We intend to make this department of so much interest to our readers that it can

not help being of value to advertisers. If you will state, when sending inquiries or

ordeis, that you saw the advertisement in Gleanings, it will help us to maintain our

high standard, and in return we shall be able to keep on improving our magazine.

The past few years have brought many changes in the plans of advertisers. For-

merly mere announcements were deemed sufficient; but now, in addition to the infor-

mation often given in their advertisements themselves, pamphlets, books, etc., of real

value are distributed gratuitously by the advertiser. By a perusal of the advertising

pages of this issue our readers will find a wealth of information offered to those who

are investigating various advertised lines.

Who, for instance, could have the opportunity of collecting and presenting care-

fully prepared information relative to new lands in the South and elsewhere, and the

advantages of the respective localities as regards production, marketing, etc. , better

than the railroad companies do.? It is not to be wondered at, therefore, that the agri-

cultural and industrial departments of the railroads can give more valuable general in-

formation, as a rule, than can be obtained by correspondence with local real-estate

dealers; and any reader who is considering a change of location is urged to write to

the railroad companies whose lines traverse the State in which he is interested, for in-

formation and printed matter, which they are always glad to furnish.

It has been gratifying to us to notice that the incubator-manufacturers have been

sending us their advertising orders regularly year after year in an increasing number,

and to observe that very seldom does any one of them discontinue the use of Glean-

ings in season. Our thanks are probably due our readers rather than the advertisers

themselves; for if they were not well patronize^ they would naturally try other papers.

The matter is brought to our mind by a letter just received from our bee-keeping

friend and Gleanings correspodent, Thos. F. Rigg, Iowa Falls, Iowa, who is better

known in the poultry world than as a bee-keeper. Under date of January 27, in renew-

ing his subscription he writes: " You know I am in a position where I meet practically

all the leading standard-bred poultry advertisers of the country. Those who are

using your advertising columns tell me that they are receiving most satisfactory re-

sults. In many cases reports are to the effect that Glianings leads by considerable

the best of the regular poultry journals."
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

As we have previously said, much valuable information may be obtained from a

perusal of the catalogs sent out by the incubator-manufacturers. Some of them", in-

deed, are more pretentious than many of the books published on poultry culture, and

thousands of dollars are spent annually by the manufacturers in experiments and the

collecting of the latest information to appear in their catalogs.

It is undoubtedly true that nearly every bee-keeper has some poultry, but not ev-

ery one realizes how much he might add to his income by investing in some up-to-

date appliances. A good incubator and brooder are almost essential for successful

poultry-raising in these advanced times, and money put into them is an investment

that will pay a large dividend within a short time.

Time was when the low-wheeled wide-tired wagon for the farm was looked

upon with disfavor, but it is now no longer a question of whether a farmer shall have

one of these handy wagons, but simply what kind to get and the best way to get it.

Perhaps the simplest and cheapest way is to purchase a set of low broad-tired wheels to

fit the farm wagon. Any manufacturer of the wheels will send a diagram and full

explanations for measuring your skeins.

A more satisfactory way is to buy the low wagon complete. They may be pur-

chased for almost any price, but the careful purchaser will do well to choose one that is

durable and practical and of a type that has been used and tested.

It is surprising, the uses to which these handy wagons maybe put. Photographers

build portable galleries on them, the lonely sheep-herders in the West build houses upon
them, and bee-rangers use them for the same purpose. For use in moving bees they

are all that can be desired. They will haul from 20 to 50 per cent more of a load, and

one man can easily do the work of two in loading and unloading. In fact, as practi-

cally all the farm produce is hauled more or less, the saving in a year's time is a larger

item.

Not every grower realizes the benefit to be gained by a careful selection of seeds,

plants, and trees. For instance, strawberry-beds are often seen producing very inferior

stock, while on the same ground, with the same amount, of labor,_big crops of superior

fruit could be raised by setting out a few new plants or choosing superior stock in the

first place.

It doesn't always pay, either, to try to raise your own seed corn. There are so

many reliable sources now where choice seed can be purchased that you are sure will

be just what you want, that you can not afford to experiment. The same is true of

oats, potatoes, and a good many other farm crops. Try sending for some new seeds

from some reliable house this season, and see how much more satisfactory your harvest

will be. Send for a good catalog anyhow; for even if you don't purchase any of the

seeds listed, you will get a host of valuable suggestions from the catalog.

If your neighbor is contemplating the purchase of something new for his place

this spring, just loan him your copy of Gleanings and suggest that he look over the

advertising pages. You need not be afraid to tell him that anything advertised in

Gleanings is O. K. If he doesn't hand your copy back, let us know and we will

with pleasure send you another.
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" If goods are 'wanted ctuicK, send to Pouder.*'
SstablisKed 1889

UP A TREE
By the Bee Crank

The man who has some goods to sell.

And whispers his secret down a well,

Is not as apt to collar the dollars

As he who climbs a tree and hollers.

I hope to be modest

about it; but while I am
constantly talking and

shouting about the excel-

lence of Root's goods and

Pouder service I do so be-

cause I know I have some
things to sell that you and

all beemen of this great

country need and want.

The bee-supply business

is made up of a thousand

little details; and carelessness or

inattention to any of them leads to

trouble and annoyance. I am par-

ticular to a point of crankiness in

filling all orders just right, and I

believe my patrons appreciate this

fact.

Now is the time to make up your

orders for spring delivery. Before

you know it you will be in

themidstof the spring rush.

I have a full line of Root's

newest standard goods. I

should like to show you our
new Dovetailed hives with

bottoms made of heavy
lumber, and the new Ex-
celsior cover with water-

proof strips at sides. The
goods are here, and my
illustrated catalog is free.

I can use more beeswax
at 29 cents cash or 31

cents in trade.

Walter S. Pouder, CEDAR RAPIDS, lOWA.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Dear Sir:— I see in Gleanings that you have erect-

ed a building for your bee-supply business. I wish to

congratulate you, for I know it is as pretty and tasty

as it can be, for you are the one who can make it so.

It must, indeed, be gratifying to be on the " top

notch," and I wish you all the success this world can
bring you. 1 read Gleanings regularly at the Pub-
lic Library, and enjoy it the same as ever. I shall

not lose interest in the bee business.

Sincerely, Mrs. Lucile Wolfred,
846 Third Ave.

Walter S. Pouder,
859 MassacKusetts A-venue, Indianapolis, Indiana
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rAmEwtmm
Made of wire that is

"all life and strength — wire
that stretches true and tight

and yields just enough under impact
to give back every jolt and jam it

receives.

Made of materials selected and tested

in all the stages from our own mines,
through our own blast furnaces and rolling

' and wire mills, to the finished product. Our
employment of specially adapted metals is

~"^^^^^
of great importance in fence wire; a wire

that must be hard yet not brittle; stiff and springy yet

flexible enough for splicing—best and most durable

fence material on earth.

To obtain these and in addition apply a quality of gal-

vanizing that will effectually protect against weather
conditions, is a triumph of the wiremaker's art.

ThesearecombinedintheAraericanandEllwood,
fences—the product of the greatest mines, steel :w
producing plants and wire mills in the world
And with these good facilities and the old

and skilled employes back of them, we
maintain the highest standaid of ex-

cellence possible for human skill

and ingenuity topioduce.

Dealers everywhere, carry-
ing styles adapted to every /
purpose. See them.

American Steel
& Wire Co.
Chicago
New York
IJenver
San
Francisco .^BHB^^H ^''"'^x^
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planet Jr.
Does six men's work quicker, better, and far cheaper than

old-style back-breaking gardening methods. Saves seed and
insures a bigger, better yield.

Be modern. Use Planet Jr. Seeders, cultivators and wheel-
hoes, because they are made by a practical farmer and manu
facturer who knows what is needed to lighten your labor.

• No. 6. The newest Planet Jr. Combination Hill and Dril'

Seeder, Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plov»r. Opens the furrow, sows
any kind of garden seed accurately in drills or hills, covers, rolls

down and marks out the next row— all at one operation. Also a

perfect Wheel-Hoe, Cultivator and Plow.
No. 12 Double-wheel Hoe has adjustable wheels so that it works

equally well astride or between rows— insures close work and does away with hand-weeding.
There's a Planet Jr. for every farm and garden use— 45 kinds in all. Our 1909 free

illustrated catalogue describes them fully. Write for it today.

S. L. Allen & Co., Box 1106S Philadelphia, Pa.
)

2-Horse'Power$
Gasoiine Engine
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
»50 toK300 on my High Grade Standard
Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direc

lower than dealers or jobbers have to paj

similar engines in carload kits for spot cash, /f',^^ Direct

GALLOWAY

dealers, jf
' ^"l J L 9 J &U X \

rom
ac-
30

Free
atistac-

money

Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judge
Sell your poorest h

S-H.-P.only$119.50
proposition. All

you pay me is for

material, labor and
I one small profit. Send tor

ny big BOOK FREE.

\\ m. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway i o.

1685 Gallowa.v StHlion
Waterloo, loira

Best high carbon coiled steel
wire. Easy to stretch over
hills and hollowr;. FREE
Catalog—fences, tools. Buy
from factory at wholesale
prices. Write today to Box 88
MASON FENCE CO., LEESBIHG, O.

FENCE AT PANIC PRICES
We purchased raw material cheap during the
panic, you get the saving. These low prices
won't last long. Write at once for catalogue
and prices. Anchor Fence & Mfg. Co.,
Department V Cleveland, Ohio

Great care is used in the;

making of an Anthony knot—
a'

knot so smooth that damage cannot result tostoclcOSttOfiTieep's
wool—a knot with no kink inside it in the line tvire—a knot
superior to all others for strength -a knot that permits the
sta\s to be parallel with posts on slopes or any hillside just
as on lev el land. Gauge every wire
we use—then gauge the other
fellow's. We maU FREE AN-
THONY KNOT souvenir hat pin,

with booklet. The head is an exact
Anthony knot as it appears in the
fence. See the knot yourself, and get

a nobby hat pin for a member of you
family, M'rite now.
The Anthony Fence Co.,
.io MichiganSt., Tecumseh, Michigan

15 Cents aRod
For a 22-lnch Hog Fence ; 16e for
26-inch; 19c for 31-inch ; 23 l-2c
for 34-lnch; 2Jc for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50-Incli Poultry
Fence 37c. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalogfree. Writeforittoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Bos 21, MUNCIE, INO.

FENCE fiZ^S?^*
Made of High Carbon Double Strength
Coikd Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay all freight. STheiKlits ottarru
and poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 101 Winchester, Indiana.

Matthews' '^NEW UNIVERSAU' Garden Tools
GOOD TOOLS IN ONE

£^2ik^i^
Seeder, marker,
hoe rake, plow,
cultivator. Single

or double wheel. Adjust-
ments easily made.
For planting and
all liinds of cul-
tivation.

Send for
Free Booklet
giving full description of implements.

6 Styles Seeders
Opens furrow, dxops in plain Bighl

coren msrkB.

AMES PLOW COMPANY, Depi.

Double or Single Wheel Hoe

Cultivator, Plow, Rake. Changes
quickly made. Cultivate be-^ — ' ftBtri.ie the rofffl. Ssf

auj width.

Note High Arch and Plant Guards.
Bent Oak Handles on all Tools.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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M!i""RubSe"rRoofing
DON'T sponii a dollar for roofiiimuitil you haveseen and tested the old, reliable

Breete Bros, j^uaraiui-fd \vattr|iroor,tire-reslstiny;,(lurable Rubber Roofing. LiOWest Factory
, own special ]iroiiss, of loiit^llbre wool felt, .'faturated inaspha

Pl*pA Cement and Special RooJlng"^"^'ly coated on both sides.
* * *'*'

Nails inclosed in each roll. ?«""ll»'"
free Samples and Booklet

& Himmrr livs II i
^"^^ ^^^'"^ samples of 1-ply, 2-pIy and

ft. Hammer lays ll. /.^,,,y ro,.finK. Put them to every test you
can think of and prove to your own sat-
isfai'tlon that Breeso Bros. Rubber Roof-
ing is the highest quality roofliig on the
market. We give the

Longest Guarantee
Send for samples or order now on our

strong guarantee of satisfaction ormoney
back. We pay freight to all points east
of the western boundary line of Minneso-
ta, Iowa, Missouri, and north of south line of Tennessee
delay ^.-^i"."'"'^ • +v>rtt.^ f,,^n..;„i ».i— *».„ _^i? > .

Lowest Factory
Prices

Freight Prepaid on
100 lbs. or more

35-lb.RoII—108 A.i OS
Sq. FK.-l-Ply ?>1^
45-lb.Roll—108 .f OS
Sq. Ft.-2-Ply 1?2
55-Ib.RoII—108 anir
Sq. Ft.-3-Ply ^5=2
Order today ,orwrite for
Samples and Booklet

— .„j .-rdering; these special prices may not be offered to you again.
Take advantage of them and write now, today.

THE BREESE BROS. CO.. RooHng^ept^e^Mnrimiaii^^

IT PAYS TO SPRAY
The Iron Age4-row Sprayer gives
perfect satiafaction. Puts solution
•U3t where needed and in fop-like
mist. Pump delivera spray under
hish pressure, thus reaching every ,

part oi'vine, effectually tilling bugs
and preventing blight. Has
Orchard .^praying attach-^
ment. Write for free
catalog iUustrat"
ing this and
other Iroa
AgQ tools.

BATtMAN M -G. CO., Box 120 S, GRENLOCH, N. J.

in%^ Galloway
Only BATH IN OIL'

High Grade Separator—Direct
f25'to $50 direct at my factory
—freight prepaid. Get the only

Separator that runs in "Bath of Oil,"
" e a $5,000 automobile. This

alone is worth $50 extra, but
costs you aothing; extra.
Take

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Propaid
Why pay $85 to $110 to dealers or agents
who cannot sell you a separator equal
to the Galloway—closest skimmer

—

easiest run—easiest cleaned— 10-yr.
guarantee. Send for BOOK FREE

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
16B»6alloHay Sta.. Waterloo, la.

FIX YOUR ROOF
Rr Par Qniiara —We will guarantee to putUb rci «l|Uai «, any old leaky, worn-out.
rusty, tin. Iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof In
perfect couditlon, and keep it in perfect conditioa
lor 6c per square per year.

Th* Parfaet Roel Praaarver, makes old,
vorn-ont roofs new. Satiafaction guaranteed
.r money refunded. Our lr*a rosfing book
flla all ahout it. Write for it today.

Hie Anderson Manufacturino Co.. Oept. 24 Elyria. Obi»

lut (k; per squa

Roof-Fix

Empire Farmers Handy Wagon,
with Good Roads Steel Wheels
The low wheels make it easy for you to load ; the wii

tires make it easy for your horses to draw. V .

make Steel Wheels to fit any axle. Tires any 1

width, plain or grooved. They make old wagons
now. Send postal card for FKKK Wheel and
Wagon Book—" 'Good- Koada' Steel Wheels Ilake

All KoadsGood." Empire Mfg. Co., Qulney,lll.

236 mami^m^mmm^^

NO MORE BLISTERED HANDS,
tired backs, picks, spades or shovels.
This low - priced implement bores
through wet or dry clay, sand, gravel
or gumbo; alwayssharp—easily lifted
and unloaded.
Write for "Free Book." Learn all ahont
this wonderful tool and wa will tell jou
where to see one. Address

BROS. Depb R South Bend, Ind.

DIG A

HOLE IN

A JIFFY

WITH

IWAN PATENT POST HOLE AUGER

SAVE MONEY ON ROOFING
$^ AA*'"y5 f"" roll (108 sq. ft.) of strictly highBW grade rooling. either rulAer or flint coat sur-

^^^H iace, with cement and nails complete.
Most liberal offer ever made on first class

roofing. Better than goods that sell at much higher prices.
Uon't spend a dollar on roofing until you have seen

UHITO ASPHALT ROOFING
You send no money when you order Unito Roofing.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Write today for free samples (or
test and comparison and our unparalleled selling plan.

UNITED FACTORIES CO. Oepl. A38, Cleveland, O.

EXCELL ^oj' ROOFING
"^sTEEL and SIDING

Send today for Free Book and bottom
Factory Prices on Metal Rooting and
Siding. Made in our own factory.
Better than you can buy elsewhere at
any price. Sliippedat ourrlsk. You

Send No Money
BO you take no risk. Our guarantee
and see-wliat-you-buy-before-pay ing-
Flan specify you ))ay nothing iiuless
fully satislled. Lowest prices on all
rooling and rooting supplies sold
straight to you from Factory at real

[Factory Prices. Don't buy till you get our prices and
FREE Roolcrs* Guide—Write for this Book today.

I
The United Faetorlee Co., Deot, R38 , Cleveland, O.
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h PERFECT POTATO
, PLANTING

Every farmer knows the importance
of pniper potato plaDting. Here's a
machioe that does it perfectly. Has
none of the faults common with com
mon planters. Opens the furrow
perfectly, drops the seed
correctly, covers it uni'

formly , and best of
"

"

never bruises or
punctures the
seed. Send a
postal for
our 1909
free .

Book. '^

r^ Let Us Send You
Our Book.

abont grood wheels and frood wag-ons that will sare i

you a lot of work and make youajototmoney—the
|

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS
and the

ELECTRIC HANDY WAGON.
By every test, t hey are the best. More than one and
a quarter millions suld. Bpokes united to the
hub. Can't work loose. A set of our wheels Will
make your old wagon new. Catalogue free<

ELECTRIC WHbEL CO..B0X 95, Quincy. Ills.

WRITE FOR BEST BUGGY OFFER
in America, on famous Columbus Bug-
gies—at prices that save you l.iz money.
Lowest factory prices offered by anyone,

shipped on one month's approval, 2
years' guarantee. Get new free catalog.

ColambDS Carriage & Harness Co.

Station CS9 Cnlumliys, O.

WHITEWASHING
and disinfecting with the new

"Kani-Klog" Sprayer
gives twice the results with same
labor and fluid. Also for spraying
trees, vines, vegetables. etc.

Booklet tree. Address

Rochester Spray Pump Co.

32 East Av., Rochester. N.Y.

CALIFORNIA

Earthquake ca°r17s
We have just procured some sets of 25 colored post-cards

showing the startling scenes of the late Italian Earthquake.

A Great Feature of these cards is the detailed information

printed on each card telling a graphic story about the picture

and in this way making the set a complete Pictorial His-
tory of the Greatest of Earthquakes. We ate giving

the set free with each yearly subscription to the Southern

Farm Journal; one of the best monthly farm and family pa-

pers published in the South; subscription price 25 cts. ayear.

^SOUTHERN FARM JOURNAL, CHATTANOOGA, TENN^

= BIG DISCOUNT =
on all bee-supplies until May 1. Send for 1909 prices.

W. D. SOPER COMPANY JAGKSON, MICHIGAN.

FLOWER SEEDS
In this California Native Flowers Seed distribution, there )

are contained 15 varieties, each of which would be a treasure

to any garden. Some of these are rare and difficulttoobtain.

They include the wonderful Matilija Poppy, by many con-

sidered the Queen of all Flowers. The superb California

Poppy, whose Spanish name is "Copa deOra," Cup of Gold;

the brilliant and graceful shooting star and lovely Baby-blue
Eyes, the sweetest darling of them all. T.he regular price

of these seeds at retail from the large seed-growing firm from
whom we obtain the supply is $1.?5; but in order to intro-

duce to you the lovely California home and garden Maga-
zine, widely known as the Western Empire, we will send
you the entire 15 varieties, postpaid, and a full year's sub-

scription to our paper lor only 50 cents, stamps or coin.

Special pages to gardening and California cooking. Address

WESTERN EMPIRE MAGAZINE
218 Times Block LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

GARDEN
SEEDS FREE!
Two Packets for Trial,

We send two resular sized packets of our superior
GiirUen Seed, your selection, and our Big 1909
Seed Manual absolutely Free to all new inquiries.

We are anxious to increase our number ofcustomers
and have you become acquainted with our Guaran-
teed Seeds is the reason we make this generous offer

If you ffive Our Seeds atrial, we are sure you will
become one of our pleased customers. Write today
for our Bis 1909, 100-pag-e, illustrated Seed Catalog.

a.A.B£RRVSEEOCO.,Box 266, Clarinda,la

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED,
Small and large

Red Alfalfa, and Timothy Seed
FOR SALE.

Seed choice. Write for prices. Address

F. A. SNELL, MILLEDGEVILLE, CARROLL CO., ILL.

SPRAV ^"""^ Frui's, Crops.
* »* Poultry Houses, and
do whitewashing with The
AUTO-SPRAY. Factory fri.e

and t-'uaranteed to satisfy. Fitteofwitli
Auto fop Nozzle does the work o£ three
ordinary sprayers. Used by Experiment
Stations and 300,000 others. We make
many styles and sizes. Spraying Guulo
Free. Write for book, prices and Agency
Offer, j^^ J. ^^ Brown Co.
20 Jay Street. Rochester, N. Y.

rnSaveYou$50
On a Manure Spreader

r-lf You'll Lei me -n
This is just a little ad—hut a postal will bring my Big

Book—and give you my 150.00 Saving Price and Special
Proposition. You can save as much answering this little ad-
vertisement as if it coveied a page.
My Spreader positively will do better work and last longer

than any Spreader made—no mat
ter what the price— so why pay $50
7nore? 20,000 farmer s have
stamped their O. K

Freight
Paid

my spreader and money,
saving price. My Special
Proposition wlil interest you.
Just a postal addressed to Gal
loway ol Waterloo, Iowa, will

bring you everything postpaid.

Will You Pay a Penny Fo
The Postal and Save S50
Address Wm. Calloway, P
WM CALLOWAY CO.

1689 Calloway Sta. Waterl
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California
Grown

Few people have any knowledge of the magnilude
o( the Seed Industry in California, where thousands

of acres are tilled annually to supply the markets of

the world.

NATIVE FLOWER SEEDS.

15 varieties, each of which would be a treasure to any
grounds. Some are rare, and dirticult to obtain. They
include the wonderful Matilija Poppy, by many con-

sidered the Queen of all Flowers. Also the superb

California Poppy, iwhose Spanish name is Copa de
Oro—Cup of Gold.

Send 50c for 15 packets, containing 15 varieties

of California flower seeds, and we will send them to

you postpaid. The regular retail price of these is $1..^5.

General Seed and Plant Catalog sent free

on request.

(Established 1871)

Germain
SEED AND PLANT CO.
Dept.H LOS AII6ELES, CALIFORNIA

"REGENERATED"
Swedish Select

OATS
Bred liy Carton Bros.. England,

from the famous Swedish Select,
the "Best American Oat."
Finest Oats ever seen in this

country. 60 lbs. per bu., and
^aranteed absolutely pure.
First Premium Oats at 111. and

Minn., State lairs, VJaS, from
Hnsflish seed Inst sprini;.
We offer both I-ii^lish and

American grown stock. Samples
free,

*^

Ask also for 88-Pjige Catalog
Oats, Corn, Barley, Potatoes, Gar-
den Seeds, etc.

LL. Olds Seed Co.
Drawer G. Madison. Wis.
(Formerly Clinton, Wis.)

AT HALF PRICE.
True to name. Free from dis-

ease. Twenty grafted Apple-trees for $1.00. Twenty-five bud-
ded Peach-trees, $1.00. Forty Concord Grape-vines for $1.00.

Twenty-five-cent Due Bill and Catalog Free. -

RATEKIN'S SEED AND NURSERY CO., Shenandoah, Iowa.

10
Strong, Hardy, Two-year-old

Grapevines$1.00
Postpaid.

Best varieties—red, white and black. Just the kind
for planting around the honse, along fences, or in the
garden. We also offer five three-.year-old vines for
$l.o«». Will bear year after planting. Our valuable
book, how to plant, cultivate and prune, free with every
order. Grapes are easily grown and should be In every
garden, x. 8. HUBBARD COUPAMV, erapeWne Speelalltti.
KiUblished 42 Teari. FBKDOMU, N. ¥.

Burpee's "Silent Salesman" of The World's

Largest Mail^Order Business in

C/^x^^^ will be mailed Free to all who^^^^^^ appreciate Quality in Seeds.
A book of 174 pages. It tells the plain trtith about the Best ^eeds that can be

grown,—as proved atourfamous FORDHOOK FARMS,—the most complete trial

grounds in America. With hundreds of illustrations from photographs and
carefully written descriptions, it is A SAFE GUIDE to success in the garden
and should be consulted by everyone who plants seeds. Kindly name this paper
and address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Burpee Building, Philadelphia.

^&, TWO MONEY MAKERS'^#^
SCARFF'S SMALL FRUITS

and bees are an ideal combination for bee-keepers
or farmer.i. Order early and plant a generous quan-

tity of these fruits. The bees poUenize them, mak- m
ing them produce In luxurious abundance, and at the
same time lncrea.se amount and value ot honey. %Hmall Fruit Plant Free. I want to prove now

well-roote<l, strong and vigorous my plants are. I will •
send free one fine plant (my selection) if you will write *
r my new I'Xia free catalog. Some of my customers

m.iko over $300 an acre with my plants. Book on "Trans-
planting and Afterculture" free with all orders. I sell a
arire variety of nur;iery stock, grown on an sno-acre farm.
Ask for Catalog E. W. JJ. 8CARFF. New Carlisle. Ohio

<^.
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SEED CORN 153 BU. ACRE
Diamond Joe's Big WllitO.—A strictly new variety. None like it. It is the Earliest and Best Big White Corn in the

Worfd—Because it was bred for most Big Bushels, not fancy show points; because grown from thoroughbred inherited stock; every
stalk bears one or more good ears, because scientifically handled, thoroughly dried and properly cured and had the most rigid exam-
ination. Big Seed Catalog FREE. It tells about all best farm, grass, garden nnd flower seeds grown. Write for it to-day.

Address RATEKIN'S SEED HOUSE, SHENAODOAH, IOWA

Which Spray Pump^
^HIB^B shall you buy? Buy the
Spray Pump that lully meets the
demands ofthe Oovernment Agri
cultural Scientists and all practi
cal Fruit Growers. These pumps are
widely known as

DEMING SPRAYERS
and are made in 'Si styles for use in
small gardens or immense orchards.,
Write for our 1909 catalog with « ^

Spraying Chart. Add 4 cents post- .^^i/^^^.
age ana receive "Spraying for .^^^H^^^
Profit," a useful guide book.

The Deming Company
690 Depot St., Salem, Ohio SPMYEP

OpDSEEDS
L^BESTINTHEWORLD

PRICES BELOW ALL OTHERS

I give a lot of new sorts for

trial with every order I fill.

*A Grand Big Catalog CDEC
Illustrated with over lUCE
700 engravings of vegetables
and flowers. Send yours and

-_^___ your neighbors' addresses.
SHUMWAY, Rockford. IllinoisR.H.

Your
Name and Address
OUR 1909 EDITION Is tlie most practical text book

on Strawberry growing ever written. It's worth
Its weight In gold because It teaches the Kellogg

method of growing the world's record crops of big ret!

berries. Every detail of the work is illustrated by
plioto-engravings. You read It by pictures. They show
you just Low to do everything from beginning to end.
Strawberry growers who follow the Kellogg way aro
eetting more fancy berries from one acre than the other
fellow gets from two. The book makes you acquainted
with some of these top-notch growers; shows pictures
of their strawberry fields and gives their yields. This
Book for your address. We'll trade even.

R. M. KELLOGO COMPANY, B02 400, Three Rivers, HIcIl

Silver
-Coin

Coins Gold. Full details in my illustrated

catalog of Berries, wtiich also gives honest
descriptions and fair prices of all the good
old and many choice new varieties of Straw-
berries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Cur-
rants, Gooseberries, Graiies, etc. It tel's

liow to plant and grow them. Free to all.

Ji Ti LOVGll, LiMlo Silver',!). J.
Ovfr:iu yearsaxmull fruit specialist

SGRAPEVINES
eaVarletl-s. Also Small Fruits. Trees. Ac Best Root-
ed Stock, (iennine, cheap. '2 sample vines mailed for 10c.

Descriptive price-list free. Lewis Roesch.ltoi AiKredoDiajN.T,

300,000 Cherry Trees, two years old,

4 cents each: boxing free.

Catalog free to everybody.
Slveerin's Wholesale Nurseries, Dansville, New York

BEFORE ORDERING
BERRY-CRATES AND

QUART BASKETS
write for our catalog and special prices.

H. H. Aulilallier, box 1 00, Minerva, O.

M^^'Xryv"'^^^

MM'
ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI

3
BIG SPECIAL NUMBERS
January,- Spraying l^rif^T^
FebruaryGardening |-<l/i-l|H
March, Small Fruits 1 lllUlw

The Fruit-Grower ia the neatest and most helpful
farm magazine. Each of theses (lecialifsuesconlains
about 70 pages, handsomely ilhirtrated. cover in coloi-s
and weighs almost a pound. One issue is worth a dollar

if you have a few trees, p'unt^
oragarden Imtif you send 10c
stamps or coin, to help p n
cost of mailing and she w yiDi

are Interested and not wiiiup
through curiO!-ity, the three
numbers will be sent FHKF..
We cannot afford to send
these jinpers unless you are
interested. The paper is fo
good we know you wi'l be a
regular reader after you see
the^e iseut s. R«gular rate i-

a dol'ar a year, bi t assoon a^
you answer this "ad." we will

Bend the first number by rctinn m.-iil and tell you how
you can get the paper at half price and also secure

Absolutely FREE, Prepaid, a Tree and Vine of

"Delicious" Apple and Banner Grape

These two new fruits, best ever introduced. Apple very
finest quality in thewrrld, sold as hi^'h as Sti a box.
Hardy everywhere. Fill in couri'U below AT ON( E.

The Fruit-Grower, Box 518 , St. Joseph, Mo.
I enclose 10 cents to pay cost of mailing three FREE

special numbers. After receiving them IwiUeilhei
saccept your Special Half Itate "New Fruits Offer" and
ubscribe or notify you to stop the paper.

Name
,
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Farmer «."« Strawberry
Acomplete, practical tii-atise on

Strawbenies luul oclur iSinall

Kruits. Wiittfii by L J. ¥:«-

iiier who has ^pent 2< yeai
iiiiionyr plants aiid berries.

I'rice 25c. but "wortli
its wiij;ht i 1 polcl' (not
(Mtalotr.) Your moiK"
back if not satisfied.

We are introducers
of Norwood Strawberry,
iii'tr berrli's tllleri a
tni'irt usee illustration).
.M~(> Koyal Puri)le,
]ilaho ami Phini Farm-
er Raspberries, etc.

Our catalog: des- ;'

oribe.s hundred.s of
varieties of Fruit,
Pl:ints, Asparagus,
Koses, etc. ;

,f"

Sent Free
Send 10c for i

^.lants'Thampion '

Strawberry lor
trial. They will
he sent free if
you mention
tills paiier and
send 2.">e., for '

"Farmer on
the Straw-
berry."

Address

L, J. Farmer

Sox S08
PuBaski, N.

^^»jBP>* ^ JB»J^"';

Peach Trees
Fine, stnok.v, hardy. Grown
on the bunks of Lake Erie.
Free cf borers and all peach
di eases. Ever.vthing of the
bist for Or<-hard, Vineyard,
Lawn. I'ark, Street, Gar-

* V f-i».m»j T«rtt«i den and Greenhouse. Cata-
^r^f'/VWyirAl\1 log No. 1. U2 pages, FREE to
^"^^-^—".H -3 -:;,— buvers of Ornamental and

Fruit Trees. No. 2. 168 pages,
to buyers of Seeds, Bulbs,

rtosps. Palms, Ferns and srreeiihouse plants in
pcnf-ral. Immense stock of SIJPEKIJ CANNAS, the
qnet-n of bedding plants. Seeds, Plants, Roses, etc..

by mail postpaid. Safe arrival and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Direct deal will insure you the best and save
you monev. 55 vears. 44 greenhouses. 1200 acrea.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.
Box 160> PAINESVILLE, OHIO

FRUIT-TREES your se-

lection
and order your fniit-trees—while the nurseries have a full

i:-\r- Call's Nurseries, Perry, 0., i'.rj^lck
o( the best quality at reasonable prices. They deal direct

with the farmers. Write them for price list.

Actual
Size

NORWOODS

FILL A QUART

SEEDS THAT GROW
Best quality Garden, Flower^^ ^r
and Farm Seeds, Alfalfa,^^^ ^-o^^
Clover. Seed Potatoes.^^*^'^^ you
We will send free with^^^ .^,_^^ ask for
catalog a packet oiJr^ <^J^ ^^- Write
new lettuce seed^^\e,^r us today.Al-
"May King:"the^^* jtl^^so have full
best head let-^^^.o^^^ line of Nursery
tuce ever^^^.. 5*^'^ t o'^ 1^' Roses»
i n t r o -,^^^^o•^r Plants and Bulbs,
duced, ^^^ ^^j^ German Nurseries
i f jr ^ Box 143 Beatrice, Neb.

R[E
To prove ttiat our
Blizzard
Belt Ever-

I
g r e e n 8 win
grow in all parts

' of the country we offer to send
6 Fine Spruces ^ to ^i ft. tall

free to property owners. Whole-
sale value and mailing expense over

30 cents. To help, send 5 cents or not
as you please. A post.il will bring the

trees and our catalog containing many colored
photo plates of our choice Blizzard BeltFruits. Write

today. The Gardner Nursery Co., Box 2fi. Osage, I»

y«"°*^"''^>"^«
Sweet-clover Seed ^°^ ^^'^-

Yellow blooms three or four weeks earlier than white. One
of the best bee-foods to be found.

W. B. WALLIN, Brooksville, Ky.

RATEKIN'S 100-BU. OATS
Ratekln's Big Banner 1 OO-Bushel White Oats—The biggest, prettiest, plumpest oat in existence. Side by side with-com-
nion sorts they yield 100 bushels per acre where other sorts make but 25 to 35 bushels. Strong stiff straw; sprangled beads; ripens
early: never rusts, blights, or lodges. There Is none I'ke them, and when our stock is exhausted there is no more to be had.
Samples Mailed Free. Also our Big IHogftlt&d Catalog of farm, 6eld. grass, and garden seeds. A postal card will bring them
to your door. Address RATEKIN'S SEED-HOUSE, Shenandoah, Iowa.
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Get Johnson's
New Book
Right Av\ray
-Best Ever
—Send Your
Name Today

I Be sure to raise chickens this year—and I

ask you, old friend or new friend, to send me
your name early for my new 1909 Poultry
Book. It's better than ever—every page a
poultry sermon—over 200 pages an4 over
1,200 photograph pictures.

New-

Old Trusty

The same sure and certain Old Trusty,
made of California Redwood, is encased
this year with metal and is absolutely safe
under all conditions.
Don't pay two prices to anybody this

year. Investigate my New Old Trusty be-
fore you buy. My price is going to be
lower to you—something below $10 any-
where you live--freight prepaid east of the
Rockies. Send for the book today.

M. M. JOHNSON
Incubator Man Clay Center, Neb.

DuildYourOwnlncubators^Bwoders
Save money. Thousands are doinpr it ^.^.
every year. I teach you how and sup- |)§^|
ply all the parts you cannot make, at
low prices. My New Lampless Brood-
er will cost you $4.00. Greatest
Brooder invention of the aee. Repairs
and supplies for all kinds of Incubators or Brooders.
My new book of plans and catalogue has over 100
illustrations. showinK' step by step every stasre of
construction—so simple a 12 year old boy can follow
them. Send 25c coin or U. S. stamns to cover cost.
Tour money back if yon we not sattsfied. I allow the price
of the book onyour first order. Sfnd for the iwok to<i«T. itmcam
Dollaratojou. H. M. SHEER, 479 Hampshire St., Qnlncy, 111.

125 Egg Incubator ^in
and Brooder ^^^ 9IU

If ordered together
send t>oUi for 910pay freltrhu Well

niacl^ hot water, copper tanka,
Ooable wang, double glass doors.
Free catalog describes them.
WUooDsln Incubator Co.,
Bom 56. Racine. Wla.

t-More Profit-*$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

A penny Invest-
ment will Increase
your earnings —
merely send ua a
pcistal and receive liy

return mail our
hii ndsome, new.il hi s-

, trilled. Free Poul-
,,' Book, which is

crammed with in-$g formation for the'^ poultry raiser —
thoroughly instructs him in every liraiich of

^ the poultry Inisincss and explains the money-
making features of

Reliable Incubators

$
$

ReI°ak!eIncubatoT& Brooder Co. BriT I'49,Quincy,IIl. »P

winner of World's Records for last twenty
yi'ars. The only automatic regulated, double
heating, perfectly ventilated incubatoron the
market—the simplest and most economical
machine of the aye. Write for Free book today

WorM's Best Incubator
Has stood all tests In all climates
for 15 years. Don't experiment,
get certainty. Get a

SUCCESSFUL
Incubator and Brooder. Anybody
can operate them and make money.
I^et us prove it to you. Booklets
"Proper Care and Feeding on
Chicks, Duclcs and Turl<eys,'^ 10c.'

Poultry paper, 1 year, luc. Write for free catalog. a

Des molnes Ineobator Co., 190 -pd St., Pea Molnei, la. |

Hatch With the Leasts
Cost Per Chick

That Is what we guarantee you
can do with the

Invincible Hatcher
Try it and If It don't produce more stronp, healthy
chicks than anyother lutnibator. regardless of price,
sendltbacli. 50-Egg Size Only $4.00. Same low
prices ou larper Hatolurs, Brooders and Supplies.
Write for ITii-page FREE catalogue.
Tha United Factories Co., Dept.X38 Cleveland, O.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam Stahl "Wood-

en Hen" and
' Exoelelor"

Incubators assure big hatches.
Well-built, reliable, practical-
thousands in use. Catalogue free.

GEO. H. STAHL, Boi 36 D,Ou"nct,Iil.

nORE EGGS
Larger, more fertile, Tlgorous chicks, heav-
ier fowls, larger profits by feeding cut bone.

MANNAS LATEST MODELnimvn ^ bone cutter
cuts fast, easy, fine; never clogs. lOdavsfree
trial. Nn money in advance. Caflg'free.
F. W, Mann Co., Box Ti, Mlllord, Maaa.

5V«i>laflae ofpractlcal and fancy pure
vailClICa bred poultry, beautiful,

hardy vigoious. Largest, most successful
poultrv-farni. Thousands to choose Irom.
Big Profitable Poultry book tells all
about it. Quotes low prices on fowls, eggs,
incubators, and supplies. Sent for 4 cents.

Berry's Poultry Farm,Box 163 Olarinda,!*.

Creider's
Book

On Poultry

Concise, practical. How^
to make money with poul-
try; information as to,
buildings, treat-
ment or diseases,
etc. Fifteen at-

1

tractive chronics

:

sixty prominent varieties. 10c postpaid.
'

Kiiie, pure-bre<l stock ami eggs at low
pri.PS. ()K?:il>KR'S (iKRMIClUK-a
sure I'leveiitive and an excellent disin

fctant. B. H. CREIDER, Rheems, Pa
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VZm^Z>?2^/^^Z>!2!!^/^y'/Z^^

BUYERS
INCUBATOR
This Great Free Book has Five Long Chapters on Feeding
Chickens; Laying Records; Incubating; Brooding, and "What
the Poultry Business Is." It is full of pictures of Standard
Bred Farm Fowls and Prize Winners; Photographs of tlnj

Highest Priced Birds Ever Sold (five fowls for S7,500), and
letters from their owners; over seventy pictures of the Hig--

gest Poultry and Duck Farms and Experiment Stations;
over fifty photographs cf Leading Breeders and Experts
you have read about but perhaps have never seen; also
pictures of some nice flocks of fowls raised by women on
the farm. It explains fully the New Rules of Fire Insurance
Companies; tells about our Newly Invented Electric
Hatchers, and our Mammoth Incubator holding 40,000 eggs; also our New 1909 Pattern
Insurable Incubators and Brooders. We pay postage on this great book of 212 pages
and give it to you Free if you mention the name of this paper when you write. Address

LET US SEND YOU
THIS GREAT
FREE BOOK

CYPHERS INCUBATOR COMPANY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Boston, Mass.; New York City; Chicagj, IlL; Kansas City, Mo.; Oakland, CaL, or London, Eng.

^^?^^^5^

$

7
^^,2iiiiii!^Ziili&i!ii:i^^!'^'^^^

•55
140-

Buys the Best

Incubator
Ever Made _

• $4.50 Buys tfie Best iKSoder
Both Incubator and Brooder, ordered together,
cost but $11.50. Freight Prepaid. The Belle
City Incubator has double walls and dead
air space all over, copper tank, hot-water
heat, self-regulator, thermometer, egg tester,
safety lamp, nursery, high legs, double door.
The Belle City Brooder is the only double-

walled brooder made, hot-water heat, plat-
form, metal lamp. No machines at any price

are better. Write for
our book today, or
send the price now
under our guarantee
and save waiting.

Satisfaction
« .. „ Brooder Guaranteed
Belle City Incubator Co.. Box 69 . Racing. Wis.

^9 ^leading varieties of pure bred
^Jcblckens, Ducks, Geese. Turkeys;
also Holstein cattle. Prize winning stock.
Oldest and largest poultry farm In tbe
northwest. Stock, eggs and Incubators
allow prices. Send 4 cents for catalog.
Larkia& Uersberg, £z.26 Mankato.Mlnn.

INCUBATORS SSt ^IxZ
MILLER'S IDEALS
The Lowest Priced Standard Ma-
chines. Certain results instead of
experiments, bend for great, free
book, "PouUrylorProflt." Finely
Illustrated and covers every poul-
try topic. Worth dollars but mailed free,
postpaid. Don't wait—SEND NOV/ to

J. W. Miller Co.. Box 48, Freeport, III.

Send Us a Postal f:;r a Fncs
Just j'our name and address on
a jtostal brings prices on ail sizes
oi celebrated

Racine Incubators
and Brooders — guaranteed to
hatch highest percentage of eggs.
Liberal Free Trial Plan. Best
Incubator Proposition on the mar-
ket. Postal brings all printed
m.tterand prices at once. Address
Racine Hatcher Company. Box 114. Racine.W'*

48 BREEDS Fine pure-bred chickens, ducks,

geese and turkeys. Noithern raised, hardy, and
very beautiful. P'owls, eggs, and incubatois at low
prices. America's greatest poultry farm. Send 4

cents for fine 80-page 15th Annual Poultry Book.

R F. NEUBERT. Box 778. Mankato. Minn.

Ay or Racine

WHITE
CORN

HUNTER'S " IDEAL," 52d year.

Ohio, '08, best single ear; Butler Co.,

best bu., 10, and single ear. Pro-

duction 2854 lbs. to rod in row

—

check 3 ft. 6 in. $2 per bu., select ear.

C. S. HUNTER, SEVEN MILE, O.

FRUIT-CROWEPS AND BEE-KEEPERS !

If you want ymir iiKiney's worth in a hand or power sprayer
itet my i-atalotrand prices. I sell the best sjiray punipson earth
on 10 days' triul. 1 also otter a lline-suliilinr solution for Suii
Jose Hcale which slionlil be used for sprlnif spray Ing. Reineni
lier I carry In stock, and have excelltnt facilities fordlstrlbut
Intf Hoot's (foods, (iet ready for swarms and honey while the
mood Is on. and the spring rush off. If ymi don't get acquaint-
ed with me we will Imtli lose money. Catalogs on re<iuest.

0. 0. KAUFFMAN, 31 W. PHILA. STREET, YORK, PA.

Sure sen-ice—always ready—never fail—never get tired

—cost no more than a good horse and buggy—cost far

less to keep—sure-goers over

Any Kind of Roads
Speed up to 30 miles an hour. Simple, durable, guaran-
teed mechanical construction. Solid tires— no tire trouliles

or repair expense. A woin.an or child can drive them.
J-'armers of high standing may secure appointment as
agents. Twenty models to choose from. Complete line.

\Vrite for free catalog No. gl- illustrated and des< riptive.

W. H. MclNTYRE COMPANY, Auburn, Indiana
;?T(5 Rrfladuay, h'eio York. /770 Crand .•/-'<•., Kansas Cit\.
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Here*s Your Chance!
Save Big Money a" Buggy

If you are in the market for a buggy, write us a line

on a postal, and we'll quote our prices for 1909.

We'll make to your order a genuine Split Hickory
Buggy—save you from $26.50 up—and ship at factory
prices. Find out how much buggy value your cash money
will buy direct from the manufacturer.

Let Us Quote You a Price on a
Split Hickory Vehicle

w We can't tell you all about our great selling plan in this

H.C.Phelps advertisement — we want to send you our Big Free
Book—which tells the story in detail—describes all our
125 Vehicles and full line of high-grade harness—tells

you how we make buggies to order—sell them direct on

30 Days* Free Road Test
All Split Hickory Vehicles are %wi

anteed for Two Full Years.
This splend id top buggy means 126.50

your pocket—where it belongs.
Don't you want our Free Book? A postal

will get it—take a minute's time now and write
for it. Write today—you'll be glad you did.

H. C. Phelps, President

THE OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO.
"Makers ol Split Hickor; Vehicles"

Station 293, Columbus, Ohio

Note:— Celebrated Siieldon French
Point Automobile Springs used on all

Split Hickory Vehicles making them
positively the easiest ridiug buggies oa
the market.

Feb. 15

LAiifMllATEl
Think of growing Cabbage in December—of Beets, Onions

and Peas marketed in February. The farmers of Manatee

County secure high prices for these early crops.

Vegetables Often Net $i ,O0O per Acre
You could soon become independent on a small truck farm.

The climate is delightful and water abundant.
Our valuable book, "Fruit and Vegetable Growing in Manatee

County," tells of reasonably priced lands in this section. Sent free

while edition lasts. Address

J. W. WHITE
Gen'l Indus. Ag't, Seaboard Air-Line

Dept. F. PORTSMOUTH VA.

IN DECEMBER fii

Direct to "^u"
We have more than 100,000 satisfied customers In more than 17,000 cities,
villages and towns in the United States who have each saved from 85 to
WO by buying a Kalamazoo stove or range on

360 DAYS APPROVAL
direct from our factory at actual factory prices. No stove or range has
a higher reputation or gives better satisfaction. You run no
risk. You eavi all dealers' profits. We pay the freight.

Send Postal For Catalog No. 416
and see list of towns where we have satisfied customers.

Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mfrs., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Our patent OTen tbermpmeterm&keB baking

nd ToutiDg eaaj.
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These Three
Books On
Farmers*
Phones FREE

I

Arc You Progressive?
'F so 3'ou are interested in every kind of time-saving, labor-saving,

money-saving farm machinery.
The Telephone is the most modern of such machinery.

Hundreds of tliousands of farmers throughout tlie countrj' who are up-to-
date have IXDIiPENDENT telephones in their houses.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Equipments
are economical, practical, effective.

They keep you in touch with the weather reports and the
markets, and enable 3'ou to dispose of your grain, stock and
liioduce rapidly and to the best advantage.

They put you in direct contact with the post office, the hard-
V ire and implement store, and all the other places in town
where you trade,

^jfe^ _
They enable you to get medical or other assistance, day or night,

05''i* ^ny emergency, promptly, efficiently.

When break-downs occur in the field during a busy season, they
save j'ou long and expensive delays in securing supplies.

They lengthen the day by shortening time required for various occupations.
They banish lonesomeness and promote sociability by placing you in

communication at any time with your neighbors.

Ten Men Can Organize a Successful Independent System
Write us today asking us for our book, "How the Telephone Helps
the Farmer '21 St edition, and two other booklets—all free—which
tell you all about it.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. COMPANY
Rochester. N. Y.

Office) Chicago, III. Kansas City. Mo.

BANKING BY MAIL

i4%r
Money deposited with us is secure, and

works for you continually. Our perfect

system of Banking BY MAIL brings this

opportunity to your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital

and surplus of $70,000, and assets of over
$700,000. Its policy is conservative; its

affairs are ably managed by capable and
successful business men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted,
on which we pay a yearly interest of 4
per cent, compounded semi-annually. Send
currency in registered letter, yoar own
check ; or by P. O. or express money-order.

Write for the Booklet
To-day.

Resources
$800,000.

Established

1892.

th^savings deposit^ BANK COMPANY -
MEDINA, OHIO

Will you accept this

businessbook if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no moncyl
Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master btist-

ness men have written ten books—2,079 pages—^^1,407

\ital business secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the
best of all that they know about
-Purchasine
—Credits
—Collections

—Accountine
—Cost-keepinff
—OrgfaDization

—Retailing
—Wholesalinjf

^Salesmanship
—Advertising
—Correspondence

—Man-Handling
—Man-Training

—Position-Getting
—Position-Holding

—Selling Plans
—Handling Customers

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fightinf
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-
ness subjects.

—Office Systems
.—Short - cuts and
Methods for every

—Manufacturing line and department
A 9.059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses
great and small; pages 4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handlmg and
training men ; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising,

with the mariceting of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail; pages 12 to IS with the great problem of securing the highest
market price for your ser\'ices—no matter what your line ; and the
last page tells how you may get a complete jet—bound in hand*
some half morocco, contents in colors—for less than your daily

smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

IVillyou rtad the book if vie send it/reef
Send >io money. Simply sign the eoupan.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave.. Chicago
If there are. In your fx>olcs, any new ways to increase my bus-

iness or my salary. I should like to know them. So send on
your 16-page free descriptive booklet. I'll read it. utlO-2-15

Name ,,

Business.

Position_
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I WANT
to get my new, handsome win

'sfo^J/n'^' Fashion Book, m._b
HUNDREDS OF LATEST STYLES
with illustrated lessons on Cutting and Dress-
making, FREE, and I will sell you all the pat-
terns you want for five cts. each. —--^—
They are the s;ime patterns
younave always i>aid I'e & 15c
for at the stores, ma^ie by the
same people, and correct in
every detail.

I publish the FARMER'S
CALL, a weekly paper for
every member of the family.
An especially interesting- fea-
ture each week are tue chil-
dren's letters; and the
Woman's Department is
unusually strontr and in-
structive. Among tlie

special features for
women folks is its
fashions in which Ish<ivv j

the 5c patterns. Let
me help you to save

-ey.

Mr SPECIAL OFFER
Send me 25c and T will send you

,

the Farmer's Call every week for one year
(about lOOU pages) and will send my big Fashion
Book to you free. I also agree to sell you any pat-
tern you want thereafter for 5c. 1 can sell them
for 5 cts. because I buy them by the thousand
and don't make any profit. I don't vTantany prt>fit.

1 want your subscription to the FARMER'S
CALL. You will save many times the cost of my
offer in a year. WRITE TO-DAY.
You can use this coupon—cut it out now and mail

to me with 25c—Ic and 2c stamps taken, but a
quarter almost always goes safe:
John M. STAHL— Enclosed 2ic for Farmer's Call for one

year, your book of patterns, postpaid, and privilege of buy-
lag patterns at 5c each.

Name •

Very Special Offer
Send me 50c and 1 will send you the Parmer s

Call for one year, the Illinois Parmer for twD
years, the Fashion Book prepaid, with privilege
of buying patterns at 5c each. Use above coupon,
but enclose 50c and write 1, F. in the corner.
Cutout the coupon right now, fill out, and send to

JOHN M. STAHL, J. P. Sta., Chicago, III.

'^rop. Parmer'8 Call for past 25 years.)

= GOOD PRINTING^
is of inestimable va'ue to the bee-keeper who is his own
salesman. Best quality Letter Heads, Envelopes, Bill Heads,

Statements, and Bujiness Cards at reasonable pnces.

Special offer of lOO of the best quality envelopes

made, with name. busin<"t-s, and address iirinted in

corner. ONE HUNDRED ENVELOPES . .

Send for samtlrs.

HENRY A. MONTGOMERY, CLIO, MICHIGAN.

50c

THE BEST LIGH
I burner will give aB much light aa
ordinary oil lamps; Bix 16 candle

power electric bulbs^ six 16 cajidle
power gas jets or 6 acetylenegms
jets. Oosts 2 cts. per week. ViO'
duces a pure, white, steady, •(•
light. Over 200 styles. iBvery
lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog.
TUK BKST LICHT CO.

i.... £. StIiSt., Canton, O.

^TfXCUSED IN THIS J1AGAZINE
\>1J lO ^ ARE FROM
TheMUCLER,£ffCRAVtNC Co.
l^UGLER, ALD'C. CLEVELAND. OHIO.

Boor
tell you
how to

double your
Potato Money
You can learn of the one way to

plant your potatoes cheapest, how to

save seed and soil, how to double th(

profit of every acre of your potato land.

You can get this book free for your
name on a postal card. It will tell you all

about the proper care of potato fields,

proper methods of planting and cultiva-

tion, how to save hundreds of dollars in

fertilizer money alone.
It will tell you how to do all this at a

cost of but one dollar. It will describe
the one planter that makes this all possible
—the famous Acme Hand Planter. It will

place in your hands all the great, vital

truths of Potato Culture, condensed and
plainly written, so it is easy to read and
remember them.
You will want this book to put its precepts into

practice on your own farm. Send for it now.
Just say on a postal, "Send me your potato book."

POTATO IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Box 520t Traverse City, Mich.

In the 9reen fields

0^ VIRGINIA
Where the summers are long and delight-
ful ; where the wintersare shortand mild.
Here you can grow splendid crops at
small cost. Rich soil, abundant water,
excellent markets and good neighbors.

Desirable Farms can be secured for

$10 PER ACRE AND UP
along the N. & W. Ry. Full information
and valuable booklet upon request

F H. La<^AUIVIE
Agricultural and Industrial Agent

Norfolk & Western Railway,
B X K2, . ROANOKE, VA.

To The Man With
A Steady Job

I can add to your salary $5, $10 or $15
each month whichever you may select

If you w.int to increase your income let me he.ir from vou. I

will p,iy you a sal.iry for doing some special work which will

not interfere with \-our regular work in any way. lust a-k
me to "Send Special Plan No. 9 ' E. M. XOLEN, iMaii-

ager. Room 807, 151 Wabash Avenue, Chicaeo.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Notices will be inserted in these classified columns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your

advenisement in the classified columns or we will not be

responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

OuK Kaspbekrv Honey is nearly all sold, and the probabil-

ities are that the crop another year will be pretty slim. If you

wish to enjoy some of this truly delicious honey, better send an

order sooo. One 60-lb. can for $6.25; two cans for $12. Sam-
ple, 10 cts., and the 10 cts. may apply on first order.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

For Sale —Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of ex-

tracted honey at 9 cts. per lb.; also good quality clover-basswood

blend of extracted honey at 8 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at producing

point. All in new 60-lb. cans, two in a box. Sample and cir-

cular free. E. D. Townsend, Remus, Mich.

KoR Sale.—Amber, buckwheat, and No. 2 white comb
at $2.50 per case of 24 sections; in six-case lots at $2.25; in 25-

case lots, $2.00 per case. Nice, thick, well-ripened amber ex-

tracted, to close it out, at 754 cts.; four cases at 7 cts.

Quirin-thb-Qubbn-Breeder, Bellevue, Ohio.

For Sale.—Choice extracted honey for table use, gathered

from clover and basswood—thick, well ripened, delicious flavor.

Price 9 cts. per lb. in 60-lb. cans, two to case. Sample, 10 cts.

J. P. Moore, Queen-breeder, Morgan, Ky.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Comb honey, either car lots or less, both alfalfa

and sage. Extracted honey, white, in 60-lb. cans. Samples
furnished upon application.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—8000 lbs. fine extracted white-clover honey; also

4000 lbs. light amber, all in 60-lb. cans, at 7V1. cts. per lb.

S. E. Angell, Harpers Ferry, Iowa.

For Sale.— Fine extracted white-clover honey; also light

amber fall hooey, put up in barrels, 60-lb. and 10-lb. cans.

Write for prices. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Sale.—White-clover extracted honey in gallon syrup

cans. Thick and ripe; fine for table use, at only $1.00 per gal.

N. A. Knapp, Rochester, Ohio.

For Sale.— I have a few 160-lb. kegs of clover hooey, of fine

quality, left, at 8 cts. to close out. N. L. Stevbns,
Moravia, N. Y.

For Sale.— Fine quality table hooey in 60-lb. cans; alfalfa,

basswood, or amber. Rokt. A. Holekamp & Son,
4263 Virginia Avenue. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—Amber and buckwheat honey, iVi cts. delivered.

Orange .Mountain Bbe Farm, West Orange, N. J.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wantkd.—Comb, extracted honey, and beefwaz. Sui
price, kind, and qiuntity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 Sooth Water Street,Chicago, HI.

WANTEn.—25 tons of fancy comb honey. Write, stating

particulars, to C. M. Church, New Kensington, Pa.

Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, untest-

ed, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Banat, and
Caucasian queens, select. $1.25; six, $6.00; twelve, $10.00.

Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice breeders, $3 00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

Italian Queens.— Ready, 1909 list of Mott's strain of Rose
Comb and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce Queens, 15 cts.;

leaflet. How to Increase, 15 cts.; one copy of each, 25 cts.

E. E. MoTT, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March 1. Un-
tested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask for prices in

large quantities. W. J. Littlbfield,
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—35 colonies of bees in first-class hives of standard

make. Write for particulars and prices.

G. W. RiNGLER, West Salem, O.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring delivery.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blocker, Pearl City, 111.

For Sale.—Apiaries and queen-rearing business in Southern
California. Full particulars on request to

E M. Graves, loamosa, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

For Sale.—Bees in two-story hives, for extracted honey.
Write for prices. C. H. W. Weber, Cincinnati, Ohio.

For Sale.—Ten colonies Italian bees in L. hives at $6.00

per colony. Alice S. Wisvvell, West Medford, Mass.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—To make contracts for untested queens for deliv-

ery in April, May, and June; not interested in any but strictly

first-grade Italian stock furnished by experienced breeders; stock

to be mailed direct to customers, or put up for remailing. Safe

arrival to be guaranteed. State number you can probably fur-

nish each month, earliest date you can begin making deliveries,

and how many you can furnish each week. State lowest price

for each month. Box Q, Gleanings in Bee Culture,
Medina, Ohio.

Wanted.—Salesmen to introduce our New Commercial and
Statistical State Chart for office and general use. The work is

congenial aud profitable, the earnings being according to your

ability. A thorough training is given before the work is started.

Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—To exchange stereopticon and 100 plain and col

ored views for honey-extractor. Dovetailed hives, etc., or for

young nursery stock. Please correspond. C. H. True,
Rt. 2, Edgewood, Iowa.

Wanted.—To exchange Belgian hares, thoroughbreds, for

honey, bees, or supplies. O. R. Washburn,
Pocaotico Hills, N. Y.

Wanted.—To buy an apiary in Central Wisconsin.

H. Sultze, 393 Grant St., Fond du Lac, Wis.

Wanted.—An apiary on shares in Michigan or Wisconsin.

C. S. Downer, 146 E. Ohio St., Chicago, III.

Wanted.—400 colonies of bees in California or Texas.
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,

340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

Wanted.—Reftise from the wax-extractor, or slomgom.

Slate qnaotity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,
301 Hantingtoo Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wantki).—200 stocks or less of bees within 150 miles of De
troit. A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.
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For Sale

For Sale or Exchange.—One Stewart sheep-clipping ma-
chine with knife-grinder, 1905 model; one horse-clipper, 1900
model; one Hoosier broadcast seeder with grass-seed attachment;
will take in exchange standard bee-fixtures, extractor, honey, or

offers. L. F. Weaver, Dexter, Mo.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Melilotus (sweet clover) seed for

sale at 8 cts. per lb. Write for catalog and particulars.

W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

Wholesale prices given on big stock of A. 1. Root Co.'s bee
supplies, on account of poor health. Send me your wants, and I

will quote prices. Take Root's 1908 catalog prices. Delays are

dangerous. S. D. Buell, Union City, Mich.

For Sale or Exchange.—Victor Royal talking-machine;
37 records, fine condition, and selections for any thing in bee-
supplies I can use. What have you? W. S. Pangeurn,

Center Junction, Iowa.

For S.\le.—One 22-caliber Marlin repeating rifle, new; price

$12.50. Also one double-barrel 12-gauge shotgun, in good condi-

tion, $10.00 cash. Herbert Fisher, Southold, N. Y.

For Sale.—300 thoroughbred suawberry-plants for $1.00.

Standard varieties. Write to T. M. Palmer, Bidwell, Ohio.

For Sale.—One ten-inch Reot foundation-machine, good as

new. Price $20.00. F. C. Morrow. Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

Great bargains in trees, shrubs, and plants. Send a postal for

free catalog. West Side Nursery and Fruit Farm,
Postville, Iowa.

For Sale.—The Young comb-honey cutter for putting up
comb honey in sealed containers. Send for booklet.

W. J. Young, Arecibo, Porto Rico.

For Sale.—Sweet-clover seed, 15 cts. per pound, postage ex-
tra. Roots's supplies. Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-
supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. CooLEY, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—Lewis bee supplies, berry-boxes, and crates.

Wiite for catalog. W. J. McCarty, Emmetsbuig, Iowa.

For Sale or Exchange.—Bee-hives for strawberry or rasp-

berry plants. F. R. Davenport, Rt. 3, Plainwell, Mich.

For Sale.—Fifty 8-frame (T) comb-honey supers, cheap.
P. W. SowiNSKi, Bellaire, Mich.

A Bargain.—One 120-egg Iowa incubator in first-class order,

for $5.00. C. H. Zurburg, Topeka, 111.

Situation Wanted.

Poultry Offers

For Sale.—Brown Leghorn, B. P. Rock, S. L. Wyandotte
eggs; $1.00 to $1.50 per 15. Raised on separate farms. Write
for full particulars. F. C. Morrow, Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

Eggs for setting, from pure White Wyandotte chickens; 15 for

$1.00; $5.00 per 100. Cecil Repine, La Otto, Ind.

A. 1. Root's Bee-eoods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Beechford Farm offers beautifal pairs of Columbian and Part-
ridge Wyandottes. Young stock—$3.00 and $5.00.

W. Robinson, Beechford, N. Y.

For Sale.—Fifty fine White Leghorns (WyckofT strain);
some prize winners; all young; bargain at $25.00. Write soon.

E. C. Miller, Huntsburg, O.

Golden Barred Rocks.—The new beauty and utility
fowl. Plumage barred buff and white. Write for literature
and a feather. L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

Situation Wanted.—Young man studying bees by Root's
Correspondence School of Apiculture. Wages no object.

H. E. Lucas, Bertha, Minn.

Wanted.—Position on a farm, or help with bees by a young
man of 19; good habits. Emil Anderson,
Box 216. Anita, Pa.

Photographs.

Send me your photograph and see what nice pictures I will

make you from it. Cabinet size, $2.00 per dozen; 6 for $1.50.

Satisfaction guaranteed. M. F. Decker,
Lock Box 34. New Florence, Pa.

Bee-kccpcrs' Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

We boy car lots of

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Golden yellow .Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Root's Bee Supplies. Send for catalog.

D. CooLEY, Kendall, Mich.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keepers' sup-

plies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Golden-all-over and red-clover Italian queens; circular ready.

W. A. Shupf, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for business,

June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April ; nu
clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and
hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single

loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. Honey for sale.

Quirin-the-Queen-bkeeder, Bellevue, O.

Breeding queens of pure Caucasian and Carniolan
races—price $3.00. Order from A. E. Titoff, Expen
in Apiculture, with Russian Department of Agriculture,

Kieff, Russia. Remit with orders. Correspondence in

English.

SPECIAL NOTICES BY A. I. ROOT.

NELL BEVERLY, FARMER.
The above is the title of a beautiful new book of 190 pages

that our old and much-esteemed friends of the Rural New -1'orkrr

ate giving their subscribers. I don't get lime to read much fic-

tion nowadays; but I thank God that I have taken time to read

this story of a young girl who held on to the farm and cared for a

fatherless and motherless family. The story is true, for Mrs.

Root and I have passed through (or, rather, strugglrd through)

most of the obstacles so vividly pictured that meet one who
climbs to success in any one of the rural industries. A younger
brother, who was bright and capable, but always wanting all the

new appliances before he had the money to get them, and then

getting excited about some othrr new thing before he had made
a success of his previous purchase, is an exciting character.

Nell's final determination, and her declaration of no more going

in debt, ought to do a lot of good in more' than one home. The
grand finale of the book is when Nell made another " declara-

tion of independence" by coming out in " open war" on the

cider-barrel in the cellar that I fear still curses many a farmer's

home. By so doing she saved poor wild reckless " Bob," and
brought somebody else, who was still more contrary, over on the

right side, and right into the great crowd of good men and wo-
men who are "turning on the searchlight" and hastening the

time when God's kingdom shall come here into this world.

By all means subscribe for the Rural New -Yorker, zni give

this book to your boys and girls, and everybody else.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Managhr

We recently advertised a few shelf-worn books on bee culture

and rural topics. The books on bees have been sold, but we
still have a few good books on various farm and garden topics

which are offered at reduced prices. Send for list if inteiested.

HONBY-BXTRAC'IOR AT A BARGAIN PRICK.

We offer for sale on the cars at shipping-point in Arkansas a

No. 17 Cowan two-frame extractor with comb-pockets 12 inches
wide. .X new machine of this style sold for $12.50. This is

represented to be practically as good as new, and we offer it for

$•'.00, subject to previous sale.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT SBKI>.

We have secured a nice lot of seed of the Japanese buckwheat,
grown for us the past summer. As it is out of season we are will-

ing to make quite a concession in price to reduce stock at present.

For orders placed now, accompanied by payment, we will furnish

seed in new bags, included without extra charge. One bushel,

$1.25; two bushels, $2.25; ten bushels, $10 50.

CLOVER SEED.

We have secured a good supply of alsike clover seed which we
offer for sale free on board cars here, bags included, at 25 cts. per
lb; $.^.00 per peck; $5.75 per half-bushel; $11.00 per bushel;
$21.00 per bag of two bushels. We can supply white Dutch clo-

ver seed at the same price as alsike; also alfalfa at same price.

Medium and Mammoth clover seed costs $2.00 per bushel less at

present market price.

SWBET-CLOVER SEED.

We have secured an additiontil supply of sweet-clover seed, and
offer it, till further notice, at the following special prices: Un-
hulled white, 14 cts. per lb.; lo lbs., $1.20; 100 lbs., $10 00;

hulled white at 6 cts. per lb. extra; hulled yellow, a'so at 6 cts.

per lb. extra. We have no unhulled yellow on hand at present,

but have some on the way, and on arrival the price will be the

same as the unhulled white.

Catalogs Received.

" Flowers for Springtime," by Mary E. Martin, Jericho Road,
Floral Park, N. Y. This is a very good catalog for persons hav-
ing a garden or small place. A novelty is the new Irish ever-
blooming rose, hardy on Long Island.

" Olds' l'<09 Catalog." Seeds for ihe farm and garden; by the
L. L. Olds Seed Co., Madison, Wis. A special feature with
this firm is seeds for farm use, though they have garden seeds as

well.

"A. A. Berry Seed Co's 1909 Seed-book," Clarinda, la. This
is a seed-book designed for farmers' use in the prairie States and
other countries where the theiniometer goes below zero.

" Burpee's Farm Annual for 1909; the Plain Truth about the

best Seeds that Grow," by W. Atlee Burpee, Philadelphia, Pa.

This is a catalog that interests ttuck-gardeneis everywhere.
Every gardener ought to send for a copy. It is strong on sweet-
pea seeds and many garden annuals, such as the average house-

keeper wants to grow.
" Ratekin's Se»d-book lor 1909," from Ratekin's seed-house,

Shenandoah, la. Interesting to all farmers in the blizzard be4t.

Makes a specialty of seed corn.
" German Nurseries Garden Book for 1909," Carl Sondereg-

ger. Prop., Beatrice, Neb. This catalog has a very full list of

fruit and other trees for the blizzard belt. There are also full

lists of kitchen-girden vegetables and flower-seeds for the home.
Storrs & Harrison Co., Painesville Nurseries, Painesville, O.,

tend out their " Catalog for Spring. 1909." This is a very com-
prehensive catalog for the garden and home. All homemakers
in Ohio. Indiana, Michigan, West Virginia, and Illinois should
have a copy.

" Seed Annual for 1909," bv The Livingstone Seed Co., Co-
lumbus, O. As usual this catalog shows a wide variety of good
tomatoes- Mr. Livingstone has Mne more, probably, than any
Qlher living man to improve the tomato, and. of course, his firm

is headqiurters for seed. They have other seeds as well.
" Johnson's Garden and Farm Annual," by Thf Johnson Seed

Co., 217 Market St., Philadelphia. This is a favorite catalog
with truck-growers or market-gardeners, more particularly in the

east and southeast of this country.

Cunie Brothers Co.'s "Horticultural Guide for Spring of 1909,"
Milwaukee, Wis. This catalog is strong on farmers' seeds, but
has also a good line of flower and vegetable seeds for the home.

" Catalog of the K. M. Kellogg Co.," Three Rivers, Mich.
This is the usual splendid catalog of strawberry-plants offered for

sale by the above company. Every grower of berries should se-

cure a copy.
" Asters, Dahlias, Gladioli," by Ralph E. Huntington, Paines

ville, O. This is a unique little catalog, beautifully arranged

and well worth paying for, but is free for the sending.
" The 1909 Descriptive Catalog of Wood's High-grade Seeds,

and Guide for the Farm and Garden," by T. W. Woods & Sons,

Richmond, Va. A very important catalog for the border States

and the South.
" AIneer Brothers' Seed and Plant Catalog," by Alneer Bro's,

Rockford, III. This catalog seems to be strong on vegetable

seeds, also Rainbow pansies and peonies.
" Catalog of D. Hill," evergreen specialist, Dundee, III. This

contains a tine list of beautiful hardy evergreens, firs, hemlocks,
pines, spruces, junipers, cedars, arbor-vitjcs, etc.; also locusts,

basswoods, and other deciduous trees.

" Annual Seed Catalog for 1909," by The Henry Field Seed

Co., Shenandoah, Iowa— a large general list of seeds for the gar-

den and farm.
" Northrup King & Company's Quarter-century offering of

Sterling Seeds," Minneapolis, Minn. This is an extra-fine cat-

alog devoted to meritorious seeds for the Northwestern States.

"Northern-grown Seeds. Plants, Bulbs, and Fruits for 1909,"

by L. L. May & Co., St. Paul, Minn. This is a very fine cata-

log of seeds pertaining to the farms and gardens of the North-

west. It has a beautiful cover-page illustration.

" Shumway's Seed Catalog," of Rockford, HI. This is a

large-sized catalog of farmers' seeds. It has a wholesale price

for those who plant on a large scale.

BOOK REVIEWS.

MBRRYBANKS AND HIS NEIGHBOR.

Here is a little book, issued some years ago, but new to thou-

sands of our present subscribers, which is quite a departure from

the usual order. It is not a work of fiction, because it is too

largely founded on fact to be classed as such. Neither is it a

treatise on something; nor is it a history, biography, theology,

nor, in fact, any of the usual 'ologies. It is a strange mixture of

fact and fiction. In some respects it is an attempt to build castles

in the air, and these ate probably just such " castles " as the av-

erage country boy indulges in to his heart's content. As the

author is A. I. Root, it contains a good deal about bees and bee-

keeping; in fact, the hero blossoms out into a modern bee-keep-

er with all sorts of " bees in his bonnet." Like most men of

his breed he was fond of experimenting in the art of agriculture

with a view to eking out a slender income; and the story o' haps

and mishaps is carefully given here with a view, probably, to

helping others who may follow in his footsteps. He has a droll

way of relating Jiis experience, which gives a zest to what
would otherwise seem a plain unvarnished taleof joy and sorrow.

There is a great deal of what newspaper men call inspiration;

and doubtless many a farmer boy or village carl would be glad to

read such a book, as it is sufficiently interesting to draw out the

enthusiasm of young men of the right class, and lo lead them on

to a useful life. For this purpose it is recommended to those who
can place a copy where " where it will do the most good "

—

that is to say, in the hands of home person seeking a vocation or

an avocation. Price 25 cts. postpaid; or with Gleanings one

year, $1.10, postpaid.

BBE-HUNTINt;.

Bee-hunting has been a favorite avocation with the American
pioneers for over a hundred years, and the description of a bee-

hunt by Washington Irving is one of the delightful tid-bits of

American literature. Yet no book has appeared on the subject

until now, probably because bee-hunters are not bookish men.
They prefer life in the open. The book before us is a rather

small work, but it deals with a very simple subject which de-

pends very largely for success on the acuteness of sense and gen-

eral alertness of the hunter rather than the following of a set of

rules laid down in a book. The author gives some kinks which are

very important in tbe successful hunting of the bee, though the

jvf rage reader may be inclined to pass them by as non-essential.

He should give careful heed to these instructions, however, and

he will doubtless achieve some measure of success, though there

are few spo ts that require more real gumption than bee-hunting.

Take the book with you in the sprirg, and earnestly seek na-

ture's guidance. One of the "secrets" of the book is the use of

coumarin essence, whic.'i is a substitute for vanilla, to attract tfe

wild bees. The coumarin is extracted from sweet clover, which

readily explains why bees are attracted by it. The author is

Mr. John Lockard, who seems to have given the subject consid-

erable attention. Price 25 cts. postpaid. We can supply it

from this office.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO.
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Before buying your Comb Foundation, or disposing of your beeswax, be sure

to get our prices on wax and foundation, or our prices on working wax into foun-

dation.

We are also in a position to quote >ou prices on hives, sections, and all other

supplies. We give LIBERAL DISCOUNTS during the month of Feb-

ruary.

Remember that

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

is the very best that money can buy.

We always guarantee satisfaction in every way.

LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEY-BEE (new edition), by mail, $1.20.

Send for our prices on Extracted, White-clover, and Amber Fall Honey.

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILL,

MORE HONEY,
\ BETTER HONEY,

The\ BETTER PRICES

Danz-

en-

baker

Hive

QUR FOREFATHERS kept bees in straw skeps, old boxes, or
^"^ almost any thing that would hold them, paying little attention to

their stocks, and using no convenient appliances at all. American
ingenuity, in contriving new methods, has brought bee-keeping up to

the high standard where we find it to-day, and every bee-keeper is

seeking the best that the market affords.

In hives he can find nothing better or more satisfactory than the

Danzenbaker. The dimensions of the brood-chamber are such that

every inch of surplus honey is crowded up into the supers, where it

will be available for the market. This insures well-filled sections and
a higher percentage of fancy honey than can be produced in any othtr

hive. Every season brings more reports of unusual success by the use

of this hive. Mr. B. G. Elefritz, of West Virginia, wrote us last fall

as follows: "Another season of the fullest success with the Danzenbaker hive. If any

one wanted to transfer my bees into other hives he could not do it for $5.00 each."

Mrs. Fannie Bonney, Iowa, says: " i have found a dealer in our county-

seat who will willingly pay me four cents more p^r pound for honey in Danzenbaker sections

than he does for the same giade in square sections put up in the common way."

Isn't it worth something to you to make every colony you have

do its best, and then get the highest price possible for your crop.? Tell

us the number of colonies you have and we will tell you how much it

will cost to put them all in Danzenbaker hives.

THE A. I ROOT CO., Medina, O.



COMBFOUNDATION^SECTIONS

'Falcon' brand

Our Foundation

Sections

Air-spaced

Hives

The name of our famous line of bee-keepers' supplies

which for nearly thirty years has been noted for that fine

workmanship and material which have forced others to make
a better grade of goods. NONE ARE OUR EQUALS YET

!

Our w^orkmen, who have learned the making of our brand
of bee-goods, are still with us, and our customers are assured

of that high grade of excellence w^hich w^e have maintained
in the pa^.

"Falcon" foundation has w^on a reputation on account
of its perfecft manufacture, its cleanness, toughness, and the

readiness w^ith w^hich bees accept it. No acid or other in-

jurious substances which destroy the "life" of foundation

are used in our special process. We clarify the be^ grades

of pure beesw^ax, and by our process of sheeting subjedl it to

enormous pressure until it finally passes through perfect

foundation-mills, and is cut, papered, and boxed, ready for

shipment. SAMPLE FREE. Every pound equal to samples.

Write for prices. Highest price,cash or trade, paid for Beeswax.

We w^ere the first to produce a polished secflion, and we
have yet to see any sections equal to ours. Our special ma-
chines for sanding and polishing sections give bright, smooth,

polished sections w^hich can not be equaled. We use only

selected basswood, the white part of the timber only being

used. We furnish all styles of sections and supers for the

same at one uniform price for beew^ay and one for plain.

Write for prices and our catalog of supplies.

For northern localities there is no better hive for out-of-

door w^intering than the air-spaced, and it is just as conven-

ient for summer management. An air space is the least con-

ductor of sudden changes in temperature, and our Air-spaced

Hives have given perfecft satisfaction in the hands of practical

bee-keepers in the North everyw^here. The air-chamber may
be filled with chaff if one desires. The same frames, supers,

covers, and other fixtures are used as w^ith the Dovetailed
hives.

PRICE OF AIR-SPACED HIVES
S-frame, IH-story, complete for comb honey, in fiat, 1. $2 80; 5. $12.50

10- " VA- 1, 285; 5, 13.25

Air-spaced hives are cheaper than chaff-packed hives or than

Dovetailed hives with winter cases, and are much less trouble,

as bees do not have to be packed in fall and unpacked in spring.

We have on press a booklet for beginners, " Simplified Bee-

keeping," and a circular of Beginners' Outfits. These give

complete in^rudtions for the beginner, and we shall be pleased

to place on our list the names of all who reque^ them; and as

soon as printed, copies will be mailed free.

W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.



THERE ARE ENOUGH PRACTICAL HINTS
AND SUGGESTIONS IN EVERY ISSUE OF

SUBURBAN LIFE
25c a copy

to save you $10 a month. Using only one idea of the

many in each issue you'd save $60 in half a year.

We'll give you a six months' subscription for only $1

—

You Get Two Months Free

and if you don't get your money's worth,

we'll give you all your money back

SUBURBAN LIFE is almost indispensable to those who live and work in

the country and smaller towns. It shows how to grow bigger and better

flowers and vegetables; how to make house and yard more home-like and

enjoyable; discusses ways of living; suggests inexpensive evening diversions; has

interesting stock and poultry departments. Its pages are 11x14, the type is large and

easily read; the pictures are all from photographs, reproduced with wonderful clearness.

HERE IS WHAT YOU WILL GET:

Spring Building Number Commutor's Number
Annual Planting Number Annual Vacation "

Spring Ideas Number Recreation Number

Don't think that SUBURBAN
Life is only for suburbanites;

it is for everybody who likes

the country.

SUBURBAN LIFE, g.b,c.3,'09

44 E. 23(1 St., New York.
Enclosed find $1.00 for which send Suburban
Life from April to July, with February and March

FREE. 1 understand my money is on deposit and

that you will return it if 1 am dissatisfied and say so.

In every issue the " Pass Them Along " ideas

give practical economies which will save every

woman hundreds of steps and many a dollar.

The " Month's Work " is a reminder of

what needs doing indoors and out.

Name

.

Address R. F. D.

"Suburban Life is the most welcome

visitor on our rural route—/'/ is always

so full of practical help."

County State..
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Threr-pijund White OrfinuKtn Rooilrr. T,

IVrri! Old. Railed by the Philo System.

$200 00

In Six Months From

20 Hens

To the average poultryman that would seem impossible, and
when we tell you that we have actually done a $500 poultry busi-

ness with 20 hens on a corner in the city garden, 30 feet wide by
40 feet lone, we are simply stating facts. It will not be postible

to get such returns by any one of the systems of poultry-keeping
recommended and practiced by the American people, still it is an
easy matter when the new Philo System is adopted.
The Philo System is unlike all other ways of keeping poultry,

and in many respects is just the reverse, accomplishing things in

poultry work that have always been considered impossible, and get-
ting unheard of results that are hard to believe without seeing;
however, the facts remain the same, and we can prove to you every
word of the above statement.

The New System Covers all Branches of
the Work Necessary for Success

from selecting the breeders to marketing the product. It tells how
to get eggs that will hatch, how to hatch neaily every egg, and how
to raise nearly all the chicks hatched. It gives complete plans in

detail how to make every thing necessary to run the business and at

less than half the cost required to handle the poultry business in any
other manner. There is nothing complicated about the work, and
any man or woman that can handle a saw and hammer can do the

work.

TWO-POUND BROILERS IN EIGHT WEEKS
are raised in space of less than a square foot to the broiler, without
any loss, and the broilers are of the very best quality, bringing here
three cents per pound above the highest market price.

Our Six-Months-Old Pullets are Laying at the
Rate of 24 Eggs Each Per Month

in a space of two square feet for each bird. No green-cut bone of

any description is fed, and the food used is inexpensive as compared
with food others are using.

Our new book, the Philo System of Progressive Poultry Keeping,
gives full particulars regarding these wonderful discoveries with
simple, easy-to-understand directions that are right to the point, and
15 pages of illustrations showing all branches of the work from start

to finish.

Don't Let the Chicks Die in the Shell
One of our secrets of success is to save all the chickens that are

fully developed at hatching time, whether they can crack the shell or

not. It's a simple trick and believed to be the secret of the Anci«nt
Egyptians and Chinese, which enabled them to sell the chicks at 10

cents a dozen.

Chicken Feed at 1 5 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how to make the best green food with but little

trouble and have a good supply any day in the year, winter or sum-
mer. It is just as impossible to get a large egg yield without green

food as it is to keep a cow without h.-iy or fodder.

Our New Brooder Saves Two Cents on Each
Chicken

No lamp required. No danger of chilling, overheating, or burning

up the chickens as with brooders using lamps or any kind of fire.

They also keep all the lice of! the chickens automatically, or kill any
that may be on when placed in the brooder. Our book gives foil

plans and the right to make and use them. One can be easily made
in an hour at a cost of 25 to 50 cents.

Send $1 direct to the publisher, and a copy of the latest revised edi-

tion of the book will be sent you by return mail.

E. R. PHILO, Publisher
23 THIRD STREET ELMIRA, N. Y.

A Few Testimonials

Valley Falls, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1W7.
It was my privilege to spend a week in Elmira dur-

ing August, during which time 1 saw the practical

working of the Philo System of Keeping Poultry, and
was surprised at the results accomplished in a small

corner of a city yart. " Seeing is believing," they
say; and if I had not seen, it would have been hard to

believe that such results could have followed so small an
outlay of space, time, and money. (Rev.) W.W.Cox.

Oct. 22, 1908.

P. S.—A year's observation, and some experience
of my own, confirm me in what 1 wrote Sept. 5, 190".

The System has been tried so long and by so many,
that there can be no doubt as to its worth and adapt-

ability. It is especially valuable to parties having
but a small place for chickens; seven feet square is

plenty for a flock of seven. (Rev.) W. W. Cox.

Ransomvillk, N. Y., Dec. 5, 1907.

Dear Sir:—Last spring we purchased your book en-

titled the " Philo System " and used your heatless

brooders last spring and summer. The same has been
a great help to us in raising the chix in the health

and mortality, the chix being stronger and healthier

than those raised in the brooders with supplied heat.

We believe this brooder is the best thing out yet for

raising chix successfully. We put 25,000 chix through

your heatless brooders this last season, and expect to

use it more completely this coming season. We have
had some of the most noted poultrymen from all over

the U. S. here, also a large number of visitors who
come daily to our plant, and without any exception

they pronounce our stock the finest and healthiest they

have seen anywhere this year.

Respectfully yours, W. R. Curtiss & Co.

Skaneatkles, N. Y., May 5. 1908.

One article of the Philo System entitled "A Trick

of the Trade " has been worth three times the amount
the book cost. I saved on my last hatch fifty chickt

which are doing nicely. W. B. Rease.
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READYR00FINe50'PERSQ.-N
At tills price our " (iein ' brand ready rooling, 108 sq. ft. to the square. The best bar-
K'aliieveroll'ered. t)nly »,U00 squares for sale. No supplies Included at this price. We
do not recommend tlie purchase of this grade; read our wonderful offer on the best
rooting In the world.

Rubberized Galvo Roofing

!

I he hlghest-jrrade Uoollug coverlnt? manufactured. Guaranteed absolutely equal
ir superior to any other kind manufactured. Positively covered by a binding guar-
antee that protects you In every way. You make no mistake and are not gambling
ulieii you buy this grade. We altirm that no other concern anywhere can make
\ c.ii a lower price on ready rooflngs that we can. We have for sale a large quantity
..| rooting jiurchased by us direct from the manufacturers. It is the regular grades
iiiiiile by them. It Is not in continuous lengths to each roll. A roll of roofing
usually conies in one continuous piece, but the rooting we are ottering is put up two
to live pieces to a roll. That, of course, does not atteet the quality at all. In fact,
some people prefer it, as it is easier to handle. We furnish i)lenty of material, so
tliat all laps can be properly taken care of. We are not allowed «o tell you «he
name of the manufacturers for confidential reasons. We are putting it out under
our own brand and name, and are backing it with this guarantee, viz: Thatitwill
positively give as good service and last as long as any ready rooting manufactured.
II there is any rooting better than this, we haven't heard of it. Our price SO per
cent below what Is usually asked for rooting of similar quality. Jneply, per square,
SI.25; two ply. persquare, $1.40; three ply, per square, $1.75. The lowest prices
ever quoted on good rooting.

FREIGHT PREPAID IN FULL BY US,
if your home is within 400 miles of Chicago, or east of the Mississippi River, and north of the Ohio River. Rates to
other points on application. Tfils freight-prepaid proposition refers only to the Rubberized Galvo Rooting in thisadver-
tlsement. and does not include the 50c per square Roofing offered above, nor does it apply to any other item advertised.
Here is a rooting that is slate color, tough leather-like material. It Is made of a combination of wool felt and highest
grade of natural asphalt, it is water-proof, lightning-proof, and fire-proof. Water runs off it as it does off a duck's
back. It will not taint rain water. It makes buildings warmer in winter and cooler in summer, it is not affected by
sclds, alkali, or gases. It has a rubbery surface, and on this account we call it " RUBBERIZED CALVO ROOFING." It
does not contain coal tar. residlum. nor any thing that will deteriorate in the weather. The best grade of natural asphalt
known is used in It.s manufacture. It will positi\ely give lasting service. It will wear as long as the building stands, pro-
vided you give it ordinary care, it do'-s not require a coating after it is on the roof. It toughens and hardens with
age. .\bout a year after laying it we would recommend that you give it a coat of mineral paint, and every few years
repeat the operation. We furnish with each o^-der sufficient cement to make the laps, besides nails and caps to put It on.
.\ny one w Itli an ordinary hammer can lay this roofing. You can put it on over shingles without removing same. || is
scientifically manufactured to take care of the laws of contraction and expansion. It requires but little time to put it
on your roof. Two men can lay twenty squares a day. It is appropriate for any kind of building, either factory,
dwelling, barn, store, church, etc. It is also used as siding or lining, especially the lighter grades, it is put up 1 08
square feet to the square. Some rolls are put up one square and some two squares to the roll. You can lay it from left
I" riglit or from cave to comb, wliichever is tlie easiest to apply. We urge that you

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES!
Write 1 1-day for free samples, or send us your order direct. We will ship C. O. D. to any point where a deposit of 25
percent in cash accompanies tlie order. Balance to be paid when material reaches destination.

SPECIAL FENCING SALE!
Wc oiler 1 00,000 rods of heavy galvanized fencing, either diamond
mesh, like illustration, or square mesh. Fencing that is guaranteed
equal to the very highest grade manufactured. We have it in all
widths. It is put uji regularly in 10 and 20 rod reels. Price per rod as
follows: IX-ln., 14c; 20-tn., 15c. Other heights in proportion. 26-in.
Poultry Fencing. 2 in. mesh, per rod. 23c. Galvanized Barbed Wire.
$2.45 per 100 lbs. Two or four |>oint regular galvanized Barbed Wire.
Ijut up on reels, per 100 lbs.. $2.46. Painted Barbed-Wire, per 100 Ibs.^

$2.25. Our Special Galvanized high-grade light-weight Barbed Wire
put up on xo-rod spools, price per spool, $1.80. Painted Twisted Wire per reel, $2.00. Galvanized
Fence Wire. $1.50 per 100 lbs. At this price we will supply you new Galvanized Wire Shorts. They
are put up 100 lbs. to the bundle. Bj- shorts we mean wire in lengtos from 60 to 200 ft. Good for all general
i)ur price on gauges 11. 12, and U. $1.50 per 100 lbs. Other gauges in proportion. BB Telephone Wire No.
per 100_lb». Write for price list and catalog.

Mixed Wire Nails, Per Keg, $1.60
llicsi' Nulls were on board burgc sunk In the Ohio Kivcr. ami are
more or less rusty. Tlicy are practical for use and make a line handy
assortment. Put uji mixed, just as they come, 100 lbs. to the keg.
M/.cs from 3 to 40 I). Per k^g, $1 .60. Nails, stralglit sizes, just one kind to a keg, with slight

f to6f» l>: also rasing Nails and Finlshlug-Nalls. all kinds: price per keg of 100 lbs.. $2.00. First-class
Nalli', 20 D common, per keg, $2.20.

IOO,000,OOOF!.ofNewLuniberatWreckingPrices!
Wo purchased direct from Ihe Mills, at various ^o^ced^aU'S. thousands CanH fnr Fr<>o Onfainn Mn Aflft
of .arloads of high-grade, first-class, brand-new Lumber. Wc bought It

»e"0 ^^T t TCC i^ataiOQ NO. 0«B
at aacrltlic prl.cs und w « are oMcring It for sale at a reasonable margin »e publlsli a book of some JW/y.df/cs. contain-
of profit. Tills Is an opportunitv of a lifetime to buy the rp/|/ ^-s/ Lum- I ng a general record of our goods, and show-
ber manufuctureil. at prire.i less than thedealer or jobber can nnliimrilu '">< millions of dollars' worth of merchandise
'hi; iI /nr. Send us your bill for estimate. Write us to-<lay. secured by us at Sherilfs' Sales. Receivers"

' ' ~ Sales, and Manufacturers' Sales.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., 35lh and Iron Sts., CHICAGO Roonn^

bright, clean, nev

it lists
Building .Material and Supi)lies, Machinery,
"

" etc.
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the lime of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise s'ated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to ihe retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-
ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Boston.—We quote fancy white'comb honey, 15; No. 1 dit-

to, 14; white extracted, in 5-gallon cans, 9; light amber, 8.

Beeswax, 28 to 30. Blake-Lke Co.,
Feb. 20. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

'I'OLEiJO.—The demand for honey is only nominal, owing to
dull times. We look for a better movement soon. We quote
fancy white comb, 15% to 16; No. 1, 15 to 155^; no demand for

lower grades; extracted white-clover honey in cans, 7/4 to 8;

California amber, 6% to 7. Beeswax, 28 to 30.

The Griggs Bros. & Nichols Co.,
Feb. 18. Toledo, O.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is fair, but the
prices are low. Nothing is wanted but fancy goods. Off grades
are not selling. We are selling fancy comb honey here at 14.
The demand for extracted honey is fair. Amber in barrels sells

at 6}i to 6%; in cans, at 7 to 7%; sage honey sells at 9. Bees-
wax is slow at 32. C. H. Weber,

Feb. 24. Cincinnati, O.

Liverpool.—The market continues very firm. Chilian is

scarce, and high prices could be obtained for manufacturing hon-
ey. We quote it at iVi to 6j4; Peruvian, 314 to 4'3; California,
SK to 10%; Jamaican, 4J4 to 5%; Haitian, 6 to 6%. Beeswax
continues firm. African, 29 to 30; American, 30% to 34; West
Indian, 30 to 33; Chilian, 30% to 38.

Taylor & Co.,
Feb. 11. 7 Tithebarn St.

Indianapolis.—There is a very favorable demand for best
grades of both comb and extracted honey; and while jobbing
houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-
fered by producers. 1 note some arrivals of fancy comb at 12% ;

No. 1 white, 12; white-clover extracted, in five-gallon cans, 7.

Some amber honey is being offered, but the demand is so slight
that the prices are irregular. Beeswax is steady at 29 cents cash
or 3Vin exchange for merchandise.

Feb. 20. Walter S. Poudkr, Indianapolis.

New York.—There is nothing new in the market. The de-
mand for comb honey is practically at a standstill, and it looks
now as if some of the honey would have to be carried over. We
can not encourage shipments of any kind of comb honey at this
time. Extracted is in fair demand, with sufficient supply.
While the domestic crop is fairly well cleaned up, we are now
beginning to receive the new crop from the West Indies, where
they evidently have secured a late crop, as arrivals are quite
large and numerous. We quote California white sage at 8% to
9; light amber, 7% to 8; amber, 6% to 7; white-clover, 8 to 9;
Southern, in barrels, 60 to 75 per gallon, according to the quali-
ty; West India, 60 to 65. Beeswax is firm at 29 to 30.

Hildreth & Segelken,
Feb. 20. 265 Greenwich St.. New York.

Columbus.—The market continues dull, and prices are un-
changed. We quote fancy white comb, 14; No. 1, 13; No. 2,
12; amber, 11.

Feb. 24. Evans & Turner, Columbus, O.

Kansas City.—The honey market continues in about the
same condition as at the time of our last report. The supply is

liberal, demand only fair. We quote No. 1 white comb honey
in 24-section cases, $2.65 to $2.75; No. 2 ditto, $2.40 to $2.50.
Extracted white, 7%; extracted amber. 6% to 7. Beeswax, 25
to 28. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
^eb. 20. Kansas City, Mo.

Buffalo.—There is no improvement in the demand for hon-
ey since our last report. Prices are low, and demand is very
slow. No. 1 to fancy white comb honey, 12 to 13; No. 2 ditto,

9 to 11; buckwheat ditto, 9 to 10; white extracted, 8 to 9; am-
ber extracted, 7 to 8; dark extracted, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 28 to 30.

W. C. Townsbnd,
Feb. 19. Buffalo, N. Y.

San Francisco.—The honey market shows no life what-
ever, as the trade is well supplied and shows no interest in the
market. There is plenty on hand for all current needs ; and
while first-class comb might find a ready sale the general offer-

ings of extracted still in the hands of growers receive but little

attention. We quote comb, 10 to 13; water-white extracted,

7K; white, 65^ to 6%; light amber, 5 to 5%; dark amber, 4^.
Paeijic Rural Press, Feb. 21.

I

St. Louis.—The honey market has undergone quite an im-
provement, as stocks have grown small, especially comb honey,
which is in good demand. We quote fancy white comb, 13 to

14; choice amber, 12 to 13; dark amber, 10 to 11. Broken or

leaking honey sells at much less. Amber extracted honey, in

cans, sells at 6 to 6%; in barrels, 5% to 6. Beeswax sells at 29
for choice pure; all impure and inferior less.

Feb. 22. R. Hartmann Produce Co., St. Louis.

Zanesville.—There is not much change in market condi-
tions since the last report. There seems to be more demand
from outside points than in this immediate vicinity, though a re-

vival in general business conditions seems to be at hand. Not
much honey, especially comb, is being offered. No. 1 to fancy
white-clover comb would bring on arrival 13 to 14, and whole-
sales at 15% to 16%. Good clean beeswax brings on arrival 29

in cash or 30 in exchange for bee-supplies.

E. W. Pbirce,
Feb. 19. Zanesville, O.

Chicago.—There is nothing specially interesting to report as

regards honey. Trade in that commodity is still very dull and
unsatisfactory, and sales are few and far between. It does not
seem to be a question of price, but it looks to us as if the public

had stopped consuming honey. We quote fancy white, 13 to 14;

No. 1 white, 12 to 13; No. 1 white and light amber, 10 to 12;

medium amber and buckwheat, 9 to 10; dark and more or less

damaged honey is sold at correspondingly lower prices. Ex-
tracted, white clover and basswood, 60-lb. cans, two cans to the

case, 7% to 8; same in barrels or half-barrels, % cent per lb.

less; Southern California light-amber extracted, in 60-lb. can?,

two cans to the case, 7 to 7%; Utah water-white alfalfa extract-

ed, 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case, 7%. Bright pure beeswax,
30 to 32.

Feb. 24. S. T. Fish & Co.. Chicago.

DID YOD EVER STDP AND THINK
Your Uncle Sam sent to CINCINNATI for our new President, BILL TAFT.'
Our Grand old State of OHIO sent to CINCINNATI for her Governor.?
And last, but by no mems least, the BKST BEE-KEEPERS send to CINCINNATI for the BEST BEE-HIVES, the MUTH
SPECIAL DOVETAILED HIVES? These hives are in competition with no others, are the BEST DOVETAILED
HIVES ever made, and at FACTORY PRICES.

THEY ARE SOLD BY THE BEST-EQUIPPED BEE-SUPPLY HOUSE IN THE COUNTRY.
Come and see for yourself; every thing in the BEE and HONEY line from a PORTER BEE-ESCAPE to CARLOADS OF
HONEY. THESE ARE FACTS. Send for our free catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WAl NUT STREET THE BUSY BEE-MEN

Our MUTH IDEAL BEE-VEIL is the best made; so they say. 75c each postpaid.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

1
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-?67 Greenwich St . G2-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

We are always in tHe

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Departmertt.

V'ashingrton Bvd. & Morean St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

R.Q.+P.S.=Sn.
" ROOT QUALII Y" plus " PEIRCE SERVICE "

equals SAl ISFACTION.

You cin prove this equation by sending your

next supply oider to

ZANESVILLE
Catalog Free.

1 per cent discount till April 1st.

EDMUND W. PEIRCE
1 36 W. Main St. ZANESVILLE, OHIO

SUPPLI
We have a new stock of goods on hand for 1909 and are

able to fill your orders, without delay, at factory prices.

send a list of the supplies you need, and we will be glad to

quote you our best prices.

IT NOW and secure our Special Early-order Discounts.
If you care to save on freight charges, send your orders to us.

No charges for dravage.

C. H. W. WEBER
DO

HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

OHice and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO

NOTICE.—On iccount of the death of my father, Mr. C. H. W. Weber, it is necessary to make it understood that the business

will be conducted the same as usual; there will be no change whatever, boliciting your patronage, I am
Yours tiuly, Cmas. H. Webek.
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MY BRO. ELMER
has kept bees 25 years, and for three years has managed our

apiaries in Northern Michiean. He has never written any for

publication, but I have often admired his clear, plain, well-

expressed manner of writing— in fact, the editor of Gleanings
once expressed his surprise that 1 had not had him writine for the

Rn'inv. At last I have induced him to take up the pen, and

write a series of articles.

He will begin in the spring and go over the season's work,

describing the methods employed until the bees are back in the

cellar ready for winter. The first article appears in the March

Rfviezf, and tells, among other things, how bees may be taken

from ihe cellar, even thouKh there are several apiaries, with no
trouble whatever from their flying while being carried out, nor

from their mixing or "drifting" when taking their first flight.

Send ten cents for the March issue, and with it will be sent

two other late but different issues, also a four-page circular giving

some very low clubbing offers. The ten cents may apply on a

subscription if sent in later.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, FLINT, MICH.

[g][5TR][sji^[5ifa[5jfa[5ifg[5ira[^

LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This mojith we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,

if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day.

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK SUPPLY CO.
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave. ST. LOUIS, MO.

[a]R][5Ti^[5Tfa[5ua[5ng][5p[5ug][5nH35^

Protection Hive.
The best and lowest-price double-wall hive on the market. It will pay to

investigate. 1909 catalog now ready. Send for one and let us figure on
your wants. Beeswax wanted.

A. G. WOODMAN CO., . Grand Rapids, Mich.

A complete treatise on the subject. Fully illustrated

The A B C of Bee Culture
A text-book for the beginner and Cloth -bound, $1.50 postpaid

advanced bee-keeper German edition, $2.50 postpaid

THE A. 1. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.
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BEE-SUPPLIES NEAR HOME

We have had so many inquiries from bee-keepers who would like to purchase our supplies near

at hand that we print below a partial list of our distributing houses and dealers. This list is not

complete by any means, and is constantly changing; but a letter addressed to any one of the follow-

ing should get a prompt response.

ALABAMA
Wetumpka J. M. Jenkins

ARKANSAS
Fayettevill'" Southwestern Seed Co.

CALIFORNIA
•Fresno Madary Planing Mill
*Elk Grove. .Madary 's Supply House
•Los Angeles Madary 's Supply House
•San Diego. .Sam'l Gordon Inple Co.
•Rivers'de Cresmer Mfg. Co.

COLORADO
Denver Barteldes Seed Co.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington The A. I. Root Co.

GEORGIA
Savannah Howkins & Rush

ILLINOIS
Chicago The A. I. Root Co.

INDIANA
Indlanaooiis Walter S. Pouder
Evansvilie Vickery Bros.

K WA
DesMoines Joseph Nysewander

KANSAS
Augusta Buck & Wilson

MASSACHUSET I S
Boston H. H. Jepson. 182 Friend St.
Uonsville W. W. Cary & Son

MAINE
Mechanic Falls. . . The A. L Root Co.

MARYLAND
Baltimore . Rawlinjgrs Impltment Co.

MICHIGAN
Lansing M. H. Hunt & Son
Frimont Geo. E. Hilton

MINNESOTA
St. Paul The A. I Root Co.

1024 Mississippi Street

MISSISSIPPI
Penn W. P. Smith

MISSOURI
High Hill.John Nebel&SonSupplyCo.
Springfield Springfield Seed Co.
St. louis.Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.

1009 Lucas Ave.

NEBRASKA
Lincoln ... Bee-keepers' Supply Co.

1929 N St.

NEW MEXICO
Las Cruces F. C. Barker & Co.
Rosweli.Roswell Seed & Produce Co.

NEW YORK
Syracuse The A. I. Root Co.
New Yoi k Citv . . . The A. I. Root Co.

20 Vesey Street

OHIO
Columbus Grove . McAdams Seed Co.
Toledo Griggs Bros. Co.

523 Monroe St.
Cincinnati C. H. W. Weber

2146 Central Avenue
Zanesvi le E. W. Peirce

OREGON
Portland Portland Seed Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia The A. I. Root Co.

10 Vine Street
Pittsburg Stapler Seed & Poultry

Supply Co., 412-414 Ferry St.
Reynoldsviile.Rea Bee & Honey Co.

TEXAS
Dallas Texas Seed & Floral Co.
San Anton'o Toepp^rwein & Mayfield

UTAH
Ogden Superior Honey Co.

349 Wash. Ave.

VIRGINIA
Stiunton W. E. Tribbett

WASHINGTON
Spokane Portland Seed Co

* These dealers do not handle Root's goods exclusively, so be sure to mention that you want Root's when sending in your order.

If you do not find in this list the name of a dealer near you, write us and we will give you the

name of your nearest dealer, and his shipping-point. All other things being equal, it certainly pays
to get your supplies near at home, as you will save freight and annoying delays thereby. If you
would prefer to do so, send us your proposed list and we will quote you prices by letter and suggest
a shipping-point.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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Publishers' price, $1 .00 postpaid.

DOMESTIC
ECONOMY
How to Make Hard Times Good

and Good Times Better.

This book is designed to aid in the successful management

of the affairs of the family, the home, and the individual.

it is a fine cloth-bound octavo volume of 283 pages, well

printed, and how well the author has succeeded in covering

the field, may be seen from the following:

CONTENTS
Introduction 5-8

Chapter I.—Home 9-19

Chapter II.—Economy in General, 20-

34

Chapter III.—Education 35-46

Chapter IV.—Occupation 47-58

Chapter V.—Recreation 59-63

Chapter VI.—Influences of Families
•and Individuals 64-69

Chapter VII.—Arithmetic—Accounts,
70-74

Chapter Vlll.—Time—Use and Mis-
use, 75-82

Chapter IX.— Fuel 83-86

Chapter X.— Clothing 87-97

Chapter XI.—Pets and Pests 98-101

Chapter XII.-

Chapter XIII
Chapter XIV.
Chapter XV.—

139-144

Chapter XVI
Chapter XVII.
Chapter XVIII
Chapter XIX.-
Chapter XX.—
Chapter XXI.-
Chapter XXII.-

172-177

Chapter XXIII
to Have

Chapter XXIV,
185-198

Housekeeping 102-115

-Food 116-130

-Drink 131-138

Bread and Substitutes,

Meat 145-150

—Vegetables. .151-156

.—Soups 157-159

-Sweets 160-164

Pickles 165-167
-Desserts 168-171

—Family Expenses,

.—Constitution— How
a Good, 178-184
.—Mother and Child,

The index is carefully prepared so one may find without 1

tion contained in the book. This will be seen below
which also shows the completeness of the work:

Chapter XXV.—Children 199-206

Chapter XXVI.—Exercise . . .207-213

Chapter XXVII.—Care of body—Ex-
ternal, 214-226

Chapter XXVIII.—Accidents,227-235
Chapter XXIX.—Causes of Disease in

General, 236-247

Chapter XXX.— Causes and Preven-
tion of Disease, 248-253

Chapter XXXI.—Diseases— Causes
and Prevention, Infectious and
Cont.gious, 254-268

Chapter XXXIl.— Causes and Preven-
tion of Disease Inherited, 269-
276

oss of time any desired informa-
from the extract from the index

The
A
Root
Co.,
Medina,
Ohio:

For the en-

closed remit
tance

Character 65

Children. Hygienic Care of 204

Cheese 125

Chest Protector 94

Chicken-pox 254

.

Chicory. 136

Washing or Bathing 204

Chlorate of Potassium. .263

Chlorine.. • 257, 263

Choking 232

Cleansing (.ream. . 110

Cholera 264-266
" Belt.. 95

please send G/ca""
•nss (1 yr.) and
Domestic Economy
to my address below

Cisterns 133

Cleanliness .283

Clothes 247, 256

Horses ... 1 04

Lines
Clothing

Care of

Cotton
Disinfection of.

On Fire

Renovating.. .

.

Rubber
The Warmest .

Woolen
Coal

Oil

Codfish Cutlets .

.

How to Cook .

.

Coffee

Substitutes ....

Coin

. 104

. 67

109

. 90

.247

.233

.110

. 89

. 83

.148

.147

.135

.136

.276

If Swallowed 234

Comforts, Little 13

Confinement 185
Constipation 249
Constitution—HowtoHave a Good, 178
Consumption 269-275
Contagion 244
Conversation 61

Cookery—Importance of 38
Instruction in 37

Cooking Utensils 112
Corn 129

Hulled—Old-fashioned 142

Parched—Meal 141

Pudding 143

Corned Beef 146

Mutton 14f.

SPECIAL OFFER: -*!
One DOIMESTIC ECONOMY (cloth bound) $1.00
One year's subscription to CLEANINGS 1.00

V*^^AL| /toone or sepa-
Irate addresses ) for only $1.25

S2.00

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Medina, Ohio
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted
condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and
from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are *'

as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.
You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San
Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
500
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J. E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-rearing that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

fects, including some valuable improvements of his own—in short, a system through which the highest queen develop-

ment is reached by correct and scientific principles, which means that he is now in position to offer to the bee-keeping

public a higher class of queens than has ever before been offered by any breeder, owing to scientific methods which
produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved

method of classifying queens which strikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. These queens

will be reared from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred RED-CLOVER ITALIANS, " the very best.'' They are

warranted purely mated, and will be safely delivered to any address in the United States, Cuba, Canada, or Mexico,

at the low price of $1.50 each for orders booked before May 1. Book orders now, send money when queens are

wanted. Valuable information free. Send for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

Carniolan, Banatjand
Caucasian Queens
Imported, $5.00 each; homebred, $1.00 each, five for $4.00.

Best strains from apiaries personally inspected by

FRANK BENTON, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Big Discount!
Big stock of A. 1. Root Co.'s bee-supplies.

Take off 10 per cent from 1909 Root's catalog price list, if you
have one; if not, send for one.

S. D. BUELL, Union City, Mich.

TYPEWRITERS.
We offer the following machines, subject to

previous sale:

I MODEL 2 SMITH PREMIER. Tri

color ribbon, cost $100, used less than three years, and
good for ten years more, with the limited use required

by a small office or professional man, at . . $50.00

I MODEL 7 REMINGTON; price, new.
$100; used less than one year, good as new . . $75.OO

I MODEL 3 OLIVER, list price $97.50, used

about two years; excellent order $40.OO

All of the above are fine-working machines,

and guaranteed. Samples of work done on any
or all will be sent on request.

The a. I. Root Co.,
Medina, Ohio.

BEE-SUPPLIES FOR SEASON OF 1909
Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand for bee-suppiies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-

stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the

line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons

at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight rates, and sell on
manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLY CO., 1 23 Nicollet Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

BINGHAM

Tin 4-in. Smoke Engiiio

Burning For 30 ycars the

World's Standard.
Original of all smoker improvements.
Burns any thing without puffing; never goes

out. Works quickly; no fussing about waste
or saltpeter.

These five smokers fit any purse or apiary.

We make
the original

genuine
BINGHAM
HONEY-
KNIFE-
perfect

everlasting

tool, 80c.

T. F. BINGHAM, FARWELL, MICH.

Smoke Engine, $1.50

Doctor , . 1.10
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ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR GREAT RESULTS

Than g»t Red-clover Queens from
F.J. WARDELL,
Uhrichsville,

Ohio

You have heard of this famous strain,

probably. Well, 1 originated the long-

tongued red-clover bees, and have kept the

strain pure without any contamination.

Tiiey are handsome three-banded Italians,

ami show their worth as soon as received.

If there is honey to be had they will gather

it. My customers generally write like this:

Minnesota State Bee-ieefers' Society.

A/rj. ir. 5. Wingate, Treat.

Minneapolis, Jan. 28, 1909.

J. F. Wardbll, Uhrichsville, O.
Dear Sir:—The queens I bought from you last

season were received promptly, and in good condi-

tion. They did wonderfully well in the short time

they had to work before cool weather, and I am
looking for great results from them the coming
•easoo of 1909. Sincerely yours,

Mrs. W. S. Wingate.

April and
| June to

M^y. Oct.

Untested $1.25 $1.00

Select untested 1.50 1.25

Tested 2.50 2.00

Select tested 3.50 3.00

Breeding queens 5.00 3.50

Select breeding queens 9.00 7.50

Extra-select breeding queens 12.00 10.00

Please send for my circular. My address is

F. J. WARDELL, . UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO

QUEENS
demons' strain of th'ee-banded Italians has-no equal. Mr.

M. R. juckett. Poultney, Vt., writes: " I have queens from seven

different breeders, and yours are the only ones which have pro-

duced honey in the sections."

Mr. N. L. Stevens, president of New York State Bee-keepers'

Association, Moravia, N.Y., who purchased of me. in 1907, 40 of

my cheapest untested queens, writes, Jan. 22, 1908: " The queens
I purchased of you in 1907 proved very satisfactory. I tjought

over .100 queens that season from 10 different breeders, and your

beef averaged the best of any of them the past season and only

one strain was a close competitor. Your bees built up very

rapidly, and were good honey-gatherers."

Why pay a high price for the common kind when others report

such results i If you don't try a few of my queens we shall both

loce money.
Untested queens, 75 cts. each; select untested, $1.00; tested,

$l.J5; 6ne breeding queens, S2.00 to $5.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Orders booked to be filled after May 25.

H. C. CLEMONS,

Golden
I breed nothing but
GOLD ENS, by the

best-known methods.

ueens ssc $uo $9

M. BATES, Greenville, Ala., Rt. 4.

BOYD, KY.

LONG-FELT WANT SUPPLIED
Big Queen-rearing Yard in the Northwest.

Having secured the services of an expert
queen-breeder, we will be able to furnish you
with PURE-BRED ITALIAN QUEENS
of known superior honey-gathering qualities.

Red-clover strain. Queens ready lordeli\ery

about April 10th.

Select untested, $1.00; doz., $ 9.00.

Tested . . . 1.50; doz., 11.50.

Select tested . 2.00; doz., 16.00.

Special prices on large quantities. Circular free.

VIRGIL SIRES & BRO.,
YAKIMA APIARIES,

51 6 N. 8th St. NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.

tor

1909Taylor's Queens
J. W. Taylor & Son have made a specialty of breeding for the

best honey-gatherers. Our three-banded Italians can't be beat,

or haven't been, as honey-gatherers. Untested, $1.00 each, or

$9.00 a dozen; tested queens, $1.25 each, or $12.00 a dozen.
Select tested queens, $1.50 each; breeders, the very best, $3.00

to $5.00 each. Send all orders to

J. W. TAYLOR & SON, BEEVILLE, BEE COUNTY, TEXAS

DON'T BUY QUEENS UNTIL YOU SEE MY
FREE OFFER
NOT CHEAP QUEENS, BUT QUEENS CHEAP.

Reared from the best selected red-clover mothers. My queens
are all reared by the bees, as they far better understand the
Job than 1. I use no artillclal plan. All queens large and well
developed, such as will, with proper management, fill an ordi-
nary hive full of eggs and brood In ten days.
Directions for building up weak colonies with ray queens. 10c.

Prices of Extra Selected Three-band Bees and Queens.
Untested queens 1, $ .75; 6. J 4.20

Tested " 1, 1.00; 6, 5.70.

Breeder.. 1, 5.00; 3, 12.00

One-franie nucleus with untested queen 1, 1.7B; 6, 10.20

Two-frame nucleus, with untested queen 1, 2.25; 6, 13.20

(ine-frame nucleus with tested queen 1, 2.00; 6, 11.70

Two-frame nucleus with tested queen 1, 2.50; 6, U.70
Full colonies, untested queen 4.75

Full colonies, tested queen 5.00

Prices ol Extra Selected Five-band or Golden Italian Queens.
Untested (lueens 1, 81-00; 6, « 5.70

Tested " 1, 1.50; B, 8.70

Breeder 1. 10.00; 3, 24.00

If queens are wanted In large quantity, write for price list.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD, LITTLE ROCK, ARK., RT. 3.

COARAinEEI) HARPrtmSEASE ERm.VEFY PROLIFIC,

EXTXA UnSTLERS, SNCMIt COMS .LAWER IHAM AVEMG^. 3 .BA>II)ER3,IESIED

QUEENS »ARRAHIED tO PRODUCE BEIAUTIFUL, ETTRA VEl-tOW, BEES ,, VERY

LAWE OUT YAStI OF SAKE STBAIS 10 BRA* OM IT RUSHED WITH ORDERS.

prftfTIEST BEES I EVER SAW. CKAS.OSCAR rLOHARIY,SA)IDUSnf,y.VA.

Westwood Red-clover Queens
A New York customer writes, " I have tried queens from

a good many breeders, but yours are far ahead of them all."

Nuclei and full colonies a specialty. Price list on application.

HENRYSHAFFER. 2860 Harrison Ave.. Sta. L.Cincinnati

48 BREEDS Fine pure-bred chickens, ducks,

geese and turkeys. Northern raised, hardy, and

very beautiful. Fowls, eggs, and incubators at low

prices. America's greatest poultry farm. Send 4

cents for fine SO-page 15th Annual Poultry Book.

R. F. NEUBERT, Box 778, Mankato, Minn.
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BEESWAX
WANTED

\X7E are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used last year in the manufac-

ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 29 cents per

pound cash, or 31 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

House-Boo Supply
Everything for Bees

We manufacture the latest ap-

proved supplies and sell direct

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee peoplein abeecountry.
We know your needs. Early

order disconnts. Send for cat-

alog. Don'tbuy till it comes.
LEAHY MANUFACTURINQ CO.
10 Talmage St., Hlgglnsvine, Mo.
1699 South 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
Also E. T. Flanagan & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. III.

bees and queens for the season of 1909.

Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens
mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer

that I know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from

every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washington, D. C, writes

that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba takingover
100 in the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00. Breeding
queens, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address

W. H. LAWS, Beevllle, Bee County. Texas.

Poultry and Bee

Supplies
This

is ivhere <zve

shine.

A large and complete stock always on hand, and all the

latest goods made.

Prairie State Incubators
and Brooders,

The most reliable machines made to-day; they are

guaranteed to please, or money will be refunded. How
does that sound .'

Root's Bee Supplies
The best made, the most satisfactory, and, above all,

the cheapest in the end; no misfits or knotty stuff;

every piece fits in its place; the kind you have always
had, and we know the kind every successful manager of

bees wants. Root's Quality counts with us.

Send in your orders; we will do the rest.

Our new 1909 catalog will be out soon. Send us

your name for one, and be in the lead. They are free.

GRIGGS BROS. & NICHOLS CO.
523 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Listen

!

We wish to announce that we have pur-

chased The A. I. Root Co.'s supply busi-

ness for Western Pennsylvania from Mr.
John N. Prothero, of DuBois, Pa., and are

ready to fill orders promptly with a full line

of supplies

Root's Goods
always give satisfaction. Three-per-cent
discount in February on cash orders, from
catalog prices.

Geo. H. Rea has turned his entire bee business over to

us. We can supply you with the very best Italian bees and
queens. Orders booked now for spring delivery about
May 1. Every queen purely mated, each, $1.00; dozen,
$11.00.

Two-frame nucleus and queen, $2.00; very strong

colony, $10.00.

Three-frame nucleus and queen, $3.50; medium colony,

$8.00.

Four-frame nucleus and queen, $5.00; good hybrids, $5. 00.

Bees in 8 or 10 frame hives; good queen in each.

We can supply you with any thing in the

Bee Line.

BIG BEE SALE. —300 colonies offered.

30 per cent discount on good Italians,

25 per cent discount on good Hybrids,

on all cash orders for full colonies received by March 25.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.,
Reynoldsvllle, ... Pennsylvania.
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HILTON'S Strain of Bees

and What They Did

Utar Friend Htlion:—The two three-frame nuclei I

received of you May 21 were received in fine condition,

and the red-clover queens proved themselves worthy of

the name. I never saw finer or gentler bees. They were
transferred to ten-frame hives and full sheets of founda-

tion. I now have four strong colonies, with plenty of

stores for winter, and have taken fS lbs. of fine ex-

tracted honey, mostly clover. 1 want two more nuclei

for next spring delivery, and my neighbor wants another.

You may use this letter or any part of it as you choose.

Gratefully yours,

Rhinelander, Wis., Sept. 14, 1<>08. G. C. Chase.

In addition to the above I have sold

friend Chase about $200 worth of ROOT
GOODS, which deserve some credit for

the above results—the best of every thing

is none too good. ROOT'S GOODS
and Gleanings helped. If you are not

taking Gleanings, WHY NOT.? For
an order of $10.00 before Jan. 1 I will give

Gleanings one year; $20.00, two years;

$30.00, three years; or you may have
Gleanings from now to the end of 1909

for $1.00; two years for $1.50; three years

for $2.00. SEND FOR MY 40-PAGE
CATALOG. CASH FOR BEESWAX,
or will exchange goods for it.

CEO. E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
and EASTERN OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
You can get any thing vou want for bees, at

STAPLER'S SEED STORE
412-414 Ferry Si., PITTSBURG, PA.

.\gents for Root's goods.

J. STRINGHAM
1 05 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

I'lii'i catalog ready.

Apiaries: .

Liberal discount on early orders.

Glen Cove, L. I.

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED

RIGHT'
COLD MEDALS

St. Louis - 1904

Jamestown - 1907

IS THE BEST.

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and COld blast deflect-

ing part of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3H inches in diameter, has
asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.
The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

CUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price, $1.00; two, SI.60; mail 25c each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Cuards.
ROOT'S Coods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.
Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will
help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Noriolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

IVIr.Bee-Man: You can save time,
worry, and money by
ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiarj*. If you do not
have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St,

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

VIRGINIA CEE-KEEPERS
Get new stock and finest goods by ordering your supplies at once.
Danzenbaker hives a specially. Price list on application.

W. E. TRIBBETT, STAUNTON, VIRGINIA

i ThisCoupon Worth35 cents i

(New SuhDcribera Only)

03

c:l
I

CO
CIO

I

If not now a subscriber and you want one of the
most helpful aids to succossi'ul bee-culture—a paper
that tells now to make your bees pay—you snould
subscribe for the

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-pace illustrated 73-cent monthly. It tells all
about the best way to manape bees to produce the
most honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
'lifforent departments—one for women bee-keepers,
iieat writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-Money
If you will send us your name and address with 40

cents (stamps or coin) together with this coupon, we will senrf you a trial trip of our Journal
Order DOW and let us bcKin with this mouth's One number. Address,

Fi'tlofflcf , CO

(or 13 months.

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois J
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NEW ENGLAND
BEE-KEEPERS

We are

headquarters for

Bee-supplies.
We have a large stock of hives,

supers, sections, and founda-
tion on hand, and can supply
your wants promptly. The
bee-keepers who had their su-

pers ready for the honey-flow
last season, secured a good har-

vest Send in your orders

early and have goods shipped

by freight. Price list free.

Bees and Queens.

WWCARY^SON
LYONSVILLE, MASS.

r
Supplies
f for the Southern

States.

WE are better prepared than ever be-

fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

Root's goods exclusively.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, CA.

^

Field and Garden Seeds

Bee and Poultry Supplies

The best quality bee-supplies. None bet-

ter to be had. Now is the time to send in

orders, and be ready for the rush season.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Choice sweet-clover seed always in stock.

A large variety of best seeds for the South.

Bee-keepers and gardeners who also raise

poultry will be interested in our large stock

of poultry-supplies, the largest and most

complete line in the South

Catalogs of all of the above lines on request.

Send now, and get your orders in early.

Texas Seed and Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

^^ For ^^

25 Years
I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M.JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA
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A GOOD
INVESTMENT.

You can make no better investment

than to take the discounts I am offer-

ing on bee-keepers' supplies. These

discounts will diminish as the season

advances; so the earlier you send in

your order the better the investment

You can not afford to miss this special

offer. Send in the list of the goods

you want and get my net prices by letter.

My stock of Root goods is the

largest and most complete carried in

the West, and with carloads continu-

ally being added I am in position to

meet every want of the bee-keeper, with

promptness and satisfaction.

Write to-day for new prices and cat-

alog.

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565-7 W. 7«h St. Des Moines, Iowa

lf$15,000
I

I
STOCK

I
D
I
D
I

Established 1884

ALWAYS ON TOP
WITH A

FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies
We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory service. Our goods are the

ROOT CO.'S make, hence there is nothing
to fear as to quality. A postal-card will

bring you our .50-page catalog. Send us

your inquiries at once. We ecjualize freight

rates with St. Louis and Kansas City points

on all shipments of 100 lbs. and over. We
sell at retail and wholesale, according to

quantity.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

OF

I

Supplies
on hand at Syracuse, N. Y.

Send in your orders, which
will receive prompt attention.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
at Root's prices.—No drayage charges.

We offer for a short time.

Omega^CREAM
SEPARATORS

for spot cash, freight prepaid to your station,

as follows:

No. 1—capacity 325 lbs.. $50. No. 3—capacity 500 lbs., $60.

No. 2—capacity 400 lbs., $55. No. 4—capacity 700 lbs., $70.

RAWLINCS IMPLEMENT CO.,
9-11 W. Pratt St. Baltimore, Md.

A RAILROAD CENTER
FIVE LINES AND THREE EXPRESS COMPANIES

iOW' have their offices in (he "CITY THAT W"
W KNOWS how to DO and DOES THINGS. " H

Although dealers' prices have advanced, I am selling

the same as last year my SPECIAL DOVETAILED
HIVES with the PRESSLER cover (no other cover on

the market approaching it for double the money), iH-
story, for comb honey in lots of ten in the flat for $1.60

each. A full line of the best goods at regular prices.

I also have a limited qnantitv of PRIME CLEAN
HANDPICKED WHITE SWEET-CLOVER
SEED gathered in this county, acclimated, and guar-

antee it to grow, which I sell for $4.00 a bushel; $2.25

a half; 20 cents for bag extra.

I also sell BEES and QUEENS at the lowest

prices— for quality.

Write for my catalog, which is free.

ELLIS E. PRESSLER,
"THE BEE-MAN"

633 Lycoming St. WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
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1. The Root Dovetailed Hive-
Material and workmanship of the very best, yet reasonable in price.

Gentlemen:— I have one of your new hives set up and painted, to put the nucleus in, and am very well pleased

with it. Your hives are 50 per cent better than others I have bought at the same price.

Yours truly, A. J. Fischer.

I have just received my goods, order No. 10739. I am more than pleased with the goods. I had intended

to make my hives, but when I received the sample hive and saw the No. 1 pine lumber it was made of, and
considering the workmanship, I am satisfied that I can buy cheaper than I can make them—enough cheaper to

save the price of the lumber. Now my order for the bees: will there be a super with the hive that you send ?

If not, I wish you to send me one. I would like the bottom-board and cover.

I have a few neighbors who keep bees. They are bees by name only, some black and some mongrels.

I don't know of any good ones around here, so I expect with my choice Italians and up-to-date hives I will

take the sweepstakes and rob all the flowers. Yours, O. C. Mills.

2. The Danz. Hive-The comb-honey hive.

I will take the pleasure of informing you that, since 1 have used your Danzenbaker hive, out of 20 colonies

I have sold this last season $104.00 worth of honey at 15 cents per section. Yours truly, Milton Groman.

3. The Root Chaff Hive-
or all-the-year-around-out-door hive; costs more and is worth more.

Gentlemen:— I am using your Jumbo metal-spaced frames in your double-wall chaff hive. They are dan-

dies. They are a perfect home for my little pets in all kinds of weather. They are strong in bees, and making
nice section honey. Resp., J. W. Lewis.

4. All other Supplies
used or needed in the apiary, and all ** Root Quality."

Dear Sirs:— I wish to thank you for the way you handled my order of recent date, for the prompt shipping

and the quality of the goods. The sections I find equal and far superior to Al grade sold by other firms or deal-

ers. You stated in your catalog that the B2 grade of sections was just as good as Al, except in color of wood
and slight saw-marks, but I find them to be better than what you say in color, and I noticed only a few sections

with saw-marks on, and they were on the inside and could not be seen after filled with honey.
Most respectfully, A. O. Beeghly.

Batavia, Mich., Feb. 13, 1909.

Gentlemen:—Your supplies are the best I have ever seen for the money.
Yours truly, Rollanu Dovey.

Write us for prices on quantities according to your needs, either f. o. b. i.ansing,

or delivered to your station. Send for our 1909 catalog.

BEESWAX WANTED.

M. H. HUNT & SON
Opposite Lake Shore depot LANSING, MICHIGAN
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COMBFOUNDATION^ECTIONS
<p I

• I I The name of our famous line of bee-keepers' supplies

rfllCOn DrSriU which for nearly thirty years has been noted for that fine

workmanship and material which have forced others to make

a better grade of goods. NONE ARE OUR EQUALS YET

!

Our workmen, who have learned the making of our brand

of bee-goods, are still with us, and our customers are assured

of that high grade of excellence which we have maintained

in the pa^.

, . "Falcon" foundation has won a reputation on account

(llir rQUnu3tlOn *^* *** perfedl manufacture, its cleanness, toughness, and the
UUI lUUIIUUllUll

readiness with which bees accept it. No acid or other in-

jurious substances which destroy the "life" of foundation

are used in our special process. We clarify the bei^ grades

of pure beeswax, and by our process of sheeting subjedl it to

enormous pressure until it finally passes through perfect

foundation-mills, and is cut, papered, and boxed, ready for

shipment. S \MPLE FREE. Every pound equal to samples.

Write for prices. Highest price,cash or trade, paid for Beeswax.

We were the first to produce a polished setftion, and we

VOPJinnC have yet to see any sections equal to ours. Our special ma-
UUU 1 1U 1 1

U

chines for sanding and polishing sections give bright, smooth,

polished sections which can not be equaled. We use only

selected basswood, the white part of the timber only being

used. We furnish all styles of sections and supers for the

same at one uniform price for beeway and one for plain.

Write for prices and our catalog of supplies.

For northern localities there is no better hive for out-of-

door wintering than the air-spaced, and it is just as conven-

ient for summer management. An air space is the least con-

ductor of sudden changes in temperature, and our Air-spaced

Hives have given perfedt satisfaction in the hands of practical

bee-keepers in the North everywhere. The air-chamber may

be filled with chaff if one desires. T he same frames, supers,

UjtlpQ covers, and other fixtures are used as with the Dovetailed

***^®^'
PRICE OP AIR-SPACED HIVES

8-frame, lJ4-story, complete for comb honey, in flat, 1, $2 80; 5. $12.50

10- " IK- " " "
'

*• ^**' ^' ^^'^^

Air-spaced hives are cheaper than chaff-packed hives or than

Dovetailed hives with winter cases, and are much less trouble,

as bees do not have to be packed in fall and unpacked in spring.

We have on press a booklet for beginners, " Simplified Bee-

keeping," and a circular of Beginners' Outfits. These give

complete in^rudtions for the beginner, and we shall be pleased

to place on our list the names of all who reque^ them; and as

soon as printed, copies will be mailed free.

Air-spaced

W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.
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When so much is being said now-a-days about keeping the boy on the farm, did it

ever occur to you just why it is so hard to keep the children on the old place, and why

hardships in the city are endured rather than stay at home in security and comfort ?]

A great deal of this restlessness is because, to the average boy or girl on the farm,

life offers no variety or personal interest. A boy works hard all day, and what does he

have to show for it } A tired body, perhaps, but nothing more. His father feeds and

clothes him, and allows him to go to school a few months in the year, and what more

can he ask .? Did it ever occur to you that the boy might like some money of his own

to spend .? He doesn't care half so much for the occasional half-dollar you give him as

he would for the quarters he could earn by his own effort. Nothing gives a boy (or a

girl either, for that matter) so much strength of character or purpose in life as to learn

early the value of money, and that he must depend upon himself for some of the little

things he wants most.

Suppose you start your small boy right this spring by buying him a set of garden-

tools, some choice seeds, and let him have a patch of his own to do with as he will.

Make a businesslike contract with him that you^will furnish the tools and land for the

work he is to do for you, and then let him harvest and market his own crops, advising

him, of course, if necessary.

Mr. A. I. Root, ourTsenior editor, says: " For years past, well-known tool manu-

facturers have been making improved garden-tools. Their hand wheel-hoes, seed-drills,

etc., have done as much or more to make gardening attractive to children as almost any

thing else. My good friend Shumatd had one that his little girls were running all over

the dooryard just for play, and in our beautiful Florida soil it is almost ' child's play' to

do nice and effective work with these new and improved tools Good up-to-date tools

with up-to-date books and periodicals may do more than any other one thing to keep

the boys and girls on the farm."

If your boy is too old to care for a garden, let him take charge of the orchard or

some special crop. You will be surprised to see how interested his responsibility will

make him. Suggest that he send for catalogs of machinery and appliances that would

help him in his woik; and when you see that he is interested in some special line, order

a new and up-to date machine. Nothing makes one take so keen an interest in his

work as to.have new machinery of the very latest pattern. Your boy will know that

he can get the best results possible out of the.land, and unconsciously it'will bring^out

the best there is in him. The farmers of to day are better off and more independent

than any^other class of men, and you can keep your boy at home and contented i f you

will make the effort to get him'really interested in his work. '^ Mere drudgery will.not

bring success in any line.

Mr. Bee-keeper, do you realize that it is almost time for another season of activity

among your bees.? The warm spring days will be upon us now almost before we know

it; and if you haven't sent in your order for what supplies you are likely to need this

season, we advise you to do so at once. If you have your supplies shipped now, you can get

them all put up ready for use before the spring rush of other work comes on. It is easy

to get every thing ready beforehand. You know, of course, what a help it will be to

have those extra supers ready to put on in June, when you really haven't time to stop

and put them up, and the honey crop will be lost if you don't have them on just the

very day you want them. There is so much to be gained in every way in bee-keeping
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by careful planning that it is a wonder to us that si many bee-keepers will delay these

matters until the last minute.

And right here let us urge that you send your order to your nearest dealer. All

dealers are putting in fresh stocks at this season of the year; and if they do not happen

to have just what you want, they can easily include it in their next order to the factory,

and save freight by having it come along with their regular order Then if you have

an extra-large crop of honey, and need some more supplies in a hurry right in the height

of the season, how much it will mean to you to be able to get your goods with no de-

lay from your nearby dealer instead of having to send many hundred miles, perhaps, to

the factory! A dealer who has the support of bee-keepers in his vicinity is able to keep

large stocks always on hand to fill hurry-up orders.

For some time past in looking over our advertisement-, we have been surprised to

note the number of modern inventions designed to bring comfort and convenience to

the home. In many instances the cost of these is insignificant when compared with

the resulting advantages. Mr. A. I Root, writing from Florida, speaks in the highest

praise of a gasoline-lamp purchased from one of our advertisers and adds that their state-

ment of two cents a week for running it is not far out of the way, while Mrs. Root says

-

that the trouble of caring for the lamp is but little, as there is neither wick nor smoky

chimney to be cleaned every day.

This is representative of many of the other goods adveitised in our columns, espe-

cially in this issue. A little survey of your home and place might show that a good

deal of comfort and satisfaction might be added at vpry moderate expense by the pur-

chase of some of these articles

For instance, doesn't the kitchen need a new up-to-date range.? It will lessen ihe

drudgery of the cooking, and you will probably save enough in fuel bills to pay for it

soon. It would be a pleasure, too, to be able to do the baking for once with the abso-

lute certainty that the oven would work just right.

How about your carriage.' In these days when really fine carriages may be pur-

chased at so reasonable a price is there any excuse for allowing your family to go about

in a ramshackle old turnout.? Your neighbors are apt to jud^e of your degree of success

by the appearance of your home and family.

Don't your buildings need a new coat of paint.? There is nothing so desolate as a

pile of weather-beaten buildings, and you are losing money, too, by allowing this mat-

ter to run too long. You will be surprised to see how much more cheerful you feel

when all the buildings have been treated to a fresh coat of good paint. Nothing adds

so much to the appearance and value of a place in town or country as absolute cleanli-

ness.

These are suggestions only. Perhaps you don't need any of the items enumerat-

ed, but we are sure there must be some improvements and conveniences which you could

add this spring with little expense when compared to the comfort and pleasure to be

gained. Look over the advertising pages carefully, send for catalogs and information,

and let the whole family help in the selection of the goods wanted. The boys and girls

may have some bright suggestions, and they like to be consulted about home things.
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" If goods are Mratitecl ctuicK, send to Pouder."
EstablisHed 1889

MARCH, 5*/>eMONTH
OF PREPARATION

By the Bee Crank

There's somethine even in the wind.

The rogue, that seems to warm my
heart

—

A gentle touch beneath it all

That makes my being thrill and start.

I know thou art in play, the sun,

A non, and can't keep back a smile;

So let it blow and let it rain,

'Twill bring the springtime afterwhile.

With the coming of the

first warm days the wild

flowers will be pushing

aside the leaves to reach

the sunlight; our feathered

friends will begin to collect

stray twigs and strings for

the nest of 1909. and

you—will you be less diligent.''

If you think your last year's

equipment will answer, you are like

the man in the treadmill; working

like mad to keep from going back-

ward, but never getting anywhere.

You must get on a different footing

if you would forge ahead in the bee

business. Determine to own a

modern equipment and to

use high-grade supplies.

Gilt-edge profits are the

outgrowth of gilt-edge

methods.

I handle Root's goods

at Root's prices, and they

are what you ought to have.

I have the best facilities for

getting them toyou. Every
order is kept on the move
while it remains under my
roof, and there is always a

train ready to start the ship-

ment on its way promptly.

I can use your beeswax at 29 cts.

spot cash, or 31 cts. in exchange for

supplies. I have over eleven tons of

finest extracted honey in 5-gallon

cans. If you would like some of it,

write for quotations. My new cata-

log of bee-supplies is now ready,

and a postal brings it. Write me.

expecting a prompt reply.

Walter S. Pouder,
859 MassacKusetts A.veiiue, Indianapolis, Indiana
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AMERIOBeK

Made of wire that is

all life and strength— wire
that stretches true and tight

and yields just enough under impact
to give back every jolt and jam it

receives.

Made of materials selected and tested

i
in all the stages from our own mines,

through our own blast furnaces and rolling

and wire mills, to the finished product. Our

J: employment of specially adapted metals is
——-«#=-

^£ great importance in fence wnre; a wire

that must be hard yet not brittle; stiff and springy yet ^

flexible enough for splicing—best and most durable

fence material on earth.

To obtain these and in addition apply a quality of gal-

vanizing that will effectually protect against weather
^

conditions, is a triumph of the wiremaker's art.

Thesearecombinedin theAraericanandEllwood
fences—the pi'oduct of the greatest mines, steel

producing plants and \\ iie mills in the woi Id

And with these good facilities and the oh'

and skilled employes back of them, we
maintain the highest standard of e\
cellence possible for human skill

and ingenuity to pioduce

Dealers e\er\\\he!e, carry-

ing styles adapted to ever>
purpose, bee them.

American Steel '

& Wire C
('hicaiio
N'eM' V«)rk
Denver
San
Francisco
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Niearlym Miles of
fence has been soldj
to and erected by
Mr. H. G. Schenck
of Delphi, Indiana.
Mr. Schencl£ is one
of a number. It
would be hard to dis-
pute Anthony Fence su
periority when one

man in one community can erect one make of fence which If strung
in a straight line would practically cover the distance from the An
thony factory to Mr. Schenck's Anthony Agency.

Tne best material that can be bought enters into the con
Btruction of Anthony Fence and letters from agents sho
that dozens of them are selling more Anthony Fence than
any other fence. In some cases selling more Anthony
Fence than all other fences and in other cases selling
Anthony Pence to the exclusion of all other fences
It doesn't take an agent long to learn that Anthony
Pence is easy to sell, and that selling a good fence
doesn't drive his customers to competitors.

We have printed matter that tells all about
Anthony Fence, about the Anthony Knot with
which it is tied, about the material that g0£
into it and about the careful way in which
it is manufactured. All this is free and
we want you to have it. Improved
mechanism handles Anthony wire

Read What
Mr. Schenck says

See
That

loot

without injury to the galvanizing,
hence Anthony Pence is more
nearly rustless than any other
fence. Don't neglect to write
as for particulars in detail.

©elphi, Ind., Dec. 8, 1908
The Anthony Fence Co., Tecumseh, Mich.
Gentlemen:—

I am acontractor and builder of fencing
with several years' experience. My territory

in Carroll County on the Wabash River is more
or less broken and hilly, but the Anthony Fence

will go where others fail and can be erected
straight and perfectly over any hill or down steep

_ iclines. The stiff upright stays hold the fence to the
proper spacing and the lateral wires are of even length

and equal tension making it one of the most perfect fences
)r uneven land,that I know of, or have ever built.
During the past three years I have sold and erected

more than thirty thousand rods of Anthony Fence, and to my
knowledge, I have not one dissatisfied customer in my territory.
s long as I can get the Anthony Pence I will use no other as it

meets with all the requirements of my business. For myself, I can-
not speak too highly of the Anthony Pence Company's method of
doing business with the local dealers, nor of the high-class p^-oduct
they manufacture. Yours very truly, H. G. Schenck

Let us know on a postal card who and where you are, and we
will mail FREE, a small sample of Anthony Fence which shows the
Anthony Knot as it is. The sooner you write, the sooner you get it-
send today.

THE ANTHONY FENCE CO.,
S6 Michigan St., Tecumseh, Michigan, U.S.A.

F
ENCEI3cUpPerRd.
Get our 1909 prices on any style fence. 'We
sell direct,you getall dealers'andjobbers'
profit when you buy direct from our
factory. \Vrite at once. Anchor Fence
& Mfg. Co., Dept. V, Cleveland, O.

FENCE irrSTfSi*
Madeof High Carbon Double Strength
Coiled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay al I freight. 37 helgrhts of farm
and poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 101 Winchester, Indiana.

15 Cents aRod
Fora2a-lnchnof;Fence; IGefor
26-lnch; 19c for 31-lnGh;2a l-2e
for 3t-lnch; 27c for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 60-Inch Poultry
Fence 87c. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. Writeforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21. MUNCIE, IND.

THROW AWAY PIGK, SPADE

Quit the old, back-breaking, hand-blistering
way of digging—use the new, np-to-date, low-
priced Iwan Digger—Koes through gravel, clay,

sand or gumbo—no matter how wet or dry. Pulls
out and unloads quick and easy. Anyone can

I Dig a Hole In a Jiffy With

Iwans' Patent Post HoleAuger
It pays for itRelf in one job. A simple
pipe extension permits going down to 40

feet—deep enough for wells. The blades
of Iwan Augers aredouble. tempered steel.

Remainsharpfor years,neverout of order.
Write now for our free book called "Easy
Digging" and learn how easy itis to dig-
nowadays. We will also tell you where you
can see one of these low-priced imple-
ments—write to

Iwan Bros. °T- South Bend,lnd.

r^TIXQUSEDINTHISMGAZINEV>U lO ^^ ARE FROM -^
TheMUCLEitlNGRAVINC CO.
MUGLER. ^LD'C. CLEVELAND. OHIO.

EXCELL •S?j' ROOFING
isTEEL and SIDING
Send today for Free Book and bottom
Factory Prices on Metal Rooflng and
Siding. Made la our own factory.
Better than you can buy elsewhere at
any price. Shipped at our risk. You

Send No Money
soyou take no risk. Our guarantee
and see-w hat-you-buy-before-paying-
Plan specify you pay nothing unless
fully satisfied. Lowest prices on all
rooHng and rooting supplies sold
straight to you from Factory at real

Prices. Don't buy till you get our prices and
Rooters' Guide—Write for this Book today.

United FselorlesCe^jDept. W38 . Clevlsnd. 0.
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Lowest Factory
Price

Freight Prepaid on
100 lbs. or more

35-lb. Roll.ias
sq.ft.. 1-ply..

45-lb. Roll.lW
sg. ft., 2-ply..

55-lb. Roll, 108

sq. ft.,3-ply..

$1.35

$1.85

$2.25

Freight Prepaid

on oreese Ijros.

Rubber Roofing

Write
Fop
FREE
Sample

to Test and
Booklet

BKFOHK you spend a dollar on roofln(f, And out all about the old reliable Breese Bros. Rubber
Kootinjr. Absolutely tji.aranteed waterproof, fire-reslstlng and lonp-llved. Made by our own
special process of long libve wool felt saturated In asphalt. Heavily coated on both sides. Cannot

crack, wrinkle or leak.

Order noiv—Get advantage ol the extraordinary special price proposition
Look at the prices quoted and remember that they Include all frelirht charges. That price Is the

actual cost to you of hi^h quali'v, !4:uarantced Hreese Bros. Kubber Hoolintr.
You can't buv anytllln^c but p. or grade rooHnt; at that price from a dealer. Order direct from

our factory and keep all inicltllcnien's prolits In your pocket, (ict hlfrli quality i;oo<l>4 at a low price.
We pay the freijrlit to all points east of the western boundry line of Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri,

and north' of the south line of Tennessee.
Unless you are already acciuainted with thesuporior

merits of Breese Bros. Koolinir. let us send you free
liberalsamplesofl ply. 2- ply and 3-ply rooting. Put them
to every test you canthink of and prove to your own
satisfaction that Breese Bros. Kubber Kooling Is far
euperior to any other rooting on tlie niarl<et.

Pont think because the price is low that the quality
Is not as high as the high-priced roofings.

We give the Longest Guarantee
Write for samples or order at once on our guarantee

of satisfaction or money back.
These remarkably low prices may never be offered

to you again. Don't wait, order now.

THE BREESE BROS. COMPANY
Roofing Dept. 70 Cincinnati, Ohio

fTm^A Cement and Special RooflntJ
M. A ^^^ Nal.s inclosed in eacii roll.

SAVE MONEY ON ROOFING
$^ ftft '^"ys full roll (108 sq. ft.) of strictly high

g\/\f grade rooling, either rubber or flint coat sur-

M^m face, with cement and nails complete.* Most liberal offer ever made on first class

roofing. Better th.\n goods that sell at much higher prices.

Don't spend a dollar on roofing until you have seen

UNITO ASPHALT ROOFING
You sand bo money when you order Unito Roofing.

Satisf.ict!on Guaranteed. Write today (or free samples for

test and comparison and our unparalleled selhng plan.

UNITED FACTORIES CO. Dept. A38, Cleveland, O.

FIX YOUR ROOF
Rm Dap Cniiara -^« ^^^^ guarantee to pat
DO rer gqUare. anr on Uakr. wernonl,
maty, tin, Iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof In
perfect condition, and keep it In perfect condition
for 6c per square per year.~ " ^ The Ferfeet Ho»IFr«»«rv«r, Biik^i oM,

worn^jut ro«fi n*w. SatilHeticn rn&ran«*«d
cr mone7 refunded. Our free roellnf book

- - - lelli &11 »boii» !». Write for It todir-

k loderson Maaufacturioo Co.. Oept. 24 EJyria, Obi*>

PaintWithoutOil
Remarkable Discovery that

Cuts Down the Cost off Paint
Seventy-ffive Per Cent.

A Free Trial Package is^i Mailed to Every

One Who Writes.

A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams, N. Y., has

discovered a process of making a new kind of paint without the

use of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint. It comes in the form of a

dry powder, and all that is required is cold water to make a paint

weather-proof, fire-proof, and as durable as oil paint. It adheres

to any surface, wood, stone, or brick, spreads and looks like oil

paint, and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufacturer, 8 North St., Adams,

N. Y., and he will send you a free trial package, also color-card

and full information showing you how you can save a good many
dollars. Write to-day.

i pe:

if-

TRY IT FREE
6 Machines In One

A great labor saver. Handiest
tool on the farm. Has .S Car-
borundum I Diamond I KrlndlrifC
wheels. TakeH rust oir toolB and
nharpens them '.^ times faster than
sand-stone. 8 tlmexan elllcicnt as
emery. Does not draw temper.
High speed and easy running.
'Write for free trial.

LUTHER BROS. CO._,
124 James street MIMVADKEE• 0IND1N« wnCBLA

THE'BEST" LIGHT

V^L_B!

MAKKS and burns its own gas(. Pro-
duces 100 candle power light—

brighter than elect rieity or acetylene
1 — cheaper than kero.sene. No dirt.

No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.
' Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. 'Write for catalog. Do not delay.

THE BEST lilGHT CO.
306 B. StbSt., Canton, Ohio

I am the Paint Man—

i

Let me send yovi my Big Free Book,
Including liig Color Cards to select from
—also tree Book ot Painters' Sui)iillos
sold at Direct-to-'V'ou Prices. 1 make
Paint to order—allow two full gallons
free to try—and pay all freight

I charges. 'Write postal for full par-
ticulars and FREE Books.

' O.L.Chase, The Palntman, Dept 21 SI. Louis, Me^
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Get more
Use the Planet Jr. Com-

bination Garden tools, and

you'll do better work; save

two-thirds your time; and

get a better yield.

There's nothing like a

Planet Jr. for profitable

gardening or farming.

Every tool fully guaranteed.

out of your garden
iVo. 4 Planet Jr. Combined Seeder and "Wheel-Hoe
saves time, labor, seed and money. Adjustable in a minute to
sow all garden seeds, hoe, cultivate, weed, or plow. Pays for
itself quickly, even in small gardens.

No. 13 Planet Jr. Double-Wheel Hoe, Culti-
vator and Plow, the handiest implement ever made for
truckers and gardeners. Specially designed to work ex
tremely close to plants without injury.

Write for our 1 909 free illustrated catalogue
which describes 45 Planet Jr. implements, in-

cluding Seeders, Wheel-Hoes, IIorse-Hoes,
One- and Two-Horse Riding Cultivators,
Harrows, Orchard- and Beet Cultivators.

S. L. Allen & Co.

jj Box 1106 f , Philadelphia, Pa.

Planet Jr Garden Tools

The FARMERS' GARDEN
A Seed Drill and Wheel Hoe Is in-

dispensable—not only in a village
garden but on largest farms.
Farmers should grow all manner

of vegetables and "live on the fat of
the land." Should provide succu-
lentrootsfor Cattle, Swine, Poultry,
and save high priced feed
stuff. Great labor-sav-
ing tools of special
value for thehome
as well as the
market gar-
den. Send
for free
book.

BATEMAN MFG. CO.. Box 120 G. GRENLOCH. N. J.

"KANT-KLOG".^a
SPRAYERS.^i
Something New :^~
Gets twice the results -3;;;^-.^;=

with same laborand lluid. rr*^

—

Flat or round, fine or coarse sprays
from same nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, gardens, whltewashi
etc. Agents Wanted. -^Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. n^^^^]

Spraying
Guide f^^

rnSaveYou$50
On a Manure S/treatter

r^lf You'a Let Me -^
This is just a little ad—but a postal Vvill bring my Big

Book—and give you my f.'^O.OO Saving Price and Special
Proposition. You can save as much answering this little ad-
vertisement as if it coveted a page.
My Spreader positively will do better work and last longer

than any Spreader made—no mat'
ter what the price— so why pay $Si

more? 20,000 larmeia have
lamped their O.

Freight
Paid

my epreader and money,
vino price. MySpecial
Proposition wijl interest you.
Just a postal addressed to Gal
loway oi Waterloo, Iowa, will
bring you eversthing postpaid.

Will You Pay a Penny For
The Postal and Save $50.00?
Address Wm, Calloway, Pros.

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
1688 Calloway Sta. Waterloo.

Rhodes Double Cut
Pruningf Shears ^,

MADE IN ALL STYLES .^"'^^
AND SIZES

We pay express
J;

charges on all

orders. i^'_ ^
Write for circulars

and prices.

RHODES MFG. CO.,

256 Sibley Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich

SPWAV "^°"'' Fruits, Crops,
* *»^"» * Poultry Houses, and
do whitewashing with The
AUTO-SPRAY. Factory price

and tiuaranteed to satisfy. Fitted with
Auto i^op Nozzle does the work of three
ordinary sprayers. Used by Experiment
Stations and 300,000 others. We make
many styles and sizes. Spraying Guide
Free. Write for book, prices and Agencj-
Offer, ^jjg J. ^^ Brown Co.
20 Jay Street, Rochester, N. Y.

WRITE FOR BEST BUGGY OFFER
in America, on famous Columbus Bug-
gies— at prices that save you M>j mone\'.

Lowest factory prices offered by anyime.

shipped on one month's approval, 2
years' guarantee. Get new free catalog.

folambos Carriage & Harness Co.

Station f'**9 Colnmbgs, O.

sAVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

I

Electric Handy Wagon
Low wheels, broad tires. No
living man can build abetter.
Book on "Wheel Sense" free.

Electric Whetl Co. Bi95. Quincy.lll.

IATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.PI CHARLES J. WILLIAMSON,
Second Nafl Bank BIdg., Washington, D. C.

Patent Practice in Patent Patent Counsel of

Office and Courts. The A. I. Root Co.
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Book
tell you
how to

double your
Potato Money
You can learn of the one way to

plant your potatoes cheapest, how to

save seed and soil, how to double th(

profit of every acre of your potato land.
You can get this book free for your

name on a postal card. It will tell you all

about the proper care of potato fields,

proper methods of planting and cultiva-
tion, how to save hundreds of dollars in

fertilizer money alone.

It will tell you how to do all this at a
cost of but one dollar. It will describe
the one planter that makes this all possible
—the famous Acme Hand Planter. It will

place in your hands all the great, vital

truths of Potato Culture, condensed and
plainly written, so it is easy to read and
remember them.
You will want this book to put its precepts into

practice on your own farm. Send for it now.
Just say on a postal, "Send me your potato book."

POTATO lMPLEME^fT COMPANY,
Box 520i Traverse City, Mich.

KEEP

YOUR BEES AT HOME
Bees realize the greatest profits from short hauls. By sowing
my mixture of annuals it will furnish them food from which
the most wholesome pure honey is made. You will be de-

lighted with this mixture of seed for open-ground sowing.

Packet 15c, pound SI. 25 postpaid. Write to-day for copy of

my new catalog. Tells all about the i«r variety of seeds,

bulbs, roses, plants, etc.

Miss Jessie M. Good, Box 139, Springfield, Ohio.

Which Spray Pump^
^^Bi^B shall you buy? Buy the
Spray Pump that lolly meets the
demands lU the Government Apri
cultural Scienti.stsan<l all practi-
cal Fruit Growers. These pumps are
widely known as

DEMING SPRAYERS
and .ire made in 'j:i styles for use in

small (.'aniens i>r immense orchards
Write for our l'M» catalojr with

Sprayini; Chart. Add 4 cents po;

afre and receive "Spraying for

Profit," a useful guide book.

The Deming Company
690 Depot St., Salem, Ohio

SPRAYED

Tx Save Money on
Berry Boxes and

Baskets
_ ,fl Vcga-

tahlc Packages

an<t Grower*' Su|.plie« of aU kinds.

Writ* tor free monejsiving catalogue

and price li«t O. "it*
I.arrnt KaetorTof iu Kind In th«('o»ntrj.

HEW ALBANY BOX AND BASKET CO., Ntw Albaiit. Iko.

Seedsmen
to his Majesty the

Bee-keeper
We pride ourselves that we are bee-keepers, and devote a page

in our l')0<) catalog exclusively to the needs of the bee-keeper.

Our business has a direct connection with the bee-keeping public

that no other seed-house can claim. For twenty years Mr. A. I.

Root owned it; for five nio'e it was in Medina, and to-day it still

uses Gleanings as its only advertising medium, and the bulk

of our customers are bee-keepers.

We feel that the bee-keepers ought to be in the front of the

great forestry movement. His bees work on forest-trees and in

forest-land to the very greatest extent. His supplies are all

wood—and no substitute. Advancing prices are keenly felt by

the bee-keeper already.

Here is a rare chance to plant a small'area at small expense.

(You had better write us if you expect to plant a quarter acre or

more.) They are all honey-trees, and the best ones for forestry.

SPECIAL FORESTRY COLLECTION:
100 Basswood,
100 Locust,
100 Catalpa.

By express only, lor; S3.00; one-hall (or $1 .50.

SPECIAL.—We have a few packets of a rare new honey-plant
that will go to the first bee-keepers answering this ad., asking for

1909 catalog, and for them. HURRY!

The Wooster Nursery Co.
< Successors to E.

WOOSTER,
. Creen & Son, Medina, O.

)

OHIO.

BEFORE ORDERING
BERRY-CRATES AND

QUART BASKETS
write for our catalog and special prices.

H. H. Aultlather, box 100, Minerva, O.

1 want to give j%n this

glorious collection of

SWEET
PEAS

1 Containing over 100 of
' the GRANDEST and

MOST BEAUTIFUL of

the World's Giant
Varieties. They are

s imply wonderful,

grand and superb,

—and I want to send

you this WHOLE
complete I}^_-»
ccllectlon rrfiR
•bsolut«Iy » * "'
All I ask you to do

is to cut out this ad.

write your name tnd address

on margin and wraptwodimes
(or ten 2c stamps) in it to pay

packing and postage and

three months' subscription to

Farm 6 Stock, our fnat month-
ly farm magazine, i am going

to give away 10,000 of these

collections just to tet acquaint-

ed with you. Send immediately

F. J. Wright, Editor, Farm &
Stock, Box 25, St.Joseph. Mo.
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BURPEE'S Seeds Grow!
Burpee Business Grows!

And
the

We shall be
pleased to

send The Silent Salesman of the World's I^argest Mail-order Seed Trade,— if yoii ask for it,

with the statement thnt yon value Quality in Seeds. Au elegant Kook of 174 pages, it tells

the plain truth about the Best Seeds that can be 'rkVTrkrk'B-iT-i T-k-a.** ja 1 «_•
Grown. Do you want a copy? If so address^ oURPtti, PllllaClelpllia

OQDSEEDS
BEST INTHEWORLD
PRICES BELOW ALL OTHERS
I give a lot of new sorts for

trial with every order I fill.

AGrand Big Catalog EDCC
illustrated with over rilEC

^^ '^00 engravings of vegetables
^ ,-_ and flowers. Send yours and

your neighbors' addresses.
R. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford, Illinois

I A Grapevines Ql\ AA-" Sent Postpaid <5|?JL#""
— Strong, Hardy, Two-Year-Old Vines —

|

A remarkable collection of grapevines at an ex-
exceedingly low price. Hest varieties—red, white,
black—just what the town man or the farmer needs
for planting along fences and buildings. Vines can
be arranged to cover unsightly places with beauti-
ful foliage and at the same time furnish fresh
grapes for the table. We also offer

5 Three-Year-Old Vines for $1.00

These are strong, hardy vines, and will bear the
year after planting. Order now and vines will be
gent proper time to plant. With every order is sent
free our valuable book how to plant, cultivate and
prune. Grapes are easily grown ana should be in
every garden.

T. S. HUBBARD COMPANY.
Crapevine Specialisls, Fredonia, N. Y.

EtlabHthed Ifi veart.

m
J prijvc that
.r "Bliz.

zard Belt
Kvergreens

will grow in all parts
of the covintry we offer to

send 6 tine Spruces ^ to ^
ft. tall, free to property ownersT

Wholesale \alue and mailing expense
over 30 cents. To hel[), send 5 cents or

not as yoii please. A postal will bring the
trees and our catalog containing many colored

photo plates of our choice Blizzard Kelt Fruits,
Ornamentals, etc. We want to get acquainted with you
and it will pay you to get in touch with our Hardy Bliz-
zard Belt trees. 39 ye,ars' experience in growing hardy
trees here in what was once called the Great American
Ue.sert. Write today.

TBE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 26. Osatie. Iowa

Nobody
can know every-

thills'. To become expert
means; to specialize. We are spe-
ci.Tlists; in producins the best flower
and ve<,'etable .'^eeds. In 52 years we
have become experts. Sow Ferry's
Seeds and reap the results of our care.
For sale everywhere. Read our 1909
catalofftio and profit by our experience.
Sent free on request. Address

D. M. FERRY & CO., DETROIT. MICH,

FREE!GARDEN
SEEDS
Two Packets for TriaL

We send two regular sized packets of our .superior

Garden Seed, your selection, and our Big 1909
Seed Manual absolutely Free to all new inquiries.

We are anxious to increase our number ofcustomers
and have .vou liecome acquainted with our Guaran-
teed Seeils is the reason we make this generous offer

If .vou give Our Seeds atrial, we are sure you will

become one of our pleased customers. Write today
for our Bisr 1909, lOO-pa^e, illu.strated Seed Catalog.

a.a. BERRYSEED CO., Box 266, Clarinda.la

EVERY HOME
should be adorned with

* Palms and other leaf and
flowering plants. We haye 44

' Breenhonses full. Also haye
. hnniirccls of onr lots of
FRI 1T and OK>AM i:KT-
ALTHKKS. Seeds, Plants,
Roses. Vines, Bulbs, small
size Shrubs and Trees
mniled postpaid. Snfenrriynl
and satisfnction gnnranteed.
Immense stock ot SIJPKRB
CANNAS, the queen of hed-

dinR plants. Direct deal will sine vou nionev nnd
insure you the best. Elegant 168-page Catalog IRKIi.
65 years. 44 greenhouses. 1200 acres.

The Storrs & Harrison Co.. Box 161 Painesville, 0.

p A P|C Q FLORALMM,VoWL'SS
I /lllIK Ualso Aster, Phlox, Coxcomb. ?ansy.Plnl(,
worth 50c. All Free if you write me a letter, not a postal.

ngP'AND WHEN WRITING why not enclose 10 cts for
^B^^W Park's Floral >la>;azine, ucharmingilluatr'd
monthly, bright as a Marigold, I year, with iikt Double
Petunia, and I'aekaiure of 1000 kinds, for a big crazv l>ed.

3 lots 2Sc. Club with friends. GEO. W. PARK, 27, La Park, Pa.

^^m.

bearing Trees alone

CATALOG FREE TO EVERYBODY

- SHEERIN'S TREES MADE OANSVILLE FAMOUS
Largest Nursery Center in the world. Annual oiupin more than 6,000,000 Fruii-
Buy direct at wholesale and save 300 per eent. Secure varieties now—pay in spring.

9HEERIN'S WHOLESALEl NURSERIES, DANSVILLE, NEW YORK

I
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California
Grown

Kew people have any knowledge of the magnitude
of tlie Seed Industry in California, wtiere thousands
of acres are tilled annually to supply the markets of

ihe world.

NATIVE FLOWER SEEDS.

\i varieties, each of which would be a treasure to an>
grounds. Some are rare, and dirticult to obtain. They
include the wonderful Matilija I'oppy, by many con-

sidered the Queen of all Flowers. .Also the supeib
California Poppy, whose Spanish name is Copa de
Oro—Cup of Gold.

Send 50c for 15 packets, containing 15 varieties

of California flower seeds, and we will send them to

you postpaid. The regular retail price of these is $1.35.

Conaral Seed and Plant Catalog sent free

on request.

(Established 1871)

Germain
SEED
Oept.H LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

FRUIT-TREES the time

and order your fruit-trees—while the nurseries have a full

;-\rr:: Call's Nurseries, Perry, 0., L^stock
of the best quality at reasonable prices. They deal direct

with the farmers. Write them for price list.

EVERGREENS
38 Hardy Tested Varieties
Nursery ctowu, suitable for all pnr-

poses. lo.OO and up per thousand. We
have 50 millions. Our low prices will
astonlBh YOU. Also Hardy Forest trees,
Sliade, Ornamental and Fruit trees.
Shrubs, Vines, etc Our beautiful Catalog 18 crowded I

with valuable Information. Tblb and SO Ureat Bar-

1

^aln sheet are freti. I

D. HILL,Evargr«en Speclallct, Boa 248«Dt>nd»ft,lll>l

SEEDS THAT CROW
Best quality Garden, Flower^^^
and Farm Seeds, Alfalfa, >^*oO^
Clover, Seed Potatoes.^^^^v-vr you
WewiUsendfree witli>r^ <,>^ask for
catalog: a packet ofy^<i^^yrit. Write
new lettuce seed^^-tVeV^ us today.Al-
May King:"the .yk^t^'^^o have full

best head let-^^^^To^J^line of Nursery
"^Stock, Roses I

Plants and Bulbs.
(Jerman Nurseries

Box 143 Beatrice, Neb.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED,
^^innll and larKf red,

Alfalia, and Timothy Seed
FOR SALE.

Seed choice. Write for prices. Address

F. A. SNELL, MILLEDGEVILLE, CARROLL CO., ILL.

450,000TREES
200 Tarietlrs. Also Grapes, Small Fmits »te. Best rooted
Stock. Genutre, otieap . 2 sample currants mailed for loc.
Desc. price list free. LEWIS aOKSClI, Box a , I'redonia, K. \.

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits
Or For Your Own Use.

Tenyears'experience enables meto
give practical Instructions worth

many dollars to you without Intei^ering
th regular occupation, no matter where located.

Send for Free Book and particulars how t^i start, etc.

JACKSON MU8IIROOU FARM
3448 N. Western Ave. Chicago, III

'OIT' A PW'C GREEN MOUNTAIN OAT, RELIABLH
J\*-'-^*S-» i3 Spring Wheat, Triumph and Vt. Beardless

Barley. Send for greatest FREE Catalog before buyintj
SURE. G. A, Read, Bead's Exp. Farms, Charlotte, Vt.

300,000 Cherry Trees, two years old,

4 cents each; boxing free.

Catalog free to everybody.
Sheerin's Wholesale Nurseries, Dansville, New York

cjoiLE STRAWBERRIES
Fresh dug, high-grade

plants. Valuable informa-

tion about varieties. Cat-

alog FREE.
The Flansburgh & Potter Co.

Leslie. Mich

II, TWO MONEY MAKERS .^^
:CARFF'S SMALL FRUITS
and hoo.s are an ideal combination for bee-keeper.s
or farmers. Order early and plant a generous (luan-

tity of these fruits. The beea pollenize them, mak- u
ing them prrxluceln luxurious abundance.andat the
same time Increa.so amount and value or honey. %

Small Fruit Plant Free. I want to prove now
well-rooted, .^ftrouf^ and viKurou.s my i)lant.s are. I will •

, send free one fine plant (my selection) if you will write
for my new 1909 free catalD^. Some of my eu.stomers
make over $300 an a<Te with my plants. Book on "Trans- tf'
planting and Afterculture" free with all order.s. I sell a Nly
lartre variety of nursery stock, irrown on an Kno-acre farm, i'^
Ask for Catalog E. W. N. SCAHFF. Kew Carlisle. Ohio
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$3000.00

IN GOLD
would not replace our latest book,

Wyandottes in Colors,

and How to

Judge Them
l>y Theo. Heaves

It contains 12 pictures from Oil Paintings,

and over 100 in black and white. More
information on Wyandottes than the Stan-

dard could possibly give. Nothing like it

elsewhere. One breeder says, " Worth $500

to him. " This book and our great seller,

" HOW TO MAKE
POULTRY PAY"

containing 115 pages, 300 pictures, and 8

three-color illustrations, make two of the

best books published to-day. One man
says
—

" Can not find words to express my
appreciation for either of these works. " By
sending us $1.00, the regular retail price of

each book, we will send you your choice

and your money back if not satisfied.

The Inland Poultry Journal

runs from 40 to 100 pages a month. Sub-

scriptions 50 cents a year. We want you
to read it. Subscribe to-day. Address

INLAND POULTRY JOURNAL
1 5 Cord BIdg. Indianapolis, Ind.

Inland Poultry Journal,
15 Cord BIdg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Enclosed find $1.00, for which enter my subscription to

your paper for one year and send me the book named be-

low. I understand that my money will be returned if 1

am not satisfied.

Name

Address

State

Book wanted

Here
She Is

and My
Book Too

I've come here this time to tell you—
"Better hurry up and send me your

name this year."
You know about Johnson and "Old

Trusty" Incubators and when I say
My Big Poultry Book is better than
ever—every page of 200 and every
photograph out of over 1200 a poultry
lesson, I know you'll believe me and
write to learn about my new

OLD
TRUSTY
INCUBATOR

Over 100,000 in use—most certain

and simple and sure for besjinncrs or

experienced chicken raisers—perfect

inside and out for hatching the most
chicks—California Redv.ood encased
in metal. Sent on

40, 60 or 90 Days' Trial—
For 3 Hatches. 10-Year
Guarantee. 75 Per Cent

Better Hatches ''
laranteed

Don't pay two prices—my price

is lower than ever this year—under
SIO complete, ready to hatch—sent

promptly to you anywhere, with all Freight Prepaid
east of the Rockies. Send your name and get my Big
Free Poultry Book. Now is the time—Sure.

M. M. Johnson, Incubator Man
Clay Center, Neb.

y<0 — leading varieties of pure bred
^Jchlckens, Ducks. Geese, Turkeys;
also Holsteln cattle. Prize winning stock.
Oldest and largest poultry farm In the
northwest. Stock, eggs and Incubators
at low prices. Send 4 cents for catalog.
Larkln&Uereberg, B!z.26 Mankato.Mlnn.

THE BROODER
THAT
BROODS

thats a bargain

Root Incubator Co.
Desk No. 2 cliveiand. OHia

^^o'^Acr ROOT -^.BROODERS
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$

7.55
140-
Egg

Buys the Best

Incubator
Ever Made

> $4.50 Buys the Best Aifsoder
Both Incubator and Brooder, ordered together,
cost but $11.50. Freight Prepaid. The Belle
City Incubator has double walls and dead
air space all over, copper tank, hot-water
heat, self-resrulator, thermometer, eerg tester,

safety lamp, nursery, high legs, double door.
The Belle City Brooder is the only double-

|
walled brooder made, hot-water heat, plat-

form, metal lamp. No machines at any price
are better. Write for
our book today, or
send the price now
under our guarantee
and save waiting.

Satisfaction
Brooder Guaranteed

Bell^U^ncubato^Oj.

Hatch With the Leasts
Cost Per Chick

That 18 what we guarantee you
can do with the

Invincible Hatcher
It and If It don't produce more strong, healthy

fckB than anyother Incubator , regardless of prl oe

,

send It back. 60-Egg Size Only $4.00. Same low
prices on larger Hatchers. Brooders and Supplies.
Write for lT6-page FREE catalogue.
The United Factories Co., Dept.X38. Cleveland, O.

Hatch Chickens by
^A^^rn^^ ^'*'>' "Wood-
%kf051|T1 en Hen" and^»^*""'' "Excelsior-
Incubators assure big hatches.

Well-built, reliable, practical--

thousands in nse. Catalogue free.

GEO. H. STAHL. Box 36 E,QumCT.lLL.

(25 Egg Incubator (11)
and Brooder %°^OW

If ordered together we
' send both for $10
J p a y freight. Well

made, hot water, copoer tanka,
doable wans, doufcle glass doora.
Free catalog describes them.
WUooDsln Incabator Co.,
Box sn Kacine, Wis.

^gt!v*=r CHEAP INCUBATOR
BUT IS IT FIRE-PROOF? IS IT INSURABLE?

Buy the World's Best Hatcher. Take No Risks,

CYPHERS FIRE-PROOFED INSURABLE INCUBATORS

Have been Inspected and Passed by the Fire Under-

writers and bear their Insurance Isabel. Freo BOOK

tells all about It. Address nearest office.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

Botlon,Mas*.i New York City; Chlcano. III.;

__^_ Kansas City, Mo.j OsKland, Cal. ^^^^

Greider's
Book

On Poultry

Coniia.-, practical. How
to make nioMcy with poul-

try; liiforniatiiin

buildings, treat-

ment of diseases,

etc. Fifteen at-

tractive chroinos

;

sixty prominent varieties. lOc postpaid

KUiJ. imre-bre.1 st.H-k an'l.eY^a a low

sure preventive and an ex.ell.'nt .hsin-

fectant. B, H. CREIOER, Rheems. Pa.

BuMYourOwnIncubafor5^''Srooder5
Save money. Thousands are doinpr it

'

every year. I teach you how and sup-

ply all the parts you cannot make, at

low prices. My New Lampless Brood-
er will cost you $4.00. Greatest
Brooder invention of the ajre. Repairs
and supplies for all kinds of Incubators or Brooders,

My new book of plans and catalogue has over 100

illustrations, showing step by step every stapre of

construction—so simple a 12 year old boy can follow

them. Send 25c coin or U. S. stamps to cover cost.

Tour money back If you are not satisfied. I allow the price

of the book on your first order. Send for the book today. Hmean«

Dollar, to jou. H. M. SHEER, 479 Hampshire St. , Qulncy, HI.

World's Best Incubator
Has stood all tests In all climates
for 15 years. Don't experiment,
get certainty. Get a

SUCCESSFUL
Incubator and Brooder. Anybody
can operate them and make money.
Let us prove It to you, Bookletjj

"Proper Care and Feeding ofL

Chicles, Ducks and Turkeys," 10c,' —
Poultry paper, 1 year, 10c. Write for free catalog. '
Des Moines Inenbstor Co.. 190 2nd St.,jeaBolnes,Ia^

BOOK
OurHandsome
new Illustrated
Poultry Book
fully covers the
pioultry - raising
business in every

, detail. It tells how
to get fertile eggs—

-^^—^ how to test them—how
to market them—how to raise the healthi-

est fowls at the smallest expense.
It contains beautiful illustrations Of all

kinds of fowl and many vnluuble remarks by
famous poultrymen. It thoroughly explains
the process and advantages of incubation and

^Ifaii the
" ReliableIncubator

Tells how it won the World's Record and 648
First Prizes. Shows the advantases of its double

heating system, inside heater ami automatic regulator.

Writs today—we will send the boolc without plac-

ing you under any obligation to purchase an incubator.

Sellable Ineobator & Brooder Co., Rox D49,Qniney,lll.

Owners of the Famous Eeliable Poultry Farm

Prairie State

INCUBATORS
hatch strong, livable chicks

and duclcs most successfully.

Perfect regulation of heat au-

tomatically controlled.

The Sand Tray Diffusion
Incubator is the most advanced in every particular and is

guaranteed to do the work for you economically.

Piano-Box will do for Brooder
Put our Universal Hover into it and make your o^vn

brooder. The Universal Hover may be attached to any
form of colony-house, mush-
room-house, small portable

building or piano box and
makes about as good a brood-

er as money can buy. Ask
for Free Catalog. Address

Prairie State lacubaior Co.,

414 Main St., Homer Citr, Pa.

Idear's^nd^rrincubafor
25 years of experience in it.

Tried and proven. Makes re-

sults certain. Send for creat

free book, "Poultry for Prof-

it." 128 pages, practical, re-

liable. Worth dollars for fine

pictures alone. Free. Send today to

J. W. Miller Co.. Box 48«Freeportf 111.
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H. C. Phelps

Here*s Your Cliance!
Save Big Money a" Buggy

If you are in the market for a buggy, write us a line

on a postal, and we'll quote our prices for 1909.

We'll make to your order a genuine Split Hickory
Buggy—save you from $26.50 up—and ship at factory

prices. Find out how much buggy value your cash money
will buy direct from the manufacturer.

Let Us Quote You a Price on a

Split Hickory Vehicle
We can't tell you all about our great selling plan in this

advertisement — we want to send you our Big Free
Book—which tells the story in detail—describes all our
125 Vehicles and full line of high-grade harness—tells

you how we make buggies to order—sell them direct on

30 Days' Free Road Test
All Split Hickory Vehicles are guar-

anteed for Two Full Years.
This splendid top buggy means $26.50 in

your pocket—where ft belongs.
Don't you want our Free Book? A postal

will get it—take a minute's time now and write
for it. Write today—you'li be glad you did

H. C. Phelps, President

THE OHIO CARRIAGE MFG. CO.
"Makers of Split Hickory Vehicles"

Station 293, Columbr.s, Ohio

Note:— Celebrated Sheldon French
Point Automobile Springs used on all

Split Hickory Vehicles making them
positively the easiest riding buggies on
the market.

la^Hailiii^
dnSoFt
Ground

Your wagon won't
mire — pile on the
loari — >^oft soil or
sand — it's all the
same when jou
have the

Empire "Good-Roads"
Steel Wheels

The wide tires, plain or grooved,
have plenty of surface so they can't

sink down. Haul 50 per cent more
than with the ordinary wagon. A set

of these wheels for your old wagon
will pay big profits in labor-saving.
Made anv size. Will last a lifetime.

Send for Free Wheel and Wason
Book, " '« o o d - R o a ds ' Steel
Wheels Make All Roads Good.
Empire Mfg. Co., Box 43SQulncy,lll

Big Profits In SQUABS
Send for our free pamphlet, " How to

Make Big Money Raising Squabs.'"

Our birds are supreme. You 'raise the

squabs and we furnish you the customer?

.

MELROSE SQUAB CO.,
1924 Harwood Place, Bulfalo.N.Y.

32"^ Year
Vaughan's Seeds are the

Standard in the Middle West,
from the Ohio River to Colo-
rado.
Vaughan's Catalogue has

set the pace for quality seeds,
for plants of merit, for truth-
ful descriptions, for photo-
graphic iUustrations.

If You Make a Garden
You Need It

"Gardening Illustrated" is

the title of Vaiighans I'.ili'.M 'ut-

alogue. To|iluce it in the hands
of every home owner and
garden maker we submit the
following

Genuine Free Offer
This catalogue, 160 pages, 4

color plates, complete in all

"Triiimi.h of the tlianls" departments, costing 5 centsrriumph of the o.anis
pogtage.together with 1 packet

new "Triumph of the Giants" Pansies with the six re-

markable and valuable rare flower seeds, below, all for

only Oc (stamps), the actual mailing cost of the whole.
There has never been a more really valuable Kree

Seed Offer made in America and we make It only for

the reasons above stated.

7 15 Seeds Kudzu Vine
100 New Seeds Calif. Poppy, Dainty Queen

DA^IIir 60 Seeds Sweet Peas. Orchid FloweredtCCany a.S seeds Annual Hollyhock

Good ^6 Seeds Burning Bush
rmY. 25 Seeds Splendid Cosmos Lady Lenox
1 ningS loO seeds Pansy, Triumph of tiiants

fi:Lv1*f'o?Only6 Cents to pay
postage

iie IfAviafln* of practical and fancy pure
lO VariCilcS bred poultry. Beautiful,
hardy vigoious. LargCHt, most successful
poultrr-lar III. Tlumsands to choose trom
Big Profitable Poultry look tells all

about it. Quotes low prices on fowls, e(?pR,

incubators, and mipplies. Sent for 4 cents.

Berry's Poultry Farm.Boz l53Clarinda,Ia.

VAUGHAN'S SEED STORE
Dept B, 84-86 Randolph St.. CHICAGO

or 14 Barclay SX^ New York

> Mil laauiHII vdriatios pui^-u.cu cillckelis id

ks,geese,turkeys, pea- fowls, incubators, supplies I
Uiedogs. Send4c for large poultry and Inc. hook I
J.J.BRENNER, D.I 2, Mankato,Minn.

J
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ElkhartBuggies
are the best made, best grade and easiest riding
buBKies ou earili for the monoy.

FOR THIRTY-SIX YEARS
we have been selling direct and are

The Largest Manufacturers in the World
selling to the consumer exclusively.
Wp ship for examination and appruvnU )>^>^'''

anteeing safe delivery, and also to s.ive you
money. If voii are not satisfied as to stjle,

quality and price you are nothing out.

May We Send You Our
Large Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg
Elkhart, • - • Indiana

MJB

Direct to lS)u"
We have more than 100.000 satisfied customers in more than 17,000 cities,

villages and towns lu the i.'Dited States wlio have each saved from 85 to
640 by buying a Kalamazoo stove or range oa

360 DAYS APPROVAL
direct from our factory at actual factory prices. Ko stove or range nas
tt higher reputation or gives better satisfaction. You run no
risli. You eavt ail dealers' profits. We pay the freight.

Send Postal For Catalog No. 416
and see list of towns where we have satisfied customers.

Kalamazoo Stove Company, Mfrs., Kalairazoo, Mich.
Ourp»t«nt o»en thermnmetermftkefl baking

sod roastJDg eaaj.

Build a$5000 Business ofYourOwn
ill till' |':ist vcar 1 have started tioo anibitiniis men fowaril business independence; 290 have already

established permanent Cnllection Agencies; my FIRST STUDENT—Clyde Z. Curlee. of Oklahoma
City—has developed the largest Collection Business in the Southwest to-day. Kvery month fifty more
join our Co-operative Bureau -free to graduates— securing valuable business from each other .\ND
from huiulred^ of the largest business firms everywhere.

Facts— Results— Proof of Earnings — Not mere expectations
• IS I.KSS TH.^N TWO MONTHS 1 HAVK KARNKl) $tlO iu spare time only "' writes Henry Bick

ner. .Ir.. Schenectady. N. Y. • MADK «17.'j ON ONK CLAIM." says A. W. Wolf, of Chicago. "850
o\ KK AND Al'.(i\ K'MY K.XPKNsKS IN ONE WEKK."' reports o. R. Short. Tacoma. Wash. "COL-
I.KCTH iNS SlS.'iS I, AST MONTH - W. Y. Trammel. Birmingham. Ala.

Send me a post-card for Free Pointer and proof of every claim I make.

W. A. Shryer, Pres. AMERICAN COLLECTION SERVICE, 255 State Street, Detroit, Michigan

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We will .ship you a

"RANGER" BICYCLE
on approval, freight

prepaid to any place in the United States 7t'ithout a cent dcpoiil in adTancr, and allow
' 'en days free trial from the day you receiv»> it. If it does not suit you in every way and

is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get anywhere else
regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keep it, ship it back
tons at our expense for freight and you \\i\\ not be onions cefit.

I nW FAPTnRY PRIPF^ ^^ sell the highest grade bicycles direct from factoryImVn rHWIVni rniWtJ {„ ,ijer at lower prices than any other house. We
save you ^ij lo ^25 iniddleinen's profit on every bicycle-;-highest grade models with
I'lnu ture-I'roof tires, Imported Roller chains, pedals, etc.. at prices no higher than cheap mail
order bicycles; al.so rclialile medium gr.ide models at unheard of low prices.
DinCD ilPCIITC iUAIITCn >" (^'^<h '""° ''"<' district to ride and e\hil>it a sample
niUCn MUklllO nillllCU 1909 Ranger Bicyde furnished by us. You will be
nstc>iii<<li<-<i .^t \.\\eiutindfr/ully low pricis^XiA tlie liberal propositions and special offers we will
(;i ' M tlie iirst iv^j sample going to your town. Write at once iar m\T sprcial offer.
00 NOT BUY a I'itvcle or a pair of tires frim anyone t^K any price \x^\S\ you receive our catalogue
and le.irn oiir low pri' esanri liberal terms. BICYCLE DEALERS: you can sell our bicycles under
your '.wn n imc i)latc atdouMe nur prices. Orders tiiled tlie cl;iy re.:eived.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES—a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will
< .1 ,r.| ..lit at once, at $3 to :f8 e.TCll. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

TIbCC PflACTCD DDAVCC sini;le wheels, inner tuUes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs and
llnCOl UUAOlull DnHI^COt everything in the l.i> y. le line at half the usual prices.

DO NOT WAIT. It "rile t liv fr "UT /..irii'c cVr/rtAn' beautifully illiistr.atcd and containing a great fund of inter-
estinj; nntier ;n I us' ful inf r:r itiin. li '.n y costs a postal to gel everything. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.Hiis, CHICAGO, ILL.
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'^hQ Land o/ Fruit and Flowers

MICHIGAN
There are upward of two million acres of wild lands in the Lower Peninsula

of Michigan suitable for general farming. It is the greatest opportunity

of the age for the man of small means to acquire a competency.

From $5 to $15 per Acre
will buy land that yields crops worth $50 to $100 per acre each year.

HOME.SE.ERE.RS' EXCURSION
to this territory via loledo and the

PERE MARQUETTE RAILROAD
on Tuesday, March 23; April 6 and 20; May 4 and 18, at from $6 to $8 for

the round trip, good fifteen days. Write W. C. TOUSEY, 423 Madison St.,

Toledo, Ohio, for descriptive circular, or address

H. F. MOEIvLrER., General Passenger Agent, DETROIX, MICH.

LlilfMlMATEli

DECEMBER*

Think of growing Cabbage in December—of Beets, Onions

and Peas marketed in February. The farmers of Manatee

County secure high prices for these early crops.

Vegetables Often Net $ 1 ,000 per Acre
You could soon become independent on a small truck farm.

The climate is delightful and water abundant.
Our valuable book, "Fruit and Vegetable Growing in Manatee

County," tells of reasonably priced lands in this section. Sent free
while edition lasts. Address

J. W. WHITE
Gen'l Indus. Ag't, Seaboard Air-Line

Dept. F. PORTSMOUTH VA.

$50 to $300 SAVED

GALLOWAY

We are manufacturers, not merchants. Sdve dealers,

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
S50 toSJOO onmyHigh Grade Standard Gasoline
Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for

similar engines in carload lots for spot cash, j^o^f Direct
From

My Fac
Price and quality speak for tliemselves j^ '^'J^ ^ . *

t

and you are to be tiie sole judge. J^-^/^^ Pf^'o . f
Sell your poorest horse and l.uv a j^-^/^ Trial, batislac-

B-H.-P. Only$113.SO Xcfj^h^ck.WnXeioispec-
al proposition. All

pav uie is for raw
ii.itcrial, labor and
" sin.ill i)r..tit Send for

y big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Gallovraj ( n.

1685 0allawaT Station
Waterloo, Iowa

Sure service—always ready—never fail—never get tired

—cost no more than a good horse and buggy—cost far

less to keep—sure-goers over

Any Kind of Roads
Speed up to 30 miles an hour. Simple, durable, g-uamn-
teed mechanical construction. Solid tires—no tire tronbl
or repair expense. A woman or child can drive them
Fanners of hi^jh standing may secure appointment as
agents. Twenty models to choose Srom. Complete lin

\\'rite (or free cataL.g No. 31. illustrated and dcs. riptiv

W. H. MclNTYRE COMPANY, Auburn, Indiana
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amazing orter— the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. .'>

at /7 lints a day— is open to everybody, everywhere.

It's our new and immensely popular plan of selling Oli'er

Typewriters on little easy payments. The abandonment of /(>«£-

hand in favor of clean, legible, beautiful typewriting is the next

great step in human progress. ^,e-« —^-S
Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of ttft and ini is largely restricted to the writing of signatu-rs.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.

The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for universal typewriting^

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to

take the initiative in bringing

about the universal use of type-

writers. It always leads I

PENNIES AND OWN

OLIVET?

THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER
This "/7-Centi-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as ea<y

10 •tun as to rent. It places the machine within easy reach of

every heme—every individual. A man's " cigar money "—

a

woman's " pin money "—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now afford to own Olivers. By
miliziog spare moments for practice they may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School Doys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their

fennies.

You can buy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.
And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to earn

mtn/y ta inish paying for the machine.

Advantages
The Oliver is the most high-

ly perfected typewriter on the

market—hence its /CX> per cent

e^tienfy.

Among its scores of conven-
iences are:

—the Balane* Shift
- <he Ruling Device
—the Double Release
- the Locomotive Base
-the Aulomatlo Spacer
-the Automatio Tabulator
—the Disappearing Indicator
—the Adjuatabls Paper Fin-

ger*
- the Scientific Condensed

Keyboard

Can you spend 1 7 Cent*
than in the purchase of thif

Write for Special Easy-paymen

Service Possibilities

The Oliver Typewriter turns

out more work—of better qual-

ity and greater variety—than

any other writing machine.
Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of its towering
supremacy in
— Corraapondence
-Card Index Work
Tabulated Reports

— Follow-up Systems
-Manifolding Service
-Addressing Envelopes
Working on Ruled Forms
Cutting Mimeograph Sten-

cils.

a day to betteradvantage
I wonderful machine ?

t Proposition or see the nearest

Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Tyoewriter Co.
91 1 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

BANKING BY MAIL

i4%r
iVloney deposited with us is secure, and

works for you continually. Our perfect

system of Banking BY MAIL brings this

opportunity to your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital

and surplus of $70,000, and assets of over

$700,000. Its policy is conservative; its

affairs are ably managed by capable and
successful business men. _— »si.^siiL E!£3

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted,

on which we pay a yearly interest of 4
per cent, compounded semi-annually. Send
currency in registered letter, your own
check; or by P. O. or express money-order.

Write for the Booklet
fea^^i _ I^To-day.

Res 'Urces

$800,000.

Established

18^2

tH^SAVIngs^deposit
=:^ BANK COMRANY \^

MEDINA, OHIO

Will you accept this

businessbook if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no moncyl
Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master busi-

ness men have written ten books—2,079 pages—^^1,407

\-itaI business secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the

best of all that they know about
—Purchasing —Salesmanship
—Credits —Advertising
—Collections ^Correspondence

—Accounting —Man-Handling
—Cost-keeping .—Man-Training
-Organization -Office Systems
—Retailing —Short-cuts and
— Wholesaling Methods for every
— Manufacturing line and department
A 9,059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses
great and small; pages 4 and S deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handling and
traininguien ; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising,

with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail : pages 12 to l5 w ith the great problem of securing the highest
market price for your services—no matter what your line ; and the
last page tells how you may get a complete jet—bound in hand-
some half morocco, contents in colors—for less than your daily

smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

lyntyou read the book ifme send il/reef
Send no money. Sirnfly sign the coupon.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago
If there are, in your books, any new ways to increase my bus-

iness or my silary. I should like to know them. So send on
your 16-page free descriptive booklet. I'll read it. JlO-3-1

—Position-Getting
—Position- Holding

—Selling Plans
—Handling Customers

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-

ness subjects.

Business.

Position—
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The Danzenbaker

Comb-honey Hive

MORE HONEY
The construction of the hive is such that the bee-iceeper can easily produce a larger
surplus of comb honey per hive, for the bees are not inclined to loaf during the early
flow, but get more promptly at work at the right time.

BETTER HONEY
The claim made for this hive, that it produces better honey, has never been success-
fully contradicted. True, an expert may with other hives get a result approximately
equal to the Danz. results; but hundreds of letters received show that the DANZEN-
BAKER HIVE, in the hands of the average bee-keeper, produces more fancy surplus
comb honey than any other hive.

MORE MONEY
This statement is easily verified. Fancy comb honey is always in demand, and espe-

cially in Danz. sections. A crop of fancy honey on an ordinary market always brings
more money; and on a poor market the fancy honey will sell while the other grades
have to be shaded to find a buyer. The following unsolicited letter verifies the state-

ment.

St. Joseph, Mich., Sept. 26, ^08.
I have 112 colonies, all in Danz. hives with the exception of ten; and they will go into the regular Danz. body in the

spring. The regular Danz. hive, with the right management, is the best combination in the world for comb honey. 1 let

the " big-hive " men laugh; but when we go to market their product is no competition to mine. The dealers say to them,
" If yours is as good as Hall's, bring it in and we'll take it." And it is ALL in the form and management of the HIVE.

E. L. Hall.

Central Sta., W. Va., Rt. I, box 33, August 5, 1408.
Another season of the fullest success with the Danzenbaker hive. If any one wanted to transfer my bees into other

hives, he could not do it for $5.00 each. Yours for success, B. O. Elki'RITZ.

Akron, Ohio, Sept. 25, 1908.

I now have quite a few colonies of b;es on Danz. frames, and the result' has been very satisfactory. For
this locality they are certainly far superior to the Hofl^man frames. 1 am taking off honey from the late flow (heartsease,

boneset, and aster), and supers on Danz. hives are well filled, in most instances with very little burr comb; while those

containing Hoffman frames, burr combs are built between supers and frames so that it is necessary to pry and cut off the burr

combs before placing escape-board.

Bees seemed to be inclined to swarm on Danz. frames more readily, or, rather, made preparations to, but I have dis-

covered a method wherein I can control them very easily. By another season I am in hopes to have my entire outyard
equipped with Danz. frames.

Having adopted the Danz. hive through your suggestion, 1 therefore feel it my duty to give you this report.

Yours truly, A. J. Halter.

Now is the time to make a trial order for these hives if you have not yet tried them,
workmanship is the best; the quality is the best, and the results are sure.

Price, 5 completa Danzenbaker comb-honey hives, with sections and ftl 1 OO
foundation starters, and nails, all in flat ^* 'V\/

The

5 hives as above, nailed and painted 15.50

Accept no substitute. The results accomplished by the Danzenbaker hive are generally

equaled by no other.

F. DANZENBAKER, Patentee.
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A YEAR'S WORK

IN AN OUT-APIARY

A t ear's \voiK ni

'.in Oiit-Apiaiy

OR
1/An average of 114/^ pounds of hone}

per colony, in a poor season,

and how it was done.

Firit edithn, Dec, IQoS, 1000 ctfiii

Stttnd edition, Jan., IQ0<),30O0 copiei.

By G. M. DOOLITTLE
Author of " Scientific Qu^en Rearine."

Mention has already been made o' this book in our reading-columns; but there is such

an unusual interest in it that we oal attention to it once more.

To understand the scope oi ; e work better, please notice that it contains the following

chapters :

Cbaptei 1. An average of U44 ixiun.iS f jection Boney per colony in a poor season, and bow it was done.

II. Same, continued
III. Bloom time.

IV. How to control swarms »nen running for comb honey.

V . A simple and reliable plan tor making increase.

VI How to save unnecessary lining in talcing off filled supers of honey.
' Vll. Taking oti the surplus wnai to do with the unfinished sections, preparation for the buckwheat flow

VIII. Progress in the superb.

IX. A simple way to put on escapes without lifting.

X. Taking off the Honey jon storing it at the outyard.

XI. Same, continued.

XII. Closing words; further suggestions to the plans given in the preceding chapters.

The author says in the preface:
While the book is intended for the specialist, it is none the less desirable for the plain, every-day bee-keeper, with his

one home apiary, or for the amateur with his five to ten colonies; and because this book is for the specialist in bee-keeping

( have not gone into first principles or the A B C of our pursuit, as the specialist has passed these rudimentary things long

ago. There are plenty of good books before one. and all who are desirous of learning of the foundation structure, there-

fore, have no need of repeating here. The amateur should certainly procure, read, and digest one or more of these

oooks upon entering the ranks of apiculture

What Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of The Bee-keepers' Re'vieiv, says:

" A Year's Work in an Om-apiary " is packed full of the most valuable information that has ever been

riven to bee-keepers. Like a few other oooks. it is a difficult one to review. It is so boiled down and

condensed that there is very little that can Dr left out. I am going to do the best I can at it, but I'll say

right here that every bee-keeper woulo <io mach better to buy the book and read it in its entirety.

While the book is really a record oi one year's work (12 visits) in an oat-apiary, in which, during a

poor season (1905), 114J4 pounds of section Qoney per colony were secured, it is descriptive of a X For the en-

plan that was perfected during some ten oi fifteen years of previous experimenting. To put the X closed remit-

whole thing in a nut-shell, it tells how r-j manage an out-apiary for the most profitable pro- X tance

dnction of comb honey, and, at the same time preveni all swarming. ^ please send G/«an-

ingi (1 vr. or 6

SPECIAL OFFER NO. Dl: / --> °

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, one voar (new or renewal subscriprions), $ 1 .00
Ono copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY .30

Total $1.50 X Name.

OUR PRICE for the above (o> *SU days, or until March 15, $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D2: ^ ^''"'

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, six month's trial $ .25
Onecopy of A YEAR'S WORKIN AN OUT-APIARY . ^50

lotal $ .75

BOTH until March 15, 1909, for 50 cents
i| >ou are already a subscriber to Glhamings, and your subscription is

oaia, ana you want to get the book, take advantage of offer No. D2
01 oroering the book lor yourself and a six month's trial to Gleanings
(or (omeoneof your bee-keeping friends who is not now a subscriber.

Send Doolittle's book, my address

below:

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O. // Gieanings is to he sent /• san

$ttn tniy in last two blank lines.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Notice! will be inserted in these classified colamns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your

advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be

responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Salb —Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of ex-

tracted honey at 9 cts. per lb.; also good quality clover-basswood

blend of extracted honey at 8 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at producing

point. All in new 60-lb. cans, two in a box. Sample and cir-

cular free. E. D. Townsknd, Remus, Mich.

For Salb.—Amber, buckwheat, and No. 2 white comb
at $2.50 per case of 24 sections; in six-case lots at $2.25; in 25-

case lots, $2.00 per case. Nice, thick, well-ripened amber ex-

tracted, to close it out, at lYz cts.; four cases at 7 cts.

Quirin-the-Quben-Brebdkr, Bellevue, Ohio.

For Sale.— Choice extracted honey for table use, gathered

from clover and basswood—thick, well ripened, delicious flavor.

Price 9 cts. per lb. in 60-lb. cans, two to case. Sample, 10 cts.

J. P. Moore, Queen-breeder, Morgan, Ky.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write

for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Comb honey, either car lots or less, both alfalfa

and sage. Extracted honey, white, in 60-lb. cans. Samples
furnished upon application.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.— Fine extracted white-clover honey; also light

amber fall honey, put up in barrels, 60-lb. and 10-lb. cans.

Write for prices. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Sale.— I have a few 160-lb. kegs of clover honey, of fine

quality, left, at 8 cts. to close out. N. L. Stevens,
Moravia, N. Y.

For Sale.— Fine quality table honey in 60-lb. cans; alfalfa,

b.asswood, or amber. Rout. A. Holekamp & Son,
4263 Viiginia Avenue. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—Amber and buckwheat honey, 7^ cts. delivered.

Orange Mountain Bee Farm, West Orange, N. J.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. Sta

price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water Street, Chicago, 111.

Stamps for Collections.

Foreign stamps, finely mixed, 100 for 15 cts.; 125, all different,

worth $2.60 mounted in album, only $1.00; 25 different, worth 80

cts., and 100 hinges, 10 cts. Ask for approval sheets, 50 per cent

discount. J. R. McCorkle, Wingate, Ind.

Souvenir Post Cards

Eight beautiful birthday, Easter, St. Patrick's day, or assorted

post cards mailed for 15 cts., or 15 for 25 cts.; regular 2 for 5 cts.

cards. M. T. Wright, Medina, Ohio.

For Sale

For Sale.—A fall line of bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Melilotus (sweet clover) seed for

sale at 8 cts. per lb. Write for catalog and particulars.

The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Toledo garden hill and drill seeder for $5.00

—

cost $6.00; combined single and double wheel hoe, with set of

tools, for $5.50—cost $7.00; tools little used; guaranteed good as

new. Emil Anuerson, Paxt n. III.

For Sale.— Fifty Danzenbaker supers for eight-frame hives

and 4x5xl}4 sections; nailed, and painted three coats; 20 are

new; 20 used but once; Hyde-Scholl fences, 10, used twice; M
fences; $20.00, f. o. b, B. Hollenback, Spring Hill, Kan.

Flower-seed bargains— 10 packets 10 cents; asters, dianthus,

pansies, etc.; no two alike; all others, 3 cents. Double dahlia

roots, mixed colors, 7 cts. each; 10 for 50 cents; 25 for $1.00.

W. F. Talc, Union Center, Wis.

For Sale.—Second-hand Quinby hives for extracting, twelve

frames wide, two tiers high; closed-end frames 11/4 x 17^ in.;

$1.50 each, or $5o.00 for the lot. A. H. Root,
Canastota, N. Y.

Asparagus roots — the kind that is right; can refer you to mar-

ket growers; orders booked now. Will D. Quick,
Box 156. Ashton, III.

For Sale.—One 22-caliber Marlin repeating rifle, new; price

$12.50. Also one double-barrel 12-gauge shotgun, in good condi-

tion, $10.00 cash. Herbert Fisher, Southold, N. Y.

For Sale.—Fifty or sixty Root hives with supers and frames,

almost new; also winter cases. C. E. Crowthkk,
North Kingsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—The Young comb-honey cutter for putting up

comb honey in sealed containers. Send lor booklet.

W. J. Young, Arecibo, Porto Rico.

For Sale.—Sweet-clover seed, 15 cts. per pound, postage ex-

tra. Roots's supplies. Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-

supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. CooLBY, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—Lewis bee supplies, berry-boxes, and crates.

Wiite for catalog. W. J. McCarty, Emmetsbuig, Iowa.

For Sale, or trade for bee-suppUes that I can use, one Victor

talking-machine and 48 records. M. A. Jones, Atwater, 111.

For Sale.—Coon hound pups, for supplies or offers.

G. M. Withrow, Buffalo, HI.

For Sale.—One ten-inch Root foundation-machine, good as

new. Price $20.00. F. C. Morrow. Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

Poultry Offers

For Salb.—Brown Leghorn, B. P. Rock, S. L. Wyandotte

eggs; $1.00 to $1.50 per 15. Raised on separate farms. Write

for full particulars. F. C. Morrow, Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

For Sale.— R. C. Brown Leghorns. Won firsts on cockerel,

hen, and pullet. These birds score as high as 94^. Eggs, 15

for $1.50. Mrs. Geo. W. Akmentrout, Irving, III.

Indian Runner duck eggs from prize-winners at $1.00 per 12;

$4.00 per 55; $6.50 per 100. Circulai free.

Kent Jennings, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

Golden Barred Rocks.—The new beauty and utility

fowl. Plumage barred buff and white. Write for literature

and a feather. L. E. Altwbin, St. Joseph, Mo.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Ponltry-snpplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Beechford Farm offers beautiful pairs of Columbian and Part-

ridge Wyandottes. Young stock—$3.00 and $5.00.

W. Robinson, Beechford, N. Y.

Young stock cock and hen homer pigeons, guaranteed mates;

good squab-breeders, and lovely birds; $1.50 per pair. Safe de-

livery guaranteed. J. A. Thornton, Ursa, 111.
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Bees and Queens

Missouri-bred Italian queens; ereat hustlers in sections; cap

white, and gentle; cells built in stronu colonies, mated from two-

frame L. nuclei. Select untested, $1.00; tested, $1.50; bleed-

ers, $3.00. Two L. frame nucleus with laying queen, $S.OO; ten

for $25.00; virgins, 50 cts. each; $5.00 per dozen. 1 guar;intee

satisfaction and safe arrival. L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, untest-

ed, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $<'.00. Carniolan, Banat, and

Caucasian qneens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00; twelve, $10.00.

Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice breeders, $3.00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—After March, fine Italian, Carniolan, and Cauca-

sian queens; virgins, each, 40 cts.; dozen, $4.50; untested, 75

cts. each; dozen, $8.50. Orders booked now. Safe arrival and

satisfaction guaranteed. " Edwa. Reddout,
Bradentown, Fla.

Italian Qubbns.—Ready, 1909 list of Mott's strain of Red-

clover and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce Queens, 15 cts.;

leaflet. How to Increase, 15 cts.; one copy of each, 25 cts.

E. E. MoTT, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March 1. Un-
tested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask for prices in

large quantities. W. J. Littlkfibld,
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—Ten colonies of Italian bees in eight-frame

Langstroth-Simplicity hives; bees in good condition; mostly last

year's qneens; $3.00 per colony.

Glenwood Stock Farm, Nashotah, Wis.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; ran princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring delivery.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blocker, Pearl City, III.

Italian queens and nuclei; two-frame nucleus with queen,

$2.50; tested queen, $1.00; 6 for $5.00. Untested queens in sea-

son at 75 cents each. W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.

For Sale.—Superior honey queens, red-clover strain; untest-

ed, $1.00; tested, $1.26; select tested, $1.50. Send for circular.

Virgil Sires & Bro., North Yakima, Wash.

For Sale.— 100 colonies of pure Italian bees in eight and
ten frame Dovetailed hives at $5.00 each; in lots of ten, $5.00

each. F. A. Gray, Redwood Falls, Minn.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by the originat-

o'. Fine queens for breeders' use, a specialty.

F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Pound bees, nuclei, full colonies, supplied from Mechanic
Falls branch. Prices on application. J. B. Mason,

Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.—Serenty colonies of Italian bees in eight and ten

frame hives. E. W. Baldwin, DeKalb, III.

Improved selected untested Italian queens, 50 cents.

Geo. A. Francis, 1453 Sea View Ave., Bridgeport, Ct.

For Sale.—Bees in two-story hives, for extracted honey.
Write for prices. C. H. W. Weber, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Situation Wanted.

I expect to be in California this year, and wish to correspond

with those who will let bees on shares or pay salary. Have had

12 years' experience—two years witn the Root Co.

H. G. LaRub, LaRue, O.

Wanted.—Situation by young man wishing to learn bee-

keeping in Colorado or Nebraska; will work for his board in or-

der to learn. Box 31359, care of Gleanings.

Wanted.'
mao.

-Siloation with California apiarist by experienced

John Dupray, Geyserville, California.

Wants and Exclianges

Wanted.—To make contracts for untested queens for deliv-

ery in April, May, and June; not interested in any but strictly

first-grade Italian stock furnished by experienced breeders; stock

to be mailed direct to customers, or put up for remailing. Safe

arrival to be guaranteed. State number you can probably fur-

nish each month, earliest date you can begin making deliveries,

and how many you can furnish each week. State lowest price

for each month. Box Q, Gleanings in Bee Culture,
Medina, Ohio.

Wanted.—Salesmen to introduce our New Commercial and
Statistical State Chart for of?ice and general use. The work is

congenial and profitable, the earnings being according to your

ability. A thorough training is given before the work is started.

Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago, HI.

Wanted.—400 colonies of bees in California or Texas.
Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,

340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

Wanted.— Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slumgum.
State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershisbr,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—200 stocks or less of bees within 150 miles of De
troit. A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

Wanted.'—To rent or buy, 200 colonies of bees; also a part-

ner in the best bee location in America.
William H. Brown, Defiance, Ohio.

Wanted.—Home apiary, good location, in Southeast Virgin-

ia or Eastern North Carolina. Give full particulars and price.

F. R. Jordan, Bonners Ferry, Ida.

Wanted.—Second-hand Dovetailed hives and supers in good

condition. State quantity and price.

L. C. JuDSON,IWellsbiidge, N. Y.

Real Estate

For Sale.—318 acres of first-class wheat, oats, barley, and

rye farm; 80 acres cleared, 10 acres in winter wheat, 30 acres

plowed for spring wheat and oats. Bees, poultry, and all kinds

of stock do well; good water; plenty of wood; coal near and
cheap. Price $10.00 per acre. Write for particulars.

J. J. Brewer, Patience, Alberta, Canada.

For Sale.—Farm of 69 acres, with farm buildings, large

shop, honey-house, fruit; is well watered; 2^ miles from city

limits by State road; also 50 colonies of bees; extractors, hives,

tools, and Barnes foot-power combined circular and scroll-saw,

and complete file of Gleanings, Vol. I. to XXXVI.
Rt. 5. W. S. Ward, Schenectady, N. Y.

For Sale.—Eighty acres, Mitchell Co., Iowa; lich sandy
loam, no waste, never failed to produce a crop; 65 acres under

plow, the rest pasture and growing timber; all fenced. Large

eight-room house, soft water, cemented cellar, large new grana-

ry, good serviceable bams, tool-house, chicken-house, corn-crib,

well, and steel windmill. One mile to town; ^ mile to school.

Addres* Box 7, Rt. I, St. Ansgar, Iowa.

For Sale.—Three lots with three-room house, barn, and hen-

house, and 100 colonies of bees with fixtures for comb honey.

For particulars write S. Lamont, Jarretts, Wabasha Co., Minn.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keepera' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb.
Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

We buy car lots of

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Root's Bbb Supplies. Send for catalog.

D. CoOLEV, Kendall, Mich.
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Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order from

original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

Hor bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Italian Bees, qaeens, honey, and Root's bee-keepers' sup-

plies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

iJolden-all-over and red-clover Italian queens; circular ready.

W. A. Shuff, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

V2UBENS.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for business,

June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clkmons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April ; nu-

clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and

hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single

loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. Honey for sale.

QUIRIN-THK-QUEEN-BREEDER, BelleVUe, O.

Breeding queens of pure Caucasian and Carniolan

races—price $3.00. Order from A. E. TitoflF, Expert

in Apiculture, with Russian Department of Agriculture,

Kipff, Russia. Remit with orders. Correspondence in

English.

KIND WORDS.

" A Year's Work in an Out-apiary" is a book from which I

have gained more practical money-making experience than all

the other bee-books I have read, and I believe I have studied al-

most all of them. ARTHUR Drevar, M. D.

Annapolis, Md., Feb. 20.

Enclosed find 50 cents, for which please send me Doolittle's

book, " A Year's Work in an Out-apiary." The coming of

Cleanings is always looked forward to with a great deal of

pleasure, and it is hard to get all the good information out of it,

for every time one reads it over he finds something more.

Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 19. Leo C. Jones.

THE " MOLLIE O. LARGE " HONEY-PLANT—ALSO SOME-
THING ABOUT " BOILED WHEAT."

Dear Friend:—Yes, such you seem to me, for I have read

Cleanings, especially Home Papers, for years. 1 am a sister

of the late G. G. Large, and was boarding with him when his

wife (Mollie O.) sent you the spider-plant seed. In fact, he got

the seed from me.
Wheat as a breakfast food has been used in our family for fifty

years; and my 17-year-old boy (a young bee-keeper) is siill fond

of it. But why take the trouble to grind it? Just wash it clean,

then soak it over night, then cook slowly several hours, and it

will be at its best. Each grain will burst open like a potato.

Owaneco, HI. Susie H. Mkgan.

BOOK REVIEWS.

THE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER ANNUAL.
This is a remarkable publication in more than one respect.

For example, it contains 1350 royal-octavo pages, and weighs 7

lbs. 3 oz., yet it is not padded, but, on the contrary, is closely

printed. For many practical purposes it is a revised census of

America and Canada for 1908. This is no boast, for it gives the

statistics of every county, city, town, and village in the territory

with which it deals. Moreover, it has maps of all the States,

Territories, and Provinces. It catalogs 23,894 newspapers, mag-
azines, and trade and class publications. As far as possible it

gives the exact circulation of each publication, many being

sworn to by the publisher. In spite of this vast number, there is

no difficulty in looking up any publication desired. There are

supplementary lists of daily papers, magazines, women's publi-

cations, agricultural and religious papers, as well as all the class

and trade publications. The amount of classified knowledge it

affords is immense, and yet it is arranged in so simple a manner
that it may be understood by any one. It addition to all this it

nas an advertiser's telegraph code to facilitate communication
between advertisers and the publications they use. Such a code

is of considerable value to newspaper publishers and their pat-

rons. In various ways it is superior to a gazetteer of the two
countries— the United States and Canada; and to persons who
advertise or have much to do with newspapers it is certainly in-

valuable. It is sold at a moderate price considering its size

—

namely, $5.00 net, express prepaid by the publishers, N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.

Poultry Catalogs Received.

" Catalog of the Melrose Squab Company's Homers," 24 Har-
wood Place, Buffalo, N. Y. This is a small catalog referring to

one kind of pigeon used for squab-raising. It deals with an in-

teresting industry suitable for persons with only a very small plot

of ground. It is worth looking into by those who wish to try a

small industry.

" Poultry for Profit," by J. W. Miller Co., Freeport, III. This
is a very handsome and comprehensive catalog of about 130

pages, well printed with excellent illustrations of incubators,

fancy poultry, poultry-supplies and also fireless cookers.

" Wisconsin Incubator Co.'s Catalog for 1909." This deals

with a line of brooders and incubators sold at very reasonable fig-

ures. The factory is located at Racine, Wis., where all com-
munications should be addressed.

" Profitable Poultry," from Berry's Golden Rule poultry-farm,

Clarinda, Iowa. This is a remarkably nice catalog. The cover

page is a work of art. It is gotten out by an enterprising lady,

Mrs. A. A. Berry, who merits success.

" Prairie State Incubators and Brooders." This is not a very

large catalog; but it is gotten out by a big concern which was
among the first to make incubators in America. It contains

much information about the science of incubation and brooding.

Address Prairie State Incubator Co., Homer City, Pa.

" Poultry Helps," by Humphrey & Sons, Joliet, 111. This cat-

alog relates to the line of goods made by the above celebrated

firm. It embraces bone-cutters, brooders, clover-cutters, grit-

mortars, corn-shellets, etc.

" Ertel's Poultry Diary," by the Geo. Ertel Co., Quincy, III.

This catalog contains an unusual feature — namely, a diary

wherein the good wife may keep an account of all the eggs re-

ceived. It also contains an illustration of a cooker which would

be handy for melting combs. It contains much information.

" Greider's Illustrated Catalog of Pure-bred Poultry," by B. H.

Greider, Rheems, Pa. Price 10 cts. This is an extremely nice

catalog of poultry. The illustrations of poultry are certainly

fine. It is easily worth ten cents. It probably cost Mr. Greider

much more than that.

" Evergreen Poultry Farm," by J. J. Brenner, Mankato, Min-
nesota. This is an excellent catalog for those who are interest-

ed in purchasing poultry and supplies. It shows that the proprie-

tor is very enterprising, and equal to his business.

" Fifteenth Annual Poultry Book and Catalog of Successful

and Eclipse Incubators and Brooders," sent out by the Des
Moines Incubator Co., Des Moines, la. This is a comprehen-

sive catalog of incubators and other necessities for the modern
poultry farm.

" Pure-bred Poultry, Triumph Incubators and Brooders," by R.

F. Neubert, Mankato, Minn. This is an excellent catalog of

poultry for sale by Mr. Neubert. To get out so good a catalog for

a poultry farm only shows a commendable spirit of enterprise.

" The Combined Catalogs of the United Factories Company,"
Cleveland, Ohio. This is a large catalog peitaining to a number
of things in which farmers ^.re interested. It has a very full list

of incubators and brooders. Almost any farmer would appreciate

a copy of this catalog.

" Excelsior Incubators and Brooders, and the Wooden Hen,''

by Geo. H. Stahl, Quincy, 111. This is a thick book of over 200

p.ges, and contains quite a number of illustrations in color. Mr.

Stahl is always to be found in the front rank.

" The Famous Old Trasty Incubator and Brooder," manufac-

tured by the M. M. Johnson Co., Clay Center, Neb. This is a

great catalog, and contains hundreds of illustrations, many of

them half-tones. It is hardly worth while to keep chickens if

you do not send for this catalog.

" Reliable Incubator, World's Favorite," by Reliable Incuba-

tor and Brooder Co., Quincy, 111. This looks like a treatise on

poultry culture, and it does contain a large amount of useful in-

formation. A few years ago a book no larger or better than this

would have sold for 25 cents, yet the Reliable people give it

away to prosnective customers.

" Hatching and Rearing by Artificial Incubation," by H. M.
Sheer, Quincy, III. This Mr. Sheer does a peculiar business

somewhat in the same way bee-supplies are often sold — in the

flat. His incubators are not made up, but knocked down. This

makes them cheaper, and freight is less. His catalog is fine.

" Incubators, Brooders, Poultry Appliances, and Standard Sup-

plies," by the Cyphers Incubator Co., Buffalo, N. Y. This is a

giant catalog devoted to one line only — incubators, etc. It is

beautifully primed and splendidly illustrated on good paper, and

therefore worth owning. Such enterprise is quite remarkable and

praiseworthy.
" Our Grand New Features for 1909," by the Belle City Incu-

bator Co., Racine, Wis This is a catalog out of the ordinary.

It looks like a newspaper, but contains considerable information

that will interest pouitry-keepers.

" Maple Grove Poultry Farm," from Larkin & Herzberg,

Mankato, Minn. This is a very excellent catalog of thorough-

bred poultry, with illustrations that are handsome. They also

sell Holstein cattle as well as poultry.
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Convention Notices.

The Northern Michigan Bee-keepers' Associulion will meet at

Traverse City, Mich., April 7 and 8. A morning, afternoon, and
evening session will be held the first day of the meeting, and a

morning and afternoon session the second day. Traverse City

is the center of a tine bee location, and is noted for its large at-

tendance at bee conventions, both the Slate and Northern Mich-
igan conventions being well attended in the p;ist when being
held there; so a large and enthusiastic meeting is anticipated.

Remember the date, and invite your bee-keeping neighbors to go
with you.

There will be premiums offered for the best 10 lbs. of both ex-

tracted and comb honey; also on best 5 lbs. of beeswax.
If you have never attended a convention, come out to this

meeting and get acquainted with your neighbor bee-keeper. It

is a noted fact that, if a man (or woman either) attends one con-

vention, there is no trouble in getting that person to attend more;
the fact is, you could not keep him away after attending one of

these meetings. Is not this convincing evidence of the sterling

worth of conventions >.

Some of those who will be in attendance at this meeting are

as follows: Mr. T. F. Bingham, Mr. Geo. H. Kiikpatrick, Mr.
E. R. Root, Mr. Geo. E. Hilton, Mr. A. G. Woodman, Mr. E. E.

Coveyou, Mr. S. D. Chapman, Mr. J. N. Harris, Mr. C. F. Smith,
Mr. W. Z. Hutcninson, Mr. O. H. Townsend, Mr. A. H. Guern-
sey, Mr. L. A. Aspinwall, Mr. F. W. Mulh, Mr. E. M. Hunt,
Mr. O. Nelson, Mr. Chas. Irish, Miss A. H. Rogers, and many
others. You are cordially invited to partake of the bee-keepers"
feast at this meeting.
The convention will be held in the Whiting Hotel, Front St-

The Whiting will be our headquarters, they furnishing their par-

lors free for our convention. E. D. Townsend.
Remus, Mich.

A CORRECTION.
On page 115, Feb. 15, in the announcement of the New Jersey

Bee-keepers' .Association, the address of Sec. .A. G. Hann is giv-

en as Piltston, Pa., when it should be Pittstown, New Jersey.
If any letters have been misdirected'they will be forwarded.

Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

If your locality produces choice comb honey, it will pay you
to read our advertisement on page 40. We want to hear from
producers who can furnish us with honey \a lots of 1000 lo 5000
pounds.

Readers who are interested in destroying noxious weeds by the
use of chemicals will probably be benefited by sending for a
copy of ' Farm Weeds," published and distributed gratis by the
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, III.

EXTRA-SIZE SIMfLBX JARS.

For those who prefer a jar holding 18 cz. of honey we offer 25
cases of extra-iize Simplex jars, 2 dozen to a case, free on board
Worcester, .Mass., at $1.10 per case, or the lot for $26.00. We
have none of this size in stock here, and offer these subject to
pieviout sale.

We have on hand at Medina and Chicago fair stocks of ex
tracted and comb honey, on which we can make low piices for

fine stock, as we desire to reduce the lame on account of our time
being so occupied witJ our regular bee-supply work from now on.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT SEEIJ.

We have secured a nice lot of seed of the Japanese buckwheat,
ttown for us the past summer. As it is out of season we are will-
ing to make quite a concesiioo in price to reduce stock at present.
For orders placed now, accompanied by payment, we will furnish
seed in new bags, included without extra charge. One bushel,
SI. 25; two bushels. $2.25; ten bushels, $10.30.

DANZ. SUPER.S WITH H-S M FENCES.

We Still have at Floresville, Tex., for sale 50 Danz. supers

with section-holders and Hyde-Scholl M fences, no sections, nail-

ed and painied, and somewhat discolored from use, which weorfer
at $17.00 for the lot, or 40 cts. each for 10 or mote in a shipment;
also 400 shipping cases in flat for 20 Danz. lections, put up 50 in

a crate, which we offer at $5.50 per crate of 50; $40.00 for the lot

of 400. Here, surely, is a bargain for any one not loo far re-

moved from Texas, if in need of Danz. t-n-frame supers or

shipping-cases. The shipping-<;ases are in the crates in which
they were packed at the factory; new unused goods, at two-thirds
regular price.

NEW PRICES ON SWKET-CLOVEK SEED.

This has some valuable traits, as standing frost and drouth, and
in some localities it is the main honey-plant. About 4 lbs. of

the hulled seed, or 8 to 10 lbs. with the hulls on, are needed for

an acre. It will grow on almost any barren hillside, but it is

never a bad weed to exterminate. If it is mown down to pre-

vent seeding, the roots will soon die out. Sow in spring or fall.

In the vicinity of Salt Lake, Utah, sweet clover is the main
honey-plant, and the quality of the honey is equal, in the opinion
of many, to any in the world The plant lives through the dry

summers' in Utah. See "leaflet" about sweet clover, sent free

on application.

We have on hand a good stock of choice sweet-clover seed,

both white and yellow. Of the white we have both hulled and
unhulled seed, and of the yellow we have at present about 250
lbs. hulled, and have engaged a lot of unhulled yellow which is

expected soon. It is usually difficult to supply the entire demand
for unhulled white and yellow, and we suggest immediate orders

to be sure of getting from our present stock. Prices are:

In lots ... 1 lb. 10 lbs.

Unhulled white, per lb. .15 .13

Hulled white, per lb. .22 .20

Hulled yellow, per lb. .22 .22

These piices are all subject to market changes.

CLOVER SBED.

We have secured a good supply of alsike clover seed which we
offer for sale free on board cars here, bags included, at 25 cts. per
lb.; S:i.00 per peck; $5.75 per half-bushel; $11.00 per bushel;
$21.00 per bag of two bushels. We can supply white Dutch clo-

ver seed at the same price as alsike; also alfalfa at same pri,.e.

Medium and Mammoth clover seed costs $2.00 per bushel less at

present market price.

25 lbs.
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Before buying your Comb Foundation, or disposing of your beeswax, be sure

to get our prices on wax and foundation, or our prices on working wax into foun-

dation.

We are also in a position to quote you prices on hives, sections, and all other

supplies. We give LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

Remember that

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

is the very best that money can buy.

We always guarantee satisfaction in every way.

LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEY-BEE (new edition), by mail, $1.20.

Send for our prices on Extracted, White-clover, and Amber Fall Honey.

DADANT & SONS, , , HAMILTON, ILL,

HONEY WANTED
The attention of large producers of honey is called to our contracts which we are

now placing for 30,000 pounds of comb honey for August, 1909, delivery.

REQUIREMENTS.—Honey is to be produced on full sheets of extra-thin super

foundation in shallow frames, 5^8 inches in depth. Foundation not to be wired into

frames. Separators are to be used between frames to insure uniform depth of comb, which
should be about seven-eighths inch in thickness, and not to exceed one inch.

QUALITY.—Honey to be gathered from white clover, bassvvood, or Michigan red

raspberry. Combs to be free from pollen. Grade to be the same as given in grading-
rules of Gleanings in Bee Culture, as follows :

f""^^ Fancy.—All combs well filled, straight, firmly attached, unsoiled by travel-stain or

otherwise. All cells sealed except an occasional one

No. 1 —All combs well filled except a row of cells next to the wood. Combs uniform-
ly even, not over one-eighth part of comb surface slightly soil.ed.

You can produce this honey cheaper than in any other form. The producer has no
expense for shipping-cases, or time spent in scraping propolis from sections. No time

spent in extracting, or money invested in tin cans, extractors, or barrels for holding the

crop. We return your supers, separators, and empty frames to you after we are through
with them. If your honey is satisfactory, will agree to renew contract for following year

at ruling prices. If you are interested in this proposition, and want full particulars, write

us at once, as our contracts will close during the next thirty days. State approximately
the number of frames you can furnish, and price per pound, net weight, f. o. b. Medina, O.

Address HONEY BUYER, "^
o The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.



POULTRY SECRETS
DISCLOSED!

\\ ''E offer to all poultry-raisers the essential knowledge and

secret methods of many of the most successful poultry-

men of America. As a rule these secrets have been guarded

with extreme care, for it is on them that the great successes

have been built. Fhey have cost years of labor and thousands

of dollars. They will cost YOU only a trifle and a few min-
utes to write us.

HOW WE OBTAINED THESE SECRETS
Michael K. Boyer, our poultry-editor, has had exceptional opportunities and the closest

friendship with poultivmen all over the country. Tdey hive freely told him many of their

most jealously treasured secrets; many others we have bought, and this scattered material,

loeether with several of Mr. Boyer's own valued methods, has now been collected in book
lorm. It must he clearly understood that tvrn initt printed has been ahtain-d in an honorable way.

Dr. Woods' Egg-food Secret
Dr. P. T. Woods authorizes the publication of his system for producing large quantities of

sterile eggj for market. Every poultryman who raises eggs for market must know Dr. Woods'
method to be up with the times, and every householder who supplies only his or her own table

will appreciate an increased quantity of the highest quality-eggs for table use.

Secret of Fertile Eggs
Boyei's secret of securing fertile eggs by alternating males, we believe, is worth $100 to any

big producer of eggs for hatching, either for his own incubators or selling to others for fancy
Slock. It is something new, and the diagrammatic illustration furnished by Mr. Boyer makes
!he matter so plain that the novice can easily understand it. This system is already practiced

or about to be introduced in many of the largest poultry-plants in the country.

I. K. Fetch's Mating Secret
Many years ago Mr. Felch, one of the best-known figures in the poultry world, published

his oreeding-chart, but later, realizing its great importance and value to him, he withdrew it

and kept the info mation for himself. He has now given Mr. Boyer permission to use this

system, and it is included in this book.

Secret of Feed at 1 5c a Bushel
An enterprising poultryman has been advertising this secret for $5.00 and pledging those

who buy it not to disclose it to any one else; it has, however, long been known to a few
pouhiymen, .Mr. Boyer among them, and the method is fully explained in " Poultry Secrets."

So-Called "Systems" Explained
A number of " systems " and secret recipes have been and still are sold at high prices.

Some are good, but not new; some are new but of little value. Some are worth the money
paid for tnem. " Poultry Secrets " gives the facts.

Selecting the Laying Hens
Since the production of eggs is the very basis of the poultrj- industry, the ability f) tell the

laying hens in the tl )ck quiculy, without the aid of trap nests, will put dollars in your pocket.
Uo not keep on feeding the robber hens.

Of course, we can not go to the length of saying that all the information in the book is new
lu every one. It is said there is nothing new under the sun. and the Egyptians were batching
eegs by artificial heat centuries ago; but we do say that to the great majority of poultrymen
these secrets are unknown.

POULTRY DEPARTMENT OF FARM JOURNAL
Farm Journal for thirty years has conducted a poultry department known the country over

tor the ability of its editors and the value of its contents. Besides this strong section, which
of itself makes the piper valuable to every chicken-owner, its other departments are ably con-
ducted and widely quoted. It is the standard farm and home paper of the country, with already
more than three million readers. It is clean, bright, intensely practical; boiled down; cream,
not skim-milk. Its editors and contributors know what they are talking about, and quit when
they have said it. It is for the gardener, fruit-man, stockman, trucker, farmer, villager,

suburbanite, the women folks, the boys and girls. It is illustrated and printed on good paper.
It has not a medical or trashy advertisement in it. Its more than half million subscribers pay
rive and ten years ahead— a very remarkable fact.

IE WILL SBND VOL' A COPY OF

"POULTRY SECRETS"
and Farm Journal 5 yrs., BOTH for only $1.00

1. Secret of Philo System.
2. Woods' secret of laying-

food.

3. Proctor's salt secret.

4. Mendel's chart of hered-
ity.

5. Truslow's secret of high
prices for ducks.

6. Hunter's secret of success.

7. Gowell'sfatteningsecret.
8. Burnham's system of ma-

ting fowls.
'*. Brackenbury's secret of

scalded oats.

10. Secret recipes of chick
feed; practically the

same food as is sold on
the market ata high rate.

11. Secret of 200 eggs per hen
per year.

12. Woods' secret of saving
weak incubator chicks.

15. Secret of telling age of

poultry.

14. Secret of preserving eggs
—the only safe way.

15. Secret of celery-fed broil-

ers.

Ui. Secretoffaiteningturkeys.

17. Incubato' secrets.

18. Broody-hen secrets.

VK An exposure of the meth-
ods employed by some
fanciers to kill the fer-

tility of hatching eggs.

There are Scores of Others

Journal 2 yoar and "Poultry Secrets," BOc.

We will pay $ I O.OO
for any secret not in

the book provided it is

practical and valuab'e. If it is

something both good and new a

check for Ten Dollars will be

sent at once. In submitting

secrets, address all communica-

tions to Poultry Dept. of

Farm Journal.

lARM JOIRNAL, 10V5 RACP: STRP:i'7i; PHILADKI.PHIA, PA.



Hot- Beds Bring Profits
Good Money and Great Satisfaction in Growing Garden

Trucl( Under Glass, in HOT- BEDS and COLD-FRAMES

Write for FREE BOOK on HOT-BEDS
Secrets of Success Growing Early Vegetables Under Glass for Profit and Pleasure

This bdok givt-s moiiey-mukitigsuem-stions mi raising Vegctiililes. Flowers, etc. How toPreimre
iind Cure for Hot-Beds." Wiiere to Locate Xlieui. How to Make Cokl-i'rumes. Brimful of helps
and hints. Free for the asking. Write at once. Start Hot-Beds
now and have fresh vegetables weeks ahead of vour neighbors.

Make Your Garden Yield
All the Year Round

HOT- BED SASH
Size3x6-1?8 Cl CO
With 6-in. Glass 01.09
Dealers' Price. $3.50

We manufacture Hot-Bed Sash and equirm< in

in our great Millwork Plant in such enornn us
nnantities that our prices are the lowest m
America. Toda.v, Gordon -Van Tine Hot Bid
Sash are admittedly the best on the market.
Uniler the stimulus of our low prices, the uso
of Hot -Beds has increased tremendously. The
large u.-.er saves a very considerable sum by
bu\ ing direct from us—and the man with a little

garden patch on a city lot saves in the same
proportion when he buys a couple of our Sash.
The use of Hot-Beds extends the growing

season throughout the entire year. JJie owner Consists of our regular Hot-Bed Sash and com-
of a Hot-Bed gets early vegetables long before

, ^ ^^^ ,, , ^,^^ ,,^,^j , ^^^j sub-Frames
tliP non-user, and no investment pajs bigger

ff,,^. ^^^ j,, Frames are of Cypress. Each
returns in both profit and pleasure.

j.^^t cut to exact size. Anglo irons with holes

C«kll<l C«««l« 4l«^4> I ^^4 punched for screws. Here are the items:
dOllQ 9aSn inal LaSl 2 Glazed Hot-Bed Sash, 2x6 feet, l';, 6-inch

All our Hot-Bed Sash are made of clear, &'"*'«:1 <^>P''«''^* f'™™^ ^"^/^
f''*'^i,^;f^',''f $11.90

selected Red Cypress. Joints are bliiul nu.r- Frame, allcarefullv crated forshipm t *".«»
tised, double-shouldered, fitted snugly and

Complete Outfit No.l,$ 1 1§2
Including Sash, Frames and Sub-Frames

moisture-proof. No open joints! IS'ochance for
moisture to enter and play havoc with the Sa?h!
A sash that won't twist, spring in the middle,
pull loose, crack the glass or loosen the putt.\!

We use jilenty of i)oiuts and theflnest quality
(.f (ireenh<nis6 Puttv. And every Gor<lon-Van
line Hot Bed Sash is primed In pure raw Lin-
si'cd Oil, Thev are as solid and substantial as
careful workmanship and best materials can
make them. Thev are the Sash tliat Last! We
sell these high-grade, scientifically constructed
Hot-Bed Sash, glazed coiiiplete, for less money
than retail dealers ask for common open sash.

>ar, pl'iss . .

,,,•1 Frame, all carefully crated forshipm't
For Double-Strength Glass, add 40c net to

price of each outfit. Hot-Bed Frames, ba.VO
each. Sub-Frames, S4.C5 each.

Cut Pricss on Hot-Bed Sash
Size 3x6 ft., 1'::, Glazed 6x10 Glass . ...SI.69
Size 3.\6 ft., 1\. Glazed 6x10 Glass .... 2.08
Size 3x6 ft., IH. Glazed 10x14 Glass .... 1 .7S
Size 3x6 ft., 1\. Glazed 10x14 Glass .... 2.14
Size 3x6, 1'^, with Bar, Glazed 10x14 Glass 1 .87
Size 3x6, 1?4, with Bar, Glazed 10x14 Glass 2.46
Glazed with Double-Strength Glass, add 20o

net to above prices.

HOT- BED SASH
Size 3x6-l?< CI 7C
WithlO-in.GlBss* I.'

3

Dealers' Price, $3.75

Safe Delivery and Satisfaction Guaranteed
We want to send a free copy of our valuable new book on "HOT-BEDS; THEIR USES, COST

AND CONSTRUCTION," to every fruit grower, farmer, market gardener, florist—everybody who
has a garden, whether large or small. It is the most interesting and practical book ever written oa
this subject. Write for your Free copy today.

GORDON-VAN TINE CO., 1639 Case St., DAVENPORT, IOWA
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Important Announcement.

GOOD NEWS
to

All Students and Lovers of Nature, andjo

All Interested in Education.

The Establishment of ARCADIA
on Unique Lines as a

GREAT NATURE-STUDY INSTITUTION.

(Through the aid of a philanthropist whose
name is withheld by request.)

Arcadia is to be a " village " of portable buildings devoted to various phases

of natural science. The buildings are to be arranged in the form of a court cover-

ing more than a half-acre of ground. There is to be an astronomical observatory,

"Home" of The Agassiz Association, biological laboratories, vivaria, aquaria.

Clearing House (for circulating specimens), pet-houses, insectary, photograph gal-

lery, experimental rooms, offices, lecture hall, etc. Within the court made by the

surrounding buildings are to be a garden and plant-beds for experimental purposes.

In brief, it is to be an epitome of the essential features of zoological park,

biological laboratories, arvd experimental horticultural grounds.

If the experiment proves a success upon two years' trial, it is promised that

the entire equipment will be rebuilt in larger fire-proof buildings (with more ex-

tended equipments for study and experiment). The tests of success are the co-

operation and interest of naturalists of all ages in all parts of the world. Full par-

ticulars in the January number of "The Guide to Nature," Stamford, Conn.

Single numbers, 15c. Subscription for one year, $1.50.

EDWARD F. BIGELOW, Director of Arcadia, Stamford, Conn.
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BOOKS
The Honey-bee

/. If. COUMH

A standard book on the anatomy and physi-

ology of the bee. Treats of the discovery of

the discovery of the scientists of all countries

who have studied the honey-bee.
Price $1.00, postpaid.

A Modern Bee-farm
Simmiiis

The author is an English bee-keeper of note

who is a student of American methods as

well. As interesting as a novel.

Price $2.00, postpaid.

Advanced Bee Culture
II'. Z. Hutchinson

A book for the professional bee-keeper, by
one of the largest honey-producers of Michi-
gan. The commercial side of bee-keeping is

dealt with in a clear and attractive style.

Price $1.20, postpaid.

Forty

Years Among the Bees
Dr. L. C. Miller

In which the author tells of his long experi-

ence as an American bee-keeper, and gives

much valuable information to the comb-
honey producer. Price $1.00, postpaid.

Langstroth °the Honey-bee
Reviled by Dadant

Originally written by the founder
of modern bee culture. Rev. L. L.

Langstroth. . Well illustrated.

Price $1.25, postpaid.

The Honey-makers
Marsarel Shrhy

Deals more with the traditions connected
with beeS than any book of its kind. Good
reading for thoughtful bee-keepers.

Price $1 50, postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT GO.
MEDINA, OHIO

$3000.00

IN GOLD
would not replace our latest book,

Wyandones in Colors,

and How to

Judge Them
by Theo. Hetves

It contains 12 pictures from Oil Paintings,
and over 100 in black and white. More
information on Wyandottes than the Stan-
dard could possibly give. Nothing like it

elsewhere. One breeder says, " Worth $500
to him. " This book and our great seller,

" HOW TO MAKE
POULTRY PAY"

containing 115 pages, 300 pictures, and 8
three-color illustrations, make two of the
best books published to-day. One man
says
—

" Can not find words to express my
appreciation for either of these works. " By
sending us $1.00, the regular retail price of

each book, we will send you your choice
and your money back if not satisfied.

The Inland Poultry Journal

runs from 40 to 100 pages a month. Sub-
scriptions 50 cents a year. We want you
to read it. Subscribe to-day. Address

INLAND POULTRY JOURNAL
1 5 Cord BIdg. Indianapolis, Ind.

Inland Poultry Journal,
1 6 Cord BIdg., Indianapollc, Ind.

Enclosed find $1.25, for which enter my subscription to
your paper for one year and send me the book named be-
low. I understand that my money will be returned if 1

am not satisfied.

Name

Address

State

Book wanted
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax

are selling at the lime of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being

made by commission merchants or by producers direct to ihe retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants. .

COLUMBtrs.—No activity in honey. Fancy white comb, 14

to 15; No. 1 white comb, 13; No. 2 white comb, 11; amber. 10.

March 11. Evans & Turner, Columbus, O.

Boston.—We quote fan y white'comb honey, 15; No. 1 dit-

to, 14; white extracted, in five gallon cans, 9; light-amber ditto,

8. Beeswax, 28 to 30. Blake-Lke Co.,

March 10. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is fair. Nothing
but fa^cy goods is wanted, and they are selling at 14. Amber
honey in barrels is selling slowly at 6K, and 6% in cans. Sage

honey, white, is selling at 9 cts. in 60-lb. cans. Beeswax, fair,

is selling at 32. C. H. Weber,
March 9. Cincinnati, O.

Zanbsville.—There is some demand for honey, though the

market is still rather inactive. Best white-ctever comb would
bring on arrival 13 to 14, and sells in a wholesale way at 15 to

16/4. Best clover extracted wholesales at 9/4. For beeswax I

offer 30 cts. cash or 32 in exchange for bee-supplies.

E. W. Peirce,
March 9. Zanesville, O.

New York.—We have nothing new to report as to comb
honey. The demand is next to nothing for even fancy goods,

and we can not encourage shipments of any kind. Extracted

honey is in fair demand, with sufficient supplies. Prices are un-

changed. Beeswax is steady at 29 to 30.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN,
March 9. 265 Greenwich St., New York.

Chicago.—Comb honey sells slowly, and there is a good
supply on the market. Best grades are selling at 13; other
grades from one to three cents less. In extracted honey the

basswood and clover grades are about cleaned up, and bring TVi
to 8 for the clover in new cans and cases, and 8 lor the basswood.
Beeswax is in good demand at 30 cts.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
March 9. Chicago.

Indianapolis.—There is a very favorable demand for best

grades of both comb and extracted honey; and while jobbing
houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-

fered by producers. 1 note some arrivals of fancy comb at 12H ;

No. 1 white, 12; white-clover extracted, in five-gallon cans, 7.

Some amber honey is being offered, but the demand is so slight

that the prices are irregular. Beeswax is steady at 29 cents cash
or 31 in exchange for merchandise.
March 2. Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis.

San Francisco.—Little honey is arriving in the local mar-
ket, and Eastern buyers are paying but little attention to Califor-
nia offering. With a lighter local demand than usual, the mar-
ket is dull. Packers are quoting the following prices to growers:
Comb, 10 to 13; extracted, water-white, 7^; white, (iM to 6%;
light amber, 5 to 5/4; dark amber, 4^.

Pacific Rural Press, March 6.

St. Louis.—Tne honey market is unchanged since our last

report. We quote fancy white comb, 13 to 14; choice amber, 12

to 13; dark amber, 10 to 11. Broken or leaking honey sells at

much less. Amber extracted honey, in cans, sells at6to6j4;
in barrels, 554 to 6. Beeswax sells at 30 for choice pure; all im-
pure and inferior, less.

March 11. R. Hartmann Produce Co., St. Louis.

Schenectady.—There is but very little improvement in the

honey market here. The Lenten season has stimulated the re-

tail trade to some extent; but most of the retailers have plenty

of stock which they are anxious to work off and not carry any
over. About the only demand we are naving is for dark extract-

ed. No reasonable offer would be refused for comb honey,
is not large. Ch.'^s. MacCulloch,
March 9. Schenectady, N. Y.

Kansas City.—The honey market continues in about the

same condition as at the time of our last report. The supply is

liberal, demand only fair. We quote No. 1 white comb honey
in 24-section cases, $2.65 to $2.75; No. 2 ditto, $2.40 to $2.50.

Extracted white, 7J4; extracted amber, bYz to 7. Beeswax, 25

to 28. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
March 12. Kansas City, Mo.

Toledo.—The demand for honey is only nominal, owing to

dull times. We look for a better movement soon. We quote

fancy white comb, 15^ to 16; No. 1, 15 to 15^; no demand for

lower grades; extracted white-clover honey in cans, 7}4 to 8;

California amber, 654 to 7. Beeswax, 28 to 30.

The Griggs Bros. & Nichols Co.,

March 12. Toledo, O.

Buffalo.—There is no change here in the honey situation.

The demand is very slow, and prices steady. On job lots buy-

ers could get a liberal discount from asking prices. We quote

No. 1 to fancy white-clover comb honey, 12 to 14; No. 2 ditto,

9 to 11; buckwheat, 9 to 11; white extracted, 8 to 9; amber dit-

to, 5 to 6; buckwheat ditto, 654 to 754; white, in jelly-tum-

blers, 85 to 90 cts. per dozen. Beeswax, 28 to 30.

W. C. Townsend,
March 9. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cincinnati.—There is not much doing in the honey market

just at the present time. We are selling amber honey in barrels

at 6 to 754 according to quality. White-clover honey is selling

at 754 to 9. Comb honey is moving better than it did one year

ago, and we are getting 14 to 1454 by the single case. We are

paying 12 to 1254 for fancy comb honey delivered here, and we
could use some 300 or 400 cases before the close of the season.

For beeswax, ranging from good to choice, we are paying 29 cts.

cash and 31 in trade, delivered here.

The Fred W. Muth Co.,

March 9. Cincinnati, O.

DID YOU EVER STOP AND THINK
Your Uncle Sam sent to CINCINNATI for our ntw President, BILL TAFT.?
Our Grand old State of OHIO sent to CINCINNATI for her Governor.?
And last, but by no means least, the BF.ST BEE-KEEPERS send to CINCINNATI for the BEST BEE-HIVES, the MUTH
SPECIAL DOVETAILED HIVES? These hives are in competition with no others, are the BEST DOVETAILED
HIVES ever made, and at FACTORY PRICES.

THEY ARE SOLD BY THE BEST-EQUIPPED BEE-SUPPLY HOUSE IN THE COUNTRY.
Come and see for yourself: every thing in the BEE and HONEY line from a PORTER BEE-ESCAPE to CARLOADS OF
HONEY. THESE ARE FACTS. Send for our free catalog.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WA NUT STREET THE BUSY BEE-MEN CINCINNATI, OHIO

Our MUTH IDEAL BEE-VEIL is the best made; so they say. 75c each postpaid.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

PurchaBing Department,

Vashingrton Bvd. & Moncan St.

CHICAGO. ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest maricet prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 62-66 IVIurray St.

NEW YORK

WEST VIRGINIA
and OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
and those more distantly located can save

time and freight by ordering their supplies

from

ZANESVILLE
the great shipping-center of the North Cen-
tral States.

" ROOT QUAl ITY, PFIRCE SERVICE."

EDMUND W. PEIRCE, Zanesville, O.

SUPPLIES
SO
DO

We have a new stock of goods on hand for 1909 and are

able to fill your orders, without delay, at factory prices.

send a list of the supplies you need, and we will be glad to

quote you our best prices.

IT NOW and secure our Special Early-order Discounts.
if you care to save on freight charges, send your orders to us.

No charges for drayage.

C. H. W. WEBER
HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

Office and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
NOTICE.—On account of the death of my father, Mr. C. H. VV. Weber, it is necessary to make it understood that the business

will be conducted the same as usual; there will be no change whatever. Soli citing your patronage, I am
Yours truly, Chas. H. Weber.
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BEES FOR SALE
I hue 100 colonies o( bees here at Flint, and there are reasons

why 1 prefer to begiD the season with a smaller number.
At lome of our Northern Michinan Apiaries the fire last fall

totally destroyed the pasturage.

For ihete reasons I wish to sell some bees. They are mostly
in ten-frame Langstroth hives, although a few are in eight-frame
hives. The hives are all new, made of soft white pine, and
painted with two coats of white paint. Nearly all of the combs
are built from wired foundation. The bees are all pure Italians,

and mostly of the Superior stock, or Moore strain. Every thing

it strictly first class—could not be better.

Prices for ten-frame colonies are as follows: Less than five

colonies, $7.00 per colony; five colonies or more, but less than
ten, $6.50 per colony; ten or more colonies, $6.00 each.

Eight-frame colonies: Less than five, $6.00 each; five colonies
or more, but less than ten, $5.50 each; ten or more colonies,
$5.00 each. This is the first time I have made any lower prices

on large orders.

The bees will be shipped by express in May, about fruit-

blooming time, and safe arrival in perfect condition guaranteed.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOTS SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This month we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,
if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day.

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK SUPPLY CO.
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Protection Hive.
The best and lowest-price double-wall hive ©n the market. It will pay to

investigate. 1909 catalog now ready. Send for one and let us figure on
your wants. Beeswax wanted.

A. C. WOODMAN CO., . Grand Rapids, Mich.

A
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1 The Root Dovetailed Hive.

2 Tlie Danz, Hive-
The comb-honey hive.

3 Tlie Root Gliaff Hive-
Our all- the- year -around -out- door
hive.—Costs more and is worth more.

4 Aii otlier Supplies
used or needed in the apiary—and all

" Root Quality."

5 Material and Workmanship
of the very best—yet reasonable in

price.

Write us for prices on quantities, according to your needs, either

(. o. b. Lansing, or delivered to your station. Send for

our 1<>09 catalog. :: Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON
Opposite Lake Shore Depot. LANSING, MICH.

CHICK CULTURE
is not a book of fool theories. No crazy sys-

tems. Just common sense. It starts with
the mating of the stock birds and the set-

ting of the eggs, and carries the reader
clear through to the mature fowl. There
are 80 pages, fully illustrated. By A. A.
Brigham, Ph. D.

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE Thetwolyr.for

POULTRY HUSBANDRY $1.20
Chick Culture free with each order.

Poultry Hltsbandry is a monthly
published in old New York State, in the

heart of the great poultry industry. It

knows what is going on— it knows the

gossip, and more—the new ways and prac-
tical plans of the big successful poultry-
men of the East. It tells its readers every
thing.

Tait advantatt »f thii viry ipecial offir and
rrrelvr all three for tnly $1.20. Thit tffi)

Lill b, iiithJraiit, next month. AdJrti,

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

D

D

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never

before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
2-1-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet

giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete

encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings In Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.-.

Please send me the items checked abonje\

I inclose $ to carver the cost.

D

D
D

D

n

n

D

n

Nan

Strttt Addrisi or R. F. D . .

.

Town

G.B.C. 3-15. State
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are " as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
.500
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C0MBFOUNDATION4EGTI0N$

'Falcon' brand

Our Foundation

Sections

Air-spaced

Hives

The name of our famous line of bee-keepers' supplies

which for nearly thirty years has been noted for that fine

workmanship and material which have forced others to make
a better grade of goods. NONE ARE OUR EQUALS YET !

Our workmen, w^ho have learned the making of our brand
of bee-goods, are still w^ith us, and our customers are assured

of that high grade of excellence w^hich w^e have maintained

in the pa^.

"Falcon" foundation has w^on a reputation on account
of its perfecft manufacture, its cleanness, toughness, and the

readiness with which bees accept it. No acid or other in-

jurious substances which destroy the "life" of foundation

are used in our special process. We clarify the be^ grades

of pure beesw^ax, and by our process of sheeting subjecft it to

enormous pressure until it finally passes through perfect

foundation-mills, and is cut, papered, and boxed, ready for

shipment. S \MPLE FREE. Every pound equal to samples.

Write for prices. Highest price,cash or trade, paid for Beesw^ax.

We w^ere the first to produce a polished secflion, and w^e

have yet to see any sections equal to ours. Our special ma-
chines for sanding and polishing sections give bright, smooth,

polished sections w^hich can not be equaled. We use only

selected bassw^ood, the w^hite part of the timber only being

used. We furnish all styles of sections and supers for the

same at one uniform price for beew^ay and one for plain.

Write for prices and our catalog of supplies.

For northern localities there is no better hive for out-of-

door wintering than the air-spaced, and it is just as conven-

ient for summer management. An air space is the least con-

ductor of sudden changes in temperature, and our Air-spaced

Hives have given perfedl satisfaction in the hands of practical

bee-keepers in the North everywhere. The air-chamber may
be filled with chaff if one desires. The same frames, supers,

covers, and other fixtures are used as with the Dovetailed

hives.
PRICE OF AIR-SPACED HIVES

8-frame. l'/4-story. complete for comb honey, in flat, 1. $2 80; 5, $12.50

10- " VA-
" "

1- 285; 5, 13.25

Air-spaced hives are cheaper than chaff-packed hives or than

Dovetailed hives with winter cases, and are much less trouble,

as bees do not have to be packed in fall and unpacked in spring.

We have on press a booklet for beginners, " Simplified Bee-

keeping," and a circular of Beginners' Outfits. These give

complete in^rudlions for the beginner, and we shall be pleased

to place on our list the names of all who reque^ them; and as

soon as printed, copies will be mailed free.

W.T. FALCONER MFG. COJamestown, N.Y.
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J. E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-rearing that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

fects, including some valuable improvements of his own— in short, a system through which the highest queen develop-

ment is reached by correct and scientific principles, which means that he is now in position tooffertothe bee-keeping
public a higher class of queens than has ever before been offered by any breeder, owing to scientific methods which
produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved
method tf classifying queens which st'ikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. These queens
will be reared from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred RED-CLOVER ITALIANS, " the very best." They are

warranted purely mated, and will be safely delivered to any address in the United States, Cuba, Canada, or Mexico,
at the low price of $1.50 each for orders booked before May 1. Book orders now, send money when queens are

wanted. Valuable information free. Send for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

Carniolan, Banat, and

Caucasian Queens
Imported, $5.00 each; homebred, $1.00 each, five for $4.00.

Best strains from apiaries personally inspected by

FRANK BENTON, box 1 7, Washington, D. C.

Golden Italian 6%
QUEENS ^1

Same old stand and stock. Ready now.

J. B. CASE, PORT ORANGE, FLA.

You make no mistake if you
come to M. S. STRAUS, Ma-
liaffey, Pa., for bees and
bee-supplies. He handles
the Root goods—the best in
the market. j^ j^ j^

^0~> leading varieties of pure bred
•*rJChlcken8, Ducks. Geese. Turkeys:
also Uolstein cattle. Prize winning stock.
Oldest and largest poultry farm In the
northwest. Stock, eggs and Incubators
at low prices. Send 4 cents for catalog.
Larkln&Hersberg, Ex.sB Mankato.Mlnn.

Golden :•£ Red-Clover

Italian Queens
My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are

hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.09; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,

$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. I am book-
ing orders now to be filled in rotation after May 25.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season.

WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Phila., Pa.

-^' Save Your .^

Queenless Colonies!
INTROIiUCE A VIGOROUS

TESTED OUKKN.

We can furnish them by return mail. Queens reared last

fall from our well-known strain of three-band Italians and
wintered in four-frame nuclei, $1.00 each. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

J. W.K.SHAW 8l CO., Loreauville,La.

48 BREEDS Fine pure-bred chickens, ducks,

geese and turkeys. Northern raised, hardy, and
very beautiful. Fowls, eggs, and incubators at low
prices. America's greatest poultry farm. Send 4

cents for fine 80-page 15th Annual Poultry Book.

^ R. F. NEU8ERT. Box 778. Mankato, Minn.

BEE-SUPPLIES FOR SEASON OF 1909
Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand for bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-
stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the
line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons
at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight lates, and sell on
manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLYCO.,l23NiGolletlslan(l,Minneapolis.
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HANDSOME, GENTLE BEES.

Red-clo-ver Strain of Hustlers.

Buy from tha Originator of tills Famous

Strain: F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsvllle.O.

When you are looking around for some-
thing better than the ordinary, try my
celebrated strain of long-tongued red-

clover Italians. They are the result of

careful breeding for 25 years. No other

strain of bees ever achieved the same popu-

larity this has. I have them pure, and yet

charge no more than others do for ordi-

nary stock. Send for my circular.

In regard to their merits I get many
testimonials. Here is a sample one:

Dr. Reginald Munson,
Office and rtsidence 31OI P St., N. W.

Washineton, D. C, Jan. 17, 1909.

Mr. F. J. Wardkll, Uhrichsville, O.
Dtar Sir:—The queen sent me is handsome and the

bees are gentle. I received her too late in the season

to form much of an idea of the honey-gathering quality

of her bees, but observe that they are uniform in color

and of good size, and believe the colony will distinguish

itself next season. 1 shall be glad to let you know the

result. Yours very truly, Reginald Munson.

April and
| June to

May. Oct.

Untested $1.25 $1.00

Select untested 1.50 1.25

Tested 2.50 2.00

Select tested 3.50 3.00

Breeding queens 5.00 3.50

Select breeding queens 9.00 7.50

Extra-select breeding queens 12.00 10.00

Please send for my circular. My address is

F. J. WARDELL. . UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO

R ILTl OREL R A QUECN 5"CT A^
ir.'T S'^'^-'--^ c^cE or L<vi«4i
°'V J)_En ANCE HARD;^G- oi.DrNg:jM
lUCt5?p7)scARrLiJHARr>^^

NTvVAAA RT I N S V I L L £ ,V\^VAJ

\A# U I g»«||«^ is again on hand with his famous stockof" • *' ^<* WW^ bees and queens for the season of 1909.

Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens
mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer
that 1 know of. On the other band, letters of praise come from

every soarce. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washing-on, D. C, writes

that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over
100 io the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00 Breeding
qoeeni, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address
W. H. LAWS, Boovlllo, Boo County, Texas.

Westwood Red-clover Queens
A New York customer writes, " I have tried queens from
a good many breeders, but yours are far ahead of them all."

Nuclei and full colonies a specialty. Price list on application.

HENRY SHAFFER. 2860 Harrison Ave.. SlaL.CIncinnatl.O.

LONG-FELT WANT SUPPLIED
Big Queen-rearing Yard in the Northwest.

Having secured the services of an expert
queen-breeder, we will be able to furnish you
with PURE-BRED ITALIAN QUEENS
of known superior honey-gathering qualities.

Red-clover strain. Queens ready for delivery

about April 10th.

Select untested, $1.00; doz., $9.00.
Tested . . . 1.50; doz., 11.50.

Select tested . 2.00; doz., 16.00.

Special prices on large quantities. Circular free.

VIRGIL SIRES & BRO.,
YAKIMA APIARIES,

51 6 N. 8th St. NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.

for

1909Taylor's Queens
J. W. Taylor & Son have made a specialty of breeding for the

best honey-gatherers. Our three-banded Italians can't be beat,
or haven't been, as honey-gatherers. Untested, $1.00 each, or

$9.00 a dozen; tested queens, $1.25 each, or $12.00 a dozen.
Select tested queens, $1.50 each; breeders, the very best, $3.00

to $5.00 each. Send all orders to

J. W. TAYLOR & SON, BEEVILLE, BEE COUNTY, TEXAS

DON'T BUY QUEENS UNTIL YOU SEE MY
FREE OFFER
NOT CHEAP QITEENS, BUT QUEESS CHEAP.

Reared from the best selected red-clover mothers. My queens
are all reared by the bees, as they far better understand the
job than 1. I use no artltlcial plan. All queens large and well
developed, such as will, with proper management, fill an ordi-
nary hive full of eggs and brood In ten days.
Uirectlons for building up weak colonies with my queens, 10c.

Prices of Extra Selected Three-band Bees and Queens.
Untested queens 1,$ .15; 6. 1 4.20

Tested " ^ 1, 1.00; 6, 5.70

Breeder 1, 5.00; 3, 12.00

One-frame nucleus with untested queen 1, 1.75; 6, 10.20
Two-frame nucleus, with untested queen 1, 2.25; 6, 13.20

One-frame nucleus witli tested queen 1, 2.00; 6, 11.70

Two-frame nucleus with tested queen 1, 2.50; 6, 14.70

Full colonies, untested queen 4.75
Full colonies, tested queen 5.00

Prices of Extra Selected Five-band or Golden Italian Queens.
Untested queens 1, 11.00; 6, % 5.70

Tested " 1, 1.50; 6, 8.70

Breeder. 1, 10.00; 3, 24.00

If queens are wanted in large quantity, write for price list.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD, LITTLE ROCK, ARK., RT. 3.

A Splendid Opportunity
Owing to circumstances beyond my control, it seems

best that I should dispose of my queen-rearing apiary of

about 40 colonies of high-grade Italian bees, with all ac-

cessories for queen-rearing. Hives, extractor, combs, and
every thing pertaining to an apiary for queen-reating and
honey production. Good will, list of customers, etc., go
with the bees. Purchaser may have the option of leasing

yard and house-room if he wishes to leave the bees where
they are. Honey-house on the ground.

THIS IS A Splendid Opportunity
for some young energetic man who is interested in bees.

Apiary is located at Blutlton, Mo. Address me at Rhine-
land, Mo., for list of what I have to sell, and price.

This ad. will not appear again.

S. E. MILLER, RHINELAND, MO.

ORIGINAL KRAINER BEES.
Acknowledged the most industrious, gentlest, and best swarming bee of the world. Krainer queens, 1 yr. old, tested as to prolifi

cacy, at $1.80 in April; $1.50 May and June; $1.25 July; $1.00 September, payable in advance. No transportation charges.
We give one extra queen free of charge for order of 10 queens. Address in French or German if possible.

HANOELS BIENENSTAND, ALOIS SCHREY, ASSLINC, OBERKRAIN (AUSTRIA).
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BEESWAX
WANTED

"l^E are always in the market for bees-
"^ wax, and will pay the best maricet

price. We used last year in the manufac-

ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 29 cents per

pound cash, or 31 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

Boo Supply Houso
Everything for Bees

We manufacture the latest ap-

proved supplies and sell direct ^^
at factory prices. We're old- ' ~

^

time bee people in abeecountry.
We know your needs. Early

order discounts. Send for cat-

alog. Don't buy till it comes.
LEAHY MANUFACTURINQ CO.
10 Talmage^St., Hlgglnsvllle, Mo.
1699 South' 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
Also E. T. Flanagan & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. 111.

n

V.

GEO.S.GRAFFAM^BRO.
. . SELL . .

ROOT SUPPLIES

BLACK DIAMOND BEES AND QUEENS

BLACK DIAMOND BRAND HONEY

and do a general bee and

honey business

We buy and sell honey, have second-hand packages for

comb and extracted honey, have bareains in second-hand
hives and fixtures, and are situated to serve you with any
thing a bee-keeper wants or needs. Our catalog and cir-

culars are free. Write our office, 47 Main St., or call

there or at our warehouse, 105 Third St.,

BANGOR, MAINE.

^

Poultry and Bee

Supplies
This

is 'where nve

shine.

A large and complete stock always on hand, and all the

latest goods made.

Prairie State Incubators
and Brooders,

The most reliable machines made to-day; they are

guaranteed to please, or money will be refunded. How
does that sound !

Root's Bee Supplies
The best made, the most satisfactoiy, and, above all.

the cheapest in the end; no misfits or knotty stufi;

every piece fits in its place; the kind you have always
had, and we know the kind every successful manager of

bees wants. Root's Quality counts with us.

Send in your orders; we will do the rest.

Our new 1909 catalog will be out soon. Send us

your name for one, and be in the lead. They are free.

CRICCS BROS. & NICHOLS CO.
523 Monroe St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Listen

!

We wish to announce that we have pur-

chased The A. I. Root Co. 's supply busi-

ness for Western Pennsylvania from Mr.
John N. Prothero, of DuBois, Pa., and are

ready to fill orders promptly with a full line

of supplies.

Root's Goods
always give satisfaction. Three-per-cent
discount in February on cash orders, from
catalog prices.

Geo. H. Rea has turned his entire bee business over to

us. We can supply you with the very best Italian bees and
queens. Orders booked now for spring delivery about
May 1. Every queen purely mated, each, $1.00; dozen,
$11.00.

Two-frame nucleus and queen, $2.00; very strong

colony, $10.00.

Three-frame nucleus and queen, $3.50; medium colony,
$8.00.

Four-frame nucleus and queen, $5.00; good hybrids,$5. 00.

Bees in 8 or 10 frame hives; good queen in each.

We can supply you with any thing in the

Bee Line.

BIG BEE SALE. —300 colonies offered.

30 per cent discount on good Italians,

25 per cent discount on good Hybrids,

on all cash orders for full colonies received by March 25.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.,
Reynoldsvilla, • . • Ponnsylvanla.
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THEY ARE HERE.

The Bast and Largest Stock of Root's Goods
Ever in Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.

Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

"s bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with

the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

, AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time is yours,

and I want to serve you.

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will piy cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.

Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
and EASTERN OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
You can get anv thing vou want for bees, at

STAPLER'S SEED STORE
412-414 Ferry St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Agents for Root's goods.

I. J. STRINGHAM
1 05 PARK PL.

NewYork
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

1909 catalog ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. I,

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED

COLD MEDALS
St. Louis - 1904
Jamestown - 1907

IS THE BEST.

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and cold blast deflect-

ing part of the air back and over the fuel: COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3^ inches in diameter, has

asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending out

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price, $1.00; two, $1.60; mall 25c each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help yon find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,

worry, and money by
ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

Mr. Bee-Man.
You can save money by buylnpr near at home, and savefreight.
1 have a full line of Koofshives, supers, sections, foundation,
in fact, every tiling you need In an apiary, at Root's factory
prices. Write for catalog; Its free.

WM. H. DANNER, SIEGFRIED, PA., R<. 2.

i This Coupon Worth35 cents j

03 •

{Xew Subscribers Only)

Same

Pnstofflce .

I
03 S

If not now a subscriber and yea want one of the
most helpful aids to successful bee-culture—

a

that tells now to make your bees pay
subscribe for the

aper
you should

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-paee illustrated 75-cent monthly. It tells all
about the best way to manage bees to produce the
most honey; with marlcet quotations, etc. A dozen
different departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-Money
If you will send us your name and address with 40

we will send you a trial trip of our Journalnts (stamps or coin) together with this cou
r 12 month.f. Order now and let us tic^rin with this month's fine number. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois

I

J
CO

i —

^
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NEW ENGLAND
BEE-KEEPERS

We are

headquarters for

Bee-supplies.
We have a large stock of hives,

supers, sections, and founda-
tion on hand, and can supply
your wants promptly. The
bee-keepers who had their su-

pers ready for the honey-flow

last season, secured a good har-

vest Send in your orders

early and have goods shipped

by freight. Price list free.

Bees and Queens.

WWCARY^SON
LYONSVILLE, MASS.

V

Supplies
t for the Southern

States.

WE are better prepared than ever be-

fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on, your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be suie of early delivery.

Root's goods exclusively.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, GA.

Field and Garden Seeds

Bee and Poultry Supplies

The best quality bee-supplies. None bet-

ter to be had. Now is the time to send in

orders, and be ready for the rush season.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Choice sweet-clover seed always in stock.

A large variety of best seeds for the South.

Bee-keepers and gardeners who also raise

poultry will be interested in our large stock

of poultry-supplies, the largest and most

complete line in the South

Catalogs of all of the above lines on request.

Send now, and get your orders in early.

^

Texas Seed and Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

^^ For ^^

25 Years
I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M.JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA
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A COOP
INVESTMENT.

You can make no better investment

than to take the discounts I am offer-

ing on bee-keepers' supplies. These

discounts will diminish as the season

advances; so the earlier you send in

your order the better the investment

Vou can not afford to miss this special

offer. Send in the list of the goods

you want and get my net prices by letter.

My stock of Root goods is the

largest and most complete carried in

the West, and with carloads continu-

ally being added I am in position to

meet every want of the bee-keeper, with

promptness and satisfaction.

Write to-day for new prices and cat-

alog.

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565-7 W. 7th St. Des Moines, Iowa

CD

Established 1884

ALWAYS ON TOP

FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies
We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory service. Our goods are the

ROOT CO.'S make, hence there is nothing
to fear as to quality. A postal-card will

bring you our 50-page catalog. Send us

your inquiries at once. We equalize freight

rates with St. Louis and Kansas City points
on all shipments of 100 lbs. and over. We
sell at retail and wholesale, according to

quantity.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Monig. Co., Mo.

$15,000
STOCK

, OF .

Supplies
on hand at Syracuse, N. Y.

Send in your orders, which
will receive prompt attention.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
at Root's prices.—No drayage charges.

We offer for a short time,

Omega^CREAM
SEPARATORS

for spot cash, freight prepaid to your station,

as follows:

No. 1—capacity 325 lbs., $50. No. 3—capacity 500 lbs., $60.

No. 2—capacity 400 lbs., $55. No. 4—capacity 700 lbs., $70.

RAWLINCS IMPLEMENT CO..
9-1 1 W. Pratt St. Baltimore, Md.

YOU CAN SAVE

13%
by ordering your Bee-supplies now.

The A. I. Root Co.'s goods are goods of quality.

Pilcher & Palmer, Mgrs.
1024 Mississippi Street

St. Paul, Minn.
We buy wax. Send for our catalog.
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

As this department is endeavoring to give suggestions to our readers which will be

a real benefit to them, we shall be glad in turn to have suggestions from subscribers re-

lating to the advertising columns. We would appreciate, too, some expressions regard-

ing our cover pages. For the past year or two we have covered a wide range of sub-

jects. If you have a preference for any special style, we shall be glad to know it.

Possibly you have overlooked the matter of ordering some trees and shrubs. Of

course, being a bee-keeper you will favor those kinds which are good nectar-yielders.

In this connection it should always be borne in mind that over a large section of this

country the linden (or basswood) is one of the best shade-trees there are in the whole list.

Possibly next to it comes the Oriental plane, which is not only a handsome shade-tree,

but an excellent nectar-bearer as well. Then we have the excellent catalpa, with its

large leaves and beautiful panicles of white flowers. If you desire catalpas for timber,

order Catalpa speciosa. That grand timber tree, the black locust, should not be forgot-

ten. It is splendidly suited to our climate, and the bees get lots of honey from it. It

is a hard wood, but grows fast. The honey locust is excellent for hedges and wind-

breaks, and we ought to have more of such improvements.

There are lots of shrubs that yield honey and adorn the landscape as well If

you can get peaty soil, plant some azalea, rhododendrons, and kalmias on the side of the

lawn where the sun seldom shines. If you allow natural swarming, try arbor-vitaes for

the swarms to lodge on. The bees like such bushes when they decide on swarming.

Junipers also answer the same purpose.

Have you looked over your fences to see where repairs are needed, and where it will

be best to put in some new fencing.? There is nothing that is really so satisfactory to

the careful farmer as the knowledge that his fields are well fenced. Now, there is as

much difference between good and poor fencing as there is between thoroughbred and

mongrel stock. You know what it is you want to keep in or out of your fields. Get

catalogs from various dealers. Study them carefully. Buy a fence suited to your par-

ticular needs. Perhaps the kind you want costs a little more than you had expected to

put into fencing this spring. Can't you think of a dozen ways, however, in which the

difference will be more than saved? Isn't it something to be satisfied with what you

have? Won't it be a comfort to know that your stock can't get out and do a great deal

of damage to your own or some one's else crops, or that your neighbor's stock can't

get into your own fields and cause irreparable damage? More than all this, you know

that the better fence will last longer and more than pay for the extra outlay in the end.

Buy something that has been tested, and with which others are satisfied. Almost any

well-known manufacturer will show you testimonials from dozens of satisfied users of

his goods. Most of them will furnish samples, too, on request.

We presume many of our readers have discovered that the barn or house or some

other building needs a new roof this spring, or possibly you can not decide what kind

of roofing to use on that new building you are planning We refer such to the roofing

advertisements to be found in this issue of our paper. You will do well to study them
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

all carefully before you invest. If the advertisement doesn't tell you all you wish to

know, just drop a postal to the manufacturer and he will be glad to send you a catalog,

and samples too if requested. \'ou will be surprised at the information to be found in

one of these roofing catalogs. It will tell you a good many things about roofing that

you didn't know before. If the old roof is badly out of repair, don't make the mistake

of waiting until some other time to make the needed change. A leaky roof is a source

of endless annoyance and loss; and the longer you wait the worse it becomes.

For the benefit of those readers who have not given them special attention we wish

to sav a word about the classified advertisements. The results obtained from these col-

umns, and the benefit to subscribers, are often underestimated. We know that nine out

of ten of these sell the goods every time, and many of them are so well received that the

adveitiser sells his product at once and with almost no expense. When it is remem-

bered how small the charge is, one is not running much risk of loss if he has any thing

to sell, if he uses a few lines for a one time insertion, and the result will quite often be

beyond his expectation.

On the other hand, it will pay every reader to scan the classified advertisements

carefully every issue. Some really good bargains are offered, and a subscriber can often

supply his need of some article or product at a very nominal expense. The cost of ad-

vertising being so small, the advertiser can afford to sell his product for a little less in

many cases. The line offered is almost unlimited, and is changing every issue.

We presume all publishers have many inquiries for information on matters more or

less fort i^n to their business, and we are sure that we get our share of such. Perhaps this

is more true with us thin with some others where the feelingexisting between the publisher

and the subscriber is not quite so close, for Gleanings is devoted not only to bee- and hon-

ey but to " Home Interests." So many of our readers have been with us since Gleamngs

started, almost forty years ago, and have counseled with us so intimately regarding their

bee business, that they naturally turn to us when they want information on other mat-

ters. Before bee-keeping was the scientific industry that it is to-day, Mr. A. I. Root

had occasion to advise many beginners as to where they could get certain appliances and

the best plan to pursue under certain circumstances, so it isn't especially to be wonder-

ed at that these same people should ask us for information on other matters. Almost

evpry day we ha\e inquiries from places close at home, or a remote district in a foreign

country, calling for information on a variety of goods, ranging from a taxidermist's out-

fit for a customer in India to well-drilling machinery for Central China. For instance,

to-day one subscriber wants to know where he can get good cana'y birds, and another

wants to know of a nurseryman who can supply pawpaws And still some advertisers

think Gleanings won't pay because they do not sell bee keepers' supplies! We have

referred the canary-bird inquiry to our friend Edward S. Schmid, Washington, D. C,
whose name happened to be on our list of customers, although he is not an advertiser

in Gleanings. The pawpaw inqu'ry was, of course, referred to several of our nursery

advertisers. This only goes to show the diversity of our readers' wants, and what a

wide field Gleanings offers for advertisers. If you have any thing at all to dispose of,

no matter how fureign it may be to bee keeping, try an advertisement in Gleanings.

If your project will not admit of your using space in the display columns, the classified

columns will probably suit your needs as well.
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" If goods are ivanted c|uicK, send to Pouder."
£stablisHed 188Q

WHAT YOU
CAN DO.

By the Bee Crank

You can't cure hams with a hammer,
Nor open a clam with a clamor;

Pick plumbs oflf a plumber.

Do sums with a summer,

Nor shear an old ram with a rammer "

But you "CAN take

honey and turn it into

money.
Now is the time to be

making your final spring

preparations. Robins are

arriving in IndianapoHs on
every southern breeze, and

all nature is shaking herself

and beginning to wake up.

You will soon be so busy that you
will hardly have time to do half the

things that spring forces upon you.

One of the things that you can do
now, better than later, is to order

your BEE-SUPPLIES. Then
you can dismiss the subject from
your mind. I'll do the rest. My

new building is bulging

out with frgsh, bright, new
stock of things that would
interest any bee-man— all

Root's goods at Root's

prices and with Pouder
service.

My New Catalog
should be in the hands of

every bee-keeper. Drop
me a card and I will send

it to you. It lists all the

needfuls and is profusely

illustrated.

Beeswax. I am now
paying 29 cents cash, or 31 cents

in trade, delivered here. To me,

beeswax is same as gold coin.

Walter S. Poudkr, Angola, Ind.

Diar Sir:— Please quote estimate on the following

supplies. I surely want Root's goods, and would

rather order them from Pouder, for 1 will then know
that the order will be properly taken care of.

Yours truly, Harley H. Webb.

Walter S. Pouder,
859 MassacKtisetts A.venue, Indianapolis, Indiana
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AMUM'SA

To get
the most

out of a farm,
every square foot

must be either tilled or else

made to produce feed for live

stock. A fence all around the farm

f then cross fences, making more and
smaller fields—permitting rotation of
c rops and change of pasture—are first

1 essenf ialsin making possible maximum earnings.
I

Here are t ivo trr_- it fences—the best square mesh and the best diamond mesh
i

\\ e selected these two styles years ago. after careful study and advice from n any ol
•lie most experienced and successful farmers, the correctness of which has been veri-

j
lie 1 by actual results in the field. These fences are the simplest in construction:
are made of any size or weight of wire desired and perfectly adapted to all uses
and conditions.

; If you want square mesh, buy American; if you like diamond, buy EUwood.
j
You can safely take the verdict of the millions of farmers who have tested and

j tried f.ut these two great fences. Dealers eveirwhere. carrying styles adapted
I 1. 1 every purpose. See them. Catalogue for the asking.

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO.
Chicago New^ York Denver San Francisco

SEEMCE
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"Hetlo, Jones.

"Market is up, you say?

"Thanks; I'll ship
those hogs this
morning."
A Telephone in the farmhouse

enables you to keep in touch iA[ the
time with all your interests.

It will summon the doctor on a
hurry-up call at any time, day or night,

when delay might be taial.

It will do all the errands of the house-
hold in an instant, regardless of distance.

It will keep you in touch with your
neiijhbors and banish lonesomeness.

Stromberg - Carlson
Telephone

equipments .are so economical and so
practical tliat progressive farmers cannot
afford to do without them. Over one
million of our telephones are in use today
and are giving complete satisfaction.

Our free book, "How
the Trlephnn° Helps the
Fanner," 21st edition,

tells h w ten men can
orgnr'ze a successful
INDEPENDENT sys-
tem, and gives a lot of
other information about

Farmers' Telephone
lines that will i.i-

terest you.

Write for this book
today.

Slromberfl-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.

X^tlochcster, N. Y.
Chicago III.

tiansas City, Mo.
(Address Nearest Ofaof)

Makes and burns Its own gas and
products a pure white, steady,
sate, 100 candle power light. No

. wicli, t moke, dirt, grease or odor.

.. /12S. THE BEST LIGHT
',i fCANDIX/
,:»—«POWER/ Lighted instantly. Over200 styles.

Agents wanted. Write for catalog

TU£ IIK8T L.IGHT CO.
306 K. Sth St.. Canton, O.

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
(•H.\RI,F,S J. WnXlAMSON.

Second Nat'l Bank BIdg., Washinoton, 1).

Patant Practics In Patent
OfficA and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

ilnthait
FENCEThe man who

is intending: to
buy fence .should
inform himself
of the merits of
Anthony Pence.
He does not want
to buy just a
"fence" but he ^^^^m^^mmm^^^
will want to buy ^^^^^^^^^^^T
the best fence he can pot—a long-lived
fence—that is the Anthony Fence—

Best Fence on Earth
I.,et tis show you a small hand sample.
Shows vou the most compact, smoothest
and striiriKost knot used by any fence
ina.iufacturer. Made from toufrh wire in a
strictly mechanical manner. No kink in-

side he knot In the line wire. Shows you
the heavy top wire. Knot always made
from same size wire as line wires. Ecjual

leng-th of line wires
guaranteed. Write for
sample today. It will
be mailed immediate-
ly, with booklet, post-
age prepaid by us.

The Anthony Fence Co.,

2S Michigan St.,

Tecumseh, Michigan, U.S.A.

FENCE S£5»"?!t'
Madeof High Carbon Double Strength
(.'oiled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay all freight. 37 heights of farm
and poultry tenoe. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 101 Winchester, Indiana.

48 IN.
FENCE <^Ok^
a rod ^s^C

Best higrh carbon coiled steel
wire. Easy to stretch over
hills and hollow-,. FREE
Catalogr—fences, tools. Buy
from factory at wholesale
prices. Write today to Box gs
MASON FENCE CO., tEESBUBG, 0.

15 Cents a Roil
Fora23-lnchHoKFence; 16efor
26-lnch; 19e for 31-Inch; 23 l-2e
for S4-Inch; 27e for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 87 c. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free, ^v' rite for it today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21. MUNCIE, IND.

»= S« »= i

FENCE AT PANIC PRICES
We purchased raw material cheap during the
panic, you eet the saving. These low prices
won't last long. 'Write at once for catalogue
and prices. Anchor Fence & Mfg. Co.,
Department V :: Cleveland, Ohio

rCR RAPID, EASY SPRAYING^

"Auto-Pop** NOZZLE.
Sliijlit pressure on lever starts denS!
spray. Automatic shut-iiT. Dimbles ca-

pacity. Saves solutitin, time, labor.

INCREASE THE CROPS
by iisin^ the "Anto-Pop" nozzle on the I

"Auto-Spray" pin:u' Write for factory
[

prices, spraying guide and agency clier.

E.C.Brown Co.. 20 J»TSt., Roch«ster,W.Y.|
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ELKHART BUGGIES
are the best made, best grade and easiest
riding buggies on earth for the money.

For Thirty-Six Years
we have been selling direct and are

The Lsu-gest Manufacturers
in the World

selling to the consumer exclusively.

We Ship for Examination
and Approval

guaranteeing safe delivery, and also to save
you money. If you are not satisfied as to
style, quality and price you are nothing out.

May We Send You Our Large
Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage& HarnessMfg.
Elkhart, Indiana 3
How to get bigger crops

Get a Planet Jr. Saves two-thirds your time, prepares
the ground better, and with less seed gives greater re-

.sults. No other farm and garden implements do the
work so well or last so long.

Planet Jr
No. 25 rianot .Ir. Combined Hill and Drill Seeder. Double

Wheel-lIo<' Cultivator aii<l Plow opens the furrow, sows the seed accurately

in drills or hills, covers, roils, and marks out next row in one operation. It has als'

perfect plowing, hoeing, and cultivating attachments.
Planet Jr. 12-tooth Harrow Cultivator and Pulverizer is a won-

derful tool for berrv-growers and market-gardeners. Invaluable wherever fine close work
is needed. Write to-day for our new free 56-page catalogue o{ 1909

Planet Jrs.—45 kinds—a tool for every gard""""- s need.

S. L. Allen & Co., Box 1106 S , Philadelphia. Pa.

Siive
c',!n' Strawberry

ColiiH Gold. Full details in my illustrated
cataloR of Berries, which alsio gives honest
descriptions and fair prices of all the good
olil and many choice new varieties of Struw-
berrlen, KaxpberrleK, Blufkberrlec. Ciir-
riiritx. l.<>i>..cbfrrlcK. (>ru|teH, etc. It tills

' > .at and (,'row them, free to all.

}, !• LOVGIl) LMtIo Silver, N.J.
I tvvr H) years a smallfruit specialist

cjOjLE STRAWBERRIES
Fresh dug, high-grade

plants. Valuable informa-

tion about varieties. Cat-

alog FREE.
The Flansburgh & Potter Co.

Bos 20 L«*lle, MIe

Matthews' ''NEW UNIYERSAU' Garden Tools

6 hoe rake, pli
caltlv.ntor. Sinple

GOOD TOOLS IN ONE

or double wheel. AdjUBt-
ments e.isily made
For planting" and
all kinds of cul-
tivation.

Send for
Free Booklet
givine full description of implements.

AMES PLOW COMPANY, Dept. 88 •

6 Styles Seeders
Opeu farrow, drops in pUkln flight

Double or Single Wheel Hoi

Cultivator, Plow, Kake. Chaneea
quickly made. Cultivate oe-

- Mtrtde «h» rowt. Aiy
UIJ width.

Note High Arch and Plant Guarda.
Bent Oak Handles on all ToolS>

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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urpccs9ari T^e Leading American

Seed Catalog for 1909!

TiiK "Silent Salesman-' of thP Worlil's Lareect Mail-order Seed Trade i3 a Ne%v Book of
174 pages. It describes Uarf Noveltie.s which canuot be had elsewhere and tells the )/lain truth
about the Best Heeds that can be grown—as proved at our famous Fordhook 1'aiims—the largest

and moat complete Trial Grounds in America. Handsomely bound in covers lithographed in nine
colors, it shows, with the bi-autiful colored plates (also in nine colors), Seven Choice Novelties in

Vegetables, Three Superb "Spencer" Sweet Peas and the most beautiful New Giant-flowered
Pansies—all accurately painted from Nature. With hundreds of illustrations from photographs
and carefully written descriptions it is A Safe Guide to success in the garden and should be con-
sulted by everyone who plants either for pleasure or profit. While too costly a book to send
unsolicited (except to our regular customers), weara pleased to mail it FREE to every one who
has a garden and can appreciate Quality ix Seeds. Shall we mail Tou a copy ? If so, kindly
name this paper and write TO-DAY !

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., B^unTng Philadelphia, U.S. A.

.OPDSEEDS
BESTINTHEWORLD
PRICES BELOW ALL OTHERS
I give a lot of new sorts for

trial with every order I fill.

^ ^^ A Grand Big Catalog CBCC^^^^^ Illustrated with over rtlCC
^^'^(A 700 engravings of vegetables

P_ and flowers. Send yours and
^--your neighbors' addresses.

R. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford. Illinois

300,000 Cherry Trees, two years old,

4 cents each; boxing free.

Catalog free to everybody.
Sheerin's Wholesale Nurseries, Dansvilie, New York

BEFORE ORDERING
BERRY-CRATES AND

QUART BASKETS
write for our catalog and special prices.

H. H. Aultlather, box 100, Minerva, O.

REE
I
To prove that our
Blizzard
Belt Ever-

I
gr eens will

grow in all parts
'of the country we oRer to semi
6 Fine Spruces ^ to ^ ft. tall

free to property owners. Whole-
sale value and mailing expense over

30 cents. To help, send S cents or not
as you please. A postal will bring the

trees and our catalog containing many colored
photo plates of our choice Blizzard Belt Fruits. Write

today. The Gardner Nursery Co., Box 26, Osage, la

850,000

GRAPEVINES
eSVarletl-s. Also Small Fruits. Trees. Ac. BestRoot-
ed Stock, (ienuine, cheap. 2 sample vines mailed for inc.
Descriptiye price-list free. LenURoeMb.Box A,Kredonia,N.T.

1 wast to give yiu this

glorious collection of

SWEET
PEAS

Containing over 100 of

the GRANDEST and
^^^, MOST BEAUTIFUL of

""
the Woild's Giant
Varieties. They are

s imply wonderful,

grand and superb,
— and 1 want to send
you this WHOLE
complete C^^_
collection rTcC
ttsoluttly

»**'•'

All I ask you to do

is to cut out this ad.

write your name «nd address

on margin and wraptwo dimes

(or ten 2c stamps) in it to pay

packing and pottage and

three months' subscription to

Farm G Stock, our treat montb-
ly farm magazine, i am going

to give away 10,000 of these

collections just to get acquaint-

ed with you. Send immediately
F. J. Wright, Editor, Farm &
Stock, Box 25, St.Joseph. Mo.

EVERY HOME
should be adorned with

' Palms and other leof and
flowering plants. We have •14

" greenhouses full. Also have
1 hundreds of car lots of
FRl'lT and ORiNAMKNT-
ALTRKi;S. .S(M<1», Plants.
Itoses, Vines, Uiilbs, sninll
size Shrubs and Trees
mailed postpaid. iSiife arrival
and satisfaction puiirnnteed.
Immense stock of SUPKRB
CAN NAS, the queen of bed-

ding plants. Direct deal will save .von monev nnd
insure you the best. Elegant 168-page Catalog FREE.
55 years- 44 greenhouses. 1200 acres.

The Storrs & Harrison Co., Box 16V Painesville, 0.

j!^a

15
PACKETS CHOICE FLOWER ^ GAROEN SEEDS 4 He
To introduce our high-grade Seeds we will mail the following 15 packets and our large illustrated 1909

catalog, also a cout>on good for 10 cents, all for one dime.
VEGETABLE SEED: Beet, cabbage. Cucumber, Lettuce, Onion, Parsnip, Parsley,

R*<li^h. Tomato, and Turnip. Will make a good kitchen garden.SLOWER SEED; Bachelor's-button, Phlox, Garden Heliotrope, Petunia, Forget-me-not. All
tested seed and trae to name. Satisfaction guaranteed. Orderio-day, BINGHAMTON SEED CO , 412 Court St., BInghamton, NY

10
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TWO MONEY MAKERS ^^^,
SCARFF'S SMALL FRUITS

and bees are an ideal combination for bee-keepers
or farmers. Order early and plant a generous quan-

tity of these fruits. The bees poUenizo them, mak- m
ing them produce in luxurious abundance, and at the
same time increase amount and value of honey. %

Stnnll Fmit Plant Free. I want to prove now
>Vf ll-rooted, strong and vigorous my plants are. I will •
send free one fine plant (my selection) if you will write
r my new 1909 free catalog. Some of my customers

make over $300 an acre with my plants. Book on "Trans-
:>lantlng and Afterculture" free with all orders. I sell a
arce variety of nursery stock, grown on an 800-acre farm, m
Ask for Catalog E. W. N. SCAKFF. New Carlisle. Ohio

32"" Year
Vaugban's .Seeds are the

Standard in the Middle West,
from the Ohio Klver to Colo-
rado.
Vaughan's Catalogue has

set the pace for quality seeds,
for plants of merit, for truth-
ful descriptions, for photo-
l^raphlc Illustrations.

If You Make a Garden
You Need It

"Gardening Illustrated" is

the title of Vaughans 1909 Cat-
alogue. To place it In the hands
of every home owner and
garden maker we submit the
following

Genuine Free Offer
This catalogue, 160 pages, 4

color plates, complete iu all

departments, costing: 5 cents
postage,together with 1 packet

new "Triumph ot the Giants" Pansles with the six re-

markable and valuable rare flower seeds, below, all for

only 6c (stamps), the actual mailing cost of the whole.
There has never been a more really valuable Free

Seed Offer made In America and we make It only for
the reasons atKjve stated-

15 Seeds Kudzu Vine
100 New Seeds Calif. Poppy, Dainty Queen
60 Seeds Sweet Peas, Orchid Flowered
25 Seeds Annual Hollyhock
75 Seeds Burning Bush
25 Seeds Splendid Cosmos lady Lenox
lOO Seeds Pansy, Triumph of Giants

to pay
postage

VAUGHAN*S SEED STORE
Dept B. 84-86 Randolph St.. CHICAGO

or 14 Barclay St^ New York

'^Trlamph of the (jiants

Really
Good
Things

fllLvlfc Only 6 Cents

y^"°^«"'^*^'i*»
Sweet-clover Seed ^°^ ^^'^-

Yellow blooms three or four weeks earlier than white. One
of the best bee-foods to be found.

W. B. WALLIN, Brooksville, Ky.

Let ttiis

Free
Book
tell you
how to

double your
Potato Money
You can learn of the one vvaj'

plant your potatoes cheapest, how to

save seed and soil, how to double the
profit of every acre of your potato land.

You can get this boolc free for your
name on a postal card. It will tell you all

about the proper care of potato fields,

proper methods of planting and cultiva-

tion, how to save hundreds of dollars in

fertilizer money alone.

It will tell you how to do all this at a
cost of but one dollar. It will describe
the one planter that makes this all possible
—the famous Acme Hand Planter. It will

place in your hands all the great, vital

truths of Potato Culture, condensed and
plainly written, so it is easy to read and
remember them.
You will want this book to put its precepts into

practice on your own farm. Send for it now.
Just say on a postal,"Send me your potato book."

POTATO IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Box 520> Traverse City, Mich.

= BIG DISCOUNT =
on all bee-tupplies until May 1. Send lor 1909 prices.

W. D. SOPER COMPANY JACKSON, MICHIGAN.

Bee-Supplies for Arizona.
I have a Htock of Koofs goods from which to supply your

Immediate needs. Send your orders, lartie or small, to me. and,
If I can't flu them from ray own stork. 1 can have your (foods
<'ome with others from the factory, and save yf«u the trouble
of orderlDK. Send for catalog. Wm. Losslng.'phoenix, Ariz.

DON'T use those flimsy leather strips
til hold your traces In place, but send
•j.H- for sample pair

SECURITY TRACE-HOLDERS.
circular free. .\|fents wantt-d.

Security Mfg. Co., Atlanta, New York.

ALSIKE
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Built for

Country Roads Service

Strong Durable

Good Style

Fast Safe

These gruaranteed motor buggries and wagons have proved their positive worth
as pleasure vehicles and money-saving, time-saving work vehicles for thou-
sands of farmers in every part of America. They bring enjoyment to the farm-
er's wife and family; add materially to the efficiency of the farm equipment.

Motor Vehicles
You are personally interested in these modern, guaranteed, sure-service, always-ready,

non-trouble, economical vehicles. They are made in many styles to meet every-
body's requirements. They never fail— never get tired—cost no more than
a good horse and buggy—cost far less to keep—do more work in less time
than three horses—take you anywhere and back again over any kind of roads,
mud, sand and hills. Speed up to thirty miles an hour. Run thirty miles on

one gallon gasoline. Simple, durable, guaranteed mechanical construction.
Best springs, upholstery and finish—perfect comfort. Solid tires—no
punctures, no blow-outs, no repair expense. A woman or child can

drive them. Twenty-one models to choose
from. Farmers of good stand-
ing wanted as agents. Writ
for free catalogue 81»

W. H. Mclntyre Co.^
Auburn, Indiana //~-^P

Removable Rear Seat

Here's Something New
From KALAMAZOO

You have known for years that
Kalamaspo stands for all that is best

—most desirable—most economical i

stoves and ranges—that prices on any Kalamazoo incur
catalog will save you from $10 to $20. More than 100,000
satisfied users, all over tiie world, are ready to tell you
that this is true. Our new feature in the Selling Plan
of the Kalamazoo ought to meet with the approval of
everybody. It is

—

Cash or Time Payments
We make it easy and convenient for responsible people to own the best

stove or range in the world. It costs you less than you can buy a good stove

£r range for anywhere else—on any terms.

We Pay The Freight
We are the manufacturers of the Kalamazoo. You get

lowest factory prices. Write for Catalog No 416

and special terms. Prove for yourself— by comparing our
prices with others—how much you save in buying a
Kalamazoo for cash or on time.

360 Days' Approval Test and Guarantee Safe Delivery

KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Direct to You
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an Oliver
Thii amazing otier—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at /7 <inii a da)— is open to everybody, everywhere.
It's our new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver

Typewriters on little easy payments. The abandonment of /•nf-

htnJ in favor of clean, legible, beautiful lyfewriiine is the next
great step in human progress.

Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of ft" and ink is largely restricted to the writing of signalwei.
Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

poblic sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.
The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for univtrsal tyfemritine,

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to

take the initiative in bringing

about the universal use of type-

writers. It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

OLIVEt?
Typewriter

THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER
This " /7-Ctnii-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

lo (wn ai to rtni. It places the machine within easy reach of

every htmi—every individual. A man's "cigar money"—

a

woman's " pin money "—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now aflord to own Olivers. By
utilizing spare moments for practice they may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their

fmniii.
You can bay an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A imall first payment brings the machine. Then
Tou save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.
And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to tarn

mint/ It inish payinc ftr thi machint.

Advantages Service Possibilities

The Oliver is the most high- The Oliver Typewriter turns

It perfected typewriter on the out more work—of better flual-

matket—hence its /oo ptr cini

tjictenfy.

Among iu scores of conven-
iences are:

—<h« Balance ShIH
—tha Ruling Dovica
—Iha Doubia Ralaaaa
- Iha Locomotive Baaa
-thaAulomatIo Spacer
—the Automallc Tabulator
Ihe DIaappearIng Indicator

—the Adlualabla Paper Fln-
gera

— the Selenllllo Condenaed
Keyboard

ity and greater variety—than

any other writing machine.
Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of its towering
supremacy in
— Correapondence
Card Index Work
Tabulated Repona

— Follow-up Systems
—Manifolding Service
— Addreaaing Envelopes
— Working on Ruled Forma
—Cutting Mimeograph Slen-

olla.

C«n you spend 1 7 Cants a day to batter advantage
than In the purchase of this wonderful machine ?

Write for Special Easy-payment Proposition or see the nearest

Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
91 1 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

BANKING BY MAIL

i4%r
Money deposited with us is secure, and

works for you continually. Our perfect

system of Banking BY MAIL brings this

opportunity to your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital

and surplus of $70,000, and assets of over
$700,000. Its policy is conservative; its

affairs are ably managed by capable and
successful business men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted,
on which we pay a yearly interest of 4
per cent, compounded semi-annually. Send
currency in registered letter, your own
check; or by P. O. or express money-order.

Write for the Booklet
To-day.

Resources
$800,000.

Established

1892.

tH^SAVINGS DEPOSIT
jr>, BANK COMPANY ^

MEDINA, OHIO

Will you accept this

businessbook if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no moncyl
Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master busi-
ness men have written ten books—2,079 pages—^^1,497

\ital business secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the
best of all that they know about

— Accounting
—Cost-keepingr
—Organization

—Retailing
Wholesaling

—Position-Getting
—Position-Holding

—Selling Plans
.—Handling Customers

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fi^htinc
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-

ness subjects.

— Purchasing —Salesmanship
—Credits ^Advertising
^Collections ^Correspondence

—Man-Handlingf
—Man-Training

^Dffice Systems
—Short - cuts and
Methods for every

-Manufacturing lineand department
A 9,059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses
great and small; pages 4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handlme and
training men ; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising,
with the marlceting of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail ; pages 12 to 15 w ith the great problem of securing the highest
market price tor your services—no matter what your line ; and the
last page tells how you may get a complete 3et—bound in hand*
some half morocco, contents in colors—for less than your daily
smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

U'l/iyou read the book if vie send itfree)
Send no tnoney. Simply sign the coupon.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago
If there are. In your l)ooks, any new ways to Increase my bus-

iness or my salary. I should like to know theni. Sj send on
your 16-page free descriptive booklet. I'll read it. 110-3-15
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ANSWER
iThls

Ad and Get My Big FREE Book and Save $50 I

Buy direct from tlie bigprest spreader factory In I

the world—My price has made At—Savedealer.Jobber I

and catalog house profit. No such price as 1 make I

on this high grade spreader has evar been made B

before In all manure spreader history. Here's the
secret and reason : Imalceyoua price on one based
on a 25.000 guantlty and pay the freight right to

your station. You only pay for actual material,
labor and one small profit, based oa this enormous
quantity on a

LLOWAY
Get luy bran new proposition with proof—lowest

price ever made on a tlrst class spreader, with my
agreement to pay you back your money after you
trv it 12 months if it's not a paying Investment.
How's that for a proposition? If I did not have

best spreader I would not dare make such an otter.

20 000 farmers have stamped their O. K. on it.

They all tried it 30 days free just like I ask you
to try it—30 DAYS FREE. Flya Sires—Including
New Complete Steel Gear Spreader—70-bu. Size.

Drop mo a postal, and say—"Calloway, send mo
your new proposition and Bis Spreader QOCK FREE
with low prices direct from your tectory."

Nobody can beat it. ^, Freight

WM. CALLOWAY CO. -TX. Prepaid

and disinfecting with the new

•*Kan<-Klo^" Sprayer
gives twice the results with same
laldirand fluid. Also for spraying
trees, vines, vegetables. etc.

Booklet free. Address

Rochester Spray Pump Co.
32 East Av., Rochester. N. Y.

I

Empire Farmers HandyWagon
with Good^Roads Steel Wheels
The low wheels make it easy for .vovi t.) load; tho '

tires malie it easy for your h'uscs to draw

malto Steel Wheels to fit any axle. Tires any
width, plain or grooved. They make old wagons
new. Send postal card for FHKE Wheel and

Wagon Book— " 'Uood-Koads' Steel Wheels Make
/All ItoaclBUood." Empire MIg. Co., Qulncy,lll.

Box 236 m/^^^^mmiHBt^M

FIX YOUR ROOF
Rm Dap Cmiara —'^^ ^ill guarantee to pnt
06 rCI OlJUares any old leakr, worn-out,

rusty, tin. Iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof In

perfect condition, and keep It in perfect condition

for 6c per square per year.^ The ParfaclRoefPrasarver, makes ol4,

worn-out roofs new. Satisfaction guaranteed
money refunded. Our free roofing book
Is all about it. Write for it todax-

Ihe Anderson Manufacturino Co.. Oept. 24 Elyria. Obia>

f-

/^TT'TCWSEDWTHIS MAGAZINE?
V>U JLO ^^ ARE FROM -^ J
THEMUCLER,£PfGRAViNCCO,\
I^UGIER, RLD'C. CLEVELAND. OH/O^

mmmv^
There are 24 varieties of Deming Sprayers—linown

wherever used as "The World's Best"—
tliey are the most carefully and skill-

fully liand-fitted pun'ps made—right
there is the main reason they
never f..il to run easily and
smoothly, with little or no
wear. Our 1909 Catalogrue
with SprayinpT Chart /ree.
Add 4 cents postnfre and
get a book ou Si raying.

The Deming
^ Company
S 690 Depot St., Salem, Ohio

WHAT DO YOU SAY?
Several hundred thousand farmers say that

the best investhientthey ever made was
when they bought an

Electric "»^Sg„„
Low wheels,vMe tires ; easywork, I ight d raft.
We'll sell you a set of the best eteel wheels
made for your old wagon. Spoke united with
hub, guaranteed not to break nor work loose.
Send for our catalogue and save money.
ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. Bos gs.Qulncy,!!!.

EXGELL
'""N ROOFIND
sIeIl & SIDING

Direct To You from our own factory

at lowest factory prices. We are man-
ufacturers and handle no 2nd hand
nor shortlength stuff. Every part oi

our roofing and siding is made in our

factrry from genuine Charcoal Iron.

Double Refined Puddled Iron orSteel

.

Tut on tlie kind of root that wears.

Ours is guaranteed. Ifitisn'tthe best

you can buy anywhere, don't pay for

It £aeytolay. No experience needed. Teh

us «V.. lit yrar'buildinz and let ub quote you

factory prices. Write for Metal Goads C»t»-

lot;, it is free.

THE UNITED FACTORIES CO.
Dept. No. R'^S 'levclMd. Oliio.

PERFECT POTATO
PLANTING

Every fanner knows the impoirtance'

of pniper potato planting. Here's a
miieliiue that does i t perfectl.v. Has

i luoue of the faults common with com
* mon planters. Opens the fnrrow

3 perfectly, drops the seed
correctly, covers it uni-
formly , and best of all

never bruises or
punctures the
seed. Send a
postal for
our 1909

free
Boo^

BATEMA^JFG^O^^o^^2^^renloch^U
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LAMi/MAlATEEi
Think of growing Cabbage in December—of Beets, Onions

and Peas marketed in February. The farmers of Manatee

County secure high prices for these early crops.

Vegetables Often Net $ I ,O0O per Acre
You could soon become independent on a small truck farm.

The climate is delightful and water abundant.
Our valuable book, "Fruit and Vegetable Growing in Manatee

County," tells of reasonably priced lands in this section. Sent free

while edition lasts. Address

J. W. WHITE,
Gen'l Indus. Atr't, Seaboard AirLlne

Dept, F, PORTSMOUTH, VA.
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Three-pound White Orpington Rooster. Te
Weeks Old, Raised by the Philo System

$200 00

In Six Months From

20 Hens

To the average poultryman that would >eem impostible, and
when we tell tou that we have actually done a $500 poultry bujl-

ness with 20 hens on a corner In the city garden, 30 feet wide by
40 feet lone, we are simply stating facts. It will not be possible

to get such returns by any one of the systems of poultry-keeping
recommended and practiced by the American people, still it is an
easy matter when the new Philo System is adopted.

The Philo System is unlike all other ways of keeping poultry,

and in many respects is just the reverse, accomplishing things in

poultry work that have always been considered impossible, and get-

ting unheard of results that are hard to believe without seeing;

however, the facts remain the same, and we can prove to you every

word of the above statement.

The New System Covers all Branches of
the Work Necessary for Success

from selecting the breeders to marketing the product. It tells how
to get eggs that will hatch, how to hatch nearly every egg, and how
to raise nearly all the chicks hatched. It gives complete plans in

detail how to make every thing necessary to run the business and at

less than half the cost required to handle the poultry business in any

other manner. There is nothing complicated about the work, and

any man or woman that can handle a saw and hammer can do the

work.

TWO-POUND BROILERS IN EIGHT WEEKS
are raised in space of less than a square foot to the broiler, without
any loss, and the broilers are of the very best quality, bringing here

three cents per pound above the highest market price.

Our Six-Months-Old Pullets are Laying at the
Rate of 24 Eggs Each Per Month

in a space of two square feet for each bird. No green-cut bone ol

any description is fed, and the food used is inexpensive as compared
with food others are using.

Our new book, the Philo System of Progressive Poultry Keeping,
gives full particulars regarding these wonderful discoveries with
simple, easy-to-understand directions that are right to the point, and
15 pages of illustrations showing all branches of the work from start

to finish.

Don't Let the Chicks Die in the Shell
One of our secrets of success is to save all the chickens that are

fally developed at hatching time, whether they can crack the shell or

not. It's a simple trick and believed to be the secret of the Anciant
Egyptians and Chinese, which enabled them to sell the chicks at 10

cents a dozen.

Chicken Feed at 1 5 Cents a Bushel
Our book tells how to make the best green food with but little

trouble and have a good supply any day in the year, winter or sum-
mer. It is just as impossible to get a large egg yield without green
food as it is to keep a cow without hay or fodder.

Our New Brooder Saves Two Cents on Each
Chicken

No lamp required. No danger of chilling, overheating, or burning
up the chickens as with brooders using lamps or any kind of fire.

They also keep all the lice off the chickens automatically, or kill any
that may be on when placed in the brooder. Our book gives full

plans and the right to make and use them. One can be easily made
in an boor at a cost of 25 to 50 cents.

Send $1 direct to the publisher, and a copy of the latest revised edi-

tion of the book will be sent you by return mail.

E. R. PHILO, Publisher
23 THIRD STREET ELMIRA, N. Y.

A Few Testimonials

Valley Falls, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1907.

It was my privilege to spend a week in Elmira dur-

ing August, during which time I saw the practical

working of the Philo System of Keeping Poultry, and
was surprised at the results accomplished in a small

corner of a city yarr . "Seeing is believing," they

say; and if I had not seen, it would have been hard to

believe that such results could have followed so small an
outlayof space, time, and money. (Rev.) W.W.Cox.

Oct. 22, 190«.

P. S.—A year's observation, and some experience

of my own, confirm me in what I wrote Sept. 5, 1907.

The System has been tried so long and by so many,
that there can be no doubt as to its worth and adapt-

ability. )t is especially valuable to parties having

but a small place for chickens; seven feet square is

plenty for a flock of seven. (Rev.) W. W. Cox.

Ransomville, N. Y., Dec. 5, 1907.

Dear Sir:—Last spring we purchased your book en-

titled the " Philo System " and used your heatless

brooders last spring and summer. The same has been

a great help te ns in raising the chix in the health

and mortality, the chix being stronger and healthier

than those raised in the brooders with supplied heat.

We believe this brooder is the best thing out yet for

raising chix successfully. We put 25,000 chix through

yonr heatless brooders this last season, and expect to

nse it more completely this coming season. We have
had some of the most noted poultrymen from all over

the U. S. here, also a large number of visitors who
come daily to our plant, and without any exception

they pronounce our stock the finest and healthiest they

have seen anywhere this year.

Respectfully yours, W. R. Curtiss & Co.

Skankatelbs, N. Y., May 5, 1908.

One article ol the Philo System entitled "A Trick

of the Trade " has been worth three times the amount
the book cost. I saved on my last batch fifty chicks

which are doing nicely. W. B. Rbasb.
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-World's Record—
for hatching:, and &18 first
prizes won by the

Reliable Incubator
Perfect vcntilntinn. douhlo hent-
i npsystcm, i iiH i do heater, 11 11(1 nut o-

*• miiticreL'uliilor-nKreMt fuel saver
Send today for FRF.p: r.niltr.v Kook — viiliinhlc
informiition on poultr.v raising hiuI incubators.

Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co.,Box D 49, Quincy.IIL

Greider's
Book

On Poultry

t'oncise, luaotical. Ilnw
to make money with ponl
try: information
buililuiKS, treat-
ment of diseases,
etc. Kifteen at-

1

tractive chronics;
sixty prominent varieties. 10c postpaid.
Kine. pure-bred stock ami ettes at low
I.riccs. OKKIDF.K'S (iKRMIClDE-
sure preventive and an excellent disin-

fectant. B. H. CREIDER, Rhoams, Pa.

V«pla(lae of practical and fancy pure
, . J wailBIIcS bred poultry. Beautiful,
hardy viiioious. Largest, most succebsful
poultrv-farni. Thousands to choose Ir&iu.
Bit? Profitable Poultry book tells all
about it. Quotes low prices on fowls, egps,
incubators, and supplies. Sent for i cents.

Barry'f Fonltry Fann,Box 163 Olarinda.Ia.

125 Egg Incubator (in
and Brooder ^^ OIU

rIf ordered tosrethep we
u J send botli fop $io
land pay frelpht. WeU

made hot wat«r, copper tanks,
arable wans, double grlasB doors.
Free catalog describes tbem.
WUoonain Incabator Co.,
Box se. Racine. WU.

uuildYourOwnlncubafors^ndBwoders
Save money. Thousands are doins: it

every year. I teach you how and sup-
ply all the parts you cannot make, at
low prices. My New Lampless Brood-
er will cost you $4.00. Greatest
Brooder invention of the aire. Repairs
and supplies for all kinds of Incubators or Brooders.
My new book of plans and catalogue has over 100
illustrations, showing step by step every staere of
construction—so simple a 12 year old boy can follow
them. Send 2.5c coin or U. S. stamps to cover cost.
Tour money back If yon are not satisfled. I allow the price
of the book OnyOOr first order. S>nd for tha book tocitr. Ilmons
DoUkn tojoo. Ef. H. SHEER, i7t HampfUrs St. , Qnlncy, lU.

Hot Air or
Hot WaterINCUBATORS

MILLER'S IDEALS
The Lowest Priced Standard Ma-
chines. Certain results InHtead of
exiH-rlmentH. 8end for prreat, free
book, " Poultrv lor Prolh." finely
Illustrated and covers every poul-
try topic Worth dollars but mailed free,
postpaid. Don't wait—SEND NOW to

J. W. Miller Co.. Box 48, Freeport, III.

CYPHERS FIRE-PROOFED

INSURABLE INCUBATORS
AND BROODERS Hatch and Raise More and
Stronger Chicks than any other. Not Once Upon a
Time, but All the Time. Tliey comply with the new
rules of the lire I'uderwrllers. They have been In-
spected and passed by them. They Bear the First
Insurance Label Ever Issued on Incubators and
Brooders. NOW In order to be safe on the Insur-
ance of your bulldinjra you must watch for the
label. To safeijuard your homes refuse eVery i

machine without a label.
Uur 21^-PttKe Hook, Illus-
trating America's Wtij^est
Poultry Karms, tells all
about it. It Is free. Address
Nearest OfUce.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Boston, Mass.; New York,
N. Y.; Chicago, III.; Kan-
sas City, Mo.; Oakland,

California

m.55 Buys
the Best

140Eg|j
lno\ibai.tor ever Mak.de

Freight Prepaid
Double cases all over; best

copper tank: nursery, self-regu-

ICIty
or Racine • latlnfj. Best 140-chlck hot-water

Brooder, $4.50. Ordered together $11.60. Satisfaction
guaranteed. No machines at any price are better.
Write for book today or send price arid save waiting.
BMI^CIIjMncubato^o^^Boxe9Ricln«J«is.

World's Best Incubator
Has stood all tests in all climates
for 15 years. Don't experiment,
get certainty. Get a

SUCCESSFUL
Incubator and Brooder. Anybody
can operate them and make money
Let us prove tt to you. Booklet,
"Proper Care and Feedine ol

Chicks, Ducks and Turkeys,' 10c'
Poultry paper, 1 year, 10c. Write for free catalog. * \
Pes Moines Inenbstor Co., 190 2nd St., DesHomea, la. |

^?b4^;_3|

Johnson Says: I ge^^J^gf.^
Tell my old and new friends that my I i,V?n r D c A nV
new 1909 Poultry Book is ready. Over t>»UR. KtAU I

200 pp. and 1200 pictures and to send
nie their names and addresses for it.

My New 1909 Old Trnity Incubator
Is Metal Encased

Safer and surer tlien ever—75% bet-
ter hatches guaranteed—40, 60 or 90
Days' Trial. Write me this year.

M.M. JOHNSON
Incubator Man, Clay Center, Neb,

Hatch With the Leasts
Cost Per Chick

That Is what we guarantee joa
can do with the

_ _, _ _ Invincible Hatcher
Try It and If It don't produce more strong, healthy
chicks than anyother Incubator, regardless of price,
send It back. 60-Egg Size Only $4.00. Same low
prices on larger Hatchers, Brooders and Supplies.
Write for ITf.-page FREE catalogue.
The United Factories Co., Dept.X3S Cleveland, O.

P ra
Jnst what you're asking for. Pithy

articles by long experienced ponltry-
ralsers. Answers to your questions.
Comiilete show reports. A Department

for every breed. Pour complete
poultry books <lurlnp coming
year,— all In that wide-awake, htist-

Ung "Poultry Gazette." 40 to 80 pages

IJ«lllh;k'Jrf1MI!M
monthly, overflowinfj with the very facts
you need to pull inore nn.ney out of your
poultry. Send L'.5 cents for a year's trial
subscription. You'll be pleased.

The Poultry Gazette
Box S > Fremont. Nebr.
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From Our Factory To You

FREIGHT PREPAID
On B;s^B?sr.Rubber Roofing

This remarkable new selling plan will save you money
on the highest quality old reliable Breese Bros. Rub-
ber Roofing. This is the most liberal offer ever

made on a high-grade roofing.

Look at the low prices quoted and compare
them with others, and remember that these

prices include freight charges. You will

find that you can not buy any thing but

the cheapest sort of. roofing at this price,

through a dealer.

We are the only manufacturers of high-grade

roofing that offer to sell direct to the consumer
at wholesale factory prices.

And Breese Bros. Rubber Roofing is the

very highest quality on the market.

Every roll of Breese Bros. Roofing that

leaves our factory is covered by our

absolute guarantee to be water-
proof, fire-resisting, and durable.

It is made of long-fibre, wool-felt,

saturated in as-

phalt by the spe-

cial Breese.Bros.

process, and
heavily coated
on both sides

with flexible,

water-proof
compound.

Costs one-

quarter as
much as shin-

gle, and lasts

twice as

long.

Write for

FREE
Samples to Test

and Free Booklet

Get our free, liberal samples

of 1-ply, 2-ply, and 3-ply Breese

Bros Roofing. Put them to every

test you can think of, prove to your
own satisfaction that it is the best

roofing made.
When you buy Breese Bros. Roofing

you are protected for years to come be-

cause you are dealing with the responsible

jnakers, whose guarantee is absolute. We
stand ready to make good on every claim.

LONGESTGUARANTEE and

PROMPT SAFE DELIVERY
Write at once for the free samples and

booklet, or order direct from this ad. Money
back if not satisfied.

We pay the freight to all points east of the

Western boundarj line of Minnesota,
Iowa, and Missouri, and north of the

south line of Tennessee. If you live

beyond, we pay it that far.

This remarkable, low-priced
special offer may not be made
again. Take advantage of it

and write us now—to-day.

The Breese Bros Co.
Eoofing Dept. 76. Cincinnati, O.

Lowest
Factory
Prices

Freight Prepaid

on 100 lbs.

351b. Roll,
108 sq. ft.,

1-ply $L35

45-lb. Roll.
108 sq. ft., *i or
2-ply $1.63
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The Danzenbaker

Comb-honey Hive

MORE HONEY
The construction of the hive is such that the bee-keeper can easily produce a larger

surplus of comb honey per hive, for the bees are not inclined to loaf during the early

flow, but get more promptly at work at the right time.

BETTER HONEY
The claim made for this hive, that it produces better honey, has never been success-

fully contradicted. True, an expert may with other hives get a result approximately
equal to the Danz. results; but hundreds of letters received show that the DANZEN-
BAKER HIVE, in the hands of the average bee-keeper, produces more fancy surplus

comb honey than any other hive.

MORE MONEY
This statement is easily verified. Fancy comb honey is always in demand, and espe-

cially in Danz. sections. A crop of fancy honey on an ordinary market always brings

more money; and on a poor market the fancy honey will sell while the other grades

have to be shaded to find a buyer. The following unsolicited letter verifies the state-

ment.

St. Joseph, Mich., Sept. 26, 1908.

I have 112 colonies, all in Danz. hives with the exception of ten; and they will go into the regular Danz. body in the

spring. The regular Danz. hive, with the right management, is the best combination in the world for comb honey. I let

the " big-hive " men laugh; but when we go to market their product is no competition to mine. The dealers say to them,
" If yours is as good as Hall's, bring it in and we'll take it." And it is ALL in the form and management of the HIVE.

E. L. Hall.

Central Sta., W. Va., Rt. 1, box 33, August 5, 1908.

Another season of the fullest success with the Danzenbaker hive. If any one wanted to transfer my bees into other

hives, he could not do it for $5.00 each. Yours for success, B. O. Elefritz.

Akron, Ohio, Sept. 25, 1908.

I now have quite a few colonies of bees on Dinz. frames, and the result has been very satisfactory. For
this locality they are certainly far superior to the Hoffman frames. I am taking off honey from the late flow (heartsease,

boneset, and aster), and supers on Danz. hives are well filled, in most instances with very little burr comb; while those

containing Hoffman frames, burr combs are built between supers and frames so that it is necessary to pry and cut off the burr

combs before placing escape-board.

Bees seemed to be inclined to swarm on Danz. frames more readily, or, rather, made preparations to, but I have dis-

covered a method wherein I can control them very easily. By another season I am in hopes to have my entire outyard

equipped with Danz. frames.

Having adopted the Danz. hive through your suggestion, I therefore feel it my duty to give you this report.

Yours truly, A. J. Halter.

Now is the time to make a trial order for these hives if you have not yet tried them. The
workmanship is the best; the quality is the best, and the results are sure.

Price, 5 complete Danzenbaker comb-honey hives, with sections and ftl 1 OO
foundation starters, and nails, all in flat ^' >'^'

IS so5 hives as above, nailed and painted u%^m%^'\^

Accept no substitute. The results accomplished by the Danzenbaker hive are generally

equaled by no other.

F. DANZENBAKER, Patentee.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Noticei will be inserted in these classified colamns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for tliis

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be
responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale —Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of ex-

facted honey at 9 cts. per lb.; also good quality clover-basswood
blend of extracted honey at 8 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at producing
point. All in new 60-lb. cans, two in a box. Sample and cir-

cular free. E. D. Townsend, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Amber, buckwheat, and No. 2 white comb
at $2.50 per case of 24 sections; in six-case lots at $2.25; in 25-

case lots, $2.00 per case. Nice, thick, well-ripened amber ex-
tracted, to close it out, at 7^ cts.; four cases at 7 cts.

Quirin-the-Quekn-Breeder, Bellevue, Ohio.

For Sale.—Choice extracted honey for table use, gathered
from clover and basswood—thick, well ripened, delicious flavor.

Price 9 cts. per lb. in 60-Ib. cans, two to case. Sample, 10 cts.

J. P. Moore, Queen-breeder, Morgan, Ky.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Comb honey, either car lots or less, both alfalfa

and sage. Extracted honey, white, in 60-lb. cans. Samples
furnished upon application.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—Fine extracted white-clover honey; also light

amber fall honey, put up in barrels, 60-lb. and 10-lb. cans.
Write for prices. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Sale.—Fine quality table honey in 60-lb. cans; alfalfa,

basswood, or amber. Robt. A. Holekamp & Son,
4263 Virginia Avenue. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey, fine quality for table
use, in 60-lb. cans; 8 cts. for clover, 7 for amber.

C. H. Stordock, Durand, 111.

For Sale.—Amber and buckwheat honey, 7/4 cts. delivered.
Orange Mountain Bee Farm, West Orange, N. J.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. Stat

price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett. 199 Sooth Water Street, Chicago, III.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—Single man, 20 to 40 years of age, to care for a
small apiary run for extracted honey; help with poultry and gen-
eral farrawork; no farmwork while bees need attention; steady
employment for the right man. State wages expected, with
board. Can begin at once. A. G. Rick, Park City, Montana.

Wanted.—Bee-man, experienced in shook-swarm method
for comb honey; $75 a month; permanent position next season.

H. H. Havward, 428 Grant Avenue, Loveland, Colo.

Situations Wanted

A bee-keeper with family wants to rent a small apiary in the
West, or will work by the month.

Mell Whitford, Arlington, Neb.

For Sale

For Sale.—Sweet potato seed. Bright stock, yellow Jersey,
packed fresh in storage house on day of shipment. Sweet potato
and other plants in season. Send for free circular and price list.

L. H. Mahan, Terie Haute, Ind., Box 143.

For Sale.—700 wide frames for the production of fancy comb
honey; fine condition; fit Langstroth hives; cost $45.00. There
are 1400 tin separators on them that are worth $30.00; will sell

for hall price, $22.50, f. o. b. Fillmore, N. Y. I have alsj a

good buzz-saw and a Novice honey-extractor in fine condition.
Price $4 00 each. Leon F. Howdbn, Fillmore, N. Y.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Melilotus (sweet clover) seed 'or

sale at 8 cts. per lb. Write for catalog and particulars.

The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Sihith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the face last

season ? Because you did not have on one of the Alexander wire
bee-veils at 60 cts. each.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

Flower-seed bargains— 10 packets 10 cents; asters, dianthus,
pansies, etc.; no two alike; all others, 3 cents. Double diDlia

roots, mixed colors, 7 cts. each; 10 lor 50 cents: 25 lor $1.00

W. F. Talg, Union Center, Wis.

For Sale.—Second-hand Quinby hives for extracting, twelve
frames wide, two tiers high; closed-end frames 11^ x 17^ in.;

$1.50 each, or $5o.00 for the lot. A. H. Root,
Canastota, N. Y.

Asparagus roots — the kind that is right; can refer you to mar-
ket growers; orders booked now. Will D. Quick,
Box 156. Ashton, III.

For Sale.—Sweet-clover seed, 15 cts. per pound, postage ex-

tra. Roots's supplies. Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-
supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. CooLEY, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—Lewis bee supplies, berry-boxes, and crates.

Write for catalog. W. J. McCarty, Emmetsbutg, Iowa.

For Sale.— Fifty or sixty Root hives with supers and frames,

almost new; also winter cases. C. E. Crowther,
North Kingsville, Ohio.

Any person interested in the Hurst reversible bee-hive can get

any desired information by addressing

Chas Hurst, 384 Walden Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

For Sale.— Choice recleaned alsike clover seed, $10.00 oer

bushel. In lots of two bushels and over, new bags included,

f. o. b. here. G. A. Blkech, Jerome, Mich.

For Sale.—25 eight-frame hives, very strongly made, and

neatly painted; cheap. L. E. Yoder, Sun, W. Va.

House Plans.—Blue prints of 20 artistic homes for 25 cents.

Ehlers & Son, Architects, Carthage, Mo.

For Sale.—One ten-inch Root foundation-machine, good as

new. Price $20.00. F. C. Morrow. Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

Real Estate

For Sale.—Twenty acres of land at Waverly, Va., 20 miles

east of Petersburg; four to five acres under cultivation; the rest

easily cleared ; some apple, peach, and pear trees on the place ;

good market. I bought the place last summer, to go into bees,

fruit, and vegetables; but my wife will not leave Chicago.

$250 cash or $300 on time. C. B. Peterson,
6959 Union Ave., Chicago, 111.

For Sale—My bee-ranch of two acresof land and woik-shop;

also 118 colonies of bees; a fine bee location, and no disease.

Write for prices. S. E. Angell, Harpers Ferry, Iowa.

Souvenir Post Cards

Eight beautiful birthday, Easter, St. Patrick's day, or assorted

post cards mailed for 15 cts., or 15 for 25 cts.; regular 2 for 5 cts.

cards. M. T. Wright, Medina, Ohio.
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Bees and Queens

Missouri-bred Italian queens; great hustlers in sections; cap

white, and gentle; cells built in strong colonies, mated from two-

frame L. nuclei. Select untested. $1.00; tested, $1.50; breed-

ers, $3.00. Two L. frame nucleus with laying iiueen, $3.00; ten

for $25.00; virgins, 50 cts. each; $5.00 per dozen. I guarantee

satisfaction and safe arrival. L. E. ALTWKiN.St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.— Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, untest-

ed, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $''.00. Carniolan, Banat, and

Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00; twelve, $10.00.

Tested, any kind, $1.50; six. $8.00. Choice breeders, $3.00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—After March, fine Italian, Carniolan, and Cauca-

sian queens; virgins, each, 40 cts.; dozen, $4.50; untested, 75

cts. each; dozen, $8.50. Orders booked now. Safe arrival and

satisfaction guaranteed. - Edwa. Rkddout,
Bradeniown, Fla.

Italian Queens.— Ready, 1909 list of Mott's strain of Red-

clover and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce Queens, 15 cts.;

leaflet. How to Increase, 15 cts.: one copy of each, 25 cts.

E. E. MoTT, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March 1. Un-
tested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask for prices in

large quantities. W. J. Littlefikld,
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring delivery.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blocker, Pearl City. III.

Italian queens and nuclei; two-frame nucleus with queen,

$2 50; tested queen, $1.00;. 6 for $5.00. Untested queens in sea-

son at 75 cents each. W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.

For Sale.—Superior honey queens, red-clover strain; untest-

ed, $1.00; tested, $1.25; select tested, $1.50. Send for circular.

Virgil Sires & Bro., North Yakima, Wash.

For Sale.—100 colonies of pure Italian bees in eight and
ten frame Dovetailed hives at S6.00 each: in lots of ten, $5.00

each. F. A. Gray, Redwood Falls, Minn.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by the originat-

o'. Fine queens for breeders' use, a specialty.

F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Poood bees, nuclei, fall colonies, supplied from Mechanic
Falls branch. Prices on application. J. B. Mason,

Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.—Seventy colonies of Italian bees in eight and ten

frame hives. E. W. Baldwin, DeKalb, III.

Improved selected untested Italian queens, 50 cents.

Geo. a. Francis, 1453 Sea View Ave., Bridgeport, Ct.

For Sale.— Bees in two-story hives, for extracted honey.

Write for prices. C. H. W. Weber, Cincinnati, Ohio.

For Sale.—Ten colonies of Italian bees in lots to suit; good
condition; young queens; at a bargain. Write at once for prices,

etc. Hakrv C. Klaffenbach,
110 West Eighth St., Muscatine, Iowa.

For Sale.—A fine small apiary at a big bargain. If interest-

ed, send (tamp for full particulars.

C. L. Gibson, 159 West Lorain St., Oberlin, Ohio.

FOH Sale.— Fifty colonies of bees in Root ten-frame hives;

25 Danzenbaker comb-honey supers: 30 exiracting-supers, and
other supplies, at a bargain. Write for particulars.

W. M. Woodmancv, Little York, N. Y.

For Sale.— 100 colonies of bees in chaff hives and packing-

boxes, located in two places; clover and raspberry and buck-

wheat for 300; two honey-houses, and extractors and supers.

W. L. CoGGSHALL, Grolon, N. Y.

For Sale.—A few colonies of the genuine Henry Alley

strain of golden Adel Italians in eight-frame Dovetailed hives,

free from disease, at $7.00 per colony, f. o. b. Wingate.

J. R. McCoKKLE, Wingate, Ind.

For Sale.—From 80 to 100 colonies of Italian and hybrid

bees in frame hives, good condition: a bargain for some one.

J. M. Harris & Son. Glen Easton, W. Va.

For Sale.—Italian queens, tested. $1.00: two-frame nucleus

with queen, $3.00. Rockhill Apiaries,
S. T. Hookey, Prop., 4712 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Salesmen to introduce our New Commercial and
Statistical State Chart for office and general use. The work is

congenial and profitable, the earnings being according to your

ability. A thorough training is given before the work is started.

Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago, III.

Wanted.—Several hundred colonies of bees in lots of 25 and

up, on Hoffman or Danz. frames in the following States: Dela-

ware, Maryland, Eastern Pennsylvania, and Eastern New York.

Address Box 16, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Wanted.— Bees in any old hives, in large or small lots.

Give full details in first letter; must be a bargain.

E. W. Brown, Morton Park, Cook Co., HI.

Wanted.— Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slamgnm.

State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,
301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—To exchange a good typewriter for honey, or for

sale cheap. W. A. Mattocks, 780 Winsor Ave., Elmira, N. Y.

Wanted.—500 colonies of bees within 200 miles of Phila-

delphia. E. W. Brown, Salem, N. J.

Wanted.—200 stocks or less of bees within 150 miles of De
troit. A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

Wanted.—Bees. State quantity and price, kind of hive, etc.

" F," care of H. H. Jepson, 182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—To exchange for bees or cash one 800-egg incuba-

tor and Odell typewriter. Best the Bee-man, Slatington, Pa.

Bee-keepers* Directory

Bee-keepers' Snpply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We boy car lots of

Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty: 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Root's Bbb Supplies. Send for catalog.

D. COOLEV. Kendall, Mich

Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order from

original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and qneens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Italian Bees, qaeeni, honey, and Root's bee-keepers' stip-

plies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Golden-all-over and red-clover Italian qneens; circular ready.

W. A. Shuff, 4426 Osage Ave.. Philadelphia, Pa.

For your address on a postal card I will send you valuable in-

formation pertaining to bee culture. Write to-day.

J. E. Hand, Birmingham, O.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bosiness,

Jane 1 to Nov. 15, untested qneens, 75 cts.; select. $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April ; nu-

clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and

hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single

loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. Honey for sale.

Quirin-the-Queen-breeder, Bellevue, O.
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Poultry.

For Sale.—White Plymouth Rocks, Acme strain, line-bred,

farm-raised, trap-nested, great layers. Eggs, selected, $1.50 to

$3.00 lor 15. Middle Ridge Farm Co., Madison, Lake Co.,

Ohio. Rt. 1. Cleveland office, 4399 Hamilton Ave.

For Sale.—S. C. Biown Leghorns. Baby chicks, $3.00 per

25; $5.00 per 50, $10,00 per 100. Bred for shape, color, and
laying qualities. 1 guarantee safe arrival. H M. Mover,

Rt. 2. Bechtelsville, Pa.

For Sale.—Brown Leghorn, B. P. Rock, S. L. Wyandotte
eggs; $1.00 to $1.50 per 15. Raised on separate farms. Write
for full particulars. F. C. Morrow, Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

For Sale.— R. C. Brown Leghorns. Won firsts on cockerel,

hen, and pullet. These birds score as high as 94^/i. Eggs, 15

for $1.50. Mrs. Geo. W. Armentrout, Irving, HI.

Indian Runner duck eggs from prize-winners at $1.00 per 12;

$4.00 par 55; $6.50 per 100. Circulai free.

Kent Jennings, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

Golden Barred Rocks.—The new beauty and utility

fowl. Plumage barred buff and white. Write for literature

and a feather. L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

S. C. W. Leghorns, bred for heavy egg production winter and
summer. Lakewood-Blanchard strains. Great profit payers.

Selected eggs, $1 per 15. W. I. Harrington, Brunswick, O.

Young stock cock and hen homer pigeons, guaranteed mates;
good squab-breeders, and lovely birds; $1.50 per pair. Safe de-

livery guaranteed. J. A. Thornton, Ursa, 111.

For Sale.—S. C. Brown Leghorns, Barred P. Rocks; win-
ners, and winter layers. Eggs, $1.25 per 15; $2.00 for 30. Un-
fertile eggs replaced free. Louis Perrier, Bonnots Mill, Mo

For Sale.—Choice White Wyandottes; 15 eggs, $1.00; 30
eggs, $1.50.

'

J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale.—Eggs, $1.25 per 15 from pure Partridge Wyan-
dotte chickens. C. G. Hiskev, Flat Rock, O.

S. C. W. Leghorn eggs for hatching, $4.00 per 100.

C. H. Zurbukg, Topeka, 111.

For Sale.—Thoroughbred Toulouse geese at a bargain; eggs,
$3.00 per dozen. M. L. Caldwell, Otsego, Mich.

Convention Notices.

The regular spring meetipg of the Philadelphia Bee-keepers'
Association will be held at the Philadelphia Commercial Muse-
um, Thirty-fourth Street, below Spruce Street, West Philadel-

phia, April 3. The following is the program:
2: 30 P.M., meeting called to order by Pres. W. E. Flower.
1. Address of welcome, by Vice-president Dr. L. M. Weaver.
2 Song, " Bees in Apple-tree Bloom," by male quartette.

3. Recitation, by Miss Elizabeth James.
4. Illustrated lecture, " Natural History of the Honey-bee," by

W. E. Flower.
5. " Cause and Prevention of Swarming," by Prof. H. A. Sur-

face, Harrishurg, Pa.
6. Manipulation and demonstration of bees in a cage, by Har-

old Hornor.
7. " Food Value of Honey," by J, T. Fennell.
8. Illustrated lecture, " Some Savage Tribes and their Pecul-

iar Customs," by Dr. Wilson, of the Commercial Museum.
9. Question-box.

evening session, 8 o'clock.
1. Call to order by the President.
2. Reading of paper on Rev. L. L. Langstroth, from Bee-keep-

irs' Revitw, by Miss Sallie James.
3. " Care and Management of Bees in Spring," by F. Hah-

inan.

4. Question-box.

The North Texas Bee-keepers' Association will meet at Blos-
som, the first Wednesday and Thursday in April. All who aie
interested are invited. No hotel bills to pay.

W. H. White, Sec.
Blossom, Texas, March H. J. M. Hagood, Pies.

Catalogs Received.

"Horse Power," by Galloway, Waterloo, Iowa. This is a

handsome catalog, largely devoted to gasoline-engines. The il-

lustrations are beautiful. All interested in gas-engines for ary
purpose will find a copy of this catalog very useful. Mr. Gallo-

way makes it easy for any honest farmer to get an engine to as-

sist in his work.
" B^B, Weather-proof Rubber Roofing," by the Breeze Bros.

Co., of Cincinnati. This relates to the fine roofing made by this

concern. Judging by the samples of 1, 2, and 3 ply roofing sent

with this catalog they make very good roofing. Ask for the sam-
ples if you send for the catalog.

" Spray Machinery," the E. C. Brown Co., Rochester, N. Y.
This is a catalog of modern high-pressure spray-pumps for all pur-

poses around the farm and home garden. Some of the outfits

made by this firm are elaborate and complete. .At the end of the

book are complete directions for spraying any fruit or vegetable.
" Planet Jr. Yellow Book," by S. L. Allen & Co., Philadel-

phia. It relates to the famous wheeled garden tools made by
this company. There are some good illustrations showing the

tools in actual use. These are very suggestive, as showing what
can be done with these tools.

" The Farmer's Handy Wagon," by the Empire Manufactur-
ing Co., Quincy, Illinois. Though this relates to wagons and
wheels only, some of the illustrations are handsomely colored,

and show up the " handy " wagons wonderfully well. If you
are likely to need any thing in this line this catalog will be very

useful.
" Anchor Fence," by the Anchor Fence and Mfg. Co., Cleve-

land. This is not a large catalog, but it clearly sets forth the

utility and beauty of the fencing made by this concern. The
perfection to which this kind of work has been brought is

marvelous, as will be seen by the sample sent with the catalog.
" Roof-Fix, to Make Old Roofs New," by the Anderson

Manufacturing Co., Elyria, Ohio. This is a little catalog relat-

ing to leaky roofs. We are decidedly of the opinion that a quan-
tity of "Roof-fix " will be found very useful on any farm. It

seems to " fix " any leaky roof if not too far gone.
" Farm, Railroad, and Poultry Coiled Spring Fencing," man-

ufactured by Coiled Spring Fence Co., Winchester, Ind. A pe-

culiarity of the fencing made by this company is the coiled wire,
which gives it elasticity, and which, of course, keeps it taut at

all times. It is recommended by many practical farmers.
" The 1909 Catalog of L. J. Farmer, Pulaski, N. Y." This is

a fine little catalog of strawberries and othersmall fruits. There
are some very sensible and brief directions in this catalog, for cul-

tivating berries, that are well worth studying and paying heed
thereto.

"Spring Catalog for 1909 of Green's Nursery Co., Rochester,
N. Y." This firm has done much to popularize fruit culture in

the United States. At present they seem to be pushing the trade

in plum-trees, and offer a nice collection at a low price.
" Grapevines and General Nursery Stock," by Lewis Roesche

& Son, Fredonia, New York. This firm has had a large trade in

vines for many years, and thous.inds of families have been bless-

ed thereby. But they also have a full list of small fruits of the

best varieties which this catalog describes.
" Hill's 1909 Catalog and Planting Guide," by D. Hill. Dun-

dee. III. This is a fine catalog of extra hardy shrubs and trees.

Mr. Hill has a large stock of forest trees which ought to be inter-

esting to many who read Gleanings. He sells sugar maples as

low as $4.50 per 1000 We advise sending for this catalog at

once.
" Catalog of the Wooster Nursery Co.," Wooster, O. This

company now has the seed business formerly conducted by the

A. I. Root Co. They also have a nice nursery located very near
the Ohio Experiment Station grounds and building. Just now
this concern is making a special drive of 300 bee-trees for $3.00.

" Mathews New Universal Seeding and Cultivating Imple-
ments," by Ames Plow Co.. Boston and New York. This is the

annual price list of the famous Ames Plow Co., so far as relates

to their garden-tools suth as market gardeners and others now
use. This firm does a large business in these valuable tools.

"The Mason Fence Co., Leesburg, Ohio." Thfs is a small

catalog issued by a big company whose business it is to furnish

good fencing, and they doubtless do. They claim to furnish a

fencing which is resilien^ and responds to every shock. Our
modern wire fences are certainly fine, the Mason included.

" Scarff's Fruits for 1909," by W. N. Scaiff, New Carlisle, O.
This is not considered a large catalog nowadays, but neverthe-
less Mr. Scarf? does quite a large business and has a large place.

He is also an extensive bee-keeper, and knows how to cater to

the bee-keepers' trade.

"Strawberry Plants and other Small Fruits," by The Flans-

burgh & Potter Co., Leslie, Mich. This is a valuable littte cat-

alog to all who are interested in small fruits, especially those

who live in the Central States and the South. If you are a ber-

ry-grower, do not fail to get a copy.
" Henderson's Farmer's Manual," by Peter Henderson & Co.,

35 Cortlandt St., New York. This is a splendid '.atalog of farm
seeds, especially clover seed. It recommends mammoth Russian
sunflowers for chickens and also sainfoin clover for hay. Both
are line bee-plants.

I
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

DBATH OF MR. B. L. PRATT.

We are very sorry to announce the death, on March 11, of Mr.

E. L. Pratt, otherwise known as " Swarthmore." He was
stricken very suddenly with la grippe and pleurisy, which
later developed into pneumonia. We feel sure all our readers

will join with us in tendering our condolence to Mrs. Pratt and
family. His life will be sketched in our next issue.

[kehswax wanted.

While we are always in the market for beeswax we ate espe-

cially in need of it at this season of the year, and we urge our

bee-keeping friends to get their shipments off promptly while the

markets are good. See page 12 for further particulars.

CHOICE COMB HONEY.

If any of our readers not too far distant have a few hundred
pounds of choice white-clover comb honey for sale we should be
pleased to hear from you, with description, grade, how packed,

etc., and the price asked. We should like to get track of a lot

in Danz. sections, 4x5, as well as the 4}i square.

itASSwooi) (linden) trees.

We have in our nursery a quantity of small basswood trees

which we oifer at the following prices:

1 foot and under, 5 cts. each; 30 cts. for 10; $2.00 per 100

Same postpaid, 8 cts. each, 35 cts. for 10; $2.25 per 100

1 to 5 feet, mostly under 3 ft., 10 cts. each; 75c for 10; $6.00
per 100.

We are not prepared to supply any larger size than above
listed.

SEED FOK THF. PKODIICTION OF HONEY-PRODUCING
CROPS.

We are prepared to furnish the following seeds, which produce

crops yielding honey. The time for seeding clovers of all kinds

is in early spring, while buckwheat in this latitude may be
sown any time from June 15 to Aug. 1

Japanese buckwheat, 5 cts. per lb.; by mail, 13; peck, 50 cts.;

H bushel, 85 cts.; bushel, $1.50; 2 bushels, $2.50, bags includ-

ed, not prepaid.

Alsike clover, 25 cts. per lb.; by mail. 33; peck. $3.00; ]4

bushel, $5.75; bushel, $11.00; 2 bushels, $21.00, bags included.

White Dutch clover, same price as alsike.

SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

If you expect to use any sweet-clover seed this spring your
order ought to be placed at once. We now have a good stock of

choice seed on hand at the following prices:

In lots ... 1 lb. 10 lbs. 25 lbs. 100 lbs.

Unhulled white, per lb. .15 $1.30 $3.00 $11.00

Unhulled yellow, per lb. .15 1.30 3.00 11.00

Hulled yellow, per lb. .20 1.80 4.25 16.00

By mail, 8c per pound extra.

These prices are all subject to market changes.

EXTRACTED HONEY.

We are entirely sold out on comb honey, but have several ex-

ceptional fine lots of light amber extracted which we offer at

a low price to make room for bee-supply goods.

Six barrels, about 600 lbs. each, net, at 7->ic per lb. Ask for

sample of lot No. 366.

Fifty-seven round jacketed cans, about 60 lbs. each, net; and
16 cases two five-gallon cans Illinois light-amber at 8c. Ask
for sample of lot No. 369.

All goods f. o. b. Medina. Subject to previous sale.

If you want some fine Utah water-white alfalfa or California

amber, we have it.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.

We wish to advise our readers who appreciate good maple
sugar and syrup that this is the season when they ought to put in

a supply. The quality this year is fine, and we shall have no
difficulty in getting any amount of first-class Medina County ma-
ple, which is equal to if not the best, in the world. Prices for

immediate orders are as follows:

.Vlaple sugar, first quality, 1 to 10 lb. lots at 15 cents per lb.

10 to 50 lb. " " 13

100-lb. lots and over, 12

Maple syrup, first quality, 1-gallon cans at $1.10 per gallon.

Cases of 6 one-gallon cans at 1.00

If prices ate higher or lower we will bill accordingly.

We can supply small samples of either sugar o: syrup by mail

(or ten cents, but we suggest that you lose no time in placing an

order if you want to get some of this fine stock.

CmCAtJO OIIICE.

The attention of our readers who have occasion to address our

Chicago office is directed to the fact that the location of the same
will be changed on or about April 1, and after that date the loca-

tion will be Jeffrey Bldg., 50 Institute Place, which is exactly

lour blocks north of the present address. We give the address

more especially for the benefit of those who want to call at the

office in person; for any letter addressed to The A. I. Root Com-
pany, Chicago, III., even without a street address, will be
promptly delivered. If you have occasion to visit the office, take

the elevator to the sixth floor.

The Jeffrey building may be conven'ently reached from the

business district by taking the Northwestern elevated cars, get-

ting off at Chicago Ave., and walking one block north; then

turning to the right you will be at the entrance of the Jeffrey

Building. If you take the Wells St. surface cars, get off at In-

stitute Place.

SKCOND-HANl) COMB-FOUNDATION MILLS.

We still have the following list of comb-foundation mills,

which have been used, but are in good condition to use by one
who wants to make his own foundation and is not particular

about slight defects in the cell faces. Samples from these ma-
chines will be mailed to those interested on application.

No. 079.—2/4x6 hex. cell extra-thin-super mill in good con-

dition; bargain at $12.

No. 086.—2^x6 hex. cell extra-thin-super mill in excellent

condition. Price $15.00.
:

No. 0102.—2%x6 hex. cell extra-thin super mill in good con-

dition. Price $10.00.

Having come to America with the intention of

Learning the Bee-Business
1 would be glad to correspond with bee keepers established in
California, suoh as are successful and are wiUiiiy: to hire a
young man who does not yet fully understand the English
language. I want to practice under tlie direction of some
large beekeeper, perfect myself In the language, and learn to
manage a large apiary.

L. ROULET, care Pinet, 790 Central Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

r ^
SOGoldenBreeders

Bred from superior golden stock last season; now ready to

mail. Their bees are hustlers and beauties. These breed-

ers are as good as money can buy. They are simply fine.

Their bees are very gentle to handle—$5.00 to $10.00

each; untested queens ready to mail after April 15. Gold-

en and leather or three-banded stock. Our long experi-

ence as a queen-breeder is a guarantee that our queens are

as good as the best. Untested, $1.00; 6 for $5.00; 12 for

$9.00; tested, $1.50; select tested, $2.50; best, $5.00.

This season's rearing. Write for prices on a large number.

T. S. HALL, JASPER, PICKENS CO,, GA

HOW TO KEEP BEES
^" By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK ^^
'T'HIS is an excellent book for the beginner.

Nothing better. We cordially recom-
mend it to ail who are learning bee-keeping

by their own effort. Having commenced
bee-keeping three times, the talented author

is in a position to furnish the right kind

of advice. You can not go wrong in order-

ing this book. It is charmingly written and
easily understood. Price $1.10 postpaid by

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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Before buying your Comb Foundation, or disposing of your beeswax, be sure

to get our prices on wax and foundation, or our prices on working wax into foun-

dation.

We are also in a position to quote you prices on hives, sections, and all other

supplies. We give LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

Remember that

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

is the very best that money can buy.

We always guarantee satisfaction in every way.

LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEY-BEE (new edition), by mail, $L20.

Send for our prices on Extracted, White-clover, and Amber Fall Honey.

DADANT & SONS, . . HAMILTON, ILL.

A COMPLETE LINE OF BEE-KEEPERS'
SUPPLIES.

When you order of us you can get every thing in this line. Read the fol-

lowing letter:

Geo. E. Southvvick, M. D.
Glenarm, Illinois

tblbphonks: bhll 3215 r. r. no. 23
interstate 1038

both through rochester central

March 10, 1909.

The A. I. Root Co.,

Medina, Ohio.

Gentlemen .-—The bee-supplies from Chicago have all been received and came through

in "apple-pie order," and every thing is simply all right. Allow me to say especially a

good word for your new }i Danzenbaker Reversible Bottom-board. I thinic they

are the very thing. Thanking you for the careful way you paciied, and prompt atten-

tion in shipping, I remain Very respectfully,

Geo. E. Southwick, M. D.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, OHio
BRANCH OFFICES:

THE A. I. ROOT CO., THE A. I. ROOT CO., THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Evenint; Post BIdg.. 20-24 Vesey St., 10 Vine Street, 1635 West Genesee Street,

NEW YORK CITY PHILADELPHIA, PA. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., THE A. I. ROOT CO.. THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
Jeffrey Building, 50 Institute Place, 1 100 Maryland Ave. S. W., 1024 Mississipoi Street,

CHICAGO, ILL. WASHINGTON, D. C. ST. PAUL, MINN.



Think What a Roof
Must Stand

Before you decide on any roofing, for any purpose, consider what that

roof must stand. Consider the expansion and the contraction of alter-

natino^ heat and cold. Think of the rotting rains of spring. Of the ice

and the sliding snows that winter brings. Of the burning embers, that,

in time of hre, it tniist withstand. Then send for our free book, which
tells the very facts you want to know about all kinds of roofings.

This free book tells about roofs of shingles,

lin, tir, iron—of "prepared" and other

roofings.

It tells what we have learned in nearly twenty
}ears of actual tests of these various roofings.

It tells the first cost of each—and the after

cost—it tells the advantages of each fairly,

frankly, comprehensively.
We gladly send this valuable lx)ok free, be-

cause it tells alxiut Ruberoid roofing, too.

Since Ruberoid was invented, nearly twenty
years ago, there have sprung up more than 300
substitutes.

Bew^are Substitutes

These substitutes have names which sound
like Ruteroid. lh\fore they are laid on roofs,
they look like Rulx;roid.
IJut do not let these
facts deceive you.
Xo other maker can use

Kulx;roid gum.
And it is this wonder-

ful, flexible gum of ours
which makes Ruberoid
sun proof, moisture
proof, heat proof,
cold proof and weatlier
proof.

RUBEROID
(TRADEMARK REGISTERED)

15c Pure to look for this regfistercd trademark -which
is statnpcil every four feet on the under side of all

trcmiine Ruberoid. This is your protection ac:ainst
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Ruberoid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell you the name of your
Ruberoid dealer when you send for our free book.

It is this exclusive Ruberoid gum that we
iise which makes a Ruberoid roof so nearly fire-

proof that a shovelftd of burning coals thrown
on the roof will not set it afire.

A Rtiberoid roof is practically a one-piece

roof. For Rtiberoid comes to you in yard wide
rolls, the seams and laps of which are cemented
together in one solid piece.

You can easily lay a Ruberoid roof yourself.

Or you can have it laid at small expense. Xo
skilled labor is needed. The average cost of
laying will run from twenty to eighty cents a
hundred square feet—according to the roof.

Ruberoid in Colors

Ruberoid also comes in attractive colors—Red,
Green, brown. These color roofings are made
under our exclusively owned U. S. and foreign
patents. The colors of Ruberoid roofing do not

fade or wear awaj'. For
they are a part of the
roofing— a permanent-
color roofing, fine enough
for the costliest home.
To get the free lxx)k

telling all about shingle,
tin, tar, iron, Ruberoid
and other roofings, simply
address Dept. 34A, The
Standard Paint Company,
100William St. New York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
New York, Chicago, Kansas City, Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Memphis, Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamburg



Suburban Life
tells people who live outside cities

how to save money
t

This companionable magazine has several

pages, in each issue, devoted to practical

ideas aad suggestions for saving money and

labor inside and outside every home—tells how
to grow bigger and better flowers and vege-

tables—gives hints for outdoor recreations and

indoor diversions—shows how to live* 2^c a

copy.

Send 50c and get the April and May issues,

with the Annual Spring Gardening

Number, for March, FREE
\

4

Vy ^'''^/% X Suburban Life is almost indispensable to those who live and

H>\ %-'^ >. work in the country and smaller towns. Its pages are 11x14,

% %.%''''*«^\? ^N^ the type is large and easily read; the pictures are all from

%/'^.,'^ Xn photographs, reproduced with wonderful clearness.

'''^'^•f/' A ^ Don't think that Suburban Life is only for suburb-

'^-1%^ . N^ anites; it is for everybody who likes the country.

^-
^}^'''t\ ^\^ In every issue the "Pass I'hem Along"

'^•'°t!, \. ideas give practical economics which will

°'''*.'^*.> X. save every woman hundreds of steps and

\. \^^j \^^ many a dollar. The Month's
*:

^

'/*•••;. X Work" is a reminder of what

''.;*-}, \- needs doing indoors and out.

<*.
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A CALIFORNIA DRIVE WITH THE MOUNTAINS IN THE DISTANCE.
A CALIFORNIA APIARY FORMERLY OWNED BY A. Tl TOFF; LATER BY E. M. GRAVES.
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Root Queens
Quality

Ijlu It is poor economy to allow old or inferior queens to remain in the hive.
illj Introduce some of the best stock obtainable and see what a marked improvement

there will be in the crop of honey gjathered. Poor qur-ens do not produce rous-
ing vigorous colonies necessary to ga her the largest amount of honey in the
height of the season. Geo E. Capwed, of Cottonwood Falls, Kans. , writes:
" I have one of y^ur queens wnose bees have filltd tnree comb-h )ney supers and
one extractin^-super thi^ season " Another customer from Illinois savs: " My
breeding qu'-en, bought of you, ha< produced 115 lbs. of choice comb honey;
and, besides, I took 29 frames ot brood from her to make nuclei. She lays even
on the outside combs next to the hive in a ten frame hive. "^

Grades

Prices

We are prepared to furnish queens of any grade desired, from an untesied
Southern-bred to the very best breeding-queen obtiinaole. We also ha>e im-
ported queens. Our Sou'hern-bred stock is not cheap, but is reared by the very
best breeders from our own breeding queens. Our home-bred are raised under our
direct supervision, and there are no better queens to be had anywhere. We
make careful selections of high-grade stock when a customer is anxious to get

something especially fine.

HOME-BRED ITALIAN QUEENS.

Untested queen April and Mxr,Sl.2S Jane to October, $1.00
Select untested queen " " 1.50 " " 1.25

Tested queen " " 2.50 " " 2.00

Select tested queen " " 3.50 " " 3.00

Breeding queens " " 5.00 " " 3 58
Select breeding queens " " 9.00 " " 7.50

Extra-select " " " 12.00 " " 10.80

SOUTHERN-BRED ITALIAN QUEENS.

Untested queen April and May, $1.00 June to October, $ Ji
Select untested queens .... " " " 1.25 " " 1.00

Tested queens " " " 1.75 " " 1.50

Select tested queens " " " S.OO " " 2.50

ni^Pniint^ Even if you have a large apiary it will pay you to requeen every colony if
uiuuuuillu necessary to secure the best resuts We make the following discounts for quan-

tity orders accompani'd with cash:

25 at one time, 5 per cent from list prices.

50 " " " 10 " " " "
100 " " " 15 " " " "

We can deliver quantity orders in installments if so desired.

Book QrdfirS
^° "°^ delay sending in your order. During April, May, and June we

have such a rush of queen orders that our queen department is crowded to the

3t UnC6 utmost. A great deal of this hurry and confusion could be avoided if orders

were sent in early. Send your orders now with a remittance in part or whole,

and specify the date you want the queens delivered, and have the matter off

your mind and on our books.

We expect to fill small orders for Southern-bred queens within a day or two
after the order is received after April 1st. If quantity orders are sent in a week
in advance of the specified date for delivery we will be able to fill them with >ut

delay. We can not supply home-bred untested before May 15, and quantity

orders for thisgrade can not be filled by return mail until June 1st. Tested
and higher grades we can s^nd from now on by return mad, provided the

weather is not altogether too unfavorable when the order is received. We have

a good stock of these high-grade queens, and can make careful selections for

early orders.

IMPROVE YOUR STOCK THIS SEASON, AND KEEP
BETTER BEES.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio

Delivery
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READYROOFINGSOfERSQ.
At this price our "Gem " brand ready roofing, lOKsq. ft. to the square. The best bar-
train ever offered. OnlyS.OOOsquareslorsale. Nosupplles Includedat this price. We
do not recommend the purchase of this grade; read our wonderful offer on the best
rooUng In the world.

Rubberized Galvo Roofing

!

I lie lilK'hfst jjnide Kuolhig coverlUK manufactured. Guaranteed absolutely equal
IT superior to any other kind manufactured, rosltively covered by a binding' Kuar-
antee that protects you In every way. You nuike no mistake and are not gambling
when you buy this grade. We allirni that no other concern anyv/liere can make
you a lower price on ready roofings tluit wc can. We have for sale a large quantity
of roofing purchased by us direct from the manufacturers. It is the regular grades
made by them. It Is not in continuous lengths to each roll. A roll of roofing
usually comes In one continuous piece, but the roofing we are otlering is put up two
to five pieces to a roll. That, of course, does not affect the quality at all. In fact
some people prefer it, as it is easier to handle. We furnish plenty of material so
that all la])s can be properly taken care of. We are not ailowed to tell you the
name of the manufacturers for confidential reasons. We are putting It out under
our own brand and name, and are backing it with this guarantee, viz; Thatitwill
positively give as good service and last as long as any ready roofing manufactured.
If there is any rooting better than this, we haven't heard of it. Our price SO per
cent below what Is usually asked for roofing of similar quality. Jne ply per square
$1.25; two ply, per square, $1.40j three ply, per square, $1 .75, The lowest prices
ever quoted on good roofing.

FREIGHT PREPAID IN FULL BY US,
if your home is within -too miles of Chicago, or east of the Mississippi River, and north of the Ohio River. Rates to
other points on application. This freight-prepaid proposition refers only to the Rubberized Galvo Roofing In this adver-
tisement, and does not include the 50c per square Roofing offered above, nordoes it apply to any other item advertised.
Here Is a roofing that is slate color, tough leather-like material. It is made of a combination of wool felt and highest
grade of natural asphalt. It is water-proof, lightning-proof, and fire-proof. Water runs off it as it does off a duck's
back. It will not taint rain water. It makes buildings warmer in winter and cooler in summer. It is not affected by
acids, alkali, or gases. It has a rubbery surface, and on this account we call it " RUBBERIZED CALVO ROOFING " It
does not contain coal tar, residium, nor any thing that will deteriorate in the weather. The best grade of natural asphalt
known Is used in its manufacture. It will positively give lasting service. It will wear as long as the building stands pro-
vided you give It ordinary care. It does not require a coating after it is on the roof. It toughens and hardens with
age. About a year after laying it we would recommend that you give it a coat of mineral paint, and every few years
repeat the operation. We furnish with each order sufficient cement to make the laps, besides nails and caps to put it on.
.Vny one with an ordinary hammer can lay this roofing. You can put it on over shingles without removing same. || is
•cienlilically manufactured to take care of the laws of contraction and eximnsion. It requires but little time to put it
on your roof. Two men can lay twenty squares a day. It is appropriate for any kind of building, either factory
dwelling, barn, store, church, etc. It is also used as siding or lining, especially the lighter grades. It is put up 108
square loel to the square. Some rolls are put up one square and some two squares to the roll. You can lay it from left
to right or from eave to comb, whichever is the easiest to apply. We urge that you

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES!
Write to-day for free samples, or send us your order direct. We will ship C. O. D. to any point where a deposit of 25
[lenent In cash accompanies the order. Balance to be paid %vhen material reaches destination.

SPECIAL FENCING SALE!
We offer I 00,000 rods of heavy galvanized fencing, either diamond
mesh, like Illustration, or square mesh. Fencing that is guaranteed
equal to the very highest grade manufactured We have it in all
widths. It Is put up regularly in 10 and 20 rod reels. Price per rod as
follows: 18-ln., 14c; 20-ln., 15c. Other heights in proportion. 26-ln.
Poultry Fencing. 2ln. mesh, per rod, 23c. (Galvanized Barbed Wire
S2.46 per lOU lbs. Two or four jioiiit regular galvanized Barbed Wire
put up on reels, per 100 lbs., $2.45. Painted Barbed-Wire, per 100 lbs .

S2.26. Our Special (Jalvanized high-grade light-weight Barbed Wire
put up on KO-rod spools, price per spool. SI.80. Painted Twisted Wire per reel, $2.00. Galvanized
Fence Wire, SI .50 per 100 lbs. At this price we will supply you new Galvanized Wire Shorts. They
are put up 100 lbs. to the bundle. By shorts we mean wire In lengtos from .'JO to 200 ft. Good for all general
Our price on gauges 11, 12. an<l 14. SI.50 per 100 lbs. Other gauges In proportion. BB Telephone Wire No.
per lOOlbs. Write for price list and catalog.

Mixed Wire Nails, Per Keg, $1.60
These Nails were on board barge sunk In the Ohio River, and are
more or less rusty. They are practical for use and make a fine handy

^^ assortment. Put up ml.\ed. just as they come, 100 lbs. to the keg.
^H Sizes from 3 to 40 U. Per keg, SI .60. Nails, straight sizes, just one kind to a keg, with slight
s to 60 I): alsoCaslng-Nalls and Finish I ng-Nalls, all kinds: price per keg of 100 lbs., S2.00. First-class

-I ^v.'
.
••lean. nev. Nails. SO 1 1 I'ominon. per keg. $2.20.

100,000,000 Fl,ofNewLiiniberaiWrecking Prices!

^

Wo purchased direct from Iho Mills, at various Foned Kales, tliou.^^ands
of carloads of high-grade, first-class, brand-now Lumber. Wc bought it

at Hacritlce prices anil we are olftring it for sale at a reasonable margin
of profit. This Is an o|iportunitv of a lifetime to buy the rrry hml Lum-
ber manufactured, at ,Ti<-fs /.-^.vthan tliedealer iir jobber cfi?) unlitnirHy
'"I >l ''!. Send us voiir bill forestlmate. Write us to riav.

Send for Free Catalog No. 688
We publish a book of 8ome,iV«/;)agra. contain-
ing a general record of our goods, and show-
ing mllli(ms of dollars' worth of merchandise
secured by us at Sheriffs" Sales, Receivers'
Sales, and Manufacturers' Sales. It lists

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., 35th and Iron Sts., CHICAGO Rooflng%'tc"*'"*'
'"""' '"•"""'• «'^'^'"°'"->'
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being

made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

ag-^ by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRADING-RULES FOR COMB HONEY.
Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firmly at-

tached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by travel-stain or other-

wise; all the cells sealed except an occasional one, the outside

surface of the wood well scraped of propolis.

A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells next
to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part of comb surface

soiled, or the entire surface slightly soiled; the outside surface of

the wood well scraped of propolis.

No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells next to

the wood; combs comparatively even; one-eighth part of comb
surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly soiled.

No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be filled and
sealed.

No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-weight sec-

tion.

In addition to this the honey is to be classified according to

color, using the terms white, amber, and dark; that is, there will

be " Fancy White," " No. 1 Dark," etc.

NEW COMB-HONEY GRADING-RULES ADOPTED BY THE COL-
ORADO STATE BEB-KEEPKRS' ASSOCIATION.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly rapped
except the outside row, next to the wood; honey white or slightly

amber, comb and cappings white, and not projecting beyond the
wood; wood to be well cleaned; rases of separatored honey to

average 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this

grade to weigh less than 13/4 ounces.

Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less than 22
pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less than 23 pounds
net per case of 24 sections.

No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped, except the outside row, next to the wood; honey white
or light amber; comb and cappings from white to off color, but
not dark; comb not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned.

Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net per case
of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh less than li%
ounces.

Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less than 22
pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less than 23 pounds
net per case of 24 sections.

No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber honey not
included in the above grades; sections to be fairly well filled and
capped, no more than 25 uncapped cfells, exclusive of outside row,
permitted in this grade; wood to be well cleaned, no section in

this grade to weigh less than 12 ounces.

Cases of separatored honey to average not less than 19 pounds
net.

Cases of half-separatored honey toaverage not less than 20 pounds
not per case of 24 sections.

Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less than 21 pounds
net per case of 24 sections.

Kansas Cn y.—The honey market still continues sluggish,

and comb and extracted are selling very slowly. The usual de-
mand that we expected at this season has not been realized.

Alfalfa comb shows considerable signs of granulation. We quote
No. 1 white comb, 24 sections, $2.65 to $2.75; No. 2 white and
amber, 24 sections, $2.25 to $2.40; white extracted, per lb., 7 to

7%; amber ditto, 6 to 6j4. Beeswax, 25 to 28.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
March 22. Kansas City, Mo.

Indianapolis.—There is a ve-ry favorable demand for best

grades of both comb and extracted honey ; and while jobbing
houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-

fered by producers. I note some arrivals of fancy comb at 12H;
No. 1 white, 12; white-clover extracted, in five-gallon cans, 7.

Some amber honey is being ofJered, but the demand is so slight

that the prices are irregular. Beeswax is steady at 29 cents cash

or 31 in exchange for merchandise.
March 15. Walter S. Poudbr, Indianapolis.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 15; No. 1 dit-

to, 14; light extracted, 9; light amber, 7^; amber, b%. Bees-

wax, 30. Blake-Lek Co.,
March 20. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

Chicago.—The market during the past two weeks has been a

very quiet one, with but little demand for honey of any kind.

Prices are practically the same as in our last quotation.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
March 25. Chicago.

Zanesville.—There is some demand for honey, though the

market is still rather inactive. Best white-clover comb honey

would bring on arrival 13 to 14 cents, and sells in a wholesale

way at 15 to 16j4. Best extracted wholesales at 954. For bees-

wax I offer 30 cts. in cash or 32 in exchange for bee-supplies.

E. W. PeircB,
March 26. Zanesville, O.

Galloway
BATH IN OIL"

High Grade Separator— Direct

Save f25 to $50 direct at my factory

priie— freight prepaid. Get the only
Separator that runs in " Bath of Oil.

"

like a $5,000 automobile. This
alone is worth $50 extra, but

costs you nothing extra.

Take

90 Days^
Farm Test—Freight Prepaid
Why pay $85 to $110 to dealers or agents
vho cannot sell you a separator equal
to the Galloway—closest skimmer

—

easiest run—easiest deaned-lO-yr.
guarantee. Send for BOOK FREE

WM. CALLOWAY CO.
1683 Galloiray 6ta., Waterloo, la.

BEE SUCCESSFUL
Kit out your apiary with Muth Special Dovetailed Hives. They are made with

warp-proof covers and warp-proof bottom-boards Bes des. tach hive has a honey board into

which may be placed a Porter bee-escape, thus enabling the bee keeper to tuh off ho)icy •without

a stirifr. Good bee-keepers use them exclusively. They are sold at the same price as the reg-

ular styles of dovetailed hives. Send for our catalog to-day 'Tis free.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET the busy beemen CINCINNATI, OHIO

Our Muth Ideal bee-veil, 75c postpaid, is the best veil made, so they all say.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,

Washingrton Bvd. & Merman St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

WEST VIRGINIA
and OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
and those more distantly located can save

time and freight by ordering iheir supplies

from

ZANESVILLE
the great shipping-center of the North Cen-
tral States.

" ROOT QUAI ITY, PFIRCE SERVICE."

EDMUND W. PEIRGE, Zanesviiie, O.

SUPPLIES
We have a new stock of goods on hand for 1909 and are

able to fill your orders, without delay, at factory prices.

send a list of the supplies you need, and we will be glad to

quote you our best prices.

IT NOW and secure our Special Early-order Discounts.
If you care to save on freight charges, send your orders to us.

No charges for dravage.

C. H. W. WEBER
DO

HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

OHice and salesroom 2 1 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO

1

NOTICE.—On account of the death of my father, Mr. C. H. W. Weber, it is necessary to make it understood that the business

will be conducted the same as usual; there will be no change whatever. Sol ici tine your patronage, I am
Yours truly, Cuas. H. Wekek.
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BEES FOR SALE
I h2ve 100 colonies of bees here at Flint, and there are reasons

wbr I prefer to beein the season with u smaller number.
At tome of our Northern Michigan Apiaries the fire last tall

totally destroyed the pasturage.

For theie reasons I wish to sell some bees. They are mostly

in ten-frame Langstroth hives, although a few are in eight-frame

hives. The hives are all new, made of soft white pine, and
painted with two coats of white paint. Nearly all of the combs
are built from wired foundation. The bees are all pure Italians,

and mostly of the Superior stock, or Moore strain. Every thing

it strictly first class—could not be better.

Prices for ten-frame colonies are as follows: Less than five

colonies, $7.00 per colony; five colonies or more, but less than
ten, $6.50 per colony; ten or more colonies, $6.00 each.

Eight-frame colonies: Less than five, $6.00 each; five colonies
or more, but less than ten, $5.50 each; ten or more colonies,
$5.00 each. This is the first time I have made any lower prices

on large orders.

Tlie bees will be shipped by express in May, about fruit-

blooming time, and safe arrival in perfect condition guaranteed.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

^[5i fa[5ifa[5ua[5ua[5ua[5ifa[5ifa[5^

Ism

LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This mojith we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,
if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day.

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

^ fa[5TiE][5ira[5Tfa[5ua[5TR][5Tfa[s^

BLANKE & HAUK
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave.

SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
and EASTERN OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
Vou can get anv thing vou want for bees, at

STAPLER'S SEED STORE
412-414 Ferry St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Agents for Root's goods.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,

worry, and money by

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B your

for next season now.
I have a ftill line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in tact, every thing yoo need in the apiary. If you do not
hare a catalos, tend for one to-day.

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket MHi-l

Boston,

Golden
I breed nothing but
GOLDENS, by the

best-known methods.

ueens sic $uo $9

M. BATES, Greeriville, Ala., Rt. 4.

M^ Have you sent me your list of goods
i wanted, for best price.'' I have the

Bee-keeper goods—quanti-

ty and quality.

I buy car lots and sell in any quantity. Quality

will suit, and prices will make your pocket-book
smile. If you are in it, write at once. Catalog
free. Bees for sale. H. S. DUBY, ST. ANNE, ILL.
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1 The Root Dovetailed Hive,

2 Ttie Danz. Hive-
The comb-honey hive.

3 The Root Chaff Hive-
Our all- the -year- around -out- door

hive.—Costs more and is worth more.

4 Ail otiier Supplies
used or needed in the apiary—and all

*' Root Quality."

5 Material and Workmanship
of the very best—yet reasonable in

price.

Write us for prices on quantities, according to your needs, either

f. o. b. Lansing, or delivered to your station. Send for

onr 1909 catalog. :: Beeswax wanted.

M. H. HUNT & SON
Opposite Lake Shore Depot. LANSING, MICH.

Bee Supplies
Our new stock lias arrived; all orders

are shipped promptly.

Do you know, Mr. Bee Man, that

our business increases each year from

25 to 50 per cent.''

Why.' Because we are saving our

customers money in freight.

\N'hy not allow us to save for you.'

Send us > our orders and try us.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Honey in cans or barrels, also beeswax,
wanted in exchange for supplies. Write us

what you have to offer, and let us tell you
what we can do.

No cartage on Honey or Beeswax in or

Supplies out.

Free catalog for the asking.

The Griggs Bros. Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

D My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never

before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any

address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet

giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting, Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits_and anatomy of th e bee. Price 10 cen ts.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete

encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings In Bee Culture. A 64page

illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked abo'-ue;

I inclose $ to co-ver the cost.

D

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Nan

Street Address or R. F. D

Town

G.B.C. M. St,!te.
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are '' as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
.500
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COMBFOUNDATION4ECTI0NS

falcon' brand

Our Foundation

Sections

Air-spaced

Hives

The name of our famous line of bee-keepers' supplies
which for nearly thirty years has been noted for that fine
workmanship and material which have forced others to make
a better grade of goods. NONE ARE OUR EQUALS YET!

Our workmen, who have learned the making of our brand
of bee-goods, are still with us, and our customers are assured
of that high grade of excellence which we have maintained
in the pa^.

"Falcon" foundation has won a reputation on account
of its perfedt manufacture, its cleanness, toughness, and the
readiness with which bees accept it. No acid or other in-

jurious substances which destroy the "life" of foundation
are used in our special process. We clarify the be^ grades
of pure beeswax, and by our process of sheeting subjecfl it to
enormous pressure until it finally passes through perfect
foundation-mills, and is cut, papered, and boxed, ready for
shipment. SAMPLE FREE. Every pound equal to samples.
Write for prices. Highest price,cash or trade, paid for Beeswax.

We were the first to produce a polished sedlion, and we
have yet to see any sections equal to ours. Our special ma-
chines for sanding and polishing sections give bright, smooth,
polished sections which can not be equaled. We use only
selected basswood, the white part of the timber only being
used. We furnish all styles of sections and supers for the
same at one uniform price for beeway and one for plain.

Write for prices and our catalog of supplies.

For northern localities there is no better hive for out-of-
door wintering than the air-spaced, and it is just as conven-
ient for summer management. An air space is the least con-
ductor of sudden changes in temperature, and our Air-spaced
Hives have given perfedl satisfaction in the hands of practical
bee-keepers in the North everywhere. The air-chamber may
be filled with chaff if one desires. The same frames, supers,
covers, and other fixtures are used as with the Dovetailed
hives.

PRICE OF AIR-SPACED HIVES
8-frame. lJ4-story, complete for comb honey, in flat, 1. $2 80; 5, $12.50

10- " l%- 1. 2.85; 5. 13.25

Air-spaced hives are cheaper than chaff-packed hives or than
Dovetailed hives with winter cases, and are much less trouble,

as bees do not have to be packed in fall and unpacked in spring.

We have on press a booklet for beginners, "Simplified Bee-
keeping," and a circular of Beginners' Outfits. These give
complete in^rucflions for the beginner, and we shall be pleased
to place on our list the names of all who reque^ them; and as
soon as printed, copies w^ill be mailed free.

W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.. Jamestown. N.Y.
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J. E. HAND will begin tiie season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-rearing that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

fects, including some valuable improvements of his own—in short, a system through which the highest queen develop-

ment is reached by correct and scientific principles, which means that he is now in position to offer to the bee-keeping

public a higher class of queens than has ever before been offered by any breeder, owing to scientific methods which

produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the oriinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved

method of classifying queens which st'ikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects

means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared

from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, " the very best," and will be safely delivered to

any address in the United States, Cuba, Canada, or Mexico, at the following prices; Untested, $1.25; J, $3.00;

warranted, $1.50; 3, $4.00; tested, $2.00; 3, $5.00. Book orders now, send money when queens are wanted. Valu-

able information free. Send for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

LONG-TONGUED RED-GLGVER

BEES.

This is their Headquarters.

I am the Man who Originated
them.

F.J. WARDELL,
Uhrichsville, O;

This strain of bees undoubtedly excels all others iri

honey-gathering qualities. There is certainly none
better at any price. They are handsome, too, as my
testimonials will show. Read what a well-known
lawyer of San Antonio, Texas, says about my queens:

San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 20, 1909.

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsville, O.
Dear Sir:—The select breeding queen ordered

from you about the 20th of last September was such

a beauty, and gave such prompt results, that I im-
mediately ordered others. I am well pleased, and
expect to do further business with you.

Very truly yours, Louis Maverick.

If you will favor me with an order for queens I expect

to treat you in the same way so as to get further orders.

1 have many more testimonials of a like character, and
will please you also should you intrust me with your

orders. No poor indifferent queens at any price will be
sent out. None but the best grade of pure Italian stock.

Write me now, stating what you want for next sea-

son. If you require a good breeding queen I have some
that will suit in every way. Send for circular.

April and
I June to

May. Oct.

Untested $1.25 $1.00
Select untested 1.50 1.25

Tested 2.50 2.00

Select tested 3. 50 3. 00
Breeding queens 5.00 3.50
Select breeding queens 9.00 7.50
Extra-select breeding queens 12 00 10.00

Please send for my circular. My address is

F. J. WARDELL, . UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO

PHARR'S G0I.DE:NS
took flrpt prize at three exhibits In 1907. We also breed Carci-
olaDS, three-banded Italians, and ('aucaslans, bred In se]iurate
yards and from the best breeders obtainable; >;iiarantee safe
delivery and fairtreatment. Untested. II; tested, SI. a.'j. Address
New Century ftueen-rearinj Co., Berealr.Tei. John W. Phair, Prop

GoldenH Red-clover

Italian Queens
My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are

hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,

$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. I am book-

ing orders now to be filled in rotation after May 25.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season.

WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Phila., Pa.

Carniolan,Banat,and
Caucasian Queens
Imported, $5.00 each; homebred, $1.00 each, five for $4.00.

Best strains from apiaries personally inspected by

FRANK BENTON, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Golden Italian (>'l

QUEENS 01
Same old stand and stock. Ready now.

J. B. CASE, . PORT ORANGE, FLA.

Not Cheap Queens, but Queens Cheap
Di'X'T BIY VIKENS rNTIt, Y<ir SKE MY

FREE OFFER
Red-clover three-band queens as follows: Untested, 1, 75c; 6.

$4.20; tested. 1. SI. 00; 6, S.'i.TO; select breeder. $.> 00

Nuelel with untested queen. one-frame. 81.75; two frame. $2.25:

with tested queen, one-frame. 82.00; two-frame, *2.50.

Five-band or g-olden queens as follows; Untested. 1. $1.00;

6. $5.70; tested. 1, $1..50; 6, SX.70. Breeders. 1, $10.00.

If iiueens are wanted In large quantity, write for prices.
Dlrectliins for buildliiK up weak colonies. 10 cts.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD, LITTLE ROCK, ARK., RT. 3.

WE ARE SITUATED
at the most central shipping-point in Northern New England,

and with our general bee and honey business are best fitted to

serve the bee-keepers of Maine, Vermont, and New Hamp-
shire. Our supply department is stocked with a full line of

ROOT'S GOODS EXCLUSIVELY
and we can please you. Our catalog and circulars are free.

Our address is CEO. R. CRAFFAM & BRO.
WAREHOUSE, 105 Third Street,
OFFICE, 47 Main Street, BANCOR, MAINE.
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QUEENS
and bees. Nothing Hut Italians; an improved superior strain is what Quirin-the-
Queen-Breeder raises. Stock is northern bred and hardy. A year ago we win-

tered our rive yards on summer stands without a single loss; so far this winter we have

lost but three colonies (due to mice and a bad entrance). A party in the West writes

that he is one of the largest honey-producers of his State, and says that his success is

largely due to our stock, and asks for prices on 1000 queens. Some of the largest

yields reported can be traced to our stock. Over 20 years a breeder. Remember,

queen-rearing is not a side issue with us, but it's our only busines--, and on a large scale.

FREE CIRCULAR AND TESTIMONIALS.

PRICES OF QUEBNS BEFORE JULY. 1

S tect nuerns $1 00

Tested queens 1 50

Select tested qu-ens 2 00

Breeders 4 00

Goldeo live-band breeders . . . 6 00

Two-iOmb nuclei, no queen . . 2 50

Three-comb nuclei, no queen . . 3 50

Full colonies on eight frames . . 6 00

$5 00
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NEW ENGLAND
BEE-KEEPERS

We are

headquarters for

Bee-supplies.
We have a large stock of hives,

supers, sections, and founda-

tion on hand, and can supply

your wants promptly. The
bee-keepers who had their su-

pers ready for the honey-flow

last season, secured a good har-

vest Send in your orders

early and have goods shipped

by freight. Price list free.

BeesandQueens.

WWCARY^SON
LYONSVILLE, MASS.

r
Supplies
f for the Southern

States.

WE are better prepared than ever be-

fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

Root's goods exclusively.

V.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, GA-

Field and Garden Seeds

Bee and Poultry Supplies

The best quality bee-supplies. None bet-

ter to be had. Now is the time to send in

orders, and be ready for the rush season.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Choice sweet-clover seed always in stock.

A large variety of best seeds for the South.

Bee-keepers and gardeners who also raise

poultry will be interested in our large stock

of poultry-supplies, the largest and most

complete line in the South

Catalogs of all of the above lines on request.

Send now, and get your orders in early.

L

Texas Seed and Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

'^ For ^^

25 Years
I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA
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THEY ARE HERE.

The Bast and Largest Stock of Root's Goods
Ever in Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

"s bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design

ot extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

Irom the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time is yours,

and I want to serve you.

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will piy cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.
Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

I. J. STRINGHAM
1 05 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

1909 catalog ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: Clen Cove, L. I,

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED
'AI_L. RIGHT'

COLD MEDALS
St. Louis - 1904
Jamestown - 1907

IS THE BEST.

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.
with the side grate combines hot and cold blast deflect-

ing pan of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3% inches in diameter, has
asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-
ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years incre;ising sales justify us in extending oui

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price, SI.00; two, $1.60; mail 25c each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Cuards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-
self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

^^""^^"'^^'^'^^
Sweet-clover Seed ^°^ ^^'^

Yellow blooms three or four weeks earlier than white. One
of the best bee-foods to be found.

W. B. WALLIN, Brooksville, Ky.

Protection Hive.
The best and lowest-price double-wall hive on the market. It will pay to
investigate. 1909 catalog now ready. Send for one and let us figure on

your wants. Beeswax wanted.

A. G . WOODMAN CO., . Grand Rapids, Mich.

I
This Coupon Worth35 cents 1

1

kg ^^^^^^^mim^^mm^m^^mmmmmmmmmmm^m^ It not now a subscriber and TOO want One of the 2
{Xew HuhacriheTS Only)

era

CO
03

I

most bolpful aids to successful bee-culture-
that tells tiow to make your bees pay—you should
subscribe for the

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-pape illustrated 73-cent monthly. It tells all
about the best way to manage bees to produce the
most honey; with mai-ket quotations, etc. A dozen
ilifferent ilepartments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-Money
If yon will send us your name and address with 40

cents (stamps or coin) together with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of our Journal
for 12 month.s. Order now and let u.s tjeK'n with this month's fine number, '

"'

P'istofflce ,

C/9

oo

Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois

I

J
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Selling 20,000 Pounds of Ex-

tracted Honey at Three Cents

per lb. above the Market Price

We count ourselves fortunate in securing

for Gleanings in Bee Culiuke an article

from W. Z. Hutchinson, a prominent honey-

producer, giving a detailed account of the

methods by which he has accomplished the

result above indicated. This article is one

of the most important that we have been

able to give to the readers of Gleanings in

years, and is exceptionally valuable, for its

methods and recommendations are applica-

ble to large and small producers of eithc

comb or extracted honey, and there is

scarcely a reader of Gleanings who will

not be both interested and profited by it.

The article is intensely practical. There

are no intricate methods described. There are

no plans which can not be carried out by
any bee-keeper, and we do not hesitate to

say that a careful following of these methods

will bring to the readers of Gleanings in

Bee Culture

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
The writer, already well known to our

readers, outlines his work as follows:

(1) Finding the right customers, the rirst step.

(2) Importance of the right kind of advertising.

(3) Getting pay for samples.

(4) Education of new customers.

(5) Description of the circulars used.

(6) Larger profits in following this method.

(7) Opportunities for other bee-keepers.

In addition to the carefully worded de-

scription, very plain and simple however,

the article will be fully illustrated by many
choice half-tones and other engravings, and

the same will appear in an early issue. Sub-

scriptions should be sent in at once to secure

the number containing this article.

SPECIAL OFFER
Send in your order now, on the attached

coupon, for a year's subscription to Glean-
ings IN Bee Culture at $1.00, and with it

we will send absolutely free one copy of "A
Year's Work in an Out-Apiary," described

on page 31.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.

For the enclosed $1.00 enter my name for a year's sub-

scription to Gleanincs and send me a copy of "A Year's

Work " free, as per your special offer.

Name

Address

Town

State

Established 1884

ALWAYS ON TOP
WITH A

FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you veith quick shipments

and satisfactory service. Our goods are the

ROOT CO.'S make, hence there is nothing

to fear as to quality. A postal-card will

bring you our 50-page catalog. Send us

your inquiries at once. We equalize freight

rates with St. Louis and Kansas City points

on all shipments of 100 lbs. and over. We
sell at retail and wholesale, according to

(]uantity.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

Boo Supply Houso
Everything for Bees

We manufacture the latest ap-

proved supplies and sell direct

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee people in abeecountr
We know your needs. Early

order discounts. Send for cat-

alog. Don't buy till it comes.
LCAHY MANUFACTURING CO.
10 lalniage St.. HlgglnsvlUe, Mo.
1699 South 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
Also E. T. Flanagan & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. 111.

WAKE UP!
IHE bees will CATCH YOU NAPPING

IF
YOU

DON'T
WATCH

ST. PAULjMINN., has the best bee-supply

house in the Northwest. Root's goods.

PILCHER & PALMER, Managers
1 024 Mississippi St.

ST. PAUL, MINN.
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

It will be remembered that we invited suggestions regarding our advertising columns

in the last number of Gleanings. As we write this, there has not been time to have

many responses, but we expect to hear from a good number soon.

We presume the majority of our readers seldom think that they have any thing to do

with the improvement of the advertising columns. We are gratified, however, to notice

from time to time in our correspondence the interest taken by our readers in ihe adver-

tising department of the paper. One subscriber in Massachusetts suggested that we
have more eastern advertising, remarking that the majority of the advertisers were in

the West, meaning, of course, the (ireat Lakes region. We presume Pacific-coast

subscribers would hold an opposite view. An Indiana subscriber says, " I like your pa-

per because it has no medical or fake advertising." Another subscriber reports having

purchased over four hundred dollars' worth of goods of our advertisers, but says he has

no suggestions to make. Amther one, whose opinion we value, comments unfavorably

on a certain advertisement, saying it is not up to the usual high plane of Gleanings ad-

vertising. Instead of being annoyed at his criticism we feel complimented, and take

this occasion to explain further our preceding remark to the effect that our readers have

a good deal to do with our advertising columns.

If our readers generally will mention this paper when sending either inquiries or or-

ders to our advertisers it will enable us to make a good showing with the advertiser,

and secure renewal orders as well as new business of the same high character. We are

aware that this is done largely by our subscribers, even though we haven't kept a stand-

ing request for it; for within the past few days we have had a renewal order for 1910 of

one of the largest advertising contracts which has ever appeared in Gleanings. In this

connection it will also be remembered that Suburban Z.//"^ reported returns from Glean-

ings far in excess of the average returns from other magazines.

Now, if our subscribers will continue to patronize our advertisers as liberally as they

have in the past 'and we feel sure they will), and will especially remember to mention

Gleanings when making orders or inquiries, it will have much to do with the improve-

ment of our advertising and other pages as well, for of course it is well known that,

without the revenue secured from our advertising columns, we can not go to the expense

we do for the fine illustrations that have appeared so prominently for the past few years.

Nor can we secure such articles as " Selling 20,000 Pounds of Extracted Honey at 3

Cents per Pound above the Market Price " mentioned on page 14 of this issue, and

many other valuable high-grade articles.

Referring further to the criticism previously mentioned, that a certain advertisement

was not up to our usual high standard, this is an opportune occasion to mention that we

often decline advertising that we find in many prominent papers. Just a few days ago

we received an order for a full-page copy from a prominent advertiser whose name is al-

ready familiar to our readers, and whose copy we very much wanted to run. We were

obliged, however, to return it on account of the extravagant claims made, which, in our

opinion, did not add strength to his argument, but, on the contrary, would weaken it

with our readers. Furthermore, it would be objectionable to them by reason of its ex-

travagance. In numerous other instances, for one reason or another we decline large ad-

vertising contracts in order to keep up our high standard; and we again urge the co-op-

eration of our readers, both in their patronage of our advertisers and in suggestions for

the improvement of these columns.
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Getting Together
By the Bee Crank

A mathematician has figured out that, if all the people of

the earth were gathered in one place, giving each one sufficient

standing room, a rocket sent up from the center of the company

could be seen by every eye in the group.

After all, the earth is a pretty small place
—

" a mote danc-

ing in the sunlight of infinite space," as the poet puts it.

But you would never dream the earth was so small when

you place your order for bee-supplies unless you use care in

selecting your dealer. Distance is measured by the mail-order

buyer, not in miles, but by the time it takes to get results.

The reason why I seem so near you, measured in prompt-

ness of service, is threefold

—

1. My geographical location at the center of the population

of the United States.

2. I carry a complete line of bee-supplies in stock ready for

immediate shipment. Three full carloads have arrived since

the first of the year. My new building is a great aid in this

respect, and I do not have to hustle around and buy the goods

after I_"get your order.

3.: My methods are so systematized that there is no lost

motion. Every thing moves on ball bearings, so to speak.

My catalog contains information not to be had elsewhere.

It is yours for the asking. Ask for it.

I carry a complete stock of Root's standard goods, and sell

at Root's factory prices, giving Pouder service and a saving in

freights and time in many cases.

If you have beeswax to offer, I am paying 29 cents cash or

31 cents in exchange for goods.

Write me, expecting a prompt reply.

Walter S. Pouder
859 Massachusetts Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.

"If goods

are wanted

quick,

send to

Pouder."

Established

1889
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AMEJMSAN
FENCE

To get
the most

out of a farm,
ever}^ square foot

must be either tilled or else
made to produce feed for live

stock. A fence all around the farm,
then cross fences, making more and
smaller fields—permitting rotation of
crops and change of pasture—are first

essentialsin making possible maximum earnings.
Here are two jjreat fences—the best square mesh and the best diamond mesh

\Ve selected these two styles years ago, after careful study and advice from many of
the most experienced and successful farmers, the correctness of which has been veri-
fied by actual results in the field. These fences are the simplest in construction;
are made of any size or weight of wire desired and perfectly adapted to all uses
and conditions.

If you want square mesh, buy American; if you like diamond, buy Ellwood.
You can safely take the verdict of the millions of farmers who have tested and
tried out these two great fences. Dealers everywhere, carrying styles adapted
to every purpose. See them. Catalogue for the asking.

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO.
Chicago New York Denver San Francisco

'w r ff w n"p^"p~'. i;Ss-y^^-^^.'?**t.-^^f;i^^

'"«<• V- "*<''- -^^-^
*^pJ!*»k(+ij

KENCE
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ABOOKtOULDBEflLlED
With Letters From
Customens um*

iuUiiw

^^"^ rr^

^'^

att *t%', Hard steel ^^j „„B<i, S
,M.RS'- -

Pence T stanrt^

f ence at
.^^i„g

u."y ,^" Wuu'f
-^^ Cbarlo«<=-

S;
bon,

MicU-

•'I
^i^''^ vence

/iu*o"^ ,s and

'•/oaV.^^'"^

us. =%„^oect-
every. '<=,''^>tt,\^et

|edaUa^->;,lnd.

See
That

Knot

^^^fxS
;Q^^

The Anthony Fence Com,
2B Michigan St., Tecumsott, Michigan, U.S.A.

F
ENCEI3cUpPerRd.
Get our I909pricesonany style fence. We
sell direct.yougetall dealers'and jobbers'
profit when you buy direct from our
factory. Write at once. Anchor Fence& Mfe. Co., Dept. V. Cleveland, O.

"KANT.KLOG",^>j^\
SPRAYERS.#S
Something New-
Gets twice the results ~~i!f

with same labor.in(l lluirl. sS^"'

'

Flat or round, tine or foart-o pprays
from game nozzle. Ten BtyUs. F.,,
trees, potatoe.1. pardens. whitewashing
etc Agents Wanted. -^Booklet Free.
" ~

"
H2EaBtA ,.

Rnchoster. N. Y.
Rochester Spray Pump Co,

15 Cents aRod
\ Fora22-lnchHoKFence; leefor

i
26-lnch; 19c for 31-lnch; 23 l-2e
for 34-lnch; 27e for a 47-Inch

' Farm Fence. 50-Inch Poultry
' Fence 37c. Lowest prices ever
: made. Sold on 30 days trial.

I
Cataloprfree. Write tor It today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
I Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

FENCE fi'.^?^*
Made of High Carbon Double Strength
I'diled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay allfreight. S7 heights of farm
and iioultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box ini Winchester, Indiana.
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EasyHauling
onSoFt
Ground

Your wuKon won't
rairo— pile on tho
loud — soft soil or
8i\nd — it's iill tho

II m o whfu yi

' hiivo tho

Empire "Good-Roads"
Steel Wheels

The FARMERS' GARDEN
A Seeil Prill and \Vhe< 1 Hoe is ins

cHspensabl?—n"t only in a village
'

garden but on largest farms.
Farmers should ftrow all manner

of veeetahlea and "live on the fat
oftheland. " Should provide
succulent roots for Cattle, Svrine, _
Poultry, and save hiuh ^^^TOiTl v One ofl
)rioed" feed stuflf. Great jf^ -^ Many
abor savins tools .J^^^ flroii AseTool*
of special value
for the home
as well as the
market par-
den. Send
for free

BATEMAN MFG. CO., Box 12ffG Grenloch, N. J.

I

SAVE MONEY ON ROOFING
$^ AA^'"vs full roll (108 sq. ft.;VV ^''^-''le ruuUng. eilhei1 .00

r.f strictly hli^h

or IliiitL./atsur-

Ih cement and nails complete.
Most liberal offer ever made on first class

rortinz. Better th.in goods that sell at much hi'^hfr prices,
bunt spcud a dollar on roofing until you have seen

UNITO ASPHALT ROOFING
You •and ao money when you order Unito Roofing.

Sativi.ictioB Guaranti ed. Write today for free samples for

tcl and comparisop and our unparalleled selling plan.

UNITED FACTO/?IES CO. Dept. A38. Cleveland, O.

BESURETOGETTHIS!
Every reader of Gleanings who is interested in

farm power of any kind should send to-day for

our catalog of the

WHITE LILY GASOLINE-ENGINE

It is the best, simpleit, and cheapest 3-H. P.

gasoline-motor in the world. Four-cycle— air-

cooled—automatically governed.

IT'S THE ENGINE^YOU ;,NEED
Will do more work with less trouble than any
other 3-H. P. engine. Runs smoothly without jar

or vibration. Absolutely dependable. Get our

prices and special proposition. Write to-day.

WHITE LILY MFC. CO.
1 546:Rockingham Roadj DAVENPORT, IOWA

WAGON SENSE
Don't break yourback and kill your
horses with a high wheel wagoD.

B\ For comfort's sake get an

_ Electric Handy Wagtn.
^(/ It will save you time and money. A
W/ set of Klectric Steel Wheels will

make yotir old wagon new at small
cost. Write for catalogue. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. Boi 95, Quincy, III.

FIX YOUR ROOF
Ra Daw CniiarA -We will guarantee to put
06 rei OI|Uarei any old leakr, worn-otit.

rusty, tin, iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof In
perfect condition, and keep It in perfect condition
lor 6c per square per year.

The Perlael Roaf Pr*a«rver, ntk.s oM,
worn-out roofs new. Satiffactien gaarant«ed
or money refunded. Our free reeling beek
tells all ehout it. Write tor it today

Die Anderson Manufacturing Co.. Oept. 24 Elyria. Obio-

Roof-Fix;

Here Is Something New
From Kalamcizoo

Prove for yourself in ymir own home, that the Kalamazoo is the most
periect—most economical—most satisfactory range for you to use—Your

416 with special terms and compare Kalamazoo prices with others

Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the comfort and convenience of a Kala-

i^oo in her home. You can buv on easy time payments or pay cash if

. ; like. Either way—you save $10 to $20 on any stove in tlie catalog. We
ikc it easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range in the world.

Direct to You"
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WANTED -A RIDER AGENT
IN EACH TOWN
and district to ride
and exhibit a igoq

Model "Kanerfr" hicycle_ furnished by us. Our agents everywhere are making money
,
fast. Write for full particulars and special offer at o?tce.

NO MONKi' KKyUlKJiD until you receive and approye of your bicycle. We ship
I to anyone, anywhere in the U. S. without a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight,

I
and allow TKN DAYS' FREE TRIAL, duiingr which time you may ride the bicycle and

I

put it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep
the bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense and you will 7iot be out one cent.FAATAQY DDIPCC We furnish the highest grade bicycles it is possille *o make at one
rHV I Un I rillWCv small profit above actual factory cost. You save $io to $25 njiil<llemen's

profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your bicycle. DO
NOT KtJV a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive our catalogues and
learn our unheard ai factory prices and remarkable special offers to rider agents.
VniB Ufll I DC ACTnUICIICfl when you receive our beautiful catalogue and study
lUU nlLL DC AO I UlllOnCU our superb models at the 7iJa'ia'<;r/»//v /cJ-w/riV^^ we

I can make for igog. We sell the highest grade bicycles for less money than any other factory. We are

satisfied with |i.oo profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles

under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the dav received.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES. We do cnt regularly handle second hand bicycles, but

5iially have a number on hand taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores. These we clear out promptly
at prices ranging from *:( to $8 or *1(>. Descriptive bargain lists mailed free.

TtSCC hnACTED RRAIfEC single wheels, imported roller chains and pedals,
I InCwf IfUHv I ClI'DnHIVkO; parts, repairs and equipment ofallUimls at Afz/A/^;uj^ua/rf/nt//>-ir<'T.

DO NOT WAIT, but write today and we will send you free by return mail our large catalogue, beauti-

nllv ilbistrated and containing- a great fund of interesting matter and useful information; also a -wonder/ul proposition
on the first sample l.icvcle going to your town. It only costs a postal to get evervthi"cr. Write it now.
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY Dept. H 113, CHICAGO, ILL.

Motor

Buggies
Sure service—always ready—never fail—never get tired

—cost no more than a £ood horse and buggy—cost far

less to keep—sure-goers over

Any Kind of Roads
Speed up to 30 miles an hour. Simple, durable, g^iiaran-

teed mechanical construction. Solid tires—no tire troubles
or repair expense. A woman or child can drive them.
Farmers of high stnnding may secure appointment as
ajfents. Twenty models to choose from. Complete line.

Write for free catalog No. 81. illustrated and descriptive.

W. H. MclNTYRE COMPANY. Auburn. Indiana
356 Broadway t New Vork. 1730 Graiici Ave.t Kansas City

.

Prices Now
Sflashed onACT QUICK

ifmniEXCELL STEEL AND IRON
I I onnciun no

3,qj,|q

The

Get \'0ur name in quick so we can give
yon all the tieneftt of cut prices on iron
and steel ronfinij and siding. Can't last

louvr. Ck't book and free samples.

SEND NO MONEY
so you take no risk. You see what you
buy before paying. Pay nothing unless
fully ST,tisfted. Lowest prices ever offered

ii'Iin^; and rooting supplies sold straight to vou from
TV tt rcil laanrv Prices. Don't buy till vu get cut
sand FREE Roofers* Cuido-Wnte for liot.k to<lay.

UnMe^FactorlesCo^^opl^R38^leveland

PARK'S ^^Q»^^fi™--
1 nilli O also Aster. Phlox. Coxcomb.

.ABOUT FLOWERS,
ilne engravings,

also Aster, Phlox, Coxcomb, Pansy, Pink,

worth 50c. All Free it you write m(j a letter, not u postal.

gK^ AND WHEN WRITING why not enclose 10 cts f«r
^^^^ Park's Iloral Magasiine, a charming illustr'd
monthly, bright bb a Marigold, 1 year, with pkt Double
Petunia, and Paekagre of 1000 kinds, for a big crazy bed.

3 lots 25c. Club with friends. GEO. W. PARK, 27, La Park, Pa.

•sprayPIMPS
DeminR- Spray Pump.'i are the most care-

rillly, skilllull>-, hand-littfil pimiim made-
right there i.s ttn' main rca.'^uti they never
fail to run ea.sily with little wear. 21 Varieties.
Catalogue with Sprayinj' chart FRLE. Add
1 cents postage for guide book on Spraying.

THE DEMING COMPANY,
690 Depot St.. Salem, Ohio.

PUMPING WATER
Wo make Pumps—over 40,000 of

tliem each year. That is our business—nat-

utally we know what each particular case

lequites. This is our " Panama " lift pump
for large cisterns and wells, 25 ft. or less in

depth. It throws '-3 gal. water each stroke.

Tell US depth of your well or cistern

—

whether dug or cased—amount of water you
need; whether hand or windmill power is

used, and ask for free circular and prices.

We make over 2000 kinds of pumps—so

we can surely suit you. Look us up and
address as follows

—

THE CRESTLINE MFC. CO.
Pumps—Sprayers—Hose

CRESTLINE, OHIO, U. S. A.

Save Money on
Berry Boxes and

Baskets
Fruit and Vege-
table Packages

and Growers' Supplies of all kinds.

Write for free money-saving catalogue

and price-list O. "©Jl
Largeit Faetory of its Kind In th« Conntry

NEW ALBANY BOX AND BASKET CO., New Alb*nt. Imo.

SpDAY Your Fruits. Crops.
* *»*» * Poultry Houses, and
do whitewashing with The
AUTO-SPRAY. Factory trice

and guaranteed to satisfy. Fitted with
Auto Fop Nozzle does the work of three
ordinary sprayers. Used by Experiment
Stations and 300,000 others. We make
many styles and sizes. Spraying Guide
Free. Write for book, prices and Agenoy
Offer, .jjjg ^ ^^ Brown Co.
20 Jay Street. Rochester. N. Y.

BEFORE ORDERlNt;

BERRY-CRATES AND
QUART BASKETS

write for our catalog and special prices.

'h. H. Auhlaihar, box 100, Minorva, O.

i225222TREES
200 Tariedes. Also Grapes, Small FrnltB «te. Best rooted
Stock. Genuine, cheap . 2 sample currants mailed for loc.
Desc. price list free. L£>VmBOESCU, Box a, Fredonia, K. Y.
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Let ttiis

Free
Book
IcU you
how to

double*your
Potato Money

You can learn of the one waj- to

plant your potatoes cheapest, how to

save seed and soil, how to double the

pro6tof every acre of your potato land.

You can get this book free for your
name on a postal card. It will tell you all

about the proper care of potato fields,

proper methods of planting and cultiva-

tion, how to save hundreds of dollars in

fertilizer money alone.

It will tell you how to do all this at a

cost of but one dollar. It will describe
the one planter that makes this all possible

—the famous Acme Hand Planter. It will

place in your hands all the great, vital

truths of Potato Culture, condensed and
plainly written, so it is easy to read and
remember them.
You will want this book to put its precepts into

practice on your own farm. Send for it now.
Just say on a postal, "Send me your potato book."

POTATO IMPLEMENT COMPANY,
Box 529. Traverse City. Mlcli.

A WOMAN FLORIST

6 Hardy Evcrblooming

Roses
On their own roota
ALL WILL BLOOM
THIS SUMMER 25

.Sent to any adilress post-p.iid;

gnaranteed to reach you in good growing condition.

OEM ROSE COLLECTION
Enchantrog, white and buff.
Boaqnet of Gold, gnWcn yellow.
Qaeena Scarlet, dazzling crimson.
Sochess de Brabant, grandest pink.
Snowflake, puie white.
La Detroit, bright flesh.

SPECIAL BABOAINS
6 Carnations the "Divin.
Flower." all colors, 'JOc.

8 Prize- Winning Chrys-
anthemums, - - 25c.

6 Beautiful Coleus, - - -

3 Grand Orchid Cnnnas, -

8 Sweet-Scented Tuberoses,
6 Fuchsia*, all different, -

10 Lovely Gladiolus, - - -

10 Superb Pansy Plants,
15 PkU. Flower Seeds, all different, 2Dc.

Any Five Collectloni for One Dollar, Post-Faid7
tee satisfaction. Once a customer, always one. Catalog Free.

MISS ELLA T. BAINES, Box 85 SprlnsOdd, Ohio

California
Grown

Few people have any knowledge of the magnitude
of the Seed Industry in California, where thousands
of acres are tilled annually to supply the markets of

the world.

NATIVE FLOWER SEEDS.
15 varieties, each of which would be a treasure to any
grounds. Some are rare, and difficult to obtain. They
include the wonderful Matilija Poppy, by many con-
sidered the Queen of all Flowers. Also the superb
California Poppy,; whose Spanish name is Copa de
Oro—Cup of Gold.

Send 50c for 15 packets, containing 15 varieties

of California flower seeds, and we will send them to
you postpaid. The regular retail price of these is $1.35.

General Seed and Plant Catalog sent free

on request.

(Established 1871

)

Germain
SEED AND PLANT CO.
Dept.H LOS ANBELES, CALIFORNIA

To prove that
our ••Bliz-

zard Belt
ETergreens

will grow in all parts
of the country we offer to

send 6 fine Spruces ^4 to ^
ft. tall, free to property owners.

Wholesale Aalue and mailing expense
over accents. To help, send 5 cents or

not as you please. A postal will bring the
trees and our catalog containing many colored

photo plates of our choice Blizzard Belt Fruits,
Ornamentals, etc. We want to get acquainted with you
and it will pay you to get in touch with our Hardy Bliz-
zard Belt trees. 39 years' experience in growing hardy
trees here in what was once called the Great American
Desert. Write today.

THE GARDNER NURSERY CO., Box 26. Osaje, Iowa

Orow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits
Or For Your Own Use.

Tenyears'e.\perience enables meto
give practical Instructions worth

niiiny dollars to you without Intei^erlng
th rcKular occupation, no matter where located.

Send for Free Book and particulars how to start, etc.
JAOKKON ]MimilKOO.U FAR.M

Dept. 311, 3243 N. >Vestern Ave., Chicago, UL

15
PACKETS CHOICE FLOWER and GARDEN SEEDS 4 He

To introduce our high-grade Seeds we will mail the following 15 packets and our large illustrated 1909
calaloe, also a coupon good for 10 cents, all for one dime.

VEGETABLE SEED: Beet, Cabbage, Cucumber, Lettuce, Onion, Parsnip, Parsley,
Radish. Tomato, and Turnip. Will make a good kitchen garden.

FLOWER SEED: Bachelor's-button, Phlox, Garden Heliotrope, Pettuia.Forget-ma-Dor. All
tettedteedandtnietODamt. Satlifactiongoarantaed. Orderto-day. BINGHAMTON SEED CO., 412 COUrt St.. Blnohamtotl, N.Y
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ELKHART BUGGIES
are the best made, best grade and easiest
riding buggies on earth for the money.

For Thirty-Six Years
we have been selling direct and are

The Largest Manufacturers
in the World

,

selling to the consumer exclusively.

We Ship for Examination
and Approval

guaranteemg safe delivery, and also to save
you money. If you are not satisfied as to
style, quality and price you are nothing out
May We Send You Our Large

Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage& HarnessMfg,

Elkhart, Indiana

fg-CoTl

World's Record—
for hatching, and 648 first

SJSC^gfl^^^ prizes won by the

S^^H^ Reliable Incubator
"'Perfect ventilating, double heat-

i ngsystem. inside heater, and auto-
matic resulator-a sreat fuel saver

Send today for FREE Poultry Book — valuable
information on poultry raising and incubators.

Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co.,Box D 49, QaincyJlL

Quicker Thai^ 3 Men
You can do more work and doit oasicr and
in less time than 3 men can DO >v-th pick
and spade, if you use the wonderful

IWAN POST HOLE AUGER
Nohiredhelp.no blisters or backaches. Bores ri^ht
into wet or dry clay, sand, gravel, gumbo—for 2-1 1,

post holes or 50-ft. wells. Costs little ; saves much.
Paysforitself onone job. Write today for free book

I

telling al 1 about it, and lettersfrom men who use it.

Iwan Bros.r Dapt. K, South Bend, Ind.

Baby Chicks
of nine leading varieties— all pure-bred

Chicks are cheaper to buy than eggs. We
also have brooder fixtures and chick feed.

Our catalog is free. Write for one to day.

JOS. A. BLUM & CO.
DEPT. A CHATFIELD, O.

nATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
CHARLES J. "WILLIAMSON.

Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Washington, D. O.

Patent Practice in Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

Ttie A. L Root Co.

$50 to $300 SAVED
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers,

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
S50 toSBUOonmvHigh Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for >

similar enginer in carload lots for spot cash. y^^S^/' Direct

Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest hurse and liuv ;

B-H.-P. oniy$119.SO

From
My Fac-

tory on 30
Days' Free

Trial. Satisfac-

tion or money
back. Write forspec-

al proposition. All
you p,iy me i"; for raw

material, labor and
le ijinall profit. Send for

my big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway. Pres.

Wm. Galloway fo.

1685 Galloway Station
Waterloo, Iowa

a. C Ptieip*

Let Mc Pay the Postagcon My
Big FREE Book to You *^™^
.lust urite nie a ii..stal-ni send the book at

once. It sliows over 125 styles of Vehicles and
a lull line of Harness.

I Save You $26.50 on This Split
Hickory Buggy

and save you at the same ratio on all my
other vclnck-s sold direct from my lactory

toyour home. This booktellshow Iniako —

—

vou these savintrs, shows you more Vehicles than you could see In

10 lar^'e store rooms—and tells you how many options you may have as t j tinisn

H. c. I'UELFs, President, The Ohio Carriage Mig. Co.. Station 29 '

style, etc.

Columbus. 0.
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Greider's
Book

On Poultry

Coiu'isc, iH-ai'lii'al. How
to make moiu'y willi poul-
try; information as i-o

buililiiins, troat-
nient of iliseascs,

etc. KiflfiMi at-

traotlvo cliioinos

:

sixty promiiuMit vanetifS. ino postpaid.

Kino, pure-lMCil stork and e^'trs at low
pnoes. CJ i; K 1 1 ) K i; 's ( ; i; ini ic 1 1 1 K-a
sure prevfiitivf and an ixccllciit disin-

fectant. B. H. CREIDER, Rheems, Pa

Varloflae of practical and tancypure
' wdllCIICa bri'd poultry, lieautiful,

hardy vi^-oious. Larufst, niost succe[>sful
lH>ultrv-fHi 111. Thousands to choose Iroui.
niK' Profitable Poultry book tells all
about it. yuotfs low prices on fowls, eggs,
Incubators, and supplie.-i. Sent for Scents.
B«rry's Poultry Farm,Bo¥ 153 Olarinda.Ia.

125 Egg Incubator (in
and Brooder ^°£ 9 III

lit ordered together we
I,

'send both for $10
Jand pay frejpht. Well

maoe, cot water, copper tamif
,

aoBble wang donUe srluB doonJ
VT«e ftattu jh ie^etfSem tbam,
WUeonsin iortibatox Co.,
Box 56 Racine. WU.

Big Profits in SQUABS
Send for onr free p:iniphlet, " How to

Make Big Money Raising Squabs."
Our birds are supreine. You raise the

squabs and we fu'nish you the customers.

MELROSE SQUAB CO.,
1924 Harwood Place, Buffalo, N.Y.

All leading varieties pure-bied chickens
ks geese.turkevs, pea-fowls, incubators, supplies
':'.')<• dogs. Send •) for large poiiltiv and Inc.^ook

J.J BRENNER, D.I 2, Mankato.Minn.)

Prairie State

INCUBATORS
hatch strong, livable chicks
and ducks most successfully.
Perfect regul.itinn of heat au-
toiii.itic.-illv controlled.
The Sand Tray Diffusion

Incubator is the most advanced in e\er> particular and is

guaranteed to do the work lor you etonoimcally.

Piano-Box will do for Brooder
Put our Universal Hover into it and make your o\\'n

brooder. The Universal Hover may be attached to any
fomi of colony-house, mush-
room-house, small portable
buil(lin(j or piano box and
makes about as good a brood-
er as money can buy. Ask
for Free Catalog, Address

Prairie State Incubator Co.,

414 Main St.. Homer City. Pa.

7
55 Buys
the Best

140-Egrf
lr\c\jba.tor ever Ma-do

Freight Prepaid
Double cases an over- best

copper tank; nursery, st-lf-rciru-

latino, licst 140-olikk loit-watcr
l;roo<kr. H..'*. Ordered to^jether 111..V). Satislacilon
guaranteed. No machines at any price are better.
Write for hook today or send prleo n'>d save waiting.
gM^e Clfy Ineuba'er Co., Boir 69 R^clnn, Wla.

Pn'i.. Buf-
falo, Kansa.s
City or Itacin

$3000.00

IN GOLD
would not replace our latest book,

Wyandones in Colors,

and How to

Judge Them
by Theo. Heuoes

It contains 12 pictures from Oil Paintings,
and over 100 in black and white. More
information on Wyandottes than the Stan-
dard could possibly give. Nothing like it

elsewhere. One breeder says, "Worth $500
to him." This book and our great seller,

"HOW TO MAKE
POULTRY PAY"

containing 115 pages, 300 pictures, and 8

three-color illustrations, make two of the
best books published to-day. One man
says
—

" Can not find words to express my
appreciation for either of these works. " By
sending us $1.00, the regular retail price of
each book, we will send you your choice
and your money back if not satisfied.

Tiie Inland Poultry Journal

runs from 40 to JOO pages a month. Sub-
scriptions 50 cents a year. We want you
to read it. Subscribe to-day. Address

INLAND POULTRY JOURNAL
1 5 Cord BIdg. Indianapolis, Ind.

Inland Poultry Journal,
15 Cord BIdg., Indianapolis, Ind,

Knclosed lind $1.25, for which enter my subscription to

your paper lor one year and send me the book named be-
low. I understand that my money will be returned if I

am not satisfied.

Name

Address

State

Book wanted
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^6e Land of Fruit and Flowers

MICHIGAN
There are upward of two million acres of wild lands in the Lower Peninsula

of Michigan suitable for general farming. It is the greatest opportunity

of the age for the man of small means to acquire a competency.

From $5 to $15 per Acre
will buy land that yields crops worth $50 to $100 per acre each year.

HOME.SEEKE.RS' EXCURSION
to this territory via Toledo and the

PERE MARQUETTE RAILROADJ
on Tuesday, March 23; April 6 and 20; May 4 and 18, at from $6 to $8 for

the round trip, good fifteen days. Write W. C. TOUSEY, 423 Madison St.,

Toledo, Ohio, for descriptive circular, or address

H. F. MOELIvER., Ge«\eral Passenger A^ent, DETROIT, MICH.

FARMS.
Why not locate in Manatee

County, (West Coast)? Ten

acres net as much as a hun-

dred in Northern Stales.

Delightful climate, abundan
^

rainfall, convenient markets.

VEGETABLES NET
$1000 ACRE.

Outdoor work the year

round, severa 1 crops a season

.

Lands reasonable. Write

for full information.

J. W. WHITE,
General Indl. Agent,
seaboard air line,

Dept.
PORTSMOUTH, VA

X THE'BEST'LIGHT
A portable, pure white, steady, safe

light. Brighter than electricity or
acetylene. 100 candle power. No grease
dirt nor odor. Lighted instantly. Costs
2 ctB. per week. Over ZOO styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wanted. Write
toi catalog. Do not delay.

THK BEST lilOHT CO.
SCO !<:. 5th 8t., Canton, Ohio

MAKES ANDBURNS ITSOWNGAS

WRITE FOR BEST BUGGY OFFER
in America, on famous Columbus Bug-
gies— at prices that save you Mij money.
Lowest factory prices oflertd by anyone,
shipped on one montli's approval, 2
years' guarantee. Get new tree catalog.^

ColDinbas Carriage & llamesa €o*
Station CS9 Columbys, O.

Texas Land $1.00
To $5.00 Per Acre

Texas has passed new School Land Laws. Ulllions ol
acres are now to be sold by the State at $1.00 to 95.00
per acre ; only oue-fortleth cash and no more to pay for
40 years, unless you desire; only 3 per cent Interest
Youcan buy 160 acres at #1.00 per acre,payable $4.00
down and 40 years' time on the balance, 3% Interest.
Greatest opportunity ever ofliered to investors and farm-
ers. Ti'xas land is better than Oklahoma.Iowa orlllinols.
Send 60 cents for Book of Instructions, New State Law,
Map of Texas, andbrlef description of over 400 million
acres of vacant public lands in 8.^ different States,
which are open to homestead. Three Books for ll.O*.

E. C. HOWE, 938 Hartford Building, CHICAGO. \\X.
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17 Gents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amazing offer—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at n cinti a day— is open to ever>body, everywhere.
It's GUI new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver

Typewriters on little easy payments. The abandonment of /•;!;-

hand in favor of clean, legible, beautiful lyftwritine is the next

great step in human progress.

Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of frn and ink is largely restricted to the writing of sisnaturts.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.
The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for univtrsal typtwritine,

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to

take the initiative in bringing

about the univtrsal use of type-

triters. It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

TypeWri-fer
THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER

This "/7-Cents-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

10 tvin as to rent. It places the machine within easy reach of

every himt—every individual. A man's "cigar money"—

a

woman's " pin money "—will buy it.

Clerki on small lalaries can now afford to own Olivers. By
atilizing spare moments tor practice they may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School boys and school girls can bay Olivers by saving their

ftnnits.

You can buy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
roa save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.
And the pottettion of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to earn

mini) It inish pajinc fir the machine.

Advantages Service Possibilities

' cent

The Oliver it the most high- The Oliver Typewriter turns

Ir perfected typewriter on the out more \rork—of better qual-

ity and greater variety—than

any other writing machine-
Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of ili towering

market—hence its too /<

ificiency

.

Among its scores of conven-
iences are:

~«h* Balance Shift
—<h* Ruling Devic*
-<h* Doubl* Rsleasa
— tha Lacomollve Baaa
-Iha Aulomailo Spacer
-the Automatio Tabulator
— the Dlaappaarlni Indicator
— the Adiuatabia Paper Fln-

gera
the Selenllllo Condenaed
Keyboard

Can you •pand 1 7 Cents a day to better advantage
than In the purchase of this wonderful machine ?

Write for Special Easy-payment Proposition or see the nearest

Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
91 1 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

supremacy in
— Correapondence
-Card Index Work
Tabulated Reporia

— Follow-up Syalema
-Manifolding Service
— Addreaalng Envelopea
— Working on Ruled Forma
—Cutting Mimeograph Slen-

olla.

Will X2J5 S£££R* this

businessbook if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no moncyt
Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master busi«

ness men have written ten books—2,079 pages—^_i,4<)7

vital business secrets. Ideas, methods. In them is the

best of ail that they know about

—Selling Plans
.—Handling Customers

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-

ness subjects.

-Purchasing —Salesmanship —Position-Getting
—Credits —Advertising —Position-Holding
—Collections ^Correspondence

—Accounting —Man-Handling
—Cost-keeping .—Man-Training
-Organization -office Systems
—Retailing .—Short-cuts and
—Wholesaling Methods for every
— Manufacturing lineand department
A 9,059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses

great and small; pages 4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handhne and
training men ; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising,

with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail ; pages 12 to 15 w ith the great problem of securing the highest

market price for your services—no matter what your line ; and the

last page tells how you may get a complete jet—bound in hand-
some half morocco, contents in colors—for less than your djiUy

smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

Wittyou read the took if toe send itjreel
Send no money. Simfly sign the coupon.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicagc

If there are, in your books, any new ways to Increase my bus-

iness or my salary. I should like to know them. So send on
your 16-paee free descriptive booklet. I'll read it. tlO-4-13

BANKING BY MAIL

i4%r
Money deposited with us is secure, and

works for you continually. Our perfect

system of Banking BY MAIL brings this

opportunity to your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital

and surplus of $70,000, and assets of over

$700,000. Its policy is conservative; its

affairs are ably managed by capable and
successful business men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted,

on which we pay a yearly interest of 4
per cent, compounded semi-annually. Send
currency in registered letter, your own
check; or by P. O. or express money-order.

Write for the Booklet
To-day.

Resources
$800,000.

Established

1892.

th^savings deposit
=r^ BANK COMPANY r^

MEDINA, OHIO
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Noiices will be inserted in tbese classified columns

it 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be
responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale.

For Sale —Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of ex-
tracted honey at 9 cts. per lb.; also good quality clover-basswood
blend of extracted honey at 8 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at producing
point. All in new 60-lb. cans, two in a box. Sample and cir-

cular free. E. D. Townsend, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Comb and extracted honey, either car lots or

less. Extracted white in 60-lb. cans, single case, iVi cents; 5

cases or more, 7 cents. Samples furnished upon application.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Choice extracted honey for table use, gathered
from clover and basswood—thick, well ripened, delicious flavor.

Price 9 cts. per lb. in 60-lb. cans, two to case. Sample, 10 cts.

J. P. Moore, Queen-breeder, Morgan, Ky.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—Fine extracted white-clover honey; also light

amber fall honey, put up in barrels, 60-lb. and 10-lb. cans.
Write for prices. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Sale.— Fine quality table honey in 60-lb. cans; alfalfa,

basswood, or amber. Robt. A. Holekamp & Son,
4263 Virginia Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—Clover extracted iioney of finest quality in 60-

lb. cans. Also amber-colored. J. F. Moore, Tiffin, O.

For Sale.—Amber and buckwheat honey, iVi cts. delivered.

Orange Mountain Bee Farm, West Orange, N. J.

Honey and Wax Wanted.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. Sta

price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water Street, Chicago, III.

Wanted.— I can use a few thousand pounds more extracted
basswood or clover honey. H. C. Ahlers, West Bend, Wis.

Wanted.—Beeswax, will pay 31 cts. cash or 33 cts. in trade

delivered. Send for catalog. W. D. Sopbr, Jackson, Mich.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—Man to work in bee-yards. A good opportunity
for a man of some experience to learn tolun a system ofapiaiies.
State wages wanted, experience, etc.

Charles Stewart, Box 22, Johnstown, N. Y.
New York State Bee Inspector.

Wanted.—A bright boy or young man of pleasing address to

help in bee-yard and in exiiacting-room, rear queens, etc.; one
who wants to learn to be a good bee-keeper. Ple;isani surround-
ings, good home, permanent place. No farniwork- live in town.
Address Honey bees, 35 and 37 Robin St., Albany, N. Y.

Situations Wanted

Wanted.—Situation in apiary; several years' experience in

luly. PURUGINI LuiGi, 230 North St , New Britain, Ct.

Wants and Exchanges.

Wanted.—Salesmen to introduce our New Commercial and
Statistical State Chart for office and general use. The work is

congenial and profitable, the earnings being according to your
ability. A thorough training is given before the work is started.

Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Several hundred colonies of bees in lots of 25 and
up, on Hoffman or Danz. frames in the following States: Dela-
ware, Maryland, Eastern Pennsylvania, and Eastern New York.

Address Box 16, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Wanted.—Bees in any old hives, in large or small lots.

Give full details in first letter; must be a bargain.

E. W. Brown, Monon Park, Cook Co., III.

Wanted.— Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slumgnm.
State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—To send you catalogs of smokers and hee-supplin

for the fun of it, if we don't get a cent; try us by sending your ad-

dress and your friends'. F. DANZtNliAKER,
Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio.

Wanted.—50 to 100 three-frame nuclei, with queen, also full

colonies. Give price and particulars.

W. C. Davenport, 4166 Central St., Chicago, III.

Wanted.—500 colonies of bees wiihin 200 miles of Phila-

delphia. E. W. Brown, Salem, N. J.

Wanted.—200 stocks or less of bees within 150 miles of De
troit. A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

Wanted.—Bees. State quantity and price, kind of hive, etc.

" F," care of H. H. Jepson, 182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted —An apiary to run on shares. Correspondence so-

licited. Address M, care of Gleanings, Medina, Ohio.

Wanted.—Modern engine lathe, not over 24-in. swing; sec-

ond-hand. Geo. Rall Mfg. Co., Galesville, Wis.

Wanted.—20 hives of bees; must be free from disease.

Henry Rookda, Fair Oaks, Ind.

Wanted.—To buy or rent an apiary in Wisconsin. Address

Beeman, 531 W. Main St.. Madison, Wis.

Souvenir Post Cards.

Eight beautiful birthday, Easter, St. Patrick's day, or assorted

post cards mailed for 15 cts., or 15 for 25 cts.; regular 2 for 5 cts.

cards. M. T. Wright, Medina, Ohio.

Monogram Stationery.

Twenty-five sheets of fine fabric writing-paper, die-stamped

with any two initials. Colors, 50 cents; gold or silver, 60 cenis.

Envelopes to match. Postage paid.

Art Stationery Company,
Dept. 4, 4413 Woburn Ave., Cleveland, O.

Stamp Collections.

Boys, collect stamps; 1000 mixed. 15 cts. Stamps exchanged

for bee-supplies. Edwin Ewell, 704 Elm St., Waseca, Minn.

Real Estate.

Land for sale in Uvalde Honey Belt, by Asherton Land and

Townsite Co. E. A. Armstrong, Asherton, Texas.

For Sale—My bee-ranch of two acres of land and wo k-shop;

also 118 colonies of bees; a fine bee location, and no disease.

Write lor prices. S. E. Angell, Harpers Ferry, Iowa.
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Bees and Queens

For Sale.— Colonies of Gold»n or Leather-colored Italians,

strong and healthy, ready to dj business at once, in 10-frame

li'St-class Dov'd and Dinz hives, combs built straight from full

sheets of fdn., at $6.00 per colony; two or more, $ .SU each.

Queens almost one year old. Hives are securely boi nd with strap

iron and 2-inch staples so they bear shipment better. Dmz. su-

pers with sections and 1-invh star.ers, etc.. at $1.00 each e.xtra.

JOSKFH W. Leii!, 563 S. Ohio Ave., Columbus, O.

Missouri-bred Italian queens; gfeat hustlers in sections; cap

white, and gentle; cells built in strong colonies, mated from two-

frame L. nuclei. Select untested. $1.00; tested, $1.50; b eed-

ers, $.3.00. Two L. frame nu.leus with laying queen. $3.00; ten

(or $25.00; virgins, 50 cts. ejch; $5.00 per dozen. I guirantee

satisfaction and safe arrival. L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

KoR Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, untest-

ed, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Banat, and

Caucasian q. eens, select. $1.25; six, $6.00; twelve, $10. UO.

Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choie breeders. $3 00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

FoK Sale.—After March, fine Italian, Carniolan, and Cauca-

sian queens; virgins, each, 40 cts.; dozen, $4.50; untested, 75

its. each; dozen, $8.50. Orders booked now. Safe arrival and

s..tisfaction guaranteed. Euwa. Reddout,
Bradentown, Fla.

For Sale.— 100 colonies of bees in chaflf hives and packing-

boxes, located in two places; clover and raspberry and buck-

wheat for 300; two honey-houses, and extractors and supers.

W. L. Coggshall, Groion, N. Y.

For Sale.—A few colonies of the genuine Henry Alley

S'rain of golden Adel Italians in eight-frame Dovetailed hives,

free from disease, at $7.00 per colony, f. o. b. Wingate.

J. R. McCoRKLB, Wingate, Ind.

Italian Qubbns.— Ready, 1909 list of Mott's strain of Red-

clover and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce Queens, 15 cts.;

leaflet, How to Increase, 15 cts.; one copy of each, 25 cts.

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens r^ady to mail March 1. Un-
tested, 75 cts.; tested, $1 00; breeders, $5.00. Ask for prices in

large quantities. W. j. Littlefield,
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—Ten colonies of Italian bees in lots to suit; good

c loditioD; young queens; at a bargain. Write at once for prices,

etc. Harry C. Klaffenbach,
110 West Eighth St., Muscatine, Iowa.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixture'; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden. Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring delivery.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blochbr, Pearl City, 111.

Italian queens and nuclei; two-frame nucleus with queen,

$2 50; tested queen. $1.00; 6 for $5.00. Untested queens in sea-

ion at 75 cents each. W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.

For Salp.—Superior honey queens, red-clover strain; untest-

ed, $1.00; tested, $1.25; select tested, $1.50. Send for circular.

Virgil Sires & Bro., North Yakima, Wash.

For Sale.— 100 colonies of pure Italian bees in eight and
ten frame Dovetailed hives at $6.00 each; in lots of ten, $5.00

each. F. A. Gray, Redwood Falls, Minn.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by the originat-

'. Fine queens for breeders' use, a specialty.

F. J. Wardell, Uhiichsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—Golden llaliaa queens, tested, $1.00; two-frame
nucleus with queen, $3.00. Rockhill Apiaries,

S. T. Hookey, Prop., 4712 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Golden Italian qceens, untested, 50 cts.; tested,

$1.00. Sile arrival. No discount on quantity.

D. T. Gaster. Rt. 2, Randleman, N. C.

Notice.—In writing me for prices on Italian queens and nu-

cl»i, note change in address. 'Jiieens and bees are ready to ship

now. C. B. Baskston, Rockdale, Texas.

Improved selrcted untested Italian queens, 50 cents.

Geo. a. Francis, 1453 Sea View Ave , Bridgeport, Ct.

For Sale.—Bees in two-story hives, for extracted honey.

Write for prices. C. H. W. Weber, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pound Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic Kails

branch. Prices on application. Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale

For S\le.—One Sprague damper and valve-regulator for reg-

ulating the temperature of your house; adapted for steam, hot wa-

ter, furnace, natural gas, or stove. Manufacturer's price, $30.00.

I have one to spare at $16 00, or will trade for honey or wax.

A. L. BOYDEN, Medina, Ohio.

For Sale.—a full line ot bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Melilotus (sweet clover) seed for

sale at 8 cts. per lb. Write for catalog and particulars.

The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith. Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the face last

season > Because you did not have on one of the Alexander wire

bee-veils at 60 cts. each.
Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.— Sweet-potato seed. Bright stock, yellow Jersey,

packed fresh in storage-house on day of shipment. Sweet-potato

and other plants in season. Send for free circular and price list.

L. H. Mahan, Terte Haute, Ind., B jx 143.

For Sale—40 Root 2-story dovetailed hives, cheap. Painted

and in good shape, with frames, tops, and bottoms; also 80 comb-

honey supers. Goods at Traverse City, Mich. Must go. Offers

will be considered. B. L. BYtR, Upland, Cal.

For Sale.—About 1500 5-galIon honey-cans, with cases all

in good condition, and were new when shipped to us. Make us

an offer on cans wi h or without cases.

Perfection Biscuit Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

For Sale.—Second-hand Quinby hives for extracting, twelve

frames wide, two tiers high; closed-end frames 11^x17/4 in.;

$1.50 each, or $50.00 for the lot. A. H. Root,
Canastota, N. Y.

Asparagus roots — the kind that is right; can refer you to mar-

ket growers; orders booked now. Will D. Quick,

Box 156^ Ashion, III.

For Sale.— Choice recleaned alsike clover seed, $10.00 oer

bushel. In lots of two bushels and over, new bags included,

f. o. b. here. G. A. Bleech, Jerome, Mich.

For Sale.— Pure maple syrup of my own make; 5 gallons

or less, $1.10 per gallon; in 6-gallon lots, $1,00 per gallon, cash

with the order. J. Allen Fletcher, New Burlington. O.

For Sale.—One-half H. P. gasoline-engine, nearly new, at

$50.00, or will trade it for any thing I can use in bee-supplies.

M. A. Jones, Atwater, III.

For Sale.— 100 eight-frame hives, 60 cents each; supers to

match, nailed and painted, 20 cents each.

F. H. McFarlani), Hyde Park, Vermont.

For Sale.—Sweet-clover seed, 15 cts. per pound, postage ex-

tra. Roots's supplies. Anton G. Ander son, Holden. Mo.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-

supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghraih, Sycamore, Pa.

For SALE.T-Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. COOLEY, Kendall. Mich

For Sale.—Lewis bee supplies, berry-boxes, and crates.

Write for catalog. W. J. McCarty, Emmetsbuig, Iowa.

For Sale.—25 eight-frame hives, very strongly made, and

neatly painted; cheap. L. E. Yoder, Sun, W. Va.

House Plans.—Blue prints of 20 artistic homes for 25 cents.

Ehlers & Son, Architects, Carthage, Mo.

For Sale.—One ten-inch Root foundation-machine, good as

new. Price $20.00. F. C. Morrow. Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.
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Poultry.

For Sale.—S. C. Biown Leghorns. Baby chicks, $3.00 per

25; $5.00 per 50, $10,00 per 100. Bred for shape, color, and
laying qualities. I guarantee safe arrival. H, M. Mover,

Rt. 2. Bechtelsville, Pa.

For Salk.—Brown Leghorn, B. P. Rock, S. L. Wyandotte
eggs; $1.00 to $1.50 per 15. Raised on separate farms. Write
for full particulars. F. C. Morrow, Rt. 1, Blevins, Ark.

For Sale.—R. C. Brown Leghorns'. Won firsts on cockerel,
hen, and pullet. These birds score as high as 94^. Eggs, 15

for $1.50. Mrs. Geo. W. Armentrout, Irving, 111.

Indian Runner duck eggs from prize-winners at $1.00 per 12;

$4.00 Pit 55; $6.50 per lOU. Circulai free.

Kent Jennings, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

Golden Barred Rocks.—The new beauty and utility

fowl. Plumage barred buff and white. Write for literature

and a feather. L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

S. C. W. Leghorns, bred for heavy egg production winter and
summer. Lakewood-Blanchard strains. Great profit payers.

Selected eggs, $1 per 15. W. I. Harrington, Brunswick, O.

Young stock cock and hen homer pigeons, guaranteed mates;
good squab-breeders, and lovely birds; $1.50 per pair. Safe de-

livery guaranteed. J. A. Thornton, Ursa, 111.

For Sale.—S. C. Brown Leghorns, Barred P. Rocks; win-
ners, and winter layers. Eggs, $1.25 per 15; $2.00 for 30. Un-
fertile eggs replaced free. Louis Perkier, Bonnots Mill, Mo

For Sale.—Eggs of R. C. Black Minorcas, R. C. R. I. Reds,
and While Wyandottes; $1.00 for 15; $2.00 for 35.

Rural Rt. James Stewart, Franklin F'ce, O.

For Sale.—Choice White Wyandottes; 15 eggs, $1.00; 30
eggs, $1.50. J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale.— Eggs, $1.25 per 15 from pure Partridge Wyan-
dotte chickens. C. G. Hiskey, Flat Rock, O.

Catalogs Received.

Bcc-Kccpcrs' Directory.

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We bay car lou of

Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order from
original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook. 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other adv't in

this issue. Wm. A. Shuff, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia

For your address on a postal card I will send you valuable in-

formation pertaining to bee culture. Write to-day.

J. E. Hand, Birmingham, O.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for business,

June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clbmons, Boyd, Ky.

Qnirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April; nu-
clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and
hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single
loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. For prices see large ad. in this

issue. Quirin-thb-Quhen-breeder, Bellevue, O.

" Seed and Plants for 1909," by Jno. D. Imlay, 55 N. Fifth

St., Zanesville, Ohio. This little catalog will interest those
who live in Contral and Southern Ohio.
"Small Catalog No. 62," by the Elkhart Carriage and Harness

Co., Elkhart, Ind. This is the spring announcement of an old
and reliable concern manufacturing carriages, etc. They sell

direct to the consumer.
" Columbus Vehicles," by the Columbus Carriage and Harness

Co., Columbus, Ohio. This is a fine catalog describing the bug-
gies, carriages, and harness made by this large company. They
have a large and splendidly equipped factory in the capital city

of Ohio.
" Iron Age Farm and Garden News," Grenloch, N. J. This

is the usual monthly announcement gotten up by the Bateman
Mfg. Co., makers of the " Iron Age " garden tools. If you are a

market-gardener, send in your name and get it regularly. Free.
" Catalog of the Germain Seed and Plant Co.," Los Angeles,

Cal. This is a really good catalog of seeds suitable to the Pacif-

ic coast, and countries having a similar climate. There is a list

of California native flower-seeds, and one of Australian seeds of

trees and shrubs. There is also a long list of eucalyptus seeds
that is deserving of notice by planters of gum-trees.

Ellwanger & Barry, Mount Hope Nurseries, annual catalog of

trees and shrubs for sale at Rochester, N. Y. This is the usual

spring announcement of this great nursery firm—a model catalog
from a model firm.

" Easy Digging," by Iwan Bro's, South Bend, Ind. A very
small catalog about a wonderful tool— Iwan's post-hole digger.

This price list ought to go to every place where there are holts

to dig.

" Fruit and Vegetable Growing in Manatee County," by the

Seaboard Air Line Railway, Portsmouth, Va. This is an excel-

lent booklet on gardening and home-making in the Manatee
River section of Florida. It gives an excellent description of the

resources and attractions of the locality, and is certainly well
worth sending for and studying by any one desiring a home in a

mild climate. A fine map of Florida is sent with it. The en-
terprise of this railroad is highly commendable to say the least.

" Farmer on the Strawberry," by L. J. Farmer, Pulaski, N. Y.
This is really a fine treatise on the cultivation of the strawberry,
by a man who is master of his business. We see no price at-

tached to this, but there ought to be a charge, as it is worth pay
ing for. If you are interested in strawberries you certainly

onght to send for a copy.

Convention Notices.

The eighteenth annual meeting of the Connecticut Bee-keep-
ers' Association, for the election of officers and the transaction of

other business, will be held Friday, April 9th, Room 50, State

Capitol, Hartford, beginning at 10:30 a.m. Among the speakers

will be J. E. Crane, Middlebury, Vt.; Rev. Elmer A. Dent and
Alva W. Yates, of Hartford, and Allan Latham, Norwichtown,
Conn. The current year promises to be a banner one in the his-

tory of the organization. A foul-brood bill is before the legisla-

ture; an advantageous oflfer has been made the association with

respect to its fall exhibition. Let every beekeeper in the State

be present at this spring meeting. Send 50 cents and be enrolled

a member for one year. . Jambs A. Smith, Sec,
Box 38, Hartford.

TO NEW jersey BEE-KEEPBRS.

Our foul-brood bill has been introduced into the Senate by

Senator Gebhardt, of Hunterdon Co., and is now in the hands of

the Committee on Agriculture, of which Senator George W. K.

Gaunt is chairman. It is now up to the bee-keepers of the State

to make their needs known to their law-makers. Let each bee-

keeper write at once to the assembly men and senator from their

respective counties, urging them to support this bill. Also write

to Senator G. W. F. Gaunt, asking him and the other members
of the committee to get the bill before the Senate. All law-

makers may be addressed at State-house, Trenton, New Jersey.

What we do must be done at once, for the legislature will adjourn

before many weeks. Albert G. Hann,
Sec'y New Jersey Bee-keepers' Ass'n, Pittstown, N. J.

SPECIAL NOTICES BY A. I. ROOT.

A. 1. root, MEDINA, O.

After this date, address me as above and not at Bradentown,
Fla. 1 expect to be in Ohio until some time in November, after

which time. Providence permitting, I shall return to my Flotida

home in Bradentown, where so many good people are located.
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GET IT
GALLOWAY

SufH You S3S to&O':
lowest 1 rii-*i. W*i j<r-po9itivi. rvp

made in I'upf^ hlsiorj. lift it l>e

fore t.uTlnc » bupt? of »Dy kind

It bclps T.u pay for ImesT. Alsc

h&rDc«9|Wft/oti!i. iinpletneotfl.etc.

WM. GALLOWAY CO.
TftS0(Ja1lowa.T Sta. Waterloo^Iiu

My Croat Buggy ProposMlon—
IT'S NEW.

FofltlTClr boat orer made bj anj factory.

SENTTOYOUPREE^LearnDressmaking ^l\^°^T\^
Qualify yourself to coniniand a
cood income. Start in business

for yourself. Many now earn $25
a week. This course enables vou
to Dress Better at One-Half the
Usual Cost by teaching you to do
your own sewing. The American
Syst<>m is most simple and com-
plete; easily learned; meets every
requirement. 10.000 students and

irraduates. Write today for free book.
American College of DressmakinK.
1014 Reliant BIdg.. Kansas City. Mo. la

jii.f.i.r.i.T.i.Tii.r|i.T.iij-,i,T,iir.iS'%2iy

OUR EXCHANGES.

Ll'MBKRMEN WASTE HALF OF EVERY TREE THEV CVT.
In an article in the April McClure's. entitled " A Continent

Despoiled," Rudolf Cronau tells of the enormous waste of lum-

ber. He says:
" Dr. Bristol, chief of the Section of Wood Chemistry, states

that fifty per cent or more of the average tree as it stands in the

forest is wasted before reaching the marlcet in the form of lum-

ber. He says, further, that tfie timber cut has increased from 18

billion board feet in 1880 to 50 billion board feet in 1906, and

that oar present consumption of wood in all forms is equivalent to

at least 100 billion feet annually, and possibly much more.
" Further, it may be new to you that white pine, in former

years the greatest of all our lumber trees, and the only wood dig-

nified with the name ' pine,' has, under the heavy drain upon it,

so fallen off that its domination of the lumber market has prac-

tically ceased. In from ten to fifteen years the supply of other

woods, for instance the yellow pine and the Douglas fir, will be

just as limited as that of white pine now. Rapidly decreasing,

also, is our supply of hard woods, the prices of which go higher

and higher. White oak went up from $48.00 in 1890 to $85.00

in 1907; hickory, from $38 00 to S65.00, and yellow poplar from

529.00 to $53.00. Expert foresters proclaim that we are, without

having made any provisions against it, dangerously near a hard-

wood famine which will strike at the very foundation of some of

the country's most important industries.
" Since 1870, forest fires have each year destroyed an average

of fifty lives and fifty million dollars' worth of timber. Not less

than fifty million acres of forest is burned over yearly."

Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

Our Chicago office advises us that they are getting well estab-

lished in their new location at 42 — 60 Institute Place, in the

Jefhey Building, and the attention of our readers who visit Chi-

cago is again called to their new location. Those who have

»iiited our old office will easily find the new location, three

blocks nonh of the old place. Large stocks of fresh goods will

be carried constantly on hand. With the rush of orders now
coming in, we urge tarly ordering to avoid annoying delays as

the season progresses.

HOW TO CROW ALSIKE CLOVER.

We have for more than a year been selecting the very best ar-

ticles in the farm press relating to tne culture of alsike. The
result ii, we have selected the cream of these, and in the course of

two days will have them issued in the form of a booklet, ready

lor distribution. We do this because the books devoted to farm

crops devote practically no space to this important subject, and
many are seeking (or information. The articles are all written

by men who thtrouehly undtrstand the culture of alsike. A sin-

gle copy will be sent free to any reader of Gleanings; 100

copies will be SOcts., postpaid.

BUSINESS BOOMING.

If we may judge of the season's prospects by the number of or-

ders received, this bids fair to be a record-breaking year. We
have unfilled orders on hand for more than twenty carloads. Ow-
ing to changes in the rules of transportation companies it takes
more goods to make a carload now than it did a few years ago.

In territory west of Chicago the carload minimum weight is

36.000 lbs., and in the eastern territory 30,000; whereas a few
years ago 24,000 was the minimum. A carload now means 25 to

50 per cent more than it did formerly. We find it hard to get off

more than four cars a week and take care of the smaller orders.

We are beginning to mn overtime in our efforts to take care of

the orders received.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.

When our March 15th forms closed *e had had one of the

most remarkable seasons for maple sugar and syrup that Medina
County has had for years, and we thought it was then at an end;
but since that time we have had one or two good runs of sap, and
we again suggest to our friends who want good maple sugar and
syrup that this is the time to buy. Don't put it off. Prices are

as follows:

Maple sugar, first quality, 1 to 10 lb. lots at 15 cents per lb.

10 to 50 lb. " " 13

100-lb. lots and over, 12 '

Maple syrup, first quality, 1-gallon cans at $1.10 per gallon.

Cases of 6 one-gallon cans at 1.00

If prices are higher or lower we will bill accordingly.

NO. 2 OR B GRADE SECTIONS OVERSOLD.

The demand for No. 2 or B grade sections seems to be increas-

ieg each year, and we are sold out on this grade at an earlier date

each year. An average run of hasswood will make about four to

five thousand No. 1 or A grade to one thousand No. 2. There
are some?places where only No. 1 grade is used. For instance,

we seldom receive orders for No. 2 or B grade from California or

from foreign countries, and the No. 2 produced in making No. 1

for this trade can be used elsewhere. We have some customers

who care more for accurate workmanship than for color or rough-

ness or other blemishes, and who prefer our No. 2 to some interi-

or brand of No. 1. However, this preference for No. 2 grade is

being overworked so that we can not supply it. If the trade con-

tinues so strong on the second grade we shall be compelled to

raise the price to more nearly that of No. 1 in order to equalize

the demand, for we can not afford to make No. 2 except as they

accumulate in making No. 1, and we do not get enouth in this

way to fill orders. No one should order more than one-third as

many No. 2 as of No. 1.

ANSWER
This Ad and Get My Big FREE Book and Save $50
Buy direct from the bigrgest spreader factoid in

the world—My price has made It—Save dealer.Jobber
aud catalog house profit. No such price as 1 make
on this high grade spreader has ever been made
before In all manure spreader history. Here's the
secret and reason : I make you a price on one based
on a ii5.000 guantlty and pay the freight rlpht to
jour station. You only pay for actual material,
lalior and one small profit, based on this enormous
quantity on a

GALLOWAY
Get my bran new proposition with proof—lowest

price ever made on a first class spreader, with my
agreement to pay you back your money after you
trv It 12 months If It's not a paying investment.
How's that for a proposition! If I did not have

best spreader I would not dare make such an offer.

20.000 farmers have stamped their O. K. on it.

They all tried It .30 days free just like I ask you
to try It—30 DAYS FREE. Five Sliei-Including
New Complete Sleel Gear Spreader—70-bu. Size.

Drop me a poalai, and aay—"Calloway, aend me
your new proposition and Big Spreader BOOK FREE
with low pricea direct from your laclory."

Nobody can beat It. ^^^ Freight
Prepaid
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A GOOD
INVESTMENT.

You can make no better investment

than to take the discounts I am offer-

ing on bee-keepers' supplies. These

discounts will diminish as the season

advances; so the earlier you send in

your order the better the investment

You can not afford to miss this special

offer. Send in the list of the goods

you want and get my net prices by letter.

My stock of Root goods is the

largest and most complete carried in

the West, and with carloads continu-

ally being added I am in position to

meet every want of the bee-keeper, with

promptness and satisfaction.

Write to-day for new prices and cat-

alog.

JOS. NYSEWANDER,
565-7 W. 7th St. Des Moines, Iowa

I
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ROOTS GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

$15,000
STOCK

I

OF

Supplies
on hand at Syracuse, N. Y.

Send in your orders, which
will receive prompt attention.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORi

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
at Root's prices.—No drayage charges.

We offer for a short time,

Omega^CREAM
SEPARATORS

for spot cash, freight prepaid to your station,

as follows:
No. 1—capacity 325 lbs., $50. No. 3—capacity 500 lbs., $60.

No. 2—capacity 400 lbs., $55. No. 4—capacity 700 lbs., $70.

RAWLINCS IMPLEMENT CO.,
9-11 W. Pratt St. Baltimore, Md.

BEE-SUPPLIES FOR SEASON OF 1909
Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand for bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-
stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the
line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons
at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight rates, and sell on
manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLYCO.,l23NiGolletlslan(l,Minneapolis,Minn.

k. J
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A YEAR'S WORK

IN AN OUT-APIARY
. . OR . .

An average of l\4/4 pounds of honey
per (olony, in a poor season,

and how it was done.

Firil tdilitn, Dec, IQoS, lOOO copies.

Sectnd edititn, Jan. , IQOQ^JOOO cofies.

By G. M. DOOLITTI E
Aathor of " Scientific Queen-Rearine."

Mention has already teen made of this book, in our reading-columns; but there is such

an unusual interest in it that we call attention to it once more.

To understand the scope of the work better, please notice that it contains the following

chapters

:

Chapter I An averate of 114^ pounds of section boney per colony in a poor season, and bow It was done.

II Same, continoed.

III Bloom time.

IV How to control swarms when running for comb honey.
V. A simple and reliable plan for making increase.

VI How to save unnecessary lifting in taking oS filled supers of honey.
Vll. Takint oH the surplus; what to do with the unfinished sections, preparation for the buckwheat How.

Vni. Protress in the supers.

IX. A simple way to put on escapes without lifting.

X. Taking off the Honey and storing it at the outyard.

XI. Same, continued.

XII Closing words, further suggestions to the plans given in the preceding chapters.

The author says in the preface:
While the book is intended for the specialist, it is none the less desirable for the plain, every-day bee-keeper, with his

one home apiary, oi lor the amateur with his five to ten colonies; and because this book is for the specialist in bee-keeping

I have not gone into first principles or the A B C of our pursuit, as the specialist has passed these rudimentary things long

ago. There ire pli-my of good books before one, and all who are desirous of learning of the foundation structure, there-

fore, have no need of repeating here. The amateur should certainly procure, read, and digest one or more of these

books upon enttriog tbi ranks of apiculture.

What Mr W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of The Bee-keipers' Renjieiv, says:

" A Year"! Work in an Out-apiary " is packed full of the most valuable information that has ever been
givtn to bee-keepers. Like a few other books, it is a diflScult one to review. It it so boiled down and

condenied that there It very little that can be left out. I am going to do the best I can at it, but I'll say

right here that everr bee-keeper would do much better to buy the book and read it in its entirety.

While the book '» really a record of one year's work (12 visits) in an out-apiary, in which, during a ,

poor season (I'l'"!'. IM^ pounds of section honey per colony were secured, it is descriptive o\ i / For the en

plan that was perfected during some ten or fifteen years of previous experimenting- To put the / closed remit
whole thing In i nutshell, it tells how to manage an out-apiary tor the most profitable pro- f tance

dnction of comb boney. and, at the same time, prevent all swarming. / please send G/«an-

/ in£j (1 yr. or 6

SPECIAL OFFER NO. Dl: / --'

°

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, ona y«ar (new or renewal subscriptions), S 1 .00
Onaoopyot A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY ^50

Total $1.50

OUR PRICE for the above $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D2:

The
A. I.

Root
Co..

Medina,
Ohio:

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, six month's trial

One copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY
.25
.50

Send Doolittle's book, my address

below:

Total .

BOTH for 50 cents
If you art already a inbicriber to GLE.vNiNCiS, and roor subscription is

paid, an< yoa waot to get tne boua, take advantage of ofiet No. D2 r Address
oy otaering the book for vonrielf and a six month's trial to GuEAMiNGt
for loaeoaeo' vun' be* iir>piO( friendt who li not now a (ubicriber.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O. // Glemnluti ii <• ie lenl (• lami fsrlt at i*ti,

itgn inlf In Uit tw blank Unei.
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Before buying your Comb Foundation, or disposing of jour beeswax, be sure

to get our prices on wax and foundation, or our prices on working wax into foun-

dation.

We are also in a position to quote you prices on hives, sections, and all other

supplies. We give LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

Remember that

DADANT'S
FOUNDATION

is the very best that money can buy.

We always guarantee satisfaction in every way.

LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEY-BEE (new edition), by mail, $1.20.

Send for our prices on Extracted, White-clover, and Amber Fall Honey.

DADANT & SONS, HAMILTON, ILL.

Freight Prepaid
on fjreese fjros. KOOllHQ

This Is the most liberal special price proposition ever
made on Guaranteed first quality rubber roofing. Look
at the prices quoted on our three weigrhts of old reliable

Breese Bros. Rubber Roofing and remember that these
remarkably low prices include freight costs.

You cannot buy anything but cheap, low grade roof-
ing through a dealer, at anything like this price.
Breese Bros. Rubber Roofing is made in our own factory, by a special proc-

ess of long-fibre wool felt saturated in asphalt, heavily coated on both sides

with flexible waterproof compound. Absolutely guaranteed to be waterproof, fire-

resisting and durable. Order nnw and get the advantage of this unusual offer. We
pay the freight to all points east o£ the western boundry line of Minnesota, Iowa, and

Missouri and north of the south line of Tennessee.

Write To Us for Three Free Samples to Test—and Booklet
Get these samples of 1-pIy, 2-ply and 3-ply roofing. Put them to every test you can think of and prove to

your own satisfaction that Breese Bros. Rubber Roofing is positively the best roofing ever made. Breese Bros.

Roofing will cost you at thisremarkable low price offer, one quarter as much as shingles and will last twice as long,

run no risk by ordering now direct from this

Lowest
Factory Price

—Freight Prepaid
Freight Prepaid on 100 lbs.

or more

35-lb. Roll- 108 SI 35
Sq Ft.-1-Ply ^-^

—

45-lb. Roll-108 1 85
Sq. Ft.—2-Ply * ^

55-lb. Roll—108 925
Sq. Ft.-3-Ply

Order today, or write for
Samples and

Booklet

advertisement. We positively guarantee satisfaction.

If Breese Bros. Rubber Roofing does not prove to be
all that we claim for it, send it back and we will return
your money.

We Give the Longest Guarantee
and our guarantee is absolute. We are ready to make
good on every claim. We pay the freight to all points
east of the western boundrv line of Minnesota, Iowa
and Missouri and north of the south line of Tennessee.
Order at once—now—today and get the benefit of

this remarkable offer. We may not be able to make
such a liberal offer again. Or write today for Freei
samples and booklet. Delay may cost you money

The Breese Bros. Co.
Sooting Dept. 73 . Cincinnati, O.

I

I

Free t^cnent and Special Roodng
Nails inclosed in each roU.

Hammer lays



The Building Roofed With
4rRuberoid Did Not Burns„J

SHINGLES HERE
CAUGHT FIRE

HE.RE1

CAUOHT FIRE.

M
111 Netcong, N. J., a livery stable roofed with Riiberoid stood within

ten feet of a factory which burned to the ground. Behind and alongside

this roof of Riiberoid, were shingle roofs which ignited. The Ruberoid
roof was literally covered with blazing fragments. But it did not burn.

We do not claim that Rnberoid is fireproof.

If the house burns from 'ivithin., the roof will

lie destroyed whether it be of Ruberoid, of

slate, or even of iron.

But a roof of Ruberoid is as safe from fire

from zcillioitt as any roof can be. You can
safely throw burning coals on a Ruberoid roof.

The coals will not set fire to the Ruberoid, nor
to the timbers underneath.
Yet its fire-resistin<r qualities are of minor

importance, when you consider the other
>ui)eriorities of Ruberoid.

I'^or here is a roofing which is sun proof,
snow proof, rain proof. It withstands acids,

;,'ases and fumes. It is so flexible that it stands
the strains of contraction and expansion which
cause ordinary roofs to leak.

Only One Ruberoid

Since Rul)eroi<l was invented
years ago, there have been
many suljstitutes— more
than ?,m.

Many of these substi-
tutes have names which
sotindWVf Rul)eroid. And
until tliey are laid and
tested, they look like
Ruberoid. But do not let
tliese facts deceive you.
The secret of the

wonderfid properties of

near!}- twent}'

RUBEROID
(trai>km.vi;k ukimstkrkd)

Be sure to look for this reeristered trademark which
i.s stamped every four feet on the under side of all

jrenuine Ruberoid. This is your protection ajraiiist

substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Rulieroid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell you the name of your
Ruberoid dealer when you send for our free book.

Ruberoid lies in the Ruberoid gum which we
use. No other maker can use this gum. No
other roofing can possibly be so good as Ru-
beroid.

Ruberoid roofing can be laid by anyone.
Once on, it is practically a one-piece roof. It also

comes in attractive colors— red, green, brown— stiitable for the finest homes.
These color roofings are made under otir ex-

clusively owned United States and foreign pat-
ents. The colors can never wear off nor fade,

because they are a part of the roofing.

Get This Free Book
Before yoti decide on any roofing for any pur-

pose, get our free book which tells about all

kinds of roofing—the results of twenty years of
roofing tests.

It tells the advantages and disadvantages of

shingles, tin, tar, iron, "prepared" and other
roofings—it is frank, fair,

comprehensive.
This Ijook is really agold

mine of roofing informa-
tion and the reason we
send it free is because it

tells all about Ruberoid.
To get this book, ad-

dress Department 34, The
Standard Paint Company,
100 A\Tlliam Street, New
York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
New York, Chicai;o, Kansas City. Boston. Philadelphia. Atlanta, Denver, San Fianclsco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamburg



We Sell Millwork
lor all styles of
Porches at

Cut Prices.

Maiwork for this Porch, $23.38.

Our Stait Department
wiU save you from $60
to $125 on
every job.^

Gable Ornament
Price 75c. Oak Stairs, Complete, $28.59.

"Graceland"
Door with Plate Glass

$11.25

Windows, 63c.

w^
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251 E^^s in 12 Months
from 1 Hen

Do you know that in the next seven years the
people of the city of Xew York alone will consume
nearly a million eggs per moutli?

Do you know that fowls return over four hun-
dred per cent of their value each year—a greater
interest on the investment than that from any other
department of animal industry ?

Do you know that the poultry and ess sales
of the census year would have paid the entire cost
of the army and navy, and left thirty-four million
dollars over, or that it would have paid the whole
pension bill and left a surplus of eighty-seven
million dollars ?

Do you know that the egg and poultry earnings
of the United States for one year amounted to i-)iO,-

000,000, whereas the total of the gold, silver, wool
and sheep produced in this country the same year
was onlv 5272,434,^15 ; the sugar production was but
120,00(1,000; the wheat crop (that used at home) only
1229,000,000; t:;e oat crop only $78,984,900; and the
corn crop only 1259,161,640 ?

These figures give you some idea of the extent
of the poultry and egg business of the country and
the demand for tlie product. Yet the possiliilities
of the business have never been even approached
because of the inability to obtain a satisfac-
tory or profitable number of eggs from each
hen.

The Real Secret of Poultry Success Now Disclosed
The most perplexing problem that has confronted poultrymcn for generations has been how to

obtain a satisfactory or profitable number of eggs from each hen kept. Tiiis pro!)letn has now
been solved. As the result of years of scientific research and extensive practical experiments, Mr.
L. F. Van Orsdale has succeeded in accomplishing phenomenal results in securing high average egg
records from large flocks.

The above is a life-like photograph of the hen that

laid 251 Eggs (actual count; in one year.

251 Eggs in 12 Months From One Hen
Mr. VanOrdsale has placed the results of his

work in a book entitled: "How to Build Up a
Heavy Laying Strain." In this book he describes
clearly and fully the methods he followed which
resulted in his obtaining 251 eggs in twelve months
from one hen, which is the the world's greatest
egg record, and a number which would have
been considered impossible a few years ago.
Mr. Van (^rsdale's book will revolutionize the

Egg industry. Mr. A. M. Lafayette, D. DS., a
noted authority, says: "I consider this book con-
tains more good points (with poor ones conspicu-
ously absent) than any other on the subject of
egg production that I have read. The develop-
ment of a heavy and persistent laying strain of
fowls from good stock is merely a matter of
carefully following the advice therein."

You Can Do as Well
The principles and rules laid down in Mr. Van-

Orsdale's book can be easily followed by anyone.
It gives information in detail on every subject
relating to egg production; tells how to select the
laying hens; how to mate, care and biecd for
heavy layers; how to eliminate the drones and
save time, labor and expense; describes the trap
nest and its value with three illustrations of three
leading makes; tells how and what to leed; how
to prepare balance rations; in fact each chapter
is complete in every detail, and will prove price-
less in value to those who wish to increase the
egg yield of their flocks. The book is handsomely
illustrated from cover to cover, containing photo-
graphic illustrations of heavy laying birds, mod-
ern houses, runs, appliances, e'c , that are in
keeping with the instruction set forth.

Make Dollars Where You Now Make Cents
If you keep hens for eggs, you can't afford to go anotlier day without a copy of this hook. It will

show you how to make d<jllars where you now make cents. The information given is rational and up
to the minute, shedding light on vital points pertaining to egg-making that have previously remained
dor Tiant, and proving conclusively that the development of a heavy and persistent laying strain of
fowls, of all breeds, and in all climates, is merelv a matter of carefully following the advice contained
therein. It is unquestionably the most valuable book ever published.

SPFIC"'!AIj OFFFR For a limited time we will make the following special offer. SendLj« a.j'K^M.t^mj v^i J. ^fl.x us one dollar, and we will send vou. postpaid, a copy of " How To
Build L p a Heavy Laying Strain," a year's subscription to " Poultry Monthly" and a year's subscrip-
tion to the "Spare Moments" Magazine. Address

LEONARD DARBYSMIRE, INC.. Dept. 22 ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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WHAT GLEANINGS HAS TO OFFER

FOR THE BENEFIT OF BEGINNERS

To accommodate the large number who are just beginning to taice up the subject of bee-

keeping, and who ha^e not yet mastered the details of the business, the publishers of Glean-
ings IN Bee Culture have decided for the year 1909 to use a large proportion of the available

space for the discussions of beginners' problems. Almost everyone becoming interested in

bees is confused by the strange terms and by the apparent endless number of complicated plans

described and recommended by the experts. In order to overcome this difficulty some of the

best writers have been engaged to furnish a series of articles dealing with the elementary side

of some of these problems.

Mr. E. D. Townsend, of Remus, Mich., a bee-keeper who has not only made a success

himself in the business, but is able to teach others, has written the best series of articles that we
have ever seen on the subject of " Practical Instructions for Beginners. " The first of these

articles appeared in our March 15th issue. This article gives a full discussion of tools for bee-

keepers, how many colonies to start with, how to buy bees, when to start, etc. All pronounce
this a verv interesting and valuable contribution, and it is entirely practical as the heading im-
plies. There will be one of these articles by Mr. Townsend in every issue for some time to

come, and we are sure that nothing has ever been written that has proven of so much interest,

especially to beginners, as the articles in this series. The reader is led to the very bottom of

the ladder, and every step upward toward success is clearly pointed out and explained in a most
masterful manner. Mr. Townsend has had a long experience; and since he has made a great

many mistakes, his suggestions prevent any one from making the same mistakes again.

Besides the series of articles by Mr. Townsend, referred to above, a great many beginners

have sent us their experiences during the first one or two years, and these articles also, as can be
imagined, make very interesting reading. T/ie best ^-warning comes from those tvho ftaa.'e made
mistakes^ and we are sure that no beginner can afford to miss these reports of some of the more
common blunders in bee keeping.

SECURING A BETTER PRICE FOR HONEY
SELLING 20,000 LBS. OF EXTR.^CTED HONEY AT THREE CENTS PER LB. ABOVE THE MARKET PRICE.

We count ourselves fortunate in securing for Gleani.ngs in Bee Culture an article from
W. Z. Hutchinson, a prominent honey-producer, giving a detailed account of the methods by
which he has accomplished the result above indicated This article is one of the most im-
portint that we have been able to give to the readers of Gleani'^gs in years, and is exception-

ally valuable, for its methods and recommendations are applicable to large and small producers

of either comb or extracted honey, and there is scarcely a reader of Gleanings who will not be
both interested and profited by it.

The article is intensely practical. There are no intricate methods described. There are

no plans which can not be carried out by any bee-keeper, and we do not hesitate to say that a

careful following of these methods will bring to the readers of Gleanings in Bee Culture
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

The writer, already well known to our readers, outlines his work as follows:

(1) Finding the right customers, the first step. (2) Importance of the right kind of advertising.

(3) Getting pay for samples. (4) Education of new customers. (5) Description of the circulars used.

(6) Larger profits in following this method. (7) Opportunities for other bee-keepers.

In addition to the carefully worded description, very plain and simple, however, the article will be fully illus-

trated by many choice half-tones and other engravings. This article will appear probably in the July 1st or 15th

issue, and subscriptions should be sent in at once to secure the number containing this article.

ANSWERING QUESTIONS BY MAIL
We realize that it is almost impossible to publish answers to every question, for in a great measure

we would be obliged to tell the same story over and over again. We answer a large number of in-

quiries by letter, however, and we always invite this correspondence. Any subscriber to Glean-
ings IN Bee Culture who does not find on its pages the answers to the particular questions

which he has in mind, can always get a full and complete answer by sending us the question.

We have a large number of printed circulars, etc., giving answers to many questions, and

if these do not 6t the case we send a complete answer by letter; or, if we have not the in

formation necessary we send the question on to some one who has, so that in this way we
guarantee a good answer to almost every reasonable question. We also have a corre

spondence course for bee-keepers in which an opportunity is provided for a

systematic series of questions and answers. Write us for further particulars.

Subscribe lor Gleanings and avoid making mistakes that have been made
bv thousands before you. Why not take advantage of this opportunity!

DO IT NOW. For 25 cts. in stamps we will place your name on our sub

scription list for six months on trial. You will thus receive twelve

copies of our journal, and yoo will also have the privilege of ask-

ing such questions as you choose. Regular price $1 00 per year

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO.
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the lime of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being

made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

St. Paul.—Fancy white clover and basswood, new, 13 to 14;

buckwheat, 10 to 12^; strained, in 60-lb. cans, per lb., 7 to 8.

St. Paul Board of Trade, April 5.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 15; No. 1 dit-

to, 14; light extracted, 9; light amber, 7/4; amber, 65^. Bees-

wax, 30. Blake-Lke Co.,
April 6. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

GOLUMBUS.—The market is very dull, and unchanged in

prices from last quotations. Holders of honey are trying to clean

up, and are not advising shipments at present.

Evans & Turner,
April 3. Columbus, O.

Cincinnati.^The market on comb honey here is bare of

a fancy article. There is considerable ofF-grade honey now on
the market, but no demand. Extracted honey is fair, white sage
at 9 in 60-lb. cans; amber, in barrels, 6 to 6%. Beeswax is

moving fair at $33.00 per 100 lbs. C. H. W. Weber,
March 29. Cincinnati, O.

Chicago.—The demand for honey is not sufficient to absorb
the otferiog, and especially is this true of comb, which is being
forced on the trade so that fancy grades can be bought at 12 to

13; off grades, 2 to 3 cts. less; extracted fancy white, basswood
and clover, 8; off in any particular, 7 to 7/4; amber grades, 6 to

6/4. Beeswax is active at 30. R. A. Burnett Co.,
April 3. Chicago, III.

Cincinnati.—The demand for extracted honey is rather
slow, although we are getting from 7l4 to 9 for clover honey in

60-lb. cans according to quility and quantity. Amber honey in

barrels, 6 to 7H, according to quality and quantity. Comb hon-
ey is moving off quite lively, and we could U'e a few hundred
cases before the season is over, at from 12 to 12/4, delivered here
for fancy and No. 1. For beeswax we are paying 29 in cash and
31 in trade for good to choice yellow.

The Fred W. Muth Co.,
April 7. Cincinnati, O.

Denver.—We quote our local market. No. 1 white comb
honey, strictly fancy stock, per case of 24 sections, $3.25; No. 1

light amber, case, $3.00; No. 2, $2.75. Partly granulated comb
sells from $2.40 per case down, according to its condition. Ex-
tracted white sells at 8>3 to 9 cts. per lb.; light amber, 7J4 to 8;
strained amber, 654 to 7. Our market is overstocked, and in all

probability some honey will be carried over. We pay 25 cts. for

average yellow beeswax delivered here.

The Colorado Honey-producers' Asso'n,
March 31. Denver.

Liverpool.—Only small sales have been taking place late-

ly. Honolulu white has been sold at 6/4 cents; also Haitian at

the same price; Chilian, 45<i to 6/4; Peruvian, 4 to 5; Califor-

nia, Sji to I0}4; Jamaican, 4^ to b]4. Beeswax, Sierra Le-
one, 2934; African, 29 to 30; American, 30J4 to 34; East Indian,
29^; Chilian, 30^4 to 37.. Taylor & Co.,
March 22. 7 Tithebarn St., Liverpool.

Buffalo.—Our honey market is in a very slow and draggy
condition with no better prospect near at hand. There is no
large supply in the market, and we keep selling a little at cut

prices. No. 1 to fancy white comb, 12 to 14; No. 2 ditto, 8 to

10; extracted, white, 7}4 to 8; amber and dark, 6 to 7; in tum-
blers, per dozen, 85 to 90. Beeswax, 25 to 30.

W. C. TOWNSEND,
April 7. Buffalo, N. Y.

Kansas City.—We have nothing new to report on the condi-
tion of the honey market, except that we are having a little bet-

ter demand for both comb and extracted. We quote No. 1 white
comb, 24 sections, $2.65 per case; No. 2 white and amber, 24

sections, $2.25 to $2.40; extracted white, per lb., 7 to 7}4; ex-
tracted amber, per lb., 6 to 6%. Beeswax, 25 to 28.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
April 5. Kansas City, Mo.

Zanesville.—The demand for comb honey continues light.

Some honey is being offered, but the demand is so slack that in-

dications are that honey now being held by producers will have
to be disposed of at some sacrifice. No. 1 to fancy white-clover
comb should bring on arrival about 1334; best extracted, 7/4 to

8. In a wholesale way No. 1 to fancy comb honey brings 15 to

16. For good clean beeswax I offer 30 cents in cash or 32 in ex-
change for bee-supplies. Edmund W. Peirce,

April 5. Zanesville, O.

Indianapolis.—There is a very favorable demand for best

grades of both comb and extracted honey ; and while jobbing
houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-

fered by producers. I note some arrivals of fancy comb at 12/4;

No. 1 white, 12; white-clover extracted, in five-gallon cans, 7.

Some amber honey is being offered, but the demand is so slight

that the prices are irregular. Beeswax is steady at 29 cents cash

or 31 in exchange for merchandise.
April 2. Walter S. Pouder, iDdianapolis.

New York.—There is nothing doing in comb honey. There
is some demand for No. 1 and fancy white, but not to any great

extent. Off grades are not wanted. Before shipping we would
advise bee-keepers to correspond with us. The demand for ex-

tracted has been increasing of late, and we are looking for a still

better demand during the spring and summer. The market is not

overstocked, but sufficient quantities arrive to meet demands.
Prices are ruling about the same as in the last quotations. Bees-

wax is steady at 29 to 30. Hildreth & Segelken,
April 7. New York.

St. Louis —Since our last, of March 11, there has been noth-

ing new to report in regard to our honey market. Trade is very

slow. We quote fancy comb honey, 13 to 14; choice amber, 12

to 13; dark amber, 10 to 11. Broken or leaking honey sells at

much less. There is no choice white comb honey arriving of

late. The small receipts consist of inferior dark or light weights.

Extracted amber honey in five-gallon cans is quotable at 6 to

634; in barrels, 5/4 to 6. Beeswax, choice pure, 30; all inferior

and impure, less. R. Hartmann Produce Co.,
March 27. St. Louis, Mo.

BEE SUCCESSFUL
Fit out your apiary with Muth Special Dovetailed Hives. They are made with

warp-proof covers and warp-proof bottom-boards. Besides, each hive has a honey-board into
which may be placed a Porter bee-escape, thus enabling the bee-keeper to tal-e off honey ^without
a sting. Good bee-iceepers use them exclusively. They are sold at the same price as the reg-
ular styles of dovetailed hives. Send for our catalog to-day. 'Tis free.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET THE BUSY BEE-MEN CINCINNATI, OHIO

Our Muth Ideal bee-veil, 75c postpaid, is the beit veil made, so they all say.
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"«

Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,

Washinsrton Bvd. & Mmrtcan St.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 62-66 IWurray St.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO, ILL.

WEST VIRCINiA
and OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
and those more distantly located can save

time and freight by ordering their supplies

from

ZANESVILLE
the great shipping-center of the North Cen-

tral States.

" ROOT QUALITY, PEIRCE SERVICE."

EDMUND W. PEIRCE, Zanesville, O.

SUPPLIES
We have a new stock of goods on hand for 1909 and are

able to fill your orders, without delay, at factory prices.

send a list of the supplies you need, and we will be ^lad to

quote you our best prices.

IT NOW and secure our Special Early-order Discounts.
If you care to save on freight charges, send your orders to us.

No charges for dravage.

C. H. W. WEBER
DO

HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

Office and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
NOTICE.—On account of the death of my father, Mr. C. H. W. Weber, it is necessary to make it anderstood that the business

will be conducted the same as usual; there will be nochanee whatever. Soliciting your patronage, I am
Yours truly, Chas. H. Weber.
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BEES FOR SALE
I have 100 colonies of bees here at Flint, and there are reasons

why I prefer to begin the season with a smaller number.
At some of our Northern Michigan Apiaries the fire last fall

totally destroyed the pasturage.

For these reasons I wish to sell some bees. They are mostly

in ten-frame Langstroth hives, although a few are in eight-frame

hives. The hives are all new, made of soft white pine, and
painted with two coats of white paint. Nearly all of the combs
are built from wired foundation. The bees are all pure Italians,

and mostly of the Superior stock, or Moore strain. Every thing

is strictly first class—could not be better.

Prices for ten-frame colonies are as follows: Less than five

colonies, $7.00 per colony; five colonies or more, but less than

ten, $6.50 per colony; ten or more colonies, $6.00 each.

Eight-frame colonies: Less than five, $6.00 each; five colonies

or more, but less than ten, $5.50 each; ten or more colonies,

$5.00 each. This is the first time 1 have made any lower prices

on large orders.

The bees will be shipped by express in May, about fruit-

blooming time, and safe arrival in perfect condition guaranteed.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.
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LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This rnonih we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,

if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day.

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave.

SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Jnst what you're asking for. Pithy i

articles by long experienceil poultry-
raisers. Answers to your nuestions.
Complete show reports. A Department

for every breed. Pour complete
jioultry books during coming'

ye.ir,— all in that wiile-awakf, hust-
ling "Poultry Gazette." 40 to 80 pages)

IJ«ll]li!k*Jr^^MI!M
monthly, overllowing with the very facts
you need to pull more money out of ymir
poultry. Send L'.5 cents for a year's trial
subscription. You'll be pleased.

The Poultry Gazette
Box 5 , Fremont. Nebr. zrr

Shetland Ponies

I

Beautiful solid-colored and spotted Sbetlandsof all ages for sale. I

We are equipped to supply complete outfits ttiat will give last- I

ing pleasure to women and children. Ponies from $8^.00 up. I

TAYLOR FARM, WOOSTER, OHIO I

MILLER AUTOMATIC DECAPPERS

For all Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35.

Send for descriptive catalog.

Apicultural^Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.
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Mercer. L. E 11

Pbarr, J. W 10
yuirln 11

Shaffer, H 11
Shaw. .J. W. K 7

Shutf, W. A 10
Sires, Virgil, & Brother.. 11
Taylor&Son 11
Trego, S. F 10
Warden. F.J 10
Wurth, C. A 10
Wurth, Danlei 11

Bepry-boxes.
Aultfather, H. H 22

Books.
Darbyshire, L., cover.
System Co 21

Buggies, etc.
Galloway Co., Wra 18
Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co... 18

Classified Ad's.
Bees and Queens 28
Bee keepers' Directory. . 29
Door and Window Scr'ns X7
For Sale 28
Hell) Wanted 27
Honey and Wax Wanted 27
Honey and Wa.x for Sale 27
Monogram Stationery. . . 27
Poultry 29
Real Estate 27
Situations Wanted 27
Souvenir I'ost Cards 27
Wants and Exchanges.. . 27

Comb Foundation.
Dadant & Sons 32

Cream -separators.
I ialloway Co. 22

Decappeps.
ApU-ultural Mfg. Co. 5.7.23.21

Fencing.
Amer. steel and Wire Co. 17

Anchor Fence Mfg. Co.. . 18

Anthony Fence Co 18

Coiled Spring Wire 18
Kitselman Brothers. 18
Mason Fence Co 18

Gas-engines.
Galloway Co 19
White Lily Co 19

Honey-dealers.
Hildreth & Segdlken 3
Muth Co.,F. W 2

National Biscuit Co 3

Household Special's.
Best Light Co 22

Ineubatops.
Belle City Incubator Co.. 23
Johnson, M. M 23
Reliable Incubator Co... 23

Lamps.
Best Light Co 22

Land fop Sale.
Norfolk and Western 19

Manure-spreadeps.
Galloway Co., W 20

Miscellaneous.
.\m. Col. of Dressmaking 22

Nurserymen.
Gardner Nursery Co 22
Roesch, Louis 22

Patents.
Williamson, C.J 7

Pictures.
Darbvshlre. L 24

Poultry-supplies.
Greider. B. H 23

Ponies.
Taylor Farm..

Publications.
American Bee Journal. . 13
Guide to Nature 19
Inland Poultry Journal. 23
Poultry (iazette 5
Suburban Life, cover.

Railroads.
Norfolk and Western 19

Roofing.
Anderson Mfg. Co 20
Breese Brothers Co 20
United Factories Co.. ..20, 22

Seedsmen.
Talc, W. F 23

Sppayeps and Pumps.
Brown Co., E.C 22
Crestline Mfg. Co 20
Deming Co 18

Rochester Spr.-punip Co. 22

Stoves and Ranges.
Kalamazoo Stove Co. 19

Telephones.
Stromberg-Carlson Co. . . 22

Tools.
Iwan Brothers 18

Typewriters.
Oliver Typewriter Co. . .. 20

Wagons.
Electric Wheel Co 18

Washing-machines.
The 1900 Washer Co., cover.
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Nice weather Jui \\g the

last half of April means

an unusual rush for bee-

supplies. Better send

your order now for the

goods you need.

Ours are all "Root
Quality " and a big stock

to draw from. Our cat-

alog for the asking.

Beeswax wanted.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Opp. Lake Shore depot.

Bee Supplies
Our new stock has arrived; all orders

are shipped promptly.

Do you know, Mr. Bee Man, that

our business increases each year from

25 to 50 per cent.-'

Why.' Because we are saving our

customers money in freight.

Why not allow us to save for you.'

Send us your orders and try us.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Honey in cans or barrels, also beeswax,
wanted in exchange for supplies. Write us

what you have to offer, and let us tell you
what we can do.

No cartage on Honey or lieeswax in or

Supplies out.

Free catalog /or the asking.

The Griggs Bros. Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.

How to

Keen Sees

Among all our American books
on bees this is the one most
highly recommended for be-
ginners in bee-keeping. Itwas

written by a
gifted bee-
keeper for am-
ateurs. It is

all its nam*
implies. Price

$1.10 postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

By Anna Botsford C >.r« jck

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
CHARLES J. WILLIAMSON,

Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patent Practica in Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

Tlie A. I. Root Co.

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS

The only machines for decapping
honey-combs.

For all frames and sections. $5 to $35.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
and EASTERN OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
You can get any thing you want for bees, at

STAPLER'S SEED STORE
412-414 Ferry St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Agents for Root's goods.

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
1^

Have just taken from their bee-cellars some of the ^
^^ finest Italian breeders ever seen. Prices, $2.50, '^V
^ $5.00, and $10.00. Ready for delivery May 1. ^
BORODINO, ONONDAGA CO., N. Y.

Our office, warehouse, and bee-yards are now all at the one
address. We are better fitted to serve you than ever.

Black Diamond Bees,
Black Diamond Brand Honey,

and Root's Bee-supplies
are our stock in trade.

Remember the address. Write, phone, or call.

GE0.S.GRAFFAM&BR0.,105ThlrdSt.,Bangor, Maine

Queens
by return

mail.

Do You Need AnyP

Queens bred for business from our well-known strain

of three-band Italians, unexcelled as honey-gatherers.

Tested, $1 each; untested, 75c; $8 doz.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for

P'ice list.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO., Loreauville, La., Ibetia Pa.
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. 1 hese are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are "as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey,
500
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alcon' brand

Our Foundation

Sections

(r*
I ^J kfonri ^^^ name of our famous line of bee-keepers' supplies

which for nearly thirty years has been noted for that fine

workmanship and material which have forced others to make
a better grade of goods. NONE ARE OUR EQUALS YET

!

Our workmen, who have learned the making of our brand
of bee-goods, are still with us, and our customers are assured
of that high grade of excellence which we have maintained
in the pa^.

"Falcon" foundation has w^on a reputation on account
of its perfect manufacture, its cleanness, toughness, and the
readiness with which bees accept it. No acid or other in-

jurious substances which destroy the "life" of foundation
are used in our special process. We clarify the be^ grades
of pure beeswax, and by our process of sheeting subjedl it to
enormous pressure until it finally passes through perfect
foundation-mills, and is cut, papered, and boxed, ready for
shipment. SAMPLE FREE. Every pound equal to samples.
Write for prices. Highest price,cash or trade, paid for Beeswax.

We were the first to produce a polished secflion, and we
have yet to see any sections equal to ours. Our special ma-
chines for sanding and polishing sections give bright, smooth,
polished sections which can not be equaled. We use only
selected basswood, the white part of the timber only being
used. We furnish all styles of sections and supers for the
same at one uniform price for beeway and one for plain.

Write for prices and our catalog of supplies.

For northern localities there is no better hive for out-of-

door wintering than the air-spaced, and it is just as conven-
ient for summer management. An air space is the least con-
ductor of sudden changes in temperature, and our Air-spaced
Hives have given perfedt satisfaction in the hands of practical

bee-keepers in the North everywhere. The air-chamber may
be filled with chaff if one desires. The same frames, supers,

covers, and other fixtures are used as with the Dovetailed
hives.

PRICE OF AIR-SPACED HIVES
8-frame, 1^-story. complete for comb honey, in flat, 1, $2 80; 5, $12.50

10- " 154- 1, 2.85: 5. 13.25

Air-spaced hives are cheaper than chaff-packed hives or than
Dovetailed hives with winter cases, and are much less trouble,

as bees do not have to be packed in fall and unpacked in spring.

We have on press a booklet for beginners, "Simplified Bee-
keeping," and a circular of Beginners' Outfits. These give
complete in^rudtions for the beginner, and we shall be pleased
to place on our list the names of all who reque^ them; and as
soon as printed, copies will be mailed free.

W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

Air-spaced

Hives
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J E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-rearing that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

fects, including some valuable impro-vemcnts of his own—in short, a system through which the highest queen develop-

ment is reached by correct and scientific principles, which means that he is now in position to offer to the bee-keeping

public a higher grade of queens than is usually offered in the common utitility classes, owing toscientitic methods which

produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved

method of classifying queens which st'ikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects

means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared

from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, " the very best," and will be safely delivered to

any address in the United States, Cuba, Canada, or Mexico, at the following prices: Untested, $1.25; J, $3.00;

warranted, $1.50; 3, $4.00; tested, $2.00; 3, $5.00. Book orders now, send money when queens are wanted. Valu-

able information free. Send for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

Queens for Business,
As well as Handsome.

BRED BY A SPECIALIST

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsville, O.

Here is the kind of testimonials I get

from customers:

Linfield, Pa., Sept. 11, 1908.

Mr. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, O.

Dear Sir:—Enclosed please find my check for

$2.00, for which please forward me by return mail

two more of those queens like the last two I got

from you. One of them has every frame filled with

eggs except the two outside ones, which is filled

with honey. I got queens from another party in

the fore part of August, and not one of them has

equaled yours in egg production so far. H. Fry.

I can please you as well as Mr Fry. My
strain is the original red-clover long-

tongued Italians, with three bands. They
are hustlers, and handsome too. Nothing
but high-grade stock sent out. I have no
poor stock to sell. Should you require a

very high-grade breeding queen I generally

have a few in stock.

Please send for my circular.

April and May. JunetoOct.
Untested $1.25 $1.00

Select untested 1.50 1.25

Tested 2.50 2 00

Select tested 3.50 3.00

Breeding queens 5.00 " 3.50

Select breeding queens 9.00 7.50

Extra-select breeding queens 12.00 10.00

Please send for my circular. My address is

F. J. WARDELL, . UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO

ITALIAN QUEENS
Good leather-colored queens bred for business—no disease;

prompt shipment, extra good stock. June, 90c; six for $1.75;

20or more at 60c each, later less. Satisfaction, or money back.

8. F. TREGO. . . SWEDON A, ILL.

took firet prize at three exhibits In 1907. We also breed Carni-
olans, three-bauded Italians and Caucasians, bred In separate
yards and from the best breeders obtainable; guarantee safe
delivery and fair treatment. Untested. $1 ; tested, tl. 2.=). Address

New Century Qtieen-reanng Co., Bercair.Tei. John W. Pharr. Prop

GoldenH Red Clover

Italian Queens
My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are

hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,

$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. I am book-
ing orders now to be filled in rotation after May 25.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season

WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Phila., Pa.

Carniolan, Banat, and

Caucasian Queens
Imported, $5.00 each; homebred, $1.00 each, five for $4.00.

Best strains from apiaries personally inspected by

FRANK BENTON, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Golden Italian <>'f

QUEENS <>
Same old stand and stock. Ready now.

J. B. CASE, . PORT ORANGE, FLA.

Not Cheap Queens, but Queens Cheap
DON'T Bl'Y yl'KENS INTIT. Vol! SEE MY

FREE OFFER
Red-cliver three-band queens as follows: Untested. 1. 7,5c ; fi.

84.20; tested. 1. 81.00; 6.85 70; select breeder. 8.'> 00
Nuclei with untested queen, one-frame, 81.75; two frame. 82.25;

with tested queen, one-frame. $2.00; two-frame, 82.50.

Five-band or golden queens as follows: Untested, 1. 81.00;

», $5.70; tested, 1, $1.50; 6, 88.70. Breeders. 1. $10.00.

If queens are wanted In large quantity, write for prices.
Directions for building up weak colonies. 10 cts.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD, LITTLE ROCK, ARK., RT. 3.

CALIFORNIA
Bee-keepers who are looking for highest quality of bees should

try our strain of Italians, a proven racain all qualities; ideal for

all conditions.

LEATHER-COLORED AND GOLDEN ITALIANS.
Untested, each, $1.00; six, $5.00; doz., $<).00.

Tested, $2.00. Breeders, $5.00 and up.

Satisfaction, or money back.

C. A. WURTH, VENTURA, GAL.
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QUEENS
and bees. Nothing but Italians; an improved superior strain is what Quirin-the-
Queen-Breeder raises. Stock is northern bred and hardy. A year ago we win-

tered our five yards on summer stands without a single loss; so far this winter we have

lost but three colonies (due to mice and a bad entrance). A party in the West writes

that he is one of the largest honey-producers of his State, and says that his success is

largely due to our stock, and asks for prices on 1000 queens. Some of the largest

yields reported can be traced to our stock. Over 20 years a breeder. Remember,

queen-rearing is not a side issue with us, but it's our only business, and on a large scale.

FREE CIRCULAR AND TESTIMONIALS.

PRICES OF QUBBNS BBFORB JULY.

S ;lect queens
Tested queens
Select tested queens . . .

Breeders
Golden five-band breeders

Two-comb nuclei, no queen
Three-comb nuclei, no queen
Full colonies on eight frames

$1 00
1 50

2 00
4 00
6 00
3 50
3 50
6 00

$5 00

8 00
10 00

14 00
20 00
30 00

$ 9 00
15 00
18 00

25 00
35 00

Untested queens in April will be mailed from the South.

Add the price of whatever grade of queen is

wanted, with nuclei or colonies; nuclei ready
about May 1st to 10th; can furnish bees on
Danzenbaker or L. frames; pure mating and safe
arrival guaranteed. We employ 400 to 500
swarms in queen-rearing, and expect to keep 500
to 1000 queens on hand ready to mail. Our
Northern-bred bees are hardy, yet gentle; they
will give you results. Address all orders to

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER, Bellevue, Ohio

^

CALIFORNIA 1

"« For season of 1909 I offer to the trade the highest quality j,

^ of pure-bred leather-colored and golden Italian queens, f
O Untested, $1.00 each; six, $5.00. "^

rested, $2.00 each; six, 10.00.

Prices quoted on breeders and quantity lots.

Send for circular.

— L. E. MERCER, Ventura, Cal.

—

i^-y^'SAMPl.ECAGE or u.viMjfi

lOCtSJC^S CAR r L UHART>^

NEVYMAR.TINSVILLE.W-VA3

Q Queens

These are my specialty. Untested, $1.00 each; six, $5.00;

doz., $9.00. Tested, $1.50 each; six, $8.00; doz., $15.00.

DANIEL WURTH,N.Lev«reit St., Faystteville.Ark.

for

1909Taylor's Queens
J. W. Taylor & Son have made a specialty of breeding for the

belt honey-gatherers. Our three-banded Italians can't be beat,
or haven't been, as honey-gatherers. Untested, $1.00 each, or
$9.00 a dozen; tested queens, $1.25 each, or $12.00 a dozen.
Select tested queent, $1.50 each; breeders, the very best, $3.00
to $5.00 each. Send all ordert to

J. W. TAYLOR * SON, BCEVILLC, BEE COUNTY, TEXAS

^M U I aiAfC '^ again on hand with his famous stock o" ^^''»« bees and queens foi the season of 1909.
Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens

mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer
that I know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from
every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washingion, D. C, writ' s

that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the
two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over
100 in the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00. Breeding
queens, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address
W. H. LAWS, Baeville. Bao County, Toxas.

Wcstwood Red-clovcr Queens
A New York customer writes, " I have tried queens from
a good many breeders, but yours are far ahead of them all.

"

Nuclei and full colonies a specialty. Price list on application.
HENRY SHAFFER. 2860 Harrison Ave..Sta.L.CIncinnati,0.

Queens off High Quality

BeautifulGoldensand Su-
perior Red-ciover Italians

Bred ffor Business
We are fortunate in securing the services of a queen special-

ist of national reiiutatlon. who will have charge of our queen-
rearing department. Our queens will be bred by the most
up-to-date methods from the very best stock obtainable. One
thousand colonies back of our business will enable us to furnish
queens In large or small quantities by return mall.
Either tbree-t>anded Italians or goldens by return mail.

Select untested . . . one, 11.00 six, 85.&0 doz., 89.00

Tested " 1.50 " 8.00 " II. .50

Select tested .... •• 2.00 •' 9.00 " 16.00

Breeders, »3.00 to J.'j.OO. Straight golden breeders, 110.00

IiKSCkll'TIVK CIRCULAK KREK.

SIRES BROTHERS & CO.
Yakima Apiaries 51 6 Norlh 8lh St., North Yakima, Wash.
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NEW ENCLAryD
BEE-KEEPERS

We are

headquarters for

Bee-supplies.
We have a large stock of hives,

supers, sections, and founda-

tion on hand, and can supply

your wants promptly. The
bee-keepers who had their su-

pers ready for the honey-flow

last season, secured a good har-

vest Send in your orders

early and have goods shipped

by freight. Price list free.

Bees and Queens.

W.W.CARY^SON
LYONSVILLE, MASS.

Z'

\

^

Supplies
r

V.

for the Southern
States.

X T rE are better prepared than ever be-

* * fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

Root's goods exclusively.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, CA-

Field and Garden Seeds

Bee and Poultry Supplies

The best quality bee-supplies. None bet-

ter to be had. Now is the time to send in

orders, and be ready for the rush season.

Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Choice sweet-clover seed always in stock.

A large variety of best seeds for the South.

Bee-keepers and gardeners who also raise

poultry will be interested in our large stock

of poultry-supplies, the largest and most

complete line in the South

Catalogs of all of the above lines on request.

Send now, and get your orders in early.

I

Texas Seed and Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

^ For ^
25 Years

I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA
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THEY ARE HERE.

Th« B«st and Largest Stock of Root's Goods
Ever in Wastern Michigan.

As I was able to clear up mj' stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

"s bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time ; yours,

and I want to serve yo .

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
f >r which I will piy cash or 3c above
cash prices in txcha'ige for goods.
Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes b( es, and every kind of matp^ial bee-keepers use.

1909 catalog ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: Clen Cove, L. i.

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED
'A1.L. RiGMT'

COLD MEDALS
St. Louis - 1904

Jamestown - 1907

IS THE BEST.

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and COld blast deflect-

ing pait of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3^ inches in diameter, has

asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

1 he projeaing hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders e.tsy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

CUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY tor

full satisfaction nr REFUND of price on all our smokers
<;olH by US OR OTHERS.
Price SI.00; two, $1.60; mail, 25c each extra.
DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Cuards.
ROOT'S Coods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you -need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

Yjovnndwhite
sweet'Clover Seed

^°^ ^^'^

Yellow blooms three or four weeks earlier than white. One
of the best bee-foods to be found.

W. B. WALLIN, Brooksville, Ky.

Protection Hive.
The best and lowest-price double-wall hive f^n the market. It will pay to

investigate. 1909 catalog now ready. Send for one and let us figure on
your wants. Beeswax wanted.

A. C. WOODiWAN CO., . Crand Rapids, iVIich.

i This Coupon Worth35 cents iI
{Xew Subscribers Only)

Jsame

Post office ,

Slate

If not now a subscriber and yoa want one of the
most helpful aids to successful bee-culture
that tells how to make your bees pay-
subscribe for the

per
you should

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-paee illustrated 75-cent monthly. It tells all
about the best way to manage bees to produce the
most honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
different departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

OO

OO

It Will Increase Your Honey-Hloney
If you will send us your name and address with 40

cents (stamps or coin) togethor with this coupon, wo will send you a trial trip of our Journal
for 12 months. Order now and let us hcKin with this month's fine number. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois
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The Danzenbaker

Comb-honey Hive

MORE HONEY
The construction of the hive is such that the bee-keeper can easily produce a larger

surplus of comb honey per hive, for the bees are not inclined to loaf during the early

flow, but get more promptly at work at the right time.

BETTER HONEY
The claim made for this hive, that it produces better honey, has never been success-

fully contradii ted. True, an expert may with other hives get a result approximately

equal to the Danz. results; but hundreds of letters received show that the DANZEN-
BAKER HIVE, in the hands of the average bee keeper, produces more fancy surplus

comb honey than any other hive.

MORE MONEY
This statement is easily verified. Fancy comb honey is always in demand, and i spe-

cially in Danz. sections. A crop of fancy honey on an ordinary market always brings

more money; and on a poor market the fancy honey will sell while the other grades

have to be shaded to find a buyer. The following unsolicited letter verifies the state-

ment.

St. Joseph, Mich., Sept. 26, 1908.

1 have 112 colonies, all in Danz. hives with the exception of ten; and they will go into the regular dnz. body in the

spring. The regular Danz. hive, with the right management, is the best combination in the world for comb honey. I let

the " big-hive " men laugh; but when we go to market their product is no competition to mine. The dealers say to them,
" If yours is as good as Hall's, bring it in and we'll take it." And it is ALL in the form and management of the HIVE.

E. L. Hall.

Central Sta., W. Va., Rt. 1, box 33, August 5, 1908.

Another season of the fullest success with the Danzenbaker hive. If any one wanted to transfer my bees into other

hives, he could not do it for $5.00 each. Yours for success, B. O. Elbfritz.

Akron, Ohio, Sept. 25, 1908.

I now have quite a few colonies of bees on Danz. frames, and the result has been very satisfactory. For

this locality they are certainly far superior to the Hoffman frames. I am taking of! honey from the late flow (heartsease,

bonesel, and aster), and supers on Danz. hives are well filled, in most instances with very little burr comb; while those

containing Hoffman frames, burr combs are built between supers and frames so that it is necessary to pry and cut off the burr

tombs before placing escipe-board.

Bees seemed to be inclined to swarm on Danz. frames more readily, or, rather, made preparations to, but I have dis-

covered a method wherein 1 can control them very easily. By another season I am in hopes to have my entire ouiyard

equipped with Danz. frames.

Having adopted the Danz. hive through your suggestion, I therefore feel it my duty to give you this report.

Yours truly, A. J. Halter.

Now is the time to make a trial order for these hives if you have not yet tried them,
workmanship is the best; the quality is the best, and the results are sure

Price, 5 complete Danzenbaker comb-honey hives, with sections and ^| 1 OOfoundation starters, and nails, all in flat ^'>'*'

The

5 hives as above, nailed and painted 15.50

Accept no substitute. The results accomplished by the Danzenbaker hive are generally

equaled by no other.

F. DANZENBAKER, Patentee.
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

While it isn't always pleasant to be told that our efforts in behalf of advertisers are

in vain, and that our paper is away below par when results are checked, it is sometimes

possible to remedy the difficulty, and turn defeat into triumph, if we know just what
the trouble is. It isn't always, however, that an advertiser who has been especially

pleased with results will take the trouble to tell us so, alihough in many cases the in-

formation would be invaluable to the publisher. We are always glad to hear of good
results, even from our smallest advertiser. For instance, just a day or two ago a sub-

scriber from West Virginia, who had a two-line advertisement of second-hand hives in

the classified colomns wrote us an enthusiastic report of 25 inquiries received, and a good
sale made. We presume this advertiser may have had these hives for some time, and

not considered them much of an asset, as he had no need for them, although as a mat-

ter of fact they were really good hives. The expenditure for advertising them was very

small, say fifty cents, and he probably realized $lo or $20 from the sale. Advertising

was wonh while in his case, wasn't it.? Such information as this gives us a greater con-

fidence in our powers and enables us to solicit new business with assurance.

Oar recent effort to purge our advertising columns of undesirable copy, and justify

ourselves in the face of our subscribers, came very near breaking the ties of old friend-

ship, in one instance at least. One of our good friends, an old subscriber and adver-

tiser, for some unaccountable reason felt that the remarks in our last issue were direct-

ed to his copy, and naturally thought that we were altogether too severe. Now, as a

matter of fact, we were not referring to any current advertising, nor is it our purpose

to tread on any one's toes unnecessarily. In the course of the year we are obliged to

refuse some very attractive contracts, simply because we do not consider the copy suit-

able for Gleanings, and we simply explained this position to subscribers that they

might understand our effort in this line and have greater confidence in the advertising

we do carry. There are cases of mistakes and misunderstandings between advertisers

and subscribers, and usually these may be adjusted by a little explanation, but sub-

scribers may deal with any advertiser occupying space in Gleanings, with confidence

that they will get a "square deal " every time.

Even in these days of quick transportation and accessibility of commercial centers, it

isn't always possible for the busy housewife to make frequent trips to the city to shop.

To such the advertising columns of our magazines are a veritable storehouse of knowl-

edge. With a few magazines in hand she may examine the best that the shops have to

offer. P'rom catalogs and descriptive matter, sent for the asking, she may purchase the

latest in wearing apparel and house furnishings. It is wonderful, too, what an educa-

tive power advertisements have. There are now so many devices for lessening house-

hold labor that machinery may be made to do a great deal of the harder tasks, and at a

saving of time and expense. If it were not for modern advertising, many of us would

be entirely ignorant of the progress made in this direction, and would never know the

immense benefit to be derived from the purchase of some of these devices. It is no

longer necessary for housework to make such a slave of a woman that she has no time

for other things. She will be a more companionable wife and mother if she has a little

leisure for development along other lines, and has a little time each day for something

outside of the mere routire of household tasks.
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The Bee-sting Cure
for Rheumatism

By the Bee Crank

The daily press recently reports that a hive
of bees has recently been added to the equip-

ment of the Roosevelt Hospital, in New York,
and that surprising cures have resulted from
their stings in severe cases of inflammatory
rheumatism. Whether or not the treatment
becomes a part of the regular course remains to

be seen.

Items like the above, pure-food laws, foul-

brood laws, and a demand for honey and bees-
wax that almost exceeds the supply, tends to

make the bee industry very interesting to en-
terprising bee-men throughout the country.

My new building, added to my already perfect
geographical location at the very center of the
population of the country, and in the largest

inland railroad center in the world, have enabled
me to carry out my determination to give bee-
men the kind of service they never dreamed of
before this place became a factor in the supply
trade. Some bee-men have not even yet made
a test of Pouder service. To such I would sug-
gest that they send me, this spring, one sample
order.

I carry a full line of Root's standard goods,
and sell at factory prices. My new catalog tells

all about them. Send for it.

BEESWAX. —I am now paying 29 cents cash,

or 31 cents in trade. Make small shipments by
express, and large ones by freight.

Walter S. Pouder
859 Massachusetts Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.

"If goods

are wanted

quick,

send to

Pouder."

Established

1889

f
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AMERl'SAN
FENCE

%. X^-niX ^.Arf

To get
the most

out of a farm,
even^ square foot

must be either tilled or else
made to produce feed for live

stock. A fence all around the farm
then cross fences, making more and
smaller fields—permitting rotation of
crops and change of pasture—are first

'essentialsin making possible maximum earnings.
Here are two jrreat fences—the best square mesh and the best diamond mesh

\Ve selected these two styles years ago, after careful study and advice from many of
the most experienced and successful farmers, the correctness of which has been veri-
fied by actual results in the field. These fences are the simplest in construction;
are made of any size or weight of wire desired and perfectly adapted to all uses
and conditions.

If you want square mesh, buy American; if you like diamond, buy Ellwood.
You can safely take the verdict of the millions of farmers who have tested and
tried out these two great fences. Dealers everywhere, carrying styles adapted
to every purpose. See them. Catalogue for the asking.

AMERICAN STEEL & \VIRE CO.
Chicago New York Denver San Francisco

'*

REHCC^
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Get Our Prices
NOW!

T'

//. C.Phelts.Pi,

'HIS means a
big saviiiK to

YOU of S26.S0
en buggy shown
here—same ratio of
s.iving on o^er 125
Cither style vehicles
and harness — be-
cause of our large
factories, enormous
purchases of mate-
rial and perfected
01 ganization, which
mea,!S high quality
with big saving in
uannfacture.
Because we sell

direct to you from factory. We're going
to give our customers the advantage of this

saving. You never before had an oppor-
tunity like this to purchase a Buggy at such
a low price. We make over 125 Styles of

Split Hickory
Vehicles

and a full line of Harness—everything
made to order—many options given as to

finish and trimmings. Let us send you our
Big Free Book—it tells the whole story of
"Split Hickory Vehicles"— and it'sFree for

your name and address on a postal. Address

H. C. Phelps, President
Tbe Ohio Carriage Mfg. Company'

"Makers of Split Hickory Ve)ilcles"

Station 293 Columbus, Ohio

Two
Years'

Guarantee

;AVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Electric Handy Wagon
Low wheels, broad tires. No

[Uving man can build a better.
Book on Wheel Sense" free.

|ElKtrleWhe>iCo. Bi95, Quiney. Ill,

GET IT
GALLOWAY

SftTes Yoa %%% to fiO%
lowest prieet. beat proposItloD ever

mftde in bufgy blBtory. Get it be-

fore bu?in?a buptT of any kind.

Itbelp*t yr,u par for burPT- AIho
hamcsTi-war'-r.?. implement?, fc.

WnL QALLOWAY CO.
1ft86 ealloway Sta. >Yaterloo, I

My Creal Buggy Proposltlo*^
IT'S NEW.

pMlilTtlj b«Bt ever made by any factory.

$28.75

ilfithpn
Fence.

There are others
but the Anthony
Fence is the only
one that has An-
thony quahty and tied with the Anthony knot We
have a small hand sample of fence that we want to
put in the hands of every buyer. It shows Anthony

knot as it is in fence—com-
pact, smooth, stron if. No kink
in line wires inside knot.
Made in Anthony machines
from tough wire. Hquallength
of line wires guaranteed.
Write for hand sample and

booklet, both mailed FREE.
THE ANTHONY FENCE CO.,

26 Michigan St.,

Tecumseh, Mich.

15 Cents aRod
For a 2a-lnch Hog Fence ; 16e for
26-lnch; 19e for 31-lnch; 22 l-2e
for Si-Inch; Sle for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 37e. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. Write for It today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

FENCE S?^5r^'
Made of High Carbon Double Strength
Colled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay al I freight. 37 heights of farm
and poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 101 Winchester, Indiana.

FENCE AT PANIC PRICES
We purchased raw material cheap during the
panic, you get the saving. These low prices

won't last long. Write at once for catalogue
and prices. Anchor Fence & Mfg. Co.,
Department V :: Cleveland, Ohio

48 IN,
FENCE OQ^
a rod ^^C

Best high carbon coiled steel
wire. Easy to stretch over
hills and hollow.s, FREE
Catalog—fences, tools. Buy
from factory at wholesale
prices. Write today to Box gg
MASON FENCE CO., LEESBITRG, 0.

Quicker Than 3 Men
You can do more work and do li eneier and
in less time than 3 men can DO with pick
and spade, if jou use the wonderful

IWAN POST HOLE AUGER
No hi red help, no blisters or backaches. Bores ri^ht
into wet or dry clay. sand. gravel, gumbo—for 2-1 1.

post holes or 50-ft. wells. Costs little ; saves much.
Payaforitself onono job. ^Vrite today for freebnnk

I

telling all about! t. andlettersfrom men who use it.

wan Bros.v Dept. K* South Bend, Ind.

SPRAY PVMPSI
Deming Spray Pumps are the most care-

fully, skillfully, hand-fitted pumps made—
rient there is the main reason they never
fail to run easily with little wear. 24 Varieties.
Catalogue with Spraying Chart FREE. Add
4 cents postage for guide oook on Spraying.

THE DEMING COMPANY,
690 Depot St., Salem. Ohio.
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Here Is Something New
From Kalamazoo

Pro\e for yourself in vour own hoiiir. tb.it the Kal.iiiMZoo is the most
ptilett—most economical—most saii^factory ranj^e ior you to use—Your
iiu>ne\ Inck if it's not.

Semi ior Catalog No. 416 with special terms and compare Kalamazoo prices \viih others

^^ Cash Or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the comfort ami convenience of a Kala-
izoo in her liome. You can buy on easy time payments or p.iy cash if

11 like. Either way—you save $10 to $20 on any stove in the catalog. We
ike i t easy for responsible people to own the best stove or ranse in the world.

Kalamazoo Stove Co.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

A RalaKVazO!^
Direct to l(bm

BESURETOGETTHiS!
Every reader of Gleanings who is interested in

farm power of any kind should send to-day for

our catalog of the

WHITE LILY GASOLINE-ENGINE

It is the best, simplest, and cheapest 3-H. P.

Kasoline-moior in the world. Four-cycle—air-

cooled—automatically governed.

IT'S THE ENGINE YOU NEED
will do more work with less trouble than any
other 3-H. P. engine. Runs smoothly without jar

or vibration. Absolutely dependable. Get our

prices and special proposition. Write to-day.

WHITE LILY MFG. CO.
1 546 Rockingham Road DAVENPORT, IOWA

IN SUNNY VIRGINIA
^1 fi'ifi^O BUYS THIS BEAUTIFUL HOME
*\H.y\JU\J and 40 acre, of tj.-st fruit and gen.
cral farming land, including good barn, corncrib, tool
shed and chicken house, all new. Rich soil, fine cli-

mate, good markets, abundant water, excellent neigh-
injrs ai.d best schools.

OTHER LANDS $10. PER ACRE & UP.
Cheap Excursions Twice a Month.

bit right down and write for beautiful illustrated
booklet, list of farms, etc., to

F. H. LaBAUME, Agrl. and Indl. Aet.
Dept. Norfolk & Western Ry., Roanoke, Va.

$50 to $300 SAVED
We are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers.

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
$50 to $300 on my High Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for y
similar eiiginef in carload lots for spot cash, yv^^jf Direct

GALLOy^TAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse and buy :

B-H.'P. only$119.SO

From
My Fac-

tory on 30
Days' Free

Trial. Satisfac-

tion or money
back . Write forspec-

ial proposition. All

you pay ine is for raw
material, labor and

one small profit. Send for

my big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway Co.

1686 Galloway Station
Waterloo, Iowa

THE GUIDETO NATURE
EDITED BY EDWARD F. BICELOW

A profusely illustrated monthly magazine
for adults devoted to commonplace

nature with uncommon interests.

EDUCATION AND RECREATION

For all student, and lovers of nature.

For people who see and think.

For those who enjoy life in the country or
suburbs.

For growers of plants and pets.

For amateur astronomers and all who " look
up to the s;ars

"

For users of the microscope peering into ihe

wonders of minute life.

For portrayers of nature interests and beau-
ties on the sensitive plate.

For members of the Agassiz Association.

For readers of the best nature literature.

Not emotional and sentimental but thor-

oughly informational and practical. Defi-

nite guidance forthose who wish to know.

Single copy, lOcts. Subscription, SI per year
Loss than one year at single-copy rates.

THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION
ARCADIA, SOUND BEACH, CONN.
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Kc,i!5d°"RSBbfrRoofing

185

DON'T spuiui a ('.nllar for roofmpr until you have seen and tested tbe old, reliable

Breese Bros. Kuaran>.?ed waterproof, fire-resistinn^durable Rubber Roofing.
Made by cur own special process, of lonfc-fibre wool felt, saturated in asphalt.

* * ^^ Nails inrincpii in each prii Send tor Free Samples and Bookletwans inciosea in eacn rcu.
^.^^ j,^^.^^ sumpies of i-piy, 2-piy andUammer lays it. ^spiy ro<.liu>r. Fut them to every test you

jean think of and prove to your own sat-
isfaction that Brecso Bros. Rubber Roof-
ing is the highest quality rooting on the

' market. We give the

Longest Guarantee
Send for samples or order lujw on our

^strong guarantee of satislactlonormoney
(back. We pay freight to all points east
jof the western boundary line of Minneso-
jta, Iowa. Missouri, and north of south line of Tennessee. Don't
jdelay ordering; these special prices may not beoflfered toyou again.
^Take advantage of tlicni and write now, today.

JTHE BREESE BROS. CO.. Rooting Dept. 76. Cincinnati. Ohio

Lowest Factory
Prices

Freight Prepaid on
100 lbs. or more

35-lb.RolI—108 4»4 Qc
Sq. Ft.-1-Ply 3>1^
45-lb.Roll—108
Sq. Ft.-2-PIy
55-lb.Roll—108 th^c
Sq. Ft.-3-Ply ^=2
Order today,orwrite for
Samples and Booklet

FIX YOUR ROOF SAVE MONEY ON.ROOFING
Ra Dap CniiarA —We will guarantee to pnt
06 rCI dqUdiei any old leaky, wornou*,
rusty, tin, Iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof in
perfect condition, and keep it in perfect condition
for 6c per square per {rear.~

Th* Porfael Real Praaarver, Baku ol4,

worn-out roofs new. Satiifaction guarantfled
or moDey refunded. Our frea roofing booic

' tells all about it. Write for it todar

the Anderson Manufacturino Co.. Oept. 24 Elyria. Obiiv

IT PAYS TO SPRAY
The Iron A«e4-row Sprayer gives
perfect satiflfactioo. Puts solution
•ust where needed and in fog-like

mist. Pump delivers spray under
high pressure, thus reaching every
part ofvine, efiectually killing bugs
and preventing blight. Has
Orchard Spraying attach'
ment. Write for free
catalog illustrat-
ing this and
other Iron
AgQ tools.

$^ AA tuys full roll (108 sq. ft.) of strictly high

B\fV grade roofing, either rubter or flint coat sur-
I ^^^^ {ace, with cement and nails complete.* Most lit>eral ofier ever made on first Class

roofing. Better than goods that sell at much higher prices.

Don't spend a dollar on roofing until you have seen

UNITO ASPHALT ROOFING
You aend no money when you order Unito Roofing.

Satislaction Guaranteed. Write today for free samples for

test and comparison and our unparalleled selling plan-

UNITED FACTORIES CO. Dept. ASS, Cleveland, O.

BflTEMAN M -G. CO.. Box no S, GRENLOCH, N. J.m

PUMPING WATER
We make Pumps—over 40,000 of

them each year. That is our business—nat-
urally we know what each particular case
requires. This is our " Panama " lift pump
for large cisterns and wells, 25 ft. or less in

depth. It throws J i gal. water each stroke.

Tell us depth cf your well or cistern

—

» hether dug or cased—amount of water you
need; whether hand or windmill power is

used, and ask for free circular and prices.

We make over 2000 kinds of pumps—so
we can surely suit you. Look us up and
address as follows

—

THE CRESTLINE MFC. CO.
Pumps Spravors Hose

CRCSTLINE, OHIO, U.S.A.

ANSWER
This Ad and Get My Big FREE Book and Save $50
Buy direct from the biggest spreader factory in

the world—My price has made it—Save dealer.Jobber
and cataHog house profit. No such price as I make
on this high grade spreader has ever been made
before in all manure spreader history. Here's the
secret and reason -. I malje you a price on one based
on a 25,000 guantlty and pay the freight riplit to
your station. You only pay for actual material,
labor and one small profit, based on this enormous
quantity on a

GALLOWAY
Get my bran new proposition with proof—lowest

price ever made on a first class spreader, with my
agreement to pay you back your money after you
trv it 12 months if it's not a paying investment.
How's that for a proposition! If I did not have

best spreader I would not dare make such an oiler.

20.000 farmers have stamped their O. K. on it.

They all tried It 30 days free .lust like I ask you
to try it—30 DAYS FREE. Five Sixes—Incluiiing
New Complete Steel Gear Spreader—70-bu. Size.

Drop me a postal, and aay—"Calloway, send me
your new proposition and Big Spreader BOOK FREE
with low prices direct from your factory."

Nobody can beat it. ^^^ FrelRht

WM. CALLOWAY CO. _7a^ !'«?«'<'
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amazing offer—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at 17 cenii J day— is open to everybody, everywhere.
It's our new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver

Typt-wriieis on little easy payments. The abandonment of /•nf-

hjnj in favor of clean, legible, beautiful typcwiiting is the next
great step in human progress.

Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of pen jnJ ink is largely restricted to the writing of signatu-ei.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.

The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for univrrsal typewriting,

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the log cal machine to

take the initiative in bringing

about the universal use of type-

writers. It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

TypcWri-fer
THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER

This " /7-Cenis-al}jy" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

to tun as to rtni. It places the machine within easy reach of

every htm/—every individual. A man's " cigar money "—

a

woman's " pin money "—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now affo'd to own Olivers. By
utilizing spare moments for practice lhe> may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their

P'tiniei.

You can buy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
jrou save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.

And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to tarn

mtnty f inish piyine I'tr the machine.

Advantages

The Oliver is the most high-

ly perfected typewriter on the

market—hence iis /OO per cent

effnien y.

Among its scores of conven-
iences are:

~ths Balance Shift
ths Ruling Device

— the Double Release
the Locomotive Base

— the Automatic Spacer
-the Automatic Tabulator
— the Disappearing Indicator
— the Adjustable Paper Fin-

ger*
the Scientific Condensed
Keyboard

Service Possibilities

The Oliver Typewriter turns

out more work—of better qual-

ity and greater variety—than

any other writing machine.
Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of its towering

supremacy in
- Correspondence
-Card Index Work
Tabulated Reports
Follow-up Systems

— Manifolding Service
Addressing Envelopes
Working on Ruled Forms
Cutting Mimeograph Sten-

cils.

Can you spend 1 7 Cants a day to better advantage
than in the purchase of this wonderful machine ?

Write for Special Easy-payment Proposition or see the nearest

Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Typewriter COa
91 1 Huron Road. Cleveland, Ohio.

Will you accept this

businessbook if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no moocyt
Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master busi-

ness men have written ten books—2,079 pages— 1,407
vita! busbess secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the

best of all that they know about
—Position-Gettin?
—Position- Holding

—Selling Plans
.—Handling Customers

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fightint
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-

ness subjects.

— Purchasing — Salesin.inship

—Credits —Advertising
—Collections —Correspondence

—Accounting —Man-Handling
—Cost-keeping —Man-Training
-Organization _office Systems
—Retailing —Short-cuts and
—Wholesaling Methods for every
—Idanu iacturing line and department

A 9,059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses

great and small; pages 4 and S deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handhne and
training men ; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising.

with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail : pages 12 to 15 with the trreat problem of securing the highest

market price for your services—no matter what your line ; and the

last page tells how you ni.iy get a complete ^et—bound in hand-

some half morocco, contents in colors—for less than your daily

smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

Wiltyou read the book if -we send it/ree?

Send no money. Sitnf/y sign the coupon.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicagc

If there are, in your books, any new ways to increase my bus-

iness or my silary. I should like to know thetn. So send on

your 16-page free descriptive bookleU I'll read it. 810-4-10

TJamo —

UNCLE SAM ISA
TRUSTY MESSENGER

His excellent postal service brings

this bank to your door.

Here is a convenient and safe de-

pository for your savings or funds

of any kind.

And your money earns

4% int. Compounded
Semi-annually

Our booklet, " Banking by Mail,'

which explains fully, sent free.

Rosources $800,000
Established 18''2

th^savincs depositBANK COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO
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This is

The New
Hired Man

A Telephone
On The Farm
will do more work and do it faster and
better and cheaper than the best farm
hand and takes up considerable less

room in the farmhouse.
When there's sudden, serious illness

in tlie family—when quick action of
any sort is demanded—you can't esti-

mate its value in dollars.

You pay for its services only when
you use it—about one cent a call is

the cost—and every time you use it,

it saves you time, money, labor.

Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone

equipments can be secured by you
and your neighbor at most reasonable
prices and our directions are so sim-
ple that you can put up the line your-
selves, without any trouble.

Ten Hen Can Organize a Successful

Independent System

Write us today for our book, "How
The Telephone Helps The Farmer,"
21at edition, and other literature.
We send it free.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Manulacturing Company

Rochester. N. Y.

Chicago, 111. Kansas City. Ho.
Address Nearest Litfice

THE"BEST"LIGH"r
I burner will give as much light aa
ordinary oil lamps; six 16 candle

power electric bulbs— six 16 candle
power iraa jets or 5 acetylene gas
jets. Costs 2 cts. per week. Pro-
duces a pure, white, steady, lafe
light. Over 200 styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog.
TUR RKST I^IGHT CO.

306 H. fith St., Canton, O.

WHITEWASHING
and disinfecting with the new

"Kant-Klo^" Sprayer
gives twice the results with same
iabcir and tUild. Also for spraying
trees, vines, vegetables. etc.
liuokltt free. Address

Rochester Spray Pump Co.
32 Cast Av.. Rochester. N. Y.

lU'KORK ORDKRING
BERRY-CRATES AND

QUART BASKETS
write for our catalog aod special prices.

H. H. AulHs«h«r, box 100, Minerva, O.

THIS SENTTOYOUPREE
>, LearnDressmaking ^3m°7i® :

Qualify yourself to command a
eood income. Start in business

for yourself. Man.y now earn $25
a week. This course enables you
to Dress Better at One-Half the
Usual Cost by teaching you to do
your own sewing. The American
System is most simple and com-
plete; easily learned; meetsevery
requirement. lO.OOO students and

ffraduates. Write today for free book.
American Collese of Dressmaking.
l014Relianc3 BIdg.. Kansas City. Mo.

T . T.. ,,. -..T.,^T..^r...-r,..T.,
J.. T-TTrryS^^

Galloway
BATH IN OIL"

High Grade Separalor—Direct
'2'i to S50 direct at my factory
freiglit prepaid. Get the only

ritortliatrunsin "Bath of Oil,"
e a $5,000 automobile. This
alone is worth $50 extra, but

costs you nothing extra.
Take

90 Days'
Farm Test—Freight Prepaid
Why pay $85 to $110 to dealers or agents
who cannot sell you a separator equal
to the Galloway—closest skimmer

—

easiest run—easiest cleaned-- lO-yr.

guarantee. Send for BOOK FREE
WM. CALLOWAY CO.

ISSSfialloway Sta., Waterloo, la.

EXGELL
'"«{• ROOFING
STEEL & SIDING

Direct To You from our own factory

at lowest factory prices. We are man-
ufacturers and handle no 2nd hand
nor short lenjrth stutf. Every part o(

our roiifinp and siding is made in our

factory from genuine Charcoal Iron.

Double Refined Puddled Iron or Steel.

Put en the kind of root that wears,

tiurs is guaranteed. If itisn'tthe best

you can buy anywhere, don't pay for

U. £aeytolay. No experience needed. Teli

ii> iLhvut yoiir'buildinir and let usquoje jou

fictory prices. Writ* for Metal aoods Cata-

log. It 18 free.

THE UNITEP FACTORIES CO.
Dept. No. R^8 'jleteland, OhiO;

IDD AV' Your Fruits, Crop^

S"
* A^''* * Poultry Houses, ami
do whitewashing with The
AUTO-sPRAY. Factory Pria

and ^'llarauteed to satisfy. Kitted with
Auto Top Nozzledoes the work of three
ordinary sprayers. Used by Experiment
Stations and 300,000 others We make
many styles and sizes. Bpraymi^ Guide
Free. Write for dook prloes and Agenc-j
Offer. ,j^g ^ ^ Brown Co.
20 Jay Street, Rochester. N. Y.

REE
To iirovc \r\M our
It 1 i z z a r d
Belt Kver-
;r e en 8 will

. grow in all parts

'of the country we offer to send
^ 6 Fine Spruces ^ to ^ ft. tall

free to property owners, whole-
sale value and mailing expense over

30 cents. To help, send 5 cents or not

as you please. A postal will bring the

trees and our catalog containing many colored

photo plates of our choice Blizzard BeltFruits. Write

today. The Gardner Nursery Co., Box 26, Osage, I»

850,000GRAPEVINES
«9Varletle8. Also Small Fruits. Trees. Ao. Best Root-

ed Stock, (iennitie, .-heap. '2 sample vines mailed for IOC.

Descriptive price-list free. L»iwi«Koeiich,l!oi A.Fredoma.N.I,
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GetMy Book Before
:, Too Late For
' Chicken Time
Johnson savs: Don't delay too late— bet-

ter liurry up and send your name. It's

most May time. My liij; Poultry Book is

belter tlian evei—every page of 200 and every
photofrapli out o.' over 1200 a poultry lesson.

Just lind out aoout

Old Trusty Incubator
Over ino. 000 in use. 40.60,
for 3 ll.it.il.

10- Year Gu.il

antee. 75 i>er

cent better
hatches guaran-

Iteed. Don't pavt"o
1 prices—my price is

1 underSlO complete
1 ready to hatch, sent

I

promptly, freight

1 prepaid east of the
Rockies. Get my
Big, Free Book.

M. M. Johnson u
Incubator Man, Clay Center. Neb.

7
55 Buys
the Best

lno\ibaLtor ever NaLde
Freight Prepaid

Double cases ail over; best
copper tank: nursery, self-repu-

IClty
or Kaclne " latlng. Best 140-chick hot-water

Brooder. W.aO. Ordered together 811..tO. Satisfaction
Duaranleed. No machines at any price are better.
Write for book today or send prici; ;^ud save" ait iiip.

g-<lj»^City incubator Co., Bog 69 Raclre, Wis.

I
—World's Record—

i

for hatching, and 648 first

prizes won by the

Reliable Incubator
Perfect ventilnting. double hent-
i nusystfm. inside heater, nnd auto-
mat ic reRUlntor-a Kreat fuel saver

Send today for FREE Poultry Book — valuable
information on poultry raising and incubators.

Reliable locobator & Brooder Co.,Box D 49, Qnincy.IlL

Creider's
Book

On Poultry

Concise, pr.ii'ti^ al. IIow
to make money with poul-

^

try: information
buildiiiBB, treat-
ment of diseases,
etc. Fifteen at-
tractive chromos;

sixty prominent varieties, loc postpaid.

Fine, pure-ti.ed stock and etrgs allow
prices. GKF.IDK1{'S GKH.M iri DK.-a
snre preventive and an cxiclletit disin-

fectaJit. B. H. CREIDER, Rtieems, Pa.

UNCAP
vour combs with

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS
For Frames and Sections.

$5 to .$35. Free catalog.

Apiculfural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

on PACKETS FLOWER SEED
I Op™ w Asters, Diinthus, N.isturtinnis, I'.<n5v, etc I V W

No two alike. Dahlia roots, 7c each: 10 for 50c: 25 for 51.0".

W. F. TALC, UNION CENTER, WIS.

$3000.00

IN GOLD
would not replace our latest book,

Wyandottes in Colors,

and How to

Judge Them
by Theo. Henjues

It contains 12 pictures from Oil Paintings,
and over 100 in black and white. More
information on Wyandottes than the Stan-
dard could possibly give. Nothing like it

elsewhere. One breeder says, " Worth $500
to him." This book and our great seller,

"HOW TO MAKE
POULTRY PAY"

containing 115 pages, 300 pictures, and 8

three-color illustrations, make two of the

best books published to-day. One man
says
—

" Can not find words to expiess my
appreciation for either of these works. " By
sending us $1.00, the regular retail price of

each book, we will send you your choice
and your money back if not satisfied.

The Inland Poultry Journal

runs from 40 to 100 pages a month. Sub-
scriptions 50 cents a year. We want you
to read it. Subscribe to-dav. Address

INLAND POULTRY JOURNAL
1 5 Cord BIdg. Indianapolis, Ind.

Inland Poultry Journal,
15 Cord BIdg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Iinclosed find $1.25, for which enter my subscription to

your paper for one year and send me the book named be-

low. I understand that my money will be returned if I

am not satisfied.

Name

Address

Slate

Book wanted
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Three PHOTOfiRavBRES

IFEEE
nounted on mt5
Repuire no Irajues

^ This Offer
I ^ is for You

The Art Educational league
of America, havin- ,. its oh-

^ ject the inculcatiiig of a 'ove .

real art desires to place Pho-
togravures—the highest *ype

of reproduction of original paintings'— in every aome.

They realize that in order to convince people o( their

exceptional beauty and great value, they cannoi .o this

merely through an advertisement hut must place tae Pho-

togravures in the hands of a certain number of people

in order that their friends, neighbors and acquaintances
may see them and appreciate their beauty and real aiue.

We have therefore agreed to act as Distributing Agents, -.nd

We will give you Ft*ee a Set
of PItotogravufes wofih $1m50
We will deliver FREE to you on the simolest condition

possible a set of three superb Photogravures as shown in

greatly reduced form above. Photogravures are expensive,

selling in art stores at 50 cents each and upward, and
must not be confounded with cheap colored chromos or

any form of reproiluction now on the market. They are
something very few people have seen. In order to place

these Photogravures in every home we ask you to send us
the names and addresses of five oi your friends or neigh-

bors to whom we cin send absolutely free of all cost, our
••lUus'rated Art Coupons." which con.ain valuable and
useful information that they will appreciate and for which
they will thank you. In consideration of your furnishing
these names we send you free the three beautiful Photo
gravures : "Eva," "Returning to the Fold" and "Little

Holland Maids," each mounted on a mat, size 10x15 inches.

All we require in addition to the five names of friends is

10 cents (coin or one cent stamps) to cover cost of mail-

ing portfolio, postage and handling. And to show you how
pleased vou will be we guarantee that if you are not per-

fectly satisfied you can return the same after you have
examined them, and upon returning them we will agree f

refund you the ten cents, including expense of postage
This offer is good for a short time only. You should ac-

cept it at once. Send us today 10 cents with your own name
and address and the names and addresses of five friends

and we will send you by return mail the three photogravures
shown above. Address ;

LEONARD DARBYSHIRE, Inc.,

Photogravure Dept. 75, Rochester, N. Y.

You can save time,

worry, and money by

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

Mr.Bee-Man:

182
Friend St,

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

EXTRACTING MADE EASY
by using

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS
$5 to $35. Catalog free.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

Established 1884

ALWAYS ON TOP
WITH A

FULL LINE UF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you with quick shipments

and satisfactory service. Our goods are the

ROOT CO.'S make, hence there is nothing
to fear as to quality. A postal-card will

bring you our 50-page catalog. Send us

your inquiries at once. We equalize freight

rates with St. Louis and Kansas City points

on all shipments of 100 lbs. and over. We
sell at retail and wholesale, according to

quantity.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mc.

Boe House-
Everything for Bees

We maxiufacture the latest ap-

proved supplies and sell direct
|

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee people in abeecountry.
IWe know your needs. Early

order discounts. Send for cat-
|

alog. Don't buy till it comes.
LEAHY MANUFACTURINa CO.
lU Xalmage St., HlgglnsvUle, Mo.

1691s9 South 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
Vo E. T. Flanagan & Sons, Box 3, Belleville. Ill.t

Increase your profits and rec'ue vour labor by using

BACHMANN'S PATENT SUPER
the only'super that has so greatly reduced time, labor, >nd storage

space in the production of coinb honey. Super complete for 8-

frame hive, made up, 1, 7.'ic; .S,$3.65. Super complete for8-frame

hive, in the flat, 1, 70c; 5, $.1.45. Sold only by

C. H. BACHMANN, Cuelph, Ont.

= BIG DISCOUNT =
on all bee-snpplies until May 1. Send for 1909 prices.

W. D. SOPER COMPANY JACKSON, MICHIGAN.

LEWIS BEE-WARE SHIPPED PROMPTLY
ARND HONEY A BEF-SUPPLY COMPANY (xotinc

Successors to YORK HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY
?I-\1) FOR CATALOG.

191 E. Superior St., Chicago,
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Western Headquarters
.. for ..

ROOT'S GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the VV^esi, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

AJJress JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES, IOWA

ROOTS GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

$15,000
STOCK

I

. OF .

I

Supplies
on hand at Syracuse, N. Y.

Send in your orders, which
will receive prompt attention.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
at Root's prices.—No drayage charges.

We offer for a short time,

Omega^CREAM
SEPARATORS

for spot cash, freight prepaid to your station,

as follows:
No. 1—capacity 325 lbs., $50. No. 3—capacity 500 lbs., $60.

No. 2—capacity 400 lbs., $55. No. 4—capacity 700 lbs., $70.

RAWLINCS IMPLEMENT CO.,
9-11 W. Pratt St. Baltimore, Md.

BEE-SUPPLIES FOR SEASON OF 1909
Complete stoclc on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand for bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-

stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the

line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons

at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight lates, and sell on
manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLYCO.,l23Nicolletlsland,Minneapolis,Minn.

k J
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ti an entirely new special offer

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE
. . AND THE . . .

STANDARD DOMESTIC SCIENCE

COOK-BOOK.

The book is just what its name implies. It treats of the science

and art of housekeeping, and gives many practical suggestions.

It Contains 1500 Tried Recipes, 33 Departments,
and 140 Illustrations.

Ida Lewis Mason, special teacher of sewing in the Chicago schools, edits the

department of domestic economy relating to the judicious expenditure of money,

sewing, laundry, and the management of the modern kitchen. What is said of

the fireless cook-stove makes its service clear, and the dictionary of French terms

will be appreciated by American cooks.

The Chicago Even'mg Post says of the book: "The literature of the household

has received a valuable addition to its practical books in the shape of the Standard

Domestic Science Cook-Book. Fhe title, 'cook-book,' fails to explain the ex-

tensive information which the volume contains."

The hiter'tor comments on it as follows: "One would think that the ingenuity

of cook-book makers had long since been exhausted; but the Domestic Science

Cook-Book wins the prize for originality."

Here is something that will be of benefit to the whole
household, and will make a nice present for any woman
member of your family. All its hints and suggestions are

practical, and the book is bound in washable white oil-

cloth. There is a certain fascination about a cook-book,

and no woman can have too many. Even though you may
have one which you consider good, we are sure you will

find in this new book many helpful suggestions and new
recipes.

By purchasing a large quantity of these books we are

able to get them at a low price from the publishers, and
can make a rate of only $1.50 for a year's subscription to

Gleanings in Bee Culture and the Standard
Domestic Science Cook-book. The book alone is

usually sold for $2.50. Send in your order now and get

one before the supply is exhausted. You mav have the

book sent to your own address and the subscription entered

for some friend if your own subscription is already paid in

advance. Send to-day !

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio

SOME OF THE DEPARTM'TS
AND

SPECIAL FEATURES

1. Soups, Stocks

2. Fish, Cheese Straws

3. Shell-hsh and Oysters

4. Meats, Frpsh and Salt

5. Poultry, Siuffings

6. Game, How to Serve

7. Sauces, Gravies
8 Salads, Dressings
9. Vegetables, Greens

1(1. Entrees, Side Dishes
11. Desserts, Pudding Sauces

12. Cereals, Breakfast Foods
13. Eggs. Omelettes
14. Bread, Yeast
15. Cakes, Fillings

Ift. Pastry and Pies

17. Fried Cakes, Cookies, etc.

18. Pickles and Preserves

19. Miscellaneous Dishes
20. Artistic Cooking
21. Sick-room Recipes
22. Household Drinks, Cordials

23. Candy, Candied Fiuits

24. Chaiing-dish, Dainty Dishes

25. Brides' Department
26. Fruits, Nuts
27. Menus for All Occasions
28. Marketing. How to Buy
29. Why and How Hints

30. Seasoning and Flavoring

31. Practical Carving.

32. Domestic Economy
33. The Modern Home.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Notice! will be inserted in these classified columns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended (or this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your

advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be

responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale.

For Sale — Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of ex-

facted honey at 9 cts. per lb.; also good quality clover-basswood

blend of extracted honey at S cts. per lb., f. o. b. at producing

point. All in new 60-lb. cans, two in a box. Sample and cir-

cular free. E. D. Townshnd, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Comb and extracted honey, either car lots or

less. Extracted white in 60-lb. cans, single case, 7/4 cents; 5

cases or more, 7 cents. Samples furnished upon application.

C. C. Clemons Prohuce Co., Kansas Citv, Mo.

For Sale.— Choice extracted honey for table use, gathered

from clover and basswood—thick, well ripened, delicious flavor.

Price <» cts. per lb. in 60-lb. cans, two to case. Sample, 10 cts.

J. P. Moore, Queen-breeder, Morgan, Ky.

For Sale.— Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
tot prices, stating your needs.

C. J. B.^ldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.— Fine extracted white-clover honey; also light

amber fall honey, put up in barrels, 60-lb. and 10-lb. cans.

Write for prices. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois.

For Sale.—White-clover and light-amber extracted honey,
best quality, 60-lb. cans. Write foi free sample.

W. H. Settle, Gridley, HI.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey, fine quility for table

use, in 60-lb. cans; 8 cts. for clover, 7 for amber. Sing'e can,

54 ct. more. C. H. Stordock. Durand, III.

For Sale.— Fine quality table honey in 60-lb. cans; alfalfa,

basswood, or amber. Robt. A. Holekamp & Son,
4263 Virginia Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—Clover extracted honey of finest quality in 60-

lb. cans. Also amber-colored. J. F. Moore, Tiffin, O.

For Sale.—About 500 lbs. of nice comb honey at 12 cts. per

lb. at Ursa, HI. J. A. Thornton.

Honey and Wax Wanted.

Wantbd.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. State

price, kind, and qtantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water Street, Chicago, III.

Wanted.—Genuine Florida orange-blossom. New York
buckwheat, and white-i lover extracted honey, any quantity.

The Priskee Honey Co., Denver, Col.

WANTBt).—Beeswax, will pay 31 cts. cash or 33 cts. in trade

delivered. Send for catalog. W. D. Sopbr, Jackson, Mich.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—A young man with some experience to help in a

bee-yard. Write experience, and wages wanted.

J. M. Cornelius, Sterling, Col.

Wanted.—Man to work with bees. State age, experience,
and wages would accept, we to fu'nish board. Address

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co., Benhoud, Col.

Situations Wanted

Who can use a bee-keeper of 18 years" experience, with small
family; W. White, Rt. 3, Hickman Mills, Jackson Co., Mo.

Wants and Exchanges.

Wantei>.—Several hundred colonies of bees in lots of 25 and
up, on Hoffman or Danz. frames in the following States: Dela-
ware, Maryland, Eastern Pennsylvania, and Eastern New York.

Address Box 16, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Wanted.— Bees in exchange for fire-proof safe, feed-cutter,

spring wagon, blacksmiih ship, a concrete-block machine, or an
automobile, within reasonable shipping distanceof Ashtabula, O.

S. H. RiCKARD, North Side, Pittsburg, Pa.

Wanted.—Bees in any old hives, in large or small lots.

Extracling cumbs also wanted. Give full details in first letter;

must be a bargain. E. W. Brown, Morton Park, Cook Co., 111.

Wanted.—To exchange a Columbia chainless bicycle, in

first-class order, nearly new, cost $75.0i», for bees. For particu-

lars address Freu Holtke, Sjuthold, Suffolk Co., N. Y.

Wanted.—To send you catalogs of smokers and bee-supplies

for the fun of it, if we don't get a cent; try us by sending your ad-

dress and your friends'. F. Danzenbaker,
Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio.

Wanted.—50 to 100 three-frame nuclei, with queen, also full

colonies. Give price and particulars.

W. C. Davenport, 4166 Central St., Chicago, III.

Wanted —Fifty eight-frame shallow extracting-supers, Hoff-

man frames; prefer wide ends, spacing 7 to super.

A. Mottaz, Utica, III.

Wanted.— Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slumgum.
State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—Modern engine lathe, not over 24-in. swing; sec-

ond-hand. Geo. Rall Mfg. Co., Galesville, Wis.

Wanted.—200 stocks or less of bees within 150 miles of De
troit. A. W. Smith, Birmingham, Mich.

Wanted.—Bees. State quantity and price, kind of hive, etc.

" F," care of H. H. Jepson, 182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—25 second-hand hives with Hoffman frames.

Wm. Craig, P. M., Luce, Mich.

Wanted.—A printing-outfit. Ray' Bates,
Shenandoah, Page Co., Iowa.

Souvenir Post Cards.

Eight beautiful birthday, Easter, St. Patrick's day, or assorted

post cards mailed for 15 cts., or 15 for 25 cts.; regular 2 for 5 cts.

cards. M. T. Wright, Medina, Ohio.

Monogram Stationery.

Twenty-five sheets of fine-fabric writing-paper, die-stamped

with any two initials. Colors, 50 cents; gold or silver, 60 cents.

Envelopes to match. Postage paid.

Art Stationery Company,
Dept. 4, 4413 Woburn Ave., Cleveland, O.

Real Estate.

Land for sale in Uvalde Honey Belt, by Asherton Land and
Townsite Co. E. A. Armstrong, Asherton, Texas.

For Sale—My bee-ranch of two acres of land and wok-shop;
also 118 colonies of bees; a fine bee location, and no disease.

Write for prices. S. E. Angell, Haipers Ferry, Iowa.

Door and Window Screens.

Made to order. Ask us for our illustrated screen-door catalog.

We also do woodwork in the specialty line.

Medina Woodworking Co., Medina, Ohio.
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Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Colonies of Golden or Leather-colored Italians,

strong and healthy, ready to do business at once, in 10-frame

first-class Dov'd and Danz. hives, combs built straight from full

sheets of fdn., at $6.00 per colony; two or more, $5.50 each.

Queens almost one year old. Hives are securely bound with strap

iron and 2-inch staples so they bear shipment better. Danz. su-

pers with sections and 1-inch starters, etc., at $1.00 each extra.

Joseph W. Leib, 553 S. Ohio Ave., Columbus, O.

Missouri-bred Italian queens; great hustlers in sections; cap
white, and gentle; cells built in strong colonies, mated from two-
frame L. nuclei. Select untested, $1.00; tested, $1.50; breed-

ers, $3.00. Two L. frame nucleus with laying queen, $3.00; ten

for $25.00; virgins, 50 cts. each; $5.00 per dozen. I guarantee
satisfaction and safe arrival. L. E. ALTWEiN,St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, untest-

ed, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Banat, and
Caucasian qneens, select, $1.25; six, $5.00; twelve, $10.00.

Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice breeders, $3.00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—After March, fine Italian, Carniolan, and Cauca-
sian queens; virgins, each, 40 cts.; dozen, $4.50; untested, 75

cts. each; dozen, $8.50. Orders booked now. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Edwa. Reddout,

Bradentown, Fla.

For Sale.—100 colonies of bees in chaff hives and packing-
boxes, located in two places; clover and raspberry and buck-
wheat for 300; two honey-houses, and extractors and supers.

W. L. CoGGSHALL, Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Seven colonies bees, Italians and hybrids, five in

ten-frame hives; also 12 supers, 4}i sections, Alex, veil, ship-

ping-cases, smoker, ABC and X Y Z, new.
Route 68. Ernest W. Trachsel, Helena, Mo.

For Sale.—20 colonies pure Italians in Root's 10 L. frame
Dovetailed hives, at $4.50 each; also 30 hives as above de-

scribed, 25 shallow extracting supers, and 12 Danz. box honey
supers, all in use two seasons, at Root's catalog rates in flat for

lots of ten. Wilson T. Berger, Watsontown, Pa. Rt. 1.

Queens that will convince you that my famous stock is superi-

or to all. Untested, 50 cts. each; select untested, 75 cts. each;
tested, $1.00; nuclei, $1.00 per frame without queen.

H. A. Ross, 1709 Upper Second St., Evansville, Ind.

For Sale.—100 colonies of Italian bees on wired crosswise

Hoffman frames 12 in a hive; requeened last year; $4.50 each;

20 at $4.00 each; fixtures at half price to those who buy the bees.

Route 35. Mrs. S. Wilbur Frby, Sand Lake, Mich.

Italian Queens.— Ready, 1909 list of Mott's strain of Red-
clover and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce Queens, 15 cts.;

leaflet. How to Increase, 15 cts.; one copy of each, 25 cts.

E. E. Mott, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March 1. Un-
tested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask for prices in

large quantities. W. J. Littlefield,
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—About 40 colonies of Italian bees in eight-frame
hives; also comb-honey supers with sections.

Gustavk Gross, Lake Mills, Wis.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring delivery.
Place orders now, and know you get them.

D. J. Blocker, Pearl City, 111.

Italian queens and nuclei; two-frame nucleus with queen,
$2.50; tested queen, $1.00; 6 for $5.00. Untested queens in sea-

son at 75 cents each. W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.

For Sale.—Superior honey qneens, red-clover strain; untest-
ed, $1.00: tested, $1.25; select tested, $1.50. Send for circular.

Virgil Sires & Bro., North Yakima, Wash.

For Sale.—100 colonies of pure Italian bees in eight and
ten frame Dovetailed hives at $6.00 each; in lots of ten, $5.00
each. K. A. Gray, Redwood Falls, Minn.

For Sale.—80 to 100 colonies of Italian bees. Send for

price and description.

Jos. Hanke, Port Washington, Wisconsin.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by the originat-
or. Fine queens for breeders' use, a specialty.

F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—Golden Italian qneens, untested, 50 cts.; tested,

$1.00. Safe arrival. No discount on quantity.

D. T. Gaster, Rt. 2, Randleman, N. C.

Notice.—In writing me for prices on Italian queens and nu-
clei, note change in address. Queens and bees are ready to ship

now. C.- B. Bankston, Rockdale, Texas.

Pound Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic Falls

branch. Prices on application. Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.—85 colonies Italian bees, Moore's strain; Lang-
stroth frame. E. J. Berry, Brome, Quebec, Canada.

For Sale.— Tested Italian queens, $1.00 each; colony, $7.00.

E. M. Collyer, 75 Broadway, Ossining, N. Y.

For Sale.—Seven colonies bees in Root hives, $3.00 each.

J. W. Garry, Millstone, Md.

For S.\le.—Apiary near Annapolis, Md.
A. Dbevar, Box 264.

For Sale

For Sale.—One Sprague damper and valve-regulator for reg-

ulating the temperature of your house; adapted for steam, hot wa-
ter, furnace, natural gas, or stove. Manufacturer's price, $30.00.

1 have one to spare at $15.00, or will trade for honey or wax.
A. L. Boyden, Medina, Ohio.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog and particulars.

The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For SALE.-^Why did you get so many stings in the face last

season I Because you did not have on one of the Alexander wire

bee-veils at 60 cts. each.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—Sweet-potato seed. Bright stock, yellow Jersey,

packed fresh in storage-house on day of shipment. Sweet-potato

and other plants in season. Send for free circular and price list.

L. H. Mahan, Terre Haute, Ind., Box 143.

For Sale.—About 1500 5-gallon honey-cans, with cases all

in good condition, and were new when shipped to us. Make us

an offer on cans wi'h or without cases..

Perfection Biscuit Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

For Sale.—Second-hand Quinby hives for extracting, twelve
frames wide, two tiers high; closed-end frames llK x 17/4 in.;

$1.50 each, or $50.00 for the lot. A. H. Root,
Canastota, N. Y.

For Sale.—One two-horse-power gasoline-engine, nearly

new, $50.00; or will trade it for any thing that I can use in bee-

supplies. M. A. Jones, Atwater, 111.

For Sale.—Film Premo camera; used two seasons; Plana-

tograph lens, auto shutter; 3K x 5H; $15.00 for a quick sale.

Fine shape. Wakefield Walker, Medina, O.

For Sale.—24 lbs. sweet-clover seed, unhulled; 14 cents per

lb. for the lot; 15 retail. Postage extra.

A. Mottaz, Utica, III.

For Sale.—Sweet-clover seed, 15 cts. per pound, postage ex-

tra. Roots's supplies. Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-

supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. Coolby, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale or exchange for bees, very fine thoroughbred Scotch

collie, yearling, female. W. H. Robinson, Lafayette, Ind.

For Sale.—A quantity of chaff hives in good condition,

cheap. W. E. Head, Paris, N. Y.

House Plans.— Blue prints of 20 artistic homes for 25 cents.

Ehlers & Son, Architects, Carthage, Mo.
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Poultry.

For Salb.—S. C. Btown Leghorns. Baby chicks, $3.00 per

25; $5.00 per 50, $10,00 per 100. Bred for shape, color, and

layinE qualities. I euarantee safe arrival. H. M. Mover,
Rt. 2. Bechtelsville, Pa.

Williamson strain single comb White Leghorns. First-prize

winners at Richmond, Bristol, and wherever shown. Our cham-
pion hen Ivorlett laid 234 eggs in one year. Eggs from select

matiogs, $2.00 per 15. Circular free.

Williamson Farms, Mattoax, Va.

For Salh.— R. C. Brown Leghorn eggs, 75 cts. per 15; $4.00

per 100; also purely mated Italian queens— great honey-gather-

ers. Untested, 60 cts. each. Geo. J. Friess,
Route 6. Hudson, Mich.

Indian Ruooei duck eggs from prize-winners at $1.00 per 12;

$4.00 per 55; $6.50 per 100. Circulai free.

Kent Jennings, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

Golden Barred Rocks.—The new beauty and utility

fowl. Plumage barred buff and white. Write for literature

and a feather. L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

S. C. W. Leghorns, bred for heavy egg production winter and
summer. Lakewood-Blanchard strains. Great profit-payers.

Selected eggs, $1 per 15. W. I. Harrington, Brunswick, O.

For Sale.— Eggs of R. C. Black Minorcas, R. C. R. I. Reds,
and While Wyandottes; $1.00 for 15; $2.00 for 35.

Rural Rt. James Stewart, Franklin F'ce, O.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bcc-kecpcrs' Directory.

Bee-keepers' Sopply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car lots of

Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order from
original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and hooey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other adv't in

this issue. Wm. A. Shufk, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

For your address on a postal card I will send you valuable in-

formation pertaining to queen culture. Write to-day.

J. E. Hand, Birmingham, O.

QURBNS.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for business,

Jnne 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Qairio'i famous improved Italian queens ready in April; nu-

clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is nonhern bred, and
hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single

loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. For prices see large ad. in this

issue. Quirin-the-Quben-brbbder, Bellevue, O.

Convention Notices.

The spring meetingof the Middlesex Bee-keepers' Association

will be held in the City Hall, London, Ont., on Saturday, .May

1. The program includes a speaker from the Ontario Department
of Agriculture. . First session at 10 o'clock.

Lambeth, Ont., April 5. E. J.^Brainard, Sec.

Continued from paze 25S,

soared around beside her brother for seven minutes. Before she

would venture, however, the Comtesse de Lambert went for a

(ive-mirnne trip. Miss Wright made another voyage on the 23d.

Perhaps our readers may care to know that,

when the Wright Brothers were making their

fitst experiments out in that pasture-lot near Day-
ton, it was my privilege to take this same Miss
Wright on a little trip around the lot with the

little Olds mobile that is giving Mrs. Root and
me so much enjoyment down here in Florida.

At that early date I believe I had more faith in

the ultimate outcome of their experiments than

the old father, the sister, or even the two broth-

ers themselves; and you can imagine, therefore,

how it rejoices my heart to learn I was not far

out of the way about it. Read the following:

Both Tissandier and Count Lambert quickly picked up the

knack of steering. For a few days they held the levers for the

straight runs, and Wright manipulated the curves. Later Wright
became the passenger throughout long runs. Tissandier says

that driving is the most fascinating sport he has ever tried.

By the 16th, Orville was well enough to begin sleeping at the

shed and to superintend the building of the new machine with

which speed is to be obtained. Wilbur now describes his pres-

ent machine as " a slow.old thing suitable only for teaching."

On the 24th, Orville got into the air for the first time since his

accident. With his sister he went up in the balloon Icarus with
the Marquis de Kergarion.

In honor of their work for aviation both Wilbur and Orville

have been made Doctors of Technical Science by the Technical
High School of Munich.

Fifteen Wright aeroplanes have been sold during the month
by M. Michel Clemenceau.
The popular fashion in Paris just now is the " Wright cap "

Bleriot has been dividing his time between watching Wilbur
Wright and making skimming flights of about 600 meters in his

small fast racer Bleriot XI.

BEESWAX
WANTED

'l^E are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used lust year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 29 cents per

pound cash, or 31 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

.THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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BOOK REVIEWS.

OUR BIRD COMRADES.

This is a popular work on ttie subject of our more familiar birds.

The language is of the sim lest and most easily understood kind.

The author is Mr. Leander S. Keyser, a well-known bird student,

and author of " Birds of the Rockies," " Birddom," and " In

Bird Land." The text is very strongly reinforced by some beau-

tiful full-page color plates of biids. For an easy introduction to

the study of American birds it can be highly endorsed. The
print is latge and clear, and is altogether creditable to the pub-

lishers. Rand & McNally, Chicago, 111. One of the best chap-

ters is that relating to the choice of books relative to the prosier

suidy of ornithology by those who desire to take up the science

seriously, and alsj for those to whom bird-study is a pastime.

Piice $1.25, postpaid. We can supply it from this office if de-

sired.

Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

Bf ginning early in May, we will have a large number of bees
in our rotf apiary at our Philadelphia store. No. 10 Vine Street,

for the benefit of our customers, those who are anxious to study

the habits of the bees, as well as classes in natural history or any
others who may be interested. Our Mr. Wm. A. Selser will give

a free demonstration and lecture on the management and habits

of bees every Tuesday and Friday mornings from 11 to 12 o'clock

during the months of May and June. These demonstrations are

entirely free to the public or any one who desires to attend them.
Veils will be fu nished so tnat the'e will be no danger of any
one getting stung. The increasing interest which was manifest-

ed in tnese demonstrations last year leads us to believe that large

gatherings will attend this year, and you are cordially Invited to

be present with your friends.

HIVK-SIDKS OF TWO PIECES.

To continue making hives of pine practically clear of knots, in

such quantities as the orders are demanding, we find ourselves

obliged to resort to matching two pieces together to form enough
wide stock for hiv. -bodies. The avesage widih of shop pine has
been growing narrower. Fifteen years ago there were wide
boards enough to make covers and bottoms of one-piece boards,

and some supers were made by ripping ten-inch b >ards in two.
Now ihe lumber does not furnish enough boards ten in hes and
over to make sufficient hive-bodies—the covers, bottoms, supers,

and Danz. hives and divisible-brood-chamber hives all being
made of the narrower stock. It is recognized by manufacturers
of furnitue and other products requiring wide stock that a board
built up of narrower piects is stronger, and nolds its shape with-
out warping, much better than a one-piece board. It is more
work to m^ke the boards of more than one piece; but when we
can not find enough wide boards, we must perform the extra la-

bor to make ihem.

BUSINESS OUTLOOK.
Orders continue to arrive in such volume that we scarcely hold

our own. We are about a month behind on carload orders, and
about two weeks behind on local orders. It is in our wood-
working department that we are crowded most. We are in ex-
cellent shape on honey-extractors, smokers, and all metal goods.
We have a reserve stock here of over 150 honey-extractors, in-

cluding a number of power extractors, 4. 6, and 8 frame, and en-
gines to run them. Orders exclusively for goods of which we
have a good stock are started on their way without unnecessary
delay, while orders for hives and other wood goods must take their
turn. We are now running our factory fifteen hours a week over-
time, turning out additional goods for ord^rs and turning away or-
ders lor boxes and other outside products from reguUr customers
so as to interfere as little as possible with our rt gular work in
bee-hives and supplies.

CKANE SHIPPING-CASE—PATENT PENDING.
In another part of this issue will be found illustrations and de-

scription of shipping-cases for comb honey made of double-faced
coriugated material, each section in a compartment by iiself.

The weight of such a case is about half that of wood, yet it is

very much stronger. We are prepared to offer such cases in lots
of 100 or over for ten per cent advance over the price of wood
cases without glass. They are m^de to hold 24 sections of any
of the regular sizes; but you must specify the size and width of
section for which you want ihem made. We do not have them
in stock yet. so can not furnish samples or small lots, but will
ship d rect from the factory in Sandusky, Ohio, till further notice.
A less number than lOi) will be furnished if you pay an operating
chaige of $1.00 on each lot ordered. Unless otherwise specified
they come all assembled. For long-distance shipments it may
be better to send them K, D., but all creased and with adhesive
tape to secure the cornerj. One hundred cases weigh about 200
lbs.

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

D

D

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me ihe items checked aho-ve-,

I inclose S to co--ver the cost.

Name

Street Address or R. F. D

Town

G.B.C. 4-15 Stale

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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The Biggest Bargain
of the Spring

Your own renewal to Gleanings in Bee Culture

for one year from present expiration $1.00

One new subscription to Gleanings in Bee Culture

from May to December, inclusive 75

Your own subscription to Suburban Lite

from May to December, Inciusive 2.00

$3.75
ALL THREE

only $1.75
(We have purposely arranged so that your subscription

to Suburban Life will expire when the re-
newal offers are most Hberal.)

SUBURBAN LIFE tells people how to get more real enjoyment
out of life—how to grow flowers and vegetables—how to

build new homes and make over old ones—how to get the

most fun out of outdoor sports and vacation trips—what
to do in the evenings at home. Suburban Life is

practical and beautiful, first, last, and all the time.

It costs three dollars a year and is worth the

money.

THE

A. I. ROOT CO.

MEDINA, G.
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DADANTS FOUNDATION

It Excels
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on whose name it is. It depends upon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the goods the name represents. It is NOT the name that makes DADANT'S FOUN-
DATION so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Coods. That's what backs
up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful experience in foundation-making.

EVERY INCH of DADANT'S FOUNDATION is equal to the best inch we can make. Do not
fail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the
dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is the PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our method of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This method leaves every essential in the pure beeswax, and our foundation does not have the
odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why several large honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other
makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Beeswax
Do not sell your beeswax until you get our quotations. We have received, up to April 1, over

HO,000 pounds of beeswax for our 1909 trade. We will need over 80,000 pounds more before January
I, 1910. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois
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izzr DADANT'S FOUNDATION

The LATESTand BEST HONEY-JAR
MADE.

Greatest Fruit-Jar on Market

Special Features: All glass, mouth 3ji in. diameter, and
absolutely sanitary.

Officers Nau'ona/ Bee-keepers' Association say:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :
Fremont, Mich., Nov. 12, 1908.

This is to certify that I have personally examined the Premium jar, and
believe it to be the most practical jar for the bee-keeper to use in marketing his

extracted honey, and I gladly recommend all bee-keepers to give it a thorough
test. (Signed) GEO. E. HILTON, Pres. N. B. Assn.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Sec. N. B. Assn.

Eastern Distributor of honey-jar:

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

Premium Fruit-Jar sold by all good jobbers.

Manufactured solely by

Premium Class Co.,
Coffeyville, Kansas.



HAVE YOU CONFIDENCE IN THE EDITOR
OF "CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE"?

Of course you have. For E. R. Root, editor of Gleamngs
IN Bee Culture, not only holds the key to over thirty-five

thousand homes, but to the hearts of his readers as well.

The fact that you have such a high regard for the editor of

your favorite paper is all the more reason why you will be

doubly interested in a letter we recently received from Medina.

Mr. Root himself says that the helpfulness and good cheer that

radiate from the pages of Gleanings in Bee Culture have

much of their inspiration from his home.

Here is the letter, word for word, just as we received it.

The domestic-help problem is a serious one at Medina. Girls are very scarce,

and Mrs. Root and 1 decided we would have to put in some mechanical helps

that would do our washing, ironing, and sweeping. In looking around for a

mechanical automatic washer to be operated by electricity, we finally settled

upon the Nineteen Hundred machine equipped with an electric motor. This
was sent to us on thirty days' trial; and so pleased was Mrs. Root with it that I

sent on a check to pay for it before the time limit was up, Mrs. Root is rather

exacting, but she says this machine does the washing properly, and without

tearing the clothes. She puts our washing into the machine before breakfast,

turns the switch to the electric motor, and goes off and leaves it, to get break-

fast. She shortly returns, runs the clothes through the wringer, which is also

operated by the electric motor, puts in another batch of clothes, »nd turns on the

switch and lets the thing " chug." " chug " away, when the operation is repeated.

It gives me, therefore, great pleasure to say a good word in favor of this machine,
for it will do all that is claimed for it.

We also use very satisfactorily an electric iron and an electric mangle, and a

part of the time an electric sweeper. If we only had an electric dish-washer we
could get along very nicely without any help in the house.

E. R. Root.
Editor of Gleanings in Bee Culture.

How to Wash Without Work
Write for Free Book about ttie Wonderful Washer that Almost Runs Itself

This washer has a whirling motion and moves up and down
as it whirls. No paddles or machinery inside. Yet it takes the

dirt out so quickly that a tubful is washed in six minutes!
Washes any thing, from rugs to daintiest laces. Does it better

than is done by hand or with any other washer. And actually

pays for itself.

Women who have used the washboard all their lives just rub
their eyes in amazement the first time they see a 1900 Washer at

work. They exclaim
—"Can it be true that it washes clothes

clean in six minutes!" They take out the clothes when
the six minutes are up, and sure enough

—

they're white and
clean. You just ought to write and get one on free trial, so

you can see for yourself.

Four Weeks' Washings Done FREE!
Washers^ShlppedjEverywhere on Trial

' We pay itie !rei;;ht. We i;ive;kvo\i a i:enuine free trial. We don't ask for cash

or notes. You net the Gravity VSasher just by asking for it. An entire month's use

of it (four weekly washings* KKKE. This free trial will tell you more than we
could in a page of this paper. How it saves backache and armache and perspiring

over a steaming tub, rubbing the skin off your lingers. Thousands of women are

now using the 1900 Gravity Washer. They tried it first— at our risk. We simply

sent the washer and let it sail itself. Send for the beautiful free book, "Wash-
ing a Tubful in 6 Minutes." This story of the 1900 Washer is of fascinating

interest. You should read it. Address The 1900 Washer Co., 221 Henry St., Bing-

hamton, N. Y. Or, if yon live in Canada, send to The Canadian 1900 Washer Co.,

?55 Yonge St., Toronto. Can.

Watch the Woman!
Do you think she is really

working.? Not a bit of it!

Yet she is doing a big

week's washing. The real
work is done by the 1900
Gravity Washer, which
makes most of its own mo-
tion. The thing that helps

to make it go is under the

tub.

If women knew what a

wonderful help the 1900
Gravity Washer is, not one
would be without it. It

saves work and worry and
doctor's bills. Takes away
all the dread and drudgery
of wash day. It saves soap,

saves wear and tear on the

clothes. Never breaks but-

tons or injures the most
delicate fabrics. It cer-

tainly does beautiful work.

Send no Money!
The Washer Pays for Itself

We ask no cash in advance—no
deposit—no notes. The trial is ab-

solutely free. If you keep it, simply
pay us a little each week or each
month, out of what it saves for you.

If, after a full month's free trial,

you decide not to keep it, simply
notify us to send for it. We will

take it back without a word of com-
plaint. The trial will not cost you

a penny and will not pla^e you un-

der the slightest obligition.



5,lbl;i|^.Iiife' The Flowers
of Spring

are faithfully portrayed in

Suburban Life

If you are very, very anxious to improve your home surroundings you should

subscribe for Suburban Life. It shows vi'hat others have done and are doing

to make their homes truly beautiful by laying out

Tasteful Gardens and
Beautiful Lawns

No long-drawn-out descriptions are necessary, because the beautifully artistic

illustrations tell almost the whole story. They give the home-makers inspira-

tion and lofty ideals. We give every one a chance—the man who owns a

$1000 place as well as the one with the $25,000 mansion. If you read

Suburba?! Life regularly it will not be long before you see a plan just suited to

your place and your means.

In planting out and improving a home acre you will save many times the cost

of a subscription from the many practical hints given in its pages, from time

to time.

Bee-keepers are invited to subscribe. Nothing could be more beautiful and

interesting than an apiary artistically laid out on a modern lawn, surrounded

with appropriate flowers, fine shrubs, and handsome trees. Try it.

In every town and village thousands of dollars are wasted on improper shrubs

and trees poorly set out. We aim to prevent this and teach our readers how
to get artistic results. Thousands say we succeed. The fact that you have

Suburban Life on your table shows you appreciate a beautiful home, and in-

tend to have one.

Subscription $3.00 a year, and worth it. We are very anxious to give every

one his money's worth, and aim to help all our subscribers. We live to serve

them.

Suburban Life, 44 East 23d St., New York City
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f,,,fi,sinfoultri,Profits in . .

. . . .Poultry
Useful and Ornamental
Breeds, and their Profit-

able Management.
352 -page Paper- bound
Edition ; Profusely Illus-

trated

AS denoted by the title of the book, the

editors have given most prominence

to the side of pouhry-keeping which

returns an income. The ways and means

by which eggs or pouhry can be grown at a

profit are discussed in detail. So many ques-

tions are constantly asked about the various

breeds and also concerning diseases and their treatment, that these topics have

been quite fully considered. The turkey department has been made as complete

as possible on account of the increasing interest in that branch of poultry-keeping.

Incubators, care of chicks, feeding and care for eggs, or for meat, building coops and

houses, caponizing, marketing, warfare against pests, raising waterfowl and ornamental poul-

try, are described at length. The reference matter and tables are a special feature of the book.

Experience of breeders and poultry farmers has been drawn upon freely, resulting in

that breadth of view which can be obtained onlj by comparison of successful methods in

actual practice. Among those who have directly assisted in furnishing the new matter are

many of the foremost experts and specialists.

chap. 1.— Poultry-raising.

2.—Convenient and Good Poultry-houses.

3.—Special-purpose Poultry-house.

4.— Poultry-house Conveniences.
5.—Natural Incubation.

" 6.— Care of Chickens—Coops for Them.
7.— Artificial Incubation.
8.— Preparing for Market.
•».— Eggs for Market.

" 10.— Caponizing—How it is Done.
" 11.— Poultry-keeping as a Business.
" 12.—Hints about Management.

13.—Some Popular Breeds.

14.—Asiatic Breeds.

15.—European Breeds.

SPECIAL OFFER NO. PI:

Chap. 16.—American Breeds.

17.— Diseases of Poultry.

18.—Parasites upon Poultry.

19.— Raising Turkeys.
20 — Raising Geese.
21.— Raising Ducks.
22.—Ornamental Poultry.

23.—Breeding and Cross-breeding.
24.—Feeding for Cjiowth.
25.—Feeding for Eggs.

26.—Turkeys on the Farm.
27.— Diseases and Pests.

28.—Poultry Dictionary
and Calendar.

Index—Alphabetical

.

CLEANINGS •<< BEE CULTURE, on« yaar (new or renewal tQbicriptioai),$1 .00
On«oopy of PROFITS IN POULTRY .50

$1.50

$1.00^
Total

OUR PRICE for the above

SPECIAL OFFER NO. P2:
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, six months' trial

Onttoopy of PROFITS IN POULTRY ....
lotal .

BOTH for 50 cents
If yoa art alrtady * (obicrlber to Gliahimgs, and roar lubicriptioa is

paid, and yoa want to get the booK, tike adraotage of offer No. P2
by oracring th* book kx roonelf aa4 a ilx-moottit' trial to Glbai«ing»
for *oa*oiito( too' b»«-ke«plDg Iricndi who li not now t labicribcr.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O.

Send Profits in Poultry to my ad-

dress below:

Address

U GltMutrngi li U it IfUl f i*mt frt) ai Wti,
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time ol the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being

made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 15; No. 1 dit-

to, 14; light extracted, 9; light amber, 7}4; amber, 6/4. Bees-

wax, 30. Blake-Lkh Co.,
April 24. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is cleaned of fan-

cy goods. There is no demand for inferior stock, but there is

plenty of it on the market. Extracted honey is in good demand.
We quote white sage at S/4 to 9; amber in barels, 6K to b%.
Beeswax sells slowly at 33. C. H. W. Wbbkr & Co.,

April 22. Cincinnati, O.

Toledo.—There is very little demand for comb honey—not

enough to mention. We are getting, in a retail way, I4l4 to 15

for our comb honey, with a fair supply on hand. Demand for

extracted is also very light. White clover brings, in cans, 7/4

to 8; barrels, /4 cent less; amber, in cans, 6l4 to 7. Beeswax,
26 to 30. The Griggs Bro's Co.,

April 22. Toledo, O.

Buffalo.—Honey is selling very slowly here. There is a

little demand for No. 1 to fancy white comb at 12 to 13, and No.
2 white at 8 to 9. Other grades are very much neglected. 1

think there will be no improvement this season. I suppose the

hard times are the cause of the slow demand. There is some de-

mand for white extracted at 7 to 8. W. C. Townsend,
April 22. Buffalo, N. Y.

Denver.—We quote strictly white No. 1 comb honey, per

case of 24 sections, $3.25; No. 1 light amber, per case, $3.00;

No. 2, per case, $2.75. The above is all good re-sorted stock.

Partly candied comb honey is selling at prices ranging from
$1.75 to $2.40 per case, according to progress of granulation, etc.

Best white extracted honey, SVi to 9; light amber, 7}i to 8,'^;

amber strained, 6}-^ to 7. We pay 25 cents for average yellow
beeswax delivered here.

The Colorado Honey-producers' Association,
April 15. F. Rauchfuss, Mgr., Denver, Col.

New York.—We have nothing new to report in comb honey.
There is some demand in small quantities for No. 1 and fancy
white, but no demand for off grades or dark. We are gradually
reducing our stock, and believe that we can dispose of whatever
No. 1 and fancy white we have on hand before long, though we
may be compelled to carry over some off grades. Extracted hon-
ey is in fair demand, with prices ruling about the same as last

quotations. During May, June, and July we generally have a

good demand for new crop of Southern honey among the manu-
facturing trade- and as none of them have any stock on hand
amounting to much we expect a good demand from now on.
Beeswax is firm and steady at 29 to 30 cents.

HiLDRETH & SbGELKEN,
April 22. New York.

Kansas City.—There has been no special change in the
honey market since our last quotations. The demand for ex-
tracted is light, while that for comb is fairly good. We quote
No. 1 white comb, 24 sections, $2.50 to $2.65; No. 2 white and
amber ditto, $2.25; extracted white, per lb., 7 to 7/4; amber ex-
tracted, 6 to 6>4. Beeswax, 25 to 28.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
April 23. • Kansas City, Mo.

Zanesville.—The demand for comb honey continues light.

Some honey is being offered, but the demand is so slack that in-

dications are that honey now being held by producers will have
to be disposed of at some sacrifice. No. 1 to fancy white-clover
comb should bring on arrival about 13^2; best extracted, 7}4 to

8. In a wholesale way No. 1 to fancy comb honey brings 15 to

16. For good clean beeswax I offer 30 cents in cash or 32 in ex-
change for bee-supplies. Edmund W. Pbirce,

April 22. Zanesville, O.

Chicago —The market is not going to take all of the comb
honey now in sight. The prices are weak, and the season about
over. Fancy grades sell at about 12 cts., with others paying 1 to

3 cts. less. Basswood extracted has cleaned up. What remains
is in demand at 8 cts. Clover, except where mixed with other
nectars, brings 7/2 to 8; ambers range from 6 to 7. Beeswax is

in good demand at 30. R. A. Burnett Co.,
April 25. Chicago, 111.

St. Louis.—The honey trade in this market is very dull now.
The stocks, however, are small and not burdensome. Of late

several consignments of comb honey have arrived from the

Northern and also from the Southern States. We quote fancy

white comb honey at 13 to 14; choice amber, 12; dark amber,
9 to 10. Broken or leaking honey sells at much less. Extract-

ed amber honey, in five-gallon cans, brings 6 to 6/2; in barrels,

5^2 to 6. Beeswax, 30 for choice pure; impure and inferior, less.

R. Hartmann Produce Co.,
April 23. St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago.—Trade on comb honey during March and April

was certainly a disappointment. The demand was unusually

light; and unless something unforeseen happens from now until

the 1909 crop comes along, considerable 1908 honey will be car-

ried over. We quote fancy white, 12 to 13; No. 1 white, 11 to

12; No. 2 white and light amber, 10 to 11; msdium amber and
buckwheat, 8 to 10; extracted fancy white, * to 8%; California

light amber, iVz. Beeswax, 28 to 30. S. T. Fish & Co.,
April 22. Chicago, III.

Indianapolis.—There is a very favorable demand for best

grades of both comb and extracted honey; and while jobbing-

houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-

fered by producers. Jobbers are making sales at the following

prices: Fancy white comb, 14 to 15; No. 1 white, 12; white-

clover extiacted, in five-gallon cans, 8% to 9. Amber honey is

in poor demand, and prices are not established. Bee-keepers are

being paid 29 to 31 cts. for their beeswax.
Walter S. Pouder,

April 19. Indianapolis, Ind.

Cincinnati.—There has been hardly any demand for ex-

tracted honey for the last three or four weeks. It seems as if

there were simply no consumption of it. The prices, however,

remain just the same, for lower prices would be no inducement
whatever, and we are selling amber honey in barrels at 6 to 7/4,

according to quantity and quality. White-clover honey in 60-

Ib. cans brings 7!4 to 9. There is some demand for comb hon-

ey in a small way at 14 to 15 from our store. For good choice

yellow beeswax we are paying 29 to 30 cash, and 2 cts. more in

trade. The Fred W. Muth Co.,

April 22. ' Cincinnati, O.

ade for Business'
That's why the Miith Special Dovetailed Hives are so popular. They are made with a

Warp-jn-oof Cover, Warp-proof liottoni-hoard. and a honey-board into which you may!
place a Porter bee-escare, so that you can Harvest your Honey without a Stin^. You see

the honey-board, with Porter bee-escape, is placed beneath the super, and is allowed to re-

main there over night, so that all bees will go from the super into the lower story, and can not
return. These hives are sold at the same price as the regular styles of Dovetailed hives. Also'
have a Complete Line of Ik'e-supi)lies. Catalog will be mailed you free, upon request.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
|

51 WALNUT STREET the busy beemen CINCINNATI, OHIO
Send for one of our celebrated MUTH IDEAL BEE-VEILS, 75c each postpaid. It's the tist veil made—bee-keepers say so.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasiog Decartment,

Washington Bvd. & MM'ffan St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-?67 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

OHIO and
WEST VIRGINIA
BEE-KEEPERS

and those more distantly located can save

time and freight by ordering their supplies

from

ZANESVILLE
the great shipping-center of the North Cen-

tral States.

"root quality, PFIRCE SERVICE."

EDMUND W. PEIRCE, Zanesville, O.

SUPPLIES
SO
DO

We have a new stock of goods on hand for 1909 and are

able to fill your orders, u.'ithout delay, at factory prices.

send a list of the supplies you need, and we will be glad to

quote you our best prices.

IT NOW and secure our Special Early-order Discounts.
If you care to save on freight charges, send your orders to us.

No charges for dravage.

C. H. W. WEBER
HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

Office and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
NOTICE.—On acconnt of the death of my father, Mr. C. H. W. Weber, it is necessary to make itunderstood that the business

will be conducted the lame as usual; there will be no change whatever. Solicitine your patronaee, I am
Yours truly, Chas. H. Webbk.
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BEES FOR SALE
I have 100 colonies of bees here at Flint, and there are reasons

why I prefer to begin the season with a smaller number.
At some of our Northern Michigan Apiaries the fire last fall

totally destroyed the pasturage.

For these reasons I wish to sell some bees. They are mostly

in ten-frame Langstroth hives, although a few are in eight-frame

hives. The hives are all new, made of soft white pine, and

painted with two coats of white paint. Nearly all of the combs
are built from wired foundation. The bees are all pure Italians,

and mostly of the Superior stock, or Moore strain. Every thing

is strictly first class—could not be better.

Prices for ten-frame colonies are as follows: Less than five

colonies, $7.00 per colony; five colonies or more, but less than

ten, $6.50 per colony; ten or more colonies, $6.00 each.

Eight-frame colonies: Less than five, $6.00 each; five colonies

or more, but less than ten, $5.50 each; ten or more colonies,

$5.00 each. This is the first time 1 have made any lower prices

on large orders.

The bees will be shipped by express in May, about fruit-

blooming time, and safe arrival in perfect condition guaranteed.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

[5ifH][5i?a[5Tra[5ng][5ng][5TrH][5na[^

LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This month we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,

if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery. .

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day.

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK SUPPLY GO.
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave. ST. LOUIS, MO.

[5]

MILLER AUTOMATIC DECAPPERS

The only machines for decapping
honey-combs.

For all frames and sections. $5 to $35

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providenca, R. I.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
and EASTERN OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
You can get any thing vou want for bees, at

STAPLER'S SEED STORE
412-414 Ferry St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Agents for Root's goods.

LEWIS BEE-WARE SHIPPED PROMPTLY
ARND HONEY A, BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY (Not inc ) send for catalog.

Successors to YORK HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY ( 9 I E. Superior St., Chicago, III.
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Strlngham, I. J 10
Toepperweln & Mayfield. 8
Weber. C. H. W 3
Woodman. A. G U

Bee-smokers.
Danzenbaker, F 11

Bees and Queens.
Benton, Frank 13
Case, J. B 13

Fa,ien. J. L. 23
Fluharty.C. 12
Hand. J. E 12
Hutchinson, W. Z 5
Laws. W. H. 13

Littlefleld, W. J 12
Malan Brothers 23
McCorkle.rJ. R 23
Pharr, J. W 12

QuLrin 13
Routzahn, G 23
Shaffer. H 13
Slmw, J. W. K 12
Shuff.W. A 12
Sires, Virgil, & Brother.. 13

Taylor* Son 13
Trego, S. F 12
Warden.- F.J 12
Wurth, Daniel 13

Beppy-boxes.
Aultfather, H. H 19

New Albany Box Co.. .... 18

Bicycles.
Mead Cycle Co 19

Books.
System Co 21

Buggies, etc.
Galloway Co., Wm 22
Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co... 20

Classified Ad's.
Bees and Queens 29
Beekeepers' Directory.. 30
Business Opportunities.. 29

Door and Window Scr'ns 28
For Sale 28
Help Wanted 28
Honey and Wax Wanted 28
Honey and Wax for Sale 28
Inquiries 29
Monogram Stationery... 29
Poultry 29
Real Estate 27
Situations Wanted 27
Souvenir Post Cards 28
Wants and Exchanges ... 28

Comb Foundation.
Dadant & Sons 32

Decappeps.
Aplcultural Mfg. Co.5,7, 10,25

Fencing.
Amer. Steel and Wire Co. 17

Anthony Fence Co 18

Gas-engine .

White Lily Co 18

Honey-dealeps.
Hlldreth dr Segdlken 3
Muth Co.. F. W 2
National Biscuit Co 3

Household Special's.
Best Light Co 20

Ineubatops.
Prairie state.. 22
Reliable Incubator Co... 22

Lamps.
Best Light Co 20

Land fop Sale.
Deaver. D. C, cover.
Howe, E. C 19
Moeller. H. F 19

Mushrooms.
Jackson Mushroom Farm 19

Nupserymen.
Gardner Nursery Co 18

Patents.
Williamson, C. J 5

Publications.
American Bee Journal. . 11

Industrious Hen.. 23
Rural Farmer 23

Railroads.
Burlington R. R., cover.

Roofing.
Anderson Mfg. Co 22
Standard Paint Co., cover.
United Factories Co 22

Seedsmen.
Wallln, W. B 11

Sppayeps and Pumps.
Brown Co., E. C 20
Crestline Mfg. Co 22
Rochester Spr.-pump Co. 18

Stoves and Ranges.
Kalamazoo Stove Co 20

Tools.
Xwan Brotliers 22

Typewpiteps.
Oliver Typewriter Co 21
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NEW ENGLAND
BEE-KEEPERS

We are

headquarters for

Bee-supplies.
We now have a most complete
stock of New Goods on hand
ready for shipment, and can

supply your wants for regular

goods promptly
Order your hives and supers

at once, and have them on
hand when your bees are

ready for them
We are booking orders for

Bees and Queens.

Price list free.

WWCARY^SON
LYONSVILLE, MASS.

r ^

Supplies
t for the Southern

States.

WE are better prepared than ever be-

fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

Root's goods exclusively.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, CA.

J

ST. PAUL
has the best bee-supply
house in the Northwest

THE A. I. ROOT CO., 1024 Mississippi St.

Factory prices here. Small freights and
short n.vaits when you order from us. Bees-

wax bought or exchanged—29 or 31 cents.

PILCHER & PALMER
Northwestern Managers

1 024 Mississippi St. ST. PAUL, MINN.

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
CHARLES J. WILLIAMSON,

Second Naf 1 Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patent Practice in Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

UNCAP
your combs with

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS
For Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35. Free catalog.

Apicuhural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

'^ For ^^

25 Years
I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are " as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
500 12 4 3 and 2 in. glass, at $13.50 per 100 350 6X 3 2 and 3 in. glass, $8.25 per 100

350 10 4 2-in. " at $12.50 per 100 550 7/$ 4 3-in. " $8.50 per 100

200 12 2 2-in. " at $8.50 per 100 250 I'/s 3 3-in. " $8 50 per 100

200 16 2 2-in. " at $9 25 per 100 300 9^ 4 3-in. " $11 50 per 100

250 8 3 2-in. " at $8.50 per 100 50 9^ 3 3-in. " $11.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots of 50 or

multiples thereof, as they are put up in packages of 50.

Beeswax Wanted.
We are in fine shape to use large supplies of beeswax. Bee-keepers in Texas, Mex-

ico, New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, and Louisiana should bear this in mind. In our
foundation department we have a force of expert workmen who thoroughly understand
their work. In working the beeswax they are careful to retain fhe original fragrant odor
of the hive. It takes skill and care to do this, but we do it. If you desire yo7^r beeswax
worked up in this way send it here. We buy wax outright for cash, and we also do con-
siderable trading for bee-supplies.

Reliable Agents Wanted Everywhere.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St.

^^u'wan"; San Antonio, Texas J;,:^°^
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COMBFOUNDATION4ECTI0N$

Falcon' brand

Our Foundation

Sections

Air-spaced

Hives

The name of our famous line of bee-keepers' supplies
which for nearly thirty years has been noted for that fine

workmanship and material w^hich have forced others to make
a better grade of goods. NONE ARE OUR EQUALS YET

!

Our workmen, who have learned the making of our brand
of bee-goods, are still w^ith us, and our customers are assured
of that high grade of excellence which w^e have maintained
in the pa^.

"Falcon" foundation has w^on a reputation on account
of its perfecfl manufacture, its cleanness, toughness, and the
readiness w^ith w^hich bees accept it. No acid or other in-

jurious substances which destroy the "life" of foundation
are used in our special process. We -clarify the be^ grades
of pure beesw^ax, and by our process of sheeting subjecft it to
enormous pressure until it finally passes through perfect

foundation -mills, and is cut, papered, and boxed, ready for

shipment. SAMPLE FREE. Every pound equal to samples.
Write for prices. Highest price,cash or trade, paid for Beeswax.

We were the first to produce a polished secflion, and w^e

have yet to see any sections equal to ours. Our special ma-
chines for sanding and polishing sections give bright, smooth,
polished sections w^hich can not be equaled. We use only
selected basswood, the w^hite part of the timber only being
used. We furnish all styles of sections and supers for the
same at' one uniform price for beew^ay and one for plain.

Write for prices and our catalog of supplies.

For northern localities there is no better hive for out-of-

door wintering than the air-spaced, and it is just as conven-
ient for summer management. An air space is the least con-
ductor of sudden changes in temperature, and our Air-spaced
Hives have given perfedl satisfaction in the hands of practical

bee-keepers in the North everyAvhere. The air-chamber may
be filled with chaff if one desires. The same frames, supers,

covers, and other fixtures are used as with the Dovetailed
hives.

PRICE OF AIR-SPACED HIVES
S-frame, IH-story. complete for comb honey, in flat, 1, $2 80; 5, $12.50

10- " l%- 1. 2.85; 5. 13.25

Air-spaced hives are cheaper than chaff-packed hives or than
Dovetailed hives with w^inter cases, and are much less trouble,

as bees do not have to be packed in fall and unpacked in spring.

We have on press a booklet for beginners, " Simplified Bee-
keeping," and a circular of Beginners' Outfits. These give
complete in^rucftions for the beginner, «nd we shall be pleased
to place on our list the names of all w^ho reque^ them; and as
soon as printed, copies w^ill be mailed free.

W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.
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Western Headquarters
..for ..

ROOT'S GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES, IOWA

ROOTS GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

$15,000
STOCK

OF

Supplies
on hand at Syracuse, N. Y.

Send in your orders, which
will receive prompt attention.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

MILLER AUTOMATIC DECAPPERS

For all Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35.

Send for descriptive catalog.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

GEORGE F. GRAFFAM & BROTHER
Sell Root Supplies

Bees and Honey
at 1 05 Third Street, BANGOR, MAINE

BEE-SUPPLIES FOR SEASON OF 1909
Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand for bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-
stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the
line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons
at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight rates, and sell on
manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLYCO.,l23NiGolletlsland,Minneapolis,Minn.
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THEY ARE HERE.

Tho Bast and Largest Stock of Root's Goods
Evsr In Wostorn Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

Ji bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with

the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time ' yours,

and I want to serve yo .

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.
Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT,|MICH.

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 PARK PL.

NewYork City
fttroisbes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

1909 cataloe ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: . Glen Cove, L. I.

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED
'A.L.L. RIGHT"

COLD MEDALS
St. Louis - 1904
Jamestown - 1907

IS THE BEST.

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side aiate combines hot and cold blast deflect-

ing pait of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it oxpels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3^ inches in diameter, has
asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

CUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all oor smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price $1.00; two, $1.60; mail, 25c each extra.
DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

Y«"°^^"d'^'^'^^
Sweet-clover Seed ^°^ ^^'^

Yellow blooms three or four weeks earlier than white. One
of the best bee-foods to be found.

W. B. WALLIN, Brooksvilia, Ky.

Protection Hive.
The best and lowest-price double-wall hive &n the market. It will pay to

investigate. 1909 catalog now ready. Send for one and let us figure on

your wants. Beeswax wanted.

A, G. WOODMAN CO., . Grand Rapids, iVIich.

j This Coupon Worth35 cents j
~

(A'ew Subscribers Only)

Pottoffice ,

CO

If not now a subscriber and you want one of the
most helpful aids to successful bee-culture—a paper
that tells how to make your bees pay—you snould
subscribe for the

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-pa8re illustrated 75-cent monthlj-. It tells all
about tne best way to manage bet>.s to produce the
most honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
(lilTerent departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-Money
If vou will send ns your name and address with 40

cents (stamps or coin) tORether with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of our JOu'rnal
for 12 months. Order now and let us begin with this month's fine number. Address,

V American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois

I

CO

oo

I
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J. E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-rearing that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

fects, including some valuable improvement! of his own— in short, a system through which the highest queen develop-

ment is reached by correct and scientific principles, which means that he is now in position tooffertothe bee-keeping

public a higher grade of queens than is usually offered in the common utitility classes, owing toscientific methods which

produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved

method of classifying queens which strikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects

means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared

from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, " the very best," and will be safely delivered to

any address in the United States, Cuba, Canada, or Mexico, at the following prices: Untested, $1.25; 3, $3.00;

warranted, $1.50; 3, $4.00; tested, $2.00; 3, $5.00. Book orders now, send money when queens are wanted. Valu-

able information free. Send for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

Extra-fine Queens Only
BRED AND FOR SALE

BY

F. J. WARDELL,
Uhrichsville, O.

See what my customers say about my
strain of bees.

Mr. F. J. Wardhll, Uhrichsville, O.
Dear Sir:—Please excuse me for not writing

sooner, but will say 1 received the queen and in-

troduced her in extia-fine condition. I am well

pleased, and will remember you when I send for

another. Respectfully yours. Lew Henrv.
P. S.— 1 believe you are right by having the best

red-clover long-tongued stock. L. H.

That is the way I please all my custom-
ers. This strain of red-clover bees gives

universal satisfaction. The " quality " is

there. They are handsome three-banded
bees; gentle, and great honey-gatherers.

I have bred them for years. In fact, I

originated them. Careful breeding for a

quarter of a century has done it.

You owe it to yourself to give them a

trial. My circular sent for the asking.

April and May. June to Oct.
Untested $1.25 $1.00
Select untested 1.50 1.25

Tested 2.50 2 00
Select tested 3.50 3.00
Breeding queens 5.00' 3.50
Select breeding queens 9.00 7.50
Extra-select breeding queens 12.00 10.00

F. J. WARDELL, Queen Specialist,

Uhrichsville, Ohio.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Good leather-colored queens bred for business—no disease;
prompt shipment, extra good stock. June, 90c; six for $4.75;
20 or more at 60c each , later less. Satisfaction ,or money back.

S. F. TRECO. SWEDONA, ILL.

PHARR'S GOLDKNS
took first prize at three exhibits In 1907. We also breed Carnl-
olans. three-ljaiulod ItJiUaiis, and Caucasians, lirt-d In separate
yards and from the best breeders obtainable; j,'uarantee safe
delivery and falrtreatinent. Untested, 81 ; tested, tl.a.'i. Address
New Century ttueen-reanng Co., Bercalr.Tex. John W. Pharr, Prop

Golden :h: Red-Clover

Italian Queens
My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are

hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,

$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. I am book-
ing orders now to be filled in rotation after May 25.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season

WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Phila., Pa.

Queens
by return

mail.

Do You Need AnyP

Queens bred for business from our well-known strain

of three-band Italians, unexcelled as honey-gatherers.

Tested, $1 each; untested, 75c; $8 doz.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for

price list.

J. W. K. SHAW Sl CO.. Loremville, La.. Iberia Pa.

Not Cheap Queens, but Queens Glieap
DON'T BUY QUEENS UNTIL YOU SEE MY

FREE OFFER
Red-clover three-band queens as follows: Untested, 1, 76c; 6,

t4.20; tested, 1. 81.00; 6,85.70; select breeder. «5 00
Nuclei with untested queen, one-frame. 81.75; two frame, 12.25;

with tested queen, one-frame, 82.00; two-frame, 82.50.

Five-band or golden queens as follows: Untested, 1, 81.00;

6, 85.70; tested. 1, 81. 50; 6, 88.70. Breeders, 1, 810.00.

If queens are wanted In large quantity, write for prices.
Directions for building up weak colonies. 10 cts.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD, LITTLE ROCK, ARK., RT. 3.

HARDY COLDENS WON!
Oct. 24, T'OS.—To Whom it may Concern:—This is to cer-

tify that I purchased a Golden Italian queen of Mr. Chas. O.
Fluhaity on July 15, 1908, and am well pleased with the queen
and her progeny I also took the first premium at New York
State Fair over three other competitors, and received six dollars

premiums on her swarm. Respectfully yours,

Edward Rhddout, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

[Mr. Reddout is an expert on bees and queens, and his word is

double assurance of merit when be approves of a strain of bees.]

" The Golden queen which you sent us hai come in, and it

appears to be very good stock indeed."

—

The A. 1. Root Co.

Tested queen, $2.00; untested, $1.00; fine clover queen, $1.00.

Chas. Oscar Fluharty, Rt. 2. New Martinsville, W.Va
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QUEENS
and bees. Nothing but Italians; an improved superior strain is what Quirin-the-
Queen-Breeder raises. Stock is northern bred and hardy. A year ago we win-

tered our five yards on summer stands without a single loss; so far this winter we have

lost but three colonies (due to mice and a bad entrance). A party in the West writes

that he is one of the largest honey-producers of his State, and says that his success is

largely due to our stock, and asks for prices on 1000 queens. Some of the largest

yields reported can be traced to our stock. Over 20 years a breeder. Remember,

queen-rearing is not a side issue with us, but it's our only business, and on a large scale.

FREE CIRCULAR AND TESTIMONIALS.

PRICES OF QUBBNS BBFORB lULY. 1

Select queens
Tested queens
Select tested queens . . .

Breeders
Golden five-band breeders

Two-comb nuclei, no queen .

Three-comb nuclei, no queen
Full colonies on eight frames .

$1 00
1 50

2 00
4 00
6 00
2 50

3 50
6 00

$5 00
8 00

10 00

14 00
20 00
30 00

$ 9 00
15 00
18 00

25 00
35 00

Untested queens in April will be mailed from the South.

Add the price of whatever grade of queen is

wanted, with nuclei or colonies; nuclei ready
about May 1st to 10th; can furnish bees on
Danzenbaker or L. frames; pure mating and safe

arrival guaranteed. We employ 400 to 500
swarms in queen-rearing, and expect to iceep 500
to 1000 queens on hand ready to mail. Our
Northern-bred bees are hardy, yet gentle; they
will give you results. Address all orders to

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER, Bellevue, Ohio

CarniolarisBanatgand
Caucasian Queens
Imported, $5.00 each; homebred, $1.00 each, five for $4.00.

Best strains from apiaries personally inspected by

FRANK BENTON, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Golden Italian (t|1

QUEENS 01
Same old stand and stock. Ready now.

J. B. CASE, PORT ORANGE, FLA.

Q Queens

These are my specialty. Untested, SI. 00 each; six, $5.00;

doz., $9.00. Tested. $1.50 each; six, $K.UO; doz., $15.00.

DANIEL WURTH, N. Leveratt St., Fayotteville.Ark.

%JI# U I am#g is again on hand with his famous stock o
" ^M ww« bees and queens foi the season of 1909.

Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens
mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer
that 1 know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from
every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washington, D. C, writes
that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over
100 in the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00. Breeding
queens, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address
W. H. LAWS, Besvillo, Bee County, Texas.

Wcstwood Red clover Queens
A New York customer writes, " I have tried queens from
a good many breeders, but yours are far ahead of them all."

Nuclei and full colonies a specialty. Price list on application.

HENRY SHAFFER,2860 Harrison Ave.,Sta.L,Cincinnatl,0.

K^^/ Queens of High Quality

^^tQs^^ Beautiful Coldens and Su-

for

1909Taylor's Queens
J. W. Taylor & Son have made a specialty of breeding for the

bett hooey-gatherert. Our tbree-banded Italian! can't be beat,

or hirea't been, it honey-gatberers. Untested, $1.00 each, or

$9.00 a dozen; tested qneent, $1.25 each, or $12.00 a dozen.
Seltct tened qaeeni, $1.50 each; breeders, the very best, $3.00

to $5.00 each. Send all orders to

J. W. TAYLOR « SON. BCEVILLE," BEE COUNTY.J TEXAS

#« perior Red-clover Italians

Bred for Business
Wo are fortunate in seourlntr the servleuB of a nueen special-

ist of national reinitation, who will have oliarjte of our queen-
rearlM(f department. Our ((ueens will be bre<i by the most
up to-date methods from the very best stock obtainable. One
thousand colonies back of our business will enable us to furnish
cjueens In lar^e or small quantities by return mall.
Either tbree-banded Italians or goldens by return mall.

Select untested . . . one, $1.00 six, 15.60 doz., 19.00

Tested " 1.60 " 8.00 " 11.60

Select tested .... " 2.00 ' 9.00 " 16.00

Breeders, (3.00 to t5.00. Straight golden breeders, tlO.OO

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR FREE.

SIRES BROTHERS & CO.
Yakima Aplarlsa 1 S North 8th St., North Yakima, Wash.
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Nice weather during the

last half of April means

an unusual rush for bee-

supplies. Better send

your order now for the

goods you need.

Ours are all "Root
Quality " and a big stock

to draw from. Our cat-

alog for the asking.

Beeswax wanted.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Opp. Lake Shore depot.

Bee Supplies
Our new stock has arrived; all orders

are shipped promptly.

Do you know, Mr. Bee Man, that

our business increases each year from

25 to 50 per cent.'*

Why.'* Because we are saving our

customers money in freight.

Why not allow us to save for you?

Send us your orders and try us.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Honey in cans or barrels, also beeswax,
wanted in exchange for supplies. Write us

what you have to offer, and let us tell you
what we can do.

No cartage on Honey or Beeswax in or

Supplies out.

Free catalogfor the asking.

The Griggs Bros. Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.

For Quick Delivery
and LOW FREIGHT send your

orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to . .

The A. I. Root Company, 42-60 Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
We are now fully moved, located, and well stocked with a FULL LINE

of supplies. We have the best shipping facilities, and with plenty of help

we promise to get goods to you promptly. There are only two reasons

whywe might fail; viz., the neglect of some transportation company to give

its usual good service, and our inability to turn out stock fast enough to

care for your orders. We are promised a large carload from our factory

every TEN days, so you see we expect to take good care of your orders.

If you haven't our new catalog let us send you one.

Remember our new location, four blocks north of our former place.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
42-60 Institute Place R. W. Boyden, Resident Manager.

Take Elevaior to Sixth Floor. Telephone 1484 North.

Jeffrey Building
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

At this season of the year, when the bees have awakened to new activity and the

bee-keeper is planning for the big harvest which is sure to come this year, we want to

say a word to every bee-keeper about his stock.

Having gone through your colonies and decided that you need some good queens,

do not put off ordering them. Many bee-keepers wanting high-grade stock expect to

get the best, and yet demand that they be sent by return mail. No breeder can serve

his customers so well on these hurry orders as he can if the order is entered at least a

week or two in advance of the time the queen is wanted, so that he may plan to get out

some of his best stock. Of course, in the case of a queenless colony and untested stock,

the case is quite different, and most breeders can fill such orders by return mail with

little or no trouble A little foresight on the part of the bee-keeper will result in better

service all around, and the receipt of much better stock by the customer

A glance at the advertising pages of this issue will put the purchaser in touch with

with breeders located in every section of the country. Breeders who have been devot-

ing themselves to queen-rearing for years are surely well qualified to fill your orders.

We do not accept advertising from a queen-breeder unless we are reasonably sure that

his stock is all that he claims.

Another mistake frequently made by bee-keepers is in thinking that, simply because

a colony has a queen, it is all right. It is not sufficient that a colony have a queen; it

must be a good queen, and' by this we do not necessarily mean high-priced stock, al-

though, of course, it is well to buy some select stock occasionally. Untested queens

from reputable breeders often prove to be very choice, and you will find that you will

materially improve your apiary by the introduction of some new queens every season.

There is a mistaken idea among some bee-keepers that untested queens are necessarily

inferior stock. This is not the case at all. Every queen is untested until some of her

bees have hatched, and it is known beyond a doubt that she was purely mated. Most
large breeders have their yards so arranged that there is little chance of mismating, so

that the purchaser of untested stock in nine cases out of ten gets purely mated queens.

Study the queen advertisements carefully. Decide just what qualities you want, and

then send your orders to the breeder whose stock most nearly meets your requirements.

Queens may be sent all over this country with no difficulty, so that you need not fear

to order from the breeder you choose, because he is located at some distance from you.

Under ordinary conditions queens may be sent from one side of the United States to

the other with as great a degree of safety as to send them on much shorter journeys.

And right here let us caution the purchaser not to depend too much on the appearance

of the queen when she comes from the mails, or even after you have had her for some
time. Very often a queen which is any thing but beautiful herself will produce bees

possessing all the good qualities to be desired.

Very likely you will find that you have lost a colony or two the preceding winter

and this will make an excellent opportunity for the introduction of some new blood.

Those empty combs are valuable; and if the hive contains some stores, you are very
fortunate indeed. A small nucleus put into such a hive will build up rapidly, and you
will soon have a rousing colony of fine bees. Too many bee-keepers blame the season
or some other cause for successive failures to harvest large honey crops, when the real

difficulty is with their bees. They need new and better stock. Constant vigilance is

required to keep bees from deteriorating, and the introduction of some new blood oc-
casionally will often result in a largely increased honey crop, and we are sure that the
bees will be cared for with much less difficulty. Do not make the mistake of thinking
that bees will care for themselves and need no attention at all, and then expect large
crops of fancy honey. It is as necessary to keep good bees as it is to have choice stock
of any kind; and the expense is very small compared with the results to be expected.
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Served Her Right

By the Bee Crank

The worry cow might have lived till now
If she hadn't lost her breath

;

But she feared her hay wouldn't last all day,
And she worried herself to death.

Cheer up ! You can get your bee-supplies
from me in a hurry, even though you have failed

to take my advice and have postponed ordering
till the rush season is on. I find that, with my
improved facilities and conveniences, I can take
care of twice as much business as formerly, and
still not risk my reputation for promptness in

delivery.

I handle Root's Goods, and they are made in

the most perfectly equipped factory in the world
devoted to the manufacture of bee-supplies. I

sell the goods at the factory schedule of prices.

Every thing is clean and fresh ; the wood parts
are made from best bright white wood, perfectly
machined, finished, and jointed. Nails of proper
size are included, and I find that my friends are
really getting a lot of pleasure in putting the
goods together. Here is how one friend ex-
presses his opinion

:

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. Fairmount, Indiana.
Dear Sir:—While I have suffered with rheumatism nearly all win-

ter, I have my hives and frame all put up in nice order, and now ready
to paint. A nicer lot of hive material I have never seen—not a knot
nor a crack in the whole lot, and all so clean and nice. I just worked
putting them up right in our sitting-room by the stove, and did not
make as much litter as my wife would at her sewing-machine, for she

often has to do some trimming and I none.

BEESWAX.— If you have beeswax to offer,

I am now paying 29 cents cash or 31 cents in

exchange for supplies.

I still have a lot of new catalogs which I

should like to distribute. May I send you one ?

They are free.

"If goods

are wanted

quick,

send to

Pouder."

Established

1889

Walter S. Pouder
859 Massachusetts Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.
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FENCE

17

To get
the most

out of a farm,
every square foot

must be either tilled or else
made to produce feed for live

/ stock. A fence all around the farm,
then cross fences, making more and
smaller fields—permitting rotation of
crops and change of pasture—are first

fessentialsin making possible maximum earnings.
Here are two great fences—the best square mesh and the best diamond mesh

\Ve selected these two styles years ago, after careful study and advice from many of
the most experienced and successful farmers, the correctness of which has been veri-
fied by actual results in the field. These fences are the simplest in construction;
are made of any size or weig'ht of wire desired and perfectly adapted to all uses
and conditions.

If you want square mesh, buy American; if you like diamond, buy Ellwood.
You can safely take the verdict of the millions of farmers who have tested and
tried out these two g-reat fences. Dealers everywhere, carrying styles adapted
to every purpose. See them. Catalogue for the asking.

AMERICAN STEEL & W^IRE CO.
Chicago New York Denver San Francisco

f-r

t /
•""A-'-^l:.^

Koiei
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The Anthony Fence
Tied With the Anthony KnotlAA fence built for fence buyers who want the best
fence to be had. The Anthony fence is the

*'Best Fence on Earth." Get a sample knot and make your own con-
clusions—be your own judge. The knot itself is compact, smooth and strong.
No kink in the line wires inside the knot. Can be strung up hill or on level

with the same ease, and the stays are always parallel with the posts on any
slope or hillside.

Woven from Hard Steel Spring Wire—ANTHONY Quality
We buy the best wire we can get. We build the best fence we know how

—

and WE DO KNOW HOW. Not a light cheap fence-not an old style

wire "netting." In poultry fence stays are 9 inches apart or 22 per rod,

a,nd in standard fence 12 in. apart or 16 stays per rod, and always fastened
with the Anthony knot. All lateral wires guar-
anteed of equal length.

'FRKE:—Anthony knot, full len^h souvenir hat pin, and booklet,
'mailed free. The head is an exact Anthony knot—as it appears in
the fence. See the knot yourself and get a hat pin for a member of
the family. Write for it now—today.
The Anthony Fence Co., 28 Michigan St., Tecumseh, Mich.. U.S.A.

BESURETOGETTHIS!
Every reader of Gleanings who is interested in

farm power of any kind shoald send to-day for

our:catalo2 of thei

WHITE LILY GASOLINE-ENGINE

It is the best, simplest, and cheapest 3-H. P.

gasoline-motor in the world. Four-cycle—air-

cooled—automatically governed.

IT'S THE ENGINE YOU NEED
will do more work with less trouble than any
other 3-H. P. engine. Runs smoothly without jar

or vibration. Absolutely dependable. Get our

prices and special proposition. Write to-day.

WHITE LILY MFG. CO.
1 546 Rockingham Road DAVENPORT, IOWA

Perfumery Gardenini
In the highly profitable and pleasing work

of growing the beautiful ORRIS PLANT for
its perfumed roots and fragrant blossoms, the
ladies and children have the chance to make
as much money from a few rods of garden
ground as the men folks can from as many
acres devoted to farm crops. Write today for

FREF. sample of naturally perfumed root and our special

Introdnrtory Ofter on Orris pLmts.

THE GARDNER NURSERY COMPANY, Box 31 7 , Osage, Iowa.

"KANT-KLOG",^
SPRAYERS#
Something New .^

lV\ Spraying

J Guide
Pj.

Gets twice the resulta—~-i.-.^?
with same laborand fluid. 5jc=>''

Flator round, fine or coarse sprays
from game nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc Agents Wanted, -^ooklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. Ro^^i,^4tert": y

Save Money on
Berry Boxes and

Baskets
Frolt and Vega-
t&ble Paokagei

»nd Groweri' .Suppliei of all kinds.

Writ* for free moDej-8»Tlng catalogue

and price-list O. "©»
Larr«tt Faelory of lU Klndln th« Country.

NEW ALBANY BOX AND BASKET CO.. New AL««iT. IM.
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Sy^g Land of Fruit and Flowers

MICHIGAN
There are upward of two million acres of wild lands in the Lower Peninsula

of Michigan suitable for general farming. It is the greatest opportunity
of the age for the man of small means to acquire a competency.

From $5 to $15 per Acre
will buy land that yields crops worth $50 to $100 per acre each year.

HOME.SEEKE.RS' EXCURSION
to this territory via Toledo and the

PERE MARQUETTE RAILROAD
on May 4 and 18, at from $6 to $8 for the round trip, good fifteen days.

Write W. C. TOUSEY, 423 Madison St., Toledo, Ohio, for descriptive circu-

lar, or address

H. r. MOE:IvI^£R., General Passenger A^ent, DETROIT, MICH.

Texas School Lands
$1.00 to $5.00 Per Acre

Texas has passed new School Land Laws. Millions of
acres are now to be sold by the State at 81.00 to JS.liO per
acre; only one-fortieth cash and no more to pay for 40
years, unless you desire; only 3 percent Interest. You
can buylSO acres at Jl.Oil per acre, payable W.OOdown and
40 year's time on the balance, 3% Interest. Greatest
opportunity ever offered to Investors and farmers. Texas
land Is better than i )klahoma, Iowa or Illinois. Send 50
centa for Book of Instructions, N'ew State Law and Map
of Texas, and I will tell you FREE how to sefure list

of over 400 million acres of vacant public lands in 25 dif-

ferent States, which are open to homestead. Address

E. C. HOWE, 784 Hartford Building. CHICAGO. ILL.

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits
Or For Your Own Use.

Ten years'esperience enables me to
give practical Instructions worth

many dollars to you witbout Interfering
ith regular occupation, no matter where located.

Sead for Free Hook and particulars how to start, etc.
JACKSON JUUSIIROOM FABM

3448 N. Western Ave. Chicago, III-

BEFORE ORDERING
BERRY-CRATES AND

QUART BASKETS
write foi out catalo£ and special prices.

H. H. Aulttathor, box 1 00, Minerva, O.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We will ship you a.

"RANGER" bicycle!
on approval, freight

!

prepaid to any place in the United States without a rmt deposit in advance, and allow •

' ten days free trial from the day you receive it. If it doe.siiot suit you in every way and '•

is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get anywhere else
|

regardless of price, or if for any reason wliatever you do not wish to keep it, ship it back
to us at our expense for f reifflit and you w'M not be out one cent. I

I nyi FAPTARY PRIPF^ ^^ sell the highest gnde bicycles direct from factory.
^**'» IMM I Wll I rniyfcj to ,ider at lower prices than any other house. We

i

save you #io to ^25 middlemen's profit on every bicycle—highest grade models with i

Puncture-Proof tires, Imporled Rollerchains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap mail

'

order bicycles; also reliable medium gr.tde models at uuh«>artl of low prices.
(

DinCD AfiCIITC UfJIIITCn '" £'>'-'> t"wu and district to ride and exhibit a sample

.

lllUI.II nUCn I O Iffinibll 1909 Kan^^er nicy.le furnished by us. "VoU will l>R '

astonished at ihe-womter/u/lylfw prices Zind the lilieral propositions and special olTers we will
'

give on the tirst 1909 sample going to your town. Write at once ior our special offrr. \

DO NOT BUY a hicycle or a pair of tires from anyone ^% any price xinxW you receive our catalogue
and le.irn our low pries and lilier.il terms. BICYCLE DEALERS: you can sell our bicycles u&der

'

your cwn n.iuic plate .it (i'.utle i>iir prices. Orders filled the day received.
SECONDHAND BICYCLES—a lindted number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will
cl sell out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

VIQPP PflACTCD RRAtfCC 5ii>t:le wheels, inner tuiies, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs and
linCOf UUMdlun nnHIVCdf everything in the bicycle line at half the usual pric<-8.

00 NOT WAIT .'Jt write t 'l.iy f r .uT /.tirx'' <-"i/a/«x' •'eautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of inter-

esting matter and uscfiil infrrTi.itif.n. It .n, y costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.
;MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept. H II3, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Let Mc Pay Postage
on My Big, Free
Buggy Book toYou^

Althougrh these books cost me 8 cents each to mail, for postage
alone, yet I'llsrladly send you one, FREE, because I want you to know
about SPUT HICKORY BUGGIES—Made to Order—Sold Direct From
Mv Factories to you on 30 DAYS' FREE ROAD TEST—Guaranteed
Two Years. This Book Means a Saving: of $25.00 to f40.00 to You on

just the Vehicle you want—because of the DIRECT Factory Prices
it quotes you. Get this Bobk— sit down of an evening: and look it

over. It contains actual photog:raphs of more Vehicles and
Harness of every description than could be shown in ten

i-alers' salesrooms—over 125 different styles of Vehicles and Full
Line of Harness.

S|i£it Hickory Vetiicles
This is my latest 1909 Book—and it is truly a Buyer's Guide.

tions and prices which show a
It not only 8:ives descrip-

Saving to You of $25.00 to $40.00
but it also tells how good Vehicles are made—why they are_^

better made my way—all running parts made of Seconc
Growth Shellbark Hickory—split with the grain—not sawed
across it—thus giving extra strength and long wearing qual-
ities. SPLIT HICKORY Vehicles are trade-mark Vehicles—

'

known in every state in the Union for highest qualities and
prices, and my celebrated

30 Days' Free l^oad Test Plan
proves all my claims. Making Vehicles to order, I give you any

|

option as to tinisli, style, etc..—that you get from no other man-
]

ufacturer. Buying direct tmni my factories brings yt
in touch with tlie people who make your Vehicle. My^
Two-Year Guarantee is toyou—direct. My Free Koad .

'

Test Flan is to you—direct. M.y prices are to you—y^

direct. No roundabout transactions as when buy-y
Ing through dealers. No dealer's profits added in/
the iirice of your Vehicle—all meaning a big savingf-
and more satisfaction to YOU. Over 125,000 Split]

Hickory Vehicles now in use. LET ME SEND YOU\
XHliS BOOK AT UNCE.

Address H. C. PHELPS, Pres.

The Ohio Carriage Manufacturing Co.
Station 293, Columbus. Ohio

Here Is Something New
From Kalamazoo

Prove for yourself in your own home, that the Kalamazoo is the most
perlect—most economical—most satisfactory range for you to use—Your
money bick if it's not.

1 for Catalog No. 416 with special terms and compare Kalamazoo prices with others

Cash Or Time Payments
We wnnt every housewife to know the comfort and convenience of a Kala-
ijioo in her home. You can buv on easy time payments or pay cash if

ju lil^e. Either way—you save $10 to $_'0 on any stove in the catalog. We
ike it easy for responsible people to own the best stove or ran^e in the world.

Direct to Yo\i"

T\ TAKES and burnsits own gai. Pro-
-'*' duces 1(10 candle power light—
brighlerthan electricity oracetylene
1— cheaper than kerosene. No dirt.

I
No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

I Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog. Do not delay.

THE BEST 1,IGHT CO.
306 E. SthSt., Canton, Ohio

FOR RAPID, EASY SPRAYING

"Auto-Pop" NOZZLE
Slight pressure on lever starts dense
spray. Automatic shut-off. Doubles c

pacity. Saves solution, time, labor.

INCREASE THE CROPS
by using the "Auto-Pop" nozzle on the

"Auto-Spray" pump Write for factory

prices, spraying guide and agency offer.

E,C. Brown Co.. 20 J^yst.. Rochaster.H.T.
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amazine offer—ihe New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at 17 crnts a day— is open to everybody, everywhere.
It's our new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver

Typewriters on little easy payments. The abandonment of /onf-

hand in favor of clean, legible, beautiful lyfiwriting is the next
great step in human progress.

Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of fm and ink is largely restricted to the writing of lienatures.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.
The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for universal tyfewriting,

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to

take the initiative in bringing
about the universal use of type-

writers. It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

T^peWri-ter
THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER

This " /7-Cenli-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

to turn as to ml. It places the machine within easy reach of

every htmt—every individual. A man's " cigar money "—

a

woman's " pin money "—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now afford to own Olivers. By
utilizing spare moments for practice they may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their

fennies.

Yon can boy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.
And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to ^arn

mtnty f inish paying jtr the machi

Advantages Service Possibilities

The Oliver is the most high-
ly perfected typewriter on the

market—hence its lOO per cent

e^tienry.

Among its scores of conven-
iences are:

— ths Balance Shift
— ths Ruling Devlcs
-Ihe Double Release
— Ihe Locomotive Bate
-the Automatic Spacer
—the Automatic Tahulalor
— Ihe Disappearing Indicator
— Ihe Adjustable Paper Fin-

gers
—Ihe Sclantlllo Condensed

Keyboard
Can you spsnd 1 7 Cants a day to better advantage

than In the purchase of this wonderful machine ?
Write for Spfiial Rasy paynnent Proposition or see the nearest

Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
91 I Huron Road. Cleveland, Ohio.

The Oliver Typewriter turns

out more work^-of better qual-

ity and greater variety—than
any other writing machine.
Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of its towering
supremacy in
—Correspondence
—Card Index Work
Tabulated Reports

—Follow-up Systems
Manifolding Service

— Addressing Envelopes
—Working on Ruled Forms
—Cutting Mimeograph Slen-

UNCLE SAM ISA
TRUSTY MESSENGER

His excellent postal service brings

this bank to your door.

Here is a convenient and safe de-

pository for your savings or funds

of any kind.

And your money earns

4% int. Compounded
Semi-annually

Our booklet, " Banking by Mail,"

which explains fully, sent free.

Resources $800,000
Established 1892

th^savings deposit— BANK COMPANY -
MEDINA, OHIO

Will jou accept this

businessbook if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no moncyJ
Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master busj-
nes.s men have written ten books—2,079 pages— 1,407
vital business secrets, ideas, methods. In them k the
best of all that they know about

—Position-Getting
—Position-Holdiug

—Selling Plans
—Handling Customers

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fightinf
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-

ness subjects.

—Purchasine —Salesmanship
—Credits —Advertising
—Collections —Correspondence

—Accountine —Man-Handling
^-Cost-keepinff —Man-Training
-Organization _office Systems
—Retailing —Short-cuts and
—Wholesaling Methods for every
— Manufacturing line and department
A 9,059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses

great and small; pages 4 and S deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handlmg and
training men : pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising,

with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail; pages 12 to IS with the great problem of securing the highest

market price for your services—no matter what your line ; and the

last page tells how you may get a complete iet—bound in hand-
some half morocco, contents in colors—for less than your daily

smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

lyiltyoii read the book ifwe send itfree}
Send no money, Sitnpiy sign the coupon.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicag*

If there are. In your books, any new ways to Increase my bus-

iness or my salary. I should like to know them. So send on
your 16-page free descriptive booklet. I'll read it. Ilt-5 1
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$50^to $300 SAVED
We arc manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealers.

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from

S50 toS300 on my High Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you

lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for ,

similar engines in carload lots for spot cash. ^aW Direct

GALLOWAY /W'^y'^i
Price and quality speak for tlieniselves jP ^JF^ Day/' °Free
and you are to be the sole judge. Jy^j7T..\,\ Catictar
&1I your poorest horse an^l buy a

X-?^,,!;'"'-,
^™y

S-H.-P, only$119.SO /\fj^_ back. write forspec-

ial proposition. All

II
-

'I ^^ .^r^f - -f / you pay me is for raw
|SAU0WAY|s>^_^5i^^->yX>/ material, labor and

1 one small profit. Send for

my big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway ( o.

1686 Oalloway Station
Waterloo, lona

THROW AWAY PICK, SPADE

Quit the old, bnck-hreaking, hnnd-bllstering
way of digging—use the nfw, up-to-dute, low-
priced Iwnn Digger—goes through gravel, elav.

sand or gumbo—no matter how wet or dry. Pulls
out and unloads quick and easy. Anyone can

iVi«iDig a Hole in a Jiffy With

Iwans' Patent Post HoleAuger
It pays for itself in one job. A simple
->ipe extension permits going down to 40

.eft—deep enough for wells. The blades
of Iwan Augers aredouble.tempered steel.

Remainsharp for years,never out of order.
Write now for ourfree bookcalled "Knsy
Disging" and learn howeasy it is to dig-
nowadays. VVewill also tell you where you
can see one of these low-priced imple-
ments-write to

Iwan Bros. °T- South Bend.lnd.

FIX YOUR ROOF \ SAVE MONEY ON ROOFilia
Ra Da» Cfiiiara —We will guarantee to pnt
06 rBI dl|Uai B| any old leaky, worn-out.
rusty, tin, Iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof in
perfect condition, and keep it in perfect conditioa
for 6c per square per pear.

Th* ParfacI Roal Prasarver, mikta ei4,
worn-oat roofs new. Satitf&ction guaranttted
or money refunded. Our fraa rooflns book

' lelli all about it. Write for it today

Ibe Anderson Manufacturinu Co.. Oept. 24 Elyria. Obh^

Prairie State

INCUBATORS

'L.**'!^'*'^^^^^*^!^

hatch strong, livable chicks
and ducks most successfully. | f

Perfect regulation of heat au- t

tomaticallv controlled. [ I

The Sand Tray Diffusion S' ^^ M
Incubator is the most ad%'anctd in every p.irrir.uL.r and is

guaranteed to do the work for you economically,

Piano-Box will do for Brooder
Put our Universal Hover into it and make your own

brooder. The Universal Hover may be attached to any
form of colony-house, mush-
room-house, small portable
building- or piano box and
makes about as good a brood-
' I IS money can buy. Ask
i I 1 ree Catalog. Address

Prairie State Incubator Co.,

414 Main St,. Homer City, Pa.

$<^ ftft ^"ys full roll <108 sq. ft.) of stnctlv high

B^^\P grade rooiing» either rubber or flint ci>aj siu

I H^^^ iace, with cement and nails cumpletc* Most liberal ofier ever made on firs? tiasa

roofing. Better than goods that sell at much higher pricca

Don't spend a dollar on roofing until yuu bave seen

UNITO ASPHALT ROOFIHS
You send no money when you order Unn^ Ru^ihn?

Satislactioo Guarantred. Write today loi Ircc saniytei to-

test and comparisoD andoui unparalleled selUni; flan

UNITED FACTO/tlES CO. Oept, A38, Cleveland, O

World's Record—

i

for hatching:, and 648 first

prizes won by the

Reliable Incubator
Perfect ventilntlng. double hpnt-
ingsystem.insidehentor.nnclnuto-
mnticresulator-nKreiit fuel saver

Send today for FREE Poultry Book — valuable
informiitiou on poultry raising and incubators.

Reliable Incubator & Brooder Co.,Box D 49, Qtiincy.IlL

PUMPING WATER
We make Pumps—over 40,000 of

>hem each year. That is our business—nat-

urally we know what each particular case

reiiuires. This is our " Panama " lift pump
lor large cisterns and wells, 25 ft. or lebs in

depth. It throws Vi gal. water each stroke.

Tell US depth of your well or cistern

—

whether dug or cased—amount ot water you
need; whether hand or windmill power is.

used, and ask for free circular and prices.

We make over 2000 kinds of pumps—so

we can surely suit you. Look us up and
address as follows

—

THE CRESTLINE MFC. CO.
Pumps—Spravers-Hose

CRESTLINE, OHIO, U. S. A.

TO GROW A GOOD
GARDEN

good cultiTation is absolutely necea-
sarv, but it c;iu't be done with poor
tools. Here's an I roii Age Tool 3S-

piciallv made for garden work. It

not only does good work, but it is

e;<sy to operate. Tlie boys and
girl's can do tlie gardening
and produce big crops
if you'll equip tliem
with Iron Age
Tools. Send
to day for
cnir Free
catalog
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Baby Chicks
of nine leading varieties—all pure-bred.

Chicks are cheaper to buy than eggs. We
also have brooder fixtures and chick feed.

Our catalog is free. Write for one to-day.

JOS. A. BLUM & CO.
OEPT. A CHATFIELD, O.

Ready--Red-clover and Italian Queens

One untested queen, 7Sc; tested, $1.00. Give me
a bill of the supplies you need. I can save you

money. Send for circulars.

C. Routzahn, Biglerville, Pennsylvania

ITALIAN QUEENS
Fine .vouriK prolific S and h

banded Italian ciuecn, untest-
ed, only 90c; extra-Hue (lueen.

fl.OO;" tested. $l.v;5; full colo-
nies InS-fr. hive witli cjueen,
ir)..W; ;!-fr. uucl. with queen,

?2.7.'i. Safearrlval j;uaranteed.
Directions to introduce po
with queen. I'rice list free.

J. L. FAJEN, Alma, Mo.

GET .

YOURQUEENS
DIRECT FROM ITALY
MAY to SEPTEMBER.—Tested, $2.60; Champion Layers,

$4.00. Dead queens replaced if box is returned unopened. Dis-

count to dealers or for quantities. Beautiful unsolicited testi-

monials. Honest dealins. For further particulars write to

MALAN BROTHERS
Queen-breeders, . Luserna, San Giovanni, Italy

Golden ADEL QUEENS
CoMen .Adel bees and queens are famous the world over for their

unexcelled beauty, gentleness, hardiness, and good working
qualities. Golden Adel Italians will please you if you want the

best strain of bees on earth. »? L. F. Weaver, of Dexter,
Mo., says, " My bees are very gentle, and great hustlers." >P
A Brooklyn customer wiites, "The more I see of your bees the

better I I ke them." >P I breed these queens in their purity,

using select stock obtained (rem Henry Alley, their originator.

Only natural methods are used in rearing them, giving us large

and vigorous queens. Orders filled in rotation. PRICES: Select

queens, $1.00 each; extra select. SI. 50 ; two-frame nucleus and
select queen, $?.25; with extra-select queen instead of select,

add 50c. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send orders to

J. R. McCORKLE, WINCATE, INDIANA

Are You Interested

Months
Trial

Subscription

10 cents

in raising poultry, live

stock, produce, fruit, hon-
ey, or other farm products?
If so, send ten cents for a
3-months' trial subscrip-

tion to the "RURAL F.4RMER."

It Tells You
all about farm cultivation, orfhardinjr, live
stock anfl poultry brecdinj?. Hi^w to market
criipa suoce.ssfullv, infurms you liow to ship,
DacK. crate, bill and K<-'t returns. "KUliAL
FARMER" columns are rich in things juu
should know. Three Months for 10 cents.

Publishi-il weekly— .iO cents per year; i j-ears
for »i.OO, or $1.00 per year for club of i persons.

"RURAL FARMER."
44 S. 3rd Street, • Philadelphia, Pa.

Industrious He
•KnoxvilleTenn-

l/orsall over the south-

2^ a Week
PAYS for the great combination that fur-

nishes the knowledge that every successful

Poultry-raiser and Bee-keeper must have.

The Industrious Hen
Established 1904. Forty to sixty pages monthly. Printed

in colors, and handsomely illustrated. Thoroughly prac-

tical, and worth many times the price asked—50c a year.

Gleanings in Bee Culture
sixty-lour pages twice a month. All bee-keepers know

what it is. One dollar per year.

Both Journals

One Year, $1 .00

And we will make you a present of 12 beautifully colored

post cards upon receipt of subscription. Use blank below.

The Industrious Hen Co.
Knoxville, Tenn.

The Industrious Hen Co Kioxville, Tenn.
Gentlemen:—Incu d find $1.00, for which enter

my subscription to your . aper for one year; also have

Gleanings in Bee Culture sent to my address for one year.

_. 19-beginning

me the twelve beamifully colored post cards.

Send

Name.

.

Address .

Stale . .
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The Danzenbaker

Comb-honey Hive

MORE HONEY
The construction of the hive is such that the bee-keeper can easily produce a larger

surplus of comb honey per hive, for the bees are not inclined to loaf during the early

flow, but get more promptly at work at the right time.

BETTER HONEY
The claim made for this hive, that it produces better honey, has never been success-

fully contradicted. True, an expert may with other hives get a result approximately

equal to the Danz. results; but hundreds of letters received show that the DANZEN-
BAKER HIVE, in the hands of the average bee-keeper, produces more fancy surplus

comb honey than any other hive.

MORE MONEY
This statement is easily verified. Fancy comb honey is always in demand, and espe-

cially in Danz. sections. A crop of fancy honey on an ordinary market always brings

more money; and on a poor market the fancy honey will sell while the other grades

have to be shaded to find a buyer. The following unsolicited letter verifies the state-

ment.

AN AMATKUR"'S EXPERIENCE.
Fanwood, N, J., Apiil 8, 1909.

Mr. F. Danzenbaker, Norfyli, Va.,

Dear Sir: As per ad. in Gleanings, please send catalog, etc. Mr. Boyden put me up an outfit of two full colonies

in Danzenbaker hives, and every thing that 1 might need to start with. Last summer I took 265 pounds extra-fine comb

honey. 1 got one swarm and lost two (away from home). They wintered very well, and have lately been rushing pollen

in like'mad. 1 am most naturally a " Danzenbaker crank." Mr. Boyden liked my report very much indeed, and 1 hope I

will be as successful this summer. Very truly yours, W. S My(;rant.

one of many reports of successful outdoor wintering.

Bonner's Ferry, Idaho, March 5, 1909.

Mr. F. Danzertbaker, Norfolk, Va.,

Dear Friend: My bees all came through in good shape in your hives, and we had an exceptionally cold and unfavorable

winter. Thanking you very much for your kindness, I am, etc., F. R. Jordan.

Now is the time to make a trial order for these hives if you have not yet tried them. The
workmanship is the best; the quality is the best, and the results are sure.

Price, 5 complete Danzenbaker comb-honey hives, with sections and fil 1 OO
foundation starters, and nails, ail in flat ^tra tm^^^f

IS so
5 hives as above, nailed and painted t*^m%^^^

Accept no substitute. The results accomplished by the Danzenbaker hive are generally

equaled by no other.^
F. DANZENBAKER, Patentee.
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WITH A FULL LIVE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you with quick sliipments

and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S maice, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

Be>o Su Houso
Everything for Uees

We manufacture the latest ap-
proved supplies and sell direct '

at factory prices. We're old- fc.,

time bee people in abeecountry
We know your needs. Early

order discoonts. Send for cat-

alog. Don't buy till it comes.
LKAHY MANUFACTURINQ CO.
10 Talmage St., HlgglnBTllIe, Mo.

1699 South 13th St.. Omaha. Neb.
Also E. T. Flanagan & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. III.

Mr.Bee-Man: Vou can save time,
worry, and money by
ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in (act. every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not
have a catalog, send (or one tO-day.

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarlcet 14«<<-1

Boston,

Mass.

EXTRACTING MADE EASY
by using

MILLER AUTOMATIC DECAPPERS
$5 to $35. Catalog free.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

D

D

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower, a
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-g'owers are realizing as never

before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee • keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring! Bees. A i4-page booklet

giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits (or you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A bookof 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete

encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather. $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked abonje;

I inclose $ to co'-uer the cost.

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Nan

Siretl Addrits or R. F. D

Town

G.B.C. 5-1 Statt.
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Books for Bee 'keepers and Others.
Any of these books on which postage is not given

will be forwarded by mail postpaid, on receipt of price.

As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods
by freight or express, incurring no postage, we give
prices separately. You will notice that you can judge
of the size of the books very well by the amount re-

quired for postage on each.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.

Postage.] [Price without postage
8

I
Bible, good print, neatly bound 20

10
I
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 40

1
I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4,

words only; cloth 10

2
I
Same, board covers 20

3
I
New Testament in pretty flexible covers 05

One-half off on all Gospel Hymns mentioned above.

5
I

New Testament, new version, paper covers 10

10
I

New Testament, both Spanish and English.. .. 25
In this book the Spanish is given in one column, and

the English right opposite in another column. Every
verse is opposite the corresponding one in the column
adjoining, so that it affords the reader the very readiest
means of comparing the language of the two. The
writer has found this book to be a great help in the
learning of Spanish, and he has also received spiritual
benefit by getting a glimpse of the word of God in
another language. The book is published by the
American Bible Society, and we hope and trust it may
have a good sale.

6
I
Christian's Secret of a Happy I,ife. Cloth 25

For several years we have been unable to get a nice
substantial copy of this book at a reasonable price.
We are glad to tell our friends now, however, that we
have a very pretty edition, bound in cloth, at the very
reasonable price of 25 cents. If wanted by mail, add
6 cents for postage. This book has had a very large
sale for more than 20 years, and when I tell you that
quite a number of people have been converted to the
iiord Jesus Christ simply by reading it you will no
longer wonder why it sells. At one time it was carried
and sold by the newsboys on our railways. It not only
contains a wonderful "secret" for unbelievers, but for
many who have been church-members all their lives,

but not the "happy" church-members that God in-
tended we should be.

PRACTICAL WORKS ON BEE CULTURE.

25 A B C Of Bee Culture, cloth 1 25
25 " " half leather 175
25 " "

full leather 2 25
25 " " German, paper 175
25 1 " " " cloth 2 25
25

I

" " French 2 25

10—Advanced Bee Culture 1 00

5 1 Amerikauische Bienenzucht 95

I
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung 25

Or "Bee Culture and the Securing of Honey," a Ger-
man bee-book.

15
I
Cook's Manual, cloth 1 00

5
I

Doolittle on Queen-rearing, leatherette cover... 70

15
I
I,angstroth Revised, by Chas. Dadant & Son 1 10

10
I

Quinby's New Bee-keeping 90

5
I
British Bee-keeper's Guide-book, by Thomas
William Cowan, England g 95

5
I
The Honey-bee, by Thos. William Cowan 95

10
I

How to Keep Bees 90

3
I
Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A. I. Root... 12

10
I
Forty Years Among the Bees. By Dr. C. C.
Miller, Marengo, 111 90

15
I
Modern Bee-farm. By S. Simmins. New edi-
tion ; cloth bound 1 85

I Wax Craft, Cowan 1 00

POPULAR BOOKS ON BEE CULTURE.

11
I The Bee People. Margaret W. Morley 1 40

11 I
The Honey-makers, Margaret W. Morle y 1 40

11 I Life of the Bee, Maeterlinck 1 30
11 I The Swarm, Maeterlinck 1 20
7 The Bee-master of Warrilow, Edwards 50
10

I
Lore of the Honey-bee 1 90

MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.
Postage.] [Ppiee without postage.
5

I

A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 25

5
I
A B C of Strawberry Culture,** by T. B. Terry..
New edition, revised and enlarged; paper, 4Sc ;

cloth, 68c; by mail, 75c.

5
I
A B C of Potato Culture, Terry** New edition,
revised & enlarged ; paper, 45c; cloth, 68c, mail 75c.

This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work.

6
I
Asparagus Culture 40

6
I

Alfalfa Culture 40

8
I
Barn Plans and Out-buildings* 90

2
I
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 25

The first really full and complete book on celery
culture, at a moderate price, that we have had. It is

full of pictures, and the whole thing is made so plain
that a schoolboy ought to be able to grow paying
crops at once without any assistance except from the
book.

10
I
Draining for Profit and Health, Warring 80

10
I

Fruit Harvesting, Storing, Marketing, etc 75
It has been well said that it is an easier matter to

grow stuff than to sell it at a proper price after it is

grown; and many men fail, not because they are in-

expert in getting a crop, but because they do not know
how to sell their crops to the best advantage. This is

the first book of the kind we have had as an aid in
selling. It ii/Ot only tells all about picking, sorting,
and packing, but gives all the best methods tor storing
for one or two days or a longer time. It also tells

about evaporating and canning when there is a glut
in the market. It discusses fruit packages and com-
mission dealers, and even takes in cold storage. It is

a new book of 250 pages, full of illustrations. Pub-
lisher's price, $1.00.

I

Farming with Green Manures, postpaid** 90
This book was written several years ago; but since

competent labor has got to be so expensive, and hard
to get, many farmers are beginning to find they can
turn under various green crops cheaper than to buy
stable manure, and haul and spread it—cheaper, in
fact, than they can buy fertilizers. This book men-
tions almost all plants used for plowing under, and
gives the value compared with stable manure. Some
of the claims seem extravagant, but we are at present
getting good crops, and keeping up the fertility, by a
similar treatment, on our ten-acre farm.

7
I
Farm, Gardening, and Seed-growing** 90

10
I

Fuller's Grape Culturist** 1 15

5
I

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson**

12
I

Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 10
While "Gardening for Profit" is written with a view of mak-

ing gardening pay, il touches a good deal on the pleasure part,
and ''Gardening for Plea,sure" takes up this matter of beauti-
fying your homes and improving your grounds, without the
specialpoint in view of making money outofjt. I think most
of you will need this if you get "Gardening for Profit." This
work has 246 pages and 134 illustrations. (Retail price tX.OO.)

12 I Gardening for Profit** 1 10
This is a late revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work.

Nothing that has ever before been put in print has done bo
much toward making market-gardening a science and a fasci-
nating industry. Peter Hendei-son stands at the head, without
question, although we have many other books on these rural
employments. If you can get liut one book, let It be the
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts (Retail price J3. 00.)

8
I

Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 90
This is Joseph Harris' Dest and happiest effort. Al-

though it goes over the same ground occupied by Peter
Henderson, it particularly emphasizes thorough culti-

vation of the soil in preparing your ground ; and this

matter of adapting it to young people as well as old is

brought out in a most happy vein. If your children
have any sort of fancy for gardening it will pay you to
make them a present of this book. It has 187 pagts
and 46 engravings.

3
I
Grasses and Clovers, with Notes on Forage
Plants 20

This is by Henry A. Dreer, author of the book
" Vegetables Under Glass " that has had such a large
sale of late. This little book tells how six tons of
grass has been grown to the acre, and gives much
other valuable matter.
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Postage.] [Price without postage. Postage.] [Price without postage.

10
I
Greenhouse Construction, by Prof. Taft** . 1 15 2

|
Sweet Potatoes; Forty Years' Experience with.

This book is of recent publication, and is as full and By Waldo F. Brown ** 08

complete in regard to the building of all glass .stnic- This little book, by a veteran teacher at our farm
tures as is the next book in regard to their manage- ers' institutes, ought to be worth many times the price

ment. Any one who builds even a small .structure for to everybody who grows even a few sweet potatoes in

&lant-grow'ing under glass will save the value of the the garden. It al.so gives full particulars in regard to

3ok by reading it carefully. handling and keeping this potato, which is difficult to
keep unless you know just how.

12
I
Greenhouse Management, by Prof. Taft** 1 15

This book is a companion to Greenhouse Construe- 10
|
Talks on Manures* 185

tion. It is clear up to the times, contains 400 pages gy Joseph Harris. Written conversational style,

and a great lot of beautiful half-tone engra\'ings. A which makes it very interesting reading. It covers
large part of it is devoted to growing vegetables under the subject very completely; contains numerous anal-
glass, especially Grand Rapids lettuce, as well as yges of manures and comparative tables. The use of
fruits and flowers. The publisher's price is $1.50; but technical language is avoided, which makes the book
as we bought quite a lot of them we can make a spe- of greatest value to the practical farmer. A book of
cial price as above. 366 pages, nicely bound in cloth.

5
I

Gregory on Cabbages, paper* 20 5
| The New Rhubarb Culture** 40

5
I
Gregory on Squashes, paper* 20 Whenever apples are worth a dollar a bushel or

5
I
Oregon' on Onions, paper* 20 more, winter-grown rhubarb .should pay big. It does

4^1. t .u K 1 r K „„.. r^:^„A r'.-^ ..,, Of... not require an expensive house nor costly appliances.
The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are ^ ^ cellar where it will not freeze is all right

all valuable. The book on squashe.s especially is good f /^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ necessar/to
reading for almost anybody whether they raise

force he rhubarb costs very li.tle. The book is nfcely
squashes or not. "strikes at the very foundation of ^ j ^ ^ ^ „ ^ illustrations, mostly photos
success in almost any kind of bu.siness.

^^^^^ ^^^, ^^^^ ^3q p^^^^ ^^^^y market-gardener

I

Handbook for Lumbermen 05 should have this book, for the lessons taught indirect^

ly, in regard to forcing other crops besides rhubarb.
5

I
Home Pork-making; 125 pages, illustrated 4C Publisher's price 50c.

I think it will paj' well for everybody who keeps a
pig to have this book. It tells all about the care of 5

|
Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35

the pig, with lots of pictures describing cheap pens. Fully illustrated, containing every thing of impor-
appliances, all about butchering, the latest and most tance clear up to the present date.

approved short cuts; all about making the pickle, The single chapter on digging ditches, with the il-

barreling the meat, fixing a smoke-house (from the lustrations given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone
cheapest barrel up to the mo.st approved arrange- make the book worth what it costs, to every one who
ment); all about pig-troughs; how to keep them clean has occasion to lay ten rods or more of tile. There is

with little labor; recipes for cooking pork in every as much science in digging as in doing almost any
imaginable way, etc. Publisher's price is 50 cents, thing else ; and hy following the plan directed in the
ours as above. book, one man will often do as much as two men with-

15
I
How to Make the Garden Pay** 1 35 °"t this knowledge.

By T. Greiner. Those who are interested in hot- ^ , tomato Culture • 35
beds, cold-frames cold green-houses, hothouses, or

in three parts. Part first.—By' j.' wViJaylof Crystal
glass structures of any kind for the growth of plants, springs Miss., treats of tomato culture in the South,
*^^P ^2^r^^°^'^

'° ^^ without the book. Publisher's
^"^^j^ f^^g remarks by A. I. Root, adapting it to the

price $2.00. North. Part second.—By D. Cummins, of Conneaut,

I

How we Made the Old Farm Pay-A Fruit- O., treats of tomato culture especially for canning-

book Green 10 factories. Part third.—By A. I. Root, treats of plant-

growing for market, and high-pressure gardening m
10 1

Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Orchard* 85 general.
By Stewart. This book, so far as I am informed, is

^ ^ t tt »,- „„a n„^^^^ 9";

almost the only work on this matter that is attracting 3 |
Winter Care of Horses and Catt e J^

sr> murh interest esneciallv recentlv T^sin? water This is friend Terry's second book in regard to tarm

^om"sprin"gs'b7ooks%^"wllrdn?in^^^^^^^ Tf"^^^! VllS'V" '^d'sl^irolfl^kea^Uo
of rain, duiTng our great drouths, is the great problem tato-book that it reads almost like a sequel to it If you

.'^^d^Kufs.''^
P^^""^ ^''- """^ '°°^ ""'' ""' "'^^^

!re^sffnl\'o°/k' YtVa^s^ Ugefai'dTilfs^^
^°" '°

3
I
Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 25 3 |

Wood's Common Objects for the Microscope**.. 47

5
I
Manures ;

How to Make and How to Use
g |

what to Do, and How to be Hajpy w>ile Do-
Them ; in paper covers 30 ing It .•• 65

« I Th," «nie in rloth covers 65 The above book, by A. I. Root, is a compilation of
6

I

The same in cloth covers bO
published in bleanum in Bee Culture, in 1886.

1 Nut Cullunst, postpaid 1 M ,7 ^^^j >g j^ jg intended to solve the problem of find-

3
I
Onions for Profit** 40 ing occupation for those scattered over our land out

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old of employment. The suggestions are principally

onion culture and the new method. The book is fully about finding employment about your own homes,

illustrated, and written with all the enthusiasm and The book is mainly upon market-gardening, fruit-

Even if one is not particularly interested in the busi culture, poultry-raising, etc. Illustiated, 188 pages,

ness, almost any person who picks up Greiner's books cloth.

will like to read them through.
g |

game, paper covers 40

10
I
Our Farming, by T. B. Terry** 75 free leaflets and pamphlets, if you send

I
Same, paper cover. postpaid -50 postage stamp.

In which he tells " how we have made a run-down celery Growing by Sub-irrigation,
farm bring both profit and pleasure." •' j .S,. • ^ 1.

If ordered by express or freight with other goods. Cow Peas and Their Culture.

10c less. Crimson or Scarlet Clover.

8 1
Practical Floriculture, Henderson.* 1 10 Dwarf Essex Rape.

10
I
Profits in Poultry.* 100 Lettuce Under Glass; full directions especially for

10
I
Small-Fruit Cult'urist, Fuller 75 growing Grand Rapids Lettuce.

2
I
Experimentsin Farming. By Waldo F. Brown. 08 Soy (or Soja) Bean; all about it.

This little book ought to be worth its cost for what Sweet Clover, and what it is good for.

is said on each of the four different subjects; and the ai -i, pi
chapter on cement floors may be worth many dollars Alsike Liover.

. , , , . .

to anybody who has to use cement for floors, walks, Basswood Trees, growing for honey, lumber, etc.

or any thing else. In fact, if you follow the exceed- Method of Treating Disease without Medicine,
ingly plain directions you may save several dollars on oo„;to^„ rtroinao-^
one single Job; and not only that, get a better cement sanitary ijrainage „^^^ ^^ „ ^,
floor than the average mason will make. THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Notices will be inserted in these classified colamns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed five lines, and you mast say you want your
advertisement in the classified colamns or we will not be
responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale.

For Sale —Finest quality of ra^pberry-basswood blend of ex-
tracted honey at 9 cts. per lb.; also good quality clover-basswood
blend of extracted honey at 8 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at producing
point. All in new 60-lb. cans, two In a box. Sample and cir-

cular free. E. D. Townsend, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Comb and extracted honey, either car lots or
less. Extracted white in 60-lb. cans, single case, 7/4 cents; 5

cases or more, 7 cents. Samples famished upon application.
C. C. Clemons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—White-clover and light-amber extracted honey,
best quality, 60-lb. cans. Write foi free sample.

W. H. Settle, Gridley, 111.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey, fine quality for table
use, in 60-lb. cans; 8 cts. for clover, 7 for amber. Single can,
Vi ct. more. C. H. Stordock, Durand, 111.

For Sale.— Best qnality alfalfa in cases of two 60-lb. cans,
$8.40 per case, f. o. b. here. H. E. CrowtheR, Parma, Ida.

Honey and Wax Wanted.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. State
price, kind, and qnantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water Street, Chicago, III.

Wanted.—Beeswax, will pay 31 cts. cash or 33 cts. in trade
delivered. Send for catalog. W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.

Wants and Exchanges.

Wanted.—Several hundred colonies of bees in lots of 25 and
up, on Hoffmin or Danz. frames in the following States: Dela-
ware, Maryland, Eastern Pennsylvania, and Eastern New York.

Address Box 16, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Wanted.—Bees in any old hives, in large or small lots.

Extracting combs also wanted. Give full details in first letter;

must be a bargain. E. W. Brown, Morton Park, Cook Co., 111.

Wanted.—To exchange a Columbia chainless bicycle, in
first-class order, nearly new, cost $75.00, for bees. For particu-
lars address Fred Holtke, Southold, Suffolk Co., N. Y.

Wanted.—To send you catalogs of smokers and bee-supplies
for the fun of it, if we don't get a cent; try us by sending your ad-
dress and your friends'. F. Danzenbaker,

Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio.

Wanted.—To buy eight or ten acres of land with small api-
ary in good location; bees mn for extracted honey.

Arthur Graham, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.

Wanted.—Second-hand extractor and uncapping-can; will
pay cash, or exchange a typewriter.

R. A. WiLLSON, Savona, N. Y.

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slumgum.
State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.— Bees. State quantity and price, kind of hive, etc.
" F," care of H. H. Jhj'SOn, 182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Send your razor, with 35 cts. in silver, for a keen edge, to^
F. W. Schroeder, Strasburg, 111.

For Sale

For Sale.—One Sprague damper and valve-regulator for reg-
ulating the temperature of your house; adapted for steam, hot wa-
ter, furnace, natural gas, or stove. Manufacturer's price, $30.00.
I have one to spare at $16.00, or will trade for honey or wax.

A. L. Boyden, Medina, Ohio.

For Sale.—A ftill line of bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog and particulars.

The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the face last

season .' Because you did not have on one of the Alexander wire
bee-veils at 60 cts. each.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—100 eight-frame hives, 60 cts. each; comb-honey
supers to match, holding 24 sections, 20 cents; Alley queen and
drone traps, 30 cents; qoeen-excluding honey-boards, 15 cents.
All the above made up and painted.

F. H. McFarland, Hyde Park, Vt.

My lather's way of selling the best grades of watches is unex-
celled. If you are contemplating buying a watch it will pay you
to investigate his methods before you purchase. He can save you
money. Direct Allen S. Howden, Fillmore, N. Y.

Leon F. Howden.

For Sale.—A quantity of chaff hives in good condition,

cheap. W. E. Head, Paris, N. Y.

House Plans.— Blue prints of 20 artistic homes for 25 cents.

Ehlers & Son, Architects, Carthage, Mo.

For Sale.—Sweet-clover seed, 15 cts. per pound, postage ex-

tra. Roots's supplies. Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-

supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. CooLEY, Kendall, Mich.

I am still selling those 160-lb. honey-kegs at 50 cents each,

f. o. b. factory. N. L. Stevens, Moravia, N. Y.

Bee-hivbs, lJ4-story, 8-frame, $1.20 each. Catalog free.

J. F. Buchmayhr, Iowa City, la.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—By a tingle man with 19 years' experience with

bees in Missouri, and one summer near Lamar, Colo., a job in

Colorado; or Pecos Valley, New Mexico, preferred. Can begin

about June 1. References. Do not use tobacco or whisky.
W. D. Hurt, Pleasant Hill, Mo., Box 231.

Wanted.—Man to work with bees. State age, experience,

and wages would accept, we to furnish board. Address

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co., Berthoud, Col.

Wanted.—Reliable bee-keeper. State terms. Address

A. Talfourd, Rt. 2. Billings, Montana.

Wanted.—Lady assistant with bees and poultry. Addrefs

Bee-kehi'ER, Schaghticoke, N. Y.

Door and Window Screens.

Made to order. Ask us for our illustrated screen-door catalog.

We also do woodwork in the specialty line.

Medina Woodworking Co., Medina, Ohio.

Souvenir Post Cards.

Eight beautiful birthday, Easter, St. Patrick's day, or assorted

post cards mailed for 15 cts., or 15 for 25 cts.; regular 2 lor 5 cts.

cards. M. T. Wright, Medina, Ohio.
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Bees and Queens.

Missoari-bred Italian qaeens; ereat hustlers in sections; cap
white, and eentle; cells built in strong colonies, mated from two-

frame L. nuclei. Select untested, $1.00; tested, $1.50; breed-

ers, $3.00. Two L. frame nucleus with laying queen, $3.00; ten

for $25.00; virgins, 50 cts. each; $5.00 per dozen. I guarantee

satisfaction and safe arrival. L. E. ALXWBiN.St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, untest-

ed, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Banat, and
Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00; twelve, $10.00.

Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice breeders, $3.00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Salb.—After March, fine Italian, Carniolan, and Cauca-
sian queens; virgins, each, 40 cts.; dozen, $4.50; untested, 75

cts. each; dozen, $8.50. Orders booked now. Sale arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Edwa. Reduout,

Bradentown, Fla.

For Sale.—20 colonies pure Italians in Root's 10 L. frame
Dovetailed hives, at $4.50 each; also 30 hives as above de-

scribed, 25 shallow exiracting-supers, and 12 Danz. box honey
supers, all in use two seasons, at Root's catalog rates in Hat for

lots of ten. Wilson T. Bekger, Watsontown, Pa. Rt. 1.

For Sale.—100 colonies of Italian bees on wired crosswise

HotTman frames 12 in a hive; requeened last year; $4.50 each
for the lot; 20 at $5.00 each; fixtures at hall price to those who
buy the bees. Mrs. S. Wilhur Frfy,

Route 35. Sand Lake, Mich.

Italian Queens.—Ready, 1909 list of Mott's strain of Red-
clover and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce Queens, 15 cts.;

leaflet. How to Increase, 15 cts.; one copy of each, 25 cts.

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens roady to mail March 1. Un-
tested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask for prices in

large quantities. VV. J. Littlhfield,
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

Italian queens, untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00. Two-frame
nuclei, $2.50 with queen. E. M. Collyer,

75 Broadway, Ossining, N. V.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keepers' sup-

plies. T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run princi-

pally for exuacted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens lor spring delivery.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blocher, Pearl City, 111.

Italian queens and nuclei; two-frame nucleus with queen.

$2.50; tested queen. $1.00; 6 for $5.00. Untested queens in sea-

son at 75 cents each. W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit. Ala.

For Sale.—100 colonies of pure Italian bees in eight and
ten frame Dovetailed hives at $6.00 each; in lots of ten, $5.00

each. F. A. Gray, Redwood Falls, Minn.

For Sale.—75 colonies of bees in uniform hives, in good
condition: also 100 empty hives.

S. E. Tennant, Schoharie, N. Y.

For Sale.— Golden Italian queens, tested. $1.00; two-frame

aacleus with queen, $3.00. Rockhill Apiaries,
Dr. S. T. Hookey. Prop., 4712 Oak St.. Kansas City. Mo.

For Sale.—25 colonies Italian bees, 8-frame L. hive; price

$4.00 per colony at express office here.

F. P. Catherman, Lewisburg, Pa.

For Sale.—80 to 100 colonies of Italian bees. Send for

price and description.

Jos. Hanke, Port Washington, Wisconsin.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by the originat-

or. Pine qaeens for breeders' use, a specialty.

F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Notice.— In writing me for prices on Italian queens and nu-

clei, note change in address. Queens and bees are ready to ship

now. C. B. Bankston. Rockdale, Texas.

Pound Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic Falls

branch. Prices on application. Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale —50 colonies Italian bees in good hives; plenty of

stores; $2 per col. if taken at once. S. R. Hayes, Edgar, Neb.

For Sale.—Italian queens, hustlers; untested, 75 cts ; se-

lect, $1.00; tested, $1.25. Mrs. J. W. Bacon, Waterloo, N.Y.

Improved selected untested Italian queens, 50 cents.

Geo. a. Francis, 1453 Sea View Ave., Bridgeport, Ct.

For Sale.—Three-frame nucleus with queen, on Langstroth

frame, $2.25. W. H. Stanley, Dixon, 111.

Poultry.

For Sale.—S. C. Biown Leghorns. Baby chicks, $3.00 per

25; $5.00 per 50, $10,00 per 100. Bred for shape, color, and
laying qualities. I guarantee safe arrival. H M. Moyer.

Rt. 2. Bechtelsville, Pa.

For Sale.— R. C. Brown Leghorn eggs, 75 cts. per 15; $4.00

per 100; also purely mated Italian queens— great honey-gather-

ers. Untested, 60 cts. each. Geo. J. Friess,
Route 6. Hudson. Mich.

Indian Runner duck eggs from prize-winners at $1.00 per 12;

$4.00 p?r 55; $6.50 per 100. Circular free.

Kent Jennings, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

Golden Barred Rocks.—The new beauty and utility

fowl. Plumage barred buff and white. Write for literature

and a feather. L. E. Altwkin, St. Joseph, Mo.

S. C. W. Leghorns, bred for heavy egg production winter and
summer. Lakewood-Blanchard strains. Great profit-payers.

Selected eggs, $1 per 15. W. 1. Harrington, Brunswick, O.

For S.\le.—6000 4^x4^x1/4 plain No. 1 sections, $3.40 per

1000; 40 lbs. thin surplus fdn , 42 cts. per lb.

F. W. Lesser, Johnstown, N. Y.

S. C. W. Leghorns, large size, record layers, large eggs; stock

could not be finer; 15 eggs by return express for $1.00.

Otis I. Masten, 2517 Belft. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Thoroughbred Rose Comb Brown Leghorns, 242-egg strain by
actual test. Eggs guaranteed fertile, $1.00 per 13.

W. W. Weiman, Emporium, Pa.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, PouItry-supplies.-Seeds, etc.

Stapler's. 412-414 Ferry St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Business Opportunities.

A responsible firm of manufacturers' agents, having wagon and
well-established business, wish to increase their lines with retail

grocery trade. Correspondence solicited from parties desiring

representation in this locality. J. D. Bourdeau Co.,
766 West Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Monogram Stationery.

Twenty-five sheets of fine-fabric writing-paper, die-stamped

with any two initials. Colors, 50 cents; gold or silver, 60 cents.

Envelopes to match. Postage paid.

Art Stationery Company.
Dept. 4, 4413 Woburn Ave., Cleveland, O.

INQUIRIES.

No. 1 .—Address of big bee-keepers in Alabama who have

apiaries for sale.

No. 2.— Address of carp breeders and shippers.
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Bee-keepers* Directory.

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We boy cat lots ol

Root's eoods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keepers' sup-

plies. Aliso Apiary, El Tore, Cal.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty, 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order from

original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other adv't in

this issue. Wm. A. Shuff, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

For your address on a postal card I will send you valuable in-

formation pertaining to queen culture.- Write to-day.

J. E. Hand, Birmingham, O.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for business,

June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe anival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April; nu-

clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and

hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single

loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. For prices see large ad. in this

issue. Quirin-the-Queen-brkeder, Bellevne, O.

SOUVENIR POST CARDS
FOR BEE-KEEPERS

Twenty beautiful souvenir cards, illustrating the State Flowers

of twenty States; on space reserved for correspondence is a well-

tried honey-cooking recipe and our name. There are twenty

different recipes. They will make a nice present to any lady.

Send us 30 cents in stamps and we will mail you a set of cards.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Ass'n, Denver, Colo.

Western bee-keepers should have our 50-page

Illustrated Catalog of Bee-supplies. It is Free.

Queens that'll Convince You
that my famous stock is superior to all. Untested,

50 cts. each; select untested, 75 cts. each; tested,

$1.00; nuclei, $1.00 per frame without queen.

H. A. ROSS, 1709 Upper Second Street, Evansville, Indiana

Among all our American books
on bees this is the one most
highly recommended for be-

ginners in bee-keeping. It was
written by a

gifted bee-
keeper lor am-
ateurs. It is

all its name
implies. Price

$1.10 postpaid.

1. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

How to

Keep Bees
By Anna Bolsford Comstock

th e a

SPECIAL NOTICES BY A. I. ROOT.

THE WRIGHT BROTHERS I'P TO DATE.

We clip the following from the Cleveland Plain Dtaltr of

April 27:

Rome, .*prll 26.—Wilbur Wriffbt made a series of successful
flights here to-day, maklnj; the starts without the aid of a der-
rick or rail. The aeroplane was propolled over the grass by
Its own power, momentvim i^radually IncreaslnK. until at the
end of 150 yards the machine left the jjroiiiid and sailed into
the air.

IJUPFY'S MALT WHISKY.

If you can get hold of a copy of the National Prohibitionist for

April 22, I hope you will read what is said about Duffy's whisky.
We have been informed several times that they had been call-

ed to a halt, and required to pay a license for selling their whis-
ky, like any other liquor-dealers. Collier's Weekly his been turn-

ing its guns on them, and perhaps a few other periodicals have
done so; but if the facts are as stated it is a burning shame, not

only that our government should let such work go on, but 'that

the daily pipers, at least a great part of them, should continue to

receive and publish their advertising.

THE EGG trade OF THE UNITED STATES.

The above is the title of a most valuable bulletin sent out by
the Department of Agriculture. Every one interested in poultry,

and especially in the egg business, needs this bulletin particu-

larly. The matter of " candling " eggs and sorting them is

treated most fully; and this whole idea of 'being able to distin-

guish fertile from unfertile eggs as soon as they are laid is most
emphatically denied. An expert with a thin-shelled white egg
might be able to detect evidences of fertility after the egg has

been subjected to a temperature of 103° for 48 hours. But there

is no possibility of deciding this matter in any other way. I

quote from it as follows:

To save the millions of dollars that are carried down our
sewers in the shape of bad eggs, we must have, first, a cam-
paign of education among egg-producers that will show every
farmer's wife that when eggs are allowed to remain in damp
nests, under broody hens, or in hot kitchens, there is a loss in

quality which means an actual loss in money to herself and to
her neighbors; and, secondly, a system of buying eggs that
will as nearly as possible recompense every producer who sells

eggs exactly in accordance with what those eggs are worth.
Above all else, the infallible rule concerning the marketing of
eggs is for the farmer to sell his eggs as soon as possible after
they are laid.

So far as 1 can discover, this bulletin will be furnished by the De-
partment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, free of charge; but

it will certainly pay you to have it, even should it cost a few

cents to get it. May God be praised that the Department of Ag-

riculture has seen fit to give us the exact trath in regard to this

whole matter of good eggs and bad eggs. Not only thousands of

dollars, but perhaps millions, might be saved by a better under-

standing, and more care, on the part of those who furnish eggs

for the market.

"THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIGHT."
For some time past (it may be two or three years) I have

glanced at an advertisement in our own and other journals, and

wondered if it could be really true that modern inventions had

got so far as to offer " 100-candle-power " light for the ridiculous-

ly low cost of only " two cents a week." 1 made some inqui-

ries, and was assured it was all true, and the matter was dropped

until 1 happened to be in Canton, O., one day at a balloon as-

cension.
" What great manufacturing plant is that over there V I in-

quired of a passerby.
" Why, that is the big Canton lamp-factory—the biggest, they

say, in the world."

I hadn't time then to take a look at it; but on my way home I

decided I would give their great invention a test in our Florida

home. You see, here in Medina we have our own electric

plant, with equipped houses, etc. Well, reader, 1 am now writ-

ing this in the full blaze of the great light. I brought down
here a cheap lamp, and I think it was about two weeks before 1

took it out of the trunk and read the directions. Presto! It not

only lighted our largest room, but the brilliant reflection enabled

us to see in all the rooms, even upstairs, and it really seemed as

if the dazzling light in some way got through the floors. The
neighbors also were surprised to see such beams going out of

eveiy window and lighting up the highway. Three of our near-

est neighbors asked me to get them a lamp; and it costs so very

little to mn it that 1 have bought another for our front porch to

aid the traveler on dark nights. Our gasoline down here, which

we buy by the dmm (for our automobile), costs us 11^ cents per

gallon; and the 1/^ pints, which our' lamp holds, rans the lamp

with this tremendous blaze (about as white as daylight) iot four-

teen hours. In the summer time, hard-working people do not or-

dinarily care for lamplight more than about two hours each eve-

ning; and even Mrs. Root is obliged to admit that the advertised

statement of " two rents a week " is not very far out of the way.

The trouble of caring for the lamp is even less than with kero-

sene, for there is no wick and no smoky chimney to be cleaned

every day. May God be praised for what modern science has

done in permitting us to " let our light shine " at such an insig-

nificant expense to whoever may need it. As my eyes begin to

fail I greatly enjoy this beautiful light that comes so near "turn-

ing night into day." It reminds me again and again of the

words, "And God said. Let there be light; and there was light.

And God saw the light, that it was good.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

BBSS AT PHILADELPHIA.

Oar Philadelphia manager, Mr. Wm. A. Selser, advises us that

he has on hand, ready for early delivery, a very choice lot of

Italian bees in Danzenbaker hives. Eastern breeders will do

well to send orders direct to bis address.

OUBRNS.

So far this season we have been able to take care of orders for

queens of nearly all graies promptly, and orders reaching us

from now on can be filled with little or no delay, especially if

separate from communications intended for other departments of

our business.

HONBY-PAMPHLBTS.

To answer the numerous inquiries we are receiving regarding

prices on the pamphlet entitled Food Value of Honey, by Dr. C.

C. Miller, we quote the following:

Prices— le, 5 cts. 100, 20 cts.; 500, 75 cts., all postpaid; 1000,

75 cts.; 5000, $3.50; $10,000, $6.50. If you desire your own
name and address on the first page, add $1.00 extra to the above
prices. Should you desire your own advertising card on the last

page instead of our own, the price will be $1.50 more; or $2.50

extra for your name and address on the front page, and your ad-

vertising card on the last page. Already folded, the price will

be 50 cts. per 1000 extra.

AGENCIES DISCONTINUED.

The stock of bee supplies which we had in the hands of A. H.
Reeves & Co., Watertown, N. Y., has been shipped to Syracuse,

N. Y., and Mr. Reeves is no longer agent for our goods. If any
or our ctistomers in Northern New York have sent him orders and
have not received the goods, we should be pleased to get particu-

lars.

Mr. E. E. Pressler, of Williamsport, Pa., seems to be handling

supplies from some other bouse, as De is not sending us his orders

this season, and has written customers that he could not supply

certain goods which we furnish. He has some stock of our goods,

which he is doubtless working of? when he gets orders for such.

PREMIUM FRUIT-JAR.

On another page of this issue will be found a half-page adv't

of this new jar, made in Cotleyville, Kan. We hope to have in

our next issue an illustration showing its constiuction more in de-

tail. It has a glass cover with ruuber ring, and seals with a

wire fastener. The opening is almost the full inside diameterof

the jar, or 3^ inches. The top and bottom are so made that jars

may be piled one upon another in a pyramid for display or stor-

ing. The pint and quart are of the same diameter, and have the

same size of opening. All three sizes take the same size of tops,

rubbers, and wire fasteners. We are puttin&in at Medina a half-

car of stock to supply the eastern trade, and lor western trade we
can ship direct from the factory in Kansas. I'he jars are put up
12 in a partitioned case, made of corrugated paper, which fully

protects them. We had a local shipment a few months ago all

the way from CotTeyville, Kan., and no jars were broken. The
price is 80 cts. per dozen for pints; $1.00 for quarts, and $1.25

lor half-gallons. Gross lots, 10 per cent less. Special prices to

dealers on application.

NEW PRICES ON SWEBT-CLOVER SEED.

This has some valuable traits, as standing frost and drouth, and
in some localities it is the nain honey-plant. About 6 or 8 lbs. of

the hulled seed, or 8 to 10 lbs. with the hulls on, are needed for

an acre. It will grow on almost any barren hillside, but it is

never a bad weed to exterminate. II it is mown down to pre-

vent seeding, the roots will soon die out. Sow in spring or fall.

In many pans of the country, sweet clover is now the main
honey-plant, and the quelity of the honey is equal, in the opin-

ion of many, to any in the world. The plant lives through the

dry summers in Utah. It succeeds well in the South. See
" leaflet " about sweet clover, sent free on application.

We have on hand a good stock of choice white-clover seed,

both white and yellow. Of the white we have both hulled and
unhulled seed, and of the yellow we have at present about 250

lbs. hulled, and have engaged a lot of unhulled yellow which is

expected soon. It is usually difficult to supply the entire demand
for unhulled white and yellow, and we suggest immediate orders

to be sure of getting from our present stock. Prices are:

In lots ... 1 lb. 10 lbs.

Unhulled white, per lb. .15 .13

Hulled white, per lb. .22 .20

Hulled yellow, per lb." .22 .22

These prices are all subject to market changes.

25 lbs.
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DADANrS FOUNDATION dIZ

It Excels
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on whose name it is. It depends upon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the goods the name represents. It is NOT the name that makes DADANT'S FOUN-
DATION so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Coods. Tnat's what backs
up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful experience in foundation-making.

EVERY INCH of DADANT'S FOUNDATION is equal to the best inch we can make. Do not

fail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the

dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is the PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our method of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This metnod leaves every essential in the pure bees\vax, and our foundation does not have the

odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why several large honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other

makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Beeswax
Do not sell your beeswax until you get our quotations. We have received, up to April 1, over

80,000 pounds of beeswax for our 1909 trade. We will need over 80,000 pounds more before January
1, 1910. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois
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DADANPS FOUNDATION CZIII1Z3

The LATESTand BEST HONEY-JAR
MADE.

Greatest Fruit-Jar on Market

Special Features: All glass, mouth 3^ in. diameter, and

absolutely sanitary.

Officers National Bee-keepef^s' Association say:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :
Fremont, Mich., Nov. 12, 1908.

This is to certify that I have personally examined the Premium jar, and
believe it to be the most practical jar for the bee-keeper to use in marketing his

extracted honey, and I gladly recommend all bee-keepers to give it a thorough
test. (Signed) GEO. E. HILTON, Pres. N. B. Assn.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Sec. N. B. Assn.

Eastern Distributor of honey-jar : Manufactured solely by
THE A, ROOT CO, Medina. Ohio Premlum Class CO-,

Premium Fruit-Jar sold by all good jobbers. Coffeyville, Kansas.
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So-Called "Rubber Roofings"

There are countless substitutes for the genuine Ruberoid which are

advertised as " rubber roofings." Beware of them. For rubber in a

roofing would rot in a single summer. "Rubber roofing" is either a

fraud, on its face, because it contains no rubber; or it is a roofing so

poor as to be almost valueless. The genuine Ruberoid contains no riibber.

Ruberoid roofing is waterproof, like rubber.

It is flexible, like rubber. But the resemblance
ends there.

For, unlike rubber, it remaius waterproof and
flexible when exposed to the sun, the rain, the
heat, the cold, the air.

Rubber rots after slight exposure. Ruberoid
retains its life and durability under the severest

weather conditions.
Rubl)er decomposes rapidly under the action

of fumes and gases and acids, while Ruberoid
resists them. Ruberoid roofing has, in fact,

been used to line vats in which acids are kept.

Ruberoid contains no nibber. It contains no
tar. It contains no asbestos. It is not an
asphalt roofing.

Protection Against Fire

Ruberoid is almost perfect protection against

fire. Hot coals thrown on a Ruberoid roof will

set fire neither to the roofing nor to tlie sheath-
ing underneath.

Ruljeroid is tasteless. It

is odorless. It can be used
on roofs from which drink-
ing water is gathered.
And because of these

wonderful properties
there are today 3fX) or
more sulistitutes to de-
ceive you.
These substitutes have

names which sound like

Ruberoid. Before they

RUBEROID
(REOISTEKKD I.S U. 8. PATENT OPnCE)

Be sure to look for this rcK'^icrcd trademark which
is stamped every four feet on the under side of all

Ecnuine Ruberoid. This is your protection against
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Ruberoid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell vou the name of your
Ruberoid dealer when you send for our free book.

are laid, they look like Ruberoid. But none
of them can copy the vital element which
gives to Riiberoid its properties. No other
maker of roofing can use our exclusive processed
Ruberoid gum.

This processed gum, too, is the basis of Ruber-
ine cement which goes with every roll.

By means of Ruberine cement you can join

the seams and edges of the roofing together,

and make a one-piece roof-—sealed against leaks

—sealed against the weather.

Ruberoid can also be had in attractive colors,

suitable for the finest residence. These colors,

Red, Brown, Green, are not painted on the
roofing—they are a part of it They do not
wear off or fade.

Get This Free Book
But before deciding on any roofing, for any

pi:rpose, please ask for our free book. This
book is really a gold mine of practical roofing

know ledge. 1 1 tells what
we have learned in twenty
years of tests, not only
about ready roofings, but
about shingles, tar, tin,

iron and other roofings.

In asking fur this free

book, please address
Department 31 B The
Standard Paint Company,
100 William Street,
New York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
New York, Chicago, Kansas Qty, Boston, Philadelphia. Atlanta, Memphis, Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamhurg
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Government Land
Open to Settlement^^^ May 22 ^^^
Some of the richest and most productive farm lands in the world lie in the

"Big Horn Basin" of Wyoming. The UNITED STATES GOVERN-
MENT is spending seven million dollars in building great concrete dams

and ditches in order to lead an inexhaustible supply of water to irrigate some

of the best of these lands and make them independent of rainfall. A great

portion of this work is completed, and

The Government now Offers the Land to You
You have the opportunity to get from the Government a wonderfully pro-

ductive farm, with water whenever you want it, regardless of rainfall; in a

country where a single crop can be made to pay for the land; where 50

bushels of wheat or barley, and 75 bushels of oats are commonly grown

to the acre ; where fruits grow luxuriantly, and where the glorious air and

sunshine, summer and winter, makes life a joyous thing. A government

representative will show you the land.

This wonderful country is developing fast. Churches and schools abound.

The population is intelligent. God-fearing, and law-abiding, and any man

out there who is half a man has the opportunity to make himself quickly

independent. Land in this great country is going fast. If you have any

thought for the welfare of yourself or children find out about this offer from

the United States Government.

We have government folders with maps and descriptions of the rich lands you

can have, and I will send you a copy free, and explain to you how easily

and cheaply you can go out to that country and see for yourself what the

government has done for you and yours.

Very low round-trip rates on May 4 and 18 will give opportunity to inspect

these lands before they are thrown open

to settlement. $30.00 from Chicago,

$32.50 from St. Louis, $27.50 from

Kansas City, $27.50 from Omaha,

$25.00 from Denver. Similar rates on

subsequent dates.

Fill out the coupon and send it to me
or just write on a postal card, and I

will send you all the information.

D. Clem Deaver,
76 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.

Send me government folders and maps
about Big Horn Basin farm lands.

Name

Address

Cut eal thi* Coupon and Mall It Today
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AN ENTIRELY NEW SPECIAL OFFER

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE
AND THE . .

STANDARD DOMESTIC SCIENCE

COOK-BOOK.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio

The book is just what its name implies. It treats of the science

and art of housekeeping, and gives many practical suggestions.

It Contains 1500 Tried Recipes, 33 Departments,
and 140 Illustrations.

Ida Lewis Mason, special teacher of sewing in the Chicago schools, edits the

department of domestic economy relating to the judicious expenditure of money,
sewing, laundry, and the management of the modern kitchen. What is said of

the fireless cook-stove makes its service clear, and the dictionary of French terms

will be appreciated by American cooks.

The Chicago Evening Post says of the book: "The literature of the household

has received a valuable addition to its practical books in the shape of the Standard

Domestic Science Cook-Book. The title, 'cook-book,' fails to explain the ex-

tensive information which the volume contains."

The Interior- comments on it as follows: "One would think that the ingenuity

of cook-book makers had long since been exhausted; but the Domestic Science

Cook-Book wins the prize for originality."

Here is something that will be of benefit to the whole
household, and will make a nice present for any woman
member of your family. All its hints and suggestions are

practical, and the book is bound in washable white oil-

cloth. There is a certain fascination about a cook-book,

and no woman can have too many. Even though you may
have one which you consider good, we are sure you will

find in this new book many helpful suggestions and new
recipes.

By purchasing a large quantity of these books we are

able to get them at a low price from the publishers, and

can make a rate of only $L50 for a year's subscription to

Gleanings in Bee Culture and the Standard
Domestic Science Cook-book. The book alone is

usually sold for $2.50. Send in your order now and get

one before the supply is exhausted. You may have the

book sent to your own address and the subscription entered

for some friend if your own subscription is already paid in

advance. Send to-day !

SOME OF THE DEPARTM'TS
AND

SPECIAL FEATURES

1. Soups, Stocks

2. Fish, Cheese Straws

3. Shell-fish and Oysters

4. Meats, Fresh and Salt

5. Poultry, Stuffings

6. Game, How to Serve

7. Sauces, Gravies
8. Salads, Dressings
9. Vegetables, Greens

10. Entrees, Side Dishes
11. Desserts, Pudding Sauces

12. Cereals, Breakfast Foods
13. Eggs, Omelettes
14. Bread, Yeast
15. Cakes, Fillings

16. Pastry and Pies

17. Fried Cakes, Cookies, etc.

18. Pickles and Preserves
1"*. Miscellaneous Dishes
20. Artistic Cooking
21. Sick-room Recipes
22. Household Drinks, Cordials

23. Candy, Candied Fruits

24. Chafing-dish, Dainty Dishes

25. Brides' Department
26. Fruits, Nuts
27. Menus for All Occasions
28. Marketing, How to Buy
2'i. Why and How Hints
30. Seasoning and Flavoring
3'.. Practical Carving.

32. Domestic Economy
33. The Modern Home.
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There is no Reason
Why—

VOU can not get a fancy price for your honey as well as any one else. If you pro-

duce a fancy honey you won't have any difficulty in disposing of it at prices which
are worth while. You can produce fancy honey without any more trouble than

you now take to produce an ordnary crop by the use of

The
Danzenbaker

Hive

IT is the hive for all bee-keeperSj large and small, who produce romb honey. The
construction is such that the largest per cent of honey is crowded into the square
and you can usually get more pounds of a fancy marketable product from this hive

than from any other pattern. The sections themselves are more attractive than the

ordinary kind. If you place one of these tall sections side by side with the square

kind its appearance is more pleasing, and for this reason they always sell quickly in

comparison with other sizes.

IN construction of the inner part of the hive, the DANZENBAKER differs quite

materially from other patterns. The frames are the closed-end style, supported by
a pivot in the center of the end-bars. In handling such frames the danger of killing

is reduced to a minimum on account of the small point of contact, and every bee-

keeper will appreciate the reversible feature of the frames.

THE first cost of these hives is only a little more than for ordinary kinds, but the

results to be obtained are so much more satisfactory that the small extra expendi-

ture is more than justified.

ACTUAL experience shows that in many cases bees will winter better in DAN-
ZENBAKER HIVES with no protection than in the ordinary kind when protected.

START light, and put your bees in DANZENBAKER HIVES, and you will not

be disuppointed when tha season is over. Failures to secure large crops of honey
are not always due to the season or locality. More often very excellent results

might have been obtained by the use of the proper hives and the necessary attention

at the right time.

YOU can get one I).\NZENAKER HIVE complete, nailed and painted, ready

for your bees, with super, sections, and foundation starters, for $3.10, or a package

of five in the flat complete for .$11.00.

THE season is advancing; the harvest will soon be here. Send in your order now
and get the highest price for your crop next season. Accept no substitutes. There
is none "just as good."

F. Danzenbaker, Patentee
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Chicago.—The market is dull. F'ew sales of comb honey
are being made, with best grades ranging from 11 to 12 — the off

grades from 1 to 3 cts. less; occasional sales of small quantities
at 12/4 to 13 for fancy; extracted white, 7 to 8 — the latter price

being for basswood; ambers, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 30.

in good demand at 30. R. A. Burnett Co.,
May 5. Chicago, III.

ToLPDO.—There is practically no charge in the honey mar-
ket from our last quotations. Comb honey sells in a retail way
from 14 to 15 for fancy; not much demand for any off grades. Ex-
tracted is very quiet, moving in only a very small way. White
clover would bring, perhaps, from 7 to 7^; amber extracted in

cans or barrels, 5% to 654. Beeswax is quite firm at 26 to 28.

The Griggs Bro's Co.,
May 8. Toledo, O.

St. Louis.—Since our report of April 23 we can not report an
improvement in our honey market. In fact, the demand is very
slow, and prices are easier. We quote fancy white comb hon-
ey, 12J4 to 13; choice amber. 11 to 12; dark or granulated hon-
ey, 7 to 9. Broken or leaking honey sells at much less. Ex-
tracted amber honey, in five-gallon cans, brings 6 to 654; in bar-
rels, Sli to 5%. Beeswax, 30 for choice pure; all impure and
inferior, less. R. Hartmann Produce Co.,
May 6. St. Louis, Mo.

Indianapolis.—There is a very favorable demand for best
grades of both comb and extracted honey; and while jobbing-
houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-

fered by producers. Jobbers are making sales at the following
prices: Fancy white comb, 14 to 15; No. 1 white, 12; white-
clover extracted, in five-gallon cans, 8% to 9. Amber honey is

in poor demand, and prices are not established. Bee-keepers are
being paid 29 to 31 cts. for their beeswax.

Walter S. Pouder,
May 3. Indianapolis, Ind.

Liverpool.—A firm honey market is looked for. Chilean
honey has been sold for April and May shipment at 5 cts., c. i. 1.

here. Haiti is offered at 6}4; Cajifornia honey, no sales. We
quote other kinds, Chilean, 4J4 to 654; Peruvian, 3)4 to 4}{\
California, 8% to 1054; Jamaican, 45i to 654; Haitian. 6 to 654.
Beeswax is steady. African, 27 to 29; American, 3054 to 34;
West Indian, 29 to 33; Chilean, 3054 to 32.

Taylor & Co.,
April 26. 7 Tithebarn St., Liverpool.

Kansas City.— The demand for extracted honey is very
light and the supply good. Demand for comb is fair, and supply
decreasing every day. We believe the market will clean up be-
fore the new crop begins to come in, but some low prices will
have to be made on granulated comb. We quote No. 1 white
comb, 24 sections, case, $2.50 to $2.60; No. 2, white and am-
ber, 24 sections, case, $2.25; white extracted, per lb., 654 to 7;
amber extracted, 6. Beeswax, 25 to 28.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
May 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Cincinnati.—The demand for honey is not up to expecta-
tions for this time of the season. However, we are selling am-
ber honey in barrels from 6 to 754 cts., according to the quality
and quantity purchased; white-clover honey in 60-lb. cans from
754 to 9. Fancy comb honey is moving only fairly, and we are

selling it from the store at 14 to 15 cts. by the single case. There
is no demand from the jobber for this article, owing to the warm
weather. This maiket will not accept dark comb honey at any
price. It is a mistake even to offer dark comb honey in a devel-

oped market like this. We are paying 29 cts. cash and 31 in

trade for good choice yellow beeswax delivered here.

The Fred W. Muth Co.,
May 5. Cincinnati, O.

Zanesville.—While there is some demand for honey, on
the whole it is moving rather slowly. There are still a few of-

ferings of last season's crop, and it would seem that the demand
is hardly equal to the supply, save, perhaps, on extra-fine quality.

For strictly No. 1 to fancy white-clover comb (the only grades

which sell well here), the jobbing trade would pay 1254 to 1354.

The wholesale market is about as last reported; practically no
calls for extracted at the present time. I offer for good clean
beeswax 30 cts. cash or 32 in exchange for bee-supplies.

Edmund W. Peircb,
May 6. Zanesville, O.

Denvep.—Owing to the unusually cool weather we have had,

the demand for honey has held up better than expected; but as

berries are now becoming plentiful the consumption of honey
will be lighter. We now quote strictly No. 1 white comb hon-
ey at $3.00 per case of 24 sections; No. 1 light amber, $2.75;

No. 2, $2.40; extracted honey, white, SV^ to 9; light amber, 754
to8!j; strained. 654 to 6%. We pay 26 cts. per lb. for clean

yellow wax delivered here.

The Colorado Honey-produckrs' Association,
Mav 7. F. Rauchfnss, Mgr., Denver, Col.

New York.—We are gradually reducing our stock of No. 1

and fancy white comb honey, and believe that we shall be able

to dispose of what we have in stock during this month. Off

grades, however, are in no demand, and some of these will have

to be carried over. Prices are nominal at 14 for fancy white:

No. 1, 12 to 13. Extracted honey is in fair demand. We quote

California, 7 to 854; West India and Southern, 60 to 65 cts. per

gallon. Beeswax is steady at 30.

Hildreth & Segklken,
May 6. New York.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 15 ; No. 1 dit-

to, 14; light extracted, 9; light amber, 754; amber, 654. Bees-

wax, 30. Blake-Lee Co.,

May 6. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

ade for Business
That's why the Miith Special Dovetailed Hives are so popular. They are made with a
Warp-jn-oof Cover. Warp-i)roof JJottom-hoard. and a honey-board into which you may
place a Porter bee-escape, so that you can Harvest your Honey without a Stiuft'. You see

the honey-board, with Porter bee-escape, is placed beneath the super, and is allowed to re-

main there over night, so that all bees will go from the super into the lower story, and can not
return. These hives are sold at the same price as the regular styles of Dovetailed hives. Also
have a Complete Line of Bee-supplie.s. Catalog will be mailed you free, upon request.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET the busy beemen CINCINNATI, OHIO
Send for one of our celebrated MUTH IDEAL BEE-VEILS, 75c each postpaid. It's the best veil made—bee-keepers say so.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department

Washlngrton Bvd. & Mercaa St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you

intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., 62-66 IWurray St.

NEW YORK

OHIO and
WEST VIRGINIA
BEE-KEEPERS

and those more distantly located can save

time and freight by ordering their supplies

from

ZANESVILLE
the great shipping-center of the North Cen-

tral States.

" ROOT QUALITY, PEIRCE SERVICE."

EDMUND W. PEIRCE, Zanesville, O.

RUSH MY ORDER
WE CAN

As we have several carloads of Hives,

Sections, Foundation, and all other

bee-supplies GIVE US A TRIAL.

Shipments are made the same day
the order is received

We can suppW RED-CLOVER and
GOLDEN - YELLOW QUEENS. .

C . H. W. WEBER & CO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

Office and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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BEES FOR SALE
I have 100 colooies of bees here at Flint, and there are reasons

why I prefer to beein the season with a smaller number.
At some of our Northern Michigan Apiaries the fire last fall

totally destroyed the pasturage.

For these reasons I wish to sell some bees. They are mostly
in ten-frame Langstroth hives, although a few are in eight-frame
hives. The hives are all new, made of soft white pine, and
painted with two coats of white paint. Nearly all of the combs
are built from wired foundation. The bees are all pure Italians,

and mostly of the Superior stock, or Moore strain. Every thing
is strictly first class—could not be better.

Prices for ten-frame colonies ate as follows: Less than five

colonies, $7.00 per colony; five colonies or more, but less than
ten, $0.50 per colony; ten 6r more colonies, $6.00 each.

Eight-frame colonies: Less than five, $6.00 each; five colonies
or more, but less than ten, $5.50 each; ten or more colonies,

$5.00 each. This is the first time I have made any lower prices

on large orders.

Tne bees will be shipped by express in May, about fruit-

blooming time, and safe arrival in perfect condition guaranteed.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This month we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,
if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day.

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK SUPPLY CO.
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave. ST. LOUIS, MO.

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS

The only machines for decapping
honey-combs.

For all frames and sections. $5 to $3.t.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
and EASTERN OHIO

BEE-KEEPERS
You can get any thing you want for bees, at

STAPLER'S SEED STORE
412-414 Ferry St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Agents lor Root's goods.

LEWIS BEE-WARE SHIPPED PROMPTLY
ARND HONEY <&, BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY (Not inc.) send for catalog. - - --^

Successors to YORK HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY I 9 I E. Superior St., Chicago, III.
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Our Location is Right
Lansing is the best railroad

center for AL L Michigan.

Our Goods are Right
They're " Root QuaUty."

Our Service is Right
We ship promptly.

Your Desire—
to get good goods

Quickly is no greater

than ours to get ihem
to you.

Beeswax wanted.

Send for our Catalog.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Opp. Lake Shore depot.

THE GUiDETO NATURE
EDITED BY EDWARD F. BICELOW

A profusely illustrated monthly magazine
for adults devoted to commonplace

nature with uncommon interests.

EDUCATION AND RECREATION

For all studentL and lovers of nature.

For people who see and think.

For those who enjoy life in the country or

suburbs.

For growers of plants and pets.

For amateur astronomers and all who " look
up to the stars."

For users of the microscope peering into the

wonders of minute life.

For portrayers of nature interests and beau-
ties on the sensitive plate.

For members of the Agassiz Association.

For readers of the best nature literature.

Not emotional and sentimental but thor-

oughly informational and practical. Defi-

nite guidance for those who wish to know.

Single copy, 1 cts. Subscription, $1 per year
Loss than one year at &lngie-copy rates.

THE ACASSIZ ASSOCIATION
ARCADIA, SOUND BEACH, CONN.

Bee Supplies
Our new stock has arrived; all orders

are shipped promptly.

Do you know, Mr. Bee Man, that

our business increases each year from

25 to 50 per cent.?

Why.f* Because we are saving our

customers money in freight.

Why not allow us to save for you.f"

Send us your orders and try us.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Honey in cans or barrels, also beeswax,

wanted in exchange for supplies. Write us

what you have to offer, and let us tell you
what we can do.

No cartage on Honey or Beeswax in or

Supplies out.

Free catalogfor the asking.

The Griggs Bros. Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.

Good Farmers
The FARM HOME, Springfield, Illinois, wants the names and
addresses of progressive farmers located anywhere in the United
States. The publisher desires to interest farmers in the paper,

which is acknowledged to be one of the best of farm journals

for the general farmer, fruitgrower, gardener, live-stock breeder,

the dairyman, the poultryman, etc- The subscription price is

fifty cents (50c) per year, but to any one who will send the

names (with P. O. addresses) of five farmers living on farms,

and 10 cents in stamps or silver, the publisher will credit the

sender as a subscriber fully paid, for the whole year, provided

the street number is given in the letter containing remittance

and the five names. Any farmer or wideawake boy or girl can

make money getting subscribers for THE FARM HOME, now
in its ?Oth volume. Address

The Farm Home Company
94 Monroe Street - Springfield, Illinois

ROOTS GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY GO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root^s Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are '' as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
500 12 4 3 and 2 in. glass, at $13.50 per 100 350 6X 3 2 and 3 in. glass, $8.25 per 100

350 10 4 2-in. " at $12.50 per 100 550 7}i 4 3-in. " $8.50 per 100

200 12 2 2-in. " at $8.50 per 100 250 ?'/» 3 3-in. " $8 50 per 100

200 16 2 2-in. " at $9 25 per 100 300 9^ 4 3-rn. " $11 50 per 100

250 8 3 2-in. " at $8.50 per 100 50 9X 3 3-in. " $11.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots of 50 or

multiples thereof, as they are put up in packages of 50.

Beeswax Wanted.
We are in fine shape to use large supplies of beeswax. Bee-keepers in Texas, Mex-

ico, New Mexico, Arizona,rOklahoma, and Louisiana should bear this in mind. In our
foundation department we have a force of expert workmen who thoroughly understand

their work. In working the beeswax they are careful to retain fhe original fragrant odor
of the hive. It takes skill and care to do this, but we do it. If you desire your beeswax
worked up in this way send it here. We buy wax outright for cash, and we also do con-
siderable trading for bee-supplies.

Reliable Agents Wanted Everywhere.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St.

ZtVLl' San Antonio, Texas 9^f°^your wants. ' tree.
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Western Headquarters
..for ..

ROOT'S GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES, IOWA

Are You Interested

Months
Trial

Subscription

10 cents

in raising poultry, live

stock, produce, fruit, hon-
ey, or other farm products ?

If so, send ten cents for a
3-months' trial subscrip-
tion to the "RURAL FARMEK."

It Tells You
all about farm cultivation, orcharding', live
stock and poultry breeding. How to market
crops successfully, informs you how to ship,
pacK, crate, bill and get returns. "RURAL
FARMER" columns are rich in things you
should know. Three Months for 10 cents.
Published weekly—50 cents per year; i years

for $1.U0, or $1.00 per year for club of 3 persons.

"RURAL FARMER."a S. 3rd Street, - Philadelphia, Pa.

We have this spring for the last two

months had an unusual increase in

business, and are only about one

week behind on orders. If you are

thinking of securing any supplies

better anticipate your needs a little

ahead, so there may be no disap-

pointment in getting your supplies

in time.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS

For all Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35.

Send for descriptive catalog.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

New England Bee-keepers!
WE WANT YOUR ORDERS

Supplies - Bees - Queens

Cull & Williams Company, Providence, R. I.

'bee-supplies for season of 1909^

Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the
demand for bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-
stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the
line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons
at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight rates, and sell on
manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLYCO.,i23Nicolletlslan(i,Minneapolis,Minn.

J
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THEY ARE HERE.

Tha Bast and Largest Stock of Root's Goods
Evar in Wastarn Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.

Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

y% bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with

the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time
and I want to serve yo

yours.

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,

for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.

Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

1909 citaloe ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. I.

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
CHAKI.KS J. WILLIAMSON.

Second .Natl Bank H1(1k-, Washington, D.

Patent Practice In Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

Tha A. i. Root Co.

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED

IS THE BEST,

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and cold blast deflect-

ing part of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 'iVz inches in diameter, has

asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers

sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price SI.00; two, $1.60; mail, 25c each extra.
DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

Carioadyf Bee- supplies
Quality goods ; lowest price; prompt shipment;

Chicago freight direct to your station. Send list

of goods wanted for best price. No harm done
if prices do not suit. Send for catalog. Italian

bees for sale. Visitors welcome. Correspond-

ence solicited. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ten
years in business. Reference, First Nat'l Bank.

H. S. DUBY, St7aNNE, ILLS.

cu

i This Coupon Worth35 cents j
V If not nnw a snbnoribor and von want one of the S

CO I

(yew Suhacribers Only)

Poalofflce ,

If not now a snbscribcr and you want one of the
mo.st helpful aids to successful bee-culture-
ihat tells how to make your bees pay-
subscribe for the

-a paper
-you sbould

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-paEre illustrated 75-cent monthly. It tells all
about the best way to manage bees to produce the
most honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
different departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-ntoney
If you will send us your name and address with 40

cents (stamps or coin) together with this coupon, we will sencf you a trial trip of our Journal
for 12 months. Order now and let us begin with this month's fine number. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Chicago, Illinois

C/9

I
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

In commemoration of the foitieth anniversary of the N. W. Ayer & Son Ad-

vertising Agency, a dinner was given at the Bellevue Stratford, Philadelphia, April 24,

at which were present 262 employees and officers.

This event has a significance outside of technical advertising circles interesting to

every reader of magazines and newspapers. We read the advertising pages of our pa-

pers carefully, and profit by the icnowledge thus gained; still, but few of us know any

thing about the man behind the attractive pictures and well-worded copy.

Forty years ago advertising and advertising agencies, as we know them to-day,

were not dreamed of except in the minds of a few far-sighted men of the hour like Mr.

Ayer, the founder of the present agency bearing his name. He started the business

with an investment of $250. The company now carry on their books an average of

18,000 accounts, and the amount they have paid to publishers of this country exceeds

$50,000,000. Such success is not achieved without a great deal of hard work and many

disheartening discouragements. Advertising has become a modern business necessity.

It was hard to convince the conservative business man who found his old methods good

enouo'h twenty-five years ago that the world has grown away from him and his busi-

ness, and that to keep up with the more aggressive generation he must meet them on

their own ground and fight them with their own weapons. Not many years ago the

man who spent a few hundred dollars for advertising was looked on almost with deri-

sion; but time has proven that his method was the only sure one for building up the

vast enterprises of the world.

It is fitting that such a work should have a name and business of its own, and the

outcome has been the establishing of large advertising agencies over all the country.

They employ the best skill obtainable for the benefit of their clients. An advertising

man worthy of the name does not simply suggest mediums and write copy. He stud-

ies the particular needs of each client; gets into the heart of his business; makes him-

self a part of the vast machinery, and finally takes the most important part— that of

finding a market for the product. Ayer's definition cf an advertising agent is "one

who creates, develops, distributes, and cares for advertising other than his own." To
do this he must study not only the manufacturer's side of the question, but that of the

consumer as well. He must know, first of all, that the article is worthy of notice. He

must then study to place its good points before the public in the best light possible. A
manufacturer may produce the best automobile or buggy or stove in the world; but

unless his advertising agent takes pains to tell this to the public in a manner that is

convincing beyond all doubt, they will pass his product by for one of perhaps inferior

merit which is more cleverly advertised. The public has no time to investigate the

merits of the article on the market for itself, and it is up to the advertising man to do

this for them.

With the intimate knowledge which the advertising man has of publications orer

all the country, he is in better position to suggest mediums than the advertiser him-

self. It is a part of his business to study the clientele of each medium offering adver-

tising space to know in what class of merchandise they are interested, and the argument

which will best appeal to them. He goes into the homes of the readers, as it were ; he

learns their daily wants; he studies their condition, and finally suggests to th m in the

form of attractive advertisements in their favorite paper or magazine an improvement

in their present surroundings and the best of every thing for comfort and success.
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

All this is more interesting to the general public than the layman might at first

think. Were it not for the science to which modern advertising has been developed,

how should we in country and small towns know what is going on in the vast commer-
cial world beyond our ken ? If the fact were not heralded to us from the pages of

every magazine and newspaper we pick up, would we now be possessors of so many
modern improvements for the lessening of labor to the comfort of mankind.? Would
the average person know as much as he does about the necessity for sanitary surround-

ings, not only in our homes but in public places.!" Would there have been such a

movement as there has been recently for putting under ban all the various food prod-

ucts on the market which had not complied strictly with the laws of health .?

There is also another view of the matter which frequently escapes attention: If it

were not for the revenue derived from the advertising pages of magazines and news-

papers these things themselves would be impossible. In a good many cases, at least,

the subscription prices would be beyond most of us. . Before advertising had reached

the place it has to-day, did we have as much valuable information distributed every

month for the small cost for which we now get it.? It is the advertiser who pays the

greater part of the actual cost of putting out the magazines which you read so carefully.

He is willing to pay for it, for he gets his value because of your interest in the space he

uses. For instance, in our own pap:r the amount of business sent us each year by the

large advertising agencies enables us to secure the best articles obtainable on bee cul-

ture, and to illustrate them as they should be, and to install machinery in our printing

department so that we may turn out our paper in the best shape. If it were not for the

advertisino; which we carry we should not be able to give our subscribers anywhere

near the value we do; and even if the subscription price were raised several times its

present rate we should have to run the paper at a loss if we carried no advertising.

Another thing, you glance through the advertising pages of any standard maga-
zine of the better class and feel perfectly safe in ordering goods from the merchants who
advertise in them. You know that these advertisers are perfectly reliable financially,

and that their goods are as represented or their advertisement would not appear where

it does.

We do not knowingly accept an order from an advertiser unless we know that he

is financially responsible, and that his product has the merit which he claims for it.

This is'one of the reasons why it is always best to mention the paper in which you saw
the advertisement when making an inquiry. If you mention Gleanings in Bee Cul-
ture each time that you write to its advertisers you will find that you will get prompt
attention and courteous treatment. The advertiser knows that we are personally inter-

ested in every one of our subscribers, and he will take pains to please you because he

has invested his money in space in our paper, and he naturally wants to get the best

returns from it possible. Of course, if he gets good returns you get good service, and

he is pleased with the investment in Gleanings, and renews his contract for another

season.
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A Memory Cure
By the Bee Crank

The Federal Independent Bee-keeper says,

"For a bad memory drink sage tea sweetened
with honey." I don't know how this will work
—never tried it. But I frequently receive let-

ters from bee-men who have "bad memories"
about deals with different bee-supply houses,
and their letters indicate that, since they are
sending their orders to me, they have good
memories.

Say, brother, if you are troubled with any
of these bad memories, what you need is an
application of Pouder's Perfect Service. This is

a compound which I have been furnishing for

twenty years, consisting of good goods, prompt
shipments, careful packing, close prices at the
very factory schedule, and minute attention to

the little details. The compound is accomplish-
ing wonders.

My fourth carload for the season has just

arrived, and this car contained 25 tons of the
very choicest goods. A note from the factory
tells me that it is one of the finest cars of sup-
plies that they have ever sent out. I am pre-

pared to shoot the goods to you, frequently
before the other fellow would get the order.

Root's Goods with Pouder service is a combina-
tion that means perfect satisfaction.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Intl. Surrey, California.

Dear Sir;—Supplies came through all right, and, as 1 had expected,

very prompt, and that is why I sent to you. Yours, C. A. Wurth.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind. Randolph, New York.
Dear Sir':—The goods came yesterday, and every thine o. k. Thank

you. 1 shall need more supplies this fall, and will^call upon you again.

Your promptness in the present deal has been real refreshing. If more peo-

ple knew of your business methods your trade would double. But I guess it

is extra good by the surface indications. White clover is looking fine, and
it is plentiful. Yours truly, Geo. Shihkr.

I could use more beeswax at 29 cents cash,

or 31 cents in trade. My catalog is free. May
I have the pleasure of sending it to you?

Walter S. Pouder

'If goods

are wanted

quick,

send to

Pouder."

Established

1889

859 Massachusetts Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amizins offer—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at 17 itnts a day—is open to everybody, everywhere.
It's oar new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver

Typewriters 00 little easy payments. The abandonment of /onj-

hiind in favor of clean, legible, beautiful typtwriting is the next
great step in human progress.

Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of tm and ink is largely restricted to the writing of signatures.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.
The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for universal typewriting,

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to

take the initiative in bringing
about the universal use of type-

writers, It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

TypeWri-fer
THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER

This "/7-Cents-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

to (un as to rent. It places the machine within easy reach of

every home—every individual. A man's " cigar money "—

a

woman's " pin money "— will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now afford to own Olivers. By
utilizing spare moments for practice they may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their

pennies.

Yoa can boy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.
And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to earn

mtney to inilh paying for the machi

Advantages Service Possibilities

The Oliver is the most high- The Oliver Typewriter turns

ly perfected typewriter on the out more work—of better qual-

market—hence it« too per cent ity and greater variety—than
eficieniy. any Other writing machine.

Among its scores of conven- Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of its towering
supremacy in

Correspondence
Card Index Work
Tabulated Reports

— Follow-up Systems
Manifolding Service

— Addressing Envelopes
—Working on Ruled Forms
—Cutting Mimeograph Sten-

olla.

lences are:

—the Balance Shift
—the Ruling Device
—the Double Release
— the Locomotive Base
—the Automatic Spacer
—the Automatic Tabulator
—the Disappearing Indicator
—the Adiuslable Paper Fin-

gers
—the Scientific Condensed

Keyboard

Can you spend 1 7 Cants a day to better advantags
than in the purchase of this wonderfui machine ?

Write for Special Easy-payment Proposition or see the nearest
Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Typewriter COa
Q11 Huron Road, Cleveiand, Ohio.

UNCLE SAM ISA
TRUSTY MESSENGER

His excellent postal service brings

this bank to your door.

Here is a convenient and safe de-

pository for your savings or funds

of any kind.

And your money earns

4% Int. Compounded
Semi-annually

Our booklet, " Banking by Mail,"

which explains fully, sent free.

Resources $800,000
Established 1892

tH^SAVINGS DEPOSITBANK COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO

Will jou accept this

businessbook if we
send it free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no moneyl
Take no risk.

One hundred and twelve of the world's master busi-

ness men have written ten books—2,079 pages— 1,407
vital business secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the

best of all that they know about
—Position-Getting
—Position-Holding

—Selling Plans
—Handling Customers

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fightini
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-

ness subjects.

—Purchasing —Salesmanship
—Credits —Advertising
—Collections —Correspondence

—Accounting —Man-Handling
—Cost-keeping -Man-Training
-Organization _office Systems
—Retailing —Short-cuts and
—Wholesaling Methods for every
— Manufacturing line and department
A 9,0S9-word booklet has been published describing, explaining,

picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses

great and small; pages 4 and S deal with credits, collections and
with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handlmg and
training men; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising,

with the marketing of gooils through salesmen, dealers and by
mail: pages 12 to iS with the great problem of securing the highest

market price for your services—no matter what your line ; and the

last page tells how you may get a complete iet—bound in hand-
some hal£ morocco, contents in colors—for less than your daily

(moke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

Willyott read the book ifwe send it/reef
Send no money. Simply sign the coupcut.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicag*

If there are, tn your books, any new ways to Increase my bus-

iness or my s.\lary. I should like to know them. So send 00

youj 16-page free descriptive twoklet, I'll read it. Jl^-W"

Vaml.
,_ —.
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ElkhartBuggies
are the best made, best grade and easiest riding
buggies on earth for the money.

FOR THIRTY-SIX YEARS
we have been selling direct and are

The Largest Manufacturers in the World
selling to the consumer exclusively.

>Ve ship for examination and approval, ib'ti^'"

anteeing safe delivery, and also to save you
money. If you are not satisfied as to style,

quality and price you are nothing out.

May We Send You Our
Large Catalogue?

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg.

Elkhart, .... Indiana
f.CoJ

AnlltiQn
Great care is used in the;

making of an Antliony knot
knot so smooth that damage cannot result to stock or to sheep's
wool—a knot with no kink inside it in the line wire—a knot
superior to all others for strength — a knot that permits the
stays to be parallel with posts on slopes or any hillside just
as on le\ el land. Gauge every wire
we use-then gauge the other
fellow's. We mail FREE AN-
THONY KNOT souvenir hat pin,

with booklet. The head is an exact
Anthony knot as it appears in the
fence. See the knot yourself, and get

a nobby hat pin for a member of your
family, Write now.
The Anthony Fence Co.,
26 Michigan St., Tecumseh, Michigan

NO MORE BLISTERED HANDS,
tired backs, picks, spades or shovels.
This low - priced implement bores
through wet or dry clay. sand, gravel
or gumbo; alwayseharp—easily lifted
and unloaded.
Writs for "Fraa Book." Learn all about
this wonderful tool and wo will tell Joo
where to see one. Address
IWANBROS.DaptR South Bend, Ind.

DIG A

HOLE IN

A JIFFY

WITH

IWAN PATENT POST HOLE AUGER

15 Cents aRod
For a 23-lnch Hog Fence ; 16e for
26-lnch; 19e for 31-lnch; 22 l-Se
for 34-lnch; 27e for a 47-Inch
Farm B'ence. 50-Inch Poultry
Fence 8 7 e. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. Writeforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCiE. IND.

SPHAV Your Fruits, Crops,
* *^^^ * Poultry Houses, and
do whitewashiug with The
AUTO-SPRAY. Factory f>ri.e

and guaranteed to satisfy. Fitted with
Auto I'op Nozzle does the work of three
ordinary sprayers. L'sed by Experiment
Stations and 300 000 others We make
many styles and Sizes Spi^ying (Juule
Free, write for book, orlces an;^ Agency
Offer. The E. C. Brown Co.
20 Jay Street, Rochester, N.Y.

FIX YOUR ROOF
—We will guarantee to pat

00 PSr S(|U3r6a* any old leaky, worn-out.
ruflty, tin, Iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof la
perfect condition, and keep It in perfect condltloB
lor 6o per square per v^ax.

Tba Porfoat Roof Prosarvar. •)[•• aM,
wors'oat ro«tt n*w. S*tiifa«ti«n riiannt**d

F«funded. Our fraa roatlna book
telli all about it. Writ* (or it todar.

Bit Aaderson Manufacturina Co.. Oept. 24 Elyria, Obifc

Roof-Fix

SAVE MONEY ON ROOFING
$^ ftft buys full roll <108 sq. ft.) ol stT^ictlv h'eli

gV^\^ grade rooting, either rubber or flint coaJ sur

I ^B^_ {ace, with cement and nails complete• Most liberal offer ever nmde on tirsi lass

roofing. Better than goods that sell at much highei prices

Uun't spend a dollar on roofing until you have seeij

UNITO ASPHALT ROOFING
You send no money when you order Uoiii Si,.itiiig

Satisfaction Guamnteed. Write today toi tree safnple; toi

test and comparison emd our imparalleled selling plan

UNITED FACTOitlES CO. Dept. A38, Cleveland. O

SENSE
Dont break jnurback and kill your
horses with a bit;h wheel wagon.

s\ For comturt's sake get an

Electric Handy Wagon.
It will save you time and money. A
set of p;iectric Steel Wheels will

make your old wagon new at small

cost. Write for catalogue. Itisfree.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. Boi 95. Ouincy. "I,

BEFORE ORDERING

BERRY-CRATES AND
QUART BASKETS

write lor our cataloc »< special prices.

H. H. Aultlalhar, box 100, MInarva, O.
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LetUsTellYoui
How the Farm
Tele.

phone
Pay

%<»
,(ju\«:

(i«<V<9

These

Three Books
which we will send
yoii free, explain why
a Telephone on the

Farm is a good invest-

ment. How it saves time, money
and labor. How you and- your neighbors
may install the finest system there is, at

reasonable cost, just as hundreds of thou-

sands of other progressive farmers have

Stromberg - Carlson
Independent Telephone
equipments are to the farm what the rail-

road train and the trolley car are to
transportation.
Our directions are so

plain and simple that you
can put up a line with
little effort.

Write today for our free
book, "How the Telepho' c
Helps the Farmer." 21st
edition, and two other
books telling you aii

about it.

Stromberg - Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

Chicago Kansas City
III. Mo.

(Address nearest office)

IN SUNNY VIRGINIA
CI CCAOO BUYS THIS BEAUTIFUL HOME
^ I.y\JU\J ^^(j ^Q acres of best fruit and gen-
eral farming land, inchidine good barn, corncrih, tool

shed and chicken house. alTnew. Rich soil, fine cli-

mate, good markets, abun^unt water, excellent neigh-

hori; aiid best schools.

OTHER LANDS $10. PER ACRE & UP.
Cheap Excursions Twice a Month.

bit right down and write for beautiful illustrated

booklet, list of farms, etc., to

, F. H. LaBAUME, Agrl. andlndl. Agt.

Dept. Norfolk & Western Ry.. Roinoke. Va.

$50to $30G SAVED
We are manufacturera, not merchants. Save dealers,

jobbers and catalog house profit I'll save you from
$50 toSJOO on my High Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for

similar engines in carload lots for spot cash.

GALLOWAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be tlie sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse and buy ;

B-H.-P. onty$119.SO

Direct
From

My Fac-
tory on 30

Days' Fraa
Trial. Satislac-

tion or money
back . Write torspec-

al proposition. All
you pay me is for raw

material, labor and
one small profit. Send for

mybieBOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. eallovay Co.

leSBGsllovay Station
Waterloo, Iowa

PUMPING WATER
We make Pumps—over 40,000 of

ihem each year. That is our business—nat-

urally we know what each particular case

requires. This is our " Panama " lift pump
for large cisterns and wells, 25 ft. or less in

depth. It throws Vi gal. water each stroke.

Tell US depth of your well or cistern

—

» hether dug or cased—amount of water you
need; whether hand or windmill power is

used, and ask for free circular asd prices.

We make over 2000 kinds of pumps—so

we can surely suit you. Look us up ;ind

address as follows

—

THE CRESTLINE MFC. CO.
Pumps—Sprayers—Hose

CRESTLINE, OHIO, U. S. A.

Makes and burns its own gas and
produces a pure white, steady,
safe, 100 candle power light. No

. wick, h moke, dirt, grease or odor.

4Sgx™ BEST LIGHTI

fLighted instantly. Over 200 styles.

Agents wanted. Wri te for catalog

THE BEST 1,IGHT CO.
306 K. 5tb St., Canton, O.

WHITEWASHING
and disinfecting with the new

"Kditli-Hhf Sprayer
gives twice the results with same
labor and fluid. Also for spraying
trees, vines, vegetables. etc
Booklet free. Address

Rochester Spray Pump Co.
52 East Av., Rochester. N.Y.^

Bees in Tennessee
For Sale

My remaining colonies of bees with large quan-

tity of hives and other fixtures, at Lebanon,

Tenn., for sale; preferably in one lot

Leslie Martin,

Write to

Falconer, N. Y.
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QUEENS
And nothing but Italians. An improved
superior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-
QUEEN- BREEDER raises. Stock is

Northern-bred and hardy. We winter

our five yards on summer stands with
practically no loss. Some of the largest

honey-producers of the west started with
our stock. Free circular and testimonials.

Prices of Queens Before July

Select queens
Tested queens
Select tested queens . . .

Breeders

Golden five-band breeders

Two-comb nuclei, no queen
Three-comb nuclei, no queen
Full colonies on eight frames

1
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J. E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-rearing that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

fects, including some valuahli improvements of his own— in short, a system through which the highest queen develop-

ment is reached by corre<t and scitntijic principles, which means that he is now in position to offer to the bee-keeping
public a higher e^jJe of queens than is usually offered in the common utitility classes, owing to scientific methods which
produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved
method of classifying queens which strikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects

means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared

from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, " the very best," and will be safely delivered to

any address in the United States, Cuba, Canada, or Mexico, at the following prices: Untested, $1.25; 3, $3.00;

warranted, $1.50; 3, $4.00; tested, $2.00; 3, $5.00. Book orders now, send money when queens are wanted. Valu-
able information free. Send for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRIVIINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

BRED FOR BUSINESS
AS WELL AS BEAUTY

RED-CLOVER
QUEENS

Producing the Long-tongued Three-banded Workers
whose Fame is World-wide.

If you are anxious to obtain some
queens of this famous honey-gathering
strain, why not send to their originator ?

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsville, O.

The queens sent out by me are all good,
but I make a specialty of furnishing extra-

fine breeders for those who desire to rear

their own stock. Just see what my cus-

tomers say about my stock.

Devine, Texas, Sept. 1, 1908.

Mr. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, O.
Dear Sir:— I raised about fifty queens from the one I

got from you last spring, and it is an easy matter to tell

that they are far ahead of any thing else in the yard.

If the elephants don't tread on my pocket-book I shall

want one of your $12.00 ones next spring.

Respectfully yours, J. C. Peterson.

June to

May Oct.

Untested $1.25 $1.00

Select untested 1.50 1.25

Tested 2.50 2.00

Select tested 3.50 3.00

Breeding queens 5.00 3.50

Select breeding queens 9.00 7.50

Extra-select breeding queens 12.00 10.00

Please send for my circular.

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsville, Ohio

Golden
I breed DOtbing but

GOLDENS, by the

best-known methods.

1 f^ 1
'1

ueens 85c $4.8o $9

M. BATES, Greenville, Ala., Rt. 4.

GoldenH Red Clover

Italian Queens
My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are

hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,

$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. I am book-
ing orders now to be filled in rotation after May 25.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season

WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Phila., Pa.

Queens
by return

mail.

Do You Need Any P

Queens bred for business from our well-known strain

of three-band Italians, unexcelled as honey-gatherers.

Tested, $1 each; untested, 75c; $8 doz.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for

price list.

J. W. K. SHAW i. CO., Loreauville. La., Iberia Pa.

Not Cheap Queens, but Queens Cheap
DON'T BUY QUEENS UNTIL YOU SEB MY'

FREE OFFER
Red-clover three-band queens as follows: Untested, 1, 75c ; 6,

»4.20; tested, 1, 81.00; 6. 15.70; select breeder, 15.00.

Nuclei with untestedqueen, one-frame, $1.76; two-frame, $2.25;

with tested queen, one-frame, 82.00; two-frame, $2.50.

Five-band or golden queens as follows: Untested, 1, $1.00;

«, $5.70; tested, 1, $1.50; 6, $8.70. Breeders, 1. $10.00.

If queens are wanted In large quantity, write for prices.
Directions for building up weak colonies. 10 ets.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD, LITTLE ROCK, ARK., RT. 3.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Good leather-colored queens bred for business—no disease;

prompt shipment, extra good stock. June, 90c; six for $4.7.'i;

20 or more at 60c each, later less. Satisfaction,or money back.

S. F. TRECO, . . SWEDONA, ILL.

PHARR'S GOLDENS
took tlrst prize at three exhibits In 1907. We also breed Cariri-
olans, three- banded Italians, and Caucasians, bred In separate
yards and from the best breeders obtainable; K'larantee safe
delivery and falrtreatment. Untested, $1; tested. $1.26. Address

Hew Century Queen-reanng Co., Bercair.Tei. John W. Phatr, Prop
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Root's Bee-keepers' Supplies
at Convenient Distributing Points

Well-
known
Dealers

The
Large
Stocks

Shipping
Points

Medina
Prices

Other
Dealers

Their
Opinion

Local
Dealers

We have had so many inquiries from bee-keepers who would liice to

purchase our supplies near at hand that we print below a partial list of

our distributing houses 'and dealers.

These dealers are well known to bee-keepers. They have been, for

the most part, long established in the bee-supply trade, and have a knowl-
ed,e of the business most valuable indeed to the bee-keeping fraternity.

The r advice may be had on any question of supplies, etc., for the atking.

Nowhere else is it possible to find such well-assorted stocks of goods
for bee-keepers as are carried by dealers in Root's Goods. No matter
whether you require a little five-cent article or a carload of goods, these

d -a ers can serve you promptly. Stocks are frequently carried amount-
ing to $5000 and upward.

You will observe that these dealers have excellent shipping facilities

—guaranteeing quick delivery and low freight rates.

The prices, terms, discounts, etc., are identical with the home office

at Medina (with rare exceptions). Full particulars may be had before

ordering, if desired, by writing the dealer nearest you. You can, how-
ever, use our Medina catalog and terms, and, if any variation, your dealer

will advise you, if requested, before shipping.

Besides the following list, there are miny others who handle some
of Root's Goods. The following is by no means complete, for hundreds
of dealers come to us for many of the goods of which we are the exclusive

manufacturers. Insist on getting Roofs Goods.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio. Tucson, Ariz., April 22, 1909.

Gentlemen:—Last fall we got 1000 sections, 4x5, from , and they were
of the make, and we had too much trouble eetting them together, like some
Hoffman frames from another agent of yours in New Mexico. They never came
from Medina. We know A. I. R. goods when we see them or when we feel of them.

Box 15. Truly yours, Gus Marvin.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio. Analomink, Pa., April 20, 1909.

Gentlemen:—About supplies, I must say that yours are the best I can get for

the money, and I am always well pleased with them. C. H. Gurr.

In addition to the following list who carry large stocks, and furnish

at both ivholesale and retail, we have in every State a large number of

local dealers who handle our goods exclusively.

If you do not find in this list the name of a dealer near you, write us

and we will give you the name of your nearest dealer, and his shipping-

point. All other things being equal, it certainly pays to get your sup-

plies near at home, as you will save freight and annoying delays thereby.

If you would prefer to do so, send us your proposed list and we will

quote you prices by letter and suggest a shipping-point.

Alabama.—J. M. Jenkins, VVetumpka.
Arkansas.—Southwestern S ti Co., Fayetteville.

California.—* Madary Planing Milli Fresno; *Madary's
Supply House, Elk Grove; *Maiary's Supply House, Los
Angeles; *Sam'l Gordor. Ingle Co., San Diego; *Cres-
mer Manufacturing Co., Riverside.

Colorado.— Barteldes Seed Co., Denver.
Dlst. of Columbia.—The A. I. Root Co., Washington.
Georfila.—Howkins & Rnsh, Savannah.
Illinois.-The A. 1. Root Co., Chicago.
Indiana.—Walter S. Poudtr, Indianapolis; Vickery Bros.,

Evansville.

Iowa.—Joseph Nysewander, .Jes Moines.
Kansas.—Buck & Wilson, .-Augusta.

Massachusetts.-H. H. Jepson, 182 Friend St., Boston;

W. W. Cary & Son, I.vonsville.

Maine.—The A. I. Root Co., Mechanic Falls.

Maryland.—Riwlings Im;il.-ment Co., Baltimore.

Michigan.—M. H. Hunt & Son, Lansing; Geo. E. Hilton,

Fremont.
Minnesota.—The A. I. Root Co., 1024 Miss. St., St. Paul.

Mississippi.-W. P. Smith, Penn.
Missouri.—John Nebel & Son Supply Co., High Hill;

Springfield Seed Co., Springfield; Blanke & Hauk Sup-

ply Co., 1009 Lucas Ave., St. Louis.

Nebraska.— Bee-keepers" Supply Co., 1929 N St., Lincoln.

New Mexico.— F. C. Barker & Co., Las Ctuces; Roswell
Seed and Produce Co., Roswell.

New York.—The A. I. Root Co., Syracuse ; The A. I.

Root Co., 20 Vesey St., New York City.

Ohio.—McAdams Seed Co., Columbus Grove; Griggs Bros.

Co., 52? Monroe St., Toledo; C. H. W. Weber, 2146

Central Ave., Cincinnati; E. W. Peirce, Zanesville.

Oregon.—* Portland Seed Co., Portland.

Pennsylvania.—The A. I. Root Co., 10 Vine St., Phila-

delphia; Stapler Seed & Poultry Supply Co., 412 Ferry

St., Pittsburg; Rea Bee & Honey Co., Reynoldsville.

Texas.—Texas Seed & Floral Co., Dallas; Toepperwein
& Mayfield, San Antonio.

Utah.—Superior Honey Co., 349 Washington Ave., Ogden.
Virginia.—W. E. Ttibbett, Staunton.

Washington.—Portland Seed Co., Spokane.

* These deales do not handle Root's Goods exclusively, so be sure to mention that you want Root's when sending your order
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WITH A FULL H\E OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S maice, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

Beo Supply Houso
Everything for Bees

We manufacture the latest ap-l

proved supplies and sell direct

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee people in abeecountry.
We know your needs. Early

order ditcoant*. Send for cat-

alog. Don't buv till it comes.
LEAHY MANUFACTURINQ CO.
10 Talmage St., Hlgglnavllie, Mo.

1699 South 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
Also E. T. Flanagan & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. III.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,
worry, and money by

^IBl^HH^^^^^^^^^^^HIBHi ordering your

for next season now.
1 have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not
have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend Si.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 14S"*-1

Boston,

Mass.

EXTRACTING MADE EASY
by using

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS
$5 to $35. Catalog free.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providsnce, R. I.

PUBLICATIONS ON

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

I I

My First Season's Experience with
'—

' the Honey*bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outlook, of New 'Vork. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never

before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

'Catalog of Bee-keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which Is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

I—

I

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

I I

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked abo've;

I inclose S to co'ver the cost.

Nam,

Strtet Address or R. F. D

Town

G.B.C. 5-15 State
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NEW ENGLAND
BEE-KEEPERS

We are

headquarters for

Bee-supplies.
We now have a most complete
stock of New Goods on hand
ready for shipment, and can
supply your wants for regular

goods promptly
Order your hives and supers

at once, and have them on
hand when your bees are

ready for them
We are booking orders for

Bees and Queens.

Price list free.

WW.CARY^SON
LYONSVILLE, MASS.

"^ For ^^

25 Years
I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA

r ^

Supplies
A

^

for the Southern
States.

TT tE are better prepared than ever be-

' * fore to take prompt care of all

orders. We sell goods at factory prices

and aim to keep our stocks well assorted.

Write us for estimates on your list, or

send the order right along and we will

guarantee that you will be satisfied. We
handle none but the best goods. Golden

bees and queens a specialty. Send in your

orders now and be sure of early delivery.

Root's goods exclusively.

HOWKINS & RUSH
241 Bull St. SAVANNAH, CA-

BEESWAX
WANTED

TTtZE are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used last year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so wecan easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 29 cents per

pound cash, or 31 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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Comb Foundation
= "Weed" Process =

A Few Suggestions for Putting Foundation into Sections

There are many bee-keepers who are not getting the results they ought to, simply

because they fail to use foundation liberally. Economy is a good thing—it is a virtue, but

if one is loo economical it is just as bad as being prodigal. There is no longer any reason

why any one should have large patches of drone-cells in the brood-combs. Use foundation

and save the bees from the labor of rearing thousands of useless but voracious drones. Rear-

ing drones is a losing game for any honey-producer. You may trap them, but it is much
more satisfactory to prevent their existence, and they eat a lot before they grow to maturity,

wasting space, time, and food. Prevention is best.

Fine boardliice combs are essential in an apiary where the highest results possible are

sought. Such combs are perfectly interchangeable, and enable the owner to follow the most

up-to-date and scientific plans in apiarian management.

Crooiced combs are an affliction in a well-regulated apiary, and the only satisfactory

way to avoid the same is to use "Weed" Foundation in all brood-frames—full sheets every

time. This is the cheapest way, and by long odds the most satisfactory. If you are a comb"
honey producer you certainly ought to use full sheets in sections, and in addition a bottom

starter. You will certainly have fewer "culls " and more " No. 1 " and " Fancy " sections.

Our ablest and most successful comb-honey specialists do this, and find it " pays. " It pays

in more than one sense of the word. In any case it will hardly pay to run counter to the

most successful comb-honey producer.

The question with many bee-men is, "Can I afford to do without foundation.?" and

that means " Weed " foundation. You can not afford to experiment with other kinds.

Our " Weed " foundation has been tested and tried in the crucible of experience by the

most eminent bee-keepers everywhere, and by universal consent it holds the first place, not in

America alone, but in Europe and elsewhere.

You may judge somewhat of the popularity of this foundation when we tell you that

about 70,000 pounds was sold during the month of April, 1909.

Make sure you have enough foundation to last through a big

harvest. To delay ordering until the last minute often means the

loss of a large honey crop, and will turn a very profitable season into

a poor one.

This foundation is sold by all leading dealers in bee-keepers'

supplies. Be sure to specify " Weed " Process when sending in your

order, and accept no other.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Noticei will be inserted in these classified colamns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and yoa most say yon want your

advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be
responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale.

For Salb.—Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of

extracted honey, in new tOlb. cans, two in a box, at 9 cts. per

lb., f. o. b. at Boyne Falls, Mich., where we produce this honey.
Sample free. E. D. Townsbnd, Remus, Mich.

For Salr.—Comb and extracted honey, either car lots or

less. Extracted white in 60-lb. cans, single case, 6^ cents; 5

cases or more, 6 cents. Samples furnished upon application.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.— Clove: and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridgb, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—White-clover and light-amber extracted honey,
best quality, 60-lb. cans. Write foi free sample.

W. H. Settle, Gridley, III.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey, fine quality lor table

use, in 60-lb. cans; 8 cts. for clover, 7 for amber. Single can,

^ ct. more. C. H. Stordock, Durand, 111.

For Sale.—Best qnality alfalfa in cases of two 60-lb. cans,

$8.40 per case, f. o. b. here. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Ida.

Honey and Wax Wanted.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. Sta

price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water Sueet, Chicago, 111.

Wants and Exchanges.

Wanted.—To send you catalogs of smokers and hee-supflies

for the fun of it, if we don't get a cent; try us by sending your ad-

dress and your friends'. F. Danzenbaker,
Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio.

Wanted.— Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slumgum.
State qiuntity and price. Orel L. Hbrshiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.— Bees. State quantity and price, kind of hive, etc.

" F," care of H. H. Jepson, 182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Bulk comb and section honey. State quality,

quantity, and price. Judson Heard, Macon, Ga.

Door and Window Screens.

Made to order. Ask us for our illustrated screen-door catalog.

We also do woodwork in the specialty line.

Medina Woodworking Co., Medina, Ohio.

INQUIRIES.

For Sale

N*. 3.—Retired clergyman wants an apiary on improved irri-

gated land at the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains.

For Sale or Exchange.— 1 bee-section corner g-oover, 1

bee-section edge, cutter, 1 2xl0-inch foundation-machine (giod as

new), 1 23-inch Fiank & Co. planer, 1 1254-inch Frank & Co.
planer, 1 wood turning-lathe, 1 wood-frame saw-table, all in

good condition. Will exchange for power-feed rip-saw.

The Irons Mfg. Co., Linesville, Pa.

For Sale.—One Sprague damper and valve-regulator for reg-

ulating the temperature of your house; adapted for steam, hot wa-
ter, furnace, natural gas, or stove. Manufacturer's price, $30.00.

I have one to spare at $16.00, or will trade for honey or wax.
A. L. Boyden, Medina, Ohio.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog and particulars.

The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the face last

season i Because you did not have on one of the Alexander wire

bee-veils at 60 cts. each.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.— 160 ten-frame Ideal supers, cheap; also extra

frames very cheap; also 50 colonies of bees in eight and ten

frame hives—12 in ten-frame hives. Will sell any quantity.

Route 1. J. E. Linder, Stockholm, Wis.

For Sale.—Bee-keepers' supplies— big discount. I buy in

very large quantities, and can save New York State bee-keepers

money. Falconer's goods. Leon Howdbn, Fillmore, N. Y.

For Sale.— Kodak, Bullet Special No. 2, 3j4x3^; rapid

rectilinear lens, good condition; $10. iO.

W. Harkins, Branch, Pa.

For Sale.—Shallow supers, 5^, at 35 cts. each; Hof?man
frames, $3.00 for 10, new; also full-depth hives at low price.

H. J. Avery, Katonah, N. Y.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-

supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. Cooley, Kendall, Mich.

House Plans.—Blue prints of 20 artistic homes lor 25 cents.

Ehlers & Son, Architects, Carthage, Mo.

For Sale.—300 self-spacing ten-frame hives; part new, 60 to

75 cts. each. C. A. Thompson, Downing, Wis.

Root's Bee Supplies at factory prices.

Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

Monogram Stationery.

Twenty-five sheets of fine-fabric writing-paper, die-stamped

with any two initials. Colors, 50 cents; gold or silver, 60 cents.

Envelopes to match. Postage paid.

Art Stationery Company,
Dept. 4, 4413 Woburn Ave., Cleveland, O.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—A good bee-man; about 300 stands. We pay the

usual price and board. We furnish work when the season is

over. Address at once, Postoffice Box 695,

Wasco, Kern Co., California.
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Bees and Queens.

$400 will bny 100 colonies of bees, 50 caps with extractine-

combs, 50 caps and covers to hold section supers. I will deliver

bees to either Sand Lake or Grant station. My bees have al-

ways been free from disease. My crop was 8000 lbs. comb
honey in 1908. You must help fix bees to ship to get this bar-

gain. You can use one of my yards if ycu wish.

Mrs. S. Wilbur Frbv, Sand Lake Mich.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and eolden Italian queens, untest-

ed, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $<».00. Carniolan, Banat, and
Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $5.00; twelve, $10.00.

Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice breeders, $3.00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—New queens from here after May 25.

Edwa. RKDnouT, Bradentown, Fla.

Italian Qukkns.—Ready, 1009 list of Mott's strain of Red-
clover and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce Queens, 15 cts.;

leaflet. How to Increase, 15 cts.; one copy of each, 25 cts.

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March 1. Un-
tested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask for prices in

large quantities. W. J. Littlkfield,
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

Italian queens, untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00. Two-frame
nuclei, $2.50 with queen. E. M. Collyer,

75 Broadway, Ossining, N. Y.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keepers' sup-

plies. T. L. McMurrav, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden. Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring delivery.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blochkr, Pearl City, 111.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by the originat-

or. Fine queens for breeders' use, a specialty.

F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Notice.—In writing me for prices on Italian queens and nu-

clei, note change in address. Queens and bees are ready to ship

DOW. C. B. Bankston, Rockdale, Texas.

For Sale.—75 colonies of bees in uniform hives, in good
condition; also 100 empty hives.

S. E. Tennant, Schoharie, N. Y.

For Sale.— Golden Italian queens, tested, $1.00; two-frame
nucleus with queen, $3.00. Rockhill Apiaries,

Dr. S. T. Hookey, Prop., 4712 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—25 colonies Italian bees, S-frame L. hive; price

$4.00 per colooy at express ofBce here.

F. P. Cathbrman, Lewisburg, Pa.

For Sale.— Fifty strong colonies of bees near fine location

in Eastern Michigan. Dovetailed hives. Write soon.

F. B. Cavanagh, Hebron, Ind.

For Sale.—Italian bees io ten-frame L. hives.

Jos. Hanke, Port Washington, Wis.

Pound Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic Falls

branch. Prices on application. Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.— Italian queens, hustlers; untested, 75 cts.; se-

lect, $1.00; tested, $1.25. Mrs. J. W. Bacon, Waterloo, N.Y.

Improved selected untested Italian queens, 50 cents.

Geo. a. Francis, 1453 Sea View Ave., Bridgeport, Ct.

For Sale.—Three-frame nucleus with qneen, on Langstroth

frame, $2.25. W. H. Stanley, Dixon, 111.

Poultry.

For Sale.—Eggs of absolutely pure-bred single-comb Rhode
Island Reds. They are large and beautiful birds ; roosters a

deep rich red; hens just right color; excellent winter and all-

year layers. Price of eggs of best stock, $2.00 per 15; $8.00 per
100. C. O. Yost, Rt. 4, Winchester, Ind.

For Sale.—R. C. Brown Leghorn eggs, 75 cts. per 15; $4.00
per 100; also purely mated Italian queens— great honey-gather-
ers. Untested, 60 cts. each. Geo. J. Friess,

Route 6. Hudson, Mich.

Indian Runner duck eggs from prize-winners at $1.00 per 12;

$4.00 per 55; $6.50 per 100. Circulai free.

Kent Jennings, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

S. C. W. Leghorns, large size, record layers, large eggs; stock

could not be finer; 15 eggs by return express for $1.00.

Otis I. Masten, 2517 Belft. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Thoroughbred Rose Comb Brown Leghorns, 242-egg strain by
actual test. Eggs guaranteed fertile, $1.00 per 13.

W. W. Weiman, Emporium, Pa.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale.—Indian Runner duck eggs, 12 for $1.00.

J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

Real Estate.

For Sale.—A beautiful mountain ranch of 40 acres, and a

well-equipped apiary of 100 co'onies, in the sage belt.

Phil B. Reed, Santa Maria, Cal.

For Sale.— 151 acre improved farm; good bee location.

Address owner, C. A. Thompson, Downing, Wis.

Bee-keepers* Directory.

Bee-keepers' Snpply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We bay car lots of

Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keepers' sup-

plies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order from
original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and qaeens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell. Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other adv't in

this issue. Wm. A. Shuff, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

For your address on a postal card 1 will send you valuable in-

formation pertaining to queen culture. Write to-day.

J. E. Hand, Birmingham, O.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bnsineia,

June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clehons, Boyd, Ky.

Qoirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April; nu-

clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and
hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single

loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. For prices see large ad. in this

issue. Quirin-the-Quben-brbbder, Bellevue, O.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

We shall be glad to have the address of some breeder who can

furnish good Cyprian queens, both tested and untested. We be-

lieve it would be a good plan for any breeder who can furnish

this race to advertise in Gleanings. We have had several in-

quiries this spring for Cyprian queens, and have not been able

to get them for our customers.

HOW TO KBBP BEBS.

We have a few copies of this book, with slightly discolored

covers, but practically as good as new. which we can furnish at

75 cts. each postpaid. Regular price is $1.00 postpaid.

TYPEWRITERS.

We have several typewriters, good as new, for any one with

limited work, which we can furnish at half the cost of new ma-

chines. Particulars on application.

BREEDING-QUEENS.

We have on hand a lot of extra-fine breeding queens from

mothers of select, imported, and red-clovei strains, at $6.00, $9.00,

and $12.00 each. Select tested queens, $3.50; tested at $2.50.

We can send these by return mail.

ALEXANDER'S BOOK.

Alexander's book is now ready for delivery. It will be sold

only in connection with a subscription io Gleanings. New or

old subscribers may secure it by the payment of $1.00 for one

year in advance, and enough to cover any back dues, if any.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

While we are a few days behind on orders we can often send

a large part of any order at once if so requested when the order is

sent. To add to an order during the busy season is apt to delay

it. If possible, send enough orders when more goods are wanted
to make a minimum local shipment, say 100 lbs. or more, rather

than add to an order already filling. This applies particularly to

our busy season of May and June.

CORRUGATED-PAPER SHIPPING-CASES.

In this issue we show another style of shipping-case for comb
honey, which is all creased and pasted together, but folded flat,

and which can be easily assembled as shown in the illustra-

tions. Cases of this style are a little more expensive than the

Crane style, as they require more material, because they are

double on top and bottom where the Crane are only single. We
call the style shown a month ago the Crane, or twolid style,

and this the lap-end style. We quote as follows on both styles,

in lots of not less than 100 shipped direct from factory:

Size and style of case. Crane. Lap-end.
100 100

For 24 sections, 4^x4^x1% $18.50 $20.00
For 24 sections, 4Kx4Kxl^ 18.00 19.50

For 24 sections, 4x5 X ij^s 18.00 19.50

For 24 sections, Sji X 5 x 154 18.00 19.50

ODD LOTS OF SECTIONS.

We have accumulated a few odd lots in special-sized sections

which some of our readers may have a place for. We give the
list of sizes, with the price for the lot, as follows:

1000 four-piece Dovetailed, 4}4x4MxliS, closed top, $5.00 for

the lot.

3000 one-piece 4^x4Hxl%, No. 1, $5.20 per 1000.

1500 one-piece 4Kx4^xlK. No. 2, $4.70 per 1000.
500 one-piece 5Kx6x2, open top and bottom. No. 1, $3.00.

800 one-piece SHxtxlyi, open top and bottom, No. 1, $4.00
for the lot.

800 one-piece 5^x6x1%, open top and bottom, No. 2, $3.50
for the lot.

500 one-piece 3jix5xl%, open top and bottom. No. 1, $2.50
for the lot.

The first-mentioned lot is iV. inch shorter on the bottom than
on the top, and is especially adapted for use on T tins.

We have at Syracuse, N. Y., 5000 four-piece dovetailed sec-
lions, 45ix45<^xl/4, two-beeway, which we offer at $4.00 per
1000; $18.00 for the lot; 2000 four-piece dovetailed sections, 4K
x4Kx2, two-beeway, at $5.00 per 1000; $9.00 for the lot.

PREMIUM JAR.

Here is an illustration of the Premium fruit-jar mentioned in

this department in our last issue.

By the time this number is in

your hands we expect our half-car

of stock will have arrived, so that

we shall be prepared to furnish

them as follows:

Pints, doz.,80 c; 12 doz., $ 7.20

Qu'ts, doz. $1.00; 12 doz.. 10.80

2 q'ts, doz. $1.25; 12 doz , 13.50

This jar has a glass cover wifh

rubber ring, and seals with a wire

fastener. The opening is almost

the full inside diameter of the

jar, or 35<i inches. The top and
bottom are so made that jars may
be piled one upon another in a

pyramid for display or storing.

The pint and quart are of the

same diameter, and have the same
size of opening. All three sizes

take the same size of tops, rings,

and wire fasteners.

Dealers and agents supplied at

reduced prices, which will be quoted on application.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT SEED.

The time is near at hand for sowing buckwheat which is not

only good for honey but for the grain as well. We have already

put out three acres, which we will plow under in July, and sow
again for seed. We hope to get in this way two crops of honey,
and one of grain for seed. We have on hand a good stock of

Japanese which we offer by mail at 15 cts. per lb., postpaid. By
freight or express, not prepaid, bags included, 45 cts. per peck;

80 cts. per half-bushel; $1.50 per bushel; $2.50 per bag of two
bushels.

For those who prefer the silverhull variety we can supply it in

not less than two-bushel lots at $2.75 per bag of two bushels, di-

rect from the producer in Luna, III. Do not order silverhull in

small lots or for shipment from Medina, as we can not furnish it

except as stated.

Convention Notices.

At the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Society of Bee-

keepers, held in Boston, April 3, the following officers were
elected for the present year: President, E. C. Britton, Canton,

Mass.; First Vice-president, W. A. Small, Waltham, Mass.;

Second V'ice-president, X. A. Reed, Belmont, Mass.; Secretary

and Treasurer, S. J. C. Needham, Hotel Eliot, Roxbury, Mass.

It was voted to hold the annual field day at the apiary of H. W.
Britton, Stoughton, Mass., Aug. 7. E. C. Britton, Pres.
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COME TO COLORADO
The most profitable bee-country in the United States. Our tens of thousands of acres of alfalfa and
orchards, together with the profusion of wild flowers, makes Colorado the natural home of the bee.

Before you come, send for copy of RANCH AND RANGE, the leading farm journal in the West.

Ranch & Range Pub. Co., Commonwealth Bldg., Denver, Col.

Just what you're asking for. Pithy
articles by lonj; experienced ponltry-

ralsers. Answers to your ijuestions.
Complete show reports. A Department

for every breed. Pt)ur complete
poultry books during coming
year,— all in that wide-awake, hust-

ling "Poultry Gazette." 40 to 80 pages

monthly, overflowinp with the very facts
you need to pull more money out of your
poultry. Send 2.5 cents for a year's trial
subscription. You'll be pleased.

The Poultry Gazette
Box 6 , Fremont. Nebr.

J^

Protection Hive.
The best and lowest-price double-wall hive on the market. It will pay to

investigate. 1909 catalog now ready. Send for one and let us figure on
your wants. Beeswax wanted.

A. C. WOODMAN CO., . Grand Rapids, Mich.

UNCAP
vour combs with

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS
For Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35. Free catalog.

Apiculturai Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

CHOICE QUEENS
Golden and Red-clover Ital-

ians and Gray Carniolans

Select untested, 1, .Si. 00; 6, $5.00; 12, $9.00

Tested, . . 1, $125; 6, 6.75; 12, $12 00
Select tested and breeders, . $2 to $4 each

Chas. Koeppen, - Fredericksburg, Va.

SPECIAL NOTICES BY A. I. ROOT.

RECENT BXPBRIMBNT-STATION BULLETINS.

First and most important of all is a circular from oar Ohio
station at Wooster. on alfalfa culture. They tell us that alfalfa

is now bcine grown with more or less success in every county in

Ohio: and they go on to eive directions so that the average farmer
ought to be able to make a sure thing of growing alfalfa more or

less. 1 would advise, however, starting a small plot first; and
when rou get the hang of just what is needed on your own farm,

you can increase your acreage.

Our Ohio station also tends out a very valuable bulletin on
economic zoology. It treats of all the pests that worry ue Ohio
farmer, and has even an excellent chapter on rats and mice.
This balletin contains nearly 100 pages, and should surely be
read and thoroughly studied by every farmer and gardener.

In addition to the above, the Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, has just issued three valuable bulletins—one on peanuts,

one on onion culture, and another in regard to a successful

poultry and dairy firm. This latter ought to be of great value to

every poultry-keeper. Please consider, friends, that these State

aD4 (OTernmeat bulletiss are not only sonod and reliable, but

SOUVENIR POST CARDS
FOR BEE-KEEPERS

Twenty beautiful souvenir cards, illustrating the State Flowers
of twenty States; on space reserved for correspondence is a well-
tried honey-cooking recipe and our name. There are twenty
different recipes. They will make a nice present to any lady.

Send us 30 cents in stamps and we will fli^il you a set of cards.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Ro^n, Denver, Colo.

Western bee-keepers should have our 50-page
Illustrated Catalog of Bee-supplies. It is Free.

Miller's SUPERIOR ITALIAN QUEENS
By return mail after June 1, or your money back; Northern bred

from best red-clover working strains in U. S. No better hustlers;

gentle, and winter excellent. Untested, from my three-banded
Superior Breeder, $1.00; six, $5.00; 12, $9.00. After July 1, 75c;

six, $4.00; 12, $7.50. Special prices on 50 or more. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

ISAAC F. MILLER, Reynoldsville, Pa.

they are worked out and sent out solely in the interest of the

farmer. Nobody who has any sort of ax to grind has any thing

to do with these bulletins.

THE "magic BGG-TESTER."

I am ashamed to be obliged to own up that in all I have had
to do and say about testing eggs as soon as laid, it never occurred

to me that I should get some eggs from hens where no male birds

are kept at all, and in this way explode the foolish claim made
by the manufacturers and venders of "secrets." Seethe letter

below.

In looklni; over GLEA.\i>J(is for .\pril 15. In the poultry de-
luirtiiu-nt 1 see you say a little about epg-testers. I was one
to speml J2 for a •• Magic " epj;tester. 1 have put it through
all kinds of tests, and find 1 1-2 eggs will hatch— not all. but
some as well as 0—0 1-2; all xx— x will not hatth. I went to a
friend's and tested some eggs from a pen that had no male
bird, and they went just as eggs from a pen with a male bird
do. Some went xx. xx 1-2. as well as 0. I have hatched eggs
In Incubators. I can not see where It helps ine. I shall be
glad to hear what success you have.
Chatham, N. Y.. May I. P. L. Callkkder.

After reading the above I sent to the Magic Egg-tester Works,
Buffalo, N. Y., and asked them to send my money back, on the

ground that their machine did not tell any thing at all about se-

lecting eggs for an incubator or for a sitting hen, and I advised

the writer of the letter also to ask for his money back.
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It Excels
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on whose name it is. It depends upon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the goods the name represents. It is NOT the name that makes DADANT'S FOUN-
DATION so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Goods. That's what backs
up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful experience in foundation-making.

EVERY INCH of DADANT'S FOUNDATION is equal to the best inch we can make. Do not

fail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the

dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is tfce PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our method of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This method leaves every essential in the pure beeswax, and our foundation does not have the

odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why several large honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other

makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Beeswax
Do not sell your beeswax until you get our quotations. We have received, up to April 1, over

SO,000 pounds of beeswax for our 1909 trade. We will need over 80,000 pounds more before January
I, 1910. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamiltong Illinois

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
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For Quick Delivery
and LOW FREIGHT send your

orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to . .

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY. 10 VINE STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
PHILADELPHIA is the logical business center

for Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Dela-

ware. In addition, it has superior facilities for

reaching points in the South along the Atlantic

seaboard. We can ship to all such points promptly

and at very low rates owing to the competition of

the steamships. We have a large stock constantly

on hand, and can fill the largest orders at ONCE.
When you are in our city, come and see us.

The A. I. Root Company, Philadelphia, Penn.
Wm. A. Selser, Manager 10 Vine Street
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Falcon' brand

Our Foundation

Sections

The name of our famous line of bee-keepers' supplies

which for nearly thirty years has been noted for that fine

workmanship and material which have forced others to make
a better grade of goods. NONE ARE OUR EQUALS YET

!

Our workmen, w^ho have learned the making of our brand
of bee-goods, are still with us, and our customers are assured

of that high grade of excellence w^hich we have maintained
in the pa^.

"Falcon" foundation has w^on a reputation on account
of its perfecft manufacture, its cleanness, toughness, and the

readiness with which bees accept it. No acid or other in-

jurious substances which destroy the "life" of foundation

are used in our special process. We clarify the be^ grades

of pure beesw^ax, and by our process of sheeting subjedl it to

enormous pressure until it finally passes through perfect

foundation-mills, and is cut, papered, and boxed, ready for

shipment. SAMPLE FREE. Every pound equal to samples.

Write for prices. Highest price.cash or trade, paid for Beesw^ax.

We w^ere the first to produce a polished secftion, and we
have yet to see any sections equal to ours. Our special ma-
chines for sanding and polishing sections give bright, smooth,
polished sections w^hich can not be equaled. We use only
selected basswood, the w^hite part of the timber only being

used. We furnish all styles of sections and supers for the

same atr one uniform price for beew^ay and one for plain.

Write for prices and our catalog of supplies.

For northern localities there is no better hive for out-of-

door wintering than the air-spaced, and it is just as conven-
ient for summer management. An air space is the least con-
ductor of sudden changes in temperature, and our Air-spaced

Hives have given perfedt satisfaction in the hands of practical

bee-keepers in the North everywhere. The air-chamber may
be filled w^ith chaff if one desires. The same frames, supers,

covers, and other fixtures are used as w^ith the Dovetailed
hives.

PRICE OF AIR-SPACED HIVES
8-frame, lJ4-story, complete for comb honey, in flat, 1, $2 80; 5, $12.50

10- " l%- 1. 2.85; 5. 13.25

Air-spaced hives are cheaper than chaff-packed hives or than

Dovetailed hives w^ith w^inter cases, and are much less trouble,

as bees do not have to be packed in fall and unpacked in spring.

We have on press a booklet for beginners, " Simplified Bee-

keeping," and a circular of Beginners' Outfits. These give

complete in^rucftions for the beginner, and w^e shall be pleased

to place on our list the names of all w^ho reque^ them; and as

soon as printed, copies will be mailed free.

W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

Air-spaced

Hives



"Queenland" Supplies the World's Best Queens

Simmins' World - renowned
Pedigree White Star Queens

Abbreviated copy of the first Queen Pedigree published. The first Pedigree Registered through the Male succession.

NAME OF QUEEN MOTHER

1899
"GOLDEN DAWN"

(Imported)
Mother of all Queens reared.

1900

No. 1. 'GOLDEN DAWN"
Sole breeder for season, i. e.. Mother of

all Queens reared.

1901
"HOPE"

(Imported in 1900)

Mother of all Queens reared in 1901

'

No.
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POOR MAGAZINES AND A DRESS PAHERN
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE— Devoted to Bees, Honey, and Home Interests

SUCCESS
MAGAZINE

cigha

FASHION^MACAZINE GREAT HOME MAGAZINE FANCY WORK MAGAZINE
15c a copy, if bought singly, $1.80 a rear. 10c a copy, if bought singly, $1.20 a year. 10c a copy, if bought singly, $1.20 a year.

PICTORIAL REVIEW PATTERN, VALUE 15 CENTS
Sapplied \>j the pnbliiher, at the subscriber's request, any time within 60 days after receiving first copy

Total Value $3.65—ALL SENT ONE YEAR—for only $2.15

AND
Ainslee's Magazine . . .

American Boy ....
American Matazine . .

American Motherbood
Atlantic Monthly . . .

Bookman
Boston CookiDg School . .

Burr Mcintosh Monthly .

Century Magazine . . .

Children's Magazine .

Christian HeraU (N. Y.) .

Cosmopolitan Magaziae .

Country Life in America .

Craftsman
Current Literature . . .

Designer
Dressmaking at Home . .

Etude (for masic lovers) .

Field and Stream . . .

Garden Magazine . . .

Good Housekeeping . . .

Hampton's Magazine . .

Harper's Bazar . . . ,

Harper's Magazine . .

Harper's Weekly . . .

Home Needlework . . .

House Beamifnl . . . .

Housekeeper
Housewife
Human Life

Independent
International Sradio . .

Judge
Ladies' World ....
Leslie's Weekly . . . .

Life

Lippincott's Magazine .

Little Polks (Salem) new
McCall's Mag. and Pattern

McClure's Magazine .

Metropolitan Magazine
Mod. Priscilla (fancy w'k)
Mother's Magazine .

Musician ....

VALUE
$2.80 fOP
2.00

"

2.00
"

2.00
"

5.00
"

3.50
"

2.00
"

4.00
"

5.00
"

2.09
"

2.50
"

2.00
"

5.00
"

4.00
"

4.00
"

1.50
"

2.00
"

2.50
"

2.50
"

2.00
"

2.00
"

2.50
"

2.00
"

5.00
"

5.00
"

1.75
"

3.50
"

1.75
"

1.35
"

2.00
"

3.00
"

6.00
"

4.00
"

1.50
"

6.00
"

6.00
"

3.50
"

2.00
"

1.50
"

2.50
"

2.50
"

1.50
"

1.50
"

2.50
"

VALUE COST
Reliable Poultryjour.

t an
Amer. Poultry Jour.

2.00forl.{)U

Ladies' World
Pictor'l Rev. & Pat'n
Modern Priscilla .

Good Housekeeping
Cosmopolitan Mag.

Physical Culture

Health . . .

American Magazine
Harper's Bazar

Field and Stream .

National Sportsman

World To-day . .

Technical World

Success Magazine
Outing Magazine

Travel Magazine
Recreation .

Breeder's Gazette
Suburban Life . .

Smart Set . . .

Ainslee's Magazine

Outing Magazine
Rudder . . .

orAutomobilia&Fligh

W'man's Home Com.
McClure's Magazine 6.75for3.90
Review of Reviews

Everybody's Mag
Delineator .

World's Work .

3.00 for 1.85

3.00 for 2.30

3.00 for 2.30

3.00 for 2.30

3.50for2.65

4.00 for 3.00

-CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE
COST
$2.35
1.65
1.65
1.75
4.25
3.10
1.65
3.00
4.80
1.65
2.10
1.65
4.00
3.35
3.25
1.35
1.65
2.00
2.00
1.65
1.65
2.00
1.65
4.50
4.50
l.'^O
3.25
1.60
1.25
1.65
2.35
5.25
5.25
1.35
5.00
5.35
2.75
1.65
1.40
1.90
1.65
1.36
1.35
2.00

5.00 for 3. 00

5.50 for 3. 00

6.00for3.35

5.30for3.70

7.00 for 3. 70

6 50 for 4.00

YOU MAY ADD TO YOUR LIST

Ladies' Home journal I C'l AA
Saturday Evening Post )

Y«J«vV

AND VALUE
National Home Journal . . $1.50 fo
National Magazine . 2.50

New Idea (N. Y.) fashions. 1.50

North American Review . 5.00

Outing Magazine . . 4.00

Outlook 4.00

Pacific Monthly .... 2.50

Pearson's Magazine . . 2.50

Physical Culture .... 2.00

Pictorial Review and Patt'n 2.00

Popular Magazine . . . 2.50

Puck 6.00

Putnams-Reader .... 4.00

Recreation 4.00

Red Book 2.50

Review of Reviews . . 4.00

Rudder 4.00

Scientific American . . 4.00

Scribner's Magazine . . 4.00

Smart Set 3.50

Smith's Magazine . . . 2.50

St. Nicholas 4.00

Strand Magazine . . 2.50

Success Magazine . . . 2.00

Sunset Magazine . . 2.50

Technical World Magaz'e 2.50

Travel Magazine . . . 2.50

Van Norden Magazine . 2.50

Woman's Home Compan. . 2.35

World To-day .... 2.50

World's Work .... 4.00

YOU MAY ADD TO YOUR
All Story fo
Argosy
Collier's Weekly

"

Delineator
Everybody's Magazine . . .

Ladies' Home Journal . .

Literary Digest
"

Munsey's Magtzine ....
Popular Mechanics
Saturday Evening Post ...
Youth's Companion

CLEANINCS IN BEE CULTURE MEDINA

COST
r$1.25

2.00
1.36
4.50
2.85
3.76
2.00
2.00
1.66
1.66
2.20
5.10
2.35
2.35
2.26
2.35
2.35
3.60
3.65
2.35
2.20
3.80
2.40
1.65
1.65
2.00
2.00
1.75
1.90
2.00
3.26

LIST
r $1.00

1.00
" 5.20

1.00
1.50
1.50

" 8.00
" 1.00

1.00
1.50

" 1.75

OHIO
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TheLATESTand BEST HONEY-JAR
MADE.

Greatest Fruit-jar on Market,

Special Features: All glass, mouth 3}i in. diameter, and

absolutely sanitary.

Officers National Bee-keepers* Association say:

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Fremont, Mich, Nov. 12, 1908,

This is to certify that I have personally examined the Premium jar, and

believe it to be the most practical jar for the bee-keeper to use in marketing his

extracted honey, and I gladly recommend all bee-keepers to give it a thorough

test. (Signed) GEO. E. HILTON, Pres. N. B. Assn.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Sec. N. B. Assn.

Eastern Distributor of honey-jar,

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

I'remium Fruit-jar is sold by all good jobbers.

Manufactured solely by

Premium Class Co.,
Coffeyville, Kansas.

FREE 10 Beautiful Flower

Post
C&rds

X_TERE a'e shown five of our
' i.ew Flower Cards. They
are more handsome than all you

have yet seen. The background

is a brilliant solid gold. The flowers

are printed in the . lost be-iutiful and

natural colors. There are Roses, Pansies,

Violets, Lillies, etc., all Bimply grand— look

like real living boquets. The roses and pan-

sies especially are as beautiiul as actual

flowers. Each card bears a famous quotation.

You just love these cards ai soon as you tee them. Nothing cheap or small—they're very costly. We will send the

full set of ten FREE. For postage and for a sample copy of Farm & Stock we ask three 2-cent stamps. This is

the World's Beit Corn Journal and we want you to see it. Farm & Slock is the handsomest and greatest farm maga-
zine for the corn belt farm home. We offer these fine cards just for your trouble in sending in your name for a copy
It is beautifully printed and always full of good reading. You will be delighted with the Grand Old Corn Journal

We will alto offer you 50 or 100 more new post cards, just out. Stnd the three sumfi and your name TONIGHT luri

The FARM C? STOCK CO.. Box 700. St. Joseph. Mo.

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.

Patsnt Practice in Patant
OHica and Courts.

(HAKI.KS J. WILLIAMSON,
1 Nafl Hank HUiK-. WASHIMiTuS, I>. C.

Patant Counsel of

Th« A. I. Root Co.

BEFORE ORDERING
BERRY-CRATES AND

QUART BASKETS
write for oar cataloc tnii special prices.

H. H. Aulttalhar, box I 00, Mlnarva, O.
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Honey Markets.

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight
will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-
ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRAUING-RULES FOR COMB HONEY.
Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firmly at-

tached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by travel-stain or other-
wise; all the cells sealed except an occasional one, the outside
surface of the wood well scraped of propolis.

A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells next
to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part of comb surface
soiled, or the entire surface slightly soiled; the outside surface of

the wood well scraped of propolis.

No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells next to
the wood; combs comparatively even; one-eighth part of comb
surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly soiled.

No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be filled and
sealed.

No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-weight sec-
tion.

In addition to this the honey is to be classified according to
color, using the terms white, amber, and dark; that is, there will
be " Fancy White," "No. 1 Dark," etc.

NEW COMB-HONEY GRADING-RULES ADOPTED BY THE COL-
ORADO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly ^-apped
except the outside row, next to the wood; honey white or slightly
amber, comb and cappings white, and not projecting beyond the
wood; wood to be well cleaned; rases of separatored honey to
average 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this

grade to weigh less than 13^ ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less than 22

pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Cases of unseparaiored honey to average not less than 23 pounds
net per case of 24 sections.

No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped, except the outside row, next to the wood; honey white
or light amber; comb and cappings from white to off color, but
not dark; comb not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned.

Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net per case
of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh less than 135^
ounces.

Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less than 22
pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less than 23 pounds
net per case of 24 sections.

No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber honey not
included in the above grades; sections to be fairly well filled and
capped, no more than 25 uncapped cells, exclusive of outside row,
permitted in this grade; wood to be well cleaned, no section in

this grade to weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not less than 19 pounds

net.

Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less than 20 pounds
net per case of 24 sections.

Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less than 21 pounds
net per case of 24 sections.

Toledo.—There is practically no change in the honey mar-
ket from our last quotations. Comb honey sells in a retail way
from 14 to 15 for fancy; not much demand for any of? grades. Ex-
tracted is very quiet, moving in only a very small way. White
clover would bring, perhaps, from 7 to 7/4; amber extracted in

cans or barrels, 5}4 to 6j^. Beeswax is quite firm at 26 to 28.

The Griggs Bro's Co.,
May 22. Toledo, O.

Chicago.—Tkere is no material change in the honey situa-

tion from our previous report. We can hardly expect any reac-

tion in comb honey until the new crop comes in. From present

indications it looks as if considerable 1908 comb honey would be
carried over, both by receivers and producers, which will have
quite a beating on the new crop. We quote fancy white comb
honey at 12 to 13; No. 1 white, 11 to 12; No. 2 white and light

amber, 9 to 11; medium amber and buckwheat, 8 to 9; extract-

ed, fancy white, 8 to 8j^; California white amber, 7 to 7/4.

Beeswax, 28 to 30. S. T. Fish & Co.,
May 13. Chicago.

Zanesville.—While there is some demand for honey, on
the whole it is moving rather slowly. There are still a few of-

ferings of last season's crop, and it would seem that the demand
is hardly equal to the supply, save, perhaps, on extra-fine quality.

For strictly No. 1 to fancy white-clover comb (the only grades

which sell well here), the jobbing trade would pay 12/4 to 13/4.

The wholesale market is about as last reported; practically no
calls for extracted at the present time. I offer for good clean

beeswax 30 cts. cash or 32 in exchange for bee-supplies.

Edmund W. Peirce,
May 21. Zanesville, O.

Indianapolis.—There is a very favorable demand for best

grades of both comb and extracted honey; and while jobbing-

houses are fairly well stocked, very little honey is now being of-

fered by producers. Jobbers are making sales at the following
prices: Fancy white comb, 14 to 15; No. 1 white, 12; white-
clover extracted, in five-gallon cans, 8/4 to 9. Amber honey is

in poor demand, and prices are not established. Bee-keepers are

being paid 29 to 31 cts. lor their beeswax.
Walter S. Poudbr,

May 20. Indianapolis, Ind.

— New York.—There is very little demand for comb honey.

We have a little trade for fancy white No. 1 ; off grades not want-
ed. The small quantity sold hardly warrants us in making quo-

tations. Extracted honey is in good demand, and we expect a

better demand during the next lew months. We quote Califor-

nia white at 8 to 8/4; light amber, 7 to 7/4; amber, 6 to 6/4;

Florida and other Southern honey, 60 to 75 cents per gallon ac-

cording to the quality. Hildreth & Segelken,
L May 24. 82-84 Murray St., New York.

^Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 15 ; No. 1 dit-

to, 14; light extracted, 9; light amber, 7^; amber, 6/4. Bees-

wax, 30. Blakb-Lke Co.,

May 24. 4 Chatham Row, Boston, Mass.

St. Louis.—Since our report of April 23 we can not report an

improvement in our honey market. In fact, the demand is very

slow, and prices are easier. We quote fancy white comb hon-

ey, 12j4 to 13; choice amber. 11 to 12; dark or granulated hon-

ey, 7 to 9. Broken or leaking honey sells at much less. Ex-

tracted amber honey, in five-gallon cans, brings 6 to b]^o; in bar-

rels, 55<i to 554. Beeswax, 30 for choice pure; all impure and

inferior, less. ^^ R. Hartmann Produce Co.,

May 6. _i, St. Louis, Mo.

Th
War
place

ade for Business
lat's why the Muth Special Dovetailed Hives are so poiuilar. They are made with a
arp-i»roof Cover, Warp-ju'oof Bottom-hoard, and. a honey-board into which you may

.
ice a Porter bee-escape, so that you can Harvest your Honey without a Stin^-. You see

the honey- board, with Porter bee-escape, is placed beneath the super, and is allowed to re-

main there over night, so that all bees will go from the super into the lower story, and can not
return. These hives are sold at the same price as the regular styles of Dovetailed hives. Also
have a Complete Line of Bee-sHpi»lies. Catalog will be mailed you free, upon request.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET the busy beemen CINCINNATI, OHIO
Send for one of oar celebrated MUTH IDEAL BEE-VEILS, 75c each postpaid. It's the btit veil made—bee-keepers say so.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing DepRrtment,

Washingrton Bvd. & Morsao St.

CHICAGO. ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different gradas and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest maricet prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

HOW TO KEEP BEES
BB By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK a^
npHIS is an excellent book for the beginner.
-*- Nothing better. We cordially recom-
mend it to all who are learning bee-keeping
by their own effort. Having commenced
bee-keeping three times, the talented author
is in a position to furnish the right kind
of advice. You can not go wrong in order-

ing this book. It is charmingly written and
easily understood. Price $L10 postpaid by

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

Please
Rush My Order

WE CAN

As we have several carloads of Hives,
Sections, Foundation, and all other
bee-supplies GIVE US A TRIAL.
Shipments are made the same day
the order is received

We can suppV RED-CLOVER and
GOLDEN - YELLOW QUEENS. .

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

OHice and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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BEES FOR SALE
I have 100 colonies o( bees here at Flint, and there are reasons

why I prefer to begin the season with a smaller number.
At tome of our Northern Michican Apiaries the fire last fall

totally destroyed the pasturage.

For these reasons 1 wish to sell some bees. They are mostly
in ten-frame Langstroth hives, although a few are in eight-frame

hives. The hives are all new, made of soft white pine, and
painted with two coats of white paint. Nearly all of the combs
are built from wired foundation. The bees are all pure Italians,

and mostly of the Superior stock, or Moore strain. Every thing

is strictly first class—could not be better.

Prices lor ten-frame colonies are as follows: Less than five

colonies, $7.00 per colony; five colonies or more, but less than
ten, $6.50 per colony; ten or more colonies, $6.00 each.

Eight-frame colonies: Less than five, $6.00 each; five colonies

or more, but less than ten, $5.50 each; ten or more colonies,

$5.00 each. This is the first time I have made any lower prices

on large orders.

The bees will be shipped by express in May, about fruit-

blooming time, and safe arrival in perfect condition guaranteed.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.
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LOCATION, STOCK, PRICE
We are more centrally located, have the advantage of being able to

ship direct over THIRTY different RAILROADS and STEAMBOATS,
and as we always carry several carloads of

ROOT'S SUPERIOR

BEE SUPPLIES
in stock, we are, therefore, in position to furnish the best bee-goods at the

very lowest prices. This mofith we can quote a SPECIAL CASH PRICE,
if you will send us a list of your requirements, either for immediate or

future delivery.

BEESWAX
We will buy all you can ship us, at market prices for cash or in trade. Write us to-day

If interested in poultry, write for catalog No. 8.

BLANKE & HAUK
1009-11-13 Lucas Ave.

SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

151

m

1

MILLER AUTOMATIC DECAPPERS

The only machines for decapping
honey-combs.

l'"or all frames and sections. $5 to $3.5

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

Bees ii Tennessee
For Sale

My remaining colonies of bees with large quan-
tity of hives and rther fixtures, at Lebanon.
Tenn., for sale; preferably in one lot. Wiite to

Leslie Martin, Falconer, N. Y

LEWIS BEE-WARE SHIPPED PROMPTLY
ARND HONEY &, BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY <Not inc

Succeasors to YORK HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY
SKNU KOR CATAI.OC.

191 E Superior St., Chlcas:o,illl.
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Profits in . .

. . . .Poultry
Useful and Ornamental
Breeds, and their Profit-

able Management.
352 -page Paper- bound
Edition ; Profusely illus-

trated

AS denoted by the title of the book, the

editors have given most prominence

to the side of poultry-keeping which
returns an income. The ways and means
by which eggs or poultry can be grown at a

profit are discussed in detail. So many ques-

tions are constantly asked about the various

breeds and also concerning diseases and their treatment, that these topics have

been quite fully considered. The turkey department has been made as complete

as possible on account of the increasing interest in that branch of poultry-keeping.

Incubators, care of chicks, feeding and care for eggs, or for meat, building coops and
houses, caponizing, marketing, warfare against pests, raising waterfowl and ornamental poul-

try, are described at length. The reference matter and tables are a special feature of the book.
Experience of breeders and poultry farmers baa been drawn upon freely, resulting in

that breadth of view which can be obtained onlj by comparison of successful methods in

actual practice. Among those who have directly assisted in furnishing the new matter are

many of the foremost experts and specialists.

Chap. 1. Poultry-raising.

Convenient and Good Poultry-houses.

—Special-purpose Poultry-house.

— Poultry-house Conveniences.
—Natural Incubation.

—Care of Chickens—Coops for Them.
— Artificial Incubation.

— Preparing for Market.
—Eggs for Market.

10.— Caponizing—How it is Done.
11.— Poultry-keeping as a Business.
12.—Hints about Management.
1.1.—Some Popular Breeds.
14.—Asiatic Breeds.
15.— European Breeds.

SPECIAL OFFER NO. PI:

Chap. 16.—American Breeds.

17.—Diseases of Poultry.

18.—Parasites upon Poultry.

19.— Raising Turkeys.
20 — Raising Geese.
21.—Raising Ducks.
22.—Ornamental Poultry.

23.—Breeding and Cross-breeding.
" 24.—Feeding for Growth.

25.—Feeding for Eggs.

26.—Turkeys on the Farm.
27.— Diseases and Pests.

" 28.—Poultry Dictionary
and Calendar

Index—Alphabetical.

The
A.
Roo*
Co..

Medina.
Ohio:

For the en

closed remit

tance^

please send G/<an-

.nei (1 y- °' *

mos.) to

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, ono yoar (new or renewal iabtcriptions),$ 1 .00
Onacopy of PROFITS IN POULTRY -50

Total $1.50 • Name.

OUR PRICE for the above $1.00
X Address

SPECIAL OFFER NO. P2:
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, six months' trial $ .25
Onacopy of PROFITS IN POULTRY .50

Total . $ .75

BOTH for 50 cents

Send Profits in Poultry to my ad-

dress below:

if you are already a lubicriber to Gleanings, and your subscription is

jaid, and yoa want to get the booic, take advantage of offer No. P2
oy oraeriag the book for yoanelf and a tix-montbi' trial to Gleanings
'n; tnmeoneot yoor bee-keeping friendi who ii not now a lubicriber.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O.
// Glianingi li f bi itnt f lan

ticn tnly In lait Iw blank Unit.

party ai bt
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and

from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are "as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
500 12 4 3 and 2 in. glass, at $13.50 per 100 350 6X 3 2 and 3 in. glass, $8 25 per 100

350 10 4 2-in. " at $12.50 per 100 550 l/s 4 3-in. " $8.50 per 100

200 12 2 2-in. " at $8.50 per 100 250 l/s 3 3-in. " $8 50 per 100

200 16 2 2-in. " at $9 25 per 100 300 9X 4 3-in. " $11 50 per 100

250 8 3 2-in. " at $8 50 per 100 50 9X 3 3-in. " $11.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lois of 50 or

multiples thereof, as they are put up in packages of 50.

Beeswax Wanted.
We are in fine shape to use large supplies of beeswax. Bee-keepers in Texas, Mex-

ico, New Mexico, Arizona,f^Oklahoma, and Louisiana should bear this in mind In our
foundation department we have a force of expert workmen who thoroughly understand
their work. In working the beeswax they are careful to retain fhe original fragrant odor
of the hive. It takes skill and care to do this, but we do it. If you desire your beeswax
worked up in this way send it here. We buy wax outright for cash, and we also do con-
siderable trading for bee-supplies.

Reliable Agents Wanted Everywhere.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St.

^u'rwanrs^ San Antonio, Texas £1^°^
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WITH A FULL LINE OK

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you with quick shipments

and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S maice, hence

there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

House^Bee Supply
Everything for Bees

We msmufacture the latest ap-

proved supplies and sell direct]

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee people in abeecountry.
We know your needs. Early

1

order discoantj. Send (or cat-

aloe. Don't biiv till it comes.
LEAHY MANUFACTURINQ CO.
10 Tklm&ge St., Hl^glnBTille, Mo.

lf.99 South 13th St., Omahi, Neb.
Also E. T. Flanigan & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. 111.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,

worry, and money by

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B ordering your

for next season now.
I have a full line o( Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in (act, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarlcet 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

EXTRACTING MADE EASY
by using

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS
%Ti to $35. Catalog free.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

I I

My First Season's Experience with
'—

' the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the
Ouihoi, of New York. A ten-psge leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

'Catalog of Bee-keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oflimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other^beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.
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This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.-.

Please send me the items checked abo've;

I inclose S to co'ver the cost.

San

Siretl Addrtii tr R. F. D . .

.

Town

G.B.C. ft-1 Stan
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Western Headquarters
.. for ..

ROOT'S GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES, IOWA

Are You Interested

Months
Trial

Subscription

10 cents

in raising poultry, live

stock, produce, fruit, hon-
ey, or other farm products.''

If so, send ten cents for a
3-months' trial subscrip-

tion to the "RURAL FARMER."

It Tells You
all about farm cultivation, orehardinp, live
stock and poultry breeding. How to market
crops succesKfuily, informs you how to ship,
pacK, crato, bill and get returns. "RURAL
PARMER" columns are rich in things you
should know. Three Months for 10 cents.
i^ublished weekly—50 cents per year; i years

for $1.U0, or$1.00 per year for club of 3 persons.

"RURAL FARMER."
44 S. 3rd Street, - I'hiladelphia, Pa.

We have this spring for the last two

months had an unusual increase in

business, and are only about one

week behind on orders. If you are

thinking of securing any supplies

better anticipate your needs a little

ahead, so there may be no disap-

pointment in getting your 5upplies

I

in time.

I

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS

For all Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35.

Send for descriptive catalog.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

New England Bee-keepers!
WE WANT YOUR ORDERS

Supplies - Bees - Queens

Cull & Williams Company, Providence, R. I.

'bee-supplies for season of 1909'
Complete stock on hand, as our plant has been running steadily so as to take care of the

demand for bee-supplies the early part of the coming season. We are practically over-
stocked at this time and advise those in need of bee-supplies to order now (shipments may
be delayed until you want the goods) before the contemplated advance in prices all along the
line. Lumber is dearer and labor has never been so high, but we agree to protect our patrons
at present prices upon receipt of their orders at this time.

Being manufacturers we buy lumber to advantage, have lowest freight rates, and sell on
manufacturers' profit basis. Let us quote you prices. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLY CO., 1 23 Nicollet Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

1^ A
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THEY ARE HERE.

Th« Best and Largsst Stock of Root's Goods
Ever In Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

yi bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time
and I want to serve yo

yours.

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.
Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MiCH.

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

1909 cataloe ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: . Glen Cove, L. I.

ARE MONEY-SAVERS
We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED
'AL.L. RIG

COLD MEDALS
St. Louis - 1904
Jamestown - 1907

e ,13

IS THE BEST,

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST.

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and cold blast deflect-

ing pait of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it sxpels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, 3^ inches in diameter, has

asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in evtending our

CUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price $1.00; two, SI.60; mail, 25c each extra.
DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Cuards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help yon find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk. Va., or Medina, Ohio

SOUVENIR POST CARDS
FOR BEE-KEEPERS

Twenty beautiful souvenir cards, illustrating the State Flowers
of twenty States; on space reserved for correspondence is a well-

tried honey-cooking recipe and our name. There are twenty
different recipes. They will make a nice present to any lady.

Send us 30 cents in stamps and we will mail you a set of cards.

The Colorado Honey Producers' Ase'n, Denver, Colo.

Western bee-keepers should have our 50-page

Illustrated Catalog of Bee-supplies. It is Free.

UNCAP
your combs with

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS
For Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35. Free catalog.

Apicullural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

COME TO COLORADO
The most profitable bee-country in the United States. Our tpns of thousands of acres of alfalfa and
orchards, tof^ether with the profus'on of wild flc -"-s, maices Colorado the natural home of the bee.

Before you come, send for copy of RANCH AND RANGE, the lea.iing farm journal in the West.

Ranch & Range Pub. Co., Commonwealth bldg., Denver, Col.
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

One of our subscribers who has been an interested reader of this department writes

us a very interesting letter relative to his experiences with Gleanings advertisers, and

he draws some conclusions which we take as the basis for this talic

Mr. Kibbe, the subscriber above mentioned, suggests the advisability of quoting

prices in advertisements, and goes on to show that the advertiser who does this is more

likely to secure orders than one who does not. This is something that is well worth

the attention of our advertisers, and we are glad to bring it to their notice. Whenever
it is poss.ble to do so it not only will save correspondence on both sides, but the one

who quotes prices is more likely to get orders than the advertiser who does not. It

should be remembered, however, that many times the advertiser wishes to have the

reader consult the catalog or price list rather than order from the necessarily brief de-

scription that may be contained in a short advertisement, and because of this he pur-

posely does not quote prices; and where there is time sufficient to obtain the price lists

(f other advertisers, it will probably be advisable to get them for the reasons mention-

ed above. The mere catalog term, as, for instance, " untested queens," would probably

be used by all advertisers alike, and yet untested queens are of widely varying values,

dependent on a good many conditions, such as the experience of the queen-breeder, his

locality, the stock from which he breeds, etc. Many of these arguments can not be

printed in the limited space of an advertisement, and for that reason many advertisers

choose the plan of suggesting that catalogs be sent for rather than to quote prices. How-
e\er, many items of rather fixed standards, or which can be accurately described in

limited space, can have prices shown, and this point is well taken by Mr. Kibbe, and

we pass it along to our adverti ers.

Our attention is further drawn to thefact that, in many instances, inquiries apparent-

ly get but very scant attention. The criticism is that, after spending hundreds of dol-

lars to bring an article to the notice of the readers, not much attention is paid to his

inquiry, nor any thought expended in answering his questions.

There is a great deal to be said on both sides of this question. It is true that, in

large offices, catalog inquiries often do not have a personal letter of reply; but, more

often than not, printed matter is sent which answers the inquiry much better than could

be done by letter, and at a considerable saving of time to both the inquirer and the ad-

vertiser. Catalogs and pamphlets are usually illustrated and gotten up in such form as

to lead the reader from the very beginning of the question through successive steps so

that the matter may be fully understood. These descriptions of goods are often better

than any mere letter could give, and if a careful selection of printed matter is sent, it

ought to be of more value to the one making the inquiry than any personal description.

Of course, often the right circulars are not sent, or reference is not made to the partic-

ular part of the catalog in which the information wanted may be found, and the result

is any thing but satisfactory.

Another thing: One is apt to forget, when sending communications to large houses,

that it is entirely impossible for one clerk or one department to handle inquiries and

correspondence of every nature, and to put too many different subjects in one letter.

For instance, a man sends in a remittance on his account, inquires about an order to

be shipped, sends in a new order, and asks for information on a prospective order, all in
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one short letter. This one letter must be handled by four departments. The man
must be given credit for the money sent. The letter then goes to the order department,

and in some large houses it would be held there until shipment of the new order was

made. In the meantime the man wonders why he hasn't received an answer to his in-

iiuiry about his goods and a quotation on the new list. Of course, often such letters

are taken from one department to the other by a special clerk; but if many such are re-

ceived it is impossible to give them special attention, and each department must take

its turn. If this man had made a separate letter of each inquiry, and enclosed them all

in one envelope, he would have had all the information wanted, on the day his letter

was received.

We have seen instances, too, where a postal-card inquiry was received so poorly

written as to be almost illegible. In the rush of getting through the days' work, such

nquiries are necessarily laid aside until a clerk has leisure to figure them out, and per-

haps some valuable time is lost. Sometimes letters are received which appear to refer

to some former transaction or quotation; but as no definite reference is made to it, or

dates given, it is sometimes impossible to trace the matter out, and the customer is an-

noyed by not getting the information he wants. Where hundreds of letters are receiv-

ed daily, and handled by dozens of clerks, it isn't possible to keep any one customer's

wants in mind; but as all letters are carefully filed, either by date, name, or postoffice,

it is an easy matter to look up and see what is wanted if the proper information is given.

If you are asking for information during the height of a busy season, be as brief

and concise as possible, and don't be disgruntled if you don't have a reply by return

mail. The house is probably so busy taking care of orders that it hasn't time to answer

letters as promptly as might be desired, but your requests are usually receiving atten-

tion. Don't ask impossibilities. The advertiser is as anxious to serve you and secure

your orders as you can possibly be to get the goods, and you may be sure that he is

doing every thing in his power to get them to you. We know of one queen-breeding

yard that is five hundred queens behind on its orders simply because it is impossible to

get enough queens at this season of the year to sui>ply the demand. Apiarists are work-

ing from sunrise to sunset, and still it is impossible to keep up. You can't blame the

man who has a queenless colony, and is losing a honey crop, for being indignant be-

cause his queen isn't sent by return mail; but these things will happen in spite of the

best-laid plans, and no amount of foresight can prevent occasional delays.

On the other hand, it is extremely annoying to the subscriber to make a special in-

quiry about a certain article, and to receive a form letter or printed circular making

not the remotest mention of the (luestion. The advertiser, of course, deserves to lose

the order; but we suggest that you make one more trial, as your inc|uiry may have been

inadvertently overlooked or you may not have made the matter (|uite clear.

A manufacturer or dealer, with his complete knowledge of the goods, could often

give the inquirer a hint or twa, even if not asked for, that would be invaluable to him.

It usually pays an advertiser to go out of h's way a little to explain matters to a ques-

tioner. You may have said practically the same thing to dozens of others, but that

doesn't help the man who knows nothing at all about your line. Give each inquiry

as careful attention as if it were the only one of its kind which ever reached your office

and it will be an easy matter to turn incjuiries into orders and secure continued pation-

age for your house.
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"H Goods are wanted Quick, Send to Pouder."

Established 1 889

A TEXT FROM JAMES
By the Bee Crank

Yes, the bee sings— I confess it,

Sweet as honey—Hea\en bless it.

Yet 'twould be a sweeter singer

If it didn't have a stinger.
—Jamti Whilcomb Riley.

r
Root's

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

And the bee would have more verses for

his song and more pounds of honey to his

credit if he kept out of the stinging business;

for if a bee stings you it is a dead one. My
Hoosier Italians are very gentle, and I have
no fear of stings; but I sometimes think I

could sell more bee-veils if I would send out
bees that were inclined to be cross.

I am not partial to making a big noise

;

but I offer no apology for the humming sound,
which can not be quieted around my hive; it's

no bumble-bee's song— all noise and no honey.

I am busy storing up something for myself

;

I

but that my patrons have found my services

equally profitable is evidenced by the thou-
' sands of successful bee-men that twenty years of

square dealing enables me to count among my friends.

There has never been a name in my files of a patron whom
I can not to-day look squarely in the face, for in none of my
deahngs has any one ever been 'stung."

It would be unfair to claim that, if you have had unsatis-

factory service elsewhere, the supply man was always to blame.

Just at present the demar.d here for Root's goods is almost in

the form of a panic, and even with the best and most complete

stock of new goods, all under one roof and with all of the latest

and rapid methods of handling the business, I find that in some
cases I am obliged to delay certain orders for a few days,

believing that it is only fair to fill our orders in the rotation as

received. Mail packages and express orders go the day the

order is received; but freight orders must take their turn. I

certainly have the confidence of the bee-men, and no efforts

will ever be spared to maintain it.

My catalog of bee-supplies is free, and 1 should like to mail it to you. If

more convenient you can make up your order from the Root catalog, as my prices

are always identical v^iih their foctory schedule.

BEESWAX.— I am now paying 29c cash or 31c in trade, delivered here.

Goods
at

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amazing oSer—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at /? ctnls a day— is open to everybody, everywhere.

It's oar new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver

Typewriters on little easy payments. The abandonment of /onf-

hand in favor of clean, legible, beautiful tyfwriting is the next

great step in human progress.

Already—in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of fin and ink is largely restricted to the writing of sienaturei.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.
The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for univerial tyftwritine,

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to

take the initiative in bringing

about the univerial ust of type-

writers. It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

.

Typewriter
THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER

This " /7-Ctnis-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

10 twn as to rtnt. It places the machine within easy reach of

every hime—every individual. A man's "cigar money"—

a

woman's " pin money "—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now af?ord to own Olivers. By
utilizing spare moments for practice they may fit themselves for

more impqrtant positions.

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their

ttnnits.

Yon can buy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.
And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to earn

mtnty it iniih payint ftr tht mathini

Advantages Service Possibilities

The Oliver is the most high-

ly perfected typewriter on the

market—hence its lOO ptr cent

tficirncy.

Among iu scores of conven-
iences are:

—the Balanca Shift
—the Ruling Device
—the Double Release
—the Locomotive Base
—the Automatic Spacer
—the Automatic Tabulator
—the Disappearing Indicator
—the Adiustable Paper Fin-

gers
—the Scientific Condensed

Keyboard

The Oliver Typewriter turns

out more work—of better qual-

ity and greater variety—than

any other writing machine.
Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of its towering
supremacy in

Correspondence
Card Index Work
Tabulated Reports
Follow-up Systems

—Manifolding Service
— Addressing Envelopes
—Working on Ruled Forms
—Cutting Mimeograph Sten-

cils.

Can you Bpand T 7 Cants a day to batter advantaga
than In tha purchasa of this wondarful machlna ?

Write for Special Easy-payment Proposition or see the nearest

Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
Qt 1 Huron Road, Clavaland, Ohio.

UNCLE SAM ISA
TRUSTY MESSENGER

His excellent postal service brings

this bank to your door.

Here is a convenient and safe de-

pository for your savings or funds

of any kind.

And your money earns

4% Int. Compounded
Semi-annually

Our booklet, " Banking by Mail,'

which explains fully, sent free.

Rasourcas $800,000
Established 1892

tH^SAVINCS DEPOSITBANK COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO

CHEAPER FARM

For the price of a good horse you can buy an
ideal farm engine that will operate Feed Grinder,
Cutter, Saw, Pump, Cliurn, Separator, W ash-

_ ing llachlno and otherinaehiius to winch belt

can be attached. It eats no corn, does not get
sick or die, can be moved whenever you wish,
is always ready and eager to work.

A Star Gasoline Engine will cut outdrudgery,
save the tired back, and make life a pleasure.
Made with standard tank, pump cooled, or
hopper cooled.

Send for prices and illustrations and learn
why the '"Star" is a money-maker and time
saver.

The Star Manufacturing Co.,
Box.5U, New Lexington, Ohio

The
STAR
A Heavy,
Standard
High-
Grade

Gasoline
Engine

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits
Or For Your Own Use.

Ten years' experience enables me to
give practical instrucllona worth

many dollars to you without Interfering
\^ith remilar occupation, no matter where located.

Seu'i for Free Book and particulars how to .start, etc.

JA0K!SON HCSIIROUM FARM
3448 N. Western Ave. Chicago, III-
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GALLOWAY
SAVES YOU
$50 to $300

SAVE from $50 to $300 by buying your gasoline engine ot J

a real enKin ~ ' "-' ''^'" '""'" =""' r:,t.ilo^?ue hous

> to22-horse-power from

•i..ctory. 'savideaier'jo'bberSnd catalogue house proljt. No such offer

as 1 make on the class of engine I sell has ever been made before m all (.asohne hngme

history Here is ti e cecre? and rfason : 1 turn them out all alike by the thousands m n,y

enormous mode '„ factory, equipped with automatic ntachinery. I sell them d.rect to you

""Tnl^^ody-rnSdTn'^' mi^ht just as well have a ^i.h grade engine when ,,,

can get in on a wholesale deal of this kind. I'm domg somethmg that neverwas y^^'^_^

done before. Think of it I A price to you that is lower than dealers

jobbers can buy similar engines for. in carload lots, for spot cash

An engine that is made so good in the factory that 1 w.U send

it out anywhere in the U. S. without an expert to any mexpenenced

users, on 30 days' free trial, to test against any engine made ot

similar horse-power that sells for twice as much, and let mm
be the judge. Soil your poorest hor«o and buy a

S-H.'P. Only $119.50

Get Galloway's
Biggest and Best

FREE ''^SSK^^ BOOK
Wri'e today for my beautiful new 50-rage Engine Bonk in four

colors noU fng hke it ever printed before, full of valuable mformat.on.

,0° fng how 1 make them and how you can make more money with a

gasoline engine on the f.arm. Write me—

Wm. Galloway, Pros., Wm. Galloway Co.

1685 Galloway Station, Waterloo, Iowa

AWOMANCAN,^^5000
00 A
YEAR

Learn Dressmaking at Home
We teach you by mail and equip you to command a good income or

you can start in business for yourself. Many women nowadays are

earning $100 a week—$3,000 a year by dressmaking. One woman, the

head designer of Chicago's largest retail dry goods house, is said to receive

$10,000 a year. Salaries of $2S to $50 a week are common. Be-
come a Graduate Dressmaker. The regular diploma of this College

is issued to all who complete this course of lessons. The American Sys-
tem is most simple and complete in every detail. These lessons will

teach you how to draft your own patterns and make your own clothes and
enable you to dress far better at one-half the usual coft, also how to design,
draft, cut, fit, ma!ie, drape and trim any garment, including children's

clot^ing. This college is endorsed by leading Fashion Magazines—Me-
Call'.", Pi<3orial Review, Harper's Bazar, Paris Modes, etc., etc..

What Are These Lessons Worth ?
Our students say in recent letters: "I have made 25 waiAs (6

silk ones)—all perfetfl fits." "I just saved the price of my course by making
my own silk dress." "I believe your system of teaching is the be^ in use;

it is fully worth $200 to anyone contemplating dressmaking." "I would
not take $300 for what 1 have learned and do without it."

This book will be sent to you free. At an expense of thousands

of dollars this college has published 100,000 of these copyrighted books
toadvertise the AMERICAN SYSTEM OF DRESSMAKING, and—
while they la^t—will send you a copy FREE. Write for it today. One
copy only to each woman. Requests filled in order received. Address,

^American College of Dressmaking
765 Reliance building, Kansas City, Mo.

Dovetail Hives, sections, loundation. and all supplies on hand in large quantities ready for immedi..te shipment day order >s

is received. We can ship at once. No delays. « ^ . « j M1..1.""'""
^_ C Woodman Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich.
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WANTED-A RIDER AGENT
IN EACH TOWN
and district to ride
and exhibit a igoq

Model "Kanc-or" birycle furnished by us. Our agrents everywhere are making: money
fast, il'rtte Jor full fiarticulars and special offer at once.
NO MONKX KK^jUIUKD until you receive and approve of your bicycle. We ship

to anyone, anywhere m the U. S. -without a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight,
and allow TEN DA¥S' FKKE TRIAL, during which time you may ride the bicycle and
put it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to keep
the bicycle you may ship it back to us at our expense and you luill not be out otu cent.
PSAfApY DhIPFC We furnish the lii^hest grade bicycles it is possible to make at one
lAUIUIll niUkO small profit above actual factory cost. You save )io to $2^ middlemen's
profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee liehind your bicycle. DO
NOT 1511Y a l>icycle or a pair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive our catalogues and
le.%rn our unheard offactory prices and remarkable special offers to rider ageiltS.
VAII Ufll I QC ACTAIIICUCn '"'^^'^ yo" receive our beautiful catalogue and study
lUU If ILL DC Ad I UnidnCU our superb models at the 7w/io';r/i<//y /oTi'/riVf'j we

c.in m.ike for 1909. We sell the hit;hest jfrade bicycles for less uu)ncy than any other factory. We are

satislied with $1.00 profit above factory cost. BICYCLE DKALERS, you can sell our bicycles

plate at double our prices. Orders fdletl the day received.

iin hand taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores. These we clear out promptly

,^ _ ... ^ ^...^ *» to *8 or *10. Descriptive l>argain lists mailed free.

'tIDCC PhACTCb "DDA IfCC single wheals, imported roller chains and pedals<
i inCO| UUAOI Ull'DnfllVkOl parts, repairs and equipment ofall kinds at Aa//;Afuj^Ma/r^/i>iV/riV'r.r.

^ NOT W AIT, I'ljt write bnlay ami we will send you free by return mail our large catalogue, beautl-

1 sir.ited and cmitaiuini.' .t trrcat fund of interesting matter and useful information; also a UH^niier/ul proposition
00 the first sample i.icvcle going to vour town. It only costs a postal to get evervft-'- •. Write it now.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY Dept. H 113, CHICAGO, ILL.

"KANT-KLOG",,
SPRAYERS ^'

Spraying

a Guide
p^^^

Something New .^
Gets twice the results—

with game laborand fluid. 5r
Flat or round, tine or coarse sprays
from same nozzle. Ten styles. For
trees, potatoes, frardens, whitewashing,
etc Agents Wanted. ^Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. B^e^tttv

FOR RAPID, EASY SPRAYING

•*Auto-Pop" NOZZLE.

Slight pressure on lever starts dense
spray. Automatic shut-off. Doubles c»

pacity. Saves solution, time, labor.

INCREASE THE CROPS
by using the "AutoPop" nozzle on the

••Auto-Spray" pump Write for factory

prices, spraying guide and agency orter

E.C.Brown Co., go JtrBt. Rochtster.ll.T.

15 Cents aRod
For a 22-lnch Hog Fence ; 16* for
26-lnch; 19e for Sl-lnch; 22 l-Be
for 34-lnch; SJe for a 47-Inch
Farm Fence. BO-lnch Poultry
Fence 87e. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. Write for It today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Bos 21, MUNCIE, INO.

PAINT WITHOUT OIL

Remarkable Discovery that
Cuts Down the Cost of Paint

Seventy-five Per Cent.

A Free Trial Package is Mailed to Every
One Who Writes.

A. L. Rice, a prominent manulicturet of Aditns, N. Y., has

discoveted a process of makiiiK a new kind of paint without the

use of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint. It comes in the form o( a

dry powder, and all that is required is cold water to make a paint

weatherproof, fire-pioof, and as durable as oil-paint. It adheres

to any sufface, wood, stone, or brick, spreads and looks like oil

paiot, and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manafacturer, 8 North St., Adams,

N. v.. and he will send you a fres trial packaee, also color-card

and full information showinc you bow you can save a good

maov dollars. Wri to-diy.

^ THE'BEST'LIGHT
JU portable, purs white, steady, safe
/\ light. Brighter than electricity or
acetylens. 100 candle power. No grease,
dirt nor odor. Lighted instantly. Costs
tetl. per week. Over 200 styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wanted. Write
tor OAtalogr. Do not delay.

THE BB8T lilGHT CO.
S0« E. stta St.. Clinton, Ohio

MARES ANDBURNS ITSOWN GAS

FIX YOUR ROOF
Ra Par ^llliarA -^* '^*" guarantee to put
DO rSl «l|UarVi ^nr old leakr, werDoal,
rruty, tin, iron, gteel, pap«r, felt or shingle roof la
Mrfeot oondltlon, and keep It in perfect conditionm fo per sqaare per |re*r.~ ' ~ The Perfael Reef Prm—rvr, Hakes eM.

wein-«at reefs xw. BaMslMMsa (varaatM
or Bonay i*tQa4*d. On> Ire* reelint beek

' telli all about It. Write fee It to4ar.

I larierton MioufacturinB Co.. Oipt. 24 Elyria, 0M»

aw ad per squik

Roof-FiX;

Let us send you abso-
lutely free, 12 beauti-

ful colored gold
POST CARDS!

riiese cards must be seen to be appreciated. They are

litboeiaphed io many beautiful colois, with a gold back-

ground ; are the latest, licbest, most handsome post caids

ever printed. Retail value, 30 cts. We will send you a

set free with one year's subscription to The INDUSTRI-
OUS HEN at 50 cts. pet year. Write to-day and we will

tell you how to get 50 or 100 more extremely beautiful

and interesting post cards (oo two alike) without one
cent of expense to rou. Use the coupon. 11'^ return the

so cti. if yeu art not SMtiltitd.

The Industrious Hen, Knoxvllle, Tenn.
Inclosed find 50 cts. Please send me your journal for

one year and the set uf 12 beautifal gold post cards. Tell

me how to get 50 or 100 more without any expense to

me.

Name.
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QUEENS
And nothing but Italians. An improved
superior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-
QUEEN- BREEDER raises. Stock is

Northern-bred and hardy. We winter

our five yards on summer stands with

practically no loss. Some of the largest

honey-producers of the west started with
our stock. Free circular and testimonials.

Prices of Queens Before July

Select queens
Tested queens
Select tested queens . . .

Breeders

Golden five-band breeders

Two-comb nuclei, no queen
Three-comb nuclei, no queen
Full colonies on eight frames

$1 00
1 50

2 00
4 00
6 00

2 50

3 50

6 00

$5 00
8 00

10 00

14 00
20 00
30 00

$ 9 00
15 00
18 00

25 00
35 00

Queens now go by Return Mail
Safe arrival and pure mating guaranteed. We
employ 400 to 500 swarms. Can furnish bees
on L. or Danz. frames Add price of whatever
queen is wanted to nuclei or colony. No order

too large, and none too small. Over twenty
years a queen-breeder. Address all orders to

Quirin - the - Queen - Breeder
Bellevue, Ohio

CHOICE QUEENS
Golden and Red-clover Ital-

ians and Gray Carniolans

Select untested, 1, $1 00; 6, $5.00; 12, $9.00

Tested, . . 1, $125; 6, 6.75: 12, $12 00
Select tested and breeders, . $2 to $4 each

Chas. Koeppen, - Fredericksburg, Va.

GET .

YOURQUEENS
DIRECT FROM ITALY
MAY to SEPTEMBER.—Tested, $2.50; Champion Layers,

$4.00. Dead queens replaced if box is returned unopened. Dis-

count to dealers or for quantities. Beautiful unsolicited testi-

monials. Honest dealing. For further particulars write to

MALAN BROTHERS
Queen-breeders, . Luaerna, San Giovanni, Italy

Warranted Queens
$1.00; dozen, $8.00. Golden strain. Mailed
promptly, or order back at once if you say so.

Have pleased customers for 18 years,

J. B. Case, Port Orange, Fla.

GOLDEN - ADEL - QUEENS
Golden Italian and Leather-colored Italian, Imported Carnio-

lan, and Caucasian queens. A full line of bee-keepers'
supplies. Send for price list. Address

Cbas. Mondens, 160 Newton Av. N., Minneapolis, Minn

%A# U I M«j|<^ '^ ^S^'° o*^ ^'°'' ^'*^ '^i^ '^'"Q'^^^tockof" ' «''"•» bees and queens foi the season of 1909.

Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens
mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer
that I know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from
every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washington, D. C, writes
that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over
100 in the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00. Breeding
queens, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address
W. H. LAWS, Bsevllls, Be» County, Texas.

Q Queens

These are my specialty. Untested, $1.00 each; six, $5.00;

doz., $9.00. Tested, $1.50 each; tix, $8.00; doz., $15.00.

DANIEL WURTH, N. LeverettSt., Fayetteville.Ark.

Westwood Red clover Queens
A New York customer writes, " I have tried queens from
a good many breeders, but yours are far ahead of them all."

Nui lei and full colonies a specialty. Price list on application.

HtNRv SHAFFER. 2860 H.rrisonAve..Sta L.CIncinnatl.O

Queens that'll Convince You
that my famous Red-clovers and Goldens are superi-

or to all. Untested, 50 cts.; select untested, 75 cts.

tested. $1; nuclei, $1.00 per frame without queen.
M. A. ROSS, 1709 Upper Second Street, Evansville, Indiana

Golden ADEL QDEENS
Golden Adel bees and queens are famous the world over for their

unexcelled beauty, gentleness, hardiness, and good working
qualities. Go'den Adel Italians will please you if you want the

best strain of bees on earth. »^ L. F. Weaver, of Dexter.

Mo., says, " My bees are very gentle, and great hustlers." >)*

A Brooklyn customer wites, "The more I see of your bees the

better I hke them." >? 1 breed these queens in their purity,

using select stock obtained from Henry Alley, their originator.

Only natural methods are used in rearing them, giving us laige

and vigorous queens. Orders tilled in ro'ation. PRICKS: Select

queens, $1.00 each: extra select. $1.50 ; two-frame nucleus and
select quren, $3.25; with e>tra-select queen instead of select,

add 50.. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send orders to

J. R. McCORKLE, WINCATE, INDIANA

ITALIAN QUEENS
Ktne yellow itrolitU- .'i ami f>

banded Italian iiuetn, unte!<t-
ed. only T.V; extra tine queen.

SI. 00; tested, $1.25; full colo-
nies lii8-fr. hive with queen.
1.5. .'JO; 3-fr. nucl. witli queen.

82.7.5. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Directions to introduce u"
wltii queen. Price list free.

J. L. FAJEN, Alma, Mo.

Carniolan,Banat,and
Caucasian Queens
Imported, $5.00 each; homebred, $1.00 each, five tor $4.00.

Best strains from apiaries personally inspected by

FRANK BENTON, box 1 7, Washrngton, D. C.
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J. E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He his developed a system of Queen-rearine that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

fects, includinu some valuablt imprtvemtnti of his own— in short, a system through which ir a highest queen develop-

ment is reached by ctrrtct and icitniijic principles, which means that he is now in position to offer to the bee-keeping

public a hiehrr ^rjde of qufins than is uiualty offrrtd in the common ulitility classes, owing toscientific methods which

produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved

method of classifying queens which strikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects

means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared

from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, " the very best," They are warranted to pro-

duce uniformly marked three-banded bees of superior honey-gathering qualities. Price, after June 1, untested,

$1.00 each; 6, $5.00; 12, $9.00; tested, $1 50; (^.,$8.00; 12, $15.00. Breeder, tested for queen-rearing, $5.00. Val-

uable information free. Seed for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR GREAT RESULTS

Then get Red-clover Queens from
F. J. WARDELL,

Uhrlchsville,
Ohio

Vou have heard of this famous strain,

probably. Well, I originated the long-

tongued red-clover bees, and have kept the

strain pure without any contamination.

They are handsome three banded Italians,

and show their worth as soon as received.

If there is honey to be had they will gather

it. My customtrs generally write like this:

Minnesota State Bee-keepers^ Society.

Mrs. H'. S. Wingate, Treas.

Minneapolis, Jan. 2«, 1909.

J. F. WARDELL, Uhrichsviile, O.
Dear Sir:—The queens I bought from you last

season were received promply, and in good condi-

tion. They did woi.derfully well in the short time

ibey had to work before cool weather, and I am
lookine for great re!.ults from them the coming
season of 1909. Sincerely youis.

Mrs. W. S. Wint.ate.

Untested $1.00

Select untested 1.25

Tested 2.00

Select tested 3. 00

Breeding queens 3.50

Select breeding queens 7.50

Extra-select breeding queens 10. UO

Please send for my circular.

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsviile, Ohio

for

1909Taylor's Queens
J. W. Taylor & Son have made a specialty of breeding for the

best honey-gatherers. Oar three-banded Italians can't be beat,

or haven't been, as honey-gatherers. Untested, 75c each, or

$s 00 a dozen; tested queens, $1.00 each, or six for $^.00.

Select tested queens, $1.50 each; breeders, the very best, $3.00

to $5.00 each. Send all orders to

J. W. TAYLOR * SON. BEEViLLE, BEE COUNTY, TEXAS

Golden :•£ Red-clover

Italian Queens
My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are

hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,

$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. I am book-

ing orders now to be filled in rotation after May 25.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season

WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Phila., Pa.

Queens
by return

mail.

Do You Need AnyP

Queens bred for business from our well-known strain

of three-band Italians, unexcelled as honey-gatherers.

Tested, $1 each; untested, 75c; $8 doz.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for

price list.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.. Loreauiille, la., Iberia Pa.

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
Are now sending out fine Italian Breeders

mated to select drones last fall.

Prices: $2 50, $5.00, $10.00.

Borodino, Onondaga County, New York

ITALIAN QUEENS
Good leather-colored queens bred for business—no disease;

prompt shipment, extra good stock. June, 90c; six for $4.75:

20 or more at 60c each, later less. Satislaction,or money back.

S. F. TRECO, SWEDONA, ILL.

PHARR'S GOLDENS
took firet prize at three exhibits In 1907. We also breed Caml-
olann. three-banded Italians, and CauoaslanH, bred In separat*
yards and from the best breeders obtainable; guarantee safe
dellveryandfalrtreatment. Untested. »1; tested. I1.26. Address

New Century Queen-reanng Co., Beroalr.Tei. John W. Pharr, Prop
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GIANT RADISH
from JAPAN

Cut from Actual Photograph of Radish. ^^ ^fl^-^/^
Grows 1^ FeetLong—Seeds FREE to Our Readers
What do you think of a variety of radish ishes 15 to 16 inches long, and the flavor

that weighs thirty pounds, which is often is good. I have been intending to send to

a foot and a half long and more than Japan for seed. Now, I will buy them of

eight Inches through, which is as tender you, or subscribe for your paper—in fact,

and sweet during the hottest July weather you can trade with me on your own
as the earliest spring radishes, and which, terms."
notwithstanding its immense size, never
becomes hot or pithy; which can be eaten XhpCA ^PPflc JirP FrPP with Jl THfll
raw like an apple, can be cooked like tur- IHeSC OeeOb dFC FFfe WllH d lUdl
nips, and when pulled late in fall will

keep late into winter as sweet and crisp
as when pulled. Add to this the fact that
the tops, which grow to be two to three
feet long, make fine "greens," and you
have a pretty good description of the giant
radish. Sakurajima, a recent introduction
from Japan.
The Fruit-Grower has secured

callv all the seeds of this splendid radish

Subscription to The Fruit-Grower

Here is the way to get the seeds: Send
me 25 cents for a six months' trial sub-
scription to The Fruit-Grower, and a pack-
age of the seeds will be sent you abso-

practi- lutely free. This trial offer gives you The
Fruit-Grower six months at Half Rate.

in America, and I want you to have a Regular rate $1.00 a year.

oackage for planting this season. There is The Fruit-Grower is the leading frjit
plenty of time to plant, for this is a hot- paper of America; it is devoted solelv to

horticulture, and has 70,000 readers who
swear by it; It is clean and up-to-date

—

to my attention by one of our readers on no whisky or medicine advertisements.
Long" Island. He has grown Sakurajima Ask the editor of this paper about The

weather radish, and must be planted late

This splendid new radish was first called

radish for two seasons, and says that last
vear they averaged fifteen pounds

Fruit-Grower. He knows the paper well,
and knows I could not afford to make an

weight and every radish was tender and offer of this kind unless I knew that both
sweet, and did not get hot at any time. The Fruit-Grower and the Sakurajima

Hon. W. J. Bryan, seeing our advertise- radish will make good. Send 25c, coin or
ment. writes: "You are the man I am look- stamps, at my risk, for a six months' trial

ing for. I saw the Giant Radishes in subscription, and seeds will be sent by re-

Japan, and want some seed. I saw rad- turn mail FREE. Write Today.

JAMES M. IRVINE, Editor The Fruit-Grower, Box L, St. Joseph, Mo.

IMPROVE your STOCK
by introducint some of our Famous Long-tongufd
Italian Red clover Honey-ueens. We have been
breeders for 23 years, and have developed a strain

of bees that some seasons produce nearly 100 lbs.

of surr'us per colony from red-clover alone.
Unt sted queens from June to October, 75 cts.

each; fsted, $1.25 each; fine breeders, $10.00
each. Sitif fiction tuaranteed in every respect.

FRED LEININGLR & SON, - DELPHOS. OHIO

Ready-Red-clover and Italian Queens
One untested queen, 75c; tested, $1.00. Give me
a bill of the snpplies you need. 1 can save you

money. Send tor circulars.

C. Routzahn, Biglervills, Pannsylvania

Miller's SUPERIOR ITALIAN QUEENS
By return mail after June 1, or your money back; Northern bred
from best red-clover workine strains in U. S. No better hustlers;

gentle, and winter excellent. Untested, from my three-banded
Suttricr1iree(itr,%\.W\ six, $5.00; 12, $9.00. After July I, 7.5c;

six, $4.00; 12. $7.50. Special prices on 50 or more. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

ISAAC F. IWILLER, Reynoldsville, Pa.

PRATT'S GOLDENS
The most beautiful, most gentle, most prolific, and the finest of

surplus gatherers.

THE SWARTHMORE APIARjES
ire now taking orders for the COLDKN ALL OVER and
BANAT QUEENS to be delivered in June, the best month for

general introducing. Catalog and price list on application.
Penn c. Snyder, Swarthmore, Pa.

Manager of the Swarthmore Ae-iaries.

I FULLY BELIEVE
HARDYCOLDER—HAVE liP

Bock orders now as I fill in rotation. All inquiries gladly
answered. Untested, $1.00; tested, $2.00 (j;uaranteed to pro-
duce goldens); select breeders, $6.00. Clover queens, $1.00.
All stock^pure Italian, veiy gentle.
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Peirce Service
andRoot Quality

Always Win.

Here are Iao instances out of several thousand.

Grafton. W. Va., Apiil 29, l^O"*.

Mr. E. If. Prir(,:

The bee (upplies are ai hand. I am mire than pleased with
ihrm. 1 would taibrr have tbe frames you sent me than the

kind I meant to order, because the foundation is' mote easily put

in them. Frhd Bailev.

Martinsburg, O., March 26.

Mr.E. 11'. Ptir,,:

The (oods at band; every thing in good condition. All parts

fit nicely togelh^r. 1 like to order goods from you, Mr. Peirce,

because )0u are so prompt in making shipment
Paul Gilmor.

Join the liappy company of which Messrs.

Bailey and CJilmor are members by sending
your next order to

Edmund W. Peirce,

136 W. Main Street, Zanesville, Ohio.

^O

'^A

To St. Paul 9^^

,«-**

incd -IS oi

"i^

All roads laad to St. Paul for Baa Suppllas
Small freights and short waits when you order from

Pilcher & Palmer,
Northwestern Managers THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY

1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.

Queens of High Quality
Bred for Business.
One thousand Beautiful Goldens

and Superior Red-clover Italians

now ready to go by return mail,

or money refunded. Queens of

either variety at same price.

Select untested one, $1.00: six, $5.50; dozen, $ 9.50

Tested one, 1.50; six. 8.00: dozen, 11.50
Select tested one, 2.00; six, 9.00; dozen, 16.00

Hreedeis, $5.00; straight golden breeders, $10.00. Circular free.

Sires Brothers & Co.,

516 North Eighth Street. North Yakima. Wash.

BEESWAX
WtNTED

\^E are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used last year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 29 cents per

pound cash, or 31 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

as •
This Coupon Worth35 cents i

CO I

(yew Suhicriben Only)

If not now a subscriber and yoti want one of the
most helpful aids to saccessfal bee-culture—a paper
that tells bow to make your bees pay—yoa snoald
subscribe for tbe

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-paKe illnstrated 75-cent monthly. It tells all
about the best way to manage bees to produce the
most honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
different departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-rloney
If yon will send us vonr name and address with 40

cents (stamps or coin) together with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of our Jotfrnal
for 12 months. Order now and let us begin with this month's fine number. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jacltson, Chicago, Illinois

.Vame

Pi'BloJflce ,

Slate

GO
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NEW ENGLAND
BEE-KEEPERS

We are

headquarters for

Bee-supplies.
We nowhave a most complete
stock of New Goods on hand
ready for shipment, and can
supply your wants for regular

goods promptly
Order your hives and supers

at once, and have them on
hand when your bees are
ready for them
We are booking orders for

Bees and Queens.

Price list free.

WWCARY$(SON
LYONSVILLE, MASS.

^^ For ^^

25 Years
I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

HIVES and

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M.JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA

Our Location is Right
Lansing is the best railroad

center for AL LMichigan.

Our Goods are Right
They're " Root Quality."

Our Service is Right
We ship promptly.

Your Desire—
to get good goods

Quickly is no greater

than ours to get them
to you.

Beesw^ax wanted.

Send for our Catalog.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Opp. Lake Shore depot.

Bee Supplies
Our new stock has arrived; all orders

are shipped promptly.

Do you know, Mr. Bee Man, that

our business increases each year from

25 to 50 per cent.''

Why.'* Because we are saving our

customers money in freight.

Why not allow us to save for you.''

Send us your orders and try us.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Honey in cans or barrels, also beeswax,

wanted in exchange for supplies. Write us

what you have to offer, and let us tell you
what we can do.

No cartage on Honey or Beeswax in or

Supplies out.

Free catalogfor the asking.

The Griggs Bros. Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
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There is no Reason
Why—

VOU can not get a fancy price for your honey as well as any one else. If you pro-

duce a fancy honey you won't have any difficulty in disposing of it at prices which
are worth while. You can produce fancy honey without any more trouble than
you now take to produce an ordinary crop by the use of

The
Danzenbaker

Hive

IT is the hive for all bee-keepers, large and small, who produce comb honey. The
construction is such that the largest per cent of honey is crowded into the square

and you can usually get more pounds of a fancy maiketable product from this hive

than from any other pattern. The sections themselves are more attractive than the

ordinary kind. If you place one of these tall sections side by side with the square

kind its appearance is more pleasing, and for this reason they always sell quickly in

comparison with other sizes.

IN construction of the inner part of the hive, the DANZENBAKER differs quite

materially from other patterns. The frames are the closed-end style, supported by
a pivot in the center of the end-bars. In handling such frames the danger of killing

is reduced to a minimum on account of the small point of contact, and every bee-

keeper will appreciate the reversible feature of the frames.

THE first cost of these hives is only a little more than for ordinary kinds, but the

results to be obtained are so much more satisfactory that the small extra expendi-

ture is more than justified.

ACTUAL experience shows that in many cases bees will winter better in DAN-
ZENBAKER HIVES with no protection than in the ordinary kind when protected.

START right, and put your bees in DANZENBAKER HIVES, and you will not

be disuppointed when tha season is over. Failures to secure large crops of honey
are not always due to the season or locality. More often very excellent results

might haTC been obtained by the use of the proper hives and the necessary attention

at the right time.

VOU can get one DANZENAKER HIVE complete, nailed and painted, ready

for your bees, with super, sections, and foundation starters, for $3.10, or a package
of five in the flat complete for $11.00.

THE season is advancing; the harvest will soon be here. Send in your order now
and get the highest price for your crop next season. Accept no substitutes. There
is none "just as good."

F. Danzenbaker, Patentee
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Noticei will be inierted In theie classified colamns

at 25 cents pei Hoe. Advertisements intended for this

department can not be less than two lines, and should

not exceed five lines, and yon most say you want your
advertisement in the classified columns or we will not be
responsible (or errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale.

For Sale.—Finest quality of raspberry-basswood blend of

extracted honey, in new 60-lb. cans, two in a box, at 9 cts. per
lb., f. o. b. at Boyne Falls, Mich., where we produce this honey.
Sample free. E. D. Townsbnd, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Comb and extracted honey, either car lots or

less. Extracted white in 60-lb. cans, single case, (>% cents; 5

cases or more, 6 cents. Samples furnished upon application.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey. Table quality. Write
for prices, stating your needs.

C. J. Baldridge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted and
comb; a bargain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—White-clover and light-amber extracted honey,
best quality, 60-lb. cans. Write foi free sample.

W. H. Settle, Gridley, 111.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey, fine quality for table
use, in 60-lb. cans; 8 cts. for clover, 7 for amber. Single can,

% ct. more. C. H. Stordock, Durand, III.

For Sale.—Best quality alfalfa in cases of two 60-lb. cans,
$8.40 per case, f. o. b. here. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Ida.

For Sale.— 1000 lbs. amber and light extracted honey in 60-

lb. tins; fine quality; amber, 7 cts.; white, 8.

F. H. CvRENius, Oswego, N. Y.

I am still selling those 160-lb. honey-kegs at 50 cts. each,
f. o. b. factory. N. A. Stevens, Moravia, N. Y.

Honey and Wax Wanted.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax. State

price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water Street,ChicaEO, 111.

Wants and Exchanges.

Wanted.—To send you catalogs of smokers and hee-suppliei

tor the fun of it, if we don't get a cent; try us by sending your ad-

dress and your friends'. F. Danzbnbaker,
Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio.

Wanted.—Refaie from the wax-extractor, or slomgum.
State qaantitr and price. Orel L. Hbrshisbr,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.— Bees. State quantity and price, kind of hive, etc.
'" F," care of H. H. JsrsoN, 182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Bulk comb and section honey. State quality,

quantity, and price. Judson Heard, Macon, Ga.

Wanted.—Second-hand extractor in good condition.
W. W. Armitage, Goodrich, Texas.

For Sale

Educational.

Sborth.ind taught on the installment plan. Pay as you learn.

Send SO cts. for first lesson o( Dement's Pitm»nic system and
booklet explaining free-lesson otTet. Study during spate time
this summer. Get position in city this fall.

The G-W-Svstbm, 1st Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chicago.

Having come to Western Canada, where I can not keep bees,
I will sell my outfit, to be shipped f o. b. Dover, HI., as follows
— all second hand except sections.

1. About 30 double-brood chamber Heddon hives complete

—

painted.

2. About 20 more with frames in part of them.
3. Forty section crates complete lor above hives (about half

with wide frames and tin separators), for 4)4x4]^ seven-to-foot
sections.

4. One thousand sections as above-
5. One Cowan four-frame reversible extractor to take 8 of the

above frames; cost 512.00; good as new.
6. Thirty wood zinc honey-boards.
7. One Heddon bee-feeder.

Value of the above, $125. The first New York draft for $50
takes the outfit. Wm. Anderson,

2341 Lome St., Regina, Can.

For Sale or Exchange.— 1 bee-section corner groover, 1

bee-section edge.cutter, 1 2xl0-inch foundation-machine (good as

new), 1 23-inch Fiank & Co. planer, 1 12^-inch Frank & Co.
planer, 1 wood turning-lathe, 1 wood-frame saw-table, all in

good condition. Will exchange for power-feed rip-saw.

The Irons Mfg. Co., Linesville, Pa.

For Sale.—One Sprague damper and valve-regulator for reg-

ulating the temperature of your house; adapted for steam, hot wa-
ter, furnace, natural gas, or stove. Manufacturer's price, $30.00.

I have one to spare at $16.00, or will trade for honey or wax.
A. L. BoYDEN, Medina, Ohio.

For Sale.—Having disposed of my bees I have all of the fix-

tures for sale, including 200 eight-frame Dovetailed hives, ex-

tractor, melting-can, wax-extractor, etc. These are practically

as good as new, and for sale at 50 cts. on the dollar. Write for

complete list. H. C. Mills, Camillas, N. Y.

Do You Love Flowers?—Send now for a button hole bou-

quet-holder, gold-mounted; will keep flowers fresh for hours;

quickly attached to c at, dress, or any part of the clothing. Mon-
ey cheerfully refunded if not satisfied. Sent anywiiere postpaid

for 50 cents. A. J. Wright, Bradford, Steuben Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepert' supplies; alto Italian

bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog and particular!.

The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the face last

season I Because you did not have on one of the Alexander wire

bee-veils at 60 cts. each.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—Sixty second-hand eight-frame 1 54-story hives,

all complete, nailed and painted, except in brood-frames, at hall

their value— a bargain. Fred A. Krausf,
Route 1. Ridgeland, Wis.

For Sale.— Four-frame Root's automatic extractor, good as

new; cost $26.50. Price $18.00. L. M. Gulden,
Annandale, Minn.

For Sale.— Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and other bee-

supplies. Write for prices. Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-sapplies at factory prices.

D. CooLBV, Kendall, Mich.

House Plans.— Blue prints of 20 artistic homes for 25 cents.

Ehlbrs & Son, Arcbitc-cts, Carthage, Mo.

Root's Bee Supplies at factory prices.

Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Thirty eight-frame hive-bodies with combs, $1

each. A. J. Olson, 1287 Desoto St., St. Paul, Minn.

For Sale.—Saw-table, Dovetailed hives, extracting-supers,

for honey or typewriter. Ray Bates, Shenandoah, Iowa.

For Sale.— Bee-keepers' supplies. Write for prices.

H. E. Buhl, Irvington, III.
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Bees and Queens.

Mistouri-bred Italian queens: creat hustlers in sections; cap

white, and gentle; cells built in strong colonies, mated from two-

frame I., nuclei. Select untested, $1.00; tested, $1.50; breeders,

$."(.00. Two L. frame nucleus with layinc nueen, $3.00; ten for

$25.00; virgins, 50 cts. each; $5.00 per dozen. 1 guarantee satis-

faction and safe arrival. I.. E. Altwkin, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Salb.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens, untest-

ed, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Banat, and
Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00; twelve, $10.00.

Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice breeders. $3.00.

Circular free. W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—New queens from here after May 25.

Edwa. Rhddout, Bradenlown, Fla.

Italian Qubbns.— Ready, 1")09 list of Mott's strain of Red-
clover and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce Queens, 15 cts.;

leaflet. How to Increase, 15 cts.; one copy of each, 25 cts.

E. E. MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March 1. Un-
tested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask for prices in

large quantities. W. J. Littlefikld,
Route .3. Little Rock, Ark.

Red- clover Italians; selected young queens, untested, 75 cents

each; 6 for S-4.00; dozen, $7.50. Now ready.

W. W. V'ICKERY, 414 Fourth St., Evansville, Ind.

Simmins' pedigree queens—see cover, last issue, full-page copy
fiom our register. Nothing like it in the bee world.

SiMMiNS, Queenland, Heathfield, Sussex, England.

For Sale.— 1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run princi-

pally for extracted honey. Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring delivery.

Place orders now, and know you get them.
D. J. Blocher, Pearl City, 111.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by the originat-

or. Fine queens for breeders' use, a specialty.

F. J. Wardell, Uhiichsville, Ohio.

Notice.—In writing me for prices on Italian queens and nu-

clei, note change in address. Queens and bees are ready to ship

now. C. B. Bankston, Rockdale, Texas.

For Sale.—75 colonies of bees in uniform hives, in good
condition; also 100 empty hives.

S. E. Tennant, Schoharie, N. Y.

For Sale.—Golden Italian queens, tested, $1.00; two-frame
OQcleus with queen, $3.00. Rockhill Apiaries,

Dr. S. T. Hookey, Prop., 4712 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.— Red-clover and golden Italian queens, warranted
purely mated, 75 cts.; full colonies, standard eight-frame hive,

$6.00. F. M. Maybekrv, Lederach, Pa.

For Sale.— Fifty strong colonies of bees near fine location

ID Eastern Micblgan. Dovetailed hives. Write soon.

F. B. Cavanagh, Hebron, Ind.

For Sale.—Italian bees in ten-frame L. hives.

Jos. Hanke, Port Washington, Wis.

Pound Bees, ooclei, full colonies, from Mechanic Falls

branch. Pricet on application. Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.— Italian queens, battlers; untested, 75 cts.; se-

lect. $1.00; tested, $1.25. Mrs. J. W. Bacon, Waterloo, N.Y.

Improved selected untested Italian queens, 50 cents.

Geo. a. Francis, 1453 Sea View Ave., Bridgeport, Ct.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keepers' sup-

plies. T. L. McMurray, Silvenon, W. Va.

For Sale.—Pall colonies of Italian bees in 8-frame hives.

L. Werner, Edwardsville, III.

For Sale.— Italian qaeens; untested, 50 cts.; select, 75 cts.

tested, $1.00. Robt. B. Spicer, Wharton, N. J.

Carniolan and Italian qneens; virgins, 40 cents; untested, 75.

Ask for quantity prices. Geo. E. Kramer, Valencia, Pa.

A superior strain of Minnesota-bred Italian qneens. Untested,

$1.00. A. T. DocKHAM, Rt. 1, Eagle Bend, Minn.

Italian queens; untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; two-frame nu
clei, $'>.50. E. M. Collvbr, 75 Broadway, Oisining, N. Y.

Poultry.

For Sale.—R. C. Brown Leghorn eggs, 75 cts. per 15; $4.00

per 100; also purely mated Italian queens— great honey-gather-

ers. Untested, 60 cts. each. Geo. J. Friess,
Route 6. Hudson, Mich.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Ponltry-suppliet, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh. Pa.

For Sale.—Indian Runner duck eggs, 12 for $1.00.

J. F. Michael. Winchester, Ind.

Help Wanted

Man of good character and habits to care for a large apiary on

shares or salary. Henry Baldruff, Beardstown, III.

Wanted.—Young man, preferably one with a little experi-

ence with bees, to help in our apiaries this summer and fall.

Write full particulars in first letter— age, experience, wages
wanted, etc. E. F. Atwater. Meridian, Idaho.

Wanted.—Man to work with bees. Permanent position to

party giving satisfaction, or can secure bees on shares. Address

The Rocky Mountain Bee Co. Berthoud, Colo.

Pianos.

For Sale.—Genuine bargains in high-grade upright pianos.

Slightly used instruments: 12 Steinways, $350 up; 6 Webers
from $250 up; 9 Krakauers from $250 up; 7 Knabes from $250

up; 3 Chickerings from $250 up; also ordinary second-hand Up-

rights $75.00 up; also 10 very fine Parlor Grand pianos at about

half. Write for full particulars. Cash or easy monthly pay-

ments. Lyon & Healy,
62 Adams St., Chicago, III.

We ship everywhere on approval.

Bee-keepers* Directory.

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We bay car lots of

Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-clover strain,

$1.00. Circular. A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Ct.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keepers' sup-

plies. Aliso AriARY", El Toro, Cal.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price list

ready. Safe introducing directions. E. E. Lawrence,
Doniphan, Mo.

Carniolan. Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order from

original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Washington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card to

T. F. Bingham, Farwell. Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other adv't in

this issue. Wm. A. Shufp, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

For your address on a postal card I will send you valuable in-

formation pertaining to queen culture. Write to-day.

J. E. Hand, Birmingham, O.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred lor business,

June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cti.; select, $1.00; test-

ed, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.
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Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in April; nu-

clei and colonies about May 1. My stock is northern bred, and

hardy. Five yards wintered on summer stands without a single

loss in 1908; 22 years a breeder. For prices see large ad. in this

issue. QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER, Bellevue, O.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Office of the Secretary, Washington, D. C,

May 14, 1909.

The Bureau ol Entomology ol this Department desires to ob-

tain samples of bee diseases from all parts of tne United States

for bacteriological examination. The result of such examina-
tions will be forwarded to the persons sending the samples as

soon as possible. Send dry samples with no honey. A frank will

be sent on request so that no postage will be necessary. A list

of available publications of the Bureau of Entomology on apicul-

ture will be sent on request. James Wilson, Sec'y.

Continued from page 3S4-

for a year's subscription. We are getting to be more particular

all the time about what and whom we advertise. I will not

knowingly be a party to a swindle, nor will I allow any thing

anywhere in a publication 1 edit which will be out of place in

the hands of any man, woman, boy, or girl. I insist on abso-

lute purity in what goes into my magazines — not because 1 am
so much better than other people, but because 1 have a rather

high notion of the responsibilities an editor assumes when he se-

lects reading-matter lor all kinds and ages of people.

Peotone, Ills., May 10. Miller Purvis.

I wish to say amen to the concluding sentence

of the above letter.

NAMES SHOULD BE WRITTEN PLAINLY.

W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-ieepers' Review, has often

said that, if one simple rule were followed in writing, there

would never be the least confusion in regard to any word. His

rule is that every letter in a word should be written so plainly

that, if taken out of the word and placed by itself, it could not

possibly be taken for any letter other than the one it was intend-

ed to represent. If this rule could be followed a vast amount of

annoyance would be saved those who write and those who re-

ceive the message. In regular sentences, of course, there is not

so much chance for a misunderstanding; for if any single letter

is not plain the word may be understood, in most instances, by
the context. But when it comes to names and addresses it is

very important that every letter be made very plain.

Our subscribers sometimes complain of irregularities in con-
nection with their subscriptions, and in a large number of these

instances the trouble can be traced directly to indistinct letters in

either the name or address. Sometimes an e taken for an r

makes a great deal of difference.

The reason why we are prompted to repeat this word of cau-

tion is that we received a letter recently, requiring an answer;
and, although the body of the letter was written legibly, the
name was a mere scrawl, and we were unable to make any thing

out of it. It has come to be the fashion of late to sign the name
in such a way that no one can have the least idea of whjt that

name is. Without exaggerating in the least, we have come
across signatures written so poorly that, although we knew the
name intended, we were unable to see the faintest signs that

would lead us to suspect the name if we bad not known it in

the first place- These instances are not common, but yet in a
great many cases the name and address are written the most care-

lessly of any words in the letter. The most businesslike way is

to have a rubber stamp giving both the name and address, and
then learn to use it freely; or, better still, invest a trifle more
and have printed stationery which any local printer can supply.
One dollar expended in this way will often save many dollars'

worth of time and annoyance later.

SPECIAL NOTICES BY A. I. ROOT.

POULTRY MANAGEMENT AT THE MAINE AGRICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATION.

The above is the title of Farmers' Bulletin, No. 357. It con-
tains 39 pages of exceedingly valuable matter for the poultry-
keeper, and winds up with a description of a very cheap and
simple trap nest that can be made by anybody at a small cost.
The experiments made at this station, to settle some disputed
points, have been carried on for a number of years, and are not
only valuable but exceedingly interesting, especially as the
management had no end in view but to help the average poul-
try-keeper to be successful wlih the least expenditure of money
and labor.

CANNING VEGETABLES IN THE HOME.

This is another government bulletin, and ought to be read and
studied by every housewife. It not only tells how to can all

garden vegetables and fruit succesfully, but it gives the reason,

and describes the latest and best kinds of jars for putting up

canned fruit in the home. While we can not think it necessary

to heat up the canned fiuit a second or third time (as they rec-

ommend) on two or three succeeding days, it may be all right

for corn and some other things that are not always successful

with the ordinary methods of canning.

SPECIAL LOW-RATE TRIP TO FLORIDA BY THE SEABOARD
AIR LINE.

We are just informed that the Seaboard Air Line Railway peo-

ple (see their advertisement on page 24, April 1) have instituted

a special homeseekers' rate, to take effect on the first and third

Tuesday in each month. May to December inclusive. For in-

stance, the rates from Cincinnati to Manatee, Florida (where
our home is), is only $25.00 for the round trip, good lor 25 days.

They also make a similar rate, or a lower one, from other points

in Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky. I am calling attention to

the above reduced rates because I have had so many inquiries

about Florida, especially the southwest part of it; and let me say

again that 1 would not advise anybody to go down there to lo-

cate until he has first made a personal examination as to the

conveniences and inconveniences of a southern winter home. A
rate of $25.00 for the round trip is certainly very reasonable.

YELLOW SWEET CLOVER WITH THE HULLS REMOVED.

As many of you may know, there has been a big demand for

several years for yellow sweet clover, and we have, for several

years past, been compelled to write to applicants, "sold out."

Just now, however, we have succeeded in getting a ton ol seed

from California. Now, there is always an advantage in buying
hulled seed, especially if it goes by mail or express, because of

the saving of express charges; and, besides, you get ever so many
more seeds in an ounce or pound. See prices on next page.

Now is the time to sow sweet-clover seed if you wish to nave it

bloom this season. By the way, it is refreshing to note how the

agritultuTal papers of the north, south, east, and west are giving

favorable reports of sweet clover instead of calling it a " noxious

weed."

ANOTHER VICTORY IN A CITY OF 21,000.

Delaware Co., in which the city of Muncie is situated, with
nearly 100 saloons, voted dry yesterday, April 27, by 2954 ma-
jority. Even the city gave a dry majority of 209.

Winchester, Ind., April 28. C. O. Yost.

AND still another VICTORY, IN A CITY OF 41,000!

Let me tell you, as a note of interest, that Lincoln has gone
dry. Last Tuesday our voters voiced, with their ballots, their

disgust for the liquor traffic in Lincoln. Next Monday evening
the 25 saloons now operating in our city must close. We hope
for a better Lincoln after that.

Lincoln, Neb., May 8. Elmer Frey.

Convention Notices.

FIELD MEETING OF NSW JERSEY BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

The New Jersey Bee-keepers' Association will hold a field

meeting in Mr. Harold Hornor's apiary, near Mt. Holly, Burling-

ton Co., on Saturday, June 26. Mt. Holly is on the Pennsyl-
vania railroad, and can be reached from all points on that line,

and those that connect with it. It can be reached by electric

line from Philadelphia, Pa., and Camden, N. >'.

The program is not completed, but there will be demonstrations
as follows: "Treatment for foul brood, and securing a honey crop

at the same time, by Pres. W. W. Case. Mr. Arthur C. Miller's

decapper will be demonstrated by himself as representative;

transferring from box hives to frame hives; queen-rearing; Pratt's

swarm-box for starting queen-cells; queen-hunting contest; bees
in observation hives, etc. Further announcements will be made
later.

Bee-keepers are requested to bring samples of 1909 comb and
extracted honey. Perhaps prizes will be offered.

Bring along samples of common and rare honey-plants, wheth-
er names are known or not, for identification and classification.

Bring complete samples where possible— root, stem, and flower.

We expect one or more expert botanists.

The Philadelphia Bee-keepers' Association will meet with
us the same day.

All bee-keepers in New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania, Dela-
ware, Southern New York, and Connecticut, are invited to attend.

We should like to have all bee-keepers who ^expect to attend
to drop us a postal. We shall then know better what arrange-
ments to make for lunch. Albert G. Hann, Sec.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

The cool backward spring has affected queen-breeders all over

the country to such an extent that it has been impossible to fill

orders as promptly as might be desired. We find ourselves a lit-

tle behind on orders for home-bred untested stock. We are send-

ing out southern bred and the higher grades of home-bred practic-

ally by return mail and expect that, by the time this issue reaches

our readers, the situation will be somewhat relieved if the pres-

ent pleasant weather continues. Within ten days or two weeks
we expect to have ample stock to supply large orders by return

mail. If you are in urgent need of your queens, and will so speci-

fy when sending in the order, we will do the best we can to get

it off promptly, and at any rate will make the delays just as few
and short as possible.

HEBSWAX W.\NTEI).

If any have beeswax to furnish, you will do well to ship it at

once. As we are near the end of the active season the price is

likely to be marked down before the end of this month. We
are already assured of a sufficient supply to see us through unless

we have an unusually heavy demand for the next few weeks.
During the past two months we have used over 60,000 pounds of

beeswax, and. In the same period, have imported nearly half

that amonnt.

FROMI'T SHIPMENT OF ORDERS.

For the past two months we have been very hard pressed in

our endeavors to maintain our reputation for promptness. We
have shipped more goods in these two months than we ever did

in the same time before by a large margin. We put out during

.April twenty six carloads, one for each working day, averaging
over 3<<,000 pounds each, besides local shipments to the extent of

over 170,000 pounds in addition, not counting what was shipped
by express. As we write, the month of May is not completed, so

we can not give the record; but it will be equally good, for

there has not been a working day so far this month that has not

had a car loaded and shipped. We have been from two to three

weeks behind on orders ; but as we go to press we are catching
up very fast; and by the time this number reaches our readers we
should be in position to ship most giods promptly. Our surplus

stock of sections, frames, and many other goods has been largely

used up. We have been short on B grade in 4Kxl"s,and Danz.,
but in all o^her sizes we have a surplus. For the next few weeks
we may find it hard to make sections as fast as they are ordered,
though we make about 100,000 a day. We should like to reduce

our stock of No. 2 or B grade, in the following sizes:

4^ x4K X l54, plain or 2 beeway.
4^ X 4}i X Ifs, plain or 2 beewa
4^ xi^ X 7 to foot and ih 2 beeway.
3^8 X 5 X 1 'i plain.

Any who use these sizes and are satisfied with B grade can be
supplied promptly.

SECONU-HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.

We have recently added to our stock quite a number of desir-

able second-hand foundation-machines. The complete list on
hand at present is as follows. To any one interested we shall

be pleased to mail a sample of foundation made on any particu-

lar machine yoa may select in the lot.

No. 079.

—

2'A X 6 hex. thin-super mill in extra good condition.

Price $12.00.

No. 086.—2J4 X 6 hex. extia-tbin-super mill in very good con-
dition. Price $15.00.

No. 099.

—

2l4 x6 hex. thin super mill in fair condition. Price

$9.00.

No. 0107.—2}4 x6 hex. extra-thin-super mill in fair condition.

Price $9.00.

No. 0114.—2^x6 hex. thin-super mill in good condition.

Price $11.00.

No. 0115.—2/4 X 6 hex. thin-soper mill in fairly good condi-

tion. Price $11.00.

No. 09X.—2^2 X 14 hex. medium-brood mill in fair condition.

Price $15.00.

No. 0109.—2^ X 10 hex. light-brood mill in fine condition.

Price $15.00.

No. 0110.

—

2'A X 10 hex. light-brood mill in good condition.

Price $15.00.

No. 0111.—2^ X 10 hex. medium-brood mill in good condi-

tion Price $14.00.

No. 0112.—2 X 10 roand-cell medium-brood mill in good con-

dition. Price $14 00.

No. 0113.—2\ 10 ronnd-ceil mediam-brood mill in good con-

dition. Price $12.00.

NEW PRICES ON SWKET-CLOVER SEED.

This has some valuable traits, as standing frost and drouth, and
in some localities it is the main honey-plant. About 6 or 8 lbs. of

the hulled seed, or 12 to 15 lbs. with the hulls on, are needed for

an acre. It will grow on almost any barren hillside, but it is

never a bad weed to exterminate. If it is mown down to pre-

vent seeding, the roots will soon die out. Sow in spring or fall.

In many parts of the country, sweet clover is now the main
honey-plant, and the quality of the honey is equal, in the opin-

ion of many, to any in the world. The plant lives through the

dry summers in Utah. It succeeds well in the South. See
" leaflet " about sweet clover, sent free on application.

We have on hand a good stock of choice white-clover seed,

both white and yellow. Of the yellow we have both hulled and
unhulled seed, and of the white we have at present a good supply

here and in Chicago. It is usually difficult to supply the entire

demand for unhulled white and yellow, and we suggest immedi-
ate orders to be sure of getting from our present stock. Prices are:

In lots ... 1 lb. 10 lbs. 25 lbs. 100 lbs.

Unhulled white, per lb. .14 .13 .12

Unhulled yellow, per lb. .16 .14 .13

Hulled yellow, per lb .20 .18 .17

These prices are all subject to market changes.
If wanted by mail, 10 cts. extra for packing and postage.

.11

.12

.16

ODD LOTS OF SECTIONS.

We have accumulated a few odd lots in special-sized sections

which some of our readers may have a place for. We give the
list of sizes, with the price for the lot, as follows:

1000 four-piece Dovetailed, 4^x4}4xlig, closed top, $5.00 for

the lot.

3000 one-piece 454x4^x1 K, No. 1, $5.20 per 1000.

1500 one-piece 4^x4^x1%, No. 2, $4.70 per 1000.

500 one-piece 55^x6x2, open top and bottom, No. 1, $3.00.

800 one-piece 554x6x1%, open top and bottom. No. 1, $4.00

for the lot.

800 one-piece 5Kx6xlK, open top and bottom. No. 2, $3.50

for the lot.

500 one-piece 35^x5x1%, open top and bottom. No. 1, $2.50

for the lot.

The first-mentioned lot is i\. inch shorter on the bottom than
on the top, and is especially adapted for use on T tins.

We have at Svraccse, N. Y., 5000 four-piece dovetailed sec-

tions, 4^x4^x1 /4, two-beeway, which we offer at $4.00 per

1000; $18 00 for the lot; 2000 four-piece dovetailed sections, 4^
x4lix2, two-beeway, at $5.00 per 1000; $9.00 for the lot.

JAPANESE liUCKWHEAT SEED.

The time is near at hand for sowing buckwheat which is not

only good for honey but for the grain as well. We have already

put out three acres, which we will plow under in July, and sow
again for seed. We hope to get in this way two crops of honey,

and one of grain for seed. We have on band a good stock of

Japanese which we offer by mail at 15 cts. per lb., postpaid. By
freight or express, not prepaid, bags included, 45 cts. per peck;

80 cts. per half- bushel; $1.50 per bushel; $2.50 per bag of two
bushels.

For those who prefer the silverhull variety we can supply it in

not less than two-bushel lots at $2.75 per bag of two bushels, di-

rect from the produ,;er in Luna, III. Do not order silverhull in

small lots or for shipment from Medina, as we can not furnish it

except as stated.
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It Excels
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on whose name it is. It depends upon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the goods the name represents. It is NOT the name that makes DADANT'S KOUN-
UATfON so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Coods. Thai's what backs
up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful experience in foundation-msking.

EVERY INCH of DADANT'S FOUNDATION is equal to the best inch we can make. Do not

fail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the
dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is the PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our method of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This method leaves every essential in the pure beeswax, and our foundation does not have the

odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why several large honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other

makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Do not sell your beeswax until you get our quotations. We have received, up to April 1, over

80,000 pounds of beeswax for our 1909 trade. We will need over 80,000 pounds more before January
1, 1910. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois
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For Quick Delivery
and LOW FREIGHT send your

orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to . .

The A. I. Root Company, 42-60 Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
We are now fully moved, located, and well stocked with a FULL LINE

of supplies. We have the best shipping facilities, and with plenty of help

we promise to get goods to you promptly. There are nnly two reasons

whywe might fail; viz., the neglect of some transportation company to give

its usual good service, and our inability to turn out stock fast enough to

care for your orders. We are promised a large carload from onr factory

pvery TEN days, so you see we expect to take good care of your orders.

If you haven't our new catalog let us send you one.

Remember our new location, four blocks noith of our former place.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
42-60 Institute Place R. W. Boyden, Resident Manager. Jeffrey Building

Take Elevator to Sixth Floor. Telephone 14«4 North.



FALCON QUEENS
WE HAVE in charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin, who has had

wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-breeder

in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,

for several jeasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft Apiaries in Tennessee

since that time. His queens have become famous, and it is with pleasure we offer his

services to our customers in the management of this department.

Our ";Falccn " Queens are unexcelled in honey-gaihering qualities; they winter

well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much of

the stock sent out by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture which other breeders are using.

Get our Improved " Falcon " Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens

Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carniolans

BEFORE JULY I AFTER JULY I

Untested ^ One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00 One, $ .75; six, $4.25; 12, $ 8.00

Select Untested " 1.25 " 6.75 " 12.75 "" 100 " 5.50 " 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions forjntroducing are to be found on reverse side of the cage-cover'

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Sections and . . .

. . . . Foundation
Send us your RUSH orders for Sections and Founda-

tion—" FALCON " BRAND—the finest made.

Have you seen the Dewey Foundation-fastener? It is

the most rapid machine on the maricet. Send for circular,

or, better still, $1.50 and receive one by mail, postpaid.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.



Here Is Proof Absolute

The buildings of the Lehr Agricultural Company, Fremont, Ohio, were
among the first buildings, anywhere, to be roofed with a ready roofing.

They were roofed with Ruberoid—the first ready roofing ever invented.

That was seventeen years ago. This is the longest test ever given a ready-

to-lay roofing. There is no theory, no uncertainty, in such a test as this.

And today, this roof, put on in 1892, looks good for many years more.

Don't expect any ordinary roofing to stand
snch a test as this.

jMany roofings look like Ruberoid. Don't let

that fact decei\'e yon.

No other maker can use Rtiberoid gnm—and
it is the i:se of this flexilile gnni which makes
Ruberoid waterproof— sun proof— cold proof
—weather proof—resisting acids, gases and
fumes.

It is the exclusive use of Ruberoid gum that
makes Ruberoid roofing so good a fire resistant

that if you drop live coals on the roof it will

not take fire.

A One-Piece Roofing
Ruberoid roofing is sold b)' dealers every-

where. In each roll is Ruberine cement for
joining the seams and laps.

A roof of Ruberoid is

\>x?i.c\.\z7C(\y one piece, fiex-

iljle, durable, attractive.

It also comes in attract-

ive colors—Red, (rreen,

Brown— suitable for the
finest homes.
These color roofings are

made under our exclus-
ively owned U. S. and
foreign patents. The
colors do not wear off

RUBEROID
(KKGISTKKKL) l.V U. S. PATENT OKKICK)

Be sure to look for this registered trademark which
is stamped every four feet on the imdey side of all

genuine Ruberoid. This is your protection against
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Ruberoid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell you the name of your
Ruberoid dealer when vou send for our free book.

or fade, because they are part of the roofing.

Yovi can lay a Rtiberoid roof yourself. Every-
thing yoti need comes with the roll.

t )r, if you have it laid, the cost of laying is

the lowest of any roofing—of any kind.

Don't decide on any roofing for any ptirpose

until you have read our free book.

Get This Free Book
This book tells all that we know abotit various

roofings—all that we have learned in twenty
years of experiment about tin, tar, iron, shingle

and other roofings.

It gives yoti a good idea of the advantages
and tlie disadvantages of each. It tells the first

cost, the tipkeep cost—how long each kind of

roof will last—what repairs will probably be
needed.

The book is fair, frank
and impartial. It is a

gold-mine of roofing in-

formation. Becatise it

tells about Rtiberoid roof-

ing, too, we do not charge
for it—we send it free.

To get this free book,
address Department .34C

The Standard Paint
Company, 100 William
Street, New York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
New York, Chicago, Kansas City, Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Memphis, Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamburg
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AN ENTIRELY NEW SPECIAL OFFER

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE
. . AND THE . . .

STANDARD DOMESTIC SCIENCE

COOK-BOOK.

The A. i. Root Co., Medina, Ohio

The book is just what its name implies. It treats of the science

and art of houselceeping, and gives many practical suggestions.

It Contains 1500 Tried Recipes, 33 Departments,
and 140 Illustrations.

Ida Lewis Mason, special teacher of sewing in the Chicago schools, edits the

department of domestic economy relating to the judicious expenditure of money,
sewing, laundry, and the management of the modern kitchen. What is said of

the fireless cook-stove makes its service clear, and the dictionary of French terms

will be appreciated by American cooks.

The Chicago Even'mg Post says of the book: "The literature of the household
has received a valuable addition to its practical books in the shape of the Standard

Domestic Science Cook-Book. The title, 'cook-book,' fails to explain the ex-

tensive information which the volume contains."

The Interior comments on it as follows: "One would think that the ingenuity

of cook-book makers had long since been exhausted; but the Domestic Science

Cook-Book wins the prize for originality."

Here is something that will be of benefit to the whole
household, and will make a nice present for any woman
member of your family. All its hints and suggestions are

practical, and the book is bound in washable white oil-

cloth. There is a certain fascination about a cook-book,

and no woman can have too many. Even though you may
have one which you consider good, we are sure you will

find in this new book many helpful suggestions and new
recipes.

By purchasing a large quantity of these books we are

able to get them at a low price fr(»m the publishers, and
can make a rate of only $L50 for a year's subscription to

Gleanings in Bef. Culture and the Standard
Domestic Science Cook-book. The book alone is

usually sold for .$2.50. Send in your order now and get

one before the supply is exhausted. You may have the

book sent to your own address and the subscription entered

for some friend if your own subscription is already paid in

advance. Send to-day !

SOME OF THE DEPARTM'TS
AND

SPECIAL FEATURES

1. Soups, Stocks

2. Fish, Cheese Striws
3. Shell-fish and Oysters

4. Meats, Fresh and Salt

5. Poultry, Stuffings

6. Game, How to Serve

7. Sauces, Gravies
8. Salads, Dressings
9. Vegetables, Greens

10. Entrees, Side Dishes
11. Desserts. Pudding Sauces
12. Cereals, Beakfast Foods
13. Eggs, Cmc'ettes
14. Bread, Yeast
15. Cakes, Fillings

Ih. Pastry and Pies

17. Fried Cakes, Cookies, etc.

IS. Pickles and Preserves

l"*. Miscellaneous Dishes
20. Artistic Cooking
21. Sick-room Recipes
22. Household Drinks, Cordials

23. Candy, Candied Fruits

24. Chafing-dish, Dainty Dishes
25. Brides' Department
26. Fruits, Nuts
27. Menus for All Occasions
2S. Marketing, How to Buy
2<i. Why and How Hints
30. Seasoning and Flavoring
31. Practical Carving.
32. Domestic Economy
33. The Modern Home.
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New Goods
for 1909

Good News for the Southwestern Bee-keeper

The strenuous season of 1908 left our stock of bee-supplies in a depleted

condition. We have now replenished our stock with large shipments of the

finest bee-goods ever seen in the Southwest. These are

Root's Goods Exclusively

We have not dared to experiment with any other line of bee-supplies; and
from the looks of our new goods we shall never need to. They are " as fine

as silk." We should be glad if our customers would come and see them.

You will be pleased with the best ever. Come along and enjoy a day in San

Antonio, picking out what you want while your wife goes shopping. Seeing is

believing, and we would far rather hear you puff our goods than do it ourselves.

But we honestly believe we have not only the largest line of bee-supplies in

Texas, but also, by far, the best in quality.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey.
500 12 4 3 and 2 in. glass, at $13.50 per 100 350 6X 3 2 and 3 in. glass, $8.25 per 100

350 10 4 2-in. " at $12.50 per 100 550 7}4 4 3-in. " $8.50 per 100

200 12 2 2-in. " at $8.50 per 100 250 7}i 3 3-in. " $8 50 per 100

200 16 2 2-in. " at $9 25 per 100 300 9X 4 3-in. '* $11 50 per 100

250 8 3 2-in. " at $8 50 per 100 50 9^ 3 3-in. " $11.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots of 50 or

multiples thereof, as they are put up in packages of 50.

Beeswax Wanted.
We are in fine shape to use large supplies of beeswax. Bee-keepers in Texas, Mex-

ico, New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, and Louisiana should bear this in mind. In our
foundation department we have a force of expert workmen who thoroughly understand
their work. In working the beeswax they are careful to retain fhe original fragrant odor
of the hive. It takes skill and care to do this, but we do it. If you desire your beeswax
worked up in this way send it here. We buy wax outright for cash, and we also do con-
siderable trading for bee-supplies.

Reliable Agents Wanted Everywhere.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St.

Write to us

your wants.
San Antonio, Texas Catalog

free.
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

ig" by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Cincinnati.— The comb-honey market for fancy
goods is bare, and there is little demand, as the season
is over. Some new crops have arrived, and sold at 14.

Amber in barrels, for which the demand is good, sells
at 6K to 6h; white clover, TV?.. Beeswax is slow at
$33.00 per 100 lbs. C. H. W. WEBER & Co.,
June 6. Cincinnati.

Chicago.—There is absolutely nothintr new to report
in the comb-honey situation, except that stock is mov-
ing out very slowly, and only in small quantities,
while extracted has been moving more readily. We
quote fancy white comb honey at 12 to 13; No. 1 white,
11 to 12; No. 2 white and light amber, 10 to 11; medium
and dark amber, 8 to 9; white extracted, 7 to 8. Bees-
wax, bright pure, 28 to 30. S. T. FiSH & Co.,
June 7. Chicago.

Buffalo.—Our honey market is nearly at a stand-
still. There is a little demand for nice clear white
comb. Stock is small here, especially white comb.
We quote No. 1 to fancy white comb, 12 to 13; No. 2
white comb, 9 to 10; dark comb, 8 to 10; white extract-
ed, 7 to 8; dark extracted, 6 to 7; tumblers, 80 to 90 cts.
per dozen. Beeswax, 28 to 30. W. C. TOWNSEND,
June 5. Buffalo.

Kansas City.—The market is unchanged; demand is
not as good as we should like to see it on both extract-
ed and comb. We are expecting the market to clean
up on comb with the exception of what is granulated.
We quote No. 1 white comb, 24 sections. S2.50 per case;
No. 2 white and amber, 24 sections, $2.00 to $2.25 per
case; extracted white, per lb., 6 to 65=; extracted am-
ber, 5 to 6. Beeswax, 25 to 28 cts. per lb.

C. C. Clemons Produce Co.,
June 7. Kansas City. -

New York.—We have nothing new to report as to
the situation on comb honey. There is some demand
for fancy and No. 1 white, and these grades we are
gradually working off, and do not expect to carry any
over. Off grades, however, are not wanted, and are
almost unsalable at any price, hence we can not en-
courage shipments of dark or low grades. Extracted
honey is in fair demand, with sufficient supply. We
quote California white, 8 to S'A; light amber, 7 to 7^^;
amber, 6 to 6^2; new-crop of Southern, 60 to 75 cts. per
gallon. Beeswax is firm.'and steady at 30 cts. per lb. •

;

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN,
June 7. New York.

Chicago.—The market is still dull. Few sales of
comb honey are being made, with best grades ranging
from 11 to 12—the off grades from 1 to 3 cts. less; occa-
sional sales of small quantities at 125^2 to 13 for fancy;
extracted white, 7 to 8—the latter price being for bass-
wood; ambers, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 30.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
June 6. Chicago.

Indianapolis.—This market is practically bare of
comb honey. Some high-grade extracted is being of-

fered by jobbers at 9 cts. New honey is being offered
from the South, but as yet new prices are not estab-
lished. Bee-keepers are getting 29 cts. cash for their
wax, or 31 in exchange for merchandise.

Walter S. Pouder,
June 2. Indianapolis.

.

Cincinnati.—For strictly fancy and No. 1 white-clo-
ver comb honey we get 1254 to 1454 by the single case
from the store. It would be a good idea for parties
having the new crop to rush it on in order to get the
best possible price this season. The demand for ex-
tracted honey is not very good, and prices seem to be
topheavy. We are selling amber honey by the barrel
from 6 to 7 cents, according to quality and quantity:
white-clover extracted honey, 854 in crates of two 60-

Ib. cans. Choice yellow beeswax, 29 cents cash deliv-
ered here; 31 in trade. THE Fred W. Muth Co.,
June 8. Cincinnati.

St. Louis.—Since ours of May 26 this market has
been cleaned up of old extracted honey; and as the re-

ceipts of new honey are small it created a demand for
the article. The market for comb honey, however,
has not improved. We quote fancy white comb hon-
ey 12 to 1254; choice amber, 10 to 1154; dark or granu-
lated, nominal at 7 to 9; broken or leaking honey sells

at much less. Extracted honey is firm. Amber, in
five-gallon cans, brings 654; in barrels, 552 to 6. Bees-
wax is worth 30 for choice pure; impure and inferior,

less. R. Hartmann Produce Co.,
June 7. St. Louis.

Denver.—Local trade on both comb and extracted
honey has of late been fairly good for this time of the
year; but as stocks on this market are heavy, prices
have been lowered in order to clean up. We quote
No. 1 white comb, per case of 24 sections, $3.00; No. 1

light amber, $2.75; No. 2, $2.50; no demand for candied
comb; best white'extracted, 8'3 to 9; light amber, 754

to^S'.i. We pay 26lcts. for clean yellow beeswax deliv-
ered here.
,^~ SiThe Colorado Honey-producers' Asso'n,

- June 5. Frank Rauchfuss, Mgr., Denver.

Liverpool.—The honey market keeps steady with a
fair amount of supplies. We quote Chilian, $4.80 to
§9.50 per 100 lbs.; Peruvian, $3.85 to $4.80 per 100 lbs.;

California, $9.10 to $9.85; Jamaican, $6.70 to $7.90 per
100 lbs.; Haitien, $6.40 to $10.00 per 100 lbs. Beeswax is

firm. Sales of African are made at $31.40 to $34.40, and
Peruvian at $40.00 to $41.00 per 100 lbs. Nominal waxes
of other kinds are as follows: African, $30.00 to $.34.35

per 100 lbs.; American, $;a.60 to $37.20; West Indian,
$32.40 to $36.00;'Chilian, $33.60 to $40.80.

Taylor & Co.,
May 25. Liverpool.

ade for Business
That's why the 3Iuth Spofiiil Dovetailed Hive.s are so popular. They are made with a
Warp-proof Cover, AVarp-proof Bottom-hoard, and a honey-board into which you may
place a Porter bee-escape, so that you can Harvest your Honey without a Stin^. You see
the honey-board, with Porter bee-escape, is placed beneath the super, and is allowed to re-

main there over night, so that all bees will go from the super into the loAcr story, and can not
return. These hives are sold at the same price as the regular styles of Dovetailed hives. Also
have a Complete Line of Bee-supplies. Catalog will be mailed you free, upon request.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET the busy bee-men CINCINNATI, OHIO
Send for one of our celebrated MUTH IDEAL BEE-VEILS, 7Sc each postpaid. It's the int veil made—bee-keepers say so.
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'^

Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

I market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purch««in)f Departoneat

Washlngrton Bvd. & Morffsa St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maritet for WAX
at highest maricet prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-?67 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

HOW TO KEEP BEES
i«i By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK nan

npHTS is an excellent book for the beginner.

Nothing better. We cordially recom-
mend it to all who are learning bee-keeping
by their own effort. Having commenced
bee-keeping three times, the talented author
is in a position to furnish the right kind
of advice. You can not go wrong in order-

ing this book. It is charmingly written and
easily understood. Price $1.10 postpaid by

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, IViEDINA, OHIO

Please
Rush My Order

WE CAN

As we have several carloads of Hives,
Sections, Foundation, and all other
bee-supplies GIVE US A TRIAL.
Shipments are made the same day
the order is received

We can suppV RED-CLOVER and
GOLDEN - YELLOW QUEENS. .

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

OHiceand salesroom 2146-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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BEES FOR SALE
1 have 100 colonies o( bees here at Flint, and there are reasons

why I prefer lo beijin the season with a smaller number.
At some ol our Northern Michigin Apiaries ihe fire last fall

totally destroyed the pasturaE?.
For these reasons I wish to sell some bees. They are mostly

in ten-frame Langslroth hives, although a few are in eight-frame
hives. Ihe hives are all new, made of soft white pine, and
painted with two coats of white paint. Nearly all of the combs
are built from wired foundation. The bees are all pure Italians,

and mostly of the Superior stock, or Moore strain. Every thing
if strictly fiist cla^s—could not be belter.

Prices for ten-frame colonies are as follows: Less than five

colonies, $7.00 per colony; five colonies or more, but less than
ten, $6.50 per colony; ten or more colonies, $6.00 each.

Eight-frame colonies: Less than five, $6.00 each; five colonies
or more, but less than ten, $5.50 each; ten or more colonies,

$5.00 each. This is the first time 1 have made any lower prices

on large orders.

The bees will be shipped by express in May, about fruit-

blooming time, and safe aitival in perfect condition guaranteed.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

FREE 10 Beautiful Flower

Post
C&rds

H"ERE are shown five of our

new Flower Cards. They
are more handsome than all you

have yet seen. The background

is a brilliant solid gold. The flowers

are printed in the .lOSt benutiful and

natural colors. There are Rose*, Pansies,

Violets, Lillies, etc., all simply grand— look

like real living boquets. The roses and pan-

sies especially are as beautiful as actual

— flowers. Each card bears a famous quotation.

Yon just love these cards as soon as you see them. Nothing cheap or small—they're very costly. We will send the

full set of ten FREE. For postage and for a sample copy ol Farm & Stock we ask three 2-cent stamps. 1 his is

the World's Best Corn Journal and we want you to see it. Farm & Stock is the handsomest and greatest tarm maga-

zine for the corn belt farm home. We offer these fine cards just for your trouble in sending in your name tor a copy

It is beautifully printed and always full of good reading. You will be delighted with the Grand Old Lorn j(Xirnai

We will also offer you 50 or 100 more new post cards, just out. Sind the three itampi and your name TONH^ui ture

The FARM C$ STOCK CO., Box 700, St. Joseph. Mo.

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
rH.\KI.KS J. WILLIAMSON,

cond Nat'l Hank Hldp., Washinoto.v. D.

Patont Practice In Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

MILLER AUTOMATIC DECAPPERS

The only machines for decapping
honey-combs.

For all frames and sections. $.5 to $35

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

EVERY BEE -KEEPER
neeil.s "The Iiuii>perisal)Ie Tool." Tt-ri tools in one.
A combination hammer, screw-driver, can-opener,
tack-puller, pan-lifter, bottle-opener, tras-plier, fish-

sealer, meat-tenderer, ice-chipper. Handiest article
ever invented. Sample bv mail. :{0 cents. AGFNTS
WANTED. A. FAY & CO., Tower. Minn.

"Rush!
Send goods first train."

No supply man can send EVERY order
by first train in the midst of the busy
season, but

"Peirce Service

—

Root Quality"
means best goods most promptly all the

year round.

Here's a case in point:

Warren, Ohio, June 4.

Edmund W. Peircc:
Goods just received. Many thanks for prompt-

ness. It does one good to tjet the attention you
uive. I shall know where to order my supplies
in the'future. W. W. L.\THROP.

Edmund W. Peirce,
Zanesville, Ohio
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WITH A KULL LINE OK

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S make, hence

there is notliing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

eo© s Houso
Everything for Bees

We manufacture the latest ap-

proved supplies and sell direct
]

at factory prices. We're old-

time bee people in abee country.

We know your needs. Early
|

order ditcoonti. Send for cat-

aloe. Don't buy till it comes.
LBAHV MANUFACTURINq CO.
10 Talmage St., Ul^^f^rlnevllle, Mo.

160« South 13th St.. Omaha. Neb.
Also E. T. Flanaean & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. III.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,

worry, and money by

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ orderinj!

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in tact, every thing yoo need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friond St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarlcel MH'^-l Mass.

EXTRACTING MADE EASY
by using

MILLER AUTOMATIC DECAPPERS
$5 to $35. CataJog free.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

*""' ''

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
The pamphlets and booklets listed below

are of more than ordinary interest:

I I

My First Season's Experience with
'—

' the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outlook, of New York. A ten-pige leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writtr.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never

before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their bloss.jming fruit. f'>ee

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A 14-p.nge booklet

giving initruitions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, whi. h is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees, a 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Gleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page

illustrated semi-monthly magizine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your

signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.i

Please send me the items checked abo-t'e;

I inclose S to coi'er the cost.

Nan

Strut Addreii or R. F. D

To-wn

G.B.C. (i-1.5 Statt.
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NEW ENCLAiyD
BEE-KEEPERS

We are

headquarters for

Bee-supplies.
We now have a most complete
stock of New Goods on hand
ready for shipment, and can
supply your vran's for regu'ar

goods promptly. ...
Order your hives and supers

at once, and have them on
hand when your bees are

ready for theti

We are booking orders for

Bees and Queens.

Price list fiee.

WWCARY«(SON
LYONSVILLE, MASS.

^ For ^
25 Years

I have supplied Southern Beekeepers

with

SUPPLIES
and have given satisfaction.

Root's Goods Exclusively.

Prompt and accurate service.

Catalog mailed free.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA, ALABAMA

RUSH ORDERS
We have a large

stock to draw from

to handle your rush

orders for hives, sec-

tions, etc.—and they

are all Root Quality.

We have the best shipping-point

in Michigan to get the goods to

you quick. Our catalog for the

asking. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Opposite Lake Shore Depot.

Bee Supplies
Our new stock has arrived; all orders

are shipped promptly.

Do you know, Mr. Bee Man, that

our business increases each year from

25 to 50 per cent.?

Why.'' Because we are saving our

customers money in freight.

^Vhy not allow us to save for you.?

Send us your orders and try us.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Honey in cans or barrels, also beeswax,
wanted in exchange for supplies. Write us

v^hat you have to offer, and let us tell you
what we can do.

No cartage on Honey or Beeswax in or

Supplies out.

Free catalogfor the asking.

The Griggs Bros. Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
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THEY ARE HERE.

Th« Best and Largost Stock of Root's Goods
Ever in Wostorn Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

J-s bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with

the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time

and I want to serve yo
yours.

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.

Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

ROOT S GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $L00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

V >

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED

IS THE BEST.

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combinas hot and cold blast deflect-

ine pan of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-
ed. The Double-walled case, i% inches in diameter, has

asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers
sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price $1.00; two, SI.60; mall, 25c each extra.
DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help you find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

I. J. STRINGHAM
105 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers use.

1909 catalog ready. Liberal discount on early orders.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. I.

Swartiimore's PKomREErooLDENs Swarthmore's
tnjarw Banats, Caucasians,

Carniolans Apiary

Swarthmore,Pa pedigreed goldens Swarthmore.Pa.

i This Coupon Worth35 cents j

CQ

I

(AVto Subacribert Only)

yame

Pottofflee ,

Stair

If not now a subscriber and you want one of the
most helpful aids to successful bee-culture—a paper
that tells how to make your bees pay—you snoald
subscribe for the

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
A 32-paee illustrated 75-cent monthly. It tells all
about the best way to manage bees to produce the
mo.'it honey; with market quotations, etc. A dozen
(liflerent departments—one for women bee-keepers.
Best writers.

It Will Increase Your Honey-Hloney
If yon will send us your name and address with 40

cents (stamps or coin) together with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of our Journal
for 12 months. Order now and let us begin with this month's fine number. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson, Cliicago, Illinois

CO

ft —•-

I
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

It will be remembered that, in the June 1st issue, we had something- to say

in this department regarding the manner in which advertisers handle inquiries,

etc. Our remarks were called forth by a letter from one of our valued sub-

scribers, and we are now in receipt of another letter from him which we give

below:

Mr. Advertising Dept:—I don't just like your advertising talk in the June 1st

issue. Perhaps it's none of my business, and you wish I'd keep out of it;

but I 11 venture just a little more, and then 111 "shut up." I do not think you
hit the nail exactly. Then you seem to infer that I am contesting some points
which I plainly conceded or supposed I did. Now with your permission (or

without it I I am going to criticise your talk in order.

First section, middle of second paragraph: Did I not concede this?

Second section, second paragraph: I did not say any thing about mere" cat-

alog inquiries."
Third section: "I knowed all that afore," having been to the Gle.\nings

school for over 25 years, and having a little grain of common sense. I must
confess there are many, though, to whom these remarks apply.

Fourth section: "'Don't ask impossibilities." Here's a "stumper." May
be I did. I thought of ifat the time, but I thought they could say so.

Mr. Kibbe goes on to state that he wrote to one of our largest advertisers,

asking some special information regarding the line they handle. He got a lot

of printed matter setting forth the value of their line— something of which he

was well aware—but not a scrap of information along the line he wanted.

Mr. Kibbe continues:

You say, "Make one more trial." I did write, telling them they did not
answ-er my question, and asked if the omission was intentional; and, though
several weeks have passed, I have received no reply. I do not think I inserted
any choleric acid either.

The other inquiry I referred to v/as for an estimate on a shipment of lumber,
freight prepaid. Of course, I have no personal grievance against the companies
when they pay out six cents postage to my one; and only the hope of doing
good to others as well as myself prompted me to write as I did.

I hardly know why I am writing this. Most people would say, "Better let

it go, as you will only waste your time and pay out a little postage, and never
do yourself any good." But even if it won't feed and clothe the "bairns" I

hope it will do somebody some good.
I fear that you "smoothed it over" too much for the advertiser to have it

take effect. Perhaps you were afraid you were "in the same condemnation."
Well, use this as you please, even if it's to start the fire under the big boil-

er. Emmet B. Kibbe.

It isn't our intention to be lenient with our advertisers at the expense of

subscribers, and we do not intend that this department shall "smooth " over
things for the advertiser at all. On the contrary we want to see both sides of

the question. Our position, however, enables us to see things from the adver-

tiser's point of view many times to better advantage than can the average read-

er, and it is our intention to give our subscribers the benefit in an effort to in-

crease confidence in general advertising and secure "fair play " all around.

In fact, the real purpose of this department is to create a better understanding
between advertiser and subscriber.
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

QUEEN-REARING IN 1909.

This season so fai- has been an unusually oood one for queen-breeders in

point of orders, but somewhat discouraging for the production of stock. A cool

backward spring has been pretty general all over tlie country, and southern
breeders have suffered almost as much as those further north. Bee-keepers
needing early stock have usually been able to get queens from the South, but
this season it has been impossible to get queens from any source until within
the past two weeks or so. One of the largest breeders in the South reported
that all the cells of his first batch were chilled and lost, and similar reports have
reached us from time to time from many of the large breeders who are usually

able to supply hundreds of queens during April and May. One of the largest

(jueen-breeders in the North wrote us a day or two ago that he was losing a

large per cent of his queens in mating. Such conditions are absolutely beyond
control, and yet it is exasperating to the bee-keeper and queen-breeder alike.

The warm days of the past week or ten days will probably relieve the situation

to a great extent, and we anticipate that breeders will soon be able to supply

queens by return mail as usual.

Now, while you may have waited for your queens until your patience is

very nearly exhausted, we suggest that you do not cancel your order with one
breeder in the hope of getting your stock more promptly from another source.

This is especially true if you have placed your order with an established breed-

er who is usually prompt in filling orders, and who, you have reason to believe,

is doing the best he can to get to your order. It may be that the breeder was
planning to mail your cjueens on the very day your cancellation is received; and
to place your order with some one else and take your turn would, perhaps, mean
a delay of a week or two. In most cases, if you need a queen or two to save a

colony you can get them by return mail by ordering tested stock. This costs a

little more, but the extra expenditure is warranted if one wants to save an es-

pecially fine colony.

To the breeders we want to say that, while we appreciate their difficulties,

we must urge that every effort be made to fill orders promptly at this season of

the year. It is useless to depend upon getting extra stock outside of your yard;

for with the scarcity of queens this means more delay; and it is better to return

the customers' remittance at once with a frank statement of your inability to fill

the order promptly than to accept the order if you do not have plans which vvill

enable you to fill the order within a reasonable time. Barring further disap-

pointments, we presume all breeders will be well caught up on orders by the

2.')th of this month.
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"H Goods are wanted Quick. Send to Pouder."

Established 1 889

A HIVE OFBEES FREE
By tha Baa Crank

This came to me by mail a few days ago,

unsigned, and I am anxious to learn the name
of my modest friend, as I want to send him
the be^t stand of Hoosier-Itah'an bees that I

have if he \\ill come to the front. The first

few lines run as follows

:

Your talk of May fifteenth reminds me
Of an experience I long ago had,

When I liought some goods said to be cheaper,

But the deal nigh put me to the bad.

In one way it proved a real blessing,

For ever since then I've been shrewder

—

And when needing goods in a hurry
1 send in an order to Pouder.

There are three more verses, but these

two remind me, by contrast, of the lines by

Elbert Hubbard— *"A failure is a man who
has blundered but is not able to cash-in his

experience " Well, old pard, whoever you

are, I am glad that you cashed in all right.

This is just another instance of a man mak-
ing mistakes stepping-stones to success, and

I publish it in the hope that it may induce

some others to come in out of the wet.

Knowing that success in bee-keeping requires that you get

just what you need just when you need it, I feel that I am
doing any bee-man a favrr when I recommend Root's goods at

Root's prices with Pouder service. My location at the center

of population of the United States, and in the greatest inland

r-iilroad center in the world, enables me to get your order

quick, and to shoot the goods back to you quick. I have elimi-

nated another big cause of delay by keeping my new ware-

house bulging out with every thing needed for successful bee-

keeping. My catalog will remind you of something that you

intended to get. Let me send it to you

I can use your beeswax at 29 cents cash, or 31 cents in

exchange for supplies. Make small shipments by express;

large ones by freight.

Root's

Goods i

at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amazioE offer—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at 17 <int! J day—is open to everybody, everywhere.

it's our new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver

Typewriters on little easy payments. The abandonment of /onf-

hand in favor of clean, legible, beautiful lytiwritine it the next

great step in human progress.

Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of frn and ink is largely restricted to the writing of lisnatuni.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.
The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for univtrsal tyfrwriting,

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to

take the initiative in bringing

about the universal use of type-

writers. It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

TTjc. ^

TypeWri-ter
THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER

This "J7-Cenis-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

to turn as to rtni. It places the machine within easy reach of

every htme—every individual. A man's "cigar money"—

a

woman's " pin money "—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now afford to own Olivers. By
utilizing spare moments for practice they may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their

fennies.

You can buy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
you save 17 centi a day and pay monthly.

And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to earn

mtniy it iniih faying /tr the machine.

Advantages Service Possibilities

The Oliver it the most high- The Oliver Typewriter turns

ly perfected typewriter on the out more work—of better qual-

' centmarket—hence ia /oo fi

eficiency.

Among it« icoret of conven-

iences ate:

—tha Balano* Shift
—<h* Ruling Davie*
—the Doubl* R»l*a«*
— the Locomotive Base
—the Automatic Spacer
—the Automatic Tabulator
—the Disappearing Indicator
—the Adiustable Paper Fin-

gers
-the SclentKIc Condensed

Keyboard

Can you spand 1 7 Cents a day to bettor advantago
than In the purchase of this wonderful machine ?

write for Special Easy-payment Proposition or tee the nearett

Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
oil Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

ity and greater variety—than

any other writing machine.
Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of iu towering
supremacy in
—Correspondence
—Card Index Work
—Tabulated Reports
— Follow-up Systems
-Manifolding Service
— Addressing Envelopes
— Worlting on Ruled Forms
—Cutting Mimeograph Sten-

Make Money
Growing Fruit
The scientific growinK of fruit offers to-

day the fintst opening in the entire line of

farming operations to one who wants to

get ahead in the world financially, and at
the same time build a home and have sur-
rcjundings which will maKe life worth the
living. The growing of fruit has now be-
come a science and success will surely
crown the efforts of one who enters this

field, makes a careful study of the indus-
try and follows teachings of many growers
who make big money on fruits.

ST «JOSCPH. MISSOURjI
is the leading magazine devoted to horti-
culture. It contains monthly as high as
eighty pages of up-to-date Illustrated mat-
ter, which places its readers in position to
earn maximum profits on rruit. In some
sections orchard land owned by Fruit-
Grower readers is sold as high as $4,000.00
I)er acre, and in many sections it is being
sold at one thousand to two thousand dol-
lars per acre. In no other branch of farm-
ing can land values be made so high. The
lands mentioned above are worth the
money, as they pay interest on the amount.

FREE LAND
INFORMATION

Among the many departments in the in-
terest of our readers is "The Fruit-Grower
Land and Colony Department." It Is our
aim to give complete, authentic informa-
tion in regard to lands in any section of
the country where our readers may con-
template purchasing. This advice will be
worth thousands of dollars to anyone who
figures on buying land for investment or
for a home. The editor of The Frult-Grower
has personally inspected many fruit-grow-
ing sections, and we are in position through
our subscribers to secure reliable data re-
garding any section on the continent.
For several years we have been trying tn

secure a fine tract of land to be colonized
by members of The Fruit-Grower Family.
Numerous tracts have been offered us. but
after sending experts to examine each tn

regard to soil, climatic conditions, etc..

they did not come up to our standard of
excellence. We will not use anything but
the very best possible location for this col-
ony, and we hope to secure the proper one
in a short time. If you are Interested in
purchasing land either for a home or for
investment, fill out blanks below and send
in with our special trial coupon.

Special Trial Coupon
THE FRUIT-GROWER, Box C16, St. Joseph, Mo.

Send your paper to nie three months on
trial, FItEE. After readini; three Humbert*,
I will either become a subHcriber or notify
.vou to stop the paper,

I am interested in land in states listed

below, marlied X.

Washington. . .Wyoming . . .Missouri

Oregon . . .Texas

.Montana . . .Idaho

.Colorado . . .New Mexlcc- .Utah

. Arkansas

Name

Town State.
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UNCLE SABVa ISA
TRUSTY MESSENGER

His excellent postal service brings

this bank to your door.

Here is a convenient and safe de-

pository for your savings or funds

of any kind.

And your money earns

Int. Compounded
(J Semi-annually

Our booklet, " Banking by Mail,"

which exvilains fully, senr free.

Rttsources $800,000
Established lf»*2

-ANK «C^MF»A N?ir -

MEDINA, OHIO

WHITEWASHING
and disinfecting wltb the new

"Kant-Klo^" Sprayer
gives twice the results with same
labor and fluid. Also for spraying
trees. Tines, vegetables. etc.

Booklet free. Address

Rochester Spray Pump Co.
32 East Av.. Rochester. N.Y.

J

WAGOiy SENSE
Don't break yourbaek and kill your
horses with a high wheel wagon.

|\ For comfort's sake get an

Electric Handy Wagon.
It will save TO" time and money. A
set of Elertric Steel Wheels will

make yonr old wagOn new at small

cost. Write for catalogue. It is free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.. Boi 95. QuiocY. HI,

Hardy Goldens. Positively I feel certain
they have no equal; will

winter well as far north as any other race. From Can-
ada to Mexico they are rapidly takintr the place of all

other races. At last you can keep pretty yellow bees
that are hardy, very L'entle, and, above all, .iust the

bees for snowy comb honey and plenty of it. Same
price the vear round. Untested, $1.00; tested, S2.00.

Chas. Oscar Fluharty, Rt. 2, New Martinsville, W. Va.

Westwood Red-clover Queens
A New York customer writes, " I have tried queens from

a good many breeders, bnl yours are far ahead of them all.
"

Nuclei and full colonies a specialty. Price listen application.

HENRY SHAFFER, 2860 Harrison Ave.,Sta.L.CInclnnatl,0.

FIX YOUR ROOF
Rl« Dar CniiarA —W« will guarantee to pnt
06 rer OqUdl e, any ©id leaky, wornont.
msty, tin. Iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof In
perfect condition, and keep It in perfect condltloa
lor 6o jper square per pear.

Ths F«rf*alll**fPr«s«rvar, Bftk*! sM,
Tfoitt-out roef* n««. S*tlit»etl«n rnuantMa
or money ir*fuadsd. Oiu 8r*a reafing booh
telle &li kbou« 41. Writ* tot I* todaf.

fetlariersoD Maaufacturino Co.. Oept. 24. Elyria. Olii»

xor no jp«r equa

Roof-Fix

SPHAV Y"""" Fruits. Crops,
* *»*^ * Poultry Houses, and
do whitewashing with The
AUTO-SPRAY. Factory Prii

and guaranteed to satisfy. Fitted with
Auto-Pop Nozzle does the work of three
ordinary sprayers. Used by Experiment
Stations and 3tKi 000 others n- ». make
many styles and 61 res Bp'^y^tig '*uide
Free. Write for doob, prtcss ani a.teney
Offer, The E. C. Brown Co,
20 Jay Street. Rochester, N Y.

$50 to $300 SAVED
vVe are manufacturers, not merchants. Save dealera.

jobbers and catalog bouse profit. I'll save you from

850 to $300 on my High Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you j^'^'//

lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for

similar engines in carload lots for spot cash, ^a^ Direct

GALLOWAY /^"/^i
Price and quality' speak for themselves j^'^J^ DaVs'

°
Free

and you are to be the sole judge. >^S-'^t,i1i «=i;sfar.
Sell your poorest horse and buy a JT-^/^ . „„„»„^_ il _ -.---» ^n A c^'J/ tion or money
B-H.-P. only$119.SO /c?^ back, write forspec-

' ial proposition. All

you pay me is for raw
material, labor and
ne small profit. Send for

/t" ^Ji^ /#^/^ >^ft\ 'ny bie BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway Co.

1686 Galloway Station
Waterloo, Iowa

THE"BEST"EIGHT
One burner will give as much light aa
ten ordinary oil lamps; six 16 candls

power electric bulbs— six 16 candl*
power gas Jets or 5 acetylene gaa
jeta. Oosts 2 cts. per weelc Pro-
duces a pure, white, steady, lafa

I

light. Over 200 styles. Every
' lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog.
THB BEST LIGHT CO.

306 £. 6tli 8t.« Canton* O.

15 Cents aRod
Fora22-lnch Hog Fence; 1 Be for
25-lnch; 19c for 31-lnch;2a l-2e
for 34-inch; 27e for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 87c. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.

Catalog tree. Write for it today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, INO.

GET .

YOURQUEENS
DIRECT FROM ITALY
MAY to SEPTEMBER.—Tested, $2.60; Champion Layfrs,

$4.00. Dead queens replaced if box is returned unopened. Dis-

count to dealers or for quantities. Beautiful unsolicited testi-

monials. Honest dealing. For further particulars write to

MALAN BROTHERS
Queen-breeders, . . Luserna, San Giovanni, Italy
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QUEENS
And nothing but Italians. An improved
superior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-
QUEEN -BREEDER raises. Stock is

Northern-bred and hardy. We winter

our five yards on summer stands with

practically no loss. Some of the largest

honey-producers of the west started with

our stock. Free circular and testimonials.

Prices of Queens Before July

Select qaeens
Tested queens
Select tested queens
Breeders

Golden five-band breeders

Two-comb nuclei, no queen
Three-comb nuclei, no queen
Full colonies on eight frames

25 00

35 00

Queens now go by Return Mail
Safe arrival and pure mating guaranteed. We
employ 400 to 500 swaims. Can furnish bees

on L. or Danz. frames Add price of whatever
queen is wanted to nuclei or colony. No order

too large, and none too small. Over twenty
years a queen-breeder. Address all orders to

Quirin - the - Queen - Breeder
Dellevue, Ohio

CHOICE QUEENS
Golden and Red-clover Ital-

ians and Gray Carniolans

Select untested, 1, 7.') C; 6, $4 00; 12, .$7.50

Tested, . . 1, $1.00; 6, 5 50; 12, $10 00
Select tested and breeders, . $2 to $4 each

Chas. Koeppen, - Fredericksburg, Va.

Queens of

Moore's Strain of Italians
Produce workers that fill the supers, and are not in-

clined to swarm. They have won a world-wide repu-
tation for honey-tratherinK, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-kee pers ' Re-
view. Flint, Mich., says, "As workers, I have never seen
them equaled. They seem possessed of a steady, quiet
determination that enables theni to lay up surplus
ahead of others. Easier bees to handle I have never
seen." My queens are all bred from my best lontr-

tontrued three-banded red-clover stock' no other race
bred in my apiaries', and the cells are built in strong
colonies well supplied with younc bees.
Prices: Untested queens. Jl.OO each; six, 85.00; do/.,

$9.00. Select untested, $1.2.5 each; six, $6.00; doz., $11.00.

Select tested, $2; extra select tested, $.3; breeders, $10.

Safe arrival and satisfaction truaranteed. Descriptive
circular free. Address
J. P. Moore, queen-breeder, Rt.l.Morgan.Ky.

GOLDEN - ADEL - QUEENS
Golden Italian and Leither-coloied Italian, Imported Carnio-

lan, and Caucasian queens. A fall line of bee-keei>ers'

supplies. Send for price list. Address

Chas. Mondens, 160 Newton Av. N., Minneapolis, Minn

XAI U I Msju^ is again ou hand with nis famousstockof" "^ ^« "''»^ bees and queens foi the season of 1909.

Fine well-btcd queens are his specialty; and in all the queens
mailed during the past 18 years there is nota displeased customer
that 1 know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from
every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washington, D. C, writes

that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over
100 in the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 tor $5.00. Breeding
queens, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address
W. H. LAWS, Baevllla, Bas County, Texas.

r
500

L

Golden and Red-
. . clover Queens

ready to send by return mail. My queens can
not be beat. Untested, 75c each; 6 for $4.75; 12

for $8.50. Tested, $1.00; 6 for .$5.00; 12 for $10.

DANIEL WURTH, FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.
628 Leverett Street

>v

J
Swarthmore's pko^re'ed g'^oldens Swartiimore's

Banats, Caucasions, Aniaru
Carniolans M|JI(Iiy

Swarthmore.Pa. pedigreed^goldens Swarthmore.Pa.

Apiary

Miller's SUPERIOR ITALIAN QUEENS
By reiurn mail aHer June 1, or your money back; Northern bred

from best red-clover working strains in U. S. No better hustlers;

gentle, and winter excellent. Untested, from my three-banded

Su f er hr Brtiiicr, SI.00; six, $5.00; 12, $9.00. After July 1 , 75c;

six, $4.00; 12,$7.50. Special prices on 50 or more. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

ISAAC F. MILLER, Reynoldsville, Pa.

Golden Adel Queens
now troing by return mail. Large, yellow, vigorous
queens that produce bees that fill the supers. Join the
crowd and buy Adels. 1 6 12

Select queens $1.00 $5.50 $10.00
Extra-select queens 1.50 8.00 15.00
Breeders $3.00 to $5,00 each.
Send 10c for sample cage of Adels and be convinced.

Circular free. Also red-clover Italians at same price.

J. R. McCorkle, Wingate, Ind.

Warranted Queens
SI. 00; dozen, $8.00. Golden strain. Mailed
promptly, or order back at once if you say so.

Have pleased customers for 18 years,

J. D. Case, Port Orange, Fla.

Caucasians! Carniolans! cure'dtlfe'

services of a queen expert who is now rearing fine
Caucasian and Carniolan (lueens for me. So, Brother
Bee-keepers, if you are still looking for those queens,
I have them at last. . . Tested, $1.50; untested, $1.00.

Chas. Oscar Fluharty, . . New Martinsville, W. Va.

UNCAP
your combs with

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS
For Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35. Free catalog.

ApicuHural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. i.
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J. E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities tor rearing the

CHOICEST
He has developed a system of qoeen-rearing that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

tects, including some -valuable improvements of his own— in short, a system ihrougn which the highest queen develop-

ment is reached by correct and scientific principles, which means that he is now in pobition tootJertothe bee-keeping
public a higher erade of queens than is usually offered in the common utitility classes, owing toscientific methods which
produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved
method of classifying queens which st'ikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects

means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared

from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, "the very best," I hey are warranted to pro-

duce uniformly marked three-ban^ed bees of superior honey-gathering qualities. Piice, after Ju^e l,iiniested,

$1.00 each; 5, $5.00; 12, $9.00; tested, $1 50; f>, $8.00; 12, $15.00. Breeder, tested for queen-rearing, $5 00. Val-

uable intormation free. Serd for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

Handsome, Gentle Bees
Red- clover Strain of Hustlers

Buy from the Originator of this Famous
Strain: F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsville, O.

When you are looking around for

something better than the ordinary, try

my celebrated strain of long-tongued
red-clover Italians. They are the result

of careful breeding for 25 years. No
other strain of bees ever achieved the
same popularity this has. I have them
pure, yet charge no more than others do
for ordinary stock. Send for my circular.

In regard to their merits I get many
testimonials. Here is a sample one:

Dr. Reginald Miinson
Office and Residence 3101 P St., N.W.

Washinprton, D. C. Jan. 17, 1909.

Mr. F. J. Warden, Uhrichsville, O.
Dear Sir.—The queen sent me is handsome, and

the bees are gentle. I received her too late in

the season to form much of an idea of the honey-
gathering quality of her bees, but observe that
they are uniform in color and of good size, and
believe the colony will distinguish itself next
season. I shall be glad to let you know the re-

sult. Yours very truly,
Reginald Munson.

June to October
Untested $1.00
Select Untested 1 .25

Tested 2.00
Select Tested 3.00
Breeding Queens 3.50
Select Breeding Queens 7.50
Extra-select Breeding Queens 10.00

Please send for my circular. My address is

F. J. WARDELL. Uhrichsville. Ohio

for

909Taylor's Queens
J. W. Taylof & Son have made a specialty of breeding for the

belt honey-gatherers. Our three-banded Italiani can't be beat,

or haven't been, ai honey-gatherers. Untested, 75c each, or

$8.00 a dozen; tested queens, $1.00 each, or six for $5.00.

Select tested qoeeni, $1.50 each; breeden, the very best, $3.00

to $5.00 each. Send all orderf to

J. W. TAYLOR * SON, BEEVILLE, BEE COUNTY, TEXAS

Golden and Red-clover
Italian Queens

My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are
hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,
$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. All orders
filled in rotation.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season.
WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Queens
by return

mail.

Do You Need Any P

Queens bred for business from our well-known strain

of three-band Italians, unexcelled as honey-githpre:s.

Tested, $1 each; untested, 75c; $8 doz.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for

P'ice list.

J. W. K, SHAW & CO . Loreauville, La., Iberia Pa.

a

IMPROVE your STOCK
by introducing some of our Famous Long-tongued
Italian Red-clover Honey-queens. We have been
breeders for 23 years, and have developed a strain

of bees that some seasons produce nearly 100 lbs.

of surplus per colony from red-clover alone.

Untested queens from June to October, 75 cts.

each; tested, $1.25 each; fine breeders, $10.00

each. S itisfaction guaranteed in every respect.

FRED LEININGER & SON. - DELPHOS. OHIO

ITALIAN QUEENS
Good leather-colored queens bred for business—no disease;

prompl shipment, extra good stock. June, 90c; six for $4.75;

20 or more at 60c each, later less. Satisfaction,or money back.

S. F. TRECO, . . SWEDONA, ILL.

PHARR'S GOLDENS
took flrct prize at three exhibits In 11107. We also breed Carnl-
olaDB, three banded Italians, and Cautaslaiis, bred in separate
yards and from the best breeders obtainable; jruarantee safe
delivery and fair treatment. Untested. II; tested. 11.25, AdrtrHss

New Century Cueen-rearing Co., Berealr.Tei. John W. Pharr, Prop
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GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Bred from straight five-band mothers, mated to select golden drones, 3)4 miles from three-

band yard. These queens are large, vigorous, and prolific ; the bees gentle and hustlers.

Puiity of mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction guaranteed. No bee-disease of any kind.

1
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Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supphes, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supphes is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.
In every way

—

location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-
ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.
What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special
prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
Dept. 000=== St. Louis. Mo.

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS

For all Frames and Sections

$5 to $35.

Send for descriptive Ciitalog.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

New England Bee-keepers!
WE WANT YOUR ORDERS

Supplies - Bees - Queens
Cull & Williams Company, Providence, R. I.

^
4re You Interested

3
Months
Trial

Subscriptioix

10 cents

in raising poultry, live

stock, produce, fruit, hon-
ey, or other farm products ?

If so, send ten cents for a
3-months' trial subscrip-

tion to the "RURAL FARMER."

It Tells You
all about farm cultivation, orcharding:, live
stock and poultry breeding. How to market
crops successfullv, informs you how to ship,
pack, crate, bill and get returns. "RURAL
FARMER" columns are rich in things you
ehould know. Three Months for 10 cents.
Published weekly—50 cents per year; i years

for $1.00, or $1.00 per year for club of i persons.

"RURAL FARMER,"
44 S. 3rd Street, - Philadelphia, Pa.

500,000 Sections tSIJO per Crate

Manufacturer's stock just purchased by us must be moved at once in order to
make room for another tenant. We offer for sale this job lot of one-piece sections
at this bargain price so as to avoid the expense of carting and storing these goods
in our warehouse. ::::::::::
Packed Ready for Immediate Shipment
These sections are packed 500 to the crate, and are ready for immediate shipment. The lot consists
of a mixed assortment in the followinf^ sizes of OFF-GRADE SECTIONS—some a liUle off color and
some not quite smooth enoutrh to qualify for No. 1 and No. 2 tjrades. but trood enough for ordinary use.

4 '4 X4X X 1 % inches .... Beeway.
4X5X1^ inches Plain.

4^X4 '4X1 7^2 inches Plain.

SHxbXl'A inches Plain.

Bee-keepers should take advantage of this exceptional opportunity to secure these sections at this
bargain price before the supply is exhausted. Manufacturers iwith but few exceptions! are away
behind on orders. A supply of these sections on hand will be worth many times their cost in case of
emertrencifs when you arc in need of sections and can not get them, as they come handy to fill in with.

REMEMBER—500 Sections for $1.50 per Crate
Orders will be filled for any quantity desired in the same order as receis'ed until the lot is

disposed of. All goods shipped subject to approval, as we guarantee satisfaction
to our clients at all times in every business transaction.

I

DON'T DELAY IT. MAIL THAT ORDER TO-DAY. DON'T DELAY IT. |

Minnesota Bee- Supply Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
223 Nicollet Island

;
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Classified Advertisements
Noli, -IX will lie IllSfl-tui ill thCM- rlusisilK-li loUlTllMS

(il S.'xt iii.s per hill'. AilvirtiMiiu lit.-, iiiliiuii'il lor tins

depart iiieiu I'ttii uot he less lliaii l\V(i lliifs. anil sliimlil

not eneeil live Hues, and you must say you want your
lulvertisunt-ut In the elassilltil eoli.iiilis or we will not
he respoiisihle for trrors.

For Sale

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sai.i:.—Finest quality of raspberry-basswood
blend of extracted honev, in new iiO-lb. cans, two in a

box, at 9 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at Boyiie Fails, Mich., where
we produce this honey. Sample free.

E. D. TowNSEND, Remus, Mich.

For Salf:.—Clover and amber honey. TL-ble quality.

Write for prices, statins your needs.
C. J. Bai.dkidge, Homestead Farm, Kendaia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted
and comb; a barfrain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box ia4, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey, fine quality
for table use, in 60-lb. cans; 8 cts. for clover, 7 for am-
ber. Sinnle can, ^2 ct. more.

C. H. Stordock, Durand, 111.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, iy9 South Water St., Chicatro. Ill-

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
ffum. State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—Bees. State quantity and price, kind of
hive, etc. " F," care of H. H. Jepson,

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—Bulk comb and section honey. State
quality, quantity, and price.

JuDSON Heard, Macon, Ga.

Wanted.—Bees in exchange for fine fancy pitreons,
all kinds—homers, owls, swallows, etc.

Will H. Schallert, Johnson Creek, Wis.

Wanted.—A second-hand lath machine or power
feed rip-saw. TliE IRONS Mr(i. Co., I,ines\ ille, Pa.

Situation Wanted
A younir man of trood health and habits wants a po-

sition as assistant in an apiary. Will tro any place in
United States. ARTHUR KUEKSTEN,

348 E. Chicago Ave., Chicairo, 111.

Inquiries

Ho. 4.—Cubano wishes to learn from our subscrib-
ers what European markets are best for extracted
honey, with information as to prices srTiire.l. naines of
buyers, etc.

Post Cards
32 post cards, all kinds, 10 cents; 100, 2.5 cents. Order

now. •• Counts," Coulwood, Va.

For Sale.—One Spraeue damper and valve-resrula-

tor lor retrulatintr the lempei'ature of your house; adapt-
ed for steam, hot water, furnace, natural gas, or stove.

Manufacturer's price, S;)0.00. I have one to spare at

^16.00, or will trade for honey or wax.
A. L. BOVDEN, Medina, Ohio.

Do You Love Flowers?—Send now for a button-hole
bouquet-holder, trold-mounted; will keep flowers fresh
for hours; quickly attached to coat, dress, or any part
of clothintr. Money cheerfully refunded if not satisfi-

ed. Sent anywhere postpaid for 50 cents.
A.- J. Wright, Bradford, Steuben Co., N. Y.

One two-frame extractor, L. size, Root automatic re-

verainjr, with brake; boucht new last year; used but
little; truaranteed trood as new; cost $13.50; will take
$9.C0; reference. Root Co.

M. J. & C. E. Leavitt, Mechanicsburg, O.

For Sale.—a full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also

Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars^
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the
face last season? Because you did not have on one of
the Alexander wire bee-veils at 60 cts. each.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—Sixty second-hand eight-frame 1 '2-story

hives, all complete, nailed and painted, except in brood-
frames, at half their value—a bargain.

Fred A. Krause, Route 1, Ridgeland, Wis.

For Sale.—Four-frame Root's automatic extractor,

good as new; cost S26.50. Price S18.00.
L. M. Gulden, Annandale, Minn.

For Sale.—Danzenbaker comb-honey hives and
other bee-supplies. Write for prices.

Robt. Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. COOLEY, Kendall, Mich.

Root's bee Supplies at factory prices.
Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—Thirty eight-frame hive-bodies with
combs, $1 each. A. J. Olson,

1287 Desoto St., St. Paul, Minn.

For Sale.—Used 5-gal. cans; big bargain, per case,

25 cts. J. A. Buchanan & Sons,
Hollidays Cove, W. Va.

Pianos

For Sale.—Genuine bargains in high-grade upright
pianos. Slightly used instruments: 12 Steinways, $:350

up; 6 Webers from Si.TO up; 9 Krakauers from $250 up;
7 Knabes from §250 up; 3 Chickerings from $2i)0 up; al-

so ordinary second-hand Uprights S75.00 up; also 10

very fine Parlor Grand pianos at about half. Write
for full particulars. Cash or easy monthly payments.

Lyon & Healy, G2 Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Wo ship everywhere on approval.

Real Estate

Let me sell your apiary. Sell for cash, or exchange
for farm or city property. Write full description and
lowest price. Send for free circulars if in market for
a farm in Iowa's corn belt. I sell bee-farms, corn
lands, and northwestern lands.
V. C. GULLICKSON, Real-estate Broker, Northwood, la.

For Sale.—4'/3-acre fruit farm with 30 hives of bees,
2 miles from court-house. Fine location for bees,
poultry, and trout rearing; cold spring water.

C. H. Tidd, Rt. 2, Provo, Utah.

Poultry
For Sale.—R. C. Brown Leghorn eggs, 75 cts. per 15;

S4.00 per 100; also purely mated Italian queens—great
honey-gatherers. Untested, 60 cts. each.

Geo. J. Friess, Route 6, Hudson, Mich.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's. 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Bees and Queens

Missouri-bred Italian queens; great hustlers in sec-
tions; cap white, and gentle; cells built in strong colo-
nies, mated from two-frame L. nuclei. Select untested,
$1.00; tested, $1.50; breeders, $3.00. Two L. frame nu-
cleus with laying queen, $3.00; ten for $25.00; virgins,
50 cts. each; $5.00 per dozen. I guarantee satisfaction
and safe arrival. L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—Mismated and hybrid queens. I have
bought some neighboring bees, and wish to requeen
them. Queens are mothers of strong colonies of bees,
and are good honey-gatherers — 30 cents each; also
young untested queens of best Italian red-clover strain,
after July 1, 65 cts. each. A. H. Kanagv,

Kishacoquillas, Mifflin Co., Pa.
Formerly of Milroy, Pa.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nal, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

Italian Queens.—Ready, 1909 list of Mott's strain of
Red-clover and Goldens. Leaflet, How to Introduce
Queens, 15 cts.; leaflet, How to Increase, 15 cts.; one
copy of each, 25 cts. E. E. MoTT, Glenwood, Mich.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March
1. Untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask
for prices in large quantities. W. J. Littlefield.
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

Red-clover Italians; selected young queens, untested,
75 cents each; 6 for $4.00; dozen, $7.50. Now ready.

W. W. ViCKERY, 414 Fourth St., Evansville, Ind.

Simmins' pedigree queens—see cover, last issue, full-

page copy from our register. Nothing like it in the bee
world.

SiMMiNS, Queenland, Heathfield, Sussex, England.

For Sale.—lOOO colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—300 nuclei with good queens for spring
delivery. Place orders now, and know you get them.

D. J. Blocker, Pearl City, 111.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Notice.—In writing me for prices on Italian queens
and nuclei, note change in address. Queens and bees
are ready to ship now.

C. B. Bankston, Rockdale. Texas.

For Sale.—75 colonies of bees in uniform hives, in
good condition; also 100 empty hives.

S. E. Tennant, Schoharie, N. Y.

For Sale.—High-grade Italian queens, tested, $1.00;
two-frame nucleus with queen, $3.00.

RocKHiLL Apiaries,
Dr. S. T. Hookey, Prop., 4712 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Red-clover and golden Italian queens,
warranted purely mated, 75 cts.; full colonies, standard
eight-frame hive, $6.00.

F. M. Mayberry, Lederach, Pa.

Pound Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic
Falls branch. Prices on application.

M.\son, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.—Italian queens, hustlers; untested, 75 cts.;

select, $1.00; tested, $1.25.

MRS. J. W. Bacon, Waterloo, N. Y.

For Sale.—Northern-bred red-clover queens. Un-
tested, 75 cents; tested, $1.00.

E. S. Watson, Madison, Maine. R. F. D. No. 2.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—Full colonies of Italian bees in 8-frame
hives. L. Werner, Edwardsville, 111.

Good Italian queens, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00; 12 for
$9.00. D. J. Blocker, Pearl City, 111.

For Sale.—Italian queens; untested, 50 cts.; select,
75 cts.; tested, $1.00. ROBT. B. SPICER, Wharton, N. J.

A superior strain of Minnesota-bred Italian queens.
Untested, $1.00.

A. T. DOCKHAM, Rt. 1, Eagle Bend, Minn.

Italian queens; untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; two-
frame nuclei, $9.50.

E. M. COLLYER, 75 Broadway, Ossining, N. Y.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car
lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order
from original importer, FRANK BENTON, box 17, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.
J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Any one having a few hybrid or mismated queens
which they are about to replace will confer a favor
by advising me. J. A. Cunningham, Alpena, W. Va.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other
adv't in this issue. Wm. A. Shuff,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

For your address on a postal card I will send you val-
uable information pertaining to queen culture. Write
to-day. J. E. Hand, Birmingham, Ohio.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bus-
iness, June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.; select,

$1.00; tested, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in
April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a
breeder. For prices see large ad. in this issue.

Quirin-the-QUEEN-breeder, Bellevue, 0.

DOOLITTLE'S or ALEXANDER'S BOOKS.

We are now prepared to send out promptly either
Alexander's or Doolittle's book and one year's sub-
scription to GLEANINGS for $1.00. If you have already
paid up for this year, and desire a copy of either of
these fifty-cent books, send us one more dollar, and
we will advance your subscription one year and give
you the choice of either book.

Doolittle tells how to control swarming in the pro-
duction of fancy comb honey with any hive. Mr. Alex-
ander discusses a number of important problems; and
his conclusions, based on an experience of nearly fifty

years in the succcessful management of between five

hundred and seven hundred colonies, are interesting
and valuable.
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Special Notices by A. I. Root.

RADIUM STILL RADIATES.

I can not see that the ray.s of this are any less bril-

liant or any fewer in number. They just shoot blaz-
inely out into space, and keep it up everlastinsily.

THE SELF-WINDING CLOCK.

The three little dry batteries that cost only 45 cents
are still keepintr that pendulum swintrintr. This is not
only a tribute to the manufacturers of the clock but to

the firm that makes the dry battery. Just think of
lockintr up in that little cell a force that keeps steadily
pushintr for more than a year and three-quarters! The
clock is made by the National Self-windintr Clock Co.,
Champaitrn, 111.; the batteries, by the Nurs^'ersen Elec-
tric Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

PARCELS POST AND EXPRESS COMPANIES.

A man in our neierhborhood wanted to send a rooster
to an adjoining town; but the express company de-
manded more for carryintr the rooster than the rail-

road company wanted for a ticket, so the man could
have saved money by takintrthe rooster under his arm
and srettintr on the train. Of course he would have lost

his time, and would have had to pay his passage back.
While I was sick with the fever I wanted a quart of
strawberries from Cleveland, 30 miles away. Now,
while we have Electric, American, and United States
Express here, none of them would bring me a quart of
berries for less than 30 cents—more than the berries
were worth.

BI'LLETIN 353.

This is a 32-page pamphlet treating on a variety of
subjects. I was especially interested in the leading ar-

ticle on impurities and pernicious weeds found in clo-

ver seed in the market; also " Hens v. Incubators;"
"Preservation of Eggs;" "A Cheap and Efficient Ice-
box;" "Growing Potatoes under Straw," etc. While
the experiments seem to indicate that so far our incu-
bators are not equal to a sitting hen, I think the time
is fast coming when we shall have, if we have not al-

ready, incubators that do the work so nearly equal to

that of a sitting hen that we may say there is no practi-

cal difference. The above bulletin is, if I am correct,
mailed free on application to the Department of Agri-
culture.

SWEET CLOVER; CAN IT BE SOWN AMONG CORN WHEN
CULTIVATING THE LAST TIME?

A subscriber asks this question, but I can not answer
it. Unless the shade of the corn would be detrimental
I think it will succeed. Can somebody tell us about it?

I have seen other clovers put in in this way, especially
the crimson clover, very successfully; but whether
sweet clover would thrive under the same treatment is

more than I can tell. Neither do I know whether the
seed should be sown before cultivating or lin the soft

loose soil* just after cultivating is over. I have seen
it make a beautiful growth, when the seeds were sown
about the same time of the year, when it had all the

ground by itself. It is a plant that stands the frost

fairly well, as its roots go straight down, and with
favorable weather would make a good growth during
the fall.

THE NEW MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

If you do not take the American Issue, by all means
send for the anniversary number, Chicago, 111., 162

East Ohio St., for in it you will find a map of the Unit-

ed States that tells a big story at a glance. The map is

nearly all white with the exception of five States-
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New Mexico, Utah, and Ne-
vada. These are printed in black, indicating they are
under license. The rest of the States are either under
local option, county legislation, or, better still, entire-

ly dr>-. May God be praised that the United States is

so rapidly whitening out under prohibition. Nine
States are now entirely dry—Maine, Kentucky, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,
Oklahoma, and North Dakota. Florida, our southern
home, is almost white, and the prospect ahead is for

making it entirely white like so many of the other
southern States.
This anniversary number gives a history of the An-

ti-saloon League from its origin up to the present time.

ANLMATED EGGS—A GREAT DISCOVERY.

While Huber and I were watching the movements of

chickens inside of the egg see p. 384 1 he declared that,

in his opinion, the chicken not only had power to move
around in the egg. and. in fact, go over to the opposite

side when the egg was up against some object that was
too warm, but he said it seemed to him also that the
chicken had power to turn a somersault. This move-
ment is particularly perceptible about the middle week
of incubation. Finally I took an egg with my new egg-
tester, sat down in an easy-chair, and turned the egg
up toward the sun and witnessed the chicken taking
exercise, even while inside of the egg. Well, while
we were commenting on this, Mr. R. R. Root communi-
cated to us something that is (at least to me), a won-
derful discovery. Take an egg from under a sitting
hen or from an incubator, say some time during the
last week of the hatch, and lay it on a ground-plate
glass—a fine quality of looking-glass or hand mirror
will answer nicely. Level up your glass so the egg
will lie on it without rolling. Now, if this is a fertile

egg, and contains a living chick, after a little interval
the egg will twitch about and sometimes roll around on
the smooth surface of the glass. This, in fact, might
be one method of telling a live egg from a dead one, but
you must remember that the chick in the egg has peri-
ods of sleeping as well as it does out of the egg, hence
you may have to wait some little time to see the move-
ments I have described. As soon as I can manage it I

want to see forty or fifty eggs spread out on some
smooth ground surface where the temperature can be
kept up to about 103 degrees. What a sight this would
be for some poultry show—a lot of eggs, say under a
glass case, with more or less of them wiggling about
and rolling over. Now, so far as I know, Mr. Root is

the original discoverer of this wonderful phenomenon.
If any of our readers can point out where this has ever
before been described in print, I should be glad to see
it. Gleanings claims to be the first magazine to ex-
ploit the great invention of the Wright Brothers; and
if no one comes forward to prove the contrary we shall

claim it is ahead of all other poultry books or poultry
journals in announcing that not only the chickens,
but the eggs themselves, may show " animation " before
the chick gets out into the world.

THE LAND OF FRUIT AND FLOWERS.
The above is what the Pere Marquette Railroad has

to say of Northern Michigan. See their advertisement
on page 24, April 1. About a year ago I told you about
their wonderful cherries up in Leelanaw Co. and Trav-
erse City, Michigan — not only wonderful in size and
beauty, but wonderful in quality and quantity ; in

fact, I never before saw any cherries like them, and I

very much doubt if there are any better cherries in the
world. But what made me think of those cherries just

now is a statement in a pamphlet sent out by the Pere
Marquette in regard to the cherry industry of that re-

gion. I knew cherries were going to Chicago, carload
after carload, but I did not have an opportunity then
to get hold of any figures. Well, what do you think of

this?
" James W. Markham received 12154.60 for the cher-

ries that grew on five acres. Guy Tompkins, of Grand
Traverse Co., has two cherry orchards. From one of

them, containing two acres, he received $2118.80. From
another orchard, containing seven acres, he received
84625. These statements were sworn to before a nota-
ry public. If vou want further particulars address W.
C. Tousey, 423 Madison St., Toledo, Ohio."
Just a word more about the fruit in that region. I

think the finest apples are grown there to be found
anywhere; and, better still, they often get full crops
there when we have very few around here further
south. While in Cleveland a few days ago I tried to

find a few nice apples. They wanted 40 cts. for ha|f a
peck, and the apples were small and not at all nice-

looking, even at that high price. I saw a few fine-

looking apples on a fruit-stand, but those were five

cents apiece. Now, what is the reason we can not have
decent apples the year round, and at reasonable prices

too? Apples are my medicine; and if I could not get

any otherwise I would pay a nickel apiece for them;
but last fall beautiful apples were allowed to go to

waste because people said there was no market for

them at any price that would pay for the barrel and
picking. What is the matter with the cold-storage
people? Can they not afford to buy up apples when
they are only 40 cts. a bushel, and keep them over un-
til April and May, when they sell for 40 cts. per half-

peck? Yes, we have a few that were picked in our or-

chard, and kept in the cellar in fair condition until the

middle of May. Then I had to go out in the market
and buy some. But when you get right down to it,

you do not often find apples grown here in Ohio equal
to the beautiful, perfect, luscious apples grown up in

Northern Michigan. I hardly need remind you that

our railroads make a low rate to the summer resorts in

Northern Michigan all summer long.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

NO. 2 OR B GRADE SECTIONS.

We have a surplus stock of No. 2 or B grade sections
in the following sizes and styles: ihi xm xlH, both
plain, and two-beeway; 4Mx4Kxl)i, and 7-to-foot

two-beeway; ilixiVixVA plain; 3^^x5x154 plain.

If you can use any of these sizes, send us your orders.

COMB HONEY IN SHALLOW FRAMES.

We have not yet contracted a sufficient amount of

choice comb honey in shallow frames, and would like

to hear from bee-keepers having 25 to 100 colonies or
upward who will undertake to supply us comb honey
in this form. We expect to use it year after year; and
when you are once supplied with the proper equip-
ment you are at no further expense for supplies each
year except for foundation. You save the cost of sec-
tions and shipping-cases, if you produce comb honey,
or of cans and extracting-outfitin producing extracted
honey. Write for particulars if interested.

SPECIAL PRICES TO CLOSE OUT HONEY-EXTRACTORS.

We have on hand at various points a number of ex-
tractors without ball bearings or slip gear. In other
respects they are up to present standard. We offer
them, to close out, at special prices as follows:

AT MECHANIC FALLS, MAINE.

Two No. 4 Novice for short frames up to 13 in. deep
and 13'i in. wide. Price $7.50 each.
Two No. 15 Cowan for L. frame. Price $11.00.

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

Three No. 5 Novice for L. frame. Price $8.00.

Four No. 15 Cowan for L. frame. Price $11.00.

Five No. 15 Root automatic for L. frame. Price $12.50.

AT SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Three No. 5 Novice for L. frame. Price $8.00.

Six No. 15 Cowan for L. frame. Price $11.00.

Two No. 18 Cowan with comb-pockets, I2y2 in., $13.00.

AT NEW YORK CITY.

One No. 15 Cowan for L. frames. Price $11.00.

Two No. 17 Cowan with 12-in. comb-pockets. Price
$12.00.

One No. 18 Cowan with 12H-in. comb-pockets. Price
$13.00.

AT PHILADELPHIA.

One No. 4 Novice for short frames. Price $7..50.

Two No. 10 Novice for large frames. Price $8.50.

Three No. 17 Cowan with i2-in. comb-pockets. Price
$12.00.

One No. 17 Root automatic with 12-in. comb-pockets.
Price $13.50.

Three No. 18 Cowan automatic with 12M-in. comb-
pockets. Price §13.00.
Two No. 25 four-frame Root automatic for L. frames.

Price $22.00.

AT CHICAGO.
Ten No. 4 Novice for short frames. Price $7.50.
Two No. 5 Novice for L. frames. Price $8.00.
Three No. 10 Novice for large frames. Price $8.50.
One No. 17 Cowan with 12-inch comb-pockets. Price

$12.00.

One No. 20 Cowan with 13M-in. comb-buckets. Price
$14.00.

Four No. 15 Root automatic for L. frame. Price $12.,50.

Three No. 17 Root automatic with 12-in. comb-pock-
ets. Price §13.50.
Two No. 20 Root automatic with 1354-in. comb-pock-

ets. Price $15.50.

Seven No. 25 four-frame Root automatic for Lang-
stroth frames. Price $22.00.

AT MEDINA, O.

Ten No. 5 Novice for L. frame. Price $8.00.
Eight No. 17 Cowan with 12-in. comb-pockets. Price

$12.00.

Two No. 17 Root automatic with 12-in. comb-pockets.
Price $13.50.
Five No. 18 Cowan with 12!'2-inch comb-pockets.

Price $13.00.
One No. 18 Root automatic with 12j2-in. comb-pock-

ets. Price $14.50.
You will observe that these prices are from $1.50 to

$3.00 less than the price of the regular machine as now
made.

SHIPPING-CASES.

There is also a stock of shipping-cases without the
latest features of sliding cover and corrugated-paper
pad for bottom. We offer these, to close out, at the
following special prices from the points named. In a
few cases there are some other items listed at special
close-out prices. The prices here given are for 100.

AT CHICAGO.

200 12-in.

750 10-in.

200 10-in.

.500 16-in.

(iOO 10-in.

200 10-in.

300 8-in.

200 6^i
••

200 6i/i
"

4-row
4-row
4-row
2-row
2-row
2-row
3-row
3-rov\'

3-row

with 3-

with 3-

with 2-

with 2-

with 3-

with 2

with 3-

with 3-

with 3-

in. glass for 24 4K
in. glass for 4^
in. glass for 4(4

in. glass for 16 4K
in. glass for i^i
in. glass for 4]^
in. glass for 4Ji

in. glass for 4'4

in.;glass for Ideal

sec s,

see's,

see's,

see's,

see's,

see's
see's,

see's,

see's.

$16.50.

15.50.

15.00.

11.00.

9.50.

9.00.

10.50.

10.00.

10.50.

AT NEW YORK CITY.

50 12-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 ili see's, $16.50.

120 10-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 4'/i see's, 15.50.

100 12-in. 2-row, no glass, for 12 4K-inch see's, 9.00.

175 8-in. 3-row with 3-in. glass for 4 ^i see's, 10.50.

125 6^ " 3-row with 3-in. glass for i'A see's, 10.00.

I EK 100

260 7^^8-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 20 Dan. s., $15.00.

250 7,'-'8-in. 3-row with 3-in. glass for 15 Dan. s., 11.00.

950 10-in
140 10-in,

400 12-in,

100 12-in
350 10-in,

200 10-in,

180 16-in,

40 16-in.

50 6K
"

150 9;.i
"

300 6% "

100 7>8
"

. 4-row

. 4-row
, 2-row
. 2-row
. 2-row
.i2-row
. 2-row
, 2-row
3-row
4-row
3-row
3-row

AT PHILADELPHIA.

with 3-in.

with 2-in.

with 2-in.

with 3-in.

with.3-in.
with 2-in.

with 3-in.

with 2-in.

with 2-in.

with 3-in.

with 3-in.

with 3-in.

glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for 24
glass for 12

glass for 15

m see's,

4Ji see's,

4!/a see's,

i'A see's,

4^ see's,

4K see's,

4;i see's,

4^4 see's,

4h see's,
Ideal

••

Ideal"
Dan.

'•

I'KK 100

$15.50.

15.00.

9.50.

10.00.

9.50.

9.00.

11.00.

10.50.

9.00.

14.50.

10.00.

11.00.

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

250 12-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for
175iI0-in.L4-row with_3-in. glass for
100 12-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for
50 8-in. 3-row with 3-in. glass for
100 9% " 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 Ideal
160 7>8 " 3-row with 3-in. glass for 15 Dan.

KR 100

4K see's, $16.00.

4'4: see's, 15.50.

4Vi see's.

4% see's.

10.00.

10.50.

14.50.

11.00.

AT MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
I'KK 100

n. 4-row with 3-in. glass for Hi see's, $16.50.
" 4-row with 3-in. glass for 20 Dan. " 15.00.
" 3-row with 3-in. glass for 15 Dan. " 11.00.

" 3-row with 3-in. glass for 12 Ideal " 10.00.

9 8-frame slatted wood-zinc honey-boards, 10,

250 12-i

200 7h
50 7; 8

150 61/i

100 No.
$2.00.

50 No. 10 10-frame slatted wood-zinc honey-boards,
10, $2.20.

20 zinc
50 zinc
50 zinc

-front Alley traps at 40 cts.; 10 for $3.50.
: entrance-guards, 8-frame, 10, 80 cts.

entrance-guards, 15-frame, 10, 80 cts.

AT SYRACUSE, N. V.

49 cases, of 2 dozen each, 18-oz. Simplex jars, $1.10 per
case, 10 cases or more at $1.00.
60 3-cit. tin pails with bails and covers—$4.00 for lot.

AT MEDINA, 0.

300 12-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 4'X see's, $16.50.
50 10-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 4K see's, 15.50.

250 12-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for 12 4M see's, 10.00.
150 12-in. 2-row with 2-in. glass for 12 4"4 see's, 9.50.

300 12-in. 2-row, no glass, for 12 4\i sections, 9.00.

150 10-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for 12 4% see's, 9.50.
•JOO 10-in. 2-row with 2-in. glass for 12 4M see's 9.00.
:i()0 16-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for 16 4M see's, 11.00.

J.')0 ,*^-in. 3-row with 2-in. glass for 12 454 see's, 10.00.

150 9'i " 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 Ideal
"

14.50.

•J.")!) 6'4 " 3-row with 3-in. glass for 12 " see's, 10.00.

The above are all packed 50 in a crate. The follow-
ing are packed 10 in a crate:

( RATK.
100 16-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for 16 4^ see's, $1.20.

100 16-in. 2-row with 2-in. glass for 16 4% see's, 1.10.
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SECTION FAMINE.

We have orders pretty well in hand at present writ-

ins with the exception of regular sections. We seem
unable to turn these out fast enoutrh to supply the de-
mand. We make upward of one hundred thousand a
day. Our surplus stock is exhausted, not only hero at

the factory but to a irreat extent with our branch offices

and dealers, and it is impossible to supply them all at

once. We are arranjrintr to increase our outfit, if pos-
sible, by a double shift of men to run the machines.
The continual rains we have been havintr make it im-
possible to use the new basswood of last winter's cut
piled outdoors for seasonintr. With a few days of dry
weather this will be available, and help increase the
output. A time like this emphasizes the wisdom of
those forehanded people who order their supplies early
in the fall and winter, and u-et tliem ready to go on the
hives when the bees are ready for them. We are plan-
nintr to build more warehouse room so as to provide
lartrer stocks of troods to draw on at this season when
the demand is so heavy; but this does not help the pres-
ent situation. This heavy demand for Root's sections
would seem to indicate that they excel, and are prefer-
red by those who can set them.

Convention Notices.

The following is the program of the field meeting of

the New Jersey Bee-keepers' Association, to be held in

.Mr. Harold Horner's apiary, near Mount Holly, Bur-
lington Co.. N. J., on Saturday, June 26, 1909:

8:30 to 9.—Social half-hour, arrangement of exhib-
its, etc.

9 .\..M.—Meeting called to order by President Case.
Business session.
9 : 30.—Queen-hunting contest by experts.
10.—Transferring from box hive to frame hive, by

expert.
10 : 30.—Treating foul brood and securing a honey

crop at the same time, by Pres. W. W. Case.
11.—Doolittle's method oi comb-honey production

and swarm control, by C. N. Root, Red Bank, N. J.

11 : 30.—Naming and classification of honey-plants,
by Hiram Fisher, expert botanist, Annandale, N. J.

V2 to 1 : 30 P.M.—Intermission for refreshments.
1 : 30.—Foul brood in New Jersey, and for a foul-

brood law, by Dr. E. F. Phillips, Government Apiarist,
Washington, D. C.
•-'.—Producing the best comb and extracted honey,

by Wm. A. Selser, Philadelphia.
•2:30.—The new honey-decapper. Demonstration by

the inventor, Mr. Arthur C. Miller, or representative,
of Providence, R. I.

3.—Starting queen-cells, and requeening for the pro-
ducer of honey. Demonstration by J. M. Donaldson,
Moorestown, N. J.

3:30.—Judging samples of comb and extracted hon-
ey, and awarding prizes by committee.
4.—Question-box: Questions asked and answered by

any one present.
4 : 30.—Adjournment.
Bring honey-plants, both common and rare, from

your locality for determination and classification.

Bring any improved fixtures ; bees in observation
hives; pure races of bees, or any thing of interest to

bee-keepers.
Please write us in advance if you expect to attend.

We wish to know so we can make proper arrange-
ments for lunch and refreshments.

Mt. Holly is on the Pennsylvania Railroad, and can
be reached from all points on that line or conecting
lines. All bee-keepers in New Jersey and the Eastern
States are invited. ALBERT G. Hann,
Pittstown, N. J. Secretary.

The following is the list of premiums to be awarded
on bees and honey at the Oklahoma State Fair, Oklaho-
ma City, Sept. 29 to Oct. 8, 1909:

1. Entries in this department close Sept. 28 at 6 P.M.

All articles entered by exhibitor must be in place not
later than 8 A.M., Sept, 29.

2. No premium will be awarded in this department
except as definitely stated in this list. No article shall

be removed until the close of the fair, except on writ-

ten permission of the secretary. Competition open to

the world.
3. The judge will be governed by the code of rules

adopted by the Texas Bee-keepers' Association. Only

one entry will be allowed each exhibitor for any one
premium.

4. Two hundred and fifty pounds only will receive
full score for bulk comb and extracted honey. Fifty
pounds of candied honey and fifty pounds of beeswax
also will be required to receive full score for quantity.

H. The superintendent will be on the grounds for
three days previous to the opening of the fair, prepar-
ed to wait upon exhibitors as they arrive. The super-
intendent must check entries shown in entry-books in

each ring with the exhibits present, and so mark en-
try-books that they will show what exhibits were
passed on by the judge.

6. All articles must be entered in proper form, and
entry-card obtained, before space will be assigned.
All applications for entry must be made to the secreta-
ry, who will furnish blanks for that purpose.

PREMIUMS ON BEES AND HONEY.
Display of liulk comb honey in glass. $15.00 lidO.OO if.'^i.OO

Display of section honey, not less than live

cases of 15 lbs. each 10.00 li.OO 4.00

(;ase of white honey from native (lowers 6.00 3.00 2.00

Case of amber honey from native flowers. . . 4.00 .S.OO a.00

Display of extracted honey 15.00 lO.OO 5.00

Display of samples of extracted honey in not
less than 1-lb. bottles 4.00 :).(I0 :i.00

Display of candied honey 10.00 «.«» 4.00

Display of samples of candied honey from
ditttrent flowers 4.00 :i.W 'iM

Display of beeswax 10.00 li.OO 4.00

Display of designs in honey 10.00 00 4.00

Display of designs in beeswax 10.00 li.OO 4 00

Sealed comb for table use 5.00 3.00 a.OO

Sealed comb for extracting 5.00 \00 2.00

Display of apiarian appliances 15.00 lO.OO ."i.OO

One frame of dark Italian bees and iiueen in

observatory hive 5.00 :t.00 2 00

One frame of golden Italian bees and queen
in observatory hive 5.00 .S.CIO 2.00

One frame of black (or native) bees and
iiueen in observatory hive 5.00 3.0(1 8.1)0

F. W. Van de Mark, Sup't, Stillwater, Oklahoma.

BEESWAX
WANTED

\^E are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used lust year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 29 cents per

pound cash, or 31 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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It Excels
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on wliose name it is. It depends upon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the eoods the name represents. It is NOT the name that makes D.AD.XN T'S FOUN-
DATION so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Coods. That's what backs
up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful exiierience in foundation-making.

EVERY INCH of DAUANT'S FOUNDATION is e^iual to the best inch we can make. Do not

fail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the

dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is the PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our method of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This method leaves every essential in the pure beeswax, and our foundation does not have the

odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why several large honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other

makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Beeswax
Do not sell your beeswax until you get our iiuotaiions. We have received, up to April 1, over

80,000 pounds of beeswax for our l')09 trade. We will need over 80,000 pounds more before January
1, l'>10. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois

DADANT'S FOUNDATION a

For Quick Delivery
and LOW KREIGH T send your
orders for liEE-SUl'PLlES lo . .

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, 10 VINE STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
PHILADELPHIA is the logic 1 business center

for Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Dela-

ware. In addition, it has superior facilities for

reaching points in the South alonj; the Atlantic

seaboard. We can hip to all suCh points promptly

and at very low rates owing to the competiiion of

the steamships. We have a large stock constantly

on hand, and can fill the largest orders at ONCE.
When you are in our city, come and see us.

The A. I. Root Company, Philadelphia, Penn. j

Wm. A. Selser, Manager 10 Vine Street



WHAT CLEANINGS HAS TO OFFER

FOR THE BENEFIT OF BEGINNERS

To accommodate the large number who are just beginning to take up the subject of bee-

keeping, and who have not yet mastered the details of the business, the publishers of Glean-
ings iM B^:^ Cl'lture have decided for the year 1909 to use a large proportion of the available

space for the discussions of beginners' problems. Almost every one becoming interested in

bees is confused by the strange terms and by the apparent endless number of complicated plans

described and recommended by the experts. In order to overcome this difficulty some of the

best writers have been engaged to furnish a series of articles dealing with the elementary side

of some of these problems.
Mr. E. D. Townsend, of Remus, Mich., a bee-keeper who has not only made a success

himself in the business, but is able to teach others, has written the best series of articles that we
have ever seen on the subject of " Practical Instructions for Beginners." The first of these

articles appeared in our March 15th issue. This article gives a full discussion of tools for bee-

keepers, how many colonies to start with, how to buy bees, when to start, etc. All pronounce
this a very interesting and valuable contribution, and it is entirely practical as the heading im-
plies. There will be one of these articles by Mr. Townsend in every issue for some time to

come, and we are sure that nothing has ever been written that has proven of so much interest,

especially to beginners, as the articles in this series. The reader is led to the very bottom of

the ladder, and every step upward toward success is clearly pointed out and explained in a most
masterful manner. Mr. Townsend has had a long experience; and since he has made a great

many mistakes, his suggestions prevent any one from making the same mistakes again.

Besides the series of articles by Mr. Townsend, referred to above, a great many beginners
have sent us their experiences during the first one or two years, and these articles also, as can be
imagined, make very interesting reading. The best ivarning comes from those luho hanje made
mistakes, and we are sure that no beginner can afford to miss these reports of some of the more
common blunders in bee-keeping.

SECURING A BETTER PRICE FOR HONEY
SELLING 20,000 LBS. OP BXTRACTBD HONEY AT THREE CENTS FER LB. ABOVE THE MARKET PRICE.

We count ourselves fortunate in securing for Gleanings in Bee Culture an article from
W. Z. Hutchinson, a prominent honey-producer, giving a detailed account of the methods by
which he has accomplished the result above indicated. This article is one of the most im-
portant that we have been able to give to the readers of Gleanings in years, and is exception-

ally valuable, for its methods and recommendations are applicable to large and small producers
of either comb or extracted honey, and there is scarcely a reader of Gleanings who will not be
both interested and profited by it.

The article is intensely practical. There are no intricate methods described. There are

no plans which can not be carried out by any bee-keeper, and we do not hesitate to say that a

careful following of these methods will bring to the readers of Gleanings in Bee Culture
THOUSANDS OP DOLLARS

The writer, already well known to our readers, outlines his work as follows:

(1) Findinz the right customers, the first step. (2) Importance of the right kind of adrertisinc.

(3) CettioK par for samples. '4) Education of new customers. '5) Description of the circolart lued.

(6) Larger profits in following this method. (7) Opportunities for other bee-keepers.

In addition to the carefully worded description, very plain and simple, however, the article will be fully illus-

trated by many choice half-tones and other engravings. This article will appear probably in the July lit or ISili

issue, and subscriptions should be sent in at once to secure the number containing this article.

ANSWERING QUESTIONS BY MAIL
We realize that it is almost impossible to publish answers to every question, for in a great measure

we would be obliged to tell ibe same story over and over again. We answer a large number of in-

quiries by letter, however, and we always invite this correspondence. Any subscriber to Glean-
ings IN Bee Culture who docs not find on iu pages the answers to the particular questions

which he has in mind, can always get a full and complete answer by sending us the question.

We have a large number of printed circulars, etc., giving answers to many questions, and
if these do not fit the case we send a complete answer by letter; or, if we have not the in- ^ O'o^
formation necessary we send the question on to some one who has, so that in this way we ^ <fi^ <

guarantee a good answer to almost every reasonable question. We also have a corre- ^r ^ ."^

spoodence course lor bee-keepers in which an opportunity is provided for a ^r J^>*.'»^

systematic series of questions and answers. Write ns for further particulars. ^r .» •^

Subscribe for GLEANiNr;s and avoid making mistakes that have been made ^r ^^c^'
by thousands before you. Why not take advantage of this opportunity ! ^ jS''i
DO IT NOW. Kor 25 cts. in stamps we will place your name on our sub-

scripiion list for six months on trial. You will thus receive twelve

copi) i of oar journal, and yon will also have the privilege of ask-

ing such qnesiiooi u you choose. Regular price SI. 00 per year.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO.



jTALCON QUEENS
T T /"E HAVE in charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin, who has had

' » wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-breeder

in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,

for several seasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft Apiaries in Tennessee

since that time. His queens have become famous, and it is with pleasure we offer his

services to our customers in the management of this department.

Our "Falcon" Queens are unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they winter

well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much of

the stock sent out by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture which other breeders are using.

Get our Improved "Falcon " Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens
Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carniolans

BEFORE JULY I AFTER JULY I

Untested ' One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00 One, $ 75; six, $-1 25; 12, $ 8 00

Select Untested " 1.25 " 6.75 " 12.75 " 1 00 " 5.50 " 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2. 00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instjuctions'forjntroducing are to be found on reverse side of the cage-cover-

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Sections and . . .

. . . . Foundation
Send us your RUSH orders for Sections and Founda-

tion—" FALCON " BRAND—the finest made.

Have you seen the Dewey Foundation-fastener? It is

the most rapid machine on the market. Send for circular,

or, better still, $1.50 and receive one by mail, postpiid.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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FOR

QUICK DELIVERY
and LOW FREIGHT send vour
orders for HEE-SUPPLIES to . .

THE A. I. ROOT CO., 221-229 Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
We are now fully moved, located, and well stocked with a FULL LINE

of supplies. We have the best shipping facilities, and with plenty of help
we promise to get goods to you promptly. There are only two reasons
whywe might fail; viz., the neglect of some transportation company to give
its usual good service, and our inability to turn out stock fast enough to

care for your orders. We are promised a large carload from our factory
every TEN days, so you see we expect to take good care of your orders.
If you haven't our new catalog let us send you one.

Remember our new location, four blocks north of our former place.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
221-229 Institute Place R. W. Boyden, Resident Manager.

Take Elevator to Sixth Floor. Telephone 1484 North.

Jeffrey Building

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the Wesi, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

Wo sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Oes

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and wc will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

A.Un.s JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOIfiES, IOWA

We have thi s spring for the last two

months had an unusual increase in

business, and are only about one

week behind on orders. If you are

thinking of securing any supplies

better anticipate your needs a little

ahead, so there may be no disap-

pointment in getting your supplies

in time

THE A. I. ROOT CO-
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report In the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by tbe
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-
ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Chicago.—There is very little doing in the honey
line at present, with a tendency to lower prices than
prevailed this time last year. White extracted honey
is selling at 6^ cts. in carload lots, and a little higher
in small ways. There is no trade in comb honey.
June 22. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Zanesville.—Considering the season and the gen-
eral condition of business, the demand for honey is
not far from normal. White-clover comb, grading
No. 1 to fancy, brings on arrival 12 to 13 cents, and
goes to the retail grocery trade at 16^2 to 17 in one-case
lots. Practically no demand for extracted. I offer for
clean beeswax, 29 cents cash, 31 in exchange for bee
supplies. Edmund W. Peirce.
June 21.

Kansas City.—There is nothing new to report on the
honey market except the first appearance of a ship-
ment of new comb honey. The old crop of comb and
extracted is not all sold. We quote: New, No. 1 white
comb, 24 sections per case, $3.25; old, No. 1 white
comb, 24 sections per case, $2.50; old. No. 2 white and
amber, 24 sections per case, $2.00. White extracted,
per pound, 6}4 to 7; amber, 6 to 6H. Beeswax, 25 to 28.
June 21. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Cincinnati.—The first arrival of new comb honey
will find quick sale at 14 to 16 cts. by the single case,
and we advise bee-keepers to rush it to the market be-
fore it is flooded. We would pay WA cts. for the first
500 cases fancy and 13 for the No. 1 grade of comb hon-
ey delivered here. Extracted honey is selling quite
well at 6 to Hi4 for amber in barrels, according to qual-
ity and quantity bought. For white-clover extracted
we are getting 8 to 85^2 in 60-lb. cans. We are paying
28 cts. in cash and 30 in trade for nice choice yellow
beeswax delivered here. The F. W. Muth Co.
June 21.

Chicago.—At present dealers are busy with fruits,
and honey seems to be forgotten for the time being;
sales are very few and far between, prices ruling very
1 ow. Do not expect to see much of a reaction until the
fall of the year. There is no doubt but that consider-
able old honey will be carried over, which will have a
tendency to lower prices on the new crop. We quote
Fancy white comb honey, 12 to 13; No. 1 white, 10 to 11
No. 2 white, 9 to 10; light and medium amber, 8 to 9,
white extracted, 7 to 7^; amber, 5 to 6. Beeswax, 28 to
30. S. T.iFisH & Co.
June 23.

Cincinnati.—The comb-honey market is bare for
fancy goods, and there is but little demand, as the sea-
son is over. Some new crops have arrived, and sold
at 14 cts. Amber in barrels, for which the demand is

good, sells at 6'/{ to Q'A; white clover, IVz. Beeswax is

slow at $33.00 per 100 lbs. C. H. W. Weber & Co.
June 21.

Indianapolis.—This market is practically bare of
comb honey. Some high-grade extracted is being of-
fered by jobbers at 9 cts. New honey is being offered
from the South, but as yet new prices are not estab-
lished. Bee-keepers are getting 29 cts. cash for their
wax, or 31 in exchange for merchandise.
June 22. WALTER S. POUDER.

Boston.—We quote fancy and No. l white comb
honey, 14 to 15; white-clover extracted, 9; light-amber
extracted, 7; Florida and other Southern extracted, 6
to 7. Wax, 30. We advise moderate shipments of new
white honey as soon as ready, as our market is well
cleaned up on all old lots. Comb honey should be
crated to secure careful handling and to prevent
breakage. Blake-Lee Co.
June 21.

Buffalo.—Nothing new to report in our market.
No. 1 to fancy white comb honey pretty well cleaned
up. The local trade here will not buy much more
until the new comes in. No new in yet. No demand
for lower grades. Some demand for extracted. Fancy
white comb honey, 13 to 14; No. 1 to choice, 12 to 13; No.
2 comb, 8 to 10; dark comb, 9 to 10. Jelly-tumblers, 85
to 90 per dozen. Extracted, white, 714 to 8; dark, 6 to 7.

Beeswax, 28 to 32. - . W. C. TOWNSEND.
June 23.

Denver.—Owing to a fairly good local demand, stock
of comb honey has been pretty well worked off, so
there will be but little carried over. Demand is fair

for both comb and extracted. We quote No. 1 white
comb at $3.00 per case; No. 1 light amber, $2.75; No. 2,

$2.50. Best white extracted, 8>3 to 9; light amber, 754

to 8. We pay 26 cents for clean yellow beeswax de-
livered here.

The Colorado Honey-producers' Asso'n,
June 22. Frank Rauchfuss, Mgr., Denver.

New York—We are now having a little better demand
for No. 1 and fancy white comb honey, and our stock is

nearly exhausted. Wewould adviseSouthern bee-keep-
ers who have fancy and No. 1 white comb honey formar-
ket to let it come along now. Very little call for dark
honey and off grades. We quote fancy white and No.
1 white, 13 to 14; off grades, 10 to 11; dark, 9; extracted
in a moderate demand at unchanged prices. Receipts
are quite plentiful from the South, and West Indies.
Beeswax firm and steady at 30.

June 21. HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

St. Louis.—The receipts of comb as well as of ex-
tracted honey, are very small. There is, however, no
urgent demand for the article. We quote: Fancy white
comb honey, 12 10 13; choice amber, 11 to 12; dark or
granulated, nominal at 7 to 9; broken or leaking honey
sells at much less. Extracted, firm. Amber color, in

5-gallon cans, at 6J4; in barrels, at 5)4 to 6. Beeswax,
30 for choice pure. All impure and inferior, less.

June 22. R. Hartmann Produce Co.

OW is the Time You Don't Want
to be Stung

Bee-keepers tell us our Ideal Bee-veils are the best

veils made. We mail one to you for 75c, postpaid.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET The Busy Bee-men CINCINNATI, OHIO

**"' We buy fancy comb honey, and remit the day the shipment arrives.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing^ Departoi^ilt,

Washingrton Bvd. & MMVaa St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

HOW TO KEEP BEES
BBBB By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK ^^
npHIS is an excellent book for the beginner.

Nothing better. We cordially recom-
mend it to all who are learning bee-keeping

by their own effort. Having commenced
bee-keeping three times, the talented author

is in a position to furnish the right kind

of advice. You can not go wrong in order-

ing this book. It is charmingly written and
easily understood. Price $1.10 postpaid by

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

Please <

Rush My Order

WE CAN

As we have several carloads of Hives,

Sections, Foundation, and all other
bee-supplies GIVE US A TRIAL.
Shipments are made the same day
the order is received

We can supp y RED-CLOVER and
GOLDEN - YELLOW QUEENS. .

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

Office and salesroom 2 1 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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RASPBERRY HONEY
There are some raspberries left near some of our

apiaries in Northern Michigan, and we are scatterintr
our bees out where there are patches of berries left un-
burned, and the prospects are that we sliall tret some
raspberry honey tlie coinintr season, but probably not
so laru'e a crop as usual.
Any one wishintr to be sure of securing some of this

honey would do well to send in his order in advance.

as the honey will quite likely be snapped up in a hurry.
If any one cares to send us advance orders, such or-

ders will be trreatly appreciated, and the honey will be
shipped just as soon as harvested.
The honey will be stored in britrht, new, round iacket-

ed tin cans, with flat C4)ver and wire bail. Price ten
cents a pound—16.00 for a can.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

THEY ARE HERE.
The B«st and Largest Stock of Root's Goods

Ever in Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

yi bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design
of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time
and I want to serve yo

yours,

I can still talce a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

bacic numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.
Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

G&e> Supply House-
Everything for Bees ^_^.-.33l

We manufacture the latest ap-J
proved supplies and sell direct (

at factory prices. We're old-

time beepeoplein abeecountry-
Wo know your needs. Early

•rder discoont*. Send for cat-

alog. Don't buy till it comes.
LKAHY MANUFACTURINq CQ.
lu ikimage St., Ulg^lnsvUle, Mo.

1699 South 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
Also E. T. Flanaean & Sons, Box 2, Belleville. III.

THE

A
B
C
OF

BEE CULTURE
'I heonlycycloperllaon bees. BSCpaRes. fully lllusv
trated. Kvery phaseot thesubject fully treated
bv experts. Prlce81.50 postpaid ; money refunded
If unsatisfactory. Catalog; of Bupi>lle8 and sample
copy of our semi-monthly magazine. Gli-aniuris
III flee Culture, free If you mention this paper.

Gleanings In Bee Culture, Medina, Ohio.

^o

%
'9.

.o""'

#
1024

To St. Paul ?>^ Miss, ^^gjg ined -js oi

.»*

<S^

^>r

All roads lead to St. Paul for Bee Supplies

Small freights and short waits when you order from

Pilcher & Palmer,
Northwestern Managers THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY

1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.

Let us send you abso-
lutely free, 12 beauti-

ful colored gold
POST CARDS!

These cards must be seen to be appreciated. They are

lithographed in miny beautiful colors, with a gold back-
ground ; are the latest, lichest. most handsome post caids

ever printed. Retail value, 30 cts. We will send you a

set free with one years subscription to The INDUSTRI-
OUS HEN at 50 cts. per year. Write to-day and we will

tell you how to get SO or 100 more extremely beautiful

and interesting post cards (no two alike) without one
cent of expense to you. Use the coupon. IVe return thr

SO cts. if you are not satisfied.

The Industrious Hen, Knoxville, Tenn.
Inclosed find 60 cts. Please send me your journal for

one year and the set of 12 beautiful gold p3st cards. Tell

me how to get 50 or 100 more without any expense to

me.

Address
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WITH A FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies
We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S make, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

"Rush!
Send goods first train."

No supply man can send EVERY order
by first train in the midst of the busy
season, but

"Peirce Service-
Root Quality"

means best goods most promptly all the
year round.

Here's a case in point:

Warren, Ohio, June 4.

Edmund W. Peirce:
Goods just received. Many thanks for prompt-

ness. It does one eood to net the attention you
trive. I shall know where to order my supplies
in the!future. W. W. Lathrop.

Edmund W. Peirce,
Zanesvllle, Ohio

Mr.Bee-Man: You cm save time,
worry, and money by^^^^^^^^^^B ordering your

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thine yoo need in the apiary. If you do not

have a cataloe, send for one to-day.

,82 H. H. JEPSON
Friend St. Phone Haymarlcet 148<«'l

Boston,

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

D

D

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the
Outlook, of New Yorlc. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-
keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruitgrowers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what eqoipirent
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee • keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet
g'ving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A bookof 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete

encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.S0 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page

illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.-.

Please send me the items checked abonje;

I inclose $ to co'ver the cost.

Samt

Strut Addrtsi or R. F. D .

.

Town

G.B.C. 7-1 Slate
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New England Bee-keepers
We are headquarters for

BEE -SUPPLIES

We have a large stock of

SECTIONS AND
FOUNDATION
of all grades in stock, and can make prompt
shipments of all orders for regular goods. Send
for price list. See our queen ad. in this issue.

W. W. GARY & SON
Lyonsvllle, - - Massachusetts

Advanced Bee Culture
HUTCHINSON

A book for the bread-and-butter bee-
keeper. Mr. Hutchinson is a large
producer of honey, and treats of the
subject in a clear and attractive style.

Price $1.20, postpaid.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio

BEESWAX
WANTED

"I^E are always in the market for bees-
wax, and will pay the best market

price. We used last year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for
this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for
safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily
tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating
weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-
age beeswax delivered here, 28 cents per
pound cash, or 30 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of
one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

RUSH ORDERS
We have a large

stock to draw from

,

to handle your rush

orders for hives, sec-

tions, etc.—and they

are all Root Quality.

We have the best shipping-point

in Michigan to get the goods to

you quick. Our catalog for the

asking. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Opposite Lake Shore Depot

Bee Supplies
Our new stock has arrived; all orders

are shipped promptly.

Do you know, Mr. Bee Man, that

our business increases each year from

25 to 50 per cent.-"

Why.'' Because we are saving our

customers money in freight.

Why not allow us to save for you-i*

Send us your orders and try us.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Honey in cans or barrels, also beeswax,
wanted in exchange for supplies. Write us

what you have to offer, and let us tell you
what we can do.

No cartage on Honey or Beeswax in or

Supplies out.

Free catalogfor the asking.

The Griggs Bros. Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
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ROOT S GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

I. J. STRINCHAM
106 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers
use. Tested Italian queens, $1.25. Catalog free.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. I.

IMPROVED DAN
GUARANTEED

PATENTS veI5s
^.i.^^,...^^. PRACTICE.

CHAKLKS J. WILLIAMSON.
Second Nafl Bank BIdg., Washi.vgtok. D. C.

Patont Practice In Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

COLD MEDALS
St. Loait - 1904

Jimettown - 1907

IS THE BEST.

STRONGEST,

COCLEST,

CLEANEST,

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and cold blast deflect-

ing part of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-

ed. The Double>walled case, 3^ inches in diameter, has

asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.

Five years increasing sales justify ns in extending our

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers

sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price SI -00; two, $1.60; mail, 25c each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help yon find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

®^^^^
nMn^MM

Dovetail hives, sections, foundation, and all supplies on hand in.large quantities ready for immediatelship-

ment day order is received. We can ship at once. No delays. _ _ . _ , . .- i.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

LEWIS BEE-WARE SHIPPED PROMPTLY
ARND HONEY A, BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY (Not inc ) send for catalog

Successors to YORK HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY I 9 I E. Superior St., Chicaeo, III.

This Coupon Good for 33c
on any ONIL of these special offers :

Pn»t-offlfe.

f^tntr...

(Nelv Subscribers On/yi

American Bee Journal one year with—
Uoolittle's book, "Scientific Queen-Kearing" (liatherette). $1.40
L'liU-sted Italian Queen, - 1.55
Dr. Miller's "Forty Years Among the Bees,'' 1.75
Fountain Pen, 1.75
Novelty Pocket Knife (with your name and address on one

piilt-— Queen, Drone and Worker bee on the other side) . - - 2.00

The American Bee Journal is a 32-page illustrat-

efl ".i-ct-nt monthly. It tells all about the best way to manaee
bees to produce the most honey; with market quotations, en. A dozen dilTerent departments—one for

women bee-keeper.s. Best writers. If vou will semi us Vfiur name and address with 40 cents (stamps or

coin) together with this coup. 10, we will send you a tri.-il trip of Bee Journal for 12 months. Order now
and let us be^'in with this month's fine number. Sample copy free. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois.
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Special Prices
Root's Bee-supplies
WE ARE overstocked on some articles, and the rush of business being practically

over with, we have decided to make special prices on the following list of

goods, f. o, b. San Antonio. When ordering supers and hives you should
order in lots of 5 and 10 or multiples thereof; sections, 500 or multiples; frames, 100

or multiples; shipping-cases, 50 or multiples. These are first-class goods made by
The A. I. Root Co., but most of them have been in stock all the season and longer.

We are giving designations just as given in Root's Catalog. If you have none write

us for one, or write us for any other information.

Frames
9500 Shallow Frames, 4j/2-inch end-bars each . . $1.25 per 100

1900 Thick-top Staple-spaced Frames, P W, each . .1.95 per 100

1500 Shallow All-wood Frs. for I super, ><-in. top-bars, PW, 1.25 per 100

2400 Shallow All-wood Frames for I super, '--in. top-bars, 1.25 per 100

Hives, Covers, and Bottom-boards
Covers must be ordered in lots of 50 or multiples.

40 Danz. AE5-10 at 85c each. 300 8-10 at 38c each.

500 AE 5-10 PWKD at $1.05 each. 300 A 10 at 18c each.

500 5 10 PWKD at 60c each 150 B-10 at 26c each.

250 G-10 at 26c each. 100 A-8 at 17c each.
100 B-8 at 25c each.

The above prices are good only until the above number of goods are sold, and
only when this advertisement is mentioned. Remittance must accompany each
order. Order quick before they are all gone.

Supers, Packed five in each package
330 2P-10 at 33c each. 175 2S-8 at 29c each.
305 4P-10 at 47c each. 55 4S-8 at 42c each.
135 21 10 at 33c each. 200 2P-8 at 29c each.

115 2S-10 at 33c each. 80 J5-8 at —c each.

Sections—B grade, plain, packed 500 in a package
13,000 4x5x1 3/s at $2.85 per 1000 3500 at 35sx5xl>^ at $2.85 per 1000

We also wish to sell 4000 4x5x1 ^--s No. 1 plain sections at $3.85.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey
500 12-inch, 4-row, ,3 and 2 inch glass .... at $12.50 i)er 100

350 10-inch, 4-row, 2-inch glass at 11.50 per 100

200 12-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 7.40 per 100

200 16-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 8.25 per 100

250 8-inch, 3-row, 2-inch glass at 7.50 per 100
350 6>4:-inch, 3-row, 2 and 3 inch glass . . . .at 7.50 per 100
550 7 '/s-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per 100

250 7'4-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per lOo
300 9 '4 -inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 10.50 per 100
50 9 '4^-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 10.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots

of 50 or multiples thereof, as they are put in packages of 50.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St. San Antonio, Texas
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Better Supplies
More Profits

Vou know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.

In every way

—

location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special
prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

MILLER AUTOMATIC DEGAPPERS

For all Frames and Sections.

$5 to $35.

Send for descriptive catalog.

Apiculturai Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

New England Bee-keepers!
WE WANT YOUR ORDERS

Supplies - Bees - Queens
Cull & Williams Company, Providence, R. I.

SUPPLIES . .

.

and QUEENS
Every thing'needed by the' bee-
keeper, and purest strain of
Italian queens and bees. Test-
ed queens, $1.50; untested,'75c.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA ALABAMA

500,000 Sections ;$1:^ per Crate

Manufacturer's stock just purchased by us must be moved at once in order to

make room for another tenant. We offer for sale this job lot of one-piece sections

at this bargain price so as to avoid the expense of carting and storing these goods
in our warehouse. ::::::::::
Packed Ready for Immediate Shipment
These sections are packed 500 to the crate, and are ready for immediate shipment. The lot consists
of a mixed assortment in the following sizes of OFF-CRADE SECTIONS—some a little off color and
some not quite smooth enough to qualify for No. 1 and No. 2 irrades, but good enough for ordinary use.

A]^iX^%y.\'A inches. .. .Beeway.
4x5x1^ inches Plain.

4}4X4'4X\H inches Plain.

3>ix5xlj4 inches Plain.

Bee-keepers should take advantage of this exceptional opportunity to secure these sections at this
bargain price before the supply is exhausted. Manufacturers (with but few exceptions* are away
behind on orders. A supply of these sections on hand will be worth many times their cost in case of
emergencies when you are in need of sections and can not get them, as they come handy to fill in with.

REMEMBER—500 Sections for $1.50 per Crate
•Orders will be filled for any quantity desired in the same order as received until the lot is

disposed of. All goods shipped subject to approval, as we guarantee satisfaction
to our clients at all times in every business transaction.

DON'T DELAY IT. MAIL THAT ORDER TO-DAY. DON'T DELAY IT.

Minnesota Bee-Supply Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
223 Nicollet Island
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"H Goods are wanted Quick. Send to Pouder."

Established 1 889

Acknowledging a Debt
to my Friends

By the Bee Crank

The man who has ten thousand friends

Has not a friend to spare;

But he who has one enemy
Will meet him everywhere.

There is no occasion for even a single

enemy in my business, for I give the kind of

service which makes friends, and I wish to

give half of the credit of my twenty years'

success in business to the good words my
friends speak for me ; the other half to the

fine goods and good service which I, in turn,

give to my friends. In order to maintain

this relationship it is necessary to have com-

petent assistants, and also to keep in close
— '*" touch with every transaction; and you may ''''—

be sure that your order, whether large or

or small, will have my intelligent and consci-

entious attention in its minutest detail.

My long experience and study to please you have given me
an accurate knowledge of bee-men's needs, and have enabled

me to accumulate the most complete stock of high-grade bee-

supplies in the whole country. I have a complete stock of

Root-quality Goods, and they are offered at factory schedule.

My catalog is free.

For beeswax I am now paying 29 cents cash or 31 in trade.

Wanted. —Fancy white comb honey for exhibition purposes.

Name quantity and price Do not ship till a bargain is made,

as I am not doing a commission business.

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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17 Gents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amaziDg offer—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at 17 cnti a day— is open to everybody, everywhere.
It's our new and immensely popular plan of selline Oliver

Typewriters on little easy payments. The abandonment of /»Bf-

hanJ in favor of clean, legible, beautiful typrwriting is the next

great step in human progress.

Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of pen and ink is largely restricted to the writing of sienaturei.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sentiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.

The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
]

Company to the world-wide de- i

mand for universal typewritine,

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
I

The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to |

take the initiative in bringing •

about the universal use of type-

writers. It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

OLIVET^
TypeWri-fer

THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER

This " /y-Cents-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

10 twn as to rent. It places the machine within easy reach of

every himi—every individual. A man's " cigar money "—

a

woman's " pin money "—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now afford to own Olivers. By
utilizing spare moments for practice they may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their

pinnies.

You can buy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
yoo save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.

And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables yon to «2rn

mtnii It inish paying for ihe machine.

Advantages Service Possibilities

The Oliver is the most high- The Oliver Typewriter turns

ly perfected typewriter on the out more work—of better qual-

market— hence iu ICX> per tent

eficiency.

Among its scores of conven-
iences are:

—the Balance Shift
—<h« Rullno Device
—the Double Release
— the Locomotive Base
—the Automatic Spacer
—Ihe Automatic Tabulator
—the Disappearing Indicator
—the Adiustabia Paper Fin-

ger

ity and greater variety—than

any other writing machine.
Simplicity, strength, e^se of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of its towering
supremacy in
— Correspondence
—Card Index Work
'Tabulated Reports
Follow-up Systems

—Manifolding Service
— Addressing Envelopes
—Working on Ruled Fonns
—Cutting Mimeograph Sten-

olla.
Scientific Condensed

Keyboard

Can you »pond 1 7 Cents a day to b«tt«r advantaga
than In tha purchase of this wonderful machine ?

Write for Special Easy-payment Proposition or see the nearest

Oliver Agent.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
9ti Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

UNCLE SAM ISA
TRUSTY MESSENGER

His excellent postal service brings

this bank to your door.

Here is a convenient and safe de-

pository for your savings or funds

of any kind.

And your money earns

4% Int. Compounded
Semi-annually

Our booklet, " Banking by Mail,"

which explains fully, sent free.

Resources 3800,000
Established 1892

th^savings deposit
BANK COMPANY

MEDINA, OHIO

15 Cents aRod
For a 22-lnch Hog Fence ; 16e for
26-lncb; 190 for Sl-lnch; 82 l-2e
for S4-lnch; 878 for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 8 7 e. Lowest prices eTcr
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. Write for It today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

THE'BEST' LIGHT
MAKES and burns its own g&i. Pro-

duies 100 candle power light—
brighter than eleotiicity or acetylene

1 — cheaper than kerosene. No diit.

I
No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

I
Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog. Do not delay.

THE BEST 1.IGHT CO.
306. B. SttaSt., Canton, OIilu

$50 to $300 SAVED
w e are manufactarer*. not mercuant*. Save ieacn.
jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from

S50 toS300 on my High Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you ^<)\
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for

timilar engines in carload lots for spot cash, j^ajf DIract

GALLOWAY Zfyir.
Price and quality speak for themselves j^^i^^ Drnii' °Frea
and you are to tie the sole judge. jy :i'J/ t.x^x c^tislar.
Sell your poorest ho.e and U.y a/WZT'ir 'money
B-H.'P. Only$119.BU /if/^ back, write forspcc-

' ial proposition. All

you pay ine is for raw

material, labor and
-le small profit. Send for

my big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Gallowiy Co.

16g6 0allowaj Slatloa

Waterloo, Iowa
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10 DAYS FREE TRIALfrE^Si
prepaid to any place in the United States unlltnid a rrtit deposit m advatjce, and allo-tv
' ten (lays free trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in every way and

is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get anywhere else
regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keep it, ship it back
to us at our expense for freight and you will not be out one cent.

I nW FAPTnRY DRIOFQ ^^ sell the highest grade bicycles direct from factory
^**" rWWIUni rniWfcJ to rider at lower prices than any other house. We
save you jSio to $2^ middlemen's profit on every bicycle—highest grade models with
Puncture-Proof tires, Imported RoUerchains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap mail
order bicycles; ,iUo reliable medium grade models at unheard of low prices.
DinCD AfCIITC UlAliTCn >n e.iLh town and di!,tria ti> ride and exhil.it a sample
niUCn AUkR i O IWAH l CU i^ug Ran^^er BiLycle furnished by iis. You will be
astonished at the wonder/ulty Itrw prices zn>i tlie lil>eral propositions and special offers we will
give on the first 1909 sample going to your town. Write at once loi tjux special ojfer.

DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone :iX any price until you receive our catalogue
and learn our low prices and lilieral terms. BICYCLE DEALERS: you can sell our bicycles under
your own nime plate at doul>Ie our prices. Orders filled the day received.

SECONDHAND BICYCLES— a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores wU
be closed out at once, at $3 to $8each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free.

single wheels, inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs and
cycle line at half the usual

jDO NOT WAIT I'ut write today fur our A<jr^f C«/ij/«.<.' beautifullv illustrated and containinj,' a great fund of inter-

esting matter and useful inforcuation. It on y costs a postal to get everything. Write it now.

TIRES, COASTER BRAKES, rything in the bicycle line at half the usual prices
nd of

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept. H ii3 CHICAGO, ILL.

CHEAPER FARM

For the price of a good horse you can buy an
ideal farm engine that will opeiate Red Giindcr,
Cutter, Saw, Pump, Cimrn, Separator, W ash-

_ ing Maclime and other maehinta to which belt

can be attached. It eats no corn, does not get
sick or die, can be moved whenever you wish,

is always ready and eager to w ork.

A Star Gasoline Engine «-iIl cut outdrudgery,
save the tired back, and make life a pleasure.
Made with .standard tank, pump cooled, or
hopper cooled.

Send for prices and illustrations and learn
why the ''Star" is a money-maUer and time
saver.

The Star Manufacturing Co.,
BoxSll, New Lexington, Ohio

Remarkable Discovery that
Cuts Down the Cost of Paint

Seventy-five Per Cent.

A Free Trial Package is Mailed to Evc'y
One Who Writes.

A. L. Rice, a i)rominent manufacturer of Adams,
N. Y., has discovered a process of makintr a new kind
of paint-without the use of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint.
It comes in- the form of a dry powder, and all that is

retiuired is cold water to make a paint weather-proof,
fire-proof, and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to
any surface, wood, stone, or brick, spreads and looks
like oil paint, and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufacturer, 8 North St.,

Adams, N. Y., and he will send you a free trial pack-
age, also color-card and full information showing you
who you can save a good many dollars. Write to-day.

IN CASE with Barbers'

Cenu'ne Ho'se-hido
Strop, $2.00

Your new blades all need stropping before using. Not
one iu ten comes sharp enouerh for a clean shave.
Why scrape your face wlili dull blades, or continue to

throw awa.y inimey for new ones, ^^ll^n the Caylor Auto-
malic Slr^ppe- win resharpen all yourduU blades in a few
moments, giving them a hair-splitting edge better than
new. The motion is automatic, no practice rei|iiireil—

a

child can use it. It is the only stropper in the world that
successfully sharpens double-edged blades.

'I take pleasure in saying that tlie GaylorStrop is some
thing that I have tested most thoroughly. and it is all that
the inventor claims for it; in fact, it will often make
double-edged blades, witli the strop that the Gavlor peo-
jile send out, sharper and nicer tlian when they came
from the factory. I scarcely know how I could get along
without a Ciaylor Sharpener.
•It seems to me tljere ought to be a big demand for

something of this snrt because tboiisands of wafer safety-

razor blades are thrown away that might just as well be
saTed. The dull blades can be made as good as new. and
sometimes even better. E. R. ROOT.

''Editor of dhaiiiiigs."

Order through your dealer. Or will send postpaid on
receipt of price. Be sure to state for what make of blade.

Money willingly refiitided if not entirely satisfactory.
Write for descriptive circular. .Agents wanted.

Gaylor'Automatic Stropper Company, Stamford, Conn.

Ad-writers earn $25.00 to $100.00 per week
,^

Send $2.00 for 12 months' subscription to Southern /i/'-V;'

Advertising Journal which teaches complete contt^ Ii/'yj/j)
in ad. writing. Prepares you for highest salaried /%; ^^
positions Course worth fully $40.00. Stamps /,^''..^^

pled. This offer good for short tine only

Send to-day.

SOUTHERN ADVERTIRING
JOURNAL,

Dept. Richmond, Virginia,
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J. E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-rearing that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-
fects, including some valuahlr imfrovtmenti of his own— in short, a system through which the highest queen develop-
ment is reached by camct and scientific principles, which means that he is now in position to offer to the bee-keeping
public a hiehtT emJe of queens than is usually offered in the common utitility classes, owing to scientific methods which
produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved
method of classifying queens which Strikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects
means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared
from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, " the very best," They are warranted to pro-
duce uniformly marked three-banded bees of superior honey-gathering qualities. Price, after June 1, untested,
$1.00 each; 6. $5.00; 12, $9.00; tested, $1 50; 6, $8.00; 12, $15.00. Breeder, tested for queen-rearing, $5.00. Val-
u.ible information free. Send for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

Queens of High Quality
Bred for Business.
One thousand Beautiful Goldens

and Superior Red-clover Italians

now ready to go by return mail,

or money refunded. Queens of

either variety at same price.

Select untested one, $1.00; six. $5.50; dozen, $ 9.50

Tested one, 1.50; six, 8.00; dozen, 11.50

Select tested one, 2.00; six, 9.00; dozen, 16.00

Breeders, $5.00; straight golden breeders, $10.00. Circular free.

Sires Brothers & Co.,

S16 North Elshtli Street, North Yakima, Wash.

for

1909Taylor's Queens
J. W . Taylor &• Son have made a specialty of breed-

inir for the best honey-eratherers. Our three-banded
Italians can't be beat, or haven't been, as honey-gather-
ers. Untested, 75 c each, or ^.00 a dozen; tested queens,
31.00 each, or six for $5.00. Select tested queens, $1.50
each; breeders, the very best, $3.00 to $5.00 each. Send
all orders to

J. W. TAYLOR a SON, BEEVILLE, BEE COUNTY, TEXAS

If You Need a Nice Yellow Italian Queen
at once, send to C. J. F.v.ikn, lilackburn.
Mo. Untested, only 65c; tested, $1.25;

3-fr. nuclei with fine queen, $2.75; full

colonies in 8-fr. hive, $5.50 with queen.

Westwood Red-clover Queens
A New York customer writes, " I have tried queens from
a good many breeders, but yours are far ahead of them all."

Nuclei and loll colonies a specialty. Price list on application.
HENRY SHAFFER. 2860 Harrison Avc.Sta. L,Clnclnnatl.O

GET .

YOURQUEENS
DIRECT FROM ITALY
MAY to SEPTEMBER.—Tested, $3.60; Champion Layers,
$4 no. Dead queens replaced if box is returned unopened. Dis-
count to dealers or for quantities. Beautiful unsolicited testi-

monials. Honest dealing. For further particulars write to

MALAN BROTHERS
Ouoen-breeders, Luserna, San Giovanni, Italy

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Penn G. Snyder, Swarthmore, Pa

Golden and Red-clover
Italian Queens

My queens are larce and prolific. Their workers are
hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,
$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. All orders
filled in rotation.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season.
WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

CALIFORNIA : : : :

We have combined our forces and energies, and are
ready to mail queens from our stock which has pro-
duced results in recent honey-flow. Now is an excel-
lent time to overhaul and requeen your bees.
Untested queens . . . $1.00; six, $5.00; dozen, S9.00
Te.sted queens . . . $2.00; six, $10.00; dozen, $18.00
We raise both strains of Italians. Our race of Gold-

ens are unsurpassed for beauty, gentleness, and pro-
ductiveness. Years of experience in honey-produc-
tion and queen-rearing, combined with all the latest
improved methods, warrants our assertions. Send
for circular.

MERCER & WURTIi VENTURA, CALIF.
Queen Specialists

IMPROVE your STOCK
by introducing some of our Famous Long-tongued
Italian Red-clover Honey-queens. We have been
breeders for 23 years, and have developed a strain

of bees that some seasons produce nearly 100 lbs.

of surplus per colony from red-clover alone.

Untested queens from June to October, 75 cts.

each; tested, $1.25 each; fine breeders, $10.00

each. Satisfaction guaranteed in every respect.

FRED LEININGER & SON, - DELPHOS, OHIO

ITAlTaIM QUEEN

S

Good leather-colored queens bred for business—no disease;

prompt shipment, extra good stock. June, 90c; six for $4.75;

20 or more at 60c each , later less. Satisfaction ,or money back.

S. F. TRECO. SWEDONA, ILL.

PHARR'S GOLDENS
took llri-t prize at three exhibits In 1907. We also breed ('arnl

olans. three-hanrled Italians, and Caucasians, bred in separate
yards and from the best breeders obtainable; snarantee safe

d' livery and f-ilrtreatment. Untested. »1; tested. «1.2f>. Address

New Century aueen-reanne Co., Bercalr.Tei. John W. Pharr, Prop
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QUEENS!
And nothing but Italians. An improved su-

perior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-
BREEDER raises. Stock is Northern-bred

and hardy. We winter our five yards on
summer stands with practically no loss.

Some of the largest honey-producers of the

West started with our stock. Free circular

and testimonials.

Prices of Queens after July 1
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LONG-TONGUED RED -GLOVER

BEES.

This is their Headquarters.
I am the Man who Originated

them.
F. J. WARDELL,

Uhrichsville, O.

This strain of bees undoubtedly excels all oth-

ers in honey-tratherinsr ciualities. There is cer-

tainly none better at any price. They are hand-
some, too, as my testimonials will show. Read
what a well-known lawyer of San Antonio, Texas,

says about my queens:

San Antonio, Texas, June 14, 1909.

Mr. F. J. \V.\RDELL, Uhrichsville, O.
Dear S/r.—Notwithstanding your refusal to dis-

count price on order for fifty queens, yet, beintr

so well pleased with those heretofore purchased
of you, I herewith enclose S50.00, and ask that

you make immediate shipment of fifty untested,
with the distinct understandinsj, however, that

they each and all have been mated in your own
yard. I have arranged to introduce them into a

territory now being opened, and to which a rail-

road is at present under construction. There are
many bee-men there on account of the fine loca-

tion, and I wish you to help me make a good
showing among them by sending me the very
best you can for the money.
In caging, should you notice any particularly

nice queens, won't you mark the cages in some
way, for the reason that, with that quantity to in-

troduce into the same yard at the same time, es-

pecially after a long journey, it will be difficult

to pick out those that appear to be best, whereas,
in your hands, the matter would be greatly sim-
plified?
The apiary where these queens are to be taken

is forty miles south of here, and I have arranged
to be there on the 22d inst., if possible, and for

that reason ask that you make immediate ship-
ment. My letter of the 5th was answered by you
on the 9th, which answer of yours bears post-
mark at Uhrichsville on the 10th, and at San An-
tonio the 13th; but the 13th being Sunday it was
not delivered until the 14th. Therefore, should
you mail the same on the 18th or 19th they would
arrive here on the 22d or 23d. Mail the same on
the 18th if possible. I presume you will make
one package of the lot, and, if so, please be sure
to put a special-delivery stamp on the same and
address it 237 Howard Street; also advise me of

shipment.
Trusting to receive the very best treatment

that you have in store, I beg to remain
Very truly yours, Louis Maverick.

If you will favor me with an order for queens I

expect to treat you in the same way so as to get

further orders. I have many more testimonials
of a like character, and will please you also should
you intrust me with your orders. No poor in-

different queens at any price will be sent out.

None but the best grade of pure Italian stock.
VVrite me now, stating what you want. If you

require a good breeding (lueen I have some that

will suit in every way. Send for circular.

June to October
Untested 81 00

Select Untested 1 25

Tested 2 00

Select Tested 3 00

Breeding Qucen.s 3 .50

Select Breeding Queens 7 50
Extra-select Breeding Queens 10 00

F. J. WARDELL, UhrlchsvlUe. Ohio

Swirthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Penn G. Snyder. Swarthmore. Pa.

CARNIOLANS
AND BANATS
OUR SPECIALTIES

Carniolans.—This
is our 24th year in
breeding this race
of bees; and by
careful selection we
claim to have the
finest "Line-bred"

Carniolans to be had. They are very gentle, hardy,
prolific, finely marked, great honey-gatherers, and
builders of white combs.
Banats.—This new race of bees from Hungary. Aus-

tria, looks like the Carniolan, though darker in color;

are gentle, hardy, great honey-gatherers, and builders
of white comb; do not breed out of season and use up
their honey when none is to be had; are not inclined
to swarm, even with their hives boiling over with
bees, but keep right at work while other races are
swarming. We consider this race of bees a model
one for producing fancy comb honey.
Mating yards miles apart. No foul brood here.
One untested queen, SI. 00; select untested, $1.25;

tested, $2.00; select tested, $3.00; breeding queen. $3.50;

select breeding queen, $7.50 ; extra select breeding
queen, $10.00; best imported, $5.00; virgin queens, 40c

each; three for $1.00. One L. frame nucleus, $2.00;

two-frame, $3.00; three-frame, $3.50. Add price of

queen wanted to nucleus.

F. A. Lockhart & Co , Lake George, N. Y.

Q-U-E-E-N-S
Our queens are noted for their prolificness and
honey-gathering qualities, being bred from the

best honey-gatherers obtainable, and mated With
selected drones.

PRICES
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will be inserted in these classitied columns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this-
department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement in the classified columns or we « ill not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—Finest quality of raspberry-basswood
blend of extracted honey, in new 60-lb. cans, two in a
box, at 9 cts. per lb., f. o. b. at Boyne Falls, Mich., where
we produce this honey. Sample free.

E. D. TowNSEND, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Honey by the barrel or case—extracted
and comb; a bargrain in honey. Write now.

John W. Johnson, Box 134, Canton, Mo.

For Sale.—Clover and amber honey, fine quality
for table use, in 60-lb. cans; 8 cts. for clover, 7 for am-
ber. Single can, Vi ct. more.

C. H. Stordock, Durand, 111.

I am still selling those 160-lb. honey-kegs at 50 cents
each, f. o. b. factory. N. L. Stevens, Moravia, N. Y.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—Bees. State quantity and price, kind of
hive, etc. " F," care of H. H. Jepson,

182 Friend St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.—To exchange 40—60 Marlin rifle, in good
condition, for extractor the same.

C. H. HODGKIN, New London, 0. Rt. 2.

Wanted.—A second-hand lath machine or power
feed rip-saw. The Irons Mfg. Co., Linesville, Pa.

Wanted.—To buy a quantity of good combs in L.
frames. B. Walker, Clyde, 111.

Wanted.—Second-hand Langstroth hives in good
condition. J. M. Brookfield, Rahway, N. J.

Poultry

For Sale.—R. C. Brown Leghorn eggs. 75 cts. per 15;
$4.00 per 100; also purely mated Italian queens—great
honey-gatherers. Untested, 60 cts. each.

Geo. J. Frhoss, Route 6, Hudson, Mich.

A. I. Roofs Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.
Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Situation Wanted

Wanted.—By single man with several years' experi-
ence with bees in Ontario, a position as bee-keeper or
book-keeper in the Weste.rn States or Western Cana-
da. I do not use tobacco or whisky. Stale wages.

431 Third St., Brandon, Manitoba.

For Sale

For Sale.—One Sprague damper and valve-regula-
tor for regulating the temperature of your house; adapt-
ed for steam, hot water, furnace, natural gas, or stove.
Manufacturer'.^ price, S30.00. I have one to spare at
S16.00, or will trade for honey or wax.

A. L. BOYDEN. Medina, Ohio.

Do You Love Flowers?—Send nou'for a button-hole
bou(iuet-holder, gold-mounted; will keep flowers fresh
for hours; quickly attached to coat, dress, or any part
of clothing. Money cheerfully refunded if not satisfi-

ed. Sent anywhere postpaid for 50 cents.
A. J. Wright, Bradford, Steuben Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the
face last season? Because you did not have on one of
the Alexander wire bee-veils at 60 cts. each.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—One wire-screen cage for live-bee dem-
onstration ; used at four fairs ; price §7.50 f. o. b. cars ;

also 6 154-story one-frame observatory hives with cov-
ers, used at two fairs, price $1.90 each.

M. H. HtiNT & Son, Lansing, Mich.

One hive-dovetailing machine in good condition;
will sell or trade for supplies. Price $25.00. One cut-
ter-head, all right, $7.00.

Wm. Bright, Mazeppa, Minn.

1300 wood separators, 13!4x3'/4; never been unpack-
ed; $6.00 for the lot; also fine violin, cheap.

Leon F. Howden, Fillmore, N. Y.

For Sale.—A four-frame reversible Cowen extract-
or, used but little; also a few Angora goats.

D. H. Coggshall, Rt. 12, Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Shipping-cases. 24-lb., 15 cts. each; 12-

Ib., 9 cts. eace; also full-depth and shallow supers for
sale at reduced prices. H. J. Avery. Katonah, N. Y.

For Sale.—A No. 5 Oliver typewriter, latest mode';
used only 7 months, and very little at that.

A. H. Kanagy, Kishacoquillas. Pa.

For best extension ladder at factory prices write to
John J. Potter, 14 Mill St.. Binghamton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. Cooley, Kendall, Mich.

Pianos

For Sale.—Genuine bargains in high-grade upright
pianos. Slightly used instruments: 12 Steinways, $350
up; 6 Webers from $250 up; 9 Krakauers from $250 up;
7 Knabes from $250 up; 3 Chickerings from $2.50 up; al-

so ordinary second-hand Uprights $75.00 up; also 10

very fine Parlor Grand pianos at about half. Write
for full particulars. Cash or easy monthly payments.

Lyon & Hcaly, 62 Adams St.. Chicago, 111.

We ship everywhere on approval.

Real Estate

Let me sell your apiary. Sell for cash, or exchange
for farm or city property. Write full description and
lowest price. Send for free circulars if in market for
a farm in Iowa's corn belt. I sell bee-farms, corn
lands, and northwestern lands.
V. C. GULLICKSON. Real-estate Broiier. Northwood, la.
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Bees and Queens

Missouri-bred Italian queens; trreat hustlers in sec-
tions; cap white, and trentle; cells built in stronK' colo-
nies, mated from two-frame I,, nuclei. Select untested,
$1.00; tested, $1.50; breeders, $3.00. Two L. frame nu-
cleus with layintj queen, $;1.00; ten for $J5.00; virgins,

50 cts. each: $5.00 per dozen. I u'uarantee satisfaction

and safe arrival. L. E. Ai.TWiilN, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—Mismated and hybrid queens. I have
bought some neisjhborinn bees, and wish to requeen
them. Queens are mothers of strontr colonies of bees,
and are trood lioney-jjatherers — 30 cents each; also

younsr untested queens of best Italian red-clover strain,

after July 1. S5 cts. each. A. H. Kanagy,
Kishacoquillas, Mifflin Co., Pa.

Formerly of Milroy, Pa.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and fiolden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, 85.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nal, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, SB.OO;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $l.i)0; six, 88.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

\V. H. Kails, Oranse, Cal.

F. W. L. Sladen, breeder of the British Golden bee.
Ripple Court Apiary, Dover, Entrland, exports British
Golden queens, $2.50 to $10.00 each. Pure imported
Cyprians, $5.00. Pure imported Carniolans, $3.00; and
pure imported Italians, $2.00 each. For particulars see
catalotj, mailed free.

Simmins' pedigree Italian queens—see cover. May
15th issue, lull-pat^e copy from our register. Nothing
like it in the bee world.

SlALMiNs, Queenland, Healhfield, Sussex, England.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March
1. Untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask
for prices in large quantities. W. J. Littlefield.
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—1000 tolonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally tor extracted honey.

Dk. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—1000 fine young clover queens, golden
and three-banded. Untested, 65 cts.; select, 75 cts.;

tested, $1.00. Also bee-supplies.
G. Routzahn, Biglerville, Pa.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—Hardy goldens and A^\ queens; Italians;

fine honey-gatherers. Virgins, 40 cts.; untested, 75 cts.;

tested, $1.50. Edwa. Reddolt, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

For Sale.—Fine golden Italian queens, untested, 50
cts.; tested. $1.00. D. T. Gaster,

Rt. 2. Randleman, N. C.

For Sale.—Fifty four-frame nuclei with queen, $4.00

each; Italian and Carniolan.
LOL'IS Werner, Edwardsville, Ills.

For Sale.—250 stands of bees, good i-ange, and free

from disease; run to extracted honey.
E. G. Hoover, Tulare. Cal.

FOR Sale.—Red-clover and golden Italian queens,
warranted purely mated, 75 cts.; full colonies, standard
eight-frame hive, $6.00.

F. M. Mayberrv, Lederach, Pa.

FoiJND Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic
Falls branch. Prices on application.

Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.—Italian queens, hustlers; untested, 75 cts.;

select, $1.00; tested, $1.25.

Mrs. J. W. Bacon, Waterloo, N. Y.

For Sale.—Northern-bred red-clover queens. Un-
tested. 75 cents; tested, $1.00.

E. S. Watson, Madison, Maine. R. F. D. No. 2.

Italian queens; untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; two-
frame nuclei, $2.50.

E. M. Collyer, 75 Broadway, Ossining, N. Y.

For Sale.—Untested red-clover Italian queens, bred
from Root's stock. Price 60 cts. each.

J. F. Ahchdekin, St. Joseph, Mo. Rt. 7.

For Sale.—Italian queens; untested, 50 cts.; select,

75 cts.; tested, $1.00. ROBT. B. SPICER, Wharton, N. J.

A superior strain of Minnesota-bred Italian queens.
Untested, $1.00.

A. T. DOCKHAM. Rt. 1. Eagle Bend. Minn.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—Italian queens, untested, 60 cts.; tested,

$1.00. W. Simpson, Meyer. 111.

For Sale.—Good Italian queens, each. 75 cts.. 6 for
$4.00; 12 for 89.00. D. J. Blocher, Pearl City. 111.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car
lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-

clover strain, $1.00. Circular.
A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary. El Toro. Cal.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price

list ready. Safe introducing directions.
E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Carniolan, Banat. and Caucasian queens. Order
from original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Fanvell, Mich.

Any one having a few hybrid or mismated queens
which they are about to replace will confer a favor
by advising me. J. A. Cunningham, Alpena, W. Va.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other
adv't in this issue. Wm. A. SllUFF,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

For your address on a postal card I will send you val-

uable information pertaining to queen culture. Write
to-day. J. E. Hand, Birmingham, Ohio.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bus-
iness, June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens. 75 cts.; select,

$1.00; tested. $1.25 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in

April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a

breeder. For prices see large ad. in this issue.

Quirin-the-queen-breeder. Bellevue, 0.
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State Fair Premium Lists.

The Maryland State Fair will take place at Timonium,
Sept. 7—11. The following' premiums are offered:
Colony of Italian bees with movable combs. .. . $3 $1

Display of comb honey, not less than 10 lbs 3 1

Crate of honey ready for shipping 3 1

Best display of bees in movable-frame hives,
including their public manipulation 10 5

J. S. NusSEAR, Sec, Lutherville, Md.

The following is the premium list of the Ohio State
Fair, Columbus, Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, 1909, for bees and
honey, to be exhibited in the farm-product depart-
ment—bees to be shown in closed hives. Displays
must not include honey entered for any other premi-
ums.
Display of comb honey; appearance, iiuality. and
condition for market to jfovern $l,').no $8.00

Case of 24 sections white-clover comb honey ; gen-
eral appearance. tlUinK. and capping to govern. 3.00 2.00

Case of 24 sections basswood comb honey.. 3.00 2.00
Case of 24 sections comb honey from fall flowers.. 3.00 2.00
Display of extracted honey; quantity, quality,
condition for market, and arrangement, to gov-
ern 15.00 8.00

Six jars extracted honey, quart size 3.00 2.00
Six jars extracted honey, pint size 2 00 1.00

Display of candled honey, not less than 25 lbs B.OO 3.00

Display of wax 2.00 1.00

Nucleus of Italian bees m observatory hive 3 00 2.00
Nucleus of Carniolan bees in observatory hive. .

.

3 00 2.00

Display of comb foundation tjy manufacturer 2.00 100
I-argest and finest display of honey (comb and
extracted I, quantity, quality, and condition for
market to govern .- 20.00 10.00

A. P. Sandles. Sec. Columbus.

The Spokane Interstate Fair will take place at Spo-
kane, Wash., Sept. 20 to 25.

No exhibit can compete for more than one prize, and
no exhibitor can make more than one entry in each
lot.

If any exhibits are sent in not accompanied by ex-
hibitors, all charges must be prepaid, and the secretary
and superintendent must be advised of shipment made,
and full instructions given as to disposal of exhibit at
close of fair.

All exhibits not donated must be removed before
noon of the day following the closing of the fair. The
Spokane Interstate Fair will not accept the responsi-
bility of disposing of any exhibits.
In this division no premiums will be paid unless

there is competition, and no premiums will be award-
ed where the exhibits are not individually worthy.
The judge will in no case give first premium to a sec-

ond-grade product even though there be only two ex-
hibits.
All exhibits must have been produced in the apiary

of the exhibitor during the year 1909.
Honey must be pure nectar, sugar or syrup honey

being barred, and sections less than three-fourths full
will also be barred.
The score for judging comb honey will be as foUpws:
Color—dark, 5; amber, 7; white, 10; perfection of'cap-

ping, 10; body, 10; flavor, 10; best-filled sections, 15;

str?ightness of comb, 10; best-cleaned and white sec-
tions, 10; attractiveness of display, 10; quantity, not less
than 24 pounds, 15.

Extracted honey:—Color—dark, 5; amber, 10; white,
15; body, 15; flavor, 15; style of package, 20; attractive-
ness of display, 20; quantity, not less than 24 pounds, 15.

Specimen of comb honey, quality and
manner of putting up to be considered ... §5 $3
Most attractive display of comb honey . . 10 5
Specimen of extracted honey, quality

and manner of putting up for market to
be considered 5 3
Most attractive display of extracted

honey 10 5
Specimen of beeswax, not less than 10

lbs., soft bright yellow wax to be given
preference 3 2
Most attractive display of beeswax. ... 5 3
Single-comb nucleus Italian bees .... 5 3
Single-comb nucleus black bees 5 3
Single-comb nucleus Carniolan bees ... 5 3
Single-comb nucleus Caucasian bees. ..53
Display in single-comb nuclei of the

greatest variety of the different races
of bees 5 3
Collection of queens of different vari-

H. L. Edwards, Supt., Spokane, Wash.

The Missouri State Fair takes place at Sedalia, Oct. 2
to 8. Exhibits must be in place by 6 p.m., Oct. 1, and
must have been produced in the apiary of the exhibit-
or. All extracted honey. must be exhibited in glass re-
ceptacles.
Best case 12 sections honey from fall flowers $5.00 $3.00
Best case 12 sections white-clover or linden
honey 5.00 3.00

Largest display comb honey not including
the above 5.00 3.00

Best 20 lbs. extracted clover or linden honey 5.00 3.00
Best 20 lbs. extracted honey, fall flowers 5.00 3.00
Largest display of extracted honey, not in-
cluding the above 5.00 3.00

Best 10 lbs. beeswax 5.00 3.00
Best display of beeswax, not less than 20

lbs., not including the above 5.00 3.00
Most attractive display of comb and ex-
tracted honey, wax, bees, and imple-
ments, not including any of the above 10.00 5.00 3.00

Golden Italian bees and queen in sin-
gle-comb observatory hive 5.00 3.00 2.00

Three-banded Italian bees and queen in
single-comb observatory hive 5.00 3.00 2.00

Albino bees and queen in single-comb
observatory hive 5.00 3.00 2.00

Black bees and queen in single-comb
observatory hive 5.00 3.00 2.00

Largest and best display of bees and
queens, not including the above 10.00 5.00 3.00

Best and most useful implement for the
apiary, invented by a Missourian,
nothing exhibited in the above to en-
ter the contest 5.00 3.00

G. W. Williams, Sup't, Humansville, Mo.

The Kansas State Fair will be held at Hutchinson,
September 11 to 17 inclusive.
Goods properly labeled may be sent by express,

charges prepaid, to the secretary of the fair.

No entrance fee, but 10 per cent will be taken from
winners.
All exhibits must be in place by 6 p.m., Sept. 11. Ex-

hibitors are requested to state space wanted, before
Sept. 10. Arrangements can be made with the secre-
tary of this department.
The judges will award the premiums of this depart-

ment on Sept. 13, at 9 A.M. ,
No article on exhibition can be removed until the

close of the fair.

All entries are open to the State of Kansas.
Perishable exhibits may be sent in Sept. 13.

All bees in observatory hives and combs of honey
for extracting are to be on stand Langstroth frames as
adopted by the Kansas State Bee-keepers' Association.
Best three-banded Italian bees and

queen in observatory hive $5.00 $3.00 $2.00

Best three-banded Italian queen in
mailing -cage 3.00 2.00 1.00

Best golden Italian bees and queen
in observatory hive 5.00 3.00 2.00

Best golden Italian queen in mail-
ing cage 3.00 2.00 1.00

Best display of bees and queens. . 5.00 3.00 2.06

Best case of white comb honey, 20
sections or more 5.00 3.00 2.00

Best case of amber comb honey, 20
sections or more, any variety. . . . 5.00 3.00 2.00

Best case of white-clover honey, 20
sections or more 5.00 3.00 2.00

Best case of alfalfa comb honey, 20
sections 5.00 3.00 2.00

Best display of comb honey. . . . 10.00 8.00 5.00

Best special designs in comb honey 8.00 5.00 3.00

Best comb of white honey for ex-
tracting 3.00 2.00 1.00

Best comb of amber honey for ex-
tracting 3.00 2.00 1.00

Best dozen 1-lb. jars white extracted
honey 3.00 2.00 1.00

Best dozen 1-lb. iars amber extract-
ed honey 3.00 2.00 1.00

Best display of extracted honey. . 10.00 8.00 5.00

Best 5 lbs. of yellow beeswax. . . 5.00 3.00 2.00

Best designs in beeswax 8.00 5.00 2.00

Best sample of honey vinegar with
recipe for making 3.00 2.00 1.00

Best display of bee-keepers' supplies 10.00 8.00 5.00

Best and most attractive apiary dis-

play 10.00 8.00 5.00

For best manipulating a swarm of
bees in cage by any person 15.00 lO.OD 5.00

Best collection of honey-producing
plants and flowers, mounted. . . . 5.00 3.00 2.00

A. L. Sponsler, Sec.
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The Iowa State Fair and Exposition will be held at

DesMoines. Aujr. 27 to Sept. ;{.,

Ik'es shall be in one-comb observatory hive with
trlass on both sides.

In awarding premiums in the different entries of
hone.v the judtre will trive e(iu.'il consideration to the
<iuality of the honey and to the style of packatre in

which it is exhibited as regards beauty and desirable-
ness for purpose of marketintr.

If there is only one exhibit in any specified article,

and if, in the opinion of the judfre, it is not worthy of
first premium, he mav award second or third, or none
at all.

Exhibitors at the time of makinfir entry must file a
statement with the secretary that the honey and wax
they exhibit were produced in their own apiaries.
Only one entry will be allowed any exhibitor for any

one premium.
Best and larfrest display of comb honey,
not less than 300 lbs $20 $15 $10

Lart^est and best display of extracted hon-
ey, not less than 100 lbs 20 15 10

Case of comb honey, clover or linden, not
less than 12 sections 5 3 2

Case of honey, fall flowers 5 3 2

Extracted honey, clover, 10 lbs 5 3 2
Extracted honey, linden, 10 lbs 5 3 2
Extracted honey, sweet clover or alfalfa, 10

lbs 5 3 2

Extracted honey, fall flowers, 10 lbs 5 3 2

Three extractintr-frames of comb honey,
shown separately 3 2 1

Display of beeswax, not less than 20 lbs. .. . 6 4 2
Display of desitrns in beeswax 6 4 2

Golden Italian bees with queen, one for ob-
servatory hive 5 3 2

Dark Italian bees with queen, for observa-
tory hive 5 3 2

Carniolan bees with queen, one for observ-
atory hive 5 3 2

German bees with queen, one for observa-
tory hive 5 3 2

One erallon of honey vinegar, with recipe,
shown in glass 3 2 1

Largest and most attractive display of ex-
tracted and comb honey, wax, bees, im-
plements, etc., owned by exhibitor 25 15
Clubbing together of exhibitors to make this display

will not be permitted.
J. 0. Simpson. Sec, DesMoines.

The 41st annual Nebraska State Fair will be held at
Lincoln, Sept. 6 to 10.

All bees and honey competing must have been pro-
duced by the exhibitor; and all honey must have been
produced during the present year unless otherwise
specified.
Best comb basswood or white-clover honey,
not less than 20 lbs., crated and in single-
comb sections, weighing not more than 2
lbs. each $5 $3 $2

Alfalfa honey, the same amount, and crat-
ed as above 5 3 2

Sweet-clover honey, the same amount, and
crated as above 5 3 2

Fall honey, the same amount, and crated
as above 5 3* 2

Extracted white-clover or basswood honey,
20 lbs 5 3 2

Extracted alfalfa honey, 20 lbs 5 3 2
Extracted sweet-clover honey, 20 lbs., pro-
duced this season 5 3 2

Heartsease honey, 20 lbs., to have been pro-
duced any time sirjce Aug. 1, 1908 5 3 2

Extracted alfalfa fall Tioney, 20 lbs., to have
been stored after Aug. 1 5 3 2

Largest display by any one, including bees,
extracted and comb honey 12 8 fi

Most artistic designs in beeswax 4 3 2

Display of honey in marketable shape, the
products of exhibitor's own apiar>' 9 8 3

Display of bees and queens in obsen'ato-
ry hives, and not allowed to fly, not less
than five cages 6 3 2

Demonstration of practical apiary work. .. 6 4 2

General display of bees, honey, and apiari-
an products, $25.00 silver cup, to become the proper-
ty of the individual winner only after three succes-
sive annual winnings.
The following are confined to exhibitors in Nebras-

ka alone:
Best collection of honey-producing plants,
giving time of blossoming, with common
and proper names, and furnish the secre-
tary a complete write-up for print $7 4 2

The following premiums are oflfered by The A. I.

Root Co., Medina, 0.:

Best 5 lbs. beeswax, one year's subscription to

(Jh-anings in Bee Culture $1.00

Best 10 lbs. extracted honey, one copy of How to
Ke(>p Hecs $1.10

Best nucleus of Italian bees, one standard Root
c'opper smoker $1.35

Best single case of comb honey, one copy of the
A B C of Bee Culture $1.50

Most interesting display of bees and queens, one
German ABC book $2.50

Largest display of different racafe of bees, 5 lbs.

Root's Weed process foundation; 1 lb. each of
medium brood, light brood, thin super, extra-
thin sui)er, drone $2.50

Finest frame of honey for extractor, 100 Hoffman
brood-frames $2.90

The following special of^er is made by the Nebraska
State Bee-keepers' Association:
For besta,nd most instructive display of apiarian
products, including bees, comb and extracted
honey; beeswax, not less than 50 lbs.; designs
in beeswax, and original home-made apiarian
appliances, all products of exhibitor's own api-
ary; subject to the above restriction as to spe-
cial premiums—silver trophy cup $25.00

This cup is to pass annually from prior winners, un-
til won three years successively, when the ownership
shall become permanent.

W. W. Cole, Sup't, Neligh, Neb.

The Interstate Live-stock Fair will take place at

Sioux City, la., Sept. 20—26. No entry fee is required.
Ten per cent will be deducted from each cash premi-
um paid. Each exhibitor must purchase an exhibitor's
ticket—price $2.00.

Entries close Sept. 19 at 6 P.M.
Exhibitors must have their exhibits in place by Mon-

day morning, Sept. 20, at 9 o'clock.
All exhibits of bees, honey, and products of the api-

ary must have been produced by the exhibitors in

their own apiaries.
Points for the judgment of honey: Comb honey

—

perfection of capping, evenness of surface, best filled

out. All standard-sized sections can compete. Ex-
tracted—flavor, cleanliness, and body.

All honey to be in tightly fitted cases or packages so

as not to attract flies and bees.
The uniformity of marking, both of queens and

bees, will determine their superiority.
When there is but one exhibitor competing for pre-

mium, the committee may award no premium, or sec-

ond or first, as merit may warrant.
No award will be permitted on any entry where ex-

hibitors club together for the purpose of taking pre-

miums.
The following are premiums on comb honey in stan-

dard-sized sections crated for shipment:
Best 100 lbs. light $5 $2 $1

Best too lbs. medium 5 2 1

Best 100 lbs. dark 5 2 1

Best and largest display of comb honey— 10 5

Premiums on extracted honey in glass jars, tin cans,
or other packages are as follows:
Best 100 lbs. light $5 $2 $1

Best W)0 lbs. medium 5 2 1

Best 100 lbs. dark 5 2 1

Best and largest display of extracted honey 10 5

Bees and <iueens in single-comb observatory hives,

bees not allowed to fly—premiums as follows:
Italian $3 $1

Caucasian 3 1

Carniolan 3 1

Native or black 3 1

Largest display of bees as above 3 1

The following are specials:
Best 10 lbs. wax $3 $1

Best display of candied honey, fruits, can-
dies, cakes, etc., in which honey takes
the place of sugar 3 2 1

Neatest and best package of honey for the
masses for 10 cents 2 1

Best display of all the products of the apia-
ry, including bees and queens 10 5

Best, largest, and most atjtractive display of
hives and fixtures 7 3

At the pavilion, screened in with wire, there will

take place a novel and exciting exhibition twice each
day of the fair — the handling of bees by experts. In
this new feature there is much information to be gain-
ed from these experts that will prove of value to the
young bee-keeper as well as many of the older ones.
The exhibition is free to all. A reception committee
of three in the building every day.

R. A. MORGAN, Sup't, Vermillion, S. D.
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The Michigan State Fair will be held at Detroit, Sep-
tember 2—10. The foUowinfr relates to bees and honey
and premiums to be awarded.

All strains of bees to be plainly labeled and placed
in observatory hives; appearance of hives to be con-
sidered.
The exhibition of all kinds of implements and bee-

keepers' supplies is invited, for which space will be
provided, as far as possible, at 10 cents per square foot
for space used.
In judging comb honey, evenness of comb, com-

pleteness of filling, and general appearance will be
considered.
In judging extracted honey, body, color, flavor, and

appearance will be considered.
In judging display of honey, only honey on display

and in sight will be considered.

Italian bees ami queen In single comb observ-
atory hive $6 DO »4 00 «2.00

C'arniolan bees and queen in single-comb ob-
servatory hive 6.00 4.CO 2.00

Caucasian bees and queen in tingle comb ob-
servatory hive fi.OO 4 00 2.00

Black bees' and queen in single-comb observa-
tory hive ti.no 4.00 2.00

Largest and best display of bee:<. not less than
three strains, of various races, in observato-
ry hives.. 10.00 S 00 5.00

Larges display of <iueens, three kinds, of va
rious races, in mailing-cages B.OO 3 00 2.00

Best case. 12 sections, white comb honey :100 2.00 100
Best case, 12 sections, light-amber comb honey 3.00 2.00 1.00
Best and largest display of comb honey 15.00 10.00 7.00
Best display of special designs 3.00 2.00 100
Best dozen pint jars of white extracted honey 3.00 2.00 1.00
Best dozen pint jars of light-amber extracted
honey 3 00 2.00 1.00

Best and largest display of extracted honey. .. 15.00 10.00 7.00
Best display of extracted honey in granulated
form. 10 lbs. or more 3.00 2.00 1.00

Best 10 lbs. yellow beeswax 2.00 1.00 .50

Best and largest display of beeswax ,5.00 3.00 2.00
Best display of special designs in beeswax 3.00 2.00 1.00
Most Instructive display of apiarian products
and of the various uses made of honey and
beeswax 15.00 10.00 5.00

F. B. Ransford, Sup't. Caro, Mich.

The 69th annual fair of the State of New York will
take place at Syracuse, Sept. 13—18. Exhibitors in the
department of bees and honey can not compete for
more than one premium with the same exhibit; or, in
other words, exhibits competing for single premiums
can not be included in a display or vice versa.
No article will be allowed a premium that has been

awarded a prize at any previous exhibition of this so-
ciety.

All honey and wax exhibited must be of this season's
crop, and must have been produced in the apiary of
the exhibitor.
No premium will be paid in violation of these rules.
The following are the points for judging comb hon-

ey: 1. Perfection in filling and capping— uniformity;
'2. Neatness of capping and sections ; 3. General ap-
pearance for market purposes.
Extracted— 1. Body, flavor; 2. Clearness, cleanness

;

3. General appearance for marketability.
Honey should be so arranged as to show every sec-

tion in display; and every thing that may add to the
attractiveness should be considered.

Best Italian bees, with queen, iu singlecoml)
observatory hive .- $6.00 3.00 1.60

Best ('arniolan bees, with queen, In single-
comb observatory liive 6 3 l.W

Best black bees, with queen, in single-comb
observatory hive 6 3 1 .^0

Any other distinct variety of bees ...... 3 1.50
Best and most attractive display of comb hon-
ey, bassvi ood or clover, 250 lbs., no more nor
less

; 30 15 8 00
Best case 21 sections of comb honey, basswood
or clover C s 1 .'>0

Best and most attracti ve display of buckwheat
comb honey. 260 lbs 30 15 s 00

Best case 24 sections of comb honey, buck-
«^heat 9 4 ,r,o 2.50

Best liquid extracted hon«y. basswood or clo-
ver. .50 lbs. in glass 6 3 1 50

Best and most attractive display of clover
and basswood extracted honey both liquid
and candied, 250 lbs., no more nor less, in
glass ...25 10 .-) 00

Best liquid extracted honey, buckwheat. 25
lbs..inglass __. f, 3 150

Best and mostattractive display of buckwheat
extracted honey, both liquid and candied.
125 lbs. no more nor less, in glass 15 s 400

Most attractive display of beeswax. 2.5 lbs. or
o-'er ... 7.50 4 2 00
Bees must not be allowed to tly during exhibition hours.

John McCann, Sup't. Elmlra.

The West Michigan State Fair will be held at Grand
Rapids, Sept. 13—17. Entries must be made before 6

P.M., Sept. 3.

Nuclei must be exhibited in such shape as to be seen
on at least two sides, and should not be so crowded
with bees but that the queen can be easily found.
Bees must not be allowed to fly during the hours of

exhibition. All honey shown is to be the product of
the exhibitor and produced during the season of 1909.

All strains of bees are to be bred by the exhibitor,
and grown or produced in Michigan. They must be
plainly labeled, and placed in observatory hives — the
appearance of hive to be considered.
In judging a display of comb and extracted honey,

quantity up to the amount of 500 lbs. each will be con-
sidered in making the awards.
Exhibits of all kinds of implements and bee-keepers'

supplies are invited, for which space will be provided.
Diploma will be given to the best exhibits.
In judging honey, etc., the following scale of points

will be used: Style, 10; body, 20; color, 30; flavor, 40.

Display of comb honey—quality, quantity, up
to bOO lbs., appearance and condition for
market to be considered. Premiums will be
paid on a basis of 5 cis. per section for first.

4 cts. per section for second, and 3 cts. per
section for third, for actual number of sec-
tions of comb honey shown. Maximum
amount of premiums J25.00 20.00 15.00

Specimen case of comb honey, not less than 10
lbs., quality and condition for market to be
considered 5 3 2

Display of extracted honey—quality, quantity
(up to 500 lbs. I, appearance and condition
lor market to be considered. Premiums to
be paid on a basis of 5 cts. per lb. for first, i

cts. fur second, and 3 cts. for third, for actu-
al amount shown. Maximum amount of
premiums

Specimen of extracted honey, not less than 1

lb.; flavor, color, body, and style to be con-
sidered "

Display of extracted honey in granulated
form — appearance, quality, and quantity
to be considered. Premiums to be paid on a
basis of 5 cts. per lb. for first, 4 cts. for sec-
ond, and 3 cts. for third, for actual number
of pounds shown. Maximum amount of pre
iiiiums

Most attractive display of beeswax — quality
and (luantity (up to 1.50 lbs.), to be consider-
ed. Premiums to be paid on a basis of 5 cts.
per lb. for first, 4 cts. lor second, and 3 cts.
for third, for number of pounds shown. Max-
imum amount of premiums 7.1

Most attractive display of best honey-produc-
ing plants, pressed, mounted, and named,
not to exceed 25 varieties 5

Italian bees and queen, single-frame nucleus,
in observatory hives 3

Black bees and iiueen, single-frame nucleus, in
observatory hives 3

Carniolan bees and queen, single-frame nucle-
us, in observatory hives 3

Caucasian bees and queen, single-comb nucle-
us in observatory hives 3

Queen-rearing nucleus, showing a frame of
queen-cells in observatory hive 5

Full I'oion.v in full sized observatory hive,
showing ilitlerent parts and appliances of
hive must instructive 3

Largest, best, and most instructive display of
nuclei of ditlerent races of bees in single-
comb observatory hives 5

Largest, best, most interetting, attractive.
«nd instructive exhibition In this depart-
ment, all things to be considered 1.5

20

7. .50 4. ,50

fiO

The California State Fair will take place at Sacra-
mento, Aug. 28 to Sept. 4.

Most attractive display of comb honey, gold medal.
Second best, silver medal.
Best specimen of comb honey, not less than 10 lbs.,

quality and manner of putting up for market to be
considered—silver medal.
Second best, diploma.
Most attractive display of extracted honey, gold

medal. Second best, silver medal.
Best specimen extracted honey, not less than 10 lbs.,

quality and manner of putting up for market to be
considered—silver medal. Second best, diploma.
Most attractive display of beeswax, silver medal.
Second best, diploma.
Best specimen beeswax, not less than 10 lbs., soft

bright yellow wax to be given the preference — silver
medal. Second best, diploma.
Best single-comb nucleus of Italian bees, gold med-

al. Second best, silver medal.
Best single-comb nucleus of black bees, gold medal.
Second best, silver medal.
Best sigle-comb nucleus of Carniolan bees, gold

medal. Second best, silver medal.
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Best sinyle-i'omb nucleus of Caucasian bees, trold
medal. Second best, silver medal.
Sweepstakes on bees, display of sinirle-comb nuclei

of the greatest variety of the difTerent races of bees,
$10.00.

Best collection of queen-bees of ditTerent varieties,
$5.00.

Best (gallon honey vineuar in fiflass, silver medal.
Second best, diploma.
Best specimens of honey-producint; plants, pressed

and mounted, $5.00.

Second best, $3.00.

Best comb-honey hive, $5.00. Second best, $3.00.

Best extractinir hive, $.5.00. Second best. $3.00.

The larifest, best, most interesting', attractive, and
instructive exhibition in this department, all thintrs
considered. $10.00. Second best, $5.00.

F. L. Martin. Supt.

Other premium lists in next issue.

Special Noi icks
By Our Business Manager

BEESWAX LOWER.
After this date, till further notice, we will pay for

average wax delivered here 28 cents cash or 30 cents
in trade. For extra choice yellow, from 1 to 2 cents
per pound more will be paid.

SPECIAL PRICES TO CLOSE OUT HONEV-EXTRACTORS.
We have on hand at various points a number of ex-

tractors without ball bearings or slip gear. In other
respects they are up to present standard. We offer
them, to close out, at special prices. See last issue.

QUEENS.

By the time this issue reaches our readers, we expect
to be well caught up on queen orders and able to mail
queens very promptly. Our yards here are now pro-
ducing some very fine queens; and any one wanting to
requeen a few colonies or an apiary can not do better
than get some stock now. We can make deliveries on
single orders by return mail. On orders for more than
ten at a time, we must have a ff-w days' notice.

WESTERN TRIP.

As this issue goes to press, the writer, J. T. Calvert,
with his son Howard, are starting on a trip west to be
gone till about August first. After stopping in Denver,
Colorado Springs, and Grand Junction, Colo., Ogden,
Utah, they expect to arrive in Los Angeles about July
10, where mail can reach us, care H. J. Mercer, til! the
14th; then Portland Seed Co., Portland, Ore., till July
18. Carsteds & Earles, Seattle, Wash., till the 22d. Our
trip is necessarily hurried because of the importance
of getting back by Aug. 1st. Will not have time to
make calls on bee-keepers on the route, much as we
should like to do so.

Special Notices by A. I, Root.

BUCKWHEAT SEED—TIME TO SOW IT.

Now is the time "in Julyi to get in your buckwheat
seed; and the sooner it is done the better. See prices,
etc., on advertising page 27. June 1; see also our buck-
wheat pamphlet, free on application.

THE MAfilC EGG-TESTER—SEE PAGE 351, .JUNE 1.

As the result of our test we can not see that the Magic
egg-tester is of any value whatever in telling which
eggs are fertile and which are not. Chickens hatched
from eggs that tested No. seem to be just as good in
every way as those that tested XX; and our decision is

that the specific gravity has little or nothing to do with
the value of the egg for incubation.

THE BEST CRACKERS IN THE WORLD.
Now. friends, when I use the expression, "the best

in the world," you, of course, must take it for granted
that it is not only my opinion in regard to these things,
but also so far as my knowledue extends. I do not know-
as yet all about what the world contains. A few days
ago a lady said to me when we were talking about the
new food-products:

" Why. Mr. Root, I supposed you lived on shredded-
wheat biscuit for breakfast, dinner, and supper, and
nothing else."
Well, I did think for a spell that shredded-wheat bis-

cuit was just about " it." But while down in Florida I

got hold of some plain unsweetened graham crackers
made by the Kellogg Food Co., Battle Creek, Mich., and
I took such a fancy to them that I ordered a whole case
from the Battle Creek people. The first thing I want
for breakfast is one pf these crackers. It is made in

just the right shape to chew a long while. After I have
eaten one or two, and have thoroughly enjoyed their
mastication, I like a little butter or a small piece of
cheese; and of late I have been finishing up my meal
of crackers with some beautiful clover honey in the
comb. With these crackers, and nothing else, unless
it is half a cup of milk, with the butter and cheese and
honey I have a meal fit for a king, and it suits my di-

gestion to a dot. Fletcher says, you know, we should
eat just what nature seems to indicate or call for, and
nothing else, and the above just now "hits the spot"
better than any thing else I know of. These crackers
will keep, or at least I have reason to think they will,

for any length of time. They are always just alike,

and there is no trouble in preparing them for the table;
in fact, Mrs. Root has, by my request, put a large tureen
full of them on the table. This tureen has a close-fit-

ting cover so they are always ready without any atten-
tion whatever.

BOOK REVIEWS.

THE HIGGLE BEE-BOOK.
The publishers of the Farm Journal have just issued

another of the popular Biggie farm-books. This time
the subject is bee-keeping, and, of course, that is in-
teresting news to the bee-keeping public. The others
which have preceded this one, on such subjects as the
horse, cow, poultry, etc., have been quite popular, and
doubtless the one now before me will also meet with
considerable favor.

It ought to be stated at the start that these books are
quite small, hence the information must be in a very
condensed form, and this is particularly true of this

book on bees. It is very small in measurement, and of
136 pages only; yet the information compressed into
this small compass is very considerable, and may be
said to be the creme de la creme of our bee literature.

It is copiously illustrated with excellent pictures. This
has rendered the task of condensation easier rather
than otherwise. It is intended mainly for the farmer
class of small bee-keepers, and makes no pretensions
to being a book for experts or professionals.
Doubtless it will find its way into homes where a

larger book would fail to find an entrance, as many
think, or seem to think, they can not afford the time to

digest a larger treatise; besides, the price is inconsid-
erable.
The information is, of course, thoroughly orthodo.v.

and in line with the best practice of the present time.
The author, who writes under the nom de plume of Ja-
cob Biggie, gives one very sage piece of advice; name-
ly. " Use no starters." This is sound advice, and can
not be too often reiterated, more especially to farmer
bee-keepers, who are very prone to use "starters" in
brood-frames.
Another great mistake many make is in using too

small a hive; but this is not specifically mentioned in

the work under review. Farmers with limited time
to give to their bees really require a larger hive
than any one else, though they generally try to get

along with the smallest possible equipment. Four and
not less than three supers should be ordered for each
brood-chamber. Many use the eight-frame hive when
the ten-frame is not too large by any means.
There is one criticism which ought to be made,

though it applies to several bee-books besides this one.

It refers to transferring, which is recommended to take
place in the spring. This, it seems to me, is poor ad-
vice in every respect. Far better wait till after the box
hive has thrown a prime swami. In 17 to 21 days after

the issuance of the swarm, the colony may be drum-
med and smoked out into a new hive with the greatest

ease. There are no eomhs to be transferred. This gives

far bejter results than spring transferring, and is much
easier in every way. In the combs that are left there

is neither brood nor honey.
There is a very good list of bee-plants covering the

whole of the United States, and in addition a bee-keep-
er's calendar—a very necessary item in a farmer's bee-
book.
There is a chapter devoted to honey as a food, and

another on honey as a medicine, so that the publishers
may fairly claim to furnish a complete treatise on bees
in small compass. As a handy book it will doubtless
secure a place for itself in the book literature of Amer-
ican agriculture. Publishers, the Wilmer Atkinson
Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. We can supply it at publishers'

price when desired. Price 50 cts., postpaid.
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
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It Excels
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on whose name it is. It depends upon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the goods the name represents. It is NOT the name that makes DADANT'S FOUN-
DATION so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Coods. That's what backs
up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful experience in foundation-making.

EVERY INCH of DADANT'S FOUNDATION is equal to the best inch we can make. Do not

fail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the

dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is the PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our method of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This method leaves every essential in the pure beeswax, and our foundation does not have the
odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why several large honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other

makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Beeswax
Do not sell your beeswax until you get our quotations. We have received, up to April 1, over

80,000 pounds of beeswax for our 1909 trade. We will need over 80,000 pounds more before January
1, 1910. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION

The LATEST and BEST HONEY-JAR
MADE.

Greatest Fruit-jar on Market.

Special Features: All glass, mouth 3}i in. diameter, and
absolutely sanitary.

Officers National Bee-keepers* Association say:

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Fremont, Mich, Nov. 12, 1908.

This is to certify that I have personally examined the Premium jar, and
believe it to be the most practical jar for the bee-keeper to use in marketing his

extracted honey, and I gladly recommend all bee-keepers to give it a thorough
test. (Signed) GEO. E. HILTON, Pres. N. B. Assn.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Sec. N. B. Assn.

Eastern Distributor of honey-jar,

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

Premium Fruit jar is sold by all good jobbers.

Manufactured solely by

Premium Glass Co.,
Coffeyville, Kansas.



jTALCON QUEENS
WE HAVE in chargt of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin, who has had

wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-breeder

in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,

for several seasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft Apiaries in Tennessee

since that time. His queens have become famous, and it is with pleasi..e we offer his

services to our customers in the management of this department.

Our "Falcon" Queens are unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they winter

well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much of

the stock sent out by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture which other breeders are using.

Get. our Improved " Falcon " Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens
Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carniolans

BEFORE JULY I AFTER JULY I

Untested One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00 One, $ 75; six, $4 25; 12, $ 8 00

Select Untested " 1.25 " 6.75 " 12.75 " 1 00 " 5.50 " 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigoious colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the cage-cover.

Safe arri\al and sati&faction guaranteed.

Sections and . . .

. . . . Foundation
Send us your RUSH orders for Sections and Founda-

tion—" FALCON " BRAND—the finest made.

Have you seen the Dewey Foundation-fastener? It is

the most rapid machine on the market. Send for ciicular,

or, better still, $1.50 and receive one by mail, postpaid.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.



e^vare the

ed "Rubber Roofings"

There are countless substitutes for the genuine ixuberoid w hicii are

advertised as ** rubber roofings." Beware of thorn. For rubber in a

roofing would rot in a single summer. "Rubber roofing" is either a

fraud, on its face, because it contains no rubber; or it is a roofing so

poor as to be almost valueless. The genuine Ruberoid coiitains no rubber.

are laid, they look like Ruberoid. But none
of them can copy the vital elL'iuent wliich

gives to Rnberoid its properties. No other
maker of roofing can use our exclusive processed
Ruberoid gum.
This processed giim, too, is the basis of Ruber-

ine cement which goes with every roll.

Ruberoid roofing is waterproof, like rubber.

It is flexible, like rubber. But the resemblance
ends there.

For, unlike rubber, it remains waterproof and
flexible when exposed to the sun, the rain, the

heat, the cold, the air.

Rublier rots after slight exposure. Ruberoid
retains its life and durability under the severest

weather conditions.

Rubber decomposes rapidly under the action

of fumes and gases and acids, while Ruberoid
resists them. Ruberoid roofing has, in fact,

been used to line vats in which acids are kept.

Ruberoid contains no rubber. It contains no
tar. It contains no asbestos. It is not an
asphalt roofing.

Protection Against Fire

Ruberoid is almost perfect protection against

fire. Hot coals thrown on a Ruberoid roof will

set fire neither to the roofing nor to the sheath-

ing i;nderneath.
Ruberoid is tasteless. It

is odorless. It can be used
on roofs from which drink-
ing water is gathered.
And because of these

wonderful properties
there are today 300 or
more substitutes to de-

ceive you.
These substitutes have

names which sound like

Ruberoid. Be/ore they

RUBEROID
(REGISTERED IN U. S. PATENT OFnCB)

Be sure to look for this registered trademark which
is stamped every four feet on the under side of all

genuine Ruberoid. This is your protection against
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Ruberoid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell you the name of your
Ruberoid dealer when you send for our free book.

By means of Ruberine cement j'ou can join

the seams and edges of the roofing together,

and make a one-piece roof-—sealed against leaks

—sealed against the weather.

Rtiberoid can also be had in attractive colors,

suitable for the finest residence. These colors.

Red, Brown, Green, are not painted on the

roofing—they are a part of it. They do not
wear off or fade.

Get This Free Book
But before deciding on any roofing, for any

purpose, please ask for our free book. This
book is really a gold mine of practical roofing

knowledge. It tells what
we have learned in twenty
years of tests, not only
about ready roofings, but
abotit shingles, tar, tin,

iron and other roofings.

In asking for this free

book, please address
Department 34 D The
Standard Paint Company,
100 William Street,
New York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.

New York, Chicago, Kansas City, Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Memphis, Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamburg
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Special Prices
Root's Bee-supplies

I

WE ARE overstocked on some articles, and the rush of business being practically

over with, we have decided to make special prices on the following list of

goods, f. o. b. San Antonio. When ordering supers and hives j^ou should
order in lots of 5 and 10 or multiples thereof; sections, 500 or multiples; frames, 100

or multiples; shipping-cases, 50 or multiples. These are first-class goods made by
The A. I. Root Co., but most of them have been in stock all the season and longer.

We are giving designations just as given in Root's Catalog. If you have none write

us for one, or write us for any other information.

Frames
9500 Shallow Frames, 4' 2-inch end-bars each . . $1.25 per 100

1900 Thick-top Staple-spaced Frames, P W, each . .1.95 per 100

1500 Shallow All-wood Frs. for I super, >^-in. top-bars, PW, 1.25 per 100

2400 Shallow All-wood Frames for I super, }i-m. top-bars, 1.25 per 100

Hives, Covers, and Bottom-boards
Covers must be ordered in lots of 50 or multiples.

40 Danz. AE5 10 at 85c each. 300 8 10 at 38c each.

500 AE 5-10 PWKD at $1.05 each. 300 A-10 at 18c each.

500 5 10 PWKD at 60c each 150 B-10 at 26c each.

250 G 10 at 26c each. 100 A-8 at 17c each.
100 B-8 at 25c each.

The above prices are good only until the above number of goods are sold, and
only when this advertisement is mentioned. Remittance must accompany each

order. Order quick before they are all gone.

Supers, Packed five in each package
330 2P-10 at 33c each. 175 2S-8 at 29c each.

305 4P-10 at 47c each. 55 4S-8 at 42c each.

135 21 10 at 33c each. 200 2P-8 at 29c each.

115 2S-10 at 33c each. 80 J5-8 at —c each.

Sections—B grade, plain, packed 500 in a package
13,000 4x5x1 is at $2.85 per 1000 3500 at 3-\sx5xl '/. at $2.85 per 1000

We also wish to sell 4000 4x5x1 '^s No. 1 plain sections at $3.85.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey
500 12-inch, 4-row, 3 and 2 inch glass . . .at $12.50 per 100

350 10-inch, 4-row, 2-inch glass at 11.50 per 100

200 12-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 7.40 per 100

200 16-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 8.25 per 100

250 8-inch, 3-row, 2-inch glass at 7.50 per 100

350 6 '4 -inch, 3-row, 2 and 3 inch glass . . . .at 7.50 per 100

550 7' s-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per 100

250 7". s-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per IOq

300 9 '4: -inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass . . . . . at 10.50 per 100

50 9 '4:-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 10.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots

of 50 or multiples thereof, as they are put in packages of 50.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St. San Antonio, Texas
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-
ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Cincinnati.—The market is bare of fancy white
comb honey. We could make some ^^ood sales if we
had shipments of fancy white goods at once. We have
no extracted white-clover honey to offer. Amber in
barrels is selling at 6 to 654 according to quantity. We
are paying 28 cts. cash and 30 in trade for beeswax de-
livered here.
July 9. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Indianapolis.—No new honey has yet arrived on
this market, and the market is bare of comb honey;
but some extracted of last year remains unsold. A
fancy article of new crop would undoubtedly, find
ready sale; but as yet there are no established prices.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 29 to 31 cts. for it.

July 2. Walter S. Pouder.

Zanesville.—The demand for honey is about nor-
mal. Stocks are practically exhausted. There are
still a few arrivals of last season's crop— very little of
this season's yield. No. 1 to fancy white-clover or
raspberry comb brings on arrival 12 to 14, and whole-
sales in small lots at 16 to 17; best extracted in five-
gallon cans sells at 9 to 9Vj. I offer for clean beeswax
29 cts. cash or 32 in exchange for supplies.
July 9. Edmund W. Peirce.

Chicago.—There is nothing specially interesting to
state, different from what we said in our last report.
The honey trade is practically at a standstill, and we
do not look for any improvement until a month hence.
We quote fancy white, 12 to 13; No. 1 white, 11 to 12;
No. 2 white and light amber, 8 to 10, according to qual-
ity; white extracted, 60-lb. cans, 7 to ll-i; light and me-
dium amber, 6^ to 7. Beeswax, 28 to 30.
30.

July 9. S. T. Fish & Co.

Cincinnatl—There is very little demand for any
kind of honey at this time of the year, excepting comb
honey, for which we could find ready sale now. We
would pay 14 cts. per lb. for the first 500 cases of fan-
cy comb honey that would reach our store. There is
but little call for extracted honey, and that little is be-
ing sold at regular prices from 8 to 10 Cts. for the very
best in 60-lb. cans, and 5^2 to 714 for amber in barrels,
according to quality and quantity bought. We pay 28
cts. for choice bright yellow beeswax delivered here.
July 9. The F. W. Muth Co.

Kansas City.—The market here is about cleaned up
on old comb honey. What new there has been on the
market went at S3.25 to S3. 50, only strictly fancy goods
bringing the latter. The market is well supplied with
old extracted, white selling at eji to 7; amber, 6 to 6'j.

Beeswax, 25 to 28.

July 9. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Buffalo.—Nothing new to report in our market.
No. 1 to fancy white comb honey pretty well cleaned
up. The local trade here will not buy much more
until the new comes in. No new in yet. No demand
for lower grades. Some demand for extracted. Fancy
white comb honey, 13 to 14; No. 1 to choice, 12 to 13; No.
2 comb, 8 to 10; dark comb, 9 to 10. Jelly-tumblers, 85
to 90 per dozen. Extracted, white, 1% to 8; dark, 6 to 7.

Beeswax, 28 to 32. W. C. TOVVNSEND.
July 10.

Philadelphia.—There is some new honey arriving
in this market, but so little call for it at this time that
prices are not as yet established. Eastern Pennsylva-
nia has had a normal crop; but other sections are re-

porting about three-fourths of the average crop. We
are not looking for much change over last year's
prices, although the indications are they will rule a
little higher. Beeswax sells readily at 28.

July 8. W. A. Selser.

St. Louis.—Since ours of June '22 our honey market
has remained unchanged. The receipts of comb as
well as of extracted honey have not increased. There
is, however, no urgent demand for the same. We
quote fancy white comb honey at 12 to 13; choice am-
ber, 11 to 12; dark or granulated, nominal at 7 to 9;

broken or leaking sells at less. Extracted honey is

firm. Amber honey in five-gallon cans brings 6';; in

barrels, 6 if choice. Inferior brings less. Beeswax
brings 30 for choice pure. Inferior brings less.

, July 10. R. Hartmann Produce Co.

New York—We are having a fair demand for fancy
and No. 1 white honey, and are now beginning to re-

ceive the new crop from the South, which is selling at

13 to 14. Off grades are not much in demand, and will

not bring over 10 to 12, according to quality. There is

no demand for dark comb honey. There is only a fair

demand for extracted. Large buyers are holding off,

expecting to see lower prices ruling later on, especial-
ly on California. The new crop of Southern is arri\'-

ing quite freely, and selling at from 60 to 75 cts. per
gallon, according to quality. There is no new crop of

California in the market as yet, and we do not expect
to have any until next month. Beeswax is steady at

30 cents.
July 9. Hildreth & Segelken.

Liverpool.—There has not been much honey pass-
ing this last month. About 15 barrels, pile 1, Chilian,
have been sold at S7.00 up to $8.00 for retails; 17 casks
Dutch at 85.80; 11 casks Haiti at $5.00 to $7.85 per 100 lbs.

Nominal values for other kinds are: Chilian, $7.00 to

$7.25 per 100 lbs.; Peruvian, $3.85 to $4.90 per 100 lbs.;

California, $9.12 to $9.85; Jamaican, $7.12 to $7.92 per
100 lbs.; Haitien, $7.12 to $7.85 per 100 lbs. Beeswax is

firm. African, $32.40 to $34.15, per 100 lbs.; American,
$33.60 to $37.20 per 100 lbs.; West Indian, $32.40 to $36.00;

Chilian, $33.60 to $40.80.

June 15. Taylor & Co.

Now is the Time You Don't Want
to be Stung

Bee-keepers tell us our Ideal Bee-veils are the best

veils made. We mail one to you for 75c, postpaid.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET The Busy Bea-men CINCINNATI, OHIO

«*" We buy fancy comb honey, and remit the day the shipment arrives.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

I market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing: Department

^shlneton Bvd. & Marfan St.

CHICAGO. ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest maricet prices.

HILDRETH & SE6ELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

HOW TO KEEP BEES
BB By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK aiia

nPHTS is an excellent book for the beginner.
Nothing better. We cordially recom-

mend it to all who are learning bee-keeping
by their own effort. Having commenced
bee-keei ing three times, the talented author
is in a position to furnish the right kind
of advice. You can not go wrong in order-

ing this book. It is charmingly written and
easily understood. Price $1.10 postpaid by

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

Please
Rush My Order

WE CAN

As we have several carloads of Hives.
Sections, Foundaiion, and all other
bee-supplies GIVE US A TRIAL.
Shipments are made the same day
the order is received

We can supp v RED-CLOVER and
GOLDEN - YELLOW QUEENS. .

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ROOT'S GOODS

Office and salesroom 21 46-48 Central Av. CINCINNATI, OHIO
I
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RASPBERRY HONEY
There are some raspberries left near some of our

apiaries in Northern Michieran, and we are scatterinjr
our bees out where there are patches of berries left un-
burned. and the prospects are that we shall tret some
raspberry honey the cominpr season, but probably not
so larsre a crop as usual.
Any one wishing to be sure of securing some of this

honey would do well to send in his order in advance.

as the honey will Quite likely be snapped up in a hurry.
If any one cares to send us advance orders, such or-

ders will be greatly appreciated, and the honey will be
shipped just as soon as harvested.
The honey will be stored in bright, new, ro««rf jacket-

ed tin cans, with flat cover and wire bail. Price ten
cents a pound—$6.00 for a can.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON. Flint, Mich.

FOR

QUICK DELIVERY
and LOW FREIGHT send vour

orders for BEK-SUPPLIES to . .

THE A. I. ROOT CO., 221-229 Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
We are now fully moved, located, and well stocked with a FULL LINE

of supplies. We have the best shipping facilities, and with plenty of help

we promise to get goods to you promptly. There are only two reasons

why we might fail, viz., the neglect of some transportation company to give

its usual good service, and our inability to turn out stock fast enough to

care for your orders. We are promised a large carload from our factory

fvery TEN days, so you see we expect to take good care of your orders.

If you haven't our new catalog let us send you one.

Remember our new location, four blocks north of our former place.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
221-229 Institute Place R. W. Boydcn, Resident Manager. Jeffrey Building

Take Elevator to Sixth Floor. Telephone 1484 North.

«Bi
ON

•J * JnPt what you're askingr for. Pithy
articles by lon^ experieDced poultry-

raisers. Answers to yonr questions.
Complete show reports. A Department

for every breed. Pour complete
poultry l)f><>ks durinp cominp
year,— all In that wiiJe-awake, hnst-

Hng "Poultry Gazette." 40 to 80 pages

(J*lllh;k*ilr:^Uil!M
monthly, overflowing with the very facts
you need to pull more money out of your
poultry. Send 25 cents for a year's trial
subscription. You'll be pleased.

The Poultry Gazette
Box S > Fremont, Nebr. ^

Not Cheap Queens, but Queens Ctieap '

Advanced Bee Culture
r ^ ' ^ r HUTCHINSON

i>'>.S T HI 4 V' KKSS I STll. Vol .SKK MY
FREE OFFER

Red<lover three-lMind queens a» follows: I'ntested, 1, 75c; 6,

•«.»; tested, l.tl.00: «. KJ-Q; select lireeder. (."i 00
Nuclei with untested queen. one- frame. II. 75; two-frame, •2.25;

with tested queen, one-frame. K.OO; two-frame, 12.60.

Flve-I>and or i^nlden queens as follows: Untested, 1, tl.OO;

«. J8.70; tested. 1. II 60; «. $X.70. Hreeders. 1. 110.00.

If queens are wanted In larjfe quantity, write for prices.
Directions for bulldlntr up w.'ak colf>nles. 10 cts.

W. J. LITTLEFIELD, LITTLE ROCK, ARK., RT. 3.

A book for the bread-and-butter bee-

keeper Mr. Hutchinson is a large

producer of honey, and treats of the

subject in a clear and attractive style.

Price $1.20, postpaid.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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WITH A FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you with quick shipments

and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO. 'S make, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

Best Comb-honey Combination
I have 112 colonies all in Uanz. hives with the exception

of ten, which are in Djlpx. divi-ible hives, and tnese will

go into the regular D.mz. body in the sprinj;. ' he regular

Darz. body, with t^e right management, is the best com-
bination in the world for comb honey. I let the hig-hive

men laugh, but when « e go to market, their ptoduct is no

compeiifon to mine. The deal'rs say to th»m, "If yours is

as good as H.ill's bring it in and we will take it " And it

is all in the form and minpgement of the HIVE.
St. Joseph, Mich , Sept. 2'., 1908. C. L. ^all.

You can get the same results by using the

Danzenbaker hive. Nothing lo e(]aal it for

the production of comb honey. The booklet
" Facts about Bees" te'ls all about this hive.

I Sent to any address on receipt of ten cents.

Write for quotations on the

D.inz. hives for your apiary.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,
worry, and money by

igiB^^BHHH^H^^^H^H^^H your
for next season now.

I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket \4M-l

Boston,

Mass.

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

D

D

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writpr.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never

before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipn en
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee • keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any

address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet

g'ving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, whiih is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete

encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page

illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked aboije;

I inclose S to co'ver the cost.

D

D
D

D

n

D

D

D

D

Uamt

Strtet Addriii or R. F. D

Town

G.B.C. 7-15 Statt.
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A
ENUOUS
TIME

For the last three months v/e

have been so busy that we were
obliged to work up to 10 p. m.

and sometimes till midnight, in

order to get goods off. We are

now caught up with orders, and

shall be able to get goods off

more promptly. MY! BUT DID
NOT THE BEE-KEEPERS OF
THIS STATE GIVE US A RUSH-
ING BUSINESS ?

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

THEY ARE HERE.

The Best and Largest Stock of Root's Goods
Ever in Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

y& bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time = yours,

and I want to serve yo .

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.
Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

RUSH ORDERS
Wc have a large

stock to draw from

to handle your rush

orders for hives, sec-

tions, etc.—and they

are all Root Q-iality.

We have the best shipping-point

in Michigan to get the goods to

you quick. Our catalog for the

asking. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Opposite Lake Shore Depot.

Western Headquarters
..for ..

ROOT'S GOODS

VI y stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES, IOWA
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New England Bee-keepers
\\'o are headquarters for

BEE -SUPPLIES

We have a lartre stock of

SECTIONS AND
FOUNDATION
of all trrades in stock, and can make prompt
shipn.ents of all orders for regular iroods. Send
for price list. See our queen ad. in this issue.

W. W. GARY & SON
Lyonsville, - - Massachusetts

I. J. STRINCHAM
1 03 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers
use. Tested Italian queens, $1.25. Catalog free.

Apiaries:. Glen Cove, L. 1.

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
rH.\RLES J. WILLIAMSON.

Second Nafl Bank Bldg., Washingtox. D. C.

Patent Practice in Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. 1. Root Co.

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED
'Al-I. RIGMT'

COLD MEDALS
St. Louis - 1904

Jamestown - 1907

IS THE BEST.I

STRONGEST, gl
COOLEST, ^ ,

-

CLEANEST, ^
CHEAPEST, i

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

With the side grate combines hot and cold blast deflect-

ing part of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expeis
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-

ed. The Double-walled case, 3^ inches in diameter, has

asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines Sim-
plicity, Utility, and durability.

Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

GUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all our smokers

sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price $1.00; two, SI.60; mail, 25c each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-order discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sanny Sooth Land, we will

help yon find it.

F. Danzenbaker, Norfolk, Va., or Medina, Ohio

Dovetail hives, sections, foundation, and all supplies on hand in large quantities ready for immediate ship-

ment day order is received. We can ship at once. No delays. ^ „ j = - j mi u
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

LEWIS BEE-WARE SHIPPED PROMPTLY
ARND HONEY & BEP-SUPPLY COMPANY (Not inc.) send i^^or catalog

Successors to YORK HONEY 4 BEE-SUPPLY COMPANY 1 9 I E. Superior St., Chicago, ill.

Coupon Good for 35c
on any ONH of these special offers :

{Nelv Subscribers Only)

American Bee Journal one year with—
Duolittle'H book, "Scientific Queen-Rearing" (Itatherette), $1.40
Vntested Italian Queen, -.---.--------- 1.55
Dr. Miller's "Forty Years Among the Bees," 1.75
F'ountaln Pen, .....---•---------- 1.75
Novelty Pocket Knife (with your name and address on one

sidi-—Queen, Drone and Worker bee on the other side) - - - K.OO

The American Bee Journal is a 32-page illustrat-

ed 75-cent ini.nthlv. It tells all about the best way to manape
bees to produce the mo.st honev; with market quotations, etc. A dozen different (lepartments-one for

women bee-keepers. Best writers, if you will send us your name and arl<lress with 40 cents (stamps or

coin) together with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of Bee Journal for 12 months. Order now
and let us begin with this month's tine number. Sample copy free. Address,

American Bee Journal. 118 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois.
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Comb Foundation
"Weed" Process

A Few Suggestions for Putting Foundation into Sections

There are many hee-keepe'S who are not getting the results they ought to, simply

because they fail to use foundation liberally. Economy is a good thing—it is a virtue, but

if one is too economical it is just as bad as being prodigal. There is no longer,any reason

why any one should have large pitches of drone-cells in the brood-combs. Use foundation

a d save the bees from the labor of rearing thousands of useless but voracious drones. Rear-

ing drones is a losing game for any honey-producer. You may trap them, but it is much

more satisfactory to prevent their existence, and they eat a lot before they grow to maturity,

w.isting space, ti'ne, and food. Prevention is best.

Fine board like combs are essential in an apiary where the highest results possible are

sought. Such combs are perfectly interchangeable, and enable the owner to follow the most

up-to-date and scifntific plans in apiarian management.

Crooked combs are an affliction in a well-regulated apiary, and the only satisfactory

way to avoid the same is to use "Weed" Foundation in all brood-frames—full sheets every

time. This is the cheapest way, and by long odds the most satisfactory. If you are a comb-

hf)n -v producer you certainly ought to u'!e full sheets in sections, and in addition a i^oZ/o///

smarter Yo i will certainly have fewer "culls " and more " No. 1 " and " Fancy " sections.

Our ablest and most successful comb-honey specialists do this, and find it "pays." It pays

in more than one sense of the word In any case it will hardly pay to run counter to the

most successful comb-honey producer.

The question with many bee-men is, "Can I afford to do without foundation .?" and

that means " Weed " foundation. You can not afford to experiment with other kinds.

Our " Weed" foundation has bten tested and tried in the crucible of experience by the

most eminent bee-keepers everywhere, and by universal consent it holds the first place, not in

America alone, but in Europe and elsewhere.

You may jud^e somewhat of the popularity of this foundation when we tell you that

about 70,000 pounds was sold during the month of April, 1909.

Make sure you have enough foundation to last through a big

harvest. To delay ordering until the last minute often means the

loss of a litge honey crop, and will turn a very profitable season into

a poor one.

This foundation is sold by all leading dealers in bee-keepers'

suppl es Be sure to specify " Weed " Process when sending in your

order, and accept no other.
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Better Supplies
More Profits

^'ou know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.

In every way

—

location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.
What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special
prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

MILLER AUTOMATIC GEGAPPERS

For all Frames and S'-» tions.

$.5 to $35.

Send for descripiive catalog.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

New England Bee-keepers!
Wt WANT YOUR ORDERS

Supplies - Bees - Queens
Cull & Williams Company, Providence. R. I.

SUPPLIES . .

.

and QUEENS
Every thing needed by the bee-
keeper, and purest strain of
Italian queens and bees. Test-
ed queens, $1.50; untested, 75c.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA ALABAMA

500,000 Sections ;$1:^ per Crate

Manufacturer's stock just purchased by us must be moved at once in order to
make room for another tenant. We offer for sale this job lot of one-piece sections
at this bargain price so as to avoid the expense of carting and storing these goods
in our warehouse. :::::::::•
Packed Ready for Immedeate Shipment
These sections are packed 500 to the cr^te, and are ready for immediate shipment. Tlie lot con.sists
of a mi.\ed assortment in the followintr sizes of OFF-GRADE SECTIONS—some a little off color and
some not quite smooth enough to qualify for No. 1 and No. 2 grades, but good enough for ordinary use

4% X 4,'4 X 1 H inches Beeway.
4XbXiy% inches Plain.

i'/Xi^Xl/z inches. . . .Plain.
T)iXbX\y2 inches Plain.

Bee-keepers should take advantage of this exceptional opportunity to secure these sections at this
bargain price before the supply is exhausted. Manufacturers (with but few exceptions) are away
behind on orders. A supply of these sections on hand will be worth many times their cost in case of
emergencies when you are in need of sections and can not get them, as they come handy to fill in with.

REMEMBER—500 Sections for $1.50 per Crate
Orders will be filled for any quantity desired in the same order as received until the lot is

disposed of. All goods shipped subject to approval, as we guarantee satisfaction
to our clients at all times in every business transaction.

DON'T DELAY IT. MAIL THAT ORDER TO-DAY. DON'T

Minnesota Bee -Supply Co., Minneapolis, Minn,
223 Nicollet island
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' H Goods are wanted Quick. Send to Poudar."

Established 1 S89

From Good Old Kentucky
By the Bee Crank

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

A short time ago I published a few verses written

by one of the many admirers of "Pouder Service." I

have thus far failed to learn his identity, but have evi-

dently stirred up another enthusiast who is just as

modest. This time the letter is postmarked "Ken-

tucky"—good old Kentucky—where there are so many

pretty girls. While I have no means of knowing

whether or not these verses were written by one of these

Kentucky belles, I do know that I have a goodly number

of satisfied patrons among the fair sex of that, as well

as other States ; for the ladies, as a rule, insist on hav-

ing their orders executed accurately and promptly.

Whoever you are, madam, mister, or miss, you need

not hesitate to acknowledge these verses

:

A man named Pouder keeps a store-
In Indianapolis town;

If you've bought goods of him before,
You've surely marked it down.

If they're wanted quick, he hits the lick

That sends them down the line;

I've bought before; when I want more,
It's "Pouder Service" for mine.

He keeps his store so full of wares he can hardly circulate;

But he can ship 'em on the cars so they won't reach you late;

He handles all of Root's best stuff, a full and complete line;

I tell vou, friends, this is no bluff—it's "Pouder Service" for mine.
I'VE HAD EXPERIENCE.

It is seldom that my patrons write to me in poetry; but they do often

write about this same experience. Twenty years' study of the bee-man's

needs has enabled me to assemble a stock of standard goods from which any

thino- you want in a hurry can be shipped at a moment's notice. This is one

of the reasons why ""Pouder Service" is popular. Another is the fact that

from Indianapolis, the greatest inland railroad center in the world, I can ship

goods in almost a straight line to any point in the country, saving time and

expense. Still a third is found in the fact that Root's line of standard goods

is furnished you at the factory schedule of prices. You can order from

Root's catalog if you desire, or I will send mine free on request, which

would probably remind you of something that you should have.

For beeswax I am now paying 29 cts. cash or 31 cts. in trade.

I am in the market to purchase high-grade honey on cash-bargain basis.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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17 Cents a Day

Buys an Oliver
This amazing offer—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5

at n "nts a day— is open to everybody, everywhere.
It's oar new and immeoseiy popular plan of selling Oliver

Typewriters on little easy payments. The abandonment of /enf-

hand in favor of clean, legib'e, beautiful lyftv-riilng is the next
great step in human progress.

Already— in all lines of business and in all professions the use

of ftn and iri is largely re-tricted to the wruing of lignaturei.

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the trend of

public sertiment, are training a vast army of young people in the

use of Oliver Typewriters.
The prompt and generous re-

sponse of the Oliver Typewriter
Company to the world-wide de-

mand for universal typewrilinSi

gives tremendous impetus to the

movement.
The Oliver, with the largest

sale of any typewriter in exist-

ence, was the logical machine to

take the initiative in bringing

about the univtnal use of type-

writers. It always leads !

SAVE YOUR PENNIES AND OWN

Tj^pcWri-fer
TKE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER

This " i7-Ctnti-a-Day" selling plan makes the Oliver as easy

to twn as to rent. It places the machine within easy reach of

every htme—every individual. A man's "cigar money"—

a

woman's " pin money"—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can cow afford to own Olivers. By
utilizing spare moments for practice they may fit themselves for

more important positions.

School boys and school girls can boy Olivers by saving their

pennies.

You can bay an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog

price—$100. A small first payment brings the machine. Then
you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.

And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables yon to <arn

mtney (• inish faying ftr the machine.

Advantages Service Possibilities

The Oliver it the most high- The Oliver Typewriter turns

ly perfected typewriter on the out more work—of better qual-

market—hence in lOO fer cent ity and greater variety—than

egiiiency. any other writing machine.

Among its scores of conven- Simplicity, strength, ease of

operation and visibility are the

corner stones of its towering
supremacy in

Correspondence
- Card Index Work
Tabulated Reports

- Foltow-up Systems
Manifolding Service
Addressing Envelopes
Worhlng on Ruled Forms

- -Cutting Mimeograph Sten

lences are:

-the Balance ShlH
the Ruling Device

' (he Double Release
- the Locomotive Base
- theAutomsnc Spacer
- the Automatic Tabulator
- the Dlsapi<earlng Indicator
-the Adiustabis Paper Fin-

gers
' the Sclenllll': Condensed

Keyboard

Can you spand 1 7 Cant* a day to baltar advantage
than in tha purchase of this wonderful machine ?

Write fur Special Easy payment Proposition or tee the nearest

Oliver .^gCDt.

The Oliver Tyoewriter COa
Ot 1 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

BANKING BY MAIL

Money deposited with us is secure, and works
for you continually. Our perfect system of
banking BY MAIL brings this opportunity to

your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital and
surplus of $70,000, and assets of over $800,000.

Its policy is conservative; its affairs are ably
rnanatred by capable and successful business
men.
Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted, on

which we pay a yearly interest of 4 PER CENT,
compounded semi-annually. Send currency in

retristered letter, your own check, or by post-
office or express money-order.

Write for the
Booklet Today

Resources
$800,000

Established
1892

tH^SAVINGS DEPOSITBANK COMRAN

Y

MEDINA, OHIO

tS Cents aRod
For a 22-lnch Hog Fence ; 16e for
26-lnch; 19efor Sl-inch;2a l-2e
for 34-lnch; 878 for a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 87e. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalogfree. Write forlt today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE. IND.

Makes and burns Its own gas and
pioiluics a pure white, steady,
hale, 100 candle power light. No

. wick, nuoke, dirt, grease or odor.

/ciSSx
THE BESTIIGHTI

fLighted instantly. Over 200 styles.

Agents wanted. Write for catalog

THE BKST L,I«HT CO.
306 K. Stta St., Canton, O.

$5U to $300 SAVED
W e are manufacturert. not merchants. Save dealert.

(otibrrs and cataloj house profit. I'll save you from

S50 to£300 on mv High Grade Standard Casiliiie

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.— I' rice direct to you /-O^

lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for

Oiuiilar engine? in carload lots for spot cash, jfi^jl^ Direct

GALLOWAY
Price antl quality speak for themselves
an'l you arc t^> be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse an-l l»iiv :

B-H.-P. only$119.50

mip

My Fac-
tory on 30

Days' Free
Trial. Satistac-

tion or money
k. Write forspec-

al proposition. All

you pay me is for raw

material, labor and
one small profit. Send lot

mybieBOOK FRtE.

W . Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway < <..

ICS6 Galloway Siaiiui

H'at«rloo. lo-a
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A CLEAN

AVE

QiNCASE with Barbers'
Genuine Ho'se-hlds

Strop, $2.00

Your new blades all need stropping before using. Not
one in ten comes sharp enouirh for a clean shave.
Why scrape your face with dull blades, or continue to

tlirnw away m"ney for new ones, wh* n the Caylor Auto-
matic Str'ppe- will resharpen all yourduU blades in a few
moments, yivlng them a bair-sp'llttinif erig-e better than
new. The motion is automatic, no practice required—

a

child can use it. It is the only stropper in the world that
successfully sharpens double-edged blade.*.

•'I take pleasure in saying that the GaylorStrop is some
thing that I havetesied most thoroughly. a' d it is all tliat

the inventor claims for it; in fact, it will often make
double-edged blades, witii the strop that the Ga- lor peo-

ple send out. sharper and n'cer than when they came
from the factory. I scarcely know how I could get along
without a Gaylor Sharpener.

" It seems to me there ou(<ht to be a big demand for

something of this sort becaise thousands o wafer safety-

razor blades are thrown away that might .lust as well be
saved. The dull blades can be made as good as new, and
sometimes even better. E. R. ROOT.

''Editor of Gl- aminos."

Order through your dealer. Or will send postpaid on
receipt of price. Be sure to state for what make of blade.

Money willingly refunded if not entirely satisfactory.

Write for descriptive circular. Agents wanted.

Gaylor'Automatic Stropper Company, Stamford, Conn.

Ad-writers earn $25.00 to $100.00 per week

Send $2.00 for 12 months' subscription to Southern

Advertising Journal which teaches complete course
j

n ad. writing. Prepares you for highest salaried

positions Course worth fully $40.00. Stamps^
accepted. This offer good for short tine only.

^

Send to-day.

SOUTHERN ADVERTIRING
JOURNAL,

Dept. Richmond, Virginia.

^1 WANT TO buy"*
YOUR

VS

If you wish to sell same, give me
price, description, and state when
l>ossession can lie had. Not par-

tic'ular about location. I wish to

liear fr m the OWNER only, who
will sell direct to t)uycr. Address

C. P. WIKE, 639 Franklin St., READiNC, P£NN

FARM

Goinen and Three-banded Italian Queens and Bees
At Special Price for July "nd August

Fine Golden and Three-banded tested queens at 9.5c;

untested, 65c; virgins, 2,5c; and if these uueens are not

just as good as any $1.50 or $2.00 dueen, return them
and get your money back; and if you order one you
will order more, because they are good ones. 100

stands of Italian bees, with fine tested ciueen, in Dov'd
hives. I have more than I can attend to. Special price,

1^ 75 if ordered at once. Three-frame nuclei at $2.75.

J L. FAJEN, ALMA, MISSOURI

sAVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

I

Electric Handy Wagon
! L.ow wtieels, broad tires. No
iUving man can build abetter.
I Book on "Wheel Sense' 'frecc

lEItetrlc Wheel Co. Bi9S, Qulncy, II

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits
Or For Your Own Use.

Tenyears'experlenceeuablcB meto
_ give practical Instructions worth

many dollars to you without Interfering
with regular occupation, no matter where located.

Send for Free Book and particulars how to start, etc.

JACKSON MCSIIROUM FARM
3448 N. Western Ave. Chicago, III-

Queens for BUSINESS
As well as Handsome

Bred by a Specialist

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsviile, Ohio

Flere is the kind of testimonials I get

from customers:
Halleck, Elko Co., Nev., June 13, 1909.

Mr. F. J. Wardell.—l thank you very much for
sending me another queen, which came yester-

day. Your queens are doing fine, and I am well
pleased with them; so I will 4ake fifteen more.
Send on the 21st of June. I inclose Mr. Murphy's
check for S15. This is my associate in the bees.
Hoping for some more fine queens, I am

Yours truly, J. E. Patton.

I can please you as well as Mr. Patton.
MySstrrin is the original red-clover long-

tongued Italians, with three - bands.
They are hustlers, and handsome too.

Nothing but high-grade stock sent out.

I have no poor stock to sell. Should
you require a very high-grade breeding-
(jueen I generally have a few in stock.

Please send for my circular.

June to October
Untestf d $1 00

Select Untested 1 25

Tested 2 00
Select Tested 3 00

Breeding Queens 3 50

Selecf Breeding Queens 7 50
Extra-select Breeding Queens 10 00

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsviile, Ohio

ITALIAN QUEENS
Reared from a superior strain of long-

tongued red-clover Italian |bees, world-fa-

mous for their gentleness, hardiness, and
honey-gathering qualities

Untested <iueens one, S .85;

Select untested " 1.00; "

Tested " 1-25; "

Select tested " 2.50.

Tested for honey " 3.50.

Breeders. $3.00 to $5.00.

Golden Adel queens at same price
pure mating guaranteed.

J. R. McCORKLE, Wingate. Ind

six, $4.25; twelve, S8.00
" 5.00; " 9.00
" 7.00; " 13.00

Safe arrival and
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J. E. HAND will begin tiie season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-rearine that contains all the best points of other methods with none of the de-

lects, includiuE some valuahlt imfrovements of his own—in short, a system through which the highest queen develop-
ment is reached by comet and scientific principles, which means that he is now in position to offer to the bee-keeping
public a higher eratle of quttns than is usually offend in the common utitility classes, owing toscientific methods which
produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by thr ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved
method of cljssi.iyine queens which strikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects

means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared

from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, " the very best," They are warranted to pro-

duce uniformly marked three-oanded b'^es of superior honey-gathering qualities. Price, after June 1, untested,
SI.UO each; 6, $5.00; 12, $9.00; tested, $1 50; 6, $8.00; 12, $15.00. Breeder, tested for queen-rearing, $5.00. Val-
u:ib'e inrormation free. Setd for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

Doolittle & Clark Golden and Red-clover
are now sendinsi out clioice ITALIAN QUEENS
at the followintr prices: Untested, SI. 00 each;
three. 82.50; 12. §().(X). Tested, .<2.00 each; three,
$o.n(); 12. S18.00. Breeders, S2.50. S5.00, §10.00.

Borodino - Onondaga Co. - New York

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swart more Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

. . . . Italian ....
Tested Selected Queens

P'inest Quality
Safe Arrival Guaranteed.

L. SIMONI, Livorno Leghorn . Italy
.Successor of Bianconcini.

Taylor's Queens ii;

.1. \V. Taylor & Son have made a specialty of breed-
intrfor the best honey-eratherers. Our three-banded
Italians can't be beat, or haven't been, as honey-j^ather-
ers. Untested. 75 c each, orSS.OOa dozen; tested queens.
$1.00 each, or six for $5.00. Select tested queens, SI.50
each; breeders, the ver>' best, $3.00 to $5.00 each. Send
all orders to

J. W. TAYLOR & SON, BEEVILLE, BEE COUNTY, TEXAS

If You Need a Nice Yellow Italian Queen
at once, send to C. J. F.AJEN. Blackburn,
Mo. Untested, only 65c; tested, $1.25;

3-fr. nuclei with fine queen, $2.75; full

colonies in 8-fr. hive, $5.50 with queen.

Westwood Red clover Queens
A N>w York customer writes, " I have tried queens (rom
igood many breeders, but yours are (ar ahead of them all."

.Nuclei and (ull colonies a specialty. Price list on application.
HENRYSHAFFER ?R60Hnrrlson Ave <:ta I Clnclnnaii.O

-QUEENS
DIRECT FROM ITALY
MAY to SEPTEMBER.—Tested, $27.0; Champion Layfts,

S4.00. Dead queens replaced if box is returned unopened. Dis-

count to dealers or for quantities. Beautiful unsolicited testi-

monials. Honest dealing. For further particulars write to

NIALAN BROTHERS
Quoen-breedars, Luserna, San Giovanni, Italy

Italian Queens
My queens are lartre and prolific. Their workers are

hardy and f^ood honey-gratherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, Si. 00; six, S5.00. Select untested, one.
$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. All orders
filled in rotation.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season.
WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

CALIFORNIA : : : :

We have combined our forces and enertries, and arc
ready to mail queens from our stock which has pro-
duced results in recent honey-flow. Now is an excel-
lent time to overhaul and requeen your bees.
Untested queens . . . $1.00; six, $5.00; dozen, .S9.00

Tested queens . . . $2.00; six, §10.00; dozen, $18.00
We raise both strains of Italians. Our race of Gold-

ens are unsurpassed for beauty, trentleness, and pro-
ductiveness. Years of experience in honey-produc-
tion and queen-rearing, combined with all the latest
improved methods, warrants our assertions. Send
for circular.

MERCER & WURTH, VENTURA. CALIF.
Queen Specialists

IMPROVE your STOCK
by introducing some of our Famous L' ng-tongued
Italian Red clover Hotiey-queens. We have been
breeders for 23 years, and have developed a strain

of bees that some seasons produce nearly 100 lbs.

of surplus per colony from red-clover alone.

Unt.-sted queens from June to October, 75 cts.

each; tosted, $125 eath; fine breeders, $10.00

each. Sitif faction guaranteed in every respect.

FRED LEININGER & SON, - DELPHOS, OHIO

ITALIAN QUEENS
Good leather-colored queens bred for business—no disease;

prompt shipment, extra good stock. June, 90c; six for $4.75:

20 or more at 60c each, later less. Satislaction.or money back.

S. F. TREGO. SWEDONA, ILL.

PHARR'S GOLDENS
took tlrht I>rl7.e at three exhibits In 19U7. vVe also breed Cariil-
olanu. thret-ljande'l Italians, and Caucasians, bred In separate
yards and from the best breeders obtainable; t;uarantee safe
dellrpry and fairtreatment. Untested.il; tested. 11.25. Address

New Ceatur* Qtjeen-rea'ing Co.. Berealr.Tei. John W Pbarr, Trop

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa
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And nothing but Italians. An improved su-

perior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-
BREEDER raises. Stock is Northern-bred
and hardy. We winter our five yards on
summer stands with practically no loss.

Some of the largest honey-producers of the
West started with our stock. Free circular

and testimonials.

Prices of Queens after July 1

Select queens
Tested queens
Select tested queens . . .

Breeders
Golden five-band breeders .

Two-comb nuclei, no queen
Three-comb nucl., no queen
Full colonies on 8 frames .
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Classified Advertisements
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be responsible for errors.
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For Sale

Honey and Wax for Sale

Fou S.\LK.—Our new crop of clover honey, both
comb and extracted; will be ready for the market about
July 25; also raspberry extracted. State quantity and
kind wanted, and tjet prices. We are specialists; you
i:et the very best by buying of us.

E. D. TOWNSEND & Sons, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in

new tJO-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. Ja:iies McNeill. Hudson, N. Y.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry. E. B. TVKKEL, 2.S8 Melbourne Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Light extracted honey, cans and barrels;
tom cts. Sample. 10 cts.

Stringham, 105 Park Place. New York.

For Sale.—Comb honey in car lots or less.

J. E. Pryor, Plateau City, Colorado.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. BiKNKTT, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Poultry

For Sale.—R. C. Brown Leghorn eggs. 75 cts. per 15;

$4.00 per 100; also purely mated Italian queens—great
honey-gatherers. Untested, tiO cts. each.

Geo. J. Friess, Route 6, Hudson. Mich.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's. 412-414 Ferry St., Pitt.sburgh. Pa.

Situation Wanted

Wanted.—By single man with several years' experi-
ence with bees in Ontario, a position as bee-keeper or
book-keeper in the Western States or Western Cana-
da. I do not use tobacco or whisky. State wages.

431 Third St.. Brandon, Manitoba.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
rum. State quantitv and price. OREL L. IlERSHISER,

301 Huntington Ave.. Buffalo. N. Y.

For Sale.—One Sprague damper and valve-regula-
tor for regulating the temi)erature of your house; adapt-
ed for steam, hot water, furnace, natural gas, or stove.
Manufacturer'., price, S30.00. I have one to spare at
$16.00, or will trade for honey or wax.

A. L. Boyden, Medina, Ohio.

Do You Love Flowers?—Send /jow for a button-hole
bouquet-holder, gold-mounted; will keep flowers fresh
for hours; quickly attached to coat, dress, or any part
of clothing. Money cheerfully refunded if not satisfi-

ed. Sent anj'^vhere postpaid for 50 cents.
A. J. Wright, Bradford, Steuben Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—Gasoline-engine; Foos 22 horse-power;
run only 3 months; at half price; good as ever. A
snap to party needing the power.

E. C. Mil lkk, E. Claridon, Ohio.
Also one 18-inch French burr feed-mill.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the
face last season? Because you did not have on one of
the Alexander wire bee-veils at 60 cts. each.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—One wire-screen cage for live-bee dem-
onstration ; used at four fairs ; price 87.50 f. o. b. cars ;

also 6 l!4-story one-frame observatory hives with cov-
ers, used at two fairs, price $1.90 each.

M. H. Hunt & Son. Lansing. Mich.

1300 wood separators. 13^2x3/2; never been unpack-
ed; $6.00 for the lot; also fine violin, cheap.

Leon F. Hov/den, Fillmore, N. Y.

For Sale or Exchange.—Bee-hives, for White Ply-
mouth Rocks or gun.

F. R. Davenport, Plainwelt, Mich. Rt. 3.

For Sale.—a No. 5 Oliver typewriter, latest model;
used only 7 months, and very little at that.

A. H. Kanagv. Kishacoquillas. Pa.

For best extension ladder at factory prices write to
John J. Potter. 14 Mill St.. Binghamton. N. Y.

For Sale. -Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. Cooley. Kendall. Mich.

For Sale.—$40.00 bicycle, with coaster, etc.. good as
new. Price S20.00. J. R. McCORKLE, Wingate, Ind.

Pianos

For Sale.—Genuine bargains in high-grade upright
pianos. Slightly used instruments: 12 Steinways, $350
up; 6 Webers from $250 up; 9 Krakauers from $250 up;
7 Knabes from $250 up; 3 Chickerings from $250 up; al-

so ordinary second-hand Uprights $75.00 up; also 10

very fine Parlor Grand pianos at about half. Write
for full particulars. Cash or easy monthly payments.

Lyon & Healy, 62 Adams St., Chicago, 111.

We ship everywhere on approval.

Real Estate

Let me sell your apiary. Sell for cash, or exchange
for farm or city property. Write full description and
lowest price. Send for free circulars if in market for

a farm in Iowa's corn belt. I sell bee-farms, corn
lands, and northwestern lands.
V. C. GULLICKSON. Real-estate Broker, Northwood. la.

For Sale.— 160 acres of land, 4 acres fruit and ber-
ries; house and barn; 250 stands of bees. Price $2500.

A. Bhauhard. San Luis Obispo, Cal.
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Bees and Queens

Missouri-bred Italian queens; great hustlers in sec-
tions; cap white, and gentle; cells built in strong colo-
nies, mated from two-frame L. nuclei. Select untested,
$1.00; tested, SI. .50; breeders, $3.00. Two L. frame nu-
cleus with laying queen, S:i.OO; ten for $25.00; virgins,

50 cts. each; $5.00 per dozen. I guarantee satisfaction

and safe arrival. L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—Fine young untested queens, at 65 cents
each in any quantity. Also full colonies bees in 8-

frame body, vi'ith a line young untested queen of best
breeding queen obtainable, §6.00; 5'2-in. depth 8-frame
nuclei witn queen, $3.75. Each, $4.00.

A. H. KaNAGY, Kishacoquillas, Pa.
Make all money orders payable at Belleville, Pa.
Clipping queens' wings, 10 cents each extra.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, ¥9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nat, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

Italian queens direct from Italy. Extensive apiarist.

E. Penna, Bologna, Italy. I send queens from May 15

to September 30. In Italy we have only Italian bees,
so all my queens are warranted quite pure and rightly
mated. One fertile queen. $1.30; twelve, $12.00; one
breeding queen, $3.00. Cash with orders. Queens sent
postpaid; safe arrival guaranteed.

Simmins' pedigree Italian queens—see cover. May
15th issue, full-page copy from our register. Nothing
like it in the bee world.

Simmins, Queenland, Heathfield, Sussex, England.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March
1. Untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask
for prices in large quantities. W. J. LiTTLEFlELD.
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Du. GEO. D. MITCHELL & CO.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—Three-banded Italian queens by return
mail, reared from the best red-clover stock; untested,
one, 75 cts.; six, $4.00.

W'M. I. F. HOFFA, Temple, Pa. R . 1.

For Sale.—Red-clover and golden Italian queens,
warranted purely mated, 75 cts.; full colonies, standard
eight-frame hive, $d.00.

v. M. Mayberry, Lederach, Pa.

Pound Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic
Falls branch. Prices on application.

Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.—Italian queens, hustlers; untested, 75 cts.;

select, $1.00; tested, $1.25.

Mrs. J. W. Bacon, Waterloo, N. Y.

For Sale,—High-grade Italian queens, tested, $1.00;

two-frame nucleus with queen, $3.00.

Dr. S. T. Hookey, 4712 Oak St., Kansas City. Mo.

For Sale.—Mismated Italian queens, 30 cts. each.
S. C Buff Leghorn cockerels, $1.00 each.

Jul. Buegeler, New Ulm, Texas.

For Sale.—Italian queens, hustlers; untested, 65 cts.;

select, $1.00; tested, $1.25.

Mrs. J. W. Bacon, Waterloo, N. Y.

For Sale.—Italian queens from a strain of bees
nearly immune to bee disease, $9.00 per dozen.

Charles Stewart. Box 22. Johnstown, N. Y.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. V. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville. Ohio.

For Sale.—1000 fine young clover queens, golden
and three-banded. Untested, 65 cts.; select, 75 cts.;

tested, $1.00. Also bee-supplies.
G. ROUTZAHN, Biglerville, Pa.

For Sale.—Hardy goldens and Adel queens; Italians:

fine honey-gatherers. Virgins, 40 cts.; untested, 75 cts.;

tested, $1.50. Edwa. Reddout, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

For Sale.—Fine golden Italian queens, untested, .50

cts.; tested, $1.00. D. T. GASTER,
Rt. 2, Randleman. N. C.

For Sale.—Northern-bred red-clover queens. Un-
tested, 75 cents; tested, $1.00.

E. S. Watson, Madison, Maine. R. F. D. No. 2.

Italian queens; untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; two-
frame nuclei, $2.50.

E. M. Collyer, 75 Broadway, Ossining, N. Y.

A superior strain of Minnesota-bred Italian queens.
Untested, $1.00.

A. T. DoCKHAM, Rt. 1, Eagle Bend, Minn.

For Sale.-
75 cts.; tested.

Italian queens; untested, 50 cts.; select,

$1.00. ROBT. B. SpiCER, Wharton, N. J.

For Sale.-
$4.00; 12 for $1

-Good Italian queens, each, 75 cts., 6 for
1.00. D. J. BLOCKER, Pearl City, 111.

For Sale.-
ers' supplies.

-Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.

For Sale.-
Rt. 1.

-Black and mismated queens, 1-5 cts. eych.
B. F. AVERILL, Howardsville, Va.

-Fine Golden Italian queens, 50 els. each.
J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy cur
lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Auso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order
from original importer, FRANK BENTON, box 17, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other
adv't in this issue. Wm. A. Shuff,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

For your address on a postal card I will send you val-

uable information pertaining to queen culture. Write
to-day. J. E. Hand, Birmingham, Ohio.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One, 75 cts.: six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, Wash.
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Qi:eens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bus-
iness, June 1 to Nov. 15. untested queens, 75 cts.; select,

$1.00; tested, iJ1.2j each. Safe arrival and satisfaction
L'uaranteed. H. C. Ci.EMONS, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in
.\pril; nuclei and colonics about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 2"J years a
breeder. For prices see lartre ad. in this issue.

Ql'IRIN-THE-QUEEN-BKEKDER, Bellcvue, 0.

Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

QUEENS.

The iiueens we are now sendintr out from our yards
here are better than we have ever been able to supply.
Our untested at $1, and select untested at Si. 25, are
especially fine queens, and the best we have ever fur-

nished for the money. Our stock is now coming in so
plentifully that we are able to fill larue orders by re-

Uirn mail. If you want a hundred queens at a time,
we can tret them to you at once. See our laree adver-
tisement on the inside front cover page.

SPECIAL PRICES TO CLOSE OUT HONEY-EXTRACTORS.
We have on hand at various points a number of ex-

tractors without ball bearintrs or slip treur. In other
•respects they are up to present standard. We offer
them, to close out, at special prices as follows:

AT MECHANIC FALLS, MAINE.

Two No. 4 Novice for short frames up to 13 in. deep
and \'3h in. wide. Price $7.50 each.
Two No. 15 Cowan for L. frame. Price $11.00.

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

Three No. 5 Novice for L. frame. Price S8.00.
Four No. 15 Cowan for L. frame. Price $11.00.

Five No. 15 Root automatic for L. frame. Price $12..50.

AT SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Three No. 5 Novice for L. frame. Price $8.00.

Six No. 15 Cowan for L. frame. Price SI 1.00.

Two No. 18 Cowan with comb-pockets, 12'c in., $13.00.

AT NEW YORK CITY.

One No. 15 Cowan for L. frames. Price $11.00.
Two No. 17 Cowan with 12-in. comb-pockets. Price

$12.00.

One No. 18 Cowan with 12;'2-in. comb-pockets. Price
$13.00.

AT PHILADELPHIA.

One No. 4 Novice for short frames. Price $7.50.

Two No. 10 Novice for large frames. Price $8.50.

Three No. 17 Cowan with 12-in. conib-pockets. Price
$12.00.

One No. 17 Root automatic with 12-in. comb-pockets.
Price $13.50.

Three No. 18 Cowan with 12!4-in. comb-pockets. Price
$i:{.00.

Two No. 25 four-frame Root automatic for L. frames.
Price $22.00.

AT CHICAGO.
Ten No. 4 Novice for short frames. Price $7.50.

Two No. 5 Novice for L. frames. Price $8.00.

Three No. 10 Novice for large frames. Price $8.50.

One No. 17 Cowan with 12-inch comb-pockets. Price
$12.00.

One No. 20 Cowan with 13'i>-in. comb-buckets. Price
$14.00.

Four No. 15 Root automatic for L. frame. Price $12.50.

Three No. 17 Root automatic with 12-in. comb-pock-
ets.. Price $13.50.

Two No. 20 Root automatic with 1354-in. comb-pock-
ets. Price $15.50.

Seven No. 25 four-frame Root automatic for Lantr-
stroth frames. Price *>2.00.

AT .MEDINA, O.

Ten No. 5 Novice for L. frame. Price $8.00.

Eight No. 17 Cowan with 12-in. comb-pockets. Price
$12.00.

Two No. 17 Root automatic with 12-in. comb-pockets.
Price $13.50.

P'ive No. 18 Cowan with 12(4-inch comb-pockets.
Price $13.00.

One No. 18 Root automatic with 12!/:-in. comb-pock-
ets. Price $14.50.

You will observe that these prices are from $1.50 to
$3.00 less than the price of the regular machine as now
made.

SHIPPING-CASES.

There is also a stock of shipping-cases without the
latest features of sliding cover and corrugated-paper
pad for bottom. We oiler these, to close out, at the
loUowing special prices from the points named. In a

few cases there are some other items listed at special
close-out prices. The prices here given are for 100.

AT CHICAGO.

200 12-in.

750 lO-in.

2U0 iO-in.

.iOU Iti-in.

liOU 10-in.

•JOU 10-in.

300 8-in.

200 6>4
"

200 6% "

4-row
4-row
4-row
2-row
2-row
2-row
3-row
3-row
3-row

with 3-

with 3-

with 2-

with 2-

with 3-

with 2-

with 3-

with 3-

with 3-

in. glass for 24 i%
in. glass for i%
in. glass for 4%
in. glass for 16 4K
in. glass for 454
in. glass for iVt

in. glass for i%
in. glass for iM
in. glass for Ideal

see's,

see's,

see's,

see's,

see's,

see's,

see's,

see's,

see's,

$16.50.

15.50.

15.00.

11.00.

9.50.

9.00.

10.50.

10.00.

10.50.

AT NEW YORK CITY.

.50 12-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 4K see's, $16.,50.

120 10-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 4M see's, 15.50.

luO 12-in. 2-row, no glass, for 12 4;'i-inch see's, 9.00.

175 8-in. 3-row with 3-in. glass for 4J4 see's, 10.50.

125 6)4
' 3-row with 3-in. glass for 4^ see's, 10.00.

) KK 1(10

260 7/8-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 20 Dan. s., $15.00.

250 T/irin. 3-row with 3-in. glass for 15 Dan. s., 11.00.

AT PHILADELPHIA.

950 10-in.

140 10-in.

400 12-in.

100 12-in.

350 10-in.

200 10-in.

180 16-in.

40 16-in.

50 61/4

150 9i4
300 GVi
100 7>8

4-row
4-row
2-row
2-row
2-row
2-row
2-row
2-row
3-row
4-row
3-row
3-row

with 3-in.

with 2-in.

with 2-in.

with 3-in.

with 3-in.

with 2-in.

with 3-in.

with 2-in.

with 2-in.

with 3-in.

with 3-in.

with 3-in.

glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for
glass for 24
glass for 12

glass for 15

4K see's,

4J-i see's,

4H see's,
4 '4 see's,

4'/i. see's,

4)4 see's,

4K see's,

4ii see's,

iYi see's.

Ideal
•'

Ideal
"

Dan.
"

I'KR W)
$15.50.

15.00.

9.50.

10.00.

9.50.

9.00.

11.00.

10.50.

9.00.

14..50.

10.00.

11.00.

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

2.50 12-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for
175 10-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for
100 12-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for
,50 8-in. 3-row with 3-in. glass for
100 9^ " 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 Ideal

"

160 7>8 " 3-row with 3-in. glass for 15 Dan.

I'KR mil

4H see's, $16.00.

iVi see's, 15.50.

4K see's.

4'a see's.

10.00.

10.50.

14.50.

11.00.

AT MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
I'KK \m

250 12-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 4k( see's, $16.50.

200 7; B
" 4-row with 3-in. glass for 20 Dan. " 15.00.

50 7>8 " 3-row with 3-in. glass for 15 Dan. " 11.00.

150 aii " 3-row with 3-in. glass for 12 Ideal " 10.00.

100 No. 9 8-frame slatted wood-zinc honey-boards, 10,

$2.00.

50 No. 10 10-frame slatted wood-zinc honey-boards,
10, $2.20.

20 zinc-front Alley traps at 40 cts.; 10 for $3.50.

50 zinc entrance-guards, 8-frame, 10, 80 cts.

50 zinc entrance-guards, 15-frame, 10, 80 cts.

AT SYRACUSE, N. Y.

49 cases, of 2 dozen each, 18-oz. Simplex jars, $1.10 per
case, 10 cases or more at $1.00.

60 3-qt. tin pails with bails and covers—S4.00 for lot.

AT .MEDINA, O.

:JOO 12-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 4K see's, $16.50.

50 10-in. 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 45<t see's, 15.50.

250 12-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for 12 4% see's, 10.00.

150 12-in. 2-row with 2-in. glass for 12 4% see's, 9.50.

300 12-in. 2-row, no glass, for 12 4K sections, 9.00.

150 10-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for 12 4H see's, 9.50.

200 10-in. 2-row with 2-in. glass for 12 4% see's 9.00.

300 16-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for 16 4'i see's, 11.00.

250 8-in. 3-row with 2-in. glass for 12 454 see's, 10.00.

150 9'/i
" 4-row with 3-in. glass for 24 Ideal

"
14.50.

250 6^1" 3-row with 3-in. glass for 12 "see's, 10.00.

The above are all packed 50 in a crate. The follow-
ing are packed 10 in a crate:

IHATK.

100 16-in. 2-row with 3-in. glass for 16 4^( see's, $1.20.

100 16-in. 2-row with 2-in. glass for 16 4]^ see's, 1.10.
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State Fair Premium Lists.

The Wisconsin State Fair will be held at Milwaukee,
Sept. 13 to 17. Premiums are open to all, but the ex-

hibit must be the products of the bees of exhibitor.

Most attractive and finished dis-

play of comb honey $12.00 SIO.OO $7.00 $4.00

Case white comb honey, 12 to 24

lbs 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Case amber comb honey, 12 to

24 lbs 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Display of honey in extracting-
frames 5.00 3.50 2.50 1.00

Most attractive and finished dis-

play of extracted honey 12.00 10.00 7.00 4.00"

Case of extracted while-clover
12 lbs. or more, in trlass, la-

beled 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Case extracted basswood or lin-

den honey, 12 lbs. or more, in
glass, labeled 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Case of other white extracted
honey, 12 lbs. or more, in
glass, labeled 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Case extracted amber honey,
12 1bs. ormore, in glas, lab'd. 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Display extracted honey, gran-
ulated or candied 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Beeswax, best 10 lbs. or more... 6.00 4.00 3,00 2.00

Honey vinegar, not less than 1

gallon, in glass 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00

Nucleus of golden-yellow Ital-

ian bees and queen 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Nucleus of dark or leather-col-
ored bees and queen 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Nucleus of Carniolan bees and
queen 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Largest, best, and most attract-

ive exhibition in this depart-
ment, all things considered. . 15.00 12.00 9.00 6.00

FARMERS' EXHIBIT.
Exhibitors in numbes 2 to 7, inclusive, can not enter

exhibits in "Farmers' Exhibit."
Case white comb honey, 12 to
24 lbs 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00

Case amber comb honey, 12 to
Case amber comb honey, 12 to
24 lbs 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00

Case dark comb honey, 12 to 24
lbs 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00

Case white extracted honey, 12

lbs. or more, in glass 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00

Case amber extracted honey, 12

lbs. or more, in glass 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00

Case dark extracted honey, 12

lbs. or more, in glass 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00

Largest, best, and most attract-
exhibition in this department
—all things considered 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

Most original and attractive de-
sign in comb honey 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00

Most original and attractive de-
sign in beeswax 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00

Candies made with honey

—

quantity, quality, and display
considered .5.00 3.00 2.00 1.00

Competitive live -bee demon-
stration, open to all, each
contestant to furnish his own
demonstration cage 20.00 15.00 10.00 .5.00

N. E. France, Sup't, Platteville.

The State Fair of Texas will be held at Dallas, Oct. 16

to 31. All entries in the bee department will be sub-
ject to the rules and regulations in the catalog.
Where there is no competition, but one award will

be made in one class of entry.
No premiums will be awarded when the exhibit is

unworthy, although there be no competition.
All articles entered for competition must be delivei'-

cd at the fairgrounds on or before Oct. 16.

Address all correspondence regarding space, exhib-
its, etc., to Louis H. Scholl. New Braunfels, Texas.
Golden Italian bees and queen in single-comb
observatory hive $5 $3

Three-banded Italian bees and queen in single-
comb observatory hive 5 3

Carniolan bees and queen in single-comb ob-
servatory hive 5 3

Caucasian bees and queen in single-comb ob-
serv'atory hive 5 3

Cyprian bees and queen in single-comb ob-
servatory hive 5 3

Holy Land bees and queen in single-comb ob-
servatory hive 5 3

Banat bees and queen in single-comb observa-
tory hive 5 3

Black bees and queen in single-comb observa-
tory hive 5 5

Best display of bumble-bees 5 3
Best display of ground-bees 5 3
Best and largest display of bees of various
races in observatory hives ^ 10 6

Best and largest display of queens of various
races in mailing-cages 5 3

Best case, 12 lbs. or more, white section comb
honey 5 3

Best case of light-amber section comb honey. . 5 3

Best and largest display of section comb honey 8 5

Best display of special designs of comb honey . 5 3

Best 12 lbs. white bulk comb honey in friction-
top pails.. 3 2

Best 6 lbs. white bulk comb honey in friction-
top pails 3 2

Best 3 lbs. white bulk comb honey in friction-
top pails 3 2

Best display of bulk comb honey 10 6
Best dozen jars white extracted honey 3 2
Best dozen jars light-amber extracted honey.. 3 2
Best display granulated extracted honey 5 3
Best and largest display of extracted honey 10 6

Best sample cake of bright yellow beeswax,
not less than 2 lbs 5 3

Best display of special designs in beeswax 5 3
Best and largest display of beeswax 8 5
Best display of fruit preserved in honey 5 3

Best honey vinegar, with recipe 3 2

Best collection of Texas honey-yielding, press-
ed and mounted 5 3

Best instructive display in apiarian products,
and of the various uses made of honey and
beeswax 20 10

Best and largest display of bee-keepers' sup-
plies diploma.

The Illinois State Fair will be held at Springfield,
October 1 to 9.

All articles must be entered, and cards obtained from
the secretary before space will be assigned.
Entries should be made on or before September 29.

at 6 P.M., by application to the secretary at Springfield,
who will furnish all necessary blanks.

Articles in this class must be in place not later than
10 o'clock A.M., October 4, 1909.

Articles for the fair should be billed to the "State
Fair Grounds, Springfield," with charges prepaid.
Awards will be made by the single-judge system.
Judges are instructed that, if they have good reason

to believe that an exhibitor, by false entry or other-
wise, attempts to deceive and obtain an award by mis-
representation, they shall report the fact at once to the
superintendent of the department, who shall report
the same to the board, who may expel such exhibitor
for fraud for at least two years.

Articles on exhibition can not be removed until the
close of the fair.

All goods in this department not claimed the day fol-

lowing the close of the fair will be donated to charity.
Every article entered for competition shall be under

the control of the superintendent of the department in

which it is entered; but the Board of Agriculture will

in no case be responsible for any loss or damage to

the same that may occur.
Neither the State Board of Agriculture nor the secre-

tary will be responsible for goods sent to their care;

but all goods sent by express, addressed to the owner
at fairgrounds, Springfield, 111., will be delivered on
the grounds.
Bees and honey—competition open to the world.
The judges in this lot will be governed by the code

of rules adopted by the Illinois State Bee-keepers' As-
sociation.
Five hundred pounds only will receive full score for

quantity in displays of comb and extracted honey, and
300 pounds only in displays of candied honey; .50 pounds
will receive full score for quantity in display of bees-
wax.
Only one entry will be allowed each exhibitor for

any one premium.
Display of comb honey $20 $15 .^10

Collectionof labeledcases containing 12

or more pounds of white honey from dif-

ferent flowers 8 5 3

Collection of labeled cases containing
12 or more pounds of amber or dark hon-
ey from different flowers 8 5 3
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Case of white-clover comb honey, 12 to
24 pounds 4 3
Case of sweet-clover comb honey, 12 to

24 pounds 4 3

Case of basswood comb honey, 12 to 24
pounds 4 3
Case of amber comb honey, 12 to 24

pounds 4 3

Display of samples of extracted honey,
not less than half-pound each 5 3

Display of extracted honey 20 15

Honey extraclintr on the trrounds . . 5 3

Frame of comb lioney for extractintr . 5 3

Display of candied honey 20 15

Display of beeswax 15 10

One-frame observatory hive dark Ital-

ian bees 4 3

One-frame observatory hive golden
Italian bees 4 3

One-frame observatory hive Carniolan
bees 4 3

Honey vineear, one-half srallon, with
recipe for making 4 3
Display of desitrns in honey .... 15 12

Display of desitrns in beeswax. ... 20 12

For manipulating a swarm of bees in
cage 15

W. E. Davis, Sup't., Libertyville, 111

The Minnesota State Fair will take place Sept. 6 to 11.

Competition is open to the world. No entries received
after Sept. 2. Extracted honey, other than for dis-
play, must be in square 1-lb. bottles. Each entry of
candy must consist of not less than twelve different
varieties, and must have 's lb. of each variety. All
pastry, cooking, or candies for exhibition must be the
work of the exhibitor or family, and be accompanied
by a recipe. All candies, pastry, or cooking must be
on the fairgrounds, and in place, not later than noon
of the second day of the fair. All bees or nuclei for
exhibition must be in place by noon ol the second day
of the fair. Premiums and purses not called for with-
in ninety days will be considered forfeited.
Mo^t attractive and finest display of comb
honey $14 $11 $8 $5

Case white-clover honty, 12 to 24 sec-
tions 10 7 5 3

Case basswood i linden) comb honey, 12
to 24 sections 10 7 5 3

Case other white comb honey, 12 to 24
sections 10 7 5 3

Case amber comb honey, 12 to 24 sec-
tions 10 7 5 3

Display of comb honey in extracting-
frames 10 7 5 3

Most attractive and finest display of ex-
tracted honey ., 12 9 7 5

Case extracted white-clover honey 12 lbs.

or more in glass, labeled 10 7 5 3

Case extracted basswood honey, 12 lbs.

or more in glass, labeled 10 7 5 3

Case other white extracted honey, 12 lbs.

or more in glass, labeled 10 7 5 3
Case extracted amber honey, 12 lbs. or
more in glass, labeled 10 7 5 3

Display of extracted honey, granulated. . 10 8 7 5

Beeswax, best, iO lbs. or more 7 5 4 3

Best and most attractive design in bees-
wax 10 7 6 4

Honey vinegar, not less than a gallon, in

glass 5 4 3 2

Nucleus of golden-yellow Italian bees
and queen in observatory hive 10 8 6 4

Nucleus of dark or leather-colored Ital-

ian bees and queen in observatory hive 10 8 f) 4

Carniolan bees with (lueen in observato-
ry hive 10 7 6 4

Largest and most attractive exhibition in

this department, all things considered 15 12 9 6

Exhibits to compete for the following premiums in
" Farmers' Collection " are not eligible to exhibit in

the general classes.
White comb honey, 12 to 24 sections $10 $7 $5 13

Amber comb honey, 12 to 24 sections 10 7 5 3

White extracted honey, 12 to 24 lbs 10 7 5 3

Amber extracted honey, 12 to 24 lbs 10 7 5 3

Most original and attractive design in

comb honey 5 3 2

Best and most attractive display of wax,
not less than 12 lbs 5 3 2

The following are open to to all:

Candies made with honey instead of su-
gar—quantity, quality, and display con-
sidered (5 4 2

Best display of cooking with honey used
in place of sugar for sweetening 5 3 2

Apiarian tools and supplies:
Best liive for comb honey 5 3 2

Best hive for extracted honey 5 3 2

Best display of apiarian tools and fixtures 7 5 2

Live-bee demonstration:
The most attractive exhibit of handling
bees made by any bee-keepers' associa-
tion in suitable tent or wire-netting in-

closure, said exhibit to be made daily,
and as many times daily as is deemed
advisable by the superintendent of this
department. lAssociations competing
must bear all the expense of exhibit) ... 40 20

M. V. Facey, Sup't, Preston, Minn.

The Colorado Interstate Fair and Exposition will
take place at Denver, Sept. 12 to 18.

I Entries will close in the apiarian department Sept.
11. Blanks upon which to make the same will be fur-
nished upon application to Sec. G. C. Fuller, Tabor
Opera House Building, Denver, with whom all entries
are to be filed.

No entry fee will be charged; but the exhibitor is re-

quired to purchase an exhibitor's ticket, costing S2.00,

at the time of making entries. This ticket entitles the
holder to admission to ihe grounds each day at tne
fair. The department will be open for the receipt of

exhibits Sept. 10, and all must be in place by 6 p.m. of

Sunday, Sept. 12.

No exhibitor will be awarded more than one prize in

a division.
The Colorado Honey-producers' Association, 1440

Market St., Denver, will receive and place on exhibit
entries shipped to them by parties who will not be in

attendance at the fair. The following are premiums:
Italian bees and queen in single-comb observa-
tory hive $3 $2

Carniolan bees and queen as above 3 2

Caucasian bees and queen as above 3 2

Largest display of queens of various races in

mailing-cages 3 2

Largest and best display of bees of various races
in observatory hives 5 3

Best manipulation of bees 5 3

Best case of white comb honey 3 2

Best case of light-amber comb honey 3 2

Best and largest display of comb honey 3 2

Best display of special designs in comb honey... 3 2

Best dozen jars of white extracted honey 3 2

Best dozen jars of light-amber extracted honey. . 3 2

Best and largest display of extracted honey 3 2

Best display of granulated extracted honey 3 2

Best ten pounds of yellow beeswax 3 2

Best and largest display of beeswax 3 2

Best display of special designs in beeswax 3 2

Best display of mounted honey-plants 3 2

Best display of fruits preserved in honey 3 2

Best honey vinegar 3 2

Largest and most attractive display in department 10 5

W. L. Porter, Sup't, 3522 Alcott St., Denver.

The Montana State Fair will take place at Helena,
Sept. 27 to Oct. 2.

The awards in the apiarian department are confined
to products of Montana. All competitors on honey
must produce their own honey.
The points for the judgment of honey are as follows:

Comb— 1. Perfection of capping; 2. Evenness of sur-

face: 3. Whiteness of capping; 4. General appearance
as to market quality.
Extracted— 1. Cleanliness; 2. Clearness; 3. Flavor.

No entries received after Sept. 25.

Alfalfa honey, not less than 5 lbs., crated, in

single-comb sections $3 $2 $1

Sweet-clover honey, same conditions 3 2 1

Fall honey, same conditions 3 2 1

Extracted clover honey, 5 lbs 3 2 1

Extracted alfalfa honey, 5 lbs 3 2 1

Extracted sweet-clover honey, 5 lbs 3 2 1

Extracted alfalfa honey, 5 lbs., to have been
stored after Aug. 1 3 2 1

Extracted fall sweet- clover honey, 5 lbs., to

have been stored after Aug. 1 3 2 1

Best display of honey in marketable shape,
products of exhibitor's own apiary 5 3 2

Display of bees and (lueens in observatory hive 5 3 2

Best collection of honey-producing plants,

giving time of blossoming, with common
and proper names 4 2 1

Martin Martin, Sec.
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The Indiana State Fair will take place at Indianapo-
lis, Sept. 6 to 10. Entries close Aug. 24.

Display of comb honey—quality, quantity,
and manner of putting up for market con-
sidered 25 15 8

Display of extracted honey, same conditions 25 15 8

Display of beeswax, quantity and quality to

be considered .' 10 8 6

Money vinegar, not less than one gallon, in

glass 5 3 2

One-frame observatory hive of Italian bees,

showing queen, workers, and brood in all

stages 10 8 6

One-frame observatory hive of foreign bees
(Other than Italians), showing the queen,
workers, and brood in all stages 10 8 6

Display of bee-supplies 20 10 5

Display of honey, wax, supplies, and other
material pertaining to the bee industry. . . 20 10 5

J. L. Van Natta, Sup't, Lafayette, Ind.

Convention Notices.

The Tennessee Bee-keepers' Association will meet
at the Board of Trade Building, Nashville, August 14,

at 10 A.M. A good program has been arranged, and a

meeting of more than ordinary interest is assured.
Among the subjects to be discussed are these: Honey-
dew; marketing honey; wax-rendering; bee diseases;
value of fair exhibits, etc. All bee-keepers, whether
members or not, are invited to be present.

I should like to urge all the bee-keepers of Tennessee
to join our association; for with a strong organization
we shall be able to accomplish much good for the bee-
keeping interests of the State. The membership fee is

only 50 cents a year, or $1.00 a year for membership in

both State and National Associations.
Franklin, Tenn. J. M. BUCHANAN, Sec.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

RATS AND MICE—ESPECIALLY THE MICE.

After the article on page 386 was in print I discover-
that it was not rats that " chawed up " my precious ap-
ples, after all. It was mice; but a couple of cheap wire-
and-wood mouse-traps that are now on the market
wound up the business. Get right at it and catch the
varmints someway or other, the first thing you do;
then go to work and hunt up the crack or crevice or
opening where they get on your premises, and stop it

up. Make sure of three things: First, that there is not
a rat or a mouse on your premises; 2. That there is not
a crack, crevice, nor opening where they can get in
after being once chased out; 3. Do not leave any sort
of food scattered around for the rats and mice. Do not
encourage them nor entice them on your premises. If

1 mistake not, your cliicki'ns will consume profitably
every thing that rats and mice will eat. Encourage the
chickens, but discourage the rodents.
Since the above was written, our Mr. J. W. Bain, the

man who has charge of our apiary, says the best
mouse-trap in the world is one called the " Sure-
catch," and the very best thing to bait it with is bee-
candy. Mice are always fond of honey, you know, or
any thing else that is sweet; and he says that The A. I.

Root Co. could confer no higher favor on bee-keepers
than to purchase a quantity of these wood-and-wire
traps, and offer them to bee-keepers at a low price; and
I .^m glad to tell you that we have just got in a lot of
them that we offer at the following ridiculously low
prices; 2, 5 cts.; by mail, 7 cts.; dozen, 25 cts.; by mail,
41 cts.; one gross, if you want so many, $2.00.

I hardly need tell you that mice in the apiary, espe-
cially in the honey-house, frequently cost bee-keepers
many dollars. Bat now with these little traps careful-
ly attended to you can start a crusade that will rid tiie

country of rats and mice.
We can furnisli a larger size of trap, suitable for rats

and other animals of that size, for a like low price.

TRANSFERRING FROM BOX HIVES — THE BEST TIME TO
DO IT.

Mr. W. K. Morrison, in his notice of the Biggie bee-
baok in our last issue, page 23 of the advertising sec-
tion, objects to transferring in the spring. As the write-
up was unsigned it might imply that the authors of
our ABC wrote it and were not consistent in their
teachings. We do not agree with the criticism, that
bees should be transferred after the colony has swarm-
ed, and the matter would have been corrected before

it was put in print had it not been overlooked. It is

true that, by transferring after the box hive has swarm-
ed, you can get rid of the brood; but it is not true, as
he states, " there is neither brood nor honey in the
hive."

If I am correct, James Heddon suggested this method
of transferring, and it has one very marked advantage:
You can put your bees on combs of foundation or on
good straight combs that have been drawn out from
foundation, thus avoiding not only drone comb but
crooked and ungainly combs that are usually found
in box hives. In the ordinary way of transferring, as
laid down in our bee-books and our transferring leaf-

lets, if one wishes to save the brood he must cut out
and fit into frames as many or as much of the comb as
contained brood. By the methods referred to, old
combs contain no brood; but they do contain such an
amount of honey, and make such a dauby, sticky mess
of it, when the combs are cut out that I should say the
Biggie book is right in recommending sprins transfer-
ring, when there is but little or no honey in the way,
and a good many times but little brood, especially if

you do it quite early in the spring.—A. I. R.]

THE VINEYARDS OF CALIFORNIA AND THE
PRESENT PROHIBITION WAVE.

Already there is a great alarm among the
vineyardists of Cahfornia, where grapes are

grown for wine, something Hke the conster-

nation among the manufacturers of "whisky-
bottles." With the following letter was sent

a newspaper clipping headed, "Teaching
America the Use of Wine." The article rec-

ommended making wine so cheap that it

could be used in place of tea and coffee, as

they do in Spain and Cuba.
I am a subscriber to Gleanings, and always read

your Home writings, and especially like the way you
show up the evils of tobacco-using and intoxicating
drinks, including fermented wine, which I know to be
as bad as the worst of intoxicating drinks. I am now
living in a prohibition neighborhood (which I am
thankful for) ; but there are wine-vineyards all around
here, and a winery located on the road between here
and town, at which they can sell wine only in quanti-
ties of more than single drinks, but there are so many
drunken men on the road near the winery that the
children are afraid to pass on their way to and from
school. I was raised in California, and know some of
the best parts of the State are demoralized by wine
and the wine-grape industry.
Now, you will notice in this article inclosed that our

State tiniversity is working for this wine business,
and they have no right to head their article with " the
grape-growers of California." I have been a raisin-
grape grower, and have known many raisin-grape
and table-grape growers who would not even sell

their grapes to winery men. Wine as mentioned in

the Bible was not fermented unless it said so, as fer-

mented wine was the exception and not the rule, as it

is to-day in Palestine. Grape juice is preserved there
in many ways without allowing it to ferment and turn
into alcohol.
Now, I do hope you can use this article in Our

Homes to counteract their intended scheme of educat-
ing the American people to drink wine by giving it

away, etc., in the eastern cities. There is not, and
never can be, a separation of fermented wine from
any other intoxicating drink. J. I. MORGAN.
Escondido, Cal.

We are very sorry to bring consternation
and trouble among those who grow grapes
for wine. But I think there is a good and
wholesome way out of this trouble—first,

put on the market plenty of unfermented
wine. This can be sold, it" thought best, at

the price of tea and coffee. If the grapes
grown can not be used up in this way, or by
selling the fruit, or making it into raisins,

then dig up the vines and use the ground
for some other purpose. This is being quite
largely done, I am told, already, especially
where there seems to be an oversupply of

any particular crop or fruit.
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The papers inform us that this wine ques-
tion is a very serious one to the vineyardists
of North CaroHiia since that State adopted
pi-ohibition.

THE GIANT AWAKENED.*
Dr. W. S. Anient, the great Chinese mis-

sionary, formerly pastor of the Conorega-
tional Church in our town, says in his nook,
"The Giant Awakened."

It would recjuire a keen observer to keep pace with
the present intellectual awakeninff of the Chinese peo-
ple. Does history present any thintr like it? Only
fifty years atro Japan besran her rai>idlyexpandintr life;

but Japan is less than one-tenth the area of China, and
has only about one-tenth the population. Would a
hundred years be trranted China to accomplish the
same results? But during the last four years China's
advance entirely eclipses that of any other country in

the world in the same lentjth of time.

*See p. 3."il. June 1.

KIND AVORDS.

He that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing piecir>us seed, shall

doubtless come again with rejoicirg, bringing his sheaves with
him.—Psalm 125:6.

The two following letters are not about " high-pressure gar-

dening," nor, particularly, high-pressure bee-keeping; but tbey
are high-pressure iind iLnrdi — kind words " with a vengeance "

iixj. Now, when you read them please do not think I have giv-

rn place to them he e because ihey praise my humble efforts.

Iney exalt not my poor self, but the Lord Jesus Christ whom I

am trying to serve.

Mr. .1. /. I!„.,l.~
When 1 coinmenced reoelvine (iLEAXixi;s I did ni>t find t'liie

!• do more than look at the pictures and dip in a little htre
and there; but 1 earefully Hied the n^tiihcrs. hoping for the
happy liourx »r leisure when 1 might drink profoundly of the
I'Te of bee keepltiif.

Ijist winter 1 eauKht the first of vour Florida letters about
i-liic-ken-ralsln»r. » hlch hit me just ritrht. Hut th- ailusions to
previous letters compelled nie to con ult other issues in the
lile. which al o went to the sp-.t; so I wms fjerforcc obiiKcd to
^o back to my llrst num' er and enjoy thenceforwanl tlie

ureatCHt treat of my life in your editorial w ritings unuer the
headlnxOur Homes, and < hence to the last line of your inonth-
Iv contributions to your journal. I had no Idea that there was
-ich a goldmine of truth, delightfully told, so scandalously
ni-glccted. right under my hand and eye. .Voir when (Ji.ean
iMiSco?ne8 It matters not what iniporiant matters are press
rig. they can all wait till 1 have devoured your most earnest
and peiTiuaslvely InMiientlal editorials. I'o'slbly there are
moments when your desi-endants momentarily think of the
"old man " as such a bother; but. aM 'he snme. 1 doubt not
'hey are all proud of you as one of the pure sources in the
high Alps whence has descended to them the high intellectual
ami moral chara<-ter winch Is making them also molding
forces In .Vmerlcan society. For many years yours has been a
name of household familiarity; but only lately have 1 'eemed
to feel aojuainted with jou. or to realize that you are "all
right ' many times over.

1 do not know very much about beekeeping yet: but I don't
need so much time and study to know that the editor of " (Jur
Homes " Is "all w-ol and two yards wide. ' and thousands of
your readers have known It much longer than 1 have. May
you live to coniluct Our Homes Into your second century.
Vence<Jora. Mexico. April 30. (i. W. Ditiibipoe.

Ml. A. I. i:<,«i:—
In <il.EANlNos for Jan. Ih. \VJ. In <'ur Horres 1 noticed an ar-

ticle by you. recalling an Incident that happened in a barber-
shop In .Atlanta on your way to your home In Florida. «nd
the thought of those men making sport of you for lecturing
them tor you thought soj on the tobacco habit. 1 have been a
user of tol>acco for seventeen vears. smoking cigars, cigar-
ettes, and pipe. In IX'JO I was in Southwest Texas, and stopped
off at a little station on the Aransas I'ass Rallroafl. I noticed
an old man working In an ajiiary. and began talking with him
—afking questions about the linsineHS. tlic cost to get sfartc<l.

etc. He told me first to get the .\ B C of Hie Culture, which
would explain all: but I was llrst to throw away the cigarette,
as It Irritates the bees. From luiiO to I'JO'J Is a long time. Well.
three years ago 1 decided to put the cost of one year's tobacco
Into bees and bee supjilles: so 1 bought of the Texas Seed and
Floral Co. tlve Han/cnliaker hives and three hives from the
White .Mfg. Co. at I'.lossom. Texas. This, with four stands of
hybrid bees, made a total of *2t'...'iO. I had estimated the tobac-
co bill to be about that amount for a year. The llrst and up
until the middlei of last September I did not get any honey to
speak of. though I did get identy of stings while working with*
them. To make matters worse. I lost five co'onles last summer
by a disease resembling black brood, though I finally got rid
of it by destroying the sei-tlons of wax and brood-chambers.
Three hives not affected I let alone. From two of these colo-

nies 1 secured 04 lbs. of sealed honey In Danzenbaker one
pound sections; from the other hive. \-i lbs. Th s was alter
August, hist year, when I thought 1 should lose them all.

Last Wednesday 1 looked in on my prime hive and took 14

lbs. of « liitc clover honey that was sealed over nicely. I sold
7 lbs. Ill it lit 25 cents, mill had calls (or much more. "This was
sold in the foundry where 1 work. The exquisite pleasure of
producing comb honey better than any one else in your
neighborhood Is satisfaction enough. Five pounds of this
honey my wife keeps on the sideboard, the admiration of all
visitors. Kvery one tasting It says the bouquet left In the
mouth is exceiiei t. and never before have tasted honey its
equul. As lor looks, it i- u creuiuy white.

In conclusion I wl.-h to s- y 1 have not used tobacco In any
form for over three years. VVhen it seemed as If 1 miiyl smoke
I would take my seat by he hives and watch the bees spenil-
Ing their lives in labor to make our lives sweeter. 1 am glad
you show us your character and home life in your writings.
You have been the means of my riiiitting tobacco as well as
benctiiing and hlessing othi rs. My entire family feel, in read-
ing i iiir lionies, tliat you have bei-n a ble^sillg to all through
your writings and teachings. If you ever come through .Mar-
shall wcshould Icel honored If you would visit us. It would
indeed be a pleasure to clasj) your hand; and in the years to
come we sliall point with

i
ride to your teachings for niy ow n

II tie ones as an example well worthy their emulation, .''lay

the richest hie-ssings of h-'aven rest on you; and in your de
dining years you will have the proud sitisfaction of being a
blessing to all mankind. My entire family join in warmest
expressions of love to you and yours.
Marshall. Texas. May 15. C. C. Xiciiolson.

Last winter we had in Florida two weeks cf revival meetings,
and a young man from Wooster, Ohio, assisted the evangelist by
singing. He sang one hymn that keeps ringing in my eais

every little while. It is found in " Revival Hymns," rublished
by The Bible Instiiute Colpoitage Association, Chicago. The
chorus is as follows:

I aiu redeemed, hut not with silver.
I am bought, but not with go'd;

Bo ight with a price— the blood of Jesus

—

Precious price of love uutold.

Now, the thought in that hymn is that it is not " silver " nor
even gold but th* blood of Cnrist that bought this redemption,
and this has been he inspiiing thought, and the two letters

abcve add i mphasis to that thoi-ght. May God be prais'd for

what my sirnp'e stories have done to bring others like mvself out

the darkness and into the light. If theie is anybody else who
has been delivered from the thrjlldom of tobacco and cigarettes

through the Home papers we should be glad to hear from him.

BEESWAX
WANTED

T^E are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used last year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 28 cents per

pound xash, or 30 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
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It Excels
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on whose name it is. It depends upon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the goods the name represents. It is NOT the name that makes DADANT'S FOUN-
DATION so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Goods. That's what backs

up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful experience in foundation-making.

EVERY INCH of DADANT'S FOUNDATION is equal to the best inch we can make. Do not

fail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the

dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is the PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our method of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This method leaves every essential in the pure beeswax, and our foundation does not have the

odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why several large honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other

makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Do not sell your beeswax until you get our quotations. We have received, up to April I, over

80,000 pounds of beeswax for our 1909 trade. We will need over «0,000 pounds more before January

1, 1910. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION wKt

SAVE YOUR HONEY
Use

American Honey

Cans and Pails

The distinct advantages of cans for packing extract-

ed honey, over the old-style packages, is so pronounced
that not one of the leading bee-keepers to-day would
think of going back to the old way.

The risk of leakage is eliminated ; there is no
chance of breakage, to say nothing of the absolute su-

periority of the cans in other directions.

We have designed three styles which are used exclusively for honey-contain-
ers. The Friction-top Cans and Pails are provided with large openings for filling

and emptying, and are readily opened and closed. The Square Can with Screw
Top packs well and ships safely. The round Can, encased in wood, containing (50

pounds, and provided with wire-bail handle, was especially designed for the pack-
ing of honey. Write for special prices to bee-keepers.

American Can Company
New York Chicago San Francisco



OUR QUEENS
Were Never Better than They are Now

We Have . . .

We Guarantee .

You Can't Expect

It Doesn't Pay .

Requeen Now .

The First Cost .

Quality . . .

Our Prices

Quantity Orders

Write Us Today

Queens of every grade bred in our yards here,

that we can send out by return mail.

Our queens to be equal to any stock bred, and

better than the average.

To get large crops of honey if you have inferior

stock in your yards.

To leave old and common queens in the hives.

We can furnish the best stock at this season of

the year at cuch reasonable prices that no one

need hesitate to get the queens he needs.

Is really a secondary consideration now.

Is the first consideration, and we know you can

not be better pleased than to send your order

to us. We guarantee safe arrival anywhere in

the United States.

Untested . . .$1.00 Select tested . .$3.00

Select untested 1.25 Breeders . . . 3.50

Tested . . . 2.00 Select breeders . 7.50

Extra select breeders 10.00

We take special care of orders for queens in lots

of fifty or more. Give plain mailing instruc-

tions, telling whether you want them all one

day or at intervals and we will get them to you

just when you want them. We make special

prices in quantity lots.

And get some of the best queens obtainable at

reasonable rates, and be sure of getting a large

honey crop. Our bees will gather honey if

there is any to be had.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.



pALCON QUEENS
WE HAVEjin charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin, who has had

wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-breeder

in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,

for several feasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft Apiaries in Tennessee

since that time. His queens have become famous, and it is with pleasure we offer his

services to our customers in the management of this department.

Our ".Falcon " Queens are unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they winter

well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much of

the stock sent out by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture which other breeders are using.

Get our Improved " Falcon " Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of " Falcon " Queens
Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carniolans

BEFORE JULY I AFTER JULY I

Untested One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00 One, $ .75; six, $4.25; 12, $ 8.00

Select Untested " 1.25 " 6.75 " 12.75 " 1 00 " 5.50 " 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All (jueens are leared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nucKi Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the cage-cover.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Sections and . . .

. . . . Foundation
Send us your RUSH orders for Sections and Founda-

tion—" FALCON " BRAND—the finest made.

Have you seen the Dewey Foundation-fastener.? It is

the most rapid machine on the market. Send for circular,

or, better still, $1.50 and receive one by mail, postpaid.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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Summer Special
Great - Three - Months' - Trial - Offers

Eight Standard Magazines, Each for Three
Issues, beginning with Current Numbers.

Offer...

...No. 1

Offer...

... No. 2

.30

.45

.45

.15

.45

.30

.45

.30

Success Magazine 10c a copy 3 months. .

.

Pictorial Review 15c a copy 3 months. .

.

World To-day 15c a copy 3 months. .

.

Youth's Companion 5c a copy 3 weeks . .

.

Pacific Monthly. . 15c a copy 3 months .

Modern Priscilla 10c a copy 3 months . .

Van Norden Magazine 15c a copy 3 months.

.

Little Folks 10c a copy 3 months. .

Total single-copy price $2.85

Success Magazine 10c a copy 3 months $ .30

Pictorial Review 15c a copy 3 months 45
Van Norden Magazine 15c a copy 3 months 45"'- - -

15
.45

.30

.45

.45

Youth's Companion 5c a copy 3 weeks
Metropolitan Magazine . .. 15c a copy 3 months.
Modern Priscilla 10c a copy 3 months.
Pacific Monthly 15c a copy . . 3 months

.

Travel Magazine 15c a copy .3 months

.

Offer...

... No. 3

y Total single-copy price 13.00

f
Pictorial Review 15c a copy 3 months. . . $ .45

Modern Priscilla 10c a copy 3 months 30
Youth's Companion 5c a copy 3 weeks 15
Van Norden Magazine 15c a copy 3 months 45
Mothers' Magazine 5c a copy 3 months 15
Little Folks 10c a copy 3 months 30
Pacific Monthly 15c a copy 3 months 45

I
Health Culture 10c a copy 3 months .30

' Total single-copy price $2.55

The Farm Journal (Philadelphia) for three months may be substituted for any
magazine in either offer.

Magazines must all go to ONE address. No Canadian or foreign subscriptions
accepted. Offers are for a very limited time only.

HOW TO GET THEM -^^^
You Must be a Subscriber to Gleanings in Bee Culture

If you are NOT a subscriber, the ''Eight
Standard Magazines" for three months
and "Gleanings in Bee Culture" for one
year will cost you

—

For Offer No. 1 $1.60
For Offer No. 2 1.60
For Offer No. 3.. 1.30

If you ARE a subscriber, but want to

take advantage of these unusual offers,

the "Eight Standard Magazines" for
three months will cost you

—

For Offer No. 1 $1.00
For Offer No. 2 1.00

For Offer No. 3 50

Place Order To-day. Tell Your Friends.
Remit in Any Way Convenient to You.

Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.
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Special Prices
Root's Bee-supplies
WE ARE overstocked on some articles, and the rush of business being practically

over with, we have decided to make special prices on the following list of
goods, f. o. b. San Antonio. When ordering supers and hives you should

order in lots of 5 and 10 or multiples thereof; sections, 500 or multiples; frames, 100
or multiples; shipping-cases, 50 or multiples. These are first-class goods made by
The A. I. Root Co., but most of them have been in stock all the season and longer.
We are giving designations just as given in Root's Catalog. If you have none write
us for one, or write us for any other information.

Frames
9500 Shallow Frames, 4^2 -inch end-bars each . . $1.25 per 100

V.m Thick-top Staple-spaced Frames, P W, each . .1.95 per 1(X)

1500 Shallow All-wood Frs. for I super, )4-in. top-bars, PW, 1.25 per 100

2400 Shallow All-wood Frames for I super, >'2-in. top-bars, 1.25 per 100

Hives, Covers, and Bottom-boards
Covers must be ordered in lots of 50 or multiples.
40 Danz. AE5 10 at 85c each. 300 8-10 at 38c each.

5(X) AE 5-10 PWKD at $1.05 each. 300 A-10 at 18c each.
500 5 10 PWKD at 60c each 150 B 10 at 26c each.
250 G-10 at 26c each. 100 A-8 at 17c each.

100 B-8 at 25c each.

The above prices are good only until the above number of goods are sold, and
only when this advertisement is mentioned. Remittance must accompany each
order. Order quick before they are all gone.

Supers, Packed five in each package
330 2P 10 at 33c each. 175 2S-8 at 29c each.
305 4P 10 at 47c each. 55 4S-8 at 42c each.
135 21 10 at 33c each. 200 2P-8 at 29c each.
115 2S-10 at 33c each. 80 J5-8 at —c each.

Sections—B grade, plain, packed 500 in a package
13,00(J 4x5.\l -s at $2.85 per 1000 3500 at 3Hx5xl 'A at $2.85 per 1000
We also wish to sell 4000 4x5x1 Vg No. 1 plain sections at $3.85.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey
500 12-inch, 4-row, 3 and 2 inch glass . . . .at $12.50 per 100
3.50 10-inch, 4-row, 2-inch glass at 11.50 per 100
200 12-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 7.40 per 100

2(X} 16-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 8.25 per 100
2.50 8-inch, 3-row, 2-inch glass at 7.50 per 100
350 6 '4 -inch, 3-row, 2 and 3 inch glass . . . .at 7.50 per 100
550 7' s-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per 100
250 7' s-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per IOq
300 9'4-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 10.50 per 100
50 9 '4: -inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 10.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots

of .50 or multiples thereof, as they are put in packages of 50.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St. San Antonio, Texas
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are Intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the averafe market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the tima of the report in th« city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise ttat»d, tbia it th* pric* at which sales ar* being
made by commission marchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When salai ar* mad* by commission merchants, th«

usual commtssion (from fire to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there it often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale housei are aao-

ally about ten pet cent leu than those to retail merchant!.

New York.—Very little Is doing In comb honey as
yet. We are receivinif some small shipments of the
new crop from the South, and it is seliini; at 10 to 14,

according to quality. New York State comb honey we
do not expect until the latter part of next month. Old
stock by this time is pretty well cleaned up, and the
market is ready for the new crop. Extracted honey is

in only fair demand. As receipts from the West In-
dies and the South are increasing, prices show a
downward tendency, and are gradually declining. New
crop of California extracted is being held on the coast
at trom SU to 6}^, according to Quality; but at these
prices buyers are scarce. Most of them prefer to hold
oft", expecting lower prices later on.
July 23. HILDRETH & SEGELKEN.

Chicago.—Conditions pertaining to the honey trade
remain unchanged since our last quotations. Trade
is still very inactive. However, next month we can
look forward for some inquiries and orders; and if

any bee-keepers have any early stock ready for ship-
ment we advise lettinsf it come forward at once. We
will do our utmost to piece it at top prices. We quote
strictly fancy white comb honey at 13; No. 1 white, 12

to r2!'2; No. 2 white and light amber, 10 to ll'A, accord-
iniif to quality; medium and dark amber and slightly
damaged honey sells all the way from 7 to 9; white ex-
tracted, in 60-lb. cans, 7 to S; light amber, 6 to 7; medi-
um and dark amber, 5 to 6. Bright pure beeswax, 28
to 30.

July 24. S. T. Fish & Co.

St. Louis.—The receipts of comb honey are very
small, and not sufficient for the demand. Extracted
honey is arriving, especially Southern. There is a
fair demand for both. We quote fancy white comb
honey at 13 to 14; choice amber, 12k'; dark or granu-
lated, 7 to 9. Broken or leaking honey sells at much
less. Extracted amber honey, in 5-gallon cans, brings
6^2; in barrels. 5% to 6. Beeswax brings 29 for choice
pure; all impure and inferior, less.
July 23. R. HARTMANN PrODUCB CO.

Boston.—We quote fancy No. 1 white new comb
honey at 15 to 16; fancy white extracted, 9 to 10. Bees-
wax, 30. All inquiries as to shipping, etc., promptly
answered.
July 22. Blake-Lee Co., 4 Chatham Row.

Liverpool.—The market for honey remains steady,
but the demand is not very large, and we quote the
nominal prices as follows: Chilian, $7.08 to $7.32 per
100 lbs.; Peruvian, $3.84 to $4.80 per 100 lbs.; California,
$9.12 to $9.84; Jamaican, $o.72 to $7.90 perlOOlbs.; Hai-
tien, $6.72 to $8.04 per 100 lbs. There have been sales
of beeswax as follows: Sierra Leone at $32.67 per 100
.lbs.; Gambia, $33.88; Chilian, $35.00 to $41.14. Nominal
quotations are as follows: African, $32.67 to $33.88 per
100 lbs.; American, $33.88 to $37.51 per 100 lbs.; West In-
dian, $32.67 to $36.30; Chilian, $33.88 to $41.14.
July 8. Taylor & Co.

Cincinnati.—The demand for amber honey in bar-
rels is not up to our expectations at this season of the
year. We have the first carload of California sage
honey, and it is selling fast at 9H cts. per lb. in crates
of two 60-lb. cans to the crate. There is a steady sale
for strictly fancy comb honey at 14, and I3J2 for No. 1.

Choice bright yellow beeswax, free from dirt, brings
28 cts. in cash or 30 in trade delivered here.
July 23. The F. W. Muth Co.

Cincinnati.—The market Is bare of fancy white
comb honey. We could make some good sales if we
had shipments of fancy white goods at once. We have
a fine table honey, selling at 8 cents. Amber honey in
barrels is selling at 6 to 6^ according to quantity. We
are paying 28 cts. in cash and 30 in trade for beeswax
delivered here.
July 23. C. H. W. WEBER & CO.

Indianapolis.—This market is still practically bare
of new honey. There is an unusual demand for best
grades of honey, but no demand for amber or dark
honey. Producers can secure any reasonable price
that they may ask, no prices being established. Bees-
wax is in good demand, and producers are receiving
28 to 30 cts. per lb.

July 15. Walter S. Pouder.

Zanesville.—There is now a good demand for hon-
ey. For No. 1 to fancy white-clover comb the jobbing
trade would pay 14'/2 to 15 cents delivered here; and
for best extracted, 8 to S'A. It is too early for the mar-
ket to be established, but better grades are selliijg a
litile higher than at the time of last quotations — 16 to
17 cents; off yrades, 12y2 to 13. For clean beeswax I

offer 29 cents cash or 32 in exchange for bee supplies.
July 23. Edmund W. Peirce.

Philadelphia.—Later advices show a big falling- off

in the honey hardest of this season. Producers are
holding their honey back, and many bee-keepers ha\'e

so mucU-honey-dew mixed that they have to buy hon-
ey to furnish their home trade. We quote, with light
arrivals, comb honey from 14 I0 18 cents, according to
quality; extracted, d^i to 8. Beeswax, 28.

July 24. W. A. Selser.

SIMPLY DELICIOUS!
The finest car of Sage Honey that ever crossed the "Rockies" just

arrived, and we are selling it like "hot cakes "in crates of two

60-lb. cans at O'^c per lb. Samples lOc.

If you want Honey that's truly delicious send for some to-day.

THE FRED W. mUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET Tho Busy Bee-men CrNCItfVNATI. OHIO
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purcbacingr C*"??'* ' ;

Washingrton Bvd. it Vlwvni St.

CMICAGO, ILL

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
•f the different grade* and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market pricei.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
266-287 traenwlch St.. 62-66 Murray St.

NEW YORK

m

SHIPPING - CASES
Holding 24 sections—the best—only 15 cts.

each. Sections of best Wisconsin bass-
wood, No. 1, $4.00. Sevei'al thousand No. 2
at §3.25. Plain 2) cts. per 1000. Big stock
on hand. All orders filled promply. Cat-
alog free. Send for it

H. S. DUBY, - St. Anne, Illinois

40 Years Among the Bees
C. e. MILLER

Dr. Miller is too well known among the bee-

keeping fraternity to need any introduction.

His book is charmingly written, and covers his

experience in detail. . Price $1.00, postpaid.

Th« A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio

Honey Wanted!
If it is extracted honey, mail us sample and
quote us lowest price. If it is comb honey,

state what kind it is, and how put up. We
are ALWAYS in the market for honey. . .

Give us a trial on

Red-clover and Golden
Yellow Italian Queens

Ours can not be excelled

C H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnati, O.
2146-2148 Central Avenue
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RASPBERRY HONEY
We lire securins^ a (rood crop of the wild red rasp-

berry' honey of a quality the equal of any we have
ever harvested. We arc storing it in bright NEW
fiO-pound, jacketed, tin cans, with flat cover and wire
bail, and offering it at ten cents a pound—$6.00 a can.

Can fill orders now. A generous sample by mail for
ten cents, and the ten cents may apply on the first

order.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Practical BEE-BOOKS ^^^^^^^

The Life of the Bee

A romantic story of the life inside the

hive. A masterpiece of fine writing.

Price $L40 postpaid.

The Lore of the Honey-bee
Tickner Edwardt

A history of bees and their masters from
the earliest times. One of the most fasci-

nating books ever written on the subject.

Price $2.00 postpaid.

How to Keep Bees
Anna Bolifcrd Comstoci

A most entertaining and practical book
for the beginner. Tells a beginner's ex-

perience n a way to help other beginners.

Price $1.10 postpaid.

Doolittle's Queen-rearing
G. M. Doolittli

The only comprehensive book on the

subject now in print. Entertaining as well

as practical.

Price 75 cents postpaid.

Cook's Manual of the Apiary
A. J. Cooi

Covers practical management of the apiary,

anatomy and physiology of the bee, and bee

botany. Completely revised in 1902.

Price $1.15 postpaid.

The Bee People
Margaret IV. Mortiy

A bee-book especially for children. Il-

lustrated.

Price $1.50 postpaid.

Bee-keepers' 10c Library

Includes twenty-nine booklets neatly

bound, each giving practical hints on some
phase of bee-keeping. Of great value to

beginners.

Price 10 cents each.

The Swarthmore Library
E. I.. Pratt

A series of booklets on the scientific side

side of bee-keeping and queen-rearing. Full

of valuable information.

Price 25 cents each.

Wax Craft
T. W. Cowan

Beautifully printed and bound. Treats

of the subject fully.

Price $1.00 postpaid.

AMERIKANISCHE BIENENZUCHT

Ham Buichaur

A hand-book for German bee-keepers.

Neatly bound and illustrated.

Price $1.00 postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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WITH A FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies
We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S make, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

Mr.Bee-Man: Yoa can save time,
worry, and money by^^i^BIHBBI orderine your supplies

for next season now.
1 have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, ever)' tbing yoa need in the apiary. If yoo do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friond St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymirket 1489-1 Mass.

Let us send you abso-
lutely free, 12 beauti-

ful colored gold
POST CARDS!

These cards must be seen to be appreciated. They are

lithoeraphed in many beautiful colors, with a gold back-
Eround : are the latest, richest, most handsome post caids

e»er printed. Retail value, 30 cts. We will send you a

set free with one year's subscription to The INDUSTRI-
OUS HEN at 50 cts. per year. Write to-day and we will

tell you how to get 50 or 100 more extremely beautiful

and interesting post cards (no two alike) without one
cent of expense to too. Use the coupon. IVe mum iht

JO cli. if )ou art not latisHed.

The Industrious Hen. Knoxville, Tenn.
Inclosed find 50 cts. Please send me your journal for

one year and the set of 12 beautiful gold post cards. Tell
me how to get 50 or 100 more without any expense to

me.

Name.

Address .

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlet! and booklets listed below
art of mori than ordinary interest:

I I

My First Season's Experfenoe with
'—

' ths Hsn«y-be«. By the " Spectator," of the
Ouilooi, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

Ths Beo-ko«p«r and Prult-growor. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-
keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers ire realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to theli blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
li best, point! derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A l4-page booklet
giving instructious and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instmctions

on this oftlmes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in i most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help
other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings In Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

D

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.-.

Please send me the items checked abo've;

I inclose S to cover the cost.

Nami

Stritt Addrill .r R. F. D

Ttwn

G.B.C. 8-1 Slalt.
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STRENUOUS
TIME

For the last three months we
have been so busy that we were
obliged to work up to 10 p. m.

and sometimes till midnight, in

order to get goods off. We are

now caught up with orders, and

shall be able to get goods off

more promptly. MY! BUT DID
NOT THE BEE-KEEPERS OF
THIS STATE GIVE US A RUSH-
ING BUSINESS?

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

THEY ARE HERE.
The Best and Largest Stock of Root's Coods

Ever in Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock
closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

y& bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design
of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time s yours,
and I want to serve yo .

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.
Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

RUSH ORDERS
We have a large

stock to draw from

to handle your rush

orders for hives, sec-

tions, etc.—and they

are all Root Quality.

We have the best shipping-point

in Michigan to get the goods to

you quick. Our catalog for the

asking. Beeswax wanted.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Opposite Lake Shore Depot.

Western Headquarters
.. for ..

ROOT'S GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S COODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES, IOWA
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New England Bee-keepers
We are liead<iuarters tdr

BEE -SUPPLIES

W'e have a laix'e stock of

SECTIONS AND
FOUNDATION
of all grades in stock, and can make prompt
shipments of all orders for regular troods. Send
for price list. See our queen ad. in this issue.

W. W. GARY & SON
Lyonsville, - - Massachusetts

I. J. STRINCHAM
105 PARK PL.

NewYork
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers
use. Tested Italian queens, $1.25. Catalog free.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. I.

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
( HAKLKS J. WILLIAMSON,

ooiid Nat'l Hank BIdg., Washington, I). C.

Patent Practice in Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of
The A. I. Root Co.

IMPROVED DAN-ZE
GUARANTEED
*A,I-L- RIGMT'

COLD MEDALS
St. Louit 1904
Jamestown 1907

IS THE BEST,

STRONGEST,

COOLEST,^

CLEANEST,'

CHEAPEST,

and LARGEST

SMOKER SOLD

FOR A DOLLAR.

with the side grate combines hot and coid blast deflect

ing part of the air back and over the fuel; COOLS as it expels
the smoke, while part fans the side and bottom till all consum-

ed. The Double-walled case, 334 inches in diameter, has

asbestos-lined sides and bottom, keeping all cool.

The projecting hinge-strap protects the smoke exit, and ren-

ders easy opening the one-piece cap.

THE VALVELESS metal-bound bellows combines sim-
plicity, utility, and durability.
Five years increasing sales justify us in extending our

CUARANTEE of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY for

full satisfaction or REFUND of price on all oar smokers

sold by US OR OTHERS.
Price SI.00; two, $1.60; mall, 25c each extra.

DAN-ZE HIVES with metal Propolis-proof Guards.
ROOT'S Goods at Root's prices, early-ordet discounts.

Write us for any thing you need. Free circulars for your-

self and your friends.

If you want a home in this genial Sunny South Land, we will

help you find it.

F. Danzanbak^r, Norfolli, Va., or Medina, Ohio

A
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

SELLING HONEY.

We think it is generally felt that if honey were properly ad-

vertised—that is to say, if its merits were brought to the attention

of the public as they should be—there would be a much more steady

demand for it, alike from the consumer and ttie trade. Possessing

as it does such delicious qualities, its merits can be dwelt on without
exaggeration much better than many articles of common consumption.

We feel that, in almost every store where honey is sold, there is a

decided lack of appreciation of its real merit; and that, were each
bee-keeper to take pains to explain to the merchant and his clerks

the real worth of his fancy honey, and the difference between it and
that usually on the market, he would find the demand rapidly in-

creasing. This is brought to our mind this morning by the following

article which appeared in the Minneapolis Tr'tbu7ie Hustler, and which
we take from the Mahin Mes^ejiger.

AN EGG-PHOSPHATE STORY.

Place—A neat attractive drugstore down east.

Time—A hot day in August.
Characters—The drug clerk, a rather particular customer, and a looker-on.

The R. P. C.
—
"Egg phosphate, please—that is, if

you've some really good eggs." . . .An im-

pressive silence—no answer for about 45 seconds, and

then in a slow but right-to-the-point manner:

D. C.
—
"The man we buy these eggs from puts the

hens to bed at night and wakes them up in the morn-

ing." . . Another pause, just long enough to

allow this striking statement to sink into the R. P. C.'s

mind, then:

The D. C.
—

"Perhaps I did draw on my imagination

a bit, but he does think a lot of that brood. Puts clean

fresh sand in their house every day, whitewashes the.

place every little while, and just makes a hobby of do-

ing everything imaginable to make those ten hens hap-

py and contented."

At this point the D. C. takes up one of the fine-

looking brown orbs in his fingers and looks at it proud-

ly—then a sharp click on the edge of the glass; and as

the yellow yolk drops he holds up the glass and says:

"Only good fresh eggs break whole like that."

He then goes through the customary shaking mo-
tions, saying as he works: "We pay five cents a dozen

more for these eggs than we would have to pay for the

ordinary kind—but they are worth it."
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

At last the R. P. C. takes the phosphate in his hand
and carries it to his expectant lips. A look of unalloyed

^
enjoyment spreads over his countenance; and as he
sets the glass down he smacks his lips with the remark

:

" You did not overestimate it."

The Looker-on went into the store undecided as to

what he should indulge in; but he found himself saying:

"egg phosphate," as thciugh he had no choice whatever
in the matter; and had there been 50 behind him, here
is a two-to-one wager that from 45 to 48 of the 50
would have said "egg phosphate."

Further, had any looker-on and listener happened
to be in the wholesale butter and egg business he
would have been hunting for the source of those won-
derful eggs inside of five minutes, and made the effort

of his life to control the entire output.

Now, it should be apparent to every one that no real success by
any bee-keeper in building up a demand for his honey can be ob-
tained without effort on his part. In the first place, he must use
every means possible to have his honey of good quality, well ripened;
and if he has honey of different flavors or different grades he should
undoubtedly make selections of different stores or different markets
for the several varieties. For instance, it has come to our notice that
basswood honey, in a large way, does not sell well in certain large
cities, while in others it is difficult to dispose of alfalfa. Buckwheat
honey is in constant demand in some places, and of slow sale in others.
Buckwheat honey will not sell nearly so well, even in its best market,
early in the season, as a rule, as it does in January, February, and
March. In the same way the local bee-keeper should study the de-
mands of the various stores which he supplies, seeking to furnish
each with the grade of honey which can be handled to the best ad-
vantage. If it is his plan to build up a local market for his honey,
he should, of course, see that it is properly labeled, so that, when
once he has secured desirable customers, they will continue to call

for his honey. Many things contribute to his success, such as care-
ful grading, proper shipping and display cases, careful labeling, etc.;

and, above all, in our opinion, care in producing and putting on the
market only the best which his locality will produce.

In our mail to-day came a letter from a well-known advertising
man who believes that $15,000 expended in a campaign of education
would soJve the question of finding a market for all the honey that
could be produced in this country, and at prices above those now
prevailing. He believes that, with a popular demand for honey, net
prices could be advanced • not inflated ) from 25 to 33 per cent. Don't
forget that egg-story, and the man who got 5c per dozen extra for
their extra quality.
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"If Goods are wanted Quick. Send to Pouder."

Established 1 889

A NEW HIVE
(NOT CATALOGED)

By the Bee Crank m

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

Occasionally humorous incidents occur, even
in our matter-of-fact business. One of these

happened a few days ago after a severe storm

had evidently mixed up some of the wires, when
our phone bell rang and the following conver-

sation took place

:

"Hello! I'm Mrs. Wilson. Can you tell me what
to do for my hives?"

"Guess I can. I've had a lot of experience, but
I still have a lot to learn too. What seems to be the

trouble?"
"No end of trouble. I started with two or three,

and now I must have a hundred or more ?"

"From whom did you get them?"
"I don't know; but I'd give almost all I'm wortli

to get rid of them. "

"Have you secured very much honey?"
"Now, look here, young man; don't you get fresh.

Just tell me how to get rid of my liives."

"Well, if they're in good condition I may be able to

= '*

take them off your hands or find a customer for them." "'

—

"They aren't on my hands ; they're on my limbs."

"My dear madam, to whom do you think you are talking?"

"Aren't you Dr. Brown?"
"No. I am Pouder, the Bee Crank."

She did not give me time to explain that I could not use those

hives in my business, even though I do aim to have the most com-
plete line of hives and all other bee-keepers' supplies in the coun-

try—the kind that you do not want to get rid of. My patrons

find great satisfaction in having their orders filled from stock in-

stead of being compelled to wait until the various items can be

accumulated from different sources. They also appreciate the

saving in time and freight charges which my central location

insures to them. If you have not received my catalog let me send

it to you. It contains a list of things that will make money for

you in your business with all the " dead ones " cut out, and you
will find ROOT'S GOODS at factory prices with POUDER SER-
VICP] the satisfactory> method of handling your purchasing.

1 can use your beeswax—30c in trade or 28c in cash.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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J. E. HAND will begin the season of 1909 with improved facilities for rearing the

CHOICEST QUEENS
He has developed a system of queen-reating that contains all the Dest points of other methods with none of the de-

fects, including some valuablt imfrtvemtntt of his own—in short, a svstem through which the highest queen develop-

ment is reached by ccrnct and scientific principles, which means that he is now in position tooffertothe bee-keeping

public a hieher erjde 0/ queeni than is usually offired in tht common utitiliiy classes, owing toscientific methods which
produce queens of a higher development than can be reared by the ordinary methods in vogue, and also to an improved

method of classifying queens which strikes the word select from our list, and gives a square deal to all. No selects

means no culls, and the highest grade of queens in the untested and tested classes. These queens will be reared

from a superior strain of hardy northern-bred red-clover Italians, " the very best." ' Sey are warranted to pro-

duce uniformly marked three-banded bees of superior honey-gathering qualities. Piie, after June 1, untested,

$1.00 each; 5, $?.0O; 12, $9.00; tested, $1 50; 6, $8.00; 12, $15.00. Breeder, tested foi jueen-rearing, $5 00 V^l-

n.ible information free. Send for it to-day.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, OHIO, ERIE CO.

WU I milfC '^ again on hand with his famous stock of"^''''^ bees and queens foi the season of 1909.

Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens

mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer

that 1 know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from

every soarce. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washington, D. C, writes

that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and

he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last Reason. I can and do mail

queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over

100 in the past month of December. 1 will mail queens from

now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 (or $5.00. Breeding

queens, each. $5.00. Wr'te for prices on quantity lots. Address

W. H. LAWS, BoBvllla, Bse County, Texas.

fMPROVE your STOCK
by introducing some of our Famous Long-tongued

Italian Red-clover Honey-queens. We have been

breeders for 2? years, and have developed a strain

of bees that some seasons produce nearly 100 lbs.

of surplus per colony from red-clover alone.

Untested queens from June to October, 75 cts.

each; tested, $1.25 each; fine breeders, $10.00

each. Sitisfaction guaranteed in every respect.

FRED LEININGER & SON. - DELPHOS, OHIO

Doolittle & Clark
are now sending out choice ITALIAN QUEENS
at the following prices: Untested, $1.00 each;
three, tZ.'M: 12. $9.00. Tested, $2.00 each; three,

$5.00; 12. $18.00. Breeders, $2.50, $5.00, 810.00.

Borodino - Onondaga Co. - New York

T...QUEENS
DIRECT FROM ITALY
H/1.'\V to SEPTEMBER.—Tested, $2.60; Champion Layers,

$4.00. Dead queens replaced if box is returned unopened. Dis-

count to dealers or for quantities. Beautiful unsolicited testi-

monials. Honest dealing. For further particulars write to

MALAN BROTHERS
Qu»«n.tar«ed»rs, Luserna, San Giovanni, Italy

PHARR'S GOLDENS
took flrvt it;z.- ut thr.'f exhibits In 1!H)7. We alBO breed <;arnl-

olann. tlireeliaiKli-,1 luilUms. and t'aiicaslaus, bred In xeijarate

yard? and from the heft breeders obtainable; »;iiaraiitee nafe
delivery and falrtreatment. Untested. (1; tested. 11.2,^. Addresa

Hew Ceoturr QneeB-reana? Co., Bercalr.Tex. John W Pbirr, Prop

Swarthmors's Pedigreed 6oid8ns

Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa

Wcstwood Rcdclover Queens
A New York customer writes, "

I have tried qoeens from

a good many breeders, but yoort are far ahead of them all."

Nuclei and fall colonies a specialty. Price list on application.

HENRYSHAFFER 2860 Harrison Ave.. Sta.L.CIncinnatl.O

QUEENS!
And nothing but Italians. An improved su-

perior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-
BREEDER raises. Stock is Northern-bred
and hardy. We winter our five yards on
summer stands with practically no loss.

Some of the largest honey-producers of the

West started with our stock. Free circular

and testimonials.

Prices of Queens after July 1
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GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Bred from straight five-band mothers, mated to select golden drones, 3>^ miles from three-

band yard. These queens are large, vigorous, and prolific ; the bees gentle and hustlers.

Purity of mating, safe arrival, and satisfaction guaranteed. No bee-disease of any kind.
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CARNIOLANS
AND BANATS
OUR SPECIALTIES

They

Carniolans.—This
is our 24lh year in
breeding this race
of bees; and by
careful selection we
claim to have the
finest "Line-bred"
very trentle, hardy,

trreat honey-tratherers, and
Carniolans to be had.
prolific, finely marked,
builders of white combs.
Banats.—This new race of bees from Hunsrary, Aus-

tria, looks like the Carniolan, thoutrh darker in color;
are trentle, hardy, trreat honey-tratherers, and builders
of white comb; do not breed out of season and use up
their honey when none is to be had; are not inclined
to swarm, even with their hives boilinir over with
bees, but keep ritrht at work while other races are
swarniintr. We consider this race of bees a model
one for producing fani^y comb honey.
Matinff yards miles apart. No foul brood here.
One untested queen, 81.00; select untested, $1.25;

tested, $2.00; select tested, $3.00; breeding queen, $3.50;

select breeding' queen, $7.50; extra select breeding
(lueen, $10.00; best imported, $5.00; virgin queens, 40c
each; three for $1.00. One L. frame nucleus, $2.00;

two-frame, $;}.0O; three-frame, $3.50. Add price of
(lueen wanted to nucleus.

F. A. Lockhart & Co., Lake George, N. Y.

The Best of the
Best of the Best

I. The best country in the world
—the United States.

II. The best section of the coun-
try—the Northwest.

III. The best bee-supply house in

the northwest section of the
United States.—

r

Pilcher & Palmer
1024 Mississippi St.

St. Paul, Minn.
branch Manager* of The A. I. Root Company

ROOTS GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We catry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

E-E-N-S
Our queens are noted for their prolificness and
honey-cathering- qualities, being bred from the
best honey-gatherers obtainable, and mated with
selected drones.

PRICES
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Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.
In every way—location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-
ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.
What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special
prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

MILLER AUTOMATIC OEGAPPERS

For all Frames and Sec tions.

$5 to $35.

Send for descriptive catalog.

Apicultural Manufacturing Co.
Providence, R. I.

New England Bee-keepers!
WE WANT YOUR ORDERS

Supplies - Bees - Queens
Cull & Williams Company, Providence, R. I.

SUPPLIES . .

.

and QUEENS
Every thing needed by the bee-
keeper, and purest strain of
Italian queens and bees. Test-
ed queens, $1.50; untested, 75c.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA ALABAMA

500,000 Sections iSIJg per Crate

Manufacturer's stock just purchased by us must be moved at once in order to
make room for another tenant. We offer for sale this job lot of one-piece sections
at this bargain price so as to avoid the expense of carting and storing these goods
m our warehouse. ::::::::::
Packed Ready for Immediate Shipment
These sections are packed 500 to the crate, and are ready for immediate shipment. The lot consists
of a mixed assortment in the following sizes of OFF-GRADE SECTIONS—some a little off color and
some not quite smooth enough to qualify for No. 1 and No. 2 grades, but good enough for ordinary use.

4)(X4}4XIH inches .... Beeway.
4X5X1^ inches Plain.

4XX4XXl>^ inches Plain.

3^X5xl>^ inches Plain.

Bee-keepers should take advantage of this exceptional opportunity to secure these sections at this
bargain price before the supply is exhausted. Manufacturers (with but few exceptions) are away
behind on orders. A supply of these sections on hand will be worth many times their cost in case of
emergencies when you are in need of sections and can not get them, as they come handy to fill in with.

REMEMBER—500 Sections for $1.50 per Crate
Orders will be filled for any quantity desired in the same order as received until the lot is

disposed of. All goods shipped subject to approval, as we guarantee satisfaction
to our clients at all times in every business transaction.

DON'T DELAY IT. MAIL THAT ORDER TO-DAY. DON'T DELAY IT.

Minnesota Bee- Supply Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
223 Nicollet Island

9Ri
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Classified Advertisements
Ni>tici'S will be Insertoil in Ihese clftssillecl ooliiiiins

«t viri I'f Ills piT line. .Mlvertisenieiitt. Intended tor this
department oan not lie less tlum two lines, and should
not exeeed live lines, and joii must say you want your
advertisement In the elassllled columns or we will not
he responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—Our new crop of clover honey, both
comb and extracted; will be readyfor the market about
July 25; also raspberry extracted. State quantity and
kind wanted, and get prices. We are specialists; you
Ket the very best by buying of us.

E. D. TOWNSEND & Sons, Remus, Mich.

Fop Sale.—Two cars California sagre honey. Ten
tons white, five tons li^ht amber in each; delivered
eastern points 7! s by car; case lots delivered Cincin-
nati, O., 7!4 whitei G's lipht amber, or f. o. b. Nordhoff,
Cal., 6^ white, 5S light amber. Sample 5c each.

R. M. SpenlER, Nordhoff, Cal.

For S.\LE.—Choice clover honey, put up in new kegs
holding 160 lbs. net, at 7 cts. per lb. This honey has
the clover flavor, but is a little on the amber color.

No bee disease or honfy-dew in our apiary.
Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, clover, basswood, and
buckwheat, in 60-lb. cans and 225-lb. kegs; and comb
honey and beeswax. Prices on application.

W. L. COGGSHALL, Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.

Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. J.\MES McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry. E. B. Tyrrel, 238 Melbourne Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Light extracted honey, cans and barrels;

7 to 8.'i> cts. Sample, 10 cts.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York.

For Sale.—Fine quility of well-ripened raspberry-
milkweed honey, in new 60-lb. cans '2 in box) at 8 cts.

f. o. b. here. P. W. Sowinski, Bdlaire, Mich.

For Sale.—Comb honey in car lots or less.

J. E. Pryor, Plateau City, Colorado.

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, 7Hc. H. E. Crowther, Parma. Idaho.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—White clover honey, fancy white comb
and finest extracted. Will pay 16 cents for comb and
S cents for extracted, cash, deliv. red here.

Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis. Ind.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
Stale price, kind, and quantity.

K. A. Burnett, m> South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Real Estate

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—To exchang,-, this fall, 150 two-story hives
complete, for equity in good white extracted honey.
Hives are of Langstroth-Simplicity design, and are in

fine condition. Will sacrifice them at Si.00 each. All
correspondence answered.

L. F. HOWDEN, Fillmore, N. Y.

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. OREL L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—A few words from all who read Mr.
Keek's letter in this issue, and A. I. R.'s reply.

W. P. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

Pianos

For Sale.—Genuine bargains in high-grade upright
pianos. Slightly used instruments: 12 Steinways, $350

up; 6 Webers from $250 up; 9 Krakauers from $250 up;
7 Knabes from $250 up; 3 Chickerings from $250 up; al-

so ordinary second-hand Uprights $75.00 up; also 10

very fine Parlor Grand pianos at about half. Write
for full particulars. Cash or easy monthly payments.

Lyon & Healy, 62 Adams St., Chicago, 111.

We ship everywhere on approval.

Poultry

For Sale.—R. C. Brown Leghorn eggs, 75 cts. per 15;

$4.00 per 100; also purely mated Italian queens—great
honey-gatherers. Unte^ed, 60 cts. each.

Geo. J. Friess, Route 6, Hudson, Mich.

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's. 412-414 Ferry St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

For Sale

For Sale.—a full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also

Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co.. successors to W. P. Smith. Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Why did you get so many stings in the

face last season? Because you did not have on one of

the Alexander wire bee-veils at 60 cts. each.
Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

Ants, Roaches, etc. Kill them with R. R. Rogers'
ant paste. Absolutely sure death; 50 cts. per package,
postpaid. Write to " Specialty " Colmore, Sales Agent,
527-90 Commercial St., San Francisco, California.

For Sale.—Fine homer pigeons, good squab breed-
ers; selected stock; bred in enclased breeding-pens;
per pair, $1.50. JOHN A. THORNTON, Ursa, 111.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. COOLEY, Kendall, Mich.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—Man and wife, good reliable working
house-keeper; man to care for hoises, and generally
useful. Good home to right people. Farm in Orange
County, New York. Box 633, Bordentown, N. J.

Wanted.—Practical bee-man for balance of season.

Will pay best wages, and will let bees on shares for

next season. I get three crops of honey by moving
my bees. C. I. Graha.m, Surrey, Los Angeles, Cal.

Wanted.—A first-class salesman iman or woman)
to sell honey. Should be a professional bee-keeper.

THE Snyder Bee & Honey Co., Kingston, N. Y.
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Bees and Queens

One thousand queens, and 225 lbs. of fine honey
from one colony. Mr. A. B. Jackaberry, Cantril, la.,

says he took 225 lbs of fine comb honey from one col-
ony with one of our queens in It. Our bees are hon-
ey-gatherers. We have many such good records.
During August we will give you a special chance to
stock your colonies with our queens. We breed and
can give you red-clover and golden Caucasians, one
queen, as they run, 65 cts.; select, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00.

Four-frame nuclei with good queens, S3.50; full colo-
nies, $6.00. Caucasian queens, $1.00; tested, $1.25. We
stand by all our goods. We guarantee safe delivery
of all queens. Special prices on 100 queens. Send in
your order at once. G. ROUTZAHN, Biglerville, Pa.

For Sale.—Fine young untested queens, at 65 cents
each in any quantity. Also full colonies bees in 8-

frame body, with a fine young untested queen of best
breeding queen obtainable, $6.00; 5>2-in. depth 8-frame
nuclei with queen, 13.75. Each, $4.00.

A. H. Kanagy, Kishacoquillas, Pa.
Make all money orders payable at Belleville, Pa.
Clipping queens' wings, 10 cents each extra.

Italian queens direct from Italy. Extensive apiarist.
E. Penna, Bologna, Italy. I send queens from May 15
to September 30. In Italy we have only Italian bees,
so all my queens are warranted quite pure and rightly
mated. One fertile queen, $1.30; twelve, $12.00; one
breeding queen, $3.00. Cash with orders. Queens sent
postpaid; safe arrival guaranteed.

For Sale.—-Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nat, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;
twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

Simmins' pedigree Italian queens—see cover. May
15th issue, full-page copy from our register. Nothing
like it in the bee world.

Simmins, Queenland, Heathfield, Sussex, England.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March
1. Untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask
for prices in large quantities. W. J. LITTLEFIELD.
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of beei with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell Sc Co.,
840 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—Three-banded Italian queens by return
mail, reared from the best red-clover stock; untested,
one, 75 cts.; six, $4.00.

Wm. I. F. HOFFA, Temple, Pa. Ri. 1.

Missouri-bred Italian queens by return mail. Select
untested, 75 cts.; test'-d, $1.00; breeders, $3.00; virgins,
40 cts.; dozen lots 20 per cent discount. *

L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—Hardy goldens and Adel queens; Italians;
fine honey-gatherers. Virgins, 40 cts.; untested, 75 cts.;

tested. $1.50. Edwa. Reddout, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

For Sale.—300 swarms of bees, 1500 supers, and all
this year's crop comb honey; 100 swarms Moore strain.

A. H. Smith, Tilbury, Ont., Box A, Kent Co., Can.

For Sale,—High-grade Italian queens, tested, $1.00;
two-frame nucleus with queen, $3.00.

Dr. S. T. Hookey, 4712 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Northern-bred red-clover queens. Un-
tested, 75 cents; tested, $1.00.

E. S. Watson, Madison, Maine. R. F. D. No. 2.

Italian queens; untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; two-
frame nuclei, $2.50.

E. M. Collyer, 75 Broadway, Ossining, N. Y.

Pound Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic
Falls branch. Prices on application.

Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.—Untested red clover Italian queens.
Bred from Root's stock; 60 cents each. Virgins, 40
cents. J. F. Archdekin, St. Joseph, Mo. Rt, 7.

For Sale.—Italian queens, hustlers; untested, 75 cts.;

select, $1.00; tested, $1.25.

Mrs. J. W. Bacon, Waterloo, N. Y.

For Sale.—Italian queens from a strain of bees
nearly immune to bee disease, $9.00 per dozen.

Charles Stewart. Box 22, Johnstown, N. Y.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Fon Sale.—Fine golden Iialian queens by return
malL Untested, 6n cts.; tested, $1.00; select tested,
$1.25. D. T. Gaster, Randleman, N. C. Rt. 2.

For Sale.—Italian queens; untested, 50 cts.; select,
75 cts.; tested, $1.00. ROBT. B. SPICER, Wharton, N. J.

For Sale.—Good Italian queens, each, 75 cts., 6 for
$4.00; 12 for $9.00. D. J. Blocher, Pearl City, 111.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMURRAY, Siiverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—Fine Golden Italian queens, 50 cts. each.
Rt. 1. J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

For Sale.—Tested queens, $1.00; Select, $1.25.

F. L. Wright, Stockbridge, Mich.

For Sale.—Italian queens, untested, 50 cts.; tested,
$1.00. W. Simpson, Meyer, 111.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car
lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan. Mo.

Carniolan, Banat, and Caucasian queens. Order
from original importer, Frank Benton, box 17, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.
J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Fanvell, Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other
adv't in this issue. Wm. A. Shuff,

4428 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

For your address on a postal card I will send you val-
uable information pertaining to queen culture. Write
to-day. J. E. HAND, Birmingham, Ohio.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
Sueens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed,
ne, 75 cts.; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, Wash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bus-
iness, June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 60 cts.; select,

75 cts.; tested, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed; will exchange a few queens for yellow
swtret-clover seed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in

April; nuclei and colonies about Mr.y 1. My stock is

nortliern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a
breeder. For prices see large ad. in this issue.

Quirin-the-queen-breeder, Bellevue, 0.
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State Fair Premium Lists.

The Kansas State-wide Fair will be held at Topeka,
Sept. 13—18. All competitors on honey, bees, and bees-
wax must be breeders and producers of what they ex-
hibit. Exhibits may be sent by prepaid express to the
secretary of the fair or the superintendent of each de-
partment. All entries must be made by Sept. 13. and
exhibits in place not later than 4 p.m. of that day.
Each exhibitor will be required to purchase an exhib-
itor's ticket. The following premiums are offered:
Italian bees and queens in observatory hives $5 $3
Caucasian bees and queen in observatory hive. .53
Lart^est and best display of bees and queens in

mailintf-caifes 5 S

Best case of white comb honey I 2

Best case of liu^ht-amber comb honey 3 3

Best and largest display of comb honey 10 5

Best display of special designs in comb honey. ...10 5

Best comb of white comb honey for extracting. .3 2

Best comb of amber comb honey for extracting. . . J 2

Best dozen jars of white extracted honey S 2
Best dozen jars of amber extracted honey S 2

Best display of granulated extracted honey 5 8

Best and largest display of extracted honey 10 5

Best 5 lbs. of yellow beeswax 3 2
Best design in beeswax 5 3
Best sample of honey vinegar 5 t

Best and most instructive display of all apiarian
products 10 5

Best display of honey-producing plants and flow-
ers 5 S

Best and largest display of bee-keepers' supplies. 10 5

T. A. BORMAN, Sup't.

The Utah State Fair will take place at Salt Lake City
the first week in October. Entries close Sept. 30. The
following premiums are offered:
Best exhibit of Italian bees llO |5
Best 100 lbs. of comb honey 5 3
Best 100 lbs. of extracted honey 5 3
Best display of package honey 5 3
Best 100 lbs. of beeswax 5 3
Best exhibit of hybrid bees in observatory hives 10 6
Best display of Utah honey, special premium. . . 20
Best display in this class, gold medal and 15 7.50

T. G. WEBBER, Sup't.

Convention Notices.

The annual field-day meeting of the Massachusetts
Society of Bee-keepers will be held at the Bungalow
Apis of H. \V. Britton, Stoughton, Mass., on August 7.

The following is the program:
11 : 30 to 12 : 30, social hour.
12 : 30 to 1 : 30, basket lunch.
Meeting called to order at 1 : 30 by Pres. E. C. Brit-

tain. Business session. Action on new members.
Unfinished business. Proposal of change in the Con-
stitution, Article VIII.

" Bee-rearing by an Expert." How to procure 200
lbs. of honey from one colony in Massachusetts.
All members are invited to donate a section or frame

of honey, and a fancy queen will be given for the best
sample.
Music—cornet and trombone.
Dr. Stone, Professor of Botany at the Massachusetts

Agricultural College, will speak on the subject of
" Honey-plants for Eastern Massachusetts."
Bring honey-plants from your locality for identifi-

cation and classification.
"~

Vice-president Small offers a dark leather Italian

queen for each new member that joins our society be-
fore the February meeting in 1910. to be sent this fall

or after July 10, 1910.

Question-box.
Adjournment, 4:30 P. M.
Observation hives. Wild bee-hives, imported queen

from Reggio, Itally. Fancy comb honey made in

April. May. June, and July will be on exhibition.
Accommodations: Steam trains leave South Station,

Boston, at 10:15 and 12:15: return at 4:45 P. .M. Electric
cars leave Dudley Street to Mattapan and Blue Hill

Street Ry. to Canton and Stoughton. Automobiles at

Stoughton station.
Coffee and ice cream donated by Henry W. Britton.
All interested in bees are invited to attend.

S. J. C. Needham, Sec'y,
Hotel Eliot, Roxbury, Mass.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

THE SURE-CATCH RAT-TRAP.

We are enabled to give you a price of 10 cts. each, or
75 cts. per dozen, for the Sure-catch rat-trap, like the
mouse-trap mentioned in our last issue. If these are
wanted by mail, as they are much larger and heavier
than the mouse-traps they will require 10 cts. addition-
al for postage. These traps do the business, according
to our experience, better than any other trap on the
market, not even excepting the ordinary steel trap,
and they will hold securely a pretty good-sized animal.
If you are careless in handling them you may get
pretty good evidence that they are a "wicked" thing
to have around, without any doubt.
As these traps are now sold at most hardware stores

and at many of the groceries, it may be cheaper for
you to buy them at home rather than have them sent
by mail, as the postage ia about equal to the value of
the trap.

PURE WATER FOR DRINKING.
In your articles you often recommend the drinking

of pure rain water. May I ask you how you get it pure
enough for drinking purposes? I know there are fil-

ters and filters, but have a notion yours is just right.
Gleanings cames to us for its Home department

alone. We now live in town and do not own a bee.
Sherrard, 111., July 20. MRS. J. S. Quaintance.

My good friend, after having experiment-
ed witn various filters I have given them all

up entirely. The safest water for me to

drink is ram water; and when I am traveling
I always ask for rain water or cistern water.
If the latter has a bad taste, where I can, I

have it boiled before drinking. Permit me
to say that my health just now is better than
it has been for years; and I have taken hard-
ly a drop of any thing but boiled water from
the cistern for many months. Perhaps my
digestion is peculiar; but it does not seem to

stand any sort of minerals. For years I

drank distilled water only. But this is too
much trouble and expense, especially in

summer, when we do not need the heat of a

cook-stove. So I finally settled down on
boiled cistern water. The water from any
sort of cistern—that is, the water that comes
from the clouds — contains almost no min-
eral matter. The boiling precipitates what
little mineral there may be from the hme in

the walls of the cistern, and it also effectual-

ly kills every sort of animal or vegetable life.

This boiled water is kept in an enameled pail

with a close-fitting cover. I would not boil

very much at a time, because during the hot
weather organic growth may start in the wa-
ter in a weeK or ten days. I suppose it would
be a little better to have it boiled fresh ev-

ery day or every other day. With this boil-

ed water to drink, and hard bread that I can
chew thoroughly, and plenty of good ripe

apples, say an hour before beotime, my
health and spirits keep right up day after day
and week after week. I feel satisfied that

boiled water is a very important agent in

successfully avoiding summer complaints
and all troubles pertaining particularly to the
hot-weather period. I drink nothing at my
meals but, say, half a teacupful of milk, and
the boiled water is taken an hour or two aft-

er meals.
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It Excels
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on whose name it is. It depends npon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the goods the name lepresents. It is NOT the name that makes DAUANT'S FOUN-
DATION so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Coods. That's what backs
up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful experience in foundation-making.

EVERY INCH of DADANT'S FOUNDATION is equal to the best inch we can make. Do not

(ail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the

dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is the PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our methol of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This method leaves every essential in the pure beeswax, and our foundation does not have the
odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why several large honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other

makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Beeswax
Do not sell your beeswax until you get our quotations. We have received, up to April 1, over

80,000 pounds of beeswax for our 1909 trade. We will need over 80,000 pounds mo-e before January
), 1910. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois
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1 I I DADANT'S FOUNDATION

FOR

QUICK DELIVERY
and LOW FREIGHT send vour

orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to . .

THE A. I. ROOT CO., 221-229 Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
We are now fully moved, located, and well stocked with a FULL LINE

of supplies. We have the best shipping facilities, and with plenty of help
we promise to get goods to you promptly. There are only two reasons
whywe might fail; viz., the neglect of some transportation company to give
its usual good service, and our inability to turn out stock fast enough to

care for your orders. We are promised a large carload from our factory
every TEN days, so you see we expect to take good care of your orders.

If you haven't our new catalog let us send you one.

Remember our new location, four blocks north of our former place.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
221-229 Institute Place R. W. Boydcn, Resident Manager.

Take Elevator to Sixth Floor. Telephone 1484 North.

Jeffrey Building



500 QUEENS
From Our Red-clover and Honey
Stock Now Ready for Delivery

BY RETURN MAIL
These queens were reared from our best breeders

under the Natural-swarming Impulse. They are the
very best of any stock we raise during the year. As a mat-
ter of fact, we ought to charge more for them, but we are
selHng them at our regular prices, viz., $1.00, with discounts
for quantity. Should you desire to get one you will need to

speak soon before this fine stock is exhausted. cif cf

Two-year-old

Tested : Breeding : Queens

We have some thirty or forty of these that we will

sell at the regular price of untested—$1.00. Most of these,

when one year old, were worth from $2.00 to $5.00; but,

rather than keep them over another winter, we will sell

them for $1.00 as long as they last. They are first-class

queens, some of them having made excellent records in the
production of honey. They are from our best breeding-

queens; and if one desires to get a breeding queen at a very
low price he must speak at once. Those who write first will

get the pick of the lot.

When you write, be sure to specify whether you
want this stock, two-year-old breeding queens, at $1.00.

The A. I. Root Company
Medina, Ohio



fALCON QUEENS
WE HAVE in charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin, who has had

wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-breeder

in the apiary of tvie U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,

for several teasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft Apiaries in Tennessee

since that time. His queens have become famous, and it is with pleasuie we offer his

services to our customers in the management of this department.

Our "Falcon" Queens are unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they winter

well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much of

the stock sent out by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture which other breeders are using.

Get. our Improved "Falcon" Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens
Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carniolans

BEFORE JULY I AFTER JULY I

Untested " One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00 One, $ .75; six, $4.25; 12, $ 8.00

Select Untested " 1.25 " 6.75 " 12.75 " 1.00 " 5.50 " 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the cage-cover.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Sections and . . .

. . . . Foundation
Send us your RUSH orders for Sections and Founda-

tion—"FALCON " BRAND—the finest made.

Have you seen the Dewey Foundation-fastener ? It is

the most rapid machine on the market. Send for circular,

or, better still, $1.50 and receive one by mail, postpaid.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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The Building Roofed With
JrRuberoid Did Not Burn
".ES HERE
HTFIRE

SHINGLES HERE
CAUGHT FIRE

SHINGLES HERE
CAUGHT FIREJ*

t> s 5 P^ ST o r^ ! Pi w c

In Netcong, N. J., a livery stable roofed with Ruberoid stood within

ten feet of a factory which burned to the ground. Behind and alongside

this roof of Ruberoid, were shingle roofs which ignited. The Ruberoid
roof was literally covered with blazing fragments. But it did not burn.

We do not claim that Ruberoid is fireproof.

If the house burns from luithin, the roof will

be destroyed whether it be of Ruberoid, of
slate, or e\en of iron.

But a roof of Ruberoid is as safe from fire

from without as any roof can be. You can
safely throw burning coals on a Ruberoid roof.

The coals will not set fire to the Ruberoid, nor
to the timbers underneath.
Yet its fire-resisting qualities are of minor

importance, when you consider the other
superiorities of Ruberoid.
For here is a roofing which is sun proof,

pnow proof, rain proof. It withstands acids,

gases and fumes. It is so flexible that it stands
the strains of contraction and expansion which
caus2 ordinary roofs to leak.

Only One Ruberoid

Since Riiberoid was invented, nearly twenty
3-ears ago, there have been
many substitutes— more
than 300.

Many of these substi-

tutes have names which
5f/<;/^ like Ruberoid. And
until they are laid and
tested, they looti like

Ruberoid. But do not let

these facts deceive j'ou.

The secret of the
wonderful properties of

RUBEROID
(TKADKMAEK KF.GISTEBED)

Be sure to look for this regristered trademark which
is stamped every four feet ou the tinder side of aU
erenuine Ruberoid. This is your protection against
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Ruberoid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell you the name of your
Ruberoid dealer when you send for <'ur free book.

Ruberoid lies in the Ruberoid gum which we
use. No other maker can use this gmn. No
other roofing can possibly be so good as Ru-
beroid.

Ruberoid roofing can be laid by anj-one.

Once on, it is practically a one-piece roof. It al^^o

comes in attractive colors— red, green, brown
— suitable for the finest homes.
These color roofings are made under our ex-

clusively owned United States and foreign pat-

ents. The colors can never wear off nor fade,

because they are a part of the roofing.

Get This Free Book
Before you decide on any roofing for any pur-

pose, get our free book which tells about alt

kinds of roofing—the results of twenty years of

roofing tests.

It tells the advantages and disadvantages of

shingles, tin, tar, iron, "prepared" and other
roofings—it is frank, fair,

comprehensive.
This book is really a gold

mine of roofing inlcirma-

tion and the reason we
send it free is because it

tells all about Rul)eroid.

To get this book, ad-

dress Department 3 IS The
Standard Paint Company,
100 William Street, New
York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
New York, Chicago. Kansas City, Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamburg
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Summer Specials
Great - Three - Months' - Trial - Offers

Eight Standard Magazines, Each for Three
Issues, beginning with Current Numbers.

Success Magazine 10c a copy 3 months $ .30

Pictorial Review 15c a copy 3 months 45

World To-day 15c a copy 3 months 45

Youth's Companion 5c a copy 3 weeks 15

Pacific Monthly 15c a copy 3 months 45

Modern Priscilla 10c a copy 3 months 30

Van Norden Magazine 15c a copy 3 months 45

Little Folks 10c a copy 3 months -30

Total single-copy price $2.85

Success Magazine 10c a copy 3 months $ .30

Pictorial Review 15c a copy 3 months 45

Van Norden Magazine 15c a copy 3 months 45

Youth's Companion 5c a copy 3 weeks 15

Metropolitan Magazine 15c a copy 3 months $ .45

Modern Priscilla 10c a copy 3 months 30

Pacific Monthly • .15c a copy 3 months 45

Travel Magazine 15c a copy 3 months -45

Total single-copy price $3.00

f
Pictorial Review 15c a copy.. 3 months $ .45

Modern Priscilla 10c a copy 3 months 30

Youth's Companion 5c a copy 3 weeks 15

Van Norden Magazine 15c a copy 3 months 45

Mothers' Magazine 5c a copy 3 months 15

Little Folks 10c a copy 3 months 30

Pacific Monthly 15c a copy 3 months 45

I

Health Culture 10c a copy 3 months -30

I Total single-copy price $2.55

The Farm Journal (Philadelphia) for three months may be substituted for any

magazine in either offer.
,. . , • ..

Magazines must all go to ONE address. No Canadian or foreign subscriptions

accepted. Offers are for a very limited time only.

Offer...

...No. 1

Offer...

... No. 2

Offer...

... No. 3

HOW TO GET THEM
You Must be a Subscriber to Gleanings in Bee Culture

If vou are NOT a subscriber, the "Eight

Standard Magazines" for three months
and "Gleanings in Bee Culture" for one
vear will cost you

—

For Offer No. 1 $1«0
For Offer No. 2 1.(30

For Offer No. 3 130

If you ARE a subscriber, but want to

take advantage of these unusual offers,

the "Eight Standard Magazines" for

three months will cost you

—

For Offer No. 1 $100
For Offer No. 2 1.00

For Offer No. 3 50

Place Order To-day. Tell Your Friends.

Remit in Any Way Convenient to You.

Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

(lossible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRADING RULES FOR COMB HONEY.
Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firm-

ly attached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by
travel-stain or otherwise, all the cells sealed except an
occasional one, the outside surface of the wood well
scraped of propolis.
A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of

cells next to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part
of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly
soiled; the outside surface of the wood well scraped of
propolis.
No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells

next to the wood; combs comparatively even; one-
eighth part of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface
slightly soiled.
No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be

filled and sealed.
No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-

weight section.
In addition to this the honey is to be classified ac-

cording to color, using the terms white, amber, and
dark; that is, there will be "Fancy White," "No. 1

Dark," etc. _
NEW COMB-HONEY GRADING-RULES ADOPTED BY THE

COLORADO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped except the outside row, next to the wood; hon-
ey white or slightly amber, comb and cappings white,
and not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average 21

pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this
grade to weigh less than 13J4 ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per ease of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and

evenly capped, except the outside row, next to the
wood; honey white or light amber; comb and cappings
from white to off color, but not dark; comb not project-
ing beyond the wood; wood to be well cleaned.
Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net

per case of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh
less than 13^ ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber

honey not included in the above grades; sections to be
fairly well filled and capped, no more than 25 uncapped

cells, exclusive of outside row, permitted in this grade,
wood to be well cleaned, no section in this grade to
weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not less than

19 pounds net.

Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less
than 20 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Columbus.—We are having numerous inquiries for
new comb honey. It will probably sell, fancy white,
per lb., 16; No. 1 ditto, 15.

Aug. 3. The Evans & Turner Co.

Schenectady.—We have received a few small lots
of both comb and extracted honey from local produc-
ers. We have placed some of the No. 1 white comb at

15 cts. per lb., and the extracted in small pails at 9 cts.

The demand during August is always quite limited,
due to hot weather and fresh fruit.

Aug. 4. Chas. MacCulloch.

Indianapolis.—There is a good demand for the best
grades of honey. Producers are being paid the follow-
ing cash prices: Fancy white comb, 16; No. 1 white, 14;

finest extracted in five-gallon cans, 8; no demand for
amber or off grades. The demand for comb honey ex-
ceeds the supply, while the market is well supplied
with extracted. Producers of beeswax are receiving
28 to 30 cts. per lb.

Aug. 3. Walter S. Pouder.

Cincinnati.—The market is bare of fancy white
comb honey. We cduld make some good sales if we
had shipments of fancy white goods at once. We have
a fine table honey, selling at 8 cents. Amber honey in
barrels is selling at 6 to ^h according to quantity. We
are paying 28 cts. in cash and 30 in trade for beeswax
delivered here.
July 23. C. H. W. WEBER & Co.

Zanesville.—There is now a good demand for hon-
ey. For No. 1 to fancy white-clover comb the jobbing
trade would pay 14^4 to 15 cents delivered here; and
for best extracted, 8 to 8^. It is too early for the mar-
ket to be established, but better grades are selling a
litile higher than at the time of last quotations — 16 to

17 cents; off grades, 12H to 13. For clean beeswax I

offer 29 cents cash or 32 in exchange for bee supplies.
July 23. Edmund W. Peirce.

New York.—Very little is doing in comb honey as
yet. We are receiving some small shipments of the
new crop from the South, and it is selling at 10 to 14,

according to quality. New York State comb honey we
do not expect until the latter part of next month. Old
stock by this time is pretty well cleaned up, and the
market is ready for the new crop. Extracted honey is

in only fair demand. As receipts from the West In-
dies and the South are increasing, prices show a
downward tendency, and are gradually declining. New
crop of California extracted is being held on the coast
at from 5:'+ to 6/4, according to quality; but at these
prices buyers are scarce. Most of them prefer to hold
off, expecting lower prices later on.
July 23. Hildreth Sc Segelken.

SIMPLY DELICIOUS!
The finest car of Sage Honey that ever crossed the " Rockies" just

arrived, and we are selHng it like "hot cakes" in crates of two

60-lb. cans at 9^2 c per lb. Samples lOc.

If you want Honey that's truly delicious send for some to-day.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET The Busy Bee-men CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in tne

market.

If you have any to sell, mai!'

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Washington Bvd. & Morffan St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 82 84 Murray St.

NEW YORK

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486 490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Wholesale Dealer^ ami Coinni issimi Mi-n-haiits in

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.

40 Years Among the Bees
C. C. MILLER

Dr. Miller is too well known among the bee-

keeping fraternity to need any introduction.

His book is charmingly written, and covers his

experience in detail. . Price $1.00, postpaid.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio

Honey Wanted!
If it is extracted honey, mail us sample and
quote us lowest price. If it is comb honey,

state what kind it is, and how put up. We
are ALWAYS in the market for honey. . .

Give us a trial on

Red-clover and Golden
Yellow Italian Queens

Ours can not be excelled

C H. W. Weber & Co., Cincinnati, O.
2146-2148 Central Avenue
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HARDY
Bees of the Superior Stock, furnished by J. V. Moore,

of Kentucky, are the best honey-ijatherers that I ever
owned. They are trentle—smoke is seldom necessary
in handling Ihem, and very little at that. Besides this,
they are very hardy—seem to have more than the ordi-
nary amount of vitality. We had a very strikintr exam-
ple of this the second spriuK that we had bees in North-
ern Michieran. About half of our bees were of this
strain, and the other half of several different strains.
The Moore strain of bees were quiet all winter, con-
sumintr very little honey, and coming out in the spring
fully as strong as they went in. Then, still further,
they "stood up" during the trying weather that fol-

lowed after they were set out of the cellar. When col-
onies of other strains were dwindling away and suc-
cumbing to the cold, these bees held their own; and
when the harvest opened up the last of June they cer-
tainly were far ahead of all the other bees we had in
the North. They were treated the same the previous

fall, kept in the same cellars, protected and fed the
same in the spring, but they came out ahead. It was
simply in the breed of the bees.
We brought 100 queens of Mr. Moore this year to use

in making increase. It was not that we did not have
just as good stock in our own yards, but we could buy
them cheaper than we could rear them.
Now is the time to buy queens and have them intro-

duced and all ready to breed from next spring. I can
furnish queens of this strain (they will be sent out by
Mr. Moore I at SI. 00 each, or I will send the Review for
1909 and 1910 and one of these queens for only $1.50.
Mr. Moore has 700 nuclei, and will fill orders by return
mail. Send me $1.50, and I'll at once forward your
order to Mr. Moore, send you the back numbers of the
Review for this year, and then keep on sending it to
you to the end of next year.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

I. J. STRINGHAM
106 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every^ kind of material bee-keepers
use. Tested Italian queens, $1.25. Catalog free.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. I.

ATENTS veIIs
B.,gaMM.i.M.M.i.. PRACTICE.

CHARLES J WILLIAMSON,
Second Natl Bauk BWg., Washington, D. C.

Patsnt Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.
Patent Practice in Patent

Office and Courts.

Warranted Queens
75 cts.; dozen, $7.00. Golden strain

;
gentle

;

fine workers. Cap and finish up honey
equal to any. Plenty of queens ready to mail.

J. B. Case, Port Orange, Fla.

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

FOUNTAIN PENS
Send postal for bargain price list.
H. W. Acams, 2fS Klatbush Av.. Brooklyn

P ra POULTRY RAISING
«-» Just what you're asking for. Pithy^^ articles by long experienced poultry-

raisers. Answers to your questions.
Complete show reports. A Department

for every breed. Four complete
poultry books during coming
year,— all in that wide-awake, hust-

ling "Poultry Gazette." 40 to 80 pages

monthly, overflowing with the very facts
yon need to pull more money out of your
poultry. Send 25 cents for a year's trial
subscription. You'll be pleased.

The Poultry Gazette
Box S > Fremont. Nebr. ^

A complete treatise on the subject. Fully illustrated

The A B C off Bee Culture
A text-book for the beginner and Cloth -bound, $1 50 postpaid

advanced bee-keeper German edition, $2.50 postpaid

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

This Coupon Good for 33c
on any ONH of these special offers

:

Same

Post-offlce.

(Nelv Subscribers Only)

American Bee Journal one year with—
Doolitlle's book, "Scientific Queen-Rearing" (katherette), $1.40
L'ntfsted Italian Queen, .....--. 1.55
Dr. Miller's "Forty Years Among the Bees,*' ---.--• 1.75
Fountain Pen, - 1.75
Novelty Pocket Knife (with your name and address on one

side—Queen, Drone and Worker bee on the other side) . - - S.OO

The American Bee Journal is a 32-page Illustrat-

ed T.i-cent monthly. It tells all about the best way to manage
bees to produce the most honey; with market quotation.^, etc. A dozen <iifferent departments—one for
women bee-keepers. Best writers. If you will .send us your name and address with 40 cents (stamps or
coini together with this coupon, we will send you a trial trip of Bee Journal for 1^ months. Order now
and let us begin with this month's tine number. Sample copy free. Address,

American Bee Journal, 118 West Jackson Boulevard. Chicago, Illinois.
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ALEXANDER^SWRITINCS
on^^CTICAL
BEE CULTURE

$1.00 With GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00

The writings of the late E. W. Alexander, who needs no
introduction to the readers of GLEANINGS, have recently

been collected in book form. A glance at the table of con-

tents will show the scope of the book.

Table of Contents of the Alexander Book

Alexander Plan for Weak Colonies.
Bee-keeping as a Business.
Brood-rearing in Spring.
Comb V. Extracted Honey.
Diseases of Bees.
Disposing of the Honey Crop.
Extracting Uncapped Honey.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Foul Brood, European and American.
Hive-covers.
Hives, etc., to Adopt if Starting Anew.
Honey per Colony.
Honey-production

.

Honey-tanks.
Increase, Making v. Buying Colonies.
Italians, Yellow v. Leather-colored.
Locality, What Constitutes a Good One.
Nuclei for Rearing Queens.
Organizing for Better Prices.

Profits in Bee-keeping.
Queens and Queen-rearing. / the

Queens for Early Increase. / c*omp^ny!

Queens, Several in One Hive. /
'^"''dh'}

Queens to be Reared from Best Stock. /
Spring Dwindling. / For the en-
Spring Feeding. / closed remit-

Spring Management. / ,,!l!l''^,°i*'i?'??^
r,' ^ T ir i- i-> J- X .send Crieanintrs to
Sugar, Loat, tor Feeding.
Superseding Old Queens.
Swarms, New, to Dispose of.

Things Not to Do.
Transferring Bees.
Ventilation of Bee-cellars. / Send the Alexander book to

Wintering.
Wintering in Cellar.

ei WITH GLEANINGS ONE YEAR CI / '"'''-'''

N* Canadian Postage 30c E.tra ^^^ / 'f Gleaninus IS to he Sent to Same party
as hook, sian only in last two hlunk lines.
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ecial Prices
Root's Bee-supplies
WE ARE overstocked on some articles, and the rush of business being practically

over with, we have decided to make special prices on the following list of

goods, f. o. b. San Antonio. When ordering supers and hives you should
order in lots of 5 and 10 or multiples thereof; sections, 500 or multiples; frames, 100
or multiples; shipping-cases, 50 or multiples. These are first-class goods made by
The A. I. Root Co., but most of them have been in stock all the season and longer.
We are giving designations just as given in Root's Catalog. If you have none write
us for one, or write us for any other information.

Frames
9500 Shallow Frames, 4j^-inch end-bars each . . $1.25 per 100
1900 Thick-top Staple-spaced Frames, P W, each . .1.95 per 100
1500 Shallow All-wood Frs. for I super, }4-in. top-bars, PW, 1.25 per 100

2400 Shallow All-wood Frames for I super, >i-in. top-bars, 1.25 per 100

Hives, Covers, and Bottom-boards
Covers must be ordered in lots of 50 or multiples.
40 Danz. AE5 10 at 85c each. 300 8 10 at 38c each.

500 AE 5-10 PWKD at $1.05 each. 300 A-10 at 18c each.
500 5-10 PWKD at 60c each 150 B-10 at 26c each.
250 G-10 at 26c each. 100 A-8 at 17c each.

100 B-8 at 25c each.

The above prices are good only until the above number of goods are sold, and
only when this advertisement is mentioned. Remittance must accompany each
order. Order quick before they are all gone.

Supers, Packed five in each package
330 2P-10 at 33c each. 175 2S-8 at 29c each.
305 4P-10 at 47c each. 55 4S-8 at 42c each.
135 21-10 at 33c each. 200 2P-8 at 29c each.
115 2S-10 at 33c each. 80 J5-8 at —c each.

Sections—B grade, plain, packed 500 in a package
13,000 4x5x1 H at $2.85 per 1000 3500 at 3>^x5xl>< at $2.85 per 1000
We also wish to sell 4000 4x5x1^4 No. 1 plain sections at $3.85.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey
500 12-inch, 4-row, 3 and 2 inch glass . . . .at $12.50 per 100
350 10-inch, 4-row, 2-inch glass at 11.50 per 100
200 12-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 7.40 per 100
200 16-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 8.25 per 100
250 8-inch, 3-row, 2-inch glass at 7.50 per 100
350 6X-inch, 3-row, 2 and 3 inch glass . . . .at 7.50 per 100
550 7>^-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per 100
250 7>^-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per IOq
300 9X-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 10.50 per 100
50 9,'4-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 10.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots
of 50 or multiples thereof, as they are put in packages of 50.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St. San Antonio, Texas
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WITH A FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies
We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO. 'S make, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., IMo.

Mr.Bee-Man: Yoa can save time,
worry, and money by

^^^^^^^^^^i^^i^^lHB ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Frisnd St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarlcet 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

Watch ^ "^Bees
While in some sections the yield of

nectar has been light and not of best
quality, weather conditions, especially
in the North-Central States, have been
very favorable for a moderate honey-
flow continuing throughout the summer
and terminating in a good fall yield.

Be ready for it. Secure this honey
in sections or frames and convert it into

cash, rather than allow the bees to

crowd the brood-nest and hamper the
queen for laying-room.

I have sections, foundation, frames,
and every thing else for bees, and can
make immediate shipment.

Pierce Service—Root Quality
Will Please You '

EDMUND W. PEIRCE
Zanesvllle, Ohio

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted
The pamphlets and booklets listed below

are of more than ordinary interest:

D My First Season's Experienco with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the
Ouilook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-
ing the experiences of this well-known writer.
You will read the leaflet through before you lay
it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the
value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-
keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to theii blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-p3ge leaflet reciting the acwal experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A 14-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.
No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary
to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well
gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked abaue;

I inclose S to ccver the cost.

D

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Sari

Street Addreii

Ttuin....

G.B.C. 8-15
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DOLL
SHIPPING
CASES

are very well made of fine white
basswood with one-piece cover

""^anH bottom. Can furnish with
either corrugated paper or "no-

drip sticks."

Doll Shipping - Cases
are made for any number or
size of sections, with either two

or three inch glass front.

We Have a Large . . .

Stock on Hand
which means prompt shipment,
and our prices are the lowest.

HONEY - PACKAGES
IN TIN

for shipping or storing extract-
ed honey prevents leakage and
taint from wood; being square,
they are extra strong and econ-
omize space. One-gallon cans,
ten in a box ; five-gallon cans,

one or two in a box.

Send for Our Estimate for 1909.

Minnesota
Bee-supply Company

123 Nicollet Island

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.
In every way

—

location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special
prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

SUPPLIES . .

.

and QUEENS
Every thing needed by the bee-
keeper, and purest strain of

Italian queens and bees. Test-

ed queens, $1.50; untested, 75c.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA ALABAMA

HOW TO KEEP BEES
MB By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK ^b

'T'HIS is an excellent book for the beginner.
-*- Nothing better. We cordially recom-
mend it to all who are learning bee-keeping

by their own effort. Having commenced
bee-keeping three times, the talented author

is in a position to furnish the right kind

of advice. You can not go wrong in order-

ing this book. It is charmingly written and
easily understood. Price $1.10 postpaid by

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

One of the purposes of this department has been to harmonize the inter-

ests of our advertisers and subscribers. This work we do largely by personal
correspondence; but occasionally (here arise matters of general or special in-

terest which may be so valuable to others that we give place to them on these
pages.

Bee-supply dealers, as well as manufacturers and advertisers generally,

who are seeking to build up a profitable business by means of advertising, are
often in doubt as to the best course to pursue when complaint reaches them of

either a shortage of goods, which they are sure were included, or that the wrong
kind of goods was sent, and they can not account for such a report. Notjlong

ago a report reached this office that a bee-supply dealer in the East had sent

one of our subscribers the wrong kind of sections; and, coupled with a some-
what unusual delay, this made the purchaser quite displeased. The order was
so clear that it didn't seem at all possible that the wrong kind of sections could

have been sent; and before sending another lot the shipper wrote for an ex-

planation. Now, when the explanation came, the shipi)er himself was as much
surprised as any one could be; for it turned out that the customer, being un-
familiar with bee-appliances, had not understood the folding of the one-piece

sections, and had folded them wrong side out, thereby increasing their measure-
ment. We get such bitter complaints occasionally of carelessness on the part

of our advertisers that we cite this case to show that the real facts may be
quite different from what a first report may have indicated.

Another quite different matter came to our notice a day or two ago. One of
our subscribers had written us several letters complaining of one of our advertis-
ers, to the effect that the queen ordered many weeks ago had not been received,
nor could he get any advice regarding it. Now, queen-breeders throughout
the country were crowded with orders all the early part of the season; but for
some weeks most of them have been able to fill orders by return mail, and yet
this party failed to get his queen or any advice regarding it. After we had
written the advertiser several times, our subscriber received his queen, and,
notwithstanding the bitter complaints he had previously made, in advising us
of the receipt of the queen he said, "I must say the shape they were shipped
in and put up makes A. I. Root and all others with whom I have had dealings
look like mere imitators. The queens looked as good as expected, also." Nat-
urally we felt surprised at the attitude of this man, and we concluded that he
hadn't had dealings with a large number of our queen-breeders, many of whom
send queens successfully to all parts of the world. Our purpose to get fair

play for both subscribers and advertisers remains the same, however.
We believe that, in a large majority of cases, dealings between readers and

advertisers are alike satisfactory and profitable to both; but it so often hap-
pens that the satisfied customer is so content with his transaction that he for-

gets to mention it, either to us or the one with whom he has been dealing, that
it is pleasant to read the occasional comments received at this office regarding
transactions with our advertisers. Just a day or two ago a Florida bee-keeper
wrote us expressing his great satisfaction with the treatment he received from
a well-known honey-merchant to whom he had consigned his honey, reporting
that not only had he received all he expected but had prompt settlement by re-

turn mail at a price higher than anticipated, or that the market warranted, as
it appeared to him. We passed the letter along to the honey-merchant; for, no
matter how many satisfied customers he has. he is always glad to see such a
commendation as this. If our advertisers do well by you, as they usually do,

don't hesitate to tell them of it; for, if for no other reason, it will probably pay
you, when you are sending another order, in the extra effort they will make to

serve you.
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" H Goods are wanted Quick. Send to Pouder."

Established 1 889

Survival of the Fittest

By the Baa Crank

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

The tales of those new-fangled things
We read of, near and far,

Sound too delightful to be true—
And many of them are.

My twenty-years' experience in hunting for and
testing out new things for bee-men has brought to my
attention a great many devices for which great claims

were made. Some of these made good, but very many
proved to be bubbles which burst at the first touch of

actual service. My own experience is not different

from the other fellows', for I remember how I had plan-

ned to construct a bee-escape some years ago that

would be practical, when a man by the name of Porter
instead of Pouder came out with one so perfect that it

could never be improved. Then I had dreams about
a veil with a flexible celluloid face, but I soon learned
that better veils were already on the market. Then I

devised an open-cornered section, and I supposed
every bee-man in the whole country would demand
them all at once when announced. The bee-men did
not look at it that way. Then I devised a honey-
extractor to take frames in the same position they are
in the hive. I named it the "Paragon," and I sup-
posed that every up-to-date bee-man would want a
"Paragon." I had just one model made to begin with __=* —and I am glad I had only one, for I finally disposed *"

—

of it at just a little below cost.

Just now I am deeply interested in a new gas-oven for melting gran-

ulated honey, so constructed that the honey will get away from the neat as

fast as it becomes fluid, and I am wondering if my oven will be a bubble.
Anyhow, I have in stock at all times a complete stock of Root's Standard
Goods, and my patrons assure me of their satisfaction in the fact that any
thing listed in my catalog has been tried out, and can be depended on for

perfection in prmciple and honest workmanship. I find that it is just as

desirable to weed out undesirable articles as to be up to the minute on new
novelties.

If you have not received my catalog let me send it to you. It will cost

you nothing, and you will probably be reminded of something that you had
mtended to get with which to save labor and increase your profits.

BEESWAX.—I am now paying 28 cts. cash or 30 cts. in trade.

HONEY.—At this writing I have stored in my basement more than 500

five-gallon cans of very finest extracted honey in new cans. Bee-keepers
as well as dealers are buying this honey, and it is entirely free from any
honey-dew. Fancy comb honey is also arriving from Michigan and Wiscon-
sin, but thus far all lots have been sold before arrival. If interested, write
for my monthly (juotations and samples.

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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Ihe Great and GranJ

Mauestic
Hjlleabk and Charcoal Iroa

Range

/^fy^^^^^ toToVfoy

pressure

or other

boilert

PERFECT
BAKER
FUEL
SAVER

m.- 'The

Range
With a

Reputation—."

15 GALLON
ALL COPPER
RESERVOIR

WILL Give
VOU SOILING
WATER

Body
made cf

Charcc ''

Iron,

adding

300%
to life of

Range

There's Only One Best
— that's the Great MAJESTIC— it's so easy to

make claims — but here's the proof— Majestic
Ranges outlast three of any other make, because

they're the only ranges made exclusively of Malleable
and Charcoal Iron and they just can't break, crack or

rust. Then, the air-tight joints and pure asbestos lining cuts
your fuel bill in half and gives you a perfect baker every day
In the year.

The MAJESTIC has a 15-gallon, all copper, moveable reser-
voir which heats water In a jiffy. No springs in the oven door—
when dropped it forms a rigid shelf bearing any weight- oven
rack slides out automatically, holding anything secure that hap-
pens to be on it, Another feature of

Tl?e Great and Grand

Mauestic
hblleable and Charcoal Iron

Range
l3 the open end ash pan which acts as a shovel and a email ash cup
under the ash pan — no muss or danger of fire about a MAJESTIC.

Each exclusive MAJESTIC feature nnakes this range
more practical, more serviceable, more durable-;- the
best range your money can buy regardless of price.

Majestic llances are sold in nearly every county In
forty states. If your dealer doesn't carry MAJESTIC
Hanges, write us for the name of a dealer in your

locality who does, and we'll send our booklet:

It

Should
Be in

Your
Kitchen

" THE STORY OF MAJESTIC GLORY "

MAJESTIC MFG. CO.
Dep^. 13 St. Louis, Mo.

Out
Lasta

Three
Ordinary
Range"
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BANKNG BYMAL

Money deposited with us is secure, and works
for you continually. Our perfect system of
banking BY MAIL brings this opportunity to
your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital and
surplus of $70,000, and assets of over $800,000.
Its policy is conservative; its affairs are ably
managed by capable and successful business
men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted, on
which we pay a yearly interest of 4 PER CENT,
compounded semi-annually. Send currency in
registered letter, your own check, or by post-
office or express money-order.

Write for the
Booklet Today

Resources
$800,000

Established
1892

THf SAVINGS DEPOSIT— BANK COMPANY --

MEDINA, OHIO

15 Cents aRod
For a 22-lnch Hog Fence ; 16e *of
26-lnch; 19e for 3Wnclti„ 22 i=ae
forSi-lnch; Sle for a 47-tnch
Farm Fence. BO-lnch Poultry
Fence 37e. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catajogfree. Wrlteforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

$50 to $300 SAVED
y< e are manufacturers, act mercnanti. hi.it desbie

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
850 to $300 on my High Grade Standard GasoUne
Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for

similar engines in carload lots for spot cash, j^oi^ Direct

GALLOWAY /W.rAZ
Price and quality speak for themselves ^ •<'A^ ^***''y **^ ^*'

and you are to be the sole judge,
Sell your poorest horse and b

B-H.-P. only$119.50

Days' Free
Trial. Satisfac-

tion or money
back. Write forspec-

ial proposition. All
pay me is for raw

material, labor and
one small profit. Send for

my big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway Co.

16£6 Gallowa.T Statloo
Waterloo. Iowa

FIX YOUR ROOF
Rfk Par CflllArA —We will guarantee to pat
Hit rCI dquai Oa any old leaky, worn-ont,
TOsty, tin. Iron, steel, paper, felt or shingle roof la
perfect condition, and keep It In perfect condl^oQ
Wfte 6o per square per fear.

Tlia Psrfset Rsef Preserver, Bskci tU
wern-ont ro«(i B«w, 8atii(k«tlui (sarantMa
or monaj tttamiei. Oxa free reeling beek

' tellt ail about it. Writ* for It today« iniersoe MiaufacturiDn Cg„„ Oept 24 Elyria,. Obi*^

kwr oc per stjaa

Reof-Fix

THE'BEST LIGHT
One burner will give as much light as
*in ordinary oil lamps; bIx 16 candle

power electrlo bulbs six 16 candle
power gas jets or 5 acetylene gas
jets. Costs 2 cts. per week. Pro>
duces a pure, white, steady, safe
light. Over 20O styiea. Bvery
lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write fnr catalog.
THB BEST laCHT CO.

306 £. Stli St.> Canton, O,

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

REE-SUPPLIES Shipped Promptly. ^\Ztl\el.ll.^l'^^To'i "l^e

famous LEWIS Br{:E-WARE till the new factory is ready, we, as their ag-ents, are filling- orders promptly
with Lewis Goods while they last, and with other standard bee-supplies.

ARND HONEY AND BEE-SUPPLY CO. (Not Inc.), 191 Ea Superior St., Chicago, Ills.
Successors to York Honey, and Bee-Supply Company.

Queens by Return Mail.
We have a good stock of nice young laying queens ready to mail upon receipt of

order, and would be pleased to supply your wants. Our queens are noted for their

prolificness and honey-gathering qualities, being bred from the best honey-gatherers
obtainable, and mated with SELECTED DRONES.

PRICES. 1 B 12

Untested $.75 $4.2.5 $8.00

Warranted 1.00 .5.00 9.00

Tested 1.50

Select Tested 2.5Q

If you wish select untested or select warranted queens, add 25c each, $1.00 for six,

or $2.00 for 12, to the list price. All cash orders booked and filled in rotation. Price
list upon application.

W. W. GARY & SON, Lyonsville, Massachusetts.
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Headquarters for

NEW YORK
STATE

Bee-

Supplies

of

All

Kinds.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

THEY ARE HERE.
The Bast and Largest Stock of Root's Goods

Ever in Western Michigan.

As 1 vras able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

Yi bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with

the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are. here, my time ' yours,

and I want to serve yo .

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.

S-nd for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

Shipping-cases
We have the "Root Quality"

kind with the sliding cover

and corrugated paper. We
have just received a carload

of them.

We want your beeswax for

cash or exchange for goods.

We will have an exhibit of

"Root Quality" bee-supplies

at the State Fair, in Detroit.

We will be pleased to have

you call on us there. Our
exhibit will be in the Bee and

Honey Department.

M. H. Hunt & Son
Lansing, Mich.

Ooposite Lake Shore Depot.

Western Headquarters
.. for ..

ROOrS GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES IOWA
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300 Choice QUEENS
of the celebrated Highland Farm Strain of hardy Northern-
bred three-banded Italians ready for immediate delivery at

following prices: Untested, 75c; 6, $4.00; 12, |8.00. Tested,
$1.00 each; $10.00 per dozen. These are not cheap queens,
but the best that the queen-breeder's skill can produce.
There is none better at any price. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send for circular.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, ERIE COUNTY, OHIO

" trt wwO bees and qaeens foi the season of 1909.

Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens
mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer

that I know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from
every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washington, D. C, writes

that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and
he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail
queens every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over
100 in the past month of December. I will mail queens from
now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 5 for $5.00. Breeding
qaeeof, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address

W. H. LAWS, Bsavllla, Bee County, Taxas.

IMPROVE your STOCK
by introducing some of our Famous Long-tongued
Italian Red-clover Honey-queens. We have been
breeders for 23 years, and have developed a strain

of bees that some seasons produce nearly 100 lbs.

of surplus per colony from red-clover alone.

Untested queens from June to October, 75 cts.

each; tested, $1.35 each; fine breeders, $10.00
each. Satisfaction guaranteed in every respect.

FRED LEININGER & SON, - DELPHOS, OHIO

Doolittle & Clark
are now sending out choice ITALIAN QUEENS
at the followirm prices: Unte.sted, $1.00 each;
three, $2.50; 12. $9.00. Tested, $2.00 each; three,
$5.00; 12, $18.00. Breeders, $2.50, $5.00, $10.00.

Borodino - Onondaga Co. - New York

GET .

YOURQUEENS

QUEENS!
And nothing but Italians. An improved su-
perior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-
BREEDER raises. Stock is Northern-bred
and hardy. We winter our five yards on
summer stands with practically no loss.

Some of the largest honey-producers of the
West started with our stock. Free circular
and testimonials.

Prices of Queens after July 1
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will be inserted in these classified columns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this
department can not bp less than two lines, and should
not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement in the classified columns or we will not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—Comb honey in car lots or less.

J. E. Pryor, Plateau City, Colorado.

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, l%c. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho.

For Sale.—Fine quality of well-ripened raspberry-
milkweed honey, in new 60-lb. cans (2 in box) at 8 cts.

f. o. b. here. P. W. SowiNSKi, Bdlaire, Mich.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, clover, basswood, and
buckwheat, in 60-lb. cans and 225-lb. kegs; and comb
honey and beeswax. Prices on application.

W. L. COGGSHALL, Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Two tons of clover extracted honey, new
crop; also over a ton of hearts'-ease honey, 1908 crop.
State quantity and kind wanted,and make me an offer.

J. H. Wagner. Beatrice, Neb. Box 305.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

For Sale.—Choice clover and basswood honey, put
up in kegs holding 155 lbs., at 7c per lb. No bee dis-
ease in this apiary. Sample 10 cts.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry, E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—New crop fancy extracted honey—thor-
oughly ripened, rich, thick, and free from honey-dew.
Those who use only strictly fancy goods should write
us. Sample 10 cts., which will be deducted from first

order. Albelt G. Hann, Pittstown, New Jersey.

For Sale.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new 60-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at Q/2 cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
10 cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can, F. 0. B. Flint; cash
with order.

Leonard S. Griggs, 711 Avon St., Flint, Mich.

For Sale.—Raspberry honey, new crop, left on the
hives until thoroughly ripened, thick, rich, delicious,
has raspberry flavor, stored in bright, new, round,
jacketed 60-pound tin cans, with flat cover and wire
bail. Ten cents a pound—$6.00 for a can. Sample ten
cents. W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

For Sale.—Our crop of clover comb honey, in 4x 5
plain sections; also extracted in the following flavors:
Clover, raspberry, willow herb, and a raspberry-bass-
wood blend. A little clover of an amber color, in 60-lb.
cans, at 9 cts. Ask for special price in 10-case lots, or
more. Sample free. We are spcialists; you get the
very best by buying of us. Have been a reader of
Gleanings since July 15, 1876, and are up to date in all

modern methods of honey production. No honey-dew
in our location this year.

E. D. TOWNSEND & Sons, Remus, Mich.

Honey and Wax Wanted

WANTED.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Five hundred cases fancy white-clover
New-York State comb honey; 24 to case.

M. H. Tweed & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—To correspond with parties where there
is a good crop of good apples.

F. W. Dean, New Milford, Pa.

Print your cards, ad's.,and labels; complete printing
outfit worth $150 for only $50. Other business.

Dallas Kirk, Rockton. Pa.

Pianos

For Sale.—Genuine bargains in high-grade upright
pianos. Slightly used instruments: 12 Steinways, $350
up; 6 Webers from $250 up; 9 Krakauers from $250 up;
7 Knabes from $250 up; 3 Chickerings from $250 up; al-

so ordinary second-hand Uprights $75.00 up; also 10

very fine Parlor Grand pianos at about half. Write
for full particulars. Cash or easy monthly payments.

Lyon & Healy, 62 Adams St., Chicago, 111.

We ship everywhere on approval.

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

R. C. Brown Leghorns; cockerels, $1 and $2 each.
Unt. Italian queens by return mail, 60 cts.; tested, 75

cts.; select tested, $1. Fine ext. honey, 8 cts. per lb.

Geo. J. Friess, Hudson,'Mich.

For Sale

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. Cooley, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—Fine homer pigeons, good squab breed-
ers, selected stock; bred in enclased breeding-pens;
per pair, $1.50. JOHN A. THORNTON, Ursa, 111.

For Sale.—a full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

Just received.—Three cars of honey in new cans and
cases, all practically as good as new. Empties go at 25
to 30 cts. per case. J. A. Bhchanan & SONS.

Holidays Cove, W. Va.

For Sale.—Several hundred empty 5-gallon honey-
cans in fairly good condition; no cases—shipped loose.
Fifty for $2.50, f. o. b. Pittsburgh.
M. H. Tweed & Co., 1125 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—Man and wife, good reliable working
house-keeper; man to care for horses, and generally
useful. Good home to right people. Farm in Orange
County, New York. Box 633, Bordentown, N. J.

Situation Wanted

Wanted.—By an experienced bee-keeper, a position
in Cuba during the coming season.

B. W. Jackson, Groton, N. Y.

Wanted.—Situation by a young man of good health
and habits. Almost a life experience with bees. Can
furnish references if desired. Prefer a place in a re-
ligious home. Will Jensen, Howardsville, Va.
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Real Estate

For Sale.—One 80-acre farm, 30 acres cleared. Good
house, barn, and well. Near school, church, and
store. Extra erood bee locality; no better soil in Wis-
consin. For particulars write ,1^

L. Franciscc.R. F. D. 1, Moon, Wis.

Bees and Queens

For S.\LE.—Red-clover queens, untested, 50c; tested,

$1.00. Hybrids 30c. M. C. EXCELL. Wellsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—Italian queens; untested, 50 cts.; select,

75 cts.; tested, $1.00. RoBT. B. SPICEK, Wharton, N. J.

For Sale.—Good Italian queens, each, 75 cts., 6 for
$4.00; 12 for $9.00. D. J. BLOCKER. Pearl City, 111.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—85 colonies of bees in movable-frame
hives; g'ood condition. A. J. CuTTS, Barachias, Ala.

PoliND Bees, nuclei, full colonies, from Mechanic
Falls branch. Prices on application.

Mason, Mechanic Falls, Me.

For Sale.—Northern-bred red-clover queens. Un-
tested, 75 cents; tested, $1.00.

E. S. Watson, Madison, Maine. R. F. D. No. 2.

For Sale,—High-grade Italian queens, tested, $1.00;

two-frame nucleus with queen, $3.00.

Dr. S. T. Hookey, 4712 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—Untested red clover Italian queens.
Bred from Root's stock; 60 cents each. Virgins, 40
cents. J. F. Archdekin, St. Joseph, Mo. Rt, 7.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

FON Sale.—Fine golden Iialian queens by return
mail. Untested, 50 cts.; tested, $1.00; select tested,
$1.25. D. T. Gaster, Randleman, N. C. Rt. 2.

For Sale.—Hardy goldens and Adel queens; Italians;

fine honey-gatherers. Virgins, 40 cts.; untested, 75 cts.;

tested, $1.50. Edwa. Reddout, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March
1. Untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask
for prices in large quantities. W. J. Littlefield.
Route 3. Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—Three-banded Italian queens by return
mail, reared from the best red-clover stock; untested,
one, 75 cts.; six, $4.00.

WM. I. F. HOFFA, Temple, Pa. Rt. 1.

Missouri-bred Italian queens by return mail. Select
untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $3.00; virgins,

40 cts.; dozen lots 20 per cent discount.
L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—175 swarms of bees at a bargain if taken
soon; 8 and 10 frame 2-story hives wiih Hotfman
frames, built from wired loundation. If interested
call on or write. W. H. Rails, Orange, California.

For Sale.—75 col. bees, 75 sets ext. combs in hive
bodies, 100 hives, 175 comb-supers, 1 new Barnes saw,
1 new 4-fr. extractor, 1 wax-press, etc. No disease.

Will take $300. M. M. Tr.WIS, Marshfield, Wis.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $H.00. Camiolan, Ba-
nal, and Caucasian queens, select. $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—Italian queens, hustlers;Cuntested, 65 cts.;

select. Si. 00; tested, $1.25.

Mrs. J. W. Bacon, V/aterloo, N. Y.

For Sale.—My entire apiary, 32 colonies of Italian
bees in 10-fr. hives, 80 10-fr. ex. supers, 60 with drawn
combs, 89 comb-honey supers in the flat, and a num-
ber of other things. If interested answer at once;
there is a bargain for some one; all are used but two
years. M. A. JONES, Atwater, 111.

c- For Sale cheap.—12 hives of bees, cross between
golden Italians and gray Carniolans. No trouble
whatever from swarming. Produce surplus comb
honey every year. Never had any disease. Colonies
all strong. Must sell at once. Apply to

E. M. Baker, Farm School, Pa.

For Sale.—50 colonies leather-colored Italians in
ten-frame hives, which have given me a revenue of
$10.00 per colony for the past ten years. Fine range oi

5000 acres alfalfa. Will give use of my bee-house one
season. For further parsiculars address

A. J. Snowden, Kearney, Neb.

One thousand queens, and 225 lbs. of fine honey
from one colony. Mr. A. B. Jackaberry, Cantril, la.,

says he took 225 lbs of fine comb honey from one col-

ony with one of our queens in it. Our bees are hon-
ey-gatherers. We have many such good records.
During August we will give you a special chance to

stock your colonies with our queens. We breed and
can give you red-clover and golden Caucasians, one
queen, as they run, 65 cts.; select, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00.

Four-frame nuclei with good queens, 13.50; full colo-

nies, $6.00. Caucasian queens, $1.00; tested, $1.25. We
stand by all our goods. We guarantee safe delivery
of all queens. Special prices on 100 queens. Send in

your order at once. G. Routzahn, Biglerville, Pa.

Bee-keepers' Directory

For Sale.—Bees, queens, and honey. Write to

A. H. Kanagy, Kishacoquillas, Pa.

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car
lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
.ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card

to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other
adv't in this issue. WM. A. SHUFF,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-

clover strain, $1.00. Circular.
A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price

list ready. Safe introducing directions.
E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

For your address on a postal card I will send you val-

uable information pertaining to queen culture. Write
to-day. J. E. Hand, Birmingham, Ohio.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One, 75 cts.; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, Wash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bus-
iness, June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 60 cts.; select,

75 cts.; tested, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed; will exchange a few queens for yellow
sweet-clover seed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in

April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a

breeder. For prices see large ad. in this issue.

Quirin-the-queen-breeder, Bellevue, 0.
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Continued from pusc 519.

done this thing. The first one, as you may
remember, was in Florida.

INDUCING A HEN TO ACCEPT NEWLY HATCHED
CHICKS WHEN SHE HAS BEEN BROODY

ONLY A FEW DAYS.

It reminds one of introducing virgin
queens; and, by the way, how often we find
that our work with domestic animals seems
to run along in parallel lines! The discovery
amounts to this: You can not only take the
eggs out of the incubator before they are
hatched, but you can take the chickens after

they are hatched, and give them to a broody
hen.* Such a hen, if properly cared for,

ought to be laying in three or four weeks.
My particular strain of White Leghorns down
in Florida usually commence laying before
the chicks are weaned.

SORTING OUT THE LAYING HENS; THAT BEE-
BEE-ESCAPE FOR CHICKENS.

It is a little funny, but the brother who
writes the following letter has been using
almost the very thing I illustrated on page
483. He certainly did not copy it from me,
because his letter is dated before our issue
for Aug. 1 came out. Here is his letter:

I have been intending to use the plan mentioned,
for the next breeding season, to insure fertility, but
had not got down to the details. In the last day or
two I have been thinking of using it for another pur-
pose. About this time of year the hens begin to stop
laying, and, of course, that system will show us which
are the drones, so that we can kill or market those,
and keep the layers as long as possible; and for that
reason I should very much like to have your ideas on
the subject.
With regard to the " chicken-escape," I have been

using the following for years: Take a board, width ac-
cording to size of chickens used for. I never had oc-
casion to use it except for young birds. Cut out an
oval hole large enough to let fowls through, and hang
in it, with two common netting staples, a piece of bent
telephone wire. Cut a hole in your fence anywhere
required, folding the cut part up, so you can^ turn it

down again if you should want to, and lace with a lit-

tle wire; then nail your escape-board to the bottom-
board of your fence. It has always worked finely for
me, and such material is always to be had for almost
nothing. W. J. Whiston.
Kingston, N. Y., July 26.

Now if you will all turn to my picture of
the chicken-escape on page 483, Aug. 1, you
will readily understand that his invention
consists in having one strong wire bent in

the shape of a letter U instead of L. Of
course it must be square at the corners. In
order to prevent the hens from springing
the wires apart, the wire will have to be
considerably heavier than mine. The two
wires will then rise up together without
spreading apart except as the spring of the
wire will permit. I presume the nail-heads
at the bottom, to catch the two ends, will
work all right. Of course, this arrangement
can be used for a great variety of purposes
—first, by putting your choice male in the
yard where he will meet all hens just as
soon as they have laid an egg. I am inclined
to think this is something valuable—see page
92, F^eb. L In my first experiment, after

* To-day, Aug. 13, I have safely introduced another
lot of chicks from the incubator to anotlier hen, that
simply "wanted to sil."

fixing my yard 1 had i3 chickens from 14

eggs. Secondly, if you wish to kill or sell

some of your old hens you can tell exactly
which ones are not laying. I would put in a
caution here, however; and this is, that our
best layers frequently if not invariably stop
laying for awhile, and then commence again.
The non-sitting strains, like the Leghorns,
usually do this. Some of you may ask,
"What about the Potter system and the Ho-
gan system?" Well, I have never used
either one very much, although one costs

$1.00 and the other $10.00—or at least the
owner said he wanted $10.00. My greatest
objection is that you have to catch the hen
to tell whether she is laying or not; and you
can not tell the story even then as you can
with the trap-nest. This arrangement of

ours that we have just been talking about
puts all the laying hens in a yard by them-
selves, and you do not have to lift a finger.

It may be that, after an extended use of this

arrangement, our hens will "catch on " and
go through the trap, even if they do not
want to go to the nest to lay. Of course,
when moulting-time comes the hens that are
in moult will not go into the laying-yard,
even if they are among the best layers. You
will have to look out for this. Many thanks,
friend W., for your kind suggestion.

t

Special xXoiicks
By Our Business Manager

SECOND-HAND CANS.

We have on hand some good second-hand 60-lb.

cans, two in a case, which we do not recommend for
the best grades of honey, but which would be all right
to use for honey- dew or off grades. Price $3.00 per 10

cases. We have less than 100 cases.

HONEY, COMB AND EXTRACTED.
We shall be pleased to receive offers of choice hon-

ey, both comb and extracted. If comb, give descrip-
tion—style of section, how cased, grade, and the price
asked. If extracted, mail a sample; stale quantity,
how packed, and the price asked. We prefer only the
best grades.

BEESWAX MARKET.
We are receiving beeswax for next season's use. and

are paying 28 cents cash, 30 in trade, for average wax
delivered here; one or two cents extra for choioe yel-
low. Do not fail to mark your package so it can be
identified when it reai hes us. With wax coming from
numerous shippers all at the same time, this is very
important.

SPECIAL GOODS.

We have now passed our rush season, and are in

position as we have not been for months past to make
up any special goods which some patrons prefer to

use. Let us know what your requirements are in this

line, and we will try to accommodate you during our
slack season in the weeks ahead.

SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

There may he those among our readers who could
plan to gather a quantity of sweet-clover seed. We
iiave already heard from several such. If prepared to

furnish any <iuantity, let us hear from you and wo will
advise you how much we can pay if we have not al-

ready engaged all we can use.

PREMIUM JARS.

If you want the best jar on the market lo-day for
canning fruit or putting up honey you should not faiL
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to investiu'ate the Premium jar. which we liave been
advertisintr for some time. It has so many points of

advantage over ordinary Mason jars, or even tiie best
of other styles, that we feel sure, after a careful inves-
tigation and comparison, you will decide in favor of the
Premium. We have the jars on hand in three sizes-
pint, quart, and half-erallon. No other small sizes are
made as yet. The pint size holds 1'/= pounds of honey;
the quart 3 pounds. Price in reshippinti-cases of one
dozen, 80 cts. per dozen for pints; Sl.OOIor quarts; and
$1.25 for half-fjallon; less 10 per cent in lots of 12 dozen
or more. Special prices quoted to dealers on applica-
tion.

I.MPROVED FACILITIES.

We are plannintr some improvements and chantres
to increase our facilities to take better care of our trade
in the years to come. To provide still further atrainst
the possibility of tire we are spending several thou-
sand dollars in bringing our automatic sprinkler
equipment and fire-fighting apparatus right up to the
latest standards, We are moving our present ware-
house to a more isolated position, and will build one
of more than twice the capacity, of concrete, as nearly
tire-proof as it is possible to make it. This we plan to

fill with goods during the slack season so as to be pre-
pared as never before for the heavy demand for goods
during the spring months, when we can not make
them as fast as they are needed. As this new ware-
house will not be ready to occupy for two or three
months we shall be glad to have our dealers who are
so disposed order what stock they can take care of in

the near future.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

THE SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR FOR KEEPING HONEY FROM
GRANULATING.

After the communication from friend Rood, found on
p. 496, was printed, we received from him the follow-
ing:

I am tliullii); tliat my sun heaters tor honey are doiiiir eood
worli. ! believe tliat they are (lointr to do a«ay with craiiula-
tiiiii III jars altojretlier." If so it will meau the niakii.g of
MiH liv dollar anil tlie sav ny: of miieli work for me.

I'.radi-iitowii. Ha.. Any. ft. E. H. Hood.
I

Convention Not it-, s.

NATIONAL CONVENTION.
The next annual meeting of the National Bee-keep-

ers' Association will be held at Sioux City, la., Sept.
22.23. Car fare of l'^ round trip for 2'0 miles each
way. Board and meals cared for by Sioux City Y. M.
C. A. Lodgings not over 50 cts., and meals from 10 cts.

up as ordered. Full program in next number of

GLEANINGS. N. E. FRANCE.
Platteville, Wis., July 27.

Response by the President.
"Origin and Progress of the Lebanon Bee-keepers'

.\ssociation, by E. L. Brown, of Lebanon, Secretary.
"Apiculture in Juniata County and Vicinity," by

Professor H. C. Klinger, Superintendent of the public
schools of Juniata Co., of Liverpool, Pa.
"The Distribution of Brood Diseases in Pennsylva-

nia," by Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the Bureau of Apicul-
ture, Washington, D. C.

THIRD SESSION, 9 A.M., SEPT. 9.

"Accomplishments and Aims of the Philadelphia
Bee-keepers' Association," by F. Hahman, of Philadel-
phia, Pa.

" Qualities to be Secured in Queen-breeding," by P.
G. Snyder, of Secane, Pa.
"Extracted Honey," by Harold Hornor, of Jenkin-

town. Pa.
"Conditions of Honey Production in Lebanon and

Lancaster Counties," by H. K. Beard, Manheim, Pa.

FOURTH SESSION.

At apiary of Wayne Schilling, Lebanon. Leave the
court-house at 1 P.M., taking West Lehman St. car.
Demonstrations will be given in the shook method,

by Prof. H. A. Surface and Wayne Schilling.
Circumstances f*voring, a "queen-hunting contest"

will be held.
Exhibits of bees, apicultural products, and supplies

are invited. Bring your friends. All are welcome.

CONNECTICUT HONEY EXHIBIT.

The fall honey exhibit of the Connecticut Bee-keep-
ers' Ass'n wHl be held Sept. 6—11, Charter Oak Park,
Hartford, in connection with the State Fair. The Fair
Association liberally offers to double each premium,
thereby raising the premium list to WOO on but 17

classes. Write the Conn. Fair Ass'n for premium list.

Entries close Aug. 18. Send fee '$1.00^ to A. W. Yates,
chairman. 3 Chapman St Members of Conn. Bee-
keepers' Ass'n only may compete. Join at once. Send
dues '50 cts. 1 to JAS. A. SMITH, Sec'y.

Address all at Hartford.

The Pennsylvania State Bee-keepers' Association
will hold its sixth annual convention, Sept. 8 and 9, in

the P. O. S. of A. Hall, near the court-house, Lebanon.
Headquarters will be at the Eagle Hotel, where the
rates to bee-keepers will be $1.50 per day when two
persons occupy the same room.

FIRST SESSION, SEPT. 8.

1 P.M. Business. President's address.
" Alfalfa as a Honey-producer," by C. N. Greene, of

Troy, Pa.
" Bee-keeping in New Mexico," by G. H. Rea, of Rey-

noldsville. Pa., who has spent the summer at Mesilla
Park.

SECOND SESSION, 7 : 30 P..M.

Address of welcome, by Dr. Henry Houck, Secretary
of Internal Affairs, of Lebanon, Pa.

State Fair Premium Lists.

The Oregon State Fair will take place at Salem, Sept.
13 to 18. Competition open to the world. Premiums:
Best display of bees in an observatory hive, not

less than three cages $10 $5
Best display of apiarian products of one apiary. 6 3

Best display of apiarian implements 6 3

Best display of queen-nursery and queens 2 1

Best hive 2 1

Best 24 lbs. of section honey 3 2

Best 3 gallons of extracted honey 3 2

Best 5 lbs. of beeswax 2 1

F. A. WELCH, Sec'y, Salem.

The Tennessee State Fair will take place at Nash-
ville, Sept. 22 to 25. All products in the apiarian de-
partment must be pure, and free from adulteration.
At the time of making entry, exhibitors must file a

statement with the superintendent that the honey and
other products they exhibit were produced in their
own apiary.

All exhibits, except lots marked with a * must be the
product of the exhibitor.
Best 10 lbs. of extracted honey in glass. . $7 $5 $3 $2 GO

Best display of extracted honey, 50 lbs... 15 10 5 2.00

Best case of comb honey, 12 lbs. or more,
quality and appearance to count 7 5 3 2.00

Best display of coinb honey, 50 lbs 15 10 5 2.00

Best 5 lbs. of granulated honey 5 2 1 1.00
* Display of labeled samples, showing
honey from different kinds of flowers.. 7 5 3 2.00

Best half-gallon of honey vinegar 3 2 1 .50

Best display of beeswax, 25 lbs. or more.. 7 5 3 2.00

Nucleus of dark Italians 5 2 1 .50

Nucleus of golden Italians 5 2 1 .50

Nucleus of Caucasians 5 2 1 .50

Nucleus of Carniolans 5 2 1 .50

Nucleus of any other race 5 2 1 .50

Display of queens in cages 7 5 3 2.00
* Best photograph of apiary 3 2 1 .50

Largest and best display of bees, bee
products, implements, etc., exhibit to

be made by individual bee-keeper 25 15 10 5 00

J. M. Buchanan, Sup't, Franklin, Tenn.

Mr. R<wt:—Wel\ do I recollect the time you were of-

fering a smoker to any bee-keeper who would give up
smoking- or using tobacco. I have tried to follow the
trend and teachings of Our Homes ever since it was
started, and it is our earnest prayer each day that the
writer of it may be spared many years yet, as I believe
those writings are read and followed by more people
than any one minister's sermons from any pulpit. I

might add that I have lived forty years of this alloted

life, and have, as yet, to make my first use of tobacco
in any form. This I attribute to my good mother, for

she taught me this in early childhood, and I followed
in the narrow path, led by such teachings as Our
Homes.

*
G. W. Bercaw.

ElToro, Cal.. July 28.
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DADANT S FOUIMDATION
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WHAT'S IN A NAME?
That depends on whose came it is. It depends upon what the name represents. It depends upon

the quality of the goods the name represents. It is NOT the name that makes DADANT'S FOUN-
DATION so well known and well liked, but it is the Quality of the Goods. Tdat's what backs

up the name, and the QUALITY is backed by thirty years of successful experience in foundation-mjking.

EVERY INCH of DADANT'S FOUNDATION is equal to the best inch we can make. Do not

fail to insist on Dadant's make when you order your foundation Accept no substitute, even though the

dealer claims his foundation is made by the same process.

It is the PURIFYING PROCESS that counts. Our methoJ of purifying has been unequaled for

years. This method leaves every essential in the pure beeswax, and our foundation does not have^he
odor of wax cleansed with acids.

That is why severil la'ge honey-producers who have tested our foundation side by side with other

makes, have found ours to be the best, and the best liked by the bees.

Do not sell your beeswax until you get our quotations. We have received, up to April 1, over

80,000 pounds of beeswax for our I')09 trade. We will need over 80,000 pounds more before January

1, 1910. Drop us a card and get our prices.

Agents for DADANT'S FOUNDATION in every part of the United States.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois
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a DADANT'S FOUNDATION

FOR

QUICK DELIVERY
and LOW FREIGHT send vour

orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to . .

THE A. I. ROOT CO., 221-229 Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
We are now fully moved, located, and well stocked with a FULL LINE

of supplies. We have the best shipping facilities, and with p'enty of help

we promise to get goods to you promptly. There are only two reasons

whywe might fail; viz., the neglect of some transportation company to give

its usual good service, and our inability to turn out stock fast enough to

care for your orders. We are promised a large carload from our factory

every TEN days, so you see we expect to take good care of your orders.

If you haven't our new catalog let us send you one.

Remember our new location, four blocks noith of our former place.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, Illinois
221-229 Institute Place R. W. Boyd' n, Resident Manager.

Take Elevator to Sixth Floor. Telephone 1484 North.

Jeffrey Building



OUR QUEENS
Were Never Better than They are Now

We Have . . .

We Guarantee .

You Can't Expect

It Doesn't Pay .

Requeen Now .

The First Cost .

Quality . . .

Our Prices

Quantity Orders

Write Us Today

Queens of every grade bred in our yards here,

that we can send out by return mail.

Our queens to be equal to any stock bred, and

better than the average.

To get large crops of honey if you have inferior

stock in your yards.

To leave old and common queens in the hives.

We can furnish the best stock at this season of

the year at such reasonable prices that no one

need hesitate to get the queens he needs.

Is really a secondary consideration now.

Is the first consideration, and we know you can

not be better pleased than to send your order

to us. We guarantee safe arrival anywhere in

the United States.

Untested . . . $1.00 Select tested . . $3.00

Select untested 1.25 Breeders . . . 3.50

Tested . . . 2.00 Select breeders . 7.50

Extra select breeders 10.00

We take special care of orders for queens in lots

of fifty or more. Give plain mailing instruc-

tions, telling whether you want them all one

day or at intervals and we will get them to you

just when you want them. We make special

prices in quantity lots.

And get some of the best queens obtainable at

reasonable rates, and be sure of getting a large

honey crop. Our bees will gather honey if

there is any to be had.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.



pALCON QUEENS
WE HAVE in charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin, who

has had wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-
breeder in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-

ton, D. C, for several seasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft

Apiaries in Tennessee since that time. His queens have become famous, and
it is with pleasure we o**er his services to our customers in the management
of this department.

Our "Falcon" Queens are unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they

winter well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed
early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much
of the stock sent out by the U. S. Department of Agriculture which other

breeders are using.

Get our Improved "Falcon " Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens
Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carniolans

BEFORE JULY 1 AFTER JULY 1

Untested One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00. One, $.75; six, $4.25; 12, $8.00

Select Untested One, 1.25; six, 6.75; 12, 12.75. One, 1.00; six, 5.50; 12, 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the

cage-cover. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Falcon Square Jars
Honey can not be put up in more attractive pack-

ages for exhibition purposes or the grocery trade than in

glass, and for this purpose the square honey-jar is best

and most convenient, besides economizing space. Prices:

5-oz with cork stonners i
^^.25 per crate of 100

a oz. witn corK stoppers
-^ ^j 25 per crate of 50

8-oz. with spring top j g'^^
per crate of 100

'^ ^ ^ \ $2.00 per crate ot 50

1-lb. with spring top \ fJ- J^
P^^ c^^;^ oj l?"

t" & I
\ $2.50 per crate ot 50

The glass top with spring attachment is the only

absolutely safe method of bottling honey, as corks and
screw-caps will leak. Still, we furnish the 1-lb. and the

8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the

cage-cover. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
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8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown. New York, U. S. A.
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A Fifty-Cent Bee-Book, Bound in Cloth, and
Gleanings for one Year, for $1.25.

WE have made special arrangements with the pubhshers of the Farm
Journal by which we are able to supply our customers with a

very neat, cloth-bound, beautifully printed, and illustrated in half-

tone, copy of the Biggie bee-book. It is only b'/ixi in., by >8 in. thick

—

just right to carry in the pocket. We have carefully gone over this little

work, and consider it orthodox in its teachings throughout. It is just the
thing for the busy man who would like to get a bird's-eye view of bee-
keeping, and who has not the time to read the more comprehensive works.
The book is, in fact, bee-keeping in a nutshell, boiled down, containing
only the best practices known to the profession.

IT IS A LITTLE GEM
Beginners especially will find it very helpful; and as a companion to our
more comprehensive work, the ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture, nothing
could be better. A reading of the little book will give one a brief and
comprehensive idea of the business as a whole. The larger work will

give the details.

We will include the ABC and the Biggie book both at $1.75. The regular list

price of the two is $2.00.

Or we will include Gleanings, ABC, and the Biggie book for $2.50.

The A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio

FOR NORTHWESTERN BEE-KEEPERS

Shipping-cases with sliding

cover and corrugated paper

'or comb honey.

<We offer some old-style 12-

inch 2-row cases at 25

per cent off.)

Class and tin packages of

all kinds and sizes for

extracted honey.

Extractors, Strainers.Wax-Presses, and
everything else you may want

There is nothing finer than the goods

we sell.

PILCHER & PALMER,
Northwestern Managers A. I. Root Co., 1024

Mississippi Street, St. Pau , Minn.

$50 to $300 SAV£D
We are manafactnren. not merchants. Ssre daUer»>
jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
S50 toS300 onmyHigh Grade Standard GasoUne
Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for > ^
oimilar engine? in carload lots for spot cash. jToj^ Direct

GALLOWAY AV./r.T.
Price and quality speak for themselves J^̂ ^ D v"/' "p^e

Trial. Satislac-

tion or money
back. Write forspec-

! ,u J/
'*' proposition. All

' "^ ^ you pay me is for raw
material, labor and

V
one small profit. Send for

mybieBOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Gallowaj Co.

1686 Galloway Statioo
Waterloo. Iowa

|

and you are to be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse and buy

B-H.-P. onty$119.SO

40 Years Among the Bees
C. C. MILLER

Dr. Miller is too well known among the bee-

keeping fraternity to need any introduction.

His book is charmingly written, and covers his

experience in detail. . Price SI. 00, postpaid.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio

HOW TO KEEP BEES
i^ By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK "
'T^HIS is an excellent book for the beginner.

Nothing better. We cordially recom-
mend it to all who are learning bee-keeping

by their own effort. Having commenced
bee-keeping three times, the talented author

is in a position to furnish the right kind

of advice. You can not go wrong in order-

ing this book. It is charmingly written and
easily understood. Price $1.10 postpaid by

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being

made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the

usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the

producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other

charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRADING RULES FOR COMB HONEY.

Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firm-
ly attached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by
travel-stain or otherwise, all the cells sealed except an
occasional one, the outside surface of the wood well
scraped of propolis.
A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of

cells next to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part
of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly
soiled; the outside surface of the wood well scraped of
propolis.
No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells

next to the wood; combs comparatively even; one-
eighth part of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface
slightly soiled.
No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be

filled and sealed.
No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-

weight section.
In addition to this the honey is to be classified ac-

cording to color, using the terms white, amber, and
dark; that is, there will be "Fancy White," "No. 1

Dark," etc.

NEW COMB-HONEY GRADING-RULES ADOPTED BY THE
COLORADO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped except the outside row, next to the wood; hon-
ey white or slightly amber, comb and cappings white,
and not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average 21

pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this

grade to weigh less than 1354 ounces.
Cases of halJ-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and

evenly capped, except the outside row, next to the
wood; honey white or light amber; comb and cappings
from white to off color, but not dark; comb not project-
ing beyond the wood; wood to be well cleaned.
Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net

per case of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh
less than 13y2 ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber

honey not included in the above grades; sections to be
fairly well filled and capped, no more than 25 uncapped

cells, exclusive of outside row, permitted in this grade,
wood to be well cleaned, no section in this grade to
weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not less than

19 pounds net.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 20 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to 17;

No. 1 white comb honey, 15 to 16; fancy white ex-
tracted, 8 to 9; light amber, 7 to 8; amber, 6 to 7. Bees-
wax, 30. Blake-Lee Co.
August 23.

Indianapolis.—There is a good demand for best
grades of honey, with market fairly well supplied.
For fancy white comb honey producers are being paid
16 cents; for No. 1 white, 14; finest extracted in 5-gal-

lon cans, 8. No demand for amber or off grades.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 28 to 30 cents.
August 19. Walter S. Pouder.

Cincinnati.—There is just beginning to arrive here
at Cincinnati some Western honey, which finds ready
sale, in a small way, at 16; larger quantities at 14H.
Extracted table honey is exceptionally brisk, prices
ranging from 8 to 9. Amber honey, fair demand, is

selling at 6 to 6'/i. Beeswax slow at $33.00 per 100 lbs.

This is our selling price, not what we pay.
August 26. C. H. W. WEBER & CO.

Albany.—We are pleased to note indications of a

better honey demand than last season, which was
most discouraging. Demand was poor, and quality of

honey unsatisfactory. We have some demand for

new-crop honey, although prices are not established:

seldom have to sell. Early receipts of honey less than
15 cts. per lb., any season. H. A. WRIGHT.
August 19.

Kansas City.—Receipts of comb honey are light at

present, and the demand good; shipments arriving so

far are fine, and selling on arrival. We quote No. 1

white comb, 24-section cases, $3.25; No. 2 white and
amber, 24-section cases, $3.00; old extracted, white, per

lb., 7; no amber extracted in stock. Beeswax, per lb.,

25 to 28. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

August 17.

Philadelphia.—There has been considerable ac-

tivity in the honey market in the last ten days. The
uncertainty as to the amount of honey-dew in the local

market has kept dealers guessing, and has caused
considerable inquiry. There have been some few

sales, but it is a little early for deliveries as yet. We
quote fancy comb honey, 16 to 18 in small lots; light-

amber comb honey, 13 to 14; fancy water-white ex-

tracted honey in 60-lb. cans, 7; amber, eVc; in barrels,

K. Beeswax is firm at 38. Wm. A. Selser.
August 25.

SIMPLY DELICIOUS!
The finest car of Sage Honey that ever crossed the " Rockies" just

arrived, and we are selling it like " hot cakes " in crates of two

60-lb. cans at 9>^c per lb. Samples 10c.

If you want Honey that's truly delicious send for some to-day.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET Th» Busy Bee-m«n CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Washinsrton Bvd. & Morgan St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond witli us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 82-84 IVIurray St.

NEW YORK

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Wholesale Dealers and Cominissicm Merchants in

Honey, Beeswax, Mapie Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.

HURT-CAIN COMPANY (Inc ), HONEY
BROKERS, MEMPHIS, TENN.

We never buy honey, but sell for ship-

per's account. Highest prices obtained.

Consignments of choice Comb Honey so-

licited.

HONEY! HONEY!!

If you are in want of extracted or comb honey, we will

be pleased to quote you, as we have several cars of

California honey in stock. Write to-day for prices and

samples. :: :: :: ::
"

::

If you have any honey to offer, state kind it is, how
it is put up, and lowest price you expect for same,

delivered Cincinnati. :: :: :: :: ::

C. H. W. WEBER & CO
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
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HARDY BEES!
Bees of the Superior Stock, furnished by J. P. Moore,

of Kentucky, are the best honey-afatherers that I ever
owned. They are f,'entle—smoiie is seldom necessary
in handlintr iheni, and very little at that. Besides this,
they are very hardy—seem to have more than the ordi-
nary amount of vitality. We had a very strikintj exam-
ple of this the second spring that we had bees in North-
ern Michigan. About half of our bees were of this
strain, and the other half of several different strains.
The Moore strain of bees were quiet all winter, con-
suming very little honey, and coming out in the spring
fully as strong as they went in. Then, still further,
they "stood up" during the trying weather that fol-

lowed after they were set out of the cellar. When col-
onies of other strains were dwindling away and suc-
cumbing to the cold, these bees held their own; and
when the harvest opened up the last of June they cer-
tainly were far ahead of all the other bees we had in
the North. They were treated the same the previous

fall, kept in the same cellars, protected and fed the
same in the spring, but they came out ahead. It was
simply in the breed of the bees.
We brought 100 fiueens of Mr. Moore this year to use

in making increase. It was not that we did not have
just as good stock in our own yards, but we could buy
them cheaper than we could rear them.
Now is the time to buy queens and have them intro-

duced and all ready to breed from next spring. I can
furnish queens of this strain Uhey will be sent out by
Mr. Moorei at $1.00 each, or I will send the Review for
1909 and 1910 and one of these queens for only 81.50.
Mr. Moore has 700 nuclei, and will fill orders by return
mail. Send me SI. 50, and I'll at once forward your
order to Mr. Moore, send you the back numbers of the
Review for this year, and then keep on sending it to
you to the end of next year.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

J. STRINGHAM
106 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kind of material bee-keepers
use. Tested Italian queens, $1.25. Catalog free.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. i.

GOLDEN ADEL QUEENS
Win many friends. Cecil E. Simon, of Blue Lake,
Ontario, Canada, says, under date of August 3d: "The
queen has arrived safe, and I must say she is a fine
large one. I showed her to the postmaster, and he
had sent some I had received from another breeder.
We said. 'Why, say.' she is twice as big as those last

ones you received through here.' If she proves as
good as she looks you will hear from me again."
Untested queens 1 t 85 6 $4 80 12 $9 00
Tested queens 1 00 5 50 10 50
Select tested queens .... 1 50 8 00
They will please you. Safe arrival and pure mating

guaranteed. Prompt shipment.
J. R McCORKLE, Wingale, Ind.

Swartlimore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swarttimore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

SPECIAL PRICES for AujTUst and Sep-
tember on Italian queens and bees. Fine
yellow golden, and three-banded queens
by return mail. Virgins, 25 cts. ; untest-
ed, 65 cts.. or 86.00 a dozen; tested, 95 cts.

;

and it these queens are not as good as
any queen you ever had tor JI.60 or »2.00.
return them and get your money. If you
try one of my queens you will want
more. I have 100 stands of Italian bees,
more than I can attend to, with tested
Italian queens in Dovetail hives, which 1

will sell at reduced price as long as they
last at $4.75; 3-frame nuclei, with queen.
*2.75. Directions go with queen.

J. L. FAJEN, ALMA, MO.

QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL.
Long-tongue Italians by return mail, mated to golden

Italian drones. Select untested queens, $1.00 each; 6,

$5.00; 12, $9.00; 20 or more, 65 cents each. See my ad.
in August 15th issue of GLEANINGS.

W. M. Parrish, Lawrence, Kas.

25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.PATENTS
CHARLES J WILLIAMSON,

Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Washington.

Patent Practica In Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

BANG!!!
Take &. Hunting Trip with

ROOSEVELT
Africa*.

10 Post Ceo'd Scenej- FREE
Thfst r»ra«rkable PoM Cirds are jusl out and we are first lo ofler Ihera (o t

\ public Every card U from an actual pholoerapb of Roo«» ell on his great hunt

<A in the jungles of Africa. He is having great success and has killed finesper-

/ imens of lions, elephants, rhinoceros, hippopotimus. bulfaln. etc. These

I pictures will be priceless in future years. The whole "otid is watching this

V trip of Americaa great Ex-Piesident. These Post Cards are exceedingly inter-

esting to everyone, both young and old. Every reader of this paper should

jTiainlj send and gel this great set of African views on Post Cards for we will send you

the lull set of 10 cjrds FREE. Nothing small or cheap about them—they're fine. For posuje

and for a sample cop) of Farm & .Slock we ask only a dime, 'com or sUmpst. Ihis la Uie

Worlds Best torn Journal and we want you to see it. Farm & Stock is the handsomest and

greatest farm magazine for the corn belt farm homo. We offer these fine Roosrvli cards just lor

vour trouble in sending in vour name for a copy li isbeauliful'y printed and always lull ol tnoi

reading Vou will be delijhied with the Grind OH Corn Journal. We will also offer ynu

50 or 100 more new Post Cards, just out. Send the l»c and your name TONIOHT sore.

X5he FARM ^^ STOCK COMPANY
Bo> G viaint Joieph, Miiiouri
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ALEXANDER'S WRITINGS
on^RACTJCAL
BEE CULTURE

$1.00 With GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00

The writings of the late E. W. Alexander, who needs no
introduction to the readers of GLEANINGS, have recently

been collected in book form. A glance at the table of con-

tents will show the scope of the book.

Table of Contents of the Alexander Book

Alexander Plan for Weak Colonies.

Bee-keeping as a Business.
Brood-rearing in Spring.
Comb V. Extracted Honey.
Diseases of Bees.
Disposing of the Honey Crop.
Extracting Uncapped Honey.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Foul Brood, European and American.
Hive-covers.
Hives, etc., to Adopt if Starting Anew.
Honey per Colony.
Honey-production

.

Honey-tanks.
Increase, Making v. Buying Colonies.

Italians, Yellow v. Leatner-colored.
Locality, What Constitutes a Good One.
Nuclei "for Rearing Queens.
Organizing for Better Prices.

Profits in Bee-keeping.
Queens and Queen-rearing. X jh.

Queens for Early Increase. X c*omp^ny'
Queens, Several in One Hive. X Medina!

Queens to be Reared from Best Stock. X °*'"'

Spring Dwindling. / P^^ the en-
Spnng heedmg. X closed remit-

Spring Management. X ance of $i please

Sugar" Loaf, for Feeding. / ^''"^ Gleanmes to

Superseding Old Queens.
Swarms, New, to Dispose of.

Things Not to Do.
Transferring Bees.
Ventilation of Bee-cellars. X Send the Alexander book to

Wintering.
Wintering in Cellar.

e-| WITH GLEANINGS ONE YEAR §1^1^ Canadian Postage 30e E»lra ^^
Address

// Gleanings is to be sent to same party
as book, sign only in last two blank lines.
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Special Prices
Root's Bee-supplies
WE ARE overstocked on some articles, and the rush of business being practically

over with, we have decided to make special prices on the.following list of

goods, f. o. b. San Antonio. When ordering supers and hives you should
order in lots of 5 and 10 or multiples thereof; sections, 500 or multiples; frames, 100

or multiples; shipping-cases, 50 or multiples. These are first-class goods made by
The A. I. Root Co., but most of them have been in stock all the season and longer.

We are giving designations just as given in Root's Catalog. If you have none write
us for one, or write us for any other information.

Frames
9500 Shallow Frames, 4>^-inch end-bars each . . $1.25 per 100

1900 Thick-top Staple-spaced Frames, P W, each . . 1.95 per 100

1500 Shallow All-wood Frs. for I super, y2-m. top-bars, PW, 1.25 per 100

2400 Shallow All-wood Frames for I super, >2-in. top-bars, 1.25 per 100

Hives, Covers, and Bottom-boards
Covers must be ordered in lots of 50 or multiples.

40 Danz. AE5-10 at 85c each. 300 8-10 at 38c each.
500 AE 5-10 PWKD at $1.05 each. 300 A-10 at 18c each.
500 5-10 PWKD at 60c each 150 B-10 at 26c each.
250 G-10 at 26c each. 100 AS at 17c each.

100 B-8 at 25c each.

The above prices are good only until the above number of goods are sold, and
only when this advertisement is mentioned. Remittance must accompany each
order. Order quick before they are all gone.

Supers, Packed five in each package
330 2P-10 at 33c each. 175 2S-8 at 29c each.
305 4P-10 at 47c each. 55 4S 8 at 42c each.
135 21-10 at 33c each. 200 2P-8 at 29c each.
115 2S-10 at 33c each. 80 J5 8 at —c each.

Sections—B grade, plain, packed 500 in a package
13,000 4xbx\H at $2.85 per 1000 3500 at 3;\U5xl/2 at $2.85 per 1000
We also wish to sell 4000 4x5xP^8 No. 1 plain sections at $3.85.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey
500 12-inch, 4-row, 3 and 2 inch glass . . . .at $12.50 i)er 100
350 10-inch, 4-row, 2-inch glass at 11.50 per 100
200 12-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 7.40 per 100
200 16-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 8.25 per 100
250 8-inch, 3-row, 2-inch glass at 7.50 per 100
350 6 i^: -inch, 3-row, 2 and 3 inch glass . . . .at 7.50 per 100
550 7ys-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per 100
250 7>^-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per IOq
300 9 '4: -inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 10.50 per 100
50 9X-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 10.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots
of 50 or multiples thereof, as they are put in packages of 50.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St. San Antonio, Texas
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WITH A FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S make, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montq. Co.. Mo.

Mr.Bee-Man: YOQ can save time,

worry, and money by
ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in (act, every thine you need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Frisnd Si

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarlcet 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

Be"< Comb-honey Combination
1 have 112 colonies all in Danz. hives with the exceptinn

of ten, which are in Danz. divisible hives, and these will

go into the regular Danz. body in the spring. The regular

Danz. body, with the right management, is the best com-
bination in (he world for comb honey 1 let the big-hive

men laugh, but when we go to market, their product is no

competition to mine. The dealers say to them, "If yours is

as good as Hall's bring it in and we will take it." And It

is all in the form and management of the HIVE.
St. Joseph. Mich.. Sept. 26, 1908. C. L. Hall.

You can get the same results by using the

Danzenbaker hive. Nothing to equal it for

the production of comb honey. The booklet

"Facts about Bees" tells all about this hive.

Sent to any address on receipt of ten cents.

Write for quotations on the

Danz. hives lor your apiary.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.

PUBLICATIONS ON

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

r~j My First Season's Experience with
'—

' the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator." of the
Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A 14-page booklet

g'ving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

ether beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete

encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather. $2.00.

I

—

I

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page

I I
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your

signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.-.

Please send me the items checked abonje;

I inclose S to co'ver the cost.

Nam*

StrtH Addriii tr R. F. D

Ttwn

G.B.C. it-l Stltt
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Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.
In every way—location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special

prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

ROOTS G
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $L00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

DOLL
SHIPPtNC
CASES

ARE VERY WELL MADE
Of fine white basswood with one-piece cover and
bottom. Can furnish with either corrugated
paper or "no-drip sticks."

DOLL SHtPPINC CASES
Are made for any number or size of sections
with either 2 or 3 inch glass front. WE HAVE
LARGE STOCK ON HAND which means prompt
shipment, and our prices>re lowest.

HONEY PACKAGES IN TIN

For shipping or storing extracted honey pre-
vent leakage, and taint from wood; being square
they are extra strong, and economize space.

1-gallon cans, 10 in a box.
5-gallon cans, 1 or 2 in a box.

SEND FOR 1909 ESTIMATE

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLY CO.
1 23 Nicollet island,

Minneapolis, Minn.

SUPPLIES . .

.

and QUEENS
Every thing needed by the bee-
keeper, and purest strain of

Itahan queens and bees. Test-
ed queens, $1.50; untested, 75c.

J. M. JENKINS
WETUMPKA ALABAMA

QUEEN
Fine, Standard-Bred
WARRANTED ITALIAN 25 cts

>

When taken with the American Bee Journal for One Year.

During September (this mouth) we offer, to a new sub-
scriber, the American Bee Journal a year and one Standard-Bred
Untested Italian Queen—both for only $1.00. This is a very small
price for the old American Bee Journal a whole year and for
such a valuable Queen. The Journal alone is 75 cents—Sample
Copy FRIi^E. We also offer a Year's Trial Trip to a New Sub-
scriber, for 50c. Better send note for both Journal and Queen
at one dollar, .'\ddress,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, 148 West Superior Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

CO

0»

B
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Headquarters for

NEW YORK
STATE

Bee-

Supplies

of

AU
Kinds.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

THEY ARE HERE.
Tha Best and Largest Stock of Root's Goods

Ever in Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, e>ery thing is new.

Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

y% bofom- boards Shipping-cases with

the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time = yours,

and I want to serve yo .

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,

for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.

Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

THE NEW SHIPPING-CASE WITH THE

Sliding Cover
and

Corrugated
Paper

Will help sell your honey for a
HIGHER price. Both the grocer and the
consumer like it. It is a dust-proof
package, yet the honey is easy to get at.
If you want top-notch prices, try it. We
sell them in Michigan, and they're Root
Quality."

We will be at the State Fair at Detroit, Septem-
ber 2-10, and at Grand Rapids at the West Michi-
gan Fair September 13-17 with an exhibit of
"Root Quality" goods. We shall be pleased to
meet you personally, and have you look over
our complete exhibit. Possibly you would like
to talk about your next year's needs.

Does your subscription to GLEANINGS expire
soon? We are the special representatives of
Gleanings at these two fairs, and will be glad to
receive your subscription there.

M. H. H U NT & SON
Opposite Lake Shore Depot, Lansing, Mich.

Western Headquarters
.. for ..

ROOT'S GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with i ar-

loads b.eing continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

Wo sellROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a lis' of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES IOWA
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'n Goods are wanted Quick. Send to Pouder."

Established 1 889

The Business End of the Bee

By the Bee Cranlc

This is a favorite expression with the humorist,

and the bee certainly has a business end, and a suc-

cessful one, too; but it is possible that the constant

search of the humorist for something- with a point to it

is responsible for his mistake in selecting the wrong

end of the bee as its business end.

The fact that bees succeed in their business,

even under very adverse circumstances, has made
many bee-keepers careless regarding small details,

which if attended to would add very largely to the

profits. Why not give the bees a square deal since it

will be dollars in your pockets to do so?

For more than twenty years I have been scour-

ing the country for things which will help the bee in

its business of gathering and storing honey. In my
catalog you will find a complete list of those which

have made good. Let me send it to you free and it

may remind you of something your bees have asked
,

for and you have neglected to provide.
""^'^

Right at this time the "Pouder Quick Service" means a great deal to

the bee-man. With bee-line steam and electric roads radiating in every di-

rection from Indianapolis, neither your order nor your shipment loses any
time in transit.

Honey. I have been very fortunate in accumulating the largest stock
of finest quality of honey that I have ever had on hand at one time before.

Many of the best bee-keepers in Michigan and Wisconsin having sent their

honey to me. I find that many bee-keepers as well as dealers are taking
care of their home trade by getting a supply here. If interested write for

my monthly quotations of the Indianapolis honey market. It is free

Indiana State Fair. If you come to the fair make it a point to meet
your bee-keeping friends at my exhibit, which will be in Horticultural Hall

as usual. Leave your wraps and lunch-baskets in our care and have it un-
derstood with your companions that if you become separated in the crowds
you will immediately meet at my exhibit. I will have on exhibition a com-
plete line of Root Bee Supplies and some of the finest honey and beeswax
that you have ever seen.

Write me about anything pertaining to the bee industry and expect an
immediate reply.

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 IVIassachusetts Avenue
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Are You a Fruit-grower?
If you are, it will pay you to investigate Michigan. The fruit orchards
of this State have made the growers independent in the past few years.

The Cherry Crop Alone

—

Brought more than a MILLION DOLLARS to the growers this season,

and there was a demand for ten times more than was pi'oduced.

Cherries yield fabulous crops in the great MICHIGAN FRUIT BELT.

We Have the Peaches too.

The peach orchards of Michigan will bring more millions into the State,

for the 1909 crop is more than good, it is splendid.

General Farming Pays—
In Michigan. It is not all fruit; the potato crop this season will be the

best in years, and last year's crop put Michigan second in the list of all

the States. Hay, oats, corn, rye, wheat, barley, red clover, and

White Beans Beat the World—
In Michigan. You can get wild land that will grow any of these crops

at from $5 to $15 and S20 per acre NOW. Next year you will pay more.
It's worth more. Take advantage of the

Home-seeker Excursions

—

Via the Pere Marquette this Fall, and see these things for yourself.

Illustrated booklet sent on request to either

C. TOUSEY. D. p. A..

428 Madison St..

Toledo. Ohio.
H. F. MOELLER, G. P. A.,

Detroit, Mich.

W. E. WOLFENDEN, G. W. P. A.
206 South Clark St.,

Chicago, Ills.

BANKING BY MAIU

Money deposited with us is secure, and works
for you continually. Our perfect system of

bankintr BY MAIL brings this opportunity to

your door.

The Savincrs Deposit Bank has a capital and
surplus of $70,000, and assets of over $800,000.

Its policy is conservative; its affairs are ably
managed by capable and successful business
men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted, on
which we pay a yearly interest of 4 PER CENT,
compounded semi-annually. Send currency in

retristered letter, your own check, or by post-

office or express money-order.

Write for the
Booklet Today

Resources
$Sf)0,()00

Established
1892

.^SAVINGS DEPOSIT-ANK COMPANY
MEDINA. OHIO

I'THE^«ESTT LIGHT
MAKES and burns its own gai. Pro-

duces 100 candle power light

—

brighlerthan electricity oracetylene
-cheaper than kerosene. No dirt.

I
No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

I Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for cat-alog. Do not delay.

THE BEST L.IGUT CO.
306 B. StbSt.. Caiiton, Ohio

rnSaveYou$50
On a Manure Spreader

^If You'll Let Me -n
This is just a little ad—hut a postal will bring my Big

Book—and give you my $50.00 Saving Price and Special
Proposition. You can save as much answering this little ad-
vertisement as if it coveictl a page.
My Spreader positively will do better work and last longer

than any Spreader made—no mat'
ter what the price - so why pay $50
more? 20,000 farmeis have

'

slampsd their O. K
my apreader and moneyi
aaving price. MySpecial
Proposition w:il interest you.
Just a postal addressed to Gal-
loway oi Waterloo, Iowa, will

bring you evervlhing postpaid

Will You Pay a Penny For
Tha Postal and Save SSO.OOT
Address Wm. Calloway, Prea.
WM raLLOWAV CO.

16«8 Ci!>ov*ay Sta. WntaHoo.

Freight
Paid

The A B C of Bee Culture
A complete treatise on the subject; fully illustrated.

A text-book for the bepinner and advanced bee-keeper.
Cloth-bound, Sl-iO postpaid; German edition. $2.-50.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., - Medina, Ohio.
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Here's SomethingNew
From Kalamsizoo

You can save enough real monej' in getting a Kala-
mazoo, to buy most of your fuel—pay your taxes,
buy a dress or suit of clothes or materially increase your
bank balance. You get the best made—the most econom-
ical—the most satisfactory stove or range to be had any-
where at any price. With an actual cash saving of from

s*5 to ^0 on your purchase. Hundreds of thousands
' of satisfied users have told us this is true.

We make it easy for any responsible person to own
Kalamazoo. We are the manufacturers. You get

'

lowest factory prices, 360-days' approval test, and our
convenient terms. Take your choice

—

Cash or Credit
Write for Catalog: No. 416 and special terms. It

'gives you ail the necessary mformation about buy-
ingf and using: a grood stove or range. Compare our prices and quality
with others, prove for yourself what you save inbuying a Kalamazoo for

cash or on time. Freight prepaid. Safe delivery guaranteed.

Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfrs.
Kalamazoo. Mich*

This Oven Thermom-
eter saves fuel and
Ti?kc; bakins easy.

Direct to "%u

15 Cents aRod
For a 22-lBCli Bog Fence ; 16e toj A'-W>>IBM0
26-lnch, 19e for Sl-lnchf 23 i=2e I

.26-lnch j i»e ror si-incn; -i-i i=ae |L_Jl_JL_JL
for 34-lnchi 278 for a 47-mch iTTrTPTR
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 8 Jc. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial,
Catalogfree. Wrlteforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

MAKE YOUR OWN
REPAIRS

TKeAwI
For All

Save the money
you pay the harness man
by usingMj'ers' l.ock
Stitch Awl. It stitches both

sides like a sewing machine and
mends harness, saddles, shoes, fur coats,

robes, canvas, gloves, carpets, etc., perfectly.

Something constantly needed, always ready lor use and
one of the handiest tools imaginable. Price prepaid only

$1.00. Booklet C Free. Write today. Agents Wanted.

C. A. MYERS CO., 6537 Woodiawn Ave., Chicago

FIX YOUR ROOF
Rl« Par ^niiaro —^* ^'^^ gnarantee to pnlt
OV rer gijUdrB« any ©id leakr. wornou*k
rostT • tit., iron, ateel; paper, felt or slilngle roof i£i

Bcrtc/Ot couditloii, and keep It In perfect condlUca
IDE' in. pel b^^^re per sbi.t.

Tk* Psrtaal K»ii(^ras*rver. Btktt vg*

moi^>l .(tQaded C&r tr*»ro«llnk bo«k
nil B..I1 kooal \H. \triM to. It to<jar

Ik igiersoD MaaufactoriBa Cb.. Ocpu 24. EJyna. Obifc

-Fix

CHEAPER FARM

For the price of a good horse you can buy an
ideal farm engine that will operate Feed Giinder,
Cutter, .Saw, Pump, Chuin, Separator, \Vash-

_ ing Machine and othermachines to which belt
can be attached. It eats no corn, does not get
sick or die, can be moved whenever you wish,
is always leady and eager to work.

A Star Gasoline Engine ^vill cut out drudgery,
save the tired back, and make life a pleasure.
Made with standard tank, pump cooled, or
hopper cooled.

Send for prices and illustrations and learn
why the ''Star" is a money-maker and time
saver.

The Star Manufacttiring Co.,
Box 514, New Lexington, Ohio

Prices from
$2 to $12

TheRochester Radiator wil

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you doublethe amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or %ve

will refund the money paid

for it. Write for Booklet on
'•'»' heating homes.

,r^^ ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
)^~^\ .50 FiirnaceSt.,Rochester,N.V.

For hard or
•Soft Coal
woodorgais

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace
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^^g^^-n« "The Range with a Reputation"
They're built on honor of the best materials.

Malleable and Charcoal Iron. They •won't

rust and you can't break them because they're
built to last.

has a big boiler
ri.Tht close to
the Are—heats
water In a jiffy.

Air-tight joints
and pure asbes-
tos lining make

a perfect baker with little fuel. The best
range money can buy. Made in all sizes

and stylos and sold by dealers every-
where. "Write for free boolilet: "The
Story of Majestic Glory"
MajeflticMfg.Co.,Dept. 13 St. Louis, Mo.

A

'n?c Great and Grand

Mauestic
Malleable and Charcoal Iron

Range

Read His Letter
Read of the economy
and profit in this farm-
er's potato-diggring,

—

how he gets every
potato in the field,

—

how he avoids loss from
scarred and crushed
potatoes,—how he has
made the work easy
and fast.

It Tells You
how the

Acme Hand Digger
ATTACHMENT

proved out under hard, practical actual field use;
Potato Implement Co., Traverse City, Mich.
Gentlemen:—Two j-carsaKO I bou^fbt one of

your Acme Hand I'otato lilufrers and after
pi ving It a short trial lathe Held, my sons,
who were dli;irinp the potatoes, were so
pleased with the Acme l)iKger that X now
Lave live In use on my farm.
The Acme Is just the dl^'^rcr we needed. Up-

like the machine dlirjjrcrs It dlKs" clean, geta
every potato In every hill, doesn't scar the
stock, and Is not hotherc-d by the vines. The
men work easily, yet quickly. a lid don't jret go
tired as with ordinary fork or hookdlt;Klii^.

I know from my own experleme that the
Acme DiRjrer does better, e.isler and cheaper
work than any other dljrt'er I have8een,and
the best re<'ommendatl<in I can give anyone
l8 that I continue to use It on my own farm.

I am. vours truly,
F. LALTXEK, Leelanau County.

|^P> Send Sl.OO Today. Let the Acme
v^^V Attachment ;»>i)jt- itself to.1Y>«, Let it

[itove tiiat your dollar is better than $100 in-

vestment in other dieters— that it will dig
potatoes better and more economicalb—that
it is the dieger you have been waitine for.

Sent fcpaid by exfrcss. Money returned if

you had rather have it than keep the diecer.
Pamphlet and Potato Hook free on request.

Send now. Address Bo;' .S2n,

Potato Implement Co., Traverse City, Mich.

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEG BAND
To Mark Chickens

CHEAPEST AND BEST
12 f , .r lii- ; 2.'.— i'K- ; .5fi—)0c ;. 10O--5O.
Sample Hand .Mailed for 2c Stamp
Frank Myert Mfr, Boi69 Freeport, I

'

m HEN rooD
Is green bone fresh cut. Rich I n protein and
all other egg elements. Its egg producing-
value is fourtimes that of grain. 'The eggs
are more fertile, chicks more vigorous, fowls
heavier. This makes green bone cheap food.

Mann's Lafett Model Bone Cutter.
Cuts all bon«, meat and gristli. Never clogs. 10 DAYS
FREE TRIAL. No money in advance. Cat'lg free.

F. W. MANN CO., Box 3 7, MILFORD. MASS.

Rider Ageisia Wanted
^in each town to ride and exhibit sample
iQio model. P^'rite for Special Offer.

Finest (ioaranteed ^«/l «_. ^07
1910 Models ^lU tO ^^

g

with Coaster-Brakes and Puncture-Proof tires,

1903 $e 1909 SlodeU ^7 g^ tf#0
aU of best makes ^ M 'O ^ MgC
BOO Second Hand Wheela
All tnakes and models, ^ O *^^ ^O
good as ttfw 9^ MO ^O

C.reat Factory Clearine Sale.
We Ship On Approval Tinh^ut a
crnl dfpjsil, fay the frtight and allow

TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
Tires, coaster-brakes, parts, re-

pairs and sundries, half usual prices. i>o not
buy till you get our catalogs and offer, li'rite tttrw.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept.nils Chicago

IN SUNNY VIRGINIA
«1 CCftOO BUYS THIS BEAHTIRIL HOME
X A jV/t/V jjpj ^Q acres of best fruit and ger.-

eral farmiug land, inchiding good barn, corncrib, tool

shed and chicken house, alTnew. Rich soil, fine cli-

mate, good markets, abunJant water, excellent neigh-

bors aud best schools.

OTHER LANDS $10. PER ACRE & UP.
Cheap Excursions Twice a Month.

bit right down and write for beautiful illustrated

booklet, list of farms, etc., to

F. H. LaBAUME, Agrl. ar,dlndl. Agt.

Dept. M. !- Norfolk & Western Ry.. Roaaoke. V«.
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Queens by Return Mail.
We have a good stock of nice young laying queens ready to mail upon receipt of

order, and woiud be pleased to supply your wants. Our queens are noted for their

prolificness and honey-gathering qualities, being bred from the best honey-gatherers
obtainable, and mated with SELECTED DRONES.

PRICES. 1 6 12

Untested $ .75 $4.25 88.00

Warranted 1.00 5.00 9.00

Tested 1.50

Select Tested 2.50

If you wish select untested or select warranted queens, add 25c each, $1.00 for six,

or $2.00 for 12, to the list price. All cash orders booked and filled in rotation. Price
list upon application.

W. W. GARY & SON, Lyonsville, Massachusetts.

Miller's SUPERIOR ITALIAN QUEENS
By remrn mail after June 1, or your money bade Northern bred

from best red-clover working strains in U. S. No better hustlers;

gentle, and winter excellent. Untested, from my three-banded
Superior Breeder, $1.00; six, $5.00; 12, $9.00. After July 1, 75c;

six, $4.00; 12, $7.50. Special prices on 50 or more. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

ISAAC F. MILLER, Reynoldsville, Pa.

Simmins' Pedigree Italian Queens
Warranted 6 months. See back of GLEANINGS,
May 15 issue. Nothing like it in the bee-world.

Sam'l Simmins, Queenland, Heathfield, Sussex, England

ITALIAN QUEENS bv return Man

Red-clover and Goldens, 60 cts. each; guaranteed, 90,
cts.; tested, $1.15. See list. Leaflet "How to Introduce
Queens, "15c; "Rapid Increase," 15c; copy of both, 25c.

E. E. MOTT, GLENWOOD, - MICHIGAN

CARNIOLANS
AND BANATS
OUR SPECIALTIES

Carniolans.—This
is our 24th year in
breeding this race
of bees; and by
careful selection we
claim to have the
finest "Line-bred"

Carniolans to be had. They are very gentle, hardy,
prolific, finely marked, great honey-gatherers, and
builders of white combs.
Banats.—This new race of bees from Hungary, Aus-

tria, looks like the Carniolan, though darker in color;
are gc-ntle, hardy, great honey-gatherers, and builders
of white comb; do not breed out of season and use up
their honey when none is to be had; are not inclined
to swarm, even with their hives boiling over with
bees, but keep right at work while other races are
swarming. We consider this race of bees a model
one for producing fancy comb honey.
Mating yards miles apart. No foul brood here.
One untested queen, $1.00; select untested, $1.25;

tested, $2.00; select tested, $3.00; breeding queen, $3.50;

select breeding queen, $7.50; extra select breeding
queen, $10.00; best imported, $5.00; virgin queens. 40c
each; three for $1.00. One L. frame nucleus, $2.00;

two-frame, $:J.00; three-frame, $3..50. Add price of
queen wanted to nucleus.

F. A. Lockhart & Co., Lake George, N. Y.

QUEENS - QUEENS
Try our high-grade Red-clover and beau-
tiful Golden queens. They will not disap-
point you. Queens by return mail. Prices:
Select untested, $ .75; si.x, $4.00; doz., $7.50
Tested 1.00; " 5.50; " 10.00
Select tested . . 1.50; " 8.00; " 14.00
Send for circular, and price in quantity lots.

Sires Brothers & Co., North Yakima. Wash.

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

Queens of

Moore's Strain of Italians
Produce workers that fill the supers, and are not in-

clined to swarm. They have won a world-wide repu-
tation for honey-gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-keepers ' Re-
view, Flint, Mich., says, "As workers, I have never seen
them equaled. They seem possessed of a steady, quiet
determination that enables them to lay up surplus
ahead of others. Easier bees to handle I have never
seen." My queens are all bred from my best long-
tongued three-banded red-clover stock (no other race
bred in my apiaries), and the cells are built in strong
colonies well supplied with young bees.
Reduced prices: Untested queens, 75 cts. each; six.

$4.00; dozen, $7.50. Select untested, $1.00 each; six,

$5.00; dozen, $9.00.

I am now sending queens by return mail.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Descriptive

circular free. Address
J. P. Moore, queen-breeder, Rt.l.Morgan.Ky.

Q U E E N S
of the Robey strain of 3-banded Italians during 1909.

Warranted queens the remainder of the season, 60 cts.

each in any quantity. Satisfaction, or money refund-
ed. L H ROBEY. Wortiiington.W.Va.

CALIFORNIA QUEENS
Now is the time to requeen so you will have some as-

surance of strong colonies next year. Nice, large, and
prolific daughters of the best queens we could select
out of the 1500 colonies we run this season

GOLDENS AND LEATHER-COLORED ITALIANS.
Untested, each, $1.00; six, $5.00; dozen, $9.00

Tested, each, . 1.50; six, 8.00; dozen, 15.00

Prices quoted on lots of 50 or more.

MERCER & WURTH. VENTURA, CALIF.

Restock Now! The original HARDY GOLDENS
are the best bees on earth if you consider all points.

A great favorite in the North — yes, in fact every-
where. Beauty, honey, hardiness. Order in English,
French, German, or Spanish. Price (entire se.ison)

$1.00; tested, $2.00. Also clover, Caucasians, and Car-
niolans. CHAS. OSCAR FLUHARTY,

New Martinsville. W. Va.

GOLDEN - ADEL - QUEENS
Golden Italian and Leather-colored Italian, Imported Carnio-

lan, and Caucasian queens. A fall line of bee-keepers'

supplies. Send for price list. Address

Chas. Mondeng, 160 Newton Av. N., Minneapolis. Minn
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300 Choice QUEENS
of the celebrated Highland F'arni Strain of hardy Northern-
bred three-banded Italians ready for immediate delivery at

following prices: Untested, 75c; 6, $4.00; 12, $8.00. Tested,

$1.00 each; $10.00 per dozen. These are not cheap queens,

but the best that the queen-breeder's skill can produce.

There is none better at any price. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Sendfor circular.

J. E. HAND, BIRMINGHAM, ERIE COUNTY, OHIO

•"•*''''« bees and qneens foi the season of 190<).

Fine well-bred queens are his specialty; and in all the queens

mailed during the past 18 years there is not a displeased customer

that 1 know of. On the other hand, letters of praise come from

every source. Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Washington, D. C, writes

that he has been handling queens for the past twenty years, and

he has never found any that equal or please him so well as the

two dozen he bought of me last season. I can and do mail

queeot every month in the year, California and Cuba taking over

100 in the past month of December. 1 will mail queens from

now on at the one price of $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00 Breeding

qaeeni, each, $5.00. Write for prices on quantity lots. Address

W. H. LAWS, Basvllls. Bae County, Toxas.

IMPROVE your STOCK
by introducing some of our Famous Long-tongued
Italian Red-clover Honey-queens. We ha\e been
breeders for 23 years, and have developed a strain

of bees that some seasons produce nearly 100 lbs.

of surplus per colony from red-clover alone.

Untested queens from June to October, 75 cts.

each; tested, $1.25 each; fine breeders, $10 00

each. Satisfaction guaranteed in every respect.

FRED LEININGER & SON. - DELPHOS, OHIO

Warranted Queens
75 cts.; dozen, $7.00. Golden strain

;
gentle

;

fine workers. Cap and finish up honey
equal to any. Plenty of queens ready to mail.

J. B. Case. Port Orange, Fla.

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

CHOICE QUEENS
Golden and Red-clover Ital-

ians and Gray Carniolans

Select untested, 1, 7.T C; 6, $4.00; 12, $7. .50

Tested, . . 1, .$1.00; 6, 5 50; 12, $10 00
Select tested and breeders, . $2 to $4 each

Chas. Koeppen, - Fredericksburg, Va.

Superior QUEENS!
Carefully reared, leather-colored Italian queen.s; extra
good stock; no disease. Guaranteed to i;ive satisfac-
tion. One, TOc; fi. $3.7.5; 12. J!R.50: 20 or more. 50p each,
till Nov. 1. S. F. TREGO, Swedona, Ills.

And nothing but Italians. An improved su-

perior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-
BREEDER raises. Stock is Northern-bred
and hardy. We winter our five yards on
summer stands with practically no loss.

Some of the largest honey-producers of the
West started with our stock. Free circular

and testimonials.

Prices of Queens after July 1
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will be iuserted in these classitied columns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements intended for this
department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed Ave lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement in the classified columns or we will not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—Comb honey in car lots or less.

J. E. Pryor, Plateau City, Colorado.

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, 7^c. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho.

For Sale.—Fine quality of well-ripened raspberry-
milkweed honey, in new 60-Ib. cans i2 in box) at 8 cts.
f. o. b. here. P. W. SowiNSKi, Bellaire, Mich.

For Sale.—Choice light-amber and golden honey
in 60-lb. cans at 7 to 8 cents. Sample 6 cents, deducted
from order. F. B. Cavanagh, Hebron, Ind.

For Sale.—Clover, basswood, and buckwheat comb
and extracted honey; well refined. Write for par-
ticulars. E. L. Lane, Trumansburg, N. Y.

For Sale.—Four barrels of clover and honey-dew
honey for manufacturing, at a low price.

Address John A. Thornton, Lima, III.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry, E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Choice basswood and buckwheat honey
in new kegs holding 155 lbs., at 7 cts. per lb. No hon-
ey-dew in this honey, nor bee disease.

Frank C. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, clover, basswood, and
buckwheat, in 60-lb. cans and 225-lb. kegs; and comb
honey and beeswax. Prices on application.

W. L. COGGSHALL, Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Two tons of clover extracted honey, new
crop; also over a ton of hearts'-ease honey, 1908 crop.
State quantity and kind wanted,and make me an offer.

J. H. Wagner, Beatrice, Neb. Box 305.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

FOR Sale.—25,000 lbs. water-white bellflower honey,
guaranteed equal in quality, body, or color to any in
United States; either in sections 4x5, or the same
.strained in .5-gallon cans, f. o. b. in New York; deliv-
ered in November or December.

Address Frank Reiman, Cauto, Cuba.

For Sale.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new 60-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at 9V2 cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
10 cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can, F.- O. B. Flint; cash
with order.

Leonard S. Griggs, 711 Avon St., Flint, Mich.

For Sale.—New crop of fancy white-clover and
basswood extracted honey. Ripe, rich, and thick, and
free from honey-clew. Those who use only strictly
fancy goods should write us. Also 1909 crop of fine
buckwheat extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans and barrels.
Samples 10 cents, which will be deducted from first
order. ALBERT G. Hann, Pittstown, N. J.

For Sale.—Our crop of clover comb honey, in 4x5
plain sections; also extracted in the following flavors:
Clover, raspberry, willow herb, and a raspberry-bass-
wood blend. A little clover of an amber color, in 60-lb.
cans, at 9 cts. Ask for special price in 10-case lots, or
more. Sample free. We are spcialists; you get the
very best by buying of us. Have been a reader of
Gleanings since July 15, 1876, and are up to date in all
modern methods of honey production. No honey-dew
in our location this year.

E. D. Townsend & Sons, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Raspberry honey, new crop, left on the
hives until thoroughly ripened, thick, rich, delicious,
has raspberry flavor, stored in bright, new, round,
jacketed 60-pound tin cans, with flat cover and wire
bail. Ten cents a pound—$6.00 for a can. Sample ten
cents. W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

For Sale.—Our 1909 crop of fancy extracted honey
now being gathered at our Northern Michigan apia-
ries. It is from alsike clover, raspberry, and willow-
herb. Dead-ripe, clear, extremely thick and waxy, and
of exquisite flavor. Is in five-gallon 60-lb. cans, two
in a box. Price 9 cts. per lb., f. o. b. on G. R. & I. R'y.
near Lake City, Mich. I shall have some fine fall hon-
ey later from the home yard, gathered from celandine
and buckwheat. Sample of the Northern Michigan or
white honey ready now, free. None of the amber
honey is extracted yet, but will be ready in about two
weeks from this date, August 25.

O. H. Townsend, Otsego, Mich.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Five hundred cases fancy white-clover
New-York State comb honey; 24 to case.

M. H. Tweed & Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wanted.—White honey. State kind, how put up,
and lowest cash price. Chas. Koeppen,

1508 Main St., Fredericksburg, Va.

Wanted.—Fancy comb and gilt-edged clover ex-
tracted honey. Can furnish shipping-cases and cans
cheap in part payment if desired.

B. Walker, Clyde, 111.

Wanted.—To buy for cash, a quantity of extracted
honey. State price, kind, and quantity. Interested in
car of alfalfa.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Wanted.—White-clover comb honey, also your or-
ders for bee supplies. " Peirce service—Root quality"
will please you. Free catalog.

Edmund W. Peirce, Zanesville, Ohio.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. OREL L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—To correspond with parties where there
is a good crop of good apples.

F. W. Dean, New Milford, Pa.

Real Estate

For Sale.—Ten acres, well improved, near town;
fruit, poultry, bees; health resort.

Address Box 344, Mena. Ark.

For Sale.—Greenhouses and four acres of ground.
Combine that with bee culture and make money.
Price and terms reasonable.

The Secor Company, Forest City, Iowa.

For Sale.—On account of age—my home, 214 lots

—

bee-house, holding 48 hives with fixtures for same—
and 12 colonies of bees—honey, hives, and 3-roomed
poultry-house; both plastered; abundance of fruit.

Jane M. Kellev, Holloway, Mich.

For Sale.—Well-improved five acres, all kinds bear-
ing fruit; 6-room house; out-houses, good water, 60
stands of bees and fixtures; good location for bees
and chickens. On Colfax interurban at Bowsher sta-
tion, Vi mile from city limits of Des Moines. Price
S3000—half cash. MiLO SMITH, Berwick, Iowa.
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Help Wanted

We still need a good salesman, a practical bee-keep-
er. The Snyder Bee & Honey Co., Kingston, N. Y.

Bees and Queens

For S.\LE.—Red-clover queens, untested, 50c; tested,

$1.00. Hybrids 30c. M. C. EXCELL, Wellsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—Italian queens; untested, 50 cts.; select,

75 cts.; tested, $1.00. Robt. B. SPICER, Wharton, N. J.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—85 colonies of bees in movable-frame
hives; good condition. A. J. Cutts, Barachias, Ala.

For Sale.—A few dozen choice red-clover queens,
tested and warranted pure, $1.00 each, by first mail.

F. H. McFarland, Hyde Park, Vermont.

For Sale.—An apiary of 222 colonies with complete
outfit for running the same. Good location.

J. W. Kalfus, Surrey, Cal.

For Sale.—Italian queens, untested, 75 cts.; tested,

$1.00; colony, eight frames and queen, $5.50.

E. M. Collyer. 75 Broadway, Ossining, N. Y.

For Sale.—Northern-bred red-clover queens. Un-
tested, 75 cents; tested, $1.00.

E. S. Watson. Madison, Maine. R. F. D. No. 2.

For Sale.—275 colonies of nearly pure Italian bees
in dovetailed hives. Bees are situated in sweet-clover
belt of Alabama. M. C. BERRY, Morganville, Ala.

For Sale.—125 stocks of bees; excellent condition;
filled with honey. Great offer. Write for particulars.

L. M. GiES, St. Mary's, Pa.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

FON Sale.—Fine golden Italian queens by return
mail. Untested, 50 cts.; tested, $1.00; select tested,

$1.25. D. T. GaSTER, Randleman, N. C. Rt. 2.

For Sale.—Hardy goldens and Adel queens; Italians;

fine honey-gatherers. Virgins, 40 cts.; untested, 75 cts.;

tested, $1.50. Edwa. ReddoUT, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

For Sale.—30 colonies Italian bees in 8-frame sec-

tional hives, 53 comb honey supers, 18 twin mating
nuclei. Equipment for comb honey. Price $1.35.

For particulars address Fred SCHRATER,Langdon, Mo.

For Sale.—Over 300 stands of bees—a bargain ; combs
built on wired foundation; can deliver them on board
cars. Bees are located at Shaffton, la.; postoffice, Ca-
manche, la. A. L. Dupray.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March
I. Untested, 75 cts.; tested. $1.00; breeders, $5.00. Ask
for prices in large quantities. W. J. LlTFLEFIELD.
Route 3. Little Rock. Ark.

For Sale.— 1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,

340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—Three-banded Italian queens by return
mail, reared from the best red-clover stock; untested,

one. 75 cts.; six, $4.00.

W.M. I. F. HOFKA, Temple. Pa. Rt. 1.

Missouri-bred Italian queens by return mail. Select

untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $3.00; virgins,

40 cts.; dozen lots 20 per cent discount.
L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—175 swarms of bees at a bargain if taken
soon; 8 and 10 frame 2-story hives with Hoffman
frames, built from wired foundation. If interested

call on or write. W. H. Rails, Orange, California.

For Sale.—75 col. bees, 75 sets ext. combs in hive
bodies, 100 hives. 175 comb-supers, 1 new Barnes saw,
1 new 4-fr. extractor, 1 wax-press, etc. No disease.

Will take $300. M. M. Travis, Marshfield, Wis.

Two hundred and twenty-five lbs. comb honey
gathered by one colony of our bees. Uon't fail to try

some of our wonderful honey-gatherers; average
queen, 65 cents; selected, 75 cents; tested, $1.00; select

tested, $1.25. G. ROUTZAHN, Biglerville, Pa.

For Sale cheap.—12 hives of bees, cross between
golden Italians and g-ray Carniolans. No trouble
whatever from swarming. Produce surplus comb
honey every year. Never had any disease. Colonies
all strong. Must sell at once. Apply to

E. M. Baker, Farm School, Pa.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nat, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

R. C. Brown Leghorns; cockerels, $1 and $2 each.

Unt. Italian queens by return mail, 60 cts.; tested, 75

cts.; select tested, 81. Fine ext. honey, 8 cts. per lb.

Geo. J. Friess. Hudson,^Mich.

For Sale

-Bee-supplies at factory prices.

D. COOLEY, Kendall, Mich.
For Sale.

For Sale.—New unhulled white-sweet-clovei- seed,

15 cts. per lb.; postage, 8 cts. per lb. extra.
Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—a full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also

Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog

and particulars.
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—a scholarship, " Railroad Engineering
Course " in American School of Correspondence. Also
a civil-engineering reference library published by the

school. The two will be sold separately or together, j

C. M. Harris, Jefferson, Schoharie Co., N. Y.

Bee-keepers' Directory

For Sale.—Bees, queens, and honey. Write to

A. H. Kanagy, Kishacoquillas. Pa.

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car

lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card

to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other

adv't in this issue. Wm. A. Shuff.
4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-

clover strain, $1.00. Circular.
A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golderu
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

One, 75 cts.; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, Wash.
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Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

For your address on a postal card I will send you val-

uable information pertaining to queen culture. Write
to-day. J. E. Hand, Birmingham, Ohio.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for bus-
iness, June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 60cts.; select,

75 cts.; tested, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed; will exchange a few queens for yellow
sweet-clover seed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in

April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a

breeder. For prices see large ad. in this issue.

Quirin-the-QUEEN-breeder, Bellevue, 0.

Convention Notices.

A bee-keepers' meeting will be held on Friday eve-
ning, Sept. 17, at the Oregon State Fair, Salem, for the
purpose of forming an all-Oregon bee-keepers' associ-
ation, said association to push the foul-brood law for
Oregon. At present only a few counties are protected.
Necanicum, Oregon, Aug. 10. Herman Ahlers.

national convention.

The next annual meeting of the National Bee-keep-
ers' Association will be held at Sioux City, la., Sept.
22, 23. Car fare of 1^2 round trip for 200 miles each
way. Board and meals cared for by Sioux City Y. M.
C. A. Lodgings not over 50 cts., and meals from 10 cts.

up as ordered. Full program in next number of

Gleanings. N. E. France.
Platteville, Wis., July 27.

The Pennsylvania State Bee-keepers' Association
will hold its sixth annual convention, Sept. 8 and 9, in

the P. O. S. of A. Hall, near the court-house, Lebanon.
Headquarters will be at the Eagle Hotel, where the
rates to bee-keepers will be $1.50 per day when two
persons occupy the same room.

FIRST SESSION, SEPT. 8.

1 P.M. Business. President's address.
" Alfalfa as a Honey-producer," by C. N. Greene, of

Troy, Pa.
" Bee-keeping in New Mexico," by G. H. Rea, of Rey-

noldsville, Pa., who has spent the summer at Mesilla
Park.

SECOND SESSION, 7 : 30 P.M.

Address of welcome, by Dr. Henry Houck, Secretary
of Internal Affairs, of Lebanon, Pa.
Response by the President.
" Origin and Progress of the Lebanon Bee-keepers'

Association, by E. L. Brown, of Lebanon, Secretary.
" Fruits and Honey," by Mrs. H. K. Beard, of Man-

heim.
"Apiculture in Juniata County and Vicinity," by

Professor H. C. Klinger, Superintendent of the public
schools of Juniata Co., of Liverpool, Pa.
"The Distribution of Brood Diseases in Pennsylva-

nia," by Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the Bureau of Apicul-
ture, Washington, D. C.

THIRD SESSION, 9 A..M., SEPT. 9.

"Accomplishments and Aims of the Philadelphia
Bee-keepers' Association," by F. Hahman, of Philadel-
phia, Pa.

" Qualities to be Secured in Queen-breeding," by P.

G. Snyder, of Secane, Pa.
"Extracted Honey," by Harold Hornor, of Jenkin-

town. Pa.
" Conditions of Honey Production in Lebanon and

Lancaster Counties," by H. K. Beard, Manheim, Pa.

FOURTH SESSION.

At apiary of Wayne Schilling, Lebanon. Leave the
court-house at 1 P.M., taking West Lehman St. car.
Demonstrations will be given in the shook method,

by Prof. H. A. Surface and Wayne Schilling.
Circumstances favoring, a "queen-hunting contest"

will be held.
Exhibits of bees, apicultural products, and supplies

are invited. Bring your friends. All are welcome.

Continued from page 554.

will no doubt run flying-machines through
the air, some time in the near future. We
may not live to see it all, but it is coming."
Well, that paves the way to tell you that

the picture on our front cover is that of Miss
Helen Boyden, two years old. The principal

reason why I suggested putting it on the
cover of Gleanings was because it shows
the possibilities of up-to-date photography.
Now, I have not given you this slcetch to

boast of our grandchildren; but I have given
it to point a moral. There was a period in

my life, say when I was about twenty years
old, when I entertained the idea (I hope it

was for only a short time) that I could have
a better time, and get more fun out of life,

by not getting married at all. And there
are, perhaps, hundreds of good friends (God
forbid that there should be thousands) who
look on these pages who have never married,
and perhaps do not expect to. Now, please
excuse me a moment. Where would Glean-
ings have been, and where would have been
the ABC book, and the Home papers which
so many of you have extravagantly praised,

had I decided to go through life an unmar-
ried man?
The probability is that I would have con-

tinued keeping away from places of worship
and Christian people had it not been for my
patient and indefatigable good wife. Of
course, she does not see this or she would
rule it out in a minute; but while her back
is turned I wish to tell you all once more
that she not only attended church faithfully,

and fixed up the children and got them into

the Sunday-school, but she did every thing
she possibly could to build up her home on a

solid foundation, the rock Christ Jesus.
The dear woman did not know (like thou-
sands of other good women) what she was
planning and what she was building; but
God in his great mercy gave her her reward.
Had I remained unmarried and missed being
under the influence and untiring example
of this good woman, God only knows what
and where I would have been now.

I presume that I shall get some sharp
criticisms after what I am going to say; but
I will take the risk, for I feel that the Holy
Spirit is back of me. If you, my friends, are

of marriageable age, I exhort you to set

about it this very day and hour to start in

with some good woman to build up a home.
I do not care very much how old you are,

either one of you. Form a partnership and
start a home. If it is too late for you to have
children, go right off the first thing and get
some homeless and fatherless child, and be
a father or mother to it. Help make the

world better. You ought to be ashamed of

yourselves, especially if you profess to be
Christian men and women, to stand off to

one side and not lift a finger to help in this

great work of caring for homeless children,

and thus make the world better than it would
have been had you not lived.*

*A good friend of our Home papers suggests thai

only parents be permitted to vote in regard to schools
and local option.
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May God help you to do your dutv toward
this great nation and this whole wide world.

TEMPERANCE.
HURRAH FOR ALABAMA!

We clip the followintr from the Cleveland Plain
Dealer for Aiit,aist 14:

MONTGOMKin-, Ala., Autr. 13.—In almost a frenzy the
House members to-day made a violent assault on the
sale of intoxioants of all kinds, passintj the Fuller bill,

beyond tiueslion the most drastic measure ever offered
in the South.
By its provision no liquors can be sold, no advertise-

ment of liquor appear in any paper or upon any bill-

board, no train may leave a car upon any track that
contajns it, no place of selling any sort of goods may
be called saloon, nor the word "saloon" used. The
presence of an internal-revenue license, whether
liquor is found or not, is prima-facie evidence of guilt,
and the proprietors may be arrested.
On nbtice, any place where there is frequent as-

sembling may be raided on suspicion, and every cor-
poration whatever must promise, when charter is is-

sued, to refrain from bringing in liquors of any kind,
violation of which will revoke license automatically.

I hope the brewers, distillers, and others,
will, in view of the above, "sit up and take
notice"—that is, if they have not been doing-

it already. May God be praised that Ala-
bama has enough people ot the stripe indi-

cated in the above to set such a pace for the
other States to follow—north, south, east,

and west. Once more let us swing our hats
and cheer for Alabama, and back up our
cheers by rolling up our sleeves and going
to work.'
The opening sentence in the above ex-

tract tells us that the House members were
almost in a "frenzy" to rule out intoxicants;
and God knows it is time that there be a
frenzy. Highway robberies and murder in

many localities are on the increase. The
city of Youngstown, Mahoning Co., Ohio,
has had almost a carnival of murder and
crime since that county voted wet. Almost
every daily gives us an account of some
criminal assault by drunken negroes. One
such fellow, crazed by whisky and cocaine,
went out on the streets of a town and ac-

tually killed toward a dozen people and
wounded a good many more. He defied ar-

rest, and "shot up the town" for several
hours. Are we going to sit down calmly
and permit saloons to exist while these
things continue and multiply? Beautiful,

bright, intelligent little girls from Christian
homes are assaulted in broad daylight bv
drunken negroes and cigarette fiends, both
white and black. Is it not time for the
whole wide world to rise up in a "frenzy

"

of indignation and follow .\labama?

Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

HONEY, COMB AND EXTRACTED.

We shall be pleased to receive offers of choice hon-
ey, both comb and extracted. If comb, give descrip-
tion—style of section, how cased, grade, and the price
asked. If extracted, mail a sample; state quantity,
how packed, and the price asked. We prefer only the
best grades.

BEESWAX MARKET.
We are receiving beeswax for next season's use, and

are paying 28 gents cash, 30 in trade, for average wax
delivered here; one or two cents extra for choice yel-
low. Do not fail to mark your package so it can be
identified when it reaches us. With wax coming from
numerous shippers all at the same time, this is very
important.

SPECIAL GOODS.
We have now passed our rush season, and are in

position as we have not been for months past to mak»
up any special goods which some patrons prefer to
use. Let us know what your requirements are in this
line, and we will try to accommodate you during our
slack season in the weeks ahead.

SWEET-CLOVER SEED.
This has some valuable traits, as standing frost and

drouth, and in some localities it is the main honey-
plant. About eightto twelve poundsof thehulled seed,
or fifteen to twenty pounds with the hulls on, are
needed for an acre. It will grow on almost any barren
hillside, but it is never a bad weed to exterminate. If

it is mown down to prevent seeding, the roots will
soon die out. Sow in spring or fall. In the vicinity
of Salt Lake, Utah, sweet clover is the main honey-
plant, and the quality of the honey is equal, in the
opinion of many, to any honey in the world. The
plant lives through the dry summers in Utah. See
" leaflet " about sweet clover, mailed free on applica-
tion.

We have on hand a good stock of choice sweet-
clover seed, both white and yellow. Of the yellow we
have both unhulled and hulled seed, and of the white
unhulled we have a large stock. Prices are as follows:

In lots of lib. lU lbs. 25 lbs. 100 lbs.

Unhulled White, per lb... 14c- 12c lie 10c
Yellow " "

. . 16c 14c 13c 12c
Hulled " " ".. 20c 18c He 16c

The prices are all subject to market changes.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

THE DOLLAR HEN; A NEW UP-TO-DATE POULTRY-BOOK
See description of this book in our Poultry Depart-

ment in this issue. In order to get it into the hands of the
people, we have purchased and have on our table 100

books ready to mail. The price is $1.00, postpaid; but
we will club it with GLEANINGS, making the two only
SI. 50. If you have already paid for Gleanings for one
year or more you can have the book for an even 75

cents, postpaid. Your better way will be to send us
the $1.50 and have a year added to your present sub-
scription. A few days ago a visitor from Pennsylva-
nia, after looking over our establishment, threw down
the price of Gleanings for five years. He said, as he
did so, " It will save you trouble, and save me trouble
too; and I am sure I want it for five years if every num-
ber contains as much valuable matter as it has con-
tained for the last year."
Now send in your orders for the Dollar Hen; and if.

after you have read the book, you do not agree with
me that it is a dollar well invested, you can return the
book and get your money.

KIND WORDS.

SOME KIND WORDS ABOUT THE " GREAT HEREAFTER."
Mr. A. I. Root:—

1

1-ead the letters by Irving Keck and
yourself. Now, in Ecclesiastes 12 : 7 we read, "Then
shall the dust return to the earth as it was, and the
spirit shall return unto God who gave it." II. Corin-
thians 5 :

1—" For we know that, if our earthly house
of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have [not shall

have] a building of God, a house not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens." We are told that, when we
have put on Christ, we have eternal life already. Mr.
Moody, in speaking to his friends, told them not to

mourn for him as dead; "for," said he, "I shall be
more alive than ever." I for one prefer to believe this

way.
Osceola Mills, Pa., Aug. 9. Sadie S. Thomas.
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BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES ON

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's wax, or let us send you our prices

for working your beeswax into

DADANT'S FOUNDATION

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of beeswax, and

we are buying all the time.

During the season of 1909 we handled over 150,000

pounds of beeswax.

If your honey supply is short we can supply you with

white or amber honey. Send for prices at once.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH
B-gT,. r»»iwi,-jM--i»jBCgni,-«ggarBMg

For Quick Delivery
and LOW FREIGHT send your

orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to . .

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, 10 VINE STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
PHILADELPHIA is the logic 1 business center

for Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Dela-

ware. In addition, it has superior facilities for

reaching points in the South alon^ the Atlantic

seaboard. We can ship to all such points promptly

and at very low rates owing to the competition of

the steamships. We have a large stock constantly

on hand, and can fill the largest orders at ONCE.
When you are in our city, come and see us.

The A. I. Root Company, Philadelphia, Penn.
Wm. A. Selser, Manager 10 Vine Street
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Think What a Roof
Must Stand

Before you decide on any roofing, for ariy purpose, consider what that

roof must stand. Consider the expansion and the contraction of alter-

nating heat and cold. Think of the rotting rains of spring. Of the ice

and the sliding snows that winter brings. Of the burning embers, that,

in time of fire, it must withstand. Then send for our free book, which
tells the very facts you want to know about ^7// kinds of roofings.

This free book tells about roofs of shingles,

tin, tar, iron—of "prepared" and other

roofings.

It tells what we have learned in nearly twenty-

years of actual tests of these various roofings.

It tells the first cost of each—and the after

cost—it tells the advantages of each fairly,

frankly, comprehensively.

We gladly send this valuable book free, be-

cause it tells aliout Ruberoid roofing, too.

vSince Ruberoid was invented, nearly twenty
_\ears ago, there have sprung up more than 300
substitutes.

Beware Substitutes

These substitutes have names which soujid
like Ruberoid. Jicfore they are laid on roofs,

they look like Ruberoid.
But do not let these
facts decei\e you.
No other maker can use

Ruberoid gmn.
And it is this wonder-

ful, flexible gum of ours
which makes Ruberoid
sun proof, moisture
proof, heat proof,
cold proof and weather
proof.

RUBEROID
(TRADEMARK REGISTERED)

He sure to look for this registered trademark -which
is stamped every four feet on the under side of all
Kenuine Kuberoid. This is your protection aeainst
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Kuberoid. Kuberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell you the name of yoiir
Ruberoid dealer when you send for our free book.

It is this exclusive Rtiberoid gum that we
use which makes a Ruberoid roof so nearly ^fire-

proof that a shovelful of burning coals thrown
on the roof will not set it afire. ,

-

A Ruberoid roof is practically a one-piece
roof. For Ruberoid comes to yoti in yard wide
rolls, the seams and laps of which are cemented
together in one solid piece.

You can easily lay a Ruberoid roof yourself.
Or yovi can have it laid at small expense. No
skilled labor is needed. The average cost of
laying will nm from twenty to eighty cents a
hundred square feet—according to the roof.

Ruberoid in Colors

Ruberoid also comes in attractive colors—Red,
Green, Brown. These color roofings are made
luider our exclusively owned U. S. and foreign
patents. The colors of Ruberoid roofing do not

fade or wear away. For
they are a part of the
roofing— a permanent-
color roofing, fine enough
for the costliest home.
To get the free book

telling all about shingle,

tin, tar, iron, Ruberoid
and other roofings, simply
address Dept. 34 F The
Standard Paint Company,
100William St. New York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
Vp«- York. Chir.ieo. Kansas (;ity, Boston, Philactolphia. Atlanta. Memphis, Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamburg



GET A GOVERNMENT
FARM BEFORE THEY ARE ALL GONE

You get from Uncle Sam either a 320-acre

farm, FREE, or an irrigated farm for the

mere per-capita cost of the irrigation system

320-ACRE FARMS FREE

The U. S. Government is now of-

fering over three million acres of

homestead lands in eastern Wyom-
ing, along the Burlington Route,

under the new Mondell homestead

law permitting settlers to take 320

acres instead of the usual 160-acre

homestead. These lands are ideal

for dry farming, and hundreds of

farmers have made a success of

this method of farming in the lo-

cality where these lands are lo-

cated.

IRRIGATED GOVERNMENT LANDS INTHE BIG

HORN BASIN AND YELLOWSTONE VALLEY

where rich productive lands with
perpetual water right may be pur-

chased for about one-half the cost

of land in the central States, and
where the water can be turned on
and off the land to suit the con-

venience of the farmer, and where
you are not bothered with rain

during harvest; where a single

crop can be made to pay for the

land; where 50 bu. of wheat and
75 bu. of oats commonly grow to

the acre.

Don't Wait Longer, But
Get a Home To-day

These lands are being rapidly taken up, and ere long all of the Govern-

ment lands will be gone. Thereafter land will be possible of acquirement

only at prices phenomenally high compared to those of to-day.

D. Clem Deaver,

93 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.

Send me folders and information about
Irrigated lands.

Mondell 320-acre homesteads:

(Put a check mark in front of one or both.)

Name

Address

Cut out this coupon and mall It to-da>

OUR PERSONALLY CONDUCTED EXCURSIONS on the
first and third Tuesday of each month and
cheap homeseekers' tickets on those dates, al-

lowing stop-overs in both directions, will give
you an opportunity to examine the irrigated

lands and the Mondell lands on one trip.

OUR NEW FOLDERS WITH MAPS, showing the lo-

cation of all of the above-mentioned lands and
explaining in detail the crops raised, the
natural resources of each locality, and the
method of procedure to acquire title, will be
sent to you, free for the asking. Write or flU

out and mail attached coupon to-day.
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The Touch
of

Finger

This is the most'beautiful set

of souvenir post cards ever pro-

duced. Every card is a work
of art. They are fitly named
"Beauties of Friendship." The
set consists of ten cards, each
card bearing a dififerent flower

and a different expression of

love and esteem. Each flower

is reproduced in its natural colors and in a most lifelike manner.
The gold background adds to the efifect and causes the flowers to

stand out from the cards in a realistic manner. Each card bears

a different verse of sentiment suitable and appropriate for any time
or person. While the supply lasts we want every reader who sees

this ofTer to write us at once and we will mail them free a set of

these wonderfully attractive cards.

YIHY THESE CARDS ARE FREE: The purpose of this advertise-
ment is not to sell you this set of post cards, but to get in touch with peoole
who buy and appreciate post cards. We have a special proposition to make
to all such people, and in order to find out who tlicy are and where they are
we make this Special Offer : If you will fill out and mail the coupon below,
with three two-cent stamps to cover cost of clerical expense, postagfe and
packing-, we will send you absolutely free this set of ten (10) " Beauties of
Friendship " post cards. We make no profit on this transaction, in fact we
lose money unless you see fit to do the small favor we shall ask of you when
we send you these cards, but as it will be something which will benefit you,
we are willing to run the risk of losing money on this offer.

FREE: SPECIAL FREE OFFER FOR PROMPTNESS
If you will answer this advertisement at onoe, we will in addition to

sending you the above ten "Beauties of Friendship" post cards, also
send you absolutely free and postpaid, a complete novelette entitled
" The Touch of the Finger—a Typewriter Mystery."

It is a story you wiU sit up late to finish, it is so fascinating and interesting. It

is one of the greatest stories ever written, and we defy anyone to solve the mystery
before they reach the final chapters. Remember, we send you this novelette abso-
lutely free as an incentive for you to ANSWER THIS ADVERTISEMENT THE
MINUTE YOU SEE IT.

This corrplcte Novelette will be
se.it a'jsrlutely free and postpaid
to every person answering tfie

advertisement promptly.

LEONARD DARBYSHIRE, Inc.,

Dept. G. B. C. ROCHESTER. N. Y.
("ri:N rLEMEN

:

Send me at once the ten beautiful colored post cards "Beauties of
Friendship" as advertised. Also, send me free, for my prompt-
ness in answering your ad., the novelette, entitled, " The Touch of
the Finger." Also send me full particulars of the special offer you
desire to make me. Enclosed find three two-cent stamps to cover
postage, clerical help and packing of above.

Name
Ho.x, Street
or R. F. D. No.

Town

LEONARD DARBYSHIRE, INC., Dept. g B C, ROCHESTER, N. Y.,
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ALEXANDER'S WRITINGS
on PRACTICAL
BEE CULTURE

$1.00 With GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00

The writings of the late E. W. Alexander, who needs no
introduction to the readers of GLEANINGS, have recently

been collected in book form. A glance at the table of con-

tents will show the scope of the book.

Table of Contents of tfie Alexander Book

Alexander Plan for Weak Colonies.
Bee-keeping as a Business.
Brood-rearing in Spring.
Comb V. Extracted Honey.
Diseases of Bees.
Disposing of the Honey Crop.
Extracting Uncapped Honey.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Foul Brood, European and American.
Hive-covers.
Hives, etc., to Adopt if Starting Anew.
Honey per Colony.
Honey-production.
Honey-tanks.
Increase, Making v. Buying Colonies.

Italians, Yellow v. Leather-colored.
Locality, What Constitutes a Good One.
Nuclei for Rearing Queens.
Organizing for Better Prices.

Profits in Bee-keeping.
Queens and Queen-rearing. / The

Queens for Early Increase. / c*ompSnJ!

Queens, Several in One Hive. / ""oh"'
Queens to be Reared from Best Stock. / "*

Spring Dwindling. / For the en-
Spring Feeding. / dosed remit-

Spring Management. / ante of $i. please

t,^ ^ T !• 1- r- J- / send Gleanings to
Sugar, Loat, tor Feedmg. '

Superseding Old Queens.
Swarms, New, to Dispose of.

Things Not to Do.
Transferring Bees.
Ventilation of Bee-cellars. / Send the Alexander book to

Wintering.
Wintering in Cellar.

CI WITH GLEANINGS ONE YEAR CI
^^ Canadian Poslaao 30c Extra ^C •

Address

Canadian Postage 30c Extra ^i* / 'f Gleanings ts to be Sent to sume party
as book, sign only in last two blank lines.
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as neatly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales ate made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-

ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRADING RULES FOR COMB HONEY.
Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firm-

ly attached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by
travel-stain or otherwise, all the cells sealed except an
occasional one, the outside surface of the wood well
scraped of propolis.
A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of

cells next to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part
of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly
soiled; the outside surface of the wood well scraped of
propolis.
No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells

next to the wood; combs comparatively even; one-
eighth part of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface
slightly soiled.
No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be

filled and sealed.
No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-

weight section.
In addition to this the honey is to be classified ac-

cording to color, using the terms white, amber, and
dark; that is, there will be "Fancy White," "No. 1

Dark," etc.

NEW COMB-HONEY GRADING-RULES ADOPTED BY THE
COLORADO STATE BEE-KEEFERS' ASSOCIATION.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped except the outside row, next to the wood; hon-
ey white or slightly amber, comb and cappings white,
and not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average 21

pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this
grade to weigh less than 13^ ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and

evenly capped, except the outside row, next to the
wood; honey white or light amber; comb and cappings
from white to off color, but not dark; comb not project-
ing beyond the wood; wood to be well cleaned.
Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net

per case of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh
less than 13/4 ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber

honey not included in the above grades; sections to be
fairly well filled and capped, no more than 25 uncapped

cells, exclusive of outside row, permitted in this grade,
wood to be well cleaned, no section in this grade to
weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not less than

19 pounds net.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 20 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to 17;
No. 1 white comb honey, 15 to 16; fancy white ex-
tracted, 8 to 9; light amber, 7 to 8; amber, 6 to 7. Bees-
wax, .30. Blake-Lee Co.
August 23.

Indianapolis.—There is a good demand for best
grades of honey, with market fairly well supplied.
For fancy white comb honey producers are being paid
16 cents; for No. 1 white, 14; finest extracted in 5-gal-
lon cans, 8. No demand for amber or off grades.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 28 to 30 cents.
Sept. 2. Walter S. Pouder.

Denver.—The quality of this season's crop is good,
but the quantity is not more than half an average. De-
mand for carlots is good. We quote our local market,
strictly No. 1 white, per case of 24 sections, 13.30; No. 1

light amber, $3.15; No. 2, $3.00; white extracted, 7;4 to
8' y, light amber, 6Ji to IVq. We pay 24 cts. per lb. for
clean yellow beeswax delivered here.

Colorado Honey-producers' Asso'n,
Aug. 28. F. Rauchfuss, Manager.

Buffalo.—There is now a better demand for honey
than there has been, although it is not what it ought
to be. Buyers are taking it sparingly. There are only
small quantities of new arriving, and a good deal is

being offered in the country. We quote No. 1 to fan-
cy white comb, 14 to 15; No. 2 ditto, 11 to 13; No. 1 dark
comb, 12 to 12J-2 ; No. 2 ditto, 10 to 11 ; white extracted,
7 to 8; dark ditto, 6'-4 to 7; tumblers, 90 cts. to $1.00 per
dozen. Beeswax, 27 to 30.

Sept. 8. W. C. TOWNSEND.

Liverpool.—The market is quiet at present, and
there have been small sales of low pile. Chilian at

$7.20 per 100 lbs. We quote nominal prices for other
qualities as follows: Chilian, $7.08 to $7.32 per 100 lbs.;

Peruvian, $3.84 to $4.80; California. $9.12 to $9.84; Ja-
maician, $6.72 to $7.92; Haitian, $6.72 to $7.80. Beeswax
is steady. We quote African, $30.84 to $33.88; Ameri-
can, $33.68 to $35.48; West Indian, $30.84 to $35.08;

Chilian, $33.88 to $39.92. TAYLOR & Co.
Liverpool, August 25.

Philadelphia.—There has been considerable ac-

tivity in the honey market in the last ten days. The
uncertainty as to the amount of honey-dew in the local

market has kept dealers guessing, and has caused
considerable inquiry. There have been some few
sales, but it is a little early for deliveries as yet. We
•quote fancy comb honey, 16 to 18 in small lots; light-

amber comb honey, 13 to 14; fancy water-white ex-

tracted honey in 60-lb. cans, 7; amber, 6J=; in barrels,

6. Beeswax is firm at 38. WM. A. Selser.
August 25.

SIMPLY DELICIOUS!
The finest car of Sage Honey that ever crossed the " Rockies" just

arrived, and we are selling it like "hot cakes" in crates of two

60-lb. cans at 9/^c per lb. Samples 10c.

If you want Honey that's truly delicious send for some to-day.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 WALNUT STREET The Busy Bee-men CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always m

marketc

If you have any to sell, rr

small average sample t©

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Washinsrton Bvd. & MorK«n St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest maricet prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 82-84 Murray St.

NEW YORK

30 YEARS SELLING HONEY

Has given us a large out-

let and many customers
who depend on us for

their supply of honey.
Correspondenee promptly
answered :

H. R. WRIGHT, Albany.N.Y.

HONEY! HONEY!!

If you are in want of extracted or comb honey, we will

be pleased to quote you, as we have several cars of

California honey in stock. Write to-day for prices and

samples. :: :: :: :: :: ::

If you have any honey to offer, state kind it is, how
it is put up, and lowest price you expect for same,

delivered Cincinnati. :: :: :: :: ::

C. H. W. WEBER & CO
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
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HARDY BEES!
Bees of the Superior Stock, furnished by J. P. Moore,

of Kentucky, are the best honey-tratherers that I ever
owned. They are trentle—smoke is seldom necessary
in handlins: ihem, and very little at that. Besides this,
they are very hardy—seem to have more than the ordi-
nary amount of vitality. We had a very striking exam-
ple of this the second sprine that we had bees in North-
ern Michigan. About half of our bees were of this
strain, and the other half of several different strains.
The Moore strain of bees were quiet all winter, con-
suming very little honey, and coming out in the spriug
fully as strong as they went in. Then, still further,
they "stood up" during the trying weather that fol-
lowed after they were set out of the cellar. When col-
onies of other strains were dwindling away and suc-
cumbing to the cold, these bees held their own; and
when the harvest opened up the last of June they cer-
tainly were far ahead of all the other bees we had in
the North. They were treated the same the previous

fall, kept in the same cellars, protected and fed the
same in the spring, but they came out ahead. It was
simply in the breeil of the bees.
We brought 100 queens of Mr. Moore this year to use

in making increase. It was not that we did not have
.lust as good stock in our own yards, but we could buy
them cheaper than we could rear them.
Now is the time to buy queens and have them inti'o-

duced and all ready to breed from next spring. I can
furnish queens of this strain (they will be sent out by
Mr. Moorei at $1.00 each, or I will send the Review for
1909 and 1910 and one of these queens frr only $1.50.
Mr. Moore has 700 nuclei, and will fill orders by return
mail. Send me $1.50, and I'll at once forward your
order to Mr. Moore, send you the back numbers of the
Review for this year, and then keep on sending it to
you to the end of next year.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flinl, Mich.

$5.50 Value for Only $1.25

ALWAYS FULL
BRICGS SYSTEM
DOES IT

THE SECRET OF SUCCESSFUL POULTRY-RAISING FOUND AT LAST
It is now possible to have a sure cash income and profit

of S3500.C0 from t 000 hens in 5 months, at a minimum
cost for help, feed, and other necessities, making a profit of more
than $7.00 per hen, per year. It is a demonstrated success. This
has been easily done and you can do it. All poultry losses are
stopped and profits assured by this wonderful and revolution-
ary system of Poultry Culture.

READ WHAT THE BIGGS SYSTEM WILL DO FOR YOU
The Briggs System can be apolied to any poultry plant,

large or small, with equal success. Equally as valuable to the
beginner as to the experienced poultry-raiser. It contains

„„,^„_ poultry secrets never before published.EDOAR BRIGGS

SUCCESS WITH POULTRY ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED BY THE USE OF

BRIGGS SYSTEM AND SECRETS
Feed for growing rhlcks and making eggs at 1 5c per bushel explained by the Briggs tiystem-

Xo machinery; no cooking.

95 PER CENT OF ALL CHICKS HATCHED CAN BE RAISED
2000 layers and 3000 chicks can.be cared for without help by one person and still have time for

other work.
8*25.00 saved on every hundred chicks raised to maturity by this wonderful Briggs System.
Endorssd by hundreds of leading successful poultrymen—Hundredsof unqualified testimonials

in our possession.

"PROFtTS IN POULTRY-KEEPING SOLVED"
Tills preat book by Kd^rar l!ri(ik's tells lie>w to increase your present i>roflts or f tart a profitable and easy occiipa

tliin. Failures unknown when the Briggs Sy.tem Is iiseil. It meets every cnndttion and ooverb every part of the biisl-

Ti'ss. Keeps hens In the pink of condition, and prodmes more eggs than any other system; molts hens early, and fowls
are rarely Blck when this wcinderfal System is followed.

THE SECRET OF TURKEY-RAISING IS ALSO BARED
This book has never been mold lor less f- an S5.00 per copy, and thousands covering several editions are being

lolli.wcci l.v an ei|iia! nuiiibiT of succcssrnl i.oii I' ry-raisers.
WK I'lAVK I't i;( H ASKDTllK m i|,K WHiH IS ol' IT BLICVTION KK< )M THE AUTHOR. MR. BRIGfiS. and have just

reduced the price from S5.00 to SI .26 per copy, iiicluclliit; one years subscription to^'Poi^LTKY SrccKss " regular price
V) cents, so uniler the great offer you get tlie ISrlggs System book tor only 75 cents. We have also just taken off the
press " Briggs Socreis 'n Pou'try Cullure," containing most valuable and never before-published secrets that have pro-
duced wonderful and easily obtainable results. These secrets are alone worth the price of the book, but under our
great offer vou get them KRKE.

SPECIAL OFFER
I Books lasli.
lIKLV ACdl-VOF BRIGGS WON" I lERFl'T. SYSTEM BOOK.

Mz. PKDFITS IN Pori.TRY f II.TIRESOI.VEI). alsoa set of BKIGiiS • SECRETS IN POULTRY CULTURE," and in-

iQde al.so I'l Hl.TRY SUCCESS one year. Even if you already have a copy of ' I'rolUs in Poultry Keepln^r Solved.'' you
are losing money every day by not having the supplemental publication, " Secrets in Poultry Culture." POULTRY
sl'CCEss Is admittedly the world's leading and best POULTRY .loURN.AL. ZOyars old.ffi to 1S» pages, beautifully Illus-

trated and printed. Most competent and experienced writers In the country, oOc a year. It Is the SiOth-Century Poultry
Magazine. Sample and circular FREE. Address

HOSTERMAN PUBLISHING CO., Briggs Desk 14, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

J. STRiNGHAM
I 05 PARK PL.

NewYork City
furnishes bees, and every kiiid of material bee-keepers
use. Tested Italian queens. $1.2,5. Catalog free.

Apiaries: Glen Cove, L. I.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Wholesale liealcrs and Commission Mnrrhants In

Honey, Beeswax, Mapie Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.
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Headquarters for

NEW YORK
STATE

Bee-

Supplies

of

All

Kinds.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

THEY ARE HERE.
The Bast and Largest Stock of Root's Goods

Ever in Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock
closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

^/& bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design
of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time - yours,

and I want to serve yo .

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.
Send for my l^^OV catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

The new Shipping-Case
with the

SLIDING COVER
— AND

CORRUGATED
PAPER

Will help sell your honey for a

HIGHER price. Both the gro-

cer and the consumer like it.

It is a dust-proof package, yet

the honey is easy to get at. If

you want top-notch prices, try

it. We sell them in Michigan,

and they're "Root Quality."

M. H. HUNT & SON
Lansing. Mich., Opp. Lake Shore Depot

Western Headquarters
..for ..

BEE GOODS

My stock, of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

AdJresi JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7«h St. DES MOINES IOWA
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Special Prices
Root's Bee-supplies

'E ARE overstocked on some articles, and the rush of business being practically

over with, we have decided to make special prices on the following list of

goods, f. 0. b. San Antonio. When ordering supers and hives you should
order in lots of 5 and 10 or multiples tliereof; sections, 500 or multiples; frames, 100

or multiples; shipping-cases, 50 or multiples. These are first-class goods made by
The A. I. Root Co., but most of them have been in stock all the season and longer.

We are giving designations just as given in Root's Catalog. If you have none write

us for one, or write us for any other information.

Frames
9500 Shallow Frames, 4><-inch end-bars each . . $1.25 per 100

1900 Thick-top Staple-spaced Frames, P W, each . . 1.95 per 100

1500 Shallow All-wood Frs. for I super, >2-in. top-bars, PW, 1.25 per 100

2400 Shallow All-wood Frames for I super, >2-in. top-bars, 1.25 per 100

Hives, Covers, and Bottom-boards
Covers must be ordered in lots of 50 or multiples.

40 Danz. AE5-10 at 85c each. 300 8-10 at 38c each.
500 AE 5-10 PWKD at $1.05 each. 300 A-10 at 18c each.
500 5-10 PWKD at 60c each 150 B-10 at 26c each.
250 G-10 at 26c each. 100 AS at 17c each.

100 B 8 at 25c each.

The above prices are good only until the above number of goods are sold, and
only when this advertisement is mentioned. Remittance must accompany each
order. Order quick before *diey are all gone.

Supers, Packed five in each package
330 2P-10 at 33c each. 175 23-8 at 29c each.
305 4P-10 at 47c each. 55 4S-8 at 42c each.
135 21-10 at 33c each. 200 2P 8 at 29c each.
115 2S-10 at 33c each. 80 J5-8 at —c each.

Sections—B grade, plain, packed 500 in a package
13,000 4x5x1 Vg at $2.85 per 1000 3.500 at 3r8x5xl !4 at $2.85 per lOUO
We also wish to sell 4000 4x5x1 -s No. 1 plain sections at 83.85.

Shipping-cases for Comb Honey
500 12-inch, 4-row, 3 and 2 inch glass . . . .at $12.50 jier 100
350 10-inch, 4-row, 2-inch glass at 11.50 per 100
200 12-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass at 7.40 per 100
200 16-inch, 2-row, 2-inch glass . . ... . at 8.25 per 100
250 8-inch, 3-row, 2-inch glass . . . . . at 7 50 per 100
350 6X-inch, 3-row, 2 and 3 inch glass . . . .at 7.50 per 100
550 7>^-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per 100
250 7>^-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 7.50 per 10()

300 9 '/(-inch, 4-row, 3-inch glass at 10.50 per 100
50 9X-inch, 3-row, 3-inch glass at 10.00 per 100

If you can use any of the cases in the foregoing, list with prices is good in lots
of 50 or multiples thereof, as they are put in packages of 50.

Toepperwein & Mayfield
1322 South Flores St. San Antonio, Texas
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WITH A FULL LINE OF

Bee-keepers'

Supplies
We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S make, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

Mr.Bee-Man:

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymafket 1489-1

Yon can save time,
worry, and money by

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not
have a catalog, send for one to-day.

Boston,

Mass.

^l, Comb-honey Combination
1 have 112 colonies all in Danz. hives with the exception

of ten, which are in Danz. divisible hives, and these will

go into the regular Danz. body in the spring. The regular

Danz. body, with the right management, is the best com-
bination in the world for comb honey I let the big-hive
men laugh, but when we go to market, their product is no
competition to mine. The dealers say to them, "If yours is

as good as Hall's bring it in and we will take it." And it

is all in the form and management of the HIVE.
St. Joseph. Mich., Sept. 2<>, 1908. C. L. Hall.

You can get the same results by using the

Danzenbaker hive. Nothing to equal it for

the production of comb honey. The booklet
"Facts about Bees" tells all about this hive.

Sent to any address on receipt of ten cents.

Write for quotations on the

Danz. hives for your apiar).

Tho A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.

pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the
Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-lceepar and Fruit-grower, a
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the
value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-
keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.
No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary
to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well
gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-
periences of a beginner in such a way as to help
other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading
exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.-.

Please send me the items checked above;

I inclose $ to co'ver the cost.

Namt

Stretl Addreii tr R. F. D

Ttuin

G.B.C. 9-1.5 Statt
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

Very frequently, especially during the past year or two, we are in receipt

of inquiries from subscribers and customers regarding the suitableness of cer-

tain localities for bee-keeping, or requesting that we suggest some locality

especially well adapted for bees. Now, we are often unable to give any

very definite information regarding the locality mentioned, and we hesitate

to recommend any certain locality, even though we know that it is a good bee

country, because we know little or nothing of its other resources.

With the new lands now being opened up in the middle West and Northwest,

there are some excellent opportunities for settlers, and it appears to us that any

one desiring to make a change of location would do well to look for some of

these new lands rather than to take up a residence in a country which has been

settled for many years and which has few new possibilities.

Being somewhat interested in this north country, our Chicago manager

decided to take a vacation trip to the Bitter Root Valley in Montana. Mr.

Boyden was accompanied by Mr. Geo. W. Dial, who is a representative of the

real-estate company which is exploiting this Bitter Root Valley Co. Mr. Dial

is well known to us, and their impressions of this new country are rather in-

teresting.

They found that bee-keeping has been greatly neglected in that section.

The settlers seem to have been so busy with other matters that they haven't

given much attention to their bees; and the result is that this industry has never

been developed, and, consequently, there are many very good opportunities

for bee-keeping in the valley. The winters are mild, and the temperature so

uniform that bees require almost no winter protection, and winter losses are

very rare. There is a source of honey from the middle of March until late in

October, and white clover is in blossom from about the 10th of June until the

middle of September, and is very abundant. With ordinary care a bee-keeper

could produce extra-fancy white- clover honey in large quantities.

Alfalfa is grown extensively, and is the source of large honey-yields. Sweet

clover is found in great abundance, and is one of the chief sources of honey.

The large amount of fruit grown in the valley affords ample nectar for building

up colonies in the spring, and there is such a large flow from apple-blossoms

that there ought to be considerable surplus from this source.

The present home market for honey just about equals the present supply

of comb, and there is almost no developed market for extracted honey.

Neither grade is advertised, nor has any effort been made to stimulate its sale

in the valley. By a little careful advertising, a steady demand for extracted

could be established, and comb honey could be sold for a great deal more than

it is now bringing in that market. Immediately adjacent to the home market

in the valley are the mining regions of Montana and Idaho. Every large pro-

ducer of honey will realize the immense advantage of this market. Shippers

to eastern markets could easily compete with the more distant producing sec-

ions of California, Utah,'and Colorado.
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Bee-keeping is not the only opportunity offered by this land, however.
Fruit-growing is its main attraction. The quality of the soil is such that it has
made possible the production of especially fine stocks of apples, crab apples,
cherries, pears, plums, and prunes. Small fruits are also grown in quantities
for shipment, and all kinds of garden truck grow splendidly. Hay and grains
yield heavily. Poultry-raising is very profitable, either on a large or small
scale.

As a place for a home the valley offers some ideal conditions. The weather
is all that can be desired. The roads are good, and railroads running into the
valley offer easy means of transportation. There are excellent schools, and the
scenery is as grand as any to be found in this country. There is plenty of game
of all kinds, and the mountain streams and rivers abound in fish.

From our observation it would appear that this valley offers an unusual op-
portunity to a home-seeker who is interested in bee-keeping, fruit-growing,

gardening," poultry-raising, etc.; and we suggest that any one seeking anew
location would do well to look into the offers made for this land.

While we recommend careful maturing of plans before going to any new
locality, we believe the opportunities offered in various parts of the country,
especially newly developed irrigated districts and the land offered by the in-

dustrial departments of the railroads, which are promoting hitherto undeveloped
regions, are worthy of the earnest thought of many young men and those
families with a number of young boys whose bent is towards agriculture and
its related branches, such as fruit-growing, bee-keeping, poultry-raising. In

recent years much has been written in the East regarding the tendency of the
boys and young men to leave the farms for the cities. Many families who are

not favorably located in the East, and who do not wish to see the boys go to the

city, might find a solution of the problem in the above suggestion.

The railroads going into these newly opened up lands are usually well sup-
plied with information regarding them, and an in<iuiry addressed to the indus-

trial department of any of the large western or southern roads will bring a
wealth of interesting printed matter regarding the territoy through which the
road runs. If you are undecided about the land, or do not wish to make a

move without some more personal knowledge of the country, you may make a

trip to the section without much expense. Railroads are constantly running
excursions into these new lands, and by taking advantage of these you can get
information first hand and see for yourself what actual conditions are. Of
Of course, to any one well established these opportunities are not especially at-

ti-active; but to the ambitious man who wants a good home and a certain inde-

pendence, it appears that they are worthy of consideration.
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' If Goods are wanted Quick, Send to Pouder."

Established 1 889

It's "JOHNNY ON THE SPOT" That Counts

By the Bee Crank

A Yankee lad" at a Vermont summer resort offered

anj Indianapolis clubman a fine string of speckled

trout for fifteen cents. "My lad," said he, "in In-

dianapolis you could get six or seven dollars for that

catch." "Yes," replied the boy, "and if I had a basket

of snowballs in purgatory I could get fifty dollars apiece

for them."

Which is merely another way of saying that a per-

fectly satisfactory delivery service is as necessary as

desirable goods. And this in turn is merely prelimi-

nary to reminding bee-men again that in Root's goods at

factory prices with Pouder service you have a perfect

combination. Best goods, quick delivery, and lowest

prices.

Knowing that to the bee-man even a trifling delay

often means a great loss, I keep my warehouse filled

with standard goods ready to ship at a moment's notice.

Pouder-service patrons also have another advantage in

the fact that I am located in the greatest inland railroad center in the world,

with bee-line roads radiating to all parts of the country. You frequently

have your goods before another house could possibly have received the

order.

Let me send my catalog. It is free. Or you can make up your order

from the Root catalog if you prefer, our prices being identical.

BEESWAX.— I am now paying 28 cents cash or 30 cents in trade. I can

use more wax.

HONEY.—While honey is not generally plentiful I have been fortunate

in securing the finest and largest stock that I have ever had on hand at one

time before. Bee-keepers as well as merchants are good buyers this year;

and if you have particular patrons who require finest quality—the kind that

brings them back with the remark that they would like more like the last

lot—I can supply you. Write for prices.

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

Walter S. Pouder, IndSanapolis, Sndiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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BANKING BY MAIL

Money deposited with us is secure, and works
for you continually. Our perfect system of
banking' BY MAIL brings this opportunity to
your door.

The Saving's Deposit Bank has a capital and
surplus of 170,000, and assets of over $800,000.

Its policy is conservative; its affairs are ably
managed by capable and successful business
men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted, on
which we pay a yearly interest of 4 PER CENT,
compounded semi-annually. Send currency in
registered letter, your own check, or by post-
office or express money-order.

Write for the
Booklet Today

Resources
$800,000

Established
1892

tH^SAVINCS DEPOSI

T

BANK <:OMRAJSi^
MEDINA, OHIO

$50 TO $300 SAVED
. s, i.tt ai&aafacxuic,^ not CuCujiiiiRu. :jt,)i iesdfiit,,

jobbers and catalog bouse profit. I'll save you from
£50 to S300 on my High Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower tban dealers or jobbers have to pay for a ^
limilar enginef in carload lots for spot cash. X^/' Direct

GALLOy^AY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judye.
Sell your poorest horse an'l buy

B'H.-P. only$119.SO

From
My Fac-

tory on 30
Days' Free

Trial. Satislac-

tion or money
back. Write forspec-

ial proposition. All

vou pay ine is for raw
material, labor and

5ne small profit. Send for

my bit; BOOK FREE.

%V m. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. Galloway Co.

1686 Galloiray StatioD
Waterloo. Iowa

15 Cents aRod
For a 22-lnch Hog fence < ISe Sor
26-liich: 19c for 31 Inch 22 l=2e
for Si-Inch j 27e for a l^-tncb
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 87«. Lowest prices eyer
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalogfree. Wrltoforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
CHARLES J. WILLIAMSON,

Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Washikgton, I). C.

Patent Practice in Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

The A. I. Root Co.

Good Honey Crops for Fifteen Years
Are You Interested in a Land Where

BEE CULTURE

-

Has been carried on for over fifteen years without a failure in the honey crop?
Winter losses are reduced to a minimum? you can greatly increase your out-

put of honey over the average of the Middle West?

APPLES—
Orchards will return, according to age, $200.00 to $500.00 per acre yearly,

NET. Apples, crab apples, cherries and plums, strawberries and small
fruits, potatoes and truck, pay equally well.

CHARLOS HEIGHTS ORCHARDS—
Disinterested residents will give you proof, on the ground, that

these things have been usual—are being done now—in the Bitter

Root Valley, Montana.

Demand PROOF. Let us tell you about CHARLOS HEIGHTS
ORCHARDS and the homes building there. Don't put off this / gentlemen:—
chance to combine two sure, paying crops in one of the finest / Send me full in-

irrigated lands in America. Fill out and mail this coupon / anTb|eTu?tureTn
TO-DAY. These lands are selling fast to people on the / Charios Heights Or
ground. We deed the land and the WATER. The supply / chards. I am inter

can not fail.

W Kerr,
31 La Salle

Street,
Chicago

ested in the country.

The O. W. KERR COMPANY. 'Name-

309 Nicollet Ave., Mlnneapolls.Minn. - Hamilton, Mont.

131 La Salle Street. Chicago
'Address-
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Read His Letter I
i'iiSaveYou$50

Read of the economy
and profit in this farm>
er's potato-digging,

—

how he gets every
potato in the field,

—

how he avoids loss from
scarred and crushed
potatoes,—how he has
made the work easy
and fast.

It Tells You
how the

Acme Hand Digger
ATTACHMENT

proved out under hard, practical actual field use:
Potato Implement Co., Traverse City, Mich.
Gentlemen :—Two yearsapo I bought one of

your Acme Hand Potato Dlti:frers and after
giving It a short trial In the litld, my sons,
who were digging the potatoes, were so
pleased with the Acme Pigger that I now
have five In use on my farm.
The Acme is just the diggerwe needed. TJji.

like the machine diggers it digs clean, gets
every potato In every hill, doesn't scar the
stock, and Is not bothered by the vines. The
men work easily, yet quickly, and don't get so
tired as with ordinary fork or hook digging.

I know from my own experience that the
Acme Digger does better, easier and cheaper
work than any other digger I have seen, and
the best recommendation 1 can give anyone
Is that I continue uo use It on my own farm.

I am. voiirs truly,
F. LAUTNER, Leelanau County.

Send $1.00 Today. Let the Acme
Attacliment prove itself to you. Let it

prove that your dollar is better thac $100 in-

vestment in other diggers— that it will dig
potatoes better and more economicalb—that
it is the digger you have been waiting for.

Se»i irepaid by express. Money returned if

you had rather have it than keep the digger.
Pamphlet and Potato Book free on request.

Send now. Address Bor .520,

Potato Implement Co., Traverse City, Mich.

On a Manure Spreatier
r^if You'IB Lei Me

This is just a Httle ad—but a postal will bring my Big I
Book- and give you my S'0.00 Saving Price and Special I
Proposition. You can save as much answering this little ad- I
vertisement as if it coveied a page.

|
IVIy Spreader positively will do better work and last longer

|than any Spreader made—no mat «J»\ C^Srmh^
ter what the price-so why pa\ S'j/^2^ t FBSgnK
more? 20,000 farme s have
st.mped their O. K
my spreader and m<,
scving price. M) b|

Proposition will interes

Just a postal addressed to otl-
'oway ot Waterloo \ow\ will
bring you everything postpaid

Wlil You Pay a Penny For
The Postal and Save S50.C0?
Address Wm. Cailoway, Pros.

WiW. OflLLOWaV CO.
16S9 Calloway Sta. Walerioo.

TELL ME
YOUR HOOF TROUBLES

Let me tell you, FREE, hov? to cure your
roof troubles for keeps. ROOF-FIX cures
roof troubles in your feit, grravel, shingle, steel,

tin or iron roofs. The longest-lived roof-dress-
ing: made—for sound roofs. Get my new free

b lok about roofs and roofing:. Write to

ANDERSON, "The Roof-Fix Man"
Oept. 24 ElyHa, Ohio

Makes and burns its own gas and
produces a pure white, steady,
sale, 100 candle power light. No
wick, tmoke, dirt, grease or odor.

,B=—fPOWER/ Lighted instantly. Over 2i)ii styles.

Agents want ed.Write for catalog

THE BEST I>1GHT CO.
306 K. 5tb St., Canton, O.

WONDERFUL INVESiTiGH
CLARK'S .;^i;^DOUBLE ACTION COAA=

BI.NED CU LT 1 =

V ATOR AND
HARROW, can be
usi'd to cultivate
crops in rows, as a
Listing Harrow,
and when close<l

together is a Disk
- Harrow cutting i'^2

feet -wide. Drawn by two medium horses.
.Ininted pole. Perfect pentro ilrnft. A labor
sav.r. S.-U'l today for *"KK]K UooUlot.
CUTAWAY HARROW CO., ;mu Main St., Hlgganum,tt.

m HEN rooD
Is green bone fresh cut. Rich i n protein and
all othereg'^ elements. Its eggf producing
value is four times that of grain. The eggs
are more fertile, chicks more vigorc";, fowls
heavier. This makes green bone cheap luod,,

Mann's Latest Model Bone Cutter.
Cuts all bone, meat and gristle. Never clogs. 10 DAYS
FREE TRIAL. No money in advance. Cat' Ig free.

F. Wc MANN CO., Box 3 7, MILFORD. MASS.

IDEAL ALUMINUiVI LEG BiHQ
To Mark Chickens

CHEAPEST AND BEST
12 lor lie ;

2."j—'iic ; 50—10c :,
lOO—T5c.

Sample Band Mailed for 2o Stamp
Frank Myart, Mfr, Boi69, Fresport, III.

251 EGGS
12 MONTHS

--: FROM.' '

ASiii^leHen
tlif world's greatest epg record, was
made possible by foUowin?: the advanced
motliods set forth in a new and exUaus-
tivo work on cgsr production, entitled

How To Build Up a Heavy Laying Strain
Xolliim.' like it has tofort

been published, and jioultry keepers are
universal in pronoiincinj; it the standard
authority on egg making. It covers the
snb.iect thoroughly and by following tlie

advice given the flock of non-laying hens
may be developed Into heavy egg produc-
ers. Price 50c per cofiy. but for a short

time will send the book and include a
year's subsMiptiou to Poultry Monthly,
the world's best poulti'y paper, all for 50c.

Poultry Monihiy Pub.Co.
SYRACUSE, N.Y.
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Queens by Return Mail.
We have a ^ood stock of nice young laying queens ready to mail upon receipt of

order, and would be pleased to supply your wants. Our queens are noted for their

prolificness and honey-gathering qualities, being bred from the best honey-gatherers
obtainable, and mated with SELECTED DRONES.

PRICES. 1 6 12

Untested $.75 $4.25 $8.00

Warranted 1.00 5.00 9.00

Tested 1.50

Select Tested 2.50

If you wish select untested or select warranted queens, add '25c each, $1.00 for six,

or $2.00 for 12, to the list price. All cash orders booked and filled in rotation. Price
list upon application.

W. W. GARY & SON, Lyonsville, Massachusetts.

Miller's SUPERIOR ITALIAN QUEENS
By return mail alter June 1, or your money back Northern bred

from best red-clover working strains in U. S. No better hustlers;

eentle, and winter excellent. Untested, from my three banded
Superior Bretder, S\.00; six, $5.00; 12, $9.00. After July 1 , 75c;

six, $4.00; 12, $7.50. Special prices on 50 or more. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

ISAAC F. MILLER, Reynoldsville, Pa.

Simmins' Pedigree Italian Queens
Warranted 6 months. See back of GLEANINGS,
May 15 issue. Nothingr like it in the bee-world.

Sam'l Simmins, Queenland, Heathfieid, Sussex, England

Golden and Red-clover
Italian Queens

My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are
hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, $1.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,
$1.25: six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. All orders
filled in rotation.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season.
WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

QUEENS
of the Robey strain of 3-banded Italians during 1909.

Warranted queens the remainder of the season, 60 cts.

each in any quantity. Satisfaction, or money refund-
ed. L H. ROBEY. Worthlngton.W. Va.

Queens of

Moore's Strain of Italians
Produce workers that fill the supers, and are not in-
clined to swarm. They have won a world-wide repu-
tation for honey-gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-keepers' Re-
view, Flint, Mich., says, "As workers, I have never seen
them equaled. They seem possessed of a steady, quiet
determination that enables them to lay up surplus
ahead of others. Easier bees to handle I have never
seen." My queens are all bred from my best long-
tongued three-banded red-clover stock (no other race
bred in my apiaries), and the cells are built in strong
colonies well supplied with young bees.
Reduced prices: Untested queens, 75 cts. each; six,

$4.00; dozen, $7.50. Select untested, $1.00 each; six,

$5.00; dozen, $9.00.

I am now sending queens by return mail.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Descriptive

circular free. Address
J. P. Moore, queen-breeder, Rt.l.Morgan.Ky.

ITALIAN QUEENS ^ RETURN Mail

Red-clover and Goldens, 80 cts. each; guaranteed, 90
cts.; tested, $1.15. See list. Leaflet "How to Introduce
Queens, "15c; "Rapid Increase," 15c; copy of both, 25c.

E. E. MOTT. GLENWOOD, - MICHIGAN

GOLDEN - ADEL - QUEENS
Golden Italian and Leather-colored Italian, Imported Carnio-

lan, and Caucasian queens. A full line of bee-keepers'
supplies. Send for price list. Address

Chas. Mondeng, 160 Newton Av. N., Minneapolis, Minn

QUEEN
Fine, Standard-Bred
WARRANTED ITALIAN 25 Cts.

oa

>

When taken with the American Bee Journal for One Year.

During September (this month) we offer, to a new sub-
scriber, the American Bee Journal a year and one Standard-Bred
Untested Italian Queen—both for only $1.00. This is a very small
price for the old American Bee Journal a whole year and for

such a valuable Queen. The Journal alone is 75 cents—Sample
Copy FREE. We also offer a Year's Trial Trip to a New Sub-
scriber, for 50c. Better send nozu for both Journal and Queen
at one dollar. Address,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, 146 West Superior Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

00

>
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WU I A^Af^ ^^^ ^°^"^ more queens in 1909
• ri« 1-#^WW'^ than any previous season.

The reason is obvious ; the people know where to get

good queens and the right kind of service. In this

latitude I can mail queens nearly every month in the

year. If you need queens, send right along. I can
tak° oare of your orders whether it be one or one hun-
dred. Single queen, $1.00 ; six for $5.00. Breeders,

none better, each $5.00.

W. H. LAWS, Baevllls, Bas County, Tsxas.

"Golden Adel" QUEENS
now going by return mail. We have a large number
of extra choice queens ready for immediate shipment.

We believe they are the best we have ever reared.

Select queerfs, - - - $ .85; six, $4.80

Tested queens, - - - - 1.00; six, 5.50

Select tested queens, - - 1.50; six, 8.00

This ad. good until close of the season.

Please note change of address.

J. R. McCorkle, Lock Box 72, LaFayette, Ind.

10"Goo(lLuck"CardsFREE

The illustration gives you but a mere id ea of

the beautr of only one of these ten cards. They
a e Krei- "for the askiiie. Id brilliant, natural
colors with gold, silver and gray backgnuunl,
with a different flower and a dilTerent expres-
sion of love, esteem and good luck.

I dont sell these cards— I give them away to

introduce my big farm magazine to you and jour
friends. You can secure a free set by mailing
me the attached coupon. I only ask yi'U to send
i cents to help pay postage and packing charges.

MAIL THIS COUPON OUICK!

GARRETT WA1.1« Vice- President.
The Farmer's Voice, l>ept. 91 Chicago, 111.

Send me at once the 10 beautiful "Good Luck"
cards. Also send me your special offer ^r getting

200 more cards and a monoKrnni watch Free. En-
closed is 4 cents in stamps to help cover postage
and ijacking.

Box. Street, or
S. F. D. No. -

Town

Stnfe

DOLL
SHIPPING
CASES

ARE VERY WELL MADE
Of fine white basswood with one-piece cover and
bottom. Can furnish with either corrugated
paper or "no-drip sticks."

DOLL SHIPPING CASES
Are made for any number or size of sections
with either 2 or 3 inch glass front. WE HAVE
LARGE STOCK ON HAND which means prompt
shipment, and our prices are lowest.

HONEY PACKAGES IN TIN

For shipping or storing extracted honey pre-
vent leakage, and taint from wood; being square
they are extra strong, and economize space.

1-gallon cans, 10 in a box.
5-gallon cans, 1 or 2 in a box.

SEND FOR 1909 ESTIMATE

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLY CO.

123 Nicollet island,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the

profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as

the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right

price.
In every way

—

location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the

best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special

prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.
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IMPROVE your STOCK
by introduciDK some of onr Famous LonR-toogaed
I'aliin Red ^:l•^veI Honey-queens. Wehjve been
oreedcrs (or 23 years, and have developed a strain

of bees ibai si^mr seasons produce nearly 100 lbs.

of surplus per vo'ony iiom red-cloier alone.

Unt:-sled queens from. June to October, 75 cts.

each; l>-sled, $1 25 ea^h; line breeders, $10 00
each. Sjlisfaciion guaranteed in every respect.

RED LEININGER & SON. - DELPHOS. OHIO

Warranted Queens
75 cts.; dozen, $7.00. Golden strain

;
gentle

;

fine workers. Cap and finish up honey
equal to any. Plenty of queens ready to mail.

J. B. Case. Port Orange. Fla.

CHOICE QUEENS
Golden and Red-clover Ital-

ians and Gray Carniolans

Select untested, 1, 75 C; 6, $4.00; 12, $7.50
Tested, . . 1, $1.00; 6, 5 50; 12, $10 00
Select tested and breeders, $2 to $4 each

Chas. Koeppen, Fredericksburg, Va.

Superior QUEENS!
Carefully reared, leather-colored Italian queens; extra
uood stock; no disease. Guaranteed to uive satisfac-
tion. One, TOc; 6, $3.75; 12, *<).50; 20 or more, 50c each,
till Nov. 1. S. F. TREGO, Swedona, Ills.

QUEENS!
And nothing but Italians. An improved su-

perior strain is what QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-
BREEDER raises. Stock is Northern-bred
and hardy. We winter our five yards on
summer stands with practically no loss.

Some of the largest honey-producers of the

West started with our stock. Free circular

and testimonials.

Prices of Queens after July 1 1

Select queens
Tested queens
Select tested queens . . .

Breeders
Golden five-band breeders .

Two-comb nuclei, no queen
Three-comb nucl., no queen
Full colonies on 8 frames .

$ 75
1 00
1 50
3 00
5 00
2 25
3 25
5 00

$4 00
5 00
8 00

15 00

12 00
18 00
25 00

$7 00
9 00
15 00

22 00
32 00

Will soon unite our nuclei for winter, so

hurry in your orders.

QUEENS NOW GO BY RETURN MAIL.
Safe arrival and pure mating guaranteed.
We employ 400 to 500 swarms. No order
too large, and none too small. Over twenty
years a queen-breeder.

Address all Orders to

Quirin - the - Queen - Breeder
BeUevue, Ohio

SUPERIOR QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL
QUEENS from the famous Red Clover stock, originated by me. Handsome three-

banded Italians. If there is honey to be had they will gather it. Something
better than the ordinary, at the same price you would pay for common stock. No
poor or indifferent queens are sent out at any price. 1 have devoted myself to queen-
rearing for so long, that I know every requirement of the business, and you may be
sure that my stock is the best in every particular. My bees are gentle as well as

handsome. Queens sent out now will begin to lay immediately, and will stock up
your hives with vigorous young bees for winter. Now is the time to buy and have
something extra fine to begin next season. My bees are exceptionally hardy, and
will winter well if given ordinary attention. Untested, $1; select untested, $1.25.

While present stock lasts will make the following discounts for quantities : 5 per

cent for 6, 10 per cent for 12, 20 per cent for 24, 25 per cent for 50.

A FEW COMME^^fslSoM CUSTOMERS:
Friend Worrfc//.—The queen re-

ceived. She is a beauty; her es-
corts all livintr, and fine as silk.

Fraternally yours,
F. Danzenbaker.

Norfolk, Va., April 14. 1909.

Mr. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville,
Ohio.

Dear S/'r—I have been wanting
to tell you somethinir for some
lime. Vou remember I (rot a queen
bee of you late last fall. Well,
when I Kot her she had not much
chance to show her blood; but I

tell you, sir, that she is a dandy,
and I would not take any money
for her. I placed her in a ten-
frame hive, and she was the first

one to show up; the prettiest little

yellow Italians you ever saw.
Box 222. Yours truly,

Jacob Heck.
Gnadenhulten. 0.. June. 1909.

5.50 W. Walnut St., Lancaster, Pa.

Mr. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville,
Ohio.

Dear S/r.-—Enclosed you will

find S1.50 in P. 0. money order,
for which send me at your earliest

convenience a select untested
queen. I received a queen from
you last year and am well pleased
with her. I like their gentle na-
ture. Should this one be her
equal I will have nothing but the
Wardell brand.

Very respectfully,
J. H. Seitz.

Prof. Math. Boys' High School,
Lancaster, Pa.
May 25, 1909.

Send now and get some of this fine stock before
it is too late. You can't help being pleased with it

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsville, Ohio
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pALCON QUEENS
WE HAVE in charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin,'"who

has had wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-

breeder in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-

ton, D. C, for several seasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft

Apiaries in Tennessee since that time. His queens have become famous, and

it is with pleasure we offer his services to our customers in the management
of this department.

Our "Falcon" Queens are unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they

winter well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed

early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much
of the stock sent out by the U. S. Department of Agriculture which other

breeders are using.

Get our Improved "Falcon" Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens
Three-band nnd Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carnlolans

BEFORE JULY 1 AFTER JULY 1

Untested One, $1.00; six, 15.50; 12, $10.00. One, $.75; six, $4.25; 12, $8.00

Select Untested One, 1.25; six, 6.75; 12, 12.75. One, 1.00; six, 5.50; 12, 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the

cage-cover. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Falcon Square Jars
Honey can not be put up in more attractive pack-

ages for exhibition purposes or the grocery trade than in

glass, and for this purpose the square honey-jai* is best

and most convenient, besides economizing space. Prices:

t-
•.. 1 i f $2.25 per crate of 100

5-oz. with cork stoppers
| $1.25 per crate of 50

-iu • 4. ( $3.75 per crate of 100
8-oz. w^th spring top

{ $2.00 per crate of 50

1 ,, .,, . , f $4.75 per crate of 100
Mb. with spring top

[ ^.,^q ^^^ ^^.^^e of 50

The glass top with spring attachment is the only

absolutely safe method of bottling honey, as corks and

screw-caps will leak. Still, we furnish the 1-lb. and the

8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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FIVE HUNDRED

Queens
Our Queens were
never better than

they are now. . . .

We have queens of every grade bred
in our yards here, that we can send
out by return mail.

We Guarantee our queens to be equal
to any stock bred, and better than
the average.

You Can't Expect to get large crops of
lioney if you have inferior stock in

your yards.

It Doesn't Pay to leave old and com-
mon queens in the hives.

Requeen Now. We can furnish the
best stock at this season of the year
at such reasonable prices no one need
hesitate to get the queens he needs.

The First Cost is really a secondary
consideration now.

Quality is the first consideration, and
we know you can not be better
pleased than to send your order to

us. We guarantee safe arrival any-
where in the United States.

Our Prices: Untested, $1.00; select un-
tested, ¥1.25; tested, $2.00; select
tested, $3.00 ; breeders, $3.50; select
breeders, $7.50 ; extra select breed-
ers, $10.00.

Quantity Orders. We take special care
of orders for queens in lots of fifty or
more. Give plain mailing instruc-
tions, telling whether you want them
all one day or at intervals, and we
will get them to you just when you
want them. We make special prices
in quantity lots.

Write Us Today and get some of the
best (jueens obtainable at reasonable
rates, and be sure of getting a large
honey crop. Our bees will gather
honey if there is any to be had.

The A. I. Root Co.
Medina, Ohio

Special Notices by A. L Root.

FLORIDA REAL-ESTATE OFFERS, ETC. ; LOOK OUT FOR
"LAND-SHARKS."

No matter how tempting' the offer, nor what may be
the circumstances represented, do not purchase land
in Florida, either acres, lots, or any thing of the sort,
without visitinfi the locality and inspecting it. If you
invest first and look it up afterward you may find you
have purchased land at thirty or forty dollars an acre
that might have been bought for five or six dollars (or
less* had you been on the spot.

HOW TO DESTROY RATS.
The above is the title of another bulletin in regard

to the rat nuisance. On page 418, -July 1, I wrote up
the former bulletin, and announced that rats are cost-
ing the people of this country about a hundred million
dollars annually. It seems there was such a demand
for the former bulletin that the edition was soon ex-
hausted, and another one has just been sent out, issued
the 3d of this month. It contains pictures of the little
trap I recommended, and a number of suggestions in
regard to their use. There are 20 pages, ard I wish the
bulletin might be put into every home in the land
where rats and mice have ever made any trouble. We
liave already sold a gross of the little mouse-traps (two
for a nickel! , and another gross is ordered and on the
way. If you can not get these traps near home, re-
member we can send you two of them by mail, post-
paid, for 7 cts., or a whole dozen for 41 cts. Now,
please turn in and help, in ridding not only your own
premises, but the whole United States, and, better still,

the whole wide world, of the shame and disgrace that
rest on every one of us when we permit these pests
not only to annoy us, but to bring, indirectly, death
and pestilence in our midst.

"FARM MANAGEMENT IN NORTHERN POTATO-GROWING
SECTIONS."

The above is the title of another exceedingly valu-
able bulletin. It contains 31 pages, and should be in
the hands of every potato-grower in the nation, no
matter if you grow only enough for your own use. I

wish to speak of only one special point. I have told
you what they are doing in the way of improved corn
culture. Now, something similar can be done with
potatoes, fur I have proved it. Select your potatoes
for planting next year in the field at the time of dig-
ging. Take only the best tubers from the best-yielding
and healthiest hills. This bulletin tells us that a man
in Michigan commenced doing this some years ago.
The first year he found that only 8 per cent of the hills
were up to the standard he had decided on. The next
year 20 per cent of the hills came up to the standard.
The third year more yet, and after five years of this
method he was able to produce a field where 70 per
cent of the hills came up to the requirements in the
way of yield, shape, and resistance to drouth, blight,
etc. He not only more than doubled his yield, but
greatly improved the quality of the whole crop. You
can not afford to be without this potato bulletin. The
two bulletins I have mentioned are sent free on appli-
cation to any one of Uncle Sam's children. Just write
to the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C,
and tell them what bulletins you want.

POULTRY SECRETS.
The poultry-secret business see.ms to be pretty well

done up with the war that Gleanings and the agricul-
tural papers have been waging on it. Another book
in regard to the matter is now in my hands. It is en-
titled "Tricks in the Poultry Trade." It was written
by Reese V. Hicks, TopePa, Kansas, editor of Poultry
Culture. Price 25 cents. The book contains 64 pages,
and is well worth the price, for it exposes many of the
secrets that have been advertised during the last two
or three years. As the book is brief, he does not stop
even to give credit to the inventors or advertisers of
the tricks. And, by the way, he described how to
make my paper-box egg-tester, almost word for word
as I gave it in Gleanings; but he does not even men-
tion A. I. Root. Perhaps I should not complain, as he
does not mention anybody. While the book does not
tell as much as "Poultry Secrets," by the Farm Journal
people, it gives enough to be well worth the money.
" Tricks of the Poultry Trade " is given free to every-
body who sends .50 cents for their periodical. Poultry
Culture, Topeka, Kansas.
Now we iiave two good examples before the poultry

world for some of the brethren to follow who have been
charging a dollar for a single page of printed matter,
or say half a dozen pages, for some little secret. We
have two fair-sized books concerning a great lot of
secrets, for the very reasonable price of 25 cents each.
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will be inserted in these classitied columns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements Intended for this
department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement in the classified columns or we will not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—Comb honey in car lots or less.

J. E. Pryor, Plateau City, Colorado.

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, 7Hc. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho.

For Sale.—Choice well-ripened alfalfa honey in
new cans, $10 per case. A. S. Parson, Rocky Ford, Col.

For Sale.—Fine quality of well-ripened raspberry-
milkweed honey, in new 60-lb. cans (2 in box) at 8 ets.

f. o. b. ht-re. P. W. SOWINSKL Bellaire, Mich.

For Sale.—Choice light-amber and golden honey
in 60-lb. Cans at 7 to 8 cents. Sample 6 cents, deducted
from order. F. B. Cavanagh, Hebron, Ind.

For Sale.—Clover, basswood, and buckwheat comb
and extracted honey; well reiined. Write for par-
ticulars. E. L. Lane, Trumansburg, N. Y.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

For Sale,—Fancy extracted alfalfa honey, thorough-
ly ripened, rich and thick. If you want honey that
will ' taste like more," try a 60-lb. can for $5.50.

A. A. Lyons, Rt. 3, Fort Collins, Col.

For Sale.—Fancy and No. 1 section honey in 24-lb.

shipping-cases, and the same in r20-lb. cases of ex-
tracted and broken comb. Write me for prices.

Wm. Morris, Las Animas, Colorado.

Light extracted honey in 60-lb. cans, 8 cts. per lb.; in
barrels, 7 cts.; tupelo, in cans. Sets.; barrels, l^-i cts.;

white sage, cans, S% cts.; 5 cases at 8^2 cts.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York City.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry, E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Choice basswood and buckwheat honey
in new kegs holding 155 lbs., at 7 cts. per lb. No hon-
ey-dew in this honey, nor bee disease.

Frank c. Alexander, Delanson, N. Y.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, clover, basswood, and
buckwheat, in 60-lb. cans and 225-lb. kegs; and comb
honey and beeswax. Prices on application.

W. L. COGGSHALL, Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Raspberry honey, new crop, left on the
hives until thoroughly ripened, thick, rich, delicious,
has raspberry flavor, stored in bright, new, round,
jacketed 60-pound tin cans, with flat" cover and wire
bail. Ten cents a pound—S6.00 for a can. Sample ten
cents. W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

For Sale.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new 60-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at 9^ cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
10 cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can, F. 0. B. Flint; cash
with order.

Leonard S. Griggs, 711 Avon St., Flint. Mich.

For Sale.—Our crop of clover comb honey in 4x5
plain sections; also extracted of the following kinds:
Clover, raspberry, basswood, and buckwheat. Not a
pound of the above honey was extracted until after the
close of the honey-flow. The fact is, there is none
better on the market. State which kind you prefer,
and the amount you can use, and we will quote you
our lowest cash price and mail you a liberal sample.
Remember we are specialists, and understand thor-
oughly the production of extracted honey.

E. D. TOWNSEND & Sons, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Our 1909 crop of fancy extracted honey
now being gathered at our Northern Michigan apia-
ries. It is from alsike clover, raspberry, and willow-
herb. Dead-ripe, clear, extremely thick and waxy, and
of exquisite flavor. Is in five-gallon 60-lb. cans, two
in a box. Price 9 cts. per lb., f. o. b. on G. R. & I. R'y,
near Lake City, Mich. I shall have some fine fall hon-
ey later from the home yard, extracted from celandine
and buckwheat. Sample of the Northern Michigan or
white honey ready now, free. None of the amber
honey is extracted yet, but will be ready in about two
weeks from this date, August 25.

0. H. TOWNSEND, Otsego, Mich.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. BURNETT, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

WANTED.—Five hundred cases fancy white-clover
New-York State comb honey; 24 to case.

M. H. Tweed & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED.—White honey. State kind, how put up,
and lowest cash price. Chas. Koeppen,

1508 Main St., Fredericksburg, Va.

Wanted.—Fancy comb and gilt-edged clover ex-
tracted honey. Can furnish shipping-cases and cans
cheap in part payment if desired.

B. Walker, Clyde, 111.

Wanted.—To buy for cash, a quantity of extracted
honey. State price, kind, and quantity. Interested in

car of alfalfa.
A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. OREL L. HERSHISER,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—To buy a good bee location and an apiary
with accessories; fine climate essential. Write full

particulars to J. A. Heberly, West River, Md.

Real Estate

For Sale.—Dairy, truck, and poultry farm. Write
for particulars. A. Beyer, box 223, Lake Charles, La.

For Sale or Rent.—My home, apiaries, and land on
Indian River, Fla. L. K. Smith, Grant, Fla.

For Sale.—Ten acres, well improved, near town;
fruit, poultry, bees; health resort.

Address Box 344, Mena, Ark.

For Sale.—On account of age—my home, 2Vz lots—
bee-house, holding 48 hives with fixtures for same,
and 12 colonies of bees; honey-house and 3-roomed
poultry-house; both plastered; abundance of fruit.

Jane M. Kelley, Holloway, Mich.

For Sale.—82 acres in the best cultivation, and
fruit, two miles from Caldwell. I will sell the same in

ten-acre tracts on easy terms; splendid for poultry and
hees. Also one nine-room house and large barn and
block half a mile from posloffice. For particulars ad-

dress Otto Geise, Caldwell, Idaho.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—A hustling helper in the bee and honey
business—preferably one who has cash to invest in se-

curing an interest in one that is established and prof-

itable. B. Walker, Clyde (Chicago suburb), 111.
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Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Mismated Italian queens, 25 cts. each ; 5,

$1.00. J. F. Michael, Winchester, Ind.

For Sale.—Italian aueeiis; untested, 50 cts.; select,
76 cts.; tested. $1.00. RoBT. H. Spichr, Wharton, N. J.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMURR.W, Silverton, W. Va.

Mismated queens for 25 cts ; hybrids, 15 cts.

C. G. Fenn, Washington, Ct.

For Sale.—An apiary of 222 colonies with complete
outfit for running the same. Good location.

J. W. Kalfus, Surrey. Cal.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—lOO colonies of bees; also empty hives,
supers, and all fixtures for running a first-class apiary.

W. P. Turner, Peoria Heights, 111.

For Sale.—Hardy goldens and Adel queens; Italians;

fine honey-gatherers. Virgins. 40 cts.; untested, 75 cts.;

tested, $1.50. Edwa. Reddout, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

For Sale.—Northern-bred red-clover queens. Un-
tested, 75 cents; tested, $1.00.

E. S. Watson, Madison, Maine. R. F. D. No. 2.

For S.\le.—^275 colonies of nearly pure Italian bees
in dovetailed hives. Bees are situated in sweet-clover
belt of Alabama. M. C. Berry, Morganville, Ala.

For Sale.—200 colonies of bees in eight-frame hives
in good location, eight miles from Denver, in Bear
Creek Valley, all equipped lor comb or extracted hon-
ey. N. N. Atchley, Mt. Morrison, Col.

5000 three-band Italian queens ready to mail March
1. Untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, ifo.OO. Ask
for prices in large quantities. W. J. Littlefield,
Route 3, Little Rock, Ark.

For Sale.—lOOO colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street. Ogden, Utah.

F"0R S.ALE.—Italian queens, clover stock or three-
banded, untested, 50 cents, 3 for $1.25; tested, 60 cents.
I also offer 140 colonies of bees for sale in two differ-
ent places. W. Simpson, Meyer, 111.

Missouri-bred Italian queens by return mail. Select
untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; breeders, $3.00; virgins,
40 cts.; dozen lots 20 per cent discount.

L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—175 swarms of bees at a bargain if taken
soon; 8 and 10 frame 2-story hives with Holfman
frames, built from wired foundation. If interested
call on or write. W. H. Rails, Orange, California.

Two hundred and twenty-five lbs. comb honey
gathered by one colony of our bees. Don't fail to try
some of our wonderful honey-gatherers; average
queen. 65 cents; selected. 75 cents; tested, $1.00; select
tested. $1 25. G. Routzahn. Bigler\'ille, Pa.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six. $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nat, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind. $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders. $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. Rails, Orange. Cal.

For Sale

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferrj- St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

R. C. Brown Leghorns; cockerels, $1 and $2 each.
Unt. Italian queens by return mail, flO cts.; tested, 75
cti.; select tested, $1. Fine ext. honey, 8 cts. per lb.

Geo. J. Friess, Hudson, Mich.

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factorj'^ prices.
D. COOLKY, Kendall. Mich.

FOR Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co.. suceeesors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—Unhulled sweet-clover seed, just gath-
ered; 8 cts. per lb. f. o. b. cars here; small lots, less
than 4 lbs., by mail, 12 cts. per lb., postpaid.

Wm. Craig, P. M., Luce, Mich.

Bee-keepers' Directory

For Sale.—Bees, queens, and honey. Write to
A. H. Kanagy, Kishacoquillas, Pa.

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car
lots of Root's goods. Save freig'nt. Write.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.
J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other
adv't in this issue. Wm. A. SHUFF,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates. 3 Chapman St., Hartford. Conn.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One. 75 cts.; six, 84.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, W^ash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for
business—June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 60 cts.;

select, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-

isfaction guaranteed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in
April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock i.s

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a
breeder. For prices see large ad. in this issue.

Quirin-the-queen-breeder, Bellevue, 0.

Convention Notices.

The annual meeting of the Western Illinois Bee-
keepers' Association will be held in the county court-
room, at Galesburg, 111., Oct. 13. All interested in bee-
keeping are invited. F. B. Hazlett, Sec'y,

Galesburg, III.

The annual meeting of the Northern Illinois and
Southern Wisconsin Bee-keepers' Association will be
held in the court-house in Freeport, Illinois, on Tues-
day, Oct. 19, 1909. All are cordially Invited.

B. Kennedy, Sec, Cherry Valley, III.

national convention.

The next annual meeting of the National Bee-keep-
ers' Association will be held at Sioux City, la., Sept.

22, 23. Car fare of l'/3 round trip for 2u0 miles each
way. Board and meals cared for by Sioux City V. M.
C. A. Lodgings not over 50 cts., and meals from 10 cts.

up as ordered.
Platteville, Wis. N. E. France.
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Advance in Prices of Hives, etc.

It is six years or more since we made the last advance in price of hives, sections, and other wooden goods,
with a few exceptions. During- this time the general trend of prices of a great many commodities has been
gradually upward. During the business depression of the last two years some of the lower grades of lumber
were reduced in price; but the better grades, especially of white pine and basswood, the material which we use,

has held right up, and in some cases are higher. General business conditions are already greatly improved,
and lumber and other materials are advancing. The cost of living has increased, and the rate of wages as well.

The farmers, as a rule, have abundant crops, and are getting excellent prices for their products. While the
bee-keepers have not generally had as favorable a season as last year, the margin on hives and sections at old

prices has become so much reduced because of increasing cost that we feel obliged to make an advance. Some
of the revised prices are given this issue. A correction sheet, giving new prices, will be mailed on application.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNTS.

On all orders accompanied by cash received during the month of September, and subject to conditions
named below, we allow 7 per cent discount; October cash orders, 6 per cent discount; November, 5 per cent;

December, 4 per cent; January, 3 per cent; February, 2 per cent; March, 1 per cent.

This discount will apply on all articles listed in our regular catalog at current corrected prices to date
except as follows: Tinned wire, paint, Bingham smokers, Porter bee-escapes, glass and tin honey-packages,
scales, bees and queens, bee-books, papers, labels, printed matter, bushel boxes, seeds, and specialties not listed

in our general catalog. Where any or all of these articles in a general order do not exceed fifteen per cent of

the whole order the discount may be deducted from the whole order, including these items othei-wise excepted.

Price List of One-story Dovetailed Hives; No Super or Upper Story Included.

The one-story Dovetailed hive includes a cover, bottom,
and brood-chamber, with frames, div. -board, and nails.

Furnished in either eight or ten frame size. Any style of
super or upper story may be used on this hive.
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Prlo« List of Dovatalled Supers for Extracted Honey or Sectional Brood-chamber.

The super (5?s inches deep) is tiirnished empty or with Desitriialinti:
sliallow 5'Hi-ineh frames ami follower or inckulintr foun- Letters and
dalion starters or full shet'ls of founilalion. Number for

,

Furnished in either eit'ht-frame or ten-frame size. 8 and 10 framei

I'-mpty deep super 5% inches deep with nails, no other in-'Shallow ( -8
i

side fixtures
| Super ^ -10

i;.\traetin^'-super (5?8 inches deep) includinji- shallow (5%-
inch) HotTman frames and follower, no foundation )

Kxtractinyr-super (5's inches deep) including;- shallow (5?i-i (

inch) Hoffman frames anil follower, I-in. fdn. starters 'I

Kxlructintr-super (5S inches deep) includintr shallow (5/3- f

inch) frames and follower with full sheets foundation (

8-8

8-10
9-8

9-10

0-8

0-10

Nailed and
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH

BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES ON

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's wax, or let us send you our prices

for working your beeswax into

DADANT'S FOUNDATION

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of beeswax, and

we are buying all the time.

During the season of 1909 we handled over 150,000

pounds of beeswax.

If your honey supply is short we can supply you with

white or amber honey. Send for prices at once.

Dadant & Sons^ Hamilton, Illinois
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH

For Quick Delivery
and LOW FREIGHT send your

orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to . .

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, 10 VINE STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
PHILADELPHIA is the logical business center

for Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Dela-

ware. In addition, it has superior facilities for

reaching points in the South along the Atlantic

seaboard. We can ship to all such points promptly

and at very low rates owing to the competition of

the steamships. We have a large stock constantly

on hand, and can fill the largest orders at ONCE.
When you are in our city, come and see us.

The A. I. Root Company, Philadelphia, Penn.
Wm. A. Selser, Manager 10 Vine Street



Ihe Great and Grand

Mauestic
Malleable and Charcoal Iron

Range

Kc^rc^^'o^ff ffi'^'TMr.^y.oV^;

:Cl

15 GALLON
ALL COPPCR
KESERVCifi

PERFECT
BAKER
FUEL
SAVER
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*Tha

Range
With a

Reputation "

Body
made cf

Charcoa!

Iron,

adding^

300%
to life ctf

Reoige

There's Only One Best
— that's the Great MAJESTIC— it's so easy to

make claims— but here's the proof— Majestic
Ranges outlast threo of any other make, becauRO

thoy're the only ranges made exclusively of Malleak>3e
and Charcoal Iron and they just can't break, crack or

rust. Then, the air-tight joints and pure aGbeotos lining cutn
your fuel bill in half and gives you a pcrfoct baker every day
in the year.

The MAJESTIC has a IS-nallon, all copper, moveable reser-
voir %\hich heats water In a jii^'y. No springs in the oven door—
when dropped it forms a rigid shelf bearing any %\'eight— oven
rack slides out automatically, holding anything sccuro that hap-
pens to t>e ou It, Another feature of

The Great and Grand

Majestic
Malleable and Charcoal Iron

Range
l9 the open end ash pan %\hich acts as a shovel and a small ash cnp
under tho ash pan — no muss or danger of lire about a MAJESTIC.

Each exclucive MAJESTIC feature makes this range
more practical, more serviceatile, more durable— the
best range your money can buy regardless of price.

MAJESTIC Ilangcs are sold in nearly every county in
forty states. If your dealer doesn't carry MAJESTIC
Hanees, write us for the name of a dealer in your

locality who does, and we'll send our booklet:

It

Should
Be in

Your
Kitchen

" THE STORY OF MAJESTIC GLORY "

MAJESTIC MFG. CO.
Dcpt. 13 St. Louis, Mo.

Out
Lasts

Three
Ordinary
Range"



Here Is Proof Absolute

^ ^
The buildings of the Lehr Agricultural Company, Fremont, Ohio, were
among the first buildings, anywhere, to be roofed with a ready roofing.

They were roofed with Ruberoid—the first ready roofing ever invented.

That was seventeen years ago. This is the longest test ever given a ready-

to-lay roofing. There is no theory, no uncertainty, in such a test as this.

And today, this roof, put on in 1892, looks good for many years more.

Don't expect an}' ordinary roofing to stand
such a test as this.

Many roofings look like Ruberoid. Don't let

that fact deceive you.

No other maker can use Ruberoid gum—and
it is the use of this flexible gum which makes
Ruberoid waterproof— sun proof— cold proof
—weather proof—resisting acids, gases and
fumes.

It is the exclusive use of Ruberoid gum that
makes Ruberoid roofing so good a fire resistant
that if you drop live coals on the roof it will
not take fire.

A One-Piece Roofing
Ruberoid roofing is sold by dealers every-

where. In each roll is Ruberine cement for
joining the seams and laps.

A roof of Ruberoid is

practically one piece, flex-

ible, durable, attractive.

It also comes in attract-

ive colors—Red, Green,
Brown— suitable for the
finest homes.
These color roofings are

made under our exclus-
ively owned U. S. and
foreign patents. The
colors do not wear ofJ

RUBEROID
(KKGISTKKKl) IN U. S. PATKNT OFFICE)

Be sure to look for this registered trademark which
is stamped every four feet on the under side of all
genuiue Ruberoid. This is your protection agrainst
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Ruberoid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell you the name of your
Ruberoid dealer when you send for our free book.

or fade, because they are part of the roofing.

You can lay a Ruberoid roof yourself. Every-
thing you need comes with the roll.

Or, if you have it laid, the cost of laying is

the lowest of any roofing—of any kind.
Don't decide on aiiy roofing for any purpose

until you have read our free book.

Get This Free Book
This book tells all that we know about various

roofings—all that we have learned in twenty
years of experiment about tin, tar, iron, shingle
and other roofings.

It gives you a good idea of the advantages
and the disadvantages of each. It tells the first

cost, the upkeep cost—how long each kind of

roof will last—what repairs will probably be
needed.

The book is fair, frank
and impartial. It is a
gold-mine of roofing in-

formation. Because it

tells about Ruberoid roof-

ing, too, we do not charge
for it—we send it free.

To get this free boo%.
address Department 34

'^

The Standard Paint
Company, 100 William
Street, New York,

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
New York, Chicago, Kansas City, Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Memphis. Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamburg
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$400,000,000

The Dollar-Hen Farm
and lias described the various necessary adaptations for
different localities and conditions.

"The Dollar Hen" Tells About —
The Hen's Ancestors.
Chinese Poultry Culture,
Fertility of Eggs,
The Future of Incubation,
Buying Eggs by Weight,
How Eggs are Marketed,

ger, and over 100 other subjects

Expenses Cut in Half
Why spend several dollars per hen for housing when

Mr. Hastings teaches you the construction of a system of
housing that has been eminently successful and costs only
thirty cents per hen!

MR. POULTRYMAN.—Uncle Sam says the annual Egg
crop is worth $400,000,000! and that the value of Poul-
try and Eggs produced last year exceeds $700,000,000 !

!

Did you get your share of this money ? If not, why not?
Mllo M. Hastings, until recently the COMMERCIAL POULTRY EXPERT

FOR THE UNITED STATES UOVERNMENT, has written a poultry Book: "The
Dollar Hen." This book is a complete, thorough, and concise work of 222
pages, containing 106,000 words, also several charts, maps, etc. The purpose of
this book is to tell the reader—

How to MAKE Money Raising Poultry
and NOT HOW TO LOSE IT

"The Dollar Hen" Is not a boom poultry-book. It tells as much about
what NOT TO DO as what TO DO. It thoroughly discusses every phase of the
poultry business and tells how money can be make or may be lost. It gives a
full account of all methods and systems of poultry-raising as taught by private
Individuals. Mr. Hastings does not advocate complicated and expensive meth-
ods; In fact, he found such to be universal money-losers.

As a Government Expert
As a Govemment Expert Mr. Hastings imestigated all the various pri-

vnie systems, patent feeds, and sn-called poultry secrets. He visited the great
successful poultry-farming districts of Petaluma, Little Compton, Watertown,
the South Shore, and other regions—some wholly unknown to the poultry press
—and gathered from all these sources the best Ideas and most profitable prac-
tices. From his long practical experience on farm, poultry-plant, with State
Experiment Station work, and Federal service, and with his unprecedented
opportunity to get at the actual facts of the poultry Industry, Mr. Hastings has
laid out a typical money-making poultry-plant, called

Why pay high prices for theoretically "balanced ra-
tions" when a practical food-chemist who has personally
investigated the work of a score of experiment stations has
found the most profitable poultry rations to be as simple as
the corn and alfalfa diet of a Kansas steer?

Why Invest money in patent "systems," patent feeds
plans, remedies, etc , of little or no value or capable of
only local application, when a Government Expert who has
investigated the Industry throughout the United States and
Canada has proven the worth or worthlessness of these
things, and tells you how to apply this knowledge to your
particular circumstances and climate?

Why waste money and time experimenting with poul-
try when for a very small sum you can buy a guide to prof-
itable poultry production! Why not make money at some
one else's expense! "The Dollar Hen" TELLS YOU HOW in
plain, simple language, and proves every statement made.
Rembeber you are getting facts and figures that cost the
United States Government thousands of dollars to secure

The Wisdom of the Egyptians
Principles of Incubation,
Moisture and Evaporation,
How Eggs are Spoiled,
Breeding for Egg Production,
A Big Business; Growing Blg-

Poultry Press Endorses "The Dollar Hen."

There are no exaggerated get-rich-quick schemes discussed. It is plain common-sense from cover to
cover, and is well worth reading by any one that wants to learn the facts about the poultry business.—
Inland Poultry Journal.

It is the best book for the beginner that has lately appeared, because it deals in straight facts without
theorizing. What it says has been worked out in the poultry-yard.—M//er Purvis, Editor of Poultry.

"The Dollar Hen " brings out some ideas that are novel and valuable to all poultrymen.—Amcm'a/!
Poultry Advocate.

My opinion is, that "The Dollar Hen " is not only the best book on
poultry we have at the present time, but it is worth pretty nearly as much
as all the rest together. Perhaps this is extreme, but we have very few
books that are strictly up to date, and still fewer that pitch right into the
superstitions and humbugs now scattered all through our poultry books
and journals.—i4. /. Root, Medina, Ofiio.

THE DOLLAR HEN is a real book, substantially bound
—not a paper-bound pamphlet of "System," "Secrets," or
"Methods," but a book worth several dollars of any poul-
tryman's money. The Dollar Hen has a vast fund oi val-

uable information that required much time, expense, and
effort. And think of it! You can have this authoritative
and complete guide to profitable poultry, postpaid, for only
$1.00. And if you'll order now, mentioning this publica-
tion, we will include the Poultry Digest for one year.
Remember, we guarantee The Dollar Hen to give entire
satisfaction. Order to-day.

Poultry - Digest - Publishing - Co.
57G Ann Street, New York City MILO M. HASTINGS
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ALEXANDE^SWRITINGS
on^P^CTICAL
BEE CULTURE

$1.00 With GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00

The writings of the late E. W. Alexander, who needs no
introduction to the readers of GLEANINGS, have recently

been collected in book form. A glance at the table of con-
tents will show the scope of the book.

Table of Contents of tlie Alexander Book

Alexander Plan for Weak Colonies.
Bee-keeping as a Business.
Brood-rearing in Spring.
Comb V. Extracted Honey.
Diseases of Bees.
Disposing of the Honey Crop.
Extracting Uncapped Honey.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Foul Brood, European and American.
Hive-covers.
Hives, etc., to Adopt if Starting Anew.
Honey per Colony.
Honey-production

.

Honey-tanks.
Increase, Making v. Buying Colonies.
Italians, Yellow v. Leather-colored.
Locality, What Constitutes a Good One.
Nuclei for Rearing Queens.
Organizing for Better Prices.
Profits in Bee-keeping.
Queens and Queen-rearing. / The

Queens for Early Increase. / c*mpanJ!
Queens, Several in One Hive. / Modin.;

Queens to be Reared from Best Stock. / °'"°

Spring Dwindling. / y^^ j^e en-
Spnng teedmg. / closed remit-

Spring Management. / ance of $i please

Sugar, Loaf, for Feeding. / ^^"«^ Gleanings to

Superseding Old Queens.
Swarms, New, to Dispose of.

Things Not to Do.
Transferring Bees.
Ventilation of Bee-cellars. / Send the Alexander book to

Wintering.
Wintering in Cellar.

CI WITH GLEANINGS ONE YEAR Ql
^r Canadian Postane 30c Extra ^^

Address

Canadian Postage 30c Extra ^^ / If Gleanings IS to be Sent to Same party
as book, sign only in last two blank lines.
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are inteiided to represent, as nearly as
possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight
will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-
ally about tea per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to
17; No. 1 ditto, 15 to 16 ; fancy white extracted, 9 to 10 ;

light amber, 7 to 8; amber, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 32.
Sept. 11. Blake-Lee Co.

Kansas City.—The demand for comb honey is good;
receipts not large; demand for extracted is light. We
quote No. 1 white comb, 24-section cases, $3.25; No. 2
white and amber ditto, $3.00; white extracted, per lb.,
7. Beeswax, 25 to 30.

Sept. 20. c. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Denver.—We quote our local market as follows:
Strictly No. 1 white comb honey, per case of 24 sec-
tions, $3.30; No. 1 light amber, $3.15; No. 2, $3.00; white
extracted, 7 to Sh: light amber, &h to 114. We pay 24
cts. per lb. for clean yellow beeswax delivered here.

Colorado Honey-producers' Asso'n,
Sept. 21. F. Rauchfuss, Manager.

Chicago.—The comb-honey market is quite active for
the season of the year. No. 1 to fancy is bringing from
15 to 16 cts., with other grades from 1 to 3 cts. less. Ex-
tracted is moving fairly well, white ranging from 7 to
8; amber, 6S4 to 7; dark ambers, about li ct. less. Bees-
wax is in excellent demand at 30 cts.
Sept. 20. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Buffalo.—The demand for honey is only fair. It is
usually slow at this season of the year on account of
large quantities of fruit on the market. I expect it to
do better by Oct. 1. Buyers seem to think the price is

fP°]}} ''iFi'.*-
^ l"ote No. 1 to fancy white comb, 14 to

15; No. 2 ditto, II to 12; No. 1 buckwheat, 11 to 12; No.
2 ditto, 9 to 10; No. 1 white extracted, lyi to 8- dark ex-
tracted, S'A to 7; tumblers, 85 to 90 cents per dozen.
Beeswax, 27 to 30.
Sept. 23. W. C. Townsend.

Cincinnati.—With the advent of cool weather we
can see a brightening-up in the demand for hnney,
both comb and extracted. We have so far received
but one carload of Western Colorado comb honey, and
It IS moving off nicely, as well as white-clover comb
honey from the North. Fancy and No. 1 grade, WA to
16 from our store here; extracted amber in barrels is
selling at 6 to 7^ according to the quality and quanti-
ty bought; white clover in 60-lb. cans, 9 to 9%. The
above are our selling prices, and not what we pay.
Beeswax brings 29 cts. per lb. for choice bright yellow
delivere here.

Sept. 18. The Fred W. Muth Co.

Albany.—The demand for honey is improving. The
crop in this vicinity is short, but we do not advocate
holding for too high prices. October is the best sell-
ing month, when weather moderates and honey is
good. Later on the demand is not so good. We quote
white No. 1 comb, 15 to 16; mixed, 14 to 15; dark, 13;
buckwheat, 13; extracted white, 8 to &i4; dark, 7 to l^i.
Beeswax, 32 to 34; commission, 5 per cent.
Sept. 23. H. R. WRIGHT.

Indianapolis.—There is a good demand for best
grades of honey, with market fairly well supplied.
For fancy white comb honey producers are being paid
16 cents; for No. 1 white, 14; finest extracted in 5-gal-
lon cans, 8. No demand for amber or off grades.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 28 to .30 cents.
Sept. 15. Walter S. Pouder.

Philadelphia.—Dealers are now laying in their
stocks of honey. The amount of honey-dew scattered
throughout the East has stiffened up the prices since
our last quotation. We quote fancy comb honey at 16
to 18; light amber, 14 to 15; fancy water-white extract-
ed, 8>2 to 95^2; amber in barrels, 6M. Beeswax is firm
at 18.

Sept. 20. Wm. a. SELSER.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is exceed-
ingly brisk. We have received four carloads, and
sold the same in quantities from 100 to 200 cases at

14J4; retail, 16. Extracted table honey is brisk, sage
selling at 85^ to 9; amber in barrels, fair demand at 6

to eV2. Beeswax is slow at $33.00 per 100 lbs. The
above are our selling prices, not what we are paying.

Sept. 18. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Zanesville.—The present demand for honey is

about normal with little change in prices. Thus far
there has been an under supply of No. 1 to fancy
white-clover comb, which is what this market de-
mands. For honey of this grade producers would re-
ceive from the jobbing trade 14 to 16 cts., white-clover
extracted bringing 8 to syz. For good clean beeswax I

offer 28 cts. cash, and 30 in exchange for bee-supplies.
Sept. 18. Edmund W. Peirce.

New York.—The new crop is now coming in freely,

and arrivals are quite large. The demand is not quite
as heavy as in former years, but we expect it to in-

crease within the next few weeks. We quote fancy
white at 15; No. 1, 13 to 14; off grades, 11 to 12. No
buckwheat honey is on the market as yet, and conse-
quently no prices are established. Extracted honey is

in good demand, particularly California, of which the
receipts are very large. We quote water-white 8 to

854; white sage, 8; light amber, 7 to 714. In large lots

these prices are being shaded. Clover and basswood
bring 8 to 8!<; light amber, York State, 6}4 to 7, South-
ern, in barrels, 60 to 75 cts. per gallon, according to

quality. Beeswax is dull and declining, quotable at 28

to 30.

Sept. 20. HlLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

Honey Markets continued on page 21.

DELICIOUS HONEY. .

Our second car of Sage Honey has arrived. The first sold lil<e

cakes" in crates of two 60-pound cans at 9>^c per pound.
Sample, lOc. Truly if you ever ate fine honey

you will say this is par excellence.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

hot-

51 Walnut Street
' The Busy Bee-men '

Cincinnati, Ohio
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are aiways in uit

market

if you have any to seii, rami

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Washlng:ton Bvd. & Morgan St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-567 Greenwich St.. 82-84 Murray St.

NEW YORK

30 YEARS SELLING HONEY

Has given us a large out-

let and many customers
who depend on us for

their supply of honey.
Correspondence promptly
answered : : :

H. R. WRIGHT, Albany.N.Y.

HONEY! HONEY!!

If you are in want of extracted or comb honey, we will

be pleased to quote you, as we have several cars of

California honey in stock. Write to-day for prices and

samples. :: :: ::
" '' ''

If you have any honey to offer, state kind it is, how
it is put up, and lowest price you expect for same,

delivered Cincinnati. :: :: :: ::
"

C. H. W. WEBER & CO
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
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SEVENTY ARTICLES
I have taken the pains to count the contributions,

editorials, and selected articles in the REVIEW for
July, Aukfust, and September, and there are actually
seventy in all I Of course, it would be somewhat tedi-

ous to read the titles of them all, but perhaps you will

be so kind as to take the time to read the few that I

have selected. They are as follows:

Some Tales about Extraclinsr that arc not "Twice
Told," by Elmer Hutchinson.

A Novel Plan for Turning Bees into Honey, by E. B.

Tyrrell.

The Psychology of Instinct and Acquired Knowl-
edge, by Geortre W. Williams.

Extracting Honey without Brushingor Shaking the
Bees, by S. E. Miller.

Quick and Easy Methods of Clearing Supers of Bees,
by F. B. Cavanagh.

An Uncapping-machine that is Simplicity Itself, by
L. R. Ferguson.

Determination and Energy, versus Length of

Tongue, by J. W. Southwood.

Raising Prices and Building up a Home Market on
Honey, by Leon C. Wheeler.

Pertinent Points to be Considered in Selling Honey,
by Wesley Foster.

The Development, Retention, and Dissemination of
the best Bees, by M. V. Facey.

Cleaning Surplus Combs, Requeening, and Scatter-
ing Outyards, by Elmer Hutchinson.

Does Frequent Extracting Stimulate Bees to Greater
Energy? by Harry Lathrop.

Some Points in Developing a Mail-order Trade in

Honey, by H. C. Ahlers.

Change of Conditions, Instead of Shaking, Produces
Results, by Adrian Getaz.

Producing Comb Honey Successfully without Using
Separators, by W. K. Morrison.

The Production of Comb, versus Extracted Honey,
by E. A. Leffingwell.

Building a Wintering-cellar in a Sandy Hillside, by
Morley Pettit.

Some of the Modern Energy-producing Mediums, by
F. B. Cavanagh.

For ten cents I will send you these three copies of
the REVIEW, and the ten cents may apply on any
subscription sent within a year. I will also send you
a circular making some specially low clubbing offers.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint. Mich.

The Best Honey-jar
No. 2,T with lined cap, S5.00 per gross.
Sample. 'JOc. Catalog of supplies free. •

PINE LIGHT HONEY, 8k per Lb.

Apiaries: I. J. STRINCHAM,
Glen Cove. L. I. 1 05 Park Place, N. Y. CITY

Hurt-Cain Company
Incorporated

37 Vance Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee

BROKERS in Comb and Extracted Honey. We rever
buy honey ourselves, but sell only for shipper's
account. We tnerefore obtain the highest prices our
market will pay. Consignments of choice comb and
the better grades of extracted solicited. Liberal ad-
vances, honest service, and prompt returns.

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swarthmore Apiaries. Swarthmore, Pa

We have several hundred very fine

GOLDEN queens ready for ship-
ment by return mail. • . • . •

Swarthmore's Pedigreed Goldens

Swarthmore Apiaries, Swarthmore, Pa.

ITALIAN QUEENS E^E:^NJiau
Red-clover and Goldens, 7.5 cents each ; guaranteed,
*1 (X); tested, $1.25. See list. Leaflet "How to Introduce
Queens, "15c; "Rapid Increase," 15c; copy of both, 25c.

E E. MOTT. GLENWOOD, - MICHIGAN

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486 490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Wholesale Healers and Comiiiission Mercliauts in

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.

How to Obtain

jTREE Subscription
===== TO =====
THE GUIDE
TO NATURE

Sound Beach, Conn.

Send S3.00 for ST. NICHOLAS to be mailed one
yeir to ^ome boy or girl, and THE GUIDE TO
NATURE will be sent one year free, per follow-
ing combination offer:

ST. NICHOLAS, one year
For young folks.

THE GUIDE TO NATURE
For men and women.

BOTH one year for only .

.?:i.00

1.00

4.00
3.00

The

Address and make all checks
and money orders payable to

Agassiz Association
ARCADIA

Sound Beach, Conn.
Please write for particulars.
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Gleanings In Bee Culture
Devoted to Bees, Honey, and Home Interests

Esiablished 1873 Circulation 35,000 72 pages semimonthly

A. L. BOYDEN, Advertising Manager

ADVERTISING RATES
Twenty-five cents per agate line, flat. Fourteen lines to inch.

SPACE RATES. To be used in one issue. One-fourth page, $12. .50; one-half

page, $25.00; one page, $50.00.

Prererred position, inside pages, 30 per cent additional.

Preferred position, inside co.er, 50 per cent additional.

Outside cover page, double price.

Reading notices, 50 per cent additional.

Cash-in-advance discount, 5 per cent.

Cash discount if paid in 10 days, 2 per cent.

Bills payable monthly.
No medical or objectionable advertising accepted.

Column width, 2^ inches.

Column length, 8 inches.

Columns to page, 2. (Regular magazine page.)

Forms close 10th and 25th.

Address Advertising Department, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, Ohio.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS

Banking by Mail.
savlnps Deposit Bank... in

Bee-suppli»s.
Blank &Hauk. 17
Cary, W. W., & Son 17
Dubv. H. S 15
Falconer Mfg. Co 10
Falconer, cover.
Hilton. Geo. E 7

Hunt&Son.M.H 7

Jepson.H.H 9

Minnesota Bee Sup'y Co. 17
Muth Co..F. W 2
Nebel, J. * Son. 9
Nysewander, Joseph 7

Ponder. Walter S 12
Rea Bee and Honey Co.. 15
Root Co.. Chicago 24
Hoot Co.. Syracuse 7

Strintrharu I.J 6
Toepperwein & MayfieM. 8

Bees and Queens.
Fajen, C. .1. 16
Fa,1en..l. 1 16

Hutchinson, W. Z f>

Laws. W. H 16
Moore, J. P 16
Mott, E. E 15
RobPv, L. H 16
Shuff. VV. A 16
Swarthmore Apiary 6
Warden. F.J 18

Classified Ad's.
Bees and Queens 2i!

Bee-keepers' Directory. . 22
For Sale 22
Honey and Wax Wanted 21
Honey and Wax for Sale 21
Poultry 22
Real Estate 21
Wants and Exchanges. . . 21

Comb Foundation.
Dadant & Sons 22

Fencing.
Kltselman Brothers 13
Coiled Spring Co 11

Gas-engines.
Galloway Co., Wm

Honey-dealers.
Hlldreth & Segalken
Hurt-Cain Co
Israel. C, & Bro's
Kerr, O. W
National Biscuit Co
Weber, C. H. W
Wright, H.K

Lamps.
Best Light Co

Land for Sale.

Poultry-supplies.
U Mann Co 15

Myers, F 15

I
Publications.

B Agasslz Association .i

13 American Bee Journal... 17

S Harding Pub. Co l,i

3 Hutchinson, 'W. Z 6

3 Poultry Monthly 11

Roofing.

jl
Anderson Mfg. Co U

Stoves and Ranges.
LaBauiue, F. H U Kalamazoo Stove Co 13

Majestic Mfg. Co U
ManuPe-SpreadePS. Rochester Radiator Co.. . IS

Galloway, W 11

Patents.
Williamson. C. J...

Tools.
Cutaway Harrow Co 14

11 Potato Implement Co l.=>
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Headquarters for

NEW YORK
STATE

Bee-

Supplies

of

AU
Kinds.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

THEY ARE HERE.
The Best and Largest Stock of Root's Coeds

Ever In Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

Vi bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design
of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design,

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time
and I want to serve yo

yours,

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,
for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.
Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

M. H. HUNT & SON

Liberal discount given on
fall and winter orders. .

Quotations are supplied

promptly showing you the
net cost of your, order.

We are paying top-notch
prices for beeswax—cash
or trade

Seasonable goods—ship-

ping - cases, feeders, etc.

—at your call

OPPOSITE THE LAKE SHORE DEPOT

LANSING, MICHIGAN

Western Headquarters
..for..

BEE GOODS

My stock, of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added 1 am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
665 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINEr, IOWA
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Removal Sale!
CONTINUAL growth, hard work, and constant digging after business,

forces us to secure larger quarters. We have disposed of our pres-

ent place of business at 1322 South Flores Street, where we had a

building 40x250, and which was not nearly large enough for us, and we
found it necessary to put up a building just twice the size of our present

one. We have let the contract for our new building, in which we shall have

20,000 square feet of floor space, and shall be in position to carry a larger

and more complete stock of Root's Goods than ever before. Our foundation-

factory will also be rebuilt and placed on our new site, and will be built bet-

ter and more complete than ever before. We are glad to state that now we
are on the Southern Pacific Railroad, which has built a track right along

where our new building is going up, which reaches nearly every point to

which we ship. Heretofore we were very much handicapped, and many
shipments were delayed because we were on a road which could not handle

our shipments promptly. We can now concentrate honey shipments, make
good time, and give the very best service to our customers that can be had.

Our customers who heretofore called at 1322 So. Flores St., can in the future

obtain goods and information, and sell their wax, at our branch, 607 South

Flores Street. We have a number of customers south from San Antonio

who bring honey in wagons ; such customers, as a matter of convenience to

them, can deal with our branch, 607 South Flores Street, where they will

receive the same prompt attention as they did at 1322 South Flores. Our
friends who visit the city, and who find it inconvenient to go so far out

as 1322, can easily call on us at 607 South Flores, as this is only two blocks

from the county courthouse, and located directly opposite the United States

Arsenal, on South Flores Street. If you wish to pay us a call at our new
warehouse or general office, you can reach us by taking the Nolan Street

car, getting off at the subway, corner of Nolan and Cherry Streets. Our
office fronts Nolan Street, right where the car stops. Now, since we have
gone to such heavy expense and so much enlarged our business, we sin-

cerely hope that we shall be in position to please our friends and custom-

ers so well that they will induce their neighbors to trade with us in the

future. We are the only firm in the South that keeps such an immense
stock always on hand ready for prompt shipment, and fill our customers'

orders promptly when goods are needed most, and for that reason we are

entitled to all the trade that can be given us.

Thanking all of our friends who helped to build us up by favoring us

with their patronage, and wishing all of our brother and sister bee-keepers
much success and happiness, we remain

Yours very truly, UDO TOEPPERWEIN,
San Antonio, Texas. W. M. MAYFIELD.
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WITH A FULL LINE OK

Bee-keepers'

Supplies

We can please you with quick shipments
and satisfactory prices and service. Our
goods are the ROOT CO.'S make, hence
there is nothing to fear as to quality. A
card will bring you our 50-page catalog by
return mail. Send us your inquiries. We
are able to supply you on short notice Ital-

ian bees, queens, and one, two, and three

frame nuclei.

John Nebel & Son
Supply Co. High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

Mr.Bee-Man: Yoa cm save time,
worry, and money by

I^BHBi^^^H^HB^H^^niHBn ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a fnll line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Fooadation

—

in fact, every thine yoa need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Hjvirirket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

Th
Bosli Comb-honey Combination

I have 112 colonies all in Danz. hives with the exception

of ten, which are in Danz. divisible hives, and these will

£0 into the regular Danz. body in the spring. The regular

Danz. body, with the right management, is the best com-
bination in the world for comb honey I let the big-hive

men laugh, but when we go to market, their product is no
competition to mine. The dealers say to them, "If yours is

as good as Hall's bring ri in and we will lake it." And it

is all in the form and management of the HIVE.
St. Joseph, Mich., Sept. 2^., nOS. C. L. Hall.

You can get the same results by using the

Danzenbaker hive. Nothing to equal it for

the production of comb honey. The booklet
"Facts about Bees" tells all about this hive.

Sent to any address on receipt of ten cents.

Write for quotations on the

Danz. hives for your apiary.

The A. I. Root Company, Madina, Ohio, U. S. A.

Please use this order form by check-
ing in tthe margin the items wanted

pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the
Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

Yon will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-
keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Frait-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A l4-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well
gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked a/iove;

I inclose S to co'ver the cost.

tiame

StTitt Addreii tr R. F. D

To-wn

G.B.C. 10-1 State

The

D

n

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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jr-ALCON QUEENS
WE HAVE in charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin,|who

has had wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-

breeder in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-

ton, D. C, for several seasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft

Apiaries in Tennessee since that time. His queens have become famous, and

it is with pleasure we offer his services to our customers in the management

of this department.

Our "Falcon" Queens ar-e unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they

winter well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed

early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much

of the stock sent out by the U. S. Department of Agriculture which other

breeders are using.

Get our Improved "Falcon " Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens
Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Camiolans

BEFORE JULY 1 AFTER JULY 1

Untested One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00. One, $.75; six, $4.25; 12, $8.00

Select Untested One, 1.25; six, 6.75; 12, 12.75. One, I.OO; six, 5.50; 12, 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the

cage-cover. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Falcon Square Jars
Honey can not be put up in more attractive pack-

ages for exhibition purposes or the grocery trade than in

glass, and for this purpose the square honey-jar is best

and most convenient, besides economizing space. Prices:

5-oz. with cork stoppers { Iff
P|r^ crate of 100

8-oz. with spring top (S^e^^S^f^
i ,u u ^i^^ +^^ i $4.75 per crate of 100Mb. with spring top

\ ^2.50 per crate of 50

The glass top with spring attachment is the only

absolutely safe method of bottling honey, as corks and

screw-caps will leak. Still, we furnish the 1-lb. and the

8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

I

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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Practical BEE-BOOKS '""""'^^
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'U Coods are wanted Quick, Send to Pouder."

Established 1 889

COULDN'T FOOL MIKE
By tlie Bee Crank

=*
"Say, Mike," says Pat, "begorra, I wish

ye'd tell me what's a chafing-dish."
" 'Tis a frying-pan, me boy," says he,

"that's got into society."

Mike was more than half right. Did you ever

carefully analyze some of the new-fangled things offer-

ed bee-men as modern marvels, only to find some old

acquaintance with merely a little more paint, putty,

and price ? We find imitations of nearly every thing

which has new merit ; and, while imitation is the sin-

cerest flattery, we like to know that we are getting the

genuine when we are making a purchase, especially

when the genuine costs no more than the imitation

—

frequently not as much. Why, if some one would dis-

cover the North Pole it would not surprise me to learn

that some other fellow had arrived there first ! I am
informed that this North Pole location is not a desir-

able one for the bee industry, and that taxes would be

very high, especially poll taxes.

There are frequently, however, new things

brought out which are improvements of real merit, -^n—
and their added convenience or economy entitles them
to recognition. For more than twenty years I have

been scouring the country for new things for bee-men, and trying them.

I have the genuine standard goods which have stood all tests and made
good. My catalog is free, and in it you will probably find something you
should have, either to save time and labor or something which will aid in

increasing your profits.

Remember, I don't split up your orders and send them over the coun-

try to half a dozen different factories. My storage facilities could not be

better, and I have a very large stock of standard goods ready to ship on a

moment's notice.

I can use your beeswax at 28 cents cash, or 30 cents in trade.

I have the largest stock and the finest quality of honey that I ever had

on hand at one time. I shall be glad to send quotations and submit samples.

Root's

Coods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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Here's SomethingNew
From Kalamazoo

You can save enough real money in getting a Kala
mazoo, to buy most of your fuel—pay your taxes

buj a dress or suit of clothes or materially increase your
bank balance. You get the best made—the most econom-
ical—the most satisfactory stove or range to be had any-

where at any price. With an actual cash saving of from
- gr_2.->v^5 to $40 on your purchase. Hundreds of thousand:

ifi^-^'r^^<^^
satisfied users have told us this is true.

W^'/mi We make it easy for any responsiiile person to own
- ;,r^,M" Kalamazoo. We are the 7naniifachircrs. You get

'

^'^ ^lowest factory pricey, 360-days' approval test, and our
convenient terms. Take your choice-

Cash or Credit
Write for Catalog: No. 416 and special terms. It

'gives you all the necessary mformation about buy-
ingr and using: a grood stove or range. Compare our prices and quality

with others, prove foryourself what you save in buying: a Kalamazoo for
cash or on time. Freisht prepaid. Safe delivery guaranteed.

Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfrs.
KeJ£unazoo. Mich.

This Oven Thermom-
Otcr saves fuel acd
Titker bakinc easy.

Direct to lft)u
TRAOE M AR V , REGISTEKE b

&«,^"^^

Will Your
Apple Crop Pay?

And Your Honey?
The farmer from the Bitter Root Valley, of

Montana, lautrhs at the question. He is gather-
ing his usual fat, purse-filling yields.

But men from otherwheres scowl.

ARE YOU A SCOWLER?
When you buy your CHARLOS HEIGHTS

ORCHARD in the Bitter Root, you won't scowl;
you won't pay for raw land nor crop failures,

nor the privilege to buv water and build irriga-

tion ditches. You will pay for five-year-old,

bearing. State-inspected trees; perpetual water,
and bump- r crops.

Just write " Charlos Heights" and your ad-
dress on a postal; mail it to us. We will tell you
how to live well by Bees and trees amid delight-

ful surroundings—tell of pleased buyers—of our
"Show-you" trips to the Valley.

DON'T WAIT—People we've
shown are choosing fast. . . .

Charlos Orchards Sell

. . Themselves . .

Write TODAY

!

The O. W. Kerr Co.
300 Nicollet Av«'nue
Minneapolis, Minn.

131 LaSalle Street
Chicago. Illinois

BANKING BY MAIL,

Money deposited with us is secure, and works
for you continually. Our perfect system of

banking BY MAIL brings this opportunity to

your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital and
surplus of $70,000, and assets of over $800,000.

Its policy is conservative; its affairs are ably

managed by capable and successful business
men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted, ^
which we pay a yearly interest of 4 PER CENT,
compounded semi-annually. Send currency in

registered letter, your own check, or by post-

office or express money-order.

Write for the
Booklet Today

Fiesources
$800,000

EstabUshed
1892

rH^SAVINGS DEPOSIT
BANK COMPANY ^

MEDINA, OHIO
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BODT
MADE OF
CHARCOAL
MON,
ADDING
5304
TO LIFE
OF RANGE

The Range with a Reputation " ^
They're built on honor of the best materials.

Malleable and Charcoal Iron. They won't
rust and you can't break them because they're

built to last.

has a big boiler
risht close to
the fire—heats
water In a jiffy.

Air-tight joints
and pure asbes-
tos lining make

a perfect baker with little fuel. The best
range money can buy. Made in all sizea

and styles and sold by dealers every-
where. Write for free booklet: "The
Story of Majestic Glory"
Majestic Mfg. Co., Dept. 13 St. Louis, Mo.

Tl?c Great and Grand

Mauestio
Malleable and Charcoal Iron

Range

$50 TO $300 SAVED
iobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
$50 to S300 on my High Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you
lower than dealers or jobbers have to pay for

amilar engines in carload lots for spot cash. Aa^ Direct

GALLOWAY /W-"^
Price and quality speak for themselves ^-^t*^ .'^''^ *^ ^*'

and you are to be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse and buy a

S-H.-P. onty$119.SO

Days' Free
Trial. Satisfac-

tion or money
back . Write forspec-

al proposition. AH
you pay me is for raw

material, labor and
one small profit. Send for

my big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres.

Wm. G&lloway Co,

1686 Galloway Station
Waterloo. Iowa

IS Cents BRod
For » 22.1ncli Sog Fence }.6e Itojf

26-lnch, 19e for Sllncb; aS i Sle

for 34-lnchi SJe tor a «» iBeto
Farm Fence. 50-lnch Poultry
Fence 87 c. Lowest prices ever IL
made. Sold on 30 days trial,

~
Catalog free. Write for It today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, INO,

Tell Me Your Roof Troubles
Let mc tell you, FREE, how to cure
for keeps, any roof trouble—tin,

iron, steel, shingle, felt, gravel.
Write now for Free Book on Roofs
and ROOF-FIX, the firreat, guaran-
teed cure for loof troubles.

ANDERSON~"The Roof-Fix Man'»
Department 24 ELYRIA, OHIO

A WONDERFUL INVENTION
CLARK'S -....„_,DOUBLE ACTION COM-

BINED CULTI-
VATOR AND
HARROW, can Ije

used to cuiiivato
crops in rows, as a
Listing Harrow,
,and when closed
together is a Disk

^ Harrow cutting 4'-2

feet wide. Drawn by two medium horses.
Jointed pole. Perfect ceiitro draft. A labor
saver. Send today for FliKE Boolilet.
CUTAWAY HARROW CO., *<• Main St.,Hlgganum,Ct.

FENCE ffllS^-fS'
Made of High Carbon Double Strength
Colled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay all freight. 37 heights of farm
and poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 101 Winchester, Indiana.

i. THE'BEST'LIGHT
X portable, pnre white, steady, safe

light. Brighter than electricity or
acetylene. 100 candle power. No grease,
dirt nor odor. Lighted Instantly. Costs
i ct». per -week. Over SCO styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wanted. Write
tor catalog. Do not delay.

TIU: BEST lilGHT CO.
~ E. Stb St.. Canton, Ohio

MAKES ANDBURNS ITSOWN GAS

PATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.
CH.\KI.P:S .1. WILLIAMSON,

Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patont Practice In Patent
Office and Courts.

Patent Counsel of

Th« A. I. Root Co.

FARMS INVIRGINIAlO^PerACRE
AND

Come to Sunny Virginia. You can buy fertile farms with timber, fruit

and water for $10 per acre and up. Splendid country for fruit growing,

dairying, stock-raising and general farming. Fine climate, abundant walcr,

convenient markets and good neighbors. Full information and valuable booklet

upon request. Write for it.

F H I aR&IIMF AGRICULTURAL & INDUSTRIAL AGENT. n„„„„u„ v.r. n. LaDAUiriE,, Norfolk & western ry.. Dept. o. Koanoke, Va.
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Read His Letter
Read of the economy
and profit in this farm-
er's potato-digging,

—

how he gets every
potato in the field,

—

how he avoids loss from
scarred and crushed
potatoes,—how he has
made the work easy
and fast.

It Tells You
how the

Acme Hand Digger
ATTACHMENT

proved out under hard, practical actual field use I

Potato Implement Co., TravcrBe City, Sllch.
Uentlemen:—TwoyearsaKoI boujjht one of

your Acme Hand Potato Ultrgers auj after
ttlvlriK It a short trial iatho lleld, my sons,
who were dlir^'lup the potatoes, were so
pleased with the Acme Digger tJiat I now
Lave rtve in use on luy farm.
The Acmels just thediirKerweneeded. TTij-

like the machine dltigers It dltrs clean, gets
every potato In every hill, doesn't scar the
stock, and Is not bothert<i by the vines. The
men work easily, yet quickly,and don't get so
tired as with ordinary fork or hook digging.

I know from my own experience that the
Acme Digger doe's better, easier and cheaper
work than any other digger Ihavesecn, and
the best recommendation I can give anyone
Is that I continue id use it on my own. farm.

I am. yours truly,
F. LAUTNER, Leelanau County.

Om^^^ Send $1.00 Today. Let the Acme
Va^^f Attachment ^roi'? itself to jt;?^. Let it

piove that your dollar is better than $100 in-

vestment in other diggers— that it will dig
potatoes better and more economically—that

it is the digger you have been waiting for.

Sent t^epaid by e.xtress. Money returned if

you had rather have it than keep the digger.
Pamphlet and Potato Book free on request.

Send now. Address Bor 520,

Potato Implement Co., Traverse City, Mich.

OTS or EGGS
> If you feed raw bone fresh cut. Its egg pro
ducin^ value is four times that of grain. Hi^'gs

more fertile, chicks more vigorous, broilers

earlier, fowls heavier, profits larger.

Mann's m'^s:! Bone Cutter
Cuts all bone with adhering meat and gristle.

Never clogs. 10 Days* Fr«a TrlaU No
money in advance. Sead today for free catalog.

r. W. MANN CO., Bos 87 MILFORD, MASS.

TRAPPERS "'.5§:2r^
Copy of Hunter Trader-Trapper, monthly
magazine. lOU or more pages about steel-^^—•^———•^
trap*, snares, deadfalls, trapping secrets.

raw fur-", iloirs. big-game hunting, ••tc. and a f.t-pugc liooklrt

rontalnlni,' traiiie lawi*. camping hints, etc. all f-r 10 cents.

A. R. HARDING PUB. CO., Box 319, COLUMBUS, OHIO

The Money- saving House
for Busy Bee-keepers. . . .

No eloquence required to prove it so. Send list of

?'oods wanted for lowest price of the season—less than

actory price. No harm done if you don't buy. Writo
at once, and see what I can do.

H. S. DUBY, ST. ANNE, ILLINOIS
Call the attention of your friends to this offer.

Prices from
$2 to $12

I TheRochester Radiator wii

f.V'i!! SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
',*

o* &\ c «'\'"^ vou double the amount
• • ,i» of lieat from the same fuel, if

'"•S ^'"^ ^^''^ ^'^^ '* ^ t'''^'- o"" "'^

». a iiji will refund the money paid

'.•^'ji' for it. Write for Booklet on

•-»r heating homes.

r^^J^ ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.

J^^\ ,„j Furnace St.,Rochester,N.V

For hard or
Soft Coal
wroodorgsis

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEG BAND
To Mark Chickens

CHEAPEST AND BEST
12 for 16c ; Z-i—'&iC ; 50-40C:, 100—Too.
Sample Band Mailed (or Zo Stamp.

Frank Myers, Mfr. Bo>69, Freeport, III.

OTS GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA. .

>^^
..

—

^

BEESWAX
WANTED

\117E are always in the market for bees-
^^ wax, and will pay the best market

price. We used kst year in the manufac-

ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for

safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same

time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 28 cents per

pound cash, or 30 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of

one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
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FIVE HUNDRED

Queens
Our Queens were
never better than

they are now. . . .

We have queens of every grade bred
in our yards here, that we can send
out by return mail.

We Guarantee our queens to be equal
to any stock bred, and better than
the average.

You Can't Expect to geit large crops of

honey if you have inferior stock in

your yards.

It Doesn't Pay to leave old and com-
mon queens in the hives.

Requeen Now. We can furnish the
best stock at this season of the year
at such reasonable prices no one need
hesitate to get the queens he needs.

The First Cost is really a secondary
consideration now.

Quality is the first consideration, and
we know you can not be better
pleased than to send your order to

us. We guarantee safe arrival any-
where in the United States.

Our Prices: Untested, $1.00; select un-
tested, $1.25; tested, $2.00; select

tested, $3.00 ; breeders, $3.50; select
breeders, $7.50 ; extra select breed-
ers, $10.00.

Quantity Orders. We take special care
of orders for queens in lots of fifty or
more. Give plain mailing instruc-
tions, telling whether you want them
all one day or at intervals, and we
will get them to you just when you
want them. We make special prices
in quantity lots.

Write Us Today and get some of the
best queens obtainable at reasonable
rates, and be sure of getting a large
honey crop. Our bees will gather
honey if there is any to be had.

The A. I. Root Co.
Medina, Ohio

Queens of

Moore's Strain of Italians
Produce workers that fill the supers, and are not in-
clined to swarm. They have won a world-wide repu-
tation for honey-gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-keepers' Re-

view, Flint, Mich., says, "As workers, I have never seen
them equaled. They seem possessed of a steady, quiet
determination that enables them to lay up surplus
ahead of others. Easier bees to handle I have never
seen." My queens are all bred from my best long-
tongued three-banded red-clover stock (no other race
bred in my apiaries), and the cells are built in strong
colonies well supplied with young bees.
Reduced prices: Untested queens, 75 cts. each; six,

$4.00; dozen, $7.50. Select untested, $1.00 each; six,
$5.00; dozen, $9.00.

I am now sending queens by return mail.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Descriptive

circular free. Address
J. P. Moore, queen-breeder, Rt.l,Morgan,Ky.

If You Need a Nice Yellow Italian Queen
at once, send to C. J. Fajen, Blackburn,
Mo. Untested, only 65c; tested, $1.25;

3-fr. nuclei with fine queen, 12.75; full

colonies in 8-fr. hive, $5.50 with queen.

Golden and Red-cBover
Italian Queens

My queens are large and prolific. Their workers are
hardy and good honey-gatherers. Give them a trial.

Untested, one, 81.00; six, $5.00. Select untested, one,
$1.25; six, $6.50. Select tested, $2.00 each. All orders
filled in rotation.

No nuclei or colonies for sale this season.
WM. A. SHUFF, 4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

SPcUlAL PRICES tor October and No
vember on Italian queens and bees. Fine
yellow golden, and three-banded queens
by return mail. Virj^'ins. 25 cts. ; untest-
ed, 65 cts., or 86.00 a dozen ; tested. 95 cts.

;

and if these queens are not as good as
any queen you ever had for $1.60 or «2.00.
return them and get your money. If you
try one of my queens you wll want
more. I have 101) stands of Italian bees,
more than I can attend to, with tested
Italian queens In Dovetail hives, which 1

will sell at reduced price as long as they
last at 84.75; 3 frame nuclei, with queeii,
$2.75. Directions go with queen.

J. L. FAJEN, ALMA, MO.

W.H.LAWS has sold more queens in 1909
than any previous season.

The reason is obvious ; the people know where to get
good queens and the right kind of service. In this
latitude I can mail queens nearly every month in the
year. If you need queens, send right along. I can
takf> oare of your orders whether it be one or one hun-
dred. Single queen, $1.00; six for 85.00. Breeders,
none better, each $5.00.

W. H. LAWS, Beevlllo, Bee County, Texas.

QUEENS
of the Robey strain of 3-banded Italians during 1909.

Warranted queens the remainder of the season, 60 cts.

each in any quantity. Satisfaction, or money refund-
ed. L H, ROBEY. Worthington,W.Va.
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Queens by Return Mail.
We have a good stock of nice young laying queens ready to mail upon I'eceipt of

order, and would be pleased to supply your wants. Our queens are noted for their

prolificness and honey-gathering qualities, beinw bred from the best honey-gatherers
obtainable, and mated with SELECTED DRONES.

PRICES. 1 6 12

Untested $.75 $4.25 $8.00

Warranted 1.00 5.00 9.00

Tested 1.50

Select Tested 2.50

If you wish select untested or select warranted queens, add 25c each, $1.00 for six,

or $2.00 for 12, to the list price. All cash orders booked and filled in rotation. Price

list upon application. »

W. W. GARY & SON, Lyonsville, Massachusetts.

DOLL
SHIPPING
GASES

ARE VERY WELL MADE
Of fine white basswood with one-piece cover and
bottom. Can furnish with either corrugrated
paper or "no-drip sticks."

DOLL SHIPPING GASE!s

Are made for any number or size of sections
with either 2 or 3 inch glass front. WE HAVE
LARGE STOCK ON HAND which means prompt
shipment, and our prices^are lowest.

HONEY PAGKAGES IN TIN

For shipping or storing extracted honey pre-
vent leakage, and taint from wood; being square
they are extra strong, and economize space.

1-gaIlon cans, 10 in a box.
.Vgallon cans, 1 or 2 in a box.

SEND FOR 1909 ESTIMATE

MINNESOTA BEE SUPPLY GO.

123 Nicollet Island,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the

profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as

the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right

price.
In every way

—

location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve

you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the

best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special

prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

HOW TO SAVE 50c on $2.00
Beginning Jan. 1, 1910, the subscription price of the American Bee Journal will be $1

a year. But all who pay for the years 1910 and 1911 before Jan. 1, 1910, can have the

Bcc Journal at 75 cents a year—the present price—thus saving 50 cents. Or, if you
wish to save 25 cents, send us 75 cents for 1910 before next Jan. 1st. To new sub-

scribers for 1910 we will throw in the rest of this year's (1909) copies free. So the

sooner you subscribe the more you will get if you are a new subscriber

Next year will be Xhe American Bee Journal's fiftieth anniversary. You should
have it. Dr. C. C. Miller is now its Associate Editor. Send for free sample copy if

not acquainted with it. You surely will want it regularly after seeing it. Address

American Bee Journal, 146 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ills.
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SUPERIOR QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL
QUEENS from the famous Red Clover stock, originated by me. Handsome three-

banded Italians. If there is honey to be had they will gather it. Something
better than the ordinary, at the same price you would pay for common stock. No
poor or indifferent queens are sent out at any price. I have devoted myself to queen-
rearing for so long, that I know every requirement of the business, and you may be
sure that my stock is the best in every particular. My bees are gentle as well as-

handsome. Queens sent out now will begin to lay immediately, and will stock up
your hives with vigorous young bees for winter. Now is the time to buy and have
something extra fine to begin next season. My bees are exceptionally hardy, and
will winter well if given oi'dinary attention. Untested, $1; select untested, $1.25.

While present stock lasts will make the following discounts for quantities : 5 per
cent for 6, 10 per cent for 12, 20 per cent for 24, 25 per cent for 50.

A FEW COMMENTs'fROM CUSTOMERS:
Friend Wardell:—1h& queen re-

ceived. She is a beauty; her es-

corts all living, and fine as silk.

Fraternally yours,
F. DANZENBAKER.

Noriolk, Va., April 14, 1909.

Mr. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville,
Ohio.

Dear Sir:—I have been wanting
to tell you something- for some
time. You remember I got a queen
bee of you late last fall. Well,
when I got her she had not much
chance to show her blood; but I

tell you, sir, that she is a dandy,
and I would not take any money
for her. I placed her in a ten-
frame hive, and she was the first

one to show up; the prettiest little

vellow Italians vou ever saw.
Box 222. Yours truly,

Jacob Heck.
Gnadenhutten, O., June, 1909.

550 W. Walnut St., Lancaster, Pa.

Mr. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville,
Ohio.

Dear S/r;—Enclosed you will

find Si. 50 in P. 0. money order,
for which send me at your earliest
convenience a select untested
queen. I received a queen from
you last year and am well pleased
with her. I like their gentle na-
ture. Should this one be her
equal I will have nothing but the
Wardell brand.

Very respectfully,
J H Seitz

Prof. Math. Boys' High School,
Lancaster, Pa.
May 25, 1909.

Send now and get some of this fine stock before
It is too late. You can't help being pleased with it

F. J. WARDELL, Uhrichsville, Ohio

A Fifty-Cent Bee-Book, Bound in Cloth, and
Gleanings for one Year, for $1.25.

WE have made special arrangements with the publishers of the Farm
Journal by which we are able to supply our customers with a

very neat, cloth-bound, beautifully printed, and illustrated in half-

tone, copy of the Biggie bee-book. It is only 5>2x4 in., by r<^ in. thick

—

just right to carry in the pocket. We have carefully gone over this little

work, and consider it orthodox in its teachings throughout. It is just the

thing for the busy man who would like to get a bird's-eye view of bee-

keeping, and who has not the time to read the more comprehensive works.
The book is, in fact, bee-keeping in a nutshell, boiled down, containing

only the best practices known to the profession.

IT IS A LITTLE GEM
Beginners especially will find it very helpful; and as a companion to our
more comprehensive work, the ABC and X Y Z of Bee Culture, nothing
could be better. A reading of the little book will give one a brief and
comprehensive idea of the business as a whole. The larger work will

give the details.

We will include the ABC and the Biggie book both at $1.75. The regular list

price of the two is S2.00.

Or we will include Gleanings, ABC, and the Biggie book for $2.50.

The A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio

—

?
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will be Inserted In these elassllled columns

lit 2r> cents per line. Advertisements Intended for tliis

department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed live lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement In the elasslHed columns or we will not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, "J^c. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho,

For Sale.—Choice well-ripened alfalfa honey in
new cans, $10 per case. A. S. Parson, Rocky Ford, Col.

For Sale.—Fine quality of well-ripened raspberry-
milkweed honey, in new 60-lb. cans i2 in box) at 8 cts.

f. o. b. here. P. VV. SOWINSKL Bellaire, Mich.

For Sale.—Light-amber and buckwheat extracted
honey in new 60-lb. cans.

A. E. Woodward & Son. Voorheesville, N. Y.

Wanted.—Choice clover and basswood extracted
honey, 75^ cts., f. o. b. West Bend, Wis.

H. C. Ahlers. Rt. 1, West Bend, Wis.

For Sale.—Clover, basswood, and buckwheat comb
and extracted honey; well refined. Write for par-
ticulars. E. L. Lane, Trumansburg, N. Y.

For Sale.—Well-ripened white-sweet-clover honey,
mixed; light-amber color, new cans, 7 cts.

J. Roorda. 50 W. 108th Place, Roseland, Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—Choice ripe honey, delicious flavor, light
golden color, clear as crystal; Hi to 8 cents. Sample 6
cents, deducted from order. F. B. Cavanagh,

Hebron, Ind.

For Sale,—Fancy extracted alfalfa honey, thorough-
ly ripened, rich and thick. If you want honey that
will " taste like more," try a 60-lb. can for $5.50.

A. A. Lyons, Rt. 3, Fort Collins, Col.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. JAMES McNeill. Hudson, N. Y.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers' Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry, E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave.. Detroit, Mich,

For Sale.—Extracted honey, tupelo, Sl-i cts. per lb.;

light amber, 8V1 ; sage, 9; all in 120-lb. cases; quanti-
ties less; samples, 10 cents. I. J. Stringham,

105 Park Place, New York City.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, clover, basswood, and
buckwheat, in 60-lb. cans and 225-lb. kegs; and comb
honey and beeswax. Prices on application.

W. L. COGGSHALL, Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Fancy extracted alfalfa and basswood
honey, $5.50 per 60-lb. can; $10.75 per case of two 60-lb.

cans; $10.00 per case in quantities of 10 cases or more.
ROB'T A. HOLEKAMP & SON,

4263 Virginia Ave., SL Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—Raspberry honey, new crop, left on the
hives until thoroughly ripened, thick, rich, delicious,
has raspberry flavor, stored in bright, new. round,
jacketed 60-pound tin cans, with flat cover and wire
bail. Ten cents a pound—86.00 for a can. Sample ten
cents. W. Z. Hutchinson. Flint. Mich.

For Sale.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new 60-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at 9 cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
954 cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can. F. 0. B. Flint; cash
with order.

LEONARD S. Griggs. 711 Avon St., Flint, Mich.

For Sale.—Our crop of clover comb honey in 4x5
plain sections; also extracted of the following kinds:
Clover, raspberry, basswood, and buckwhe.it. Not a
pound of the above honey was extracted until after the
close of the honey-flow. The fact is, there is none
better on the market. State which kind you prefer,
and the amount you can use, and we will quote you
our lowest cash price and mail you a liberal sample.
Remember we are specialists, and understand thor-
oughly the production of extracted honey.

E. D. TOWNSEND & Sons. Remus. Mich.

For Sale.—The finest honey produced in my forty-
five years as a bee-keeper. All honey left with the
bees until after the close of the honey season; ripe,
clear, and of exquisite flavor. The above is from our
bee-yards in Noithern Michigan ; can also supply fine
amber fall honey, just now taken off the hives at our
home yard. State kind and amount wanted, and we
will quote prices. Samples free.

O. H. TOWNSEND & Son. Otsego. Mich.
Extract from a letter from good judges:
Mr. (). II. Tiuciixi-iid.—We are In receipt of your favor of the

17th. and the sample of honey. We believe it would be Impos-
sible for the bees to gather Hdct honey than the sample sub-
mitted. We regret to say that we have already bought all the
h<)ne.v' we care to at the present time. Thanking you tor the
olfer and the privilege of tasting such tine lioney, we remain

Very truly yours.
Mlddlebury. Vt.. Sept. 20. .J. K. Crane iV: Son.

All honey from our Northern Michigan yards is like
the sample referred to above. Try some and note the
smile of satisfaction it will produce.

Honey and Wax Wanted
Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.

State price, kind, and quantity.
R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Five hundred cases fancy white-clover
New-York State comb honey; 24 to case.

M. H. Tweed & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wanted.—White honey. State kind, how put up,
and lowest cash price. Chas. Koeppen.

1508 Main St.. Fredericksburg. Va.

Wanted.—Fancy comb and gilt-edged clover ex-
tracted honey. Can furnish shipping-cases and cans
cheap in part payment if desired.

B. Walker. Clyde. 111.

Wanted.—To buy for cash, a quantity of extracted
honey. State price, kind, and quantity. Interested in
car of alfalfa.

A. G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Wanted.—To buy a farm of about 40 acres near
some good town in Southeast Nebraska, Northeast
Kansas, or Northwest Missouri. Give price and par-
ticulars in first letter.

S. F. Hanson. Cowles. Webster Co.. Neb.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—To buy a carload of bees.
F. B. Cavanagh. Hebron, Ind.

Wanted.—Cigar-box planer and bee-hive machine

-

IT; G. Routzahn. Biglerville. Pa.

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. OREL L. Hershiser.

301 Huntington Ave.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Real Estate

For Sale.—A farm of 31 acres near Schenectady, N.
Y., with or without apiary; good buildings; excellent
land; fine bearing orchard. A. E. WOODWARD.

Rt. 2. Voorheesvi le. N. Y.

For Sale.—Fine country place at a sacrifice; 65 col-
onies of bees with good equipment ; splendid bee-
range; fine poultry equipment; good roads; close to a
good town. If you are looking for a snap, inquire of

E. C. FOUTZ & Bro.. West Alexandria, Ohio.

For Sale.—Real estate. Two lots on Tonawanda
St.; eight-room house; large poultry-house; house-
apiary for 32 colonies; one block from Niagara Street
cars; good location ; unlimited house trade ; $1500
down; balance in mortgage. J. J. Tilley,

98 Baxter St., Buffalo, N. Y .

For Sale.—82 acres in the best cultivation, and
fruit, two miles from Caldwell. I will sell the same in

ten-acre tracts on easy terms; splendid for poultry and
bees. Also one nine-room house and large barn and
block half a mile from posioffice. For particulars ad-
dress Otto Geise, Caldwell. Idaho.
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Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Italian queens; untested, 50 cts.; select,

75 cts.; tested, $1.00. Robt. B. Spicer. Wharton, N. J.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMURRAY, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—I offer 125 colonies of bees at $3.50 per
colony if all are taken ; in good condition for winter

;

never had foul brood. C. H. Dibbern, Milan, 111.

For Sale.—An apiary of 80 colonies fully equipped
for comb and extracted honey.

John Hendricks, Rt. 12, Mt. Vernon, Ind.

For Sale.—Bees, 13 colonies, in new Langstroth
hives, cheap. For particulars address

Dr. E. Boynton, Millersville, Lancaster Co., Pa.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—100 colonies of bees; also empty hives,

supers, and all fixtures for running a first-class apiary.
W. P. Turner, Peoria Heights, 111.

For Sale.—32 colonies bees, 170 supers, 1 tank, and
a four-frame extractor, all for $160 if taken at once.

M. A. Jones, Atwater, 111.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street. Ogden. Utah.

For Sale.—30 colonies of Italian bees in eight-frame
sectional hives with sufficient stores for wintt-r; 53 su-
pers, and equipment for comb honey. Price $120.

Fred Schrater, Langdon, Mo.

For Sale.—31 colonies Italian bees in modern hives;

plenty of stores, and in fine shape, at New Glams, Wis-
consin—a fine clover district; $100; must sell. Address

Beeman, 301 North Lake St., Madison, Wis.

Missouri-bred Italian queens by return mail. Select
untested, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00; br<reders, $3.00; virgins,
40 cts.; dozen lots 20 per cent discount.

L. E. Altwein, St. Joseph, Mo.

For Sale.—175 swarms of bees at a bargain if taken
soon; 8 and 10 frame 2-story hives with Hoffman
frames, built from wired foundation. If interested
call on or write. W. H. RAILS, Orange, California.

For Sale.—75 colonies bees in Danzenbaker hives
among the orange-groves of Southern California, 27

miles east of Los Angeles, on electric line. Orange-
blossom honey surest crop, and fine quality; whole
outfit for comb and extracted honey. Sickness com-
pels sale. M. H. Phillips, Glendora, Cal.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six. $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nat, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

Pet Stock.

For Sale.—I have for sale a few high-class Scotch
Collie puppies, both sexes, by the noted Madison
Square Garden winner Parbold Provost. Males, $25.00

and $20.00; females, $20.00 and $15.00. Also the follow-
ing rare bargains:
Craigmore Hope, a beautiful sable and white dog, fit

to win at small shows, or to head a small kennel.
Lowest price $35.00.

Craigmore Cashgirl, rich golden sable and white ;

full white collar and blaze; can win a little; breeding
unsurpassed, and a beauty in good condition and coat.
Price $35.00.

Craigmore Beauty, imported; has won and can win;
rich sable; full wnite collar and frill. Price $45.00.

I have also some good black and chocolate " Poms."
Send for full particulars and copies of pedigree of

any or all. They are offered at half price.
William C. Hunter, Chambersburg, Pa.

For Sale

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. Copley, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—Brand-new No. 5 Oliver typewriter for
sale cheap. G. S. Eberly, Akron. Pa.

For Sale.—New unhulled white-sweet-clover seed,
15 cts. per lb.; postage. 8 cts. per lb. extra.

Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—a full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For SALE.—Unhulled sweet-clover seed, just gath-
ered; 8 cts. per lb. f. o. b. cars here; small lots, less
than 4 lbs., by mail, 12 cts. per lb., postpaid.

Wm. Craig, P. M., Luce, Mich.

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale.—Chicks, 8 cents each; eggs, $4.00 per 100;

shipped anywhere. Culver Poultry Farm,
4086 Main St, Benson, Neb.

For Sale.—Thoroughbred White Plymouth Rocks
and While Wvandottes ; beautiful birds; satisfaction
guaranteed. WM. H. Robinson,

Route 7, Lafayette, Ind.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—A hustling helper in the bee and honey
business—preferably one who has cash to invest in se-
curing an interest in one that is established and prof-
itable. B. Walker, Clyde (Chicago suburb). 111.

Situation Wanted

Wanted.—By an apiarist with experience in tropi-

cal apiculture a situation in Cuba or Florida.
F. G. Denzinger, Clean, N. Y.

Wanted.—Situation by man 28 years of age; fully

acquainted with bee-keeping; also handy with carpen-
ter tools, and willing to do general farming. Address

F 822, Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Bee-keepers' Directory

For Sale.—Bees, queens, and honey. Write to
A. H. Kanagy, Kishacoquillas, Pa.

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car
lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. COOK, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. See my other
adv't in this issue. Wm. A. Shuff,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia.
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Italian queenti from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates. 3 Chapman St.. Hartford. Conn.

For Sale. — Hi^h-frrade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One, 75cts.; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co.. North Yakima. Wash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for
business—June 1 to Nov. 15. untested queens. 60 cts.;

.select. 75 cts.; tested, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-
isfaction guaranteed. H. C. Clemons. Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in
April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a
breeder. For sale, several tons of fall honey.

QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER, Bellevue, 0.

Honey Markets continued from page 2.

St. Louis.—This market at the present time is al-

most entirely bare of comb as well as of extracted
honey. Prices have materially advanced, and we
quote as follows : Fancy white comb honey, 15 to 16 ;

choice amber. 13 to 14; dark or granulated is not in de-
mand, and nominal at 7 to 9. Broken or leaking hon-
ey sells at much less. Amber extracted honey in five-

gallon cans sells at 654 to 7; in barrels, 6. Beeswax.
28J4 to 29 for choice pure; all impure and inferior, less.

Sept. 21. R. Hartmann Produce Co.

Chicago.—Were it not for the fact that fruits of all

kinds are arriving on this market very freely, the de-
mand for comb honey would be considerably stronger.
However, after the first of the month we look for a
decided improvement in the honey situation on both
comb and extracted; and it is certainly to bee-keepers'
interests if they have any honey to let it come forward
during the next 30 or 60 days. These are the best
months to make disposition of honey. Quote our mar-
ket to-day as follows: Strictly fancy white comb hon-
ey, 16 to 17; No. 1 white. 15; No. 2 white and light am-
ber. 13 to 14; medium amber. 10 to 12. White clover
extracted. 7^2 to 8; light amber. 7; medium amber, 5 to
7. Bright pure beeswax, 30 to 32.

Sept. 21. S. T. Fish & Co.

into a new and untried land and climate until you have
first been there yourself. That is the advice of your
old friend A. I. Root. Address J. W. White, Seaboard
Air Line Railway, Portsmouth, Va.

Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

HONEY IN DANZENBAKER SECTIONS.
We are especially desirous to secure as much comb

honey as possible in 4x5 sections or in shallow frames.
It must be choice white comb honey, without mixture
of honey-dew. If any of our readers have or know of
such honey to be had we should be pleased to hear
from them, stating quantity, and price asked.

ADVANCED PRICES.
In our last issue we gave a brief announcement of an

advance in price of hives, frames, sections, and other
wooden goods. In connection with this notice there
appeared a partial list of revised prices as they will

appear in our new catalog. We now have a sheet
comprising all the new prices, which we shall be glad
to mail to anybody interested. One of these sheets ac-

companies all catalogs which we are mailing until the
new edition, incorporating the new prices, is ready.
The early-order discount, which applies to the re-

vised pricfs where a change has been made, is 6 per
cent for cash orders during the month of October.

Special Notices by A. I. Root.

FLORIDA—LOW EXCURSION RATES; ONLY $25.00 FOR THE
ROUND TRIP FROM CINCINNATI TO .MANATEE CO.

AND OTHER POINTS.
We are just informed that the Seaboard Air Line R'y

Co. makes a special excursion rate, Oct. 5 and 19, Nov.
2 and 16. and Dec. 7 and 21. And let me repeat, before
you invest in any of the real-estate schemes now being
so extravagantly advertised, invest $25.00 in money
and 25 days in time, and go and look up things your-
self. Do not put a copper into any thing of this sort,

no matter what inducements may be held up before
you, until you have made a trip and seen the place
with your own eyes. Then if you choose to invest, go
ahead. But do not take your family and possessions

THE NEW POULTRY BOOK, THE DOLLAR HEN.
The more I read this new book the more I value it.

If you will read the extracts I have given on page 618,

and also the advertisement on the cover, you will get
a pretty good idea of its general tenor. The great point
is, it comes from a man who was in the employ of the
Department of Agriculture. His opinions are not only
unbiased, but he does not seem to care very much
whom he hits, in advising the boys and girls and men
and women who are thinking of taking up poultry cul-

ture. I bought 100 copies to start with, and a third of

them are already sold. Please notice reduced price to

readers of Gleanings, which will be sent one year, and
the book, for $1.50. If you have already paid for Glean-
ings for a year or more, the book will be sent postpaid
for an even 75 cents.

" HOW TO keep well AND LIVE LONG."
The above is the title of T. B. Terry's new book that

is now in the hands of the printers, and which is ex-
pected to be sent out Dec. 25. The Practical Farmer of

Philadelphia, Pa., contains the author's introductory to

the book. When I first read it I began to plan for clip-

pings to put in Gleanings; then when I turned over to

Terry's regular article in the same issue I found so
many more good things that it seemed ought to go in

Gleanings I finally decided to tell our readers to send
a postal card at once, asking for a sample copy of the
Practical Farmer for Sept. 25. If the publishers will

not let you have it free of charge, tell them I said they
should charge it up to their old friend (or their long-
time friend), A. I. Root. Terry, as you know, is com-
paratively a neighbor and special friend of mine, and
therefore my opinion may be somewhat biased; but I

can not help thinking that just now he has made the

best contribution to the science of right living that has
ever been given to poor sick and suffering humanity.
He may make some mistakes, it is true; and we must
always remember that teachings that are just right for

one person may not be exactly right for another; but
taking it all in all, T. B. Terry has helped more people
to climb up to health and happiness than any other
one man I know of. Let me say again, however, that

the above is simply my opinion; but the crowds of

people who are now indorsing him, and saying he is

exactly right about fresh air, pure water, and a simple
diet, I think bears out my statement.

THE WONDERBERRY; SWEET CLOVER, ETC.
I have just returned from a visit to our Ohio Experi-

ment Station. They have a nice row of plants of the
wonderberry, loaded with fruit; but the statement that

the fruit is ever fit to eat raw, no matter how well it is

ripened on the bushes, is ridiculous. It is about the
meanest-tasting thing I ever got hold of. But it does
make very good pies. One of the professors remark-
ed, however, that it needs vinegar or some other acid

to make it sour enough, and then sufficient sugar to

make it sweet enough. Then I remarked that " a whole
lot of things" would make good pies if we would do
that way. Last season they attempted to grow it; but
the flea beetle attacked it so fiercely from first«to last

that they did not have any fruit. This year they suc-
ceeded, with a good deal of pains, in keeping off the

beetle. But Prof. Thome suggested that we should be
a litlle careful about bringing in a plant on the ground,
that seems, like this one, to invite the flea beetle, and
encourage it to multiply at such a rate as to get it on
to the potatoes and other stuff in the garden. And this

was the first time that I ever caught on to the fact that

some new plants may introduce and develop special

insect pests. By the way, I have just discovered the

following in our last Rural New- Yorker:
The nonh-pole topic Is about the wonrterof the universe just

now: next to It come the fly'nij-machlnts. and last, but not
least. Is the wonderberry. and I ihlnk the whole thing Is v:o\ag
to be a (;ood last nfr rebuke to seedsmen who drat; out old
things under new names with a Hxed-up wonderful story.

I>on't you think so? And, by the wav, why do not our experi-
ment stations come out In the open and make thems>-lves
beard! A. I. Root.

On page 619, there is a suggestion that sweet clover
will stand a very heavy dressing of lime, in fact, Prof.

Thorne says that on their soil at Wooster, O., they can
not get a rank growth of sweet clover without lime;

and he says that their experiments seem to indicate
that it is almost impossible to put on too much lime for

this clover. He also adds that there is no clover known
of so much value in bringing up poor soils and prepar-
ing them for alfalfa and other clovers as sweet clover.

What do you think of that as a report from one of the
best experiment stations in the United States?
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH

BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES ON

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's wax, or let us send you our prices

for working your beeswax into

DADANT'S FOUNDATION

We can use almost an unlimited quantity of beeswax, and

we are buying all the time.

During the season of 1909 we handled over 150,000

pounds of beeswax.

If your honey supply is short we can supply you with

white or amber honey. Send for prices at once.

Dadant & Sons, Hami liraois

BEE-KEEPERS OF THE SOUTH
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FOR

QUICK DELIVERY
and LOW FREIGHT send vour

orders for BEE-SUPPLIES to . .

THE A. I. ROOT CO., 221-229 Institute Place

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
We are now fully moved, located, and well stocked with a FULL LINE

of supplies. We have the best shipping facilities, and with plenty of help

we promise to get goods to you promptly. There are only two reasons

whywe might fail; viz., the neglect of some transportation company to give

its usual good service, and our inability to turn out stock fast enough to

care for your orders. We are promised a large carload from our factory

every TEN days, so you see we expect to take good care of your orders.

If you haven't our new catalog let us send you one.

Remember our new location, four blocks north of our former place.

The A. I. Root Co., Chicago, IlUnois
221-229 Institute Place R. W. Boyden, Resident Manager. Jeffrey Building

Take Elevator to Sixth Kloor. Telephone 1484 Nonh.
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a formal note or a social letter, you are often forced to

J choose between a printed business letterhead, ladies' sta-

—
-.^f^i^

.y

tionery, or some of the soft, flimsy paper so often offered

men. Ask your dealer for "the stationery of a gentleman,"

a paper meeting every social requirement, and
distinctly for men. Keep a box in your rooms
and one at the office.

Sample on Request

HAMPSHIRE PAPER COMPANY
The Only Paper Maters in the IVarld
Mating Bond Paper Exclusively

South Hadley Falls, Mass.

Are You a Fruit-grower?
If you are, it will pay you to investigate Michigan. The fruit orchards
of this State have made the growlers independent in the past few years.

The Cherry Crop Alone

—

Brought more than a MILLION DOLLARS to the growers this season,
and there was a demand for ten times more than was produced.
Cherries yield fabulous crops in the great MICHIGAN FRUIT BELT.

We Have the Peaches too.
The peach orchards of Michigan will bring more millions into the State,

for the 1909 crop is more than good, it is splendid.

General Farming Pays

—

In Michigan. It is not all fruit; the potato crop this season will be the
best in years, and last year's crop put Michigan second in the list of all

the States. Hay, oats, corn, rye, wheat, barley, red clover, and

White Beans Beat the World—
in .Micliitz-an. \'ou can get wild land that will grow any of these crops
at from %h to $1.t and §20 per acre NOW. Next year you will pay more.
It's worth more. Take advantage of the

Home-seeker Excursions—
Via the Pere Manjuette this Fall, and see these things for yourself.

Illustrated booklet sent on request to either

W. C. TOUSEY. D. p. A.,

428 Madi.son St..

Tnlcflo, Ohio.
H. F. MOELLER. G

Detroit, Mich.

VV. E. WOLFENDEN. G. W. P
P. A., 206 South Clark St..

("hicatro, Ills.

A..



The Building Roofed With
4rRuberoid Did Not Burns„«^

In Netcong, N. J., a livery stable roofed with Ruberoid stood within

ten feet of a factory which burned to the ground. Behind and alongside

this roof of Ruberoid, were shingle roofs which ignited. The Ruberoid
roof was literally covered with blazing fragments. But it did not burn.

We do not claim that Ri;beroid is fireproof.

If the house burns from wiihin, the roof will

l)e destroyed whether it be of Ruberoid, of

slate, or even of iron.

But a roof of Ruberoid is as safe from fire

fro)>t without as any roof can be. You can
safely throw burning coals on a Ruberoid roof.

The coals will not set fire to the Ruberoid, nor
to the timbers underneath.
Yet its fire-resisting qualities are of minor

importance, when you consider the otlier

superiorities of Ruberoid.
h'or here is a roofing which is sun proof,

snow proof, rain proof. It withstands aciii-^,

gases and funics. It is so flexible that it stands
the strains of contraction and expansion which
cause ordinary roofs to leak.

Only One Ruberoid
Since Ruberoid was invented, nearly twenty

years ago, there have been
many substitutes— more
than 300.

Many of these siabsti-

tutes have names which
sound \i\^ft Ruljeroid. And
xmtil they are laid and
tested, they look like
Ruberoid. But do not let

these facts deceive you.
The secret of the

wonderful properties of

RUBEROID
(TKADKMAKK KKUISTEBED)

Be sure to look for this registered trademark •which
is stamped every four feet on the utidcr side of all

£:enuine Ruberoid. This is your protection apraiust
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Ruberoid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in atown. We w'll tell you the name of >-our
Ruberoid dealer when 30U scud for i".:r free book.

Ruberoid lies in the Ruberoid gum which we
use. No other maker can use this gum. No
other roofing can possibly be so good as Ru-
beroid.

Ruberoid roofing can be laid by anyone.
Once on, it is practically a one-piece roof. 1 1 also

comes in attractive colors— red, green, brown
— suitable for the finest homes.
These color roofings are made under our ex-

clusively owned United States and foreign pat-

ents. The colors can never wear off nor fade,

because they are a part of the roofing.

C"t This Free Book
Before you decide on any roofing for atiy pur-

pose, get our free book which tells about all

kinds of roofing—the results of twenty years of

roofing tests.

It tells the advantages and disadvantages of

shingles, tin, t<ir, iron, "prepared" and other
roofings—it is frank, fair,

comprehensive.
This book is really agold

mine of roofing informa-
tion and the reason we
send it free is because it

tells all about Ruberoid.
To get this book, ad-

dress Department 34HThe
Standard Paint Company,
100 William Street, New
York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
New York. Chicago, Kansas City, Boston. Philadelphia, Atlanta, Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London. Paris, Hamburg
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A Great Magazine
Offer to Our Readers!

Through a special

arrangement just ef-

fected with the pub-
lishers, Gleanings In

Bee Culture is en-

abled to make its

Readers the follow-

ing unprecedented
yearly subscription

offer, for a short

time only:

Regular Price>

$1.00GLEANINGS
Cosmopolitan $1.00

Success Magazine $1.00

Total Value .... $3.00

HE FIGHT ON CANNONISM ':..'"'

SUCCESS
MAGAZINE

MAY ,,.iL ^<-p.
1909 ^^^k ^T^

.-• :iifa^^-j^! •'':->;..

,•5;,, -^:.^"-;^;^\ ',

;;^^-i 1 %vMt

Our Price Only

$2.00
For All Three

Many of the most popular magazines are raising their prices this year, but we have
secured the co-operation of these well-known publications on such advantageous
terms as to permit of this great clubbing offer, ^o such bargain in a similar group
has been offered for years, and it is an opportunity that will not come soon again.
If your subscription to Gleanings has not yet expired, you may still take advantage
of this offer by having it extended now for a year from the date of its expiration.

(COSMOPOLITAN is the one great magazine of
^^ all the great national monthlies.

No matter how many magazines you take,
"Cosmopolitan" is the one you can not afford to
do without. Its subscribers of last year are sub-
scribers this year—with their friends. This,
after all, is the real test of a magazine's merit

—

that its readers tell their friends about it.

You can be sure that for the coming year one
feature in each issue will be of such universal
interest as to dominate the magazine world for
that month. "The best — no matter what it

costs," is the motto which makes "Cosmopol-
itan" resemble no other magazine but "Cosmo-
politan."

CUCCESS MAGAZINE prints the liveliest fic-
*^ tion and the frankest, strongest articles. It

gives all the significant news of the world each
month, splendidly reviewed and condensed for
quick, easy reading.

It is the magazine that clipped speaker Can-
non's wings ; that first exposed the indecent
stage; that ran the investment fakers into the
cyclone cellar ; that is stirring the church to
look our religious problems in the face; that, in
a word, reflects all the important, interesting
sides of American life.

It publishes every month a page of short, fun-
ny stories, verse, anecdotes, for which it pays
ten cents a word. It is bright, well-balanced,
and readable. It is unlike any other magazine.

Send Your Subscription Today to

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, MEDINA. O.
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Ten Flower
Postcards

fr^'^1^>

i^

(f>h.

This is the most'beautiful set

of souvenir post cards ever pro-

duced. Every card is a work
of art. They are fitly named
"Beauties of Friendship." The
set consists of ten cards, each
card bearing a different flower
and a different expression of

love and esteem. Each flower
is reproduced in its natural colors and in a most lifelike manner.
The gold background adds to the effect and causes the flowers to

stand out from the cards in a realistic manner. Each card bears
a different verse of sentiment suitable and appropriate for any time
or person. While the supply lasts we want every reader who sees
tliis offer to write us at once and we will mail them free a set of

these wonderfully attractive cards.

WHY THESE CARDS ARE FREE: The purpose of this advertise-
ment is not to sell you this set of post cards, but to g-et in touch with peoole
wlio buy and appreciate post cards. We have a special proposition to make
to all such people, and in order to find out who they are and where they are
\vc make this Special Offer : If you will fill out and mail the coupon below,
with three two-cent stamps to cover cost of clerical expense, postagru and
packing-, we will send you absolutely free this set of ten (10) " Beauties of
Friendship " post cards. Wo make no profit on this transaction, in fact we
lose money unless you see fit to do the small favor we shall ask of you when
we send you these cards, but as it will be somethinar which will benefit you,
we are willing: to run the risk of losing money on this off'er.

FREES SPECIAL FREE OFFER FOR PROMPTNESS
If you will answer this advertisement at once, we will in addition to

sending you the above ten "Beauties of Friendship" post cards, also
send you absolutely free and postpaid, a complete novelette entitled
" The Touch of the Finger—a Typewriter Mystery."

It Is a story you will sit up late to finish, it is so fascinating and interesting. It

is one o( the greatest stories ever written, and we defy anyone to solve the mystery
I.efore they reach the final chapters. Rememiier. we send vou this novelette abso-
lutely free as an inr.ntive lor you to ANSWER THIS ADVERTISEiWENT THE
MINI'TE YOU SEE IT.

This complete Novelette will be
sent absolutely free and poatpald
to every person answering the
advertisement promptly.

LEONARD DARBYSHIRE. Inc.,

Dept. G. B. C. ROCHESTER, N. Y.
ClrCNTI.KMKN :

Send me at once the ten beautiful colored post cards "Beauties of
Friendship" as advertised. Also, send me free, for my prompt-
ness in answering your ad., the novelette, entitled, " The Touch of
the Finger." Also send me full particulars of the special offer you
desire to make me. Enclosed find three two-cent stamps to cover
postage, clerical help and packing of above.

Name
Box, Street
or R. F. D. No.

Town

County State

LEONARD DARBYSHIRE, INC., Dept. G B.C., ROCHESTER, N. Y.,
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the avemge market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the repon in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
asual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

ag-? by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale booses are usu-
illy about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

Boston.—\\'e quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to
IT; No. 1 ditto, 15 to 16 ; fancy white extracted, 9 to 10 :

light amber, 7 to 8; amber, 6 to 7. Beeswjx, 32.

Oct. 6. Blake-Lee Co.

K.\NSAS City.—The receipts of comb honey are more
liberal; demand good. We quote No. 1 white comb, 24
sections, S3.10 to S3.25; No. 2 white and amber. $2.90 to
$3.00; extracted white, per lb., eh to 7. Heeswax, 25 to
30 cents.
Oct 6. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

INDL\XAP0US.—There is a good demand for best
grades of honey, with market fairly well supplied.
For fancy while comb honey producers are being paid
16 cents; for No. 1 white, U; finest extracted in 5-gal-
lon cans, 8. No demand for amber or off grades.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 28 to 30 cents.
Oct 2. Walter S. Pouder.

CixciNXATL-The market on comb honey is exceed-
ingly brisk. We have had four carloads, and sold the
same in quantities of from 100 to 200 cases at 14'2; re-
tail, 16. Extracted table honey is brisk—sage, Sh to 9;
amber in barrels, fair demand at 6 to 6^2. Beeswax is
slow at $33.00 per 100 lbs. The above are our selling
prices, not what we are paying.
Oct 6. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Schenectady —The demand is good. ' Our sales for
September were much larger than a year ago, espe-
cially in extracted honey. \\ e could have sold more
if producers had gotten their crop ready for shipment
in time. Buckwheat seems to be short in this State,
and sells as high as second quality clover. We quote
fancy white clover, 15 to 16; No. 1, 14 to 15; fair, 12 to
13; fancy buckwheat, 12 to 13; fair, 11 to 12; light ex-
tracted, 7=2 to 8?2; dark, 7 to 7J4.
Schenectady, Oct 1. Chas. MacCulloch.

New York.—We are having a good demand for all
grades of comb honey, and quote fancv white at 15:
No. 1, 14: No. 2, 12 to 13; dark, 12. Some exceptionally
fancy lots of white will bring more. Buckwheat comb
honey seems to be rather scarce, and fancy stock is
selli .g at 12 to 13; No. 2, 10 to 11. Extracted honey is
in fair demand, mostly California, which we quote,
water-white, 8h; white sage, 8; light amber, 7^4; am-
ber, 6>2 to 7; white clover and basswood, 8 to 854; buck-
wheat, 6 to 6=2. Beeswax is verj- quiet— 28 to 30, ac-
cording to qualitj'.
Oct 6. HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

CmCAGO.—Comb honey has been selling quite well
at 15 to 16 for No. 1 to fancy. Some lines of extra fan-
cy have brought 17 where they were practically per-
fect in every respect Off colors and grades range
from one to three cents less, ac'ording to flavor and
condition. White extracted honey ranges from 7 to 8;

amber, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 30.

Oct. 7. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Phil.\delphia.—There is now a heavy demand for
both comb and extracted honey. As the bulk of the
comb honey in our large cities is sold within the next
ninety days, we would urge all who have any honey
to sell to get it into the market as soon as possible.
Prices are Mrm. We quote fancy white comb, 16 to 18;

No. 1 white. 14 to 15; amber, 13 to 14; extracted white
honey in five-gallon cans, 9; amber, 6 to 7. Beeswax,
firm at 29 cents.
Oct 7. Wm. a. Selser.

Livfrpool.—The honey market is steady, with sales
of California at $10.56 and Haitian at $7.02 to $7.20 per
cwt. Values of other kinds are unchanged. Chilian.
$7.02 to $7.26 per cwt; Peruvian, $3.84 to $4.80; Califor-
nia, $9J2 to $9.84; Jamaican, $6.72 to $7.92; Haitian,
$6.72 to $7.68. Beeswax has a rather quiet market with
a slow demand. We quote African at $32.64 to $33.88
per cwt.; American, $33.88 to $37.48; West Indian, $32.64
to $36.30; Chilian, $33.88 to $41.14.

Sept 22. Taylor & Co.

Zanesville.—The present demand for honey is

about normal for this season of the year. The market
is somewhat better supplied than at the time of last
quotations. Producers would receive from the job-
bing trade for white comb 14 to 16 cents, according to
grade and quality. Better grades of comb sell to the
retail grocery trade at 16 to 175-2. Producers are offer-
ed 8^4 ets. for best white-clover or raspberry extract-
ed. For good clean beeswax I offer 28 cts. in cash or
30 in exchange for bee-supplies.
Oct 6. Edmund W. Peirce.

Cincinnati.—The demand for both comb and ex-
tracted honey is very good, with prices, however, not
as high as they should be. We are booking orders
now for our fourth car of comb honey, which will be
here in the next ten days, at 14H wholesale in lots of
50 to 150 cjses. We get from 16 to 17>2 from the store
by the single case. Amber extracted honey brings 6

to 7^2 by ihe barrel, and white-clover and sage honey,
choice, 9^2. We are paying 29 cents cash for beeswax
delivered here.
Oct 6. The Fred W. Muth Co.

St. Lons.—Our honey market is in good condition,
especially for the extracted grades, for which we have
a good demand. The supply of extracted honey is ex-
ceedingly small. There is enough comb honey in this
market to meet the demand. We quote fancy white
comb honey at 16 ; choice amber, 13 to 14 ; granulated
or dark, nominal at 7 to 9. Broken or leaking honey
sells at much less. White extracted Colorado, in five-
gallon cans, brings 9 to 10; amber, 7^2 in cans and 6^2

in barrels. Beeswax, choice pure, brings 29; inferior
grades, less.

Oct. 8. R. Hartmann Produce Co.

DELICIOUS HONEY. '
.

'
.

Our second car of Sage Honey has arrived. The first sold like

cakes" in crates of two 60-pound cans at 9>^c per pound.
Sample, lOc. Truly if you ever ate fine honey

you will say this is par excellence.

hot-

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut Street

"The Busy Bee-men"
Cincinnati, Ohio
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are ah^ays in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,

205 La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St . 82 84 Murray St.

NEW YORK

—: :_; ._^j~.
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TWO LETTERS
One of the most difficult tasks of my life

is that of advertising the Review and Ad-
vanced Bee Culture— the praising of my o\vn
work. Sometimes I feel like employing
some one else to write my advertising. The
next best thing is that of publishing the opin-
ion of others, so I'm going to give a part of
two letters on the subject. The first is from
a brother of Harry Hill (once editor of the
American Bee-keeper), and reads as follows:

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1907.

Friend Hutchinson:—After being associated for near-
ly two years with the publication of the American Bee-
keeper, and having ample opportunity to see, read, and
know the different apicultural journals, 1 can truthful-
ly say that, if the Review sold for $1.00, and all the oth-
er journals clubbed together for the same money, the
Review would be my choice.
Nearly every issue of the Review contains a single

paragraph, the following of which is worth many
times the price of the paper for a whole year.

It may be wrong of me to tell of it; nevertheless, it is

a fact that I look for the coming of the Review with al-

most the same interest and expectation that a lover
looks for a letter from his sweetheart.
The gentleness and smoothness of its English, and

the promptness with which its editor acknowledges
his mistakes are highly acceptable.

Sincerely yours,
F. G. Hill.

The other letter is from a friend in New
Jersey, and has reference to Advanced Bee
Culture. Here is what he says:

East Orange, N. J., April 7, 1908.

My dear Mr. Hutchinson.—Your Advanced Bee Culture
and back numbers of the Review came last evening,
and I at once delved into both with great delight.

I must compliment you most highly upon the ap-
pearance of the book. It is a handsome, dainty vol-
ume, worthy of the care and thought bestowed upon
every detail. The style of type is especially pleasing
to the eye, while the subject-matter is so clear, frank,
and familiar, that one is fascinated at once.

I thank you so much for the personality that you in-
ject into all that you write; and thank you many times
more for getting out, and keeping out, of the stereotype
bee talk that has been rehashed again and again.

I appreciate this all the more because I have been,
ror 20 years, in the publication business with one of
the largest houses in the United States.

Yours very cordially,
Wm. Bayley.

The Review is $1.00 a year, but just at
present I have some 200 sets of back num-
bers for this year that I will send free to

those who send $1.00 for 1910. In other
words, you can now get the Review for 1909
and 1910 for only $1.00.

Advanced Bee Culture is $1.20; or I will

club it with the Review one year for only
$2.00; and, just now, can send this year's is-

sues free. That is, so long as the back num-
bers hold out, you can get the Review for

1909 and 1910, and the book, for only $2.00.

For ten cents I will send three late but
different issues of the Review, and a clubbing
offer that will open your eyes, and the ten
cents may apply on any subscriptions sent

us within a year.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Cooks Honey -jar!
Not Dr. Cook who discovered the North Polei

But J. H. M. Cook, who keeps the Bee-supply
House at 70 Cortland St., New York City.

Sells the Best and Cheapest Honey-jar with
patent air-tight sanitary stopper. Send 10c

(half the postage) and you get a sample jar.

Catalog free.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.

The Best Hohey-jar
No. 25 with lined cap, $5.00 per gross.

Sample, 20c. Catalog of supplies free.

FINE LIGHT HONEY, 8ic per Lb.

Apiaries:

Glen Cove, L. I.

I. J. STRINCHAM,
1 05 Park Place, N. Y. CITY

No attomey'L
fee autil pat-
ent Ixallowed.
Write toT"Jnvenl-
or't Ouidf."

HONEY!

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton, Ills.

Ifjyour white-clover crop is short, and you
want some good honey to supply your
customers, we can offer you White
Alfalfa Honey at the following prices

:

One 60-lb, can - 10c per pound
Two 60-lb. cans or more, 9c

Ten 60-lb. cans or more, 8J2

This honey is put up in new, bright
cans, neat and clean, and we can
guarantee it in every way
Sample by mail 5 cts. to pay postage.
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Headquarters for

NEW YORK
STATE

Bee-

Supplies

of

AU
Kinds.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

THEY ARE HERE.

The Bast and Largest Stock of Root's Goods
Ever in Western Michigan.

As I was able to clear up my stock

closely last season, every thing is new.
Danz. and all Dovetailed hives with the

H bottom-boards. Shipping-cases with
the corrugated paper. The newest design

of extractors. In fact, every thing fresh

from the factory, and of latest design.

SEND ME A LIST OF YOUR WANTS

AND LET ME MAKE YOU FIGURES

The goods are here, my time « yours,

and I want to serve yo ..

I can still take a few more orders for my
strain of bees and nuclei. See ad. in

back numbers. And I want beeswax,

for which I will pay cash or 3c above
cash prices in exchange for goods.

Send for my 1909 catalog (48 pages), free.

GEORGE E. HILTON
FREMONT, MICH.

M. H. HUNT & SON

Liberal discount given on
fall and winter orders. .

Quotations are supplied

promptly showing you the

net cost of your order.

We are paying top-notch
prices for beeswax—cash
or trade

Seasonable goods—ship-

ping - cases, feeders, etc.

—at your call

OPPOSITE THE LAKE SHORE DEPOT

LANSING, MICHIGAN

Western Headquarters
..for ..

BEE GOODS

.My stock, of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

We sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

AJJress JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7ih St. DES MOINES, IOWA
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MAGAZINE
1 X1.IO

$2.00
THE DESIGNER

STANDARD FASHION COMPAhTi'.NEW YORK

"\1 /"E ARE pleased to offer to our readers a magazine combination of unusual worth,

including "Success Magazine, "whose fiction and up-to-date articles will inter-

est every member of the family; "The Designer," a woman's magazine, handsome

and attractive, that is receiving merited recognition today among women's papers

(news-stand price, ten cents per copy). "The Designer" averages seventy-four

pages per issue. It is printed on a good quality of paper, and its covers in color are

creating much favorable comment ; and GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, which

needs no introduction to our bee-keeping friends.

• • • $1.00GLEANINGS
The Designer ... 75

Success Magazine $1 00

Total Value $2.75

$2.00
FOR ALL THREE

Send Your Subscription Today to

Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.
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ALEXANDE^SWmriNCS
on^RACTICAL
BEE CULTURE

$1.00 With GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00

The writings of the late E. W. Alexander, who needs no
introduction to the readers of GLEANINGS, have recently

been collected in book form. A glance at the table of con-
tents will show the scope of the book.

Table of Contents of the Alexander Book

Alexander Plan for Weak Colonies.
Bee-keeping as a Business.
Brood-rearing in Spring.
Comb V. Extracted Honey.
Diseases of Bees.
Disposing of the Honey Crop.
Elxtracting Uncapped Honey.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Foul Brood, European and American.
Hive-covers.
Hives, etc., to Adopt if Starting Anew.
Honey per Colony.
Honey-production.
Honey-tanks.
Increase, Making v. Buying Colonies.
Italians, Yellow v. Leather-colored.
Locality, What Constitutes a Good One.
Nuclei for Rearing Queens.
Organizing for Better Prices.

Profits in Bee-keeping.
Queens and Queen-rearing.
Queens for Early Increase.
Queens, Several in One Hive.
Queens to be Reared from Best Stock.

Spring Dwindling.
Spring Feeding.
Spring Management.
Sugar, Loaf, for Feeding.
Superseding Old Queens.
Swarms, New, to Dispose of.

Things Not to Do.
Transferring Bees.
Ventilation of Bee-cellars.

Wintering.
Wintering in Cellar.

$1.00 WITH GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00
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pALCON QUEENS
WE HAVE in charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin, who

has had wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-

breeder in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-

ton, D. C, for several seasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft

Apiaries in Tennessee since that time. His queens have become famous, and

it is with pleasure we offer his services to our customers in the management

of this department.

Our "Falcon" Queens are unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they

winter well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed

early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much
of the stock sent out by the U. S. Department of Agriculture which other

breeders are using.

Get our Improved "Falcon" Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens
Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carniolans

BEFORE JULY 1 AFTER JULY 1

Untested One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00. One, $.75; six, $4.25; 12, $8.00

Select Untested One, 1.25; six, 6.75; 12, 12.75. One, 1.00; six, 5.50; 12, 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the

cao-e-cover. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Falcon Square Jars
Honey can not be put up in more attractive pack-

ages for exhibition purposes or the grocery trade than in

glass, and for this purpose the square honey-jar is best

and most convenient, besides economizing space. Prices:

6.0Z. with cork stoppers
{j?!^ SSS^

°[
'^

8-0- with spring top {SPS°['§§
•*. with spring top {|^:S?l?So1'^

The glass top with spring attachment is the only

absolutely safe method of bottling honey, as corks and

screw-caps will leak. Still, we furnish the 1-lb. and the

8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

NO DANGER.

We clip the following from the editorial columns of the National Fruit Grow-
er for October, presenting it here, as the subject of fruit is always an interest-
ing one to bee-keepers, and because there is an increasing number of inquiries
commg to our office every year from larg-^ fruit-growers regarding the neces-
sity of bees for the proper fertilization of the fruit in their orchards. The edi-
torial is as follows:

Professor John Craig, in an article published in the Boston Transcript, on
the subject of over-production of apples, said that there have been those, and
there are those at the present time, who are inclined to think that the apple in-
dustry will be overdone in the near future.

Our methods of distributing have been tremendously improved in recent
years, our population has vastly increased, and the needs of our people for ap-
ples are much greater than they were ten years ago. Our European outlet is
enlarging, our home consumption is steadily increasing, and there is no reason-
able fear of overproduction in the life of the present generation. Fruitgrow-
ing countries of Europe do not produce fruit in a commercial way. The ama-
teur method has been so thoroughly implanted in the popular mind that no
change is likely to occur for many years to come. If a change does occur, it is
altogether likely that the increase in consumption will more than care for the
increase in production.

On the same day that this editorial came to our notice we received the follow-

ing inquiry from one of our subscribers, a well-known bee-keeper in Illinois:

Upper Alton, Ills., Sept. 29, 1909.
A. I. Root Co.—I want to buy, direct of grower, about eight or ten carloads

of good winter apples for our Alton market. Can you put me in touch with
some grower, either in New York or Michigan? I shall hardly have time to
wait for an advertisement; but you might insert in one issue of Gleanings.
Perhaps you could give me the address of several of your friends who have ap-
ples to sell. A. N. Draper.

An inquiry of this sort is representative of the inquiries that are constantly

reaching this office; and in a majority of the cases we are in position to refer

the inquiring party to some one who can supply the desired articles. In this

case we have referred our Illinois subscriber to parties in Montana who will un-
doubtedly be able to supply Mr. Draper with just what he requires in apples.

Our attention was lately drawn to the Bitter Root Valley advertised on the in-

side back cover, as a great district for bees and fruit; and in their printed mat-
ter we find a cut of the carload e.xhibit of applies at the Spokane show last year,

which took the first prize. We should like to show it here did space permit.

Interested readers can secure copies of this descriptive booklet by addressing

the advertiser mentioned above.
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'H Goods are wanted Quick, Send to Pouder'

Established 1 889

A HONEY DREAM
By the Bee Crank

=*

E-^s.

*=
It has been frequently demonstrated that a sea-

son's honey campaign, started with unsuitable stock,
in unsatisfactory quarters, and letting matters take
care of themselves, can end only in disastrous failure.

A neighbor tells me an interesting story about an
event that happened at a pretty little town called

Lucerne, near Logansport, Ind. A member of one of

the churches made the welcome announcement that
near the top of the spire a swarm of bees were storing
honey. The busy insects were eagerly watched all

summer, and in September it was decided to hold a big
honey festival, and have a general distribution of the
great store which had accumulated. The crowd assem-
bled, tables were spread, and an imported steeple-
climber made a slow and laborious ascent—his descent
was different, for instead of bees and honey he found
hornets.

If you are planning a big honey festival it will pay
you to look through my catalog of supplies—the kind
that make work easy for both the bees and the bee-
keeper. And when you want goods in a hurry don't
overlook my warehouse, which is filled with the
things you need, and remember my location, which is

such a mutual help in getting goods to destination with
promptness. Two carloads of these nice clean goods
are being delivered to me from the factory this very '^r=
month, and every article will be up to date with all

latest improvements. These two cars, added to my present stock, will make
up one of the finest and most complete stocks of standard bee-supplies that
that has ever been assembled. Root Goods, Pouder Service, from Indianap-
olis. Lots of good bee-men have learned those three phrases. Just try
repeating them a few times and see how easily they are learned.

I can use your beeswax at 28 cents cash, or 30 cents in exchange for
supplies. Small shipments by express; large ones by freight, and place
your name on every package.

HONEY.—While gilt-edge honey is not plentiful I have been very fortu-
nate in securing a very large stock of finest quality. Bee-keepers would do
well to have honey always on hand for those .who call, to maintain their
trade on seasons when the crop is more abundant. I have that kind of
honey which will bring your patrons back with "We would like more honey
Hke the last you sold us." Such men as Hilton, Townsend, Chapman, Kirk-
patrick, Grigg, Lindley, Doane, and many others who have established rep-
utations on producing finest quality, have sent their honey here. If inter-
ested, write for quotations.

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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It Costs Us Carloads of Dollars

to Give You This Quality
Were we to sacrifice quality in "Ball Band" Rubber Footwear for

just one year, we could make hundreds of thousands of dollars extra profit

on the $10,000,000 worth of goods we sell. But, we will not do it! We
divide our profits with you by giving extra quality

and are willing to do so to maintain the high stand-

ard which has gained us the leadership in our line.

Always Look for the Red
NOT MADE

BY A

TRUST
"Ball-Band" Trade-mark

Eight million consumers can testify to the

truth of our claim that we make our goods of the

proper crude materials, and know how to do it.

Forty acres of floor-space, hundreds of machines,

vast quantities of materials, an army of highly

trained men—all these are the factors that aid us in

making "Ball-Band" Rubber Footwear the best that

money can buy.

Some dealers also handle other brands, which

cost them less, but which they retail at "Ball-Band"

prices. As their profits are greater on these brands

you should be careful to look for the "Ball-Band"

trade-mark which we place on every pair. The little

Red Ball is there for your protection. This same

"Ball-Band" Trade-mark identifies our famous All-

knit Wool Boots and Socks — the most durable

Woolen Footwear in the world.

Get Them of Your

Dealer

Mishawaka Woolen Mfg. Co., Mishawaka, Indiana
The House that Pays Millions for Quality."
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W^^

Front Door, $4.50

let Us Ship You a House!

We Save You 50% on Building Material

Write for Grand Free Catalog of 5000 Building Material Bargains
Send today for Grand Free Milhvork Catalog of all material needed to

build, remodel or repair houses, barns and all classes of buildings. Over
5,000 items in building material described, illustrated and offered at half

the price charged by your local dealers. Everything in the latest styles,

approved by best architects. Made in America's Model
MUlwork Plant, the largest in the world.

Doors, Windows, Mouldings, Stairs, Porches,
Etc., Direct to You at HALF Regular Prices!
Quality, Safe Delivery and Satisfaction Guaremteed!
We do a business of over a million dollars a j-ear. Our

enormous reserve stock insures prompt shipment, no mat-
ter how large the order. We sell for cash and guarantee
to refund money if material is not found absolutely satis-

factory. Send list of material needed, for FREE ESTI-
MATE. Write for Free Catalog and full information today.

Gordon-Van Tine Co., 1849 Case St., Davenport, la.

Plan Book
FREE

14 Oomrlf'te Plans
tor beuuti fill, prac-
tical houses, cot-
tages, buntralows,
etc. Send 10c for
postage & mailiup.

ArtWmdow,S3.75 Oak Beunicd Co. ling, 13c per ft Oak Flooring, 100 lineal feet, 80c Mantel $24.75

XJAJ^.
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Tells How To
Save Vork and
Increase
Profiis

Free?

Send for a copy

of this new book
about telephones lor

farmers. It will give

you money - making,

time suing, labo'-saving

suggesioiis that will opea

your eyes to opportunities you

have been missiuj. Write iur

Edition 21 of

"How the Telephone
Helps the Farmer"

A telephone in the house puts you in touch

with maricet quut.itioi'S weather repons, the

doctor, storekeeper, neighoors, everybody you

want to reach—cost is low when you insull the

Stromberg-Carlson
=?4 Independent
=t^ Telephone(^mV'

Low in pr:ce, econom-
ical to maintain, uii-

f;i:al!-d in efficiency,

'I en n.rn can organi/e

a Succrssf jl Independ-

ent System. W rite

for t'le new boo!< that

e :p;ain3.

Stromberg - Carlson

Telephone Mfg. Co.

lidohi-sii- N. V.
rii .au". 111.

nsastilv,.11n.
_

(
'liress

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEG BAfiD
To Mark Chickens

CHEAPEST AND BEST
12 f • T lOo .

2.^—.••x- ; 50—40c :.
100—7.5a

Bxiiiplp Hand Mailed for 2o Stamp.

Frank Myeri.Mfr. Bot69. Freeport.lH.

TRAPPERSr
^^^ Copy of Hunter Trader-Trapper, rtiontlily

^^- inatrazlne. Ifi" or more pa^eR about steel'—'~'
trap-<.xna''ei'.deadfalli<. trapping secrets.

raw furx. dops. lll^r (fame huntln,f. etc. and a M-jiape liooklet

>'ontalnln»r iriiiiie laws. caTiiplni; hints, etc.. all ffr 10 cents.

A. R. HARDING PUB. CO., Box 319, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Just Six Minutes
to WashaTubful!

Tliis is the grandest
world has ever known
run that it's almost fu
Makes clothes spotles
double-quick time. Six i

fin'shes a tubful.

Any Woman Can Have

1900 Gravity^

Washer on
30 Days'
Free Trial
Don't send money.
If you are responsible,
you can try it first. Let
us pay the freight. See
the wonders it performs
Thousands being used
Every user delightL d
They write us bush-
els of letters telling

how it saves work
and worry. Sold on little payments. Write for

fascinating Free Book today. All correspond-
er^--" should be addressed to 1900 Washer Co.,

383 Henry St., Binghamton, N. Y. if you
hve in Canada, address Canadian 19(10 Washer
Co.. 355 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada.
BRA>CH HOUSES: We maintain branches at

1947 Broadwav, New York City: and 1U3 riatbush

Ave Brooklvh: and in all principal cities. We also

make shipments from our warehouses in Kansas City,

Sau Francisco and Seattle.

WHAT DO YOU SAY?
Several hundret" thousand farmers say tbAt

the best investmen t til ey ever made waa
when tney boug-ht an

Electric "»"^Sg„„
Low wheels, wide tires; easywork, liprht draft.
We'll sell you a set of the best eti t^l wlieels
made for your old wapon. Spoke united with
hub, puaraiiteed not to break nor work loose.
Send for our catalopue and save money.
ELECTRIC WHEEL CO,. Box 95 .Quiney.lll.

THE'BEST"LIGHT
Cue burner will give as much light aa
ten ordinary oil lamps; sir 16 ~andl«

wer electric bulbs— six 16 candl*
power gas jets or B acetylene gas
Jets. Costs 2 cts. per week. Pro-
duces a pure, white, stea-ij^ iafa

I

Utrht- Over 200 st^iei. Everj-
lamp warranted .A(fent» want-
ed. VVrite tr.r c«talo,<

TUK BK9T L.IGHT fO.
306 H. StUSC, Caoton, O.

MAKE YOUR HENS LAY
HairYou cun iliiuhle your egg yield bv f>e'lng resh-cut ra" licmi-

four times as much egg making material as grain, ami tak-s the place of hiitri-

and worms In fowls' diet. That's why It irlves more eggs -greater fertility

stronger ehlcks. I.arif'r fowls.

MANN'S Latest Model BONE-CUTTER
cuts easily and rapldlv all large and small hones with adiierlng m-at and irris-

tle. Automatically ad'ipts to your strenirth. Never c\ngs Sen' on Ten Days'
Freo Tr i«l. N" monev Mown s.-rd for nr f'-'e hooks todav
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How to Obtain

F^^ Subscription
TO

THE GUIDE
TO NATURE

Sound Beach, Conn.

Send $3.00 for ST. NICHOLAS to be mailed one
year to some boy or girl, and THE GUIDE TO
NATURE will be sent one year free, per follow-
ing combination offer:

ST. NICHOLAS, one year
For young folks.

THE GUIDE TO NATURE
For men and women.

BOTH one year for only .

$3.00

1.00

4.00
3.00

Address and make all checks
and money orders payable to

The Agassiz Association
ARCADIA

Sound Beach, Conn.
Please write for particulars.

%A# U I AlAfC has sold more queens in 1909fc"**w»^ than any previous season.
The reason is obvious ; the people know where to get
good queens and the right kind of service. In this
latitude I can mail queens nearly every month in the
year. If you need queens, send right along. I can
take oare of your orders whether it be one or one hun-
dred. Single queen, $1.00; six for $5.00. Breeders,
none better, each $5.00.

W. H. LAWS, Bsavlllo, Bee County, Texas.

Queens of

Moore*s Strain of Italians
Produce workers that fill the supers, and are not in-
clined to swarm. They have won a world-wide repu-
tation for honey-gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-keepers ' Re-

view, Flint, Mich., says, "As workers, I have never seen
them equaled. They seem possessed of a steady, quiet
determination that enables them to lay up surplus
ahead of others. Easier bees to handle I have never
seen." My queens are all bred from my best long-
tongued three-banded red-clover stock (no other race
bred in my apiaries), and the cells are built in strong
colonies well supplied with young bees.
Reduced prices: Untested queens, 75 cts. each; six,

$4.00; dozen, $7.50. Select untested, $1.00 each; six,

$5.00; dozen, $9.00.

I am now sending queens by return mail.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Descriptive

circular free. Address
J. P. Moore, queen-breeder, Rt.l,Morgan,Ky.

Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.
In every way

—

location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special

prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

IATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.PI CHARLES J. WILLIAMSON,
Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patent Practice in Patent Patent Counsel of

Office and Courts. The A. I. Root Co.

rJ^
yinnn PPDRPK some trained. They
4UUU rCnnCIO. hustle rats and rab-
bits. Price list and book mailed free.

N A. Knapp, Rochester, Ohio.

If You Want to Know
THE BEST FARM PAPER

Send 10 Cents for 10 Weeks
Tlie RURAL NEW-YORKER, 421 Pearl St., New York

|A WONDERFUL INVENTION
CLARK'S -^^DOUBLE ACTION COM=

rSn BINED CLILTI-
SSis-n.-^'-C^^, VATOR AND— ^ HARROW, cTii bo

usfd to cullivate
crops iu rows, as a

if^
Listing Harrow,
and when closed
together is a Disl<

Harrow cutting 4^;

feet wide. Drawn by two medium horses.
Jointed pole. Perfect centre draft. A labor
saver. Rend today for PKKE BooUlet.
CUTAWAY HARROW CO.. i):l() Hain St..Hlgganuin.Ct,

200 Choice Breeding Queens at $1.00 Each ^S^^iffi^^i)

To dispose of and reduee our stock quickly, we offer, for this month only, fine breeding
queens—all raised this season—at $1.00 each. Our regular price $3..'30. Only two hundred
for sale at $1.00 each. Now is your chance to get a fine breeding queen very cheap.

F. A. LOCKHART & CO., LAKE GEORGE, N. Y.
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A YEAR'S WORK
IN AN OUT-APIARY

. . OR . .

An average of 114^2 pounds of honey
per colony, in a poor season,

and how it was done.

First tdition, Dec, IQoS, 1000 ofits.
Sicend edition, Jan., IQOQ, 3000 cofles.

By G. M. DOOLITTLE
Author of " Scientific Queen Rearios."

Mention has already been made of this book in our reading-columns; but there is such
an unusual interest in it that we call attention to it once more.

To understand the scope of the work better, please notice that it contains the following

chapters

:

Chapter 1. An averaze of 114M pounds of section honey per colony in a poor season, and bow it was done.

II. Same, continued.

III. Bloom time.
IV. How to control sWarms when mnnine for comb honey.
7. A simple and reliable plan for making increase.

VI. How to save unnecessary liftine in talcing off filled supers of honey.
VII. Taking off the surplus; what to do with the unfinished sections, preparation for the buckwheat flow

VIII. Progress in the supers.

IX. A simple way to put on escapes without lifting.

]' X. Taking off the Honey and storing it at the outyard.

XI. Same, continued.

XII. Closing words; further suggestions to the plans given in the preceding chapters.

The author says in the preface:
While the book is intended for the specialist, it is none the less desirable for the plain, every-day bee-keeper, with his

one home apiary, or for the amateur with his five to ten colonies; and because this book is for the specialist in bee-keeping
( have not gone into first principles or the A B C of our pursuit, as the specialist has passed these rudimentary things long
ago. There are plenty of good books before one, and all who are desirous of learning of the foundation structure, there-

fore, have no need of repeating here. The amateur should certainly procure, read, and digest one or more of these

books upon entering the ranks of apiculture.

What Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of The Bee-keepers' Revieiv, says: Tha
, A.I.

" A Year's Work in an Out-apiary " is packed full of the most valuable information that has ever been X Root
given to bee-keepers. Like a few other books, it is a difficult one to review. It is so boiled down and X Co.,
condensed that there is very little that can be left out. I am going to do the best I can at it, but I'll say X Medina,
right here that every bee-keeper would do much better to buy the book and read it in its entirety. X Ohloi

While the book is really a' record o( one year's work (12 visits) in an out-apiary, in which, during a

poor season (1905), 11454 pounds of section hoaey per colony were secured, it is descriptive of a X For the en-

plan that was perfected during some ten or fifteen years of previous experimenting. To put the X closed remii-
whole thing in a nut-shell, it tells how to manage an ont-apiary for the most profitable pro- X tance
duction of comb honey, and, at the same time, prevent all swarming. ^ please send G/wn-

ings (1 yr. or 6

SPECIAL OFFER NO. Dl: / - '«>

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, one year (new or renewal subscriptions), $1 .00
One copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY .50

Total $1.50

OUR PRICE for the above

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D2:
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, six month's trial

One copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY
Tot.ll S .

BOTH for SO cents
If you are already a subscriber to Gleamings, and your subscription is

paid, and you want to get the book, take advantage of offer No. DT
by oraering the book for yourself and a six month's trial ioGlbanings
for someoneof your bee-keeping friends who is not now a subscriber.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O.

$1.00

Send Doolittle's book, my address

below:

IJ Gleaningi is to be sent to same farty as hook,

sign only in lasJ two blank lines.
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Books for Bee = keepers and Others.
Any of these books on which postage is not given

will be forwarded by mail postpaid, on receipt of price.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods

by freight or express, incurring no postage, we give
prices separately. You will notice that you can judge
of the size of the books very well by the amount re-
quired for postage on each.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.

Postage.] [Ppiee without postage
8

I
Bible, good print, neatly bound 20

10
I
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 40

1
I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4,

words only; cloth 10

2
I

Same, board covers 20

3
I
New Testament in pretty flexible covers 05

One-half off on all Gospel Hymns mentioned above.

5
I

New Testament, new version, paper covers 10

10
I
New Testament, both Spanish and English.. .. 25

In this book the Spani-.h is given in one column, and
the English right opposite in another column. Every
verse is opposite the corresponding one in the column
adjoining, so that it affords the reader the very readiest
means of comparing the language of the two. The
writer has found this book to be a great help in the
learning of Spanish, and he has also received spiritual
benefit by getting a glimpse of the word of God in
another language. The book is published by the
American Bible Society, and we hope and trust it may
have a good sale.

6
I
Christian's Secret of a Happy l,ife. Cloth 25

For several years we have been unable to get a nice
sub.stantial copy of this book at a reasonable price.
We are glad to te 1 our friends now, however, that we
have a very pretty edition, bound in cloth, at the very
reasonable price of '25 cents. If wanted by mail, add
6 cents for postage. This book has had a very large
sale for more than 20 years, and when I tell you that
quite a number of people have been converted to the
IvOrd Jesus Christ simply by reading it you will no
longer wonder why it sells. At one time it was carried
and sold by the newsboys on our railways. It not only
contains a wonderful " secret " for unbelievers, but for
many who have been church-members all their lives,
but not the "happy" church-members that God in-
tended we should be.

PRACTICAL WORKS ON BEE CULTURE.

25 I A B C of Bee Culture, cloth 1 25
25

I

'•
'• half leather 175

25| " " fullleather 2 25
25 I

" " German, paper 1 75
25 1 " " " cloth 2 25
25

I
" " French 2 25

10—Advanced Bee Culture 1 00

5
I
Atnerikanische B enenzucht 95

I
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung 25

Or "Bee Culture and the Securing of Honey," a Ger-
man bee-book.

15
I

Cook's Manual, cloth 1 00

5
I

Doolittle on Queen-rearing, leatherette cover... 70

15
I
I^angstroth Revised, by Chas. Dadant & Son 1 10

10
I

Quinby's New Bee-keeping •. 90

5
I
British Bee-keeper's Guide-book, by Thomas
William Cowan, England g 95

5
I

The Honey-bee, by Thos. William Cowan 95

10
I
How to Keep Bees 90

3
I
Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A. I. Root... 12

10
I
Forty Years Among the Bees. By Dr. C. C.
Miller, Marengo, 111 90

15
I
Modern Bee-farm. By S. Simmins. New edi-
tion: cloth bound 1 85

I Wax Craft. Cowan 1 00

POPULAR BOOKS ON BEE CULTURE.

11
I The Bee People, Margaret W. Morley 1 40

11
I
The Honey-makers, Margaret W. Merle y 1 40

11 I Life of the Bee, Maeurlinck 1 30
1 1 I The Swarm, Maeterlinck 1 20
7 I

The Bee-master of Warrilow, Edwards 50
10 1 Lore of the Honey-bee 1 90

MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.
Postage.] [Price without postage.
5

I
A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 25

5
I
A B C of Strawberry Culture,** by T. B. Terry..
New edition, revised and enlarged; paper, 45c;
cloth, 68c; by mail, 75c.

5
I
A B C of Potato Culture, Terry** New edition,
revised & enlarged

;
paper, 45c; cloth, 68c, mail 75c.

This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work.
6

I
Asparagus Culture 40

6
I
Alfalfa Culture 40

8
I
Barn Plans and Out-buildings* 90

2
I
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 25

The fir.st really full and complete book on celery
culture, at a moderate price, that we have had. It is

full of picture.s, and the whole thing is made so plain
that a schoolboy ought to be able to grow paying
crops at once without any assistance except from the
book.

10
I
Draining for Profit and Health, Warring 90

10
I

Fruit Harvesting, Storing, Marketing, etc 75
It has been well said that it is an easier matter to

grow stuff than to sell it at a proper price after it is

grown; and many men fail, not because they are in-
expert in getting a crop, but because they do not know
how to sell their crops to the best advantage. This is

the first book of the kind we have had as an aid in
selling. It not only tells all about picking, sorting,
and packing, but gives all the best methods for storing
for one or two daj-s or a longer time. It also tells

about evaporating and canning when there is a glut
in the market. It discusses fruit packages and com-
mission dealers, and even takes in cold storage. It is

a new book of 250 pages, full of illustrations. Pub-
lisher's price, 11.00.

I
Farming with Green Manures, postpaid** 90

This book was written .several years ago; but since
competent labor has got to be so expen.sive, and hard
to get, many farmers are beginning to find they can
turn under various green crops cheaper than to buy
stable manure, and haul and spread it—cheaper, in
fact, than they can buy fertilizers. This book men-
tions almost all plants used for plowing under, and
gives the value compared with .stable manure. Some
of the claims seem extravagant, but we are at present
getting good crops, and keeping up the fertility, by a
similar treatment, on our ten-acre farm.

7
I
Farm, Gardening, and Seed-growing** 90

10
I
Fuller's Grape Ctilturist ** 1 15

5
I
Garden and Farm Topics, Hender.son**

12
I
Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 10

While "Gardtniritf for Hiv.pt" i.-- <> i ittvn w itii a vipw of mak-
ing gurdeniiif!; p.^v. 11 toiiihfsi. L'ooil ,ii-al on thi pifasuie part,
and "(Ja.nl( iifnjr lor i'lH;i,-U!i-" tak. > ii| 1 \:\- in;, it i .f luMiili-
fyin^ voiii li mt-> «ul inn f vn^.' \.tiii jrniiii'l^ sm liout llie

special point in vii-w of niakint/ ti ne\ mi; .! it I ilunk ?iio.-it

of you will need till- if \ ni (^1 1 (5,u(knni(j for I'loiif " Tills
work has 246 paprrs- a-i'l V<* >1I nitrations. ^Kctail price J2.00.)

12
I

Gardening for Profit** 1 10
This is a late revision of Peter Heuderson's celebrated work.

Nothing that has ever before been put in print has done so
much toward making market-gardening a science and a fasci-
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, without
question, altliough we have many other books on these rural
employments. If yoti can get but one book let it be the
above. It lias 376 imges and 138 cuts (Retail price 82.00.)

8
I
Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 90

This is Joseph Harris' best and happie.st effort. Al-
though it goes over the same ground occupied by Peter
Henderson, it particularly emphasizes thorough culti-

vation of the soil in preparing your ground ; and this
matter of adapting it to young people as well as old is

brought out in a most happy vein. If your children
have any sort of fancy for gardening it will pay you to
make them a present of this book. It has 187 pages
and 46 engravings.

3
I

Grasses and Clovers, with Notes on Forage
Plants 20

This is by Henry A. Dreer, author of the book
" Vegetables Under Glass" that has had such a large
sale of late. This little book tells how six tons of
gra.ss has been grown to the acre, and gives much
other valuable matter.

10
I

Greenhouse Construction, by Prof. Taft** . 1 15
This book is of recent publication, and is as full and

complete in regard to the building of all ^lass struc-
tures as is the next book in regard to their manage-
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Postage.] [Price without postage,
ment. Any one who builds even a small structure for
plant-growing under glass will save the value of the
book by reading it carefully.

12
I
Greenhouse Management, by Prof. Taft** 1 15

This book is a companion to Greenhouse Construc-
tion. It is clear up to the times, contains 400 pages
and a great lot of beautiful half-tone engravings. A
large part of it is devoted to growing vegetables under
glass, especially Grand Rapids lettuce, as well as
fruits and flowers. The publisher's price is |1.50; but
as we bought quite a lot of them we can make a spe-
cial price as above.

5 1
Gregr.ry on Cabbages, paprr* 20

5
I
Gregoi y on Squa-hes. p.Tper* 20

5 Gregory on Oiiiun^ p.Tper* 20

The above ihvte l"H.)ks. hy our friend Gregory, are
all valuable. The book on squashes especially is good
reading for almost anybody, whether they raise
squashes or not. It strikes at the very foundation of
success in almost any kuul of business.

I
Handbook for Lumbermen 05

5
I
Home Pork-making; 125 pages, illustrated 40

I think it will pay well for everj'body who keeps a
pig to have this book. It tells all about the care of
the pig, with lots of pictures describing cheap pens,
appliances, all about butcnering. the latest and miost
approved short cuts; all about making the pickle,
barreling the meat, fixing a smoke-house (from the
cheapest barrel up to the most approved arrange-
ment); all about pig-troughs; how to keep them clean
with little labor; recipes for cooking pork in every
imaginable way, etc. Publisher's price is 50 cents,
ours as above.

15
I
How to Make the Garden Pay** 1 35

By T. Greiner. Those who are interested in hot-
beds, cold-frames, cold green-houses, hothouses, or
glass structures of any kind for the growth of plants,
can not afiford to be without the book. Publisher's
price $2.00.

I
How we Made the Old Farm Pay—A Fruit-
book, Green 10

10
I
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Orchard* 85

By Stewart. This book, so far as I am informed, is

almost the only work on this matter that is attracting
so much interest, especially recently. Using water
from springs, brooks, or windmills to take the place
of rain, during our great drouths, is the great problem
before us at the present day. The book has 274 pages
and 142 cuts.

3
I
Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 25

5
I
Manures ; How to Make and How to Use
Them; in paper covers 30

6
I
The same in cloth covers 65

I
Nut Culturist, po.stpaid 1 25

3
I
Onions for Profit** 40

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old
onion culture and the new method. The book is fully
illu-strated, and written with all the enthu.siasm and
Even if one is not particularly intere.sted in the busi
nes-s, almost any person who picks up Greiner's books
will like to read them through.

8
I

Practical Floriculture, Henderson.* 1 10

10
I
Profits in Poultry.* 100

10
I
The Dollar Hen 90

The above book will be clubbed with GLEANINGS for
one year at $1.50; or if you have already subscribed a
year or more in advance you can have the book post-
paid for 75 cents.
My opinion is, that "The Dollar Hen " is not only

the best book on poultry we have at the present time,
but it is worth pretty nearly as much as all the rest to-

gether. Perhaps this is extreme, but we have very
few books that are strictly up-to-date, and still fewer
that pitch right into the superstitions and humbugs
now scattered all through our poultry books and jour-
nals.

10
I
Small-Fruit Culturist. Fuller 75

2
I
Experiments in Harming. By Waldo P. Brown 08

This little book ought to be worth its cost for what
is sail on each of the four different subjects; and the
chapter on cement floors may be worth many dollars
to anybody who has to use cement for floors, walks,
or any thing else. In fact, if you follow the exceed-
ingly plain directions you may save several dollars on
one single job, and not only that, get a better cement
floor than the average mason will make.

Postage.] LPp'ee without postage.
10

I
Our Farming, by T. B. Terry** 75

I

Same, paper cover, postpaid 50
In which he tells " how we have made a run-down

farm bring both profit and pleasure."
If ordered by express or freight with other goods,

10c le.ss.

2
I
Sweet Potatoes; Forty Years' Experience with.
By Waldo F. Brown ** 08

This little bonk, bv a veteran teacher at our farm
ers' institutes, ought to be worth many times the price
to everybody who grows even a few sweet potatoes in
the garden. It al.so gives full particulars in rt gard to
handling and keeping this potato, which is difficult to
keep unless you know just how.

10
I

Talks on Manures* 135
By Joseph Harris. Written conversational style,

which makes it very interesting reading. It covers
the subject very completely; contains numerous anal-
yses of manures and comparative tables. The use of
technical language is avoided, which makes the book
of greatest value to the practical farmer. A book of
366 pages, nicely bound in cloth.

5
I
The New Rhubarb Culture** 40

Whenever apples are worth a dollar a bushel or
more, winter-grown rhubarb should pay big. It does
not require an expensive house nor costly appliances.
Any sort of cellar where it will not freeze is all right
for it and the small amount of heat necessary to
force the rhubarb costs very li.tle. The book is nicely
bound in cloth, full of illustrations, mostly photos
from real work, 130 pages. Every market-gardener
should have this book, for the lessons taught indirect-
ly, in regard to forcing other crops besides rhubarb.
Publisher's price 50c.

5
I

Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35
Fully illustrated, containing every thing of impor-

tance clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the il-

lustrations given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone
make the book worth what it costs, to every one who
has occasion to lay ten rods or mere of tile. There is

as much science in digging as in doing almost any
thing el.se ; and by following the plan directed in the
book, one man will often do as much as two men with-
out this knowledge.

5
I

Tomato Culture 35
In three parts. Part first.—By J. W. Day, of Crystal

Springs, Miss., treats of tomato culture in the South,
with some remarks by A. I. Root, adapting it to the
North. Part second.—By D. Cummins, of Conneaut,
O., treats of tomato culture especially for canning-
factories. Part third.—By A. I. Root, treats of plant-
growing for market, and high-pressure gardening in
general.

3
I
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 25

This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm
matters ; l)ut it is so intimately connected with his po-
tato-book that it readsalmo.st like a sequel to it If you
have only a horse or a cow, I think it will pay you to
invest in a book. It has 44 pages and 4 cuts.

3
I
Wood's Common Objects for the Microscope**.. 47

8 1
What to Do, and How to be Haj py while Do-
ing It 65

The above hook, by A. I Root, is a compilation of
papers published in GleMiiUnjx in Bee VuUute. in 1S86,

'7. and '8 It is intended to solve the problem of find-

ing occupation for those scattered over our land out
of emplovment The sugijestions are principally
about finding enmloyment about your own homes.
The book, is mainly upon m.irket-gardening, fruit-

culture, i>oultry-raising, etc. Illustrated, 188 pages,
cloth

8
I
Same, paper covers 40

FREE LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS, IF YOU SEND
POSTAGE STAMP.

Celery Growing by Sub irrigation.

Cow Peas and Their Culture.

Crimson or «^car1e'. Clover.

Lettuce Under Ola s: full directions especially for
growing Grand Rapids Leltuce.

Soy (or -ojai Bean: all about it.

Sweei Clover, and what it is good for.

Alsike Clover.

Bisswoo ; Tr*>es. growing for honey, lumber, etc.

Method of Treating Disease without Medicine.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. Medina, Ohio.
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Removal Sale!
CONTINUAL growth, hard work, and constant digging after business,

forces us to secure larger quarters. We have disposed of our pres-

ent place of business at 1322 S^uth Flores Street, where we had a

building 40x250, and which was not nearly large enough for us, and we
found it necessary to put up a building just twice the size of our present

one. We have let the contract for our new building, in which we shall have

20,000 square feet of floor space, and shall be in position to carry a larger

and more complete stock of Root's Goods than ever before. Our foundation-

factory will also be rebuilt and placed on our new site, and will be built bet-

ter and more complete than ever before. We are glad to state that now we
are on the Southern Pacific Railroad, which has built a track right along

where our new building is going up, which reaches nearly every point to

which we ship. Heretofore we were very much handicapped, and many
shipments were delayed because we were on a road which could not handle

our shipments promptly. We can now concentrate honey shipments, make
good time, and give the very best service to our customers that can be had.

Our customers who heretofore called at 1322 So. Flores St., can in the future

obtain goods and information, and sell their wax, at our branch, 607 South

Flores Street. We have a number of customers south from San Antonio

who bring honey in wagons ; such customers, as a matter of convenience to

them, can deal with our branch, 607 South Flores Street, where they will

receive the same prompt attention as they did at 1322 South Flores. Our
friends who visit the city, and who find it inconvenient to go so far out

as 1322, can easily call on us at 607 South Flores, as this is only two blocks

from the county courthouse, and located directly opposite the United States

Arsenal, on South Flores Street. If you wish to pay us a call at our new
warehouse or general office, you can reach us by taking the Nolan Street

car, getting off at the subway, corner of Nolan and Cherry Streets. Our
office fronts Nolan Street, right where the car stops. Now, since we have

gone to such heavy ex,pense and so much enlarged our business, we sin-

cerely hope that we shall be in position to please our friends and custom-

ers so well that they will induce their neighbors to trade with us in the

future. We are the only firm in the South that keeps such an immense
stock always on hand ready for prompt shipment, and fill our customers'

orders promptly when goods are needed most, and for that reason we are

entitled to all the trade that can be given us.

Thanking all of our friends who helped to build us up by favoring us

with their patronage, and wishing all of our brother and sister bee-keepers

much success and happiness, we remain

Yours very truly, UDO TOEPPERWEIN,
San Antonio, Texas. W. M. MAYFIELD.
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will lie Inserted In these classllled columns

at 25 cents per line. Advertisements Intended for this
department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed live lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement In the classlfled columns or we will not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, 7Hc. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho.

For Sale.—Several tons of fall comb honey in lots

to suit. QUIRIN-THE-QUEEN-BREEDER, Bellevue, O.

For Sale.—Fine quality of well-ripened raspberry-
milkweed honey, in new 60-lb. cans [2 in box) at 8 cts.

f. o. b. here. P. W. SOWINSKI, Bellaire, Mich.

For Sale.—My crop of finest quality of white-clover
honey. Write for prices on ten-case lots or more.

C. D. TOWNSEND, Muir, Mich.

For Sale.—Well-ripened white-sweet-clover honey,
mixed; light-amber color, new cans, 7 cts.

J. ROORDA, 50 W. lOSlh Place, Roseland. Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—Choice clover and basswood honey mix-
ed; extra ripe; in 60-lb. round cans; 8';? cents per lb.

Satisfaction guaranteed. F. W. Lesser,
Station A, Syracuse, N. Y.

For Sale.—Choice ripe honey, delicious flavor, light
golden color, clear as crystal; lyi to 8 cents. Sample 6
cents, deducted from order. F. B. Cavanagh,

Hebron, Ind.

For Sale,—Fancy extracted alfalfa honey, thorough-
ly ripened, rich and thick. If you want honey that
will " taste like more," try a 60-lb. can for $5.50.

A. A. Lyons, Rt. 3, Fort Collins, CoL

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

Honev for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers' Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
r>', E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, tupelo, 8/4 cts. per lb.;

light amber, 8K ; sage, 9; all in 120-lb. cases; quanti-
ties less; samples, 10 cents. I. J. Stringham,

105 Park Place. New York City.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, clover, basswood, and
buckwheat, in 60-lb. cans and 225-lb. kegs; and comb
honey and beeswax. Prices on application.

W. L. COGGSHALL. Groton. N. Y.

For Sale.—Fancy extracted alfalfa and basswood
honey, $5.50 per 60-lb. can; $10.75 per case of two 60-lb.

cans; $10.00 per case in quantities of 10 cases or more.
RoB'T A. Holekamp & Son,

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new 60-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at 9 cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
9^ cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can. F. 0. B. Flint; cash
with order.

Leonard S. Griggs, 711 Avon St.. Flint. Mich.

Highly Flavored Honey.—I have just returned
from a week's vacation in Northern Michigan, where I

he'ped my brother extract honey gathered from the
wild red raspberry. I thought I had seen honey be-
fore with a decided raspberry flavor; but this lot of
honey certainly has a stronger, richer raspberry flavor
than any honey I ever before tasted. I wish that you
could taste it. Send me 10 cents and I'll mail you a
sample. Ask for the strong-flavored honey. This
honey is put up in new 60-lb. tin cans, and the price is

10 cts. a pound—$6.00 for a can.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Flint. Mich.

For' Sale.—Fancy white-clover honey, this year's
crop, in new cans and cases. Straight clover, ripe,
thick, perfect in every respect. Fancy white honey is

awfully scarce in the East. Those who use only strict-
ly fancy honey should buy before the price advances.
Sample, 10 c, which you may apply on the first order.

Albert G. Hann, Pittstown, N. J.

For Sale.—Our crop of clover comb honey in 4x5
plain sections; also extracted of the following kinds:
Clover, raspberry, basswood, and buckwheat. Not a
pound of the above honey was extracted until after the
close of the honey-flow. The fact is. there is none
better on the market. State which kind you prefer,
and the amount you can use. and we will quote you
our lowest cash price and mail you a liberal sample.
Remember we are specialists, and understand thor-
oughly the production of extracted honey.

E. D. TOWNSEND & Sons. Remus. Mich.

For Sale.—The finest honey produced in my forty-
five years as a bee-keeper. All honey left with the
bees until after the close of the honey season; ripe,
clear, and of exquisite flavor. The above is from our
bee-yards in Northern Michigan ; can also supply fine
amber fall honey, just now taken off the hives at our
home yard. State kind and amount wanted, and we
will quote prices. Samples free.

0. H. TOWNSEND & Son. Otsego, Mich.
Extract from a letter from good judges:
-U; . O. II. Town fiend:—We are In receipt of your favor of the

17th, and the sample of honey. We believe It would be impos-
sible for the bees to gather tlncr honey than the sample sub-
mitted. We regret to say that we have already bought all the
honey we care to at the present time. Thanking you tqjr the
otter and the privilege of tasting such fine honey, we remain

Very truly yours,
Mlddlebury, Vt., Sept. 20. J. E. CrjXE & Son.

All honey from our Northern Michigan yards is like
the sample referred to above. Try some and note the
smile of satisfaction it will produce.

Honey and Wax Wanted
Wanted.—Choice white extracted honey. Prompt

payment on receipt. H. C. Ahlers. West Bend. Wis.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State quan-
tity, kind, how put up, and lowest cash price you will
take. E. R. Pahl & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St.. Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—Five hundred cases fancy white-clover
New-York State comb honey; 24 to case.

M. H. Tweed & Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Wanted.—White honey. State kind, how put up,
and lowest cash price. Chas. Koeppen,

1508 Main St., Fredericksburg. Va.

I will pay 7K cts. per lb. for gilt-edged white-clover
extracted honey laid down; also /4 ct. more per lb. for
white-clover comb honey than other responsible par-
ties will offer who will buy all grades put up in light
rough boxes B. WALKER, Clyde. 111.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—To buy a carload of bees.
F. B. Cavanagh, Hebron, Ind.

Wanted.—A carload of bees. State kind, and kind
of hive. I. B. Perrine, Blue Lake, Idaho.

I Via Twin Falls, i

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. OREL L. Hershiser.

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo. N. Y.

If you have an apiary to sell or one to let on shares,
drop a line, stating particulars, to

Charles Zweily. Clyde, IlL

Wanted—By you — best goods most promptly; in
other words. "Pierce service. Root quality." I buy
by carloads, and can supply you at once from one of
the best shipping centers in the country.

Edmund W. Peirce, Zanesville. 0.
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Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Italian queens; untested, 50 cts.; select,

75 cts.; tested, $1.00. ROBT. B. SPICER, Wharton, N. J.

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMURRAY, Silverton, W. Va.

First prizes Connecticut State Fair for Italian bees
and queens, 1909. A. W. Yates, Hartford, Ct.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—25 three-frame nuclei with young Italian
queens at $1.50 each. A bargain to some one far south.

B. F. AVERILL, Howardsville, Va.

For Sale.—175 colonies of bees with fixtures, in 8

and 10 frame Root and home-made hives. Also sixty
acres, hay-ranch. A. H. Geise, Rt. 4, Boise, Ida.

For Sale.—lOOO colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street. Ogden. Utah.

For Sale.—175 swarms of bees at a bargain if taken
soon; 8 and 10 frame 2-&tory hives with Hofi'man
frames, built from wired ioundation. If interested
call on or wiite. W. H. Rails, Orange, California.

A great bargain in bees. I have decided to move to
California this fall, and I now oflfer my entire apiary
of 300 colonies, with exlraciing-supers, at a great bar-
gain. Write for particulars to

A. L. DUPRAY, Camanche, Iowa.

For Sale.—75 colonies bees in Danzenbaker hives
among the orange-groves of Southern California, 27
miles east of Los Angeles, on electric line. Orange-
blossom honey surest crop, and fiae quality; whole
outfit for comb and extracted honey. Sickness com-
pels sale. M. H. Phillips, Glendora, Cal.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six. $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nal, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. RAILS, Orange, Cal.

For Sale

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. COOLEY, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—a full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

Cheap as plain paper—100 note-heads, 50 envelopes,
25 shipping-tags, printed (name, address, business),
89 cts. postpaid. Visiting-cards, 10 cts. a dozen. Mon-
ey-back basis. Syndicate Adv. Co.,

697 Marshall, Columbus, Ohio.

For Sale.—100 wide frames for the production of
fancy comb honey. They hold eight sections each; fit

Langstroth supers, or will fit any hive that uses Lang-
stroth or Hoffman frames; cost $:35.00; will sell for
$17.50. Also two-horse gasoline-engine, 0. K. condi-
tion; cost $60 00; $25.00 takes it, or will exchange it for
beeswax or extracted honey,

L. F. Howden, Fillmore, N. Y.

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's. 412-414 Ferry St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale.—Chicks, 8 cents each; eggs, $4.00 per 100;

shipped anywhere. Culver Poultry Farm,
4086 Main St., Benson, Neb.

Situation Wanted

Wanted.—Situation as apiarist by a married man,
of several years' experience, in some healthy locality
in the South or Southwest during winter. Address

Box 48, Rt. 12, Groton, N. Y.

Wanted.—A man of 24 wants a position on a bee-
ranch for winter in Florida. Jamaica. Mexico, or Cen-
tral America. Best refeiences; practical experience;
have helped harvest 74,000 lbs. of honey this year. No
liquor or tobacco. Earle Dilatush,

Box 191. San Bernardino. Cal.

Real Estate

For Sale.—Forty-acre Elberta peach orchard; 3000
7-year-old bearing trees. $250u. Write

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan. Mo.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co.. Lincoln. Neb. We buy car
lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.
J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham. Farwell. Mich.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence. Doniphan, Mo.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. Greatly im-
proved facilities for 1910. Wm. A. Shuff,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia. Pa.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One. 75 cts.; six, $4.00; dozen. $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co.. North Yakima. Wash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for
business—June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 60 cts.;

select, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-

isfaction guaranteed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd. Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in
April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a
breeder. For sale, several tons of fall honey.

Quirin-the-queen-breeder, Bellevue. 0.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

HONEY RECKIPTS.

Since our last issue we have unloaded a car of choice
California extracted honey, and are expectintr to ar-
rive within a few days a car of comb honey from Reno,
Nev., and are arrangintr for another car later. We are
prepared to furnish choice alfalfa, extracted, or Cali-
fornia sacre, white, extracted, at 10 cts., in 60-lb. cans.
Two cans to case at 9^2 cts., 5-can lots at 9 cts. Choice
comb honey in 100-lb. lots at 18 cts. per lb.

WHITE-SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

We have not yet secured a sufficient supply of white-
sweet-clover seed to meet our needs for seed the com-
ing year. Some of our readers may have gathered
seed which they have not yet shipped or even sold.
We shall be glad to hear from those having seed fir
sale, either hulled or unhulled. We have none of the
hulled white on hand at pre.sent, though we ha^e a
good supply of hulled yellow and some of the unhull-
ed in both varieties, but not as much as we shall need.

SECOND-HAND PLANER FOR S.\LE.

We have an 18-inch planer in our mill, which we are
replacing with a larger and heavier machine, and
therefore we have this one for sale. It is an 18-inch
" Prize Panel " planer, made at WiUiamsport, Pa., and
sells new for $175. This machine is somewhat worn.
and we can not recommend it for extra-fine work on
small pieces; but for ordinary planing it will still do
good work, and should be a bargain at the price we ask
for it—$60.00. It will adjust to plane from 5 s to 6 inches
thick, and drives with one belt to one end of cylinder.
It weighs about 1500 lbs. No counter-shaft goes with
it except at $15.00 extra.

Special Notices by A. I. Root

BASSWOOD (LINDEN) TREES FOR FALL PLANTING.

We are ready once more to send out basswood-trees
to bee-keepers, either by mail or express— that is, if

you fin ' fall planting a success in your locality. As a
general thing, spring planting is preferable; but in
some localities, say in the South, or in sandy soil where
there is no danger of their being thrown out by freez-
ing, fall planting may be belter than spring. A good
heavy mulching will a'so remedy heaving out by
frost in almost any locality. Small trees, one foot or
under, 5 cts. each; 30 cts. for 10; $2.00 per 100. The
same postpaid by mail, 8 cts. each; 35 cts. for 10; $2.25
per 100. Larger trees, to go by express, 1 to 5 feet, 10
cts. each; 75 cts. for 10; $6.00 per hundred. We are not
prepared to furnish trees larger than 5 feet at present.
We can ship trees any time now on until the ground is

frozen, say till the middle or last of November. Some-
times we have very favorable weather for shipping
trees in the fore part of December.

THE WRIGHT BROTHERS NOT IN THE "SHOW" BUSINESS.

We are informed by the papers that both Orville and
Wilbur VV right have declined making flights simply
for an exhibition. From what I know of the two men
I can readily understand that they could not be in-

duced by any offer of money to go around the countrj'
giving exhibitions. They are not in the show busi-
ness; neither are they in the business oi uettins; rich.

God has given them their success and their great pop-
ularity for some better purpose. Wilbur recently said
something to the effect that their first business was to

establish a factory for making safe flying-mai hines;
and the next thing is to establish a school to teach the
art of flying. And there has already been some loss
of life; and loss of life is almo>-t sure to come when an
inexperienced person, without practice or training,
undertakes to fly. This school and workshop will

prove to be a blessing to humanity. But how much
good will come from this wonderful discovery if they
circle round about the country in response to the one
who makes them the biggest offer of money? May the
Lord be praised that we have a couple of inventors
who have the grace to say, no matter how tempting
the offer, "Gentlemen, we thank you; but we are not
in the show business."

"A THING OF BEAUTY AND A JOY FOR EVER "—OR AS
LONG AS IT LASTS.

The above came into my mind on looking at a bed of
asters. The seed was furnished by Mr. K. E. Huniing-
ton. of Painesvilie, Ohio — a man who has made a spe-
cialty of developing new and larger varieties of asters
for a good many years. He sent me four papers of
seed. If I remember correctly I did not get around to
sowing the seed till some time in June. They were up
almost before I knew it. and were at once transplanted
into a bed about 15 feet long and a yard wide. As al-

most every seed germinated we had the plants rather
too close, and as a consequence the blossoms are not
as large as they might have been otherwise. But
some of them are, as it is, four inches aero?' They
are not only of all shapes but of all colors, including
pink, and a great variety of shades between pink and
blue; but the form of the blossoms runs all the way
from a beautiful dahlia to a splendid chrysanthemum.
Many of them are beautifully striped and marked.
When I stopped in front of that bed this morning it

fairly startled me by its beauty. I do not know what
the seeds cost, as they were presented to me, but prob-
ably only a few cents; and it occurs to me just now
that I do not know of any other plant that gives such
a profusion of bewildering be:;uty. with so little care
and expense, as the aster, especially if you have the
" New Creations " along that line. If I am right about
it, the flowers stand quite a little frost, which is anoth-
er thing greatly in their favor.

OFF TO FLORIDA.
After this reaches you, you had better address what

you want to reach A. I. Root personally to Bradentown,
Fla., instead of Medina, Ohio; thbt is, I expect to leave
here about the last of October. Let me repeat what I

said a year ago. If you want a prompt answer on any
subject where I can give you help, inclose in that let-

ter an addressed postal card. Sometimes I have felt

like telling you on these pages that I would not answer
any thing unless you relieve me of the wearing task of
deciphering names and addresses. I have spent a
great part of my life in trying to figure out where peo-
ple live and what their names are. You can certainly
write your own name so your own postmaster will
know whom it is for. If you must use a pencil, be sure
to use one that writes black on clean white paper. I do
not care particularly about a postage-stamp; but while
you are about it you can just as well write on a postal
card as any thing else; and unless it is something of
great importance (something about incubators or
chickens, for instance) I can not promise to write
more than I can easily get on a postal card I rather
enjoy answering questions where I have nothing to do
but to take pencil or pen and write it down without
any thought or care in regard to getting it to the
writer. I am always very glad indeed to get clippings
from periodicals in regard to the subjects I have been
talking about; but I do not think I shall have time dur-
ing this coming winter for theological discussions.
Our recent talks about Solomon have revealed the fact
that there is such a wide diversity of opinion in regard
to God's holy word that I do not believe it is worth
while to spend much time in such discussions; and it

is certainly not wise if the discussion leaves us in a
more unpleasant frame of mind than before it started.

Now, then, if you feel inclined to write me a personal
letter while I am down in my Florida home I shall be
exceedingly glad to hear from all of you. Brother
Terry suggests that, instead of saying, as I usually do,
"your old friend A. I. Root," I should change it to

"from your long-time friend A. I. Root." Terry says
it is bad to admit that we are growing old. Do not be
in a hurry to call yourself "an old man "or "an old
woman." Do not think about it, and it may help you
to stay young. T. B. Terry is the picture of health.
There is not a thing the matter with him in any way,
and there has not been for years. He is 66 and I am
almost 70.

Mr. Bee-Man: Yoa can sive time,
worry, and money by
ordering yoor supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line ol Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thine you need in the apiary. If yoo do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Frland St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 1489-1
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH

Be Sure to Get Our Prices on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's wax, or

let us send you our prices for
working your beeswax into

Dadants
Foundation



Preparing the ground.

Plants
need
light

You
never
cover Planted and growing

Sunlight Sash. Your plants under them get all the light all the time. The heat stored
all the day is held securely over night. The result is bigger, stronger, earlier plants.

Two layers of glass instead of one. Between the
two is a ^-inch cushion of air. In freezing weather
any space between the sash and glass on the upper
side freezes up tight, and air between the two layers
of glass becomes absolutely dry—a perfect non-con-
ductor—better protection than mats or boards.

Robert Gibson, Corydon, Ind., writes: "I bought
five sash last February; transplanted my tomato-plants
under the glass March 10th, and by April 10th they
were in bud. Sold $18.00 worth of plants. Will want
ten more sash next fall."

In zero weather under Sunlight Sash your plants
are as safe as in open air in May. Never any worry or
slightest risk about sudden changes in temperature.

Saves expense—saves all the labor of covering and
uncovering. Boards, shutters, and mats are elimi-
nated.

Used by such men as Bolton Hall, intensive farm-
ing authority; R. L. Watts, Professor of Horticulture,
Pennsylvania State College; L. H. Cooch, editor The
Practical Farmer—by thousands of market-growers
and farmers—men who grow to sell—in every climate.

Write for catalog and free prepaid proposition.
Order early to insure prompt shipment. Fast
freight, safe delivery guaranteed. Write today.
Now is the time to prepare for hot-beds. . . .

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co.
951 East Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

br Hot-beds
and Cold-frames

Invest in

Bees and Trees
at CHARLOS HEIGHTS in the

BITTER ROOT VALLEY, Montana

BECAUSE—Bees suffer less than two per cent
winter loss there. The working season
and working day are long. The honey is

fine in quality, and the yield nearly double
that of the Middle West.

BECAUSE—While bearing apple-orchards in the
Bitter Root are worth $1000 an acre, we
plant, care for, and (5 years from now) de-
liver you a State-inspected, bearing orchard
with perpetual water ownership, for less
than half that amount. Payments easy.

BECAUSE—Returns from your orchard the sec-
ond 5 years will double your money, under
present conditions, at least TWICE.

BECAUSE—During the third 5 years—and the
rest of your days—ten acres will keep you
in ease.

BECAUSE—You can not invest better, safer,
more profitably.

Simply mail us your address and the word
"CHARLOS" on a postal. We'll prove our
words. We'll take you to Montana—show you
the land and the water— the mountains — the
mild climate. . . . Investigate NOW ! Write
today I Come at this time of red-cheeked apples
and bending trees. Buy when you've SEEN.

CHARLOS ORCHARDS SELL THEMSELVES

The O. W. Kerr Co.
300 Nicollet Avenue
Minneapolis, Minn.

181 La Salle Street
Chlcaso. Illinois

BANKING BY MAIL

Money deposited with us is secure, and works
for you continually. Our perfect system of

banking BY MAIL brings this opportunity to

your door.

The Savings Deposit Bank has a capital and
surplus of $70,000, and assets of over $800,000.

Its policy is conservative; its affairs are ably
managed by capable and successful business
men.

Deposits of $1.00 and upward accepted, on
which we pay a yearly interest of 4 PER CENT,
compounded semi-annually. Send currency in

registered letter, your own check, or by post-

office or express money-order.

Write for the
Booklet Today

Resources
1800,000

Established
1892

th^savings deposit
BANK COMPANY

MEDINA, OHIO
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Think What a Roof
Must Stand

Before you decide on a?iy roofing, for any purpose, consider what that

roof must stand. Consider the expansion and the contraction of alter-

nating heat and cold. Think of the rotting rains of spring. Of the ice

and the sliding snows that winter brings. Of the burning embers, that,

in time of fire, it must withstand. Then send for our free book, which
tells the very facts you want to know about all kinds of roofings.

This free book tells about roofs of shingles,

tin, tar, iron—of "prepared" and other

roofings.

It tells what we have learned in nearly twenty
years of actual tests of these various roofings.

It tells the first cost of each—and the after

cost—it tells the advantages of each fairly,

frankly, comprehensively.

We gladly send this valuable book free, be-

cause it tells about Ruberoid roofing, too.

Since Ruberoid was invented, nearly twenty
years ago, there have sprung up more than 300
substitutes.

Beware Substitutes

These substitutes have names which sound
like Ruberoid. Before they are laid on roofs,

they look like Ruberoid.
But do not let these
facts deceive you.
No other maker can use

Ruberoid gum.
And it is this wonder-

ful, flexible gum of ours
which makes Ruberoid
sun proof, moisture
proof, heat proof,
cold proof and weather
proof.

(TRADEMABK RBGISTEEED)

Be sure to look for this reg-istered trademark which
is stamped every four feet on the under side of all

fi-enuine Ruberoid. This is your protection ajjaiust
substitutes which many dealers brazenly sell as
Ruberoid. Ruberoid is usually sold by but one
dealer in a town. We will tell you the name of your
Ruberoid dealer when you send for our free book.

It is this exclusive Ruberoid gum that we
use which makes a Ruberoid roof so nearly fire-

proof that a shovelful of burning coals thrown
on the roof will not set it afire.

A Ruberoid roof is practically a one-piece

roof. For Ruberoid comes to you in yard wide
rolls, the seams and laps of which are cemented
together in one solid piece.

You can easily lay a Ruberoid roof yourself.

Or you can have it laid at small expense. No
skilled labor is needed. The average cost of

laying will run from twenty to eighty cents a
hundred square feet—according to the roof.

Ruberoid in Colors

Ruberoid also comes in attractive colors—Red,
Green, Brown. These color roofings are made
under our exclusively owned U. S. and foreign
patents. The colors of Ruberoid roofing do not

fade or wear away. For
they are a part of the
roofing— a permanent-
color roofing, fine enough
for the costliest home.
To get the free book

telling all about shingle,

tin, tar, iron, Ruberoid
and other roofings, simply
address Dept. 34 J The
Standard Paint Company,
100William St. New York.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, Bound Brook, N. J.
New York, ChicaEo, Kansas City, Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Memphis, Denver, San Francisco, Montreal, London, Paris, Hamburg
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Farm and
Home

Twice a month-twenty-
four copies a year.

The paper is just what its name indicates,

a spicy, practical, up-to-date magazine. It

covers every thing that pertains to the farm,
big or little, in country or village. It smacks
so of the soil that town and city folks also like

to read it. It gets right down to business, is

full of snap and go.

The Editorial Staff.

Herbert Myrick is editor-in-chief, assisted by capable editors in each de-
partment, and a splendid list of contributors—men and women who know how,
who tell how in few words—nothing long-winded, no theory, every line full of

meat, sound sense, and wisdom.

Agricultural Departments.
These include the farm, gardening outdoors and in, sheep, swine, cattle,

horses, dairying, poultry-yard, buildings and machinery, fruits and vegetables,
business side of farming, crop reports and markets, veterinary, notes among
farmers.

For the Family.
It gives the best, newest, and most reliable jottings upon household prob-

lems, cooking recipes, home-made contrivances, fashions, and dressmaking,
embroidery, ooys and girls, mothers and daughters, fathers and sons.

A great story began in Farm anrf //o/ne with the September 15th issue entitled "Weed and
War," a romance of the Kentucky Night Riders in 1909. A most thrilling, fascinating story. A
complete short story and fun in each number. World's Progress is alone worth the price of the
paper. Also its legal advice, educational and "How to Live" departments.

It is bright, clean, reliable, all the way through. Pro-
fusely illustrated, popular in both country and town. Mr.
Myrick's editorials and chat with the editors are fearless,

complete, full of ginger, and exert a profound influence.
One of the oldest journals of its class, it is so popular east
and west, north and south, as to have the largest circulation.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina. O.
For the enclosed $1 send Gleanings

and Farm and Home as follows:

Name

Address

Town

State

Send Gleanings to

Name

Address

Town

State

By a fortunate arrangement with the publishers, we
are able to offer this magazine, for one year, together with
a subscription to GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE for one year,
for only $1 00. GLEANINGS is also a semi-monthly, so that
you will get forty-eight copies of these two very excellent
magazines for only $1.00. If you are already a subscriber
to Gleanings, you may have your subscription advanced a
year; or, better still, have Gleanings sent to a friend, and
Farm and Home to yourself. Fill out the coupon and en-
close a dollar bill—or stamps, if you like—and be assured of

some good reading matter for the next twelve months. New
subscribers who send in their orders at once may have
their Gleanings subscription date from January 1, 1910,and
we will send the numbers for the rest of this year free

of charge. This will include our special Christmas number.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.
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A YEAR'S WORK
IN AN OUT-APIARY

. . OR . .

An average of 114/^ pounds of honey
per colony, in a poor season,

and how it was done.

First tdithn, Dec, l<)o8, 1000 ctfiit.

Setond idition, Jan., IQOQ, 3000 cofitl.

By G. M. DOOLITIXE
Author of " Scientiiic Queen Rearing-"

Mention has already been made of this book in our reading-columns; but there is such
an unusual interest in it that we call attention to it once more.

To understand the scope of the work better, please notice that it contains the following
chapters

:

Chapter I. An average of 11-4 J4 pounds of section honey per colony in a poor season, and how it was done.

II. Same, continued
III. Bloom time.
IV. How to control s^varms when ttmnlng for comb honey.
V. A simple and reliable plan for making increase.

VI. How to save unnecessary lifting in talcing off filled supers of honey.
VII. Taking off the surplus; what to do with the unfinished sections, preparation for the buckwheat flow

VIII. Progress in the supers.

IX. A simple way lo put on escapes without lifting.

X. Taking off the Honey and storing it at the outyard.

XI. Same, continued.
XII. Closing words; further suggestions to the plans given in the preceding chapters.

The author says in the preface:
While the book is intended for the specialist, it is none the less desirable for the plain, every-day bee-keeper, with his

one home apiary, or for the amateur with his five to ten colonies; and because this book is for the specialist in bee-keeping
I have not gone into first principles or the A B C of our pursuit, as the specialist has passed these rudimentary things long
ago. I'here are plenty of good books before one, and all who are desirous of learning of the foundation structure, there-

fore, have no need of repeating here. The amateor should certainly procure, read, and digest one or more of these

books upon entering the ranks of apiculture.

What Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of T^e Bee-keepers' Revienv, says:

" A Year's Work in an Out-apiary " is packed full of the most valuable information that has ever been
given to bee-keepers. Like a few other books, it is a difficult one to review. It is so boiled down and
condensed that there is very little that can be left oat. I am going to do the best I can at it, but I'll say

right here that every bee-keeper would do much better to buy the book and read it in its entirety.

While the book is really a record of one year's work (12 visits) in an out-apiary, in which, during a

poor season (1905), 114/4 pounds of section honey per colony were secured, it is descriptive of a X For the en-

plan that was perfected during some ten or fiftten years of previous experimenting. To put the X closed remit-
whole thing in a nut-shell, it tells how to manage an out-apiary for the most profitable pro- X tance
duction of comb honey, and, at the same time, prevent all swarming. X please send C/fjn-

X ines (1 yr. or 6

SPECIAL OFFER NO. Dl: / -o > <>

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, one year (new or renewal subscriptions), $1 .00
Onecopy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY „-50

Total SI.50

OUR PRICE for the above $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D2:
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, six month's trial $ .25
Onecopy of A YEAR'SWORKIN AN OUT-APIARY . .50

Total S .75

BOTH for SO cents
If you are already a subscriber to Gleamings, and your subscription is

paid, and you want to gel the book, take advantage of offer No. DT
by ordering the book for yourself and a six month's trial to Gleanings
tot someoneof your bee-keeping friends who is not now a subscriber.

Send Doolitlle's book, my adJrfss

below:

THE A. L ROOT CO., Medina, O.
// Gleaningj ii to be tent f same fart) as In,

sign only in last twt blank lines.
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as
i>ossible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight
will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-
ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRADING RULES FOR COMB HONEY.
Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firm-

ly attached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by
travel-stain or otherwise, all the cells sealed except an
occasional one, the outside surface of the wood well
.scraped of propolis.
A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of

cells next to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part
of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly
soiled; the outside surface of the wood well scraped of
liropolis.
No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells

next to the wood; combs comparatively even; one-
eighth part of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface
slightly soiled.
No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be

filled and sealed.
No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-

weight section.
In addition to this the honey is to be classified ac-

cording to color, using the terms white, amber, and
dark; that is, there will be "Fancy White," "No. 1

Dark," etc.

NEW comb-honey grading-rules adopted by the
COLORADO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped except the outside row, next to the wood; hon-
ey white or slightly amber, comb and cappings white,
and not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average 21
pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this
grade to weigh less than 13% ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and

evenly capped, except the outside row, next to the
wood; honey white or light amber; comb and cappings
from white to off color, but not dark; comb not project-
ing beyond the wood; wood to be well cleaned.
Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net

per case of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh
less than 13!^'2 ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber

honey not included in the above grades; sections to be
fairly well filled and capped, no more than 25 uncapped

cells, exclusive of outside row, permitted in this grade,
wood to be well cleaned, no section in this grade to
weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not less than

19 pounds net.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 20 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to
17; No. 1 ditto, 15 to 16 ; fancy white extracted, 9 to 10 ;

light amber, 7 to 8; amber, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 32.
Oct. 22. Blake-Lee Co.

Indianapolis.—There is a good demand for best
grades of honey, with market fairly well supplied.
For fancy white comb honey producers are being paid
16 cents; for No. 1 white, 14; finest extracted in 5-gal-
lon cans, 8. No demand for amber or off grades.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 28 to 30 cents.

Oct. 18. Walter S. Pouder.

Albany.—The honey market is firmly held on short-
crop news; but the consumptive demand will not stand
very high prices in these days of cheap sweets. We
think it is better to sell at 15 to 16 in quantity for best
clover or white grades of comb, and 14 to 15 for mixed,
and 13 to 14 for buckwheat and dark, rather than to
lose sales. The demand for extracted is better than
usual this season, at 8 to 8/2 for white; amber, TVi; 7 to
7>^ for buckwheat extracted. Beeswax is scarce at
any price.

Oct. 23. H. R. Wright.

Zanesville.—There is a good average demand for
best grades of honey. There have been some arrivals
of Western honey, but prices remain firm. For white-
clover comb, grading No. 1 to fancy, producers would
receive from the jobbing trade 14 to 16 cts., delivered
here. Such honey goes to the retail grocery trade at 2
to 2>2 cts. advance over the above prices. The chief
demand for extracted honey on this market is for that
in glass packages, which I quote at $2.25 per dozen for
full pound jars, and 90 cts. for the ten-cent size. For
best white-clover or raspberry honey in five-gallon
cans I offer S'A delivered. Good yellow beeswax now
brings on arrival 28 cts. in cash or 30 in exchange for
bee-supplies.

Oct. 18. Edmund W. Peirce.

New York.—The demand is good for comb honey
of all grades, especially for No. 1 and fancy white
stock. While receipts are not quite as heavy as in for-
mer years they are sufficient to meet the demand. We
quote fancy white at 15; No. 1, 14; No. 2, 13; amber and
mixed, 11 to 12; buckwheat, 11 to 13,. according to qual-
ity. Strictly fancy lots, in a small way, bring a little

more than the above. The demand for extracted hon-
ey is good. Receipts are quite heavy, especially from
California. We never saw the quality better. Water-
white sage is quotable at 85^2; white sage, 8; light am-
ber, 7 to 7!4; amber, 6 to 6%; clover and basswood, 8

to 854; dark and buckwheat, 7 to 7'/2; Southern in bar-
rels, 65 to 75 per gallon. Beeswax is dull and quiet—28
to 29, acccording to quality.

Oct. 23. HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.
Honey Markets continued on page 5.

DELICIOUS HONEY. .
*

.

Our second car of Sage Honey has arrived. The first sold like

cakes" in crates of two 60-pound cans at 9>^c per pound.
Sample, lOc. Truly if you ever ate fine honey

you will say this is par excellence.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

hot-

51|Walnut Street
"The Busy Bee-men"

Cincinnati, Ohio
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The present season has been a poor one for honey

in many sections of the East. We are not dependent upon

Eastern markets, however, for, in addition to our Eastern

stocks, we have secured several cars of honey from Cah-

fornia. Please do not think that, because we have West-

ern honey, it is inferior in quality. On the contrary, we

have some of the finest honey ever produced, and a sample

shipment will convince you of its quality. We can supply

either comb or extracted, water-white or amber. Write

to-day for prices and samples.

If you have been so fortunate as to secure more honey

this season than you can use, we shall be glad to hear from

you. State what kind it is, how it is put up, and lowest price

you expect for it delivered in Cincinnati. Do not ship with-

out definite instructions, for we are taking in honey every

day and may not have much storage room.

We also have our usual complete line of bee-keepers'

supplies. Send in your orders now and get the benefit of

the November cash discount, which is five per cent. Our

goods are fresh and clean, and the best on the market.

Catalog on request.

C H. W.WEBER & CO.
2146-2148 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
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FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS
Foreign subscribers can save time and annoyance by placing their orders for Glean-

ings with any of the following authorized agents, at the prices shown:

PARIS, FRANCE. E.Bondonneau, 56 & 58 Ave. Felix Faure, Paris 15. Per year,

postpaidjYifr.

GOODNA, QUEENSLAND. H. L. Jones. Any Australian subscriber can order

of Mr. Jones. Per year, postpaid, 6/.

DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND. Alliance Box Co. , 24 Castle St. Per year, postpaid, 6/.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,

205 La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois.

Honey Markets continued.

Chicago.—There continues to be a fair trade in hon-
ey, and prices are steady for both comb and extracted.
A No. 1 to fancy comb is ranging at 16, with No. 1 at

15; other grades range from 1 to 3 cts. less per pound;
extracted white, 7 to 8, according to kind, quality, and
flavor, with ambers from 6 to V. Beeswax, 30 to 32.

Oct. 22. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cincinnati.—The demand for both comb and ex-
tracted honey is better than it has been for several
years past. There is a wonderful demand for comb
honey especially, and we arc selling it in lots of from
.50 to 150 and 200 cases at 14^2 to 15. and by the single
case from the store at from 16 to 17'-; amber extracted
honey in barrels, 6 to 7'a; white-clover and sage, 9 to
flVi. We want your beeswax at 29 cts. cash delivered
hero, and money back the day the shipment arrives.

Oct. 22. THK FRKP \V. MlITH Co.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 82-84 Murray St.

NEW YORK

Hurt-Cain Company
Incorporated

37 Vance Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee

BROKERS in Comb and Extracted Honey. oWe never
buy honey ourselves, but sell only for shipper's
account. We therefore obtain the highest prices our
market will pay. Consignments of choice comb and
the better grades of extracted solicited. Liberal.ad-
vances, honest service, and prompt returns.

Schenectady —There has been no material change
in our market conditions since our last reports. • The
best white-clover comb honey is selling at 15 cts., and
grades under that, 13 to 14; buckwheat, 11 to 12. The
demand for white extracted is not quite so good, as
most dealers have secured their supply for present
use. Dark is unchanged. We quote white at VA to 8;

amber and dark, 6/4 to 7. Producers should write us
before shipping us their honey, as certain grades and
sizes of sections sell better than others in our market.

Oct. 23. Chas. MacCulloch.

Chicago.—Since the first of the month we have not-
ed quite an improvement in the honey situation as re-

gards both comb and extracted honey. Stock is mov-
ing out well, and prices we are realizing for shippers
are satisfactory. We quote comb honey, fancy white,
15 to 16; No. 1 white, 14 to 15; No. 2 white and light am-
ber, 13 to 14; medium amber and off grades, 10 to 12;

fancy buckwheat in good demand at 12 to 13. We
quote extracted honey, fancy white clover and bass-
wood, in barrels, kegs, or cans, VA to 8^^; light amber
in 60-lb. cans, 6 to 7; fancy Utah water-white alfalfa,

~A; Southern California light amber in 60-lb. cans,
two to the case, 7. Bright pure beeswax is firm at 30

to 32.

Oct. 14. S. T. Fish & Co.

Cnnliniicd on puRC 21.

HONEY!

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton, Ills.

If your white-clover crop is short, and you
want some good honey to supply your

customers, we can offer you White
Alfalfa Honey at the following prices

:

One 60-lb. can - 10c per pound
Two 60-lb. cans or more, 9c

Ten 60-lb. cans or more, 8)4

This honey is put up in new, bright

cans, neat and clean, and we can
guarantee it in every way
Sample bv mail 5 cts. to pay postage.
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TWO YEARS FOR $1:^
As a rule, persons subscribing for the Review after tlie beginning of the year ask for

the back numbers so that they may have a complete volume ; and extra copies are always

printed to supply this demand. That no one may be disappointed, more copies are printed

than probably will be needed. At present I have nearly 200 complete sets for 1909, and

rather than allow them to cumber my shelves, and gather dust year after year, I prefer to

have them out doing good ; hence, as long as the supply holds out I will send a complete

set to each one who sends me $1.00 for the Review for 1910.

Back numbers of the Review are different from those of newspapers and some journals.

The information that they contain is just as valuable now as when first published. It is

impossible on this page to give much description, but I will mention some of the articles

that appear in the Review for 1909. They are as follows

:

The Story of a Season.
My brother Elmer has for three years had the man-

agement of our apiaries in Northern Michigan, and
last spring he began, in the Review, the story of u

year's campaign—beginning with taking the bees from
the cellar, and going along, step by step, until the bees

were back again in their winter quarters. If you wish

to know how our five apiaries are managed for ex-

tracted honey, read this story.

Turning Bees Into Honey.
There is often an opportunity to buy, at a low price,

one or more lots of bees in box hives, or those with

odd-sized frames; but there may be little profit in

moving them home, transferring, Italianizing, etc.

There is, however, a sort of off-hand method, one re-

quiring little labor, of turning those bees into honey
right on the spot. At the end of the season very tew

bees will remain, but there will be a lot of extracted

honey and empty combs. It may not be bee-keeping,

but it is certainly money-makins. Mr. E. B. lyrreii

has done this several times, and he tells about it in

this year's Review.

A Mail-Order Trade.
For many bee-keepers there is a better way of sell-

ing honey than that of sending it to jobbers or com-

mission men, or bottling or peddling it, ana

that is by developing a mail-order trade. it

is not necessary even to leave one's horne, yet

good prices may be obtained. Mr. H. C. Ahlers, or

Wisconsin, has built up such a trade, selling thou-

sands and thousands of pounds each year, and he nas

told in the Review exactly how the trade was built up.

Memories of Langstroth.
One of the most graphic (yet touching and beautiful)

pieces of writing that ever appeared in the Review, is

a sketch of Father Langstroth's life by Jennie Brooks,

who was his neighbor and loving friend from ctiiia-

hood to womanhood. It has given me a clearer view

of this wonderful man than anything else I ever reaa.

It is accompanied by a full-page portrait of Langstrotn

taken in his 82d year, probably his last photograph,

also a picture of the old Langstroth home, as well as a

view of the old apple-orchard where once stooa me
Langstroth apiary.

Getting Higher Prices.

„ The bee-keeper who has harvested a crop of ex-

tracted honey fit for table use has gone only halt way
toward the coveted goal of 'The Highest net I'rohts

upon the Investment and Expenses ot uper-

ating the Apiary.' " Such is the opening sentence

of an eight-page arlicle by O. L. Hershiser, who takes

for his title „ Improving Market Conditions by tne

Bottling of Honey." In this article he tells how "e nas

nearly doubled the income from his apianes by Doi-

tling the product and selling it to srrocers, and tms

without the elaborate equipment employed by exten-

sive bottlers. Minute details are given from the lique-

fying of the honey to the making of sales.

Send me $1.00 and I will send you the back numbers, place your name on the subscrip-

tion list, and continue to send you the Review to the end of next year.

For ten cents I will send you three of these back numbers, different issues, and the ten

cents may apply on any subscription you may send in later ; will also send a specially low

clubbing offer. W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

The Gravity Strainer.

It is more or less of a "bother" to strain honey
through a cloth, to wash the strainer, etc., and it is

possible to avoid this. One issue of the Review in the
past year illustrates and describes two very simple
forms of a gravity strainer, whereby the use of a cloth
is entirely avoided.

Tarred-Felt Protection.

The use of tarred felt as a winter protection for bees
has been discussed somewhat, and a lady bee-keeper
of Wisconsin, Miss Mathilde Candler, has used it suc-
cessfully for several winters, and she has told in the
Review exactly how she uses it. There is a full-page
illustration of her apiary thus protected.

No Brushing nor Shaking.
It is not always possible nor desirable to use bee-

escapes ; yet it is often necessary to remove honey for
extracting at a time when robbers give trouble ; and
S. E. Miller has a decidedly novel method of accom-
plishing this with no brushing nor shaking ; and he
describes it in the Review for this year.

129 Colonies—20,000 Sections.

In the year 1908 Dr. C. C. Miller produced nearly 20,-

(KX) sections from 129 colonies, and in a three-page
article he goes briefly over the ground from start to
linish, telling how the feat was performed. No comb-
honey producer can afford to miss this.

The Newer Inventions.

In our Northern Michigan apiaries we have this year
been trying an uncapping-machine, a steam-heated
uncapplng-knife, and two capping-melters, and in the
Review is told the story of our experience with these
innovations—one failed ; and, with slight changes in
one, the other two were brilliant successes.

More Money by Frequent Extracling.

There are two methods of producing extracted honey
—that of tiering up and then extracting at the end of
the season, and that of frequent extracting. The latter
method secures more honey (so it is claimed), and the
former gives a superior product (according to its advo-
cates i, and those veterans, M.V. Facey, Harry Lathrop,
and J. L. Byer, argue the matter and give their experi-
ences and views on this all-important point.

No Drifting.

As usually managed, carrying bees out of the cellar
in the spring is a disagreeable job—the bees rush out
and mix up, and sometimes there is loss from their
" drifting" to other parts of the yard. All this may be
avoided, scarcely a bee leavingthe hive, when carrying
them out, and they will begin to fly gradually, with no
mixing. My brother Elmer has an article telling how
this may be accomplished.
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Removal Sale!
CONTINUAL growth, hard work, and constant digging after business,

forces us to secure larger quarters. We have disposed of our pres-

ent place of business at 1322 South Flores Street, where we had a

building 40X250, and which was not nearly large enough for us, and we
found it necessary to put up a building just twice the size of our present

one. We have let the contract for our new building, in which we shall have

20,000 square feet of floor space, and shall be in position to carry a larger

and more complete stock of Root's Goods than ever before. Our foundation-

factory will also be rebuilt and placed on our new site, and will be built bet-

ter and more complete than ever before. We are glad to state that now we
are on the Southern Pacific Railroad, which has built a track right along

where our new building is going up, which reaches nearly every point to

which we ship. Heretofore we were very much handicapped, and many
shipments were delayed because we were on a road which could not handle

our shipments promptly. We can now concentrate honey shipments, make
good time, and give the very best service to our customers that can be had.

Our customers who heretofore called at 1322 So. Flores St., can in the future

obtain goods and information, and sell their wax, at our branch, 607 South

Flores Street. We have a number of customers south from San Antonio

who bring honey in wagons ; such customers, as a matter of convenience to

them, can deal with our branch, 607 South Flores Street, where they will

receive the same prompt attention as they did at 1322 South Flores. Oui-

friends who visit the city, and who find it inconvenient to go so far out

as 1322, can easily call on us at 607 South Flores, as this is only two blocks

from the county courthouse, and located directly opposite the United States

Arsenal, on South Flores Street. If you wish to pay us a call at our new
warehouse or general office, you can reach us by taking the Nolan Street

car, getting off at the subway, corner of Nolan and Cherry Streets. Our
office fronts Nolan Street, right where the car stops. Now, since we have

gone to such heavy expense and so much enlarged our business, we sin-

cerely hope that we sTiall be in position to please our friends and custom-

ers so well that they will induce their neighbors to trade with us in the

future. We are the only firm in the South that keeps such an immense
stock always on hand ready for prompt shipment, and fill our customers'

orders promptly when goods are needed most, and for that reason we are

entitled to all the trade that can be given us.

Thanking all of our friends who helped to build us up by favoring us

with their patronage, and wishing all of our brother and sister bee-keepers

much success and happiness, we remain

Yours very truly, UDO TOEPPERWEIN,
San Antonio, Texas. W. M. MAYFIELD.
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Headquarters for

NEW YORK
STATE

Bee-

Supplies

of
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Kinds.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD SUBSCRIBER?

At first thought, one would naturally suppose that a good subscriber is one

who does not allow his subscription to lapse, who is appreciative of the efforts

of the editorial staff, and who occasionally sends in a new name or a glowing

testimonial. A good subscriber does all of these things, of course, but we want

something else from our subscribers. On this we quote the following from an

article which appeared in a recent issue of that excellent magazine. Advertising

and Selling
:"

" Opinions differ, which is fortunate, as this is 'what makes horse-racing

possible ;' but what I want for a good subscriber is a live reader who will ap-

plaud good work when it is worth applause, who will criticise bad work, and be

always alert and alive to the best interests of himself and his field ; who will

catch errors and will question statements that are open to question. With such

a man there will be no difficulty about his subscribing for the paper, if it is the

right kind of paper, and there will be no trouble about his paying for a paper

that is worth his while. He will be looking for new ideas, and will, therefore,

be open to the suggestions of advertisers, and will read, or at any rate will look

over, the advertising pages ; and the only really good subscriber is the man
who reads the advertising pages, and has the ability to buy or to direct the buy-

ing of advertised goods."

Now, we want every subscriber to Gleanings to be a good subscriber in

the broadest sense of the word. A little just criticism put in the right spirit

will not hurt any one, and we will try to profit by such.

By soUciting only such advertising as we think will appeal to our subscrib-

ers, by refusing any that we deem unfit to put before them, by a careful ar-

rangement of copy and illustrations, we try to make our advertising pages so

attractive that a reader can hardly help reading them. With the diversity of

advertising now carried, there is scarcely an issue in which you will not find

something advertised that you want, something that will help you in your work,

or add a convenience to the house, or bring additional profits to you. Even if

you are not quite ready to buy, or have thought of buying some other make,

just send a postal-card inquiry to the advertiser, mentioning that you saw the

advertisement in Gleanings, and find out what kind of proposition you can

get. Perhaps the proposition will be so attractive that you will want to send

your order at once, or you will get so much information regarding the goods

that you will buy in spite of yourself. Be sure of this, that the man who adver-

tises is usually the one who has the best goods to sell. If his product isn't up
to the mark, his advertising will find him out, for advertising demands a per-

fectly square deal.
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

And let us repeat right here what we have so often said before, it is the ad-

vertising pages of a magazine which bring the real revenue. Large advertis-

ing contracts mean a paper more attractive to every subscriber in all depart-

ments, not only in the advertising pages themselves, but in the editorial and
reading pages as well. Advertising contracts can not be secured without the

co-operation of every subscriber on the list. Read the advertising pages as

carefully as you do the rest of the paper
; patronize advertisers whenever pos-

sible ; speak a good word for the paper always, and we will increase its attrac-

tiveness and value to you a hundred fold.

For instance, within the next two or three months, we would like to increase

our subscription list by an even ten thousand names. Now, every subscriber

can have a part in this campaign. We don't know the bee-keepers in your vi-

cinity, nor what their circumstances are, but you are right on the ground and
by a little diplomacy you can probably secure a good many names. We are al-

ways glad to send a few extra copies to be distributed among friends and we
will co«'>perate in every way with your efforts. You know enough about Glean-
ings to know that every bee-keeper can profit by reading the paper.

If we can secure this additional ten thousand paid-up subscriptions, the ex-

tra revenue resulting will enable us to make your paper that much more attrac-

tive. You understand, of course, what an immense expense it is to get out a

paper like Gleanings, printed as it is, finely illustrated, and containing a good
many paid articles. Our paper-bill alone is enough to eat up a good many hun-

dred subscriptions. Now, there are certain fixed expenses whether we print

thirty-five thousand or fifty thousand.

We will say, for example, that on the first thirty-five thousand we make
nothing above our operating expenses. You see besides the actual material

used in the paper we have to pay the people who do the work. There are type-

setters, proof-readers, pressman, stitchers, folders, and trimmers, besides a

good many other faithful people who handle the paper before it finally goes to

you in its present shape. It costs a great deal of money too to gather the data

needed for the interesting articles published and to take and print the illustra-

tions. Our photograph department is at work nearly every day getting inter-

esting and instructive views to illustrate properly the matter to be published.

Now, if we are able to give to you the paper we do with our present sub-

scription list, you can see how much better we could do if we had that additional

ten thousand names. Our expense in getting the paper out would be but very

little more than it is at present, and we would have just that much more to put

back into the paper in the way of new departments, articles, and illustrations.

We want everyone of our subscribers to be as enthusiastic for a bigger and

better Gleanings as we are. The paper is yours to improve if you will. Will

you carry out your share of the plan by securing at least one of the ten thou-

sand new names?
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"H Goods ara wanted Quick. Send to Poudar."

Established 1 889

A HONEY ORDER MISUNOERSTOOD

By the Bee Crank

=*

11

Luther Burbank, the plant-wizard of Cali-

fornia, supplies the following item: A certain

flower, growing abundantly near Santa Barbara,

is a source from which the bees store honey of

a very superior quality and flavor. A young

Californian who often visited a Santa Barbara

hotel just to partake of this delicious honey got

married, and in due course the wedding-trip

was arranged to include a stop at this hotel that

the bride might partake of this delicious honey.

But the first morning at the hotel there was no

honey on the table. Calling the old familiar

waiter, he asked, "Where's my honey?" The

waiter hesitated, looked awkwardly at the

bride, then in a stage whisper stammered, "My
dear sir, she don't work here any more."

I have heard a great deal about orders be-

ing misunderstood; but in my business every

order has my own personal attention, and I have been at it for

more than twenty years. If you could call in person and see for

yourselves the large clean stock of new goods ready for immedi-

ate shipments you would not hesitate in placing your orders, and

at this season I am offering very liberal discounts to those who
wish to order early.

Speaking about" honey, if Mr, Burbank's friend wants to

taste something fine, I can assure him that I have what he wants,

and the largest stock that I ever had on hand at one time. I

would be glad to furnish you with quotations and samples.

For beeswax I am now paying 28 cts. cash or 30 cts. in trade.

I should like the pleasure of mailing my catalog of bee-

supplies to you, and I send it free of charge.

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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Here's SomethingNew
F^^ Kalamazoo

(^Tltv,^^ >[• l|j^
'

»ySi

You can save enough real money in getting a Kala-
mazoo, to bu3' most of jour fuel—pay your taxes,
buj a dress or suit of clotiies or materially incre.ise your
bank balance. You get the best made—the most econom-
ical—the most satisfactory stove or range to be had any-
\\hcie at any price. With an actual cash saving of from

?5 to &iO on your purchase. Hundreds of thousands
of satisfied users have told us this is true.

We make it easy for any responsible person to own
. Kalamazoo. We are the mamifacturers. You get

'

^lowest factory prices, 360-days' approval test, and our
convenient terms. Take your choice

—

"^t^

This Oven Thermom-
fStcr saves fuel and
H^c: bakins easy.

Cash or Credit
Write for Catalog: No. 416 and special terms. It

' gives you all the necessary information about buy-
mz and using a grood stove or range. Compare our prices and quality
with others, prove foryourselfwhat you save inbuying: a Kalamazoo for

cash or on time. Freisht prepaid. Safe delivery guaranteed.

Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfrs.
Kalamazoo. Mich.

AKaianvazos.
Direct to You

ie^AM§.

a^

TRADE MARV REGISTEKEl

One Grove of Grapefruit
near Palmetto netted

$2,500 per acre.

Why don't you engige in fruit and vpgela-

hlr arowing in Manalpe County? A small farm

would prove an excellent investment.

Vegetable* often net » 1.000 per acre

Resolve to-day to farm where farming nets

most.

The climate is delightful, and there arc no

droughts or long dreary winters.

Write for our bookie', and full information.

J. -W. \VHITE,
General Industrial Agent.

Seaboard Air Line.

Dept. NORFOLK, VA.

4%
Established 1892

A request on a

postal will

bring you our

free booklet —

Banking by Mail

Deposit your savings here, pending
permanent investment.

The advantages offered are: Un-
questioned safety and four per cent

interest, compounded semi-annually.

This bank is under the supervision

of the State, and its strict laws.

Its officers and directors are suc-

cessful men.

Write today for booklet explaining

our convenient banking-by-mail system.

Resources, $900,000.

The

Savings Deposit Bank Co.
Medina, Ohio
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$50 TO $300 SAVED
iobfaers and catalog bouse profit. I'll save you from

$50 toS300 on my High Grade Standard Gasoline

Engines from 2 to 22-H.-P.—Price direct to you

lower than de.Tlers or johbcrs bai e to pay for y

imilar engine? in carload kits for spot cash. /_^/' Direci

GALLOWAY
Price and quality speak for themselves
and you are to be the sole judge.
Sell your poorest horse and buv a j
B-H.-P.only$f19.50 A-^.

From
My Fac-

tory on 30
Days' Free

Trial. Satisiac

tion or mone)
back. Write forspec-

al proposition. All

you pay me is for ravt

material, labor anc
one small profit, bend fo-

iiy big BOOK FREE.

Wm. Galloway, Pres

Wm. Galloway Co.

1586 Galloway Stitlan
WqtTloo- Inwft

tS Cents aRod
For ft 2?. Inch Hog fence lee-^-iF

26-liich ; lOr for SI inch 2'i i 2»

for St-lnph. 27e tor a t n^t
Farm Fence. 50-inch Pojjtry
Fence 87e. Lowest prices e\er
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalog free. Write for It today.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

^^^y-r^^=^^ WHITEWASHING!
\5^ and disinfecting witli the new I

^\ ^ '^Kant-Klog" Sprayer
gives twie^e the results with same
labor and tluid. Also for spraying
trees, vines, vegetables, etc. Agents
Wanted. Booklet free. Address

Rochester Spray Pump Co.
32 East Av., Rochester. N.Y.

If You Want to Know
THE BEST FARM PAPER

Send 10 Cents for 10 Weeks
The RURAL NEW-YORKER, 421 Pearl St.. New York

TRAPPERS riS^.^E?'*.^

Copy of TTunter-Trader-Trapper, monthly
magazine. ItiO or more pages about steel
traps, snares, deadfalls, trapping secrets

raw furs, dogs, big-game hunting, etc. and a 64-page booklet
containing game laws, camping hints, etc., all for 10 cents.
A. R. HARDING PUB. CO., Box 319, COLUMBUS, OHIO

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEG BAND
To Mark Chickens

CHEAPEST AND BEST
12 lor 10c ; 2r,—ii:>c; 50-40C:, 100—7.50.
S:uiiple Hand Mailed for 2o Stamp
Frank Mysrs, Mfr. Bo; 69 Freeport, m

A WONDERFUL INVENTION
CLARK'S .^s^;^DOUBLE ACTION COM-

BINED CULTI =

V ATOR AND
MARROW, can be
used to cultivate
crops in rows, as a
Listing Harrow,
and when closed
together is a Disk

^ Harrow cutting 4k!
feet wide. Drawn by two medium horses.
Jointed pole. Perfect centre draft. A labor
saver. Sen(i today for FKKE Booklet.
CUTAWAY HARROW CO., 930 ttain St., Higgaaum, tt.

'- ^BBBMBiaB

FENCE frrSS-ffi'
Made of High Carbon Double Strength
Coiled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.

We pay all freight. 37 heights of farm
and poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 101 Winchester, Indiana.

TheRochester Radiator will

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you doublethe amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid

1I« « SI ^°'' '*• ^^'ite for Booklet on
• • •ill heating homes.

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.

50 FnrnaceSt.,Rochester,N.Y.

Prices from
$2 to $12

For hard or
Soft Coal
wood orgas

Fits euiy
Stove or
Furnace

THE' BEST ' LIGHT
MAKES and burns its own ga^. Pro-

duces 100 candle power light

—

brighterthan electricity oracetylene
1— cheaper than kerosene. No dirt.

No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

I Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog. Do not delay.

THE BEST lilGHT CO.
306 E. StliSt., Canton, Ohio

^ 4000 FERRETS. KeV^at^'nd'r^t.^
bits. Price list and book inailod free.

N A. Knapp, Rochester, Ohio.

MAKE YOUR HENS LAY
Vou can double yo\ir egg yield by feeding ircsh-cut raw bone. Jt contains over
four times as much egg-making material as grain, and takes the place of bugs
and worms in fowls" diet. That's why It gives more eggs-greater fertlUt.v.

stronger rliicks. hirtrer fowls.

MANN'S Latest Model BONE-CUTTER
cuts easily and rapidly all large and small bones with adhering meat and gris
tie. .Nutciinutically adapts to your strength. Never clogs. Sent on Ten Days'

Free Trial. No money down. Send for our free books tndav.
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^ THE"BEST"LIGHT
Xpcrt*bie. pare white, Bte»dy, lafe

tigbi Brighter th»n elettricity or
»cety eDe 100 candle power. No grease,
dirt ncr odor. Lighted Instantly. Costa
tctt per week. Over 200 styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wanted. Writ*
tor catalog. Do not delar.

THE BEST lilGHT CO.
00 E. Stb St., Canton, Ohio

MARES ANDBURNS ITSOWN GAS

lATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.P: CHARLKS J. WILLIAMSON,
Second Natl Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patsnt Praciic« In Patant Patent Counsel of

Office and Courts. Tlia A. I. Root Co.

Cooks Honey-jar!
Not Dr. Cook who discovered the North Polei

But J. H. M. Cook, who keeps the Bee-supply
House at 70 Cortland St., New York City.

Sells the Best and Cheapest Honey-jar witli

patent air-tight sanitary stopper. Send lUc

(half the postage) and you get a sample jar.

Catalog free.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Wlii.lesale healers aiut ronunissiciu Merchants in

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.

The Best Honey-jar
No. 25 with lined cap, $5.00 per gross.
Sample. 20c. Catalosr of supplies free.

FINE LIGHT HONEY, 8^c per Lb.

.\piaries: I. J. STRINCHAM,
Glen Cove, L. I. 1 05 Park Place, N. Y. CITY

nfo tkttomey'i
fee antll pat-
ent iHallowed.
Write for"7fiuent-
or'j Ouidf,"

ROOTS GOODS
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

V ^

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and boolclets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

D My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outloot, of New York. A ten-pige leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of ttiis well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never

before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk, a
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment

is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any

address on request.

Transferring Bees. A H-page booklet

giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees, a 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete

encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.0U.

Cleanings in Bee Culture, a 64page

illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your

signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked abo've;

I inclose S to co'ver the cost.

D

D

D
D

D

a

D

D

D

Strut Addrtsi tr R. F. D. ..

Ttwn

G.B.c. U-l Slalt
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How to Obtain

jTREE Subscription
TO

THE GUIDE
TO NATURE

Sound Beach, Conn.

Send $3.00 for ST. NICHOLAS to be mailed one
year to some boy or girl, and THE GUIDE TO
NATURE will be sent one year free, per follow-
ing combination offer:

ST. NICHOLAS, one year
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jTALCON QUEENS
Vy/

WE HAVE in charge of our Queen Department Mr. Leslie Martin, who
has had wide experience in the queen business, having been the queen-
breeder in the apiary of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-

ton, D. C, for several seasons, as well as privately conducting the Birdcroft

Apiaries in Tennessee since that time. His queens have become famous, and
it is with pleasure we offer his services to our customers in the management
of this department.

Our "Falcon" Queens are unexcelled in honey-gathering qualities; they
winter well, and are gentle. They cap their sections snow-white, and breed
early in spring.

Our Mr. Martin is particularly an authority on Caucasians, as he bred much
of the stock sent out by the U. S. Department of Agriculture which other
breeders are using.

Get our Improved "Falcon" Queens, and increase your honey yields.

Price List of "Falcon" Queens
Three-band and Golden Italians, Caucasians, and Carniolans

BEFORE JULY 1 AFTER JULY 1

Untested One, $1.00; six, $5.50; 12, $10.00. One, $.75; six, $4.25; 12, $8.00

Select Untested One, 1.25; six, 6.75; 12, 12.75. One, 1.00; six, 5.50; 12, 10.00

Tested, $1.50 each Select Tested, $2.00 each

All queens are reared in strong vigorous colonies, and mated from populous

nuclei. Instructions for introducing are to be found on reverse side of the

cage-cover. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Falcon Square Jars
Honey can not be put up in more attractive pack-

ages for exhibition purposes or the grocery trade than in

glass, and for this purpose the square honey-jar is best

and most convenient, besides economizing space. Prices:

5.0Z. with cork stoppe,. { »?:|
P- -te of .00

8-oz. with spring top
( IIJ^

P- -ate of 100

Mb. with spring top {li-'^^tlZ^l^f'^
The glass top with spring attachment is the only

absolutely safe method of bottling honey, as corks and
screw-caps will leak. Still, we furnish the 1-lb. and the

8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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Practical BEE-BOOKS ''"''""'^
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will he Inserted In these ilassllled colnmns

!it 25 cents per line. Advertlsenu-nts Intended for this
department can not he less than two linos, and shonld
not exceed tlve lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement In the elassliled eolumns'or we will not
he responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
•ans and eases, l^c. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho.

HoNEY-nROKERS.—We Offer a car of water-white sage
u 6'- cts.; car lot of amber at b's cts. per lb.

Freeman & Fairchild, Redlands, Cal.

For Sale,—Fancy extracted alfalfa honey, thorough-
ly ripened, rich and thick. If you want honey that
will " taste like more," try a 60-lb. can for $5.50.

A. A. Lyons, Rt. 3, Fort Collins, Col.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
ncNT 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample. 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers' Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry, E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, tupelo, 8J4 cts. per lb.;

light amber, 8M ; sage, 9; all in 120-lb. cases; quanti-
ties less: samples, 10 cents. I. J. Stringham,

105 Park Place, New York City.

For Sale.—Fancy extracted alfalfa and basswood
honey, 15.50 per 60-lb. can; $10.75 per case of two 60-lb.
cans; 110.00 per case in quantities of 10 cases or more.

ROB'T A. HOLEKAMP & SON,
4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

For S.\LK.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new GO-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at 8\ cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
!• cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can; S'A cts. per lb. for
five-case orders or more, F. O. B. Flint; cash with order.

Leonard S. Griggs, tu Avon St., Flint, Mich.

For Sale.—Our crop of clover comb honey in 4 x 5
plain sections; also extracted of the following kinds:
Clover, raspberry, basswood, and buckwheat. Not a
pound of the above honey was extracted until after the
close of the honey-flow. The fact is, there is none
better on the market. State which kind you prefer,
:»nd the amount you can use, and we will quote you
our lowest cash price and mail you a liberal sample.
Remember we are specialists, and understand thor-
oughly the production of extracted honey.

E. D. Townsend & Sons, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—The finest honey produced in my forty-
five years as a bee-keeper. All honey left with the
bees until after the close of the honey season; ripe,

clear, and of exquisite flavor. The above is from our
bee-yards in Northern Michigan ; can also supply fine
amber fail honey, just now taken off the hives at our
home yard. State kind and amount wanted, and we
will quote prices. Samples free.

0. H. Townsend & Son, Otsego, Mich.
Extract from a letter from good judges:
Mr. (>. II. Toiriisriitl—'We are In receljit of your favor of the

17th. and the Haini>le of honey. We believe It wonlil be lmpo»-
slble for the bees to (rather tlncr honey than the sample sub-
mitted. We rejrret to say that we have already boutrht all the
honev we i-are to at the present time. Thanklnp you for the
• iirer"and the i>rlvllepe of tastInK such tine honey, we remain

\ ery truly your<<.
Mlildlebury. Vt.. Sept. 20. J. K. CRANE <* Sos.

All honey from our Northern Michigan yards is like

the sample referred to above. Try some and note the
smile of satisfaction it will produce.

Highly Flavored Honey.—I have just returned
from a week's vacation in Northern Michigan, where I

he'ped my brother extract honey gathered from the
wild red raspberry. I thought I had seen honey be-
fore with a decided raspberry flavor; but this lot of
honey certainly has a stronger, richer raspberry flavor
than any honey I ever before tasted. I wish that voii
could taste it. Send me 10 cents and I'll mail you a
sample. Ask for the strong-flavored honey. This
honey is put up in new 60-lb. tin cans, and the price is
10 cts. a pound—$6.00 for a can.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

Honey and Wax Wanted
Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State quan-

tity, kind, how put up, and lowest cash price you will
take. E. R. Pahl & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St., Chicago. I II.

Wanted.—White honey. State kind, how put up,
and lowest cash price. Chas. Koeppen,

1508 Main St., Fredericksburg, Va.

I will pay 7K cts. per lb. for gilt-edged white-clover
extracted honey laid down: also I'i ct. more per lb. for
white-clover comb honey than other responsible par-
ties will offer who will buy all grades put up in light
rough boxes B. Walker, Clyde, 111.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—A carload of bees. State kind, and kind
of hive. L B. Perrine, Blue Lake, Idaho.

(Via Twin Falls.)

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—lOO colonies of bees within shipping dis-
tance of Live Oak, Fla.

Frank W. Morgan, Monticello, III.

Wanted.—On shares, two or three hundred hives of
bees for the season of 1910; two seasons' experience in

the Alexander apiary at Delanson, N. Y.
George smith, Rt. 2, Tbompsontown, Pa.

Wanted.—By you — best goods most promptly; in
other words, " Pierce service. Root quality." I buy
by carloads, and can supply you at once from one of
the best shipping centers in the country.

Edmund W. Peirce, Zanesvillc, ().

Real Estate

Wanted.—Farms and businesses. Don't pay com-
missions. We find you direct buyer. Write, desrril)-
ing property, naming lowest price. We help buyers
locate desirable properties free. AMERICAN Invest-
ment Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

For Sale.—80 acres, all in cultivation or pasture; a

good 7-room house, cellar, 2 cisterns and well; new
barn, 40X.50 ft.; granary, hog and chicken house, etc.

Necessary fence, partly woven wire. All underlaid
with a 7-ft. vein of coal. One mile from mine; two miles
from a good town; .50 miles southeast of St. Louis:
school 60 rods from house. A good honey trade and
apiary go with the place, at $.50.00 per acre. For further
liarticulars address Wm. Darhy, Coulterville, III.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—Two first-class men to sell honey.
The Snyder Bee and Honey Co. Kingston, N. Y,
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Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

First prizes Connecticut State Fair for Italian bees
and queens, 1909. A. W. Yates, Hartford, Ct.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—40 colonies of bees. Root and Moore
stock; combs built on wired foundation; cheap for cash.
H. P. Henningsen, 927 Alabama St., San Francisco, Cal.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street. Oeden. Utah.

For Sale.—175 swarms of bees at a bargain if taken
soon; 8 and 10 frame 2-story hives with Hoffman
frames, built from wired foundation. If interested
call on or write. W. H. Rails, Orange, California.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nat, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;
twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. RAILS, Orange, Cal.

For Sale

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. COOLEY, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—New unhuUed white-sweet-clover seed,
15 cts. per lb.; postage, 8 cts. per lb. extra.

Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—On account of poor health, a manufac-
turing plant consisting of mill, lot, machinery, etc.
Price $2850. Address box 39,236, care Gleanings.

For Sale.—Mann's green-bone cutter, perfect con-
dition, cost $18; price $10; twenty-five 24-lb. shipping-
cases for 4Kx454 sections in flat, $2.75.

H. J. Avery, Katonah, N. Y.

For Sale.—a full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Pen-n Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—700 wide frames for the production of
fancy comb honey. They hold eight sections each; fit

Langstroth supers, or will fit any hive that uses Lang-
stroth or Hoffman frames; cost $35.00; will sell for
$17.50. Also two-horse gasoline-engine, O. K. condi-
tion; cost $60.00; $25.00 takes it, or will exchange it for
beeswax or extracted honey,

L. F. Howden, Fillmore, N. Y.

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.
Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale.—Chicks, 8 cents each; eggs, $4.00 per 100;
shipped anywhere. CULVER POULTRY FARM,

4086 Main St., Benson, Neb.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car
lots of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.
J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. Greatly im-
proved facilities for 1910. Wm. A. Shuff,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One, 75 cts.; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, Wash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for
business—June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 60 cts.;

select, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-
isfaction guaranteed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in
April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a
breeder. For sale, several tons of fall honey.

Quirin-the-queen-breeder, Bellevue, O.

Fruit-Growing
and Bee Culture are two great allied industries.
We want every reader of this journal to write
us for a free sample copy of "The Southern
Fruit Grower," or send 10 cents and it will be
sent you on trial for three months.

The Southern Fruit Grower, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Mr.Bee-Man: Yoa can save time,
worry, and money by

BHnBHIBBaB^^H^^BMgHi ordering yonr supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. If you do not
have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St,

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

Honey Markets continued from page 5.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is exceed-
ingly brisk. In quantities of from 100 to 200 cases it is

selling at 1454; retail, at 16. Extracted table honey is

brisk, sage selling at 854 to 9; amber in barrels, fair
demand at 6 to 654. Beeswax is slow at $33.00 per 100
lbs. The above are our selling prices, not what we
are paying.

Oct. 22. C. H. W. Weber & Co.

Philadelphia.—The demand for comb and extracted
honey has been very heavy during the last ten days.
Large lots have been moved at good figures. There
has also been quite a little honey shipped in which
contains a shade of honey-dew which has been selling
at a low price. We quote fancy white, 16 to 18; No. 1,

14; amber, 13; extracted white, in five-gallon cans, 9;

amber in barrel?, 6; in cans, 7. Beeswax, 29.

Oct. 22. Wm. a. Selser.

Liverpool.—The honey market is firm, with good
inquiry. We quote one pile of Chilean sold at 87.44
per 100 lbs.; two of the same at $6.72; white Haitian.
$6.96 to $7.68; Jamaican, $6.24 to $7.20. The nominal
value of Peruvian is $3.84 to $4.80; California, $9.12 to
$9.84. The beeswax market is dull. We quote Chilian
at $33.88 to $38.72 per ton. Nominal values are as fol-
lows : African, $32.67 to $33.88 ; American, $33.88 to
$37.51; West Indian, $32.67 to $33.60.

Oct. 14. ' TAYLOR & Co.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

We want to hear from those who have sweet-clover
seed in quantities for sale. We have not secured our
usual supply, and are having a brisk demand, so are
liable to run short before another season's crop can be
trathered.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
We have secured an extra-choice lot of Japanese

buckwheat for seed; and rather than carry so much
over for the spring trade we offer it for shipment now
at a special low price. For prompt cash orders we will
sell one bushel for $1.15; 2 bushels, $2.10; 10 bushels,
$10.00, bags irtcluded. If you can use 50 or 100 bushels,
write for special price. Seed is recleaned, and 50
pounds to the bushel.

Special Notices by A. I. Root

When the next issue comes out, Mrs. Root and I,

Providence permitting, will be in our Florida home at
Bradentown, Manatee Co.

"THE FAilOUS GRUNDY METHOD."
As I have been criticising this book rather severely

for a year past, or more, particularly because of the
price, $2.00 for a small paper-covered book, I deem it

no more than fair to state here that Mr. Fred Grundy
has cut the price down a half—that is, for $2.00 he will
furnish the book and Gleanings for one year free.
While I am about it, I will state that Mr. Grundy has

given us another excellent book entitled "A Fortune
in Two Acres." Price 50 cents. Address Fred Grun-
dy, Morrison, 111.

"ONE HUNDRED FORMULAS AND RECIPES FOR POUL-
TRVMEN."

The above heading is the title of a little book put out
by the Poultry Record folks, Carey, Ohio. It contains
nearly all if not Quite all the secrets that have been ad-
vertised and sold up to date. There is one thing I par-
ticularly like about this expos(5 of secrets. After giv-
ing a process the author expresses his opinion of it.

For instance, he says, in regard to the dollar secret for
feeding soda and epsom salts to chickens to destroy
vermin, " I consider the remedy of no value as a mite-
killer, but it may be of some value as a tonic." In re-
gard to the secret of telling a laying hen, he adds at
the end, " The advertisement is only to catch a few
dollars." The book is rather small for 25 cents—only
20 pages; but as it contains secrets that have cost some
of our friends a good many dollars, it ought to be a
good investment—especially for " us chaps " who have
been sending our quarters and dollars for all the se-
crets advertised. By the way, that Missouri woman is

still advertising her secret for sorting out the fertile

eggs before they go into the incubator; and the worst
part of it is, there are several poultry-journals that
still accept and insert the advertisement.

THAT HOME-.MADE INCUBATOR.
I omitted to say in the proper place that the ther-

mometer should be immersed in the water in the tea-
kettle. The bulb should be two or three inches in the
water so that the top may project enough so that the
temperature may be read easily. Now with this flan-
nel covering the outside of the kettle, the thermometer
needs to be up to 110 or 111, as I have explained, to
bring the top of the eggs in contact with the kettle 'or
flannel, rather) up to 103 ; and the eggs will not be
harmed if the temperature should rise to 120 or even a
little more. I think that the neighborhood of 118 or
120 is a better temperature when the eggs are hatch-
ing; and I have some chickens coming out now, this
25th day of October. When the eggs are pipped, we
think it best to have as many as possible pressing
against the warm kettle, removing the shells out of the
way and putting the chicks on the top shelf or nursery
as I have explained. Where you have one or more
shelves it accomplishes this nicely. Oh ! by the way,
Huber is as happy this morning because his baby
only four months oldi has two teeth, as is his father
with his chickens just hatching in his newly invented
incubator.

THE HOME DEPARTMENT OF GLEANINGS.
All along through the years since this department

was started, there have been more or less requests to

have a selection made of Our Homes in book form.
The matter came up again recently; but I am rather
inclined to think we should give our attention to the
future rather than to the past. But I might remind the
friends that in 1881 there was such a call for back num-
bers that we printed two small books, Parts I. and II.

As you know, I do not believe in big prices for a little

book, and never did; so these books are sold at 10 cts.

each, each one containing about 50 pages, Gleanings
size. Well, there are nearly 200 of these old selections
of Our Homes, and you can have them, while they last,

the two for 15 cents. If wanted by mail, add 4 cts. for
postage. As I glance over my work in trying to lift

up humanity during the last 35 years, it looks to me as
if there really were many valuable lessons in the two
pamplilets. There is much said, for instance, about
building up a home, and having things convenient for
the least expenditure of time and money. Therefore,
friends, if any of you would like to see a sample of the
Home Papers in their early stages, send us 12 cents for
Part I., or 19 cents for the two.

FIRELESS BROODERS; SOMETHING TO FURNISH HEAT
FOR THE FIRST WEEK OR TWO.

While heating bricks to keep the new chicks warm
during a cold spell down in Florida I thought several
times of the little foot-warming stoves that we kept for
sale something like ten years ago. These are kept
warm by means of a stick of fuel lighted with a match.
The expense of the heat is only about one cent a day.
Now, this arrangement would be much simpler than a

lamp. It could notset any thing afire, it occupies very
little space, and does not need any of the machinery
necessary to accommodate a lamp to keep it burning.
Besides, there could be no possible danger of an ex-
plosion. I have just interviewed Huber, who has had
considerable experience with these cheap little stoves.

I think they sold at 40 cents, with quite a lot of fuel

thrown in. He agrees with me that they would be just

the thing, but for the fact that the heat fluctuates too
much, going up and down, and, worst of all, frequent-
ly going out entirely. I think I have read somewhere,
however, that the fuel has been recently improved so
that a stick of it will burn until every bit of it is con-
sumed without going out. Can anybody give me any
information in regard to the matter?

BOOK REVIEWS.

THE FAMILY-READING PROBLEM.
To find reading that satisfies one's craving for the

bright and attractive, and which is at the same time
perfectly suitable for impressionable young people, is

at times difficult. The best magazines are admittedly
published for mature readers only. The Youth 's Com-
panion, Companion Building, Boston, Mass., alone is

for all the family. While the editors keep in mind the
eager desire of the young for tales of action, enter-
prise, and adventure, these stories in The Companion
are so well written as to fascinate men and women in

all stages of life's journey. And this is true not only
of the fiction in The Companion but of the entire con-
tents. The articles, by famous writers, convey knowl-
edge that is useful to the wisest and most experienced
as well as to the immature. In short. The Companion
solves the reading problem for the entire family. It is

entertaining and it is "worth while."
Every new subscriber will find it of special advan-

tage to send at once the $1.75 for the new 1910 volume.
Not only does he get the beautiful " Venetian " Calen-
dar for 1910, lithographed in thirteen colors and gold,
but all of the issues of The Companion for the remain-
ing weeks of 1909, from the time the subscription is

received.

Convention Notices.

The annual meeting of the Middlesex Bee-keepers'
Association will be held in the City Hall, London,
Ont., Nov. 6, at 10 : 30 A.M. and 1 : 30 P..M. All bee-keep-
ers are cordially invited. E. T. Bainard, Sec.
Lambeth, Ontario^

The Northern Michigan Bee-keepers' Association
will hold its next annual session at Slancelona, Mich.,
Dec. 1 and 2. We are holding this meeting at this

time to get the attendance of those who can not get
away during the busy month of April—the usual meet-
ing month. A rousing meeting is expected. Come!
East Jordan, Mich. Ira D. Bartlett, Sec.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH

Be Sure to Get Our Prices on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's wax, or

let us send you our prices for
working your beeswax into

Dadants
Foundation
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Plants
need
light.

You
never
cover Planted and growinff

Sunlight Sash. Your plants under them get all the light all the time. The heat stored

all the day is held securely over night. The result is bigger, stronger, earlier plants.

In zero weather under Sunlight Sash your plants
are as safe as in open air in May. Never any worry or
slightest risk about sudden changes in temperature.

Saves expense—saves all the labor of covering and
uncovering. Boards, shutters, and mats are elimi-
nated.

Used by such men as Bolton Hall, intensive farm-
ing authority; R. L. Watts, Professor of Horticulture,
Pennsylvania State College; L. H. Cooch, editor The
Practical Farmer—by thousands of market-growers
and farmers—men who grow to sell—in every climate.

Two layers of glass instead of one. Between the

two is a ^'8-inch cushion of air. In freezing weather
any space between the sash and glass on the upper
side freezes up tight, and air between the two layers

of glass becomes absolutely dry—a perfect non-con-
ductor—better protection than mats or boards.

Robert Gibson, Corydon, Ind., writes: "I bought
five sash last February; transplanted my tomato-plants
under the glass March 10th, and by April 10th they

were in bud. Sold $18.00 worth of plants. Will want
ten more sash next fall."

Write for catalog and free prepaid proposition.
Order early to insure prompt shipment. Fast
freight, safe delivery guaranteed. Write today.
Now is the time to prepare for hot-beds. . . .

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co.
951 East Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

or Hot-beds
and Cold-frames

Are You a Fruit-grower?
If you are, it will pay you to investigate Michigan. The fruit orchards

of this State have made the growers independent in the past few years.

The Cherry Crop Alone

—

Brought more than a MILLION DOLLARS to the growers this season,

and there was a demand for ten times more than was produced.

Cherries yield fabulous crops in the great MICHIGAN FRUIT BELT.

We Have the Peaches too.
The peach orchards of Michigan will bring more millions into the State,

for the 1909 crop is more than good, it is splendid.

General Farming Pays

—

In Michigan. It is not all fruit; the potato crop this season will be the

best in years, and last year's crop put Michigan second in the list of all

the States. Hay, oats, corn, rye, wheat, barley, red clover, and

White Beans Beat the World

—

In Michigan. You can get wild land that will grow any of these crops

at from $0 to S15 and S20 per acre NOW. Next year you will pay more.
It's worth more. Take advantage of the

Home-seeker Excursions—
Via the Pere Marquette this Fall, and see these things for yourself.

Illustrated booklet sent on request to either

W. C. TOUSEY, D. P. A.,

428 Madison St.,

Toledo, Ohio.
F. MOELLER, G. P. A.,

Detroit, Mich.

VV. E. WOLFENDEN, G. W. P. A.
206 South Clark St.,

Chicago, Ills.
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Families read The Youth's

Companion every week because

they have found it "worth while"

The Volume for 1910 would cost $30 if printed in

book. form. Each Week's issue will be crowded with

the reading that delights every member of the family.

For 1910— 50 Star Articles by Famous Men and

Women, 250 Stories, 1000 Up-to-Date Notes on Current

Events, etc., 2000 One-Minute Stories will be printed.

FREE
TO

JAN.,

1910

Every New Subscriber who at once cuts out
and sends this slip (or the name of this pub-
lication) with $1.75 for the 52 issues of The
Youth's Companion for 1910 will receive

All the issues of The Companion for the
remaining weeks of 1909, including the
Thanksgiving and Christmas Numbers.

The Companion's "Venetian" Calendar for
1910, lithographed in 13 colors and gold.

Then The Youth's Companion for the 52
weeks of 1910 — a treasury of the best
reading for all the family.

Illuslrated Prospectus and Specimen Copies Sent Upon Request.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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A SAMPLE OF CELL-BUILDING ON WOODEN CUPS AT THE PUBLISHER'S HOME YARD.

PUBLISHED BY

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.
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Learn to Make Poultry Pay
We teach poultry-keeping in all its branches by mail, or by demonstration

at the greatest poultry institute in the world. The home of the

Philo System.
Fresh-laid eggs are considered the most perfect food, and any one can

learn to produce them at a profit. With the improved methods taught in our

schools

A Successful Business and Good Living

may be had on a city lot or a small plot of ground in the suburbs, or in the

country. Poultry-keeping is really a science. To get the greatest returns, all

branches of the work must be thoroughly understood. A short course is all

that is necessary to make the business a success, and to avoid the mistakes so

common with those who do not understand the work.

We Can Teach You Scientific Poultry-keeping

by mail or at our National Poultry Institute, where thousands of the finest

birds are raised annually. With our improved methods it is possible to handle

the business with a very small capital, or students can get employment at

good salaries.

Write for full information about our course of instruction in methods of

poultry-keeping.

Philo National Poultry Institute, Elmira, New York
Lake Street
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Falcon
Foundation

We use it . , . and
If you use it . .

The experiences of the most prom-
inent bee-keepers prove that

Hke it.

you will like it.

the bees like it.

Tis not marvelous, for FALCON Founda-

tion has reached the PERFECT state.

Send for our catalog of bee-supplies, and ask for our Special

Prices on Comb Foundation. Samples will be mailed on request.

Beeswax Wanted
We pay the HIGHEST MARKET PRICE. Write to us for quo-

tations, and we will send you shipping-tags.

Falcon Square Jars
Honey can not be put up in more attractive pack-

ages for exhibition purposes or the grocery trade than in

glass, and for this purpose the square honey-jar is best

and most convenient, besides economizing space. Prices:

5.0Z. with cork stoppers {^f P- -ate of 100

8.0Z. with spring top {lla^'^tll^n^tZ
Mb. with spring top {f2;S^I?S^°r^

The glass top with spring attachment is the only

absolutely safe method of bottling honey, as corks and
screw-caps will leak. Still, we furnish the 1-lb. and the

8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight
will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-
ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRADING RULES FOR COMB HONEY.
Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firm-

ly attached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by
travel-stain or otherwise, all the cells sealed except an
occasional one, the outside surface of the wood well
scraped of propolis.
A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of

cells next to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part
of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly
soiled; the outside surface of the wood well scraped of
propolis.
No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells

next to the wood; combs comparatively even; one-
eighth part of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface
slightly soiled.
No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be

filled and sealed.
No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-

weight section.
In addition to this the honey is to be classified ac-

cording to color, using the terms white, amber, and
dark; that is, there will be "Fancy White," "No. 1
Dark," etc.

NEW COMB-HONEY GRADING-RULES ADOPTED BY THE
COLORADO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped except the outside row, next to the wood; hon-
ey white or slightly amber, comb and cappings white,
and not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average 21
pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this
grade to weigh less than 1354 ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and

evenly capped, except the outside row, next to the
wood; honey white or light amber; comb and cappings
from white to off color, but not dark; comb not project-
ing beyond the wooc^; wood to be well cleaned.
Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net

per case of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh
less than 135^2 ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber

honey not included in the above grades; sections to be
fairly well filled and capped, no more than 25 uncapped

cells, exclusive of outside row, permitted in this grade,
wood to be well cleaned, no section in this grade to
weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not less than

19 pounds net.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 20 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 21 pounds net per ease of 24 sections.

KANSAS City.—The supply of comb honey is much
larger; demand fair; the receipts of extracted are fair;
demand not heavy. We quote No. 1 white comb hon-
ey, 24 sections, $3.10 to $3.25; No. 2 white and amber, 24
sections, $3.00; white extracted, 7. Beeswax, 25 to 30.

Nov. 1. C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

'Philadelphia.—The demand for comb and extracted
honey has been very heavy during the past few weeks,
which has stiffened the prices somewhat. Large lots

have been moved at good prices. We quote fancy
white, 17 to 19; No. 1, 15; amber, 14; extracted white in
60-lb. cans, 10; amber in barrels, 7; in cans, 8. Bees-
wax, 29.

Nov. 8. Wm. a. Selser.

St. Louis.—We have to report a rather slow and
dragging market, especially for comb honey. Ex-
tracted honey is in fair demand, mainly for amber.
The higher grades of white honey sell very slowly.
We quote fancy white comb honey at 16 to 17; choice
amber, 13 to 15; dark or granulated, nominal at 8 to 10.

Broken or leaking honey sells at much less. Extract-
ed white from Colorado and the Pacific coast, in five-
gallon cans sells at 8 to 9; amber in five-gallon cans, 7

to 754; same in barrels, 6% to 7. Beeswax, 30 for choice
pure; all impure and inferior, less.

Nov. 4. R. Hartmann Produce Co.

Chicago.—No material change in the honey situa-

tion, except trade on this commodity is keeping up re-

markably well on both comb and extracted honey.
This especially applies to Wisconsin white-clover
comb honey, of which there is a scarcity; and judging
from the amount of inquiries and sales we seem to be
the only firm that has any stock of that kind to offer.

Colorado and California comb honey is also selling

very freely. Quote our market as follows: Fancy white
Wisconsin clover comb honey, put up in 24-section
flat cases, style of section 4Kx4K, at 16^2 to 17. No. 1,

white, 155^2 to 16>2. No. 1, white Colorado comb honey,
24-section double-deck cases with glass fronts, at $3.50

per case. No. 1 white California comb honey, 24-sec-

tion cases with wood slides, 14 to 15. Off grades of

comb honey at correspondingly less prices, depending
upon condition and quality. Extracted fancy water-
white alfalfa, 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case, at7i4.

Southern California light-amber extracted honey, 60-

lb. cans, two cans to the case, 7H to 754. Fancy Wis-
consin white-clover and basswood extracted honey,
60-lb. cans, two cans to the case, or kegs, 852 to 9.

Bright pure beeswax, firm at 30 to 32.

Nov. 8. S. T. Fish & Co.

Honey Markets continued on page 5.

DELICIOUS HONEY. '
.

'
.

Our second car of Sage Honey has arrived. The first sold like

cakes" in crates of two 60-pound cans at 9>2C per pound.
Sample, lOc. Truly if you ever ate fine honey

you will say this is par excellence.

hot-

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut Street

"The Busy Bee-men"
Cincinnati, Ohio
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The present season has been a poor one for honey

in many sections of the East. We are not dependent upon

Eastern markets, however, for, in addition to our Eastern

stocks, we have secured several cars of honey from Cali-

fornia. Please do not think that, because we have West-

ern honey, it is inferior in quality. On the contrary, we

have some of the finest honey ever produced, and a sample

shipment will convince you of its quality. We can supply

either comb or extracted, water-white or amber. Write

to-day for prices and samples.

If you have been so fortunate as to secure more honey

this season than you can use, we shall be glad to hear from

you. State what kind it is, how it is put up, and lowest price

you expect for it delivered in Cincinnati. Do not ship with-

out definite instructions, for we are taking in honey every

day and may not have much storage room.

We also have our usual complete line of bee-keepers'

supplies. Send in your orders now and get the benefit of

the November cash discount, which is five per cent. Our

goods are fresh and clean, and the best on the market.

Catalog on request.

C H. W.WEBER & CO.
2146-2148 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,
Washington Blvd. and Morgan St.

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to
17; No. 1 ditto, 15 to 16 ; fancy white extracted, 9 to 10 ;

light amber, 7 to 8; amber, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 32.

Nov. 10. Blake-Lee Co.

Indianapolis.—There is a good demand for best
grades of honey, with market fairly well supplied.
For fancy white comb honey producers are being paid
16 cents; for No. 1 white, 14; finest extracted in S-gal-
lon cans, 8. No demand for amber or off grades.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 28 to 30 cents.
Nov. 2. Walter S. Pouder.

New York.—There are no new features in the mar-
ket. The demand is good for comb honey, as well as
for extracted, and prices rule the same as our former
quotations. While most of the comb honey has been
sent to market by this time, some lots are still held
back by the producers, and there is no sign of shortage
as yet. HiLDRETH & Segelken.
Nov. S.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St.. 82-84 Murray St.

NEW YORK

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants In

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.

Cooks Honey-jar!
(Not Dr. Cook who discovered the North Pole)

But J. H. M. Cook, who keeps the Bee-supply
House at 70 Cortland St., New York City.
Sells the Best and Cheapest Honey-Jar with
patent air-tight sanitary stopper. Send 10c
(half the postage) and you get a sample jar.

Catalog free.

Chicago.—The trade in honey has been active for
the past two weeks, both in comb and extracted.
Choice grades of white are sold quickly at 16, with the
under grades from 1 to 3 cents less. Extracted white
ranges from 7 to 8 according to kind, flavor, and qual-
ity. Amber grades from 6 to 7. Beeswax, 30 to 32.

Nov. 6. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Liverpool.—During the month there has been a fair
demand, and some good sales for all descriptions. We
think that prices should improve during the winter.
Quotations are as follows: Chilian, $5.28 to $7.44 per
100 lbs.; Peruvian, $3.84 to $4.80; California, $9.12 to
$9.84; Jamaican, $6.72 to $7.20; Haitian, $6.72 to $7.20.
Beeswax is steady at following quotations: African,
$32.67 to $33.88; American, $33.88 to $37.51; West Indian,
$32.67 to $33.28; Chilian. $37.51 to $40.52.

Oct. 29. Taylor & Co.

Honey Markets continued on page 7.

HONEY!

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton, Ills.

If your white-clover crop is short, and you
want some good honey to supply your
customers, we can offer you White
Alfalfa Honey at the following prices

:

One 60-lb. can - lOc per pound
Two 60-lb, cans or more, 9c

Ten 60-lb. cans or more, S)4

This honey is put up in new, bright
cans, neat and clean, and we can
(fuarantee it in every way
Sample by mail 5 cts. to pay postage.
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Commercial Bee-keeping
may not be exactly the right words to use; but the idea is, "keeping bees to make money."

The man who has kept bees several years, who knows thoroughly the A B C of the busi-

ness, is now interested in learning systems, methods, and short cuts that will enable him to

spread out, "keep more bees," and make some money; and no journal is now doing more

for this class of bee-keepers than is being done by the

—

Bee-lceepers' Review
It is emphatically the specialists' journal. For 15 years its editor made his living in

the apiary ; he still owns, and helps to manage, several hundred colonies ; and he knows
the needs of this class of bee-keepers. Instead of using space for "hints to beginners,"

which are all right in their place, the REVIEW turns its attention to the unsolved prob-

blems of advanced bee culture. Some of the best bee-keepers of the country, those who
have managed large numbers of colonies, and made money in so doing, tell in the Review

how they have succeeded.

The Review is $1.00 a yea but so long as the supply of back numbers holds out I will send this year free to

those who send $1.00 for 1910. You may have been thinking of subscribing with t'..c beginning of the year—do

it now, and you will get the back numbers. If you wait until January you probably won't get them.

For ten cents I will send three back numbers of different dates, also a special clubbing offer. The ten

cents may apply on a subscript! -n sent in later.

W^Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

The Best Honey-jar
No. 25 with lined cap, $5.00 per gross.
Sample, 20c. Catalog of supplies free.

FINE LIGHT HONEY, 8^G per Lb.

Apiaries:

Glen Cove, L. I.

I. J. STRINCHAM,
1 05 Park PI ice, N. Y. CITY

Honey Markets continued from page 5.

Albany.—The honey market is steady, with very lit-

tle fancy grade of either buckwheat or clover: hence
quotations for fancy grades are quite nominal. The
bulk of clover honey grading No. 1 sells at U to 15,

while strictly fancy would sell at 16. Amber, or hon-
ey grading between buckwheat and clover or mixed,
sells at 13 to 14; buckwheat, 12 to 13; strictly fancy, 14;

extracted clover or basswood, 8H; amber or mixed, 7

to I'/i. Straight buckwheat sells best at 7 to 7}4.

Nov. 8. H. R. Wright.

Denver.—We quote our local market as follows: No.
1 white comb boney, per case of 24 sections, $3 20; No.
1 light amber, $3.05; No. 2, $2.90; white extracted, I'A to
8'3; light amber, 6*4 to 7J4. The demand for carload
lots of comb honey has been good, and the State is

pretty well cleaned up. We pay 24 to 25 cts. per lb. for
clean yellow beeswax delivered here.

Colorado Honev-producers' Asso'n,
Oct. 23. F. Rauchfuss, Manager.

SCHENECTADY.—There has been no change in our
market since our last quotations, except that there is

less demand for light extracted, and prices are a trifle

lower. We are receiving many letters from California

and other far western dealers desiring to sell or con-
sign us both extracted and comb honey; but so long as

our eastern crop is ample to supply our trade we can
offer them no inducements to do so, and our custom-
ers much prefer eastern honey.
Nov. 6. Chas. MacCulloch.

Buffalo.—There is quite a good demand for white
comb honey. Prices do not change, and I suppose the

market will continue pretty steady until the first of the

year. There is a poor demand for No. 2 or under
grades, buckwheat selling very well; No. 1 to fancy
white comb honey, 15 to 16; No. 2 ditto, 11 to 12; No. 1

buckwheat, comb, 10 to 12; white-clover extracted, 754

to 854; amber extracted, 7 to 754; dark e.xtracted, 6 to 7.

Beeswax, 28 to 30.

Nov. 8. W. C. TOWNSEND.

Zanesville.—There is a moderate demand for hon-

ey, and not much change in prevailing prices, though
the tendency now is rather upward than otherwise.

For No. 1 to fancy white comb, producers would re-

ceive from the jobbing trade 14 to 15H. Best grades of

comb go to the retail grocery trade at 16 to 18 in one or

two case lots; 854 delivered is offered producers for

best white-clover or raspberry extracted in five-gallon

cans, jobbers selling at 1 to 15'2 cents advance on this

price in small lots. Producers of beeswax are offered

28 cts. cash, or 30 in exchange for bee-supplies.

Nov. 8. Edmund W. Peirce.

BINGHAM Burninr

Tin4-in.SmokeEQgine 3'^-inch 3-inch 2;4-inch 3-inch Wonder
tl.f.O Sl.io 11.00 »0 cts. 1-,:, rts.

Perhaps our sinokers cost us a few lent^
more to make than they would were we to

cut out the valve and brass-lined exhaust
and tin shields and fonlcal tips with handle
far away from hottest iJart of the smoker;
but :i2 years of trial by disinterested bee-
keepers who have used hundreds of thou-
sands, with the greatest satisfaction, would
say NO. Our larife valves till the bellows
quick, and the smoke continues to pour
out of the chimney Instead of being sucked
back to fill the bellows with cinders and
smoke. We make live sizes of smokers,
alike except In size and price. A large
smoker furnishes more smoke, and keeps
smoking like the smaller ones, till the fuel

Is all burned up (It not pulled three to six

hours). Price by mall, postymld, Smoke
Engine. 4-lnch tin. «1. 50; Iioctor, 3 1-2-lnch,

Jl.lO; Conqueror, .3-lnch, «1.00; 2 12 Inch,
90 cts.; Wonder, 2-lnch, 65 cts. We make
the three larger sizes of heavy copper if

ordered, but charge .'iO cts. extra. We have
moved our smoker factory to .\lma. Mich.,
about 40 miles south of Farwell. where we
have fine facilities for shipping and mak-
ingsmokers. T. F.Bingham, Farwell, Mich,
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PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The

D

pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

My First Season's Experience with
the Honey-bee. By the " Spectator." of the

Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

Vou » ill read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-keeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-keeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee - keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A 14-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting, Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well
gotten up and worth the price, which Is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the marf/in your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked abooje;

I inclose S to co-ver the cost.

n

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Nan

Street Addreii or R. F. D

Ttwn

G.B.C. 11-15 State.

Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.

In every way—location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special

prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

Write Us for

Prices

—

We will make you delivered
prices by return mail on any
thing you may want for your
apiary.

We Manufacture

Dovetailed hives, Hoffman
frames, sections, separators,
shipping - cases, etc.; also

berry boxes and crates.

There are no Better
Hives than Ours.

Prices the lowest.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or
money refunded.

Minnesota Bee -supply Co.
Power Bldg., Nicollet Island

Minneapolis, Minn.
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Headquarters for

NEW YORK
STATE

Bee-

Supplies

of

All

Kinds.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Hilton's Strain of
Bees Heard from
Again

In 1908 I bousrht two three-frame nuclei
of you, and in 1909 three more. I now have
twenty good colonies ready for winter, and
have taken 871 pounds of extracted honey,
and they have drawn their own combs from
full sheets of foundation. Hilton's strain of
bees and Root's goods can't be beat, and you
do sell them at factory prices.

G. C. Chase, Robbins, Wis.

Friend Hilton:—1 increased the 10 three-
frame nuclei I uot of you last spring to 21 full

colonies and took off 1120 finished sections
and 132 unfinished, of fine honey, and had it

not been for the early frost would have had
much more. M. D. Caven.
Bereland, Upper Peninsula, Mich.

I have sold more queens and nu-
clei now for spring delivery than I

sold last season. Send for 40-page
catalog, free, with discounts for early
orders on bees, queens, and supplies.

All Root's Goods at Factory Prices.
Send List of Goods Wanted, and Get
Net Prices. Beeswax Wanted.

6E0. E. HILTON, FREMONT, MICHIGAN

M. H. HUNT & SON

Liberal discount given on
fall and winter orders. .

Quotations are supplied
promptly showing you the
net cost of your order.

We are paying top-notch
prices for beeswax—cash
or trade

Seasonable goods—ship-

ping-cases, feeders, etc.

—at your call

OPPOSITE THE LAKE SHORE DEPOT

LANSING, MICHIGAN

Western Headquarters
.. for ..

BEE GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most

complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

W« sell ROOT'S GOODS here at Des

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you

prices, according to quantity, by letter.

A^cJrejj JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES, IOWA
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

When the selling prices of many commodities, especially food products,

are noticed it must occur to bee-keepers sometimes that the retail price of

honey has hardly kept pace with the advances made in other goods. It will be

remembered that years ago such men as W. Z. Hutchinson, James Heddon,

and other able writers contended that comb honey could never be a staple prod-

uct, but always a luxury, and this seems as true to-day as ever. The price

realized to-day by beekeepers of the United States for their white comb honey

of No. 1 and fancy grades, averages, we think, about 14 cents in the East, and

perhaps 12 in the West, and this, we do not believe, is any more than it was

ten years ago. The problem is, how to get a larger net revenue for the crops

produced.

SOME THINGS TO AVOID.

Altogether too frequently we get a report of a loss sustained by a bee-

keeper on account of a shipment of honey which he has sent to some party

whom he supposed trustworthy, but regarding whom he had no definite infor-

mation. These reports have reached us so many times that we take this op-

portunity to caution our readers against sending a shipment of honey to any

one without definite information as to his responsibility, or cash with order.

The mere fact that the order may come from a dealer in bee-keepers' supplies,

or some bee-keeper whoso name is familiar to readers of the bee-journals,

should not be taken as evidence of his ability to pay for a shipment of honey.

We do not believe that there are many, perhaps but few, among this class who

would willingly defraud a bee-keeper; but so many unforeseen conditions arise

that make payment uncertain we are obliged to give this note of warning. A
small dealer in supplies handUng goods to the extent of a few hundred dollars

during the season may take care of his account with a manufacturer in an en-

tirely satisfactory manner; but when it comes to trusting him for honey, it is a

very different affair. He should be required to send cash with order, or give

references which can not be questioned.

Another thing to avoid is the old story of marketing honey in a slipshod

manner. The need of putting it up in the most attractive appearance, and

thereby securing the best price, has been brought on so often that it seems only

necessary to allude to it here. It does seem too bad, however, that many bee-

keepers will stop just short of securing the best price, and a large part of their

well-earned profit by failure in the last part of their work.

SELLING HONEY AT 25 CENTS PER SECTION.

While a large part of the honey crop of the United States will probably be

marketedlin the same channels that it now is for many years to come—that is,

through retail grocery stores—we believe it will be advantageous for a good
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AS THE ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT SEES IT

many who have the ability and the time at their disposal to market a part or

all of their crops direct. Now, this means advertising in some form. This may
not be merely newspaper publicity—indeed, there may be no printed adver-

tisements at all. In this connection we submit the attached report from one

bee-keeper who has advertised his honey in an entirely different way.

My dear Mr. Boyden

:

—Since I regard you as a sort of father to my bee in-

dustry, I wish to submit to you my second report. The first report from origi-

nal purchase of two hives was 260 lbs. of comb honey; two swarms lost; one
(division swarm) saved; sold $45.00 worth for cash—put three hives in winter
quarters in fine shape.

I began the season of 1909 with three hives; took 362 sections of fine honey.
I have spent about $100 since my beginning. The whole outfit is worth over
$200, besides having taken 622 sections of honey, and selling about $115 worth.

I think I ought to tell you of my means of selling. You will remember I am
a musician, and our musical union of New York consists of over 5000 members.
At our headquarters one may see about 2000 musicians every day from 12 to

2:30 P.M., where they meet to transact their business, making a regular ex-
change. All these musicians know I live in the country, and have bees, and
you would be surprised to see how they clamor for the honey I carry in to them.
All my honey sells for 25 cts. per section, and I sell out just as fast as I can de-
liver it. I believe that, if I had 2000 lbs., I could retail it all out during the win-
ter. One man took 40 sections, and has placed his order already for 60 next
summer. You have no idea how ready and willing those fellows are to get and
pay well for any thing coming directly and honestly from the country.

I am much more enthusiastic over my bees now than when I started, and I

have no doubt that, with your assistance to educate me along the proper lines,

I will, in the course of time, have quite an apiary—at least such is my present
ambition. W. S. Wygrant.

Nov. 6.

We publish this merely as a suggestion of what may be done if beekeepers
will be on the lookout for many outlets for their honey. In most of the larger

cities, and in many smaller towns, local bee-keepers have been very successful

in disposing of large quantities direct or through canvassers employed by them.

Many others could do well to follow some such plan as that advocated in this

paper some months ago by W. Z. Hutchinson. The opportunities for work
along this line are unlimited; but the chance for losses must always be kept in

mind, and every precaution taken to avoid such. The loss of a single ship-

ment sent to an unreliable party, or occasioned by careless packing, or through

some other neglect, may mean the wiping-out of all the profits of the work
of an entire season. Having taken pains to produce fancy honey, put it up in

a manner worthy of its quality, and find a market that will appreciate and pay

for something a little better than the average.
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'If Goods are wanted Quick. Send <o Pouder.'

Established 1 889

A SLANDER REFUTED
By the Bee Crank

How doth the Httle busy bee
Improve each shining minute !

From neighbors' fields his stock she steals

—

That's why there's money in it.

A man who could so slander the honest,
industrious bee is small enough to skin fleas

for their hides and tallow. I will admit that he
has emphasized one of the great factors for

profit in bee-keeping ; but every farmer knows
that the bee earns 200 to 300 per cent above
what she is paid for in her services as pollen-

distributor. She certainly pays for her stock.

She also pays her rent at home if given half a

chance. Even if your bees are yielding a good
profit above expenses, it will pay you to send
for my latest catalog, and it will probably sug-
gest something to you in the way of inexpen-
sive arrangements or additions which your
bees will appreciate in their honey-factories,
and in which you may be sure they will pay for
handsomely in increased honey yield. I am
offering inducements for early orders by giving

~ ""^
liberal discounts, and my catalog is free.

'^'

—

For beeswax I am now paying 28 cts. cash, or 30 cts. in trade.

I have a large stock of finest white-clover comb and extract-
ed honey, and I should be glad to quote you wholesale prices.

Walter S. Pouder:—The bee-supplies arrived promptly and in fine con-
dition, and I wish to thank you for your square dealing, and will assure you
of my future orders. Yours very truly,

Lebanon, Ind. David Walter Dodd.
Walter S. Pouder:—Please get the above goods off on first train ; but

when I send to you I am always assured of prompt shipments.
Bagley, Wis. Yours truly, Walter Hemple.
Waller S. Pouder:—Supplies arrived some days ago, but I have just fin-

ished unpacking them; they are certainly fine, and I wish to thank you for
your promptness in shipping. I shall want quite a lot of material for next
season, but will place my order this fall to avoid the rush.

Battle Creek, Mich. Very truly, C. A. Mallernee.
Walter S. Pouder:—Goods arrived safe and all o. k. I am much pleased

with your promptness. Truly yours,
Savannah, Ga. Edw. C. Maxwell.
Walter S. Pouder:—If I am not disappointed in bee-keeping my orders

will constantly increase, and they will all be sent to Pouder, for I have
learned where to get prompt and accurate service.

Russiaville, Ind. Ever yours, Eber Coate.

WALTER S, POUDER, 859 Mass, Ave., INDIANAPOLIS,

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service
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"Ball-Band"

ARCTICS
Cap the Climax
in Quality. . . .

It costs us an extra $1,000,000

a year to make "Ball-Band"
Rubber Footwear supreme in

quality. ....
This extra-high quahty adds not a whit to the looks

of the goods, but how it does count in the wear !

We could easily save this enormous expense this
year, and not one of our 45,000 dealers or the 8,000,000
wearers of "Ball-Band" Footwear would know the
difference until after the Arctics and Rubber Boots
themselves "let the cat out of the bag."

The making of honest, dependable rubber foot-
wear means more than mere form and appearance.

It requires the proper kinds of crude rubber, fresh from the rubber plantations, care-
fully selected by experts, blended, compounded, and handled with consummate skill,

through a multitude of intricate processes.

It requires a knowledge of rubber that can be gained only by years of practical expe-
rience. It calls for immense factory facilities, and a well-trained army of workers.

All this behind "Ball-Band" Arctics has pushed them far to the front. Such is the
secret of " Ball-Band " success

—

a business approaching $10,000,000 a year, built on the bed-
rock of Quality.

Our product is uniform, and as perfect as skill and brains and machinery can make it.

We could not make it better if we got double its present price. Yet your dealer asks about
the same as for ordinary foot-wear.

Some dealers also handle other lines, possibly bought at a special discount, and sell

them at the regular "Ball-Band" price. As the profit is greater on inferior brands, you
should be careful to look for the little Red Ball which we place on every pair of our Rub-
bers and arctics. It's there for your protection. An abso-
lute Guarantee of Quality. Insist on seeing "Ball-Band"
Trade-mark and you're sure of your money's worth.

This same Trade-mark identifies our famous All-knit
Wool Boots and Lumbermen's Socks

—

the most durable
woolen footwear in the world.

Get Them of Your Dealer

Mishawaka Woolen Mfg. Co.

Mishawaka, Indiana
"The House that Pays Millions for Quahty"
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The New Invention for Hot-beds and Cold-frames.

Perfect Plants, early, get the Big Prices
Sunlight Double Glass Sash increases the size, quality, and rapidity of

growth of your plants. The two layers of glass have a ss-inch cushion of air

between them, forming a perfect non-conductor, retaining the heat in the bed
over night.

Does away with boards or mats. Saves nearly all the labor and
risk. Lets in all the light all the time.

Write for catalog and freight-prepaid proposition.

Order early to insure prompt shipment. Fast-
freight safe-delivery guaranteed.

Agents Wanted.—Good paying proposition. The
success of the sash sells them. Write for

particulars. Address

—

"or Hot-beds
and Cold-frames

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co., 951 E Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

wwmm
IIWW.,11 ttirfmflK,T.nifrTrttofnff,,1

One Grove of Grapefruit
near Palmetto netted

$2,500 per acre.

Why don't you engage in fruit and vegeta-

ble growing in Manatee Counly> A small farm

would prove an excellent investment.

Vegetables often net $1,000 per acre.

Resolve to-day to farm where farming nets

most.

The climate is delightful, and there are no
droughts or long dreary winters.

Write for our booklet, and full information.

J. \7. WHITE.
General Industrial Agent,

Seaboard Air Line,

Dept. NORFOLK. VA.

5#?

4%
Established 1892

A request on a

postal will

bring you our

free booklet —

Banking by Mail

Deposit your savings here, pending
permanent investment.

The advantages offered are: Un-
questioned safety and four per cent

interest, compounded semi-annually.

This bank is under the supervision

of the State, and its strict laws.

Its officers and directors are suc-

cessful men.

Write today for booklet explaining

our convenient banking-by-mail system.

Resources, $900,000.

The

Savings Deposit Bank Co.
Medina, Ohio
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Hello,

Smith!
How Much
Buiier and
How Many
EggsToday

'OU don't need to take your pro-
ducts to town on cliance if you
have a teleplione. You need

not even go >ouiself. Gel customers on
the 'plioiie, take your orders, then send
tlie boy. Then you can find jour best
market—send the right stuff to the right
people at the right time. There's money
1:1 it. To liave a

Stromberg- Carlson

Independent Telephone

in the house is like having another hired
man. jet it costs but a pittance each
month. When the doctor is wanted in a
hiirr\-, Its worth cannot be measured.
Our new free book,

"How The Telephone
Helps the Farmer,"
EJition21 , will give you
a lot of valuable hints
and tells how easily any-
one can put in our equip-
ment and strinsr the
wires. Also tells how 10
men can organize a suc-
cessful Independent Tel-
ephone System.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Mfg. Company
Rochester, N. Y.

Chicago, 111. Kansas City, Mo.
(Address nearest otUce.)

SPRAYERS,#a ^"'^"
Free

Something New .^
(iet3 twice the results—:;:

Trttli »aine laborand lluid.

Flat or round, line or coarse sprays
fpirn same nozzle. Ten at.vUs. Vo
trees, p'lintocs. pardens. whitewashing,
e'.o. Ajents Wanted. Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. nf^bX^ty^

Makes and burns Its own gas and
produces a pure white, steady,
safe. 100 candle power light. No

^ wiclv. unoke, dirt, grease or odor.

M-tHiiIiv.Orcr Wist vies.

anl.'l.Wrilefcircatalog

THK HKST I.I<;HT CO.
306 K. 5tli 8t., Canton, O.

If You Want to Know
THE BEST FARM PAPER

Send 10 Cents for 10 Weeks
The RURAL NEW-YORKER, 421 Pearl St., New York

Try Kerosene Engine

30 Days Free

Gasoline Prices Rising.
Yuu can't run a fnrra engiiio prfifitably on fasoline much

loin'iT. Pi ice of gasoliue going sky high, Oil Companies have
S"Utnlod tho warning. Kerosene is the future fuel ami is n^iw
6ct'> luca gallon cheaper thau gasoline. The Amazing "Detroit"
is the ouly eugiuo that uses coniniou lamp Kerosene (coal oil)

I perfectly. Runs on gasoline, too.
better than any other. Basic pat-
ent. Only 3 moving parts. Conies
complete ready to run. We will
send a "Detroit" on free trial to
prove all claims. Euns all kinds of
farm machinery, pumps, saw rigs,

separators, churns, feed grinders,
washing machines. Silo fillers and

electric lights. Money back and
I

freightpaid botli waysif it does
not meet every claim that we
have made for it. Don't buy till

you get our free catalog. 2 to 2t
h. p. in stock. Prices $29. -50 up.
Special demonstrat<jr agency
price on first outfit sold in each
c. immunity. 2000satisfietl users.
^Ve have a stack of testimonials

fer. Write quick. (20)

The Amazing "DETROIT"
Detroit Engine Work*, 373 Bellevae Ave., Detroit, Mich.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION
CLARK'S ,ss5s=.DOUBLE ACTION COM-

BINED CULT1 =

V ATOR AND
HARROW, can be
used to cultivate
crops in rows, as a
Listing Harrow,
aud when clo?ed
together is a Disk

. Harrow cutting 4'-2

feet wide. Drawn by two medium horses.
Jointed pole. Perfect centro draft. A labor
savor. Suiid todav for f<'l{KE Booklet.
CUTAWAY HARROW CO. HliO «ain St..Hlgganum, Lt.

$50 TO $300 SAVED
V\ t Art oiAaafuctartCiit, aai sncrcdanta. UtrK iaticn,

jobbers and catalog house profit. I'll save you from
850 toS300 onmy High Grade Standard Gasoline >

Engines from 2 to 22- H. -P.—Price direct to you ^^
lower than denlers or jobbers have to pay for j^^^/f
"dmilar engines in carload lots for spot cash. /a*/f

Dlree»— ~~ ~ ""
i!qW From

_ ^ My Fac-

Price and quality speak for themselves J^^jP ntll'
°
Free

and you are to l^e the sole judge. ./^^">^T.iii cticta,-
Sell your poorest horse and buy a jT-^J^ .^'^'*'- ^ „."
f u n f r-t-tn sn • c-iT^ ''o" °' money
O'Mm'rmOnly^llUmOUX^J'j^ back. write forspec-

' ial proposition. All

-•
I ^^ .^^^^ y • y/ you nay me is for ra\*

|«LUIWiY,t>^./^;?-:05^ -^material, labor and
->nc small profit, bend id
my bie BOOK FREE

y^
Wm. Galloway. Pres

Wm. Gallnway t o.

16£6Ganoviy Slallon
yinU!r\no. low*

PATENTS veISs
PRACTICE.

CHARLKS J. WILLIAMSON,
Second Nafl Bank Bldg., Washington. 1). C.

Pat«nt Practlc« In Patsnt Patent Counsel of

Office and Courts. The A. I. Root Co.
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GET EGGS NOW
Huinphrcy'N newewt book, '^ The (iolilen
Ek«»" will 8liow jou lio>v to get eggs all
^•iiiter, and tVoin 150 to 250 eggK n hen a
year. I >vill give you, FK**'!';, iiiv weoret
of reducing feeding cost one half and of
doubling your poultry income.

Humphrey, Mine Street Factory, Jollet, III.

Where Humphrey's Bone Cutters, Clover Cutters,
Brooders and other Poultry Helps are made.

15 Cents aRod
Foi aZZ^lnchHogFence- 16e*or
25-lnch, 19e tor 31 inch: 22 l-2t
for S4-lnch; 27e tor a 47-lnch
Farm Fence. 50- Inch Poultry
Fence 87c. Lowest prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalogfree. Wrlteforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, INO.

w**
4.(1nn FFRRFT^ ^^"^^ trained. TheyHUUU rcnnLIO. hustle rats and rab-
bits. Price list and book mailed free.

N A. Knapp, Rochester, Ohio.

BEESWAX
WINTED

TX^E are always in the market for bees-

wax, and will pay the best market
price. We used last year in the manufac-
ture of Comb Foundation over

EIGHTY TONS
and are likely to need fully as much for

this year's trade. Send your wax direct to

us, being sure to pack it carefully for
safe shipment, and mark it so we can easily

tell who sends it. Write to us, at the same
time sending a shipping receipt, and stating

weight of shipment, both gross and net.

We are paying at this date for pure aver-

age beeswax delivered here, 28 cents per
pound cash, or 30 cents in trade. On
choice yellow wax we pay a premium of
one to two cents a pound.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

r90% Hatchesi
CYPHERS INCUBATORS
dnd Brooder8i,Tt non-moisture; eelf-re^u-

lating: Bell-ventilatin?. Write for 160-page
Catalog. Aiidress Nearest Citj. *
Cyphers IncnbatorCo., Department 6'.l

Bulialo, N.Y.; New T. rk City; Chicaio.Ill.;

iloatuD, MaS3.; Kansas City,M :>.; Oakland. Cal.

No attome^'i
fee antll pat-
ent Iftallovred.
Write for" Jni;ent-
or'i Guide.'

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEG BAND
To Mark Chickens

CHEAPEST AND BEST
12 for 15c ; 2.5—2-^ ; 50—40e :,

100—75o.
Sample Band Mailed for 3o Stamp,
Frank Myert, Mfr. Boi69, Freeport, III.

FENCE fiZiS?^*
Made of High Carbon Double Strength
Coiled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
We pay all freight. 37 heltrhts of farm
and poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Box 101 Winchester, Indiana.

SEATTLE EXPOSITION
\(\ Postal Card Views, 10 Cents Postpaid.Iv Art Post-Card Co., Dept. D, 118 St. Clair St., Cleveland, O.

, .^_ ^_^ ^2 dozen to 200 size. Price $5.00
a 'Hi.'rfV*^ Fits all sizes Chicks or Fowls.
i^'Ji^-^ Free literature. AURORA, ILL.

|#TRAPPERS r^l.^.V^.
£^^ Copy of Hunter-Trader-Trapper, monthly
^^^ magazine, 160 or more pages about steel"

traps, snares, deadfalls, trapping secrets
raw furs, dogs, big-game hunting, etc. and a 64-page booklet
containing game laws, camping hints, etc., all for 10 cents.
A, R, HARDING PUB. CO., Box 319, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Ik\"AiP^^For Rabbits,
. . Chickens, Hogs, Sheep,

fj^ Horses, Cattle. 160 styles. Big
heavy No. 9 galvanized Coiled

Spring rust proof wires. Will defy

stock, wind and weather. Free sample

_^ & cat'gi 15 to 35c per rod. We pay freight

teV The Brown Fence & Wire Co.,^|-****' Dept. 91 Cleveland, O. "*™

MAKE YOUR HENS LAY
You can double your egg yield by feeding fresh-cut raw bone. It contains over
four times as much egg-making material as grain, and takes the place of bugs
and worms In fowls' diet. That's why It gives more eggs—greater fertility,

stronger chicks, larger fowls.

MANN'S Latest Model BONE-CUTTER
cuts easily and rapidly all large and small bones with adhering meat and gris-
tle. Automatically adapts to your strength. Never clogs. Sent on Ten Days'

Free Trial. No money down. Send for our free books today.
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A Great Magazine
Offer to Our Readers!

fflbi Through a special

arrangement just ef-

fected with the pub-

lishers, Gleanings in

Bee Culture is en-

abled to make its

Readers the follow-

ing unprecedented
yearly subscription

offer, for a short

time only:

GLEANINGS
Cosmopolitan
Success Magazine

Regular Priced

$1.00

Total Value

$1.00

$1.00

$3.00

rHE FIGHT ON CANNONISM :.,'.:

SUCCESS
MAGAZINE

1909 .^i:^^ # ^

«'.,<:...-S.l
;

V,!(-,1;fllt

M£ SUCCESS COMP,

Our Price Only

$
2.
For All Three

Many of the most popular magazines are raising their prices this year, but we have
secured the co-operation of these well-known publications on such advantageous
terms as to permit of this great clubbing offer. No such bargain in a similar group
has been offered for years, and it is an opportunity that will not come soon again.

If your subscription to Gleanings has not vet expired, you may still take advantage
of this offer by having it extended now for a year from the date of its expiration.

/COSMOPOLITAN is the one Kreat magazine of
^^ all the great national.monthlies.

No matter how many magazines you take,
"Cosmopolitan" is the one you can not afford to
do without. Its subscribers of last year are sub-
scribers this year—with their friends. This,
after all, is the real test of a magazine's merit-
that its readers tell their friends about it.

You can be sure that for the coming year one
feature in each issue will be of such universal
interest as to dominate the magazine world for
that month. "The best — no matter what it

costs," is the motto which makes "Cosmopol-
itan" resemble no other magazine but "Cosmo-
politan."

CUCCESS MAGAZINE prints the liveliest fic-
*^ tion and the frankest, strongest articles. It

gives all the significant news of the world each
month, splendidly reviewed and condensed for
quick, easy reading.

It is the magazine that clipped speaker Can-
non's wings ; that first exposed the indecent
stage; that ran the investment fakers into the
cyclone cellar; that is stirring the church to
look our religious problems in the face; that, in
a word, reflects all the important, interesting
sides of American life.

It publishes every month a page of short, fun-
ny stories, verse, anecdotes, for which it pays
ten cents a word. It is bright, well-balanced,
and readable. It is unlike any other magazine.

Send Your Subscription Today to

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, MEDINA. O.
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Removal Sale!
CONTINUAL growth, hard work, and constant digging after business,

forces us to secure larger quarters. We have disposed of our pres-

ent place of business at 1322 South Flores Street, where we had a

building 40x250, and which was not nearly large enough for us, and we
found it necessary to put up a building just twice the size of our present

one. We have let the contract for our new building, in which we shall have

20,000 square feet of floor space, and shall be in position to carry a larger

and more complete stock of Root's Goods than ever before. Our foundation-

factory will also be rebuilt and placed on our new site, and will be built bet-

ter and more complete than ever before. We are glad to state that now we
are on the Southern Pacific Railroad, which has built a track right along

where our new building is going up, which reaches nearly every point to

which we ship. Heretofore we were very much handicapped, and many
shipments were delayed because we were on a road which could not handle

our shipments promptly. We can now concentrate honey shipments, make
good time, and give the very best service to our customers that can be had.

Our customers who heretofore called at 1322 So. Flores St., can in the future

obtain goods and information, and sell their wax, at our branch, 607 South

Flores Street. We have a number of customers south from San Antonio

who bring honey in wagons ; such customers, as a matter of convenience to

them, can deal with our branch, 607 South Flores Street, where they will

receive the same prompt attention as they did at 1322 South Flores. Our
friends who visit the city, and who find it inconvenient to go so far out

as 1322, can easily call on us at 607 South Flores, as this is only two blocks

from the county courthouse, and located directly opposite the United States

Arsenal, on South Flores Street. If you wish to pay us a call at our new
warehouse or general office, you can reach us by taking the Nolan Street

car, getting off at the subway, corner of Nolan and Cherry Streets. Our
office fronts Nolan Street, right where the car stops. Now, since we have
gone to such heavy expense and so much enlarged our business, we sin-

cerely hope that we shall be in position to please our friends and custom-

ers so well that they will induce their neighbors to trade with us in the

future. We are the only firm in the South that keeps such an immense
stock always on hand ready for prompt shipment, and fill our customers'

orders promptly when goods are needed most, and for that reason we are

entitled to all the trade that can be given us.

Thanking all of our friends who helped to build us up by favoring us

with their patronage, and wishing all of our brother and sister bee-keepers

much success and happiness, we remain

Yours very truly, UDO TOEPPERWEIN,
San Antonio, Texas. W. M. MAYFIELD.
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will be Inserted In these classified columns

at85oenteper line. Advertisements Intended for this
department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed Htc lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement In the classified columns or we will not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, 7^c. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho.

Honey-brokers.—We offer a car of water-white sage
at 6H cts.; car lot of amber at 5-^8 cts. per lb.

Freeman & Fairchild, Redlands, Cal.

For Sale.—Well-ripened clover or basswood honey
in 160-lb kegs at 8 cts. per lb. f. o. b. here.

N. L. Stevens, Moravia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Clover and basswood honey in 60-pound
cans. Write for particulars.

Mrs. C. L. Parker, Onondaga, N. Y.

For Sale.—Clover, basswood, and amber honey in
60-lb. cans. C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.
Homestead Farm.

For Sale.—Honey in 160-lb. kegs and new 60-lb.
cans. Buckwheat and light amber, 7!4; clover, 8 to
8)4. C. B. Howard, Romulus, N. Y.

For S.\LE.—Honey. Just unloaded our third car of
water-white sage. We offer this in crates of two 60-

lb. cans at 9 cts. per. lb., f. o. b. Toledo.
Griggs Bro's Co., Toledo, O.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers' Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry, E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, tupelo, 8M cts. per lb.;

light amber, 8Vi ; sage, 9 ; all in 120-lb. cases ; quanti-
ties less; samples, 10 cents. I. J. Stringham,

103 Park Place. New York City.

For Sale.—Amber and buckwheat comb honey at

$2.75 per case in six-case lots; 25 cases at $2.60; 50 cases
at $2.50 per case, 24 sections to case; 500 unfinished
sections at $8.00 per 100.

Quirin-the-Queen-breeder, Bellevue, Ohio.

For Sale.—Fancy extracted alfalfa and basswood
honey, $5.50 per 60-lb. can; $10.75 per case of two 60-lb.

cans; $10.00 per case in quantities of 10 cases or more.
ROB'T A. HOLEKAMP & SON.

4263 Virginia Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new 60-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at 8^* cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
9 cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can; 8^ cts. per lb. for

five-case orders or more, F. O. B. Flint; cash with order.
Leonard S. Griggs, 71 1 Avon St.. Flint, Mich.

For Sale.—Our crop of clover comb honey in 4x5
plain sections; also extracted of the following kinds:
Clover, raspberry, basswood, and buckwheat. Not a

pound of the above honey was extracted until after the
close of the honey-flow. The fact is, there is none
better on the market. State which kind you prefer,

and the amount you can use, and we will quote you
our lowest cash price and mail you a liberal sample.
Remember we are specialists, and understand thor-

oughly the production of extracted honey.
E. D. Townsend & Sons, Remus, Mich.

Raspberry-Buckwheat.—Early-blossoming buck-
wheat near one of our Northern-Michigan apiaries
gave to the raspberry honey something of a buck-
wheat color and flavor—enough so that it can't be sold
as pure raspberry honey. It is put up in new 60-pound
cans, and offered at 8 cents a pound — $4.80 for a can.
Send 10 cents for a sample, and the 10 cts. may apply
on an order if you send one.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

Honey and Wax Wanted
Wanted.—Choice white extracted honey. Prompt

payment on receipt. H. C. Ahlers, West Bend, Wis.

Wanted.—White-clover comb and extracted honey.
See adv't in October issues. B. Walker, Clyde, 111.

Wanted.—All grades of comb and extracted honey;
can use 2000 cases of buckwheat comb at once. Let us
hear from you. Griggs Bro's Co., Toledo, O.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State quan-
tity, kind, how put up, and lowest cash price you will
take. E. R. Pahl & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
State price, kind, and quantity.

R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—White honey. State kind, how put up,
and lowest cash price. Chas. Koeppen,

1508 Main St., Fredericksburg, Va.

I will pay 7% cts. per lb. for gilt-edged white-clover
extracted honey laid down; also 54 ct. more per lb. for
white-clover comb honey than other responsible par-
ties will offer who will buy all grades put up in light
rough boxes B. Walker, Clyde, 111.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—A foot-power saw. State condition and
price. Gilbert Billings, Housatonic, Mass.

Wanted.—White mice; state number and price.
J. M. Simpson, Cohvyn, Pa.

Wanted.—Raw furs, for which I will pay the high-
est market price. Send for price list to

Wm. Craig, Postmaster, Luce, Mich.

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—By you — best goods most promptly;- in
other words, "Pierce service. Root quality." I buy
by carloads, and can supply you at once from one of
the best shipping centers in the country.

Edmund W. Peirce, Zanesville, 0.

Situation Wanted

Wanted.—An experienced poultry-woman of 31 de-
sires a position on a poultry-farm or as a compositor
in town. Address Box 172, Royalton, Minn.

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale.—Chicks, 8 cents each; eggs, $4.00 per 100;

shipped anywhere. CULVER Poultry Farm,
4086 Main St., Benson, Neb.

For Sale.—Largest Bronze turkeys in State. Order
now for spring eggs. Write for particulars.

E. Bradley, Trenton, Ky.
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Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMURRAY, Silverton, W. Va.

First prizes Connecticut State Fair for Italian bees
and queens, 1909. A. W. YATES, Hartford, Ct.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

For Sale.—225 colonies of bees; first-class condi-
tion; cheap, in lots to suit.

O. A. Keene, Topeka, Kansas.

For Sale.—500 colonies of bees on standard frames,
all straight comb.

W. J. Stahmann, De Vall's Bluff, Ark.

For Sale.—Bees at a bargain. Over 100 stands in

good condition near Kansas City, Mo. No honey-dew.
For description write to

W. M. Mayhew, Canon City, Col.

For Sale.—1000 colonies of bees with fixtures; run
principally for extracted honey.

Dr. Geo. D. Mitchell & Co.,
340 Fourth Street, Ogden, Utah.

For Sale.—175 swarms of bees at a bargain if taken
soon; 8 and 10 frame 2-story hives with Hoflfman
frames, built from wired foundation. If interested
call on or write. W. H. Rails, Orange, California.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nat, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. Rails, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—140 colonies of bees in eight-frame hives
for comb honey; also 55 empty hives, most of them
new, with 500 comb-honey supers, a lot of foundation,
and sections and other bee-supplies. I am close to the
Nevada State line. No foul brood in this valley.
Address H. Christensen, Coleville, Mono Co., Cal.

For Sale.—180 stands of bees, 2 extractors, tank, and
tools; H. P. saw; vinegar; 2 horses; wagon, buggy,
harness; 1 cow, 2 brood sows; chickens, incubator,
tools; household goods; will figure up $1060; price
$950, including 4 acres of hill land. Write for particu-
lars. L. W. Blizzard,

Box 57, Rural Route, National City, Cal.

Real Estate

Wanted.—Farms and businesses. Don't pay com-
missions. We find you direct buyer. Write, describ-
ing property, naming lowest price. We help buyers
locate desirable properties free. AMERICAN Invest-
ment Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

For Sale.—80 acres, all in cultivation or pasture; a
good 7-room house, cellar, 2 cisterns and well; new
barn, 40x50 ft.; granary, hog and chicken house, etc.

Necessary fence, partly woven wire. All underlaid
with a 7-ft. vein of coal. One mile from mine; two miles
from a good town; 50 miles southeast of St. Louis;
school 60 rods from house. A good honey trade and
apiary go with the place, at $50.00 per acre. For further
particulars address WM. Darby, Coulterville, 111.

Household

LADIES:—Let me tell you about our delicate, dura-
ble, fashionable bulk perfumes that cost less than you
ever paid. Better still, send 25 cents for a large bottle
of our triple extract "Household Brand " New Mown
Hay, or " Household Brand " Violet. Money back if

dissatisfied. The Household Co.,
Dept. P. Paterson, N. J.

Tor Sale

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. COOLEY, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—New unhulled white-sweet-clover seed,
15 cts. per lb.; postage, 8 cts. per lb. extra.

Anton G. Anderson, Holden, Mo.

For Sale.—On account of poor health, a manufac-
turing plant consisting of mill, lot, machinery, etc.

Price $2850. Address box 39,236, care GLEANINGS.

For Sale.—$40.00 Victor talking-machine and forty
records, slightly used. Bargain.

W. A. Nichols, Medina, O.

For Sale.—1500 lbs. hulled yellow-sweet-clover seed
—small lots, 15 cts. per lb.; 100 lbs., 13 cts.; postage ex-
tra. R. L. Snodgrass, Rt. 4, Augusta, Kansas.

For Sale.—a full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—We have several hundred cases of good
second-hand cans, two in a case, used only once with
white honey; 10 cases or over, 40 cts.; 25 cases or over,

35 cts.; 100 cases or over, 30 cts., f. o. b. Toledo. Speak
quick. The Griggs Bro's Co.,

24 North Erie St., Toledo, Ohio.

Announcements

I am out of sweet-clover seed, and unable to fill any
more orders. WM. Craig, Luce, Mich.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Bee-keepers' Supply Co., Lincoln, Neb. We buy car
lOts of Root's goods. Save freight. Write.

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.

J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Fanvell, Mich.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price

list ready. Safe introducing directions.
E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. Greatly im-
proved facilities for 1910. WM. A. Shuff,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One, 75 cts.; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, Wash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for
business—June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 60 cts.;

select, 75 cts.; tested, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-

isfaction guaranteed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in

April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a

breeder. For sale, several tons of fall honey.
Quirin-the-queen-breeder, Bellevue, O.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

We want to hear from those who have sweet-clover
seed in quantities for sale. We have not secured our
usual supply, and are having a brisk demand, so are
liable to run short before another season's crop can be
trathered.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
We have secured an extra-choice lot of Japanese

buckwheat for seed; and rather than carry so much
over for the spring trade we offer it for shipment now
at a special low price. For prompt cash orders we will
sell one bushel for $1.15; 2 bushels, $2.10; 10 bushels,
$10.00, bags included. If you can use 50 or 100 bushels,
write for special price. Seed is recleaned, and 50
pounds to the bushel.

Special Notices by A. I. Root

THE STAINLESS FLAG.

We have about 150 copies left of this great temper-
ance pamphlet. You can have them, while they last,

by sending us a two-cent stamp for postage. About
one copy to each applicant is about all we want to
spare, however, under the circumstances.

RADIUM AND THE ELECTRIC CLOCK.
" Radium still radiates," and the electric clock has

now completed two full years on one set of three little

dry batteries. Just think of it—a clock that keeps tick-
ing, and keeps excellent time, for two full years with-
out any winding, and, I was going to say, without a
finger being touched to it! but once in quite a spell
Mrs. Root has pushed the minute-hand forward a little.

I suppose this clock might be regulated more exactly;
but it is doing so well we do not like to meddle with it.

"BUILT AND USED BY POULTRVMEN."
The above is the title of a beautiful book just chock

full of pictures showing what successful poultrymen
have now in actual use. There is a great lot about
fireless brooders. Many styles are described and pic-

tured; also various kinds of hot-air and hot-water
brooders, and water-fountains and feeders galore. The
book is gotten out by The Standard Co., Quincy, 111.

The only price I find on it is 75 cts., and this includes
the Standard Poultry Journal one year. As the Journal
is 50 cts., the book costs you only 25; and it is worth
that, just to look at the pictures.

"PROTECTION OF FRUIT-TREES FROM RODENTS."
The above is the title of Bulletin 208 from the Ohio

Experiment Station, and a most useful and beautiful
bulletin it is. It contains 20 pages full of accurate il-

lustrations— one or more on each page. The damage
to fruit-trees by different animals such as mice, wood-
chucks, rabbits, etc., by girdling them in the winter,
is enormous; and this book gives some splendid illus-

trations of all the best methods known for combating
these pests. Not only that, but the closing chapter
tells us what to do when most people would consider
a tree hopelessly ruined. We have now in our apple-
orchard a Mcintosh Red, that I think a lot of, that was
saved by grafting some shoots both above and below
the girdling. The tree would surely have died but for

these gr.ifts. Now, do not send to me for the bulletin.

Send to the Ohio Experiment Station, Wooster, Ohio.

TURKEVS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.
The Reliable Poultry Journal, of Quincy. 111., has just

issued a big, bright, practical turkey-book. I have
had my eye on the turkey business for quite a good
while; but I have always been told that they do not
thrive unless they can have unlimited liberty. This
book, however, gives an account of one turkey-raiser
who got some wild-turkey eggs and hatched out some
turkeys from them. The only way, however, by which
he could prevent them from flying away with other
wild turkeys that frequently flew over his place was
to put them in a yard 30 feet wide by 130 feet long, cov-
ered overhead with poultry-netting as well as having
a six-foot fence. For a roosting-place he let his in-

closure go up 30 feet high. He kept them successfully

in this pen, and obtained some wild males so as to get
a cross with the best strain of tame turkeys.
Now, the only fault I find with this beautiful book—

if, indeed, it is a fault— is that it does not give the loca-
tion of the various turkey-growers who furnished the
articles. The book is full of practical teachings, for it

was written entirely by successful turkey-growers.
The picture in the frontispiece is nice enough to hang
up in the parlor. It represents in full colors a pair of
Mammoth Bronze turkeys. This book is dated 1909,
and the price is 75 cents postpaid. If I knew where the
man lives who has the covered turkey-yard and wild
turkeys I should like to go and visit him. Perhaps he
kept his residence out of print for fear he might have
too many visitors.
On the title-page we find the following:

A turkey boiled
Is a turkey spoiled;
A turkey roast
Is a nation's boast;
But for turkey braized,
The Lord be praised.

I forgot to say that the principal objection to my
growing turkeys is that, if they run loose, they will
annoy my neighbors, and I should never want to do
that. I have been trying for several years to coax
Bro. Shumard to start a turkey-ranch on his island.
As he is almost a mile from the main land, there would
not be much danger of troubling the neighbors unless
his stock should get crossed with the wild turkeys that
are still found in that region.

Convention Notices.

The next annual convention of the Colorado State
Bee-keepers' Association will be held in the senate
chamber, State capitol, Denver, Dec. 7 and 8. Pro-
gram later. W. L. Henthorne, Sec.

The Northern Michigan Bee-keepers' Association
will hold its next annual session at Mancelona, Mich.,
Dec. 1 and 2. We are holding this meeting at this
time to get the attendance of those who can not get
away during the busy month of April—the usual meet-
ing month. A rousing meeting is expected. Come!
East Jordan, Mich. iRA D. Bartlett, Sec.

THE CHICAGO-NORTHWESTERN CONVENTION.
The annual meeting of the Chicago-Northwestern

Bee-keepers' Association will be held in the Briggs
House, northeast corner of Fifth Ave. and Randolph
St., Chicago, Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 1 and 2.

Judging from the letters received, this is going to be
the largest and best convention held in America this

year. The indications are that there will be more
leading bee-keepers present than there were at the
National convention at Sioux City in September. This
meeting comes at a time when bee-keepers can more
easily get away from home for a few days.
Among those who have written that they expect to

be present, or will be repre.'^ented by papers, are the
following: Dr. C. C. Miller, Miss Emma Wilson, C. P.

Dadant, F. Wilcox, Geo. E. Hilton, Morley Pettit, R. A.
Morgan, W. Z. Hutchinson, J. J. Wilder, E. R. Root,
N. E. France, M. E. Darby, Mrs. H. K. Beard, and oth-

ers. It is expected that there will be, in addition to the
usual very helpful question-box discussions, many
short papers on subjects that are of deep interest to

bee-keepers. This will help to start discussions that

are sure to draw out much information that will be
invaluable to those present. We hope it may prove to

be a regular bee-keepers' rally. There are a great
many bee-keepers who like to visit Chicago at least

once a year, and this is a good time for them to come.
The first session will be at 10 : 30 a.m., Dec. 1. Come,
and help make it a large and profitable convention.

H. F. MOORE, Sec, Park Ridge, 111.

GEO. W. YORK, Pres., Chicago, 111.

Mr.Bee-Man: You can save time,

worry, and money by
ordering your supplies

for next season now.

I have a fnll line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation—

in fact, every thine yon need in the apiary. If you do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymatket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.
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BEE- KEEPERS OF THE NORTH

Be Sure to Get Our Prices on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's wax, or

let us send you our prices for
working your beeswax into

Dadants
Foundation



A Bee's Sting is Nothing Beside a

Horsc Trader's
and yet the "hoss trader" can "sting" you as easily in a horse trade or sale as an angry Syrian.

If—you don't know how to protect yourself from this trickery as you know how to pro-

tect yourself from the sting of an angry bee. Dr. A. S. Alexander, famous veterinarian and
a veteran in liorse affairs, has prepared a book:

"Horse Secrets''
which lays bare all the tricks and dodges of the "Gyps" and "hoss dealers" to cheat the

innocent, and makes it easy to detect them in a trade or sale. No one need be imposed
upon by any of them, for they are all here. And not only have the tricks been exposed,
the legitimate "secrets" of the horse business are told also, so that in Dr. Alexander's
book, you are not only shown how to avoid being cheated in a horse deal, but are told how
to make the honest best of your horses.

Some of

the

Good Secrets

Some of

the

Bad Secrets



Do You Know

Suburban Life?
It is the magazine of home and garden helps which fits

exactly the needs of the man or woman with a home and
a bit of ground and a desire to make the best of both.

If you are a successful bee-keeper, then you are also

interested in the flowers the bees work upon, and in

the gardens in which they grow. You have a home and
can use the continuous help SUBURBAN LIFE gives to

home-makers.

SUBURBAN LIFE is the garden gospel of thou-
sands of home-loving men and women.

SUBURBAN LIFE also tells about building or making
over your home ( if you are one of Abraham Lincoln's

"plain people" ), giving up-to-the-minute details about
concrete and bricks and bath-tubs, and all the rest of it.

Supplementing the unusually practical help offered in

the pages of the magazine

—

Suburban Life's Bureau of
Information

will answer, without charge, all your questions regard-

ing house and garden problems. The more inquiries

that come, the better pleased is the Bureau .

To show what Suburban Life is like we make
the following liberal offer:

Send us 25 cents in stamps and we will mail you three

consecutive issues of SUBURBAN LIFE, which sells

regularly at 25 cents a copy . You will thus be getting

a three-months' subscription to SUBURBAN LIFE at

one-third its value. Address

Suburban Life
A year's subscription at $3.00 will

bring you your choice of either of
two handsome Christmas gifts

—

a beautiful garden calendar for
1910 or the splendid garden book,
"The Seasons in a Flower Gar-
den." (Price of each, $1.00 net.)

202 Crescent St.

HARRISBURG
PA.

Regular yearly
subscription
rate, $3.00.

Canadian and
foreign
postage
extra.
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-,-«..Farm and
Home

Twice a month-twenty-
four copies a year.

The paper is just what its name indicates,
a spicy, practical, up-to-date magazine. It

covers every thing that pertains to the farm,
big or little, in country or village. It smacks
so of the soil that town and city folks also like
to read it. It gets right down to business, is

full of snap and go.

The Editorial Staff.

Herbert Myrick is editor-in-chief, assisted by capable editors in each de-
partment, and a splendid list of contributors—men and women who know how,
who tell how in few words—nothing long-winded, no theory, every line full of
meat, sound sense, and wisdom.

Agricultural Departments.
These include the farm, gardening outdoors and in, sheep, swine, cattle,

horses, dairying, poultry-yard, buildings and machinery, fruits and vegetables,
business side of farming, crop reports and markets, veterinary, notes among
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farmers.

For the Family.
It gives the best, newest, and most reliable jottings upon household prob-

lems, cooking recipes, home-made contrivances, fashions, and dressmaking,
embroidery, boys and girls, mothers and daughters, fathers and sons.

A grreat story besran in Farm and Home with the September 15th issue entitled "Weed and
War,"aromanceof the Kentucky Night Riders in 1909. A most thrilling, fascinating story. A
complete short story and fun in each number. World's Progress is alone worth the price of the
paper. Also its legal advice, educational and "How to Live" departments.

It is bright, clean, reliable, all the way through. Pro-
fusely illustrated, popular in both country and town. Mr.
Myrick's editorials and chat with the editors are fearless,
complete, full of ginger, and exert a profound influence.
One of the oldest journals of its class, it is so popular east
and west, north and south, as to have the largest circulation.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.
For the enclosed $1 send Gleanings

and Farm and Home as follows:

Name

Address

Town

State

Send Gleanings to

Name

Address

Town

State

By a fortunate arrangement with the publishers, we
are able to offer this magazine, for one year, together with
a subscription to Gleanings in Bee Culture for one year,
for only $1.00. Gleanings is also a semi-monthly, so that
you will get forty-eight copies of these two very excellent
magazines for only $1.00. If you are already a subscriber
to Gleanings, you may have your subscription advanced a
year; or, better still, have Gleanings sent to a friend, and
Farm and Home to yourself. Fill out the coupon and en-
close a dollar bill—or stamps, if you like—and be assured of
some good reading matter for the next twelve months. New
subscribers who send in their orders at once may have
their Gleanings subscription date from January 1, 1910,and
we will send the numbers for the rest of this year free
of charge. This will include our special Christmas number.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.
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ALEXANDER'S WRITINGS

on^RACTJCAL
BEE CULTURE

$1.00 With GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00

$1

The writings of the late E. W. Alexander, who needs no
introduction to the readers of GLEANINGS, have recently
been collected in book form. A glance at the table of con-
tents will show the scope of the book.

Table of Contents of the Alexander Book

Alexander Plan for Weak Colonies.
Bee-keeping as a Business.
Brood-rearing in Spring.
Comb V. Extracted Honey.
Diseases of Bees.
Disposing of the Honey Crop.
Extracting Uncapped Honey.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Foul Brood, European and American.
Hive-covers.
Hives, etc., to Adopt if Starting Anew.
Honey per Colony.
Honey-production.
Honey-tanks.
Increase, Making v. Buying Colonies.
Italians, Yellow v: Leather-colored.
Locality, What Constitutes a Good One.
Nuclei for Rearing Queens.
Organizing for Better Prices.
Profits in Bee-keeping.
Queens and Queen-rearing. , ^^^
Queens for Early Increase. / a. i. rooi

Queens, Several in One Hive. / ''Me''d'ni;:

Queens to be Reared from Best Stock. / o**'"

Spring Dwindling. , -^ ^^
f2^w,J% ir«^,i;»,^ / For the en-Spring Feedmg. / closed remit-
Spring Management. / ance of $i please

Sugar, Loaf, for Feeding. / send Gleanings to

Superseding Old Queens.
Swarms, New, to Dispose of.

Things Not to Do.
Transferring Bees.
Ventilation of Bee-cellars. / Send the Alexander book to

Wintering.
Wintering in Cellar. / Name-

^^ Address

WITH 6LEANINSS ONE YEAR ^l / if aieamngs is to be sent to same party
Canadian postao", 30 conia extra ^1^ X S bOok, sign Otlly Itl laSt tWO blank ImiS
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as
possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
asual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight
will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are osn-
ally about ten per rent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRADING RULES FOR COMB HONEY.
Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firm-

ly attached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by
travel-stain or otherwise, all the cells sealed except an
occasional one, the outside surface of the wood well
scraped of propolis.
A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of

cells next to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part
of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly
soiled; the outside surface of the wood well scraped of
propolis.
No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells

next to the wood; combs comparatively even; one-
eighth part of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface
slightly soiled.
No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be

filled and sealed.
No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-

weight section.
In addition to this the honey is to be classified ac-

cording to color, using the terms white, amber, and
dark; that is, there will be "Fancy White," "No. 1

Dark," etc.

NEW COMB-HONEY GRADING-RULES ADOPTED BY THE
COLORADO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

NO. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped except the outside row, next to the wood; hon-
ey white or slightly amber, comb and cappings white,
and not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average 21
pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this
grade to weigh less than 13% ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and

evenly capped, except the outside row, next to the
wood; honey white or light amber; comb and cappings
from white to off color, but not dark; comb not project-
ing beyond the wood; wood to be well cleaned.
Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net

per case of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh
less than 13% ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber

honey not included in the above grades; sections to be
fairly well filled and capped, no more than 25 uncapped

cells, exclusive of outside row, permitted in this grade,
wood to be well cleaned, no section in this grade to
weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not less than

19 pounds net.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 20 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Cincinnati.—The market on comb honey is exceed-
ingly brisk, and has made an advancement. We quote
comb honey, 24 sections to a case in large lots at $3.50
per case. The market on extracted honey is good;
sage, 8 to 8%; amber, in barrels, 6% to 6%. Beeswax
is fair at 33 cts. per lb. These are our selling prices,
not what we are paying. C. H. W. Weber.
Nov. 26.

Schenectady.—The active condition of our market
as last reported still prevails; but we are expecting a
lull for a time after the rush of the Thanksgiving trade
is over. There is no change in quotations. Receipts
continue quite heavy, but the stock is not accumulat-
ing to any great extent, owing to the favorable condi-
tions.
Nov. 16. Chas. MacCulloch.

Zanesville.—There is a moderate demand for hon-
ey, and not much change in prevailing prices, though
the tendency now is rather upward than otherwise.
For No. 1 to fancy white comb, producers would re-
ceive from the jobbing trade 14 to 15%. Best grades of
comb go to the retail grocery trade at 16 to 18 in one or
two case lots; 8% delivered is oflFered producers for
best white-clover or raspberry extracted in five-gallon
cans, jobbers selling at 1 to 1% cents advance on this
price in small lots. Producers of beeswax are offered
28 cts. cash, or 30 in exchange for bee-supplies.
Nov. 22. Edmund W. Peirce.

Chicago.—No material change in the honey situa-
tion, except trade on this commodity is keeping up re-

markably well on both comb and extracted honey.
This especially applies to Wisconsin white-clover
comb honey, of which there is a scarcity; and judging
from the amount of inquiries and sales we seem to be
the only firm that has any stock of that kind to offer.

Colorado and California comb honey is also selling
very freely. Quote our market as follows: Fancy white
Wisconsin clover comb honey, put up in 24-section
flat cases, style of section 4^x4^4, at 16% to 17. No. 1,

white, 15% to 16%. No. 1, white Colorado comb honey,
24-section double-deck cases with glass fronts, at $3.50

per case. No. 1 white California comb honey, 24-sec-
tion cases with wood slides, 14 to 15. Off grades of
comb honey at correspondingly less prices, depending
upon condition and quality. Extracted fancy water-
white alfalfa, 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case, at 7%.
Southern California light-amber extracted honey, 60-

lb. cans, two cans to the case, lli to 7%. Fancy Wis-
consin white-clover and basswood extracted honey,
60-lb. cans, two cans to the case, or kegs, 8% to 9.

Bright pure beeswax, firm at 30 to 32.

Nov. 8. S. T. Fish & Co.

Honey Markets continued on page 5.

DELICIOUS HONEY. *
.

'
.

Our second car of Sage Honey has arrived. The first sold like

cakes" in crates of two 60-pound cans at 9>^c per pound.
Sample, lOc. Truly if you ever ate fine honey

you will say this is par excellence.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

hot-

51 Walnut Street
'The Busy Bee-men"

Oncinnati, Ohio
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IF YOU WANT
The best bee-supplies made,
and the best service possi-

ble, send your orders to

—

I I WEBER I

WE HAVE on hand constantly a complete stock of Root's Goods,
and can fill all orders promptly at factory prices. Send us

your orders, and get goods as nearly perfect as possible. It is a matter
of no little pride to us to be able to offer goods of such high character

to our friends. Letters of commendation like the following are usual

where orders are filled with Root's supplies

:

I have one of your new hives set up and painted, and am very
well pleased with it. Your hives are 50 per cent better than others I

have bought at the same price. A. J. Fischer.

I have just received my goods, and am more than pleased with
them. 1 had intended to make my hives ; but when I received the
sample hive and saw the No. 1 pine lumber it was made of, and con-
sidered the workmanship, I felt satisfied that I can buy cheaper than
I can make them—enough cheaper to save the price of the lumber.

O. C. Mills.

All of our supplies are up to this high standard, and we want
every bee-keeper in this vicinity to send us at least a trial order this

season. All we want is to get you started ; we know you will send us

all your orders, once you have had some of our goods. Delivered

prices cheerfully quoted on any list you may submit. Catalog for the

asking.

We still have a good stock of choice HONEY, and can fill your
orders promptly for this. Sample on request.

Send your orders to Weber, and be satisfied.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS. When a change of address is ordered, both the new and
the old address must be given. The notice should be sent two weeks before the change is

to taice effect.

DISCONTINUANCES. We give notice just before expiration, and further notice if

the first is not heeded, before discontinuing. Subscribers are urged to renew promptly in

order to avoid interruption in receipt of Gleanings; or, if unable to make payment at

once, to advise us when they can do so, which will be considered as an order to continue.

Any one wishing his subscription discontinued should so advise us upon receipt of expira-

tion notice and he will not be annoyed by further notices.

HOW TO REMIT. Remittances should be sent by Draft on New York, Express-

order or Money-order, payable to order of The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio.

Currency should be sent by registered letter.

AGENTS. Representatives are wanted in every city and town in the country. A
liberal commission will be paid to such as engage with us. References required.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS
Foreign subscribers can save time and annoyance by placing their orders for Glean-

ings with any of the following authorized agents, at the prices shown:

PARIS, FRANCE. E.Bondonneau, 56 & 58 Ave. Felix Faure, Paris 15. Per year,

postpaid, 8 jr.

GOODNA, QUEENSLAND. H. L. Jones. Any Australian subscriber can order

of Mr. Jones. Per year, postpaid, 6/7 p.

DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND. Alliance Box Co., 24 Castle St. Per year, postpaid,

6/7 p.
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Extracted

Honey
Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,

Washington Blvd. and Morgan St.

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to

17; No. 1 ditto, 15 to 16 ; fancy white extracted, 9 to 10 ;

light amber, 7 to 8; amber, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 32.

Nov. 26. Blake-Lee Co.

Indianapolis.—There is a good demand for best
grades of honey, with market fairly well supplied.
For fancy white comb honey producers are being paid
16 cents; for No. 1 white, 14; finest extracted in 5-gal-

lon cans, 8. No demand for amber or off grades.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 28 to 30 cents.

Nov. 16. Walter S. Pouder.

New York.—There are no new features in the mar-
ket. The demand is good for comb honey, as well as
for extracted, and prices rule the same as our former
quotations. While most of the comb honey has been
sent to market by this time, some lots are still held
back by the producers, and there is no sign of shortage
as yet. Hildreth & Segelken.
Nov. 8.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the maricet for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., 82-84 Murray St.

NEW YORK

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Wholesale Dealers and Commission Merchants In

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.

Cook's Honey-jar!
(Not Dr. Cook who'discovered the North Pole)

But J. H. M. Cook, who keeps the Bee-supply
House at 70 Cortland St., New York City.

Sells the Best and Cheapest Honey-jar with
patent air-tight sanitary stopper. Send 10c

(half the postage) and you get a sample jar.

Catalog free.

Chicago.—The trade in honey has been active for
the past two weeks, both in comb and extracted.
Choice grades of white are sold quickly at 16, with the
under grades from 1 to 3 cents less. Extracted white
ranges from 7 to 8 according to kind, flavor, and qual-
ity. Amber grades from 6 to 7. Beeswax, 30 to 32.

Nov. 6. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Liverpool.—During the month there has been a fair

demand, and some good sales for all descriptions. We
think that prices should improve during the winter.
Quotations are as follows: Chilian, $5.28 to $7.44 per
100 lbs.; Peruvian, $3.84 to S4.80; California, $9.12 to

$9.84; Jamaican, $6.72 to $7.20; Haitian, $6.72 to $7.20.

Beeswax is steady at following quotations: African,
$32.67 to $33.88; American, $33.88 to $37.51; West Indian,
$32.67 to $33.28; Chilian, $37.51 to $40.52.

Oct. 29. Taylor & Co.

HONEY!

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton, His.

If your white-clover crop is short, and you
want some good honey to supply your
customers, we can offer you White
Alfalfa Honey at the following prices

:

One 60-lb. can - 10c per pound
Two 60-lb. cans or more, 9c

Ten 60-lb. cans or more, 8)4

This honey is put up in new, bright
cans, neat and clean, and we can
guarantee it in every way
Sample by mail 5 cts. to pay postage.
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Swarming Prevented!
SOME three years ago Mr. C. Monette (now deceased), writ-

ing from Minnesota, under the nom de plume of C. Daven-
port, stated in the American Bee Journal that he had dis-

covered a method of absolutely preventing swarming ; that he
had given the treatment to hundreds of colonies, and not one
of them swarmed. Eventually, however, he declined to give

the process, saying it would make bee-keeping too easy and
honey too cheap. From the hints dropped by Mr. Monette,
Dr. Henry Jones, of Minnesota, by an ingenious process of

reasoning worthy of Sherlock Holmes, hit upon what he
believes (and I agree with him) was the exact plan followed

by Mr. Monette. The doctor has been experimenting with
this plan since 1906, going in a little deeper each year, this

year using a little over 50 colonies, and swarming was abso-

lutely prevented under very exacting conditions.

There is no chpping of the queen's wings, no caging of

queens (not even necessary to look for queens), no pinch-

ing of queen-cells, no shook-swarming, no dividing, no extra

expense, plan simple and easy to carry out, and a good crop

of honey easily secured.
The doctor has described his plan in a little book that retails for 25 cents, but I have

made arrangements whereby I can club it with the BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW for only

$1.20. That is, I will send the REVIEW for 1910, and the book, for only $1.20; and, so

long as the supply of back numbers holds out, I will send all of the numbers of 1909 free

to the man who sends me $1.20 for the book, and the REVIEW for 1910.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Marshfield Sections ....
Dovetailed Hives, and all kinds of
Bee Supplies, sold cheap. . New
price list free. . Beeswax Wanted.

W. D. SOPER, Jackson, Mich.

SEATTLE EXPOSITION
iA Postal Card Views, 10 Cents Postpaid.
J.V Art I'ost-Card Co.. Dept. D, 118 St. Clair St., Cleveland, O.

ROOTS GOO
ARE MONEY-SAVERS

We carry a full line of supplies, bees,

queens, etc., and can supply you with

any thing in the BEE LINE. Queens,

any quantity, tested, $1.00; untested,

75 cts. each.

REA BEE & HONEY CO.
REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNA.

BEE CULTURETME

A
B
C
OF

The only cyclopedia on bers..''):i(",]iaKe^. fully lllns-

1 rated. Kvcrv jiliU!;!- of ttic subject fully treated
hvcxpprt.'*. I'rlcei?! MM'Ostpald: money refiiiiiled

il'unsatlsfactory. (atalotf of mippllesandsaniple
copy of oiir semi-monthly majrazlne. (.Irai'iiiij.i

in liee Culture, free If you uention this paper.

Gleanings in Bee Culture. Medina, Ohio.

Tiie Best Honey-jar
No. 25 with lined cap, $5.00 per gross.

Sample, 20c. Catalog of supplies free.

FINE LIGHT HONEY, 8k per Lb.

Apiaries:

Glen Cove. L. I.

I. J. STRINCHAM,
1 05 Park PI ice, N. Y. CITY

BEE SUPPLIES
for North Texas

We are agents for Root's Celebrated Bee-

keepers' Supplies for North Texas. By buy-

ing in carload lots we are enabled to sell at

factory prices f. o. b. Dallas.

We also handle honey and beeswax. When
you have any for sale let us know.
We carry the largest stocks of Field and

Garden Seeds and Poultry Supplies of all

kinds in the South. Catalog of all of the above

lines will be sent on request. Send now, and

get your order in early.

Texas Seed & Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

Ir.Bee-Man: You cin save time,

worry, and money by

orderine your supplies

for next season now.

I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation-

in fact, every thing you need in the apiary. H yon do not

have a cataloE, send (or one to-day.

182
FrisndSt.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarlcet 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.
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Removal Sale!
CONTINUAL growth, hard work, and constant digging after business,

forces us to secure larger quarters. We have disposed of our pres-

ent place of business at 1322 South Flores Street, where we had a

building 40x250, and which was not nearly large enough for us, and we
found it necessary to put up a building just twice the size of our present

one. We have let the contract for our new building, in which we shall have

20,000 square feet of floor space, and shall be in position to carry a larger

and more complete stock of Root's Goods than ever before. Our foundation-

factory will also be rebuilt and placed on our new site, and will be built bet-

ter and more complete than ever before. We are glad to state that now we
are on the Southern Pacific Railroad, which has built a track right along

where our new building is going up, which reaches nearly every point to

which we ship. Heretofore we were very much handicapped, and many
shipments were delayed because we were on a road which could not handle

our shipments promptly. We can now concentrate honey shipments, make
good time, and give the very best service to our customers that can be had.

Our customers who heretofore called at 1322 So. Flores St., can in the future

obtain goods and information, and sell their wax, at our branch, 607 South

Flores Street. We have a number of customers south from San Antonio

who bring honey in wagons ; such customers, as a matter of convenience to

them, can deal with our branch, 607 South Flores Street, where they will

receive the same prompt attention as they did at 1322 South Flores. Our
friends who visit the city, and who find it inconvenient to go so far out

as 1322, can easily call on us at 607 South Flores, as this is only two blocks

from the county courthouse, and located directly opposite the United States

Arsenal, on South Flores Street. If you wish to pay us a call at our new
warehouse or general office, you can reach us by taking the Nolan Street

car, getting off at the subway, corner of Nolan and Cherry Streets. Our
office fronts Nolan Street, right where the car stops. Now, since we have

gone to such heavy expense and so much enlarged our business, we sin-

cerely hope that we shall be in position to please our friends and custom-

ers so well that they will induce their neighbors to trade with us in the

future. We are the only firm in the South that keeps such an immense
stock always on hand ready for prompt shipment, and fill our customers'

orders promptly when goods are needed most, and for that reason we are

entitled to all the trade that can be given us.

Thanking all of our friends who helped to build us up by favoring us

with their patronage, and wishing all of our brother and sister bee-keepers

much success and happiness, we remain

Yours very truly, UDO TOEPPERWEIN,
San Antonio, Texas. W. M. MAYFIELD.
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Headquarters for

NEW YORK
STATE

Bee-

Supplies

of

All

Kinds.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Hilton's Strain of
Bees Heard from
Again

In 1908 I bouerht two three-frame nuclei
of you, and in 1909 three more. I now have
twenty good colonies ready for winter, and
have taken 871 pounds of extracted honey,
and they have drawn their own combs from
full sheets of foundation. Hilton's strain of
bees and Root's (joods can't be beat, and yon
do sell them at factory prices.

G. C. Chase, Robbins. Wis.

Friend Hilton:—I increased the 10 three-
frame nuclei I got of you last spring to 21 full

colonies and took off 1120 finished sections
and 132 unfinished, of fine honey, and had it

not been for the early frost would have had
much more. M. D. Caven.
Bergland, Upper Peninsula, Mich.

I have sold more queens and nu-
clei now for spring delivery than I

sold last season Send for 40-paffe

catalog, free, with discounts for early
orders on bees, queens, and supplies.

All Root's Goods at Factory Prices.
Send List of Goods Wanted, and Get
Net Prices. . . Beeswax Wanted.

6E0, E. HILTON, FREMONT. MICHIGAN

M. H. HUNT & SON

Liberal discount given on
fall and winter orders. .

Quotations are supplied
promptly showing you the
net cost of your order.

We are paying top-notch
prices for beeswax—cash
or trade

Seasonable goods—ship-
ping-cases, feeders, etc.—at your call

OPPOSITE THE LAKE SHORE DEPOT

LANSING, MICHIGAN

Western Headquarters
.. for ..

BEE GOODS

My stock of goods is the largest and most
complete carried in the West, and with car-

loads being continually added I am in

position to meet every want of the bee-

keeper with promptness and satisfaction.

Wo sell ROOT'S GOODS hers at Dos

Moines, Iowa, AT ROOT'S FAC-

TORY PRICES, wholesale and retail.

Send for catalog to-day, or send us a list of

the goods you need and we will name you
prices, according to quantity, by. letter.

Adcirnj JOSEPH NYSEWANDER
565 and 567 W. 7th St. DES MOINES, IOWA
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Practical BEE-BOOKS ''"C"'^^
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WHAT WILL YOU DO FOR

CHRISTMAS?
For the Husband or Father "a?!rs is more appropriate for aw* *.**v. AA<-Li^^u.xxxx N^* * uvxxv^x

g,,f|. ^i^^j^ ^ jj book, and espe-
cially one whicli will be referred to frequently—thus reminding the owner of the
giver. The ABC OF BEE CULTURE meets all requirements, and no husband or
father would be disappointed with it. Remember that there are three styles of bind-
ings to select from—full leather at $2.50; half leather at $2.00; cloth at $1.50, post-
paid. See how this book is prized by a professional man in Cincinnati

:

I received a few days ago a copy of the A B C of Bee Culture. It is a wonderful book,
because it is a book of wonders. It is a complete up-to-date encyclopedia on the subject of
God's most wonderful insects. The book becomes a very valuable contribution to America's
marvelous products in that it is a development, and not a theory. It is the crystallized
essence of a long, useful, and loving life. One can hardly understand how you can issue
such a monumental work containing so many excellent modern cuts and 1100 columns of
most helpful reading-matter for the small sum of $1.50, when such specialized subjects cost
from »5.00 to $10.00 per copy. I have a thousand books on my library; but, aside from the
Bible, I prize it most. With much esteem I am Yours truly, E. R. Wagner.

VckV fhf^ Wlfl^ r»r Mnthiskf ^^ yo^ ^^^^ to give her a book that is asX KJl LllC YVllC KJl lYlULllCI fascinating as a late novel, and at the
same time one that will be, like the A B C of Bee Culture, often referred to, remind-
ing her of the occasion when she received it? We suggest "HOW TO KEEP BEES,"
by Anna Botsford Comstock. Even if she knows or cares nothing about bees she
will enjoy this book. The author is an entertaining writer, and has told of her own
experiences with bees in a way that is very interesting. Price $1.10 postpaid.

For the Brother or Son The abc of bee culture has been
^'* »-**N^ x-rx v-r»,xxv.,x wx c^v^xx the keynote of success of many a young

man who has entered the ranks of bee-keepers ; and if this book isn't already in the
home, perhaps no better one can be selected. However, if he is quite a reader get
him a copy ot THE LORE OF THE HONEY-BEE, which not only has a large number
of illustrations, but gives in a most entertaining way the history of bee-keeping as
portrayed by the various writings on bee culture from ancient to modern times. The
young man keen for knowledge of the honey-bee will be surprised when reading
THE LORE OF THE HONEY-BEE to find what a wealth of literature has been pub-
lished on this subject ; and no other volume of the present day gives such an ade-
quate idea of this as this book. Price $2.00 postpaid.

For the Sister or Daiiohter ™^ honey-makers, by MarrUI UlC OliiLCI UI X-^aUgllLCr garet Warner Morley. can scarcely
fail to interest one who has the slightest interest in insect life or nature study, for the
author has in a most entertaining manner carefully told us r.f the structure, habits,
and products of the bee in the opening chapter, and then several chapters of the fol-

lowing: The bee's tongue, eyes, attennas, brain, wings, legs, honeysac, wax-pockets,
sting, family; the drone, worker, swarm, and a dozen other chapters. $1.50 postpaid!

Fov fhf^ Ch\}r\Y'(^rk THE bee people, by the same author as "TheX wx cii^ v-XAXiui c;xx Honey-makers," is an illustrated book of 177 pages,
and would be a very acceptable present to any child, v/bether he has a present interest
in bees or not. It is suitable for any home where there are children. $1.50 postpaid.

All of the above books, as well as lists found elsewhere in this issue of Gleanings,
may be obtained of various publishers of bee Journals ard dealers in bee-l<eepers
supplies. Or, if more convenient, orders may be sent to this office.

•)

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY, Medina, Ohio.

For the enclosed please send one copy of.

binding, to

Name
Please mail the book

\r\ri
to reach destination AQuress
on December 24.

Town State

.

With the compliments of
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' II Goods ara wanted Quick, Send to Pouder.'

Established 1 889

Why Take the Chances?
By the Bee Crank

Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these, "It might have been."
Not so of words of pen or tongue

—

Here's remorse boiled down, "Again I'm stung."

I see no need for arguing as to which of these

expressions carries with it the greater amount of

humihation and bitterness. Either is bad enough—
both are unnecessary.

I never hear them in my business except from

some of my new customers in referring to their former

unsatisfactory experiences. before they tried "Pouder

Perfect Service.

"

In making your plans for a successful season next

year it will pay you to place "Pouder Service" on

your list. This will mean that the right goods at the

right price, will arrive at the right time—three rather

important factors in successful bee-keeping, aren't

they?
Talking of planning your next year's work, better

let me send you my catalog—it's full of just the things

you need ;
.and remember that I have the goods in

stock, and I ship from Indianapolis. Isn't that worth

considering ?

Do not overlook the quality and workmanship, and please consider

what all we include to make our hives complete If prices seem high, just

try figuring each part separately. I furnish ten empty hive-bodies for $4.30

and I include metal rabbets and special nails. I furnish 100 Hoffman frames

for $3.00, and I include nails and staples. Could you buy the lumber and

make the goods for twice that amount? I offer liberal discounts for early

orders too.

My stock of honey is about the largest and finest that I have ever been

able to get; and if your local demand is greater than your supply, you might

be interested in my quotations.

I could use more beeswax, and I am now paying 28 cents cash or 30

cents in exchange for bee supplies.

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

E-^^ «s^E

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Indiana
850 Massachusetts Avenue
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"Ball-Band"

ARCTICS
Cap the Climax
in Quality. . . .

It costs us an extra 1 1,000,000

a year to make "Ball-Band"

Rubber Footwear supreme in

quality. ....
This extra-high quahty adds not a whit to the looks

of-the goods, but how it does count in the wear!

We could easily save this enormous expense this
year, and not one of our 45,000 dealers or the 8,000,000
wearers of "Ball-Band" Footwear would know the
difference until after the Arctics and Rubber Boots
themselves "let the cat out of the bag."

The making of honest, dependable rubber foot-
wear means more than mere form and appearance.

It requires the proper kinds of crude rubber, fresh from the rubber plantations, care-
fully selected by experts, blended, compounded, and handled with consummate skill,

through a multitude of intricate processes.

It requires a knowledge of rubber that can be gained only by years of practical expe-
rience. It calls for immense factory facilities, and a well-trained army of workers.

All this behind "Ball-Band" Arctics has pushed them far to the front. Such is the
secret of "Ball-Band " success—a business approaching $10,000,000 a year, built on the bed-
rock of Quality.

Our product is uniform, and as perfect as skill and brains and machinery can make it.

We coula not make it better if we got double its present price. Yet your dealer asks about
the same as for ordinary foot-wear.

Some dealers also handle other lines, possibly bought at a special discount, and sell

them at the regular "Ball-Band" price. As the profit is greater on inferior brands, you
should be careful to look for the little Red Ball which we place on every pair of our Rub-
bers and arctics. It's there for your protection. An abso-
lute Guarantee of Quality. Insist on seeing "Ball-Band"
Trade-mark and you're sure of your money's worth.

This same Trade-mark identifies our famous All-knit
Wool Boots and Lumbermen's Socks—the most durable
woolen footwear in the world.

Get Them of Your Dealer

Mishawaka Woolen Mfg. Co.

Mishawaka, Indiana
"The House that Pays Millions for Quality"
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A $100 Typewriter
for 17 Cents a Day!
Please read the headline over again. Then

its tremendous significance will dawn upon
you. An Oliver Typewriter—the standard
visible writer—the $100 machine—the most
highly perfected typewriter on the market—yours for 1 7 cents a day!
The typewriter whose conquest of the

commercial world is a matter of business
history

—

yours for 1 7 cents a day.
The typewriter that is equipped with scores of such

conveniences as "The Balance Shift "—"The Ruling
Device"—"The Double Release"—"The Locomotive
base"—"The Automatic Spacer "—" The Automatic
Tabulator"

—"The Disappearing Indicator"
—"The

Adjustable Paper -fingers"
—"The Scientific Condens-
ed Keyboard "—

Yours for 17

Cents a Day
We announced this new

sales plan recently, just to
feel the pulse of the people.
Simply a small cash pay-
ment—then 17 cents a day.

That is the plan in a nutshell.
The result has been such a deluge of applications for

machines that we are simply astounded.
The demand comes from people of all classes, all

ages, all occupations.
The majority of inquiries has come from people of

known financial standing who were attracted by the
novelty of the proposition. An impressive demon-
stration of the immense popularity of the Oliver.
A startling confirmation of our belief that the Era

of Universal Typewriting is at hand.

A Quarter of a Million People
are Making Money with

The Standard Visible Typewriter
The Oliver Typewriter is a money-maker, risht from

the word" go!" So easy to run that beginners soon
get in the "expert" class. Earn as you learn. Let
the machine pay the 1 7 cents a day—and all above that
is yours.
Wherever you are, there's work to be done and

money to be made by using the Oliver. The business
world is calling for Oliver operators. There are not
enough to supply the demand. Their salaries are
considerably above those of many classes" of workers.

"An Oliver Typewriter in Every Home
"

That is our battle-cry to-day. We have made the
Oliver supreme in usefulness and absolutely indispens-
able in business. Now comes the conquest of the home.
The simplicity and strength of the Oliver fit it for

family use. It is becoming an important factor in the
home training of young people—an educator as well
as a money-maker.
Our new selling plan puts the Oliver on the thresh-

old of every home in America. Will you close the
door of your home or office on this remarkable Oliver
opportunity?
Write for further details of our easy offer and a free

copy of the new Oliver catalog. Address

The Oliver Typewriter Company
911 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio

4%
Established 1892

A request on a

postal will
bring you our

free booklet—

Banking by Mail

Deposit your savings here, pending
permanent investment.

The advantages offered are: Un-
questioned safety and four per cent
interest, compounded semi-annually.

This bank is under the supervision
of the State, and its strict laws.

Its officers and directors are suc-

cessful men.

Write today for booklet explaining
our convenient banking-by-mail system.

Resources, $900,000.

The

Savings Deposit Bank Co.
Medina, Ohio

One Grove of Grapefruit
near Palmetto netted

$2,500 per acre.

Why don't you engage in fruil and vegeta-

ble growing in Manatee Counly> A small farm
would prove an excellent investment.

Vegetables often net 1,000 per acre.

Resolve to-day to farm where fanning nets

most.

The climate is delightful, and there are no
droughts or long dreary winters.

Write for our booklet, and full infoimation.

J. W^. WHITE,
General Industrial Agent,

Seaboard Air Line,

Dept. NORFOLK, VA.
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Something New from Kalamazoo
Prove for yourself In your own home, that the Kalamazoo is the most

perfect— most econoniical—most satisfaetory stove or ran^e for you to u'<e

—Your money back If It's not. Send for Catalog No. 110 , with special terms
and compare Kalamazoo prices with others.

Cash or Time Payments
We want every housewife to know the comfort and convenience of a

Kalamazoo In her home. You can buy on easy time payments or imy cash
Either way—you save $5 to 840 on any stove in the catalog. We make it

easy for responsible people to own the best stove or range in the world.

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS ARE NOW IN USE

Kalamazoo
Stove Co., Mfgrs.

Kalamazoo, Mich. - - -TRA-n'F MAftK REQISTEREU
Freight
Prepaid

r^P WHITEWASHING
and disinfecting with the new

•'Kant-Klo/* Sprayer
gives twice the results with same
labor and fluid. Also for spraying
trees, vines, vegetables, etc. Agents
Wanted. Booklet free. Address

Rochester Spray Pump Co.
32 East Av.. Rochester. N.Y«

TheRochester Radiator will

r^

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
or give you double the amount
of heat from the same fuel, if

you will give it a trial, or we
will refund the money paid

for it. Write for Booklet on
heating homes.

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.
50 FarnaceSt.,Rochester,N.Y.

Prices from
$2 to $12

For hard or
Soft Coal
wood orgas

Fits any
Stove or
Furnace

^ THE"BEST"LIGHT
A:

portable; pure white, steady, safe
- - iight Brighter than electricity or
acetylene 100 candle power Nogreasej
dirt nor odor. Lighted Instantly. Costs
icti per week, Over £00 gtyles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents wanted. Write
tOT catalog:. Do not delay.

THE BE8T lilGHT CO. ,

'

.
S06 E. 5th 8t., Canton, Ohio

MAKES ANDBURNS ITSOWN GAS

15 Cents aRod
f OT »». inch Hoe* enc«. }8»>'3f
2«-Lnch IDetoi S> incn 2a iJls
for S4-mch, aJe foz a 47 ::n?c
Farm Fence. 60 inch Poultry
Fence 87e. Lowert prices ever
made. Sold on 30 days trial.
Catalopfree. Writeforlttoday.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 21, MUNCIE, IND.

IilJMP^'^For Rabbits, ""i

Ww^ Chickens, Hogs, Sheep, ^
(1^^ Horses, Cattle. 150 styles. Big
9 heavy No. 9 galvanized Coiled

F Spring nist proof wires. Will defy

[ stock, wind and weather. Free sample

_ J^&cafgi 15 to 35c per rod. We pay freight t

SSSV The Brown Fence & Wire Co.,^|^
- - Hk. Dept. 91 Cleveland,©. -^™

IATENTS 25
YEARS'

PRACTICE.Pi CHARLES J. WILLIAMSON,
Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patent Practice in Patent Patent Counsel of

Office and Courts. The A. I. Root Co.

M 4000 FERRETS. ^?.XS^.^;
bits.

They
hustle rats and rab-

Price list and book mailed free.
N. A. Knapp, Rochester, Ohio.

iFENCE ^^^^SE^*
= Made of High Carbon Double Strength
jOoiled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
.prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
"factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
'We pay al I freight. 37 heights of farm
= and poultry fence. Catalog Free.
a COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
:Boz 101 Winchester, Indiana.

TRAPPERSiriSSrv".^,
Copy of Hunter-Trader-Trapper, monthly

"fTu magazine, 160 or more pages about steel
traps, snareB.'deadfalls, trapping secrets

raw' fur8,idog8, big-game huntlngjetc. and a 64-page booklet
containing game laws, camping hints, etc., all for 10 cents.
A. R, HARDING PUB. CO., Box 819, COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Twelve Months' Work in the
Poultry-yard

By W. THEO. WITTM \N
Ackno\yledged by all to be one of America's

Foremost Authorities and Judges

Starts you in January, and takes you clear through the year—telHng you just what to

do to handle your fowls successfully in the safest and most economical way that is

consistent with good business methods, to make the largest success possible with
your fowls.

It does not tell you how to make two
hundred dollars from twenty hens

—

but it gives you a short boiled-down and up-to-date treatise on lines that are practi-

cal and can be executed with safety. The contents of this book are intensely prac-

ticable, and teach a method of poultry-keeping exactly opposite to that which is com-
plicated and unnecessary. Price 25 cts.

TK^ TI>i^nl4-v»-C7- Tf^TY^ '^^^^ largest Eastern poultry journal, pub-
1 lie i OUlLl y iLem lished at Sellersville, Pa., 68 to 140 pages

monthly. Special breed numbers start in

September and continue until May, 1910. Tells you how to secure larger and more
profitable returns from your chickens. Extremely helpful and valuable. Get a going

right in the poultry business. Many are making $2.00 per hen each year. Are you Y

The Poultry Item will keep you posted on latest methods and poultry secrets. The
Item stops when time is up. Price 50c a year. Order it now at following special terms:

A Year's Subscription to The Poultry Item and
Twelve Months' Work in the Poultry-yard, only 50c

Address All Orders to

THE POULTRY ITEM, : AI, Sellersville, Pa.

THIS 120-EOG S7.50
^'^^ HATCHER^ S —^
B

FREIGHT PREPAID
IGGEST value of the year.
Uet new low, delivered prices
111 sizes of famous

Id I
Send
Your

Incubators. Metal -covered all |j /lerBLekk^
round, self-refrulating and ven- *^ rrco dw ^
tilating Safest and surest. Delivered free east ot

Missouri River and north of Tennessee. Write for I

delivered prices to points beyond. Lowest prices I

on Brooders, too. Send for free book today.
|

J. W. MILLER CO.. • Box 48 FREEPQRT, ILL. |

IDEAL MUMIHUM LEG BAND
To Mark Chickens

CHEAPEST AND BEST
12 1' T 15c ; '2.'i—'S>c ; o<)—10c :,

IM'—?Sc
.Sample I5and Mailed for £c Stanc'

Frank Myers. Mfr, Bot 69 Fresporf ,

:

dozen to 200 size. Price $5.00.
Fits all sizes Chicks or Fowls.
Free literature. AURORA. ILL.

S LL Leading Varieties pure-bred chick-
'* ens, ducks, geese, turkeys, peafowls,
collie dogs, and ferrets. Stock, eggs, and
incubators at lowest prices. Send 4c for
large illus. poultry and incubator book,
J. J. Brenner, Dept. 12, Mankato, Minn

I 90% Hatches
1 tLe Cv'.hers—ir r^^mm

CYPHERS INCUBATORS
and Brood'7 rs zre non-mo'-ature; eelf-recu- ^^^^.--.

latiDg-.seli-Tenti^ating. Write for 160-paje fT
'^

Catalog. Address Nearest Citj. ^ ^-^^

Ciphers Incubator Co. ^ Department 69
Bufialo, N.T.; New T.rk CUy; Chicazo.lU.;
Btnton, Mass.; Kansas Ciij, M^.; Oakland, CaL

MAKE YOUR HENS LAY
Ynu can double your egg yield by feeding fresh-cut raw bone. It contains over
four times as much egg-making material as grain, and takes the place of bugs
and worms In fowls' diet. That's why It gives more eggs—greater fertility.

stronger chicks, larger fowls.

MANN'S Latest Model BONE-CUTTER
cuts easily and rapidly all large and small bones with adhering meat and gris-

tle. Automatically adapts to your strength. Never clogs. Sent on Ten Days'
Free Trtal. No money dow n. Send for our free books todav.
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HOTEL CUMBERLAND
NEW YORK

BROADWAY AT 54TH STREET

,^5^
Near 50th Street Sub-
way Station. 53d Street
Elevated, and all sur-

face lines.

Neai" Depots,
Shops, and
Central Park

New and Fireproof

Strictly First Cass.
Rates Reasonable.

$2.50 with bath,
and up

All Hardwood Floors
and Oriental Rugs.

Excellent restaurant
Prices moderate

Send for Booklet

Harry P. Stimson. formerly with Hotel Imperial.
R. J. Bingham, formerly with Hotel Woodward.

Only New-York Hotel window-screened throughout

PAINT WITHOUT OIL

Remarkable Discovery that
Cuts Down the Cost of Paint

Seventy-five Per Cent.

A Free Trial Package is Mailed to Every
One Who Writes.

A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams,
N. Y., has discovered a process of making a new kind
of paint without the use of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint.
It comes in the form of a dry powder, and all that is

required is cold water to make a paint weather-proof,
fire-proof, and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to

any surface, wood, stone, or brick, spreads and looks
like oil paint, and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufacturer, 8 North St.,

Adams, N. Y., and he will send you a free trial pack-
age, also color-card and full information showing you
who you can save a good many dollars. Write to-day.

Wo attomey't
fee until pat-
ent Uallowed.
Write lof'Vnvcnf-

I or't Ouidr."

Franklin U. HcQgb, Loan & Trnst Bldg.,W»stiiagtoii. !).C.

If You Want to Know

THE BEST FARM PAPER
Send 10 Cents for 10 Weeks

The RURAL NEW-YORKER. 421 Pearl St.. New York

^"'^^^^"Baa*

A Fifty-Cent Bee-Book, Bound in Cloth, and
Gleanings for one Year, for $1.25.

WE have made special arrangements with the publishers of the Farm
Journal by which we are able to supply our customers with a

very neat, cloth-bound, beautifully printed, and illustrated in half-

tone, copy of the Biggie bee-book. It is only 5/2x4 in., by fa in. thick-

just right to carry in the pocket. We have carefully gone over this little

work, and consider it orthodox in its teachings throughout. It is just the

thing for the busy man who would like to get a bird's-eye view of bee-

keeping, and who has not the time to read the more comprehensive works.

The book is, in fact, bee-keeping in a nutshell, boiled down, containing

only the best practices known to the profession.

IT IS A LITTLE GEM
Beginners especially will find it very helpful; and as a companion to our

more comprehensive work, the A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture, nothing

could be better. A reading of the little book will give one a brief and

comprehensive idea of the business as a whole. The larger work will

give the details.

We will include the A B C and the Biggie book both at $1.75. The regular list

price of the two is $2.00.

Or we will include Gleanings, ABC, and the Biggie book for $2.50.

The A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio I

. ^^ — — *
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Falcon
Foundation

We use it . . . and
If you use it .

The experiences of the most prom-
inent bee-keepers prove that

Hke it.

you will like it.

the bees like it.

Tis not marvelous, for FALCON Founda-

tion has reached the PERFECT state.

Send for our catalog of bee-supplies, and ask for our Special

Prices on Comb Foundation. Samples will be mailed on request.

Beeswax Wanted
We pay the HIGHEST MARKET PRICE,

tatlons, and Ave will send you shipping-tags.

Write to us for quo-

Falcon Square Jars
Honey can not be put up in more attractive pack-

ages for exhibition purposes or the grocery trade than in

glass, and for this purpose the square honey-jar is best

and most convenient, besides economizing space. Prices:

r ^^ ,.r,-<-v, „^„i, ^^r.^^^^^ i $2.25 per crate of 100
5-oz. with cork stoppers

| ^^ ^5 per crate of 50

^r. ,„,-+u ^ ,v.^ *^^ f $3.75 per crate of 100
S-oz. with spring top

^ ^^.00 per crate of 50

1 lu ,.„-+u ^ ;„„ *- i $4.75 per crate of 100Mb. with spring top
| ^^ ^q ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^

The glass top with spring attachment is the only

absolutely safe method of bottling honey, as corks and

screw-caps will leak. Still, we furnish the 1-lb. and the

8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.
Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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Better Supplies
More Profits

Vou know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as
the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right
price.
In every way—location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centi'ally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special
prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

Write Us for

Prices

—

We will make you delivered
prices by return mail on any
thing you may want for your
apiary.

We Manufacture

Dovetailed hives, Hoffman
frames, sections, separators,
shipping - cases, etc.; also
berry boxes and crates.

There are no Better

Hives than Ours.

Prices the lowest.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or
money refunded.

Minnesota Bee -supply Co.
Power Bldfi.. Nicollet Island

Minneapolis, Minn.

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are ot more than ordinary interest:

D My First Season's Experienca with
tlie Honey-bee. By the " Spectator," of the
Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this.well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee>iceeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the
value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-
keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never
before the necessity of having honey-bees in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-lceeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee • keepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A l4-page booklet
giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well
gotten up and worth the price, which is 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instractions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy ot the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete
encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, fully

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page
illustrated semi-monthly mag.izine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your
signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.:

Please send me the items checked above;

I inclose S to conjer the cost.

n

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

f^amt

Striti Addtiii tr R. F. D-.

Ttwn

G.B.C. 12-1 Stall
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Classified Advertisements
Notices win be Inserted In these classlMed columns

at 26 cents per line. Advertisements Intended for this
department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement In the classified columns or we will not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, 7}^^c. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho.

For Sale.—Well-ripened clover or basswood honey
in 160-lb kegs at 8 cts. per lb. f. o. b. here.

N. L. Stevens, Moravia, N. Y.

For Sale.—Clover and basswood honey in 60-pound
cans. Write for particulars.

Mrs. C. L. Parker, Onondaga, N. Y.

For Sale.—Clover, basswood, and amber honey in
60-lb. cans. C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.
Homestead Farm.

For Sale.—Clover comb honey; also light and dark
amber and buckwheat extracted honey. Our white
extracted honey is all sold.

E. D. TowNSEND & Sons, Remus. Mich.

For Sale.—Well-ripened white and amber honey in
60-lb. cans; also two 300-egg Prairie State incubators
and a clover-cutter for pouUryman. Cheap. Write
for prices. D. H. Coggshall, Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—Light extracted honey from aster and
goldenrod, put up in 60-lb. cans, one or two in a case.
Sample 10 cents, which may be deducted from first or-
der. H. J. Avery, Katonah, N. Y.

For Sale.—Hon«y. Just unloaded our third car of
water-white sage. We offer this in crates of two 60-

lb. cans at 9 cts. per. lb., f. o. b. Toledo.
Griggs Bro's Co., Toledo, O.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers' Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry, E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, tupelo, S14 cts. per lb.;
light amber, 8K ; sage, 9 ; all in 120-lb. cases ; quanti-
ties less; samples, 10 cents. I. J. Stringham,

105 Park Place, New York City.

For Sale.—Amber and buckwheat comb honey at
$2.75 per case in six-case lots; 25 cases at $2.60; 50 cases
at $2 50 per case, 24 sections to case; 500 unfinished
sections at $8.00 per 100.

Quirin-the-Queen-breeder, Bellevue, Ohio.

For Sale.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new 60-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at 8-K cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
9 cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can; 854 cts. per lb. for
five-case orders or more, F. O. B. Flint; cash with order.

Leonard S. Griggs, 711 Avon St., Flint, Mich.

Raspberry-Buckwheat.—Early-blossoming buck-
wheat near one of our Northern-Michigan apiaries
gave to the raspberry honey something of a buck-
wheat color and flavor—enough so that it can't be sold
as pure raspberry honey. It is put up in new 60-pound
cans, and offered at 8 cents a pound — $4.80 for a can.
Send 10 cents for a sample, and the 10 cts. may apply
on an order if you send one.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

Notice.—Hildreth & Segelken, New York, will han-
dle my crop of water-white bellflower comb honey—
35,000 lbs. They will sell this honey in the original
packages with my guarantee and signature on each
case. The first shipment will arrive in New York Dec.
10; after that, every two weeks till the last of April.

Frank Reiman, Cauto, Cuba.

Honey and Wax Wanted

Wanted.—Choice white extracted honey. Prompt
payment on receipt. H. C. Ahlers, West Bend, Wis.

Wanted.—White-clover comb and extracted honey.
See adv't in October issues. B. Walker, Clyde, 111.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—White honey. State kind, how put up,
and lowest cash price. Chas. Koeppen,

1508 Main St., Fredericksburg, Va.

Wanted.—All grades of comb and extracted honey;
can use 2000 cases of buckwheat comb at once. Let us
hear from you. Griggs Bro's Co., Toledo, O.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. State quan-
tity, kind, how put up, and lowest cash price you will
take. E. R. Pahl & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Wants and Exchanges

Wanted.—Raw furs, for which I will pay the high-
est market price. Send for price list to

Wm. Craig, Postmaster, Luce, Mich.

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. Orel L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Dovetailed hives, extracting-supers — new, never
used. Want honey or typewriter.

Raymond Bates, Box 253, Shenandoah, Iowa.

Wanted.—By you — best goods most promptly; in
other words, "Pierce service, Root quality." I buy
by carloads, and can supply you at once from one of
the best shipping centers in the country.

Edmund W. Peirce, Zanesville, O.

Wanted.—I want 250 colonies of bees for delivery
either the latter part of March or first of April. Pre-
fer to have 10-frame Danz. hives. Would like to pur-
chase the entire lot at one time from any of the fol-

lowing States: Northern Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska,
or Colorado. Combs must be straight enough to han-
dle and stand inspection. Address

A. L. Riley, Big Timber, Montana.

Situation Wanted

Wanted.—A position with some honorable bee keep-
er of California; or would be willing to do any kind of
work. Have had seven years' experience with bees;
age 22 ; no liquor, etc. Wages $20.00 per month and
board. State full particulars in first letter. Can fur-
nish excellent reference.

Leon F. Howden, Fillmore, N. Y.

Help Wanted

Wanted.—Two first-class men to sell honey.
The Snyder Bee and Honey Co., Kingston, N. Y.

Wanted.—Bee-men for the season of 1910. Give age
and experience in first letter.

J. W. George, Imperial, Cal.
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Bees and Queens
For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-

ers' supplies. T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—100 colonies of bees in 8 and 11 frame
two-story hives for either comb or extracted honey.

W. J. Nieudorf, Winchester, Cal.

For Sale.—175 swarms of bees at a bargain if taken
soon; 8 and 10 frame 2-story hives with Hoffman
frames, built from wired foundation. If interested
call on or write. W. H. Rails, Orange, California.

J. E. Hand is headquarters for the celebrated High-
land Farm strain of large, gentle, and beautifully
marked three-banded Italians; every queen a breeder,
and warranted to produce uniformly marked three-
banded bees. Don't take chances. Get the roil thing.
Send for circular. J. E. HAND, Birmingham, 0.

For Sale.—Moore's strain and golden Italian queens,
untested, $1.00; six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00. Carniolan, Ba-
nat, and Caucasian queens, select, $1.25; six, $6.00;

twelve, $10.00. Tested, any kind, $1.50; six, $8.00. Choice
breeders, $3.00. Circular free.

W. H. RAILS, Orange, Cal.

For Sale.—140 colonies of bees in eight-frame hives
for comb honey; also 55 empty hives, most of them
new, with 500 comb-honey supers, a lot of foundation,
and sections and other bee-supplies. I am close to the
Nevada State line. No foul brood in this valley.
Address H. Christensen, Coleville, Mono Co., Cal.

For Sale

For Sale.—Bee-supplies at factory prices.
D. COOLEY, Kendall, Mich.

For Sale.—$40.00 Victor talking-machine and forty
records, slightly used. Bargain.

W. A. Nichols, Medina, O.

For Sale.—a $40 Ranger bicycle; carpenter tools, 45
pieces; $25 takes both.

Earl Mills, West Alexandria, 0.

For Sale.—$20 buys a 120-egg C. Cyphers incubator
and outdoor brooder. Both in good condition.

Calvin S. Hollopeter, Rt. l, Rockton, Pa.

Now is the time to investigate the merits of the Hurst
reversible comb-honey hive. Address

Chas. Hurst, 102 Pratt St., Buffalo, N. Y.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
'IHE Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—We have several hundred cases of good
second-hand cans, two in a case, used only once with
white honey; 10 cases or over, 40 cts.; 25 cases or over,
35 cts.; 100 cases or over, 30 cts., f. o. b. Toledo. Speak
quick. The Griggs Bro's Co.,

24 North Erie St., Toledo, Ohio.

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale.—R. C. Rhode Island Reds. Eggs, 50 cts.

per 15 on orders before Jan. 1. April delivery.
Ed. Young, Boonville, Mo.

For Sale.—S. C. B. and R. C. B. Leghorns — extra-

fine cockerels and hens.
C. M. Conrad, Flanagan, 111.

Barred Ply. Rocks; "Baldwin's Barred Beauties."
Exhibition and breeding stock for sale. Free catalog.

Matt W. Baldwin, Sioux City, Iowa.

Real Estate

Wanted.—Farms and businesses. Don't pay com-
missions. We find you direct buyer. Write, describ-
ing property, naming lowest price. We help buyers
locate desirable properties free. American Invest-
ment Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Post Cards

Beautiful Christmas, New Year, birthday, and other
cards, at 1, 2}4, 5, and 10 cts. each. Samples mailed for
15 cts. or any larger amount—big value for your mon-
ey. Say what you wish. (Reference, The A. I. Root
Co.) M. T. Wright, Medina, Ohio.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.
J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. Greatly im-
proved facilities for 1910. Wm. A. Shuff,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One, 75 cts.; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, Wash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for
business—June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.;

select, $1.00; tested, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and sat-

isfaction guaranteed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirin's famous improved Italian queens ready in

April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a

breeder. For sale, several tons of fall honey.
Quirin-the-queen-breeder, Bellevue, O.

A KIND word from THE FARM JOURNAL IN REGARD
TO OUR "LIVE-WIRE" POULTRY ARTICLES.

Dear Friend ,—Yes, indeed, we watch Gleanings for

its live-wire poultry matters every two weeks. I am
sending you half a dozen copies of the latest edition,

"Poultry Secrets," and would be very glad for any
lu'lpful suggestions.
While writing, let me express my appreciation of

your words of appreciation in regard to the Biggie
bee-book. Wilmer Atkinson Co.
Pliladelphia, Nov. 4, 1909. Chas. F. Jenkins, Sec.

FROM A MOTHER WHO THINKS GLEANINGS IS A GOOD
PAPER TO HAVE IN THE FAMILY.

As we were sending in our subscription to GLEAN-
INGS, I wanted to tell you that it's the best paper for the

family. The writings in the Home department are the

very best I have ever read, and are more than worth
the price of the paper. We would not be without it

now. Mrs. V. H. McKee.
Laporte, Ind., Sept. 7.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

We have several fine lots of fancy No. 1 and No. 2
amber comb honey at prices which will pay you to ob-
tain. Do not forgpt that we have all grades of white
and buckwheat comb honey.

If you can use any amber extracted we can supply
you with a single can or a carload. If you need honey
of any grade, let us quote you prices and send you
free samples before you place your orders.

Convention Notices.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNTS.
Our cash discount for orders placed during this

month is four per cent. There is a double advantage
in getting good:^ early—you save quite a good margin
on your purchase, and you have the goods early
enough so that you can get them ready for use long
before they are actually needed, and while other work
is slack too. It is easy to anticipate your needs in
hives, frames, and sections, at least, and you may as
well get these now and take advantage of the dis-
count. We are in better shape to take prompt care of
orders now than we shall be later when the spring
rush begins.

Special Notices by A. I. Root
"fruit and vegetable growing in manatee CO.,

FLORIDA."
The Seaboard Air Line Railroad Co., has just put out

a very pretty little pamphlet with the above title, that
will tell you more about Manatee Co., Fla.. than any
thing else I know of. The pictures showing the amount
of crops grown are probably taken from successful
gardeners; but after looking it over carefully, so far
as I can see it is a truthful account of conditions around
our Florida home. If you want it, address Seaboard
Air Line Railway Co., Portsmouth, Va.

TO THE kind friends WHO ARE WRITING ME IN MY
FLORIDA HOME.

Please, friends, do not send orders here, in Florida,
for any kind of goods advertised by The A. I. Root Co.
While I am here I have nothing to sell and nothing to
even give away except advice, and not more of that,
to any one person, than what I can put on a postal. Do
not send me any money— not even postage-stamps. 1

really have not time to bother with them. Put just an
addressed postal card in your letter, and then I need
not take time to try to read your name if it should be
long and crooked. I have spent a great part of my life

in trying to read hurried writing, and bothering with
" stuck " postage-stamps ; but now that I am seventy
years old I am sure you will excuse me a little. Now,
do not let the above prevent you from coming to me
whenever my opinion (on a postal) will be of any
value to you.

" POULTRY SECRETS."
This little book, published by the Philadelphia Farm

Journal, is now in its ninth edition and 60th thousand.
When I first got the new edition I looked it over and
said, " May the Lord be praised that the Farm Journal
-folks have gotten out such a beautiful and valuable
book for the low price of only 25 cents! The poultry-
men who have been charging from 25 cents to $1.00 for
their poorly printed little tracts of a dozen pages or
less ought to be ashamed of themselves when they
take a look at this beautiful book, or anybody who
loves chickens. Why, it is worth almost 25 cents to
look the book over on the outside, without opening it

at all. It is a gem of artistic work. The editors of all

of our poultry journals ought to be ashamed of them-
selves too. I think they would be if they would ask
every person who wants to advertise some secret to
send them a sample of their great invention or "new
system."
This book is sent to every one who sends $1.00 for the

Farm Journal for five years. Let me say again that
where such a valuable high-toned home paper (see ex-
tract on p. 714, Nov. 15, as an illustration) can be had
for the ridiculously small amount of 20 cents, a farmer
(and I might almost say everybody else) should cer-
tainly have it in the family; and the quickest and sur-
est way to be sure that it comes right along without
stopping is to send $1.00 for the whole five years at
once, and then you get this poultry-book free. We
can m?il the book from this office for 25 cents if you
prefer to send to us for it.

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the New York State Associa-
tion of Bee-keepers' Societies will be held in the City
Hall, Albany, Dec. 8 and 9. Arrangements have been
made for accommodations at the Globe Hotel at $2.00
per day. An interesting program is being prepared.

C. B. Howard, Sec, Romulus, N. Y.
W. D. Wright, Committee on Local Arrangements,

Altamont, N. Y.

FILLMORE COUNTY. MINN.. ASSOCIATION.

The eighth annual meeting of the Fillmore County
Bee-keepers' Association will be held in the Court-
house, Preston, Minn., Dec. 8 and 9. The following is

the program, beginning at 1 P.M. first day:
Call to order; reading of minutes; reports of secre-

tary, treasurer, and committees.
"Producing Comb Honey," by E. Rank and J. J.

Kadlets.
" Keeping Bees as a Side Line," by E. R. Antrim.
" The Importance of Good Young Queens," by P. B.

Ramer.
"A Sure and Simple Method to Prevent Swarming,"

by Dr. H. Jones.
Questions and answers.
Evening session, 7 o'clock:
"Marketing Honey," by E. W. Pust.
" The Ravages of Foul Brood, and How to Treat it."

Discussion by members.
" Filling Frames with Full Sheets of Foundation to

Secure Perfect Comb."
Second day, 8 a.m.
Address by President M. V. Facey.
Has the Association been a success? What can we

do to improve it?

Exhibitions of the best manipulations of appliances
for securing best results. Exhibit by bee-keepers.
Awarding prizes by judges; election; adjournment.
Harmony, Minn. P. B. Ramer, Sec.

COLORADO ASSOCIATION.

The following is the program of the thirtieth annual
convention of the Colorado State Bee-keepers' Associ-
ation, Dec. 7 and 8, 1903, in the Senate Chamber of the
Capitol, Denver, beginning at 10 A.M.:
Opening. Reading of minutes. Reports of officers.

Annual address of the President.
Reports of standing committees.
"Control of Swarming in the Production of Comb

and Extracted Honey," by Herman Rauchfuss.
Discussion, led by M. A. Gill. Question-box.
Afternoon session, 1 : 30.

"The Relation between Producer and Buyer, and
best Method for a Small Producer to Market his Hon-
ey," by W. W. Hickox.
Discussion, H. Hayward and A A. Lyons.
" Shipping Bees by Rail," by M. A. Gill.

Discussion, led by W. C. Dyer. Question-box.
" Spring Management," by Oliver Foster.
Discussion, led by W. P. Collins.
Evening session, 7 : 30.
" Proper Supering to Insure Best Results," by Wal-

ter Martin. Question-box.
"Relation of Bee-keeper to Fruit-grower," by V.

Devinney. Discussion, led by W. L. Porter.
" Best Honey-producing Flora — Can we Improve it

Artificially? " and short discussion (with illustrations
if possible) on the anatomy of the honey-bee," by
Prof. C. P. Gillette.

Dec. 8, morning session, 10 o'clock.
" Overstocking Bee Territory— How Many Colonies

will Do it? " by W. C. Dyer.
Discussion, led by A. J. McCarthy.
" Methods of Making Increase," by C. H. Howard.
Discussion, led by Lockie Steele.
"Grading Comb and Extracted Honey," by Wesley

Foster.
Discussion, led by N. L. Henthorne.
Afternoon session, 1 : 30.

"Taking Off Honey, and Preparing Bees for Win-
ter," by R. C. Aiken.

" Business Methods for Honey-producers," by Frank
Rauchfuss.
Election and qualification of officers.
Appointment of standing committees.
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BOOK REVIEWS.

A CORRECTION.
In the November 15th issue we stated th.it the price of

"Bui't and Used by Poultryinen " is 25 ets. A recent
letter from the publishers advises us that they can not
sell this book for less than 50 cts. We hope that none
of our readers have been inconvenienced by our mis-
take.

THE CHILDREN'S STORY OF THE BEE.
This new volume, by S. L. Bensusan, London, is

written in the interests of children, and the author en-
deavors to tell the story of the bee before a youthful
audience as completely as possible under the circum-
stances. It traces the life of the drone, queen, and
worker from the ess to the final destiny of each, tell-

ing the story of the life of each in a semi-fanciful way
that is most entertaining. At the same time, the book
gives a very clear notion of its life, and will appeal
strongly to those who know little or nothing about
these interesting insects. The volume is illustrated ;

has 250 pages, 8vo; price $2.00.

The American Magazine offers its subscribers some
unusually good reading for the coming season. There
are articles on current topics of keenest interest to ev-
ery one. Short stories and serials by our best con-
temporary writers; in fact, all the departments of this
magazine grow more interesting with each isbue. The
December issue contains among other numbers the
following: "A Christmas Mystery," by William J.
Locke. "James Keeley, One of the Greatest New Ed-
itors in the World," by William Hard. "A Vision of
the New Christianity," by Roy Stannard Baker. " Bar-
barous Mexico," by John Kennet Turner. " A Sketch
of Robert T. Lincoln." by James Osman. " The Amer-
ican Woman," by Ida M. Tarbell.

KIND WORDS.

SOME ALL-AROUND KIND WORDS.
I failed to receive Gleanings June 1st. Through it I

wish to express my thanks to its writers and publish-
ers for my splendid crop of honey this season. Had it

not been for the chance number dated May 15, 1906, in
which I took such an interest, my knowledge of the
management of bees would have been impossible. I

subscribed at once, and a few weeks later bought
four qut-ens from Mr. Titoff and began to study the
habits of the bee. When my golden beauties arrived
I had new eight-frame Dovetailed hives in readiness,
with three for each nucleus. As it was a poor year,
and in the dry season, when blacks could not make a
living, I fed, with an inverted fruit-jar, sugar and wa-
ter; and when I came home from the mine at 5 P.M. my
little pets were as delighted to see me as the Jersey
cow, the Berkshire pigs, or the White Plymouth Rocks.
When I came with their supper and pushed the hive-
cover to one side to put in the jar they were as eager
for their dinner as any of the above-mentioned pets.
They would gather in such numbers, right where I

wished to place their feed, that it was difficult to get
the jar down without injury to some. On these oc-
casions they would run over my hands and up my
sleeve, and show joy in so many cute ways that I real-
ly derived as much joy as they; and when time arrived
for them to hatch I was as fond of them as I was of my
ten-months boy. In a very short time they had crowd-
ed the feeder into an upper story. When they were
just seven days old I saw them in the pumpkin-blos-
soms getting pollen. How they would run around the
central stem on their tiptoes to collect the yellow meal
on their glossy little backs!

I like Heads of Grain very much, and should like it if

more space were devoted to it. There are many valu-
able things any one deeply interested may pick up, and
would give such freely if you would only give space.
We can not all express our knowledge in a clear-cut
and forcible manner, and we are not all correct in
spelling and punctuation, which you who have grown
up in the business may think would detract from the
value of a high-class magazine; but you should remem-
ber your business has grown out of the pennies of the
poor rather than the twenties of the rich and educat-
ed. I do not say this to criticise but rather to advise
and suggest, for I believe you have the best interests
of both bees and their keepers at heart, regardless of
their educational qualifications.

Before closing I wish separately and especially to
thank A. I. Root, that grand old man who has grown up
through and out of the bee business, for what he has
told us about bees in these last few years; and for the
kindly way he has in making us feel we are in the very
presence and company of a good old grandfather who
has taken a special interest in every one of our special
selves—who takes us into his garden, his chicken-yard,
his apple-cellar, his travels, his home, his heart, and
his confidence, and describes and points out the many-
little things which go to make life pleasant and the
goodness of God plain. These are things we had enjoy-
ed all our lives, but were too dull and stupid to see as
written in our Homes. A. D. Herold.
Sonora, Cal., Aug. 1.

[Many thanks, friend H.. for your very kind letter
and your report of how much you have enjoyed intro-
ducing Italian bees in your locality. Your vivid de-
scription takes me back to the time when I paid Rev.
L. L. Langstroth $20 for my first queen-bee.
In regard to spelling and punctuation, send the let-

ters right along. It does not trouble us a bit; but I

will tell you what does trouble me since my eyes have
become somewhat dimmed in my old age. It is writ-
ing with a leadpencil, the marks being hardly visible,
on poor yellow paper. I do not care much about the
spelling; in fact, I rather enjoy short cuts in spelling;
but it does try me, and sometimes vexes me, I fear, to
be obliged to spend a lot of valuable time in decipher-
ing faint pencil-marks.

HARD CIDER, AND CIDER JUST A LITTLE HARD.
Dear Mr. Root.—I thought I would let you know how

much I enjoy your Home talks and temperance lec-
tures. Do you think that cider that is slightly hard
will develop a taste for more dangerous alcoholic bev-
erages such as beer, wine, and whisky? I like cider
when it reaches this stage, but believe in keeping on
the safe side. I have never been drunk, and hope I

never shall be. H. B. L.
Afton, Va., Oct. 18.

[Many thanks for your kind letter, friend L., and the
confidence which you seem to have in my judgment.
In regard to the cider it is a hard matter to determine
just when it has passed the dangerous stage, and on
this account I have thought best to let it alone entirely.
Of course, I would not object to sweet cider, the very
day it came from the cider-mill; but even then I fear
the example is bad. Just assoonas it gets hard enough
to give the least indication of intoxication, even when
drank in large quantities, the danger begins, and there
have been about as many murders and suicides from
the use of hard cider as almost any thing else. Touch
not, taste not, handle not, is a very good motto for all

these questionable drinks. I prefer to take my cider
right out of the apples themselves, as you will notice
if you have been reading GLEANINGS.—A. I. R.J

I have been reading your sermon in Our Homes, and
am anxious to inquire what you believe future punish-
ment consists in; or do you not believe in future pun-
ishment? You say you do not believe in everlasting
torture by fire and brimstone or any other agency.
What do you understand by Luke 17:24, and Mark 9:44,

46, 48? These are not the words of Job or Solomon,
but of Christ himself. What has the question of
Abraham, "Shall not the Judge of all the earth do
right?" to do with or rever.<e the above quotation?
When Jesus said to the thief on the cross, "This day
shall thou be with me in paradise," \yas it not in an-
swer to his prayer to be saved, with faith in the prom-
ise of Jesus that, "Whosoever cometh to me I will in
no wise cast out"? and, again, "It shall come to pass
that whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord
shall be saved." I lost my dear wife the 9th day of

March last, and I believe as you do—that our departed
loved ones are not ignorant of our life and sorrow, and
that they still love us more than ever, notwithstanding
the words of Solomon in Ecclesiastes 9:5, 6.

Cottage Grove Minn., Aug. 11. J. P. FuRBER.

My good friend, I can not answer your question in

the fore part of your letter—that is, I can not give any
better answer than those I have recently given in these
pages; but I can utter a most hearty amen to your sug-
gestions in regard to the thief on the cross. May the
Holy Spirit be with you, and help you in your sorrows
in consequence of the loss of your dear wife.
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH

Be Sure to Get Our Prices on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's wax, or

let us send you our prices for
working your beeswax into

Dadant's
Foundation
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Daylight on a Dark Subject
Protect Yourself Against the Dishonest Tricks of

the Horse Business and Profit by Its Honest Secrets

Everyone who reads tliis journal citlier already owns a horse or is practi-

cally certain to buy or trade for one some day. And when you go to buy a

horse you are in danger of meeting some of the smoothest scoundrels tliat

ever took money out of the pockets of honest people—the so-called "Gyps."
If you own a horse you can learn many valuable "secrets" on condi-

tioning him for work or sale, and if you don't own one you can learn how to

protect yourself from trickery in buying or trading for a horse, by reading

"Horse Secrets''
the little bciok by Dr. A. S. Alexander, eminent veterinarian, which shows up the crooked
ways and dishonest tricks of the " hoss dealers," and tells you all the legitimate "secrets"
they know for putting horses in good condition, breaking them of bad habits, etc., sot-hat

you may profit by them.
We have had this book prepared to tell both the bad tricks and the good secrets—to

guard you against the tricks and give you the benefit of the secrets. Here are a few of both
kinds from the manv included in the book

:

Landing a "Sucker"
No excuse for anyone getting caught by even
the smoothest sharper after reading this

"secret."

How to Detect the Bishoping Trick

Crooked dealers can't pass off an old horse
for a young one on you by filing his teeth if

you've read this.

Don't Buy a Spavined Horse
Read "Horse Secrets" and no trickster will

ever palm off a spavined animal on you. VVe
believe every trick of the trade is in this

sensational book.

About Buying and Selling Horses

Accept this advice on where to go and how to
buy or trade a horse and you can't go wrong.

The Widow Trick

You can "spot" this old trick in a minute
after you have read how it is managed.

Stopping a Tail or Mane Rubber
Directions for curing horses of a habit that
disfigures their appearance.

How to tell a Plugged Roarer
The trick is easy to practice, but just as easy
to detect if you know how to do it.

There is only one way to get it, and that is :

Get It with the Farm Journal
till- allalive 24 to 60 page, bi^. "little" farm paper that gives its readers more boiled down, concentrated
news and information on practical farm affairs than any other farm paper published—big or little.

Kvcry article says all that needs to be said and not a word more. Every editor is an expert and every
drpartment is practically a special publication on its subject. The paper publishes no medical or

vicious advertisements and vouches for the honesty of its advertisers with its printed guarantee.

But The Farm Journal believes not only in improved farms and prosperous farmers, but in happy
farm homes and true (arm people—men and women— boys and girls. It does all it can for both. It is

witty as well as wise, never a croaker, always sees the good in everything, and is read and loved not
merely "taken," by more than 6,50,000 subscribers who form the big circle wo call "Our Folks." You'll

be as proud of it as they arc when you join the circle, .\ccopt this offer;

"HORSE SECRETS" and the FARM $ 1 HO
JOURNAL for 5 years, both for 1 .i^

We will also send yow, free. "Poor Richard Revived," our splendid new 1910 .Mnianac. if you send
your order within 10 days. Send at once so you will get "Horse Secrets" and the .Mnianac immediately
and the next issue of the Farm Journal.

FARM JOURNAL 1095 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.



Get a Farm
in a Country Rich in
Natural Resources

THE BIG HORN BASIN, WYOMING, now furnishes the

greatest opportunities in the West for Homeseekers. The Basin com-

prises nearly eight million acres, and is larger than some of the Eastern

States. Its five principal streams carry enough water to irrigate three

million acres. It has more water-power than the State of Massachusetts;

plenty of timber for the settlers; enough coal to supply the'needs of the

West for generations, and this mostly underlying Government lands

that may be bought at the Government price; it has an almost unlimited

supply of sulphur, mica, asphalt, cement material, and other valuable

resources. It has copper mines, gold, silver, and lead mines, oil-wells

producing the highest-grade oil produced in the United States, and a

new oil-refinery just completed; enough natural gas already developed

to supply the needs of several cities, and large manufacturing interests

that are sure to grow up along the Burlington's new main line to the

Northwest that is now being built through the Big Horn Basin.

Opportunity for the Farmer
In the midst of these great natural resources, you can take a home-

stead, irrigated by the Government, paying only actual cost of water

in ten yearly payments, without interest; or buy irrigated land

from the State under the Carey act ( only 30 days' residence

required), on long-time payments. History is sure to repeat
D. \ itself, and these farms that may now be had for a mere
Clem X trifle of their actual value will in the near future make
Deaver, \ their owners rich.

123 Q Building. ^SPECIALLY PREPARED LITERATURE describ-
vjmana, incd. x jng the many natural resources of the Basin sent

Please send me Big X fi'ee upon request. Write, or fill out and

Horn Basin Folder \ mail attached coupon.
Do it to-day:

Name

Address

Cut out this coupon and mail to-day

D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent

Landseekers' Information Bureau

123 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.

Buflingfon
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ALEXANDER'S WRITINGS
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on^PRACTICAL
BEE CULTURE

$1.00 With GLEANINGS ONE YEAR $1.00

The writings of the late E. W. Alexander, who needs no
introduction to the readers of GLEANINGS, have recently

been collected in book form. A glance at the table of con-
tents will show the scope of the book.

Name"

Address

Table of Contents of the Alexander Book

Alexander Plan for Weak Colonies.
Bee-keeping as a Business.
Brood-rearing in Spring.
Comb V. Extracted Honey.
Diseases of Bees.
Disposing of the Honey Crop.
Extracting Uncapped Honey.
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Foul Brood, European and American.
Hive-covers.
Hives, etc., to Adopt if Starting An©w.
Honey per Colony.
Honey-production

.

Honey-tanks.
Increase, Making v. Buying Colonies.
Italians, Yellow v. Leather-colored.
Locality, What Constitutes a Good One.
Nuclei for Rearing Queens.
Organizing for Better Prices.
Profits in Bee-keeping.
Queens and Queen-rearing.
Queens for Early Increase.
Queens, Several in One Hive.

Queens to be Reared from Best Stock.
Spring Dwindling.
Spring Feeding.
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A YEAR'S WORK
IN AN OUT-APIARY

;

. . OR . .

An average of 114^ pounds of honey
per colony, in a poor season,

and how it was done. I

-. =

Tint tditnn, Dec, /Qo8, lOOO c»pits. t

Stcond edition, Jan., IQOQ, 3000 tofiti.

By G. M. DOOLITTLE i

Author of " Scientific Queen Rearinz." - .

Mention has already been made of this book in our reading-columns; but there is such
an unusual interest in it that we call attention to it once more.

To understand the scope of the work better, please notice that it contains the following
chapters

:

Chapter 1. An average of 114?4 pounds of section honey per colony in a poor season, and bow it was done.

II. Same, continued
III. Bloom time.
IV. How to control sWarms when nmning for comb honey,
r. A simple and reliable plan for making increase.

VI. How to save unnecessary liftinz in taking off filled supers of honey.
VII. Taking off the surplus, what to do with the unfinished sections, preparation for the buckwheat fiow

VIII. Progress in the supers.

IX. A simple -way to put on escapes without lifting.

X. Takicg ofi the Honey and rcoring it at the outyard.

XI. Same, continued.
XII. Closicg words; further suggestions to the plans given in the preceding chapters.

The author says in the preface:
While the book is intended for the specialist, it is none the less desirable for the plain, every-day bee-keeper, with his

one home apiary, or for the amateur with his five to ten colonies; and because this book is for the specialist in bee-keeping
I have not gone into first principles or the A B C of our piusuit, as the specialist has passed these rudimentary things long
ago. There are plenty of good books before one, and all who are desirous of learning of the foundation structure, there-
fore, have no need of repeating here. The amateur should ceruinly procure, read, and digest one or more of these
books upon entering the ranks of apiculture-

What Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of T/te Bee-keepers' Re'vieiv, says:

" A Year's Work in an Gut-apiary " is packed full of the most valuable information that his ever been
given to bee-keepers. Like a few other books, it is a difficult one to review. It is so boiled down and
condensed that there is very litile that can be left out. I am going to do the best I can at it, but III say
right here that every bee-keeper would do much better to buy the book and read it in its entirety.

While the book is really a' record of one year's work (12 visits) in an out-apiary, in which, during a

poor season (1905), 11454 pounds of section hooey per colony were secured, it is descriptive of a ^ For the en-
plan that was perfected during some ten or fift»en years of previous experimenting. To put the y closed remit-
whole thing in a nut-shell, it tells how to manage an out-apiary for the most profitable pro- X tance
ductioo of comb honey, and, at the same lime, prevent all swarming. X please send G/^.:n-

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D1: /moOto'
CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE, ono year (new or renewal subscriptions), $1 .00
One copy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY ... .50

S1.50

OUR PRICE for the above $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER NO. D2:
CLEANINCS IN BEE CULTURE, six month's trial . S .25
Onecopy of A YEAR'S WORK IN AN OUT-APIARY . .50

Total S .75
BOTH for SO cents

If you are already a subscriber to Glbamings, and your subscription is

paid, and you want to get the book, take advantage of offei No. D2
by oreering the book for yourself and a six month's trial to Gleanings
for someoneo! your bee-keeping friends who is not now a subscriber.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O.

Send Dooliltle's book, my address

below:

If Gleanings is to be sent to same farty .

sign only in last two blank lines.
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Honey Markets

The prices listed below are intended to represent, as nearly as

possible, the average market prices at which honey and beeswax
are selling at the time of the report in the city mentioned. Un-
less otherwise stated, this is the price at which sales are being
made by commission merchants or by producers direct to the retail

merchant. When sales are made by commission merchants, the
usual commission (from five to ten per cent), cartage, and freight

will be deducted, and in addition there is often a charge for stor-

age by the commission merchant. When sales are made by the
producer direct to the retailer, commission and storage, and other
charges, are eliminated. Sales made to wholesale houses are usu-
ally about ten per cent less than those to retail merchants.

EASTERN GRADING RULES FOR COMB HONEY.
Fancy.—All sections well filled, combs straight, firm-

ly attached to all four sides, the combs unsoiled by
travel-stain or otherwise, all the cells sealed except an
occasional one, the outside surface of the wood well
scraped of propolis.
A No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of

cells next to the wood; combs straight; one-eighth part
of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface slightly
soiled; the outside surface of the wood well scraped of
propolis.
No. 1.—All sections well filled except the row of cells

next to the wood; combs comparatively even; one-
eighth part of comb surface soiled, or the entire surface
slightly soiled.
No. 2.—Three-fourths of the total surface must be

filled and sealed.
No. 3.—Must weigh at least half as much as a full-

weight section.
In addition to this the honey is to be classified ac-

cording to color, using the terms white, amber, and
dark; that is, there will be "Fancy White," "No. 1

Dark," etc.

NEW comb-honey grading-rules adopted by the
COLORADO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

No. 1 White.—Sections to be well filled and evenly
capped except the outside row, next to the wood; hon-
ey white or slightly amber, comb and cappings white,
and not projecting beyond the wood; wood to be well
cleaned; cases of separatored honey to average 21
pounds net per case of 24 sections, no section in this
grade to weigh less than 1354 ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 1 Light Amber.—Sections to be well filled and

evenly capped, except the outside row, next to the
wood; honey white or light amber; comb and cappings
from white to off color, but not dark; comb not project-
ing beyond the wood; wood to be well cleaned.
Cases of separatored honey to average 21 pounds net

per case of 24 sections; no section in this grade to weigh
less than 13^ ounces.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 22 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 23 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
No. 2.—This includes all white honey, and amber

honey not included in the above grades; sections to be
fairly well filled and capped, no more than 25 uncapped

cells, exclusive of outside row, permitted in this grade,
wood to be well cleaned, no section in this grade to
weigh less than 12 ounces.
Cases of separatored honey to average not less than

19 pounds net.
Cases of half-separatored honey to average not less

than 20 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
Cases of unseparatored honey to average not less

than 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections.

Boston.—We quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to
17; No. 1 ditto, 15 to 16 ; fancy white extracted, 9 to 10 ;

light amber, 7 to 8; amber, 6 to 7. Beeswax, 32.
Dec. 6. Blake-Lee'CO.

Indianapolis.—There is a good demand for best
grades of honey, with market fairly well supplied.
For fancy white comb honey producers are being paid
16 cents; for No. 1 white, 14; finest extracted in 5-gal-
lon cans, 8. No demand for amber or off grades.
Producers of beeswax are receiving 28 to 30 cents.
Dec. 6. Walter S. Pouder.

Schenectady.—As we anticipated, the demand for
comb honey has lessened to some extent since Thanks-
giving, and we do not look for any improvement soon,
as the other holidays will soon be here, and honey
meets with neglect during the Christmas season. In
fact, we are coming to regard September, October, and
November as the three most favorable months in
which to dispose of honey. Retailers secure their sup-
ply, as a rule, during this period, and do not buy later
on, only as they happen to run* out; and the weather
conditions are much better for shipping than during
the winter months. Extracted can be handled better
in cold weather, and buckwheat especially is in better
demand during this season. No change in prices.
Dec. 6. Chas. MacCulloch.

Chicago.—There is no change in the honey situation
that we can note, except that stocks on comb honey
are cleaning up well, and, so far as our firm is con-
cerned, we have only a limited quantity unsold; and
if present trade continues to keep up we expect to be
entirely sold out of comb honey by the first of the
year. Prices we are realizing are very satisfactory to
shippers; and if producers still have any comb or ex-
tracted honey on hand, we advice letting it come for-

ward to this market. We quote fancy Wisconsin
white-clover comb honey, put up in 24-section flat

cases with glass fronts, 16 to WA; fancy white Colora-
do comb honey, put up in 24-section double-deck cases
with glass fronts, per case, $3.50; No. 1 white Southern
California comb honey, put up in 24-section flat cases
with glass fronts, 15; inferior grades at corresponding-
ly less prices. Fancy Wisconsin white-clover extract-
ed honey, put up in 60-lb. cans, two cans to the case
or half-barrels brings 8/4 to 9; fancy Utah water-white
alfalfa extracted honey, put up in 60-lb. cans, two cans
to the case, 7/4 to 8; fancy Southern California light-

amber extracted honey put up in 60-lb. cans, two cans
to the case, 7 to 7^. Beeswax is firm at 30 to 32.

Dec. 7. S. T. Fish & Co.

Honey Markets continued on page 5.

DELICIOUS HONEY. *
. .

Our second car of Sage Honey has arrived. The first sold like "hot-
cakes" in crates of two 60-pound cans at 9/4c per pound.

Sample, lOc. Truly if you ever ate fine honey
you will say this is par excellence.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
51 Walnut Street

' The Busy Bee-men "

Gncinnati, Ohio
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IF YOU WANT
The best bee-supplies made,
and the best service possi-

ble, send your orders to

—

WEBER

1 1 ^E HAVE on hand constantly a complete stock of Root's Goods,
» » and can fill all orders promptly at factory prices. Send us

your orders, and get goods as nearly perfect as possible. It is a matter
of no little pride to us to be able to offer goods of such high character

to our friends. Letters of commendation like the following are usual

where orders are filled with Root's supplies

:

I have one of your new hives set up and painted, and am very
well pleased with it. Your hives are 50 per cent better than others I

have bought at the same price. A. J. Fischer.

I have just received my goods, and am more than pleased with
them. I had intended to make my hives ; but when I received the
sample hive and saw the No. 1 pine lumber it was made of, and con-
sidered the workmanship, I felt satisfied that I can buy cheaper than
I can make them—enough cheaper to save the price of the lumber

0. C. Mills.

All of our supplies are up to this high standard, and we want
every bee-keeper in this vicinity to send us at least a trial order this

season. All we want is to get you started; we know you will send us
all your orders, once you have had some of our goods. Delivered
prices cheerfully quoted on any list you may submit. Catalog for the

asking.

We still have a good stock of choice HONEY, and can fill your
orders promptly for this. Sample on request.

Send your orders to Weber, and be satisfied.

C. H. W. WEBER & CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Extracted

Wanted
We are always in the

market.

If you have any to sell, mail

small average sample to

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Purchasing Department,
Washington Blvd. and Morgan SI.

CHICAGO, ILLS.

WE WILL BUY AND SELL

HONEY
of the different grades and kinds

If you have any to dispose of, or if you
intend to buy, correspond with us.

We are always in the market for WAX
at highest market prices.

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN
265-267 Greenwich St., 82-84 Murray St.

NEW YORK

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.
486-490 Canal St., NEW YORK

Wholesale Dealers and Comiuission Merchants In

Honey, Beeswax, Maple Sugar and Syrup, etc.

Consignments Solicited. Established 1875.

Cook's Honey-jar!
(Not Dr. Cook who discovered the North Pole)

But J. H. M. Cook, who keeps the Bee-supply
House at 70 Cortland St., New York City.
Sells the Best and Cheapest Honey-jar with
patent air-tight sanitary stopper. Send 10c
(half the postage) and you get a sample jar.

Catalog free.

Kansas City.—The demand for both comb and ex-
tracted honey is not heavy: receipts not large. We
quote No. 1 white comb, 24-section cases, S3.50 per
case; No. 2 white and amber ditto, $3.25 per case; white
extracted, per pound, 7 to "Vz. Beeswax, 25 to 28.

Dec. 6. C. C. Clemons Produce Go.

St. Louis.—Since ours of Nov. 4, the honey market
has been slow, and the following quotations are more
or less nominal. The supply is ample for the small
demand. We quote: Fancy white comb honey, 17;

choice amber, 14 to 15; dark or granulated, nominal at

8 to 10. Broken or leaking honey sells at much less.

Extracted white from Colorado and the Pacific coast,

in 5-gallon cans, 8 to 9; amber at 7;'2 to 8; Southern,
choice amber color, in barrels. 6^ to 7; in cans, 7}2.

Beeswax, 30 for choice pure; all impure and inferior,
less. R. Hartmann Produce Co.
Dec. 6.

Chicago.—There has been a steady demand for good
comb honey up to this time. The A No. 1 to fancy is

jobbing at 16 cts., with off grades from 1 to 3 cts. less;

very little demand for amber grades or dark honey.
Extracted has sold well at from 7 to 8 for white, and 6
to 7 for amber, according to flavor, quality, and style
of package. Beeswax is in good demand at 30 to 32.

Dec. 6. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Zanesville.—As is usually the case immediately
preceding the holidays, the demand for honey is ex-
ceedingly slack. Producers should receive from the
jobbing trade 14 to 15 cts. for No. 1 to fancy white-clo-
ver comb, and for best extracted in five-gallon cans,
8 to 8^2, delivered, wholesale prices ruling 2 to 2%
higher on comb and 1 to 1% on extracted. Producers
are offered for clean yellow beeswax 28 cash, 30 in ex-
change for bee supplies. EDMUND W. Peirce.
Dec. 6. Honey Markets continued on page 23.

HONEY!

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton, Ills.

If your white-clover crop is short, and you
want some good honey to supply your
customers, we can offer you White
Alfalfa Honey at the following prices

:

One 60-lb. can - lOc per pound
Two 60-lb. cans or more, 9c "

Ten 60-lb. cans or more,W
This honey is put up in new, bright
cans, neat and clean, and we can
guarantee it in every way
Sample by mail 5 cts. to pay postage.
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CORRESPONDENTS
FOR 1910

Not all of the correspondence for the Bee-keepers' Review can be mentioned,
but a few of them for 1910 are as follows:

Comb Honey, Out-apiaries, No Swarming
Mrs. S. Wilbur Frey, of Sand Lake, Michigan, has, for sixteen

years, managed from two to four apiaries, producing from $500 to
$1000 worth of comb honey yearly (in the last three years she has
cleared $1000 yearly), and, what is of much importance, she has
practically solved the swarming problem—no watching for swarms
is necessary. She does most of the work herself with the aid, when
necessary, of a helper to do the heavy lifting. If you wish to
know Mrs. Prey's methods, read the Bee-keepers' Review for 1910.

'^^^ New System of Extracting Honey.

Mr. E. D. Townsend has, the past year, evolved and put into prac-
tice a new system of extracting honey. It is radically different from
and away ahead of what has been done in the past. In the first place,
the honey is freed from the bees without removing a comb from the
hives, yet without the use of bee-escapes. When it comes to extract-
ing, no hot knives, no capping-melters, no electric bells, no strainers,
are needed—what is called a separating-tank does pretty nearly the
"whole business" in a manner decidedly novel. Mr. Townsend's son
and a student extracted, canned, and nailed up ready for market, in

60 pound cans, 3000 pounds in a day. Mr. Townsend will describe
this system in the Review in time for use another season.

A Boy's Business Worth $1000.

Mr. F. B. Cavanagh, of Hebron, Indiana, is still a young'^man,
perhaps not far from 30 ; but his bee-keeping experience began in

his teens, and has been of the kind that appeals to the man who is

starting in to build up a bee business. With only such capital as
may be commanded by the average boy, with odds and ends picked
up here and there, he built up three apiaries for which I paid him
$1000 three years ago. He went into other business for a year,
then bee-keeping again claimed him as her own, and now he and
his young wife are running several apiaries down in Indiana, and
Review readers are to be congratulated thaf he is to contribute a
series of articles for the coming year.

No Loss in Seven Years.

Ira D. Bartlett, of East Jordan, Michigan, is another of the
younger but successful bee-keepers. He began with only one col-

ony when only 14 years old, and made the proud record of increas-
ing to 150 colonies in seven years without the loss of a colony in
wintering, although he wintered his bees out of doors, and had to
contend with the long winters, deep snows, and low temperature
of Northern Michigan. He now runs several apiaries, nunibers his
colonies by the hundreds, sells a good share of his product in local
markets, and has promised to tell Review readers of his methods.

Special Offer
The REVIEW is $1.00 a year; but so lont? as the supply of back numbers holds out, the man who sends

$1.00 for 1910 will also receive the back numbers for 1909 free of charge.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan
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CONTINUAL growth, hard work, and constant digging after business,

forces us to secure larger quarters. We have disposed of our pres-

ent place of business at 1322 South Flores Street, where we had a

building 40x250, and which was not nearly large enough for us, and we
found it necessary to put up a building just twice the size of our present

one. We have let the contract for our new building, in which we shall have

20,000 square feet of floor space, and shall be in position to carry a larger

and more complete stock of Root's Goods than ever before. Our foundation-

factory will also be rebuilt and placed on our new site, and will be built bet-

ter and more complete than ever before. We are glad to state that now we
are on the Southern Pacific Railroad, which has built a track right along

where our new building is going up, which reaches nearly every point to

which we ship. Heretofore we were very much handicapped, and many
shipments were delayed because we were on a road which could not handle

our shipments promptly. We can now concentrate honey shipments, make
good time, and give the very best service to our customers that can be had.

Our customers who heretofore called at 1322 So. Flores St., can in the future

obtain goods and information, and sell their wax, at our branch, 607 South

Flores Street. We have a number of customers south from San Antonio

who bring honey in wagons ; such customers, as a matter of convenience to

them, can deal with our branch, 607 South Flores Street, where they will

receive the same prompt attention as they did at 1322 South Flores. Our
friends who visit the city, and who find it inconvenient to go so far out

as 1322, can easily call on us at 607 South Flores, as this is only two blocks

from the county courthouse, and located directly opposite the United States

Arsenal, on South Flores Street. If you wish to pay us a call at our new
warehouse of general office, you can reach us by taking the Nolan Street

car, getting off at the subway, corner of Nolan and Cherry Streets. Our
office fronts Nolan Street, right where the car stops. Now, since we have
gone to such heavy expense and so much enlarged our business, we sin-

cerely hope that we shall be in position to please our friends and custom-

ers so well that they will induce their neighbors to trade with us in the

future. We are the only firm in the South that keeps such an immense
stock always on hand ready for prompt shipment, and fill our customers'

orders promptly when goods are needed most, and for that reason we are

entitled to all the trade that can be given us.

Thanking all of our friends who helped to build us up by favoring us

with their patronage, and wishing all of our brother and sister bee-keepers

much success and happiness, we remain

Yours very truly, UDO TOEPPERWEIN,
San Antonio, Texas. W. M. MAYFIELD.
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PROTECTION HIVE

[Protection Hive showing one extr^
outside rim in place, which win

3 now give protection to two supers.

Protection Hive showing one super
in place and air-spaces around
body of hive and over and

around the super.

Under side of body of Protection
Hive.

All arguments lead to a
matter of protection, look
where you may. Numer-
ous editorials in Gleanings
have called attention to the
imporance of protection.
Dead air-space or packing,
as you prefer.
Protection Hives are

equipped with Hoffman
Frames, and take standard
Dovetail Supers and Bodies
—8 or 10 frame. The outer
wall is constructed of a
material which insures du-
rability. The best, yet the
lowest-price double-walled
hive on the market.

One-story Protection Hive.

Send for Circular

A. 6. WOODMAN CO., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Protection Hive showing four
supers in place, as they will
appear when no extra outside
rims are used, where the lati-

tude does not require protec-
lion to more than the first su-
per, which is protected by the

cover.

ry MonlMy for December
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS NUMBER

is one of the finest specimens of a poultry journal ever published. It is hand-
somely illustrated with photographic engravings and filled to overflowing with
timely and instructive articles by eminent authorities. It is a feast in poultry
literature of unequaled importance, one that is ijriceless in value.

NOTE A FEW OF THE SUBJECTS.
Possibilities in the Poultry Business

Greater Than Ever. Outlook for 1910.—Geo. L. Young.
Biographical sketch of Prof. James

E. Rice.—F. H. Valentine.
The Advantages to be Derived by

LiiK? r.recilinfr.—L. F. Van Orsdale.
The Breeding, Care and Manage-

ment of Turkeys.—Mrs. Chas. Jones.

The Show Room as a Poultry Edu-
cator.—I. K. Felch.
The Value of Alfalfa as a Green

Food.—A. E. Vandervoort.
Origin and History of the Light

Brahma.—C. P. Nettleton.
Poultry Keeping as a Profitable Vo-

cation for Women.—Alma Cole Pick-
ering.

And many other good things you cannot afford to miss.

SAMPLE COPY FREE.
SPECIAL OFFER—Send us 35c (regular price 50c per year) and mention

this paper and we will enter your subscription to P. :M. from January to Decem-
ber, 1910, inclusive, and mail you this Big Christmas Number FREE. Or for 50
cents we will send you P. IM. for two full years, or until January, 1911. We
want you to read it. Send to-day, addressing

Poultry Monthly Pub. Co., Box 700 Syracuse, N. Y.
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A ONE- DOLLAR TRIO
Three Magazines for One Year for One Dollar

REGULAR PRICE

FARM AND HOIVIE, Monthly, One Year $ .50

PROFITABLE POULTRY, Monthly, One Year ... .50

CLEANINGS IN BEE OULTURE,Semi mo., 1 Yr. 100

$2.00

This is one of the best offers we have, for it combines papers on subjects of mutual interest.
Every farmer ought to be interested in poultry, and every poultryman should keep bees."

Farm and Home . .
in the farm and home (Westem edition) we offer tocii III ciiiu iiviBic, . . our friends in Wisconsin and the Northwest a semi-monthly

farm paper of exceptional value at a very nominal rate, and its
addition to this club makes it one of exceptional value. The
farmer of today must have a good farm paper coming into his
home regularly, and the FARM AND HOME, so well known all
over the United States for so many years, will supply every
need in this direction. It is up to date and reliable, and will be
found to be a valuable addition to the farm-library table.

Profitable PoultrV . . „,.,
a monthly for farmers and poultry-ralsers. Prof. D. E.l-rvilKdUlc; |-UMItry . . Willard, of the North Dakota College of Agriculture, says he

has compared PROFITABLE POULTRY rigidly with other
poultry journals, and finds that it stands high. Similar testi-
mony comes from many sources. The columns are filled with
well-edited matter of interest and value to breeders. Editorial
hot air and long free readers for advertisers are passed up.
You will find it a paper well worth reading. It is published in
Wisconsin, containing matter of special interest to that locality.

deanina^ in . . .
The value of bees is too well known to need much dlscus-^^*'*' sj*'""" sion. If you keep bees you, of course, want to get the best pos-

sible returns from them, and there is no n)ore efficient aid than
a good bee-paper. If you are a large producer of honey you
will find that you can get in touch with the best markets
through the columns of GLEANINGS. If you are interested in
the subject, and want to keep bees, you will want to read the
paper for the matters of general interest.

Bee Culture

THE TETTE
Four Magazines One Year for $2.00

REGULAR PRICE

PICTORIAL REVIEW (monthly) one year . . $1.00
Our Special Price \ MODERN PRISCILLA (monthly) one year . . ,50

OO nn (LADIES' WORLD (monf/i/j^) one year 50
() L 1 U U /

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE ONE YEAR, 24 ISSUES 1,00

We will Send the Above Quartette for$2.00. $3.00
Bl^^rxniM

I D|r\/|9Sr|A# ^ monthly beautifully illustrated. A few of the many departments and
Iw I \J l\ IMLa V% b V I CiW features : Home Care for Common Ills; Marketing for the Month; Kitchen

Step-savers; Labor-saving Suggestions; House-building Plans; Millinery
Lessons; Flower Gardens. Special Articles: Newest Fashions; Styles for
Children; Home Dressmaking Lessons; Recipes; Home Furnishing; Enter-
taining and Etiquette; How to Earn Money at Home, etc.

I AQIPCS \A/ORLD A monthly; an ideal publication for women and the home. A thoroughly
** ww%^i%fcB»^» practical household magazine, and treats of every subject of interest to

women. Clean and wholesome, elevating in tone, and entirely free from
sensationalism. An np-io-date dressmaking and pattern department,

lUIOnERN PRISCILLA a momhly devoted to aH kinds of needlework. Recognized as the leading^^ •% «i^%^l »»fc»»^B fancy-work magazine of America, the authority on all kinds of embroidery,
knitting, crochet, lace, costumes, lingerie, and home decoration. Gives
practical patterns and instructions in all kinds of needlework.

^1 PAKIIiyOC IM A semi-monthly. The leading bee-magazine of the world. A glance at
^<ll—t«ni I nl^3 I III Its pages will convince any bee-keeper that !t is a magazine he can not

«PP ^lll TllOfr afford to be withcut. The information it gives on all questions relating toDCiCi ^^wLb I wima the subject are invaluable to the bee-keeper whether he has one colony or
hundreds, and even if you are not a bee-keeper you will enjoy reading the
paper. Interesting home and garden departments.

No substitutions of other publications can be made in this offer. Present Subscribers to this paper
can have GLEANINGS sent to some bee-keeping friend, the other three papers to their address

THE A. I, ROOT COMPANY MEDINA, OHIO
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'If Goods are wanted Quick. Send to Poudar."

Established 1 889

Another Poet Shown Up
By the Bee Crank

There was a bee
Sat on a wall

;

And it did buzz,
And that was all. -Zeke Cynic.

Root's

Goods
at

Root's

Prices

with

Pouder

Service

^^-i

you Zeke ! how can you write that way
about the busy bees? They are not buzzers

but they are hummers. I suppose you are a

good poet; but if you will provide those bees

with the necessary equipment, giving them
every opportunity, they will surprise you. It

pays to provide them with the things that make
their work easy. Let me send my illustrated

catalog, which is full of just the things you need
to increase your profits. I am also offering

some very liberal discounts for early orders. I

handle Root's standard goods at factory prices,

and I get the goods to you quickly because I

carry a complete line in stock, and I think you
realize what it means to have your shipments
come from Indianapohs.

_ BEESWAX.—I am now paying 28 cents
—"^^ spot cash, or 30 cents in trade for good average

beeswax delivered here. Small shipments by express and large

ones by freight ; and be sure to attach your name.

HONEY.—I still have a very large stock of the finest honey,

both comb and extracted. I secured the greater portion of my
stock early in the season, and am offering it at the following

prices, which now are lower than most producers are asking.

Extracted honey, case of two 60-pound cans, 10c per pound.
Extracted honey, five-case lots, 9c per pound.

I have on hand a lot of zinc Alley traps and entrance-guards

which I am going to. offer at ridiculous prices. They are Root
quality, nice bright goods; and while they last go at these prices:

90 Alley traps, 10-frame size, each 25 cents.

120 Alley traps, 8-frame size, each 25 cents.

115 entrance-guards, 10-frame size, each 5 cents.

120 entrance-guards, 8-frame size, each 5 cents.

These all have fronts made of perforated zinc instead of wire.

How many can you use?

Walter S. Pouder, indianapoliSj Indiana
859 Massachusetts Avenue
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12 Hardy Blizzard Belt F'OI?!? I
Strawberry Plants ff KIjIj!
Everybody likes strawberries and to prove that our "BLIZZARD BELT'
plants are the strongest rooted and heaviest fruiters, we oiler to send
ONE DOZEN selected plants to you FKEE OF CHARGE. We piclced
35 quarts ol' line fruit from a test bed of but a dozen strawlterry plants
set the year before. You can do a.s well. If you care to s>'nd 10 cents
for mailinsr expense, we will add 6 BABY EVERGREENS 2 years
old and send all to you at proper planting time. Write to-day and
we will enter your name for the plants and send you our CATA-
LOGUE and BARGAIN SHEETS of HARDY "BLIZZARD BELT"
fruits by next mail. Address
THE GARDNER NURSERY COMPANY. Box 219 Oiage. Iowa

iJorida L/anJs
Offer You an O.nportunity to be-'ome Independent in a Short Time.

BIG PROFITS ARE MADE
On Fruits and Vegetables. You are close to the Best Markets in the East.

Quick Transportation, Low Freight Rates.

The West Coast of Florida is famed for its climate. There are no killiriS

frosts or icy winds. The land is rich, and with a iitlle assistance nature produce*
always a bountiful crop. Two and three crops a year, yields $500 to $1 500
net, per acre.

A beautiful and instructive booklet has been compiled by a western man
which describes all details. This will be sent to any address free of cost. Write

—

J. W WHITE. Gen'l Ind. Agent, Seaboard Air-Line Railway, Norfollc, Virginia.

Get the Benefit

of Big Prices in

the Early Market
The secret of success in market gar-

dening is earliness. The Sunlight Dou-
ble Glass Sash makes it easy to have the

earliest and best plants. They v/ill be
ready as soon as the field is ready to

receive them. The resulting crops will

get the top-notch prices.

Sunlight Double Glass Sash lets in all

the light all the time. Mats and boards
for covering are no longer needed—sav-

ing expense and labor.

or Hot-beds
and Cold-frames

Throughout the entire day the plants

get benefit of the stimulating sunlight,

and earlier, better crops result.

The two layers of glass do the work.
A fs-inch cushion of dry air between acts

as a transparent blanket over the plants,

and protects them even in zero weather.
Agents Wanted. The wonderful suc-

cess of Sunlight Double Glass Sash makes
it one of the best agency propositions

open to enterprising men.
Write to-day for information.

Get our new catalog on hot-bed sash.

Prepaid freight offer. Safe delivery
guaranteed.

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co., Louisville, Kentucky
951 East Broadway
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EDGAR BRIGG8
'

' Twenty Years
at It."

GETS700 A MONTH FROM 1000 HENS!
Briggs did it—BRIGGS, the man who wrote "Profits in

Poultry-keeping Solved"—fourth edition just now ready.

YOU can do as well—or nearly so—when you know
how; when you have adopted the Briggs SYSTEM.

Henceforth Briggs' writings will appear only in Poultry
Success. His great book, "Profits in Poultry-keeping Solv-
ed," has also become the property of Poultry Success.

Our securing of Mr. Briggs' services and publishing
rights of his book will cause no sensation to those who
know Poultry Success. The biggest men in the poultry
field have always been sought out and engaged by us. Mr.
Briggs joins a capable staff of writers on poultry subjects.

Feast of Facts, ^1.25
For a limited time you may secure:

1. One-year subscription to Poultry Success (50c).

2. Mr. Briggs' book, "Profits in Poultry-keeping
Solved," in which is now incorporated " Secrets in

Poultry Culture," worth alone several times the price.

ALL FOR $1.25 CASH.
POULTRY success is the universally recognized

authority on poultry matters. To those familiar with
it nothing need be said. To those who are not, we
say, "Please borrow a copy from your neighbor, or
write for a free sample copy."
Mr. Briggs' book gives Secrets on Turkey-raising

—

Duck Culture—Early Hatches—Raising Late-hatched
Chickens—Insuring a Large Egg-yield Every Month-
Feeding Unthreshed Grain—Formula for Lice-powder.

Hosterman Publishing Co., Briggs' Desk 14, Springfield, Ohio

ALWAYS FULL
BRIGGS SYSTEM
DOES IT

How Briggs made $700 a month from 1 000 bens is only

ONE of many Poultry Secrets that will be revealed soon.

Processed Feeds at from 10 to 15 Cents a Bushel

!

$700 a Month from lOuO Hens ! $25 Saved on every 100
Chicks Matured

!

95 per cent of all Chicks Hatched, Raised—Erecting
a Poultry Plant— Diagrams— Pictures—Running an
Incubator— Brooders—Feeding—Breeding—Moulting— Prevention and Cure of Diseases — and literally
HUNDREDS of other secrets—1000 large pages of type,
diagrams, and pictures. Nicely bound.
No money value can be placed on this book. Three

editions rapidly sold at $5.00 per copy. It is worth $5,

$10, or $100 to you, according as you make use of it.

You can't get it except with POULTRY SUCCESS.
Get POULTRY SUCCESS one year, "Secrets in

Poultry Culture," and "Profits in Poultry-keeping
Solved." All for $1.25.

GET EGGS NOW
Humphrey's ne'veest book, '* The Golden
£SK," ^vill shOTV you hove to geteegsall
TFinter, and from 150 to 250 egg8 a hen a
year. I will give you, FR KK, iny secret
of reducing feeding cost one half and of
doubling your poultry income.

Humphrey, IMIna Street Factory, Jollet, III.

Where Humphrey's Bone Cutters, Clover Cutters,
Brooders and other Poultry Helps are made.

I Z^ lUnilDJITAD Output limited at
"

InUU oil I U II *l>ls Pi^lce. Write
at once. Other sizea
priced very low.

I (Inn In always hatch
lUCalOmost and
strongest chicks. Metal
covered; safe. Deliver-
ed free east of Missouri
River, north of Tenn.
Write for delivered

price beyond—Big Free
Bonk; best guide to
success and economy.

J. W. MILLER CO.
Box 48 Freeport, III.

JMetal m-

Safest
MatiG

IDEAL ALUMINUM LEG BAND
To Mark Chickens

CHEAPEST AND BEST
12 for 15c ; 25—2.5c ; 50-40Oi X0»-75o.
Sample Band Mailed for 20 Stamp.
Frank Mysri.Mfr. Boi69, Fratpert.tll.

HERE'S CERTAINTY
For beprlnner, old-timer—every-
body. Uou't guesB or experiment
—aon"t have mishaps. The 16-

year-old

SUCCESSFUL
Incubators and Brooders

make you sure. Thousands have
proved them the world's greatest. Booklet on '-Pi

fare and Feedinfc of Chk-ks, Ducks, and Turkey;
r>Oc Poultry paper 1 year 2fie. Cataloj? free.

Des Moines Incubator Co., li:'02nd St., Des Moines.

•nper«
i, 10c. I

lowaf

[ 90% Hatches
from the Cjf'ljera—in every country and ell-

iQat«—for old-timera and beginners. For you.

CYPHERS INCUBATORS
and Broodfra&re non-moiBture; self-regu-

UtiDg; Bolt-Tcntilating. Write for 160-page
Catalog. AddreBB Nearesi City. ^
Cn>hcrs Incubator Co. « Department 69
Buffalo, N.T.; New Turk City; Chicago, III.;

Soston, Mass.; Kansas City* Mo.; Oaklaod, CaL

MAKE YOUR HENS LAY
You can double your egg yield by feeding fresh-cut raw bone. It contains over
four times as much egg-making material as grain, and takes the place of bugs
and worms In fowls' diet. That's why It gives more eggs—greater fertlU^,

stronger chicks, larger fowls.

MANN'S Latest Model BONE-CUTTER
easily and rapidly all larj;e and small bones with adhering meat and grls-
Automatically adapts to your strength. Never clogs. Sent on Ton Days'

Free Trial. No money down. Send for our free books today.

cuts
tie
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4%
EstabUshed 1892

A request on a

p o s tal will

bring you our

free booklet—

Banking by Mail

Deposit your savings here, pending
permanent investment.

The advantages offered are: Un-
questioned safety and four per cent
interest, compounded semi-annually.

This bank is under the supervision
of the State, and its strict laws.

Its officers and directors are suc-

cessful men.

Write today for booklet explaining
our convenient banking-by-mail system.

Resources, $900,000.

The

Savings Deposit Bank Co.
Medina, Ohio

HOTEL CUMBERLAND
NEW YORK

BROADWAY AT 54TH STREET

Near 50th Street Sub-
way Station, 53d Street
Elevated, and all sur-

face lines.

Near Depots,
Shops, and
Central Park

New and Fireproof

Strictly First Class.
Rates Reasonable.

$2.50 with bath,
and up

All Hardwood Floors
and Oriental Rugs.

Ten minutes* walk to
20 Theaters

Excellent restaurant
Prices^moderate

Send for Booklet

Harry P. Stimson, formerly with Hotel Imperial.
R.J. Bingham, formerly with Hotel Woodward.

Only New-York Hotel window-screened throughout

A $100 Typewriter
for 17 Cents a Day!
Please read the headline over again. Then

its tremendous significance will dawn upon
you. An Oliver Typewriter—the standard
visible writer—the $100 machine—the most
highly perfected typewriter on the market
—yours for 1 7 cents a day!
The typewriter whose conquest of the

commercial world is a matter of business
history

—

yours for 1 7 cents a day.
The typewriter that is equipped with scores of such

conveniences as "The Balance Shift"—"The Ruling
Device"—"The Double Release "—"The Locomotive
base"—"The Automatic Spacer "—" The Automatic
Tabulator "—"The Disappearing Indicator "—"The

Adjustable Paper - fingers "
—"The Scientific Condens-
ed Keyboard "—

Yours for 17

Cents a Day
We announced this new

sales plan recently, just to
feel the pulse of the people.
Simply a small cash pay-
ment—then 17 cents a day.

That is the plan in a nutshell.
The result has been such a deluge of applications for

machines that we are simply astounded.
The demand comes from people of all classes, all

ages, all occupations.
The majority of inquiries has come from people of

known financial standing who were attracted by the
novelty of the proposition. An impressive demon-
stration of the immense popularity of the Oliver.
A startling confirmation of our belief that the Era

of Universal Typewriting is at hand.

A Quarter of a Million People
are Making Money with

TIjc

OLJVEt?

The Standard Visible Typewriter
The Oliver Typewriter is a money-maker, risht from

the word " go!" So easy to run that beginners soon
get in the "expert" class. Earn as you learn. Let
the machine pay the 1 7 cents a day—and all above that
is yours.
Wherever you are, there's work to be done and

money to be made by using the Oliver. The business
world is calliig for Oliver operators. There are not
enough to supply the demand. Their salaries are
considerably above those of many classes of workers.

"An Oliver Typewriter in Every Home
"

That is our battle-cry to-day. We have made the
Oliver supreme in usefulness and absolutely indispens-
able in business. Now comes the conquest of the home.
The simplicity and strength of the Oliver fit it for

family use. It is becoming an important factor in the
home training of young people—an educator as well
as a money-maker.
Our new selling plan puts the Oliver on the thresh-

old of every home in America. Will you close the
door of your home or office on this remarkable Oliver
opportunity?
Write for further details of our easy offer and a free

copy of the new Oliver catalog. Address

The Oliver Typewriter Company
911 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohig
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TTITT? Doctor,
John Is

jBadly Hurt

Come at Once

That Is

enough to re-
mind you of
the unbotindai
value of having a

telephone when emergencies arise. When
you want a doctor you want him quick.
Besides, there is the cvery-day use of the

telephone, which will mean to you the saving
of long, hard trips and days of valuable time.
You can transact business ten miles away
as weU as if you were on the spot.

Stromberg-Carlson
Independent Telephone

systems keep farmers in the same close
touch with business matters that the city
man enjoys, yet the cost is less than a
penny a call. The telephone is a comfort
socially, too. Friends near and far may
be reached instantly.
Our New Free Book—"Hew the

Telephone Helps the Farmer," gives
full particulars Write for Edition 21

It tells how several men organize a
complete system, explains cost,
methods, etc. Write for it today.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone

Manufacturing Company

Rochester, N. Y.

Ciiicago, III.

Kansas City, Mo.

Address
Nearest

Office.

IFENCE fiZ^!^'
=Madeo£ High Cart>oii Double Strength I

gOoiled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to)
_preventriist. Have no agents. Sell atf
"factory prices on 30 days' free trial.

|{"We pay all freight. 37 htiirhts of farm
j]

=aud poultry feute. Catalog Free.
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.

:Box 101 Winchester, Indiana.

PATENTS
TTo attomey^'i
fee an til pat-
ent Ik allowed.
Write i"or"7nt'cni-

9 Franklin H.Boagb.LoaaJ: Trust lilJjf.,vVa:>hiagton.D.r.;

Iry Kerosene E^

30 Days Free

Gasoline Prices Rising.
Toa can't rim a farm engine profitably on gasoline mach

longer. Price of gasoline going sky high, Oil Companies have
sounded the warning. Kerosene is the future fuel and is now
6c to 10c a gallon cheaper than gasoline. The Amazing "Detroit"
is the only engine that uses common lamp Kerosene (coal oil)

I perfectly. Kuns on gasoline, too,

better than any other. Basic pat-
' ent. Only 3 moving parts. Comes
complete ready to run. We will
send a "Detroit" on free trial to
prove all claims. Kunsallkindsof
farm machinery, pumps, saw rigs,

separators, churns, feed grinders,
washing machines. Silo fillers and

electriclights. Money back and
I

freight paid both ways if it doei
not meet every claim that we
have made for it. Don*t buy till

you get our free catalog. 2 to 24
h. p. in stock. Prices $29. .'JO up.
SiM-cial demonstrator agency
price on first outfit sold in each
immunity. 2000 satisfied users.

We have a stack of testimonials.
Write quick. (20)

The Amazing; "DETROIT"
Detroit Engine Works, 373 Bellevne Ave., Detroit, MicL

"KANT-KLOG'V^a Spraying

SPRAYERS.^1 ^""*^
Free

Something New .^^pgJv
Gets twice the results—;;;~S£r~"

with same laborand fluid, ^sc^
"

Flat or round, fine or coarse sprays
from Bame nozzle. Ten styles. F
trees, potatoes, gardens, whitewashing,
etc Agents Wanted. -^Booklet Free.

Rochester Spray Pump Co. RSertl' t.

For22-in. HoRFence;13 3-4cfor
So-inch; IS 3--!c for 31-inch; 2wC
for 3i-lneli; 25c for a 47-incli

Farm Fence. 50-inch Poultry
Fence 33c. Sold on 30 days

^ trial. 80 rod spool Ideal Barb
Wire $1.55 Catalogue free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
}a Box 21 MUNCIE, I.^D.

THE"BEST"LIGHT
One burner will give as much light as
ten ordinary oil lamps; six 16 candle

power electric bulbs— six 16 candle
power pas jets or5acetylenega3
jets. Costs 2 cts. per week. Pro-
duces a pure, white, steady, safe
liprht. Over 20O styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents waut;-
ed. Write for rataloj;.
THE BEST lilfJHT CO..

306 £• &tb. SU, Cautun, U.

For Rabbits,

««w Chickens, Hogs, Sheep,

fjr Horses, Cattle. 150 styles. Big

f heavy No. 9 galvanized Coiled

Spring rust proof wires. 'Will defy

stock, wind and weather. Freesample H
„_^ & cafg; 15 to 35c per rod. We pay freight j

•

SbSV The Brown Fence & Wire Co.,^|gsBsa. ,̂ Dept. 91 Cleveland, O. -—

^
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Over half a century of fair dealing has given our products that prom-
iuouce nlilch merit deserves. Kvery thing of the best for

Orchard^Vineyard, Lawn, Park,
Street, Garden and Greenhouse
Seeds, Bulbs* Plants, Roses, Shrubs, Small Trees, Etc.

bv mail, postpHid—safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Hundreds of
curluudg ofFRUIT AM» OKNAMKNTAL TREES. If in want of Fruit or
Ornamental Trees, Shrulia, etc., send for Catalogue No. 1, 112 pages. If
Seedn, Bulbs, Roses. Palms. Ferns. Geraniums and Greenhouse Plants Ip

Beneral. Catalogue No. 2. 168 pages; both FREE. Immense stock of Huperb
and choice CANNAS—the queen of bedding plants. I'^KONIES and other
perennial hardy plants in large sui>til.v. Direct deal will insure you the
best and save you money. 56 years. 1200 acres, 44 greenhouses. (6)

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 183, Painesville, Ohio.

The FARMERS' GARDEN
A Seed I<riU and Wheel Iloe is in-

dispensable—not only in a village
garden but on largest farms.
Farmers should grow all manner

of vegetables and '-live on the tat of
the land." Should provide succu-
lent roots for Cattle. Swine, Poultry,
and save high priced feed
stuff. Great labor-sav-
ing tools of special
value forthehome
aa well as the
market par-
den. Send
for froo
book.

5AVE
HIREC

HEt

Bateman'Mfg. Co., Box 120G, Grenloch, N. J.

Northwest
Farm and Home
Established
1847

Ligh Richmond Freeman
Managing Editor

Most elegant descriptive magazine and
agricultural periodical in America.

Goes in town and country.

Subscription for 1910, $1.00.

General circulation among three million
people west of St. Paul and north of
San Francisco.

The highest authority on irrigation. It

demands one billion dollars direct ap-
propriation by Congress for irrigation
to increase America's population to one
billion.

"Dairy and Live Stock" and "Poultry
and Pet Stock " consolidated with

Northwest Farm and Home
Nortli Yakima, Wash.

The price of our magazine is 20 cents a copy. It

is worth every cent of that, and no sample copy
will be sent out except on receipt of the 20 cents.
Every issue contains descriptive matter about
the resources and scenery and the methods of
apiculture in the New Northwest, and is embel-
lished with beautiful half-tone^illustrations.

ATENTS yeIIs'
_H...i.aiMB_M>B PRACTICE.

CHARLES J. WILLIAMSON,
Second Mat'l Pank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patent Practice in Patent Patent Counsel of

Office ant3 Courts. The A. I. Root Co.

BookletonCATALPA TREES
' Let me tell you about the 150 acres I am
I
growing for telephone poles, I sell the

best tree pruner in the world.

If. G. ROGERS, Box 13 MKOHAMCSBLRG, OHIO

FREE

A New
16-32 page
WEEKLYCAMP & TRAIL

Devoted to HUNTING and allied topics.

Sample, 5 Cents. . . . Yearly, $1.50.

A. R. Harding Pub. Co., Box 319. Columbus, O.

LAMFkloSJ.
dozen to 200 size. Price $5.00.

^^'3^^%^Fits all sizes Chicks or Fowls.
*T?'-ii^^ Free literature. AURORA, ILL.

BEE SUPPLIES
for North Texas

We are agents for Root's Celebrated Bee-
keepers' Supplies for North Texas. By buy-
ing in carload lots we are enabled to sell at

factory prices f. o. b. Dallas.

We also handle honey and beeswax. When
you have any for sale let us know.
We carry the largest stocks of Field and

Garden Seeds and Poultry Supplies of all

kinds in the South. Catalog of all of the above
lines will be sent on request. Send now, and
get your order in early.

Texas Seed & Floral Company
Dallas, Texas

The Best Honey-jar
No. 25 with lined cap, $5.00 per gross.
Sample, 20c. Catalog of supplies free.

FINE LIGHT HONEY, 8^0 per Lb.

Apiaries:

Glen Cove, L. I.

I. J. STRINCHAIM,
105 Park PI ice, N. Y. CITY
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Falcon
Foundation

We use it . . . and
If you use it ... .

The experiences of the most prom-
inent bee-keepers prove that

hke it.

you will like it.

the bees Hke it.

Tis not marvelous, for FALCON Founda-

tion has reached the PERFECT state.

Send for our catalog of bee-supplies, and ask for our Special

Prices on Comb Foundation. Samples will be mailed on request.

Beeswax Wanted
We pay the HIGHEST MARKET PRICE. Write to us for quo-

tations, and we will send you shipping-tags.

Falcon Square Jars
Honey can not be put up in more attractive pack-

ages for exhibition purposes or the grocery trade than in

glass, and for this purpose the square honey-jar is best

and most convenient, besides economizing space. Prices:

r- -.u ^ A. i $2-25 per crate of 100
5-oz. with cork stoppers

| ^^ 25 per crate of 50„.,,., / $3.75 per crate of 100
8-oz. with spring top

j $2.00 per crate of 50

,„ .,, . . f $4.75 per crate of 100
1-lb. with spring top

I J2.50 per crate of 50

The glass top with spring attachment is the only

absolutely safe method of bottling honey, as corks and

screw-caps will leak. Still, we furnish the 1-lb. and the

8-oz. jars with corks, for those who desire them, at 75 cts.

per 100 less and 40 cts. per 50 less than with the spring

top. We do not sell less than crate lots.

W. T. Falconer Manufacturing Co.

Jamestown, New York, U. S. A.
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Better Supplies
More Profits

You know to how large an extent the
profits of bee culture depend upon
the right kind of supplies, and you
know, too, that just as important as

the right supplies is to get them
when you want them, at the right

price.

In every way

—

location, stock, and
low prices—we are fitted to serve
you to your profit.

We Ship on Time

and you get the goods when you
want them. We are centrally locat-

ed, and can ship direct by boat and
over thirty different railroads. Our
stock is the best, and we sell the
best goods at the lowest prices.

What more can you want? Write
today for our big book and special

prices for this month.

Blanke & Hauk Supply Co.
1009-13 Lucas Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

Write Us for

Prices

—

We will make you delivered
prices by return mail on any
thing you may want for your
apiary.

We Manufacture

Dovetailed hives, Hoffman
frames, sections, separators,
shipping - cases, etc.; also

berry boxes and crates.

There are no Better

Hives than Ours.

Prices the lowest.
Satisfaction guaranteed, or
money refunded.

Minnesota Bee -supply Co.
Power Bids.. Nicollet Island

Minneapolis, Minn.

PUBLICATIONS ON

CULTURE
Please use this order form by check-
ing in the margin the items wanted

The pamphlets and booklets listed below
are of more than ordinary interest:

D My First Season's Experience with
the Honey>bee. By the " Spectator," of the

Outlook, of New York. A ten-page leaflet detail-

ing the experiences of this well-known writer.

You will read the leaflet through before you lay

it down. Free.

The Bee-lteeper and Fruit-grower. A
15-page booklet giving actual facts regarding the

value of bees to fruit, and showing how bee-

keeping may be doubly profitable to the fruit-

grower. Fruit-growers are realizing as never

before the necessity of having honey-beet in

close proximity to their blossoming fruit. Free.

Bee-lteeping for Sedentary Folk. A
24-page leaflet reciting the actual experiences of

an amateur bee-keeper, showing what equipment
is best, points derived, etc. Free.

Catalog of Bee • iteepers' Supplies.
Our complete catalog will be mailed free to any
address on request.

Transferring Bees. A i4-page booklet

giving instructions and illustrating appliances.

No need to keep your bees in old out-of-date

hives when they can easily be transferred into

new hives and earn profits for you. Price 10 cts.

Bee-hunting. Gives information necessary

to enable one who is active and intelligent to

engage in bee-hunting with success. It is well

gotten up and worth the price, which rs 25 cents.

Spring Management ot Bees. A 14-

page booklet detailing the experiences of some
successful bee-keepers, and giving instructions

on this oftimes perplexing matter. Price 10 cts.

Habits of the Honey-bee. By Dr. E. F.

Phillips. A somewhat scientific handling of the

habits and anatomy of the bee. Price 10 cents.

How to Keep Bees. A book of 228 pages,

detailing in a most interesting manner the ex-

periences of a beginner in such a way as to help

other beginners. Price $1.10 postpaid.

The A B C of Bee Culture. A complete

encyclopedia on bees, of nearly 540 pages, hilly

illustrated. $1.50 postpaid; half leather, $2.00.

Cleanings in Bee Culture. A 64page

illustrated semi-monthly magazine, the leading

exponent of bee culture in this country. Ten
cents per issue, but to new subscribers we will

furnish it six months for 25 cents.

This sheet may be used as an order sheet

by properly checking on the margin your

signature, and remittance, if required.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.-.

Please seyid me the items checked abo-zie;

I inclose S to co'ver the cost.

n

D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Nan

Stmt Addieit or R. F. D . .

.

Town

G.B.C. 12-15 Statt
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Classified Advertisements
Notices will be Inserted In these classliled columns

at 25 cents per line. AdTertlsements Intended for this
department can not be less than two lines, and should
not exceed Ave lines, and you must say you want your
advertisement in the classifled columns or we will not
be responsible for errors.

Honey and Wax for Sale

For Sale.—New alfalfa honey, best quality, new
cans and cases, 7}4c. H. E. Crowther, Parma, Idaho.

For Sale.—Well-ripened clover or basswood honey
in 160-lb kegs at 8 cts. per lb. f. o. b. here.

N. L. Stevens, Moravia, N. Y.

For sale.—Amber extracted honey in 60-lb. cans-
crop of 1908. Send 5 cts. for sample and price.

C. H. Stordock, Durand, 111.

For Sale.—a few cases of basswood-clover honey,
extracted six weeks after the flow; $6.00 per case.

GusTAVE Gross, Lake Mills, Wis.

For Sale.—Clover comb honey; also light-amber
extracted honey. Our buckwheat extracted honey is

all sold. E. D. Townsend & Sons, Remus, Mich.

For Sale.—Clover, basswood, and amber honey in
60-lb. cans. C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia, N. Y.
Homestead Farm.

For Sale.—Honey. Just unloaded our third car of
water-white sage. We offer this in crates of two 60-

lb. cans at 9 cts. per. lb., f. o. b. Toledo.
Griggs Bro's Co., Toledo, O.

For Sale.—Clover and raspberry honey mixed in
new 60-lb. cans. Well ripened and of fine flavor.
Sample, 10 cts. Price of sample may be deducted from
order. James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.

Honey for sale by members of the Michigan Bee-
keepers' Association. For free annual booklet giving
names and addresses of members address the Secreta-
ry, E. B. Tyrrel, 230 Woodland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, tupelo, 8>2 cts. per lb.;

light amber, 8K ; sage, 9 ; all in 120-lb. cases ; quanti-
ties less; samples, 10 cents. I. J. Stringham,

105 Park Place. New York City.

For Sale.—Several carloads of delicious amber al-

falfa honey, in cases of two cans each, 60 lbs. per can.
Standard case. May be shipped anywhere. Corres-
pondence solicited. Arizona Honey Exchange,

Tempe, Ariz.

For Sale.—Amber and buckwheat comb honey at

$2.75 per case in six-case lots; 25 cases at $2.60; .50 cases
at $2.50 per case, 24 sections to ease; 500 unfinished
sections at $8.00 per 100.

Quirin-the-Queen-breeder, Bellevue, Ohio.

For Sale.—My new crop white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, put up in brand-new 60-lb. cans; two
cans to a case, at S% cts. per lb. by case of 120 lbs., or
9 cts. per lb. for single 60-lb. can; 854 cts. per lb. for
five-case orders or more, F. O. B. Flint; cash with order.

Leonard S. Griggs, 7U Avon St., Flint, Mich.

Raspberry-Buckwheat.—Early-blossoming buck-
wheat near one of our Northern-Michigan apiaries
gave to the raspberry honey something of a buck-
wheat color and flavoi-—enough so that it can't be sold
as pure raspberry honey. It is put up in new 60-pound
cans, and offered at 8 cents a pound — $4.80 for a can.
Send 10 cents for a sample, and the 10 cts. may apply
on an order if you send one.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

Honey and Wax Wanted
Wanted.—Comb honey. See notice of Honey

Buyer, under the head of Special Notices, page 22.

Wanted.—Choice white extracted honey. Prompt
payment on receipt. H. C. Ahlers, West Bend, Wis.

Wanted.—White-clover comb and extracted honey.
See adv't in October issues. B. Walker, Clyde, lU.

Wanted.—Comb, extracted honey, and beeswax.
R. A. Burnett, 199 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Wanted.—White honey. State kind, how put up,
and lowest cash price. Chas. Koeppen,

1508 Main St., Fredericksburg, Va.

Wanted.—All grades of comb and extracted honey;
can use 2000 cases of buckwheat comb at once. Let us
hear from you. Griggs Bro'S Co., Toledo, O.

Wants and Exchanges
Wanted.—Home apiary in good location—California

preferred. Box 481, Bonner's Ferry, Idaho.

Wanted.—To buy from 100 to 500 colonies of bees in
Illinois. Must be free from disease.

Virgil Weaver, Valley View, Ky.

Wanted.—To lease 100 colonies of bees on a small
farm. I want a good locality.

O. Holdren, Blue Mound, Ills.

Wanted.—Refuse from the wax-extractor, or slum-
gum. State quantity and price. OREL L. Hershiser,

301 Huntington Ave.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Wanted.—I want 250 colonies of bees for delivery
either the latter part of March or first of April. Pre-
fer to have 10-frame Danz. hives. Would like to pur-
chase the entire lot at one time from any of the fol-

lowing States: Northern Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska,
or Colorado. Combs must be straight enough to han-
dle and stand inspection. Address

A. L. Riley, Big Timber, Montana.

Situation Wanted

Wanted.—Position after Jan. 1 as fireman, engineer,
or in the bee business.

R. J. Smith, Ticonderoga, N. Y.

Wanted.—A position, or bees on shares, in New
Mexico or Arizona. References as to experience, abil-
ity, and character given on request.

M. C. Berry, Morgansville, Ala.

Help Wanted
Wanted.—For next season, a man with some expe-

rience in bee-keeping.
D. L. Woodward, Voorheesville, N. Y.

Real Estate

Wanted.—Farms and businesses. Don't pay com-
missions. We find you direct buyer. Write, describ-
ing property, naming lowest price. We help buyers
locate desirable properties free. AMERICAN Invest-
ment Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Household
Perfumes for Christmas—concentrated, fragrant, du-

rable. Twenty-five cents buys a large bottle of violet,

new-mown hay, or white rose. Money back if dissat-

isfied. The Household Co., Paterson, N. J. Dpt. P.
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Bees and Queens

For Sale.—Golden-all-over queens, and bee-keep-
ers' supplies. T. L. McMurray, Silverton, W. Va.

For Sale.—100 colonies of bees in 8 and 11 frame
two-story hives for either comb or extracted honey.

W. J. NiEUDORF, Winchester, Cal.

For Sale.—365 colonies Italian bees, in ten-frame
hives, in heart of alfalfa-seed belt. Terms $5.00 cash.
Location rent free one year.

F. R. FOUCH, Parma, Idaho.

J. E. Hand is headquarters for the celebrated Higrh-
land Farm strain of large, gentle, and beautifully
marked three-banded Italians; every queen a breeder,
and warranted to produce uniformly marked three-
banded bees. Don't take chances. Get the real thing.
Send for circular. J. E. HAND, Birmingham, O.

For Sale

-Bee-supplies at factorj- prices.
D. COOLEY, Kendall, Mich.

FOR SALE.

For Sale. — Thoroughbred English bull terriers;

house-broken. Write L. H. Randall, Medina, Ohio.

For S.\LE.—$40.00 Victor talking-machine and forty
records, slightly used. Bargain.

W. A. Nichols, Medina, O.

For Sale.—1500 lbs. hulled yellow-sweet-clover seed
—small lots, 15 cts. per lb.; 100 lbs., 13 cts.; postage ex-
tra. R. L. SN0DGRASS,Rt. 4, Augusta, Kansas.

Now is the time to investigate the merits of the Hurst
reversible comb-honey hive. Address

Chas. Hurst, 102 Pratt St., Buffalo, N. Y.

For 15 cents I will send you your choice of either
the famous Resurrection plant or the ornamental pot
cactus; or I will send both for 25 cents. Agents want-
en in every town. M. W. Armistead, Alpine, Tex.

For Sale.—A full line of bee-keepers' supplies; also
Italian bees and honey a specialty. Write for catalog
and particulars.
The Penn Co., successors to W. P. Smith, Penn, Miss.

For Sale.—We have several hundred cases of good
second-hand cans, two in a case, used only once with
white honey; 10 cases or over, 40 cts.; 25 cases or over,
35 cts.; 100 cases or over, 30 cts., f. o. b. Toledo. Speak
quick. The Griggs Bro's Co.,

24 North Erie St., Toledo, Ohio.

For Sale.—a Ford automobile, 4-cylinder, 18-horse
power, nearly new; new tires; perfect condition every
way; just the car for a bee-keeper who runs out-apia-
ries. Must raise some money at once, so will sacrifice

the automobile at half its value, $275, or will take hon-
ey or beeswax as part payment.

L. F. Howden, Fillmore, N. Y.

Post Cards

Poultry

A. I. Root's Bee-goods, Poultry-supplies, Seeds, etc.

Stapler's, 412-414 Ferry SL, Pittsburgh, Pa.

For S.\le.—S. C. B. and R. C. B. Leghorns— extra-

fine cockerels and hens.
C. M. Conrad, Flanagan, III.

Barred Ply. Rocks; " Baldwin's Barred Beauties."
Exhibition and breeding stock for sale. Free catalog.

Matt W. Baldwin, Sioux City. Iowa.

For Sale.—S. L. Wyandottes and S. C. W. Leghorns
—choice cockerels and pullets. Write your wants.

J. E. Hughes, Rt. 3, Ronneby, Benton Co., Minn.

Beautiful Christmas, New Year, birthday, and other
cards, at 1, 2^, 5, and 10 cts. each. Samples mailed for
15 cts. or any larger amount—big value for your mon-
ey. Say what you wish. (Reference, The A. I. Root
Co.) M. T. WRIGHT. Medina, Ohio.

Bee-keepers' Directory

Italian Bees, queens, honey, and Root's bee-keep-
ers' supplies. Aliso Apiary, El Toro, Cal.

Well-bred bees and queens. Hives and supplies.
J. H. M. Cook, 70 Cortlandt St., New York City.

For bee-smoker and honey-knife circular send card
to T. F. Bingham, Farwell, Mich.

Italian queens from direct imported mothers, red-
clover strain, $1.00. Circular.

A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

Extra-fine queens of the red-clover strain, bred by
the originator. Fine queens for breeders' use, a spe-
cialty. F. J. Wardell, Uhrichsville, Ohio.

Golden yellow Italian queens my specialty; 1909 price
list ready. Safe introducing directions.

E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

Golden and red-clover Italian queens. Greatly im-
proved facilities for 1910. Wm. A. Shuff,

4426 Osage Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale. — High-grade red-clover and Golden
queens. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
One, 75 cts.; six, $4.00; dozen, $7.50.

Sires Bros. & Co., North Yakima, Wash.

Queens.—Improved red-clover Italians, bred for
business—June 1 to Nov. 15, untested queens, 75 cts.;

select, Sl.OO; tested, $1.25 each. Safe arrival and sat-

isfaction guaranteed. H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.

Quirln's famous improved Italian queens ready in

April; nuclei and colonies about May 1. My stock is

northern bred, and hardy. Five yards wintered on
summer stands without a single loss in 1908; 22 years a
breeder. For sale, several tons of fall honey.

Quirin-the-queen-breeder, Bellevue, 0.

l^lli Comb-honey Combination
I have 112 colonies all in Danz. hives with the exception

of ten, which are in Danz. divisible hives, and these will

go into the regular Danz. body in the spring. The regular

Danz. body, with the right management, is the best com-

bination in the world for comb honey I let the big-hive

men laugh, but when we go to market, their product is no

competition to mine. The dealers say to them, "If yours is

as good as Hall's bring it in and we will take it." And it

is all in the form and management of the HIVE.
St. Joseph, Mich., Sept. 26, 1908. C. L. Hall.

You can get the same results by using the

Danzenbaker hive. Nothing to equal it for

the production of comb honey. The booklet
" Facts about Bees " tells all about this hive.

Sent to any address on receipt of ten cents.

Write for quotations on the

Danz. hives for your apiary.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.

The A B C of Bee Culture
A complete treatise on the subject; fully illustrated.

A text-book for the beginner and advanced bee-keeper.
Cloth-bound, $1.50 postpaid; German edition, $2.50.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.
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Special Notices
By Our Business Manager

MAPLE SYRUP.
We have in stock, carried over from last spring,

some choice maple syrup in gallon cans. We offer
this in single-gallon lots at $1.10; six gallons at $1.00
per gallon; large lots at reduced prices quoted on ap-
plication. It will be two to three months before the
new crop of maple syrup will be ready. These cold
winter mornings bring the craving for pancakes and
syrup. Get a supply of the delicious maple if you
would enjoy them to the full.

SWEET-CLOVER SEED.
We have just secured a supply of hulled white-sweet-

cloyer seed as well as a further supply of unhuUed
white, and are now prepared to furnish the unhulled,
either white or yellow, at 16 cts. per lb.; 10 lbs. at 14
cts.; 25 lbs. at 13 cts.; 100 lbs. at 12 cts. The hulled
white or yellow at 20 cts. per lb.; 10 lbs. at 18 cts.; 25
lbs. at 17 cts.; 100 lbs. at 16 cts. We recently filled an
order for 1000 pounds each of white and yellow, and
have had other good-sized orders. If the demand con-
tinues in the same volume we shall be sold out long
before a new crop can be gathered.

HONEY WANTED.
We shall require from 50 to 100 tons of choice white

comb honey for next season's use. See p. 765 of this
issue. We can use white clover, basswood, and clover
and basswood mixed. We can not use off-flavored or
amber honey, nor any that contain? pollen. We pre-
fer to have honey produced in i}i or b^a or Danzenba-
ker shallow frames, not wired, with thin super foun-
dation for both top and bottom starters. We some-
times use honey in Danzenbaker sections, but prefer
it in frames.

If your locality produces white honey, write us how
much you can furnish, and your price delivered here
in good condition. We do not allow for weight of
frames in settlement. Address
Honey Buyer, care of The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

IMPROVEMENTS AND CHANGE IN PRICE OF EXTRACTORS.
In our new catalog, which goes to press as soon as

this number is printed, there are a few changes in
price which have not heretofore been mentioned in
this department. The four-frame non-reversible Nov-
ice have been reduced $2.00 below the prices ruling
last year, while the four and six frame Root automatic
have been advanced $1.00 each in hand machines,
and $2.00 in power machines. All machines are fitted
with ball bearings, and all but the power machines
have a slip-gear device. This device is not necessary
or desirable on machines operated by an engine. You
would be liable to strip the gears in trying to throw
them in mesh with the reel at rest and the engine run-
ning full speed. On most of the extractors, we are
now using die-cast gears of white metal which run
very smooth and noiseless. The ratio on the two-
frame has been increased to 5 to 1 in some and 4 to 1

in others, making it possible to get a higher speed
without chasing the crank around so fast. The band
brake in the large machines is being improved, mak-
ing it more reliable, and less subject to breakage. A
man who extracts several carloads of honey in a sea-
son will discover any weak points which we do not al-
ways find in the limited testing we can give them here.
When such weak points develop we proceed at once to
find a remedy. In this way our extractors have been
brought to a point where they are practically perfect.
This is what a large honey-producer in California has
to say after using one the past season in extracting his
crop of honey from over 400 colonies:

Madary's Planing-mill, Fresno, Cal.
Dear Sirs:—I should like to say a few words in favor

of the ball-bearing Root automatic extractor, as the
one I took out of stock several days ago has been in
use since that time, and I must say I believe it is as
near perfection as can be. although the Root Co.
have patents pending. This machine runs so easy
that a few turns to get it up to speed is all that is nec-
essary; and the men while using the No. 17, which I
formerly had, could average only 1000 lbs. per day,
while with this machine they can average 2000 lbs.
with but one additional man. No apiary can afford to
be without one of these machines.

I feel like congratulating the Root Co. for making an
invention that is such a satisfaction, and financially
to the honey-producers' interest. B. B. HOGABOOM.
Elk Grove, Cal., Sept. 8, 1908.

A BARGAIN IN SQUARE JARS.

In order to reduce a surplus stock we
are prepared to offer a special bargain
in square jars of small size. These are
put up 100 to the crate, and, including
corks, we offer them as follows: 5-oz.
square Ponder jars, including corks,
$2.00 per 100; J^-lb. square Pouder jars,
including corks, $2.25 per 100. In 500
lots you may deduct 5 per cent, and in
1000 lots 10 per cent from above prices.
To make a really neat and attractive
finish, tinfoil caps should be added. We
will include these at 25 cents per 100
extra, either size. This is a much hand-
somer package than a tumbler or jelly-
glass, and at these prices it costs little

if any more. Our stock offered at this
price is limited, and the price holds
only while the stock lasts. Shipments
can be made only while the stock lasts.

Shipments can be made only from Medina, at which
point only are these jars in stock.

BARGAINS IN HONEY-EXTRACTORS.
We still have here and in the hands of branches and

dealers a number of honey-extractors which do not
contain the latest improvements in the way of ball
bearings and slip gear. These we offer, to close out,
at special prices which are considerably cheaper than
the regular machines; and to those who are looking
for bargains these should appeal. They are new ma-
chines, up to date in every respect, with the exception
named above.
With Blanke & Hauk Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
6 No. 4 Novice for short frames, 13xl3K or smaller.

Regular price $10.00. We offer these at $8.00.

1 No. 15 Cowan for L. frames. Price $11.00.

1 No. 17 Root automatic, 12-inch comb-pockets.
Price $12.50.

2 No. 25 Root automatic for 4 frames, L. size. Price
$20.00 each.
With C. H. W. Weber. Cincinnati, O.
1 No. 7 Novice for frames up to 11/4 in. deep. Price

$9.00.

3 No. 15 Root automatic for L. frame. Price $12.00.
1 No. 17 Root automatic with 12-inch comb-pocket.

Price $12.50.

With Joseph Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.
4 No. 15 Cowan extractors for L. frame. Price $U.OO.
With the A. I. Root Co., St. Paul, Minn.
1 No. 5 Novice extractor for L. frame. Price $8.00.

1 No. 7 Novice extractor for frames up to 11}^ in.
deep. Price $9.00.

4 No. 15 Cowan extractors for L. frames. Price $11.00.
2 No. 25 Root automatic extractors for L. frame.

Price $20.00.

The A. I. Root Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
3 No. 5 Novice extractors for L. frame. Price $8.00.

5 No. 15 Cowan extractors for L. frame. Price $11.00.
1 No. 18 Cowan extractor for frames up to 12 inches
deep. Price $13.00.
The A. I. Root Co., Mechanic Falls, Maine.
1 No. 4 Novice extractor for short frames. Price

$8.00.

4 No. 15 Cowan extractors for L. frame. Price $11.00.
The A. I. Root Co., 20 Vesey St., New York City.
1 No. 4 Novice extractor for short frames. Price $8 00.

1 No. 15 Cowan extractor for L. frames. Price $11.00.
1 No. 17 Cowan extractor for frames up to 11/4 in.

deep. Price $12.00.
1 No. 40 Root automatic for 8 L. frames. Price $32.00.
The A. I. Root Co., 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1 No. 4 Novice extractor for short frames. Price

$8 00.

1 No. 17 Cowan extractor for frames up to 1154 in.
deep. Price $12.00.

3 No. 18 Cowan extractors for frames up to 12 in.
deep. Price $13.00.

1 No. 25 Root automatic extractor for L. frames.
Price $20.00.
The A. I. Root Co., 1100 Maryland Ave., Washington,

D. C.
3 No. 15 Root automatic extractors for L. frames.

Price $2.00.

At Medina, O.
5 No. 25 Root automatic for 4 L. frames. Price $20.00.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNTS.
Our cash discount for orders placed during this

month is four per cent. There is a double advantage
in getting goods early—you save quite a good margin
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on your purchase, and you have the eroods early
enough so that you can get them ready for use long
before they are actually needed, and while other work
is slack too. It is easy to anticipate your needs in
hives, frames, and sections, at least, and you may as
well get these now and take advantage of the dis-
count. We are in better shape to take prompt care of
orders now than we shall be later when the spring
rush begins.

COLD-FRAME SASH.

As cold weather approaches, truck-gardeners are
making plans for protection to the plants. We are
prepared to furnish not only the regular cold-frame
sash, 3 ft. 4 in. by 6 ft., but we also make special sash
to order. The regular sash are usually shipped knock-
ed down. Price 90 cts. each; 5, $4.75; S8.00 for 10. If

put up, 10 cts. each extra, without paint; add 10 cts.

for each coat of paint and $1.00 for glazing, making the
sash complete, with glass and two coats of paint, $2.20
each. Our sash are made of cypress, I73 thick, and as
regularly furnished they are grooved for glass to be
butted together. If preferred we also rabbet the bars
so glass can be lapped and set in putty. Regular sash
take four rows of 8x10 glass. We make on order other
styles and sizes. Enquiries and orders solicited.

BEE-KEEPER'S CART.

For years there has been a demand for a two-wheel-
ed cart for moving hives and honey in the apiary. We
are cataloging, for the first time this year, such a cart.

The wheels are 36 inches in diameter, while the box or
platform is hung low down so you can load or unload
without lifting so far. Neither is the load so likely to

tip over as it would be if above the center of the wheel.
The size of the platform is 28 inches wide by 32 long,
which will accommodate two hives side by side. The
box, which is removable, is 25x26, by 15 inches deep,
inside measure. The wheels regularly furnished have
a tire VA inches wide. For $2.00 extra you can have a
3-inch tire. The No. 1 cart, without box, costs $8.00.

No. 2, with box, $10.00. The carts are shipped K. D.,

and the No. 1 weighs 100 lbs.; No. 2, 120 lbs.

Convention Notices.

Oklahoma is rapidly coming to the front as a honey-
producing State, and will strive to equal her adjoining
sister State of Texas in this industry'. Her display at

the last State fair was creditable for one of her years.
A call has just been issued for her bee-keepers to meet
in Guthrie on Thursday, Dec. 30, to organize a State
bee-keepers' association. At this meeting it is hoped
that a premium will be offered for the best method of

getting our experiment stations to take a greater inter-

est in bee culture. Who will help?
Cherokee, Okla. GEO. N. COULSON.

The annual meetingof the Kansas State Bee-keepers'
Association will meet at Topeka. Dec. 27. 28. The first

meeting will be held at 8 o'clock P.M., Dec. 27; also one
at 2 P.M. and another at 8 P.M., Dec. 28. All bee-keep-
ers, whether members or not, are cordially invited to
attend. O. A. Keene, Sec.
Topeka, Kansas.

Honey Markets continuedfrom page 5.

Philadelphia.—The season is now well advanced,
with only about two weeks more for the sale of honey.
Prices have not changed in the last ten days, but, if

any thing, they will weaken from now until Christ-
mas. We quote fancy white comb honey, 16 to 18;

No. 1, 14; amber. -13; extracted white, in five-gallon
cans, 9; amber in barrels, 6; amber in cans, 7. Bees-
wax, 29. Wm. A. SELSER.
:: Dec. 6.

Liverpool.—During the past fortnight the honey
market has been down for all descriptions except Ja-
maican, in which a fair business has been done. All
other kinds have in each case been retailed. We now
quote Chilian, $5.28 to $7.44 per cwt; Peruvian, $3.84 to
$4.80; California, $8.16 to $8.64; Jamaican. $6.72 to $7.92;

Haitian. $6.72 to $7.20. Beeswax continues steady at
the following quotations: African, $32.67 to $33.88;

American, $33.88 to $35.09; West Indian, $32.67 to $36.28;

Chilian, $35.09 to $40.52.

Dec. 1. Taylor & Co.

Buffalo.—There is a little better demand for white
comb honey. Prices remain about the same; stock of
white comb is not heavy here, and would soon clean
up if we could get a good fair demand for a short
time. We think it is pretty well cleaned up in the
country. We quote No. 1 to fancy white comb honey,
15 to 16; No. 2 white comb. 12 to 13; No. 3, 10 to 11; No.
1 amber, comb, 12 to 13; No. 1 buckwheat, comb, 12 to

12^2; No. 2 buckwheat, comb. 10 to 11; extracted white.
7/2 to 8/4; extracted amber. 7 to 7^; extracted dark. 7 to

7>2; tumblers (white) . 85 to 90 per dozen. Beeswax, 28

to 30.

Dec. 4. W. C. Townsend.

Albany.—Honey market is quiet and firm for the
straight grade of both buckwheat and clover showing
no signs of candying in the combs, as most of the
mixed grades are showing, and is causing serious
complaint with consumers. For some reason the
hardening or granulating of honey in the comb is in-

creasing yearly. We quote fancy white, in good con-
dition. 15; mixed white. 12 to 13; buckwheat straight.

13; mixed. 10 to 12. For extracted honey the demand
is good; receipts light; white, S]4; mixed, 7^ to 8;

buckwheat and dark, IVz to 8. Beeswax is scarce at

32 to 33. H. R. WRIGHT.
Dec. 5.

New York.—Comb honey is in fair demand, mostly
for No. 1 and fancy white. Off grades and buckwheat
do not seem to move as well, and are rather neglected.
While the supply is not heavy, it is sufficient to meet
the demand, and we have not experienced any short-
age as yet. Some lots are still held back by the pro-
ducers. We quote fancy white, 15 to 16; No. 1, 12 to 13;

mixed and dark, 10 to 12 according to quality. De-
mand is fair for nearly all kinds of extracted honey,
especially California, of which there seems to be a
large supply. Prices remain about the same as our
last, and we do not expect any material change within
the near future. Beeswax is in good demand at from
29 to 30. HILDRETH & SEGELKEN.
Dec. 6.

Mr.Bee-Man: Yon can sive time,
worry, and money by
ordering your supplies

for next season now.
I have a full line of Hives, Supers, Sections, Foundation

—

in fact, every thine yon need in the apiary. If yoa do not

have a catalog, send for one to-day.

182
Friend St.

H. H. JEPSON
Phone Haymarket 1489-1

Boston,

Mass.

SEATTLE EXPOSITION
10

Postal Card Views, 10 Cents Postpaid.
.Art Post-Card Co.. Dept. D, 118 St. Clair St., Cleveland, O.

If You Want to Know
THE BEST FARM PAPER

Send 10 Cents for 10 Weeks
The RURAL NEW-YORKER, 421 Pearl St., New York
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BEE-KEEPERS OF THE NORTH

Be Sure to Get Our Prices on

BEESWAX
Before selling your season's wax, or

let us send you our prices for
working your beeswax into

Dadants
Foundation



Read How Two Men Make

$12,000 A YEAR
Clear Profit on a Small Farm

FOUR years ago the Comings, father and son, both in poor health, and
with no practical experience, took up egg-raising on a few acres of land

in New Jersey, beginning with only thirty hens. To-day they have one
of the greatest egg-producing plants in this country, and a business that, with
1953 hens, paid a clear profit last year of more than twelve thousand dollars.

TheCORNING EGG-BOOK
(entitled " $6.41 per Hen per Year ") , tells HOW these two men did it. Not theories, but
facts; not air-castles, not expectations, but methods, tested and proved by experience. It

tells how they found a market eager to get choice eggs at high prices. It tells how they
learned to meet that demand with an unfailing supply, m winter as in summer. It tells of

their problems and failures, and how they overcame them and won SUCCESS. It gives
photographic pictures of their plant, with working drawings of important buildings, etc.

And it gives beginners just the help they need to make money in this unlimited field.

Your chances of success are far better than theirs, for you have their experience to guide
you. The knowledge which cost the Comings much hard cash and years of experiment is

at your command for the price of a dozen eggs.

Here are some of the Things that the CORNING EGG-BOOK tells

The troubles of grreat hotels in getting reliable eggs. How to prevent the drafts that kill chickens.

The prices paid for Corning eggs thruout the year. How to save 97 per cent of the young chicks.

Number of eggs sold each month thruout the year. Why and how they make the hens scratch for food.

How to get most eggs when other people get none. Why they send hens to roost with full crops.

When to hatch chicks that are to lay winter eggs. How to make hens attend strictly to business.

How to grow juicy broilers in nine weeks. Why they raise only white-shelled eggs.

How to mix the feed that makes the most eggs. How to have May chicks laying eggs in October.

The Corning Egg-book is sold in combination with the

FARM JOURNAL
to Increase its Subscription List to ONE MILLION Next Year.

Farm Journal has for thirty-three years conducted a poultry department known the

country over for the ability of its editors and the value of ifs contents. Besides this strong

section, which of itself makes the paper valuable to every chicken-owner, its other depart-

ments are ably conducted and widely quoted. It is the standard monthly farm and home
paper of the country, with already more than three million readers. It is clean, bright,

mtensely practical ; boiled down; cream, not skim-milk. Its editors and contributors know
what they are talking about, and can quit when they have said it. It is for the gardener,

fruitman, stockman, trucker, farmer, villager, suburbanite, the women folks, the boys and
girls. It is illustrated, and well printed on good paper. It has not a medical or trashy

advertisement in it. More than half a million of its subscribers pay five and ten years

ahead—a very remarkable fact.

H^reis
. srX"Ejk''°K'K' ini Both for Sl.OOOur Offer Farm Journal for five years -"-^V-r l-XX X V-TX U^ J. • V/V/

Cash, money-order, or check. And if you order within TEN DAYS we will also

send FREE '^' Poor Richard Revived," a splendid 48-page FARM ALMANAC for 1910.

Farm Journal, 1095 Race St., Philadelphia



Goes like Sixty

Sells like Sixty

Sells for Sixty
$60.00

Gilson Air-cooled Gasoline-engine

A perfect engine for operating honey-extractors,

pumps, small feed - grinders, small wood - saws,

cream - separators, corn - shellers, and other light

farm-machines. Larger sizes, water-cooled, from

2 to 27 horse-power, stationaryJand portable, for

all purposes. . . . Write for catalog and price list.

Gilson : Manufacturing : Company
624 Park'St., Port Washington, Wis.

^














